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EUFliEEXCIvS TO TUB TOTES AND riiOClillDINGS, VOL. I—iStU TABUAMliNT—SESSION, 19CO.
PAPETtS OllDEBKD TO 

BE PItINTED-

A
YOU.

ABATTOIRS
UI.KHK ISIJIKD , , , . ,

Motion made [Mr. O'SMv'an} to refer work of removal, to Pnldic Works Committee, ] 01M of 
Tliat requirements of the Public Works Act in siihinittiu^. had not been complied 

with,—ruled against by Mr. Speaker, amendment moved (Mr. Crick) to leave the site open, 
and passed, motion as amended passed, 223.

ABERDAKIi COLLIERIES RAILWAY BILL ^ o _
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion of (Mr. Feyan), read .1°, 539.

ABBOT T, THE HONORABLE SIR .JOSEPH PALMER, K.C.M.G.,
Addresses the House in reference to his proposed retirement from the Speakership, and refers 

to the services of the officers of the House, 9.
Clerk announces resignation of, os Speaker, 11, _
Motion made (Sir William Lyne) for Vote of Thanks on retirement from Speakership, 2G ; Reply 

reported by Mr. Speaker, 43.
ABORIGINES PROTECTION BOARD

Report for 1839, laid on Table, ..........................................................................................................
ABRAHAM, MRS. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”). ^
ACCIDENTS (See also “MINERS ACCIDENT RELIEF BILL’'; also “MINERS ACCIDENT 

RELIEF BILL (No. 2).”
Monthly Retokss or :—

Return (in part) to Order, laid on Table, 24, 40, 4S(S), 133, 200, 251, 2oS, 316, 398, 422, 459, 
504, 000 .........................................................................................................................................

Geoiwe-stbeet Afro North Sydney Electkio Trams :—

Return respecting accidents, laid on Table, 373 ...............................................................................
Accident to Albert Burbank on Railway Premises, Tamworth :—

Motion made {JO'. Gillies) for Select Committee, 75 ; Report brought up, 449 ; Report adopted,
...............................................................................................................................

ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES (See “FINANCE”).
ADDITIONAL SITTING DAY ,

Motion made (Sir William Lyne) that House meet on Fridays at 10 o'clock, and that Govern 
meut Business take precedence, and that the House shall not ait later than 5 o’clock, when 
the question of adjournment shall be put without debate. Point of Order,—(Mr. J. H. 
Touna) That the proposal to put the question without debate was a contravention of the 
Standing Orders,—ruled against by Mr. Speaker, amendment moved (Mr. Cook) to omit 
words “without debate,” and negatived, motion agreed to, 367- 

Motions made (Sir fFiWiam Lyne), Tiiat Monday bo a sitting day, the House moot ut 10 a.m., 
and that Government business take precedence, 540.
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11 INDEX.

EBl'RKSirCES TO THE TOTES AID PEOCEEOIN'GS, VOL. I—iSlH TAELIAMEIfT—SESSION, I^OO. PitPBES ORDERED TO
EE PRINTED.

VOL.

A
ADDRESSES.

Alphabetical .Registers of, and Orders for Papers—.Sessional Paper
In Reply to Oovebnob's Openino Speech :—

Committee appointed to prepare the Address brought up and read by Clerk, motion made 
(Afr, F. Clarlc) for adoption and debate adjourned, {to take precedence) 8 ; debate resumed, 
amendment moved (.1/r. iieid) to insert new paragraphs in reference to appointment of 
Mr. Yanvood as a member of the Committee appointed to inquire into the Public Accounts 
and in regard to the recent appointments to the Volunteer Force, and debate adjourned 
(to take jn'ecexlaice), 1G ; debate resumed and adjourned (to take precedence), 20, 26; debate 
resumed, amendment negatived, Address passed, time for presentation to Governor fixed, 
2S; Reply to Address, 48,

Sympathy with His Royat, Highness The Prince oe Wai.es 
Motion made {Sir WUlia.ni Lyne) for, on the occasion of the attempt on the life of His Roval 

Highness, 15.
Letter read by Mr. Speaker from His Excellency the Governor, conveying thanks of His Royal 

Highness for sympathy, 868.

Death oe Hits Royal Highness the Duke oe Saxe Cohuhg and Gotha 1
Motion made [Sir William Lyne) for Address of Condolence with Her Majesty, 169, i
Copy of Cablegram from Secretary of State, conveying thanks for Message of Sympathy, laid on

Table, 187 ....... ....................................................................................p,....................................
Letter notifying receipt of despatch conveying thanks for exuressions of condolence forwarded 

by Lieutenant-Governor, and reported by Mr. Speaker, 499.
ADJOURNMENT

Or House :—

Motion made for, and passed, 9, 16, 20, 29, 42, 50, 59, 67, 75, S3, 111, 128, 135, 143, 153, 168, 
169, 179, 190, 241, 246, 267, 282, 290, 297, 312, 331, 355, 385, 393, 410, 455, 466, 472, 497, 
518, 529, 535, 568, 595, 606, 617.

Motion made for Special, 9, 41, 629, 56S, 595, 606, 617.
Motion made for, and House counted out, 542, 551.
Rnr want of a Quorum after commencement of Business, 96, 117, 272, SIS, 361, 370, 445, 502, 

60S, 542, 551. ’
Business interrupted by, at 5 o’clock on Friday, 476.
Motion for, put at 5 o’clock on Friday and negatived, 580.

Of Debate .

Motion made for, and passed, 49, 74, S3 (2) I7S, 1SS, 201, 340, 368, 379, 492, 517, 593, 013, 617. 
Motion made for, and withdrawn, ]6S, 586.
To take precedence, 0, 16, 20, 26.
Motion made for, and negatived. 104, 3IS, 326, :35i.
Amendment moved on motion for, 594.

Motion made for, under the 49th Standing Order, on the following Sdiheots and
IN EG AT I YE I > :—

Additional Grant towards expenses in England of Honorable Edmund Barton OC {Mr 
McGowen), 41.

Overcrowding of tlsc Electric Trams (Aft-. McLean), 58.
Return of Australian Contingent from Smith Africa when the War is over (Mr. Eeid) 74.
Balmain and Lilly'field Tramway (Aft-. TrfHr), 82. ’ ’
Expenditure on Roads and Bridges (Mr. Auntin Chapman), 96.
Claim of Samuel Gibson for compensation for loss of an eve while serving a sentence at Trial 

Bay Prison (Mr. Norton), 104. "
The Unemployed difficulty (Mr. I/ayner), 110.
Public Accountant's investigation into Public Aceouuts (Mr. Ileul), 240.
Receiving Office at Garland (Dr. Roes), 246. ’ '
Collusion between certain Government Officials and a Government Stores Contractor (Mr 

Arthur Grijjdh), 251.
Unsatisfactory condition of the Act dealing with Forestry (Mr. McFarlavr), 272 
Working hours of employees on Ferry and Tug Bouts (Mr. E. M. Clark), 278.
Maladministration of Lands Department in the matter of Exchanges (Mr. Norton) 286.
Action of Station-master at Orange in using the State Telegraph for private purposes (Mr. 

Norton), 296. 1 r
tt ithdrawal of Crown Lands from .Settlement after being advertised for application (Mr 

Phillips}, 305.
Road through Mrs. Ashcroft’s Macquarie Fields Estate (Dr. Foss), 311.
Circular of Mr. C. Delohery to shareholders of the Civil Service Co-operative Society (J/'r J C L 

Itlzpalnck), 324, J ...
Federal National Ode (.Ur. Affleck), 348.
Border Regulation re Tick LTague and Importation of Meat (Mr. Lee), 367.
Refusal of Premier to receive deputation respecting resumption of site for Electric Lighting 

Plant (A/r. Norton), 424, ' b 6
Refusal of Railway Commissioners to receive deputation respecting running of passenger trains 

mto Nfirrabn West Station CUr, Foss), 402.

Consumptive patienti, Liverpool Asvlum (Mr. Nor(ou), 577.
Legalisation of Municipalities (Mr. Taylor), CIO.

Motion made for, under Tint 49th Standing Order, and ruled out of order •—
Thoroughfare for vehicular traffic through Botanic Gardens to Lady Macquarie’s Chair (Mr. J. 

(J. Js. J'ltzpatnrk),^)^, 1 1
Retirement of Members of Force under the Police Superannuation Act (Mr Meaijhcr) 5I,r) 
Influence of Members on Commissioners in respect to boundaries of Federal Electorates‘(if r 

Jloore), 549. '
Contract for supply of Steel Rails (Mr. Molesmrth), 557. ,

tage.
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EETEEimClSS TO THIS TOTES AJTD PEOCEEDINOSj VOL, I—iSTH rAELrAMElTT—SESSION 1900, PAPERS ORDERED TO
RE PRINTED,

TOL. Paoe,

A

ADMINISTRATION OT JUSTICE (See also "INTEREST ON JUDGMENTS AMENDMENT 
BILL”; also "CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ABOLITION BILL”; also “SUPREME 
COURT PROCEDURE BILL” ; also CRIMES BILL” ; also WITNESSES EXAMINATION 
BILL”; also "SHERIFFS BILL”; also SUPREME COURT AND CIRCUIT COURTS 
BILL"; also “ TRUSTEES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL” ; also “PETTY SESSIONS 
FEES BILL ”) -

District Cockts Act of ISoS :—
Annual Returns under 103rd auction, laid on Table, 19,

SumiiME Court :—
Rules of, (in Equity) laid on Table, 19, 3S4.
Rules of, (in Lunacy) laid on Table, J9, 501,
Rules of, (iu Divorce) laid on Table, 24.

Convictions undku. the Licensing Act :—
Return (in part) to Order (Session 1891-2), laid on Table, 19.

Trial of Seamen at Sybney and Newcastle for Offences on boakd Simps:— •
Return to Order (Session 1899), laid On Table, 19..................................................... .......................  )

Cask of the Bishop of Goulburn The Comte de Rossi 1 ■ /

Petition presented from the Comte de Rossi in reference to his removal from Church of England (
Trust, Diocese of Goulburn, and praying for relief, 73 ..........................................................  )

Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for papers, 125 ; Return to Address, laid on Table, 340, 
Prosecutions an» Convictions under Early Closing Act :—

Motion made (Dr. Ross) for return, 152; Return to Order, laid on Table, 285.
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883 : —

Return respecting convictions under section 42, laid on Table, 272 ...............................................q
First Offenders Probation Aoi- :— ' i

Return of number of persona released under, laid on Table", 440 ..................................................  t
Case of Rathbone v. Walker |

Motion made (Mr. IF. IF. Yoiuiy) for papers, 526 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 574 ...... J
Court-house, Gileandka ;—

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 556.
Crown v. Mr. John Digut, J.P., Tamworth:—

Papers in case, laid on Table, 556............................................................................................... ......
Board of Health:—

List of Prosecutions by the Sanitary Inspector, laid on Table, 574 . ,
ADMINISTRATION (VALIDATING) BILL : -

Motion made (Hfr. IVisc) for Committee of the Whole, 272 ; House in Committee, Resolution 
agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 307 ; read 2“, committed, reported witiiout amend
ment, Report adopted, 326 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 317; returned with 
amendments, 374; Council’s amendments agreed to, 429 ; Assent reported, 457.

ADVISORY BOARD (See “ UNEMPLOYED”; also “AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES”).
AFRICA, ASIA, AND AMERICA (See “TELEGRAMS ”).
AGREEMENTS VALIDATING ACT REPEAL BILL

Motion made (:ffr, Willis) for leave to bring in, 18 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 20. 
AGENT-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
AGRICULTURAL LEASES BILL

Motion made (Mr. Bennett) fur leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, IS; 
Order of the Day postponed, 26, 134 ; 2° negatived, Order discharged, Bill withdrawn, 460. 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT BILL (changedfrom LANDS FOR SETTLEMENT BILL) :— 
Messages from Governor, 96, 229 ; Motion made (Sir William. Lyne) for Committoo of the 

Whole, 286 ; House in Committee (Mr, Grid'), Resolution agreed to. Bill presented) and *
■ read 1°, 508; read 2° (Mr. Urici), committed, 522; reported with amendments, Report 

adopted, 540 ; recommitted, 049 ; House in Committee, 558 ; reported 2° with further 
amendments, Report adopted, 56S; rend 3°, passed, and’sent to Council, 580- 

AGRICULTURE
Reports of Department, for 1899, laid on Table, 49,187 ..................................................................
Report of Stock and Brands Branch for 1899, laid on Table, 96 ...............

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES (See also “ DURBO PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL," AND 
HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION BILL ”) ;~

Report of Advisory Board on Management, laid on Table, 164...............
ALIENS _ ............................

Return respecting number admitted into the Colony since passing of Immigration Restriction 
Act, 1898, laid on Table, 125.............................

ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS ...........................................
Of Bids—Sessional Paper ................................................ .....................................
Of Addresses and Orders for Papers.....................

ALLANDALE (See “RAILWAYS”). .....................................
AMENDED LIFE INSURANCE ENCOURAGEMENT BILL

Motion made (jUY. Garland) to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order. 
ANN AN DALE (See “DRAINAGE”).
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST (See “PUBLIC HEALTH”)
ANNANDALE FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

By-Jaws, laid on Table, 16.
APPROPRIATION BILL:-

}

}

Assent to (Third Session, 1899), reported, 2.
Ordered, on motion of Sir William Lyne, founded on Resolutions of Ways and Means (Nos, C, 

7, ami 8), presented and read 1°, 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report 
adopted, 567 ; read'3°, passed and sent to Council, 577-8 ; returned witiiout amendment, 
579 ; Assent reported, 600.

ARBITRATION (See “INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION BILL”)
ARMY REMOUNTS (See “MILITARY”). '
ART GALLERY (See “LIBRARY AND ART GALLERY BILL”).
ART UNIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—

Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under the 296th Standing Order, 57 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 73 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report 
adopted, 143 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council without amendment, 153; Assent 
reported, 1S1.

ASHFIELD (See “ELECTORAL ”).
ASHTON, MR, ARTHUR (See “ PUBLIC SERVICE ”).
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INDEX.

RUTEEEXCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCKEDTKGB, TOL. 3—iStjI PARTiTAMENr—session 1900. PAPKES ORDERED TO 
RE PRINTED,

TOL.

A

ASSEMBLY (See also “ ELECTORAL” ; also “ SPEAKER ; also “ MEMBERS” ; also 
“ADJOURNMENT''; also “CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES”: also “CALL OF 
THE HOUSE”; also “NO QUORUM”; also “FREE CONFERENCE”; also “MORN
ING SITTINGS-HOUR OF MEETING ”)

Opening of Parliament, 1.
Members sworn, 2 (3), C, 74, 16S, 291, 477, 501.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 7 ; Address in Reply, S, 16, 20, 26, 2S ; Reply to Address, 43. 
Sessional Orders passed, 14, IS, 29 (Q, 367, 540.
Leave of absence to Member, 16.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 44, 08, 60. 91.
Sittinsa after Midnight, 28. 41, 50, 58, 90, 104, 110, 127, 134, 153, 160, 178, 194, 201, 240, 246, 

251, 259, 260, 282, 2S7, 297, 300, 312, 325, 331, 34.8, 355, 308, 3J6, 392, 401, 415, 425, 436, 
443, 451, 4S2, 508, 613, 523, 527, 534, 542, 560, 5S0, 5S7, 003.

Standing Orders suspended, 5S, 152, 159. 258, 373, 5S5(10), 602 (3), 610.
Standing Order proposed (Iiimita/ion of Debate), 127, 137.
Votes and Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 87 ...............................................................................................
Weekly Report of Divisions in Committee, Nos. 1 to 19 .............................................................
Reports from Printing Committee, Nos. 1 to 19 ............................................................................
Proclamation proroguing Parliament ........................... ............................................................... . ■ •

Sr.ssnwAL Papetis :—
Business undisposed of at close of Session ......................................................................................
Attendance of Members m Divisions and Counts-out .....................................................................
Business of the Session................................................................................. .....................................
Alphabetical Registers of Bills ..........................................................................................................
Alphabetical Registers of Addresses and Orders for,Papers ..........................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session....................... .....................................

ASSENT TO BILLS (See “ MESSAGES ’). I
ASSESSMENT BOOKS (See “ LAND TAX [ASSESSMENT BOOKS] BILL”).
ATTACHMENT OF WAGES ABOLITION BILL_ _ I

- Motion made {Mr. Arthur Gr<filk)io-c Message to Council requesting that Bill be proceeded with 
under the 295th Standing Order, 27 : returned from Council with amendments and an 
amended Title, 167 : Order of the Day postponed, 178 ; Council's amendments agreed to, 
including the amendment in the Title, 187 ; Assent reported, 229.

AUDITOR-GENERAL :
Pcnue Accounts

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure of the Consolidated Revenue Fund for year ended 30th
June, 1899, with report thereon, laid on Table, 12 .................................................................

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH ,
Visit of Their Roval Hiohxesser the Duke and Duchess of York to Australia :— _ 

Copy of telegram received from His Excellency the Governor, read by Sir William Lyne, 317. 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM

Report for 1900, laid on Table, 285 ............................................................................................
AUSTRALIAN NURSING CORPS

Notification of reduced lates on Telegrams to South Africa, laid on Table, 82.

1
635
723
619

621
629
631
707
715
719
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B

BAULINA, &e. (See “TELEPHONES ” ; also “RAILWAYS”).
BALLOT . .....

For Members of Free Conference on Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 32o.
BALMAIN (Seh “SEWEIIAOE”; also “TRAMWAYS”].
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS .. ...

Statement showing average for Quarter ended 31st March, 1900, laid on lable, 4U.
Do do 31st December, 1899, laid on Xamo, 40.
Do do 30th June, I960, laid on Table, 216.
Do do 30th September, 1900, laid on Table, 600.

BANKS HALF-HOLIDAY BILL,r . „ _ Pon,,„
Message from Governor, 569 ; Standing Orders suspended, oSo; House in Committee, Keaoia 

Lion agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 2U, committed, reported with an amendment, 
Report adopted, 5S6; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 590; returned without amend
ment, 612. ,

BARRABA (See “ RAILWAYS ’’}.
BARRETT, CAPTAIN (See “MILITARY”).
BARTON, EDMUND, ESQUIRE, Q.C.

Resignation of, as Member for The Hastings and The Maeleay, reported, I. . . .
Adjournment moved (ilfr. McGowen) in reference to additional grant for expenses in England, 

and negatived, 40.
BATHURST (See “ELECTORAL”).
BECKER, MR. PAUL (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
BEE BILL :—

Motion made {Mr. Fcgan) for leave to bring in, 354.
BEHRENDT, MR. PETER, CIVIL ENGINEER...

Petition presented from, in reference to his dismissal from his positron in connection with 11
plague disinfecting operations, and praying for an inquiry, 141..........................................

BEIRA, AFRICA (See “TELEGRAPHS ”).
BELLINGEN RIVER (See “ WHARVES .
BELMORE (See “RAILWAYS”).
BELMORE PARK (See “ TRAMWAYS”).
BEN DICK MORRELL (See “RAILWAYS”).
BERNSTEIN, DR. LUDWIK (See “ SEDITIOUS LANGUAGE”).
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eefehe^cis to the votes and peoceedixos, vol, i—iStjl pahliamekt—session 1900, PA3*KE3 ORDERED TO 
EE PRINTED,

VOL* J PAGE,

B

BILLS (Sec also " .MESSAGES” ; also " STANDING OHDERS ’’)
Alphabetical Registers of—Sessional Paper.............................................................. .........................  ^
Particulars respecting drafting of Publiu, since 1895, 517 ..............................................................  ( ^
Reserved during last Session, assented to, 6.
Brought in pro/ormd, 7.
Message from Council, requesting Assembly to proceed with, under 2D6th Standing Order,

12 (2), 57, 355.
' Leave given to proceed with, under the 2!)5th Standing Order, 14, 15 p), 1S (5J, 25, 2(j, 27, 2S, 57,

04 p), 134 (’), 109, 207.
Petition for leave to proceed with, under 40(Hh Standing Order, 13, 14 (2).
Message to Council requesting Bill of previous Session to be proceeded with, 27.
Order of Day for 2° restored to paper, 103, 378, 504.
Adoption of Report from Committee fixed for future day, 90, 26f>, 534.
Recommitted, 110, 187, 201, 312, 374, 513, 534, 542.
Recommitted 2°, 110.
Motion to recommit negatived, 126 p), 207, 40S, 511, G13.
Amendment, on Motion for 2°, to refer to Select Committee, 134, 1SS ; {ncgalival}, 3S5.
Withdrawn, 143, 229, 272, 306, 317, 460 (=), 461.
Title amended by Legislative Council, 167.
Title amended, 187, 475, 534.
Title of Council Bill amended, 461.
Short Title amended by Council, 507.
Short Title amended in Committee, 568.
Bill passed through several stages at end of Session, 5S0, 606.
Council's amendments agreed to forthwith, 443,
Amendment to 10062° “ this day throe months” (nccjatiurrl), 527.
Council’s amendments considered at later hour of day, 559.
Read 2° at later hour of day, 56S.
Amended message to Council, 013.

BLACK ROD
Usher of, delivers Message from Governor, 6.

BLAYNEY (See “RAILWAYS”).
BLIND INSTITUTION (See “ SYDNEY INDUSTRIAL BLIND INSTITUTION INCORPORA

TION BILL ”).
BLOOMFIELD, URIEL (See “ CROWN LANDS ”). 1
BON WICK, MR. JAMES (See “HISTORICAL RECORDS”).
BOG AN G A TE (See “ RAILWAYS *
BOGAN GATE TO BULBODNEY RAILWAY BILL

Message from Governor, 592; Standing Orders suspended, 602 ; Motion made (,!/»'. Ob'utlivtni). 
“That House do now resolve itself into Committee of the Whole,” House in Committee, 
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, read 1°, 2J, committed, reported without amendment, 
Report adopted, read 3", passed, and sent to Council, 604-5.

BOLTON, Mr. V. J. W. (See “ PUBLIC SERVICE”). •
BOM BALA (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
BOOKS, SALE OF (See “PUBLIC LIBRARY”).
ROOYONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
BOTANICAL GARDENS AND DOMAINS (Seealso “PUBLIC SERVICE”)

Report for 1899, laid on Table, 49...................................................................................................... 6
Adjournment moved (jlfr. J. O. L, Pitipaij-ick) in reference to construction of thoroughfare 

through, for vehicular traffic, and ruled out of order, 392. »
BOUNDARY-STREET BILL _

Message from Governor, 324; Motion made (Mr. O'SitUiraii) for Committee of the Whole, 340 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 513; read 2J, com
mitted, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 522; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 026 ; returned without amendment, 550 ; Assent reported, 5Sj.

BOURKE (See “ELECTORAL”). \
BOWRA (See “ WHARVES”).
BOWRAL (See “RAILWAYS”), .
BRAIDWOOD (See “RAILWAYS”!.
BREAD STUFFS (See “ WHEAT AND BREAD STUFFS”).
BREELONG BLACKS

Papers respecting, laid on Table, 347 ................................................ ............................... fi
BRIDGES

Twekd Rivku. at MuKwn.j.ujimvH :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Nni’KAN Rivjsr at Cajidkx :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24 , 25.

BlLT.AliOXO CP.KKK AT jKRJMUtKIE : —
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24,

Inckeased Exten'ditijuu on Roads and 
Adjournment moved (.ID-. Aik/zh Chapmuv) in reference to, and negatived, 96.

McDonald Cheek: :— .
• Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 3S4.

CiiAJtLEvoNc River ;—
Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 333.

Hiuh-level Bridge over Tor. Hawkeseukv River at Rtciij.iont) :—
.Motion made (Mr. O'Hultlmn), to refer work to Public Works Committee, Pohi! of Order,—

“ 'That requirements of the Public Works Act had not been complied with,"—ruled against 
bv Mr. Deputy-Speaker, motion agreed to. 615.

B REWARDIN'A (See “BY HOCK TO BRE'WARl'JNA RAILWAY [AMENDMENT] BILL”). 
BRIGHT’S ESTATE LEASING BILL

Assent to ('J’hiril Sr'Brimt, 1899) reported, 5.
BRODIE'S ENABLING BILL -

Petition presented (Mr. K. M. Clark) for leave to bring in, 239 ; leave given, Bill presented 1 
and read 1°, 246; referred to Select Committee, 272; Report brought up, 295 ; Order of 
the Dav postponed, 305, 323, 317, 300, 400 : read 2°, committed, reported without amend
ment, Report adopted, 401 ; read 3’, passed, and sent to Council, 408 ; returned with an 
amendment, 412 ; Council’s amendment, agreed to, 460 ; Assent reported, 478.
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VI 1ITOEX,

REFERENCES to the votes and prqoeedings, vol. I—iSth parliament—SESSION IpOO.
PAFKKS ORDERED TO

BE PRINTED-

VOL. BACrE.

B
BROKEN HILL ABATTOIRS, MARKETS, AND CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL

Petition presented (Mr, C'arm) for leave to bring in, 14 ; leave given, Bill presented ami road 
1°, IS; referred to Select Committee, 25 ; Report brought up, 126; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, 409 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,

. 415; returned with amendments, 506; Council’s amendments agreed to, 514; Assent
reported, 537. _

Petition presented against, from Journeymen Butchers’ Union of Broken Hill, 96.......................
BROKEN HILL (See " RAILWAYS ” ; also " WATER SUPPLY ’).
BROWN-STREET EXTENSION BILL {changed to “PADDINGTON STREETS EXTENSION 

RILL ='):
BUBONIC PLAGUE- 

Compensation in connection with Outbekak :—
Motion made {Mr. Axht-on) for return, S9; Return to Order, laid on Table, 177 .......................

Mr. Peter Beiirenkt, Civil Engineer:— _ _ ... - , ,
Petition presented from, in reference to bis dismissal from Ilia position in connection with the

disinfecting operations, and praying for an inquiry, I4I .........................................................
Outbreak at Sydney, 1900 :—

Report of Chief Medical Officer, laid on Table, CIO.........................................................................
BUCKLEY, THOMAS (See “PUBLIC SERVICE ”).
BUKKULLA .STATION (See “ POLICE!I).
BULBODNEY (See “RAILWAYSalso “BOGAN GATE TO BULBODNEY RAILWAY, 

BILL”).
BULUA (See “ROADS”).
BULLI PASS (See “PARKS”).
BURBANK, ALBERT (See “ ACCIDENTS ”). •
BUSINESS

Undisposed of at close of Session—Sessional Paper....................................... ..............................
Of the Session—Sessional Paper .................................  ...................................................................
Ordered to take precedence, 9, 16, 20.
Orders of the Day postponed in a bunch, 67, 153, Ifil, 170 (*), 201, 207, 224, 230, 2S9, 340, 379, 

415, 514, 527, 5S2, 594, 610.
Postponed in a bunch, 153,101, 201, 207, 224, 252,326, 349, 376, 3j9, 385, 401, 403, 415, 514, 

523, 56S, 5S2 f5), 594 (s), 606 (2), 616.
Interrupted by adjournment at 5 o’clock on Friday, 476, 523.

Days

Sessional Order passed, 14. '
, Precedence of:—

Sessional Order passed, 18. ’
Government, on alternate Tuesdays—Sessional Order passed, 201.
Government on Friday morning sittings, 367.
Government on Tuesday morning, 27tTi November, 535.
House meet at 10 o’clock on Mondays, and Government take precedence, 540.
General Business took precedence at 6 o’clock p.m., 550.

BY-LAWS:—
Laid on Table 

Municipalities Act :— '
Casino, 4S (5).
Forbes, 48.
Ballina, 48.
Parkes, 48.
Wyalong, 48.
Yass, 48.
Castlereagh, 48.
Carcoar, 48.
Port Macquarie, 48.
Moss Yale, 48.
Rand wick, 48.
West Maitland, 48, 228,

Nuisances Prevention Act :—
Bourke, 40.
West Maitland, 40,
Annidalc, 40.
Lithgow, 48, 103.

National Art Gallery, 15.
University of Sydney, 16, 366, 414.
Rookwood Free Public Library, 16.
Annandale Free Public Library, 16.
Public Health Act (Carcoar), 40.
Publio Vehicles Act, 48.
Water Supply (Wellington), 24.
Water Supply (Mudgee), 24.
Water Supply (.Terilderic), 73.
Water Supply (Forbes), 178.
Water Supply (Kiama), 316-

BYROCK TO BKEWARRINA RAILWAY (AMENDMENT) BILL
■ Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for leave to proceed with, under the SOoth Standing Order, 134 

Message from Governor, 142; read 2°, committed'repoi ted without amendment, Report 
adoptee!, 224 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Conned, 228 ; returned without amendment, 
200 ; Assent reported, 270.

BYRON BAY (See “HARBOURS”).

Shellharbour, 49. 
Orange, 49. 
Rookwood, 40. 
Petersham, 49, 347. 
Burwood, 49. 
Ashfield. 49.
Central Hlawarra, 49. 
Armidale, 49.
West Maitland, 49. 
North Sydney, 49. 
Cudal, 133.

Inverell, 48, 103. 
Cooina, 250. • 
Wollongong, 272. 
Cooma, 272.

■Tamberoo, 151. 
Waverloy, 200.
Wnrialda, 304. 
WooIlali ra, 304. 
Hillgrovc, 338. 
Tniee, 422.
Warren, 464, 
Cowra, 464.
North Botany, 469. 
Granville, 504.
Ten tci field, 574.

Broken Hill, 301. 
Lambton, 459.

827

849

1319

1321

1235

621
631

c
CABLES (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
CALLAN PARK (See “HOSPITALS").
CALL OF THE HOUSE : ■ <

Amendment moved for, on motion in reference to a Standing 
and withdrawn, 127.

Order for the Limitation of Debate,
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CAMDEN (Sco “ BRIDGES ” ; also “RAILWAYS”).
CAMPBELL, 1’OINTSMAN (See “RAILWAYS”).
OAMPBKLLTOWN MUNICIPAL ENABLING BILL 

Assent to (Third Summ, 1SEW), reportefl, 5.
CANADIAN CABLE (See “ TELEGRAPHS ”).
CANN, JOHN HENRY, ES(}.UIRE, M.P. .

Appoiiitul Cliairman of Committees, (>L 
Takes Cliaii- as Deputy-Sneaker, i)l)7, GOT.

CANTERBURY (See “ EL'ECTORAL”).
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE CABLE (See “TELEGRAPHS”}.
CAPERTEE TRAMWAY BILL

Assent to ('Third Srision, 1S5W} reported. 5.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ABOLITION BILL

Motion made (jllr. /Jiu/ncx) to proceed with, under the 2S);itli Standinc; Order, 15 ; Order of the 
Dav postponed, Bli ; Motion made (Ifr. ffai/nes) for 2° ajid negatived, L1M,

CARLETON,vMR. H. R. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
CARLINGEORD (See “RAILWAYS").
CARLTNGFORD TO DURAL TRAMWAY BILL :■ ■

Message from Governor, CIO.
CARLOW, MR. PATRICK (See “RAILWAYS ”).
CARPENTERIAN REFORMATORY_ _

Report of Superintendent for year 18G0 laid on Table, nil,............................................................. G
CARRINGTON (See “ SEWERAGE”).
CASINO (See “RAILWAYS”); also (“ GRAFTON TO CASINO RAILWAY BILL”).
CASINO TO LIS MORE RAILWAY BILL:—

Message from Governor, 109; Motion made (Mr. O’&’jdtimn) for Committee of the Whole, 134 ;
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1“ 1G1 ; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment. Report adopted, 179; read 3”, passed, and sent to 
Council, 194 ; returned without amendment, 2S7 ; Assent reported, 313.

CATTLE SALE-YARDS (Sco “BROKEN HILL ABATTOIRS, MARKETS, AND CATTLE SALE- 
YARDS BILL").

CELEBRATIONS (See “FEDERATION”).
CEMETERIES

Public, Albion Park :—
Notification of resumption, under Public Works Act, of land, laid on Table, 19,

CENSUS BILL
Message from Governor, 333 ; Motion made (Mr. Nee) for Committee of the Whole, 539 ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 560 ; read 2', committed, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, r>6S ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,
575 ; returned without amendment, 579.

CENSUS OF AUSTRALASIA ■ _
Report of Conference of Statisticians respecting collection and eonipilktion for 1901, laid on

Table, 49..................................................................... ................ ................................................. ) 0
Householder's Schedule to Report of Conference of Statistieiaus laid on Table, 73 .....................  )

CENTENARY CELEBRATION ACT
Amended Regulations, laid on Table, 394.

CENTRAL PASTORAL LEASE HOLDINGS (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
CENTRAL STATION (See “RAILWAYS”).
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES

Motion made (Sir. Jlayejt) for appointment of John Henry Cann, motion made (Mr. Ashton) 
for appointment of Samuel Wilkinson Moore, question put that Mr. Cann be Chairman, 
put and passed, G4.

Takes the Chair in absence of Mr. Speaker, 597, G07. ■
Temporary Chairmun ;—

Appointment by Mr. Speaker, 44.
Speaker ruled that a Temporary Chairman could be called on to take the Chair before the 

Chairman was appointed. 49.
CHARLEYONG RIVER (See “BRIDGES").

. CHARITIES ASSOCIATION
Report on Administration of Metropolitan, laid on Table, 22S ; further papers respecting, laid

on Table, 464.............................................................................................. .................................. fi
CHILDREN’S I’ROTECITON ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (ilfr. WciVd) for leave to bring in, presented and read Is, 110 ; read 2', committed, 
reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 409 ; read 31, passed, and sent to Council,
414; returned with amendments, 465; amendments agreed to, 502; Assent reported,
519.

CHINA (See “MILITARY”).
CHURCH OF ENGLAND PROPERTY TRUST, DIOCESE OF GOULBURN ;

Petition presented from Comte de Rossi in reference to his removal, and praying for relief, 73 ; j 
Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for Select Committee, 3S0. j

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS (AMENDMENT) BILL;- _
Message from Governor, 459; Motion made (NVr William Li/iu;) for Committee of the Whole,

453 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 513 ; Bill presented and read F, 517 r j 
read 2°, committed, reported without amendment. Report adopted, 535 ; read 3“, passed' :
mid sent to Council, 539-40 ; relumed without amendment, 576. i

CITY COUNCIL;-
Petition presented from Citizens of Sydney, praying for an alteration in the management, &c., 27. 6 j

CITY DIVISIONS (See “ELECTORAL”). 1
CITY OF SYDNEY (See “RAILWAYS”). I
CITY RAILWAY EXTENSION (DEVONSHIRE STREET) BILL;-

Message from Governor, 576 ; Standing Orders suspended, 602 ; House in Committee, Resolution 
agreed to, Bill read l", 2J, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 
road 3°, passed and sent to Council, 602 ; returned without amendment, 014.

CIVIL SERVICE (See “PUBLIC SEUVICE”).
CLAIM OF MESSRS. MADD1SON AND EWING, CONTRACTORS ;— _

Motion made (J/r, A'. SI. Clark) for Select Committee, 179 ; Mr. W. W. Davis added to 
Committee, 394 ; Report brought up, 34S; Report adopted, 605 ...........................................

481
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1 1,

CJjAIM OF Jlli. J. L. DAVIDSON, PADDINGTON !
Motion made (I/r. Ntik!) for Select Committee, 75 ; Report brought up, 311 ............................i > '
Petition presented from J. L. Davidson praying for leave to appear before Committee, ]i4 ...J J “
Mr. Noild called attention to an entry in the "Votes ami Proceedings in reference to the pmitingj 

of the Report of the Select Committee, and submitted that it uas incorrect—Mr. Speaker! 
stated that the entrv was correct, 347.

CLAIM OF SAMUEL GIBSON
Adjournment moved (Mr. jS:ortCfii) for compensation to, for loss of an eye while serving a sentence 

at 'Trial Bay Prison, and negatived, 104.
CLAIMS OF MRS. GUILFOYLK, WIDOW OF THE LATE FORESTER AT MOAMA

Motion made {d/V. Chanla'} for adoption of Report of Select Committee on {Third S'esniou,
1809), 50. I

CLARA VILLE, PITT WATER (See “WHARVES'1).
CLARKE, FRANCIS, ESQUIRE |

Election as Member for The Hastings and The Maclcaj , reported, 1 ; sworn, 2.
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY;-

Reads Proclamation opening Parliament, 1.
Reads Address in Reply to Governor's Opening Speech, S. ,
Reads Speaker's Commission to administer Oath of Allegiance, 12. ,
Swears members of Elections Committee, 44 I, 4!) (a), 58 f1), G5. ]
Reads Report of Standing Orders Committee, 137. '
Reads Special Report from Select Committee, 4G9.
Informs House of una\ oidable absence of Speaker, 51)7, 507. i

CLOSURE; 
Question,—That Question be now put,—passed 470 (=), 471, 593, 610, fill.
Question,—That Question lie now put,—negatived, 527.

COAL DELIVERY ACTS (See “SYDNEY COAL DELIVERY ACTS REPEAL BILL"),
COAL-LUM P KRS BASKETS BILL : —

Motion made [Mr. Samud Smith) for leave to proceed with, under 295th Standing Order, 15 ;
Order of the Day postponed, 2G, 194; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments,
Report adopted, 4G1; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 464 ; returned with amendments,
506; Order of the Day postponed, 514; Council's amendments agreed to, 523 ; Assent! 
reported, 541. '

COAL MINES REGULATION ACT 1
Lists of Certificates of Service granted under, to 3 December, 1900, laid on Table, 600 .............., 4

COAL MINES REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Message from Governor, 44; Motion made {Mr. Fer/an) for Committee of the Whole, 50 ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 67 ; Order of Die Dav 
postponed, 207 ; read 2°, committed, 297 ; reported without amendment, Report adopted,
306 ; read 3°, jiassod, and sent to Council, 310 ; returned with amcndineuta, 423 ; Council's 
amendments agreed to, 444 ; Assent reported, 47S.

COAL MINES REGULATION (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Motion made {Mr. Frgan) for leave to bring in, 557 : Bill presented, and read 1°, 558.

COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY (See “HOSPITALS ").
COBAR TO WiLCANNIA RAILWAY BILL;—

Motion made {Mr. O'Sullivan) for Committee of the Whole, 65 ; Message from Governor, 82;
Order of the Day discharged, 110. ,

Motion made {Mr. O’Svllhan) {or Committee of tile Whole, 153; House in Committoo, Resolu
tion agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 161 ; read 2°, committed, reported without 
amendment, Report adopted, 178 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 191-5.

COBAR (See “WATER SUPPLY '').
COCKBURN (See “RAILWAYS").
COLLARENDABRI (See “NARRABRI, WALGETT, AND COLLARENDABRI RAILWAY' 

BILL").
COMMERCIAL AGENT, LONDON (See “PUBLIC SERVICE'').
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS (See “ INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, PHI LA- 

DELPHIA’). i
COMMISSIONS :—

Speaker’s, to administer Oath of Allegiance, 12.
Deputy-Speaker's, to administer the Oath of Allegiance, 69,

Royau ;—
Report on case of William Creswell, laid on Table, 40 ................................................................. 6
Report on dangers to vessels carrying coal, laid on Table, 43.......................................................... 6

COMMITTEES (See also “CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES”; also “ DIVISIONS'') ;—
Standing and Select appointed during session—Sessional Paper...................................................... 1

Or the Wiionn |
Resolutions reported 65 (3), 66 {>), 67 (2), 104 (=), 143, 161 (2), 178, 188, 203, 223, 230, 252, 266,

279 (-), 2S2 H, 280, 290, 306, 307, 312, 379 (>), 400 (s), 429. 436 (J), 442, 443, 444 (2), 445,.
454, 455 (!), 476 ;s), ISO, 497, 508, 513 (’), 517, 518 (!), 529, 560, 580, 5SI, 586 (-), 587,

• 588, 592 (-), 602, 603, 604, 606, 61G f).
Resolutions agieed to, 65 (=), 66 (“), 67 (2), 104 H, 143, 161 H, 17S, 188, 208, 223, 230, 252, 206,

279, 230, 232 (2). 289, 297, 306, 307, 312, 379 (3), 400 (a), 429, 436 (3), 442, 443, 441 (2), 445,
454, 455 (=|, 470 (!), 486, 497, 508, 513 (3), 517, 518 (*), 529, 560, 5S0, 581, 586 (J), 5SJ,
OSS, 592 (=), 602, 603, 604, 606, 616 (=). j

ELECTJOi’S AND QcAI.inUATIONS :—
Speaker’s Warrant appointing, laid on Table, 17 ; maturity reported, 44; Members sworn, 4-1, i 

(a), 49 (a), 58 (■), 65; Petition referred, and tune of first Meeting appointed, 91; Report'
brought np, 116 ........................................................................................................................... j 1

Leave given to adjourn nine die, 117.
Surri.y :— 1

No Quorum reported from, 415,
Motion made {Sir William Ly«-e) for House to go into Committee, 28.
House iu Committee, 58, 160, 259, 375 (5), 401, 403, 415, 425, 429, 435, 560.
Resolutions reported, 68, 160, 259, 375 (!), 560 (1,s).
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 109, 259, 375 (!), 566 (14S).

"Wavs and Means ■—
Motion made {S/r William Lyne) for House to go into Committee, 28. 1
House m Committee, 59, 160. 259 ; {Financial Statement), 375 (2), 385, 392, 567. i
Rerolutious reported, 59, 160. 259, 375, 392, 567 (a).
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375, 393, 567 (4J. i

r.u;E.
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COMM ITT !i]CS (co?i/in«t'[i): - 

Rkkhesiimkn't Com mittk.k :—
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 29.
Leave given to sit during Sittings of House, 4S6. i

Stajvdino OltDKits Commitrj,.]! ;— !
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 29.
New Standing Order refetred to (Limitation of Speeches), 127 ; Report brought up, 137 .....  !

LniHAiiv Committee i
Sessional Order appointing, pissed, 2!),
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 400. i
Repoit of Joint Committee on Accommodation, hud on Table, 500 ; llepoit adopted, 617.........,

PlliSTiNc COMiUTTiti::—
Sessioiiid Onler appointing, passed. 29. I
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 460,
Papers again referred to, 549.
Reports, Nos. 1 to 19, laid on Table, 4S, 63, St), 100, 133, 1,79, 17S, 201, 223, 261, 207, 330, 354, 

390, 473, 517, 033, 577, 610 ......................................................................................................... :
SEt.ECT : —

Petition presented for leave to appear before, 124, 246, 3Ui (’), 330 Is).
Amendment, on Motion for 2‘, to refer Bill to, 134.
Papers referred to, 239, 31G, 4So.
Leave given to sit during adjournments of House, 240, 330, 347, 300.
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 251, 347, 3G0, 460, 406, 4G9.
Leave given to report from time to time, 334.
Member added, 304.
Member added to, in place of Member deceased, 3GG, 460.
Messages to Council for leave to examine Members of, 376, 70S ; leave given to Members. 377.

512. |
Leave granted to make visits of inspection, 4GG. |
Leave granted P) make a Special Report, and Report brought up, 469 ........................................ i

COMMONWEALTH OP AUSTRALIA BILL (See also “ FEDERATION ") i— 1
Motion made [Sir William Lyne) approving of the amendments proposed by the Secretary of 

State for the Colonies to Clause 74, amendment moved {J/r. jRcar//ier) in favour of retaining 
_ the right of Appeal to the Privy Council and negatived, motion passed, 41-2. '

Minute road by Sir William Lyne from His Excellency the Governor, in reference to the Assent 
to, 103.

Mr. R. E. O’Connor’s opinion in reference to place for Seat of Government, laid on Tabic, 125... a 
Bit aft Bill, Adelaide, 1397 !

I Extract from memo, communicated to Premier after conference with Premiers in London, im |
1397, respecting clause 75, laid on Table, 151.................................................. ,, > f

COMMONWEALTH OE AUSTRALIA CONSTITUTION ACT (63 axd G4 Vic., ai. 12) I
Copy laid on Table, 246 .......................................... i I

COMMONWEALTH ARRANGEMENTS BILL  |
Message from the Governor, 435 ; Motion made [Sir liWfam Lyw‘) for Committee of the 

\\ hole, 442 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1“, 454 ; 
read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 475; road 3°, passed,! 
and sent to Council, 432 ; returned without amendment, 506 ; Assent, reported, 520. I 

COMMONWEALTH—SITES FOR SEAT OE GOVERNMENT (See “FEDERATION”). 
COMPANIES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL (changed to “COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT 

BILL”):- I
Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under 29Gth Standing Order, 12 ; 

Order of the Day postponed, 20, 240, 415 : mad 2°, committed, reported with amendments1 
and an amended Title, Report adopted, 401; read 3”, passed, and returned to Council, 464 ; 
Council agrees to Assembly’s amendments, 472 ; Assent icporled, 496. I

COMPANIES BILL |
Assent to (Third Scsdon, 1399) reported, 5. i

COMPANIES (DEATH DUTIES) BILL:— '•
Assent to (Third Seam'on, 1899) reported, 3.
Regulations under Act, laid on Table, 19.

COMPANIES DEATH DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL :—
Message from Governor, 591; Motion made (Mr MTlfitrar Xi/uo) for Committee of the Whole, 

504; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 513 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 522; 
Standing Orders suspended, 5S5 ; read 2:, committed, reported witiiout amendment. Report 
adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Cuuncil, 604 ; returned with an amendment, Council’s 
amendment agreed to, 614. I

COMPANIES EMPLOYEES WAGES PROTECTION BILL:—
Motion^mude (Afr. McLean) for Committee of the Whole, 25 ; Order of the Day postponed, 49,

CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION ACT *
Report on Working, and of factories and Shops Act for 1S99, laid on Tabic, 20................

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
CONFERENCE (Sec “ FREE CONFERENCE").
CONFERENCE OF PREMIERS:- -
m Report of, held in Sydney, January, 1909. laid on Table, 123.........................................................

Do do Melbourne, April, I960, laid on Tabic, 123 ... .
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL .- ...................................

Message from Governor, 46 ; Standing Orders suspended, 58 ; Ordered (Sir Wdliam Lyne},1 
founded on Resolution of Ways and Means (No. 1), presented and read l”, 2°, committed, 
reported'without amendment, Report adopted, motion moved (Sir William Lyne) for 3° 
and amendment moved (J/r. Jiltlrn) to recommit and negatived, motion passed, read 3°,

__ passed, and sent to Council. 59 ; returned without amendment, 65 ; Assent reported, 69.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2)

Message from Governor, 142; Standing Orders suspended, 139; Ordered (Sir Jl’iNiaw Lyne), 
founded on Resolution of Ways and Means (No, 2), Bill presented and read I”, 2°, committed, 
reported witiiout amendment. Report adopted, read .V, passed, and sent to Council, 160 ; 
returned without amendment, 167 ; Assent reported, 171.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3) :-
Message from Governor, 231 ; Standing Orders suspended, 23S ; Ordered (Sir Wi/tiam Lyne), 

founded on Resolution of Ways and Moans (No. 3), Bill presented and read 1°, 2s, committed, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and synlj to Council, 259 : 
returned without amendment, 2fj4 ; .Assent reported, 266.
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL {No. 4)

Message from Governor, 3(53 ; Standing Orders suspended, 373 ; Ordered (Mr. See), founded on 
Eesohition of Ways and Means (No. 5), Bill presented and read T, 2°, committed, roportod 
witiiout amendment, Report adopted, read 3'", passed, and sent to Council, 375-6 ; returned 
without amendment, 377 ; Assent reported, SSL 

COOERWULL ACADEMY LOAN BILL:-
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Wrighl) read 1°, 551 ; read 2'', com

mitted, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 568 ; read 3°, passed, and returned 
to Council with an amendment, 575 j Assembly’s amendment agreed to, 578.

COOMA (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
COONAMBLE (See “ DUBBO TO COONAMBLE RAILWAY BILL").
COPELAND, THE HONORABLE, HENRY

Resignation of, as Member for Sydney—Phillip Division, reported, 1.
CORONERS BILL

Motion made (Mr. H ood) for Committee of the Whole, 40B.
COUNSEL,

Petition presented to appear before Select Committee by, 124, 246, 310 (5), 330 (s).
COUNTS OUT (See also “NO QUORUM”!.

Attendances of Members in Divisions and—Sessional Paper................................................................
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE (AMENDMENT) BILL _

Message from Governor, 422 ; Motion made (Mr. O’Snllhan) for Committee of the Whole, 475. 
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE (See “BY-LAWS").
COWLED, GEORGE HUMPHRIES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
CRESWELL, WILLIAM

Report of Royal Commiasion to inquire into case, laid on Table, 40.................................................
Motion made (Mr. J. G. h. FUtpalrirk) to carry out portion of Report of Royal Commission 

which recommends release of, 201.
CRIMES BILL:- .

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir Wtlliam Lyne) read 1°, 264 ; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 280; read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 235 ; Assent reported, 465.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT ACT OE 1883 :- _
Return respecting convictions under section 42, laid on Table, 272 .................................................

CROOK WELL (See “ GOULBURN TO CROOK WELL RAILWAY BILL”).
CROWN LANDS (See also “AGRICULTURAL LEASES BILL”; also “LANDS FOR SETTLE- 

■ MENT BILL” ; also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS [AMENDMENT] BILL.”) :—
Report of Department for 1869, laid on Table, 304 .................................................. ..........................

Dkoicattox of chutain Lands UNDiiit 105nr section of Act, &c. :—
Gazelle Notices laid on Table, 19, 56, 82, 125, 276, 366, 414, 469.

Dedication to Public Ptici’Oses :— '
Abstract of, laid on Table, 19, 82, 125, 216, 276, 347, 414, 469, 533.

Alterations of Designs for Cities, Towns, and Villages:—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 19, 56, 216, 276, 366, 414, 556.

Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages '
Abstract of, laid on Table, 19, 12.3, 216, 276, 366, 414.

Reserved for Preservation ok Water Supply :—
Abstract of, laid on Table 19, 56, 125, 216, 276, 366, 414, fill, 556.

Notifications under Acts, laid on Table :—
Repeal of Regulation No. 163—19.
Amended Regulations Nos. 3o, 108, 131, 253, 257, 206, and 273—19.
Additional Regulations Nos. 58a, 109a, 157a, 2G2a, 336, 337—19.
Amended Forms Nos. 28, 31, and 34—19.
Additional Forms Nos, 89, 90, and 91—19.
Repeal of Regulations Nos. 16, 48, 50, 55, 147, 149, and 154—19.
Amended Regulations Nos. 11, 12, 15, 49, 53, 52, 54, 78, SI, 160, 148, 150, lol, 155, 156, 161, 

16D, and 218—19. _
Additional Regulation No, 42a—19.
Amended Forms Nos. 7 and 50—19,
Repeal of Regulations Nos. 5Sa, 108, 109a, and 157a—19.
Amended Regulations Nos. 58a, 108, 109a, and 15; a—19.
Amended Regulation No. 6—19.
Amended Regulation No. 307—19.
Amended Form No. 22—19.
Amended Rules Nos. 18 and 39 of Land Appeal Court, 19.
Nos. 58a, 103, and 109a—200.
Amended Regulations Nos. 125 and 126, Amended form No. 40, also Additional form No. 

40a—250.
Amended Regulation No. 153, 384.
Amended Regulations Nos. 129 and 109a, also Amended Form No. 43, 42S.
Amended Regulation No. 35, laid on Tabic, 492. _ ^
Amended Regulation No. 129, and Amended Form No. 43, 533.

Scrub ix the West Bogax :—
Return to Order (Third Session, 1899), laid on Table, 194.................................................................

Land Exchangf, at Lakkas Lake, District of Moloni: :—
Motion made (Dr. Doss) for papers, 217 ; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 283..............................

Lavd owxkd dy Louisa H. Winhch, District of Moloxu :— _
Motion made (Dr. Doss) for papers, 217 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 449. ^

Nyaxc Laxd Exchange granted to The Honorable Simon Fraser, M.L.C-, of Victoria . -■
Motion made (Mr. Morion) for papers, 217 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 250..........................

Fairoka-Keemt Land Exchange :— _
Motion made (Mr. J1!i//is) for papers, 231 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 574 ......... ................

Notices of intention to declare that Conditional Purchases and Homestead Selections
SHALL CEASE TO RE VOIDABLE, LAID ON TABLE :—

Nos. 98-15 and 98-17, District of Corowa, by Samuel Lees, junior, 19.
No. 98-14, District of Tarcc, byUrial Bloomfield, 19.
No. 97-19, District of Hay, by Kva Victoria Gough, 19.
No. 97-16, District of Corowa, by John Patterson, 19. _
Portions 5 and 153 (a block within Homestead Area No. 646), District of Inverell, by William 

Allen Love, '354. ■ ■
No. 95-27, District of Burrows, by Thomas Sligar, 574, .

}

}
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Division :—
; Returns to Order, laid on Table, 89, 103 ... j 1217-1241

CKOWN LANDS (raiiA'jiueti):—
The Tropes Pastoean Hih.ulno tn the Cunteal 

Motion miule (Mr Thomas Hrown) for papers, 2o 
Centhal Pastor a i. Lease Hoedingr :—

Motion made (Mr. Thomis Bromt) for return respecting, 27 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, OSS 11S5
pAKTORAt. Leases in the Central Pivtskin :— ; S

List of expiring, between 20fch June, 19iK), and 20tb March, 1CLU, laid on Table, 48.....................! 11S3
A. Hope’s Sceujs Lease near Condobolin

Motion made (Mr. Jlolmtnt) for paper's, 07 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 330 ..................... I 1203
Conditional Purchases, Homestead Leases, &c. :—

Motion made (il/r. Host) against policy of excluding from conditional purchase Available land in 
favour of homestead selections and settlement leases, and in favour of allowing holders of 
the latter to convert their tenures into conditional purchases, and Debate adjourned, 74.

Alfred Austin Sampson's Settlement Lease, Gunnedah :—
Motion made (ilfr. Moore) for Select Committee, 74 ; Report brought up, 2C4 ; Report.

adopted, 610 ...................................................... ,..............................................................................  1 | 11S9
Conditional Purchase or Gkukoe Humi'iiiues Cowled:—

Motion made (Mr. Thomas Tilzpatrich) for Select Committee, 74 ; Report brought up, 15!);
Motion made (.Vr. T/jomofl ii'dzjTOfriW'} for adoption of Report, 340 ....................................' ) 1151

Dedication or the Sports Oround, Albuky ;—
Motion made (,1/r. T. H. Griffith) for papers, 89.

Applications for Kxuhanoeh of Land :—
Motion made [Mr. Moore,) for Return in reference to, from 1S93 to 18119 inclusive, 109 ; Roturni

to Order laid on Table, 133.......................................................................................................... ' 3 1287
Exchanrem under the Act:—

Motion made (Mr. llaijts) to confine to other lands on the bolding, and in no case for lands out
side, unless adjoining or iu the immediate vicinity of the nearest town ; Amendment moved 
(M.'r. Moore) against exchanges being entertained—except in very special eases—ponding an 
amendment of the law, which is urgently necessary, and withdrawn ; Motion withdrawn,
163.

Resumptions pop. Mining Towns

Motion made (J/r. IVcukins) for, on private property, and House counted out, 117.
Sandy Creek Homestead Selections

Minute of Chairman of WaggaLand Hoard, laid on Tabic, 151..................................................... 3
Maladministration of Department in matter of Kxciianges 

Adjournment moved (Mr. Norton) in reference to, and Point of Order,—That matter had been 
previously discussed,—ruled against by Mr. Speaker, Motion negatived, 2S6. <

Withdrawal or, from Settlement, after being Advertised for Application :—
Ad journment moved ( J/r. Phillips) in reference to, and negatived, 305.

Ron-Residential Conditional Purchases:—
Motion made (Mr. FilzGtra/d) for Return respecting, eineo passing of Land Act of 18S5, 492 ;

Return to Order, laid on Table, 533...........................................................................................  ]
Pastoral Leases, Central Division :— >3

Return showing, terminating during 1900, laid on Table, 533 ...................................................... ]
Claim of James and Patrick Git hen, of Kangaroo Valley :—

Motion made (J/r. Alexander Campbell) for adoption of Report from Select Committee (7'hird 
Hexsion, 1S99), 617.

CROWN LANDS (AMENDMENT) RILL .
AnRcut to (Thinl Rowion, IS!)!)), reported, 2.

CULCAIRN (See “ RAILWAYS.”)
CULCAIRN TO GERMANTON RAILWAY RILL

Message from Governor, 499 ; Motion made (Mr. O'SuUiran) for Committeu of the Whole, 504 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution reported. Rill presented and read 1°, 512-3 ; read 2’, 
committed, 522 ; Standing Orders suspended, 585 ; reported with an amendment, Report 
adopted, 5S7 ; read 3°, passed, and scut to Council, 59) ; returned without amendment, (115.

CUSTOMS (SUGAR DRAWBACKS) BILL:—
■ Message from Governor, 435 ; Motion made (Sr iYHUnm Lj/ne) for Committee of the 'Whole,

442 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and road I , 455 ; read 2°, 
committed, reported with amendments and tm amended Title, Report adopted, 475 ; 
read 3°, pussecl, and sent to Council, 4S2 ; returned without amendment, 507 : Assent 
reported, 519.

11S1

1247

1215

D
DARLING HARBOUR (See‘'SEWERAGE": also “WHARVES"),
DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION ACT

Motion made (.Sir 1177,'awn J/ynt), That House approve of the resumption of eertain lands 
described in Schedule 1 ; amendment moved (Mr. Pec), to except certain of the resumptions, 
and agreed to ; Motion as amended agreed to, 579-SO.

DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION BILL
Message from Governor, 45 : Motion made (Sir Williain Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 56 ; 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 66 ; Motion made 
(■Sir ITiffiam Dyne) f nr 2°, Point of Order,—That Title and Order of Leave did not embrace an 
important provision in clause 4, giving power for the lease or sale of land not re(|uired,—ruled 
against by Speaker, debate adjourned, S3; Debate resumed, Bill read 2°, committed 
reported with amendments, 89--90 ; recommitted, roportod 2= with further amendments, 
recommitted 2°, reported 3° with a further amendment, Report adopted 110 ; Motion made 
(Sir William Lyne) for 3°, amendment moved (Mr. Norton) to recommit, and negatived, 
motion passed, read 3" passed, and sent to Council, 126 7: returned with amendments, 241: 
Council’s amendments agreed to, 251 ; Assent reported, 269.

DAVIDSON, MR. J. L. (See “CLAIM OE MR. J. L. DAVIDSON, PADDINGTON”),
DAVIS, DAVID, ESQ., M.P.

Leave of absence granted to, 16- . .
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DAVIS, WILLIAM WALTER, ESQ., M.K
Resignation as MemheJ- for Bom'ko repotted, 217; election for Bourke reported, sworn, 201.

DEATH DUTIES (See “COMPANIES [DEATH DUTIES J BILL"; also “COMPANIES DEATH 
DUTIES [AMENDMENT] BILL’').

DEBATE (Sec “ADJOURNMENT”; also “LIMITATION OE DEBATE”).
DEDICATION OE LANDS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
DEFAMATION BILL;-

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Air BWtam Lyne) read 1°, 512 ; Motion 
made (J/r. O'Hutlimn) for2J, and Debate adjourned, 5011.

DEFENCE LANDS RESUMPTION BILL:—
Message from Governor, 414 ; Motion made (,1/r. O'Snlliuun) for Committee of tlm Whole, 42K ;

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 43(j; Standing 
Orders suspended, GS5.

DEFICIENCY (Sec “FINANCE”).
DELEGATE (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
DELOHERY, MR. C. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
DEMONDRILLE (See “RAILWAYS”).
DENTISTS BILL :—

Motion made (Dr. (?raAam) for leave to proceed with, under the 2!K)th Standing Order, 15;
Order of the Day postponed, 2t>; House in Committee (for further eonsideral.ion), Bill 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 229; re.id 3°, passed, and sent to Coimeil, 239 ; 
returned with amendments, 392; Order of the Day postponed, 401, 403, 40S ; Council’s 
amendments agreed to, 445 ; Assent reported. 47S.

DEPUTY SPEAKER (See “SPEAKER”).
DESIGNS FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (Sec “CROWN LANDS’’).
DESPATCHES :- 

Laid om Table ; —
Extradition of Fugitive Criminals, 159, 340.

DEVTTT, MR. JOHN (See “RAILWAYS”).
DIGHT, MR. JOHN J.P. (See *‘ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE").
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS

Proclamation under, laid on Table, 7.
Proclamation under, respecting the introduction of sheep from Victoria, laid on Table, 7.
Proclamation under, notifying the alteration in the boundaries of the Districts of Broulco,

Cooma, Morec, Walgett, and Warialda, laid on Table, 7,
DISORDER _ _

Mr. O’Connor, having frequently disregarded Mr. Speaker's ruling, that his romaiks on the 
motion for the .T of the Appropriation Bill wore irrelevant, was, by direction of Mr. Speaker, 
removed fiom the Chamber ; Mr. O Connor, lieing readmitted, apologised for his conduct,

DISTHTCT^COURT RULES (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”),
DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF IS5S :—

Annual Returns, under the 103rd section, laid on Tabic, 19.
DISTRICTS NORTH OF THE PARRAMATTA RIVER (See “ WATER SUPPLY”).
DIVISIONS :—

In the House ;— _ ■
Attendance of Members in, and Counts-out—Sessional Paper ...................................................... 1 i (129
No Tellers in, 28, 59, 379, 401, 540, 55L
That “Question be now put " 470(2), 4,1, 593, 011 (?).
Commonwealth of Australia Bill,1 42.
Say well's 'j runaway and Electric Lighting Bill, 49.
Chairman of Committees, 64.
Crown Lands Holdings, 74.
Womanhood Suffrage, 117.
Metropolitan Traffic Bill, 120.
Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 134 , 207.
Capital Punishment Abolition Bill, 143.
Military Foicc for China, {Suspension of Standiny Orders) 152, 153.
Adjournment, 1 fit).
Juvenile Smoking Suppression Bill, 1S8.
Sydney Harbour Trust Bill, 278. .
Justices of the Peace Konmval Bill, 317- 
Racing Association Bill, 318(J).
Administration (Validating) Bill, 32G.
Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 33D, 4G1.
Public Works Committee Election Bill, 361.
Belmore to Fort Macquarie Tramway, 36S.
Tuckian Flood Escape Scheme, 308.
Early Closing Amendment Bill, 374.
(Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, 379. t
Church of England Property Trust, Diocese ol Goulburn, 380.
Dentists Bill, 401.
Holt Sutherland Estate Bill, 409.
Tied Houses Bill, 409.
Tnekian-Elood Escape Scheme Bill, 454, 535, 601.
Agricultural Leases Bill, 460.
Fire Insurance Policies Bill, 462-
Administration of the Military Department, ATOf1), 471.
Old-age Pensions Bill, 512. I
Agricultural Settlement Bill, 522, 5S0.
Postponement of Government Orders of the Day, 527.
That Member be not further heard, 527, 534, 611.
Women’s Franchise Bill, 52S(5), 542.
Electric Tramway (Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie) Bill, 534 p).
Federal Elections Bill, 557.
Suspension of Standing Orders (Bills), 585, 603.
Parliamentary Electorates Redistribution Bill, 5S7.
Temora to W yalong Railway Bill, 5SS.
Defamation Bill, 593, 594.
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DIVISIOXS (con/i/iml)
In the House (coiitinuf.d)

(rrafton to Casino Railway Bill, 603.
Case of '.rimmas Buckley, Pulilic Woi'ks Dopavtjncnt, 606.
Municipalities Incorporation Validating Bill, 611 (J),
Railway fiom Booyong to Ballina, 613.
Hiemissfil of Mrs. AOraliam, Shaftesbury Girls’ Asylum, 616.
State Parliament, (il7.

Caj.i.ed in House, and onj.v Names of Minority recorded under Standtno Order 
No. 213 :—

Racing Association Bill, 31S.
Additional Sitting Bay, 367.
Administration of the Military Department, 471. '
Women’s Franchise Bill, 527.
Temora to Wyalong Railway Bill, 5S1.
Defamation Bill, 5!)3.
Breakwater at Byron Bay, 605.
That Member be not further heard, CIO.

In Committee of the Whole :—
Weekly Reports of, Nos. 1 to 19........................................................................................................
That an Honorable .Member be not further heard, 6S3, 684.
That the Question be now put, 685.
That Chairman have Chair, report progress, anil ask leave to sit again on the next sitting day, G9I.; 
Agricultural Settlement Bill, 087, 689 (s), 690 (Ji’emmnu/tn/), 098 (-). ‘
Contract for Supply of Steel Rails (Tfesohifum), 700 (Q.
Culcairn to Gcrmanton Railway Bill, 699.
Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, 636.
Dentists Bill, 644 (2).
Harly Closing (Amendment) Bill, 658, 659 (’).
Kxcise Reduction Bill i/tccommitta/), 688.
Federal Klections Bill, 693, 694 (Sc/ieilnk), 694 , 695 P), 696 (!) (l.’erommtUal of Sthfduh) CSC, 

697 (2); (Acf/isluftre ConmiVs Amemimienln), 700, 701.
Cold-dredging Leases Modification Bill [Resolution), 703.
Gnndagai to Tumut Railway Bill, 654.
Inclosed Lauds Protection Bill, 661 p).
Industrial Arbitration Bill, 650.
Lands for Settlement Bill (See “Agricultural Settlement Bill"),
Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 055.
Metropolitan Traffic Bill [L-egidativu ComciVs Amendment*,), 637.
Miners’ Accident Relief Bill (No. 2), 653.
Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, 667, 669 (*), 671, G72 (2), 073 p), 674 p), 676 p), 677 (2), 

6j8 (2), 679.
Old Age Pension’s Bill, 682 p), 683.
Parliamentary Elections (Amendment) Bill, 684, 6S5, 6S6.
Supreme Court Procedure Bill {Legialative Council?# Amendment#), 675 p).
Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 640, 641 p); (Leyislativc Council'# Amendments), 631, 652. 
Sydney Harbour Trust Bill, 643 p), 647, 648 (2), 619.

, Women’s Franchise Bill, 6S8.
Committee of Softly

That Chairman leave Chair to report a Point of Order, gGS.
Vote of Credit—Resolution, 634.
Estimates for 1900-1901—Agent-General for the Colony, 063.

DRAINAGEJ 
Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Drain:—

Report of completion of portion, laid on Table, 24.
Western Subitrrs :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.
North Sydney-

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.
Py'kmont Low-lev-et, :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25. 
Marrickvillr Stormwater Channel :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25, 338, 482,533. 
Annandale Low-level :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for pumping station, laid on 
Tabic, 17S. I

Maukickvili.e Low-level Drainage, 1st and 2nd Division :—
Report of completion of, laid on Table, 398. i

DRAFTING (See “PUBLIC BILiJS”).
DREDGING (See “GOLD AND MINERAL DREDGING BILL”). I
DUBBO PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION BILL j 

Petition presented (Mr. Phillips) for leave to bring in. 250 ; leave given, presented, and read 1c,i 
258; referred U' Select Committee, 272 ; Report brought up, 304 ; Bill read S’, committed,I 
reported without amendment. Report adopted, 416; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 
424 ; returned without amendment, 406 : Assent reported, 486.

D BBO TO COONAMBLE RAILWAY BILL 
Assent to 17'hird Session, 1899), reported, 3.

DUKE AND DUCHESS OF YORK j
Telegram to His Excellency the Governor in reference to visit to Australia of their Royal 

Highnesses, read bv Sir William Lime, 317.
DUKE OF SAXE-COBURG'AND GOTHA ,

■Motion made (Sir IVilliam Lyne) for Address of Condolence with Her Majesty, on death of,!
169. |

Copy of Cablegram from Secretary of State conveying Her Majesty’s thanks for Message of
Sympathy, laid on Table, 187............................ "..... ..................................................................

Minute of the Governor convoying thanks of Her Majesty for Message of Sympathy from| 
the Ministers, read by Sir William Lyne, 1S7. ,

Letter notifying receipt of Despatch conveying thanks for expressions of condolence, from 
Lieutenant-Governor, reported by Mr. Speaker, 499. '

DULWICH HILL (See "TRAMWAYS”; also “POSTAL”).
DURAL (See “RAILWAYS”; also “CARLINGFORD TO DURAL TRAMWAY BILL”).

FAGE.
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771
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EARLY CLOSING ACT

Motion made (Dr. Ross) for return respecting, 64.
Regulations under, liud on Table, 2 0.
Petitions in favour of an amendment of, from :—

Shopkeepers. Tradespeople, &c., of Newcastle and district, SI............................................... I
Residents of Sydney and Suburbs, 9G (=), 160 .....................................................................
Sydney and Suburban Reform League, J24(s)............................................................................ |
Residents of New South Wales, 141........................................................................................... ^
Women's National Council of New South Wales, 2115.............................................................  [
Residents of Burwood, 4S1 .........................................................................................................  I

Petitions against an amendment of, from Tobacconists, Sydney and Suburbs, 81........................  |
Petition presented in favour of provisions being made to apply to cartel’s, &e., 24..................... J

Pitosrem'ioxs A\n Convictions 'Under 
Motion made (Dr. Ross) for return, 152; Return to Order, laid on Table, 28.1.

EARLY CLOSING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Message from Governor, 57; Motion made (Mr, Perry) for Committee of the Y hole, 05; House 

iu Committee, Resolution agreed to, 280 ; Bill presented and read 1°, .104 ; Motion made 
(Mr. Derry) fnr 2J, I’oint of Ortkr,—That provision in clause 7 in reference to sale of 
tobacim and cigars in botols was beyond the Order of Leave,—ruled against by Mr. Speaker, 
debate adjourned, 325 ; Motion made {Mr. jVortow) to dissent from ruling, and negatived, 
339 : debate resumed and adjourned, 340 ; read 2°, committed, 348 ; reported with amend
ments, Report adopted, 355 ; recommitted, reported with a further amendment, 374 ; read 
3°, passed and sent to Council, 37S; returned with amendments, 4SC ; Council’s amend
ments agreed to, disagreed to, and amended, 591 ; Message to Council, 5!)3; amended 
Message to Council, 613 ; Council docs insist on its amendments disagreed to by Assembly, 
and agrees to Assembly’s amendments on its amendments, 614.

EARLY CLOSING BILL (No. 2)
Assent to (Third Session, 1899), reported, 3.

EAST MAITLAND (See “GAOLS”).
EASTER ENCAMPMENT (See “MILITARY”).
EDUCATION (See also “SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also 

“PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “UNIVERSITY AND 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGES BILL ”) :—

Report of Minister of Public Instruction for 1899, laid on Tabic, 48...................... .......................
National Art Gallery

Report of Trustees for 1S99, laid on Table, 16 ...................................................................................
By-laws, laid on Table, 15.

Public Library :—
Report of Trustees for 1S09, laid on Table, 15 ..................................................................................
Return respecting sale of books, laid on Table, 1S7............................................................................

Working ok :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. h. Fitzpatrick), for Select Committee to inquire into, 224; leave given 

to sit during adjournments of House, 246 ; leave given to sit during sittings of House, 251 ; 
Message to Council asking leave to o,amine two of its Memliers, 376 ; Message granting 
leave to its Members to give evidence, 377 ; leave given to make visit of inspection, 466 ;
Report brought up, 560 ..................................................................................................................

Petition presented from H. C. L. Anderson, for leave to appear before .Select Committee,246 .. 
.Petition presented from William Dymock, for leave to appear before Select Committee, 316 ...
Petition presented from George Robertson, for leave to appear bcfoie Select Coinmiltee, 330 ... 

Rksujiftions or Land ron Public Schools Purkosks ;—
Nolilieations under Public Woiks Act, laid on Table, 15, 539,

University of Sydney :—
Report for 1899, laid on Table, 16...........................................................................................................
Amended by-law, laid on Table, 16, 366, 414.

Rookwood Eree Publio Ltiirary :—
By-laws, laid on Table, 16.

Annandale Fkbk Public Library 
By-laws, laid on Table, 16.

Sydney Grammar School
Report for 1899, laid on Table, 73 .......................................................................................................

Reijuiocs Instruction in Public Schools :—
Motion made (Mr. Hawthorne) for return, 272.

Technical Colleoe :— i
Motion made (Mr. JlcGoicen) for return respecting students, &e., 338; Return to Order, laid

on Table, 390......................................................................................................................................
Teachers Holding Classification ok IB ,

Return respecting, laid on Table, 459 ; ordered to be printed, 462 ................................................
Industrial School for Girls, Parramatta :—

Report for the year, 1899, laid on Table, 511 ....................................................................................
Nautical School-Shii' “Sobraoh”

Report for the year ended 30th April, 1899, Laid on Table, 511........................................................
EFFECTIVE VOTING (See “ELECTORAL”).
EIGHT HOURS LABOUR [Sec “ MINES (EIGHT HOURS) BILL”, also “MINES ENGINEERS’ 

HOURS REGULATION BILL”].
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (See “ELECTORAL”).
ELECTION EXPENSES BILL -

}

I

I

}

Message from Governor, 399; Motion made (8'iV William Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 
424 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1”, 443.

ELECTORAL (See also “MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”; also “PUBLIC WORKS COM
MITTEE ELECTION BILL”; also “ PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS [AMEND
MENT] BILL”; also “ WOMEN'S FRANCHISE BILL”; also “PARLIAMENTARY 
ELECTORATES [AMENDMENT] BILL”; also “ PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORAL 
LAW SUSPENSION BILL” ; also “MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT DISQUALIFICA
TION BILL”; also “ELECTION EXPENSES BILL”; also “PARLIAMENTARY 
ELECTORATES REDISTRIBUTION BILL”);—

The Hastings and The Macleay : - -
Resignation of Edmund Barton, Esquire, Q.C., and issue and return of Writ, and election of 

Francis Clarke, Esquire, reported, 1 ; Air. Clarke sworn, 2.
Sydney-Philif Division

Resignation of The Hon. Henry Copeland, and issue and return of Writ, and election of Daniel 
O'Connor, Esquire, reported, 1; Mr. O’Connor sworn, 2,

6
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BEEEBENCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I—iSTU PARLIAMENT—SESSION igoO,

E
ELECTORAL [continued) 

UraLLA-WalOHA

rAPERS ORDERED TO
be rmsTHD.

VOL.

Resignation of William Henry Burgess Piddington, Esquire, issue of Writ, reported 1 
Re-election of Mr. Piddington, reported, and Mr. Piddington sworn, (t.

Death of « ilLam Henry Burgess Piddington, Esquire, reported, and seat declared vacant, 357. 
Election of Michael John MacMahon reported, Mr. MacMahon sworn 4-77 

Canterbury :— '
^Resignation of Variiey Rarltos, Esquire, and issue and return of Writ, and election of the Hon 

Sydney Smith reported, 1; Mr. Smith sworn, 2.
Petition of Thomas Whitford Taylor presented against return of the Hon. Sydney Smith

■'eferred to Elections and Qualifications Committee, 91 ; Report brought up 110 ’
Speaker reports issue and return, of Writ for, and return of Thomas Whitford Taylor, Esuiiirc' 

JW; Ml\ Taylor sworn, 168. ^ 1 *
Bathurst

Resignation of tho Hon. Francis Bathurst Suttor, and issue of Writ, reported, ] ; Writ certifying 
the return of W illiam ^Vhite Young, Esquire, reported, f1 - •

Bourke:—
5L ; Mr, Young sworn, 74.

Resignation of \yitliaru Walter Davis reported, 247 ; issue and return of Writ, and return of 
William Waiter Davis, Esquire, reported, Mr. Davis sworn, 291.

Asilfleld :—
Resignation of the Hon. Bernhard Riugroso Wise, Q.C., reported, and seat declared vacant, 457 - 

issue and return of Writ, and return of Frederick Earle Wiuchcombc reported 499 ■
_ Mr. Winchcoiribe sworn, 501. 1 ’ J

Adjournment moved (Jfr. Jteid) in reference to conduct of Ministers at election for Ashfield 
ruin negatived, 496. ’

Elections and Qhaliwcations Committeu

Speaker’s WarmiR laid^on Table, 17 ; Maturity of Warrant reported, 44; Members sworn,

First Meeting appointed, 91 ; leave given to adjourn sins die, 117, 
j ederal Districts Commissioners :—

Report respecting division of Colony, laid on Table. 73 549 
Women's Franchise : — ............................................................................

Petition presented from Women’s Christiarf Temperance Union in favour of granting in time for 
federal Elections, 109........................................................................... b

Motion made [Mr. Hose) to postpone until majoriVofadidt'females’’have'approved’’and negatived, 117. rr j ,
Effective Voting for Federal Senate

Report of Deputation concerning adoption of, laid on Table, 141 ................ U
Federal Electorates :— ........................................................,

Particulars showing the boundaries, together with three maps, kid on Table, 1ST ...................... i I
Keturn showing nnmbor of Voters in (according to the Existing Rolls), laid on Table 222.
Motion made (.Ur. J’lrlthngton) for Select Committee to inquire into names of, 224 ; Papers

refen-ed to Committee, 239 ; Report brought up, 2G4 1
Adjournment moved (yr.il/oorc) respecting infiuenee of Memiiers'oli'Commissioners Vnreference 

to boundaries, and ruled out of order, 549. i
Petition presented from residents of Parkes and Bogan Gate to name proposed Electorate of I 

Caluio oi Ganoblas after the ]ato feu* Henry Barkes, 346 „ ^
Petition presented from Elcctoi-s of Forbes, prijdng that the'name'of”‘,‘CaIare;; be givon'to the - 

_ Federal Eloetorate m which that town is included. 491 b f
Scheme of Effective Voting " .................................................................................  }

Report of Returning Officer for the province of South Australia on, kid on Table 2S5
Voting Statistics—City Division ..................

Return respecting, laid on Table, 330 ...............
Rolls :— ................................................................................................

respecting recent Revision, laid on Table, 435..............................
ELECTRIC EIGHTING (See “SAYVVELL’S TRAMWAY AND BLECTRlC LiG-liTINC BILL '’
ELECTRIC POWER?—^ LIGtt™G ™

Use of the Grose, Colo, and Warragamba Rivers ;—

ELECTRIC’TKLliORAPH ACT J^Zpatrkl‘'1 for paPers’m ’ P'etl,rn t0 0r,lcb lai(l on Table, 492...

«• >»• >«. "a »• W «*.
KLECTIHG TRAMWAY (BELMORE PARK TO FORT MACQUARIE) BILL •_

Message from Governor, 414 ; Motion made (3fr. O’Suflivan) for Oommittee of the Whole 42S 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and road D, 4.3G • read 2° eom- 
mitted reported wthout.amendment, Report adopted, 534; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, ,i40; returned without amendment, 579.

EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (.Rr. Hnyliw) for leave to bring in, 41.

ENGINE DRIVERS, FIREMEN, At;. (See “RAILWAYS”)
ESTATE OF THE LATE K. M. SWIFT, OF PETERSHAM:—

MOt,7doptodC5nTr' PcPort of Select Committee {Third Session, 189!)) be now
ESTIMATES (Sec' “’FINANCE ”).
EUROKA-1CEKP1T LAND EXCHANGE (See “CROWN LANDS”!
EVELEIGH WORKS (See “RAILWAYS”).
EXCHANGES OF LAND (See “CROW’N LiUSTDS’T 
EXCISE REDUCTION BILL

Message from Governor, 501 ; Motion marie {Sir William. Lyne) for Committee of the Whole. 
.>04; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and road 1°, 518 ; read 
committed, ronorted without amendment, Report, adopted, 523 : recommitted, reported 2; 
with an amendment and an amended Title, 534 ; Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent!

EXPLANATORY'ABSTliA'cTS •- Wlth ^ amen[lm0!lt> 576 5 »™iicil’s amondmem agreed to, 590, 1

EXPLOSIVES “BILL ^ thC 50rV’i0° °£ the ^ l900-1901> and for Previous years......
Message from Governor, 46; Motion made {Sir William Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 83.
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EEFBEEXCB8 TO THE TOTHS AND rBOCEEDINOS, TOL. I —iSTH PAEUATEENT—SESSION igOO,
LJAPEI15 ORDBfiKD TO 

UR PRINTED.

FACT™. MdScUliation and Arbitration Act for J899, laid on Table, 20

FEDERAL ELECTIONS BILL [chanped from “ MEMBERS OE PARLIAMENT DISQUALIFICA-

■Mes^go from^GoTemor, m ; Motion made [Mr. Nee) for Committee

the Sohedn/e was not given,-nded against by Mr Motion passed, ^ 1 ^ ^ !
committed, reported with amendments, recommitted, teported 2 vutb tnithcr T ’
B^rtodJpl^ 641-2; Motion made [Mr, See) for 3», nm®«lmcnt ^ 
recommit, negatived, motion passed, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council. .>,</ , returntl
with amendments, 588 ; Council's amendments agreed to, oitl. 

FEDERATTON^^crfso^'^OJ^ONW^^WCTlOT^^KniALL  ̂ ACT|B3^A5JJ

DUCHESS OE YORK”; also 
“FEDERAL ELbiCTIONS BII
MENT CONTRIBUTION BILL' , , ------

Papers respecting, presented to both Houses of the Imperial Parliament, APr_1'; lfl00’ lald “l
both Houses of the imperial Parliament, May, WOO, laid onj

Repoi-rofDepuUUoncoVmeming adoption of Elective Voting for the Federal Semite, laid on.
Table, 141 ...................................................................................................................................

of officer, who will be transferred to the control of the Common
wealth and the amount of salaries, 187....................................... ....................................

o “COMMONWEALTH ARRANGEMENTS BILL’; al 
BILL - also “COVERNOR-OENEBALS ESTABLIS. 
LL’- ; also “PARLIAMENT'1

DUKE AND 
also 

,ISR-

TOL.

Table, 12o 
Papers respecting, presented to

Table, 12->

Federal I-lectoeates i . .... n-.i.i to-tParticulars showing the boundaries, together with three maps, laid on Table 187 - ^ .........
Return showing number of Voters in (according to the Lxiatmg Rolls), laid on Ljble*
Motion made [Air. PiddmylmO for Select Committee to inquire into names of, 224, lapers

l

referred to Committee, 239; Report b™,^ on Table,
■A)Report of Districts Commissioiiers respecting division <

Adjournment moved (Mr. Mcore} in yeference to influence of Memhers on Commissioners in 
rpartprf to desiums «incl bouridiu'ics of. and ruled out of order, oxJ. i r’l t j cPetition presented from residents of Parkes and Bogan Gate in favour of naming Electorate of

Calarc or Canoblas after Sir Homy Parkes 340 ............. . mich disti'ieiis 1 o
Petition presented from Electors of Forbes m favour of naming Electorate in v hsch distncv is l 2

situatecl “ Calare,” 421 ........................................................................................................... J
National Ode

Adjournment moved [Mr. AptcL) in reference to, at Celebration Demonstration, 
348.

andnegativeil.

Conventions at Adelaide and Meluockne

Statement of Payments to New South V ales Delegates, laid on Table, 240
Sites for Seat of Government:- 5qj j-o

Reports of the Commissioner, laid on lable, 384, io.l
Celebrations-.—

Adjournment moved (Mr. S'c&th) in reference to, 
with, 501.

Ff.deral Finance :—

and actions of certain public officers therc-

Koport of Committee appointed on CSth April, 1898, ititli addendum by Member of the Com
mittee, laid on Table, 574 .......................................................................................................

FERRIES:-
Adjournment moved {.ur. A. M. Uark) 

negatived, 278.
FINANCE (See also “ APPROPRIATION 

[COLLECTION] BILL”; also ‘

in refercnco to hours worked by employees, and

BILL”; also 
TREASURY

LOAN BILL”; also 
INDEMNITY BILL";

LAND TAN 
also “ LOAN1

AQXMINT^'RANSFERj BILL’'; ahiT'^iwiARURY^BILLS BILL”: ^so ‘^PROBlW^ 
DUTIES [AMENDMENT] BILL”; also “ COMPANIEb [I^AIH DUlIhSl

DEATH DUTIES [AMENDMENT] BILL'
“LOAN BILL'');—

Public Accounts m 11 7
Interim Report of Committee of Inquiry, hud on [able^ / .............
Adjournment mo^'c^r.^idboi^Vindication of Financial .Administration of late Government 

by investigation of Publio Accountants, and negatived, 240.
Vfvrvii'T-: and Expenditure of the Consolidated Revenue (Public Accounts)
RColon?al Treasurer's Statement for year ended 30 June, 1890, together with the Auditor 

General's Report thereon, laid on Table, 12 ...........................................................................
Government Savings Bank :— ,

Statement of Accounts for 1899, laid on Table, 24 ........ ...................................................
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BDFElilNCIS TO THE TOTES AXD rEOCEEBINOS, VOE. I—iSlH PARMAHEXT—SESSION I9OO. PAPERS ORDERED TO
DE PRINTED,

FINANCE {con'invtd):—
Transpei: of Votes by Executive Minute:—

Mr. Speaker laid on Table authorising, from :—
“Auditor-General, Item No. 12,'’ to “TreasuryItem No. 127,1G.
“ Imparted and introduced Stock,” to Vine Diseases Act, &c,:' 1G.
“Department of Mines, Contingencies, to “School of Mines and Assay Works,’' 16.
“ Department of Mines, Contingencies,” to “ Administration of the Act for the Regulation of 

Coal Mines and Collieries,” 16.
Estimated savings on Votes 1899-1(100, “Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces,” and;

cancelling the transfer of a similar amount to “ Advance to Treasurer,'1 16.
11 Imported and Introduced Stock ” to “ Vine Diseases Act, &e.,” 1G.
Treatment of items, “No. 212, Roads and Bridges; No. 213, Harbours and Rivers and 

Dredge Service; No. 214, Government Architect; and No, 215, Miscellaneous, of 1893
1900 Appropriation Act,” as one Vote, and to charge any excess expenditure on any one 
item to the halanco on any other item, 16.

“The Medical Adviser to the Government,” to “Coast Hospital,” 16.
“State Children’s Relief Branch,” to “Maintenance of deserted children, paupers takenj 

charge of for protection, expenses of transmission, charitable relief, &c.,” 41.
“ Imported and Introduced Stock,” to “Vine Diseases Aot,” &c., 41.
“ Government Printer/’ to “Storesand Stationery/’ 73.
Parliamentary Reporting Staff, “to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,”73. 
Department of Lunds—Contingencies to “Survey of Lands—Contiogeueiea,”96.
“ Postal and Electric Telegraph Department,” to “Increment Regulations, &c./’ 96. 
Attorney-General’s Department, 9G.
“Marine Board, Sydney/’ “Local Marine Board, Newcastle,” “ Harbour Masters/’ “ Colonial 

J.ight-houEes," “Sea and River Pilots,” “Boatmen” and “Telegraph .Stations/’to “Marine 
Board of New South Wales Miscellaneous,” 171- 

“State Children’s Relief Branch,” to “Charitable Institutions, Government Asylums— 
Contingencies,” 451.

Suitly :—
Motion made (Sir IFtf/iam Lynt) for House to go into Committee, 28.
House in Committee, 58, 160, 259, 375 (2), 401, 403, 415, 425, 429, 435, 560.
Resolutions reported, 59, 160, 259, 375 (s), 5G0 (“"I.
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375 566

Wavs and Means:—
Motion made {Sir William I/ynt) for House to go into Committee, 2S.
House in Committee, 59, 160, 259 ; (jf'Vncmci'a? Statement), 375 (;), 3S5, 392, 567.
Resolutions reported, 59, )G0, 259, 375, 392, 567 (*). '
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375, 393, 567 (4J.
Estimates for 1900-1901 (Sir William f/yns), laid on Table, 375 ...............................................

Theanuruh's Advance Account :—
Statement of Payments from, for November, 1899, laid on Tabic, 40 ......................................

December, 1899, laid on Table, 40 ......................................
January, 1900, laid on Table, 40 ..........................................
February, 1900, laid on Tabic, 40 ......................................
March, 1900, laid on Table, 40..............................................
April, 1900, laid on Tabic, 40 ..............................................
May, 1900, laid on Table, 103 ............................................

Estimates :—
Messages rccommonding Estimates of Expenditure for 1900-1901 (/Jr IT it liar/; Lyne), and State

ment of Payments from Vote of Advance to Treasurer on account of Services of year 1899
1900, and from Suspense Account, laid on Table, 373 ........... . .................................................

Schedule to Estimates for 1000-1901, laid on Table, 398 ..............................................................
Schedule to Military and Naval Allowances for 1900-1901, laid on Table, 398 ..........................
Schedule A to D Estimates, 1900-1901, Public Works Department, laid oa Table, 440 ............
Message recommending Additional Estimates for 1900-1901, laid on Table, 558.........................
Message recommending .Supplementary .Statement of Payments from Vote for Advance to Tro.'i

surer for 1899-1900, laid on Table, 559.......................................................................................
Message recommending Loan Estimates for 1900-1901, laid on Table, 559 ..................................

Exi'I.anatoey Austkacts :—
Of sums estimated and voted for services of the year 1900-1901 and for previous years.............

Bane Liauiuties and Assets:—
Statement showing average for quarter ended 31 December, 1899, laid on Table, 40.

Do do 31 March, 1900, laid on Table, 40.
Do do 30 June, 1900, hud on Table, 216.
Do do 30 September, 1900, laid on Tabic, 600.

Pl’BWC CoMFANIES : —
Statement allowing average Liabilities and Assets for quarler ended 31 December, 1899, laid on, 

Table, 40.
Statement showing average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31 March, 1900, laid on 

Table, 40.
Statement showing average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30 June, 1900, laid on 

Tablo, 228.
Statement allowing average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30 September, 1900, laid on 

Table, GOO,
Incojif. and Land Taxes :—

Return allowing. Gross Receipts and Expenditure for Financial Yeari ended 30th June, 1899
' and 1900, with percentage of Expenditure to Receipts, laid on Table, 103............................ 1

Ministerial Salaries :— j
Memorandum by Treasury Examiner, dated 23rd August, 1894, laid on Table, 159 ................. !

Trust Moneys Defosit Account :— i
Statement for year ended 31st March, 1900, laid on Table, 40 ..................................................... ‘

Puri.tc Parks and Rhcreatiun Rksukves Vote:—
Returns showing tile amounts granted to each electorate for 1S9S-9 and 1899-1900, laid on

Tablo, 40 ......................................................................................................................................
Vote of Credit :—

Messages from Governor, 4G, 142, 251, 303.
Issue of Treasury Bills to meut Deficiency :—

Motion made (.Vi'. Jlrymond) for Return, G4.
519—B

Do do
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Do do
Do do
Do do
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F

FINAKCE (continued)
Federal Finance :—

Report of Committee appointed on 28 April, 1808, with addendum by >1 ember of the Committee,
laid on Table, 574,.,,,.................................... ...................................................................................

FIRF, BRIGADES 
Metropolitan

Report for 1899, laid on Table, 151 .......................................................................................................
Goulburn :—

Report for year 1899. laid on Table, 133.
Wollongong: —

Report for year ended 31st March, 1900, laid on Table, 133.
FIRE BRIGADES BILL

Message from Governor, 231; Motion made (ilfr. See) for Committee of the Whole, 200; House 
in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 279 ; Motion made (I/r. .See) 
for 2°, PoiiU of Order,—That Bill was beyond the Order of Leave,—sustained by Mr. 
Speaker, Order of tho Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 306.

FIRE BRIGADES BILL (Ho. 2)
Motion made (Mr. See) for Committee of the Whole, 36S ; Message from Governor, 369; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 379.
FIRE INSURANCE POLICIES BILL:—

Motion made (Jlfr. Meagher) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, IS ; 
Order of tho Dav postponed, 26, 152 ; read 2°, committed, 462.

FIRST OFFENDERS PROBATION ACT _
■ Return respecting numbers of persons released under provisions of, laid on Table, 441 ..............

FISHER LIBRARY (See “UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY [FISHER LIBRARY] BILL"). 
FISHER TRUSTS DECLARATORY BILL : -

Assent to (7'hird See cion. 1899), reported, 6.
FISHERIES (See also “ OYSTER FISHERIES [AMENDMEMT] BILL

Report of Commissioners for 1899, laid on Table, 49 .......................
Petition of residents and fishermen of Woy Woy against closing waters for net-fishing, 533......
Petitions presented in favour of passing an amended Bill from :—

Licensed Fishermen and Oystcrmen, 102......................................
Do do Gosford, Terrigal, Lake Maoquarie, Manly, and Dora

Creek, 108 (*) ........................................................................................................................
Licensed Fishermen and Oystcrmen, North Sydney, .116............................................

" Watson’s Bay, 116 ......................................................
Ulladulla, 116 .............................................................
Hawkesbury River, Double Bay, and Sydney, 141 (s) 
Coogee, Waverley, Rusheutter’s Bay, and Randwick, 161.
Richmond River, 166........................................................
Shoalhaven River, 160 .....................................................
Stockton, Buff Head, Grafton, and Wiseman’s Ferry, 193. 

Walter Rotton, of Balrannld (Licensed Fisherman and Oystermun), 250..................................

Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do

)

FISHERIES BILL:— , _
Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under the 29Gth Standing Order, 355. 

FJTCROY DOCK WORKS (Sec “PUBLIC SERVICE").
FLOOD PREVENTION (See also “ TUCKIAN FLOOD ESCAPE SCHEME BILL) :—

TuCKIAN FIjOOD Escajt, Schnme :—
Report of Pulilic Works Committoo, laid on Table, 239 ................................................................... j

• Motion made (Jlr. O’Sullivan), that work be carried out, 368,
Hunter River |

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) to refer work to Works Committee, 582. i
FLOOD-STREET, LEICHHARDT (See “PROPOSED GOVERNMENT ALIGNMENT OFi 

FLOOD-STREET, LEICHHARDT"). \
FLOUR SHIPPED TO SOUTH AFRICA FOR THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT - j

Motion made (jlfr. B. M. dark) for certificates and reports of Committee of Master Bakers’ 
Association, 2~2; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 323................................................................

FORBES (See “WATER SUPPLY").
FORESTRY

Adjournment moved (ilfr. McFarland) as to unsatisfactory condition nf tho Act, and House 
counted out, 272.

FORFEITURE OF LEASES BILL : —
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir William Lyne)r<itid 1°, 159.

FORSTER (Sec “ POSTAL:’’ also “TELEGRAPHS").
FORT MACQUARIE (Soo “TRAMWAYS”).
FRANCHISE (See “WOMEN’S FRANCHISE”).
FREE CONFERENCE.... . , .

Assembly requests Froo Conference with Legislative Council on Sydney Corporation (Amending) 
Bill* and Managers appointed (by Imllot), 324-5 ; Council agrees, names of Assembly’s 
Manageis called over, and Members proceed to Conference, return and bring up report 
that they bad failed to arrive at any agreement, 330 ; Motion made (Sir William A?/ne) for 
Committee of the Whole to take Report of Assembly’s Managers into consideration, 338 : 
Report considered, 348.

FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY (See “PUBLIC LIBRARY”).
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES :— ■

Report of Registrar for, and for Trade Unions, 1898, laid on Tablo, 48 .........................................
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT, 1899

Regulations under, laid on Table, 133.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) BILL :—

Message from Governor, 399 ; Motion made (Mr. See) for Committee ol the Whole, 40S; House 
in Committoo, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 2s, committed reported witii
out amendment. Report adopted, 580 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 584; returned 
with amendments, Couucil’s amendments agreed to, 613.

FRUIT CASE BILL
Motion made (Sir William Bi/ne) for leave to bring in, 272 ; presented and read 1°, 305 ; Order 

of the Dav postponed, 325.
FUGITIVE CRIMINALS_

Despatch respecting Extradition of, laid on Table, 159, 319.
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BE PRINTED.

VOL. 'I’AG-B.

Ct
GAOLS

Report o£ 1’naona ])epartmunt for 1S!)9, laid on Table, 5b.............................................................
Returns respecting officers of the Prisons Department, laid on Table, 504.................................

Goulburs :—
Report respecting flogging of prisoner No. 302, 40 ........................................................................

PRISONKES SENTENCED TO Fj-OO CMOS FOR RkEACIIIIS OF DISCIPLINE :—
Return showing number during year 1899, under visiting Justices, laid on Table, 40................. ; f- 2

Maintenance ane Total Earninos I
Return showing Annual Coat, laid on Table, 151............................................................................ j

East Maitland :— .
Extract from Report of Comptroller respecting statements made by Mr. Gillies, M.P., in House

on ISth July, 1900, laid on Tablo, 173.......................................................................................... J
Parramatta :—

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act for residence of Deputy-Governor, 
laid on Table, 55(i.

GARLAND (See “POSTAL”).
GEORGE-STREET (Sou “TRAMWAYS”). :
GERMANTON (See “ RAILWAYS ” ; also, “ CULCAIRN TO GERMANTON RAILWAY RILL ”).| 
GIBSON, SAMUEL (See “ CLAIM OF SAMUEL GIBSON”).
G1LGANDRA (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE!’).
GLEBE ISLAND (See “ABATTOIRS”).
GLEBE ISLAND IMPROVEMENTS

Report of Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 7.................................................................. . 6
GLEN 1NNKS (See “RAILWAYS”).
GOLD AND MINERAL DREDGING ACT, 1899

Regulations under, laid on Table, 7. I
GOLD AND MINERAL DREDGING BILL:- ;

Assent to {Third Snsicm, 1899). reported, 4.
GOLD-DREDGING LEASES MODIFICATION BILL i

Message from Governor, 55S ; Motion made (jlfr. Jityan) for Committee of the Whole, 575 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 2J,committed, reported 
without amendment, Report adopted, bOo-fi ; Motion made for, 3", amendment moved 
(J/r, Morton) to recommit, and debate adjourned, (il3.

GOUGH. EVA VICTORIA (See “CROWN LANDS”). .
GOULBURN (See “GAOLS ” : also “ CHURCH OF ENGLAND PROPERTY TRUST DIOCESE j 

OE GOULBURN” ; also “FIRE BRIGADES”).
GOULBURN TO CROOKWELL RAILWAY BILL■

Assent to (Third Sennioii, 1899), reported, 3.
GOVERNMENT ARCHITECT’S DEPARTMENT:—

Return to Order (Third Tmion, 1S99), laid on Table, 24 ............................................................ : 2
GOVERNMENT ASTRONOMER :— |

Report respecting the recent Snotvstorm, bud on Table, 125......................................................... j ■ „ I
Report respecting Meteorological Disturbances, laid on Table, 133...................................... ........ i

GOVERNMENT HOUSE :- i
Return respecting expenditure, laid on Table, 200 ........................................................................ 4 ,

GOVERNMENT HOUSE GROUNDS (See “QUARANTINE”). [ j
GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS :- _

Adjournment moved (Jl/r. Arthur Grijilh) in reference to collusion between certain Government i 
Officials and a Government Stores Contractor, and negatived, 251. *

GOVERNMENT METALLURGIST (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”). , 1
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE (See “ PUBLIC SERVICE ”). I ■
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—

Motion made (3Tr. Affleck) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, G4 ; j 
Order of the Day postponed, 299, 323, 347 ; Motion made (jlfr. Afflee!;) to consider as 
matter of urgency, and negatived, 339; Order of the Day postponed, 3Gf>, 435,44! ; 2J 
negatived. Order discharged, Bill withdrawn, 4(>1. ■

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS (EMPLOYEES APPEAL) BILL:-
Message from Governor, 385; Motion made (Sir V/illiam. L>/iie) for Committee of the Whole,

392; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1 450 i raid 2’', 
committed, reported with amendments. Report adopted, 549 ; read 3“, passed, and sent to 
Council, 550-7 ; returned with amendments, Council’s amendments agreed to, 015. I

GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK :- I
Statement of Accounts for 1899, laid on Table, 24 ........................................................................ 1

GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK (COMMONWEALTH ARRANGEMENTS) BILL ;
Message from Governor, 550 ; Motion1 made (Sir IFf/fiym./.yar) fur Committee of the Whole,]

577; Standing Orders suspended, 585; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill] , 
presented and read 1°, 2", committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 587 ; 
read3“, passed and sent to Council, 590 ; returned without amendment, 012.

GOVERNOR (See also “ADDRESSES”) :— 1
Proclamation by, summoning Parliament, read by Cleric, 1,
Message from, delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 0. I
Opening Speech by, 7; Address-in-Reply. 8, 10. 20, 20, 28; Reply to Address, 43. '

GOVERNOR-GENERAL’S ESTABLISHMENT CONTRIBUTION BILL :— 1
Message from Governor, 576 ; Standing Orders suspended, 535; House in Committee, Resolu

tion reported, Bill presented and read, 1°, 2s, committed, reported without amendment.
Report adopted, read, 3’, passed, and sent to Council, 591-2 ; returned without amend
ment, 012.

GOVERNOR’S SALARY AND ALLOWANCES BILL: —
Message from Governor, 117.

GRAFTON (See “RAILWAYS,” also, “TELEGRAPHS”).
GRAFTON TO CASINO RAILWAY BILL:—

Message from Governor, 592, 601; Standing Orders suspended, 602; Motion made (Mr.
O'Sal than) That House do now resolve itself into a Committe of the Whole, House in 
Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read, U, 2°, committed, rcjiorted 
■without amendment, Report adopted, read .Y, passed and sent to Council, 003-4; returned 
without amendment, 017.

GRANVILLE (See “RAILWAYS”).
GREEN’S GUNYAH (See “THE ROCK TO GREEN’S GUNYAH RAILWAY [AMENDMENT]

BILL”), j
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GRENFELL (See “KOORAWATHA TO GRENFELL RAILWAY [AMENDMENT] BILL”; also 
“RAILWAYS”). '

GRESHAM AND NEWBRIDGE {See “RAILWAYSI 
GLtOSE, COLO, AND WARRAGAMBA RIVERS (Sec “ELECTRIC POWER”). |
CUIIILN, JAMES AND PATRICK (See CROWN LANDS). '
GUILFOYLE, MRS. (Sec “CLAIMS OF MRS. GUILFOYLE, WIDOW OF THE LATE 

FORESTER AT MOAMA").
GUNBAR (See “RAILWAYS”).
GUNDAGAI (See “RAILWAYS”).
GUNDAGAI TO TUMUT RAILWAY BILL —

Message from Governor, 20(i; Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for Committee of the Whole, 223 : 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 2S2 ; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 307 ; read 3“, passed, and uem 
to Council, 311 ; returned with amendments, 423 ; Councils amendments, agreed to, 444; 
Assent reported, 477. ]

GUNPOWDER AND EXPL0S1YES I
Maoazixk at Newtnotos :

Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public W'orks Acquisition Act, laid on 
Table, 23,

H
HAMILTON (See “SEWERAGE”). 1
HARBOURS (See “DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION BILL”; also “ SYDNEY 

HARBOUR TRUST BILL"; also “PORT KEMBLA HARBOUR ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL”):—

Stockton:—
Notification of resumption o£ land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Port Kembla :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, for construction of Deop-watcr, 

laid on Table, 285,
Byron- Bay, Broadwater:—

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) to refer to Public Works Committee, GOo.
HARDEN (See “RAILWAYS”).
HAY IRRIGATION TRUST - '

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for 1S99, laid on Table, 19 .............................................. 6
HAY IRRIGATION (AMENDING) BILL__ '

Motion made (Mr. Jfassail) for Committee of the Whole, 539.
HTLLSTON (See “RAILWAYS").
HISTORICAL RECORDS

ArroiSTMEXT of Mr. James Bonwjck

Return to Order (Third Session, 1899), laid on Table, 240 ............................................................ 2
HOLIDAYS (See “ BANKS HALF-HOLIDAY BILL”).
HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE BILL_ .

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir IVi/liam Oi/ue) read 1°, 3B7; Order ofj 
tho Day postponed, 3S5, 400 ; read 2° (710'. Mur/ald Thomson), committed, reported with
out amendment, Report adopted, 403 ; Motion made (,1/j-. Thir/ald Thomson) for 3°, and 
amendment moved (Mr. Morion) to recommit and negatived, motion passed, Bill read 3", 
passed, and returned to Council, 40S ; Assent reported, 431.

HOMEBUSH (See “RAILWAYS”).
HOMESTEAD LEASES (See CROWN LANDS 
HOPE, A. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
HOSPITALS :—

St. Vjxckst s , ■
Report of Deputation asking Grant for, for Operating Theatre, laid on Table, 89........................ i

C.u.lax Park
Report, &e., of Board Inquiry into charges against Matron, laid on Table, 141 ........................

Motoxo :— I
Reply of Committee to Official Report on Management, laid on Tabic, 131 ................................
List of Subscribers for year 1899, laid on Tabic, 151 ....................................................................
.Motion made (Dr. Jloss) for papers in reference to appointment of Second Medical Ofiicer, 223 ;

Return to Order, laid on Table, 316..........................................................................................
Coast, Little Bay :— r G

Report for year IS99, laid on Table, 258............................................................................ ..........
Report of the Public Service Board, on chargee against Mr. C. G. Willman, laid on Tabic, 246.
Return respecting temporary supply of provisions, laid on Table, 549..........................................

Insane
Papers respecting reduction of hours of duty and increase of sick and annual leave to

attendants, laid on Table, 272 .................................................................................................
HOTELS AND WINE SHOPS ■ _

Return respecting, laid on Tabic, 435 ................................... .......................................................... J
HOTELS DIMINISHING BILL

Motion made (Mr. Justin Chapman) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 57 ; Order of 
the Day discharged. Bill withdrawn, 272.

HOUR OF MEETING—MORNING SITTINGS
Motion made (Sir William Lyne) for meeting of House at 10 o’clock, a.m., on Government 

days, amendment moved for substituting 2 for 10 and withdrawn, motion agreed to, 451. 
Motion made (Sir IITfitam Lyne), That House meet at 10 o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, 27th 

November, and Government Business take precedence, 535.
Motion made (Sir William Lyne) that House meet at 10 o'clock a.m. on Monday, and that 

Government Business take precedence. 540.
HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD

Report for yoar ended 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 39S .........................................................  \ o
Plan to accompany Report, laid on Table, 408 ........ .................................................................. J "

HUNTER RIVER (See "FLOOD PREVENTION ”).
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I
IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION ACT _

Return respecting number of Aliens admitted into Now South Wales since passing, laid on
Table, 125 .................................................................................................................................. 0

IMPERIAL BUSHMEN’S CONTINGENT {See “MILITARY”).
IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT (Sec “FEDERATION”).
IMPORTED STOCK ACTS, 1S71-189G 

Regulations, laid on Tablo, 250.
Proclamations and Regulations respecting “ Tick Fever or Texas Fever,” laid on Table, 7. 
Cancellation of Proclamations of Mth and 21st November, laid on Table, 4GS).
Proclamation declaring Government House Grounds a Quarantine Station, laid on Tahir, 574 
Proclamation in reference to importation of sheep from America, laid on Table, 574.

INCLOSED LANDS PROTECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made {Ilfr. Diyhi) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, IS ; Mr. Dight proceeding 

to move 2’’, House counted out, Sfi; Order of Day for 2° restored to Paper, 103 ; read 2'\ 
committed, 360 ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 366, 461, 4So, 501, 505, 540.

INCOME AND LAND TAXES
Return showing in relation to gross Receipts and Expenditure for Financial Years ended

30th June, 1899 and 1900, with percentage of Expenditure to Receipts, laid on Table, 103.. 3
INCH, MR. JAMES S, {See “PUBLIC SERVICE”). '
INDECENT PUBLICATIONS BILL

Motion made {Dr. Graham) fnr leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 14; road 2°, committed, 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 50 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 67; 
returned without amendment, 103 ; Assent reported, 13".

INDECENT PUBLICATIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (d/r. Fer/an) r“ad 1°, 305 ; read 2°, committed, 

reported without amendment, Report adopted, 312; read 3s, passed, and returned to 
Council, 317 ; Assent reported, 333.

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION BILL :—
Message from Governor, 44 ; Motion made (jlfr. IRse) for Committee of the Whole, 5S ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 65 ; Motion made 
[Mr. U’fse) for 2°, and debate adjourned, 83 ; del into resumed and adjourned, I7S, 201 ; 
Order of tbe Day postponed, 223 ; debate resumed and motion passed, Bill read 2°, 
committed, 246 ; House in Committee, 251; House in Committee, Point of Order reported,—
That an amendment to insert words, “ The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners,” in 
clause 2, was in order,—Committee resumed, Bill reported with amendments, 266; Report 
adopted, 2S0; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 2S7.

Petitions presented against, from Employers of Labour in Principal Branches of Industry, and
praying that the whole question be remitted to the Federal Parliament, 1GG, 206 ...!........  '

Petition presented from residents of the Barrier of Electorates of Broken Hill, Sturt, and Alma,
in favour of, 177............................................................................................................................ r

Petition presented from New South Wales Typographical Association, in favour of, 228 .......... f 1
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, PARRAMATTA : —

Report for the year 1899, laid on Table, 511 ......................................................................................
INEBRIATES BILL

Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under 290th Standing Order, 12 ; 
Motion made (ilfr. (rise) for 21', read 2°, committed, reported without amendment. Report 
adopted, 307 ; Order of the Day postponed, 312 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council,
325 ; Assent reported, 395.

Petition from National Council of Women in favour of, 125 .......................................................... 6
INFANTS CUSTODY AND SETTLEMENTS BILL
INFANTS {Sec “MONEY-LENDERS AND INFANTS LOANS BILL”).

Assent to [Third ftf-ssion, 1899), reported, 5.
INSANE {See also “HOSPITALS”):—

Report of Lispcctor-General for 1899, laid on Table, 133....................................................... ......... 0
INSCRIBED STOCK (REGISTRAR) BILL:—

Message from Governor, 286 ; Motion made {Mr. Set) for Committee of tho Whole, 296; House 
in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 306 ; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, 3L2 ; Order of the Day postponed, 325 ; 
road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 511 ; returned without amendment, 577.

INTEREST’ ON JUDGMENTS AMENDMENT BILL :—
Motion made [Mr. Garland) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 14 : 

read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, Report adopted, 96 ; read 3’, passed, and 
sent to Council, 103; returned without amendment, 159; Assent reported, 181. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, PHILADELPHIA
Report of Colonel Bell, Official Representative of New South Wales, laid on Table, 109............. 6

INTERRUPTION :—
Of Business

It being 5 o’clock, Mr. Speaker put tS:e Question for Adjournment under Sessional Order relating 
to Friday’s sitti ng, which was negatived, 586.

To allow amended Message to bo sent to Council in reference to amendments in the Early 
Closing (Amendment) Bill, 613. ■

INVERELL (See “MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF INVERELL REDUCED AREA BILL”: also 
“RAILWAYS”). '

IRVINE, ROBERT FRANCIS, ESQUIRE, M.A. (See “ PUBLIC SERVICE ”).
IRRIGATTOM (See “HAY IRRIGATION [AMENDING] BILL”).
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J
JERILDER1E (See “ BRIDGES ” ; also “ WATER SUPPLY ”).
JINDALEE (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
JOHNSTONE’S CREEK (See “DRAINAGE”).
JUDGMENTS (See “INTERESTS ON JUDGMENTS AMENDMENT BILL").
JUSTICES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:—

Message from Governor, 385 ; received from Legislative Council, and on motion {Mr. Set) 
read 1°, 465 ; read 2" (d/r. Crick), committed, reported with an amendment, Report 
adopted, 542; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council with an amendment, 581; Assembly’s 
amendment agreed to, 589.
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VOI,. PACE,

JUSTICES FINES BILL
Assent to (Third Session, 1899) reported, o.
Kule prescribing form of Security under Act, laid on Table, 19,

JUSTICES OF THE, PEACE REMOVAL BILL .
Motion made (Mr. Arthur Grifitih) for leave to bring in, 27; presented, and read 1°, 04 ; Motion 

made for 2°, and negatived ; Order discharged, Bill withdrawn, 317.
JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION BILL

Motion made (Dr. /toss) to proceed with, under the 29oth Standing Order, 25; Motion made 
(Dr. Dost) for 2’, amendment moved (Air. IFotaon) to refer to Select Committee, and 
negatived, motion passed, Bill read 2’, and committed, 188 ; Order of the Day postponed, 
194, 201, 207, 217, 223, 240, 251, 2S0, 296, 311, 323, 339 : House in Committee, 349 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 355, 366, 373, 379, 3S5, 400, 415, 428, 435, 445, 450, 454,492; 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 502; ret'. 1 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 504.

K
KIAMA RIFLE RANGE (See “ MILITARY ”).
KOORAWATHA TO GRENFELL RAILWAY (AMENDMENT) BILL

Motion made (ifr. O’Sullivan) to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 134; Message 
from Governor, 142; road 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 
224; read 3°, passed, and eent to Council, 239; returned without amendment, 200 ; Assent 
reported, 269.

L
LABOUR BUREAU:- '

Report for the year ended 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 304............. . ......................................... 6
LABOUR UNIONS EMPLOYEES PROTECTION BILL

Motion made (Mr. LWen) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 2S; 
Order of the Day postponed, 230.

LAMBTON (See “MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LAMBTON BILL”).
LAND EXCHANGES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
LANDS DEPARTMENT (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”). .
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT

Notifications of resumption of land tor, laid on table :—
Wharf at Clareville, Pittwoter, 25.
Supply of Water to the Districts north of tho Parramatta River, 25 (s).
Supply of Water to Cobar, 25.
Magazine at Newington for the storage of gunpowder and other explosives, 25.
System of Public Wharves and approaches thereto, at Darling Harbour, and the waters of Pori 

Jackson adjacent thereto, 23.
Construction of a Rifle Range at Kiama, 251.
Public Park at Bulli Pass, 469,

LANDS FOR SETTLEMENT BILL (changed to “AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT BILL”).
LAND TAX (ASSESSMENT BOOKS) BILL _

Messages from Governor, 70, 217 ; Motion matlo (Sir IfTYfiamZ/t/nc) for Committee of tho Whole,
82 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 223-4 ; read 2°, 
committed, reported with amendments, Report adopted, 282; read .S", passed, and sent 
to Council, 287 ; returned with amendments, 331; Council's amendments agreed to, 339 ; 
Assent reported, 357.

LAND TAX (COLLECTION) BILL
Assent to (Third Session, 1899), reported, 3.

LAND 'TAX (CONTRIBUTION) BILLi ,
Message from Governor, motion made (Sir William J/ipir) for Message requesting Council to 

proceed with, under 295th Standing Order, 109 ; returned by Council with amendments,
399 ; Council’s amendments agreed to, 455 ; Assent reported, 477.

LARRAS LAKE (See “CROWN LANDS").
LAVENDER BAY (See " WHARVES”).
LEAVE OF ABSENCE '

Granted to Member, 10. .
LEES, SAMUEL, JUNIOR (See “CROWN LANDS”).
LEGITIMATION BILL_

Received from Legislative Council, and on Motion (JTr. IJogue) read 1°, 305 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 311 ; read 2“, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 551 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 56S, 594.

LIBRARY AND ART GALLERY BILL:—
Assent to (Third St'sision, 1899), reported, 2.

LIBRARY (See “PUBLIC LIBRARY”; also “UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY”).
LIBRARY COMMITTEE : —

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 29.
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 469.

LIBRARY ACCOMMODATION
Report from Joint Committoo, laid on Table, 560; Report adopted, 617 ..................................... 1

LICENSED TIED HOUSES BILL '
Motion made (Mr. Meagher) for Committee of tho Whole, 41 ; Order of the Day postponed, 50,

152.
LICENSING (See also “LIQUOR ACT”; also “TIED HOUSES BILL”; also “LICENSED 

TIED HOUSES BILL”; also “HOTELS DIMINISHING BILL”)
COXYICTIOXS U.XDF.R THE LlCESSISO ACT ; -

Return (in Dari) to Order {Session, 1891-2), laid on Table, 19.
Hotels axd Wen'e-khops

Return respecting, laid on Tabic, 435 ................................................... .............................................. ' A
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LIFE INSURANCE (Sec “AMENDED LIFE INSURANCE ENCOURAGEMENT BILL’’}. 
LILLY FIELD (See “TRAMWAYS 
LIMITATION OF DEBATE

Motion made (J/r. CricI) for Standing Order for, amendment moved (Mr. Did:) for Call of the 
House, Point of Order,—That the amendment could not be submitted,—ruled against by 
Mr. Speaker, amendment withdrawn, amendment moved (Sir Wiltimn, Lyne) to refer to 
Standing Orders Committee and passed, 127-8 : Report brought up. 137 ,

LINDFIELD-SAINT LEONARDS RAILWAY CROSSINGS BILL ""
Message from Governor, 229 ; Motion made (Sir Wittiam. Lync) for Committee of the Whole, 2G0; 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 282 ; Bill presented and read 1* 287 ; read 2% 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 312 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 317 ; returned without amendment, 355 : Assent reported, 363.

LIQUOR ACT (See also '' LICENSING”)
Petitions presented in reference to Early Closing and Sunday Trading from

Residents of Morgan Hills, Blaxland Ridge, Freeman’s Reach, and Wilberforce, 14 ............
Members of Mill Hill Presbyterian Church, Waverley, 14..........................................................
Residents of East A) ait land and Members of Snowdrop Lodge, I.O.G.T., East Maitland, 14.
Baptist Church and Congregation of Granville, 14 ......................................................................
Residents of Albury, 14 ....................................................................................................................
Rudyard Kipling Lodge, I.O.G.T., Albury, 14.............
Residents of Wallsend, 18..................................................................................................................
Wc Hope to Prosper, I.O.G.T., Roselle, 18 ...',................................................
Residents of Alexandria, IS ........................................................
Residents of Balmain South, 18.........................................................................................................
Residents of Erskinoville, 18.............................................................................................................
Residents of Spring Terrace, 39............................................................ ......................................... '
Hearts of Oak Lodge, I.O.G.T., Waverley, 39........
Residents of Waverley, 39............................................................................................... .................
Residents of Goulburn, 48..............................................................
Perseverance Lodge, I.O.G.T., Goulburn, 48..... ,...,1............
Residents of Clarence River, 73....................................................................................................... [
Loyal Woomargama United Lodge No. 793, 1.6.G.T., 73
Residents of Wooinargsma, 73 ..................................................... ..................................................
Residents of Canterbury, 73 ............................................................................................................
Lodge of Independent Order of Good Templars at Teniora,
Residents of Petersham and District, 109 .....................................................................................
Residents of Newtown and District, 109 (*) .............................................
Residents of Gunning, 109 ............................................................................................ ........
Eureka Lodge 359 of I.O.G.T. at Gunning,
Public meeting at Bathurst, 109........................................................................................
Residents of Newtown, 109 (“) ..................................................................................................... '
Redforn Congregational Church, 116 ..............................'..........
Residents of Lambton, 116........................................ i...'.
Residents of Waratah, 116........................................................................ ......................................
Wesleyan Methodist Church, Newcastle Circuit, 133
Wesleyan Church, Newcastle, 133.................................................................... ............ ...................
Pinenix Lodge, I.O.G.T., Bathurst, 141 ............................................. ...........
Ministers’ Association of Newcastle, 151....................................
Residents of Grafton, 166 ............................................................... .................................................
Residents of Botany and North Botany, 160...................................................
Residents of St. Mary’s and District, 166 ..................................
Women’s Christian ’Temperance Union (Pnblic Meeting, North Svdnev). 177 ......... ! . ""
Residents of West Maitland, 177 ............................................................................................ '
Residents of Petersham, 193 ..........................................................
Public Meeting, Burwood, 200 ..................................................................................................
Certain Residents of Balmain, 206 ......................................................................................... '
St. Luke’s Presbyterian Church, Rcdfern, 206 ......................
Residents of Hamilton, 206....................................................... .................
Residents of Balmain, 200 ..................................................................................................................
Residents of Jnnee, 200 .................................... ..................................................................... .....
Residents of Catherine Hill Bay, 206 ..................................!......
Residents of Morpeth, 206 .................................................................................................... .
Residents of M anly, 206 ...... ........................................................................... ..................... .....
Residents of Bourne, 206..............................................................
Residents of Broken Hill, 206 ..................................... ....................................................................
Residents of Annandale, 216 ..............................................................................................................
Residents of Balmain, 216 ..............................................................................................’.......
Residents of Pitt Town, Ebenezcr, and Sackville, 216.................................................................
Residents of Katoomba, 210 ..............................................................................................................
Residents of Paddington and Woollahra, 216.........................................
Residents of Surry Hills, 216................................................................
Residents of Auburn, 216 ............................................................................
Residents of Burwood, 216..................................................................................................................
Residents of Chntswood, 2LG...................................................................................... ...............
Residents of Bega, 210...................................................................
Residents of Croydon, 216 ..................................................................................................................
Residents of Burwood, 216.......................................... ........................................................................
Residents of The Glebe, 222 ...............................................................................................................
Residents of The Glebe, 222 ...............................................................................................................
Residents of The Glebe and Pyrmont, 222 .....................................................................................
Residents of Mulgoa, Grcendale, and Luddenham, 222 .................................................................
Residents of St. Peters, 222 ...............................................................................................................
Residents of Botany, 222 ....................................................................................................................
Residents of Tamworth, 223 ..................................................... .................................................. .....
Residents of Collurendabri and District, 228 ...........................
Residents of Angledool, New Angledool, and the surrounding District, 228 ..............................
Residents of City and Suburbs, 228 ...................................................................................................
Residents of Young, 228 .......................................................................................................................
Residents of Surry Hills, 239...........................................................................
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LIQUOR ACT (eontinued) lrl n j.
Pktitioss presented in reference to Early Closing and Sunday Trading, from {cQniinit£<l)\

Rose o£ Ash field Tent, LTo, C, of the Independent Order of Rcclm/bites, 239 ................................
Residents of 1’nddington and Woollahra, 239 ..........................................................................
Residents of Lismore, 239 ..............................................................................................................‘1
Residents of Cohar, Wrigbtville, Daptvillc, Dalton Park, Cornish Town, School Town, and

Kevvtown, 2dS ........................................................................ ..................................................
Rcchabites Tent, 35, Cobar, 204 .....................................................................................................
flood Templar Lodge, 12S, Cohar, ..................................................................................................
Currabubnla United Lodge, J.O (J.T., 264 .................................. ...................................................
Residents of Petersham, ....................................................................................................................
Residents of Molong, 2S5 ..............................................................................................................
Residents of Meranbum and Manildra, 2S5 ...................................................................................
Residents of Dilga and Cumnock, 235 ..............................................................................................
Residents of Barragan, .................................................................................................................. *
Residents of Lockwood, 2S5 .............................................................................................................
Residents of Red Hill and Reedy Creek, .........................................................................................
Residents of Orange, 394 ................................................................................................................
Residents of Petersham, 304 ............................................................................................................
Residents of Bathurst and District, 310 ..........................................................................................
Residents of Petersham, 316 (2)........................................................................................................
Residents of Garra, 316 .................................................................................................................... .
Baud of Hope Society, at Molong, ...................................................................................................
Residents of Glen Innes, 316 .....................................-......................................................................
Sons and Daughters of Temperance of New South Wales, 316 .....................................................
Herald of Peace Lodge, No. 68,1.O.G.T., 329 ......................................................-........................
Residents of Leichhardt, 329 .............................................................................................................
Residents of Sydney and Suburbs, 330 .........................................................................................
Residents of Crookwoll. 346 .............................................................................................................
Centennial Lodge, No. 564, I.O.G.T., Pyrmont, 354 .....................................................................
Residents of Sydney, 354...................................................................................................................
Residents of Singleton, 408 .............................................................................................................
Residents of Sydney and Suburbs, 460 ..........................................................................................
Residents of Gladstone, 469 ...........................................................................................................
Residents of Kmchella, Macleay River, 469 ......................................... .........................................
Residents of the Glebe, .....................................................................................................................
Residents of Mornya and District, 496...........................................................-................................
Residents of Hornsby, 574 ................................................................................................................
Residents of Spring Hill, he., 574.....................................................................................................
Residents of Hillgrove, 574 .........................................................................................................
Residents of Kiama, 609 ..................................................................................................... ..............
Residents of Jerringong, 609 .............................................................................................................
Residents of Hastings River, 609 ....................................................................................................
Residents of Ennis, and Rawden Island, and Wanchopc, 609 ......................................................
Residents of Port Macquarie, 609 .....................................................................................................

LISMORE (See “CASINO TO LIS MORE RAILWAY BILL”; also “RAILWAYS”). 
LIVERPOOL (See "RAILWAYS”).
LIVERPOOL ASYLUM. .

Adjournment moved {Mr. Norlon) in reference to state of consumptive patients, and negatived, 
577.

LIVERPOOL MUNICIPAL LOAN BILL. 
Motion made (jl/r. See) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 600 ; read 2’, committed, 

reported without amendment. Report adopted, read 35, passed, and sent to Council, 605; 
returned without amendment, 612, .

LLANGOTHLIN (See “ RAILWAYS 
LOAN ACCOUNT (TRANSFER) BILL

Assent to {Third Session, 1899), reported, 4,
LOAN BILL:—

Assent to (Third Session, 1899), reported, 2.
LOAN BILL, r n,

Ordered, on motion of (Sir William Lyne), founded on Resolution of n ays and Means (No. J) 
presented, and read 1°, 2’, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 567 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 578; returned without amendment, 589; Assent 
reported, 601.

LOAN ESTIMATES (See “FINANCE”).
LONG COVE

Notification of resumption, under the Public Works Act, of low-lying mud-flats near, laid on 
Table, 521.

LORD HOWE ISLAND
Report of Acting-Visiting Magistrate, laid on Table, 422 .........................................................

LOVE, WILLIAM ALLEN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
LYDDITE

Report respecting manufacture, laid on Table, 33S ........................... ................... ..................
LYNE, THE HONORABLE SIR WILLIAM, K.C.M.G., M.P.

Ministerial Statement made by, 108, 400, 460.

1- 6

J

847

849

851

853

S55

857

S59

SOI

863

865

867

903

1135

M
MacMAHON, MICHAEL JOHN, ESQUIRE, M.P. __

Election as Member for Uralla-Walcha reported, sworn, 477.
MACQUARIE FIELDS ESTATE (See “ROADS”).
MACQUARIE RIVER,, DISTRICT IMPROVEMENTS:— 4

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 384 
MADDISON AND EWING (Sec “CLAIM OF MESSRS. MADDISON AND EWING, 

TRACTORS”).
MANAGERS (See “FREE CONFERENCE”).
MANILLA (See “RAILWAYS”).

CON-
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1. Assent
2. Do
3. Do
4. Do
5. Do
6. Do
7. Do
8. Do
9. Do

10. Do
11. Do
12. Do
13. Do
14. Do
15. Do
16. Do
17. Do
IS. Do
19. Do
20. Do
21. Do
22. Do
23. Do
24. Do
25. Do

M

JIABRAR (See “RAILWAYS”).
MARRIAGES (See “MATRIMONIAL AGENCIES”).
MARRICKVILLE (See "DRAINAGE”).
MATRIMONIAL AGENCIES

Return respecting Marriages celebrated at, laid on Table, 440 ..................................................
MARSHALL, MR. A. (See PUBLIC SERVICE ”).
MeCOURT, THE HONORABLE WILLIAM

Elected Speaker, 11 ; presented to The Governor, 11.
McDonald and McGovern (See “police”). '
McDonald CREEK (See. “BRIDGES”).
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS ACTS' FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL (changed from 

“MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS AMENDMENT BILL”)
Motion inade {Mr. Meagher), for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 25; Order of the Dayj 

postponed, 152 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 401 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Counoil, 465; returned with amendments, 507; Council’s 
amendments agreed to with an amendment, 551 ; Council agrees to Assembly's amendment 
upon its amendments, 559,

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Motion mode {Mr. Pries) for leave to bring in, 15; presented and read 1°, 74; read 2°, com

mitted, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 318 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Conned, 320 ; returned without amendment, 391; Assent reported, 403.

MEMBERS;—
Attendances of, in Divisions and Counts-outs—Sessional Paper ..................................................
Sworn, 2 C), C, 74, 10S, 291, 477, 501.
Resignation reported, 1, 247- 
Death reported, 357.
Leave of absence granted to, 16.
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee sworn, 44 (’), 49 ('), 58 (s), G5.
Added to Select Committee, 304, 306, 460.
Motion moved that Member be not further heard, 318, 401, 527, 534, 581, 593, CIO, 61J. 
Removed from Chamber for disorderly conduct, 577.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT DISQUALIFICATION BILL (changed to “FEDERAL ELEC
TIONS BILL.”)

MENINDI.E (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
MEREWETHER (See “POSTAL"; also “TELEGRAPHS”; also “SEWERAGE”). 
MESSAGES

Ehom Covkrnor
■ Usher of the Black Rod, 6.
Appropriation Bill (Third Swwv, 1899), 2.
Loan Bill (Third Session, 1899), 2.
Library and Art Gallery Bill (Third Session, 1899), 2.
Crown Lands (Amendment) Bill (Third Smion, 1899), 2.
Tonnage Rates (Amendment) Bill (Third Session, IS09), 2.
Public Service (Superannuation) Bill (Third Session, 1899), 3.
Companies (Death Duties) Bill (Third ifet'ion, 1S99), 3.
Dubbo to Coonamble Railway Bill (Third Session, 1899), 3.
Land Tax (Collection) Bill (Third Session, 1899), 3.
Early Closing Bill (No. 2) (Third Session, 1899), 3.
Goulburn to Crookwoll Railway Bill (Third Session, 1899), 3.
Treasury Indemnity Bill (Third Sejtsion, 1899), 4.
Loan Account (Transfer) Bill (Third Session, 1899), 4.
Treasury Bills Bill (Third Session, 1899), 4.
Probate Duties (Amendment) Bill (Third Session, 1899), 4.
Gold and Mineral Dredging Bill (Third Session, 1899), 4.
Wellington Presbyterian Chnreh Lands Bill ('Third Session, 1899), 4.
Companies Bill (Third Session, 1899), 5. '
Infants Custody and Settlement Bill (Third Session, 1899), 5.
Justices (Fines) THU. (Third Session, 1899), 5.
Campbclltown Municipal Enabling Bill (Third Session, 1899), 5.
Bright’s Estate Leasing Bill (Third Session, 1899), 5.
Capcrtee Tramway Bill (Third .Session, 1899), 6.
Fisher Trusts Declaratory Bill (Third Session, 1S99), 6.
Navigation (Amendment) Bill (Ihird Session, 1899), (Reserved Bill), 0.

26. Industrial Arbitration Bill, 44.
27. Metropolitan Street Traffic Regulation Bill, 44.
28. Coal Mines Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 44.
29. Mines (Eight-Hours) Bit), 45,
30. Stock Diseases Bill, 45.
31. Miners' Accident Relief Bill, 45.
32. Statutory Rules Publication Bill, 45,
33. Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill 45.
34. Sydney Corporation (Amendment) Bill 45.
35. Sydney Harbour Trust Bill, 46.
36. Vote of Credit, 46.
37. Explosives Bill, 46.
38. Early Closing Act Amendment Bill, 57.
39. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 69.
40. Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, 70.
41. Wollongong Water Supply Works Bill, 73.
42. Cobar to Wilcannia Railway Bill, 82.
43. Lands for Settlement Bill, 96.
44. Cable between Canada and Australasia, 103.
45. Casino to Lismorc Railway Bill, 109.
40. Land Tax (Contribution) Bill, 109.
47. Governor's Salary and Allowances Bill, 117.
48. Assent to Indecent Publications Bill, 137.
49. Vote of Credit, 142.
50. Fort ICombla Harbour Act Amendment Bill, 142.
51. ICoornwntha to Grenfell Railway Act Amendment Bill, 142,
52. The Rock to Green’s Gunyah Railway Act Amendment Bill, 142.

1139
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MESSAGES (continued) •—

From Governob (continued):—
53. Byrock to Brewarrina Railway Act Amendment Rill, 142.
54. Stanford Coal-miuo Railway Bill, 152,
55. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 171.
56. Assent to lutcreat on Judgments Amendment Bill, 181.
57. Assent to Art Unions Act Amendment Bill, 181.
58. Mines Inspection Bill, 181.
59. Gnndngai to Tumut Railway Bill. 20S.
60. Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, 217.
61. Lands for Settlement Bill, 229.
62. Old Age Pensions Bill, 229.
63. Lindfield-St, Leonards Railway Crossings Bill, 229.
64. Assent to Attachment of Wages Limitation Bill, 229.
65. Truck Rill, 231.
66. Fire Brigades Bill, 231,
67. Miners Accident Relief Bill (No. 2), 231.
68. Assent to Port Kcmbla Harbour Act (Amendment) Bill, 243.
69. Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, 243.
70. Vote of Credit, 251. .
71. Assent to Metropolitan Traffic Bill, 253.
72. Ho Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 266.
73. Do Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, 269.
74. Do The Rock to Green’s Gunyah Railway (Amendment) Bill, 269.
75. Do Koorawatha to Grenfell Railway (Amendment) Bill, 269.
76. Do Byrock to Brcwarrina Railway (Amendment) Bill, 270.
77. Inscribed Stock (Registrar) Bill, 286.
78. Public Health Promotion Bill, 304.
79. Assent to Casino to Lismore Railway Bill, 313.
80. Do Public Hospitals (Voting) Bill, 313.
81. Do Yass Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 313,
82. Parliamentary Elections (Amendment) Bill, 316.
83. Boundary-street Bill, 324.
84. Metropolitan Water (Richmond) Bill, 324.
85. Mining Bill, 324.
86. Assent to Real Property Bill, 333.

~ Public Works Bill, 333.
Indecent Pnblieatiojis Act Amendment Bill, 333.
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 333.
Trade Marks Bill, 334.
Oaths Bill, 334.
Mining Partnerships Bill, 334.
University and University Colleges Bill, 334.
Noxious Microbes Bill, 334.
Partition Bill, 334 
Public Watering Places Bill, 334.
Sheriff Bill, 335.

98. Women’s Francluso Bill, 339. ■
99. Pacific Cable Enabling Bill, 347

109. Assent to Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, 357.
101. Do Lindfield-Saint Leonards Railway Crossings Bill, 363.
102. Vote of Credit, 363.
103. Public Service (Taxation Officers) Bill, 366.
104. Assent to Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 369.
105. Fire Brigades Bill (No. 2), 369.
106. Sydney Corporation (Further Amending) Bill, 373.
107. Estimates for 1900-1901, and Statements of Payments from Treasurer’s Advance Account 

for 1899-1900, and from Suspense Account, 373.
108. Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts Amendment Bill, 374,
109. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 381.
110. Parliamentary Electorates (Amendment) Bill, 384.
111. Parliamentary Electoral Law Suspension Bill, 384.
112. Government Railways Employees (Appeal) Bill, 385.
113. Justices Acts Amendment Bill, 385. ■
114. Assent to Inebriates Bill, 395.
115. Members of Parliament Disqualification Bill, 399.
116. Eloetion Expenses Bill, 399.
117. Friendly Societies (Amendment) Bill, 399.
118. Assent to Medical Practitioners Amendment Bill (No. 2), 403.
119. Navigation (Amendment) Bdl, 403,
120. Electric Tramway (Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie) Bill, 414.
121. Defence Lands Resumption Bill, 414.
122. Public Works (Amendment) Bill, 415.
123. Country Towns Water and Sewerago (Amendment) Bill, 422.
124. Assent to Witnesses Examination Bill, 431.
125. Do Supreme Court and Circuit Courts Bill, 431.
126. Do Richmond Vale Coal-mine Railway Bill, 431.
127. Do Holt-Sutherland Estate Bill, 431.
128. Do Wollongong Water Supply Works Bill, 432.
129. Do Pastures and Stoclt Protection (Rabbit) Bill, 432.
130. Commonwealth Arrangements Bill, 435.
131. Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 435.
132. Customs (Sugar Drawbacks) Bill, 435.
133. Tuckian Flood Escape Scheme Bill, 441.
134. Width of Tires Bill, 441.
135. Church and School Lands (Amendment) Bill, 450.
136. Assent to Administration (Validating) Bill, 457.
137. Do Parliamentary Electoral Law Suspension Bill, 457.
138. Do Crimes Bill, 465.
139. Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, 466.
140. Shearers Accommodation Bill, 469,

87. Do
SS. Do
89. Do
90. Do
91. Dr>
92. Do
93. Do
94. Do
95. Do
96 Do
97. Do
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MESSAGES (continued);—
Enoai Governor [continued)
141. Assent to Sydney Corporation (Further Amending) Bill, 477,
142. ,, Lund Tax (Contribution) Bill, 477.
143. ,, Gmidagai to Tumut Kailway Bill, 477.
144. „ Coal Mines Regulation Act (Amendment) Bill, 478.
145. ,, Dentists Bill, 478.
146. „ Miners'Accidents Relief Bill (No. 2), 478.
147. ,, Faton's Settlement Bill, 478.
148. ,, Brodies Enabling Bill, 47S.
149. „ Dubbo Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticultural Association Bill, 4S6.
150. „ Companies Act Amendment Bill, 496.
151. Culcuirn to Gevmanton Railway Bill, 499,
152. Travelling Stock Bill, 501.
153. Excise Reduction Bill, 501.
154. Companies Death Duties (Amendment) Bill, 501.
155. Metropolitan Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 505.
156. Assent to Supreme Court Procedure Bill, 505.
167- ,, Pacific Cable Enabling Bill, 505.
158. Oyster Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 518.
159. Assent to Navigation (Amendment) Bill, 519.
160. ,, Childixu’s Protection Act Amendment Bill, 519.
161. „ .Stamp Duties Amendment Bill, 519.
162. ,, Customs (Sugar Drawbacks) Bill, 519.
163. „ Commonwealth Arrangements Bill, 520.
164. Narrahri, Walgott, and Collarendahri Railway Bill, 520,
165. Census Bill, 533.
166. Scaffolding Bill, 533.
167. Assent to Broken Hill Abattoirs, Markets, and Cattle Sale-yards BUI, 537.
168. „ Truck Bill, 537.
169. ,, Coal-lumpers Baskets Bill, 541.
170. Tomora to Wyalong Railway Bill, 549.
171. Government Savings Bank (Commonwealth Arrangements) Bill, 550.
172. Sunday Trading Regulation Bill, 557.
173. Gold-dredging Leases Modification BUI, 558.
174. Surveyors Registration Bill, 558.
175. Additional Estimates for 1900-1901, 558.
176. Supplementary Statement of Payments from Vote Advance to Treasurer for 1809-1900, 5(59.
177. Loan Estimate for 1900-1001, 559.
178. Parliamentary Electorates Redistribution Bill, 569.
179. Contract for Supply of Steel Rails, 569.
180. Banks Half-holiday Bill, 569.
181. City Railway Extension (Devonshirc-street) Bill, 576.
182. Governor-General's Establishment Contribution Kill, 576.
183. Assent to Boundary-street Bill, 585.
184 „ Public Service (Taxation Officers) Bill, 586.
185. Bogan Gate to Bulbodncy Railway Bill, 592.
186. Grafton to Casino Railway Bill, 592,
187- Assent to Appropriation Bill, GOO.
188. ,, Loan Bill, 601.
189. Grafton to Casino Railway Bill, 601.
190. Parramatta Sewerage Bill, 601.
191. Carlingford to Dural Tramway Bill, 610.
192. Uuivcreity of Sydney (Fisher Library) Bill, 612.
From Assemiua' to Council :—

Amended Message sent, 613.
Transmitting Stanford Coal-mine Railway Bill, 57.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Municipalities (Election) Bill, 57.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 59.
Indecent Publications Bill, 67.
Interest on Judgments Amendment Bill, 103.
Metropolitan Traffic BUI, 126.
Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, 127.
Minos Engineers’ Hours Regulation Bill, 152.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 160,
Municipalities Act of 1S97 Amending Bill, 194.
Casino to Lismore Railway Bill, 194,
Cobar to Wilcannia Railway Bill, 195.
Port K embla Harbour Act (Amendment) Bill, 200.
Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 207.
Mines (Eight Hours) Bill, 217.
The Rock to Green’s Gunyah Railway (Amendment) Bill, 228. 
Byrock to Brewarrina Railway (Amendment) Bill, 228. 
Koorawatha to Grenfell Railway (Amendment) Bill, 239.
Yass Roman Catholic Chnreh Trustees Enabling Bill, 230. 
Dentists Bill, 239.
Publie Hospitals (Voting) Bill, 240.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 259.
Sydney Harbour Trust Bill, 279.
Industrial Arbitration Bill, 287.
Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, 287.
Supreme Court Procedure Bill, 306.
Coal Mines Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 310.
Gundagai to Tumut Railway Bill, 311.
Wollongong Water Supply Works Bill, 316. •
Lindfield—St. Leonards Railway Crossings Bill, 317.
Miners’ Accident Relief Bill (No. 2), 325- 
Medical Practitioners Amendment Bill (No. 2), 326. 
Administration (Validating) Bill, 347.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 376.
Early Closing (Amendment) Bill, 378,
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MESSAGES (continued):—
From Absembly to Couxcil (amtimied)_

TraTismitting Pastures and Stock Protection (Rabbit) Bill, 400.
Do Brodte’s Enabling Bill, 40S.
Do Children’s Protection Act Amendment Bill, 414.
Do Broken Hill Abattoirs, Markets, and Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 415.
Do Parliamentary Electoral Law Suspension Bill, 4il4.
Do Dubbo Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticultural Association Bill, 434.
Do Sydney Corporation (Further Amending) Bill, 42S.
Do Navigation (Amendment) Bill, 450.
Do Pacific Cable Enabling Bill, 454,
Do Coal Lumpers’ Baskets Bill, 404.
Do Truck Bill, 464, _ ■
Do 'Medical Practitioners Amendment Bill, 405. I
Do Commonwealth Arrangements Bill, 48'2.
Do Stamp Duties Amendment Bill, 482.
Do Customs (Sugar Drawbacks) Bill, 482.
Do Juvenile Smoking Bill, 505.
Do Inscribed Stock (Registrar) Bill, 511.
Do Old Age Pensions Bill, 512.
Do Mining Laws Further Amendment Bill, 517.
Do Parliamentary Elections (Amendment) Bill, 518.
Do Public Service (Taxation Officers) Bill, 518.
Do Boundary-street Bill, 52G.
Do Narrabri, Walgett, and Collurendabri Railway Bill, 539.
Do Cliurcb and School Lands (Amendment) Bill, 540.
Do Excise Reduction Bill, 540.
Do Electric Tramway (Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie) Bill, 540,
Do Women’s Franchise Bill, 542.
Do Government Railways (Employees Appeal) Bill, 557. i
Do Federal Elections Bill, 558.
Do Census Bill, 575.
Do Paddington Streets Extension Bill, 575.
Do Appropriation Bill, 57S.
Do Loan Bill, 57S,
Do Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, 579.
Do Agricultural Settlement Bill, 580.
Do Friendly Societies Bill, 584. '
Do Banks Half-holiday Bill, 590.
Do Parliamentary Electorates Redistribution Bill, 590.
Do Government Savings Bank (Commonwealth Arrangements) Bill, 590.
Do Culcairn to Gcrmnuton Railway Bill, 591.
Do Temoru to Wyalong Railway Bill, 591.
Do Governor-General’s Establishment Contribution Bill, 592,
Do Tuckian Flood Escape Scheme Bill, 601.
Do City Railway Extension (Bovonsbire-streot) Bill, 602.
Do Grafton to Casino Railway Bill, 604.
Do Companies Death Duties (Amendment) Bill, 604.
Do Bogan Gate to Bulbodney Railway Bill, 605.
Do Liverpool Municipal Loan Bill, 605.

Requesting the Council to proceed with the Attachment of Wages Abolition Bill, 27.
Do do do Land Tax (Contribution) Bill, 109.

Returning Art Unions Act Amendment Bill without Amendment, 153,
Do Crimes Bill, without amendment, 283.
Do Witnesses Examination Bill, without amendment, 285.
Do Sheriff Bill, without amendment. 285.
Do Pnblic Watering Places Bill, without amendment, 286- 
Do Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, without amendment, 286.
Do Trade Marks Bill, without amendment, 288.
Do Oaths Bill, without amendment, 288.
Do Mining Partnerships Bill, without amendment, 2SR. ,
Do University’ and University Colleges Bill, without amendment, 288.
Do Noxious Microbes Bill, without amendment, 289.
Do Partition Bill, without amendment, 289.
Do Supreme Court and Circuit Courts Bill, without amendment, 289.
Do Real Property Bill, without amendment, 2S9.
Do Public Works Bill, without amendment, 307. '
Do Indecent Publications Act Amendment Bill, 317.
Do Inebriates Bill, without amendment, 325.
Do Richmond Vale Coal-mine Railway Bill, without amendment, 401.
Do Holt-Sutherland Estate Bill, without amendment, 409.
Do Patou’s Settlement Bill, without amendment, 450. ,
Do Companies Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 464,
Do Cooerwull Academy Loan Bill, with an amendment, 575.
Do Justices Acts Amendment Bill, with an amendment, 5S1. "
Do Newcastle Episcopal Residence Leasing Bill, without amendment, 585.
Do Presbyterian Church of Australia Bill, without amendment, 594.

Agreeing to Council’s amendments in the Metropolitan Traffic Bill, 17S.
Do do do Attachment of Wages Limitation Bill, 187.
Do do do Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, 251.

Agreeing to some, and disagreeing to other of the Council’s amendments in the Sydney 
Corporation (Amending) Bill, 296. _

Agreeing to Council’s amendments in the Supreme Court Procedure Bill, with amendments, 4S7. 
Agreeing to some, disagreeing to other, and amending other of the Council’s amendments in the 

Early Closing (Amendment) Bill, 593 ; Amended Message, 613.
Insisting on its disagreements to the Council's amendments in the Sydney Corporation 

(Amending) Bill, and requesting a Free Conference, 325.
Agreeing to Council's amendments in Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, 339.
Waiving its objections to certain of the Council’s amendments in the Sydney Corporation 

(Amending) Bill, 348.
Agreeing to some and amending other of the Council’s amendments in the Supremo Court 

Procedure Bill, 487.
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Do do do
Do do do
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Do do do
Do dn do
Do do do

Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do

M
MESSAGES (coniinuerl) : —

From Assejidi.v to Council (coitfimted):— |

Requesting Council to give Iwivo to Members to bo examined before Select Committee of the 
Assembly, 37 G, 50S.

Agreeing to Council's amendments in the Administration (Validating) Bill, 420.
Sydney Corporation (further Amending) Bill, 443. 
Miners Accident Relief Bill (Xo. 2), 444, j
Gundagai to Tumut Railway Bill, 444.
Coal Mines Regulation Act (Amendment) Bill, 444. !
Dentists Bill, 445.
Sydney Haibour Trust Bill, 45t. |
Land Tax (Contribution) Bill, 435. |
Brodie s Enabling Bill, 400.
Children’s Protection Act Amendment Bill, .702. 
Navigation (Amendment) Bill, 505. |
Bioken Hill Abattoirs, Markets, and Cattle Sale yards 

Bill, 514. "
Truck Bill, 514. I
Coat-lumpers’ Baskets Bill, 523. . |
Medical Practitioners Acts Further Amendment Bill, 

with an amendment, 551. |
Parliamentary Plleetions (Amendment) Bill, 560. |
Old Ago Pensions Bill, 500.
Excise Reduction Bill, 500.
Federal Elections Bill, 501.
Friendly Societies (Amendment Bill), G13 
Companies Death Duties (Amendment) Bill, G14. 
Government Railways (Employee’s Appeal) Bill, 61G.

From Council to Assembly :—
Transmitting Newcastle Episcopal Residence Leasing Bill, 125.

Do Forfeiture of Leases Bill, 159.
Do Patou's Settlement Bill, 240,
Do Crimes Bill, 264.
Do Witnesses Examination Bill, 264.
Do Sheriff Bill, 264.
Do Public Watering Places Bill, 264. ’
Do Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 265.
Do Trade Marks Bill, 205.
Do Oaths Bill, 265.
Do Mining Partnerships Bill, 265.
Do University and University Colleges Bill, 205.
Do Noxious Microbes Bill, 265.
Do Partition Bill, 265.
Do Public Works Bill, 265.
Do Supremo Court and Circuit Courts Bill, 266.
Do Real Property Bill, 266. ,
Do Legitimation Bill, 305.
Do Indecent Publications Aet Amendment Bill, 305.
Do Richmond Vale Coal-mine Railway Bill, 305.
1 >u Holt-Sutherland Estate Bill, 3G7.
Do Justices Acts Amendment Bill, 465.
Do Money-Lenders and Infants Loans Bill, 486.
Do Defamation Bill, 512.
Do Cooerwull Academy Loan Bill, 551.
Do Presbyterian Chnreh of Australia Bill, 57S.
Do Aberdare Collieries Railway Bill, 5S9.

Returning Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, without amendment, 05.
Do Indecent Publications Bill, without amendment, 103.
Do Stanford Coal-mine Railway Bdl, without amendment. 125.
Do Interest on Judgments Amendment Bill, without amendment, 159.
Du Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 167- 
Do Attachment for Wages Abolition Bill, with amendments, 167.
Do Metropolitan Traffic Bill, witli amendments, 1C7.
Do Port Kombla Harbour Act (Amendment) Bill, without amendment, 223.
Du Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, with amendments, 241.
Do The Rock to Green’s Gunyah Railway (Amendment) Bdl, without amendment, 239. 
Do Byrock to Brewarrina Railway (Amendment) Bill, without amendment, 260.
Do Koorawatha to Grenfell Railway (Amendment) Bill, without amendment, 260.
Do Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), without, amendment, 264.
Do Mydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, without amendment, 276.
Do Casino to Lismore Railway Bill, without amendment, 2S7.
Do Public Hospitals (Voting) Bill, 305.
Du Yass Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 30,3.
Do Land Tax (Assessment Books) Bill, with amendments, 331.
Dn Lindfield Saint Leonards Railway Crossings Bill, without amendment, 335.
Do Administration (Validating) Bill, with amendments, 374.
Do Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), without amendment, 377.
Do Sydney Harbour Trust Bill, with amendments, 39tl.
Do Medical Practitioners Bill (No 2), without amendment, 391.
Do Dentists Bill, with amendments, 392.
Do Land Tax (Conti ibution) Bill, with amendments, 399.
Do Wollongong Water Supply Works Bill, without amendment, 413.
Do Pastures and Stock Protection (Rabbit) Bill, without amendment, 422,
Do Miners Accident Relief Bill (No. 2), with amendments, 422,
Do Gundagai to Tumut Railway Bill, with amendments, 423.
Do Coal Mines Regulation Act (Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 423.
Do Brodic’s Enabling Bill, with an amendment, 442.
Do Sydney Corporation (Further Amending) Bill, with amendments, 442.
Do Parliamentary Electoral Law Suspension Bill, without amendment, 431.
Do Dubbo Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticultural Association Bill, without amendment, 

460.
Do Chi’drcu’s Protection Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 463.
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do do Inebriates Bill, 12.
do do Art Unions Amendment Bill, 57.
do do Fisheries Bill, 355.

M
MESSAGES (contimu^d):—

From CocnciIj to Assembly (conlintted):—
Ketumiog Supreme Court Procedure Bill, witli amendments, 471.

Do Early Closing (Amendment) Bill, witli amendments, 486.
Do Pacific Cable Enabling Bill, without amendment, 487.
Do Navigation (Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 493.
Do Coal-lumpers’ Baskets Bill, with amendments, 600.
Do Broken Hill Abattoirs, Markets, and Cattle Sale-yards Bill, with amendments, 506.

, Do Commonwealth Arrangements Bill, without amendment, 506.
Do Stamp Duties Amendment Bill, without amendment, 507.
Do Customu (Sugar Drawbacks) Kill, without amendment, £07.
Do Truck Bill, with amendments, 507.
Do Medical Practitioners Amendment Bill, with amendments, 507.
Do Parliamentary Electiona (Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 550.
Do Public Service (Taxation Officers) Bill, without amendment, 550.
Do Boundary-street Bill, without amendment, 550.
Do Old-age Pensions Bill, with amendments, 559.
Do Church and School Lands (Amendment) Bill, without amendment, 576.
Do Excise Reduction Bill, with an amendment, 576.
Do Narrahri Walgett and Collarendabri Railway Bill, without amendment, 576.
Do Inscribed Stock (Registrar) Bill, without amendment, 577.
Do Electric Tramway (Belmore Park to Port Macquarie) Bill, without amendment, 579.
Do Census Bill, without amendment, 579.
Do Appropriation Bill, without amendment, 579.
Do Pedoral Elections Bill, with amendments, OSS.
Do Paddington Streets Extension Bill, without amendment, 589.
Do Loan Bill, without amendment, 5S9.
Do Treasury Bills Deficiency Biit, without amendment, 589.
Do Banks HalMioliilay Bill, without anicjidment, 612,
Do Parliamentary Electorates Redistribution Bill, without amendment, 612.
Do Government Savings Banks (Commonwealth Arrangements) Bill, without amend 

ment, 612.
Do Governor-General’s Establishment Contribution Bill, without amendment, 612.
Do Liverpool Municipal Loan Bill, without amendment, 612.
Do Friendly Societies (Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 613.
Do Companies Death Duties (Amendment) Bill, with an amendment, 614.
Do City Railway Extension (Devonshirc-street) Bill, without amendment, 614.
Do Col cairn to Gcnnanton Railway Bill, without amendment, 015.
Do Government Railways (Employees Appeal) Bill, with amendments, 015.
Do Grafton to Casino Railway Bill, without amendment, 617- 

Requesting Assembly to proceed with the Companies Acts Amendment Bill, 12.
Do ’ ’ T ' ' ' '
Do
Do ...

Insisting on its amendments in the Sydney Corporation (Amending) Bill, 311.
Do do do do do but stating its willing

ness to consider a further proposal, 34S.
No longer insisting on its amendments disagreed to by the Assembly in the Sydney Corporation 

(Amending) Bill, 355. ■
Agreeing to the Assembly’s amendments in the Companies Act Amendment Bill, 472.
Agreeing to the Assembly’s amendments on the Council's amendments in the Supreme Court 

Procedure Bill, 493.
Agreeing to Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendments in the Medical Practitioners 

Acts Further Amendment Bill, 559.
Agreeing to Assembly’s amendment in the Cooerwull Academy Loan Bill, 578.
Agreeing to Assembly’s amendment in the Justices Acts Amendment Bill, 589.
Not insisting on its amendments disagreed to by the Assembly, and agreeing to the Assembly’s 

amendments upon the Council’s amendments in the Early Closing (Amendment) Bill, 614. 
Granting leave to Members to give evidence before a Select Committee of Assembly, 377, 512. 

METEOROLOGICAL DISTURBANCES
Report of Government Astronomer respecting the recent Snow-storm, laid on table, 325 .......
Report of the Government Astronomer on, laid on Table, 133 ....................................................

METROPOLITAN CHARITIES ASSOCIATION (See "CHARITIES ASSOCIATION”). 
METROPOLITAN TRAFFIC BILL

Motion made (Afr. ,Sea) for Committee of the Whole, 41 ; Message from Governor, 44 ; House 
in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and road 1”, 06-7 ; read 2°, committed, 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 110; Motion made {Mr. Sec) for 3°, amend
ment moved (Mr, Morion) to recommit, and negatived, motion passed, read 3’, passed, and 
sent to Council, 126 ; returned with amendments, 167 ; Council's amendments agreed to, 
178 ; Assent reported, 253.

METROPOLITAN TRAFFIC (AMENDMENT) BILL
Message from Governor, 505 ; Motion made (Mr, See) for Committee of the Whole, 517. 

METROPOLITAN WATER (RICHMOND) BILL:—
Message from Governor, 324; Motion made (Mr, O'Suilwan) for Committee of the Whole, 340 ; 

Order of the Day discharged, 360.
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL

Message from Governor, 374 ; Motion made (Afr. O’Suffii.'im) for Committee of the Whole, 414 ; 
Standing Orders suspended, 5S5.

MIDNIGHT:—
Sittings after, 28, 41,50, 59,90,104, 110,127,134, 153,160,178,194, 201, 240, 246, 251,259,266, 

282, 287, 297, 306, 312, 325, 331, 348, 355, 368, 376, 392, 401, 415, 425, 436, 443, 451, 482, 
508, 513, 523, 527, 534, 542, 560, 580, 587, 603.

MILITARY _
Report of Major-General Commanding the Forces, for year ended 30th Juno, 1000, laid on

Table, 422 ...................................................................................................................................
Despatch of New South Wales Troops to South Africa :

Letter from His Excellency the Governor transmitting copy of telegram from the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, thanking New South Wales for its generous assistance in connection 
with the War, 6.

Adjournment moved (Mr, lievl) in reference to return of Contingents after War is over, and 
negatived, 74.

Report on Equipment, laid on Table, 159

VOL.
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MILITARY (cordinual):—

Disturbakces with “ Pushes— •
Police roportB I’eapenting, laid on Table, 49 ........................................................................

Dismissal of Captain Barrett, Australian Rieles, Goulburn :—
Correspomleiiee respecting, laid on Table, 40.................................................. ..................... i
Petition of A. C. Barrett in reference to, praying that a Scleet Committee bo appointed toi j

inquire into, 600 ....................................................................................................................... '
Imperial Bushmen’s Contingent:— '

Return showing nmounto paid to persons not under the Military for work in connection with,
laid on Table, 133........................................................................................................................ 1J

Force nor Service with the Imterial Army in China 
Motion made (Sir iViltiam Lyne) to take motion for, as urgent, Standing Orders suspended, 

motion made (.Sir H'fliiam Isyne) in favour of equipping and despatching, amendment 
moved (Mr. Carmthers) expressing loyalty and sympathy, but against the proposal, and! 
negatived, motion agreed to, 152-3. I

Auministhation or Department :— '
Motion made (il/r. Sieath) for Select Committee, 101 ; leave given to Committee to sit duringl' 

sittings and adjournment of .House, 210; leave given to report from lime to time, 354 
name of Member substituted for Member deceased, 366 ; mime of Member substituted for!
Member discharged, 460; Report brought up, 612 .................................................................

Leave given to Committee to make Special Report, Special Report brought up and read by Clerk, I 
motion made (Mr. Sfealh) that Question mentioned in Report was a lawful one and should! 
be answered, amendment moved (Mr, Hogue) that baring regard to the efficiency of 
the Service the Question should nut Ijo asked and negatived, further amendment moved (Mr. \ 
Ifoore) to add words "if directed by the Minister,” and passed, Question as amended 
agreed to, 469-71.

Paper referred to Committee, 485.
Army Remounts :—

Particulars respecting Horses for, laid on Table, 228, 600 ....................................................
Constiiuution or Rifle Range at Kiama :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Lauds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid 
on Table, 251. '

Volunteer Regiments at the Easter Encampment:—
Return showing attendances of, laid on Table, 272 ........................................................................

Forces to Serve in China :—
Notification of arrangements under which telegrams will be transmitted, laid on Tabic, 2S5.

Case of Quartermaster-Sergeant Troy :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick) for Select Committee, 2S9 ; Report brought up, 575 ..J 
Leave given to Committee to sit during sittings of House, 409.

Colonial Volunteers anp Enolish Yeomanry in South Africa :—
Copy of Government Notice, dated Salisbury, 16 August, 1900, respecting offer of farms to, laid1

on Table, 384...............................................................................................................................
Conveyance of Troops to South Africa by S.S. “Surrey”

Copies of Accounts (2) rendered by Federal Steamship Company, laid on Table, 435 .................
Court of Inquiry—7th Infantry Volunteer Regiment :— j

Motion made (Mr. AWd) for papers, 440; Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, te., 
laid on Table, Point of Order—That the papers could not be laid on the Tablo as the 
Address asking for them had not been presented to Governor,—ruled against by Mr. 
Speaker, 441 ; papers referred to Select Committee on Administration of the Military 
Department, 485.

MINERS ACCIDENT RELIEF BILL:— .
Message from Governor, 45 ; Motion made (ilfr. Fer/an) for Committee of tiie Whole, 56 ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 06; read T, committed, 
104 ; Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 229.

MINERS ACCIDENT RKLIEP BILL (No. 2)
Message from Governor, 231 ; Motion made (Mr. Fryan) for Committee of the IVhole, 246 ; 

House in Committee. Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1”, 252; read 2°, com
mitted, reported with amendments, Report adopted, 306; recommitted, reported 2° with 
further amendments, Report adopted, 312; read 3°, passed, and scut to Council, 325; 
returned with amendments, 422; Council’s amendments agreed to, 444; Assent reported, 478.

MINES (EIGHT HOURS) BILL
Message from Governor, 45; Motion made (Mr. Fi'gm) for Committee of the Whole, 56 ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 06 ; read 2°, committed, 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 207; read 3°, passed, and scut to Council, 217.1

MINES ENGINEERS’ HOURS REGULATION RILL ; - j
Motion made (Mr. Edd&i) for leave to bring in; presented and read 1°, 14 ; read 2°, committed.: 

reported with amendments, Report adopted, 142; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 152 I
MINES INSPECTION BILL

Motion made (flfr. Fegan) for Committee of the Whole, 5S ; Message from Governor, 181 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 208 ; Bill presented and road l", 217 ; read 2,’,| 
committed, 455.

MINING (See also "GOLD AND MINERAL DREDGING BILL”; also "COAT, MINES REGU-1 
RATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “MINING LAWS AMENDMENT Af’D 
OF 1896 ”); also “COAL MINES REGULATION [FURTHER AMENDMENT] BILL”; 
also “GOLD DREDGING LEASES MODIFICATION BILL”:—

I
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Report of Department for 1899, laid on Table, 187 .........................................................................
Gold and Mineral Dkedoijh; Act, 1S99: —

Regulations, laid on Table, 7-
Wallsknd Collikry :—

Papers respecting an inquiry into a statement that the day of a certain inspection was known!
at the mine beforehand, laid on Table, 63 ................................................................................

Resumptions for Minisu Towns i
Motion made (Mr. Watkins) for, on private property, and House counted out, 117. I

Cask of William Reid :— ‘ j
Motion made (Mr. Holman) for Select Committee, 252 ; leave given to Committee to sit during 5

sittings or adjournments of House, 347 ; Report brought up, 522 ....................................... |
Petition presented from William Reid for leave to appear before the Select Committee, 316. ... !
Petition presented from E. L. Maitlandfor leave to appear before Select Committee, 330........... 1 J

Coal Mines Regulation Act 1 |
List of Certificates of Service granted to 3rd December, 1900, laid ou Table, 600 .....................1J

237

255
251
253

245
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MINING BILL;— •
Message from Governor, 324 ; Motion made (Mr. Fegmi) for Committee of the Whole, 30S;

House in Committee, Kesolution agreed to, 370 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 455 ; read 2', 
committed, 455.

MINING LAWS BURTHEN AMENDMENT BILL- _ _
Motion made (Mr. See) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 207 ; read 2°

(Mr. Ji'effan), committed, reported without'amendment, Report adopted, 508 ; recommitted, 
reported 2“ with amendments, 514 ; read S", passed, and sent to Council, 517-

MINING LAWS AMENDMENT ACT OF 1890
Notification ol resumption of land under, of portions 3 and 4, pariah of Brolga, county of 

Gipps, laid on Table, 338.
MINING PARTNERSHIPS BILL ^ _

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir William Lyne) read 1°, 205: rend 2’, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 281 ; road 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 288 ; Assent reported, 334.

MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. JLogne) for leave to proceed with, under the 2D5th Standing Order, 64 :

Order of the Dav postponed, 207, 231, 355.
MINISTERS CONDUCT AT ASBBIELD ELECTION: -

Adjournment moved (Mr. Reid) in reference to, and negatived, 496.
MINISTERIAL SALARIES_ _

Memorandum hy the Treasury Examiner, dated 23rd August, 1894, laid on Table, 159............. 1
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT

Made by Sir William Lyne, 108, 400, 460.
MOLONG (See “ HOSPITALS '
MONEY-LENDERS AND INFANTS LOANS BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Dr. Draham) read 1°, 487; Order of the 
Day postponed, 502.

MOODIE, MR. ARTHUR H. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
MORNING SITTINGS (See also “SESSIONAL ORDERS”):—

Ordered that House sit at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, 27th November, 535.
MOSMAN (See “SEWERAGE”).
MUDGEE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
MUNICIPAL (See also “ CAMPBELLTOWN MUNICIPAL ENABLING BILL"; also “BY

LAWS” ; also “ SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT [AMENDING] BILL”; also “SYDNEY 
CORPORATION [FURTHER AMENDING] BILL”; also “LIVERPOOL MUNI
CIPAL LOAN BILL”; also “MUNICIPALITIES [INCORPORATION VALIDATING] 
BILL”):—

Svdnev Council -
Petition presented from meeting of citizens praying for alteration in management, &c., 27........ 0

Lix.alisation of Municifauties :—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Taylor) in reference to, and negatived, G10.

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF INV.ERELL REDUCED AREA BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr, Cruickuhanl:) for leave to bring in, 56 ; leave given, Bill presented and 

read U, 82 ; referred to Scleet Conimittee, 141 ;'Report brought up, 423; Order of the Day 
postponed, 461 ............................................................................................................................ 1

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LAMBTON BILL
Petition presented (Mr, Haynes) for leave to bring in, 346 ; leave given, and Bill presented and 

road 1°. 354—5.
MUNICIPALITIES (INCORPORATION VALIDATING) BILL :- 

Standinc Okdues SusrnNDED ;—
Motion njade (Mr. See) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°. motion made (.1/r. Sec) for 

2% amendmeut moved (Mr. ]irunki-r) to postpone until to-morrow, Toint, of Order,—That 
certain clauses were beyond the Order of Leave,—ruled against by M r. Deputy-Sneaker, 
amendment negatived, Bill read 2=, committed, 610-12.

MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1897 AMENDING BILL:—
Motion mafic (Mr. J. G. L. FUepalrkh) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing 

Order, 15 ; Order of the Day postponed, 26 ; Bill further considered in Committee, reported 
with amendments, Report adopted, 143; recommitted, reported 2° with further amend
ments and an amended title. Report adopted, 187 ; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 194.

MUNICIPALITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL:-
Message from Council, 243 ; Motion made (Jlfr. Nee) for Committee of the Whole, 260; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 279-SO; Order of the Day 
postponed, 373 ; Motion made (Mr. Sec) for 2’ and debate adjourned, 379 ; debate resumed 
and motion passed, committed, 443 ; House in Committee, 465, 4S2, 486.

Petition presented from producers of Muswellbrook and district against certain provisions, 440. 6
MUNICIPALITIES (ELECTION) BILL :— _

Motion made (Jl/r. U'hotnm) for leave to proceed with, under the 293th Standing Order, 15 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 26 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and 
Report, adopted, 50; road 3’, passed, and sent to Council, 57.

MUNICIPALITIES ENABLING BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. L. Filtpaltid:) for leave to bring in, 82.

MURWILLUMBAH (Sec “BRIDGES”).
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NARRABRI, WALGETT, AND COLLARENDABRI RAILWAY BILL:-- _

Message from Governor, 520 ; Motion made (Mr. O'SuUivaii) for Committee of the Whole, 521 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 528-9 ; read 21, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 535; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 539 ; returned without amendment, 576.

NARRABRI (See “ RAILWAYS").
NATIONAL ART GALLERY:—

Report of Trustees for 1899, laid on Table, 15 .............................. .................................................
By-laws laid on Table, 15.
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NATIONAL ODE (See “FEDERATION'’).
NATIONAL PARK

Report of Trustees for vear ended 30t1i Juno, 1000, laid on Table. 574 ...............
NAUTICAL SCHOOLSniP “ S03RA0N ” : - ....................

Re port for year ended 30 April, 1000, laid on Table, 511 ......................
NAVIGATION (AMENDMENT) BILL .....................

Assent to {Third Session, 1899) alter reservation, reported, 0.
Rules under Act, laid on Table, 40, 517.

NAVIGATION (AMENDMENT) BILL ■ —
Message from Governor, 403; Motion made {Sir William Lyne) for Committee of (he Wliolo, 

424; House in Connnitteu, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read, 1°, 42S-!); road! 
2°, oommitted, reported without amendmeut, Report adopted, 435 ; read ,V. passed, and 
sent to Council, 450; returned with amendments, 403; Council’s amendments agreed to, 
505; Assent reported, 519.

NAVIGATION DEPARTMENT (See “PUBLIC SERVICE").
NEWBRIDGE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
NEWCASTLE (See “SEWERAGE”; ulao “TRAMWAYS'').
NEWCASTLE ESRISCOPAL RESIDENCE LEASING BILL

Received from Logisklivo Council, and on motion (Sir H’itHam hi/ne) road 1°, 123 ; Order ol 
the Day postponed, 134; read (,1/r. Lid:), committed, reported without amendment. 
Report adopted, 582 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council without amendment, OSJ 5 

NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (.Sir Willintit /.//ur) rend 1°, 205; read 2°,' 

committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 2S0; read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 286 ; Assent reported, 333.

NEWINGTON (See “GUNPOWDER AND EXPLOSIVES”),
N1M1TYBELLE (See “RAILWAYS”).
NOBLE, MR. HENRY JOHN (See “PUBLIC SERVICE").
NO QUORUM

In House after commencement of Business, 00, 117, 272, 313, 301, 37G, 445, 502, 542, 551. 
Reported from Committee of Supply, 415.

NO TELLERS
In division in House, 28, 59, 379, 401, 540, 551.

NORTH SYDNEY (See “DRAINAGE ”; also “TRAMWAYS1”1.
NOXIOUS MICROBES BILL '

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir WHUani Lyne) read Is, 205 ; read 2' 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 281 ; ruul 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 288-9 ; Assent reiiortod, 334.

NOXIOUS TRADES AND CATTLE SLAUGHTERING ACT, 1894 .
Regulations under, relative to trade of knacker, laid on Tabic, 103, 304,

NUBBA (See “RAILWAYS”).
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT (See “ BY-LAWS 
NYANG (See “CROWN LANDS”).
NY RANG CREEK (See “WEIRS”).

1‘AIT.ItS OKDKKlin TO 
he rniSTED.

073

797

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE : - '
Speaker’s Coinmibsinn to Administer, reported and read by Clerk, 12.
Deputy-Speaker's Commission to administer, 09.

OATHS BILL:-
Lcuehcd from Legislative Coumil, and on motion (.V?r I17(//Vini Tyne) read 1°, 205; read 2°, 

committal!, reported without amendment, Report adopted, ’281 : read 3J, passed, and 
returned 1o Council, 28S ; Assent reported, 33+.

O'CONNOR, DANIEL, ESQUIRE :—
Election of, as Member for Sydney-Pbillip Division, reported, 1 ; sworn, 2.
Mr. Speaker orders removal from Chamber for disregarilimf lus ruling, that the icmmks of tin 

Hon. Member on the 33 ol the Appropriation Bill Mere irrelevant, 577.
O'CONOR, BROUGHTON BARNABAS, ESQUIRE, M.P

Minute of Minister of Justice respecting charges preferred hv, regarding alleged unfairness in
the promotion of Police Magistrates, laid on Table, 419 ......................................................

Report of Registrar of District Court on statements made in House respecting purchase of 
Gorernment Gar.dles containing District Court Buies, bid ou Table. 492

OLD AGE PENSIONS:— ......................................
I’irmioss riiKSKNTim ia' favour or, rnoir :—

Publie Meeting, Rsdfein, 335 .........................................................................................................
Archbishop and Diocese of Sydney, 471............................................................ !...,!,!! !..!!!!.".!!!!!
Residents of Broken Hill and distuet, 511 ,, ..

OLD AGE PENSIONS BILL :— ..................................................................
Message from Governor, 229; Motion made {Sir William Lym) for Committee of the Whole, 

287 ; Hou.se m Committee, Resolution agreed to, 312; Bill projented and ic.id r, 385 
Motion made (.?ir William Lyne) for 2°, and debate adjourned, 492; rend 2°, committed.' 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 505 ; Motion male for 3’, and amendment 
moved to recommit and negatived, rend 3J, passed, and sent to Council, 511-2 ; returned 
with amendments, 559 ; Council's amendments arn'ccd to, 539 

OPENING OF THE SESSION :- 
Proclamation read by Clerk, 1.
Governor's Speech icpertcd by Speaker, 7 ; Address-iu-Reply, 8, 1C, 29, 20, 28; Reply to 

Address, 43, ‘
519—C
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ORDERS FOR TAPERS : -
Alphabetical Registers of Addresses anil (Sessional Taper)............................................................. 1

ORDERS OF THE DAY
Postponed in a bunch, 67, 153, 101, 179 (*), 201, 207, 221, 230, 2S9, 340, 379, 415, 514, 527,5S2,

594, 600, 616. .
Discharged, 110, 143, 229, 272, 306, 317, 339, 360, 400, 460 (2), 401.
Restored to Paper, 103, 37S, 504.

ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL 
Pro fo?m& Bill presented and read 1°. 7.

OYSTER FISHERIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Message from GoTcmor, 518 ; Motion made (Mr. See) lor Committee of the Whole, 521.
Petitions presented in favour of compensation to holders of Leases from Oyster Lessees, 549 (!). 3

715
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PACIFIC CABLE ENABLING BILL

Message from Gorernor, 340 ; Motion made (Mr. CricJ.') for Committee of the Vi hole, 363 ; 
House in Conimittee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, 442; read 2°, 
committed, reported 'without amendment, Report adopted, 451 ; read 3s, passed, and sent 
to Council, 451; returned without amendment, 4S7 ; Assent reported, 505.

PADDINGTON STREETS EXTENSION BILL (chant/ed from “ BROWN STREET EXTENSION 
BILL ”)

Motion made (Mr, AYiYd) for leave to bring in, 540: presented, and read 1°, 541 ; read 2°, 
committed, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 508 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 575 ; returned without amendment, 589.

RARKES, THE LATE SIR HENRY, K.C.M.G. (See "FEDERATION’').
PAPKES, VARNEY, ESQOIRE

Resignation of, as Member for Canterburv reported, I.
PARKS|

PoiU.IC, AT TABALOA i— ... i
Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Aet, laid on Table, 19.

Reshuves foe, and fok Public Reckbation, County of Ccmbehland :—
Return to Order (TAmY Session, 1899), laid on Table, 19................................................................ M

Public, and Recreation Reserves . 1 I

Return showing amount granted to each Electorate for Years 1S9S-9 and 1899-1900, laid on )
Table, 40.......................................................................................................................................

Return respecting, laid on Table, 56.................................................................................................  J
Public, at Bulli Tass; —

Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Pm-poses Acquisition Act, laid on 
Table, 469.

National Park ;—
Report of Trustees for 1899-1900, laid on Table, 574 ...... ...........................................................

PARLIAMENT
Proclamation opening, read by Cierk, 1.
1 ’reclamation prorogni ng....................................................................................................................
Governor's Opening Speech, 7*; Address-in-Reply, 8, 1C, 20, 20, 28 ; Reply to Address, 43. 

Liuhary Accommodation ^
Report fi om Joint Library Committee, laid on Table, 500 ; Report adopted, 617 ....................

State Parliament:— 1
Motion made (,lfr. Cohen), That, in view of approaching Federation, prevision should be made 

for reduction of numbers of Members of Houses, and limitation of tenure of olliec of 
Members of the Legislative Council, and debate adjourned, 616-7.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILLi
Message from Governor, 316 ; Motion made f.l/V. See) for Committee of the Whole. 323 ; House 

in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1!, 400 ; read 2’. committed, 
reported with amendments, Report adopted, 512 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 518 ; 
returned with amendments, 550 ; Council’s amendments agreed to, 560.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORAL LAW SUSPENSION BILL —
Message from Governor, 384 : Motion made (Sir Wi/tiam Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 390 ; 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read^l0, 400 ; read 2’,|
(Mr, See), committed, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 415 ; read passed,j 
and sent to Conned, 424 ; returned without amendment, 451 ; Assent reported, 457. 1

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORATES (AMENDMENT) BILL ,
Message from Governor, 3S4 ; Motion made (Sir William Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 

390 ; Order of the Day discharged, 400.
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORATES AND ELECTIONS ACTS

Regulations, laid on Table, 133.
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORATES REDISTRIBUTION BILL

Message from Governor, 569 ; Standing Orders suspended, 585 ; House in Committee, Resolution 
agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, road 2’, committed, reportod, with amendments, 
Report adopted, 5S6-7 ; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 590 ; returned without 
amendment, 612.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS
Seventeenth General Report, laid on Table, 49 ...................... ........................... ............... .......
Statement showing remuneration paid to each Member during present Parliament, laid on

Table, 125 ........................................................................................................................
Fees and Allowances paid to the Members from 12th Juno, 1888, to 31st July, 1900, laid on

Table, 272 ............ .................................._............................................
Return respecting payments to Members during August 1900, laid on Table, 338 

Railway ikon Gundagai to Tumut:—
Report, Evidence, Appendix, and Plan, laid on Tablo, 7............  ..................
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) that work as recommended he canned out, 168.

Glf.be Island Imfrovements :—
Report, Evidence, AppendLv, and Plan, laid on Tabic, 7 

Whahi’ace, Woolloojiooi.oo Bay:—
Report, Evidence, Appendix, ami Plan, laid on Table, 7
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I'AHLIAMKNTARY STANDING UO.MMITTBH! ON PUBLIC WOBKS (continued)
Kailway Kxtkssios into the City oe Sydney:—

Keport, together with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, laid on Table, 117............................
Particulars respecting inquiry, laid on Table, 103............................................................................

Railway fbom Temoka to Gi'nbaii:—
Motion made (Jfr. O'Sultimn) to refer work to, ill.

Railway jhom Casino to Lisuoke

Motion made (illr. O’Sul/ican) that work bo carried out, 111.
Sewerage Works for Borough of Newcastle and Miinicifal Districts of Hamilton, 

Miirewetiier, Wickham, and Carrington:—
Motion made (J/j', O’SttlKvan) to refer work to. 111.

Electric Tramway from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie, via Castlereaiiii-stiieet :— 
Motion made (d/r. (f'Sulliran) to refer work to, 111; Keport, Minn tea of Evidence, and Plan, 

laid on Table, 3ii(i ; second Keport, in substitution ot previous Report, laid on Tabic, 379... 
Motion made (Air. O'StdHtm) that work bo carried out, Point of Order,—That motion was not 

in accordance with the reference to the Committee,—ruled against by Mr. Speaker, motion 
passed, 3G7-8.

Central Kailway Station and Administrative Offices, Devonskirk-street :—
Keport, Evidence, ami Pkius, laid on Table, H>6 .............................................................................
Motion made (Afr. OSttlliran), That work be carried out, (102,

Kailway from Broken Hill to Meninihh:—
Motion made (dir, O’Sut/ican) to refer work to, 179.

Railway from Carlingford to Dural

Motion made (J/r. O'Siiliiran) to refer work to, 179; Keport, Minutes ol Evidence, and Plan
laid on Table, 577.........................................................................................................................

Railway from Grenfell to Wyai.ong

Second Report, laid on Table, 193............................................................................. .......................
Railway from Temura to Wyalong _

Motion made (J/r. O’Rutlivan) to again refer work to, 201 ; Third Keport and Minutes of Evidence
laid an Table, 373.........................................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan), That work ho carried out, and Debate interrupted by Adjourn
ment at 5 o’clock on Friday, 470; Debate resumed and adjourned, 508 ; Debate resumed, 
Motion passed, 534. ■

Water Surply to Towns of Broken Hill and Silvdktox :—
Mo: ion made (J/r. O' Sullivan) to refer work to, 201.

Railway from Coburn to Broken Hill :—
Motion made (ifr. O'Sullivan) to refer work to, 20S.

Removing the Public Abattoirs from Glebe Island :—
Motion made (J/r. O'Sullivan) toreferwork to, Point of Order,—'That the conditions prescribed 

by sections 12 and 13, requiring an explanation of costs, &c,, had not been complied with,— 
Mr. Speaker ruled that the Minister had complied with the sections, amendment moved 
(.1/)', Crick) to add words leaving the fixing of the site open, and passed, motion as 
amended agreed to, 223.

Erecting a Library (Fisher) within University Grounds:— '
Motion made (Mr, O'Sullivan) to refer work to, 223 ; Keport brought up, CIO............................
Motion made (J/V. OSullimn), That work bo carried out, 014,

Tuckian Flood Escape Scurme ;—
Report, with Minutes of Evidence and Plan, laid on Table, 239 ...............................................
Motion made (Mr, O'Sullivan) that work be carried out, 3GS.

Railway from Wellington to Weuris Creek :—
Deport and Evidence, laid on Table, ‘259........ ..................................................................................

Electric Tramway along Pitt-strekt, Sydney:—
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) tn refer work to, 288 ; Report, Minutes of Evidence, and Plan 

kid on Table, 3G0 ; second Report, in substitution of previous Keport, laid ou Table, 379... 
Railway from Belmore to Liverpool 

Motion made (Mr. O'SuIfiran) to refer work to, 307.
Railway from Grafton to Casino :—

Report, Minutes of Evidence, and Flan, laid on Table, 328 ..........................................................
Motion made (Mr. O'Stdliran), That work be carried out, 582.

Railway from Nakrabri tu Wauhitt :—
Report, Minutes of Proceedings, Evidence, and Elan, laid on Table, 1130 .................................... ■
Motion made (Mr. O’Sidtivu/i), That work be carried out, 508. .

Railway from Culcairn to Germanton :—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence and Plan, laid on Table, 3UG ....................................1J
Motion made (J/r. 0’iSllffiiin*), 'That work be carried out, 475. 1

Railway from Oi.f.n Innes to Inveuki.l :—
Motion made (Ifr. 0!SHKk«n)) to refer work to, 368.
Return respecting, laid on Table, 550.

Railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney :— ■
Report, Evidence, Appendix, and Plan, laid on Table, 475............................
Motion made (.’Ifr, O’Sullivan) that work be carried out, 60-1.

Railway from Uowk.il to Roiikkt.son :— _
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence and Plan, laid on Table, 577. ...

Railway from Tarago to Bhaidivooi) :—
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) to refer work to, 581.

Hunter River Flood Prevention :—
Motion made (dfr. O’^'idfirau) to refer work to, 582.

Ran.way from Wyai.ong to ITillston

Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) to refer work to, 591.
Railway from Manilla to Bakraiia : —

Motion made (J/r, O'Sullivan) to refer work to, G05.
Break water at Byron Bav :—

Motion made (J/r. OTStdfiMin) to refer work to, 005.
Railway from Coiima, via Nimityuelle and Bomiiala, to Delegate : —

Motion made (ilfr. O’Stdliran) to refer work to, 613.
Railway from Booyong to Ballina : —

Motion made (J/r. O'Sullivan) to refer work to, G14.
High-level Bridge over the Hawkesrvry River at Richmond :—

Motion made (Jfr.O'AW/ii'an) to refer work to—Point of Order,—That Public Works Act hod 
not been complied with.—ruled against by Mr, Deputy Speaker, motion agreed to, CIS.
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PAREAMATTA (See "GAOLS”}.
PAREAilATTA BENEVOLENT ASYLUM:—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 656......................................................................... 0
PARRAMATTA SEWERAGE BILL .........

Message from Governor, COL
PARTITION BILL

Received from Legislative Council, aud on motion [Sir William Lyne) road T, 265 ; road 2°. 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 2S1; road 3°, passed, and returned 
to Council, 289 ; Assent reported, 331.

PASTORAL HOLDINGS (See “CROWN LANDS”}.
PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION ACT, ISOS 

Regulations, laid on Table, 295.
PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION (RABBIT) BILL

Motion made (.Vr. AVpauJ for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 354 ; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendmeut, Report adopted, 393 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,
400 ; returned without amendment, 422 ; Assent reported, 432.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS BILL (
Motion made [Mr. Arthur Griffith) for leave to bring in, J3I; presented and road 1°, 135 ■ 

Motion made (3/r, Arthur Griffith) for 2°, Point of Order,—That Bill should lie intro
duced under cover of a Message from the Governor,—upheld by Mr, Speaker, Order dis
charged, Bill withdrawn, 4C0.

BATON’S SETTLEMENT BILL
' Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (A/r. Pejcrn) read 1°, 240 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 251, 2S6, 339, 415 ; read 2“ [Mr. Garland), committed, reported without amend
ment, Report adopted, 445 ; react 3', passed aud returned to Council, 430; Assent reported 
47S.

PATTERSON, JOHN (See " CROWN LANDS ”).
PENNANT HILLS (See “ RAILWAYS ”}.
PENSIONS (See also “OLD AGE PENSIONS BILL”; also “OLD AGE PENSIONS”).
PETITIONS

For leave to appear before Select Committee, 124, 246, 316 f1), 330 ['l)
PETTY SESSIONS PEES BILL

Motion made [Mr. Wood) for Committee of the Whole, 403,
PHARMACY BOARD

Report for 1889, laid on Table, 40.
PIDDINGTON, WILLIAM HENRY BURGESS, ESQUIRE

Resignation of, as Member for Uralla-IValcha reported, 1 ; return of Writ, certifying to election 
of, reported, Mr. Piddington sworn, 6.

Death of, reported, and scat declared vacant, 357.
Motion expressing regret at the death of, 357.

PIKE, ARREST OF (See “POLICE”).
1TTT-STREET (See “'TRAMWAYS”).
PLAGUE (See “BUBONIC PLAGUE ”).
POINTS OF ORDER

Reported from Committee of Supply, 5S, 435.
Reported from Committee of the Whole, 266.

KUJCINUS OF SriiAKlilt r—
That a Temporary Chairman of Committees could take the Chair, notwithstanding that the 

Chairman of Committees had not been appointed, 49.
That debate in Committee of Supply on items in Resolution for specific services must be confined 

. to the items submitted, 58.
That the provision in clause 4 of the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, giving powei 

to lease or sell certain of the land, was covered by the 'Title and Order of Leave; Speaker 
quoted decision of l/th August, 1897, in reference to the Tntalisator Bill, S3.

That amendment, for Call of the House, on a motion proposing a new Standing Order, could bt 
admitted, 127. '

That sections 12 and 13 of the Publie Works Act had been complied with by the Minister in 
moving motion to refer tho matter of removing the Public Abattoirs from Glebe Island, to 
the Public Works Committee, 223.

That an amendment to insert words “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners ” in clause 2 
of the Industrial Arbitration Bill, before the Commissi oners were appointed, was in 
order, 266.

That the subject of the motion for the adjournment of the House in reference to laud exchanges 
had not been discussed on a previous motion, 2S6,

'That the Fire Brigades Bill was out of order, beeauso clause 25 conilicted with, and was contra
dictory of clause 65 of tho Sydney' Harbour Trust Bill, passed by tins House, and now 

* before the Council, 306.
That the provision in the Racing Association Bill in regard to incorporation was not beyond the 

Order of Leave, and that the Bill did not require to bo introduced in Committee, 31S.
That provision in clause 7 of the Early Closing Amendment Bill, which proposes to bring hotels.

&e., Eelling tobacco, under the same law as tobacconists’shops was within the Onler of 
Leave, 323.

That proposal to put the motion for the adjournment of the House without debate On Friday 
sittings was not ft contravention of the Standing Orders which gave the right to Members 
to debate such questions, 367.

That although the Publie "Works Committee had varied the reference made to them in reference 
to the proposal to construct the Belmore to Port Macquarie Electric Tramway, he would 
not rule the motion to carry out the work out of order, 367. *

That motion for adjournment of House in reference to thoroughfare for vehicular traffic 
through the Botanical Gardens, could be discussed in the financial debate in Committee ol 
Ways aud Means, and was out of order, 392.

That as the Order of the Day was the property of the House, the second reading of tho Tied 
Houses Bill could he moved by auy Member, 409.

That au Honorable Member discussing in Committee of Supply the estimate for “ Railways: 
and ^Tramways—Existing Lines—Working Expenses,” was not in order in commenting "in 
detail on a report of an officer on a new line of railway, 435-0.

That a Minister was permitted to present papers to Parliament at any time, notwithstanding 
an address passed by the House requesting the production of the papers, had not been 
presented to tho Governor, 441,

That the introduction of the Patents and Trade Marks Bill should have been preceded by n 
Message from the Governor, 400.
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POINTS OF ORDER (eoRlinactf)
Hui.inos of Speaker [continued)

T'liat the motion for the adjournment of the House in reference to the Police Superannuation 
Fund anticipated the discussion of a motion which was already on the paper, and was out 
of order, 522.

That the Federal Flections Bill was not out of order, notwithstanding the Schedule referred to 
in Clause (i was not given, as tile Schedules could be introduced and discussed in 
Committee, 541,

That motion for adjournment on influence of Ifembers with Federal Electorates Commissioners 
anticipated discussion on the Federal Elections Bill, and was out of order, 549.

That motion approving of Oovcrnmcnt entering pnto a. contract for the supply of steel rails 
should have originated in Committee of the Whole, and was out of order, 549.

That motion for adjournment of the House in reference to contract for steel-rails anticipated 
the discussion of a motion given this day on the subject, and wras out of order, 557.

That in regard to the motion of adjournment in reference to consumptive patients, Liverpool 
Asylum, having been already discussed in Committee of Supply and being open to further 
discussion on the third reading of the Appropriation Bill, ho thought that the item could 
not bo discussed on the third reading of the Appropriation Bill, and he had not suliiciout 
information as to the proceedings in supply to rulo the motion out of order, 577.

Rn.iNus OF DePUTV-KL’EAXEU :—
That motion for adjournment of House in reference to legalising certain Municipalities did not 

deal with the subject embodied in the Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, and was in order, CIO. 
That certain clauses in the Municipalities (Incorporation Validating) Bill was not beyond the 

Order of Leave, G10.
That the requirements of the Public Works Act had been complied with un motion to refer the 

work l: High-level Bridge over the Bawkesbury River at Richmond ” to the Public Works 
Comnuttoo, 615.

POLICE
Report of Department for 1899, laid on Table, 4S............................................................................

Constables McDonald and McGovern :—
Papers in connection with ease of perjury, laid on Table, 25; ordered to be printed, 2S..............

Arrest of Pike by Constable Trevathan, Gunnedaii

Reports respecting, laid on Table, 804...............................................................................................
Shearing at Bpkkdli.a Station :—

Report of, respecting conduct of Police, laid un Table, 469 ..........................................................
Retirement of Members under Superannuation Fund :—

Adjournment moved [Jlr. JUeaffber) in reference to making provision for, ruled out of order, 522.
POUCH MAGISTRATES (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
PORT KEMIJLA (See “HARBOURS”).
PORT KEMBLA HARBOUR ACT [AMENDMENT] BILL

Message from Governor, 142 ; Motion made (Mr. O'SvUimn) for Committee of the Whole. 160; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 1“S; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment. Report adopted, 195; read S’, passed, and sent 
to Council, 200 ; returned without amendment, 228 ; Assent reported, 243.

POSTAL
Report of Postmaster-General for 1899, together with Appendices A to F, laid on Table, 194. 
Regulations for Department, under Public Service Board, 19 (!), 20 [')■

Post and Telegraph Office, Sutherland 
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Post and Telegraph Office at U i.timo 
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24,

Post anp Telegraph Office, M ere wether :—
Kotiilcation of resumption of land under the Public Works Aot, laid on Table. 24.

Post and Tklegkafh Office, Spring wood :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Receiving Office at Garland

Adjournment moved <Vr. /few) in reference to management, and negatived, 216.
Post and Telegraph Office,, Forster :—

Notification of resumption of laud under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 556.
Shelter Sued, Dulwich Hill :—

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 556.
PRECEDENCE OF BUSINESS (See “BUSINESS”).
PREMIERS' CONFERENCE (See “CONFERENCE OF PREMIERS”).
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA BILL
• Received from Legislative Council, and on Motion (Afr. Garland) read ]°, 578; read 21, com

mitted, reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 8’, passed, and returned to 
Council, 594.

PRINCE OF WALES, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS (Sec “ ADDRESSES ").
PRINTING COMMITTEE

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 29. .
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 460.
Papers again referred to. 549.
Reports Nos. 1 to 19, laid on Table, 48, 63, 89, 109, 133, 159, 17S, 201, 223, 264, 295, "30, 854,

399, 475, 517, 533, 577, 610.......................................................................................................
Entry in Votkh and Pkocbkdings:— -

Mr, Neild as matter of privilege submitted that an entry was incorrect; Mr, Speaker said that 
the entry by the Clerk was correct, 347.

PRISONS i—
Report for 1899, laid on Table 56...................................................................................................
Return respecting Officers, laid on Table, 504 .............................................................................

PRIVILEGE
Mr. Neild called attention to an entry in the Votes and Proceedings, which ho submitted was 

incorrect; Mr. Speaker stated that the entry was correct, 3S7.
PROBATE DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL '

Assent to (Third Session, 1899) reported, 4.
Amended Regulations and Forms under Act, laid on Table, 40.

PROCLAMATIONS
Opening Parliament, road by Clerk, 1.
Proroguing Parliament.....................................................................................................................
Imported Stock Acts, 1871-1896, respecting Tick Fever, or Texas Fever, laid on Table, 7, 

(Woriint/ Honrs), 250. -
Diseases in Sheep Act of 1S00, laid on Table, 7.
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PROCLAMATIONS (continued)
Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866, respcetitic the introduction of slice]) from Victoria, laid on 

^ Table, 7. < ° i
Vegetation Diseases Act, 1897, prohibiting the introduction of any plant from certain portions 

of Victoria, laid on Table, 7.
Vegetation Diseases Act, 1897, declaring Phylloxera Vastatrix to be a disease, laid on Table, 7. 
Diseases in Sheep Act of ,1866, notifying the alteration in the boundaries of the Sheep Districts 

of Broulee, Cooma, Moree, Walgett, and Warialda, laid on Table, 7.
Imported Stock Act of 1871—Cancellation of Proclamations of 14th and 21st November, 1899, 

laid on Table, 469.
Imported Stock Act of 1871—Declaring Government House Grounds a Quarantine Station, laid 

on Table, 574.
Imported Stock Act of 1871—Importation of Sheen from America, laid on Table, 574.

PRO FORMA BILL:—

PROPOSKD GOVERNMENT ALIGNMENT OF FLOOD-STREET, LEICHHARDT
Motion made (Mr, Umothorne) for Select Committee, 290 ; leave given to Committee to sit 

during the sittings of House, 400 ; Report brought up. 578.
PUBLICATIONS (See ‘‘INDECENT PUBLICATIONS BILL”).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (See “FINANCE”; also “AUDITOR-GENERAL”).
PUBLIC BILLS : —

Return showing number introduced by Government and by whom drafted since 1895, laid on
Table, 517 ................................................................. . 1

PUBLIC COMPANIES '
Statement showdng average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st December, 1899, laid 

on Table, 40.
Statement showing average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st March, 1900, laid on 

Table, 40.
Statement showing average Liabilities and Assets, for quarter ended 30th June, 1900, laid on 

Table, 228.
Statement showing average Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30th September, 1900, laid 

on Table, 000. v > >
PUBLIC HEALTH (See also “NOXIOUS MICROBES BILL"):—

By-laws under Act (Carooar), laid on Table, 40.
Report of Board for the year 1898, laid on Table, 177..................................................................... ^
Return of Articles submitted for Analysis to Government Chemist for past twelve months,! i

laid on Table, 511........................................................................................................................ 2
List of Prosecutions by Sanitary Inspector for year ended 17th Nov., 1900, laid on Table, j

574 .................................................................. “.......................................................................... j
PUBLIC HEALTH PROMOTION BILL :—

Message from Governor, 304; Motion made (A/r. Wise) for Committee of the Whole, 349; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 445.

PUBLIC HOSPITALS (VOTING) BILL : -
Motion made (Mr. Pi(zGeratd) to proceed with, under 295th Standing Order, 27 ; Bill read 2', 

committed, reported without amendment,. Report adopted, 229 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 240 ; returned without amendment, 305 ; Assent reported, 313.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Afr. Arthur Griffith) for leave to bring in, 230; presented and read 1°, 244) ; Order 

of the Day postponed, 461, 496 ; Motion made for 23 and House counted out, 502 ; Order of' 
the Day restored to paper, 504.

PUBLIC LIBRARY :-
Report of Trustees for 1893, laid ou Table, 15 ................. . 4

PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See “ EDUCATION ”). ' ............
PUBLIC SERVICE :—

Fourth Annual Report of Board, laid on Table, 19 .............................................................. ......... | „
List for the year 1900, laid on Table, 574 ...................................................................................... | *

Mr. Artuvr Asfitox, Messenger, Locat. Land Office, Armtijale :— ■
Statement showing reasons for granting sick leave to, laid on Table, 19.

Mu. Henry John Nobi.e, Defuiy RF.GisTr.Att-CENERAL, ftc. :—
Particulara respecting granting of siek leave, laid on Table, 19.

Mr. Paue Becker, Second-class Sheriff’s Officer :—
Minute granting sick leave, laid on Table, 19.

REGISTltAK-GKXERAL
Returns under the several Acts of Parliament administered by, for 1899, laid on Table, 19. 

Rf-golations under Act, laid on Table :— *
Payment for Public Holidays to temporary employees in the Government Printing Ofiice, 19. 
Travelling expenses to Relieving Officers in all Departments—Public Holidays, Fitzroy Dock 

Works, 19. .
Amended Regulations Nos. 272 and 273, Postal Department, 19.
Amended Regulation No. 273, Postal Department, 19.
Wages and Allowances of Surveyors’ chainmen and labourers (repeal of Regulation No. 331), 19. 
Classification and increments to salaries of certain Officers in Post and Telegraph Department, 20. 
General Conditions of Contract, Public Service Tender Board, 20.
Living Allowances to Officers stationed in remote parts of the Colony, 20.
Leave of Absence for recreation to Officersiti the Special, Professional, and Clerical Divisions, 20. 
Travelling expenses of Conditional Purchase Inspectors and Public Watering-place Inspectors, 20. 
Competitive Examinations, 20.
Leave of Absence to Teachers, Department of Public Instruction, 20.
Examinations and Promotions in the Postal and Telegraph Department, 20.
Periodical Grading under Section 9, &c., 20,
Equipment and Travelling Allowances to Officers, Department of Lands, 20.
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PUBLIC SERVICE {continued)
Regulations vkdep. Act, laid on Table {continued)

Amended Regulation No. 3i3], 24.
Noa. 254, 271, 274 to 277, S2.
Institution of Insane, 103.
Privilege leave to Medical and other Resident Onicers, 2i6.
Leave of Absence of Library Composing Staff, 3fi6.
Leave of Abscnco of Temporary Composing SUB, Government Printing OiTice, 305.

Prisons Department :—
Return respecting Officers, laid on Table, 504 ................................ *...........................................

Alleged Unfairness in the Promotion of Police Magistrates ,, ,,
Minute of Under Secretary of Justice in reference to charges made by Mr. J3. h. U Conor, M.i 

laid on Table, 449.......................................................... .............................................................
Dismissal of Mrs, Abraham from Shaftesbury Girls Asylvm 1— ... ,

Motion made LVr. JMman) for Select Committee, 74; leave given to sit during adjournment 
of the House, 330; leave given to sit during sittings of House, 400; Report brought up,
533 ; Report adopted, 616 ..........................................-....... ....... -........ .......... ........................

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 90 ; referred to Select Committee, 316.
Government Metallurgist on

Report of Board appointed to deal with applications for position, laid on table, 82 ............
Professional Staff, Lands and Works Departments

Return respecting, laid on Table, 151 ..............................................................................................
Government Architect’s Department:—

Return to Order {Third Session, 1899), laid on Table, ..................................................................
Taxation Department :—

Return respecting Officers, laid on Table, 177...................................................................... ..........
Officers Transferred to Commonwealth _

Statement showing Number and Amount of Salaries, laid on lame, 187 ......................................
Charges against Mr. C. G. Wili.man, Coast Hospital:—

Report of Board on inquiry into, laid on Table, 246 ........................................................................
Mr. IV. H. O’M. Wood, Acting Chairman of Land Board, Bourke 

Statement showing reasons for granting leave of absence, laid on Table, 250.
Stores Contracts

Adjournment moved (ii/r, Arthur Griffith) in reference to collusion between contractors anti 
certain Government officials, and negatived, 251.

Number of Persons Employed, excepting Public Works Department:—
Particulars of, on 31st December, 1895, and on the 30th June, 1899, laid on Tabic, 2o8..............

Mr. Arthur H, Moodie, Telegraph Operator :—
Minute of Postmaster-General on leave of absence granted to, laid on table, 2o8.........................

Attendants in Hospitals for the Insane :— , , , , , , , ■, 
Papers respecting reduction of hours of duty and increase of sick and annual leave, laid on

TelIiI^j 272 ........................ .......................... *........... ..................................*........... *...................
Employees of Ferey and Tuo Boata:— , , , > i

Adjournment moved {Mr. E. M. OUrl) in reference to hours worked by employees and
negatived, 278.

Robert Francis Irvine, Esq., MA.r t- ■ „„„ 
Report Public Service Board respecting appointment of Secretary to Boaid of hxammets, 

and Examiner of Public Service Board, laid on Table, 304.
Circular of Mr. C. Deloheky addressed to Shareholders of the Civil Service

Co-operative Society _ .
Adjournment moved {Mr. J. G. L. Fitzpatrick) relating to, and negatived, 324.

Mr. H. R- Carlkton, Principal Engineer, Harbours and Rivers Department :~
Minutes respecting granting of sick leave to, hud on Table, 33S .............................................

Mr. James S. Inch, Clerk, Registrar-General’s Department d- _
Papers relating to, laid on Table. 354 ; referred again to Printing Committee, 549 ...............

Suspension of Mr. A. Marshall, Assistant Engineering Surveyor, Navigation 
Department:—

Minute of Public Service Board and evidence, laid on iable, 409 ....................................................
Statements made by Mr. B. B. O'Conor in Parliament:— 1 ■ • I

Report of Registrar of District Court respecting purchase of Government Gazette* containing!
District Court Rules, laid on Table, 492 ........................................................................................ 1

Federal Celebrations and Actions of Certain Officials 
Adjournment moved (J/r. Slmth) in reference to, and negatived, 501.

Gratuities from Shipping Firms to Pilots and Surveyors |
Adjournment moved {Mr. Smith) to call attention to illegality of, and negatived, oil.

Public Servants suspended:— I
Return respecting, laid 011 Table, 517 .................................................................................................... j ]

Case of Mr. G. P. Weep., Postmaster, Minmi-.— [
Magistrate’s Report and Evidence, laid on Table, 517......................................................................... 1

Agent-General's DEi'ARTJiENr
Recommendation of Board respecting Commercial Agent and Inquiry Clerk, laid on lablo,

Mr. F. J. W. Bolton, Lands Department:—
Statement showing reasons for granting three months sick leave of absence on fuli pay to, lam! 

on Table, 074. 1
Clerks, Botanic Gardens:— i

' Return respecting, laid on Table, 574 ................................................................................................... .
Claim of Mr. Treophilus Stephens, Crows Law Department:— r. ■ 1

Motion made <9/r. E. M. CVorit) for adoption of Report of Select Committee {Ilnrct Acsston,, 

1899), COG. ;
Case or Thomas Buckley, Public Works Department :—

Motion made (J/V. E. Jt. G7'«7.-} for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Jhml .V»'ion.|
- .1899), 60S. :

PUBLIC SBRVICI5 BOARD APPOINTMENT BILB :— , , ir
Motion made (Mr. Q/tinn) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1 , io ; Motion made (.Ui. 

for 2’, ami Debate adjoinnctl, 1S8 ; Onlcr of the Day postponed, IQi, 201.
PUBLIC SERVICE (SUPERANNUATION) BILL: —

Assent to (Third Session, 1899) reported, 3.
PUBLIC SERVICE (TAXATION OFFICERS) BILLn _ . w. .

Message from Governor, 306 ; Motion made (Sir Wiiltam for Committee of Whole, 4M ,
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read^l", 443-4; read 2 , 
coiumittod, reported without annundmejit, Report adopted, 513 ; read, 3°, passed, ana sent 
to Council, 518 ; returned without amendment, 550 ; Assent reported, 58C.
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PUBLIC VKHICLES ACT ;-
f-.Ttt-ii ?.? !ri'V3 ^^ctropo]itan Transit Commission, laid on TaUe, 48.
PUBLIC M'AJF.lliXN'G PLACES ACT:— '

Rcgnlations under (Oootamundra Dam), laid on Table, 24.
PUBLIC WATERING PLACES BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (StV Lyur) read l3, 204; read 2’,
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted 280 ; read 3’, passed, mid

PUBLIC *83S8fe* 3S4-
^OTIFICA-mx OF KeSUMPTIOM OF LaSI) UNDER, LMT* ON TaDLE, FOIi

Public School Purposes, lo, 53f), ’ ’
Public Park at Taraiga-, 19. '
Pnbiie Cemetery at Albion Park, 19.
Bridge over the Tweed River at Munviilumbali. 24.
Road from Toongabbie Post Office to Wcntwortimilc Railway Station 24 
Drainage Works for the Western SnUurbs of Sydnev, 24.
Post and Telegraph Office at Sutherland, 24, ‘
Improvonient of Stockton Harbour, 24.
Approach to the Bridge over the Nepean River at Camden, 24 by 
Drainage Works in North Sydney, 24.
Post and Telegraph Office at Ultimo, 24.
Post and Telegraph Office at Mcrcwetlier, 24.
Approach to Boivra Wharf, 24,
Post and Telegraph Office at Springwood, 24.
Wharfage Purposes, ou the north bank of Bingal Creek, at WTardell, 24, 73,
Darling Harbour Low-level Sewerage, 24»
Bridge over Billabong Creek, at Jerilderie, 24.
Pyrin out Low-level Drainage, 25.
Marrickville Stormwater Channel, 25, 33S, 4S2, 533.
Wharf at CahilTs, on the Bellingen River, 25. ’
1 uniping Station in eonneo^on with the Baimain Low-lovol Sewerage 25.
Loop in connection with duplication of the Dulwich Hill Tramway,°40.
Water Supply for the South-ivestern Railway at Marrar, 40. "
jiado Improvements on the Great Southern Railway at DemoiKlrille, 40. 

improvements in the station arrangements at Pennant Hills, 40,
Grade improvements on the Great Southern Railway at Nubba, 40.
Grade improvements on the Great Western Railway, between Grosham and NewbrnR'e, 40. 
improving station arrangements on the Great Northern Railway at Llangothlin, 40. ° 
linprovements on the Groat Western Railway, between Newbridge and Blaynov, 40. 
improving station arrangements at Bendick Morrell, between Harden and Blayney, 40. 
i.xtending the station arrangements at QuipoHv, 40. '
Improving station arrangements at Camden, 40i
Road approach to )Vanie station-yard, on tiie Great Western Railway, 40.
Kcsideuco for the officer in charge at Toowong, 40.
Improving station arrangements at Homebush, 40. ‘
Pumping Station, Amiandnle, low-love! drainage, 178. 
lurnstile on the Groat Northern Railway at Wingcn, 22S 
tirade improvements on Railway, between Wullendbeon and Jinclalee 2^8 
Uiiistmctioii of Deop-water Harbour at Port Kembla, 285.
Duplication of Balmain Tramway, 304.
Macquarie River District Improvements, 334.
Bridge over McDonald Crook, Wellington, 384. ,
Reclamation of low-lying mud-flats near Long Cove, 521. '
Ventilating Shafts, Main Western Outfall Sewer, Rockdale, 533.
Bridge over Charleyong River, 533.
Shelter-shed, Dulwich Hill, 550.
Residence for Deputy.Governor of Gaol, Parramatta, 550 
Rost and Telegraph Office, Forster, 556.
Lxtension of wharf on eastern side of Woolloomooloo Bay, 556.
Court-house at Gilgandra, 550.

PUBLIC WORKS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Massage from Governor, 415 ; Motion made (Mr. O’Sttttimn) for Committee of the Whole, 42S : 

Douse in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 430; Standing Orders 
suspended, 58r>. 6

PUBLIC WORKS BILL ■
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir William Li/ne) road 1°, 265 ■ read 2° 

committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 281 ; Order of the Day post-
I’UBLic m 1 *”"• m '

Motion made (Mr. Watxon) for leave to bring in, 15; presented and read 1°. 27; Order of the 
„ PUSHES’^—>OStlJOn<!d' 1035 reild 2 ’ conlmiUe‘b 301 5 Order of the Day postponed, 306.

PYRMONT Vith MiHtary* hid 011 TaWc‘ 49 .................................
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a
QUARRIES (See “TIMBER AND QUARRIES’’). 
QUARANTINEJ
nT-iroml^xTaT<“nw\‘m<i™g Government House Grounds a Quarantine Station, laid on Tab 
QUESTION “THAT QUESTION BE NOW PUT”-—
r T., 1XaF\e,f1’ .f70 (3). 471, 593, CIO, Gil ; negatived, 527.
QUIPOLLY (See “RAILWAYS”)
QUORUM (Soe “NO QUORUM”).

574.
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QUESTIONS:—
“ A ” Eatteuy (See “ Mimtahy ”).
Aba-itoiks :—

Glebe lalaml, 13, 02, 338.
Abeixleen anrl iloutlte, 92.
Wentworth Estate Site, 93,
Riverstone, 113.
Cotnlemncd Stock, N.S.W. and Victoria, 120.
Stock for Shuightcrimf, 29J.
Insjwction of Weat-pi'escrving Works aiul Slaughter

houses, 341.
Site for, 440.

AniiOTSFORD Tramway from Ijcichliardt, 49G. 
Aderueun Abattoirs, 92.
AiiKRCROMurE River ;—Gold-flrcdging Leases, 20G. 
Ahoricixal Children :—At School, Collarendabri, 491. 
Adoricinal Mdruehs (See " Rrretaing Aeiirhhnai.

AcitEioiANs :—Prosecution, Hill End, 292.
Apamstown Tramway from NnweasUe, 284, 309. 
Administration or Estates Powers of Sale, 113. 
Administration of J ustice :—

Master in Equity, 34, 4(1, 7J.
Case of Goold Bicycle Co. v. J. Crowley, 53.
Jury Laws, 50.
Case of James Irwin, 121.
Release of Murray Prior, 158.
Actions against Railway Commissioners and Govern

ment, 191,
Case of Josepbson v. Young, 191, 210, 273, 328,
Case of Hutchinson v, Hipgrnve, 234.
Convictions under section 42 of Criminal Law Amend

ment Act, 250.
Prosecution of diaries Westphal and Charles Bright, 

258. b ’
Injunction, Randwick Riile Range, 2G3.
Prosecution of the Ackermans, Hill End, 292.
Mr. Johnston, J.P., Coroner at Windsor, 293. 
Imprisonment of Insane Persons, 310.
Damages for Seduction, 310.
Case of Rrennan r. Gee, 319.
Pees to Qualified Medical Witnesses, 319.
Conviction of Frank Fitzgerald, 340.
Arrest of Pike, Cumiedab, 354.
Prosecutions for Sunday Trading, 3S2, 554, 572.
His Honor Mr. Acting'Judge Barton, 372, 410.
First Offender*1 Probation Act, 3SS.
Prosecutionsntider Indecent Publications Act, 339,521, 
Case of Harry Davis, 412.
Condition of man Sleigh, 453,
Case, Crown v. John Dight, 453.
Criminals in Gaols, 48o.
Costs of Cases under Early Closing Ael, 491.
Hearing of Appeals in Full Court, 500.
Case Regina v, Kruger, 511.

Adult Suffrage Bill Passing of, 95 (5J, 10G, 145, 149,

Advance to Settlers Board : —
Advances from Fund, 101.
Payment of Clerks for Christmas Day, 60S. 

Aerated Water Bottling methods, 503. 
Aoent-G uneral r—

Commercial Agent, London, 174, 233, 245.
Cirenlntion of Pamphlets on Resources of N.S.W., 309, 

Auricdltural Districts ;—Unclassified Roads, 183. 
Agriculture :—

Handbook on Agricultural Chemistry, 173.
Report of Bom-don Agricultural Societies, 190, 209, 345, 

520.
Expenditure on Government Farms, 205.
Mr, Farrcr’s Paper on Experimental Farms, 233. 
Employees on State Farms, 302.
Dairying Industry, 353.
Payments to Corowa and Newcastle Societies, 397. 
Morec Bore Farm, 485, 500.
Text-hook for use in Schools, 525.

“Ajax,11 Pilot Boat:—Hours of Boatmen, 407. 
Ai.bury :—Sports Ground, 53,
Alcoholism Cure of, 570.
Aliens :—

Admitted since passing of Restriction Act, 88. 
Arriving by American Vessels, 336.

Am rulance Drivers :—Salaries during Plague Outbreak, 
227.

American Newspapers Free Public Library, 428, 547. 
American Vessels ;—Provisions of Aliens Restriction 

Act, 33G,

QUESTION'S (continued) :—
Ammunition :—

Manufacture of, 209.
Particulars respecting, 105.
Lyddite Factory, 299.
Supply for Colony, 34G.

Answers to Questions Circulation of printed renlies, 
255, 350.

Anthrax Cobar District, 480.
Anti-Alcoholic Serum Discovery of, 232.
Appeals {See “ Pum.iu Service ” ; also “Railways";

also “Administration of Justice1').
Appraisers (See “Crown Lands").
Ariutkation (See also “ Conciliation and Arbitra

tion Act") South Bull! Case, 155.
Arm 1 dale :—

Survey Staff of Land Board, 02.
Death of John Lombard at Railway Station, 158.
Road Superintendent in District, 212.

Arms and Ammunition Manufacture of, 209.
Army Remounts (See ‘'Military").
Arsenal :—Establishment of, 209.
Artesian Bore .

Huugerford, 33G. ’ .
Morec Boro Farm, 485, 500.

Art Society Subsidy to, 337, 358.
Ashton Magazine Rifle :—Particulars respecting, 4GS. 
Asylums :—

Case of William Creswell, 34, 210, 405, 420.
Holidays of Warders, 291, 433.
Inmates, Newington and Parramatta, 335,
Callao Park, 432 [-), 545.
Inmates of Rookwood, Parramatta, and Liverpool, 570. 
Holidays of Emploj-ees, 597.

■Audit Office Salary of Officer, refused by Parliament,

Auditor-General Salary of, 175.
Australian Aoricultuhal Company's Estate Re

sumption of, 158.
Australian Iron Co. Manufacture of Steel Rails, G08. 
Badkn-Powell, Major-General:—Presentation Horses, 

211. ’ 
Bailey, Mr, J. W, ;—Case of dismissal of, 37.
Ballast, &c. :—Deposited in Harbours. 382,
Ballots tor Land :— ’

Refund of Deposits, 353.
Preference given to Married Men, 584.

Ball’s Head Bay:—Purchase of Foreshores, 100. 
Balmain :—

Tramway Extension to Petersham, 114, 555.
Report on Tramway to Drutnmoync, 1SG.
Duplication of Tramline, 500.
Proclamation as City, 533.

Bands :—
Competition of Military, 458.
Visit of Country, during Commonwealth Celebrations, 

541.
Banks :—Unclaimed Moneys, 172.
Barnes, Sergeant :—Article in T)aihj TtJci/rapft, 397, 
Barrack-street Savings Bank (See “Savings Bank’oe 

New South Walks”).
. Barry J. Contract for Railway Fencing, 140,

Barton, Mr. Edmund, K.C. Acting Judge, 372 440 
Bathurst

Postal Official employed at Show, 92.
Model Farm Employees, 93, 132.
Warders in Ganl, 315

Beauchamp, Lord Successor to as Governor, 3G0. 
Beech, Dn. Alleged remedy for Bubonic Piagnc, 38. 
Beer :—Adulteration of, 39.
Bell, Colonel Representative at International Com

mercial Congress of Philadelphia, 225.
Bennett, Mr. :—Position in Public Service, 274. 
Beremued Pastoral Holding [—Exchange of Land, 102. 
Berry’s Estate :—Purchase at Ball’s Head Bar, 100. 
Bicycles Regulation of Traffic, 407. "
Bn.1,along Creek :—Weirs on, 484.
Bills (See “ Parliamentary”).
Birth-rate Doorcase of, 554.
Black Trackers Tests of, 147.
Blankets Distribution to Poor, kc., 52.
Blaxland, Mr. F. II.:—Sale of Flowers, 412.
Blaxland, Dr. [—Removal from Callan Park Asylum 

432. J ’
Blayney-Xewbridue Railway Wages of Navvies, 

315. ’
Blue-book Federation, 116.
Boating Accidents Sydney Harbour, 273,
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QUESTIONS (continued) i—
Bonbej> axtp Fkee Stores (See “Customs”). 
Bomaburry Contracts for Supply of Crave), 5SI. 
Bonwjck, Mr. James Information respecting, 22, 14G, 

172, 233, 310.
Books

Sold by Government, 1S4.
Posted from the Free Public Library, 20-1.
Building for Colony's Collection, 23G.

Bookstai.e Co. (See “Railway Bookstall Co.1’). 
Bolen ore Bailway Station :—Road from Molong River 

Settlement, &c., 37.
Botanical Gardens 

Refreshment Rooms, 231.
Clerk, 571. '
Officer holding two positions, 37S.

Botany
Proposed Tramway to La Porouse, 102.
Water Reserve, 309.

Bottling Methods :—For Aerated Water, 503.
Bourke Abattoirs, 92.
Brands Bill :—Proceedings oil, 413,
Bread

Supplied to Government Institutions, 40o,
For Public Institutions, 210.

BsuELdNo Aboriginal Murderers 
Protection of Families, 14”.
Police in pursuit of, 173, 247, 390.
Remuneration to Police, 173.
Compensation for lives lost in pursuit of, 345.
Brain of Joe Governor, 400, 547, 59".
Civilians in pursuit, 495.

Bridges
Over Lachlan, Goolagong, 32, 179.
North Shore, Competitive Designs, 47, 53S.
Copper Hill, 61, 342, 43S. 
lixpenditure for Years 1S92-3. 93.
Globe Island, 102.
Richmond, 124.
Pyrmont, 132, 15G, 372.
Hinton, 284,
Hawkcsbury Railway, 3G5, 412, 420.
Coombing Creek, 510.
Long Cove, 555.

■ Bright, Charles :—Prosecution of, 258.
Brisbane Water :-^Alienation of Land, 485. _
British Tnoors Medals, Commonwealth Celebrations,

QUESTIONS (eon/umed) :~
Callax Park Asylum 

Removal of Nurse McSweeucy, 432.
Removal of Dr. Blaxland and Nurses, 432.
Inquiry by Public Service Board, 545. _

Cajiden Haven ;—Removal of wreck “Hetty de Fraine.'' 
238.

Cajitinc Reserves Lease of, 91, 92.
Canoblah Grant for Road, 490.
Canowindka :—

Railway from Woodstock, 14S.
Common, 453.

Canterbury Election, 33S.
Canterbury Road Grant to Trust, 10G.
Capital, Fedkhai. :—

Report of Commissioner, 52.
Site for, M0, 15G, 328, 417, 467, 481, 609.

Capitation Allowance (See “ Military”)
Carcoar:—

Road from Flyer's Creek, 13, 176.
Church and School Lands in District, 24-, 381.
Road to Forest Reefs, 510.

Cargo :—Road to Cudai, 78.
Cari.in'Gford Railway from Clyde, 439.
Carlon, Mr. Patrick :—Consignment of Stock, Camden 

to Sydney, 673. .
Carlo’s Gap :—Quality of Iron Ore from, 609. 
Carmichael, William George Accident to, 1S7.
Car shiny Holding Homestead Blocks, 437.
Caroonboon Land Exchange, 77. __
Carrey, W. A. :—Compensation for Damage by Fire, 598, 
“Carrolton” Arrival of Aliens hy, 336.
Casino :—Duties of Crown Lands Agent, 33S.
Cattle Sent to South Africa, 104.
Cattle-carrying Vessels Regulations governing, 107. 
Cavalry (See “Military”). _
Cedar Timber :—Available in Colony, 342, 352, 
Cemeteries Sutherland, 156.
Centennial Park :—

Swearing-in Ceremony of Governor-General, 360. 
Erection of Tramway Sheds, 432.

Central Division (See “Crown Lands”). ^ 
Certificates Issued by Stock Board, 254, 255. 
Certificates or Service Under Coal Mines Kcgula- 

tion Act, 533.
Chaff :—Death of Horses from eating impure, 39.
“ Chain Letters” :—Delivery of, 174.
CliAiXMKN Wages of, 174.
Change Alley Circular Quay, 473.

ooo.
Broken Bay :—Alienation of Land, 4S5.
Broken Hill :—Proposed Tramways, ISO.
Bubonic Plague

Cases from February to April, 1900, 21.
The Quarantine Station, 22,
Persons inoculated, 23.
Expenditure in connection with, 23.
Alleged remedy of Dr. Beech, 38.
Nurses at Quarantine, 47.
Medical Officers, Quarantine, 52.
Compensation in connection with, 81, 359.
Resumptions in connection with outbreak, 99. 
Appointment of Mr. McCrcdie over Quarantine Areas,

102.
Cleansing operations, Quarantined Areas, 10G.
Cure by swallowing Prophylactic, 120.
Cases at Coast Hospital, 120.
Citizen's Vigilance Committee, 157.
Visit of Dr. Tklswell to India, China, &c., 1S9,209, 211. 
Ambulance-drivers, 227- 
City cleansing works, 234,
Case on premises of Jeremiah Jjoneragan, 235.
Extra remuneration to Police, 291, 490.
Removal of Timber from Wharf Resumption Areas, 421. 
Vouchers for expenditure, 532.
Supply of Fruit to Quarantine Station, 532. 

Buckkulla Station :—Police attendance at, 467. 
Buckxell, Mr.:—Registrar-General’s Department, 407. 
Bold a

Road to Upper Colo, 345.
Road to West Portland, 4S4.

Bulli Company, Sth Regiment, 150, 413.
Burwood :—Extension of Metropolitan Traffic Act, 322. 
Bushmen’s Contingent Organisation of, 365.
Buttbk :—“ Fishy” flavour of Exported, 233.
Gable Company Land at La Pcrouse, 244.
Carle .Machinery Removal from North Shore to 

Raudwick, 396, 412,

Charities
Distribution of Blankets, 52.
Metropolitan Association, 88. '
State Payments to, SS.

Ciiatswood Railway Station, 53!,
Chief Secretary Use of Designation, 124.
China

Despatch of Naval Forces, 10S, 122, 177.
Cost of Despatch of Naval Force, 407.
Return of Lieutenant Hixson, 500.

Chinese :—
Working in Factories on Sunday, 34.
Number resident in Colony, 573. _

Christmas Eve -Closing of Shops, 572.
Church and School Lands :—Carcoar District, 24, 381, 
Circular Quay :—

Leases of Ferry Companies, 107, 214,
Lease of Jetty No. 3, 121.
Subways for Traffic, 3S8.
Government Property', 473.

Circular Quay Acoident Inquiry Board Recom
mendation fe Inspection of Wharfs, Jetties, &c., 38. 

Citizens’ Vigilance Committer Government Assis
tance, 157. ,

Citizen’s Bushmen’s Contingent:—Organisation of, 365. 
City Bank :—Mr, Phillips, Auditor. 55.
City Council (See “ Munich’al").
City of Sydney :—

Improvement, 233.
Cleansing work, 234.

City Railway :—
Inquiry by Works Committee, 102, 139, 171.
Hyde tark Scheme, 449.
Discussion of proposal, 525.

City Trams (Sec “Tramways”). _
Civil Ambulance Brigade:—Attendance on accident to 

William George Carmichael, 187.
Civil Service (See “ Public Service”).
Civil Service Co-oi’ERativi: Society Particulars re-

Caddei.l, Mr.. Stock Inspector, Hillston, 300. 
Cadet Corps

In connection with Public Schools, 94. 
Attending Commonwealth Celebrations, 5S3,

spccfciug Company, 335.
Clarence River ;—Roads on banks, 271. 
Clark’s Ssaggino-gano Menindic, 345, 
Clerk of Petty Sessions Gulgong, 147.
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_ QUESTIONS (continued)—
■Free Raihvny and Tramwny Consuhi-titesj Liverpool Asylum, 240.

Costhacts :— '

QUESTIONS (conthuied)
Ci.ebbokx, Mr. Thos.

Pass, 412.
Cl.OBElt Setti.ement :—

Purchase of Walmer Estate, 175.
Proceedings on Bill, ISO.

Clothisg :—
Military Board, 184, 235.
For Railway Employees, 235.
For Members of Police Force, 543, 553, COT.

Clyde :—
Metallurgical Works, 79, 110.
Railway to Carlingford, 439. ’
Steel Rails Manufactory Site, 009.

Clyde Es'oisBEiti.'fG Co. :—Wages paid employees, 204. 
Coal

Shipped at Newcastle, 150, 213, 222.
Received at Barling Harbour, 45S,

Coal Delivery Acts :—Amendment of, 53.
Coal Mires RuaWLATio.v Act 

Interpretation of section, 38, 155.
Provisions re Engine-drivers, 322,
Weighing Clauses, New Hartley Shale Mine, 448. 
Circular re Engine-men, 525.
Certificates of Service, 533.

Coast Hospital :—
Bubonic Plague Cases, 120.
Leprosy Experiments, 140.
Provisions supplied to, 221, 227, 389, 531.
Mr. Fred. Glynn, late Probationary'Storekeeper, 221, 
Married men on Staff, 437,

Coastal Defknck
Major-General French’s Scheme, 155.
South Head Guns, 257.

Coastal Districts r—Roads in, 72.
Coastal Trade :—Ships and Men used, 3S2.
Coisar Report on Anthrax in District, 480.
Coear Coffer Min'ino Co. Conditions of Leases, 320, 

545.
Cole, Geoiwe F, :—Tender for Police Quarters, West 

Maitland, 293.
Collieries Report by Inspector, 108.
Colonial Secretary;—Use of designation “'Chief 

Secretary,” 124.
Colonial Stocks In vestment Bill:—Despatches respect

ing, 103, if
Colo River:—Use for Electric Power purposes, 250,406, 

503.
Collarendabri :—Aboriginal Children in School, 491 
Collyeurl Station Withdrawal of Land for Settle

ment, 329.
CoMisAHiiKLO Holding Land exchange, 232, 
Commercial Aobkt:—Appointment in London, 174, 

233, 245.
Commissions

Unemployed, or Labour, 70, 397.
Western'Division Lenses, 7S, 124, 245.
Royal, on Supplies to Government Institutions, 389. 
Electoral, 545.

Commissioners of the Peace Particulars of, 344. 
Committee on Claims :—Appointment of Parliamcntarv, 

140.
Commons Cano wind r,a, 453.
Commonwealth Bill (See “Federation”). 
Commonwealth Celehrations 

Submission to House of specific sum for, 359. 
Decoration Committee, 473.
Committee for, 490.
Grants to Country Municipalities, 495.
Extra Police Protection, 503.
Holidays, 52G.
Visit of Country Bands, 544.
Intercolonial Military, 545.
Invitations to Municipal Authorities, 545.
Railway Fares, 546. -
Medals for British and Indian Troops, 555.
Medals for School Children, 556,
Supply of Provisions, 572.
Arrangements for Country Cadets, 5S3.
Military Expenditure, 607.

Companies Registration of. 34.
Companies Death Duties Act :—Despatches respect

ing, 163.
Composing Staff (Soo “Government Printing 

Office”).
Conciliation and Arbitration Act:—Operation of, 148. 
Conditional Purchases (See “Crown Lands”). 
Conductors (See “Tramways"),
Constitution Act 

Amendment of, 159.
Ministerial and other Salaries, 155, 175.
Reform of. consequent on Federation, 171.

Subletting of Government, 9S.
Painting of Public Buildings by day labour, 149.
For Railway Sleepers, 294 (’).
Provisions for Dariinghurst Gaol, 309.
Railway Sleepers, Dubbo-Ooonamble Railway, 344. 
Removal of Cable Machinery, 396, 412.
Steel Rails, 434, 459, 510, 526, 532, 574, 60S (J). 
Supply of Gravel, Bomadery, 5S4.

Cookamidgeey :—Gates on Road from Engowra to Rail
way' Station, 372, 474.

Cookery Classes At Public Schools, 130, 240.
Cook's River :—

Extension of Tramway to Rockdale, 205.
Blocking of Entrance, 419.

Coombing Creek Bridge, 510,
Coonamble :—Sleepers for Railway, 215, 344.
Cofuep. Hill Bridge, 61, 342, 438.
Cordial Factories :—Ploursof Labour of Employees, 571. 
Corowa Payment to Agricultural .Society, 397. 
Country Districts Public Parks, 17.
Country Fire Brigades Bill Proceedings on, 222. 
Counsel :—Employed by Railway Commissioners, 59S, 

599.
Country Towns Water Supply :—Amending Bill, 215. 
Cousins, Mr. C. J. Homestead Selection, 03.
Cowal, Lake :—Water Conservation, 32S, 335, 
Cowdroy, Mr. F. R. :—Discovery, Dromcdarv Gold

field, 78. “ '
Cowra :—

Police Magistrate, 215.
Railway to Canowindra, 148.

Crainijor :—Provisional School, 4 S3.
Crematorium :—Establishment of, 490.
Cremorne :—Exchange of Land on Foreshores, 35. 
Crkswell, William Case of. 34, 216, 405, 420. 
Criminal Law Amendment Act :—Convictions under 

section 42, 250.
Crooked Creek :—Water Channel to Lake Albert, 490. 
CrOokwell :—Railway from Goulburn, 434.
Crown Lands :—

Fees for Rcappraisement, 17.
Apyiearancc of Applicants, 18.
Winderadeen Estate, 21.
Office of District Surveyor, Forbes, 31.
White Bay and Johnstone’s Bay, 32.
Mr. A. Hope’s Scrub Lease, Condobolin, 32,
Pastoral Leases, Central Division, 33.
Fallal Pastoral Holding, 34.
Exchange of Land, Cremorne foreshores, 35.
Nyang Land Exchange, 35, 95.
Rcappraisement of Holdings, 37.
Old Lock-up Site, George and Pitt Streets, 47, 83. 
Exchange on Perieoota Holding, 51, 191.
Royalty for Timber-cutting, 54.
C. J. Cousins’ Homestead Selection, 63.
Sale of frontage Martin-place, 71- 
Caroonboon and Fuckawidgec Exchange.!, 77- 
Land Appraisement Act, 78.
Western Division Leases, 78, 124.
Nanima and Wandary Holdings, SO, 320, 370.
Camping Reserves and Watering Places, 91.
Estates in Riverina District, 100.
Advance to Settlers Fund, 101.
Berombcd Land Exchange, ,102.
Amending Bill, 105.
Scrubbed and ringlyarkcd, Central Division, 114. 
Selections in Central Division, 120.
Commission on Western District, 78, 124, 245. 
Tcnaudra Artesian Boro Reserve, 129.
Holdings in Central Division, 139.
Land available for settlement, 139.
Inquiries before Local Land Boards, 150.
Hay District Re-appraiaemcnt Cases, 175.
Pastoral Leases, Central Division, 183, 483, 500, 511, 

515.
Lease of Stock Routes, 190.
Smaller Settlement Areas, Deniliquin, 191.
Exchange of land, Ironbong Holding, 193, 227, 245. 
Information from intending Selectors, 193.
Sandy Creek Homestead Selections, 193.
John Wbitcn’s application to purchase land, Baldorod- 

gory, 200.
Euroka-Keepit Exchange, 215,
Distribution of Act of 1899, 216.
Sold by Government, 227.
Exchange, Combardelo Holding, 232.
Fee for information respecting Conditional Purchases, 

234.
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QUESTIONS ;—
Ckown Lands {continued)

Sale of, Wngga Waggu District, 234.
Settlement Tjeases in Novtli-v-est, 23C.
Conditional Purchases, Gosforrl District, 23S.
Pastoral Holdings of Quamhonc/iVangrawally, Ax., 247. 
Transfers of Conditional Purchases to Married Women, 

2-30.
Instalments on C.IVs and Additional C.P.’s, 27G. 
Transfers of C.IVs, 27G.
Transfer of Settlement Leases, 203,
Advertising Exchanges of Land, 302.
Notice of Setting Apart Lands for Settlement, 303. 
Appraisement of Homestead Selections, 31d, 
Ringbarked, 320.
Selection, Nanami Rim, 320.
Withdrawal of land, Collybmd and Haddon Rig Sta

tions, 329. ’
Appointment of Appraisers, 320.
Agents, Walgett, Urana, and Casino, 33S.
Rents of Leases, 344.
Lease of Reserve. Molong, 345, 352, 37S.
Conversion of Annual into Scrub Leases, 353, 371. 
Runs in Central Division, 353.
Ballots for Land—Deposits, 353.
Revenue for 1809*1900, 39G.
Appraisements, Wagga Wagga District, 437. 
Homestead Blocks on Carncrney Holding, 43". 
Settlement Leases, Central Division, 447.
Inquiries before Duhho Board, 4G3.
Notices of Arrears on Conditional Purchases, 4S4. 
Miekabill and Waroo Exchange, 4S4.
Moree Bore Farm, 485, 500.
Alienation, Brisbane Water or Broken Bajr, 485.
Mooki Springs Exchange, 491.
Held by Mr. Faulkiner, 490.
Application of William Smith to purchase, 504. 
Procedure of Land Boards jr Applications, 515, 
Shcrribry Land Ballot, 538.
Scrub Leases and Land Exchanges, 572,
Ballots for Land—Preference given to Married Men, 

584.
Maps, Inverell Lands Office, 584.

Crown-stkeet:—Tramway, 133, 447.
Croktek and Party, Messes, :—Mining Application, 

Bathurst, 214.
Cudal :—

Road from Cargo and Orange Rood, 73.
Railway from Gregrn, 148.
Penny Postage Radius, 484.

Ccrrikhs Working hours, 504.
Customs :—

Amendment of Act respecting sugar draw backs, SI. 
Bonded warehouses, Grafton Wharf, 97, 389, 417. 
Increments to Officers of Departments, 271,
Duty on Machinery, under Federation, 284.

Dairying Industry 
Rill dealing with, 353.
Registration of Hindoos, 448.

Daley, Verdi :—Compensation to Parents of late Bugler, 
210, 370.

Dancing Saloons:—Bill ragulaling. 107.
Darlhy, Lieutenant :—Honorary Captain, Sydney 

Lancers, 238.
Darling Harbour 

Resumptions, 55, 293.
Appointment of Resumption Board, 233, 421. 
Resumptions Account, 44S.
Coal received, 45S.

Darlinoiiurst Gaol :—
Supply of Provisions, 309.
Death of John Wilson, 531.

Darling Island 
Purchase of, 315.
Retaining Wall, 553.
Extra Accommodation, 554.

Davidson, Mr. J. L. Claim of, 491.
Davies, Mr. Wyndhaji Position in Postal Service, 257. 
Davis, Harry Case of, 412.
Dawes Point:—Horse-ferry Dock and Road of Approach, 

474.
Dawes, Private J. ;—Information respecting, 458. 
“Dawn,” S.S. :—Chartering of, 53S.
Dawson, James Death, Newcastle Hospital, 449.
Day Labour (See “Contracts").
Death Duties (See “Companies Death Duties Act’'). 
Defence Force Rifle Association :--Establishment of, 

203.
Deloiiery, Mr. C.:—Presentation to, 37.
Demise of the Crown :—Position of New South Wales 

Parliament, 138.

ft
QUESTIONS (conliniml)

Deniliquin
Settlement in District, 191.
Railway from Jerilderie, 202.
Inspector of Stock, 353.
Stock Routes to Gee Gee, 388.

Deputation ;—To Railway Commissioners from Residents 
of Wee Waa, 2G2.

Deviation Works (See “Railways”).
Devitt, Mr. John Consignment of Stock to Sydney, 

573. _
DEVOjfSHiHE-STEKET : — Extension of Elizabeth-street 

Tramway, 418.
Diamond-drill Bomnc Plants : — In possession of 

Mines Department, 583.
Dump, Me. T. A. :—Purchase of Steam Launch “ lina” 

from, 61, 89. ■
Differential Rates (See “Railways”).
Dicht, Mr. John :—

Absent from Jury List Revision Courts, 378.
Papers in Case, Crown i.\, 453.

DmiTHERiA ;—Cases from February to Anrtl, 1900, 21. 
District Court -.—GazeMcs containing Rules, 491. 
Domain :—Refreshnient-ruoma, 291.
Dorrico Country :—Federal Capitol Site, 328.
Douni.E Bay :—Water and Sewerage Rates, 271, 
Downes, Mr. :—Statement re Roads at Epping, 438. 
Drafting Public Bills, 389.
Drainage Works East Maitland and Morpeth, 97. 
Dredging :—

Damage caused by operations, 47.
Leases and Miners’ Rights, 46.
Double Shifts on Dredges, 94.

Drennan ». Gee :—Case of, 319.
Drill Shed (See “Military”).
Drivers (See “Tramways").
Dromedary Gold-field :—Mr. F. R. Cowdrey's Dis

covery, 78.
Driimmoyne ;—Report on proposed Tramway from Bal

main, 186.
Drunkenness :—Anti-alcoholic Serum, 232.
Dunno : —

Unemployed in District, 254.
Inquiry before Land Board, 403.

Dubbo-Goonamble Railway ;—Contract for Sleepers, 
215, 344.

Dwf.lling-iiouses Connection with new Water-mains, 
45S.

Dwyer, William :—Pension to, 397.
Dynamo :—Government Printing Office, 328.
Early Closing Act :—

Extension to Mount McDonaldand other unincorporated 
Towns, 13.

Omnibus Drivers, 51,
Results of working, 52.
Cooked Provision Shop, Amnindale, 77.
Sale of Bread, 78.
Female Inspectors, 146.
Application of provisions to wholesale warehouses, 

263.
Costs of Cases under, 491.
Closing of Shops, Christmas Eve, 572.

Harter Enoaji pmknt :—Particulars respecting, 1899-1000, 
203.

Education :—
Technical College, 55, 337, 548.
Unmarried Male Teachers in country, 95.
Provision of Act respecting distance limit, 99.
Salaries of Teachers in small Country Schools, 115.
Of Children between 6 and 14, 122.
Cookery Classes, 130, 249,
Banking work done by Teachers, 146.
Female Teachers in Country Districts, 163.
Salaries of Unclassified Teachers, 1G5.
Handbook on Agricultural Chemistry, 173- 
Wyndham Public School, 185.
Increments to School Teachers, 205.
Male and Female Teachers Salaries, 244.
“ Readers” in use in Public Schools, 201.
St. Leonards School, 293.
Summoning of Mr. Hugh Gordon, J.P., 358.
Truancy Inspectors, 39S.
'Teachers’ Classification Certificates, 418, 458, 59S. 
Exemption Certificates, 410.
Provisional School, Crainbob, 4 S3.
Aboriginal Children, Collarendabri, 491.
Text-book on Agriculture, 525.
Flxtra Holidays to School Pupils, 537.
Payment of 'Teachers’ Salaries, 551, 583. 
Commonwealth Medals for School Children, 556. 
Typewriting, Shorthand, and Elocution Classes, Public 

Schools, 009,
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Q
QUESTIONS (coMimtcd)QUESTIONS [continued)

Eeeuctive \ot)no (See “ Eekotoeai."). Fedeeation (continued)
Eigiit-hour Day Holiday to Hailvvay Men, Nev.-aistlc Kcduction of Members of local Parliaments, 53, -211. 

District, 525. Members of both State and Fedora! Parliaments. 61
Ei.ectoeai, :—

Ilcadjustmcnt of Boundaries, 22.
■ Report on redistribution of Seats, G3.

Adult Suffrage Bill, L'5, (!), 106, 145, Mil, 434.
Renewal of Rights, 131,
Effective Voting for Federal Senate, 140, .
Registrars, also Postmasters, 107, 172, 270.
Expenses of Candidates, l!)i.
Harc-Spencc System nf Voting, 204, 237.
Federal Electorates, 234, 320. .
Federal Elections Bill, 253.
Stamping Electors' Rights, 271, 310.
Naturalised Subjects on Rolls, 32S.
Canterbury Election, 330.
Collection of Rolls, 342.
Enrolment of Sons of Foreigners, 365.
Reform Legislation, 381.
Printing of Rolls, 308.
Sydney Municipal Rolls, 421.
Evidence of Members of Parliament before Commission, 

545,
Payment to Police for Collection of Rolls, 54S. 
Disfranchisement of Telegraph Lino Repairers, 574. 

Electric Power:--- 
Plant, Parliament House, 306.
Use of Grose and Colo Rivets, fee., 250, 406, 503. 

Electric Staff System On Railways, 434.
Electric Trams (See " Tramways ”b 
Elocution :—Lessons, Public Schools, 609.
11 Ena,” Steam Launch Purchase of, 61, SO. 
Engineers :—

Marine Board's Certificates, 244.
Drivers at Coal-mines, 322,
Power House, Ultimo, 384.
Circular to Coal-mine Owners ?'e Engine-men, 525. 

Eptinc Statement respecting Roads, 438.
Equity Court Duties of Master, 34, 40, 71. 
EhSKINE-KTREET ; —

Resumption of Land, northern side, 03.
Compensation to Traders over Plague Outbreak, 359. 

Eukkineville:—Removal of rubbish to Moore Park, 53. 
Etuowiia :—

Gates on Road to Coukamidgery Railway Station, 372, 
474.

Cates on Road from Goolagong, 474.
Kohoka-Keepit :—Land Exchange, 215.
Kydleigu WoHKsnors : —

Vehicles fitted with Standard Drawgear, 322.
Inquiry at, 546.

Ewers and Handover, Messrs. Contract for Railway 
Sleepers, 215.

Examinations
For promotion in Public Service, 51, 138.
For admission to Public Service, 220.
For ladies, Public Service, 255, 274.
Military, 204.
Trinity College Musical, 315.
Stock Inspectors, 321.
Fees for University, 483,

Exchanges of Land ; —
Cremorne Foreshores, 35.
Nyang, 35, 95.
Perieoota Holding, 51, 191.
Caroonboon and Pucka widgec, 77.
Berombcd Pastoral Holding, 102.
Ironbong Holding, 193, 227, 215.
Euroka-Keepit, 215.
Combardelo Holding, 232.
Advertising particulars, 302.
Miekabill and Waroo, 484.
Mooki Springs, 401.
Approved during last twelve months, 572.

Exclsi; Duties :—
Spirits and Tobacco, 343,
Bill dealing with, 480.

Exemption CmiitificativS :—Particulars respecting, 419. 
Expf.uimf.ntai, Faums:—Mr. 1’arvcr‘s Paper, 233. 
Famine {.See " Indian Famine'1).
Fakes and Rates (See “Railways’1 ; also “Tram wavs”). 
Farms, Government (See “ Aitkiuultl're,',|.
Faulkiner Mr. :—Crown Lands held by, 496. 
Federation (See also “Common we a lth t! r r.r.BR atiok h”)a 

Debates of Imperial Parliament on Commonwealth 
Bill, 35, 237.

Cablegram re Clause 74 of Constitution Bill, 39.
Report of Federal Capital Commissioner, 52,

71, 95, 133.
Residence of Governor-General, 99, 177.
Blue-book of Imperial Government, 110.
Opinion as to place uf discharge of Executive func

tions, 122, 175.
Conference of Premiers re Commnnwealtli Bill, 124.
Site for Capital, 149, 156, 328, 417, 407, 4SI, 609. 
Effective Voting for Senate, 140.
Transfer of Public Officers to Federal Service, 148, 170, 

479.
Deputy Governor-General, 159.
Opinion on expression “Seat of Government," 1S5. 
Proclamation of Commonwealth at Parramatta, 192. 
Copies of amendments of English Government, 198. 
National Ode—Union of Australia, 283, 342.
Federal Electorates, 234, 329.
Print of Commonwealth Bill, 237.
Federal Elections Bill, 253.
Printing uf Communications re Commonwealth Bill, 

275.
Dorrigo Country as a Federal Capital bite, 328, 
Inaugural Celebrations, 359, 473, 4S1, 503.
Swearing-in Ceremony, 360.
Committee for Celebrations, 490.
Public .Servants faking part in Elections, 517.
Copies of “ The Clarion, ” 548.
Report of Committee on Federal Finance, 573.

Ferries
Leases, Circular Quay, 107.
Lane Cove Service, 14 S.
.Steamer “Lotus,” 213.
Sydney Ferries Company's Leases, Circular Quay, 214. 
Newcastle employees, 222, 235.
Hours of Employees, 182, 306, 510.
Single-ended Boats, 183.

_ .Steam punt, Taree, 509, G08.
Fidelity Guarantee Premiums Of Officers of Postal 

and Telegraphic Department, 190.
Fiji Proposed Annexation by New Zealand, 372, 
Finance v

Treasury Bills, 13, 50.
Road Votes, 31, 148, 253, 254.
Votes for Public Parks and Recreation Reserves, 36. 
Money borrowed from Savings Rank of N.S.W., 47. 
Roads and Bridges expenditure for Years 1892-3, 93. 
Land and Income Tax Revenue, 97.
Financial Statement and Estimates, 139.
Colonial Stocks Investment Bill, 163.
Government Architeot’fl Brandi, 323.
Loan Money required for authorised Public Works, 

32S. '
Revenue from Public Estate, 396.
Darling Harbour Resumptions Account, 448.
Plague Expenditure, 532.

_ Report of Committee on Federal, 573.
Financial Statement Delivery of, 139, 522.
Fire Brigades :—

Municipal Contributions to Board, 192.
Bill for Country Districts, 222.

Firms Bill (See “Registration of Firms Bill”). 
First Australian House (See “Military”).
First Offenders Probation Act Particulars respect

ing, 388.
Fischer, Mr.—Visit of Inspection to America and 

England, 116.
Fisheries Act Amending Bill, 131, 238.
Fisheries : —

Issue of Oyster Leases, 141.
Oyster Reserves, Hastings River, 22.1,
Net-fishing, Port Jackson, 262, 555, 571.
Licensing Amateur Fishermen, 270.

“Fishiness” :—Flavour of exported Butter, 233. 
Fitzukrald, Frank :—Conviction, Warwick, 316. 
Fitzpatrick, Petek Inspector, Spit Road Tram-work, 

138.
Fitzroy Dock Overtime Work, 322.
Five Dock :—Extension of Tramway to Ashficld, 114. 
Flooding :—

Of Prisoners, 34. ■
Prisoner No. 302, Goulburn Gaol, 35.

Floods
Hunter River, 13, 97, 212.
Diversion of Goulburn Waters, 12 4.
Hawkcsbury River Relief Fund, 133.
Special road grants, 253.

Flour Export to South Africa, 182.
Flyer’s Creek :—Road to Carcoar, 13, 176.
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QUKSTIONS (twKinwerf)
Flvnn, P, H. ;—Occupation of Lanrl near Spit, 100.
Foo Signals In Sydney Harbour, 94.
Food :—Adulteration, 500, 550.
Fonmes:—

Office of District Surveyor, 31.
Rifle Runge and Volunteer Compauv, 11(1,156. 

Fomignkks '
Kmployod in Public Scn'ice, 210.
Enrolment of Sons as Voters, HG5.

Foremen :—Wages of Public Works Department, 364. 
Forestry ;—

Thinning-out Murray Forests, 191.
Information respecting Timber Industry', 22S, 
Tlunning-ont Work, Wcddiu Mountains, 405. 
Administration of Department, 403, 459.

Forest Reefs Road from Carcoar, 510.
Fort Macouauie :—Extension of Electric Tram, 54. 
Free Cojnaoe :—OfSilver, 480.
Free Pass (See “Tramways”).
Free Public L:srary (See also “ Public Livuaey”) 

Rooks sold by Coveniment, 1S4.
Rooks posted, 204.
American Newspapers, 4‘2S, 547.

French, Major-Deneral:—
Seiiemo of Coastal Defence, 155.
Contributing to Press, 175.

Frenchman’s Paddock :—La Peronse, 109.
Friendly Societies: —

Regulations under Act, 22.
Holiday, 197.
Operation of new Act, 263.
Scale of Contributions, 39C.

Fruit Agents Registration of, 34.
Fruit (—Supplied to Quarantine Station, 129, 532. 
Furious Driving (—Regulation of, 407.
Furniture :—Quarantine Hospital Puddings, 55.
Gang System :—

On Railways, 44S.
Gangers Wages, 418.

Gaols ;—
Flogging of Prisoners, 34, 35.
Compensation to ox-Prisoner Gibson, 36.
Maintenance of System, SS.
Trial Bay Prison System, 248.
Prison Allowance to Patrick Maloney, 322.
Retiring Allowances of Warders, 234.
Provisions for Dariinghurst, 309.
Warders in Bathurst, 315.
Case uf Prisoner J. W, Tie], 412.
Officers of Prisons Department, 413.
Maintenance of Ships Crews, 439.
Information rts Criminals, 485.
Death of John Wilson, Dariinghurst, 531.

' Garland :—Receiving Post Office, 485, 543. 
Gate-keepers (See “Railways”).
Gee Gee :—Stock Routes from Deniliquin, 38S.
General Division (See “Public Service"). 
Geographical Names Committee on, 87. 
Geokge-street :—BIoek of Traffic by Lorries, 526. 
George-street Electric Tram :—

Accidents, 250,
Repairs to Lino opposite R.oyn.1 Arcade, 292.

Gibson :—Compensation to ex-Prisoner, 38.
Gilkiiannax Corporal J. P. (—Reported wounded in 

South Africa, 332.
Glebe Island :—

Abattoirs, 13, 92, 338.
Inquiry by Works Committee, 163.
Bridge, 102.
Quarrymcii’s Wages, 248.

Glebe Point r—Electric Tram Service, 335.
Glen-brook :—Recreation Reserves between Mount Vic

toria and, 270.
Glouuester (—Stock Routes to Maitland, 212.
Glynn, Mr. Fred :—Late Probationary Storekeeper, 

Coast Hospital, 221.
Gold :—

Discovery near Gundagai, 220.
Rewards to Discoverers of old Fields, 35S.

Gold Currency j—
Effect on Producing Interests, 543.
Effects of System,-544.

Gold-dredging Leases (See “Mining”).
Goods :—

Removal from Wharfs, 53.
Wharfage Charges on exported, 419, .

Goolagong :—
Bridge over Lachlan, 32, 170.
Gates on Roads to Engowra, 474.

Coold Bicycle Co. a. J, Crowley (—Case of, 53.

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Gordon, Mr. Hugh, J.P. (—Summoned at Burwood 

Police Court, 35S.
G OS FORD : —

Meeting of Land Board, 94.
Men employed on Nursery', 186.
Conditional Purchases in District, 23S.
Maintenance Men on Rond to Wall send, 2/5. 
Employmcs, Government Nursery, 294.

Gosper, Case of (—Invalided from South Africa, 210. 
Goulburn :—

Diversion of Flood-waters from, 124.
Railway' to Crookwcll, 434.

Government Architect (—
Positions in Department, 300.
Amount voted from .Revenue, 323.
Stonemasons employed, 352.

Government Astronomer (—Report on the Meteorolo
gical Conditions, 99, 119, 130.

Government Housf, :—Expenditure on, 197. 
Government Institutions :—

Royal Commission on Supplies for, 389.
Bread supplied, 495.

Government Printing Office :—
'Temporary Composing Staff, 107.
Tcnqiorary Hands, 114.
Mnchinisls’ Assistants, 139.
Cost of erection of Buildings, 201.
Complaints re Dynamo, 328.

Governor-General :— ■
Place of discharge of Executive Functions, 122, 175. 
Appointment of Deputy, 158.
Residence of, 99, 177.
Swearing-in, Ceremony, 360.

Governor, Joe :—Treatment of Brain, 490, 547, 097- 
Governor of New South Wales ;—

After establishment of Federation, 149, 360.
Reduction of Salary, 359, 382.
Successor to Lord Beauchamp, 360.

Grafton Wharf (—Bonded Warehouse, 97, 389, 417. 
Grafton-Cahino Rah.way* (—Consideration by' Works 

Committee, 129.
Grants for Public Worship Prohibition Act 

Allowances under, 23.
Gratuities (See “Public Service”).
Gravel :—Contract for supply, Bomaderry, 584. 
Greater Sydney Conference (—Vote of £60, 346, 212, 
Great Western Line (See “Railway's”).
Gregra :—Railway from Cudal, 14S.
Grenfell (—Proposed Railway to Wyaloug, 199. 
Griffin, Miss :—Postage on Letters, 220,
Grose and Colo Rivers :—Use for Electric Powor 

Purposes, 250, 400, 503.
Gulgong :—

Clerk of Potty' Sessions, 147.
Mining Registrar and Warden’s Clerk, 147.

Gundagai (—Gold discovery near, 220.
Haddon Rio Station :—Withdrawal of Land for Settle

ment, 329,
Hamilton, Mrs, Bridget (—Sudden death in George- 

street, 232.
II annuli-, Mr. : —Shipping Master, Newcastle, 599.
“ Hansard ” :—Daily Issue, 146.
Harbours and Rivers :—

Steam Launches employed, 72.
Fog Signals or Lights, Sydney Harbour, 94. _
Inspection of Harbour Works, England and America, 

116.
Castings for works, Newcastle District, 192, 198. 
Boating Accidents, 273.
Watchmen employed by' Department, 365.
Deposit of Ballast, Rubbish, &c., in, 382.
Net-fishing, Sydney', 262, 555, 071. 

Harden-Narrandeka Railway (—Engine-drivers on 
Line, 479,

Hare-Sfence System of Voting (—Introduction of, 204, 
237.

Harrison, J.:—Contract for Railway' Sleepers, 151, 294. 
Hastings River i—Oyster Reserves, 221.
Hawkers (—Licenses, 294.
Hawkesbury R1 vLit :— -

Flood Relief Fund, 133.
Railway Bridge, 365, 412, 420.

Hay District :—Re-appraisement Cases, 175.
Helmets (—For Police, 209.
“ Hetty de Frainu ” :—Removal of Wreck, 238. 
Hillston :—Road Grant to Municipal Council, 397. 
Hindoos :—Registration as Dairymen, 448.
Hinton (—Bridge, 284.
Historical Records (—Compilation of, 22, 146, 172, 

233, 310, 331.
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QUESTIONS U'oy/tiriua/) :• -
Hixson, Lieut, :—lictnvn from China, 500.
Holidays

To Railway I'lmployocs, 33, 470, 5'25, 544.
To Men employed on Boxton Park ^^^atcr•rnoc, 48,
To I’uhliu Servants, 4, 38, 107, 254, 343, 433, 520, 572. 
To Mnintonanou-men, 180, 402.
Friendly Soeictius, 107.
’Warders, Linmtio Asylums, 201, 433.
To Postal Employees, 434, 572.
To Temporary Ofticers, 525.
Eight-Hour Day, Newcastle District, 525.
The Commonwealth Celehrations, 523,
To School-pupils, 537.
To Police, 04(1, 547.
To drivers of Mail-coaches, 54S.
Employees in Asylums for Insane, 507.

Holmes, Mr. Secretary, Water and Sewerage Hoard, 
273, 480.

ITomekthaii Selections (Soo “Crown Lands”). 
liorE, Mr. A. Scrub Lease, Condobolin, 32. 
HciiiSE-FEMiY Douk Dawes Point, 474.
Horses -

Importation of Queensland, 35.
Deatha from eating impure chaff, 39.
For Army Remounts, 204, 225.
Presentation to Major-General Baden Powell, 211. 

Hospitals :—
Quarantine Station, 22, 55.
Grants to Denominational, 80, 105. 
ilulong, 32, 80.
Coast Hospital, 125, 140, 227, 3S9, 437, 531.
Site for Infections Diseases, 173.
Operating Theatre, Sydney, 407.
Newcastle, 449.
Vegetable Creek, 491.
Public and Private, Metropolitan District, 571.

Hotels :—Licensed in Metropolitan District, 359.
Hours or La hour :—

Of Vanmen, 17.
Porters on Suburban Railways, 21.
Perry Service Employees, 1S2, 39G, 510.
Perry Service, Newcastle, 222, 510.
Railway Employees, 364, 370, 371, 427, 007.
Boatmen on “ Ajax,” 407.
Watchmen on Wharves, 458.
Pilot Boatmen, 47S.

■ Tanners and Curriers, 504.
Mcal-thno for Tram-gnards, 4S0.
Senior-constables and Sergeants, 520.
Cordial Fuel.ury Employees, 571.

Hoxton Park. :—Holidays and Wages ul Men on Water- 
race, 48,

Huncekeokd :—Artesian Bore, 330.
Hunter River :—

Flood Mitigation, 13, 97, 212.
Mining Disjnite in District, 131.

Hujistvi LLK-TfELENsnuEGH RailwayLi ne P upiioa tion
of, 23, 275.

Hutchinson t». Hipuhave :—Case of, 234,
JfvDE Park :—

Wages of Employees at, 227- 
City Railway Scheme, 449.

Tlla'.varua Regiment:—Establishment of, 413, -132, 433. 
Immigrants ;—Admission of Aliens, 88.
Imperial Institute :—Representation of New South 

Wales, 220.
Income Tax (Soo “ Land and Income Taxes"). 
Incekmusts (See “PuhlicService”; also “Education 

also “Railways”).
Indecent Pchlications Act :—

Enforcement of provisions, 214.
Prosecutions under, 3S9, 521.
Infringement of, 51G.

Indian Famine:—Government Grant to Fund, 87. 
Indian Teoovh :—Medals, Commonwealth Celebrations, 

555.
. Industrial Hciiooi.s Act:—Children parading streets,!!. 

Industry (See “ Labour and Industry 
Infantry (See “Military”).
Infectious Diseases Hospital, 173.
Insane, Institutions of :—

Employees in Public Service Association, 173, 227, 24S. 
Imprisonment of insane and demented persons, 310. 

Inspectors :—
Sanitary, 62.
Report on Collieries, 108.
Spit Road Tram-work, I3S.
Early Closing Act, 146.
Of Stock, 174, 321.
Of Public Watering-places, 190.

QUESTIONS (coid/iiwnZJ :—
Inspector’s (continued) ;—

Of Stock, Kempsey, 212.
Mr. Caddell, Hillston, 309.
Of Stock, Deniliquin, 353.
Truancy, Education Department, 39S.

Insurance :—-Of Railway Employees, 343. 
Inturcgi.dmai, Hinri'isn Trade :—Employment of 

Australian-owned Ships and Men, 382. 
International Commercial Cdnurkss of Philadel

phia :—Colonel Bell, Colonial Representative, 225. 
Intestate. Estates Sales of Real Estate, 113. 
Inventions (See “ Patents ”).
Inverell ;—Parish Maps, Lands Oilice, 584.
Irish Riflf.s, The Establishment of, 413, 428, 438. 
Ihonbonu Holding :—Exchange of Land, 193, 227, 245. 
Iron Ore :—

Deposits, Jlylstono F.lcotorale, 438.
Report by Mr. J. B. Jarpict, 538, 572.
Carlo’s Cap, COO.

Irrigation Wof.ks :—ConstrucUon of, 121,
Inwin, James Case of, 121.
Islands ok the Pacific :—Trade arrangements, 113. 
James, Lieutenant :—Koearah Compauv, Sth Regiment, 

150. ’
Jams and Confectionery :—Manufacture of, 81.
Jaquet, Mr. J. B. :—Report on Iron Ore Deposits, 538, 

572.
Jeffrey. Constable :—Bravery at ’Walgett, 243. 
JliRU.Dintiu :—Raih.vay to Deniliquin, 292.
Jetties FTo. 3, Circular Quay, 121,
Johnston, Mr. :—Coroner at Windsor, 295.
Johnstone's Bay:—Lease of Government Land, 32. 
Josefiison, Mr. :—Employment in the Public Service, 

237, 243.
Josephson r. Voung Particulars respecting Case. 191, 

210, 275, 323, 364.
Judges ;—Mr. Acting-Judge Barton, 372, 440.
Junior Clerks (See “ Public Service ”).
Jury’ Laws :—Amendment of, 56.
Jury Lists Justices attendances at Revision Courts, 

378.
Justice Department :—Charges re Promotion of Officers, 

448.
J ustices of the Peace 

Particulars of, 344.
Absent from Jury List Revision Courts, 378.

“ Katoojiba ” :—Accident to Petty Officer, 147.
Keenan :—Lease of Reserve, Molong, 345, 352, 378. 
Kempsey :—Inspector of Stock, 212.
King-street :—Compensation to Traders over Bubonic 

Plague, 359.
Kooaraii

Lieutenants James and Saunders, Sth Regiment, 150. 
Company, 8th Regiment, 150.

Koorawatha-CrenfellRailway:—Opening of Lino, 32, 
Kruger, Regina, i>, :—Case of, 611.
Knknell Park, 192.
Labour and Industry :—Department of, 131.
Labour Bureau :—

Ballot for Men for country work, 100.
Tents for Persons employed through, 360.

Labour Commission :—Particulars respecting, 70, 397. 
Labour Settlement Wilberforco, 538, 539.
Lachlan Gold-mining Co. Sunday work, 500. 
Lachlan River :—Weir, Forbes, 199.
Laiiher :—Admission to Public Sendee, 255, 274.
Lake Albert :—Water Channel from Crooked Creek, 

490.
Lamb, Dr. l—Appointment on Molong Hospital Staff, 32, 

SG.
Lancers, Kkw South ’Wales (See “ Military ").
Land :—.Fall in Price, 407.
Land and Income Taxes : —

Officers of Department, 33, 80, 78, 15S, 344, 352, 354. 
Ro-vahmtious of Land, 72.
Payment of Income Tax by Members of Parliament, 85. 
Defaulters under Income Tax, 94.
Revenue for 1898-99, 97.
Fires in Land Tax Office, 133.
Payment for Overtime, in Department, 239.
New Assessments, 4S1.

Land Appraisement Act :—
Operation of, 78.
Valuators under, 78.

Land Boards :— '
Survey Staff, Armidnlc, 62.
Meeting at Gosford, 94.
Inquiries before Local, 150,
Inquiries, Dubbo, 463. '
Procedure ?•« Applications for Laud, 515.
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Land Boilers :—Inspection of, 03.
Land Titles Office Unsuitability of Building, 71- 
Lane Cove Tciry Service, 148,
La I’ehouse :—

Proposed Tram from Botany, 192. 
l-'rendiman's Paddock, 199.
Wharf, 199.
Land occupied by Cable Company, 244.

Lai'kieton Post and Telegraph Master, 177, SCO. 
Lavkndek Bay :—Land Resumptions, 139.
Lsadville Water Supply, 23G.
Leave or Absence (See ‘'Pcblic Service'1; jLo 

“ Railways v}.
Lek-Enpield Rikljss .—In the Colony, 185.
LeOISLATIVE CorNClL AND ASSEIIELY (SCO also “ PAR

LIAMENTARY) : —
Reduction of Members, 53, 609.
Federal and State Legislators, 01, 71, 95, 133. 

Leichhardt
Electric Tram Service, 419.
Tiamway to Abbotsford, 499.
Extension ol Balmain Tramway, 555.

Leprosy Experiments, Little Bay Hospital, 140. 
Letter-hoM-S ;—

Suburban, 54.
On Trams, 95.

Letters (Seo “ Postal 1').
Letter-carriers (See “Postal'1).
Lewis, Mr. George:—Employment of, 510.
Libel Law Amendment of,"35, 314, 44S.
Licensing :—

Amateur Fishermen, 270.
Hawkers’ Licenses, 295.
Hotels and Wine-shops, Metropolitan District, 359. 
fines of Parramatta Publicans, G48.

Light Transit Railway Syndicate (Ltd.) Registra
tion of, 193.

I.indnay, Mn.Appointment,Telephone ICxdiangc, 433. 
Llpuosi:—Adulteration, 509, 556.
Liquor Act :—Sunday closing Provisions, 51, 227. 
Liverj’OOL:—Consumptives m Asylum, ‘240,
Liverpool Asylum :—Particulars icspecting, 570.
Loans (Hec “Finance’').
Local Government Bill:—Introduction of, SS.
Local Land Boards (bee “ Crown Lands’').
Lock-up :—Site, Pitt and George Streets, 47, 88. 
Lombard, John;—Death nt Armidale Railway Station, 

15S.
Lonep.agax, Jeremiah Pingue on Premises, 235.
Long Bay :—Resumpiions of Land, 513.
Iaino Cove :—Bridge, 555.
Long Service Pay System of Police, 120, 139.
Lost Property Left m Public Vehicles, 79.
“ Lotus” :—Ferry Steamer, 213.
Lunacy Department:—Transfoi of Oilicers, 372. 
Lyddite Establishment of Fucton-, 299.
Machinury :—Customs Duty under Fcdciation, 2S4. 
Machinists’ Assistants Government Piiutiog Oflico, 

150.
Macquarie Fields Estate Opening of Road through, 

182, 253, 256.
Mails (tjee “Postil”).
Mail Coaches Holidays, to Drivers, 548. 
Maintenance Men (See '“Roads’').
Maitland :—

Drainage Works, 97,
8took Routes lo Markets, 212.
Tenders for Police Quarters, West, 293.

Maloney, Patrick :—Prison Allowance. 322 
Mandukama-Gallymont Road:—Money spent on, 33. 
Manton, Me. Retiring Allowance, 521.
Margarine

Manufacture and Sale, Cl,
Introduction of Bill, 353.

Marine Board .—
Steamships “Moorabool” ami “Undaunted,” 104. 
Engineers’ Certificates, 244.

Marks, TkdopkrF. W. :—Complaints re Gifts to Second 
Contingent, 21.

Marriages .—Celebrated at Matrimonial Agencies, 3(4. 
Marrickyille Maintenance of Roads in Borough, 303. 
Marshall, Engineer Surveyor :—Case of, 458. 
Martin-place ;—Sale of Frontage, 7!.
Mason, Mr. :—Organist St. James’Chureh, 114.
Master in Equity ;—Appointment of Second, 31, 46 
Matrimonial Agencies Marriage Celebrations. 344. 
McCredie, Mr. Appointment in connection with 

Quarantine Areas, 162.
McNevin, Mr, T. E. :—Magisterial Service, 101.

QUESTIONS (continued.)
McSweiiney Nurse:—Removal fmm Cidlan Park 

Asylum, 432.
Meat-Preserving Works Inspection, 311.
Medals

For Officers of Volunteer Forces, 145, 221, 293, 418.
To Australian Troops in South Africa, 428.
To British and Indian Troop'!, Commonwealth Celebra

tions, 555
Commonwealth, for School Children, 556.

Medical Bill :—Introduction of, 329.
Medicine and Surgery ; —

Bill regulating Practice, 31, 321).
Medical Officers under Board of Health, 36.
Salaries of Medical Officers, Quarantine Station, 52. 
Anti-alcoholic Scrum, 232.
Calls in case of sudden illness or accident, 232.
“ Sweating” in Profession, 249.
Fees to Medical Witnesses, 319.
Appointment, Trinl Bay Prison, 555.

Members op Parliament (See “Parliamentary’') 
Menindii; Clark’!! Snagging-gung, 345.
Mehrylands :—Lcttcr-oarricia, 274.
Metallurgical Works 

Clyde, 79.
Employment of Mr. White at Clyde, 119. 

Meteorological Conditions :—
Report on, in New South Wales, 99, 119, 130.
Station, Mount Canoblas, 473.

Metp-opolitan Charities Association Government 
aid to, 88.

Metropolitan District Holidays to Station-masters, 
544.

Metropolitan Traffic Act 
Extension to Bunvood, 322.
Police Duties under, 322, 408, 480.
Regulations, 439.
Traffic, Circular Quay, 3SS.
Block of Traffic, Gum go-street, by Lorries, 526. 

Metropolitan Transit Ogmiuission : —
0 dicers in Service, 98.
Officers tumsfoiicd to Police Force, 291. .

Mickabill : —Exchange of Lund, 484.
Mildura :—Rail way to Wentworth, 583.
Military (See also “Naval Forges’): - 

Gifts to Troops of Second Contingent, 21.
Cost of Despatch of Troops to South Africa. 35.
Extra Remuneration to Stati', 47, 106, 503, 573.
Settling of Mcmbcru of Australian Contingents in 

South Africa, 87, 255.
Cadet Corps, 94.
Small Anna and Amnumition, 105.
Captain Webb, Imperial Service, 108.
Rifle Range and Volunteer Company, Forbes, 116, 156. 
St. George’s Killes, 131, )8f>, 206, 364, 371.
Capitation AliownnccR, Stli Regiment, 132.
Medals for Officers of Volunteer Forces, 145, 221, 293, 

418.
Bulli and Kogarnh Companies of 8th Regiment, 150. 
Lieutenants James and Saunders, Kogarah Company, 

8th Regiment, 150.
Major-General French's Scheme of Coastal Defence, 153. 
Leo-Enfield Rifles and Ammunition, 155.
First Australian Horse, 157, 181, 183, 3S7.
Condition of Forces, 164.
Drill-shed, Phillip Park, 173.
Officials contributing to Press, 173.
Centra! Clothing Boaiil, 184.
Volunteer Regiments, 203.
Easter Encampment, 1899-1900, 203.
Defence Force Rifle Association, 203.
Examinations, 204.
Horses for Army Remounts, 204 , 225.
Arms and Ammunition, 209.
Verdi Daley, late Bugler, Mounted Rifles, 210, 370. 
Case of Gosper, 210.
Volunteer Officers' Decoration, 221.
Randwick Rifle Range, 226, 263.
Lieutenant Darley, 238.
Queensland Invalided Troops, 238.
Mr. Claude .Solomon, Acting Paymaster, 245.
South Head Coast Defence Guns, 257.
New South Wales Lancers, 263.
Payments to Men of “ A" Battery, 292.
Field Battery, Fcnnaucnt Artillery', 294.
Soldiers sent to South Africa. 301.
Construction of Waggons for Medical Staff, 314.
Supply of Rifles, Anmuinition, and Vicars Maxim 

Guns, 316.
Ashton Magazine Rifle, 468.
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QUESTIONS {t'OJUiiiun?)
JIiLITAKY (con/ii'jted) :—

Troopora from South Africa, oGl.
Bushmen's Contingent, 303.
Iliijor of Llie 7th Kegunent, 370.
Inquiries re Corporal J. P. (Jilshaininn, 3S3. 
A|}pomtinent of Treasury Olficial on .Reserve of OlhLCs 

3SS. ' ’
Discharge of Men serving in South Africa, 303.
Cost of Conveyance of Troojw to South Africa, 397. 
Sergeant Barnes, 397,
!)th /nfiuitry Regiment, 413, 432, 433.
Unit of Permanent Cavalry nml Infantry, 421.
Medals to Troops in South Africa, 42S. ‘
Sth Infantry (Irish Rides), 428, 43S.
Private J. Dawes, 3rd Infantry Regiment, 4i">S.
Bands, 4oS.
Return of New South Yvnfes and Now ZeahmJsTioops, 

43!). '
. I’crmaneiit Ofiiecrs in South Africa, 499, 303.

Intercolonial, at Commonwealth Celebrations, 8 to. 
Payment of Partially-paid i'oreos, 334 
Expenditure at Commonwealth Celebrations. GD7. 
Oflicors of Cavalry and Infantry Units, GOS.

Mili.bu, Mkm. :—Cleaner, Works Department, 333. 
Milkon's Point :—

Railway and Tramway Parcs collected, 40G. 
Stoppage-piece of Electric Trams, 479.

Minimum Waoes :—Employees of Telegraph Construction 
Branch, 34.

Mi neks Acwiduxt Relief Bill (Eto. 2)Pioooedmcs 
on, 299. b

Mining :—
Case of J. W. Bailey, 37.
Dredging Leases and Miners’ Rights, 4G.
Dredging operations, 47.
Dromedary Cold-field, 78.
Metallurgical Woiks, Clyde, 70, 119.
Report of Inspector of Collieries, 11)3.
Casa of E, O’Callngber, J23.
Dispute, 111111101' River District, 131 
Registrar and Warden’s Clerk, Culgong, 147. 
Cold-dredging Leases, Abercrombie River, jM'fi. 
Application of Crozier and Party', Bathurst, 211.
Cold Discovery, Oundagai, 220.
Cobar Copper-mining Co., 329, 813.
Discoverers of Old Cold-fields, 338.
New Hartley Shale-mine, 4JS.
Yambulla Cold-field, 483.
Lachlan Cold-mining Co., 500,
Circular to Coal-mine Owners, rc Engine-men, 525. 
Coal Mining—Certificates of,Sol vice, 5,'!3, 
Establishment of School of Mines at Wy along, 547. 
Diamond Drill boring plants, 583. J
Leases at Bobadah ot Overflow Siiver-inimng Co., 534. 

Mining on ITuvate Lanun AotAmendment of, 13, 
17G, 301.

Ministeks of Res.ioion State Allowances, 23. 
Ministers of the Crown :— .

'Travelling Allowances, 70.
Reduction of Salaries, 155, 175.
Expenses of Members of Reid Ministry, 237. 

Mitcuieel, W. F. :—Secretary, Public Works Tender 
Board, 132.

Moufi, Farm Employees at Bathurst, 93, 132.
Mulono :—

Ringbavluiig Timber in District, 32, SG.
Appointment of Dr. Lamb on Hospital Staff, 32, 8G. 
Proceedings instituted by Pastures and Stock Pro

tection Board, 37.
Roads'll! District, 37, 52 f1).
Police Magistrate for District, 301.
Lease of Reserve, 345, 352.

Monitors Employment at Telephone Exchange, 33. 
Munijjient :-To Commemorate close of South African 

W.n, 457.
Mooki Siv.ings -Pi upovrl Land Exchange, 401.
“ Mooranoon ” S.S. ;—Subinei’sinn of Load Lines, 1G4, 
Moore Park : —

Resumption of Tip, 12.
Contract with Erstincvillo Council, 53.

Moree :—
Railway from Narrahri, 327.
Lease of Farm at Bore, 485, 500.

Moitrmr :—Drainage WoikL 97.
Mount Can our, as McLnorologica! Station. 473.
Mount McDonald:—Extension of Early Closing Act, 13. 
Mount Ki:meli Coal and Oil Coni'Axy's Railway 

Alt ■—Repeal of, 20G.
MoiiN'r Viciur.iA :—Recreation Reserves between Glon- 

brook and, 270.
019—D

Q

JESTTONS (eontitiuiil): - 
Municipai. :—

Moore Park Tip, 12.
Creator Sydney Conforenco, 146, 212.
Contributions to Firo Brigades Board, 192.
Financial position of Districts, 198.
Interference of President of Board of Health with 

functions of City Council, 200,
Bill providing llefoims, 214.
Crant to Hillston Council, 397.
Special Subsidy, 417.
Collccth n of iJew City Rolls, 421.
Grants for Commonwealth Celebrations, 495. 
Invitations for Commonwealth Celebrations, 545. 

Murray Kmp.ankmknt \7 ol’.Ks :—Employment of men, 
555. ‘

Murray Fokfsts Thinning of, 131.
Murray, Judgi- :—Appointment as Deputy Railway 

Commissioner, 351.
Museum :—Scientific Staff, 333, 413.
Musical Examinations Trinity College, 3i5. 
Musketry Instruction ,—To Police, 247.
K vnami Run Selections on, 80, 320, 370.
Narrakbi :—Railway to Mores, 327. 
Narrabri-Walueit Railway: — Inquiiy l>y Woiks 

Coinmittco, 115.
National Ode Composition on Union of Auslralin, 

t 233, 34?
National Park ;—Passenger Traffic, 24,
Natural Resoueces or N S. IV. :—Issue of Pamphlet, 

309. ‘
Naturalised Subjects On Electoral Rolls, 328. 
Naval Forces 

Training Ship, 55.
Tiaininv of, 88.
Despatch to China, 108, 122, 177, 407.
Strength and Equipment of, 17G.
Return of Lieutenant Hixson from China, 5(l!>. 

Navigation (Amfmiuent) Act Papers ielating to 
t Royal Assent, 172, 237.

Navigation Derartment - 
Regulations re Safety Nets, 175.
Building of Single-ended Ferry Boats, 183.

Neii.d, Mr, J. C., M.L.A.
Report on Old Ago Pensions, 34.
Lieut-Colonol St, George's Rifles, 131, 185, 3C4, 371. 

Net-fishixi; (See “Fisheries'’),
Neutral Bay Ferry Steamer “ Lotus,1' 213. 
Nrvurtire-Warren Railway Cost of Line, 2G2. 
NBWi'.Eiricii-BLAYNHY R.mlu ay Wages of Navvies, 3)5. 
Newcastle S. S. Co, :—Hire of iSlcamci, 515. 
Newcastle ■—

Sydney Unemployed for, 141.
Shipment of Coal, 15G, 213, 222..
Diilerential Railway Rates in District, 157.
Harbouis and Rivers Works, 192, 108.
Scrap-iron from Locomotive Department, 192.
Ferry Service Employees, 222, 235, 39G, 5i<’.
'Tramway to Adamstown, 284, 399.
Deposit of Rubbish Ballast, fbo., in Haibour, 382. 
Payment to Agricultural Society, 397.
Death of Jamos Dawson in Hospital, 449.

1 Mr. HannoU, Shipping-master, 509.
Tioatnieut of Seamen, 520.

_ Light-hour Day Holiday to Rail wav Men, 525. 
Newington Asylum Treatment ofTnmates, 335. 
NewsI'affes :—Amendment of Libel Law, 314, 448 
New England Tauli'.-land :—Railwav Routes to North 

Coast, 474. "
New Habtlhv Siiale-jiine :—Infringement of Wcighuig 

Clause, 4!S.
New South Hr.u) Road Erection of Dwellings, 150. 
New Zealand

'Trade with Islands of the Pacific, 113,
Proposed annexation of Fiji, 372.

Nilnr Officehs (Sea “Railways”).
Ninth Infantry Regiment (See “Military”). 
Noui'oi.k Island :—

Colonel Spalding, 15S,
Particulars respecting, 197, 236.

Northern Line Railway Fares, 211.
North Coast

Shipment of Coal, Newcastle, 213.
^ Railway Routes from New England Table-land, 474. 

North (Ikhman Lloyd Co. ;—Berthing of Steamers, 34G. 
North Shore

Competitive Designs for Bridge, 47.
Sewerage Tunnels, 377.
Contract for removal ot Cablo Machinery', 39G, 412. 

^Tenders for Bridge, 538.
North Sydney Accidents on Electric Trams, 250.
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QUKSTIONS (conliamd)
Nukses Quarnntiiie Station, 47.
Nursery Goveinmont, Gnsford, 2.04.
Nyanq :—Land Exchange, So, 95.
Nykang Creek Weir, 4S4.
OCEAN-STREET CARLE TrAJI (See “ WlI.EIAM-STEKra

Carle Traai”).
O’Gallagiiek, E. Case respecting Mineral Lease, 123, 
Old Ace Pensions :—

Mr. J. C, NeiM’s lleport, 34.
Kstablishinent of system, 81, 158, 238.

Old Lock-up Site, Ceoroe and Pirr Siuekts Lease 
of, 47, SS. ^

Oliver, Alexander, Esq. Report of, on fedora] 
Capital, 52.

Oliiep., Me. 0. :—Leave of Absence, 382.
Omnibus Drivers Honrs of Labour, 51.
“On Service’' Envej.otrs (See “X'ost.vj/’).
Oranqe :—

Grant for Roads of District, 52.
Road to Cudal, 78.

Orient S. S. Co. Competition in Coastal Trade, 598. 
O'Sullivan, Hon. K. W. :—Statement respecting Reports 

of Officers of Works Department, 204-.
Overflow Silver Mining Co. leases, Robadah, 584. 
Oyster Leases Issue of, 141.
Oyster Reserves :—Hastings River, 221,
P. and 0. Company Competition in Coastal Trade, 593. 
Pacific Islands Postal Service, Sydney to, 463. 
Painting

Public Buildings, Day Labour^ 149.
Employment of Trades Unionists, 448.

Pallal Pastoral Holding :—Ai-ea withdrawn from 
Settlement, 34.

Parcels Post Canada and South Africa, 99.
Parks :—

Public, Country Districts, 17.
Country and Suburban, 31, 54.
Vote for Public, 30.
Kurnel, 192.

Parliamentary :— __
Reduction of Members after Federation, 53, 211, 609. 
Members Sitting in federal and State Parliaments, 61, 

71, 95, 133. _
Payment of Income Tax by Membeis, S5. 
Electric-lighting Plant, 100.
Demise of the Crown, 13S,
Committee on Claims, 140.
Daily issue of Hansard, 146.
Article, “Placemen in Parliament,” 150.
Salaries of Ministers, 155,
Reform of Constitution, 17L 
Delay in printing Papers, 176.
Expenses of Candidates, 191.
Motions for Select Committees, 222,
Introduction of Fisheries Bill, 238.
Sunday Observance Bill, 249.
Answers to Questions, 255, 359.
Proceedings on Miners Accident Relief Bill (No. 2), 299. 
Improvements to House and Grom ids, 309, 337, 3S3, 

437.
Proceedings on Travelling Stock Bill, Tick Bill, 3SS, 

413, 4 68.
Proceedings on Registration of Firms Bill, 3S8. 
Drafting of Public Bills, 3S9.
Members Evidence Electoral Commission, 545.

1’arrau vtta :—
Proclamation of Commonwealth, 192,
Inmates of Asylum, 335, 570.
Railway Sleepers on Line from Sydney, 546.
Refunds of Pines to Publicans, 548.
Wood-blocking Road, 556.

Parti illy Paid Forces (See “Military”). 
pAKTSiaiauirs :—Registration of, 34.
Par it y, Mr ;—Comptroller, Railway Stoves, 345. 
Pastoral Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
Pastures and Siock Protection Boards :— 

Proceedings against. Fanners, Molong, 37.
Consolidation of Acts, 244.

Patents :—Rights in regard to Japan, 292.
Patriotic Fund Case of late Bugler Verdi Daley, 210. 
P.tDrFRS :—Burials of, 189, 234.
Paytf.n, Mr. C. K. :—Magisterial Service, 101.
Peel, Mr, G. S, :—Correspondence relating to, 236. 
Penitentiary and Prison for Females Ramlwiok, 

131, 1S6. ,
Penny Postage (See “Postal'').
Pensions (See “Sei'Eranncation Fund”; also “Old 

Ace Pensions' ).
Pericoota Holding lixehange of land, 51, 111. 
Permanent Artillery (See 11 Military'’).

QUESTIONS (conltumcO 
Pharmacy Board :—

Premises, 130, 191, 235.
Refund of Fines, 130.
Pharmaceutical Society, 191.

Phillif Park Site for Military Drill Shed, 173. 
Phillips* Mr. :—Auditor, Government Savings Bank, 55. 
Phylloxera Infested vineyards, 52.
Fifrl’E Memorial Nursis Home Special Grant to, 38. 
Pike Arrest of, Gmmedab, 354.
Pilot Boatmen Hours of Labour, 407, 478. 
“Placemen in Parliament” :~Aitide on, 150. 
Plague (See “Bubonic Plague'’).
Police :—

Superannuation and Reward Funds, 33 (s), S7,121, 132, 
1S5, 236, 394, 381, 433, 492, 607.

Supervision of Children parading Streets, 71.
Living Allowances, 81,
Kx-Sergeaut Stafford, 91.
Riding on Trams free, 101.
Long Service Pay, 120, 139.
Tests of Black-trackers, 147- 
Officers, Corner King.and Elizabeth Streets, 158.
On Duty re Breclong Murders, 173, 247, 396.
Helmets, 200.
Musketiy instruction to, 247.
Present at Shearing-sheds, 270.
Engaged on Plague Areas, 291, 490.
Transit Officers transferred to Service, 292.
Quarters, West Maitland, 293.
Lodging Allowances, 293.
Duties under Metropolitan Traffic Act, 322, 46S, 480. 
Arrest of man Pike, Gumiedah, 354.
Relived Officers, 406.
Particulars respecting .Service, 420.
Buckkulla Station, 467.
Senior-constable Quelcli, 4S1. i
Additional, during Commonwealth Celebrations, 503. 
Hours of Senior Constables and Sergeants, 520. 
Clothing, 543, 553, 607.
Holidays to Members, 546, 547.
Transfers in Country Districts, 547.
Payment for Collection of Electoral Rolls, 548.

Police Magist i; ite :—
Cowra, 215.
Molong, 301.

Police Regulation Act Amendment of, 236- 
Pouters (See “Railways”).
Port Jackson :—

Net-fishing, 262, 555, 571,
Boating Accidents, 273.

Postal :—
Removal of Stamps from South African Correspon

dence, 47.
Suburban Letter-boxes, 54.
Insufficiently stamped Letters, 88.
Official employed at Bathurst Show, 02.
Junior Assistants in Country, 95. _
Parcds Post to Canada and Soutii Africa, 99.
Free Carriage of Letter-carriers on Trams, 101.
And Telegraph Messcngere, 165,
Penny Postage Areas, 174.
Delivery of Chain-letters, 174, 220.
Railway concessions to Employees, 176.
Free Postage to members of Water and Sewerage 

Board, 177-
And Telegraph Master, Laurid.au, 177.
Fidelity Guarantees of Officials, 190.
Books sent from Free Public Library, 201.
Grading of Officers of Department, 219. _
Letters addressed to Miss Griffin, 220.
Residences of Postmasters, 220.
Use of “On Service" Envelopes, 271, 283.
Extra Work (Electoral) of Postmasters, 273. 
Foreigners as Ictlcr-carriors, Marylands, 274.
Penny Postage System, 369.
Increase of Pay to Officials, 411, 598.
Holidays of Employees, 434, 572.
Overtime for Sunday Work, 439.
Service, Sydney to Pacific Islands, 46S.
Penny Postage Radius, Rylskmc, 474.
Penny Postage Radius, Cudal, 4S4.
Garland Receiving Office, 485, 543.
Acting Superintendent of Mails, 5)6.
Promotion of Letter-carriers to Soitcrs, 570.
Officials in Country Districts, 570. _

Post Office Savings Bank Opening on Holidays, 554. 
Power-House, Ultimo :—

Engineers' Certificates, 384.
Employees u(, 573-

Pkesa, Sign ok Weather Forecasts, 62.
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QUESTIONS [continued) .—
Trihtfsi! ;—Parliamentary Tajicrs, 17G.
Priok, Mckray Eeleasoof, loS.
Prisoners (See “Oaols”).
Privy Cocxcil :—Appointment of Sir Samuel Way, 543. 
Produce

Regiatration of Agents, 34.
Kerluclioii in Prieoof New South IPales, 407, 479, 4S0, 

51C.
Quantify of Wheat, 519.
Effect of Gold Currency on Interests, 543. 

Professional Officers "(See “Public Service ,!). 
Proi'IIylactic Sekum : —

Persons inoculated, 23,
Plague cure by swallowing, J20,

Provisional Schools (See “Education.’’)
Provisions :—

Supplied to Coast Hospital, 22J, 227, 531.
Por Darinighurst Gaol. 309.
For use during Commonwealth Celebrations, 072. 

Public Bvildinus :—Maintenance of, 3GJ.
Pcblic Estate:—TLevenue from, 395.
Public Health (See also “ Medicine and Surgery”) 

Typhoid Pover.Diphtheria, aud Bubonic Plague Cases, 21. 
Persons inoculated with Prophylactic Serum, 23, 
Oificers of Laud aud Income Tax Department, 33. 
Medical Officers under Board, 30.
Adulteration of Beer, 39.
Salary of Member of Board refused by Parliament, 93. 
Erection of Dwellings, New South Head Rond, 156. 
Alleged interference of President of Board with City 

Council, 200.
Anti-alcoholic Serum, 232.
Food and Liquor Adulteration, 509, 536.
Cure for Alcoholism, 570.

PuiiLic-HOUsiES Sunday Closing, 227.
Punno Institution?! ;—Bread Contracts, 210.
Public Instruction Act Amendment re Distance 

Limit, 99.
Public Library :—

Collection of Books, 230.
Proposed New Buildings, 39S.

Public Suryiue: —
Increments to Officers, 13, 54, 80, SI, 261, 271, 433, 139, 

4S1, 553.
Persons entitled to retire on Pensions, 32.
Employees of Tclegtaph Construction Branch, 31, 
Presentation to Mr. C. Delohcry, 37.
Grading of Telephone Staff, 38.
Examinations for Promotion, 51, 138.
Superannuation Fund, 61, 132, 149, 183, 210, 209, 309, 

306, 413, 439, 419, 510, 521 
Sanitary Inspectors, 62.
Survey Staff, Armidale, 62.
Regulations of Board, 63.
Increases of Salaries to Professional Officers, 70, 101. 
Ollicers of Land aud Income Department, 33, 78, 89, 

J5S, 344, ,352, 354.
Gratuities to Retired Oificers, 79, 364.
Salaries of Ollicers of Taxation Department, SO.
Notices of Promotions, So.
Postal OIGcinl employed at Bathurst Show, 93.
Dredge Employees, 94.
Junior Postal Assistants, 95.
Payment of Salaries refused by Pulliam out, 98 (J). 
Information supplied by Kelieving Officers, 90.
Messrs. Payton and McNcvin, Magistrates, 101. 
Holidays, 107, 438, 520.
Government Printing Office Employees, 107, 114.
Mr. Mason, Organist, St. James’ Church, 114.
Salaries of Junior Clerks, 115.
Retirement of Officers duo for leave of absence, 129,148. 
Dismissal of Officer of “ Sobruon,” 123.
Secretary, Public Works Tender Board, 132.
Fires in Land-tax Offices, 133.
Clerk of Potty Sessions, Oulgong, 147.
Mining Registrar and Warden’s Clerk, 147.
Transfer of Officers to Federal Service, 148, 176, 4/9. 
Dismissal of Officers by Board, 14S.
Postmasters ns Electoral Registrars, 157, 172, 270. 
Amendment of Pension Provisions of Act, 149.
Post and Telegraph Messengers, 165.
Allowance to Road Superintendents, 160.
Institutions of Insane, Employees m Association, 173, 

227, 248.
Post and Telegraph Master, Laurieton, 177.
Water Conservation Department, 183.
Inspectors of Public Watering Places, 199 
District Road Engineers, 199.
Working of Water aud Sewerage Department, 205.
Dr, Tidswelt’s leave of absence, 211,

QUESTIONS (continual) :—
Public Service (coteinurd) —

Case of Joscphson r. Young, 191, 210, 275, 364,
Mr. Joscphson, 2.37, 24.3.
Inspector of Stock, Keinpscy, 212.
Police Magistrate, Cowra, 213.
Employment of Foreigners, 216.
Members of Board, 226.
Tide-waitcis, 226, 254, 553.
Filling of vacancies, 227.
Grading OliiourR of Postal Department, 219. 
Postmaster’s Residences, 226,
Examinations for Admission, 220.
Mr. Fred. Glynn. 221.
Overtime, Taxation Department, 236.
Mr, G. 8. Peel, Glen luncs, 236.
Mr. George Beale, 245.
Annual Leave of Absence, 254, 343.
Examinations for Ladies, 255, 274.
Cratuitics and Allowances to Suspended Ollicers, 256, 
Mr. Wyndham Davies, 257.
Settlement of Appeals fiom Officers, 261, 311. 
Increments to Ofiiceis of Customs Department, 271._ 
Extra Work (Electoral) performed by Postmasters, 2/3. 
Mr. Holmes, Secretary, Water and Sewerage Board, 273, 

4S0.
Late Sir. Ben nett, 274.
Letter-can ior, MeiTylauds, 274.
Hobdays of Warders, Lunatic Asylums, 201, 433.
Sir. Caddcll, Stock Inspector, Jlillslon, 300.
Sfr, Alex. Thomson, Postmaster, Laurieton, 177, 300. 
Government Architect’s Department, 300,
State Farms Employees, 302.
Amending Bill (Hearing of Appeals), 303.
Compensation to Retired Officers, 315.
Competition iu outside work, 321.
Savings from Retrenchments, 323.
Scientific Staff, Australian Museum, 339, 413.
Registrar of Probates, 305. _ _
Watchmen, Harbours and Rivers Department, 365,458. 
Officers of Lunacy' Department, 372.
Officer, Botanical Gardens, holding two Positions, 378, 
Mr. Wilcoxsou, Government Printing Office, 3S3.
Mr. Millers, Cleaner, Works Department, 333.
Mr. Webb, late Postmaster, Miumi, 387.
Telephone Attendants, 387.
Promotions, Telephone Exchange, 369.
Mechanical Branch, Telephone Department, 411.
Pay of Postal Officials, 411, 508,
Mr. F. IT. Bhtxland, Cultivation of Flowers by, 412. 
Officers of Prison’s Department, 413. '
Payment of deferred Increases of Salaries, 417. 
Appointment of Mr. Waller, 421.
Mr. Lindsay, Telephone Exchange, 433.
Holidays of Postal Employees, 434, 572.
Overtime Work of Postal Employees, 439.
Promotions, Justice Department, 443.
Engineer Surveyor Marshall, 458.
Administration of Forestry RepartmonL, 403.
Mr. Buckncll, Registrar-General’s Department, 467. 
Appointment of Sub-Boards, 490.
Charge against Officer of District Court, 491.
Permanent Officers serving hi South Africa, 499, 593. 
Sydney Shipping Office. 500.
Mr, George Lewis, 510.
Acting Supcrinteudant of Mails, 516.
Officers Dismissed in 1S93, 516.
Officers faking part iu Fcdural Elections, 517.
Payment of Temporary Oificers for Holidays, 523. 
Inquiry rc Callan Park Asylum, 432 (J), 515. 
Regrading of Officers, 555,
Letter-carriers mid Horters, 570.
Clerk, Botanic Gardens, 571.
Holidays of Employees in Asylums for Insane, 597. 
Clerks, Advances to Settlers Board, 60S. i

Public Service Assuci \tion Emplnyccs of Institutions 
of Insane in, 173, 227, 248.

Public Service Tender Board Payment of Amount 
refused by Parliament, 98.

Pun.ic WtTiiniNC Plut:s Inspectors, 199,
Public Works : —

Particulars respecting, 79. .
inspection of Harbour Works, England and America, 

116.
Tender Buaul, Secretary, 132.
Regulations under Act (Public Works Committee), 165, 

166, 186. _ 
Statements of Minister re Officor’s Reports, 254.
Loan Money required to complete authorised, 32S. 
Wages of Forcmcu 111 Department,- 364.
Maintenance of Public Buildings, 365.
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QUEfiTIONS (rontiruu.it) •.—
Public Works Cdaijiittke :—

Remuneration, 102, 123, 10+. 163, 172, 1S6, 237, 27S. 
Inquiry, City Railway Kitension, 102, 122, 13!), 171. 
Inquiry, Narrabri-Walgott Railway, 11a.
Inquiry, Hew Station, anil Aflmimstratiro OQiccs, 113. 
Inquiry, Tuclcian Flood ICsea.pe Scheme, 123.
Inquiry, firafton-Casmo Railway, 120.
Inquiry, Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay, 110.
Rroceilure of Inquiries, 149, 172. '
Inquiry, Olebe Island Improvements, 163.
Meetings in Camera, 1(13.
Regulations under Public Works Act, 163, Ui(i, 1SG. 
Report on Grenfeil-Wyalong Railway, 199.
Treasury Buildings, and Government Printing Office,

rtf!! O J

Nevcrtirc-Warren Railway, 2G2,
Ocean-street Cable Tramway, 202.

PUOKAWIDOLE Lund Kvehange, 77.
PyuMOST:—

Cost of new Bridge. 132.
Men employed on Bridge. 13‘J.
Wharfage Rates at Jetties, 273.
Approaches to New Budge, 372.

Quamcosk :—Settlement on 1’aatoial Holding, ‘247. 
Quaisasxikkd Areas (Sec “ Bujklnio Placoj:”), 
C.cajsaktisk Station :— •

Medical Men at Hospital, 22, 32,
Remuneration of Nurses, 47.
Furniture at Hospital, 35.
Supply of Fruit, 129, 532.

Qcakkyme.v Glebe Island, 248.
Queensland :—

Importation of Horses, 33.
I leturn of Invalided Troops, 23S.

Qcelck, Senior Constahle Payments to, 4S1. 
Qoistions:—Answers to, in House, 255, 339.
Raiu.jts Export of, 327, 341, 370.
Railway Bookstall Company :—Contract with Com

missioners, So.
Railways (Seealso "Light Tr insit Railway SYNmc-m;, 

Limited ")
Hours of Labour of Porters, 21, 101, 257,
Passenger traffic, National Pork, 24.
Koorawatha-Grenfell Line, 32.
Holidays of Employees, 33, 479, 525, 544.
Trial of System of reduced Ratos and Faros, 33,
Wages of Men on Deviation Works, 46. -
Wages of Employees, 63, 302, 320, 3S8, 395.
Revenue from Singleton Show Traffic, 36.
Gate-keepers—Hours of Labour, 101.
City Railway Extension, 102, 122, 139, 171, 440, 525. 
Narrabri-Walgett Line, llo.
New Station and Administrative Offices, Ho.
(i rafton-Casino Line, 129.
Werris Creek to Wellington, 138. ,
Commission on City Extension, 139.
Special Services of Officials during Snowstorm, 110.
.1. Barry’s Contract for Fencing, 146.
Particulars respecting Lines, 147.
Grcgra to Cudal, 148.
Woodstock or Cowra to Canowindra, 143.
J. Harrison’s Contract for Sleepers, 15], 294.
Contracts for Sleepers, Dnbbo, 294 (2).
Funeral Trains to Sutherland Cemetery, 153. 
Differential Rites, Newcastle District, 157.
Allowances to Country7 Employees, 175,
Concessions to Postal Employees, 176.
Hours of Employees, Rcdfern Station, 191,
Actions against Commissioners, 191.
Scrap-iron from Locomotive Department, Newcastle. 

192. ’
Grenfell-Wyalong Line, 199.
Mount Kembla Railway Act, 20G.
Fares, Northern Line, 211.
Sleepers for Dnbbo-Coonamble Line, 215, 344. 
Temora-Wyalong Line, 219.
Lease of Refreshment Rooms, 257, 495. 
Nevertirc-Wnrmi Lino, 262.
Deputation from Residents of Wee Waa, &e., 2G2. 
Duplication of South Const Lino, 203, 275.
Regulations re Trading by Employees, SSL 
FrederickRicbardson, Station-master, Change, 231, 359, 
Jerilderie to Demliquin, 2S‘2. ° ’
Particulars respecting Employees, 301, 427. 
Regulations respecting Increases of Pay, 302, 327, 343,

Regulations of Service, 302, 351, 352, 357, 459. 
Wages of Navvies, Ncwbridge-Blayney Line, 315. 
I eludes fitted with Standard Draw-gear, 322.

QUESTIONS (iOHtiinuU): ■ -
Railways (conitnmd):—

Richmond Vale Line, 323, 390.
Nurrahri to Motlc, 327- 
Meal-hours for Employees, 311.
Insurance of Employees, 343.
Mr. Parry, Comptroller of yturcs, 315.
Hearing of Appeals, 340, 352.
Judge Murray, Deputy Commissioner, 351 
Administrative Changes m Official Staff, 358.
Hours of Employes m Mcltopohtan DisDiut, UlO. 
Leave of Absence in Service, 361, 421.
Hours of work of Night Officers, 364, 370, 371, 607. 
Hawkcsbury Bridge, 365, 412, 420.
Mr. C. Oliver, Chief Commissioner, 312.
Fares collected at Milson’s Point, 406.
Deviations, Great Western Line, 406.
Acting Drivers and Firemen, 407.
Electric Staff System, 434.
Goulbum-Ciookwcl! Line, 434.
■Steel Rails Contract, 434, 459, 510, 520, 532, 571, 

60S (D, 609.
Clyde-Carhngford Lmc, 439.
(lung System, 448.
Wages of Gangers, 448.
Routes, New England Table-land to Ninth Coast, 474. 
lOngine-driveis, Harden to Namuidera, 479. 
WalchaLine, 484.
Clmtswood Station, 531.
Fares for Sebonl-teaehers, 037-
Holidays to Metropolitan Station-mastei s, 544.
Fares for Commonwealth Celebrations, 040.
Inquiry, Workshops, Eveleigh, 540.
Sleepers on Line, Sydney and Parramatta, 547. 
•Station-masters, Western Line, 556.
Subway at Rcdfern Station, 571.
Consignment of Stock by Mi. Patrick Orion, 573. 
Mildura to Wentworth, 083.
Compensation for damime by fire, Woodstock, 593. 
Employment of Counsel, 598, 599 

Randall, Victor :—Reward to, 073.
Ranihvick

Penitentiary and Prison for Females, 131, ISC.
Rifle Range, 226, 263.

"•Beadurs —In use in Public Schools, 201. 
RKAi-riuiSKMUNT (See "Crown Lands").
Rix'hmation Works Shea’s Creek, 211.
Recreation Resthvlk Vote for, 36.
Rrm-KEN Station Subway, 571.
Referendu .ii Votlb :—Submission of important questions,

Ruit.esjimrnt Rooms 
Lease of Railway, 257, 495.
Botanical Gardens and Domain, 291.

Rhuistkabr (See “Electoral’').
Rkuistrai: of Prorates :—Fees icceived by, 365. 
Registration of Finns Bill Proceedings on, 3SH, 
Regina r. Kkuoer :-Cime of, 511.
Rlid Ministry Expenses of Aleiubcrs, 237.
Rf.i.ihi’ Works (See “ Unumeloyeii ").
Rulikvtng Officers (Sec “Public Skrvicl ”). 
Reserves (See also 11 Crown Lands '’) ;—

Travelling stock, 51, 301.
Tesiandia Artesian Bore, 129.
La Perouse, 199.
Recreation, Glonbrook-Mount Victciia, 270.
IVater, Botany, 309.
Lease of Molong, 315, 352,

Rf-scaiftions of Land 
Darling Harbour, 55, 293.
Northern Side of Erskine-street, 93.
In connection with Plague outbreak, 99,
A. A. Company’s Estate, 159,
Woolloomooloo and Lavender Bays, 139.
\\ ebb’s Grant, Woy Woy, 344.
Losig Bay, 513 ‘ '

Retaining Wall :—Darling Island, 553.
Retiring Ali.owancfs {See “ Superannl'aiion Fund.") 
Rlvf.nue (Sde 11 Finaxge ").
Reward Fund :—Of Police Force, 33 (3).
Richardson, In: derick .—Station-master, Oran go, 2S4, 

359. = * >
Richardson, H. Railway Department, 358.
Richmond Bridge, 124. ’
Richmond Vale Railway Construction of, 823, 390. 
Rifles

Supply for Colony, 34G.
Ashton Magazine, 4G8.

Rule Range :—
Forbes. 116, 150. '
Randwiek, 226, 263.
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QUESTIONS [contained)

Rir.iiTS (See “FiLECToiar,
Ringearking :—

Molong District, 32, 86.
Crown Lands, 114, 320.

Riverina District Large Estates in, 100. 
Riverstone Stock killed at, 113.
Roads : —

Flyer’s Creek to Carcoar, 13, 170.
Expomliture of Votes, 31, 148, 2.)1. 
JVlandurama-Callyinont, 33.
Molong River Settlement, &c., to Borennrc Railway 

Station, 37.
Special grants for Orange and Molong Districts, 62,
In Molong Electorate, 52,
In Costal Districts, 72- 
Oirgoand Orange Road to Cudal, 7S.
South Head, So.
Expenditure for years 1892 and 1S93, 03.
Canterbury Trust, 106.
Votes for Tumnt District, 131.
Forage Allowance to Maintenance Men, 146.
Allowance to ■Superintendents, 166.
Through Macijuarie Fields Estate, 1S2, 255, 256. 
Unclassified, Agricultural Districts, 183.
Holidays to Maintenance Men, 186, 492.
District Engineers, 190.
Delay in dealing with Unclassified, 193. 
Superintendent, Armklale District, 212.
Survey Branch of Department, 213.
Special Grants, 253.
Hunks of Clarence River, 2"1.
Maintenance men, Gosford to Wullsend, 275. 
Maintenance, Borough of Marrickville, 303.
Timber condemned by Engineci’s, 337.
Bulga to Upper Colo, 345.
Eugowra to Cookamidgcry Railway Station, 372, 474. 
Grant to Hillston Municipal Council, 397.
At Epping, 438.
Goolagong to Eugowra, 474.
Approach to Dawes Eoint, 474.
Classified and Unclassified, Wagga District, 4S3.
Bulga Road to Wost Portland, 484.
Grant for Canoblas, 490.
Carcoar to Forest Reefs, 510.
Bale of, Tocumwall Distriot, 548.
PVoodblocking the Parramatta, 55G.

Rockdale:—Ex tension of Tramway from Cook's River, 205. 
Rolls (See “ Electoral”).
Kookwood Asyjxji :—Particulars respecting, 570. 
Runnisii:—Deposited in Harbours, 3S2.
Runs (Sec “Crown Lands”).
Ryistone :—

Iron deposits in Electorate, 438.
Penny Postage System, 474.

Safety'-neto Regulations re use of, 175.
“ Salamis ” S.S. :—Cbartorago Money for, 407. 
Salaries (See “Purlic Service”).
Raniiy Criiek. :—Hoinestewl Selections, 193.
Saunders, Lieutenant :—Kogarah Company, Slh Regi

ment, 350.
Sanitary Inspectors :—Appointment of, 62.
Savings Bank of IBS. W. ;—

Money lent to Banka, 47.
Mr. Phillips, Auditor, 53.
Report of Auditors, 80.
Report and Balance-sheet, 100.
Trustees, 222, 314.

Schools (See “ Euccation”).
.Scuun Leases (Sec “Crown Lands”).
Seale, Mr, George:—Employment, Works Department, 

245.
“Seat of Government” (See "Federation”). 
Seaver, 51 u. :—Report on Water Supply for Yass. 397. 
Seamen Treatment at Newcastle, 521.
Seduction Recovery of Damages, 310.
Select Com mitteis;—Consideration of Motions for, 222. 
Senior-Constables (See “Police”).
Settlement Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
Settlers' Fund (See “ Crown Lands”).
Sewerage (Sec “Water and Sewerage”). ■
Rheakiko Sheds:—Police present at, 276.
Shea's Creek—

Reclamation Works, 211.
Blocking of Entivuice, 419,

Sheep
Loss from Drought, 199.
Mortality from eating Poisonous Bush, 210.

Shelter Sheds :— '
For Unemployed, 145.
For Tramway Flagmen, 145.

QUESTIONS (continued) .
Shifting :—

Government Tugs, 107.
Cattle-carrying vessels, 107.
S.S. “Mooralxiol” atidS.S. “ Umlaunted,1' 164.
Coal at Newcastle, 222.
Collection of Wharfage Rates from Companies, 310, 337. 
Berthing of Steamers of North German Lloyd Com

pany, 346.
Intercolonial and Coastal Trade, 3S2, 59S.
Ships’ Crows in Gaols, 439:
Pillaging on. Wharves, 4S9.
Sydney Office, 009,
Mr. Hannel), Master, Newcastle, 509.
Hire of Newcastle S.S, Co’s. Steamers, 515.
Charter of S.S, “ Dawn,’1 538.

Sergeants (See “Police”),
Siierribry Land Ballot, 53S.
Show-ground :—Tumbernmba, 397- 
Shops (See “Early Closing Act-”).
Shorthand Lessons, Public Schools, 609.
Silver :—Free Coinage of, 4SO.
Single-ended Boats (See “Feery Companies'’), 
Singleton :—Railway Revenue from Show Traffic, 86. 
Slaughter-houses Inspection of, ,341.
Sleepers (See “ Railways”).
Sleigh, Prisoner:—Epileptic condition of, 433.
Small Arms :—Particulars Respecting, 105.
Smith, William:—Application for Land, Gallymont, 504. 
“Sueraon,” Training Shit Dismissal of Officer, 123, 
Society of Artists Subsidy to. 337, 358.
Solom on, Mn. Cla ude :—Acting M ilitary Pay master, 245. 
Sorters (Sec “ Postal ”). '
South Africa :—

Settling of Members of Australian Contingents, 87, 235. 
Cattle sent to, 164.
Export of Flour, 1S2.
Particulars respecting Men sent for Service, 301. 
Discharge of Troopers, 364, 395.
Inquiries re Corporal J. P. Gilshannon, 382,
Cost of Conveyance of Troops, 397.
Medals for Australian ’Troops, 428.
Commemorative War Monument, 457.
Return of N.S. W, and New Zealand Troops, 459. 
Permanent Officers serving in, 499, 503.

South Buu.i Akditkatiox Cake ;—Award of Judge 
Murray, 155.

South Coast Railway :—Duplication, Hurstville to 
Helen shurg, 203, 275.

South Head :—
Road Maintenance Grant, 85.
Coast Defence Guns, 257.

Spalding, Colonel Position, Norfolk Island, 158. 
Special Grants {Sec “ Roads” ; also “Municipal”). 
.Spirits :—Excise Dufy on, 343.
Spit, The

Occupation of Laud by Mr. P. IT. Flynn, 160.
Inspector of Tram-wotk, 133, 138.

Sports Ground ;—Albury, 53.
Stafford, Ex-SergfjVNt Case of, 91.
Stamps (See “Postal").
Standard Draw-char ;—Fitted to Railway Vehicles, 

322.
State Farms (See “Agriculture”).
Station-masters (See “Railways”).
Steam Launches 

Purchase of “ Bna,” 61, 89.
Employed on Harbours and Rivers, 72.

Steam Punt Taree Ferry, 509.
Steel Rails :—

Proposed Contract, 434, 459, 510, 526, 532, 574, OOSU). 
Site for Manufacture, Clyde, 609.

St. George’s Rifles :—
Proceedings of Inquiry, 131.
Findiugs of Court of Inquiry', 185, 206.
Strength of Corps, 304.
Major of Regiment, 370.
Adjutant of Regiment, 371.

St. Leonards Public School, 293.
St. Vincent’s Hospital:—Governmcntgrant to, 85,103. 
Stock (See “Colonial Stocks Investment Bill”). 
Stock (Sec also “ Pastures and Stock Protection 

Board”; also “Travelling Stock Bill”; also 
“Tick Bill”; also “Brands Bill”).

Rentes and Reserves, 54, 92, 190, 301.
Killed at Riverstone, 113.
Condemned at N.S.W. and Victorian Abattoirs, 1-20. 
Inspectors, 174, 321,
Losses from Drought 199.
Mortality from eating Poisonous Bush, 210.
Inspector, K einpscy, 212,
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QUESTIONS {continual)- 
Stock (cojtttnmd):—

Routes to Maitiand Markets, 212.
Issue of Certificates by Hoard, 2o4,
Arrivals at Sydney, for Slaughtering Purposes, 291. 
Inspector, Demliquin, 35H.
Routes, Denitiquin to Gee Gee, 3SS,
Anthrax, Cobar District, ISO.
Consigned by Mr. Patrick Carlon, 573. 

STucK-SrEAT.rs'G Prevention Ru.i :—Proceedings on, 413. 
Stonejjiasons Government Architect's Department,

Stoke Contract (See ''Coast Hospital'" ; also “Con
tracts'").

Subletting Of Government Contracts, 98.
Subway liedfern Station, 571.
Sugden, Mr. G. F.:—Purchase of Road, Tocmnwal, 51S. 
Sunday Observance r—

Enforcement against Chinese, 31.
Provisions of Liquor Act, 51.
Closing of Public Houses, £27.
Consideration of Mr. Affleck's Dill, 219.
Prosecution of Newsagents, &c., 382, 554.
Closing of Fruit and Refreshment Shops, 572. 

Superannuation Fund :—
Public Servants entitled to retire on Pensions, 32. 
State of Police, 33 (=), 87, 121, 132, 185, 236, 304, 3S1, 

133, 492, G07. ’ ’
Condition of, 01, 132.
Pension provisions for Officers with broken Service, 149, 

449.
Position of Stock Inspector, 171.
Position of Officers who withdrew, 183, 210.
Gratuities and Allowances to Suspended Officers, £56. 
Retiiing Allowances to Gaol Warders, 281.
Gaso of Mr. E. Dower, 299.
Compensation to retired Officers, 315.
Particulars respecting, 860,
Refund of Contiibutions, 396, 51G.
Pension to William Dwyer, 397.
Position of retired Police Officers, 406.
Retiring Allowances to Dismissed Officers, 413.
Issue of Treasury Bills to ex--Contnbntors, 139. 
RetiringAllowance to Messrs. Manton and Wilslurc, 521. 

SnrEiiiN'iundents (See “Roads’").
Surveyors

Wages of Chain men, 174.
Survey Branch, Roads Department, 213.

Sutherland '—Funeral Trains to Cemetery, 156.
'• Sweating ” ;—Medical Profession, 249. *
Sydney Ferries (See "■ Ferries”).
Sydney Harhour Trust Act :—Appointment of Wharf

ingers. 510, 60S.
Sydney Hospital Operating Theatre, 407.
Tanners Working Honrs, 504.
Tarku Steam Ferry Punt, 509, 60S.
Teachers (See also “ Education "'):_

Railway Fares, 537.
Payment of Salaries, before Christinas Vacation, 551,583. 
Classification Certificates, 418, 458, 598.

Technical College 
Enlargement of Classes, 55.
Subjects taught in coitam Classes, 337.
Working of. 548.

' Trlkghath Line Repairiun :—Disfranchisement of, 574. 
Telegraphs

Employees of Construction Branch, 34.
Tunnels, 92.
Messengers, 165.
Fidelity Guarantees of Officials, 190.
Cable Company at La Peronse, 244.
Type-writing Slachincs for use in Offices. 2,'>3.
Officials, Country Districts, 579.

Telephones :—
Dissatisfied Subscribers, 33.
Woiking of Exchange, 36, 104.
Employment of Monitors at Exchange, 3$.
Grading of Staff, 3H,
Tunnels, 38, 92.
Hours of Attendants, 337.
Promuliiin in Exchange, 3S9,
Mechanical Branch of Department, 411.
Appointment of Mr, Lindsay at Exchange, 133. 

Tiimora-Wyalong Fairway:- Construction of, 249.
"J emi’orary OrnoEUs (See “Punuc Service’").
'J enandra Arti'sian Burr ;—Opening of Reserve, 129. 
Tents :—Supplied to Unemployed, 300.
TnilA'inrs Regulation of, 468.
11 The Clarion —Purchase of Copies, 548.
Thomas, Mr.:—Appointment on Reserve of Officers,388. 
Thomson', Mr. Alex. Postmaster, Lauricton, 177, 300.

QUESTIONS {continued):—
Tick Bill Proceedings on, 338, 413, 468.
Tickets (See '‘Tramways'").
Tide-waiters :—Employment of 220, 254, 553. 
Thwwell, Dr. :—

Visit to India, China, itc., in connection with Plague, 
189, 209.

Leave of absence to, 211.
Tiel, J. W.;—Case of, 112.
Timber

Ringbnrking, Molong District, 32, SC 
Royalty for eo tting, on Crown Lands, 54.
Infounation respecting Colonial, 185, 228.
Condemned by Road Engineers, 337.
Cedar, available, 342, 352.
Removed from Wharf Resumption Areas, 421,

_ Administration of Department, 463.
Tires (See “ Width of Tjhku Bill"’).
Tobauco :—Excise duty nn, 343
Tocujiwal :—Sale of Road to Mr. G. F. Sugden, 548.
Trades Unionists :—In Painting Trade, 448.
Traffic :—

Regulation of Furious Driving and Bicycle Driving, 407. 
Circular Quay, 388.
Regulations under Metropolitan Act, 139.

Training Ship :—In Australian Waters, 55.
Tramways :—

Drivers on Electric, 12, 335, 46S.
Tram-fare Collections, 22.
Accidents in connection with Electric Service, £2, 36. 

£50.
Extension of Electric, to Fort Macquarie, 54.
Electric Power System, 71.
Ticket Examiners, 87.
Letter Boxes, 95.
Free carriage of Letter-carriers, 101,
City Lines, 113.
Extension of Balmain .and Fivedock Lines, 114.
Time for entering and alighting from Electric, 121, 
Inspector, Spit-road Work, 133, 138.
Crown-street, 138, 447.
Shelter-boxes for Flagmen, 145.
Particulars respecting Lines, 147.
Accident to Officer of “Katoomb.i," 147.
Authorised by Hon. E. W. O’Sullivan, 166.
Report of Railway Commissioners on Lines at Broken 

Hill, and Balmain to Drummoyno, ISC.
Repoi-t of Railway Commiasioners on Tramway Pro

posals, 186.
Times of journeys, 189.
Penny Fares, tVilliam-Btreet Cable, 190, 200.
Proposed lino, Botany to La Perouso, 192.
System of collecting Fares, 198.
Extension of Cook’s River Line to Rockdale, 205. 
Steam-motor Drivers, 256, 283.
Cost of construction of Ocean-street Cable, 262.
Wages of Guards, 271, 320, 351, 371.
Newcastle to Adamstown, 284, 309.
Repair of Goorge-otrect Line, 292.
Regulations of Service, 302, 327, 343, 352, 357. 
Employees, 310.
Cnnversinn from Steam to Eleciric Power, 327.
Electric Service to Glebe Point, 335.
'Wages of Employees, 393.
Removal of Cable Machinery from North Shore, 306,412, 
Fares collected at Milson's Point, 406.
Free-pass of Mr. T. S. Gibbon, 112.
Extension of Elizabcth-street Line to Devonshire-street, 

418.
Sheds, Centennial Park, 432.
Electric Service to Leichhardt, 449.
Stoppage-place of Electric, MiSson’a Point, 479. 
Meal-time for Guards, ISO.
Leichhardt to Abbotsford Lino, 490.
Balmain Line, 500.
Balmain to Leichhardt and Petersham, 555.

Transit Commission (See also “ Metrotolitan Traffic 
Act."') .— .

Lost Property at Office, 79.
Officers, 97, 292.

Travelling Allowances :—To Ministers of the Crown, 
70. ’

'Ip.avkllino Stock Bill ;—Proceedings on, 388,413,468. 
Treasury Bills 

Cost of, issued in May, 1899, 13.
Issued by Lyue Government, 55.
Irsuo to ex-Contributors to Superannuation Fund, 139, 

Ireasury Buildings ;—Cost of erection. 261,
Trial Bay 

Prison System, 248.
- Appointment of Medical Officer at Prinon, 555.
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QUESTIONS (conisniiftl), ,
'Trinity Collecie :—Musical Examinations, 315.
Troops (See “Military”).
Truant Inspectors -.—Appointment of, 3SS, _ 
Tuckian Flood Escape Scheme Inquiry by Works 

Committee, 123.
Too-BOATS ■.—

Government, 107.
Hours of Employees, 3!)6, 510.

Tumberumfia :—Special Grant for Show Ground, 397.
* Tumut Road Votes for District, 131.

Tdotiels :—Telegraph and Telephone, 92, _
Tpppal Cijttino :—Employment of Men, 555.
Type-writing Machines For use in Telegraph Oflices,

253. ,
Type-writing :—Lessons, Public Schools, 609.
Typhoid Fevp.r:—Cases from February to April, 1900,21. 
Ultimo Power House (See 11 Power House, Ultimo”). 
Unclaimed Money :—In Ranks, 172. _
“ Undaunted,” S.S. ;—Submersion of load-lines, 164. 
Unemployed :—

Labour Commission, 70, 397.
Ballot at Labour Bureau, 100.
Sydney Men for (Newcastle, 141.
Shelter-sheds, 145.
Skilled and unskilled men, 140.
Men employed on Relief Works, 156.
Preparation of Public Estate for the Plough, 1SG.
Dubbo District, 254.
Tents supplied by Labour Bureau, 360.
Porcst-thinniug, Wcddin Mountains, 405.
Work on Weirs, Billahong Creek, 484, _ __
Tuppal Cutting and Murray Embankment Works, 555. 

UnipormS :—Police, 543, 553", 607.
University :—Fees fur Examinations, 4S3.
Upper Cold Road from Bulga, 345.
Urana Duties of Crown Land Agent, 333.
Vanjien Hours of Labour, 17. _
Vegetable Creek Patients in Hospital, 491. 
Vehicles, Public :—

Property left in, 79.
Standard Draw-gear on Railway, 322. '

Vessels Cattle-carrying, 107.
Vicars-Maxim Guns :—Supply for Colony, 346. 
Vineyards Phylloxera-infested, 62.
Volunteers (See “ Military 
Wages _ _

Railway Deviation Works, 46.
Hoxton Park Water-race, 4S.
Sewerage Works, 63, 395.
Railway Employees, 63, 302, 320, 388, 395.
Hyde Park Employees, 227.
Quarrymen, Glebe Island, 248.
Tramway Guards, 271, 329, 351, 371- 
Clyde Engineering Company’s Employees, 294.
Navvies on Newbridge-Blayney Line, 315.
Foremen, Public Works Department, 304.
Tramway Employees, 305.
Men removing machinery, North Sydney, 396, 412. 
Railway Gangers, 448.

Waco a Waco a :—
Branch of 1st Australian Horse, 183.
Report of Chairman of Land Board on information to 

Selectors, 193 (2).
Sale of Crown Lands in District, 234.
Application frr Appraisement, 437.
Classified and Unclassified Roads, 483.

■Waggons For Medical Staff, Victoria Barracks, 314. 
Walciia Railway, 484.
Walgktt :—

Bravery of Constable Jeffrey, 243.
Duties of Crown Lauds Agent, 338.

Waller, Mr. :—Appointment on Harbour Trust Board, 
421,

Wallsend;—Maintenance-men on Road from Cosford, 
275.

Warmer Estate Purchase for Closer Settlement, Do. 
Wandary Holding :—Selection Area, SO.
Wang ha WALLY Settlement on Pastoral Holding, 247.
Warders (See “Gaols”; also “Asylcmh”J.
Waroo Exchange of Land, 484.
Warren :—Railway from Ncvertire, 2G2.
Watchmen :—

Harbours and Rivers Department, 365.
Hours of La hour on Wharfs, 458.

Water and Sewerage 
Wages of men on Works, 63.
Free postage to members of Board, 177.
Working of Department, 205. •
Country Towns Water Supply, 215,
Water Supply, Lcndvillo, 236.

QUESTIONS (eonfiiiKct/).
• WxVter and Sewerage (continued) :—

Bates, Double Bay, 271.
“ On Service” Envelopes used by Board, 271, 283. 
'funnels, North Shore, 377.
Mr. Seavcr’s Report on Yass Water Supply, 397. 
Connection of Dwelling-houses with new Water-mains, 

468.
Water Conservation :—

Construction of Works, 121.
Working of Department, 183.
Lake Cowal, 328, 335.
Channel from Crooked Creek to Lake Albert, 490. 

Water Reserves 
Lease of, 91,92.
Botany, 309. , T , ■ - ,

Wav, Sir Samuel :—Appointment on Judicial Com
mittee, Privy Council, 543.

Weatheu Co+jbitjo’s (See "Mi^TnoitoLOoicAL Couth- 
tions ”).

Weather Forecasts Of Signor Presa, 62.
Webb, Captain ;—Appointment on New South Wales 

Military Staff, 108. .
Webb’s Grant, Woy Woy Resumption, 344.
Webb, Mr. Late Postmaster, Minim, 387. __
Weddin Mountains :—Forest thinning work, 405.
Weirs : —

Over Lachlan, at Forbes, 199.
Billahong Creek, 484.
Nyrang Creek, 484. _

Wellington:—Railway from Wanda Creek, 138. 
"Wentworth Estate Purchase for Abattoirs Site, 98. 
Wentworth :—Railway from Mildura, 583.
Wkrris Creek :—Railway to Wellington, 138,
Western District (See “Crown Lands”).
Western Division (See “Crown Lands”).
Westphal, Charles Prosecution of, 258.
West Portland :—Road from Bulga Road, 484. 
Wharfingers :—Appointment under Wharfs Resump

tion Act, 510, 008.
Wharfs and Jetties :—

Inspection of Metropolitan, 38.
Removal of Goods, 53.
Woolloomooloo Bay, 149, 419.
Cleansing and repairing Quarantine Area, 106.
La Peronse, 199.
■Wharfage Rates, Pyrmont, 275. _
Collection of Rates by Intercolonial Shipping Com

panies, 310, 337.
Charges on exported Goods, 419.
Pillaging on Government, 489.
Wharfingers and Wharfs Resumption Act, 510, 60S. 
Removal of Timber from resumed, 421.

Wheat ;—
Fall in Price, 407, 479, 516.
Production during last five years, 516.

White, Mr. Metallurgical Works, Clyde, 119. 
Whitens, John Application to purchase Land, Baldcr- 

odgevy, 200.
White's Bay-.—Lease of Government Land, 32.
Width of Tires Bill -.—Introduction of, 244. 
WiLBuuKORCE Labour Settlement, 538, 539. _
WilcoxsON, Mr. Overseer, Government Printing 

Office, 383.
William-street Cable Tram 

Penny Sections, 190, 200.
Cost of construction, 262.

Willman, Mr. C. G. Storekeeper, Coast Hospital, 
221.

Wilsiiire, Mr. Retiring Allowance, 521.
Wilson, John ;—Death in Darlinghurst Gaol, 631. 
Wilton Hawker’s License, 294.
■\ViNE-5H0rs Licensed, Metropolitan Area, 359. 
Winderadeen Ektate Adjoining Lake George, 21. 
Womanhood Sdi-frage (See “AdultSuffrage Bill’'). 
Wood-blocking :—Parramatta Rnad, 556.
Woodstock :—Railway to Cowra or Canowindra, 148, 
Woolloomooloo Bay :—

Land Resumptions, 139. _ _
Works Committee’s Inquiry on Wharf, 149.
Extension of Wharfs, 419.

Wool : -
Losses from Drought, 199.
State of English Market, 352.
Fall in Price, 407, 479, 516.

WyaldnO : —
Proposed Line from Grenfell, 199.
School of Mines, 547.

Wyndham Public School, 185.
Yass Mr. Seaver’s Report on Water Supply, 397, 
Yamdulla Gold-field, 483.
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UAKBTT3 (See "I’ASTURli? AND STOCK PBOTJiCTION (RABBIT) BILL”),
RACING ASSOCIATION BILL' <

Motion made {Mr. Gillies} for leave to bring in, 34 ; presented and read 1°, 58 ; Order of the1 
Day postponed, 82 ; Motion made {JID-. Gil/ics) for 2s. Point nfOickr,—T\nt the Bill was 
beyond the Order of Leave, and should have been introduced m Committee,—ruled against 
by Mr. Speaker, amendment moved {Mr. tt'atlw*) to refer to Select Committee and 
agreed to, 31S ; learc given to Select Committee to sit during sittings of House and any. 
adjournment, SCO ; Message to Council asking leave to examine one of its Members before 
the Select Committee, 50Sleave granted to Member to attend, 512: Progress Report
brought up, 588 ............................................................... .................[___ '.........“.............

Petition presented from IV omen’s Christian Temperance Union against, 384 
RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS APPOINTMENT BILL : —

Motion made {Mr. Quinn) foi leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 2S ; Order of the Bav' 
postponed, 194, 502. " [

RAILWAYS {See also “ DUBBO TO COON AMBLE RAILWAY BILL” ; also “COULRURN TO 
CROOK WELL RAILWAY BILL ” ; also “STANTORD COAL MINE RAILWAY BILL" • 
also “GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “COBAR TO 
VVILCANNIA RAILWAY BILL”; also “CASINO TO LIS MORE RAILWAY BILL ' 
also “KOORAWATHA TO GRENPELL RAILWAY [AMENDMENT] BILL”; also 
“THE ROCK TO GREEN’S GUN YAH RAILWAY [AMENDMENT] BILL"; also 
“BYROCK TO BREWARRINA RAILWAY [AMENDMENT] BILL”; also “GUN- 
DA! IAI TO TUMUT RAILWAY BILL " ; also “ L1NDFJELD—ST. LEONARDS RAIL-i 
WAY CROSSINGS BILL”; also “RICHMOND VALE COAL-MINE RAILWAY 
BILL”; also “ GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS [EMPLOYEES APPEAL] BILL”; also 
“CULOAIRN TO GERMANTON RAILWAY BILL"; also “ NARRABRI, WALGETT 
AND COLLARENDABRI RAILWAY BILL,” “CITY RAILWAY EXTENSION 
[DEVONSHIRE-STREET] BILL”; aDo “ ABERDARE COLLERIES RAILWAY 
BILL”; also “BOGAN GATE TO BULBODNEYRAILWAY BILL also “GRAFTONl 
TO CASINO RAILWAY BILL”)

Report of Commissioners for year ended 30th June, 1000, laid on Tabic, 228 .......................... , V
Report of Commissioner!!, for quarter ended 31st December, IS90, laid on Table, 40 ...... '

D° do 31st March, 10 JO, laid on Tabic, 40....................
Do do SOth Juno, 1000, laid on'Table, 130.....................

r Do do 30th September, 1000, laid on Table, 414 ........
G USD VC AI TO T UMUr

Report from Public Woiks Committee, laid on Tabic, 7.....................................................................i j
Motion made (Mr, O'Sullivan) that work, as recommended by Public Works Committee, be 

carried out, I0S. I
Water Supply for Mar-rah 1

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Improvements to tjie Great Southern Ratlway at Df.mosdrillk 

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table. 40.
Improvement of Station Arr-inoemests at Pennant hills:_

Notification of resumption of laud under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Grade Improvements at Nunr.A :—

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 40.
Grade'Improvements between Gresham and Newbridge:—

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Improvement of Station Arrangements at Llineothlin :_

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 40.
Imfrovements between Newbridge and Blayney
t Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40. 
rMPKOVEMELTS TO STATION ARRANGEMENTS AT BeNDICK MORRELL I—- 

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, kid on Table, 40.
Improvements to Station Aheangemevts at Camden:—

Notification of resumption of laud under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Eytenmon of Station Arrangement;:, Quipolly:—

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, kid on Table, 40.
Boab Approach, Warne Station Yari) ■ —

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 40.
Residence of Officer at Toowonc

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Improvements, Station Arrangements, Homebusii :—

Notification of resumption of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 40.
Accident to Albert Burbank on Kailway Premises, Tamwoetii :—

Motion made {Mr, Gillies) for Select Committee, 75 ; Iteport brought up, 449 ..............................
Extension into City of Sydney : —

Beport from the Public Works Committee, kid on Table, 117..................................................... !
Particulars respecting Inquiry by Public Works Committee, kid on Table, 103 ......................

Central Railway Station and Administrative Offices, Devonsiiiee-street ;—
Report from Public Works Committee, kid on Table, lOfi.............................................................
Motion made (Ifr. O'Sit’limn) that work be carried out, 602. ....................................

Temora to Gunear :—
Motion made flfr. O'Sullivan) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 111,

Casino to Ltsuore
Motion made {Mr. O'Sullivan) that work, as recommended by the Public Works Committee, be' 

carried out. 111.
Broken Hill to Menindie :_

Motion made (Mr. O'Stdliran) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 179. ■
Grenfell to IVyalong

' Second Report of the Public Works Committee, kid on Table, 193..............................................

1141
1307

1
07
75
S3
93

435

Tmiora to Wyalong :—
Motion made (d/.-. O'Sullivan) to again refer work to Public Works Committee, 201 ; Report'

(Lbirrll livA-.rU.I ..... -J7-J I(third) brought up, 373 .. .............................................................................................................
Motion made (d/>. OSulfivan) that work be carried out, and Debate interrupted by adjourn

ment at o o'clock on Priday, 176; Debate resumed and adjourned, 503; Debate resumed, 
Motion passed, 534. j > , •

1419

153
433

123

1087

1303
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RAILWAYS (coHit»!irrj) : —
ClIiLlNOTOHl) 'J'O JIUKAL _ _ _

Motion made {Mr. O'Sulliran) that wovk he referred to Public Works Cnminsttce, 170 ; Enfort
bronglit uj), i>"7.......................................................................................................................................

Cockiujiin to I!j;n:tKN IIir.L :—
Motion made (,Vr. O'Suiliran) to refer vork to Public Works Committee, COS.

Manilla to Barhana : —
Report by Mr. Robert li. Jones, M.I.C.E., laid on Table. 222 ........................................................
Motion made {Mr. OSullii’Cin) to refer to Public Works Committee, COri.

TfUNTABLE AT WlNfiEX
Notilieation of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 22S.

Grade laiproves)ents eeiavern Wallendueen and Jindalee;—
KotiScafcion of resumptio!) of land under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 223.

Cast Scrap-iron Sold at Newcastle : —
Return allowing quantities by Dcpaitment during years 1S07 to 1S!!9, laid on Table, '2j0 .........

Whlmnuton to VI'erris Creek :—
Report from Public IVorks Committee, laid on Table, 239 ..............................................................

Granville Station _
Motion made (Ifr. 2Cobh) for papers in reference to the overhead passenger crossing, 236;

Return to Order, laid on Table, 3Sf............................................. .................................................
Beiaioke to Liverpool :—

Motion made (Jl/r. O'Sullivan) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 307.
Grifton to Casino;—

Report from Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 323 ..............................................................
Motion made {Mr. O'Sullwan), That work be carried out, SS2.

Narrabri to Walv.rtt : —
Report of Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 330.....................................................................
Motion made {Mr. O'SnUioan), That work bo carried out, SOS.

Cn.UAIRN to Ghrmanton :
Report of Public Works Committee, laid on Table. 3jG.....................................................................
Motion made (Mr. O’Sidlwau), That work be carried out, J75.

Glen Inxes to Invrrhll :— '
Motion made {Mr. O'Sullivan) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 3GS.

Station Arraniiemextb at Ai.i.andat.ii ;—
Notilieation of resumption of Laud, laid on Table, 3SI.

Staxdatuj Draw-char :—
Return allowing vehicles fitted with, at Eveleigh Workshops, laid on Table, 39S ............

Piv to Rmi’lovres ;

!•

Rooan Gate to Bulrodnev

Motion made (3/r. O’SulUtXtn), That work be carried out, 001. 1
Narrarri West Station:— I

Adjournment moved (3fr. I?osa), respecting refusal of Railway Commissioners to receive 
deputation respecting Limning of passenger trains into, and negatived, 102. I

Bnoine-driveks, Firemen, and Guardi I

Rotui-n respecting hours of duty on night goods trains betweon .Jnncc and Harden aud
Narrandera, laid on Table, 521........................................................................................................ )

Accident on tiir /Mg-Hag :— f
Papcis respeoting, laid on Table, 522 ....................................................................................................M

Dismissal ok Pointsman Campbell I
Adjournment moved {Mr. Arthur Gr{jjUh) in reference to, aud negatived, 527- I

Contract tor Supply (jk Steel Rails

Motion made {Mr, O'&uUitian), That House approves of, Point of Order.—That matter should 
have originated in Committee of the Whole,—upheld by Mr. Speaker, 549. I

Adjournuiunt moved (Mr, Mo/cstvorlh) in reference to, and ruled out of order, 537. |
Message from Governor, 539; Motion made O'StUth’an) for Cnmniittoe of the V. hole to 

consider the expediency of the Government entering into, 533; House in Committee, Reso
lution .agreed to, 583. ,

Correspondence in reference to, laid on Table, 600 .............................................................................
Complaints made ry Workmen at Eveldtch Works :— i

Motion mails (ilfr, McGoteen) for Papcre, 576.
Bow ral to Roiiertsom— '

Report of Publie Woiks Committee laid on Tabic, 577 .................. .................................'..............
Tar 100 to Braidwood:— * I

Motion made {Mr. O’Sullivan) to refer to Public Works Committee, 5S1.
Wvalonq to Hillston:—

Motion made (ilfr. O’lSiifftotrn) to refer to Publie Works Committee, 594. j
Consignment of Pigs eko.m Camden bv Mr. Patrick Carlow and Mr. John Dfatit: —

Return respecting, laid on Table, COO .............. ....................................................................................
Cooma, via Nimityt.elli: and Bombala, to Delegate :— _

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) to refer \irork to Public Woiks Committee, 613.
Booyoxg to Ballixa: —

Motion nuide (Mr. O’Sullivan) to refer to Public Woiks Committee, 614.
RANDWICK (See “SEWERAGE”).
RATHBONE V. WALKER (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
REAL PROPERTY BILL.... ,

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir IFt'/Wom Lync) read 1“, 266 ; road 2’, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 231 ; road 3*, passed, and 
returned to Council, 239 ; Assent reported, 333. j

RECLAMATIONS (See “PUBLIC WORKS ACT '’). i
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE:- 1

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 29. j
Leave given to sit during sittings of House, 4SG.

REGISTRAR-GENERAL j
Return respecting the several Acta of Parliament administered by, laid on Table, 19. '
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PAPERS ORDERED TO
BE PK1NTED,

VOL. PAGE.

KEGULATIONS :~
Laid on Table:—

Imported Stock Acts, 1S71-180G (Tick Fever or Texas Fever), 7, 250,
Gold and Mineral Dredging Act, 1899, 7.
Crown Lands Acts, 19 {«), 200, 250, 381, 42S, 492, 533.
Companies (Death Duties) Act, 19.
Public Service Act, 19 ("), 20 (m), 24, S2, 103, 306 (*).
Kariy Closing Act, 20. ■
Electric Telegraph Act, 24, 109, 177, 25S, 323, 473 (2), 517, (Grafton) 592.
Public Watering Places Act (Cootamundra Dam), 24.
Navigation {Amendment) Act, 1S99 (Rules), 40, 517.
Stamp Duties Act, 1898 ; and Probate Duties (Amendment) Act. 1899, 40.
Timber and Quarries, 63.
Noxious Trades and Cattle Slaughtering Act, 1894, 103, 304.
Friendly Societies Act, 133.
Parliamentary Electorates and Elections Act, 133.
Pastures and Stock Protection Act, 1898, 295.
Centenary Celebration Act, 304
Telegrams to Beira (Africa) Railway Compahy's Stations, 366.
Theatrical Licenses, 409.

REID MINISTERY, 1894-1899
of Members, laid on Tabic, 435 ......................................

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION (See "EDUCATION”)
REPORTS:—

Laid on Table :—
Committee's Report on Public Accounts (Interim) 7, 1C7 ............................................................
National Art Gallery for 1899, 15 .....................................................................................................
Public Library for 1899, 15................................................................................................................
University of Sydney, for 1899, 16 .................................................................................................
Public Service Board (Fourth), 19 ................................................................................................ ;
Factories and Shops Act, and Conciliation aud Arbitration Ael, 20.............................................
Completion of portion of Western Suburbs Sewerage, 24.
Completion of portion of Johnstone's Crock Stormwater Drainage, 24,
Completion of portion of the Randwick Sewerage, 24.
Pharmacy Board, for 1899, 40.
Railways and Tramways, for year ended 30th June, 1900, 228 .....................................................

Do for quarter ended 31st December, 1899, 40 ..........................................
Do do 31st March, 1900, 40..................................................
Do do 30th June, 1900, 159..................................................
Do do 30th September, 1900, 414 ......................................

Collection and Compilation of Census of Australasia for 1901, 40 .................................................
Roiai Commission on Case of William Crcswcll, 40.......................................................................
Flogging prisoner No, 302 in Goulbuni Gaol, 40..............................................................................
Mosman isowerage 1st Division, 48.
Western Suburbs Sewerage (Bay-street overflow sewer, Ac.), 48.
Department of Public Instruction, for 1899, 48 .............................................................................
Friendly Societies and Trade Union'll for 1898, 4$ ........................................................................
Dangers to Vessels carrying Coal (Royal Commission), 4S .............................................................
Police Department, for 1899, 48 .................................................................................................
Traffic in Gcovge-strcct, Ac. (Police), 49..........................................................................................
Disturbances between Military and “ Pushes” (Police), 49 ...........................................................
Fisheries, for 1899. 49.......................................................................................................................
Botanic Gardens and Domains, 49............................................................................ ........................
Department of Agricultuie, for 1899, 49 ...........................................................................................
Department of Mines and Agriculture, IS7.....................................................................................
Prisons, for 1899, 56 ...........................................................................................................................
Federal Electoral Districts Commissioners (Electorates), 73, 549 .................................................
Sydney Grammar School, for 1899, 73 ..............................................................................................
Board on Appointment of Government Metallurgist, 82................................................................
Stock and Biands Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, for 1899, 93............................
International Congress at Philadelphia (Colonel Bell), 109.............................................................
Conference of Premiers, Sydney (January, 1900), 125 ...................................................................
Conference of Premiers, Melbourne (April, 1900), 125 .................................................................
Government Astronomer, respecting Recent Snow-storm, 125 .....................................................
Inspector-General of Insane, for 1899, 133 ......................................................................................
Goulburn Fire Pirigades Board, for 1899, 133.
Wollongong Firo Brigades Board, for year ended 31 March, 1909, 133.
Government Astronomer, respecting Meteorological Disturbances, 133 ......................................
Deputation concerning Effective Voting for Federal Senate, 141 ..................................................
Hospital for Insane, Callait Paik (Board of Inquiry), 141 .............................................................
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, for 1899, 151 ...........................................................................
Equipment of Contingents sent to South Africa, 150 ..................................................................
Board of Health for 1898, 177 ..........................................................................................................
Advisory Board on Agricultural Societies, 194 ................................................................................
Postmaster-General for 1899, 194 ......................................................................................................
Aborigines Protection Board for 1899, 200 .......................................................................................
Railway. Manilla to Barraba (Mr. Jones, M.I.C K.), 222 .............................................................
Metropolitan Charities Association, 228 ...................................................... .........................
Inquiry into Charges against Mr. C. G. Willman, Coast Hospital (Public Service Board), 246 ...
Coast Hospital for 1899, 258 ...........................................................................................................
Australian Museum for 1899, 285 .....................................................................................................
Returning Officer of South Australia on Scheme of Effective Voting, 285 ..................................
Labour Bureau for year ended 30th June, 1900, 304........................................................................
Appointment of Rohcrl Francis Irvine, Esq., M.A , as Secretary toBoaidof Examiners (Public 

Service Board), 30L
Dcpaitment of Lands for 1899, 304 ...... ...........................................................................................
State Children’s Relief Board for year ended 5th April 1900, 316..................................................
Manufacture of Lyddite, 338 ............................................................................................................

Return respecting travelling expenses 
REID, WILLIAM (See “ MINING ").
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PAPKKS OBDEBED TO 

BE FEINTED.

TOL. PAGE.

E

REPORTS (eon<iH««i)
Laid on Table (conimuccZ)_

Arrest of young man named Pilco at Gimneiial), 354 .................................................................. i 2
Sites for seat of Ooveniment of Commonwealth (Commissioner’s), 384..........................................  1

Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Boaul for year ended 30th June, 1000, 398
Plan to accompany Report, 40S...... .........................................................................................

Marriclcville Drainage, 1st and 2nd Divisions, 398.
Military Porcos, for year ended 30th June, 1900, 422 .................. .................................................
Acting Visiting Magistrate, Lord Howe Island, 422 ....................................................................
Case of Dr. Bernstein, J.P.—Seditious Language, 440 ................................................................
Court of Inquiry mto Administration of the 7th Regiment, 441 .................................................
Conduct of Police rc shearing at Eukkulla Station, 460 ................................................................
Statement made by Mr. B. B. O’Oouor re District Court Bides, 402 ..........................................
Industrial School for Girls, Parramatta, for 1800, 511 ....................................................................
Carpcntcrian Reformatory for 1899, 511 ........................................................................................
Nautical School Ship “Sobraon” for the year ended 30th April, 1900, 511 .............................
Case of Mr. G. P, Webb, Postmaster, Minmi, 517 ......................................................................
Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage for 1899-1900, G41.....................................
National Park for 1800-1000, 574 ..................................................................................................
Committee on Pet]end I’uintiuc, 574...............................................................................................
Bubonic Plague (Chief Medical Officer), 010 ..................................................................................

Public Woeks Committee :—
General Report (Seventeenth), 49...................................................................................................
Railway from Ountlngai toTumut, 7................................................................................................
Glebe Island Improvements. 7 ........................................................................................................
Wharfage, Wonllonmnoloo Bay, 7...................................... .............................................................
Extension of Railway into City of Sydney, 117......................-................... ■_................................
Central Railway Station and Administrative Offices, Devonshire-street, 160 .............................
Grenfell to Wyalong Railway (Second), 103 .................................................................................
Tntskiau Hood Escape Scheme, 239 .................................................................................................
Railway' from Wellington to Wcrris Creek, 259................................................ .............................

Do Grafton to Casino, 323....................................... ...............................................................
Do Narnibri to Walgctt, 330 ................................................................................................
Do Culcairn to Oernunton, 360 ...........................................................................................
Do Temora to Wyalong (third), 373 .......................................................... .........-...............

Tramway, Behnoro Park to Port Macquarie, 366 ; Report (No. 2) (in substitution), 379 ...........
Pitt-atreot Electric Tram, 360 ; Report (No. 2) (ni substitution), 379............................................
Railway, Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, 473.........................................................................................
Railway from Bowral to Robertson, 577 .........................................................................................
Railway from Cuvlingfnrd to Dural, 577 .........................................................................................
Library within University grounds, 610.........................................................................................

Elections and Qualifications Committee: —
Petition—Taylor v Smith, Canterbury, 116.....................................................................................

Select Committees
Broken Hill Abattoirs, Markets, and Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 126 ................................................
Conditional Purchase of George Humphries Cowled, 159...............................................................
Alfred Austin Sampson’s Settlement Lease, Gunnedab, 264 .......................................................
Names of Electorates, Ecderal Parliament, 264..............................................................................
Brodic’s Enabling Bill, 205 ................................................................. *...........................................
Dublin Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticultural Association Bill, 304 .....................................
Claim of Mr. J. L. Davidson, Paddington, 311 .............................................................................

Do Messrs. Maddison and Ewing, Contractors, 34S ...........................................................
Municipal District of Inverell Reduced Area Bill, 425...................................................................
Accident to Albert Burbank on Railway Premises, Tamworth, 449............................................
Administration of Military Department (.Sjneeiaf), 469, (Efnaf), 612............................................
Case of William Reid, 522 ................................ ..............................................................................
Working of the Prec Public Library, 560^.....................................................................................
Case of Quartermaster Sergeant Troy, 575 .....................................................................................
Proposed Government Alignment of Plood-street, Leichhardt, 578 .................................... . ...
Dismissal of Mrs. Abraham, Shaftesbury Girls’ Asylum, 588.......................................................
Racing Association Bill (ProyrAte'), 58S ........................................................................................

Standing Ordehs Committed:—
Limitation of Debate (Standing Order), 137 ................................................................................

Libkarv Committee, Joint :— .
Report on Accommodation, laid on Table, 560 ............................................................................

Printing Committee :—
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Sessional Order passed, appointing, 29.
Reports Nos. 1 to 19, laid on Table, 48, 63, 89, 109, 133, 159, 178, 201, 223, 264, 295, 330, 354,

309, 475, 517, 533, 577, 610..........................................................................................................
RESERVES (See “PARKS”; also “NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL”). 
RESOLUTIONS

Committee or tiif, Whole:— „ „
Reported 65 (2), CO (»), 67, 104 (=), 143, 161 (!), 178, 188, 208, 223, 230, 252, 260, 2/9 (s), 2S2 (s), 

280, 290, 306, 307, 312, 379 (»), 400 <>), 429, 436 (3), 442, 443, 444 (2), 445, 454, 45o (*), 4,6 H, 
486, 497, 508, 513 (3), 517, 518 (=), 529, 560, 530, 5S1, 586 0, 587, 588, 592 R, 602, C03,
004, COO, 610 (2). -

Agreed to, 65 (2), 66 f1), 67 (2), 104 (2), 143, 161 (2), 178, 188, 20S, 223, 230, 252, 266, 2/0, 280, 
282 (2), 280, 297, 306, 307, 312, 379(3), 400 (>), 420, 436(*), 442, 443, 444 (!), 445,454, 455{2), 
476 {*), 480, 497, 508, 51.3 (>), 517. 518 (!), 529, 560, 580, 5S1, 586 (s), 087, 588, 592 (*), 602, 

. 603, 604, 606, 016 f2).
Fiiom Committee of Sultly : —

Reported, 59, 160, 259, 375 (s), 560 (,ts). 
Agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375 C), 566 (“:). 

Pbom Ways and Means :— .
Reported, 59, 160, 259, 375, 392, 567 (*), 
Agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375, 393, ,767 (*). I

815
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I1EFRI!E>'CE5 TO TUB VOTES AND mOCEEDIEOS, YOTi. t—iSTII TAltlTAlrENT—SESSION IJOO. PATERS ORDEKED TO
RE PRINTED.

R

RESUMPTIONS (Sco “PURLIC WORKS ACT”; iilso “LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES 
ACQUISITION ACT” ; also “DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION RILL” ■ 
also “MINING LAWS AMENDMENT ACT OF 1SD6”; also “RAILWAYS- aRo 
“ DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION ACT”) ’

RICHARDSON, STATION-MASTER, ORANGE (See “TELEGRAPHS”)RICHMOND (See “BRIDGES”). ;
RICHMOND VALE COAL-MINE RATLWAY BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Air. Etldcn) read 1°, 30.1 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 266, 3423, 3.39, 30G ; Motion made for 2', amendment moved (Afr. Arthur Griffith) 
to refer to Select Committee, and House counted out, 376 ; Order of the Day for 2’ restored 
tol aper, 37S; debate resumed, amendment to refer Dill to Committee negatived Bill 
road 2 commuted, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 3S5 ; read JR passed and 
returned to Council, 401 : Assent reported, 431. ’ROADS:— 1 ’

South Heap Roads Trust :—

Accounts of, for the half-year ending 31st December, 1899, laid on Table, 24.
J-*0 do 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 316.

Toonoaheie to Went worth ville Railway Station 

Notification of resumption of land tinder the Poblic Works Act, laid on Table 24.
Inckkaskd Expkndituj'.k on Bridoks and ;— ■ i •

Adjournment moved (Air. Austin Chapman) respecting necessity of,'and negatived 96 
Macquarie Fields Estate - o j

Adjournment moved (Dr. Jioss) for resumption of portion for, and negatived, 311.
Bulga to West Portland .1

Motion made (Air. J. C. L. Fltzixitrkk) for papers, 601.
ROBERTSON (See “RAILWAYS”), r
ROCKDALE (See “SEWERAGE”).
ROLLS (See “ELECTORAL”).
ROOKWOOD FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Bylaws, laid on Table, 16.
ROSSI, CAPTAIN COMTE BE ;—

Petition presented in reference to removal of, from Church of England Trust, Diocese of Goulbuni
and praying for relief, 73...................................................................................................... '

Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for papers in case of Bishop of Gonihurn against, 126 ; Return"to 
Address, laid on Table, 340.

Motion made (Air. ITayttsn) for Select Committee on Church of England Trust, Goulburn, 380.

PAGE.
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s
SAMPSON, ALFRED AUSTIN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SANDY CREEK HOMESTEAD SELECTIONS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SAVINGS BANK (See “GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK [COMMONWEALTH ARRANGE

MENTS] BILL”).
SAYWELL’S TRAMWAY AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL

Petition presented (Jfr. CMm) to proceed with, uotlcr the 40!)th Standing Order, 14; Motion' 
made (.l/r. Ca-rrufAero) for 2s, and debate adjourned, 40 ; Order of the Day postponed, 143.1 

SCAFFOLDING BILL |
Message from Governor, 533 ; Motion made (,i/r. Sec) for Committee of the Whole, 539. '

SCHEDULES:- . j
To Estimates for 1909-1901, laid on Table, 303 ................................................................................ .
To Military and Naval Allowances for tho year 1900-1901, laid on Table, 393 ............................
A to D, Estimates, 1000-1901, Public Works Department, laid on Tabic, 449 ...

SCRAP IRON (See “RAILWAYS”). .....
SCRUB (See “CROWN LANDS”). '
SEAMEN :—

Trial or, at Sydney and Newcastle, for Offences on Board Ships : —
Return to Order (Third Session, 1899) laid on Table, 19

SEAMEN ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— ' ...........................................
Motion made (Mr. I'viwar?.) Smith) for Committee of tbe Whole, 1+5 ; Order of the Day postponed, 

20, 20 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 143 : Order 
of the Day postponed, 592. ' ' 1

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT (Soc “FEDERATION”!
SEDITIOUS LANGUAGE :-

Report upon case of Dr. Ludwik Bernstein, J.P., laid on Table a an
SELECT COMMITTEES (See “COMMITTEES"), '
SESSIONAL ORDERS :-

Passed ;—
Business Days, 14. - •
Precedence of Business, 18. *
Refreshment Committee, 29.
Standing Orders Committee, 29.
Library' Committee, 29.
Printing Committee, 29.
Precedence of Government Business on alternate Tuesdays, 201.
Additional Sitting-day—Morning sitting on Friday to be adjourned at 5 o’clock, p.m., 367 ;

(Motion for adjournment negatived, 5S6.
Honrs of meeting—Morning sittings, 415. ■

"l®®1 0[> Moudws at 10 o’clock, a.m., and Government Business take precedence, 0-10. 
SESSIONAL PAPERS (See “ASSEMBLY ").
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L'APEllS OllBEltED TO 
BE 1'KIHTKI).

VOL. rACIi.

SEWERAGE (Sec also “METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL”; nlso “COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE [AMENDMENT] 
BILL ”; also '' PARRAMATTA SEWERAGE BILL ’ )[ 

WESTERS' SCLUHBS
Report of completion of portion, laid on Table, 24, IS.

Randwtck : —
Report of completion of portion, laid on Table, 24.

Daieuno Hakiwuj:, Low-i.evf.i. :—
Notificiition of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Balm,ux Low-ijcvhl : —
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 2d.

WoRMAtr, 1st Division : —
Report of completion, laid on Table, IS.

Newcastle, Hamilton, Mkiei-.wkthf-.te, Wickhasi, ash Caieuinoto;: : —
Motion made [Mi-, U'SuUiraH) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 111,

METIECrOI.ITAX" Boabu : —
Information resiwcting, laid on Table, 20G...................................................................................... \ o
Report for Year ended 30tb Juno, 1900, laid on Table, oil ..........................................................  /

Main Westeiex Outfall Sewer, Rockdale 
Notification of resumption of land under lire Public Works Act, laid on Table, o.T3.

SHAFTESBURY GIRLS ASYLUM;—
Motion made (.!/;•. Jltihnan) for Select Committee on dismiesal of Mrs. Abraliam from, IT. 
Correspondence respecting tire dismissal of Mrs. Abraham from, laid on Table, 96.

SHEARERS’ ACCOMMODATION BILL„ 
MesRngo from Governor, 4G0; Motion made (Mr. Tern/) for Committee of tlie ViTiole, 475; 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill prcRoulcd and read 1°, 616.
SHERIFF BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (.S’tr William Lyne) read 1°, 2(1! ; read 2’, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 2S0; read 3°, paesed, and 
returned to Council, 2S5 ; Assent reported, 335.

SILVERTON (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SITE FOR CITY ELECTORAL LIGHTING PLANT;— _ > _

Adjournment moved (iVr. IVortou) in reference to refusal of Premier to receive a deputation, 
and negatived, 424.

SL1GAR, THOMAS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SMITH, THE HON. SYDNEY (See also “ELECTORAL") ;-

Election as Member for the Electoral District of Canterbury, reported, 1 ; sworn, 2.
SMOKING (See “JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION BILL”).
SOUTH AFRICA (Sec also “ MILITARY ”; also “ TELEGRAPHS also “ FLOUR SHIPPED TO 

SOUTH AFRICA FOR THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT")
Colonial Voluxtebus and Enolisii Yeojianhy :—

Copy of Government Notice, dated, Salisbuiy, 16 August, 19011, respecting oiler of fanns to,
laid on Table, 3S4 ........................................................................................................................ 4

SOUTH HEAD ROADS TRUST;— '
Accounts for half-year ending 3lst December, 1S09, laid on Table, 24.

Do ‘ do 30th June, 1901), kid on Tabic, 3Hi.
SPEAKER:—■

Reports, issue of Write, 1 (s), 201.
Reports, return of Writs, 1 (J), 6, 51, 291.
Retirement of Sir Joseph Abbott, K.C.M.G., 9, 11,26, 43.
M r, MeCourt elected ,11; Presented to Go venter, 31.
Lays papers on Table, 12, 16, 41, 73, 96, 171. 451.
Commission of, to administer the^Oalh of Allegiance, reported, and road by Clerk, 12.
Commission of Deputy, to administer Oatli of Allegiance, (19.
Lays on Warrant appointing Elections ami Qualifications Committee, 17 ; Reports Maturity of 

'Warrant, 44 ; Appoints first meeting of Committee, 91.
Vote of Thanks to Sir Joseph Palmer Abbott, K.O.M.G., on his retirement, 26, 43.
Lays on Table Election Petition—Taylor r. Smith, Canterbury, 91.
Clerk informs House of unavoidable absence of, and Deputy-Speaker took Chair, 597, 007.

Rulings or :— . ■
That a Temporary Chairman of Committees could take the Chair notwithstanding the Chairman 

of Committees had not liccn appointed, 49.
That Debate in Committee of Supply on items in resolution for specific services must be confined 

to the items submitted, 53. _ _
That the provision in clause 4 of the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Bill, giving power 

to lease or sell certain of the land, was covered by the Title and Order of Leave; Speaker 
quoted decision of 17lh August, 1S97, in reference to tiic Totalizator Bill, S3.

That amendment, for call of the House, on a motion proposing a new Standing Order, could be 
admitted, 127.

That sections .12 and 13 of the Public Works Act had been complied with by the Minister, in 
moving motion to refer the matter of removing the Public Abattoirs from Glebe Island, to 
the Public Works Committee, 223.

That an amendment t.o insert words “ The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners ” in clause 2 
of the Industrial ArbitruUt.il Bill, before the Commissioners were appointed, was in 
order, 2G6.

That the subject of the motion for the adjournment of the House in reference to land exchanges 
had not been discussed on a previous motion, 2SG.

That the Fire Brigades Bill was out of order, bcear.se clause 25 conflicted with and was 
contradictory of clause 05 of the Sydney- Harbour Trust Bill passed by this House and 
now before the Council, 30C.
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TOL. PAGE.

s
SPEAKER (coRfintffi?);—

Rulings tw^contimtal
That the provision in the Racing Association Bill in regard to incorporation was not beyond the 

Order of Leave, and that the Bill did not require to he introduced in Committee, 318.
That provision in clause 7 of the Early Closing Amendment Bill, which proposes to bring hotels,

&e., selling tobacco, under the same law as tobacconists’ shops, was within the Order of 
Leave, 325.

That proposal to put the motion for the adjournment of the House without debate on Friday 
sittings was not a. contravention of the Standing Orders which gave the right to members 
to debate snob questions, !:id7-

That although the Public Works Committee had varied the reference made to them in reference 
to the proposal to construct the Echnore to Port Macquarie Electric Tramway, he would 
not rule the motion to carry out the work out of order, 3(57.

That motion for adjournment of House in reference to thoroughfare for vehicular traffic, through 
the Botanical Cardens, could he discussed in the financial debate in Committee of Ways 
and Means, and was out of order, 392.

That as the Order of the Day was the property of the House, the 2nd reading of the Tied 
Houses Bill could he moved by anv member, 409.

That an honorable member, discussing in Committee of Supply the estimate for “ Railways and 
Tramways, existing lines—working Expenses,” was not in order in commenting in detail on 
a report of an officer on a new line of railway, 435-0.

That a Minister was permitted to present papers to Parliament at any time, notwithstanding 
an address passed by the House requesting the production of the papers, had not been 
presented to the Governor, 441.

Tlurt the introduction of the Patents and Trade Marks Bill should have been preceded by a 
Message from the Governor, 400. '

That the motion for the adjournment of the House in reference to the Police Superannuation 
Fund anticipated the discussion of a motion which was already on the paper, aud was out 
of order, 522. ‘

That the Federal Elections Bill was not out of order, notwithstanding the Schedule referred to 
in clause G was not given, as the Schedules could be introduced and discussed in Com
mittee, 541.

That motion for adjournment on ‘'Influence of Members with Federal Electorates Commissioners,” 
anticipated discussion on the Federal Elections Bill, and was out of order, 549.

That motion approving of Government entering into a contract for the supply of steel rails 
should have originated in Committee of the Whole and was out of order, 549.

That motion for adjournment of the House in reference to “Contract for Steel-rails” anticipated 
the discussion of a motion given this day on the subject, and was out of order, 557.

That in regard to the motion of adjournmont in reference to “Consumptive Patients Liverpool 
Asylum, having been already discussed in Committee of Supply, and being open to further 
discussion on the third reading of the Appropriation Bill," lie thought that the item could 
not be discussed on the third reading of the Appropriation Bill, and he had not sufficient 
information as to the proceedings in Supply to rule the motion out of order, 577.

Rulings of Detuty-Speakek :— “

That motion for adjournment of the House in reference to legalising certain Municipalities did
not deal with the subject embodied in the Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, and was in ; 
order, CIO. . ;

That certain clauses in the Municipalities (Incorporation Validating) Bill was not beyond the [
Order of Leave, CIO,

That the requirements of the Public Works Act had been complied with on motion to refer the (
work "High-level Bridge over the Hawheshury River at Richmond ” to the Public Works j
Committee, 615. I

Dissent to Ruling '
Motion made (Mr. Norton) That House dissents from ruling in reference to Early Closing 

(Amendment) Bill, 339.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT (Sec “ ADJOURNMENT”).
SPECIAL REPORT (See “REPORTS”).
SPORTS GROUND, ALBURY (See “CROWN LANDS").
SPRING WOOD (See “POSTAL”; also “TELEGRAPHS”).
STAMP DUTIES ACT, 1898 •

Regulations and Forms, laid on Table, 40.
STAMP DUTIES AMENDMENT BILL (

Message from Governor, 435 ; Motion made (85' FFi'ffiam Ayne} for Committee of the Whole,
442; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 455 ; read 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 475 ; read 3\ passed, and sent to 
Council, 482 ; returned without amendment, 507 ; Assent reported, 519.

STANDARD DRAW-GEAR (See “RAILWAYS”). '
STANDING ORDERS _ _

Sessional Order appointing Commi ttee, passed, 29.
Suspended to pass Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill through all stages in one day, 58, 159, 258,

373. .
Motion made for, in reference to Limitation of Debate, and subject referred to Standing Orders

Committee, 127 ; Report brought up, 137 ................................................................................ 1 777
Suspended, to take business as matter of urgency, 152.
Suspended to pass Bills through remaining stages at end of Session, 585 (l(l), 602 (s), 610.

STANFORD COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Gillies) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 14 

Bill read 2s, committed, reported with amendments. Report adopted, 49-50; read 3°, 
passed, and sent to Council, 57 ; returned without amendment, 125 ; Assent reported, 152.

STATE CHILDREN RELIEF BOARD
Report of President for year ended 5th April, 1900, laid on Table, 31C ....................................... fi 373

STATE PARLIAMENT (See “PARLIAMENT”).
STATISTICS (See “CENSUS OF AUSTRALASIA”; also “CENSUS BILL”).
STATUTORY RULES PUBLICATION BILL: —

Message from Governor, 45 ; Motion made (.Sir William Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, S3,
STEEL RAILS (See “ RAILWAYS
STEPHENS, MR. THEOPHILUS (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
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Bill

‘PUBLIC SERVICE [SUPERANNUATION] BILL”; also

STOCK (Sco also “PUBLIC WATERING PLACES BILL”; also “IMPORTED STOCK ACTS”;
also “PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION (RABBIT]BILL”; also “TRAVELLING 
STOCK BILL "):—

Report of Stock ami Brands Branch of the Department of Mines and Agriculture, laid on
Table, ...........................................................................................................................................

Tick im Texas Fkvek _
IT-oelamations and Regulations under Imported Stock Acts, laid on Table, 7.

Diskahks is Siiekl' Acts : - ■
Proclamation under, laid un Table, 7. ...
Proclamation under, respecting the inlrodnction of Sheep from Victoria, laid on Tabic, 7. 

Horses ix Aotoai,'Work which cross Bordkr or Q.ukkxsi.and and Nkw South \\ alkb :— 
Proclamation respecting registration of, laid on Table, 2j0.

Lui'ORTATiox of Siiuvir rnu.u America —
Proclamation in reference to, laid on Table, 0/4,

STOCK DISEASES BILL
Messat'e from Cevernnr, 40; Motion made (;!fr. Acgan) for Committee of the \\ hole, oil; 

Order of the Day postponed, 207 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, 
and read 1°, 206-7.

STOCKTON (See “HARBOURS”!.
STORES CONTRACTS (See “GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS”).
STREET TRAFFIC (See “METROPOLITAN TRAFFIC BILL”;.
ST. VINCENT’S HOSPITAL (See “HOSPITALS”).
SUGAR DRAWBACKS (See “CUSTOMS [SUGAR DRAWBACKS] BILL").
SUNDAY TRADING

Petition riiwm.vmi against it.ojt :—
Hunter-street Presbyterian Church, Newcastle, 151......................................................................... 1
Residents of Newcastle, &c., 574 ........................... _.........................................................................  j
Women’s Temperance Union, Newcastle and District, 574...................................... '..................... ■
Women's Temperance Union, Newcastle, 574...................................................................................
Women’s Temperance Union, Merewether, 574........................................*.......................................
Women’s Temperance Union, Admnstown, 574...............................................................................

SUNDAY TRADING REGULATION BILL . . . . .
Message from Governor, 557 ; Motion made [Sh' ll'i/fitrai Tiyar) for Committee of the Mimic, 

577; Standing Orders suspended, 580 £House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bil 
presented and rend 1°. 592.

SUPERANNUATION (See 
“POLICE”).

SUPPLY:- _ _ ,
Point of Order reported from Committeo, 58, 435. j
No Quorum reported from Committee of, 415.
Motion made (SiV iVit/iam Lytie) for House to go into Committee, 2S. ,
House in Committee, 58, 100, 259, 375 (2), 401, 403, 415, 425, 429, 435, 5C0.
Resolutions reported, 59, ICO, 259, 3/5 C"’), 000 (ll!).
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 109, 259 375 {“), 506 (us).

SUPREME COURT
Rules of, in Equity, laid on Table, 19, 384.
Rules of, in Lunacy, laid on Table, 19, 501,
Rules in Divorce, laid on Table, 24.

SUPREME COURT PROCEDURE BILL:— .
Motion made (d/V. Ilb’se) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 269 ; read '2°, committed ; 

reported with amendments. Report adopted, 296; rend 3J, passed, ami sent to Council, 306;
' returned with amendments, 471 ; Council’s amendments agreed to with amendments, 48G :

Message to Council, 487 ; Council agrees to Assembly a amendments on its amendments, 
493 ; Assent reported, 505.

SUPREME COURT AND CIRCUIT COURTS BILL:— '
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir William Lynr) read 1 , 266 ; read 2 , 

committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 231; read 3J, passed, and returned 
to Council, 289 ; Assent reported, 431.

SURVEYOR’S REGISTRATION BILL :— , ,
Message from Governor, 558; Motion made (SiV William Ayne) for Committee of the Whole, 

577 ; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 616.
SUTHERLAND (See “ POSTAL ” ; also “ TELEGRAPHS”). '
SUTTOR, THE 1ION. FRANCIS BATHURST:—

Resignation of, as Member for Bathurst, reported, 1.
SWIFT, 87 M. (Sec “ESTATE OF THE LATE S. M. SWIFT, OF PETERSHAM”).
SYDNEY COAL DELIVERY ACTS REPEAL BILL:— _

Motion made (3fv. Cohen) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 73 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 317.

SYDNEY CORPORATION (AMENDING) BILL:- .
Message from Governor, 45 ; Motion made (.?ir IFfEiani Lynn) for Committee of tho Whole, oS, 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 104 : Order of the 
Day postponed, 111, 127 ; Motion made {Sir William Lj/ne) for 2‘, amendment moved 
(.l/>\ Mcnyhcr) to refer to Select Committee and negatived, motion passed, read 2“, 
committed, 134-5; reported with amendments, Report adopted, 194; recommitted, 
reported 2” with further amendments, Report adopted, 201 ; Motion tnade (il/r. See) for ,-U 
amendment moved {Mr. Norton) to recommit and negatived, motion passed, read 3“, 
passed, and sent to Connell, 207 ; returned with amendments, 276 ; Assembly agrees toj 
some and disagrees to other of Council's amendments, 287 ; Message to Council, 2S7 ;, 
Message from Council insisting on its amendments, 311 ; Assembly insists on its disagree-i 
incuts and requests a Free Conference and Managers appointed by ballot, Message toj 

. Council, 324-5; Council agreds to Free Conference, and appoints Managers, Assembly's
Managers proceed to Conference and being returned report that they had failed to arrive 
at any agreement, 330; Motion made (Air William Lijnc) for Committee of the TV hole to 
take Report of Assembly's Managers into consideration, 338 ; Message from Council 
insisting on amendments, but intimating its willingness to consider a further proposal, 
Assembly’s Managers’ Report considered in Committee, Resolution reported, Message to 
Council, in which Assembly waived its objections to certain of tho Council's amendments, 
348; Message from Council no longer insisting on its amendments disagreed to by the. 
Assembly, 355 ; Assent reported, 369,

1- «
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SYDNEY CORPORATION- (FURTHER AMENDING) BILL
Message from Governor, JlLl; Motion made (Sir I) ifliam Lji/jic) for Conimitloo of the IVholo. 

.■f/4 ; lioiise in Coimmltec, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 37!) : read 2J 
committed, reported ivith amendments, Report adopted, 4'2-f ; read 3a, passed, and sent to 
L.oiincd, 42S ; returned with amendments, 442; amendments agreed to, 4 ‘.H ; Assen! 
icported, 47/.

fiYDNKY GRAMMAR SCHOOL:—
_ Report for 1399, laid on Table, 73...............................................

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL AUI AMRNjiiMENT BILLV—.......................................................
n,"do ($‘r Jovph Allan) for leave to bring in, 41.

SYDNEY HARBOUR TRUST BILL
Message fi om Governor, 4G ; Motion made [Sir Wiihart! Lym] for Conmntloo of tbe IVlmlc, .7fi. 

UrtLer 0, the Dd> postponed, (i3-, House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 101 : Bill 
presented and read 1 , 12j ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 207 ; Bdl read 2’, committed, 217 ■ 
J Louse in Commit Ice, 240 ; Orderof the Day postponed, 2,M ; Bill ruptn ted with iimcndnunts 
Ropnit adopted, -6t ; Motion mada (.S’<r )) lUm/u Li/hi) for 3=, amendment moved (J/V 
Jloorc) to recommit and negatived, read 3°, passed, mid sent to Gounod, 27S-0 ; lotunied 

: Couned’s amendments agreed to, 4,'il. '
INDUS TRIAL BLIND INSTITUTION INCORPORATION BILL:—

fo1'!pavo to in, Bill piesented mid read 1°, 37;l. 
b 1 DNIA M UN ICi 1’A L CD UN CIL

Petition presented from mooting of citizens, praying for alteration in management, &c , 27 ....

"PUBLIC SERVICE”; also “ PUBLIC SERVICE [TAXATION

T
TARAGO (See “RAILWAYS”).
TARALGA (Sec “PARKS”).
TAXATION DEPARTMENT (See 

_ OFFICERS] BILL”).
TAILOR, THOMAS WHITFORD, ESQUIRE (See also “ELECTORAL”) ■—
TEACHERS°{Seo ^EDUCATION”)rei)01't0<1, 103 * 10S'

TECHNICAL COLLEGE:—
ilotion^nadc URr. Jfcffoircw) for retuin respecting students, .to . 33S; Return toOrdci, laid

TELEGRAPHS (Sec also “PACIFIC CABLE ENABLING BILL”) :—............................................
Post axd TiXEnnArn OmcE, SfTJiEKLisi): —

Notilieation of resumption of hind under the Public Works Act,'laid on Table, 21.
1 OST AM) I FLK(J2*APH On'JCh. ULTDIO 1—

Notilieation of icsumption of hind under the Public Weil;a Act. lahl on Table ’0 
j u.vr ash liiLEORii'H Orncn. JIi:ric\vkthi:::

Notification of resumption of lend under the Public Works Act, laid on Table 24
■Lost and Ijslikicatii Ofj’ice, Srnisuwoou :__ ’ ’

Notification of resumption of laud under the Public Works Act, aid on Tabic, 24,
AiijrttAi.iAx Nuhsinc Cohi’?j South ArctifA1 —

Nolificatioti of reduced rates on telegiTtins, laid on Tabic, 82,
CovaiUJilCATZOJf HET'.VEKX OKHAT JjKITAI.V AMI T1 [K AUMnMJlSIAX ClH.OMKS :__

Con-csiKHideneo proposal of IfiaMcni Teioguph Company VH of Uopu Mid
Submarine Cable from Canada acio^s the Pacific Oman, laid on Table, IT2 

Cabli: DcTweex Cujada and Acstual/^i 
Moticn made (J/a CV/c/:) for Committee of the Wbolo U eimsidur Rosolutiuns ]0‘5 ■

from Governor, 103 ; Order of the Day pjstpoucJ, Hi ; Order of the Dav dihelmVged 334 
Eleltiiio J liLiiGnArir Act ” 6 J

Rates and Regulations, laid on 'Tabic, 24, 103, 177, 104, 2oS, 323, 473 P) .317 594 
Afkicv, Asia, and America :— 1

Amended Rates to certain places in, laid on Table, 191, 475.
Foi;ei:s to serve in China ;—

Notification of arrangements for transmission of telegrams, laid on 'Table, 23.5.
\Jtnf. of State Tei/k;i{aiihs fotc Private Purposes 

Adjournment moved {X'r. Norton) in rofeiencc to action of Mr. Richardson, Railway Station 
master at Orange, 293. ^

Raiiavav Comi-any’s Stations (Aitiica) dy diiiect uonix-—
Notification of, laid on Table, 303.

Messages transmitted between ceutain Counihy PnAOiis : —
Notification of reduced rates, laid on Table, 414 '

Post and Tkieorath Oieick, Fokster:—

Notification of resumption of laud under Public Woiks Act, laid ou 'Table. 550 
Gr.U'YON :— ’

n,T,r„.^t^’(’n,me-'R;'3oa within 30 miles of, laid on Table, 592.
-L ii L hi r 1J OA J',-^5 :—

Amended Regulations under the Electric Telegraph Act, laid ou Table, 253 517 
Kotiliealion of charge on truuk line eonncctmg exchange^, Ballina, Casino, Coraki, and Lismorc, 

Jaid on Ifible, .-)17-
TELLERS (See “ NO'TELLERS ”)
TEMORA (See “RAILWAYS”)
TOSSS^i^JBM^SS'gK.'*" "c,IiIR',AN w comiiTTEiis").

Message from Governor, 549 ; Motion made (Hr. O’NwWran) for Committee of the Whole 5GS • 
Home m Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 5S1 ; read 2° com-' 
sentto Council159Jt^OU*' ftmendrasat> aud Keport adopted, 5S7-53S ; read 3", passed, and 

TENDER BOARD (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
THE ROCK TO GREEN'S GUNYAH RAILWAY (AMENDMENT) BILL:—

^ for !'j;lve Lo P1'00®0'! with, under 293th Standing Order, 131 :
frlot’wf S7J11 Gov,el^<>r’ 142’i re!ld 2'’ C0',1!nlUeJ. reported without amendment, Repost] 
adopted, 224; read 3 passed, and sent to Council, 228 ; returned without amendment,I 
2o!); Assent reported, 2(jS), ’
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THEATRICAL LICKNSKS
Regulations for issue, laid on Table, 4(i:J........................................................................................

TICK OR TEXAS FEVER (See also “STOCK”):—
A'.ljonrnm.'nt moved Let) in reference to Uorder Regulations, and importation of meat from

Queensland, and negatived, S37.
TIED HOUSES (See “LICENSED TIED HOUSES BILL”).
TIED HOUSES BILL_

Motion made (J/r. Jl'fliS'on) for Committee of the Whole, 15 ; Order of the Day postponed, 20 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 188 ; Mr. Arthur! 
Griffith proceeding to move 2s, /.’oint nf Order,—That the Honorable Member moving the 
motion was not in charge of the Bill,—ruled against by Mr. tSpeakor, motion moved and 
passed, read 2°, committed, 409-410 ; Order of the Day postponed, 461, 465.

TIMBER AXD QUARRIES
Amended Regulations Nos, 5 and 10, laid on Table, 63.

TIRES (See “WIDTH OF TIRES BILL”).
TONNAGE RATES (AMENDMENT) BILL

Assent to (Third hiei.-rion, 1899), renorted, 2.
TOONGABB1.E (Sec “ROADS”).
TOO WONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
TO I'ALTEATOR BILL

Petitions presented in opposition to
Wesleyan Church, Molong, IS ...........................................................................................................
Wesleyan Church, Garra, 18 ..............................................................................................................
Wesleyan Church, Barrogan, IS .......................................................................................................
AVesleyan Church, Dilga, 24 ..............................................................................................................
AA'csleyan Church, Lockwood, 24 .......................................................................................................
Wesleyan Church, Reedy Cresk and Red Hill, 24 .........................................................................
AA'csleyan Church, Meranburn, 24 ...................................................................................................
Residents of Barmedman, 56..............................................................................................................

TRADE (See “PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS BILL”; also “SUNDAY TRADING”; also 
“SUNDAY TRADING REGULATION BILL”).

TRADE MARKS BILL:— ...
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir William Lyne,) read 1°, 205 ; read 2°, 

committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 28(); read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 288 ; Assent reported, 334,

TRADE UNIONS :—
Report of Registrar of Friendly Societies and, for 1898, laid on Table, 48...................... .............

TRADE UNION (SUBSCRIPTION RECOVERY) BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. McGowen) to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 20 

TRAFFIC IN GEORG E-STREET, ETC. :-
Police Reports respecting congestion, laid on Table, 49 .................................... .............................

TRAMWAYS (See also “CAPERTEE TRAMWAY BILL”; also “SAY WELL’S TRAMAVAV 
AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL”; also “ELECTRIC TRAMAYAY [BELMORE 
PARK TO FORT MACQUARIE] BILL”; also “CARLINGFORD TO DURAL TRAM 
AVAY BILL”):— -

Report of Commissioners for Railways for year ended 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 223.........
Do do quarter ended 31st December, 1899, laid on Table, 40
Do do do 31st March, 1900, laid on Table, 40.......
Do do do 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 159 ...
Do do do 30thSeptemher, 1900, laidonTahlc,414.

Bai.main and Lh.lyfif.ld:—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Law) in favour of a double line and more efficient Scrvico, and 

negatived, 82.
Balmain :—

Notification of resumption of land, uuder the Public AATorka Act, for duplication, laid on Table, 
304.

Bulmorf. Path; to Fort Macquakik, via Castlnkkagh-street :—
Motion made (Mr. O’Sid/iuait) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 111 ; Report brought

up 366 ; Second Report (™ sidwlifjifion), laid on Table, 370...................................... ..........
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) 'That work lie carried out. Point of Order,—That motion was not 

in accordance with reference to the Public Works Committee,—ruled against by Mr.' 
Speaker, 367-S.

Dulwich Hill :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public AYorks Act, for construction of loop, laid 

on Table, 40. '
OVKRCHOWDISG OF ELECTRIC TRAMS :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. McLean) calling attention to, and negatived, 58.
Tramway Proposals :—

Motion made (df>\ J. II. Yomg) for Reports of Railway Commissioners, 272; Return to Order,
laid on Table, 295 ............................ .......................................................................................

Electric Trajiway along Piti-street, Sydney :—
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 288 ; Report brought

up, 366 ; Second Report (in i-ubslilulion), laid on Table, 379 ..............................................
N F.wramtlk-A da mstown :—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 333 ..........................................................................................
Geoiuih-street and North Sydney Electric Trails :—

Return respecting Accidents, laid on Table, 373 ........................................................................
TRANSFER OF VOTES BY EXECUTIVE MINUTE (See “FINANCE”).
TRAVELLING EXPENSES :—

Return respecting, of Reid Ministry, 1394-1899, laid on Table, 435 ......................................
TRAVELLING STOCK BILL: - ' _

Message from Governor, 50) ; Motion made (jlfr. Fcgax) for Committee of the Whole, 504 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 617. 

TREASURER'S ADVANCE ACCOUNT (See “FINANCE”).
TREASURY BILLS (See “FINANCE”).
TREASURY BILLS BILL: —

Asronl to (Third Session, 1S99), reported, 4.
510—E
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T
TREASURY BILLS DEFICIENCY BILL :—
• Message from Governor, 4G6; Motion made [Sir William Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 

47o ; House m Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 486; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 5C7 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 

’ ' to Council, 579 ; returned without amendment, 589.
TREASURY INDEMNITY BILL:—

Assent to (27'imf SWM™, 1S99J, reported J 4.,
TROFFS PASTORAL HOLDING (See “CROWN LANDS"),
TROOPS FOR SOUTH AFRICA (See “ MILITARY”)- 
TROY, QUARTERMASTER-SERGEANT (See “ MILITARY").
TRUCK BILL:— ’

Motion made (Afr. Cook) foi Committee of the Whole, 75 ; Order of. the Day postponed, 82; 
House m Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 230 ; Message from 
Governor, 231 ; read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 46) ; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 464; returned with amendments, COT; Council’s 
amendments agreed to, 514 ; Assent reported, 537.

TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT _
Statement for year ended 3ISt March, 1900, laid on Table, 40 .....................................................

TUCKIAN FLOOD 'ESCAPE SCHEME BILL' _
Message from Govcrner, 441 ; Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for Committee of the Whole, 454 ; 

House m Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 476 ; Motion made 
(Afr. O’Sullivan} for 2° and debate adjourned, 535; read 23, committed, reported with an 
amendment, Report adopted, 581 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 601.

TUCKIAN FLOOD ESCAPE SCHEME
Report from Public Works Committee, laid on.Table, 239 ; motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) that 

work be carried out, 368.
TUMUT (See “RAILWAYS”).

3 Doia

u
ULTIMO (See “POSTAL”; also “TELEGRAPHS").
UNEMPLOYED ...

Adjournment moved (Mr. Haynes) in reference to present system of dealing with difficulty, 
and negatived, 110.

Repoits, Correspondence, &c,, of the late Advisory Board, laid on Table, 206..............................
'UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY

Report of Trustees for 1899, laid on Table, 16............... .......................................................... ........
Amended By-laws, laid on Table, 16, 366, 414. ,

Liekaky (Fisher) :—
Motion made (i/r. O'Sullivan) refer matter of erecting, to Public Works Committee, 223;

Report brought up, 610 .............................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan), That work be carried out, 614.

UNIVERSITY AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES BILL:— _ _
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir miliam Lynt) read 1°, 265; read 2°, 

committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 281; read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council. 28S; Assent reported, 334.

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY (FISHER LIBRARY) BILL 
Message from Governor, 612.

URALLA-WALCHA (See “ELECTORAL'’):
URGENCY :—

Motion mode to proceed with Notice of Motion, as matter of, 152.
Motion made to proceed with Genera! Order of the Day, as matter of, and negatived, 339. 

USHER (See,“BLACK ROD”).

769
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V
VACANT SEAT _

Resignation of William Walter Davis, Esquire, Bourke, reported, 247- 
Death of William Henry Burgess Piddington, Esquire, reported, 357. __
Resignation of the Hon. Bernhard Ringiose Wise, Ashfield, reported, 45".

VEGETATION DISEASES ACT, 1897:— ....
Proclamation under, piohibiting the introduction of any plant from certain portions of Victoria, 

laid on Table, 7.
Proclamation under, declaring Phylloxera Vastatrix to he a disease, laid on Table, 7.

VESSELS:— . . ,
Report of Royal Commission on dangers to coal carrying, laid on Table, 48 .................................

VINE DISEASES ACT OF 1893 * ...
Petition presented from vinegrowers, icprescnting that the Act had failed in its object, and

asking for its repeal, 72 ..............................................................................................................
Vu'EYAEDS CONDEMNVD UNDER

Motion made (Mr. Kidd) for Return, 89 ; Return to Order, laid ou Table, 133 .........................
VINEYARDS (See “VINE DISEASES ACT”).
VISITING JUSTICES (See “GAOLS'').
VOLUNTEER REGIMENTS (See “MILITARY”).
VOTE OF CREDIT : —

Mcssfmes from Governor. 46, 142, 251, 363.
VOTE OF THANKS (See “ABBOTT, THE HONORABLE SIR JOSEPH PALMER, K.C.M.G."). 
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS

Nos. 1 to 87 ......................................................................................................................................
Mr. Neild oalled attention Lo an entry which he submitted was incorrect; Mr, Speaker stated 

that the entrv was correct, 347.
VOTING STATISTICS' CITY DIVISIONS

Letuin rc'.pectii’g, laid on Tabic, 330 ...............................................................................................
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w
TV AGES (Sec "COMPANIES EMPLOYEES M'AGES PROTECTION BILL”; also "ATTACH-I 

MEET OF WAGES ABOLITION BILL”).
WAIXIETT (See “RAILWAYS”; also “NARRABRI, WALGETT, AND COLLARENDABRI 

' RAILWAY BILL”). 1
WALLKNRBKEN (See “RAILWAYS”). :
WALLSEN D COLLIERY ■

Papers respecting inquiry into statement that Sate of an inspection was known at the mine
beforehand, laid on Table, 63..................................................................................... I 4

TVARDELL (Sec “WHARVES”). > 1
WARNE (Sec “RAILWAYS”). •
WARRANT (See “SPEAKER”).
WATER SUPPLY (See also “CROWN LANDS”; also “WOLLONGONG WATER SUPPLY 

WORKS BILL”; also “METROPOLITAN WATER [RICHMOND] BILL”; also1 
"METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL”;I 
also "COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE [AMENDMENT] BILL”):— 

Wkli.tkotos :— ■
By-laws, laid on Table, 24.

MuocKfi:—
By-laws, laid on Tabic, 24.

KlAMA ;—
By-laws, laid on Table, 316.

Districts North of the Parramatta River :—
Notifications of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on

Table, 25 (*)■ .
Cobar :— '

Notification of resumption of land under the Lunds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on 
Table, 25.

J ERILHKKIE :—
Amended By-laws, laid on Tabic, 73.

Forbes
By-laws, laid on Table, 17S.

Broken Hill anh Silvurton:—
Motion made (Afr. 0’Suttk'an) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 201.

Metrofoutan Board :—
Information respecting, laid on Table, 206 ..................................... ................................................. ]
Report for year ended 30th June, 1000, laid on Table, 541.............................................................. , f „

Hunter District Water Suttly and Sewerage Board :— ( z
Report for vear ended 30th June, 1900, laid on Table, 398; Plan to accompany Report, 408 ... ; 

WATERING PLACES (See “PUBLIC WATERING PLACES BILL”).
WAYS AND MEANS:-

Motion made {Sir William Lym) for House to go into Committee, 28.
House in Committee, 59, 160, 259 ; {Financial Statement), 375 (=), 385, 392, 507.
Resolutions reported, 59, ICO, 259, 375, 392, 567 (‘).
Resolutions agreed to, 59, 160, 259, 375, 393, 567 (*).
Estimates, 1900-1901 (Sir William Lyne), laid on Table, 375 ...................................................... 3

WEBB, MR. 0. P. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
WEEKLY REPORTS OF DIVISIONS IN COMMITTEE

Nos. 1 to 19 ............................................................................................................................. .......... 1
WEIRS :—

Nykanc. Creek :— 1
Motion made (Dr. Fosk) for papers, 450. Return to Order, laid on Table, 485.

WELLINGTON (See “WATER SUPPLY”; also “RAILWAYS”).
WELLINGTON PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH LANDS BILL ;—

Assent to (Third Session, 1899) reported, 4^
WENTWORTHVILLE (See “ ROADS ”).
WERBTS CREEK (See “RAILWAYS”),
WEST BOGAN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
WEST PORTLAND (See “ROADS”).
WESTERN SUBURBS (See “SEWERAGE” ; also “DRAINAGE”).
WHARVES (See also “DARLING HARBOUR WHARVES RESUMPTION BILL”) :—

Woo u.eoHou boo Bay :— ■
Report of Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 7............................................................. ......... 6
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act for exieneion on eastern side, 

laid on Table, 556.
Bowua: -

Notilieation of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for Approaches, laid on 
Table, 24.

Bingai. Creek, Warhei.l :—
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 24, 73.

Bfij.ingen River ;—
Notification of resumption of land under tbe Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Ci.ARAvii.r.E, Pitt water : —
Notification of resumption of laud under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laidnn 

Table, 25.
Dakijni; Hareotk (Pijiii.ic) :—

Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on 
Table, 25.

Lavender Bay Jetty :—
Particulms respecting extenskn of lease, laid on Table, 89 .......................................................... 6

WHEAT AND BRKADSTUl'TK:- '
Return respecting prndurtion. and net experts and imports in States of Commonwealth during'

last twentv years, laid on Table, 549......................................................................................... i 4
WICKHAM (See “SEWERAGE").
WIDTH OF TIKES BILL :- . |

Message from Governor, 411 ; Motion made (Sir William lyre) frr Ccirmittrc of the Whole,|
453; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 476. I

237

1117
1027

1119

807

635

267

325

405
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REFEMyCKS TO THE TOTES AKD PEOCEEriHCS, VOL. I—iSlH PARLIAJtENT—SESSION, igOO.
PAPERS ORB EKED TO 

DK riaSTEI).

VOL. PAGE.

w
WILCANNIA (See “COBAR TO WILCANNIA RAILWAY BILL”).
W1NCHC0MBE, FREDERICK EARLE, ESQUIRE, M.B.

Election as Member for Ashfield. reported, 499 ; sworn, 501.
WINDUS, LOUISA H. {See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
WINE-SHOPS (See “HOTELS AND WINE-SHOPS”).
WINGKN (See ‘'RAILWAYS”).
WISE, THE HONORABLE BERNHARD RINGROSE, Q.C. _

Resignation of Sent for the Electoral District of Ashfield reported, 457.
WITNESSES EXAMINATION BILL_ ....

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion made (Sir William Ijyftt) read l0, 204; read 
2J, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 230; read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 2S5 ; Assent reported, 431.

WOLLONGONG (See “ FIRE BRIGADES ").
WOLLONGONG WATER SUPPLY WORKS BILL

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for Committee of the Whole, 63 ; Message from Governor, 73 ; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 29G-7 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 304; read 2s, 
committed, reported with amendments, Report adopted, 312; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 316 ; returned without amendment, 415 ; Assent reported, 432.

WOMEN'S FRANCHISE_ ...
Petition from Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, in favour of granting, in time for the

Federal Elections, 109......................................................................................................._............ 1
Motion made (Mr. Hone) to postpone until majority of adult females approve, and negatived, 117.

WOMEN'S FRANCHISE BILL:—' _
Message from Governor, 339; Motion made (Sir William Lyne) for Committee of the M hole,

3GS; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read the 1°, 496-7; Motion 
made (Sir William Lyne) for 2’, and debate adjourned, 517 ; Debate resumed, amendment 
moved to read this day three months and negatived, motion passed, read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment. Report adopted, 527-S ; Motion made for 3°, amendment 
moved (Afr. JJacey) to recommit and negatived, motion passed, read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 542.

Petition presented from Women's Christian Temperance Union in favour of, 431.......................... \ ^
Petition of Svdncy Labour Council in favour of, 533 ......................................................................... /

WOOD, MR. W. H. O’M. (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY (See “’WHARVES”).
WORKS DEPARTMENT (Sec “PUBLIC SERVICE”).
WRITS:- .

Speaker reports issue and return of, for The Hastings and Die Macleay, 1.
Do do Sydney—Phillip Division, 1.
Do do Canterbury, I, 163,
Do issue of, for Uralla-Wulcha, 1, 477 : Return of, reported, 6, 477.
Do do Bathurst, 1 ; Return of, reported, 51.
Do do Bonrke, 291; Return of, reported, 291.
Do do Ashfield, 499; Return of, reported, 499.

WYALONG (See “RAILWAYS”; also “TEMORA TO WYALONG RAILWAY BILL”).

SI 9

821
823

Y
YASS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL :-

Petition presented (Mr. JJf/ecl-) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 13 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 20, 26 ; Bill read 2s, committed, reported without amendment, 
Report adopted, 229 ; read 3'j passed, and sent to Council, 239; returned without amend
ment, 305 ; Assent reported, 313.

YOUNG, WILLIAM WHITE, ESQUIRE _
Election of, as Member for the Electoral District of Bathmst, reported 51; Sworn, 74.

z
ZIG-ZAG (See “RAILWAYS”).
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND
TRAMWAYS.

(REPORT OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1900.)

Printed under J\Yj, 10 Report from Printing Committee, 30 August, 1000.

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
Sydney, 18th August, 1900.

To the Honorable the Minister for Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 45th clause of the Government 

Railways Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to present, for the 
information of Parliament, our Report upon the working of the Railways and 
Tramways for the year ended June 30th, 1900.

The result of the year’s working may be summarised as follows :—

Year ended 30t.li June, 1900. Year ended 30th June, 18G0.

Railways. Tramways. Total. Railways. Train ways. Total.

£ £/ £ £ £ £

Earninga..................................... 3,103,572 409,724 3,573,296 3,145,273 348.556 3.493,829

Expenditure ... ... 1,769,520 341,127 2,110,647 1,690,442 288,022 1,978,464

Balance after paying working 
expenses......................... 1,394,052 08,597 1,402,649 1,454,831 60,534 1,515,365

Railway Passengers ... .
1900.

.. Number 26,486,373
1899.

24,726,067 Increase 1,760,806
Merchandise and Minerals . .. Tons 5,342,916 5,025,315 Increase 317,601
Live Stock ....................... ., Tons 188,595 223,005 Decrease 34,410

Tramway Passengers ... .„ Number 66,244,334 51,705,453 Increase 14,538,881

* 243—A



2 NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RAILWAYS.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The number of miles of line open for traffic on the 30th of June last 
was 23811£.

The following lines were opened for traffic during the year:—
Mileage, Rate opened,
m. c.

Broken Hill to Tarrawingee................ 40 7 7 September, 1899.
Tamworth to Manilla ................ 29 41f 15 „ 1899.
Moree to Gravesend............................. 35 0 1 February, 1900.

The Government having purchased the line (3 ft. 6 in. gauge) from Broken 
Hill to Tarrawingee, we entered into an agreement with the Silverton Tramway 
Company to work it for a period of five years, the company to receive the receipts, 
pay the cost of working and maintenance, and 3 per cent, per annum on the capital 
outlay.

Further extensions of the Pioneer class are now under construction, viz.:—
By rock to Brc war rina ...
Moree to Invoreli (2nd section) 
Goulburn to Crookwell ...
The Rock to Green’s Gunyah 
Koorawatha to Grenfell... .
Uubbo to Coonamble ... ,

58 miles.
60-2
35
24-}
32
93£

3?

93

It is gratifying to be able to record that, after having been open for eight 
years, the line between Nyngan and Cobar has been for the first time, and, we hope 
permanently, removed from the list of non-paying lines, and we have, therefore, in 
accordance with our usual custom, abolished the two local, and adopted the through, 
rates and fares.

This satisfactory result has been brought about by the development of the 
mines in tbe district.

In this connection we may mention that, while during the past year the 
aggregate loss on the non-paying lines was reduced by £11,368, owing mainly to the 
South Coast and Northern lines having improved, it still shows that on about 46 
per cent, of the lines of the Colony there was a loss of £318,040, and this points to 
the desirability of giving most careful consideration to the location and construction 
of new lines.

In reporting upon proposed new lines in accordance with clause 13 of the 
Public Works Act, and clause 29 of the Railway Act of 1888, we invariably, after 
personally inspecting tbe routes and acquiring the fullest information as to existing 
and prospective business, recommend their construction if it can be shown that 
the prospects are sufficient to pay working expenses within a reasonable time, 
leaving the interest as a charge against the trunk lines during tbe course of their 
development.

The capital cost of the lines open for traffic on the 30th June amounted to 
£38,477,269. The interest on this sum, at 3*639 per cent, (the average interest 
paid on the debt of the Colony), is £1,400,187 ; the earnings, after providing for all 
working expenses, embracing extensive renewals, amount to £1,394,052, the result 
of the year’s working being a deficit of £6,135.
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REVENUE.

Passenger traffic shows the satisfactory increase of £57,025—£20,047 being 
from first and £36,078 from second class passengers. Parcels, &c., also yielded 
an increase of £9,699, and rents and miscellaneous receipts, £2,433.

Merchandise and live stock, on the contrary, show a decrease of £50,858, 
notwithstanding that 283,191 additional tons were carried, thus clearly indicating 
that the traffic from these sources has been carried at much less profitable rates, 
which has consequently had a serious effect upon the working expenses.

The principal increases and decreases from these sources are as follow:—

Increase. Decrease.
£ £

Live stock............................. 63,091
Wool ............................. .... ............. 55,234
Hay, straw, and chaff ... 17,546
General merchandise ... ... 36,389
Grain ... ... ... ... 26,309
Coal and coke ................ ... 10,080
Other minerals ................ ' 12,235

£85,013 £135,871

The net increase from all sources was, therefore, only £18,299.

Rebates, amounting to £40,000, have been allowed off the ordinary rates in 
connection with the carriage of starving stock, and on fodder in cases where the removal 
of stock was not considered practicable. The concessions given were of incalculable 
benefit to pastoralists and the country generally, as being the means of saving the 
lives of an immense quantity of stock which, but for the assistance afforded, would 
probably have perished, and although considerable increase to the expenditure has 
been thereby entailed, the course followed will in the future prove of advantage to 
the railways.

Reductions have also been made in rates and faros which have affected the 
past year’s revenue to the extent of about £15,000, mainly affecting season tickets, 
general merchandise in truck-loads, and coal.

EXPENDITURE.

The working expenses increased during the year by £79,078, or from 53-7G 
to 55‘93 per cent, of the earnings, due in a large measure to the foregoing causes; 
to the urgent necessity for removing iron rails from the Northern line and 
substituting steel; the renewal of the timber viaduct over the Murrumbidgee by a 
steel structure; more extensive repairs and renewals of rolling stock (the increase 
under this head being £28,596); increased cost of coal and material generally, and 
the granting of increased wages to the staff on a more extensive scale than has 
operated since 1892.
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It may be stated that many timber bridges and culverts are now becoming 
due for renewal, and that in nearly all cases they are being replaced by steel and 
concrete structures, which, although considerably increasing the present debit against 
working expenses, will prove economical, as they will be of a more secure and 
permanent character and involve less cost for future maintenance.

CITY RAILWAY.

It is much to be regretted that such an important question as the extension 
of the railway into the city still remains unsettled.
a ^ *

The number of passengers conveyed to and from Redfern Station increased 
from 9,901,864 in 1890 to 13,511.096 during the year now under review, and, as the 
present terminus is daily hecoming more congested and difficult to work, and an 
undue strain is being placed upon the officers and men responsible for the safe 
conduct of the traffic, we cannot too strongly urge that the provision of a suitable 
terminal station be not longer delayed.

The City Railway would, by relieving George-strcet of about one-half of its 
present tramway traffic, afford permanent relief to the rapidly-increasing congestion 
of the City streets, and thereby enable an improved tram service to be given to those 
suburbs not sowed by railway. '

SAFETY APPLIANCES,

The interlocking of points and signals is steadily progi*essing. Nearly all the 
by-sidings on the main lines have been completed, and the signal and interlocking 
arrangements at several large station yards have been improved.

We are pleased to be able to state that the year has been entirely free from any 
passenger train accident, and that the expenditure generally under the head of 
Compensation is small.

RATES AND EARES.

Several important concessions have been made in rates and fares during the 
year, involving an annual loss of about £25,000. The fares in connection with season 
tickets, the rates for goods in full truck loads, coal for shipment, and sugar-cane on 
the Lismore line, have all been materially reduced.

ACCOMMODATION EOR TRAFFIC, AND CONDITION OF THE LINES
AND ROLLING-STOCK.

The passenger and goods rolling-stock, machinery, and locomotive plant 
generally have been maintained in good order, and the traffic requirements have been 
fully met.

Pullman sleeping-cars have been placed on the Western Mail-trains, and 
' new cars, on a somewhat smaller scale, are now being built for the Southern Mail.
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With the view of improving the accommodation in connection with branch 
lines, 12 bogie carriages have been fitted with corridors, and the lavatory accommo
dation made accessible to all compartments. During the next few months it is 
anticipated that all thee branch lines will be equipped with carriage stock of this 
description.

Two Pullman sleeping-carriages and 135 merchandise vehicles have been 
added to stock and charged to Capital.

During the year six powerful goods engines have replaced nine old ones of 
a smaller type. Dour passenger tender-engines were rebuilt and converted into 
tank-engines for suburban lines, and four other passenger tender-engines and three 
goods tender-engines were also rebuilt and all were charged to Working Expenses.

The carriage and wagon stock has been strengthened by the rebuilding of 98 
vehicles, and the construction of 251 vehicles of larger carrying capacity to replace 
others worn out, the cost of which has been charged to Working Expenses.

The total amount spent on repairs and renewals of stock exceeds that of last 
year by £28,596.

Sixteen locomotive boilers and one boiler for a locomotive crane have been 
constructed in the Eveleigh shops during the year.

A large air-compressor, of the Ingersoll-Sergeant Duplex Compound type, 
capable of compressing 950 cubic feet of free air per minute to 100 lb. pressure per 
square inch, has been added to the machinery plant, thus providing up-to-date 
appliances for working lifts, jacks, drills, hammers, riveters, and other portable 
tools now being introduced, so as to facilitate and economise the output of the 
workshops. The large new erecting-shop, referred to in our last report, has been 
completed, and is in full operation. All the powerful overhead, high-speed cranes, 
machines, and shafting in this shop are driven by electricity, generated at the Electric 
Power-house, Ultimo. A number of special machines of recent designs have been 
ordered, so as to place the workshops on the most modern basis.

The Permanent Way, Works, and Buildings have been efficiently maintained. 
A large amount of relaying has been done, but the work has been somewhat retarded 
owing to delay in obtaining rails and fastenings from the manufacturers. These are 
now arriving, and the work will be vigorously proceeded with.

The renewal of the Wagga Wagga viaduct with steel spans has been completed 
on the north side of the Murrumbidgee River, and the southern portion will, it is 
expected, he completed before the close of the year.

GRADE IMPROVEMENTS AND OTHER WORKS.

The grade improvements on the Northern line have been completed. Those 
on the Southern and Western lines have made good progress, but have been recently 
delayed by unusually heavy rains.

The completion of the duplication of the North Shore line between St. Leonards 
and Lindfield is delayed, pending Parliamentary authority in connection with 
proposed closing of level crossings.
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FORECAST.

Owing to tlie serious drought of the last few years and the consequent 
enormous loss of sheep, no material increase in the carriage of wool and live stock 
is anticipated during the current year. As, however, the country has recently had 
the benefit of splendid rains, the present outlook with regard to grain and agricul
tural products of all kinds, together with the development of mining, is more 
encouraging than it has been for some years. It may reasonably he expected that 
the revenue estimated will be realised, hut it will be earned under conditions 
similar to those of the past year; and, in view of the necessity for replacing a large 
mileage of iron rails on the Main Northern line by steel, renewing a number of old 
engines, and carrying out extensive repairs on engines purchased about ten years 
ago, it is more than probable that the percentage of expenditure to earnings will 
not be reduced.

Comparative Statement of the number of Miles of Line open, Earnings, Working 
Expenses, and Capital for a period of years.

Tew.
Open to 30 June. TOTAL EARNINGS. NET EARNINGS AFTER PATINO 

WORKING EXPENSES. CAPITAL EXPENDED.

Trom-
Wftja. Total Railways. Tramways. Total Rail ways. Tramwayi. Total Railways. Tramways. Total

Miles. Miles Miles. £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
1882 1,268 22 1,290 1,701,016 126,202 1,827,218 763,661 23,066 786,727 15,843,616 447,940 16,291,556
1883 1,320 £5 1,345 1,934,694 190,699 2,125,393 751,220 11,822 763,042 16,905,014 585,062 17,490,076
1884 1,618 27} 1,645} 2,089,749 219,942 2,309,691 786,010 4,775 790,785 20,080,138 686,402 20,766,540
1885 1,732 27} 1,759} 2,178,172 223,340 2,401,512 717,555 15,345 732,900 21,831,276 751,730 22,583,006
1886 1,889 29 1,918 2,163,803 230,410 2,394,213 668,577 23,957 692,534 24,071,454 857,483 24,928,937
1887 2,036 38} 2,074} 2,212,718 225,348 2,438,066 752,375 12,893 765,263 26,532,122 923,603 27,455,780
tbdrd 

30 Jutif, 

1888 2,114 38} 2,152} 2,295,124 236,519 2,531,643 764,573 17,323 781,896 27,722,748 877,244 28,599,992

Bailwny Act came into operation 22nd October, 1SS8.

1889 2,171 38} 2,209} 2,538,477 243,563 2,782,010 903,875 21,728 925,603 29,839,167 909,595 30,748,762
1890 2,182 39} 2,221} 2,633,086 268,962 2,202,048 967,251 44,889 1,012,140 30,555,123 933,614 31,488,737
1891 2,182 42} 2,224} 2,974,421 292,850 3,267,271 1,143,050 53,171 1,196,221 31,768,617 1,004,212 32,772,829
1892 2,185 48 2,233 3,107,296 305,090 3,412,386 1,193,014 56,499 1,249,543 33,312,608 1,099,659 34,412,267
1893 2,351 49 2,400 2,927,056 295,367 3,222,423 1,188,610 61,559 1,250,099 34,657,571 1,118,471 35,776,042
1894 2,501} 58} 2,5593 2,813,541 278,194 3,091,735 1,221,699 48,911 1,270,610 35,855,271 1,248,986 37,104,257
1895 2,531} 61 2,592} 2,878,204 282,316 3,160,520 1,310,615 61,323 1,361,938 86,611,366 1,428,518 38,039,884
1896 2,531} 61 2,592} 2,820,417 289,181 3,109,593 1,268,529 62,898 1,321,427 36,852,194 1,434,896 38,287,090
1897 2,639} 62} 2,702 3,014,742 306,695 3,321,437 1,413,524 57,814 1,471,338 37,369,205 1,452,670 38,821,875
1898 2,691} 65 2,756} 3,026,748 313,871 3,340,619 1,412,143 54,730 1,466,873 37,719,402 1,478,251 39,197,653
1899 2,706} 66} 2,772} 3,145,273 318,556 3,493,829 1,454,831 60,534 1,615,365 37,992,276 1,616,343 39,508,619
1900 2,811} 71i 2,882} 3,163,573 109,721 3,573,296 1,391,052 68,597 1,462,649 38,477,369 1,934,720 40,401,989
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RESULTS OE THE WORKING.

RAILWAYS.

Year ended 30 June, 1900, compared with 1899 and 1888.

Paeticulam. j 1900. 1899. 1888.

Amount expended on construction and equipment ... £38,477,269 £37,992,276 £27,722,748

Debentures finally paid oS............................... . ... £1,904,875 £1,904,875 £1,017,875

Cost per mile open for traffic (including Workshops, 
Rolling Stock, Ac., <fcc.) ... ... ... ... £13,687 £14,037 £13,114

Total miles open for traffie ... ... ... ... ... 2,811| 2,706i 2,114

Average miles open for tbo year ... ... ... ... 2,777 2,703^ 2,044

, Earnings .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3,163,572 £3,145,273 £2,295,124

Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... £1,769,520 £1,690,442 £] ,530,551

NET PROFIT ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(After paying Working Expenses).

£1,394,052 £1,454,831 £764,573

PERCENTAGE OF WORKING EXPENSES TO 
EARNINGS ..... . . . . . . . '..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55'93 53’75 66’69

Earnings per average mile open ................................. £1,153 £1,163 £1,123

Working expenses per average mile open ... ... ... £645 £625 £749

NET RETURN PER AVERAGE MILE OPEN ... £508 £538 £374

Earnings per train mile .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s. d.
7 li

e. d,
7 U

E. d.
6 10i

Working expenses per train mile................................. 3 m 3 10 4 7

NET PROFIT PER TRAIN MILE......................
(After paying Working Expenses).

3 li 3 3! 2 3i

PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL 
INVESTED ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

£ s. d.

3 12 7

£ s. d.

3 16 7

£ s. d.

2 17 0

Number of passenger journeys ... ... ... ... 26,486,873 24,726,067 15,174,115

Goods tonnage ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,342,916 5,025,315 3,331,671

Live-stock tonnage....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . 188,595 223,005 68,101

Train mileage... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8,894,352 8,806,647 6,689,313
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Return showing Mileage per Ton and Earnings per Ton per Mile of Goods Traffic carried
during the following years :—

COAL AND SHALE. FIREWOOD.

December. June. December. June.

1833, 1331, I 1398.
!

1900. 1883. 1391. 1898. 1900.

Tons carried ......................... 1,596,408 2,673,378 2,902,466 3,406,769 160,662

1

176,790 203,466 204,820
Miles carried ............... . . . 25,363,800 46,882,655 47,263,697 54,273,267 4,349,344 4,734,019 6,739,654 5,928,689
Average miles per ton ............................. 15-88 17-53 16-28 15-93 27-07 26-77 28-21 28-95
Gross Earnings .................. P 85,820 148,299 124,540 136,650 18,601 21,709 19,450 19,481

d. d. d. d. d. d. a. d.
Earnings per ton per mile ......................... 0'8I 0'76 CT63 0'60 1*03 no 0*81

:
0*79

GRAIN AND FLOUR. HAY, STRAW, AND CHAFF,

Dcoci Liber June Douember. June.

1S83. 1831. i . 1900. 1833. 1891. 1898. 1900. ‘

Tons carried ....................... 65,730 198,491 310,0i0 361,052 35,119 04,967 109,628 118,631
Milos carried ............... 7j75G,3(39 22,130,334 57,313,853 61,359,264 2,712,396 10,024,149 21,643,936 20,925,585
Average miles per ton .............. 117-99 111-49 168‘do 160-95 77-23 154-29 197-43 176-39
Gross Earnings ........................ c 26,■193 61,621 132,965 ] 42,943 11,739 19,797 33,732 29,714

d. d, d, d. d. d. d, d.
Earnings per ton per mile.............................

_______________

0-82 0*66 0‘56 0*56 1*04 0‘46 0*37 0*3 4

WOOL. ■ LIVE STOCK.

December. June December. June.

1883. 1891. 1898. 1900. 1883. 1891. 1898. 1900.

Tons carried ................. 63,887 111,707 98,451 84,678 68,059 128,211 204,409 188,595
Miles carried .............. 15,184,040 30,282,322 25,881,115 20,941,076 13,224,154 34,650,831 50,393,492 45,994,741
Average miles per ton ................ 237-67 270-86 262 88 247-30 194-30 270-26 246-63 243'88
Gross Earnings ................. .0 140,791 314,151 247,622 203,594 151,557 267,661 356,882 295,798

d. d- d. .d. d. d. d. d.Earnings per ton per mile ........... ................ 2‘23
1

12‘49 2‘30 2*33 2‘75 1*85 1*70 1*54

------------------------------ ■ '---- —------ ' “ ■

Tons carried .............

Miles carried.............

Average miles per ton 

Gross Earnings ........

Genera] Merchandise, including all other goods,1

December, Juno,

1883. 1891. 1898, 1900.

682,067 1,008,599 1,023,190 1,166,966
991,304. 92,087,454 106,761.222 110,942,230

99-68 91-30 103-83 95-07
693,740 806,382 807,388 849,823

<L d. d. d.
2*45 2*10 I'8I 1*84

Earainjjs per ton per mile
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Summarv of Ton Milcasre for the Year ended 30th June, 1900.r o J

Description of Traffic. Total
Tons carried.

1
Total Miles carried.

1j

Average 
Miles per 

Ton.

Earnings, exclusive 
. ofTerminal Charges,

Earnings 
per ton 

per Mile.

Percentage of 
each class to 

Total Tonnage.

tons
i
1 miles miles £ d. per cent.

Coal, Coke, and Shale... 3,406,769 | 54,273,267 15'93 136.650 ■60 61-591
Firewood .............. 204,820 ( 5,928,689 28-95 19,481 ■79 3-70 1
Grain, Flour, &e. ... 361,052 1 61,339,261. 169-95 142,945 ’56 6-53 - 83-46
Hay, Straw', and Chaff... 118,631 1 20,925,585 176-39 29,714 ‘34 2T4
Miscellaneous.............. 525,503 ' 36.821,437 70 07 102,265 ‘67 9-50
Wool ... ... ... 84.678 20,941,076 2-47-30 203,594 233 1-538
Livestock ... ... 188,595 45,994,741 243-88 295,798 ('54 3-41 16-54A and B Classes ... 354,908 34,066,102 95-99 189,387 1*33 6-42
All other Goods ... 286,555 40,054,691 139-78 558,171 3‘34 5-18 J

Total .............. 5,531,511 320,364,852 57-92 1,678,005 ('26 100-00

Miscellaneous trnlRc consists of timbor, bark, agricultural anil regetablo seoils, in 5-ton lo'.s, firewoocl, in 5-ton lots, bricks, 
* drain-pipes, and traffic of a similnr nature.

A and I! Classes consist of lime, fruit, vegetables, bides, tobacco leaf, load and silver ore, caustic soda and potash, cement, 
copper-ingots, fat and tnlloiv, mining machinery, ore tailings, leather, agricultural implements, in 5-ton lots, and other 
traffic of a similar nature.

Summary of the Mileage of Suburban Passengers on All Lines of Railway during 
the years ended 30tb Juno, 1900, 1899, and 1888.

DESCRIPTION. 1900. 1899. 1888.

Number of Ordinary Passengers . ..................... No. 12,-123,038 
5,550,523 ' 
5,665 423 '

11,776,834

4,073,044

5,167,422

7,413,868

1,738,284

3,227,760Number of Season Ticket Holders- Journeys-- ,, ..

Total Number of Passengers-Journevs.................. ,, . 23,339,044 21,817,300 12,379,912
Number of Miles Travelled................ .............................Miles 137,629,474 j 

5'90 | 

£285,127 j 
O'SO |

1

127,606,212

5'85

£274,202

0*52

70,172,793

S'67

£186,393

0"64

Amount Received from Passengers 

Average Receipt per Passenger per

............................. A

Mile.............. d.

Note.—Suburban Lines include only distances within 22 miles of Sydney and Newcastle, Liverpool and Moi'poth included.

Summary of the Mileage of Passengers on the Sydney Extended Suburban Section 
for the years ended 30th June, 1900 and 1899.

Includes all Stations beyond tbc 22-mile area but within 34, miles from Sydney.

N umber of Passon^ers.................. . ,
Number of Miles Travelled ..............
Average Mileage per Passenger ...
Amount Received from Passengers ..
Average Receipt per Passenger per Mile

1900. 1899.

.................No. 441,870 416.468

..............Miles 10,918.771 10,109,438
is 24-71 24-27

.............. £ 24,026 22,774

.............. d. 0-53 0 54

24o—B
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The follomng statement shows the earnings and expenses in connection with a number of 
lines for the years ended the 31st December, 1898 and 1899.

Line. Length. Capital Cost. Interest

Wording Eipenses. Total Earnings.
Loss after providing 

for Working Expenses 
and Interest.

on Capital. Year
ended

December,
1899.

Year
ended

December,
18&8.

Year
ended

December,
[899.

Year ' 
ended 

December, 
1898.

Year
ended

December,
1899.

Year
ended

December,
1898.

Mis. cb, £ £ ! £

i

£ £

1
1
1

£ i £ £

Sydenham to Belmore ... 5 3^ 207,013 6,986 4,972 4,888 4,430 3,937 7,528 7,934

Sydney to Kiama ... 71 52i 2,188,467 73,993 117,214 106,127 167,818 152,798 23,389 27,259

KiamatoNowra ... ... 22 43| 381,066 13,343 4,910 5,042 6,732 6,253 11,521 12,123

Goulburn to Cooma ... 130 40 1,462,887 51,201 28,628 25,215 34,192 34,092 45,637 42,331,

Murrumburrah to Blayney.. 110 G3 1,146,353 40,122 34,164 32,394 33,783 33,914 40,503 33,551

Cootamundra to Temora ... 38 GO 193,451 7,209 5,036 4,979 ' 8,732 9,300 3,513 2,866

Cootamundra to Gundagai.. 33 45i 286,134 9,846 6,348 5,606 13,294 11,278 2,900 4,161

Junee to Hay ... ... 1G7 35f 1,007,280 42,669 38,570 3i?j231 66,357 63,268 14,882 14,476

Narrandera to Jerildcrio, 7 
Berrigan and Einleyj 100 32f 514,995 17,695 11,656 11,585 15,545 15,821 13,806 12,536

Culcaim to Corowa ... 47 39 233,155 8,202 4,512 3,781 6,998 4,969 5,716 7,008

Blacktown to Richmond ... 16 12 198,101 8,300 9,308 8,370 11,668 12,412 5,940 4,237

Wallerawang to Mudgee ... 85 6 1,043,470 40,108 21,641 0,292 36,590 34,830 25,159 25,563

Orange to Molong, Paiites, 7 
and Eorbes, Bogan > 
Gate and Condoublin )

15S 29£ 856,683 29,296 26,750 24,831 53,540 60,489 2,506 3,206

Nevertire to Warren ... 1 12 331 
1

47,968 1,439 2,204 2,277 3,058 2,937 585 865

Hornsby to Milson’s Pointj 13 27i J 635,455 23,129 17,222 16,096 29,631 25,765 10,720 12,856

Tamworth to Armidale .. 7G 7G | 1,215,910 47,559 26,507 23,724 52,228 42,871 21,838 28,367

Armidale to Jennings .. 132 42J 1,540,535 58,821 37,779 32,787 j 43,976 34,668 52.624 56,931

Lismore to Munvillumbal 63 57 921,137 32,291 8,383 7,369
!
| 11,401 11,515 29,273 28,138

1,286 68-? 14,140,666 512,209 405,804 370,594
1599,973

551,117 818,040 329,408
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TRAMWAYS.
On the 30tli of June, 1900, 71J miles of line were open for traffic. The following 
lines were opened during the vear, viz.:—

O * Macs. Chains.

8th December, 1899—George and Harris-street line—Circular
. Quay to John-street, Pyrmont ......................... ...

21th Pebruary, 1900—Falcon-street to near Westbourne-street,
North Sydney ... ... ............. ... ..............

25th June, 1900—Military Road Extension to Neutral Ray 
Wharf ................................................................................

3

1

0

19

1

71

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE.
The capital cost of the lines open for traffic on the 30th of June amounted 

to £1,921,720, and the return upon the capital invested £3 10s. 5d.
The earnings amounted to £109,724, an increase of £61,168 over the previous 

year, and the working expenses show an increase of £53,105, the net result being an 
improvement of £8,063.

CONDITION OF LINES.
The permanent-way lias been maintained in good order. A large amount of 

relaying has been done on the steam lines, where necessary, in anticipation of the 
conversion to electric power.

The North Shore cable line was converted to electric, and commenced run
ning on the 11th of February last, the whole of the lines at North Sydney now 
being operated by electric traction.

The Dulwich Hill and St. Peters steam line was also converted to electric, 
and commenced running under the new system on the 2nd of April last.

ACCOMMODATION FOR TRAFFIC AND CONDITION OF ROLLING
STOCK.

The condition of the rolling-stock has been well maintained. 13 electric cars 
have replaced a similar number of steam cars, the cost of which has been charged 
to working expenses. 133 new electric cars have been added to stock. Large 
orders are at present in hand for the manufacture in the Colony of a further supply 
of electric tram cars, so as to equip the various lines as they are converted to 
electric traction.

The introduction of penny sections simultaneously with the opening of the 
electric line in George-street induced a traffic that largely exceeded expectations. 
On the section between the Circular Quay and the Railway Station alone, an 
average of about 70,000 persons are carried each week day, being upwards of 50 
per cent, in excess of the number arriving at and departing from the railway 
terminus at Redfern.

The number of passengers conveyed by the electric trams since the opening 
of the George and Harris Street line on the 8th December, and the conversion of 
the Dulwich Hill and St. Peter’s line on the 2nd of April last, was 13,216,533. It 
has been found impossible to deal with this enormous traffic through the busiest
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street.in the city without overcrowding' during the busy hours of the morning and 
evening, and particularly in the evening, consequent upon the operation of the 
Early Closing Act. Every effort has been made to minimise the trouble by running 
relief steam trams through Elizabetli-street, but they Lave been poorly patronised, 
passengers being apparently indifferent to the inconvenience of overcrowding so long 
as they can avail themselves of the readiest service.

We desire to point out that it will not be possible to increase the number of 
trams passing through George-street to any great extent during the busy hours, and 
the most speedy remedy appears to be the construction of the line, now under tbc 
consideration of the Government, from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie by way of 
Castlercagh, Bligk, Loftus and Young streets, returning by way of Pitt-street. We 
therefore strongly advise that this scheme be pushed forward with all possible 
despatch.

Very satisfactory results with regard to traffic have followed the conversion of 
the Dulwich Hill and St Peter’s lines from steam to electric traction, together with 
the introduction of penny sections and reduced through fares.

But on those sections which are still served by steam trams, and also on the 
North Shore .Electric Lines, the reduction has so far resulted in a loss of revenue. 
Although there has been a considerable increase of traffic it has not been sufficiently 
large to compensate for the reductions and increase of expenditure. However, we 
look forward with confidence to satisfactory results in the near future.

PARES.
It may be stated that, having regard to the cost of material and labour 

conditions, the fares charged on the Sydney Tramway Linos arc probably unequalled 
in the world.

In the United States of America, where more tramway lines are operated 
than in all other countries combined, the minimum fare is 5 cents (2 Id.) as com
pared w'itli one penny (Id.) in Sydney.

ACCIDENTS.
It is exceedingly to be regretted that since the opening of the George-street 

line an unusually large number of street accidents have occurred. Each one has been 
the subject of exhaustive inquiry, and in almost every instance they have been 
demonstrated to be due to want of care on the part of the injured persons.

Special care has been exercised in training the tramway staff, and, by the 
adoption of the best known air-brakes and safety appliances, everything possible is 
being done to guard against accident.

WORE OF CONVERSION.
The work of converting the remainder of the steam trams to electrical traction 

is receiving every attention, but it will not he possible to do much more in this 
direction until additional machinery, now under contract, has arrived from America. 
In the meantime the necessary rolling stock is being constructed and housing accom
modation prepared.

An extensive and complete dep6t is now nearing completion at Newtown for 
the pm-pose of providing accommodation for the bulk of tbc electric cars working on 
the Western Tramway System. It will afford the necessary protection from the 
weather, and facilitate the working and repairs of the rolling stock.
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RESULTS OE THE WORKING.

TRAMWAYS—ALL LINES.

Tear ended 30 June, 1900, compared with 1899 and 1888.

Pabticuiars. 1900, 1899. (388.

Amount expended on constraction and equipment £1,924,720 £1,516,343 £877,244

Coat per mile open (including "Workshops and EoUiug'
Stock).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i! £27,014 £22,838 £22,786

Milea open for traffic ... ... ... ... m

L

38*

Earnings ... ... ... ... ... r., ,,, £409,724 £348,556 £230,519

"Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... £341,127 £288,022 £219,196

NET PROFIT (After paying Working Expenses) ... £68,597 £60,534 £17,323

PERCENTAGE OF WORKING EXPENSES TO 
EARNINGS..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83'26 8263 92'67

Earnings per average mile open ................................ £0,003 £5,281 £6,224

Working expensea per average mile open .. . . . . . . . . . . . £4,998 £4,364 £5,768

NET RETURN PER AVERAGE MILE OPEN ... £1,005 £917 £456

Earnings per tram mile ... ... ... ... ... 1/10.) 1/llf 3/4*

Working expenses per tram mile...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/7J- 3/1*

NET PROFIT PER TRAM MILE (after paying 
Working Expenses) .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3‘

1
1

d.
4

d.
3

PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL 
INVESTED...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

£ B. (1.
3 16 5

£ ». d.
4 0 t

£ a. d.
1 19 7

Number of passengers carried ... ... ... 60.244,334 51,705,453 Not obtainable.

. 1
Tram mileage... ... ... ... ... ... ...

1
I

1

4,^5,024

1

3,o04,48o ^ 1,388,780'

Further information regarding the irorking of the various sections Tvill he 
found as an Appendix, page 44.
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RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
. Staff.

During the past four years advances have been given to the Staff, as follows :—
Year ended. Tor annum.

30 June, 1S97 
30 June, 1S9S 
30 June, 1899 
30 June, 1900

£24,378
£26,925
£34,976
£46,315

Of the advances granted during the past year, SSYl per cent., or £38,023, were 
given to the wages staff, mainly affecting those in receipt of from 5s. to 10s. per1 day, 
and, in addition, increased expenditure to the extent of over £5,000 per annum has 
recently been authorised for the employment of additional staff to enable reductions 
to he made in the working-hours. The balance of £8,292 was given to the salaried 
staff, consisting principally of those engaged in working the traffic, such as station- 
masters, officers-in-charge, night officers, clerks, and others.

Much anxious consideration has been givon to the question relating to the 
hours of labour, with the view, wherever practicable, of improving the conditions. 
In January last the working-hours of the wages staff were as follows :—

Percmiinge to total
■ Wagi’a iStali'.

8 hours a day............. .............. 65 44
Over 8 and up to 9 hours per day ... 8'S3
Over 9 and up to 9-^ hours per day ... 10'60
Over 9-^ and up to 10 hours per day... 14,78
Over 10 and up to 12 hours per day.,. 0‘35

Since then the hours of a large number of men have been reduced, so that now 
no man employed on the running staff of either Railways or Tramways in the 
capacity of engine-driver or fireman, guard, shunter, signalman, tramway driver, 
or conductor is required to work more than an average of nine hours per day, and 
in husy station-yards and signal-boxes where the work is continuous the hours are 
limited to eight per day.

The duties of those who work over nine hours per day are of an intermittent 
and irresponsible character, a considerable number of them being gatekeepers.

We again desire to express our cordial appreciation of the efficiency and zeal 
of the Executive Officers and the hearty co-operation of the Staff generally.

Appeals.
During the year wo personally heard, as provided for by the 73 st clause of 

the Railway Act, 120 appeals from employees. Of these, 23 were decided in favour 
of the appellants; hi 24 cases the decisions of the officers were modified and 73 were 
not sustained..

The Chief Commissioner being absent on a visit to America, where he is 
negotiating for the supply of further electrical appliances, and to Europe, for the 
purpose of attending the International Railway Congress, accounts for his name not 
being appended to this report.

We have the honor to he,
' Sir,

Your most obedient Servants,
W. M. EEHON,

Deputy Chief Commissioner.
DAVID KIRKCALDIE,

Commissioner.
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ArjrxiniJjLA. L.

Sir, Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office,
Eveleigh, 13 July, 1900.

rolling cfneV ^1° t0 for th? information of the Commissioners, that theW wfc k’w ■ macblncfy, pumping plant, and water supplies of the Railways 
have been maintained m efficient order. 11 ^

-Looomohves. '
fcm 'r!61'8 a^d ?■Ilow b°ncr for * locomotiTe crane have

TW ™ d * . EV e'S1 sl,0i,s airmg the year on Stores account.
converteriXS?™? e,r'e"S‘rS',N0S,- U9’157' 411’ an<] 415> 'rere "sbuBt, and

1 f i tanVenSmes for suburban lines. Eour passenger tender engines and
wero retaiii au "•ere sis

. 7‘)'nd,l'ed an(^ twe^ve engines liave been repaired durinv the vear_217
of them at Evelergh, 60 at Newcastle, and the renlaininP 45 at ^
ctam“1Ted ieaTy ^ “d «“> »«general ropLTa lighter

,, ,, hundred and eighty-nine boilers were overhauled during the vear—201
hnnStd^ifonf ?eu r™S 38 at Onl
Xdiert refflll, * £, tllem-as ^ey i™. "’ere internally examined, heavily
were oveSSi 1 a ‘t"!'11?1, ° locomotivos’ Ferty stationary boiled
rrpn^iT ^ 1- 3? ^ t lc;m entailcd heavy expenditure. The boiler repairs
generally speakmg during the year have been of a particularly heavy character
f , ’T. statl0naiT boilers and 1 old locomotive boiler have replaced wornout plant 
for stationary purposes, and ]. new stationarv boiler and 5 o d lo^moRve b£s 
were used to equip additional stationary plant. locomotive boileis

_ Carriages and Wagons.
„„ „.„,Nl,iel,yi'i'2'llt '’“hides wore rebuilt as replacements during the year of which 
66 wagons oi the open bog,e type (Class G) were strengthened and conrerted into 
,ogie holster wagons (Class !'). Twelve Redfern type bogie carriages have been 
mel or;?01'8’ "rakinf laTat01,y aeoessible !o ail comparte
repa red-1 019 Jtbem * T thirty-fi''e passenger vehicles Ivcre
Ti 1 j i'U;J °\ ^hem at hvoleigb, and the remaining 286 at Newcastle Threp
hundred and twenty-three of these vehicles received heavy repai,;, and the remainto "
d'Sv S wfr1'111 T”8 °f * i!=hter Kve thoLnd five hundred and
the war 1 917SoTthieh I’asse<1.thl'0!;S,1 ^c Eveleigh and Newcastle shops during
axleC-ls.'f Jrr f ■'C1'e ]l0avlly rePaired' I'ive thousand and fifty-three

wt^expeBsT ^ rcm0Ve<1 ^ * 8todard

New Stock charged to Capital.

were added 1sleoPnS-can'iaSes 135 new merchandise vehicles
veMcli wnre huUt in eT ^ W ?1C8e cmi^es aIui 71 of the 
conlj'Ltore Ttp l J ,? Evl!l<J1gh f h°ps, and the remainder were ordered from
CapiW Aocouni ?° ^ V°hlCleS' ““““‘in? t® ^6,727, was charged to

_ New Stock charged to Working Expenses.
,, Six powerful goods engines have been charged to Working Expenses during

W ^ 9 SmalIf ensines- 0ll]y 3 of tbem have? strS
tiaffic, the remainder, now under erection, will soon follow.

. ■t0^, ^'^'beel carriage trucks have been built in the EvelciMi shons to rpnlioo
imilar vehicles worn out, and 251 merchandise vehicles were buift as replacements

oi whrch 221 were made by contractors, and the remaining 30 inX Stei Xts’
of the fhovrengXstd^hir^4 tlle
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A large air-compressor of the Ingcrsoll-Sergeant Duplex Compound type, 
capable of compressing 950 cubic feet of free air per minute to 100 lb. pressure per 
square inch, has been added this year to the machinery plant, thus providing com
pressed air to actuate lifts, jacks, drills, hammers, riveters, and other portable fools 
now being introduced so as to facilitate the output of the workshops. And during 

' the year a large new erecting-shop 400 feet long by 111 feet wide—a very fine 
building—has been opened and put into full operation. All the powerful, over
head, high-speed cranes, machines, and shafting in this shop are driven by electricity, 
generated at the Electric Tramway Power-house, Ultimo. A number of special 
machines of heavy designs have been ordered, so as to place these workshops on 
an up-to-date basis for the purpose of manufacturing locomotive parts, such as 
boilers, tanks, &c., rapidly and at reduced cost.

For some years past a marked and gradual increase has taken place in the 
unproductive mileage when compared in percentages of the train mileage executed. 
In 1395 year this percentage ivas 37'53, and in the year just closed it was 43‘63. 
This accounts for the increase in the Locomotive Department cost per train mile, 
and also for the rise in its percentage of expenditure to revenue ; hut it is hoped 
that the introduction to a greater extent of large engines and other changes will 
produce more favourable results in future.

The following statement shows the relative mileage executed and the working 
costs of the Locomotive Branch for 1899 and 1900:—

1900. 1899. Increase, Decrease.

Train miles... ... ... ... ... ...
Engine miles ... ... ... .. ...
Percentage of unproductive to train miles ...
Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ...
Expenditure ... ... ... ... ...

Do percentage to revenue ... ...
Cost in ponce per train mile ... ... ...

Do engine mile........ ... ...

8,894,352
12.774,883

43'63
£3,163,572

£808,397
25'55

21813
15TS7

8,806,647
12,557,316

42-59
£3,145,273

£777,087
24-71

21-177
14-852

87,705
217,567

1-04
£18,299
£31,310

0-84
0636
0-335

The relative positions* of the locomotive, carriage, and wagon stock on the 
30th June, 1899 and 1900, are shown on the statement below.

W. THOW,
Chief Mechanical Engineer.

To the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.

APPENDIX 2.

RAILWAYS.—Return or Working Rolling Stock, 30th June, 1900.
LOCOMOTIVES. COACHING. MERCHANDISE.

DEPART
MENTAL
STOCK.

TOTAL
GOODS.
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Stock, 30th June, 1899... 491 408 45 171 86 207 IS2 293 1,044 7,697 627 110 1,130 205 9,769 1,037 10,806
A B O

Stoek, 30th June, 1900... 480 403 43 168 86 272 164 290 1,025 7,771 652 110 1,130 217 9,880 1,049 10,929

A. —Five powerful goods engines, with a tractive power of 143,885 lb., replace 7 small type engines with an aggregate tractive power 
of 127,008 lb. Three goods tender and 8 passenger tender engines have been rebuilt and fitted with new boilers j 4 of the latter engines 
have been converted to passenger tank.

B. —Two new Pullman sleeping-cars have been added to stock; 20 4»wheeL brakes have been replaced by 8 bogie brakes and 4 4-wbeei 
brakes m the goods stock j 5 carnage trucks have been replaced—4 by other carriage trucks, and 1 by a “ D” wagon in tho goods stock ; 10 
carriages of various types have been rebuilt, and 9 converted into other cla se?. Three 1st class corridor ears were included in " Special and 
Sleeping cars,” last year.

C. —Kinety^five open 4-wheel 10-ton wagont, 25 louvretl vane, 14 water-trucks, and 1 gas-van have been added to stock; 88 vehicles 
were rebuilt, 239 vehicles with a carrying capacity of 2,187 tons replaced 204 of 1,G33 tons capacity, and 12 goods brakes (8 being bogie) 
replaced 20 4-wheel brakes,, and 88 wagons were converted to other types.

215—C
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APPENDIX 3.

PuEPORT on Condition of Permanent Way and Works for the year ending
30tli June, 1900.

Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines,
Sir, 2 July, 1900.

I have the honor to report, for the information of the Commissioners, 
that the Permanent Way, Works, and Buildings have been efficiently maintained 
during the past year.

lielaying, Reballasting, fyc.
On account of the delay in obtaining rails and fastenings the operations 

under the head of relaying have not been, so extensive as it was hoped they would 
he. A length of 74 miles 35 chains has heen completely relaid, rerailed, or 
resleepered, and 22 miles 73 chains partially resleepercd to strengthen the road 
where desirable until complete resleepering can be done. The expenditure for the 
year includes the purchase for immediate use of materials for 20 miles of road, and 
relaying—which should not be any longer deferred—is now being vigorously 
pushed on. * "

In addition to the work described above, 39,962 new sleepers and 26,456 
good second-hand sleepers have been put hi the road, adding a further length of 
30 miles put into perfect order during the year.

Keballasting and lifting have been done over 223 miles 16 chains of road, 
and 90,786 cubic yards of ballast distributed, and a large quantity—11,573 cubic 
yards—of sand has been used for making up the cesses in the black-soil country on 
the North-western Branch Line, effecting a very material improvement in this part 
of the lines.

^ One hundred and sixty-six miles 23 chains of fencing lias been renewed out of 
working expenses, and 38 miles 69 chains of new fence erected in connection with 
deviation works.

_ The station and other buildings throughout the system have been carefully 
maintained, repairs and painting being carried out where necessary. A large 
number of additional works have been completed, including many which, though 
fairly chargeable to Capital, have been debited to Working Expenses.

A systematic inspection has been made of all bridges and culverts, repairs or 
renewals being effected where necessary.

The renewal of all that portion of the Wagga Wagga viaduct north of the 
river has been completed, Eurther progress lias been delayed by the difficulty in 
obtaining the necessary material from England.

Improvement of Grades and Curves.
The grade improvements in the vicinity of Carlingford, Berowra, and Woy 

Woy, and between Muswellbrook and Scone, on the Northern Line, have been 
completed.

On the Southern Line similar works between Harden and Cootamundra are 
nearly finished, while on the Western Line others between Gresham and Blayney 
and between Blayney and Springhill have made fair progress, hut they have latterly 
been delayed through the heavy rains, * ■

The greater portion of the work of duplicating the North Shore Line, 
between St. Leonards and Lindfield, has been carried out, but completion is delayed 
waiting for Parliamentary authority for some of the alterations.

The above works have been carried out by gangs working under the direction 
of departmental officers.
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Extensions opened,
Tlie following extensions were opened for traffic during the year :—

Tamworth to Manilla, 29 miles 42 chains, on 15th August, 1899. •
Moree to Gravesend, 35 miles, on 1st February, 1900.

Both are of the Pioneer type.
I have, &c.,

THOMAS K FIRTH,
Enginecr-in-Chief for Existing Lines. 

The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.

Sidings laid in and extended ................................................ 6 miles 69 chains.
Sidings relaid ........................ . ..................................... 10 chains.

New. Second-hand.
Total, year 

ended 30 June, 
1900.

Tot ill, year 
ended 30 June, 

1899.

Sleepers used— ‘
Tn Sidings laid in and extended .............. 2,518 12,434 14,952 20,859

In Main Lines—
For relaying and resleepering ... ...
For repairs and respacmg ... ... ...
For deviations to improve grades and curves

155,486
89,962
2 4,Odd

66
26,456
7,902

155,552
66,418
31,946

153,807
72,071
20,513

Total ..................................... 222,010 46,858 268,868 267,310

Blue-metal and 
other hardstone.

Sandstone and 
gravel.

Total, year fiiided.Total, year ended 
30 June, 1900, 30 June, 1890,

Ballast used—
On old lines ... ... ... ... ...
On deviations to improve grades and curves

Cubic vards. 
82'524 
15,012

Cubic yards. 
8,262 
1,900

Cubic yards. 
90,786 
16,912

Cubic yards. 
86,128 
33,586

Total................................... 97,536 10,162 107,698 119,714

Length of new fencing erected ... ... ... ... ... 205 miles 12 chains,
Length of fence wired ..................................... .............. 14 „ OS „
Culverts and flood-openings constructed and extended, 175 s. ft. additional waterway.



' APPENDIX 4.

Statement of Account of the Expenditure and Revenue for the Year ended 30th
WITH THE CORRESPONDING PERIOD IN 1899.

RAILWAYS.DR.

EXPENDITURE.
o

ES
® sm

YEAH ENDED 
30th JUNE,

1900.

To Maintenance of Way, Works, and Buildings ■■■

Locomotive Power ..............................................................
Carriage and Waggon Repairs and Renewals .

Traffic Expenses ..................................................................
General Charges ....................................................................
Compensation —Passengers .....................................

Do Goods..........................................................
Gratuities to Widows and Children of 

Employees ano Payments to Staff Retired .
Tire Insurance Fund ....................................................

A
B

C
D
H
E
E

F

G

&

BALANCE, NET REVENUE>
A FT EH PAYING WORKING EXPENSES J

& S. D.

406,044 3 4 
646,766 16 5 
159,630 7 4 
476,617 15 6 
66,597 7 11 

1,642 7 11 
2,521 4 9

4.250 4 O

1.250 O 0

1,769,520 7 2

1,394,051 19 O

GRAND TOTAL ...........................................................................t. 3,163,572 6 2

YEAR ENDED j 
30TH JUNE, ]■

E899.

£
370,197
635,145
141,942
471,532
62,273

2,379
3,072

2,652

1,250

1,690,442

1,454,831

3,145,273

REVENUE.

By Passengers—
First Class ...........................................
Second Class ................................
First Class Season ........................
Second Class Season........... * --

Do Workman’s Weekly................
Parcels, Horses, Carriages, A.c 
Mails ..............................................................

Total Coaching ■

Merchandise ........................................................
Wool................................................................................
Live Stock...................................................................
Minerals—Coal and Coke and Shale .... 

Do. Other than Coal and Coke

Total Goods .....................

Rents......................
Miscellaneous

GRAND TOTAL

JUNE, 1900, AS COMPARED

Cr.

This Statement does not include .£*25,444 for services performed for Government Departments for which no payment ia made. 
The details in 1899 have been slightly rearranged for comparison with this year’s figures.

.
X YEAR ENDED YEAR ENDED

U g

a.
<

30th JUNE,

1900.

30th JUNE,

1899.

■ ■
£ S. D. £

VI 236,832 5 2 248,759
VI 614,932 6 [0 583,600
VI 61,056 1 10 57,182
VI 33,644 12 11 33,523

VI 36,331 6 5 31,707
V, 119,277 6 4 110,264

V! 64,421 13 3 63,737

* 1,195,495 11 9 1,128,772

VI 1,126,557 4 3 1,031,405
VI 224,762 13 11 279,997
VI 305,226 7 10 368,319
VI 214,693 S 9 204,613
VI 64,975 17 4 52,741

£ 1,936,217 9 1 1,987,075

VI 27,300 13 11 25,963
VI 4,558 11 5 3,443

£ 3,163,572 6 2 3,145,273

to

O

THOMAS HALL,
Chief Accountant.



APPENDIX 5.
Schedules under WORKING EXPENSES for the Year ended the 30th June, 1900, as compared with the corresponding period m 1898-1899.

RAILWAYS.

BRANCHES.

A—Maintenance of Way, Works, and Buildings.
Etigineer-in-Ciiicf, engineers, surveyors, draftsmen, clerks,inspectors, foremen,

and timekeepers............................................................... ......................................
, , , . . f Wages........................Maintenance and renewals or permanent way, vis.: ^ Materials..................

Repairs and improvements, A,e., of stations, buildings, f Wages .......................
bridges, signals, and other works...............................  Materials..................

Sundries ...........

Lines open and 
maintained—

1900.
.................. 8i

1899.
81

.................. 158J 15SJ

..................  2,611 2,539i

2,811i 2,706J

B.—Locomotive Power.
Chief Mechanical Engineer, Superintendents, oflicers, and clerks
Foremen and timekeepers.....................................................................
Drivers and firemen .............................................................................
Cleaners, coalmen, and labourers........................................................
Stores for cleaners....................... .......................................................
Sundries ............................................. ...................................................
Coal | coke, and wood ..........................................................................-
Water ......................................................................................................
Oil, tallow, and wnsta ...........................................................................
Repairs and renewals of-engines ^ ILdermL

C.—Carriage and Waggon Repairs and Renewals.
Coaching stock repairs f Wages .................................................................

and renewals .......t^Atorials ........................................ * ...................

Goods stock repairs and f Wages.................................................................
renewals............... I Materials.............................................................

Year er.dcd Year ended
30 June, 30 June,

1900. 1899.

£ £

SON 2 30,163
232,018 22-1,094
74,001 55,003
40,353 36,518
25,337 21,285
3,360 3,129

406,044 370.197

15,113
10,646 10,657

192,183 188,141
57,54.3 55,919

3,209 3,053
12,860 16,493
89,242 85,103
27,727 30.206

9,333 10,614
148,936 140,041
81,718 73,805

618,767 633^145

41,602 39,433
17,002 15,103

60,693 66,411
50,033 30,062

169,630 141,942

BRANCHES.

D.—Traffic Expenses.
Chief TrafTie Manager, Superintendents, and office aiaff...........
Station-masters, night officers, relieving and supervising stuff
Station goods, ard coaching cleiks ............................................
Pointsmen, signalmeiij and gatekeepers —...............................
Guards ............................. ................................................................
Porters, labourers, &c.......................................................................
Stores for stations.................................................................. ..........
Advertising, stationery, printing, &o............................................
Travelling and Incidental Expenses ............................................
Sundries..............................................................................................
Greasing and oiling f Wages .....................................................
carriages and wagons (. Materials................................................

E,— Compensation.
For personal injury—Passengers 
For damage to and loss of goods

Gratuities to Widows and Children of Employees, and Payments to Stall 
Retired ...........................................................................................................^

G.
Fire Insurance Fund ..........................................................................................^

H-—General Expenses.

Year ended |80 June, .
1900, :

Year ended30 June,.
1899.

£

20,848 19,674
80,660 80,588
23,396 22,363
41,730 41,450
60,547 58,761

155jG2G 146,967
29,71831,024

13,240 13,417
3,092 3,012

42,980 49,051
3,378 3,062
2,397 2,858

478,818 471,532

1,643 2,379
2,521 3,072

4,164 5,451

4.250 2,052

1,250 1,250

Commifsioners, Secretary and office staff.
Account branch ..........................................
Audit branch ..............................................
Stores branch ..............................................
Telegraph branch..........................................
Sundries ......................................................

GRAND TOTAL..............................................  *

8,280
10,6J0
p,ie2
G,40i)

19,021
13,041

06,597

1,769,520

8,36S
10,370
8,954
6,290

16,954
11,337

62,273

1,690,442

THOMAS HALL,
Chief Accountant.

to

CO
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APPENDIX 6. '

Comparative Analysis of Revenue and Expenditure for the years ended 30 June,
1900 and 1899.

Particular!.

Tear ended 30

Average miles open for fcr 
Train mileage—

Passenger..........
f Goods ...........

lime, 1900.
Kites, 

offio ... 2,777
............ 4,234,009
............ 4,610,^43

Year ended 30 June, 1899

Average miles open for traffic ... Train mileage—
Passenger.......................... *
Goods ..........................4

,

ain«s.
2,703}

,109,005
,037,412

3,854,353 ,200,047

Nmnliere
or

Tonnage.
Eevenuo.

Per
mile
0]H311.

Por
train
mile.

Numbers
or

Tonnage.
Bevfmue.

1 Per
1 mile 
| Open.

Per
train
mile.

REVENUE.
Numbers. £ & ci. Numbers. £ £ a.

First-class Passengers ..................................... 2,190,877 265,832 96-8 14-89 2,099,141 243,759 920 14-32
Second-class do ............................... . 12,435,476 014,932 224-1 34-45 11,973,544 583,600 215-9 33-60
Season Tickets, 1st class .................................. 10,189 61,056 22-2 3-42 8,852 57,182 21-1 3-29

Do 2nd class.................................. 37,113 33,645 12-3 1-88 33,953 33,523 12'4 193
Workmen’s Weekly Tiakcts, 2nd class .......... 464,416 36,331 13-2 2-(14 406,087 31,707 11-7 1-83

119,278 43-a 6-63 110.264 40-8 G-34
64,422 23-5 3-GL 63,737 23-6 3-67

1,195,496 435-6 66-97 1,128,772 . 417'5 64-98

Tons. Tons.
G-eneral Merchandise ...................................... 1,512,616 1,126,557 410-5 53*64 1,471,803 1,081,405 399-9 55'96
Wool .................................................................. 84,678 224,763 81-9 11-70 98,745 279,997 103-6 14-49
Live Stock *......................... ............................... 188,595 305,228 111-2 15 89 223,005 368,319 136-2 19-06
Minerals—Coal and Coke ............................... 3,406,769 214,693 78-2 11-18 3,184,014 204,613 75'7 10-59
Minerals, other than Coal and Coke .............. 333,853 64,976 23-7 3-38 270,693 52,741 19-6 2-73

Total, Goods ........ ..................... . 5,531,511 1,936,217 705-5 |l0079 5,248,320 1,987,075 734-9 102-83
' . 27,301 9-9 0-74 25,983 9-6 0-72j 4558 17 012 3,443 1-3 0-09

. . . . . . . . i 3,163,572 1,1527 85'36 3,145,273 1,163-3 85-72
11 1 ■

EXPENDITURE.

Working Expenses.
Expenditure.

Per
mile
often

Per
train
mile.

Percent.
to

Revenue.
Expenditure.

Per
mile

Open,

Per
tram
mile.

Per cent 
to

Revenue.

£ £ a £ £ d.
Maintenance of Way, Works, and Buildings... 406,044 147-9 10-96 12 83 370,197 136-9 10-09 11-77
LocomotiTe Power.............................................. 648,767 236-4 17-51 20-51 635,145 2349 17-32 20-20
Carriage and Waggon KrCpairs and Renewals 159,630 58-1 4-31 5-05 141.942 52-6 3-87 451
Traffic Expenses.................................................. 478,818 174-5 12-92 15-14 471,532 174-4 12-85 14-99
General Charges .................. .......................... 66,597 24-3 1-80 2-10 62,273 23 0 1-70 1-98
Compensation—Passengers ........ ............................ 1,643 0-6 001 0-05 2,379 0-9 0-06 0-08

Do Goods....................... ...........................
Gratuities to Widows and Children of Em-

2,521 0-9 0-07 0-08 3,073 IT 0 08 0-10

ployes, and payments to Staff retired...... 4,250 T7 0-11 013 2,652 10 0-07 0-08
Fire Insurance Fund ...................................... 1,250 0-4 003 0 04 1,250 0-6 0-03 0-04

Total Expenditure.............................. 1,769,520 644-S 47 75 55-93 1,690,442 625-2 46'07 53 75

Expenditure percentage to gross 
revenae,

55'93

expenditure percentage
TO GROSS REVENUE,

53-75

Percentage of Expenditure in each Division.

Divisions ef Expenditure.
Year ended 

:10 June,
1900.

Year ended 
.ID June,

1899,

Maintenance of Way, Works, and Buildings .......................................................... .........................
%

22 95 
36-66

%
21-90
37-57

9-02 8-40
27 06 27-90

3*77 3-08
009 0-14
0-14 0 IS
0 24 0TG
0-07 0-07

100-00 100-00
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APPENDIX 7.
Return showing the Number of Passengers, Tonnage of Goods, Earnings, Working Expenses, 

Train Mileage, Percentage of Working Expenses to Gross Earnings, Net Earnings, 
Capital spent on Lines open, and Interest on Capital Invested each year, from 1855 
to 1900, inclusive.

Tew. Miles 
of Line.

Number of
PasseiwerB.

Tonnage of 
Goads 
and

Live Stock.

Earnings
from

Coaching, 
Kents, &c.

Earnings 
from Goods 

and
Live Stock 

Traffic.

Total
Earnings.

Working
Expenses.

Train
Mileage.

Earn- 
ngs per 
Train 
Mile,

Work
ing Ex
penses 

per 
Train 
Mile.

Percent
age of 
Work
ing ex
penses 

to Gross 
Earn
ings.

Earnings,
after

paying
Working

Expenses.

Total
Capital ex
pended on 
Lines open.

[ntcreat on 
Capital 

Invested.

Mika. No. Tons, £ £ £ £ No. a. a. % £ £ %
1866 ....... 14 93,846 140 9,093 156 9,249 5,959 14,107 157'34 101-37 64-43 3,290 615,347 *68

1856 ....... 23 350,724 2,469 29,526 2,757 32,283 21,788 68,371 11332 76-48 67'49 10,495 683,217 1-53

1857 ....... 40 329,019 20,847 34,970 8,417 43,387 31,337 107,822 96-58 69-75 72-23 12,050 1,023,838 1-17

1858 ....... 55 376,492 33,385 45,858 16,451 62,309 43,928 141,495 105-69 74-51 70-50 18,381 1,231,867 1-49

1859....... 55 425,877 43,020 46,502 15,258 61,760 47,598 147,618 100-41 77-38 77-07 14,162 1,278,416 1-10

1860 ...... 70 651,044 55,394 45,428 16,841 62,269 50,427 174,249 83'37 67-52 80-98 11,842 1,422,672 *83

1861...... 73 595,591 101,130 49,637 26,367 75,004 61,187 214,88l| 83'77 68-34 81-58 13,817 1,536,032 *89

1862 ...... 97 642,431 205,139 62,096 41,775 103,871 68,725 274,565 9079 60-07 6616 35,146 1,907,807 1*84

1863 ....... 124 627,164 218,635 71,297 62,644 123,941 96,867 315,177 94-38 73-76 78-16 27,074 2,466,950 1*09

1864....... 143 693,174 379,661 81,487 66,167 147,664[ 103,715 415,422 85-30 59-92 70-24 43,939 2,631,790 1-66

1865 ...... 143 751,587 416,707 92,984 73,048 166,032 108,926 483,446 82-42 54-07 65*60 57,106 2,746,373 2*07

1866 ....... 143 668,330 600,937 85,636 82,899 168,535 106,230 490,475 82-49 51-99 63-64 62,395 2,786,094 2*23

1867 ...... 204 616,375 517,022 87,564 101,508 189,072 117,324 600,751 8202 46-87 62-08 71,748 3,282,320 2*18

1868 ...... 247 714,563 596,514 99,408 124,951 224.,359 144,201 768,529 70-06 4503 64-29 80,158 4,060,950 1-97

1869 ...... 318 759,635 714,113 109,427 155,548 264,975 176,362 893,552 71-17 47-37 66-57 88,613 4,681,329 1-89

1870 ....... 339 776,707 766,523 117,854 189,288 307,142 206,003 901,139 81-81 54*86 67-08 101,139 5,566,092 1*81

1871...... 358 759,062 741,986 129,496 225,826 355,322 197,065 931,333 91-57 50-79 55-46 158,257 6,887,258 2*68

1872 ...... 398 763,910 825,360 164,862 260,127 424,989 207,918 1,036,255 98-43 48-16 48-92 217,071 6,388,727 3*39

1873 ...... 403 875,602 923,788 178,216 306,020 484,236 238,035 1,109,879 104-71 51'47 49-16 246,201 6,739,918 3*65

1874...... 403 1,085,501|1,070,938 188,695 347,980 536,575 257,703 1,249,233 103-09 49-51 48-03 278,872 6,844,546 4-07

1875 ...... 473 1,288,22511,171,354 205,941 408,707 614,648 296,174 1,472,204 100-20 48-28 48-18 318,474 7,245,379 4*39

1876 ...... 609
1,727,73ojl,244,131

233,870 459,355 693,225 339,406 1,638,964 98-50 48-22 48-96 353,819 7,990,601 4*42

1877 ...... 598' £,957,14! 1,430,041 271,588 544,332 816,920 418,985 2,106,902 92-95 47*73 51*35 396,935 8,883,177 4*46

1878....... 688 3,705,7331,625,886 306,308 596,681 902,989 636,988 2,655,176 81-62 4S'54 69-47 360,001 9,784,645 3*74

1870 ...... 734 4,317,864|l,720,815 319,950 632,416 952,366 004,721 2,932,463 77-94 49-49 63-49 347,645 jlO,406,495 3-34

1880....... 849 6,440,138 1,712,971 390,149 770,S681!,161,017 647,719 3,239,4621 86-02 47-99 65-79 513,298|11,778,819 4-35

1881....... 995 6,907,312 2,033,850 488,675 95D,55l|l,444,226 733,334 3,023,929 88-33 45-16 51-12 705,S92jl3,301,597 5*30

1882 ...... 1,268 8,984,313 2,619,427 687,825'1,111,0381.698,863 934,635 4,851,157 81-05 46-24 55-02 764,228]! 5,843,616 513

1383 ....... 1,320 10,272,037 2,864,566 6611751I112C9,713|1J931,46! 1,177,788 5,937,261 78-07 47-61 60-97 763,676116,905,014 4*48

1881...... 1,618 11,253,109 3,124,425 745,C65|l,3!0,572j2,086,237 1,301,259 6,403,041 7819 48-77 62-37 784,978j20,080,138 4-20

1885 ....... 1,732 13,506,34613,273,001 830,904! 1,343,46412,174,36a! 1,458,153 6,638,399 78-61 52-72 67'06 716,21521,831,276 3-37

1886 ....... 1,889 14,881,60^3,218,582 849,25311,310,817 2,3 60,0701,492,992 0,479,265 80-01 55-30 69-12, 667,07824,071,454 2*90

1887 ....... 2,030 14,451,303j3,339,253 850,499'1,357,796 2,208,295 1,457,760 0,472,107 81-88 04-05 66-01! 750,535 26,532,122 2*96

1887-88..|2,114 15,174,11513,399,772 918,975 1,376,14912,205,124 11,630,551 6,689,313 82-34 54-93 66-69 701,573,27,722,748 2*85

1888-89 .. |2,171 10,086,223 j3,485,539 1,025,001 1,612,876j2,538,47711,634,602 7,641,769 79-72 51-34 64-39 903,875 29,839,167 3-14

1889-90 .. 2,182 17,071,945j3,7SS,950 1,059,791 !l,5 73,295]2,633,O80 1,665,835 8,008,826 78-90 49-91 63-26 967,251 30,555,123 3*17

1890-91.. 2,182 19,037,760 3,802,849 1,177,037 1,797,3842,974,421 1,831,371 8,410,421 84-88 52-26 61-57 |J ,143,050 31,768,617 3-59

1891-92 .. 2,185 19,918,916 4,296,713 1,189,231 1,918,065 3,107,296 1,914,252 8,356,096 89-2 5| 54-98 61-6o|l,193,014 33,312,608 3*58

1892-93 .. 2,351 | 19,932,703 3,773,843 1,115,04211,812,0142,927,0561,738,516 /,u05|31C 93‘60| 55-59 59-39!l,188,640 34,657,571 3-48

1893 94.. 2,5011] 10,265,73213,493,919 1,017,029| 1,766,512 Ja,813,541 1,591,842 7,169,785 94,-18 53-29 5G'58]l,221,699 35,855,271 3-46

1894-95 .. 2,5311 19,725,4184,075,093]l,022,901 1,855,30^ 2,878,204 1,567,589 7,594,281 90-96 49-54 54-46 1,310,615 36,611,366 3-60

1895-96 .. ! 2,5311 21,005,018 3,953,57511,013,922 [,776,495 2,820,417 1,651,888 7,719,618 87-68 48-24 oo'02 1,268,52036,852,194 3*44

1896-97 .. 2,639J 22,672,9214,567,041'1,098,696 1,916,046 3,014,742 1,601,218‘8,130,405 88-99 47-26 63-11 1,413,524-37,369,205 3-79

1897-93 .. 2,6911 23,233,206 4,630,564 1,126,257 1,900,491 3,026,748 1,614,605 8,340,338 87-10 46-46 53-34 1,412,143137,719,402 3-75

1898-99 .. 2,7064 24,726,067|5,248,320,1,158,198 1,987,075 3,145,273 1,690,442 8,806,647 85-72 46*07 53’7n 1,454,831137,992,276 3-83

1899-1900 *2,8111 26,486,873 ,5,531,511.11,227,350 1,936,217 3,163,572 1,769,520 3,894,352 85'3E 47'75 55-93 1,304,052|38,477,2G9 3'63

The ncoountfl were made up to the 31st December iu each year up to 1887, since that time up to tlie 30th June in each year. 
Camden and Sans Souci Tramways not included prior to 1888 In this return,

* Includes 40 miles rented to the Silverton Tramway.
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APPENDIX 8.

Uetuhn of the Total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the 
Railways during the years ended 30th June, 1900 and 1899.

Branches, 1900. 1899,

RAILWAYS:—
Maintenance Branch ...........
Locomotive „ .........

£
430,556 
5-11,41 L 
270,258

£
374,711
527,187Traffic „ ...........

Total ...
1

1,161,344

Js’otr,—Includes all wages paid by the Department, whether on Maintenance or New Works.

APPENDIX 9.

Statement of the Staff employed on the Puailways and Tramways of New South 
Wales in June, 1900, as compared with June, 1899.

Brnnch.

June, 1900. June, 1899.

No, of 
Salaried 

ShifT.

Ko. of 
Wages Staff Total Staff.

No. of 
Salaried 

Staff.

15
40
62
22

110
140
752

53
14
16

No. of
Wages Staff. Total Staff.

BAIL WATS.
Commissioners’ and Secretarv's Office.........................
Chief Accountant ..........................................................
Traffic Audit ..................................................................
Stores .................... .........................................................
Permanent-way ............................................................
Locomotive ............................................. .......................
Traffic ..............................................................................
Electrical.........................................................................
Interlocking.....................................................................
General..............................................................................

15
41
65
24

114
146(2
766ft

58c
14
15

4
1
1

38
3,376
4,003
2,723d

87
243

7

10
42
66
62

3,490
4,149
3,489

145
257

25

4
1
1

45
3,319
3,800
2,588

68
224

5

19
41
63
67

3,429
3,940
3,340

181
238

21

1,261 10,483 11,744 1,224 10,055 • 11,279

TEAMWATS.
Permanent-waj .............................................................. 8 418 426 8 325 333
Locomotive ............. ........................................................ 22 72fi 74A 23 74 4
Traffic .. ..................................................................... 36 899 035 25 432 457
Electrical.......................................................................... 4 226 230 25 25
Stores .............................................................................. 3 i 4 3 i 4

CO
r- 2,270 2,343 59 1,527 1,586

Total, Bailwats avd Thamwats ... 1,334 12,753 14,087 1,283 11,582 12,865

a Includes 48 officers in charge of locomotive running-sheds, and timehoepera.
i Includes 465 officers and night-officers in charge of stations and sidings, and 167 clerks employed at stations. 
e Includes 34 telegraph operators.
d The Wages Staff does not include 152 gatekeepers with “ free houseonly, as compared with 169 in June 1899,

APPENDIX 10.

Statement showing cost of Additions to Stations, Buildings, Siding Accommodation, 
&c.. Machinery and Bolling Stock, the cost of which was charged to Capital 
Account, during the year ended 30th June, 1900.

Amount.

Additions to Stations, Buildings, &c............. ................................................. 96,746
Bolling Stock and additional appliances, including continuous brakes......  53,948

£150,694
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APPENDIX 11.

Statement showing the dates on which the various sections of the Railways were opened

for traffic.

Date of 
opening.

From where 
opened.

G Sept., 1855.. Sydney......................
20 „ 18S5-. Redfern ..................

26 „ 1S56.. Granville..............
5 April, ISji,, Near Newcastle....
9 Mar., 1658.. Near Newcastle ...

17 Mar. 1868.. Liverpool ............
27 July, 1853.. East Maitland ....
2 1860,, j West Maitland ....
4 „ 1800.. Parramatta..............

12 Dec., 1801 Blacktown .......... 1
24 Alar., 1862..[ Lochinvar..............
IMaj, 1362.. Rooty Hill *............
7 July, 1662..| South Crock ..........
1 Sept., 1S02.. Campbelltown ....
7 3fay, 1863.. Bran* ton..................
Uuly, 1863.. Menangle............ ...
2 May, 1864.. East Maitland..........
1 Dec., 1364.. Blacktown ..............
1 Mar,, 1867.. Pictull ......................

11 July, 1867.. Penrith......................
2 Dec,, 1807.. Mittagong ..............
1 May, 1868.. Weatherboard —
6 Aug., 1868 . Sutton Forest ....

19 May, 1869.. Singleton................
27 „ 1809.. Marulan .............. ..
IS Oct., 1369.. Mount Victoria ....

1 Mar., 1870.. Bowenfels ............
Uuly, 1870.. Wallerawang..........

20 Oct., 1870,, Muswellbrook ..,. 1

17 April, 1871.. Aberdeen...................
1 Aug., 1371-- Scone ......................
1 Jon., 1872 . Liverpool..................
5 April, 1872. Wingcn ...................i

22 „ 1872.., Eydal .......................
Uuly, 1872.. Locke's Platform .,
4 Mar., 1873,. Macquarie Plains .,
4 Fcb„ 1875 Raglan ....................
9 Nov., 1875 Goulburn ..............
4 April, 1876.. Kelao .......................
3 July, 1876.. Gunning...................
1 Nov., 1876,. Bowning..................
1 „ 1S7G.. Bathurst..................

12 Mar., 1877 Binalong........ ..
19 April, 1877.. Rlavney ..................
13 Aug., 1877.. Mumirundl ....

1 Nov., 1877.. Murrumburrah..
2 April, 1378.. Newcastle ............ ..
2 „ 1878.. Cootamundra..........
6 July, 1878.. Bcthungra..............
3 Sept, 1878. Junee ......................

14 Oct, 1878 . Quirindi ..................
SB Mar., 1379.. Werrisi Crock ......

1 Sept, 1S79.. North Wagga........ *

11 „ 1879.. Breeza .......................
1 June, 1880. Orange ...................
1 Sept, 1880. South Wagga........
1 Feb., 1531. Wellington..............
a „ ifisi.

28 „ 1SS1.
23 I( I8S1. Junee, north fork..
1 Sept, 1881.
9 Jan., 1SS2. Tamworth ............
IMnr., IS32.
10 Mar., 1332. CampbcJItown ...
15 May, 1SS2. Wallerawang..........

To where opened.

Darling Harbour ,

Distance. Date of 
opening1.

14 2-21

West Maitland ..............
Lochinvar ....................
Blacktown ....................
Rooty Hill .......... ..
Branston........................
South Crock.......... ..
Penrith ........................
Menaugle.................... .
Singleton........................
Picton ............................
Morpeth ........................
BJchmond ...................
Mltfcagong ....................
Weathorboard ............
Sutton Forest ............
Mount Victoria............
Marulan ........................
Muswellbrook ... .
Goulburn........................
Bowcnfels ............ .
Wallerawang................
Rydal .............................

Aberdeen ....................
Scone ............................
Wingcn ........................
Sidings, Collingwood, &c..
Muminmdi ......................
Locke’s Platfonn..............
Macquarie Plains.............
Raglan..................................
Kelsn ..................................
Gunning..............................
Bathurst..............................
Bowning..............................
Binalong..............................
Blayney ..............................
Murrumburrah..................
Orange..................................
Quirindi..............................
Cootamundra......................
Bullock Island Branch ..
Bethungra ...........................
Juueo ............................ .
North Wagga Wagga ___
Tamworth..........................
Brceza.......................... ..
South Wagga Wagga ,.
Gunnedah ..........................
Wellington..........................
Gorogery..............................
Dubbo ..................................
Albury..................................
Narrandera..........................

Darlington .
Moonbi........
Carrathool , 
Camden .., 
Capcrtec ..,

1
&

17
1

0-4
S
0

11 602 
2 101 
0 10i 
7 1&
3 05 
S 12} 
fi 7
4 11 
0 072

14 40t
12 101 
3 374

16 12 
24 OJ 
27 10
5 64

15 IS 
.28 031 
SO 73 
19 CSi 
19 4S

7 43 
C 6 
7 3St 
S 49 

10 343 
0 34

12 7S2 
IS 70 

f> 49 
fi 13 
2 52 

30 29 
1 34 

20 31 
H 43
27
21
19

4 July, 1SS2.. 
11 „ 1S32.,

2 Aug., 13S2..
1 Oct., im.

20 ,, 18S2..
3 Feb, 1SS3.
0 June, 1SS3. •

14 „ 1883..
3 Jan., 1SS4
9 June, 1SS4..

19 Aug , 1884..
2 Sept .ISS*..

10 „ 1384..
10 „ ISSL
16 Oct., 13S4..

4 Mar., 1835.
20 „ 1855..
25 „ 1335,,
3 Sept., 1885..

21 Dec., 1335..
20 „ 1SS5 .
9 Mar., 1835..
0 „ 1SS0.
1 June, iSSfi.
1 Sept., 1330..

17 „ 1SS6..
J Nov., 13SG-.
7 April, 1SS7..

21 June, 1887..
15 Aug., 1SS7..
IS „ 1SS7-.

8 Scpt.,13S7.,
10 „ 1887.,
9 Nov., 1337.. 
7 Dec., 1337.,

10 Jan., 1SSS- 
1G „ 1SSS,. 
IS Feb., 1883., 
3 Oct., 1SS3 . 
1 May, 1339.. 

31 „ 1839-,
1 Jan., 1S90., 
Uuly, 1890., 
1 ,, 1891 ,

From M'hero 
opened. I To where opened. Distance,

Carrathool.............. Hay —...........
Gunnedah ..............  Boggabri
Moonbi ................ Uralla.............. .
Boggabri.................. Narrabri...........
Dubbo....................... Ne\crtiro ___
Uralla ..................... Armidale -----
Nevertire.................. Nyngan ..........
Albury .................... River Murray..
Joppa Junction..., Tarago..............
Caportee .................. Itylstone..........
Armidale................. , Glen Inncs ....
Nyngan ..................., Byroek ...........
Rylstono .................< Mudgee , ...
Narrandera.............. I Jerildcrio ___
Sydney...................... | HursUillfi ........

Tarogo......................  Bungendorc ..
Mnrrumburmb___ Young..............
Murrumburrah—De mondnlle fork
Byrock ..................  Bourkc..............
Orange...................... Molong ..........
Hurstvillc .............. Sutherland....
Sutherland.............. Waterfall..........
Loftus Junction .. National Park
Cootamundra.......... Gundagai ....

Tcnterfield ..,. 
Hornsby .. ..
Cowra ..............

Glen limes ...
StrathficUl ...
Young ............
Hornsby ................... ■ Hawkesbury
Clifton....................  ■ Wollongong
Gosfurd ................... | Waratah . ..

Woodville and lslin!?to»loop

22 35

Bungendorc ..
Kogttrah............
Wollongong ___
Qucaubtyan 
Mullet Creek ,,.,
Tcnterfield........
Cowra.......... ..
Waterfall............
Brooklyn............
Michelago .....
Hornsby............
Wollongong ... 
Homcbush loop

Queanbeyan .. 
Sans Souci .,. 
North Kiama. 
Michelago
Gosford ........
Wallangarra .
Blayney ........
Clifton............
Mullet Creek .
Cooma............ .
St. Leonards . 
Harbour .. ..

24 70 20 April, 1392 . Railway Station. ..

23 37 Uuly, 1892.. Nvngan ..................

1 451 3 Oct., 1392 . Culcairn.......... ......

13 211 1 May, 1893.. St. Leonards..........

IS 28* 2 June, 1S93-. Kiama.......................

17 37 1 Sept., 1893 Cootamundra ....

37 24J IS Dec., ]S03.. Molong....................

14 301 15 May, 1894.. Lismore ................

4 49} 24 Dec., 1894.. Mullurnbimby ___

26 4} 1 Feb., 1895 Sydenham ..............
65 50 14 Cct., 18C0. Jcritderle ____

59 13} 15 Dec ? 1396.. Parlies ..................

30 35 1 April, 1S97., Narrahri..................

18 39* 20 May, 1897.. Rook wood Gemot cr

CO 5 1 Jan., 1S9S.. Nevertire ..............
0 32 1 Mar., 1S9S .. Bogan Gate ..........

38 13} 10 Sept., 1B0S . Berrigan..................

12 1} 7 „ 1S9D Broken Mill ____
34 7* 15 Sept., 3399.. Tamworth ..............
7 G5 1 Feb , 1900.. , Moree ....................

Yasa...................
Cohar ..............
Corown ..........
Milson’s Point
Nowra..............
Temora ............
Forbes..............
Mullmnbimby . 
Jlurwillumbah
Beltnorc ..........
Berrigan..........
Bogan Gate. ..
More© ..............

y extension ....
Warren ..........
Condoboiin.... 
Finlay..............

m.
34
24
51
31
G3
14
36

1
23
30 
03 
7S
31 
64

8
19
17

9
43
22

G
S
1

33
67
14
40
14
12
49

0
17

1
21
30

9
11
46 
11

4 
40 
10
0 
0
2 

81
47

n
22
33
72
38 

*25
5 

21 
23 
63

1
12
39 
13 
49 
29
35

o.
57*
30*
46}
50{

4
liti

1
41 
39 
79 

511 
10 
62 
64'} 
03* 
20} 
26 
26 
39 
00

8

14*
45*

01
25
23*
27*
05
23
27*
71
42*
20*
63|
29J
60
GS*
07*
21*
29*
74
221
73
27}
39
73
43*
69
C9
57

0
3-1

05 
33 
10 
22 
38} 
22* 
73

7
42 
0

* Includes the extension to Condong Mills.

245—D

miles oh
Single lines ..................................................................................... 2,613 ITi
Double „   158 E61
Quadruple lines............................................................................... 8 421

Total................................................................. 2,811 161
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’ APPENDIX 12.

Return of the number of Eales of WOOL forwarded from each Station during 
the years ended 30th June, 1900 and 1899.

Stations.

Darling Harbour
Alexandria ......
Granville ..........
IT airfield ..........
Liverpool ..........
Ingleburn..........
Minto..................
Monanglo ..........
Douglas Fark ...
Pioton ..............
Thirlmerc..........
llittagong..........
Dorvrnl ..............
Moss Yale..........
Exet.er ..............
Bundanoon .......
Wingello ..........
Marulan ..........
Towrang ..........
Goulburn ..........
Broadalbane.......
Sunning ..........
Jerrawa..............
Yass Junction ...
Yass Town..........
Downing ..........
Binalong ..........
Oolong ..............
Harden..............
Murrumbnrrab...
Demondnllc......
Wallondbceu......
Cootamundra ...
Bcthungra..........
Illabo.................
Junco Junction. ,
Harefield ..........
Domen .......... ..
Wagga ...............
Hranquinty ......
Tlio Hock ..........
Yerong Creek ...
Hcnty ..............
Culcairn ......... .
Gerogery ..........
Table Top.........
Albury .............
Camden.............
Tarago .............
Bungendoro . ... 
Queanbeyan
Michelago.........
Cooma ............. .
Young .............
Jfoorawalha .....
Coolnc .............
Gundagai ........
'Temora .............
Old Junes.........
Coolnmon .........
Ganmam ..........
GrongGrong ....
Narnmdera .....
Yaueo ................
Whit ton.............
Darlington.........

Number of Bales.

MOO. 1899.

ISjKiS 16,209
G
3

6GI 247
7,118 9,059

1 4
67 148
I

23 23

1
211 224

27 8
627 4-44

0 4
2

29 20
1,125 1,121
1,409 1,439
7,304 6,665
1,037 045
0,220 3,289

217 371
1,464 1,452
2,198 1,817
3,298 2,745
3,510 3,277
2,300 2,123
1,277 1,099

211 217
286 306

1,302 1,500
3,027 3,416
1,210 1,111
1,072 1,031
2,781 2,807

494 427
323 6

4,202 5,110
791 GiL

1,740 1,826
1,741 1,524

739 718
3,740 2,435

351 64
1,181 871
2,037 659

65 43
1,030 967
2,732 2,359
4,297 4,282
1,970 2,210
9,953 10,000
6,349 6,310
2,041 1,803
1,773 1,562
5,532 4,632
3,101 4.352

525 711
733 1,012
200 149
742 ],283

9,130 12,572
855 1,450

2,090 3,758
2,389 4,541

Stations.

Bringagee ..........
Carrathool ...........
Hay.......................
Morundah ..... .
Jerildoris..............
Berrigan..............
X’mley ..................
Walla Walla ......
Brocklesby ..........
Corowa ..............
Sydenham ..........
Dapto ..................
Oorringong..........
Parramatta..........
Mount Druitt......
SI. Mary’s ...........
Kingswood ...........
Penrith ...............
Emu Plains .........
Blockheath..........
Mount Victoria ...
Bowenfcls ...........
Wallerawang .......
Eydal ..................
Parana.................
l.oekslcy ..............
Brewonglo ...........
Kaglan..................
Kelso ..................
Bathurst...............
Perth ..................
George’s Flams ...
Wimbledon..........
Newbridge ..........
Blujney ...............
Millthorpe ..........
Spring Hill.........
Orange.................
Mulliou Creek.......
Kerr’s Crock ......
Euoliareena..........
Stuart Town ......
Mumbil ..............
Dripstone ...........
Wellington...........
Mary Vale ...........
Courie..................
Mnrrumbidgerie.......
Dubbo........
Nnrromme .
Trangie .... 
Nevertire...,
Nyngan .... 
Girihimbone 
Coolabah ....
By rock........
Bourke........
Hiverstonc . 
Richmond .
Piper’s Elat. 
Cuperteo .... 
Kylstono ..,
Luc ............
Mudgco 
Carcoar ....

Number of Bales. 

1900. j 1899,
Stations.

Number of Xtalcs.

1900. 1899.

789 3,872 Mandurnma .......... 1,212 1,144
- 2,727 5,502 Lvndhurst .............. 1,291 1,418

5,718 8,629 Woodstock .............. 1,331 1,135
2,081 2,309 Cowra .................... 8,783 8,076
3,130 3,730 Borenorc................... 1,381 1,302

353 340 Molong .................. 5,858 6,312
1 1,426 1,208

732 520 Pavkes...................... 5,283 6,529
1,140 1,145 Bogan Gul-o,.......... 4,942 2,238

303 153 Condoboiin.............. 8,017 10,706
8,850 11,870

17,783 26,110
4 1 Honnidale .............. 1,649 3|249

3 4,111 6,811
100 68 G

1 6 4
2 87 65

17 1 1
10,502 10,207 Morpeth .................. 52 105

25 13 West Maitland ...... 754 1,169
76ft 377 3
200 64 Whittinghnm ........... 40 78
859 829 Singleton ................. 187 128

96 152 Glennie’s Creek...... 19 24
744 900 Earenswortk .......... 154 402

61 97 Muswellbrook.......... 7,058 0,683
323 398 Aberdeen.................. 1,002 8GO
160 196 Scone ............. ........ 5,577 4,950

2,100 1.715 Wingcn ................... 27 96
2,525 2,378 Blandford ............... 1,848 1,802
1,064 1,176 Murrurundi............... 296 304

93 61 Ardglou .................. 8G0 987
425 183 Willow Tree .......... 4,473 4,566

1,514 1,494 Quirindi .................. 9,292 8,452
710 565 Werris Creek.......... 553 043
221 170 Currabubuta ........... 2,838 2,472
325 260 West Tamworth....... 5,613 13,614

1,567 1,258 Tamworth .............. 694 901
1,129 776 Moonbi .................. 1,698 1,603

71 171 Woolbrook .............. 563 484
1,351 1.170 Watcha Hoad.......... 5,820 5,862

383 367 Uralla ....................... 8,669 8,650
1,293 1,199 Armidale.................. 5,224 5,001

363 438 Black Mountain ...... 410 264
4,281 3,451 Guyra..... ............... 3,223 2,781

129 362 Bon Lomond .......... 923 942
362 313 Glencoe .................. 289 253

1,833 2,080 Glen limes............... 12,500 10,184
18,497 26,085 Deepwater .............. 1,965 1,721

5,776 Tenterfield ............... 163 176
8,012 9,985 Jennings .................. 80 77
4,332 8,407 Broer.a..................... 1,512 1,845
2,894 4,210 Curlewis .................. 630 1,061
2,735 6,462 Gunnedah .............. 7,763 8,003

014 2,633 Boggabri.................. 2,932 2,930
2,334 8,730 Bunn Baa............. . 285 834

26,092 43,886 Narrahri West ...... 22,384 38,270
64 3 Narrabri ................. 2,885 8,008
10 3,455
50 49 Moreo ...................... 25,792 32,223

77o 187
1 fi(H 1 420 00

G14 020 8,868
20,904 21,194

917 1,009 Total........... 519,723 607,863
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APPENDIX IB.

IIetubn of the number of LIVE STOCK forwarded from each Station for
year ended 30th June, 1900.

the

Number carried,
Stations. Horses, j Cattle. Calves. Sheep. pigs.

Darling Harbour................... 1,750 l.GSD 4GS
4,7211 1

14,178
Asbfield .................................. 24 20 19 4
Homcbush.............................. 7 20 •1
Flcmlngton .......................... 2,322 5,611 137 107,905 304
Auburn ................................... 1 1 40 25
Granville.-............................... 11 2 1 148

G 44 32
Cabramatta .......................... 10 37 29 i 5
Liverpool.................................. G7 GM) 609 229
Ingleburn .............................. 20 49 17 52

2-1 26 6 3H
C&ni{)be]ltrOwn ...................... 34 671 1,032 70 304
Menanglo .............................. 32 5S 38 711
Douglas Park.......... .. 31 7 12 83 51
Picton.................................... 142 656 393 723
Thirlmerc ............................... 3 9 30
Picton Lakes.......................... 1 j
Colo Vale.................................. 2
Mlttagoug ............................ 37 GC0 39 4,005 ]91
Rowral................................... 42 303 37 93!)
Jloss Valo ............................... 14G 1,090 48 13,020 311
Exeter........ .............................. 2 124 IS 1,000 112
liundanoon..................... .... no 41
Wingello................................... 1 12 2 30
Marulan ................................... 24 374 3 1*4,354 27

1
Goulburn .............................. 377 3,413 205 87,534 3,272
Drodalbano............................... 10 310 22 1G,GJ0 593
Gunning.................................. 121 411 1 27,798 0
Jerraua ..................................
Yass Junction .............. .. 3S9 eoi 37 40,971 51

„ Town...................... .. 51
Bowning .................................. 35 48 70 0,301
Binalong................................. 9 116 25 16,628 ioc
Galong...................................... 20,192 429
Harden .............................. ... 87 187 35 13,497 365
tVallendbocn.......................... 27 41 21 5,932 52
Cootamundra.......................... 218 156 20,315 277
Bcthungra............................... 2,793
Illabo .......................... ..... 4,007
Junee Junction...................... 91 31 35 912
Harelleld...................... .. .... 87
Bomen...................................... 42 193 84 9,504 25

C40 1,635 71 103,412 62
The ttock.................................. 10 130 .... 36,135
Ycroug Greek.......................... 3 14,538
Hontv .................................... 9,194
Culetum .............................. io 1,031 78,159

88
Tabletop...................... .. 1 03 5,065
Albury .................................... 159 2,911) 02 41,929 54
Camden ................................. 10 192 701 66 3,llf>
Tarago...................................... 45 2,88! 21 28,080 50
Bungendoro .................. .. 67 910 118 34 T063
Qncanbcyau .......................... 44 3S6 2 23,103
Michelago .............................. 37 297 4,744 40
Cooma...................................... 104 2,042 127 00,002 320
Young .................................... US 148 12 30,735
Koorawatha ......................... 3 12 10,199
Ooolac...................................... 23 1,200 41 23,433
Guiidagat ...................... .. 405 1,386 804 149,032 832
Temora ................................ 23 62 14,534

1 4,796 G5
Coolamon .............................. 23 9 4,t)Sl

3,201
Groug (Iron#.......................... 2 11 10 15,180
Narnndcra .............................. 1C1 418 15 90,882 50
Yanko ...................................... 12,025
Whitton .................................. 93 in 44,036
Darlington.............................. 9(1 ir>s 2 11,690
Briuga^ce .................. ........... 13 12 14,915 9
Carathool .................. ........... 216 133 178,330 ....
Hay .......................................... 173 750 34 139,055
MorunilftH ............ ................ 17 100 48,772 29
Jerildeilc.................................. 63 658 63,138
Berrigmi.................................. 23 22,739
Finley ................................ 18 29,427 21
Wnlla Walla .......................... 12 0,516
Brocklcsljy........................ ... 28,212
Corowa.................................. 29 1,402 1 49,196 97
Sydenham to Wollongong . 2d ISo 80 S3
Unaiulcrfa ................ ............. 3 204 11 223
Dapto .................. ................... 16 3S5 47 35G
Albion Park ........................ >3 781 60 1 916
Shell harbour...................... 1 42 62 154
Kiama...................................... 21 2R9 •ii i7S 880
dornngong ............................ 10 897 200 1,763
Bony .................................... S3 346 40 ioi 3,035
No\Yi-a ................................. 98 006 9 75 135
Canterbury............ ............... 1
Parramatta........................... 193 26
Wcntwnrtln Ulo................... 5 5 25
Seven Hills ........................ 22 4
Blacktown .................. 1G 98 21 132 is
Itootv Hill ............................. 3G 219 109 41

5 1 S 8,SLG 5
St. Mary’s ............ . ......... 17 , 1,177 Sl» 33
Kingswood...................... .. 3 14
Penrith ................................ 507 153 261 223 2“2
Emu Plains to Elackheatt 17 17 4 913 426
Mount Victoria.................... 122 447 42 19,187 30
Belt to Bowenfcls................ 11 3 3

92 10 20 i.ois
Tarana.................... ................ 70 422 174 14,030 GOO
Lockslcy.................................. 15 3,037

Stations.

Brewonglo ........ .
Raglan..........................
Kelso ...........................
Hathu st......................
Berth ...........................
Georg ’a Plains..........
Newbridge..............
Blayney ......................
Millthorpo ..................
Oramjc..........................
Encharoena ............
Stuart Town ..............
Mumbil ......................
Driiwlonc...................
Wellington............ .
Margate......................
Gcurie..........................
Murrumbidgcrie . ..
Dubbo ..........................
Isarroinine............ ..
Trangie ......................
Nevertire ..................
Nyngan ......................
Girilamboiie .............
Coolabah......................
B\ roclj........................
Bourse..........................
Riveratonc..................
Mulgravc................ ....
IVindsor .............. .
Richmoml ........ ... ..
Caperteo......................
Kylegtono .............. ..
Luo ..............................
Mudgeo ......................
Carcoar ......................
Lvndhurst..................
Woodstock..................
Cowra..........................
Borenorc......................
Molong ......................
Manildra......................
Paikea..........................
Bogun's Gate..............
Condoboiin..................
Forbes..........................
Warren .......................
Hcrmidnlo.......... ....
Cobar ......................
Rydo to Adamstov.n
Newcastle ..................
ililson's Point June ..

Maitland ........................
Moqwth................................
West Maitland ....................
Farley....................................
Lochinvar............................
Greta ....................................
Brauxton................................
Whittlugliani........................
Singleton.... ......................
Glennie’s Creek....................
Ra\ensvvorth.......... .............
Muswellbrook ....................
Aberdeen ............................
Scone ....................................
Wingcn ................................
Bland ford ......................
Mmrurundi ........................
Ardglon ................................
Willow Tree ....................
Quirindi................................
Werris Creek........................
Cnrrabubula........................
West Tamworth ................
Tamworth ............................
Moonbi....................................
Walcha Road ....................
Uralla.............. ...................
Armidalo ........................ >
Black Mountain ..............
Guyra..................................
Bon Lomond......................
Gicneoe ............ ..................
Glen Inncs ..........................
Deepwater .................... .
Tcnterlield..........................
Jeuuitigs ............................
Brocza..................................
Curlewis..............................
Gunnedah ..........................
Bojrsalin..............................
Baau Baa ..........................
Narrubri West ..................
Narrubri.................. ... ...
Woolaba..............................
ilorce ..................................
Attunga........................ -
Manilla..................................
Lismore ................ .. —

Number carried,

Total ... ., 
Total, 1899

Horses. Cattle. Calves. Sheep. Pigs.

3 9 4,480
8 1,657 2

213 GS 131 13,071 179
271 | 227 119 4,349 111

1 .... 1,204 15
o 4 27 7,8XH

16 21 292 24,842 81
IG4 62 107 30,123 38

12 1 4,B63
838 436 7 24,573 59

G 12 21 5,978 0
0 5,779 132
7 o 71

1,394
509 445 27 16,544

1G 2,951 61
100

2 3
488 1,609 114 79,099 64
303 221 70 :15,207 71
252 2,1'17 m 74,073 o

38 318 25,864
76 261 12,781

135 17,525
17 0,007

i:8 2S,001
677 19,011 127,194 70
IS 18 9G 3,103 7‘22

2 10 37 124
54 74 190 7 302
92 69 50 44 173

___ 22 2,643
274 2,455 131 6,002 267
132 495 90 23,920 3
303 1.003 G27 45,007 015

62 14,2G4
4 31 s 7,412

108 265 fl 30,390
593 859 13 67,735 433

2,410
150 93 29 38,476 204

1 316 65 2,019
62 sa 9,159
12 10 3,575 IS
58 121 10 40,562 • 4 . .

283 136 .... 67,658 10
106 1,214 69 02,886 33
10 17,639 35
83 33 3,024
4f) 242 ISO 672
42 0 55 S7 236
2 2i a

121 50 7 044 205
92 20 3

380 707 638 s.sis 11,83*
4,410 8,983 197 6,281 237

12fi 17 69 113 4
15

24 344 399 OS
165 s:to 120 1,152 35

1,568 4,144 824 IHG 0,040
195

69 855 109 1,830 83
655 8,404 260 31,131 2,501
152 824 393 32,474 1,598

2,518 4,081 219 52,144 976
0 65 3,430
1 220

18 6S6 34 0,847 9
28 23

2 2,733 33 47.930 48
475 2,050 625 127,070 338

38 217 42 9,OSO
12 8,047

551 2,633 104 29,580 1,073
S 1 33

&5
128 2,211 39 62.230 103
72 1,902 10 34,0(0 1

402 5,126 7S 27,496 204
291 2,444

289 3,020 1 10,935

614 V,si7 2G 9.3G4
422 3,291 20 38,279

13 4,049 43 11.680
1,286 18,031 194 1,033 iis

889 1,349 21,900
. 40U 998 ■Hf 73,300 no
, 9 274 5,920 20
. 4G4 1,839 ftf) 99,158 12*

i2i 1,787 69 61,309
. 2H 103 10G 5,526

20C 3,300 34 122,938
123 937 I 86,048

. I<i7 DM 21 21,561
l,t>lG 11,358 64 109,303 85

30 1,722
327 1,948 11G 29,932 51

. 60 2CS 124 316 9,846

130,340 15,779 4,095,605 77 B5S
. 20,302 203,070 17,sn 5,176>0S6 83,101
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APPENDIX 11

Statement of COAL, COKE, and SHALE forwarded from the various Collieries during
the years ended 30th June, 1899-1900.

Collieries

Coal and Coke.
A.A. Company ......................
Black Jack..............................
Blackball ..............................
Burwootl .............. ..................
Burwood No. 3 .......................
Cardiff ..... ............................
Co-operative ...........................
Curlewis..................................
Dudley ..................................
Dulwich..................................
East Maitland ......................
JSlatnoro Vale..........................
Elliotts ............................. ....
Greta ......................................
Greta Hast..............................
Greta South ...........................
Hetton ........................ ..........
Lamhtou..................................
Lambton South New .............
Minmi......................................
Muswellbrook..........................
Newcastle ..............................
Northern Extended ...............
Northumberland ...................
Oak Vale ..............................
Pacific Co-operative..............
Purified ..................................
Kii’e Creek..............................
Seaham ...................................
Sneddon'* ..............................
Shortland ...............................
West Maitland......................
Wnllsend ..............................
Wallsend South......................
WalisendWcst .......................
Waratah..................................
Wickham and Bullock Island

Total, North ...........

Bell ambi ............................
Bulli ...........................................
Carson's.......................................
Collins .........................................
Corrimal.......................................
Irondale.......................................
Bithgow Coal Association ........
Metropolitan .............................
Mount Eembla............................
Mount Keira .........................
Mount Pleasant............................
South Clifton................................
Wallerawang................................
Woonoua ................................

Total, South and West,

Total, Coal and Coke ,

Shade.
Hartley Vale
Joadja .......
Torbane......

Total, Shale ......

Cool Re-consigned 

Grand Total .........

1900. 1899. Increase. Decrease.

Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £

7,884 262 15,911 579 ...... 8,027 317
617 236 772 294 155 58

2,340 836 2,892 824] ...... 12 652
400 31 20 6 389 25

181,065 6,870 107,711 6,740 13,354 139
502 22 502 22

164,424 12,484 201,311 14,020 36,917 1,536
1,106 322 86S 229 238 93

83,265 4,681 5,633 285 77,632 4,396
2,548 628 3,960 818 1,412 290

67 8 48 6 19 2
26,40!) 1,040 32,989 1,353 6,580 313

63 20 85 40 22 20
74,171 5,625 53,649 4,475 20,522 1,150

105,518 6,113 63,224 3,775 42,294 2,338
6,127 412 5,008 335 1,059 77

201,60!) 9,035 192,331 7,251 9,368 1,784
02,914 3,209 99,071 3,575 0,157 366
32,406 1,131 27,179 1,061 5,227 70

287,776 12,003 297,120 13,028 9,344 1,025
131 3 38 6 25 3

339,419 11,434 363,254 11,828 23,835 394
74.768 5,874 23,028 1,145 51,740 4,729

7,691 865 5,902 601 1,789 264
799 77 792 S3 7 6

82,045 3,853 102,735 5,253 20,690 1400
SitQlik 1 233 17 92S 1 270 3 0S7 37
15,754 17^196 14,062 16^344 1,692 852

211,909 10,458 146,332 , 7,707 65,577 2,751
32,375 1,299 32,651 1,349 276 50

1,903 115 304 12 1,599 103
44 6 120 46 76 40

210,587 8,236 308,854 12,607 98,267; 4,371
4,349 309 4.349 309

157 080 6,833 isi’mi 5,067 25,889 866
103,102 3,905 85,138 3,766 17,964 229
189,770 4,736 190,948 4,054 82 M7Sj ......

2,719,082 14] ,068 2,598,000 131,663 339,416 19,962 218,364 10,557

11,408 2,284 10,526 2,279 882 5
20,681 1,630 18,267 1,673 2,414 43

a f>4R 1 OnO 3 190 4,1 r; 634
2/>45 363 2,847 417 202 54

187,266 3,1U 148,497 2,517 38,769 594
3,201 755 1,750 387 1,451 368

67,699 23,166 99,036 25,231 31,337 2,065
113.307 16,132 117,955 16,054 78 4,648

20,268 2,145 11,809 2,268 8,459 123
102,002 1,509 76,925 501 26,077 1,008

17,270 2,064 7,710 660 9,560 1,404
9B,602 14,515 41,942 7,673 51,660 6,842
2,428 768 297 99 2,131 669
8,327 1,483 2,477 485 5,850 998

656,752 70,976 545,228 60,660 147,711 12,600 36,187 2,285

3,375,834 212,043 3,143,228 192,323 487,157 32,562 254,551 12,842

251 63 179 57 75 6
2,909 877 3,533 1,094 624 217

13,976 5,576 16,943 8,597 2,967 3,021

17,139 6,516 20,655 9,748 75 6 3,591 3,238

13,796 2,135 20,131 2,542 6,335 407

3",406,769 220,694 3,184,014 204,613 487,232 32,568 264,477 16,487
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APPENDIX 15.
Statement of the Number of Bags of WHEAT forwarded from each Station on 

New South Wales Railways for the years ended 30th June, 1899 and 1900.

Stations.

Darling Harbour................................
M arulan .............................................
Towrang ............................................
Gonlburn .............................................
Bredalbanc .........................................
0 mining ....................................... .
Jcrrawu____ .._..................................
Yass .....................................................
Downing .............................................
Uinalong ...........................................
CJalong .................................................
Harden.................................................
Murrumburrali ..................................
Deniondrillc.........................................
Wallendbeen .....................................
Cootam umlra ......................................
liethungra.............................................
Illabo.....................................................
.lunee.....................................................
Hareiicld ..............................................
Domen ................................................
Wagga .................................................
Uranquinty....................■.....................
Tbo Rock.............................................
Y erong Creek .....................................
Henty .................................................
Culcaini .............................................
Gcrogorv .............................................
Table Top.............................................
Albury .................................................
Taraga ................................................
Hungendorc.......... ..............................
Qucanbeyan.........................................
Michelago ............................................
Young ................................................
Koorawatha............................... ........
Oundagai ...........................................
Coolac ................................................
Temora.................................................
Old.1 mice ..............................................
Conlamon ...........................................
Gamnain .............................................
Grong Grong .....................................
Narrandera .......................................
Yanko .................................................
Wbitton .............................................
Darlington .........................................
Morundah............................................
Jcrilderie.............................................
Rcrrigati .............................................
Finley .................................................
Walla Walla .....................................
Brockloaby ...................... ..................
Corowa.................................................
Rydal .................................................
Tarana .................................................
Locksley ............................................
Brewongle .........................................
Raglan .................................................
Perth......... ..........................................
George'a Plains ...... ... .......................
Wimbledon ................................... ..
Newbridge ........................................ .
Bltiyney............................................
Millthorpe .........................................
Spring Hill ................................... ......
Orange .................................................
Mulbon Creek........................... ........ .
liuebareena .........................................
Stuart Town .....................................

1900. | mr Stations. 'isoo. 1S99-

14,013 31,444 Mmnbil........................................... 4,580 5,552
72S 204 Dripstone....................................... 13,895 11,713
GOO 599 Wellington ................................... 36,682 47,981

i,r)2 847 Marvvalo........................................ 18,893 10,061
1,937 298 Geuvio .......................................... 26,341 32,318
2 292 1,066 Mnrrumtndgerie........................... 2,336 2,873

170 267 Dubbo ........................................... 8,460 14,264
247 209 Narromine .................................. 66,200 41,396

1,528 243 Tmngic .......................................... 3,342 265
4,462 1,210 Nevertirc........................................ 1,599 504

11,904 1,864 659
6,’800 2j7G 265
4,576 6,749 Piper’s Plat .................................... 129 414
5.250 2,845 Capertce ....................................... 68 225

23,362 9,683 Rylstone ....................................... 951 315
54,512 25,914 Mndgee.......................................... 627 1,516
10,703 6,007 Carcoar ......................................... 55 091
20,253 9,904 Mandnransa.................................... 2,857 1,077

0,183 2,572 Lyndhnrst .................................... 8,465 2,170
12,084 3,102 Woodstock .................................... 34,148 9,543
11,166 1,200 Cowra ........................................... 78,919 17,959
17,072 16,740 Borcnnrc ................... ................ 9,627 6,550
26,949 9,775 Molong ...................................... . 50,636 41,887
26,359 14,582 Mamldra ....................................... 41,527 22,687
14,983 9,754 Parlies ........................................... 41,181 24,774
43,773 48,573 I'orbes ........................................... 2,887 3,361
63,089 107,492 Bogan's........................................... 15,641 14,715
12,491 21,928 Condobolin .................................... 2,941 3,184
9,542 11,752 Singleton ........................................ 330 7,182
9,865 18,897 Glennie’s Creek ...................... ..... 456 1,237
1,223 819 Kavensworth ....... . ..................... 895 714
2,211 542 Muswellbrook................................ 7,099 5,982

300 54 Aberdeen....................................... 3,222 1,970
373 29 Scone........................................... 6,604 3,843

19,180 7,601 Wingcn .......................................... 1,718 612
56,340 4,072 Blandford........................................ 849 429
30,174 27,156 Mnmirundi ................................... 504 337
14,594 4.037 An! glen......................................... 100 49
41,705 16,363 Willow Tree.................................... 1,241 876
53,540 22,553 Qmt’indi ...................................... 10,212 5,562
43,989 12,043 Werris Creek ................................ 7,871 2,263
12,469 792 Currabubula.................................... 28,223 13,262
4,514 2,479 West Tamworth.................. ......... 24,285 9,861
2,393 3,99S Tiunworth ...................................... 7,608 9,734

459 949 Moonbi.......................................... 8,421 2,713
467 150 Woolbrook .................. ............... 28

81 412 Waloba Road ................................ 1.420 3,669
970 535 Uralla ........................................... 1,172 1,241

13,012 7,429 Armidale ....................................... 1,013 150
38,524 28,745 Black Mountain ............................. 290 3,123
14,617 16,075 Guyra ........................................... 1,402 7,818
25,216 44,303 Ben Lomond.................................... 160 2,213
59,155 67,264 Glencoe........................................... 5 » 894
36,007 54,801 Glen limes ................................ 31 46

273 60
30 2,504 Tcnterfield .................................... 382 1,065
40 81
ii 1,144 Breeza ............... ............................ 4,478 743

219 957 Curlowis ........................................ 10,618 2,234
164 167 Gunnedah ...................................... 15,304 3,051

2,496 641 Boggabri ........................................ 5,706 839
1,689 1,181 Baan Baa....................................... 1,592 133
7,366 3,205 Naraibri ........................................ 1,079 993
5,603 1,975 Woolabra..................... .................. SO
5,604 7,601 660
2^837 4’782 Gravesend .................................... 3,240
5,850 2,706 51245

150 759 69^579
6,410 3,893

457 172 Total......................... 1,634,825 1,136,705

The liifuiea for lol't are approximato.
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APPENDIX 16.
Port of Newcastle.

Rettjen o£ the Quantity of Coal Exported from Newcastle to Foreign and Intercolonial Ports for the 
Tear ended 30th June, 1900, compared with the same period in 1899.

Countries. ISSMSOO. j JSOS-09. Increase, Decrease.

tons. tons. tons. tone.
f 11,693 94,608

Nbw Zenl&nd ................................................... 18219110 170,722 1^274 ......... .
466,790 387,401 79,386
9d’l52 66,318 27|834

147'S73 ] 35,098 12y75
12J51 H820 2,675
46^291 33j449 12,845

Total Jiitorcoloniul .................... 1,061,949 1,424,902 237,047 ................

Foeeiox.
Patti ................. ................. ............... .......... . 37,241 38,290 1,049

141334 15,872
33,089 31681 1,408

137^379 163,570 26,191
Hongkong...................................... ................................ 13,052 23|S55 • 4*4 I • ■ • 15,803
Mauritius........................................ .................... . 2,336 11,971 4., „ t , , , ... 9,636
Philippine Islands ....................................................... 78,001 112,871 . . ,....... . , 34,870
Chili ................................................................................ 322,685 367,939 45,354
Sandwich Islands.......................................................... 17SU19 82; ISO 96,939
Java ............................ .......................................... 79,802 82,351 .............. 2,549
Mexico ................. ................................................ 16,052 10,881 ........ , . , 3,832
South Sen. Islands..,................ ......... ..................... 6,960 8,074 ..... , 1 , 4 2,114
Singapore............................................................... 48,687 01,056 ...r.r.4444. 12,369
Other Countries ........................................... ........ 29,837 70630 .............. 40,793

Total Foreign ......................... 997,473 1,096,224 97,751

Grand Total (Intercolonial and Foreign)... 2,059,422 2,520,126 139,296 ..............

Numbee of Tons and Value of Coal Exported to Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.

ISM-1900. ISOS-99. Increase,

tone. £ tons. £ tons. £

2,659,422 963,708 2,520,126 874,516 139,296 89,192

Foreign and Intercolonial Shipping out of Newcastle.

1899-1000. 1S98-W. Number of Vessels. Tonnage.

Number of Vessels. Tonnage, Number ol Vessels, j Tonnage. Increase. Decrease, Increase Decrease.

1,348 3,846,169

1,366 J

1,782,942 18 63,227



APPENDIX 17.
Return of Revenue and Expenditure of each. Station for the year ended 30 June, 1900.

E = E

Stations.

^^3 v
£ = 2c t> *
3.S 9 

c0 PS

Total Salaries 
and 

Wages
Expenditure.

No. of 
Tickets 
Issued.

1905. 1900.

Revenue from! 
Tickets ai;d Coaeliiny 

Tiufflc.

1905.

GOODS.

Out. In.
Tons. Tons.

Sydney—Bent-st. ..„ Park-at....................
,, Ehzabcth-st. ,,
,, Central ..............
,, Redfcrn ..............
,, Darlinjr Hjirhour 

Eveloigh ................... ... ..4.

Alexandria ...................
ilacdonaldtown ..........
Kewtown .......................
Stfkiunore.......................
Petcrsliam ...................

350210

LewiidiaiD_
Summer Hill 
Ashficld ,....
Croydon..........
Burwood .. ., 
StrathHcld ..
Ilouiehush 
FJemington 
Itook^ood... 
Auburn ....
Clyde...........
Gran\ille ..

1,231 10 0
7 10 

123 0 ' 
Sfll IS 117f<4i 10

!S j 
H 9 0 
420 !

COAL.

Out.
Tons

In.
Tons.

Other Minerals. I WOOL.

Out.
Tons.

In.
Tons.

Out,

Rales.
In.

Bales-

II \T.STRAW,. 
AXD CHAFF.

Oat. | In. 
Truck* fiTtcXi

I Revenue
I from
'.Goods and Lire 
j Stock.

1900.

Total Earning, exclusive of 
Special Earnings.

1990. 1399,

Increas*.

1930.
d.
6 ............ 1

1017"
2
S 62,296 09.257 ............ 1 117 192

255,100 407,275 12,133 , 367,004 i 37.121 25,369
51 1,279 503 6 1 25 | 450

S,777 34,i!33 42 13,234 ’ 0,135 2,522
st ............
it 0,131 57,799 48 21,250 | S 1,2333

ii 1,700 13,954 40 | 12,147 |
....

50 3,S'0

r. d. .
57 10 5 

323 0 10V 
SOI 18 7'i 

117,448 10 2 1 
317,720 7 4

8" 
ISO 
515 

103,084 
2 ><,013 
417.53:

8 d.
12 512
1 0i 

It 5 0 1 
15

8,704
24.102

1999.
£ “b. d. i SO 2 0 
63 11 U 

150 8 lOg

5.037 15 0

Sydney-Bent at. 
,, Park-st.
„ Elizabcth-st. 
t, Central, 

lledfcrn. Darlina Har.
5,760 H> 5 ..................... 247 19 8i EveleiRh.
3,436 1 4 2,812 1C 2 j ..................... Alexandria.
1,27D 6 7 83 0 1J ..................... MMonaldtosvn

21,377 17 4 1,101 12 5F ...................... Newtown.
4,537 13 4J 450 0 10}, ...................... Stamnore.

Ifl.JDS n F> ..................... 1 iso ia a Petersham

Merrylands ..................... 3 397 1 7 f 19,081 1 1,10b 17 3 10,952 . 1,76'i
<3niluford .......................... 1 ICO 0 0 15,431 . 1.248 16 11 3$ 305
Fairfield ............................ 6 459 12 8 25,875 2.119 17 8 G,10G 3,147
■Canley Vale................... 1 155 17 G 8,032 7G2 9 10 462 I 707
CabramatLa..................... 1 155 10 0 5,746 | 4S5 TO 0 T0,7S5 | 393
Liverpool.......................... 11 1,082 4 SS,62S | 3,409 S $ 20,802 | 9,034
Qlenheld ............ 27 13 0 2,019 I ig-» 0 1 1 . . ..
Ingdehurn.......................... 4 802 1 7 10 h.159 1 C82 15 9 0,105 742
31 into .... ................... 2 216 15 0 3,952 713 14 10 2,29J 1 504
CampbcllLown ........ • 18 lt201 7 1 18,440 , 2,672 14 9 20,215 ! 4,029
Menangle ......................... 4 299 1 2 2 M0G 539 15 769 1,404
Douglas Park ................. 1 140 0 0 1,020 ! 272 IS 7 o,011 J 356

Picton .............................. 18 1,5S$ 14 4 4,G5K ■ 1,551 16 6,130 2,736
TJurlmere ............ 6 350 17 1 1,653 41ft 10 3 7,925 045
Picton Lakes ................ S 291 2 9 503 . 100 7 9 3,241 72
Balmoral .......................... 2 275 0 0 388 1 79 7 4 f.l) £3
Hill Top.............................. 2 275 0 0 473 73 G 6 1,831 30
Coin Vale.......................... 2 2$D 3 4 471 128 17 6 2,064 £9
Mittapong.......................... 11 720 8 O 5,040 lt3S2 S 9 2,013 3,113 '
Bowral .. ......................... 8 G59 G 1 9,018 2,432 11 G 1,324 5,077 1

1 26 0 6 1,394 253 13 0 1
Moss Vale....................... 12 POO 2 4 7,825 S,4S5 G 4t 2,153 4,ass 1
Exeter .............................. 2 173 12 6 1,330 2i0 11 8 359 4GG
Bundanomi ..................... 4 320 11 1 1,7 OS 372 7 4 201 411
Wimrello .......................... 3 2D7 8 11 071 387 2 G 1,011 247
Marulan............................ 5 450 6 0 2,220 650 4 3 3,108 846
Tmvrang: .......................... 2 2G9 16 7 1,553 231 1 G S35 523
Ooulbum......................... 45 4,538 2 3 22,644 12,569 19 L I9,fl!5 28,749
Brcartalbnne..................... 11 448 1 5 1,297 391 16 5 2,476 501
Hazorback ..................... 3 300 3 11 333 85 0 G 2 16
Gunning .......................... 5 filO 11 3 2,401 1,112 16 0 1,727 1,322

1,212 0 ”7- 4,977 0
154,103 15 4 131,847 2 9

1G 10 5,369 IS 7
10,59-’ 11 0 15.4G2 10 0
22,984 16 S 24,733 17 n

1 2(1’ 4 7.43*. 8 31

30 7 3 
C22 17 0.\ 
382 IS 4} 
34 G 17 10},

GE7 21^
107 17 Sg[

‘25.7:8 18 10 i

434 4 5 
2,449 1 6 

23,412 2

fll
224

2,009
50

332
3,OSD

078

37
3,034

;;;; I -Vi
5

J 57 J 21 1
.... ] ___  f .... 45

21 1 24
7 \ 23 | 32

10 I 4,030 1’J 0 6,143 9 9 5,311 7 0 167 17 3
1 1 80 IS 10 1,333 15 0 1,303 6 G 36 9 3
0 I 959 10 6 3.109 3 9 2,S1G 8 S 292 19 11
3 21G 17 S 079 7 1 921 8 7 5S 3 G
3 140 17 2 026 7 $ G57 17 4 31 9 s

GD 1 5,021 1 11 9,090 10 7 10.057 !) 10 906 19 3

S3 1 
33 

G :

771 2 
470 17 

1,217 10 
721 8 
153 15

110

4c>i |
2,597
.... j

!... 1
1,3013 I

207 
3,OSS

*’324
1,576

3,8578
22

211
27

'527
62

20
1,126
1,409
7,304
1.037

3,229

1,034 9 4
415 2 S 315 1 

37 10 11 
17 14 4 
46 10 7 

3,4flS 12 8 3,723 0 8 1
'sjftsi’ie *7 I 

235 1G 4 
30G 13 G

135 0 1 
1,453 17 10 
1.1S4 12 2 
3.800 5 6 
1,201 3 11 I 

431 14 0

1.301 1 10 
1,500 11 6 
4.108 ID 4 
1,399 4 3 

739 13 11
3,185 5 5 |

S3D 12 11 I111 12 1 I
11G IS 3 | 01 O 10 I 
173 8 1 1

3,098 9 10
t'Sl 19 C 
334 10 4 108 10 ID 
63 9 11 

175 7 2

3S.014 7 30

19,283 1 0 G}1

02 10 0
321 10 4 
218 13 11 
138 0 4 
307 19 U

I^C^ishaun
Summer Hill. 
Ashficld.
Cro> don
Burwood.
Strathfiohl
Homchush.
Ficmington.
Itookwood.
Auburn.
Clyde.Ci am iUc
Merrvlands.

| Guildford.
Fairfield.

I Can ley Vale.
| Cabrumatta.

Liverpool__
GZcnfiuld.
Infrlehum.
Minto.
Cain [> bell town. 
Jlcnanple. 
Douglas Park.

8 7 6 1 
22 10 31

154 0 7 
23 7 3

4,831 1 5
6,155 12 2 

253 13 0 
7,477 2 Hi 

560 7 ' 
079 0 10

1,145
305

| 158 12 8 | 345 In 2 2113 0 11 47 14 3
2D 11 700 3 7 ( 1,440 7 10 1,463 15 3 17 7 5
10 371 1 S 602 3 2 712 18 2 no 15 0
54 143 I 32,062 0 1 45,232 8 2 44,05*2 D 0 1,170 ID 2
29 2 j 505 8 c 696 IS 11 782 S 0 114 15 11

2 17 6 1 87 18 0 70 14 10 11 3 2
5 - 1 8,142 4 9I 4,255 O 9 8,204 17 2 990 3 7

4,934 17 7 
6,3«4 0 4

' 8,3^9*
592 36 1 
66$ 14 10

103 10 2
188 S 2

022 2 S 
26 S G

Puiton.
Thirl mere 
iMcton Lakes. 
Balmoral 
Hill Top 
Colo Vale. -
Mittagong.
Boa ml. 
Burradoo. 
Moss Vale. 
Exeter.

; Hundanooa. 
Wingclio. 
Marulan. 
Towrang. 
Goulburn 
Jlrcadalbane. 
Kazorback, 
Gunning.
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Stations.

Ill

cU 5 
rt.5 r'—T C
'B?-2 
£ 3 £

'S,~GU,fl

Total Su 
an 

Wat 
Expenc

19D

larius
d
'es
itaro.
0.
~a.~ 

7 7 
(1 4 

11 2
L 1
O 8
O 2

No. of 
Tickets 
issued.

i?oa.

Kovenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching 
Traffic.

1900.

GOODS. COAL. Other Minerals. WOOL. HAY.ftTRAW, 
AND CHAFF Revenue 

from Goods and 
Li\o Stock,

1930.
£ a. "d7 

28 10 8 
l.XXi H 5 
4,803 0 fi 
1,324 7 3 
2,SO0 9 1 

302 14 2

Total Earn 
Speck

1900.
£ 8 
153 18 

2,411 IQ 
0,937 17 
ijn 2 
3,821 7 

781 9

ins-*, exclusiv 
il Earnings.

| 18<><

e ol

?.
e.

G
11
17
13

3
1

-- Increase

1900.
d.

Decrease

1900.

Stations,

»Out.
Tons,

In.
Tons.

Out.
Tons-

In.
Tons.

Out.
Tons.

In
Tons.l

Out. 
Bales. ,

21T

In,
Bales.

Oat.
Tnicki

In,
True!1*

d.
4. ... Si

333
401
233
412
400
304

456
2,303
7,622

911
1,433

704

£ s. 
124 18 

1,254 15 
2,119 17 

420 15 
1,014 IS

ASS 16

d.
G
a
0
0

10
5

121
695

1,120
3,019
1,867
2.S09

06
473

2,170
609

1,163
010

1
5

25
n
13

117

*‘2

11

d.
2
1
6
a

11
7

£
155

3,712
7,077
1,9:10
3,957
1,033

d-
Q

1
7
0
2

£ &. £ 0.
1 8 

1,301 l 
80 10 

185 11 
135 15 
257 n

Jerraitn.
Yasa Junction. 
Vass Town. 
Roivningv. 
Bitmlong, 
Galoug.

14
314

...........9

no
25

2
14

....

2
67

3,404
2,193

4
;;;;;; ; 8

8
4

7

2
4
6
3

40
66
20

3,293
3,510
2 30G

limalong1 .....................
Galon^...........................
Guuningar .............. 1

11
2G

1,130
O
5

Q
3

j. 7,202 3,503 18 7 l,St5 1,208 .... 33 4 1 277 99 5 2,243 16 4 6,753 14 11 5,314 17 5 43s n 0 J Cunningar.
"l Harden.

s 5,790 1,234 2 Q 8,313 7,920 3 70 26 211 32 13 8.819 IS 4 10.114 0 4 10,776 9 11 662 2 7
4 0 1,196 1S3 13 0 2.700 a 6 236 .... 203 3 17 11 242 15 It 312 9 7 00 13 8

2.1S3 720 12 10 5,405 677 7 23 S 1,302 403 1L 843 11 5 1,573 7 3 1,350 10 0 213 8 3
Cootamundra ............... 21 1,370 6 0 ir>;i53 0,625 1 31 lij'044 13,970 423 33 117 3,027 133 136 75 13,421 0 11 20,045 8 n ?0,(>5S 9 7J 612 i fij Cooinmundra.
Frampton............... 1 2 18 4 \ 1,537 495 17 a 36 t? 1,210 9 5 270 fi 772 3 1 0 rt 22 17 4 i Frainpton.
Bethunfra ................... J 401 0 S ...... 1 Bethungra.

o 764 267 1 1 3,009 259 73 24 1,072 48 1 258 1 525 2 8 05 9 1 80 0 5 IHnbo
5,728 14 n* 4,400 204 178 2,731 86 39 75 G.5S9 16 1 12,318 0 H 1!,4G6 e? rj 854 fi 81

204 s 0 ’404 148 17 3 2,033 ' 03 2 494 93 71 7 8 220 4 11 270 4 8 49 19 9
Bomcn ........................... f> 252 4 0 480 240 14 4 2,172 150 ia ... 331 10 148 2 1,200 17 * 1,540 11 s 770 U D 7G9 16 n Boinen.
"sVainya M'aa’ew............... J5 1,101 & 7 12,803 8,853 11 10* 13,981 11,125 5 U97 129 153 4.202 359 422 43 *2,8 2 5 11 3 31,679 3 1R 33,005 14 10J 1,411. n 8} SVagga tVajjgft.

17 0 1,135 19S 4 11 4,835 624 6-2 791 164 1 160 IS 370 3 1 355 0 1 24 3 O
TTlie Rock ....................... fi 3S2 10 11 3,172 1,032 11 24 1!,4G9 0,103 40 8 1,746 10 125 3'J;« 17 10 4,359 9 2,811 13 114 2,047 15 0 The Rock,'

s 203 0 0 1,719 600 11 2,003 572 13 10 1,741 8 r> 1,122 10 11 1,723 n r> 1,434 fi 104 289 5 C}
831 3 907 15 26 750 15 3 1,301 7 0 2,275 10 10 2,315 15 7* 40 4 91

Culcairn........................... (1 530 4 2 4'256 1,629 8 34 8^2-21 1,492 31 3,740 09 2 ft, IG0 3 2 4,795 n r.4 4,918 14 10“ 123 3 44 Culcairn,
4 1,281) 320 0 s 2,lrfG 410 0 14 . 353 7 5 070 10 S 748 4 7 03 7 11
0 751 230 6 2 2,SGI 247 10 31 1,131 50 195 3 4 385 0 G 847 O fi 401 11 0

8 G19 34 47 2,037 3,931 525 5 13,70ft 7 8 24,920 0 4 82,575 12 101 7,655 12
'2S6 3 4 g!09G 1>33 11 2 10,911 4,402 no 527 35 05 401 33^ 1,701 S 0 3,239 19 2 3,020 3 l' 'OSO 3 n Camden.

ft 0-28 2.228 14 7 2,108 2,931 91 S 1.D30 33 25 1.318 6 0 3,577 0 7 2,818 19 <> 758 1 fi
TJanifendore................... 8 372 16 8 s|r.09 1 1,838 6 10 l'493 1,613 843 333 7 2,732 05 39 2,213 G 5 4,041 13 3 5,107 18 H 1,1 fiG 5 8 Bungendorr.
KJut’^iibej’an................... 11 442 17 10 1,820 3,657 4 6 1,862 1,«10 ........... + 39 4,297 ! 48 1 3,105 11 11 4,7G2 1U 6 4,321 10 G 441 5 11 Queanhcvan.rj 260 9 10 437 44S G 3 759 S3 7 ........... 47 6 1,970 .. . 1 7 9 241 3 11 Oil) 10 2 771 9 7 81 19 5

9 ]1 3 2,923 5,002 17 7} 2,722 0,097 33 4D4 85 9,953 2 133 10,0S1 12 10 15,G37 10 54 14,397 0 1.200 2 11A
23 704 4 5 Ci63G 4,954 0 0 14 779 12,520 340 10 157 6,340 124 43 68 n>,223 r, 1 17,177 1 16.713 3 1 404 2 0

IS 272 10 7 1,020 669 17 6 7,748 4,412 34 53 7 2,041 149 4 2,091 G 2 3,364 k> II) 802 17 2,601 0 5 Koorawatha.
CooIbc ........................... 10 279 7 0 1,657 004 5 11 2,270 1,322 7 3,090 11 3,773 f 3 ft 0$1 « 9 2,238 12 8 1,096 9 5 592 3 ft Coolac.

r. ■o 5,228 5,833 1 K* 8,763 0,651 170 730 Si 5,552 124 . 19,910 0 2 25,798 1 tni 23,821 14 8 3,024 J2 H
4 Ml 19 1ft 3,510 4,280 14 0* 7,869 7.831 43 149 59 3,101 10 182 18,206 9 K 22,437 3 8} 21,723 9 S 763 14 0J

97fi 7 0 504 '234 13 3 6,786 T2B 320 34 525 102 32 30ft 13 1,038 c 4 1,197 15 7 159 0 3
277 lf> 4 lj615 1,011 7 9 5^023 2,373 13 213 733 is 64 71 3,702 17 5 4,744 5 2 4,713 3 9 31 1 5
104 0 0 'DGfl 523 0 3 3,362 1,145 10 193 3 206 40 45 7i!S 1 1,2 0 1 8 1.023 11 10 232 0 10

Crone’Gronir ........ .. 2 145 11 8 1,891 735 10 G 2,306 1,015 7 4 712 3 70 {A3 15 *2 ,304 5 8 1,301 14 10 02 10 10 Grong Grong.
Nari*andora ................. 10 767 14 4 5,050 4,056 13 0 7,541 8,131 . 6) 1,005 77 9,130 "1,62s 77 203 11,892 10 C 10,549 3 0 19,402 9 3* SO 13 Si Nnrrandcra.

12ft n 0 771 2lS 10 5 70S 1,080 22 855 20 75 2,911 7 5 3,130 b 10 2,316 17 10 bid 9 0 .
253 13 2 1,200 903 12 4 099 l!32i 71 2,000 6 89 3,330 17 9 4,344 10 1 0,777 17 2,433 7 61

>09 K»n 790 1 2,389 Gl 783 C) 3 1,252 7 7 1,971 19 & 722 31 10
Rringn^oe....................... 2 UO 9 r> 522 592 1 3 I 296 622 '780 5 na 1,627 0 G 2/219 1 9 3,271 G S ,. . . 1,052 4 6 Bringagee.

3 270 10 9 1,590 1,740 10 41, 667 3,007 2G ii 2,727 7 246 13,831 4 15,572 3 30,31* S &,262 15 •>
Hav................................... G 473 10 4 2,906 4,912 1 24 2,025 5,802 470 24 D 6,713 1S3 b 296 1L/.S5 10 70 36,497 12 of 17,020 10 7 528 IS ei Hay.
Motut:<lah ............... . r» 233 u 3 1,757 1,054 2 1 1,85S 2.071 17 TOG 2,081 70 82 14S 4.013 V Cl 6,907 0 4,0Sn 13 ft 81 15 10 Morundah.

201 H 1,801 1,628 1 3 4,378 8,4u:i .... 42 303 3,130 8 21 416 10,(173 0 1U 12,361 4 ] 12.147 2 fi 154 1 b
1 140 o S37 '002 7 4 7,660 837 .. 27 390 1 353 61 4 1,502 9 n 2,164 17 3 2.560 12 0 ............... 395 14 9

3 1,752 034 26 1 0 03 613 Ll 2 1,205 G 5 732 18 ]Q 422 7z ft os 3,655 401 12 732 62 1 403 H s 562 1 9 607 14 10 6 13 1 Walla Walla,
0 7/270 3 1,140 11 2 295 19 4 C31 rj . TUi 6 10 85 1 0

3 271 6 9 1,50S 1.107 17 1 7,614 1,431 G 3 Go 1,81ft 223 2,260 S 11 3,43* 0 O 6,247 17 «> 1,81ft 11 2 Corowft. ’
Erskinevilto................... 5 G34 15 9 12.1,281 2,403 C 30 1 0 0 2,493 7 10 O ",7 ■» 13 7 79 6 9 Erskmcville,
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Stations..

g = El
[£ 2 '& Total Salaries 
11= and

.c: — I Wagxjg
.ov.2 Expenditure.
igst 1909-

O.-n

Ko. of 
Tickets 
issued,

1900.

Revenue frorr 
. Tickets and 

Coaching 
Traffic.

1900.

GOODS. COAL, Other Minerals.
j WOOL. IIIAY,STRAW-. 

A AD CHAFF

Out.
Tons.

| In. 

j Tons.
Out.

Tons.

' In.

j Tons.
Out.
Tons.

In.
Tons.

Out.
Bales.

1 In.

| Bales
Oat,

Trucla
Id.

Tracts

£ 8. d. £ S. d | 1
St Peter’s..................... 7 824 11 2 127,271 2,823 17 9i 7 , 1 1

17 1,803 8 1 216,465 6,250 4 11. 993 5,212 !>52 33,223 141 7,489 1 9
^ Tempo ......................... 7 709 17 1 {HU 70 1,639 IS Sj 50 1 '833 CSC 192 1,923 1 27
O' AmelLffc ..................... s Oill C 9 123,841 4,715 4 4 22 1,876 451 139 018 17
| Rockdale ..................... 999 0 9 201,043 8,675 6 2 9i ' 5,529 0 1,625 41

fcrf Kojraralt ..................... 1 8 1,010 4 9 185,289 7,990 10 9 1 46 l 4,059 IS 1,174 75 • • 56
f> f 484 38 9 57,041 S,02S 19 9 , j ........... ..

HurstMllo....................... 14 1,5(57 10 9 115,302 6,275 IS Hi 20,830 4,708 7 1 4,058 25 59
4 255 7 fi 23,817 1,520 14 4 . 2 22 *
2 140 7 10 0i902 300 12 2 1 2 33 1 ...........
3 899 0 6 8,927 424 15 10 IS 178 6

Sutheil&nd ................. 4 417 10 1 17,174 1.S2T 1 9 1 2,01-1 1,941 106 8 93 .... 1 4
<> 155 12 0 i 1,C1S 120 14 8 | 104 15S 1 790

1 T 695 17 10 1,278 141 11 4 1 191 37 1 30
Hclensburyh............... 4 523 3 4 10^385 1,349 3 9 ( 2,713 9,789 113,397 l ' 17 .... *13 57

1 4 319 2 1 2,379 190 4 1 2,12S 113 1 . 6 5
2 S3 4 0 3^333 34k 13 3 * 3 239

South Clifton 1 7 432 8 8 21955 302 0 11 110 1 i.sni 1 08,(502 1 7 40 .... 0
Tnirroul ....................... 1 109 4 0 2,538 2m 0 2 452 315 fi 2,425
BulU ........................... a 570 ID fi 11,151 1,610 2 3 1,706 3,383 29,003 602 67 76 20
Rcllambi ....................... 2 248 11 0 3,115 | 295 (1 10 85 903 11,403 6 63 * 6
Corrimal ....................... 1 1515 13 4 fi.221 fijfl 2 0 1,002 1,550 303,538 4,337 1,272 252 14
Wolloiitfoner ............... 19 1,033 14 1 19,059 | 3,720 C 4 1,835 11,69;. 20,203 292,745 31 1,012 2 82
Unanderra ................... 3 152 l) S 5,554 | fiSl 11 1 1,000 1,033 5 350 4

9 488 13 5 9r871 ’ 1,580 10 0 7,073 \ 4,430 27 300 1,778 49,499
Albion Park ............... 4 270 17 2 8,357 1 761 a 7 3>.>2 2‘0iO 7 534 DO ' 22
Sheilharbour ............... 4 117 0 0 2,53J | 530 7 3 2,777 1,183 6 76.! 11,071 29 G
Kiama ........................... 6 398 1ft 11 S.267 1 1,955 3 6 3,165 4,323 0 1,047 1,070 C2 16

0 13S 1 C 4,150 1 502 0 fi 3,18> IjOKJ 153 4 1
Hem' . .. . (P 205 4 8 0,473 | 1,407 IT 9 2;s9li 3!099 .... 461 ... — .... . 9
Nowra ....................... 2 201 4 0 5,612 | a,140 fi a 4,708 2,321 747 8 97 209 1 78 |
Marnckvillc................... 4 331 14 0 55,047 , 2,755 7 31 1 1 c
Canterburv................... 2 179 3 4 35,619 j 3,052 13 bl 372 702 G71 22S 2 23

1 93 12 0 IS,* 47 704 18 10 571 193 43
Hams Park................... 2 239 18 7 •11’2j1 I 2,160 4 5J
Parramatta -. . . 17 2,292 8 1 217,741 15,811 12 4 O.GOl 15,028 oft 0,135 139 1,180 130 13 457

‘W’entwortlu tile........... 2 301 IS 1 , 7.659 j 59 i 7 a 852 1.54') IS 197 - ... 1 6
4 576 6 0 1 8,292 , 714 14 10 2,971 1,1 fVl 4S 8 215 . 4 c

Black town ................... 7 931 19 6 11,721 1,025 IS 10 1Q,IG> 939 28 1,4S2 S
Kooty Hill ................... 4 531 10 0 | 9,502 606 41 3
Mount Draitt............... 1 140 0 0 ! 3,011 1 496 8 0 3,378 313 10 SO 2
St. Mary's....................... 4 543 13 2 9,79k , 1,222 0 1 18,613 5,576 592 206 20 8
Kinjrswood ................... 3 355 9 0 I 3,593 | 177 5 7 7,437 1,30,1 103 1 201 1 ___ 7 1

26 3,020 17 IL 20,934 3,740 9 11 4,989 374 17 21 224 29
4 *54fi 5 G 2^163 402 8 8 43,174 10,502 15,415 8

Otcnbrook....................... 4 343 0 0 l|039 1C5 5 6 '209 '214 13
Sprinptvood ... .... 0 421 11 0 3,577 819 6 11 143 2,221 179 234 7 7

3 267 18 U 755 117 15 2 21 321 ’ 20 3
4 *49 2 11 4 200 6k 6

Wentworth Palls .... 4 377 7 4 3,554 529 16 5 04 1.210 i 177 8
0 SGI 13 6 16,183 2 79
6 627 19 3 s’ssi 777 19 0 25 3 27
8 746 9 1 4.422 2,001 9 1 175 745 351 15 160 1 21

Hartley Yalo ............... 2 140 0 0 494 171 7 S 1,822 370 254 143 3
Bell .................................. 2 228 7 2 540
Clarence ....................... 2 365 * 8 1S9 40 1 11 1,339 4lt 9 161 3
Ziff Zftfr........................... 3 646 7 10 129
Tiaitbank ....................... 23 2,041 19 7 6,ST» 2,333 2 0 13,441 19,477 64,626 5,671 1,06$ 16,992 s 110

Total Earn inf exclusive of
Revenue Special Canunge,

from Coeds and Increase. Decreass. Btatlona.
Lite Stock. 1

1900. 1900, [ 1899. 1900. 1900.
£ s. d. £ S. d. A e. (1. £ 8. d. £ e. <1.

2 6 1 2.S31 3 10* 2,869 4 83 0 2) St. Peter's.
8,370 12 2 13,626 17 H 12,394 17 10 1,231 19 Svdenham.

487 11 10 2,127 6 01 1,836 10 0> 240 9 6 Tem pc.
224 1 9 4,910 3 6 4,831 8 21 10S 15 Arncllffc,
872 11 2 9,547 17 4 0,210 4 10 331 12 6 Rockdale.
543 11 0 8,534 2 6 8,224 17 7 309 4 11 Kogamb.

3.623 39 0 2,912 12 7 111 7 2 | ................... Carlton.
2.074 19 11 8.350 4 103 7,726 2 3 014 2 74 Hurdtville.

4 9 9 1,525 4 1 1,252 17 3 272 6 10 ................... Penshurat,
fi 10 3 390 11 5 373 12 2 22 19 3 Oatley.

39 0 3 464 2 458 11 5 5 10 8 Como.
374 12 8 1,701 14 0 1,577 5 * 12-1 8 8 Sutherland. .

2G 10 6 | 147 11 2 153 2 7 6 11 5 Heathcote.
24 12 9 ! 160 4 183 18 2 U 14 1 Waterfall.

1,997 2 S 3,346 0 6 3.WO 12 8 194 0 3 Helensburgh
90 11 3 236 ID 4 245 10 H 41 4 5 Otford.

148 18 1 493 11 4 376 0 5 113 10 11 Clifton.
360 C 2 0G2 7 1 493 1 7 9 169 9 4 South Clifton,
460 13 S 730 13 5 449 13 0 281 0 5 ThirrouL

1,456 9 2 3,072 11 5 2,949 18 8 122 12 9 Bull!.
672 15 6 869 2 3 799 14 0 63 8 3 Bel Iambi.
391 17 3 917 19 0 718 17 C 229 2 3 Corrlmal,

7,733 4 8 11,453 11 1 8,819 10 6 2,034 0 7 Wollongong.
316 0 0 807 11 7 729 19 2 ier 12 6 X. nanderro.

20,175 7 s 21,750 0 8 16,725 IS G 5,030 IS ■■> Dnpto.
1,231 6 2 1,992 9 9 1,55k 7 43S 2 8 Albion Park.

4G2 1 11 992 0 2 964 17 2 27 12 0 Sheilharbour.
1,235 3 10 3,190 7 4 2,988 7 4 202 0 0 KiaiUa.

027 15 3 1,129 15 8 1,141 7 10 11 12 2 Oerringong,
1,415 7 4 2.823 5 1 2,875 15 3 52 10 2 Berry.
1,324 15 11 4,465 1 7 4,035 10 0 379 6 7 Nowm.

8 4 D 2,753 12 f,j 2,443 10 0 S14 13 61 Marrickville.
303 19 S 2,019 13 4 1,859 0 10 160 12 311 ................... Canterbury.
33 6 2 733 5 0 014 0 2 123 IB 10 Bel more

2 12S 6 0 30 IS ................... Harris Park.
4,020 13 1 19i9S3 ID 5 ID; 749 10 5 IBS 14 0 Parramatta.

217 S 0 SlO 15 S 716 8 3 124 6 7 VVcntwOrlhvilli
&3 10 0

2,219 5 5 3,245 4 3 4*708 15 6 1,453 11 3 Block town.
432 2 ') 1,615 8 0 1,620 2 10 89 5 8 Rooty I [ill.
258 16 G 755 5 3 2,084 11 6 1,829 6 3 Mount Druitt.

2,057 6 2 3,270 6 3 3,624 2 6 344 10 3 St. Mary's.
657 7 4 834 12 11 711 0 0 123 12 11 ................... Kingswood.

2,441 1 0 6,187 11 fi 6,081 5 0 106 6 5 Penrith.
3,653 13 4 4,050 2 0 2,188 14 3 1,867 7 0 Emu Plains.

01 7 7 220 13 0 219 16 5 0 17 7 GIcnbrook.
841 13 6 1,691 0 4 1,160 1 4 &30 19 0 Springivood.

42 10 2 160 5 4 122 18 2 37 7 2 Binden,
475 19 0 1,057 0 1 819 2 9 237 17 4 Lawson. .
4C8 17 2 093 1,1 7 1,035 12 11 30 19 4 Wentworth Fall?

2,092 JS 7 4.0S8 14 5 4,104 13 9 15 19 4 Katoomba.
S76 1 10 1,654 0 10 1,608 6 7 14 5 9 Blackheath.
729 14 9 2,731 3 10 2,6S7 3 9 44 0 1 Mount Victoria.

4,512 G 7 4,083 13 10 6,482 0 2 1,79s 0 < Hartley Vale.
02 1 2 235 12 2 217 7 10 18 4 4 Bell.

109 12 0 140 13 11 146 15 fi 2 18 O Clarence.
33 18 4 12 9 2 21 9 2 Zig Zag.

19,745 15 10 21,978 13 4 20,156 10 7 1,822 7 9 Eskbaiuc.

03CO

CJO
Ol



APPENDIX 17—continues.

Stations.

AC*.
£ S E

3.e|

sf!
C'_0’j5

C.V

Total Salaries 
and 

Wages 
Expenditure-

1903.

No. of 
Tickets 
issued.

1900.

Revenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching 
Trallic,

1900.

GOODS.

Out
Tone.

In.
Tons.

£ u. (i. £ S. d.
Lithgoi? ....................... 8 2S9 8 4 3,050 1.070 9 10
fknven[elg ................... 5 647 19 2 1,097 414 5 0 3,170 751
Wallerawang ............. 13 1,303 4 n 6,14$ 1,382 19 S 9,010 1}230
lirdal........ -................ 5 448 17 4 2,123 Kifl 6 3 795 402
Turana ........................... 8 477 11 10 1,842 622 9 3 935 1,239
Lock si oy ................... 3 231 0 0 045 181 10 11 G39 316
JJrcnonglc .... ,.. - 4 434 16 3 1,420 253 6 5 1,114 189
ItKfflan ........................... 4 877 4 10 453 110 2 9 893 72
ISelso ................................ 0 483 12 IS 701 415 13 8 1,246 1,4-23
IJatimrst ....................... 80 3,5JG 14 6 22,033 11*518 4 41 15,270 24,900
Perth............................... 5 340 4 0 2,754 330 13 11 1,507 3,041
George's Flame . ... G 359 1 6 3,037 G43 11 11 Ml 565
Wimbledon ................... 3 319 JO 2 1.310 185 4 6 1,400 145
Nowbiidge ................... G 50fl 10 7 7,626 2,053 1 1 3,055 2,730
Tilavncy......................... 20 1,301 JO 3 30.474 3,923 C 0$ G.lftS 0,690
MiJlthorpe ..................... 9 630 7 0 5,934 1*075 7 4* 10,050 4,601
Bpring Hill ............... 11 470 3 7 3,829 723 4 3 0,651 1*471
Orange......................... 25 2,593 7 10 31,491 11,752 17 5 20.514 22,507
Mullion Creek............... 6 311 8 7 1,197 190 7 0 1,192 140
Kerr's Creek............... 8 278 19 0 591 120 19 8 694 76
Euchareena................... 3 277 0 3 2,SlO 074 13 10 3,250 909
Stuart Towu................... 5 356 3 0 3,719 955 13 4 186 1,404
Mumllil........................... 8 292 3 1 1,033 S23 0 9 802 559
Dripstone....................... 2 275 0 0 926 293 0 0 2,806 257
Wellington ................... 20 1,473 14 8 8,915 0,804 0 Hi- 11,803 9,189
Mary Yale....................... 7 309 5 0 1,240 280 6 3 fi,20Q 531
Geurio ........................... 4 304 ft 8 2,005 493 4 0 4,523 447
Murrumbidgcrie........... 4 297 11 0 1,564 393 4 4 . 1,794 369
Dubbo .......................... 25 2,003 2 2 14,35L 10,424 0 in* 23,110 10*303
Karromlno ................... 8 573 11 0 C,110 3,851 14 10 15,501 3,259
Tranglc ......................... 4 •20'J 3 fi 4,184 2,324 0 11 6,304 2,484
Ncvertiro ..................... 6 BOG 7 1 3,010 1,747 10 4 1,720 1,360
Ni’ngan........................... 14 1,045 18 fi 6,510 5,5S4 17 5 4*074 3,449
Summer Yale ............ 1 117 0 0 177 f>7 3 8
Glrilambone................. 5 246 6 2 1,038 1*074 4 8 601

......
1,745

Coolabah ..................... (y 190 10 0 875 77i 1 9 391 453
Byrock ............... 5 247 15 -2r007 2,811 13 2 1,904 20,316
Bcmrke ......................... 15 1,213 13 3 4,780 8,783 12 31 4,656 19*191
Riverstone ................... 8 517 1 2 10,022 1,023 18 3 36,334 2*7C0
Mulgravo ....................... 2 181 5 0 2,081 290 15 6 14*202 061
Windsor........................... 6 372 8 2 1,306 2,152 2 0 7,420 4,290
Clarendon > 3 520 11 j 698 67 16
Richmond .................f \ 11,325 2,3SG 5 0 11,313 4,933
Piper's Fiat................... 1 140 0 0 69 L J3S 7 U 254 022
Capertee ....................... 6 324 18 8 , 1,390 070 9 1 1,370 2,291
Rylestono....................... 11 282 14 0 ; 1,576 1,0S2 13 9 1*107 1,240
Lite.................................... 1 107 0 0 707 886 18 6 GQO 243
Mudgeo........................... 13 759 14 0 1 6,323 0,451 5 1 12,033 9*077
Carcoar ........................... 4 217 12 3 1,714 692 7 9 2,028 2,818
Maiidurarna................... 3 199 0 0 2,014 525 12 0 2,124 1,143
SJvndiiursi ................... 3 108 7 3 2.184 350 12 10 2,521 605
W oodetock ........... .. 4 203 fi fi 2,320 1,113 4 3 5,161 1,613
Cowra......................... .. 13 714 13 11 6,682 3,432 10 fi 12,303 6*433
Borenore ....................... 2 183 2 3 1,470 428 0 6 4,420 852

ft 434 G
MamiJra ....................... 6 187 10 3 1,131 053 19 9 *922
Parkes ........................... 8 725 2 11 0i024 4,027 1 11$ 8,305 6*153

Out.
Tong

COAL.

III.
Tong,

Other Minerals. WOOL.

Out.
Tons,

In.
Tons,

Out.
Bales,

In.
Bales,

hat, sthatt,ANDCHAFP,

Out. In 
Trucks Trucks

Revenue
from

Goods and Live 
Stock.

1900,

Total Earnlnpn* exclusive of 
Special Earnings.

1900. 1899.

Increase.

1900.

* 3,035 
0,lt>G

33

40104
4373

100
61
20

50
11,760

4
159

40
IS
40

210
11,813

41
5552,934
252

£ 8. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ e. d... 1,079 9 10 988 9 11 90 19 11
£00 iso 7 14 766 13 8 1,200 13 8 1*183 19 9 11 18 11

9 859 14 1,562 10 0 2,915 10 2 2,699 4 2 240 12 0
90 47 a 263 13 8 830 4 11 820 10 7 3 14 4

6 744 12 1 1*421 17 0 2*244 6 3 2,943 14 2
61 27 1 102 0 0 280 15 It 340 0 11

323 07 4 157 IS 9 410 0 2 4S2 11 8
160 103 0S 4 6 18* 7 2 177 1 1 7 G 1io 2,100 710 9G fi 2,9fi8 S 0 S,374 • 6 a 2,833 11 10 490 14 10

176 2,52ft fiifi 83 81 28,602 17 7 40*121 1 m 36*831 13 7 : 3*780 8 4$
£1 1,064 116 20 3*C3G 7 II 4,077 1 10 1,914 17 8 1 2,162 4 2
2 93 84 14 455 0 8 1,099 1 7 632 2 8 1 400 38 11

207
19

134

11)3 2
27 43 59

6,023 065 853
588 195 494

1,77)4 266 70
3,708 fi 18 978

4‘ifi 71 2
3,514 216 14

710 410 11
221 850 19
325 889 10

1,567 163 1,207 171

05 12 1
2,972 IS 6 
8,003 0 10 
4,327 10 ft 
2,103 14 7 

20,420 1 0

251 10 0
5,055 10 13 

11,991 7 Ik 
5,903 S 9V 2,831 IS 10 

88,172 13 6

207 14 7 I 
3,400 18 0 
7,539 4 9£ 
6,710 14 11 
3,241 13 9 

39,239 14 0 |

44 2 2 
1,595 O 9 
4,452 2 4 

192 3 10%

4

7! 7tT
!;  os

3 ‘“'sia
7 40

15
*7 103

7 '"423

125
236

1,016

2 954

..........£33
91 1,933

13*349 1,063
€18 73

13
1,435

427
4

...........0 .........39
23

9
403

1
291

00 1,129 10 Bn 0 9 276 7 0 316 12 4
12 71 45 8 4 100 S 0 152 1 9 Id 6 3

10 1,351 G 13 401 2 2 1,075 16 0 1,098 IS 4i4 90 333 @ 1,704 1ft 0 2,720 8 4 2*833 0 4
0 1,293 0 10 4ft5 7 6 778 8 8 595 13 11 1S2 14 4

25 303 109 236 5 1 629 11 10 BIS 19 fi 10 12 5
48 65 4,281 10 161 20 17,673 C 11 24,877 7 24 22,072 0 8k 2,305 0 0 1

129 478 456 10 6 737 2 9 831 0 3
234 362 112 62i 12 4 1*116 16 4 978 9 9 1«7 0 7

6 1,838 mo 257 19 3 056 8 7 017 15 1 SB 8 0fi 26 18,497 1,371 1,295 21 36,420 IS 8 40,344 16 (U 40,854 4 A* 5.990 12 6
8 5,776 1 907 17 7,600 7 9 11,452 2 7 10,731 0 721 2 0 1

120 3 8*012 £72 39 4,907 18 10 7*732 5 0 6,8S4 10 5 847 9 4
4*832 82 81 1,047 5 8 8,394 15 7 4,204 1 5

2 2,894 212 21 147 9,113 19 11 14,603 17 4 17*807 13 0
67 3 a 07 3 S

2 22S 2,735 120 3,178 7 2 4.252 11 10 6,175 6
486 5 914 9 742 2 3 1,516 4 0 1,612 12 3

23 2,331 3 154 5,570 It) 3 8,333 12 6 6*01.10 15 8 1,431 17 2io 655 20*092 842 3 1,130 89,323 8 0 48,112 1 Ok 05,672 17 9
24 61 04 6 16 27,799 7 4 28*823 ft 7 33*258 4 11 . ...

561 ... ♦ 203 9 483 6 G 7T4 2 3 492 4 8 281 17 7
738 234 16 i,m 12 7 4,141 15 0 4*078 5 S 63 9 4

07 16 7 71 10 d
007 io 93 7 1.799 11 4 4,1S5 10 4 3.SS2 17 fi 22 13 11

24 5 GO 6 576 4 2 711 11 2 747 11 3
8*096 8 8SS 2 14 3*770 5 6 4,452 14 r 6,105 10 4

18 J*C94 8 4 2,123 6 10 8*206 0 7 3.350 0 0
9 014 4 1 206 17 2 GD3 ID 8 653 12 10 40 2 10

18 274 20,904 024 23 24*756 11 10 81,207 10 11 29,937 13 7 1*270 8 4
12*341 10 917 .... 52 7 2,527 8 10 8,119 10 7 2,502 6 9 017 9 10

393 1,212 5 60 7 1.662 4 5 2,187 17 2 3,433 9 1
1,291 16 132 4 7*8 8 0 1,099 0 10 840 7 5 258 18 5

70 155 1.831 131 2.5C7 2 6 S*685 6 9 3,512 9 5 172 17 4
124 74 8,7S3 193 08 5 12,294 8 11 15,720 19 4 15*418 2 4 303 17 0

1 60 1,881 238 4 1,150 13 5 1,678 13 11 1,108 0 0 410 4 11
26 90 6,855 28 21 0*897 0 fi 8,747 18 7 9,258 5 6
59 7 1,426 67 1 934 10 3 1,4SS 10 0 1.449 6 fi 39 3
9S 133 6*233 99 173 64 13,706 15 5 18*033 17 H 17,006 10 9 LIKJ 0 n

Decrease. Stations.

1900.
£ "h, d.

704 7 n 
53 14 0 
GO It 0

Lithgow.
JtawcnfelB.
Wallerawaiig.
Rydai.
Tarana.
Locfrsley.
Brcwoiiglc.
Raglan,Kolso.
Bathurst.
Perth,
Ceorgo's PlalnB,

409 ID 11 
1,060 16 1

Wimbledon-
Newbridge,
Blarney.
Millthorpo
Spring Hill.
Orange,

23 2 
112 18

1 Mullion Creek.
Kerr's Creek.

| Eucharcena.
, Stuart Totsti.
I M iimbU.
I DnT^tone

I
 Wellington.
Mary Yale.

C curie.
M u rmmb i dgcrlo 
Dubbo.

___________ Narromino,

S09 5 10 
8,10S 16 2

922 13 9 
120 8 3

17,500 10 84 
4,434 19 4

3 13 9

36 0 1 
713 1 0 
144 fi 6

1,250 II 11

Trangie.
Ncvertiro.
Nyngan.
Summer Yale.
CJirilambane.
Coolabah.
Byrock.
Bonrko,
Riverstone.
Muigravc.
Windsor.
Clarendon.
Richmond.
Piper's Elat, 
Capertee. 
llylestono. 
Luc.
Mudgce.
Caicoar,
Mandumma.

............. I Lvudhurst.
............... I Woodstock*
............... I Cowra,

................. Borenore.
510 0 11 Molong.
............  ! MaiiUdra.
........ .. | Parkes,

CO



APPENDIX 17—conltnwd.

Beecroft.
Pennant Hills ,...
Thornleigh...........-
Hornsby Junction .
Cowan .....................Wahroongu
Turramurra ,
Pymble .. 
Oordon ,, ►. 
Liodfbld .. 
Bc>ae^i11e .. 
Ghatswood
St. Leonards... 
Bay Hoad .. .. 
Milson’s Point.
Berowxa .........
HawLesbury... 
Woy Woy.........
Oosford ... 
Ourlmbah 
Wyong ... 
Wyce ..... 
llorrisoit . 
Awaba ..

s a 2 cl c s

o

^ a.S

Total Salaries i Wa
ftnd Ticket

Expomiiture. 1 I65u™'

1900. im

Forbes ...........................
Bogan Gate...................
Condobolm ...................
Warren.................. ..
Uennidale .................

5
2
4
4
2

£ S. d.
570 5 10 
105 Ifi 7 
387 5 1 
450 1 3 
173 14 2

Boppy Mountain ,,, , ] 80 19 9
Cooar......  ............. 7 701 11 10
Meadow Bank............. 3 211 $ S
Kydo................................ 4 308 16 7
Eastwood....................... 3 254 30 0
Eppinjf........................... 3 405 16 0

Ket enne from 
Tickets and 

Coaching- 
Traffic.

1303.

6,379 I 
1,616 I 
1,63-1 | 
4,1S4 ' 
i.4“7:

£ B.

4,910 11 
SsJ6 0 

2,279 15 
5,503 1 

054 1R

Out.
Tons.

d.

0 (

11 . 
4 I

3,038
4,434
2,194
3,306
5,300

1,514

In.
Tong,

COAL. I Other Minerals.
h! A Y, STH4W, I ANDUIAF1'.

Out.
Tons.

In. Out. 
Tons, \ Tong.

In.
Tons

Out.
Bales.

5,070
2,224
5,434
5,870
2.532

i
10,431

'' 2,770 
1,775 
2,S23 |

151
25

1,464

250
15

133

*733

18,104 15,077

94S
103

63

120
90

105

12
18

125

8,350
4,942
8,017

17,783
1.049

In.
Bales.

‘ Out. 
'Truck*

J Revenue
| from
\ Goods and Live 

fti, 1 Stock.

Total Camings, OYcInsive of 
Special Earmriue.

1990. i 1900. 1399.

Increase. Decrease. Station*.

MM. MOO.

141

4

4,111

313
140
922
84

530
SL2

7 1 
0 0 
S 3 

12 3 
19 7 

1 4
095
500
424
290
875
232

17 3
8 9 
4 0 
0 0 
0 1 

10 0

49,030
14,220

195,545
324

4,195
3,035

1,572
4$4

8,866
27

903
624

0,043 '
2,051 
3,214 
1,410 \ 
4,231 l 
3,691 {

1,711
470 
$20 
245 
75 S 
321

2 3
17 5 
6 10 

14 1 
1 8J 

19 8J

131
81

215

1,S10
2,128

5
4,731

’ 2’oio
327

4,229
5,413
7,301
1,161
6,715
6.139

11,837
278

3,717

* 1,050 
2,930

2C

$,394
02

313

471
12

1,933
737

1,705
470

1,227
306

71
2

25
7

14
140

20

o’lio
4,315 |

42 101
280
30$
201
204

0 1

42 !
4 i
1
2
5

73
102
223
170
111

il a. <1. 
12,550 12 4 
1.9S6 2 6 

10,103 12 11 
11,969 17 6

& B. 
1,7491 4 

2,872 2 
12,353 S 
17,472 19 

7

d. ]
1 I 
G I 
3i 
4
6 i

£ s. d. 
16,523 15 2 
3,223 7 7 

12,800 4 6 
18,331 2 5 
7.214 14

£
967

s. d. 
8 11

, 270 12 10 1 220 3 10
3SG 56,481 2 0 03,237 11 H 61,321 2

971 17 Si 991 9 n
65 1,210 l 4 2,342 0 °*i 2,297 1 ti
1C 403 10 11 1,601 5 0 1,722 0 5
4 883 0 5 2,664 4 7 1 2.300 3 7

19 111 16 r> 1,275 10 (i < 1,329 7 ;;
56 553 14 c 1,612 0 pj 1,363 12 9 1
45 374 11 6 1,111 1 n 1,203 13 7
33 07 S 0 2 5,235 17 nil 4,SOI 2 0
3 656 8 C 2,099 G 3,202 10 1 ^

23 659 10 O 2,798 6 2 790 14 2
78 570 0 2 2,755 IS 4 2,062 18 4
14 167 11 0 1,378 2 101 1,297 10 0

1,302 14 9 1,342 17 1
017 4 10 207 3 6

m 1.715 13 6 1 0,353 13 7£ 0,030 4 4
131 4,880 10 7 6,452 1G 0*1 5,54J 2 5

47 0 10 . 531 1G 3i 485 10 n
15 1,925 1 5 10,791 IS 2 * 9,375 3 3i

27 4 1 s
3 405 3 0 1,308 4 y 1 1,165 5 5

150 3 3 1 7S3 9 11 ! S52 0 2
10 60S 1 G 2,400 3 9 I 2,348 9 0

8 492 4 6 9C9 2 1 715 5 s
53 1,635 17 6 2,515 4 4 2,405 16 0

206 11 S 541 5 481 5 8
2 719 12 5 1,477 14 14 1,324 0 9
2 240 rt 6 662 2 2i' 481 1 10J

£ B. d.
"351 W'l 

416 16 5$ 
903 3 1 

1.189 7 2
50 9 0 l 

1,916 8 10

“sda' i""o I

19 11 BJ

113 0 5

Forbes. 
Bogan Cato. 
Condobolln. 
Warren. 
Hcmiidalc.
Loppy Mount
Cobar.
Meadow Bank. 
Rydc. 
RfisUvood. 
Epping.

242 8 

434 15 6}
152 11 8

293 3 04
1 12 6*

90 0 0 
80 12 1J 
49 17 8 

710 1 5
317 9 3*

Hcecroft. 
Pennant Hills. 
Thornleigh. 
f Hornsby Jo.

"[ Cowan.
_W ahroonga. 
Tnrnvmurra. 
Pyrnble. 
Cordon. 
Lindfiidd. 
Roseville. 
Chatawood.

001 13 7* 
45 17 2 

91C 14 104 
27 4 1 

142 19 4
68 10 3

60 H 3 
213 10 5 
109 8 4 f.D 10 8 
153 13 11* 
SI 0 4

St. Leonards.
Bay Road. 
Mdsou’s Point. 
BerOwra 
ITawkesbury. 
Woy Woy, 
Cosford. 
Ourimbah. 
Wrong.
Wyec.
Morrisett.
A wab». 

Fassifern.................
Teralba.....................
Cockle Creek .........
Adamstown.............
Newcastle.................
Bullock Island .... 
Honeysuckle Point 
Hamilton

6
11
C

131
42
16

Hamilton Weighbridge
Waratab .......................
Hexham ............
Tarro..............................
Thornton.......................
East Maitland...............

307
493

1,061
689

14,677
5,172
1,946
2,559

330
1,238

883
223
130

1,213

5 8
17 0 
19 105 9

6 0 
13 5
8 8

4,395
13,011
33,456
28,342

141,433

’ 63,6i0
11 0 
10 0
17 II
18 8 
15 10

0 0 
3 2

High*street ., 
West Maitland.
Farley .............
Locbimar.........
Allaudale .....
Greta.................
Branston .....

495
3,144

405
889
149
605
430

10 8
17 7 
1 10 

17 8 
15 5 
11 0 
0 9

71,776

* 43,623 
23,354 

7,717 
3,689 

47,693
30,827
51,593

1,166
],4S9
1,814
3,807
4,427

392
037

1,807
1,728

23,618

n\2 
8
3 7j 

14 43 
14

3.699 11 11J
4,300 1 01

2,394
1,788

518
169

3,031

19 01 
1 2± 
6 2 

15 fi 
0 5j

70S I
151

19,685 I 
942 . 

40,205 
1,256 
6,519 1

581
lt17G
0,614
4,004

41,367
18,712
9,933

1,770
10,726
0,350

431
255

14,001
21

21

24,944
3,103

2,G04,P23
S.117
1,444

2,210
881

22
9,542

45,002
S3

12
71,433

135
80,948

391
29

S7

670

1,653
452
238
822

8,096

8,113

2,541
2,199

205
86

1.SG9

8
2,050,816

8
153

3,944 
* 3,249

93

81,100

141

6,033
192
104

2,061
8,299

135
291
844
750

1,075

10 fij
13 9i 
IS 9 
10 11
14 7 
7 13 
S 2

11,055
1,333

833
1,795

212
2,059

10.4G5
143
259
482
969

1,521

133
6,635

60 D 

“24
50

210

4942

73 754

43. S2 554

30

2
6

12
50

843
32

220

158 14
227 17 

1G,GS3 12 246 11 
143,818 15 

2,251 13 
fi,7GG IS

24
9
1

444

1,082 437

*S2
21

1
49

443 10

1,212 13 II 
050 5 7 
65 1 10 

1,082 8 9 
1,038 3 7

550
915

13,495
1,975

172,437
2.251

10,300
4,743

73!
oi!

16
0 

15 
5 63 

10 2£ 
13 1 
4 Hj 

12 Ii

3.037
2,474

533
1,252
4,659

17 ll?
6 94 
8 0 i 
4 2 

10 04

10,557 10 10 I
2,554 0 

1G2 1 
438 19 
449 IS 
S79 1

2,061
13,S57

2,639
453
S33

1,200
1,954

10 r>s
4 7* 

19 4
11 11 
13 8
5 21 
0 5 i

621
922

32,960
1.670

173,015
2,118
0,607

4 10i’
8 7 

16 0? 
10 10

5 0 
10 7
2 1*

70
7

5,534 19 
295 14

................... I
133 2 0 I 
639 2 9j

S 2i1 111

14 9£

Fagsifern.
Teralba. 
Cackle Creek. 
Adamstown, 
Newcastle. 
Bullock Islan 
Honeysuckle.

4,789 18 9i

2,827 2 
2,421 17 

641 4 
315 18 

5,403 14

810 15 lO^ 
52 9 01

'm fi'*?

1,061 7 
10,635 6 

1,803 IS 
547 1 
687 12 

1,037 9 
1,886 2

100 3 4J 

S26* i' 4

246 1 5 
102 15 0i 
63 0 9

46 6 73

67 16 0

778

93

1 10J
Vii*

Hamilton.
do Wbrid 

Waratab. 
Hexham,
Tarro,
Thornton.
East Maitland, 
High*&trcct. 
West Maitland. 
Farley.
Lock invar. 
Allandale. 
Greta. 
Branxton.

OO
CJi



APPENDIX 17—continued. 00
00

Station!.

2 c E 
“5 3 
■S^ 3 
SS?

n*
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Total Salaried 
and 

Wogca
Expenditure.

1903.

No, of 
Tickets 
issued.

1900.

Revenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching 
Traffic.

1900.

GOODS. COAL. Other Minerals. WOOL. HAY, STRAW 
AND QUAFF. He1, emie 

from
Goods and Live 

Stock.

1900,

Total Earning, &<?.. exclusive of 
fpeclal Earning.

1 Increaw

| leco.

ii Decrease.

IffOO.

SUtlom.

Out.
Ton a.

In.
Tons.

Out.
Tons.

In.
Tons

■ Out.
Tone.

In.
Tons.

Out. 
j Bales.

In.
Bales.

Oat.
Tt-dcfc&

In.
Truck* 1900. 1899.

£ e. d. £ a. d. £ &. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ B. d. 1 £ !h d.
0 10 8 0 2 12 2 13 15 10 Minlmboh.

201 0 6 205 160 2 41) 26 14C 11 5 447 11 11 432 0 ll 15 5 0 Whittinghun.
19 487 0 830 13 0 5,027 i 8,000 20,663 S70 32 99 187 6 153 18 E 758 15 9 12,64 5 8 9 n,iec & 4j 1,479 3 41 Singleton.

8 299 174 S44 19 1 ft ’ 61 5 3 182 4 11 164 3 5 i 13 1 6 Glennie's Crock
3 236 190 154 7 84 19 10 COG 13 1 . S27 10 n 660 17 10

Mu&wcilhrook............... 24 1,524 0 11 0,425 3,933 1 8 3,606 4,961 ' 13 73 4 05 . 7,058 23 ll 4,778 10 8 8.711 11 11 9,241 6 5i 1 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 52& 14 GJ; Musweilbrook;
1 522 8 3 10,30 J 2,&3S 4,012 8 1 002 93 1 20.801 9 ft ftS.GUJ 17 8 • 24,948 8 6 2.024 10 10

2 B 021 3|250 3 11 3’345 4|5S0 360 15 134 5,577 46 29 5,481 5 1 8,731 9 0 7,722 10 1 1.008 12 11
'21S 11 6 ’360 '257 1 ' 27 3 201 10 5 420 1 11 3CG 2 5 IIS 19 6

707 249 18 0 453 377 2 4 G 1 848 s 2 40A 0 3 C54 4 3 506 4 ft 147 19 G
0 1 fiiU 19 a 448 1,015 4 137 ....8 20 *296 2 17 2,60S 3111 4,143 10 2 3,567 14 0 ftSft 15 8

Ard^lcn........................... 4 270 1 4 5 COS 149 8 10 211 183 B 860 3 130 19 10 2SG 8 8 291 2 11 4 14 8 Ardglen.
ft 62ft 7 S) 1 Olfi 346 0 1 1,185 567 8 31 4,473 2G 1 ftil 9 11 887 10 0 1,003 12 2 1 ............... 121 2 2

12 a 6,no a. 954 13 1 6,209 7,115 304 Q 125 9’292 UG 9 40 9,599 17 3 13,554 10 4 13,057 11 11 496 IS 5
18 1 457 3 l'H97 fl 11 l'027 1,020 33 2 ofiS 90 1 090 9 3 2,S9G 10 2 2,724 18 3 172 2 11

402 0 1 4,883 *670 0 g 006 10 11 L009 O O LQ47 32 2 38 C 2
1 798 632 4 3 6,073 4,593 85 174 120 12 S 010 10 7 3,543 3 70 0,058 14 3 2,515 10 ft

Tivrmvorth..................... ie 1,140 15 2 9,042 19 2 13,339 15,272 1,705 109 140 *094 21 284 76 12*72A 10 10 21.767 10 0 21,752 0 44 15 8 Ti Tam worth.
7 1 058 *2G 6 8 2,262 784 26 49 ] ,0118 530 19 6 857 5 2 80S 13 4 41 8 2
2 7 7 174 165 10 170 9 5 S30 ft 0 301 11 5 34 13 7
g 1,420 1 8 1,935 1,934 13 7 133 5,820 11 1& 4,478 IS 0 5,S9S 19 S fir7S4 5 7 114 14 1
2 62 10 0 517 100 9 9 100 0 9 ’ 87 IS 3 12 14 6

Timlin. ' ................... 13 4 1 593 7 9 2,137 2,005 127 0,6^3 7 0 ft.Sftl 10 7 771 1ft 11
Armidalc ................... 27 1,827 16 n ll]729 9,219 10 0i 7>11 10‘239 1,370 1.370 299 5’224 127 237 149 15i240 7 9 2*MG0 6 0i 24,297 10 8 162 16 u

..........
Armidale.

20 1 f, 224 30 7 5 30 7 5 31 1ft 11 1 12 o
p 153 16 Gil 245 10 3 2,002 456 12 410 G 281 0 0 526 10 2 601 2 0 25 8 2

262 4 2,230 1,096 11 c 5,064 1,170 11 138 126 8,421 6 0 2
5 160 4 8 'Si7 *293 G 6 '753 358 I 11 21 309 2 II 602 9 ft 606 17 6 4 8 0

‘ 6 180 3 1 464 330 4 o 1,716 202 1 289 113 1 285 14 9 6!5 18 0 931 1 6 315 2 9
Glen limes ................... 15 929 10 n 9,936 6,968 8 04 0,927 9,009 3S3 2,094 311 12,506 J7 235 20 20,217 7 3 27.185 15 84 20,GI0 IS 1 0,574 17 2i Glen Inncs.

1 30 7 10 101 2 ft t 6i 8 10 30 18
s’ 801 13 0 1,810 1,114 19 i 1,993 1,997 26 1,303 31 1,905 487 s 13 2,700 ft 7 3,821 4 8 2,702 7 4 1,028 17 4

}17 636 17 f 465 113 12 5 113 12 6 * 78 1G 8 ’ 84 15 9
Tonterfteld ............... 10 1 4,608 3,160 0 8 I 2,09G 1,577 40 733 42 163 71 I Is 5,817 1 0 8,967 2 2 9,141 12 11 174 10 O Tentorficld. .

2,314 2.K7H fin; 474 1,395 314 9 SO 4 1 037 7 0 3 015 13 ft 4 012 14 3 ft? 0 TO
’Wallseini .................... 5 677 11 3 837 93 12 1 2,005 CiflOO 1,001 5,230 21 505 3 HO i;2ia s o 1,310 0 1 l‘l71 5 S 138 U ft Wallsend.

12 1,214 0 0 21,052 1.090 9 nil 18,020 14,747 3,899 129 1,445 52 75,434 121 34 60 047 0 ft 67 737 10 81 63,18ft 0 5 451 Ift
B *428 9 8 ’751 ‘377 9 2,093 ’524 * 2 1,512 4 3 717 13 8 1*005 2 ll’ 2^070 1ft 7 07ft 10 s
3 225 13 3 852 485 13 1 5,641 1,470 1,106 11 u 1,287 19 11

Uunncdnli....................... ' It . 702 8 11 3,765 3,917 13 S 8,ft03 8,702 '518 SO 49 7,703 1&4 35 7,237 9 3 11,155 2 6 12,137 10 7 ftS2 14 1 Cunncdah.
10 1 430 17 7 ]»S07 1,230 IS 2,544 3,930 CO 36 12 2,932 4 17 2,503 17 1 3,791 1ft 8 4,022 17 1ft 228 2 2

Uaad Baa..................... 1 1 ' 101 11 S '471 233 10 o 1 1,313 175 2 285 4 220 11 7 ISi 1 T 080 13 10 232 17 3 Baan Baa.
14 1,473 19 1 , 4,329 0,35s 4 6 i 7,885 5,458 06 7 83 91 30 031 17 7 1 7 813 5 7

Narrahn ....................... ! 5 '400 5 0 ' 81472 l‘082 4 ft 1 2il3S 3,778 48 14 2jS85 1 15 6 40 6^879 4 2 8,561 S 7 Siftll 2 0 34ft 13 5 Narrabn.
1 142 14 4 1,040 08G S 6 1,007 659 10 7 8,455 728 2 2
1 47 5 6 1 fiOS l01 8 1 | 143 IQ 3 10
7 737 n ft 1 4,152 2 5,418 15,025 229 25,792 77 2 £51 87,149 6 ft S.U0S 3 8
2 103 0 7 045 1 1 1,010 2,689 O

Attuugn ....................... 1 GO 7 0 222 "49 5 0 707 233 33 10 60 i 1 ' 74 13 11 ik ia ii 1 J\2'i IS n ALLunpa.
4 RS5 9 8 2,378 1,737 0 5 9,823 3,089 526 m » 130 8,863 1 13 — e,i«75 1-
0 705 19 0 30,592 6 SOI IS 3 27 10S 27,108 •7

20,559 34,577 0 4 957 330 : !>’2S2 4 7 
........................ 1

2 77*1 R
6j043 15,832 9 6

.... ^ 1 R
South Australia . .., 2^070 4^548 8 3 4jft4S S 3 4^327 7 ft 221 0 c
Cook and Bona............... 621 807 11 4

r. . . ? j
Mail trallic, Ac............... .... .... .... |

....................... :
81,133 4 ft 741837 IS 4 6,205 G

.
1 Mail traffic, &c.

Total .... J 2,943,282,935 5 IT 9,350,200 1,153,009 3 "S 1,50;,291 1,597,291 3,406,769 3,406,709 338,853 i 335,853 610,723 ! 510,723 21,296 21,290 2,004,535 1 6 S 3.244.27S 3 Si 3,222,749 9 43 187,957 5 Si 160,458 10 Hi Total.
Less special credits, Ac, . SO,705 17 6A 77,476 2 0J

3,103,572 0 2 3,145,273 7 4
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APPENDIX is.
Report of the Tramway Locomotive Superintendent.

ftandwiek, 17 July, 1900.
To tho Secretary to tho .Railway Commissioners,—

Sir,
1 have the honor to submit, for the information of the Railway Commissioners, the following 

report on the work performed by the Locomotive Department during the year ending 30th Juno last:—
SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN LINES. _ _

The rolling-stock, machinery, and plant have been maintained in efficient working order, and 
although the expenditure shows an increase over that of the previous year, it is mainly due to the provision 
made for the renewal of wornout cars.

Tlie opening of the George-strect electric tramway on fith December, and the conversion of the steam 
system on the Newtown and Dulwich Hill sections to electric working on 2nd April, have resulted in a 
reduction of 75,768 miles in the steam-tram service for the year. It was expected that a very much 
larger reduction would have been possible, but the popularity of the electric cars with the travelling public, 
here as elsewhere, brought about a largo increase in tho traffic, and so marked was this that only a portion 
of the steam service could be withdrawn.

The following is a summary of the repairing work performed in the maintenance of the existing 
rolling-stock :—

Motors: 53 received general overhaul: 64, heavy repairs; 742, more or less extensive repairs, 
occupying from 1 to 8 days each, and 5GS light repairs.

Cars : 103 thoroughly overhauled and repainted : 35 repaired and partially repainted; and 1,967 
received minor repairs, occupying about 1 day each.

There were also repaired 76 trucks and road-watering tanks, as well as 122 cars for other 
tramway lines.

In addition to the foregoing, a very large amount of work in fitting up the new rolling-stock for the 
electric system was carried out, viz.,—83 motor-cars fitted with trucks, electric motors, air-brakes, and 
other necessary fittings; 16 bogie motor-cars, imported from America, put together, painted, and fitted 
with trucks, air-brakes, and electrical equipment; 47 trail-cars fitted with trucks, air-brakes, (fcc. ; 1 road- 
w'atering tank, constructed and fitted with truck, electric motors, <fcc.

Tho rolling-stock, cable, power plant, ic., on the North Shore cable tramway were maintained 
in good working order up to 11th February, when the system was converted to electric traction. The 
grip-care have been altered to run on the King-street to Ocean-street cable tramway, and the trail-cars 
were fitted with the necessary gear, and continued in service as trailers behind the electric motor-care.

The rolling-stock, machinery, and plant on the Newcastle, Kogarah to Sans Souci, and Morpeth to 
East Maitland lines steam tramway lines have been maintained in good working condition, and tho 
requirements of the traffic fullv met.

' GEO, DOWNE,
Locomotive Superintendent.

■ APPENDIX 19.
Report of Engineer for Tramways.

■ Office of Engineer for Tramways, 20 July, 1900,
The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners,—

Sir,
I have the honor to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that the Permanent-way, 

Works, and Buildings have been maintained in an efficient manner, ,r
During the past year tho following additional mileage has been added:—Circular Quay, along 

George-street, to Bedfern Railway Station and Harris-street, Ultimo, 3 miles 19£ chains of double track ; 
North Sydney Road to Gere Hill, 1 mile 4 chains of single track; and Neutral Bay to Military Road, 
74 chains of single track.

The following lines were also duplicated :—From Edinburgh loop to Dulwich Hill, 1 mile 58 chains, 
exclusive of extension of chains to form a circular loop ; also the Crown-street line, from Collins-street 
to Cleveland-strect, 22 J- chains.

Total additional mileage, 10 miles 44 chains of single track. ■
A fair amount of relaying has been carried out during tlie year. The length of track laid, 

however, would have been greater had the work not been greatly retarded by the continuous wet weather 
experienced during the last few months. The following is the relaying done:—Botany line, from 
Cleveland-street to Waterloo, 67 chains ; Waverley line, from Ocean-street to Bondi junction, 06-3- chains ; 
Leichhardt line, from Nelson-street to Marion-street, 1 mile 15 chains; Dulwich Hill line, from Victoria 
Road to Hlawarra Road, 22 chains: also along Oxford-street (City), from College-street to Darlinghurst 
junction, 50-y- chains. The latter line has also been repaved with wood blocks. Total length relaid, 
3 miles 51 chains. ■

During the year the steam line from Harris-street jnneiion to Dulwich Hill, 4 miles 42 chains, was 
converted to electric traction. The North Sydney cable line, from Milson’s Point to Ridge-street, 1 mile 
32-3- chains, has also been converted electrically. The whole of tho lines, therefore, north of the harbour 
are now worked by electricity.

A number of waiting-sheds, the Locomotive Superintendent’s offices at Randwiek and Bridge-street; 
store and offices, Randwiek ; car and engine-house and offices, Ruskcutters Bay, have been painted and 
renovated, and other buildings are being similarly treated.

An addition has been made to the car-house, North Sydney; and an addition to the car-house, 
Rushcutter’s Bay, is in progress. A large car-house at Newtown, capable of bolding 112 cars of the 
bogie combination, or 166 of the four-wheeled enclosed type, is approaching completion.

Owing to the largo amount of rain during the last three months of the year, the use of a large 
quantity of metal has been necessary, 15,995 tons, as against 12,325 last year.

I have, &c.,
______________ Q. R. POWDERY.
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APPENDIX

Statement of Account of the Expenditure and
COMPARED WITH THE

Dr. TRAM

expenditure.

CITY AND SUBURBAN (Steam).
To Maintenance of Wav, Works, and Stations'

Locomotive Power...........................................
Repairs and Renewals of Cars, &c........
Traffic Expenses..............................................
Compensation .....................................................
General Charges..............................................

CITY AND SUBURBAN (Electric).
To Maintenance of Wav and Structures -

Maintenance of Plant ..............................
Power Expenses .............................................
Traffic Expenses .......................................
General Charges ..........................................

Total, City and Suburban........ &

NORTH SHORE (Cable).
To Maintenance of Wav, Works, and Stations

Power Expenses, &c.......................................
Repairs and Renewals ofCars, Grippers, &.c.
Traffic Expenses.............................................
General Charges..............................................

NORTH SHORE (Electric).
To Maintenance of Wav and Structures

Maintenance of Plant..................................
Power Expenses ............................................
Traffic Expenses..............................................
General Charges............................................

Total, North Shore..................

NEWCASTLE AND PLATTSBURG (Steam).
(including Tighe's Hill and Merewether.)

To Maintenance of Wav, Works, and Stations
Locomotive Power............................................
Repairs and Renewals of Cars, Ac. ....
TRAFFic Expenses...............................................
General Charges..............................................

ASHFIELD TO ENFIELD (Steam).
To Maintenance of Wav, Works, and Stations

Locomotive Power ...........................................
Repairs and Renewals of Cars, &.c........
Traffic Expenses .............................................
General Charges...............................................

OCEAN-STREET TO KING-STREET (Cable).
To Maintenance of Wav, Works, and Stations' 

Power Expenses, 4c......................................

Traffic Expenses.

ROSE BAY (Electric),
To Maintenance of Way and Structures'

Maintenance of Plant.................................
Power Expenses .............................................
Traffic Expenses..............................................

Total Working expenses......... &
BALANCE, NET PROFIT) ^

AFTER PAVING WORKING EXPENSES. )........................*

GRAND TOTAL.....r......................&

YEAR ENDED

30 JUNE,

ieoo. .

YEAR ENDED

30 JUNE,

1899.

* & 6. 0. £

45,040 2 1 40,309
1 1 2,041 a 8 110,118

14,670 10 0 1 8,400

44,652 16 4 42,858

2,604 14 2 4,035

4,1 56 7 4 4,476

226 375 4 7 220193

2,174 16 10 Georgs end Harris Street 
Xtfic opened 9th Dccem&er,

10,741 5 6 1899.
4,606 10 11

.Dutuieh Hill and St, Peter*
22,792 3 9 Line con turfed to Electric,

1,011 6 2 2nd April) 1901).

42,126 9 2

266,503 13 9 220,193

Oni;cried <o -Electric, lllh Ftbruary, 1900.

616 8 0 2,649

3,169 8 8 3.949
660 12 1 1,026

1,663 3 1 2,602

BS 8 7 186

6 224 i 5 10,311

2,426 6 4 T ,320
3,133 16 1 1,292

1,983 6 11 1,372
6,244 15 8 3,577

323 15 2 19

14,11 7 0 2 7 580

20 341 i 7 17,891

2,274 18 10 1,663
10.260 1 8 9,496
1,695 17 10 3,478
4,820 0 e 4,630

159 1 to 156

19,410 0 8 19 425

293 2 6 324
1,061 3 4 1,079

107 6 3 71
346 13 11 367

23 IT 8 29

1,857 B 7 1 670

3,270 3 6 t ,460
I0r289 3 9 10,811
6,698 14 2 G,664
9,303 3 8 7,899

26,561 5 0 26 814

69 11 a 126
691 10 10 395
402 4 4 332

1,290 0 2 ©74

2,453 6 9 1,829

341,126 13 4 . 288,022
68,597 10 7 60,534

409,724 3 11 348,556
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Revenue for the Year ended 30 June, 1900, as 
corresponding period E898-i899.

WAYS. CR.
YEAR ENDED 

30 JUNE,
YEAR ENDED 

30 JUNE,REVENUE

CITY AND SUBURBAN (Steam).

1900.
No.

By Passengers, 4c. -- 40,224.000 253 373 9 0

CITY AND SUBURBAN (Electric).

62,553 14 4
262,045315 930 3 4Total, City and Suourban

NORTH SHORE (Cable).

8 634 14 4By Passengers, &c.

NORTH SHORE (Electric).

By Passengers, 4c, ... 2945,444
Total, North Shore

NEWCASTLE AND PLATTSBURG (Steam), 
(including Tighe'S Hill and Merewether.)

25 673 1 0By Passengers, 4c. -

ASHFIELD TO ENFIELD (Steam).

By Passengers, 4c. — 102,341

OCEAN-STREET TO KING-STREET (Cable).

35,61137,466 1 6 10

ROSE BAY (Electric).

3 251 0 0691,301

GRAND TOTAL. 66,244,334 61,705,453

THOMAS HALL,
Chief Accountant.



APPENDIX 21.

Schedules under Working Expenses for tlie Year ended 30th June, 1900, as compared with the corresponding period in 1898-1899.

CITY AND SUBURBAN STEAM TRAMWAYS.

Year ended Year cmitd30 June, 30 Ju nc,
1900. 1899.

£ £

2,187 2,037
2,147 J,9SS
3,938 3,635

22,6,07 22,371
3,689 3,729
1,737 1,360
2,018 2,210

2S9 304
4,983 4,802

241 245
167 144

44,603 42,855

2,649 3,807
156 228

2,805 4,035

130 210

1,332 1,332
1,250 1,250

520 511
49S 490
426 683

4,020 4,266

226,375 220,193

Maintenance of Way and Works.

Salaries, office expenses, and general superintendence...................................
Maintenance and renewals of permanent j Wages .......................................

way, vi?. : ......................... ( Materials ...................................
Repairs and renewals of buildings, &c................................................................

£

Locomotive Power.

Superintendence and clerks .......
Foremen and Clerks.......................
Drivers and firemen......................
Cleaners, coalmen, and labourers
Coal, coke, and wood ...................
Water...............................................
Oil, tallow, waste, &c....................
Sundries...........................................
Repairs and renewals of motors (Wages......

Materials

Cars.

Car repairs and renewals ... { J^ials '

Year ended 
30 June,

IflM.

1,767
23,370
20,141

702

48,040

4,810
9,870

14,680

Year ended 
SO June,
im

Branches.

],6n3
24,474
13,783

399

40,309

2,327 2,261
1,870 1,887

46,326 47,240
8,386 8,575

22,330 21,118
1,915 1,814
2,752 2,533
1,375 1,447

18,830 19,497
5,930 3,737

112,041 110,118

6,960
11,440

18,400

Traffic Expenses.

Traffic Manager's office and staff...................
Clerks ..............................................................
SUiifVnon, pointsmen, and flagmen ...............
Conductors .......................................................
C'ar-cleancrs, shunters, and lamp-trimmers
Stores ................................................................
Advertising, printing, and stationery .......
Travelling and incidental expenses...............
Sundries ............................... ...............................
Greasing and oiling ) Materiais !

Compensation.

For personal injury ...........
For damage to vehicles, Jtc. .

Gratuities to widows and children of employees who have met with 
accident, also gratuities to staff on retirement and payments to the 
Civil Service Fund on account of pension allowance...........................

General Expenses.

Commissioners, Secretary, and office staff...........
Accountant's Branch...............................................
Audit Branch ............................................................
Stores Branch ............................................................
Sundries .......................................... . ......................

GRAND TOTAL................................................................ £

O
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APPENDIX 22.

Schedules under Working Expenses.

CITY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LINES.

(George and Harris Street Line from the 8th December, 1899, to the 30th June, 1900, inclusive, and Dulwich Hill and St. Peters Lines from the 2nd April, 1900,
to the 30th June, 1900, inclusive.)

Particulars.

Maintenance of Way and Structures.

Pcpiiire to Pcrmaaent way ...............................-.................
„ Overhead Wirmg* St*1..................................................
j j Buildings and Iinprovcmeots  ................»  ..................

Maintenance of Plant.

Repairs to Power Plant..........................
„ Cura ........................................
„ Shop Tools and llaebiucry .

Power Expenses.

Powerhouse—TVapes ......................
„ Fuel .............................
„ "Water .............................
„ I.ubri.'unts and Waste .
„ Miscellaneous Expenses

1,705
410

00

84-2
9,834

65

2,168
1,441

284
352
364

Total.

2,175

10,741

4,609

Particulats. Amount.

Traffic Expenses.

Superintendence, &c........................................................................... .
Wages of Conductors .....................................................................

„ ^totor-men .............................................................................
„ Cur-house Employees ............................................................
„ Voinlsmen, Signnlrucn, and ofheis ....................................

Cnr anrl Motor Supplies ......... .................... .......................................
Miscellaneous Expenses, including Uniforms, Printing Tickets, &c 
Clconing, Wfttenng, nud Sanding ^ray...............................................

General Charges.

General Superintendence and Clerks ............... .................................
Injuries and Damages ....................................... ......................................
Miscellaneous Espouses ................... ......... ...........................................

711
S.7S0
7,81-I
1,075

802
862

2,304
424

1,233
322
251

22,793

1,811

£ 42,129

t^-



APPENDIX 23.

Schedules under Working Expenses.
NORTH SHORE TRAM LINES.

Eor the year ended the 30th .Time, 1900, as compared with tho corresponding period in 1898-1899.

North Shore Cable Line.
(Converted to Electric, commenced running under new system from 11th February, 1800.)

Branches.

Permanent Way Branch.

Superintendence and Oftleo Expenses..............................
Repairs and Renewals of Line, Sidings, Buildings, &c.

From 1 July,
IBM.to 10 Fchrunrv, 
1900.

Locomotive Branch.

Rukkiso, &o.

'Superintendence and Office Expenses.....................................................................
Repairs to Machinery, Tools, &e...............................................................................
Wages of Drivers, Eiremen, Cleaners, Gripmen, and others ...........................
Cost of Euel, Running Stores, etc............................................................................
Repairs to Stationary Engines, Ciiblea,i:e..............................................................

£

Repairs to Cars, Grippers, &e..................................................................................

Traffic Branch.
Management and OHiee Expenses .........................................................................
Wages of Conductors and others .........................................................................
Sundry charges, including Stores, &c......................................................................

£

General Charges.
Proportion of General Establishment, &c.................................... .................

GRAND TOTAL..................................................................................£

sn
650

615

203

1,050
574,
702

3,189

051

608
9?0
263

1,083

86

6,224

Year ended 
SO June,

1899.

65
2,494

2,549

238
50

2,294
055
700

3,919

1,025

665
1,453

479

2,602

1S6

10,311

North Shore Electric, All Lines.

Branches.

Maintenance of Way and Structures.
Repairs to Permanent Way .....................

„ Overhead Wiring......................
,, Buildings and Improvements .

Maintenance of Plant.
Repairs to Power-plant ...

„ Cars ...... ...........
Shop-tools and Machinery

Power Expenses.
Power-house Wages ............................

„ Euel ................................
,, Wnier.................................
„ Lubricants, Waste, &c.
„ Miscellaneous Expenses

Traffic Expenses.
Superintendence .......................................................................................
Wages of Conductors ...................... ......................... .............................

„ Motcr-meu ...............................................................................
„ Car-house Employees..............................................................
„ Pointsmen, Signalmen, and Others.,............................ .

Car and Motor Supplies ...........................................................................
Miscellaneous Expense?, including Uniforms, Printing Tickets, &e,. 
Cleaning, Watering, and Sanding Way ........ ....................................

General Supci intendcnco 
■ Injuries and Damages... 
Miscellaneous Expenses

General Charges.

GRAND TOTAL ..................................................................................£

0,245

215
47
67

329

14,117

Year ended Year ended
30 June, 30 June,

1900. 1899.

£ £

1,950 1,203
438 113

38 4

2,426 1,320

533 197
2,593 1,096

3 ..........
3,134 1,292

1,017 701
53 5 350
115 71
108 47
223 203

. 1,953 1,372

293
1,894 1,189
2,140

457
1.423

205
313 184
174 03
470 191
498 314

3,577

19

19

7,580

ir^
LO

4-
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APPENDIX 24.

NEWCASTLE.—Plattsburg, Tighe’s Hill, and Merewether Lines (Steam).
For the Tear ended the 30th June, 1000, as compared with the corresponding period 1808-1800.

Branches.

Permanent Way Branch.
Superintendence and Office Eipenscs.........................................
Mnintcnnnce of Lines, Sidings, Bridges, Buildings, &c.......

Locomotive Branch.
Loeomotrro Superintendent, Foremen, and Gierke
Locomotive JJrncrs, Firemen, Cleaners, rmd others........
Coni, Coke, Wilier, Oil, Tnlioiv, Waste, &c.................
Repairs nnd Itencivuls of Engines........................ " ........

Tear ended Tear ended
30 June, 30 June,

1900.

£

1099.

£

42 39
2,233 1,624

2,2.5 1,663

267
6,393
2,201
2,309

265
5,309
2,040
1,882

Repairs and Renewals of Cars, ie.

£ 10,260 9,496

1,896 3,478

Traffic Branch.
Traffic Manager and Office Staff................................
Conductors, Stallmen, Pointsmen, Car-cleaners, &e. 
Sundry charges, including Stores, Ite.....................

£

068
3,434

718

647
3,404

579

4,820 4,630

General Charges.
Proportion of General Establishment, £c.........................

GRAND TOTAL f

159 158

19,410 19,425
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APPENDIX 25.
The working of the Tram-lines in sections for the year ended 30th June, 

1900, as compared with corresponding period in 1899 and 1888,'as under:—

CITY AND SUBUBBAN—STEAM.
Length, 34 miles 39 chains.

1900.
1899. j

1888

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment .................................
Gross Revenue ..............................................................................................
‘Working Expenses ................................................................................
Profit on Working ... .................................................................
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue ... ... ... .. 1
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED .. t

£869,545 
£253,373 
£226,375 

£26,998 
89-34 

£2 16 4

£977,107 
£262,045 
£220,193 
£41,852 1

84-03 
£4 5 8

£742,555 
£221,060 
£204,027 
£16,833 

92-38 
£2 6 4

CITY AND SUBURBAN—ELECTRIC.
Length, 8 miles G2 chains. j

(Includes George and Harris Streets, Dulwich Hill, and St. 
Peters Lines.—Opened 8 December and 2 April respectively.")

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ... ... ...
Gross Revenue ................................................................................................
Working Expenses ...............................................................................
Profit on Working ................................................................................
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue..................................................
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED ..

£468,161
£62,557
£42,129
£20,428

67 34 
£9 19 10

Not open. Not open.

NORTH SHORE—CARLE.
Length, 1 mile 31 chains.

(Included under Electric, as from the 11th Eobruary, 1900.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment* ... ... ...
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working Expenses ... ... ... ..................................
Profit on Working .................................. ..................................
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue..................................................
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED ...

Inriurtcd under 
hlcctnc.

£6,224
£2,441

71-83
£4 10 8

£81,603 
£12,478 
£10,311 
£2,167 

82-63 
£2 11 2

£71,519 
£7,248 
£6,833 

£415 
94-26 

£0 11 7

NORTH SHORE—ELECTRIC.
Length, 10 miles 18 chains.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment*..................................
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
Profit on Working ... ... ... ... ... ..
Percentage, Working Coat to Revenue ... ... ... ...
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED ...

£222,533 
£17,429 
£14,117 
£3,312 

8100 
£2 4 3

£100,307 
£10,519 

£7,580 
£2,939 

72-06 
£2 18 7

«

Not open.

NEWCASTLE TO PLATTSBURG—STEAM. 
Merewether and Tighe’s Hill Sections.

Length, 12 miles 1 chain.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ..................................
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
Profit on Working ... ... ... ... ... ...
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue..................................................
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED .

£139,085 
£25,673 
£19,410 

£6,263 
75-60 

£4 10 !

£138,204 
£24,455 
-£19,425 

£5,030 
79-43 

£3 12 9

£63,170
£8,211
£8,136

£75
99-08

£0 2 4

ASHFIELD TO ENFIELD—STEAM.
Length, 2 miles 10 chains.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ... ... ...
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working Expenses ... ..................................................................
Interest on Capital ................................................................................
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue ... ... ... ...
LOSS ON WORKING ...............................................................................

£17,061
£1,309
£1,857

£597
141-86
£l,14S

£16,371
£1,166
£1,870

£573
160-38

£1,277

Not open.

OCEAN-STREET—CABLE.
Length, 2 miles 32 chains.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ................... ...
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ...
Working Expenses ...............................................................................
Profit on Working .................................................................................
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue ... ... ... ...
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED - -

£186,216
£37,467
£28,562
£8,905

76 23 
£4 15 8

£179,160 
£35,611 
£26,814 
£8,797 

75-30 
£4 18 2

Not open.

ROSE BAY—ELECTRIC.
Length, 1 mile 24 chains.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ... ...
Gross Revenue ................. . ..................................................
Working Expenses ... ... ... ... ...
Profit on Working '... ... ... ... ...
Percentage. Workimz Cosu to Revenue ... ... ...
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED

£21,819 
£3,251 
£2,453 

£798 
75-45 

£3 13 2

£20,531 
£2,282 
£1,829 

£453 
8015 

£2 18 10

Not open.

•Includes £87,321 Cable Capital on which interest was cha to that line to the 11th Febniarj’, and the balance to the Electric.
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APPENDIX 2(j.

Hktuhn showing the Number of City and Suburban Passenger Pares collected, 
Tram Mileage, Earnings, Working Expenses, Percentage of Working Cost to 
Earnings, Capital Spent on lines open, and Interest on Capital Invested for 
each year from 1879 to 1900 inclusive.

CITY AND SUBURBAN.

Year.
Length

of
Line.

Number 
of I'anscngor 

Pares 
collected.

Tram
mileage.

Total
Earning's.

Working
Espeusess.

Earnings 
per Tram 

Mile.

Working 
Cost per 

Tram Mile.

Percentage
of

Working 
Cost 

to Gross 
learnings.

Net
Earnings

Capital
8] tent 

on Hues 
open.

Interest
Oil

Capital
invested

1879* .............
Miles.

H 443,341 13,270
£

4,410

00i'-*4 79-87 41-19 51-59
£

2,138
£

22,209 3300

1880 .............. 4 2,086,897 84,074 18,980 13,444 54-18 3S'S8 70-83 5,536 00,218 12-34

1881 .............. 9i 7,090,125 290,906 62,349 52,107 50-56 42-12 83-31 10,442 160,450 616

1882 ............... 22 15,209,100 070,619 120,202 103,130 46-16 36-91 81-72 23,066 412,561 680

1883 .............. 23 25,084,285 1,076,096 190,099 178,877 42-53 39-89 93-80 11,822 544,105 222

1884 ............. 27i | 30,202,303 1,242,491 219,942 215,167 42-48 41*06 9783 4,775 643,111 0-76

1885 .............. m *39,594,753 1,220,600 223,340 207,995 43'9l 40-90 93-13 16,345 708,109 217

1880 ............... 27* 52,977,578 1,222,943 226,367 201,737 44-42 39-59 8912 24,630 742,113 3-37

1887 ............... 29* 50,103,256 1,220,026 214,125 201,468 4212 39-63 94-08 12,657 731,582 1-76
1S8S............... 29* 51,563,197 1,246,543 221,060 204,227 42'5G 39-32 92-38 16,833 742,555 2-22

1SS9.............. 29* 52,810,020 1,338,386 225,833 200,092 40-49 36-93 91-25 19,741 771,255 2-56

1890 .............. 30* 57,403,050 1,474,646 249,508 207,517 40'60 30-40 83-17 41,991 790,555 5-31

1891 ............... 33* G2}G7Gj03G ],553f01S 270,365 221,505 41'78 31-23 81'92 43,560 857,455 5-74

1892 ............... 37 65,299,003
03,588,885

1,013,443
1,081,232

279,321
271,041

229,145 41'55 3409 82'04 50,176 932,907 6-54

1893 ............. . 38 214,824 38-69 30‘G7 79'26 66,217 947,775 5-94

1894 ............. 40* 58,773,091 1,737,840 250,809 206,554 3404 28-53 82-35 44,255 954,035 4-64

1893 .............. 40* 04,173,917 1,740,235 230.583 180,081 31-80 25 60 80 70 44,502 902,037 4-62

1896 ............ 40* 33,317,979 1,845,620 227,525 187,811 29-59 24-42 82-54 39,714 961,778 413

1897 .............. 40* 55,859,740 2,121,017 233,023 195,142 26'93 22-08 8198 42,881 968,925 442
1893 .............. 40* 50,319,743 2,198,301 239,858 201,904 £618 22-04 84-18 37,054 973,419 3-9C
1899 .............. 40* 61,503,035 2,329,751 262,045 220,153 26-99 22'6S 84-03 41,852 977,107 428

1900 .............. 43*

No of 
Passengers.
53,470,533 3,100,185 315,930 268,504 21-4I 20-75 84-09 47,426 1,338,006 4'06

* The line was opened for three and a haif months only In 1879, and for part of this period was worked with horse-power, 
t Up to the year 18S5, ;kl. rash faros and 2d. tickets wore counted as single fares; from 1880, inclusive, all tickets issued were at Id. mlhei,

and cash lares paid arc in this Return calculated at same rate.

APPENDIX 27.

Bet CRN of the total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the 
Tramways, year ended 30th June, 1900 and 1899.

Branches. 1300, 1899,

TRAMWAYS
MaintenoTicQ Branch ........ ................... ................................................................................

£
58,394

100,751
70,403

£
34,526

102,187
49,719Truflic „ ............................ ..................................................................... ...........

Totai, Trajc-wats.................................................. 235,548 186,432

Note.—Includes all wages paid by the Department, whether oil maintenance or new work.

APPENDIX 28.

Tramway Rolling Stock.

Motors. Steam
Cable. Electric.

Truck B. Total.cars.
Grip. Trail. Motor. Trail.

114

114

214 41 60 20 18 23 480

171 33 33 140 74 24 689

£23t3S& were charged to Working Expenses, and renewed 43 steam cars, cost £15,283.
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Statement

15 Aug., 18S2 
15 Sept., 1879

14 Sept., 18S0 
14 1880
19 Mar., 1881 
25 Jan., 1883

12 Mar., 1881
13 April, 1881 

4 June, 1887
20 Oct., 1890 
24 May, 1884 
28 Sept., 1887 
19 Feb., 1894

4 June, 1887

15 Sept., 1881 
24 Aug., 1896

15 Aug., 1882 
15 „ 1882
15 „ 1882
15 „ 1882
12 Dec., 1S9G

2 May, 1892 
24 Oct., 1892

2 Oct., 1882 
31 Dec., 1881 
14 Aug., 1889

IS June, 1883 
1 May, 1884 

10 Dec., 1887 
14 Oct., 1890 

1 Aug., 1893

17 May, 1882
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APPENDIX 29.

showing^ date of opening and length of line'of the different sections of 
the New South Wales Tramways, to 30th June, 1900.

RAILWAY TO BRIDGE STREET.

Bridge-street to Iluntor-slreet ,,, ... ... ...
Hunter-street to Railway Junction ... ... ...

1IANDWICK AND COOGEE.

Livcrpool-strect Junction to Darlinghurst Junction .. 
Darlinghurst Junction to Randwiek Racecourse ., 
Enmlwick Racecourse to High-street ... ... ..
High-street io Coogee ... ... ... ^
Cricket Ground Loop ... ... ... ... .

WAVERLEY AND BONDI.

Darlinghurst Junction to Ocean-street ...................
Ocean-street to Waverley old Terminus ...................
Waverley old Terminus to Macpherson-street Junction 
Macpherson-street Junction to Waverley Cemetery ... 
Bondi Junction to Eletcher-street ... ... ...
Fletchcr-street to Bondi Aquarium Junction ...
Bondi Aquarium Junction to Bondi Beach ... ...

WAVERLEY TO RAND WICK. 

Maepherson-street Junction to Allison Road Junction

CROWN STREET TO CLEVELAND STREET.

Oxford-street to Cleveland-street ..................................................
Crown-street into Cleveland-street ................... .

RAILWAY STATION TO GLEBE AND FOREST LODGE.

East side Terminus-street to Forest Lodge, Junction... ... ...
Forest Jjodge Junction to St. John’s Road ..................................
St. John’s Road to Forest Lodge (Pyrmont Bridge Road) ... ...
Glebe Junction to Glebe Point old Terminus ... ... ... ...
Glebe Point old Terminus to Leichhardt-street ... ... ...

FOREST LODGE TO BALMAIN.

Forest Lodge Junction to Merton-street ...................
Merton-street to Gladstone Park (Balmain) ...

NEWTOWN TO DULWICH HILL.

Newtown Junction to Newtown Bridge ... ...
Newtown Bridge to Marrickville (Hlawarra Road) 
Marrickville to Dulwich Hill..............................................

FOREST LODGE JUNCTION TO LEICHHARDT, FIYE DOCK 
AND ABBOTSFORD. ’

Forest Lodge Junction to Jobnson-strcet ..................................................
Johnson-atreet to Short-stroct ... ... ... ... , . _
Short-street to Leichhardt Terminus.............................................. " "*
Marion-street Junction to Five Dock................................................ ’
Five Dock to Abbotsford ... ... . •

RAILWAY STATION JUNCTION TO BOTANY. 

Devonshire-strcet Junction to Botany Terminus ...................

Mis. Chs.
0 19
1 34

1 53

0 43
2 6
1 6
1 34
O 24

5 33

1 47
1 25
0 12
0 49
1 12
0 25
0 45

O 55

i 18

0 60
q 4

0 70

0 49
0 32
0 25
0 78
0 4

2 28

1 58
1 8

o4 06

I 27
1 09
0 75

4 ii

1 33
1 1
0 39
2 39
1 25

6 57

6 65
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NEWTOWN BKIDGE TO ST. PETEES.
Mis. Chs.

24 Dec., 1801 Newtown Bridge to St. Peters............................................................. ... ................................................................. 0 63

EEDEERN TO MOORE PARK.

23 Aug, 1801 Castlereagb-street to Junction with Randwiek Line ... ... ... 1 6
33 Cricket Ground Loop .................................................................................................................................................................................... ••• O 20

1 26

ASH PI ELD TO ENFIELD. #

15 Sept., 1S0£) AsMIeld Railway Station to Liverpool Road. ... ... ... ... ... 0 12
2.'J „ 1801 Liverpool Road to Enfield ................................................................................................. 1 78

2 10

OCEAN-STR MET.

10 Sept., 1804 King-street to Oecan-stioct ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 32

ROSE BAY. i

4 Oct., ISOS Oecan-slreet to Rose Bay ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 1 24

NORTH SHORE. ‘

22 Mav, 1SSC Milson’s Point to Ridge-street ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 31
17 July, 18015 Ridge-street to Lane Cove Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 60
23 April, ISOS Lane Cove Rond to Willoughbv ... ... ... ... ... 2 44
20 Sept., ISOS Falcon-street Junction to Spit Road Junction ... ... 2 6

1 Mar., 1807 Spit Road Junction to Mosmans ....................................................................................................................................................... 1 39

8 20

GORE 1IJLL.

24 Deb., 1000 Lane Cove Junction to Gore Hill ... ... ................... ... ... 1 4

NEUTRAL BAY.

23 June, 1000 Neutral Bay Junction to Neutral Bay... ... ... ... ... 0 74

GEORGE STREET.

S Dec., 1SOO Circular Quay fo Jolm-strcct (Pyrmont) ... ... ... ... ... 3 20
Gcorgc-strect Junction to Railway ... ... ... ... ... ... O 16

3 36

NEWCASTLE,

SI Dec., 18S7 Pcrkin’s-street to Plattsburg ... ... ... ... ... ,,, ... 7 31
23 „ 1803 Perkin’s-street to Parnell Place ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 62
10 April, 1804 Union-Htreetto Merewether ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 69
10 „ 1801 llaunoll-streefc to Tighe's Hi!! ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 79

1
12 1

TOTAL ................................................................................. 71 26

*
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RAi LWAYS

MILES OPEN AND AVERAGE COST PgR MILE. WORKING EXPENSES % OF GROSS EARNINGS.

I EAR 
INGS

70

68

66

6+

62

60

58

56

54

52

So

mm 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 39 I9(X

666 9

A k59- 59

'b
<Cv \ 35*99

35-02

lV

IS88 83 so 91 92 93 94 93 96 S7 98 99 isec

T
P E R| 
CENT- 

TO
GROSS
EARN
INGS.

70

66

64

62.

60

50

56

5+

52

50

DEPARTMENTAL WORKING EXPENSES.

Sldnin, tIS.W.
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APPENDIX.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

Return, in accordance with Clause No. 79 of the Railway Act, showing the 
Appointments of Employees from the 1st July, 1899, to the 30th June, 1900.

Date. Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1900.
S3 Mar.

1 April 
1 Maw, 
1 ..

..
11 June.

Tjiafpic Auditor’s Branch,
Moanson, Francis .. . 
McCarthy,Charles A. 
Kastou, Alexander . ,
Weekley, Alfred V. . . 
Su'hibounie, Charles A. 
Whitehead, Edward J.

Office boy................
AppreutiucClerk ... 
Apprentice Clerk . 
Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk ..

' 10/- per week.. 
£30 per annum 
£30 per annum 
JB30 per annum 
£30 per annum 
£30 jier annum

Vice J. McCulloch. 
Trantsfcrred from Extra Staff. 
Vice R. Dacey.
Vice K. Fisher 
Vice i\ Diuicmd,

1899.
It July 
S 
5 
5 
7

11
14
19 
22 
24 
31
2 Atitf. 

21
SO ..

2 Sept.
4

■K
15 
29
29 ..
4 Oc 

12 
13
13 
10 
10 
so
31 
31
3 No 
9

K)
14 
Ifi 
24 
23

1 Deo. 
1 
1 
7

11 
11 
12 
K 
la
15 
15 
18 
18 
IS
20 
21 
21

28 
28 
2ft 

IflOi 
1 Ja 
1
3 
S
4 
4
4
5 
A 
ii 
5 
8 
8 
8 
S

10
12
12
19
19
1ft
23
25

1 Fc
2 
2 
2 
2 
ft 
0

JJsoiXRER-rs-CniKP for Existing Likka Branch.

13
10
23

PijHjott, Charles...............................i Labourer
Benda]], Frederick 
Woodbury, John.. 
Thomcroft, Henry ., , Fcttler
Ward, Oconee..................................  Labourer
Dailey, Thomas . ‘ '
Doughan, Hugh .
Bcddoe, Francis ,
Sfoore, Luke.

Pettier___
Labourer. . 
Labourer ., 
Lalxmrer.

Twiford, Ernest.............................. Jjabourer............
Wright, Cecil
Edbir, Jonathan ................
Oraham, Frederick............
Thomas, John....................
Kitov, James .......... .. ...
M'Kcnzie, David................
Peacock, George................
Monearj, All>ert................
Abrahams, liobert............
Woolfe, John . ^..............
Yarham, William................
Baker, Alfred ................
Watson, Albert ................
Hyde, Edward....................
Hnndeock, Peter ..............
Randell, Frederick ..........
Good, Daniel ....................
Robertson, John..............
Dowd,John ........................
Rraggctt, James ..............
Koser, William....................
Sweeney, Patrick ............
Dawes, Walter....................
Lowing, William................
Jeffrey, Arthur ............
Hudson, William .......
Hogan, Patrick ................
Nelson, Alexander............
Curtis, frilliam ................
Sharpe, William................
Fisher, Edward ................
Pcarcy, William ................
Liddle, Neil

i 6/6
Fcttler............................  I 6,0
Labourer........................  I 6 6

OfC. 
(i/6 
6/6 
0/6 
GO 
6/6 
6/C 
10/- 
0*6 
6 (i 
6 6 
0/6 
i./0 
6C
c/a 
0 0 
cc
C/6 
fi/0 
C'C 
(i/G 
6/6 
6'6 
7/0 
6/0 
06 
0-6 
C/6 
6.Q 
6/6

Messenger . . 
Labourer.. 
Labourer..
Fvltler___
Labourer.. 
Pettier.... 
Labourer 
J/al)Ourer . 
Labourer. 
Labourer,. 
Labourer , 
Labourer.. 
Pettier.... 
Labourer.. 
Labourer.. 
Fcttler..,.
Pettier___
Labourer.. 
Labourer.. 
Labourer..
Pettier___
Labourer.. 
Labourer.. 
Office boy 
Labourer.,
Peltier.............................. 7*0
Labourer
Labourer
Labourer,
Labourer.
Labourer.
Labourer,
Labourer

Roche, John....................................... ] Labourer.......................
Sorrel/, Thomas .............................. . Ottlcc buy ..................
Harris, Arthur.................................. f Offtoe boy ...............
Coaklrake, William ...................... | Bridge carpenter .
Keevors, Alfred ............................  Timber inspector___
Ijearer, John ...................................I Labourer.......................
Beddoo, Benjamin........................ | Labourer .....................
Hoare, Benjamin ...................... Labourer......................
Spinks, Thomas............................... | Labourer........................
Horan, Lawrence ..........................  Labourer......................
Lindsay, Benjamin.......................... Fainter .......................
Bendcli, Thomas............................ Labourer.....................
Callaway, Charles ........................ ] Labourer........................
Taylor,'John ...................................I Labourer..................
Tajior, Henry................................... Assistant driller ....
Davies, Deter .......................... . I Carpenter ................

Malcolm. Roderick 
Jetton, William , 
■tones, Frederick, 
Cook, Edward .,, 
Johns, William , 
Gower, William 
Johnson, George 
McKenzie, Kenneth 
Wiburd, Amos 
Hamer, Walter
Iimis, John ............
Bcwcs, Betcr ..........
Goman, George ........
Hogg, Andrew............
Morgan, Daniel ........
Bye, Albert................
Costello, Patrick___
Ewing, John..............
Ellis, Edwin................
Turner, William........
Kelly, John ..............
Lanodowno, Reginald
McGill, John................
Glover, Clarence. ... 
Hudson, Charles .
Quelch, John............
I'owt, Janies ............
Thomas, John............
Coote, Ernest............
train, Alexander ... 
Green, Benjamin .. 
Rather, William . .,.
Walsh, Daniel............
King, Samuel ............
Brvant, Samuel ........
Matthews, Gena ... .
Long, Demg................
Duggan, Michael........

Labourer ___
Labourer ___
Labourer . .. 
Jjabourer ,,.
Carpenter ___
Striker..............
Labourer ___
Tool collector.
Carpenter ___
Labourer .... 
Labourer ....
Painter ........
Bai nter ..........
Painter ..........
Labourer ....
Labourer ___
Labourer .... 
Machinist ....
Labourer ___
Pettier..............
Fcttlm ............
Office boy ___
Labourer .. , 
Labourer
Fcttler ..........
Pettier..............
Labourer ,. 
Labourer ..,,
Office hoy ____
Fcttler.......... ,
Labourer .
Pettier..............
Labourer ___
Labourer ....
Pettier..............
Orlloe cleaner.. 
Labourer .... 
Labourer ....

per day.. 
per dav , 
per day ,. 
per day ,, 
Iter day , 
per day .. 
per day 
per du)* 
pur day .. 
per day ..

• pur nrek 
per day 
pur day .. 
per day .. 
per day .. 
per day . 
[>er day .. 
per day.. 
per day .. 
pp.r day ., 
pur day ,. 
per day .. 
per day .. 
per day .. 
per day,, 
per dfty.. 
perdny 
per day 
per day 
per day,, 
per day .. 
per day . 
per day . 
per day 
por dav.. 
per day.. 
per day 
per clay . 
per day .. 
per day . 
per day 
per day ,, 
per day.. 
per day 
per day 
per day ,, 
per day .. 
per day . 
per day 
pur day .. 
I»er day.. 
per da> .. 
per day 
per day . 
]>er day ,, 
per day .. 
per da\ 
per day 
per day.,

6‘6 per day . 
6/6 per day, 
6/6 per day. 
b(G pur day . 
9'- per day . 
7/- per day . 
7/* per day . 
3.'- per day . 
8A per dav , 
0/6 per day . 
fi 6 per day . 
8/- per day . 
8/- per day . 
S'* per day .
6 G per day . 
G'6 per day. 
0/6 per day , 
8/- per day . 
0/6 per day . 
7/6 per day. 
7/6 per day. 
2/- per day . 
0,6 per day, 
fi'fi per dav . 
7/0 per day
7 6 per day . 
0J6 per day. 
fi'fi per day . 
2’- i>cr day . 
7/6 pur day . 
6/6 per day. 
7^6 per da*\ . 
0/6 p^r day,
6’6 per day , 
7/fi per day . 
2ft/- pur week 
6 6 tier dnv

Vice J, 
V'ice F, 
Vice P. 
Vice J. 
Vice (J 
Vice H. 
Vice E. Vice H 
Vw J. 
Her W.

Walsh.
Hayler.
McGill.
Duggan.
Collinfi
Savkinfl.
Boughati.
Heap.

Hastic.
Bette.

ftce W Smith. 
Vtce J. Breen.

. Dice IJ, Hunting, 
Vice T, Leahey. j Vice J. Gmlfojle.
Vice J, Robinson.

[ Vice G. Webster.
’ Ftce J. Leaps. 

Vice D McGinlcy. 
Vice B. Ryder. 
Vice J, Acbesou. 
Vice G. Sjieaf. 
Vice W. Haitica 
Vice J, Jaiuieson.

Vice W. Spike.

Via M. Carroll. 
Vice T. Rath.

Vice J, Cook.
Vice P. Egan.
Viet J. Crofts. 
Vice W. Goddard. 
Vtcf U. Daly.
Vice .1, Long.

Vice W. Norria. 
ViceJ Stanlan.

Vice P. Wright 
Vice M. Gearing. 
Vve M. Reilly,

Fine A Bridger. 
Vice J. Tenets

Viet G. Chambers,

Vies O. Jam us.

Vice A Lewis. 

Vtcf E. Walker. 

Fica J. Flanagan.

Vice E. Cromack.

245—G-
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APPENDIX—continued.

Nauio, PoBllion. Bute. Rcmnt-kj,

1900,
6 Mar. j Dayt John..........................................
7 I McKeuziOj John..........................
0 „ Mash, Edward..................................
9 „ Sawyer, Arthur ...............................
9 Pearce, Herbert ..............................

15 „ Gosden, Henry....................
3S Wood, William..........................
15 „ Guy, Thomas ..............................
16 Morris, Owen ......................
If Baetabte, Charles ..............  . .,,
19 Wilson, William..............................
19 „ Harrison, Ivan........................
23 „ Roberts, Thomas..........................
29 .. Lander, Herbert............
20 „ Betts, David..........................  .,.,.
2 April Ferns, Henry..................................
9 Roach, George..............................

10 „ Timms, Edward ..............................
11 .. Howlands, Frederick.......... .. ..
IS „ Wessell, Edward..............................
13 „ James, Edward ....................
10 „
23 „ Scllick, Emanuel..........................
27 „ Lcitch, William ..............................
3 May.. Bedford, George...................... ..
6 >( Hicham, Walter..............................
7 » Knight, James........................
a O'Brien, Edward............................

it Brown, Ernest ..........................
n >1 Hannah, Alichael..............................
16 „ Miles, James............................
18 „ Dunn, Arthur..............................
25 „ AIcAlillan, Angus..........................

1 June. Hathaway, Henry..........................
1 » Price, William..................................
i .. Cox, David ................................
* „ Ferrara, John ................................
8 i, Hammond, Leonard......................
8 i» Pearce, William..............................
8 „ Whelan, Peter........................
9 Taper, John........................ :.........

15 „ Cooke, Thomas ..............................
18 „ Bain, William ..................................
13 ,, Ryan, TVjlli&m ..........................
19 „ McGoldrick, William......................
26 ,, Goodwin, Thomas..........................

ESGTN£ER-I?i*ClIlEF FOR EWBTKO LlXSB
Fettler............
Labourer
Fettler............
Labourer ...
Labourer........
Labourer.. ..
Labourer........
Labourer........
Labourer........
Fettler............
Carpenter ... 
Office boy ... 
Labourer .... 
Carpenter ...
Labourer........
Office boy ... 
Labourer ....
Labourer........
Labourer........
Labourer. ...
Labourer........
Labourer........
Labourer........
Labourer ... 
Office hoy ...
labourer........
Labourer........
Lalraurer........
Labourer ___
Labourer.. ..
labourer........
Blacksmith.,. 
Lalrourcr ..,
Labourer........
Labourer___
Labourer........
Tool collector.
Labourer........
Labourer........
labourer........
Bridge gauger 
Bricklayer ,. 
Carpenter ...
lalraurer........
Fettler............
Labourer........

j 7/0 per diy ..
G/<5 per day „,

! 7/G per day ... 
0/6 per day .., 
C/6 per day... 
0/6 per day ,.. 
6/0 per day ... 
6/6 per day ... 
0/0 per day ... 
7/0 per daj ... 
9/- per day ,,, 
2/- per day .. 
c/0 per day ... 
10/' per day . 
C/C per day ... 
2'- per day ... 
6/6 ]>er day ,.. 
6-0 per day ... 
0/C per day ... 
6/C per day .., 
C'C per day , 
6/6 per day ,,. 
6/6 per day . 
6/6 per day ... 
2/- per day ., 
G/C per day ., 
G/G per day ,,, 
6 B per day .. 
G/6 per day ... 
6/G per day ,.. 
fl|6 per day .., 
9/- per day .. 
6/6 per day ... 
G/C per day .. 
C/C per day .., 
6i6per day ... 
3/* per day .. 
6/6 per day ... 
6/0 per day ... 
6^6 per day ... 
10/6 per day . 
11/- per day... 
9/' per day . 
6/6 per day ... 
6/6 per day ... 
0/6 per day ...

B it a 8 ca—eo/rtinued.

Vice P. Hamill, 
Vice W. Tavlor, 
Vice A. McMillan. 
Vice K. Sheedj

Vice R. Forward.

Vice Kr Cotter.

Vice B. Madin.

Vice J. Higgins 
Vice A. Clarke.
Vice At. Foyarby. 
Vice F. McCann 
Fiee J. Martin.
Vice A. Ladd.
Ftec T. Fryar.
Vice H. Moore.

Vice J. Perkins.

rice G. Robd.

Vice J. Crabtree.

Vice A. Fanpiharsou

Vice J. Cook

Ftce W. Hartierui 
Vice H. Hughes,

Vice E. Woolcott 
Vice A. Smith 
Vice .1, Fairy. 
Ficc H, Milts.

Chirf Mechaktcal ENOiuEER'a Branch.
I July Auton, Frederick .......................... 5/- per day .... 

5/' per day ..,,
3/3 per day___
S/- per day ,,..
If - per day___
10-0 per week . 
10/- per day ..
6/8 per day___
9 6 per day ...
5/- per day___
2'G per day___
lOd, per day .. 
lOd. per day .. 
IDd. per day .. 
XOd per day .. 
IDd. per day .. 
lOd.pcrday .. 
10d. per day .. 
lOd. porday .. 
lOd.pcrday .. 
Uhl. per day ,, 
l/f> per day.... 
£1 per week .. 
lOd. per day ..

1
3 McNeil, George ..........................
4 Electric light attendant Fice W. Morrant.

Transferred from Extra SUQ. 
Vice J. Miller.
Vice W. Baker,
Vice T. Grimes.
Vice H. C. EUwarta.

14 Pulhain, Jamea ............ ................
14 u Gibbens, Martin .... ..................
18
19
19

” Tideswel], Moms ..........................
Butcher, Edwin..........................

Carriage builder ........
Br>ilermakers* assistant

20 u McShane, William .. ..................
21 M PeiEtey, Charles H............................

Beveridge, William ......................
Cult boy .......................... Vice Q, Garratt.

24 M
25 Lynch, John L...............................
26 u Norris, Frederick .......................... '
20
26
26 Cosgrove, John ..........................
26 Dean, Charles..................................
26 Maxwell, Robert..,, ..................
20 liathgate, William..........................
26 Oohb, John .................................
£7 Simmonds, Herbert ......................
27 Malonev, Mrs................................... Vice J. Miller,
£7
27

1 Aug. Kegrgen, James .............................. 1/3 per day.... 
10d jrar day , 
10<f. ]>er day .. 
lOd. per day .. 
9/6 per day ... 
6-6 jrar clay ....

j-Transferred from Extra a1 Morrison, David..............................
1 Hinds, Charles .............................. )
2
8 Russell, Alexander .................... Vice J. Dickson.

Ft«! F. Rad.
Vice J. Ashworth.

4 H&cketfe, Alfred ..............................
7 Hood, Walter El................................
S lOd*. per day .. 

lOd.pcrday .. 
lOd. per day . 
lOd ]icr day ., 
lOd.pcrday .. 
10(1, per day .. 
lOd. per day . 
7'- per day ,,
P/4 per day ....
6,'- per day___
2,3 per day .. 
5/- per day ,,.. 
lOd.pcrday 
lOd.pcrday .. 
6,0 per day ,,,, 
9/6 pir day... 
IDd per day .. 
C/6 por day.... 
6/6 par day ... 
6,8 por day.. . 
lOd.pcrday .. 
10/- per day..
2'- per day ... 
lOd. per day .. 
G/C per day ..
5/- per day ....
6'Q per day___
10,- perdav___
10 6 per week..
2/6 tier day___
lOd.pcrday .. 
lOd. per day
9,6 per day .... 
7/- per day .... 
8/-per day ....

8 Davison, David ..............................
S McAually, John G............................
8 Hanks, Stewart .............................. Apprentice ....................
8

10
10

ii Walsh, William ..............................
Gleeson, W'illiam..........................
Howe, George P............................

Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................

11 Llovd, Edward .............................. [■Transferred from Estra Staff
11
14 Felton, George H............................. J
18 Transferred from Extra Staff
19 Lovcrinp, Joseph ..........................
21
21 Apprentice..................
24 H&vcox, William.......................... Viet W. Bu^hell.

Transferred from Extra Siaff.

Vice IT. Band.
|Transferred from Extra Staff.

Rc-cmpIoycd.

25
21 „
1 Sept.
1 M
1 ,■
4 „
fl ..

8othcren, William..........................
Biatchford, Richard................ .
Barnes, Micliael.............. ..............
Hugos, Thomas ..........................
James, Reginald ............................

Apprentice......................
Labourer......................
Labourer ..................
Boilermaker’s Assistant 
Apprentice..............

14
15

Johnson. Samuel..............................
Martin, Walter..........................

Shop bov ..................

£0
22 " Ferrano, Herbert ........................

Hughes, Alexander ......................
labourer.......................... Fice J. Mortimer.

23 Vice W, Munro.
Re-employed
Vice J. Fitzpatrick.

£6
26 Woods, Harris ...................... .
26
26
26
28 Barnes, Albert..................................
28 Mortimer, James................... | Trinsferrcd from Extra Staff.
2S Wilson, Albert................................
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7
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0
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1
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APPENDIX—can timed.

Name. Position. Bate. Remarks.

Chief MbohanjcaIi Enchntsr’s Munch —eontinusit.

h&rlton* John W. .. 
[orris, Thomas ....
lark, William..........
r’olf, William..........
'uigan, George 0. 
;ichards, David ...,
;iddle, Victor ........
[orrin, John..............
k'nght, Thomas___
LuESoll, William .... 
lennett, Charles.... 
lattbews, John ,.,. 
hanks, William 
Lur?cI1, Alexander..
lourke, James. ___
llaukshaw, John . 
hndoll, W’illJam... 
tobson, Stuart ... 
Iressington, David,
larvcy, Herbert__
Srooks, Poler .. 
lobbs, rredcrick . 
lalsell,George .... 
iall, Krnest,. ...
Jemictt, John ... 
todgers, Itobort .. 
ohnson, Charles..
.oiig. Georcrc ........
iatclille, Augufitua. 
ilravv ford, John ... 
lllen, Stanley .. .. 
Ogden, Reginald...
iitig John VV..........
Joteman, Joseph P. 
loodnln, Janies ...
iing, Alliert............
jathain, Frank ..., 
vharp, Archibald... 
3arcy, Jaiooa ... . 
Uclver Franois ... 
teid, Kdwfu’d .....

U'F.ij’den, Henry .
iVagncr, John........
Ijeesj, Harold ..........
Handluj-, Sydney . 
Wilkinson, Leslie ,
Metcalfe, John........
Srifliih, Arthur ...
fngrall, Carl............
Uroh, Willie ..........
Giddy, John G. ... 
Hood, Herbert C. . 
Hosendl, William 
Harrison, Thomas . 
Doody, Elizabeth .

Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Call bin ...........................
Shop boy........................
Apprentice..............
Cleaner ..........................
Call l»y ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ............ .............
Telephone Isoy ............
Waggon-builder ..........
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Fitter ..............................
Eknlerisiakcr'a assistant.
hkiclman..........................
Gasman ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Turner..............................
Cleaner ........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ......................
Telephone boy ..............
Cleaner ........ .............
Euclman.................... .
Simp boy..........................
Telephone boy ..............
Call boy ..........................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ......................
Apprentice......................
Labourer..........................
labourer.................. .
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Apprentice......................
Shop boy......................
Telephone boy..............
Hoilcrmsker ................
Carriage mid waggon

5/- per day .. 
3f3 per day . 
3/3 per day . 
8/- per dajf ., 
]0d. per day 
TP- por day . 
3/3 per day 
lit- per day 
fi/- per day . 
3/3 per day . 
9/6 per day . 
5/- per day . 
3/3 per day - 
1) G per day . 
6/S per dav . 
fl/6 per day . 
7/C jx-r day . 
5'- per day . 
5/ per day . 
fi'6 per day . 
fi/- per day 
hi per day . 
f>/- per day , 
3/J per day 
2/6 per day . 
0-6 per day. 
1/9 per day . 
2/6 per day, 
2 fl per day . 
fi/- per day . 
3/3 per day . 
IQd per day 
(J’G per day . 
fi/6 per day . 
3r3 per day . 
6/- per day . 
lOd. ]>er day 
2‘3 per finj . 
3;S per day . 
9/i ytot day. 
7/- per day .

examiner.
Fuelman......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ....................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ..................
Call boy ......................
Electro-plater ..........
Labourer....................
Koilcrmakor .. .....
Fuelman......................
Fuelman......................
Cleaner ......................
Waggon-builder ... 
Upbolstercss

C/G per day 
S/3 per da} . 
3/S per day . 
3/3 per day . 
S/3 per day . 
2/6 per day . 
10/- per day 
6/6 per day . 
6/4 per dev . 
G-6 por day. 
G 6 per day . 
fi/-per day . 
PTfl per day 
4/- per day ,

New opening, Manilla.

Transferred from Extra Staff,

Vice S. Yatoa. 
Vice 11. Doyle.

| Transferred from Extra Staff. 

iTer A. Love 
Vice R. Ciingan.

Transferred from Extra SlafT. 
Vice II. Boag.
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice J. Carroll

r-fcp A. Greaves,
Vice G. Roach
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice W. Foster.
j-Transferred from Extra Staff. 

■ Transferred from Extra Staff.

Fishbnrn, Wilfred ........
Hancock, Frank............
Rlgncy, William
Councy, Owen..............
Clatworthy, Edwin........
I.easels, Thomas........ ..
Rees, Ernest....................
Goodman, Thomas........
Emerson, George............
Cootie, Mrs.......................
McQueen, Mrs.................
Coleman, Herbert . 
Chamberlain, James ...
Thompson, Robert........
Wolford, James ............
Tiotter, William.......... .
Felton, Richard ............
Darker, William ..........
Holt, Thomas ................
Vine, John t)....................
Giles, Alfred....................
MeDougal, Frederick ..
Denver, Edward........
Rodgers, Robert............
Goodwin, James.......... .
Bngnall, Francis............
Riddle, John)..................
AHmson, Henry ..........
Pearse, Robert................
Woodbcad, George.....
Breen, Thomas............
Richardson, Charles .. 
Wardman, George ....
Johnston, Robert........
Phillips, Oscar ...........
Tajlor, George..............
Nettlcship, Walter___
Bailey, John ................
Burt, Alfred G...........
Tilman, John D.............
Tye, Charica..................
Rufus, Ernest ..........
Loughry, Edward ....
Murray, James F...........
Bolton, George ............
Woodhousc, Horbert . 
Davidson, Thomas ,,,,
Thomas, William..........
Staines, Samuel ......
Scddon, Abraham ,,,, 
Meredith, Charles .,.,
l*arker, Victor ............
Rochaix, William ... .
Kerr, Stanley ........ .
Soutlor, Sydney ......
Lodge, John...............

Call boy ..........................
Fuelman........ .................
Cleaner .. -................
Fuelman..........................
Labourer................... k.
Apprentice....................
Apprentice.............. .. .
Apprentice................ ...
Fitter ..........................
Upholsterers..................
Upholsccrcss..................
Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................
Shop boy.... ........
Shop hoy,.......................
UoilcrmakeFs assistant..
Gasflttev..........................
Fuelman........  ..............
Fuelman .........................
Cleaner ..........................
Washcr-out......................
Fuelman..........................
Fuelman..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner .......... .............
Shop hoy..........................
Blacksmith......................
Cleaner ..................
Fitter ..............................
Oiler..................................
Boilermaker’s assistant.. 
Boilermakor’s assistant,. 
Boilermaker’s assistant..
Shop hoy..........................
Fuelman..........................
Shop boy..........................
Carriage-builder —
Firelighter......................
Tube cleaner .................
Apprentice......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ..........................
Shop boy..........................
Apprentice......................
Labourer............ .............
Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................
Shop boy...........................
Apprentice ............
Apprentice......................
Apprentice....................
Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................

2/6 par day .. 
fl.fi per day., 
3/3 per day ,. 
6/6 per day .. 
6,6 per day .. 
IDd, per day 
lOd per day 
lOd ]>cr day 
9,0 per day .. 
4/-por day .. 
4/- per day .. 
I0d. per day 
IGd per day 
I0d per day 
2'G per day,, 
2 '6 per day ..
05 per day .. 
9/* per day ,, 
7/- per day .. 
G/G per day .. 
(!/• per day .. 
7/- per day 
C/0 jwr day , 
6/G per day .. 
fi/» per day .. 
(P- per day . 
G/- per day .. 
C/- por day ., 
]/D per day ,. 
10/-per day,. 
0/- por day .. 
9/fi por day ., 
7/* per day .. 
C/J per day ,, 
6/8 per day .,
6 S per day., 
4/- per day ., 
G'6pcr day . 
3/- per day .. 
10-per day.. 
G/6 per day . 
fi'- per day . 
lOd. per day 
G/- per day . 
6/- por day , 
4/* per day . 
lOd per day 
6/6 per day. 
I0d. per day 
lOd jxir day 
S/- per day . 
lOd. per day 
10d. jicr day 
Hid. }>er day 
10d, per day 
lOd. ])er day

Tice R. McKcllar.

| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice N. McNdt. 
j-Transferred from Extra Staff,

Vice S. Docprose.
Vice G. Sutton.
j-Transferred from Extra Staff,

T’/ee fl Oates.
Vice W. Vine.

I Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice W. Howard.

Vice G. Burgess.

Tier J Neal 
Vice M. Donohoc.
T'ice C. Komsley,
Viet A Polglasc
| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Fice W. Sadler.
Free J. Hickson.
Tice W, Harman.

Fici G. Brett.
Vice Vf. Bonrko

Vice J. Davidson,
Vice 0. Boulter.
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Nnme. Position. Rate. Remarks.

ri]

1000. 
10 Mar. 
16 
16 
16 
10 
20 
20 
20
23 
27 
2S 
20 
20 
20 
20 
30

A

$
5
6 
6 
6 
ti 
6 
7 
0

10 
17 
17 
17 
S 

IS 
19
19
20
24 
20 
20 
£6 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27

1 May
2

11 
11 
11 
17 
17 
17 
17 
21 
21 
21 
21 
2Z 
25 
25 
25 
25
23 ..

1 June 
3
7
8 
& 
y 
8 
8 

15 
IS 
IS 
21 
22 
22 
23

Chief Mechanicaii EffGiXEsit'fl En^cit—cojUinved

Young, Thomas ..............
O’Donnell, James ..........
Collins, Frederick ... .
Green, Percy......................
Hilaire, Stephen..............
Wickh&tn, Archibald ...
Coi'hrane, Thomas..........
Jirown, Frank ..................
Coleman, Edward ..........
Marts, AlberC ..................
Smith, Charles ................
Cell, Charles......................
Anderson, Georpe ..........
ScullVj John......................
Mackeniio, Sydney ........
Smith, Alfred ..................
Sumuons, Charles .. ..
Crawford, George ............
Staples, Percy..............
Wild, huke ..................
Grimslmw, Frederick____
Stcdman, Reginald............
Austin. George ..............
Murray, Charles............
Lovell, Richard ..............
Schofield, Richard ..........
Wolley, William ..............
Rowe, William. .. .
Grey, Cecil ................
Ford, Charles................
Baker, Edwin ..................
Thomas, Alexander___
Westbrook, George..
Kcrritye, Stanford..........
Souier, Ernest..................
Brannley, John ..............
Rose, John.......................... .
Skce, James.............. ........
McGuirk, John .............. .
Foley, James.......................
Percy, Frederick.............. .
Ulcy, Ernest...................... .
Weslan, Michael.............. .
Johnson, John .............. .
Pnyn, Roland .................. .
Mecham, Walter ................
O'Keefe, James....................
Scudder, William ........
Rippuiffale, Joseph........
Edwards, James ..............
Mies, Thomas....................
Wilson, George....................
Rilchio, Alexander............
Samuels, Charles.............
Horsfield, Ernest................
Lusk, Herbert....................
Oillan, Charles ................
Tutmg, Charles ........ .....
Bell, Thomas........................
Cottle, Arthur................
Moore, Thomas..................
Simmonds, William............
Millington, Alfred ..........
Cavanngh, John ................
Jicate, Edgar........................
Conroy, Thomas................
Griffiths, Daniel ..............
Vorco, Frederick................
Dempsey, Arthur................
Hcnnesay, Robert ..........
Fenton, William................
Allen, Mark........................
Howard, Albert ................
Portus, Albert..................
Wihnott, John....................
RcndaJl, Sydney................
McKcllar, Thomas .. .
Stanton, Joseph ................
Goodman, John ............
Smith, Frederick ..............
Rampling, James................
Smith, John H. 1)...............
Pawley, Percy....................
Felton. Albert....................
It imoldi, Ambrose ............
Henderson, Frederick___

Fitter ..................
Fitter ..................
Fitter ..................
Shop boj .... .
Shop bo>............
Apprentice . 
Apprentice..........

10 - per day 
10per day 
IQ'- per day 

... 2 G per ita> .. 

. ..I 2/- per day .. 
,.. lOd per nay 

Ifld. per day
Apprentice .................... J Kiri, per (Jay
Labourer
Messenger .............
Apprentice ................
Fitter ..............................
Angle iron smith..........
Boilermaker's assistant 
Striker

C/6 tier day... 
10/d per week. 
lOd, per day 
lO*'- per day . 
II/- per day . 
6/8 per day ... 
6/8 per day . . 
2/6 per day ,., 
4'- per day ,, 
101 per day . 
2/6 per day ... 
IGd. per day . 
Dili, per day . 
JOd per day , 
lOd.pcrday . 
IGd. per day 
2 G pur day . . 
6/6 per daj . . 
ti per day ,.. 
10d. per dav 
Hid. per dav 
lOd. per day

Store l>o\ ............
Call boj"................
Apprentice..........
Shop hoy................
Apprentice............
Apprentice 
Apprentice . ,
Apprentice............
Apprentice ....
Shop hoy..............
Fuelman................
Cleaner ........
Apprentice ,. ,
Apprentice............
Apprentice . .
Apprentice...................... j JOd. por day .
Apprentice.............. 1 lOd. per day .
Apprentice ..................i lOd.pcrday .
Apprentice .................. 10d. per day .
Apprentice .................. lOd. pci day .
Apprentice .................... lOd. per day .
Apprentice...................... lOd.perdav .
Fitter ............................ 10/* per day .
Slriker............................ 6 8 per day ...
boilermaker ................ 0/4 per day___
Boilermaker's assistant 6/3 per day ..,
Fitter ............................ IQ/-per day,. ,
Boilermaker's assistant 6/8 pet day .. 
boilermikcr'a assistant. 6/S per day . ..
Labourer .......... . C/6 per day ..
Fitter ........................ 1 10/- per day,,
Boilermaker.................. ’ 9/4 per day . ,
Boilermaker .............. ’ 0/4 per dav ...
Trimmer ...................... 'Mi per day..
Turner ........................ 10/* per day ...
Fuelman ... ... 6‘upci day
Apprentice.................. | lOd. per day

l)
. | - Transferred from EUra Staff.

Vi ce E. Reardon.

Vice G. Gee.
1 Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice A. Johnston.

VUe J. ELford.

Apprentice.
Apprentice........
Cleaner ..............
Fitter ................
Shop bov ........
Apprentice..........
Apprentice..........
Apprentice..........
Apprentice 
Apprentice

lOd. per day . 
lOd. per dav , 
6/-per day., 

10/-1 i'f day... 
2/3 jmr day .. 

lOd per day • 
lOd. per day ., 
lOd.pcrday .. 
Kkl. per day . 
IGd per day ..

Labourer ...................... i 6/6 per day
Fire-lighter 
Shop boy 
Apprentice 
Fuelman .
Tumor..
Boilermaker's assistant 
Labourer..
Shop lK>y

6,6 per day 
4/- per dav. 

lOd. per day 
7/- per day . 

10/- per day,. 
C 8 per dav 
6/6 per dny 
2/- per day.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Vtcf J. Williams 
ftre (L bherar.
Vice J. Morgan.

^•Transferred from Extra Staff.

Fioj J. Bwiboimigh.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Fitter ............................ | 10/* per day.
Fuelman.................... : 6/6 per day .
Shop boy .................... 2-0 por day .
Fuelman.......................... 6/6 per day .
Shop hoy .................. 3/- per dav..,,
Boilermaker's assistant! 6/8 pc’- daj , 
Boilermaker's assistant 6/B per da> ..
Fitter.......................... 10/- per day ,,
Fitter............................... ' 10/- per day___
Apprentice...................... lOd. per day .
Pumper ........................ 8/-per day. .
Apprentice clerk ' £30 per annum
Stoker................................ j ti/S per day
Fitter ............................ 10/-per day..
Apprentice...................... ' lOd. per day ..

Vice C Selby. 
Vicp C. Tvci

I’Yc-' S- Itobwin.

>Traiisfcrreil from Extra Staff.

Transfeircd from Extra Staff. 
VizaH. Fcwkes.

Vice T. White.

)- Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vw J. Har]>ej

Transferred from Extra Staff.

1890.
S July,, 
7 ,> 

12 ,,

14 „
14
20 ,,
24 „
24 n
25 ,,
27 „
27 „
»0

1 Aug..
1 „
J „
4 „
* „

Barber, Johanna..............................
O'Brien, Sidney ..............................
Hamilton, James ........................
Norris, Henry..................................
Lowe, Annie......................................
Maloney, Sarah ..............................
Swift, Ruth......................................
Gibbons, Witham..............................
Stuckey, Hubert..............................
Peacock, Clara.................................
Bullock, Annie..................................
Findlay, Isabella .............................
Coomer, Mrs......................................
Woods, Ellen .............. ...................
Cousins, Ellen..................................
Burtt, Alexander..............................
Ashford, Sarah..................................

7 „ Hindlcy, Arthur..............................
8 „ Thomson, Charles..........................

16 ,, Taylor, Annie ................................
39 „ O’Ncile, Clarence ..........................

Chief Traffic Uaxvgrr's Br ancu.

Gatekeeper.......................
Frohationer ..................
Junior i/ortcr..................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper..................
Gatckec]>cr . ..........
Barrack attendant ....
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..................
Gatakeeiw......................
Gatekeeper......................
Barrack attendant . ..
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Telephone boy..............
Gatekeeper and plat

form attendant.
Probationer ..................
Junior porter..................
Gatekeeper ....................
Probationer......................

Free house___ i
2 6 per week . 
3-r4 per day .. ,1
7/- per day___|
7^-per wreck .t 
Free house . .. 
5s per week .. 
2*0 per week , 
2'C per week .. 
7/- per week .. 
7/- per week .. 
Free house .... 
7/- per week .. 

Free house .... 
7/* per week .. 

10/ per week .. 
7{- per week ..

2'6 per week ..
2/6 per day___
Free house .... 
2/6 per week

Vter Tl Little 
Vie/ W. Rlinco.
Vice M. O’Lojrhlirc 
Vice W Knight 
Vice A. McDermott. 
Vice E. Ilonrc.

Vice A. Kirkland 
Vies W. Bullock.

Vies 21. Latimer. 
Ft ce B. Lewis. 
Vice M. Couyins, 
Vice T. Murray. 
Vwe S. Shepherd.

Viet P. O. Donnell. 
Viet M, Martin.

►
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Date, Name, Position. Rate. Uemrba.

1899. Chirp Traffic Maxxqeei'3 Rrancu—(•nnimwJ.
23 Autr. Lloyd, Lillie ....................................
25 M Atkinson, Lcalio..............................
26 Hansen, Clara...................................
58 „ Gojper, David..................................

1 Sept. Tvnan, Mrs........................................
1 Havdon, William..........................
4 M'Kenzic, Annie..............................
S Kirkland, Annie............................

16 Finn* John ......................................
1& Giddy, James................................
16 Tavlor, Charles ......................
16 Pettit, Claude..............................
38 „ Miller, Frederick ..........................
21 Peilatt, Bertie..................................
22 f Avis, Arthur ....................................
20 M McOaskiU, Annie ......................
29 u O’siuKivun, Alary............................
29 Watson, M&rv Ann..........................
29
29 ” Cantrilt, Sylvester......................
80 Humbv, Cecil ..............................

2 Oct,,, Duitf, XViiham...................................
2 He!lcuianr Benjamin......................
fl Woodward, Kva..........................
7 u G retro ry, Kate..............................
9 Har'tcber, Heibert..........................

10 Mullins, Miiudc ............................
18 Amos, Arthur ..................
13 Tfarvev, Geoi-ge ......................
14 Cavanougb. Joseph ................
37 lliekcv, Miebael ............................
19 Creswick, Norlnan .... ,. .
20 Gain, Archibald ........ ...............
•L Outrcd, Fmneis ........................
27 Sayu'hf Lilian ..............................

28 McDonald, Annie ........................
30 Pritchard, Kdivard......................
30 ,, Smith, George..................................
30 Power, Catherine ..........................
81 ,, Potter, George..................................
1 Nov.. Clinton, Mary..................................
S Loughridge, Annie..........................

11 Prives, William ...............................
IS Reeve, Joseph..................................
13 Roberts, Joseph..............................
23 Jones, Robert..................................
as Coulsou, Henrv ...............................
23 Babhago, Chnrles ..........................
24 Robinson, Nicholas......................
24 Maher, Richard ..............................
27 Chamberliiiu, Clmstophcr ..........
30 Meyer, Henna n ..............................
30 Shipton, William..............................
30 Johnson, Srrlncv ..........................

1 Dec. Weston, Alfred ............................
1 McKinnon, Connor........................
1 Lowrv, Mav......................................
4 Soullnicll, Ifaydcu..........................
4 Tooth, Percy ..................................
4 Stephen, Jane................................
5 Nicholson, James ..........................
r> Hogan, Michael ..........................
e O'Neil, John......................................
ti t} Brennan, Emma..........................
7 Badcocfc, William ..........................
S Condon, Marv ..............................
a Fletcher, Kmil3,, ............................

Jamieson, William ......................
8 Piftgott, Bridget..............................

n Rostock, Stanley..............................
13 i > Horun, Bridget..................................
13 Schweinsberg, Henry....................
ifi Davis, Edward..................................
2t Morris, Edward ............................
29 Edser, Alan.’ Ann ............................

1900.
1 Jan. Plavford, James............................
2 ,, Henning, Elizabeth ........ ..
3 u Riordan, William ..........................r, M Robertson, Charles......................
A n Orugcon, Charles ..........................
ft Uvan, Henrv ..........................
ti u Mason, Agnus .................................
8 M Worton, Clara..........................
8 M Marshall, John................................

11 H Thomson, Frederick......................
31 Muston, Edgar..............................
12 H Olsscn, Kchiicca..............................
13 ,, Rheedy, Miehoel..............................
1ft ,, Jennings, Berov ............................
16 u McGrath, Artlmr....................
IS . Madden, Joseph..........................
IS Andrews, William......................
10 Irwin, Mary . ...............................
20 M Lambert, Arthur..........................
22 Stewart, Kthelbdil.............. ,.
25 Devemsb, Eiimbeth....................

26 M Spark, Catherine...............................
26 Rtutchbury, George ......................
26 White, Arthur ....................
30 Faruic, Elizabeth ............... .
30 Jones, M&gdaline..........................

1 Feb. Slaudsley, Arthur........................
2 M Greaves, Edwin ..............................
2 u Wallace, Thoinas............................  !
t MoGrcgor, William........
2 u Vincent, James ..............................
* u Reardon, Henry.............................
2 Lloyd, Jane.................................
2 M logs, Leah ......................................

u Black, Frank ........ ........... .........
2 u Pratt, Matthew ..............................
5 » Hassard, Edward ..........................

Gatekeeper ............... j
Probationer ........
Gatekeeper....................... 1
Probationer.................. j
Gawkucper..................
Probationer ................
Gatekeeper.. . .
Plattonn attendant ...
Postal assislant..............
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Probationer...................
Probationer......................
Probationer . ... ,
Junior porter................
Gatekeeper ..............
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Gatekeeper ................
Porter..........................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper ................
Gatekeeper......................
Platform eurctaker . 
Probationer ... ..
Probationer ................
Probitioner ............
Probationer ............ ]
Probationer .............. 1
Probat’oncr ................
Junior porter . . |
Caretaker and post 

mistress
Gatekeeper......................
Porter..............................
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper......................
Porter...............................
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper.....................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ... ...
Gatekeeper ..............
Porter ............................
Probationer..................
Probationary porter. .
Probationer ..................
Probationer...................i
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer......................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer.................
Probationer ................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Junior porter................
Porter ........................
Gatekeeper..................
Porter..............................
Platform attendant___
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper ..................
Probationer ................
Probationer ..............
Gatekeeper....................

7/-per week .. 
2/0 per week . 
7/- per v’cek .
- G per week .. 
7,- per week 
2 G per week 
Frui* bouse i
j per week . .| 
Id'-per week . 
2/G per week , ! 
1t“c house . .
Li G per week . I 
2 b por week |
2 G per week .,
3 4 per day ,., ■ 
7/* per week . 
Free house .. 
70|- per wtek 
Free house ... 
2/0 per week . 
15/- per week .. 
lr>t‘ per week 
O/- per day .. . 
7'* per week . 
Free house .... 
15'- per week .. 
Fico house
?fii per week ..
*J fl per week 
2 O per week .. 
2.fl per week .
2,13 per week .. 
2/fl per week .. 
"HO per day . . 
?/- ner week and 

house.
Free house ... 
UA ])er day . .. 
2/6 per week .. 
10/- per week .
6/- per day___
7/-per week .. 
Free house .. 
2dj per week .. 
2;0 per week .. 
6/- per day . .. 
15/- per week,, 
2/C per u eek .. 
2/C i>er week .. 
IS/- per week 
(■/- per da\ .... 
2/0 l^r week , 
10/- per week .. 
2-‘C per week 
2 C per week ■ 
I5i’- per w’erk I 
2'0 per week . | 
71- per iveek , 
2,'6 per week .
2 fl per week . 
7/-per week ,, 
2/C per week ..
5/- per day___
G-'- per day . .. 
Free house .
0/- per day ,... 
7/- per week .. 
7*'-per week .. 
2,fl per week 
7/-per week .. 
2/0 per iveek ., 
7,- per week . 
15/- per week 
2-6 per week . 
2»G per week .. 
7'- per week

Porter ................
Gatekeeper , , 
Junior porter .
Shunter..........
Probationer .... 
Probationer . . 
Gatekeeper.... 
Gatekeeper . .. 
Probationer .,. 
Telephone hoy
Junior porter___
Gatekeeper.. . 
Probationer . .. 
Probationer ..
Junior porter___
Gatekeeper . .. 
Telephone boy ..
Gatekeeper..........
Gatekeeper........
Gatekeeper. . . 
Caretaker and 

mistress.

. (X per day ..

. Free house . ,

. 3,4 per day ., , 
TAporday ... 

i 2 fl per week 
. j 2 C per week . 

7/- per week 
Free house .
2 fl per week .. 
10f- per week,.|
2/fi per day___
7/-per week ..j 
2 fl per week .. [ 
2, fl per week . \ 
2/ft per day. (

J l.V- )H>r week ..
| 10'- per week . .| 

7/- ptr wtek 
35-'- ]>cr week . 
i.V- per week 
KV- per week..post

GatekeC]>or....................
Probationer..............
Porter..........................
Gatekeeper..................
Platform attendant...

Porter ..................
Probationer ................
Probationer ................
Probationer ................
Probationer ................
Telephone boy............
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper....................
Probationer ....
Probationer ................
Probationer ................

Free house .. . 
2 0 pel week .. 
ft'- per day ... 
7'-per week . 
10/- per week 

and house, 
ft’-per dav ... 
2'ft per week. .. 
2 ft per wreek . 
2/Cl per week .. 
fb-per week .. 
ID'- per week . 
7f- pet w'cok .. 
7/- per week .. 
2 ft per week .. 
3(1/- per week . 
2/0 pur week .

T’kw C, Hamm, 
VY« K. Wilkins. 
rtM M, Jstrophair.

Pier A. Foster. 
Pice D. Steiii.
Vice 1L. Myonfc.

r»fr M SummcrjTrccne 
Picc A. Knight.

f'l’ee J l>rici.
Vice >1. Kellencr. 
Vice H. Novhyriy, 
Vice W, Rcnnctt.

Vice J. Ljon.

Vice M. McDonald. 
Fire A, Tr.ininr. 
Fire M. Hoyan. 
Fic« A1. iJoiihitf. 
Vice Li Abies.

rtc< P. Pctno.
IVcc \V. Ward.
Vice T Alio1!.
Vice lb Kerr.
Vice P. Miller 
Vice T Hughes.

F/cc A. ilaincs. 
Vice H. rttenart. 
Vice A. Keane. 
Vice P. Miller.
Vice tv. Cavers 
Vier S. lilaokett. 
Vice M. O’Toole,

Transferred from Extra SUfT. 
Vice 11. Primrose.

Vicf J. Field. 
Vice T. WehtJako.

Vice G, Ihoklcy.

Vice H. Dunn.
ViV^ J. Ldlej.
Vice V. housemorc.
Vice 1-'. Oittrod.

Vice B. Budd.
Fur 11. liostock. 
lie-employed
Transferred from Extra bluff. 
Vic* N. Von os’.
Transferred from i-latru Slaff.

Vice K, Richards.
Tranaterrni from Extra Staff. 
Vice S. Foster.
Vice A. lAndicr.
Vice S Boll.

Vice P. Cameron 
ITrt! tV, Brown,
Vice C. Cole.

IVcc J. Beach 
Vtcc S. Malone.

1 icc T. Hay wood

Vice Mrs. Hailey, 
Vfcc G. Clarke.

Vice X. Dovery, 
Vice C. Giles.
1 ice L. Coombes. 
Vice D. West.

Vice A. MagCnms. 
Vice C. Royer.

V?cc M Jnuiiusmi, 
Vice H. Wauhoji. 
Vtrc R, Cosyrovc. 
Vice M. Ilartigan

Vice A. Taj lor. 
Vice C. flails.
Vice P. Bnu c, 
Vice C. JeJTeiw.

Vice 1/ Lloyd.
Vice M. Jri”S.
Vtcc W, Winder, 
Vine \Y. Johnstone, 
Vtce W. McJanneiL



oi

Date. Name.

APPENDIX—continued.

Position. Rato. Remarke.

1900. Chie* Taimo Makagbr's Branch—eontinited.
10 Fob. 10 „ 
Id i. 
1ft „ 
1ft „
19 » 
Iff „ SO „
20 M
23 „
24 „
23 „
2* » 
27 „

1 Mar.
2 »»
2 „
5 „ 
ft „
7 „
8 „
« i,
ff tf

12 M
13 „
Id „ 
10 t( 
10 » 
18 » 
10 „ 
18 „ 
IS „ 
19 „

22 
22 
28 
24
24 
20 
i:Q
30
31 
31

2 April 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
0 
fl 
C 
6 
fl

11 
12 
13 
13 
13
13
14 
20 
85
25 
27 
2S 
30 
SO

1 May. 
1 
8 
4 
4_r,
7
3 
3

14
15
16 
10 
13 
21 
22 
23 
25 
25

28
2S
2S
30
SI

1 JUDC
1 *
1 ,

2 ,

4 ,
4 ,
4 »
8 .
8 ,

u
9 , 

,
n
u , 
ii ,

Houjfhton^ Mary..............................
Collios, John ................................
Abbott, William ............................
Gundlock, Uobcrt..........................
Vincent, Elizabeth........................
Braekenbury Charles....................
Dewnie, Peter ................................
Kerr, Leslie .................................
Bradley, Emily ..............................
Payne, Madeline............................
Donoghue, Dcms ..........................
Upton, Richard ..............................
Markham, Daniel ..........................
Huthnance, Emma........................
Suanlon, ErimurKl ......................
Coulter, William............................
Dewhurst. Clara..............................
Han ey, Margaret..........................
Williams, Mr$....................................
Liuklater, Leslie.... ..............
Pendcrgast,, James..........................
Rutter, Herbert..............................
Raiiev, Elizabeth . ........................
Wriuiitsoti, Tliomas ......................
Rnislwck, William..........................
Smith, Norman ............................
Clooney, James ............................
Warren, Helena..............................
McLennan, Alice..............................
Lockwood, Albert ..........................
Cuthbert David ..............................
Kirby, Alice ....................................
Betts, William.................................

Ball, AUee ............................ .
Almond, John ,,,, ,, ,,,,,
Simpson, Norman....................
Matthews, Robert ..........................
Bruce, John ................................
Marr, William...................................
Ainiand, Sarah................................
Squires, Alfred..............................
Duncan, Krnest ..............................
Brettel, Decimus ..........................
Henderson, Janies..........................
Mansfield, Horace ..........................
Marr, Henry..................................
Kitten, Alexander..........................
Howling- Georg-c..............................
Pryor, Alice ................................
Lambert, Paul ................................
Stanley, George ..............................
Webb, Walter..................................
Daley, Kov ......................................
Beavis, Hcnrj’................................
Simpson, Williatn ..........................
Stevens, Arthur ........................
Hutchinson, Sydney......................
Evans. Edward ..............................
l.iaabury, Jane ..........................
Kyan, William............................ .
McGhee, Effcnia ..........................
Kinjf, Thomas ................................
Mitchell, Stanley..............................
Wilbow, Aubrcv..........................
McKenna, Randolph......................
lieijrhington, Frcdk.........................
Buckinghani, Marcus........ ............
Crook, Sydney..............................
Summergieene, Joseph ..............
Ahern, Elizabctli ..........................
Bax, Georere....................................
Denton, George ..........
Bolt, Elisabeth ..............................
Church, Mrs. Mary..........................
Coulston, Richard..........................
Smith, William ..........................
Barrett, Louisa................................
Barker, Arthur..................................
Love, George....................................
Regan, Emma ................................
Kershaw, Francis ..........................
Beatson, Bridget............................
Rogenj, James..................................
Lovett, Clarence..............................
Davis, Charles..............................
Addison, Harley ............................
Clements, Nathan ........................
Walley, Felix....................................
Walsh, Jane ....................................
Churchill, Emily..............................
Castles, Elizabeth ..........................
Allen, Frederick..............................
Smith, Arthur.................... ............
Beattie, William..............................
Darby, Sarah......................................
WaUton, Henry................................

Jackson, Edward........................ ...
Greases, Thomas.............................

Fahy, Franois............................ ...
Hudson, Charles ............................
Wakefield, James ..........................
Penrose, Arthur..............................
Tully, Ellen .............................. .
Hayter, Alfred...................................
Thomas, John.................. ...............
Haininp, Clarence..........................
Hill, Frederick..................................
Clatworthy, Charles ......................
Haup, Frank......................................
Collier, Walter ..............................
Wade, Archibald .....................
Hansakcr, Thomas..........................

Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper................
Junior porter ..........
Telephone boy..............
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper....................
Telephone boy............
Gatekeeper. ................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Porter............................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatckoejncr............ .........
Junior porter................
Porter............................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper......................
Ladies' attendant___
Probationer ..............
Junior porter..................
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper..................
Probationer ................
Probationer..................
Junior porter............
Platform attendant .
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper..................
Platform attendant. .. 
Gatekeeper.......................

Gatekeeper ..............
Porter ........................
Probationer................
Probationer................
Porter..............................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper ..................
Telephone i>ov ... .
Block lad ............
Porter..............................
Block lad........................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..............
Probationer ..............
Probationer..................
Gatekeeper . ..
Porter..........................
Porter ..................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..................
Porter ............................
Porter ......................
Probationer .... ..
Porter............................
Porter............................
Gatekeeper ..............
Telephone boy............
Gatekeeper ..................
Porter ......................
Telephone l»oy ...........
Telephone boy..............
Porter ........................
Probationer ................
Probationer ............ .
Telephone boy..............
Probationer................
Gatekeeper ..................
Porter ....................
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ....
Gatekeeper ..................
Probationer ..................
Porter........................
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Porter..........................
Caretaker & gatekeeper 
Apprentice clerk , . .
Gatekeeper ..............
Porter ....................
Junior porter ..........
Probationer..................
Telephone boy..............
Porter ..........................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper ..................
Gatekeeper ................
Gatekeeper ..................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..................
Junior porter............ ...
Gatekeeper ..................
Post-office and platform 

attendant.
Junior porter................
Post-office and platform 

attendant.
Porter............................
Porter............................
Apprentice clerk ..........
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper ....................
Probationer .......
Porter ..............................
Porter..............................
Porter..........................
Probationer ..................
Telephone bny ..............
Junior porter ..............
Probationer ..............
Gatekeeper......................

Free house. .. 
15/- per week 
S,'4 per day.
10/- per week. 
7/- per week .. 
15/- per week. 
15 - per week. 
10/- per week 
Free house .. 
7,'- per week.
2'{5 per week.
6/- per day ... 
10/- per week . 
5/- per week.
3/4 per day ., 
£b-per day .. 
7 per week ..
Free house___
20 • per week.. 
2/0 per nock. 
4/2 per day .. 
2 6 per week 
7/- per week ,. 
]5' per week.
2 fi per week, j 
2(fl per week ..j 
4,2 per day .... | 
5/- per week . 
If) - per week..j 
2/0 per week ] 
ir>'- per week . 
Free hou^c 
If)/- per week A 

hOUAG.
7/u per week .. 
(i - per day * 
2/0 per week . 
10/per «eek .. 
(l--per day ... 
0.'- per day.
Free house . 
If)/- per week .. 
ifl’- per week.. 
fl/- per day . .
11)/- per week. 
2/0 per week .. 
2 G por week .. 
2/fl per week . 
2'fl pnr week ..
Free house*___
C'- per day___
(!/- por day .. 
2 (i per week 
2/(5 per neck . 
Of-per day ..
6/- per day ... 
2,0 per week
fy- per day___
G-per day .. 
Free house . 
30/- per week . 
Free house .. 
fl/'per day ... 
in/- per week 
KV per week . 
6/- per day . 
ID'- per week , 
2s G per week .. 
Ki/- per v. .
2 6 per week 
7/- per week 
fl/-perda> ... 
30/- per week .. 
V/- per week .. 
Free house ... 
2,,15 perweek .. 
O'-per day ... 
7/- per week .. 
35/- per week. 
Gj-por day ... 
7/- por week . 
£30 per annum
Free house___
Cl- pur day .... 
2/6 per day ... 
2 6 per week .. 
30/-per week . 
0/- per day .. 
fl,’- per flay ... 
7*. per week .. 
7/- per week .. 
15'- per week 
2/6 per week .. 
2 0 per week . 
Zjtiperdav.. - 
7/-per week .. 
15/- per week..

34 per day ... 
3/4 per day ...

fl/- per day___
(p- per day .. 
£30 per annum 
2/6 per week . 
Free house.... 
2 0 per week ..
G/- per day___
6/- per day .... 
6/- per daj .... 
2/6 per week ., 
10/* per week..
2/fl per day___
2/6 per weak .. 
15/- per week..

Vice C- Hess. 
Vice S. Gro\ ilie.

Frcs F, Lee,
Viet M. Burns.

Vice W. Brayne. 
Vice Mrs, Vincent

Viet A. Dunshea.
Vice Mrs, J Markham.

Vice G, Alley.
Fice H Cannon.
Vice T. Dew hurst.
Vice J, Drummond.
Ffee E. U'tiricn.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Wee tV. Dicker.
Wm Mrs. H. Bennett.

Viet W. Small
Transferred from Extra Staff

Vice A. McLennan.
Vice K. Pye,
Vice W. Long.

Vice M. Kmidaon.

Wee E, Ball.
Wee F. Dowling1,

Wee E. Jcnnttig:*.
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice S. Clarke.

Vice W. Lackey.
Tmnsferred from Extra Staff. 
Vice J. White.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Wre L. Atkinson,
Vice K. Hartigan.
Vice J. Pcndergast.

Vice lJ Scayo 
W'ce It. Small.
Vice J. Ryan.

WerC Hanson. 
Wee L. N}c.
Wee W. Davis 
Vice K. Cuvanoiifth. 
Vice D, Fitch.

rice G. Butt.
Vice G. Cal her.
Wee P, Carroll.

Pier A. Webb 
Vice G Whilely. 
Wee A. MuA&kill.

Vice B. Murphy. 
Vice L. Keliieui.

ric<* J. West.
Wee A. Joyce.
Wee P. Clarke.
Vice C. Sykes.- 
Fine W. Grant.
Pice M. Ha>.

Trausfcnod from Extra Staff 
Wee tV, Chicken.

Wee E. Mill?. 
Wee L. Lee.

Vice f. Eylea,
Vtce C. Dewhurst. 
Vico M, Priest

Wee 0. Hardwick 
Wee A. Corcoran.

Wee J. Pierce.
Vtce T. Lambert. 
Vice W. Fcruside. 
Vice A, Lougbrulgc.

rice M. Ward.

Vice J. Buckley

Vice H. Rose. 
Pice E. Word

i



APPEN DIX— con fin ued.

Data. Kama. Position. lUte. Remarks.

1000. CniRF Thaffic MAKAonn's Brakcii—continued,

14 Juno. Smith, Vatrick..................................
14 „ Piper, Louisa ..................................
16 ,t Skelton, Margaret..........................
IS M Thew, Cecil......................................
18 „ Grant, Harold..................................
18 ,, Dawson, George............ ................
-L ,1 Faraons* Albert ..............................
23 „ Carcv, John......................................
25 „ Burke, Mary......................................

25 Small, Leslie................................ .
26 „ Uedcr, Thomas .......... ...................

1899.

10 Nov. O'Grady, WiMiiira ..........................
10 „ Cochrane, Thomas..........................
22 ,r Adams, Claudo..................................

1009.
19 Jan.. Casson, Joseph ...............................
22 „ Ifoody, George..............................
5 Fob.. Anderson, Ross ..............................

12 „ Stace, Frederick.............. *..............
W Mar . Stickler, William..............................
19 April Brown, Thomas ..............................
IS Juno Bishop, Edward..............................

1899.
27 July Joyce, Thomas...................................
K .. Haydnn, Henry A...........................
23 ,, Laws, Ernest ..................................
28 „ Hayward, Ernest T ......................
81 M Ford, Albert E...............................

2 Aug. Kneushaw, Frederick......................
* Hughes, Bernard T...........................

SO „ Wilson, John H. .............................
11 Sept. Hutchison, James P...................
It Arnott, James ..............................
17 Nov. Rowe, Norman E...............................
23 „ Brown, Frank..................................
21 Dec.. Wright, Horace H...........................

1900.
17 Jan,. Bcmbcrg, Cohnan P........................

1 Feb.. Harrison, Howard ..........................

23 „ Mcdcaif, William.............................
16 Mar.. Darbv, James A.................................

2 April Twacilftle, James W............. ... .,
13 „ Hunlicv Guy E..................................
10 „ Sharp. James ..................................

Rahhidco, Parnell .......................
8 May Mathiesou, Albert ..........................

25 „ Murray, Quinton...............................
i June Bode, "Charles W................................

Pnrter......... ...............
Gatckccpur......................
Gatekeeper......................
i'robal loner ..................
Probatiojicr ..................
ProhatiouiT ............
KiEhfc gatekeeper .. ..
Postal assUtunt ..........
Gatekeeper ..................

Probationer ..............
Probationer ..................

G‘- per day___
Free house .,.. 
fice house .... 10/- per week.. 

‘2/G per week , 
2/0 per week 
15/- per week . 
10/- perweek 
20/- per week & 

house.
2'G per week . 
2/0 per week

Tim T. Ash.
Vmc E. Phillips.
Vice F. .Tackgtin.Ficr C. Siayer,
Vtca S. Butterworth.

Vies h. Walsnn.
Ttcf G. Christie.
Vice C. Sutheilaml,

Vice J, McDonald

SlONAt AND iNTKhLOCKIKQ EsGtNEER'ft BRANCH.

Driller ... 
Spike boy 
Spike boy

7/6 per day 
2/3 per dny 
2/* per dny

Tranfitcrrcd from E^tm Staff.

Carpenter .......................
Assistant signal fitter..
Labourer .......................
Ah^istant signal fitter..
Relief hoy .. ..............
Labourer...........................
Relief boy .......................

0/- par day 
7-6 per day 
6/6 per day 
7/* per dn> 
2/- per day 
V- per day 
If- per day

Vice W, Hamilton.

Vice IX Clnlda

Vice T. Cochrane, 
tice Wm. Buchanan. 
Bice Ernest Leu in.

Eujctrjcal Esginemi’s Branch.
Improver ......................
Electrical cadet..............
Improver ......................
Improper ......................
Improper ....................
Electrical cadet..............
probationer ..................
1st ICngineer ................
2nd engineer..................
3rd Engineer ..............
Kleetncal cadet..............
Electrical cadet ..........
Probationer....................

Fitter ............................
Assistant electrical 

engineer.
Telegraph messenger . 
Telegraph probationer..
foreman..........................
District inspector .. 
Telegraph probationer.. 
District assistant .... 
Telcgiuph probationer..
Electrical cadet..............
Improper ......................

6/- per day .... 
10|* per week. 
6’- per day ....
fi - per day__
5f~ per day ... 
10/- per week ,,| 2/6 per week ..| 
14/- pur day .. 
12)6 per day . 
12-’-per day .. 
10/- per v-eck.. 10'* per week 
2,0 per week ..

Transferred from Extra Staff.
|George and Harris Streets Electric Tramwaj.

8/- per day___ 1
£200 per annum

16/- per week.. 2 G per week .. 
70/-per vioek . 
54''' per week. .| 
2‘G per week 
0/- per day ...
2 /0 per w cek .. I 
10/- per week . j 
6/- per day —1

Vice E. Dean 
Vice A Cummings. 
T'ice F. Lind.

Vice W SullRan.

lYce J. II. Davis.

1S90. COUPTROLLRK OF STORES BRANCH.
31 Sept. 
IS „ H „ 

1900. 
IS April 
11 Maj 
10 „

Reid, Harold................
Lewis, Archer ............
Shields, Richard ...

Wilkinson* Edmund . 
Martin, Thomas C .., 
Reid, Walter M............

Apprentice elerk ..........
Office latl..........................
Office lad ........................

Sheet teiiairer ..............
Apprentice clerk . .. 
Office lad ......................

£30 per annum 
10/- per week 
10/- per week ..

Vice A, Tankard.

7/- per day___ Transferred from Extra Staff.
£30 pet annum Vice L. Hark 
10/- per week ..

PaorKuiT and Estate Branch.
8 June! Garland, Lewis H.............................. 1 Clerk ............................... \ £180 per annum]

1399. Tram ways—Locomotive Branch.
8 July Lavender, Frederick.........................

H Bradley, William il..............................
22 Aug. Rawlings, Francis .............................
18 „ Hill, Thomas C.......................................
80 „ Tyrer, Thomas....................................
n Sept. Smaliilian, Edward.............................
11 11 Smith, Henry ......................................
11 n Masters, Ernest ..................................
U ii Stott, James...........................................
11 i- Gillies, Peter.................. ........................
ii MoRobcrts, Oswald.............................
ii „ Manning, William .............................
11 i. Haddrell, Jonas ..................................
ii Payne, Arthur E....................................
H Nelmos, Frederick G.........................
U » Draper, Arthur K................................
11 ii Long, Richard H..................... .............
11 ii lAthlaen, John JL.............................
11 „ Atkinson, John ..................................
12 Barrntt, David......................................
12 „ llemsworth, Edward.........................
12 „ Jackson, Edward..................................
12 „ Inman, James ....................................
12 ii Humphries, William ......... ...............
12 „ Cimbcrt, Alfred G...............................
IS „ Long, George ..................................
1* Mills, Robert J.......................................
14 ,i Bums, James ......................................
3 Oct., Butlin, Thomas ..................................
® „ Webb, James 11, ..................................
6 Mearcs, Frederick .............................
0 „ Bingham, William.............................

11 IP Fair, Joseph W......................................
30 ,, Kinsella, Arthur H.............................
17 Nov,, Martin, William ..................................
12 Dec.. Warburton, Henry.............................
i* „ Harcn, Michael......................................

18 „ 
1900.

Sattler, George W........................... ....

16 Jan.. Cook, Henrv...........................................
1 Fob.. Eaton, Thomas ..................................

1® i. Doyle, Edwin ......................................

Cleaner .......................... 5/6 per day___
Cleaner .......................... 4 G per day ...
Appi entice...................... I0d. i>erdav ..
Vullev oiler...................... 2‘G per day ....
Fuelman.......................... 6 6 per day ..
Cleaner .......................... 5 G per dav___
Cleaner .......................... 5 G per day ....
Cleaner .......................... DGptr day ....
Cleaner ...................... 5 0 per day ...
Cleaner .......................... fi'fi per day___
Cleaner .......................... 6/G pci* day ..,
Cleaner .......................... fi/0 por dav .. .

Cleaner ........................ 6/6 per dav ..
Cleaner .......................... 6/G por rinv....
Cleaner ...................... 5'0 per day___
Cleaner .......................... 6 6 per day ....
Cleaner .......................... 6/G per day....
Cleaner .......................... 5,C per dav ....
Cleaner ......................... 3/0 per day___
Cleaner .......................... f*'G per dav....
Cleaner ........................ 4/0 per dav ...
Cleaner .......................... 5/0 per dav___
Cleaner .......................... 3'0 per dav ....
Cleaner .......................... 5/0 per d iv .,,,
Cleaner ....................... 4/0 per d»\ . ..
Cleaner ...................... 5'6 per das'.. .
Cleaner .......................... 5/6 por day....
Apprentice .................... 10d. ]»rduy .,
Cleaner ........................ 5 ’G iwr day ...
Fitter . .... ............... 10/-por day ..
Machinist .................. . 8/Jr per day ....
Shop bov......................... 2/3 per day___
Apprentice clerk .......... £30 per annum
Fuelman.......................... fl/G per day , ..
Cleaner .......................... 5 G jicr day___
Stationary engine fire- 7/G per day....

man.
Labourer.......................... 6jB per day .

Viet T, Graham.
Vice J. Fletcher.

Vice T. Searle.
Vi’cA IF Kaplcton. 
Vice H. Fletcher. 
Vic« E. McLaughlin. 
Vice J. lloruson. 
f'tcd G, Thomas.
Vice A. Coleman. 
Vice F. Dodd.
TriCfi A. Crmible. 
I'lflF A. Hinton.
Vice R. EiaiiB.
T't'cdf -T. Montgomery. 
Vice G. Swan.
Vtcc H. KjJc.
Vice S. Huirlson. 
Vice I*. Mitchell.
Ftcc C. Fletcher.
Vice J, MeiUcjohn. 
Vice J. Hardgo.
Vice C. Catford, 
iTtcc "W. Rower.
Vice W. Wafers.
Vice P. Austin.
Vtcc E. Baker 
Wee C. Boxall.
Tree H Hodgson.ViJCt E. WilU.
Vtce F, 31aenab.

Vtcc T Marr,
T'ice J. Dickie.
Vice F. I/ce 
Vice J. Harris,
Vice T, Tyrcr.

Vice E. JobUEOn.

Machinist ....................
Labourer ...................
Painter's assistant ....

S/4 per day 
G 6 per day 
G,'6 per day

Vice A. Bell. 
IVcc O. Saltier. 
Vice J. Duffy.
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APPEN DIX—contin tied.

Date. Name* Poait-.o!). Rate. Remarks.

1000. T#amwa7S“Locomotivf Rpancii—contt'Nttflrt.
21 Veb..f Mcakin. Charles................................ Striker ..........................1 7/-per day ,
9 Mar,. Daley, Thomas.................................. j Fitter ...............................| 10,'-per day

22 , i Cahill John ............................. . | Stationary engine fire- 7/6 per day.,

I
I man. |

Kennedy, James Ii........................... Dnver............................. | 11A per day

White, Aioorgc................................Labourer.............................. ti/fiperday .
* umikp , Harrison, Scotl.............................. ! Labouriir....................... I 6/6 per day ..

Vice M. liayfield.
Vi& T. Couper.
Filer J. Learj.

Re-cniployc<l.
j-Transferred from E itra Staff.

1S99. 
1 July

11 Au{ 
17 
17 

4 Sept,
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 a c 6 6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7

Tramways—Trapfic Branch.

7 
S
8 
8 
8 
8 
S 8 S 
S 
8 
S 
S 
8 9 9 9 0 0 9 9 
9
11 
12 13 
18 
18 
18 
13 
18 
13 
IS 
IS 30 
30 

1 Oc
3
4

Yates, William F...........
Mitchell, William ... 
Anderson, William B.
Watson, Daniel ..........
Lonehan, Francis F. ..
Ticrnuy, Michael..........
Rogers, William
Read, John W................
Truine, Georgrc It..........
Gant, Richard . ,,, 
Pridcnux. Matthew.... 
Snlkcld, William ,, ..
Wilson, Henry R...........
Sheldon, William ... 
Hanger, Alfred W. .. .
Perkins, Albert ..........
Parker, Janies H. ... 
Comer, Archibald W... 
Ross, James AL . ..
Rrenmcr, John............
Palmer, Jamea W. . .
Oakes, William J............
O’Brien, Walter S. . 
Hutchinson, Goor^c K.
Cronin, Mark ..............
Wynne, Wilfrid P. ... 
Parsons, Sydney H. .., 
O’Keefe, Thomas J. .
Black, George J...............
BurgiS, William G..........
Dale, Benjamin A...........
Atkinson, George C. .
Lees, Edward J.

Conductor .. ..
Board attendant 
Conductor ....
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Telephone lad ..
Conductor..........
Conductor .... 

i Conductor ... .
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor ......
Conductor..........
Conductor ..........
Conductor ..........
Conductor............
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor .... ,
Conductor ............
Conductor........
Conductor.......... .
Conductor .......... .
Conductor............
Conductor...........
Conductor ____
Conductor ..........
Conductor............
Conductor.......... .
Conductor ____
Conductor ..........
Conductor ............

Jcnkuis, Fiancis J.......................... | Conductor
Krecklcton, Albert J.
Cooper, Charles L.___
Charker, George E. .
Charker, Albert E.........
Mongan, Alichael ........
McGrath, John C. ..
Bidding, Percy..............
Pollock, Robert W........
Payne, William C..........
Quinn, Patrick..............
Read, Edward A. ... 
Roberts, Henry T. .. . 
Creed, Alfred ... 
Anderson, Norman C.
Lackey, Andrew ........
Chadwick, John W. ..
Porter, Leslie ..............
Goad}', Ed ward J..........
Colgan, John J. ...
Coxhcad, Albert ft.........
Johnson, John W. , .
Paine, Edward..............
Hurne, T.awford \V. .. 
Watkins, William R. . 
Warton, George M .... 
Watt, Julius T, . ,
Wiggins, Thomas W. .. 
tleazlett, John H. .. 
Hickey, James ,, ,
Reynolds, Edward J , 
Honiiman, Trank G. .
Scott, Albert.................. .
Pike, Valentine ...........
.lames, Samuel IT, .. , 
Murray, Milton H. . 
Reardon, William T. ...
Wilson, Albert H...........
Kennedy, Frederick A.. 
Vfiujfhnn, Thom oh . .,. 
Johnstone, Edward M. .
Murphy, Michael............
Naylor, Alexander........
Smith, Norman .1............
Love, Charles J................
Kavanugh, Alichael........
Napier, Robert E..........
Hollier, Herbert S....,,
Rodgcip, Oliver ............
Vilas, Edward E..............
Kell}, Myles A................
MeCurthv, James F. ,,. 
Martin, Samuel ....
Clarke, Ernest................
Sutton. George T. . ..
Tucker, Jesse ................
Lund, boren C..............
Drcwe, Leslie E...............
Lewis, Walter................
Gainey, John ............
McDonogh, Charles If. . 
Aikman, John C.. . .
Blake, John....................
Walters, Henry 11..........
Rorison, WillUm G ,..,
Bemic, Adam ........
Hodges, George............
SwindlehurHl, Harold .
Hill, Ernest W ............
Casey, William T............
McCurdeH, John............
Kopper, Albert..............
Brighton, Arthur E. ...

Conductor , 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor 
Conductor . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . . 
Conductor . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ... 
Conductor , . 
Conductor .. 
Conductor .,. 
Conductor ... 
Conductor . . 
Conductor . . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor .. 
Conductor ... 
Conductor 
Conductor ... 
Conductor ...
Conductor ___
Conductor ___
Conductor 
Conductor ...,
Conductor ___
Conductor___
Conductor ... 
Conductor .,.,
Conductor___
Conductor ,... 
Conductor .... 
Conductor ....
Conductor___
Conductor . .. 
Conductor .. . 
Conductor . .. 
Conductor . . 
Conductor ,,.. 
Conductor ,,..
Conductor___
Conductor .. . 
Telephone lad
Conductor___
Conductor . . 
Conductor .... 
Conductor .... 
Conductor .. . 
Conductor ... 
Conductor 
Conductor ... 
Conductor .. 
Conductor ....
Conductor___
Conductor ___
Conductor .
Conductor ___
Conductor ___

G/- per day .., 
6'- per day ,,, 
(J/* per day ... 
G/- jrer dny .. 
0,'- per day . , 
10/- per week. 
fP- por day ... 
C>1- per day ... 
6'- per day ,.. 
G/- per day ... 
6- per day ... 
6'- per day ... 
fi/- per day ,, 
O'- per day .. 
Of- per day ... 
6/- per day .. 
fiV- per day ... 
C - per day ..

per day . 
6-'- per da> ... 
6/- per day .. 
(I/- per day ,, 
6/* per day . 
O'- per day ... 
<V- per day . 
fi/- Jw day . 
C/- per day ... 
6/- per day ... 
6*- per day ... 
tV- per day . . 
G/- per day . 
6/- per day ... 
6/- j>er day ... 
0/- ixjr day ..
G - per day .
0/- per da> ...

per day ... 
0/- per day .. 
0'- per day .. 
G/- per day ... 
G/- per day ...

. ,| 6'-per day .. , 
,.| ti'- per day ...

I
1 G'- per day___

6/- per day . .

6''- per day___
6/- per day ... 

i <J/- per day . .. 
. G'- per day ... 
G/- per day ... 
ft/- per day 
Cr'- per day ... 
C/- per day ... 
ft,'- per day ... 
G'- per day .. 
{R* per dny ... 
C(- per day ... 
6/- per day ... 
0/- per day 
GA j>er day ... 
0A j>er day ..
6/- per day ..,
C - per day . . 
«A per day ...
G - per day ... 

G/- per day .. 
W- per day .
G/- per day .
G/- per day . . 
ft/- per day ,.. 
6/- per day ,,, 
ft/- per day ... 
ft'- per day ..
C/- per day ... 
0>’- por day ....

per day . .. 
GA i>er day ...
G/- per day___
C'1- per day .,
6/- per day ....
ftN per day___
ft/- per day ..
O'- per day . 
ft/- per day ... 
6/- per day .... 
ft/- per day .... 
6/- l5Cr oay ,..
GA per day___
ft.'- per day .... 
ft/- per day .... 
10/- per v, cek.. 
6/- per day .... 
fl/- per day ....
6/- per day___
G/* per day___
O'- por day .... 
C - per day .... 
ft/- per daj .. 
6'- per day — 
ft'- per day .... 
ft/- per day ... 
ft/- per day ... 
ft/- per day .
0/- ]ier day-----
6/- per day .... 
Gf- per day ....

Vice J. Claridge.
Transfeircd from Extra Staff 
J Balmain and Leichhardt Lines. 
Vice H, Hradney.

J-Georgc and Harris Streets Electric Tramway

J
]-Rose Bay Line.1
Vice Z. Jeffrey.
George and Harris Streets Electric Tramway 
Vice A. Lackey.
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APPENDIX—coh^'j) ued.

Date. Nwnc.
Position. 1

Bate.

IBM. Tuaicv. ays—Tr *.FFre Uram'ij — eonf
12 Oct.,. O'- per day '

l»/- por dny - - 
fl’-per dav ...

32 „
i2 Rleyffi Albert .................................. \ Conductftr ................
14 Hr per day. .. 

ft/- per day ...
O'- per day .
6 - per dav . ..

14 ^
14 ",
H i, Dolan, John M................................... Conductor . . .
14 „ o;- per day ..

0 - per dai ... ^ 
0/-per dav .. *

14 ”
14 „ Roach, Thomas H............................ Conductor......................
14 i} McSweenoT, Henry.......................... 1 Conductor.................... 6 - per day___
U 11 Giilrov, Satiiuel ............................  | Conductor...................... 6/- per dav . |
14 „ Wrifrht, William ........................ Conductor ............ fl - por da\___
20 „ Gosling. Frederick.......................... Conductor.................... fl;-per day.. ,
20 ,, Gumperts, Gustave.......................... Conductor...................... 0 - per day . ,
20 „ O'- pm day ....

O'- per day___so ;; liankinson, Halmond .................... Conductor ............
20 ,, G'- par day___J

10/- per week ..10 Nor. Potter, Charlep............................... Telephone lad ..............
13 Dec. Tierney, Patrick.............................. Conductor...................... 6i- per d^y ., 1
14 " 

1000.
KUej, Albert B................................... Conductor ...................... 0;- per day .... 1

G(-per day ....
6/- per day ....
0/- per day___

1 »
* ;; Paulson, Alfred S.............................. Conductor......................
4 „ Budge, Joseph C............................. Conductor...................... 0 - per day . ..
6 „ Potter, William H........................... Junior lamp trimmer . lV6 per du> ...

lit „ Martin, Frederick .......................... Conductor ...................... 0 - pur day .,.
22 „
31 ,,

Wright, Reginald .......................... Office lad ........................ 10' per week
6/- pur day ..
0'-per dav .,!*i ;; Cannano, James.............................. Car-cleaner ..............

F> Eeb.. Wilson, Albert.................................. Conductor...................... 6/-per dav ...
& „ Huntley, Frank ........................... Conductor...................... 0/- per dav ,. 1
^ M Gorman, Charles E........................... Conductor ............ IV-per day . J

12 Henrv, John.............................. .. .. Conductor .............. per day . ..i
Buchanan, Fercv .......................... Conductor ................ 6 - per (bn ...

ti „ French, Alfred E............................... Conductor.................... 0/- per day ... I
23 ,
1W „ Johnson, William ............ .............. Conductor...................... fl/- per dav ..
•fi O’* per day .. .

G/- per day .. J3 Mar. O'Connor, John!)............................ Conductor......................
9 Head, Albert K. .............................. Conductor ....................... 0'- pur day ....

15 ,, per day .... [ 
10/-per ucck . ; 
6'-per dav .

id ;;
20 ;; Tcale, James.................................... Conductor ....................
20 „ Auld, John C.................................... Conductor.................. 6 - por day___ i
21 „ Hay, Sidney A.................................... Office lad........................ 10 - per week ..J
« Cabot, George................................... Conductor...................... 0/- per day ,
22 „ 6/- per day ,. i

6/- per day___ ;
b/- per day .. ft

22 ”
2G Chan tier, Cvrus.............................. Conductor......................
ie „ De Tores, Frederick...................... Conductor...................... 6/- pur day .
20 ,, 0/- per day .,

6/- per day___McGlynn/Joseph .......................... Conductor ....................
26 ,, Partington, Herbert...................... Conductor...................... <F- per day ..
26 M H.'- per dav ....

6f-per day ..se ;; Ashby, Alfred .............................. Conductor......................
26 G/- per day___

6-'- per dav ....26 ” Alexander, James.......................... Conductor......................
26 M Leeicr, Sjdnev............................ Conductor................ O’- ])cr day ....
26 „ Harris, Albert P................................ Conductor...................... fl/- per day___
26 6/- pur day . . 

fl/- per dav ,.26 " Crawford, John F. ......................... Conductor......................
26 ,, 6'- per dny ....

€/■ per day .. .26 „ O'Halloran, Michael ................ Conductor....................
28 Booth, James H................................ Conductor...................... 0/- per day .,
26 „ Pnugl&g, David ft. .. ., .............. Conductor...................... G/- per dav .. .
20 .. Lyons, Henry .................................. Conductor.................. ty* per dav___
26 ,, Mulder, Gustave.......................... Conductor...................... 6/- per flay ....
26 „ Denccker, William.......................... Conductor...................... 0/- per day ....
26 ,, G/- per day-----:

6A per day___ j2u ;; Dengate, Archibald ...................... Conductor......................
26 Kennedy, Daniel S........................... Conductor .............. 0/- per day . . j 1
20 „ Jordan, George H............................. Conductor...................... 6/- per flay .. .■
20 ,, G - per day ....

0/- per day . j 
6/- per day ... J 
Gf-per dav ..1

26 ’’
20
20 Keane, John...................................... Conductor ..............
26 „ Connolly, John ............................ Flagman.......................... G/- per day ..
28 „ Anderson, George W........................ Conductor.................... G/* per da\ .. \
20 n Brown, Frederick E...................... Conductor .................... C/- per day___ |
26 „ Humbly, Walter T............................ 6/- ]>cr day ... 1 

0'- per day . ..
0/- per day ...
6»'- per day ....

26 "
26 y.
*8 ;; James, Walter P................................ Conductor......................
26 Meredith, Charles ........................ Conductor .... .... 6/- ]ier day -
» MeWiJliam, Robert........................ Conductor...................... 6/* per day ....
20 „ Priol, Frederick A ...................... Conductor .............. 6/- per day ...
20 ,, Robinson, Thomas................... Conductor............. 6'- per dav . . J
26 ,, Trickett, Edward ................... Conductor...................... 6'-per day.. 1
26 ,, Tamsctt, George.............................. Conductor.................. fl'- per day ....
26 „ Turner, Alfred H.............................. Conductor...................... fl'-per dav,. 1
20 „ Trivett, Walter H.................... Conductor................ 0/- per dav ]
20 m C/- per day . . | 

ti/* per day__ ,so ;; Foster, Alfred E...................... Conductor.................
26 „ Neale, Alfred ........................ Conductor............... G'- per dav . .,|y
27 ,* 10^- per week .. 

6’- per day .. ^28 Albertson, Thomas............... Conductor................
28 „ Burke, James S......................... Conductor................. G/- per day ,
28 „ Bcattv, Richard..................... Conductor .......... G^- per dav ..
28 M Cook, William A........................ Conductor................. Of-per dav ...
28 „ Crcnmwi, Leopold ................... Conductor............... (P* j>cr day ]
28 „ Dunn, Arthur W. .. ........ Conductor................ 0/-per day ...
28 „ Damry, Francis ................. Conductor.............. O'-per dav
28 „ a/, pur day ..
28 ;; Fox, Montague ..................... Conductor................ C ’- per day ..,,
28 „ Face, Bertie C,. ............... Conductor....... . 8/- por flay ...
28 , G'- pur day .,

G/- per day ....28 \\ Giles, George A....................... Conductor..............
£8 >> C/-per day ,

6'- per day__
G/-per day ..'

% ;;
E3 .. Hampshire, Percy ................... Conductor .................
2S „ Hughes, William N.................... Conductor................ Qf-per day ...
28 M Jones, Albert .......................... Conductor.............. ti/-per day.. .
28 „ Kaiu, Prosper.................... ,. Conductor .............. C/- per day .. .
*8 „ Kirgan, James.......................... Conductor................. Gf- per day ... )

RemarltB.

I-Oftorgc and Harris Streets Electric Tramway.

Vice J- O’Donnell.

Vice T, Green.

I ItC'Cmploycd.

- Electric Tramway System.

Vice R, Drown.

.-Electric Tramway System.

245—H
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1900.
23 Mar, 23 
28 28 23 
28 
28 
23 
23 
23
11 April 
11
12 
20 
80 80

7 May 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7
7 H 

14 
16 2$2S2a ..1 Juiu; 

1 
1 
S8 8

12 
12 U 
16 
2i 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 23 23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23

2525252526 
25 25 
252j
25
26 
—7 27 26 
20 
29 
29 
20 
80

Tramways—Trappio Bramii—tftmttnuuii.
Love, George R....................
Moot], Edmond V.......... ..
Morgan, James J................
MazTia, Donald ................
Pike, Frank H....................
Ward, Hubert T..................
Williams, Darnel................
Russell, Frederick............
Samuelo, James ................
Randall, Edwin 51..............
Walker, Edward T............
Poole, William....................
JJutt, Richard IT..................
Dunn,John J.......................
Deadman, Stephen........ ..
Walker, Robert F. ..........
Thompson, John................
Stone, Henry ....................
Alorrish, James J................
Condon, Thomas................
Patterson, Thomas............
Full James, Richard .....
Hcfinessy, Thomas J..........
Matthews, Edward............
Calialan, Patrick.,,. ...
Croekcr, Arthur........ ......
Bernard, David ................
Abbott, James....................
Hughes, William J.............
Tucker, Ernest ................
Redding, Bertie P...............
Coleman, Sidnev..............
Weathers tone, Benjamin .
Farrar, Robert....................
Atkinson. Joseph ............
Southi! dl, William............
Fisk, Edward .............. .
Goldsmith, William ........
Bellingham, William........
Collier, Alexander............
Gamack, Charles.. ...........
Brown Jjeslic A..................
Brighton, Charles ............
Giddens, Henry ................
Ronan, Charles P................
BirtdofT, Alfred E.................
Parker, Augustine............
Yellcnowefch, John..........
Sinclair, William ............
Freeman, George ............
Longhead, Frederick ... ,
Thorley. George..............
Vaughan, Joseph ..............
Wall, William H..................
Hear, Samuel ....................
Brandon, Walter ............
Power, Nicholas ..............
Abell, William M. . ..
Hope, George ..................
IJjron, Alfred J...................
Inman, Janies ..................
Mulhollanrl, Joseph J. ,..
McMahon, Otho P...............
McLoan, John....................
Lloyd, Frederick W...........
Bacon, William II ..........
Woodroff. Arthur C..........
RcgotariH, John H. .. .
Hatau, Julius....................
Cochrane. Thomas............
Jesse, George .
Garhck, Andrew................
Clarke, Percy ....................
Cafe, Alfred........................
Bath, Richard ................
Boulton, Charles H............
Sharpham, Walter........
l)ra|>er, John ....................
Cupitt, Artlmr E.................
Warton, George M..............
Robson, Edward................
Brown, Walkdon................
Bresnahan, Daniel............
Sanderson, William ___
McIntosh, Alcvander,. .
Wilson, Samuel ..............
Henson, Thomas A.............
O'Sullivan. John................
fVNeiH, John ....................
Dickson, Thomas................
Loomes, William................
Whyte, John A....................
Wilihur*, Frederick .. .
Peters, Walter....................
Kulmar, Stanley................
White, Bernard ............
Dim, John T.........................
Douglas, John A. .»........
Crowley, Henry ................
Hussey, .Michael.................

Conductor................ ...
Conductor ..................
Conductor....................
Conductor ............
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor ................
Conductoi....................
Conductor .......... ... •
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Telephone lad ............
Conductor....................
Apprentice clerk ........
Apprentice clerk........
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor..................
Conductor..................
Conductor.....................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor ................
Conductor.....................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor . ..
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
CoiKtuetor ................
Conductor....................
Conductor..................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor.....................
Conductor....................
Conductor.......... ; .
Conductor ................
Conductor .....................
Conductor.....................
Conductor ....................
Conductor....................
Conductor ..................
Conductor....................
Conductor..................
Conductor ....................
Labourer........................
Conductor....................
Conductor....................
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Apprentice clerk 
Conductor . .
Labourer ........001111111101' .....
Conductor .. ..
Conductor __
Conductor ,. .
Couduetor ........
Conductor ........
Conductor , ... 
Conductor . ... 
Conductor ,.. 
Conductor .. .. 
Conductor . ... 
Conductor . ... 
Conductor . ,
Conductor ........
Conductor........
Conductor ... 
Conductor . 
Conductor ... .
Car-cluaner........
Conductor , ... 
Conductor . ..
Conductor ___
Conductor ... .
Conductor ........
Conductor . ...
Conductor ___
Conductor .. ..
Conductor ........
Conductor___
Conductor........
Conductor . .. 
ConduUor . . .
Conductor ........
Conductor .....
Conductor........
Conductor ___
Conductor........
Conductor ..... 
Conductor ........

${■ per day .
G/- pur day .
0/- per day .
C1'- per day .
6/- per day .
0/- per day , 

pur day .
6/- per clay .
(V- per day .
(W-per day .
0/ per day .
G/- per day .
30/- por week 
G/- per day .. 
£30 pcratinum 
£30 permmum 
(5/* per day 
G/- per day 
ti/- per day 
G/- per day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per day 
C'-per day 
C/- per day 
C/- per day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per dav 
ti;- per day 
ti/- per day 
0/’ per day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per day 
(F- per day 
h/* por day 
ti/- per day 
C/- per day 
ti'- per day 
ti/* pur day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per day 
ti/- per day 
fl/* per day 
fl/- per day 
(>/- per day 
ti/- per day 
€/- per day 
(J/- per oay 
0/- per day 
0/- per day 
G/- per day 
6/* per day 
G/- ]tor day 
G/- per day 
0/- per day 
0/- per day 
fl'- per day 
G/- per day 
£30 per annum 
fl/- per day ' 
fl'- per day .
(I/- per day. 
ti/- pu r day 
0/- per day.
G/- per day.
0'- pur day .
0/- per day 
G'- per day .
0/- per day.
G'- pi’r day .
O'- per day ,
G/- per duy 
G'- per day.
0/- per day .
G/- pur day.
G/' 1*1* day .
Of- per day 
G/- per day.
G'- per day 
0/* per day . 
fl/- per day - 
Of- per day . 
fl/* per day . 
ti/- pur day . 
ti/- per day.
Of- per day. 
fl'' per day.
C'- per day. 
fl/- per day.
6/- per day . 
fl/* pur day . 
ti/- per day. 
fl'- per day. 
ft/* per day , 
ti/ per day.
6/- per day . 
ft/* per day , 
ft/* per day ,
Gf- per day.
€/- par clay.

-Electric Tramu ay System.

Vico L. Breve. 
Itke W. Bedford,

Vice A. Parker.

• Electric Tramway System.

Vice M. Leancy.

Electric Tramway System.

Vive J. Rees. 

I

-Jiicctrle Tramway Sjst-cm.

Vice S. Deadman,

Electric Tramway System.

Uo-omployed.

(-Electric Tramway Svstcra.

1S69. 
1 July 
1

14 Aug. 
8 Nov, 
6 Dec. 
G u

13 „
15 ,, 
19 „ 
19 » 
19 .. 
19

Brennan, James .... 
Muilally, William .. 
Stephens, Theodore
Heron, James........ .
Earls, Arthur _____
Brown,Norman ....
Green, John..............
Malone, Thomas___
Edwards, John..........
Heavcy, Andrew ,.,.
Moriey, Luke ..........
Crouch, William .. .

TRAMWAYS’
Labourer,,,, ................
Labourer........................
Messenger ....................
Striker...........................
Tool collector ............
Tool collector ............
Labourer........................
Labourer........................
Labourer........................
Labourer........................
Labourer........................
Labourer........................

■MatntexAxce Branch

G/0 per day ., 
d'C per day 
10/- per weak 
ti/C per day ,, 
4/- per day .. 
2/G per day .. 
fl'fl per day .. 
0/G per day .. 
6,Gper day .. 
6/6 per day .. 
G/0 imr day ., 
6, G per day

Vice IT. Dennison, 
Vice 51. Tlourlgan, 
Vice P. Tookur. 
Fice W. James.

!-George find Harris Streets Electric Tramway.
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Date. tfiuoe.

APPENDIX—continued.

Position. IUte, RcmirkS'

WOO. Thamwavs—TftAi'fic BranC]J—ccmtinufii.

12 Jan. 
1 Feb. 

10 „
9 liar.

McNamara, Daniel 
Consvay^ Thomas.., 
Wood, Charles it. , 
Bennett, Frederick

Labourer 
Oftico boy 
Labourer 
Labourer

7/U per day 
16/- iKjr v/eok.. 
0/(1 per day ... 
fl/6 i>cr day....

Vice S. Heath, 
rice F. Kutledgt,

Ft« J. O’Connor.

8 Jan. 8 „
10 „ 
10 „ 
22 „ 
2* „ 
29 t, 31 * tf 

1 Feb.
1 p,B >t 3 M 8 »9 pp 9 pp

9 , 
9 , 
9 , 
fl .

30 , i 
12 „
26 „
7 Mar.9

30 „ 
W pp19 M 
22 „ 
22 „ 
22 „
22 p,
23 ,,
23 „
23 „
26 , | 
26 „20 „ 
29 „ 
29 „
31 ,,
2 April 
2 ,,2 ,,
3 „8 ,,
S p,
* i,* it* ^
0 i,
0 H
0 M
o pp 
0 1.
« ,i

o P.
8 „

11 pi
H „ 
17 ,,
20
24 ,,
27 j i
6 May,.
8 pp12 ,,

14 ,,
15 „
37 „
17 »p18 pp 
21 M 
20 p,

30
31
4 Ji
7
8 

11 12 
12 IS 
22
2528
28
29
2929
29
29

T£Ai[WATS—KLECTPl 1 CAL BRANCH.
Bailey, Oreeory ..........
Ken way, George A. .. 
Jansen, Walter........
McIntosh. James..........
Shirley, Frank L, .... 
Weeks, William ... 
Wdkinson, William ..
Richards, Arthur ___
Napier, William O........
Boland, Thomas W, ..
Kcmniis. titanlcy..........
Coxall, William J.........
Flanagan, Francis .... 
Sproustor, Archibald.. 
Sampson, Albert H. .. 
Schroder, Augustine .. 
Rhigff, ThomaH R, ... 
Tiiornley, Charles ....
Bailey, William M........
Oifff, Charles K..............
Beckenham, Sydney .. 
Hehbtewhitc, Charles
Fellon's, Robert ..........
WiicoNon, Walter L. ..
Woodward, John..........
Robinson, Henry..........
Ashworth, Charles .... 
Bcavan, Frank C. ..
Swan, Percivo! H 
Farrelly, .Tamos ...
Itosrers, Leonard 
Bickley, JCdward W.
Cantwell, William A..............
Kirn an, Maurice ..................
Warner, Joseph F...................
Heron, John ......................
Hair, John C............................
Wirth, Augustus....................
Waddell, Hugh ....................
Berg, France W.......................
Talbot, Wiliam.......................
Laing, Robert........................
Ilankin, James C....................
Murphy, Joseph ....................
Boshier, Herbert F.................
Sym, William G.......................
Cardwell, John B....................
Kirk, Robert..........................
Bell, Robert..........................
Kirk, William........................
Crane, Sydney F. .................
Symons, Walter It................
Fhilpott, John A.....................
Fciguyou, Daniel ................
Armstrong, John ................
Scarfe, Henry J.....................
Sinclair, William..
Butler, Edward ....................
Lube, Fmst Wr.........................
Kavanagh, ^’^o^or G...............
Keaty, William ....................
Sproulc, Albert H...................
Coutts, Hubert K....................
Kiley, William........................
Goble, 'William M....................
Somers, Eugene ..................
Lockwood, Alfred ..............
Kennedy, Thomas K. ...
Henderson, George................
Haynes, Herbert K.................
Norman, Frederick................
Lcahey, George A...................
Cnrchod, Henrj-....................
MeDeed, Reginald................
Lewis, Norman F..................
LainbtTl, Stanley ................
Kendall, AHi*cd W..................
Dickson, James M .
Burkitt, George W..................
Vernon, Arthur ....................
Bennett, Charles J..................
Booth, Arthur W...................
Fleming, Sydney....................
Kklorshaw, Archie . .............
McFarlane, James M............
Ingle, Frederick....................
Jones, Hambrook R.............
Klrchncr, Mary Jane..........
Russell, George ..
Law, Lewis L, .... 
(Jrawford, David ,.
Lather, Thomas .,
Volkman, George 
Gander, Arthur C.
Howison, Colin.. ,
O’Brien, Patrick ..
Hodge, Henry ....
Frost, Victor..........

Shop boy....................
Shop boy....................
Lineman....................
Shop boy............ .....
Electrical cleaner,..
Shop boy....................
Electrical cleaner .
Improver..................
Brake-fitter ............
Pitman........................
Improver....................
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
?:tcctrical cleaner... 
Elcolrieal cleauei ... 
Electrical cleaner. 
Electrical cleaner... 
Elect] mal cleaner.,. 
Elcrtricnl cleaner,,. 
Electrical cleaner .., 
Electrical cleaner.., 
Electrical clean or...
Lftbouicr ................
labourer ................
Storeman ................
Electrical cleaner .,. 
Electrical cleaner,.. 
Electrical cleaner .., 
Electrical cleaner. , 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner..,
Labourer....................
Labourer....................
Labourer....................
Improver ................
Labourer..................
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner,.
Fireman ....................
Engineer....................
Fireman ..............
Controller cleaner .
Fireman ..................
Labourer....................
Pitman........................
Improper...................
Greaser........................
Controller cleaner , 
Dynamo attendant .
Electrical cadet........
Engineer....................
Fireman .......... .
Greaser................ ,,,
Electrical cleaner .. 
Electrical cleaner...
Fireman....................
Improver...................
Dynamo attendant . 
Dynamo attendant . 
Brassilnibhcr . . .
Pitman......................
Draftsman and clerk
Pitman.......................
Engineer....................
Improicr..................
Fitter ......................
Fireman....................
Electrical cleaner... 
Electrical cleaner...
Improver..............
Boy labourer .. .
Electrical assistant .
Boy labourer............
Labourer....................
Fitter ....................
Dynamo Attendant . 
Dynamo attendant . 
Electrical cloaner
Pitman..................
Lalwurcr..............
Electrical cleaner 
Compicssor-oiler 
Odice-clcAncr....
Turner..................
Labourer..............
Improver ..........
Electrical cleaner
Fitter ..................
Pitman ..............
Pitman..................
Pitman..................
Carpenter ..........
Labourer..............

2>G per day ... 
2'V per day ... 
50/- per week.. 
2/G per day....
2.0 per day.... 
2/3 per day ,., 
2/6 per day ..
£>'/- per day___
10/-per day .. 
7/C per day.... 
6/- per day .... 
2/6 per day .
2- 6 per day___
3/C por day___
S'G per day.... 
8/0 i>er day .,.. • 
n/0 per day ..
IPOperdny___
3/b per day___
S/G per day ....

. 8/0 per day ....

. 11/6 per clay ...

. 2/0 per day ..

. 2 0 per day___
0/0 per day .... 
0,0 per day ..
7/6 per day___

. 2,0 pur day___
2/G por day___
2/0 per day ..,,
3/- per day___
3/- per day___

I 3/« por day ..., 
3/* per day — 
fl 0 per clay .... 
0/0 per day . ..
7/* jxsr day___
0/- per daj* .. 
o 0 per day ..
3per day ... 
$/- per day ..
8/- par day___
8/- per day .... 
8/* per day .. 
12'-per day, .. 
8/- por day ..
S'- per day___
8/- per day .... 
0/0 per day ....
7.0 per day. .. 
5/- per day ...
8'- per day___
3/- per day ..,,
8/- JKt day___
10/- per week .. 
12/* per day . 
8^* por day ..., 
S/- por day ,,,,
3/6 per day___
S'6 per day___
S'- per day___
ii/- per day ..,. 
8/- per day ....
8'- por day___
10/- pur day ..
7/0 per day___
12/-per day ..

| 7 0 par day ..
J 12/- per day ..

5/- per day___
fbS per day ..
8/-per day . .
3- '- por day ..
2/6 pur day___
8/- per day ... 
3/6 per day .. 
£140per annum
8/0 per day___
7/- per day ..
8/- per day___
8/- per day .... 
8/- per day .... 
3'- per day .. „
7/6 per day___
7/- per day .... 
2/6 per day ....
3'-per day___
12 G jKsr week.. 
10/- per day .. 
7»- per day ..
S/6 per day . .. 
2/0 per day.... 
9V per day ., .
7/6 per day___
7/C i>cr day___
7/6 per day . 
I)/- per dav ..
7/- per day . ..

-Transferred from Evtm Siaff

]■ Transferred from Ei-tra SlaT.

Transferred from Eifeia Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff, 

l-Transfcrred from Extra Staff

n«IL X. Sice.

Transferred from Extra Strff.

Transferred from Extra Siaff.

Transferred from Extra Staff,

| Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Transferred from Extra Staff.
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APPENDIX.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

Return, in accordance with clause No. 79 of the Railway Act, showing the Removals 
of Employees from the 1st July, 1899, to the 30th June, 1900.

Date. Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1899. TrtAmc Auditor's Euancii

3 July 
9 Dec. 1900. 

27 Fet). 
SI Mar .

Dent, Frederick ........................... I
Kelly, Edward................................... |

McCulloch, John............................... j
Fieher, Edward ............................... |

Apprentice clerk ....... I £50 per &nnumj Resifpiert.
Apprentice clerk.......... £70 per unnumj Resigned,

Apprentice clerk........ £30perfmnum. ftcsiirnpd.
Apprentice clerk .......... J £70 per atimmii Resigned.

1690. Enginef R-is-Cfilup for Enetiso Lists Brascb.
30 June Sinitb, V/Rliaiu ................

5 July Doughan, Edward ............
21 „ Lcape» James ..................

Robinson, John ..............29 „
17 Aug„ Webster, George ..............
24 „ Hunting, Henry................
24 .. Sawkins, Henrv ................
31 » Dalcv, Richard ................
81 „ Leahcy, Thomas ............
*1

2 Sept
Marshall, James................
Goddard, William ............

2f) „ Jamieson, James................
24 „ Long, John ......................
26 ,, Acheson, Joseph................
2S ,, Siaiilanj Janies ................
29 ,, Spears, George..,,............
80 „ Haines, William..............

9 Oct. Norris, William ................. .......... i
26 „

2 Nov.
Croft, John ........................
Harris, Arthur....................

2 Carroll, Michael................
6 O’Toole, William................
7 ,, Cook, John ......................

10 M Reilly, Michael.................... ....i
Ifi „ Veneiss. John ....................
16 „ Fgan, Patrick....................
14 Dec. Gearing, Michael................
21 „ Kirwan, Maurice................ , ..
21 „ 

1900.
Flanagan, John ................

SO Jan, Williams, George.............
SI n Oroinack, Ellen ................
7 Feb McCann, Francis................
8 H McMillan, Angus................ ... 1

26 M Higgins, John.................... 1
1 Mar, Perkins, John....................
1 „ Frvar, Thomas....................
3 Fartjuharson, Alfred . -.
6 M Moore, Horace................... ....... !
8 st Fogarty, Martin................ .......... 1

10 „ Clark, Abraham ..............
12 „ Stewart, Kenneth ..........
15 ,, Hamill, Patrick ................
22 ,, Ladd, Albert........................
2S „
14 April

Schwind, John ................
Smith, Albert ....................

19 „ Martin, John ....................
SO ,, Pickin, William................
3 M»y.. Mills, Henry........................

10 „ Crabtree, James ..........
11 „ Woolcott, Edward . ,,
IS ,, Poucliard, John ..............
19 , | Hughes, Henrv ................
1 June Roberts, Henrv ..............
s *» Reidy, Patrick ................
9 Party, James ....................

12 „ Lewis, Henry....................
16 „ Kelton, Thomas ... ,
21 Quclch, George................
21 „ Johnson, Hobart .. . ......
30 „ Flood, John........................

Striker .. 
Fettler,.. 
Ganger... 
Fettler.. 
Pettier... 
Fettler... 
Pettier... 
Ganger... 
Ganger... 
Fettler,.. 
Fettler... 
Pettier . 
Pettier... 
Pettier... 
Ganger. . 
Ganger,,, 
Pettier... 
Labourer 
Pettier... 
Ganger... 
Labourer. 
Gauger 
Oihcc hoy 
Office boj' 
Pettier... 
Pettier . 
Office boy 
Fettler.', 
Pettier...

., | 7/6 per daj ,, ,.1 7/0 per day ,, 

.,| 9'- per day .. 

..I 7/6 per day ..
7/0 per day .. 

.. 7/6 per day .
7.6 per day .. 

., ff/- por day ,, 

.. 9/ per day .. 

..| 7/6 per day . 

.. 7/6 per Oay 

.. 7,6 per day . 

... 7/0 per day .. 

.. 7 0 per day .. 

., !>/- por day ,, 
,, H - day .. 
.. 7/0 per day..

7/0 per day .. 
.. 7/6 per day.. 
.. 6/' per day , 

. 0/6 pet day .. 
, I 9/- per day .. 
. 3r-per day ..
.. ;•/- por day .

7‘6 per dav .. 
. 7'Operday., 
..j 2/- per day 

; 7/- per day .. 
., 7/6 per day..

Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Resigned,
Retired.
Retired,
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired
Deceased.
Doc •cased.
Retired,
Resigned
Retired
Resigned.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Retired
Resigned.
ResignedDischarged,
DibCliaiged.
KctnedResigned.
Dischtugod.
Deceased
Deceased.

Fettler.... 
Office cleaner
Fettler..........
Pettier 
Labourer .. 
Fettler .. . 
Pettier .. 
Laliourcr , 
O'ettlcr .... 
Fettler .. . 
Pettier .. 
Labourer ,.
Ganger........
Messenger ,,
Fettler ........
Pettier___
Pettier ... 
Sulnnspeetor 
Fettler ... 
Pettier . 
Leading' cappe 
Pettier . 
Fettler.. 
Labourer. 
Ganger .. 
Pettier. . 
Pettier... 
Labourer. 
Ganger... 
Pettier... 
Pettier...

7'Gparday .. 
25/- per week 
7/6 per day.. 
7/0 per <hu\. 
7/G per day.. 
7/0 per day . 
7/6 per day.. 
7/6 per day.. 
7/0per day.. 
7.0 per daj.. 
7/6 per day 
7/ per day .. 
9/- j>ei' day .. 
4'G per day .. 
7/6 per day,, 
7/0 per day 
V- per day .. 
£250 per annum 
7/6 per day ,.. 
7/6 per day . , 
11'3 per daj*
7/G per day... 
7/«por day....
7/6 per dny___
9/- per day ... 
7/6 per day ... 
//- per day ... . 
7/5 Tier day...,
9/- pci day___
7/G per dav___
7/b per day___

Retired.
( Resigned.
| Deceased.

. Dereascd.
,| Retired.
. i Resigned,
,j Retired, 

Resigned. 
Resigned. 
Retired, 
Discharged. 
Resign tti 
Retired. 
Rosigncd. 
Resigned, 
Resigned. 
DiiCuarged 
.Retired. 
Retired. 
Retired. 
Retired. 
Hasigned, 
Resigned. 
Discharged. 
Deceased. 
Retired. 
Written off boc 
Resigned. 
Retired. 
Retired. 
Resigned.

1899. Chief Mechanical ExcEKratit’a Rraxcii.
Fitter ..............................

6 ,/ Uracevell, Charled.......................... Fitter ............................ fl 6 per dav___ Deceased.
15 ,, Scott, William.................................. Fuelman........................ 7/- uer dav .. . Deceased.
20 „ Smith, John H, D........................... Examiner ..................... 7/-per dav Resigned.
11 Aug,. Mortimer, James ............................ Labourer .................... 7/6 per dav .. Retired,
14 M Dovle, Richard .............................. Wagon builder............ 10/- per day... Resigned.
19 Lo\c, Andn w.............................. Labourer........................ 7/« per dav .... Retired.
19 „ Fitzpatrick, James.......................... Labourer.......................... 7;6 per dav ... Retired.
2t ,, Roach, George.............. .............. Gleaner ...................... 4/- per day .., Discharged.
22 ,, Alien, William ................................ Driller.............................. fl'2 per dav .... Retired.
SO r, Lewis. John...................................... Fitter .............................. S'- per dav___ Resigned.
8 Sept.. Rung. Henrv..................................... Turner.............................. 11/- per day .. Deceased.

19 „ Pnlglasc, Alfred .............. ............... Oiler.. .............. .... 7/- per da\ .... Resigned.
25 „ Ciingan, Robert .......................... Gasmukcr ...................... 8^0 per day... Resigned.
23 ,, Spence, Horace............................... Fireman ........................ 9'- per day ... Resigned.

1 Oct.. Donohoc, Michael ........................... Fireman .......................... 9/-per day., . Dceoased
6 „ Innis, Robert .................................. Labourer ....................... 7/- per day .... Resigned.
7 „ Hickson. John P............................... Firelighter...................... GdJpcrday ... Resigned.
8 „ Fewkes, George .............................. Drbcr.............................. 11/- per day ., Resigned.

12 „ Wallace, James .............................. Dover.............................. 15/- per dav..,, Deceased.
20 „ Drears. Albert.................................. Apprentice...................... 5/- per day___ Resigned.
28 „ Neal, James ................................ Blacksmith .................. 10/8 day .. Retired
26 ,, McKcllar, Robert ........ ................. Oder................................ 7/-per Jay ... Written off books,
26 ,, Greenfield, Hugh...................... .. Striker.............................. 7 A per day___ Resigned.
26 „ Howard, William............................ Driver ............................ 14/-per day.. . Deceased.
31 ,, Greaves, Arthur.................. ........... Gleaner .......................... G/- per iiov . , KesiRued.
3 Nov. Oandrick, Edward.......................... Timekeeper .............. £1&0 perun'num Discharged.
8 ,, Foster, William .............................. Gatekeeper...................... 7/fJ por day___ Deceased.
4 T» Roultor, Oliver................................ Labourer.......................... 7'- per day___ Deceased.
9 M Rurgcss, George.............................. Fireman ,, ........ 10/- por day ,. Deceased.
9 ,, Morgan. Joseph .............................. Boilermaker’s assistant. 7/- per day___ Deceased.

10 „ Fooit, William.............................. Fireman.......................... 10^-per day .. Deceased.
11 Osborns, George.............................. Labourer...................... .. 7/6 per day.. Deceased.
21 „ Young, John...................................... Labourer.......................... 6‘* per day___ Retired.
21 n Lm c, John ................................ Labourer...................... 7/- per dav .... Resigned.
24 , Sutton, George.................................. Driver.............................. 14/- per day .. Resigned.
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APPEN DIX—continued.

Date. Name. * Position. Heatarkfl.

ISM. Chief Mechanical Engineer's fiRAJicn-'-confiJiued.
23 Nov. n/4 per day ..

S'- per day ..30 „
3 Dec,

Deeproae, 6tc]>hcD........................ Brake cleaner ............ Kesigned.
Ketnsluy, Charles .......................... Fitter .............................. 30 * perdav..,, Decjassed.

* Mil^ate, William............................ Steam crane fireman 8/* per dav ... Resigned.
13»- perday,... 
5'- per day ..,s „ Harmon, William ....................... Cleaner ...................... Resigned,

32 „ McNeil, Neil .............................. Fitter .............................. 10 - per dav.. Resigned.
H Norman, George.............................. Machinist .................... 0r'8 per day . Written off lioolu.

17 ,, 6 6 day ...
f>{- per day .... 
3 - per day ...

21 ”
^ j
“1900. Mutton, Friend .............................. Shop boy.......................... Discharged,

6 Jan.. Davidson, James.............................. Fitter's improver.......... 7/- per day .. . Resigned.
6 ,, 11/- per day .. 

S/- per dav___12 ,, Cameron, Donald .......................... Fireman ........................ Deceased.
10 ,, Douglau, George.............................. Fireman.......................... <i/0 per dav ... Discharged.
10 >. Hobson, Stuart................................ Cleaner ........................ 5/- iier dav ,. Discharged.
=» „ Vine, William .................................. Driver............................. 15/-iK?rdav . Deceased.
2f> ,, Edgar, William ........................ Boilermaker .. lfl/* per dav . Dihubargeil.
»>_r, Stride, Alfred .................................. Fitter ............................... t*/4 per da\ ... Written oil books.11 Feb.. Krctt, George ................................ Driver ........................... 1*1/- per dav Retired.
11 „ Gee, George .................................. Fitter ............................... 30/- i>er day Deceased.
1 Mur.. Selby. Christopher.......................... Labourer.......................... 6/- per daj ... Retired.
2 „ Kelly, Jolm.................................... Wagon builder.............. 10/-per dav . Retired.

7/ti per day___
10/2 per dav .2 1! Drlnkwatcr, Thcoplulug .............. Fitter .............................. Retired.

2 „ 7/6 per day . 
7/0 per dav ...2__ ” Sullivan, John.................................. Boilermaker's assistant. Retired.

2 „ 6/6 per day .... 
710 per flay .. 
fi/C per day ... 
11/8 per dny ., 
4/- per dav .,.

0 1
* M
8 n Johnston, Arthur ........................ Shop bov...................... Reigned.

12 „ Bamborough, John.......................... Labourer ........................ 7/- per day___ Deceased.
22 ,,
12 April

Shcrar, George.................................. Boilermaker .................. 10/8 per day .. Deceased
Tye, Charles......................................
Cumtthera, William ............

Fire-lighter.................... 0/6 per day . , Discharged.
19
9 May

Driver.............................. 12/- per dav.. Deceased.
Biuderlin, Percivat.......................... Fuelman.......................... 0/0 per dav .,. Deceased.

19 „ Nicholson, Malcolm ... . . Labourer....................... 7 '♦ per dav . . Retired.
20 M Fewkes, llowanl.............................. Office bny ................ ‘_7G per dav ., Resigned.
2C ,, Cas'sttiagii, Thomas........................ Stationary engine Arc* 

man.
52/- per week Discharged.

3! I( 
fi June

Harper, John ... . Pumper.......................... S - per day___ Retired.
Shell, Thomas.................................. Fireman ........................ ft/- per day ... Resigned.

fi „ Latimer, George.......................... Cleaner .................... 7/- por dav . Discharged,
0 Murphy, Stephen .......................... labourer...................... 7*0 per dav ... Retired.
4 M Darling, Henry . ,. Oiler.................................. 7/- per dav . .. Resigned.

12 .. Ashcroft, James.............................. Fireman...................... 10/* per day . Resigned,
U M Paisley, Frederick...................... Apprentice...................... 6/- per dny .. Resigned,
IS „ Pridcam, John .............................. Fireman ........................ ft.'O per dav,.., Deceased
21 „ B'- pur day .... 

7'G per dav23 M Moves, Henry................................ Labourer.......................... Resigned.
80 „ Walton, John !i.............................. Cleaner .. .... 0/6 per day___ Discharged.

1399. Chiep TitAFPio Manaoeii’b JUas'CU
24 June Latimer, Mary J............................ Gatekeeper................... 7f*p**rweek .. Resigned.

5 July. Little, Rachael................................... Gatekeeper..................... Free house ... Resigned.
12 „ O^Donnell, Patrick...................... Porter.............................. 7/- per day .. Dischareed.
17 j ] Hoarc, Emma ............................... Platform attendant... 15/* per week 

and house.
Discharged,

21 „ Stewart, Bruce................................ Assistant berthing-
master.

0/6 per day ... Discharged.

*2 Iteid, Duncan ................................ Gatekeeper ................... 30/- per week 
and house.

Deceased

23 „ McDonald, Mary................ ............. Gatekeeper...................... 7/-per sveek .. Resigned.
24 „ Nugent, Hanah ............................ . Gatekeeper.................... Free house.. . Resigned.
*« Kirkland, Annie............................... Gatekeeper...................... 7/-per week Resigned.
27 „ Bullock, William............................ Gatekeeper , .... 7/ perweek .. Resigned.
81 ,, Delaney, Robert............................... Guard...................... 11/- per day .. Retired,
81 ,,
2 Aug1.
3 ,,

Resigned
7‘- per week
10/- per week 

and house.
Forde, Isabella '............................ Platform attendant ... Discharged.

* „ Shepherd, Selina ............................ Gatekeeper and plat
form attendant.

7/-per week ,, Resigned

6 ,, Stuyck, George ............................... Porter , ................ . I'- per day----- Discharged
7 „ Parker, Thomas .............................. Porter ............................ 7,6 per day.. . Discharged.
t tt Harris, Charles................................... Junior porter.................. TP-per dav ___ Discharged

12 ,, Hawes, Charica ............................... Porter ............................ 7*'- per day ., . Discharged,
IS M Resigned.

Deceased.16 „ Chin, Benjamin ............................... Porter.......................... 7/- per day___
IS M Foster, Annie ................................. Gatekeeper.................... 7 *per ft eek . Resigned.
23 7/- per week .. 

7'6 per week ..
Resigned.
Resigned.23 „ Hansen, Clara ................................ Gatekeeper......................

24 ,t Qrcathoad, Joseph.......................... Porter.............................. 7t- per day ... Discharged
25 ,» 7/6 per day .... 

7/- per week ..25 „ Strophalr, Margaret ...................... Gatekeeper.................... Resigned,
SI r. 0-6 per day .. . 

£100 perftnnum2 Sept. Howe, Frederick .......................... Officrr-in-chargc ... Refrcil.
4 „ Miles. Henrv *................................... Signalman.................... ft/- per day . ,. Discharged

13 ,, Ward, William.................................. Probationer .............. 2-flperweek .. Reined.
35
16 ,, Hogan, Michael .............................. Junior porter................ 5/- per dav .. Discharged
10 „ 7/C per day ,,.
10 „ Discharged

Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned,
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned,
Resigned.

19 > 1 7/- per day .. . 
6/- per day ... 
7/-per week .. 
10/- per week

21 „
22 „ Summergreonc. Mary ..................
28
29 „ Kellcher,’Margaret..........................
29 ,,
30 ,,
80 „ Lyon, John ................................... . 7/- per day .. . 

6/- per week & 
house

4 Oct. Maudsley, Mary .............................. Gatekeeper,..................... Resigned.

7 „ Resigned
Resigned.9 Colling, Mary ........ ......................... Platform caretaker ... Free house ...

11 „ 7/6 per day ....
6/- per day___
ft/- por day .... 
7/- per day ....

IS 4, Resigned.
Discharged, .
Written off tho bookf.

IS „
1* 11 Kerr, Robert...................................... Porter ..........................
19 ,, Mlllot. Richard ................................ 4-2 per day___

8/- per day___
10/0 per day ..

Resigned,
23 »
26 t, Brown, WiU&rn ............................... Guard............................... Deceased.
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Date. Name.

APPENDIX—continued.

Position. Rate. Remarks.

18W.

20 Oct.

20 
SI 
31 
IN 1 1 
6 0 

10 
n 
10 
19
25 
29 
39 
80

4 Due.
4
5 0 
7
7 

12 
14
21 
29
29
30 

I960.
1 Jan. 1 
4

08 
9

11 
13 
19 
19 
22 
22
26 
2680 ..

1 Fc
2

3 
6 
7
9 
9 
9

12 
12
14

15 
15
15
16 
17 
22 
28
5 Mar.,
7
8 
0
9 
9

10 
14 
1ft
10 
22 
27 
2S 
29 
29
$1 .

2 A

2
6 

14 
17 
17 
20 
21 
22 
25 
20 
27
29 
SOno
30 
39

1 May.,
3 
7

12 
14 
17
17
18 
19 
21 
21 
21 
21

Chief Tiufyjc Mast a i BiUKcn—eottiiiKMA

il

Hughes, Teresa .............................. Caietakcr&postmistrcsa 7

Mtilcr» Phi»be............................
Dunnet Roderick .......................
Elackctt, Sarah ........................
Dailey, Catherine..................
Beach, John 5..............................
Ciarkv Charles............................
Carroll* Patrick ......................
OToolc* Matilda ......................
Lawrence, Antoni ................
Cosgrove, Richard....................
Burns, Martha............................
Whitely, George........................
Thompson, Thomas .. .
Percy Arthur ........................
Loosemorc, Violet....................

Richards, Klizabeth ....................... I
Crolt, Jane ......................................
Royer, Charles................................... j
Vencss, Naomi.........................      J
West, David......................................
Foster, Sarah ................................... I
Bell, Susan......................................... '
Cameron, Percy ..............................
Colhtts, Joseph ............................... j
Cole, Caroline................................... '
Markham, Mrs. Julia.................. [
Green, William ............................. I

Gatekeeper............
Ofliecr in-ehatgc . 
Gatekeeper. . .
Oattkecpor..........
Station-master ...
Clerk ....................
Porter , .................
Gatekeeper............
Juniui porter........
Guard....................
Gatekeeper............
Gatekeeper .........
Gatekeeper ... .
Junior porter___
Gatekeeper ..........
Messenger ..........
Gatekeeper ........
Gatekeeper ..........
Clerk ....................
Gatekeeper............
Poi ter ..................
Gatekeeper............
Gatekeeper.. . ,
Probationer .. ..
Junior pnrtor........
Cfttekcejwr............
Gatekeeper ..........
OJficur m-chargo

7'- per week & 
house,

10,'- per week.. 
£150 per annum 
T1*' per \icek .. 
10/- perweek . 
£l0Oporannum 
£12o per annum 
7/- pur clay .. 
Free house .. 
6/- per day .. 
9'- per cln) . 
15c- per week 
30/ per week 
V' i>er dny .. 
■H2 per daj ..
7,'- per week 
8'- per day ,.
10 - per week 
Free house . 
£130 nerannuu 
Free house ..
<*-- |!cr day 
7/' per week 
If- per week 
2 6 per week 
2/0 por dm' ..
7/- per wer-k 
7/- per week 
£220 pcrniuium

Resigned.
Resigned,
Retired.
Resign cd.
Rewawcd.
Retired,
Discharged.
Deoeaecd.
Resigned
Resigned.
Deceased,
Deceased.
Deceased.
Rctiicd.
Dibchurgcd.
Ktwiftnod.
Ret lied.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned,Resigned,Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Reigned.
Deceased.
Deceased

Malone, Sarah___
Brayne, Walter . . 
Corcoran, Anthony.

Dunshea, Andrew . 
Clark, Gwendohn . 
Jamieson, Mary ... 
Coomhcs, Lucy ... 
Jennings, Edward . 
Cannon, Horace .. 
Greville, Stanley . 
Hicks, William .... 
Hartigan, Mar} ... 
Tavlor, Annie , . 
Maunsell. William . 
JcfEeiy, Caroline ...
Inps, Mary............
Lloyd, Lily............
Priest, Margmet . .

Pierce, Joseph .. , 
Pcndargast, .lames . 
Atkinson, Leslie ... 
Gather, George ... 
Lackey, William ... 
Hess, Catherine . .
R\an, John ............
Vincent, Elizabeth . 
KnudsoDj Mary ...

Lee, Eleanor...........................
Jielhcar, Louisa....................
Harris, James ........................
Clarke, Sarah ......................
Long1, William........................
Dewhurst, Sarah....................
Fitch, David..........................
Drummond, Jeannette___
O’Brien, Ellen............ . ...
Bennett, Mrs. II......................
Clarke, Patrick ....................
Kelly, Matthew ....................
Ward, Robert........................
Ijainbcrt, Torn........................
Hartigan, Katherine............
McLennan, Amue ................
Davis, William ....................
Ball. Ellen ............................
Glccson, Mary......................
Grant, William J.....................
Bennett, Thomas ..............
Kelly, William........................
Nield, Frederick....................
Butt, George ..........................
Webh, Aithur......................
Chicken, William ................
Cavanaugh, Kate....................
Nyc, Laura .......................
Wallace, Charles....................
Ashe, Thomas..................
Williams, John........................
Fernside, William................
Castles, Elizabeth ..........
Stewart. Ethelbort..............
Davis, Edward ....................
Haywood, Samuel ... .
Attwill, William....................
Pye, Frederick......................
Hayes, Albert ......................
O’Rourke, William..............
McAskil), Annie ....................
Sayer, Charles......................
Murphy, Bridget....................
West, Julia ............................
Buttcrwortli, Samuel . .
Sykes, Catherine....................
Jones, Catherine....................
Daley, Rov ......................
Hay, Myra................................
Wood, Archibald..................
McDonald, Joseph..............
Rose, Henry............................
Smith, Charles........................
Kyles* Frank..........................

[ Gatekeeper......................
| .Tumor porter..................|

Post office and platform 
I Attendant. i
f Porter ..............
, Gatekeeper___
I Gatekeeper........
1 Gatekeeper....
. Porter in-charge
| Porter................

Junior porter ..
I Night porter ,,
I Platform caretaker
f Gatekeeper..........
Junior porter...

I Gatekeeper..........
| Gatekeeper........

Gatekeeper .. ,
I Post office and platform]
I attendant. I
I Guard .......................... .
j Traffic inspector . ...
I Probationer ............... '

I Junior porter..................
! Catckctpcr.................. !
| Porter............................... I

Gatekeeper................

Gatekeeper..........
Gatekeeper ..........
Signalman ..........
Gatekeeper............
Probationer 
Gatekeeper .. 
Relieving officer 
Gatekeeper ... . 
Ladies’ attendant 
Gatekeeper , .
Porter..................
Portoi..............
Junior jwrter.,,.
Goal attendant . 
Gatekeeper ...
iintekeei>or..........
Telephone hoy ...
Gatekeeper..........
Gatekeeper............
.Tiimoi porter........
Porter ................
Juniorportor . . 
Station-master .., 
Junioi pm ter , . 
Junior porter ,. ,
Junior jxirtcr........
Gatekeeper............
Gatekeeper .. ..
PoiuOi ................
Portor..................
Station-master ..
Porter..............
Gatekeeper............
Gatekeeper............
Piobationer ........
Porter ................
Offlcer-in-charge , 
C!crk-in-chargc... 
Night officer .. 
Otiiecr-in-cllarge ,
Gatekeeper............
Guard................
Gatekeeper............
Catekoepei............
Junior porter . 
Gatckeej«r & caretaker 
Gatekrtcpei... . 
Probationer .... 
Gatckce|«:r‘ .. .
Porter..................
Junior poifcer,...
Porter ..............
Porter ................
Porter..................

Free house ,, ..j Resigned. 
3/4 per da) ., ' Resigned,
o,'i per day___i Resigned.

0/* per day ..,. 
Free houie 
7/- per week .. 
7/-per week .. 
£130 per annum! 
7/- per day .,
3/4 per day___
7'- per day 
5'- per week .. 
Free house,,
2/6 perday___ j
7/-per m cek .. 
V* per week ,.. 
7/- per week . ! 
111- per tt eek 

and house. I 
10-O per da.v < 
£250 perannum 
2/6 iver week ,. 
B‘- per day . 
ft,'-per day .. . 
i’ree house .... I 
CJ- ]>er day ., ,.i
Free house___
10/- pei week.

and house. | 
7/-|xjr week ..j 
Free house .., i
8/C por dny___|
I'Vcc houi>e .
12 G )>er tt«?ck. ,| 
7/-per week ,.| 
£ljUtier annum
Free house___
12.C per neck., 
7/- per week ,
0 G per da)’___
7f‘ per day .. .. 
3/4 per day 
S'* per day ,... 
Fice house , j
7Mortt*cok ••
iC- per week i 
7/-per week .. 
7r- per week ...'

per day ..,,. 
7/- itrr day . . I 
8'4 per day .. . 
£275}K:ranmmi 
3^4 per day ,,. 
3/4 per day. ... 
;V-per da> , ..I
Free house___(
Free house.. .. 
d/- day . .,| 
li 5 per day . . | 
£200 per annum] 
S'* per day . . J 
7.'- por week 
1$'- per \i cek .. 
2 6 per week ., 
7/- i>cr day .. 
£l<io]>cr annum 
£290 perammm 
£14l> por annum 
£lGff]ier annuni 
7/-per week .. 
UN per day .. , 
7/- per week .. 
7/-per week . 
5/- per dav .
7/- per week . 
7/C per week . 
2/C per week .. 
Free house , ..
6/- per da)1___
5/- per day ^ , 
7/- ]>cr day .. .
7/- per day___
fl/- per dav ..

Resigned.
Disdimgcd.
Resigned,
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned,
Discharged.
Dihcbatged.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Kchivncd,
Resigned.
Resumed.
Resigned,
Resigned,

Retired
Deceased.
Resigned,
]>coeas.ed.
Resigned.
Resigned.
J>eeeuaod,
Resigned,
Dtoeaswl.

Resigned,
Rfsigned.
Deccasod.
Resigned,
Discharged,
Resigned
Resigned.
Rcbirncc1.
Resigned,
Rosigneil.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Discluuged.
Dcceaseil,
Deuoaseri.
Resitriiod.
Wniten off books. 
Resigned.
Res-igucd,
iiOMgiicd,
Disehurgod,
Discharged.
Retired
Resigned.
Discharged.
Off sieklndcflnitely. 
Resigned.
Resigned,
Retired,
Resigned.
Deceased.
Rosigncd.
Resigned.
Hecuosed.
Resigned
Deceased.
Drcease<l.
Retired.
Retired,
Retircil.
Resigned.
Dccenacd
Discharged.
Resigned.
Rosignc<l.
Rcsnrncd.
Position abolished. 
Resigned.
Resigned.
Itesigncd.
Doceasod.
Deceased.
Rcrigned.
Resiguod,
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Position. Rate. Rctnarkp.

1003. Ciuftf TfiAPinC MWAftEt’S ]5RA>'CJt—
22 May
-* n
24 M 520 „

30 „
2 Juno 
4 r 
f» ,
7 ,

8 ,12 ,
13 ,
13 ,
U .
1‘- ,10 ,
16 ,
10
10 .

20

Aitken, George................................ Gatekeeper......................
Lee, Lydia........................................ Gatekeeper ..................
Mills, Ellen ...................................... Gatekeeper....................
Cox, Elizabeth................................ Gatekeeper . ..............

Dewhurst. Clara.............................. Gatekeeper ... .
Watson, Edwin .............................. Shunter..........................
I/nighrtdgc, Annie.......................... Gatekeeper......................

Wright, Alice .................................. Post office and platform
attendant.

Dniino, James.............................. Slumler........................
Sutherland, Christina ................ Gatekeeper......................

Farr, Hilary...................................... Junior porter .. .
I'anncr. Edgar.................................. Porter ....................
Phillips, Ellzaliclh.......................... Gatekeeper....................
Harrison, William........................ Clerk .......................

Bailey, John.............................. Junior porter..................
Jackson, Francis.......................... Gatekeeper ..................
Hines, Mary...................................... Gatekeeper A. platforn

attendant.

Edwards, George .......................... Junior porter.. . .
McLean, Angus .............................. Junior porter..................

3U'* perweek ItctiiCfi.
7/-i»ur ivook .. Uchi^ncd. 
7/-lMjrtteek .. llesL'iicd. 
13/- per v’cek JJisdlaTped.

ji'id hipise |
7/- per week Disehargoil 
7/-perday . Deceased. 
Tree house . 1 Itcsigued.
?/• per day ....1 Ited^ued. 
15/-pci week-. Kcbijyned.

7*0 per day___ Discharged.
20/- per week Kesijpied, 

and house. I 
2/0 per day . .1 Jtobiffiied. 
7/-]>orclay .. ., Iiisclmlgcd. 
Tree hou&u , .| Resigiiud 
XlOOporatnium DischsU^ed. 
0 6 per day ... Jilsoharged. 
O'- per dav .., I Discharged. 
l<>ee house . . Kosigucd.
7/- per wedt and Resigned, 

house. \
SO/- per week .. Dcccafrcri. 
4(2 per dav I dsdiargod, 
2/G per day ,| Deceased.

1333. Signal and Inteim/jchino Kvoimipu'u Bhancii,
HJ Aug. ........| Driller ..........................|
23 e'ept.
im

4 Jan... Hamilton, William ...........
Firkin, John........................

... .1 Carpenter ................... '
21 Apnl ........| Riacksmith.. ., . ...

1S33. EnCTRICAL
10 Aug. Bartleit, Alfred P................ ... J Fitter....................... [
Ifl Sept. KU ell, Raul R...................... .. ,1 Electrical engineer . . 1
2 Nov. Hartley, l^wrencc........... ........' Fiticr......................... i

17 „ Pelletier, John..................... .........Klcetng light attendant)
1900. 1 I

2 Jan. Lind, Frederick .................
10 Feb Slue, Herman U................... ........j Electrical assistant 1
0 Mar. Davis, John II...................... ........j Probationer ................ 1

1839. ComitrOllv

S3 Sopt. Fer-usm, Aloxaider ... .

3.'2 i)cr day .

10/- jxir day ... 
10,8 per day ..)

10'- perday. .. 
A50O0 perannum 0/- ikt da} ....

12T. pordav .. 
£140 por ami.

Resigned.Resigned.
Resigned.
DeucfiStoO.

Rosijrned,Dcey.^edlirsientd.
Reagned.
lled-piuh
ItrCbl^Tiecl.

2/’0 pur week ..| Discliarged

10/-per day ..| Retired.

Tram^avs—Locoiicmvc Brascii.
G July Vaughan, John ............................

Feario, Thomas ............. ..............2 Atltf.
18
U Sept.

Itodgsson, Harold .........................
Daah, David ..................................

& .. Harm, James C..............................
2S „ Marr, Thomas D..............................
13 Nov. Tyrcr, Thomas................................

23 „
22 Doo.

Johnston, Edward ...................
Duffy, Joseph................................

‘d4 ,,
2 1900.

Roll, Alexander ............................

G Jan. liavfiold, William ..................... ..
H> >♦ Saltier, George ............................

„ Runi’i, James................................
13 llemswoiLh, Iidv.*ard.....................
2J „ Lon"', George ............................
5W „ Webb, Jnitn> II...............................
23 „ Warburton, ITmrrv.........................
SU Tlinujihries, SVdliam.....................
2 J Feb. Jjftmont, Robert R................. . ..
17 Apnl Kennedy, Jamos U..........................
23 „ Imnan, James ................. ............
24 11 JaukKim, Fdnanl A........................
29 „ Paine, Arthur ............................
27 ,, Manning, William .......................
24 „ Boyce, Joseph................................
11) May Iaiic, James ................................
19 Edw.mU, ll.irr(.........................
20 „ Ilyrne, Laurence............................
2f) „ Arnott, James IJ.............................
31 June Hayes, .lames..............................

Long, Richard ............................1 »

Osir-liftcr.................. .. . 8/0 per da y .
Driver ................ ,.,,, 1 12 - per dav
Apprentice..............
Fireman ................ .

........ , llKl. ]>crday

Fireman..............
Shop bov ............ ..,. In/- per dav .
Stationary engine

man.
Labourer ............

fire j 7/8 per daj . 

. 7/- per dav .
painter's assistant ... .1 ?/■ per dav „
Turner. ............ .. . 40/- i>cr day .

Striker ................ . . J 7/G per dav .
liahouror ........ ,
ClcaniT ............. ,, GO per d.iv .
Cleaner .............. . . 5/Gi*erdav
Cleaner ................ ........ j lA5 pt.r dav
Cleaner.............. . J 5 0 ]>erd.iv
Cleaner ................ ........ | ft/j jHivday .
Cleaner .............. ... | o G per dav
Cleaner ... .. ___ 1 (!/■ per dav .
Driver.................. ... 11’- per dav
Cleaner ... . .. J fl rt iierda} .
Clc iner............ ... 1 4.0 per dav
Cleaner . .. . r, <j pur ihjy
Cleaner................ . .1 GO per da\ .
Fuelman . . 7-'- per dav
Cleaner . ,. , | 7 0 ]>i r day
Cleaner .............. , . j 5 G pei day .
Labourer . .. .. . S - pur d av
Driver % ... .. .LlM/-per (lav
Labourer . . , .. | G/G per dav .
Cleaner ... . .. .1 5,(1 per day

Discharged.
Resigned.
Diseiiargcd.
Ucecaseil.
Ih-^C-hargi'd.
Jliw’tiargei.l,
Resigned.

Resigned.
Dlstjharged,
Resigned.

Discharged. 
Rim barged.
DiseJiargc d 
|)i#.chaiged 
Disi'hsugcd. 
lUschalgcd. 
Dlsehaivyd.
]>itieliarguii
Risdiatgcd
Diieharged

V Not rcqaircd.

Deceased.
Not re<[nired.
Discharged.
Written off boobs.
DoccasOcI.
Doueastyl.
Resigned.

ISM. Tramways Tiuffic Branch.
31 July 
3 Aug.
3 Del.
7 M 

V.) „
523 m 25 „

G Nov. 
15 „

1 Dee.
2 „ 
1000.

5 Jan.
30 „
11 >.
22 .r 
5 Feb. 

12 „
U „
17 „
10 Mar. 
13 April 
23
2 May
7 H

Olciueut, William E........................
Jlr.idnuCj Herbert.........................
Rackcy! Andrea' .........................
Coxhcad, Albert D........................
Wilson, Albert II.............................
Pike, N alentinc ............................
Chadwick, John \V .....................
Smith, Norman ............... ............
Campbell, James T.........................
Huntley, Frank ............................
bwindlchurst, Harold .................

Meyn, Thomas ............................
Creen, Thcophilus V......................
McGrath, Joan C. .........................
Cowdroy, Hubert ........................
McCarthy, Joseph.........................
Bedford, William H........................
Gaffney, Andrew F.........................
Foster, Alfred E............................
Jenkins, Daniel ...........................
Robins, William ..................... ...
Woliendcn, Horace.........................
Sheldon, William............................
Devon, Edward .......................-.

.Senior cyndnetor..........
Junior conductor .
Conductor ....................
Conduclor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor ......................
Car cleaner ................
Conductor......................
Conductor ....................

Ticket Clerk ..........
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor....................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor ..............
Watchman.................. ...
Starter ........................
Driver............................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................

{)/- perday . 
15 0 per day 
(d- per da} 
G/- per day 
G/- per dav 
0/- ]K r day 
(U- per day 
fl'- per day 
If- jxjr day 
G‘- per day 
G/- per day

7/G per day 
7/G por <Uy 
G/- per day 
G/G ]>cr dav 
G/G per day 
G‘- per dav 
G/0 per day 
0/- per day 
7/- per day 
9'- perday 
7/G per day 
0/- per day 
C/’ perday

Retired,
Ri'srhargod.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Diychaiged.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned,
Discharged-
Resigned.
Resigned.

Discharged.
Discharged.
Discharged,
Resigned.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Discharged.
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sate. Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1900. Tramways—Thapfic Bfiancjt—corsfiiwerf.
7 May Mongan, Michael................ ' Conductor . . .

17 ,, Warton, George M . ... 1 Conductor , .
17 „
21 M I’arkcr, Albert E......................... 1 Shod hand clerk ....
31 „ Roberts, James ........... , , '• Trnimviu manofrer ... 

ITousc allowance .. .1 .Sunday* ..
4 June Deadman, Stephen.......................... Apprentice fjerk . ,

0 Halloran, Mtehnel . ,,, .. Conductor . .
<E ,, Clines, James A. ... ,, Driver................fl „ Iveanev, Michael....... Starter...............

10 Aliell, W'illiam............... Conilnctor ... .
22 Ihorlcy, Ccorge................. Conductor ... .

1S90. Tramwus
V, July Ftvnn, Patrick...............
17 Au(f. James, W'illiani ............. Striker ..............

7 Sept. Heath, Samuci...............lono.
8 Mar. O’Connor, John ..........
9 June Walls, Michael.................... Cart arid driuT .

15 May Wartrl;!!, Huch .............
Tkavttay^

T^honrcr ................
80 June Kirk, Robert .......................... Fireman .. .. . .

1 (1 ■ per daj f 
, 6 - per day . ..

I (i -’per day .
! £125pcpa).iiujii 

£700 peninmnu 
XIOUpurnniniui 

. £fi2 i)er anitum 
£30 per annum 

I <*/. per day. ,
I Js ■ per day ,. ' 
■ fl - per day . .
j (5/ per (lay . .
I cl- Iior day----

Discharged.
Discharged.
Discliarflrcd.
Resigned.

Retired.

l)is>char"eri.
Jjischnrifed.
DcrCiiSMt,Kesiyned,lies-fiiied.

7 C j'icr day .. .1 Di«charpcd. 
T/Operdaj .. Retired 
7,6 per day.. j Resigned.

7,0 per dav ..Retired 
10 0 per day J Dibchar^ed.

Rluctru’a1! Branch.
! 0 6 per day 

3,- per day
DiEcliar^ed. Resign ed.

Sydney . WUParo Applegate Oullick, Government Printer.—1900.

[3*0
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS, QUARTER ENDING DECEMBER, 1S9D.)

Printed ttnilcr A'A 1 Report from Printing Committee, 2U T900.

Oflices of the Railway Commissioners of Now South Wales,
£5fh January, 1900.

To The Honorable the Minister op Hailways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Bailway 

Act of 1SS8, 51 Yic. No. 35, wc have the honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Beport for the quarter ended 31st December, 1S99, upon the 
subjects specified, viz. :—

I.—State op the Traffic.

RAILWAYS.
Quarter ended 
31st Dec, 180ij.

Quarter ond fid
1 31st Dec., 189D.

Miles open ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
r 1S9S. 1899. -j

2,70oi 2,730

Revenue ... J Passenger ...£300,290 £323,028 [...
(Merchandise... £031,501. £002,256)

£931,854 £925,284

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. £444,429 £160,100 ‘
Train miles run ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,397,051 2,320,979
Earnings per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 7s. 9I-d. 7s. Hid.
Expenditure per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 3s. Sid. 3s. Hid.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... ... ... ... 47'54 49-73
Number of passengers ... ... ... ... ... .. 6,344,015 0,790,110
Tonnage of goods traffic ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,268,027 1,292,805
Tonnage of live stock traffic... ... ... ... ... ... 68,941 50,722

TRAMWAYS.
Quarter ended
31st Dec., 1898.

Quarter ended
31st Dec., 1899.

Miles open ... ... ,,, 661 601
Revenue from all sources .............................. £88,913 £97,372
Expenditure......................................................... £76,328 £83,411
Tram miles run ............................................ 880.061 956,458
Earnings per tram mile ... ... ... 2s. 2s. Old-
Expenditure per tram mile ... ... ,. ... Is. S^d. Is. 9d.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings 83-85 85'00
Number of faros collected. ... .. ... ... ... 21,017,421 23,034,033

*122—
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RAILWAYS.

II.—Condition oe the Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix, page 4.

III.—Special Rates.

A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for making the same, will 
be found attached, page 4. •

IY and V.—Staff.

These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 8.

General Remarks.

The Passenger department shows an increase of £22,737, all classes of traffic 
having contributed thereto, viz., first-class passengers, £7,194; second-class, £13,798; 
and miscellaneous, £1,745. .

In tho Goods department, General Merchandise shows an increase of £5,693 ; 
Coal and Coke, £2,194; and other minerals, £3,273. Wool shows a decrease of 
£15,841; Live Stock, £21,981; Hay, Straw, and Chaff, £4,928, and Grain and 
Plour, £714.

The net Earnings for the quarter show a decrease of £9,570.
The General Goods tonnage shows a decrease of 36,110 tons, viz., 

General Merchandise, 1.356 tons; Hay, Straw, and Chaff, 9,860 tons; Grain and 
Hour, 2,531 tons; Wool, 4,144 tons; Live Stock, 18,219 tons. Coal and Coke 
shows an increase of 17,967 tons, and other Minerals, 24,702 tons.

The Passenger journeys show an increase of 452,125.
‘ In consequence of an unusual amount of necessary repairs and renewals 

to Rolling Stock, as compared with the corresponding quarter of last year, the 
expenditure shows an increase of £15,671.

Condition of the Lines and Accommodation for the Traffic.

The Permanent Way Lines, Works, and Buildings have been well maintained.
Tho grade improvements near Carlingford and Aberdeen, and the earth-works, 

culverts, and bridges connected with the deviation works between Harden and 
Cootamundra have been completed, and good progress has been made with similar 
works between Gresham and Blayney.

The duplication of the North Shore line has made fair progress, but several 
important alterations proposed to be carried out are deferred, pending Parliamentary 
authority.

The Wagga Wagga Viaduct, north of tho river, has been completed, and 
satisfactory progress is being made with the remainder of the work.

TRAMWAYS.
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TRAMWAYS.
The Earnings daring the past quarter have increased £8.459, and the 

Expenditure £7,083, the net result being an improvement of £1,376.

The George and Harris Streets Electric line, Circular Quay, Sydney, to John- 
street, Pyrmont, a distance of 3 miles 19 chains, was opened for traffic on the Sth of 
December last. During the 24 days in December, 1,136,852 passengers were carried, 
and the traffic continues to give gratifying results.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Y our most obedient servants,
CHARLES OLIVER,

Chief Commissioner. 
W. M. EEHON,

Commissioner. 
DAVID KIRKCALDIE,

Commissioner.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Report on the Condition, of Permanent Way and Works for the Quarter ending
31st December, ] 899.

S'r! Office of Engiiieer-in-Chief for Existing Lines. 1 January, 1900.
I have to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that the Permanent'Way and 

WorliB have been efficiently maintained during tho past quarter.
Eeballasting, resleepering, and rerailing operations have progressed steadily.
The grade improvements near Carlingford and Aberdeen Station are completed, the earthworks, 

culverts, bridges, &c., nr connection with those between Harden and Cootamundra are finished, and good 
progress has been made with similar works between Gresham and Blayney.

. T’air progress lias been made with the duplication of the North Shore line, between St, Leonards 
and Lmdfield, but several important alterations proposed to be carried out arc deferred until Parliamentary 
authority has been obtained.

The work of renewing the Wagga Wagga viaduct has advanced to far that nil work north of the 
river has been completed, and it is expected that delivery of all materials required for the completion of 
the wmrk will shortly be given. ’

I have. &o.,
THOMAS R.EIimT.

The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners. Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines.

APPENDIX II.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Statement, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Special Rates which have 
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, quarter ended Slat December, 1S99.

Article. Rate or Particutorg, Reason lor Rate.

Horses ............................. Twenty-three trucks, Scone to Newcasile, for shipment—25 per cent. 00 
usual rate.

To secure fra (11c.

Oil .................................... Loaded in owner’s tank of not more than 9 tons capacity and carried on 
4-wheela, Torbane to Darling Harbour;—£5 per vehicle, tank to be 
hauled back empty free. .

To encourage indus
try.

Crude ores ......................... Newcastle to E. and A. Copper Works, 1b. per ton in full ton truck loads ... New rate.
Oil (kerosene) ................. Conveyed in owner’s tanks of not mom than fit tons capacity, Hartley Vale 

to Kskbsnk, 14s. per tank ; B class rate when in drums or oases, and 
carried with candles, gasoline, and benzine, in G ton loads. Hartley Vale 
to Darling Harbour. *

do

Alabastinc ......................... B class rates and conditions .................. .. . . . To encourage traffic.

To secure traffic.Pipes, castings, valves, Ac. Darling Harbour to Moree for Moree Water Supply, £4 lOs. per ton in 
6*ton loads, forsrarded at the convenience of the Department.

Machinery—gold dredging.. B rate, in 6-ton loads, per 4-wheeled wagon ................................................ To equalise rales.
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APPENDIX III,
NEW SOUTH WALES GOYERNHEXT HAIL WAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

Rnrcity, in neeovclanec with Clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing tho Appointments of Employees from the 1st
October t-o the 31st December. 1899.

Date. Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1309. ENQfeT.EB*tN*«C&[KF IIXISTIJO Ll>PT?J liRAtfOU.

29 Sept
29 .4 Ol
12 
13
13 
Vi 
10
30
31 
31
3 No 
9 

ID
14 
Ifl 
24 
23

1 Dec, 
1 
1 
7

n 
u 
12 
14 
ir,
if.
13
is 
is 
20 
21 
21 
22 
22 
23 
23 
29

Woolfc, John ... 
Ynrham, William 
Raker, Alfred ... 
Watson. Albert . 
Hyde, Edward . . 
Himdeock, Peter 
Randell, Krederick 
Good, Daniel .. 
Robertson, John 
Dowd, John ,. . 
Hrafp'ett, James . 
Ruser, William.. 
Sweenev. Patrick 
Dawes, Walter 
Lowing, William . 
Jeffrey, Arthur . 
Hudson, William. 
Uo^an, Patrick 
Nelson, Alexander 
Curt*'*, William . 
Sharpe, William . 
Pusher, Edward . 
Pearcy, William , 
I.iddlc, Neil .. .. 
Roolu*, John ... 
Sorrell, Thomas 
Harris, Artlmr ... 
Coaldrake, William 
Kccvers, Alfred 
Ijcaver, Jolm . 
Rcddoe, llenjnunn 
Hoarc, Heujamm 
Hpinkh, Thomas ,. 
Jloran, Lawrence 
famtsay, llenjamiti 
ftenddl, Thomas .. 
Callaway, Charles 
Taylor, John ... 
Tavlor. Henry .. . 
l)a\ ieo, Peter .

1 Labourer.
Labourer ..........
Painter ..............
laibourer............
Labourer..............
Labourer..............
Assistant driller 
Carpenter ..........

1 euti ]ier uay 
I G/6 jwr dav 
I lb- per day 
■ fi 6 i>cf day 
I 6 6 per day

..i Labourer.............. 6 G per day Tier D McQinicy.

.. Labourer___ G'G pur dav r#er B. Kvdcr,

. J Labourci.............. 6/G per dav 1»« J. Acheson.

.. Fettler.................. 0'G per dav Vice GL Spear.

..| Labourer............ G/G per dav Vico W. Haines,

. ' Labourer.............. G/6 per dav Vice J. Jamieson,
,i Fettler.................. 0'G pur dav
| Fettler ................ 7,'C per dn v

. J Labourer ___ 0'G per day Tire TV, Spike.

. r Labourer.............. fl G per day
. . Labourer.............. C 6 pur day
,,j Fettler.............. 6/6 per dsv rice M, Carroll,
. labourer.............. G G per dav Vice T, Bath.
.. Labourer............ CEO per dav
..i Clhce-bov .......... 2 - per day Vice J. Cook,
..j lAhourer.............. «/G per dav Tun* F. Egan.
., Fettler................ 7-6 per dav 1 ice J. Crofts.

Labourer.............. 0-0 perday Vice W, Goddard,
labourer.............. G <J per dav Vice R. Dah
Labourer.............. G/G perday Vice J. Long
Labourer.............. 0'G perday
labourer............ 6 6 per day - • Vice W, Norris.
L&bouier ........ G’G per dav Vice J. Stanlan.

... Labourer............ G fl per dav
.. Labourer - .. G G iK-r dav - TVcc P. Wright.
..' Olfice-lxiv .......... 2—per dav . . I'trr M. Gearing.
.i uniec-bov , . 2,- per day Vice M. Relllv.

,,| Bridge carpenter SI - I>cr liny ..
1 Timber inspector 7 - pur dav

.. Labourer .. .. G'Gper dav
.1 Labourer............ G/li per dav ... Vice A. Brldgcr.

,. i Labourer. . . fl U per day Ffcr J. Vencss

CirtEK MECJfAvrr^L ExmxiiR^s Rraxch.

3 Oct, 
3
3
4 
G 
G

10 
10 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
1G 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
23
23
24 
31

1 Nov.
2 
G 
G

13 
18 
18 
18 
18 
23 
23 
23 
23 
iDoo 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 

11 
11 
12

| Charlton, John W. 
Mom's, Thomas .. 
Clark, William ... 
Wolf, William . .. 
Diiigaii, George O. 
Richards, Dai id .. 
Riddle, Victor ..
M orrin, John..........

1 Wright, Thomas 
Russell, William ..

| Rcnnett, Charles.
| Matthews, John . 

8hanks, William . 
KusscIL Alexander 

j Tidcswclt, Morris..
Rourkc, Janies ..

I Rlack&haw, John.. . 
1 Kandcll,William ...

Robson, Stuart ... 
| Rressinirton, David .

Harve>” Herbert. .. 
i Blatchford, Edward 

Hackett, Alfred
Rrooks, Peter..........
Haicox, William,, 
Auton, Eredcriek . 
Hobbs, Frederick ,,
DalTicI), George........
Hall, Ernest,............

| Bennett, John..........
| Rodgers, Robert .. 

Johnson, Charles....
| Long, George ..........

Ratcliffc, Augustus.. 
1 Crawford, John .,

Allen, Stanley..........
1 Ogden, Reginald..
j Ring John W..........

Coleman, Joseph P.
I Gciodwin. James ,..

King, Albert..............
Latham, Frank..........
Sharp, Archibald...
Darcy, James ..........
Ferrano, Herbert ., 
Melvor Francis ... 
Reid, Edward ...........

M‘Fay-den, Henry ..............
Wiig-uer, John ........................
Lees, Harold............................
Handley, Sjdney ................
Wilkinson, Leslie ..............
Metcalfe, John........................
Griffith, Arthur ....................
Ingrall, Carl...........................
Wroli, Willie.............................
Giddy, Jolm O. .....................
Hood, Herbert C.....................
Roscwell, William .................
Harrison, Thomas.................
Doodv, Ellzalieth ................

Cleaner 
Cleaner 
Cnll'ho<,
Shop-boy

Ofeancr 
Call-boy . ..
Cleaner ............
Cleaner................
Telephone-boy .. 
Waggon-builder .
Cleaner ..............
Cleaner ................
Fitter ..............................
Can iage-builder _..........
Boilcrmnker'e assistant 
Fuelman ..
Gasman .
Cleaner ..
Cleaner ..
Turner..
Labourer .
Labourer..
Cleaner ..
Fuelman .
Cleaner ..
Cleaner ..
Cleaner ..........................
Telephone-boy..............
Cleaner ........................
Fuelman..........................
Shop-boy..........................
Tulephoue-boy..............
Call-boy ..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ......................
Apprentice......................
Labourer......................
Labourer ........................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ......................
Apprentice......................
Shop-boy ......................
Telephone-boy ..............
Labourer..........................
Boilermaker................
Carriage and waggon 

examiner.
Fuelman........................
Cleaner ..............
Cleaner..............
Cleaner ..............
Cleaner ............
Call-bny ..............
Electro-plater ..
Labourer..............
Boilermaker ....
Fuel man..............
Fuelman..............
Cleaner ..............
Waggon builder 
Upholstcress___

fl/- per daj .. 
3/3 per day ., 
3 3 per day . 
3/ pci1 day . 
-/10 per flay 
f>/- per day .. 
H/3 per day , 
G/- per daj .. 
fl/- per day .. 
3-3 per day . 
9/ti per day 
fl/- per day .. 
3/3 per day .. 
9'Gper daj’ .. 
10/- per day 
b/3 per day .. 
fl/fl per day. 
7/G per day ,. 
fl/- per day .. 
fl/ per day .. 
!>-6 per day 
G G per day .. 
G/0 per day 
&»- per day . 
G G per day .. 
fl/- per day 
fl/- per day , 
fl/- per day .. 
3/3 per day .. 
2/G per liny .. 
G G per day 
3/tl per day ,, 
2/0 per day .. 
SPG per day .. 
5/- per day ., 
3/3 per daj1 . 
-AO per day 
6‘G per day ,. 
G/G per day 
3/3 per daj-.. 
fl/- per day .. 
-/lO per day 
2'3 per ilav . 
3/3 per day .. 
G/G per day .. 
0/4 per day .. 
7/- per day ..

G/G per day .. 
3/3 por day .. 
3/3 per day .. 
IPS per day ., 
3/3 por daj1 .. 
2/6 per day .. 
30/- per day 
0/0 per daj-.. 
0/4 por day.. 
fl/G per day ., 
G'G per day .. 
5/-perday .. 
916 per day .. 
4/- per day ,.

I
 New opening, Manilla. 

Transferred from Extra Staff,

| Err? S. Yates.

I
Vicif R. Doyle,

J Transferred from F.xtra Staff.

Vice A, Love, 
i rice R. Ciingan.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Fir-tf H. Boag.

J-Tmnsferrcd from Extra Staff. 

/
Viet J. Carroll

Vice A. O reaves.
Vvx G. Roach,
Vice J, Mortimer.
| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice W. Foster,
j-Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Transferred from Extra Staff.
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APPENDIX 1X1—continued.

189fc 
29 Sept.
29 
2 Oct.. 
2 
6 
7 
9

10 
13
13
14 
17
19
20 
21 
27

2S
30 
30
30
31 

1 Kov. 
B

11
15 
13 
23 
23
23
24

27 
30 Nov, 
30
30 ..

1 Dec, 
1 
1 
4 
4
4
5
5 
0
6
7
8 
8 
8 
8

11 
IS 
13 
15 
21 
29

10 Nov. 
10 ,* 
22 M

17 Nov, 
2S „ 
21 Dec.

3 Oct., 
3 „
0 >.
0 i.

11 i.
30 H
17 Nov.
12 Dec.
1* M
18 „

1 Oct..
3
4 

12 
12 
12 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
20 
20 
20 
20
20 .. 
10 Nov,

. 13 Dec. 
14

8 Nov.
5 Dec.
6

13
13
19
19
19
19

Renuett, Elizabeth .. 
Cantrill, Sylvester ...
Doip:, William............
HeLlemat], Benjamin .
tVoixhvard, Eva ........
Gregory, Kate............
Hartchcr, Herbert...
Mullins, Mnude ........
Amos, Arthur..........
Harvcv, Georpc ., 
Gavauflugh, Joseph . 
Hickey, Michael ... . 
Creswick, Norman ... 
Gain, Archibald 
Outred, Francis .. 
Sayers, Lilian ..........

McDonald, Annie ............
Pritchard, Edward..............
Smith, George ..................
Power, Catherine ..........
Potter, George......................
Clinton, Mary .......... .,.
Loughndjre, Annie . .. .
Prives, William..................
Hem c, Joseph.............. .....
Kohcrts, Joseph..................
Jones, Robert ..................
CoulsOn, Henry ............
Babbage, Charles ..........
Robinson, Nicholas ... ,
Maher, Richard ................
Cbamberlain, Christopher
hfeyer, Herman ................
Shipton, William..................
Johnson, Sydney..................
Weston, Alfred ................
McKinnon, Connor ........
Lowry, May ....................
Southwell, Hayden..........
Tooth, Percy* ......................
Stephen, Jane......................
Nicholson. James ..............
Hogan, Michael ..................
O’Neil, John..........................
Brennan, Emma..................
Itadcock, William ..............
Condon, Mary ..................
Fletcher, Emily..................
Jamieson, William............
Piggolt, Bridget..................
Bostock, Stanley..................
Honvn, Bridget......................
Schwcmsherg, Henry..........
Davis, Edward.....................
Morris, Edward ..............
Edser, Mary Ann..................

Ciiiev Tjlavpic Maxaukr'd Branch.
Gatekeeper ..........
Probationer ............
Gatekeeper..............
Porter........................
Gatekeeper............
Gatekeeper................
Gatekeeper..............
platform caretaker 
Probationer ,,, ,
Probationer ...
Probationer ___
Probationer .. . .
probationer . ...
Probationer . , . , 
Junior porter.. .
Caretaker and P'

Misties*)
Gatekeeper ,. ..
Porter ................
Probationer ............
Gatekeeper. .. .
Porter........................
Gatekeeper................
Gatekeeper...
Probationer ..........
Probationer .... 
Porter .. 
Gatekeeper ,. ..
Probationer .... 
Probationer .... 
Gatekeeper. .
Porter........................
Probationer............
Piohationary porter.
Probationer ............
Proliationer . . .
Gatekeeper................
Probationer... .
Gatekeei>cr................
Probationer.......
Probationer . .
Gatekeeper................
Probationer ............
Junior porter ...
Porter........................
Gatekeeper..............
Porter........................
Platform attendant

Free hounc..
2/J per week 
15/- perweek 
fl/- per day ,.
7/- per week 
Free hou>%c , 
15/- per week 
Free house .,
2/G per week 
2-0 per week 
2 (1 per week 
2'ff per week 
2'1- per week 
2/(f per week 
2/(1 per day’
7/« per week and 

house.
Froe house ... I
fl/- per day___ 1
2/fi per week ..i 
10/- per week I 
0/- per day ., .| 
//-perweek 
Free house . j 
2W pec week . I 
2,6 per week . 
O'- per day .. | 
15,'- per week j 
2/li per week . J 
2rl3 per week 
H/- per week . 
6/- per day ... 
2/fl per week 
10/- per week 
2/fl ixr week .
2 6 per wTeek 
15/- per week , j 
IMJ per week . J 
7/-per week ..' 
2,fi ]>er week 
2-fl per week 
7/- per week 
2/fl per week 
5/- per day . 
fl/- per day 
Free house . 
fl/- per day 
7/- jwr week

-| Vic?, W. Bennett.

Ffcc McDonald. 
Fjiw A. Tray nor. 
Vice M« Hogan. 
Vice M, Coilms. 
Fictf H. Miles,

Vic? V. I’etrie. 
Vic? W. Ward. 
Vice T Allen, 
Fiei* R. Kerr 
17cfl R Afiller 
F«e T. Jiughes.

Vice A. Haines 
Fter B. Stewart. 
Vive A, Keane. 
Vice P. Miller. 
Vice W. Cavers. 
Vice S. Blackett. 
Fire II. O'Toole.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Ftcc H. Primrose.

Gatekeeper.................. 7/- per week
Probationer 
Gatekeeper.. 
PnbationCT 
Gatobceper, 
Gatekeeper , 
Probationer 
Probationer 
Gatekeeper

I 2/0 per week 
j 7/- per week ,. 
| 2/fl per week 
7/-per week .. 
15/- pci week.. 

.1 2/fl per week . 
j 2'6 per week .. 
: 7/-per week ..

Vice J. Field. 
FiecT. Westlake.

Vice C. Bickley.

Hiec R. Dunn.
Hire J, Jjillcy 
Vice V. Locsemore.
Vic? F, Outred.

i’/cr B. Budd.
Vice E, Bostock. 

lie-employed,
Transforrkl from Extra Staff, 
Vtce N. Vcness.
Transfened from Extra Siaff.

Ft« E. Richards.
Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Vice S. Foster.
Vice A. Lusher.
Vtce S. Bell

Vice ?. Cameron.
Vice W. Brown.
Vice C. Cole.

O’Grady, William , 
Cochrane, Thomas 
Adams, Claude.,..

Signal and Ivthrlocmng Engineer’s Branch.
Driller__
Spike boy 
Spike boy

I 7(6 per day___
2/3 pw day . ■ ■

I 2/* per day ...
Transferred from fctetra Staff.

Electrical KsaiNEER'k Branch.
Rowe, Norman E. ... 
Brown, Frank ... .
Wright. Horace It...

Electrical cadet,, 
Electrical cadet.. 
Probationer..........

10/- per week..] 
10/- per week. 
2/C per week . I

Tramways—Locomouvb Branch.
Butlin, Thomas ... 
Webb, James H .. 
Means, Frederick , 
Bingham, William 
Fair, Joseph W. . 
Kinsella, Arthur If 
Martin, William .,, 
Warburton, Henry, 
llareiij Alichael___

Sattler, George W.

McCardoil, John . , 
Koppcr, Albert. ,. ,
Brighton, Arthur R. .
Lawton, Henry ........
Montgomery, Robert..
FJcgg, Albert ..............
Robinson, James E, .
Blair, James K..............
Tecce, William..............
Dolan, John M. . 
Eevan, Edw-ard ,, .
Baird, Andrew ........
Roach, Thomas H........
McSw'cency, Henry . . 
Gillroy', Samuel .,.
Wright, William..........
Gosling, Frederick . 
Gumperts, Gustav c.. . 
Quigley', Albert B. .. . 
Hankinson, Halmond.
Hawkes, George ........
Potter, Charles..............
Tierney, Patrick ..........
Riley, Albert B..............

Apprentice...................... 1 llki per day
Cleaner .......................... | BW jicr day .
Fitter
Machinist . ...
Shop boy............
Apprentice clerk 
Fuelman ...
Cleaner ........ _ t .
Stationary engine hre- 7/fl ]K:r day ...

innn. '
Labourer

10/- per day 
fi/4 per day 
2/3 per day .. 
£30 per annum 
0/6 per day 
Bjfl per day

1 G|6 ]>cr day ...,

Vice II. Hodgson. 
Vice JO. Wills. 
Vice F Mncnab.

Vice T. Marr.
Vice J Dickie. 
Vtce F. Lee.
Vice J. Harris 
Vice J. Tyrer.

Vice E. Johnson,

Thamwa-iB- Tiiaffic Branch,
Conductor
Conduotor
Conductor
Conductoi'
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Telephone
Comiuctor
Conductor

lad

i 6/- per day ..
’ fl/- per day .. 

6,'- per day . 
fl/- per day .. 
fl/- per day . 
fl/- per day . 
fl/- per day .. 
6/- per day ,. 
6/* per day .. 
fk-per day . 
C/- per day .. 
fl/- perdaj 
fl/* pur day .. 
fl'- pur day .. 
fl/- per day 
fl'- per day ,, 
(i;- pur day 
6- per day .. 
6’'- per day . 
fl’- per day ,, 
0/- per day .. 
10/- per week 
61- per day .,

I fl/- per day___

Vice Z. Jeffrey.
George and Harris Streets Electric Tramway 
Vie* A. Lackey.

-George and Harris Streets Electric Tramlray

Vice W. Stephenson. 
Vie? J. Chadwick. 
Vice A. Coxhcad.

Tramways—Maintenance Branch.
Heron, James___
Earls, Arthur . .. 
Brown, Norman .,
Green, John..........
Malone, Thomas . 
ICdwarrfs, John,... 
Heavcy, Andrew..
Morley, Luke ___
Crouch. William ..

Striker ............................ [ C/G per day
Tool Collector .. ..I 4,’-per day
Tool Collector .............. 2’flperdny
Labourer................ : ... C ’ll per day ,
Lalraurer...................... |fl/flpcrday
Labourer........................... I G G pur day
Labourer.......................... 6/6 perday
Labourer.......................... fl/fl per day
Labourer.................  6,0 perday

Vice W. James.

1-G<eorge and Harris Streets Electric Tramway-



APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

Retubh, id accordiinoe with Clause No. 44 of tho Railway Act, showing the Removals of Employees from the 1st October tc
the 31st Doeember, 1S9Q.

Bate. Name. Position. Remarks.

1899. Traffic Acditor’s Braxcii.

9 Dec. I Kelly, Edward...........................1 Apprentice clerk ......... | £70 per annum] Resigned.

28 Sept. 
9 Oct.

20 m
2 Nov. o
0 7,
7 „ 

15 „ 
15 „ 
10 „
14 Dec.
21 „
21 H

Enciin'ker-in*Cuief for Existing Linrs Branch.

Stanlan, .Tames . 
Norns, William 
Croft, John .. 
Hams, Arthur 
Carroll, Michael 
O'Toole, William 
Cook, John . .. 
Reilly, Michael 
Vencss, John .. 
Egan, Patrick .. 
Gearing, Michael 
Kirwan, Maurice 
Flanagan, John

Ganger.............................. 9/-per day
Labourer...................... 7di per day
Fottlor..............................  7/G per day
Ganger..............................  9;- perday
Labourer........................  0/8 per day
Ganger.............................. i 9/* per day
OtJlce boy 
Office boy 
Fettler.. .
Fettler___
Otfice boy 
Fettler,.,, 
Fettler ...

l a.’- perday 
i il/* per day 

7'8 per day 
7'G per day 
2/- ]rt:r day 
If- per day 
7/G i>cr day

Resigned.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Retired.
Resigned.
Resigned
Discharged.
Discharged.
Retired.
Resigned.
Discharged,
Deceased.
Deceased.

22 Aug. 
1 Oct.. 
5 „
7 „
8

12 „
2D „
23 „
25 „
2C „
2C „
31 „

3 No\. 
3 ,,
^ , >
9 ,,
9 „

10 „
11 „

ji± ,,
24 „ 
28 „ 
30 „
3 Dec,
4 ,,
6 „
3 >*

32 „ 
14 „ 
17 „
21 n
22 „

Chiw Wkcuaxical Exois'ekr’s Bhascjl

Allen, William .................................|
Douohoe, Michael..........................
Innis, Robert ...................................
Hickson, John F................................
Fewkes, George ..............................
Wallace, James ..............................
ISraars, Albert...................................
Neal, James......................................
McKcllar. Robert ..........................
Greenfield, Hugh 
Howard, William 
Groa\esT Arthur 
Candrick, Edward .
Foster, William ...
Boulter, Oliver.. ..
Burgess, George . .
Morgan, Joseph ...
Foott, Willjam ___
Osborne, Geoige ...
Young, John............
Love, John ....................................
Sutton, George...................................
Moon, Alice......................................
Decproec, Stephen..........................
Kemslcy, Charles..........................
Mligato, William...............................[
Burke, William ...............................
Harmon, William ..........................
McNeil, Neil......................................
Norman, George..............................
Williams, James..............................
Crawford, John ..............................
Mutton, Friend ............................

Driller.............................. ' 9/2 per day ..
Firomau ...................... 9/- per day ....

7/- ]>cr day . 
ti’fl per day ,..
11/- per day . 
15/-perday,. . 
6/- per day .... 
10 ? per day .. 
7/- por dav .... 
7/- per day .... 
14/- per day....
fl/- per day___

limekecpcr .................. | £150 poi annum
Gatekeeper.................. I 7/9 per day —
Labourer........................ ,7,* perday —
Fireman ...................... | 10/- per day ,
Bodennaktr'a assistant.! 7/-per day ....
Fireman.......................... ] HV-per day ..
Labourer ...................... > 7/6 per day —
labourer........................ 6/* per day —
Labourer.......................... ; 7/- per day ....
Driver.............................. i 14/-por day ..
Upholsteress.................. 34 per day--------
Brake cleaner .............. I 8/* iier day ..
Fitter............................. 10/-perday,...
Steam crane fireman .. $/-per day ....
Driver ........................ 13/-perday —
Cleaner..................... 5'-per day...
Fitter............................. 10-perday,.
Mar-hmist ...................... I 0/8 per day ..I
Striker.............................. 6 b per day .... i
Cleaner .......................... fi/- per day . I
Shop boy ......................  S’- per day . I

Labourer 
Firelighter 
Driver ....
Driver ...
Apprentice..........
lilncksmith ..........
Oiler.........................
Striker ....................
Driver.......................

1 Cleaner ............

Retired.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Deceased
Resigned.
Retired
Written ofY books.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Retired.
Resigned.
Rcsignel.
Resigned.
Kesignod.
Deee'wcd,
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Written of! books. 
Deceased. 
Resigned. 
Discharged.

29 Sopt. Bennett, William ....................
so „ Haines, Ada.......................................
4 Oct. Mftudsley, Mary..............................

Travnrr, Annie ..............................
Collins, Marv ..................................

n Bickley, George ..............................
13 „ Primroso Henry ........................
13 „ Navlor, Peter ..................................
14 „ Kerr, Rolwrt......................................
19 „ Miller. Richard.............................. ..
23 „ Raiiev, George...................................
20 ,, Brown, William ..............................
26 „ Hughe., Teresa ..............................

29 ,, Miller, Fhcohc.............................
31 „ Dunne, Roderick ..........................
31 „ BlucUtt, Sarah ..............................

1 Nov. Bailev, Catherine ..........................
1 „ Bench, John S....................................
J Clark, Charica...................................
6 „ Carrol], Patrick ..............................
6 >, O’Toole, Matilda............................

10 „ Lawrence, Antoni ..........................
Cosgrove, Richard ..................

13 „ Burns, Martha..................................
19 „ Whltolv, George ........................
2o „ Thompson, Thomas ......................
29 ,, Berov Arthur ........................ .
30 n Looscmorc, Violet.............. * —
30 „ Dicker, William .........................
4 Dec. Richards, Elizabeth .......................
4 „ Croft, Jane ...................................
5 ,, Roi.or, Charles ..............................
G ,, Vencss, Naomi..................................
7 ,► VTest, David ......................................
7 ,, Foster, Sarah................................

12 „ Belt, Susan........ .................................
1* r* Cameron, Perov..............................
21 » Collitts, Joseph................................
29 „ Colo, Caroline ..............................
29 „ Markham, Mrs. Julia ..................

CniEy Traffic Manacixk’s I1p.axch.

Gatekeeper...................... 1 Free house ..
Gatekeeper...................... Free house ...
Gatekeeper...................... 5/- per week & 

himsc.
Gotekeepcr...................... Free house ...
Platform caretaker . .. Free bouse ..
Shunter....................... 1 7/0 per day ..
Porter.......................... | G/- per day ..
Porter.............................. 9/-pcrdftj ..
Porter.............................. 1 7/- per day ..
Junior porter................ 4/2 per day . - -
Porter.............................. S/- per day___
Guard............ t — 10‘6 per day ,
Caretaker & postmistress 7/- pc? week & 

hou^c.
Gatekeeper....................... 10/* per week
Otiiccr in charge .......... £lu0per annum
Gatekeeper .................. 7/-perweek
Gatekeeper ........ 10'- perweek
Station-master.............. £100 por annum
Clerk .............................. £120 perannum 

7.'- i>cr day___Porter..........................
Gatekeeper .................. Free house___
Junior porter.................. 5'-perday.. .
Guard.......................... O'- per day ..
Gatekeeper.................... IS/* perweek .
Gatekeeper .................... 30/- por week ..
Gatekeeper .................... 7/- per day ..
Junior porter................ 4'2perday ...
Gatekeeper ................ 7/- per week ..
Messenger...................... ii1- per day ..
Gatekeeper .................. 10/- i>cr week .
Gatekeeper .............. Free house ..
Clerk .............................. £130 per annum
Gatekeeper.......... Free house...
Porter ............................ G-- per day ...
Gatekeeper . . .... 7/- per week .
Gatekeeper...................... 7/- per week .
Probationer .................. 2 0 per week ..
Junior porter.................. 2/fl per day . .
Gatekeeper...................... 7,'- per neck .
Gatekeeper.................... If- per week .

Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.

Resigned.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged,
Written of! the books. 
Resigned.
Deceased.
Deceased
Resigned

Resigned.
Retired.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Retired.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned,
Resigned.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Retired.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Retired.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned
Resigned.
Resigned,
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Deceased.

Electrical Exuixeek's Branch.

Fitter .................... f)/- per day .. .1 Resigned.
17 „ Pelletier, John .................................. Electric light attendant 9/- per day . . Resigned.
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APPENDIX IV—continued.

Date. Name. Position.

1S99.

18 Nov. Tyrer, Thomas.............. ..................

TitAMWAVS-

Statlonarv engine fire

13 ,»
12 Dec.

Johnston, Edvard..........................
man.

Labourer..........................
Duffy, Joseph .................................. Painter’s assistant ....

W Dell, Alexander ......................

SOct,

Tramways-

T ,, Coxhead, Albert D................... ..
19 „ Wilson, Albert H...............................
23 „ Pike, Valentine ...................... .. r..
2j> „ Chadwick, John tV, ......................

6 Nov, Smith, Norman ............................ Condnctor..................
Id .. Campbell, James T......................... Car cleaner ....................

1 J>ec. Huntlov, Frank .. Conductor......................
2 „ Swindlchurst, Harold ................ Conductor......................

Rate.

7/- per riav 
7/- per day .

' Resigned.

| Kcsig-ned.
| l)ific.na,rjred, 
I Resigned.

-TRApyic Beiaxcif.

C- perday 
C/» per day . 
O'* ]>er day 
0 ■ per day . 
0 - per day . 
6 ■ per day . 
7/- per day . 
(P'lKirday , 
G// per day ..

DSscharfed.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned
Discharged.
Resigned
Resigned.

Remarks.

[Grf.]
Sjdney: William Applegate Cullick, Government rrinter.-^lBOO.



1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(BEPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS, QUARTER ENDED 31sr MARCH, 1300)

Printed under No. 1 Beport from Printing Committee, 2G June, 1900.

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
Sydney, 10th April, 1900.

To The Honorable the Minister of Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway 

Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Report, for the quarter ended 31st March, 1900, upon the subjects 
specified, viz.;—

I.—State op the Traffic.

RAILWAYS. Quarler ended
Slat March, imi

Quarter ended
3Jat March, 1900.

Milos open .......................................................... 2,7051 2,771
r 1899,

Revenue ... < Passenger ... £317,025
1900. >

£338,372 £753,713 £810.755
IMerchandise... £-WG.GJ)L 

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ...
£478.383

£410,03G £430,904
Train miles run ............................................ 2,14G,07G 2,304,558
Earnings per train mile ... ... ... • ► • «* * ... 7s, 0^1. 7s. Id.
Expenditure per train mile ... ... ... ... 3s. 9td. 3s. 8?d.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... 5P40 5270
Number of passengers ... ... ... *►. ••• *»» G,302,432 0,807,078
Tonnage of goods traffic ... ... ... • •* 4,, 1,231,700 1,386,080
Tonnage of live stock traffic... ... ... ................. 55,248 50,782

TRAMWAYS. Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st March, 38U9. j 31f>t Miudi, 1900.

Miles open ... ... ... ... ... ... ... GGi 1 70^

Revenue .................................................................................................. ■ £90,100 | £113,099
Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £68,797 £85,929
Tram miles run .................................................................................... 878,188 ' 1,127,797

Earnings per tram mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 2s. (Ad. | 2s.
Expenditure per tram mile ... ... ... ... ., Is. G^d. Is. GJ-d.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... ... ... ... 76-36 1 75 98
Number of fares collected ... ... ... ... .. 21,324,710 | 20,825,200

*121 —
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■ II.—Condition of the Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix, page 4.

III.—Special Rates.

A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for making the same, will 
be found attached, page 4,

IV.—Staff.

These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 8.

RAILWAYS.

General Remarks.

The Earnings for the past quarter show an increase of £(53,039 over the 
corresponding quarter of last year; the Expenditure an increase of £20,848, the 
result being an improvement of £42,191.

With few exceptions all classes of traffic contributed to the increase, viz.: ■ 
Eirst-class passengers, £9,079; Second-class, £7,927; Parcels, &c., £4,341; 
General Merchandise, £15,124; Grain, Elour, &c., £25,887 ; Minerals, other than 
Coal and Coke, £4,331; Coal and Coke, £894. Wool shows a decrease of £830, 
and Live Stock, £3,714.

The Passenger traffic shows an increase of 504,640 passenger journeys, and 
the Goods Traffic, 154,380 tons.

Condition of Lines and Accommodation for the Traffic.

The Permanent-way and works generally have been efficiently maintained.

The grade improvements between Harden and Cootamundra arc approaching 
completion, and satisfactory progress has been made with similar works between 
Gresham and Blayney.

Tho first section of the pioneer line, Moree to Invercll, a distance of 35 miles, 
Moree to Gravesend, was opened for traffic on the 1 st of Pcbruary last.

TRAMWAYS.
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TRAMWAYS.

General Remarks.

The Earnings show an increase of £22,999 and the Expenditure an increase of 
£1'7)132} the net increase over the March quarter of last year being £5,867.

In connection with the increased Earnings, 5,500,490 additional fares were 
collected.

The Georirc and Harris Streets Electric line continues to give satisfactory
results.

A further extension of the Electric Tramway from Ealcon-strcct to a point 
near Westbournc-street, North Shore, a distance of 1 mile 4 chains, was opened for 
traffic on the 24th of Eebruary.

The conversion of the North Slxore Cable line to Electric was completed, and 
commenced running under the new system on the 25th of Eebruary.

The conversion of the western section of the Sydney Suburban Steam lines 
to Electric is being proceeded with as rapidly as circumstances permit. The Electric 
Tram commenced working on the Dulwich Hill-St. Peters line on the 2nd instant. 
The Glebe line will probably be completed for Electric running by the 1st July, the 
Leichhardt line by the 1st September, and the Balmain line by the 1st of November.

We have the honor to he,

Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

CHARLES OLIVER,
Chief Commissioner.

W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.

DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I,

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS,

Heyort on Condition of Way and Works for the Quarter ending 31st
March, 1900.

Sir, Office of Bngioeer m-Chief for Existing Lines, 1st April, 1000.

_ I Lave to report, for tlie information of the Commissioners, that the Permanent-way and
Works have been efficiently maintained during the past quarter.

Giving to the difficulty in obtaining materials, only moderate progress has been made with relaying 
and reslecpering, but better deliveries of rails are now anticipated, and work will be proceeded with more 
rapidly. '

The grade improvements between Harden and Cootamundra are approaching completion, and the 
similar works between Gresham and Blayncy have made satisfactory progress.

The duplication between St. Leonards and Liudfield is not quite completed, Parliament not being 
in session, the necessary authority required for a portion of the works could not be obtained, and progress 
has been retarded.

The first section of the Pioneer line, Morec to Invercll, a distance of 35 miles to Gravesend, was 
opened on the 1st of Eebruary last.

I have, &c.,
THOMAS K. FIRTH,

The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines.

APPENDIX II.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Statement, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Special Rates which have 
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, Quarter ending 31st March, 1900.

Article, Particulars of Rate, Reason for Rate,

Gas oil................................

'

In 0-ton tanks from Torbanc to Darling Harbour, £5 per tunlt, fo include 
haulage o£ empty return tanks; Company to provide approved tanks.

Up journey the same rate as crude ores ......................................................

To encourage traffic.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Lime screenings... ............

Produce ............................

Cotton ........................ In bales hydraulic pressed, 2nd cIasa ...................... ................

Do .......................... Do impressed. 3rd class ...................................................

Pacer Bliavimra ......  . .. In baes. ** Ar> rate and usual nandii.imft ...............................

Carbonic gas tubes ......... Measuring not more than C feet in length and 12 inches in diameter and 
not exceeding 1 cwt. in weight, to bo charged same as hogsheads when 
being returned empty.
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SEW SOtJTH WALES GOVEKSMEST RAILWAYS ASD TRAMWAYS,
rtfcrtas, in accordance with clause So, 44 of the Railway Act, sliowinji the Appointments of Employees from tlie 1st January1

to iho 81st March, 1800.

Date, XamCi Pomtiun. Bato, ttcm&TkBt

1900i Tft-VVFIC ArOlTOR'S Urascii.
23 Mari | Moansotf, Ffancia .......................... J Office Ijoj’ . ................. [ 10/-]icr w cok,, f T tee J, MGCultoch.

1 Jan. 
1 »

5 !!
4 „
4 „
4 „f» M
n ,,
it ,» 
i> .s 8 „ 
8
8 .. 
8 ,, 

10 »»

n
10
111
10 K 
n „ 
2r. „

1 Feb.
a
2
2
2
&
(5

r n
7 ^ 

13
16 „ 
22 si 
^.1
”o Mar.

0 ;; 
!> ,, 
9 „

15 „ 
15 „
15 „
15
17 „ 
M „ 
lf»
26 ,»

KsaisaCR-iS'CniKF fob Etisttso Lises RrajiCH.

Mftlcolzi). Ilodcrlck ..............
Jcston, Willlftin ..................
Jones, Fradcrick..................
Coolf, IS(1wmt1 .................... .
Johns, William ..................
Gower, William ................
Jolnisoii, Ueorgc................
McKenzie, Kenneth ........
AViliurd, Arnos....................
Hairier, Walter....................
Imils, John ........................
Iiewres, Peter ....................
Goman, George ..............
Ifegg, Anrlrew ..................
Jlorgati, Panic] ................
Pyc, Albert........................
Costello, Patrick................
Ewing, John................ .. . .
Ellis, JMwin..........................
Turner, William................
Kelly, John ........................
lAttsdovvne, Reginald ...
McGill, John......................
Glover, Clarence ............
Hudson, Charles................
Qudch, Jolni ....................
Poiver, James....................
Thomas, John ..................
Coote, Ernest..............
Irwin, AloMandor . ... . 
(ireen, Benjamin . . .
Father, William................
Walsh, Pami'l ................
King, Samuel ..................
HrsanL, Samuel..............
Matthews, Gena .......
Long, Denis........................
Duggan, Michael................
Day. John..........................
McKenzie, John ............
Mash, Edward ..............
Sawyer, Arthur ..
Pcarec, Herbert ..............
Gosdcn, Henry....................
Wood, William....................
Guv, Thomas .................. ..
Morris. Owen ...................
Baatablc, Charles ............
Wilson, William ................
Harrison, Dan...................
JJotta, Dai id........................

Labourer ___
Labourer .. . 
Labourer . .
Labourer ...
(Carpenter ___
Striker ..........
Labourer .. 
Tool collector. 
Carpenter .. 
labourer ... 
Labourer ..
Paitilor ........
Painter -
Painter ........
Labourer .. 
lAbourcr ... 
Labourer .. 
Machinist .. 
Labourer ...
Fottlei*..........
FctUer............
OtTice bo> .. 
Labourer . 
labourer ...
Fettler..........
Fettlcr........
Labourer . . 
Labourer .. 
Otikja boy 
Fortier ... 
Labomer . , 
Fortier ,, . .
Labourer ... 
Labourer . 
Fettlcr . ...
Office cleaner 
Labourer , 
Labourer . .
Fettler............
labourer . .
Fettler............
Labourer 
Labourer. .. 
labourer ...
Labourer........
Labourer.. . 
Labourer,. ..
Fettler ..........
Carpenter ,.. 
Office boy .,. 
Labourer........

G‘6 per day .., 
Gb per day ..
G/o per day —
G G per day___
9 - per day___
7 « per day ....I 
7/* per day .... i 
S/- per day ,. f 
3'- per day .... i 
G/G per day ... | 
G’fipcrday ,...i 
8/* per day ... i
8'- per day___
S/- per day .... 
G'6 per dav ... . 
G’Gpcrday,. , 
G-6 par daj .. 
8/-per day ... 
GrO per daj ... 
7c({ per day . .. 
7*G iicr day.... 
2t’- per day .. . 
(i 6 per daj ... 
(i‘(l per day ... 
7,0 pur day. .. 
7-0 per day. .
0 G ]>er dav___
G ’G per day___
2/- per day .. 
7/G per dav . .. 
ti/G per day .. . 
7,6 per day ... 
G/G per day . .
G’G per day ., 
7/G per day .... 
25/- per week.. 
C/G per day.. 
Gdi per day .... 
7/0 per day ....
0/0 per day___
7/ti pur day ,. .
0,'G per day___
0/0 per day... 
0/0 per day .... 
6/6 per day ,. 
G/G per day. .. 
0/3 per day ... 
7/fi per day.... 
9/- per day ... 
2n per day .... 
G/G per day —

Vice 0. Chambers.

Vice C. James.

Vice A. Lewis, 

JTcrf E. Walker. 

ITccJ. rianagan.

Vice E. Cromnck.

Vice P. Hamill. 
Vice \\\ Tavlor. 
I'^icg A. McJIillfth. 
Tier H. Sheedy.

Tice R. Forward.

6 Jan. Ftshhurn, Wilfred ........................ 1
6 „ Hancock, Frank.............................. 1
6 1, Rigney, William .............................. ‘
0 Cooney, Ovsen..................................

12 „ Ciatworthy, Edwin,................... '
12 „ Lessels, Thomas..............................
i.-> ,, Rees, Ernest.......................................
1G ,* Goodman, Thomaa..........................
16 ,, Emerson, George ........ ...............
16 „ Couiie, Mrs.........................................
10 „ McQueen, Mrs....................................
16 „ Coleman, Herbert..........................
25 H Chamberlain, James ....................
29 „ Thompson, Robert..........................
29 Watford, .Tames ..............................

1 Feb. Trottur, William..........................
1 lt Felton, Richard ..............................
1 1. Parker, William..............................

j Vine. John D...................................... j
0 Giles, Alfred....................................  1
2 McDougul, Frederick...................... .

Deris'Cr, Edward..............................
fj Rodgers, Robert ..........................
i> .. Goodwin, James..............................

Bagimlb Francis ................ ............
7 j, Diddle, John .......................................
3 „ Allinnon, Henry ..............................

12 „ Pearac, Robert................................
Ifl „ Woodhead, George.............. ...........
to „ Breen, Thomas..................................
16 „ Richardson, Charles ............ . 1

16 „ Wardman, George....................
1G „ Johnston, Robert............................
Mi FhilJipi,, Oscar............................
16 „ Taylor, George.. ..................
20 „ Nettlcship. Walter..........................
2:i „ Bailcv, John......................................
27 „ Burt, Alfred G...................................
3 Mar, Tilman, John D.............................
e. Tvc, Charles....................................
6 M Rufus, Ernest..................................
7 Loughry, Edward ..........................
8 „ Muirav, James F...............................
3 „ Bolton, Oeorgc..................................
9 M Woodhouso, Herbert......................
9 M Davidsoin Thomas . ....................
9 Thomas, Wdlmm...,......................

12 „ Staines, Samuel ........ *....................
12 „ Scddon, Abraham ..........................

12 Parker, Victor...................

Chief Mkcijaxical Emsinehr’g Branch,
Call boy ..................
1’uolmau....................
Cleaner ....................
Fuelman....................
Labourer................
Apprentice................
Apprentice..............
Apprentice................
Fitter ........................
Upholsteress................... I
Upholsteress.................. .
Apprentice.................. |
Apprentice....................... j
Apprentice....................  |
Shop hoy..........................
Shop boy........  .............j
lioilcrmakcr’s ajfsistant, J
GasfUter....................... i
Fuelman....................... I
Fuelman..........................
Clcanur ........................... |
Washcr-out........ .. ...
Fuelman ....................... ‘
Fuelman........................... |
Clcaiici ......................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ........................
Cleaner ........................
Shop Wjv..........................
Blacksimth......................
Cleaner ..........................
Fitter ............ .
Oder.................... . ........
Boilernnikci 'b assistant.. 
Boilermakcr’sasslstant.. 
Boilcrmaker'sassistafit..
Shop boy......................
Fuelman..........................
Shop boy..........................
Carriage builder..........
Firelighter ....................
Tube cleaner..................
Apprentice....................
Cleaner ..........................
Cleaner ........................
Shop bov........................
Apprentice......................
labourer..........................
Apprentice......................
Apprentice......................
Shop boy..........................
Apprentice......................

0 0 perc 
;f/I? per <1
G, 0 per <i 
0 'G jver <i 
]0d. per 
10(1. per 
lOd. per 
9,'G per d 
*}/- per d 
4/* i«ir d 
lOd. per 
lOd. per 
lOd. per 
2/G per c 
2/G per <1 
6/8 ]>er ij 
ft/- per i: 
7/- )>er d 
0/G per <1 
0/- per < 
7/- jier i! 
GiO per c 
0(6 per fl 
C|- iicr ( 
G - por c 
G/- iwsr c 
0/* por t 
l.'O per i 
10/- per i 
6/- per d 
9/0 por < 
7/- per r 
6/S per t 
fi/8 per t 
G’S per c 
4/- per r 
fTG per t 
S/- per c 
10/-per 1 
0/0 iH.*r 1 
f>/. per <j 
H)d. per 
0/* ]>er 1! 
G(- per d 
4/- per <1 
lOd. per 
6/6 per . 
10fi pet 
lOd. per 
3/- per d 
30d. per

Vice It. McKellar. 

^Tranefcn-cd from Extra Staff.

Vice N. McNeil,
| Transferred from Extra Staff,

IickS, Deeprose.
Fire G. Sutton.
| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice O Oates, 
t’letf W. Vino.

} Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice W. Howard,

J7ce G. Burgess.

Vice J. Neal.
I’tcf 1L Donohoc,

C. Kemslcy.
Vue A, Polglase.
| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

IVcr W. Sadler.
Vice J, Hickson.
VZcr W. Hannan.

Vice CJ Brett.
Vice W. Jiourke.

Vice J. Davidson*
Vice 0* Boulter.
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APPEKDIX IH-continued.

Pate, Naiac. Position, Rate. Remarks.

1900.
U Mar.
15
16 
16 
1G 
16 
16 
16
19
20 
20 
20 
27

1 Jan.
2
3 }i
6
5
r>

6
a j

11
11
12
13
15
16
IS j.
18
19
20
22
25 »

26
26 i]
26
30 it
30

1 Feb,
2
2
o
2
2
2
o
2
o
B

10
1G
16
10
16
19
19
20
20
23
23
23
2*
27
1 Mar
2
2
5
G
7
8
9
9

12
13
16
16
10
10
16
18
IS
19 tt

24
20

19 Jan
22
5 Feb

12
19 Mar

17 J&n
1 Feb

23 „
16 Mar.,

16 Jan.. 
1 Feb.. 

10 „ 
21 „

9 Mar., 
22 „

CfriEp Mechanical EKoiNncii'a Beancti—

Rochair, William .......................... Apprentice......................

Fitter ................ . ........
Green, Percy...................................... Shop bov......................
Hilaire, Steuben.............................. Shop bov........................
Wickham, Archibald...................... Apprentice......................
Cochrane, Thomas........................ Apprentice......................
Brown, Frank.................................. Apprentice....................
Marta, Albert .................................. Messenger ... ..............

10il. per (lay . 
lOtl. prr day . 
lOd.pcrday , 
10(J. pur day , 
10" per day 
10/- per day . 
10/- per day . 
2/6 per day'. . 
2/- por day .. 
10(1. por d*ay . 
lOd. per day . 
Ifld per day . 
10/C per week,

l
)

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Pluyford, James ............ ...
Henning1, Elizabeth ......................
Riordan, William ......................
Robertson. Charles..........................
Grugeon, Charles ........................
Ryan, Henry ..................................
Mason, Agnes ................................
Worton, Clara..................................
Marshall, John ............................
Thomson. Frederick ....................
Muston, Edgar..................................
Olsscn, Itebeoca..............................
Shcedy, Michael............................
Jennings, Percy ............................
McGrath, Arthur..........................
Madden, Joseph..............................
Andrews, William ....................
Irwin, Mary ..................................
Rambert, Arthur..............................
Stewart, Ethclbcrt..........................
Dcrenishj Elisabeth ..................

Spark, Catherine............................
Stutchbnry, George ......................
White, Arthur..................................
Famic, Elizabeth ..........................
Jones, Magdalinc ..........................

Maudsley, Arthur ........................
Greaves, Edwin ..............................
Wallace, Thomas............................
McGregor, William........ .................
Vincent, James ............................
Reardon, Henry.............................
Lloyd, Jane.....................................
IngH, Leah..........................................
Black, Frank ................................
Pratt, Matthew ..............................
Hassard, Edward ..........................
Houghton, Mary..............................
Collins, John ..................................
Abbott, William..............................
Gundlock, Robert........................
Vincent, Elizabeth..........................
Brackenbary Charles..................
Wowjnc, Peter..................................
Kerr, Leslie ....................................
Bradley, Emily' ..............................
Payne, Madeline............................
Donoghue, Denis ..........................
Upton, Richard ............................
Markham, Darnel . ................. .
Huthnance, Emma..........................
Scanlon, Edmund ......................
Coulter, William..........................
Dewhurst, Clara.............................
Harvey, Margaret ....................
Williams, Mrs....................................
Linklater, Leslie..............................
Pendergaat, James .....................
Rutter, Herliert..............................
Bailey, Elizabeth..............................
Wrigiitson, Thomas ......................
Raisbeck, William........................
Smith, Norman ............................
Clooney, James..............................
Warren, Helena............................
McLennan, Alice .........................
Lockivood, Albert ..........................
Cuthbert David .............. ..............
Kirby, Alice......................................
Betts, William .................................

Bruce, John...................................... •
Marr, William..................................

Chief Tr.Ame MANAOFrts Branch,

Porter ........................  i
Gatekeeper......................I
Junior porter................... ]
Shunter........................... ]
Probationer................... j
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper..................
Gatekeeper ..............
Probationer..............
Telephone boy..............
Junior porter..................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer..................
Probationer ..................
Junior porter..................
Gatekeeper......................
Telephone hoy..............
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper . . .
Caretaker and Post

mistress.
Gatekeeper..................
Probationer ................
Porter.............. .. .,
Gatekeeper....................
Platform attendant___

Porter..........................
Probationer ..................
Probationer .................
Probationer ... .
Probationer ................
Telephone boy ..........
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper..................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..........
Probationer ..................
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper......................
Junior Porter .... .
Tciophono Boy..............
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper ..................
Telephone boy..............
Gatekcejier......................
Gatekeeper ....................
Probationer ................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper . .. .
Gatekeeper ....................
Junkn porter................
Porter ........................
Gatekeeper..................
Gatekeeper..................
Ladies’ attendant.. ,
Probationer ..................
Junipr porter................
Probationer................
Gatekeeper....................
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer ..................
Probationer ..................
Junior porter............
Platform attendant...,
Gatekeeper......................
Probationer .. .............
Gatekeeper......................
Platform attendant.... 
Gatekeeper......................

Porter............................
Porter..............................

Cs. per day , .. 
Free house . . 
3'4 por day , ..
7/- per day___
2'G per week ..

per week .. 
7/-per week ..
Free house___
2-0 )>er week .. 
lO11- per week . 
2*6 per day .... 
7/-per week ..
2 6 per week 
2'G per week .. 
2/G per day ., 
iG'1- per week .. 
10/- per week 
7/- per week . 
16/- per week 
15'’ per week 
10,' per week.

Free house 
2 6 per week . 
6/- per day . 
7'- per week 
TO/- per week 

and house,
6/- per day ... 
2/0 per week 
2 6 per week 
2/6 per week . 
5/- ]>er week . 
10/- per week. 

7/» per week .. 
7/- per week.. 
2/0 por week . 

10/-per week.. 
2/G per week.. 

Free house.... 
15/- per week . 
3/1 per day.

10/’ per week.
7/- per week.. 

15/-per week, 
15/- per week. 
10/- per week. 
Free house , 
7/- per week. 
2'0 per week. 
6/- per day .. 

10/- j>er n eek.. 
5/- per week. 
3/4 por day .. 
O'- per day 
7'- per week., 

Free hou6^ .. . 
20 - per week.. 
2,*6 per week. 
4/2 per day . 
£■0 per week,. 
7/- \)cr week.. 

15' per week.
2 0 per week. 
2/G per week., 
4‘,'2 per day 
5/- per week, 

10,'- }>cr week . 
2/0 l>cr week. 

15/- per week.. 
Free house.
10/- per week & 

house.
0/ per day .. 
6/- per dai-. 1

Vmm J. Beach. 
VTce S. Malone.

Vice T, Haywood.

JVee Mrs. Hailey. 
Vice G. Clarke.

rice N, Prwery. 
Vtcn C. Giles 
Vies L. Coombcg. 
Vice D. West.

Vice A. Magennis. 
Vice O. Royer.

Thy M, Jamieson 
Vice H. Wauhop. 
Vtrtj R. Cosgrove. 
Vice M. IlartiguR.

Viee A. Taylor, 
Vire C. Clark.
Vice F. Bruce. 
Vice C, Jeffery

Vice L. Lhyd.
Vice M lugs.
Vice W. Winder. 
Vice W. Johnstone. 
Vice W, McJannett, 
rice C. Hess.
Vice S. Gre\ tile.

ITce E Lee.
Vice hi. Bums.

Ftce W, Braync. 
Tice Mrs. Vincent,

F-'ce A. Dunshea 
Vice Mrs. J. Markham,

Vice G. Alley.
Vice IT. Camion.
Vice T. Dewhm-sL.
Vice J. Drummond.
Vice E. O’Brion.

Transferi'ert from Extra Staff, 
Wee W. Dicker.
Vice Mrs. II. Bennett.

Vice W. Small.
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice A. McLennan,
War F. Pye,
Vice W. Long.

Vice M. Knudson.

TransfeiTed from Extra Staff.

Signal axd Interlocking Enoinesr's Brancu,
Casaon, Joseph 
Moody, George.. 
Anderson, Itoss 
Stace, Frederick 
Stickler, William

Carpenter ......................
Assistant Signal Fitter..
Laborer..........................
Assistant Signal Fitter. 
Relief boy......................

9/- per day ... j Vice \V. Hamilton. 
7/0 per day ....
6/0 ]icr day Vice D. Childs,
7/- per day .
2/-per day . .1 Wee T. Cochrane.

Bernberg, Colman P. 
Harrison, Howard ..

Medcalfr William.,,. 
Darby, James A.........

Electrical Esgixesh's Branch.

Fitter ..............................
Assistant Kloctrioal 

Engineer.
Telegraph messenger .. 
Telegraph probationer..

8/- per day ... l 
£200 per annum I

10/- per week .. I Vice E. Dean.
2/6 per week .. Vice A. Cummings,

Traaiwats—LouoAtonvi, Branch.
Cook, Henrv.....................................
Eaten, Thomas ...............................

Machinist .................. S/4 per day ,, 
G'6 per da^___

Doyle, Edwin .................................. Painters’ assistant ....
Meakin, Charles.............................. 7/* per day .... 

10/-perdaj ..
Stationary engine •fire

man.

Vice A. Bell.
Vice G. Sattler. 
Vice J. Duffy. 
Vice M. Bayfleld. 
Vice T Couper. 
Vice J. Leary.
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APPENDIX III—continued.

Date. Name Position, Hate. Remarks,

1900, 
1 Jan,

a „
4 ip
5 „

31 „
b Fob 
B i,
7 „ 

12 „ 
23 „
23 „
S3 „ 
26 „ 
26 „
3 Mar. 
9 „ 15 „

19 ..

22
22
22

Trahways—Traffic Branch.

Aigie, Uoliert ..........................
Slattery, Michael ..................
Paulson, Alfred S....................
Bridge, Joseph C. . ..............
Potter, William H.....................
Martin, Kjedcnck ..............
Wright, Keg’iuak! ..................
Kraus, Sidney J........................
Carmano, James......................
Wilson, Albert..........................
Huntley, Frank .....................
Gorman, Charles E...................
Heurv, John..............................
Buchanan, Percy ..4.4....
French, Alfred E.......................
Gaston, Percy ..........................
Johnson, William ..................
Slocombc, George - ..............
O’Connor, John 1)....................
Head., Albert E..........................
Laverock, Ernest......................
Brodio, John A......................
Hay, Sidney A............................
Calwt, George..........................
Wilson, John ..........................
Vaughan, William ..................

Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Junior lamp trimmer..
Conductor......................
Office lad......................
Conductor ................
Car-cloaucf ..................
Conductor..................
Conductor......................
Conductor .. . .
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor..................
Conductor......................
Conductor......................
Conductor..................
Conductor ..................
Office lad..........................
Office lad....................
Conductor......................
Conductor ......................
Conductor..............

jCrpcrdij ....
] 6-'- per day ..

6'- per day , .. 
U'* per day .... 
2/0 per day . ..

I (!/' per day___
| 16/ per week
( fi/- per day___

6/- per day ....
1 0/- per day . .
i (j/. per day___

(V pjrday ’ .. 
(Jr per day .. . 
15/- per day ■ ■ • 
(j/- per day ...
ft/- per day___
6/- per day ., .
0/- per day___
6per day .... 
fS{- per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
10/- per week 
10,■ per week 
0 - per day ... 
0/- per day .,. 
(5/- per day —

Vico J. O'Donnell.

Vice T. Green.

Vice T. Meyn. 
Yxcc J. Campbell.

Rc-employed.

Vice W. O’Brien. 

Vice 11. Cowdroy.

Vice J. McGrath. 
Vice A. Foster.

12 Jan. 
1 Feb. 

16 „
9 Mar.

McNamara, Daniel , 
Conway, Thomas.., 
Wood, Charles II. . 
Bennett, Frederick

Tramways—Mainit.n’an’gb Branch

Labourer 
Office boy 
Labourer 
Labourer

7/6 per day .... 
16/- per week ..
6>G per day___
6/6 per day.,..

Vice S. Heath. 
Vice F. Rutledge.

Vies J. O'Connor.

8 Jan. Bailey, Gregory .......... ..
8 M Ken's aj, George A...........................

10 „ Jansen, Walter,...............................
3t> „ McIntosh, James...........................
22 Shirley, Frank L...............................
2‘i „ Weeks, William ............................
29 „ Wilkinson, William ......................
St ,, Richards, Arthur ........................
1 Feb. Napier, William G..........................
1 » Boland, Thomas W...........................
5 „ Kemmis. Stanley............................
8 „ Coxall, William J.............................
a „ Flanagan, Francis..........................
9 » Sproustcr, Archibald......................
9 „ Sampson, Albert H..........................
9 „ Schrader, Augustine ....................
0 Blogg, Thomas B...............................
B „ Thornier, Charles ..........................
9 .( Bailey, William M............................
9 „ Ogg, Charles ft................................
9 ,, Beckenham, Sydncv .....................
9 „ Hebblowhite, Charles ..................

10 ,, Fellows, Kohort...............................
12 „ Wdcoxon, Walter L..........................
20 ,, Woodward, Jolin..............................
T Mar. Uobmson, Henry ..........................
9 „ Ashworth, Charles..........................

10 Roav&n, Frank G...............................
16 „ Swan, Percival E ........................
10 „ Farrellv, James ..............................
22 ,, Rogers, Leonard ..........................
22 „ Bickley, ISdward W..........................
22 Cantwell, AVilliam A........................

Tbamwayb—RLKormcAL Branch.

Shop boy..........................
Shop boy..........................
Lineman..........................
Shop hoy..........................
Electrical cleaner..........
Shop boy..........................
Electrical cleaner ... .
Improver..........................
Brake-fitter ..................
Pitman..........................
Improver........................
Electrical cleaner..........
Electrical cleaner..........
Electrical cleaner ........
Electrical cleaner___
Electrical deaner..........
Eloctriial dcanur.. .. 
Electrical cleaner —
KleoLrical cleaner..........
Electrical cleaner..........
Electrical cleaner ... . 
Electrical cleaner... .
Electrical cleaner........
Electrical clcanei........
Labourer ... .
Labourer ......................
Storeman ................
Electrical cleaner ........
Electrical cleaner —
Electrical cleaner..........
Electrical cleaner ........
Electrical cleaner ., ,,
Electrical cleaner , ..

2,6 per day .. 
2 6 per day 
50/- per week 
2/0 per day ..
2.6 per day .. 
2'3 per day .. 
2/U per day .. 
fP- per day .. 
10/- per day 
7'6 per day 4. 
5/- per day .. 
2/0 per day ..
2 6 per daj .. 
3/6 per day .. 
3/(1 per day .. 
3/0 per day.. 
y/.l per day .
3 6 per day .. 
3,'6 per day .. 
3/0 pur day .. 
3/U per day . 
3/0 per day .. 
2/(1 per day .. 
2 0 per day .. 
0,‘C per day.
0 6 ]>er day ..
7.6 per day ..
2.6 per day .. 
2/6 i>er day .. 
2’0 per day 
ih‘- per day . 
3/- per day .. 
3/* per day ..

j

^Transferred from Extra Staff

APPENDIX 1Y.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
Return, in accordance tvith clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the RemOYuls of Employees from the 1st January

to the 3ist March j 1900.

Date. Name, Position. Kate. Remarks.

1900.
27 Feb / McCulloch, John

Traffic Ai’pitor'k Bmiscu.

I Apprentice clak ......... | £30 per annum.I Resigned,

30 Jan.I William'!, George ............................
31 ,, Cromack, Ellen...............................

7 Feb McOann, Francis..............................
8 „ McMillan, Angus ..........................

26 ,, Higgins, John...................................
1 Mar. Verhms, John ..........................
1 ,, I 1 ryar, Thomas.............................
3 ,, 1 Fimpihiii^nn, Alfred................
iS ,. t Mooro. Horace................................
3 I Fogarty, Martin........................

10 ,, , Clark, Abraham...........................
12 „ j Stewart, Kenneth .........................
16 t, Haniill, Patrick ...............................
22 „ | Ladd, Albeit......................................

En(Hn-etr-ivChiep for Existing Lines Branch.
Fettlcr.................. Retired
Office cleaner___ .. . .| 2o/- per week. Resigned, «
Fettlcr.................. . .7d» per dav .. Deceased.
Fettlcr .... . ,. ,t 7,(1 ]icr dav___ Deceased.
Labourei . .. ... 7/<lperduy,. Retired.
Fettlcr .... . .7/6 per dav. Resigned.
Pettier .............. . . 7/6 prr duv.... RcLiml,
l/dbuuTfr . . I 7 d per do\ . Ib'^Tiied.
Pettier . . . 7 6 pm du\ . Resign* d.
1'VttlC! . . . | 7 i. per da' .. Retired.
Fetllrr ... . .... 7/6 per dny.. Discharged.
Labourer , ... ,...i 7.,-|iurda> ... Resign^!.
Gairrer.............. ... !)/- I'd Jay .. Rclired.
Mc^cngcr .......... Resigned
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APPENDIX -continued.

Date. Name. Position, | Hate.
Remarks.

10C0.
0 Jau.. 
6 „ 

12 „
1« „ 
li> „

25 
’JFeb.,

U »»
1 Mar..
2 n 
2 „

2
o

3 ”
S tl

12 ,r 
2J ,,

Davidson, James............................
Sadler, William ............ ...........
Cameron, Donald ......................
Douglas, GeorRO............................
Hobson, Stuart,..............................
Vine, William................ ...............
Edgar, William ............................
StrTile, Alfred ..............................
Brett, George................................
Gee, Gcorgo.............................. ..
Selby, Cliristopher........................
Kelly, John....................................
Mills, James....................................
Drill kwatcr, Theophilus ............
Poster, Matthew............................
Sullivan, John................................
Elfortl, John ..................................
White, Thomas ............................
Reardon, Edward ......................
Pctfcerson, Frederick....................
Johnston, Arthur ........................
Bambarough, John........................
Shcrar, George..............................

Chief Mechanic 4D Etoinksil's llRAScii,
Fitters’ improver ... 
Carriage builder . .
Fireman ..........
Fireman .. ,
Cleaner ..........
Driver..............
Boilermaker
Fitter ..............
Driver............
Fitter..............
Labourer........ .
Wagon builder
Striker............
Fitter ..........
Labourer.......... .
Boilermakers’ assistant. 
Labourer ...
Labourer ...
Jjabourcr,,,,
Turner ...
Shop boy ..
Lalwurcr___
Boilermaker

7{- per dav .. 
11/- per day 
S/- per day .. 
!tyG por day ., 
fi/- per day ,, 
15/- per day 
10/- per day 
i-*/4 per day .. 
14/- por day 
10/* per day 
(if- per day .. 
10/- per day 
7/G per day . 
10/2 per day 
7/6 per day 
7/6 per day ,. 
6/0 per day .. 
7/0 tier day .. 
6/0 po r day .. 
11/8 per day 
4/- per day ,. 
7/- pur day , 
10/8 per day

Kteigneil,
Itetired 
Deceased. 
Discharged.. 
Discharged,* 
Deceased. 
Discharged, 
Written off books, 
lie tired.
Deceased.
JvOtiretl,
Beta red.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Rcti red.
Retired.
Eietircd
Retired.
Resigned.
Deceased,
Deceased.

1399.
30 Doc., 

1900.
1 Jan., 
l „
4 11
C „
5 11
9 ,,

11 ..
13 H 
19 „
19 „
22
22 ;; 
26 ,, 
26 „ 
30 „
1 Feb..
2 „
J

5 M
6 „
7
0 „
0 ..
0 .. 

12 „ 
n
H „

ir.
is „
is
is „
iio.>
XT23 „
5 Mar.. 
7 „
3 „
U » 
ft „
0 p, 

10 „
H „ 
15 „
Hi „
27 „sa .,
31 „

Green, William ..............................

Malone, Sarah ................................
Bray no, Walter ........................
Corcoran, Anthony..........................

Dunshoa, Andrew ........................
Clark, GwcndoJin ..........................
Jamieson, Mary........................ .
Coomlhss, Lucy ............................
Jennings, Edward........................
Gannon, Horace . ...........................
Grcville, Stanley..............................
Hicks, William..................................
Hartigun, Mary ..............................
Tailor, Anmc ................................
Maunsoll. William.............. ...........
Jeffery, Caroline...............................
lugs, Mary..........................................
Lloy d, Lily ......................................
Priest, Margaret..............................

Pierce, Joseph ................................
Pendergast, James .............. .. .
Atkinson, Leslie..............................
Gather, George ..............................
Lackey, William ............................
Hess, Catherine ..............................
Kyan, John ......................................
Vincent, Elizabeth......................
Knudson, Mary ..........................

Leo, Eleanor .................... ...............
Kcthcar, Ijouisa............................
Clarke, Sarah ..................................
Harris, James ...............................
Ijong, William..................................
Dewhurst, Sarah............................
Fitch, David....................................
Drummond, Jeannette ................
(FBnen. Ellen ..............................
Dennett, Mrs. If................................
Olarko, Patrick ............................
Kelly, Matthew ..............................
Waid, Robert................................
Lambert. Tom..................................
Handgun, Katherine......................
MuFAjimnn, Annie ........................
Davis, William..................................
Glcemn.Mary ..............................
Grant, William J...............................
Butt, George ..................................

Chusv TRAtnc MANAQkK’s Branch.
j Oflicer-in-eharge .......... ] JJ220 per annum

Gatekeeper......................
Junior porter ................
Post-office and platfonn 

attendant. 1
Porter................
Gatekeeper........
Gatekeeper.... 
Gatekeeper.. 
Portev-in-chargo
Porter ..............
Junior porter.,.
Night porter . .
Platform caretaker 

j Gatekeeper..
Junior porter 
Gatekeeper..

■ Gatekeeper..
Gatekeeper......................
Post-office and platform 

attendant
1 Guard................

Traffic inspector 
• Probationer
I Port or..........
Junior porter 

( Gatekeeper,. 
i Porter . ...
1 Gatekeeper.
| Gatekeeper..

Gatekeeper , 
Gatekeeper,. 
Gatekeeper. 
Signalman .. 
Probationer 
Gal ekeoper, 
Relieving Olbccr

| Gatekeeper___
Ladies’ Attendant 

t Gatekeeper..
Porter................
Porter..............

| Junior Porter . 
(.'■ml Attendant.

1 Gatekeeper........
J Gatekeeper. ... 
t Telephone boy .
i Gatekeeper........
[ -Urnior poi ter . 
i Juniot poricr .,

Free hou .
3/4 pur day 
3/4 per day..

G/- per day .. 
l-Veo house 
7/- per aeek 
7»- per week 
£-130 per annum 
7/- per day ... 
3'4 per day .... 
7/- per dny . ,, 
fi/-i>erMcek ..
Free house___
2/!> per day .. 
7f- per week .. 
7/- por week 
If- ]>cr week . 
11/- per week 

and bouse.
10'6 per day 
D250 per annum 
2/6 per week .. 
S/- per day .... 
5/- per day ... 
Free house ..
6/- pei day___
Free house .. . 
10/- per week 

and house.
7/- per week .. 
Free house.... 
Free house ..
3 6 per day .... 
32>0 per nuek.. 
7h per week .. 
XlciOpernuiiuni 
Free house .. 
HFdpur week.. 
7/- per week .. 
G*fi pei day ..
7/- prr day ....
3'4 per duv.. .
8>- per day___
Free house ..
7/- per week . 
Kb- per week.. 
7,- pe* week ... 
•V- per day' ... 
3/4 per day ....

Deceased,
Resigned.
Resigned
Resigned.

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged,
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned
Reigned.
Resigned.

Retired.
Deceased.
Resigned,
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Deceased,
Resigned.
Deceafcud.

Resigned
Resigned.
Resigned,
Deceased.
Discharged,
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.
DischaigCii.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Deceased.
Rofftn-ried.
Written ofl books. 
Resigned, 
Resigned. 
Reftigned.

SlilS’At AND IXTEIlLOOliINQ JiVGl\Et:HS EUANCH.

4 Jan...| HamiHun, William ........................ j Carpenter ..................... ! 10/-per day ,,,] Resigned.

2 Jan. 
10 Feb. 

6 Mar.

C Jan.
10
23

23 ,, 
23 ,, 
23
29 .. 
2JS Feb.

5 Jan.
30 ,,
31 ,,
22
5 Feb.

i.} ,,
1”
10 Mar.

SMar.

Eictrical Engineep.'s BsAXCir.
Liml, Frederick.............................. 1 Foreman fitter............... I 32/fiperdav ..I Resigned.
Sloe, Herman C................................. Electrical assistant . £140 per aim. . Rcstguod.
Davis, John H................................. | Probationer ..................... ! 2-'0 per week . 1 Discharged.

Bayfield, William ..............
Rattier, George ..................
Burns, James ....................
Hcmgvrorth, Edward..........
Long, George ......................
Webb, James U.....................
Warburfcon, Henry............
Jlumphnes, William
Ijitmont, UolK'rt li..............

Striker
Labourer
Cleaner
Cleaner
Gleaner
Cleaner
Cleaner
(’leaner
Cleaner

TflAviWAyS'LoeouonvE EiiANuir

................... ] 7/6 per day
................ I G.dporday
... .1 r»-G per duv

..................... ' fi/C psr day

..................... I 4<,!G per day

..................... | fi'G jxir d.iv

.................... ."i/li JX'V day

....................  5|fi per day

.....................10/- per day

Discharged. 
Disci nirgcd 
Discharged. 
Dlsehaigcd, 
Discharged. Discharged. 
T)isrhargod. 
Dist'hargcd. 
Discharged.

Meyn, Thomas ..............................
Green, Theophilus V.......................
McGrath, John C.......... .. ..........
Cowdroy, Hubert ..........................
McCarthy, Joseph..........................
Bedford, William H.........................
GofTney, Andrew F. ......................
Foster, Alfred E................................
Jenkins, Daniel ..............................

O'Connor, John ........

TimiuAvs Travfic BnAscri,
Ticket Clerk .................. * 7,C per dav.., I Discharged.
Conductor ................ T'Cperday___ | J'iiscbargnd.
Conductor.................... i 0/- per dav . ..i D.ycliargud.
Gonduufor...................... d/0 pur day J Resigned.
Conductor.................... I fj/G per rlny .. . Discharged.
Conductor.................... 0/- j^rdayf,..| Dei'ea^cu
Conducfor...................... | fl/C?’-Jrilav ... Resigned.
Conductor .................... (J/->er day ... | Resigned.
Watchman .................. \ 7/. jierday.. j DibCharged.

Tn.uiWAys Maistrvance Hrwcii

Labourer ...................... | 7/G per dav . .1 Retired
i ' |

I CrfJ
Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Covornment rnntei.—1900.



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS, QUARTER ENDED 30th JUNE, 1900.)

Printed under No. 7 Report from Printing Committee, 2 August, 1900

Offices of the Kailway Commissioners of New South. Wales,
Sydney, 25 July, 1900.

To The Honorable the Minister for Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of tlie Railway 

Act of 1888,'51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Report for the quarter ended 30th June, 1900, upon the subjects 
specified, viz. :—

I.—State op the Traipic.

RAILWAYS.
Quarter ended 

30th June, 1H99.
Quarter ended

SOtli Juno, 1900.

Milos open .........................................................
r 1899. 1900. -j

2,70ei 2,811*

Revenue ...j Passenger ... £280,539
CMerchandise... £409,575

£291,296 [ ... 
£405,370 )

£690,114 £696,666

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... £399,459 448,091
Train miles run ... ... ... ... .»» .»* *+» 2,170,063 2,153,053
Earnings per train mile .............................. ... ... 6s. 4*d. 6s. 5|-d.
Expenditure per train mile........................... . ... ... 3s. Sid. 4s. 2d.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... ... ... 57-88 64-32
Number of passengers ............................. . ... ... 6,310,896 6,578,931
Tonnage of goods traffic ............................. . ... ... ... 1,231,136 1,376,691
Tonnage of live stock traffic ............................. . .............................. 54,643 47,895

TRAMWAYS. j
Quarter ended 

30th June, 1900.

Miles open ... ... ,,, ... ... ... ...
Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tram miles run .....................................................................................
Earnings per tram mile ........................................................................

’Expenditure per tram mile ... ... .. ... ... ...
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ............................................
Number of fares collected ... ... ... ... ... ...

66*
£90,067
£76,469
887,617
2s. 0*d.
Is. 8*d. 

84-90 
21,124,905

i

71*
109,917

99,625
1,378,040

Is. 7*d.
Is. 5*d.

9063
25,911,620

171—A
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II.—Condition op the Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will he found as an Appendix, page 4.

. Ill,—Special Rates.

A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for making the same, will 
be found as an appendix, page 4.

IV.—Stapf.

These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 10,

RAILWAYS.

General Remarks.

The Earnings show an increase of £6,552 over the corresponding quarter of 
last year, hut owing to a largely increased volume of goods traffic of a much less 
remunerative character, heavier repairs and renewals of Rolling Stock, and an 
unusually large amount of relaying on the Northern Line, the Working Expenses 
show an increase of £4S,632.

The first-class Passenger Earnings show an increase of £257; second-class, 
£5,308; Parcels, &c., £5,192; Grain, Elour, &c., £5,408; Coal and Coke, £10,929, 
and other Minerals, £1,839. Hay, Straw, and Chaff show a decrease of £5,682; 
General Merchandise, £2,065; Wool, £1,910; and Live Stock, £12,724.

268,035 additional passengers were carried, and the Goods Traffic increased 
by 145,555 tons.

Condition of the Lines and Accommodation for the Traffic.

The Permanent-way and works generally have been efficiently maintained.

Good progress has been made with the relaying and resleepering works, but 
owing to the recent wet weather and the scarcity of men the grade improvements 
have been retarded.

TRAMWAYS
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TRAMWAYS.
The earnings give an increase of £19,850, and the additional fares collected 

amount to 4,ISO,715. The expenditure includes £5,713 for relaying in excess of the 
corresponding quarter of last year and this, together with the initial expenses 
connected with the electric running, shows an increase of £23,156.

We have the honor to he,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

W. M. FEHON,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.
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APPENDIX L

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Report on Condition of Permanent Way and Works for the Quarter ending
30th June, 1900. .

Sir, Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, 2 July, 1900.
I hare to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that the Permanent Way and 

"Works hare been efficiently maintained during the past quarter.
Good progress has been made ■with the relaying and resleepering works.
The recent wet weather and the scarcity of men have retarded the progress of the various grade 

improvements. Those between Harden and Cootamundra are still incomplete, and similar works between 
Gresham and Blayney have progressed very slowly. _

The duplication of the line between St. Leonards and LindGeld has been practically stopped 
waiting for the necessary Parliamentary sanction for some of the works.

I have, &c.,
THOMAS R. FIRTH.

The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners. Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines,

APPENDIX II.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Sixteateut, in accordance with clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the Special Rates which have 
been made, and the reasons for making such rates, Quarter ended 30th June, 1900.

ijrticlc- Rate- Reason for Rate.

Coke ................................. In owners3 wagons hauled by Departmental engine from Mt. Kembla to To equalise rates..
Dap to, 9d. per ton.

Goods for Indian Famine Free, if consigned to Secretary of Indian Famine Relief Fund, and. certificate Special concession.
Relief Fund. is given by Secretary that goods are for purpose stated.

Bichromate of potash and Sydney-to Aberdeen, “ B ” rates in lots of not less than G tons per 4-wheeled To encourage traffic.
iron liquor. track.

Milk (separated and rc- Half rates on certificate that the milk has paaaed through the process of do
turned to original sending separation.
station).

To secure traflic.

Cement ............................. Merrylands and Portland Siding to Newcastle) “M.” rates with minimum To equalise rates.'
of 5 tons per 4-wheeled truck.

Coal....................... .......... Wallscnd Colliery to Sulphide Association Siding in owners' wagons, Is. per New rate.
ton for large coal and IQtL per ton for small coal.

Coal.................................... do

do
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APPENDIX III.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS

n accordance with, Clauee ISo. 44 of the Railway Act, fill owing the
April to the 30tli J unCj 1900.

Position. Kate.

AND TRAMWAYS.

Appointments of Employees from the 1st

Remarks.

1900. Tratiic Auditor's Bhamch.

1 April 
1 Mav, 
1 „ 1* ,, 

11 June.

McCarthy, Charles A....................
Easton, Alexander......................
iVceklcy, Alfred V........................
S^s'irlllOUrne, Charles A...............
Wlnteheadj Edward J...............

Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk 
Apprentice Clerk

£30 per annum 
£30 l>er annum 
£30 per annum 
£30 per annum 
£30 por annum

Transferred from Extra Staff 
Vico It. Pnuey.
Vice E. Fisher.
Vice ]’. Dimond.

23 Mar.. Roberts, Thomas ............................
23 „ Lander, Herbert..............................
2 April FerrH, Henry ..................................
9 M Roach, George..................................

10 „ Timms, Edward ..............................
11 Rowlands, Frederick......................
13 ,, Wesseli, Edward..............................
13 „ Jamofi, Edward ........................
19 „ Q.uclch, George ..............................
23 „ Sclhck, Emanuel............................
27 „ Leitch, William ..............................
3 May.. Bedford, George..............................
6 „ Higham, Walter..............................
7 Knight. James..................................
0 O'Brien, Edward..............................

H Brown, Ernest..................................
1* „ Hannan, Michael..........................
10 „ Miles, James......................................
18 „ Dunn, Arthur..................................
25 „ McMillan, Angus..............................
1 June. Hathaway, Henry ..........................
1 » Price, William............ .....................
1 „ Cox, David ....................................
* ,i Perram, John ..................................
8 „ Hammond, Leonard ..................
8 „ Pearce, William..............................
s ,, Whelan, Peter..................................
9 „ Taper, John......................................

15 „ Cooke, Thomas ..........................
18 „ Bain, William ................ .................
18 „ Rv&u, William..................................
19 „ McGoldrick, William......................
25 „ Goodwin, Thomas ..........................

ESaiKEER-lN-CltlF.P POR ExiSTl.NO LlN'ES 13RASCII,
Tlabourer..........................
CarpcnLer ......................
Office-boy ......................
Ijahourer..........................
Labourer ......................
Labourer..........................
Labourer........................
Labourer......................
Labourer..........................
Labourer..............
Labourer..........................
Offioe-boy ..................
Labourer.,.. ..........
Labourer..........................
Labourer..........................
Labourer........................
Labourer ........................
Labourer........................
Blacksmith....................
Labourer ......................
Labourer..........................
Labourer..........................
Labourer......................
Tool collector..................
Labourer..........................
labourer..........................
Labourer ..................
Bridge ganger ..............
Bricklayer..................
Carpenter ....................
labourer......................
Fettlcr............................
Labourer.........................

fi/6 per day 
10/- per day. 
2f- por day . 
0/6 per dav 
6 (»per dav 
(i/6 pur day . 
C/6 per day . 
C-’C per day 
C6 per day 
fi/fi per day 
Q»0 per dny 
2i- por day 
G/G per day 
6,'6 per day 
6/6 per day 
6/6 per day 
0/6 per day 
0,6 per day 
0/- per day 
6p'6 per day 
6/6 per day 
G'G per day 
6/6 per day 
3/* per day 
6/6 per day 
6/0 per day 
6/6 per day 
10/0 per day 
11/-per day 
9'- pur da> 
6/8 per day 
fi/0 per day 
6/C per dny

Vice E, Cotter,

Vice li. Madin.

rtcu J. Higgins,
Vice A. Clarke.
I’tce M. Fogarty.
Vice F. McCann.
Vice 3. Martin, 
rfec A, I,odd,
Vice T. Fryar.
Vice H. Moore.

Ficfl J. Perkins,

Vice G. Ross.

Ftce J, Crabtree.

Vice A. Farqnharaon.

Vice J. Conk.

Vice W. Hartigan. 
Vice H, Hughes.

TYce E. WooJcott. 
1’icr A, Smith. 
Ftce J. Furry. 
Vice H. Mills,

Chief Mecetanical EFOiFREKfi’ Branch.
S3 Mar.
23 „„
29 ,,
29 M
29 „
30 „

3 April
33 „D „
6 „6
0 „0 „6 „
7 „
0 „

10 ,,
17
17 „
17 „
18 „
IS „
19 „
19
20 „
24 „
26 „
20 „
20 „
27 „
27 ,,
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „

1 Mayr>" H
2 „
2

11 „

S ::
17 ,,
17 „ 
17 „
17 „
21 „ 
21 „
21 i ■ 
21 M
22 „
25 ,,
26 „
25 „
25 „
23 ,,

1 June 
3

Columan, Edward .......................... i Labourer
Smith, Charles.
Cell, Charles..................
Anderson, George ___
Scully, John...................
Mackenzie, Sydney___
Smith, Alfred ..............
Simmons, Charles .. . 
Crawford, George ..,.
Staples, Pure)'..............
Wild, Luke ..................
Griinshiw, Frederick.. 
Stedroan, Reginald ..
Austin, George ..........
Murray, Charles..........
Lovell, Richard ___
Schofield, Richard ....
Wollcy, William ..........
Rowe, William..............
Grey. Cecil ..................
Fold, Charles ..............
Baker, Edwin ..............
Thomas, Alexander___
Westbrook, George .. 
Kcnictgo, Stanford ..
Soutcr, Ernest..............
Brannley, John
Rose, John...................
Skee James................
McQuirk, John ..........
Foley, James ..............
Percy, Fi-edcriek.........
Tiley, Ernest ..........
Wesian, Michael ....
Johnson, John ...........
Payn, Roland ............
Mecham, Walter ........
O'Keefe, James..........
Scudder, William ., 
Rjppingale, Joseph... 
Edwaros, James ....
VjIcSj Thomas............
Wilson, George............
Ritchie, Alexander..
Siitnuiils, Charles........
Horstield, Ernest........
Lusk, Herbert.,..,..
Gillan, Charles ........
Tuting, Charles .....
Bell, Thomas ..............
Cottle, Arthur ............
Moore, Thomas............
Simmonds, William.,, 
Millington, Alfred ... 
Cavanagh, John .. ..
Ncate, Edgar................
Conroy, TTiomas........
Griffiths, Daniel . ...
Veroo, Frederick........
Dempsey, Arthur ,... 
Henucssy, Robert . . 
Kenton, William . ...
Allen, Mark................
Howard, Albert ........

Apprentice ___
Fitter ..................
Angle-iron Smith 
Boilermakers’ Assistant. 
Striker ....
Store-boy.,
Call-ho) ..
Apprentice ..
Shop-boy ....
Apprentice 
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice - -
Shop-boy___
Fuelman ....
Cleaner,...
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Apprentice ..
Fitter ........
Striker ,. 
Boilermaker (
Boilermaker’s Assistant' 
Fitter
Boilermaker's Assistant.! 
Boilermaker's Assistant,
Labourer........................,,|
Fitter ............................
Boilermaker .............. 1
Boilermaker 
Trimmer .. ,
Turner........
Fuelman .
Apprentice .
Apprentice .
Apprentice 
Cleaner ...
Fitter ....
Shop-boy
Apprentice..........
Apprentice....
Apprentice..........
Apprentise..........
Apprentice..........
Labourer..............
Fire-lighter..........
Shoji-boy ..........
Apprentice ....
Fuelman..............
Turner..................
Boilermaker’s Assistant
labourer..............
Shop-boy ..........
Fitter ..................
Fuelman..............

6/0 per day.,., 
lOd, per day . 
10/-per day . 
11/-per day 
G 8 per day .. 
0-3 per day ... 
2/6 per day ... 
4'- per day .. 
lOd, per day .. 
2 C per day .... 
lOd. per day .. 
10U. per day 
lOd. per day . 
lOd.pcrday .. 
lOd. per day ., 
2/C per day .
G C per i lay___
0/- per day ... 
lOd, per day ..
lOd.pcrday ,
lOd, pei day .. 
lOd. i>er day .. 
Ifld per day . 
Jfld. per day ,. 
lOd.pcrday . 
lOd. per day .. 
lOd per day .. 
lOd.pcrday .. 
10/- per day 

1 O S per day ,,., 
, 9/4 per dav . 

G/3 per dav ... 
10/- per day.. 
C/8 per day ..., 
C 3 per da} .. .
G'O por dny___
10/- per day___
9/4 per day___
9/4 per daj___
f)»G per day ..
10 - per day.. ,
G’0 per day .. 
lOd. per day . 
lOd. per day . 
lOd per day . 
6/- per day.,. 

10 - per day... 
2/3 per day . 

lOd. per day . 
10d. per day . 
1 Oil. por day , 
lOd. per day . 
10d. per day . 
C/0 per day . 
6 6 per day , 
IP- per day .. 

lOd per day . 
7/- por day., 

10/- por day.. 
G/8 per day

FiYfi E Reardon.
Wee G. Gee.

i Transferred from Extra Seal!

Ttce A. Johnston

Fife J. Elford.

Transferred from Extra Staff 
Vice J. Williams.Vice G. bhcrar.
Vice J. Morgan,

’Transferred from Extra Staff

Vice J. Banborough.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

G-G per day 
.. 2/-per day.. 
,| 10/- per day.. 

: G/G per day

Vice C. Selby. 
Vice C. Tye,

Ftce S. Robson.

j-Transferred from Extra Staff,

Transferred from Extra Staff, 
Vice G. Fewkcs.
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APPENDIX III—continued.

Position, Rate, Remarks.

ZWO, Chief Mechanical Engineer's Rjcanch—amlinusd.

7 Jane Portus, Albert..................................
8 Wilmott, John............ ....................
8 „ Rendall, Sydney.................... .. .
8 .. McKelfar, Thomas.................. ..
8 Stanton, Joseph .............. ..
8 Goodman, John ..............................

15 „ Smith, Frederick..............................
18 „ Rampling, James..............................
18 .. Smith, John H. 0.............................
n „ Pawlev, Percy............ ...................
22 „ Felton, Albert ................................
22 „ Riraoldi, Ambrose ......................
28 „ Henderson, Frederick......................

Shop boy ..................... ,1
Fuelman...................... '
Boilermaker's Assistantj 
Boilermaker’s Assistant*
Fitter ..............................
Fitter ..............................
Apprentice ..................
Pumper ..........................
Apprentice Clerk..........
Striker .................. ..
Fitter ..............................
Apprentice....................... |

2'6perday ..i
G/G per day .. Vice T. White.
3/-per day,
6/8 per day .. f
6/'3 per day , | > Transferred from Extra Staff-

10/- per day___! j
10/- per day___)
lOd. perday ..1 
8/- per day .... Vice J. Uarpsr.

J-’jO per annnin j 
6/S per day___h

10/- ]>er day .. > Transferred from Extra Staff. 
lOd. per day .. /

Chief Traffic Manager’s Branch.

52 Mnr. Ball, Alice................................ Gatekeeper ..................
22 „
23 „ Simpson, Norman .......................... Probationer ..................
24 „ Matthews, Robert ........................ Probationer ................
SO „
30 Squires, Alfred.................................. Telephono-bov ..............
31 Duncan, Ernest .................. ........... Block-lad..........................
31 „
2 April
2 Mansfield, Horace ..........................
2 „
2 „
4 „ Dowling George .............................. Probationer ..............
4 ,,

0 „
6 „ Webb, Walter .............................. Probationer ................
6 ,,
o •»
n ., Simpson, William .......................... Porter..............................
12 ..
13 „
IS „ Evans, Edward ..........................
13 „
IS „
W „ McGhee, Effenia..............................
20 „
25 „ Mitchell, Stanley*............................ Telephone-boy............
25 ,, Wilbow, Aubrey............................
27 McKenna, Randolph......................
23 „ Hcighington, Fredk, ................
so „ Buckingham, Marcus...................... Probationer ................
so „ Crook, Sydney..................................

1 May..
i „ Ahern, tihgatoth....'*......................
3 „
4 „
4 M Bult, Elizabeth...................... ...........
5 H Church, Mrs. Mary..........................
7 ,,
7 7i Coulston, Richard .......................... Probationer ..................
8 „ Smith, William.................................. Porter..............................
8 tJ Barrett, Louisa.................................

14 Barker. Arthur ............................ Gatekeeper ................
15 „ Love, George...................................... Porter..............................
15 Regan, Emma.................. ............... Caretaker &, Gatekeeper
IG „ Kershaw, Francis .......................... Apprentice Clerk..........
18 n Bcatson, Bridget ............................
21 „ Rogers, James ..............................
22 „ Lovett, Clarence........................ Junior porter..............
25 „ Davis, Charles .............................. Probationer ..................
25 „ Addison, Harley.............................. Telephonc-boy..............
25 „ Clements, Nathan .......................... Porter............................
25 „ Walley, Fehx...................................... Porter..........................
25 Jf
25 Churchill, Emily.............................. Gatekeeper ..............
28 „ Castles, Elizabeth.................. .. . Gatekeeper ..................
SS „
28 „
30
31 Darby, Sarah.......................... ... .. QatckeejKsr .............

1 June Watson, Ilcnrv.............................. Post-office and Platform
Attendant

i „ Jackson, Edward ............................ Junior Porter................
1 Greaves, Thomas.............................. Post-office and Platform

Attendant
2 „ Fahy, Francis ..................................
2 „ Hudson, Charles.............................. Porter ..........................

Wakefield, James ..........................
4 „
4 Tully, Ellen .................................... Gatekeeper......................
8 „ Hay ter, Alfred.................................. Probationer ..................
S „ Thomas, John.................................. Porter..............................
s „
9 „ Hill, Frederick..............................
0 „

11 „ Happ, Frank...................... 1.............. Telephone-bov ..............
11 Collier, Walter............................
11 » Wude, Archibald ___ . ,., Probationer ..................
11 „
14
14 „ Piper, Louisa .............................. Gatekeeper......................
15 „ Skelton, Margaret .......................... Gatekeeper......................
IS ,, Thcw, Cecil .................................. Probationer ..............
IS „ Grant, Harold ............................ Probationer ..................
IS „ Dawson, George.............................. Probationer ................
21 ,, Parsons, Albert .............................. Night Gatekeeper........
23 ,, Carev, John.................................... Postal Assistant ..........
25 „ Burke, Mary...................................... Gatekeeper....................

25 ,, Small, Leslie........................ .. : Probationer ..................
26 „ Heller, Thomas .......................... Probationer ..........

7/B per week ..
O'- per day___
2/0 per week . 
10/per week ..
Free house___
10/- per week .. 
10/- per week .. 
6/' per dny ,.,, 
10/- per week.. 

■2/G per week .. 
2/6 per week .. 
2/6 per week 
2/6 pr-r week .. 
Free house .... 
G/- per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
2/6 per week . 
2/6 per week .. 
G/- per day ... 
G/- per day ....
2.6 per week 
G/-per day .. . 
6/- per day .... 
Free house .... 
10/- per week..
Free house___
G/* per day___
10/- per week .. 
10/- per week ..
6/- per day___
10'- per week.. 
2)6 per week ., 
10/- per week .. 
2.'6 per week .. 
7/- jicr week .. 
0/- per day .... 
10/- per week .. 
TZ-pernseck ., 
Free house .. . 
8/- per day .... 
2/6 per week .. 
0/ per day .,, 
7/- per week 
16/- por week
0/- per day.......
7/* per week ., 
£<30 per annum 
Free house ..
6/- per day___
2/6 per day ..
2.6 per week 
10/- per week 
6/- per day ..
6/- per day ..
7/- per week ,. 
7/- per week . 
16/- pea* week 
2/6 per week .. 
2/6 per week ..
2*6 per day___
7/- per week . 
15/- per week ..

3/4 per day..
3/4 per day.,..

6/- per day___
0/- prr day ... 
£.30 per annum 
2j6 per week ..
Free house___
2*6 per week .. 
6/- per day .... 
6/- per day ..
6/- per day___
2/6 per week .. 
10/- per week . 
2/0 per day .. 
2/G per week 
15/- per week, 
0/- per day .. . 
Free house .. . 
Free house .. 
10/- per week. 
2/6 per week .. 
2/G per week ... 
15/- per week ! 
10/* per week . 
20/- per week & 

house.
2/0 per week 
2/0 per week

Vice E, Ball,
Vice F. Dowling,

Vice E. Jennings.
Vice S. Clarke.

Vice W. Lackey.
Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Ftec J, White.

t
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice L. Atkinson.
Vice K. Hartigan.
Vice J. Pondergast.

Vice P. Seage.
Vice R. Small.
Vice J, Ryan.

Vice C. Hanson. 
Vice L. Nye.
Vice W Davis 
Vice K. Cavanpugh, 
Vice D. Fitch,

Vice G. Butt.
Vice .G. Gather.
Vice P. Carroll.

Vice A. Webb.
Vice G. Whitely. 
Vice A. McAskil].

Vice B. Murphy. 
Vice L. Kelhear. 
Vice E. Stewart

Vice J. West.
Vice A. Joyce.
Vice P, Clarke.
Vice C. Sykes. .
Vice W. Grant.
Vice II. Hay.

J Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Vice W. Chicken.

Vice E. Mills. 
Vice L. Lee.

Vice F. Eylea.
Vice C. Dewhurst. 
Vice M. Priest.

Vice C. Hardwick. 
Vice A, Corcoran.

Vice J. Pierce, 
VtccT Lambert, 
Vice W, Femside, 
Vice A. Loughrldge.

Vice M. Ward,

Vice J. Buckley.

Vice H. Ro'ic.
Viififi R. Ward.
Vice T. Ash 
Vice E. Phillips,
Vice F. Jackson.
Vice C. Sayer.
Vice S. Buttcrworth.

Vice E. Watson.
Vice G. Christie.
Vice C. Sutherland

Vice J. McDonald.

Signal and Interlocking Engineer’a Branch.

19 April Brown, Thomas .......... .......... | 7/- per dav .... Vice Wm Buchanan.
18 June Bishop, Edward.............. .......... 2/- per day .. Vice Ernest Lewis.
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APPENDIX III—continued.

Position. | Rate. [Remarks.

1900. Electrioad Enqisbeh’s BrtAN’CH.

2 April IS .
16 ,, 
17
8 May

25
1 June

Tweednlc, James W.
Huntley Quy E..........
Sharpf James ..........
Ratiliidge, Parnell .. 
Mathieaon, Albert 
Murray, Quinton.. 
Bode, Charles TV. ,.

Foreman..........................
District Inspector . .. 
Telegraph Probationer
District Assistant........
Telegraph Probationer
Electrical Cadet ..........
hnpn>\er ......................

70/* per week .. 
M/* per week.. 
2'0 per week .. 
0/- per day .... 
2/6 per week .. 
10c per week .. 
6/- per daj .. .1

Vice F. Lind.

Vice W. Sullivan. 

Vice J. II. Davis.

Comptroller op Stores Brascit.
18 Aprill Wilkinson, Edmund ...................... | Sheet Re|>airer.............. | 7/-per daj’ . .! Transferred from Extra SlafT.
11 May Martin, Thomas C............................. Apprentice Clerk .........i £30 per annum Ticft L. Hart.
16 „ I Reid, Walter M.................................. | Ofllce-lad...........................| 10/-per week .

IblOrERTY AND ESTATB BRANCH.
8 June J Garland, Lewis H.............................. I Clerk ............. ................. 1 irlSOpcrannurui

10 May
60 rr

1 June

Kennedy, James K. 
White, George .,, 
Harrison Scott........

Trajuvats—Locomotive Branch.
1 Driver ....................
I 1 «abou rer..................
| Lalwurcr............

| 11/- per day Re-employed.
^ 6/6 per day —] jTranBferrcd from E\ti-a Staff.

20 Mar.
20
20
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26 ”
26
26
20
20
26
26
26
26
20
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
20
26
26 n
26
26
26
26
26
20
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
20 (|
27
23
28
28
28
28
2$
28
23
28
28
23
28
28
28 ::
2S
28
28
28
23
28 •
28
23
2S
28
28 Jr
23
2S
28 jj
23
11 April
U ,,
12
20
80
3ft

7 May
7
7
7
7
7 ,,

Teaie, James..................
Auld, John C..................
Chanter, Cyrus ..........
Do Tores, Frederick .. 
Gatcward, William J. 
McGlynn, Joseph .... 
Partington, Herbert
Moran, ,Fohn J...............
Ashby, Alfred............
Tame, John W...............
Alexander, James ,...
Lceder, Sydney..........
Harris, Albert P............
Anderson, Robert ....
Crawford, John F.........
Smith, Horace A...........
O'Haltoran, Michael ..
Booth, .lames H............
Douglas, David 14.........
Lyons, Henry ..............
Mulder, Gu^ave.... 
Dencckor, William ..
Bruce, Norman ..........
Dcngate, Archibald .. 
Kennedy, Daniel S. ..
Jordan, George H.........
McGrath, James..........
liOi'e, Albert..................
Scilicet, Edward..........
Keane, John..................
Connolly, John ........ .
Anderson, George W. 
Brown, Frederick R 
Harnbly. Walter T ... 
Hildor, William J. ... 
Hayes, William A. ... 
James. Waller P, ... 
Meredith, Charles ... 
McWdliam, Robert... 
Priol, Frederick A ... 
Robinson, Thomas ... 
Triohett, Edward ... 
Tainsctt, Gooivc .. .. 
Turnur, Alfred If. ... 
Trivetb, Walter il. ... 
Ruck man, Albert ...
Foster, Alfred E..........
Neale, Alfred............
Emery, Thomas ........
Albertson, Thomas ..
Burke, Janies S...........
Realty* Richard........
Cook, William A. ,,. 
Crennan, Leopold ... 
Dunn, Arthur W. ...
Rawiy• Francis ........
Ferry. Patrick J..........
Fox, Montague ___
Faco, Bertie C. ... * 
Garforth, George A, .
Giles, George A............
Huoson, Charles .. . 
Hubne, Arthur E. ... 
Hampshire, Percy .,. 
Hughes, William N. .
Jones Albert ............
Kain, Prosper............
Kirgan, James............

■ Love, George R...........
| Moon, Edmond V. ,..
1 Morgan, James J ....

MarXin, Donald ........
Pike, Frank H ..........
Ward, Hubert T..........
Williams, Daniel .... 
Russell, Frederick ... 
Samuelc, James . 
Randall, Edwin M .., 
Walker, Edward T ...
Poolo, William............
Butt, Richard H..........
Dunn, John J...............
Deadman, Stephen 
Walker, Robert J1'. ... 
Thompson, John . ..

1 Stone, Henry ........
Morrish, James J. ...

i Condon, Thomas........
j Patterson, 1 hojims ... 
^ Full jam es, Richard .

Tramways—Teaefic Buancd.
Conductor...................... G/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 6f-per day ...
Conductor ...................... 6-* per day ..
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ....
Conductor .................... 6/- per day ...
Conductor.......... .. ... 6/- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/-per day ....
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 6/* per day ....
Conductor................ .... 6/- per day___
Conductor.................... 0/- i>er day___
Conductor.................... 6/- per dav ....
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ...,
Conductor...................... 6A per da}’___
Conductor...................... 6/- i«r day___
Conductor...................... 6/-per dav ....
Conductor...................... 6/-per dav ...
Conductor...................... 6/- por dav ..
Conductor...................... Sf* per dav ....
Conductor.................... 6/- per day —
Conductor .................. 6'- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/* per dav . ..
Conductor.......... ... .. 6/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ....
Conductor...................... G/- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/- per day .,
Conductor ...................... 6/- !>cr day .,
Conductor .................... 6,'- per dav___
Conductor....................... S'- per day ....
Flagman..............*.......... 6/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 0/- per day .. .
Conductor .................... O'-per day-----
Conductor...................... 6/- per (laj’ —
Conductor...................... 0/- per dav ....
Conductor...................... G/- por day ,. .
Conductor .................. G^- per day___
Conductor .............. <V- per dav___
Conductor...................... 6/- per dav ..
Conductor .................... fly- j>er day
Conductor .................... C'- per dav___
Conductor ....................... 8/- per day ...
Conductor .................. IF- per dav ..
Conductor ................... 6/- per dav .
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ..
Conductor .................. 6/- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/- per dav ...
Conductor...................... O'- per clay ..,.
Oftico-boy ................ 10/- per week ..
Conductor...................... 0/-per day ...
Conductor...................... (1/- per day ...
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ...
Conductor ...................... 0/- per day ...
Conductor .................. 6/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 0/- i>cr dav___
Conductor...................... C/-per dav ..
Conductor...................... 0/- per day ...
Conductor ........ .... 6'-per dav ...
Conductor...................... 0/* per day-----
Conductor...................... C/- per dav ..
Conductor.................... 6/- per dav ....
Conductor...................... 8/- per day . ..
Conductor .................... G/- per daj*___
Conductor .................. 6/- per dav-----
Conductor...................... 0/- per dav . ..
Conductor...................... 6/- per dav___

6'- per dav ....
Conductor .................. 6/- per day___
Conductor.................... 6/- per day .. .
Conductor...................... 6/-per day ...
Conductor...................... 6/- per day ...
Cortduclor...................... Gf- per dav ...
Conductor...................... 0/- per dav___
Conductor...................... (V- per day .
Conductor .................. 6'-per day ..
Conductor ............ .. . Hi- per day ...
Conthirtor.................. " 6^- per day , ..
Conductor.................... 0/- per day —
Conductor...................... 6/- per day .
Conductor ...................... 6/- per dav , .
Telcphonc-lad.............. 10/' per week ..
Conductor ............. 0/- per dav ...
Apprentice Clerk........ £30 per annum
Apprentice Clerk.......... i.30 per annum
Conductor.................... ft/- per day ...
Conductor .................. j ft/* T>cr dav .
Conductor . G/* ]>ct day ..
Conductor ................... hf- por day___
Conductor.............. 1 6/- per day ..
Conductor.................... f G/' per day ...

Vice It, Brown.

Vice L. Drcwe. 
Vice W. Bedford.

race A. Parker

Vice M. Leaiioj.

\
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Date. Name.
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APPENDIX III—continued.

Position. Rate. Remarks.

im
7 May 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7
7 

14 
14 10 
23 
23
28 _
1 June 
1 
1 S8 
3

12 
12
14
15 
21 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 23 23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
20 
27 
27 
29 
20 
29 
29 
29 39

Tramways—Traffic Brascii—conitnwd

Hcnnessy, Thomas J................
Matthews, Edward..................
Cahalan, Patrick......................
Crocker, Arthur......................
Bernard, David ......................
Abbott, James............ .............
Hughes, William J.................
Tucker, Ernest..........................
Redding, Bertie P.....................
Coleman, Sidney......................
Weatherstone, Benjamin ....
Farrar, Robert..........................
Atkinson, Joseph ..................
Southwell, William..................
Fisk, Edward ......................
Goldsmith, William ..............
Bellingham, William..............
Collier, Alexander..................
Gamack, Charles......................
Brown Leslie A.........................
Brighton, Charles ..................
Giddcus, Henry ......................
Honan. Charles L\ ..................
Bindoff, Alfred hi ..................
Parker, Augustine..................
Tellcnoweth, John..............
Sinclair, William......................
Freeman, George ..................
Longhead, Frederick..............
Thorley, George ......................
Vaughan, Joseph....................
AValJ, William H........................
Hear, Samuel ..........................
Brandon, Walter......................
Power, Nicholas......................
Abell, William M......................
Hope, George ..........................
Byron, Alfred J.....................
Inman, James..........................
Mulholl&nd, Joseph J..............
McMahon, Otbo P.....................
McLean, John..........................
Llojd, Frederick W.........
Bacon, William H.....................
WoodroiF, Arthur C.................
Degotardi, John li...................
Fiafeau, Julius ..........................
Coohiano, Thomas..................
Jesse, George ........................
Oarlick, Andrew....................
Clarke, Percy ..........................
Cafe, Alfred..............................
Bath, Richard..........................
Boulton, Charles H. ...
Sharpham, Walter..................
Draper, John ........................
Cupitt, Arthur E.......................
Warton, George M...................
Hobson, Edward......................
Brown, Walkden......................
Rresnahan, Daniel..................
Sanderson, William ..............
McIntosh, Alexander..............
WPaom Samuel ......................
Henson, Thomas A..................
O’Sullivan, John......................
O'Neill, John ..........................
Dickson, Thomas......................
Loomes, William......................
Whvtc, John A..........................
Williams, Frederick ..............
Peters, Walter..........................
Kulmar, Stanley......................
White, Bernard ......................
Dun, John T...............................
Douglas, John A.......................
Crowley, Henry ......................
Hussey, Michael......................

Conductor...................... C'* per dav___
Conductor...................... 6;- per day___
Conductor...................... 6/- per day .
Conductor ...................... 0/- per day ..,
Conductor...................... 0/- per day ...
Conductor.................. 0'- per day___
Conductor.................. <V- per dav___
Conductor...................... G/- per day . ..
Conductor...................... 0/- per day-----
Conductor.................... 6/- per day___

Conductor .................. W- per dav___
Conductor .................... G/- per day ...,
Conductor...................... 0/- per day ....
Conductor.................... 0/* per day___
Conductor .................. &(- per day . ..
Conductor...................... R/- per dav___
Conductor .................... 0/- pur day ....
Conductor...................... 0/- per day ....
Conductor...................... O'- per day___
Conductor .................. 6/- per day ..
Conductor ...................... 0/* per day ....
Conductor ...................... 0/- i«r day ,...
Conductor...................... O'- per day ....
Conductor...................... <1/- per day ..
Conductor .................. 6'- per day ...,
Conductor...................... 0/- per dav ....
Laborer .......................... 0/- per day ....
Conductor...................... 6/- per day___
Conductor...................... 0/- per dav .. .
Conductor ...................... 0/- per dav ....
Conductor.................... G/- per day ...
Conductor .................. 6/- per dav___
Conductor...................... 6/- perday ....
Conductor...................... 6'- per flay ....
Conductor.................... 6/- per day .. .
Apprentice Clerk.......... £30 per annum
Apprentice CJcrk.......... 0/- perday
Labourer ........................ 0/- per day ..,
Conductor...................... 6/- per dav ..
Conductor.................. * 6/- per dav....
Conductor...................... 6/- per dav . ..
Conductor...................... G/- per day
Conductor .. ................ Qf* per day ..
Conductor.................... 6/- per day___
Conductor.................. fi/- per dav ...
Conductor .................... 6/- per day....
Conductor ...................... 6'’- per dav .. .
Conductor...................... 6'- per dav ...
Conductor .................. 6/- per day___
Conductor . ..... . fi(- ]>er day ,.
Conductor...................... fi/- per day .. .
Conductor...................... 0A per day .. .
Conductor .................... 6/- per day___

Conductor...................... 61'- per dav ..
Conductor...................... 6'- per day___
Car-cknncr .................... 0/- per day___
Conductor ...................... u/* per dav ....
Conductor.................... 6/- per day .. .
Conductor...................... 0/- per day___
Conductor .................... 6 - per day ....
Conductor...................... C/- per daj-___
Conductor...................... 6'- per day ....
Conductor ...................... 0/- per day___
Conductor...................... 0'- per dav ...
Conductor...................... 6/- per daj-.. .
Conductor .................... Cl- per day----
Conductor .................. 0/- per day___
Conductor.................... 6/- per day___
Conductor .................. 6/- per day ....
Conductor .................... 0/- per day....
Conductor...................... 0/' per day___
Conductor ...................... per dny___
Conductor...................... Si- per day ....
Conductor...................... Cl- per day___
Conductor.................... G^- per day ...
Conductor...................... 6/- per day-----

Files J. Rees.

Viet S. Deadraan.

Re-employed,

22 Mar.. Kirwan, Maurice..............................
23 ,, Warner, Joseph E.............................
23 „ Heron, John ................................
23 „ Hair, John C......................................
20 „ Wirth, Augustus..............................
23 „ Waddell, Hugh ..............................
29 ,, Berg. 1* ranee W.................................
29 „ Talljot, Wiliam..................................
29 .. Lamp, Robert..................................
31 „ Hankin, James C..........................
2 April Murphy, Joseph ............................
2 M Boehier, Herbert F...........................
2 ,, Svm. William G.............................
3 „ Cardwell., John B..............................
3 „ Kirk, Roliert......................................
3 „ Bell, Robert ..................................

4 Crane, Svdncv F...............................
4 ,, Symons, Walter R............................
fi H Philpolt, John A...........................
6 .. Ferguson, Daniel ..........................
6 ,, Armstrong, John ..........................
fi ,, Scarfc. Henry J................... ...........
C ,, Sinclair, William............................
c „ Bn Her, Edward. ..............................
0 ,, Lube, Ern^t W.................................

Ka\auagh, Victor G.....................
s „ Koaty, William ........................
6 ,, Sprouie, Albert H.............................

11 „ Cout.ts, Hubert K..............................
14 „ Kilev, William................................
W .. Goble, William M..............................

Tramways—Edeittricad Branch.

Electrical Cleaner —
labourer..........................
Labomer..........................
Labourer........................
Improper ......................
Laliourer........................
Electrical Cleaner .... 
Electrical Cleaner ....
Electrical Cleaner ___
Electrical Cleaner ....
Fireman ..........................
Engineer..........................
Fireman......................
Controller Cleaner ....
Fireman........................
Labourer........................
Pitman..............................
Improver.........................
Greaser.............................
Controller Cleaner .. . 
1>\ namo Attendant....
Electrical Cadet ..........
Engineer..........................
Fireman ............ . . .
Greaser............................
Electrical Cleaner ___
Electrical Cleaner . .
Fireman..........................
Improver.........................
Dynamo Attendant. ,.
Dynamo Attendant___
Bnissfmisher..................

3/- per day .. 
6jU per day .. 
6/13 per day.. 
7/- per day .. 
6/. per day .. 
6JG per day .. 
3/- per day .. 
3/- per day .. 
3/- per day .. 
3/* per day .. 
8'- per day . 
12/-perday . 
Sf- per day .. 
3/- per flay , 
8/- per day ..

per day .. 
7/C per day.. 
5/- per flay . 
3A per day ., 
3/- per day .. 
8/- per day . 
10/- per week 
12r'- per day 
8/- per day .. 
S/- per day ,. 
3/6 per day .. 
3 6 per day .. 
8/- per day .. 
R/- per day .. 
8/-per day .. 
fi/- per day , 
10/- per day

]■ Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff-
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APPENDIX III— continued.

D&tc. ! Name. Position, Rate. Remarks

1900. Iramwatb—Electrical BrAKch—continued.

TO April Somcrif, Kupene............................ Pitman.......................... i/C per day___
12/- per day ,,24 „ Lockwood, Alfred ........................ Draftsman and clerk

27 „ Kennedy, Thomas E....................... Pitman.......................... 7/6 per day ,,
6 Mav., Henderaoii, George.......................... Engineer.................... 12/- per day ,
8 „ Haynes, Herbert 10..................... Improper.............. .. 6/- per day . .

12 „ Norman, Frederick........................ Fitter............................ 9/6 per day ..
H H Leahey, George A........................... Fireman.................... S/- per day .
15 Curcbod, Henry ........................ . Electrical cleaner.. . 3f-.per day .
17 „ McDeed, Reginald...................... Electrical cleaner .. 2/6 per day ..
17 „ Ijitwifl, Norman E. . . Improver..........................

Boy labourer..........
3/- per day ....

18 „ i.anibert} Stanlcv ...................... 3/6 per day ...
Iwrll. N. Sloe„ Kendall, Alfred \\............................ Electrical assistant . .. £140 per annum

20 „ Dickson, James 11... . -.. Bov labourer.................. 3/8 per day
28 11 Burkitt, George W.......................... Labourer___ . 7/- per day
30 ;; Vernon, Arthur............................ Fitter ... ........ 3/- per day , i Transferred from Extra blnfr.

8/- per day .. >31 „ Bennett, Charles J .. .......... Dynamo attendant ..
4 June Booth, Arthur W.......................... Dynamo attendant . 8/- per day ..

Fleming, Sydney .......................
Elderahaw, Archie ........................

Electrical cleaner 3/- per dav
Transferred from Extra Stsff.s „ Pitman.................. 7/S per day-----

11 McFarlanc, James M. .. .. Labourer........................ 7/- per day ..
12 „ Ingle, Frederick .................. Electrical cleaner — 2/6 por day,,
12 11 Jones, Hambrook R......................... CompreHSOr'Oiler .. 3i‘- per day .
18 M Office^olcaner . . .. 12'6 per week..

Transferred from Extra Staff.22 ;; RuBBell, George.......................... Turner............................ !0/- per day
25 „ Law, LowLa L..................................... Labourer ... . 7/- per day ...
2S Craw'ford, Da^id . .. .......... Improver........................ 3/6 i*sr day .
28 „ Eather, Thomas .................... Electrical cleaner.. 2/6 per day
28 „ Volkman, George .. .... Fitter ........................ 9/6 per day ...
20 ,, Gawler, Arthur C.............................. Pitman............................ 7/6 per day ...
2S ,, Howison, Colin................................ Pitman.............. .. 7/0 por day .. 1 j- Transferred from Extra Staff.
20 „ O’Brien, Patrick .............. Pitman.............................. 7/0 ]>er day-----
29 „ Hodge, Henry.............................. Carpenter.................... , 9/* per day .

Transferred from Extra Staff.29 „ Frost, Victor ................................ Labourer.......................... //-perday ...

APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RETUBlf, in accordance witli Clauee No. 44 of Hie Railway Act, showing the Remorals of Employees from the 1st April to
the 30th June, 1900.

Date. Name. Position. Hate. Remarks.

im Traffic Auditor’s Branch.

31 M&r.. Fisher, Edward ........................ Apprentice clerk ........ £70 per annuml Resigned.

EN'oiNitta-is-CmBF for Existing Lusss Branch.

28 Mar.. Sob wind, John .. . ............ Fettler.......................... 7/0 per day.... Resigned.
14 April Smith, Albert.................................. Fettler.............................. 7/6 per day..,, Resigned.
19 „ Martin, John.................................. Fettler .......................... 7/- per dny ... Discharged.
30 „ Hckiu, William........................ SuVinspector.................. £250 per annum Retired.

S May . Mills, Henry...................................... Fettler............................ 7/6 per day . Retired.
19 „ Fettler.......................... 7/6 per day — Retired.
11 H Wookott, Edward .................... Leading carpenter .... 11/3 per day . Retired.
18 „ Bouchard, John.............................. Fettlcr.............................. 7/0 por day___ Resigned.
n „ Hughes, Henry.......................... ... Pettier............................ 7/6per day.... Resigned.

1 June Rol>erts, Henry .............................. Labourer.......................... 7/6 per day — Discharged.
3 „ Jteidy, Patrick................ Ganger............... 9/- per day ... Deceased.
9 H Farry, James.................. Fettlcr................ 7/6 per day..« Retired,

12 ,, Lewis, Henry................. Fettler.............................. 7/- pur day___ Written off books.
ie „ Kelton, Thomas.......................... Labourer.......................... 7/C por day— Resigned.
21 ,, Quelch, George ................ danger.............. 9/- per day — Retired.
21 „ Johnson, Hobart ......... Pettier................ 7/6 per day_ Retired.
30 ,, Hood, John .. .. ......... Fettlcr................ 7/6 per day... Resigned,

Chief Mkciunical Enoin bur's Branch.
12 April Tye, Charles................... Fire-lighter............ 0'6 per day Discharged '
19 „ Cxrruthers, William . .. Driver.............. 12/- perday.. Deceased.
24 „ Komfeld, Leopold.............. Fitter................ 10/2 per day .. Discharged.
9 May Bruderiin, Pereival........... Fuelman.............. 6/6 per day_ Deceased.

19 „ Nicholson, Malcolm............ Labourer............. 7,- per dav ... Retired.
26 „ Fewkes, Howard .......... Office boy ... .. 2/6 per day .. Resigned
26 „ Cavanagh, Thomas.............. Stationary engine lire- 62/- per week.. Discharged.

81 „ Harper, John ..... ... Bumper .............. 8'-per day.. . Retired.
6 June Sheil, Thomas .. ......... Fireman............. 9/- per day .. . Resigned.
6 „ lAtimer, George................ Cleaner ........ 7/- per day — Discharged,
6 7i6 per day . ,. Retired,
T „ Darling, Henry ............... Oiler. ............. 7/- per day .... Resigned.

12 „ Ashcroft, James................ Fireman ........... 10/- per day .. Resigned.
14 „ Paislev, Frederick ............. Apprentice... ... 5/- per day .. Resigned.
18 „ Pridcaux, John .............. Fireman........... 9/6 per day . Deceased.
21 „ Durham, David ............. Driller................ $/* per day_ Retired,
28 „ 7/C perday ... Resigned.
39 ’ 6/6 ocr day . . Discharged.

Chief Traffic IUnaorr’s Branch.
22 Mar.. BaU. Ellen....................... Gatekeeper...... 7/* per week .. Resigned.
29 Bennett, Thomas............. Porter................ 7/- per day .... Discharged.
29 ,, Kelly, William............. . Junior porter ..... 3'* per dav’. . Discharged.
31 ,, Nield, Frederick_ ... Station-master ..... £275 per annum Retired.
2 April Butt, George..................... Junior porter.......... 3/4 per flay .... Resigned.
2 ,, Webb, Arthur................ Junior porter.......... 3/4 per dav . .. Discharged
2 „ Chicken, William . •........ Junior porter , 5/- per daj .. Off side indefinitely.
6 ,, Cavanough, Kate. . . Gatekeeper............ Free house ... Resigned.

14 M Nye, Laura . . Gatekeeper .. .. Free house .. Resigned.
17 ,, Wallace, Charles .............. Porter................ 6/* per dav .. Retired.
17 M Ashe, Thomas ... ......... Porter................ 6/6 per day ,. Resigned.
29 „ Williams, John................. Station-master...... £200 per annum Deceased.
21 „ Fernsidc, Willlnm.............. Porter.......... 6/- per day_ Resigned.
22 „ Castles, Elizabeth . . Gatekeeper.......... 7/- per week . Resigned.
25 „ Stewart, Kthelbert ........... Gatekeeper............ 15/- per week .. Deceased
26 Davis, Edward................. Probationer .......... 2,6 per week .. Resigned.

171—B
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l>atc. Name-

APPENDIX IV—continued.

Position, Bate. Botnar hs.

1900. 
!7 April
22 ” IHO ,t 
30 ,,
30 „ I
»0 „

1 May..
?

u
i* „

is20
21
21
2121
22
24
2420

Haywood, Samuel..............
AtfcwiM, William ........
Tye, Frederick....................
Hayes, Albert......................
O’Koizrke, William............
McAakill, Anme ..........
Sayer. Charles ..............
Murphy, Bridget..............
West, Julia ..........................
Buttcrworth, Samuel.. .
Sjkea, Catlierine ___
Jones, Catherine ..............
Haley, Roy ..........................
Hay, Myra..............................
Wood, Archibald................
McDonald, Joseph ........
Rose, Hcnrj......................
Smith, Charles......................
Eyles, Frank......................
Aitken, George..............
Lee, Lvdia............
Mills, Ellen..........................
Cox, Elizabeth....................

30 
2 Ji
4[>
7

Dewhunt, Clara . 
Watson, Edwin ... 
Loughridge, Annie
Douglas, John___
Wright, Alice ....

3 „ Dunne, James..............
12 „ Sutherland, Christina

13
33
131&3fl
1616
19

Farr, Hilary ............
Tanner, Edgar....................
Phillips, EilrAbeth............
Harrison, William . .,
Shaw, John ........................
Bailey, John ....................
Jackson, Francis................
Hines, Mary........................

25
25
29

Armstrong, George 
Edwards, George.. 
McLcau, Angus ..

CHfEr Tiumc Manage it’s J5ranpii—etmiinutdt

Otlicer-in-charge 
Clorkdn-charge 
Ki^ht-officcr .. 
OflLcerdn-chaigc
Gatekeeper___
Guard .. .. 
Gatekeeper . 
Gatekeeper.. 
Junior porter 
Gatekeeper <fc 
Gatekeeper.. 
Probationer 
Gatekeeper . 
Porter........

caretaker

Junior porter
Porter........
Porter..........
Porter ,,.. 
Gatekeeper.. 
Gatekeeper. 
Gatekeeper. 
Gatekeeper..

Gatekeeper......................
Shunter ......................
Gatekeeper ..................
Shunter..........................
Post office and platform 

attendant.
Shunter ........................
Gatekeeper....................

Junior porter..................
Porter......................
Gatekeeper......................
Clerk .........................
Porter..............................
Junior porter. . .
Gatekeeper......................
Gatekeeper Si platform 

attendant.
Gatekeeper....................
Junior porter..............
Junior iwiter..................

7/- per day .. 
£1G5 per annum 
£290 per annum 
£140 per annum 
£160 per annum 
If- por week .. 
<•/* per day .,
7/- per week , 
7/- i>er week . 
5/* per day ... 
V- por week .. 
7/C per week 
2/6 pei' week . 
Free house ,,,, 
C/- i>er day ... 
5/. per day ... 
7/- per dav .. 
7/* per dav 
fl/- per daj .. 
31}/-per week , 
7/- per week .
7per week .. 
15/- per week 

and house,
7/- per week ,, 
7/- per day ... 
Free house .. 
8/- per day .. 
15/- ]>er week ..

7/C per day , 
20/- per week 

and house.
2/G per day ,,, 
7/- per day . 
Free house . .. 
£150 per annum 
C/G per day ... 
5/- per day .,, 
Free house „ „ 
7/- per week and 

house.
30/- per week . 
4/2 per day ..,, 
2/G per dny ....

Deceased.
Deceased.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Resigned.
Deceased
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned
Resigned.
Position abolished.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned
Deceased.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Retired.
Resigned.
Resigned,
Discharged.

Discharged
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Resigned.

Discharged.
Resigned,

Resigned.
Discharged.
Rcsipieri,
Discharged,
Discharged.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Resigned.

Deceased.
Discharged.
Deceased,

Si&xai, and Interlocking Engineer's Branch. 
21 April) Firkin, John.................................... | Blacksmith...................... } 10/B per day ..I Deceased.

17 April
23 „
24 n 
26 „
27 „90
10 May 
19 „
29 „
30 M
1 Juno 

21 „

23 „
2 ilay

17 ♦,
17 „
21 ,»
31 „

4 Juno
0 H 
6 „
9 ,,

Ifl „ 
22 „

Tramways— LocoueirvE Branch.
Kennedy, James B........................... Driver....................
Inman, James.................................. Cleaner ....................
Jackson, Edward A..................
Payne, Arthur................................ Cleaner....................
Manning, William......................
Royce, Joseph............ .. ,.

Cleaner..............
Fuelman ....................

Tjane, James ... .
Edwards, Harry............ Cleaner ............
Byrne, Laurence............................
Arnett, James K. .. ... . Driver......................
Hayes, James ........................ Labourer ..................
Long, liichard............................ Cleaner ................

Tramwa

Robins, William.............................. Starter........................
Wolfenden, Horace.......................... Driver ......................
Sheldon, William............................ Conductor ..............
Bevan, Edward ..........................
Mcmgan, Michael ................

Conductor .
Conductor , ...

Warten. George M............................ Conductor..................
Lund, Soren C. ....................... Conductor ..............
Parker, Albert E...........................
„, . (

Shorthand Clerk ... 
Tramway Slanagcr

Roberts, Janies.......................... -j House allowance .... 
Sundavs ....................

Deadraan, Stephen........................ Apprentice Clerk
O Halloran, Michael .................... Conductor..............
Clines, James A............................... Hnvcr ................
Leaney, Michael.............................. Starter........................
Abell, William.................................. Conductor , ' ..
Thorloy, Geoi'go.............................. Conductor ..............

11A per day 
6^6 per day. 
4.'6 per day •
5/6 per day . 
5 6 per day. 
7/- por day 
7/0 per day . 
5/fl per day . 
Sf- per day 
13/-per day. 
6/6 per day . 
5/6 i>er day.

! &/- per day .
. 7/6 per day___
. 6/* |ier day....
. 6'- per daj ..
. C^- per daj ..

0 *- per day___!
i O'- per day .. . 

J £12ftperaMium 
. £700 per annum 

£100 per annum 
£52 per annum 

. £3l} per annum

.. fl/- per day___
S'- per day ... 
9 - per day .

. G/ per daj- ....

. I 6/- per day ,.

Discharged.

Not required.

DeceasH,
Not required.
Discharged.
Written off hooks.
Deceased,
Deceased.
Resigned.

Deceased,
Resigned.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Discharged,
Discharged.
Resigned.
J Retired,

Resigned.
Discharged.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned,
Resigned,

I Walls, Michael .
TiiAwaA*?—Maintenance Branch.

.1 Cart and Driver .. .. | 10/6 per day ,.i Discharged.

Tramivayb —Electtucai. Branui.
12 May ! Waddell, Hugh 
30 June | Kirk, Robert..

Labourer. 
Fireman .

fl/0 per day . Discharged, 
8/- per day... Resigned.

Sydnej : William Applegate Guilick, Government Printer.—I9I)D.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS, QUARTER ENDED 30th SEPTEMBER, 1900.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 October, 1900.

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
17th October, 1900.

To The Honorable the Minister for Railways,—
Sir,

In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway 
Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Report for the quarter ended 30th September, 1900, upon the 
subjects specified, viz.:—

I.—State of the Traffic.

RAILWAYS.
^ Quarter ended 

30fch September, 1899.
Quarter ended

30th September, 1900.

Miles open
1899. 1900.

2,736 2,811}

Revenue ... f Passenger ...£274,659 £288,9531 ...
I Merchandise ...£450,208 £493,672 i

£724,867 £782.625

Expenditure................................................................................... £430,425 £467,720
Train miles run 2,109,762 2,351,168
Earnings per train mile ............................................................ 6b. 10|d. 6s. Sd. '
Expenditure per train mile ... 4s. Id. 3s. Hid.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ..................................... 59-38 59-76
Number of passengers ............................................................ 6,304,724 6,686,919
Tonnage of goods traffic 1,287,334 1,-527,112
Tonnage of live stock traffic... 39,190 39,674

TRAMWAYS. Quarter ended ■ Quarter ended
30th September, 1809, 30th September, 1900.

Miles open ............................................................ ! 66}
76}

Revenue £89,336 £116,200
Expenditure ... £72,162 £97,125
Tram miles run ... ... ... .............. .............. 892,729 1,525,673
Earnings per tram mile .............................................. . 2s. Od. Is. 6Jd.
Expenditure per tram mile ... Is. 74d. Is. 3Id.
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ........................ . 80-78 S3 GS
dumber of passengers carried 12,716,514 |

I
19,664,510

416—A
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RAILWAYS.

II.—Condition op the Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will be found as an Appendix, page 4.

III.—Special Rates.

A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for making the same, will 
be found attached. [Appendix, page 4.]

IY.—Stapp.

These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 11.

General Remarks.

The earnings for the quarter show an increase of £57,758 over the corre
sponding quarter of last year; the expenditure an increase of £37,295; the net 
result being an improvement of £20,463.

All classes of traffic contributed to the increase, viz., first-class passengers, 
£3,127; second-class, £6,948; parcels, &c., £4,219. Total coaching increase, 
£14,294. General merchandise, £128; hay, straw, and chaff, £6,636; grain, 
flour, &c., £15,842; wool, £0,372; live stock, £3,906; coal and coke and other 
minerals, £10,680. Total goods increase, £43,464.

The passenger traffic shows an increase of 382,195 journeys, and the increase 
in general merchandise and live stock is 240,256 tons.

Condition op Lines and Accommodation for the Traffic.

The Permanent Way and Works generally have been well maintained.

Relaying and resleepering operations continue to make fair progress.

The grade improvements and deviations between Jindalee and Demondrille 
have been completed; the works between Harden and Murrumburrah are nearly 
finished, and those on the Western line, between Newbridge and Blayney, have made 
fair progress.

Parliamentary sanction having now been obtained for closing the level 
crossings, &c., the work of duplicating the line between St. Leonards and Lindficld 
will be completed as early as possible.

TRAMWAYS.
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TRAMWAYS.

The Earnings show the largest increase upon* record, viz., £26,864; the 
Expenditure, owing to considerable additional serviee, an increase of £24,963, the 
net improvement being £1,901,

6,947,996 additional passengers were carried.

The following lines have been opened for traffic, viz.:—
mis. chs.

6th Aug.—St. Peters Railway Bridge to Cook’s River Dam 1 78 
13th Aug.—■Bclford-street to Glebe-road, Adamstown ... 1 2
10th Sept.—Rose Bay Wharf to Dover-road ................ 1 3
12thSept.—Clevcland-street to Kensington Racecourse ... 130

Wc have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

W. M. EEHON,

Deputy Chief Commissioner.

DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.

V
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APPENDIX I.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

PlEtort on Condition of TiVay and Works for the Quarter ending 30th 
■ September, 1900.

Sir, Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, 4th October, 1900.
I have to report, for the information, of the Commissioners, that the Permanent-way and 

Works have been efficiently maintained during the past quarter*
lielaying and resleepering operations continue to make fair progress.
The gradient improvements and deviations between Jindalee and Demondrille have been 

completed, and between Harden and Murrumburrah they are nearly finished. Those on the Western 
Line, between Hewbridge and Blayncy, have made fair progress.

The duplication of the line between St. Leonards and Lindfield has been carried on, and Parlia
mentary sanction having now been received for the closing of level crossings, &c., the whole of the work 
will be completed as early as possible. I have, &c.,

THOMAS B. PffiTH,
The Secretary to the liailway Commissioners. Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines.

APPENDIX II.
Ektubw of Goods Bates approved for the quarter ended 30tli September, 1000.

Article. Particulars of Rate. Reason for Rate.

Broom millet............

Cemont ....................
Coal.............................

Dairy plant (old) .....
Elour and mill offal .

Limestone ..........................
Cabbages and pumpkins ...

General goods......................

Ore bogs (second-hand) ...

Monier pipes......................
Coal......................................

Wire collapsible poultry, 
pens.

Kerosene oil, in tanks ......

Coal, small..........................

Coal and coke.....................

Copper ..............

Copper matte.....

Crude ores ..........

Engines, portable 
Gas liquor .........

Metal .................

Do ..................................

Do broken ..................
Pipes (cast-iron and teei), 

water supply.
Bags, old ............................
Soil ....................................
Wool ..................................

In up direction, in lees lots than 6 tons per 4-whccied truck, "A” class rates 
with a minimum of 1 ton,

Merrylnnds to Newcastle, Miscellaneous rates and conditions......................
South liiilli to Mt. Keira, in owners’ wagons and hauled by owners' engine, 

3d, per ton; if hauled by Department’s engine, 9d. per ton.
Aberdeen to Moss Yale, “B” rates ..................................................................
Forwarded from stations Darling Harbour to Granville inclusive to stations 

on the Illawarra Line, “A” class rates and conditions—maximum rate, 
5s. per ton. ‘

In full truck loads, Lime Siding fo Annoudale Siding, lOd. por ton .........
Wagga to Darling Harbour, 12s. 7d. per ton for lots of not less than 0 tons 

per A-whceled truck.
Token across the temporary bridge over the Gwydir Bivcr from Gravesend, 

5s. per truck to be charged.
Free on down journey when sent to country stations for purpose of being 

filled and then forwarded by rail.
“B” rates ............................................................................................................
Ellermore Yale Colliery to Purified Coke Works, Wallscnd, 7d. per ton as 

from 1/1/00.
Free carriage on return journey for pens sent from Sydney <o country 

stations for uae nt shows.
In owners' tanks and vehicles approved by the Chief Mechanical Engineer, 

and conveying not less than 9 tons of oil, “B” rales phi- 50 per cent,; 
empfy tanks to be returned free. In cases where the existing maximum 
rates for kerosene are less than “ B ” plus 50 per emt, the maximum 
rates to be eharE^tl, less 10 per cent.

South VYulhend Colliery to Sulphide Corporation in owners’ f rucks, 8d. per 
ton.

Eskbank and Wallerawang to Annandale Copper Company’s Siding, 5s and1 
4s. 4d. per ton respectively, provided tonnage hauled from both stations 
ts at rate of 7,SCO tons per annum for three months, and 10,000 ions per 
annum afterwards. From other stations a rebate of 10 per cent, will be 
allowed on condition that not less than 1,500 tons are forwarded per 
annum in 4-wheeled truck-loads of not less than !)£ tons.

Annandale Copper Company’s Siding to Darling Harbour, £1 per (on in 
25-ton consignments.

Matte and antinionial dross from Daplo to Dariing Harbour in lots of not 
less than 8 tons per 4-wheeled truck, 3s. fid. per ton.

From Western Line or from stations on the Mumimborrah-Blayney Line 
to Annandale Siding, up journey rates throughout to be charged.

Hsed for operating chaff-cutting machines, “ B” rates ..................................
In drums, Miscellaneous rates; trucks need to be loaded to their full 

carrying capacity, a minimum charge as for 7 tons por l-whcelcd truck 
being made.

From Bombo to Hurstville nud stations north thereof, rebate of Gd. per tonj 
on freight to he allowed on all metal over 5,0!>0 tons forwarded per 
nnnuin as from 1st July, 1900, exclusive of that forwarded for the) 
Endways and Tramways. |

Narrandera to Hay for Afunieipal Council, 5s. Id. per ton at convenience of 
Department for three months from 1st September, 1300. I

Bussell’s Siding to Wnratib Junction, Is per ton..........................................
Sydney to Wollongong (800 tons), ‘‘A” rates, with a minimum of 5 tons 

per 4-wherled truck.
For paper-making, ” A” rates and conditions ..................................................
Bellambi to Alexandria, 3s. 2d. per ton ..........................................................
Ncvcrtire to Warren to be scoured ; 3s. 9d. per ton for greasy wool, Never- 

tirc to Warren, and scoured rale from Warren to Darling Harbour.

To encourage tra(Be.

do
do

do
do

do
do

do

do

do
do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do
do

do

do

do
do

do
do
do
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.■appendix nr.
■ raw SOUTH WALES GOVEHJfMENT RAILWAYS AND'TRAMWAYS. , _

Return, in accordance witli Clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing'tlie Appointments of Employees from the lit
July to the 30th September, 1900. ' ™

Date. Name. Paeitfon, Itntc. Remarks.

1900. KSOLSBER-IS-C31KP POR EXISTING l.IN’BS lillANCH.

22 June 22 M 22
4 July 1C Tr 1C „ 1C „ 20 „ 20 „ 

SO „
1 A\ig, 
* M 3 „

101020
25
31
10 Scjit. 
10 „ 10 ,t14 M 
14 n 14 
18
28 „

Kelley, William ............................
Thomas, Edward..............................
Lockhart, James..............................
Itorrowdftlr, Joseph ......................
Gitruham, Michael..........................
Fcthorstone, Jolin..........................
Hoogoi1, Fredeclok ....................
Murray, Edmund ..........................
Cook, Ernest....................................
Stewart, Donald.............................
Collins, Oeortre ..............................
Edwards, William ..........................
Hates, William..................................
Baldwin, Walter..............................
Wright, Percj ................................
Wadwell, Richard ..........................
MuFaddcii, Patrick.........................
Hartiffan, Ed^Tird........ *...............
Colley, Benjamin..............................
M'Inorney, Michael..........................
Preston, William.............................
McDonald, Edwin ..........................
Downey, Edward..............................
S pears, Albert..................................
Ourrey, Frederick ........................
Rich, Alfred......................................
Itoese, James ..................................

Labourer..........................
Labourer......................
Labourer.......................
Labourer .......................
Labourer .... ..............
Labourer...................... ...
OtfKso Ikjj .........................
Labourer ......................
Labourer........................
Labourer ........................
Fettler..............................
Labourer..........................
Labourer.......................
Labourer........................
Labourer ...........
Labourer..........................
Pettier.......... ..................
Labourer ......................
Labourer.......................... |
Labourer.......................... |
Labourer........................
Fettler ........................
Labourer............ ...........
Labourer..........................
Labourer..........................
Labourer........................ .
Labourer..........................

fi'G per day 
C *6 per day .. 
0/6 per day .. 
0 fi per day ., 
6-6 per day .. 
C/C per day .. 
2/- per day . 
O G per day 
CA1 per day ., 
C’ti perday . 
7/C per day .. 
G’Gpcrday .. 
C’Cpcrday . 
6/fi per day ,. 
C’C |>er day .. 
G.(J per day 
7/G per day .. 
6 6 per day „. 
7'C per day.. 
C-’C per day .. 
fi/0 per day .. 
C,C per day ., 
G G per day .. 
6/G per day. 
(V® per day .. 
C/C per day .. 
(5/C l>er day ..

' Vue G. Quelch.
Ftcf JL Johnson,

I Fi'ec V, Reidy 
1 r^ee K Stewart.
1 l7ef G Williams.

. Viee J. Fouch&rd, 
Vice VV. tlecger.

Vice M. Wilson. 
Fter J. Schwitid.

Kirwniu 
Wee T, Kelton. 
Vice C. Delaney.

, Vice H. Roberts,
. Vice A. Peterson.

. Vice C. Davison. 
T7ce C. Ca^an.
Wee J. Flood.

, T tee T. King.
, Vice J. Martin. 

Vice H. Mook.
Vice J. Broderick. 

. Vice It. Lewis.

. Fiee C. Reynolds.

2 July Hallett, Ernest ..............................
9! Hurst, John A...................................
s ,, Thomas, Thomas ............................
3 ,* Hood, John .....................................
4 „ Coppms George.................... ... ..
4 i, Byrne, George . ..............................
4 ,, Sullivan, Thomas ..........................
4 Ostitiga, Henry ............................
4 M Overton, John..................................
i Wcslan, William..............................
4 Trovg, John......................................
5 „ Bradley, Charles..............................
6 „ Chandler, Qoorgo ......................
6 „ Macdowall, Reginald......................
6 H Harden, William..............................
9 „ Berner, Philip..................................

10 „ Filsell, Clark ..................................
11 >. Aahworth, Alfred ..........................
11 „ Smith, Warren..................................
12 „ Cullen, Nesbit..................................
U Dunn, Alfred ..................................
17 „ Hislop, Henrr..................................
IT ,, Robertson. Joseph..........................
18 „ (Jairus, Daniol..................................
18 .. Salisbury, George .............. ..
18 „ Glass, Nicol .....................................
19 Neill, James ....................................
19 M Worbovs, Albert ............................
19 Brooks, Michael .................... .. ..
20 ,, Firkin, Albert ..................................
20 ,, Barr, Hugh ......................................
20 „ Wilson, John .............. ...................
23 Brown, Arthur................................
23 „ Tisdale, James . ....................
*3 „ Gavner, Joseph ..............................

Oravson, Walter..............................2* „
24 „ ISsplin, Pc tor ..................................
27 ,,

1 Abj. McFarlaue, John............................
* White, Frederick ..........................
2 Kcmlo, Thomas ..............................
0 M Sprouie, Leslie................................
7 „ Gannoni, Frederick ......................
7 M Dnohan, Jlamel ..............................
7 „ Harkm, Maurice .......................
7 ,, Wtkely, Wiiham..........................
7 „ Wooliner, Edwanl..........................
7 „ Warren. James ..............................

13 „ Jones, Thomas ............................
13 „ Coates, Leslie ..................................
IB „ Gibb, Charles ..................................
18 „ Starkey, Benjamin ........................
17 Hutchinson, Christopher..............
17 „ Fowl os, Slophen..............................
17 „ Hughes, Jolin ............................  ,.
17 „ Shaw, George ..................................
17 .. Fletcher, Michael ..........................
17 M Sheridan, Michael..........................
17 „ Shanahan, Darnel ..........................
17 „ llcggurtj, John ..............................
17 „ Lawler, Alfred..................................
17 „ Bmoks, Edward ................ ............
17 .. Hinds, Arthur ................................
17 „ Tcagle, James..................................
17 „ McadowB, James..............................
17 „ Meehan, Denis..................................
17 „ Be*,!, Walter......................................
17 ,, O’Keefe, John..................................
17 Wilbv, Herman ............................
17 „ Swift, Dean ..................................
17 „ Guttridge, Jxtftns ..........................
18 .. Sutherland, Robert ......................
18 „ Miller, Gilbert ..............................
21 .. Jock, William ................................
22 Wnkcly, George ..............................
22 Petrie, Frank ..................................
22 „ Gilbert, Reginald ..........................
fcl „ Crawford, Henry........ .............
22 „ Wilson, UolKirt ..............................

Chirp MnciiAKtCAL Ekoinekr’s Brasch.

Boilermaker .......... ..
BoilennakeFs assistant
Fitter ............................
Labourer........................
Labourer..........................
Fitter ..........................
Boilermaker ..................
Boilermaker ..................
Boilermaker ..................
Boilermaker's assistant
Boilermaker................
Fitter ..............................
Shop boy..........................
Brass-finisher..................
Brass-finisher ................
Laljourer........................
Fitter ............................
Fitter ..............................
Ofitcc boy ..................
Fitter ..........................
Fitter ............................
Fitter .................... .
Brass-finisher..................
Fitter ..............................
Fitter ..........................
Fitter ..............................
Machinist ......................
Cleaner ........................
Striker..............................
Striker..........................
Boilermaker’s as^sdont.
Fitter ............................
Fitter ..........................
Apprentice......................
Labourer..........................
Fitter ..............................
Filter ..........................
Fitter ........................
Boilermaker's assistant
Hammer boy..............
Boilermaker..................
Cleaner .......................
Call boy ......................
Apprentice......................
Apprentice....................
Call boy........................
Call boj ....................
Hammer hoy..............
Brass-finisher..................
Shop boy........................
Labourer..........................
Call boy........................
Boilermaker ................
Striker............................
Fuelman........................
Wagon-lnnldcr ............
Moulder ................
Labourer..........................
Fuelman......................
I ''bourer..........................
1 ibourer..........................
Labourer..........................
Striker..........................
Striker.. .. ...
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant
Boilermaker..............
Fitter ..............................
Fitter ............................
Fitter......................
Striker ................
Blacksmith......................
Cleaner ........................
Store boy........................
Call boy ......................
Shop boy ......................
Boilormakor..............
Boilermaker ..................

9- 4 per day »» 
C 8 per day . 
SO/- per day 
G C per day .. 
C/C per day ,. 
10/- per day 
f>/4 [icr day 
IM per dav 
9/4 per day .. 
6/8 per day . 
f) 4 per day .. 
10'* per day 
3'- por day .. 
ft/G per dav ,,
9 G ]«r day .. 
C 6 per day .. 
10'- perday 
10'- per day 
2fl3 per day .. 
lO/- per day 
10/- perday 
30 - perday 
9/6 per day . 
Hr* per day
10/- per day
10- - ner day 
8'0 per day .. 
0 * per day . 
G S per day . 
0/S per day ,, 
6/3 per day ., 
30(- per day 
10/- per day 
lOd. per day
6 6 per day .. 
10'- per day 
10/- per day 
10'- per daj'
C 8 per day .. 
2/6 per day . 
9/4 nor day 
0'-par dav ., 
3'3 per day 
lOd. per day 
]0d per day 
4'-per day .. 
2/3 per duy .. 
2-3 per day .. 
0 <J per day 
2/* per day .. 
fi/C per day
3'3 per day
10 B per day 
C/3 per day .. 
7'-per day . 
0/0 per day .. 
10/- per day.. 
6/C per day ,. 
7/* per day .. 
C/C per day ., 
0 G per day ,
7 * per day . 
C 8 per day .. 
6/8 per day .. 
G 8 per dav „. 
8'8 i»cr day .. 
0/8 per duy. 
9'4 per day .. 
10/* per day 
10 ♦ perday. 
10/-per day 
ft‘8 per day 
10 - perday 
.1,3 per day 
2'G pci day .. 
2r0 per day 
2.ti per clay
9'4 per dav 
9/4 perday.

Transferred from Estr* SWT.

., Vice H. Fewkes,

* *i
• I
.. Vice G. Nnrrnnn. 

Vice W. Carruthere.

Vice M. Foster.

Vice J. Sullivan.

Vtcs T. Shed. 
Vice J. Mills.

Tier O. Latimer. 
Vico J. Kelly 
TVce J. Mart?hall, 
rice M. Nicholson.

’‘-Transferred from Extra Staff.

Pice J. Garrett. 
Vice I. Wyke.
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D&te. Name.

APPENDIX Ml-coniinutd,

Position. Rate. Remarkf.

1900.

22 Aug.23 
17 28 
28 
SO 80
3050
so 
so
so
51
n
31 
31
31 „
3 Sopt 3 8 
3 
3 8 8 
3
3 
S
4
45 
7

10 10 
10 
10 11 11 12 IS 
1313
14 
17 
17 
17
17
18 10 21
24 
26 
26 
26 
26 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27

Chief Mbciukical Esoinekr'b Branch -continued.
Amour, John ..............
Hutchison, Alexander
Sharp, Alfred ............ .
Wright, William..........
Simpson, Charles .... 
O'Sulln an, James ..,, 
Everson, William .. .
Tomlin, Frank........ ...
Cram, Duncan..........
Abbott, William..........
Kirkland, Henry..........
Geary, Thomas ..........
Templeton, William ..
Mason, Thomas ..........
Griffiths, Stephen ....
Moeller, Lows..............
Fcnncn, Frederick ,,,.
Smalley, William..........
Watson, Harvey..........
Worrell, Robert..........
Anderson, William....
Howitfc, Andrew..........
Bornie, Jeremiah ....
Le Cavelier, Henry___
Shaw, Edward .............
Jones, Phillip ............
Wiles, William..............
Dwyer, Frederick ___
Neilson, Ernest ..........
Irwin, Wiiltam..............
Douglas. George..........
Coles, Ernest .......... ..
Flanagan, Claude

Telephone boy..............
Boilermaker's assistant
Shop boy ............ . .
Striker..............................
Fuelman..........................
Fuelman ......................
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker's assistant 
Boilermaker’s assistant
Fitter .................. ........
Fitter ............................
Boilermaker..................
Boilermaker's assistant,.
Painter ..........................
Fuelman ........................
Boilermaker ................ .
Boilermaker ................ .
Boilermaker..................
Bo i lermaker’s assistant..
Turner..........................
Fitter ............................
Fitter ............................
Fitter ..............................
Fitter ..........................
Shop hoy..........................
Shop boy..........................
Cleaner ..........................
Fuelman..........................
Call boy ..........................
Cleaner

Cullen, James..................................\ Boilermaker
Gill, Eugene.
Shields, Richard........
Stenberg, Mortimer . 
Glbbeson, Charles ...
Webb, James .............
Scdgars, Philip .. .. 
Heinsworth, Edward.
Baggs, Donald............
Rofl, Bruce ..............
McKenzie, William...
Cleary, Edmund........
Hudson, Tom ............
Chidgey, William ...
Ellison, Henry............
Devcnport, Arthur...

Cbaffey, Joseph 
Payne, Clement 
Young, Band ..
Cook, Henry___
Wilson, John .. 
Rae, William,. 
Firkin, Joseph , 
Firkin, Albert . 
Cleary. Patrick 
Pope, William .. 
Milos, Samuel .

Fitter
Call boy___
Cleaner ___
Cleaner ....
Cleaner ...
Office boy ..
Cleaner ....
Call boy ....
Fuelman ..,, 
Blacksmith .
Driller ........
Call boy ___
Apprentice..
Striker..........................
Carriage and wagon 

examiner.
Messenger....................
Call boy........................
Labourer........................
Machinist ....................
Fitter ............................
Coppersmith................
Ohversimth ................
Striker ........................
Fuelman........................
Fitter............................
Machinist ....................

..1

2/6 per day ... 
6/8 per day ... 
2-3 por day ... 
G'S perday.., 
U-'O per day .. 
8/6 i>er day ... 
6 S perday ... 
6/8 per day ... 
6'8 per day ... 
6'8 per daj'... 
6/8 per day ... 
6/8 per day ,, 
10--perday . 
10/- per day . 
0/1 per day ... 
0/3 per day ,..
8 '* per day .. 
6/6 per dav 
f)/4 per day ... 
9/4 per day ... 
9/4 ])cr da]- ... 
6*8 per day ... 
10/- perday ., 
10/- perdiij... 
10/- per dav... 
10/- por day.. 
10/- ]xsrday ,. 
2 6 per day ... 
2f- per day ... 
2/6 per day ... 
7/- per day ... 
2 6 per day .. 
C/- per day ,..
9 4 per day ,., 
10/-per day .. 
3/3 per day .. 
2/C per day ,. ^ 
4/- per day .,. 
6/-perday ... 
lf>/- per week . 
6'- perday.. 
3;3 per day , . 
6 6 per dny ,.. 
10/-per day... 
7/6 per cay . 
3/3 per day ... 
lOd. per day , 
6'8 per daj'... 
9,- perday ...

10/6 per week. 
2 C per dav ... 
6/6 per day ... 
8 6 per dav .. 
10/- per day... 
10/-perday,. 
10/- per day... 
G 8 |»er day .. 
7/-per day ... 
10/- per flay.., 
8/6 per day ,,.

Vice E. Broad.

Vice H, Darling.

, ^Transferred from Extra Staff.

Tier J. Kir win, 
Vtce J. Vine.

Re-employed.

Vice J. Brennand,

Vice D. Durham, 
Vice J. Walton.

Vice C. Welch.

Vice T. Caranagh.

’Transferred from Extra Staff.

22 June 
» „ 
29 » 29 M
29 „
30 „
2 July

24 „4 „5 „8 M0 ..6 „7 „10 „ 
11 „ 
13 „
13 „
13 „
13 „

14 „ 10 „
17 „
18 „
19 »20 „ 20 „ 20 „ 20 „23 „
23 ,,
23 „
2* n
24 n
27 ,,27 yi
30 „
31 „

1 Aug.
3 „5 i,4 „0 „
0 M6 »

CsfiEf Traviuc Manager's Btiancii.

Vipan,’Cyril....................................

McNam&rra, Joseph...................... Portor..............................

Koester, Ethel................................
Gatckeepcrandplatform

■attendant.
Platform attendant___
Gatekeeper ............ .Smith, Julia........................ .. .

Gatekeeper......................

Jackson, William............................ Apprentice clerk..........

McAuliffc, Patrick.......................... j Probationer...................
Hermann, Phillip .......................... j Probationer ...................
Dedmau, Martha.............................. | Gatekeeper .................

Mayo, William................................ Probationer..................

Cushman, Albert............................ Probationer..................
Porter..............................

Beattie, Frank.................................. Probationer ..................

Porter..............................

Mitchell, George.............................. Telephone boy ..........

Armstrong, Louisa...................... Gatekeeper..................
Probationer ............
Platform caretaker ..
Gatekeeper......................
Junior porter..............
Porter..............................

Caliian, .lohi ..............................
Nichols, Percy ..............................
Peterson, Alfred..............................

Offiev lad..........................
Gatekeeper.....................
Porter..............................
Gatekeeper___ ...
Probationer ..................

Davis, Jane’..................................
Hassett, Patrick ......................
Jones, Elizabeth ............................
Dobson, Claude ..............................

2/6 per week .. 
2/6 per week .. 
6/- per day ..
6 - ]ier day ,, ,, 
6'- ]>er day .. , 
7/- i«r week .. 
7/-per week and 

Viouyc,
IfiJ- f»er week ., 
7/-per week .. 
10/- per week .. 
7/- per week .. 
2/6 jxsr neck ,
6‘- ])er day___
2-G per week .. 
£36 per annum 
2 (> jwr-week .. 
10'- [Kirweek .. 
2/6 per week .. 
2 0 per week ,.
2 0 per week .. 
10/- per week

and house.
2/C per week .. 
7/- perday... 
2*6 per week -
6 - per dav .. . 
10/* per week . 
G'- perday .... 
2/6 per week .. 
Of- l>cr daj ... 
6A pur day ... 
2/6 per week .. 
16/- per week ..
0/- per day___
20/- per week . 
2/t! per week ,
3 4 jxir day ... 
10/- psr week.. 
3‘4 per day .
0/- per day ,.. 
Gj- per day .. . 
5/-per daj . .. 
10 - per week.. 
Free house .,
0 per day ... 
7-perweek . 
2i 6 per week ,

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Wee C Lyne,

Ftce K. Clarke. 
Ft« M. Hines.

Vice A. Bullock.
Fvjc G. Aitken.
Vice M. Wilson.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice H. Farr.

Vice J. Shaw.
Vice J. Bailey. 
Vxce E. Dedman.

Vice T. Jones.
Vice J. O’Donnell. 
Ftcr R. Daley. 
Ftce E. Tanner,

Vtce J. Dunn.

FYec E. McCarney.
Fire C. Smith.
Vice G. Edwards,
Vice O. Arms.
Vice G Armstrong.

Vice A. Brough,

Ffc^ J. Douglas,

| Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice E. Wood1?.
Vice J. Connell 
Vice E. Bennett.
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XHtU. Name.

APPENDIX 111—continued.

Position, R&to, Remarks.

1000. CutBT TftATPtc Manaobr's BaAKon-^ontinu«f.

7 ,, 1
^ „ ■ Faux, William.......... ....................... Probationer ................
» .. i Suppelp Patrick .......... ................... Telephone boy..............
9 „
0 „ [
» » i

id ;;
w ;; JoffreySp Mary.............. ............... . Gatokceperand platform

attendant.
10 „ Wheat, Ch&riw .............................. Probationer ..................
13 „
13 ”
33 p p
is ;; Stephen?, Thomas .......................... Telephone hoy ..............
13 „
13
13 ”
13
i4
i4
u ,,
H
is ;; Gallairher, Bernard.......................... Junior porter..................
16 „
17 ”
17 \\
a? ;; French, Walter .............................. Porter..............................
17 pp
17 „
17
it ;;
>7 ;; Duckett, Edward .......................... Porter..............................
17 M
it ;;
1? ;;
is ;;
18 „
18 „
20 n
20 ;;
20 O’Shea, Cvril .................................. Junior porter................
20 p,
20 i!
20 „
21 „ Stxitt, Charles.................................. Junior porter..................
21 fr Brewer, Sanuiot ............................... Porter..............................
21 „ Fisher, Janet .................................. Gatekeeper ..................
2i Cook, Sarah................................... Gatekeeper and post-

mistress.
23 .. Read, -lames.............. ....................... Junior porter ..............
23 ,, Whitehead, Harold ...................... Probationer .................
S3 „ Easton, Arthur .............................. Porter...............................
23 „ McKenna, Ellen ............................ Barrack attendant___
24 p,
24 „
2+ „ Chapman, James.............................. Porter..........................
24 p,
27 „
2s ;; Wood. Eljzateth.................. ........... Barrack attendant ...
29 „
29 | f
30 „
31 ,p
31 „
31 p,
31 „
31 „
31 ;;
31 ,,
31 j,
31 „
31 rp
:u ,,
31 pp

1 Sept.
3 „
3 „

4 M
4 pp
i „ Perkins, James -•-* .................. Telephone boy ..............
4 ,,
4 Sinui-ton, Peter .............................. Porter..............................
6 ,, Gould, houi-yi .............. ................. Gatekeeper ............
r.
fi ’
fl ,,

Porter............................
7 „
7 .,

« » Duddihg, William ........................ Porter ............................
a „ Torrens, Hebert .............................. Probationer ..................
s „ Mortimer, Henry............................ Junior porter ..............

'o „ Nagle, John ...................................... Probationer ..................
11 „
I* ,,
n ;; Jones, Aubrcv........................ . Junior porter..................
n ,,
12 „
12 f,
12 CnodJieail, Frederick.................. Junior porter................
12 p,

12 „ Thompson, Augustus.............................. Junior porter ......................
12 „
n
13 „
i3 Cranncv, ’i incmt ........................................ Junior porter................
H „ 1 Ma-on, Ednard ............................... Telephone boy ......................
14 ,> Tiller, Herbert................................................
14 „

14 1 I'racoek, John ........................................... Probationer ........................
H ,p

B/, per day .. 
35/- per week 
2/6 per week ,, 
10/ per week .. 
4/2 per day .... 
34 per day.. , 
3 4 per day ,. 
10/- pur week .. 
7/- per week ,.
2/B per week .. 
10/- per week .. 
3 4 jier day .... 
4/2 pur day ... 
lO'* per week.. 
10/- per week. 
(I/- per day . .. 
2 0 per week .. 
10/- per week . 
0/- per day .,.
4/2 per day__
4/2 per day ... 
0/- per day .... 
3/4 per day ...
Free house__
2'G per week .. 
6/- per day .... 
G/‘ per day ....
fi/- per day__
fl/- per day .. 
10'- per week.. 
2/fl per week .. 
0/* per day .... 
6«- per day ..
0/- per day .... 
2/6 per week .. fl/- per day .... 
2/6 per week ..
6/- per day__
0/- per day .. 
6/- per day .... 
4/2 per day — 
2/6 tier week , 
2'fl per week ., 
6/* per day ..,
S/4 per day__
6/- per day .... 
Free house ... 15/- per week 

and house. 
2'G per day.... 
2,6 per week .. 
fl/- per day .. 
10/- per week .. 
G/- per day .... 
G/- per day .. . 
fl/- per day ....
6/- per day__
G- per day__
15/- por week . 
2/6 per w*jck ., 
£30 per annum 
£i0 per annum 
10/- per week.. 
Free house .... 
fl/4 per day ..
6/- per day__
fl/- per day.... 
6/- pur day .... fl/- per day .... 
fl/- per day .., 
6/- per day ... 
6/- per day ..
5/- per day .... 
2/6 per week .. 
2jfl pur week .. 
7/- per week .. 
3/4perday .... 
4(2 per day .., 
4/2 per day .. 
10/- ]>er week . 
6/- per day ....
6/- per day__
Free house .. 
6/- per day ..,. 
2,6 per week .. 
6/- per day ... 
6/- per day .... 0/* pur day .... 
fl/- per day ... 
2/6 per week .. 
2/fl tier week . 
fl/- per day — 
2-C per week .. 
4/2 per day,... 
2/fl per week .. 
4/2 per day.... 
4/2 per da}' ... 
4/2 per day ....
4/2 per day__
4/2 per day ... 
2/0 per week ,
4/2 i«r day__
2/6 per w'eek .. 
4/2 per day .... 
2/C per week .. 
4/2 per day .... 
6/- per day ... 
4,2perday .... 
10/- per week ..
6/ por day__
fl/- per day ,. , 
2|C por ueck .. 
G/- per day ...

Re-employed.

Viet E. ArrOwsmith, 
Vice W. Higlett,

Vice J. Curtis.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Vice L. Piper.

| Transferred from Extra Staff.

j* Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Viet J. Barker.
Vice A. Hostie.

Vice J. Wolelencroft. 
Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Vice C. Tansey.

j- Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Vice T. Williams.

Ft« C. Sbecdy.

Vice W, Downie.
Vice E. Green.

j- Transferred from Extra Staff.

rice W. Harrison. 
Vice C. Morris.

} Transferred from Extra Staff.

Transferred from Extra Staff. 
Fire J. Ticman.
Transferred from Extra Staff.

Fice J. Collitts,

Transferred from Extra Staff.

. Vice J, Dunne.

Transferred from Extra Staff.

Vice J. Turner.
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APPENDIX lU-continfcR.

Remark?.

1000.
17 Sept. 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17
1920 20 20 21 22 2,1
24 
23
25

20

Ck>"hlan, Loo............
Galway, Edward ...
Davis, Edwin ........
Bailey, Sarah ___
Phillips, Joseph 
Cartwnsrht, IjOuIs . 
Green, Emanuel ..
Cooke, AUred ........
Swan, Francis .... 
Atkins, Alfred ., ,
llcssitcr, William . 
Hanley, Michael ... 
Sweeney, Thomas .
Keil.U'erma-..........

I Hards, Martha .... 
‘ Sloffatt, William .. 

Hines, Albert ... 
Barry, Ellen..........

Itnnkin, William , 
Everett, Henry 
Wyatt, Arthur ..

Chief Trafftcj Manager's Branco—eontmiwd.

! Junior portor.............. ... 4/2 per day ..
Probationer .................. 2/(5 per week

1 Junior porter.................. 3/4 per day ..
7/*iicrwcek ..
0/- per day___ Vice M. Chicken,
4/2 per da}
4/2 per day..
4-2 perday

Gatekeeper
Porter...........
Junior porter 
Junior porter
Junior porter ... _ _ t,. __
Junior porter.............. I s/4 per day ,,
Porter............................. J 6'- perdav ..
Junior porter..................4-2 per day ..
Junior porter................ J 4 ^ per day .
Gatekeeper.................... j 7'- per week| Sorter 
Gatekeeper... 

I Shunter .. .
Probationer . 

■ Gatekeeper.,

I Porter..........
I Probationer 
1 Porter ........

I 0/- per day 
10/* per week. 
7/- perday.. 
2/6 per week . 
7/- |icr week A- 

house.
G/- per day.... 2 6 per week 

- G,»- per day___

Vice E. Woodward.

Vice Mrs. M. Williams, 
Transferred from Ejitra Staff.

Fie# E, Faulkner.

Vice IV. McGusut.
Vice R. Gamble.
Transferred from Extra Staff.

3 Au£. | Casson, Joseph 
19 Sept. | Roche, r^ancis

Signal and Inteiiwjckino Engineer's Branch.
Carpenter .................. I 10/-perday I Fire Win. Hamitton.
Apprentice clerk ........ | £30 per annum'

5 July 
12 „
3 Aug. 

14 t, 
27 „
17 Sept. 
17 , i

Cornier, George , 
Croft, Alfred . .. 
Price, John J, .. 
Taylor, George r. 
Feeney, Ernest . 
Nasmyth, Robert 
Rattra}, Benjamin

Electrical Engineer's Branch

Improver.......................... | 5/-per dav ...
Probationer .................. 216 per week .
Junior clerk ................ XlQOperarinuiti
Probationer ..................| 2/(1 per week
Probationer .............. J 2 0 per week
Draftsman...................... f £150 per annum
Brass*fitter .............. 1 9/-perday___

Vice Harold Ha vis. 

Transferred from Extra Staff. 

Vice James S. Watson.

Property and Estate Branch,
i Aug. J Harvey, Frederick 0 .................. ] Apprentice clerk .

13 „ Pearce, William .......... ................... Messcnn-er ................
4 Sept. I Keyes, Thomas .......................... | Labourer !!!!!!]

£30 per annumf Vice C. Pauli, 
10/- per week.
6 5 per day___1

10 Sept. 1 Layman, Frederick.
Comptroller of Stores Branch.

.] Office lad........ ............... i 10/-per week .. | Fice R. Shields,

| Robins, William J..
1 Hayes, John W. ..
. Williams, Matthcu 

King, Francis ... .
I Bennett, William T 
i Curnow, Howard 
| Young, Enoch T. 
f McCann, Ernest 

Sneddon, James .
( Newman, Ethelbert 
f Srott, John ... 
j M right, Benjamin .

Mahoney, David C .
' Dykes, James A.
I McMinn, David JI, .
1 hiiller, Alfred E. .

Treble, Arthur W. . 
j Boland, Michael .
| Robertson, Charles II 

Lawrence, William

TkA>LWATs—Locomotive Biianch.
• ! Cleaner /............

Shop boy.............. ..
. Apprentice..............

Apprentice..............
1 Painter’s assistant

. Blacksmith..............
Fitter ................ .

I Cleaner ..................
. Cleaner ................
.i Cleaner ..................
. I Cleaner ..................
.j Shop boy..................

Apprentice..............
.1 Cleaner ..................

! Cleaner ..................
. Cleaner ..................
J Boy labourer ........
.! Boy lalwurcr ..
.| Cleaner ..................

Shop boy..................

4-C l«jr dav___ |
3/* per day___j
10 t. per day i 
lOd. per day .. [ 
C,T* per day ... j 
10/-per day ..l 
10/- per day ,, J 
5/6 per day .... I 
5 6 per day .. J
5/G per dav___ 1
3/9 per day .,. j 
2 6 per day .... 
lOd. perday 
fi/b per day .| 
S 6 per d ay ,, i 
G G per day ., ,,| 
4/- tier day ... 
4/- per day. .. 
5i* per day .. j 
2/fl pei day .. I

I’icrt R. Lon:?. 
F*c« J, Ha} cs.

FiVe W, Potter. 
Flee T. Man>h.

Viee J. Leo.
Pies F. Bockhouse.

29 June■ 
29 ‘
29 29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
£9 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29

Dwyer, William H . 
Glcdhill, Jtobert . 
Lambeth, Alfred C. 
Parker, Edward J. 
Carter, Theodore M 
Cowell, Leslie ..,
Fa vie, Ernest ... 
Shoitis, John ... 
Hunt, Vcro .... 
Foster, George F. 
llannam, George F 
Jackson, Arthur 
Looney, Joseph .. 
Lucas, Cape! . .
Lc Breton, Alphonse 
Shumaok, John 
Taylor, Herbert 
Ucbel, Charles. 
White, Russell 
Wallace, Herbert B 
York, Charles .... 
Lynch, Dean W. ,, 
Hyland, Francis .. 
SpiNtead, Spencer 
Phelps, William J. 
Davies, Arthur J 
Craddock, Henry.. 
Ellison, Edward , 
Gallagher, John T. 
Hodge, Frederick 
Goldsworthy, Perc; 
Ingham, Luther , 
Cunningham, John 
Muirhead, Albert.. 
Spiers, William ,, 
Jenhm, Edmund . 
O’Neill, Thomas . 
McMullen, Thomas 
Palmer, William .. 
Clapham, Arthur.. 
Huntlcv, William 
Fletcher, Herbert

Tramways—Trakfic Branch.
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor ... .
Conductor........
Conductor .. ..
Conductor ........
Conductor . ,,,
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor .. .. 
Conductor ... ,
Conductor..........
Conductor ..
Conductor..........
Conductor ... . 
Conductor .... 
Conductor .. .
Conductor ........
Conductor..........
Car-cleaner..........
Conductor..........
Conductor .. ,.
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor ........
Conductor..........
Conductor ___
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor .... 
Conductor ....
Conductor ..........
Conductor ___
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor 
Conductor..........

R - per day . 
6/- per day . 
6 - per day . 
&/- per day . 
C'-perday . 
fi - per day . 
6/- perday . 
G - per day . 
G'- per day . 
O'- perday . 
6'- per day . 
6 - per day . 
0 - iicr day . 
6/- per day . 
6'- per day . 
6/- jier day . 
O'- per day . 
fi - per ilay . 
6/- per day . 
fi/- per day . 
6/- per day . 
C/- )>cr day . 
(>/- per day . 
C/- per day . 
6/- por day 
G/- {kt day .

per day . 
6/- per day , 
G/- perday . 
fi/- per day . 
0. - per day . 
G'- per day . 
6/- per day . 
fi/* per day . 
€'- pet day . 
0/- per day . 
6/* per day . 
G'- per day . 
6/- per day . 
fi'-perday , 
C/- per day . 
6'- perday .

Electric Tramway System.
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Date Name.

APPENDIX III—continued,

Position. Rate. BemwicL

1900, TjUMFAra—Tropic Brawcr—

29 Jane. Head[orJT William........................... Conductor___
29 „
29 „
29 „
29 M
29 't't
29 h
29 tt
29 „
29
29 ,t
29 ;; Chaffer, Walter................................ Conductor......................
29 „
29 „
29 „
29 ’’
20 ,,
9EI (I
29 „
29 „ Guv, William ...................................
29 ;; Bin •sic m, Arthur.............................. Conductor.......................
29 „ Bethel, George................................... Conductor ........ ..............
9Q ,,
29 M
29 ,, Elynrd. Walter...................................
29 ;; Gaakill, William.....................* ... Conductor.......................
29 Ireland, Arthur ............................... Conductor......................

29 ” McNamee, Peter............................... Conductor......................

29 Murray, Jatncs F............................... Conductor ....................
on M
29 t,
29 „ Starr, Thomas.................... .. .. Conductor.......................
29 „ Blundcn, Herbert .......................... Conductor ......................
29 „
Ofl ,]
29 Gunter, Edgar................................... Conductor ................

e> Lloyd, Francis................................. Conductor......................
2 ,,
3 ;; Walker, Frederick........................... Conductor .......................

3 ;; Swmhounic, Charles .................... Conductor ......................

4 ;; Schroder, Frank............................... Conductor......................

18 „ Owen, Svdncv C................................ Conductor ......................
IS „ Thornton, William.......................... Conductor.......................
13 „ Harlaml. Charles.............................. Conductor ................ . ,
21 ,,
23 m07 ' Lamb, Peter.................................... Conductor..............4...
27 „ Withers, Kdw&rd A.......................... Conductor......................
27 , Mossmm, Francis E......................... Conductor......................
27 ,,
27 „ Poole, James ............................... Conductor ......................
27 „ Uaslic, Archibald .......................... Conductor .....................
27 H
27 li
27 ,,
27 ii Waddell, Theodore...................... Conductor ....................
OT
27 ;! l>e Tores, Krncst.............................. Conductor ....................
27 „ Burrell, George ............................... Conductor......................
27 ,,
27 ;; Chapman, Leslie............................... Conductor......................
27 ,, Maher, Patrick .............................. Conductor......................
27 „ Tlastln, Henry H................................ Conductor ................
27
27 ;; Calvert, William S............................ Conductor.......................
27 „ Cuimiiigham, Robert...................... Conductor ......................
27 ,
27 i, Gould, James E ............................... Conductor......................
27 ,
27 „ James, Villituu G.............................. Conductor......................
27 „ Pauli, All>ert...................................... Conductor ....................
27 >f
2? ;; Smith, Frederick .......................... Conductor......................
27 „ Tvrrell, Alfred.................................. Conductor......................
27 M

llirch, Richard................................ Conductor .....................
14 ,, Bracegirdle, John ....................... Conductor......................
14 „
1* ii Dickson, Cecil M............................... Conductor......................
14 " Hoad, Walters.................... ,. ., Conductor......................
14 „ Edson, Gconrc................................... Conductor......................
IB >, Audei-son, Sainuel.......................... Conductor ..............
15 „ Chin, Alfred E. ...................... Conductor......................
15 14 Lawn, Rol«rt J.................................. Conductor....................
15 „ Macnamara, l^erey.......................... Conductor ................
15 „ Templeton, William R................ Conductor......................
15
15 ii Collin, William J............................. Conductor ................
15 ,. limigolf. CliarJcH............................ Conductor......................

20 JjVimh, Joseph M. ............ Conductor..................
20 „
20 ;; Gai rettv, John T.......................... Conductor ___
20 ,,
21 i’
23 Smith, Frauds J............................. Conductor......................
24 M
24 ii
24 ii Waddell, Thomas ........................ Conductor......................
24 „
24 ,i,
« Cuitv, John P.................................. Conductor ..............
24 „ Coates, Charles .................... Condurtor......................
24 „ Man in x, Peter.................................. Conductor......................
2< „ Diran. Thomns.................................. Conductor ................
04
2< ;; Crocker, William.............................. Conductor......................

6^* per day___
6f- per day___
fl/- per day ,. >. 
6/’ per dai' .,,. 
O'- per day ....
(I/- per day___
6/- per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
6/» per day ....
6/- per d*y___
6/- per day ... 
6'- per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
6/- |>er day ,,.. 
6/- per day ..,. 
6/* per day ....
6/- per day___
&f- per day .... 
6/* per day .... 
6/- per day ,,.. 
O'-per day ...
6/- per day___
6^ per day ...» 
6/* per day ,.,, 
G'- per day ... 
6/' per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
6/- per day .... 
(P* per day . 
6/- per day .... 
6/- per day .. 
6/- per day .... 
fl/* per day ..». 
fl/- per day ...,
G/- per day___
6/- per day___
fl/- per day .... 
fl/- ]>er day ....
fl/- per day___
6/-per day .. 
0/- per day .... 
8/* per day ,. .. 
fl/- per a ay ,.., 
0/- per day . ,, 
fl/* per day ... 
fl/- per day .... 
8/* per day .,.. 
8/- perday .. 
fl/- per day . .. 
fl/- per day ... 
fl/* per day .... 
fl/- per day .... 
£31) per annum 
6/- per day ....
fl/- per day___
6/* per day .... 
fl/- per day .... 
fl/- per day .. . 
6/- per duy .. 
6/* per day ... 
fl/* per day .... 
0/- per day ..
fl'- per day___
6/* per day .. . 
fl/- per day ,,.. 
0/- per flay ..
6/- per day___
6/- per day .... 
fl/- per day ..,
tli- per day___
6/* per day .., 
fl/- per day ..,.
6/- per day___
fl'- per day ... 
fl/- per day .. 
6/- per day .,,,
6 ■ per day___
6/- i>cr day 
fl/- per dny .. 
0/* per day , ..
6/- per day___
0/- per day .. 
0/- per day .. 
fl/- per day ....
6/- per day___
fl/- per day ... 
0/- per day , ..
0/- per day___
fl/* per day .. 
fl/- per day .,.. 
fli'- jKsr day .... 
6'- j>or day .. . 
0/- per day ,, . 
6/- per day .., 
0'- per day . . 
0/- per day . .
fl/- per day ....
fli- per day___
6/- per day .. 
fl/- per tiny .,
6/- per day 
6/- per day .. 
fl/- per day , 
G/- per day -.. 
fl/- j>cr day ..
6/- jKir dav ..
fl-'- per day .... 
6/- per day . .. 
6/- per day 
fl/- per day .... 
C/- per day ... 
fl/-per day .. 
6/- per day .... 
O/- per day ... 
8/- per day . ..

-Electric Tramway System,

Ftce J. McAnulty. 
Ffes A. Gaffney. 
Ftc< N. Bruce.

i-Electric Tramway ^yfltetn.

/-Holiday Relief Staff,

FiVe.M. Murphy.

-Electric Tramwfcy System.

\

-Improved Service, Ocean-street Line.

Vies A. Comer,

-Electric Tramway System.

Fire G. Thorley, 
Fice G. R. Love-

Cook's River Extension,

416—B
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.APPENDIX III—continued.

Date, Kanie, Position. Kate. Remark?*.

1000.
2J Aug, \ 24 fl 24 „
24 „
10 Sept,

jo
34
152020202021
24

2 Aug, 

7 Sept.

8 July3
3 ”
S
4

10
11
13
13
34
20
21
24
24
£6
30
31
2 Aug.

8
>>

fl
9

IS
18
28
80
14 Sept.
18
26
26 jr
27 „

Adrian, John J..................................
Provost, Charles..............................
Malonej, William..........................
Peck, James H.................................
Mitehell, Henry.................... .......
Hudson, Samuel..............................
Parnham, Arthur J..........................
Livmgntone, Ale\r. W....................
Garmon, Oscar V. .........................
Pritchard, Frederick ....................
Watson, Frederick A. .................
Fraser, Herbert P.............................
Carter, Sidney K...............................
Arron smith, Charles......................
Uland, Frederick E..........................

Clark, Walter ,,, 
Jackson, William H. 
Rond, James........

Tramways—Tuappic RaAN’cn—tfont/nwfd.

Conductor .
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor ..
Conductor .
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor ..
Conductor ..
Conductor ..
Conductor
Olficc Lad___

<R- per day ..
per day

6'- per day ■
6/- per day ,
6f- per day ..
6'- j>er day
e/* par day
6'* pdr day ,.
fl- per day
€/- per day ..
m- ]>er day ..
6/* ixsr day ..
e,'* per day ..
6/- per day ,
30, - per week

T’t'cr A. E, Hulme. 
Vice J O'Connor.

Vice F. Knight.

Vice A. Dcngatc,- 

Vice J. J, Mnlhollind.

Vice W. Cook. 
Viet J. Brodie.

Tramways—MatMyksangr Brasch.
Labou rer.... j-.
Labourer..........
Tool collector

7/- per day 
j/* per day 
2/- per day Viet P. Nicbolls.

Tr*n\va\ -ELKtfrtllOAL BRASKI.
Cardwell, Frederick ......................
Nelson, Harold .............................
Blumer, John V.............................
Moore, John........................
Craig, Henry ..................................
Bingham, Herbert........................
Johnson, LintUny ..........................

Fitter ................
Brake fitter ..................
Fireman............ . ,
Fireman..........................
Electric mechanic* . ,

Cook, Thomas.................. ., .
Bishop, Frederick ...........
Hunter, David U...............................
Roberts, Wvtham ......................

Lineman ........................
Electrical cadet . . 
Arc-lump trimmer .,,, 
CarjHjnter ....................

Richardson, Frederick ..............
Mumford, Richard ....................
Heeley, Edward John ................
Sawford, Charles ........................
Nuth, James..................................

Wagon driver ..........
Mechanical improver . 
Assistant timekeeper.. 
Fireman..........................

Gates, George................................
Sullivan, Francis ........................
O'Brien, James ..............................
Jtogera, Alfrud............ ;........... *...
Hutton, Thomas..............................

F^tmau ..................
Lidiourer.................... ,,,
Djoiamo attendant .. 
Dynamo attendant . 
Dynamo attendant . .

Caulej, Richard...... ..................
Denyer, Walter ..............................

Fitter ..............................

Robinson, Paul .............................. Electrical cadet ..,,
Carr, George .1................................... Mechanical improver ,,
Young, George H..............................
Grocott, Alonzo ............................ Turner ............................
Campbell, Joseph ........................ Mechanical improver ..

2^6 per day .. 
9/6 ]>er day .., 
9 6 per day ... 
8 - per day . 
8/- per day . . 
9/- per day . 
2»fl jajr day .,, 
50 - per week. 
10/ per week 
7/- per dav ... 
9/* per day 
S'- per day ,. 
7/- per day ,,. 
4'(! per day ... 
31$'- per week. 
S'* per day ... 
8/- per day .. 
7/0 per day . . 
7/- per day . 
8/* per day . 
8/- jwr day ,, 
8r'- per day ... 
8/- per day ... 
9/* per day ... 
8/- per day ,, 
12'- per day . 
10/- per week 
4j6 per day ., 
7/- per day ,,, 
30/-per day . 
3/0 per day . .

Vice Joseph Murphy. . 
Wee Robert Kirk.

} Transferred from Extra SUff, 

Vice William Hencbcrry.

Vice John Leary. 

Vice James Dcwsctt*

Vice John Hodgson. 

Vice Francis Bishop,

APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

ItETUBtf, in accordance Tvith Clause No. 44 oE the Railway Act, showing Ihe RefitOvals of Employees from the 1st July to
the SOfch September, 1900,

Date. Name, Position. Rate. Remarks.

1900.
19 July I

8 July f 
18 „
31 „ I
18 Aug..23 „ |25 ,,
27 m 
6 Sept. [
6 „ I
0 „ I
8 „
8 ,,
8 ,,
8 „

29 „
29 „ '

21 June l 
7 July | 

13 „ .
19 »» 1

iU ,, <
31 „

3 Aug., 9 „
14 „
15 ♦*
23 „
23 ’
23 „
80 „
8 Sept. 

13 M

AO ,,
24 « 
80 „

Ciirep Accountant’s Branch.
Cromack, Cecil H............................. \ Apprentice clerk..........1 £70 per annum! Resigned.

Exoin nR-isr-Cnrir roit Eilstino Lini Branch.
Ryan, Thomas..............
Delaney, Charles .......... .
King, Thomas.......... ...
Brodcnck, John . ,,,
Baldwin, Richard ........
Lavcock, Joseph............
Reynolds, Charles........
Bnggs, Henry................
IjCdiio!), James..............
Humphries, Robert ... 
51cIntoi-h, Charles ... .
Walshaw, Joseph............
Kidd, Richard................
Funnell, Henry ............
Adgwy, Samuel................
Good, WTiiiarn................

Feitler.............................. 7/-per day .... Deceased.
Fettlcr.............................. 7'C per day Retired,
Labourer.......................... 7/6 per dav ... Written off booki.
Labourer...................... 7/* per day .. Resigned.
Pettier ......................... 7/6 per day___ Deceased.
Blacksmith ................ fl,-per day .. Resigned.
Feitler.............................. 7/6 per dav .. Discharged.
Flagman.......................... 7/* jier dav .... Retired,
Pettier .......................... 7/6 per day.... Retired.
Fettlcr...................... 7/6 per Gay ... Eetired.
Labourer........................ 7.6 per dav . Retired
Carpenter ...................... 10/8 per day .. Retired.
Fettlcr .......................... 7/6 per daj , .. Retired.
Ganger............................ 9'- per day___ Retired.
labourer .................. 60 per dav___ Retired.
Pettier............ . 7/U per day.. Retired.

Chief Mkoifamcal Enginkbu's Branch.
Wrkc, lllidge ................................ 1
Ellis, Henry......................................
Vine, John .....................................
Kirwin. John ..............................
WTtilch, Charles ............................
Garratt, John..................................
Warner, Austin ..............................
Marshall, Joseph..............................
Arbuckle, Roliert ..........................
Ellts, James......................................
Palmer, James..................................
Giles, Alfred....................................
Baker, Jeremiah ..........................
Lodge. John................ .....................
Gale, Walter......................................
Newman, George. ................
Dodd, William ..............................
tiagnall. Frank..............................
Campling, George .. .................
Leyl&nd, John.................. 1..............
Naish, Michael.................. ...............

Blacksmith.................. |
Fuchnan ..........................
Fucltnan ......................... j
Painter ....................... j
Car and wagon examiner! 
Boilermaker'S assistant.;
Fitter's improver.......... '
Moulder........................... ;
Boilermaker's assistant. 
Foreman moulder. .. J
Gland packer................. j
Fuclman...................    ,1
Machinist ..................
Boilermaker ..................
Shop boy........................... *
Fitter’s improver..........
Fuclman....................
Cleaner ......................

■Driver........................
’Plimpor ................
Timekeeper ............

121 per day ..
7/G per day___
6 6 per day , .
8 0 per day___
32.8 per day 
7j<! per clay , .. 
71- per day . ,. 
11 >2 per day .. 
7'G per day , 
£316 per annum 
9/- per day ... 
7f- per day . .. 
8'* per day ,, 
11/6 per day
3/- per day___
7/- per day .
7'* per day .,,, 
6'- per day ... 
l.V.perdiy 
8/8 per day,, 
£165per annum

Retired,
Deceased.
JHsohnrged.
Discharged.
Retired.
Deceased.
Resigned,
Retired.
Written off.
Deceased.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Retired.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Retired.
Deceased.
Retired.
Resigned.
Retired.
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APPENDIX IV—continued.

Date. Name.

1900, 
30 Juno 

2 July
* »
4 „
*

10
11 „ 
12 „ 12 ,,
ia „
22 m
30

1 Aug. 
1 >»» »6 u

8
8 „

10 rt
15 ,,16 M 20 „ 20 11 22 rt
23 „ 
22
27JO „ 
*0 »
31 „ 
51 „
1 Sept. 
1 „
B10 u 

10 „ 10 M 
12 „ 
18 „

20 „ 
23 „

» ..

Clarke, Kate..........
Klliott, Agnes ... .
Field, Walter ............
Wilson, Mrs. Mary , .
Hullock, Annie............
Faulkner, Klias .. ., 
MoCamey, Edward ... 
Tieman, Janies ....
Curtis, James ..........
Dedman, Emily .. ,

Connell, John —<
Woodward, Eva ...
Brough, Annio ........
Williams, ThomfcJ ..
Jones, Thomas..........
Woods, Ellen ..........
Rcnnetl, Elisabeth ,.

Morrison, Cecil..........
Hastie, Annie ......

Gamble, Robert ... 
McQunrr, William .,
Piper, Louisa..............
Hickey, Mary ..........
Barker, Johanna .... 
Tansoy, Catherioe .. 
Downie, William . ..
Dunne, John..............
Shccdy, Catherine ..
Green, Louisa ..........
McNamara, Ann . ..

Morgan, Charles ....
Green, Ellen..............
Christie, George ....
Turner, Jesse ..........
Morris, Cecilia..........
Webb, Walter ..........
Arms, George ..........
Burton, Robert ,,,, 
Rorke. ITcnry ,. ... 
Henderson, William

McAlister, George .. 
Williams, Mrs. Mary

Barker, Mrs. Sarah,.

30 June I Anderson, James

Position. Rate- Remarks.

Cuief Trafuc Manaoer'* Branch .
Gatekeeper...................... 7/- per week ' Resigned,
Gatekeeper .................. 7'* per week | Position abolished.
Porter .............................. 7/6 per dav .... Resigned.
Gatekeeper................... 7/6 jier week .. 1 Resigned.
Gatekeeper..................... 7/- per week . i Resigned
Porter.............................. 7/6 per day ... Deceased.
Shunter ........................ 7/6 per day ... Discharged.

5'-ner dav .. L Discharered
Guard............................... 10'9 per dav Resigned.
Gatekeeper.................... 10/- per week 

ami house.
Resigned.

Porter............................... 7'- ]fer dav . Deceased.
Gatekeeper....................... 7>- per week . Resigned.
Platform attendant ... 2/0 per week Resigned.
Olerk ............................ £165 per annum Retired.
Night officer.................. £150 per as mum Off sick, Indefinite
Gatekeeper.................... Free house___ Resigned.
Gatekeeper and rcoeiv 7/- per week .. Resigned.

ing olficc keeper.
5/- per day ... Discharged.Junior porter..............

Gatekeeper and post
mistress.

15/* per week 
and house.

Resigned.

Operator and clerk — £l00i>cr annum Deceased.
Porter............................ V- per dav___ Off sick, indefinitely.
Gatekeeper .................... Free house ... Resigned.
Gatekeeper .................... 7/- per week , Position abolished.
Gatekeeper .................... Free house ,,. Resigned,
liarrack attendant ,.. 10/* per week.. Resigned.
Guard ........................ ... Ill* per day . Off sick, indefinitely.
Ticket collector.............. 8'- per day .... Discharged.
Barrack attendant ___ 20/- per woek .. Resigned,
Charwoman .............. 25/- per n eek Resigned.
Gatekeeper...................... 10 f per week & 

house.
Deceased.

Station-master.............. £200 perannum Retired.
Gatekeet>cr.................... Free house .. Resigned.
Guard ...................... 10'-per day . Off sick, indefinitely.
Oflicer-in*chargc.......... £160 per annum Resigned.
Gatekeeper....................... Free house .... Resigned.
Probationer.................. 2/0 per week .. Discharged.
Porter ............ ........... 7/- per day___ Discharged
Junior porter.................. 4/2 per day ... Discharged.
Junior porter.................. r>/- jier day .. Resigned
Gatekeeper.......... ............ 80/- per week & 

house.
Retired.

Clerk .............................. £100 per annum Deceased.
Gatekeeper & platform 10/* per week.. Discharged,

attendant.
Gatekeeper...................... 15/- per week & 

house.
Resigned.

Sioxal and Interlocking Engineer's Branch.
, Signal-titter .................. [ 19/- per day . , Resigned.

23 July | Hoa^ncy, Thomas ............
19 Sept. Rattray, Benjamin..............
24 „ 1 TwceJalc, Joseph ...............

1 Aug. ] Richardson, Alexander

14 July j Lee, Jeremiah J............
16 „ | Markham, Henrv ...

1 Aug. Backhouse, Frederick
2 M Quirk, John ..................

23 „ | Hopper, Allan...............
27 Sept, j Elphmstone, James ..

ELECTJUCAli EXGlFEPIt'ft Biuxcn.

Operator . 
Brass fitter 
Foreman ..

£•190 per annum 
9/* |Ksr day .. i 
70^ per week .. i

Restgneii.
Discharged.
DLoharged.

CoMM’noLiinn of Sioims Biuron.
Comptroller of Stores . jtSOO perannum 
Chairman of Stall Com- £159 do 

mittco.

Retired.

Tramwats—Locomotive BnAxcn.
Fireman ........................ | 8'-per day ...1 Discharged.
Riacksmith .............. .'iS/iperday ...Deceased.
Fireman.......................... I 8/- per day ■ ■ -I Resigned.
Fireman ........................ I S/-per day.. .Resigned.
Cleaner .......................... I 7/6 per day .. Discharged.
Fitter ...............................U0 2 per day ., ..I Discbarged.

Tiiamwats—Traffic Branch.

4 July 
&

26 „
2 Aug.
4 „
*t

Dsneckur. William G..................j .
Love, GeorRO R................................

IK
20 „
21 t,

4 Sopt. 
10 „
H „
15 „
17 „
1®

HuUns, Arthur E .......................
Comer, Archibald W........................

Stumbles, Samuel..............

Brown. Leslie A.....................
I Cahaian, Patrick .

Conductor ___
Car-eleancr..........
Conductor..........
Conductor........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor ..........
Conductor..........
Conductor..........
Conductor . ..
Conductor ..........
Conductor .. 
Apprentice clerk 
O inductor ... ..
Driver..................
•' *nductor .... 
C t iductor..........

fl/-per day ... 
0/- per day ... 
6'-per dav .
G'- per dav .. 
G'- per daj . . 
(I/- per dav .,. 
6/- per day . 
6»* per day .. 
0/- per day .. 
G'’- ]>er day 
G*'- per day ..

| G/ft per day ... 
.£70 per annnm. 

6/- per day .
8/- per day ,,. 
6 per day ...

J 6/- per day . .

I Discharged. 
| Discharged. 

Resigned. 
Discharged. 
Discharged. 

. Discharged. 
Resigned. 
Resigned. 
]>i«ipnarged. 
Discharged. 
Discharged, i Reigned.
Resigned.

| Resigned.
| Discharged. 

, Discharged, 
| Discharged.

3 Sept.
6 v

19 ,.

Tramways—Maivtkvanck Branch.

McDonald, Malcolm ...................... | Labourer........................... f 7'<1 per day , i Deceased.
Woolford, James ..........................  Labourer.......... . .1 7 fi ^Kir day ... Retired,
Corr, Francis .................................. | Labourer........................... ! 7/0 per du3’ I Dcceasecl.

Thamwavs—Electrical Branch.

I July 
23
17 Aug. 
U Sept. 
17 „ 
te „
29 „

Murphy, Joseph.............................. J Fireman ......... . ...........

Hodgson, John A............................ Greaser ...........................
Taylor, Alfred..................................  Pitman..............................
Mumford, Richard.......................... | Mechanical improver ..
MoKvoy, Ohorles ............................ . Greaser ...........................
Oakley, Henry................................... Greaser...........................

8/- per day 
8'- per day 
8'- per day 
S'' per dav 
4/fl per cUy 
8/* per day 
S'- per day

Resigned.
Discharged.Resigned.
Discharged,
Discharged.
Discharged.
Discharged.

19*]
Sydney i William Applegate Gullick, Govoinment Printer.—1900.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PAY TO RAILWAY EMPLOYEES.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Fnntcd tin tier No. 15 Report from .25 in ting Committee, 1 Notember, 1900.

\Laid upon the Table of the Rouse in aeconhnve with a promise matlebj/ the Honorable the Minister for 
Raihoap) in answer to Question No. 1, Votes and Proceedings Ro. 55,11/A October^ 19QO.J

(1.) Havine in view the statement made by the Railway Commissioners m their Annual Report that 
advances in pay of employees were made during the half-year ending Juno 30th last amounting to 
a total of £40.315, what number of employees participated in those advances who were previously 
in receipt of less than 5s. per day; and what portion of this amount was distributed among 
employees previously receiving less than 5s. per day? ^

(2.) Like information regarding those receiving from 5s. to 0s. per day ?
(3.) Like information regarding those receiving Os. to 7e. per day?
(4 ) Like information regarding those receiving 7s. to 8s. per day 1
(5.) Like information regarding those receiving 8s. to 9s. per day?
(0.) Like information regarding those receiving 9s, to 10s. per da) ?
(7.) Like information regarding those receiving over 10s. per day P
(8.) Like information re salaried officers receiving from £150 to £200 per annum ?
(9.) Like information re salaried officers receiving from £200 to £300 per annum ?

(10.) Like information re all officers receiving more than £300 per annum ? •

Tsew Somj Wales Government Railways anu Thaw way a.

Rltuun of Hie number of employees advanced in pay, and the amount per annum represented by such
advances, during the year ended 30fh June, 1900._____________

ItjlCJ, Numbers,

Wages Staff.
Employees receiving less than 5s. per day...

5s. and under 0s, per day 
O'!. „ 7s. „
7s. ,, 8s. ,,
8s. „ 9s. „
9s. „ 10s. „
over 10s. per day ...

Total...................

Salaried Staff.
Employees receiving less than £150 per annnm ...

£150 and under £200 per annum 
" „ £200 „ £250 „
„ „ £250 „ £300 „

„ over £300 per annum ...

Amounts.

87!)
339
5U
023
315
487

99

3,313

Total

394
133

51
39
27

044

£ s.
12,705 10 
5,005 13 
4,850 5 
0,382 
3,504 
3,927 
1,580

11
13
11
19

d.
5
0
0
0
5
4
4

£38,023 4 0

4,287 0 0 
1,017 0 0 

733 0 0 
735 0 0 
920 0 0

£8,292 0 0

P<f] 475—

*
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(RETURN SHOWING VEHICLES FITTED WITH STANDARD DRAW-GEAR AT EVELEIGH WORKSHOPS.)

Printed under Pfo. 15 Report from Printing Committee, 1 November, 15)00.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in accordance with a promise made bg the Honorable the Minister for 
Railways, in answer to Question No. 12 in Foies and Proceedings No. 41, of the If)//; September, 1900.]

Vehicles fitted with Standaud Draw-gear at Eveleiuil Wohkbuoi’S.

(1.) Question.—With reference to the Eveleigli AVorkshojis, how many vehicles have been fitted with 
standard draw-gear ?

Answer.—About 11,189 vehicles,
(2.) Qjtesiion.—The weight and cost of parts purchased from outside firms.

*Answer.—Approximate weight, 1,272 tons, costing £48,414.
(8.) Question.—The weight and cost of parts made in the Eveleigh Workshops (cost to be given in wages,

materials, and charges),
Answer.—Approximate weight, 826 tons.

Approximate cost, £27,482, made up as under: — £
Wages ... ... ... ... ... ... 13,677
Material ... ... ... ... 10,427
Shop charges ... ... ... ... ... 3,378

£27,482
(4.) Question.—"What amount of same has been charged to capital account ?

Answer.—2,302 sets of draw-gear, costing (approximately) £16,149, were fitted to new vehicles, and 
charged to capital account.

(5.) Question.—And what amount has been charged to working expenses?
Answer.—8,887 sets of draw-gear, costing (approximately) £59,747, were charged to working 

expenses.

* NVirr,—700 tons, costing £27,001, supplied on new vehicles, and charged as part cost of same. 
56.1 tons, costing £21,413, supplied and fitted to existing stock.

1,272 tons, costing £48,414.

[:V.] 4G9—
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY ACCIDENT ON THE ZIG ZAG.
(FATEHS RESPECTING.)

Printed under JVb. 17 Report from Printing Committee, 22 November, 1900.

The Secretary for Hallways to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir, Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 3 October, 1900.

I am directed to report, for the information of the Minister for Railways, that an accident 
occurred to the goods train which started from Wallerawang for Sydney at 9'22 p.m. on the 29th ultimo.

On arrival at the Zig Zag Bottom Points, at 11'2S p.m., following the usual practice of working 
heavy goods trains over the Zig Zag, the train was divided, and the engine propelled twenty-three of the 
vehicles towards the Top Points. On passing the Top Points, the driver should have stopped his train 
preparatory to drawing forward on to the main line, hut it would appear that he continued to push his 
train uniil the three rear waggons were pushed off the road. D 3.941', loaded with wool, and D 2,873. 
loaded with chaff, were pushed over the face of the rocks and fell into the valley, and D 1,744, loaded 
with hay, was jammed against the rocks. Slight damage was also done D 3,478, D'7,723, and X 31. The 
permanent way also was slightly damaged.

Steps were taken to put the permanent way in order as quickly as possible, and the work of 
recovering the wool, &c., is in hand. A. joint inquiry is being held into the cause of the occurrence.'

_ I am to add that the method of working over the Zig Zag herein referred to is adopted in connection 
with heavy goods trains only. I have, &c.,

H. McLACHLAX,
--------  Secretary.

Seen by Minister (Mr. See), 16/10/00, No. 792, Records.

The Secretary for Hallways to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
Sir, Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, S October, 1900.

With reference to tbe recent accident at the top of the Zig Zag. three trucks being pushed off 
the road, T am directed to inform you that the Railway Commissioners are in possession of the report of 
tbe Inquiry Board concerning the accident, from which it would appear that tho mishap occurred to 
a goods train vvhich left Bathurst on the night of the 29th September. On arriving at the bottom points 
of the Zig Zag, in accordance with the usual practice, tho train was divided, the engine propelling twenty- 
three trucks as tho first division of the train. Tho train was pushed up at the usual speed; but instead 
of stopping at the usual place at the top the driver overran it, two waggons being pushed over the end of 
the road, while a third waggon went off the rails.

In the opinion of the officers making the inquiry, the accident was due to the action of the driver 
in pushing his train too far after clearing the lock-bar at Ihe Top Points. The permanent way was not 
damaged to any great extent; hut the two trucks which were pushed over the end of the road were 
damaged beyond repair.

With regard to the fears that have been expressed as to the possibility of the accident happening 
to a passenger train, it is pointed out that special precautions are taken in connection with the working 
of the passenger traffic, and the system of working adopted would prevent such an accident occurring.

1 have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

---------- Secretary.

Seen by Minister, and retd, by Mr. Single, 15/11/01. Records,

525— The
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The Secretary for Railways to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade,
g: Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney. 9 November, 1900.

’ The Commissioners notice by the Herald of 'this morning that the Premier, in answer to 
Mr W. "W. Youn". said he could not understand the delay in the Railway Commissioners presenting to 
Parliament the report bv the Board appointed to inquire into the Zig Zag railway accident.

I bee' to draw vour attention to the fact that a report of the accident was sent to you, for tho 
information of the Minister, on the 3rd October, and a further communication was addressed to yon on 
the 8th Ociober. intimating the nature of the report made by tbe Inquiry Board concerning the accident.

Tbe Commissioners will be glad if you will bring this matter under the notice of the Premier.
I have, &c,,

H. McLACHLAN,
Secretary.

The Secretary for Railways to The Under Secretary for Trade and Finance.
gir ‘ Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 19 November, 1900.

’ ]n compliance with the request contained in your communication of the 16th instant, relative . 
to the accident at the Zig Zag on the 29th September last, I am directed to enclose herein a copy of the
report received.*tocctliei ‘with the evidence taken at the inquiry held.

1 I have, &c.,
■ H. McLACHLAX,

_____________ Secretary.

New South "Wales Railways, Sydney, 2 October, 1900.
To tho Chief Traffic Manager and Chief Mechanical Engineer. . , ,r „ . ,

29W00. Derailment of trucks on first portion of No. 38 Dp m the wing at 1 op J oints.
We beCT to report that we have this day, atEskbank, held an inquiry into the accident to the first portion 
of the 6'15 p.m. Goods train from Bathurst to Penrith, on the night of the 29th September. _ _

The train was worked by Acting Driver T. Leighton and Acting Eiremau A. Clappmson, engine

in acordancc with usual practice the train was divided at the Zig Zag Bottom Points, the 1 
class ermine being sent up propelling twenty-three waggons. Brakesman lulton rode on the engine from 
the Bottom Points. On approaching Top Points all signals were off, and the driver when passing t e 
signal cabin delivered up the staff for the Middle road, and took the staff for the section Top 1 ti> 
Clarence together with the hank-engine notice. According to the evidence the engine passed the 
cabin at the usual speed, about 3 miles per hour, hut instead of stopping at the usual place about over 
the lock-bar, the driver continued steaming until brought to a stand by a full application of the ^esti - 
house brake. Dpon examination he found that he had pushed two waggons over the cliff and Lie third
'n-zitfp’on oft the road od to the rocks. __ _ -r~. ____

^ The following witnesses were examined:—Night officer, C. E. Jones ; G. H. D.Pulton, bra-es . , 
A. Clappinson, acting fireman ; T. Leighton, acting driver; and Guard Robinson; after we had taken 
them to the scene of the accident, and had their various movements pointed put to us. ,

The nmht officer in his evidence maintains that as soon as the engine passed over the locit-bur, 
he set the road and lowered the starting signal, in accordance with Ins usual practice, and not llntli ^ 
found that the train did not return over the points had he any idea that
passed his box at the usual speed. The brakesman corroborates the night officer with Te"a^dJ0 “e ’ 
but is unable to speak as to whether the starting signal was lowered or not The driver states that 
immediately after passing the cabin he was busy signing the bank-engine notice form. “‘P',no L, 
he watched tho starting signal expecting to see it lowered, being at some doubt as to whether he was over 
the lock-bar, and continued steaming gently backwards until he felt a jerk and immediately afterwai s a 
sudden stop by the application of the air-brake, and then he asserts the starting signal was lowered. He 
is corroborateil in this throughout by his fireman.

Conclusion.
"We are of opinion that this accident was due to the wrongful action of tbe driver in pushing bis 

train too far after clearing the lock-bar. We measured the distance and found that he took his engine 
76 yards past the lock-bar. In his evidence he states that, this was only his second trip as driver ot a 
goods train over this part, the first having been three days previously, m daylight, but he insists that 
he has a thorough knowledge of the road, and admits that for about three years he was fireman on the 
mail This alone should have given him an intimate knowledge of the signals and points.

We are unable from the evidence to decide whether the starting signal was lowered or not, hut 
men if this was not done, it does not in any way exonerate the driver. _ Thecnstom is for 
stop after they pass the starting signal post, and there wait until the signal is lowered, and hitherto the 
work has been so satisfactory that we cannot recall a previous case.

Tho damage to the roiling stock is as follows:—
D 2373.—Totally destroyed ; will have to be burnt and ironwork recovered.
D 3947.— „ " » » ”
D 1744.—Slightly damaged.
D X 31.—Two buffer castings broken.
D “'723.—One „ „
D 3477.—One „ ,, - , ,

We will forward an estimate of the value of the above as early as possible, and also ot the damage

to the permanent way. H_ E1CHARDSON. .
Superintendent of the Lines.

' O. H. STANGEB,
Out-Door Loco. Superintendent.

Ev I HENCE
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Eyjdejtce taken at joint inquiry, lield at Eskbank on the 2nd October, 1900, respecting the derailment 

of trucks on the Erst portion of Tso. 38 Up goods in the wing at Top Points, 29/9/00.
T. Lnif/hton. acting driver, states:—I have been first-class fireman for over five years, and acting 

driver about four year®, off and on; for about three years I was working as fireman on the Sydney 
mail, but have not bad much experience on goods trains as flremnn between Bathurst and Penrith; i, 
however, know the road thoroughly; on Saturday night last, with No. 38 goods, was my second trip as 
driver to Penrith ; the first trip was on tbe previous ’Wednesdays, when I worked No. 8-1 passing over tbe 
Zig Zag during daylight; I then had a double train load drawn by a ><p,! c]ass engine: the train was 
divided at Bottom Points, and I propelled the first portion up the middle road ; on lhat occasion I 
continued pushing at Top Points until I could see my engine was clear of the points, when the starting 
signal was immediately lowered; before leaving Bathurst with No. 38, on the 29th, I made no objection 
to taking my first goods train at night with a fireman who had not much experience on the section, having 
confidence in my own knowledge of the road ; 1 had no difficulty in pushing my load up the middle road ; 
I eased off a bit on approaching the signal cabin at the Top Points, and passed it at about 3 miles an hour ; 
J afterwards made a further reduction in the speed by partly closing tbe regulator, and was steaming very 
little when stopped by the application of the brakes ; with the staff for the Clarence section the fireman 
handed me the bank-engine form, and after signing tbe latter I handed it bade to the fireman; by this 
time ] had passed the starling signal by 2 or 3 yards; I was still steaming back slightly, and looking 
towards the starting signal waiting for it to be lowered before stopping, as 1 feared, if I stopped too soon, 
I might have a difficulty in pushing my train further back ; I then felt a alight jerk, which had a tendency 
to pull the engine back, then the Westinghouse brake went on with full force ; I am positive the starting 
signal was not lowered up to the time the train was brought to a standstill by tho application of tbe air
brakes, but tbe moment the train stopped the signal was taken oft'; directly after stopping I saw a hand 
signal, as if from somebody on the platform of the signal-box, waved violently, calling me ahead ; shortly 
after the accident I saw who I thought was the brakesman, and he asked me what was the matter; I told 
him that a truck had been pushed on to the rocks ; immediately after this the night officer came up, and 
he also inquired what was wrong, and I informed him; at the same time I said. “'Why were you so long 
pulling that signal off? ” but he made no reply ; when I first felt the jerk, [ estimate I was about 40 or 
•50 yards on tbe western side of the starting signal; at that time I was not sure that the starting signal, 
post stood clear of the western end of No. 10 lock-bar ; since then, however, I have seen that it is clear, 
and that if I had stopped at the post X should have been clear fif the points.

T. LEIGHTON.

Alfred Glawpinson, acting fireman, states :—I have been acting fireman about ten months ; I have 
only been about eight or ten trips to Penrith ; I was fireman with Uriver Leighton on No, 38 Up goods 
on Saturday night last; after the train was divided at Bottom Points we got tho usual signals to proceed 
up tho middle road to Top Points ; all the fixed signals at Top Points were lowered for ns to go into the 
top vring ; the engine passed the signal cabin at Top Points at about 2 miles an hour; in passing tbe box 
I exchanged the Bottom Point’s staff with that for the Clarence section, and at the same time took the 
banking-engine notice with it; so far as I could judge, we ran past the box about fiO yards before coming 
to a stand, when we were stopped by tbe air-brake going on; I watched for the starting signal to be 

1 lowered as an indication that we were clear of the points, and the road set for us to go ahead, but the
signal was not lowered until we felt a jerk ; 1 was not aware until after tbe accident that the site of the 
starting signal was a few yards clear of No. 10 lock-bar : 1 fired with Driver Leighton From Bathurst to 
Penrith on the previous Wednesday, working No. 84 goods, which passed over tbe ZigZag durins daylirrht; 
the driver said nothing to mo while travelling up tbe middle road as to his not knowing where to stop his 
engine at the Top Points, and 1 said nothing to him about it; after exchanging tbe staff, I remained on 
the driver’s side of the engine. ’

To the Driver : The brakesman jumped off tbe engine and went into the signal-box when we arrived 
at Top Points.

(Recalled). I heard nothin" pass between the night officer and the driver relative to tbe signals.
" ---------- A. CLAPPINSON.

J. 2P. Jones, Night Officer, Top Points, states:—I was on duty at Top Poiuts on tho night of the 
29th September, 1900 ; I have been night officer about eleven months at Top Points; the last train to 
pass over the section Clarence Top Points was No. fiTa down passenger, which crossed No. 33 Up goods 

i at Bottom Points ; on arrival of No. oTa at Bottom Points, I gave the staff for the first section of No.
38, and lowered tbe distant (No. 3), home (No. 4), and stop signal (No. 5) ; the train arrived about 
H'35, and as tbe engine passed my box, I collected the Bottom Poiuts staff and bunded the staff for tho 
Clarence section, and also banking-engine form to the driver; as soon as the engine passed No. 10 
lock-bar, and the lamp was visible which was fixed on tbe rock opposite the Up starting signal, I placed 
No. r> stop signal at11 danger,” set the road for Clarence, and lowered No. 15 starting signal; 1 do not 
think the engine could have gone more than 20 yards over the lock-bar before I set the road and lowered 
the starting signal; when I lev ered this signal 1 turned to the train-book to enter the times, so that 1 
cannot say whether the driver i ame to a stand the moment the signal a as lowered, or when Iho train 
came to a stand; immediately after this, the brakesman was passing my box, and I asked him to wave 
tbe driver ahead; at that time J did not notice ihat the train had gone too far back; the 
brakesman gave the hand signal, but as there appeared to bo no response ro it, he went to the 
engine; I came out of my box on to the platform, and there waited a few minutes, but as the train 
did not come, I went up to it and met the driver on the other side of the engine, and he told me 
they had a truck on the rocks; I then proceeded to the rear of the train to look for myself, and found a 

^ truck on the rocks, but did not know whether any vehicles had gone over the cliff; 1 did not ask tbe
driver why he had pushed his train so far, and he did not offer any explanation ; No. 15 starting signal 
cannot bo lowered until the train is clear of No. 10 lock-bar, and the lowering of this signal is an indica
tion to the driver that he is clear of No. 10 lock-bar, and that the road is set for the train to be drawn 
forward in the direction of Clarence; I have been lowering No. 5 stop signal for the first portion of a 
goods train coming up the middle road, as one of the drivers complained some time ago to me that it 
should be pulled off ; I have bad no instructions from tho Traffic Inspector to lower this signal for such

trains;

I
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trainB ; a driver on an engine propelling a number of trucks cannot, witbout much difficulty, see No. 5 
stop signal from his engine; since I have been at Top Points, I have never given drivers a red light 
showing that they are past No, 15 starting signal, because they nearly all whistle as soon as they have 
passed this signal-post clear of No. 10 lock-bar ; I have frequently had to wave them back a little because 
they have stopped their engines short of the lock-bar ; Driver Leighton backed his train past my signal-box 
at about the usual speed ; my only reason for not lowering the starting signal in all cases for the first 
portion is that I want to instruct the driver regarding the bank engine by giving him the usual form ; on '
the night in question there was no difficulty about the movement of the bank engine, therefore I gave the 
driver the staff and the usual bank-engine form; in working a down goods train through Top Points, the 
Distant Home and No. 5 stop signals are lowered to admit the train to the Top Wing ; the stop signal is 
put to “Danger ” as soon as the rear portion of the train is clear of No. 10 lock-bar ; the train is then 
brought back by No. 10 repeater for the middle road, which is a repeating signal for No. 10 proper. f

To Driver Leighton : Tho brakesman did, I believe, jump oil’ your engine, and brought a parcel 
and left it on the platform ; I do not remember you saying anything to me with reference to my being a 
long time pulling the starting signal off.

(Recalled) : I have heard that portion of Driver Leighton’s statement read, wherein he says he 
spoke to me about my being slow in taking the signals off, and I am positive that no such remark was 
made : the driver only spoke to me of the truck being on the rocks.

J. P. JONES.

J", H. D. Fulton, brakesman, states:—I am brakesman on the Zig Zag, and have been in this 
position for about three weeks ; prior to this I was porter at Mount Victoria; I have been temporarily 
employed in the Department about three years, and received my permanent appointment last month ; I 
was on duty as brakesman on Saturday night last; on arrival of No, 38 goods at Bottom Points, I counted 
the trucks on the engine as they passed me, as I intended at first to cut off behind the 21st truck, but tho 
guard instructed me to uncouple at the rear of the 23rd truck ; after uncoupling 1 gave the driver a green j
light to go ahead, got on the engine, and tho train proceeded up the middle road; on arrival at Top 
Points, I alighted at my usual place between the signal-box and the points ; the engine was going at the .
usual speed at the time and I was able to step off easily; after getting off tbe engine, it is my duty to go 
back, clear of the crossover, to sprag the trucks to prevent them running back ; as I was going back the 
night officer called me and told me to wave the driver ahead ; I did so, and as the driver did not respond to 
my hand-signal, I walked to the engine to ascertain what was wrong, and found only the fireman on the 
engine, who told me that he could not release the brakes and that the driver had gone hack to see what 
was wrong ; I then went along the train and asked the driver what was the matter; he said he had pushed 
a truck up on to the rocks ; J then went to the rear of the train and examined the air pipe and couplings ; 
finding the air tap open, I remarked to the driver that I thought there were trucks over the cliff ; I then 
counted the vehicles on the train and found that two were missing; I had a parcel in my hand when I 
got off tho engine; there was a photo, in it addressed to Davidson, my predecessor, which had coino by 
parcels post, and was handed to me at Bottom Poiuts out of the mail train; it is usual for the mails and 
parcels to be given to me ; 1 placed the parcel alongside the signal-box near the steps at Top Points ; 
it was during tho time I was thus engaged that the night officer asked me to wave the driver ahead ;
I do not always ride on the engine, but sometimes on a suitable truck, if there is one on the train, as it *
saves me running down to get on the engins at Bottom Points ; when riding on the engines I never give
any signal to the driver to stop ; ho always stops of his own accord after crossing No. 10 lock-bar at Top
Points; ai we went up tbe middle road, the driver made no remark to me about being strange to the job;
be seemed to handle the train in the ordinary way; be had no difficulty in propelling his poition of the
train up the middle road; I have never had to give a hand-signal foe a driver to stop, or, before this
occasion, for a driver to come ahead ; when I started as brakesman, I had tho previous man with me for
a- couple of nights ; when I gave the hand-signal, at the request of the night officer, Top Points, for the
driver to come ahead, 1 cannot say whether the points had been set or the starting signal lowered; when
I got to the engine neither the fireman nor the driver said anything to me regarding the starting signal
not being lowered ; the night officer came to the door of the signal-box when he asked me to signal the '
driver ahead.

---------- J. H. D. PULTON.

Guard W, liobinson states ;—I have been running as guard and assistant for about twenty years ; 
on Saturday last I worked No. 3S from Wallerawang to Penrith; the train was divided at Bottom Poiuts, J
the first portion being taken up by tbe brakesman, and 1 worked the second part; I did not know that an 
aceidont had occurred to the first portion until I arrived at Top Points : .1 travelled over the middle road 
iu my brake-van, and alighted before reaching the signal-box and spragged the vehicles ; as I did not see 
anyone about, I walked up to the train engine, and there saw the fireman and asked him what was tho 
matter; he replied that he thought there was something wrong ; I then met the driver, and he lold mo 
that they had pushed a little too far, but he made no remark as to the working of the signals; wheu I 
reached (he rear of the first portion I saw the night officer and brakesman, and they told me there was a 
truck on the rocks and they thought that some had gone over the cliff, hut said nothing as to the cause 
of the accident; I have frequently ridden on the engine when it has been propelling its load up the 
middle road; the practice is to get off tbe engine at Top Points and go forward to spragg the trucks 
when the train stops; on some occasions when I have ridden on the engine to tho Top Points, 1 have 
given tbe driver a signal when the engine has been clear of No. 10 lock-bar ; Driver Leighton did not 
mention to mo on the journey from Wallerawang that it was his first trip at night, and there was nothing 
in his working to lead me to thiuk that he was strange to his work ; tho first portion le.ft Bottom Points 
at 11*28 p.m., with twenty-three vehicles ; trucks Nos. 8.947, loaded with wool for Darling Harbour, and 
2,373, containing chaff for Redfern, were pushed over the cliff : D trucks Nos. 3,477 and 7,723 had each 
one buffer broken, while X 31 had two buffers broken, the latter being detached at Katoomba; truck 
D 1,741 was pushed off the road at the end of the top wing, and was left there.

W, ROBINSON.

[3<f.]
Sjduej: William Applegate GullLck, Government Printer.—19)1.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ENGINE-DRIVERS, &c., HARDEN TO NARRANDERA.
(RETURN RESPECTING HOURS OF DUTY OF ENGINE-DRIVERS, FIREMEN, AND GUARDS WORKING 
NIGHT GOODS TRAINS BETWEEN .TUNEE AND HARDEN, AND BETWEEN JUNEE AND NARRANDERA.)

VTinted under iVo. 17 lleport from Printing Committee, 22 November. 1900.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in accordance with a promise made by the Honorable the Minister for 
Bailways, in answer to Question Ho. 5 in Votes and Proceedings, No. GO, of the Gth November, 1000.']

Houua of Duty of Uncun'h-dkivkks, ITkemfn', and G-uauds wohking Nkjht Goods Tuaihs

BETWEEN Jo.VKE A>'D IIahDEK’, AFJ) BKTWKKfs JCSEK AND N AH RAN DO. A.

' (!■) Question.—Us it a fact that engiae-di-ivers, firemen, and guards working night goods trams, Nos. 56
and 91, Junee to Harden and return, also 9a, Junee to Narraudera, and 16 up, Narrandera to 
Junee, are on duty never less than 12 hours, and sometimes as.much as 14 hours, at a stretch ?

Answer.—I am informed that the drivers and firemen working the Junee and Harden trains run a 
total distance of 120 miles, and are on duty I.1J hours. This time includes ly hours allowed 
at their home station for preparing engines and putting them away. The Junee and Narrandera 
men run an crpial distance, and are on duty lit hours. This includes 1J- hours allowed at their 
home station for preparing and putting engines away. During the three months ending with 
October last there have not been any eases oE 1-1 hours with the trains in question ; two cases 
of 13J- hours occurred, and six others of slightly over 13 hours. These were due to accidental 
causes. In regard to the guards working the goods trains referred to, it is not a fact that they 

. are on duty never leas than 12 hours. During the months of August, September, and October,
1900, the guards of Nos. 50 and 91 were over 12 hours on duty on nine occasions only. The 
hours of the guards running Nos. 9a and 16 did not exceed 12 on any occasion during the same 

t period, and in no instance were they on duty for 14 hours.

' (2.) Question. Is it a fact that it occurs that some of these men are called upon to work these particular 
trains three days in succession 7 .

Answer. No. These trains are occasionally worked twice in succession by enginemen, but there are 
only two instances in the last three months where the firemen have worked on the same trains 
three times in/u?(r consecutive days. Drivers have not boon employed more than two con
secutive days on these trains. It is usual to run the same guard on these trains for several days 
in succession, in order to compensate for short trips on other trains, and make up full time 
within tho pay period. 1.1; may be added that the regulation hours are 108 per fortnight, equallinn' 
9 per day. " ' a

(3.) Question.—VVill he lay upon the Table of this House the total hours on duty on each day for eacli 
driver, fireman, and guard working those particular trains iu the months of August September 
and October of this year? ° 1 ’

^ Answer.—Eotnrns showing the hours of duty are attached.

STATEMENT

1
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STATEMENT showing total hours on duty of Drircrs and Firemen who worked Nos. 56 and 91 Goods 
Trains, between Junee and Harden, for the months of August, September, and October, 1900.

Dates,

1 August.,
2 ,,

3 „
4 „
6 „
7
5 „
9

10 „
11 „
13 „
H
15 „
16
17 „
18 „
20 „
21 „
22 „
23 „
24 „
23 „
28 „
30 „
31 ' „

3 September..
4 „
3 ,,

10 „
11 „
12 „
13 „
14 „
15 „

Drivers. Firemen, Total hours 
on duty. Dates. Drivers. Firemen, Total hours 

on duty.

h. m.
11 41)- 17 September

18 „ ...
Gordon..............

h. m.
13 45

ThiSF 12 20 Shephard.......... Pearce .............. 11 45
12 0 10 » ... Dnfl' ............ Kelly .............. 12 55

Gaudry............. 11 0 20 ,, ... Pegg ............... 13 39
12 4rt 21 „ .. Orackncll.......... Penfold............. 12 40

Shephard......... 11 40 Jamieson.......... Kennedy ......... 12 55
12 0 24 ... Jamieson.......... Hamilton......... 12 30
12 0 25 - - McLean .......... Kelly .............. 12 40
12 0
12 25

26 „ ... McLean .......... Kelly .............. 12 50
Buckley .......... Poole ............. 28 " ... Crackncll.......... Kelly .............. 12 20

12 0 29 ,, ... Boyce ...... Kennedy.......... 12 55
McLean ..........
Chicken ..........

1^ 5 Cracknell.......... Kelly '........... 13 10
4 ............. Porch ............. Hamilton.......... 12 30

11 55 Cracknell......... Kelly ............. 12 15
12 45 6 >i Buckley .......... Kelly....,.........

Cummins..........
12 5

11 25 8 ... Gaudry............. 12 30
12 30 9 .. Shephard.........

MeLean .........
Pearce.............. 12 5

12 20 10 „ .. Pearce.............. 13 10
Boyce ............. Gordon ............

Richards..........
Cummina.........

12 G 
}9. 9S

11 ;; ...
12 ,, ..

Shephard ..........
Porch .............

Turner..............
Clarke .............

11 45
12 fi

Buckley ......... 12 45 is ;; .. Shephard.......... Chicken .......... 11 25
nnff 12 0 15 ,, .. Wall................. Brown ............. 12 35

n ss
12 25

16 „ ... Wall................. Brown .............. 12 0
18 ^ ... Chicken .......... Kennedy.......... 12 35

12 0 20 ;; .. McLean .......... Hamilton ........
Thorburn..........

11 45
12 30 9-J Shephard .......... 13 20
12 5 23 ... Jamieson.......... Clarke .............. 12 50
12 2G 24 „ ... Porch ............. Daley .............. 12 15
13 10 Young ............ Clarke ............. 12 35
12 55 27 .. Shephard .......... Pearce.............. 12 45

Gaudry............. 13 Aft 20 ^ . . Pearce .............. 12 5
12 0 30 „ ... Young .............. O'Shannessy ... 11 40
12 20 31 ^ .. Buckley .......... Pen fold...... ....... 12 0

Gaudry.............. Gordon............. 12 25

The actual time for running these trains is 9 hours 55 minutes. The actual time credited to the 
driver and fireman for the trip is 11 hours 40 minutes ; and when that lias been exceeded it is duo to late 
running or some accidental cause.

STATEMENT showing total hours on duty of Guards who worked Nos. 56 and 91 Goods Trains, between 
Junee and Harden, ddring the months of August, September, and October, 1900.

Dates,

1 August
2 „
3
4 „
6 >>

7 „
8 „
9 „

10 „
11 „
13 „
14 „
15 „
16 „
17 „
18 „
20 „
21 „
0-2 11
23 „
24 „
25 „
27 „
28 „
30
31 „

3 Sept.
4 „
5 „
7 „

10
11
12
13
14
15

1
Names of Guards, j

Total 
hmrs on 

duty.
Remarks. Dates. Names of Guards.

Total 
hours on 

duty.

Eealeton, G. . .
h. m. 
10 40 17 Sept.. Dargan, J..........

h. in. 
13 0

Egfileton, G. .. 11 55 is „ Dargan, .1......... 11 30
Esftlcton, G. ... 11 0 19 „ Dargan, J........ 12 45
Egcleton, G. ... 9 55 20 „ J! crrariOy J........ 12 45
Morgan, J......... 12 0 21 „ Perrario, J........ 12 0
Morgan, J........ 10 55 22 „ Perrario, J....... 12 10
Morgan, J.........
Teasdalo, John..

10 55 24 „ Dargan, J. . . . 12 0
11 5 25 ,, Dargan, J......... 11 55

Teasdale, John.. 11 0 26 „ Dargan, J........ 10 55
Teasdale, John.. 12 0 27 Morgan, J.......

Teasdale, J.......
11 20

Morgan, J....... 11 35 28 „ 12 0
Morgan, J......... 11 40 29 Reilly, M.......... 12 10
Teasdale, John,. 11 5 1 Oct.,., Burns, A........... 12 20
Teasdale, John.. 10 55 9 Hyland, J......... 10 50
Dargan, J......... Only ran to Harden. 3 „ Hyland, J......... 10 50
Morgan, J........ 10 15 4 „ Hyland, J......... 12 0
Morgan, J......... 11 55 5 „ Hyland, J......... 11 50
Morgan, J....... 11 55 6 „ Hyland, J......... 11 40
Morgan, ,1 ......
Ferraiio, J ......

11 40 8 „ Reilly, M'. ...... 12 0
11 55 9 „ Reilly, M.......... 11 25

Femme, J....... 12 5 10 Reilly, M.......... J2 20
Morgan, J......... n 5 11 „ Burns, A........... 11 15
Roberts, P........ 11 30 Ran Nos. 32 and 91. 12 „ Morgan, .1......... 11 35
Roberta, P........ 10 50 13 „ Morgan, J......... 10 25
Dargan, J......... 9 10 Returned by Special. 15 „ Hyland, J......... 12 0
11 viand.............
Dargan, J.........

11 5 16 „ Hvland, .1. . .. 12 30
12 0 17 „ Dargan, J.........

12 0Dargan, J......... 11 5 IS ., Perrario ........
Dargan, J......... 11 55 20 „ Fcrrano, J........ J1 1G
Dargan, J........ 3 50 Returned as passenger 22 „ Bums, A........... 12 0

Hyland, J......... 8 60
by express.

To Wallendbeen only;
23 „
24

i Burns, A...........
Burns .............

12 0 
11 50

Dargan, J........
Teasdale, J......

12 25
returned by No. 13. 25 „

26 „
Burns, A...........
Burns, A...........

11 50 
10 25

12 0 27 „ Bums, A.......... 12 0
Roberts, P... . 13 0 29 „ Hyland, J........ 11 40
Roberts, P...... 11 15 30 „ Anglim, J......... 11 15
Teasdale, J...... 11 55 31 „ Anglim, J........ 11 20
Teasdale, J...... 12 0

.

Remarks.

Kan Nos. 32 and Dl.

Han Nos. 32 and 91.

Only ran to Harden.
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STATEMENT showing total hours on duty of Drivers and Firemen who worked Nos. 9a and 16 Goods 
Trains, between Junee and Narrandera, during tho months of August, September, and October, 1900.

Dates. Drivers. Firemen. Total hours 
on duty. Dates. Drivers. Firemen. Total hours 

on duly.

1 August......
3 „
G „ ...
8 „ ...

10 ,, ..
13 ,, ...
15 „ ...
17 „ ...
#> „ ..
W-I 11 ...
24 „ ..
*37 „ ...
29 „ -
31 .............

3 September.. 
5 „ ...
7 .............

10 „ ...
11 ............
12 „ ...
14 „ ...

Hopwood..........
Hopwood.........
McLean .........
Buff .................
Gaudry............
Duff . ...............
Cummins..........
Boyce .............
Duff ................
Buckley ..........
Trott.................
Clarkson ..........
Clarkson .......
Cliwksou .........
Trott ...............
Gaudry... ........
Porch ..............
Duff .................
Duff ................
Wall.................
Duff ................

Richards ..........
I’oole................
Richards ..........
Ritchie.........
Nixon .............
Ritchie............
Walsh ............
Gordon............
Porch ............
Poole ...............
Kelly................
G ordon...........
Irwin................
I rwin................
Porch .............
Kennedy ......

................Nixon ............
Nixon ............
Penfold ...........
Porch ..............

h. m.
12 0
11 53
11 20
12 15
11 55
12 10
12 0
1L 40
12 0
12 15
12 0
12 0
11 55
11 40
12 5
12 0
12 0
12 10
11 0
13 0
11 45

17 September
19 .............
21 „ ...
24 „
20 „ ...
25 „

I October ...
3 „ ...
5 ,, ...
3 „ ...

10 „ ...
12 „ ...
15 „ ...
17 „ ...
19 „ .
22 „ ...
24 „ ...
26 ,, ..
29 „ .
31 „ ...

Trott ................
Wall.................
Wall................
Clarkson ..........
Porch ..............
Wall.................
Duff .................
Wall.................
Duff .................
Boyce ..............
Porch ..............
Buckley ..........
Buckley .........
Gaudry............
Gaudry..............
Hopwood..........
Flood................
Chicken............
Boyce ..............
Cracknell..........

Chicken ..........
Poole.................
Poole.................
Irwin................
Hamilton .........
Brown ...........
Irwin................
Poole.................
Chicken ..........
Gordon ...........
Cummina..........
Irwin ...............
Porch ............
Poolo.................
Poole....... .........
Penfold..,. .......
Pearce .............
Pearce ........
Cummins..........
Kennedy..........

h. m.
11 30
12 18
11 25
11 30
12 55
12 0
11 5
11 55
1'2 10
12 10
11 55
13 16
12 45
12 20
11 0
12 30
12 5
12 0
12 5
13 0

The actual time for running these trains is 9 hours minutes. The actual time credited to the 
driver and fireman for the trip is 11 hours 20 minutes ; and when that has been esceeded it is duo to late 
running or some accidental cause.

STATEMENT showing total hours on duty of Guards who worked Nos. 9a and 1G Goods Trains, between 
Junee and Narrandera, during tho months of August, September, and October, 1900.

Dates. Names of Guards.
Total 

hours On 
duty.

1 August Teasdale, John .
Ii.* m. 
10 55

3 „ Tcitsda-le, John..

6 Robson, John ...
8 ., Ferrano, J. ..... 11 30

10 „ Ferrario, J....... 10 55
13 „ Fcrrano, J....... 11 10
13 „ Perrario, J....... 11 17
17 „ Eggleton, G. ... 10 40
20 „ Teasdale, John.. 11 15•>0 Toaudale, John., 11 53
24 „ Teasdale, John.. 11 15
27 „ Teasdale, John.. 11 20
21) ,, Morgan, J....... 11 10
31 „ Peirano, J........ 10 40

3 Sept.... Teasdale, John.. 11 30
s „ Teasdale, John.. 11 15
7 „ Morgan, J........ 11 15

10 „ Morgan, J......... 11 15
12 „ Morgan, J......... 12 0

Remarks.

Bid not return to Junee; 
took trainNarrundera 
to Jerilderic. 

do do

Dates.

M Sept. 
17 
19 
21 
24 
26 
23 

1 Oct.. 
3

8
10
12
15
17
19
22
26
29
31

Names of Qimnls.
Total ! 

hours onj 
duty.

h. m.
Kciriirio, J....... 10 45
Morgan, J......... 10 30
Morgan, J......... 11 27
Roberta, P....... 10 20
Eggleton, G. ... 10 30
Eggleton, G. ... 12 0
Eggleton, G. ... II 5
Brown, T.......... 10 5
Brown, T.......... 11 10
Brown, T.......... 11 25
Brown, T.......... 11 25
Brown, T.......... 11 10
Brown, T.......... 12 0
Brown, T.......... 12 0
Brown, T.......... 11 20
Brown, T.......... 11 9
Brown, T.......... 11 15
Brown, T.......... 11 20
Brown, T.......... 11 20
Brown, T.......... 12 o j

Remarks.

[3d]
Sydney; William Applegate GulUck, Government Printer.—1901
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CONSIGNMENT OF STOCK FROM CAMDEN TO SYDNEY.
(EETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 10 lleport from Printing Committee, 4 Decemler, 1900.

The Secretary for Railways to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
Office of the Railway Commissioners. Sydney, 30 November, 1900, 

Referring to Question NTo. IS in Votes and Proceedings, NTo. 84, of the 29th instant, and reply 
thereto by the Honorable the Minister for Railways, T am directed to forward herewith categorical replies 
to the questions asked by the Honorable Member for Northumberland, Air. J. Norton :__

(1) Qtiestion: On the Gth November did Mr. Patrick Carlon, Camden, engage and pay for a full
railway truck for the conveyance of a consignment of pigs from that place to Sydney? 

Answer : Mr. Patrick Carlon tendered, at Camden, on the 6th instant, forty-four pigs for convey
ance to Messrs. Ellis Co. at Sydney, but lie paid no carriage.

(2) Question : Did tho servants of the Railway Department afterwards put into the same truck a
number of pigs, the property of Air. John Devitt, Camden, who paid for half a truck? 

Answer: Air. John Devitt tendered twenty pigs, also for Alessrs. Ellis A Co. in Sydney, at 
Camden, on the Gth instant, and there being no objection made, and as they bore distinctive 
marks, they were loaded in tbe same truck with those forwarded by Air Carlon. No freight 
was paid by Mr. John Devitt. °

(3) Question : lias Air. Carlon been refused a rebate by the Department?
Answer : It cannot be ascertained that any application has been made by Air. Carlon for a rebate. 

Having paid no money, he is not entitled to any.
(4) Question : Does he approve of the action of the Department in charging a consignee for a full

truck, and then reletting a portion to another person ?
Answer: The Department charges Alessrs. Ellis A Co., the consignees for both lots of pigs, for the 

use of one truck only—namely, 28s. 8d They have been seen, and admit that this was nil 
_ t-b0 money paid to the Department on the two lots of pigs in question.

(5) Question : Have similar cases to tho above occurred before 1
Answer : We have no knowledge of any such instances of charging twice for the same truck.

(6) Question : As a consignee engages a full truck for special reasons, such as avoiding the chance of
Ms stock being infected by other consignments, will he see that in future the hirer of a truck 
shall get what he contracts for ? '

AnswerSenders frequently amalgamate their lots of pigs so as to get proportionately cheaper 
freights, but, if the sender expressly desired his animals to be loaded by themselves, this 
would be complied with, and charges would be levied accordingly,

I have, Ac.,
H. McLACHLAN,

Secretary.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GRANVILLE RAILWAY STATION.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under Ho. 14 Report from Printing Committee, 11 October, 1900.

11ETURN to an Order made by the Honorable tbo Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 6th September, 1900, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—■

“ Copies of all letters, petitions, reports, plans, and other documents relating 
iC to the overhead passenger crossing at Granville Railway Station, and at 
“ the openings to such station, and matters iu connection therewith.”

{Mr, Nobbs.)

Extract from the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly.
XjEOiSLiTiTJ! Assemult.—Motion carried, Thursday the 6th September, 1900.

9. Ghastille Railway Statics (Pormal Motion) ■.—Mr. Nobbs moved, pursuant to Notice, That 
there be laid upon the Table of this House, all letters, petitions, reports, plana, and other docu
ments relating to the overhead passenger crossing at Granville Railway Station, and to the 
openings to such station, and matters in connection therewith.
Question put and passed.

The Council Clerk, Granville, to The Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen, Council Chambers, Granville, 13 January, 1891.

I have tho honor, by direction of His Worship tho Mayor, to respectfully request that you will 
cause the necessary instructions to be issued in order that the proposed subway at Granville Station may 
be proceeded with as soon as possible. Wc notice that the station buildings are now being painted and 
renovated, but the matter of the subway is of far greater importance to the travelling public, who are now 
compelled to go outside the railway premises altogether in order to get from one platform to the other, or 
else by infringing the by-laws by jumping down off one platform and climbing up on tho other side, thereby 
not only breaking the rules, but also endangering their own lives by so doing. Wo understand that it has 
been decided to have the subway, but if you are not prepared to do this, then a bridge to connect the two 
platforms would be a decided improvement on the present very unsatisfactory arrangement.

Your early attention will oblige.
Yours, &c.,

JOHN SCARBOROUGH,
Council Clerk,

427—A The
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The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P.
Sir, 4 Febnmiy, 1801.

With reference to your interview with Mr. Uommisbiouer Oliver regarding the subject of a 
proposed subway near Grunvilic, I have tho honor to inform you that, pending altered arrangements at 
Granville, it is not considered advisable to do anything in this matter.

I have, A’C.,
H. McLACHLAN,

Secretary.

Tho Council Clerk, Granville, to Tbe Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen, Granville Council Chambers, ID February, 1801.

With reference to your favour of the 4th instant, addressed to John Nobbs, Esq., M.P., 
regarding the subject of a proposed subway at Granville Railway Station, and informing that gentleman 
that, pending altered urvangements at Granville, it was not considered advisable to do anything in this 
matter, I have the honor, by direction of tho Borough Council of Granville, to respectfully request infor
mation as to how soon those alterations will be commenced.

Your eurlv attention will oblige. Yours, &e.,
' JOHN SCARBOROUGH,

Council Clerk.

■ The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to Tbe Council Clerk, Granville.
' Sir, ' 29 May, 1891.

With reference to your letter of tbe 19th February last, on the subject of the proposed subway 
at Granville, and asking bow soon the alterations at this station will be effected, I have the honor to inform 
you that no date has yet been fixed upon for the remodelling of the station, other works of a more pressing 
nature requiring first attention. I have, ifcc.,

H. McLACHLAN,
Secretary.

Letter from Council Clerk, 30th July, asking Commissioners to receive
Deputation.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Clerk, Granville,
gi^ 3 August, 1391.

Your letter of the 30th ultimo, asking the Commissioners to receive a deputation from your 
Council in reference to the subway at Granville Station, and tho Clyde level-crossing gates, lias been 
received ; and, in reply, I have to inform you that the Commissioners will be pleased to receive the depu
tation on Friday, 7th instant, at this office, if convenient.

I have, <te.,
H. McLACHLAN,

Secretary.

The Council Clerk, Granville, to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Sir, Granville Council Chambers, 5 August, 1891.

11 w ve the honor to inform you that the time fixed by the Railway Commissioners to receive 
the Aldermen of the Borough of Granville, with reference to a subway at Granville Station, is convenient, 
and as many of the Aldermen us can get to Sydney on Friday morning will attend.

Yours, <Sic.,
JOHN SCARBOROUGH,

Council Cleric.

Extract from Notes of Interview.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,

Sydney, 7 August, 1891.
Extract from Notes of Interview in reference to Accommodation for Crossing the Line ut Granville at

Clyde Crossing Gates and Woodville Road.
Present:—Mr. Commissioner Febon ; Mr. Commissioner Oliver ; Mr. Foxlee, Deputy Engineer, Existing 

Lines ; the Mayor of Granville (Alderman Gee); Aldermen Pilmer, Bennett, and Leggott; the 
Council Clerk.

The deputation represented the inconvenience that was caused by the want of a subway for foot 
passengers to cross from one side of the line to the other at tho station, and also of a direct means of 
getting from one platform to the other. Complaint was made about the steps from the centre platform 
being apparently permanently blocked, and great inconvenience had been caused by people getting out of 
trains on that side by mistake, and being unable to obtain egress.

The Commissioners said they could not at present make any definite promise with regard to a subway 
at Granville—it meant a large expenditure ; but they would have inquiries made and see what could bo 
done to remedy any real inconvenience that might bo shown to exist.

The
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The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to J, Garrard, Esq., M.P.

Sir, 30 June, 1892.
"With reference to your call relative to Die proposed overbridge at Granville, I have the honor, 

to inform you that it was proposed to alter the arrangements at Granville when the subject of an overbridge 
would have had consideration, but at present, owing to other more pressing works engaging attention and 
absorbing amounts voted, the question will have to remain in abeyance. •

I have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

. Secretary.

The Council Clerk, Granville, to The Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen, Granville Council Chambers, 16 June, 1897.

I have the honor, by direction of the Borough Council of Granville, to respectfully request that 
you will cause a light overhead bridge to be erected at Die eastern end of the Granville Railway Station, 
thus rendering it safe and more convenient for railway travellers, and obviating the danger1 which now 
exists. I am directed to draw attention to the fact that the danger is greater at this station than at any 
Other on the suburban line, owing to there being a centre platform.

J. have, <fec.,
J. SCARBOROUGH, 

Council Clerk.

Memorandum from The Out-door Superintendent, Railways, to The Chief Traffic
Manager, Railways.O J f -

Application for Overbridge at Granville.
21 June, 1897.

In reply to your minute of the 18th instant, I beg to inform you that there is already an overbridge at 
Granville, at the southern end of platform, and I can see no justification whatever for tho expenditure 
which would be incurred in erecting another overbridge at the Sydney end of the station. If the bridge 
wore granted as being required at Granville, the same request could ho made at most of tho other suburban 
stations. I do not recommend that the application be complied with.

J.P.,
---------- O.-IX Superintendent.

I concur with Mr. Parry.—UK., 23/6/97. Secy. Decline.—C.O., W.M.P., 24/6/97.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Clerk, Granville.
Sir, 25 June, 1897.

With refei'enee to your letter of the 16th instant, in which you ask that a footbridge be erected 
at the eastern end of the Granville Railway Station, I am directed to inform you that the matter has had 
consideration, and it is regretted the request cannot be acceded to.

I have, &c,,
H. McLACHLAN, 

Secretary.

The Council Clerk, Granville, to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen, Granville Council Chambers, 8 July, 1897.

I have the honor, by direction of tbe Borough Council of Granville, to acknowledge the receipt 
of your letter of the 25th ultimo, 95/2,950-148, L.R.S., and in reply thereto to request that we may be 
informed when Die Commissioners are making the next tour to Granville, in order that the Council may 
have the pleasure of waiting on them and showing the necessity of the work for which application has been 
made. I have, Ac.,

J. SCARBOROUGH, 
Council Clerk.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Clerk, Granville.
Sir, " ■ * 10 July, 1897.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 8th instant, asking to be 
advised of the date on which the Commissioners will next visit Granville.

In reply, I have to inform you that no definite date has yet been fixed, but as soon as it has been 
decided upon you will be duly advised. I have, Ac.,

H. McLACHLAN, 
Secretary.

The Council Clerk, Granville, to D. O’Reilly, Esq., M.P.
Dear Sir, Granville Council Chambers, 12 May, 1898.

It having been decided to wait on the Railway Commissioners to request that they will make 
a subway at Granville Station, I have been instructed to respectfully request that you will kindly arrange 
date on which they will receive a deputation from the Borough Council and residents of the borough ; 
also, that you will consent to introduce the deputation.

Yours, Ac.,
J. SCARBOROUGH.

: D. O'Reilly,
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D. O’Reilly, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.

Sir, Parliament, Now South Wales, 13 May, 189S.
Will you kindly lob me know on what date the Commissioners for Railways will be prepared 

to receive denotation alluded to in accompanying letter, I am, &c.,
DOWELL O'REILLY.

Fix a date for the deputation, but point out that there is no intention to erect workshops or 
provide the subway referred to.—C.O., W.M.E., D.K., 19/5/9S.

Extract from Notes of Interview.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of Row South Wales, Sydney, 2G May, 1898.

Extract from notes of interview re Granville.
Present:—D, O’Reilly, Esq., M.P. ; The Mayor of Granville; Messrs. J. Nobbs, J. B. Price, and others.

Tnn deputation, rejiresenting a public meeting which bad been held, submitted a petition signed by nearly 
500 persons, requesting consideration of certain matters therein set forth.

Extract from Petition dated 20 April, 1898,
“ That it is necessary for the convenience of the public (bat a subway be constructed, in order that 

better facilities of communication between the northern and southern portions of the borough be given 
to them.”

■ [Signed by 468 persons.]
Another matter was that of communication between the parts of Granville separated by the 

railway line, as at present persons going from one part of the borough to another had to go out of their 
way by the existing roads ; the railway passengers were also put to considerable incovenicnco by the 
existing arrangements. At other stations on the line subways or overhead bridges had been provided, and 
the people of Granville thought they were now entitled to consideration. They did not ask for a subway 
or an overbridge for vehicular traffic, but simply for pedestrian traffic, and they desired the Commissioners 
to consider the question of constructing a subway or an overbridge, and also more convenient access to the 
railway platforms.”

In reply, the Chief Commissioner stated :—“ With regard to the subway, that was a matter which 
had been before them previously. No doubt inconvenience was caused in connection with the entrance to 
the station, but similar inconveniences existed at many other stations. Subways were expensive to 
construct, and there were many stations on the suburban lino which could bo improved very much by a 
large expenditure in this direction. When this question was before them on a previous occasion the 
Commissioners could not find any justification for spending such a large sum of moneyas would be involved 
in tbe making of a subway. However, as the matter had been so forcibly urged, tl?,c Commissioners would 
have it looked into again, hut he could not say what the result would he.”

Minute by Tbe Granville Municipal Council.
Tour minute, 9/6/98, Granville. Plan and estimate to be submitted for footbridge over platforms.

Alternative plans for overbridge and subway submitted for consideration. When the matter was 
discussed with Mr. Parry on the ground, it was considered that the removal of the centre platform at this 
station would be an advantage from a traffic point of view, and this has been included in the proposal for 
the construction of a bridge or subway.

The cost will be : Footbridge,'£550 ; subway, £1,740.
The cost of removing the platform is included in the above estimates, which would, were the 

platform not removed, stand as under: Footbridge, £515 ; subway, £1,700.

Memorandum from the Out-door Superintendent, Railways, to The Chief Traffic
Manager, Railways.

Proposed Overbridge at Granville.
17 August, 1898.

In accordance with your verbal request, I have looked into the proposed plan for overbridge and subway 
at Granville Station, submitted by the engineer. So far as the departmental" arrangements are concerned, 
the overbridge would be a great convenience in dealing with the issue and collection of tickets, as it would 
enable the whole of the tickets to be issued from one central ticket-office on the bridge, instead of from 
two ticket-offices, one on the “ up ” platform and one on the “ down," now existing. If the bridge were 
provided, it would bo necessary to close the entrances and exits to the overbridge at the Parramatta end 
of the station, and also the entrances to the “ up ” platform through tho main buildings, otherwise tho 
new arrangement would be of no advantage to the Department, I fear, however, that the residents will 
strongly oppose the removal of the entrances and exits from the overbridge, as it would necessitate second- 
class passengers arriving at the “ down ” platform having to walk back to tho new footbridge and up the 
main parade, back to tho overbridge, instead of being able to get on to the overbridge direct from the 
platform by the steps. I would respectfully suggest, however, that an officer be deputed to confer with 
the Mayor in regard to the suggestion, because I feel sure that if the work is gone on with without the 
concurrence of the local Council, agitation will be worked up against the arrangements.

For convenience, the overbridge is undoubtedly superior to the subway.
---------- J.P.

Appd.—C.O., W.M.F., D.K., 18/8/98.

J. Nobbs,
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J. Nobbs, Esq., ’M.P,, to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Bear Sir, 19 August, 1898.

Some month or so back a deputation appointed at a publiy meeting in Granville waited upon 
the Commissioners with respect to an overhead bridge at Granville Hail way Station. The Commissioners 
promised to consider the matter and let the deputation know. Will you kindly let me know what has 
been done in the matter, and what the Commissioners propose, and oblige yours, <tc.,

JOHN NOBBS.

Tbe .Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Out-door Superintendent, Railways.
Proposed Overbridge at Granville.

20 August, 1S9S,
Will you please see the Mayor, as suggested, and go into the matter with him, and report ?

H. McLACHLAN,
{per G.M.M.)

’ Secretary.

Tlio Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P.
Sir, 22 August, 1S9S.

• 1 have tiie honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 19th instant in regard to the
question of tho suggested overbridge at Granville Railway Station.

This question is receiving consideration, and an officer was deputed a day or two ago to see the 
Mayor in regard to some details, to enable the Commissioners to come to a decision in the matter.

I have, <tc.,
H. McLACHLAN,

Secretary.

J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Sir, Granville, 25 August, 1898.

I shall be glad if the Commissioners will kindly let me have a copy of the tracing of the 
proposed overbridge at Granville Station for the information of my constituents.

I am, <kc.,
JOHN NOBBS.

Memorandum from The Out-door Superintendent, Railways, to The Secretary,
Railway Commissioners.

Proposed Overbridge at Granville Station.
25 August, 1898.

In reply to yours of the 20th instant, 1 beg to report that I saw tho Mayor of Granville, Mr. Windsor, 
the Council Clerk, and Mr. Nobbs, M.P., tins morning, and tho whole of these gentlemen fully concurred 
in the proposed arrangement for the overbridge, except that the general opinion is that tho centre 
platform should not be removed. They are agreeable to the steps being removed at tho overbridge from 
the southern end of the platforms, together with the entrance to the main building on the “ up” platform 
being closed, so that practically they agree to the whole of the arrangements proposed by the Department, 
witli the exception that they consider the centre platform should remain.

In view of this, I recommend that the centre platform be allowed to remain, and steps bo provided 
from tho proposed overbridge on to tbo same.

The Mayor aslced if the Commissioners would kindly furnish a sketch showing the proposed 
arrangements, so that he could bring the matter before the Council meeting next Tuesday night, and was 
satisfied that the same would meet with their approval.

Mr. Nobbs asked if the Commissioners would kindly forward him the sketch, so that he might 
submit it to the Council. J.P.

What would be the saving in cost if the centre platform is left as at present 1—C.O., 26/8/98, 
Tracing in duplicate hci'cwith, showing centre platform retained, and with access by means of steps 

to overbridge. The total estimated cost under this arrangement will be .£055, instead of £550 under the 
original proposal.—T. R. Fiutii {per B.H.A.), 29/8/1900.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P.
Sir, 29 August, 1898,

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt' of your letter of the 25th instant, in regard to tho 
proposed overbridge at Granville Railway Station. '

In reply, I am directed to say that, as all the negotiations on the subject have been hitherto 
conducted with the Granville Council direct, a copy of the tracing will be forwarded to the Mayor, as 
arranged. I have, &c.,

H. McLACHLAN,
Secretary.

The
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The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P.
Sir, 29 August, 1898.

Referring to my previous tetter of tin, dote re the proposed overbridge at Granville Station, T 
have the honor to enclose, for your information, a copy of a letter which has been addressed this afternoon 
to the Council Clerk. T have, ttc.,

H. McLACHLAN,
Secretary.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Olerk, Granville.
Sir, 29 August, 1898.

Referring to the interview which Mr. Parry, O.-D. Superintendent, bad with the Mayor and 
others on the 25th instant, in regard to the proposed pedestrian overbridge at Granville Station, I am 
directed to forward herewith, for your information, a copy of the plan of the proposed works. T am to say 
that it is an essential part of the arrangement that, if this overbridge is constructed, the steps connecting 
the platforms with the existing overbridge at the southern end of the station will be removed ; also, that 
the entrance to the main building on the “ up” platform will be closed. It is understood that it is desired 
that the centre platform, which it was intended to remove, should remain, and the Commissioners are 
willing to accede to that request.

I shall he glad to hear at your earliest convenience that the arrangements will gi\e satisfaction to 
and be accepted by your Council. I have, Ac.,

‘ ' H. McLACHLAN,
Secretary,

The Council Clerk, Granville, to Tho Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Gentlemen, 31 August, 1898.

With reference to your letter of the 29th instant ro overhead bridge at Granville Railway 
Station, 1 have the honor, by direction of the Borough Council of Granville, to inform you that the arrange
ment as contemplated and shown on plan has received the unanimous approval of tho Council. I am 
further requested to ask that this necessary work will be carried out at the earliest convenience, and the 
best thanks of the Council will be accorded to you. Yours, Ac,,

J. SCARBOROUGH,
Council Clerk.

Tim Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Clerk, Granville.
Sir, 3 September, 1898.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt, yesterday, of your letter dated the 30th ultimo, in 
which you intimate that your Council lias unanimously approved of the arrangements in connection with the 
jmoposed overhead bridge at Granville Railway Station, as shown by my letter of the 29th ultimo, and the 
tracing attached thereto. I have, Ac.,

TI. McLACHLAN,
Secretary.

J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary, Railway Commissioners.
Sir, Granville, 14th September, 1898.

Referring to your last communication to me on the subject of the overbridge at Granville 
Station, I am sorry that, in tho interests of the public, j our Commissioners could not see their way clear 
to let mo have a copy of the tracing for the public’s inspection. I have been approached by a large 
number of residents of the town and district, and they have represented to me that they are not in favour 
of the proposed alterations of facilities in travelling, Ac., in connection with same ; and this morning I 
have had handed to mo the enclosed petition to your Commissioners against such alterations, with a desire 
that 1 would forward it on to them, which I now do. The petition was got up hurriedly, and I am led to 
believe that in the course of a week 1,000 people would sign it, but it was thought that no time should 
l)e lost in sending in the protest. I am, Ac.,

JOHN NOBBS.

Petition.
We, the undersigned residents and rail way-travellers of Granville, earnestly and respectfully protest against 
the proposed alterations at the railway station as per plan submitted to and approved by tho Municipal 
Council.

We would further point out, gentlemen, that the convenience of the public is much better served 
under present arrangements; therefore it would be a waste of public money to make the alterations as 
proposed.

[Signed by ninety-seven persons.]

In view of the divided opinion on the subject, the matter may stand over pending an agreement 
being come to by the pax-ties interested.—G.O., W.M.F., D.K., 17/9/98.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to Tho Council Clerk, Granville.
Sir, 21 September, 1898.

With reference to the question of providing a footbridge across the lines at Granville Railway 
Station, J have to inform you that, in view of the petition having been received adverse to the proposal, the 
Commissioners have decided to allow the matter to stand over until the residents interested have come to 
an agreement on the subject. . I have, Ac.,

H. McLACHLAN,
Secertary.

The
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The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to Messrs. D. Ii Vivian, H. Rrank, and others.

Gentlemen, 2) September, 1898.
^ With reference to your petition, forwarded by Mr. Nobbs, M.P., against the proposed foot

bridge at Granville fetation, I have to inform you that, in view of the divided opinion existing on tho 
subject, the Commissioners have decided to allow the matter to stand over until an agreement has been 
arrived at by the residents concerned. I have, Ac.

’ H.'mcLACHLAN, '
- Secretary.

The Council. Clerk, Granville, to The Secretary, Railway Coimnissioners.
Siri ti Granville Council Chambers, 23 September, 1898.

. With reference to your letter of the 21st instant re overhead bridge at Granville Station, I am
instructed by His Worship the Mayor of Granville to request that the Commissioners will grant them an 
interview on Tuesday next, and also allow him to see the petition which has been received against tho 
erection of this bridge.

Your early reply will oblige. Tours, Ac.,
J. SCARBOROUGH,

___________________ Council Clerk.

The Secretary, Railway Commissioners, to The Council Clerk, Granville.
2-1 September, 1898.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 23rd, and, in reply, am directed 
to say that the Commissioners will bo pleased to see His Worship the Mayor, as desired, on Tuesday next, 
the 27th instant, at 3 p.m., if that time will meet his convenience. "

■ 1 have, Ac.,
H. McLACHLAN

. (per-G.M.M.),
_________________ Secretary.

Extract from Notes of Interview.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wides,

_ _ Sydney, 27 September, 1898.
Notes of interview with reference to the proposed overhead bridge at Granville.

Present:—Mr. Commissioner Teh on, Mr. Commissioner Kirkcaldie, the Mayor of Granville (Alderman 
Windsor), Mr. Scarborough (Council Clerk, Granville).

The Mayor stated that, in view of the interviews which had taken place between the representatives of 
tho Council and the Commissioners and their officers, and the acceptance by the Council of the Commissioners' 
proposals, they were very surprised to receive a notification that owing to some objection being taken to 
the arrangement the Commissioners had decided not to proceed with the matter. His Council knew 
nothing whatever of this petition beyond a rumour that a certain individual had taken the petition around, 
■and this gentleman was one of the prime movers in regard to the petition presented by the Council. Ho 
wished to point out that the Municipal Council was the responsible local body, and tho proper body to deal 
with a question of the character now under consideration. The movement which had led up to the Commis
sioners proposals was initiated by a public meeting called by-requisition j everything had been done in the 
most open manner, and he thought it was hardly right that the Council should be sot aside by a minority 
of persons. He would be very glad to know the terms of the petition and the signatories to it.

_ M r. Commissioner Rchon pointed out to the Mayor that the Commissioners had agreed to carry out 
this work at what they understood to be the request of the inhabitants. For railway purposes the work 
was not necessary. Before being finally decided upon the protest referred to had been received by tho 
Commissioners j in facts of that they could not possibly proceed, and they would not be disposed to do so 
unless the parties agreed as to what should be done.

[Mr. Commissioner Fehon read the petition and the signatures thereto.]
The Mayor stated that a largo proportion (he should think three-fourths) of tho signatories to that 

petition bad also signed the previous petition, in response to which the Commissioners had proposed to 
carry out tho work. He was obliged to the Commissioners for tho interview, the object of which was that 
lie might be in a position to report to the Council at their next meeting the nature of the petition that had 
been presented.

Papers.
Granville—Proposed Footbridge.

The attached papers refer to an application made by the Granville Council for the erection of footbridge 
at tho eastern end of the station, as it is thought that there is greater danger at Granville than any 
other suburban station, owing to the centre platform

As it was reported that the provision of this bridge would bo a groat convenience in connection 
wjth the working of the traffic, a plan was prepared showing the work proposed to be undertaken, and 
which provided for the closing of tho steps connecting the platforms with the existing overbridge at the 
southern end of tire station, and also the closing of the entrance to the main building on the “up" platform, 
the estimated cost of this work being £655. A copy of this plan was also forwarded to tho local Council 
for concurrence (Plan B). The Council replied that the arrangements as contemplated and shown on the 
plan hud received their unanimous approval, and asked that the work should be put in hand at once.

A
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A 311011, time after this a petition was presented by M.t\ J. Nobbs, M.P., from the residents of 
Granville, protesting against the erection of the overbridge, and stating that the convenience of the public 
would be best served under the present arrangements. '

In view of the divided opinion on the subject the Commissioners have decided that the matter stand 
over, pending an agreement being arrived at by the parties interested.—28/2/99,

Notes on Inspection of Suburban Linef?, 2uth July, 1S99. 
i Guanviixe.

The Mayor and several Aldermen asked :—
That the proposed footbridge at Sydney end of platform might be proceeded with. They said the Council and a 

very large majority of the residents were quite satisfied with the proposed arrangement, and they hoi>cd that the 
opposition of a comparatively few persons would not prevent its being carried out.

The Commissioners said they would look into the question again. Write to the Council and ask for formal 
confirmation of the statement above.—C.O., 29/7|9fl.

Sir, 31 July, 1899.
With reference to the interview between the members of your Council and the Railway' Commissioners at 

Granville on the 25th instant, when a request was made that the proposed overhead footbridge at the Sydney end of the 
railway station might be proceeded with, I am directed to say that the delay', as you are aware, has been due to the 
difference of opinion expressed by considerable numbers of the residents as to the site for the bridge. _

The Mayor, however, at the interview referred to, assured tbe Commissioners that the majority' of the residents 
favoured tho site shown on the plan already forwarded to your Council, to which, in fact, tho Council has already' signified 
approval. , .

In view, however, of the objections raised, the Commissioners will be glad if your Council will confirm the statement 
made by the Mayor at Granville, giving at the same time an assurance that the bridge, if erected in tbe position 
proposed, tho steps from the existing overbridge, and the entrance to the main building on the “up” platform are also 
closed, the convenience of the residents generally will be met.

Upon receipt of this communication the matter will have further consideration.
I have, ifcc.,

IT. McLACHLAN,
Council Clerk, Granville. Secretary.

Gentlemen, Railway Parade, Granville, 31 July, 1899.
1 beg respectfully to address you in contradiction of some statements made (according to the local Press reports) 

by a deputation that waited upon you at the Granville Railway Station, on Tuesday last, the 2oth, rc the proposed 
alterations at the station. The Mayor stated that, on a former occasion, when the project was on the point of being 
carried out, one very interested individual got up a petition against it, and got signatures to it to the number of forty. 
Well, gentlemen, I am the interested individual referred to. I presume you have the petition. If so, on referring to it, 
von will find that it was signed by the whole of the business people In the place with the exception of the few shops in 
South-streot, where the new bridge is to be. I am prepared to give tbe name, address, and occupation, if required, of 
nearly tbe whole of the persons who signed it, to the number of 97, most of whom are weekly or season ticket holders or 
else pretty constant travellers, and I emphatically deny that any of them signed it under a misaj/prehension, as stated by 
the Mayor. The matter was explained to every person who signed it. It was only open for signature for two days, and 
after I had given it to Mr. Nobbs for presentation a good many persons called on me to add their signatures to it; and I 
am positive that a very large majority of the people of Granville are much better satisfied with the arrangements at the 
station as they are at present than thev will be if the now arrangement is carried out.

" I have, &c.,
‘ J. PEGLER.

Gentlemen, Granville Council Chambers, 5 August, 1899.
With reference to your letter of the 31st ultimo, I have the honor, by direction of the Borough Council of 

Granville, to inform you that the Council has by a unanimous vote of twelve Aldermen decided to confirm the statement made 
by the Mayor to you at Granville Station on the 2uth instant; they are willing to have the steps at the overbridge removed, 
and tiie entrance to the main building on the “ up ” platform closed.

The Council trust that an early decision will be arrived at in this matter.
■ I have, &c.,

J. SCARBOROUGH,
The Railway Commissioners. Council Clerk.

Appd., the only entrance to the station to be from tho new bridge.—C.O., W.M.F., D.K., Sj8/99,

Sir, . 18 August, 1899.
I liave tc acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 5th iuatant, intimating that the Council had approved by 

unanimous vote of the position for the proposed uew overhead footbridge at the Granville Railway Station, namely, near the 
Sydney end of the platforms, and with steps of access to each of the three platforms, and a’lso an approach from tho 
northern side.

The steps now leading from the existing bridge at the western or Parramatta end of the station will he removed 
when the new bridge is erected, and the present entrance to the station on the “up” platform will also be closed. Thus tho 
Only entrance to the station will be from tho new footbridge when the same is erected.

1 have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

Council Clerk, Granville, Secretary.

■ Sir, IS August, 1S99.
With reference to your communication of the 31st ultimo, respecting the proposed new footbridge at Granville, 

I enclose herewith, for your information, copy of the letter which lias been forwarded to tho Granville Council on tho 
subject. v I have, &.c.,

IT, McLACHLAN
Mr. J. Pegler, Railway Parade, Granville. Secretary.

Sir, Granville, 21 August, 1899.
In reply to your letter of the ISth instant, enclosing copy of letter to the Council Clerk re proposed alteration 

at the Granville Railway Station, for which accept my thanks, I would respectfully point out that notwithstanding the 
note of the Council on the matter, that a largo majority of tho public of Granville arc opposed to it, mid if the Commis
sioners will allow the matter to stand over for a short time, before making their final decision, we will try to prove it. to 
them by a further petition against it, I have, &c.,
Secretary, Railway Commissioners. J. PEGLER.

The matter cannot be further delayed.—C.O., IT. Ft., 23/S/99.
■ -----

Sir,
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1 have to acknowledge your letter of the 21st instant, relative to the proposed alterations at the Granville 
Hailwav Station.

I am directed to inform you that the matter has had further consideration, and it has been definitely deuided that 
the alterations shall be made.

The Commissioners regret they cannot see their way to disturb the decision already arrived at.
1 have, &c.,

H. McLACHLAN,
Mr. J. Pegler, Hallway Parade, Granville. Secretary.

Overhead Footbridge, Granville.
Ox the attached papers the Commissioners have approved of the erection of this footbridge, as per plan marked8" B^the 
estimated cost being £(555, Those concerned have been advised accordingly. Please note, and forward papers to Engineer 
to carry out work. H. MoLACHLAN,

_ Ch. Acct. Works No. 829, £(iC5. Mr. Dean, additions Vote, 24/8. Order No. 4,07ff—R. Boukke^26/8?99 
Rngmeer-in-Chief Ex. Lines. __________ ’ ' '

Gentlemen, Good-street, Granville, 5 September, 1899,
I have been requested to enclose this brief explanation why the petition is being presented, after a report 

appearing in our local paper stating you have decided to proceed with the alteration at Granville Station,
In the first place, this petition was in operation before your ultimatum was published ; also, we thought that you 

could not have been informed of the very strong feeling which exists here in opposition to the said alteration. The 
Granville residents are not opposed to improvements if the present conveniences are maintained, which, we think, will not 
be if the entrance now in use is closed, and the approach by an overhead bridge substituted.

The enclosed petition will convey a faint idea of how the matter is viewed here. Among the signatures you will 
find the names of many gentlemen whose judgment should, at least, meet with respect J. H. Goodlet, Esq (who employs 
many men who arrive here by traiu), B. Short, Esq. (Director of the A.M.P. Society), L. Grimwood, Esq., the school- 
teachora and clergymen of the district, a few of the aldermen, and many others, who have given the subject much 
consideration. ■'

Trusting, gentlemen, in the interest of the Railway Department and the convenience of the Granville public 
you will reconsider your decision,— I &Ci

^ . * T.'j. ANDREWS.
Railway Commiseioncre,

Dear Sir, '
I beg to enclose herewith letter from Mr. T, J. Andrews, 

Railway Station, Granville,

The Secretary for Railways. ■

6 September, 1899.
enclosing petition against proposed alterations to 

I am, Ac.,
JOHN NOBBS.

Rf.titiox.
NoTwmiSTAKDixo the repeated vote of the Municipal Council in favour of the proposed alterations of the Railway' 
Station, we, the undersigned residents and railway travellers of Granville, earnestly and respectfully protest against 
these alterations. =

And we would further point out, gentlemen, that the convenience of the public is much better served under 
present arrangements.

We therefore consider if would he a waste of public money to make the alterations in question.
[Signed by 215 persons.]

Regret, as the work has been approved, no further alteration can be made.—W.M.F., D.K., 9/9/99.

J. Nobbs, Esq., M.P.

^r’ r , , i , , . . 9 September, 1899.
I have to acknowledge petition presented by you, with your endorsement, relative to alterations proposed to be 

carried out at Granville Station.
I am directed to inform you that the matter lias had very careful consideration at the hands of the Commissioners, 

hut they cannot see any good reason why the work, which has been approved, should not be at ouce proceeded with ; aud 
they cannot, therefore, alter the decision which has already been given in the matter.

I have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

---------------- Secretary.
Overhead Footbridge at Granville.

Ox the attached papers the Commissioners approved of the erection of a footbridge at Granville, at a^cstimated cmI-' of 
iooo, but I regret to report that the work cannot b'c carried out for this amount. It has been usual to erect bridges of 
this character with condemned 80-lb. T rails, and it was anticipated that rails would lie available for this particular work. 
Ihe wjiole stock, however, has recently been used up for other urgent works, and it will now Iks neccssarv to build the 
bndge at Granville of ordinary angle and T irons. In addition to this, the bridge, as originally estimated'for, was 14 ft. 
'v t !.i ^ i t,ra^(; 1’eilliesl' that it should l>e made not less than 16 ft. wide. This, though probablv necessary, adds 
slightly to the total cost, winch will, owing to the different material to be adopted, now cost about £850.* 1

1 shall be glad if you will obtain the Commissioners' approval for this increased expenditure.
w , i THOS. R. FIRTH,secretary.

Appd.—C.O., W.M.F., D.K., 11/10/09.
14)10/99. Engn.-in*Chief, Ex. Lines.

Ch. Acct. Works No. 1,0S6, £195. Noted, 4,075.—R. Buukki;,

Dear Sir, , p . Granville, 22 May, 1900.
i, a » i- J08*' been informed that it is the intention of your Department to close the main northern entrance on 

the * up line of the Granville Station, on the completion of tile bridge now in course of erection. If such is the case, I do 
ask, on behalf of a large number of the travelling public, that your Commissioners reconsider the matter, with a view' to 
leaving this entrance open, I mentioned the matter at the time of the erection of such bridge being under consideration 
and I was led to believe that such entrance would be left open, and the information now furnished causes considerable 
astonishment, I again strongly urge that my request be granted.
Secretary, N.S.W. Railways. 1 ^JOHN NOBBS.

In427—B
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5 June, 1000
In reply to yours of 26th ultimo, covering letter from Mr, J. Nohbs, M.P., I Ijeg to report that if the application were 
conceded, viz., to allow the entrance to the “ up ” platform to remain as at present, the whole object of erecting the footbridge 
would be defeated.

I understand that the great majority of the residents are in favour of the bridge, but that the minority, under the 
leadership of Mr. Nobbs, object to the same. ...

Were the existing entrance to the “up:: platform allowed to remain open, it would necessitate a booking clerk being 
retained to man that office, and porters to attend to the entrance, which would be a very costly arrangement.

J. If.
C. T. Manager. --------

Forwarded for the information of the Commissioners. I concur with Mr. Parry.-J.H., 7/6/00. Next tour.

girj 8 June, 1900.
With reference to your letter of the 22nd ultimo, relative to the entrance to the “ up ” platform at Granville, 

near the bridge now in course of erection, 1 am directed to inform you that the matter has had inquiry, and it is reported 
that it is undesirable to continue the entrance referred to. .....

Before, however, deciding the matter as to whether the entrance shall be closed, the Commissioners will look into it 
personally when next inspecting Granville Station. I have, &c.,

• H. McLACHLAN,
J olm Nobbs, Esq., M. P. Secretary.

Dear Sir, Granville, II June, 1900,
I am in receipt of your letter of the Sth instant, wherein you say that you are directed to state that it is unde

sirable to continue the northern entrance of the Granville Railway Station, 1 beg to state that the residents of Granville 
and the railway travellers have been treated most unjustly in this matter, notwithstanding the large petition having been 
sent to vour Commissioners on the subject, and the continual protests before (he construction of the bridge over the lino 
was decided on, and I again ask that the matter will receive your Commissioners' earnest uonsideration, with a view to 
mcetinc the wishes of a very large number of railway travellers. I am, &c.,

8 JOHN NOBBS.
Secretary, N.S.W, Railways. ----------------

New South Wales Government Railways.
Extract from the minutes, Commissioners’ Inspection of Lines—Main Suburban, 3rd July, 1900.

- Granville.
Mr. Nobbs, M.P., with several residents— ■ _
1. Asked that the present entrance to station on “ up ” side, which was to be closed on completion of footbridge, be 

kppt open. - They said a large majority of the residents were in favour of this, and it would he a convenience to about 
2,000 residents living on that side, including many season ticket holders.

The Commissioners pointed out that before the construction of the footbridge had been authorised they had been 
notified of a unanimous resolution of the twelve members of tlie Municipal Council agreeing to the closing of the access 
referred to ; and it was only upon this condition that they had undertaken the .expense of the footbridge, which amounted 
to about £1,000- If this opening were continued, it would involve a heavy annual cost for additional staff, which they 
could not approve. They must therefore hold to the arrangements as agreed upon, and decline the request.

Please note.—II. MoLaimlan- (per J.P.), 13/7/00. ■ C. T. Manager. Noted.—Jso. H., 14/7/00. Secretary, 
Please note.—H. McLachlax (per J.V.B.), 17/7/00. E. E. Lines. Noted.—T. R. Firth, ISiJ. Secretary.

Syitpcr; Willinni Applegate Gullick, Government Printer,—1000.
[ffif.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.

TOGETHER WITH

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE AND PLANS

RELATING TO THE PROPOSED

CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION
AND

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES, DEVONSHIRE-STREET.

^rrsnikti to parliament in accorUanrc Imifc tlje jjrobisions of ilje public Uorhs Sfct,
51 Uic. ^o. 37*

Trialed vnder No. 7 Teport from Printing Committee, 2 August, 1900.

SYDNEY: WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, GOVERNMENT PRINTER,
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MEMBEUS OE THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE GOUNOTL.

*The Honorable Akdeew Gakeas, LL.D., Vice-Chairman. 
*riie Honorable William Joseph Tmckett.
The Honorable Patbick Lindesat Ceawfobd Shephebd. 

*The Honorable Solomon Hebbeet Htam.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

* William Thomas Dick, Esquire, Chairman.
Jouif Chbibtian Watson, Esquire.
Hobebt Henry Leyien, Esquire.
John McEablane, Esquire.

[#On 14th June, 1900, The Honorable William Joseph Trickett, having accepted the office of 
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Council, retired from the position of Chairman, and a Member 
of the Committee. Mr. William Thomas Dick, Vice-Chairman, was elected Chairman in the place of 
Mr. Tbickett, and The Honorable Andrew Qaeban was chosen as Vice-Chairman. On 4th July, The 
Honorable Solomon Hebbebt Hyam was elected to the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. 
Thick ett,]

GENERAL INDEX. 
Report.
Minutes of Evidence. 
Plans.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
PAGE,

Henry Deane, Eugincer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Worts ............................ 1-10
John Parry, Outdoor Traffic Superintendent of Southern Lines, Department of Railways.......................................  10-14
Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners...................................................... ................................. 14-15

PLANS.
Proposed station between Garden-road and Devonshire-street.
Existing and proposed tramway connections with the Dcvonsliire-street station site.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES,
DEVONSHIRE-STREET.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Stanbing Committee on Public "Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No. 20, 
the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. No. 11, 
aud the Public Works Acts Purther Amendment Act of 1897, G1 Vic. No. 6, to 
whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the expediency 
of erecting a Central Railway Station and Administrative Offices on the nortli 
side of Devonshirc-strcet, and extending the railway system of the Colony 
thereto,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient that the 
proposed buildings should be erected, and the railway system extended thereto ; 
and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section iv, of clause 13, of the 
Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—

Description of the Scheme.

1. The official description of the scheme states that the station and approaches 
would occupy all the area bounded by Dcvonshire-street on the south, Relmore- 
road on the north, a line extending from Castlereagh-strect to Bclmore-road on the 
cast, and Pitt-street on the west. Provision is made ior eleven platforms, each 
060 feet in length, and varying in width from 22 to 35 feet, with two and three 
roads between the platforms, and traversers at the ends, and for an assembly 
platform, 80 feet wide, the whole to he covered by a roof, 640 feet long and 395 feet 
wide, in two spans. The main station buildings, which would face the approach 
road off Belmovc-road and have all the latest improvements, including Aspinall’s 
patent over-head luggage carrier, would be of three storeys in height with attics, 
and arc planned to accommodate the whole of the Railway Commissioners, and the 
Traffic Staff. The Traffic Offices would he on the west side in buildings two storeys in 
height, extending the whole length of the platforms, and on this side also suitable 
arrangements would he made for the interchange between the railway and electric 
tramway system.

It is proposed to close Dcvonshire-strect to heavy traffic, and, in lieu of 
that street, to construct a new one, 75 feet wide, from the intersection of Devonshirc- 
strect and Castlcreagh-street to Bclmore-road. Belmore-road and Gipps-street would 
he widened, as would also the Pitt-street approach, a subway being made through to 
the platforms. Subways would he provided from Garden-road and Dcvonshire-street.

Dcvonshire-street, though closed to heavy traffic, would bo open to light 
vehicles as well as cabs. The street must be lowered to admit of cabs passing into 
the station, but not to the extent necessary if it should be left open to all classes of 
traffic; and it will have to be bridged over the full width of the station, about 384 
feet, the bridge covering commencing on the Georgc-street side about 350 feet from
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the piescnt steal'll Irfuuway lino. The main povtion of vehicular traffic now using 
the street would ho diverted to Gipps-street, Belmore-road, and the new street it is 
proposed to form between the intersection of Devonshire-street and Castlereagh- 
street to Belmore-road. Cabs passing into the station from Devonshire-street would, 
after setting down or taking up passengers and luggage, leave the station premises 
by way of Belmore-road. ‘

The rails in the new station would he connected temporarily with those at the 
present Redfern Station platforms, and on the completion ol the new station, the old 
roads at the present one would be removed and the yard and buildings remodelled.

The scheme also provides for extending six lines further into the city, if that 
should at any time be considered necessary, without interfering with the station 
buildings.O

The office accommodation is similar to, but more extensive than, that provided 
for in the St. James’ Road proposal. The scheme has been prepared by the Engineer- 
in-Cbief in consultation with the Railway Commissioners and their officers.

Estimated Cost.

. ... £138,000
............ 15,000
. ... 238,000
. ... 5,000
............ 30,000

£421,000

Resumptions .......................................................................................... £140,000
_ _ The somewhat large amount for general works is explained by the Engineer-
in-Chief for Railway Construction to be due to a difference of level of 35 feet between 
the rails in the Redfern yard and the corner of Pitt-street and Belmore-road, and to 
the consequent necessity for building up, at very great expense, the north-western 
corner of the site for the new station buildings, and providing a raised road approach. 
This extra expenditure, however, he points out, may prove a good investment, as 
underneath the raised roadway arrangements could he made for shops and stores, 
from which a good return, in the nature of rents, might be obtained.

The amount set down for resumptions, £110,600, is the value of the Benevolent 
Asylum, Christ Church Parsonage, the Police Barracks and residence, and the 
Eemale Refuge of the Good Samaritan. Except in the case of Christ Church 
Parsonage, no resumption of private land is involved.

2. The estimated cost of the scheme is as follows:—
General "Works ... ... ... ... ...
Interlocking ....................................................................................
Station Buildings and Administrative Offices ... ...
Lighting ... ... ... ... ... ...
Alterations to Redfern Station .............................. ,

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

t 3. In reporting upon the scheme, the Railway Commissioners do not include 
in the estimated cost the amount for resumptions, but base their estimate of annual 
expenditure on the estimated cost of the works, £121,000. Interest on this amount, 
at 3 per cent., is £12,630, and the additional expenditure, representing cost of 
maintenance, and for traffic, locomotive, aud other expenses being given as £1,830, 
the total annual cost connected with the scheme is £11,160. Including interest on 
the amount set down for resumptions it would he £18,678. A perfect terminal- 
station, the Commissioners say, could he constructed on the site, and most desirable 
relief afforded to the existing Redfern Station; hut while the scheme would he 
a convenience, so far as the railway working is concerned, commercially it would he 
of no advantage, and, in their opinion, it fails to meet the requirements of that 
portion of the public who desire that the railway should he extended into the city.

Tee Committee’s Inquiry.

1. As in the inquiry relating to the extension of the railway into the city of 
Sydney from Redfern to St. James’ Road or to King-street, a considerable amount 
of evidence was taken respecting the Devonshire-street scheme, the only witnesses 
examined in the inquiry confined to the Devonshire-street proposal were the

Engineer-in-Chief
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Engineer-in-Chief for Kailway Construction, the Outdoor Traffic Superintendent 
of Southern Lines, Department of Railways (who, in all the inquiries connected with 
schemes for remedying the difficulties experienced at Redfern Station, has been the 
principal witness appearing on behalf of the Railway Commissioners), and the 
Secretary to the Railway Commissioners. The evidence of these three officers, 
together with that given in the City Railway Extension Inquiry, deals with the 
scheme comprehensively.

Suitableness or the Station for both Railway and Tram Traffic.

5. The chief want at Redfern is more room. It is admitted by the expert 
witnesses examined that the area on the north side of Devonshire-street, consisting 
as it does of 22 acres 1 rood 20 perches, is ample for all requirements. The Railway 
Commissioners say it will provide a perfect terminal station, and will relieve the 
present Redfern Station of its difficulties. Erom the evidence of the Engineer-in
Chief for Railway Construction it will be seen that the accommodation provided is 
fully equal to both traffic and office requirements, and the outdoor traffic officer, 
who was a prominent witness in both this and the City Railway Extension Inquiry, 
says that, as far as the safe working of the traffic is concerned, the station would be 
almost perfect; passengers would be brought about a quarter of a mile ncarcr the 
city, and the tram system could be worked in connection with the station to almost 
any extent, separate platforms being arranged for the tin ms running down each 
street.

The traffic results up to the present from the George-street electric tram have, 
in the opinion of the Committee, materially changed the situation in regard to the 
city railw'ay extension question. Very few railway passengers now travel by the 
Elizabeth-street steam trams. Erom statistics relating to the railway tram traffic, 
given in evidence, it appears that the average number of persons arriving at and 
departing from Redfern by train daily is 23,500, and that of these 13,000 are carried 
from and to the station by the electric trams, and 1,150 by the steam trams, the 
balance, 9,350, walking. Recently in the Legislative Assembly a letter from the 
Railway Commissioners was read, in ’which it wras stated that the public will not 
travel by the steam trams, presumably because the latter do not go down Georgc-street. 
The George-strect tram alone ■will not he sufficient to deal with tho railway traffic 
connected with a now station at Devonshire-street; hut the suitableness of the 
station site for other electric tram connections can he seen from a plan accompanying 
this Report.

In the large centres of the world electric traction is becoming increasingly 
popular as a means of dealing with concentrated traffic, and the system, the 
Committee consider, can he extended with great public advantage here.

The central position which the station at Devonshire-street would occupy 
renders it peculiarly suitable for the distribution of passenger traffic to the city and 
surrounding suburbs. Eor all parts of the city down to the harbour frontages ample 
provision in this respect could be made, and every suburb to which trams now run, 
or to which it is possible to construct them, could be served. As the station w'ould 
have three frontages, and be approached on two levels, it wrould offer very special 
advantages for an extensive tram service, radiating in all directions where the wants 
of the travelling public require to be met. In this connection, attention should ho 
drawn to the undesirablcness of the Government parting with the site of the police 
station at the corner of Pitt and George streets, which has been advertised for sale. 
Immediately opposite this site wrould be an opening into the main approach to the 
railway station, and the Engincer-in-Chicf for Raihvay Construction emphasises the 
importance of having the police station site as a clear space through which traffic 
might pass.

Advantages in connection with the Devonshire-street Scheme.

6. The views of the Committee with regard to the proposed construction of a 
terminal station, with administrative offices, on the north side of Devonshire-street 
are very fully explained in their Report upon the proposed extension of tho Railway 
into tho city of Sydney, and that Report should be read in conjunction with this.

so—e The
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_ The Committee arc of opinion that a large terminal station, constructed on 

the site proposed in the Dcvonshire-street scheme, will meet all requirements.
Such a station as that proposed would have the following advantages :—

(1.) It would meet every necessity in regard to the safe and expeditious working 
of the railway traffic.

(2.) It would afford ample office accommodation for the Railway Commissioners 
and their staffs,

(3.) Being in the centre of an area which comprises the city proper down to the 
harbour frontages, Pyrmont, Balmain, Woolloomooloo, Darlingkurst, Surry 
Hills, Paddington, Woollahra, Kensington, Rand wick, Redfern, Waterloo, 
Alexandria, Chippendale, Camperdown, Darlington, Erskincville, Newtown, 
Ultimo, Forest Lodge, Glebe, and Glebe Point, it •would be convenient to 
everyone within that area.

(4.) It is so designed that an electric tram service could he carried on in conjunc
tion with the railway, not only by way of George-street, but by way of 
Castlcreagh-strect, Pitt-street, Elizabeth-street, and if necessary, other 
streets, and also with the trams running to the eastern and western 
suburbs.

(5.) It compares favourably with the St. James’ Road and King-street schemes 
in regard to cost upon which no return is apparent from additional traffic 
or fares.

When submitting to the Legislative Assembly the motion referring the 
scheme to the Committee, it was described by the Honourable the Minister for Public 
Works as a basis for a city railway, but principally as a scheme to provide more room 
at the Redfern Railway Station, by extending it across Devonshire-street to Belmorc 
or Garden Road, appropriating for that purpose the land occupied by the Benevolent 
Asylum, Christ Church Parsonage, the Female Refuge of the Good Samaritan, the 
tramway sheds, the Police Barracks, and the Devonshire-street cemeteries.

The Government, he stated, desired to lay before the House the necessity for at 
once carrying out the wishes of the late Chief Commissioucr for Railways, Mr. Eddy. 
Time after time reports had been received from that expert in raihvay management, 
showing the extreme danger of attempting to carry on the business at the Redfern 
Station within its present narrow dimensions, and a warming was given, on more 
than one occasion, of the imminence of a very serious catastrophe, owing to the 
congested state of tire traffic.

Resolution passed.

_ 7. The following is the Resolution passed by the Committee, as shown in the
Minutes of Proceedings of 7th June, 1900 :— *

“ Mr. McFnrlane moved,—
‘That, in the opinion of tho Committee, it is expedient that the, proposed erection of a 
Central Hailway Station and Administrative Offices on the north side of Devonshire-street, 
and the extension of the raihvay system of the Colony thereto, as referred to the Committee 
by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out.’

“ Mr. Shepherd seconded the motion,
“ The motion was passed on the following division :—

Ayes, 5. 

MY Shepherd,
Xr^ Tl,r.|.-

IsToes, 2. 
Mr, Trickett,
Dr. Qarran.”

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Wrorks,
Sydney, 20 July, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES,
DEVONSHIRE-STREET.

SATURDAY, 21 APRIL, 1900.

JJrfscut: —
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKETP (Citatuman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltsdusay Craw fort) Siteptieiid. j Wn.i.mr Thomas Dick, Esq.
The Hon, Andrew Garran, LL D. [ Boeert Henry Levikn, Esq.

John McFaedase, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of erecting a Central Hailwav Station and 
Administrative Offices on the north side of Devonshire-street, and extending the railway system 
of the Colony thereto. *

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Eaihvay Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
■ and examined :—

1. Chairman^] Are you aware that by a resolution of the Legislative Assembly, dated tho 7th December, H, Dcauo, 
1899, it was referred to this Committee to consider and report upon tbe expediency of erecting a central
railway station and administrative offices on tho north side of Devonshire-street, and of extending the 21 April, 1900, 
railway system of the Colony thereto ? Tea.
2. Have you got a statement to make in reference to the proposal before this Committee? Yes; I have a 
statement from the Under Secretary for Public Works, which 1 will read.
3. That statement you are going to hand in on behalf of the Under Secretary, who is unable to be 
present? Yes. It is as follows :—

Central Railway Station and Administrative Offices on the north side of DfiYONSiimK-STRr,Er, and 
Extension of the Railway System of thf. Colony thereto.

The proposal before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly on 7th December, 1899, for the Committee’s 
consideration in the following terms :—“ That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to 
consider and report on the expediency of erecting a central railway station aud administrative offices on the north side of 
Devonshire-street, and extending the railway system of the Colony thereto.”

This scheme may, perhaps, be best presented to the Committee by means of tbe subjoined quotations from the speech 
delivered by the Honorable the Minister, Mr, O’Sullivan, when submitting the above motion of reference. On that 
occasion the Minister made, inter alia, the following remarks :— '

“I now desire to bring down from the state of .uncertainty in which the question has been for the last twenty years 
the great idea of bringing tho railway into the city. It may be supposed, perhaps, by those who disapprove of this 
proposal, that it is only intended to leave the station where it is now proposed to erect it, ami not to extend the raihvay 
further into the city. Let me tell honorable gentlemen that this is only the beginning of tbe work. If this proposal be 
carried and referred to the Public Works Committee, it will then become my duty in a day or two to submit to the House 
a proposal which will embody the extension of the city railway as far as King-street, and even beyond it.

“Tbe Government desire to lay before the House the necessity for at once carrying out the wishes of the late Chief 
Commissioner for Railways, Air. liddy, by giving more room at tho Redfern Railway Station. Time after time we had 
reports from that expert in railway management, showing us the extreme danger of attempting to carry on the business at 
the Redfern Railway Station within the present narrow dimensions, and we were warned on more than one occasion of the 
imminence of a very serious catastrophe, owing to the congested state of the traffic in the Redfern Railway Station.”

“ The Government propose now to start, as tho basis of the city railway, by enlarging the present railway station 
at Redfern in such a manner as to take it across Devonshire-street, and as far down as what is known as Bclmore or Garden 
road. It will include the Benevolent Asylum, the Christ Church Rectory, the Good Samaritan Convent, the present tram- 
sheds, and also the Dcvonshire-street Cemetery, It will take in the whole of that block facing Pitt-street, and go along 
Uelmorc or Garden road up to Elizabeth-street, including also the Police Barracks. All those buildings and grounds will 
be taken in, so that the site may be converted into a central railway station.

“I know that this proposal is not altogether approved by all Honorable Members; but the Government have thought 
it necessary to use it as a starting-point for bringing the railway into the city. It must he distinctly understood that this 
is only tho basis of the city raihvay. When this resolution has been put through, it will he my duty to lay before the 
House a plan for bringing the railway down as far as King-street, where there will be a city station, and for taking it even 
further on in a maimer which I hope, later on during the debate, to illustrate.”

As the resolution moved by Mr. Secretary O'Sullivan to refer the proposal to the Committee was passed unanimously 
by the Legislative Assembly after lengthened debate, it may fairly bo inferred that there exists a general concensus of 
opinion that a large and commodious central station is absolutely necessary, whether there is any extension of the railway 
into the city or not.

The proposal referred to in the Minister’s above-quoted remarki, namely, to extend the railway into the city has, I 
understand, already been receiving consideration by the Committee.

50~A The
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H. Deane. The official description of the scheme now before the Committee is as follows:—
21 Ariril IflOO r^IIK cxtcnsiarl proposed is from Devonshire-street to Belmore-road, and the station and approaches will occupy all the 

" ' ' ' ground bounded by Devonshire-street on the south, Belmore-road on the north, a line extending from Castlereagh-atreot to
Belmore-road on the east, and Pitt-street on the west.

Provision ia made for eleven platforms, each 6G0 feet in length, and varying in width from 22 feet to 35 feet, with 
two aud three roads between tho platforms, and traversers at tho ends. The assembly platform is SO feet wide. The whole 
is covered with a roof 640 feet long and 395 feet wide, in two span's. Provision is made for extending six lines further into 
the city without interfering with tho station buildings. '

A cab-road, 25 feet wide, is provided inside the station for tho convenience of the country traffic, with entrance from 
Devonshire-street, and exit by tunnel under station buildings to Belmore-road,

The main station buildings, which will face tho approach road off Belmore-road, are proposed to bo three storeys in 
height, with attics. They are planned to accommodate the whole of the Railway Commissioners’ and traffic staffs, and, in 
addition to an entrance hall, the usual provisions for the general public, with all tbe latest improvements, are made.

Aspinall’s patent carrier will be provided for tbe shifting of luggage.
On the west side are buildings two storeys in height, extending tho whole length of the platforms, for traffic offices.
On this side also suitable arrangements will be made for the interchange between the railway and electric tramway 

system.
It is proposed to close Devonshire-street, except for a subway for foot passengers, and for an approach to cab-road 

into station. In lion thereof a new street would be constructed, 75 feet wide, from tbe intersection of Devonshire-street 
and Castlercagh-street to Belmore-road ; and Belmore-road and Gipps-street would bo widened.

The Pitt-street approach will be widened to 70 feet, and a subway made from here to the platform. At end of build
ing subways arc also provided for from Garden-road to end platform in station. .

The rails in new station will be connected temporarily with the rails at present platforms in Redfern Station, and 
when the new station is complete, and the traffic brought into it, the old roads in the present station will he shifted, and 
the old yard and buildings remodelled, so as to be more compact and convenient for working.

{Length, 17 chains.)
‘■mated cost—
General works .........................  £138,000
Interlocking ..............   15,000
Station buildings ............   233,000
Lighting.................................................................................................. :.................................. 5,000
Alterations to Redfern Station...............................................   30,000

£421,000

Rc-sumptions...... ................................................................................................................ £140,600

The following is the statutory report of the Bail way Commissioners upon the proposal
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 25 November, 1899.

Proposal to erect a Central Railway Station and Administrative Office on the north side of Devonshire-street, and extend
the Railway System of the Colony thereto.

Complying with the request mado by letter, dated the 24th instant, at the instance of the Secretary for Public Works, and 
in accordance with the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” section 13, we beg to report as follows t—

Cost of construction— .
The Lngineer-in-Chief for Construction estimates the cost of construction (exclusive of

land and compensation) at ........................................................................................... £421,000
Animal cost—

Capital expenditure at 3 per cent........................................................................... £12,630
Cost of maintenance, and for traffic, locomotive, and other expenses........ 1,830

Total annual cost ................................................. £14,460
A perfect terminal station could be constructed on this site, and relief, which is most desirable, could be afforded to 

tbe existing Sydney station, but this scheme labours under the serious disadvantage that it dees not provide an extension 
into the city, and, consequently, no additional convenience would be given to the public for which a charge could he made, 
thus leaving tho interest on the capital cost a charge to be borne for all time by the general taxpayer. Further, if at any 
future time an extension into Sydney is made, the large expenditure now proposed would be to a very large extent wasted.

Tho latter contingency is one that must be borne in mind. Travellers by rail have long demanded a better means of 
transit than now exists from the present locality to the northern or business part of the city, and the scheme now proposed' 
does not meet that demand.

With a large traffic, which must necessarily grow, it is impossible to deal with it satisfactorily by tramways, and in 
oar opinion a new terminus, to fully meet the merits of the case, must be located in a position more convenient to the busi
ness portion of the city. This would enable revenue to be earned on the necessary expenditure, while it would avoid tho 
delay and discomfort of changing to and from the trams, and free the city from congestion which must rosidt if the city 
passengers have still to be brought into the city by the street transit.

The Devonshire-street scheme will he a convenience so far as the railway working is concerned, but, commercially, 
it would be of no advantage, nor would it meet the convenience of the public. We would, therefore, urge the reconsidera
tion of the matter, with tho view to a scheme being suggested which would more likely be financially a success and a greater 
benefit to the travelling public. '

/CHARLES OLIVER,
The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales was j Chief Commissioner, 

hereunto affixed, this twenty-fifth day of November, one thousand eight J W, M. FEHON, _ 
hundred and ninety-nine, in the presence of,— I Commissioner.

H, McLachlan. J DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
\ Commissioner.

4. I suppose you are only prepared to giye evidence as to the practical character of this scheme from an 
engineering point of view;—you do not propose to-go into the traffic question ? No.
5. Although this proposal lias been talked about for a considerable time, is this not the first occasion on 
which plans and designs have hecn actually prepared ? No ; I worked out a plan some years ago for 
Mr. Eddy for a station on the site of the Benevolent Asylum.
(j. A.bout when was that ? I think about the year 1893. _
7. "Was the subject gone into in detail then;—did yon draw up a similar plan to that now submitted ? 
No; it was merely a ground plan. There were no drawings prepared showing the elevation of the 
buildings that I can remember. I think an estimate was made at the time, which I Mill lay before the 
Committee. I remember that it was different from the present proposal in this respect: That the Bail
way Commissioners’ offices were not to be provided for, Mr. Eddy being of opinion that the administrative 
offices should be in tho city. It will be noticed that in the proposal now submitted, which is called No. 9 
in that series, the Bailway Commissioners’ administrative offices are provided for. I had instructions to 
do that, therefore they have been included. .
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8. With regard to that proposal in 1893, do you remember whether it emanated from Air. Eddy or whether II- Deane, 
it.is a question of policy, and was suggested by a Minister? It emanated from Mr. Eddy, because he -■““t—-n 
wished to have something ready and some other way of providing for a complete station if the ITytlc 21 Ap1'1! 1900. 
Park scheme were not sanctioned.
9. Erom that time up to the end of 1899 nothing further was done apparently in the direction of maturing 
that idea? No.

5PParen% waa generally kept before the public, and you might go so far as to say was favoured 
by Air. Eddy, was the continuation of the railway into the cilv with a central station there? Yes;
Mr. Eddy was always strong on that point. "
11. I,should like yon to tell the Committee from whom you received instructions to prepare tho plan now 
submitted? I was instructed by tho Minister to prepare the plan.
12. Can you tell us when ? I think it was in October or November last year.

r0CC'Tet^ instructions from whom? Erom the present Minister for Works.
If' t prepare a scheme for extending the railway over to the northern side of Dcvonshire-
street, and providing means for carrying some of the lines on at a future date. This scheme differs from 
the ono which I worked out for Mr. Eddy some years ago, inasmuch as the location of tho .station and 
offices is different. No. 9 scheme is arranged to carry the city lines on without interfering with the access 
to the station, and without altering their level in the station, whereas in the other scheme it meant the 
raising of a pair or two pairs of lines in the station so as to be able to get them right over the end of the 
approach.
15. Then it would seem that this proposal, No. 9, was somewhat hurried compared with the other schemes ? 
r 0f10 v w^e^er could be said exactly, because in working out this scheme we had the benefit

of what bad been worked out before, and a groat deal that has been done in connection with this scheme 
was based on previous work.
16. What J mean is, that this seems a somewhat elaborate design to have been got ready in such a short 
space of time; the plans which you got ready in 1893, though somewhat similar, could not have been 
similar in regard to tho administrative portion? No; there ivas only a ground plan. As 1 explained, 
that entailed a^good deal of trouble, getting all tbe public offices, the booking offices, and the station offices 
-positmn. Nothing was done in 1893 in the way of getting out elevations or cross-sections.
17. Wore you guided in the plan of the buildings by any precedent ? No; but the accommodation 
generally was on a par with what had been worked out for the St, James’ Hoad scheme.
IS.’ Did you consult the Commissioners before preparing that plan? Yea; I was constantly in communi
cation with them and with Mr. Parry.

^10 ^rS^^aCC’contains ample accommodation for all administrative 
and official purposes in connection with the Itailway Department, and was prepared after conference with 
the Railway Commissioners ? Yes.
20, As regards the large covered-in space where the trains come in, is that supposed to be up-to-date in 
its character ? Yes, quite.

^e3igni both externally and in regard to the railway arrangements, made after conference 
with the officers of tho Department ? Yes.

^ou C0nai'lted ^r- Tarry. in regard to the working of the train at the Devonshire-street railway 
station, and did you consult with the tramway authorities with regard to the tramway extension into the 
city ^ Yes. I think Mr. Jvneeshaw was consulted; but tho tramway connection was looked upon as one that 
required further working out in detail. The possibility of laying down the lines in convenient fashion was 
recognised ; but the details would have to be further worked out. Tho way the lines are laid out on tho plan 
shows how tho raihvay trams can be brought in, and many modifications can be made, if thought necessary,

3. -In 189,3, when your conferences with Mr. Eddy took place, apparently there was only one lino of 
tram communication suggested as a continuation into the city? Yes.
24, Owing to the increased traffic now, several lines arc provided ? Yes.

ProPoacd station at Devonshiro-street so designed that the lines which might hereafter bo 
brought into Sydney may be brought in witli comparative ease—I mean would the levels be about tho 
same as you would take if you were running it right into Sydney at the present time ? Yes.
26. ’ I suppose the end of the building would be so constructed that part of it could be taken out to allow 
trains to come through ? No; it would be constructed as shown on the large plan. The building stops 
short of those lines which would, have to be produced, so that there would he no interference, and the 
assembly platform is so much higher than Belmore-road that these lines can be carried across on a bridge 
and viadndt without interfering with the road traffic. In fact, the approach and departure from this 
station, booking offices, and so on are congregated in the north-west corner, instead of being in the 
middle or the front. In that respect tho arrangement of the station differs very materially from the 
Hyde Tark or King-street plan, but at the same time the accommodation is equal.
27. Atthe crossing at Devonshire-street slight difficulties are anticipated there with regard fo the alter
ations of the levels, and SO’ on ;—will these same circumstances occur if you bring your line into tho 
railway station at Devonshire-street P There will be some difficulty in connection with Devonshire-street; 
it would have to be lowered to admit of the cabs passing in; but not lowered to the same extent as if 
you loft the street open to all classes of traffic, including teams, drays, &c.
28. Will’the circumstances be exactly_thc same as would occur in the case of a railway coming right 
through mto Sydney? No; the difference is this : In the case of a railway coming right through into 
Sydney, we only want to carry six lines over Devonshire-street. You only want to lower a portion of 
Devonshire-street; but if you have a terminal station on the northern side of Devonshire-street, it is 
most desirable that the whole or nearly the whole of that width should be covered over, or be capable of 
being covered over. That would necessitate a very serious lowering of Devonshire-street, if it is kept as 
a street for dray traffic. Therefore, iu this proposal it is merely intended to lower it so much as will admit 
of cabs coming into the station, which, of course, as will be understood, is very much easier to do, and 
entails a great deal loss work than the other method.
29. Could you tell us what width in Devonshire-street would be taken up by viaducts over the street for 
the purpose of trains crossing ? A bout 384 feet.
30. And, coming close up to tho present lino of Oeorgo-stroef, how far back from that ? It would be 
about 350 fcotfrom tbe present steam tramway line to the beginning of the bridge.
31. Do you think it would he necessary have that as ono continuous viaduct? J do. It miglH be
made so ns to lot light through. That could easily be done. But it should not be left open. Prismatic 
glass could be used to admit light. ” 32.
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H. Denae. 32. Would you have tho same height over Devonshire-street by this proposal as you would by the George
,----“n street one? No. The lowering \vouId be lessened by 3 or 4 feet. ,

21 April,1900. gg Especially at ihe Georgo-street end, 1 suppose ? iSTes. It would be very imich better m this proposal 
if the eastern end could be closed altogether, but perhaps that is scarcely possible; it would not be
necessary to lower tho whole width if it is only used as a cab approach. .
34. "When you get to the eastern end, by the burial ground, you would have to make a diversion by 
Devonshire-street ? No. The main traffic would have to go round by Gipps-street, Belmore-road, aud 
the new street. ,,, , , ,,
3-5. Then, this present Devonshire-street traffic would ho limited ? It would be limited to cabs aud other

36. Big loads of merchandise could not go that way ? No, because there would not ho headway enough.
Piled up drays would have to go round. , , ,
37. Have you gone thoroughly into the detailed cost of this proposal as regards buildings and the 
construction of lines, and so on'? Yes, fairly well. It is au expensive proposal,because there are alotof 
building up at tbe northern end. If the ground were more level, much expense would be saved. At 
the same time I consider it necessary to push the end of tho station as far forward as it is shown, .liy 
pushing it so far forward, you cau build the new station quite independently or the present station, 
and make the connection quickly, so that the traffic can be transferred in an exceedingly rapid

, manner from one station to the other without inconvenience to the public. If you did anything else, 
the public would be excessively inconvenienced, aud there would be very great difficulty in regard to 
alterations. The present Bed fern station would eventually bo abandoued, and the buildings and platforms
removed- , . .
33. That means, that you will repeat in connection, with this present proposal, your former objection to 
making extensive alterations to the present lledfern station as implying very serious inconvenience to 
the public? Yes. lledfern station cannot conveniently be altered. With a new site enluely the 
inconvenience would be minimised. _ ,
39. As regards the present design of the station buildings, could you indicate any modern improvements 
embodied in the proposal in regard to conveniences for the public ? I think the most important intro
duction will be Aspinall’s patent carriers, by means of which parcels and luggage can be carried overhead, 
and dropped on to the platforms for which they are intended, so that there will be a minimum of carts 
and trucks in use.
40. You mean passengers’ luggage? Yes. It can be dealt with in that way. I cannot say to what extent 
this system will be used, but it will be largely used. The luggage carriers run on little rails oterhead. ^
41. Dr, Garran.~\ "Will they carry the luggage to the platform and drop it at the carnage where it is
wanted? Yes. ,
42. Chairman.] "Would that involve a different system or dealing with the luggage altogether ? J do not 
think eo. I should not like to say very much about it at present, but I know it is a great success ; but 
as to details, I think it still remains to be seen to what extent it would be used, I am quite sure that 
eventually it will be very largely used, and that it will not only save the public and tho railway staff a 
great deal of labour, but it will give a lot more room by clearing away porters trucks.
43. Can you explain by tho plan what the approaches will bo for passengers to the station . Yes.
44. We want to sec how the tiling is going to be worked ;—a man gets into a tram at King or Market 
street to go to the train, we want to see where he will be deposited ? Tbe foreground of the drawing is 
supposed to represent Pitt-street and Bclmore-road. You are looking at the north-west corner of the 
building, Pitt-street contains two lines of tramways, which it is not proposed to remove. As you 8° 
along Pitt-street, up the grade there towards the old police station, you find an opening on to the mam
approach to the station. _ _ , _
45. That would be about opposite the old police station at the junction of Pitt and George streets. Its.
46. That is where you turn ofi to the left? Yes. .
47. Dr. Garran.'] Is it on a level? It is practically on the level, but none or the ground there is
actually level, but it would be an easy grade. . ,
48. It is tbe present Pitt-street level ? Yes. It might not be out of place in mentioning this entrance
to point out how desirable it would be to have that space clear where the old police station was, and how 
undesirable it is for the Government to sell it. I believe it is advertised for pale. ,
49. Chairman^ In view of the possibility of this proposal being carried out, it would be very undesirable 
to sell tho old police station at the junction ol Pitt and George streets? Yes. . There are also other 
considerations which I might refer to further on. 1 have referred to that opening in the wall. It is 
possible that there may not be gates there. Inside the wall is tbe approach to the station on an easy 
grade. Passengers will enter there, and proceed to the north-west corner of the station.
50. In an open space, or under cover ? In an open space until they get to the station. In the north
western corner of the station, as stated, are situated tho booking offices and waiting-rooms. 1'rom there 
passengers get on to the assembly platforms which are on the same level; from there they proceed to the 
various platforms. ,
61. With regard to this tramway connection entering the railway premises opposite the present George 
and Pitt streets’ junction, you mentioned a tram coming up Pitt-street, would trams from George-street 
also enter there ? I did not say that trams from Pitt-street would enter there. I mentioned trams from 
Pitt-street as being left. My object in mentioning that is to show that it does not interfere with the 
level of Pitt-street. Passengers arriving by cab or on foot would find the booking offices at the north
west corner of the station. Then they would go on to the assembly platform, and get their trains. In 
the same way passengers arriving by rail would pass on to the assembly platform, and would find an 
outlet 30 feet wide near the north-west corner by which they could depart on foot or by cab, and 
they could take a tram if they wish. I will now deal with the road ou the north side of the station. 
The road at the northern end of the station drops down to the Behnore road with a grade of partly 1 in 
18, and partly 1 in 20, which is not an objectionable grade for the city of Sydney, and so pass under at 
the eastern end any future railway extension into the city, I need not, perhaps, go much into details 
with regard to buildings. The accommodation for the public will be, although somewhat differently arranged, 
equal to what is provided in the St. James’ Koad scheme and the King-street scheme. On the upper floors 
will bo situated the Railway Commissioners’ administrative offices. I propose now to deal with the tramways,
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Alterations in tlie tramways arc shown coloured green on the plan, 1 have not shown all the connections H, Deane, 
that it will be possible to make, hut after I have described what is shown on the plan, I will further r—"n 
indicate what can he done. I have shown that the linos leaving George-street pass along Gipps-street— 21 April, 1000, 
tho left-hand route passing to the right, and under the road, approach to the station—ascends a grade, 
and comes out on the western front of the station near pavement level. There it will be seen that a _ 
space is marked “ tram platform.” The level of this can be that of the pavement, or it can he raised 
above it as may be considered most suitable. Passengers can take or leave their trams here. Sufficient 
roads are shown near Devonshire-street where tram-cars can he stationed, so as to he able to provide a 
number of cars in case of a rush. These lines at the tram platforms can he duplicated if required.
There is a sufficient space to provide everything that is wanted. These lines afterwards connect with 
the left line going towards Circular Quay along George-street. The other lino, shown in green on the 
plan, along Gipp-strect and Belmore road, I have continued along the new street to Castlereagh-strcet. • I 
propose to make the tram line along the new street to serve for the main Botany tram line, if it is considered 
desirable. Tho existing tram lines along Elizabeth-street can be diverted at the northern corner of 
Belmore Park, brought across in a direct line, and carried along the new street. As regards the connection 
that may be wanted with Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street, I think it is clear that the Castlereagh-street 
tram can be brought and functioned with the present line, and so can a line in Pitt-street, and from some 
point at tho corner of Pitt-street and Gipps-street, or Pitt-street and Belmore-road, which is the same 
thing ; they can ho brought into the side of the railway station in tho same manner as the other lines.
There is no reason why other pairs of lines should not connect with the different streets if required. It 
could also be arranged, as has been suggested, to have a tram station at the lower level under the station 
—I suppose stops could he provided for access. It will be seen on this same plan that I have shown an 
exit for foot passengers by means of a ramp to get on the Pitt-street level. The same ramp might be 
used to give access to a tram platform on a lower level. Of course, what is actually shown on tho plan 
is merely a connection for the raihvay and Circular Quay trams. Only one line is necessary for that, 
because the trams are always going in the same direction, proceeding southward, and turning round and 
coming on the loop. Whatever additional tram-lines were brought into connection with the station the 
traffic would be run in the same direction ; there would bo no necessity to reverse it. A connection to 
the western tramways can, of course, be mado as I have shown—by means of a reverse curve, at tbe 
southern end, there is thus a double connection made there for trams, and they can go either north or 
south, as required.
52. Dr. Cttrran.'] Could you bring the ordinary suburban tram lines from Glebe, Eorest Lodge, and so 
forth, into that station and out again? Yes; the connection would ho by Gipps-street. There may be 
various ways of doing it, but the simplest way would he to run round in one direction.
53. It could bo done ? Yes. I have not described the cab entrance. Devonshire-street would be 
lowered to such an extent as would admit of cabs entering. I have shown the whole width of Devonshire- 
street lowered, but I do not think it would he necessary, A narrow width would he sufficient, seeing that 
tho traffic would be so restricted. A cab, after passing along Devonshire-street, nnder the first bridge 
and the first two lines, would turn sharp to the left into the station, and would rise on a grade of 1 in 10.
They would be empty cabs at that time. _
5d. The cab road to tbe station would be of a sufficient length to provide for the convenience of the public ?
I think about 300 feet. The width would be 25 feet. Then they would drop down and pass underneath 
in front of the station building, and come out on tho level of Bclmore-road, as shown on the perspective 
drawing. They go in at Devonshire-street, rise up to the level of the station, stand in tho station, take 
up passengers and luggage, then come down on a ramp to a point in Bclmore-road. _
55. Mr. Dick-2 In designing the system of subsidiary trams, did you consider the question of devoting 
the proposed Pitt-street tram entirely to railway purposes? It could readily be done if required. I will 
show how: assuming there are tram lines along Pitt-street, when you get to the end of Pitt-street, where 
Gipps-street abuts on to it, yon continue if' right ou underneath tlie front wall of the station up to the tram
way platform, and at the end you turn round and come back again, and enter on the old road in Pitt-street, 
and that would be just as easy to make as any other connection. If you came in from Castlereagh-street 
all you have to do is to make a similar connection with Castlereagh-street and the thing is done.
50. Taking the busy hours in the morning, when there is a very largo number of people coming in who want 
to get to their destination in as short a time as possible, how would you distribute them, seeing that some 
would want to go down Georgc-strect, some down Elizabeth-street, and some along other streets ? They 
would get into their own particular cars, which would be standing there, and they would be distributed on 
the various lines. If one line is not sufficient you might have more. _
57. Otherwise it would be no improvement on the present system, would it, if you only had one line to 
make the distribution;—you would have the same delay that takes place now in getting the people away ?
Yes ; in my opinion the best way is to run the railway into the city.
58. But failing that, you think measures could be taken to get the people more speedily away from the 
raihvay station to their places of business than is done now ? I should say that the best attention would 
be given to secure that end.
50. In the early part of your evidence to-day you made a statement concerning the comparative ease with 
which the old station could ho remodelled after the new one was built;—why would it be more easy to 
remodel the old station when the newr station is built than it would be to do it now ? I do not tbink I 
made myself clear. What I say is this : That having built the new station, and got everything complete, 
the connection could be made with tbe particular road shown on the plan very quickly. Then the old 
station would be abandoned, the buildings pulled down, and tbe platforms removed. The ground would 
be cleared, so that tbe lines could be drawn in closer together, and any further connections made that are 
required. That is a very small matter compared with tho alteration of the yard as it exists at present, 
with all its complications of roads and connections.
GO. Would the increased length you would have nnder that system from the tunnel to the end of tho 
station lead to greater ease in back-shunting tlie trains from the station ? Yes.
61. The element of danger would be eliminated ? Yes; it would bo eliminated altogether.
62. Then, if that were so, would it uot be reasonable, seeing that that element of danger which now exists 
would he entirely eliminated, to make some small charge on tho travelling public, as it is practically a 
cheap insurance for them ? That is a matter for the Bailway Commissioners. I scarcely think so.
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H. Deane. 63. You said you did not think any charge could he made for the extra convenience ? That is the 
®a^way Commissioners’ report. I do not think it could myself. On that point I would recommend you 

21Apni,1800. to ^ representative of the Kailway Commissioners.
G4. We had one witness before ns a short time ago who took a serious objection to one point in that plan;— 
you will notice the steps on to tho main assembly platform on the northern end ? Yes.
65. That would not be very largely used, would it? No.
66. The other means of access would be largely used? Yes. I should like to point out with regard to 
this station that it is on exactly the same level as the present Kedfcrn station, and it is just as easy to 
get to this station as it is to get to the Kedfcrn station; in fact, it would be much easier, because you 
would not, in order to get into this station, have to cross a number of tramways and roads that have to 
be crossed now.
67. People coming in at the north-eastern corner would have a far higher climb than they have at the 
present Kedfern station, would they not ? If they are at Belmore-road now they have a climb to get 
to the Kedfern station just the same.
68. Is it absolutely impossible, or very difficult, with the site as it is at present, to have the main assembly
platform on the same level as tlie ordinary train platform ? In this schomo it is on the same level. In 
No. 10 scheme the station at King-street is arranged so as to have the assembly platform on a higher 
level. “
69. On how many sides of the proposed station can people approach the main assembly platform without 
using steps? They can approach it from all sides without using steps. Passengers coming in from the 
southern side are on a level with the station; passengers from the western side are the same as they are 
now; passengers on the northern side can get to it iu the same way, by a ramp ; it is the same on the 
Pitt-street side. I have a subway shown with a ramp. Suppose people had been shopping at Hordern’s, 
and wanted to go by train. At present they have to walk across to the Kedfern station, and they have 
to mount to the same height. The advantage of this station is that they are very much closer.
70. In the station yard they arc not compelled to cross tlie cab-roads or tram-lines ? No.
71. I suppose you have never been asked to provide plans for a main station there without the adminis
trative buildings, have you ? No. I made an estimate, as I mentioned a little time ago, for tho other 
scheme that I worked out for Mr. Eddy about seven years ago. I worked out au estimate without 
the administrative offices; hut that estimate would have to be revised. That scheme came to about 
£350,000.
72. Mr. Shepherd.] I think the Commissioners’ chief objection to this scheme is that no additional
revenue will be derived from it ? That is one objection, and the other is that it does not serve the public 
in the same way as No. 10 does. '
73. Another objection also is that by the construction of the offices it would take the staff from proximity 
to the Ministerial head of the Department, is it not? Of course tlie administrative offices could he left 
out, if the Committee desired to recommend it. What the Kailway Commissioners would certainly like 
would be to have all the offices and the station staff at the same point, if they can he brought to a 
convenient point on a site like King-street.
74. Another advantage of this scheme would he that it would relieve the Kedfern Station of its present
congested condition ? Yes; it would get rid of those difficulties and risks. It would provide a station 
which would be very much more convenient for the public, and would allow of a vast development of 
traffic in future. "
75. Would it not also facilitate the extension of the tram traffic—facilitate its divergence into other 
streets ? The tram connections would be more convenient than they are at the present station, no doubt.
76. I see that the cost of the station buildings is the largest item ? Yes.
77. Do you think it would be absolutely necessary to construct these elaborate buildings on the site ? 
You want a largo building to accommodate the whole of tho railway staff. There is nothing very much 
in the way of ornament on the plan at present. It has not exactly a cheap front, hut at the same time it 
is not extravagant. The tower might be left out; but I do not think that would come to a very 
large amount by itself. As to the roof over tho station, that is considered to be a necessity in modern 
stations, and it would he a mean thing not to have one big roof over the station instead of, as has been 
suggested, having mere covers over the platforms.
78. ' In the event of these buildings being constructed, so as to accommodate the whole staff, it would 
relieve a considerable portion of the Public Works Office? Yes; if the Kail way Commissioners were 
induced to move down there; hut I am very doubtful whether they would decide to do so. Mr. Eddy, I 
know, was opposed to it. 1 do not know whether the present Kailway Commissioners have given any 
opinion on the subject, except in a very general way.
79. In that case, iu the event of their objecting to move, could uot the estimate for that building ho
considerably reduced? Yes; very much. ■
80. So that there would be a saving in regard to that ? Yes.
81. There is £140,600 for resumptions;—what resumptions are they? It is the value of the Benevolent 
Asylum, the Christ Church parsonage, the Police Barracks and a residence, and the Female Kefuge of the 
G-ood Samaritan.
82. With the exception of the Convent, all that is Government property, is it not ? Yes. I have here 
the book of reference, which I put in. There is a Friends’ Meeting House on the site—that is on part 
of the cemetery. The cemetery and Benevolent Asylum arc Crown property. The Christ Church parsonage 
is in the hands of trustees, and is virtually private property. The cottage aud grounds in connection with 
the Police Barracks are Crown property, and also the Police Barracks. The Convent of the Good 
Samaritan is in the bauds of trustees. The tramway yards and sheds are in the hands of the Railway 
Commissioners.
83. Another advantage of this scheme would he the providing of a largo and perfectly safe station? Yes.
84. Mr. McFnrlane.] I see that the estimated cost of the railway buildings is £233,000;—does that 
include platforms ? No ; the platforms are included in general works, The item for general works is 
£138,000, and these include platforms, rails, retaining-walls, aud road approaches. Buildings would 
include the buildings shown, and the roof over the station.
85. What is the estimated cost of the terminal station buildings in King-street ? I will look that up—I
think it is about £200,000. ■
SG. That is a less amount ? Yes. 87.
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87. Tou stated that the cause of the difference wag on account of the site ? Yes. H- Deane.
88. Isthere any other particular difference between the two buildings? No; generally speaking, the r- 
conditions are exactly the same. The roof of this building would be more costly, because it would foe 21 
wider. It would have to be wider, because there are more roads, and the cab approach in addition.
89. Did the Railway Commissioners point out that an additional disadvantage in connection with the new 
station was that it would not be revenue-producing ? Yes.
90. Does uot that largely hold good with regard to all these Government buildings, especially when they 
are the bead-quarters of any Department, say, for instance, tbe Public Works Office—or the General Post 
Office—the taxpayers have to pay for them;—do you think it would be fair, therefore, to charge this 
extension with this extra cost ? It would seem to be a fair capital charge.
91. A general charge ? Yes.
92. It is anticipated that some revenue will be obtained by letting shops underneath the building? Yes, 
along Belmore-road and Pitt-street.
93. Has any estimate been made as to how much that would produce ? No.
94. Would it bo any large amount? It would be very difficult for me to say.
95. What area will be available for shops ? Mr. Sievers might make an estimate.
96. Dr, Gar ran.] Amid all our distracting variety of plans, there is one thing absolutely certain, I 
suppose, and that is that the present station must be abandoned ? Yes, as a terminus.
97. It cannot be kept on as it is ? I do not think there is a doubt about that.
98. Then the alternative is-this: We must adopt the Benevolent Asylum scheme, or one or other of the 
schemes for running into Sydney ? Yes.
99. Tlie charm of this scheme is that we really have ground there on which to make a first-class station?
There is no doubt about that.
100. A permanent station that will do for alltimo? Yes. There is no other competing site—without 
making wholesale purchases that will do instead, unless a portion of Hyde Park be taken.
101. But one disadvantage is that this is not a good radiating site for tram routes going away from the 
station ? I tbink that difficulty could be got over. Tbe trams could be arranged to radiate to all parts of 
Sydney.
102. Should wo not have to make some new streets ? I think that ought to be done.
103. But the St. James’ Road site is a better radiating site? Yes.
104. Even Liverpool-street would be ? Yes.
105. It is a drawback to this Benevolent Asylum site that it is not central to the present passenger traffic ?
Yes.
106. Well, even if wo go to St. James’ Road to meet present requirements, might it not happen years 
hence that we should still want the Benevolent Asylum area for station purposes ? I do not see for what 
purpose. I think the Benevolent Asylum area would come in very usefully for storage sidings and 
carriage sheds. I certainly think that the block on which the Benevolent Asylum stands is one that 
should he reserved for all time by the Government. No portion of it should be cut up for sale.
107. Tbe Government should not let that land pass into private ownership? No.
108. You said that going on to Belmore-road would not give additional revenue ? That is what the Railway 
Commissioners state.
109. Apart from the point raised by Mr. Dick, that the increase of the safety of the travelling public 
would be worth something, still would you not be getting revenue from the enlarged tram service ? Yes.
Of course, the tram service, if it could be efficiently arranged, would go on increasing in productiveness. '
110. Suppose you had a station there, and four lines of tramway running down four important streets, 
they would all be paying trams then ? Yes.
111. You would get a return then ? Yes.
112. You might not get a penny from a railway line, but you would be getting it from a tram line? Yes,
Provided the number of passengers travelling were the same, and the charge were the same, you would 
get the same revenue whether it was a railway or a tramway.
113. And the people would certainly be put down pretty close to their shops and offices ? Yes; that 
is so.
114. The trouble is that they would have to make the change ? Yes.
115. That is the real difficulty in the way of a station at tlie Benevolent Asylum ? That is one difficulty.
The other difficulty is that the tramways down the streets may not eventually be able to take all the 
traffic, unless they are relieved ol: the railway traffic.
116. Do you think that, if we had four lines, there would be any danger of a blockage ? George-street,
Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and Elizabeth-street.
117. And Kent-street P I do not think Rent-street would help you much; you would have to branch
off from George-street. "
118. But it takes tho western side of the city ? It may be a convenient thing to do, and probably will 
come in some day ; but it will not relieve the southern end of George-street.
119. Looking at it in this way : Granting the inconvenience to the western passengers having to shift, is it 
not fair for us to set against that the enormous increase in the convenience of putting people down close 
to where they want to go—I am setting one disadvantage against another ? I think I would rather walk 
a little distance to get to a railway station, if I were living in a suburb, because when you go by train you 
know exactly the time when the train will start, If I take a tram, which may be very much nearer to 
me, in order to reach the station from which the train starts, I shall have to take a certain amount of risk.
I should have to allow a considerable margin of time, over and above what is actually required in transit.
120. Sou have to make an allowance ? Yes; with a view to the possibility of the tram being a little late,
121. People coming in would not lose much time, because there would be trams waiting for them for .
every street; but in going back they cannot be quite sure that if they get into the tram they will arrive
at_ the station exactly in time for the train P No ; they cannot go on with their work until tho last 
minute,
122. A man in fiussex-street would know to ten seconds how long it would take him to walk to St. James’
Road, and that if he leaves his office at a certain time he will catch his train ; but if he gets into a tram 
in George-street he does not know whether he will arrive at Redfern in time? No ; there may be a block 
and consequent delay. ’
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^ IT. Deane. ^23. I ec.c all tliat, but wlmt weighs in my mind is that you and nearly every other witness has said that 
if you bring the railway into the city you cannot put every man down at his own door ; you accommodate 

21 April, 1900. a ppyj-aiu scction, but 1 set against that the greater accommodation to the greater number; is not the 
accommodation ghen to the greater number more important tban the matter of compelling everybody to 
shift? Tes. ^
121. We have two alternatives before us—the question is which is tho better p Yes. .
125. Chairman.] Ho I understand that yon agree with all that Hr. G-arran is saying ? No ; I only say 
that I understand it. . ■ ■ r
120. Dr. Garran.] We have these two alternatives;—I want you to say, if you can, which is the greater 
evil or the greater benefit ? It appears to me that there is a good deal to he said one way or the other. 
As I said, I believe that a great many—nearly everyone—would rather walk to a station in the city aud 
take a train, even if they had an extra distance to walk, than go by tram to Kedfern. But there is 
that other point to be considered which weighs much more to my mind and makes the one alternative 
namely, the carrying of the railway into the city—so much stronger, and that is that the street tramways 
will not in a feiv years be able to carry the railway traffic in addition to their own, _
127. Then we shall have to bring tbe railway into Sydney ? Then, if you do that, after having made a 
big station on the Benevolent Asylum grounds, you will find a great sum of money has been wasted.
128. You would not make another big station? No. But you have spent a lot of money which will have
been thrown away. ,
129. You would not make another administrative office? No. But you would have to bring all your
trains in practically. _ _
130. And might we not at that time make a circular line and have no big station at Sydney at all. If it 
would answer the purpose; but that is very doubtful, and the expenses at the big station will still have 
been thrown away.
131. Wo all understand the people living within one-eighih of a mile of St. James’ Koad would be beet 
suited by a railway there? One-eighth of a mile—1 do not agree with you there. You will remember 
what Dr. Norton said, and he is not a young man. lie told us that lie would use tbe^St. James’ Bond or 
King-street station in preference to the tram, and his oilice is at the further end of O’Connell-street, and. 
lie said that although he is very much opposed to the appropriation of any portion of Hyde Park for 
railway purposes. The evidence of a man like Hr. Norton in that respect is very valuable indeed.
132. Say one-quarter of a mile? I think it is more than a quarter of a mile.
133. If the tramways were multiplied to answer tho purpose we could save Hyde Park, aud get our 
central station ou a magnificent site ? Yes ; but I am sure that it would not answer the purpose.
131. If this new station costs £561,000, shall we uot have to add the cost of two lines of trams? Yes, 
at the very least, I suppose.
135. Then your estimate is about £80,000 each for them, aud that would be another £160,000 to be added
to tbe cost? Yes. _
136. And we should be entitled to take tho income from the trams towards the interest on the debt? 
Yes. Siill you do not get over tbe difficulty that I have mentioned—that in a few years time the trams 
will not be able to carry the traffic. 'Then you have to lump the whole expenditure that you have made 
up to the present time—that of the Benevolent Asylum station, these two lines of trams, and the further 
extension into the city—whereas you can now leave out the Benevolent Asylum station and simply have an 
extension into the city, and put a good-sized station there.
137. The St. James’ Koad scheme, if carried out, ivould not compel us to build a new Benevolent Asylum ? 
No, it would not.
IBS. Your line into St. James’ Koad would not bring the parsonage down? No.
139. And it would leave a good deal of the barracks ? We should damage the barracks; but we should
leave enough land to have them restored. _
140. So that it saves a good deal of destruction? It docs; and I should like to point out that although
the value of these lands and buildings lias been put down at a certain amount, that amount does not 
represent the cost that would be incurred to provide for rebuilding. If the Benevolent Asylum ground 
is taken a new asylum will have to be built at a great expenditure, _
141. I only want to balance the pros, and cous. of each scheme ? That should not be forgotten in 
balancing the pros, and cons.

TUESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1900.
grtseni:—

The Hew. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chatbmas).
The Hon. Patutck: Linuesat Ceawfoed Shephebd. 
The Hon. An due w G-abran, LL.H.
WOiiLiAir Thomas Hrcrr, Esq..

John Christ tax Watson’, Esq. 
Eobebt Henet Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of erecting a Central Railway Station and Administrative 
Offices on the north sido of Hevonshire-strcct, and extending the railway system of the Colony thereto.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Kailway Construction Branch, Hepartment of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

H. Deane. 142. Chairman.] You were to give the Committee the date of the former proposal with regard to a railway 
station on the Benevolent Asylum site? Yes ; I was under the impression that the plans were prepared 

2-tApril,1900. in but I find that it was before then. I have the original plan. It was finished in April, 1890,
and is the proposal that was submitted to tbe Royal Commission in 1390, and marked “ M.” Later on, 
in 1896,1 prepared a reduction to a scale of 80 feet to an inch, with one or two slight alterations, one of 
which was to allow of a tramway—electric or cable—to come in in a slightly different manner. I find 
that on this map there is a note made as to the lines of ra;ls entering the station, that “ the roads are 
incorrect; design to he worked out.” J was asked particularly by the Railway Commissioners at the 
time that if any body became possessed of tho plan they should understand that those roads were simply 
just sketched in. 1 would refer the Committee to page 101 of the evidence accompanying the Report

of
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of the Royal Commission on tlie city and suburban railway, 1S90. I mention there the Benevolent H. Deane. 
Asylum scheme marked “M," and my estimaie of the work for that scheme I find was £501,000; the 
estimate for the scheme before the Committee is £421,000. 24April,IOOO.
143. itfr. Watson.'] That is without resumptions ? Yes.
144. Chairman.] That “M” scheme proposed the erection of large buildings on the Benevolent Asylum 
site, and also to work a couple of lines towards Hyde Park ? The latter provision was not included in 
the estimate of the cost.
145. But it was included as part of tho scheme for the extension of tho railway to Devonshiro-street?
Yes.
146. Still recognising tlie necessity for bringing tlie people into the city of Sydney? 1 also stated that, 
any extension of the kind must carry the mass of the suburban traffic to a large central station at Hyde 
Park—that would he a necessity. That tallies with the opinion I expressed the other day—that if 
this scheme were carried out, and a line afterwards carried on into the city, a lot of this large expenditure 
would be thrown away.
147. Because the large suburban traffic necessitates a large accommodation at the terminal station ? Yes; 
the suburban traffic being tbe bulk of the traffic.
149. Dr. Garran.] According to the official document road to us, this Garden-road scheme for a 
terminus was put before Parliament before tbe extension into the city, and as part of the whole scheme?
It was so as regards Ho. 9 and No. 10 schemes.
149. 1 understand that Mr. O’Sullivan proposed first (o make a new station at Belmore-road; then he 
said, “ That is not the whole ; I am going further to mate a road into Sydney ”suppose we make the 
Garden-road station first, with all these administrative buildings, should wo want to duplicate those 
buildings when we go to St. James’ Road ? No.
150. We should only want what would just serve for that station ? That is all. *
151. Then the Commissioners would have their offices at Garden-road? They would not like it; but it 
would be so according to that scheme.
152. It was arranged in order to meet their views to have the administrative offices at Hyde Park ? I 
would suggest that the Committee should ask the Commissioners distinctly on that point.
153. Mr. Oliver said that he would rather have the offices in town, but that he would rather go to Redfern 
than not be with his officials, because otherwise the staff would be far removed from him, and it is incon
venient to have a mile between them ;—would that be your view? I should not like to express any opinion 
after what Mr, Oliver has said, as be understands the matter so much better tban I do.
154. In your own opinion, if we make a station for Hyde Park with administrative buildings there, shall 
wo want a large station or administrative buildings at Garden-road for a long term of years ? No; if you 
had administrative offices at Hyde Park you would not want them at Garden-road.
155. Tbe approach by tram-line on this plan of 1S90 does not apparently contemplate anything more than 
tho George-street, Pitt-street, and Elizabeth-street trams ? No.
156. And if we want to have a fourth street tram we shall have to make additional arrangements ?
Yes; in connection with tliat it may he interesting to the Committee to know that it was proposed to 
carry a railway tram along Pitt-street, In this particular plan that is not shown.
157. This plan belongs to the 1S9Q system, and, as the scheme is put before ns, it is up to date;—are the
tram arrangements made out as fully up to date in that plan as in this ? No ■ with regard to the tram
lines, they are simply the George-street line and the existing system, but it was contemplated at that 
time that there might be a tramway along Pitt-street, and one of the sketches shows a tramway along 
Pitt-street, °
158. Then really and truly in the new plan before us we have not got anything so complete in detail as 
was put before the Committee iu 1891 ? The offices are an addition.
159. With regard to tram-liues, I mean ? Yes; you have quite as much as you had in 1890; but the 
details of the offices have not been worked out. But as the area required for all these offices, public accom
modation, and administration office is perfectly well known, it can be taken for granted that they can ho 
located, provided that the space given is sufficient, Tlie working out of these offices for public convenience 
and administration is a matter requiring very careful considcratiou, and one which, therefore, cannot he 
hurried over, and it is just as well to leave it, because if it wore worked out too hurriedly something 
might be put on the plan which would be misleading.
100. What I want you to understand is that this scheme fur the new station at Belmore-road is put 
before us for acceptance or rejection therefore we ought io have the plan in all its fulness put before 
us? ^Weli, as regards the accommodation provided, I would say that it would be at least equal to that of 
tho King-street scheme, and if the Committee require it I can submit that aud state generally what tho 
accommodation consists of.
1G1. On this plan there are a certain number of offices—on two sides as well as on the front so that two— 
sides of this station arc surrounded with offices? Yes.
162. They are not altogether in a compact form ? No. I think that, probably, the newer station is the 
hotter one in that respect.
1G3. _ Would the new station at Belmore-road got rid of those offices on the two sides ? We should only 
require offices at the end of the building aud on one side.
164. Chairman,] Looking at the matter in all its bearings, you still are of opinion that the railway should 
come into Sydney ? Yes.
165. Ur. Watson.] The station buildings I see under this scheme are estimated to cost £233,000 ? Yes.
166. The station buildings for the Hyde Park or the St. James’ Road scheme are estimated to cost 
£200,000;—thus there is an increase of £33,000 for this Belmore-road station ? Yes.
167. Can you say how the difference arises? It is chiefly due to the foundations of the building, the 
height of which you have to build up.
168. Had you in the Hyde Park ease a lot of excavation ? Yes ; that is part of the general works.
169. It would add to the cost in the* same way? No; the excavation would go into the general works.
To correspond you have retaining walls in the present scheme right round the outside.
170. Do.you purpose providing only tlie same accommodation, as far as buildings are concerned, at 
Devonshire-street as you propose at St. James’ Road, or is it increased ? It is about the same; just the 
accommodation that would be necessary for a terminal station.

50—B ' 171.
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H. IJesnc. 171, I want to know whether there is any difference in your ideas of to-day as compared with your ideas 
of three years ago ? No, these estimates were made at about the same time.

24Aprii,l£HiO. yyg. Is it anticipated that you will get anything out of what appear to be shops at the St. James’ Road 
station ? I have not made any estimate of the revenue that would be obtained, but those shops would be 
revenue producing. .
173. If the inner peculiarities of tbe site necessitate a further expenditure of £30,000, yon would require
to get a little revenue from tbe shops to make this as good a site financially as the St. James’site ? 
Perhaps the shops might pay for it, I think they would. _ _
174. Is that the only large item that you recollect in which there is a difference ? Yes, that is about the
only one. _ _ ,
175. Did each scheme contemplate alterations at a cost of £30,000 to the existing Redfern station? No ; 
that amount os in. the case of the Hyde Park scheme was only £20,000. The reason for the extra 
amount here being that the alterations would be of a more expensive character. _
176. There does not seem to be any apparent reason for that ? The reason is this: In the Hyde Park
scheme you would simply carry the roads right through and leave them there, and there would he some 
other expenditure in connection with that for shelter sheds and so on j but in this scheme the old station 
will be abolished, there will be the cost of doing that and drawing in the lines, which, of course, means 
extra expense. _ _
177. You retain none of the platforms of the existing station then? No, not in this scheme. Por the 
convenience of working you want to draw the lines in, so as to have the connection as close to the station
as possible. i ■ n tt j;
178. In connection with this scheme, 1 understand, it is proposed to close Devonshire-street? Yes, for
all except the cab and foot passenger traffic. _
179. But under the Hyde Park scheme it is proposed to leave that street open and to lower it ? Yes.
180. Is there any other way of arranging the cab traffic so as to obviate the necessity for that embank
ment near George and Devonshire streets ;—could you so arrange your cab traffic as to obviate the 
necessity for that retaining-wall, and allow the tram-line to be taken more westerly ? The northerly 
relaining-wall might be straightened up. _
181. It seems rather an inconvenient way at present for reaching the western suburbs, the trams going 
round those two curves ? If you straigthened that line you would not get the use of the loops.
182. Is it proposed to only have one lino of rails to the station for trams? Only one; the trams will 
come in at one end aud go out at the other; hut, as I said the other day, if that accommodation is not 
sufficient it would be the easiest possible thing to add another line or work underneath tbe station. _
183. You would have room on the western side of tho station to permit of an additional tram-line being
put in, would you not? Yes; there would be no difficulty about doing that. There is no reason why 
the tram accommodation should not be increased two or three fold if necessary. _
184. Dr. Qarran.'] If we make the railway extension to Hyde Park you must in any case cross Devonshire- 
street and run through the Benevolent Asylum site ? Yes.
185. And that would cost a certain sum of money ;—would it cost very much more to make your wayside-
platform there, and so shift from tbe present Redfern site on to the new site, and make it north instead 
of south of Devonshire-street;—looking to the future we could add to the new station as we want, hut 
we cannot add to the Redfern Station as we want? You would, of course,interfere with the Benevolent 
Asylum. .
186. Yes? I do not think the cost should bo very serious; I could not tell you right off, but I should
think it would be covered by about £10,000 or £15,000. _ _ t j>
187. Can you give us a rough estimate of what it would cost to make a wayside station north of 
Devonshire-street instead of south of that street? I will do so.

John Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Dines, Department of Railways, sworn, and
examined:—

j pRT_ 188. Chairman] You have already been examined at great length in connection with the proposal to 
i extend the railway from Redfern into the city of Sydney ? Yes.

24Aprill900.189. I. suppose that you do not desire to in any way alter the evidence which you then gave? Do.
r ’ 190. Mr. Dick.] You have had an opportunity of looking into this new plan for a station at Devonshire-

street ? Yes. . ,
191. Apart from your already-expressed views, are there any objections against this scheme that you 
would like to offer—general objections, not detailed ones? Treating it as apart of the city railway of
the future. j .
192. That is the view I wish to take—whether you would object to it if it was considered part ot a 
scheme that would involve further extension later on? If it is to be considered a semi-terminal station, 
with the object of extending the four lines into the city in the future, I have no objection to offer. If it 
is to be considered as a terminal station, with any intention of extending the suburban lines into the 
city in the future, then I should like to see modifications.
193. In what way ? In the first place, the station buildings only extend along the end of the assembly
platform for a part of tbe width. The plan having been prepared with the object of extending the lines 
into the city in future. Therefore, the main building to the north, adjoining the assembly platform, has 
been cut short; but if it were intended to be a terminal station, without further extension, this building 
should he extended from end to end of the main assembly platform. _ <
194. "Why would you urge that, from the point of view of architecture or that of railway convenience?
Convenience, chiefiy. .
195. But if you have sufficient office accommodation in the plan as set forth, what particular convenience 
would there be in extending the building eastward ? It would be much better to have tbe line of offices 
along tbe main assembly platform. Everything would he compact and together. In this plan it is separate, 

■ a portion being provided at the end of the assembly platform and a portion on the longitudinal platform.
196. But if yon have a large administrative building of that character, a large number of your officers
have nothing to do with the handling of the traffic, have they ? No ; but at the same time for appearance
sake and convenience I should prefer to see them all in one building and to make it a compact station,- 1 1
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197. Does not the same objection lie against the Hyde Park scheme, and also tho St. James’ Hoad scheme P Parry*
No: in the Hyde Park scheme I think vou will find that the end building extends the whole width of *—A— 
the station. 21 April, 1900.
198. Do you remember the 1890 plan of Devonshire-street station ? Tes.
199. There are offices on three sides of the station there? Yes, but I have never seen the elevation of 
those buildings, therefore I do not know what was intended.
200. Ton would not care to offer any opinion about tbe arrangements ? No, I know nothing about them.
There the building extends along the whole front of the station on the northern side.
201. Is there any other modification which you would like to propose? No; taking the plan generally 
it would be suitable for a terminal station to remain at Garden-road. I should like to see the main 
buildings exactly the length of the assembly platform. With regard to the arrangement of the roads 
entering the station, you will see that beyond Devonshire-street it is simply shown to connect the present 
platform lines at Redfern. That, of course, would have to be all remodelled. When the Redfern station 
buildings are removed the new platform roads will commence to converge at tbe platforms. To give the 
Committee an idea of tbe little interference there would be occasioned to the general public in altering 
the Redfern station in connection with the plan, it shows that the whole of the station could bo 
absolutely complete, as far as tbe lines, platforms, and buildings arc concerned. Then they would connect 
to tbe existing platform line in Redfern station ; then we should conduct the traffic into the new stations, 
while the present Redfern buildings and platforms were being removed; and after the removals we 
should construct the shunting yard according to a proper design not shown on this plan.
202. Does the station as outlined on tlie plan leud itself to the convenient handling of the public during 
the busy hours of the day, aud during all times of the year ? Yes.
203. It has been stated in evidence that if the people were brought a few hundred feet further than they 
are now into the city, no charge could be levied upon them for the extra convenience afforded, and it is 
urged that the present station is dangerous ; but if we remove tbe element of danger the public will have 
practically a better service than they have at present, will they not? Tbe more convenience you give the 
better the service, Passengers would be brought about a quarter of a mile nearer the city,
201. And tbe element of danger existing now would be almost entirely removed? As far as the safe 
working of the traffic is concerned it would bo almost a perfect station,
205. Would that not be a reasonable ground for making a slight increase in tbe fares ? I do not tbink 
you could do that. The charges are made on a mileage rate. Under half a mile we charge the lower 
mileage, where it is over half a mile we charge the next mileage.
206. There is no law compelling you to charge that mileage rate, is there, and you do not universally 
charge it now ? Oh, yes ; we adhere strictly to the mileage rate, unless for very special reasons.
207. But a percentage increase all round would still leave the mileage rate uniform? Yes; you might 
increase the suburban rates all round, but tho public would not take to that very kindly.
208. Was that scheme of charges which you outlined for the St. James’ Road station and the Hyde Park 
scheme simply on the mileage rate—Id. each journey ? No; it was a reduction on the mileage rate. It 
would tea mile from Redfern station to St. James’ Road. The intention was to charge only Id. in each 
direction. That would be below the ordinary mileage rate.
209. Was there any particular reason for departing from the usual practice in that case ? I could not 
say. I do not know what the Commissioners had in their mind in determining that charge.
210. After building this large station at Dcvoushirc-strect, if we extended the railway into the city, 
would there be any necessity for the duplication of any of the offices at the two stations ? Assuming that 
you built this first as a semi-terminal station for country trains.
211. Say a terminal station for tho next ten or fifteen years for all trains; then, if afterwards an 
extension were made into the city, would that involve a duplication of many of tho offices which would 
be put up on this site ? Yes, I think so. It will not be satisfactory to provide a semi-terminal station 
at Garden-road, and then take tbe traffic down to some part of the city, and make another terminal 
station there. In that case a great portion of the expenditure to be incurred at Garden-road would be 
rendered, I should say, almost waste.
212. That is presuming you built another station in the city? Yes.
213. Would you be able for many years to deal with all tbe traffic which you are likely to get at that 
station ? Yes.
214. Would there beany difficulty in getting tbe people away from that station by tram ? Ido not 
anticipate that there would he any difficulty at tlie present time. There would be less convenience, 
than by railway into tbe city, and in years to come there will be difficulty.
215. Presuming that at Redfern you are able to get the trams away three times .as fast as now, and three 
times as many in the same time, do you think there would be much inconvenience and loss of time to the 
public then ? In the congested hours of the morning there would be a loss of time in carrying the people 
away ; but if you had to carry a very much increased traffic as compared with what you have to-day, the 
inconvenience would be seriously felt.
216. The Devonshire-street site lends itself to tram connection; you can go down Pitt-street, Elizabeth- 
street, and on down anew street on the eastern side, and also down George-street, and possibly there may 
be an extension down. Kent-street;—with all these connections would there he much inconvenience to the 
people ? Not for a long time to come, except loss of time.
217. Would not such a system as that distribute tbe people nearer their places of business than an 
extension into St. James’ Road or King-street ? No, I think it is far better to carry the people down to, 
ns far as practicable, tbe farthest point they want to go to, then distribute them from that point.
218. Does the King-street or the St. James’ Road site lend itself to tbe purpose of distribution as well as 
this site ? Yes; a great deal better, in my opinion, and in years to come it will be found a great deal 
more so.
219. What is there to alter it in years to come;—does it not depend more on physical features tban on 
population ? I do not tbink it does.
220. The consideration as to whether any particular site is a good one for distribution ? No ; I tbink in 
future the business people of tbe city will concentrate themselves more and more down at the northern 
end; the residential sites will become business sites, and will bo occupied with offices. The shopping 
business will be forced out further south, and ns that takes place you will have a big population of

business
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J. Tarry, business men and factory hands wanting to come to this northern end of the city. They will want to 
9como down nothin two or two aud a half hours in the morning. Those who have to come at 7 o’clock 

pn, 900. wj|] {-.(j come together at 7 o’clock, and the same with regard to those who want to come at S
o’clock, half-past 8, and 9 o’clock. They will all ivant to come down quickly together. It is in tho 
morning and in the evening that you get the congestion of the traffic, and that can only he dealt with 
satisfactorily by taking the traffic down to the furthest distributing point and distributing from that centre.
In all probability it would bo found convenient to put a station at Liverpool-street; there you could 
distribute the people direct from the train, but, in my opinion, the only satisfactory way of dealing with 
the railway traffic of the future will be to have the station at the farthest distributing point of the 
business centre.
221. In accordance with that opinion, any large expenditure on station buildings such as is now proposed 
would be a waste of money? If it is intended to extend the railway mto the city in the future, in my 
opinion, any expenditure m the erection of this station would be practically a waste of money, because, as 
1 pointed out before to the Committee, a large amount of accommodation at the terminal station is 
practically required to deal with suburban trams during the business hours of morning and evening; 
therefore if we erected a station there, and to-morrow wo decided to extend the railway into tho city, aud 
to take all suburban trains into the city, we should have to construct a station, wherever it might be down 
at the city end, almost equal in size to this station which you propose to erect now, whereas the station 
which you have to erect in the city for the suburban business would with very little addition accommodate 
the country trains; because the country trains are at larger intervals apart, and run at times when tho 
suburban business is easy ; and you can utilise the suburban platforms for through trains. On the other 
hand, you can use the through platforms for suburban train. My opinion is that, if a permanent station 
is erected on the Benevolent Asylum site, that wd! bo the terminus for the main trunk lines and many 
suburban trains for all time. It will be useless then to extend the present lines by constructing two 
lines in the future as has been suggested ; even if you made a loop, you could not conduct the suburban 
traffic on it; therefore, in considering this Benevolent Asylum site as a terminus for to-day, in my 
opinion it has to be considered as a terminus for all time, or else it may be assumed that the greater 
portion of this expenditure is going to be thrown away.
222. Does not that plan provide for the carrying of six lines into tho city, aud could you not accommodate 
your suburban traffic on those six lines if it was found necessary to extend them into the city ? Yes ; 
'but you must have your terminal station to accommodate the trains to he brought in on these six lines. I 
think there is a common impression that if this siatiou were constructed to-day, some time hence we can 
simply construct two lines down into the city, make a loop at that end, so that all our trains can go away 
on one line and come back on another to Hedfcrn station, and that no terminus would be required on this 
line into the city. That is altogether a wrong idea. According to No. 5 scheme, submitted by Mr, ’ 
Hickson, the idea is that the tctminal station should be at Oardco-road, then to extend tho line into the 
city, and come back by a circle in the Domain to Itcdfern,
223. Would that scheme involve six tracks as far as King-street ? Yes. Another ono is shown in red 
coming down and touching the oufer portion of the Domain and going back to Kedfern; but these 
schemes provide for a wayside station at the High School site.
224. Which yon condemn entirely ? Entirely; it would never work satisfactorily.
225. _ If this largo building set forth in the plan were erected at the Devonshire-street site for the adminis
trative portion of the staff, would it be necessary, presuming that the King-street or St. James’ Koad 
station were afterwards built, to duplicate tho administrative offices on that site ? I should think not; 
that is a matter upon which I am not authorised to speak.
22li, Would it be a matter of inconvenience to havo them away from the terminus? It would be far 
more satisfactory to have them at the terminus.
227. One thing I should like to ask you abuutis this: Would the dspinall carriers involve a change in the 
habits of the people in respect to their luggage ? No.
228. People will not be compelled to hand up their luggage when they get to the station, and to trust to
the authorities to place it where it should be ? No ; but they do that now. They give up large port
manteaux to the porters and show their tickets, the porter checks the ticket, takes possession of the 
luggage, labels it, and takes it to the brake-van. ’
229. Mr. Lei'ien.~\ You would not take any more responsibility than yon do now if the luggage wore lost ?
It would be just the same. .
230. Mr. Dick.] Would it do away with the necessity of wheeling trucks of luggage about the platform?
To a very large extent. ' '
231. Jfr, Watson.] Suppose that a man wishes to take a portion of his luggage into the carriage, would 
he utilise the Aspinall carrier ? No.
232. It would only be for the heavier luggage ? That is all.
233. Mr. Shepherd.] This scheme is quite distinct from No. 10 scheme and the St. James’ Koad scheme;
—would it not offer every facility for an extension of the tram system from Belmore-road into the city ? ■
Yes ; you could deal with the tram system to almost any extent from this station.
234. It would be a great improvement on tbe Kedfern station as far as facilitating the extension of the
tram system is concerned ? It could easily bo arranged to do that. ■
235. And it would give you ample space to make every possible provision for goods and passenger traffic ? 
Yes.
23G. Ton are speaking about those two lines marked red on the map ;—I understood Mr. Deane to say 
that those were placed there purposely eo that they could be extended, if necessary, without interfering 
with the platform ? No. If those were extended at any time, it would be necessary to put in a subway; 
it would cut the station in two—that is, when the extension took place.
237, I should like to have your opinion in reference to the capability of the trams to deal with all the
traffic, supposing this plan were adopted ; there is an extension of trams down the various streets ;—do 
you think that they would be able to carry all the traffic? If a tram were put down in Pitt-street, it 
would carry the traffic at the present time, but in my opinion it is not a satisfactory way of dealing with 
it, looking to the future. My opinion is very pronounced on that point. The only satisfactory way of 
dealing with the suburban traffic is to take it to its farthest distributing centre. ;
238. Do you think that in every particular the King-street scheme would be a thoroughly satisfactory
one ? The Hyde Park scheme could he made to provide a satisfactory station, 239.
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230. Do you not think it would serve only a very small proportion of the city ? I think it would be a J* Parry, 
distributing centre for a thickly-populated portion of the city. /T~'-Tw'
24)0. No doubt it would, but at the same time there is a large vacant space on the east, the whole of Eyde 24 April,1900. 
Park, and the whole of the Domain—and you might say that it is really outside of the city;—it is on the ' 
actuahboundary of tho city, as far as the population is concerned r1 Of course you could never get to 
everybody’s door ; you must be a little distance from some of the houses. In my opinion, considering 
the easy accessibleness of the Hyde Park site, you will not get a better one which will give the necessary 
accommodation at a reasonable cost.
241. I suppose that if this scheme were adopted you would be enabled to arrange a very much larger 
number of trams to leave the station in a given time than can be done under the present system, could 
you not ? 1 think so.*
242. In fact there could he almost a platform arranged for each street—George*street, Pitt-street, Castle
reagh-street, and Elizabeth-street—and that would greatly facilitate the traffic by the trams ? Yes; that 
could be done.
243. And the trams would be likely to take tbe passengers under these circumstances without any trouble ?
Yes; tho system would answer for the present, but I do not think it would in the future.
24k They have similar conditions in New York ? Their desire is to transport the people from the up
town to the down-town end, and it is astonishing how similar New York is to the general configuration 
of Sydney. They would give anything to be able to bring their railway to the down-town end. They 
can accommodate the traffic, but it is done at a snail-crawling pace, which the jieople object to. What 
they want is quick transit from one end to the other.
245. Mr. Watson.'] With regard to the possibility of an extension into the city in the future—supposing 
Ihe Devonshire-street station were constructed, would it not be possible to have a loop which the trains 
could run right down, coming back into tho station again, assuming, of course, that you went down tho 
eastern sido and came back on the western side of the city ? J do not think it would be satisfactory.
24G. If you had a sufficient number of lines on your loop you could accommodate the trains, could you 
not ? Yes.
247. The people could he taken by that system quickly to their destination, could they not ? Yes.
218. Then, when you have completed the round of the loop, you could dispose of your empty cars at 
Devonshire-street station and at Kedfern, could you not ? Yes; but the cost of doing that would be 
great.
249. You could dispose of them, and have plenty of room in tho combined Kedfern and Garden-road 
station—enough room for all the shunting of tlie carriages, and so on ? Yes.
250. Would you not have a portion of what is now occupied for shunting purposes and cross roads at the 
Kedfern Station available in the future if you had this Garden-road station ? You will have the 
increased area.
251. Would you not have more room in the Kedfern Station after the station has been made at Garden- 
road ? Yes, considerably more.
252. Therefore, you could deal with tbe empty suburban trains as they came back from the journey on 
the city loop ? You could store your trains.
253. Then your objection to such a system resolves itself, I presume, into running your suburban train 
some little distance practically empty ;—is not that the main objection as to cost? That is the cost of 
'working ; when I said cost, I meant the cost of construction.
254. That would he the only objection—tbe cost of construction and working ? Yes, and tbe difficulty of 
running at suitable times.
255. The objection would be to running empty cars and engines back to Kedfern Station ; but you propose 
to do that with your St. James’ Koad proposal ? Yes.
256. A great amount of storing of cars would still be done at Kedfern? It could be.
257. Was it not proposed to be done ? It was,
258. Seeing that it is only a difference in degree, is the distinction between tbe cost of working in the
proposed St. James’ Koad scheme and any proposed loop scheme that may be made afterwards? Yes; 
apart from the additional cost which would be required for the connection of signalling blocks, &c., but 
it would be far less satisfactory in dealing with the business. •
259. Now as to the capital cost, unless we are prepared to take a large slice of the Park, wo shall have to 
pay an enormous amount for resumptions ? Yes.
2G0. It has been suggested that with the latest developments of electrical traction in other parts of the 
world it will be possible in a reasonable time to look forward to the working of the suburban traffic by 
electricity ; and if that were practicable to-day it is supposed we should then do without resumptions for 
the city extension, because with electric traction tunnelling would not be objectionable, and waysido 
stations might be made; and, as far as safety of working is concerned, would it not bo possible to have 
the extension of four or six lilies from the proposed Devonshire-street terminus without the necessity for a 
terminal station in the city ? No ; 1 do not tbink so, because you must first of all in a loop system, 
construct a line all round the city, and take the people to the outskirts of the city; and you 
have to pick them up during the busy hours of the evening at wayside stations. Therefore, you 
run double your proper distance in going round, and in my opinion you take tho people out 
of their way. Take the scheme put forward byr Mr. Hammond, you have a terminal station at 
Devonshire-street, and you have to extend a loop line from the Benevolent Asylum site, along the 
western side of the city, to Circular Quay and back, via tbe Domain and Hyde Park, into Kedfern.
That would be the route. Passengers would be landed at tho corner of Druitt-strcct and Sussex-street.
Then, again, at Erskine-street and King-street, and those passengers would be right away from the 
business portion of the city, unless you took them right round to Circular Quay and brought them hack 
to the Domain station.
261. "Would it not be possible in tbe first instance to limit the diameter of your circle to contract the 
loop so as to get nearer tho centre of the city both going and coming, assuming that you have electric 
traction and tunnelling ? It would be very difficult to speak offhanded on that point, In my opinion, to 
make it part of the present suburban system, would it be a failure. If you wish to do that you should 
drop all your passengers at the Benevolent Asylum site and make a city railway independent of the 
existing lines altogether, as an electric system, then have your circular railway.
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2G2, We were informed the oilier dnj by Mr. Deane wli'li't they liave their metropolitan underground 
railway as a separate city system, two of Iho large suburban lines take suburban trnGic for some distance 
alongside the metropolitan lines, and arc practically part of the metropolitan underground system, and 
nse "wayside stations instead of a terminal station ? It "would be a few trains. *
263. He seemed to indicate that there were quite a number f I do not think it is so; but not being 
acquainted with the place I could not say.
264. Dr. Garran.1 If this scheme were adopted in the first instance, as the Minister seems to think 
possi_ble,_leaving the other extension to be made afterwards, we could only make this a success by 
multiplying trams ? Yes.
265. And this system would lend itself to tramways coming up different streets P Yes.
266. You have two levels here; you could bring some trams on one level and some on the other, and 
instead of tbe people all having to go to one place to take trams, there are tbe George-street, the Pitt- 
street, the Elizabeth-street places, and perhaps a York or Kent street place, and they could all be worked 
without running into one-another? That could be arranged.
267. 1 mean, that having three frontages and two levels you would have a very great advantage ? Yes. 
2GS. Suppose we make an extension to St. James’ Road at once, would it cost very much more to shift 
the wayside station at Redfern to the north side of Devonshire-street, instead of into tbe station-yard ? If 
anything is done for removing the Redfern Station to the Benevolent Asylum site the least that could be 
done would be to move the platforms and the lines at once.
263. Suppose you had a station at St. James’ Road, would two platforms be enough for you ? No.
270. Not for a wayside station merely ? Yes; but I do not see bow you are going to make it one.
271. You were going to make Redfern a wayside station, why not a wayside station on the further side ; 
you are going to spend £30,000 at Redfern to make a wayside station, would it not be better to spend the 
money you have got on the north side P There would be no objection to that. I confess I do not quite 
grasp the intention of the question.
272. My idea is that you will be making a beginning perhaps with a large and better station on the north 
side ; you have got the ground ? No ; if you made it convenient for a wayside station by placing a plat
form on the north side of Devonshire-street your arrangements would have to be such that they would 
not be suitable as part of a terminal station.
273. I presume there will always be a terminal station at tbe Hyde Park site, where you are going to 
build ono? Yes.
274. Only as the traffic grows, it occurs to me that the Benevolent Asylum site might give relief twenty 
years hence to the Park station? Of course you could construct a wayside station to the north of Devon- 
shire-street, but it would not form part of what would be considered a large terminal station for the 
future.
275. No ; but I do not want us to waste more money south of Devonshire-street than we can help j—it 
is a bad site ? It would be an improved arrangement to bring it on to the north site.
276. Ohairman.~\' Since you last gave evidence, have you seen anything to indicate that there is likely to 
be any decrease in tbe pick-up traffic of the electric trams, or is it not rather on the increase? I think 
it is on the increase.
277. At busy times of the day, are not those trams crowded to excess ? Yes; there are large numbers 
of complaints now about tho overcrowding.
278. Is it not the daily experience, bearing out your contention, that these trams would be required for 
the suburban traffic and tbe pick-up traffic ? That is so.
279. And it is impossible to run through trams from the railway station into the city of Sydney to 
accommodate the railway passengers ? Yes, unless you set one street aside for the railway traffic.
280. So that, so far as you can see, you have no reason to change your opinion that if possible it is 
desirable to bring the railway into tbe city of Sydney ? No,
2S1. And if that is tbe case, it would be a mistake to build this large station at Devonshire-street? Yes. 
I am very decided on that point. If a large station is built there, it should be on the understanding that 
tbe terminal will remain there.
282, That is, it will end the railway into Sydney? Yea. If anything is done, then, with regard to a 
city railway, it will be an independent system, apart from the principal system.

WEDNESDAY, 6 JUNE, 1900.

The Hon. Patrick 
The Hon. Andrew 
"William Thomas

■fjment;—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).

" ~ John Christian Watson, Esq.
Robert Henry Levien, Esq, 
John McEarlane, Esq.

Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, 
Garran, LL.D.
Dick, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of erecting a Central Railway Station and Administrative 
Offices on the north side of Devonshire-street, and extending tbe railway system of tbe Colony thereto,

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
H. 283. Chairman.'] The Committee desire to ascertain the nature of the arrangements under which the 

McLadilnn. Railway Department occupy their present offices in the Public Works Buildings ? We have an arrange- 
/-■—v, ment with the Department of Public Works, by which we are tenants of the rooms we occupy, paying for 

S Jun?, 1900. them £1,200 per year.
284. How does that compare with the rent your Department paid in Macquarie-street? It compares 
favourably, because we have more offices upstairs here than we had in Macquarie-street.
286. Is the total amount now paid about the same as before ? Less.
286. Do you know how much ? Roughly, I should say about £500 per year.
287, Have you sufficient space where you are now for all purposes? Yes, for the officers we have there.

288.
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288. Mr. Watson,] Can yon roughly state what area will be given up if you should go into tbe proposed new 
building ? Tes; the rooms occupied by the Hail way Department in the Public Worts buildings are as 
follows:—

EASEMENT.

H.
McLachlan,

6 June, 1900.

Estates Agent

Store Room, Secretary’s Office

No. 3 (Store Room) .......
4 ...........................
5 ..............................
6 (Strong Room) ...
7 .............................

(Plan Room).......
No. 8 ..............................

SECOND FLOOR,

Board Room..............
Commissioners' Room 

Do.

Divided into 2 rooms (Secretary & Staff)
Traffic Branch .................................... .
Railway Solicitor.....................................

Secretary’s Staff ......................................

No. 59
eo
61
61a
62
63
64
69
70
71

ft. ft. sq. It.
8 x 17 ....... ......  136

25 x 23 ....... ......  575
24 x 18 ....... ......  432
14i x 11 ..... ......  159
43 x 2o ...... ......  1,075

8 x 5 ....... ......  40
30 x23J ....... ....... 705

Total .................................. 3,122 sip

ft. ft. sq, ft.
26 x 23^ ....... ...... 611
25 x 22 ....... ......  556
25 x 18J ....... ......  462
164 * !>4 ..... ....... 15S
264 x 254 ....... ......  663
54 x 244 ....... ......  1,3*29
44j x 2d| ...... ......  1,125
354 x 174 ....... ...... 621
184 x 134 ....... ......  250
184 X 134 ....... ......  250

ft.

Traffic Store Room ........................
Chief Accountant.............................

Telephone Room .............................
Chief Accountant’s ........................
Chief Accountant's (Strong Room)

Existing Lines.................................

Railway Solicitor 
Mr. Bray ...........

Mr. Finnegan .....
Mr. Colquhoun,.,.
Mr, Vogel............
Existing Lines ....

Existing Lines

Total ...................................... 6,025 so. ft.
THIRD FLOOR.

No. 73 ......................
ft. ft,

- ... It5 x 13
sq, ft.

. IQ."
74 .......................
75 ........................ .....  22 x 17 374.
76 ........................ . ... 9 x 14
77 ........................
87 .....................
SO .......................

Nos. 78 & 79 ............
No. SO ......................

. . . 32 x 17 ... .
.... oi x 25  

......  165

......  544

......  1,350

81 ....................... MiO
82 ...................... .... 13 x 25 . ... . .. 325
88 ....................... o&fi
91 ....................... ....... 161
93 ..................... .....  23 x 18 411

Nos. 94 & 05 ................ R7R
No. 00 ...................... ....... ]S+

92 .............................. 20 x 16 .............. 320

Total ...................................... 7,573 sq. ft
„ FOURTH FLOCK.

ft. . ft. Sq. ft.
Nos. 97 & 102 ................. ftffi
No. 99 ............................ 13 v 13 ir;n

100 ............................ . 26 x 14 ....... ......  364
101 .............................. 14 x 9 .............. 129

Total ...................................... 1,334 sq. ft.
IN DOME.

ft- ft. Sq. ft.
Two Store Rooms 34 x 13 .............. 4S1
.............................. 8 x 32 ............. 25G

Total
Rummary.

Basement ....................................................................................... 3 152
Second floor................................................ fi 02.)
Third floor................................................................. 7^573
Fourth floor............................................................. j 334
Dome......................................................................... 737

737 sq. ft.

Total.............................. 18,791 sq. ft.

289. Dr. Garran.] You would be better off in tho new offices tliau wliere you are now ? Yes; we should 
be more united.

[Two Plans, ]

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1000.
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Joshua Percy Josephson, .................................................................................................................................
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PAULlAMliNTARY STANDING COMMITTER ON PUBLIC WORKS.

EXTENSION OF THE RAILWAY INTO THE CITY OF SYDNEY.

REPORT.

The Paeli amen tart Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of . the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of extending the railway system of the Colony from the present 
terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central 
Station,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient that the 
extension of the railway system of the Colony, from the present terminus at 
Redfern, into the City, including the erection of a large central station in the 
north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James-’ Road, or the deviation 
suggested in the reference of the 7th December, 1899, he carried out; and, in 

■ accordance with the provisions of' sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of the Public 
Works Act, report their resolutiou to the Legislative Assembly:—

Circumstances leading to the Present Proposal.
1. A proposal to make a terminal station in the north-west quarter of Hyde 

Park, known as the St. James’ Road scheme, was submitted to the previous Public 
Works Committee and approved. This scheme was referred hack to the present 
Committee, and in conjunction with it was a modification, taking a smaller 
portion of the Park, and described as the King-street or No. 10 scliemc. The 
Commitfee, therefore, have had both schemes before them and have considered 
which of the two was the better, or whether either should be recommended.

Objections having been raised to appropriating the portion of Hyde Park 
required in connection with the St. James’ Road proposal, and many persons being 
of opinion that an extension of the railway into the city was unnecessary, efforts 
were made to find some other solution of the question.

Tlie services of the Engineer-m-Chief for Victorian Railways were obtained 
for the purpose of reporting and advising on the various schemes which at different 
times had been submitted, and his report will be found in the Appendix. The 
Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction in New South Wales Was also instructed 
to devise certain alternative schemes, in conformity with which instructions he 
prepared ten, each of them being described in the evidence given by him in the 
present inquiry.

Description
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Description or the Alternative Scheme.
2. By the King-street (or No. 10) Scheme, six lines of rails would be carried 

from the present Bed fern terminus over Devonshire-street, through part of the 
Benevolent Asylum ground, and part of the Devonshire-street Cemetery and Police 
Barracks, and thence on viaduct from Belmore or Garden Hoad over Belmore Park and 
Elizabeth-street to a little beyond Goulbum-street, which would have to be slightly 
diverted. Prom there they 'would proceed on a descending grade, not steeper than 1 in 
100, to the corner of Liverpool-street and Elizabeth-street, and passing under the 
former without altering the surface level, would be carried through Hyde Park in open 
cutting (with foot-bridges for pedestrians) as far as Park-street, a width of 80 feet 
being taken from the Park for the purpose. Then passing under Park-street, without 
altering its level, they would enter the main terminal station situated between Park- 
street and King-street. Prom the end of the station four lines of way would be con
tinued under King-street, and proceed in tunnel under the Domain to a point between 
the Art Gallery and Sir John Young’s Crescent, where, on an area of 8 acres, stabling 
accommodation for engines and carriages would be provided. The main station 
building would face King-street (the width of that street between Castlereagh-street 
and St. James’ Church being increased to 100 feet), its eastern side extending 80 
feet into the Park from Elizabeth-street, and the west side abutting on Castlereagh- 
street, "which would be widened to 75 feet. At the main station, nine platforms 
would be provided, so that all classes of traffic, suburban and long-distance, 
could be accommodated, and the passenger portion of the building would include all 
the usual offices for the accommodation of the public and the station staff, as well 
as offices on the first and upper floors for the Kailway Commissioners and their 
administrative staff. At the Park-street end of the station provision would he made 
for a parcels office and lines for docks for horse-boxes and carriages.

Under this scheme, St. James’ Road, and that portion of Elizabeth-street 
between Park-street and King-street would be closed, the tram-lines being 
temporarily carried along its eastern side and taken down Phillip-street until tire 
conversion of the eastern suburban tramway lines to electric traction, when it is the 
intention to carry them along Castlereagh-street, and so down to the Circular Quay. 
It is very probable, however, that the temporary rearrangement of the Elizabeth- 
street tramway would not be necessary, because, before the proposed new railway 
station could be constructed, it is regarded as more than likely that the overhead 
electric system will have been extended to all the tramways in the city, and the 
opportunity afforded for the construction of the permanent Castlereagh-street line 
at once. '

On the completion of the extension into the city Kedfern would become a 
wmyside station, the station arrangements there being remodelled.

The scheme does not provide for goods traffic, nor would it meet requirements 
for an extension to North Shore.

Estimated Cost.
3. The estimated cost of carrying out the No. 10 Scheme is £1,561,000, the 

details of the estimate being as follows :—
Works, with office accommodation as prorided in St. James’

Additional accommodation asked for by Railway OommiHaionors
Road scheme, £731,700 (say) £732,000

30,000
£702,000

Add—Alterations at Redfern ... 
Lowering Devonshire-street 
Redfern to Belmore Road ...

20,000
15.000
10.000

54,000

810,000
Resumptiont—

f Belmore Road io King-street ... ... ... ...
Damage done to Benevolent Asylum Grounds and Barracks

741,003
7,000

748,000

£1,501,000

Or,
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Or, with cost of resumptions as estimated by the Government Land Valuer ;—
Works, with office accommodation, as provided in St. James’

Koad scheme, £731,700 (say) ............................................£732,000
Additional accommodation asked for by liaihvay Commissioners 30,000

---------------- £702,000
Add—Alterations at Kedfern ... ... ... ... 20,000

Lowering Devonshire-street ............................................ 13,000
Kedfern to Belmore Koad............... : .............................. 16,000

------- ---------- 54,000

Itesumplions—
Government property, including a strip, 80 feet in depth, 

of Hyde Park, from Liverpool-street to St. James’
Koad. also Supreme Court, Kegistrar-General’s Office,
Carter’s Barracks, and High School (say) ................. £300,000

Private lands, business interruptions, Ac. ... ................. 540,000

816,000

840,000

£1,656,000
Or, inclusive of the whole of the private land required, hut taking a. 

depth of 140 feet of Hyde Park, between Park-street and St.
James’ Koad, to avoid tbc extension into the Domain—

Works ... ... ... ... ... ... £816,000
Resumptions ....................................................................... 860,000

£1,676,000

Railway Commissioners’ Report.
4. In reporting upon the proposal the Railway Commissioners deal with an 

estimated cost of construction amounting to £1,491,000, the difference between 
that sum and the present estimate of £1,564,000 being due to additions since the 
date of (he Commissioners’ report. The annual cost of working the extension and 
paying interest on the capiial expenditure is given as £63,530, and the traffic 
estimate as £38,000, representing an annual loss of £25,530; or, if the cost be 
taken at £1,564,000, a loss of £27,720. The Commissioners, in their report, assume 
that the original Hyde Park scheme is not to be adopted, and on that assumption 
they have no hesitation in stating that the proposed terminal station fronting King- 
street would best meet public requirements. A terminal station at King-street, 
they point out, would entirely dispense with the necessity for any expenditure on 
a new station upon what is known as the Devonshire-street site.

Porm or the Inquiry.
5. In carrying out their inquiry the Committee first had the proposed scheme 

and the other schemes prepared by the Railway Construction Department (including 
that in connection 'with St. James’ Road) explained. They then had the condition 
of the present station at Redfern described, and following upon this the circumstances 
or reasons regarded as justifying the extension of the railway into the city. In view 
of the advantages offered by the electric tram system in George-street they also 
sought to ascertain whether the existing electric service, or its further extension 
along new routes, would meet the requirements of travellers to and from the Redfem 
terminus as it is at present situated. They next had the schemes submitted by 
witnesses outside the Government Departments explained. In company with a 
responsible officer of the Department of Railways and the Engineer-in-Chief for 
Railway Construction, they inspected the Redfern Station and the site on the north 
side of Devonshire-street proposed in connection with another inquiry for an enlarged 
terminus; and they carefully went over and examined the routes of the two principal 
unofficial schemes, placed before them. They further requested the Engineer-in
Chief for Railway Construction to examine the whole of the private schemes 
submitted to them, and obtained his opinion thereon.

Difference between the King-street and the St. James’ Road Schemes.
6. Erom an engineering point’ of view, the difference between the King-street 

scheme and that by which the railway would be carried to St. James’ Road is 
chiefly in connection with the position and arrangements of the terminal stations,

while
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while the cost of the former greatly exceeds that of the latter owing to the 
necessity for extensive resumptions. In the St. dames’ Koad proposal the site of 

* the station was the whole of the north-western division of Hyde Park, the approach 
to it from Liverpool-street being through a semi-open cutting, constructed on what 
is designated the cnt-and-cover principle, through almost the centre of the south
western section of the Park. The portion of the Park appropriated for the station 
and the approach to it under the King-street scheme, is a strip of 80 feet from 
Liverpool-street to Park-street, and of 80 feet from Park-street to St. James’ Road, 
along the western edge of the Park, the station occupying this portion of the Park 
land and the area extending across Elizabeth-street to Castlereagh-street.

The portion of the Park included in the St. James’ Road scheme comprised 
nearly 13 acres; that in the King-street scheme, about 4^ acres, in addition to 
which 8 acres are taken from the Domain. To exclude the Domain extension from 
this scheme it would be necessary to take, from Park-street to St. James’ Road, a 
further strip of 60 feet from the Park, which would increase the total appropriation 
of Park land under the scheme to G acres 15 perches.

At St. James Road station there were to be eleven platforms, the Railway 
Commissioners being of opinion that this number would be sufficient to deal with 
tbe traffic for practically all time without extending any of the station lines beyond 
St. James’ Road, though it was pointed out that that might he done in the future, 
if it should he thought necessary. With the King-street scheme the extension of 
four lines through the station into the Domain is a now feature, it being designed 
in order to allow of a reduction in the number of platforms, and thus in the width 
of the station.

Other differences between the two schemes are that under the St. James’ 
Road scheme, St. James’ Road and Elizabeth-street would remain open for traffic; 
whereas under the King-street scheme the former would be wholly closed, as would 
also that section of Elizabeth-street between King and Park streets.

Condition or Redfern Station.

7. Redfem Railway Station has long been insufficient to properly meet traffic 
requirements, and the daily work connected with the arrival and departure of trains 
is.carried on with great difficulty and with considerable risk to the travellingpuhlic.

In 1896, the Railway Commissioners, writing to the Minister for Railways 
on the subject of city railway extension, stated that "tbe difficulties of working 
the station at Redfern have increased, and are still increasing, to such an extent 
that a considerable improvement in the terminal arrangements is, hi the interests of 
safety, as well as to provide for the comfort of the travelling public, absolutely 
necessary, and since that time tbe difficulties have not decreased. The traffic has 
outgrown the capacity of the station, and the available room for alterations or 
improvements is too limited to be of any service.

Only two of the station platforms are long enough to accommodate trains of 
more than eight cars and engine, clear of other roads, though it is frequently 
necessary to run trains up to nine cars. Other platforms are much too short for 
ordinary seven-car trains, without fouling other roads. Much difficulty is therefore 
experienced at holiday and other times by trains standing on one line blocking the 
entrance to other roads. It has been necessary to cut the northern mail train into 
two parts in order to discharge the passengers and luggage, the platform not being 
long enough to accommodate the whole of the train. Erequently, the Committee 
are informed, both north and west trains are seriously inconvenienced by having to 
load up at two separate platforms, and the two parts joined together at the last 
moment.

As many as 628 passenger and goods trains, and light engines, pass tlirou'gh 
Redfern tunnel, to and from the station, and Darling Harbour, on an ordinary 
day, and on a holiday, the number, according to figures put before the Committee, 
has reached 66'3.

But
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But the number of trains and engines shown as arriving and departing does 
not, it is stated, represent tbe work done in the passenger yard, as a large proportion 
of the passenger trains arriving have to bo drawn out from the platforms and shunted 
to liberate the engines which brought them in, or to place the cars at other 
platforms to form other trains. There is also a great deal of shunting of the engines 
to keep them out of the way of incoming and outgoing passenger trains, as there are 
no refuge sidings between the platforms or the main running lines to allow of the 
engines being readily shunted clear to take water or stand while other trains arrive 
and depart. Neither are there any sidings between or handy to the platforms where 
spare coaches can stand, so as to be readily available to strengthen trains, and 
considerable shunting across the main running lines is occasioned to get to the 
carriage sidings.

When it is stated that all this shunting takes place within the short 
distance between the platforms and the tunnel while trains are arriving and 
departing, the risk of accident, it can be seen, is very great. In consequence of the 
difficulty of shunting trains, owing to the limited length between the station and 
tunnel junctions, special inspectors have had to he appointed to give verbal 
instructions, instead of relying only on the system of fixed signals, thus introducing, 
it was explained to the Committee, a most undesirable element into the working of 
such an important yard. *

Methods of Remedying the Difficulties at Redfeen.

8. Two methods of removing, and one of alleviating, the difficulties at Redfern 
Station are described in the evidence. These are—■

(1.) Extending the railway into the city, and erecting there a large central 
station.

(2.) Erecting a large station on the north side of Devonshire-street.
(3.) Improving as far as possible, by alterations, the present arrangements at 

Redfern.

Extending the Railway into the City.

9. The Railway Commissioners favour the extension of the railway into the city, 
and, if the St. James’ Road scheme cannot be carried out, approve of the N o. 10 or King- 
street scheme. They recommend a city extension as a means of both overcoming the 
difficulties at Redfern and affording additional accommodation to railway passengers. 
In compliance with a persistent demand upon the part of railway travellers 
residing in the western suburbs, and from passengers travelling between. Sydney and 
Penrith, Campbclltown, and the H’awkesbury, who want to he brought as quickly as 
possible within easy reach of their business premises or offices in Sydney, and from a 
conviction that such an extension would pay, the Commissioners for years past have 
urged that the railway should be extended citywards, and have recommended that a 
largo f.erminal station should be erected in either the south-west or the north-west 
division of Hyde Park, those situations being, in their opinion, the most suitable for 
the purpose. Such a scheme, they state, would not only fully meet the requirements 
of the public, hut would he very advantageous to the Department, for besides 
providing all the station-yard accommodation required and paying interest on the 
capital expended, as well as working expenses, it would, in their opinion, return a 
substantial and increasing profit.

In their report upon the St. Janies’ Road scheme the annual cost of the 
scheme, including interest, but excluding all payment for the land taken from Hyde 
Park, is stated as £27,500, while the traffic estimate is £33,365, made up of a saving 
of £1,3(55 in rents for offices of the administrative staff, and £32,000 additional 
railway revenue obtained by adding Id. for each ordinary passenger journey, Is. 6d. 
and Is. per month for first and second-class season ticket-holders (with a percentage 
reduction per month for tickets taken out for three, six, and twelve months), and 
3d. per week for workmen’s tickets.

Additional revenue was also expected under this scheme from an increased 
sub urban traffic and larger rents for refreshment-rooms.

Euecting
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Erecting a Large Station on the North Side op Devonshire-street.

10. A scheme much more desirable, in the opinion of the Committee, than 
extending the railway from Redfern to St. James’ Road or King-street is the erection 
of a large station on the north side of Devonshire-street. There the station and 
approaclies would occupy all the ground hounded by Devonshire-street on the south, 
Belmore-road on the north, a line extending from Castlereagh-street on the east, and 
Pitt-street on the west, an area of 22 acres 1 rood 20 perches, where provision could be 
made for everything necessary. Eleven platforms of full length and width, with two or 
three roads between, and traversers at the end, would accommodate all trains ; suitable 
arrangements would be made for interchange between the railway and electric tram
way systems; and the general design would permit of six lines being extended at 
any time further into the city without interfering with the station buildings. Under 
this scheme Devonshire-street would he closed, except for a subway for foot- 
passengers, and an approach to the cab road leading into the station, a new street 
being constructed from the intersection of Devonshire-street and Castlereagh-street 
to Belmore-road; and Belmore-road and Gipps-street would be widened. The 
estimated cost in connection with this proposal is given as follows:

General works............... ... ...
Interlocking ... ,,, ... ...
Station buildings and Administrative offices
Lighting...................................................... .
Alterations to Redfern Station ...

£133,000
15.000 

233,000
5,000

30.000

£421,000

Resumptions ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £140,600

In this scheme, the land, except in the case of Christ Church Parsonage, is ’ 
practically the property of the Government already. The sum set down for 
resumptions is mainly intended for re-ercction of the buildings now on the site.

Tbe Railway Commissioners, in their report upon the proposal, say that a 
perfect terminal station could be constructed on this site, and relief thereby afforded 
to the existing Redfern Station; but, in their opinion, the scheme is seriously 
defect ive in not providing an extension into the city which would meet the con
venience of railway travellers, and upon which a charge could be made to pay 
interest and working expenses. As, however, the erection of administrative offices 
at Devonshire-street will effect a saving of the rent now paid for the offices 
occupied in Bridge and Macquarie streets, to that extent the scliemc will he an 
advantage, and the Committee are of opinion that interest and working expenses 
will bo, to a considerable extent, met indirectly by the large increase that will take 
place in the traffic upon the trams connected with the railway.

The proposal to construct a new terminal station at Devonshire-street was 
first made, the Committee are informed, by the late Chief Commissioner, Mr. Eddy, 
about tbe year 1893, but at that time the scheme did not provide for administrative 
offices, Mr. Eddy being then of opinion that these offices should be in the part of 
the city where they are now situated. The opinion of the Commissioners at the 
present time is that the greatest efficiency will be secured by having the offices at 
the railway station where the railway staffs are employed.

Improving Redfern Station.

11. Redfern Station occupies an extensive area, the station-yard covering 
30£ acres and the platforms and approaches 61 acres ; but much of the area is taken 
up by the arrangements in connection with the traffic to and from Darling Harbour, 
and the produce trade. It is quite possible, by further resumption to the south, to 
improve the station, hut it would be very costly, and would be difficult to carry 
through while the traffic was being conducted, and when completed the result would 
not be satisfactory. In the opinion of the Enginecr-in-Chief for Railway Construction, 
the only way to improve Redfern station would be to extend it to the northern side 
of Devonsbire-street, and to lay down lines and build platforms and station 
accommodation there, joining up, when everything was ready, with the existing lines 
at Redfern, and closing the old station directly the new one came into use.

East
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East on West.

12. One specially noticeable feature in tbe inquiry has been that tbe 
advocates of tbc City Extension Railway divide themselves into two classes—those 
who bold that the proper line should traverse East Sydney, and those who hold 
that a greater service would be rendered by a line that traverses the west. If we 
study a map of Sydney, it certainly does appear that the part east of George-street 
is largely taken up with the magnificent reserve of the Government House Domain, 
the Public Domain, the .Botanic Gardens, Hyde, Phillip, and Cook Parks, while the 
area of West Sydney, which is greatly wanting in reserves, is pretty closely built 
upon. An eastern line, terminating at King-street or at Circular Quay, would 
accommodate those who wish to go to Parliament House, to the Hospital, to the 
chambers of the medical men who abound in Macquarie-street, to the Government 
offices, to the clubs, to the law courts and lawyers’ offices, to the largest hotels, and 
to the places of business lying east of George-street. That in itself is a pretty 
considerable traffic, lint on behalf of tbe western route it is maintained that that 
is pre-eminently tbe locality for warehouses and wharfs, for all the large produce 
business, and for numerous factories, and that more people come in and out of 
Sydney every day who make for some place lying to the west of George-street than 
for places to the east of it.

Even Mr. Rennick stated that but for its expensiveness the western route 
should be preferred. Several schemes have been put before the Committee showing 
possible lines through West Sydney, and Mr. Selfe and Mr. Greenwood have specially 
assisted tbe Committee in putting before them lines worked out to a great deal of detail, 
and showing bow stations might be provided at the Town Hall, Wynyard-square, 
and Circular Quay—three admirable centres for passenger traffic. Mr. Sievers, the 
Government Land Valuator, has testified that neither of these gentlemen has under
estimated the cost of land resumption, nor has there been any evidence to show that 
they have under-estimated the cost of the works. The cost of Mr. Sclfe’s scheme is, 
to some extent, complicated by its being combined with proposals for reconstructing 
parts of Sydney. Both schemes, however, have been objected to on engineering 
grounds by Mr. Deane, and his objections have not been satisfactorily met. Neither 
of these schemes, nor that of Mr. Horhury Hunt, which has been less worked out in 
detail, could be recommended by the Committee for immediate adoption. All the 
West Sydney schemes have been advocated on the ground that they lend themselves to 
an extension to North Shore over the proposed North Shore bridge. Mr. Deane, 
however, holds that it would be a mistake to mix up a passenger service line for 
West Sydney with the North Shore line, and he has sketched two possible lines, one 
for each service. The cost of these two lines has not been worked out, and it does 
not at present seem likely that the Government would go to the expense of two, 
roughly, parallel lines through West Sydney. As matters stand at present, therefore, 
there is no West Sydney route submitted which is in a position to be recommended.

The Government Schemes.

13. The private schemes offering no adequate solution of the question, the 
Committee were thrown hack upon the schemes submitted by the Government, 
and these, as far as regards the question of suitableness in meeting railway require
ments, without excessive cost, were reduced to two—the St. lames’ Road and the 
King-street schemes—each of which would appropriate a portion of Hyde Park, and 
one apartof the Domain also. A third proposal was favourably viewed by the Engineer- 
in-Chief—that described in the evidence as No. 4 scheme, by which the terminal 
station would be situated on a site between King, Elizabeth, Market, and Pitt streets; 
hut the cost would he excessive, and though Hyde Park would not be interfered 
with to any appreciable extent, a portion of the south-west corner would he affected.

The Electric Tram Development.

14. Dealing with the St, James’ Road and King-street schemes, in the light 
of the evidence before them, and the general desire to, if possible, avoid taking any 
portion of Hyde Park, the Committee came to the conclusion that neither scheme 
recommended itself for adoption so strongly as one which would provide an escape

1G—c " from
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from the dangers now incurred at the I ted fern terminus, combined with an enlarged 
system of electric trams for bringing railway passengers from the terminal station 
into the city, and distributing them at different points within easy reach of their 
offices or places of business, and at the Circular Quay.

The results from the construction of the George-street electric tram-line have, 
in the opinion of the Committee, materially changed the situation in relation to the 
city railway extension question.

Electric trams, running at intervals of from one to two minutes between the 
Kedfern railway terminus and Circular Quay, and stopping on the way at all street 
intersections, are now conveying railway passengers into the city so expeditiously 
that the number of railway travellers patronising the steam trams in Elizabeth-street 
are very few. George-street divides the city more equally than any other street, no 
time is lost by passengers waiting for the trams to start from the terminus, and in 
the return journeys there is no delay. During the busy hours of the morning and 
afternoon the electric trams are overcrowded, but that is owing to the fact that one 
line is insufficient to deal with the traffic. The popularity of the electric system, and 
the recognition by the public of its usefulness as a means of getting into and out of 
the city, are evident by the extent to which it is used. Additional lines down other 
streets between the railway terminus and Circular Quay would at once relieve the 
George-street trams, and he a further advantage to railway travellers.

Statistics relating to the railway tram traffic, collected at the instance of the 
Committee by the Traffic Superintendent of the Tramway Department, and given by 
him in evidence, show that the average number of persons arriving at Kedfern 
Station and departing therefrom by train, daily, is 23,500, 13,000 of whom are 
carried from and to the station by the George-street electric trams and 1,150 by 
steam trams, the balance, 9,350, walking. Estimated on the basis of the number 
now carried, the number of passengers travelling to and from Kedfern Station 
annually by the George-street electric trams is given as 8,700,000, and of passengers 
travelling to and from the station by steam trams, 700,000. The comparison is a 
striking one, and though it may he admitted that a certain portion of those railway 
travellers who now walk to and from the station do so because of the difficulty 
experienced in finding a steam tram at the moment it is wanted, the figures 
undoubtedly indicate "that Die great bulk of the railway passengers travel, after 
leaving the*train, by way of George-street, and that their requirements are, so far as 
route is concerned, met by the George-street electric trains.

In relation to this subject, it is instructive to notice that in the Legislative 
Assembly, recently, during a debate upon the overcrowding of the George-street 
electric trams, the Honorable the Premier and Minister for Kailways read a letter from 
the Kailway Commissioners in which it was stated that, though to accommodate the ■ 
traffic an auxiliary service of steam trams had been kept on, between which and the 
electric cars there was ample accommodation, “ the people will not travel by the steam 
cars, presumably because the electric cars go down George-street, where the steam 
cars could not possibly go.”

As to Necessity eor City Extension.

15. The primary question to he dealt with is, whether it is immediately 
necessary to extend the railway into the city.

The majority of the witnesses from the Western Suburbs contended they could 
not he adequately served unless this were done, though considerable difference of 
opinion existed amongst them as to the proper terminal site. It must be remembered 
that none of the proposals put forward were to deal with other than passenger traffic, 
and it is admitted that the Devonshire-street site is the most central for the distri
bution of country travellers. The remaining elements are the Western suburban 
and semi-suburban passengers. A proportion of these now suffer some delay in 
reaching their places of business daily ; hut on examination the inconvenience is 
found to be not so serious as might appear at first sight,. The delay .involved in 
changing from tram to electric tram at Kedfern averages, according to the evidence 
of the traffic officials, only from one fo two minutes, with a maximum delay of three

in inutes.
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minutes. Then the George-street tram takes, say, ten minutes to get to King-street, 
as against three minutes required for a continuation of the train journey from 
Kedfern to the corner of King and Elizabeth streets. This, apparently, shows a 
delay of ten minutes in travelling by tram; but against this has to be placed the 
fact that, as a rule, the trams land passengers within a shorter distance of their 
business premises than could any practicable city railway. This advantage will 
bo emphasised by the additional tram-lines which are admittedly necessary to relieve 
the George-street line, as passengers would then have a greater choice of routes on 
arriving at Redfern or Belmore-road, witii a correspondingly greater opportunity of 
being taken near their eventual destination. '

Another point, deserving of attention, is that while the Commissioners’ 
estimate of probable revenue to be derived from the city extension is based on the 
supposition that the whole of the passengers arriving now at Redfern would go 
on to King-street or Hyde Park, it is shown in the evidence of the traffic officials 
that of the total passengers arriving daily at Redfern only 00 per cent, take 
either the electric or steam tram, the remaining 40 per cent, preferring to walk to 
business. The presumption is that the objective of these latter passengers is near 
Redfern, and that a similar proportion would find no use for a city extension.

Tliere is little doubt hut that at some future time further city railway 
extension for passengers will he not only necessary hut profitable, and one 
consideration that weighs with the Committee, in expressing a preference for the 
Devonshire-street site, is its suitability, as a starting-point, for a circular city line, 
or an extension towards North Sydney, or the Eastern Suburbs, so soon as probable 
traffic warrants the heavy expenditure involved.

It must he borne in mind, too, that in the larger centres of the world, 
electric traction is becoming increasingly popular as a means of dealing with 
concentrated traffic. This does not alone refer to tramways, but also to what arc 
practically electric railways, running on enclosed tracks, and at a high rate of 
speed. It is, therefore, probable that within a few years the whole problem of 
city railway exteusion will assume a new complexion, and the Committee feel that 
their present recommendation is in harmony with this anticipated development.

In tbc meantime, a large and well-designed station at Devonshire-street, 
in conjunction witii additional tram-lines (which would probably be highly 
remunerative), will, in the opinion of the Committee, he sufficient to deal with 
the traffic.

The Thkkk Schemes compared.

10. It has been said that only an extension of the railway into the city will 
be pecuniarily profitable; hut an examination of this phase of the question does 
not prove the St. James’ Bond scheme to he the profitable one it has been repre
sented to be, and in a comparison with other schemes it shows nearly as much 
unprofitable expenditure or dead money as the scheme for erecting a new terminal 
station at Devonshire-street.

The original cost of the St. James’ Road scheme was £650,000, which 
included a sum of £100,000, the estimated value of land taken between Belmore 
Bark and Liverpool-street. The estimated value of the section of Hyde Park 
appropriated by this scheme is £165,000, which would make the cost of the 
scheme, so far, £315,000. To this, however, must be added £30,000 for additional 
accommodation required by the Railway Commissioners, and £25,000 for an increase 
in prices, making the total £870,000. The annual charges upon this amount would 
be, interest at 3 per cent., £26,100, and working expenses and maintenance £8,000, 
or together £34,100. Against this must he placed the expected traffic, which, in 
their report upon the St. James’ Road scheme the Railway Commissioners estimated 
at £32,000, hut which is now estimated at £38,000. Erom the evidence before 
them, the Committee believe it would be about half that sum, the original estimate 
being based on the belief that the whole of the passengers arriving at Redfern would 
continue their journey into tbe city by train; whereas, in view of what the George- 
street trams arc doing, it is probable that the number travelling to St. James’ Road, 
or its vicinity, would not he more than half. The half of the traffic estimate being 
£10,000, the deficiency would bo £1.5,100, or a sum representing interest at 3 per 
cent, on £503,300. The
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The estimated cost of the King-street scheme in regard to works alone is 

£8163000, and with resumptions, Government and private property, £840,000, 
amounts to £1,656,000, or, taliing into account the extra 60 feet of Hyde Park land 
necessary to avoid appropriating a portion of the Domain, £1,676,000. The annual 
charges are, on the first amount, interest at 3 per cent. £40,680, and working expenses 
and maintenance £18,800, or in all £68,480; and on the second amount, interest at 
3 per cent. £50,280, and working expenses and maintenance £18,800, or together 
£69,080. The traffic estimate is £38,000; hut reducing this by half, in accordance 
with what the Committee are of opinion the traffic would be, the result is £19,000, 
which, deducted from the annual expenses, leaves in the first case £49,480, or 
interest at 3 per cent, on £1,649,300, and in the second, £50,080, or interest at 3 per 
cent, on £1,669,300.

Taking the Devonshire-street station scheme, the estimated cost is £561,000, 
the annual cost £14,460, the traffic increase nil.

But placing the three schemes in comparison, the result is as follows :—■
St. James’ Koad Scheme.

Cost as originally estimated ... ... ................. ... ... ...
Estimated value of land taken between Belmore Bark and Liverpool-street 
Estimated value of land taken from Hyde Park ... ... ...

‘Extra office accommodation asked by Kailway Commissioners ... ...
Increase in prices since original estimate was made ,,, ... ... ...

Total ... ... ... ...
Annual cost—

Interest at 3 per cent................................................................... £26,100
"Working expenses and maintenance ... ... ... 8,000

Tr [flic estimate—
Estimate of traffic on tbe basis tliat, at most, only half the number of 

passengers travelling to Kedfern would travel by tbe train into 
the city... ... ... ... ■■■

Deficiency £15,100, representing interest at 3 per cent, on £503,300.

£550,000
100,000
165,000
30.000
25.000

£870,000

£34,100

£19,000

Kiko-siheet Scheme.
Intimated cost of works... ... ... ... ...
Kcsumptions ... ... ... ... ... ...

£816,000
840,000

£1,656,000
Annual cost—

Interest at 3 per cent. ... ... ... ... ... £49,680
Working expenses and maintenance ... ... ... 18,800

---------- £68,480
Traffic estimate—

Estimate of traffic on the basis that, at most, only one-balf the number 
of passengers travelling to Kedfern would travel by train into tbe 
city ... ... ... ... ... ... £19,000

Deficiency £49,480, representing interest at 3 per cent, on £1,649,300.

or, if the scheme should not extend into the Domain—
Kino-street Scheme.

' Estimated cost of works ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £816,000
Kesumptious ... ... ... ... ... ... 860,000

£1,670,000
Annual cos!—

Interest, at 3 per cent. ... ... ... ... ... £50,280
Working expenses and maintenance ... ................ 18,800

" ------— £69,080
Traffic estimate—

Estimate of traffic on the basis that, at most, only one-balf tho'numbcr 
of passengers travelling to Kedfern would travel by train into
the city .................................................................................................. £19,000

Deficiency, £50,080, representing interest at 3 per cent, on £1,669,300.

Special Advantages in the Devons hike-stpeet Scheme.

17. In addition to comparing favourably with the two city schemes in regard 
to expenditure from which no immediate pecuniary return can be expected, the 
Devonshire-street proposal offers advantages in station accommodation and con
veniences for passengers much greater than could he obtained in connection with,

" either
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either of the other schemes. The area oi' land proposed to be resumed is large 
enough to provide a terminal station for an indefinite time, an advantage which, in 
consequence of the enormous expense involved in the resumption of city property, 
could not be obtained in the vicinity of King-street, Every arrangement necessary 
for the safe and expeditious working of the railway traffic could be brought into 
operatic]! at Devon shire-street without difficulty. The station building would provide 
large and commodious offices for the Kailway Commissioners and the different staffs 
of officers; and the station approaches would not only meet the requirements of 

. pedestrian and cab traffic, but also offer special facilities for the running of trams 
in conjunction with the trains. Electric trams could be run to and from the station, 
not only by way of George-street, but also along Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and 
Elizabeth-street; and there would be no difficulty in connecting the western trams 
with the station. Eurther, if in the future it should be considered desirable to carry 
the railway into the city towards King-street or the Circular Quay, provision^ is 
made in the scheme for extending six lines in that direction without interfering with 
the station buildings.

It should also be noted that tbe Devonshire-street site is in the very centre of 
the area which on the north, north-west, and north-cast, includes the city proper 
down to the harbour frontages, Pyrmont, Balmain, Woolloomooloo, and Darlinghurst; 
on the cast, Surry Hills, Paddington, and Woollahra; on the south-east, Kensington 
and Kandwick; on the south, Kedfern, Waterloo, and Alexandria; on the south-west, 
Chippendale, Campordown, Darlington, Erskineville, and Newtown; and on the 
west, Ultimo, Eorest Lodge, Glebe, and Glebe Point,

Conclusion abkived at.

18. In view of the special advantages attached to the Devonshire-street 
station scheme, the fact that it compares fairly well with the St. James’ Koad and 
King-street schemes in regard to expenditure, the interest upon which cannot bo met 
by increased railway fares, and tliat it involves no appropriation of Hyde Park land, 
and of the new aspect imparted to the question of city railway extension by the 
electric tram development, together with the recent resumption of the eastern shore 
of Darling Harbour, a portion of which may he utilised for a western city railway 
extension for goods and passenger traffic, the Committee arc of opinion that an 
extension of the railway to St. James’ Koad or to King-street is not justified, and 
that neither of those schemes should be carried out.

Resolution passeil

19. The resolution passed is shown in the following extract from the 
Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings, of 7th June, 1900 : —

Dr. Garrau moved,—That the Committee having given due consideration to the resolution of the 
Legislative Assembly of the 20th December, 1S9S),—‘ That it is expedient that the extension of the railway 
system of the Colony from the present terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a 
large Central Station in the north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James’ Road, as referred by 
tbe Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, be referred back 
to the Public Works Committee for further consideration aud repoit, in view of certain proposals to 
deviate from the route already recommended,’ and having given special consideration to the new 
proposals submitted, have arrived at Ihc following conclusions:— _

“]. That the accommodation for passenger traffic at the present Redicrn terminus is wholly 
insufficient.

“2. That it would he better in every respect to construct an entirely new station than to attempt a 
reconstruction of the present station.

11 3. That: the best, plan will be to extend the. railway into the city and erect a terminal station there, 
as this will give fire suburban passengers what they have so long demanded, via., a station nearer 
to the business centre of (Sydney,

“•J'. Thai of all tire extension schemes submitted fo the. Committee the simplest, (lie most economical, 
and tire easiest of construction is tbe scheme known as the St. James’ Road scheme, being that 
originally proposed by the Railway Commissioners. The Committee, therefore, endorses the 
jecouiinor.dation made by the previous Public, "Works Committee in its report dated the 26th 
August, ]S!>7.” "

Mr. Trickett seconded the motion.
Mr.

16- r?
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_ Mr. Dick moved,—“ That the motion be amended by omitting nil the words after the word ‘ station ’ 
in paragraph 2, and inserting in Lieu thereof tbe following words;—

“ (3.) That the best plan will be to extend tbe railway to the north of Devonshire-street and there 
construct a commodious station and administrative offices.

“ (4) That in view of the foregoing it is not expedient that the extension of the railway system of 
the Colony from the present terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large 
Central Station in the north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James’ Road, as referred 
by tbe Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public "Works, nor 
the deviations suggested in the reference of the 7th December, 1809, be carried out.” •

The quest ion,—“That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the motion,”—was negatived 
on the following division ;—

Ayes, 2. Noes, 5.
Mr, Trickctt, I Mr. Shepherd,
Dr Gamin. Mr. Dick,

I Mr. Watson,
Mr. LeTien,

I Mr. McTTarlane.
The question,—“That the words proposed to be inserted be 

following division:—
Ayes, C.

so inserted,”—was passed on 

Noes, 2.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Watson, 
Mr. Lmen,
Mr. Mcfarlane.

Mr. Tricked, 
Dr Garrau.

the

l'he question,—“ 1 hat the resolution, as amended, be now agreed to,”—was passed, on the. following 
division.— n

Ayes, 5 Noes, 2.
Mr. Shepherd, , Mr. Trick ett,
Mr. Dick, j Dr. Giirr-.n.
Mr Wut'on, 1
Mr. Leiien, ,
Mr McKarlime.

On the question,—“That the following be the resolution of the Committee”:—
“ That the Committee, having given due consideration to the resolution of the Legislative Assembly 

of the 20th December, 1899, that it is expedient that the extension of the railway system of the Colony 
from the present terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a largo Central Station in 
the north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James’ Road, as referred by the Legislative Assembly 
to tbe Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, be referred back to the Public Work’s 
Committee for further consideration and report, in view of certain proposals to deviate from the route 
already recommended—and having given special consideration to the new proposals submitted, have 
arrived at the following conclusions :—

111, That the accommodation for passenger traffic at the present Redfern terminus is wholly 
insufficient.

“2. Tliat it would be better in every respect to construct an entirely new station than to attempt 
a reconstruction of the present station.

“ 3. That tbe best plan will be to extend the railway to the north of Devonshire-street, and there 
construct a commodious station and administrative offices.

“ 4. That in view of the foregoing, it is not expedient that the extension of the railway system of 
the Colony from the present terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of alaree 
Central Station in the north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James’ Road, as referred 
by the Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, nor 
the deviations suggested in the reference of the 7th December, 1899, be earned out,”

The Committee divided.

Ayes, 5.
Mr. Slioplierd,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Levien,
Mr. HeTtirlane.

Tbe resolution was therefore passed.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Trickett, 
Dr. Garran.

W. T. DICK,
Cliairrna.il.

Office of tbe Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 16 July, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

EXTENSION OF THE RAILWAY INTO THE CITY OF SYDNEY.

TUESDAY, 0 FEBRUARY, 1900.

• present: —
Tine Hoy. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Ch.uhmas).

The Hon. Pathick Lisdesay Cbawfouij Siiephehd. 
The Hon. As.i) hew Ctaiiran, LL.U,
WinniAji Thomas Dick, Esq.

■John Ckhtsttak Watsok, Esq. 
Rodeht Hexey LEvriiN, Esq, 
Jons McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a largo Central Station,

Robert R, P, Hickson, Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined :—

1. Chairman.'] Ton have had prepared a statement describing tbc proposals forextending the railway into 
the city which have been submitted to the Committee ;—will you kindly read it? Yes ; it is as follows :—

Extension of the Bailway into the City ok Sydney.

The proposal before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly, for the Committee’s consideration, on the 
20th December, IS99, in the following terms:—“That it is expedient that the extension of tlio railway system of the 
Colony from the present terminus at Redfern into the city, including the erection of a large central station in the north
western division of the Park, fronting St. James' Road, as referred by the Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Public Works, be referred back to the Public Works Committee for further consideration and 
report, in view of certain proposals to deviate from the route already recommended.”

The question of extending the railway from its present terminus at Redfern into the city bus been for many years so 
prominently before the public, and has been so thoroughly discussed and ventilated in Parliament and the public Press, 
that it is unnecessary for me at this junctuie to enter into any lengthy review or explanation of the various schemes that 
have been propounded from time to time. The following brief resume of the more important steps that have been taken 
officially during the past ten years, witii the object of arriving at a definite solution of the question will, I trust, be 
sufficient to enable the Committee to clearly understand the present position of adairs.

Tbe desirability of bringing the railway into, the city has been freely admitted for the past forty years. Public 
opinion has been practically unanimous on this point; the apparently insuperable difficulty lies in the fixing of the route 
and a site for tbe terminal station.

After long years of public discussion tbe Government, appointed a Royal Commission in March. IdOO, for the purpose 
of making a diligent and thorough examination and investigation into the several proposals which had been made for 
extending the railway accommodation into the city of Sydney, and to inquire into the whole subject, for the information of 
the Government. This Royal Commission was presided ovei by the lute Mr. Sydney Biirdekin, and commenced its inquiry 
on 2nd April, 1890, sitting in the Town Hall, Thirty-five separate schemes were submitted to the Commission, seven of 
winch were, after inquiry and evidence having been taken upon the whole, selected for further consideration, after report 
by professional officers of tbc Government. The other proposals had been shown to be either impracticable or too costly.

Tho result of the further inquiry was that, in March, 1891, the Commission adopted, by a majority of one, the 
following resolution ;—“That the Commission approve of the Hyde Park scheme, as put forward by the Railway Commis
sioners, and that the same lie adopted,”

The scheme herein referred to proposed a central station at the top of King-street, and required therefore the north
western division of Hyde Park, as well as the area comprising St. James’ Road, and the sites occupied by tbe Registrar- 
Generals Office, the Supreme Court, and St. James' Church. The estimated cost of the scheme was set down at £780,000.

Influential objections having been raised to the appropriation of any poition of Hyde Park for railway purposes, the 
Railway Commissioners submitted an alternative scheme, which proposed a central station, for long distance traffic, on the 
site occupied by the Benevolent Asylum, and a suburban mam station at King-street, two lines being continued to a 
terminus at Circular Quay, and two other lines taken from King-street round tc the eastern suburbs.

The Royal Commission, by a majority, favoured this alternative scheme, and reported accordingly. The estimated 
cost of this amended scheme was given at £885,000, exclusive of land resumption and compensation.

No action appears to have been taken on the report of the Commission, and the question remained in abeyanee until 
April, 1896, when the Railway Commissioners brought it again under notice in a letter to the Premier and Minister for 
Railways, inviting serious consideration to the question of the terminal accommodation, as one calling for immediate settle
ment, in the interests of the safety, as well as the comfort, of the travelling public : and they suggested, in order to reduce 
the interference with Hyde Park, the bringing forward of the railway to the south-west section of the Park bounded by 
Liverpool, Elizabeth, and Park Streets.

This authoritative pronouncement of the Railway Commissioners respecting the urgency of the extension of the 
railway into the city once more brought the subject into prominence. The Government, in due course, on 22nd December, 
1896, appointed a Royal Commission, composed of all the Members of the Public Works Committee, “ to make a diligent 
and full inquiry as to the expediency and best methods of extending the railway system of the Colony into the city of 
Sydney, or through tile city, and to the waters of Port Jackson :—

“1. Eor the convenience of passengers ; and 
“ 2. Eor the conveyance of goods.I'

1G—A

R. R. P. 
Hickson.

6 Feb., 1000.

The
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R. R. P. The various schemes put forward by engineers and others were closely inquired into by the Commission, and the
Hickson, whole subject was investigated in all its bearings in the most complete and exhaustive manner. The conclusions arrived at 

f _ >■ . by tho Commission, and reported 1st June, 1S97, were as follows :—
6 Feb. 1900. !• That it is expedient the railway system of the Colony should be extended into the city for the convenience of

passengers, and that the best method of doing this is by the route and according to the plan described as the St, 
James’ Road scheme.

2, That it is not expedient to further extend the railway system of the Colony into the city of Sydney, or through
' the city, and to the waters of Port Jackson, for the conveyance of goods.

The estimated cost of the St. James' Road scheme thus recommended by the Commission was £050,000, which 
amount included £100,000 for land resumption. ■

The recommendations of the Royal Commission were then referred by Parliament to the Public Works Committee, 
who were instructed to consider and report upon “ the expediency of extending the railway system of the Colony from the 
present terminus at Redfern into the city, including the erection of a large central station in the north-western division of 
the Park, fronting St. James’ Road,

The Committee, after a further exhaustive investigation had been made into a number of other schemes, adhered to 
the conclusion arrived at by them at the close of their inquiry as a Royal Commission, and reported to Parliament, on 26th 
August, 1S97, the following resolution passed by them That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the 
proposed extension of the railway system of the Colony from the present terminus at Redfern into the city, including the 
erection of a large central station in the north-western division of the Park fronting St. James’ Road, as referred to the 
Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”

Although no action was taken by the Government- to give effect to the foregoing resolution, owing to its strong 
objections to the appropriation of the north-western division of Hyde Park, the question of bringing the railway into tiie 
city was constantly under tho earnest consideration of Ministers.

The services of Mr. Rennick, the Engineer-in-Chief for Victorian Railways, were obtained by tho Premier, Mr. 
Reid, for the purpose of advising and reporting on the various schemes submitted. Mr. Rennick pronounced the St. 
James’ Road scheme, as put forward by the Railway Commissioners, and recommended by the Public Works Committee, 
as the best; but, with a view to getting over the Park difficulty, suggested an alternative scheme, which would not 
appropriate any portion of Hyde Park.

Mr. Rennick’s description of his scheme was briefly as follows :—“ Make Redfern the terminus for long-distance 
trains, and extend the railway to Government Grounds, near Circular Quay, for city and suburban traffic; providing 
stations at Liverpool-street, at the High School site, Market-street (between Castlercagh and Elizabeth Streets), and in the 
Government House Grounds, Albert-street,”

The late Government then took up tho subject, and, after giving it tho closest consideration, Mr. Deane, 
Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction, was instructed to devise certain alternative schemes whereby the necessity 
of interfering with Hyde Park would be almost entirely avoided. Hos, 1 to 8 are those ordered by that Government, 
Nos. 9 and U) being the production of the present one.

Mr. Deane thereupon furnished a number of schemes, each having its own distinctive features, hut nearly all pro
posing a central or terminal station at or near the High School site. They may be summarised as follows

A c. 1 Scheme—Redfern to King-street (High School site) and Fort Macquarie.
Terminal station for country trains and through suburban traffic at Benevolent Asylum site.
Through stations at Liverpool-street and King-street.
Terminal station for suburban traffic at Albert-street.
Car and motor sheds at Fort Macquarie. (Cut and cover work through Hyde Park.)
Six lines of way throughout.

Works ......................................................................................................................... £1,154,000
Resumption.......................................................................................................... ....... 602,090

Total..................................................................... £1,756,000
No, 2 Scheme—Redfem to King-street (High School site) with extension to back of Art Gallery, 

Terminal station for country trains and through suburban traffic at Benevolent Asylum site.
Through station at Liverpool-street.
Terminal station for suburban traffic at King-street.
Car and motor sheds back of Art Gallery. (Cut and cover work through Hyde Park.)

Four lines of way throughout.................................................................................... £799,000
Add for two extra linos of way, Redfem to King-street ..................... .................. 51,000

£850,009
Resumption................................................................................................................. 542,000

Total..................................................................... £1,892,000
No. 3 Scheme—Redfem to King-street.

.Small terminus for country trains and through suburban traffic at Benevolent Asylum site.
Through station at Liverpool-street.
Large terminus for suburban trains at King-street (between Elizabeth-street and Pitt-street). (Cut and cover through 

Hyde Park,) Six lines of way throughout.
Works  ...................................................................................................................... £523,000
Resumption............................................................................................................... 1,070,825

£1,593,825
Deduct ........................................................................................... 205,000

Total..................................................................... £1,338,825
No. 4 Scheme- Redfern to King-st rcet, with country and suburban terminus at King-street.

Through stations at Benevolent Asylum site and Liverpool-street. (Cut and cover through Hyde Park.) Six lines 
of way throughout.

Works ..............................................................................   £630,000
Resumption....... ......................   899,825

£1,529,825
Deduct ............................................................................. . 90,000

Total..................................................................... £1,439,825
No. 5 Scheme—Redfern to King-street (six tracks), with single line, loop and sidings in Outer Domain.

Country traffic to terminate at Redfem Station, adapted.
Through station at Liverpool-street.
Terminal station for suburban traffic at King-street (High School site).

General works................................................................................................................. £596,500
Resumption..................................................................................................................... £450,000

Total £1,046,500
No.
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No. 6 SWteme—Redfern to Liverpool-street (six tracks), Liverpool-street to King-street (four tracks), with double return
loop, via Domain and Hyde Park, to Liverpool-street

Country traffic to terminate at Redfern Station, adapted.
Through station at Liverpool-street.
Terminal station for suburban traffic at King-street (High School site).

General Works ........................................... *................................................................
Resumption..................................................................................................................... 400>000

Total...............................................................................................  £1,002,000
Wo. 7 Scheme—Redfern to King-street (six tracks).

Through station at Liverpool-street. _ _
Terminal station for suburban traffic at King-street (High School site).
Country traffic to terminate at Redfem Station.

General works.................................................................................................................. ^0,000
Resumption........................................................   451,000

Total................................................................................................ £030,000
No. 8 Scheme—Redfern to Hunter-street.

Terminus for country trains at Benevolent Asylum site, ....
Terminus for suburban trains at Hunter-street, with an intermediate station at Liverpool-street. .
Double-line tunnel from Hunter-street to small terminal station at Albert-street. (Through Hyde Park, one-tlurd in 

open cut, and two-thirds cut and cover.)
Six lines, Redfem to Hunter-street .........................................................................  t £1,331,000
Two lines, Hunter-street to Albert-street..................................................................} —---------

Parti—Works ..................................... ........................ £184,000
Resumption............................................................... 98,000

----------- £282,000
Part 2—Works ..................................................................... 402,000

Resumption.............................................................. 448,000
r   940,000

Part 3—Works ...................................................................... 89,000
Compensation ........................................................... 20,000

1 ----------- 100,000

Total................................................................................. £1,331,000
JVb. 9 Scheme—Extension from Redfern to Benevolent Asylum site, and the erection thereon of a large terminal station.

Estimated cost
Works ................................................................................................................................. i^I.OOO
Resumption..................................................................................................................... -■■ 140,000

Total................................................................................ £501,000
Tiiis scheme was referred by tbe Legislative Assembly to the Public Works Committee on 7th December, 1809.
Finally, under instructions from Mr. Secretary O’Sullivan, Mr, Deane has prepared a further scliemc for the extension 

of the railway from the south side of Belmore Road to King-street, with a terminal station on the High school site, ims 
lust scheme is now submitted for the consideration of the Committee, in conjunction with the St. James Koad scheme, as 
recommended by the Royal Commission and the Public IVorks Committee, in 1897.

The description of this scheme is as follows :—
Extension of the Raii.way from the South bide of Belmokf-uoad to King-street, with a Terminal Station

on the High School Site.
Six (6) linos of rails are carried on viaduct from Garden Road over Belmore Park and Elizabeth-street to a, little 

beyond Goulburn-street, which would have to be slightly diverted. From Goulburn-street these lines are carried on a 
descending grade, not steeper than 1 in 100, to the corner of Liverpool-street and Elizabeth-street, passing under the former 
without altering its level. After emerging on the north of Liverpool-street, the lines arc carried in open cutting as far as 
Park-street, a width of 80 feet being taken from the Park for the purpose; they then pass under Park-street without 
altering its level, and enter the main terminal station situated Ijelwcen Park-street and King-street. The west side of the 
station abuts on Castlereagh-street; a width of 70 feet is taken from Hyde Park for the station. 1 our (4) lines of way are 
continued beyond the end of tbe station, under King-street, and in tunnel under the Domain, to a point between the Art 
Gallery and Sir John Young’s Crescent, where stabling accommodation for engines and carriages will be provided. At the 
main station nine (9) platforms will be provided, so that all classes of traffic, suburban and long distance, can be accom
modated. Tbe passenger building includes all the usual offices for the accommodation of the public and the station staff, 
aa well as offices on the first and upper doors for the Railway Commissioners and their administrative staff. At the Park- 
street end of the station provision is made for a parcels office, and lines for docks for horse boxes and carriages.

Unde............................................................................. ............ , ....... .
temporarily
been conveiv^-., ^^---- —e--------- , .—-—- — -- - ", - ,■ *tu ir

The total estimate for works is £731,730, starting from Belmore-road, or, including the connection with Kecllern 
Station through the Police Barracks, at the back of the Benevolent Asylum, and through the corner of the Cemetery, 
alterations at Redfern, and lowering Devonshire-street, say £780,000. _

The cost of laud resumption and compensation is estimated by the land valuer at £741.000.
The foregoing may be summarised thus :—

No. 10 Scheme—Belmore Road to Terminus at King-street—six lines of way with—extension to car and motor sheds at 
back of Art Gallery—four lines. (Open cut through Hyde Park.)

Works .................................................................   £731,700
Alterations to Kedfern ...........................................................................................   20,000
Lowering Devonshire-street ........................................................................................ 18,000
Redfern to Belmore-road ................................................................................................... 16,000 '

. £785,700
Resumptions ..................................................................     £741,000

£1,526.700
Total, say................................................................................................... £1,527,000

The report of the Railway CommiBsionera on the scheme is as follows:—
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 20th December, 1899.

Extension of the Railway System to King-street.
Complying with the request made by letter of this date at the instance of the Secretary for Public Works, and in accordance 
with tbe provisions of tho “Public Works Act of 1888," section 13, we beg to report as follows

Cost of ttmsirutlk.n-— _ _ _
The Engineer-in-Chicf for Construction estimates the cost of construction (inclusive of

land and compensation) at ...... .................................. ......................................... 811,491,000
Annual

R. R. P. 
Hickson.

6 Fob., 1900.
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R. R. P. 
Hickson.

6 Feb., 1900.

Annual cont—
Capital expenditure at 3 per cent......................................................... ^
Estimated cost of maintaining pemianent-wny, and' for traffic, j'oeomoth'e! ' ’

and other expenses.......................................................... 18 800

Total annual cost ............................... £63 530
By adding Id. for eacli ordinary suburban passenger journey, and Is. 6d, and la. per 

mont i tor 1st and 2nd class season's ticket holders, with a percentage reduction 
per mouth for tickets taken out for three, six, and twelve mouths, and 3d. per 
week tor workmen s tickets, a revenue on existing traffic would be realised of......  £38,000

tliat the nronosedscheme is not to be adopted, and therefore we have no hesitation in stating 
realised that ^ wlU ljeat mePt Tub!ic retirements. It must however, be folly
with the recentl v nmnnci.^ct0*! ^ Vlufi‘strcet will entirely dispense with the necessity for any expenditure in connection 
witn the recently proposed station on what is known as the Devonshire-street site.

o ii , <■ re ,> /"CHARLES OLIVER,the Common heal of the Railway Commissioners of Hew South Wales was Chief Commisioner.
hereunto affixed, this twentieth day of December, One thousand eight j W. M. FEHOX 
hundred and mnety-nme, in tho presence of- i Commissioner.

H. McLaciilan. DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
t. Commissioner.

2 In thak statement you quote the resolution of the Legislative Assembly of the 20th December last, which 
reters back to the Committee for consideration what is known as the Ilvde Park scheme. Further on, vou 
speak othcheme JNo. 9 as a scheme which contemplates "an extension fi om Redfern to Benevolent Asylum 
kite, and the erection thereon of a large terminal station.” Finally, you say, " Cnder instructions from 
ivir. secretary O bulhvan, Mr. Deane has prepared a further scheme for the extension of the railway from 
the south side of Belmore-road to King-street, with a terminal station on tbe High School site.”' That 
would leave a gap between the present terminus at Ecdfern and the Belmore-road unprovided for. We 
have, therefore three main schemes submitted for our consideration ? Yes. The scheme for extending 
the railway to the Benevolent Asylum site is really merely a scheme substituting that site for Redfern as 
a termmal site, and it must be considered in conjunction with the scheme for extending the railway into 
the city to tho High School site. '
3. Dr, Garni a.] Are we to understand that, in ihc event of tho railway being extended into the city, the 
extension from Redfern is an essential part of the scheme ? We have provided for the cost of bridging 
the gap that has been interred to in the item “ Redfern to Belmore-road, £1G,000.” If the proposal to 
increase^ the termmal accommodation at Redfern by removing tho station site to the northern side of 
JJeaonsi.ire-strcet were rejected, you would still have a compleie scheme for extending the railway to 
JLing-street, from the present terminus, at a total cost of £1,527,000.
4v-tt i ■ CoraJmt'*'ec aPl>TOve oue or other of the schemes for extending the railway into the city, will it 
still be incum bent upon us to consider also the removal of the terminus to the northern side of Devonshire- 
street, for the accommodation of long-distance traffic? I should prefer to leave that question to the 
JAailway ComniissionerB. n
o. Ttie suggestion to remove the terminus to the Benevolent Asjlum sife has arisen from the idea that 
any proposed extension into the city may he rejected, and that, in that case, a roomier terminal station will 
oe required; but, m the event ot an extension into the city being approved, would there he tho same 
necessity tor a new terminal station near Redfem ? I think not; but the subject is one unon which the 
Railway Commissioners must give their opinion. "
G The removal of the terminus to the northern side of Devonshire-street is practically a substitute for all 
the schemes for extending the railway into the city ? I can hardly call it a substitute for those schemes, 
because it does not give the same advantages; but, in the event of the Committee recommending the 
extension of the railway into the city to either St. James’ Road or the High School site, the removal of 
the terminus ■would not, m my opinion, bo necessary.
7. That answer only expresses your own opinionyou do not commit anyone else ? That is so. -

THURSDAY. 8 RRDIWA'RY, 1900. •

■present:—
Tin.: Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Siikpherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
wfr ^DEEW tiAHIIA1' LL-I)- Roukrt Henry Levien, Esq.4
M ilmaji Thomas Dick, ESq. | joni)- McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engiueer-iu-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—■

H. Deane. 8. Chairman A Have you perused the statement which was read to the Committee on Tuesday last by
j a ;?11’ aild pa,'!' oE Thnlch 1 Prumimc was prepared from information supplied by vou? I have; 

8 Icb., 1900. and with Ihe concurrence of the Committee I propose to speak this afternoon a little more in detail of the 
schemes therein referred to. Mr. Hickson expected that I would do this, and, therefore, made his 
statement as short as possible.
9. Will you describe, in order the plans which have been prepared by your Department, and which are 
now e ore us , 1 understand that the small plans numbered 1 to 7 illustrate various schemes for extending 
the railway Horn Redfem into the city, in the direction of the Circular Quay ? Yes.
10. Do those schemes embody your own views of what should he done, or the views of other people?
ine designs shown on the plans you refer to were prepared by me, acting under instructions, which I will 
retcr to later on. ‘ ° 1

before us a iarge plan showing the route of the proposed extension, which is now 
submitted to us for consideration ? Yes. I have also put before the Committee for comparison a plan 
showing the proposed extension to St. James’ Road. 12.
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12. That extension was recommended by a Royal. Commission which sat in 1S97, and the Commission's R- Deane,
recommendation was afterwards endorsed by the Public Works Committee? Yes. A—x
13. The proposal was then submitted to Parliament by Mr, Secretary Young ; but after it had been taken 8 1900,
to a certain stage nothing further was done in connection with it? That is so. The Committee has also
before it plans showing tlie arrangements of the proposed terminal station at the Benevolent Asylum 
site and the proposed King-street terminal station, and drawings showing the elevation of the Bevonshire- 
street station and of the King-street station.
Id. Will you now describe in detail tho proposal which has been referred to tlie Committee for considera
tion, commencing from tbo Redfern end ? Yes ; J will give the Commitlee a description of the proposed 
scheme for extending the railway to King-street, which is dealf with in Mr. Hickson’s statement (page 
4t) as the Yo. 10 scheme:—

General Darriiifion—ReiJJc.rn to KiiKj-ntrcet Extcmion.
Six lines of rails iire earned from the present Kedfern terminus over Devonshire-street, through part of the Benevolent 

Asylum ground and part of the Cemetery aud Police Barracks, and thence on viaduct from Belmore or Garden road over Bel- 
more Park and Elizabeth-street, to a little beyond Gonlburn-street, which would have to be slightly diverted. From Goulbum- 
street these lines are carried on a descending grade, not steeper than 1 in 100, to the corner of Liverpool-street and jiliz.vbeth- 
street, passing under the corner without altering the surface level. After emeiging on the north of Liverpool-street, the 
lines arc earned in open cutting as far as Park-street, a width of SO feet being taken from the Park for the purpose. They 
then pass under Park-sti-eet, without altering its level, and enter tho main terminal station situated between Park-street 
and King-street. The main station building will face King-street, which will be widened between Castlereagh-street and 
ht. James Church to a width of 100 feet. Tlie west side of the station abuts on Castlereagh-street, which will be widened 
to 75 feet, and a width of 80 feet will be taken from Hyde Park for the station. Four lines of way arc continued beyond 
the end of the station under King-street, and in tunnel under the Domain to a point between tho Art Gallery and Sir John 
\ oung s Crescent, where stabling accommodation for engines and carriages will be provided. At the main station in King- 
street nine platforms will he provided, so that all classes of traffic, suburban and long-distance, can he accommodated. 
The passenger building includes all the usual oilices for the accommodation of the public and the station staff, as well as 
olfices on the first and upper floors for the Kailway Commissioneis and their administrative staff. At the Park-street end 
of the station provision is made for a parcels office and lines for docks for horse-boxes and carriages.

^ Under this scheme, that portion of IClizabcth-strect between Park-street and King-street is closed, the tram-lines 
being temporarily carried along its eastern side and taken down Phillip-street until the eastern suburban tramway- lines 
have been converted to electric traction, after which they will be carried, as shown on the plan, along Castlereagh-street, 
and so down to the Circular Quay-. It is very probable, however, that that temporary real raugement of the Elizabeth- 
street tramway would not be necessary, because before the proposed new railway station was constructed it is more than 
likely that the overncad electric system would have been gencrallv extended to all the tramways in tlie city, and the 
permanent Castlereagh-street line would be constructed at once. ' "

, Tbe total estimate for works is £731,700, starting from Belmore-road, or, including the connection with Kedfern 
station through the Police Barracks, at the back of tho Benevolent Asylum, and through the corner of the Cemetery, (say)

The cost of land resumption and compensation is estimated by the Land Valuer at £741,000.
Tho following is a detailed estimate of the cost of the work :—■

Works, with office accommodation, as provided in Sb. James’ Road scheme, £731,700, (say) £732,000 
Additional accommodation asked for by Railway Commissioners ........................................... 30,000
Add—Alterations at Redfern..................................................................................................... 20 0U0 "

Lowering Devonshire-street............................................................................................... ]8 000
Redfem to Belmore-road................................................................................................... 16 000

............................................ ............. 54,000

Resumptions— 816,000
Belmore-road to King-street ....... ....................................................................................... 741,000
Damage done to Benevolent Asylum Grounds and Barracks ........................................... 7,000

------1---- 748,000

£1,504,000
15. Dr. Garran.'] You do not allow anything for Hyde Park ? Hoj nothing is allowed for Hyde Park. 
J may explain that my first instructions wore to prepare the No. 9 scheme—a scheme providing for 
the erection ot a large terminal station on the north side of Devonshire-street. I was then asked to 
prepare tlie scheme which 1 have just outlined, commencing from the end of the Devonshire-street 
extension. That is the reason for the apparent gap which appears to have been unprovided for between 
Redfern and ihe Belmore-road. My estimate of the cost of bridging that gap is dELG.900, which, added 
to the cost of the rest bf the. scheme, makes the total which I have given.
1G. Chairman^] AVo should like you now to describe in detail the proposed extension from Redfern to 
King-street ? I will do so.

Rearrangement of Redfern Station.
It is proposed that Kedfern sliall cease to be a terminal station, and become only a wayside station, though, as there 

will still be a considerable ainaunt of traffic to deal with there, the station accommodation winch is left must be ample. 
In order that the extension into tho city may be carried out without interruption to the present Redfern traffic, it is 
proposed to continue across Devonshire-street, on overhead bridges, the lines which now run past platforms Nos. 8, 5, 0, 
and 3. These four lines will he for the accommodation of the passenger tiaffic into the city, two lines on the eastern side 
being used chielly fur the running of engines. 'When the lino into the city has been completed, the station arrangements 
at Redfern will have to be remodelled, and no doubt, a great many unnecessary platforms and buildings will he removed ; 
but, at the present time, I cannot tell you exactly' what plan of rearrangement will be followed. However, tiie whole group 
of lines coloured purple on the plan will have to undergo considerable changes. Additional accommodation will also be 
provided for carriages, and altogether there has been put down for the Redfern alterations the sum of £20,000.

The Dicont-hirt-’ilrce.l Crossing.
Aa the level of the rails at Redfern is not sufficiently aliove tho level of Devonshire-street to permit of traffic going 

along Devonshire-street at its present level, when the railway is continued into the city-, the street would have to be lowered to 
the extent of about!) feet, but there will be a alight difference in the amount of lowering at the tw-o points under the outer 
lines of rails. By this lowering of the street surface a headway of 16 feet will bo given under the bridge girders. Tho 
alteration of the street level also involves some drainage alterations, inasmuch as there is now under the street an old sewer 
which runs, down to Darling Harbour, and winch it will probably- be necessary to keep in existence for the purpose of 
carrying away storm-water. I he lowering of that sewer is involved in the lowering of tho street level. Then extensive 
retaining walls must be built on each side of the streets ; there must also be a reconstruction of tiie tramway which now 
runs along the street, and the pavement of the street must be rclaid. The cost of those alterations haa been estimated at 
£18,000.
17. I understand that there will be a dip in Devonshire-street between George-street and tho Railway 
Institute? YYs, with a grade of about 1 in 25, coming from the Institute.
13. And from George-street? That grade will be somewhat easier. 19.
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H, Deaue, 3j)4 j)r Qarranm2 Is 16 feet enough lieadivay for an omnibus ? Yes. _
q CT^Tr^n -^r- Watson.'] Is it enough for an electric tram ? Tho feed wire of the electric tram is at an elevation
8Fe 1900. 0£ jy or 20 (;]le trolleys can be lowered.

21. Dr. Garran.] If the electric, tram could not go under the railway in Devonshire-street, you would
have to alter tbe route of the Botany tram ? I have not taken that matter much into consideration,
because the whole arrangement of the tramway system there requires to he worked out. It remains to 
he considered whether tho Botany tram should go along Devonshire-street as it does now ; or whether it 
should be carried along Regent-street from G-eorge-street; or straight along Elizabeth-street, instead oi 
through Belmore Bark. Of course, tlie qjectric trams could go under the bridges in Devonshire-street if 
their trolleys were lowered when they came there.
22. Mr. Levien.] The trolleys would have to be lowered every time the cars came to tho bridges ? Yes ; 
but probably the best thing to do would be to fix upon another route for tbe tram.
23. Chairman.] "What is your alternative proposal for dealing with Devonshire-street ? The alternative 
proposal is to make a new street across the Benevolent Asylum grounds, and through the Cemetery, from 
the junction of George and Pitt streets, until it joins Devonshire-street near the Institute. Tliat would 
be a better street for vehicular traffic than Devonshire-street would be if a dip were made in it to enable 
traffic to get under the railway bridges.
2t. Dr. Garran.] Could you give greater headway under the bridges ? That might bo done, but I 
do not thiuk it would be desirable to increase the headway.
25. By the deviation you speak of you would get rid of the difficulty of having to alter the sewrer under 
Dcvonshire-sfreet F Yes. If tho deviation were made that sewer need not he touched. After getting 
over Devonshire-street a little filling up would have to be done for a couple of chains, and then the lines 
would run through cuttings indicated on the plan by red colouring. "When you reach tho Police grounds, 
however, the land dips down rapidly towards Belmore Park, so that w'e should have to cross Belmore-road 
by means of a bridge,
26. Chairman.] This proposal does not necessarily involve the removal of tho Benevolent Asylum, the 
late residence of the Inspector-General of Police, the Sydney Bemale Refuge, and the Convent in Pitt- 
street; it only involved the resumption of a portion of the Devonshire-street Cemetery and a portion of 
the Police ground ? Yes.
27. Tf your suggested deviation of Devonshire-street were carried out it would involve the resumption of 
part of the Benevolent Asylum grounds and of part of the Cemetery ? Yes. Tho damage that would bo 
done to property situated between Devonshire-street and the Belmore road by the King-street extension 
is put down at £7,000, which is a very small amount compared with what would have to he paid if the 
buildings which you have mentioned had to be resumed.
2S. If the Grand Central station were erected on what is known as the Devonshire-street site, that would 
involve the resumption of the greater part of the Cemetery, of the Benevolent Asylum ground, the 
Christchurch Parsonage, tho late residence of the Inspector-General of Police, the Sydney Female 
Refuge, aud the Convent ? Yes. The plan showing the arrangement of the Devonshire-street station 
accommodation will give you an idea of what would be done. There would be a difference of about 21 
foot G inches between the rail-level and the road-level at Belmore-road.
29. 3ir. Watson.] But the understructure of the bridge would considerably reduce that difference ? It 
would reduce it about 3 feet.
30. Dr. Garran,] "Would that be a sufficient headway to allow of the passage of carta loaded with hay ? 
I think so. A viaduct carrying six lines of rails would be constructed to carry the traffic from the 
Belmore-road to Elizabeth-street. At Elizabeth-street there would be an overhead bridge, aud the viaduct 
would then be continued, as is shown on the plan, as far as Goulburn-street.
31. Mr. Watson.] What headway would be given by the bridge over Elizabeth-street ? The difference 
between the rail-level aud the road-level there would be about 33 feet. I might mention that tho cross
streets there—Forster-sireet, Blackhurn-street, Campbell-street, ^nd Exetcr-place—could all be provided 
for. Goulburn-street would have to be diverted in order to obtain sufficient headway for traffic passing 
under the radway, and to allow of a grade of 1 in 100 being obtained for the line between Goulburn- 
street and the corner of Elizabeth and .Liverpool streets.
32. What headway do you propose to give at Goulburn-street? Sixteen feet. From there tho line 
would drop, at a grade of 1 in 100, to the comer of Liverpool and Castlereagh streets, going under Livcr- 
pool-street. The level of Liverpool-street would not have to be altered so as to enable that to be done. From 
that point six lines of rail will be carried along tlie edge of Hyde Bark, between retaining walls, as far as 
Park-street. Two foot-bridges are shown on the plan for the accommodation of pedestrians passing through 
tho Park; but these bridges could be increased in number if necessary. The line would go under Park- 
street, and from there the different tracks diverge to run into the various dochs and platforms at King- 
street station. Kine platforms are provided for at the King-street station, there being two pairs of rails 
between the first and second and third and fourth platforms, from the eastern side of the station, and three 
lines of rails between the fifth and sixth and seventh and eighth platforms, aud a single line alongside 
the ninth platform. The four lines on the eastern side of the station would continue round under King- 
street, and through the Domain to the carriage-sheds at Sir John Young’s Crescent. Between platforms 
5 and 6 and 7 and 8 traverses would be arranged, so that engines bringing in trains could be uncoupled 
and run out without moving tho carriages, or be hooked on to the other end of the trains to draw them 
out again. Running across past tho head of each of the platforms will ho a large assembly platform. 
The main station will he a large building facing King-street, in front of which will be provided a covered 
way for cabs and an arcade for pedestrians. Tho frontage to King-street will be about 328 feet. 
Accommodation will be given for the various offices and rooms necessary for the convenience of the public 
—ticket offices, waiting-rooms, refreshment-rooms, lavatories, parcels’ office, and so on, aud there will also 
he offices for tho station inspectors. This accommodation will all be given on the ground floor. On the 
next floor accommodation will ho provided for the Railway Commissioners and their executive staff; and 
on the other floors further accommodation will be provided for other railway officers. Going through tho 
main building from King-street, passengers will come out upon the large assembly platform to which 1 
have just alluded, the length of which will be about 275 feet, and its width 70 feet. From it passengers 
will go to the various platforms, and provision is made to prevent the overcrowding of the platforms and 
the regulation of the traffic. The level of the assembly platform will be almost the same as the street

level
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level near lie main (King-street) entrance to the station opposite Elizabeth-street; and access will be H. Deane, 
given from the assembly platform to the train platforms by means of ramps, having a grade of 1 in 8, g j^qq 
the difference of level being 13 feet. In the busy hours of the day, however, passengers will be able to '
pass out on the level, under the assembly platform, into Castlereagh-streot.
33. J)r. Oarran.] Where would cabs draw np ? Either in King-street or in Castlereagh-street. No 
special cabway is provided inside this station, such as was provided at the St, .James’ Road station.
34. Chairman.'] The level of the station will be somewhere about the present level of the ground at the
intersection of Elixabeth-street and King-street? Yes. ^
33, Going westward, down K ing-street to Castlereagh-street, there is a slope of about 13 feet ? Yes. The 
street level at the intersection of Elizabeth-strecfc and King-street is about 190 feet, whereas the level of 
the assembly platform would be 186 feet, the difference of 4 feet being easily made up by allowing an 
easy fall outside the station and through the main budding,
3G. Mr. Wafson.] And there will be a further fall from the assembly platform tp the train platforms ?
Yes ; a fall of 13 feet. The level of the train platforms will he 173 feet. The train platforms will be 
very nearly at tbe same level as Castlereagh-street.
37. Dr. Garran.] If a man drove up to the Castlereagh-street entrance in a cab his luggage would have 
to he taken up 13 ft. to get to the assembly platform ? A man coming to the station in a cab would 
come to the King-street entrance, and from there his progress would be downwards towards Ihe train 
platform. A covered way is provided for cabs, but they could also draw up along the colonnade in front 
of the building where the roadway is not under cover.
38. Does the colonnade extend the whole length of the front of the building ? Yes.
39. Chairman.] What would be the length of the train platforms ? Six hundred feet. '
40. Is that enough for all modern requirements ? That is the length arranged for by the traffic officers 
of the Railway Commissioners. There would be room for at least half a dozen cabs in the covered way 
in front of the building, the available length of platform there at which they could draw up being about 
100 feet.
41. Would cabs be able to take in and to put out luggage along that length of 100 feet without any 
trouble? Yes.
42. Mr. Dick.] All people going away by train would have to go on to the assembly platform? They
would have to go there in order to procure their tickets. It must be remembered that the levels in Sydney 
are very varied and cannot easily be altered. You must have your ticket office at a certain level, and 
people requiring tickets must go up to or get down to that level. People coming from Castlereagh-street 
would have to go up-hill to get to th^ticket office, while people coming from the top of King-street wrould 
have to go down-hill. _
43. Chairman.] In continuing your four lines of rail into the Domain, how would you cross King-street?
It is proposed to go under King-street. The rails will be 3 feet below the level of the train platforms— 
that is, they will he at a level of 170 feet, whereas King-street is at a level of 190-feet; so that there will 
he a difference of 20 feet.
44. Will all the rails between the platforms be 20 feet below the level of King-street ? Yes; all the rails 
between the platforms will be at the same level.
43. Dr. Gamin.] The rails passing between the platforms on the Castlereagh-street side of the station 
could not go under King-street? No ; but it is not intended that they should go under King-street.
46. If it were necessary to take trains from those platforms into the Domain they would have to be 
shunted back into the yard and then taken over the rails passing between the easterly platforms ? Yes.
47. Chairman.] Is not I in 8 a pretty steep grade for the ramps leading down from the assembly platforms 
to the train platforms ? It would be steep for cab or dray traffic, but not for pedestrian traffic.
48. Mr. Watson.] What is the grade of the ramp leading down to the subway at Redfern ? I think it is 
1 in 7. 1 in 8 is a better grade than we often get elsewhere; but if it had been possible I would have 
made the grade still less.
49. Chairman.] In Mr. Eddy’s opinion, it was of great importance that, in building a station, you should 
obtain a level piece of ground as a site, to avoid these ramps and inclines that you speak of? Yes ; but 
where you cannot get a level site, you must accommodate yourself to the levels that exist at the site which 
is fixed upon. A level space of ground was provided in front of the St, James’ Road station by setting 
that station well hack from the road, and the same thing could be done at King-street; but by doing it 
you would lose much valuable space.
50. Dr. Garran.] If you set the King-street station further back, you would have to go further back 
with your cross roads and points ? Yes. [ would also recall to your recollection the fact that the 
St. James’ Road station was a terminal station, where eleven platforms were provided, the Railway 
Commissioners being of the opinion that that would be a sufficient number of platforms to deal with the 
traffic for practically all time. It was not intended to extend any of tbe lines running into the station 
beyond St. James' Road, though it was pointed out that that might be done in the future, if it was 
thought necessary. With the King-street scheme, however, the extension of four lines through the 
station and on into the Domain is a feature of the scheme, the extension bping designed in order to allow 
of a reduction in the number of platforms, and thus in the width of the station; so that at King-street 
only nine platforms are provided, whereas eleven platforms were provided at St. James’ Road. If at 
King-street the assembly platform were placed at the level of Castlereagh-street, it would prevent any of 
the lines being taken further. The lines which it is proposed to take into the Domain could not, upon 
such an arrangement, be carried on without breaking up the assembly platform, and thus spoiling its 
usefulness.
51. In the scheme which we are considering, St. James’ Road would be closed? Yes.
52. Is it because you provide for fewer platforms at King-street than you did at St. James’ Road that 
you take four lines of rail through into the Domain? Tcs. Without that arrangement you could not 
work the traffic at King-street with only nine platforms. Mr. Parry will he able to explain to you 
the working of this arrangement, because it is really a traffic question. At St. James’ Road we had a 
roomy station site, but at King-street we are limited to the width between Castlereagh-street and 80 feet 
on the eastern side of Elizabeth-street, and within those limits it is not possible to make the same arrange
ments as we made at St. James’ Road. We bad to cut our coat according to our cloth, and to adjustthe 
traffic arrangements to the available space. Although the extra expense of extending these lines of rail
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H. Dcane- to Sir John Young’s Crescent seems a very large amount to have to pay simply for shunting facilities, I 
8 Veb. 1900 P0lnt ou*: that if an eastern suburban extension were required that these lines would form part

would be tne cost of the extension to Sir John Young’s Crescent? The tolal cost of 
the line from King-street to Sir John Young’s Crescent would be £244,000, including the carriage- 
sheds. '
54, C?tairman.] The scheme under consideration involves the closing of St. James’ Itoad and the resuinp-
tmu of the sites of the Ji-egistrar-General’s Office and of the Supreme Court? Yes. ■
55. But it would not interfere with St. James’ Church ? Iso.
r^’ wou^ length of the tunnel from King-street to the Domain ? About 1,000 yards.
57. The large curve shown on the plan is made, I suppose, in order to get a proper grade? Well, it is 
required really more to enable us to get a workable radius.

is^the distance from Redfern to King-street and from King-street to the carriage-sheds at Sir 
John Young s Crescent ? The distance from Redfern to the south end of the train platform at King- 
street is 1 mile 1 chain, and the distance from the northern end of the platforms at King-street to the 
carriage-sheds is about 75 ebarns.
59. Afr, Shepherd.] There would be some difficulty in connecting the King-street extension with a 
bridge to Korth Shore, would there not? There would be no difficulty in turning off at the end of 
Hyde Park, and getting round to tho other side of the city. I have found that that would work out 
quite easily.
60. Chairman,] Y’ill you explain to us the manner in which the carriage-sheds of Sir John Young’s 
Crescent will be used? I would suggest that Mr. Parry should be asked to explain the actual working 
or the proposed extension into theDomain. I understand that at the easterly platforms, directly incoming 
trains have discharged their passengers, they will proceed to the carriage-sheds in the Domain. So far 
as outgoing trains are concerned, Ihey will come from the Domain, and will receive their passengers at 
King-street, each train, when it is loaded, being replaced by another empty train. This is an admirable 
arrangement for dealing with heavy traffic in a very short space of time, and enables you to load and 
discharge more trains than you can deal with in any other way. I believe that at the four easterly plat
forms the Commissioners will be able to deal with many more trains titan could have been dealt with at 
the six corresponding platforms which would have beeu provided at St. James’ Road.
61. I understand that the ground taken at Sir John Young’s Crescent is not to be used for ivorkshops or
lor anything besides carriage waiting-sheds ? That is so. -
62. Therefore there will bo no noise of manufacturing created in the neighbourhood ? No.
63. Is it intended to put up fairly ornamental buildings in the Domain ? Yes, that will be done; a 
suitable design will be adopted.

Have you considered whether it would cost much more to go down to the Circular Quay, 
and thus bring the railway into contact with the ferry traffic, and still have it available as part of an 
en^G1fn su^ur^8 ^tension ? If the line were taken down to Circular Quay, it would not bo equally avail
able for an eastern suburbs extension, and it would not give the shunting facilities which are given 
by the extension into the Domain. To get to the Circular Quay, a long tunnel is required until the 
Domain is passed through, and the space available at the Quay is not at all as suitable for tbe 
purpose intended. If part of Government House grounds were taken, it would destroy the beauly of 
those grounds : but in taking part of the Domain near Sir John Young’s Crescent, very litfle damage is 
done, because thc.land there is very steep, and is not very much used at the present time. If you glance 
at the map you will see "that a line to the Circular Q.uay would not be of much assistance in the event of 
an extension to the eastern suburbs, whereas tho proposed line to Sir John Young’s Crescent goes in the 
direction of the eastern suburbs, and could not take a much better route to get there. You could not go 
much nearer the Art Gallery without doing damage.
65. Mr. Lceien.] What.would be the cost of the tunnel through the Domain ? £137,000.
00. Providing for four lines of rail? Yes. If we only provided for two lines of rail the cost would be 
only about half that amount.
67. Chairman.] Are the Committee to understand that the scheme before us 
one suggested to you by persons in authority ? It is not mv scheme. It 
instructions from tbe Secretary for Public \Vorks. ’
6S. With a view to taking as little of Hyde Park as possible? Yes. I was instructed as to the direction 
in which to carry the line, and as to how much of Hyde Park 1 might take for the purpose,
69. Mr. Levien.] Were you instructed by the present Minister? Yes.
70. Dr. Garran.] Y'ou compound for not taking so much of Hyde Park by taking some of the Domain ? 
Yes; but what we take is not very valuable ground. The Committee has before it a very workable 
scheme. While-1 do not think the King-street scheme as good as the St. James’s Road scheme, by a long 
"/hV-if we ^ro forbidden to take as much of Hyde Park as the St. James’Road scheme would require, 
the King-street scheme is a very good substitute.
71. Mr. Shepherd^] The St. James Road scheme requires a large portion of Hyde Park? Yes, nearly
13 acres. ‘
/2, Chairman] I suppose there are other officials who will be able to give us information in regard to tbe 
land resumption required by the Hyde Park scheme? The. figures which I have given to the Committee 
were obtained from Mr. Sievers, the Government Land Valuer. I have included £7-18,090 for laud 
resumption.
73. Does that amount include the value of the site of the Registrar-General’s Office and of the Supreme 
Court, and provide for the erection of new buildings in place of those that will be destroyed? Yes.
71. Have you a list of the properties which it is proposed to resume? No, but I will procure that 
information.
75. Dr. Garran] Has Mr. Sievers estimated the value of the Hyde Park land which it is proposed to 
resume. Ko. I think that only land for which money has been paid by the Government is included in 
the valuation.
/G. Mr. Wahon.'j New sites would have to be purchased for tbe Supreme Court and the Registrar- 
General s Office if the present building were destroyed ? Yes ; but it would not be necessary to purchase 
another piece of land to make up for the strip of Hyde Park which it is proposed to take.

is one suggested by you, or 
is a scheme prepared under

77.
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77, Chairman.1 Any extension of the railway into Sydney, and the construction of a large terminal station H. l>cane.
on the Benevolent Asylum site, involves the alteration of Devonshire-street ? Yes. iTT^'nifin
78. Do you favour any particular scheme of those which have been put before us, or do you prefer to e ’
take a neutral position in regard to them all? I prefer to take a neutral position, as I have done in the
past. ] am prepared to show you the advantages and disadvantages of each scheme submitted ; but 1 do 
not wish to recommend any particular scheme. I wish to remain perfectly neutral so that I can deal in 
an impartial manner with any scheme which is put forward.
7£). You wish to give evidence rather upon engineering questions connected with the route than upon the 
question of State policy ? Yes, ■ _
80. Do you think that a railway into the city should deal with passenger traffic only, or with passenger 
and goods traffic ? it is now the practice all the world over to entirely separate passenger traffic from 
goods traffic.
81. And in your opinion, if the railway is brought into Sydney it should provide only for passenger 
accommodation ? Yes. If the Committee desire to consider the bringing of goods traffic into the city 
tho question must he dealt with as a separate problem.
82. Mr. Lctim.'] In preparing these plans you had in view only passenger traffic ? Yes. _
S3. Chairman.What area do you propose to take for station premises at King-street ? I will procure 
that information, At St, .lames’ Itoad I think a length of about 550 feet was to be covered. There the 
ends of the platforms were left uncovered. Under the King-street scheme the area of Hyde Park to bo 
taken would be about 41 acres.

FRIDAY, 9 FEBRUARY, 1900.

present: —
The Hon. WILLI AM JOSEPH TRICK ETT (Chairman).

The Hon.Patrick Lindksay Crawford Shepherd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Wirt.i'am Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esp 
Rorert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFari.ane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

84. Air. Shf-phcrd^ Continuing our examination in regard to the proposed extension from Redfern to H. Deane. 
King-slreet, I should like to know what additional area of ground would be required at the terminal
station to get rid of the necessity of making the long semi-circular extension through the Domain to the 9 Feb., 1900. 
enrriage-sheds at Sir John Young’s Cresccut? I think the question may be partly answered by giving 
you the proposed acreage of the St. James’ Road station and of the King-street station respectively.
The area of the St. James’ Road elation would he 10 acres 1 rood 24 perches, and the area of the King- 
street station 8 acres 3 roods 27 perches—an actual difference of an acre and a half in favour of the St.
James’ Road station ; but, to give the same width at King-street as we should have at St. James’ Road, 
another 3 acres would be required.
85. What additional width would bo gained by taking another 3 acres ? An additional width of about 
100 feet.
8G. Do you not think it would be better to take another 3 acres than to extend the railway into the 
Domain? "Well, if another 3 acres were taken they would have to come out of the Park.
87. Would you require to take an extra strip of Park right back as far as Liverpool-street ? No ; only 
as far back as Park-street. At Park-street the station lines converge and join the main lines which lead 
into the city from Redfern,
88. What saving would there be by taking an extra 3 acres of Park ? It is very difficult to say, without 
going into the matter carefully ; but there would probably be a saving of from £120,000 to £150,000.
89. 1 suppose that, if the King-street station were widened, the trains would be dealt with similarly to
the manner in which the trains are dealt with at the Princes’ Bridge station in Melbourne ? Yes ; there 
would he traversers at the ends of the platforms to enable the engines to be got out and run back to the 
other end of the trains without moving the carriages. It was proposed to provide two sets of three rails 
each with traversers at St. James’ Road, but probably traversers would also be put in the other docks as 
well. It must be borne in mind that, although by taking another 3 acres for the King-street station 
£120,000 or £150,000 might be saved, you would be without that portion of the eastern suburbs extension 
which would he provided by the line through the Domain. ,
90. Could not a line to the eastern suburbs branch off from some other point? King-street appears to 
be the most convenient place for it to commence at. If it came to King-street it ivould bring the eastern 
suburbs passengers right into the heart of the city, whereas if it came to Redfern it would not 
do that.
91. It is not proposed to have a passenger station on the line between King-street and Sir John Young’s 
Crescent ? No.
92. Would it not be possible to take a line to the eastern suburbs from Liverpool-street? The levels 
would not be convenient for such a line. In laying out a suburban line, one of the difficulties with which 
one has to contend is the need of crossing over or going beneath existing roads at such levels as not to 
interfere with the traffic upon them; level crossings are most undesirable. If you took an eastern 
suburbs extension from Liverpool-street, you would either have to make it a surface lino, an altogether 
underground line, or an altogether overhead lino ; but if you went from King-street to the Domain, you 
could take advantage of a series of dips and ridges, and you need not inconvenience the existing 
traffic.
93. But would the distance not be greater if you went round through the Domain ? f do not think so.
You would not gain auvthing by going out from Liverpool-street.

16—B 94.
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H. Deans, j no(. wanj; f;0 eojjfiQQ y0L[ Liverpool-street; T only want to know if there is not ft more 
9 Feb^'lOOO convenient way for starting out to the eastern suburbs than that which you have provided on tbe plan ?

‘Ido not think that there is. After going through the Domain, tho line would come out intoWoolloomooloo, 
and cross the flat there on a viaduct. It would then tunnel under the ridge, and come out on tho other 
side, near the Public School at the end of Liverpool-street. Prom there it would follow round in 
the direction of Hargrave-strect. and in that way take advantage of a series of dips and rises all the way 
out. By locating the line in that nay one could get over or under the existing roads without interfering 
with the traffic. It would be much more easy to deal with the existing roads with a line located as that 
line would bo located, thau to deal with them with a iinc following the surface of the ground along 
a ridge. '
95. Is any extension of the Iving-street station provided for; or is it supposed that the accommodation 
you have designed will be sufficient for a very long period ? 1 understand that the Kail way Commissioners
do not contemplate any extension, because they think that the accommodation which has been designed 
will be sufSicient for a very long period.
9G. Would the accommodation be capable of extension in the event of extension being necessary? The 
station could be widened on the Hyde Park side.
97. Mr. McFarIanc.~\ What is the length of thp Park frontage, from Liverpool-street to St. dames’ Hoad ? 
About 2,:J10 feet, including Park-street; but Park-street will, of course, be bridged over.
98. How much of Hyde Park was it proposed to take for the St. James' Hoad scheme? Twelve acres 
3 roods 39 perches, or very nearly 13 acres, including the open portion of the cut and cover w'ork.

■ 99. Do you consider the extension into tho Domain a necessary adjunct of tbe King-street scheme ? Yes.
though the subject is one upon which the traffic officers of the Bailway Co minis loners could give you 
better information than I could.
100. If that extension were not made, could some other arrangement be made ? 1 should prefer to leave
that question to the Traffic Department; but if I had instructions to carry out the work without 
providing for that extension I couid do so, and I could design the station accommodation in such a way 
that the extension could be made later on, if it were found afterwards to bo necessary.
101. Dr. Garran.'] What would bo the area of tbe Devonshire-street station ? It was proposed to take 
22 acres 1 rood 20 perches there—the whole block.
102. 1 suppose that, ultimately, you will mint the whole block ? It would be very desirable to have it.
103. You would not advise tbe G-overnment to take less, if it were determined to make a great central 
station there? Ko, especially as the place is so near Bedfcrn. Tho laud would be most useful for any 
extension of accommodation for carriages or other storage accommodation.
.104'. "What is the total area of the present station yard at Redfern, including everything? Tho area of 
the Red fern station yard is 30 acres 1 rood, and the area occupied by platforms and approaches is G acres 
2 roods.
105. At Redfern, only a part of tbe whole station yard is really given up for passenger traffic ? That 
is so.

, 10G. Would the proposed extension into the Domain interfere with any sewers ? I have ascertained that
it would not.
107. What is the area of the piece of land near Sir John Young’s Crescent that you have set aside for 
carriage-sheds and for shunting purposes ? 8 acres 3 roods.
10S. Is that the area of all the land taken in the Domain, commencing at the mouth of Ihe tunnel ? Yes.
109. Adding to that the 4a-acres taken from Hyde Park, it is seen that altogether about 13js-acres of 
public reserve would be required for the King-street scheme ? Yes.
110. While for the St. James’ Road scheme you would require less than 13 acres of public reserve? Yes.
111. But, though you are now proposing to take more of the public reserve than you would take by the 
8f. James’ Road scheme, you think that yon are taking land wdii eh would be very much less missed? Yes.
112. In a scheme which you submitted to a previous Board of Inquiry, you showed an extension running 
northward, with a station at the Customs House to connect with the ferry traffic;—would tho King-street 
scheme lend itself to such an extension? Tbe extension could be made, but tho grade down to tho 
Custom House would be a bad one. The extension to which you refer was submitted to the first Royal 
Commission,
113. And to the second Royal Commission ? Xo ; it was not submitted to the second Royal Commission. 
Mr. Eddy, finding that strong objections were raised to the utilisation of Hyde Park, submitted the 
extension you speak of as an alternative ; but it is only right to add that he himself said afterwards that 
he was very sorry that be had suggested it, because, although the extension could bo carried out, it did not 
lend itself to future requirements, not being capable of enlargement.
114. Was it proposed that the main city station should be somewhere near the Customs House ? In the 
scheme to which you are referring, no provision was made for a main central station. There was to bo a 
station of some size, having fire or six platforms, at the High School site, and another station near the 
Custom House ; and, while some of tho trains were to stop at the High School station, others would bo 
taken on to the Customs House. Tho scheme, however, is one which should be no longer considered, 
because I am sure that Mr. Eddy would not have submitted it again. It did not allow of extension in 
accordance with increased traffic requirements, and it provided for a grade of 1 in 45, which would have 
limited the length of the trains run upon it.
115. All J wanted to know was whether the King-street scheme would lend itself to the same extension ? 
The extension would be possible; but it is not to be recoin me sided. It was never proposed that thero 
should be an extension from the Bt. James’ Road station to the Custom House.
11G. The St. James’Read station would have been practically on a level with Elizabeth-street ? Yes; 
as nearly as possible.
117. At St. James’Road the eastern lines could be run under King-street without altering their level, 
and without raising the roads ; but, in making an extension from Park-street, you could only get under 
the ground by lowering some of the lines ? Yes.
118. At St, James’ Road the two eastern sets of rails would not have to be altered to enable you to geu 
under the road ? Ko.
119. In planning transit arrangements for a city, is it not desirable to see that what the Americans call
“ good connections ” are made;—should not one set of traffic arrangements bo brought into as close 
connection as possible with another set? No doubt. 120.
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120. Your sclierae does Dot provide for n connection between the railway transit accommodation and the H. Deane,
ferry transit accommodation? No; but the object of the proposed extension is to bring the western 
suburban traffic into the heart of the city. A corresponding movement in regard to the ferry traffic 9 *MtO. 
would, of course, be absurd. '
121. Then tho ferry passengers who want to use the railway will have to take the electric tram to got from ■ 
the steamers to the trains ? Yen.
122. Both the Hyde Park schemes leave the railway passengers on the edge of the business portion of
the city ? No ; they leave them close to the business centre of the city. '
123. On the eastern side of either of the Hyde Park stations the ground is principally occupied by public 
reserves as far as Woolloomooloo Hay ;—there are no business properties on that side ? No.
121!. Almost the only traffic east of Elizabeth-street is that towards Parliament House and the Government 
offices at the end of 11 acgunrie-strect r It must not be forgotten that a great many places in Castlereagh- 
street, .Klizabeth-street, and Phillip-street arc occupied by business people.
125. But the bulk of the business people go down into Pitt-street, Gcorge-strect, and the streets on the 
other side of Geo age-street? Yes.
12G. Then you are not putling down the majority of your suburban passengers in the business centre of 
the city? No ; but you are putting them down in a place as near to the centre of the city as you can 
get. You caunot get to the centre of the eitv.
127. It is only a question of price ;—whnt about "Wyn yard-square or the Town Hall as possible sites?
They would not be large enough. Ultimately, of course, the question resolves itself into one of price.
128. Every man cannot be put down at his own door; but would it not be possible, instead of going to 
great expense in bringing the railway into the city,to make a terminal station on this side of Devonslnre- 
strect, and irom there run three or four lines of electric tramway down parallel streets into the city 
would that not distribute the traffic better? It would distribute it better, but 1 am very doubtful if it 
would give more convenience to railway passengers. If the railwav vcie brought to King-street; they 
would reach the terminal station from Itcdfern by train in three or four minutes ; whereas if they had to 
get out at Dovonsbirc-street they would lose as much as that in changing from the train to the tram, and, 
in addition, there would be the time of the tram journey to the point at which they wished to finally alight.
129. If the western platform or platforms were kept for the suburban traffic, and the electrie trams run
up close to tho platforms, it would take very little time for passengers to transfer from the trains to the 
trams? One platform would not be enough for dealing with the suburban traffic, because there are 
often three or four trains coming in at the same time. The four Hues of tram which you speak of would 
cost a great deal of money. The Georgc-street tramway, and its proportion of the expense of the power
house, cost £130,000; so that four such tramways would cost £500,000. ■
130. - But would not the use of the existing power-house somewhat reduce that cost? No. As the various
tramways now existing are converted to electric traction, and tho service is increased in efficiency, the 
power-house will not be found to be more than large enough to deal with them. "
131. The power-house is only iutended to provide power for electric, trams on the existing tramways ?
Yes. Hor every 2 or 3 miles of electric tram constructed similarly to the Gcorge-strect tvamwav you 
must pint down £100,0(10. When you take into consideration tho cost of disturbing tho surface of ihe 
streets, renewing the wood-blocking, and other expenses o£ that kind, you find that the cost of constructing 
these street tramways is very great.
132. The St. .Tames’ Hoad scheme was to cost between £000,000 and £700,000? The works were to cost 
£550,000. and the resumptions another £100,000, or £050,000 altogether.
133. And Mr. Eddy estimated that a slight increase in tho passenger fares would enable him to obtain a 
fair interest return on that expenditure? Yes; tho line would have paid more than interest on the 
expenditure.
131'. It is now proposed to expend £1,500,000, or £350,000 more than would have been expended upon 
the St. .lames’ Bead scheme;—do you think that interest can be obtained on that expenditure by increasing 
the passenger fares ? If the estimate of the Hailway Commissioners is right, tho increase of traffic would 
be enough to pay 3 per cent, interest on very nearly £1,000,000 ; so that with a scheme costing £1.500,000, 
there would be £500,000 upon which no interest would be paid. I would point out, however, that if a 
main central station were conBlrucfed on tiie northern side of Dovonshire-streefc that would cost nearly 
£500,000, and the capital expended would be equally unproductive, while the convenience to tho public 
which would be given by tho extension to tho city would not bo given by that scheme.
135. And, even if no new station is made on the Benevolent Asylum site, it will cost £500,000 to rearrange 
tho Itcdfern station accommodation to make it suitable for the traffic? Yes.
13G. Without any extra return ? Yes.
137. So that we should have so much dead expenditure in any case ? Yes ; unless the St. .Tames’ Hoad 
scheme were adopted. '
13S; We have not kept our station arrangements up 1o date ? Attempts have been made at various times 
during the last thirty years to improve matters, but the right scheme has never been fixed upon.
130. "We have never taken the bull by the horns ? No ; because the public would not allow anythin" to 
be done. °
140. Ho you not think that if wo do anything now we should not trifle with the question? Yes. We 
should carry the railway into the city by some moans or another. 1 am sure, from what I know of the 
experience of other cities, that the proper thing to do with suburban traffic is to carry it to some con
venient spot right in tho city. In no largo cily is a. pair or two pairs of surface tramway rails anything 
like sufficient for the traffic. ]n the American cities they have overhead linos and are preparing under
ground lines, as well as street tramways; but still they grumble that the means of communication are 
inadequate. '
Did. When you were in America, did you hear any comparison between tho cost of bringing railways into 
edies, and making electric trams through the streets of cities? In America they build their elevated 
railways very cheaply, and indeed they would be rather flimsy for our trains, so that system is not one 
which 1 should recommend. Though, no doubt, the frains are a great convenience, the overhead running 
does a great •deal of damage to property, ami when 1 was in America in 1S!U' claims arising out of the con
struction of overhead railways in Now York wore still being prosecuted.
112. The level ness of the New York streets is favourable to the construct ion of overhead railways, whereas 
in Sydney tho differences of level would bo against their construction, because they would reuuire either 
very tall supports or pretty steep grades ? Yes. * 143,
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H. Deane. 143, js there any tendency in America to make electrie street tramways supersede elevated railways or 
A-—“\ ordinary railways ? No ; very strong objections are raised in the principal cities of America now against 

9 Feb., 1900. j.]ie 0f trains on the street level.
114. That is, ordinanr locomotive trains? Yes.
145. But is not the cost of making trains on the English system so great that there is a preference for 
electric street tramways in the cities ? Nearly all of the suburban traffic of American cities is done by 
electric tramways, except where, as in New fork, Brooklyn, and Chicago, they have overhead railways. 
These overhead railways do not connect with the main railway systems.
146. In the early days, the Americans carried their railways through the streets of the city for the sake 
of cheapness ;—if they had been forced to stay outside with their lines, as the English companies were, 
would they now bo bringing their railways into the city by the English method, or would they be dealing 
with the traffic by constructing tram wavs ? Bail way companies dealing with suburban traffic would bring 
their lines right into the city. At Buffalo, and some other places, the railway companies are being 
compelled now to get rid of level street crossings. Asa rule the American railway companies do not 
deal very much with suburban traffic; it is nearly all done by the street tramways.
147. Could we deal with the suburban traffic in that way here, without going to the enormous expense of 
bringing the railway into the city? To do so, you would have to run your trams out on the suburban 
railway line ; otherwise you would have a break at the railway terminus. Now, although the trams 
require the same gauge of rail as our trains, their wheel gauge is very different, and the small tram-ear 
wheels would in some cases drop in at the points and crossings, or else cause the cars to jolt very 
greatly at the crossings.
148. t)id your experience in America convince you that we could not do, by means of electric tramways,
what must otherwise be done by costly railways ? 1 do not think that electric tramways will altogether
meet our requirements. What is needed for the eastern suburbs is an electric railway—neither the steam 
railway nor an electric road tramway. _
149. A railway on which electricity would he used as the motive force ? Tes, Such a railway could bo 
constructed more cheaply than an ordinary steam railway, because it would permit of sharper curves and 
steeper grades being used.
150. If the proposed extension from ICing-street through the Domain is likely to be used hereafter for 
an eastern suburban railway, it would be hardly fair to charge its cost to tho King-street scheme ? I 
certainly think it should be looked upon as part of an eastern suburbs extension.
151. Mr. Dick^ Which was the main determining factor in bringing the authorities to ask for an exten
sion of the railway into the city—the dangerous condition of the Kedfcrn terminus, or a desire to meet 
the convenience of the travelling public ? I think that both factors have been important. The immediate 
necessity of the extension into the city perhaps results more from the difficulties and dangers now existing 
at Eedfern than from auy other consideration; but the desirability of bringing the traffic into the city 
has always been kept in view from the very earliest history of the movement, before there was any talk 
about Bedfern being overcrowded,
152. Taking a rough view of the present station yard at Kedfern, it would appear to a non-professionul 
observer tbat tho large space there occupied at the present lime by the produce traffic and carriage-shed 
accommodation, would be more than sufficient as a site for a terminal station such as you propose to con
struct at King-street or St. James' Hoad would it be possible to temporarily remove the Kedfcrn goods 
traffic to Darling Harbour and to build a new and commodious terminal station upon the site winch it 
now occupies, bringing it back to Kedfern later on, and dealing with it on the site of the present 
passenger station there ? That would he a very costly thing to do, and I do not think that much would 
be gained by doing it. The officers of the liailway Commissioners would be able to give you better infor
mation as to the result of removing the goods traffic from Kedfern than I can give ; but I do not think 
there is room for it in the Darling Harbour yard, and, consequently, its temporary removal from Kedfern
would be a matter of extreme difficulty.
153. If the changes which I have suggested were carried out, would there still be a serious danger at 
Kedfern in the narrowness of the tunnel which gives approach to the station from Eveleigh ? In my 
opinion there is, in all probability, room for a decent passenger station at Kedfern, if everything else 
could be cleared away; but the situation would not be a very convenient one. The new site which you 
suggest would be further away from Heorge-street and from the city than the present Kedfern Station is, 
and I do not think it would meet with popular approval.
154. The advantage to be gained is so small, and the cost of obtaining it so great, that you douot consider 
the idea worthy of consideration ? I do not. I should like to add that the rearrangement of the present 
Kedfern Station yard, and the erection of new buildings, would be very costly, and almost impossible.
155. What necessity is there for putting the platforms at the proposed King-street station practically 
underground ? The slope of King-street is very great, so that if you had your platforms on a level with 
the surface at the north-eastern corner of the station site they would he very much above the level of 
Castlcreagh-streot; whereas, if you placed them at the level of Castlereagli-street, they would be very much 
below the°level of the eastern part of King-street. The station has, therefore, been laid out so that the 
train platforms shall be nearly on the same level as the north-west corner of King-street, The tram 
platforms will be 173 feet above mean sea level, and the surface at the north-west corner of the site is 
about 175 feet above mean sea level, whereas the surface at the junction of Elizabeth-strcet aud King- 
street is 15 feet above that.
156. Would it be practicable to have the main assembly platform open all along the front of the building; 
as the station is designed, all the passenger traffic will have to go through a central archway, ana then 
spread out again inside on the assembly platform ? That is considered the proper way of laying out the 
station. Air. Parry pointed out to the Committee the other day the difficulties which are caused by the 
present arrangement of the Kedfern platforms. The proper arrangement is one iu which the booking-offices, 
waitiim-rooms, and other places for the accommodation of the public are placed in the front part of the 
station, between the entrance and the assembly platform. There can be no hardship in requiring all 
passengers to go through the archway you speak of to get to the assembly platform, because all but season 
tickot-holders will have to go there "in order to secure their tickets. Erom the assembly platform the 
traffic will distribute itself on to the various train platforms.
157. What will be the width of the mam entrance ? The details have not been thoroughly worked out
yet, but it will probably be about 31) feet. 158.
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158. A railway to tie eastern suburbs would practically meet with the difficulty occasioned by deficient H- Deauc-
tram accommodation? Tes; and in the course of a few years two lines of tramway will not ^G9yp^>^QQ() 
sufficient to carry the eastern suburbs traffic. The accommodation in Oxford-street is not sufficient now 3 e *> *
to enable a good sendee to bo given.
159. Would a railway set passengers down as close to their residences—especially a railway running 
greatly over viaducts and through tunnels—as tramways would do ? The lay of the country does net 
allow of much extension of tramways.
ICO, Could not cable tramways be made :—r. cable tramway will go over the steepest grades? Tes; but 
there are only two main thoroughfares by which you can get access to the eastern suburbs—that is, the 
suburbs north of the Centennial Park—the Old South Head Koad and the Tew South Head Koad. Trains 
would carry more passengers than the present trams, and would convey quickly to their destinations 
people coming from long distances. Passengers by train would be conveyed into the city much more 
conveniently than passengers by trams which had to stop at nearly every street corner all the way in; 
and I think suburban residents would sooner take a few minutes’ walk, and come in by train, than come 
in from long distances by tram.
101. The long tunnel through the Hornain and the shorter tunnels further on would prevent you from 
using steam-power on auy eastern suburbs railway extension ? I think that electricity would be the 
proper power to use for such a line. 1 would not put in more tunnels than could be helped.
162, IVe may roughly divide the passengers which now come to Bedfern by train into two classes—tho 
long-distance class, who would be just as well served, and perhaps better served, by being put down at 
Bedfern or Bclmore-road as by being put down at King-street, and the suburban class ? There are really 
three classes of train passengers: the suburban passengers ; the passengers by what may be called semi
suburban trains—passengers who come into the city daily by trains running from Moss Yale, Katoomba, 
and Hornsby; and long-distance passengers; but the first two classes comprise nearly the whole of tho 
traffic, because the long-distance trains are not very numerous, and they come in aud depart either 
before the heavy traffic of the day has commenced or after it is over.
1G3. 'Would it not suit the long-distance passenger as well to be set down at Bedfern as at King-street ?
X do not think so; but still it does not matter so much to him.
101. So far as tho daily passenger traffic is concerned, would not a number of parallel tramways into the
city be more convenient than a terminal station at King-street ? 1 do not think so. A loss of time is
occasioned by exchanging from trains to trams, which the passengers do not appreciate.
105. Which do you think occasions the greater loss of time—tho changing from tram to train, as at present, 
or the walking from King-street down to Sussex-street ? 1 do not know that a Sussex-street man would
take the train to King-street. I do not think that such a man uses the steam trams at the present time.
The Commissioners look, no doubt, as a basis for their calculation of traffic the number of passengers 
carried by the steam trams which run along ILlizabeth-street.
100. Chairman,] Yousay that the alteration of theBedfern station arrangements, with a view to providing 
better accommodation there, is undesirable ;—would you, as a working engineer, care to undertake tho 
responsibility of making the alteration while business was being carried on there as usual ? No; I would 
rather be excused.
107. Would not any such alteration be attended with a very great amount of risk to tho travelling public ? 
lros. In my opinion the only way to improve Itcdfern would bo to extend the station to the northern side 
of Hevonehire-street, and to lay down your lines and build your platforms and station accommodation 
there, joining up, when everything was ready, with the existing lines at Bedfern, and closing the old 
station directly you commenced to use the new one.
108. Is it not a fact that the suburban traffic amounts to three-fourths of the whole railway traffic of the 
Colony? I do not lenow ; but I know that the proportion is very large.
101). If that is so, the suburban passengers would seem to be the people who are mostly concerned in any 
railway extension ? Tes.
170. Ho you think it is reasonable 1hat people coming into the city should, after making a five-minutes’ 
journey in the train, bo compelled to change into a tram and then make another ten-mmutes’ journey, 
simply to go a distance of a few miles ? No.
171. It has been suggested that electric trams might be run out to the suburbs ; but you could not deal 
with the traffic from Burwood or Ashfield satisfactorily in that way ;—trams running along a highway 
cannot travel with the rapidity with which trains can be run along an enclosed railway track ? That is so.
172. At the present time, do not tramways run alongside the railways to many of the Melbourne suburbs ?
Y'es ; there is a good deal of competition between the trams and the trains there.
173. It takes nearly half an hour to come in from Waverley, a distance of a little over 2 miles ;—is that a 
reasonable rate of speed ? Of course a great saving of time would be effected if there were a railway,
174. What is the estimated cost of the office accommodation provided at King-street ? 1 have put down 
£168,000 as the cost of the buildings there.
175. That does not include the platform covering ? No ; the roof over the platforms would cost £01,000.
A great deal of accommodation is provided. At the present time the Bailway Commissioners pay £1,200 
a year for the accommodation which they occupy in the Public Works buildings.
176. How many floors do the Commissioners occupy at King-street, iudependeut of the ground-floor?
Three. The building covers a width of 275 feet and a depth of about GO feet.
177. Would it accommodate the whole of the Commissioners’ staff? It would accommodate the Com
missioners and the administrative staff, which is now boused in the Public Works buildings, as well as a 
number of offices, like those of the Electric Eugineer’s Hepartment, the Tramway Traffic Branch, and 
other outside offices, and the offices which are now located at Bedfern.
178. The whole of the administrative and clerical staff of the Hepartment would be under the one roof ?
Yes.
17!). I suppose tbat would bo a very great advantage ? Tes.
180. Did you consult the Kailway Commissioners in reference to the accommodation that thev would 
require, and then draw your plans accordingly ? Yes. The design was submitted to the Commissioners 
in December, and accommodation was then provided equal to what was required by the Commissioners at 
Ml. .lames’ Koad. Mince then, however, it bus been pointed out to mo tbat the Commissioners would like 
to bring in a number of other officers, and 1 have therefore increased the estimate by £30,000. For

£168,000
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IT. Deane, £168,000 n,ccotnmodatio]i would bo provided for a parcels-office, which would be situated in the south-west 
—“w corner of the building, booking offices, waiting-rooms, refrcshsnenl-roo'ms, lavatories, and all the space 

9 Feb., 1900, reqUjsp0 f0I. tjje convenience of the public, as well as tbe office accommodation to which J have referred.
181. Do you propose to provide for a station between Kedfern and King-street ? bio; the Kaiiway
Commissioners object to an intermediate station between the two points. _
182. IVill you now describe to us what is known as the Dev on shire-street scheme ? Tes. The following 
is a description of what it is proposed to do if the railway is not taken beyond Eelmorc-road

Extension or Rudfekn Railway Station to North Smii or Devonshike-sthret.
Tue extension proposed is from Devonshire-street to Relmore-road, and the station and approaches will occupy all the 
ground bounded hy Devonshiro-stroet on the south, Bclmoro-road on tho north, a line extending from Castlcreagh-streot 
to Behnore-road on tbe cast, and Pitt-street on the west.

Provision is made for eleven platforms, each 060 feet in length, and varying in width from 22 feet to 33 feet, with two 
and three roads between the platforms, and traversers at the ends. The assembly platform is 80 feet wide. The whole is 
covered with a roof 640 feet long and 395 feet wide, in two spans. Provision is made for extending six lines further into 
the city without interfering with the station buildings.

A cub-road, 25 feet wide, is provided inside tbe station for the convenience of the country IrafRc, with entrance from 
Devoushire-strcct, and exit by tunnel under station buildings to Belmore-road.

Tbe main station buildings, which will face tho approach road off Belmore-road, are proposed to be three storeys in 
height, with attics. They arc planned to accommodate the whole of the Railway Commissioners’ and Traffic Staffs, and, in 
addition to an entrance-hall, tbe usual provisions for the general public, with all tho latest improvements, are made. 

Aspinall’s patent carrier will be pro\ ided for the shifting of luggage.
On the west side arc buildings two storeys in height, extending the whole length of the platforms for traffic offices. 
On this side also suitable arrangements will be made for the interchange between the railway and electric tramway 

system.
It is proposed to close Bevnnshire-street, except for a subway for foot-passengers, and for an approach to cab-road 

-into station. In lieu thereof a new street would be constructed, 75 feet wide, from the intersection of Devonshiro-stroet 
and Castlcreagh-streot to Bclmoro-road ; and Belmore-road and Ripps-streot would be widened.
' The Pitt-street approach will be widened to 70 feet, and a subway made from here to the platform. At cud of 
building subways are also provided for from Gaidcn-rond to end platform in station. _ _

The rails in new station will be connected temporarily with the rails at present platforms in Rcdfcrn Station, and 
when tho new station is complete, and the traffic brought into it, the old roads in the present station will be shifted, and 
the old yard and buildings remodelled, so as to bo more compact and convenient for working.

Lcnylh—Yi chains.
Estimated cost—General works............................. ......................................................... ill 35,000

lutorlocking............................................................................................ 15,000
Station buildings ...............   233,000
Lighting ...........................    5,000
Alterations to Redfem Station .......................................................... 30,000

£421,000

Resumptions ..................................................................................................................... £140,600
The following is the report of tho Kaihvay Commissioners upon the proposal:—

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 25 November, 1890.
Proposal to erect a Central Railway Station aud Administrative Office on the north side of Devonshire-stroet, and extend

the Railway System of the Colony thereto.
CosirLYlNo with the request made by letter dated the 24th instant, at the instance of the Secretary for Public Works, and 
in accordance with tbe provisions of the Public Works Act of 18SS, section 13, we beg to report as follows:—

Coat o/'rojisiriiriioil—
■ The Engineeoin-Chief for Construction estimates the cost of construction (exclusive of 

land and compensation) at.................................. . .................................................... £421,000
Ammal coil—

Capital expenditure at 3 per cent......................................... ...............
Cost of maintenance, and for traffic, locomotive, and other expenses

£12,630
1,830

■ Total annual cost.......................................................... £14,460
A perfect terminal station could be constructed on this site, and relief, which is most desirable, could be afforded to 

the existing Sydney station ; but tins scheme labours under tbe serious disadvantage that it does not provide an extension 
into the city, and, consequently, no additional convenience would be given to the public lor which a charge could lie made, 
thus leaving the interest on the capital cost a charge to be borne for all time by the general taxpayer. Further, if at any 
future time an extension into Sydney is made, the large expenditure now proposed would be to a very large extent wasted.

Tho latter contingency is one that must be borne, in mind. Travellers by rail have long demanded a better means 
of transit than now exists from the present locality to the northern or business part of the city, aud the scheme now 
proposed does not meet that demand. .

With a large traffic, which must necessarily grow, it is impossible to deal with it satisfactorily by tramways, and in 
our opinion a new terminus, to fully meet the merits of the case, must be located in a position more convenient to the 
business portion of the city. This would enable revenue to be earned on the necessary expenditure, while it would avoid 
the delay and ’ discomfort of changing to and from the trams, and free the city from the congestion which must result if 
the city paHsengers have still to bo brought into the city by the street transit. _ _ ,

The Devonshire-street scheme will be a convenience so far as the railway working is concerned ; but commercially it 
would be of no advantage, nor would it meet the convenience of tho public. We would, therefore, urge the reconsidera
tion of the matter, with the view to a scheme being suggested which would more likely be financially a success and a 
greater benefit to the travelling public.6 ('CHARLES OLIVER,

The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of Now South Wales was I Chief Commissioner, 
heiounto affixed, this twenty-fifth day of November, one thousand 1 W. M. FEITOX,
eight hundred and ninety-nine, in the presence of,-

H. McLachlak.
Commissioner.

| DAVID KIR KCALDUS, 
h Commissioner.

"With regard to the estimate of cost, I should like to add a few words. It will he seen that the general 
works are provided for at a pretty high figure, considering the shortness of the extension and thatthe station 
building will be more expensive than tho station building provided for at King-street. A glance at tho 
drawing before the Committee will, however, show (he reason of this. There is a difference of level of 
35 feet between the rails in the Kedfern yard and the corner of Pitt-street and the Uolmore-rund, and, 
therefore, the north-western corner of tho proposed station buildings would have lo be built up at very 
great expense, and a raised road approach must also he provided for. To a large extent this extra expendi- 
tuic mav prove a good investment, because underneath Hm raised roadway shops and stores can be 
arranged for, and they would bring in a good return, 183.
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183. With that exception, are tho two buildings very nearly identical? Tho two buildings are not .H. Beane,
identical; but the accommodation provided is practically the same in each case. At Devonshire-street /“■'''“"•■n 
the approach to the station would be on the west side, whereas at King-street it would be on the north ® 1000.
side and at the north-west corner. Then at King-street all the offices arc placed in one building, which
stands at the head of the train platforms ; but at Devonshire-street it has been found convenient to 
provide for a number of offices in a wing facing Pitt-street, Such an arrangement is not practicable at
K.injr-street, because of the want of width. The road approaches have been arranged so that the first 
six lines on the eastern side of the station can be taken over the Belmore-road on a high-level bridge 
without interfering with tho road traffic. As will be seen by the drawing to which I have referred tho 
road rearrangement is very considerable.
184. Hr. Qarran.'] The shops to which you have referred will be practically situated in so many archways
under the built-up roadway ? Yes. ' - ■
185. Ohairmnn.-] As regards office accommodation and accommodation for the public, tbe two buildings 
are very similar ? They are practically identical. The space devoted to each service wdll practically bo 
tho same in each case ; but there is a different arrangement of it.

TV USD AT, 13 TEH Rif ART, 1900.

present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETX (Chairman).
The lion. Patrick Linde say Crawford Sheihierd. 
The Hon. Andrew Oauran, LL.D.
William' Thomas Dtcic, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Kobert Hf.nhy Levies, Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Kailway System of the Colony from 
tho present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Cbief, Kailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined :—

1S6. Chairman.'] When we adjourned on Friday you had stated that, as regards office accommodation and H. Beane, 
accommodation for the public, the two buildings are practically identical—that tho space devoted to .each 
service will practically be the same in each ease ; but there is a different arrangement of it;—will you Feb., 1900. 
explain how* one differs from the other? The arrangement is different to suit the ground, that is all. I 
think I began by stating tbat in the design submitted by the present Government to the Committee the 
building is in the front. There is no room for auy building at the side, but on the Benevolent Asylum site, 
a very large area being resumed, there is pleuty of width, so that it was found convenient to put a lot of 
offices along the side, and also to make the main entrance to the station on the side. I think that 

■ explains the reason for the difference.
JS7. That will involve, 1 suppose, a much more expensive building at Devonshire-street than at King- 
street? ^ Yes ; not on account of its being split up in this way or lengthened, but on account of the 
foundations. The uilfcrenco of level, as I pointed out the other day. on the centre line—the centre lino 
as extended towards the city—is 21 feet. Down in the north-west corner it is very much Greater ■ it is over 30 feet, J b
188. Seeing that you are providing for a number of shops on the north-western corner of the Devonshire-
stroet buiidiugs, I suppose the rent of the shops will largely compensate for the increased expenditure 
on the building? Yes, that will bring in revenue. I. have not submitted any estimate of what it 
will be. '
189. Will you now* explain the tramway service approach to tho station ? Tos. I should like to say, in
regard to the tramway, it is at present a mere suggestion—it requires working out. Whether it is the 
best which can ho adopted or not is a matter for later consideration ; but it is quite a workable one. I 
have discussed the matter with tho Kailway Commissioners, and I was asked by them to state to the ‘
Committee that they wished it understood that they should not be bound to adopt this particular method.
Gipps-street it is proposed to widen, as I mentioned in my description of the scheme. That will not only 
provide room for tho traffic leaving the station, but will provide for the two lines of trams leaving 
George-street, and going along Gipps-strect and Belmore-road. Tho left-hand lino—that is to say, the 
lino to the station turns off and passes under the retaining wall at the front of the station, and then 
rises on a grade.
1.90. It goes to tho east of the present Benevolent Asylum ? 1 think it will actually traverse the ground 
occupied by the Benevolent Asylum.
191. Would yon not say that, after leaving Belmore-road, it will go through the ground occupied by the 
Police Barracks ? Yes ; and rising on a grade, it would become parallel to the offices on the western side 
of tho station, and passengers would be able to enter and leave the trams at tbe footpath outside the 
station, which would practically become a tram platform.
102. At what level, as regards "the level of the trains? At the same level as the platforms inside.
193. Much about the same as it is now ? A es. At the southern end several loops are shown for cars to
stand. Then the line takes a turn round and joins on to the Georgc-street line leading down, to Circular 
Quay. A fork is also shown to connect with tho lines going west, I have also shown two lines continuing 
along Beltnore Road and turning into tho now street which it is proposed to make along the western 
boundary of the property. It is proposed on this scheme to divert tho Botany trams, and to take them 
across Bclmoro Park on to the now street. '
194. Which would be in line with Castlercagh-strcot, and to the west of Eiizabeth-street ? Yes. There

is

4
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TTi Deatic. ig another way in which the Botany trams could he dealt with, and that also is worth consideration. It 
z'"—A——\ -was proposed some years ago to take a branch up liegent-street, and join on to Botany-street further 

13 Feb., 1900.^ * * ° -

194^-. There is an agitation going on now with that very object in view ? ^ es. In that case there would 
be no necessity to pass under the railway at all,
]95. If a person arrived at that station, and it were a terminal station, and be wanted to go out to the 
eastern suburbs, would he have to come right in to Sydney, and go out to the eastern suburbs by tram, or 
would he have to come in, as he does now, to Liverpool-strcet, and then go out to the eastern suburbs.') 
He would have to come via Liverpool-street, which would not be very far away. The construction of a 
direct tram-line from the station to the top of Oxford-street—to Darhnghurst would be a matter 
involving much more expense. 1 do not think anybody can object to going out as far as Liverpool-street, 
provided that arrangements could be made by resuming property to run trams round there, without 
changing, or by having a proper and suitable changing place. At present anybody coming from the 
station, and wanting to go out along Oxford-street, has to get down on the southern, side of Liverpool- 
street, and walk right across to the waiting-shed on Hyde Bark, 1 daresay something better could be 
arranged if it were found desirable to provide specially for that traflic. . i _
19G. Would tho approach to tins station be as convenient as tbe approach to the station in King-street, 
as regards levels tor cabs and such like ? Yes ; it would be very convenient, because the whole station 
is on a level, and the road approaches are laid out so as to bring nil the wheel traflic and passengers on to 
the level of the platforms. You could not arrange a more convenient way. Passengers could get to the 
lower level from either side by means of subways with ramps. Theio is a cab-road here which is absent 
in the other scheme.
197. You might explain now about the cab approach ? The way it is proposed to . take the cab-road m
this scheme is as follows : .Devonshire-street will he lowered just so much as to admit of cabs getting in at 
the southern end of the station. Then there will be an incline or ramp of 1 in 10 lor a short distance, 
and from there the cab-road will be at the level of the station. And towards tho northern end of the 
station there would be another inclined road, by which the traffic would he taken doivn underneath the 
assembling platform and the station building and out through the end retaining-wall on to the level of 
Belmore-road. ,
198. J)r. Garran.] Your cabs will come up a pretty stiff incline to get to the station, and down a pretty 
stiff one to getaway from it? Yes ; but they wdl'eome up the incline empty. .
199. Not when bringing passengers? They would not bring passengers. It is a road, not to bring
passengers into the station, but to take them away from the station, so that tho cabs would come up 
empty and go down full, _
200. What proportion of the level which you see marked for rails will be level cab-roads —a third . More
than a half of it. _
201. Chairman.'] More than you would have in King-street? I should say about 330 feet. .
202. Then you have separate platforms for departing passengers ? People wishing to depart by train 
and arriving in cabs or vehicles would enter opposite the old lock-up. To the south of Christ Church there 
is a wide entrance, so that cabs can enter and deposit passengers at the north-western corner of the station. 
Cabs would be compelled to cuter at one end and go out at tbe opposite eud—that is to say, to pass the 
front of the station—after they had discharged their passengers, and pass out on to the Belmore-road.
203. Dr. Garran.] As to the entrance on the Pitt-street side—where yon enter there you break the 
retaining-wall—do the cabs have to go up a stiff incline to get on to that ? Ko ; that is at about the same 
level as the street.
204. You have a retaining-wall shown on the plan ? That wall becomes merely a dwarf-wall when 
you get to the approach. Opposite the old lock-up the cabs enler, and from there they proceed by an 
incline of about 1 in 25 to the north-western corner of tbe station.
203. Chairman.] Have you gone into the question with the Commissioners as to the suitability of. the 
locality for offices, as regards public convenience, at that distance from the present busy part of the city? 
Yes ; the whole arrangements of the station have been worked out with their officers. As regards tlie 
Commissioners' administrative offices, I have provided room for these offices in this building ; but some 
time af'o, when I think this idea was first started, the Commissioners were not quite sure whether it 
would1)e desirable that their main offices should be at Bedfern. I do not think they have settled that 
matter. That, of course, is a detail. It is for the G-overnment to decide what is to be done in that 
matter. If the offices are not wanted there, then there is a certain proportion of the expense cut out.
206. Suppose this large building is erected at Devonshire-street, would it be practicable and fairly 

‘ economical to bring, say, four lines of railway from there into the proposed terminus at the corner of
King and Elizabeth streets, with a comparatively inexpensive station for treating the suburban traffic ? 
Ko ;°the Bailway Commissioners have always opposed the division of the traffic. If you leave any portion 
of the traffic behind it means a serious addition to the expense. The greater proportion of the traffic to 
be served being suburban, it means that the largest accommodation is really required for that traffic ; so 
that the stoppage of the long distance traffic at Devonshire-street would go very little towards 
diminishing the size of the terminal station. A station like either of these two is intended to accom
modate all classes of traffic. 'When any of the platforms are not used for the long-distance trains then, 
if there is additional accommodation required for suburban trains, the traffic can, as it were, overflow on 
to those platforms ; but if these platforms arc provided at some other place, then they are not available 
for a sudden rush of traffic. It is to be remarked that the long-distance trains—the mails and the 
expresses—come in at times when there is no rush of suburban traffic ; either they come in very early in. 
the morning or they come in as the Northern mail does, about 11 o’clock in the day, after the rush is 
over. And as regards going out, tho only train which in anyway cuts into the busy time is the Northern 
express, and the others leave at later hours when there is no rush of suburban traffic.
207. Take the space from Devonshire-street, say up to Bark-street,—I suppose the expense of the resump
tion of properties, of viaducts, and of construction, would not be very greatly diminished if the number 
of lines were reduced from what you now propose to the four lines of the reduced scheme which I have 
just suggested ? No ; but with regard to that matter 1 would like to point out that schemes of that kind 
have been considered, and it is the opinion of the Bailway Commissioners that where you bring all the

■ suburban traffic on into the city, even if you leave the long-distance traffic behind, you still will want your 
six lines for comfortable working. 208.
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20S. Even for the suburban traffic ? Yes; and the reduction in width will, in any case, make very little H. Deane,
difference to the resumptions, because you always have to resume more land than you actually want—
you must go to the boundary of an allotment. You cannot take a bit of an allotment only. 13 Pcl5->1M0-
209. So that really, if that idea were carried ouf, you would have this very expensive station at Devon- 
ehire-street, you would still have your expensive resumptions, and the same number of rails ns far as 
Park-street, and from there out you would save certainly the addition of office accommodation aud passenger 
accommodation being so expensive, but you would still have a large station required for passengers ?
Yes. 1 should like to point out that the proposed bfo. 2 scheme is such a scheme as you now suggest,
l.t is a scheme for stopping the long-distanco trains at the Benevolent Asylum.
210. That No. 2 scheme, which is referred to in the Under Secretary’s statement, is estimated to cost 
£1,392,000 ? Yes.
211. That does not provide for a possible extension underneath the Domain towards the eastern suburbs?
Yes ; it provides the same sort of arrangement as you have in No. 10, but it gives you a narrow station 
between Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets. It avoids the removal of the Supreme Court aud the 
Eegistrar-General’s office, but it is a station below the level of the streets.
212. Dr. Garran.] It will uotinterfere with Hyde Park ? It does not interfere with Hyde Park; but in 
spite of the savings effected, it comes up very nearly to the cost of tbe other.
213. Oh airman.] No. 2 scheme is estimated to cost £1,330,025, and No. 10 scheme, tho one which is now 
referred to, is estimated to cost £1,027,000 ? Yes. It is not altogether on all-fours with tho other, 
because, as you will soc in the description, the offices for the Railway Commissioners are not provided.
It bears out what ! mentioned just now—that the Railway Commissioners decided that if the main 
terminus were at Kedfern they would not care about their oiliees being placed there , and in this scheme 
of limited accommodation for the suburban traffic, with its smaller station—you might say imperfect station 
at King-street—there would not be room for the offices, If the Committee wish to make comparisons 
between the different schemes it might bo-welt, perhaps, for me to describe these intermediate schemes.
214. When we have exhausted this Devonshire-street proposal it is intended that you should briefly 
explain tbe various schemes ; —I asked that question at the request of Mr. Watson, who has been called 
away on pressing business for a few minutes ? You will see that in these various schemes, from No. L 
to No. 8, that idea has been carried out in several different ways.
215. Mr. Shepherd.] Has it been considered possible to get sufficient accommodation at the present Ked
fern station without crossing Devonshire-street? No. it is not possible.
21G. Mr. Levien.] What is your candid opinion with reference to having a central station there, and 
doing away with all the others, or establishing a central station there as now proposed on that plan ? I 
do not think there can be any doubt tbat tho proper way would be to bring all the traffic together into 
one station in the city, if it could be arranged.
217. Eurther into the city than Devonshire-street? Yes, that is not far enough.
218. Considering the ago of the city, and all the facilities there are now to gel into the city, are we not 
as well accommodated as the principal places in London—that is. in proportion to the population?
Possibly so, in proportion to population; but I think it is right to consider what the future requires. I 
am perfectly certain myself that the future docs require an extension of the railway into tho city—tbat 
the tramway accommodation as now laid out aud proposed will not be anything like sufficient for the 
traffic within the next ten years. Say, within five or ten years, George-street will not bo able to carry all 
the traflic coming in from the station and the western suburbs; you will not be able to run sufficient 
trams to take all the people along George-street. At certain times, as the Committee have noticed, 
the traffic on the electric tram in George-strcct is already very large, and none of the western suburbs 
trams have yet been brought into Georgc-street. There is a great deal of traffic to be brought into 
George-street from each of those lines—not only the traflic which is running now on the steam trams, but 
tho increase of traffic due to the development during the next period, and the increase of the traffic which 
the Railway Commissioners are now providing for, which is on the streets, but which is now carried by 
omnibuses very largely. ^
219. Have the suburbs which the trains communicate with advanced to such a state that they require this
accommodation ;—are there not thousands of acres in all these suburbs which are not yet taken up, and 
which arc not likely to bo taken up for some years ? It is the suburban traffic now which you are 
referring to—yes. "
220. Parramatta itsolf has not increased in population ? I do not know about tbat; I have not made
tho necessary inquiries. '

, 221. Taking all the suburbs from Parramatta to Sydney, have they increased to such an extent that 
they will warrant this great expenditure;—do you know that Parramatta has increased? 1 do not 
know what the increase has been. I can point however io this, that in IS9G the Railway Commissioners 
reckoned the traflic to produce an income of £32,000, and that now they reckoned the 1 raffle to produce 
an income of £38,000—tbat is an increase of £2.000 a year in the three years.
222. Extending over what area, do you know ? That is the suburban traffic which has to be accommodated 
by the city railway.
223. It is the suburban traflic mostly which we are considering in connection with this proposal ? Yes.
224. It is not the traflic from the west? No ; as 1 have explained, that is a trifle.
225. Are you prepared to say that the population of the suburbs has increased to such an enormous 
extent as to warrant this groat outlay ? I have pointed out that the revenue which the Commissioners 
estimate to derive from this line will provide interest on a capital of nearly £],00j,000.
22G. I suppose you are not prepared to say whether the population of the suburbs from Parramatta 
downwards has increased or decreased? No ; it has not been part of my duty to ascertain that.
227. .You are not prepared to undertake to sav that? I am sure that it lias increased, but at. the same 
time it is not one of the functions of my office to make inquiries of that kind, or to make reports on it.
228. Jn carrying the railway further into the city you have more under your immediate consideration the 
suburban- traffic than any other kind of traffic—for instance the commercial traffic ? Yes; I only go bv 
what tho Railway Commissioners sav themselves.
229. As f; ir as the mercantile portion of the traffic goes, do you think there is auy necessity to bring it 
directly into the oily? I beliere there is a necessity.
230. Now, for commercial reasons, in which way would you direct that traffic—to Darling Harbour, to

-16—C ' ' Circular
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H. Deane. Circular Quay, to Woolloomooloo, or to where? I should talio it to the corner of Hyde Park, because 
you cannot get auy nearer to the centre of the city without incurring great expense.

13 Feb., 1900. 23L y am diking'of the goods traffic? I beg your pardon; J thought you meant the commercial part of 
the community. .
232. When I said “the commercial traffic” I meant the goods traffic? That is a matter which must be
treated quite separately from passenger traffic. _
233. It is not, then, for tho goods traffic that you would extend the line down this way ? T^o.
234. Tour consideration, in the whole of these schemes, is directed to the passenger traffic only, and to
the increase of the suburban traffic ? Chiefly to the increase of the subnrbau traffic. _
235. Putting that matter aside, whore would you direct the goods traffic to if it had to come down this 
way ? I would rather deal with that as a different subject altogether. I have not gone into that question.
236. You would not venture an opinion on that? Mot at the present moment.
237. You have laid out all these schemes ? Yes.
238. Now, as to your own individual scheme, which of them ivould you adopt ? I would take the St. 
James’ Hoad scheme, if I could get the Park. I would sooner have that, because there is plenty of 
ground there, and you can work in it as you like. Every other place is more or less cramped. I do not 
care where you go you will be more or less cramped unless you can go into Hyde Park.
239. It would be tbe cheaper? Yes; it is decidedly the cheapest of any of them.
240. It involves less resumption ? Yes. _ _
241. It is more central, and involves about half the cost ? It is about less than half tbe cost of No. 10, and
it is as near central as you can get a clear piece of ground. If you go into expensive resumptions you can 
get a more central position. _ ,
242. If you adopt that site the revenue derived would not be much more, the extension would be less 
costly, and in every way, as regards borrowing money to build the station, it would be a material benefit 
to tbe country, would it not ? Yes; always assuming that tho objection to the use of Hyde Park is not 
one which weighs.
243. That is a side issue. I suppose the enormous revenue, as pointed out hy you, which will be derived
from it, would be a great profit to the country if it were taken this way? Yes.
244. The increased amount which yon have been told it has been increased by no doubt would be a great
benefit to tbe country if they adopted that? Yes. _ _ .
245. Mr. Dick.] In "the Devonshire-street scheme what provision is made for uccommodaling standing
trains, as you accommodate them in the Domain in the other scheme ? 'J hey would all be shunted ; but 
in the Devonshire-street scheme there are two extra platforms—there are eleven platforms in that scheme 
as against nine in the other. _ r
246. There is not the same necessity in that scheme for a large area for stabling ? No.
247. Is there any room at the old station yard for that purpose ? Yes ; when the existing platforms aro
removed, and the lines brought together, there will be a considerable addition to the standing room in the 
yard itself.
248. Dr. Garran.] You said last Friday that the area of the Benevolent Asylum station would be about 
22 acres j—do you include the whole block between Devonshire-street, Eiizabeth-street, Belmore-road, and 
Pitt-street, or'do you take off that piece where you have made the new road? It includes up to the 
eastern boundary of the new road.
249. You cut off a part of the Cemetery ? Yes. I do not think it includes that corner.
250. It does include the block between Devonshire-street, Pitt-street, Belmore-road, and your new
Castloreagh-street, and tbat triangular piece of which you have no drawing is a kind of reserve ground 
for the future, I presume ? Yes. „
251. Do you think an area of 22 acres is unnecessarily large, looking at the future? No.
252. Seeing that Sydney is the inevitable metropolitan terminus for tbe whole railway system of the 
Colony, and that your traffic must increase, 22 acres will not be too much twenty years hence, will it ?
No. , .
253. If 22 acres well not be too much twenty years hence at Devonshire-stroet, will 10 acres be enough 
at Hyde Park ? Well, you would still have'that ground at Devonshire-street to go to, you know. _ _
254. Yes; hut you have been explaining to us that it will not do to have two terminal stations within a
mile of each other. No. You could make use of it for carriage storage, and various purposes connected 
with tho railway system. _ ,
255. You have been referring us to Mr. Parry to show that that scheme will not answer of keeping hair 
of your carriages at one place and half of them at another, and doing your shunting partly by town and _ 
partly out of town ? I do not know that I made any remark about that. It was the division of the * 
train traffic I mentioned.
256. If Mr. Eddy, in his previous examination, said that this scheme at Hyde Park would last twenty 
rears, and suppose twenty years lienee we want as much room as you will have at Devonshire-street, will 
they have either to take half of Hyde Park or to find further accommodation elsewhere ? It would be 
very difficult to say what the development will be in twenty years.
257. I know it is difficult to say; we cannot foresee exactly what will happen, but if we must have 20 
acres for a terminal station at Sydney, aud that area is not an inch too large, what are we going to do if 
we have fixed upon the policy of making Hyde Park a great metropolitan centre ? I do not think the 
cases are quite parallel. You see that a portion of the 22 acres at Benevolent Asylum ground is taken
up with road approaches. • i i
258. Do you not think the road approaches to the Benevolent Asylum site arc very superior to the road 
approaches at King-street? I have no hesitation in. saying that they are, _
259. Is not the Benevolent Asylum site in every respect more commodious ? Yes.
260. With plenty of room for cabs ? Yes.
261. For tramway access ? Yes. __
262. Much more so than you can ever make out of Elizaboili-street, Castlereagh-strcct, or King-street ? 
Yes. At the same time I do not think you would want so much room for cabs and trams at King-street, 
because people would be nearer their offices and many could walk.
263 You are not going to put all tbe business of Sydney within a stone’s throw of St. James’ Church for 
all time, aro you? No ; I do not mean that all of it should be within a stone’s throw.1 J ’ am
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264. As an engineer planning a scheme for all time with which your name would be identified, would you 
not lilie to have a scheme which would give room enough till we are all forgotten, and long afterwards ? 
I do not like that way of putting it.
2G5. If another engineer were doing it, do you not think the Enginecr-in-Chief would be a wdse naan who 
made ample provision Y 1 quite approve of making ample provision, if you ask me that question.
206. Now, looking at the fine wide spaces you have around this Devonshire-street site, not a bit too wide 
for an immense cab trade, but very ample, docs it not strike you that they arc enormously superior to any 
you could possibly make at Castlereagh-strcct or King-street ? Yes; but there is an answer to that. 
Supposing it is not in the best spot. You do not make your terminal station simply in a clear space. 
You could find other places some distance off, but which, of course, would he unsuitable.
267.. It is a site nearer to the present centre of the city than the terminus which has lasted for fifty years ? 
I think the point is this : That, although you could make splendid station arrangements there—everybody 
admits that; I am sure I do, and the Commissioners admit that you could make a splendid terminal station 
there—yet it does not servo the object of bringing the railway suburban traffic into the city.
268. I admit that it does not bring the suburban traffic by railway, without changing their carriages, into 
the city proper, hut just lands them at the edge of the city ? Yes.
269. Tho difference in the cost of the two schemes is tho difference between £561,000 and £1,500,009, 
and the question, of course, to consider is whether that £1,000,000 is well represented in that additional 
cost, because it will not come hack in revenue ? You get no revenue from the Benevolent Asylum station, 
but if you spent £900,000 to bring the line into the city vou do get revenue.
270. That is if you get the enhanced price for tickets ? Yes.
271. But there is an agitation going on for reducing the rates ? If they are reduced, you will still get 
the difference of tho rate. If tho rates up to Itcdfern are reduced I do not think that affects the 
revenue to be obtained from an extension into tbe city, for there would still bo the same difference.
272. Still you will admit that we can never make anywhere in the city proper, unless we take wholesale 
Hyde Park, a station so roomy, so large, so convenient, or so suited for all time as we can at the Bene
volent Asylum site ? Yon cannot get as large a space.
273. In a previous inquiry there was a scheme submitted—and which, I think, Mr. Eddy himself rather 
approved of—of coming into the city, the same as you do in your plan now, but not spoiling Eiizabeth- 
street, having two rails in Hyde Park, and taking a narrow strip off and having tho other two sets of rails 
south of Eiizabeth-street, but leaving Eiizabeth-street untouched ;—do you remember that scheme? Yes.
274. It was to take the through traflic on one side and the suburban traffic on tho other ? Yes.
275. Has that scheme been abandoned altogether hy the Department ? Yes; I have no hesitation in 
saying lhat Sir. Eddy did not like it.
276. What was the great objection to it? It is very awkward and costly to manage a station like that. 
'J he station would bo very inconvenient. There uould not be proper means of utilising all the platforms 
in case of a sudden rush of traffic.
277. There were to be subways under Eiizabeth-street all along, so that there would be prompt access 
for the porters and other station-bands from one set of platforms to the other ? It is mentioned in para
graph 14 of the report of the Koyal Commission. The cost of working a station like that would be very 
much greater—I think evidence was given as to that—than the cost of working a station like this, aud then 
of course there would be this disadvantage, that there would he two stations. They would be connected by 
subways, but still they would bo two stations. If a passenger went wrong he might have a good distance 
to walk from one station to the other. There would be a certain amount of confusion.
278. But still it saved the breaking up of Eiizabeth-street, which is a very serious thing ? Yes.
279. It is a long street, and you come and cut one section of it clean out;—do you not think that is 
a great drawback to the city ? It would be better if it could be avoided, certainly.
280. There "was another scheme which was mentioned, and was also, I think, referred to in Mr. 
Eddy’s evidence, of simply shoving Devonshire-street northward a certain distance towards the Benevo
lent Asylum, and taking off as much as would he wanted to lengthen the platforms in the present station 
yards;—has that idea boon given up? Yes; so good a station cannot; be worked out as under this 
Devonshire-street proposal.
281. How far back would you have to push Devonshire-street to make a thorough job of it ? A bout 5 chains. 
2S2. Practically, you take about half what the Benevolent Asylum scheme takes? Yes.
283. You have got the ground available, and you would take it all? Yes.
284. If you adopt the Devonshire-street scheme would you have a clear view from the old yard right
along into the new one ? Ees. •
285. "Would not the roofs of the present station buildings be in the way? They would have to be 
removed and the roads would all have to be re-arranged, which is a difficult thing to "do.
286. You would have a clear view all the way from the tunnel right into the station-yard ? Yes.
2S7. That would be of very great value ? Yes. It would he a very costly and a very difficult thing to 
alter the station in that way. *
238. Suppose we take the whole, we will have a clear view right into tbe station ? Yes.
289. That would he of great value to signalmen and to drivers? Yes.
290. And great diminution of risk ? Yes.
291. Mr. Watson.'} In the Devonshire-street scheme has any effort been made to ascertain how much of 
the £650,000 is to be spent on administrative buildings and bow much on the station ? Yes ; I will supply 
the information.

H. Deane. 

13 Feb., 1900.

292. ]Jr. Garran.} You said to me the other day that if we had a system of electric trams from this 
station running into the city it would cost us about £100,000 to run a tramway down each street—did not 
you overdraw the how then ? No; it was a rough estimate. lam drawing a comparison between the 
Georgc-street and Harris-street tramway. The cost of the George and Harris streets tramway, including 
power, is £130,000, George-street is 2 miles long and Harris-street I mile. Two-thirds of it goes to 
George-street—that is a double line. Of course the frontage to Circular Quay would he saved.
293. It works out at £86,000 ? I think you would have to take the cost at something like that sum. It 
seems a very great cost, but there are great expenses to be borne—for instance, the cost of concreting and 
wood-biocking.
294. You have power enough at Ultimo for the whole of the present tramways ? There is not power
enough for new tramways. 295.
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H. Deane. 295. For the whole of the present tramways you have P For tho present traffic.
c—-29G. You have counted all that into the £130,000 ? Ivo, only the proportion for George-street. The 

IS Feb,, 1900. expenditure is about £260,000. Tho power-house provided at Ultimo was intended to supply 
sufficient power for the existing traffic, but if tho Railway Commissioners, as they intend to do, and as 
they have a perfect right to do—and they arc very wise in doing so—increase the traffic accommodation 
on each Hue as it is converted to electricity, they will have to have a good deal of power before they have 
finished. So that there will not only be no surplus for new lines, hut there will not bo enough for the old 
ones,
297. If we wanted to run an entirely new tram-line from the Benevolent Asylum site down Hay-street,
Sussex-street, Kent-street, and round into George-street it would cost from £80,000 to £90,000 ? I 
think it is very likely that it would. _
298. With regard to the cab service you speak of here, it is only two sets of platforms you give this cab 
service to where you have got that one road P Yes.
299. Will that be enough ? Quite. You would not have more than two long-distance trains coming in 
at the same time, aud requiring a cab service.
300. lou do not provide a cab service for the suburban traffic ? Ho. '
301. That would be most supplied by the tram service ? Passengers would have to go outside to take cabs.
302. It is comparatively few suburban passengers who come in cabs compared with the through passengers ? 
Yes ; it is nothing for them to walk, if they have no luggage. The idea in taking a cab-road right into 
the station is to take np luggage readily.
303. In most of the great English stations they bring the cabs rmht into the yard ? Yes.
304'. It is found to be very inconvenient if they do not ? It is the general practice to do it.
305. I suppose they would scarcely be allowed to do otherwise ? It is generally looked upon as essential, 
I do not know that you would find it so in every case, hut in most cases it is.
306. You think this road you have made will be a convenient one, and will work well in practice? Yes.
307. You think the 250 feet out of 600 feet will be enough for a stand fortheeabs which bring passengers 
in P I think I said 350 feet.
308. As a rule, how many cabs are delivering passengers now at our stations ? You sometimes get throe
or four drawn up. .
309. Not more than half a dozen ? No. Whatever room there is would be ample I am quite sure.
310. Chairman.] We want you now to explain briefly tho different schemes, beginning with No. 1, and 
omitting No. 10, which you have explained? The Committee will remember that the Kt. James’ Road 
scheme was recommended by a Royal Commission and by the Public Works Committee in 1897. Towards 
the end of 1898 the Premier, Mr. Reid, was very anxious to get some settlement of the question. He was 
very much opposed to the Hyde Park scheme, aod he sent for me and discussed the matter. I pointed 
out to him what had been done, and the various proposals which had been made, and I showed him a 
number of plans. He did not appear satisfied with the choice which had been made in New South Wales 
by the Railway Commissioners and by myself, or with the decision of the Public Works Committee, and 
he decided to ask Mr. Rennick, the Engineer-in-Chief in Melbourne, to see him and report on the matter. 
After Mr. Rennick had been over for two or three days the Premier sent for mo. This was on the 6th 
December, 1898, I found Mr. Oliver, the Chief Railway Commissioner, with him, and also Mr. Rennick. 
Mr, John Parry, of the Railway Commissioners’ stall, was in attendance, and afterwards came in. The 
matter was generally discussed. I have here a report on the interview explaining tho circumstances to 
the Minister.
311. Will you read the report ? It is as follows:— ■

City Railway Extension.

I have the honor to report that the Premier asked me to see him yesterday moriiing (Gth instant), at 11 o’clock. Whcnl 
entered I found Mr, Oliver, Chief Railway Commissioner, and Mr. Rennick, Engineer-in-Chief, Victoria, with the Premier. 
Mr. John Parry, of the Railway Commissioners’ staff, was in attendance, and afterwards came in.

The Premier stated that he had requested the Premier of Victoria to let him have Mr. Rennick’a services for the 
purpose of consultation on the question of city railway extension, and that Mr. Rennick had now come for that purpose.

After some discussion of the matter the Premier expressed a desire that Mr. Parry and myself should give Mr. 
Rennick all information necessary to enable him to make his report. This wilt of course be done. Mr. Oliver said that in 
deference to the wishes of the Premier ho had no objection to Mr. Deane and Mr. Parry going into the matter as desired, 
as he had every confidence in their judgment and knowledge.

Mr. Rennick spent yesterday afternoon and part of this morning with Mr. Parry, and at lO'liO called on me, by 
arrangement, at my office. I have furnished him with an outline of the information he requires, and with some maps and 
plans to illustrate the matter. 1 have also directed his attention to the reports of the Royal Commission of 1891, the 
Royal Commission and the Parliamentary Standing Committee of 1S97, and to the evidence given by myself and Mr. Parry, 
and especially to that uf the late Chief Railway Commissioner. I have also informed him that any further information he 
may require is at his service.

During the interview with the Premier he seemed to consider that I was an uncompromising advocate of tho Hyde 
Park scheme, and would submit no other. 1 distinctly repudiate this view, and I made to the Premier a statement to the 
following effect:—

“At the time of the 1S91 inquiry I held the opinion that the line ought to ho carried down the western side of 
Georgc-street, as my evidence clearly shows. I explained to that Commission how I thought the requirements could he 
met. This projiosal would bring the suburban traffic proper only into the city. The necessity of bringing the whole of tho 
traffic, including the mountain and Moss Vale trains, as well as the mail and express trains, into the heart of the city had 
not become so strongly accentuated as it did later. The fact that this is so is proved by the Railway Commissioners 
submitting to the Commission a modified scheme as an alternative to bring part of the suburban traffic to a terminal stati on 
at the Custom-house.

“ When, in 1896, the question of city extension was referred to a Royal Commission, I was instructed to give that 
Commission all information iu my power. This I did, and I helped them to analyse all the schemes submitted, including 
about six schemes emanating from the Department, and others specially worked out at the request of the Commission. I. 
also prepared a plan showing what routes were practicable, including, amongst others, a line along the western side. 1 
carefully abstained, however, as will be seen from my evidence, from recommending any one particular route, as 1 wished 
it to he distinctly understood that I was an impartial witness, and bad no bias in favour of one route or another. At the 
close of the inquiry the Royal Commission passed a vote of thanks to me, and sent mo a letter conveying the same.

1' I have now to say that, given the conditions that the Railway Commissioners laid down—that of bringing all 
traffic, long distances and short distances, to the one terminus in the city—Hyde Park is the only spot where sufficient 
space is available for that to he conveniently done.

“ As to this fact, both the Royal Commission and the Public Works Committee satisfied themselves, ns can be seen 
from their reports.

“If Hyde Park is not available for a terminus new conditions must be formulated, and the details of a scheme to 
meet them can then be worked out. At present those conditions have not been furnished to me by tho only authority who 
can determine them—viz., the Railway Commissioners. The reports already referred to will show, however, that schemes 
which will more or less meet other traffic arrangements have been submitted to tbe Royal Commissions and Public Works 
Committee, and have been deliberately rejected. ‘ ‘ A
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“A tiedsiou in this aisc can only he arrived at from a consideration of traffic requirements. These are alisolutely H. Deane, 
necessary in the first instance, and only afterwards does it become a question of engineering design. t ■■ ^

“My duty is not to dictate as to how traffic is to be conducted, but to adjust my designs to what the Railway 13 Fob., 1900. 
Commissioners lay dowm as the requirements of the case. ”
Mr. Young expressed his approval of the position I had taken up. After that I sent a number of plans 
which Mr. Eemiick had asked for, and then his report arrived, being dated the 19th December, 1898.
About the 2Sth March, 1899, I received instructions to prepare plans making a station at tbe High School 
site. I might say that this was done in order to work out Mr. Eennick’s proposal. I ask the Committee 
to notice that Mr, Rennick does not in any way take particular credit to himself for making that proposal.
He thoroughly agreed with the recommendation of the Public ’Work Committee, and only looked upon this 
as an alternative. Also I think it will be acknowledged that this was a proposal which had, more or less, 
been already worked out, and evidence given on it before the Royal Commission and the Public Works 
Committee. 1 will now read a description of Ho. 1 scheme, which is the outcome of Mr. Eennick’s 
recommendation:—

City Railway Extension.—No. 1 Scheme.
This line includes n. central station at the High School site, whence the railway is constructed in tunnel to a terminal 
station near Albert-street in the Government House grounds. A station of the suburban style is provided at 
Liverpool-street.

Under this scheme suburban traffic can only be brought into the city, and it becomes necessary to make a new 
terminus for lone-distance traffic on the north side of Devonshire-street, where the Benevolent Asylum, the Christ Church 
jMirsonage, and the police quarters aud residence now stand.

The stabling for the engines and carriages which have to be laid up during the day is obtained hy continuing the 
lines beyond the Albert-street station, and making a depot for carriages and engines at Macquarie Point. That is to say, 
a depot for carriages would really be at Macquarie Point, but as it is worked out on this plan the depot for the engines 
would be at the back of the Albert-street station.

This line being mainly in tunnel on a grade which is worse than the ruling grade of the suburban lines, must he 
worked by electricity. Sidings must, therefore, be arranged either at Devonshire-street or Liverpool-strcet, to enable the 
change of locomotives to be made.

The Railway Commissioners ask for si x lines of way throughout, six platforms at the High School site, and eight 
platforms at Albert-street.
This scheme involves the destruction of a large amount of property on the northern side of Devonshire- 
stroet, including the Benevolent Asylum, Christ Church parsonage, and the police buildings and residence, 
as well as Government House and grounds, thus rendered uninhabitable as a Vice-regal residence. Other
wise it is a workable scheme. Offices for the Railway Commissioners and staff are not provided.
312. How much of Hyde Park would be taken up by that scheme ? No portion of Hyde Park is taken 
except temporarily, because the tunnel is covered in, and the surface is restored, Por about three- 
quarters of a mile the lino will be in tunnel. The length of the southern half is 29 chains ; there is an 
intermediate length of about 3 chains, and the length of the northern half is 27 chains. It is also 
important to note that being so much in tunnel, the desirability of using electric power instead of steam is 
obvious. This scheme was worked out by me in conjunction with the Railway Commissioners’ Office,
Mr. Parry especially being told off to assist me. The estimate of tbe cost of tho works in this proposal 
amounts to £1,154,000, and the resumptions are put down at £602,000, making a total of £1,750,000.
In the compensation which Mr. Sievers was engaged in preparing no item is included for tunnelling 
under buildings between the High School site and the Domain. It is clear that a great many private 
buildings will have to be tunnelled under, but at a depth where they can be tunnelled under, probably, 
without doing any damage, so that no compensation is put down. As to the right of tho Government to 
tunnel under these buildings without giving compensation that will have to be provided for in a special 
Act, and provided that no damage was done to the buildings there would then bo nothing to pay. That is 
just an outline of scheme No. 1. I can show the detail sketches, which were got out for the stations, if 
the Committee like, but I think it is scarcely necessary.
313. Dr. Garran.'] In that scheme do you take the whole space between Eiizabeth-street and Castlereagh- 
street? Yes; but it is only 1G0 feet, and you have consequently to go under the street on cither side, in 
order to got sufficient width.
314. "Would you be on the level of Castlereagh-street on that side ? No ; you wnuld be below the level.
315. It would be a well station to some extent? It would be a well station. You have to pass on ; you 
have not much width ; the width does not enable you to get the benefit of tbe difference in level. It is 
just as if at that big station submitted to the Committee you had to pass all the lines under King-street,
316. At Port Macquarie would you have room to do all the shunting you required ? Yes ; there is plenty 
of room in that scheme as it was worked out. There is a large shed with a number of lines converging into 
it with the necessary switches and crossings.
317. In some of the London stations they have a spare engine on a little siding, which runs on to a new' 
train, and leaves the other engine ready to take out the next train, thereby saving a great deal of space ?
Y"eB ; it helps. We have it in these schemes.
318. It is not shown on the plan? No, because this is only a skeleton map; it has been provided for in 
these terminal arrangements.
319. If you wanted to make a circle there, or a pear-shaped curve, would you have to take a dispropor
tionate quantity of the harbour in to make room to turn round at Port Macquarie ? You can scarcely 
got a curve iu.
320. You want a 10-chain curve? You cannot get a 10-chain curve in. You can got about a 9-eham 
curve in,
321. So that any idea of taming round at that end is impracticable ? Yes.
322. Do you think you have not over-estimated the cost of this scheme ? Not hy any means.
323. I suppose it is the tunnelling'which makes it so expensive ? Yes, very largely.
324. And the objection to tunnelling, which every witness seems to press, wmuld bo as strong against this 
route as against any other, or stronger ? Yes.
325. In fact, the great drawback to this route is the quantity of tunnelling to he done ? It is one great 
drawback. I am sure the objection to tunnels has not been overdrawn. It is very great in the northern 
temperate countries, but here, where the climate is almost tropical for a large portion of the year, the 
objection would be very great indeed.
326. Although you save Hyde Park yon take quite as much out of the Domain as the St. James’ Road scheme 
would have taken out of Hyde Park ? Yes; I do not think it is a scheme to be recommended. It spoils

Government
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H. Peane. G-overnment House and grounds, wtiich are most picturesque, and the "beautiful view which presents 
toVwTfifth itself as you come up the harbour, would bo disfigured by Albert-street station, and that terminal carriage 13Fet.’l90ft shed at the point 1 ’ & J

327. The Albert-street station would be very convenient for the ferry traffic ? It would.
32S, Hone of your other schemes make a connection between the ferry and the railway ? No, There is 
one, which I shall refer to later on, where that has been proposed.

WEDNESDAY, 14 FEBEUABJ, 1900.
59rr3£itf:—

The Horr. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrice Likdesay Crawtohd Shepherd. I William: Thomas Hick, Esq,
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. j John Christian Watson, Esq.

John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Hepartment of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

H, Deane. 329. Dr. Garran.] With regard to No. 1 scheme, in order to avoid interfering with Hyde Park, you carry 
14Etb^l900 ?0UT ^ne ^Ullnc^ aN tho way through, and you turn sharp to the left to get into the station ? Tes. 

c ■’ • 330. As a rule, when it can possibly be avoided, it is undesirable to go into your station-yard immediately
out of a long tunnel ? Yes. "
33L And if you do have to go into your station-yard out of a tunnel it is host to have your station-yard 
straight in front of you ? It is far better.
332. This plan has the disadvantage not only of entering that station-yard immediately after a tunnel,
but tbe station-yard is not in sight of the engine-man as he is going through the'tunnel, it is away to the 
left;—that is a disadvantage ? It is a disadvantage, " "
333. And to some extent that is a disadvantage to your plan, No. 10, because the portion which lies betw-een 
Elizaboth-street and Castlereagh-street is not in-the sight of the engine-driver as-ho is coming- through 
the Park ? I think that is fairly right, because he will see the signals. It is a question of the signal
man seeing the lino, and as long as the engine-driver can see his own signal he is all right.
334. He goes by signals ? Yes.
335. It is an advantage to him to see as well? Yes.
336. I see you get over the difficulty by not going through the Park in tunnel? Yes ; I have- an 
open-cut.
33^. So that you take that slice off the southern end- of the Park more than the Commissioners’ scheme 
does—that is the St. James’Eoad scheme ? Yes. The Eailway Commissioners would prefer to have 
the whole length open, only no doubt there would be an outcry against it.
338. I can see that it is a compromise ; but tbat scheme has the advantage of having the station-yard 
pretty well in front of the approaching line? Yes.
339. Which none of these other schemes-which turn aside to avoid-the Park have? No; you have to 
do the best you can under the circumstances.
340. I wish to bring out that all the schemes which turn to the left have that disadvantage ? I think 
No, 10 is a very good scheme. I do not think that is open to any serious objection,
341-. You think it would be quite workable ? It is quite a workable scheme. I do not like No. 1 scheme.
342. It is a scheme which undoubtedly has some advantages, but the expense is very great ? Yes.
343. Jlfr, Shepherd.] I see that in no less than seven of the schemes a station has been provided at 
Liverpool-street ^ I would like to know tbe reason why that station has been dropped- out of the present 
scheme ? I had instructions to provide a station at Liverpool-street in the other schemes, and I have had 
no instruction in regard to this scheme. The Eailway Commissioners have always objected to a station at 
Liverpool-street, so that it has been left out of this last one.
344. Ho you think it is wise to jump the whole way from Eedfern Station to King-street ? I would 
express no opinion about it; I should have thought myself that there would- have been some traffic to 
pick up, but the-Eailway Commissioners are very much against it. They do not think anything would be 
gained by it; they think it would he inconvenient to make a station there, that there would be very little 
traffic to pick up, and that it would not pay.
345. I see that the cost of No. 1 scheme exceeds tbe cost of any other scheme, and I suppose that is 
because the line is taken down to Port Macquarie ? Yes.
346. Mr. McFarlane.] Do you not think a lot of traffic will be lost through not having a railway station 
at Liverpool-street ? There are a large number of people coming by the trains who want to go to the 
eastern suburbs, and tbe nearest point for them to reach the eastern suburbs would be from Liverpool- 
street ; and there are a large number of people going to business, who either get out at Liverpool-street, 
Bathurst-street, or Park-street;—if there was no railway station at Liverpool-strcet, is it not probable 
tbat these persons would go on to King-street and walk back ;—would they not naturally take the tram 
from Eedfern, where st would land them exactly where they wanted to go? I daresay they would. I do 
not think I can say anything more. I think, in answer to Mr. Shepherd, I said I should have thought 
that there wmuld be some traffic.
347. Would it not be probable that there would be a considerable loss of traffic to the railway ? I do not 
know about that. ]. am not in the habit of going into the traffic question very much, except for my own 
private consideration. Tbe wish was expressed some years ago tbat I should not meddle with that 
question.
348. "Would not that strike you, with a- knowledge of Sydney ? Yes-; I certain! v should have- thought
that there would be some traffic to pick up. "
349. Wo see a considerable number of people who come from the railway getting- out of- the trams at

Liverpool-
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Liverpool-street, snd also going down to George-street and York-street? It would not 1)0 so easy to 
provide a station there hy widening out in this particular scheme as it would in a scheme with a straight 
running like St, James’ lioud. Still it could he done, no doubt.
350. Comparing No. 10 scheme with tho Hyde Park scheme, the principal objection to that was on 
account of the large area of Hyde Park to be taken ? Yes.
351. Under this present proposal a considerable area of Hyde Park will also be taken—acres ? Yes.
352. That area of acros, and the area it is proposed to take out of the Domain, would mean more than 
the original scheme proposed to take out of Hyde Park ? Yes, the total is more.
353. Do you not think there would be an objection on tbe part of tbe public to have such a large area of 
the Domain taken away ? I do not think that portion of the Domain is of very much use to tho public. 
1 do not think they would miss that portion.
354. You do not think the same objection would be made to taking the Domain as was made in tbe case 
of Hyde Park? Not to that bit of the Domain.
355. Chairman.] I think tho Committee aro to understand that No. 2 scheme is also in a measure the 
outcome of Mr. Kennick’s proposal ? No. 1 scheme is the practical embodiment of Mr. Eennick’s recom
mendation, aud No. 2 is the alternative scheme.
356. Mill you state how No. 2 scheme comes to light ? I was instructed to sketch out an estimate for 
No. 2 scheme, because it was considered by the Minister for Works, and I believe by tbe Cabinet, that it 
would be objectionable to interfere so much with Government House grounds. In that way No. 2 
arose ns an alternative to No. 1, and knocking out the accommodation for the traflic at Bridge-street and 
Albert-street, which was looked upon as unimportant.
35/. "Will you now give a brief outline of No. 2 scheme ? My description reads as follows:—

H. Deane. 

14 Feb., 1900.

City Railway Extension—No. 2 Scheme.

This line diflerK from No. 1, inasmuch ns the station at the High School site is made the terminus for the traflic. Stabling 
for engines and carriages is provided at the hack of the Art Gallery, connection being made hy two double-line tunnels.

Ibis scheme avoids the destruction of Government House grounds, but takes up the same amount of property north 
of Devonshire-street as scheme No. 1 for a long-distance traffic station. The lines are to he worked by electric 
locomotives.

Offices for the Railway' Commissioners are not provided. i
Of this scheme it is to be said that, while tile long-distance traffic is left behind at Redfern, it does not appear to 

adequately provide for the short-distance traffic at the High School. Six platforms only can be provided without adding 
largely to the resumptions. The Railway Commissioners aro of opinion that the accommodation is too restricted. The 
additional accommodation could only be provided after further resumption to the west of Castlereagh-strcct.
Tbe estimate for that scheme is as follows Por works, £850,000, aud for resumptions, £512,000, 
making a total of £1.302,000. To that would have to be added, as in the last ease, whatever compensa
tion might be necessary for damage done by tunnelling under the buildings north of tbe High School. 
The accommodation at King-street—six platforms—is only obtained by undermining Castlereagb-strect 
aud Eiizabeth-street. There is a length of tunnel, the same as iu No. 1 scheme, of about 29 chains, 
between Liverpool-strcet and tho King-street station. I call it a tunnel, though it is really a covered 
way.
358. Will it be temporary or permanent ? It will only be temporarily opened up; tbe surface will after
wards bo restored.
359. Seeing tbat under this scheme, and also the last one, which proposed that the country trains and the 
through suburban traffic should have their terminal station at the Benevolent Asylum site, and that only 
the strictly suburban traffic shall go into tho city, what is the necessity for so much expenditure at the 
Devonshire-street site ? I think ] can show you that by the sketch plans worked out for the Devonshire- 
street station. This is_a mere sketch, and it requires a good deal of alteration,but it shows approximately 
what is required ; this is one of the sketches which were prepared for No. 3 scheme. The Devonshire- 
street station in No. 1 and No. 2 differs slightly from that in No, 3, as there will be more room required 
in No. 1 and No. 2, so as to admit of changes of steam locomotives to electric. You must have the 
suburban platforms and the long-distance platforms together, therefore you have to make your station to 
suit the suburban traffic as well as the long-distance traffic. Tbe old platforms at Eedfern Station would 
not be utilised.
300. J)r. Garran.] Where is the necessity for leaving Eedfern Station at all, if you arc going to take all 
the suburban traflic in Sydney ? Vou want accommodation for the loug-distanco traffic.
361. Because we relieve the Eedfern Station immensely ? We do relieve it of a lot of traffic ; but yon 
have not accommodation left for tho long-distance traffic. You have not the length of platforms to suit 
that traffic.
362. How many long-distance trains a day come in, and how many go out? I would recommend that 
that quostion should be put to Mr. Parry. There are not many of these trains run; but I expressed 
simply the determination that was arrivad at after consultation with Mr. Parry,
363. STou simply made a plan on the understanding that the Working Department would require it? 
Yes ; they stated what they required, and I simply worked out the plan to suit.
364. The reason why they required it, you think, wo should ascertain from them? Yes. They stated 
that they required this accommodation; hut the whole ol the passenger platform accommodation and 
offices^ must be removed to the north side of Devonshire-sireet, and, therefore, you have to build an 
entirely new station to accommodate both classes of traffic. I think this plan shows, without much 
further explanation, what width and length are really necessary. I would point out that this is only a 
sketch which has uot been approved, and is only so far a guide as to show something of the area which 
will be required, because, as a matter of fact, if a station of that class were to be carried out the lines 
would not be curved round as shown; but would be run straight through, as has been done in No. 9 
scheme. Still, although this plan has that defect, it show's the size of the station and the buildings, 
and approaches which wilThave to be made to suit the traffic.
365. Chairman.] Can you state roughly what space that station would occupy, so as to give a comparison
between that station and what we would have to do if we had anything stopped at Devonshire-street ? 
The property is so cut into that you would have to take more than yon really want. You cut into tho 
Benevolent Asylum building, therefore you would have to remove the whole of it. You cut into the 
Christ Church Parsonage probably, and, therefore you have to remove the whole of it. The late residence 
of the Inspector-General of Police is interfered with, and, therefore it has to come away. You cut into 
the Barracks so seriously with this scheme that you might just as well sweep them away" 366.
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H. Deane. 366. Aod you would break into tbe burial-ground ? Tes. Tbe only part which is left is the Female 
/——"n Kefuge and tbe Convent of the (rood Samaritan, That is under No. 3 scheme ; but under No. 1 and 

14 Feb., 1900. n0_ 2 these properties also would probably have to be taken, on account of the lengthening out of the 
station which would be necessary to provide for the running off and on of electric and steam locomotives.
367. Dr, Garran.] As a general question, in your opinion auy scheme which tries to separate the througli 
traffic to be kept at Bedfern from tbe suburban traffic to come into Sydney would necessitate the use of 
the Devonshire-street site ? It would.
368. You are sure of tbat? I am sure of tbat.
369. You say that as an engineer? 1 say that as an engineer, and I am sure it would be backed up,
because that point has been discussed over and over again with the Commissioners and their officers,
370. Tliat has been thoroughly worked out? Yes. It is thoroughly understood that if you carry any 
portion of the traffic on you cannot leave the long-distance traffic on the southern side of Devonshire- 
street.
371. Or if you tried to do it you must have a Devonshire-street station ? 5Tes.
372. Chairman ] For bringing the strictly suburban traffic on into the station you would have to use electric 
engines ? Yes ; for a tunnel scheme.
373. Would they run the whole length or would there have to be a change of engines at llcilforn ? 
There would have to be at change of engines at Bedfern at present.
374. There would have io be a change of engines ? That is my opinion, aud 1 think it is bucked up by
those of engineers and railway managers in other parts of the globe.
37.3. Mr. Shepherd.] What delay would that create? The Bailway Commissioners think it would be a 
delay of three miuutes at first. It would probably iu working be reduced to something less afterwards. 
It might be considered a serious delay at first. I think probably the delay would be found to be a good 
deal less tbau three minutes.
376. One of the chief objections of the advocates for the extension is the delay in changing into the trams, 
and if that is the case there vould be no saving of time effected? There would be a delay, because the 
changing into the trams takes more than three minutes.
377. Dr. Qarran.] In the early days of the London and Birmingham Kaihvay did not the locomotive 
always go off at Camden Town, and was not the train pulled into Euston Square by cable ? Yes ; I thmk 
there was something of that sort. J. am not recommending at the present time any scheme involving 
tunnels, aud therefore 1 have not made it my business to go carefully into the time that will be lost m 
changing, and I have not discussed the matter very much with the Kailway Commissioners’ officers. 1 
think possibly that an arrangement might be made so as to reduce the time lost.
378. Mr. Shephe.nl.] I suppose it is quite impossible to form any idea of what the compensation would
amount to ;—that 1 suppose depends upon the injury Io buildings from concussion, blasting, and so on? 
There would be no injury from concussion or blasting, because there would be no blasting allowed which 
would do any damage. I was carrying out not very long ago the connecting link between Darling Harbour 
station-yard and 1he new sidings at Darling Island, and 1 did not allow any explosive to be used. The 
work was done without blasting. Holes were drilled, and unslaked lime was used, which in slaking swelled 
aud split the rock. It is quite a satisfactory method. It is unsafe to be using explosives in the neigh
bourhood of buildings. _ '
379. Jn the sewerage tunnels in the suburbs they are continually blasting, and it cracks a good deal of the 
ceilings, and J thought that possibly the same thing would occur in-this case? No ; I should make 
provision for the work to be done without blasting. J think there would be very little rock to remove in 
any of these schemes, and that only at the bottom of the excavation, because the clay extends a good 
way down, as the trial-holes show. If No. 1 scheme were carried out. then, between King-street aud 
Bridge-street, or King-street, where we cross to get out into the Domain, there would probably be a good 
deal of rock. But in the other scheme there would be very little, J think.
380. That would occur, of course, where there are no buiidiugs, aud in the Domain ? No , I mean after 
leaving King-street, where vou pass along under the streets and buildings to get out on to the Domain, 
because in the Domain itself there will be no buildings.
381. Chairman.] In No. 2 scheme, what have you put down for the cost of the terminal station at the 
Benevolent Asylum, the cost of the terminal station at King-street, aud the cost of the car and motor 
sheds at the back of the Art Gallery ? The works and buddings on the Benevolent Asylum site amount 
to £145,000 ; the works and buildings at the King-street station amount to £194,000; and at the back of 
the Art Gallery tho earth and rock excavation and retaining walls are put down at £58,000, and the sheds 
at £33,000, making a total of £91,000,
382. Mr. McFarlane.] When the railway is continued into King-street do you think it is absolutely neces
sary to have a new station at Devonshire-street ? 3 do, because it is too difficult and troublesome to alter the 
present station.
383. It has lasted a good while ? Yes, it has but it requires alteration. _ _
384. With the reduction of traffic which will follow from the extension of the line into the city, could it 
not he arranged to make the old station suitable for requirements for years to come ? The Eailway 
Commissioners do not think so.
385. It would save a considerable expense if done ? I do not know that it would save very much. You 
would want a new station for either one or the other, and it would be very bad for the management to 
have them separated. You would want a new station for the suburban traffic—the wayside traflic—or you 
would want a new station for the long-distance traffic.
386. You would have a now' station at Kmg-street ? I mean at Bedfern.
387. You would want the two at Kedfern ? You want a new station for one or the other, and it is most 
convenient and cheaper iu working to have the two classes of traffic in the same station. It is a much 
more expensive thing to work two stations than one large station.
388. I quite understand that;—but with the large area of land which is at Bedferu, and the great 
reduction in traffic which is caused by the extension of the railway into the city, one would think that 
improvements should be carried out to make the old station w'orkable ? Very little reduction in the 
area required results from carrying the suburban traffic only beyond Bedfern
389. You reduce the traflic? Not sufficiently to enable any improvements to be made economically, or
to gain any space. You would have to make a radical alteration in any case, whatever you do, but it is 
is easier and more satisfactory to make the radical alteration by crossing Devonshire-street. 390.
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390. When the suburban trains will only stop to land or to pick up passengers they will not require nearly H. Deane, 
the same room at Eedfern Station P I will ask you to refer that matter to the Eailway Commissioners, 
because it is really a question of working tbe traffic. 14, 1E)001
301. Your idea is tbat new stations are necessary ? It is necessary to so alter this Eedfern Station that 
it becomes cheaper and safer to malce a new station on tbe other side of Devonshire-street.
392, Dr. Garran? Have you ever gone into the expense of resuming St, Paul's School and making another 
approach under the road, so as to improve the access to the yard ? No; but that has not been looked 
upon as providing adequate relief.
393. It has never been worked out ? No.
894. Chairman? Will you now give a brief outline of No. 3 scheme ? No. 3 differs from No. 2 in this 
respect, that the long tunnel and stabling at the back of tbe Art Gallery are dispensed with, and in order 
to provide for the necessary shunting in the terminal station itself, a larger areaof ground is taken. My 
description of No. 3 reads as follows :— "

City Railway Kxtknsion—No. % Scheme.

Tins scheme is n development of No. 2, aud lies for its object the provision of sufficient accommodation for bringing all 
suburban and sub-suburban traffic into the city. The long-distance trains would still have to stay behind at Rcdfcrn, and 
the ReiiDvolent Asylum building, the Christ Church parsonage, the police barracks, and the lute residence of the Inspector- 
General of Police be removed to make room for the altered station, A large area must be regained in the city proper.

On the other hand, there would be a considerable amount of ground not actually required for station purposes, which 
could be utilised for shops, and thus produce re venue.

_ No stabling accommodation for locomotives and carriages would be required, as they would be run back to Kedfern, 
as in the Hyde Park scheme. This line would he worked by steam locomotives.

As such a large amount of resumption is involved beyond what is required, it suggested itself that tho same might 
he utilised for a terminal station for all traffic. This is shown in tho next scheme, No. +.
The estimate for No. 3 scheme was as follows:—Por works, £523,000; for resumptions, £1,070,825 ; 
total, £1,592,825. Then there is a deduction of £255,000 to be made for ihe uuusod land, from which 
revenue would be derived afterwards, leaving a balance of £1,338,825. As regards tbe greater portion of 
the estimate, therefore, T should have to refer the Committee to the Land Valuer.
395. AVhat space at the junction of King-street, Eiizabeth-street, and on to I’itt-street, would he occupied 
by the station site F The area which it would bo necessary to resume for No. 3 in the eitv proper would 
be the property between Castlereagb-street aud .Elizabeth-strcet, starting irom Bathurst-street, and running 
past Park-street and Market-street, up to tbat lino of properties facing King-street, The King-street 
frontages would not be taken. Castleroagh-street would have to be absorbed between Park-street and 
the end of the station, and the properties would have to be resumed. The Castlereagb-street frontages 
would have to bo resumed on the eastern side to the same length, I described a little while ago what is 
tho Eedfern Station with the accommodation necessary for the long-distance traffic, and the plan I. now 
exhibit shows the station which was to be worked outfor the suburban traffic into Sydney under No. 3 scheme.
396. Mould the accommodation at Eedfern be much the same as it -would under No. 2 scheme? It 
would bo the same as under No. 2 scheme, except, as I pointed out, the Eemalc Kefuge and the Convent 
of the Good Samaritan could be saved, because the length would be less. The room for the change of 
locomotives would not be required. There would only be a short distance of tunnel or coi’ered way in this 
scheme, mid I think the necessity for using electric locomotives need not be pressed. In this 
scheme eight platforms are provided.
397. Being n kind of elongated scheme, will it in any way relieve the trouble of working at Eedfern 
which occurs under No. 2 scheme ? It gets rid of the loop round to the Art Gallery, and the shunting 
itself is carried out at the entrance to the station. There are two more platforms provided here than in 
No. 1 and No. 2 schemes at King-street station. That is obtained at tho expense of going across Castle- 
reagh-street and resuming the properties on the wosleru side.
398. What city streets would that interfere with—Eiizabeth-street and Castlereagb-street ? Eiizabeth- 
street would not be permanently interfered with, and Castlereagb-street would be diverted, as shown on 
the plan.
399. It would be sent more westerly ? A little over a chain in the centre line. Bathurst-street would be 
restored after the works are completed. Of course the traffic would not be stopped; a portion only 
would bo opened out at a time, aud tbe same would be tbe case at Park-street. That gives a workable 
scheme for suburban traffic.
400. Dr. Garran?] You save £250,000 tbat you make in your loop by this scheme, but you increase your
resumption from £600,000 up to £1,000,000 : Yes. ’ ^ ‘
401. So that you save £250,000, and spend an extra £400,000 ? The total cost is very nearly the same.
You save £300,000 in works. ‘ ^
402. Chairman?] But you increase your land resumptions ? Yon increase your land resumptions bv
£500,000; but then you have a set-off in the property which is not required, and from which revenue 
could be taken, and which has been deducted from the cost of the scheme. That, you see, was worked 
out as a substitute for the other, to show the additional property which would be necessary in order to 
avoid that extension. ” ‘
403. You do not mind stating that you do not favour that scheme ? I do not think auv scheme which
does not bring in all the traffic is satisfactory. ’
404. Mr. Shepherd.] I suppose this scheme has been chiefly proposed with tbe view to save Eiizabeth- 
street;—it does not block Eiizabeth-street ? There was no proposal to block Eiizabeth-street until No.
10 scheme came forward. The closing of Eiizabeth-street was always avoided. I think it was assumed 
that it would be objected to, and no proposal was made which would involve tbe blocking of that street.
To show that 1. am right in that view T. would refer to a proposal, which was mentioned yesterday, for 
dividing tbe traffic—tor having the suburban traflic on one side of Elizabeth-strcet and the long-distance 
traffic on tbe other, leaving Eiizabeth-street intact. If it had been looked upon at that time as”unobjec
tionable to close Eiizabeth-street the scheme wmuld then have resulted in something like the present 
scheme which is submitted.
405. This would block Market-street and Park-street at Castlereagb-street? It would block Market- 
street. but it would not block Park-street,
406. I thought it went up nearly to Bathurst-street ? The resumption lakes place practically as far as 
Bathurst-street,

16—D 407.
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H. Beane. So tliat it would only block Market-street? It blocks Market-street between Castlereagh and Elizabeth
streets. That is also the case in the St .Tames’ lioad scheme. Yon cannot get length unless you do.

141 cb., 1900. ij,Qg_ Chairman.~\ in this scheme you provide for a cut and cover through Hyde Park ;—would that also bo 
temporary ? That would only be temporary. It is not for a long distance, and it was thought that the 
veotilation would not necessitate this being left open.
409. Will yon now give a brief outline of Ho. 4 scheme ? My description of No. 4 reads as follows:—

City Eailway Extension—No. 4 Scheme.

This scheme has a general similarity to the St. James' Roan:! proposal. All trains are carried to a terminus situated on tho 
western side of Elizabeth-strcet, near TCing-atrect, There are cloven platforms, and tho buildings will be large enough to 
provide accommodation for the Railway Commissioneis and the whole of their Head Office staff.

As all trains are carried through Redfem Station that station requires very little alteration ; the Benevolent Asylum 
building, the Christ Church parsonage, and the late residence of tho Inspector-General of Police remain untouched, aud the 
police barracks lauds can he adapted so as to afford room for new barracks.

A station is provided at Liverpool-strcet, as in Nos. I, 2, and 3. .
At the tennmus eleven piatfonns are provided, part of one platform and one road being placed under Elizabeth- 

strcet ; but in order to get the station within the area proposed, and to avoid resumption on the Pitt-street frontage, tho 
cab-road shown running through the station in the St. James Road proposal has been cut out. This cab-road is considered 
by the Railway Commissioners an important adjunct to a terminal station, but not by any means of vital importance. In 
this way the station and approaches can be placed between Eiizabeth-street aud the back line of the Pitt-slreet properties, 
the only exception in the ease of the latter being the Lyceum Theatre, which appears to be rnthor seriously inter
fered with. „.

In order to economise the cost of resumption, the front of tho building is placed about 300 feet back from King- 
Street, approach to it being given from King-street by means of a portion of Castlereagh-street, which remains intact; by 
Market-street and Eiizabeth-street for wheel traffic, and by the Imperial Arcade for foot passengers. The setting back of 
the front in this manner saves the purchase of the “Metropolitan Hotel,” the Daihj Trhyraph. office, and other valuable 
properties, although if the additional expense were not to be considered an object to be saved, it would ^undoubtedly bo 
better to bring the station so as to open into King-street. This would involve, however, nearly X239.000 more for _ 
resumptions.

This scheme would bo worked with steam locomotives. _
The difference m tho estimated cost of Nos. 3 aud 4 is about £100,000 ; but tbera is not tho slightest doubt as to 

which is the preferable scheme under the eneumslances. No. 4 is a complete scheme, and is on that account alone prefer
able. It would also produce more revenue, and be much easier and less costly to work.
The cost of No. 4i scheme is estimated as follows :—For works at the pp'.md ccnlral station, £630,000 ; 
for resumption and damage to properly, £899,S2o ; total, £1,520,825. From this amount has to be 
deducted the value of the unused portion of tho Imperial Arcade and other frontages—say, £90.000— 
leaving a balance of £1,439,825. It will he seen that in this scheme Castlereagb-street is blocked 
between Market-street and Fark-street. With the exception of tho cost, which is about the same as 
nearly all the other schemes, that seems to he the only disadvantage. _
410. Where would you divert the traffic of Castlereagh-street, between Park-street and King-street ? It 
would have to go round Eiizabeth-street or round Pitt-streot unless further resumptions were made.
411. That scheme once adopted is incapable of expansion except at a tremendous cost for resumptions?
Of course, if you sacrilice a portion of Hyde Park you could always get land.
412. Now you come hack again to Hyde Park ? But! hat is tho case everywhere. Either you must
resume property or you must go on to Crown land. I will tell you what might be done in the future 
for instance, if the eastern suburban traffic were brought in here. If that one line could he electrically 
worked, as I think it might to be, that could be made an underground station right underneath the Park, 
aud tbe Park would be very little interfered with. _
413. This No. 4 scheme could work in with an extension to the eastern suburbs ? Yes ; I think there is 
no doubt that among the whole lot of schemes the St. .lames’ Hoad scheme, this No, 4 scheme, and Ao.
10 scheme are the best, because they deal with the traffic iu the most effiertive nay.
414. The advantage being that the suburban traffic and through traffic are brought to one common centre ?
Yes. .
415. Would this sehomo also he capable of extension in tbe direction of North Shore by way of abridge?
In the same way as the St. James’ Hoad scheme—by curving round.
416. And by tunnelling? Or by tunnelling. There would be special sections iu each case. IE you have 
to cross the harbour overhead you have steep grades, and you want additional locomotives to push the trains 
over those portions ; and if yon go under the harbour you would also have steep grades, and you would

• want to use electrical locomotives like the}' do in Baltimore and other places now io overcome the
difficulties.
417. Apparently the works in connection with No 4 scheme cost, in round numbers. £100,900 more than 
the works in the St. James’ Hoad scheme ;—is that so ? The difference between the estimate for the St. 
James’ Hoad works is £80,000. That I might say is a full estimate. It more than represents the differ
ence. But both St. James’ Hoad scheme and. this scheme would have to bo added to to the extent of 
£30,000 for the additional office accommodation which the Commissioners now ask for, which I mentioned 
in connection uith No. 10 scheme.
418. Then, as regards the cost of the works or construction, it appears that No. 4 scheme and the St. 
James’ Hoad scheme arc the two most economical? As regards works, they are the most economical.
449. Would the roads around this scheme afford ample approach to the station, seeing that it is to accom
modate the whole of the traffic, and possibly a large intercolonial traffic;—do you think there is sufficient 
access to the station by these roads which are left, seeing that you are going to ffiose up a considerable 
portion of Castlereagh-street ? I think they would ; but if they were considered inadequate, ol course 
there is the Imperial Arcade, which might be opened up as an additional roadway. _ ._
420. The station premises, I suppose, would be entirely under cover ? It would bo a roof similar in 
character to those of the other large schemes. The level of the platform in the north-west corner would 
be about the level of tbe street. There is a great rise in the ground from there to Eiizabeth-street. Tho 
levels are such that the roads on the eastern side of the station could be arranged to ho continued under
ground without interfering with the street surface, just as in tho St. James’ Hoad sehomo.
421. In that respect the sloping front towards King-street would be on the same grade as the station
proposed by the main scheme now under consideration, only that it would bo extended further west? 
Yes. . T .
422. Mr, J)ick.~\ Would there be any approach to tho station on tbe Eiizabeth-street side? No ; there is
no approach on that side, because it is deep down. People arriving from tbe Eiizabeth-street side 
would probably have to go round to the front of the station. 423.
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423. And there would be no approach, I suppose, to the south of Market-street? No ; it is not proposed 
to have any approach there.
424. Practically, at the north-western corner the approach would he made to the station? The north.
425. pr. Garran.] In principle this scheme resembles the St. James' Hoad scheme, except that it is all 
on private property ? Yes.
420. And the cost of that scheme, I believe, is estimated at £680,000? Yes.

. 427, The only difference between the two is that you go to the west, and on to private land ? Yes; that 
is practically the difference.
428. Tho cost ot the St. James’ Road scheme, which I call the Commissioners’ scheme, is £680,000, and 
the cost of this scheme is £1,429,000, which, I daresay, would be £1,500,000 by the time it was finished.
Tbe difference between tho two, then, we must regard as the price which the public will pav for saving 
Hyde Park ? Yes. '
429. 'Between £700,000 and £800,000 is what we will have to pay for keeping our hands off Hyde Park ?
Yes.
430. Hid I understand you to say that on this scheme there would need to be some expense at Devonshire- 
street ? No; the lines would simply be carried through. The present Redfern Station would be used as 
a wayside station.
431. Precisely as proposed in the Commissioners' scheme ? Tes.
432. There would be no expense at all on the north side of Devonshire-street, except for the running of
six lines through ? No. • '
433. There would be no station expense ? No.
434. This scheme would have the disadvantage over the St. James’ Koad scheme of not having a station 
oiijthe level of the road front;—St. James’ Road is all on a level ? No ;—it is on a steep slope.
43i5. Is tho eastern platform below the level, of the ground ? Yes.
436. So much so that you can tunnel under ? Yes.
437. They aro both alike in that respect? Yes.
438. Mr. Waison.] It is similar to King-street in that respect too ? Yes. Take a cross-section running
Horn the centre line of Ilj-de Park down towards George-strcct. There is a very rapid fall from the 
Queen’s Statue or from the line of the central avenue down towards Pitt-streot. 
i'-id. Dr. Garran.] St. James’ Road is very nearly a level road? No. '
410. It has not anything like the slope of King-street? You arc mistaken. There is a difference of 20 
feet between these two points in St. James’ Road.
441. Mr. JVa/son.] Would it he any more of a level station than No. 10 scheme, which is the King-street 
scheme ? You must make the station level, aud you adopt the level of one part of the street or another ; 
but if the ground is alt irregular, or has a steep slope, you cannot make both sides of the station to 
correspond to the level of the street.
d42. Taking the front portion of the station in each case, would not the slope bcmuch thesame at King-street 
as at St. James’ Road? I think they are very much the same. The level of the central avenue line in 
Hyde Park, that is opposite the Queen’s Statue, is 102 feet, and the level at the lower end of St. James’
Road whore it comes on to Eiizabeth-street is 79 feet. ' . '
443. I understand that the fall on the King-street frontage of the proposed station on No, 10 is 20 feet
from the highest point to the lowest point ? Yes ; it is about 20 feet. '
444. It is 20 feet on Eo. 10 scheme as compared with 23 feet on the Hyde Park scheme? It is approxi
mately the same in each ease. The levels I have given are a little bit outside tbe station on each side. I 
think the difference of level on the station frontage in each case would be about IS feet.
445. Would the length of frontage in each case be tbe same, or would it be greater in Hyde Park ? A 
little greater in Hyde Park than it is iu No. 4 scheme, because the cab-road has been cut out in the latter.
I do not think there would be any difficulty about arranging the levels.
446. Chairman.] In No. 4 scheme you provide for a cut and cover through Hyde Park will that also 
be temporary as in schemes Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ? Yes.
447. After the works are completed it will be covered over, and the Park will not be interfered with ?
Yes ; the surface will be restored. ’
448. Mr. Watson.] In the estimates for resumptions under No. 4 scheme (nearly £900,000) has any
allowance been made for disturbance of business, or anything like that ? I think so ; but I could not 
say without referring to Mr. Sievers. "
449. Under Iso. 4 scheme you practically propose to have as much acconimodajdon as was proposed under 
the Hyde Park scheme? Yes; the same platform accommodation, only there would be the absence of 
the cab-road. Luggage would have to be brought out on to the western side of the station.
450. You would have a lane or road there ? Yes ; all that part which is marked brown on this map.
4'5I. Of course you do provide accommodation for cabs, although not in the same manner as proposed in 
the Hyde Park scheme ? Yes ; but the cab does not enter the station.
452. If the eslimate as to the cost of resumptions is to bo relied on, the cost of No. 4 scheme would be a 
little less, if anything, than the amount set down for the King-street scheme ? Yes. I am not responsible 
in any way for the estimate of the cost of land resumptions. It may be a good deal more, or it may even 
be less.
453. Assuming that to be fairly accurate in each instance, the cost of No. 4 scheme would be a little less 
than that of No. 10 scheme ? Yes.
454. And it would save the taking of any part of the Domain or Hyde Park ? Yes.
455. Chairman.] No. 5 scheme apparently branches off into three ? Nos. 5, 6, and 7 have only just been 
sketched out. My report on the same is as follows :—“ In accordance with the Minister’s instructions, I 
have prepared a map showing two other schemes for extending the railway into the city, which I have 
numbered 5 and 6, and I have included a third numbered 7.”
456. YVill you read your description of No. 5 scheme ? It reads as follows :—

City Railway Extension—No. 0 ScAmhc.
mx lines of way are carried from Redfern to a station at tiie High School site, as in the schemes already submitted, A 
station is provided at Liverpool-street. At the High .School station three doable platforms are provided about IS foot 
below the level of Castlereagh-street, to which access is given hy staircases ; tho necessary station offices aro provided on 
the ground-level with stops down to the platforms. In order to give the greatest facilities for shunting and getting rid of
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H. Deane, the trains as they come in in the morning, and bringing up fresh trains as they go out iu the afternoon—the busiest parts of 
, — a. — ^ the day—a loop is provided fas shown in red) at the outer part of which the trains could be stored, so that it is probable 

14 Fob., 1900. that, if not the whole, a very considerable part of tho suburban traflic could be accommodated. The loop which runs under 
the Domain, and comes back to the same point in King-street, would he in tunnel except at the outer portion.
The estimated cost of the schemes, not including the alterations for long-distance traffic at Eedfern, is 
.-£•39(1,COU, to which is to be added, according to the land valuer’s valuation, £130,000 for resumptions.
457. When the addition of the station at the Benevolent Asylum ground is made it probably will not 
differ very much from No, 2 in cost? It is practically the same in its object as No. 10. In No. 10 we 
have four lines running round to carriage-sheds. In No. 5 we have two lines of rails running round to a 
series of sidings at the back of the Art Gallery, and then they converge into two lines carried in tunnel, 
and come back and enler the station again at King-street.
458. Will you now describe No. (5 scheme? My description reads as follows:—

City Eailway JOxtension—No. 0 Schcmi'.

Tins scheme differs from the foregoing in one particular only, mimuly, that instead of a loop which would lie _utilised for 
running off these surplus trains, these would be taken back to Bedfern as shown by the dotted blue line. Tins line from 
the point where it leaves the central station to its return to Liverpool-street is in tunnel the whole way.
I cannot recommend that scheme. There is a great deal of tunnel. I think it would have to be worked 
by electric locomotives. Further, there would be considerable difficulties at the Hyde Park station, 
because either tho trains would have to stand there till they are wanted to go out again to take passengers 
proceeding out Io the suburbs round tbe loop, or else they would have to be shunted at the station. The 
estimated cost of the works is £552,000, and in that again the cost of the alterations at Eedfern has not 
been included,
459. Will vou now describe No. 7 scheme? I was asked to give an estimate of the proposal for a dead
end central station facing King-street. 1 give an estimate ; hut it is altogether inadequate, and not to 
be recommended. My description reads as follows:—

City Railway Extension—No. 7 Scheme.

This is a proposal for a dead-end and central station facing King-street. The accommodation is the utmost that can bo 
provided in the limited space available. There are three double platforms and two additional roads, besides those con
tiguous to the platforms. As one line and part of a platform are situated under Castlcreagh-streot, the platform-1 evol lias 
to be placed IS feet below that of the street, so that flights of steps are necessary to give access to the platforms, as in 
schemes Nos. 5 and C.
I do not think that No. 7 scheme need be considered very much by the Committee, because it is altogether 
inadequate to the requirements.
460. Do schemes Nos. 5, G, and 7 in any way interfere with Hyde Park ? It is proposed to tunnel under
the ground—to cut and cover, and restore the surface. _
4G1. That would be from Nithsdale-street ? Tes. The ventilation would be very bad unless electric 
locomotives are used.
462. No permanent interference with Hyde Park is proposed ? No.
463. I understand from you that you do not favour either of these schemes ? No ; I simply worked these
out for the purpose of giving an estimate. I might add that all these three schemes were informally 
discussed before tbe Koyal Commission in 1897. _ _ _
464. Dr. Garran.] Where you get the circular loop have you got several parallel sidings for trains to
stand? Tes; that was the idea. _
465. And in the pear-shaped loop you have no such sidings ? No ; there is no provision made,
466. Mr. Shepherd.] I have noticed that iu all these schemes, although a station at Liverpool-street lias 
been mentioned, no sum has been put down for it ? That is included in the cost of the work.
467. What saving would be affected by leaving out that station? I think the saving would be about 
£30,000—the additional cost of the station and the works entailed by carrying the six lines through. It 
is not the matter of expense so much that has been objected to. I do not know that the Commissioners 
have objected to the expense at all, but they object to tbe delay involved in the trains stopping at a 
station at that street.
468. Chairman.] Will you now describe No. S scheme ? 1 had instructions, in July last, to work out
No. 8 scheme. _ _ _
469. That scheme was suggested to you ? Tes. I. think it was Mr. Eeid’s idea to carry it through in 
that way, and the problem put before me was that the first part was to be an extension of the railway 
across Devonshire-street and a central station there ; the second part was to be an extension into the 
city as far as Hunter-street, with a central station of eight lines and platforms for suburban traffic; and 
the third part is a further extension which can be made, if required, into Government House grounds.
The uew station consists of two terminal flocks, with four platforms for tiie long-distance trains, and six lines and 
four platforms for suburban trains, which are carried further on into the city. All the neccessary offices are provided for 
the accommodation of the public and the traffic offices, and there is a cab-road for access to two of the long-distance 
platforms. Considerable expenditure will he required for the road approaches, on account of the drop in the ground 
towards Belmore Park, aud the necessity of a wider approach from George-street immediately to the south of Christ Church. 

A new arrangement of the tram lines is designed, and a parcels office is provided.
This scheme involves the lowering of Devonshire-street. The estimated cost for works is £134,000, to which should 

be added the laud valuer’s estimate of the value of the Benevolent Asylum, Christ Church rectory, police barracks and 
residence, or £98,000, making a total of £282,000.

' That plan shows the proposed station at the north of Devonshire-street, On the eastern side of the 
station tbe suburban traffic will be accommodated. On the western side there are two docks, with three 
lines each for the long-distance traffic. The eab-road is shown as passing between the two long-distance 
terminal docks in the same way as is shown on scheme No. 9, aud that plan has some features in common. 
Then Part 2 is described as follows :—

Part 2. Six lines are extended overhead to Goulburn-street. Between Goulhurn-street and Liverpool-strcet a 
station of a'snburbau character is provided. From Liverpool-street to St. James’Road the same six lines are extended 
underground, about half the length being thrown open to the air, with low embankments on each side, and trees and 
shrubs planted for the sake of appearance, the other half being covered in, and the surface of tho park replaced. The line 
passes under St. James’ Road, which must be slightly deviated, and thence through the space now occupied by the 
Registrar-General’s Office and Supreme Court, which will have to he pulled down, and the space thrown open to air and 
light; thence under King-street, which it is proposed to widen between Phillip-street and Elizabeth-strcet, to a station 
between that street and Hunter-street. The station has been designed to give the utmost accommodation possible under
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•
the liiisited condition of space, Por tho purpose of increasing that accommodation, two of the lines, with the adjoining H, Dc&ne.
phitfonns, are placed under the street on each side. In ail there win he eight lines, with corresponding platforms, and / “ ^ 'A 
Phillip-street and Elisabeth-street are widened to give a minimum of 75 feet, as compared with their present width, which 14 Feb., 1900. 
is 60 and 66 feet respectively. Access will be given to the platform from both King-street and Hunter-street ends, but 
the station odices will he chiefly collected at the Hunter-street end. The whole will be covered with an iron and glass roof.
Considerable difficulty has been experienced in tho design, so as to make it as convenient as possible for the public. The 
depth of the platform at the Hunter-street end of Eiizabeth-street will he at least 17 feet; but at other parts, and on the
Phillip-street side, it will vary from 20 to 28 feet,

The estimated cost of the works on this section is ............................................................................  £492,000
To which has to be added the land valuei’s estimate of resumption, viz., resumption between

belmore-road and Liverpool-street....................   80,000
Supreme Court ....................................................................................................................................... 23,000
Kegistrar-GeneraTs Office...................................................................................................................... 10,000
Block between King and Hunter streets ................................................................................................ 335,000

Total ........................................................................... £940,000
Part 3 contemplates the extension, at some future time, of two lines to Albert-street. My description 
reads as follows .—

Part 3. As the Hunter-street station will be so near Circular Quay, it is probable that further extension will be 
unnecessary ; but in case tins sliuuld be required, the station between King-street and Hunter-street has been arranged so 
that two lines of way cau be carried on to a small station in Government House grounds, near Albert-street. As tho 
traffic will he very small, it is difficult to say what accommodation will be necessary. 1 have put an amount of £89,000 for 
(his section, but it will be costly to woik, and a most undesirable extension to make if it can lie avoided. There will 
possibly be damage to property amounting to about £20,000, making a total of £109,000.
That drawing shows the plan of the Hunter-street station. A good deal of scheming had to be done in 
order to get the accommodation which is there. The accommodation is very largely under the streets. 
The streets are widened so as to increase the facilities for access, and consequently there is all the more 
of the station platforms and lines underneath the streets. This plan shows a cross-section. I am sorry 
that the end of the roof has been coloured, because it rather takes off from the appearance. In order to 
got an extra width of street, I put the foot-passengers inside the station, aud carry them on cantilevers. 
I put the footpath inside the station on each side. There are two roads and platforms provided, one on 
each side of tho station, underground. The best use has been made of the site.
470. TVhat depth would the station be below Phillip-street on one side, and Eli/.aheth-street on the other ?
It is variable. The depth of the platform at the corner of Hunter-street and Eiizabeth-street will bo about
1.7 feet; but at other parts, and on Phillip-street, it will vary from 26 to 28 feet.
471. This scheme only provides for the suburban trains coming to Hunter-street? Yes.
472. The country trains being put still at the Benevolent Asylum site ? Yes. _ _
473. Could you do the necessary shunting for the suburban traffic at a station like this, or would it have
to come back ? The surplus trains coming in in the morning would have to go back to Eedfern; .but 
otherwise tbe shunting, I suppose, would be done there. _
474. Mr. McFarlane.'J What is your opinion about having a terminus at Hunter-street;—would it be as
central as one at King-street, in regard to the suburban traffic? I think it would be a very good position. 
I have arranged for access to the station being provided at King-street and at Hunter-street, so that 
people making use of King-street could get on to the station in the same way as people making use of 
Hunter-street. -
47o. How far will the station be from King-street ? The end of the platform, access to which is provided, 
is about 100 feet back from the corner of King-street, or light overhead bridges could be run direct from 
King-street. Probably this would answer equally well. _
476. Otiairmnn.] This scheme would be entitled to be credited with the Government property occupied 
by the High School ? That would be saved.
477. Would the Eegietrar-General’s Office and part of Ihe Supreme Court have to come down? Thoy 
would have to come down. You see with all these converging linos it would be impossible to get under
neath the buildings without disturbing them. Ton could put no support over the whole of that area.
478. Would there be any way of making a shunting loop at this end, instead of having to go back to 
Eedfern ? I think it would be very awkward, You might run down to the end of the G-overnment 
House grounds ; you might make a dead-end down there. I do not think a loop would come in very well.
479. Mr. Sfiephrrd,\ Do you not think, in any of these schemes it would bo preferable to have a traversing 
platform than these long loops? That would not answer the same purpose. A traversing platform would 
only take a single carnage, or an engine and tender; it would not take the whole train. Traversers 
are nearly always provided where you have dead-ends ; but that would not help you out of the difficulty 
of disposing of the surplus trains which come in in the morning and go out in the afternoon.
480. Would the form of these traversing platforms require more space ? Ko; they are provided here in 
Ko. 10 scheme ; they are shown on the plan,
481. There seems to be very little delay occasioned with these traversing platforms ? They are very quick 
in action, but that does not do away with the whole of the shunting. You could not have traversing 
platforms on through lines. Where you have to continue your lines on for any purpose, you could not 
have traversing platforms there, and you could not shift the whole train with them. You could only shift 
an engine from one eud of the train to the other.
482. Could you not have a traverser at each platform ? If there was any advantage in doing that, but I 
do not think there would be any advantage in this particular case. What is done in this particular 
scheme is to have some dead-ends for engines at each side, so that when a train comes in, and is ready to 
go out, an engine is backed on to it from a dead-end, and runs away with it, and the engine which brought 
it in goes into a dead-end siding, and waits for the next train to come in.
483. Dr. Garran.] This is one of the schemes which separate the through traffic from the suburban 
traffic ? Yes.
484. Therefore, according to your previous evidence, it necessitates a station north of Devonshire-street? 
Yes.
485. But it seems to me your sketch here of what you will have at Devonshire-street for this plan is
lighter and cheaper than what you have given for other plans where you would have to do the same thing 
at Devon shire-street—it is not so expensive or so elaborate? I do not know- that there is any difference. 
This plan is on a smaller scale than the others ; it is on just half the scale of the others. Why it is made 
on that scale I could not exactly say. . 486. ,
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H. Deane. ISO. Does it give the same accommodation ? It is practically the same accommodation as I showed- you
ionh ^ regard to No. 3 scheme.I4ieb., 1900, 487. All^ tj]o 8ame eipenB0 ? TcSi

48S. Chairman.] Have the liailway Commissioners made a report on No. 8 scheme ? Tes, a general 
report and a special report on the line in sections.
4S9. "Will yon hindly read the reports P The reports read as follows:—

Office of the Bailway Commissioners of New' South Wales, Sydney, 2S August, 1399. 
Proposal to construct a line of railway from Redfern to Devonshire-street, and thence to Hunter-street, in accordance 

with reports, plans, and estimates prepared by the Public Works Department.
Complying with tbe request made by letter, dated the 22nd instant, at the instance of the Secretary for Public Works, 
and in accordance with the provisions of tho "Public Works Act of 18SS,” section 13, we beg to report as follows :—

Cost of Constrv.ction— '
ThB Engineer-in-Chief for Construction estimates the cost of construction, inclusive of land

and compensation, at........................................................... ....................................................... £1,222,000

Annual Cost—
Capital expenditure, at 3 per cent.................................. ................................................  £36,000
Estimated cost of maintaining permanent-way, and for traffic, locomotive, and

other expenses........................................................... ................................................ 21,020 ■

Total annual cost................................................................. £07,080
Traffic Estimate—

By adding Id. for each ordinary suburban passenger journey, aud Is. Gd. and Is. per month 
for 1st and 2nd etass season ticket holders, with a percentage reduction per month for 
tickets taken out for three, six, and twelve months, and 3d. per w eek for workmen’s 
tickets, a revenue on existing traffic would be realised of..................................................... £38,000

This proposal appears to be based on the assumption that it will be proper to continue to deal with all trains, other 
than suburban, at Redfern, and bring on only the purely suburban trains to the city terminus, consequently the whole of 
the travellers from beyond the suburban area, and even all other regular passengers within the suburban area who travel by 
the nnn-snburban trains will still be required to stop short of the recognised city terminus.

The holiday excursion traflic to such places as Como, the National Park, Sans Sonci, the Hawkesbury, &c., would 
also have to be dealt with at Redfern.

We desire to record our opinion that in the arrangement of the platforms and roads the Enginoor-in-Chief for Con
struction has made the best possible use of the available space in the position of the proposed station, and yet the accom
modation falls very short of what is necessary to work a large suburban traffic, and there is no possibility of extending it, 
except at enormous cost, to meet such a development of tho traffic as should be provided for.

_ , In the proposed station there are no roads to enable the engines to run round their trains, nor can they be provided 
within tiie allotted space without reducing the already limited platform accommodation. Neither is there any provision 
for storing trains at the busy times of tbe day when every platform'will be fully occupied even with the present traffic, and 
during those times many of the empty trains would require to he moved from the terminus to Redfern, and brought back 
from Redfern to the terminus at considerable cost.

Tho platforms, too, are largely curtailed by the stairways at each end, and two of them are entirely underneath the 
streets.

Practically, the whole station would be underground, being 17 feet below tho street level at one end, and 27 at the 
other. ' ' ' '

Such an arrangement is most undesirable even at a wayside station, where it can possibly be avoided, and particularly 
so at tho future terminus for the city of Sydney.

It is, of course, well known that underground stations are not uncommon in other parts of tbe world; but they arc 
adopted from necessity—never from choice.

The ingress and egress would bo inconvenient, and discomfort and uncleanliness would always be experienced from 
the smoke emitted by the engines, to say nothing of the objections on hygienic grounds. *

Looking at the station arrangements from a safe working point, they cannot be regarded as at all satisfactory. Tbe 
train entrance to the station is covered by St. James’ Rond overbridge, 70 "feet wide ; lung-street overbridge, 90 feet wide ; 
and tho overhead booking-office at tbe King-street entrance, &c. These bridges divide the shunting space in such a 
manner as to seriously interfere^ with tho view of signalmen working tiie points and signals, and of tbe officer directing the 
train working. Moreover, the junctions between the various lines at the entrance of the yard arc entirely in tunnel, so 
that the view of signals by tbe drivers will also be much obstructed. v

There aro other defects in the arrangements, ail of which arise from the want of space ; but they, with those 
already mentioned, may bo characterised by tho broad statement that tbe proposed station, as a whole, wilt uot prove 
more convenient for Yvorfeing the suburban traffic than the present Redfern terminus, whilst it will entirely fail to improve 
the existing facilities for dealing with a considerable portion of it.

It is necessary, also, to point out tbat the office accommodation is limited to tho requirements of the traffic staff ' 
immediately connected with the station. A properly-arranged terminus should provide for the whole of ttie Commissioners’ 
staff and that of their principal officers at headquarters, as much inconveuicnco is now, and has been for years, experienced 
in consequence of its being distributed in various places.

As regards the station at Liverpool-street, it is open to considerable argument as to whether this is required.
The proposed station on the Benevolent Asylum grounds would bo wholly unnecessary if adequate terminal accom

modation were provided, and consequently the expenditure could be avoided.
The proposal to deal with the suburban traffic at tbe terminus, aud tbe other traffic at Redfern, would necessitate u 

considerable increase of tbe staff beyond what would be required if tbe whole were dealt with at one station, and this has 
been provided for in the estimate of working expenses.

A liberal estimate has been made of the value of the probable additional traffic, yet it falls short of the annual 
expenditure on account of interest and cost of working by £19,680 per annum, and this could only be averted by increasing 
the fares on tho suburban lines.

It should be mentioned that in the estimated cost of the line is included a sum of £98,000, being the value of the 
Benevolent Asylum site, Christ Church Rectory, and the Police Barracks and residence as given by the Public Works 
Department; but if this was wholly left out of consideration the annual charge for interest would only be reduced hy 
£2,940.

The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of Neiv South Wales was 
hereunto affixed this twenty-eighth day of August one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-nine, in the presence of,—

H. McLachlan.
1

CHARLES OLIVER,
Chief Commissioner. 

W, M. PEHON,
Commissioner. 

DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 31 August, 1899. 
The Hon. The Minister for Public Works. ' ' '

With reference to the desire of the Minister for Works to he furnished with a report on the proposed extension of 
the Railway to Hunter.street, in sections, via., Redfern to Devonshire-street, and thence to Hunter-street, we beg to point 
out that the scheme as a whole is fully dealt with by our report, under seal, dated the 29th Instant, and therefore all t-bat 
remains to be done is to endeavour to separate the cost of working each section. This, however, can only bq given iu the 
most approximate manner. ’

The new station at Devonshiro-stroet is designed on the assumption tbat the Hunter-street section is to be 
constructed with a terminus for suburban trains only at Hnnter-street. If
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If the Hunter-street section were not to be constructed, then the design o£ the station at Devonshire-street would H. Deane, 
have to be entirely remodelled to meet the retfirirementy of both country and suburban trains, which would very f-m ^ 
considerably modify the staff reciuircd. , . 14 Feb., 1900.

As regards working esjjenses, the staff at Redfern shunting yard and the staff at the Devonshire-street station, as 
proposed, would he to a large extent common to both the new Devon shire-street station and the Hunter-street terminus, 
inasmuch as the trains for both would have to stable and be marshalled at Redfern, as to-day.

Approximately the cost of working the Devonshire-street station would ho £1,400 per annum less than the cost of 
working the present Rcdfcrn terminus. _ * in no « t

The extension from Devonshire-street to Hnnter-street would involve an annual expenditure of £22,420, the net 
increase in working expenses in connection with the whole scheme being as stated in our report, £21,020.

The interest on capital expenditure has not been token into consideration in these figures.
CHARLES OLIVER, _

Chief Commissioner.
XV. M. EE HON,

Commissioner.
DAVID KIRKCALDIE,

Commissioner.

400. That completes your explanation of the various plans now before the Committee? Tes. _
491. I understand that you wish to add a few general remarks ? Yes, the position in which the railway
question stands is in my mind represented by the following propositions :— i

1. The railway should bo extended into the city, bio extension of tramways will thoroughly meet
the ease.

2. The Hyde Park terminus scheme is the most economical, and, therefore, the best, as reported
upon by the Boyal Commission and the Public Works Committee in 1S97. _

3. Failing approval to use Hyde Park some other scheme should be adopted, even at the expenditure
of £1,500,000. ,

4. Of alternative schemes to Hyde Park, Nos. 4 and 10 appear to meet the requirements best, and are
satisfactory ones. _

5. The Kaiiway Commissioners’ report of July, 1S97, on tho Rt. James’Road proposal gives the
estimated working expenses (not including interest) at £.S,OO0, amt traflic receipts at £32.000, 
and the difference, £2-1',000, is left to pay interest on capital. This, at three per cent., means 
interest on £800,000. _

G. Reference to the Railway Commissioners’ report of December, 1899, shows that their estimate of 
traflic receipts lias exceeded tbeir previous one by £9,000, which means interest on a further 
sum of £200,000, or a total of £1,000,000 if the working expenses are assumed to be the same 
iu both cases. ’ ...

7. It follows from this that out of an expenditure of, say, £1,500,000, £1,000,000 is interest bearing,
and the balance, £500,000 only unproductive.

8. The railway terminus at Redfern must be altered. _
D, The required alteration cannot be conveniently or even safely mado on the area now occupied.

10. If no extension into the city is made the only practicable proposal is that embodied in No. 9, or
some modification of it. _ _

11. No. 9 scheme involves an expenditure of £560,000, which is unproductive. To this should bo
added part cost of extending the tramways along additional streets iu the city, and also in my 
opinion the cost of making proper radial thoroughfares from the Benevolent Asylum terminus 
towards the Eastern Huburbs. _ _

12. This scheme does not fie in with any Eastern Suburban railway scheme, which is becoming an
absolute necessity. . ^

13. It is, therefore, commercially speaking a far inferior scheme to cither No. 4 or No. 10. not to
speak of tho St. James’ Road proposal.

492. That is a summary of your views ? Yes.

THURSDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1900,
present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT, (Ciiatjiman).
The Hon. Pa thick Ltnuesay Chawfoud Shepheud. William: Thomas Dick, Esq.
Tbe lion. AynuEw Gaizkan, LL.D. Jons Chuistian Watson, Esq.

John McFaelane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of extending tbe Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Robert E, P. Hickson, "Undor Secretary and Commissioner for Roads, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined :—

493. CKrtiVwmn.] On tbe Gth February you produced a report of tho Railway Commissioners dated the R. R, p.
20th December, 1899, on the proposed extension of the railway system to King-street ? _ I did. Hickson.
494. JDr. Garran.} In their report tho Commissioners say that the Enginecr-in-Chief for Railway a—^
Construction estimates tho cost for construction, inclusive of land and compensation at £1,491,000;— 15 Eob., 1900, 
does that sum of £1,491,000 include the cost of the proportion of Hyde Park which is proposed to be
taken ? No, _ _ _
495. Mr. Watson.'} Are they independent estimates ? No; I think the explanation is, that since the
estimate was made on which the Commissioners reported, some additional accommodation was required 
by them. _ _ _
496. In tho summary supplied by Mr. Deane, there are three items mentioned as additions to the original 
estimate of the cost of tbe works, and those three items come to £54,000:—if they are added to this item 
of £1,491,000 it still does not bring the sum equal to that which was mentioned i' No. I think Mr.
Deane will tell you that something else lias been added since then.
497. It brings it rather above tho total of your estimate ? Of the first estimate.

John
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Jolin Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Lines, Department of Kailways, sworn, and
oxamiued :—

J. Parry,
ISPeClSOO-

iSS. Chairman.'] Have you prepared a statement with regard to the proposal before the Committee? 
have.
49!). "Will you be good enough to read your statement? Tt reads as follows :—

I

I was examiner! before the Itoyal Commission on City Railway Extension in February, IS!)", and furnished various returns 
shewing the number of trains and engines dealt with at Kedfern Station, and passing through Rcdfcni Tunnel on certain 
dates. I also described fully the accommodation n.t Kedfern Station, and the difficulties experienced in dealing with the 
traffic at that time.

1 have now prepared similar information for your Committee, brought up to date, as follows :—
1. Return shewing the number of trains and engines arriving and departing through Kedfern Tunnel on up and down

lines during each hour on a holiday, viz., Roxing Day, 20th December, IS!)!).
2. Return showing the number of trains and engines arriving and departing through Kedfern Tunnel on up and down

lines during each hour on an ordinary day, viz., Friday, 2nd February, 1900.
3. Return showing the number of through passenger trains and number of suburban passenger trains arriving at and

departing from Sydney in each hour on an ordinary day.
4. The approximate number of passengers arriving at and departing from Redfern Station during the busy hours of

morning and evening on an ordinary day ; also the total number of passengers arriving and departing from Kedfern
Station on an ordinary day.

It will lie seen from return No, 1 that the total number of passenger and goods trains, and light engines, which 
passed through Redfern Tunnel to and from the station and Darling Harbour on Boxing Day. 26th December, 18!J!) 
was (ifid ; aud return No. 2 shows the total number on an ordinary day, viz., Friday, 2nd February, 1900, was H2S 
Return No, 3 shows the total number of through and suburban passenger trains in and out of Redfern on an 
ordinary day is 329,

The number of trains and engines shown as arriving and departing, however, does not represent the work dune in 
the passenger yard, as a large proportion of the passenger trains arriving have to he drawn out from the platforms and 
shunted to liberate the engines which brought them in, or to place the ears at other platforms to form other trains. There 
is also a great deal of shunting of the engines to keep them out of the way of incoming and outgoing passenger trains, as 
there are no refuge sidings lie tween the platforms or the main running linos to allow of the engines being readily shunted 
clear to take water nr stand while other trains arrive aud depart. Nor are there any sidings between or handy to the plat
forms where spare coaches can stand, so as to be readily available to strengthen trains, aud considerable shunting across 
the main running lines is occasioned to get to the carriage sidings.

The distance between the ends of the passenger platforms and the junction of the goods yard and the Darling 
Harbour branch with the main passenger lines is much too short, and frequently causes delay to shunting operations, both 
in the passenger yard, the goods yard, and to the goods trains on the branch. The arrangements of the points and 
crossings is also unsuitable to conduct the traffic satisfactorily in consequence of the limited length, aud being hemmed in 
by the Darling Harbour branch, the yard having been added to, piecemeal, from time to time. And in consequence of the 
difficulty of shunting trains owing to the limited length between the station and tunnel junctions, special instructions had 
to be issued to the staff for the purpose of superseding the safe working instructions in connection with fixed signals, and 
introduce a most undesirable element into the working of such an important yard.

The sidings between Darling Harbour branch and Mortuary for storing carriages necessitate trains of cars to he 
shunted through the tunnel in the face of the incoming passenger trains when drawing the empty trains out of the sidings 
to set hack into the passenger platforms, besides blocking goods traffie on the branch while the shunting is being done.

Platforms.

There are thirteen platform roads, hut of these, two, viz., Nos. 4 and 7, are useless for trains to arrive at or depart 
from, they being only 173 feet and 233 feet long in the clear respectively. Nos. 9 and 10 platforms arc also much too short 
to accommodate ordinary seven-ear trains without fouling other roads, they being only 313 feet and 248 feet long in the 
clear ; whereas the length of a seven-ear train with engine is 410 feet and 424 feet long, according to the class of engine, 
and it is frequently necessary to ran trains up to nine cars, the length of which is about n30 feet, and on holidays it would 
he an advantage to rjn even more cars at times.

The lengths in the clear of the eight platforms, Nos. 1, 2, 3, ft, C, S, and A and R, are as follows, viz, : Nos. 1 and 2, 
469 feet each ; Noe, d and 6, C24 feet each ; No. S, 40.7 feet; A, 4S6 feet; B, 4S2 feet; so that it will he seen that only 
Nos. 5 and (t platform roods will hold trains of more than eight cars aud engine clear of other roads. Much difficulty is, 
therefore, experienced at holiday times by trains standing on one line blocking the entrance to other roads. This 
difficulty militated very seriously against the proper conduct of the business during the last Christmas holidays ; the 
Northern mail arriving had to he cut into two parts in order to discharge the passengers and luggage, the platform not 
being long enough to accommodate the same. Frequently North and West trains are seriously inconvenienced through 
having to load up at two separate platforms and the two parts joined together at the last moment, and during the time the 
portions are being placed together the approaches to platforms Nos. 8, Si, 10, aud 11 are completely blocked.

None of the platforms are provided with roofing or awning sufficient to admit of passengers’ luggage and parcels of 
long country trains being discharged under cover, and in wet weather this gives rise to complaints.

Main Eniranct l^aiform.

The end platform at the front of the station is most inconvenient aud too narrow. There arc no means of keeping 
it clear of peraous who am not travellers but who congregate and stand about blocking the way and inconveniencing 
passengers. Passengers arriving and departing meet each other on this narrow platform, which at busy times becomes so 
congested that the porters and officers are unable without much difficulty to pass along from one platform to another, and 
it is only with the greatest difficulty and risk to passengers that parcels aud luggage barrows can he got through. In fact, 
we have had a number of accidents during the last few months of passengers being injured by the parcels and luggage 
trollies through trying to force their way through a congested crowd.

Cloak-room.

This room is too small, most inconveniently situated, aud gives rise to much irritation to passengers at busy times. 
On one of the recent busy days no less than about 2,000 different parcels were dealt with by passengers depositing aud 
calling for same, and although the maximum number of men who could work in the space were employed, still delay to 
passengers could not bo avoided.

Parcdt. Ojjki.

The Parcels Office is small, and the cart approach to same is too contracted in space to admit of a sufficient number of 
carts to draw up to the platform to deliver and receive parcels during busy times, and delay to carts takes place in conse
quence. The difficulty of conveying the parcels on harrows to and from the trains through crowds of people on the end 
platform is very great.

Refn’.xhmtnt-roo'm.

The present room is much too small and inconvenient, both from a public and departmental point of view,

Passcn/jer trains having to be run into goods yard.

On holidays a nusnher of passenger trains arriving in Sydney have to be run into the goods-yard. and passengers 
discharged at the goods platform. As the goods-yard points are,not interlocked and signals are not provided for the 
various roads inside the yard, it is most undesirable that this mode of working should ho allowed to continue longer than 
is absolutely necessary, as it is impossible to avoid risk under existing conditions of running passenger trains into the goods- 
yard without any signalling or interlocking of points.
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Office Accommoduiioii. I>an,y•
The general business is seriously hampered in eonseguence of the inconvenient situation of the offices; the staff being j/gy^Tono 

located at so many different places considerable distances apart inevitably results in much waste of time of officers going to •> ■
and fro between the same.

Siding Accommodation,

The siding accommodation in Redfern for storing passenger coaches is too limited, even for the present business, and 
distributed in such inconvenient positions that much trouble is occasioned in shunting away and marshalling trains.

500. Will you now give tlie Committee a summary of the returns which you have compiled in regard to 
the traffie (vide Appendix A) ? The first return shows the number of trains and engines running between 
Sydney and Eveleigh on. Boxing Day, fiOth December, 1S99. I have divided the traffic into each hour of 
the day of twenty-four hours, so that in analysing the statement the Committee will be able to see that 
the traffie congests itself in certain hours. This return shows that on last Boxing Day no less than 063 
trains passed through Kedfern tunnel—that is, including both goods, passengers, and light engines, as 
well as the Darling Harbour trains. The second statement I have prepared shows the number of trains 
and engines running between Sydney and Eveleigh on an ordinary day. It shows that on the 2nd 
Eebruary, 1000, G2S trains passed through the tunnel—that is, including both goods, passengers, aud 
light engines. The third return 1 have prepared shows the number of passenger trains, including goods 
and light engines, in and out of Sydney on a Eritlay in November, during twenty-four hours, as per regular 
time-table. It shows that 329 passenger trains arrived and departed during the day. The number arriving 
during any particular hour is shown. The maximum number of thirty-nine trains arrived between 5 and 
6 o’clock in the evening. Tho fourth statement I have prepared shows the approximate number of 
passengers arriving at and departing from Kedfern Station during the busy hours of the morning and 
evening. 1 wish the Committee to understand that the figures 1 give in this return are approximate; 
they were obtained by putting special officers on to count the passengers arriving by each train, and 
totalling the number. The return shows that on Monday, the 22nd January, 1900, between G a.m. and 
10 a.m., and between 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. there were about 17,609 passengers arriving in Sydney, and 
10,769 passengers departing from Sydney. It might lie said that these figures should balance ; but you 
see we have not taken all the trains, and of course the counting is necessarily approximate. It is about 
as good an arrangement as we could devise for counting them. The return shows that between 6 a.m. 
and 10 a.m., and 4 p.m. to 10 p.m., about 34,378 passengers came into and out of Sydney. The total number 
of passengers arriving at Kedfern on that day was estimated at 23,823, and the total number of passengers 
departing from Kedfern at about 21,187. I have given three returns showing the traffic for three days.
You will see that the figures vary a little.
501. Mr. Wratson,] These arc ordinary days, not holidays? Yes; ordinary days, namely, Monday, 22nd 
January, Tuesday, 23rd January, and Wednesday, 24th January. The total number of passengers 
arriving at aud departing from'Kedfern on these three days was as follows:—22nd January, 45,010;
23rd January, 43,228; aud 24th January, 45,640. _ ■
502. Chairman.'] There is no.other tram service direct from the railway, except into Sydney ? There are 
the Botany trams, aud on holidays the trams, via Cleveland-street, to the Cricket Ground.
503. On ordinary days, except the branch off from Kedfern, the trams come into Sydney ? All tho trams 
come into Sydney from the railway station, except on special occasions,
504. Have you any means of telling us the proportion of passengers who, on ordinary days, alight from
the trains and get into the trams coming into Sydney;—is there any check on that traffic? I think it 
will be possible to get the approximate number. The Tramway Superintendent would be best able to 
give that information to you. But from observation and particulars which I have obtained it seems to 
me that between 7 a.m. and about 9'30 a.m, there would be between 4,COO and 5,000 passengers who join 
the trams at Kedfern to come into Sydney. . _
505. I suppose the majority of those ride by train ? The approximate number arriving by train between
6 a.m. and 10 a.m. would be between 10,800 to 12,500. _
506. And out of this number how many would come into Sydney by tram ? Approximately, 1 should say 
between 4,000 and 5,000.
507. Dr. Garran.] Can you say whether a good many walk into town? A good number do walk into 
town.
508. Can you guess how many do walk ? No; it is impossible to guess.
509. Some of them wrould take the Kedfern trams ? I would like it to be understood that my statement 
that between 4,000 and 5,000 passengers join the trams refers to the passengers who depart from the 
station by tho electric trams. Then, of course, there are the Botany trams. A large number of people 
would go down Elizabeth-street, and, also, some would walk over to join the trams irom western suburbs 
if there were no Redfern tram, rather than go down George-street. Eor instance, many of the civil 
servants would not go down George-street, because it would take them out of the way. They would 
walk to George-street to catch the steam trams at the entrance gates to the station.
510. Cannot they pick up trams at the mouth of the subway? Some of them; but the Botany trams are 
not running very frequently.
511. So many steam trams can be picked up outside ? Yes.
612. Mr. Shepherd.] When the estimate was taken of the number of passengers who arrived by the trams 
at King-street there were means taken to ascertain the greatest number arriving at any given point, I 
believe, and King-street was supposed to be the principal focus for passengers ;—that estimate was taken,
I believe, before the George-street tram was started;—do you think the George-street tram would 
materially affect the number who usually reached King-street by steam tram ? I do not think so. They 
would be distributed now. A number of passengers who used to go down by the steam trams still go 
by the steam trams to King-street, but a large portion of them go down George-street to King-street or 
Market-street.
513. I mean passengers who go to King-street at the site of (ho proposed station ;—at the timo this
estimate was taken, it was taken as an estimate of the passengers who arrived at King-street and 
Elizabeth-street? I have not any estimate which has been taken of the passengers using the steam trams 
and electric trams. _ _
514. But do you not think that it would very materially affect the number arriving at that point now— 
that a large number who used to go down Elizabeth-street, now go down George-street ? Yes ; 1 estimate
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J. Parry, that there would be about 4,500 passengers between 7 a.m, and 0‘30 a.m. or 10 a.m. who originally went 
i d°wn George-street by 'bus or by steam tram to King-street, but the majority of them novv go down in the
lo Feb., 1900. electric trams to King-street. '

516. Do you think it is wise to go right through with tho trains from Kedfern to King-street without 
any intermediate station ? I. do.
510. The extension to the city wTou]d be almost eiclusirely in the interests of the suburban passengers? 
Xes ; when I spoke of suburban passengers. 1 meant all trains coming in, not from Parramatta, but from 
Penrith, Cainpbelltown, and the Hawkeshury. Take Monday morning, for instance, when the tourist 
trains come in from the mountains and Moss Vale. These are what we. would call practically suburban 
passengers, although they arc outside the suburban area, because they are simply passengers who run 
out for a day or so to get fresh air, and who want to go straight to their offices from the train in the 
morning, instead of going home.
517. Is it the intention to run the through trains down to King-street ? It would not be confined to 
suburban passengers ; it would include all trains.
518. The point at which they would arrive here would certainly not be verv convenient for the larger part 
of the city ? Those who wish to go to G-oulburn-street, Liverpool-street, Batlmrst-street, and Park-street 
would hardly caro to come on to the station at King-street, and then go back to any of those streets ? 
No ; those passengers for south of Liverpool-street would get out at Kedfern, as they do now.
510. We might take Market-street as tho boundary on the south, Pitt-street as the boundary on the west, 
and Hunter-street as tho boundary on the north ;—do you think it would convenience persons going to 
places of business beyond those boundaries ? I think if you landed them at King-street the groat 
proportion would take it as a comfortable walk to their offices and warehouses. Each person cannot be 
landed at his office door. Therefore, when you have brought him to a central position, say King-street, 
you have brought him to a position from which he can take a comfortable walk to his business.
620. It is usual for persons to want to get to their offices as rapidly as possible from their homes, so that 
they would like to reach the nearest point to their offices that they can;—do you not think that is reason
able ? Of course, it is a reasonable proposition.
521. For instance, take the persons in the large Grovernment offices down here, would they not ho more 
conveniently served by the G-eorge-street tram going round to Circular Quay than by being dropped at 
King-street and coming on down hero ? I do not think they would. I think they would save considerable 
time by going on to King-street in tho train.
522. Would they not be nearer to their offices if they 'were dropped at Circular Quay ? Yes ; hut the 
tram is not by any means the most desirable method of travelling such a large distance as that from 
Kedfern—that is, to discharge the great bulk of your passengers at Kedfern and make them go down 
George-street by tram right away to the Circular Quay, would not he anything like as convenient as running 
through to King-street by train and then allowing them either to walk or to take tram from that point.
523. IE they took a tram at King-street the delay in changing from train to tram would be equal to that 
in changing at Kedfern? About tho same.
524. Ko that they really would not gain any time so far as that was concerned ? Yon gain time in the 
difference between the speed of the train from Kedfern and the speed of the tram, which I should estimate 
would he at least seven minutes.
525. Under No. 10 scheme the trains will reach the station at King-street, and then take a long turn of 
about 1,000 yards in tunnel under the Domain to the hack of the Art Gallerywould you not think 
that that was rather an inconvenient mode of dealing with the trains ? It is the only method in which 
you can arrange to deal with them under the scheme. The space is limited for tho width of the station, 
and, in consequence of that limited width, a large number of trains which arrive there, after they have 
discharged their passengers, run straight away to the sidings at the back of the Art Gallery. The 
engine ihere is shunted round its train, or another engine is attached, and the train is brought bade 
empty, and picks up its passengers, similar to suburban through stations. By this method an increased 
number of trains can he dealt with at tho through platforms than could be done if each train had to be 
pulled out after arriving and shunting. Therefore, if the station is limited to the width which is shown 
on the plan, you must have tho through lines so as to enable trains to get quickly away, after discharging 
and to avoid having to shunt them. In other words, if you do not have the.through lines, you must 
have more platforms. For instance, you will see that this scheme has five hay platform roads and four 
through platform roads, viz., two up and two down ornino platform roads, whereas I think the Park-street 
scheme had twelve platform roads. So that unless there are through lines, so as to get away with empty 
trains, you must have additional platforms, aud that means increased width in space,
525. Have you noticed that two of these platforms are intended to be traversing platforms—that is, to 
traverse the engine in the same way as is done at the Priuces’ Bridge Station in Melbourne ? Yes.
527. Could not that be applied to all those platforms? If you had a sufficient number and sufficient 
width. If wo bad a greater width—that is, if you choose to give us that much more of the Park—then we can 
provide for sufficient platforms, aud dispense with the necessity of going to the back of the Art Gallery.
528. That pencil line which you seo on the map is drawn to show the extra width which would be required ; 
—do you not think it would bo preferable to take in that exfra 100 feet than to run the trains in that 
semi-circular tunnel round to the hack of tho Art Gallery ? I do.
520. That line takes S acres out of the Domain, and costa from £120,000 to £150,000 that expenditure 
will be saved by taking a few extra acres out of Hyde Park ? I think it would be far aud away a superior 
arrangement. I think it would be far preferable to take in the additional width in Hyde Park, and deal 
with the trains by traversing platforms at each end of the hay roads,
530. Dr. Garran.'] IE it were allowable to .take enough of Hyde Park to put in two more platforms, yon 
could save the expenditure of £250,000, which you would have to incur by going round to the back of 
the Art Gallery ? There would be no necessity for the extension beyond King-street, and it would bo a 
superior arrangement too.
531. Mr. Shepherd.] I think it is estimated to take in about 3 acres more of Hyde Park;—it would mean 
a saving of time? Yes, The busy traffic commences about 5 o’clock in the evening. The suburban 
trains which go out at that hour run to A.shfield, Homcbush, or other station, then they run back to 
Sydney, and go out from Sydney again, Under arrangement in scheme No. 10 every train which returns 
here from Homobush or Ilurstvilie, as tho case might be so, would have to run awav round to the back of
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tlie Art Gallery, a distance of a mile, amt then come back to King-street station the same distance If we A 
liad in IlVdo Pkrk additional width to give suflicient platforms to accommodate the traffic terminating at ifpXjmO. 
Kinw-street, it would mean that instead of the suburban trains, after discharging their passengers, requiung 
to run round from King-street to the back of the Art Gallery, and there shunting and coming back empty 
to King-street before taking up passengers, they would terminate at King-street, a second engine would 
be standing by or the same engine would run round its train to take it out again, -n that way all that
additional mileage would be avoided. , . . .
5;i2. Can you form any idea of the time it would save ? It would save at least ten or twelve minutes m

533. Dr. Garran.] How long does it take to do the shunting now ? borne of the trams during the busy 
time will arrive in Redfern Station, another engine then hooks on to the other end of a train, and can be 
got away in three minutes with another load of passengers. _
534'. How long will it take you to do the other? At least twelve minutes. _
535 Mr. SheplicrtL] AYilL von kindly explain why you think it is desirable not to have any intermediate 
station between Redfern and King-street? 1 should say the great bulk of the passengers come down to 
King-street—to this end of the city. I do not think there is a very large number of passengers who want 
to go to Balliurat-slreet, or Liverpool-strect, or Goulburn-street, and these would simply walk down Irom 
Redfern, or get into a penny tram, and he delivered at their doors. "VVhat is required in coming down 
to King-street is to save the time of passengers to outlying suburbs. It you have a tram loaded with 
passengers joining at King-street, you do not ivant to stop that train at Liverpool-street. If you did, it 
would mean a delay pf from two to two and a half minutes. The trainload of passengers do not want to 
be stopped there—they want to be whirled away to Strathficld or Bunvood. A on, Sir, know- very well 
what suburban travelling is. It is annoying to you if you join a train at Redfern, and it steps at 
Eveleigh. You see that the train is full, and you say, “ Why do we want to stop at Kvelcig.r f bet ns 
go right away to the far-distant station.” If yon can save the time, people wi(l_ go out further from 
the city. If you can run out to Strathfield in twelve or fourteen minutes, people will go opt to live there, 
and they will delight in living out there; but if you extend the time to twenty op thirty minutes by 
stopping at more stations, you will not get people to live out there. It is by fast service that people arc 
induced"3to go farther out from the city. I do not think that can be exemplified more than m the case of 
Strathfield. The population of Strathfield has increased to an enormous extent, and it is solely owing
to there being fasn through trains to that station. _ . . ......
530. Ho you not think it is treating hardly the persons engaged in business in the immediate vicinity ot 
Liverpool-street; for instance, by not giving them an opportunity to come straight in instead of changing 
nt Redfern ? If their shops are'between Liverpool-street and the Haymarkct it would be 311st as easy tor 
them to get out at Redfern and take the tram and alight at their shop. They would in oil probability
take a tram if they come to Liverpool-street. _ , , , . r ■ i -j m i
537. The same argument would apply pretty well everywhere ? I recognise that, but 1 think it would, be
the greatest convenience to the greatest number to run through to King-street.
538. The great objection, so far as I can understand from a great many persons I have spoken to, is the 
delay in changing at Redfern people residing between Liverpool-street and Market-street fancy that 
they" areas much entitled to the privilege of coming right in without this delay in chain;jn" as are people 
residing about King-street ? Of course, the electric trams, as time goes on, will bo really the distributors 
of the street traffic. The railway then becomes the proper means for dealing with tlirough business, jin 
other words, the railway will be the wholesale shop and the electric trams will be the retail. The trains 
will bring the people to a central position, and the trains will distribute them.
539. From a financial point of view, do you think it is desirable to come right on to King-street without
any intermediate stoppage? If a satisfactory scheme can be adopted, in my opinion, it would. _
5TO. You think a larger number would actually travel by coming direct to King-street than by having
intermediate stoppages ? 1 think so. 11,7
541. It was estimated some time ago that £38.009 a year would represent the additional fares collected 
between Redfern and King-street when the railway was extended to that point;—do you not th'j'h t|lat 
the estimate would be largely affected since the George-street trams have been running? 1 would ratlier 
not answer that question, because I am not sure as to the basis on which that estimate of £38,000 was 
made. I believe it was made on the then number of tickets issued and the season tickets. If it did not 
include any prospective traffic, I should say that the estimate would be under the mark, because wo would
very considerably increase the traffic if we came down to King-street. .
542. Taking the general bearing of this scheme, it interferes considerably with Hyde Park, it blocks
Klizabeth-st reet from Market-street to ICing-street, audit would considerably cut up the Domain ; taking 
all these matters into consideration, do you think it is more desirable to bring the trains on to King-street 
than to enlarge the accommodation at Redfern—to take in the Benevolent Asylum ground and the burial- 
ground, and make a very large and convenient station there? From a traffic-working point of view, 01 
course the terminus at Belmore-road would be suitable, but from a financial point of view there is no doubt 
that there is more to be gained by coming down to King-street. _ . .
543. jtfr. McFnrlanc.l From your experience in the position which you occupy, it is your opinion that 
there is not sufficient accommodation for the passenger traffic at Redfern? That is my opinion.
544. You consider that the present arrangements at Redfern arc insufficient for the passenger traffic. J. do,
545. AVith regard to bringing the passengers into the city, do you consider the^ proposal to make the
extension to fving-streot—ihjit ia No. 10 scheme—tho best scheme for doing tlint,r xso. I should only 
adopt that in the absence of not being able to get a better one. _ ,
540. "Which scheme would you recommend ? The only scheme which I should consider satistactory is 
the (St. James’ Road scheme, and I am speaking now from a railway-working point of view.
547. "What advantages does it possess over the present proposal ? In the King-street scheme passengers 
have to ascend and descend, I think, 20 feet from the main entrance to the station to the various platforms, 
and the luggage has to be brought into the King-street entrance, and lowered down 20 feet to the level ot 
the platforms. And then, to got their luggage to and from the through platforms, the passengers have to 
go under, through subways or lo go overhead. The great inconvenience of this site is the distance between 
the level of King-street at which passengers enter and the platforms.
5IB. The cost of the Hyde Bark scheme, also, is much less? It is much less. ^
549. And it would save any necessity for that extension to the back of the Art Gallery ? I es.
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J. Parry. 550. With regard to the passenger traffic, do you thiuk King-street is the most central place to have a 
cen^r^ station? I would not say that. It seems to me that if there could be a suitable site found on 

□ e 19C0. the western side of G eorge-street; it might, perhaps, be more convenient than King-street for tlie majority 
of the passengers, but for all practical purposes of working the railway 1 think the King-street site is a 
suitable one.
551. That is from the Departmental point of view ? Yes.
552. With regard to the passengers’ point of view, which would suit beat the majority of tho travelling 
public who go from the city;—would it not be more central to some of the places you suggested ? 
Supposing you put the station on the western side of George-street, then you would find that the great 
number of business people, merchants, and others would take what must inevitably come in the future, 
electric trams to get to their various offices or warehouses, because none of them are landed close to their 
doors, though a few would he. From King-street a number may take the trams down to, say, the western 
side of G-eorge-street, to the warehouses in York-streot. If there was a suitable site which could be 
found, then I should say that west of Gcorge-etroet may be, perhaps, a little more convenient to the 
greater number.
553. In view of a future extension to North Shore, would not North Shore be more easily connected by 
rail from George-street than from King-street? I would like to answer that question in another way. I 
think there is a plan in the room which shows the scheme for that arrangement. It is in the Report of 
the Royal Commission on City Railway in 1S97. My opinion is that the traffic from North Shore will be 
chiefly Sydney passengers, that is passengers coining into Sydney to business and going out of Sydney 
from business, and therefore do not require to come into the great central station." The traffic from the 
western suburbs to North Shore and from North Shore lo the western suburbs will not be very large. 
554!. There will be no direct passenger traffic between the western suburbs and North Shore? There will 
he some; but I think we might almost term it infinitesimal compared with the traffic into Sydney. 
Therefore, North Shore will be served at any time, should it ever be decided to make a railway there, by 
putting an independent terminus on tho western side of George-street, and then it could ho connected 
by trains running to this central station at King-street round by the Haymarket.
555. You are of opinion that it is not necessary, in the event of any connection with North Shore being 
made, to connect with the proposed central station at King-street, but to connect tho North Shore line 
with some part of the proposed extension from Redfern to King-street ? Yes.
556. Yon are aware that a lot of passengers who travel by the suburban trains go to Manly, North Shore, 
and different places down the harbour ? Yes.
557. 'Would it not be a somewhat considerabie distance for them to have to walk from the King-street 
station to Circular Quay ? 1 suppose it would he nearly half a mile.
558. "Would not these people, coming from the suburbs, prefer to get out of tho train at Redfern and 
take the electric tram, rather than walk that distance, seeing that they could be landed on Circular Quay ? 
1 do not think so, because of the extra distance by the tram and therefore extra time. But apart from 
that, in my opinion the trams will have more than they can do satisfactorily to deal with the western 
suburbs traffic, apart from the railway traffic, when the steam trams are all converted into electric trams.
559. You mean the people who travel by the trams now? Yes.
560. You think the existing trams will be kept pretty well going to convey them without the railway 
trams? Yes.
561. Would it not be possible to make more lines in different streets, say in Pitt-street and Clarence- 
street? I think it will be necessary, even without tho railway traffic.
562. Would it not require a very great increase for that to be necessary at the present time ;—you 
anticipate that it will not take place for some years to come ? When the trams are converted to elec
tricity there will have to be a largely increased number of trams to deal with the present traffic. Instead 
of running three, and sometimes four vehicles, the number of trams will be increased under the electric 
system ; the fares will be remodelled, and there will be a great additional traffic brought on to the tram
lines from the western suburbs when tho electric system is opened and the new fares come into operation,
563. Dealing more particularly with the present time, and assuming that the railway is extended to King- 
street, a large number of those who come in by the suburban trains have their places of business in 
York-street, George-street, and Sussex-strcet;—do yon not think it would be more convenient for them 
to take tho trams at Redfern than to land at King-street? No ; because they would he able to take a 
tram at King-street.
564. But that will he at an additional cost? It will he at an infinitesimal cost, compared with the time saved.
565. Another penny? Yes; but the great bulk of the people will not take the ordinary fare. The 
Commissioners propose to put only Id, each journey on the ordinary faro, Is. per month on the second- 
class season ticket, and 3d. on workmens’ weekly tickets.
566. 1 do not understand what you refer to ? The whole of the people you are speaking of as coming to 
their places of business,' say in York-street, travel by season ticket on the railway.
567. if they went in a tram they would have to pay the fare on the tram—one penny ? Yes; but they
will be brought down by tho train to King-street, and it will not cost them a penny to come down to 
that point. *
568. The Commissioners, in reckoning the income from the proposed extension, estimate to get a penny 
for each journey from passengers taking ordinary tickets; on the season tickets they reckon to get Is. 6d.

• for first-class per month, and Is. for second-class ? ’With twenty-six journeys second-class, that is only
about a half-penny per journey.
569. What I mean is this: That passengers will have a choice between taking at Redfern, at a cost of one 
penny, a tram which will land them exactly where they wish to go, and riding in the train as far as King- 
street, at some additional cost, and then taking a tram at a cost of a penny to do the remainder of their 
journey ? You would still find that the great bulk would come to King-street.
570. You still think that the great bulk of those who intend to come to Circular Quay would come to 
King-street ? I do.
571. On holidays a lot of people go down the harbour for pleasure by the different steamers ;—do you 
think these persons will get out of the train at King-street, and walk to Circular Quay, when a tram from 
Redfern Station will bring them to exactly where they want to go ? I think they would ride to King- 
street by train, and then take a tram from that point—that is, those who would not walk.
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572. Would it not be better for them to get out and take a tram at Eodfern, and save tlie additional cost • A _
of taking a ticket from Itedfern to King-street? I do not think they would get out at Kedtern. _ lar^., 1900.
573. Would they not save bv doing so ? They may save a little in money, but they would lose in time, 
convenience, and comfort. I think it takes nine or ten minutes for a tram to go from Kedfern Station to
Kin^-street, whereas a train would do it in three minutes. ,,... ,
674. If they had to walk from King-strcct to Circular Quay it would take them more than the additional 
time -—seeing that the electric trams are paying so well, and are so ivell. patronised, is it not like)} a 
they will be extended to a number of streets in the city ? I should imagine that there will be a large
extension of electric trams in the city before many years. • i . ■
575. You stated, iu reply to Mr. Shepherd, that a very largo number of passengers that arrive by tram do
not come by the trams to Sydney? There arc a considerable number that do not. .
576. Would that not interfere with the estimated income of one penny for suburban passengers using the
extension ? 1 do not think so, but I do know how tho estimate was made up. ,
077. But if the extension of the railway would take passengers to King-street, it would be taking so much 
traffic away from the existing electric trams ? That I should consider an advantage. . . .,
578. In what way ? At the present time tho electric trams do not deal with the railway’traffic satisfactorily.
Yesterday morning when wo had that heavy rain, people were standing about waiting for trains. Un 
Eodfern Station in about three minutes wc may land between 1,200 and 1,300 persons, and the electric 
trams cannot deal with that number satisfactorily at once. The people must of necessity wait tor _a 
number of trams to pass, and as they pass so they fill. You will always have overcrowding with electric 
trams, because you land such a large number of people into the station at once. A four-wheel elcct.r,° 
car only seats about twenty passengers. Therefore, you see the number ot trams you require to deal with 
the number of passengers yrou land in Sydney by about throe trains. , , ,
579. But would not the revenue derived from the electric trams now be to a large extent reduced when 
the passengers were taken in another way by the railway ? It would be diverted from the tramway to
the railway. , , ,r ,
580. To the detriment of the tramway? Yes; but that would he an advantage. If you have more 
business than yon can well cope with,'it is better to dispose of some of that business and do what you
have satisfactorily. i -i j <.
581. Bo you think that yon cannot get a sufficient number of trams to carry the passengers who .land at 
Eedfern ? Kot satisfactorily—not with the passengers having to wait for trams.
582. In the case of passengers wishing to go to Liverpool-street, ot Bathurst-street, or rark-street, 
ivould they go on to King-street by train, and then -walk back that distance, or would they take another 
tram to bring them where they wanted to go ? According to the distance from either place. It it wero
nearer to Eedfern they would’get out there. , ,
583. I am speaking of people wanting to go to places in the locality from Goulburn-street down to 
Market-street ? Goulburn-street people, I take it, would get out at Eedfern and take the tram ; and the
Market-street people, of course, would go through to King-street. , ,,,
584. Considering tho distance between Market-street and Goulburn-street, would it not be highly probable 
that those who wished to go there would take a tram at Eedfern instead of coming on by tram ? I robably 
they would up to Liverpool-street, but not so far as Market-street. ^
585. Not as far as Market-street ? You would find that the majority of those would come on to King- 
street and walk back.
586. It would greatly depend upon the state of the weather, I think? Possibly so. _
587. Mr. Watson.'] You say that the necessity for having that shunting-yard and carnage-shed in tlie 
Bomain arose from the decreased width which is available in the King-street scheme as compared with
the St. James’ Eoad scheme ? Yes,
588. Was the Hyde Park scheme thought by yourself to be sufficient for many years lo come ? Yes.
589. Bo von think that the amount of convenience given by the extension into the Bomam from King- 
street is only equal to the two extra platforms which were provided in the Hyde Park scheme;—what 
I mean is, do you think that that tunnel and carriage-shod only make good the deficiency of giving the 
extra platforms, or does it really give a great deal more accommodation than was given by the eleven 
platforms in the Hyde Park scheme ? For purely suburban trains the four lines of railway through very 
materially increase the accommodation of the station ; but when you come to deal with through trams— 
that is, country trains—the through lines are not so useful. You are unable-to allow the train to stand 
at the platform to discharge the luggage and parcels, milk, and such things as come in by these trams, 
because you would be monopolising a through platform too long. Therefore, you are suffering by not 
having sufficient bay platforms to deal with the through traffic, whereas with the Hyde Park scheme you 
could use any platform for any train, either suburban or country.
590. But in the King-street scheme you would still have five platforms available for the country or through
traffic you speak of ? Yes. ,
591. "Would not that be sufficient to deal with the traffic other than suburban ? In our very busy time
we should not have very much to spare. . .
592. The way it presented itself to me was that this King-street scheme, with the extension into the 
Bomain, was actually providing accommodation for more trains than was proposed at Hyde Park, haying 
iu view the fact that you could utilise the four platforms for which through communication was provided 
to a much greater extent than any bay platforms could be used? Buring the busy evening traffic, for 
instance between 6 and half-past 6, then it is that the return trains—that is, trains which have taken one 
trip out to suburban stations—comes in, and the moment it arrives an engine is attached to the other end 
and out it goes again. In the ease of these trains you might save a considerable amount of time with the 
Hyde Park scheme, because tho train does not have to go through the tunnel, Of the four platforms for 
which through communication is proposed, the westerly ones would be for arrivals and the easterly ones 
for departures only.
593. Whereas with bay platforms you could use them either for arrivals or for departures ? Yes.

' 594. Another point presents itself here, namely, that with the construction of a station at King-street, 
there would be a decreased pressure at Eedfern so far as the volume of traffic was concerned ? Yes.
595, You would have more of the Eedfern space made available for other than mere platform arrange
ments ? Yes.
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J. Parry, 596. Is tlio distance from Eedfern to the King-street station about the same as the distance from the 
isThToon KmS-street Nation to the carriage-shed in the Bomain ? Yes.

e •> • ‘^*7. Would it not lie possible to save the £250,000 proposed to be spent in extending tbc line into the
Bomain, and shunting back to Eedfern for your carriages ? Yes, assuming the llvde Park scheme wero 
adopted, it would. '
598. Under the Hyde Park scheme, did you propose to shunt back to Eedfern? Yes ; that is, certain 
trams which are finished with and require to stable. Many trains coming in would not require to go back 
empty to Kedfern, they fill at once and go back to the suburbs.
599^ Buring a certain period of the day you have a lot of carriages on hand ? Those we would send back 
to Eedfern.
600. Could you not still utilise Eedfern for that purpose with the King-street scheme;—you still have six 
lines ot way, two of which, ] presume, could be used tor shuntiug purposes ? Por through trains wo 
would do that.
COL Even if you had an extension into the Domain you would do that ? Yes ; we would stilt take some 
trains back through Eedfern to Maedonaldtown for cleaning purposes.
602. Would it not be possible, with nine platforms at King-street, to do that with all the trains which 
required to be shunted and rearranged, and marshalled at Eedfern? Ko, we could not do it with nine 
platforms.
(>03. Why could you not do it? The time occupied in shunting will be about tlie same, seeing that the 
distance is about the same, and you have six lines of road between Eedfern and King-street, of which 
only fouu I understand, will be used, generally speaking, for passenger purposes, and the other two will 
be available for shunting and departmental work? Tho platforms would be insufficient to accommodate 
tlirough and suburban trains, the six lines would be used for passenger trains at times.
604. On emergencies, but not usually ? They would all be used as passenger lines, to avoid crossin'* and
recrossing further up the line. ‘ ' a
605. I understood from Mr. Deane that the present arrangement in providing six lines of railway was
that four of them would be usually occupied with passenger traffic, and that the other two would he used 
tor shunting, and such purposes ? Of course, the four lines would be chiefly used for passenger traffic • 
but at the same time we would use the extra two lines for passenger trains'also. Eor instance, we use 
the sixth line between Eedfern aud Illawarra Junction for a number 'of passenger trains in tho evening 
during our busy time. b
606 Assuming the same arrangements to exist or to be entered upon in respect of the six lines between 
Eedfern and King-street during the busy time you would not require to be marshalling trains backwards 
and forwards? Ko, except through trains.

m 'S 0tl^ dul1ng comparatively slack time of tho day, when four lines for passenger traffic would 
probably be sufficient, that you would require to bo shunting your carriages or marshalling out at 
Eedfern ? Generally speaking, that would be so ; but take (say) holiday times.
608. Exempting holidays ? It is the maximum of business we have to deal with. If we break ,down on a 
holiday, we break down absolutely. Eor instance, last Christmas the Northern mail arrived considerably 
late on a Saturday—1 think between 12'30 and 1 p.m. In consequence of our not having a long platform 
to turn that train to, we had to turn it into a shorter platform, to cut it into two, so as to dtseharm) the

Ewd p&rt of xhe pa^seugera at one platform, and discharge the remainder of the passengers at 
another. That blocked the whole of one side ot the yard, and upset about half a dozen trains—that is to 
say, they could not get into their platforms, and they had to run late. It disorganised the suburban 
working.
609. On a holiday? No, it was on a Saturday.
CIO. You contend that the six lines into King-street station will not be sufficient to allow of your using 
any of them on holidays for marshalling trains out at Eedfern? Yes, it would; if we had auitable 
termini to deal with the trains,
611. I. am speaking of nine platforms as proposed at King-street? Not with the arrangements proposed 
at-King-street under No. 10 scheme.
612. One of the complaints made iu respect to tho Eedfern Station yard, I understand, is that it is too
much of a bottle shape, and that consequently there is not space enough from the end of the platform to 
where the points must be to allow crossing on to the different lines ;—do you get over that difficulty to 
any extent in the yard as proposed at King-street;—have you a greater length available for crossings, 
and so on ? There the great bulk of your suburban trains go right through; vou dispense with the 
shunting of those trains altogether. '
613. Assuming that you wore given at King-street a sufficient width of land for another two platforms 
bringing it up to tlie number of platforms provided in the Hyde Park scheme, and that I understand 
would necessitate shunting your suburban trainsin that case would you still have a roomv enough 
approach to your platform to allow of shunting? In that ease we should run them away to Eedfern at 
once over the six lines. "VYe should not attempt to shunt them here.
614. It seems to me that the length of approach in this King-street scheme, between where the lines 
begin to widen out and the actual beginning of the platforms was not much better than at Redfern? 
You see at Eedfern there is the goods-yard and the Barling Harbour branch, all the engines coming down 
from Eveleigh which have to cross at those points, and those engines crossing from the goods line—over 
to the George-street side of the station,—all clash with the in-coming trains and out-going trains ; and in 
ordey to draw the passenger-trains out to shunt them away to the carriage sidings you have to foul these 
junctions. You ivould not have to contend with this at King-street. Wc should provide sidings between 
the platform lines for engines to refuge in, so that they will be able to go direct into aud refuge in them 
nnd thus be out.of the way. The carriage trains from suburban lines would either run straight away 
through to the back of the Art Gallery, or else they would run straight awayback to Eedfern, so that 
the minimum amount of shunting would take place at King-street.
615. What additional width of station would you require to put in two more platforms;—I heard 100 
feet mentioned ; but that seems ratlier wider than would be necessary ? Roughly speaking, I think SO 
or 90 feet. I should like to sen it plotted before J spoke definitely.
OK>, If you did not have tlie third or refuge lino between tbc two platforms, vou would not require so 
great an additional space ? About 80 feet. '
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G17. With an additional width of about 80 feet, would that be making provision for a refuge line of J.-Parry. 
rails between the platforms P No; to make a job of it you want about 90 feet. ■, o v ISFctT-1300.
(il.8. If you do that, which I presume would be done to allow a third or refuge line to be put down . Yes. 1
619. In that case, you take more than was proposed to be taken in the Hyde Park scheme, because, in 
that you only provided for two sots of platforms with a refuge lino between—that is, out of eleven plat
forms there wore only two with a refuge line between ? It would he an advantage to have the three.
620. You have those already provided for in the King-street station, similar to urhat was provided in the
Hyde Park station ? Yes. _ j i. it j
621. The two additional platforms, which would give you as much convenience as you proposed at Hyde 
Park, could bo put in if an additional width of 80 feet were taken ? I think about 80 or 90 leet. _
622. You will see that the actual platform space at the King-street station ends in about a line with tho
Hyde Park side of St. James’ Head, taking the fuller part of the frontage? Yes. _
623. It would not be necessary to extend the frontage of the main building because of the extension of
tho yard space ? I should prefer you to put that question to the engineers. I should like to see it plotted 
before I expressed a definite opinion. _
624. But this scheme is supposed to provide a sufficiency of office accommodation to work all the yard
the administration and the extension into the llomain P Yes, ... .
625. "Would tho concentration of business at lung-street, by taking the additional width for the station,
necessitate anymore office accommodation? No. What you require to consider is tho dealing with 
passengers in a more convenient way. I think if you purpose doing that the station could be modified by 
being set a little further back from King-street, and then taking an increased width. ^ ...
626. The main thing 1 wish to get from you is whether, in the event of increased width being given m 
Hyde Park, it will be necessary to touch >St. James’ Church or tho grounds adjoining that Church ? I 
think it could be arranged without doing that; but I am not sure.
627. But you have had a good deal of experience ? I think that could be done.

FRIDA Y, 16 FEBRUARY, 1900. 
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The Hon. Andrew Oaruan. LL.D. ' John Christian Watson, Esq.

John McParlake, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of extending tho Kailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the city, including tile erection of a large Central Station.

John Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Lines, Department of Railways, sworn, and
further examined: —

628. JTr. Waison.'] In order to allow two more platforms to he constructed at King-street station it will J. Parry, 
require another strip of at least SO feet to be taken out of Hyde Park ? I have thought over that matter ^ ' i 
aud I think that by taking another strip of from 70 to 75 feet you could get another platform in. What 16Fob., 1900. 
we could do would be to push the eastern platform further east, and in its place to putji platform 30 feet
wide, with three roads between, also increase the width of tlie eastern platform from 25 to 30 feet,
629. That would mean two new platform roads P It would give two additional platform roads,
G30. With the addition as you now suggest, you would be able to do without the extension into the 
Domain for tho present ? Yes.
031. With the additional platform space, and the triple roadway between the two new platforms, you 
would then have three triple roadways instead of two. as proposed in rhe Hyde Park scheme ? Yes.
G32. Do you think it would be necessary, because every additional roadway between the platforms means 
taking an additional strip ofc Hyde Park? 'The convenience of working with triple roads is so great that 
it would be desirable, looking to future requirements. _
G33. To that extent it would be an additional accommodation as compared with Hyde Park ? A slight 
addition.
634. Do you think it would bo possible, if the additional space suggested wero taken, and new platforms
wero put in, and an extension made towards tit James’ Rond oi the assembly platform, to have a passenger 
outlet and inlet at St. James' Road ? I should think there would he no difficulty. _
635. Tho level of the assembly platform, which ia some 13 feet, I understaud, above that of tho ordinary
lino platforms, would not be a great deal below St. James’ Road ? You would bo able to easily ramp 
from the assembly platform down to St. James’ Road. _
636. It is higher there? I do not think I had better give an opinion as I. am not conversant with tho 
levels.
.637. You think there would be no difficulty in making a connection ? I can see no difficulty myself.
638. At what point in Hyde Park would that additional strip begin ? North of Park-street.
.639, Immediately north of Parlt-street ? You could narrow in a little even to the north of Park-street, 
say for about 5 or 6 chains, perhaps, and then you could have a smaller width, but in my opinion it would 
be more desirable to take the full strip from Park-street to St. James’ Road,
610. A strip of about 75 or 80 feet wide ? Emm about 70 to SO feet wide.
611. You are not aware what additional area that will represent ? No ; I do not know tho length,
642. As to the station which it is proposed to erect between Devonshire-streot aud Belmore-road, at that 
site, you can get, practically speaking, almost an unlimited area ? I think so,
643. Quite as much as it is probable that you will ever require ? Yes. _
G44, Do you think it is necessary to bring suburban passengers directly into the city wdtbout changing 
ears? I think so; that has been the experience of all great railways, to take their passengers to the 
terminus, which should be the centre at which the majority want to alight. In all great cities the effort 
has been to extend the trunk system into tho heart of the city with the busy traffic.
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J. Parry. G4;’). Contrasting two proposed sites for terminal stations—Belmore-road with King-street—would there 
TRHYh i*ion ke a very milcl1 greater proportion of people requiring to take trains or other methods for getting to their 

•’ ‘ ofiBees from Devonahire-street than from King-street f Yes.
6d(S, Of course immediately round King-street there are only a comparatively few persons who would he 
engaged either in offices or in other business avocations ? Yes; hut take the whole of the offices and 
warehouses round Circular Quay. "With the extension of the wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo 
settlement will take out in that direction, and business settlement too will follow the shipping. I take it 
that all the clerks and warehousemen and people visiting Ihe harbour ivould not take a tram from 
King-street to Circular Quay, but wmuld walk during the greater portion of the year. They might take 
the tram during tho very hot weather, but during the cool winter months I think they would prefer a 
little walk from King-street within the Circular Quay area.
647. A great portion of those who arrive in the city are employed away up towards York-street and 
further down towards the shores of Barling Harbour ? J. think they would walk from King-street.
64S, If they were brought in to a terminal station at llelmore-road they would get nearer, if anything, by 
the Greorge-street tram to their destination than Eiizabeth-streefc would" be to the western part of the city, 
would they not ? To the extent of the distance between Elizabeth-street and King-street, but it is down 
hill. AVIten you look at the distance the little walk is not much to consider.
6i9. It seems to me that to justify tho extra expenditure we want to be able to show considerably greater 
convenience to the people and not merely a slight difference. I want to ascertain whether, in your 
opinion, that great difference of inconvenience would exist as between Bevonshire-street and King-street;— 
you see, there is an expenditure of about £l,00l),000 extra involved iu the construction of the station at 
King-street as against the station at Belmore-road;—of course the suburban people who come into 
business in the morning and depart in the evening are those whom you would consider in the question of 
inconvenience ? Yes. As regards the country people it would be almost as convenient cither way if 
they had to take a cab : but as regards the suburban people, in my opinion, this end of the city will always 
remain the great business centre—the warehouses, the shipping, and the offices. Therefore I think, "at 
the present lime, a vast number of people would be greatly convcnienced by coming down to King-street. 
Looking into the distant future, and judging from the experience of other large cities, I do not think the 
tramways will he sufficient to cope with the traffic from Hedfern to this end of the city in a satisfactory 
manner.
650. AVould it not be possible to arrange some system of electric communication, not exactly in the nature 
of electric tram traction, but more in the way of an electric railway, to provide, perhaps, only one or two 
lines of tram from Bevonshire-street towards Circular Quay, and then run towards the eastern suburbs 
and back to Bevonshire-street, making a separate system ? That could be done. Of course, tbe difference 
then is the time of exchanging from the terminal to an electric service, and tlie sloiver service which the 
electric tram would give.
651. I was not thinking so much of an electric tram as a railway operated with electric locomotives, and 
within an enclosed track, so as to give them a chance of getting up speed P Then the cost of your 
electric railway would, I think, in the end be almost as expensive as the present railway.
652. In that case you would only require one or two lines of track as against six lines in this instance, 
where you attempt to bring the whole terminus into the city ? Yes ; but additional requirements in the 
way of station accommodation and getting round again. You would require to form that in a sort of loop, 
and I think, in the end, it would come to pretty well the same cost.
653. But you would not require any elaborate resumptions in the city for your station buildings, for 
instance; you would only want, practically, the width of your track, and sufficient for platforms, with 
very small station accommodation at various points along the road ? Of course it would not require 
great width, but then you are restricted to the eastern side of Elizabcfch-street, unless you tunnel under 
or take private property.
654. Would tunnelling be so objectionable with an electric system for such a railway ? Ko. I do not
think there would be great objection to the tunnelling with an electric system. Buring portions of the 
year with us there is no doubt it would be very stuffy at times, but tho electric system has worked satis

. factorily in Loudon, and I do not see why it should not be worked so here, apart from the fact that we
get a longer period of hot weather.
655. The weather conditions in London are very trying for a portion of the year ? Eor about three 
months. It you ask me for my opinion I should say it would be far preferable to take your trunk line 
straight away to the heart of tho city at once, and then to have a distributing service of electric trams 
on a street level, with the system of cross trams which you see mostly in America. In San Francisco 
there is scarcely a cross street which has not its subsidiary tram to the main street. We could land the 
people for the southern portion of the city at Eedfern, and distribute them by trams from Eedfern to 
tlie southern portion ; and then tho passengers who come to the northern end of the city you could carry in 
through trains, say, about three minutes from Eedfern to the new terminal, and distribute them from 
that point to various places by street trams. That is my idea of future developments,
656. Bo you think our present: population and traffic prospects warrant that, from the financial standpoint ? 
I do not think the full extension of cross street trams as indicated would be justified at tbe present time; 
but of course, in dealing with a large city terminal, we should be looking a great many years ahead.
657. Mr. Dick.J Yon spoke of the difficulty and inconvenience of working your system of trains at the 
present terminus;—will you indicate which service suffers most, and at what time from the disadvantages 
which you have at present at Eedfern ? In the morning between S and 9, and in the evening between 
5 and 7.
658. Those are suburban trains wholly ? No ; we have the through trains mixed with tlie others. It is 
the mixture of through trains with the suburban trains, which, of course, necessitates the additional room. 
Take, for instance, the Northern mail, which starts at 6T5 p.m. The Northern mail must be up to the 
platform, at any rate, twenty minutes before it is due to start, so that passengers arriving with luggage 
may take their seats. You cannot keep through passengers who are going, perhaps, to Brisbane, hanging 
about the platform, and then rush them into the train at the last moment when it comes to the platform. 
Therefore to deal with tho through business suitably, the trains should he at tho platform at least from 
fifteen to twenty minutes before the train is due to start,
659. Wherever you have your terminus, that would be the case ? Yes. Again, take the 5'30 train to
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Kiama. That train requires to he at tlie platform, at any rate, from ten minutes to fifteen minutes 
before it ia due to start, so that passengers can take their scats. Or you can take the Moss Vale train, or 
the Mount Victoria train. In the summer you have a- 4'50 Bathurst train on Priday night, and a 5'25 
daily train. These are all through trains, which it would be most Inconvenient to tbe passengers to bring 
lo the platform two or three minutes before starting time : it would not be dealing with business 
satisfactorily. Therefore these through trains occupy a platform longer than suburban trains do, and 
hence the necessity for the additional platforms. '
760. May we gather from that that the most objectionable feature in the present terminus is want of 
sufficient platforms ? A want of sufficient and convenient platforms.
761. Another objection which is levelled against the present terminus ia that the entrance to the station 
yard ia of a narrow character, and difficult to work, and in their opinion that, practically, the whole of the 
goods traffic—hay and corn on one aide, and the Darling Harbour trade on the other—and the various 
engine workings are all combined on one groundtaking these various elements of inconvenience or 
difficulty, could you say which, in your opinion, is the most important of them, and then place them in- 
their order of importance ? The contracted space of the yard and tho inconvenient way in which the 
yard is laid out. As I explained to the Committee, 1 think, on the ground, we have no spare siding 
between tho main running lines where the engines can refuge and be out of the way, or where you can 
hold a few additional carriages for strengthening purposes. As these engines have no refuge sidings 
between the various platforms to stand in, it necessitates them being moved about from main line to main 
lino out of the way of incoming and outgoing trains, purely for the purpose of clearing ihe road.
762. That is the main difficulty i1 Tes. Then I would instance the short length of the platforms and 
the inconvenience of their position. For instance, No. 11 is right away in George-street, and you can 
only use that one properly for a train arriving now and again. Then I would instance the inconvenience 
ot the main station buildings with the lavatories. The station buildings are arranged simply between 
Nos, 3, 5, 6, and S platforms, aud everyone has to go on to the main platform to get to the lavatories and 
waiting-rooms. Then the main entrance platform becomes so congested at holiday times, and crowded at 
other times, that it is impossible to get the parcels from the parcels’ office to the trains, and from the 
trains to the parcels’ office, or to get the luggage through this crowd of people satisfactorily.
763. That will all come under the head of inconvenience of platform and station accommodation ;—what 
is the next element iu importance to that—the fact that you have all the business, the farm produce and 
the rest, concentrated at the one yard ? Yes, the fact of all being bunched together—of tlie main 
passenger station being so close to tiie junction of the goods line, uhere all the marshalling of the goods 
business has to be done, to the Darling Harbour branch line—where the whole of the trains passing to 
aud from Darling Harbour have to cross the main lines.
764. That practically seems to be the main objection to the present yard ? Yes.
765. Do you think it possible with the space at your disposal at Jtedfern to temporarily remove the farm- 
produce department (say) to Darling Harbour, build more commodious and convenient platforms and 
station accommodation on that part of the yard, aud then bring back the farm-produce department to the 
place now occupied by the present station;—do you think that could be done without any very great 
inconvenience or very great expense p ] think it would bo both very cosily and most inconvenient; in 
fact, I think it would be a most serious matter to attempt to remodel Kedfern Station as it exists to make 
it anything like suitable for a proper terminal and keep the traffic going. It would necessitatetemporarj' 
arrangement after temporary arrangement being made. If would, to my mind, involve a considerable 
risk, as well as be most inconvenient to the working for a very long time.
760. Have you considered, in connection with the King-street proposal, tho possibility or the necessity of 
a future eastern suburbs extension P Yes. J
767. In what way do you think that could be accomplished with a station at King-street? By simply
taking the lines to tho back of the Art Gallery and branching off from tho Domain into the eastern 
suburbs. *
768. Presuming that that plan of No, 10 scheme was altered in the direction indicated by Mr. Watson — 
that is, by taking a little more of the Park, and cutting off the long tunnel tail and the carriage-sheds ;— 
in what way, then, could you make an extension from that station to the eastern suburbs ;—would it be 
necessary even then to carry tho lines right round tho Domain, and from that point to the suburbs ? I 
think that would be about as convenient as aij}^.
769. Presuming that we extended tlie stations indicated by Mr. Watson a few moments ago, would it then
be a convenient method of connecting with the eastern suburbs to go by tunnel direct from the main 
station under Hyde Park and to work the service by electric traction ? I should not think there would 
be any difficulty. "
770. In your evidence yesterday you referred to the number of trains which could be filled up immediately 
after their arrival at the platforms ;—have you calculated ivhat proportion of the suburban trafiic coulii 
be treated in that way? (FtWe Appendix- Al.)
771. We have been furnished with several estimates of revenue and expenditure in connection with these
various schemes, which evidently were made up before we had had any experience of the working of 
electric trams ;—do you think'any considerable modification of these estimates would be necessary now 
that we have had some experience of the working of electric trams ; take, for instance, the estimate of 
the revenue expected to be derived from the original Hyde Park scheme;—do yon think that estimate 
would have to be modified now that you have the George-street railway tram ? 1 did not prepare that
estimate; it was prepared in tho office of tlie Kail way Commissioners, and I am not conversant with the 
basis on which it was made. ■ *

J. Parry.
IGFeClSOb'

772. As a matter of ordinary railway experience, do you think an estimate made up under 1897 conditions, 
without taking into consideration the construction of that tram, would be much modified by its construc
tion? Not if it did not forecast increased traffic. If tho estimate was only based on the then traffic, 
I should say there would be no occasion to modify it now, because the natural increase of trafiic which 
will accrue by bringing the station down into King-street will be very considerable. Therefore it will 
depend upon whether tho estimate was based on tbe then trafiic or whether there was anything added 
to it for prospective trafiic. Take tho number of ordinary tickets—that is, passenger journeys—during 
the last ten years, for the whole of the lines. According to the annual reports in 1889, the number was 
10,284,980, and in 1899 it bad increased to 14,072,685, being an increase of 3,787,705 passengers, or 
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J. Parry. 36 per cent. That gives you the increase in the passengers travelling on tlie whole of the lines—of course, 
/■—-'A—irrespective of season tickets. During the same period the number of season tickets issued—monthly,

16 Feb., 1900. quarterly, and yearly season tickets—increased from 2S,231, in 1889, to 42,805, in 1899, being an increase 
of 51 per cent. Then take the weekly tickets, or workmen’s tickets, which permit of two journey a a day, 
one in and one out; the weekly tickets increased from 149,710, in 1889,to 406,087, in 1899, or an increase 
of 256,377 in number, or 171 per cent. So that, judging from this increase in tho ordinary traffic—my 
view is that if we extend the railway to King-atreei a large number of passengers who now live at tho 
eastern suburbs will then go out into the western suburbs, aud settle along the railway. The reason why 
they go out to the eastern suburbs now is that they can get into a tram and go home without any changing. 
If they go to places along the railway they have first to take a tram to licet fern and then change, which, 
of course, means time and inconvenience. _ _ _
773. I suppose you have been consulted as to the allotment of space and the design of the main station 
building, both at Devonshire-street and at Hyde Park;—you have indicated what you required in order 
to deal properly with the general public ? Generally I have.
774. Do you think a maintenance and a main exit 30 feet wide will be sufficient for your purpose to 
either station P Yes, "With the outlet on to Castlereagh-street.
775. You think ample provision is made for allowing people to get on tlie main assembly platform and to
get away from it ? Yes. _
776. Dr. Garran.] You have given the Committee a very clear idea of the difficulties you have to contend
with in the Itedfern Station as it is now laid down;—have you seen the suggestions made by Mr. Norman 
Selfe for alterations in that yard ? I have seen a plan showing resumption of a large strip of land 
between Eveleigh and Eedfern. _ _
777. Have yon not seen a plan for reconstructing the platform accommodation ? No.
778. I suppose during the time you have been in charge jmu have often taxed your brain to consider how 
you could improve that yard ? As a matter of fact I have designed many of the improvements, because 
I was engineer for a considerable time in connection with the Eedfern arrangements.
779. Have you served your time as an engineer? Yes.
780. You are by profession an engineer? Yes.
781. Suppose the Government were to say, “ It is impossible to devise any scheme to suit everybody, we
must do the best wo can with tbc station yard,” and to call upon you for a report as to the very best use 
that could now be made of tlie property you have, practically a triangle it is ;—for all practical purposes 
what changes would you recommend in order to make tbe very best use of that station yard ? I should 
reluctantly set to work to design something; but I should not like to say that I was going to make a 
satisfactory arrangement of it. _
782. You must distinguish between tbe difficulty of making changes in a yard which is being used every
five minutes in the day, and constructing an entirely new scheme over the whole area;—I mean what 
could you do under existing conditions for the best? To justify the expenditure which an effective 
alteration would make, in my opinion it would necessitate the removal of the whole of the existing 
arrangements, ‘ _ _ _
783. Could you uot plan something additional to go on with before you touched anything which is 
existing ? I have no doubt that could be done, but would be unsatisfactory.
784. You know it lias been suggested frequently tbat we should resume St. Paul’s School, make another 
bridge to the tunnel on that eastern side, and have four lines of railway laid down there, two for the 
produce station, and two for some new platforms;—could not that be added on to the existing rails 
without materially disturbing the traffic ? The rails could be laid down without materially disturbing the 
present traffic through the resumptions; but the whole of the goods yard would have to be taken up to 
connect with these lines and be remodelled.
785. You would have to take up the part now occupied by the sheds for carriages ? Yes.
786. If you look at the plan on the wall you will see that between tho eastern extremity of your eastern 
platform at present and the goods shed there is a space quite ns broad as the whole of the platform 
property at present? No, it would not be a satisfactory arrangement. The plan is wrong, because there 
are four more sidiugs in that space.
787. On the whole, after the thought you have given to it, have you come to the conclusion that a first-
class permanent central station can never be satisfactorily made in the present yard? That is my 
opinion. _
788. After years of local experience in the yard itself ? Yes.
789. Then there are only two things in your view to be done, either to go north of Devonshiro-stroet and 
make an entirely new station, or to go into the city ? Yes.
790. Those are the only two alternatives ? Those are the only twro alternatives I would suggest.
791. If you go north of Devonshire-street, I presume you are satisfied that wo should make a really first-
class station there ? Yes. _
792. And that we should have room enough there practically to have a permanent station there for all 
time ? The only fault alleged by others, and 1 think by yourself, against that idea is that it is not in tho 
right place, that it is not central enough ? In dealing with the trains that would give every satisfaction, 
but tho questions now to consider are tho convenience to the large number of the general public, and the 
revenue to be derived from the extension.
793. That is to you as dealing with the station-yard, it would give entire satisfaction? Yes.
794. But it may not give the travelling public the same satisfaction ? Exactly ; nor does it bring in
additional revenue, ‘
795. You could get north of Devonshire-street everything you ask for ? Yes.
796. And it would last for you and your successors? Yes.
797. And so far as you can see, it would last for all time? Yes.
798. 1 suppose that in thirty or forty years that will practically be very central to Sydney as a whole? I 
daresay it will; but although it is central to Sydney as a whole, as the city grows, so will the business 
part of the city concentrate itself down at the northern end.
799. You told us the other day that you sometimes on a wet day have a wonderful accumulation of 
passengers coming in on your assembly platform ? Yes.
800. And that the get-away by the electric tram is not eflough ? No; I do not think 1 intended to
convey that exactly, ' 801.
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801. I understood you to say that you got from 1,200 to 1,500 people landed on the platform from three 
trains, nnd that as each tram-car can only seat about twenty persons, you cannot get 1,500 persons away 
in time P I did not put that forward as congestion of the end platform, but as an inconvenience to 
passengers having to wait.
802. When the steam trams ran into yonr yard, did they take away the people more rapidly than the 
electric tram is doing now ? I think the steam-trams would accommodate more quickly, but 1 thiuk the 
electric trams would get them away. I do not think the delays to passengers on the whole are as great 
with the electric system as they were with the steam system.
803. Because they do not have to wait so long ? No.
804. Suppose, instead of only one electric road, which is what you have at present, you had throe electric 
roads, one in George-street ns at present, one which the Commissioners arc going to lay down in either 
Elizabeth-street or Castlereagh-street, and one in Kent or Sussex streets, to take the Shore traffic, do you 
think they would take away your passengers fast enough ? With the present business it would, llut 
strange to say a gentleman was only complaining to me last night that the electric trams do not run 
through, that they are too slow. He wants them to run through like the steam trams do now between 
Kcdfern and Liverpool-street, but there are too many trams on the road to do that.
805. One tram cannot overtake another on the road with any advantage ? Ho. They are also complaining 
of the slowness of the journey.
806. The reason why I ask these questions about the trains is because in many cases, supposing we 
had this station at King-street, a person would have to combine a train service with a tram service to get 
to his business. Tou were telling Mr. Dick that if we have the terminus in King-street wc shall still to 
some extent have that in cases of people who live a little distance from King-street;—for instance, a man at 
Sussex-streot would probably take the King-street tram down to Darling Harbour ? Some would, perhaps.
807. There would be a combination of train service and tram service, only that it would be at this end 
instead of at the other end ? Yes; but, of course, considerably minimised.
808. Shorter for trams ? Yes; I estimate that the great proportion would walk, except on special 
occasions.

J. Parry.
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809. They would save no time by doing tbat P Ho.
810. You think for the present the traffic could be distributed pretty quickly, if there were three electric 
trams instead of one? I should think so.
811. You have formed no‘estimate, I suppose, and perhaps you have not heard any estimate formed of 
what it would cost to lick the Itedfern Station into shape? I do not think any plan of that has ever 
been prepared.
812. You have never gone seriously enough into figures? Ho, but they would save the tram fare.
813. It could not be done under a quarter of a million, I suppose, to make it thoroughly up to date ? 
Ho; not to make a great central station.
814. Suppose you could even accommodate the traffic, you could not put up a first-class station there for 
less than a quarter of a million ? I should not think so.
815. Suppose that it would cost us that amount to build there, and suppose it would cost us £500,000, or 
a little more, to go over to Devonshire-street, which do you think would be the better investment of 
public money ? If it were my property, I would not spend the money on remodelling Kedfem Station.
810. You would rather spend twice the amount in making a good station on the other side of the road P 
I should say I was spending an enormous amount of money in remodelling what will then he only suffi
cient for to-day. I am treating Eedfern as it is. If you resume a large amount of property towards 
Eveleigh, it may alter the conditions.
817. I may say you think this, supposing the time to have arrived when it is proper or necessary for us 
to have a really first-class central station, Devonshire-street will he a far better site for a station yard, 
even if it costs twice the amount? In every way.
818. But you thiuk, instead of building a great central station there, it would bo better to go on into 
Sydney, and have a station in Hyde Park, sufficient for all present purposes ? Yes,
819. That is best for present purposes P Yes ; from the financial point of view.
820. Even although, as Mr. Eddy says, they may not be adequate for more than twenty years ? Yes.
821. Taking the map of Sydney, and what you have said to Mr. Dick about the people crossing George- 
street to come up tlie hill, would in not be a fairer thing' to say that this Hyde Park scheme or its 
substitute is a good station for East Sydney ratlier than to say it is a- good station for Sydney altogether? 
Ho, I should say Sydney as a whole.
822. Would the Sussex-strcet man got into the electric tram in George-street and go up to the station, 
or would he cross that tram-line, and climb up King-street to get to that terminus? 1 think he would 
climb up to the terminal, excepting, perhaps, in very extreme hot weather, because he could got comfortably 
into his train and read his paper, and he would have the nuisance of changing.
823. You do not think tho electric tram in George-street would captivate him, and carry him off to 
Eedfern ? Ho.
824. Do you think the electric tram in George-street now is taking traffic away from the steam line in 
Elizabeth-street ? Yes, considerable.
825. The traffic on that street now is not all new traffic ? Ho.
826. It is partly robbing the old line ? Yes.
82/. The old line is becoming less profitable? I should think so. Mr. Kneeshaw will be able to furnish 
full particulars on that point,
828. Is it your opinion that it is moat impracticable to separate the through traffic from the suburban 
traffic ? Economically, and to suit the convenience of the public, I think so.
829. You think it would give you more trouble than it would be worth ? A great deal more trouble.
830. Aud tbat with the accommodation you have here you can deal with both satisfactorily ? Yes.
831. Do you concur in the suggestion which has been made that you can deal with four times the traffic 
on this Hyde Park plan than you can at Redfern now ? That statement requires a little explanation. 
AYe could deal with four times the number of passengers; but not four times the number of trains as 
they run.
832. AYe have had it given generally as four times the traffic? That means four times the number of 
passengers. If the trains came suitably we could deal with four times the trains: but unfortunately the

business
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business compresses itself into four hours of tbe day. Therefore, if you commence to multiply your 
business in these very busy hours of the day by four, you get a very different thing to carrying the traffic 
throughout the day. Take King-street station as it is sketched on the plan, the connections between the 
various lines, tho points and crossings would, of course, be modified in tho detailed working out.
838. On the map there it looks simpler than it will be iu reality as to the connections F Yes.
834. There will be more points and crossings, and interlocking arrangements, than are shown there? Yes. 
So far as the connections are concerned, that plan only represents a general idea, aud it would mean an 
enormous amount of labour to work out the details thoroughly.
835. Will you not have to do a good deal of your shunting and interlocking on the south side of Park- 
street ? Yes,
836. That is not shown at all on the plan—it looks like a straight run ;—have you width enough for all
that? Yes. .
837. You want more than six lines ? Ko.
838. Have you got room for a signal-box at the station there? That would take up a very small place.
839. As broad as a railway ? I anticipate that we would work it by the electric pneumatic system by 
which the signal-boxes are reduced to an almost infinitesimal size.
840. About the cab and tbe dray service, does that come under your management at Redfern ? The 
parcels do.
841. How many cabs have you connected with Redfern Station? 1 could not tell you.
842. How many drays and carts? Last Christmas I took particulars of the numbers of carts and drays 
which came for the parcels business during the busy hours of the afternoon, between 4'50 and 0'30. As 
many as 22 carts arrived at the parcels’ office alone, and, I suppose, in addition to that number, ten or 
twelve carts arrived for luggage.
843. You have not too much room there? No; the whole thing was perfectly congested. Between 
seventy and eighty carts were dealt with in half an hour.
844*. Where do you put all your cabs under tbe new arrangement ? A. number, [ suppose from twenty 
to thirty, stand inside Devonshire-street, and the remainder stand alongside Devonshire-street, right away 
to Q-eorge-street.
845. Looking to the narrowness of Devonshire-street, and to the fact that the Government monopolises
the middle of the street with tram-lines, do you think it is reasonable to occupy both sides of that street 
with cab-stands ? No. -
846. Has the rest of the traffic a fair chance ? I do not think so.
847. As a matter of fad, you are short of cab room at Redfern Station now ? Yes.
848. That is one of your troubles ? I would not like to say that it is a trouble to us.
849. It is still a trouble to the general public;—do not a good many cabs stand in George-street along 
the kerb in front of the Benevolent Asylum ? Yes. There really is not room for the cab service properly.
850. The public are inconvenienced very much ? Yes. There ought to he more street room, or else more 
room inside the gates.
851. That being the case, will you say whether there will be more or less room for cabs and carts in 
King-street than you have at present at Devonshire-street ? The carts will be transferred from the main 
passenger station to the parcels’ room which is separated. The whole of the carts which come and 
deliver parcels will be transferred to this space. [Referring to plan.]
852. Mr, Wafson.} Would the parcels’ office be in lieu of the office at Martin-place? In lien of Redfern.
853. What will you do with the other office? It will be transferred almost directly to the General 
Rost Office. I am inclined to think we shall retain that office for the convenience of customers.
854. Dr. Garran.~\ On that plan the parcels’ room abuts right on to the street? No ; it is twice as long 
as the present office.
855. Looking at the fact that trams are running in the street, and that cabs will arrive off the rank there, 
will there be room for your twenty or thirty carts at a time? Yes ; because the street will be widened 
from 66 feet to 75 feet, and the parcels’ office will be set back 10 or 12 feet from the widened street.
856. In addition to the carts which are going to bring you parcels, there are always half a dozen parcel 
delivery carts waiting for the arrival of trains to take parcels away ? Yes.
857. Will there be room for them to stand there too ? They will stand either along Castlereagh-street or 
along Elizabeth-strect.
858. Lou would ask the street to provide accommodation for them ? Yes.
859. Do you think there will be room for 100 cabs round that station? In tho streets adjoining. For 
instance, the trams would be removed to Elizabelh-strect and Bhillip-strect, I take it.
SCO. Elizabeth-strcet will be removed ? I mean north of King-street and Phillip-street which is very 
rarely used,
861. You think they will have to overflew' into those streets;—it is rather a clumsy arrangement,but still 
1 suppose they will have to go ? Of course it would be a more satisfactory arrangement if we could have 
space away from the street. I do not see why they should not be dealt with in the streets.
862. If you are going to bring all your through and local traffic into this station, you will want as many 
cabs in Hyde Bark as you have at Devonshire-street ? I do not think so. I think as the electric system 
extends, as, in my opinion, it is almost bound to do, the number of cabs will decrease.
863. The parcel delivery carts will, perhaps, increase, because the people all bring too much luggage in 
their trains to carry it in the electric trams? I think we shall deal with tbat all right.
864. Have you any idea how many cabs are used on the arrival of the northern, the western, or the 
southern trains ? In the case of the southern expiess, I daresay on a busy morning we may deal with 
thirty cabs, or more.
865. Would you not want as many if the express pulled, up at King-street ? I hardly think so. Take, 
for instance, the “ Australia Hotel.” When the trains arrive at King-street the “ Australia Hotel” people 
would simply meet the passengers with their luggage, and the passengers would simply walk to the hotel.
866. Do they not meet them now' ? They do take some of the luggage, but in a large number of cases 
the passengers take a cab with their luggage, and drive down to tho hotel.
867. You think they will not do so w’hen the station is at King-street? I think a large number will not.
868. On the whole you think the cab service will bo diminished ? Yes.
869. But that the parcels’ service will be as great as it is now ? Yes.
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S70. You do not anticipate any trouble from a congestion of cabs around tbo station? No, not by J. Parry, 
utilising Phillip-street and Elizabcth-street; from these streets they are easily called up. irr^ifTunn
871. 1 suppose the Transit Commissioners, or whoever arc going to succeed them, will have a voice iu the e •• ■
locating of these cabs ? Yes.
872. The Corporation have expressed no opinion at all about that matter ? I have not heard any opinion 
expressed.
873. With regard to the St. James' Boad scheme aud the new scheme, practically they are both much 
alike as to working arrangements; they are very similar in general construction, because there area 
number of parallel platforms and an assembly platform at right angles at the end? Yes; and tbe differ
ence is that at the King-street station the assembly platform is about 17 or 18 feet above tbe platform.
874. Bo you think that design allowing these ramps will be an inconvenience ? It will be a certain amount 
of inconvenience, especially to elderly people, It will be more inconvenient than the Hyde Park station, 
where the people enter on the platform level.
875. The Hyde Park one is absolutely level so far as the outside ground is concerned ? 1 understood that
it was only a question of a very easy grade. 1 have always understood, without seeing tbe levels, that the 
St. .lames’ .Road scheme was practically on the Elizabcth-street level. 1 am not conversant with the 
levels.
876. Canyon say whether we shall have to have a dug-out arrangement, and to make a level roadinfront 
of the building, wberethe cabs will have to go in and turn round in that level road ? My idea is that in 
the cab approach the street level will be maintained, that is on the incline, and that the cabs will be able 
to drive up to any portion of the frontage to the station, and tbe passengers will then alight on the steps.
They may have to rise one, two, or three steps to get into the collonade,
877. The cab road will be just the same level inside as outside;—there will be no dug-out for tbe cab 
road ? That is my impression.
878. You told us that one of the troubles of the station at Itedfern is (he very awkward mixing of the 
ins and outs, which we are so conscious of when we happen to go up there at a crowded time ;—how are 
you going to get rid of that at either of these two model stations? The assembly platform at King- 
street station is very wide, and for all ordinary purposes there will be ample room.
879. You are going to trust to the greater width of the platform to accommodate the general public ?
Yes ; but parcels aud luggage will be dealt with by Aapinall’s overhead carriers. Instead of haviug 
wheelbarrows passing to and fro along the assembly platform, parcels and luggage will be dealt with by 
overhead carriers.
880. You mean to say that as tbe luggage will be taken out of the cab it will be taken up ? It will be 
sent into the luggage-room in front of the station, and it will be dealt with by lifts to tbe platform 
level, aud then picked up by these carriers and distributed to any platform.
881. That arrangement has never been explained before ;—you cannot keep your eye on your own luggage 
in that case ? It will be taken into the luggage-room,
882. At Itedfern Station is there any single platform which is exclusively an arrival platform, or any 
single platform which is exclusively a departure platform, or are they all used indiscriminately ? 
Indiscriminately.
883. Would it be a great convenience if you had some platforms only for arrivals and some for 
departures ? It would be practically a wmste of space; it would be very costly. There is no station in 
modern times—that is, a dead-end station like this—constructed in that way.
884. You trust to prevent this intermixture of passengers partly to breadth of platform and partly to 
various exits which you are going to give the people ? Yes; and if that should not do, by closing the 
gates at any moment you can exclude passengers from the. platform.
885. You think there will not be so much trouble from the iostling of people together under this
plan? No. . °
8S6. But it will not be perfect; there will he some inns aud outs meeting together ? I think it will be 
satisfactory,
887. Chairman.'] There seems to be an impression growing that tbe electric trams will be a reasonable 
substitute for a railway into the city;—w'ith your large experience do you think they can possibly cope 
satisfactorily with tbe traffic ? Not in the future. At the present time, take the railway tram by itself, 
the electric tram would compete with it; but when you get the western suburbs converted to electricity, 
you will require to have trams down other streets than George-street to anything like cope with the 
traffic. I think it would be a great advantage to take the railway traffic off the street as much as possible.
88S. Is it not based on experience that the more facilities for railway communication you give to bring 
tbe people to their destination the greater the passengers increase ? That is so.
889. In Melbourne they have about 1,200 miles of suburban railways, whereas our mileage does not
amount to half tbat;—is not their suburban traffic double what ours is ? I should think it would be. I 
could not quote their figures. They branch out in all directions with tho suburban traffic. Ours is con
centrated into one main trunk line for about 2 miles out; then you branch off the Illawarra line, and then 
the whole is concentrated right away to Strathfield, where you branch off to the North Coast line. In 
Melbourne they’ have their south suburban lines and north suburban lines, coming into different stations ■
and in different directions ; the traffic is not converging on to one point.
890. Do you not think if the railway were brought into Sydney, audit being, I think, pretty well admitted
all round that the railway into Sydney is chiefly for the suburban passengers, not loug-distauce passengers, 
it would be a profitable concern for the passengers tbat use it, in tbe busy part of the day, particularly, 
and that the trams would still be used largely for local and short-distance passengers;—do you not 
think that that would be tbe result? Yes; aud in my opinion, the railway traffic would very largely 
increase. ”
891. Is that au opinion based upon an experience of other large eiiics ? Tbat is the experience of other 
largo cities.
892. Eor short-distance passengers from tbc suburbs would uot the saving of a quarter of an hour each 
way a day be a considerable advantage to them that would be affected by the train ? It means the 
difference between their going on the suburban line to live and not going ont. Eor instance, if we bad 
extended tbe running time to Strathfield to half an hour Strathfield would never have developed and 
increased in anything like the proportion in which it has done.
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J. Parry. S93, j think it takes fifteen or twenty minutes to come into Sydney from Eedfern ;—have you taken into 
accoun^ the time taken to get out of the train and got into the tramp Mr. Kneeshaw will be able to 

e ■’ Ul state the time it takes. From the starting of tho tram to its arrival at King-streot 1 think it is about ten 
minutes, and in the busy times from three to six minutes to change and wait for trams.
804. There is the interval between? We would allow that to be the same in both cases, except the 
waiting for trams.
805. Would it not be a great saving of time and labour in the way of administration by your aiming to 
take season ticket-holders into Sydney instead of having to collect fares in the trams ? For instance, a 
man would take his ticket for Sydney, and there would be no occasion for him to buy trmn-tiekets, or for 
the G-overnmeiit to collect tram-tickets from Eedfern to Sydney;—is not that an advantage ? That 
advantage would accrue to passengers who walked to their offices or workshops from the terminal at 
King-street. These passengers, of course, would simply show their season tickets. Those persons who 
walked from the terminus to their places of business would got the advantage of not having to bother 
with tram-tickets at all.
89C. If a man rides straight to Sydney in a train, he will bo saved the inconvenience of having to bother 
about tram-tickets, and tlie Department will be saved the expense of collecting them ? Yes ; but my 
point is that every passenger who came to the terminus, and from that point walked to bis office, would 
get the advantage you speak of ; he would not be bothered with tram-tickets at all. Of course, there are 
some who might take atram after coming to theKing-street terminus. Now, coining to the workmen's side 
of the question. In the morning and the evening there is a large traffic to and from the wharfs. To 
working men and to working girls a penny is a very great deal. If you bring them down to King-street— 
which leaves a reasonable distance for them to walk to their places of business—on a workman's ticket 
the additional cost is 8d, a week. Therefore, a working man or working girl would be able to get from 
Eedfern to King-street by train for 3d. a week, whereas, if they go by tram, it would cost Id. in each 
direction, or Is. per week. That is a very great consideration to a largo number of smaller paid working 
people. They would not think of taking a tram from King-street. 'Working men have to he at their 
work at from 0 to 7 o’clock in tlie morning. If they can go by train at a fast speed to King-street it 
simply means that they will not have to leave their homes so early, and that they will get back so much 
earlier in the evening. .
897. Since the line to Parramatta has been quadrupled and coming under tho Eedfern bridge, do you 
find that that quadrupling has increased your troubles or reduced them ? It has reduced them.
898. Although you bad more lines and more couplings it has reduced the inconvenience,—how does that 
happen ? We could not possibly conduct the business on two lines. For instance, you could not deal 
with jthe fast traffic, viz., the through trains and the slow trains on the same line, because the fast trains 
would be overtaking the slow trains.
899. That is where the trouble chiefly arises at the Eedfern bridge ? No. The chief trouble there is 
between the goods lines from Darling Harbour and the goods lines of Eedfern crossing on the station 
side of the tunnel, and the inconvenience of tho existing arrangements of the four lines inside tho yard 
there being no refuge sidings between them.
900. On the western side of the Darling Harbour line there is a resting place for carriages—a number of 
carriages are collected there ? Yes.
901. And you often have to take these carriages right out through tho tunnel in the face of incoming 
trains ? Every night.
902. Is it not very dangerous, or rather, very undesirable iu a tunnel like that ? I would not say it is 
dangerous, because they are worked under tho block system, but it is very undesirable.
903. Again, with regard to the long platforms, your shunting operations come too close up to the tunnel, 
and henco the necessity of getting a lot of this work done more to the north ? Yes, and this trouble is 
increasing very materially. During last year we shipped a very large quantity of coal at Darling Harbour, 
with the result that coal trains were passing to and from Darling Harbour branch to the far side,—that is 
tho Eegent-street side of the main line. Every one of these coal trains had to cross the whole of tho 
main lines to get to the Illawarra line. That trade we expect to increase, so that the difficulties will 
increase rather than remain stationary at those points, even from the goods traffic and coal traffic.
904. Mr. Watson.'] Even if )Tou got the King-street terminus, you would still require to stop at that 
point? Yes; hut we should hope to get rid of some of the shuntiug.
905. OTiairman^] In the plan of the main station, whether it is at Devonshire-street or at King-street, I 
understand that you have three pairs of rails between each platform ? Two sets of three.
906. Will you explain how the system works? Say between 5 and G o’clock tbe trains commence their 
work at Eedfern. Before a train is due to start away, the carriages are shunted down to the platform, 
and the engine is at tbe outgoing end. In doing that you do not want a third line; but after the trains 
arc all put into service, then as a train comes iu another engine still picks tho train up at the outgoing 
end, and goes away with it loaded up. But during a certain portion of the day the passenger trafiic is 
not so brisk, and therefore you have time as the train arrives at tbe platform for the engine to move over 
to the centre road, run round its train, and come back on to tho other end, and take the train out again. 
That saves engines; instead of having two engines to a train, the engine which brings it in will take it out 
again.
907. That, I suppose, is in accordance with modern practice in stations of this importance ? Yes.
908. You have nothing of that kind now, and consequently you have to do all your shunting right out in 
front of your platform? Y'es. Say the northern mail arrives with two engines on, these engines cannot 
be liberated to get away to their shed till all the luggage and the mails have been discharged on the plat
form. The northern engines stand at that platform sometimes for fifteen and twenty minutes, and some
times half an hour. At the King-street station, however, when the northern mail arrived, the first engine 
would simply go on to the traverser, move to the centre road, and go away to Eveleigh, and tho men put 
off duty, and after the train was properly discharged a shunting-engine would simply come along, pick up 
the train, and run away with it to the siding, so that you would save those two engine-men half an hour 
or twenty minutes each remaining on duty.
909. This state of things, I understand, has occurred by the great expansion of the traffic into Eedfern 
Station? That is really what has caused it. The station has been added to piecemeal, and each time 
you have added to the station you have sought to do it as economically as possible.
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010. You think you have used every means you can to cope with the traffic, and you can see such a J' Pany- 
trouble ahead of you that something ought to be done at once? That is ray opinion. I can assure tho 
Committee that last Christmas season, commencing on the Thursday before Christmas, the difficulty of 1 'e " ■
the staff in coping with the business in Itedfern yard was too much for any men. The strain in dealing 
with tho business with the existing accommodation was too much for any set of men.

TUESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1900.

$rf£cnt:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TfilOKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Linkesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-ariian, LL.D,
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Leyien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Kneeshaw, Traffic Superintendent, Tramway Department, sworn, and examined :—
911. Chairman,'] How long have you held the position of Traffic Superintendent of Tramways ? Between J. Kneeshaw.
four and five years. ,—
912. During that time have you paid particular attention to the traffic between Eedfern station and the 20 Feb., 1900. 
city? Continued attention.
913. Perhaps you would prefer to make a statement ? In the first place I have ascertained that there is 
an average number of 23,500 persons arriving daily at Eedfern station, and a corresponding number 
departing by train. Erom careful counts made, I estimate that we carry in either direction an average of 
over 13,000 persons daily by electric trams from Eedfern station, or 55'3 of the total number of passengers 
arriving at the station. Over and above that we carry about 1,150 passengers by steam trams. That 
eq uals 4r8 of the total number arriving, leaving a balance of about 9,200 people, or 39'2 of the total number, 
who walk from tlie station.
914. Mr. Shepherd^] They leave by some other moans ? They do not travel by the trams. I wish it to
be clearly understood that that return of 23,500 persons is the traffic in one direction only. All the 
figures I am giving refer to the trafiic in one direction only, so that if you ivant to ascertain the traffic to ■
and from the station you must double the figures. "
9L5. Chairman.] So far as you know, the figures each way are about the same P They are about equal.
I have further ascertained, by careful checks, that of that 13,000 odd who travel by the electric trams, 90 
per cent, are in the trams when they reach Market-street, and 80 per cent, in the trams when they reach 
King-street; but very large numbers leave at King-street and the General Post Office, and also at 
Hunter-street.
916. Dr, Garran.] Can you tell us how many there are in the trams after they leave King-street ? I
have not got these particulars; hut the greater number of the passengers leave the trams at King-street 
and the Post Office. .
917. Would 30 per cent, go on as far as Hunter-streot ? Between 20 and 30 per cent.
918. When you. got to the so-called terminus in Bent-street, what have you left ? It would not be Bent- 
street in this case ; it would be Circular Quay.
919. You are talking of the electric trams? Yes; it would he very difficult to judge how many persons 
who, actually leaving the station, are in the trams when they reach Circular Quay. On account of the 
vast pick-up you have, you cannot separate your passengers,
920. Have you had special officers to watch to make up these figures ? Yes.
921. You are quoting from quite a recent return ? The figures were taken within the last week or two.
922. Chairman.] Can you indicate the nature of the traffic on the electric trams ? The number of 
passengers travelling to and from Eedfern station by electric trams annually is estimated at 8,700,000; 
it may be divided by half to get the trafiic in either direction. And by the steam trams at the present 
time wo carry about 700,000 passengers to and from Eedfern station, or a total of 9,400,000. I will 
now give you the information iu regard to the steam trams before the George-street electric line was 
opened.
923. Mr. Watson.] Was the count of the traffic taken immediately before that line was opened, or some 
considerable time afterwards ? The count I am going to give now was taken in 1897, but it would not 
vary appreciably. The number carried by the steam trams to and from Eedfern railway station was
2.700.000.
924. Chairman.] Mr. McLachlan, the Secretary, gave the number as 3,000,000,—I suppose it was round 
figures tbat he used ? It would ho about the same thing. The 'buses have practically ceased running to 
tho railway station now.
925. Dr. Garran.] They do not run now from your gates ? Only two or three ’buses, which run to the 
eastern suburbs.
92C. Tho old 2d. 'buses are off? Yes.
927. Mr. Watson.] This estimate of 9,400,000 would include only those who go right through, not the 
mere pick-ups ? Ho.
928. It is an estimate of those who go on the trams to and from the railway ? Yes ; and it includes
train passengers only. That sum could be made much larger were I to count the Eedfern passengers who 
walk down and join the electric trains outside the station. ■
929. Chairman.] You have stated, in regard to the electric system, that the chief point of exit is between 
Market-street and the Post Office ? King-street and the Post Office.
930. In regard to the old steam service, which was the chief point of exit for people arriving by train? 
Market-street and King-strcct.
931.. And those points, I suppose, would he the chief points of entry on the return journey ? Yes;
King-street was always the principal point of entry, and Market-street next. Of course, in the evening 
wo get fairly large crowds from Park-street coming from the theatres. 932.
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J, Kneeshaw. <}32. As regards the dailr direct regular railway passengers, you may say, I suppose, that the traffic 
' extended chiefly from Market-street to King-strcct ? Marliet-street and King-street were the two 

20 Feb., 1900. principal points.
H33. Mr. Watson.'] In that allowance of 3,000,000 for the iraffic on the sleam trams in 1807, did you 
take into account those who travelled on other than railway trams to the railway station—for instance, 
on all the western trams, as well as the Botany trams which stop at Itedfern station to drop or pick up 
passengers ? We tried to make allowance for the whole of them. We could got a fairly reliable estimate 
then by the number of passengers who actually travelled from the railway station. There were very few 
who walked down to the trams.
0:54. Of course a great number of those who used the railway trams proper to go from that station to 
the city would use the suburban trams to get from the city to the railway station, just as it happened to 
suit their convenience ? Yes.
933. Chairman.] Havo you any more figures that will assist the Committee? Hot as fur as the number 
of passengers carried is concerned.
93(j, Can you give the revenue from the railway traffic? 1 have not worked out the figures.
937. ’Will you prepare a return showing the revenue derived under tbc strictly steam service, and the 
revenue derived under the electric service, and under the steam service, separately, and the totals ? Yes.
938. It appears that since the electric tram service has been started the passenger traffic to and from 
the railway station has risen from 2,700,000 a year to 8,700,000 by the electric-system trams, and 700,000 
by the steam trams, making a total of 9,400.000 passengers, or an increase of nearly 7,000,000;—will 
you give us what reason you think there js for that large increase ? It has been principally brought about 
by the opening of the tramway iu George-street tupping a portion of the city which was uot previously 
dealt with by any railway or tramway,
939. I think yon might follow that up by sayiug, tbat although tbe great mass of the people left the 
trams between Market-street and King-street, tho bulk of them were not deposited at their ofltces, hut 
went westerly towards the great business centre of the city ? Certainly; they wero not deposited at 
their oSices by the old steam Irams; but neither are they deposited at their otflees now, because they 
have to walk into Pitt-street, and even into Castlereagh-street. There is another reason for this largo 
increase in the number of passengers, and that is the reduction of lid. to Id. It is possible that had the 
fare been Id. before tbc number of passengers travelling by the steam-trams would have been much 
greater ; that is, if we had been in a position to carry them, which we could not have done, because the 
shunting facilities at Bridge-street would not have enabled us to run more trams.
9-10. But the result is the same ;—the extra accommodatian has increased the number of the travelling 
public by the trams? The extra facilities provided, in addition to the reduced fares, have increased tho 
traffic as stated. _ _
911. "Would not another reason be that you run your electric trams much more quickly in succession than 
you did your steam trams ? I do not think that would have much bearing on the traffic actually coming 
from the railway station, because there were always trams waiting there under the old arrangements, by 
which people could get in, and we did not miss many of them on that account. The reduced fare and, 
no doubt, the more frequent service have had a great deal to do with the increase of the traffic.
912. Ho not you think that really would, have an effect on the increase of the traffic? It would have an 
effect.
913. Will you state how you think the electric tram serves as a means of filling up the gap in bringing 
people into Sydney;—is it an effective means, and one that meets with modern and present require
ments ? I. think not. Unfortunately we are not able to deal as satisfactorily with the traffic as we should 
do. I would like now to give some reasons why we are not. It was originally suggested that the 
rolling-stock sufficient to run the electric tramway was forty cars. ’When ue actually started that lino 
we had eighty-nine cars already built, and we put the bulk of them into service; but even with that 
large number there is, at times, greater crowding than should be the ease, and we are not in a position to 
lift the crowds of people during the very busy hours, avoiding that inconvenience as we should do. There 
is another difficulty,—no have contemplated diverting the western suburban tramway traffic into George- 
street, in order to relieve the great congestion which exists in Bliwibeth-street; but, owing to the 
abnormal railway traffic we have to deal with, George-street will not be able to carry the western 
suburban traffic in addition to the present railway traffic. This is so patent that I have already had to 
represent the matter to the Bailway Commissioners, and to point out that it will he absolutely necessary 
to afford some relief, at an early date, before we complete the conversion of the western suburban, tram
way system. There is also another difficulty, and that is that this immense number of railway trams 
have to cross the western suburban lines running into Eedferu station, and the trafiic is so great that 
risk is involved. That ] have also had to report to the Eailway Commissioners. Of course, if tho whole 
of the western traffic could he diverted into George-street we would avoid that crossing ; hut knowing 
that we cannot get the whole of the western suburban traffic aud the railway traffic into George-street,

■ we will still cross at the George-street junction signal-box, tbat risk will continue. For these reasons I
am of opinion that the electric tramway is not effectually serving the purposes of the railway. If the 
George-street tramways were relieved of the large railway traffic they would have a very good oppor
tunity of earning good revenue by pick-up traffic alone, in addition to the immense _ number of 
passengers carried to and from tho ferries at Circular Quay. The pick-up traffic and the Circular Quay 
ferry traffic is very nearly equal to the whole of the railway tram traffic. In other words, wc are carrying 
at over the rate of 17,000,000 passengers per annum in George-street, 8,700,000 being passengers_ from 
the railway, and the rest the pick-up traffic. This large pick-up traffic would bo greatly increased if the 
trams were not so crowded during certain hours of the day. It would be larger, and we would earn 
sufficient to make George-street pay without the railway passengers at all. _
9'lt. Mr. Lcvien.] You seem to be carrying more people on the tramway than we have in the suburbs ? 
During tbe month of January, the actual number of tickets issued on the George-street trams, including 
the tickets to Pyrmont, was 1.570,000.
945. That is the number of people jumping on aud off ? No ; the number of tickets issued.
946. Ur. Garran.] On a hot day they will take a tram to go two streets ? Yes.
947. Mr. Xem'ere.] According to your records there are more people travelling in half the year than wre
will have in population in the next ten years;—will you state the greatest number you have carried in 
one day? 83,229, 948.
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948. Chairman.'] In answer to opinions which we now hear pretty freely expressed by some persons, that J. Kneeshaw. 
the George-street tramway has largely done away with the necessity for a railway into Sydney, do yon ^
think, taking tho busy times of the day, when trainloads of people are deposited at lledfern station, the 1
tramway service will be effectual at all times for doing what a train has done, in bringing the people 
conveniently up to the city ? I do not think so. < ,
949. How many people are deposited by one of your busy morning trains at Eedfern station ? they get
up to about 400 persons in one train. _ .
950. How many persons will your two trams carry ? Two trams will carry fairly comfortably 140.
951. And how many will two cars carry ? Two cars will hold 70 persons, _ _
952. And a train brings 460 persons v That is hardly a fair criterion. They can_ bring two trains into 
Eedfern station at once. Eor instance, at 7'25 a.m. two trains arrive at the station, one bringing 428 
passengers, and the other 358 passengers, so that 786 passengers will arrive at once.
953. Eor 400 passengers you would want six trams, or twelve ears, to take them away ? Yes..
954. And for nearly twice the number of passengers you would want twice the number of trams and 
cars ? Yes. Our belief is that all these people do not want to use the trams. If they did we could not 
grapple with the position satisfactorily.
955. As regards those who do want to go on to the chief point of exit between Market-street and King- 
street, do vou, as a man who has control of the trafiic. think it is convenient for 600 or 700 persons, or for 
half that number, to have to get out of the train, and get into trams, to do the remainder of their 
journey ;—is that a convenient way to finish-up a short run ? It is not, for more than one reason. One 
very particular reason is, that if the train continued its journey, these passengers could arrive at their 
destination (say) King-street, in three or four minutes. Tho people must lose nt least one or two minutes 
in transhipping from train to tram, and the time of the tram journey from Eedfern station to King-street
is about ton minutes. . .
956. That would involve delay to travellers; but in answer to tbat, advocates of the extension of the
railway to the city say, AEe can run tlirough trams'1;—can you run through trains when, on the same 
line, you are running trams which have to stop at cross streets ? It would not be possible to run through 
trams. It might be possible with certain heavily-laden trams to miss one or two stopping-places; but 
durin" the busy time of the dav, by the time you missed one or two stopping-places you would be on top 
of the tram iuVront of you. That difficulty will be intensified as auy portion of the western suburban 
traffic is placed in George-street, and the trams are increased. The increased traffic iu George-street will 
have a tendenev to lengthen tho time of the journey. . _ ,
957. At what intervals do you run your trams to the railway station at slack times and at busy times ?
During slack times we endeavour to maintain a two-minute service—that is, two minutes between the 
trams ^ aud during the busy portions of the morning and the evening we endeavour to maintain a one- 
minute service. In despatching trams from Eedfern station we would not adhere to that, and we might 
despatch three trains within a minute—that is, at intervals of twenty seconds as quickly as we could get 
headway and load the passengers. But it not infrequently happens when passengers arc crowded out some •
see that is useless to go on the first tram, and they go to the second tram and the third tram, as the case
may be ; and wc have three trams loaded simultaneously, and starting all at the same
958. What are your stopping-places for the railway trams between Eedfern station and Circular Quay ?
We have the same stopping-places for the railway trains as for the others, because we cannot get through 
with them. _
959. Under present arrangements, are the railway trams taxed very heavily ? They are taxed, beyond
their proper capacity during the busy hour of the morning and the busy hour of the evening, particularly, 
say, from a few minutes after 5 o’clock until a few minutes after 6 o'clock going towards the railway 
station ; they arc taxed beyond tbeir proper comfort. .
960. I noticed that the electric tram service always consists of two ears;—is there any special reason for
that, or could you attach more cars? We could not attach more cars. The general practice in the 
United States ‘is to run a motor-car only. We are now adopting a step beyond the general electric prac
tice in running a larger carrying unit. _
961. Will you explain why you do ? The motors that are adopted would not be capable of hauling more
than one trail-car; they would not have a sufficient adhesive power. . _
962. There is a motor in tho body of the car which works in with the overhead wire ? It receives its 
power through the trolly-pole from the overhead wire.
963. It is taxed to its utmost in dragging its own car and the one behind it ? I would not like to say 
that it is taxed to its utmost. It is fairly well loaded in hauling one trail car ; but there is another ques
tion to be considered, and that is the adhesive or attractive force. If you put more than one trailer beyond 
the motor-car, the wheels of the motor-car would not have sufficient attraction or pressure on the rails, aud 
they would revolve without the tram advancing.
961, You must have a certain amount of grip in tlie system ? Yes. . .
965. Mr. Lenten.] You are estimating the total annual traffic on the George-street-Harris-stree.t electric
line on an average of so many persons per day ? Yes ; tho total number ot passengers on the line would 
be over 17,000,00) a year, ■
966. Was not the traffic on that line in January of an extraordinary nature? No; on the contrary, 
during the first fourteen days in Eebruary we earned £9 more than we did during the first fourteen days 
in January, notwithstanding that we had the holiday traffic in January. Eor the first fourteen days we 
earned £3,029 in January and £3,037 in Eebruary.
967. That is the pick-up traffic and all the rest? Yes. I wish to show you that January was not an
abnormal month. _ .
968. How manv tickets would you collect, say, from Pyrmont to Circular Quay ? I can give you the
total number of tickets in the month from between Harris-strect and Circular Quay. They may not have 
gone right through, but they are passengers who have paid 2d. each. They must have come from or gone 
to some por lion of the Harris-street line; they have gone beyond the railway. Eor the month of January 
55,000 passengers went to and from Harris-strect. . .
909. Tbat would not assist the railway at all? No ; the traffic has not been included in the figures I 
have given the Committee. _ ^
970. How many 2d. tickets from Harris-street to Circular Quay were issued? 55,000 in January—say,
27,500 each way.

16—G 971.
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J. Knmhnc. c>7j_ Suppose tliey turn just into George-street, the moment they get into George-street that means a 
penny ticket? Tea. '

_ 'o 1900. 072. They must have absolutely gone from Harris-street to make that total of 55,000 ? Tes, and in 
addition to that there is a certain percentage of children who would receive another class of ticket. I 
cannot give you the exact number. Between the terminus ot John-strcet at Pyrmont and the junction 
of Harris-street with George-street we issued, in January, 72,000 odd penny tickets. They never got 
into George-street at all.
973. Dr. Garran.'] That is purely Pyrmont traffic ? Tes ; that belongs to tbe Harris-street line, and has 
nothing to do with the George-street line.
974. J/r. Levien ] 72,000 to and fro were carried on that line in Harris-strect during January ? Tes.

. 973,^ Dr. Garran.] The Harris-street line is a profitable line in itself ? I have not worked that ont, but
I think it would, when to tbe 72,000 pennies you added tbe proportion of tbe 55,000 twopcnces.
1)76. Mr. Lcvien.] These 72,000 penny tickets bad nothing to do with the 55,000 twopenny tickets ? 
Nothing. *
9/7. An regards these 72,000 penny tickets, I suppose yon do not know whether they are used by children 
or adults ? The bulk of them would he adults, but a proportion of them would be children.
978. Now, taking the railway traffic, do you know how many passengers travel between Sydney and each 
suburb on tbe railway line as far as Parramatta ;—how many tickets are issued daily ? I do not know.
979, Tou are merely talking of the number of passengers who travel from the railway station itself ? 
Tes.
9S0. What is the number of suburban passengers direct from tbe railway station who travel generally ? 
I could not tell you ; I merely know the total.
981. How many railway passengers leave Itedfern station absolutely ? 23.500 a day.
982. How many persons get out of the trains and go into the trams ? 13,000 a day by tbe electric trams,
and 1.150 by the steam trams.
933. How many passengers from the railway suburbs are carried daily by tiio two tram services? 
Pourteen thousand one hundred and filty. .
9S4. That includes passengers both going and coining? Fourteen thousand one hundred and fifty 
passengers come from tlie railway station into the citv, and I estimate that we carry an equal number 
back to tbe railway station to go away again.
985. Hoes the same number come back that away ? I am rather inclined to think that more people come
back in tbe evening ; we have not counted them. -
986. Prom E-edfern station, what is the tram fare to and fro ? By the electric tram and by the steam tram
it is Id. each way. '
987. Tou do not say that all these people getting into these trams are suburban passengers? I will not 
say tbat they are suburban passengers ; they arrive by train ; but I cannot say where they arrive from.

t DSS. Tou stated, in reply to the Chairman, that 13,000 railway passengers a day leave Eedfern station
by the electric tram ;—have you ever ascertained whether there are 13,000 suburban tickets issued daily 
by tbe Eailway Department? No.
989. Have you ever compared tbe actual issue of tickets at tbe suburban railway offices on any day with 
the actual issue of tickets on these trams ;—arc there 13,000 railway tickets issued a day ? I have not 
compared the traffic on the trams with the number of railway tickets issued. I have compared that traffic 
with the actual count taken by the railway authorities of passengers leaving the trains, which averages 
23,500 daily.
990. That is, actually counted at Eedfern Station? Tes ; on several mornings.
991. As they come ont of the station, do your tickets account for that number, or is there a haphazard 
chance of yonr officers countiog them correctly? The tickets would be an unreliable check, because 
there are so many weekly tickets and season tickets, the whole of which might or might not be used on a 
particular day.
992. It is a pretty bard itask to count a few thousand sheep ;—and how do yon count the number of 
people who come out of the trains ? I cannot tell you how they were counted. Tbe information was 
given to me by Mr. Parry.
993. Tou do not know how they were counted? No ; it would not be a very difficult task to send a man 
through the suburban trains to count tbe passengers.
994. I would like to see a return of the population dn each of these suburbs, because it seems a pretty 
large number to come out of these places daily ? I have no doubt but that the number of season tickets 
and workmen's issued annually could be ascertained.
995. The tickets which arc issued on the trams are no criterion as to the number of people who come in 
by the trains? The total number of tickets issued on the trams would not be a criterion as to the 
number of people travelling by train.
996. Because the trams may pick up and letdown people as they go along the road, whereas these figures,
23,000, are taken from what others tell you, and not from your own count? The 13,000 taken to be 
travelling by tram were taken by two men, directed by me, and tbat count I know to be accuraie.
997. If you carry 13,000 people the number of the tickets ought to bo in accord with tbe number of 
the people you carry ? The same ticket which is used for a passenger coming from Eedfern station is 
also available for the pick-up traffic in George-street. Tho actual number of tickets issued would be 
thousands more than the actual number of people that leave Eedfern station.
998. T suppose you do not know the population of each western suburb as far as Parramatta? No.
939. Considering that you have the steam trams and the electric trams, is not that sufficient to carry the 
suburban Iraffic? It is not sufficient, and not as convenient as it should be.
1000. Tou said it was reckoned that forty-nine cars would be sufficient for the George-street electric 
line? I said forty cars was the original estimate of the rolling stock sufficient to meet George-street 
requirements ; but, although we opened with eighty-nine cars, we still found that wc could not satis
factorily deal with the people at certain hours of the day.
1001. Who is the gentleman who recommended forty cars when they wanted eighty-nine cars ? I could 
not tell you.
1002. I suppose yon gave certain information to the Department, as well as other officers, and the enormous 
traffic required more than twice the increase of cars recommended ? I did not give any information to

the
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tlie Commissioners when forty ears were stated as the number required. I am not aware whether any 3. Koeesliov.'. 
information was obtained from the Commissioners. 1 used my efforts to have the number increased, as 
I knew that forty would not cope with the traffic satisfactorily. " 0 ■’ '
1003. Whoever gave the information must have been very much oat in their calculations ? There has 
been an abnormal increase in the traffic since that time.
1001. How long ago? That estimate was given probably in tbe middle of 1895.
1005. You must.have read some report to have found out that? I know that the number of forty cars 
and tbe cost wore stated in the evidence which was given in connection with the George-street electric tram.
1000, No report has been made within tbe last five years as to the increase of population and the number 
you required ? No.
1007. How many cars do you think they really will want to deal with the traffic satisfactorily ? Not to 
keep the public waiting, to keep on going, we should not be able to get the total number of cars required 
into George-street. George-street would not deal with the traffic.
3003. How many do you think are wanted to keep the public going along George-street itself ? I could 
not answer your question in. that way.
1009. Can you give us an idea—you are pretty good on statistics, you know'—as to how many cars you 
would require ? ]t is not a question of the number we would require to deal with the traffic, because you 
could not deal satisfactorily with it with the number you have. If we had another twenty trams we could 
d.eal satisfactorily with the traffic which is now offering, but then there are other circumstances which 
would arise ; you could not deal with these trams, you could not get them away expeditiously.
1010. How many could you deal with now aud get away expeditiously ? We get away from Eedfern 
station, in the busy hour of the morning, as many trams as can be properly dealt with there now.
1011. And how many is that number? One tram a minute.
1012. How many do you say they ought to have on the line ? It is not a question of getting more trams.
As 1 say, if you had twenty more trams you could not satisfactorily deal with them. We shall have in 
George-street presently the western suburban traffic which, if George-street would hold it all, would 
increase the number of trams in tbat street possibly by three times. That would assist the pick-up traffic 
very largely, but still it would not enable you to deal with tho whole of the passengers arriving by train 
at any busy time.
1013. Ho you think that to deal with the absolutely suburban traffic which comes by rail these eighty-nine

. electric cars and the steam trams arc sufficient ? Not to deal with it satisfactorily in the busy times of 
tlie day.
3014. What do you call the busy times of the day? Between 8 and 9'30 in the morning, and between 
4‘30 and 0T5 in tbe afternoon on an ordinary day, aud between ll'du aud 1T5 on a Saturday.
1015. I understand that there are only about 110,000 persons Living in tho railway suburbs between Sydney 
nnd Parramatta ? I think it might be pointed out that some portion of the 23,500 persons who use the 
trains are counted twice. For instance, some men who come in the morning to their work go home to 
their lunch, nnd others come back to town in the evening. So that a very fair portion of this number 
might be counted twice, Wo could not say how many individuals there are in this total of 23,500 who 
might be counted twice.
1016. Wo have only three theatres and they will not hold above 3,000 ? I cannot tell you bow many 
people are doubled in tbat number.
1017. You favour tbe extension of the railway into tbe city right away ? Yes.
1018. Would that relieve the tram traffic ? It would relieve tho tram traffic very much indeed, and 
enable us to deal with the pick-up traffic satisfactorily. It would increase the pick-up traffic, because 
there is no doubt that it frequently occurs now that people desiring to travel a short distance, do not take 
tbe trams at the busy times because they are full.
1019. At what number do you estimate these persons who get out at Eedfern station and walk into 
town—the gentlemen who think a lot of their health ? There are 9,200 a day, or 39 per cent, of the 
total number of passengers arriving by train, who leave the station by some other means than a tram.
Some of them may go up Devonshire-street; others may go down Parramatta-streefc West, aud others 
walk down George-street.
1020. Chairman."] Or go by’bus? Very few go by’bus now. Only a few by tbe two or three’buses 
travelling to tbc eastern suburbs direct.
1021. Mr. Zevien.~\ You think that those 9,200 persons would pay an extra fare into town to ride by 
rail ? I thin It the great proportion of that number would, because every morning you can sec large 
numbers of people going through tlie sub-way down into Pitt-street and into George-street. I have 
given very great study to this question. Por several weeks I have been there from 7 o’clock in the 
morning, and watched the traffic. I havenoticed this large crowd of people going towards the Haymarket 
and Goulburn-street, who, I think, would pay another fare, particularly if there happened lo be another 
station in the vicinity of Liverpool-street. 1 think if there was a sub-station there, a great number of 
these 9,200 passengers would pay an extra fare to go on in the trains.
1022. 3f these 9,200 jiassengers did so, it would not relieve the tram traffic one bit? No; they do not 
travel by tram now, except on a wet morning.
1023. If they go down by tbat way now, they would still go down by tbat way, so tbat tbe tram traffic 
would still bo tlie same ? Yes.
3024 If the population of tbe suburbs were to increase, and the same people or the same families were 
to ride in the trams, that would still go on;—you would want the same train services ? As tho population 
of the suburbs increases, so will your tramway difficulties in carrying the people increase, and we shall 
not be able lo deal with them as well as we do now within two or three years to come. The crowding 
would be all the worse, and complaints would arise,
1025. Do you ever hear any complaints from those persons uho have to walk? No; (hey do not 
complain, because they have no desire to use tho trains unless the weather is bad, and then they crowd in.
I. have no doubt that if these trams were not as crowded as they are a number of those who now walk 
would take the trains.
1026. Dr. Garran.'] Do you take more people in bad weather than in good weather? Yes; when the
business people are going into town or going home ; but during tbe middle of tbe day our traffic falls 
off, because the ladies do not come out to shop. As a rule we hardly take as much revenue on a wet day 
in the aggregate as we take on'a fine day; but in the busy time of the morning and evening we have 
much heavier loading. 1027.
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J. Kneeshaw. 1027. Mr. Levien.~\ Have you ever calculated the average number coming to and from the subsirTis between 
11 am‘ aD(i 3 P'm' ? Ai’out 900 an hour.

“ e 'i1 ■ 1028, That is from as far as Parramatta? I cannot say where they come from.
1029. What number do you think you carry by the trams during those hours? "We would not carry more 
than about 700 an hour. We carry a greater proportion of the passengers arriving after 10 o’clock and 
during the rest of tho day than we carry between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. There is a greater percentage of 
passengers who walk or go hy other means than trams between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. than there is at any 
other time in the day, and that might be partially ascribed to the fact that we arc not in a position to 
satisfactorily deal with them. It has heen remarked to me several times, 11 Oh ! 1 prefer to walk away to 
a steam tram, which is nearly empty, so as to have a quiet seat.”
1030. Mr. Shepherd^] Do you think it would not be possible to cope with all this passenger trafGc if 
additional lines for trafEc were laid down, for instance, in Castlereagh-street? It would be absolutely 
necessary to have additional lines of trains made in Castlereagh-street, and Pitt-street also, to deal with 
the western suburban traffic. And as far as Pitt-street is concerned, there is a very good pick-up traffic 
to be dealt with there. I feel that the tramways will have a fair legitimate work to deal with iu those 
three streets apart from carrying passengers to the railway station.
1031. Suppose the railway were extended to King-street, do you think tbe people would walk from King- 
street, even as far as George-street, in preference to going down George-street in tbe electric trams ? I 
feel sure that they will, because we must bear in mind that they have not to change their seats. They 
are saved that inconvenience, and they are taken to their destination in, say, four minutes, as against ten 
minutes by tram, and two minutes loss of time in transferring, so tbat they gain eight minutes on tho 
road. That will enable many people to leave their homes and travel by a later train than they now do.
1032. You seem to think that a saving of time would bo a great consideration in the King-street plan ? 
I feel sure that it would.
1033. Supposing they have to walk half a mile after they .get out of the train at King-street, there will 
not be a saving of time ? Hot if they have to walk half a mile. But is not that rather a long distance to 
suggest, because very few persons would have to walk as far as that from the tram or Elizabeth-street ? 
1031. If they have to go to the east of George-street, it will be very little less than half a mile ? We 
have a cable tram to take them down tbat way.
1035. I take it that the principal portion of the city to be served by tbe extension is that bounded by 
Market-street, Pitt-street, and Hunter-street ? Yes.
1036. Do you think there will be any saving beyond those boundaries if they were carried straight to 
King-street, and then have to walk outside those boundaries? There will be a saving in George-street, 
too. The traffic we get in George-street now is not wholly and solely George-street traffic. People walk 
to tlie electric trams from as far as Castlereagh-street, and even from Elizabeth-street, aud on the other 
side from York-street and Sussex-street.
1037. Have you estimated the time it will take to go from Strathfield to King-street by train ? No ; I 
cannot give you a reliable estimate; but I think eighteen to nineteen minutes is a fair estimate.
1038. Before the electric trains were started from the platform at Kedfem station—that is, when they 
only ran down George-street—I have left my home at Strathfield and reached my office to the south of 
Pitt-street, beyond Market-street, in twenty-three minutes ;—do you think I could do tbat, supposing I 
went straight to the station at King-street, and from there walked back to my office? 1 think you could.
1039. You do not suppose the people would go into King-street station and then walk back to Bathurst- 
street ? No; they might not do that. It might still suit a number of people to leave the train at the 
present site.
1040. You are aware,I suppose, that it is not proposed to have any intermediate station between Eedfern 
station aud King-street ? I was not aware of that.
1011. That is the proposal, so that the whole part of tbe city between Market-street and Goulburn-street 
would hardly be served by tbe extension to King-street? But then there would be such a number 
coming forward to King-street that the balance could be very satisfactorily dealt with by trams, because 
tlie trams will bo running dn George-street for the pick-up traffic. There is no reason why they should 
not run to the railway as they do now, with, perhaps, different shunting arrangements—and they would 
satisfactorily deal with the balance of the passengers who did not wish to go right through to King- 
street. But from the figures I have shown you here the greatest percentage of the people come through 
as far as Market-street and King-street by the electric trams.
1042. Of course, the increase since the opening of the elebtric tram has been something tremendous? 
Abnormal.
1043. That shows that the electric tram is very popular ? It is popular because it is a frequent service, 
and because we have introduced the popular fare.
1044. Have you ever considered what other streets could be used for electric trams in the event of a very 
extensive central station being made on the block between Devonshire-street and Belmore-road? Tbe 
objection, from a tramway point of view, to that scheme is that you would bring all your immense volume 
of George-street trafiic right across your western suburban traffic—your present steam lines, which will 
be eventually electric lines—at the busiest part of your thoroughfare. My difficulty now is that where 
we have to run the trams across into the railway station there is risk. This plan does not show the 
shunting arrangements ; there is no comparison between tbe shunting arrangements here and the shunting 
arrangement which exist on the cable tram in King-street, because the cable trams are few.
1045. Do you not think a good deal of the inconvenience experienced at present arises from the fact that 
there are not enough of these trams ? We cannot satisfactorily deal with a much greater number; in 
fact, it has been a question of mature consideration as to whether we have not a greater number of trams 
crossing and shunting in the immediate vicinity of the George-street junction tramway signal-box than we 
ought to have at present, There are ample cars to run at a regular interval of a minute, but if we get 
blocked by a horse or a vehicle on the road we may have four, five, or six trams bunched in a few 
■minutes.
1046. I suppose you have all the tram-cars engaged on the George-street line ? Except such as we have 
to keep out of traffic for overhaul or emergencies.
1047. Have any more been ordered, or is it proposed to get any more ? There arc a number of cars
ordered—not necessarily for George-street, but for tramways generally. The Commissioners will be 
perfectly safe in ordering cars for the conversion, . 1048.
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1043. For the convenience of the public generally, do you not think it would be wise to have an inter- ■ ^ •
mediate station between King-street and Belmore Park? That is a question X have not given very niuch 2o^b/l900. 
consideration to. I understood that there was some talk of having an intermediate station at about ■■
Liverpool-street. . . ■ . . T •
1011). Of ten plans which have heen explained to us here, seven show an intermediate station at inver- 
pool-street, but the three we are supposed to consider do not show a station there-do you not thm an 
intermediate station would be an advantage ? It would certainly meet the convenience or a number o 
people, hut I should like to know how far it is going to interfere with the working of the tratbe. 1 
mi»lit result in delays to trains which would more than compensate for the benefit derived. In other 
words, it might inconvenience the majority of the passengers in order to give facilities to the minority , 
but I could not say that without going into the question. I have uot studied railway matters so much
during the last two or three years, when we have been so busy with tramway questions. ,
lOoO. Xf I remember aright, the chief objection to that station was on account of the delay it wouio. 
entail ? The chief point, I think, was that it might seriously interfere. with the comfort and delay the 
transit of a majority of the passengers simply to suit tbe minority, and it might be a small minority.
1051. You sav that 9,200 persons leave the station by other means than the steam and electric trams
I think a great many of them walk into the city for the sake of the exercise ? A number of them do ; 
but the bulk of them go away from tho station between 7 a.m. and 8'30 a.m., and a great proportion ot 
them are young boys and girls—probably apprentices—and those receiving a small rate of pay, who go m 
on workmen’s tickets. If there were only a small fee added to the price of the workmen s tickets by the 
Hail way Department these persons would probably travel on to King-street. A fee added to the w or Il
men’s tickets would not amount to anything like 2d. a day, as the tram charges do. . , _ T
1052. Af>. Dick.] It is proposed by the Commissioners to add 3d. a week to a workmen s ticket. 1 
think the workmen would pay 3d. per week. They cannot afford to pay Is. a week tram fare. 1 think a
large number of these 9,200 persons would go forward in the trains. . ■„
1053. Mr. Shepherd.] 'What other streets could be made available for running electric trains down . 
Castlereagh-street certainly would be a very good street, and I trust the Government will sec their way 
to put a tram down there before very long. From a tramway point of view, I should be very pleased to 
see a tram down Pitt-street. I should be very glad to have to work both streets to-morrow it we could.
1054. A tram in Castlereagh-street would serve people to the west of Pitt-street quite as well almost as a 
train to Kin<r-street? Except for the inconvenience of transhipping, and the fact that fetching such a 
larfe number of people out nt one time we cannot successfully deal with them in tbe small units that we 
have, whereas, on the other hand, to put on large units, such as ran under the old steam arrangements,
four cars, would be very unsightly, expensive, and troublesome. , . .
1055- Do you not think it is a great deal more convenient for people to be dropped close to their places 
of business, as they would be by tram, than to have a considerable distance to walk ;—for instance, m wet 
weather it will be very inconvenient to have a considerable distance to go from the station, whereas, with 
some trams, they would be dropped, if other lines were opened close to their places of business. It 
would be a great convenience to people to be able to drop near their places of business, that only 
applies, as you say, in wet weather. Take, for example, fine days, and on the majority ot days it is h11®- 
It will be more convenient for a passenger to continue bis journey in the vehicle he is_ seated in, perhaps 
calmly reading his newspaper, or, if he is a smoker, smoking his pipe. In the tram he is comfortable until 
lie is landed at his destination, and there is no transhipping to another vehicle, and a vehicle, too, in which
he may have to stand. .-i i n- v-u •„105(5. You have arrived at the conclusion that the only way to effectually deal with the trathc n Inch is 
likely to arise in a few years is by tbe proposed extension to King-street ? I ha,ve arrived at that con
clusion after careful consideration. I know that it is au expensive scheme, but I feel that it is the only 
way to relieve the streets of Sydney, and to enable tbe pick-up traffic to be satisfactorily dealt with.
1057. You thiuk that that would really meet the convenience of the people better than an extension or
tho trams? Yes. ,. . . ,1055. We must have an extension of trams whether the city railway conies or uot; still you think that the 
trams cannot meet the requirements of the traffic ? I am satisfied that they cannot deal with the trainc 
satisfactorily.

TUESDAY, 27 EEBRUAKA:, 1900. 

present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Letoesat Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Egbert Henry Levien, Esq.

Tlie Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Kneeshaw, Traffic Superintendent, Tramway Department, sworn, and further examined:—
1050 Dr Gam™.] Before the electric tramway was at work, and when all the railway passengers were J. Kneeshaw. 
accommodated bv the steam trams, did that tramway fully accommodate the public ? A o
1060. In what respect was there a short-coming ? Undue crowding at certain times of the day, and we 27 Feb., 3900. 
were not in a position to put on more trams for the railway, because wo could not deal with them at
Bridge-street. , . .
1061. You had not a shunting yard big enough ? That was one ot the weak points.
1062. Did you ever hear complaints from the passengers that they were not accommodated? 1 cannot 
remember any specific complaints, but I know tliere was grumbling at times. The passengers could not

1063. Do you consider that the steam tram was a more effective method of carrying a large number of
persons in a given time than the electric tram is now? No; because you can run the electric trams 
much more frequently. _
1064. But you cannot put on three cars ? That is the case. 1065.
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J. Kneeshaw. 1065. Which is the more effective method of carrying a crowd of passengers ? We have not had any' 
. great experience in lifting large crowds with the electric tram. I refer to lifting a large crowd from a

7 ■teb-,1900'racecourse, for instance. We have loaded up 6,000 or 7,000 people in twenty minutes with the steam 
trams. It would, however, he possible to do the same thing, I think, with the electric trams.
1066. Have you not had a pnblic holiday since the electric tram has been running ? Tes.
1067. Were you blocked then? Ho. On Christmas Eve we carried 83,000 people in G-eorgc-street. 
There was overcrowding in that case, hut we got them away.
1068. Por railway traffic purposes, is there any advantage in steam over electric, or electrie over steam 
trams ? I think the electric would be the better.
1060. Ho you think that the electric tram has come to stay, and that it will supersede the other ? Yes. 
There are 20,000 miles of electric trams in the United States, and they are building more every year.
1070. Are not the Americans a very practical people? Tes.
1071. Ho you think that we have seen the last of the steam trams ? Tes, wc shall have seen the last of 
them in two or three years.
1072. Will you build any more of them? I do not think so.
1073. Have you taken off most of the railway steam trams now ? Tes; there are only a few in the
morning, and none in the evening. We put a railway destination sign on some of the Botany trams; 
but that is all. "
1074. Ho you keep a tram waiting for the suburban trams ? Tes, in Bevonshire-street, aud we start it 

. on a time-table. We do not interfere with the Botany trams. -
1075. Ho you think that the mere alteration from the yard to tbe street discourages tbe people from taking 
the steam trams ? 1 do not think so, because they can get to the trams just as readily as before by means 
of a subway.
1076. And people who prefer Elizabeth-street can go that way ? Yes, tbat is the case early in the 
morning ; but perhaps later in the day they take the western trams.
1077. Ho you remember when Elizabeth-street was first used for trams ? Ho.
1078. Elizabeth-street was then chosen because we wanted to get from the Kailway Station to tbe Homain ? 
Tes; and it was horse traction at first. I believe that the first tramway ran down Bitt-street; but it was 
pulled up and the tram laid in Elizabeth-street on account of the Exhibition.
1070. The Elizabeth-street tram was originally built purely for the Exhibition? Tes, as far as I can see 
from the records.
1030. Would you, or anybody else, suggest Elizabeth-street iu order to serve the whole of the city ? Ho.
1081. Elizabeth-street suits people who want to go to Parliament House, and also the civil servants ?
Tes, hut only some of the civil servants ; it does not suit -people going to the Lauds Office, and other 
places lower down. *
1082. Hoes not Elizabeth-street suit some of the large hotels, and the people engaged ^t the law courts ?
Tes; but after all those arc only a small percentage of the people who want a tramway. Business people 
are in the majority. ’
1083. Although the people I have referred to would prefer Elizabeth-strect, the great mass of the people 
want lo go west ? Tes ; about Pitt or George Streets.
'1084. Would it not he fairer to say that King-street, or St. James’ Koad, would be a good East Sydney 
station, rather than a good Sydney central station ? As a railway station, I think is would be fairly 
central. One could not expect a railway station to be as close to one’s door as a tramway, particularly as 
people would be brought to their destination in a train without transhipment.
1085. Still you cannot say that St. James’ Koad is really central for the business part of Sydney ? I think 
it is fairly central. A number of people who come in want to travel to the eastern suburbs, and it is a 
good place to tranship, and then towards Woolloomooloo business is increasing very rapidly.
1086. Ho you notice that a great many of the people who come hy trams take the cable line and go east ? 
A fair sprinkling do.
1087. Is that more for domestic purposes than for business ? Tes, except at certain times of the day, 
when those engaged in the shops go to places of business in William-street.
1083. Has a large portion of the Elizabeth-street traffic been captured by the George-street tram ? Tes, 
a very large proportion.
1089. Would those people like lo be sent back to Elizabeth-street? Hot to a tram in Elizabeth-street.
1090. Would they not complain if they wore taken back to Elizabeth-street ? Yes.
1091. Hoes not that show that George-street is more convenient for them than Elizabeth-street? Yes; 
to a tramway.
1092. It is not because it is more speedy or cheaper? Ho ; the fare is the same now.
1003, Then it must he the convenience of taking them up and putting them down? Tes.
1094. Would they like to he sent back to the top of King-streot, even by railway? I think they would 
be quite satisfied to be dropped ihere by railwayif it came right through, taking only three or four minutes.
1095. How that the people have become used to George-street, do you think that if a railway were opened 
three months hence the people who now travel by George-street would go back by the railway to 
Elizabeth-street? Tes; apart from the additional comfort, it would be more economical transit.
1096. That would only be the case with season-ticket holders ? Tes.
.1097. Then you think they would not grumble at being sent up the hill again ? Ho.
1098. Supposing it is decided to make a station at Liverpool-street, would not that cause a delay of four 
minutes, and, therefore, do away with the economy in time? Tes ; that might cause complaint.
1099. Would that tempt people to go hy the George-street tram? Ho; the delay would not be serious. 
It vould be only a minute or two.
1100. We have statistics which were made up in Mr. Eddy’s time showing the profit that would he made 
hy bringing people to King-street;—do you think that the numbers then given would bo reduced owing 
to the running of the George-street tram ? There may be some reduction on account of tbe tramway ; 
but tliere has been such a great increase in the number of tbe travelling public from KedferU since that 
estimate was made, that I think it would still hold its own.
1101. Ho you think we need not make any discount on those figures ? Ho. On the contrary, assuming
that the Committee decide in favour of the city railway, it cannot be constructed before eighteen months, 
and there would be such a large increase of traffic in that time that the estimate would be under rather 
than over. 1102.
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1102. Xo matter how many passengers goby George-street, you tbinlc tbat the full number that Mr. • nrcs . 
Eddy calculated would still come in by train'f Tes. As an illustration I may refer to the annual report ^
for 1897. During the financial year 1897, the number of passenger fares collected on the tramways was ’ 
estimated at 72,000,000. In 1899, only two years later, the number was 82,000,000. XI)at is an illustration 
■of the natural increase in the traffic. ^
1103. Of course, a great deal of that increase is due to the cheapening of fares? Tes.
1104. That affects a great many people who receive only small remuneration? Tes, and encourages 
people to live in the suburbs, where rents are very low.
1105. Have you noticed any increase in the suburban traffic ? Tes, I think there is a tendency for people
to go to the outside suburbs ; but I have no actual figures on the subject. _
HOG. Is the steam tram a little quicker at present than the electric tram ? It may do the journey in a 
minute or two minutes less.
1107. What would be tbe difference between tbe time taken in travelling by the tram and by tbe proposed 
railway, if there be no stoppage at Liverpool-street? There would be a difference of about five or six 
minutes in favour of the train, that is, apart from the time occupied in transhipment from the train to 
the tram, which may be taken as one or two minutes. The front passengers in the train uow get away in 
the electric tram in one minute, those iu the rear portion of the train get away in two minutes.
1108. Is there not a great deal of business done along the wharfs to Sussex-strcet? Tes.
1109. Except the King-street tram you give no accommodation whatever to that traffic? Hot directly.
People have to walk to aud from George-street.
1110. Do you think that persons coming from the wharfs, or business men engaged about there, would go
to the King-street railway station, or would tboy go by the George-street tram to Itedfern ? I think 
they would walk to King-street. _ _
1111. Do you think that a woman with a baby would do so? Tes, there would be every facility for
getting to the railway station. There would be the cable-tram right up to the station, and that will be an 
electric tram before long. _
1112. Could we accommodate the waterside traffic by carrying aline down Sussex-street to Dawes Point 
aud Miller’s Point into George-street ? There will be an extension to Miller’s Point from George-street at 
an early date. Arrangements have been made so that a junction can be made with the loop at Miller’s 
Point, so as to run a line down Kent-street. X’here would he no difficulty hi running a line down Kent- 
street; but there would be in the case of Sussex-strcet owing to the congestion of traffic.
1113. But is it not undesirable to lay down more lines than are necessary in the streets? There would
only be a single line. _
1114. But is that not only half a convenience? There would be no great difficulty between Clarence 
and Tork Streets. People would not mind walking a few yards there.
1115. But is not the tramway a great disturbance to ordinary vehicles in the street? Tea, in the case 
■of a double line in a. narrow street.
111G. Is it desirable to disturb more streets than are really necessary for the traffic? Ho ; but on tho 
other hand public convenience would probably ask for a great extension of the trams before long.
1117. Is it contemplated to run a tramway down Kent-street ? I cannot go so far as to say that, but in 
preparing the plans for the extension to Miller’s Point we have taken the precaution in making the loop 
to allow for a junction there at some future time.
1118. Would it not be of value to run the line down Kent-street into George-street, and to run the trams 
in a circle ? That would be the best course in order to avoid shunting. If the line were carried down to 
the Haymarket it would be more suitable to go iu a circle.
1119. If we had this multiplication of trams in Kent, George, Elizabeth, and Castlereagh streets, do you 
think that all those trams running together could take away the people fast enough ? I do not think it 
would be satisfactory.
1120. But you have* only two at work now, and yet you practically get all the people away ? If a tram 
were run along Kent-street there would be so much traffic engendered that the railway traffic would 
again become a nuisance.
1121. Is it not a nuisance now, aud is not tho legitimate tram traffic blocked? Tes. _
1122. As a tramway manager, do you consider that tbe legitimate object of tramways is to serve the
pick-up traffic? Yes ; or to deal with suburban traffic which does not warrant a railway, or which would 
not be profitable for a railway. _
1123. But when you have a huge congestion of traffic morning and evening, does it overtask your 
apparatus? Tes ; and when you get into inter-suburban traffic there should be railway connection.
1124. Tou say that you now have more than three-fourths of the traffic concentrated on one electric 
line ;—if you had three lines giving equal accommodation, would that distribute the traffic? _ I do not see 
how you could distribute it from your starting-point, because you would have such a congestion of traffic 
at the junction, wherever it might be. Assuming that the railway were to come on only to Devonshire- 
street, and we constructed tramways along Pitt and Castlereagh streets, which would also carry the 
western suburban trams, a number of tbe trams would still be bound to cross each other, and wherever 
they cross iu that manner wo run a great risk.
1123. Tou want more room than you have now ? Tes.
112G. Tou could not do it with one lino ? Ho ; and to work it without risk, it would be necessary to 
have the tram lines at different levels, tbat is, one would have to run over the top of the other.
1127. I want your opinion clearly on this point, because it has occupied the attention of a great many 
people ;■ -will tho new facilities afforded by the electric trams be sufficient to dispense with the necessity 
for a city railway ? I am strongly of opinion that no provision that could be made in the existing streets 
for electric trams will overcome the necessity for a city railway.
1128. Ton 1'ecl quite sure of that ? Tes. _
1129. Do you think that the morning and evening traffic cannot be dealt with otherwise than by a con
tinuation of the railway line ? Yes; it might be possible for a year or two to deal with the traffic, if 
there were extra outlets to the electric trams, but 1 am satisfied tbat tbe natural increase in the traffic 
would be so great that in a few years it would be absolutely impossible to deal with it. _
1130. You have talked about the extreme inconvenience at present, owing to the electric trams having to 
■cross the steam tram lines, but would not that be the case when you alter your trams to electric trams as

long
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J. Kneeshaw. long as we have the railway station at Redfern ? Yes; the conversion will not make any difference. Of 
e—course there will be a slight alteration, because a certain amount of the western suburban traffic may be 

27 Feb., 1900. taken into George-street. That will ease a certain amount of crossing. But we expect that there 
will be so many additional trams rendered necessary that possibly as much crossing wdll be required as 
ever. _
1131. If you had a railway tram line up Pitt-street, and going straight into the station without entering
George-street, would not that get rid of all the crossing ? You would avoid the crossing, if you ran 
the railway trams into Pitt-street, but you cannot avoid the crossing altogether. _
1132. Would there not be some objection now to taking the railway traffic up Pitt-street? Yes; it would
require consideration. There is a great deal of traffic in Pitt-street, and it is narrow. However the same 
objection applied to George-street, and there is no difficulty now. _
1133. If railway extension is made to Hyde Park, or close to it, you will not want to have a direct tram
into the railway station ? We should have to terminate our trams somewhere in the vicinity of Redfern. 
The pick-up traffic would exist between the Cyclorama and Circular Quay or Dawes’ Point. _
1134. Will not a great many George-streeet people always take the tram to Redfern in spite of railway 
extension into the city ? We may always expect to have a large amount of that traffic,
1135. So you must provide for some of the trams going into the station ? Yes.
1136. Then you will still have to cross tbe western traffic ? Yes ; but if you reduce the number of trams
you will diminish the risk very much. We can avoid sending tbe bulk of the pick-up trams by termin
ating them at tbe Cyclorama. ,
1137. You will dimmish tbe danger, but not get rid of it, unless you make tbe railway people get out at
tbe gates ? That would bo objectionable, and it would be more risky for the people to cross tlie lines 
than for our trams to do so. ...
1138. If we had a new station at Belmore-road, or an extension across Devonshire-street, you would still 
have all the difficulty of the trams crossing ? There would he exactly the same difficulty.
1139. That will be the case unless they come up three different streets and do not cross ? If you could
work the whole of the railway traffic in Pitt-streel, and prevent any of the western traffic going into 
Elizabeth-street, you would avoid crossing ; but that would not be a goad way of dealing with the busi
ness. Naturally some of tbe western suburban people will want to go into Elizabeth-street. Similarly 
the railway passengers will not be satisfied if they are all taken into Pitt-street. _
1140. Supposing the original scheme submitted by tho Railway Commissioners is carried out, will you
still keep tbe trams in Elizabeth-street ? I think so. _
1141. But if the new scheme is adopted, which will block Elizabeth-street, will you then have to take the
trams into Castlereagh-street ? Yes.
1142. You would not take them back to Elizabeth-street? No; they would probably be taken right
down to Circular Quay. ,
1143. You have a loop at Circular Quay at present; would it not be more convenient to carry that on to 
the Fort and turn round there? It would be convenient to take it to the Fort, and tbat is under con
sideration. It does not follow tbat tbe whole of the trams would be taken on to the Fort. The additional 
running time would probably be four minutes. 'That would mean that so many more trams would be 
necessary, and there would be great expense, while there is not sufficient traffic to render it necessary. 
Therefore, a great many trams would continue to shunt at tbe present loop for a number of years. Such 
an extension would be a very great convenience to the public, because it would be the only satisfactory 
means of taking people from the western suburbs to the harbour and tbe gardens.
1144. When Mr. Jackson was examined with reference to tbe Woolloomooloo wharf, be suggested that
in order to get rid of the isolation of Woolloomooloo from Circular Quay a tunnel should be run under
neath tbe gardens into Woolloomooloo Bay through which tbe trams should be extended, and they could 
turn round there ;—would tbat be convenient ? That would be a very expensive matter from a tramway 
point of view ; it would render more rolling stock necessary, and it would make the running time longer; 
there would be no intermediate traffic, and the working would be a dead loss. It would only be a cou- 
venieuce to people going to Woolloomooloo, and I do not think the people would travel such a long way 
round. With the introduction of electric trams I imagine we could devise a much better scheme than 
such a tunnel. .
1145. Would vou suggest a branch from the William-street line? Yes ; I think that would be better. 
114G. At certain times of tbe day is your present electric tram worked up to its full power? We work 
it with tbe maximum amount of rolling stock available.
1147. Then you are able to find accommodation for people from tbe Glebe, Aimandale, Leichhardt, and 
other districts about there ? As I have already stated, 1 am satisfied we will not be able to take the 
whole of the western suburban traffic into George-street, and I have already made representations on the 
subject to tbe Commissioners.
1148. Are you looking for another relief street ? Yes.
1149. You think tbat is absolutely necessary ? Yes. _ _ _
1150. Would the railway extension into tbe city help you in tbat? It would in this way. If webadnot
to run such an immense number of trams to the railway, tbe space taken by the railway trams would be 
occupied by tbe western suburban trams. _ , i -j- r j j
1151. Still your trams bring into tbe city a large number of Newtown people, who, if forced to do so, 
could take tbe railway, but they prefer to be brought up into tbe streets rather than be dropped at 
Redfern? Yes ; and those people are quite content to be dropped at Elizabcth-street at present.
1152. Although it is not close to where they want to go ? Yes; but they are quite content, and they 
prefer to take tbe tram from Newtown and be landed in Elizabeth-street in preference to taking a train

1153. If we get the railway extended to Hyde Park, do you think that part of the Newtown traffic will
go to the railway ? We may lose a certain amount, hut I do not fear that loss. _ _
1154. You do not think it will materially diminish your tram traffic? No. With the conversion to
electric trams, the possibility is that a large number of people who now travel by ’buses will travel by 
tram, and we may naturally expect during next year an immense increase in the number of tramway 
passengers on tbe western suburban tram lines. ... . .
1155 Then it is a very urgent case, because vou would not be justified in converting tbe trams until you

’ " bave
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have permission to take them through other streets? AVe may overcome the difficulty by running a J-Knceahaw.
certain number into Elizabeth-strcet. There may be some relief in Elizabeth-street by taking in some of „
the electric trams. ' 27ieb.,1900.

1156. But would people who want to go to George-street approve of that? They are content to be 
landed in Elizabeth-street at present.
1157. That was before you had the trams in George-street. but now they will not like it? A large 
number of people will not care about it, but a great percentage of the passengers will be contented. Jt 
will not be as satisfactory to take them into Elizabeth-street; but we shall be compelled to do that unless 
there are some other outlets found.
115S. Can you make the conversion into electrictrams in sections? Yes. We shall convert the Dulwich 
Hill line first; there will be a partial conversion possibly next month, and perhaps a complete conversion 
within a couple of months afterwards. The steam trams will continue to run together with the electric 
trams over that portion of the line between Kcwtown Junction and the railway station. Subsequently 
another section will be converted ; it may be the Glebe or Leichhardt, to be followed by Balmain.
1159. AVill you be able to see your way with regard to the congestion of traffic? Yes, we shall be able 
to see that clearly. ”
1100. Vice-Chairman ] AVhen you were examined before, you stated that one train brought 400 persons 
into Kedfern Station, and that two trains brought 7S6, botli arriving at the same time? Yes.
1161. You stated that by running electric trams at intervals of twenty seconds each those trams would 
be able to accommodate that number of people ;—that involves a delay in order to get the last of the 
passengers accommodated, on the electric tram, of only two minutes from the time that the first person 
enters the first tram until the last person enters the Inst iram ? That is so ; but we only carry 460 
passengers ; that is not the total number that arrived by the trains.
1162, Assuming that that is the number yuu take, at the busiest time you are able to get away with tho 
trams in two minutes? T. dare say we could, but it would be very quick loading; it would be difficult to 
keep it up as a regular thing. "
1166. As a regular thing you would not have so many passengers deposited ? AAre have nothing like that 
in the existing work.
1161. If, instead of having only one electric tram down one street,you had two or more going down other 
streets, would you not bo able to accommodate the whole number of 7S(i if they wished to take the tram 
during the busy portion of the day ? You would require to go to considerable expense to make suitable 
loading and unloading arrangements for the trams. It might be possible to lift the whole of the railway 
traffic by trams, but yon would have to sacrifice the pick-up and western suburban traffic, which is 
legitimate tram traffic.
1165. But they will not suffer until you have the whole system converted into an electric system ? Ho ;
but we will have the western suburban trams converted next year, if wo can find a way of dealing with 
the traffic. "
1166. Then you think there would be difficulty and inconvenience by such au arrangement? Yes; it is 
not legitimate tram traffic.
1167. Docs the King-street site possess any advantage of position apart from the eastern suburbs to 
people from the western suburbs, who have to come in a long distance by the railway ? Tt does not of 
necessity offer any advantage. The people from the western suburbs could alight at the present Eedfern 
Kailway Station ; but for the eastern suburbs the proposed city site is infinitely the best.
1168. From the point of view of business people, is the proposed site in any way central, seeing that, 
practically, to the east of it there is only park land, or portions not thickly inhabited, which do not provide 
much railway traffic ? The proposed site may be a little away from the thickly-populated parts of the 
city, at the same time it docs suit the convenience of the public to be landed there now by tram, and if 
they were landed there by train it might be much more convenient.
1169. Presuming the railway were extended to the city, what convenience of rapid transit would be ' '
afforded to those people to the west of George-street;—would not they still continue to use the George-
street tram ? I think not. If the station were established, say, at King-street, people would he quite '
content to walk that small distance in consideration of the much more rapid way in which they would be 
brought to town. There would also be the cable tram there to suit them.
1170. Take the district lying west of George-street and north of George-street, do you think the people
who use the trams at present to go to business would go by train into King-streot ? 1 am satisfied they
would. They had lo walk down there before, or travel by the steam tram, and having the railway at 
King-street would he much more advantageous to them. Then the season ticket-holders and those who 
i>ay. workmen’s fares would enjoy a very great saving.
1171. Do you think that the King-street site is practically within easy reach of the most thickly popu
lated part of the city, as far as business is concerned ? Yes.
11.72. A large number of people at present do not use the electric trams ? Yes ; about 9,260 per day 
who arrive at the Kedfern Station do not use the tram. "
1173. Have you any scheme for trying to capture that portion of the traffic? Hot from a tramway 
point of view. If the railway were extended into the city 1 am satisfied a great many of these people 
would remain in the trains and pay the extra fare.
11.74. Did you not state that it was tho daily tram fare which prevented those people from using the 
tram ? Yes ; [ believe a large percentage of the people who walk from the station in the busiest parts 
of tho day are probably young women and apprentices who are not in a position to pay Is. per week for 
tram fares ; but they could pay 3d. per week. '
1175. Can you state in general terms what use or improvement the construction of the George-street 
tramway brought about with regard to your tram traffic ? Jt released about five motors and seventeen 
cars, and enabled us to use those on other tram lines, so as to give better facilities. We could not have 
put on additional trains without that relief, because we could not have managed the shunting in Bridge- 
street.
WiQ. Mr. Shepherd.'] lias there not been an enormous addition in the number of passengers since the 
electric tram started? Certainly there has been an immense increase. Wc carried on the steam trams 
about 2,700,006 passengers per annum to and from the railway station; but we now carry from the 
railway station on the eleciric tram 8,700,000 per annum. *
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J. Kneeshaw. 11.77. The electric tram is run at much shorter intervals than the steam tram ? Yes. _
1178. Did you ever know the steam trams to be crowded to tho same estent as the electric trams arc? 

27 Fob,, 1900, jc0j; as;] general rule. There might have been very great crowding on a wet morning or night from the
railway, but not as a rule. _
1179. Can you give the number of steam trams which left the railway, compared with the number of the 
electrictrams? I have not got that information with me. The number of electric trams leaving the 
railway daily will average about d90.
1180. Were there half that number of steam trams leaving ? Xothing like half. _
1181. So that the electric tram has really induced a very much larger number to travel ? ^ es ; it may
have induced some to travel that way ; but you must understand that an electric tram will only hold 
about one-third of what the old steam tram could hold, so that we must necessarily run more of them.
1182. 1 think you said you run as many as six trams in two minutes? STes ; wc could do that.
1183. 3t was estimated that it took two minutes to reach the tram from tho[ train ;—are tho two state
ments consistent? I think so. It might be that the first tram was not started until fully a minute Atlcr 
the arrival of the train. The last tram in that case would go three minutes after tho arrival of the train. 
Under the old arrangement we had to allow a margin of three minutes from the arrival ot the train to 
the departure of the tram. "We rarely found that we could get it away before then. Y nh tho electric 
tram it is different, The first-class passengers arriving at the end of the platforms A and 13, and 1, 2, 
and 3 were right at the tram. The second-class passengers, who get out at the rear, may take one and a 
half or two minutes to get to the tram. _
IIS!. 1 see you have several designs for the electric-tram carriages—one with cross seats in the front, and 
also in the rear, with an apartment between them, which would cany nearly double the number of an 
ordinary carriage ? Yes ; that carriage is known as the St. Louis car. IV'e have a number oi them, but 
they are not suitable for pick-up traffic in (leorge-street, as too much time is occupied in loading and 
unloading. They are intended for suburban trnilic.
1185. Mr. Lemen.~\ Where would you recommend the central radnay station to be placed? In the
absence of any better site, I think that the Iving-strcet one is the best. _
1186. That is the proposal now made? Yes ; it does not matter where you have a station, smnebooy will 
have to walk.
1187. Is not most of the traffic centred about Market and King streets, and not very much beyond Hunter-
street, so far as business places are concerned? Yes; that is our experience ivith regard to the George- 
street traffic. _
1188. Then that would be the most central place, and also with regard to Sussex and Kent streets ? Yes, 
so far as the available sites are concerned. 1 think that the wants of Kent and Sussex streets will he well 
served by a. tram. I think the Ministry have that question under consideration. People living in those 
streets could take advantage of the cable tram, or if they alighted at the present railway station they could 
be taken by the electric tram via Sussex-screet if they preferred it.
1189. Is it the experience that most of the passengers get off George-street and Elizabeth-street trams at 
King-street? Yes; that is where the bulk of the traffic goes. .About 80 per cent, of the electric tram 
passengers leave at King-street and the Post Office. When the steam trams arrive from tho western and 
eastern suburbs, the majority of the people leave them at Market and King streets, with a sprinkling at 
Hunter-street.
1190. Have you watched the direction which passengers take? Yes; I have done so for the last four or 
five years.

John Upward, Chairman, City Kailway Extension Alliance, sworn, and examined :—

J. Upward. 1191. Vicc-Cltnirman.] Do you wish to make a statement to the Committee ? Yes. The Alliance was
z—\ the outcome of a municipal movement in 1S9G, which took place mostly on the western and southern 

27 Feb., 1900. suburban lines. The people there thought that their convenience had been ignored for so long, and 
so many steps had been attempted without any success to have the railway extended into the city, 
that they organised a joint municipal movement and formed this Alliance. We did not recommend any 
particular scheme, we merely wanted to have the railway carried into the city. We merely tried to 
impress upon the authorities that our convenience was very badly served, and that we wanted something 
better. After all the evidence had been taken by tho last Koyal Commission, and endorsed by the Public 
Works Committee, the Alliance did everything in their power, and are still doing so, to further the 
recommendation then made, in spite of the alternative routes which have since been proposed. They feel 
that tho old route is tho best one, seeing that it wilt cost something like £550,000, exclusive of the value 
of tho park land, and compares favourably with the other routes, which will cost anything from 
£1,000,000 to £1,500,000. They cannot conscientiously work for a scheme which would cost so much 
more, while it gives so little extra accommodation. The new scheme brings the railway station to the 
same eastern point, hut certainly a couple of hundred feet nearer to the centre of the city, and that will 
cost an extra £1,000,000. In consequence of that, the Alliance do all they can lo forward the scheme 
recommended by the last Koyal Commission and the Public Works Committee. The great objection, I 
take it, to the St. James’lload scheme is that it trenches on Hyde Park. There lias been an outcry 
about taking away the people’s park. Personally, I would point out that that is only maudlin sentiment, 
because we should take into consideration the immense amount of park land in that part of the city. 
Hyde Park is only a continuation of tho Doman, which is bounded by the harbour, so that there are 
plenty of lungs to the city without the portion of Hyde Park which it is proposed to take away. I may 
he permitted to refer to a remark which was made by the present Premier when a deputation waited 
on him on the subject four or five months ago. The deputation was organised by the Alliance. Wo 
strongly advocated that the matter should be brought before parliament to be dealt with. Mr. Dyne 
objected, and his principal objection was, “You now say you only want to take up half of tbo northern 
section of Hyde Park, but my experience of railways in other parts of the world loads me to believe that 
f the Kail way Commissioners get their present demand they will eventually take up the whole of the Park,” 
It will be remembered that Mr. Eddy, who was one of tho greatest railway authorities we ever had, 
told us that in twenty years time the Park would not be sufficient, and that other provision would have to 
be made. In the scheme now under consideration—No. 10—wo have a way shown to us out of that

difficulty.
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difficulty. If the proposed tunnel is applicable to No. 10 scheme; it could also be made to apply to the J. Upward. 
St. James' Eoad scheme. I would urge the business point of view iu this matter. I think it was pointed /=— 
out at the last Public Works Committee inquiry that an increase of Id. in the fare would yield about 5 
per cent, on the cost of the construction of the railway extension to St. James’ Eoad. That cost was to 
be £550,000, exclusive of the Park. 1 believe the present scheme is estimated to cost three times as 
much ; so that a penny increase in the fare would only yield about l! per cent, on the cost of construc
tion instead of 5 per cent. It would, therefore, require an increase in the fare to !!d. to give anything 
like the same return. An increase of Id. in the fare would he borne without a murmur by the public, but 
I imagine that that would not be the case if the fare were increased to 3d. Then there is the question of 
convenience in the neighbourhood of the station. In the St. James’ Eoad scheme you would have 
Elizabeth-street widened about half a chain from Park-street to King-street. No. 10 scheme proposes 
to close iip Elizabeth-street altogether. As a layman, it seems to me that the shutting up of Elizabeth- 
street will entail a vast amount of inconvenience to the public. Then there will be a very nasty double 
curve in tho tram-line which will not be desirable. I would like to refer to the expressions of opinion 
given by the people along the various railway routes. In 1897, when I gave evidence, I was authorised 
by the mayors of about fifteen or eighteen principal municipalities, going from Petersham to beyond 
Parramatta on the western side, and as far as Hurstvillo on tho Illavvarra line, and also the mayors of 
other municipalities not directly interested, but which hoped to be, such as North Sydney, Woollahra,
"Wavcrlcy, and Eaudwick,—they authorised me to support strongly the St. James’ Eoad scheme. I think 
the Alliance sent circulars to every municipality iu the Colony, asking them if they were iu favour of the 
St. James’ Eoad scheme, and asking them to pass resolutions to that effect. The result was that within a 
radius of 30 miles of Sydney the Councils, representing 230,000 people, were strongly in favour of the St.
James’Eoad scheme ; so that if public opinion goes for anything, the St. James’ Eoad scheme is well 
backed up.
1192. What other evidence have you that there is a general desire for this extension, apart from the 
resolutions passed by the Councils? I can speak from my own experience as a railway traveller for tho 
last twenty years on the Western line. There is very grave dissatisfaction, and it is becoming more 
marked every year. They feel that their convenience is ignored, and they are greatly dissatisfied owing 
to the danger they know’ they run every day that they come into the Eedfern station. That has been 
pointed out; on three different occasions by the Eailway Commissioners.
1193. Apart from tho danger, what is the particular inconvenience which leads people to desire an 
extension of the railway into the city ? There is a great loss of time to people coming to Kedfern 
station, they have to wait from one to three minutes before they can get on their way again. Then there 
is the annoyance of having to change; and there is the extra time lost in travelling from Eedfern to 
King-street. The statistics of the Tramway Department show that that is the chief point of debarkation.
It makes a difference of about ten minutes. People going to and from the station every day must lose 
nearly half-an-hour.
1191. How do you make up that time ? Travelling on the tram takes up seven or eight minutes each 
way, and it takes perhaps about three or four minutes to tranship ; that makes up twenty-four minutes.
The train would go much faster.
1195. Have you noticed any improvement in tho rapidity of transit since tbo opening of the George- 
street tram ? I believe the steam tram travels a little faster ; but tho steam tram had to serve nearly 
the whole train, whereas the people who now first leave the train get away at once.
1196. Are you aware that it was tho custom before to allow a margin of three minutes for every steam 
tram to wait after tho arrival of a train ? I think it would take quite that time.
1197. At present Hr. Kneeshaw says be can take away 480 people—the largest number ho is asked to 
cater for in six electric trams in a total period of three minutes? Yes, that is what I mean. The 
passengers who get out of the train first get away before tboso in the rear. Those in the rear of tho 
train are in much tho same position as they were before. There is a slight improvement.
1198. If we are also assured that the electric tram is faster than the steam tram, there is another gain in 
that direction ? Ido not think that is the case; tho railway steam tram lias fewer stoppages than the 
George-street tram.
1199. Have you any figures to show what time it takes by the tram ? It takes me sixteen or seventeen 
minutes to get from the railway station to Circular Quay by the George-street tram.
1200. Do you find that a largo number of people travel by the George-street tram down to the Circular 
Quay in the busy portion of the day ? Not a very large number. After you pass the Post Office, they 
thin out considerably.
1201. If the railway were extended into the city, how would your position be improved in tho matter of 
time ? There would probably be some scheme of tramway extension from King-street to Miller's or 
Dawes’ Points ; it brings me nearer my business, and I might not take the tram at all. That would apply 
to the vast majority of business people. King-street is fairly central, although tho site might be a little 
too much to the east.
1202. Would there not be a loss of time, if you had to walk from King-street to Circular Quay? It 
would be much about the same.
1203. Would that be nearly so convenient in hot or dirty weather as the present electric tram ? I do 
not think my case is a good one to take as au example. My office is at Dawes’ Point, but the destination 
of the bulk of the passengers are between Park and Hunter streets.
1201. Take tho case of business men in Susscx-streetfrom one end to the other;—would they be benefited 
by the city railway ? Yes ; very much. Jf it is a matter of walking, it would be only one-third of the 
distance. On the other baud, 1 presume the cable tram u ould still rim, and that would take business 
people right down to iSussex-street.
1205, What would give the maximum amount of convenience—an extension of the railway into the city 
with the present tram arrangements, or tho construction of a main station at Belmore-road and tho 
Benevolent Asylum, with a system of parallel tram-lines m George, Pitt, and Sussex streets? There 
would be the same time lost in transhipping, if you had to go by tram from the station.
1206. Would not that bo made up for by the greater convenience in landing people at their places of
business? It might give people in Clarence and other streets moro convenience, but I understand that 
the proposed station at Devonshire-street would cost £500,000, while it would not give one penny return. 
Commercially that would, be a very bad speculation for the Eailway Department. 1207.
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J. Upward. 1207. You will notice by the map that the proposed station at King-street is practically on the east of a 
t)ST7K~m~s block which embraces the main portion of the business part of Sydney ;—do you think that a station in 
27 Feb., 1900. gjjpjj a potion could possibly be convenient for the greater number of people who have their places of 

business in that block ? Certainly not, if the question of cost did not come in. If it were not for the 
question of cost a circular railway all round the city would be the best,
1208. Have you considered the question of an extension of trams through the city as against the 
extension of the railway P No ; not with so many proposed parallel lines.
1209. Would you care to offer an opinion on that question? 1 would not like to do so off-hand.
1210. Dr. Garran.] Have you any idea whether more suburban people have their places of business on 
the east of G-eorge-street or the west ? T think George-street would make a very good dividing line.
1211. Are the professional people mostly on the eastern side ? Yes.
1212. Are the majority of the business people on the western side ? There are a large number of people 
iu business in Sussex, Kent, and Clarence streets.
1213. Do the suburban people find that the George-street tram puts them down much nearer their places 
of business than the Elizabeth-street trams ? Yes.
1214. Would they like to go back to Elizabeth-street ? No.
1215. Would they like to have the continuation of the railway so carried out as to put them down in 
Elizabeth-street? As against the saving of time, and the saving of danger which they now have to 
undergo, they would he only too pleased to go there. The people living along the railway for a consider
able time have been agitating for this extension, and they do not care much where it goes so long as they 
get it. They will back up the proposal which is most likely to be carried out.
1216. The greater convenience offered by the electric tram basnet diminished their desire, and is not 
likely to ? No.
12 L7. Is it not true that the suburban residents have, for some time, been pressing tho Commissioners to 
reduce the fares ? Two or three deputations have waited on the Commissioners within the last five years 
for that purpose, for the reason that it was pretty well known that the western suburbs were paying very 
considerably for other lines which do not pay.
1218. The proposal of the Government is to increase tho faros if the railway is made into the city ;—will 
there be objection to that on the part of the people ? No, because so many would be saved the expense 
of the tram.
1219. Do you think it would do away with the demand for a reduction of the general fares ? Yes ; they 
could not very well ask for increased accommodation, and at the same time for a reduction of fares. The 
people understood that it was proposed to increase the fares by about one penny if the railway were 
extended. I have been working up this question for three years, and I have not heard a dissentient voice 
against that proposal. After all it does not mean any increase, as it would save tram fares, and be a great 
saving in point of time.
1220. The scheme now before us will cost, in round numbers, about £1,500,000;—in order to pay interest 
on that amount, instead of having to pay an extra fare of one penny, you would have to pay three-penee 
in order to get the same return;—do you think the suburban people would be content to pay that ? I 
am sure they would not.
1221. Do you notice that the scheme now before us does not altogether save the Park ? I believe about 
80 feet of the Park is to be taken.
1222. It takes a strip at Elizabeth-street, in the first part, and an equal strip, in the second part, and it 
takes part of Elizabeth-street right out of the roads of the city ;—is that a strong objection ? Yes, there 
is a strong objection to closing up any street.
1223. It is only a partial saving of the Park, and if Hyde Park is to bo sacred every inch of it should be 
sacred? Yes ; there should be the same objection to taking a small strip of the Park,
1224. Then it is proposed to take a very large area of the Domain for a carriage shed and shunting, so 
tl)at so far as public reserves are concerned, this proposal takes as much public park away from Sydney 
as tho other scheme, only it does so in two places instead of one ? Yes.
1225. Has the increased expense been eousidered by the suburban people? I cannot say that it has ; 
because this plan has only been made public recently, and there havebeen no meetings during the lastfeiv 
months, Still that must occur to them.
1226.1 suppose the feeling with regard to the Park is not so strong in the suburbs as it is in the city ? No.
1227. Would you be quite prepared to give up part of Ashfield Park for railway purposes ? Yes ; if it 
would be more convenient for the greater number of people.
1228. Do all the people in the western suburbs hold tliat opinion ? Yes. We would assume that if part of 
the Ashfield Park were taken there would be a certain amount of benefit to tbo Ashfield people themselves.
1229. Mr. Shepherd.'] Are you in business in Sydney ? Yes ; at Circular Quay.
1230. In the event of the railway being extended to King-street, would you go to the King-street railway 
station in preference to the George-street tram ? Yes ; it would not make much difference in time ; but 
my case is not the same as others, as I am at the extreme point of the city.
1231. What portion of the city would benefit by the extension to King-street? I think most people 
disembark between Hunter-street and Pork-street, and thence westward.
1232. Do you think it is likely that persons whose business is situated in Park-street, would come ail the 
way to King-street and walk back to Park-street, in preference to using the George-street tram ? It is 
very hard to say; probably they would find it to their advantage to do so, as it would save time. The 
crowds who get out at King-street show that that is the most convenient place to get to business. The 
trams show that every day.
1233. Do you think that persons whose business premises are in George-street would prefer to go to 
King-street and walk down to George-street, rather than go by the George-street tram, and be dropped 
almost at their own door ? Yes ; except in wet weather. People have a great objection to breaking their 
journey in the train.
1234. Have you ever calculated the exact time which it lakes to reach King-street from Strathfield when 
the train comes straight in ? A through train from Strathfield to King-street would do the journey in 
seventeen or eighteen minutes.
1235. Have you ever taken the actual time which is occupied in reaching your place of business when
you use the George-street tram ? A through train from Summer Hill will take eight minutes, and the 
electric tram would take mo down to the Quay in about a quarter of an hour, 1236.
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12H6. Would not the only portion of the city that would he benefited by the railway extension be the ‘ Pwa^ ' 
block between Park-street, Pitt-street, and Hunter-street ? That would be the block that would be most 27y^b]9ob 
benefited, but you cannot possibly have a station which will benefit every part of the city equally. ’
1237. There is no intermediate station proposed between Kedfern and King-street, and, therefore, only 
those in tho neighbourhood of King-street would be benefited ? I am only dealing with tho St. James’
Koad scheme, in which J believe an intermediate station is provided for.
1238. The plans now submitted to the Committee contain no intermediate station, so that it would be 
simply that part of the city within easy reach of King-street which would be benefited by the extension ; 
it is estimated to cost £1,500,000 ; it would take up a large portion of the Park ; it would block Elizabeth- 
street ;—supposing it does suit a portion of the city, do you think it is desirable to destroy the Park to 
a certain extenl, and to block Elizabeth-street in order to give a portion of the city a little more con
venience in reaching their place of business ? No ; I do not advocate the (Jovernment scheme at all.
"What I advocate is the St. James’ Koad scheme, which does not block Elizabeth-street. _ _
1239. But that would take up a large portion of the Park ? As I have said before that is merely maudlin
sentiment, considering the large area of Park land which we have there. .

THURSDAY., 1 MARCH, 1900.

Jlrrstnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman) .

The Hon. Patrick Ltniiksay Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.B.
Egbert Henry Levies, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending tho Kailway System of tho Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Upward, Chairman, City Kailway Extension Alliance, sworn, and further examined :—
1240. Mr. Shepherd.'] You stated previously that you considered at least half an hour would be gained J. Upward,
by the extension of the railway to King-street;—will you explain how that is made up There is first A——
tho time wasted in transhipping at Kedfern ; it is now two or three minutes; it used to be longer by the 1 Mar., 1900. 
stbam tram, H takes from eight to ten minutes to travel from the station. Now that we have the
electric tram it would he, perhaps, more correct to say that the saving would be from twenty to twenty- 
five minutes.
1241. Have you not also to allow' for the time occupied by going from King-street to your place of 
business in the case of the railway extension as well as from the tram ? Yes.
1242. In the case of the steam tram, passengers can be dropped close to their places of business between 
Pitt or George street ? Yes.
1,243. They stop at every street, whereas the railway extension to King-street would drop the whole of 
the passengers at King-street;—those living at a considerable distance would therefore have to give up as 
much time as it would take to change at the railway and reach that spot by tram ? Do you mean people 
whose business is south of King-street ?
1244. I am speaking of the whole thing, because passengers who do not get out at Kedfern would have 
to be brought to King-street;—do you think there would be any saving of time in the case of people who 
have to go to York-street, Sussex-street, or below' Bridge or Hunter streets ? I do not think there would 
be any saving. The tram will take them much nearer to their destination than the train.
1245. Would the extra advantage of the extension of the railway to King-street be confined to the 
vicinity of that station ? That is the busiest centre.
1246. Dr. Garran.] Contrasting the use of the tramway with the railway, do you think that people 
coming from Sussex-street wrould take the electric tram to the station, or would they go up to Hyde Park 
to take the railway ? Coming from Sussex-street, when they reach George-street they have walked two- 
thirds of the way, and I should think the greater portion of the people would walk the remaining third, 
so saving time and expense.
1247. Would thejr not think that they had walked enough on a hot day when they reached George-street?
I daresay they would.
1248. Mr. Lnvicn,,] Asa question of public convenience, do you think it would be wise to have an inter
mediate station between King-street and Belmore Park ? I think that is more a question for railway 
authorities. They know what distances stations should be apart. I do not know whether it is possible 
to work stations so close together. Supposing that the intermediate station would be at Liverpool-street,
1 should say it would not bo desirable to have a station there, judging from the small number of people 
who leave the trams at that point.
1249. Have you seen all the plans ? Yes.
1250. Which scheme would you recommend ? The old one, known as the St. James’ Koad scheme, which 
was recommended by the last Public Works Committee. I support that on the ground of economy and 
utility, and it docs not close up any streets.
1251. If that recommendation were carried out, would not people still require cab accommodation ? Yes; 
no matter where the station is.
1252. Would it bring the whole of the passenger traffic into that station if there were a break in the 
journey between Kedfern and St. James’Koad? I think if any intermediate station were erected it 
would be used by a very small percentage of travellers.
1253. Is there a great deal of difference in summer and winter in the number of people who travel by
tram from Kedfern? A great many people in winter walk for the sake of exercise, if the railway be 
extended into the city, those who wish to do so can still walk from Kedfern, Once in the train they .
would bo likely to remain in it until they reached the terminus.
1254. Would they be willing to pay a small extra charge for coming right into the city ? Yes; and the 
charge would be less than wo have to pay at present. I believe the Commissioners recommended about 
one penny per day, whereas we now pay twopence per day by tram,
1255. Would it save time or money ? Both. 1256.
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Xlpward, 1256, Is not the change advocated more to save money than, time ? Time 1ms its value.
1 ‘>tur toob people still take family tickets If the railway were run into the city ? Experience teaches

^ ' that the more facilities you give for travelling the more they are availed of.
1258. Is there not a great outcry against taking any part of Hyde Park ? Yes ; from various quarters.
1259. I suppose the suburban people do not complain of that ? 1 have not heard any such objection 
raised. I think the objections come a great deal from interested quarters—that is, from people who, for 
their own reasons, wish the railway to go to the western part of the city. Others wish the station to

■ remain where it is.
1260. Apart from that, in your opinion, the Hyde Park scheme would be the best ? Yes, undoubtedly.
1261. Have yon had many years experience in the city ? Twenty-two or twenty-three years.
1262 'Would it be an inconvenience to the public to use the Park for the station:1 Only to a very small 
extent. The only portion which would be closed to the public would be a small portion between Park- 
street and .King-street, The portion between Park and Liverpool Streets would be just as opon to them 
as it is at present.
1263. Have you ever heard complaints from the eastern suburbs, or the western suburbs, against the 
proposal to take the railway through Hyde Park? Certainly not from the western suburbs. Borne time 
ago there was a public meeting held in Paddington, at which there seemed, to be very strong objections 
to the proposal,
1261. l)p you think they would be inconvenienced in any way ? No. The objection comes from 
people living in Paddington, Surry Hills, or Wbollooumoloo vrho walk across the Park into town every 
day. They would have to make a slight detour between Park and King Streets. For instance, if they 
wanted to go down Market-street, that avenue would bo closed to them.
1265. But they could still get into King-street ? Yes,
1266. You have heard of complaints, well grounded or otherwise, from the eastern suburbs ? Only from
Paddington; the other three suburbs, Waverlev, Woollahra, and Eaudwick, were stronerly in favour of 
the St. James’ Eoad scheme. *
1267. Are the western suburbs absolutely in favour of the scheme ? Yes.
1268. Do they think it would be sufficiently central and cheaper? Yes.
1269. Do you think that the area which would bo served by the extension would be between Liverpool 
and Hunter Streets ? Yes ; hut not so far hack as Liverpool-street. I should say as far as Park-street. 
12/0. Vice-ChairmanJ] Docs your Alliance pin its faith to the St, James’ Eoad scheme, as recommended 
by the Royal Commission and the last Public Works Committee ? Yes.
1271. Do you remember that the late Mr. Eddy stated that that scheme would only make provision for 
the railway requirements of the next twenty years ? Yes.
12/2, Would there not then be an almost irresistible temptation to take more of the Park to meet the 
demands ? I do not think so, for this reason—it may be fairly assumed that long before that time the 
people of tho eastern suburbs will clamour so strongly for a railway in their direction that it is almost 
hound to be made. It would greatly relieve the terminus if that railway were made in a circle to the 
western suburbs, rejoining the railway system between Eveleigh and Newtown.
1273. Have you considered the details of that scheme as to what effect it would have upon the Domain 
instead of the Park ? No; 1 think that is more a question for the experts iu the Eailway Department. 
127-i. I presume Mr. Eddy must have been conversant with the details when he said that in twenty years 
the Bt. James Road station would not he large enough ? I have already stated that No. 10 plan shows a 
way out of the difficulty. ^ It shows a tunnel extension into the Domain, behind the Art Gallery, and that 
woujd be just as feasible in the case of the St. James’ Road scheme as in the present plat,
1275. Would not that be taking from tho people a larger area of their recreation ground at the expense 
of the Domain instead of the Park ? I think it has been pointed out by some of the railway experts that 
a line going to the eastern suburbs would considerably relieve tho proposed terminal station.
1276. Do you think it is a serious matter to take away such a large portion of the Domain as is now
proposed, seeing that that reserve is close to the thickly-populated parts of Woolloomooloo ? You would 
certainly rob that part which was intended as a place of recreation, and not for business purposes; but 
sentiment must give way to business requirements. 1
1277. Will this plan not only take away a certain area, but also make access to the remainin'r part of the
Domain difficult ? Yes. '
1278. Do you think that the necessity for a city railway extension outweighs any idea as to the conveni
ence afforded by ths Park? lea, to a certain extent, Yery few people would advocate taking a public 
park if that course could be avoided. ’
1279. Mr. Levien.] I suppose you will admit that the citizens of Sydney should have a great deal of 
park lands ? Yes; hut 1 think they are far better off for parks and recreation grounds than are the 
people in the suburbs.
1289, But you have a larger area in the suburbs ? Yes, hut with less conveniences.

Joseph Henry Maiden, Director of the Botanic Gardens, sworn, and examined :—■
1281. Yice-Chairvian] Do you wish to submit a statement to the Committee ? Yes ; it is as follows : —

J. H, Maiden. 8th June, ]S29, a descriptive list of reserves in the town of Sydney was gazetted, and in that list the Government
r - a. — JJomain is described as starting from the position of the mouth of the Tank Stream, thence by Macquarie-place and Bcnt- 

1 Mar., 1900. stree''> a‘onS that street to King-street east; tiicnceto Elizabeth-street: thence by that street to Liverpool-street, to the 
commencement of Oxford-street; and thence by a line in a north-easterly direction to the waters of tVoolloumooloo Bay, 
leaving John Palmer’s grant of ’Woolloomooloo, lying outside it to the oast, hut excluding oat of the said reserve two 
tUlotmcuta which had been granted to J. Buckley and J. M. O'Connell, which arc the present sites of tho Domain and 
Richmond Terraces, This reserve, Mr. <T. G. Hay holds (he investigated the facts when an officer of the Lands Department, 

evidence before a former Commission on Railway Extension) is practically the same as the Government Domain 
of Governor Phillip in 1792.

The Domain as here defined, of course, includes what is known as Hyde Park.
• i l L* Edition the Domain included Garden Island, which by order of Governor Macquarie, dated 7th September, 1811, 

should be comprised in and considered in future as forming a part of the Government Domain.”
Garden Island has been taken away, and perusal of maps dated about 1830, will show to wlmt a large extent the 

Domain has, in the course of time, been further encroached upon. Other officers of the Government, can give you precise 
figures to what extent tliis appropriation of the Domain has proceeded, and I humbly ask that the Committee may not 
countenance any further encroachment upon this unique people’s park.

Although
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Although the Domnin Inn's only been nmlcr my care for nearly four years, for eleven years (1882 to 1893) I was in J- H. Maiden, 
charge of the old Technological Museum in the Domain, and my knowledge of this park is of a very detailed character.

The objects of the Domnin arc rest and recreation of the people, to promote their mental and physical health and 1 Mar., 1900. 
enjoyment, and no steps should lie taken which will limit the realization of these objects. _

It is a truism that no structures should be erected in a public park which arc not necessary to carry out the objects 
of the park. Thus administrative ofiiecs and workshops are necessary, so are buildings for the public refreshment, 
lavatories| itc., bmd-sLands, shelter-pavilions, fountains, and so on. All these buildings should be designed so as to be 
neat and ornamental in appearance, and in harmony with their surroundings. Thus the park is treated ns one harmonious 
whole, nnd it should bo the object of the Director to coiitiuually add to its attractiveness and convenience. He _has in 
charge the people's park, and they entrust him with certain funds to maintain and improve it. The first essential of a 
park is inviolability. If a man sets himself to improve a certain area from a landscape point of view his plans may lie 
destroyed, nnd the public money expended on the park largely thrown away if an area be excised or the park cut into two.
New conditions thus arise, and lie has to prepare nciv plans with the view of mooting the changed conditions. And while 
he is progressing in this matter there is no guarantee that afresh interference with the people’s park may not again destroy 
what has been done. Again trees which are planted for shade and sylvan effect, or simply to hide unsightly views or 
objects are of slow giowth. Suppose a farmer to cultivate a 20-acro paddock, if 2 acres of this he resumed, inmost 
cases the result is that his operations continue on the etiialitT area just as they did on the larger, the only difference being 
that his work and crop are alike reduced 10 per cent. But the matter is usually totally different in treating a landscape.
The resumed area may become an eyesore to the main portion, distinctly injuring it from au aesthetic point of view.

In tho present case it is proposed to introduce into the Domain a railway, partly m tunnel and partly in open 
cutting, with an extensive flask-shaped area of 9 or 10 acres, to bo used as an engine-yard. This is a very large proportion 
of the Domain, which now stands at 00 acres ; but in addition it will sever portions of it, and existing paths will have to 
be carried over the railway by bridges. The area in question is a restful ami beautiful portion of the Domain, and is 
immediately adjacent to the densely-popula ted Woolloomooloo Valley. In place of the repose that at present obtains, wo 
would have, besides losing 10 per cent of the park, the noise and dirt of trains and the hideous appearance of station 
yards, which would very seriously diminish the value of the remainder. The park belongs to all, well and strong alike ; but in 
this trying climate of oms, where people too readily became jaded and reduced iu tone, it, seems cruel that weary and 
physically-impaired people should be driven away to a distant portion of their own park. How can a citizen quietly rest 
or read in the vicinity of shrieking engines? Why should those who are careful of their personal appearance be driven 
away by the smoke and smut that are inseparable from railway traffic? The \egetation must also suffer; that is so 
self-evident that I need not dilate upon it.

Ami lastly, but certainly not least, how can a man view with equanimity the presence of a large engine-shed, grimy 1
and hideous, for it is not possible to make such a structure biend into u harmonious picture of sylvan scenery.

“You will find that sentiment is not dead yet." a distinguished citizen wrote_ to me ft few days ago ; and it would 
boa sure sign of national decadence in New South Wales if feelings of sentiment in regard to the beautifying of our 
beloved city were to be blunted. It is only the smug and untravelled ptovineiaiist who says that Sydney lias open spaces 
enough and lo spare. In this respect wc should take a. lesson from our friendly rival, Melbourne, who has made 
better provision for tho future in tins respect than we have.

1 am aware that the scheme in regard to which I am addressing you is but one out of a large number dealing with 
the bringing of the railway into tho city ; but I respectfully and earnestly ask you in the best and truest interests of the 
people of New South Wales to give your preference to one which dues not involve the further disfigurement and whittling 
away of the people's Domain.
1282. /)>■. Garra/i.] Naturally, your feeling is this, whatever the people have got in the way of reserves 
keep them ? Yes; that weighs largely with me.
1283. Supposing you had been called upon fifty or a hundred years ago to lay out park lands for Sydney,
embracing the aron it now occupies, would you have concentrated so large a portion of park in one 
place and left so little in other parts ? 1 think that largely depends on the individual requirements of
the city. In a military country you would have to take care that you had large areas for exercising 
grounds. There might be other special conditions which might render it necessary for largo areas to bo 
set apart. . T . .
12S4. But you could not have these very large areas in the middle of a busy city ? No ; hut if you did 
not reserve them it would be diilicult afterwards to obtain them, I remember the enormous expenditure 
which the citizens of London have incurred to buy back little bits of ground.
] 285. If you look at tho matter not exclusively from the point of view of the custodian of public parks, 
but as we have to look at it in the interests of Sydney as a whole, would you not bo obliged to say that 
some parts of the city have been very scantily supplied with open-air spaces ? I must answer that in the 
affirmative.
128(5. If you look at the maps, is there not a very largo area of park land beginning at Rushcuttcra’ Bay, 
going as far as the south end of Hyde Park, and north to Mrs. Macquarie's Chair? Yes.
1287. Is not that, roughly, equal to the whole populated area of East Sydney—say, everything cast of 
George-street ? Yes.
1288. Is not that a very larjie allowance for a populated area? Yes.
1283. Apart from the Observatory and Wynyard-square, what open-air spaces are there in Wcst Sydney ?
1 think West Sydney is very poorly supplied.
1290. Arc not the people in West Sydney practically out of the reach of any park near enough for 
families to take advantage of them daily ? Yes; they aro a very good distance away compared with the 
people in Woolloomooloo.
1291. Take the case of a woman with children who cannot afford -to keep a servant, should there not be 
some little open space to which she could send her children so as to be ’within call? That would be most 
desirable.
1292. If you were planning the city, would you not like to put a little open space wilhin 100 yards of 
every house in the city ? Yes.
1293. In West Sydney we have only two lucky reserves, and in Pyrmont we have absolutely nothing 
are we obliged to sit down and say that that is irremediable ? I hope not.
1294. You have sjioken of the great expenditure iu London in order to get back small pieces of land for 
parks ;—could we not avoid that great expense by exchanging a corner of Hyde Park for small spaces 
which could be bought in the western and southern parts of the city ? I have not come prepared with 
any evidence regarding Hyde Park, which is governed by a trust, and I should prefer the Trustees to 
answer any questions on that subject. But with regard to the Outer Domain, I may bo allowed to say 
that if we could get an absolute grant of a reserve in West Sydney, or in some other densely-populated 
part of the city, in exchange for the portion which it is proposed to excise from the Domain, my objection 
would largely fall to the ground.
1295. I do not wish to rob tho people, but to distribute tho blessing we have got more uniformly; there
fore, would it he a bad thing, apart from the railway question, for the Government to say West Sydney 
has been neglected, wo shall take a portion of the surplus belonging to East Sydney, estimate ifs value, 
and spend that amount in buying up little open spaces wherever we can get them in West Sydney ? I 
think that would ho a very wise policy. ' 1296.
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J.H.Maiden. 1296. Two gentlemen, accustomed to land-valuing, liave valued the piece of ground which Mr. Eddy 
wanted to take from Hyde Park, at £180,000 :—let us put down £200,000 to cover the whole thing ■— 

1 Mar., 1900. cou]<j not that he charged against the railway capital and be spent by the Government in buying up little 
open spaces in West Sydney, where they are most needed ? 1 think that would be the only equitable 
way of dealing with the matter. ]f you take Hyde Park or the Domain, it is only fair to provide open 
spaces in congested districts. That would do away with a great deal of the opposition to these schemes',
1297. Mr. Eddy offered £100,000 for the land to be taken, but he made no stipulation as to what should
be done with the mouey. .My suggestion is that the Eailway Commissioners should pay the full value of 
the land, and that amount should bo spent in parking the neglected part of the city ? 1 think that would
be good policy. The railways are a commercial undertaking, and the Commissioners have no right to take 
laud from Hyde Park, or the land which 1 have charge of, for nothing.
1298. If they wanted a portion of your Domain, do you think they should do the same thing ? Yes.
1299. Do you agree that that scheme would not be whittling away the people’s Domain ? Yes ; in fact it 
would he a transference of some of the sites.
1300. Taking it from those who have plenty, and giving to those who have none ? Yes; that is my 
personal view.
1301. Would there still remain the objection of the aesthetic spoiling of Hyde Park by a railway ? Yes ; 
I have given some attention to that scheme, and I do not want to take any stcpi which might appear lo 
transfer my aniiety with regard to the Domain to the Trustees of Hyde Park, put 1 do sympathise with 
the trust as to any interference with the Park. My predecessor is a member of the Hyde Park Trust, 
but 1 am not.
1302. Arc you simply called in to deal with the ornamentation of the Park ? No ; not even that.
1303. Supposing it were proved to the satisfaction of the Committee and Parliament that the scheme 
before us is really the best, and we are called upon to give up a portion of the Domain for a carriage-shed, 
would you still say that if the value of the land were given for other parts of the city, it would not be a 
wrong thingp It would bo quite proper if an absolutely equitable exchange were made.' 1 should want 
to be paid for the area taken away, the damage for severance, and all the expense in that way.
1304. Mr. S/uyi/miY/.J Is the portion of the Domain which is proposed to be taken away thickly supplied
with trees ? 1 have been over the ground, and J cau give some exact figures. The proposed scheme In
bring the railway into the Domain will involve the immediate destruction of 224 trees, as enumerated 
below. Doubtless other trees will also be destroyed during the contractor’s operations, for he must have 
what wc may term elbow-room.—57 fig-trees of sorts, 35 Norfolk pines, 30 other pines of sorts, 25

' poplars, Lombardy and others, 22 oaks, 20 gum-trees (an old original clump), 17 Tnstania conferta, 7 
Hobinia (false acacia), 3 carobs (male and female), 2 plane trees, 2 pencil cedars (Dysoxylon), 1 coral tree 
(Erythrina), 1 turpentine, 1 elm tree, and 1 old honeysuckle; total, 224.
1305. Not more than one-tenth of these are indigenous trees? Yes. Most of them are from fifty 
years old downwards.
1306. Are they in a healthy state ? 95 per cent, are healthy, and 85 are first-class trees. "Within tho 
last few years I have been taking out all the rubbish.
1307. Does that include the whole area ‘i Yes. The lunnel goes under the fig-tree avenue for 11 chains, 
and ] am informed by one of the railway officers that the crown of the tunnel at one place is 7 feet 
under the ground, and for a great portion of the distance it goes underneath the ground from 7 to 14 
feet. 1 am anxious about the fate of that avenue on account of the immense amount of drainage which 
will take place. The roots of the fig-trees search for moisture, and tho sulphurous fumes from the tunnel 
may have a very bad effect upon the trees. I look upon that fig-tree avenue as a noble one. People walk 
up and down there all day.
130S. I presume the tunnel would be thoroughly cemented so that it is unlikely that the fumes from the 
engines would reach the roots? I do not know anything about that; but if the fig-trees are in a kind 
of flower-pot it will do away with a portion of my objection.
1309. "Would the open cutting interfere with any of your paths or roads ? Yes ; that is shown on the 
plan which I produce. ’There is quite a network of roads and paths which would have to be taken over 
the line by bridges, and a portion of the Domain would be cut otf entirely.
1310. Would it set off nearly the whole of Sir John Young's Crescent? Yes. There is another matter 
which I do not think has yet been dealt with. 1 produce a sketch of the Art Gallery as it will be when 
completed. In conjunction with the Government Architect I have arranged for the construction of a 
drive on the western side to go from the Domain, and make a promenade around the completed building. 
It will be absurd to have only one entrance to the Gallery when completed ; there should be a terrace 
around it. But 1 could not recommend this expensive work if the land were taken away ns proposed
1311. Would tho railway enclosure encroach upon that? The nearest point goes 120 feet from the 
buildings. To complete the Art Gallery’s scheme means that tho railway would go a great deal nearer, 
and I am afraid the pictures would be speedily converted into old masters, and you would have to use the 
Art Gallery for something else. Then towards the Palmer-street entrance, most of the trees will have to 
give way, and the road will have to be extended. The trees will he largely destroyed, and the path will 
have to be deviated and supported on walls or an embankment.
1312. Do you regard the whole thing as a disfigurement of the Domain ? Yes ; I have no hesitation in 
saying so. It is a scheme which has caused me a great deal of anxiety.
1313. Would ihe area actually taken up by these works be 8 acres ? Mr. Deane told mo they would take 
up 8 or 10 acres ; I am referring to scheme No. 10.
1314. Have you heard the matter discussed by visitors to the Domain ? A number of people have come 
to me ; but it was only a week or two ago that I understood the details I do not think that people, as a 
rule, know the details of the scheme. "
1315. What do you think is the general impression ? I have not heard any persons speak in favour of 
the scheme, and some people have spoken very strongly against it.
1316. Mr. Acrt'ew.] Do you object to any part of the Domain being taken away, and do you think the area
sufficiently limited now ? Yes, unloss you adopt Dr. Garran’s idea of exchanging what is taken away for 
land of equal value to be used as parks in densely-populated districts, where the people have no playgrounds, 
at all. ■
1317. Do you object to (bis proposal, No. 10, altogether ? Yes.
1318. Have you a good kuowlcdgcof the suburbs city ? Yes; 1 lived between Ashfield and Homcbush
for thirteen years. 1319.
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1319. "What scheme would you propose? I do not propose any scheme. I always felt when I lived in J.H.Mmden.

the western suburbs, that there should be some means of getting into the city. . 2
1320. Have you seen any of the schemes before the Committee ? I have only casually examined them. •' '
1321. Are the people in the western suburbs always complaining of the want of quick communication with
the city. That was tho general topic in the trains. _
1322. "Did you ever suffer any inconvenience yourself? Yes ; I, wanted to get quickly to my office.
1323. Where would you suggest that the central station should be ? I have always thought that it should 
be somewhere near ICing-sirect, judging from the number of people who get out of the trams there. ^
1324. What do vou think of proposal No. 3, which suggests taking the land from Park-street two-thirds
of the wav from'Elizabeth to Pitt streets ? If 1 were still a traveller on the railway, I should be quite 
satisfied to be put down anywhere about Eing-street, _ _ _ _
1325. If you had an office in Bridge-street, would you still be of tho same opinion ? No ; I might then
make another recommendation. _
132G. If you had an office in Sussex-slreet, would that suit you ? No ; I would have other means ot 
getting to town—the electric tram, for instance. _
1327. An v scheme would suit you so long as you would get near your own work? Yes; and I realise
that everybody cannot have the railway station close to them—somebody must give way. _
1328. Considering the limited area of "business places, where would you suggest that the central station 
should be placed ? I would be satisfied with a station anywhere between Q-eorge-street and Hyde Park, 
and it must be near the northern end of Hyde Park.
1329. You would not touch the Park at all ? Not if I could help it. _
1330. Do you think it would injure tho Park much by taking a small part of it ? It is only a question 
of area. 1 think the great fear is that the railway authorities would not stop at what was first taken. I 
would not allow the Park or the Domain to be touched if it could possibly be avoided.
1331. Are you speaking in your professional character, or as a citizen, for the benefit of all ? I am a
man of the world, and have travelled a good deal, and lam trying to give you my honest opinion—which is 
that vou should preserve the open spaces as much as possible. With regard to the suburban traffic, you 
should bring it into the city if possible, but it is ridiculous to suppose that a station could be placed in 
the city which would suit everybody’s perfect convenience. _ _
1332. But vou would not allow any portion of the Park or the Domain to be interfered with ? I have
always stood firm on that ground. When 1 was a citizen living in tho western suburbs, 1 was always 
sorry that Hyde Park should be touched. _ ,
1333. Have you ever heard of any complaint from people living in the eastern suburbs about interfering
with Hvde Park for the railway ? Some people have come to me and have objected, but it is generally 
known that I have more to do with the Domain, and they would not come to me to make their complaints 

about Hyde Park. _
133f. Do you not think it is the general impression that Hyde Park is more used by tbe loafing com
munity than by people seeking health? 1 think that is largely a matter of police. If the matter were 
suitably taken up, the condition of Hyde Park might be a great deal better than it is. I know a good 
deal about my lodgers in tbe Domain, and if I were given magisterial powers for twelve months I would 
make a great improvement there. Hyde Park is under a trust. _
1333. Do you think it is tho want of supervision which makes the Park objectionable? Yes.
1386. Who are the Trustees? Dr. Norton is one, and I think half the aldermen of the city are on the 
trust. I think it is altogether a question of policing Hyde Park. More police are required. H it is 
still in such a conditon that you cannot walk across Hyde Park after dark with your handbag, it is an 
evidence of weakness on the part of a civilised community. 1 would have tbe Park lighted with electricity, 
and T would have bands and light refreshment-rooms. It should be lighted all night with electricity.
Then vou would find that respectable people would go there, and would drive out the loafers. That is 
also mv idea with regard to the Domain.
1337. You admit that the police do their duty thoroughly as far as the number engaged there are 
concerned? Yes, certainly. 1 see the police nearly every night. I am in close contact with them, and 
I never say a word against them. WTith regard to the construction of railway works in the Domain, I 
have taken no cognisance of the permanent embankments and other works which would be erected after 
their construction. 1 have simply referred to the effect during their construction. The trees if removed 
or injured cannot be made to grow again, except during the period of the lifetime of a man.
1338. Vice-Chairman.'] What was the last encroachment on the Domain? The last important one was
the Art Gallery. . ,
1339. You do not regard that as serious from an rcsthetic point of view ? The land was obtained for 
nothing, and as Director of the Domain I hold very strong ideas about placing a building like tbe Art 
Gallery in the landscape. I think it is a terrible blot. Of course from the point of view of the Art 
Trustees it is a desirable site ; but you shut out the people from an exquisite site, and you raise a heap of 
stone in its place.
1340. Was that erected since the Technological barn was erected ? Yes, iu 1884.
1341. Assuming that you had both Hyde Park and Domain under your control, from your point of view,
which would be the better scheme, one which would take part of Hyde Park at present, and later on 
absorb probably the whole northern end of it, or this scheme now before the Committee which, although 
not professing to do so, does take a portion of the Park, and injures the rest of it, and also takes a portion 
of the Domain ? I cannot answer that question without seeing exactly what area would be taken. I 
would distinctly disclaim any idea of desiring to shunt tbe burden on to Hyde Park. I do not want to 
save the Domain at tho expense of Hyde Park. Unless I could see the different schemes in plan, I could 
not say which I would prefer. _ ...
1342. Presuming that Dr. Garran’s suggestion were carried out, and the railway authorities paid for the
value of any land taken by them, would tbe amount of money credited to you be sufficient to give any
thing like adequate park accommodation for West Sydney? I cannot express an opinion ; but I think it 
would go a considerable way towards doing so, because if I had a free hand, I would buy cheap property 
and neglected land for the purpose, _ .
1343. Would not such am exchange mean this, that you would only be paid the value of unoccupied land, 
while you would have to buy land which was built upon ? Yes.

16—1 1344.
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. . i^ait en. 3341. Do you tLiok you would have sufficient money, under those circumstances, to obtain parks for 
i Marigoo* -d' ^ ^ 5 *Ju1, you would go as far as you could, and you would be going in the right direction.

^ . lerhaps "West Sydney would not want such a large park area as East Sydney, because it is largely taken
up with factories and stores, whereas iu East Sydney the parks are the natural outlet for kVoolloomooloo, 

. Darlinghurst, and Surry Hills.
1345. You very strongly objected to the construction of wharfs in Woolloomooloo Bay ;—what would he 
the combined effect of the construction of wharfs, and the carrying out proposal Ho, 10 ? It would be 
very deleterious to the Domain as a park ; it would prevent necessary alterations and improvements to it 
as a park. '

John Stinson, member of the City Eailway Extension Alliance, sworn, and examined:—
J. Stinson. 1346. Vice-Chairman^] Were you at one time Mayor of Burwood? Yes. I now reside on Liverpool 

1 Ma"l90 ■^oaci, 011 infield side.
.. ar., o, 124-7. Would you give the Committee a statement of your views on this question? I would like to speak 

as a resident for ten years in tho western suburbs, and as one who travels on the railway almost daily, 
sometimes twice a day. During that time I have seen the constant necessity for the extension of the 
railway into the city. That I think is generally admitted, and it is simply a question of method. I have 
also had an opportunity of hearing the opinions of other residents expressed privately and at public 
meetings. I can speak of the general desire of such an extension into tho city. A very large number of 
municipal councillors were approached during the early stages of the Extension Alliance, and I do not 
think in any case there was opposition to tho scheme. Some of them did not co-opcrate, but T do not 
know if any objection was offered. One of the great objections is the charge from train lo tram at 
Eedfern, and the loss of time and the inconvenience occasioned. It was hoped at one time by a great 
number of travellers that when the electric tram was constructed along G-eorge-street it would obviate a 
great deal of the inconvenience and loss of time, but J have noted very carciiilfy the result of that change. 
Personally, 1 feel that it is norse than before, so far as the railway travellers are concerned. The cars 
are excellent, but they do not give anything like adequate accommodation for so large a suburban traffic 
as there is in the busy hours. There is a constant rush for trams, and it is almost im possible to get 
accommodation without a groat deal of unpleasantness. Consequently there is a greater loss of time than 
when the steam trains were running. I have watched carefully as a member of the Alliance the various 
schemes which have been put forward, and, in myopinion, nothing has been put forward so far which can 
-equal what is known as the St. James’ Koad scheme, which was before the last Public Works Committee.
1348. You know that that involved the resumption of a considerable portion of Hyde Park, and to meet 
That difficulty to some extent, scheme Ho. 10 has been referred to the Committee;—can yon give any 
opinion on that scheme ? From the point of view of accommodation and convenience of the public I think 
that would probably meet the case. The only difficulty is the additional expense which would probably 
make it prohibitive. Then there is the inconvenience which would be caused by dosing a portion of 
Elisabeth-street. The resumption of land will probably cause an additional expenditure of £1,000,000.
1349. Would railway travellers be prepared to pay for such an increase of outlay so as to meet the 
interest on nearly £1,000,000 additional? They might pay it, but they would not pay it willingly.
1350. W'ould they bo prepared to pay the amount necessary to meet the interest charged on the St. 
James’ Eoad scheme ? Yes ; 1 feel sure all londjide travellers would pay au increased price to be brought 
into town—say, up to King-street. That would be paying what they are now practically called upon tc 
pay for tram fares.
1351. AVhere is your office? In Castlereagh-street, opposite Moore-street.
1352. Taking the site of the station now proposed, or in St, James’ Eoad, do you think that the great 
majority of the travellers would be convenienced by those schemes ? As far as my observation goes, tho 
great majority of travellers by the trams leave at Market-street or King-street. '
1353. Do they go cast or west ? They go both ways, and some north.
1354. In what direction do the majority go ? 1 think the great majority go down King-street, to the
west. ”
1355. Is not the station proposed on the eastern border of that part of the city which contains the business
people ? Yes. ‘
1356. Do yon think that that would not involve any great inconvenience? It would not involve any great 
inconvenience; and there is the additional advantage that people would be landed alongside the cable tram.
1357. Wrould not that continue the existing difficulties as to moving from train to tram ? Ho ; because 
there would be a saving of several minutes by coming in the train to King-street,
135S. What time would that save as comjiarcd with the present method ? It would depend upon the 
■distance that a man had to travel by the cable tram. Speaking of my own case, where I would walk to 
my office from the terminus at King-street, it would save about ten minutes. That is, assuming that J can 
now get the tram at once at Eedfern; but a great many people do not get the tram at once. They do 
not care to scramble for a seat, and consequently they are delayed.
1359. You say that you think the present state of things is worse than the old state is that due to the 
want of a sufficient number of cars or electric trams ? I do not think that a single line of cars is 
sufficient to accommodate the travelling public during the busy hours. Previously two (rams used to be 
waiting, and each tram would carry off a larger number of people than the small electric trams can do.
1360. Mr. Kneeshaw told us that the electric trams can take away tho maximum number asking to be 
carried on any day in practically three minutes—that is to say, half the people got away in one and a half 
minutes, whereas under the old system a tram had to wait three minutes after the arrival of the train ; 
suppose we had two or three electrio tram lines going down Pitt and Castlereagh streets or Sussex-street, 
do you think the electric system would be able to take the whole of the people rto their business? Yes ; 
but it would not get over the transhipping.
1361. Would it be a material improvement ? I think so,
1362. Supposing a station were built on the Benevolent Asylum site, obviating the present danger,
and supposing there were a system of parallel trams, would that to some extent meet tbo present 
objection as to delay r It would get over the element of danger in the first place. That would be some 
advantage; but it would not wholly meet the case, because the present change from train to tram would 
still have to he met. '

1363.
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1363. Do you think that is an element worthy of serious consideration. ? I think it is a very important J- Stinson, 
matter. 1 *
1361. Against that, with a system of parallel tram lines, would you not be able lo distribute the people 
better, and would not a majority be able to get to business more speedily than if they were taken to a 
station in King-street? I should not regard it in that light. As far as I can see, the great majority 
leave the tram at Market or King streets. A slight percentage would get out on the road.
IdGo. Are you referring to the electric trams? To either the steamer the electric trains. It is to be 
noted that some of the railway passengers still take the steam tram in Devonshire-street; but it is not at 
all a convenient method of getting to business.
1366. _What prompts these people to take the steam tram in preference to tho electric ? I presume it 
suits their convenience to be put down in Elizabeth-street instead of George-street. I do not think they 
have any objection to the electric tram.
1367. Supposing a station were erected at tbe proposed site in King-street, would a man who has his 
place of business, say, m George-street, go right inlo King-street, or would he leave the tram at

®e0TSe's^ree^^Ta,n ? It would depend upon where hie place of business was.
1368 What portion of George-street would a station at King-street accommodate ? That is a question I 
would scarcely like to answer,
1369. W ould there be a percentage of people who would still patronise the tram from Kedfern into the 
city after the railway was extended ? Yes : a great many take the electric tram, and go to Sussex-street, 
and a good number get out at the Victoria Markets,
1310. V ith the multiplication of electric lines, would there not he an increase in the number who patronise 
them, as against travelling in the railway to King-street ? I think the electric trams create a traffic for 
themselves m addition to tho railway traffic.
1371. Dr. Gfzrran.] Do you agree generally with the view that we should not needlessly spoil our public 
reserves . J do not think wc should. I should not be disposed to take any portion o£ tho open spaces i£ 
there was any other reasonable way out of the difficulty.
3372. Did you hear me ask Mr. Maiden some questions as to transferring the open spaces from East to 
West Sydney ? Yes ; and I thought it would be a very reasonable and desirable exchange.
13/3. li you lived in East Sydney, would you object to that ? So far as I am able to judge of the effect 
ot taking a portion of Hyde Park, I cannot see any reasonable objection to it. As far as ray observation 
goes, the portion of the Park which would be taken is not utilised for health-giving purposes or recrea- 
tiont it ifl utilised by a lot of people, amongsb whom one would not care to go.
1374. Do you ever go there ? Yes, occasionally; but not at night.
1375. Personally, you would not object to have a railway station there ? Ko. It is urn-ed over and over
again that it is the people’s park. But a great many more people would use the park if’,a railway station 
were there tnau they do at present. J
1370 As a citizen, would you object to some of the open spaces being transferred from one portion of the- 
city to another. ISo ; I think it is a capital idea. The objection that we ought not to do away with tho 
ureathmg space, has not much in it when we consider how much breathing space tho harbour gives us im 
addition to our park reserves. &
1377. Can yon say that the park lands are well distributed at present ? Xo : they could be much better- 
distributed by an exchange.
1378. Mr. Shepherd.] Do you consider that the electric trams1 are not so convenient as the old steam
trams . les; for railway travellers, because the electric trams have created a traffic of their own which 
pretty well monopolises them. ’
1379. Have you found that there is greater delay with the electric trams than with the steam trams ?'
J.OS, in this way only : I sometimes go down to George-street to get an electric tram, and I find I have to 
wait tor three or lour trams to come along before I can get standing room—people are standing all over 
the platforms. a

I10t tlle roultlPllcaticm of trftms do away with that ? Yes ; to a large extent.
1381. If they were started every half minute, would not the objection be done away with ? The more 
Irequently the trams are run the less objection there will be; but that would not get over the difficulty of 
having to change from the train to the tram. J
■^n82' v0t tlle faCt °f tTams ljeins OTerfoaded show that they are used more than formerly P It 
shows that they are catering for a class of travellers who probably used to take other conveyances They 
take up a large number of people who only travel for a short distance.
1383. Do you agree with the principle that tho convenience of the greatest number should be the nrin-
cipal consideration in extending the railway ? Yes. 1
1384. Do you not think that a more central position, say in George-street, would ho a greater conveni
ence than a station at the top of King-street ? I would not object to that if it could he brought about 
In nivourmg the Hyde Park scheme 1 take into consideration the probability of its being carried out as 
compared with any other scheme. &
1385. Would you favour any other scheme which would meet the convenience of the whole population 
instead of a small portion ? The convenience of the greater number must be taken into account in 
nxing a site.
1386. If you look at Xo. 3 plan, and the plan of the city, can you say that landing at King-street will
convenience the argest number of business people in Sydney ? I think it would convenience the public 
ot oydney as well as any otner scheme I know of. - J
1387 There has been a scheme proposed, but not placed before us, to form a station under the Victoria 
Markets, and another at Mvnyard-square, continuing the line to Dawes’ Point;—do you not think that 
a scheme ot thau kind would be oi more convenience to tbe public than the one before us ? I do not 
think so. It would not give the accommodation which the other schemes afford. You could not net the 
space there, and I suppose tbe expenditure would be prohibitive. b
13S8. Your view is that the great advantage would be the saving of time ? Yes. Personally I would 
Fo faTC Uj get m eat’ller' Twenty minutes every day is a considerable item. ‘
138J. It would be a convenience withm a certain area of the station, but outside of that area would it 
bo any saving of time? Yes. Supposing you had a terminal station at King-street, that would not 
prevent a large number of people from getting out at Kedfern if it suited them, and takiim their own 
mode of conveyance. D
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j. Stinson. 1390. There are a large number of business places between Park and Hunter Streets and up to George
,---- *---- > street, and also back to Sussex-street;—do you not think it would be more convenient and quicker to come

1 Mar., 1900. down electric tram to get to these places than to come by tram to King-street1 do not know that 
there would be much difference in tbe time. ,, , ,
1391. Supposing vou bad an office in Hunter-street, on the corner of George-street would you 10
come by rail to King-street ? Yes. I would save time by having a straight run through Jrom Eedtem 
to King-street by rail. There would be a saving of time by not having to change to the tram at Kedtein,
and then there is the whole journey by electric tram from Eedfern. , ,,
1392. Do you bear in mind that the trams stop at every street, and that, according to this plan the 
railway will come straight to King-street without any intermediate station? I think an intermediate 
station will be necessary, if not now, within a short time. _
1393. Would not that take up considerable time? Every train would not stop there.
1394. Do you know most of the schemes submitted ? Yes. . .
1395. Which scheme do you prefer,—the St. James’ Koad scheme, which would take a large portion ot 
the Park up to Macquarie-street, or the King-street scheme, which would block Elizabeth-street and take 
up some portion of the Park as well as S acres of the Domain ? As a traveller, I would not mind much 
which plan was taken; hut viewing it in a business light, it is improbable that the expense of resumption 
in what is known as the King-street scheme, will he undertaken, and, therefore, it is not likely that that 
scheme will he accomplished. The continuation, by means of a tunnel to the Domain, would get over the 
difficulty which has been long in the minds of those opposed to tho St. James Koad scheme, because it 
lias been generally thought that a larger area will have to be taken ultimately than is set xorth in t xe 
scheme at present* However, the continuation of the line from King-street to the Domain could be just 
as well applied to the St. James’ Koad scheme, and it would obviate the necessity of taking any more or

1396. The King-street scheme could bo designed so as to take in 100 feet more, and it would obviate the 
necessity of taking the semi-circular course to the Domain do you think that would be preferab.e to 
continuing the line ? That would still involve the closing of a portion of Elizabeth-street. 1 thmk that 
in order to preserve Elizabeth-street it would be much better to take the St. James Koad. scheme, am., it 
necessary, continue it so as to take a portion of the Domain. I am in favour of the St. James Koad 
scheme.

Hon.
J. Norton, 

LL.D., 
M.L.C.

FRIDAY, 2 MARCH, 1900. 

present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Yice-Chairiian).

The Hon. Patrick Linpesat Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending tbe Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Hon. James Horton, LL.D., M.L.C., Chairman of the Trustees of Hyde Park, sworn, and examined:—
1397. Mr. Shepherd.] Are you acquainted with the different plans before the Committee for the extension 
of the railway to the city ? I know something of them, hut not all the details.
1398. Have you studied the plan now before the Committee, which proposes to block off Ehzabeth-stieet.

„ Thm 1899. Do you think that is a desirable plan ? I hardly think so. I do not like the destruction of 
' ” ’ Elizabeth-street, and the destruction of two valuable blocks on the west side of that street, via ere he

Synagogue and the High School stand. As far as Hyde Park is concerned, the scheme Ho. 10 will do 
the least possible damage to the Park, looking at that question solely.
1400. Still it blocks Elizabeth-street ? Yes ; that is a very serious objection.
1401. Have you made much use of the railway ? Yes. .. . . ir. i,nT,j.
1402. Do you think it is desirable, under the circumstances, to bring the railway into King-street without 
any intermediate station? I think there ought to be an intermediate station. The railway is supposed 
to he brought into Sydney for the purpose of giving the people better access to the railway, but it you 
take them from Kedfern to King-street without a stopping-place many people will he taken a long way
from their homes or places of business. i
1403. The opinion of the railway authorities is that King-street is a focus for passengers, and that there
ouiffit to be no intermediate station, because it would cause delay;—their object is to deposit the whole 
of the passengers, who do not get out at Kedfern, at King-street ? There is a very good reason in that. 
1404 How much of the city would that servo ? It would only serve the immediate neighbourhood com
pletely As far as the rest of the city is concerned, it would not serve it very much more than the present 
Kedfern railway terminus. It will save very little time, unless people have their places of business just 
at the terminus ; but you cannot bring the railway to every man’s door. The great bulk of the people 
will not be served, no matter where you put the station. „
1405. Ho doubt those people between Market-street, Pitt-street, and Hunter-street would be lar0ely 

140(L But all the people beyond those limits would not save much time, and people living near George-
street would take the'George-street tram in preference to the railway ? Yes. , ,,
1407. Is it desirable to go to the large expense of £1,500,000 to injure the Park, and block Elizaheth- 
street, for the purpose of serving a small portion of the city ? I do not think it is. The jest thing would 
be to make the terminus at the Benevolent Asylum, where there is plenty of space. That would bring 
the people a little nearer to the city, and it would do away with the objection that there is not sufficient 
space in the railway promises to work the business of the railway._ , , „ j
1408 There is a proposal to take the asylum grounds, the old burial-ground, and the police barracks, and 
to form a large station fronting Garden Koad, and from that station various electric tram hues could he
carried down Pitt, Castlereagh, and Elizabeth Streets ;-do you think such trams would be able to take
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tbe whole of the passengers by tbe railway ? The trains take all the traffic at present. Of course, the 
electric trams are an immense convenience, and they have taken away a great deal of the difficulty of 
having the terminus at Eedfern. , ,
1400. If these additional trams were constructed, do yon think that they could conveniently take the 
passeugers by the railway ? I think so. , , . 2
IdlO. On the whole, are you not in favour of extending the railway ? Ko; mainly, I may say, on 
account of the enormous expense, and, of course, the damage done to Jilizabeth-sireet and the Park. _
1411. There was a scheme proposed to run the line of railway down G-eorge-street, forming a large station 
at Victoria Markets, another at IVynyard Square, and continuing the line to Dawes Battery, with the 
view of ultimately crossing the harbour ; do you think that would be better than the present proposal, 
Before oficring an opinion I would have to give the question a great deal of consideration,
1412. That line would be underground ? Underground railways are not nice, and we ought to avoid 
them if we can. In London they are driven to have underground railways, and perhaps we shall he, but
they are not desirable. . .
1413. If the scheme before tbe Committee were carried out it would cause the destruction ox a lot oi
valuable trees within tbe Domain, many of them fifty years old;—do yon think that would be a very 
serious thing ? That is something to 'be considered. That is one of the damages which the proposed 
station would bring about. ,
1414. Would you be inclined to favour a scheme coming as far as Belmore Bark only ? I suggested the
Benevolent Asylum, but Belmore Bark would be still better. T think that ought to be amply sufficient, 
and considering the expense it is the best plan that has been proposed to my knowledge. _
1415. Do you think that tbe saving of time in running straight from Eedfern to King-street, instead, of
changing into a tram, ought not to be taken very much into consideration ? There is not very much tlin® 
saved or lost in that way ; there would be a little, but I do not think it is worth while going to such 
enormous expense to save the amount of time involved. , .
1416. Do you find it very inconvenient to have to change into a tram ? I would rather not do so ; it is
inconvenient, but it is not a serious inconvenience. _ .
1417. Would King-street be moro convenient to you personally ? Tea; it would be moro convenient.
My office is in O’Conn ell-street, near Bent-street. _ .
1418. Would yon prefer to come to King-street by railway and walk to your office, instead of using the
George-street tram ? Yes. -l o -w
1419. Did you and your trust strongly object to tbe original St. James’ Eoad scheme . Yes.
1420. Did you entertain a fear that the scheme as proposed would eventually require extension, and that
moro of the Park would be taken ? Yes. _
1421. This scheme before tbe Committee lias been proposed as a means of doing away with that objection;
the station is removed further west and a smaller amount of the Park is taken with a large amount of the 
Domain ; it has been slated in evidence that this arrangement will do for a much longer period than that 
originally proposed under the St. James’ Koad scheme ;—docs a proposal of this kind commend itself to 
you more than the original proposal ? The objection is a good deal lessened as far as the Park is 
concerned, because by this scheme you will take less of the Park and do less damage to it than would 
have been done by the scheme on which I was examined before. .
1422. We are also assured that taking a line into the Domain will probably do away with the necessity 
for taking any more of the Park r1 If it does not do that it is not worth while making it.
1423. The scheme also includes the closing of Elizabeth-street from Park to King street? As a trustee * 
of the Park 1 do not take that much into account, but as a citizen I think it is very objectionable. _
1424. Prom the point of view of a trustee of the Park, will not the people under this scheme be practically
shut out from the western side of tbe Park from Park-street to King-street; and do you regard that as a 
serious blemish in the proposal ? Yes ; we cannot afford to block any of our leading thoroughfares. 
The city and the traffic arc growing, and if you stop any of the thoroughfares you will put the people to 
great inconvenience. • _ . . , .
1425. Do you anticipate much damage to the trees and plants in the Park from the proximity of the 
engine and railway works ? The whole of the trees along the west side of the Park would he destroyed 
absolutely. 1 do not think much damage would accrue to the others. ...
1426. Practically we may divide the travelling public who come to the main terminus into two classes
suburban people who come day by day to their places of business in the city, and the long-distance 
passengers ? The long-distance passengers would not be convenienced in any way by a change of 
terminus from Eedfern to King-street, as Eedfern is practically more central than King-street for the 
major portion of the citv. .
1427. Of the suburban travellers, do you think that a very large proportion would be convenienced by
this extension of the railway to King-street ? I think a great many would be convenienced ; to these 
people it is most desirable that they should cut off any loss of time that is avoidable. They want to get 
from their homes to Sydney in the shortest possible time. If they can save five or ten minutes time in 
the journey, they will regard it as a great benefit, .
1428. Have you travelled sufficiently often to say whether the construction of the George-street electric 
tram has enabled the people who now use it to get more speedily to their places of business than before 
when they had to go to King-street? Certainly. I have travelled on the electric trams often, and I find 
thev are a very great convenience ; they give very great advantages to the suburban people.
1429. If we had more electric trams, one running down Pitt-street, another running down Kent or 
Sussex Streets, do you think the advantage would be increased in proportion to the number. of lines laid 
down ? Yes; but I do not think it would be increased in proportion to the expense of laying down the 
trams, George-street, of coarse, is a very useful street, and so are Castlereagh and Pitt streets, but I 
do not know that when you go further west, the advantage would be very great.
1430. Is not the weat of George-street thickly populated? Yes ; but there is a different class of people
there. Of course they would be benefited to some extent by the new tramways ; but the question with 
me is : is it worth the expense of laying down the trams in these streets. .
1431. Do you view that question solely on its own basis, or in relation to the expense of bringing tbo 
railway into the city ? Tho expense of laying down trams would be much less than bringing the railway 
into the city.

Hon.
J. Norton, 

LL.D., 
M.L.C.

1432.
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J’Norton convenience would be nearly as great ? I think it would be a groat convenience
IJj.D ’ 't0 soine people. Almost everybody is benefited by the George-street tram,

.•M.Ko! W33. I suppose tbe Hyde Park Trust are practically unanimous on the question of saving Hyde Park
^' from invasion as far as possible ? Quite unanimous.

2 Mar., 1900. 1431. Have they had an opportunity of seeing the new proposal? I do not think they have seen it; but 
they know what ihe proposal is. They are absolutely opposed to taking any part of the Park. I am not 
authorised .to approve of any resumption of any portion of the Park. "
1435. If it came to a matter of deciding upon this plan now before us as against the St. James’ Hoad 

■ scheme, to which.of the two would the Trust offer least objection? The trustees approve of the scheme- 
non- before the Committee rather than the old one. If the railway is to he taken through the Park at all,, 
scheme Ko. 10 will do much less damage than the original proposal; that we are agreed upon.

- 14-'36. Dr. Garran.'] You have expressed a preference for a station on the Pouevoleut Asylum site ? Yes.
1437. I admit that there is a great deal to be said in favour of that; but two experts in the railway 
service, Mr, Parry and Mr. Kneeshaw, say that three or even four tramways into the city would not give- 
the same accommodation as carrying the railway itself into King-street;—of course, they speak from the 
traffic management point of view;—can you speak, from the passengers point of view,, and say whether 
you think three or four trams would accommodate the public? The railway as now proposed to King- 
street would really accommodate more than the trams ; but not to a very large extent.
1438. The site at King-street is a very good site for all people whose business is oast of Casfclerea<»h-

. street? Yes. °
143!). Is it as good for those whose business is west of Casfclereagh-strcet aud George-street ? Ko; the 
■further west you go the less advantage it is.
1440. If a lady were coming from the suburbs to go to David Jones’ shop, would she rather get out at 
King-street and walk, or take the electric tram at Eedfern and be put down at the door ? The electric- 
tram would suit her much better.
1441. Wkmld the electric tram suit the wholesale people better, who have warehouses in York-street? 
Pea.
1442. Cau we call tho proposed railway station central for the whole of Sydney? Ko ; it is not very
central. * J
1443. If, as Mr. Eddy seemed to foresee, we should in twenty years want further railway facilities, would 
there not be a cry then, if not now, to carry the railway to the western part of Sydney, so as to accom
modate people on the western side of George-street ? I think that would be asking too much,
1444. "Will people with business at the Town Hall be largely accommodated by the King-street scheme ? 
Ko ; they must rely on the electric tram.
1445. IVill the produce people in Sussex-street he greatly benefited by the railway extension to Kiim-
street? Ko. °
1446. Take the case of passengers by steamer at Darling Harbourwill they he greatly accommodated ? 
Ko.
1447. \Vould not a "West Sydney railway line suit them much better ? Undoubtedly.
144S. Mr. Eddy seemed to think that there never would be any danger of taking the other corner of 
Hyde Park, because the traffic of Sydney would require more thau one station, and that some other 
arrangement would have to be made to meet the pressure ;—do you not think the pressure would come 
from 'West Sydney, which is neglected in this matter ? Of course, they would try to get accommodation 

- for themselves.
1449. Have you been a cultivator, all your life, of trees and flowers ? Yes.
1450. Do you know the value to a city population of green grass and trees and open spaces ? Certain! v.
1431. Do you think that the open spaces in Sydney are at present well distributed through the whole of 
■the population ? They might be better distributed ; but they are fairly well distributed. °
1152. In "West Sydney, what have we beyond the Observatory and. Wynyard Square ? There is nothing.
1453. Looking at the quantity wo have iu East-Syduey, is it not very large? The Observatory gives the
people in W'cst Sydney an open space. As for Wynyard Square, vou do not see it much frequented 
except by loafers. * ’
1454. I asked Mr. Maiden yesterday whether it would not bo an advantage to the citizens as a whole if
vye exchanged one quarter of Hyde Park for a number of small open spaces to be bought up in West 
Sydney;—do you not think the people as a whole would gain by that ? I do not like that plan; you 
must not have the reserves too small. ’
1455. Large reserves have a very great value, but have not small reserves also a value ? Certainly : they
are all beneficial. J
1456. Of what use is a large reserve to a poor mother if it is half a mile away ; she cannot send her little 
children there? I do not regard half a mile as a great distance for that purpose.
.1457. Would it not be a great advantage to have little reserves scattered about the residential parts of the 
city? Yes.
1458, Would it not be a fair exchange to take a quarter of Hyde Park for some public purpose and make 
it up to the citizens by establishing a number of small reserves ? I cannot say ; I do not know.
1459. Have you thought out that subject ? Ko.
.1460. You say that a good deal of Wynyard-square is occupied by loafers do vou think the public get 
the full benefit of Hyde Park which they ought to ? Ko ; the loafers destroy the value of the park to a 
very large extent.
1461. Have the police power to prevent them from lying at full length .on the scats and grass ? I believe 
they have; hut they do not exercise it. The trustees are powerless.
1462. The trustees have no power, and can only speak to the police ? Yes,
1463. Is there any regulation preventing the people from lying full length on the grass ? Ko; but if
there waa such a regulation, I do not think we could enforce it. ^Yhenever we proceed against people 
the Police Magistrates go against us : they seem to look upon us.as nuisances, and that we arenersecutinc 
these men. Jo
1464. Arc you in favour of lighting the Park by electricity,.and keeping it lighted all night ? Yes ; by 
electricity oygas. It is now lighted with gas, but not witii incandescent burners. . They would be equal 
to any electric light we are likely to get, and the expense would be much less.

1465-
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1405. Is that main walk, which is called the Hover’s IrValk, through the Park, accessible to women and 
■children up till 11 o clock at night ? It is quite accessible, but it is not advisable for women, and children,, 
do go there at that hour. The place is filled with loafers, and we cannot help that.
14G6. Are not many of them accustomed to knock people down ? Such cases have happened over and 
•over again.
1467. Are there always some police patrolling the Park in the evening P Tes.
1468. But not enough to keep down the nuisance r Ths,
1469. M.r. Levien.'} Is the supervision of the Park left principally to the police ? Tes. AYe are trustees 
more for property than for personal matters. Our business is to look after the beautifying of the Park, 
and keeping it in good order. Some of our people arc sworn in as special policemen, and they have some 
power.
14/0. Do you ever bear any complaints as to the management of the Park ? Yery few complaints; 
practically none, except as to loafers lying about there. We do not get many complaints even about that, 
but we know it is a matter of great offence. '
1471. You could not stop that whatever you did ? Nb,
1472. As one of the trustees, have you any objection to a small portion of the Park being taken in ther 
interests of the travelling public ? The trustees have unanimously decided that they object to any part 
■of the Park being taken. I agree with them that no part should be taken except in a case of absolute 
necessity. It would do very much damage in various wavs, so that I would rather see it avoided if 
possible.
14/3. What is the real objection to taking a portion of the Park in the interests of thousands who travel 

-on the railway? One objection is tliat if one portion he taken now, further portions may possibly be 
laken hereafter; another objection' is that you take a large strip of the Park and destroy tho whole of 
tho trees there, which are certainly an ornament to Sydney and an advantage to the citizens. There is a 
path under those trees, and everyone who has occasion to go along the street walks in thoir shade instead, 
of on a dusty road. Then there is the closing of Elizabeth-street; that has not much to do with the 
Park, but is one of my objections. The plan closes in a road which is really wanted.
14/4. Do you think we ought not to encroach upon the Park in any way whatever ? If it be possible in 
■any way whatever that ought to be avoided.
14^5. Are you in favour of a railway into the city? As an abstract principle, yes.
14/6. JWhere would you propose that it should terminate ? As I have already said, if the terminus were 
brougnt to Belmore Park it would be a very great advantage. The expense would be so much less than 
bhat for the present plan that I would be quite satisfied. That would do for a good many vears to.come. 
.1477. Are you opposed to No. 10 scheme? Yes. ■ '

Hon.
J. Norton, 

LL.D.,. 
M.L.C.

2 Mar., 1900.

Edward Johnstone Sievers, Government Land Valuer, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—

14(S. Dr. Garran.} Before a previous Committee, did you, in conjunction with Mr. Perdriau, make an E J Kievers 
■estimate of the north-western corner of Hyde Park, which the St. James’ Hoad scheme would take out? '
I had forgotten that I had done so, but I see by the evidence that that is the case. 2 Mar., 1900.
1479. Would that be a fair present value—that is, £200,000 for a quarter of the Park ? Tes.
14S0. That does not include the strip taken out of the south-west portion of the Park ? That was not, 
taken in. That would be approximately tho same area as the other.
1481. If you were valuiug for a private person, would you not value for severance and disturbance? No; 
we would say the balance was benefited so much that it would reduce any such compensation.
14S2. Could you apply that to a public park ? No; but I tako it that the value for recreative purposes 
as not increased by virtue of an improvement of that sort; it rather diminishes, on account of the noise 
-and smoke.
1483, Would the proposed railway under the scheme now before us do any damage to Belmore Park?.
Judging from tho plan shown to me by Mr. Deane, I do not think there would be any damage done to 
Belmore Park. J b
14S4. Do you know a great deal about the city? Tes.
1485, Do you think there still remain in West Sydney any blocks not built upon, either from had titles 
■or for other reasons, or blocks with wretched slums which might be pulled down, and where small reserves 
might be created now between Darling Harbour and George-street ? No ; I am not asked for an opinion 
.as to whether it is desirable, but I think we have sufficient lungs for the city now.
1486. Are not the lungs all in one place ? We have the Observatory and Wynyard Square in West Sydney.
148/. What else ? Wc have the whole of the harbour. Wo have no other reserves in West Sydney 
until we come to Wentworth Park. J J
1438. Arc there any in Pyrmont ? Wentworth Park borders on Pyrmont, hut there arc no narks in 
Pyrmont. '
1489. Did not Blaekwattle Creek originally form the boundarv of the citv ? Tes. I think the city 
boimdary now runs through Wentworth Park. ' "
1400. I have been trying to get information as to whether wo could not improve West Sydney bv pur
chasing small areas of ground there? There is no land with bad titles there which eould'be purchased 
tor tliat purpose. There is no land there of any size which could be bought for less thau the value of the 
surrounding land.
1491. Still, if you could get £250,000 tor a quarter of Hyde Park, would that not go some distance 
towards buying Borne open space? Yes ; it will buy a number of open spaces,
.1492. Would it not be an improvement to West Sydney ? Tes ; but I would like to point out that the 
residential population is going out of that part of the city, and it is being utilised for storage purposes.
1493. Are there not a largo number of people living near the wharfs and iu the neighbourhood of Sussex- 
street ? Sussex and Kent streets are certainly not supplied with recreative grounds.
1494 Take a poor woman at the foot of Druitt-street, where could she send her children ? Certainly
the Park is practically useless to her, ’
1495 Would it not greatly mitigate the objection to taking some of Hyde Park if we'gave it back in
■small pieces in other places ? I think the objection to taking a portion of Hvde Park is chiefly sentimental, 
and that your proposal would remove the objection. ' 1490.
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£. J. SicTers. 1496 'What would be the value of the private property lying between Elizabeth-street and Liverpool
------"----- , street, when you emerge from Belmore Park ? About £107,000. The value of the buildings and the-

2 1900* ]an(^ jg atiout 6Qual
1497. When you come to Liverpool-street, is there not some valuable property there which would be 
disturbed p It would mean the demolishing of the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth Streets—I thmk 
three houses would go there. Then there is the Oddfellows’ Hall, which would have to come down and 
also several terraces. The strip of the Park between Liverpool-street and Park-street I value at about 
£00,000, or about £36,000 an acre. Houghly, there is about 1|- acres. The private property which will 
have to be resumed between Park-street aud Market-street will cost £262,000 ; that is, nearly £60,000 an 
acre. Then there is a piece of land north of the Government property which I value at about £102,000. 
There would have to be an allowance made of 10 per cent, for forced sale, aud an allowance of about the
same amount for damage to business. , . ,
1498. Have you allowed for tbe cost of replacing tbe High School with another one ? The improvements 
on that property are practically worth nothing. The charge which is made the Commissioners for that 
property, of £30,000, could be'utilised in building another High School, and a much better one. inen 
there is'a piece of land occupied by the Supreme Court aud Hegistrar-General’s Office; 1 think that is 
worth £30,000. Mr. Vernon estimates the buildings in his books at another £30,000 ; that would make 
£60,000. ’
1499. Do you think that St. James’ Church will be damaged ? I am informed by the engineers that it

1500. What do you make out to be ihe total, including the percentage for forced sale and disturbance of 
business ? The whole of the items aggregate about £800,000. The total tor private properties, as opposed 
to the public properties, would be £550,000, including forced sale. AU the private property, m my opinion,
could be resumed for that amount. irr i .
1501. Attached to the report of the Royal Commission, which consisted of the Public M orks Committee, 
there is a route marked through the western side of the city ; but I do not see in the evidence any estimate 
of the cost of land resumption on that route have you had anything to do with that ? No, except some 
vague question which was asked as to what it would cost to resume a strip 100 feet wide on the western

1502. Was there an estimate that the land in the west would cost so much a foot? Tes; but that would 
Ijg usgIgssj
1503. Have you been asked to inquire as to the effect on the rates received by the city if all this property
were taken out of private hands ? No. ,, , ,
1504. It has not been looked into ? No; but I am inclined to thmk that the reduction would not be 
anything like the total amount now received from that source, on account of the betterment of a large 
portion of the property in the neighbourhood.

N. Selfc, 
M.T.C.K.

Norman Selfe, M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined:—
1505. Vice-Chairman^] Have you a statement prepared in connection with a scheme of your own for 
bringing the railway into the city ? Tes; I have prepared the following memorandum re city railway, 
Sydney, New South Wales:—.
In submitting to this Committee the scheme for the extension for the railway lines into Sydney, with winch my name has 
been so long idcntiBod, I may premise tliat, although a great variety of changes may characterise other schemes that have 
been proposed, mine has hardly varied a hand’s breadth since it was first made public thirteen years ago. . ,

M V general views on this subject were very fully set out before the first Royal Commission m 1890, and as printed 
thev occupy pages 26 to 30 of its report. They were at the same date published m the bydney daily papers, and have 
since then from time to time received a great deal of official and public attention. Ro satisfactory estimates, however, 
have ever yet been submitted as to their probable cost. I. desire to say now that I practically stand by everything I said 
to the Royal Commission ten years ago, that as I then looked well ahead the altered conditions of the Colony at the end ol 
another decade do not affect the leading principles then laid down, and suggest small modifications in details only. Under 
these circumstances, I have thought that the Committee would not desire me to repeat at length what is already on record, 
and that it might be better to open the way to a consideration of my proposals if I were to submit first what l have taken 
as axiomatic truths in preparing plans for improving the urban and suburban railway services to the metropolis of R ew
South ^v^sghwild i(. iio(. be admiu.e^ tilat the whole of such propositions are axioms, they will, when set forth, show that 
the scheme is founded upon a well-defined basis, and they may facilitate the consideration of the whole question belore
* The propositions which follow are submitted as having the force of facts. The statements in parentheses which
accompany them may be matters of opinion;— , . i i v i.i

1. No scheme of railway extension should be based upon the requirements of to-day or to-morrow, but should ha\e 
in view the possible conditions of the Colony twenty or twenty-five years hence. (A central railway terminus at 
Hyde Park or King-street would certainly not satisfy the requirements of suburban railway travellers if it was

2 I'KIwa'exiit for the people, and not the people for the railways. (Therefore, the requirements of the people 
as represented by the passengers who travel by the trains should be the first consideration m the adoption ot any
scheme of railway extension.) f

3. The evidence of the leading railway authorities, as well as common observation, shows that by far the greater part
of the railway traffic is made up of regular travellers who journey daily between the suburbs and their places ot 
business in the city. (If they could continue their journey by train they would prefer it to changing into a

4. The evidence of export officials supports the contention that no system of tramways can do away with the necessity
for an extension of the railway lines northward from Eedfern. (Such being the case, the lines should run as near 
to the passengers’ destinations as possible ; and it may he mentioned that there are said to be between 2,090 and.
3,000 places of business west of George-street, north of Goulhum-street.) , , , , . , ,

o. No single station or terminus outside the business quarters of Sydney can possibly be of such service to regular 
daily travellers as a series of stations distributed through those districts of the city_ where the business premises 
are situated. (Therefore, a series of stations should be distributed through the city m any scheme to be adopted.
See Mr. Rennick’s opinion that the western side of George-street is the proper route.)

6. The fact that economy in the cost of management might be effected by bringing the whole volume of the P™4 * 6 7 8*™
railway passengers to one central station does not guarantee a continuance of such economy when other suouros 
are connected up by railway in the future. (The eastern and northern suburbs are ripe for connection even now,
and can both be put on circular lines.) v u

7. No proposal whatever for the extension of the railway from Eedfern to the centre of the city should recenc serious
consideration unless it shows clearly the routes proposed and approximate cost of further lines in the city necessary 
for the eastern, northern, Balmain, and Leichhardt suburbs. (These questions have been treated in a very vague 
and airy way before previous Boards of inquiries, in order, apparently, that the Hyde Park scheme might not ^he 
prejudiced thereby,) ‘
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8. Improvements in the physiography of (he city nnd its surroimtlings are matters which pertain at present to the N. Selfc,
mayor anti alderman, and in the future, perhaps, will come under a Greater Sydney Council. (That should not M.I.G.l*..
justify railway lines being laid out in a way to cut up aud depreciate the value of public or semi-public districts 
of the city now awaiting improvement, if equal or greater advantages to the community would attend tho adoption 2 Mar., ]£t00. 
of auother route.)

9, The present terminus at Eedfern is situated in a neighbourhood where the two principal streets of the city—George
and Pitt streets—converge upon Uevozishiie-strcet; and Devonshire-street is the only main thoroughfare which 
crosses the city from west to east, between CleveSand-stioet lo the south aud Liverpool-street to the noith. A 
great congestion of both tram and ordinary traffic charactei'ises tins locality. {Therefore nothing should he done 
to close one of these streets or to make its grade steeper, but rather more open space at the terminus and wider 
thoroughfares for the traffic should be provided.)

fO. The evidence of the principal railway authorities is to the effect that, owing to the ptosimity of the Eedfern 
tunnel, and to the loads of approach being limited in number, the present terminus is woikcd under great 
difficulties and at a great risk of accidents. ('Therefore, any grand new terminus buildings that might he erected 
in front of and to the north of it would wobahly bo looked upon by the Railway Commissioners as “whited 
sepulchres,” unless it was at the same time provided that there should he ample room behind to meet the present 
and prospective requirements for the shunting and marshalling of trains.)

11. A tenninus should, if possible, he approached on the level. This axiom wan emphasised by the late Mr. Eddy.
(If, theiefore, a terminus he sunk 2o feet in the ground us at King-street, or be raised 35 feet in the air as at 
Garden-road, it would not compare for an instant with the present tenninus, extended to level ground on the 
Benevolent Asylum site.)

12. The experience of other great cities of the world has demonstrated the advantages of circular railways for suburban 
and intenirhan traffic, and shows that in most cases the connections from the main to the local lines turn off 
from the rear, and do not run through the front of the terminus. {No sucli proper architectural effects could he 
got at Kedfern with the city extension running out of the front door of the terminus, and making it a wayside 
station, as would be possible if the city lines diverged at Evcleigh.}

13. The railways are supposed to bo woiked on business principles ; they were placed under Commissioners for that 
particular purpose. (Therefore no proper comparison can he made between the cost of different schemes for 
railway extensions, if the value of the land required to bo resumed for tbe purpose is omitted from sotno of tho 
estimates, and included m others.)

14. Brickfield Hill, within comparatively recent years, and tho author's memory, was practically a suburb, where 
water troughs for the bullock teams were set in front of every hostelry. The city has since extended to the south, 
and is ever extending that way. Devonshire-street is much closer to that part of Sydney centred around the 
General 1’ost Office than the termini of railways in other countries are to the centres of their greatest cities.
(Therefore Devonshire-street, or its neighbourhood, is quite far enough north for a grant central terminus, if we 
look ever so little ahead to forecast the future expansion of Sydney).

City Railway Inquiry (Section!).
Line on West Side of Ihe Oily.

Noteworthy features of official evidence that has been given with regard to the valuations of land required for a railway 
extension on the west aide of George-street, Sydney, with remarks on the same.

(a) In the Report of the first Royal Commission of 1891 (page 99), Mr. Eoxlee sets down tho resumptions necessary
for—

Mr, Selfe's scheme—Redfern to Argyle-street, at ...................................................... £1,747,770
And the excavation of “ Rocks ” site............................................................................ 120,001)

Making total cost of resumptions ................................................ £1,567,770
Observe that this included many acres, which it was suggested by the author of the scheme should he utilised for 

new streets ; hut, being a private proposal, no allowance was made by Mr. Eoxlee for the resale of the street frontages, and 
the large ]iart of the area not required for railway purposes {arc (J, 14(19). Such a resale would, however, have been 
possible if it had been an official scheme. [See Mr. Eddy, Q. 1, 3/7/91).

Observe here the inconsistency of estimating for the resumption of 39 acres, and then charging the western railway 
scheme with it, if only 10 acres are required for a terminus and carnage sheds.

(h) In tho report of the second Royal Commission of 1897 (Q. 17S1), Mr Stephen Perdriau, of the Department of 
Lands, stated that, in his opinion, the value of the resumptions for a line passing through the city from Red fern to
Circular Quay, where the haul tv prhatdy oinicd, would not be less than £1,760,000.

In subsenuent questions (1797 and 1798) the Chairman took the amount of this witness’valuation 
based upon land in Castlereagh and Elisabeth streets—i.c., £90,000 per acre—and applied it to a 
running road dovm to the Quay on the Darling Harbour side, making tile cost of resumption
alone (without taking severance into consideration) amount to ...................................................... £1,800,000

Observe here, first, this estimate does not include the “ Rocks " site, which was included 
in Mr. Eoxlee’s estimate of 1891.

And if to this is added Mr. Ecrdriau’s estimate for the “ Rocks,as per Q. 22S0, on a twenty years'
purchase ............................................................................................................................................... G22,3t0

The total cost of necessary resumptions would appear as....... ...........................  £2,422,340
Secondly, this estimate for the running road is apparently based upon a length of 130 chains by 100 feet wide, equal 

to 20 acres at £00,000 per aero (s« Appendix J, and Q. 1797). Thirdly, this would make the average estimated cost of 
the resumption required for a line by the western route come to £210 per lineal foot.

(c) As an illustration of the extraordinary fallacies which underlie tho above valuations when applied to Mr. Selfe’s
proposals {and omitting for the present further reference to the fact, that under such a scheme there arc at least 
40 chains out of the whole 130 on his route which do not aOect private property at all), it may be here mentioned 
that no consideration appears to have been given to the important point, that such a length of resumption would 
carry the rails to Argyle-street, nearly twice as far from Kedfern a" to St. .lames’ Road. Now it is understood 
that the City Council will lease the Easements of the Victoria Markets for £2.000 per annum ; this amount 
capitalised would be, say, £50,000, and that sum divided by the length of the building (G00 feet) gives £83 0s. Sd. 
per foot, as the capital price io be paid for both the land and the building, instead of tho much greater sum of 
£210 per foot for tbe land alone. Via b. sap.

(d) As neither of the Royal Commissions went over the ground, or had the route of Mr. Selfe's proposed western 
scheme surveyed before it was officially reported upon, the valuations actually submitted -were rather for theoretic 
or imaginary routes, and not for exactly that one contemplated by tbe author. Although his scheme has now been 
before the country for over ton years, no proper steps have yet been taken to obtain an official and satisfactory 
valuation of the mute approved by him, and he would most respectfully ask the Committee to allow him to show 
them over the ground during the course of this inquiry.

The author has pointed out this route to Mr. G. H, Reid and to Mr. Eennick ; hut Mr. Perdriau says in his evidence, 
19th August, 1897 .— “I have compiled two plans which show Mr. Selfe’s and Mr. Greenwood's schemes as nearly as I 
could ascertain them,” and immediately afterwards he puts down £33,000 for the resumptions of churches and schools 
assumed to be taken, when only £4,000 out of that amount is actually required. 51 r. Selfe has, therefore, had to obtain 
valuations at his own expense, and to that end has ascertained the rentals of several hundreds of properties in the city. No 
reflection attaches to Mr. Perdriau in this matter, as he had no instructions to confer with Mr. Selfe, and it will be 
admitted that his general valuation of the “Rocks” sites at £600.009, on the basis of £30 per foot, frontage, is probably a 
very fair one. It has been confirmed by subsequent detail valuations ascertained by Mr. Selfe, and will be again 
referred to.

1G-K (e)
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N. SeHe, (e) From ilie most careful valuation available it is believed that the total resumption of every
M.I.C.E. piece of property affeeted by tho extension of four lines of rails from the railway bridge, ■

t - * ~ tleorge-street, to Druitt-street, including an acre for ahunting at and about Goodlet and
2Mar.,lSOO: Smith’s timber yard, would not exceed........................................................................................  £220,000

The capitalised value of the market basement.......................................................................................... 50,000
The gross value of the buildings under which the tunnel would run from Market-street to iCing-street 

is not more than £550,000, and as their street frontages would not be affected (only their base
ments or cellars being disturbed) it is certain that, including the resumption of some blocks for 
ventilation, the whole compensation involved in the extension from Market-street to King-street
should not exceed ................................................................................................................................ £200,000

Compensation between King-street and Wynyard Square is estimated at.............................................. 110,000

Total cost of resumptions for route, Kedfern to Wynyard Square station........................... t.............. £500,000
Seven and a half acres of the “Kooks,” bounded by Essex, Cumberland, Argyle, and Harrington

Streets, for stabling or car sheds.......................................................................................................... £220,000
Approacli from Wynyard Square....................................................................................................... ......... 114,000
Excavation of smaller area . ..................................................................................................................... G6,000

----------- £400,000

Making a grand total cost for tho iresumptions, Redfern to Argyle-street, with land for shunting
yards and three stations ......................................................................................................... £900,000

(Or less than one-half tlie official estimates).
(/) If the proposal for improving the northern part of the city, in conjunction with the railway extension, and for 

resuming ;10 acres at the “ Rocks ’’—instead of only 7^ acres—is looked into, then— _
The resumption on Mr. rerdrinu’s basis would cost .................................................................................... £812,500
The excavation on Mr. Foxlee's estimate........................................... .......................................................... 120,000

£932,500 

3% acres.

Out of the total .................................................................................................................................................... : ■ 30 acres.
As tins new George-street would be straight, level, and wide, instead of crooked, uneven, and narrow, like 

the present Lower George-street; aud would be moreover in the centre of the mail steamer aud shipping 
quarter; then £150 a foot would be a modest price for its frontages, and 3,000 feet at £150 would
come to................................................................................................................................................................ £450,000

Allow for the route of the North Shore extension ("not £210 per foot run., as official estimale, but only £50.per
fool) : then 2,000 feet would equal ............................................................................ ..................................... £100,000

Which would reduce the actual cost of the 20 acres to bo utilised for railway purposes, with 1,000 feet of the
street frontage, to .....................................................................-.............. -....................................................... £382,500

Out of the tola! amount of costs of “ Rocks ” site, as above ................................. .............................................. £932,500

Taking the above estimate for resumptions and compensations —
Redfern to ’Wynyard-square, as before...................................................................................................... £500,000
Twenty acres of “ Rocks ” site, as before (after resales) ...................................................................... 382,500
Approach to “Rocks ” from Wynyard-square, as before...................................................... .................. 114,000

Makes the total resumptions from Redfern, with 20 acres on “ Rooks” and new street .................................... £900.500
(g) In all previous inquiries no official credit seems to have been given to the fact that any western extension to the 

“Rocks ” site, through the business centres of the city, would be a longer line of railway than one to St, James’ 
Road ; or to the possibility that it would serve many more passengers than those who desire to be carried to the 
top of King-street. Further than this, it is a fact that in all the estimates presenting the Hyde Park scheme 
many principal debits for resumptions have been omitted, while with the western schemes (as already shown) tho 
credits have been left out in considering their probable cost.

The following is probably a fair estimate of what tho cost would be for four lines of railway to Wynyard Square, 
with the Victoria Station between Market-street and Druitt-street, a station at Christ Church, and a terminal station, with
3 miles of standing sidings, on the “Rocks ” site :—

George-street to Market-street resumptions................................................................................ £220,000
Market basement (capitalised)..................................    50,000
Additions to and conversion of same........................................................................................... 21,500
Works, George-street to Market-street........................................................................................ 122,500
Christ Church Station ..............................................   10,000

----------- £424,000
Market-street to Wynyard Square, compensations and resumptions for ventilation ............ £200,000

' Double tunnel........................................................................................... .................................... 72,600
Permanent way ............................................................................................................................ 3,630
Wynyard-square Station.................................................................   23,770

----------- £300,000
Wynyard-square to Grosvenor-street...................................    £26,500
Twenty acres on the “Rocks,” levelled with frontage to New George street......................... 382,500
About 4 miles of roads and sidings and carriage sheds.............................................................. 100,000

------- £509,000

Total coat of city extension, 1| mile from George-street bridge to Argyle-street .......... £1,233,000
Say one million and a quarter, for a line running westward of George-street, right through the city in ita densest 

part; and having still further to the west of it—and north of Goulburn-streot—over 2,000 places of business. A line 
which has the further advantage that it will connect directly with future lines to the Circular Quay and to the North 
Shore; and will become an integral part of a circular line that will unite the eastern suburbs with Redfern, via Kensington 
and Eveleigh.

Notes on City Railway Inquiry (Section 2).
Improvements at Redfern in connection with city extension :—

(a) If all the suburban railway passeugers are to be taken north from Redfern into the city, then it is certain very 
little alterations will be required for some time to come, to enable the present station to accommodate the smaller 
traffic represented by the purely country and intercolonial passengers that will be left for it. _

(i) No more patchwork than possible should take place at Redfern until something is decided upon ; anything done 
there from this time forward should be part and parcel of a completely matured scheme, based upon the accommo
dation likely to be required up to from twenty-five to fifty years henec. . .

(c) AS at present tlie difficulties at Redfern arise largely from the contiguity of the tunnel, and the constriction of the 
traffic thereby into six lines of roads only—as clearly shown by Mr. Eddy and Mr. Parry—no devolution of a new 
and grand terminus should be attempted without first providing abundant and easy access to it. Any short
sighted policy which would defer this important, matter until after a new terminus was built and brought into use 
would be calculated to lead to enormous additional cost and inconvenience. (<f)

Total cost of levelled site........................................................................................... ......... .
This total area of 30 acres, however, will provide for a new street, 80 feet wide, extending in a straight lino

with George-street, about 2,000 feet northerly from Essex-street, the area of which would be about ......
Allotments on about 3,000 feet of frontage with a depth up to 80 feet would approximate to............................
A strip on the western side of the block along Princes-street would afford a route for 2,000 feet of the North

Shore connecting hue amounting to (say) ...................... ......................................................................... ........
Leaving for shunting yards and railway terminus........................... ............................................................... about
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(d) Aa any improvements between Eveleigh and Devonshire-atreet would immensely improve the access to the plat- N.
forme at the terminus, and would also lower and improve upon the present ateep grade on the Darling Harbour M.I.C.E. 
branch, it is manifest that the cost of such improved roads should be distributed among those works, and not be all y 
charged to a city railway extension. 2 Mar., 1900.

The proposals of the author in this connection are shortly:—
(1) That the whole of the property between the present railway lines and Eveleigli-street should be resumed, and that 

property in Regent-street and Cleveland-street also should be resumed; and that Regent-street should be diverted 
slightly,—the object of the resumptions being the provision of ground for twelve or fourteen lines, in place of the 
six at present laid from Eveleigh through tho tunnel. (Value of these resumptions, 24J8|’97, £92,900^Q. 3027).

(2) That the present tunnel should be done away with, and its chief materials be utilised to make three spans of an
ordinary bridge over twelve lines of rails—four lines to a span.

(3) That the city railway extension lines, both fast and slow, should not pass through the terminnsjit all, but turn off 
from the main “ fast” arid “ slow'1 lines at Evcleigh, and then proceed (by a grade of about 1 iu 73) doivn to George- 
street, without crossing any of the lines, to tbe main yard at Redfern, or without in any way interfering with the 
integrity of the terminus proper, after tire system adopted in tire groat termini of European cities. _

(4) Tliat the Darling Harbour branch should share in the improved grade made possible by carrying tlie points back to
Eveleigli, .

(5) Tliat the railway tracks running towards tbe term inns from the junction at Eveleigh should be regraded for a sufEcient
distance to enable the city extension lines to turn out from the main lines without crossing them in any way “on 
the level,” ...

(6) That the George-street bridge should be widened to take six lines of rails, or four in addition to the present branch 
to Darling Harbour. As these works are necessary for the complete connection of the author’s scheme for city 
railway extension, quite apart from the improvement of the approach to tho terminus, and the grade of the Darling 
Harbour branch, the estimated cost of them is kept separate from that of'proposed works at the terminus itself, 
and wall be referred to again in due course.

City Railway Ihquiky {Section 3),

Improvements at Redfern in connection with new and enlarged terminus—
(a) It is obvious that any works required for improving and enlarging the Redfern terminus to the North, can be 

carried out nearly to completion, without in any way disturbing the working of the present yard and station, if 
the ncwr terminus buildings are first erected on the north side of Devonshire-street, and then either the present, 
or a modified arrangement of platforms is afterwards extended over tho street to tbo new ground,

(t) If a new connection of Devonshire-street is first made from the Railway Institute to the junction of George-street 
and Pitt-street, at Christ Church, then tlie ordinary road traffic can bo diverted clear of the terminus, and after
wards the whole of the intervening space—including the present street—will be free for tlie undisturbed use of 
the railways.

(c) If the platforms are to be lengthened until they are from GOO to SOO feet long, and an “ assembly " platform of, say, 
SO feet wide, is extended across the ends of them, it will bring the front building on to tlie high ground at the 
rear of the Uenovolent Asylum, to which access by trams and cabs can be made from the surrounding streets 
without any steep or special ramps.

id) If the entrance to the station for departing railway travellers is made through the booking offices in the front of 
the main building, and the exit for arrivals by train is to be by stairways from the platforms to a subway which will 
carry both foot and tramway traffic, then the streams of incoming and outgoing passengers will be kept quite clear 
of one another, and the delivery and pick-up of the railway trams will be separated and simplified.

(e) If u largo parcel depflt is made under the terminus, with a roadway from west to east for the parcel-delivery vans, 
and also iifts are provided to send up the goods to tbe various platforms opposite the brake-vans of departing 
trains, then tho present method of wheeling trucks of parcels among the passengers can be superseded if the 
suggestion commends itself to tbe Railways Commissioners. _

(/) If it is considered unnecessary for some years to come to erect a costly and appropriate architectural structure at 
the head of the new terminus, or to roof in the whole of the lines and platforms until the long-distance traffic has 
developed to a much greater magnitude than it attains at present, then it will be possible to leave the greater 
part of the terminus open, with simple and comparatively inexpensive booking offices and roofs over tbe 
platforms. . ,

(g) The resumptions, permanent way and platforms, street approaches and sub-ways, would be the same in either 
case ; but the first cost would be much reduced if the erection of tbe expensive buildings is deferred.

The following is au approximate estimate of the cost of the cheaper arrangement:—
Resumptions, Devonshire and Pitt streets.......................... ...... ...................................................... £00,000
Removal of remains and monuments from cemeteries to Rookwood............................................... 10,000
Grading, concreting, and wood-blocking the deviation of Devonshire-street ................................ 7,750
Grading and blocking open spane around terminus, apart from street........................................... 5,000
Additions to platforms......................................................................................................................... 7,200
New permanent-way aud interlocking............................................................................................... 20,000
Three subways, 30 feet wide, with asphalt floors, &c., with six parcel lifts ................................ 17,000
Extension of buildings and roofs ...................................................................................................... 10,000

(Total for minor scheme, say £170,000.) £106,930
If it is considered that any alteration and improvements to be made at Redfern in the near future should include the 

large structure for railway offices, with clock tower (tho building being about 350 feet by 60 feet) nnd also that the whole 
of the platforms and tracks of the terminus should be enclosed and roofed over in an appropriate manner, somewhat ns is 
shown bv the large perspective drawing No. 15,—then the estimate of expenditure will have to be increased by not less 
than £140,000.

The estimate for complete new terminus in extension and utilisation of a great part of the present works would thus
bo under tbe greater and more complete scheme—

Resumptions, roads, and railway works (as above)............................................................... ......... £170,000
Permanent buildings (in addition)................. .......................... ..................................................... 140,000

Total........................................................ ....................................... £310,000
If the resumption of the whole of the grounds contemplated in the proposal for a terminus to face on Garden-road 

is still adhered to, then the total cost of land so taken would be £140,000, instead of £90,000, and the cost of removing 
additional tombs from the Cemetery might be another £10,000, making a total increase of £60,000; but with the possession 
of this ground it would be possible to increase the area of the open plaza in front of tlie terminus to about 5 acres, to make 
wide avenues of approach from all quarters on good inclines, nnd to have between 4,000 and 5,000 feet of frontage to new 
streets available for disposal in the new city centre thus created. _

If only 3,000 feet of that were sold, and at the very moderate price of £100 per foot, then the whole transaction would 
result, not only in the utilisation of a now comparatively waste area, but it would go very far to pay for the new terminus
itself. Thus:—

The total estimate fnr the terminus was (as abovre) ......................................................... ...........  £310,000
Extra resumptions to Garden-road, and expenses with cemeteries, &e. (say)............................. 60,000
(New streets to be made by Municipal Council in anticipation of rates receivable not charged

to Railways) -------------
Totql expenditure ................................................................................. £370,000

Anticipated receipts from sale of frontages after the terminus is erected.......................-........... £300,000

Net cost of new terminus on the greater scale.................................... £70,000
The
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TJ. Selfe. Tlie following maps, plans, and illustrations arc exhibited ; —
M.I.C.E. 1. Map of the country from Botany to Hornsby, showing the present railways and a scries of extensions to the

surrounding suburbs of which the piopusals advocated by the author would constitute integral parts,
2 Mar., 1900. Map showing a line of city railway extension on the west side of George-street, from Ifedfem to Argyle-street,

w ith a connection to the North Shore line at Bay-road, possible extension to Balmain, and to the eastern suburbs, 
via the Circular Quay; also, indicating the site of large resumptions suitable for railway purposes and tlie 
improvements of the city—on the “Rocks,” at the north end of the city. Further, showing a diversion of Devon
shire-street with au improvcdRedfern terminus, and a scheme for laying out new streets in the neighbourhood.

3. Similar map to No. 2, hut showing only tho city extension proper, with acres for railway purposes—such as
shunting grounds and carriage sheds—at Argyle-street.

4. Map 18ft. long, showing iu detail the route proposed for a city line, from the George-street bridge at Redfern to tho 
__ Queen Victoria Markets ; also, the TTydc Bark scheme, and Mr. Ronmek’s suggestion. (Scale, 40 feet to the inch.)
5. Section of the line west of Geoige-stroet, from Kail way Biirlge to Queen Victoria Markets ; shown by plan 4.
6. Map extending from Eveleigh to George-street aud Devonshire-street, showing the resumptions proposed at

Chippendale for the connection of the City Railway lines at Eveleigh to George-street Bridge, and for widening 
the ground for new tracks to the terminus and Darling Harbour. (40 feet to the inch.)

7. Smaller plan showing the proposed enlargement of the terminus, the diversion of Devonshire-street, and the
remodelling of the locality. (Scale, SO feet to the inch.)

S. Section giving grades of the lines from Eveleigh to Devonshire-street for the terminus, and also from Eveleigh to 
George-street bridge, for tho city extension, with provision to allow the fast and slow lines to the city to turn off 
the main lines without crossing any other lines on tlie level. (Scale, 80 feet to the inch.)

9. Plan of route with four lines ot railway from Queen Victoria Markets to Wynyard Square station. (40 feet to
the inch.) '

10. Section of tlie lines from Queen Victoria Markets to the junction of George aud Cumberland Streets.
11. Plan of route and continuation of lines shown on plan 9, from Wynyard Square to Dawes’ Point, including the 

“ Rocks.” (Scale, 40 feet to inch.)
12. Section of a railway line from Wynyard Square across the harbour to a junction with tho Milson’s Point line, near 

Bay-road station. (Grade 1 in .TO.)
13. A bird’s-eye-view of the neighbourhood of the present Redfern terminus, with the Asylum grounds, cemeteries, 

Belmore Gardens, Ac., ka
li. A perspective of the same site; but showing Devonshire-street widened to 150 feet on the north side, and regraded,

an enlarged railway terminus for country trains, tho cemetery grounds laid out with the streets and buildings, and 
a branch with four lines passing under George-street for city extension.

15. A perspective of the same site, but with Devonshire-street diverted altogether, instead of being widened, and made 
to run from the Railway Institute, north of its present position, to the junction of George and Pitt Streets. 
Also showing new streets laid out with public and private buildings, and imposing tenninus buildings,

16. A bird’s-eye of the “Rocks ” district—extending from Charlotte-place to Dawes' Point, and from Circular Quay to 
k Fort-street—as it is at present ivith its maze of lanes and alleys set forth in detail.

17. A perspective of the same site as it would appear if it wore remodelled, with an extension of George-street over the 
site of Harrington-street, with railway yards and terminal station, and with an extension of the railway lines to 
a North Shore bridge.

IS. A diagram showing by comparison the relative sizes of the present Redfern terminus, a Redfern terminus enlarged 
without crossing Devonshire-street, and the proposed Hyde Park terminus.

19. A duplicate plan of part of plan No. G, showing an alternative arrangement of the lines branching off for the City
and Darling Harbour- "

20. Plans and sections of the Mansion House station when it was the terminus of the Metropolitan Railway, London, 
and the basement of tho Queen Victoria Markets, Sydney, arranged as a railway station. This plan shows that 
the Sydney station, if constructed, would he twice as large as the very important one in the heart of London City.

21. A perspective view of a North Shore Railway and Road Bridge on the “ Double Cantilever Principle, ’ as suggested 
by the author iu ]$9I, to the City Railway Royal Commission.

22. A new design for a bridge with steel arches, embodying the latest ideas in bridge building, now officially 
submitted for the first time ; as being suitable for connecting the city with the North Shore.

23. The ground-plan of the Queen Victoria Markets, modified to make it suitable for a railway station, with four lines 
of rails and wide platforms. (Large working plan lent by courtesy of the Mayor.)

24. A cross section of ihe Queen Victoria Markets, with additions under George-street, and showing four lines of trains 
_ passing through the immense station in the basement. (Companion to No. 23.)

2n. A plan showing all the resumptions required for four lines from Redfern lo Bathurst-street, with the possible 
valuations of the several blocks,

20. A plan showing how the through station at Wynyard Square, as per plan No. 9, can be made a terminus 740 feet 
by 320 feet, if required in future years, by resumptions in Fork-street and Margarot-street.

TUESDAY, 0 MATCH, 1900.

present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DIOK. Lsij. (Yice-Chairiian),

Tlie Hon. Patrick Lin desat CitAWTOiro Siiepueikd. | Tire Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Kojiket Henry Levien, Esq.

Tlie Committee further considered the cipedicnry of extending the Pail way System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Norman Selfe, M.I.C.E,, sworn, and further examined ;—
N. Selfe, 
M.I.C.E.

C Mur., 1900.

LIOG, Mr. Shepherd.'] Would you give Ihe Committee a detailed description of voar proposal as we 
inspected it on .Saturday ? I left off on Friday without reading the list of plans winch are exhibited. I 
will now refer to these plans in detail. I start putting my opinions on record with the Plan jNo. 1, which 
is a map of the whole district around Sydney ns far north as Hornsby. On this plan you will notice 
Milson’s Point, and the North Shore line running up to the Hornsby Junction. At present the Govern
ment own two lines of railway from the city up to Pennant Hills, where they are close to the district 
known as Castle Hill. The plan shows (he whole of the country from Milsou’s Point right round, via 
Strathfield to Sydney, and shows, fun her, that by a connect ion over a bridge through the western side of 
the city the route would make a complete circle, from which circle a future line could diverge to the 
Castle Hill and Dural districts. Then there is the Balmain district and Leichhardt, which at present has 
a population of about 30,000 people. The survey already exists for aline down the north-west side of 
Balmain to Long Nose Point, and a very short connection across the harbour to that line from my route 
would make another complete circle. That would give the people in this district communication in one- 
fourth the distance they have to travel at present to Sydney. This western scheme dovetails with all 
those schemes. The eastern suburbs scheme would be no different under my proposition to what it is 
under tho Enginecr-in-Chief’s proposition, except that instoad of turning nito'Hvde Park from the north,

so
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bo that there would liave to be a great deal of shunting in order to get to Circular Quay from Eaudwick 
or "Waverler, it turns off from Circular Quay itself, where there is to be a station, and completes the ^ ,
circle by a junction with tho present linos at Erskineville, ao that anyone living in that district could travel ^ jyod 
in two directions to the city on either the inside or outside of the circle. It ia well-known that if this 
circular line were completed now it would be a paying line. It was thought that it would pay ten years 
ago, and the population has increased wonderfully since then. _
1507. 'Where would it strike the main line at the southern end ? At Evcleigh station; or really at 
Erskincville Station. There is really no difference of opinion about tbo eastern suburbs line ; it has been 
surveyed and approved of bv the Eailway Commissioners and the Engineer-iii-Chicf lor years pad. Plan 
No. 2 shows a map of tlie city of Sydney with the whole of the land coloured red that would be required 
to be resumed in order to cany out my complete scheme, including improvements at Devonshire-street, 
the resumption of “TheKochs” and new streets laid out in both localities for the remodelling^of the city.
As ihat may not come within the exact scope of tbe Committee’s inquiry, I have made Plan No. 2, which 
is tho same as No. 2, except that it omits everything hut what directly concerns the working of the 
railway, allowing 71- acres at “TheBocks” for carriage-sheds aud shunting. It refers only to an extension 
from Eedfern to the carriage-sheds on “The Eocks,” with no improvements to the city, or any modilication 
of the Eedfern terminus. No. 4 is a large map, 18 feet long. It shows every piece ef property to be 
resumed on the route, which the Committee went over on Saturday. The line starts at the railway- 
bridge crossing George-street, thence it goes to the sale-yards for poultry; it crosses Quay-street, running 
parallel to Thomas-street, which falls about 15 feet; then across Engine-street by a bridge. Underneath 
the plan I exhibit the section of tbe line No. 5. Between the bridge and Eugine-street there is an 
embankment, with the station on tho top of the bank, very similar to tbe present Burwood station. 
Engine-street is crossed by a girder bridge Tbe railway running from Engine-street is on aviaduct 
running from 30 to 35 feet above the level of tbe street, crossing liay-street on oue span ; then through 
vacant ground and wood and coal yards to Little Hay Street; then through very poor property to 
Eactory-street. The corner of G-oulburn and Dixon streets is crossed on au angle. The line passes at 
the back of the Trades Hall, and through Messrs. Eoley’s factory to Sussex-street. Then it crosses 
Sussex and luverpool streets diagonal!}' through the Mission Church, passing at the back of Tdlock s 
store in Kent-strcet. By this time tbe ground is rising, so that it may be desirable to lower the end of 
Kent-street slightly. Crossing Ivent-street it strikes into tbe lower end of G-oodlet aud Smith’s yard, 
which rises at such an angle that when it is excavated to the level the upper end will be deep enough to 
allow the line to pass under the branch Bank of New South Wales through a short tunnel under George- 
street to tlie basement of the Queen Victoria Markets. The Committee will see that, while the streets 
run down to a low level from Eedfern to the Haymarket, tho railway line keeps practically level, there 
being a 1 in SO rise to got up to the station at (jeorge-stroct bridge; I in 90 from G-oulburn to Sussex 
streets ; and 1 iu 80 iu G-oodlet and Smith’s yard. The rest is practically level, being 1 in 138. Erom 
this it will be seen that I have no difficulty in getting the line in by that route. The estimate of tlie 
total*resumptious between George-street and tbe Markets, marked in detail on Plan 20, is about £220,000.
] do not put in my valuations of land as an expert, I base them on a rental of twrenty-two years’ purchase — 
that is, 5 per cent, with 10 per cent, added. I have gone to the expense of having this large plan (No, 25) 
prepared, in order to assist the official valuator in seeing what particular pieces of land will be affected 
or require resumption. The £220,000 refers to nothing else but the resumptions from the west^ side of 
George-street, at tlie rail way-bridge, to the Queen Victoria Markets. Plan G is a map from Eveleigh 
to George-street and Devonshire-street, bringing the line from Evcleigh Station to where No. 4 Plan 
commences, and showing the whole of the railway lines and adjacent properties from Eveleigh Station to 
Devonshire-street. Exhibit No. 7 is a smaller scale plan of the proposed new terminus on the Benevolent 
Asvlum site, with the diversion of Devonshire-street and new streets of approach, and No, 8 is a section 
which shows the present and proposed grades, with the present and proposed terminus. Under this plan 
and section it is proposed to resume sufficient ground from Eveleigh Station to enable twelve, or even 
fourteen lines, to be run where there are now only six, it being intended that four of these should be for 
purely local traffic in tbe city extension. With the ground available it is possible to make the lines 
which would run down to George-street (where they would be about 30 feet lower than at the present 
terminus), in such a way that they will not cross the lines to the main station on tbe level. From 
Eveleigh there is a gradual descent of i in 73 to George-street bridge. The line to tlie terminus runs up 
at 1 in 70 until it is able to pass over the top of tho city extension, and then it runs on practically level 
to the terminus. ■
1508. How do you deal with the Darling Harbour line ? The Darling Harbour Hues and the city lines
will practically run together. There will be six lines instead of four, only two of them will bo the present 
lines modified/ The present Darling Harbour lines come to tbe surface—that is, they join the main line-- 
at a point just at the northern entrance to the tunnel. The line is extremely steep, fly carrying these 
lines back to Eveleigh they will work on the same grade as the city lines. .
1509. Is your proposed line on the same level as tlie Darling Harbour Hue? Yes. From Evcleigh to 
tlie George-street bridge it would be practically making six Hues where there are now two,
1510. Dr, Gorran.] Do you improve the grade of fhe Government line as well as for your own ? Yes. I 
understand it is a great disability to the present Darling Harbour line to have such a heavy grade; but 
the alteration could not be undertaken as a work by itself except at great expense, whereas if it is 
undertaken in conjunction witn the city line, the extra expense would be very little. Plan No. 7 shows 
that bv extending the lines aud platforms of the present terminus across Devonshire-street on to tbe high 
ground of tiie Benevolent Asvlum site, you could build a terminus io which access would be possible from 
all sides without steep or artificial ramps. The drawings show a double tram-line, bringing passengers to 
tbe station, miming in front of the mam building, and passing round by an easy curve it returns by a 
subway (on or about the site of the present Devonshire-street) under the terminus building, In that way 
al! passengers arriving by train would pass down from the platform by stairways to the trams which 
would convey thorn to the city, and they would in no way come in contact with the passengers arriving at 
the terminus for the outgoing" trains, which is the cause of so much trouble at the present terminus. If tbo 
terminus is carried on still further to Garden Koad, it makes a difference of about 35 feet betw eon tbe street 
level and the platforms, and it presents a great many difficulties which do not belong to the scheme for having 
the terminus on the Benevolent Asylum site. Another feature of iny scheme is the proposal to utilise what
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M.Lg!e! 7*^ ko a large open space under the station (nowDevonshire-street) by converting it into a huge parcel depot, 
J’ fr°m wh‘ch all passengers’ baggage and parcels would be sentup to the different platforms by little platform 

G Mar., 1000, ™,fb atl<i thus do away with the necessity tor wheeling trucks with parcels aud goods among the passengers 
ou the crowded platforms. Plan No, 9 is a large oue, drawn to a scale of 40 feet to the inch. It shows 
the proposed situation of the line from the Queen \ietoria Markets to "Wynyard-square, and theucc onward 
to the terminal ground, on the site known as “Tbe Hocks,” with a continuation to North Shore by a bridge, 
and an extension across Circular Quay to the eastern suburbs. Dealing for the present with the extension 
to I7ynyard-squareonly, the line turns out from the Queen Victoria Markets and passes under what are now 

. known as Kidman’s Buildings, which, I think, should be resumed for ventilation. Then by a curve in double 
tunnel under Lassetter’s and adjoining buildings into York-street. York-street, as shown by a section in 
the report of tbe Hirst Koyal Commission, of 1891, is amply wide enough for four lines of railway without 
encroaching on private property on either side, at any rate from King-street to Barrack-street. Hrom 
Barrack-street the line curves into "Wynyard-square, of which it is only proposed to take sufficient to 
give two double lines and platforms, making it really a wayside station. As tbe question may arise, 
would it be possible, if the railway were brought to Wynyard-square and the traffic developed very 
much to make a much larger station there, I have prepared a rough plan this morning, No. 25, to show 
that if, in ten years, Wynyard-squaro were unable to cope with the traffic, it would be possible, by 
resuming the buildings between York-street and Clarence-street, from Margaret-street, back to Barrack- 
street, and making Clarence-street 100 feet wide, to erect a station 740 feet by 320 feet, which, I think, 
is larger than the station proposed alongside St. James’ Church. It would be very little hindrance to 
the city traflic to shut this short length of York-street, because by making a short diagonal from the 
corner of Barrack-street across to the corner of Clarence and Erskine streets, that would be a more direct 
route for people going to the Balmain ferries than it is now. That I look upon as merely providing for 
future possible contingencies. I would like to point out that by this proposed railway across Circular 
Quay, with a station at John Bridge’s wool stores, that such station would, be immediately opposite the 
Water Police Office, and closely adjacent to all the harbour-river steamers. I take it that there is as 
much reason for considering the people who live in the water suburbs as in some of tbe land suburbs, 
because there is a tremendous traffic every day from the eastern and the western suburbs to the steam
boats,and any system which left a wide gap, such as that between Hyde Park and the steamers, would 
be defective. Under this scheme the western line would have a small terminus on “The Kocks.” This 
is where, when the first proposal was made ten years ago, it was proposed to put three lines of traversers. 
It was held by some members of tbe last Public Works Committee that that site'would not be big 
enough for the traffic ; but as I pointed out, I never attempted to give any opinion as to managing the 
traffic. If six lines are not enough there is room there for twenty. I leave it to the proper authorities 
to say how many platform lines should be there. That station, as shown, would run from tho Eire 
Station on Circular Quay to Argyle Cut, and would he a sufficient distance hack from George-street on 
the site of Harrington-street. the map also showing the proposed new George-street, running through 
Ives Bond, and coming out at Lower Port-street. It would bo at tbe level of Argyle Cut, whore it 
crosses there, and it would be 8 or 10 feet above the present George-street. The present George-street 
descends from Bridge-street down to Queen’s-place, whereas the new George-street would be level from 
Argyle-street. A certain amount of land on the western side of the railway, and tbe whole on the 
eastern side, would be available for other purposes, and instead of being worth only about the value of 
the resumed properties, I think, as a citizen of nearly fifty years’ experience, that for the shipping offices 
aiiu business places of that kind it would be a most valuable property.
1011. Mr. Shepherd.'] Do you propose to go underground all the way from the Victoria Markets to 
Argyle-street? No ; only underground to Wynyard-square. It will be seen by No. 10, which is a section 
of the route, that starting from Market-street there is an open space at Kidman’s. There is an open 
space for ventilation about half way between Market-street and King-street, and another open space 
between King-street and Barrack-street. Tbe whole of Wynyard-square is open. The whole of tho 
ground between Margaret-street and Margaret-lane is open. Then there is a bridge over Margaret-lane. 
There is a bridge over Jamieson-street, and .lamieson-street opens out into a pear-shaped end. Then 
there is an open space through old St. Phillip’s triangle of ground. There is a short tunnel to bring it 
out on to “The Rocks ” site proper, which is at the back of St. Patrick’s Church. It runs into a short 
tunnel until it gets clear of St. Patrick’s Church. When it gets through it is practically open the rest of 
the way, only running over Essex-street by a bridge. Altogether, from Kedfern to the terminus, there 
is not as much tunnel as there would be in getting from King-street to Circular Quay under the Hyde 
Park scheme. Plan 1L shows the route from Wynyard-square to Dawes’ Point, and to the station at the 
Water Police Court; but as its principal features have been described when referring to No. 9, it is not 
necessary to repeat them, and I would only point out that the branch to North Shore would run parallel 
to Princes-street on a grade of 1 in 50. No. 12 is a section from Wynyard-square to the Bay-road station 
on the North Shore, and shows that by a grade of I in 50, which is the ruling grade on the North Shore 
line, this line could join the Milson’s Point railway at or about Bay Koad station without any additional 
resumption, so^far as the Sydney side goes if the whole of “ The Kocks ” site iu the largo scheme is taken. 
In the plan No. 11, two lines are shown running along the east side of Princes-street. They would bo 
underground, where they pass Charlotte-place, hut they would rise above the ground when they pass 
Essex-street, and then they would be on the surface of a cutting for a short distance. At Argyle-street 
they would be practically on the same level as Princes-street. Prom there they would continue to rise 
until they were 130 feet above the water at Dawes’ Point at tbe water’s edge. That would give 160 feet 
to the third arch of the bridge (exhibit No, 22), which is in perspective. Of course, there is a great 
difference of opinion as to what height the bridge should be. I have had many conversations with ship
masters, having had a large experience with shipping in my position as scientific engineer in Mort’s Dock 
Company for so many years, and I am of opinion that to erect a bridge ISO feet high would cost more per 
day for interest and extra haulage than it would cost per year to lower tbe masts of ships which might 
go under a 160-foot bridge. That is a very important point for tbe Committee to consider in discussing 
the railway, because it has been made out that it would cost a great deal to lower ships’ masts. The cost 
oflowering a ship’s mast might he £5 or £10. If there were 100 ships per day incurring that expense it 
might be importantbut there might be only two or three in a year. I find that the “ Clan Buchanan,” 
at Dawes Point, which is now flying light, is 162 feet above the water at the highest point. The plan

before
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before the Committee has been prepared with the idea that it would be better to spend a few pounds in g’
lowering ships’ masts than to spend an additional £200,000 in building a bridge high enough to allow or ' ^ 
the passage of any possible ship. Exhibit !No. 13 has reference to the present site at Eedfern. It is a Q 
bird's-eye view of tbe burial ground and Benevolent Asylum, and all intervening sites between Devon- ’ 
shire-street and G-arden Koad. Exhibit No. 14 was prepared some years ago for illustrating the 
proposal for a new terminns without the deviation at Devonshire-street. Exhibit No. 15 is a bird s-eye 
view, which I now submit to the Committee as being an improvement on the one submitted ten years 
ago, inasmuch as it gives a much greater open space in front of the terminus. Ihere would be in front 
500 feet plaza, and very large ways of access. It shows pietorially the features which I have referred to, 
with the trams coming up to the front of the building and then turning underneath ; also the provision 
for parcels, and plenty of room for cab-stands. _
1512. Where is that supposed to be P That is at the junction of George and Devonshire streets. The 
picture also shows the city line turning oil just there. I do not speak dogmatically about the situation 
of the station at Tho mas-street, because the Compiissioncrs might prefer to have the station on the eastern 
side of the railway bridge in the position, so that the porters could change from the main station. Q he 
next plan, No. 16, is one which has been exhibited before; it shows every house on “ The Kooks, with all 
the lanes—some of them only 7 or 10 feet wide. The peculiarity about the locality is that by buying 15 
acres you would get about 11 acres of streets thrown in. No. 17 is the companion bird s-oye view 
showing entire “Kocks” site laid out afresh, with a new George-street railway terminus and branch line 
to the North Shore bridge. Tlie next plan, No. 18, is a diagram comparing the Kedfern and Hyde Park 
terminus. A great deal was said about the Commissioners carrying on the traffic for twenty years 
with fhe land which it waa proposed to take from Hyde Park, and about there not being sufficient 
ground at Kedfern. This diagram goes to show' that by a very little addition at Kedfern you could 
tuko in more ground than the whole that it wras proposed to take from Hyde Park, Phe next 
plan, No. 19, is an alternative arrangement of the lines between Evcleigh and Devonshire-street, 
requiring a little more ground than under plan 6, but less costly w’orks. No. 20, has been prepared m 
ease exception was taken to the Queen Tictoria Markets being sufficient to accommodate four lines of 
railway. This diagram shows the Mansion House Station as designed by Sir John Fowler and manv 
other eminent engineers, which has worked for many years as a terminus, and since as a chief 
metropolitan station in London. It shows that the markets are longer than the Mansion House Station.
At the latter station there are trains running in every three minutes. The same plan could be carried 
out at the Queen Victoria Markets, and there is n great deal more room to do it. In my scheme I have 
had in view' the use of coal for the engines ; but I believe that by the time the eastern suburbs railway 
can be built, even supposing it is decided nowr to do so, we would be ripe to run tbe trains by electricity.
The next two plans, Nos. 21 and 22, are two designs for bridges. The cantilever one was designed 
some years ago wdien such designs were in vogue. It was not then known exactly what tbe difficulty 
would be in getting across the water at that particular site. The Government have since had the bottom 
of the harbour surveyed, and it is now found that the foundations would have to go 100 feet below the 
water-level. It therefore becomes desirable to fio away with piers altogether, or to have as few as possible.
The three-archcd bridge shown on plan No. 22, is after the style of two bridges just erected over the 
Niagara Falls, and two over the Kiver Khine. It is designed to take advantage of the very latest system of 
bridge building, both American and Continental. Sentiment is sure to be a governing factor in such a 
question as a bridge ; and speaking as one guided by sentiment, apart from my engineering ideas, 1 say 
that a one-span bridge across that space would be a very great mistake, because it would destroy the 
poetry of the whole scene. "When you realise that you could pass St. James’ Church under these arches, 
and that each of these towers is as high as tho Post Office toiver, you can get an idea as to what it would 
be if the bridge went over the top of the piers, because if a suspension bridge is put there to meet the 
conditions in the designs the Government are nowr calling for, the towrers would probably liave to be ovei 
300 feet high. A design is called for with 180 feet clear headway. The next two plans, Nos. 23 and 24, 
have been furnished lo me by the courtesy of Sir Matthew Harris, the Mayor. They are the contract 
plans for the City Markets, so I know that they are correct. They show what very small alterations 
would be necessarv to make the basement into a railway station. The City Council in its wisdom made 
the basement very deep, which was a wise thing to do, even though full use is not madc^of it at present.
That facilitates the conversion of the basement into a railway station. fhe section No. 24 shows tour 
full-sized railway carriages, and members of the Committee will see how small they seem in proportion to 
the immense area available, the platforms being about 30 feet wide. The easterly line is under George- 
street, excavated, and the estimates include the sum of money necessary to add to the basement. By 
putting only three lines through the building instead of four, none of the main supports are interfered 
with. No. 25 is the plan of resumption, with their values marked, I have before referred to. No. 26 is 
the plan of Wynyard-square which J have already referred to. The exhibit No. 7 is really a plan by 
Mr. Deane, which the Secretary of the Committee has kindly obtained for me. I have put on it the new 
terminus at Kedfern, showing, by a tinted mark, where my terminus would come, and where Mr. Deane s 
terminus would come to. The part tinted brown would be the part which would be available for resale, 
if the whole of the block up to Garden-road were resumed. I have taken the whole of the resumptions 
at tho official valuations, as printed, for the terminus at Garden-road, but I have put down about 
£20,000 for removing the remains from the burial ground in addition. I do not notice in the estimates 
connected with the different schemes propounded officially anything for tliat purpose ; but I have taken 
here the resumptions given by the Government Valuator, presuming that they are correct, and then! 
have credited this scheme with the resale of certain frontages at the price put down in my evidence as 
printed and now before tbo Committee. I am quite prepared to be shown that I am a little out m my 
valuations for resumptions, as I do not speak as an expert in such matters.
1513. How long is it since your valuations were made? From six to twelve months ago.
1514. J)r. tran’an.j You have gone a great deal into detail, let me ask you, now, to take a general com
prehensive glance at your scheme, as a whole ; comparing the West Sydney route with the East Sydney 
route, I understand you first propose to begin at Eveleigh, resuming land at the side of the present line ?
V (58.

15L5. Then you multiply the number of lines, and you make six lines to go under George-street as well ?
Yes, altogether. _ _
15i6. Do you propose to leave the hay and corn shed as it is ? Yes. ' lol7.
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Af‘/in r^’ Then you make a new slalion by extending tbe present station to some distance across Dcvonsbire-
M.I.G.K street? Yes • ° 1

o'MaiT'igOO. ^oa niean I pi'esume, for tbe long-distance traflic? Yes.
’ 1510. Therefore your scheme proposes a separation between tbe long-distance, sbort-distance, aud

intermediate-distance traflic? Yes ; that is the first point of my scheme.
1520. Then you abandon the idea of making the present yard good enough without crossing Devonshire- 
street? Only in deference to the view of looking to the future. The present yard could be made to do 
for the next ten years if you divert tbe suburban traffic ; hut 1 say that these improvements at Eedfern 
can be carried out as the Commissioners find that they aro required, after they have removed the great 
bulk of the present truffle, which is fhe suburban traflic.
1021. Could you for the next twenty years meet all tho requirements if your "West Sydney line were made 
without crossing Devonshire-street?* Certainly, *
1522. And without removing the produce shed? Yes.
1523. If yon do not remove that shed, ran you get sufficient length for passenger trains GOO feet long
without crossing Devonshire-street ? Tes ; when the tunnel is done away with, because ihere would be 
fourteen lines under the substitute for the tunnel. "
1524. You have no plan showing a revised station-yard without crossing Devonshire-street? Ko ; there
is no necessity for that, because it is very evident that if the constriction which now exists within GOO 
feet of the platforms were shifted back another 1,000 feet, then what they call tho “ bottle-neck” would 
be so many hundred feet further back also. ^
1525. You would shift all the interlocking at tho points to the somli side of the tunnel ? I would shift
very little, because the long-distance traffic only consists of a few trains night and morning. '
1520. Practically, you would only want a few platforms at Kedfern? Vou would not want half the 
present platforms for a long time, except for holidays.
1527. Tho other scheme—according to Mr. Eddy—will do for twenty years;—will your scheme do for 
twenty years without enlarging the present station-yard across Devonshire-street if you make resumptions 
at Eveleigh Station? It could be made to do it, but 1 do not think it would be wise. As a progressive 
people, we should contemplate an important terminal siation. Although it is not necessary to make a 
grand building at once, the cost of extending tlie platforms over Devonshire-stjeet, and making longer 
platforms, would be relatively small, and 1 do not see why that should not be done at once, or at any rate 
within the next five years.
152S. Considering the fact that the ground on the north side of Devonshire-street is not private land, 
would there be any more difficulty in resuming it twenty years hence than at present ? I had not merely 
the railway improvements in view in the alteration of Devonshire-street. There is the question of 
ordinary traffic in Devonshire-street, which is very great. There are the steam and electric trams, as well 
as tlie ordinary vehicular traflic, and there is continual risk. Every man who now crosses George-street 
takes his life in his hands, and it is almost as bad in Devonshire-street. Tho deviation which I have 
shown would he a great advantage to ordinary traffic. It would pay for itself, and it would go a large 
way towards paying for the terminus—that is, if my figures are borne out as to what tho laud will be 
worth.
1529. "Would not land he worth as much in twenty years as it is now ? It will he worth move.
15J0. 1 wish to get from you that, as far as the mere difficulties of the railway aro concerned, you could 
do without crossing Devonshire-street ? A es ; for sonic years to come. I am only assuming that we may 
have good times again iu Sydney, such as we had fifteen years ago, and it would'then he a very small 
matter for the Colony to put this work in hand. At present I do not think that the country would he 
justified in spending a great deal of money at Kedfern for works, if provision is made for the traffic by 
securing ground. "
1531. Looking to the future, you are of opinion that Kedfern Station must some day cross Devonshire- 
street? I would not say that it must, but I think that it would be desirable.
1532. If that be so, the question would ho merely, shall we do it now, or wait until we are obliged to do 
so ? J here is one governing factor—tho Commissioners! understand are verv desirous of being housed in 
a building of their own. fhe largo building shown iu plans Kos, 7 and 15 is intended to afford accommo
dation for the railway staff. That might influence the matter.
1533. 1 think they arc not so desirous of going to Kedfern ns of having a building of thoir own at St. 
dames’ Koad ;—it is more important to them to he closo to the business people than to their own officials? 
Then perhaps they had better take the whole of the Victoria Markets, and so ease the citizens. There is 
plenty of room there, and they would make splendid offices.
1534. Taking your plan as it is, have you any estimate of the alterations as far as Devonshire-street, 
supposing you do not cross it, and another estimate in your plan of crossing Devonshire-street for some 
distance ? Yes. The total estimate to complete new works and the extension and utilisation of a great 
part of the present works would be under tho lesser scheme. That is only to carry the platforms across— 
to carry them oyer with temporary roofs, the same as the present head station at lledfern, instead of 
putting this main roof and big building as shown on the picture. That would he for resumption, roads, 
and railway works.^ £170,000; permanent buildings, £140,000. That is only for taking the land required 
for the terminus, £90.000. If you take the whole of the land shown on these plans and erect a building 
for £70,000, with a tower, and put a roof over, you will increase the expenditure to £370,000.
1535. That would be quite irrespective of the city line al all? Tes.
1536. One witness told us that it is a mistake to roof in a terminal station, as it keeps in the steam and 
corrodes the iron? J do not think it is necessary in our climate.
1-537. "Would it be qnite sufficient to roof it in as we do the wayside stations? Yes; that would save 
£30,000 or £40,000. If extra money is paid to acquire land at the terminus, I estimate that you could 
sell 3.000 feet frontage at £100 per foot. That would give a larger terminus roofed in for £70,000, 
instead of a small one which would cost £170,000.
153S. 1 see you have a great idea of recouping the cost by the resale of land ;—is that why you have 
gone so short a distance, so that you may have a larger amount of land to resell ? Ko ; it is in order to 
get a better access to the station. By going to Garden-road the railway platform will be 40 feet above 
the level of Anthony Hordern’s front door,
1539. Are you aware that the Department have prepared two plans—one to go half way to Garden-road, 
and the other to Garden-road ? Ko, 1540.
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1540. The plan for taking the line over Devonshire-street half way to Garden-road carries the line further f 
than you do, and therefore it would leave less land for sale ? That might be only a modification of detail. ’ j ' ' 
The only Government scheme I have seen propounded is one going to Garden-road. My scheme, which g igoo. 
has been out for years, was only for going sufficiently far to got on the high ground, so that trams and ’ 
cabs could go up as nearly as possible to the level of the platforms.
1541. Practically, would the grade he the same as we have now from George-street up to the Benevolent 
Asylum ? Yes : it is 1 in 24, I think.
1542. Does £310,000 represent merely the cost of new Redfern Station and its approaches ? Yes,
1543. You have not included the four additional lines under George-street, or dealing with the Darling
Harbour branch ? Xo, because they belongto the city extension. I have always commenced at the *
railway bridge, seeing that from the railway bridge to Eveleigh is on the Commissioners’ own ground, and
tbo improvements going out to Eveleigh Station should be charged as much to the terminus almost as to 
the other. It improves the approach to both. It is a question open to consideration as to how much 
should be charged to the city railway. In the same way some of the cost should bo charged to the Darling 
Harbour line. 1 will prepare estimates as to the cost of the different sections.
1544. Comparing the eastern and western routes, could your lino as far as the markets bo fairly compared 
with the scheme of the Commissioners stopping at Park-street ? ' I think my scheme would really go as 
far at the Markets as the St. James’ Road scheme would go. Ruder the latter, the passengers would 
really he carried no further than Market-street. They would be practically the same as far as north aud 
south goes.
1545. Then, as far as cost is concerned, you might contrast the tivo lines up to that point ? Yes.
154G. Then it would he simply a question as to which would cost the most, and which would accommodate 
the most ? Yes ; only that 1* make no pretence that (ho "Victoria Markets would bo a terminus ; it would 
bo merely a wayside station.
1547. Supposing you stopped at the Markets, as the Commissioners stop at St. James’ Road, could you, 
oven with traversers, with your limited amount of room, accommodate the traffic ? I do not think you 
could accommodate more than twenty trains an hour. According to Mr. Eddy’s evidence you could 
accommodate forty, but J will say half that.
1548. Supposing you wanted more room, could you get it in George-street without interfering with the 
sewerage V Yes ; I propose to go into George-street about 20 feet.
1510. Before you get into the Markets, will you explain why you are bound to go into George-street in 
front of tho Town Hall, instead of getting in at the back of the Town Hall? The principal object in 
keeping in front of the Town Hall is to avoid paying for ground between Bathurst-street and Druitt- 
street. Secondly, yon avoid sharp curves. To get to the back of the Town Hall you would come on to 
the property at an angle, and you would have to resume a block which, according to the evidence given 
before the last Public Works Committee, would bo very costly. At that time the Markets were only just 
begun. I stated that as I knew nothing about the plans of the Markets I could not say whether my old 
idea of seven years previously could be carried out—that was, to utilise tho site when it was only a police 
court. 1 put a rod line on the map showing a possible alternative routo at the back of the Markets.
That was taken as my scheme, and a great deal of the report of the Committee dealt with that alternative 
route, which 1 never survoyed, and never set out in detail.
1550. If you wont to the back of the Town Hall, could you get under the Markets without a sharp curve ?
It is absolutely impossible, unless you went under tbe Town Hall.
1551. Paying a rental of £2,000 a year for the basement would be cheaper than buying tbe land on the 
other side of York-street and making a station there ? The cost of that is in the report of the last Public 
"Works Committee. There is not much difficulty in turning off from Liverpool-street and getting at the 
rear of the Town Hal], but it crosses Liverpool and Kent streets at an angle. That would necessitate 
resuming an immense amount of property there at the back of the Town Hall. You must go either under 
the streets or over them. Owing to the steep fall of Druitt-street and Market-street, you must have a 
station that would be below tbe street on one side and much above the street on the other. Then you 
would have to close either Kent or Clarence streets to get a station of any width. It docs not work out 
at all well. At the same lime, if the Government engineers can find a better route than mine, I shall be 
only too glad to admit it.
1552. As far as you see at present, both as a matter of cost and engineering facility, it is better to go to 
the front of the Town Hall than to the back ? Yes.
1553. How are you going to get rid of tbo steam and smoke in the basement of the Markets ? The distance 
is so short from Goodlet and Smith’s yard, where it would leave the open, that the tunnel would present 
no inconvenience to passengers. But for the smoke that would naturally arise from engines standing in 
the markets, there are great facilities in the construction of the building itself to get rid of it. Over the 
chimneys of tbe engines there would be large funnels, as in round-houses. It is very common in buildings 
in which engines stand for them to be run in so that their chimneys stand under a funnel leading up to 
a ventilator, so that all the smoke passes away.
1554. "Would you require any artificial draught? I do not think so. There would be great natural 
draught with the prevailing winds, and a proper ventilating shaft at Kidman’s buildings which would 
exhaust all the foul air and smoke.
1555. Would there ho sufficient length in the basement of the markets ? There is 600 feet in the building, 
and the platforms could be run into the tunnel os much longer as might be required.
1556. What about light? The basement is well lighted, even on a dull day. I would reckon on several 
of the shops being utilised for ticket arrangements, and at the back they could bo utilised for ventilating 
shafts up to the top of the building.
1557. Would the existing lifts in the basement be available ? They would have to stop at the ground- 
floor. It would be very easy to putin other lifts to take the passengers from the basement, but they 
would be of different construction.
1558. Would you have room For them ? I think so.
1559. Do you think that the trains underneath—tho noise, vibration, heat, and smoke—would destroy the 
lettable value of the shops, or would the railway traffic make the shops more valuable ? That is a question 
on which there might be a great difference of opinion. I have heard people say that the shops would bo 
worth double their present rental value if there was a railway-station there. I do not think the noise 
would amount to anything; I do not think it would depreciate the valuo of the shops.

1C—L WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 7 MARQE, 1900.
JpresTnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Tice-Chairman).
Tlic Hon, Patrick Linuesat Crawford Shepherd. | Tlie Hon. Andrew Gabran, LL.D.

Egbert Henry Levies1, Esq.

■ The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Enilway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large central station.

Norman Selfe, M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined : —
Gnrran^ Have you prepared figures as to the entire cost of your scheme from Evelcigh to the 

' \ ' ' Markets? Yes ; I have prepared the following figures :—
7 Mar 1000 T.1!? Committee having asked for estimates commencing at Evelcieh Station, I give in more detail the probable cost of the 

■’ ’ different sections, and the complete scheme.
The resumptions necessary to make fourteen roads between Wells-street and Cleveland-stroet would, according to 

my original estimate, cost £86,000, and according to Mr. Pordrinu’o, £92,900.
_ If we allow a little extra for contingencies, and take tlie figures ns £93,000 for fourteen lines, it will amount to 

£7,000 per line. To this must he mldod the removal of tunnel at Cleveland-streot and construction of bridge with its 
materials ; regrading and relaying of four present fast and slow lines, with formation and pormanent-way for two additional 
lines to terminus; construction and permanent-way for four city hues to Gcorgc-strcct; regrading and relaying two lines 
to Darling Harbour; new bridge for four additional lines under George-street; making good roadways, &c.

Estimate on page 73, £164,500 ...................................................................................................  say £166,000

To be apportioned somewhat as follows :—
To the city lines ....................................................................................................... ..................... £81,000
To the terminus for passengers and goods ................................................................................ 66,000
To Darling Harbour branch ..................................................... .................................................... 19,000

totals

£166,000
Adding the first and second of these sums to the amount of estimates on pages 74 and 73, we have the following 

—for the city railway line, from Eveleigh to Argyle-street, about 2J miles long :—
Kveleigh to George-street.................................................................................................................... £31,000
Gcorge-strect to Market-street............................................................................................................... 424.000
Market-street to Wynyard-square ....................................................................................................... 300,000
Wynyard-sqnare to Argyle-street, with 20 acres for yards and carriage sheds .......................... 509,000

, _ £1,314,000
I1 or a now termintis at Devonshire-street, on the lesser scale, with buildings of a light character :—

From Kveleigh (as above) .............................................................................................   £66,000
Kesumptions, Devonshire-street and works (as on page 75, £160,950) .................................. say 170,000

£236,000
For a new terminus at Devonshire-street, on the larger scale, witli buildings of an imposing character, somewhat as 

proposed for the Hyde Park scheme
From Kveleigh ...................................................................................................................................... £60,000
Resumptions and works, less resale of frontages (from bottom of page 76) ................................. 70,000

Hot cost ............................................................. £136,000
Adding this latter sum to the previous estimates for the City Railway will give for complete scheme, starting with fourteen 
lines from Kveleigh, a terminus at the Benevolent Asylum site, as projected for Hyde Park, and 1J mile of railway' with four 
tracks to the Circular Quay, and an immense area for railway purposes at the north end of the city ... £1,314,000 

Not cost of new terminus as above.................................................................................................... 136,000

(Say, 1J million,) Grand total..................... £1,450,000
loGI.^ Could you go right on to “The Docks” with your scheme for £1,500,000, which is the estimated cost 
of this semi-Hyde Park scheme now before ns ? Yes; and included in that amount would be a terminus 
somewhat similar to that now proposed at Hyde Park, but on the Benevolent Asylum site.
1562. In this £1.500,000 do you include the improvement of the present station yard, by prolonging it 
over Devonshire-street, and the improvement of the Government grade down to Darling Harbour as it is 
jiow ? Yes,
1563. And right on to “ The Hocks,” only you have taken ns a set-off for your scheme the amount of 
money obtained by Helling the surplus cemetery land, Carter’s Barracks, and at11 The Docks” ? Yes.
1564. Does the surplus land at “The Docks” include the triangular piece north of Argyle Cut? That, J 
assume, is not required for railway purposes. J included that in the area with 2,000 feet frontage, which 
I proposed to resell in George-street.
1505. If you were to resell that, would it stand in the way of the future North Shore lino P No; tlie 
North Shore line would bo still reserved on the western side.
1566. \Ye loft off dealing with your line at our last examination, at tho Markets ;—from, the Markets do 
you go under very valuable city property? Yes ; until we get into York-street.
1567. Is that the most valuable city property you touch ? Yes.
1568. Do you take the whole of Kidman’s property? Yes ; 1 have estimated for it.
1509. In going under Lassctter’s and other large wholesale stores, will von interfere with their base
ments P Yes. ^ '
1570. "Would you have to pay compensation? Yes; I have allowed one-fourth of the estimated value of 
the buildings for tho privilege, and I think that will bo excessive.
1571. Will your railway shake those buildings ? No.
1572. Are they sufficiently solid to stand the vibration ? The backbone of the city, the sandstone ridge, 
comes up nearly to the surface at York-street. I would go under Lassetter’s in two brick tunnels until I 
came to York-street; it will then be a cut and cover like the Dcdfern tunnel. The street would be dug 
out, and the roof would be put on.
1573. Are there any sewers or pipes in York-street which you would disturb ? Yes, there is a very largo 
gas-main; but others have since been laid in Kent and other streets, so that there would be no incon
venience. There is no large sewer there that I am aware of.
lu/l. When yon have got to York-street, as far as Yv vnyard-square, do you turn a little to the east to 
get to Wynyard-square ? Yes. ‘ 1575.
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1575. Why do you not go on without touching the reserve ? We propose to make that an open station. 
1570. But you take four-fifths of that reserve? 3Tes.
1577. West Sydney is very badly off for reserves, and you are going to take four-fifths of ono of them ? 
I do not think West Sydney is very badly off for reserves; there are four or five, and a magnificent one at 
Kawcs’ Battery, on which there has been some unaccountable encroachment.
1578. But does not Dawes’ Battery belong to East Sydney ? It does municipally, but not physically. 
The reserve is contiguous to West Sydney, and there arc no East Sydney residences there. Many years 
ago Dawes’ Battery used to be a promenade for all the people in that district. Then there is a reserve 
under the Flagstaff, at the end of Ivent-street, and there is a small garden and reserve in Argyle Place.*
1579. Is it not very small? Yes; but it does not seem to he appreciated. Then there is Flagstaff Hill 
itself. Then, of course, there is Wynyard-square, which, from many points of view, is the most important; 
but it does not seem to be used by those for whom it is intended. It seems to be used by those who lie 
full length on the grass, the same as Hyde Park.
1580. If the railway scheme is charged with the current value of the land taken from Hyde Park, ought 
not your scheme to be charged with what is taken from Wynyard-square ? Yes.
1581. Have you put down anything for that? No ; because in the estimate for the other scheme there 
has always been a straight lino for the value of the whole of the property from Devonshire-strect until 
you get to Liverpool-street. Then there was about £92,000 for the resumption of private property. 
When you get to Hyde Park there is a blank again from Liverpool-street,
1582. Still, if your scheme comes to be fairly estimated, we shall have to add to the £1,500,000 the cost 
of the land taken from Wynyard-square ? If the semi-public properties are added to the cost of the other 
schemes, I am quile willing that it should be done in my case.
1583. Do you go through the triangular reserves on the site of the old 8t. Phillip’s Church ? Yes.
1584. Do you do that in the open ? Yes.
1585. You cut out a piece of that? Yes.
1586. Do you go under Essex-street ? Yes.
1587. When you come to Argyle-street you cross on the level? The line has to descend slightly from 
Wynyard-square ;—that is, the city lino—while the North Shore extension rises from Wynyard-square.
1588. If you throw the triangular piece of land, north of Argyle-street, into the railway yard, will you 
not have to cross Argyle-street on the level to get into that ? It is not proposed to use that for the city 
railway at all, except the strip running parallel with Priuces-street when the time comes for making the 
North Shore line.
1589. What is the length between Essex-street and Argyle-street ? About 1,000 feet.
1590. What is the breadth of the space resumed for the new street ? The mean breadth is about 400 feet.
1591. How many platforms do you propose to build there? There is room for six tracks and about 
twenty standing sidings. That includes room for the platforms. The large plan has an area coloured red, 
which corresponds with the small No, 2 plan. The piece north of Argyle-street was only included in that 
plan because you would have to takeaway the frontage to Princes-street on one side, and with the continua
tion of George-street on the other side, you would leave nothing but land of no practical value between.
1592. Then throwing out for the present the North Shore extension, and the route down by Circular 
Quay, you would have with that terminus a complete West Sydney lino? Yes.
1593. Would you have room at your terminus for all the carriages which would have to stand there in 
the middle of the day P Yes.
1594. Would you have more room than there is at Hyde Park ? Yes.
J595. Would you have more room than there would be in the St. Mames’ Hoad scheme ? I measured the 
standing room provided in the King-street scheme at the back of the Art Gallery, and I found that it 
amounted to 7£ acres. I have 7£ acres in the smaller scheme, which only extends from Cumberland- 
street to Harrington-street.
1596. You must remember that in the scheme before us now there is not only the standing room in the 
Domain, but there is 8 acres in Hyde Park, and between Elizabeth-street and Castlereagh-street, whereas 
you have only one block ? That is so ; but they have to run half a mile or three-quarters of a mile from 
their terminus.
1597. But 1 am talking of the area to accommodate the trains ? The area provided in the whole of ray 
scheme is much greater. In the large scheme there are 29 acres for railway purposes.
1598. Have they more room in the scheme before us in two separate blocks than you have in your one 
block ? i think it is somewhere about the same.
1509. Do you think you would be able to give all the accommodation required? If they can get all the 
accommodation for twenty-two sidings at the Art Gallery, they can do the same in my proposal; but it 
must also bo remembered that my scheme contemplates an extension across Circular Quay, which would 
divert a lot of the traffic. -
1600. But I am leaving that out for the present, and I assume that this will be a city terminus ;—do you 
think you will have abundant room for all the suburban traffic, without sending back any of the trains to 
Eveleigh ? Yes; for they can take tbo whole block as shown up to Argyle-street, and right up to the 
North Shore line at Princes-street.

N. Sclfc, 
M.l.C.tl.

7 Mar., 1900.

1001. In your estimate of the suburban traffic do you include the Penrith and North Shore line as far as 
the Hornsby Junction? Yes.
1602. Do you include the lllawnrra line as far as G Gorge’s Eiver ? I have not gone into that question, 
but there is no reason why those trains should not come down.
1(103. Then it is only the great trunk line traffic that you deal with ? Yes.
1604. What acreage have you ? It is over 20 acres.
1605. Tf you stopped there, you would have no circular railway of any kind; it would be simply a Hue 
backwards and forwards ? That would only be until the eastern line was made.f
1606. That is to say, you would stop there as they stop at Hyde Park ? Yes ; but nearly twice as far on.
1607. The only difference is that yon go by the west side, and they take the cast p I take my line right
through business Sydney, while the other schemes stop on the fringe of Sydney—outside the business 
quarter. H30S.

* Norn (on rtmfua): -Tlicre is also a large site reserved for ferry and public landing-place on the west side of 
Kent-strect, north ot the gas-works, hut tliu public have not tho use of it. J

t Noth (oh rrrinioii):—The railway munngemesit would, no doubt, arrange that kouic trains reversed at the Markets 
and some at Wynyiird-Hquiirn, as well as at Argyle-atieet, if one station became unable to cope with the increasing tndtic 
bclore the eirculur line was completed.
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N. Selfe, 
M.I.C.E.

7 Mar., 1900.

160S. Do you consider there arc more people coming in from the suburbs who hare business in Vest 
Sydney than those who have business in East Sydney ? Itis a matter about which there can be absolutely 
no doubt. The evidence before previous inquiries showed that more than nine-tenths of the traffic goes 
to Vest Sydney. i
160n. Then how is it that the self interests of the people using suburban lines does not induce them to 
advocate the western route instead of being apparently in favour of the Hyde Park route? I do not 
think they are in favour of the Hyde Park route. TSie mayors of municipalities who gave evidence in 
the matter were under the impression that the inquiry had dragged so long, that unless they accepted the 
Hyde Park scheme they would get nothing. Then hir. Eddy’s powerful personality had a great deal of 
influence with many people. _ _
1010. Do you think that if they were called upon to give a vote a majority would be in favour of the 
western line? Judging from the conversations 1 have had with many people who are interested, there 
would be a majority of six to one in favour of the western line. That has been a large factor in inducing 
me to go to so much expense ; otherwise 1 should not have backed up my opinion at great expense as 1 
have doue.
1611. If the eastern line is carried it is admitted that the people whose business is to the west of George- 
street will take the George-street tram, or a tram which may be made down Kent-street;—if your scheme 
is carried, will the people in East Sydney have to trust to the tram-lines also? If the St. .Tames’ Hoad 
or Hyde Park scheme is curried, all the people in Vest Sydney will use the George-street tram. Tq-day 
X asked a well-known business man who is close to the Post Office, whether he would use a railway 
station at Hyde Park. He said, “ Certainly not; I will take the George-street tram, as I do now.”
1612. If your scheme is carried, will not the people in Macquarie, Phillip, and Elizabeth streets have to 
take the tram to their places of business? Yes, 1 think it is very probable that many people east of 
Castlcreagh-strect would prefer to use the trams if they are continued in Elizabeth-street.
1618. IV hate\or route is adopted the people will have to use the tram to one side of the city? No, 
Vynyard-square is about half-wav between the eastern and western boundary of the business part of the 
city. The Markets are about half wav between Hyde Park and Sussex-street. Hyde Park is entirely to 
the east of a circle of a quarter of a mile drawn round Queen Victoria Markets. That circle would take 
in more than double the business places which would bo included in a circle drawn from Hyde Park. .
1614. If your scheme is carried, the people whose business lies near Castlereagh-street and east of it 
will have to use the existing trams ? Yes, if they prefer it.
1615. So that one railway would not serve equally well the w'hole city ? Yes. _
1616. Do you contend that the western line would serve the majority ? Vhat I contend is that the 
western line runs right through the centre of the business quarters of the city, and the business people 
and the visitors from the suburbs, who come to town to visit the business places constitute nine-tenths of 
the railway traffic. The amount of the traffic that goes to the cast of Elizabeth-street is a bagatelle.
1617. Do you think that your line would relieve the George-strcot tram, or would it increase the traffic 
on that line ? I think it would relieve the George-street tram of the great bulk of the regular railway 
passengers. Erom my conversation with many railway travellers, I have formed the opinion that a man 
would sooner walk 300 or 400 yards after he got out of His train than change from a train into atram, and 
then have to walk 50 yards. He would be prepared to walk down to Sussex-street from the train, or east
ward as far as Castlereagh-street, rather than go down George-stieot in the tram, and then have to walk.
1618. Take the George-street tram as itis now, and imagine the St. James’ Eoad scheme at work ;—would 
people cross the George-street tram and climb up King-street in preference to taking the George-street 
tram ? No. As traveller to the suburbs for many years, I think that very few people in George-street, 
or west of George-street. would cross the (ram in that street to go up to the top of King-street.
1619. You know that a certain estimate was made of the number of passengers who would be brought in 
by this railway to Hyde Park; it was made years ago by Mr. Eddy, before the George-street tram was in 
existence; that tram now takes nearly the whole of the railway traffic from lledfern Station;—do you 
think the traffic on the proposed railway would be the same as if the George-street tram had not been 
built ? I think that since Mr. Eddy made that estimate the business has increased so much that it 
nullifies the effect of those figures.
1620. Then you think the profit would be as great as Mr. Eddy anticipated ? Yes. _
1621. E'er your Vynyard-square station, could you have a subway in George-street ? Yes ; that is 
shown ou the plan. There is a subway from the neighbourhood of Hurst’s jewellers’ shop which would 
go under Carrmgton-street; it would be neai’ly level from George-street.
1622. On the other side, would you require a much longer subway ? Yes; it would be an advantage 
there, although it is not shown on the plan. The subway should come out in either Clarence or Kent 
streets, and it would be a great advantage to people who used the Balmain ferries.
1623. Vould it also accommodate the people engaged in Clarence and Sussex streets ? Yes. I do not 
think the average distance for those people to walk would be more than one-fourth what it would be to 
the Hyde Park terminus.
1624. In your scheme you would carry the line across Circular Quay, in front of the Custom House, on a 
viaduct ? Yds.
1625. Vould that not be very unsightly? I think it might be safely left to architects, so that it would 
be an ornament instead of a disfigurement. Nothing is ugly which serves its purpose and is consistent. 
A thing is ugly when it violates certain canons of taste, and is inconsistent in its proportions. Many 
people think the Eorth Bridge is one of the ugliest structures in the world, but to those who look upon it 
as embodying certain scientific principles applied to a special purpose, there is nothing ugly about it.
1626. You mean that to the eye of an engineer it is beautiful, while to the eye of an artist it is ugly ? It 
depends upon the sort of artist. An artist may consider nothing but external effect, without the slightest 
regard to symmetry. There are viaducts in different parts of the world which are not unsightly. There 
is the Holbora Yiaduct across Parringdon-street; that is a beautiful structure, as well as a useful one. 
There is no reason why a viaduct on steel girders should not be light, airy, and graceful, while at the same 
time it would fulfil its functions perfectly.
1627. There is a viaduct across Ludgate Hill which spoils the view of St. Paul’s; it is regarded by many 
people as an atrocious structure, and you propose to have a viaduct in front of the Custom-house ? It 
would not necessarily he such a solid structure, and Ludgate Hill is comparatively narrow. In the city 
of Itotterdam there is a railway carried on a sfeel viaduct, and it runs right through the centre of the

- " city;
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city; it is not considered to be ugly. I sin aivare that a proposition bas been made to run tbe railway g*
under Circular Quay, but that would be below water-level, and you would have a difficulty in keeping out ^ 
the water, and there would be steep inclines. _ _ 7 Mar., 1900.
1028. Could you avoid the difficulty by crossing to the south of the Custom House between it and Bridge- 
street, and starting at once from Wynyard-square ? The resumptions would he very serious, and there 
would then be no Circular Quay station. Under my scheme it is proposed to have a station near the 
Water Police Court, and the eastern line would come out at Woolloomooloo. That line would run out ■ 
exactly where the sidings are proposed under the official scheme at the rear of the Art Gallery, but it will 
bo merely a running line, instead of having coaling yards and standing yards for getting up steam. There 
would be difficulties in many ways in carrying out what is proposed, By keeping down to the edge of 
the Quay we go to a point where the streets are low ; we are able to cross G-eorge and Pitt streets at a 
good height, so as to keep the railway 25 feet above the traffic on the Quay.
1629. You could not descend sufficiently to get under Pitt and George streets? It would he absolutely 
impossible.
16i)0. Would it be impossible io go near to Bridge-street? Tbe cost would be enormously increased.
1631. You recommend the Circular Quay route because it makes a good connection with the eastern
suburbs and so makes a circular line, but we do not want all those suburban trains to go careering round 
the eastom suburbs (0 got back to Eveleigh; the traffic there is very much lighter than from the western 
suburbs? Anybody living in an eastern suburb such as Bandwick who required to go to the south end of 
the city would take the route which would bring them round by Alexandria. People who required to 
come to the north end of the city would probably come by Paddington and Woolloomooloo. _
1632. Would you propose that the trains should run both ways all daylong? Yes; an inside and outside line.
1633. If yon had separate circular trains, would not people have to get out at Itedfern and change into 
another train ? They would have to change at, Eveleigh only for the main line.
163-lt. Then we would have the same changing from trains that is so much deprecated at present ? . That 
would only occur where people coming from one line wished to get on to another. Any person living in 
the eastern suburbs would be able to get into the city in two ways. If a person leaving the Western 
line wants to got on to the Houtbern line, he lias to change now, and if he wants to got to the eastern 
suburbs, when tbe circular line is built, be will only have to do ibe same thing.
1635. In a scheme which you proposed some years ago, you had a circular line only within the city ;— 
have you abandoned that ? I have, for the present: but I consider that the line shown in that old scheme, 
joining the present proposal somewhere near Woolloomooloo Bay, or near the back of St. Mary’s Cathedral, 
will be built, perhaps, within twenty or twenty-five years as a return line. If the goods traffic developed 
at the Woolloomooloo wharfs, and there is a necessity for taking goods directly out of the city, it would 
enable them to be taken up to the main lines through the city without interfering with the passenger 
traffic at all.
1636. Some day you think we shall have an inner-circle line? Yes, purely for relieving the other line ; 
but hardly for passengers.
1637. As a passenger line you have given it up for the present ? Yes; it would be 30 or 40 feet under
ground in places.
1638. The expense would be against it? The expense would bo principally for tunnelling, and not for
resumptions. I think it ought to be considered as an alternative to having standing-room on “ The Hocks.'1 
Tunnelling is much cheaper than it was a few years ago, and it becomes a question whether it would not 
be better to go on nt once with that scheme so as to let the trains run down the western side of the city 
and return by that line to stand at Itedfern. .
1639. If you made this Circular Quay line, and this inner-circle Hue, would you want the station at i:The 
Itocks ” at all ? Ho ; all that you would waut would be a little ground on which to shunt your engines 
from Wynyard-square, and that would not be so much wanted if you had traversers. The whole thing 
depends upon tbe amount of traffic which tbe Commissioners propose to bring down. I have had in view 
sufficient ground to meet every possible contingency. If they propose to bring down all the traffic, there 
is sufficient ground at “The Hocks” to do the shunting. They propose to bring all the traffic to Hyde Park, 
without any ground in front of them to shunt. I say, here is twice as much ground as you propose to 
take at Hyde Park.
1640. Instead of going to Woolloomooloo, do you see any objection to returning by way of Hyde Park?
I do not see any objection to adopt any route for the return line, which is simple and cheap.
164d, If you could return by way of Hyde Park, would you accommodate both East and West Sydney ?
If you could return that way from Circular Quay, curving in under Hyde Park, and putting a station on 
a portion of Hyde Park, then going up underground, you would get a perfect circle within the city.
1642. Then the problem between East and West would be solved? Yes; and that return line would
cost very little for resumption. "
1643. You would have a station at Bridge’s warehouse, and the line would run very largely through or 
under public land ? Yes; tbe return line.
1644. Have you made any estimate for such a scheme ? Ho. Having abandoned that scheme so long ago,
I have not returned to it. Ten years ago there was so much agitation in Parliament and among the people

. in the eastern suburbs, that it was thought the eastern suburbs lino was within measurable distance.
That seems to have died out a great deal since an improvement has been made in the tram service.
1645. Do you think the substitution of electric trams for steam will still further accommodate the 
eastern suburbs ? I think the substitution of trams for railway purposes is an absolute mistake. Since 
G eorge-street has been converted into a railway track it is absolutely dangerous, and people are sacrificing 
their lives for the sake of convenience.
3646. Will the substitution of electric trams for steam to tbe eastern suburbs diminish the desire for a 
railway? I do not sec that it will make any difference; there is plenty of legitimate scope for trams.
1647. Vice-Chairman.'] You said that the Hyde Park scheme would not do for more than about twenty 
years;—does tbe same objection apply to the scheme now before the Committee? I do not think the 
scheme notv before the Committee—that is, the Iving-street scheme—is as good as the St. James’ Eoad 
scheme ; it is not such a convenient station. I think the Hyde Park scheme for a central terminus is 
admirable as far as it goes, especially if the Supreme Court, and the Eegistrar-General’s Office are 
removed, but it does not meet the requirements of the travelling population. It meets the requirements 
of the Hailway Commissiopers in the management of a large property, because they will receive £34,000

a
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MICE* * ^Car ^°r tbe people a little further on, but it will not be a penny better to niuo-tenl.liK o[ tbo
' j. PeoP‘® lv^0 cotno into town. When they get to tbe top of King-street, or St. .Tames’ Tioad, nine out of

7 Mar., inoo.ten wiI1 ^avc. to walk a. quarter or half a mile to get to their places of business. They can get much 
’ nearer to their places of business now by tbe G eorge-street tram.

1648. Simply as a means for serving tbe people for a number of years, you indicated that the Hyde Park 
scheme would not do for more than forty years? The scheme now referred to the Committee gives 
greater facilities for receiving and marshalling trains than the Hyde Park scheme will.
1G46. Do you think, from that point of view, the new scheme referred to us is better than the old Hyde 
Park scheme? Prom the point of view of providing standing room for more trains, and meeting emer
gencies, it is better; but from the point of view of meeting the general requirements of railway passengers 
I do not think it is so good. It introduces another element by having these marshalling yards, and stables, 
as they are, called, in the neighbourhood of the Art Gallery, and the principal cathedral in the city, which 
makes it very objectionable to me as a citizen.
1650. What led you to prefer a route more to the west— was it with a view of serving the greater number
of people, or avoiding expensive resumption ? Ko ; it was simply to take the people where they wanted 
to be delivered. Nine men out of ten do not want to be deli vered at the top of King-street; they want to 
be delivered somewhere near G-eorge-street. Nothing has better demonstrated what I have contended 
during ten years than the marvellous success which has attended the George-street tramway. That has 
put the seal on what I have been contending for all that time. "
1651. Ton say that your scheme lends itself to certain connections with North Shore, Balmain, the
eastern suburbs, and Circular Quay, do you object to the official proposal as not lending itscif to those 
connections ? I object to the Government scheme because, up to the present, no estimate has been made 
public, if it has ever been made officially, as to what the cost would be of connecting Hyde Park with 
Dawes Point, I respectfully submit that that estimate should be before this Committee before they can 
properly compare the two routes. Under my proposal, you have the whole route in West Sydney and 
down to the site of the bridge embodied in the scheme. According to the evidence printed with the last 
report of the Public Works Committee, to get from Hyde Park to Dawes Point you have to return by a 
semi-circle shown in black ou the little plan I have had printed ; and in order to build a road from Hyde 
Park to Dawes’ Point and Circular Quay, it would be as long and as costly as mv whole scheme from 
Redfern to Circular Quay. " '

. 1652. Are there any engineering difficulties in the way of making a connection from Hyde Park, or the
King-street station, to North Shore, Balmain, or the eastern suburbs ? The difficulty is. that you have 
to go back to Liverpool-strect and make another line which is as long as my whole line—that is to say, 
when you have got to King-street, according to the plan printed with the official report, you have then to 
make a line which makes it as long and as costly to get from Hyde Park to Dawes Point as it is to make 
my lino from Redfern to Dawes Point. -
1653. Do you look upon that sito which yon have selected on “ The Rocks” as tho natural centre from which 
those connections should radiate? No, Wynyard-square. Tho Rngineer-in-Chief in hia evidence ten 
years ago stated that Wynyard-square is the best site in the city for connecting with Circular Quay, the 
eastern suburbs, and the North Shore. 1 agree with him.
1654. In reply to a question by Mr. Shepherd, the Engineer-in-Chicf said that there would bo no difficulty 
in turning off at the end of Hyde Park and getting round to the other side of the citv, for tho purpose of 
making a North Shore extension? There is no difficulty if you are prepared to spend £1,000,600. He 
was not asked what would be the cost of carrying out that work. The plan printed with the Report of the 
Royal Commission shows a line connecting with North Shore on the western side of the city, which is 
practically the same as I advocated many years ago. I believe no estimate lias been made for those 
connections, and I would respectfully ask the Committee to have such estimates before them.
1655. I notice that in your eleventh axiom you say that a terminus should, if possible, bo approached on 
the level; this axiom is emphasised by the late Mr. Eddy; if, therefore, a terminus be sunk 25 feet in the 
ground, as at Ring-street, or elevated 35 feet in the air as at Garden-road, it would not compare favourably 
with the present terminus extended to the Benevolent Asylum site;—does tho objection to a sunken or 
raised terminus apply with equal force to such a station as you propose at the Markets ? I do not think it 
does, because you find that at the average wayside station you have either to go up steps or doivii them. 
The objection is not so great at a wayside station as at a terminus, tvhere people come with luggage.
1056. But in this ease the majority of the suburban passengers would disembark at the Markets ? No 
doubt thousands would.
1657. So that to that extent it would he a terminus? Yes, to a great number of passengers.
1658. Do you think that you could provide all the usual convcnieuces for dealing with so large a number
of passengers in the basement of the Markets? I think so, for the class of passengers who would 
come in would do so without any impedimenta. ~
1650. Could jmu make, more places of ingress or egress to prevent people from interfering with each 
other ? I thiuk the ingress and egress should be kept entirely separate.
1660. Do you think you have room under the Markets to deal with such a large daily traffic ? It is only 
a question of expense. The Markets could bo made practically an open station, by taking up a great 
deal of the floor, and by letting the enclosure be open to the sky. At present that large arcade is simply 
a resort for a lot of people who seem to have no business there. It is a question I have not gone into 
very deeply for tins inquiry, because you could not tell where it would lead you to. If anyone goes to 
the Markets he could sec that you could remodel them, and make them into a very fine station. It is 
only a question of paying more rent.
1661. Would your station at the Benevolent Asylum site he available for the large holiday traffic ? That 
would probably enable you to deal with twice the traffic that is dealt with now at Redfern.
1662. Presuming it was thought desirable not to go to “The Rocks”—stopping, way, at the Markets for the
present wotdd you be able to make such arrangeineuts there as would successfully deal with the urban 
and suburban traffic and enable tho trains to get back ? You would deal there with at least twelve trains 
an hour each way. I think you could deal with twenty ; but that is a question I would prefer not to go 
into, and it could be dealt with better by gentlemen like Mr. Parry,* 1663.

(u/r aYJiWyji) :—If Hit iuhliUuuul Imyliiic bu uiiulf? Gwrgu Gtreul, we have the authority uf Mr. ICtbly
twiue rejjcntcd (Qneationa 1 nod ’2L!—R|7|MJ) Hint forty Lmiim an hour each way* or u total of eighty trains an hour, could 
bq worked from a station such as the one proposed at the Market*.—(Addendum to f/te l&jtoet of Royal Commission on City 
Iiaihca^j,) ^ •
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1663. Would you prefer, in any event, to see your scheme extended as far as11 The Rocks’'P No; at first N, Selfe, 
only as far as Wynyard-square. Then you could double the number of trains, because one train could M.I.C.E. 
shimt its engiue at the Markets and the next train could go on to Wynyard-square and shunt. At the same „ 
time, if the railway were only carried to the Markets at first, an immense traffic could be done even there. 1 atl’ 1 
1601'. One of the strongest points urged upon us as to the necessity for this extension is the loss of time 
involved in changing from the train to the tram, and that in extending it [even to Hyde Park the time 
consumed by a suburban resident in getting from home to his business would be considerably shortened.
In your scheme to Wynyard-square there would practically be three stations—at Christ Church, the 
Markets, and Wynyard-square. Owing to the stoppages thereby involved, would ithe time taken by a 
suburban passenger in going from his home to his business be much shorter than is taken up under 
present circumstances? Ido not think it would be much shorter than travelling by the tram if the 
passenger gets bis tram at once ; but it will have the advantage that he need not get out of his train until 
he arrives at his destination. As Redfern would be missed there would be only two more stations.
1665. But does he not only object to that only on account of tbe loss of time ? I do not think the 
objection arises from that only. You have to alight from the train, and you have to start on another 
journey. The station opposite Christ Church is only shown as a possibility. Ido not say that it is 
required, because there does not seem to be very much traffic on that site ; but that station is admirably 
suited for persons who have business in the great district about Pyrmont, and students for the Technical 
College.
1666. Ho you think that by placing passengers nearer to their places of business, the result !o the 
passengers would be an improvement under your scheme, as compared with the present state of affairs ?
Yes: infinitely. That seems to be the opinion of nine out of ten people with whom I have discussed the 
question.
1667. Is not Oxford-street a fairly busy and populous thoroughfare ? Yes.
1668. A great number of the work-people in that district live in the other suburbs, what provision would 
be made for them under your scheme 7 They would probably continue to use the trams until the eastern 
suburban line is made.
1669. Would you have any room at your “ Rocks” site to compensate for the small park sites, which you 
would have to take ? There is the triangular block between tbe extension of the North Shore line from 
A.rgyle-street to Hawes’ Point. That would afford room for a small park. Allowing the George-street 
block to be 80 feet deep, it would give a piece of ground about an acre and a quarter iu area. That would 
be very close to Hawes’ Battery. There is a little reserve in Argylo-place, so that there might not bo any 
necessity for that, but that land could be used as a little recreation ground, and it would be accessible 
from Argyle Cut.
1670. What special advantage would there be derived from the two circles, one going round Hornsby 
way, and tbe other by Balmain ;—would you have the same system of traffic there as you would have on 
the eastern suburbs extension ? The advantage of the Balmain route would be that the great population 
of Balmain and Leichhardt would be able to get into the city by the right or left band route, according 
to whichever way suited their business, and trains could be run to much greater advantage when running 
on a circle, so that no shunting would be required. The Commissioners do not like trains to go in such 
a way that they have to reverse them. By going on a circle they would always he going the same way.
1671. Mr. Levien^] Is it your real object to bring tho passengers right into what vou term the heart of
the city ? Yes. ‘
1072. Ho you regard the Victoria Markets as the absolute centre of the city ? Yes.
16/6. Have you taken in all the resumptions, and put what you consider a fair valuation on them ?
I think when tho official valuators get to work they will find that I am over rather than under the mark.
I think it will be more to my credit if it is shown that I have over-estimatad the cost of resumption.
1674. Have you had considerable experience in the valuation of property ? I have had some.
1675. Is your scheme really intended to connect with North Sydney ? It is part and parcel of that
scheme. ‘
1676. Is if your opinion that that must come about? It is a requirement of the immediate future.
1677. When Mr. Rennick came from Melbourne do you know whether he had your scheme under . 
consideration ?^ He was under my charge for the first day. Mr. Reid sent for me, and as soon as Mr.
Rcnnick came into town I was with him for the whole of the first day. Por the rest of the week he was
in charge of the railway authorities; but he was so impressed with my scheme that you will see from his 
report that in his opinion it is absolutely the best scheme. He had no statistics as to cost, except what 
he could derive from the reports by the Royal Commission and the Public Works Committee. From 
these Mr. Rennick naturally deduced that my proposals were extremely costly. He, therefore, says, “If 
cost does not govern the question the western scheme is the best, and it must come some day.” He told 
me personally, “I think Sydney must have two schemes—one through the centre of the city and one down 
the west, and I have recommended going down Hyde Park, because it appears that costs nothing for 
resumptions. He was led to understand that the Hyde Park scheme would not bo debited with anv 
public or quasi-public property. Therefore, as ho simply made estimates on the data put before him, the 
Hyde Park scheme seemed much tho cheaper, and he recommended it.
16/8. Had he any knowledge ot his own with regard to the cost of tho western line? No. The reports 
were handed to him, and although Mr. Sievcrs was sent by Mr. Reid to accompany Mr. Rennick and 
myself, we had no advice from Mr. Sievers. Mr. Sievcrs did observe, “ My goodness, how did you find 
such a lot of cheap property for your line ?” ”
1679. At all events, Mr. Sicvers did admit that ho did not know, until vou had shown him over the licr,
that there was so much cheap property ? Mr. Sievcrs never valued the resumptions for mv scheme ; I 
think ho said as much before the Committee only two or three days ago. '
1680. Hid hfr. Rennick go with you over your line from end to end? Yes; we spent the whole day,
from 10 in the morning until 0 at night.
1681. Did you tell him what you thought would be the cost of resumption ? No.
1682. Had he any data to go upon as to what you estimated the resumption would be ? No,
1083. Then ho came to a conclusion without knowing what the amount of vour resumptions was ? Yes,
1081*. So that ho had no information as to what the actual cost of resumption, would be ? Yes, except 
thatjio was with the Railway Department for nearly a week, and could there obtain information.
1685. He had no communication from you as to the value ? No ; Mr. Rennick was shown over the ground 
by mo. Mr. Sicvers was introduced to him, but, so far as I know, gave him no values. 1686,
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16S6. Had he from Mr. Sievers anything as to the value he put on the resumptions to your line ? I know 
that Mr. Sievers had never valued my resumptions, and he could not have valued them for Mr. Itennick,

7 Mar 1900 Where do you live ? I lived for many years at Balmain, and also at Ashfield, I now live at Hornsby,
‘ and I come in either by Strathfield or the North Shore line. 1 travel 40 miles a day on the railway, and 
I have a good deal of knowledge of it,
16S8. Prom your conversation with passengers, what is the general tenor of Iheir opinions ? It is that, 
if we cannot get anythiog but the Hyde Park scheme, we had better take Hyde Park than nothing ; but if 
we get what we want it is a line through the centre of the city. They look upon Hydo Park as outside 
the city with regard to business. The bulk of the travellers want to come where they will be delivered 
near the business centre of the city.
1689. Has not all the ’bus traffic for years past, from the eastern suburbs and all round, gone to Barrack- 
street, or Circular Quay by George and Pitt streets ? Tcs ; right down to Miller's Point, even in spite 
of the electric tram, it runs still.
1690. Are you fortified in your opinion as to the necessity for a railway down George-street by the great 
traffic now carried on by tbe electric tram? Tea.
1691. That is supported by the evidence given by the tramway authorities ? Yes,
1692. What is the length of the viaducts on your line ? The viaduct is from Engine-street to the comer 
of Liverpool and Kent streets ; it is about 1,920 foet.
1693. Would it interfere with the traffic in the city? "Not in the slightest, because the streets are covered 
in one span. Liverpool, Kent, and Goulburn streets are spanned by iron or steel, and the small streets 
arc spanned by brick arches. Ten years ago 1 proposed to carry the whole of them on iron girders, after 
the style of the elevated railway in New York, but bricks have become much cheaper, and I propose now 
to do it with brick. Mr. Poxlee, who was then the advising engineer for tho Commissioners, objecled to 
the viaduct as proposed, and there was a good deal of force in what he said. He said that utilising the 
additional ground under the iron viaducts would not compensate for its extra cost. The viaduct going 
across Circular Qnayr is of a totally different character; it will be of an ornamental character.
1694. It would not be offensive to the eye ? It would simply stand on steel columns, and it could be 
made an ornament to the city, just as the proposed bridge across the harbour could be made an ornament 
or a disfigurement.
1695. How many lines does it carry ? Pour.
1696. In the proposed line to Hyde Park, will there be viaducts? Yes ; the line will be carried across 
Belmore Park on a viaduct.
1097, Would the station at Victoria Markets be large enough for many years ? I reason by analogy. If 
you can carry on tbe traffic in a place half the size of the Victoria Markets surely it can be carried on 
where I propose to do so.
1698. Are you satisfied that it will be sufficient for a long time ? Yes, for a through station. There are 
many through stations on the underground railway in London which take tho local traffic, and which are 
not as large as this station.
1699. No matter where the terminus is placed, will there not always be a necessity for cab traffic ? Yes ; 
and in York-street, on the west side of the Victoria Markets, there is plenty of space for cabs.
1700. Would the proposed station at Christ Church be merely a passing station ? Yes; it would be 
practically a duplicate of the Burw'ood station.
1701. Would that accommodate all the people who would require to get out between Eveleigh and 
Liverpool-strcet ? Yes.
1702. Did you ever see Mr. Kennick after the first day, and did he ever ask you for further information ? 
Not on business; but I have sent him some information. It will he seen by his report that Mr. Keimick 
is one of the strongest supporters I have ever had for my scheme. lie had no idea of its cost, however.
1703. Do you think that if Mr. Kenniek had come here quite -disinterested, apart from any Government 
control, and if he had positive evidence as to the cost of your resumptions, he would have absolutely 
favoured your scheme ? I could not say that he was not disinterested; but 1 would say that if be came 
here with a clean sheet, without the influence of the Blue Books, which he told mo he had carefully read, 
aud had to make an examination for himself, without any extraneous influence, he would have recom
mended this western line.
1704. You do not impute anything to the Department? Certainly not. Only what is called esprit de 
corps might influence him unconsciously,
1705. Have you ever had any conversation with Mr. Sievers as to the cost of your resumptions ? Never, 
since the day he went round with Mr. Benniek, when he said they had never valued the resumptions for 
my scheme, and that it was utterly wrong to apply the estimate for resumptions in other parts of the city 
to my scheme.
1706. They are different in every way ? Yes.
1707. By your scheme you wish to avoid taking away Hyde Park, or any portion of it, besides giving the 
public the most central accommodation? Yes, the second consideration having most force with me. I 
would not object so much to taking part of Hyde Park if it was part and parcel of a complete scheme of 
which we knew the cost, that is connecting the whole of the suburbs as well as North Shore, North 
Shore ought to be connected within the next five years.
1708. Is there a good deal of agitation to connect Balmain with the railway? There is a desire to have 
it connected. Balmain is ou high land, and the people have to walk down to the water, and they have a 
tiresome time up to the Post Office when they get here. A high-level railway would bring them into the 
heart of the city in a very short distance. At present they have to go a great deal more than 4 miles by 
tram, and it takes three-quarters of an hour.
1709. Mr. Shepherd?\ "What area would you consider would he efficiently served by the King-street 
scheme ? Erom Pitt and George streets to the west, and from, perhaps, Hunter-street and Bathurst- 
street north and south.
1710. Do you think that passengers would rather come to King-street station and walk down to George-
street than change at Itedfern, and go by the George-street tram? They would not. I would take 
George-street as the medium line which would separate passengers to tbe tram and train. That would 
only be for a short length of George-street. Tf they were going north of Hunter-street they would go 
by tram, or if they were going south of Park-street they would go by tram. So that King-street would 
only serve efficiently the two blocks from Park-street to King-street, and from King-street to Hunter- 
street. 1711.

N. Selfo, 
M.I.C.E.
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1711. TVould people be likely to go as far back as Park-street in preference to using tbe tram ? Some
might; but very lev,'. No ono would bo mad enough to go into G-eorge-street and go back to Park-street. ---------
1712. \V hat is tbe actual area of the Markets ? A bout UOO feet long by 100 feet wide, and the portion I „
propose to take under the street would make it 30 feet wider. ' 1 1900
1/13. Would your four lines be in the street, or would they occupy any portion of the Markets ? Three
lines would he under the roof of the building, and one line would lie under George-street.
I?!!;. Mould you have ample room for shunting ? There would he no shunting at all—that would be 
done either beforejwo got to the Markets, in Goodlet and Smith’s vard—or it would be done in the 
tunnels between York-street and the Markets. ”

110t ^dy to cause confusion ? No ; it could be arranged without any difficulty.
1710, Mew mug would it take a train to come in and change the engine from Goodlet’s yard to the Markets ?
It would take no longer than at Ecdfern at present. It is entirely a railway question, and cannot he 
aftected by locality. Speaking as an outsider, I should say they could work twenty trains an hour in the 
Markets, I have put down twelve to be certain. Mr. Eddy said forty, both ways, with a bay line.
1/17. Would there be sufficient room there to adopt tho traverser platform system? There is sufficient 
room to work a platform by making a large vacant spare under Market-street, hut I should not advise 
thah The traverser platform was first proposed by me, in 1890, for the station on “The Kooks,” but 
that is a dead end. It might be adopted at the Markets as long as they were a dead end, but it could be 
removed when the line was continued to T^ynyard-square.
-^18. Would you approve of two lines being constructed into the city ? With our present population it 
vvould be superfluous. Looking to the development of the city, which must go to the south, I cannot see 
that with a main central terminus at Kedfern admitting of development, and a circular railway line 
connecting with the eastern suburbs and Balmain, we need make any further provision for CO or 100 vears ; 
other termini would be right out south. '

iP0-v/OUi. ffi’1’60 ^■r- ■^eiane that a branch line could be easily run from Hyde Park to connect
with the North Shore line ? I believe it could be easily done if money did not matter, hut it would be a 
long and costly line. ^
1/20. Mr. Beane stated that there would be no difficulty in turning off at tbe end of Hyde Park and 
getting round to the other side of the city;—I find that that would work out quite easily, but do you 
think it would be expensive ? It is easy. He says in another place that it would be a semi-circular line.
It is on the strength of Mr, Deane’s evidence that I drew the different lines on my pamphlet plan for 
making a comparison.

maintain that your extension would give greater convenience to tho majority 
or people than would be given by the Hyde Park scheme; the Commissioners propose to make an extra 
charge to passengers on tho Hyde Park route ;—if your scheme were adopted, do you think that a higher 
charge would be readily paid by passengers for the greater convenience which would be afforded ? 1 am 
sure that the great bulk of the season ticket-liolders would willingly pay more if my scheme were adopted 
than is proposed by the Commissioners. I am sure the holders of "workmen’s tickets would gladly pay a 
id. per day more if my scheme were adopted.
1722. Had you taken out your valuation for resumptions on the basis of twenty-two years’ purchase 
betore you had a conversation with Mr. Kenniek, or have you made that valuation since ? It was made 
since then.
1723. You had no opportunity of giving in your figures ? No. Until I came before this Committee 
I always abstained from going fully into such matters. Until now I have always Ihoughtitwas due to me 
that the resumptions required for my scheme should be scut on for valuatiod to experts. I have made 
a valuation now, but my valuation will carry no weight compared with that of an independent expert.

THURSDAY, 8 MARCH, 1900.

$rfs£nt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Yjce-Ciiaikwan).

Tho Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D.
Kobkrt Henry Levies', Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of extending tho Kailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedferu into the City, including tho erection of a’large Central Station.

Archibald Forsyth, rope manufacturer, sworn, and examined :— 
hair man.'] What ore you? Kope manufacturer, merchant and importer, Kent-street and A. Foreytb,

■4,re an 0s'^emdcr of the Legislative Assembly? Yes; I do not appear before you as an 8 Mar., 1900. 
expert, but I have been a great traveller in the principal parts of the world, and while there was not 
unobservant. 1 paid particular attention to the various stations aud means of distributing railway 
passengers, I may give the history of this city railway from my point of view. Twenty years ago the 
residents of the western suburbs got up an agitation to have the railway extended into the city, but there 
was no talk of a large central station. Subsequently the Kailway Commissioners rightly complained that 
they had not sufficient room, and that they required a now station. Tho suburban residents in the 
western district fastened on to that as a means of forcing what they required—that is, a railway extension 

1G~M ' * into
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A. Forsyth, into tho city. I have no hesitation in saying that any of the proposed schemes will only benefit a limited 
number of people who reside sufficiently near the proposed station to be able to walk to their places of 

8 Mar.j 1000. business, I admit clearly that increased accommodation is required at the railway station. I have been 
of opinion for years that the piece of land between Devon shire-street and Belmore-road, occupied partly 
by the cemetery is peculiarly fitted for enlarging the station np to any capacity which will be required 
for the nest ICO years. I think the Committee can have no hesitation in carrying out that part of the 
scheme. I have observed, in the large majority of the cities that I am acquainted with, that the distri
bution of passengers is mainly carried on by the employment of light lines of railways, elevated and 
otherwise, and tramways. The first place of importance is London, There the Great Lastern railway 
terminus comes right into the heart of the city, aud they are in tho best possible position that is the 
Liverpool-strcet station. They have only brought the passenger traffic to Liverpool-street, There is 
another railway of a similar character, but it does not extend to any distance in the country, it simply 
goes down to Dover, that is, the Holborn Viaduct Station.
172C. Is that tho Old London and Dover or tho London and Chatham ? It is for both. It was first the 
station of the Greenwich line; it goes fairly into the business centre. When I have mentioned those 
two, I have stated all that occupy that position. _ - ■ o
1727. The South-western railway station comes to Charing Cross which is a very good central position . 
That is true; but except to a particular part that necessitates a change. There are only two trains a day 
by which you can go without changing. There is the Victoria station. That comes very well into the 
centre of the population; but it is very far from the centre of business, it is at least 3 miles. Those are 
all that I can speak about in that line. I now come to the great lines which go through the great breadth 
of England. The first one that comes to my mind is the Great Western station, at Paddington, that is 
fully 3A miles from the boundary of the city of London, it is close on 4 miles from the centre of business. 
Some of their passengers are distributed by the underground railways, and some by tramways, the great

■ bulk by the underground railways, and, of course, a great number who come some distance use cabs, which 
are absolutely necessary where people have much baggage, blow there is the North-Western, which I 
suppose, is the largest railway in England. Euston Square, its terminus, is fully 3 miles away from the 
business part of London, at all events it is not less than miles.
1728. Do you mean from the Bank of England? Yes, anywhere about there. The Exchange is what I have
in my mind’s eye as the business centre. No doubt Euston Square is not so very far out of position as 
a population centre ; but it is very far from the business centre. They have a branch of the Metropolitan 
railway which joins in a few miles outside the station. That was intended to distribute the passengers 
throughout London; hut owing to tho great time which it takes passengers do not go by that line at all, 
they prefer to come to the principal station, and take the underground railways or the ’buses which play a 
very important part in the distribution of railway passengers in London. Then we come io the Midland 
railway, which is in a similar position. It is slightly nearer to the centre of business, it is about 2{ miles 
from the centre. The Great Northern is in exactly the same position. The exchange of passengers is 
very inconvenient at both the Great Northern aud Midland, inasmuch as they have to walk through 
tunnels below the streets, a distance of very nearly ^ of a mile; but still they go there to reach the 
underground railway. You will say, perhaps, that these are not Government railways, and that they are 
not called upon as companies to go in for the benefit of the public. ...
1729. But there is intense competition with each other ? That is the spur, and not patriotic action, such
as you are endeavouring to take here. _ _ _ .
1730. Are they not bound to study their customers more than our Eailway Commissioners are, seeing that
the latter have a monopoly ? What they rely upon is that there will he proper means of distributing the 
passengers. Although the metropolitan railway taps these railways a few miles out from the station, 
they are iu the same position as the Midland. Scarcely any one goes by it, because it is very circuitous. 
Anyone going to the central part of Holborn can walk" down from King’s Cross, and reach it iu less time 
than by tho outer system of metropolitan railways. When you take that into consideration, the idea suggests 
itself: can the same means of distribution not be used here. Is it not almost open now to the people 
from the Redfern Station ? There is a good tram running along George-street, and it distributes the 
people, not only lo Liverpool or King streets, but within one block cf where any one wants to go. It :s 
said that the electric tram is insufficient to carry the present traffic safely. That may be the case ; hut if 
a tram were made along Pitt and Kent streets it would be ample for more passengers than will ever pass 
during the next fifty years. Many people say, 11 Yes ; but they change into a railway in London when 
they change out of a large station.” There is practically not a particle of difference between the under
ground railways and the tramways, the only difference is that the railway goes a little faster. Now, I 
would direct attention to Now York. The great hulk of the American lines come into New York, and 
have their termini at Jersey City. Of course, that is separated by a river about 2 miles wide from New 
York. On the northern, part of New York there is a station, built about fifteen years ago, called the 
Grand Central Station. The New York Central and the other New England railways came in, and get 
accommodatiou there. They had the same means of carrying it down town further as they had to carry 
it as far as that: but they "considered that that was a convenient place, aud that the proper mode of 
distributing passengers was by means of overground railways or trams, which are very numerous about 
New York. When I was there last there was a discussion going on as the propriety of putting a bridge 
across the North River at Yonkers. 1 was under the impression that the bridge was going on ; but I 
found on inquiry that they had. elected not to go on with the bridge. They hai^ built one about 20milea 
up the river, and they cross into the same line, and they are going to use the present Central Station at 
New York, It is 4 miles from the actual centre of business, and I will admit that the business part of 
New York comes up to “ Fifth Avenue Hotel ” on Broadway. After years of experience they have taken 
no means of bringing the station nearer, simply because they find that the means of distribution is ample. 
I hold that the same condition of affairs exists here. _ _
1731. Do not so many people live in the suburbs on the other side of the rivers that they land in the 
ferry steamers, and do not use the tramways at all ? That is on the Brooklyn side.
1732. But on the New Jersey side also ? Yes; but lam now speaking'about the railways, There are 
not so many ferries on the North River as there are on the East River. I think the ferries are confined 
to four between New York and Jersey city, whereas between New York and Brooklyn there are at least 
a dozen, besides the bridge.

1733,
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1733. Still these ferries are crowded with business gentlemen in the morning ? Tes. New York is very -A- Forsyth.
wealthy, and more able to put a bridge over the North lliver, than we are to put one across our harbour, n
which is less than one-fourth the distance : but still tbev have never done so. In conversations wdiich I ® Mar-i 1900.
had with gentlemen in New York it was pointed out that to create a great station in that part of New
York would cost so much that it could not be faced. It is on valuable land, and would involve an
enormous amount of compensation. The passengers, of course, have to cross over in a ferry. Then, to
reach their places of business, a great number have to take trams or omnibuses. That shows that the Now
York people arc not labouring under the idea that it is their duty to bring railway stations into all parts

ot the town, or even into the centre of the town, because it is too expensive. It would be a great benefit
to those living in the immediate neighbourhood, but it is no benefit to others. Now San Francisco is
situated similarly. Tho main part of tho railway is across the bay at Oaklands. They have a railway
coming in on the southern side which goes down to San Jose and likewise embraces the South Pacific
Ilailway. That comes in on the southern side of San Francisco, but it does not come into tbe town at all,
it stops on tbe margin, the same as if our station stopped at Eveleigh. There has been no attempt to
bring it iuto the city, because they have ample means of distribution by tram, omnibuses, and cabs.
Calcutta is a very large place, and stands in exactly the same position. The main railway stations are over 
on the Iloura side, opposite the city. Its approach is on a pontoon bridge, aud the bridge is broken once 
every second day to allow vessels to pass. Thatportion of the line at Houra is not a government railway, 
but upon the eastern side of Calcutta there is a government line, and it stops at the margin of the city— 
it is about mile from the main part of tbe town. Passengers have to be distributed in exactly the same 
way, although it is nearly all done by omnibuses. Cairo is in a position to have the railway brought into 
the heart of the city if it is thought proper, but Ihe railway on tbe eastern side stops outside the city.
The railway which goes up the Nile is on the opposite side of the Nile, and you have to cross a long bridge 
to remm it. Then there is Naples, a very important city of 300,090 inhabitants. A great number of 
transformations were made there lately, and if they had thought necessary they could have brought the 
railway near the centre of tho city, but they have not touched tho railway since I was thore, fifteen years ago.
Rome is exactly the same, and also Milan. Vienna is a very large and important place, and the whole of 
the railways tnore are on the margin of the city. There are only two sets of stations there—the one 
serves the western and the north, the other serves the southern and the south-eastern. None 
of them coum into the city at all. Paris, of course, is very mixed. One of the Parisian railways 
comes right into the very centre. The northern is at a moderate distance rather out of 
the centre of population; hut, on the whole, somewhat in the same position as our rail
way station with regard to population and business. The other railways from the south-west are 
situated at a considerable distance from tbe centre of the city, at least 3 miles. Now, there is 
Melbourne. The Rngineer-in-Chief for Railways in that city came here to report on tbe city railway 
extension. Ho submitted a valuable report, on tbe whole, but he must have come here uuder tho 
impression that he was not called upon to decide whether the railway should bo brought iuto the city, but 
that it must be brought in, and that the only question was, which was the best place. Any one reading 
tbe report carefully will see that that is the case. Although the stations in Melbourne are very near the 
centre of business, they are altogether on one side, and they are altogether away from the centre of popu
lation. There is no station within miles of the centre of population in Melbourne, they are situated at 
the extreme south corner. One would have thought that if the Engineer-in-Chief had been impressed 
with the necessity of extending the railway into this city he would have endeavoured to carry out such an 
extension in Melbourne; it certainly requires it much more than Sydney. I believe that tbe Redfern 
Station wants enlarging, and that there is ample means of doing so by extending it to the block between 
Devonshire-street and Belmore Park. The height of it is such as to bring it to the level of the present 
railway. Whether Devonsbire-street is diverted or not the height is sufficient to enable them to pass 
over it as if it did not exist. From that point any system of railways to the North Shore and other 
suburbs can. be carried out better than from Ring-street. I hold that a railway along the western 
side of the city is by far the most suitable, but I do not think such a railway is required at the present 
time. Whenever it is determined to connect the North Shore with Sydney the railway must be carried 
along tbe western ridge and not on tbe eastern side. In my opinion, it is the duty of the Committee to 
recommend the construction of a station at the old cemetery, that would be an enlargement of the present 
Redfern fatalion, and that would be adequate for all the traffic. With regard to the ^theme which takes 
a piece of Hyde Park, closes up Elizabeth-street, and occupies two squares of buildings, and likewise the 
site of the Supreme Court, I look upon that as a perfect scheme of madness. People have been driven 
into it through a number of circumstances joined together. If any person had proposed it a few years 
ago, before all these schemes were discussed, it would he said that he was mad, and it would be perfectly 
correct. Take tbe proposal to have a station at King-street: if a person wants to go down to Brickfield 
Hill it would be easier for him to do so by leaving the train at the present station than by going to King- 
street. If you.wanted to go as far as Hunter-street, or farther, it would not be easier to reach it from 
tho presout station than the proposed one. The attention of the Committee may not have been directed 
to the formation of Kent-street. Kent-street runs from Liverpool-street right down to Miller's Point in 
a straight line. There is no doubt that a tramway along that street would oiler very great facilities to 
the citizens of Sydney. The present station, with increased means of distribution, is far preferable to 
the proposal to make a station at King-street, and tbe cost would not be one-fourth.
173L I. gather that you are of opinion that the distribution of passengers can be better effected by a 
multiplicity of tramways than by any one railway which we can run into Sydney? Yes.
1735. Has your opinion on tliat point been at all influenced bv the great success of the George-street 
tram ? Yes. ' °
I73t>. It is a very natural suggestion which has occurred to a great many people that we might use tram
ways instead of going to the expense of a great station, but we have had before us two of the most 
experienced officers in tbo railway service specially identified with the transit of the suburban passengers, 
and they both say that if we had three or even four tramways into the city it would not give the same 
accommodation to the suburban passengers as the Hyde Park station would? I do not like to advance 
opinions contrary to those of experts, but I hold tbe opinion that four tramways would carry more people 
than the railway could convey. 1
1737. Yon know that the great suburban traffic consists of people coming in during the morning and 
going out during the evening ? Yes. 1738.
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A. Forsyth. 173S, Will not that increase, seeing that Sydney is rapidly becoming a city of warehouses and offices and 
>—■*—-'i people are living outside of it ? Yes. _ _

8 Mar., 1‘JOO. jygg g0 number of people going to and from the city every day will increase as years roll
by? Yes, _
1740. Mr. Kneesbaw, who is in charge of tbe tramways, tells us that in the morning tbe George-street
tramway now carries as much traffic as G-eorge-street can carry, and that he cannot put anything more 
ou ? I believe that is so. _
1741. At present in George-street tbe natural street traffic is about half tbe business, and twice a day an 
equal amount of traffic is congested into one or two hours ;—do you not see tbe difficulty ? Yes ; but tbe 
same difficulty will occur here with tbe King-street trains that is now stated to occur in George-street.
1742. We were also told by people who represent tbe western suburbs that they estimate that they lose 
twenty minutes a day by having to move from the railway to tbe tram;—do you think that is a fair 
estimate? Yes.
1743. Whereas they say if they were brought into King-street they would save a good deal of that ?
Yes; but what about tbe other people who do not carry on business near King-street? _ _
1744. They airily think that the other people will be equally convenienced;—is your business in tbe west
of Sydney? Yes. _
1745. The distance from Elizabeth-street to George-street is not very great; but it turns out that the
George-street tram has captured nearly the whole of tbe traffic to tbe railway from the city, so that they 
have taken off the railway trams altogether ;—dees not that prove that the George-street tram puts the 
people down closer to their places of business than the other trams do ? Most decidedly. Far more 
people come in and oul. to the western part of the city than to the eastern. _
174G. But still is it not curious that all the people in the western suburbs, through their spokesmen, 
advocate a station at Hyde Park ? Yes ; I cannot attempt to account for that.
1747. Do you think that if a railway were made down the western side of the city, as Mr. Selfe proposes,
it would accommodate more people than a railway to Hyde Park ? With the various stations which ho 
proposes it would; but if it was confined to one station, the same as the Hyde Park proposal, I do not 
suppose the difference would be much in favour of the western side. _
1748. If he had only one station at the Markets, would it he much more convenient than one station at 
St. .Tames’ Koad ? 1 do not think so.
1749. But if he had three stations as he proposes, would be distribute the people much more successfully ? 
Yes; he would distribute a larger number who could reach their places of business without changing into 
a vehicle, but it would be most expensive to do so. I say the proposal is not within reason. What is to 
recompense the other classes of people who do not get any benefit from the railway for the tremendous 
expense of bringing some people closer to their places of business.
1750. Mr. Eddy calculated that Id. added to the fare would make the line to St. James’ Eoad a self
supporting line ? I am prepared to accept that.
1751. That would not put any extra burden of taxation on the public ? I think that was on the suppo
sition that the cost of the line would not exceed about £450,000, because ho then proposed to get a 
portion of the park free of charge,
1752. It is not proposed that they should pay for the value of the land taken from the Park, and that 
would add about £200,000 to the cost of the line ? They will never pay for the value of the Park, for 
they will never get an inch of it. I rely upon the good sense of the Legislature to prevent such a 
spoliation.
1703. You will admit that the streets of Sydney are very narrow, and are not very well adapted for 
tramways ? Yes.
1754. "We cannot make a tramway in Sussex-street on account of the traffic, and because it is so narrow ?
Yes. .
1755. But we could make a tramway down Kent-street ? Yes.
1756. Would not that take up a great deal of space ? Yes ; and as far as I am concerned, I would sooner 
be without it.
1757. Do you think that most of the business people would rather do without it ? Yes. At the same 
time, it is one of the streets which distinctly invites the construction of a tramway.
1758. Does it lend‘itself to going on to Miller’s Point, and joining the George-street tramway, so as to 
make a circular tramway 7 Yes.
1759. It is rather tempting to an engineer; hut do you think the public would rather not have it 1 Yes; 
I mean the business people in the street, not the public generally.
1760. Do you think the business people in George-street would rather not have the tramWay ? Before 
it was constructed they were against it, but now they are in favour of it.
1761. You remember the old tramway down Pitt-street;—did the shopkeepers like that? No,
1762. Do you think they would like an electric tram running down there now? lam sure that if you 
took a vote of the people in Pitt-street now, more than two-thirds of them would he in favour of such a 
tramway.
1763. Do you think the merchants and ollice people would like it ? 1 cannot say.
1764. Would not it block the traffic ? Yes.
1765. Is not that all an argument in favour of making a city railway if you could make it pay ? Yes, the 
argument lends in that direction most decidedly.
1766. You will admit that a railway can dispose of passenger traffic much more quickly and effectively 
than any tramway ? Yes, than any one tramway ; but if they liked to run sufficient tram-cars in George- 
street they will convey quite as many passengers as any one line of railway. Of course, the -other traffic 
would not admit of that. But four linos of tramways could carry more passengers than the railway could 
take, and they could carry on the ordinary iraffic of the city as well.
1767. The officers of the Department say that that is not the case, and that if you take the railway into 
the city it would carry all the suburban trains to the city terminus w'ithout stopping? One thing which 
makes me oppose the King-street station is the narrow outlet for it. There is no space in King-street to 
take away the traffic, and there will be a block.
1768. They propose to widen Eli/.abeth-street and St. James’ Road ? I understand they are going to take 
the whole of Elizabeth-street, between King and Park streets.

1769.
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17(59. Do you think that is objectionable ? Tcs, very objectionable. There is another objection which 
] have not stated, and. it will not be realized until later on—that is, the immense amount of smoke and 
the smell from burnt grease—which will create a great nuisance in the city. 1 had the misfortune to live 
in Melbourne, right opposite the h'linders-strect Station, and 1 positively went away from there on that 
account. It is the same now at Redfern Station. ' ^
1* / 0. But they tell us that steam will be superseded by electric motors before very long ? That would 
take away the objection. I might be reconciled, even to taking a portion of Hyde Park, under certain 
conditions. When tbe agitation started it was merely asked that the railway should be taken further 
into the city. It was only years afterwards that a large new station was advocated. They might, without 
much detriment to the Park, have a station there if they covered it in, and had the station only on that 
part at the back of the Hegistrar-neneral’s office. How, however, they talk of taking the railway into 
the city, and having a great railway station there.
1771. Tho principal difficulty under the scheme which you propose, of distributing the railway passengers 
by means of electric trams, is that, when all the tramways are converted into electric trams, there will be 
such a concentration of traflic in Elizabeth and George streets that tho railway traffic will be too much, 
and we must make separate provision for it ? If you have four tramways there will be much less 
concentration than with twro.
1772. Then you would ha\-e to spoil four streets ? I consider it would benefit tbe streets, because the 
traffic would be better distributed.

A. Forsyth.

8 MatVlMO.

1773. Vtce-Chairman.'] Ton practically make a distinction in vour remarks on the railway extension 
between centres of business and centres of population? Tes. ’
1774. Ton said that the result of your observation of other large cities beyond the colonies is that railway 
termini are really brought to tbe centre of population, and not to the centre of business ? They are 
brought more to the centre of population than to the centre of business ; but they are not even brought 
far into tbe centre of the city, so as to be near the centre of population,
1775. Do you think that our present railway-station, or a new one on the Benevolent Asylum site would 
be close to the centre of population P I think it would be as near as possible.
17/6. Do you think that nothing further should bo done , in the way of railway extension, and that the 
convenience of the people could be met by further tram extension ? Tes.
1777. In making these comparisions between Sydney and other cities, have you considered whether there 
are any peculiarities in Sydney which would render peculiar methods necessary ? There are somedifficulties, 
but they could bo easily surmounted at slight expense. Eor instance, the tramway that comes up 
Elizabeth-street need not go into Eitt-slreet at all from the new station ; it might go straight through 
Belmore Park to Elizabeth-street. The Pitt-street tram need not go into Pitt-street until it passes 
Belmore-road, so that there would be only two trams going into the station. It would be a great improve
ment if the-tramway went round Miller’s Point by Kent-street, so as to form a circular route.
1/ 78. Is there anything in the irregular conformation of Sydney and its narrow streets which would make 
the method of distribution which you advocate more difficult than it is in some of those cities which have 
wide streets, and a regular conformation ? It would be more difficult in Sydney than in many of tho 
cities I have referred to. Por instance, in Melbourne they have to do the whole of the distribution 
through their streets, but they are so wide that they offer ample accommodation.
1779. Have you fully considered that point in arriving at a conclusion as to the relative merits of railway 
and tramway accommodation in Sydney ? Tes.
1780. Ton do not think the irregular conformation of Sydney is an insuperable difficulty ? The con
formation of Sydney is not very suitable for the extension of railways or for inci easing the tramways.
1781. Do you think that the amount of convenience which will be afforded to suburban and other 
travellers in carrying out the scheme before the Committee will be commensurate with the cost of 
£1,500,000 P 1 certainly do not. I say that the passengers can be distributed better and easier from a 
station at Devonshire-street than they can at King-street.
1782. Do you express a preference for a railway into the city by a western route rather than the one now 
before the Committee ? I do ; only I qualify it by saying that I do not think the extension into the 
vvestern part of the city is required, unless you are going to connect it with North Svdney.
1783. "Would you wait until the connection is made with North Sydney first ? No ; you must determine 
that question beforehand. If you construct the railway to King-street, and then determine to go to 
North Sydney, it will cost an immense sum of money.
1784!. Leaving out the North Sydney connection, what route do you think would give most convenience? 
Ihe western route. A far greater number of passengers go to the west than to the east of the city. The 
eastern passengers are mainly lawyers and professional men of other classes, whereas the great bulk of 
the people storekeepers, shopkeepers, and manufacturers—are engaged in the west of the city.
Ir85. The great advantage of distribution by trams is that you havo many stoppages, and thus place tho 
maximum number of people ns close as possible to their places of business ? Tes; it distributes them 
better for all classes.
1786. A our main objection to the railway extension is the impossibility of having frequent stoppages, and 
putting down people close to their places of business ? Tes; and I wish to emphasise tbe fact that I am 
only advocating the system which is carried out in large cities in every part of the world.
1/87. Do you advocate it because it will give the greatest convenience to the greatest number of people ? 
Tes.
1788. Mr.. Shepherd.] One of the principal arguments in favour of the extension into the city is that it 
null save time;—would the saving of time only affect those living in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
King-street terminus ? Tcs.
1789. Would there be any saving of time for those who had to go half a mile ? There would be a loss of 
time ; many of them would have to go back towards the old station for a long distance.
1/90. "W ithin what area would there bo any saving of time if people were landed at King-street? Tou 
might fairly take Hunter-street to Pitt-street, and up to Park-street; that would embrace one-fourth of 
the passengers.
1791, Do you think that a person coming by tbe railway would gain time by going to King-street in 
preference to taking a George-street tram, when be would be dropped close to bis place of business ? No, 
be would not gain time. Only those immediately alongside tbe railway station would gain anv advantage.

' If
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A. Forsyth. If J wanted to go near Park-street, I would not be nearer to it if I went to King-street, than if I got out 
,'“—'‘'-"“'1 at Redfern and went by the tram.

8 Mar., 1900.1792. Do you thiuk that anyone living outside the boundaries of Market-street, Pitt-street, and Hunter- 
street, would take the G-eorge-street tram, instead of going to the King-street Railway station f Yes.
1793. There is another scheme proposed by Mr. Selfe ; are you acquainted with that proposal ? I do not
know' the details; but I understand generally what he proposes. _
1794. Which do you think would give convenience lo the largest number of people—going by railway to
King-street, or by railway to the Yietoria Markets ? If the railway -were carried out as far as Mr. Selfe 
proposes, I would* hardly choose between the two ; but if Mr. Solfe's proposal stopped at M yuyard-square 
1 should say that his proposal was by far the best. That would simply make it a passenger station for 
the suburbs alone. The connection-with North Shore might he made afterwards. _
1795. Have you come to the conclusion that there is no necessity to bring the railway into the heart of 
the city ? There is no necessity whatever. If you make up your mind to go on with the connection at 
North Shore, Mr. Selfe’s line is the best. But if that is not decided npon, neither the Western line nor 
the King-street line is required at present.
1799. Mr. LemenJ] Would you recommend the erection of a new station at Belmore Park and doing 
away with the Redfern station at the present time ? I would not do away with the Redfern station, I 
only propose its enlargement. _ _
1797. Would you recommend the erection of a new station at Belmore Park ? Yes, as quickly as it could 
be done. t
179S. Then would you follow that up with a regular system of tram service throughout the whole city ? 
Yes.
1799. Would you make a circle around Miller’s Point, so as to connect the whole of tho other systems ?
Yes P I would circularise the whole of the trams. _
1800. Ho you think that the service which you propose would he sufficient to meet all requirements for 
many years to come ? Yes ; for the nest thirty or forty years. Practically, we have not got tramways 
in Sydney ; we have simply railways in the streets.
1801. Supposing the present system were changed into electric tramways, do you think there would be 
sufficient facilities for the passenger traffic ? Tcs; you would give more facilities than by having a 
railway station at King-street.
1802. With regard to Mr. Selfe’s proposal, do you think that the viaducts there proposed would he 
offensive to the eye ? I do not think they need necessarily he offensive. They have two kinds of elevated 
railways in Now York, and they are not offensive; one is carried on pillars, and the other on brackets.
1803. Mr. Selfe has a number of viaducts in his proposal;—do you think that they would in any way 
militate against his scheme ? No ; in Berlin, in the circular railway, a great portion of it is carried on 
brick arches. There are miles and miles of them.
1801. Do you think that a station at Victoria Markets would be the most central we could have ? It mav 
be justifiable to use the Markets for that purpose, as they are of no other use, hut I am not in iavour of 
that proposal.
1805. Where would you have the central station ? I would have it somewhere in that locality ; but I 
think it is very much cramped. _
1808. He says that it is larger than the Mansion House Station in London? Yes; but that is only a 
sort of passing station for the underground railway ; it is not a railway station in the proper sense of the 
word. At the same time, I think the Markets would be largo enough for all that he proposes,
ISO?. He proposes it as a central station? No; he carries his line on to “ The Rocks.” _ i
1808. Does his proposal to connect with North Sydney meet with your approval? Yes; I think it is
inevitable that there should be railw'ay communication with North Shore within the nest ten years. 
There is bound to be a bridge aud a railway there. _
1809. Would you advocate his proposal as going in that way ? Yes ; hut until you make up your mind 
to connect North Sydney with the City I do not think Mr. Selfe’s railway is required. 1 think it Mr. 
Selfe’s railway stopped at Wynyard-square. it would be preferable to tho King-street scheme.
1810. What is your impressiou aS to the opinion of travellers by the train with regard to this proposal ? 
The people from the western suburbs want to come to Hyde Park, but if you take the general public, I 
think opinion is about equally divided as to whether the railway should he taken to the east side or to 
the west side. I think very few now advocate any lino which would go through Hyde Park. The Ashfield 
people do not now dare to advocate going through the park, with perhaps the exception of half a dozen 
who are very brazen, audacious men.
1811. Are you opposed to a railway going through the park at all ? Yes. _
1812. Vice-Chairman.'] Why do you advocate the extension of the railway down tho western side of the 
city in connection with the North Shore extension ? Because it is the only way you can take it, other
wise it would require a tunnel.
1813. You do not advocate that to bring in the suburban passengers, hut simply to connect the city with 
North Sydney ? 1 do so in order to bring iu the country people from Newcastle aud elsewhere who are 
coming to the city.
1814. You do not advocate it to bring the suburban people into tho city? No ; but to accommodate the 
country beyond, so as to bring them into tho city, and then distribute them,

John Shewan, laboratory attendant, Medical School, University of Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
J. Shewan. 1815. Vice-Chairman.] Are you an engineer ? No, hut 1 have taken a very great interest in engineering 

, all my life. I intended to follow that profession, but I was unable to do so. Perhaps I owe an apology for 
8 Mur., 1900. sending in this scheme, but at the time the late Premier sent to Melbournefor an engineer I had my holidays, 

and as I have a good deal of knowledge of engineering, I thought it would be a piece of amusement to go 
over tho ground, and scheme out a city railway on my own account, on a line which had often occurred

to
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to me to be a good route. I was so struck with the suitability of the route that 1 made plans, and I had J- Shewan. 
them m my possession when the advertisement was put in the paper inviting those who had any plans to \
bring them before the Committee. I thought, it was only my duty to send in the scheme, which I wish to ® Mar., 1900, 
submit. ‘ ‘ .
1816. Have you a description of the scheme r Yes, it is as follows :~

of the Public Works Committee a set of drawings which embody a 
3 1 n or4? Kaihcay for Sydney, During the last fourteen years I have taken a great interest in the City 

Itailway ijucstion, bat do not remember having seen a plan such as I have sketched. This plan would only servo for 
llr i111 passenger traflic , it is generally admitted that Redfern is quite central for long distance trains, and onlv requires 

extending A tunnel m a climate like Sydney is no doubt very objectionable ; hut if we must take one, it should be the 
most comfortable that can be built, and as free from curves as possible. The tunnel shown in my drawings may have some 
novel points ; large and airy, it is lighted tn daytime by glass-frames, let into the kerb at intervals of about fiO feet (sec 
plans D and L>), and, if required, at night by electric glow lamps. The tunnel being placed under the street, no land need 
lie resumed, except where station accommodation is required.
-p , 11r01,n Boijwhushi Belmore, JIurstville, &c., leaving Redfern Station would cross Devonshire-street, Belmore
1 ark, and Markets, -0 feet or so above street level, where they would stop at Huymarkct Station (see plan A). The property 
!f„ if re(s“n'fd holf he S11*1 to be very valuable. Leaving this station, by a gentle curve, trains would enter the tunnel
under Lastlereagh-street at Gonlbum street, the street level now being above the railway. The next stop would be at 
!r™r!1re-0t Sta■tl?,, f®60111™15 ■ Although the platforms are partly under the street, this is practically an open station, the 
' . being carrion over the station as a bridge. There are no buildings on the part of the east side of the street to be 
losiuned, but several would have to come down on the west side. The tunnel extends to Bent-street. The trains would

as shown in the map and plan C, and wouldemerge at the south of the present Education Office, which would he resumed,
cross Bndge-strcat 20 foot or so above street lev-el, entering the Circular Quay station. The land'to be'resumed here lias
hemkr'li U+i Ci)U1 ^ °Vt;’ lf 1Yc.,ei;oePt' tf>e Macquarie-plaeo frontage. This station would be a considerable
hci fit above the level of the Quay, and, if built on arches, the space thus obtained would, no doubt, be valuable enough 
as shops, cold or other storage, to pay interest ou the station building.

r nI,rluC1lml I,wnV clalm. for 'his scheme is that I have not seen a suggestion giving three stations, reaching to the 
waters of the harbour, and resuming less land, or laud of less value. > fc
rive BeniS^ale,dt?,W,iueS ’ this wo,,ld require a special survey; nor can I risk making a statement of
the probable cost, but hope that what 1 have scat may be sufficiently interesting to merit inspection.

FRIDAY, 9 MARCH, 1899.
^rrsmt

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vice-Chajhjian).
The Hon. Patrick Lindhsay Crawford Shepherd. { The Hon. Andrew Carray, LLD.

Hobert Henry Levies, Esq,

Tho Committee farther considered the expediency of extending the Kailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Shewan, laboratory attendant, Medical School, University of Sydney, sworn, and further examined r_
I817._ Vice-Chairman.] You promised, yesterday, that you would go through the plans and give a detailed J. Shewan. 
description of what you proposed ? There are a number of people in the suburbs who require a railway, and 
who have an idea that unless it is an inexpensive line they will not get it for a long time. I share that 9 Mar., 1900. 
opinion myself. Tlie scheme which I submit is worked out in order to give tbe very cheapest line of railway 
ml Hunk is possible. A smab station at Goulburn-street would be a great convenience. It is a great 

distance from Kedfern Station to King-street, and a station south of Liverpool-street or Goulburn-street would 
bo a very great convenience. The lino I propose goes across the top of the Eelmore Markets. The green space 
to the west of Castlereagh-street, fronting °n to it, is land to be resumed for a station. There are no 
valuable buildings on that block of land. The ground rises at Goulburn-street. The south end of tho 
platform will be very much above tbe level of Cnmpbel 1-street—about 20 feet. The north end will be 
below the level of Goulburn-street so that it will be convenient for the line to take a gentle curve to get 
under Castlereagh-street. The line is continued right under Castlereagh-street for the wliole length of that 
street. In my di-awings I have shown the section of the tunnel, not the scale, but quite sufficient to give 
an idea of the treatment of the whole subject. Here are the walls of buildings on each side of the street, 
and the footpaths and roadway are shown. The whole of the street is simply scooped out. There will 
be brick retaining walls built on each side. A section of the Cleveland-street tunnel will give a very 
good idea pf what is intended. I have shown a set of iron gratings set into the kerbstone with ’
pieces of glass in them, similar to the arrangement in the Yietoria Markets for lighting the basement.
That is not an absolute necessity, because now that electricity is cheap, the trains could be fitted 
with electric lamps, and could be automatically lighted up every time they entered. That would 
reduce tnc expense of the tunnel. T propose to have a station approaching King-street on either side of 
Gastlereagh-street. Land would have to be resumed for the station between King-street and Market-street.
A number of people would object to a fine, straight, level street like Castlereagh-street being broken up, 
and a section of it taken away altogether. Taking that into consideration I have shown the street carried 
°n;th0 station as on a bridge. If there was no objection to tbe street being removed altogether, the whole 
of the Castlereagh-street frontage from Market-street to King-street might be resumed, and the result 
would be an open and perfect station. It would, of course, be below the level of King-street and Market- 
street and Castlereagh-street. The tunnel would continue under Castlereagh-street and would make a slight 
bend under bhgh-streot. It would come out under Bent-street near where the Education Office is. It would 
cross Bridge-street and would then be above tbe level of that street. Bridge-street would have to be 
lowered a little and Bent-street would have to be raised a little. The trains would cross Bridge-street 
by a bridge. The work of raising and lowering would not be very great. There is a block of land having 
a frontage to Pitt-street which is bounded by Circular Quay on the north, and there is the land which 
is on the eastern side to Maequarie-pbt.ce, that would form the terminal station.

1818.
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J. SUcwiui. 1818. Dr. Garran,~\ \Yhat is the length of that? It is about 750 feet from Circular Quay to Briclge-stieet.
,---- *---- , 181 (J. "What is the breadth of it? I reckon it would easily accommodate four platforms. Possibly, if the

9 Mar., 1900. wait»ing rooms and booking offices were kept below on the level of Bridge-street, there would be ample loom 
for six platforms, about 800 feet in width, from one side to tbe other. ,
1820. Have you provided for the shunting of return trains? I allow that to be done along the platforms.
An engine could shunt ou the middle line. , .
1821. Would that be for suburban, and not long-distance trains? Yes, the scheme is for suburban trams.
1822. Vice-Chairman] Would you have to interfere with any sewers or gas mains? I have not made 
inquiry on that subject.
1823. How long is the tunnel under Castlereagh-street? Three-quarters of a mile.^
1824. "What provision have you made for ventilation ? From the side of each section of the tunnel there 
■would be a passage, which would go horizontally to a convenient place, and it would then be formed into
an upright chimney. .. .
1825. Would you rely upon mechanical appliances for drawing out _ the hot air? 1 would suggest an 
electric motor, of four’or five horse-power, so arranged that the station-master by turning a switch could

, clear the tunnel of foul air. , . .
1S26. What important buildings are on the west side of the station in Castlereagh-street? Ihe principal 
ones are the Arcade aud Tivoli Theatre, the others are small shops. .

■ 1827. What depth do you take on the west side for the station ? That would have to be determined by
circumstances. „ „ T ,,
1828. Would vou interfere with the buildings on the Pitt-street frontage? Bo; I think the hue wou rt 
have to be drawn between the Pitt and Castlereagh streets frontages. Up to that point the laud would
have to be resumed, . , . .,
1829. How much below the level of King-street would the proposed station be? The same depth as the
tunnel—probably 20 feet, .
1830. What means would you adopt for raising the passengers up to the top of the street.
183l! What part of Bent-street do you propose to raise? Since I made these drawings, Dalgety and Co.’s 
offices have been built on the corner of Bent and O'Connell streets. I have altered my plans so as o

1832. Do you propose to raise the street in front of Dalgety’s new offices? Yes; but the wor* would not
bo worth speaking about. It would only have to be raised about o feet. t
1833. Would that increase the declivity from Dalgety <k Co.’s office to the Lands JDthcei Tics.
1834. At your terminal station, would the trains have to come in diagonally ? Yes.
1835. Do you practically take the western side for platforms ? I intended that the platforms should be on
tbe diagonal. „„ ,
1836. If your total length from Bridge-street to the north-western corner of George and Pitt streets is only 
750 feet, how could you get a platform at your terminal station 600 feet long if it is diagonal. |"eie 
would only be four platforms, and coming in diagonally would limit the amount of depth which could be
got for the platforms. _ . , i
1837. Would it not also diminish the length ? No ; it would add to the length.
1838. Would it not be very difficult to get four platforms 600 feet long in that station? I here would be 
some, difficulty. The approach leading to the station would have to bo used to some extent for shunting 
purposes. The platforms would extend up over Macquarie-place.
1839. What objection would there be to making the fine straighler, coming between Young and Lottus 
streets? I think the Custom-house building is there. There are no valuable buildings where 1 propose 
to resume land in Pitt-street and lion Accord-lane. There is no valuable land such as there would be on
the block occupied by Mort's buildings, ,, . -i
1840. What is your estimate for the cost of tbe whole line? I have already said that 1 could not risk 
givino’ an estimate, as it is out of my line. I am simply one of the public who would like to see the 
railway made. If it is an expensive proposal it will not be carried out for some time, and I simply give 
this as a contribution towards the solution of the difficulty. I do not believe that anything cheaper can
be devised, and I firmly believo that it would answer the purpose.
1841. Vice-Chairman.'] Why do you want those large resumptions on each side of Castlereagh-street to tbe 
King-street station ? For waiting-rooms and commodious stairs leading down to the platforms. If you 
resume the land from King to Market streets, there will bo very wide stairs going down from King-street
on both sides, and also from Market-street. . ,
1842. Does not that seem to be a large quantity of land to resume in a valuable part of the city merely ior

, approaches to a station? Yes. Tn the smaller scheme the resumption is nob long enough for platforms,
and they are shown as continued under the tunnel. The ends of the platforms would be under cover.
1843. Dr. Gar ran.A Have vou taken into consideration any other street besides Castlereagh-street < Yes ; 
and I think I am safe in saying that it is not possible to get the same arrangements in any of the other
streets east or west of the line I suggest. ,
1844. Have you considered all the streets on the west side of George-street? Yes. 1 here is only one 
point I wish to claim anything for, and it is this—that neither at the Hay market, nor at Circular Quay, 
nor at the King-street station, are there any valuable buildings to be taken down, as would be the case m 
any other part of the city.

By means of

William
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'William Greenwood, A. M.I.C.E,, sworn, and examined:—
1845. Vice-Q hair man.Are you an engineer ? Tes.
184(i, Are you practising in Sydney? .No : for some time I liave been contracting.
184". Do you wish to submit a scheme for a city railway to the Committee ? Yes; it is as follows :—■

City Kail way—1900. •

W.
Grcenwoad,
A.ir.l.C.B.

9 Mar., 1900.
The design for the line lam about to describe was prepared by me some thirteen or fourteen years ago, and notwith

standing tbe changes due to the growth of the city, 1 am of opinion that the view I then took was the correct one, viz., 
that Itedfern should remain the terminus for all loug-distance traffic, and that the suburban traffic, after passing through 
Redfern station, should he taken aloug the western side of George-street, by way of Wynyard-square to the Circular Quay.

Description of ronit.
Starting from Redfern Station, the line would pass through the Benevolent Asylum grounds : thence on viaduct across 

Bclmore-ioad, Belmore Bark, Hay-street, Belmore Markets, and Camphcll-street; thence in embankment and cutting 
Would run between Lhtt and Castlereagh streets, passing under Goulburn and Liverpool streets, aud curving in a north
westerly direction passes under Pitt-street, skirting tbe offices of the Water and Sewerage Board ; thence in cutting crosses 
under Ccorgo-strcetatits intersection with Bathursi-street, passing in front of the Town Hall; thence in tunnel under York- 
street. and in open cutting through Wynyard-square, and with a not th-easterly curve would pass under Margaret and 
Jamieson streets, Church Hilt reserve and Grosvenor-strect, crcssing under George-street at its intersection with Essex- 
street; thence under Pitt-street and Alfred-street, and across the Circular Quay, where the line would enter into tunnel 
at Phillip-street, passing under Albert and Macquarie streets into Government Domain.

'Phis may he said to complete the city portion of the line ; hut as I hold very strong opinions on the question of 
terminal stations in the heart of a large city, I intend that the city railway shall form a part only of a circular line, which 
will continue from the Cncular Quay, through Woolloomooloo, Darlinghurst, Rushcutter Bay, Paddington, Woollahra, 
and Waverlcy, round the Centennial Park and Randwick (with branches to Randwick and Kensington Racecourses), 
skirting North Botany and Waterloo, and joining the lllawarra railway near Erskineville, thus completing a circular 
railway back to Redfern, From lledfetn to Wynyard-square there would be four lines of way, and thence to Circular 
Quay and on the suburban line two lines of way.

In connection with this scheme ] propose to construct a loop-line from near Stanmorc to a 70-acre shunting ground 
near Shea's Creek, on which 1 propose to build self-acting gravitation sorting sidings—thereby virtually increasing the size 
(or working capacity) of Darling Harbour Goods Yard to three times its present capacity—and relieving the main line near 
Eveleigh of all goods traffic passing from South Coast district to South, West, or Northern lines. _

The railway passes through the business centre of the city, does not interfere with any valuable buildings—public or 
private—aiul, having stations at the Cathedral, Wynyard-square, aud Circular Quay, affords accommodatiou to all 
passengers resident in the railway suburbs ; and the proposer! stations at Wynyard-squaie and tho Circular Quay, being 
adjacent to the wharfs at which the ferry traffic centres, will serve the ever-inereasing population resident ou tho shores of 
the harbour.

The location of the line is such that it admits of easy and direct extension to North Shore, either by high-level 
bridge, train-ferry, or subaqueous tunnel.

I suggest that the electric tramway should lie taken on the eastern side of the Custom House, to connect with the 
proposed electric tram system at Bent-street, thereby leaving the Bridge-street terminus available for Government 
buildings.

'Ihe line is designed primarily as a passenger line, but goods depots would he provided at Paddington, Woollahra, 
Waverlcy, Randwick, North Botany, Alexandria, &c., and in the future, should it he deemed necessary, the levels are so 
adjusted as to admit of sidings being laid to the various Government wharfs at Circular Quay' and Woolloomooloo.

The essential feature of the scheme is that, being a circular railway, all delay and danger consequent on shunting at 
a terminal station is thereby avoided.

I propose (when increase of traffic warrants it) to build a new central station on the Benevolent Asylum grounds, 
which would he used as a terminal station for all main-line (or long-distance) trains ; hut would only be used as a through 
or bye-stntion for all suburban traffic.

J estimate the cost of a combined line of railway, including resumptions, as follows ;—
Redfern to Phillip-street, Circular Quay ......................................................................... £719,545
Circular Quay'—through eastern suburbs to Erskineville ............................................... £850,000

£1,569,548
This sum will provide 12 miles of remunerative railway, whereas the St. James' road and King-street schemes, 

costing the same amount, will only build about 1 mile of unproductive line. I estimate the city and suburban circular 
railway will pay 10 per cent, ou the outlay, whereas any Hyde Park or King-street lines must result in an absolutejoss, 
as they cannot even pay working expenses.
1848, Do you agree that a city railway extension is primarily necessary in order to bring suburban 
passengers closer to their places of business? Yes; the suburban, traffic is 91 per cent, of the whole, 
and if you include the mountain and tourist trains it is 95 per cent.
1849. Is that the main consideration which prompted you to draw up a scheme of this hind? Yes.
1S50. Do you think it is possible to deal with that traffic by having a railway station on the Benevolent 
Asylum site and distributing passengers by electric trams? I said three years ago that when the 
George-street tram would be built it would not affect the railway question. The George-street electric 
tram has more work than it can do without carrying the railway passengers at all. It will be much 
worse when the Porest Lodge and other trams are diverted into George-street.
1851. ,1s it not a fact that the main part of the traffic during busy hours consists of railway passengers so 
far as the George-street tram is concerned ? No ; Mr. Kneesbaw savs that out of 50,000 passengers only 
20,000 are railway passengers, and 24,000 are ordinary passengers, and he said that the 26,000 railway 
passengers ought not to come by the tramway, because it would block the other passengers.
1852. ITe does not want the railway traffic on his trams at all? No ; and he wants to drive them up to 
Hyde Park, which he will not do.
1858. Do you admit that it is a primary necessity which does not admit of doubt that we should carry the 
suburban passengers further into the city ? Y~es.
1854. Apart from the question of expense, what objection have you to a site either at King-sfreet under the 
No. 10 scheme or under the St. James’ Road scheme ? In the first case you would simply repeat the trouble 
experienced at Redfern. You simply move Redfern up to St. James’ Eoad, and have a dead end there.
1855. But the scheme before us has not a dead-end station at King-street? It circles round to the 
carriage sheds in the Domain.
1856. Does not that avoid the objection you mention about a dead-end ? Yes, at an expense of £200,000 
which will not be productive.
1857. Have yon any other objection apart from the duplication of the difficulties at Redfern with regard 
to the proposed site for the station ? It is useless for long distance and suburban passengers,
1858. In what way for suburban passengers? Mr. Kneesbaw says that only 1,150 passengers travel 
by the steam trams from the railway now that the electric tramway is working.
1859. Dr. Garran.] But they have taken off tho steam trams ? They run the steam trams whenever the 
traffic warrants them in doing bo, and that is in the morning.

16—N 1860.
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Gr'cnwo d ^n0" ^iat mean that they have diminished the convenience for travelling by the steam trams ? 
A^101:’ morning they slart the steam trams from Devonshire-street.
^ 1 V ' " 1861. Vice-Chairman.'] Is the proposed King-street station a good place to distribute passengers to their 

9 Mar., 1000. P^aces business ? No ; judging by the small number which now travel by the steam trams.
1862. Do you think that is conclusive evidence that a station further west is necessary to distribute the 
people to their places of business ? Tes.
1866. Has that induced you to put your extension further west 1 "We always put a railway where there is 
traflic, not where there is no traffic as at King-street,
1864. What are your reasons for proposing to close Devonshire-street? Simply for the convenience of 
the railway.
1865. Could you not extend your passenger lines across the street and still leave it open for traffic? Yes. 
There are a lot of sidings in the present Redfern yard, and eventually you will require to prolong those 
sidings into the site of the cemetery.
1860. Are they practically on a level with Devonshire-street now? Tes; therefore I propose to close 
Devonshire-street to admit of their being taken over to the cemetery side.
1867, As compensation to the people engaged in traffic there, do you give them a new street on the
eastern side of the cemetery ? Tes, with a better grade. . •
1368. Dr. Garrani] Would that give you an equally convenient access to tho produce yard? Tes; it 
would leave the produce yards at the site of the Institute, as they are now. Two sidings on which the 
produce stands cannot be brought forward on account of tho Institute, but the others can be taken across 
the street.
1869. Does the continuation of Castlcreagh-strect to the cemetery form tho central part of your plan ? 
Tes.
1870. Would you continue Castlereagh-street through Belmore Bark ? No ; 1 would stop there.
1871. Would it not he very convenient to carry Castlereagh-street through Belmore Park if you carry an 
electric tram up that street ? That would not he necessary, as far as the railway is concerned, although it 
might be necessary for the electric tram. As you have taken possession of Elizabe'h-street for the trains, 
I think you should keep it.
1872. Could we not get to the station more easily by Castlereagh street than by Elizabeth street? No; 
I think Elizabeth-street trams should stay there. To build a tramway in a street does not do the property 
•any good.
1873. W7e find there is very great difficulty in the railway traffic, owing to the electric trams crossing the 
other trams in George-street; might we not get rid of that by not allowing the railway traffic to go np 
George-street, and by carrying it along Elizabeth-street or Castlereagh-street? The tramway arrangements 
will have to be dealt with when you decide the question as to the railway route. My view would he not 
to allow the electric trams to go into tho railway station at all. The trams could not run through the 
station in the way they do now if the sidings were continued.
1874. They could, if the plan now before us were carried out ? That assumes that the new Benevolent 
Asylum station is built. I do not propose to erect that station for the next ten years.
1875. Whenever we do cross Devonshire-street, shall we not have to rearrange the tram service ? Tes.
1876. Could we now or hereafter bring the tram service up to the railway direct instead of going round 
into George-street? I daresay you could do that.
1877. Would there he any difficulty in rearranging it? No.
1878. Supposing your scheme were carried out, and wo did not at present cross Devonshire-street, do you 
see any difficulty in dealing with the long-distance traffic at Redfern without danger, and also the 
intermediate traffic ? There would not be the slightest danger.
1879. What would he tho cost of your schcmo from the present station-yard to the Town Hall? 
According to the cost per mile it would be £350,000—that is, for everything, works and land.
1880. Is the tunnel more costly per mile than your overhead work up George-street? The tunnel is the
most expensive part for works. ■
1881. Erom Druitt-street to Wynyard-square, would it he all in tunnel ? Tcs ; there is no tunnel beyond 
Barrack-street.
1882. As you are on the ridge of George-street at the Town Hall, there would he no big sewer there ? 
No ; only some small pipe sewers. I do not think there are any sewers in York-street.
1883. Have you charged yourself with paying for the land you take out of Wynyard-square? No ; but 
I have charged one thing. If I go 25 feet under property with a tunnel, I charge the scheme with it as if 
the land were bought; but, as a matter of fact, you will not have to buy it, yon will only havo to pay a 
certain charge as an easement.
1884. Tour purchase of property is at the beginning of the line ; and from Wynyard-square to Albert- 
street, you have estimated tho value of the land there as well as the works in Ihe sum of £720,000? Yes.
1885. Do you give a separate estimate for tbe land and works iu that? Tbe land on the combined 
scheme is £325,000—that is, 31 acres at £100,000 per acre.
1886. How far is that? Tho whole distance, from Redfern right on to Phillip-street at Circular Quay; 
that is for the absolute resumption.
1SS7. What is the estimate for the works for the same distance ? £202,000, stations £147,000, making 
a total of £349,000. To that I add contingencies £30,000, engineering £15,000, making a total of 
£394,548. _
1888. Does that include the whole thing to Phillip-street at Circular Quay ? Tes.
1889. Would you not want a little more than that to do the shunting? I do not think so, but wo might. 
The remaining portion I have charged to the other line.
1890. If we stopped there for the present would you have to go under the Domain ? No; I have 15 chains 
available.
1891. How far do you interfere with the roadway at Circular Quay for omnibuses and drays? I propose 
to interfere very little. At the most what I propose to do is to divert Alfred-stveet, which is a narrow 
lane. I propose to divert that road slightly south or to close it.
1892. Would your cutting come into that? Tes.
1893. How much of the space between the Custom-house and the other side of Circular Quay would you
take up ? Practically none. 1894.
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ISOi, "Would you not te in an open cutting there ? The railway would only be 28 feet in width for a 
double line of rail. X would couple Loftus-atreefc and Youug-street together m front of the Cuatom-housO; a.jixc.e! 
and pass them over the roadway on one bridge. r_ a ^
1895. It is the other way that I am thinking of. You have first the space for your railway, then there 9 1900.
are two lines of tramway, aud standing room for omnibuses and tho ordinary tralfie? There is plenty of 
room for that. The distance from the Paragon Hotel to the water would be about 120 feet.

TUESDAY, 13 MARCH, 1900.
JjEeseni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.H.

Hobert Henry Lictien, Esq.
The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 

the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a largo Central Station.
William Greenwood,.A.M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined:—

1896. Dr. Garrant] Yon know that there has been a great difference of opinion as to whether a city 
railway extension should be by what is called the eastern route, or by what is called the western route F 
Yes. J
1S97. I presume that you call yours a line by the western route ? Certainly,
189S. And that notwithstanding the fact that your Bathurst-street station and your Circular Quay 
station—two out of your three stations—are actually east of George-street? Yes ; but still it is what I 
term a western line.
1899. That is to sav it will give accommodation to the people wliose places of business are west of George- 
street?. Yes. '
1900. I presume from the fact of your selecting the western route that you are of opinion that the 
proposed line to Hyde Park would not accommodate the western side of tho city ? It would not accom
modate even the centre of the city.
1901. It would accommodate all the people who wanted to go into Maequarie-etreot? Yes.
1902. And a number of people who would want to go to tho Clubs ? Yes.
1903. And some of the principal hotels? In connection with the suburban traffic the people do not go 
to hotels, and so far as long-distance passengers are concerned they have luggage, and, having luggage, 
they must have a cab.
1901. It is said that if they could come right into tbo citv by railway the luggage would go into the vans 
sent by the hotels to the station ? That goes on now. The “ Grosvenor ” and the “ Hotel Australia 
both send vans to the station for luggage.
1905. Tho Hyde Park line would accommodate the law people ? Yes.
1906. Would it also accommodate all those who have business in Castlereagh-street and Elizabeth-street?' 
Yes; hut a building of a given size on ground in Phillip-street or Elizabeth-street does not contain one- 
tenth of the day population that a building of the same size in York-street contains.
1907. That line would also accommodate most of the Civil Servants on their way to Government offices? 
No. Civil Servants employed in the Lands Office, the Mines Office, the Custom-house, the Income and 
Land Tax Department, and the Treasury, would be far nearer to a station at Circular Quay than to one 
at King-street.
1998. That is to say, they would bo far better served by your line than by the St. .Tames’ Eoad route ?
Ear better. *
1999. Although the people to whom I havo referred would be fairly well accommodated by the Hyde 
"Park scheme, the opening of tbe electric lino along George-street has thrown a great deal of light upon, 
the movements of tho suburban population ? Yes.
1910. And we find from Mr. Kneeshaw’s figures that his present traffic on the electric line is at the rate 
of 8,700,000 per annum ? Yes.
1911. And the steam trams running from the railway into the city now carrying at the rate of 700,000 
per annum;—does not that seem to show that the old steam trams used to take the people not so near 
to where they wanted to go as the electric tram docs ? I am not sure that those figures are correct; but 
it shows that since the electric tram was constructed it has taken traffic from the steam trams.
1912. Is not the main reason of that because the electric tram puts them nearer to where they want to 
go ? Precisely.
1913. You are aware, I suppose, that the first line laid down along Elizabeth-street was constructed 
simply in vipw of the International Exhibition, which we had in the Government Domain ? I am.
1914. And it was put down for no other purpose than to carry tho crowds of people from the railway 
station to that exhibition ? That is so.
1915. And it proved to be an exceedingly profitable line, because of the congestion of the traffic on that 
route, and then there began a groat multiplication of trams to the suburbs ? ‘Yes.
1916. And then there was an extension fromHunler-streetto the back of the Treasury, and tho Elizabeth- 
street line in that way became the trunk line of trains into Sydncjr ? At that time the whole of the 
shunting was done in Elizabeth-street, in front of Dean’s.
1917. At first, but afterwards they made an extension to the back of the Treasury? Yes.
1918. But Elizabeth-street would not be chosen now by an engineer as the best route for a trunk line 
into Sydney ? No ; it was purely an accident,
1919. Jf the steam tram down along Elizabeth-street cannot now stand the competition of the electric tram
along George-street, does that not show that a railway to Hyde Park would not bring the people to where 
they want to go ? 1 think I will prove that later on by Mr. Kneeshaw’s figures.
1920. Now we 'null begin at the station-yard ;—you admit, I suppose, that the present station-yard is not
a very convenient one for the present traffic ? No, it is not. .

W.
Greenwood,
A.H.I.C.E.

13 Alar., 1900.
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1921. And that most of the platforms are too short? They are too short for long-distance trains.
1922. Looking at the fact that the land on the north side of Devonshire-street is land on which the 

___ G-overnment can lay its hand, do yon think it would ever be worth while to try to make the present
13Mar. 1900. station-yard a central station-yard for all time ? Looking to the future, no, certainly not.

1923. But with certain modifications and extensions it might he made to answer for a time ? It is not a 
modern, up-to-date station, and cannot he made so unless you lengthen it.
1921. Mr. Selfe put before us proposals for going back as far as Eveleigh, and making wider lines and 
giving better access to the yard in that way ? The trouble is tbe shortness of the length between your 
tunnel and tbe end of your platforms.
1925. But he increased the length by beginning tbe widening of tho lines at Eveleigh ? Yes. But if you 
extend your station across Devonshire-street you will do the same thing.
1926. There are two methods of doing this thing—either hy going back south aud beginning at Eveleigh, 
or by pushing northward and lengthening the platforms by crossing Devonsbire-street—of the two plans 
which is the better? By going further north,
1927. If we were to cross Devonshire-street with our line to go into the city, as all the plans do, we might 
as well cross Devonshire-street to extend the platforms that are at present too short, might we not ? Yes. 
You would put your suburban train platforms in the Benevolent Asylum grounds.
1923. I mean that we must either partly or wholly tako possession of Devonshire-street to go into the 
city, either by your route or hy the Government route? Tes.
1929. If we are going to keep Devonshire-street open we must lower it by 9 feet, orif we are going to close 
it we must leave it open only for railway purposes ? That is so.
1930. What I mean is this: If we are going to carry two lines of rails northward for your city extension you 
might as well while about it carry your other platforms northward in order to lengthen them—the long 
distance ones ? I do not think there is any need to take the long distance ones northward for some years 
to come. If you can now accommodate both the long-distance and the suburban trains in the present 
station, and if you were to take 90 per cent, of that traflic through you must have sufficient platforms 
left there for the long-distance trains.
1931. But although you talk of taking it away you run it all through the station? Yes7; hut a train 
that would have to stop at a platform now perhaps for five minutes would stop there only for half a minute.
1932. That is true ; but supposing we were to reserve for the suburban traffic the two original lints ? 
No ; I would reserve those for long-distance trains—at tho present stage certainly.
1933. Then you would take the suburban on two sides or on one side ? I would take them on No. 3, and 
east from No. 3.
1934. Towards the produce sheds? Yes, and I would keep Nos. 5 and 6 and west of them for long
distance traffic—for the present, mind you.
1935. You would throw the suburban traffic altogether to the east of the original main lines ? Yes.
1936. And keep the rest for the longer distance traflic ? Yes.
1937. In that case, you would not want to lengthen the original lines ? Not until such time as I built a 
new station.
1938. It is only to tho west of that you would want to lengthen them ? I think that one platform, No. 8, 
is long enough for them. The Northern train is started from No. S or No. 9,1 am not sure which,
1939. We have had it in evidence that proper platforms ought to be COO feet long at the least;—do you 
agree with that ? No ; I do not.
1940. Not for suburban traffic ? Not for suburban traffic. Certainly not; and I doubt it very much 
for loug-distance traffic. If you go to the station on Monday night, you will find that they put two 
engines on the Northern train, and those two engines and the cars as well do not measure 500 feet; hut 
if I were building a new station in the Benevolent Asylum grounds. I "would certainly make the platforms 
600 feet long.
1941. We are going to make an improved station, and are certainly going to spoil Devonshire-street for 
general traffic, and there will he no difficulty in lengthening those platforms on the western side by 
running them across Devonshire-street on an archway, as well as the suburban lines? You can do it, 
but if you run them back as far as Devonshire-street, you might as well go right through aud make your 
new station in the Benevolent Asylum grounds.
1942. I mean that, if you simply want to lengthen those Western platforms, wc can do it by simply 
crossing Devonshire-street with them ? As a matter of construction there is no doubt you could do 
that; but, supposing you were to lengthen No. 6 platform, it is clear that people who wanted to go to 
No. 5 could not cross, as they now do, at the end of tbe platform.
1943. Of course the moment you cross with suburban trains you spoil the crossing at tbe dead end ? 
Yes. But I do not prevent your getting to No. 5 platform tho same as you can now. If you do not 
lengthen Nos. 5 and 6, but merely No. 3 and east of it, it does not prevent your getting to No. 5, as you 
can now.
1944. But your two suburban lines would spoil tbe crossing from east to west ? Yes. But if you were 
approaching the station from George-street you could get to No. 5 tbo same as you do now; but the 
moment you lengthen No. 6 across Devonshire-street you cannot do that.
1945. You could do it underneath Devonshire-street by means of steps ? Yes. I think it will be 
possible for a considerable time to work your long-distance trains in your present station without 
lengthening your platforms.
1946. And if it he proved that we cannot do that, we shall have simply to cross Devonshire-street and 
lengthen the platforms ? At the present time you sometimes use Nos. 5 and 6 platforms for suburban 
trains, but I propose that they shall he used exclusively for long-distance trains, and there are not two 
long-distance trains that start at the same time. Those two platforms, if kept fur nothing but long
distance trains, should be sufficient with occasionally, perhaps, No. 9 platform.
1947. Your scheme separates tho long-distance from tne suburban ? Yes.
1948. And you see no difficulty in working the station by doing that ? No.

* 1949. It has been put before us that many people at Strathfield get into the long-distance trains simply
because they run to Sydney without a stop, and therefore those trains become pro tanio suburban trains ; 
do you think that that is a sufficient reason why we should bring those long-distance trains into Sydney ? 
If I, as a stranger, go to-night to the Eedfern Railway Station to catch the GT5 train to Brisbane, and

have

W.

Greenwood, 
A. M.I.C.E.
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liave a ticket to Strathfield only, they will not allow me to travel to Strathfield. That train stops at W. 
Strathfield merely to pick up passengers, but a number of the people who are -well-known to the railway t?'
employees are allowed to alight there. a.ai.l.I/.il.
1950. IVhat I mean is, that if I get into a train that I know to be a long-distance train at Strathfield, 13 {900

can 1 complain if I am put down where the long-distance trains always stop—that is at Eedfern? No. "
1951. I have no right to say that it is a hardship that that train is not carried into the City of Sydney ; 
but apart from that, what reason is there for carrying the long-distance trains into the city ? I say 
nothing. Fully 90 per cent, of the long distance travellers are better served at Eedfern than they would 
beat King-street. People residing to the east of Victoria-street, Darlinghurst, and from there right round 
to Darling Point, Eose Bay, Eandwick, IVaverley, Woollahra, Paddington, Moore Park, Alexandria, Botany,
The Q-lcbe, Forest Lodge, and Pyrmont are served better from Eedfern than they would he from King- 
street, It is only one-tenth of those in the town who would he better served from King-street than from 
Itedfern,
1952. Supposing that the long-distance trains were to go on to the city terminus, do you think that they 
would have unloaded more than 50 per cent, of their passengers at Eedfern before they -went into 
the city ? They would have unloaded 90 per cent. 1 think.
1953. And we should take all that string of carriages in for the sake of a very few people ? Yes.
1954. It would be a waste of power? There would not be 3d. in cab fares saved even to those who did 
go into the city.
1955. Simply an extra expense to the Eailway Department ? Yes.
1950. You are clearly of opinion that the two traffics ought to be separated ? Yes.
1957. Looking to the future and also to the fact that some day we must have very much more accommo
dation at onr central station, do you see any better place for a permanent main central station for Sydney 
than the ground lying between Devonshire-street and Belmore-road ? It is most suitable in every way.
195S. You do not think that we could wish for a better site? No ; I think it is a very suitable site.
1959. And you do not see any objection in tbe fact tha.t Belmore-road is 35 feet below the level of our 
platform rails at present ? It is only 26 feet where I cross.
1960. And supposing wc coutinue Castlereagh-street, as we propose, from an angle at the corner of 
Devonshire-street, in a line with the other Castlereagh-street to the north, you think that the space 
between Belmore-road and Pitt-street and Devonshire-street will be ample for a great station? Yes.
1961. And that looking to the future we shall have to take that ground for a station? I think so, .
1962. But that there is no necessity at present to go to the expense of building a big station there ? I 
do not think so. It will produce no revenue,
1963. So in your opinion wc can make a city extension with a very moderate additional expense to the
present station-yard ? Yes. ” .
1964. There will have to be something done to adapt that to the change ? Yes; I think that Mr. Deane 
in one of the schemes puts down £20,000 for alterations at Eedfern.
1965. You think that £20,000 will be enough to do all that is really essential at present? Yes.
1966. Is there anything more in regard to that station you would like to say beyond what I have asked 
you? Mr. G-oodehap, who, I think, was an excellent authority, and had a good local knowledge of 
Sydney—he had been here a good many years, and knew the requirements of Sydney—invariably 
advocated Eedfern as being the terminal station for long-distance traffic. My meaning is this : Mr. Good- 
chap had spent practically a lifetime here and knew Sydney thoroughly well, but Mr. Eddy, the late Chief 
Commissioner, had been here only a few years when he was examined on the point, and he could not have 
had as good a local knowledge of Sydney as Mr. Goodchap had.
1967. Aon adduce that, I suppose, as an additional authority in favour of the present Eedfern yard and
the area north of it being the terminal station for Sydney? Yes. .
196S. And you would not attempt to tako out of the city proper an area largo enough for a second 
terminal station ? Certainly not. *
1969. Sydney is not a city that will bear having taken very much out of it for a purpose like that of a
terminal railway station—it is rather cramped at present ? It is rather cramped. Sydney is situated 
really on one long spur. '
1970. It is jambed in between Darling Harbour on the western side, and the Park lands and Domain on 
the east, and cannot push out either way—it can only go south ? Yes,
1971. Looking at the increasing value of city property for warehouses and other business premises, must 
it not necessarily be very expensive to get an area large enough for a really good terminal station in the 
city ? You could not get a terminal station in the city unless you went to great expense.
1972. Dnless wo took part of Hyde Park ? Well, that land at a fair valuation is worth something.
19/3. Ibe portion proposed to be taken is valued at £200,000;—you could not get the same size area 
elsewhere in tho city for that sum ? Not even if it were hare.
1974. Now tako the section between Belmore-road and your first station, at Bathurst-street—you are in 
the open all that distance ? To Bathurst-street, yes.
1975. Abur station will reach to the corner of Bathurst-street and George-street ? Yes.
1976. Will any part of the station be under George-street? Possibly there may be 50 feet of platforms 
beneath it.
1977. Not more than that ? Tbe Secretary to your Committee has asked me to mark on a large scale
plan the exact route of the line, and I will mark, approximately, tbe positions of the platforms and 
stations. "
1978. That station will be an open station ? Yes. It will resemble Newtown Station more than any
thing else. •
1979. You will have four lines of rails there? Yes.
1980. Aon do not run dour lines all the way ? Yes, from Eedfern I run four lines to Bathurst-street, 
and 1 run those four on the same level. From Bathurst-street the lines rise to the North Shore and fall 
to the Circular Quay.
1981. How many lines do the Government propose to make through to there—four or six ? Some years 
ago there were, I think, about twenty-five various schemes submitted to the Government—some were 
Government and some were private schemes. Mr. Deane and Mr. Foxleo examined and reported on tho 
whole of those schemes, and the whole of those twenty-five schemes, including one or two by Mr. Deane,

provided
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. , provided for two lines of rails only, wliieli shows that every one was of opinion that two lines of railway
i'ifl'cE W0T1^ amP^e f°r the traffic.
' " *_ ' 19S2, Tou are providing four lines of rails only for your city extension and for the line to xforth Shore,

IMIar. 1900. whereas Mr. Deane provides not less than six simply to go to a dead-end station at King-street ? Granted.
19S3. Tf he wants six for that, can you make four do for what is a double railway ? Yes. Mr. Deane's 
own opinion was that only two lines were necessary, and he designed his scheme for two lines, and 
everyone else who sent in a scheme designed only for two lines. The Commissioners have gone in ior 
six lines now, but their scheme in 1891 was for only four lines. The 189G scheme provides for six. 
Those six lines consist of up and down fast, up and down slow, and two service lines. Those two service 
lines simply go into the Kedfern yard1 and no further.
1984. But you see that the original idea of two lines was when they had not reduplicated the line from 
Sydney to Homehush ? That is so.
1985. Having reduplicated that line, they found that two lines would no longer carry the traffic F Two 
lines would carry double the present traffic on the lines if the whole of it were slow ; but they want to 
run a fast train alongside a slow one, and they could not do that on two pairs of rails, and that is the 
reason why they have constructed four lines of rails. I propose to let the four lines remain there, and 
they will still run fast trains from Strathfield to Kedfern ; but at Kedfern they must atop.
19SG. You cannot run fast trains through the city? Ho ; you must run them slow.
1987. I suppose that f of a mile is a fair distance for city stations to be apart from one another? Yes. 
Yon have four lines from Homebush to Strathfield ; but notwithstanding the fact that you have a double 
line joining at Strathfield, you do not put on an additional lino to convey that traffic to Sydney; and 
although you havo two lines from lllawarra joining near Eveleigh, you do not put on two more lines to 
carry that traffic.
1988. I suppose that the four lines we have now will carry a great deal more traffic ? Yes.
1989. "With your line you cross the Belmore Markets ? Yes; I cross by a continuous viaduct. _ Erom 
the south side of Belmore-road to the north side of Campbell-street there is one continuous viaduct.
1990. You go over the old part of the markets ? Yes ; old Paddy’s Market.
199L. You would have to make provision for piers there? Yes.

■ 1992. You put those inside the market buildings ? Yes.
1993. You simply spoil two or three of tho stalls there ? Yes.
1994. Nothing worse than that? Ho.
1395. Is there a good foundation there ? Provision is made for that. In the worst part of Belmore 
Park you may have to go down 12 feet or 15 feet for your foundations ; but I have reckoned for that in 
my estimate.
199G. How go from Bathurst-street to 'Wynyard-square, tho next station;—the moment you emerge 
from Bathurst-street station 1 understand the levels of your Horth Shore line begin to differ from tho 
levels of your city line proper—oue goes up aud the other goes down ? Yes.
1997. You must go down from Bathurst-street to get to the level you want to be at at Circular Quay ? 
Not necessarily ; but I must go down to get beneath the line that goes on to Horth Shore.
1998. Yon would have to go down somewhat? Yes; but I need not do that until 1 got to Wynyard- 
squnre.
1999. But must you begin to rise at Bathurst-street? Yes, so as to cross the North Shore lino over the 
Circular Quay line.
2000. You cannot possibly get the elevation hy starting from Wynyard-square ? I should he 17 feet 
lower than at tho present time, and that would mean so much greater rise to the bridge.
2001. Are you estimating for a 150-fcet bridge or 180 feet ? 1G0 feet. The reason for that is that the-
Koval Commission that reported on that question decided on 1G0 feet.
2002. What is tho worse gradient on the present North Shore line ? I. believe 1 in 40. _
2003. Well, if that is the gradient there, what is tbe objection to having a 1 in 40 rise to the bridge ? Hone, 
so far as I know.
200i. We can afford to go as steep with our train to the bridge as trains have to go on the present North 
Shoreline? Yes. .
2005. Though you accept 1 in 40, could you not begin your rise at Wynyard-square ? Ho, because it 
would be l-in-40 grade now from the higher level in Wynyard-square, and if I were to go down lower it 
would make it a steeper grade.
2006. Then you are already going to accept a l-in-40 grade from Wynyard-square ? Yes; from 
Wynyard-square it would bo a l-in-40 grade to tbe Horth Shore.
20:)7. Will you explain to the Committee how these two lines are going one to cross or overlap the other ? 
Simply by the fact that, starting from Bathurst-street, the one line rises and tho other falls with a 1-in-GO 
grade until such time as the difference of level between the two rails is 17 or IS feet—sufficient to carry 
one line over the other.
2008. Until one goes over the other they arc abreast ? Until they start to rise they are abreast.
2009. But they must be abreast, must they not, until one is tall enough to go over the other? Ho; 
when they cross one another they are vertical to one another, and they gradually converge. They cross 
one another before they get into York-street.

. 201.0, Between Bathurst-street and Druitt-street they have got high enough to cross ? That is so.
2011. But in passing between the Town Hall and the Markets, you must have for some part of the journey 
room for four lines abreast ? Ho.
2012. The moment you cross Druitt-street you can put one above the other? Yes.
2013. So in York-street you really only want sufficient breadth for two lines r I want more than 
sufficient breadth for two lines, for there, the two lines are not vertical—one beneath the other. Oue may 
be on one side of the street and the other on the other side.
2014. Would it not bo an engineering advantage—for the strength of foundations—to have them one over 
the other? Ho. When I leave Y’ork-street to get to Wynyard-square, if I were on the east side of the 
street, I would have a very sharp bend to get to Wynyard-square; hut if on the western side, it gives a 
better curve for tbe Circular Quay line.
2015. The lower arch will be strong enough to stand whatever is put on it? It will have to be made 
strong enough.

201G.
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201G. 'What is the exact length of the tunnel;—you are to be in tunnel from Bathurst-street to Wynyard- GreE^'rom, 
square? >To; I do not consider that at all a tunnel. Where you cross IS’cwtown*road Bridge it is a bridge, 
not a tunnel. _ ... a
2017. What is the length of it—bridge, or tunnel, or whatever name you like to give it? It is, approxi- i3Aiar.,lD0D. 
mately, 9 chains—that is, from Bathurst-street to Druitt-street,
201S. That would not be a longer tunnel than one from Hyde I’ark to Circular Quay underground? Then 
you have the tunnel from Druitt-street to Wynyard-street.
2019. But one of the schemes before us—the Hyde Park scheme—involves an extension from Hyde Park 
to Circular Quay? Tes.
2020. That would be quite as long a tunnel as yours ? Longer, I think. _
2021. Is there anything more between these two stations you want to speak about ? No; excepting that 
there are no sewers in the way.
2022. Nothing hut the ordinary house sewers and the gas and water pipes ? Tes.
20211. Do you propose to have side ventilation ? I do not propose to have it. I think that natural 
ventilation will be quite sufficient for that tunnel.
2024. It has been stated by many witnesses that in this hot climato tunnels are more objectionable than 
they are in England ? I say emphatically, no. Half the year in England you have dull, damp, foggy 
weather, and at no time of the year there have you a clear atmosphere such as you have in Sydney.
2025. What tunnels have we on our railways more than 39 chains in length? Ton have a tunnel at 
Lapstone, which is 38 or 40 chains long. It has a curve at both ends. Half the tunnel at least is on 
curve, and it has a 1 in 33 grade. Since that tunnel has been built, I do not think that fewer passengers 
have gone over tho mountains than used to go previously. It has not affected the passeuger traffic in the 
slightest.
202G. Ton have to shut up all the windows in going through ? Tes; but still you travel.
2027. Would it bo necessary to shut up all the window’s in going through this tunnel? No; I do not 
think so.
2028. This tunnel of yours I do not suppose wTould be more lofty than tbe Lapstone tunnel? No; I 
think the Lapstone tunnel is in a spur where yon cannot possibly get ventilation. My tunnel will bo of 
the same height as that.
2029. Then it will be quite as choky ? Tea.
2030. If you were to get some ventilation shafts at the side, would that not relieve the chokiness of the ' 
tunnel ? Tes; I think you can get some in the street.
2031. Up through the gratings? Not the gratings, but a daylight space.
2032. Without blocking the street? Tes; there is a large space near the Markets, The east side of
Tork-street is not parallel to the Markets. .
2033. But jf yon have a ventilator immediately in front of the Town Hall, you will not want one when 
you got to the Markets ? I shall want ono at Market-street, and I can get plenty of room there for a 
ventilator.

■2034. In the street itself ? Tes.
2035. Tou do not anticipate any difficulty from closeless of atmosphere? I do not.
203G. How long will people be running at a city rate of speed between Bathurst-street and Wynyard- 
square ? Something less than one minute.
2007. Not more than that? No; it cannot be. The difference in time between the trains leaving 
Burwood and the trains leaving Croydon is, according to the time table, about two minutes.
2038. Is that the same distance? No, that is about a mile, and that time includes stoppage at station ; 
therefore, the time occupied in travelling canuot possibly be a minute in this case.
2039. With regard to Wynyard-square, will you give us a little sketch plan of square showing, for the 
information of the valuer, the amount you are going to take out? I will mark that on the plan.
2049 Then, going out from Wynyard-square you are in open cutting pretty nearly all the way to the 
Circular Quay ? Tes.
2041. And when you get on to the Quay, are you still in open cutting? Tes. I do not propose to roof 
it in.
2042. A question has arisen with ns whether in these stations it is wise to cover over the whole of the 
roof, or not? I should not do so at Circular Quay. I should treat that as a passing station, and cover 
tho platforms, but not the rails.
2043. Will you explain why you cannot make a curve so as to get behind the Custom-house instead of 
going in front of It? Because there would be some most expensive property to resume.
2044. Tbe reason is economy ? Tes.
20 45. Any other reason ? There is another reason, and that is this: you want to get as near to the 
North Shore Eerry as you can possibly get, and by putting the station where I have fixed mine at the 
Quay, you are within 100 feet of the ferries. 1 take it that the North Shore, the Neutral Bay, and the 
Mosman’s Bay ferries carries fully 80 per cent, of the ferry traffic from the Circular Quay. The Watson's 
Bay traffic is very light.
204G. And judging from the trade with the present line on the Circular Quay, a good many of those 
people would want to take either a train or a tram to some point in the city ? If you notice the trams in 
the morning, you will see that those from the Circular Quay are fairly well filled np to King-street.
2047. They would still take that tram, I suppose, if your railway were built ? Into the town they would, 
but not passengers wbo wanted to go into the suburbs, ■
20-18. But for purely city traffic you would not cut out the George-street tram business ? The public will 
have the option of taking which they choose.
2049. Eor all those reasons you prefer going right on to the Circular Quay ? Tes.
2050. Ton do not see any objection to taking a good strip out of the road in front of the Custom House ?
No. Tou would take about 28 feet out of the road.
2051. Tou do not think that that would cramp the ordinary traffic too much? No ; I think it is more 
likely to regulate the traffic.
2052. It sometimes happens that when traffic is forced into defined lines it goes along better than when
it has a very wide round about ? Tes. The cable trams in Melbourne confine the traffic to the . 
two sides of the street, instead of its being allowed to spread all over the street as formerly.

2053.
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2053. This station of yours at Circular Quay will practically extend from Pitt-street to Phillip-street ? 
ireeawo , jj0 . £rom pitt-street to Loftus-street.

‘ ' 2054. "What length will that he ? I provide for 400-feet platforms.
13 Mar. 1000. 2055. You have marked on this plan a possible branch-off for a tunnel to the North Shore ? "Well, if in 

’ the future it should he decided to make a tunnel to the North Shore, the junction would be at that 
station, and run down either for train-ferry, or for a tunnel.
2056. Would you liave descent enough between Circular Quay and Port JTacquarie to get under the 
water for a tunnel? That depends on whether you are going to put the tunnel through the rock in tho 
bed of the Harbour or put it in tubes and form a foundation on which to lay your tubes.
2057. We are told that the tube plan is the only possible plan ? Then you would want to be only about 
60 feet below Fort Macquarie.
2058. I presume, from your making this provision, that you are not one of those engineers who think a 
tunnel impracticable ? It is very seldom that an engineer says that a thing is not practicable. If you 
find tbe money it can be done.
2059. Do you think it would be as expensive as a bridee? More expensive.
2060. Then, of the two plans, the bridge has only the disadvantage of blocking the navigation ? Without 
having the soundings I am not sure whether you could put a tunnel across at that point. It might be 
preferable to put it from Lady Macquarie's Chair ; it might be preferable to make a long tunnel touching 
at Port Denison and going to Xirribilli Point and rising thence to the Milson’s Point station; but that is 
a question we could not settle without having soundings and borings.
20G1. But would a tunnel have any advantages but that of economy over a bridge ? None.
2062. You give your preference to a bridge 7 Yes.
2063. You think Dawes’ Point is a good site for a bridge ? Yes. Another reason for preferring a bridge 
is that you might possibly have to make a road-bridge to North Shore, and when you are doing that the 
additional cost of a railway bridge will not be very great.
2064. Mr. Eddy was of opinion that for railway purposes there was no immediate justification for a 
railway bridge—that the traflic would not give enough to pay for it ? He said tbe same in regard to a 
tunnel. He said the population of North Shore did not warrant connection with Sydney. That was his 
view I think to the last.
2065. You go to some extra expense in order to make provision for this possible extension to the North 
Shore line ? Yes.
2066. Could you eliminate that extra expense from the cost of your city line, supposing the Government 
only took your citvr line and left the North Shore to take its chance hereafter,—for it is hardly fair to 
charge that extra cost to the mere city line ;—if tho eastern line makes no provision for the North Shore 
it is hardly fair to charge the western line with provision for extension to North Shore? The length 
from Druitt-street to Barrack-street wTould be 800 yards, which, at £50 per yard, would make £40,000 in 
connection with the North Shore tunnel.
2067. That is to say, you are charging your city extension line with £40,000 wrorth of work which will 
really be money spent towards the North Shore line ? Yes ; but my reason for that is this : at a later 
stage, in taking the estimate of traflic, 1 treat it as though the station were at Wynyard-square, and the 
toll from Wynyard-square to North Shore would be chargeable to the North Shore line ; whilst the toll 
from Wynyard-square to the railway station, Eedfern, would be chargeable to the city railway.
2068. On whichever line the passengers ran—the upper or the lower ? Yes ; or, to put it in another 
way: supposing the railway to North Shore were made, it would bring a certain amount of traffic on to 
tbo city railway between Wynyard-square and Eedfern.
2069. If your Western lino were made, do you think that the existing Elizabeth-street tram—without 
being altered to electric—would fairly well accommodate passengers from Eedfern to the east side of 
Sydney ? They would be no better served than they are now by the steam tram,
2070. I am speaking merely of passengers who come in at Eedfern, and want to get out somewhere in 
the neighbourhood of King-street;—you think that a tram along Elizabeth-street will be enough to 
accommodate that traffic ? Yes,
2071. So they will be sufficiently well served by trams ? Yes.
2072. You have connected with your scheme, as part of it, an eastern suburbs exteusion ? Pes.
2073. No eastern suburbs extension has been remitted to us, and if the Government intend merely to 
make a city railway for tbe present and no more, I have to ask you how you can make your scheme fit in 
with such a determination as that;—to stop somewhere about Albert-street or some adjoining place, and 
find shunting room and standage for carriages, and so forth? The Eoyal Commission appointed to 
inquire into an eastern suburbs railway recommended that that line should be made. That was in 1891, 
and subsequently both a Commission and the Public Works Committee have said that no line through 
the city would serve sufficiently unless it were connected with the eastern suburbs, and therefore I have 
made that as part and parcel of the complete circuit, and 1 think that it is an essential part of 
the line.
2074. But still the Government have not said so to us; they have asked us to consider schemes for 
coming into the city;—therefore, we want to know whether you can make this serve as a city scheme 
without an eastern suburbs extension, at present, at any rate? Yes ; but to do that you must go back 
to the Government House grounds, or as far as tho Government House stables, in an open cutting— 
construct, really, the eastern suburban railway as far as the fence of Botanical Gardens.
2075. Then the difference between your scheme aud the one before us now is that you take a carriage 
standage out of the Government Domain, only you take i1 out of the Governor's private Domain, and the 
Government scheme takes it out of the public part of the Domain ? No, it is not so. They provide stables, 
as it were, for their carriages for the whole day long, and I do not. I merely propose to shunt the train, 
aud run it back to tho Redfern yard, whither it goes now.
2076. That would involve some unproductive running ? Yes.
2077. Would that be less costly than taking all this ground out of that land ? Par less.
2078. There would not be very much traffic to Eedfern in the early morning or late in the evening, would
there ? 1 think there arc eight trains now every day which come into Eedfern and run back straight to
Homebush.
2079. The traffic is all one wav, then? Yes.f v f 2080.
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2080. That is necessarily the case in all great cities ? Yes. At a busy time like that they have not G.
sufficient rolling-stock, aud they gallop their trains hack to Homebush and Ashfield to bring in fresh 
passengers ; and the same thing takes place at night in the reverse direction. , ^ V ' '
2081. So all yon want to do is to shove your trains from one line to the other ? Yes. 13 Mar., 1D0CL
2082. If you could do that the Government could do that with the six lines they have here ? Yes. _
2083. IVe are told that if wc were to widen the scheme before us so as to make it as wide as the original 
one was, they could do without this long route ? Ko ; they could do nothing of the kind. The additional 
standing room on the St. James' Hoad plau is only two more platforms. The standing room would hold 
only two more trains,
208')'. You are going to accept the necessity of running the trains back to Itedfern ? Yes.
2085. Therefore, you want no standing room at all ? Ho. That is merely as a temporary measure.
2080. Then in that case you would not want to make an open cutting into the Governor’s Domain ?
Yes ; I want to get length. When a train arrives at a platform, if the next train is following in two 
minutes you must pull that ahead and draw it through, and if by chance two or three trains come in 
together, you must have suIHciout room to puli your train further down to cross over to the next road.
Another advantage of the western line is this : There is a probability of a line being made to the north
western suburbs, and whenever a lino is made to those suburbs if the railway is already on tho western 
sido of the city you will save the expense of crossing to the eastern side of the city from the 
western side.
2087, So far as respects tho cost of working, it does not matter whether we go into the city on the 
eastern or on the western side? The cost por mile ought lo be the same. •
2088. We havo had put before us estimates of the cost of working tbo St. Janies’Koad scheme, and 
Mr. Eddy’s estimate was that Id. put on to tbe fare would more than pay 3 per cent, on the cost of 
working that line ;—do you think that is a fair estimate? Tho Commissioners estimate the traflic at 
£32,000 per annum, which is really 10,240,000 passengers at yd. Although they put Id. for each 
passenger, a workman's ticket is only Id., and a season-ticket holder pays only about -J-d. So taking 
it all round it comes to ^d. at that number of passengers. Then the Commissioners say that the 
working cost is £8,000. Since then they have given ihe working cost at £18,800. That is for No. 10 

scheme. As a matter of fact, tho working expenses of No. 10 scheme will be no more than the working 
expenses of the St. James’ Eoad scheme. Eoughly speaking, from King-street to tho carriage stabling 
sheds would be three-quarters of a mile of dead running. In the St. James’ Hoad scheme the dead running 
would be li miles to Eedfern station. Therefore, the dead running on the St. James’ scheme must be more 
than the dead running on that scheme. The train running must be the same in both cases, therefore how 
does the difference come out in the working expenses ? I think that the £8,000 put down as the working 
expenses is put down low purposely to prove that the scheme is a paying one. The cost per train at 
£8,000 works out about Is. -Id. per train mile. The Eailway Commissioners state in their yearly report 
that the working expenses per train mile are 4Gd. Of course, the Eailway Commissioners do not state the 
sectional expenses of the different sections ; but give the working expenses of all their lines at 40d. per 
train mile, and at the date of that report the number of trains arriving at Eedfern multiplied by train 
mileage gives only Is. 4d. per train mile, if you divide it into £8,000. During the inquiry made by the 
Public Works Commitiee in 1897, Jlr. Parry gave evidence and furnished returns showing the number of 
trains arriving at and departing from Eedfern, namely, 324 trains per day. Now 324 trains running 1 

mile multiplcd by 305 days gives 118.200 train miles, and if you divide that into £8,000 it gives the train 
mileage cost as Is. 4^d. per train mile.
2080, But would not the traffic be much concentrated onthis line—a great deal more going over it ? If the 
Commissioners can work that line for Is. 4d. per train mile 1 waut to tako iny expenses at the same rate.
2000. But for years wo have estimated the cost roughly at 4s. per train mile ? Yes ; but if the Commis
sioners iu their scheme on which the Public Works Committee reported, and on that baaed their finding 

, that the lino would pay, tako credit to themselves that they can work that line for £8,000, I think that 1 

can tako credit for working my lino for £8,000 for the same mileage.
2091. You must not take their estimate, but make your own ? But as they are traffic managers and I am 
not is it not fair for me take their figures. .
2092. Now, as to the cost of construction, what do you put Ihe cost at from Eedfern to your terminus in
the Governor’s Domain—that is, complete from end to end ? 1 think you liave that down already at
£720,000 to Phillip-street. I have made it £850,000 for the suburban portion. I want to put £10,000 
on to tbe city section, and deduct it from tbe suburban section, because I make the line so much further 
on the suburban section.
2093. Well I am asking you how much it will cost you to make this lino to the city with the necessary 
shunting arrangements at the city end ? £730,000.
2094. Supposing the Government say, “ Make a city line and nothing more,” you can do it for £730,000, 
and put it in workable order for that? Yes.
2095. Do you anticipate that your traffic will bo equal to or more than that estimated by tbe Commissioners 
for their traffic to Hyde Park ? Their traflic estimate to Hyde Park is altogether wrong, because you 
have made an electric tramway since, which has taken traffic away.
2096. Their estimate was made before tiie George-street line was designed ? In that casoit was—in 1897,
2097. Now that the people have taken to the George-street tram, and shown the extent to which that 
accommodates them, do you think that there will not he as heavy traffic on the Hyde Park line as there 
would have been if the George-street line had not been built ? lam quite clear about it. Mr. Kneesbaw 
says that the total number of passengers now travelling on the Elizabeth-street line from the railway is 
1,150 a day—that is, in each direction.
2098. But a Government witness has stated that an increase of the trade will make up for all that is 
taken away by the George-street lino ;—do you think it will? Not on the Elizabeth-street trams.
2099. I mean supposing they make a railway to Hyde Park, do you think that the general increase of the 
traffic on the railways will make up their figures to what they estimated them at, notwithstanding the 
George-street traffic ? No ; there cannot be more travel by railway than hy tram.
2100. They say that people would not get out to make a change, but would rather go straight on to their 
destination, and therefore that there would be. more passengers by a railway to Hyde Park ? 1 say not 
ono more.

16—0 2101.
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2101. Ton think that thoir traffic is over-estimated hy them ? Certainly, a long way.
A^Ii'c'e' the profit will not be so good as they say ? Kb.
'' _ ' 2103. And therefore they will not make 31 per cent. ? I will show you that they cannot make it pay

expenses,
■ _ ■ " 2104. Do you think that they have under-estimated the cost of making the railway to Hyde Park? I

will not say anything about that, because I do not know. _
2105. Will you tell us what you think your traffic will be on your western line? I am going to use the 
Government figures for this. Mr. Kneesbaw stated that the number of passengers arriving at Kedfern 
was asjfollows (I am speaking of one direction all the time) :—He said tbe electric tram carried 13,000 
daily. He further said that if there were uo railway traffic at all—and be did not want it—his ears in 
George-street would still be filled. I contend that those 13,000 people will go down by the train on the 
western line, and I contend it for several reasons. In the first place, there would he no changes ; in the 
second place, the trains would take six minutes to go to the Quay, whereas the time-table for the electric 
tram is sixteen minutes. Then the fare by the electric tram is Id. The railway fare for a workman 
would he only fd. a journey if he had a workman’s ticket; and a person who now pays Id. will pay ^d. 
if lie gets the chance. A railway season-ticket would be 4d. instead of Id., and that is another reason. 
So I couteud that the whole of those people will travel by the train instead of by tbe tram.
210(5. I suppose that the Government would charge them the same fare if they wont only as far as 
Bathurst-street as if they went on to Circular Quay ? 1 have estimated for one rate of fare right through.
I do not know what the Government might do in that case. Possibly they might rearrange their fares.
I am speaking of railway passengers. Mr. Kneeshaw also said that there were 9,C00 persons who walked 
from the Kedfern Station into the city, and that the bulk of these were between 7 and half-past 8 o’clock 
in the morning, aud that they were mostly people who were paid low wages, and that if there were a 
train so that they could take out workmen’s tickets, they would travel by train. .1 contend that he is 
right to this extent: That fully two-thirds—that is, 6,000 out of the 9,000—would travel by train if it 
were on the western side of the city. That is practically what Mr. Kneesbaw says. The eastern 
suburbs contain a larger population than the western suburbs do. "We have 19,000 a day who goby 
the railway from the western suburbs, and if the eastern suburban line were constructed I claim that
15.000 would come in over that line. Supposing that a passenger were to start, say, from Bankwick, the 
toll from Randwick as far as Circular Quay would he chargeable against the eastern suburban line ; but 
whatever toll was collected between Circular Quay aud Pedfern would be chargeable to this line. _
2107. But what would the Iraffic be if you were simply to make a short city line down to the Domain ? 
Supposing there were two distinct companies, the toll for travelling over this line would have to go to the 
company that owned the city line, and the toll from the city to, say, Paddington, would go towards paying 
tho interest on that line.
2108. I am supposing that one company had made a line to Circular Quay, and that the other company
had not come into existence ? 1 do not think that is quite a fair way to put it.
2109. Taking the city line by itself, can you give us an estimate of your working expenses, and an 
estimate of receipts from your traffic ? I think I am fair in estimating that from Circular Quay I could 
get 3,000 passengers a day, and that I could also get 2,000 from local pick-up traffic. I have already
13.000 electric tram passengers who arrive by tram, and 0,000 out of the ] 9,000 wbo now walk, which, 
together with the 3,000 from the Circular Quay and the 2,000 for local pick-up traffic, make a total of
24.000 a day. That number has to bo multiplied hy two, because that traffic is only in one direction.
That makes 48,000 fares per day at fd., which amounts to £150 a day. That gives £54,750 a year. From 
that J take the £8,000 which tlie Commissioners say is the working cost; but I put that down at £10,000. 
The Commissioners put down £8,000, taking in the long-distance as well as the suburban, and giving 
them credit for 10 per cent, as being long-distance, would reduce the working cost of the suburban to 
£7,200. ^ Then I allow for the difference in length, which brings mine up to £10,000 in round numbers, 
and that leaves a net profit of £44,750 per annum. I stated the other day 10 per cent. Of course, the 
reason for the 10 per cent, is that I include the traffic, which I claim I have a right to assume will come * 
from the Korth Shore and the eastern suburbs. Taking the lowest, 1 have shown a profit of 6 per cent, 
on the capital—that is, with the present population and the present number of trains. Now the growth 
of traffic is that it doubles in twenty-five years. ‘
2110. The difference between Is. 4d. a train mile and 4(5d. per train mile is very great? Tes; hut if 

' it were increased to 40d. per train mile, instead of £8,000 the Commissioners would show no profit,
whereas the Public "Works Committee were induced, on the strength of those figures, to recommend the 
construction of the line. _
2111. Supposing you had to pay 46d. per train mile, what would your profit then he? The working
expenses, in that case, would be £36,728. _

, 2112. That leaves you a profit of £18,000? Tes. But the Commissioners give that as the cost of working
per train mile for tlie whole of their system. To justify their estimate of £8,000 they may possibly say 
that the working cost of the suburban line is very much less than the working cost of a country line; 
they may, indeed, give a variety of reasons. So you have no right to assume an estimate of 46d. unless 
you assume that 46d. is to be the cost to he charged against both the King-street and the St. James7 

Road schemes. Mr. Deane gave evidence the other day in reference to the various schemes, and used the 
£8,000 as an argument in favour of those schemes, and you will find what he said, I think, on page 17.
2113. Vice-Chairman^] I suppose you will admit that the larger portion of the traffic you hope to get on 
your completed scheme would go through Redfern down to Circular Quay ? Since the Commissioners 
have introduced penny fares on the electric tram, I take it that it would he impossible for them to charge 
mileage rates on the railway to Circular Quay. If a person can ride If mile on the tramway for Id. you 
cannot charge mileage rates on your railway if it is to compete with the tramway. I am assuming that 
the fare will he fd. for every journey made over the railway. In five years from the time the railway is

" made to the eastern suburbs I think you will liave a greater amount of traffic coming in through 
"Woolloomooloo than from the other direction.
2114. But will not the main line coming through Redfern drain a much larger area than an eastern 
extension could ? 1 mean that a line 7 miles from the Circular Quay in a general easterly direction will 
serve a greater population than will 7 miles of line along the western suburbs railway. The western 
suburbs do not grow at all—the railway traffic from those suburbs is not growing. The tramway traffic

■ " is
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is not growing ; it is stationery, and has been for some years. You can see that from the Commissioners’ 
returns. '
2115. Do you hope to gain for your extension the whole of the traffic .from the eastern suburbs ? ISTot
tho whole of it. .
2116. In your opinion, the eastern extension of your proposed scheme would, in time to come, serve afar 
larger number of people than would he served by the extension into the city ? In time to come: there is 
room for growth. At the present time people within a certain distance of the western suburban lino have 
built pretty well as thickly as they will do, hut on the eastern suburban railway route there is plenty of 
room for population yet.
2117. But is it not a fact that all the best building sites in the eastern suburbs are pretty well occupied 
now? There is a lot of ground in "Waverley and "Wbollahra not built upon. You may put it in another 
way : That every mile of railway to the eastern suburbs will carry as much traffic as a line of railway 
through the western suburbs.
2118. Judging from the map, I think you have more possibilities of extension in the western suburbs than 
in the eastern ? No. Persons do not nowr choose the western suburbs as places for residence, because 
they cannot get land within a reasonable distance, but they go to the northern suburbs because they can 
get land there, and the moment that they are certain that there will be a bridge across the Harbour a 
great deal of additional population will go there. The traffic on the western line will not grow for many 
years to come, hut it will grow wherever new lines are built.

W.
Gtrecmvood,
A.il.I.O.fe.

13 Mar., 1900.

WEDNESDAY, 14 MARCH, 1900.

present:—
'WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Fatihck Ljkdesay Crawford SrariiEBD. | The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

William Greenwood, A.M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined:—
2119. Vice-Chairman.'] One of the other schemes we have before us branches off from Eveleigh, and docs 
not go through the main Redfern Station at all; yours, of course, starts from the Redfern Railway 
Station ; the other scheme will render necessary the duplication of certain offices and tho construction, 
practically, of a new station which will add to the working expenses, and so on;—do you think, as 
compared with your scheme, that is a serious matter ? I would rather not say anything at all about that 
scheme. 1 have not considered it.
2120. Is it a serious matter, tbe construction of practically a new station somewhere near Christ Church 
to do work which could he done afrthe Redfern Railway Station? I think it is a great mistake not to go 
through the Redfern Railway Station.
2121. For what reason? Because Redfern Station must be one of your stopping stations. My sc&me
is not for long-distance traffic. Under Mr. Selfe’s scheme the whole of the traffic, I suppose, both long
distance aud suburban, would go through tho new station you are speaking of. t
2122. Not necessarily ? Oh, only tho suburban. That is not a scheme I would adopt; I would go 
through the main line station.
2123. I would like you to separate the cost of resumption from the cost of works in that part of your 
scheme which reaches as far as the Circular Quay ? I have already done so. I think it is £325,000. On' 
page 2 of the report of the Public Works Committee in 1897, the Railway Commissioners give an estimate 
of traffic of £32,000. J take that to be for 10,240,000 passengers at id,—that is, they carry their passengers 
from Redfern to King-street for id. each for each journey. In my scheme, on the western side, the 
passengers that travelled as far as Wynyard-square would have gone rather a longer distance than those 
that would travel to King-street, and possibly 25 per cent, of my passengers would go to the Circular 
Quay, but I have taken credit for only id. each for them, no matter whether they went to the Quay or 
not. I want to show you that I have taken an under-estimate rather than an over-estimate. It is possible 
that for season tickets the faro to the Quay might be greater than to Wynyard-square. But for the 
same price I would carry the passengers a longer distance than tbe Commissioners would do. With 
regard to the estimate of the traffic from Redfern to either the King-street or the St. James’ Road station, 
I may say that at the time the Commissioners prepared this estimate of traffic they assumed that the 
whole of the passengers that came to Redfern would travel to King-street. Since that time the electric 
tramways have been constructed, and Mr. Kneeshaw states that previously to the electric trams construc
tion, 2.700,000 passengers per annum travelled by steam tram from and to King-street, or beyond, in 
going to or coming from the Redfern Railway Station, and that since the electric trams commenced to rim 
on the western side of the town, that number has been reduced to about 700,000 ; in other words, Mr. 
Kneeshaw says that 1,150 passengers per day travel from the Redfern Railway Station by the steam trams 
to King-street. Assuming that a railway to King-street or to St. James’ Road would carry the whole of 
the passengers which Mr. Kneeshaw says now travel by the steam trams—I do not think it would, hut wc 
will give credit for that—then 1,150 multiplied by two journeys, multiplied by 365 days, at f d. per journey, 
gives a total gross revenue of £2,623 8s. 9d. per annum.
212i. Do you think that that is all the traffic that would be captured by that extension ? I am sure of 
it, because I have given credit for all the passengers that Mr. Kneeshaw says. I might even go below 
Mr. Kneeshaw’s figures if you were to take my opinion.
2125. A great number of people have their places of business situated between George-street and 
Elizabeth-street;—presuming that the proposed extension to Hyde Park were carried out, would not the 
majority of those persons prefer to go by the railway on account of the speedier transit than to go along 
George-street by means of the tram ? Not more than do now.

W.
Greenwood,

A.M.l.CJG.

14 Mar., 1900.

*
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W. 212G. The conditions are not the same now as they would bo if an extension of the railway were carried 
A atTcV out > ^ey wouW then have a speedier method- of getting into the city on the west, which would bring 

' / them probably more rapidly to their places of business than the electric tram docs now ; you must make 
]4 Mar. IBM. some allowance for a large number of those ? bvo ; 3 do not think so. More than that, I think 1 should 

’ bare a right to deduct this—tbe tram will be running alongside tbe railway, if tbe railway is constructed 
to St. James’ jioad—a steam or electric tram will run in Elizabcth-street competing against tbe railway; 
now a person coming to this building, or going to the Custom-house, or to tbe Treasury, would not ride 
to the railway station at King-street and then walk down as far as this, but would come by the tram to 
this point. Therefore, some of those people would still prefer tbe tram to the railway, which would quite 
compensate for those who might not.
2127. Do you know what difference in time an extension to King-street will make as against either the 
steam tram at present, or an electric tram, for that class of passengers you have just mentioned ;—I mean 
people employed in this building, or the Custom-house, or other places about here—would it not beat 
least ten minutes quicker for then P That is between an electric tram running along EKzabeth-street 

, and a railway running to St. .Tames’ Koad. An electric tram running along Elizabeth-street would take
less time than would be occupied by going round by G-eorge-slreet to Circular Quay. It is less distance— 
the line would be a direct one. I think that if I were in a train, and were carried to St. James’ Koad or 
King-street, and then had to walk to this building, I could be brought here just as soon by the electric 
tram along Elizaheth-street as I should bo by the train, plus the walk.
2I2S. "Would it have the effect of allowing suburban passengers to wait for a later train than they do 
now, and still get to their places of business at the same time as they do now? Tbe total difference 
could not be more than two or three minutes. You see you would have to walk from King-street to this 
point, plus your train journey.
2129. Which would be ten minutes faster, we are told, than tbe tram journey ? That cannot be.
2130. You will have to put your walk from King-street to the place of business against tbe gain of ten 
minutes? Your total tram journey according to the time-table is now sixteen minutes ; as a matter of 
fact, it does take less. The electric tram along Elizabeth-strcet would have a much shorter distance to 
travel than one going round by G-eorge-street, and would travel in loss time. So if you put that at ten 
minutes instead of sixteen, and if you put your train journey to King-street at four minutes, that leaves 
you eight minutes to walk from King-street to this point, which practically means there is no saving. 
Assuming it in that way, that gives only a total gross revenue of £2,623 8s, 9d. Xowthe lowest working 
expenses which the Commissioners put down is £8,009. That leaves a dead loss of £5,377 per annum. 
There is just tho same number of trains to run whether those trains contain 10 per cent, or 90 per cent, 
of the passengers. The whole of those trains have to be brought to King-street, you cannot drop any 
of them at Redfern; therefore, the working expenses must be just the same, that is £8,000. Now 
assuming, as Dr, Garran suggested yesterday, 46d. per train mile for the running cost, the working 
expenses would then he £36,728. If you assume that in this case the working expenses would be 
£36,728, that would leave a total loss of £31,000 a year. To that gross loss you have to add this: 
Supposing the line costs £1,000,000 to construct—that is £700,000 plus the value of the Hyde Park 
land—3 per cent, interest upon that is £30,000 per annum, and that £30,000 has to he added to the loss 
I have already stated.
2131. The scheme before us will cost £1,500,000? Well, [ am taking the cheapest one. Of course, 
the Railway Commissioners may he able to give an explanation of that £8,000 ; but it will suit me which
ever way they give it. Now as to the .capital cost of those schemes. Dr. Garran said yesterday that, 
for the purpose of comparison, we should go to the same points. 1 may mention that the ferry traffic 
now i§ very great, and within the next ten years we may expect that the whole of the shores from Manly 
to Mosman will be thickly populated, and those people will always be carried by ferry, and must go to 
the Circular Quay. The St. James’ Road scheme is estimated to cost £650.000 ; but to extend the St. 
James’ Road or the l\ing-street scheme to the Circular Quay, in order to serve the ferry traffic, will cost 
no less than £500,000 for land resumption and works. Mr. Dcano says that you can get to North Shore 
from the St. James’ Koad or the King-street station, and there is a plan somewhere here showing which 
way he proposes to get there. Mr. Deane states that either from the St. James’ Road or the King-street 
station he could get to a bridge to North Shore by going back to Liverpool-street and forming a junction, 
and then going in the direction of Darling Harbour aud Sussex-street, and so getting hack to the proposed 
bridge at Dawes Point. The distance from Liverpool-street to Wynyard-square is as great as the 
distance would be from Redfern to "Wynyard-square, and that lino could not be constructed for less than 
£1,090,000 for land and works. There would bo a junction, which is, of course, a most inconvenient thing 
to do, at Liverpool-street, and the whole of the traffic that came in from Redfern would have to he first 
carried to the St. James’ Road or tho King-street station ; then change carriages into another train, and 
run hack to Liverpool-street and round to Wynyard-square. So that you have first of all the cost of the 
line, £650,000 ; you have £500,000 to get to the Circular Quay, and you have £1,000,000 to get to that 
common point at Wynyard-square, That gives a total of £2,150.000 to bring either of their schemes to 
the same point as my scheme does at a total cost of £730,000, To that you have to add the cost of the 
land to ho resumed at Hyde Park, which I think has boon stated at £250,000. so that you have a capital 
outlay, roughly speaking, of £2,500,000, as against my £730,000. Those schemes would also involve a 
tunnel from Hyde Park or SI. James’ Road to the Circular Quay. That tunnel would be just as long or 
longer than the York-strect tunnel. 1 want to show that the same distance of tunnel will occur in any 
of their schemes as will occur in mine. If they want to get to the Circular Quay by any of those 
schemes, they will have a tunnel quite as long as the York-strcet tunnel, and on a grade of l in 45. Jf 
you take No. 10 scheme, which I believe you are considering, if they utilise a portion of the line marked 
and dotted round to the carriage-sheds, as a means of making a railway to the eastern suburbs, then 
there will he a tunnel of 1,000 vards in length for the eastern suburbs traffic, besides which there will be 
practically a junction formed at the station in the St, James’ Road scheme. The King-street or the St. 
James’ Road station will be no better than the Redfern Station is for working. There will he the same 
inconvenience of shunting at either of those stations as at Redfern, because they arc terminal stations.
2132. It has been suggested, in reply to a question, that by taking SO feet from Hyde Park on the east we 
might dispense with a long tunnel under the Domain, and with large stabling yards at Sir John Young’s

. Crescent, thus making the station practically a dead-end one;—what objections can be urged against such a 
scheme ? The first is ono that has not been mentioned so far, namely, the blocking up of the streets.

2133.
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2133. "We are now on the (]uestion of working tho station? Assuming that from Liverpool-street to Gre(,n^ood 
Park-street the line will be in cut and cover, practically the whole of tho shunting will be done in tunnel. a.jx.I.O.e!
2134'. "What objections ha\e you to urge against that? At Kedfern they say the trouble now is shunting ,___^ ^
in the tunnel, and that tunnel is possibly only 150 feet in length. It is really only a big skew bridge, ji^.^goo. 
and they say there is difficulty in shunting in that timucl; and this will be a long continuous tunnel to 
shunt in.
2135. Every train must have access to every platform ? Tes.
2136. And for that purpose a large number of points would be necessary ? Tes.
2] 37, Over what distance would tho points necessary to produce that result extend ? Possibly 800 or
1,000 feet south from Park-street. _
2L3S. Practically, three-quarters of the tunnel* ? Tes. Practically the u hole length of the tunnel* would 
be occupied by shunting operations. ,
2139. 'J hat is on the presumption that we dispense with tho long tunnel and the stabling sheds in the 
Domain, and resume some land in Hyde Park ? Tes.
2140. Are there any other points you would like to urge against the scheme as it stands? Tes. 1 he
late Chief Commissioner, Mr. Eddy, stated that no terminal station should bo built below the level of the 
roadway. It does not matter for a passing station, but fora terminal station, wliei’e Ihc whole of the 
luggage has to be taken down to the platforms and lifted from the platforms. Eoughly speaking, 1 
believe that in this case the assembly platform is 13 feet above tbe other platforms, and there is provision 
for ramps in every one of these cases. Therefore, tbe whole of the luggage has to go down 13 feet, or 
be raised 13 feet. _
2141. On that subject Mr. Parry said this : “Instead of having wheelbarrows passing to and fro along 
the assembly platform, parcels and luggage will be dealt with by Aspinall’s overhead carriers ” ? That is 
all very well, but, as a matter of fact, the whole of the luggage that comes there iu cabs will have to he 
taken down td^the train. Mr. Deane also has said that a teraiinal station ought to be on the level,
2142. You regard as a serious objection to the King-street station the fact that the general assembly 
platform is not on tho same level as the platforms of arrival and departure ? Most assuredly. But this 
objection does not apply to the St. James’ Itoad station, because there is a cab road on tbe level of tho 
platforms. Where the cab road crosses the two western lines it must be 17 feet above the rails. If you 
assume a grade of 1 in 15 it will take 255 feet before tbe cab road can get down to the level of the rails.
The cabs cannot get down to the level of the rails until they get about one-quarter of the distance along 
the platform when they come iu from Park-street. _
2143. But for the remaining three-quarters or more of the cab road, access can be gained to tbe level of
the rails from Elizabeth-street all the way ? Yes. My comparison, so far, has been based on the cost of 
the St, James’ Komi scheme, whilst all tbe other schemes, including No. 10, would cost on an average 
about £1,500,000. Mr. Deane stated that, under Mr. Kennick’s scheme, a tunnel from Hyde Park to the 
Circular Quay could not be worked except by electric traction—that the grades would he so steep between 
St. James' Road and the Circular Quay that they must bo worked by electric traction—and he has said 
generally that he would not advocate a tunnel scheme, unless it were worked by electric traction. ^ The 
late Chief Commissioner, Mr. Eddy, objected to electric traction, and Mr. Thow,the mechanical engineer, 
strongly objected to electric traction, staling that it was not practicable. I also say that it is not prac
ticable. It is practicable in London for one circular railway, but it would not be practicable here because 
you would have to work the trains from Redfern to Homcbusb, and from Redfern to Hurstville, with 
electric traction if you worked any portion of the railway with it. _
2144. But wc have had a statement that the changing of engines at Redfern from steam to electricity
would not be a serious inconvenience, and could be done very rapidly ? 1 think it would.
2145. Have you seen such a system in operation? No. With regard to tunnels, Dr. Garran asked 
yesterday did ] think there would be an objection to a tunnel in this climate. .1 forgot to state then that 
in Brisbane they have two tunnels in (he heart of tho town. There is one tunnel between Roma-strcct 
station and tho central station ami another tunnel between the central station and Brunswick street 
station. 1 think the longest is about half a mile—an ordinary double-line tunnel. I believe that that 
tunnel is now lighted with electricity, but there is only natural ventilation
2146. Have you any idea what is tbe maximum number of trains going through one of those tunnels 
during the busiest hour of the day in Brisbane ? I cannot tell you that.
2147. Do you know that as many as forty suburban trains would require to go through your tunnel, or
any other tunnel connected with a city railway extension scheme here, in one hour in two of the busiest 
portions of the day? Yes ; twenty in each direction probably. _
2148. Do you think it is possible that any natural system of ventilation could keep the air pure in a
tunnel under such circumstances P Tes. _ _
2149. No artificial means would be required? Ido not think so. The central station in Brisbane is 
practically between two tunnels. There is little or no open space before you are in a tunnel—almost the 
moment you leave the station you are in a tunnel in whichever direction yon go in Brisbane.
2150. In summer we frequently have hot, close, muggy days, with little or no wind ;—would your tunnels
be ventilated under those circumstances ? I think so. _
2151. You consider your eastern extension as an essential part of your scheme? The general idea is 
that the line should be a complete circular railway.
2102, That being so, will you kindly state why you have selected the particular route you have indicated 
on the map, which you have placed before the Committee, to bring the loop hack to the main line ? 1
think that line indicates the most suitable piece of ground, both from an engineering point of view and 
from a traffic point of view, _
2153. Dr. Qnrran.'] I suppose you have had a good deal of difficulty in avoiding level crossings in going 
round there ? I never make level crossings.
2154. All your approaches on the eastern suburban lino either go over or tunnel under ? Eor the eastern 
suburban line I have prepared no sections, but, as a matter of fact, you would not put in level crossings.
Level crossings are more expensive than bridges. If you have a level crossing, you must have a gate
keeper, and a gatekeeper’s wages come to more than the interest on the bridge would. It is cheaper to 
have a bridge.
2155. *tn tracing that line, you have been guided partly by engineeHng considerations and partly by traffic
considerations? Just so. 2150.

* Note (on recimn)I find the plan shows No. 10 Scheme to be in open cat through the 1’arU.
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Greenwood '^ice'^ia^rma7i-'] Tour total cost for a complete selieme is practically £1,500,000? Tes.
A.M.I.C.e! Ton say that that includes a distance of 12 miles, or practically £130,000 per mile? Tes.

r A - , You state that the whole length of the line is likely to he profitable? Yes.
14Mar., 1900. 2159. Do yon expect to get, on the average, as much profit per mile on the 10 miles of the eastern 

suburban line as you expect to get from the 2 miles down to the Quay ? No, not per mile—certainly 
not; but I say that 7 miles of the eastern suburban line would serve as great a population as 7 miles on 
the western suburban line would serve, and consequently there would be the same amount of traffic 
coming into Sydney daily from that side as there would be from tbe western side.
2160, To support that, would you kindly- give us—what I think you have prepared—a statement of the 
traffic that you expect from this railway, and also the working expenses—that is, of course, for the 
complete scheme ? Yes. Yesterday 1 put down a total of 21,000 passengers in oue direction for the 
city line. Now I. assume 15,000 will come in from the eastern suburbs, and 1,000 from the North Shore 
bridge. That makes a total of 40,000, which, multiplied by two, multiplied by 305 days, gives a gross 
yearly total of 20,200,000 passengers, at yd. per journey, which gives a gross revenue of £91,250. The 
wmrkiug expenses would be the same for the city portion. Ifor tho outer circles, or the suburban line, I 
assume that you will-run sixty trains a day each way, which, multiplied by two makes 120 trains a day. 
The .Railway Commissioners give the net profit per train at 3s. 4d. per train mile. Therefore, that is £20 
net profit per day,1 multiplied by 365 days, which makes £7,300 per mile per annum on an outlay of 
£85,000 per mUfe, or practically 9 per cent. That is exclusive of goods traffic on that line, and I see no 
reason why thtf'goods traffic on that 7 miles of line should not be as good as rhe goods traffic on the 7 
miles of the western suburban line, which is roughly £30,000 per annum.
21GL Dor the purpose of comparison, if you can institute one between these, I may say' that according 
to the Railway Commissioners’ report we have 66 miles of tram which, on the average, cost only £22,400 
a mile—that is, taking the electrical, the steam, and the cable altogether—going through all the main 
streets, tapping all the main centres of population, and on that outlay we get a net profit of 3'7o per 
annum ^ you, on the other hand, have 12 miles of railway' at an average cost of £130,000 per mile, which 
you anticipate will yield 9 per cent, per annum ? Yes. .
2102. Do you think that you will earn more than the whole of the tram system—that is, taking every
thing into consideration ? I do not think you can compare railways and tramways ; it is a very difficult 
thing to do.^ According to a statement given on page 8 of the Rail way Commissioners’ report, the results 
of the working of tho railways in 1899 show that the working expenses were 54 per cent, of the revenue. 
On the next page there is a statement that the working expenses of the tramways were 83 per cent.
2163. What sort of station do you propose to have at Circular Quay ? No more than an ordinary
passing station. "
2164. Will that he an “ island ” station ? Ido not think so ; but that is a thing you can decide upon
only when you work out your details. ' Under many circumstances an 11 island ” platform is preferable, 
but not always. I may state that there are no “ island ” platforms on tbe Metropolitan Railway, London, 
and there are many eases in which “ island ” platforms are not advisable. The Wynyard-square station 
will be rather a complicated one as regards that, there being two different levels ; but it is only a matter 
of detail whether you put in an “ island ” platform or two side platforms. On two lines of rails I can 
work all the traffic that will come into Redfern during the next twenty-five years. Mr. Parry, in the 
report for 1897, states the number of passengers arriving at Redfern daily at 20,000. Mr. Kneeshaw 
says that at the present time it is 23,600, That is a growth of about 17 per cent, in three years. Roughly, 
it will be a matter of twenty or twenty-five years before the number of passengers doubles. In 1897 tbe 
number of trains arriving and departing in a day is stated at 324. At the present time they number 329. 
Practically, the number of trains arriving at Redfern is stationary ; there has been no increase in the last 
three years. In an Appendix to the 1897 Report, Mr. Parry gives them at 324, and now he gives them at 
329._ Although the passenger traffic has increased 17 per cent,, there are no more trains; and it is 
possible to double the traffic without increasing the number of trains. .
2105. In what way ? I have stated that, according to Mr. Parry’s figures, there are just about the same 
number of trains arriving at and departing from Redfern now as there were three years ago, but the number 
of passengers has increased 17 per cent. During the busiest time of the day, at the present time—from 8 
o'clock until 9 o’clock iu the morning—there are twenty-two trains arriving at Redfern. They carry, on 
an average, 253 passengers each. These are the Government figures’. A train of eight cars has seating 
accommodation for 4SO passengers, so that you can carry double the number of passengers that you now 
carry, with the same trains.
2166. But the increase in tbe passenger traffic would not be spread equally over the whole of the day, 
would it ? N o.
2167. And, therefore, could not be applied equally to every train ? But I am taking the busiest time of 
the day—from S o’clock until 9 o’clock. The Government figures show that there are 5,565 passengers 
carried between 8 and 9 o’clock in the morning. That is in twenty-two trains, which gives an average of 
253 passengers per train. I say that a train of eight cars will seat 480 or 500 passengers ; therefore, if 
you were to have double the number of passengers you would not need to increase the number of trains, 
because the trains are only half full, according to the Government’s own figures. It is shown that in the 
busiest part of the day there are only twenty-two trains arriving at Redfern. If you deduct four of those 
as being long-distance and semi-long-distance trains, that will leave only eighteen trains per hour to he 
taken along tho western line. Mr. Renniek, Engineer-in-Chief of Victoria, says that twenty-four trains 
an hour can he worked on one pair of rails. Mr. Eddy’s evidence practically endorses that. I contend 
that you can work thirty trains in an hour through—that is, a two-minute service. At the preseut time 
you have only eighteen, and if you were working a two-minute service, that would be thirty trains an 
hour, and if each train were filled, which it is supposed to be during the husy time of the day, it would 
carry 500 passengers ; that is, 15,000 an hour could be carried over one pair of rails. At the present time 
you have only 5,000 arriving during tho busiest hour of the day. I mention this to show that the carrying 
capacity of my western line is very much greater than tbe traffic you have now, or will have for the next 
twenty or twenty-five years. I want to show that the amount of traffic coming into Redfern is not an 
extraordinary amount at all. At St. Enoch’s Station, Glasgow, there are, every working day, nineteen 
trains arriving in a space of forty-three minutes. That is on one pair oE rails. That is at the .rate of 
twenty-eight trains an hour arriving on one pair of rails at a terminal station in Glasgow. This information

is
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is copied from the Railway Magazine, fox November, 1S98. At the present time twenty-two trains Qrecn^00(.j 
arrive at Redfern on four lines of rails; but, as a matter of fact, in Glasgow there are twenty-eight trains ^mxc.e! 
arriving in an hour on one pair of rails every morning in the year. _ - a _^
21G8. Is it a dead-end station? I believe so. Therefore, when I say that I can work thirty trains in an 14Mar., 1900. 
hour in a through station that is no very great thing, when they receive twenty-eight in. an hour at 
Glasgow on a single pair of rails in a dead-end station. Even if that is a through station, the amount of 
traffic is practically only the same amount as I say I can deal with. I mention this, because I may bo 
told it is absolutely necessary to have four lines of rails, f think I have shown that I can deal with 
double tbo number of passengers there in twenty or twenty-five years’ time, carried over only a single 
pair of rails ; but, as a matter of fact, there are to be two pairs of rails as far as the Wynyard-square 
station. If the North Shore lino be not built, the four lines of rails will be available only as far as 
Bathurst-strcet, and then the trains would have to run on a double line as far as the Quay.
2169. Would not the increased amount of convenience in having six lines be commensurate with the 
increased expense which they would occasion? Two lines are said to be required for fast traffic, and two 
lines for slow traffic, and the other two lines for service lines. I have no fast traffic ; it is all slow traffic.
It is all going at the same speed, and I do not require the service lines. '
2170. Mr. Shepherd.'] Yesterday you said the King-street scheme would serve only 10 per cent, of the 
people; in other words, you said that the Redfern Station would serve 90 per cent, of the people better 
than tho King-street scheme would ? That is for long-distance traffic.
21.71. I did not notice that you were speaking merely of the long-distance traffic? Well. 90 per cent, of 
tho total traffic that arrives at Redfern is suburban traffic. Then, of the long-distance traffic that remains,
I said that 90 per cent, of the people would be nearer their homes with their luggage at Redfern than 
they would be at King-street.
2172. What area would you mark out as being conveniently served by the King-street scheme? Bounded 
by Maequarie-street on the cast, by Bent-street or Bridge-street on the north, by Market-street on the 
south, and by Castlcreagh-street on the west.
2173. About what proportion of the city do you suppose that would represent? I do not think it would 
represent 5 percent, of the day population of Sydney. The night population of the city is very small, 
but the day population is very great.
2174. So that really that extension to King-street, as proposed, would be of very little value? I think so.
2175. Now, with regard to your own scheme, what portion of the city do you suppose your Bathurst-street 
station would serve ? Down to the water side on the west side, and to Castlereagh-strceton the eastern side.
217G. And then north and south ? Very few people would go south; north, midway to Wynyard-square.
2177, Prom Wynyard-square to what boundaries do yon suppose people would be eonvenienecd ? The*1 
whole of Pitt-street on the eastern side, Darling Harbour or Sussex-street on tho western, Margarct-strcet 
on the northern, and possibly King-street on the southern.
2178. I suppose that all outside those boundaries would be better served by a tram ? Well, a tram runs 
through a portion of those boundaries.

, 2179. But 1 say outside those boundaries ? Tes.
2180. You would imagine that people would prefer the tram in coming cither to Bathurst-street or to 
Wynyard-square? Excepting with this difference, that if they come in the train they do not have to 
change, they go more quickly, and the season ticket rates and the workmen’s ticket rates would be less; 
therefore, people would save both in time and in money.
2181. Of course, within a certain area ? Yes, within a certain area. Mr. Kneeshaw stated that if the 
railway tram traffic were not in George-street—and he said he would be glad to get rid of it—there is 
plenty of local pick-up traffic. So the railway would not rob the trams, because they have already as much 
traffic as they can carry.
2182. It is very evident that the electric tram is a very popular conveyance ? It is. It ought to have 
been made some years ago.
2183. Because Mr. Kneeshaw said that prior to the electric tram running, the average number of railway 
passengers per annum by tram was 2,700,000, and at the time he gave evidence the other day, the average 
number was 8,700,000 per annum—nearly four times as raauy ? That is so.
2184. I do not think you have given any opinion about tho third proposal which has been laid before us, 
and which is called the A sylum scheme ? 1 think I have in this sense : I say I would not propose to make 
a new station there for the next ten years, because I say that whatever money you spend there will be 
unproductive—that you could not get increased fares from the passengers.
2185. But do you not think that if that station were constructed, it would entirely relieve Redfern 
Station from the pressure under which it has been suffering for some time ; the Commissioners really 
consider that about the most urgent thing is to relieve the Redfern Station from that pressure, because 
they say it is positively dangerous ;—aud there is no doubt that that scheme, if adopted, would entirely 
relieve the Redfern Station from pressure ? It would do so, but you would get no revenue from it.
2186. Leaving the question of revenue aside, would not that be a very convenient station from which to 
run tram-lines, say, through Pitt-street^ Casllereagh-street, and Elizabeth-street ? No; I do not think 
so. I myself think that the function of the tramway is to serve purely local pick-up traffic, aud there 
should not even be a connection with a railway station. Mr. Kneeshaw practically adopts that view him
self by saying that he would run the trams to the Cyclorama, and not go to the railway station at all, aud 
my opinion also is that the trams would have sufficient traffic for themselves. You mentioned the danger 
at Redfern. You have had one or two railway accidents at Redfern. These are caused solely by drivers 
going against signals, and if you build a new station, and a driver goes against signals, you must have an 
accident; so it is not really the fault of the station.
2187. Still, if they had more room, and had not to shift the trains so frequenfly, I suppose accidents would 
be less likely ? Yes, they would bo loss likely; but so long as a driver obeys his signals, the inter
locking gear prevents an accident.
2188. "With regard to your proposal to cross tbe Circular Quay, you propose to have an underground line 
there 15 feet deep ? A daylight station.
2189. "Would not a viaduct be serviceable ? Most objectionable. Myname will never be put to a viaduct 
there,
2190. A viaduct could be built in such a way that vehicular and other traffic could readily pass through ?

Ygs;
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„ ^'t , Tes; but if you were to bare a viaduct it would bo a matter of 2a or 30 feet in height above the roadway, 
a'mTcTV an^ people would have to rise that much to get up to the station, aud the damage to the front of tlie 

' V ' ’ Custom-house would be very great.
14iiar.,1900. 2191. In what way would it damage the Custom-housfe ? The viaductbeinginiTontof the Cuslom-housc 

M ould spoil the architectural effect of the Custom-house.
2192. It has been given in evideuce that a viaduct could be made an ornament to the place? Not in
front of the Custom-house. " '
2193. The great argument of travellers—suburban people particularly—is the saving of time that would 
be effected by going by railway to King-street or by any other railway extension into the city ; but, of 
course, that saving of time would ouly be for persons going to places within easy reach of the station ? 
■But every one going to places west of my proposed line must he taken nearer to their places of business 
by that railway than they could possibly be taken either by the electric tram or by a train to the King- 
street station.
2194'. But still it is a fact that there would he no saving of time, except in the particular instance you 
have named ? Yes; the whole of the population west of George-street would be taken nearer to their 
places of business by my railway than they would be by the tram.
2195, You think, then, that the tram traffic would not be facilitated by the carrying out of this proposed 
extension to Belmore Gardens ;—of course, it would be dead money so far, because nothing more could be 
charged for fares ; but still I should imagine that the carrying out of that proposal would facilitate the 
running of trams in directions other than George-street? No ; my opinion as regards trams is that the 
local pick-up traffic will always pay for itself—that there should be sufficient traffic in George-street or, 
say, in Pitt-street to make it pay. But Pitt-street is not wide enough for a tramway. Keut-street 
might be. •

TITTIES BA T, 15 HI ABCJI 1900.

■ Jlrrornt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vrcjc-CfiAnniAs).

The Hon. Patrick Li Kin: say Ceawtord Shepherd. ) The Hon. Andrew Gahuan. LL.D.
Egbert Henry Leyien, Esq. *

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eaihvay System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

"William Greenwood, A.M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined:—
W. 2190. Mr. Sheplierdl\ I want to ask you a little more about crossing Circular Quay—your scheme would 

^M'r'rTr’ aa °Pe:n cutting, would it not ? Yes.
A. J-C.E- 2197. "Would that not interfere more with the traffic on the Quay than a viaduct would ? No. I do 

- /CL -YA not close any street. I put oue bridge in the centre of the Custom-house, diverging to the two sides of 
the Custom-house. ■
2198. Still, you would alter the course of the street? Yes. The railway being through the centre
really divides the traffic. .
2199. With a viaduct there would he no occasion whatever to alter the direction of tho street ? Yes. 
The viaduct piers would take just tho same width from the street for traffic that is goiug east and west.
2200. But the viaduct would have openings all the way-.—you would simply put piers here and there, 
and the traffic would be just as free as it is now ? Yes. But if the traffic wore going from east to west 
tho piers would take up the same width north and south as the railway would take.
2201. But still it would be of advantage the other way—it would leave a freer access north and south, 
would it not;—you sec that an open cutting there would block tbe traffic north and south altogether ? 
No. There would be a bridge in front of the Custom-house. The whole of the traffic going to Young- 
street and Loftus-street would pass over that bridge.
2202. Bht there would be only a bridge, I suppose ? Yes,
2203. At- alt events the crossings could be more frequent with a viaduct than they could bo with an open 
cutting ? Yes.
2204. You have admitted that the electric tram is very largely patronised now ? Yes.
2205. In fact, yon stated yesterday that the present railway station at Eedfern would accommodate about 
90 per cent, of the people as compared with the King-street station ? That is as regards long-distance 
passengers.
2206. I think you afterwards included the others also ? Yes, for convenience.
2207. If the tram system were considerably increased, do you not think that it could be made sufficient 
for any extension into the city ? Utterly impossible. Increased facilities cause increased traffic, and if 
you were to put down another tramway, say in Castlereagh-streefc or in Kont-street, it would create its 
own traffic on that line of tramway.
2208. That would be a division of the traffic, would it not ? Yes.
2209. A tram certainly is more convenient for business people, in dropping them near to their places of 
business than a train could possibly be ; for instance, in your scheme, you propose to go for your first 
section the whole way to Bathurst-street ? Yes.
2210. And then from.Bathurst-street to Wynyard-square ? Yes.
2211. Well that leaves a tremendous gap, whereas the tram drops passengers at every street? Yes, 
that is so.
2212. If there were convcnienee iu the different streets for trams, do you not think that people would 
prefer to use the tram to being brought somewhat out of their way by tbe train ? The tram will never 
take tbe place of a railway. There will always be sufficient railway traffic to make the railway pay, and 
in a few years’ time there Will he sufficient traffic on those streets to'make the tramway pay.
2213. You think that there is ample room for both railway and tramways ? Yes. Sydney is a very
peculiarly-shaped town. Kent-street is really the only street where you could properly put a tramway, 
and even there I would not like to put a double tramway. In Castlereagh-street you might put one, but 
I would prefer to keep to Elizabeth-street for a tramway, even for an electric one. 2214.
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2214. How deep do you propose the cutting shall be at the Circular Quay ? The rails will be about 13 (jregI)^,00(ji 
feet below the wood blocks. , A.M.I.C.e!
22L5, Would that leave ample room for a bridge ? Tes. J think I pointed that out to the Committee, ^
You would have to raise your road about S feet in front of the Custom-house. In Mar.,1900.
2216. The liaihvay Commissioners seem to think 17 feet at least should be the depth of tho cutting ?
Yes ; that is so- -from 1C to 17 feet. Therefore, yon would raise your road 3 feet or 4 feet in front of 
the Custom-house.
2217. That would be just arching it? Yes. _
2218. Dr. Garran.] Ho you mean raising the road only for the bridge, or the whole of the road r1 Ho.
One bridge would be built in the centre of the Custom-house, say 66 feet loug, and diverge to Loftus- 
street aud to Young-street. ___
2219. Hut do you mean the whole of the road would be raised near the Custom-house? Ho ; merely for
the bridge. The front line of the Custom-house building would be practically about the same level as 
the raised road when raised 3 or 4 feet. , ,
2220. Would you raise the pavement in front of the Custom-house? You would have to make two wing 
roads. At the present time the road in front of tho Custom-house is higher than it is at the Quay—it falls 
to the gutter.
2221. Will you tell me what the depth of your lower station at Wynyard-square would be? The plat
forms wmuld be about 30 feet below York-street.
2222. Ho you propose to have a lift or only stairs for the people? Ho lift—certainly not. The ground 
from York-strcet to Carrington-street, going towards George-street, falls very fast, so that the outlet 
from the station, coming out at tho corner of Carrington-street, will boa very slight rise from the platform.
2223. You would not go to George-street? Ho,
2224. Would you go to the corner of Carrington-street ? Yes. In arranging a station of that kind, you
would probably have different means of access and outlets from your station ; the two traffics should not 
meet ono another. _
2225. Can you tell tho length of the tunnel under the Domain, so as to compare it with the length of 
your tunnel under York-strcet,;—in going round to the eastern suburbs you will have a tunnel under 
the Domain to go out at WoolJoomooloo Hay ? I could not tell you unless I were to plot a section ; but 
it would be very short.
2226. Would it" be more than 39 chains ? Ho, less,
2227. What would be the length of your tunnel under Darlinghurst? About 24 chains. _
2228. Will those be the only three tunnels on tho whole of your scheme ? I cannot say that, because in 
going tbrougb the suburbs before you got to Rand wick it might be necessary to put in some short spurs 
of tunnels.
2229. At any rate, so far as you can see now, the tunnel under York-strcet would be the longest tunnel
in your scheme ? Yes; the tunnel under Darlinghurst would be common to all the schomcs. '
2230. Mr. Lcvinn.] Throughout your lino, from start to finish, I suppose you frequently cross the gas- 
pipes? There will he no difficulty with those at all. You can always deal with a gas-main. I do not 
think that I interfere with the principal main anywhere.
2231. Are you sure of that? Hot absolutely sure. _
2232. But if. you were to interfere with the principal main it would cause a good deal of difficulty, would
it not ? Ho; what we do in England is this------  _
2233. Ho matter about wbat you do in Englandwbat are you going lo do here ? _ In lieu of a circular 
main we put in a flat one. Wo give the same area of space iu the pipe, but flatten it. The crown of the
arch would be about 18 inches, or 1 foot 9 indies, thick ; and we should flatten the pipe and give it a *
greater width and less depth, and so give the same area to the pipe. _
2234. So that there would be no difficulty whatever with the gas-mains ? Hoti nor with water-mains.
2235. Have you considered whether, in tho whole of your scheme, you cross the water mains, and where 
you do cross them ? There is no trouble with the water main. J may tell you that the large water main 
in Sydney crosses Cleveland-street to go to Crown-street. Both the mains that come from Pott’s Hill 
reservoir cross the railway at the Cleveland-street bridge.
2236. So you would not cross it more than mice ? I never cross a main coming from Prospect. I cross 
only ordinary service pipes.
2237. Then you do not cross the water-main itself at any point? Ho,
2238. Where does the service pipe start from ? J think that, at the present time, the whole of the town 
of Sydney is supplied from the Centennial Park reservoir. Some of the low levels may bo supplied from 
Crown-street, but 1 think not.
2239. You are positive that you would not cross any of the mains ? Yes ; not tho larger mains.
2240. There is only oue main, after all is said and done? The water and sewerage people call only the 
pipe that supplies a building a service pipe. The other pipes are called smaller mains, and principal 
mains.
2241. Will your scheme cross any of the principal mains ? Ho.
2242. You will not interfere with the water supply in any way ? Ho.
2243. What about the sewerage? The main sewer to Bondi passes at the junction of Harrington-street 
with Grosvenor-strcet.
2244. Would you interfere with it in any way ? Ho ; I go over the top of it. _
2245. How many feet above it ? 1 eaunot tell you that, now, from memory. It is four years since I
made the survey there.
2246. There has been no alteration ? Hot in the levels.
2247. Have you any idea at all ? A few feet; sufficient to clear it.
2248. Without interfering with it in any way whatever ? Yes. _
2249. Prom start to finish, how many cuttings are there in your scheme ? Practically only two cuttings.
2250. What is the length of each of those cuttings? About 25 chains and 35 chains.
2251. Where does the first cutting—the 25-chain one—commence? Hear to Goulhurn-street.
2252. How far would that continue ? Until it got to the junction of Bathurst-street and George-street.
2253. It would be beyond Goulburn-street? Yes-, south of it.
2254. Would you have to bridge Goulburn-street ? I go beneath Goulburn-street with a bridge. I do 
not disturb the permanent level of the street,

16—P 2255.
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p , 2255. What about Batturst-street ? I do not disturb tliat. I go beneath G-eorge-street. 
a!1i!lc^e! ®° vehicular traffic will pass over ? Yes ; just as it does now.
' a _ 2257. What would be the width of the bridges passing over those streets? About 40 feet or 47 feet

15 Mar.,1900. between the abutments, for four lines of rails. You would not see them at all if you were on the road.
2258. At tho bridge above it, whore it passes over, what width would it be? There is no bridge that 
passes over a road, except tbe viaduct at Bcimorc Bark.
2259. But you go along Bathurst-street ? i. am beneath Bathurst-street,
2260. So there is a cutting at Bathurst-street ? That is so.
2261. Thou there must be a crossing over that from Bathurst-street into George-street. Yes.
2262. What is the width of that ? Tou do not see it on the surface, but the abutments themselves would 
be 46 feet apart.
2263. What would the street itself be from path to path ? Just the same as it is now. The width of it 
is not interfered with at all.
2204. Have you calculated the area of private land that you require to have resumed from start to finish ? 
Ales.
2265. What is the area ? 3| acres.
2260. That is from start to finish ? Yes.
2267. What do you value that at ? At an average price of £100.000 per acre, making altogether £325,000 
for laud.
2268. That is absolute expenditure tbe Government will require to make under your scheme for land 
resumed ? Yes. I should explain : 1 put the land aud the buildings upon it at £70.000 an acre.
2269. When you say £100,000 an acre, wbat do you mean ? I was going to explain. J put Hie laud at 
£70,000 an acre—that is for tbe land and the buildings upon it; I allow' JO per cent, for compulsory sale, 
10 per cent, for lessees’ compensation, and 20 per cent, for severance—that is, 40 per cent, on top of 
£70,000, which makes £98,000 an acre. By lessees’ compensation I mean this : If a piece of property at 
the present time is under lease to a man, say, for seven years, and you were to take that from him, tbe 
owner of tho property would have to compensate the lessee for the time his lease is unexpired, and 1 pul 
10 per cent, for that. That occurs in very few cases in Sydney, where tbe bulk of the property is let on 
a yearly rental, but I put down 10 per cent, in case of any compensation.
2270. Have you considered how many places arc upon leasehold or upon freehold in those 3£ acres ? 
Yes ; very little leasehold.
2271. Have you made personal inquiries ? I know Sydney thoroughly well.
2272. Have you tbe slightest idea how much of the 3£ acres is under leasehold ;—have you made any 
inquiries from persons who are tenants there as to the nature of their tenure? No, I have not.
2273. Then how do you make that calculation? Jf the property were put up to auction to-morrow------

' 2274. How do you make that calculation ? Simply from experience.
2275. Can you tell me how many leaseholds there are on the first acre ? No.
2276. On the second acre ? No.
2277. On the third acre ? No.
2278. On the fourth acre? No; and I cannot tell you the owner of a single piece of property; I 
purposely avoided getting to know.
2279. But did you not think that it was a moat important element in the consideration of this question, 
how many acres were under leasehold, or how much was freehold, so as to come to a valuation? No, I 
did not,
2280. Then bow do you come to your valuation;—leasehold land you would value at a certain price, and

. freehold at so much ? Yes.
2281. And tenancy from year to year at so much ? Yes.
2282. Have you considered that at all ? Yes, I have. Some one must onn the freehold of tbo 
property, even if it is leasehold.
2283. But do you not know that if I had a leasehold, the freeholder would expect something to come to 
him ultimately by way of enhancing tbe value of it ? I have put the freehold at £70.000 an acre.
2284. On tho 3-1- acres, £70,060 an acre is absolutely for tbe freehold ? Yes.
2285. What is the leasehold worth ? As regard compeii-ration to the leaseholder, I say that taking his 
lease from him is worth 10 per cent.
2286. How many leaseholders do you think there are ? I cannot tell you how many there may be.
2287. Then how can you come lo any conclusion as to tho value of the land unless you have made tbe 
necessary inquiries as to how many leaseholders there are? The basis of that is the municipal 
assessment.
22SS. Have you seen those ? I got it from tbo Town Hall authorities.
2289. Hid they show you leaseholders or freeholders ? They did not show me either of them.
2290. So you can give us no information at all ns to the number of leaseholders, can you ? No.
2291. You do uot know whether they hold the land under leasehold for a year, or for ten, or fifteen, or 
ninety years ? I know there is very little held on lease.
2292. Ho you know of your own knowledge ? No.
2293. So your valuation, taken as you have admitted, is a very rough estimate ? No ; indeed it is not.
2294. Will you tell me why it is not? Eor this reason : whether property is let on a yearly lease or on 
a seven years’ lease does not increase its value very much ; property is of tbe same value whether let on 
a one year’s lease or seven years' lease.
2295. Ho you know whether a foot of it is let on lease? No ; but that does not affect the question of 

, value. Frequently a lease injuriously affects it, A property is for sale to-morrow, and you can give
possession in a year’s time. Jf it is Jet on a lease that hae been running twenty or thirty years, the rent 
now received is much lower than the rent you would now receive if the lease had expired ; therefore 
that makes the property of less instead of more value.
2296. But you cannot tell we whether the lease of this property has two, five, or ten years lo run, and 
you could not arrive at the actual value of the leasehold unless'you knew that ? Yes; I think so for the 
purpose I want this for—the purpose of an estimale.
2297. Tell me then how you come to your conclusion ? I take the city assessment, the rental.
2298. But you have said that you do not know whether they are leaseholds for terms of years or for a
year, or whether there are any leaseholds ? No, that is so. " 2299.
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2299. How can you, unless you have that information, come to a conclusion? I simply make an estimate
of what I think is the value of the land. _ . A.M.I.C.E.
2300. But, in the consideration of tho question of the cost of the construction of this line, would it not 
materially alter tho whole aspect of the case if your valuation—which you say is £70,000 an acre—ought 15 Mar.,1900. 
to be £100,000 an aero ? There is not a piece of land on the whole of the place worth £100.000 an acre.
2301. But supposing it is so ; you are taking a basis with nothing to support it? I think not.
2302. "Well, what is the laud absolutely worth, taking it on its freehold basis? £70,000 an acre, _
2.303. That is, the absolute freehold of the 3} acres is not worth more than £70,000 an acre, including 
the buildings upon it? That is so.
2304. A.re you seriously considering the answer that you are giving? Tes. The Government Valuator
lias practically endorsed that already. _ i
2305. Coming to tho conclusion, then, that £70,000 an acre is tho value of the land, including the 
buildings, at what do you value the whole of the 3$ acres ? £230,000, roughly.
2300. That is all it would cost the Government to resume this land ? fvo. I have already told you 
£325,000, after allowing a percentage for compensation for forced sale, and so on.
2307. That is all it is worth ? Tes. (
2308. If it were your property to-morrow, you would be willing to take £325,000 for all that property ?
I do not think that if I were to go into court I could get as much as that if I had to light tho matter.
2309. hfr. Norman Selfe belongs to the same institute as you do ? Tes.
2310. Ton will admit, I suppose, that he is an experienced man in his profession ? Tea,
2311. Ton have seen his proposal ? Tes.
2312. Wbat do you think of his proposal? Well, as an engineer who has propounded a scheme myself, 
it is not likely that I am going to say that his is as good as mine.
2313. Tou do not think much of his scheme compared with yours? Most assuredly not,
2314. And as to all these Government schemes, I may take your answer is the same answer ? There is 
not one I would put my name to, saying that I, as an engineer, designed that scheme ns a scheme for a 
city railway for a city like Sydney. I would be ashamed to put my name to it as a means of producing 
revenue on the capital you would have to spend. I sav it cannot possibly produce such revenue.
2315. Vice-Chairman.'] Have you anything to add ? Tn reference to the question generally of building a 
terminal station, either at King-street or at St. .Tames' Koad, 1 would point out that if you build a station 
at either of those places, it will necessitate two terminal staffs, for this reason : Tou may take a horse to 
tho water, but you cannot make it drink; and you may build a station at King-street or at St. James’
Koad, but the public will not go there. The greatest portion of the public will leave the train at Redfern, 
and consequently you will have to keep two terminal staffs—one at Redfern, and. one at King-street, if 
you have a station there. Ail the long-distance trains will call at Redfern, and, having called there, 
the bulk of the passengers will leave the train at Redfern, hut inasmuch as you bring your long-distance 
trains into tbe King-street or tho St. James’ Road station, you must keep a staff there as for a terminal 
station,1 therefore you will have tho expense of two terminal stations, if you make a terminal station at 
King-street or at .St. James’ Road, If you make a station at King-street, you cannot dispense with 
Redfern as a terminal station.
231C. Tou state that we will require a staff at Redfern station for long-distance traffic, and also another 
staff at the King-street or the St. James’ Road terminal station for the suburban traffic and such of tho 
long-distance traffic as goes there ? I was referring to the long-distance traffic.
2317. Well, that is only about 10 percent, of the whole of the traffic of the railways ? Tes.
2318. Then the staff at Redfern required to cope with that 10 per cent, will not be a duplication of the 
staff that would be wanted at King-street to cope with tiie DO per cent. ? Not quite, but you must have 
a cloak-room, a refreshment-room, and porters, and trucks for luggage. Suburban passengers are supposed 
to shift for themselves, but at a terminal station you have to provide suitable accommodation for a terminal

, station—that is what I mean. So 1 think that, even though you build a new station at King-street, yon 
will not convert Redfern into a wayside station, and you will have tho expense of two terminal stations.
I should like to say that in reference to the Royal Commission of 1891 the result was even voting on the 
question of the Hyde Park scheme as against the western side scheme. As a matter of fact, there were 
live votes given for it, and five against it. Mr. Kethel was not present, aud he telegraphed that he was 
infavour of the western side scheme. Then the Chairman’s vote went against his, and that made level 
votiug at that time on the question of the Hyde Park scheme as against the western route. As may be 
seen from page Cl of their Report, tbe Royal Commission came to the conclusion that a bridge connection 
with North Shore was impossible from Hyde Park. On page 63, the Royal Commission recommended that 
a bridge should be constructed with a height of 1G0 feet headway. Now, if the Royal Commission 
recommended that a bridge should be constructed, and if they said that you cannot get a connection 
from Hyde Park to the bridge, it follows that you must go on tho western side to get to the bridge, 
according to their recommendation. Acting upon that statement, the Railway Commissioners submitted 
tho Benevolent Asylum scheme, because an extension could be made from there along the west side of tho 
city to the bridge. Tou will find that on page 7 of their Report. The same Royal Commission recom
mended, at page 15, the construction of an eastern suburban line, and on the same page, they also 
recommended that that line should be a circular line, with loops to the Raudwick and Kensington 
race-courses. They likewise recommended that a north-western suburban lino should be made. The 
Royal Commission in 1897, on page 20 of their Report, undor heading of “ Puture railway extensions,” 
said:—

In dealing with the extension into the city there are four questions which, though not of such pressing importance 
as the matter specially under consideration—
That is the city railway—
must not be lost sight of. (1.) An extension to the Circular Quay,
By the method they would get to the Quay, the extension would be in tunnel. Thou they say :

(2) An extension to tiie eastern suburbs.
That also, according to their scheme, would be in tunnel. Thirdly, they recommended an extension to North 
Shore. That, as I have shown from the Report of the first Royal Commission, is impossible from Hyde 
Park by means of a bridge. Then they recommended a circular railway under the city. If I do not provide

for
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for aud carry out tho whole of their suggestions, it is very strange to me. My scheme, which was 
prepared years before then, fulfils the whole of those requirements. On page 10 of the Report of the 
Public Works Committee in 1897, on proposed railway extension from Redfern to St. James’ Road, there 
is the following paragraph :—

Though these extensions involve 
tnnncl system ; they are merely an 
extension iu the directions indicated.

considerable tunnelling their mention must not be regarded as an approval of the 
admission that underground construction is inei itably connected with railway

That is to say, they admit that no railway could be made to the Circular Quay or lo the eastern suburbs 
without tunnels. I think that in my scheme 1 have met all the objections and recommendations of either 
ot the Royal Commissions or Public Worts Committees that ever sat on this matter.

Alexander Wilson, stock and station agent, sworn, aud examined ;—
2319. tyce-C/ioirman.] I understand you come here prepared to give the Committee details of a scheme 

I'M i<mh> lvi?ich y°u J1®™ elaborated for railway extension into the city f Iso. 1 have come only to lend what I 
or ar., . think is a little weight in support of what I consider to be the competent authorities on this question, 

and, if possible, to help to remove some of tbe difficulties that tho public appear to find in connection 
therewith.. For that purpose 1 have brought the map which I submitted to the last Committee. I also 
submitted it to Mr. Reid some years ago, and since then to the present Government. It is chiefly 
recognising the sentimental objections against taking any portion of Ilyde Park. I do not attach very 
great weight to that; but still recognising that it is a force, J have suggested that an equivalent area of 
land should be given in other parts of tho city in connection with the St, James' Road scheme, allowing 
how a corresponding area could be given elsewhere, and enormously improve and beautify the city, so 
that the whole of the last mile of the approacli by railway into the city should be through parks ; in fact 
an unbroken park would extend from St. Paul's Redfern—that is at the present tunnel—to Lady 
Macquarie’s Chair. That would sweep away—what I daresay yon have had enough evidence of, either 
personally or here from witnesses—one of the worst slums in Sydney, namely, Wexford-street. In 
giving evidence in 1897, before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works in relation to 
the proposed railway extension from Redfern to St. James’ Road, I said :—

I propose that the Government should resume the whole of the blocks enclosed by Liverpool-street, Elizabeth-strcet 
as far as Gipps-street, Maequarie-street South, and a tine which is a parish boundary, and is almost conterminous with the 
main part of Foster-street. I also sugeest the resumption of the little block upon the ridge between Randall and Devon
shire streets. I believe that the Royal Commission recommended the extension of the Elizabeth-street tram to Dcvonshire- 
stroet; but T am not sure by what route. I propose that the tram-lines should be taken straight along Elizabeth-street to 
Prince Alfred Park, though the hill at the end of Elizabeth-strcet would have to be out down, and, in order nob to disturb 
the levels of some of the other streets there, resumptions would have to be made. 1 suggest the resumption of the whole 
corner. One feature which has not been noticed, I think, in this connection is the congestion of traffic in Oxford-street, 
especially upon race-days. 1 find, however, that from Hyde Park corner—that is, the Liverpool-street corner—toRandwick 
by the present tram route is only 20 chains shorter than by tho route going straight up Elizabeth-sfcreet. The Elizabeth- 
street route would have the advantage that there would bo no grades to speak of. Thus you would save the Oxford-street 
lull, and you would not mix the Randwick traffic up with any other tram traffic, except the Botany traffic. I feel sure 
that the trams could run the extra 20 chains iu the same time as, if not in five minutes less than, they take to make the 
journey to Randwick now. This is a matter which I think must force itself upon the attention of the authorities every 
day. My proposal would also relieve the tram traffic iu the upper end of Pitt-street, and would avoid a certain amount of 
the danger which occurs in shunting trams from one line to another near the Redfern terminus. Even if it took two or 
three minutes longer than it takes at present to reach Randwick by the route I propose, there would he a gain in the 
lessening of traffic in Oxford-street.
I also gave tbe following evidence :—
2028. I notice that you propose the resumption of properties above M’exford-street ? That is included in the resumptions 
necessary for the line. There ate se\ eral churches and a public school on that block, but I do not see any reason for 
removing them. I do not setup as an expert upon the subject of land values, but I have consulted, though merely iu a 
friendly way, a gentleman who is one of the recognised authorities upon this subject in tbo city. As to'the value of the 
buildings, neither of ns could go into that. The block which I propose to resume will practically be gutted by the present 
proposal, and I contend that to have an approach to and an exit from the city through park land for tho first H mile, 
instead of through slums, with views of back yards, is worth paying something for. My scheme would also provide park 
land where it is more valuable to the resident population than is that part of Hyde Park which it is proposed to take for 
the railway station. There is a dense population immediately to the east and south-east of these areas, and a great number 
of people walk through that part of the city every day.
2029. i our scheme would very much disturb the properties near Wexford-street;—that might not be a very serious evil ? 
Yes. The people whose residences would be destroyed might probably be able to find more desirable residences out towards 
Waterloo, or in other suburbs where they could get more fresh air.
2030. You provide for a continuous line of park from Prince Alfred Park right down to Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair Yes ; 
something like what they have in Adelaide.
2031. Such a park would scarcely be surpassed in any part of the world ? I think not, and the resumptions could be made 
without disturbing any business premises. All that would be taken would be an occasional butcher’s or baker’s shop.
2032. The prapei ties tliat you propose to resume are not very high-class, so that the cost should not he very much ? I 
think that the cost should not be large. The country should not feel the expenditure of £100,000 upon a matter like this.
2033. Y on contend that if this scheme were adopted it would meet vv ith the objections of many good-meaning people to the 
resumption of any part of Hyde Park ? _ 1 think so. I wish to defer to their objections to the taking of park land, though 
it must be remembered that park laud is public land, and is to be used, if need be, for any public purpose. A man may 
have an acre of land surrounding his house, all of it in gardens, but he may later on feel it necessary to keep a horse and 
trap, and thereupon take some pat l of the garden to provide for the building of a stable. Ho says to himself, “ We shall 
have less ground at home, but we shall have an opportunity to go a little further abroad for fresh air.” I think that is an 
analogous case. At the same time, however, 1 recognise the weightiness of the sentiment against the taking of any park 
land.
Towards the end of that inquiry, one of the Government officials gave evidence as to the value of the 
properties referred to. At page 167 Mr Perdriau says :—

In his evidence before the Public WorksiCommittee, Mr, Alexander Wilson suggested for resumption, for conversion 
into a park, in lieu of the portion of Hyde Park resumed, those blocks of the city extending from Liverpool-street to Gipps- 
street, bounded on the west by Elizaheth-street, and the cast by Maequarie-street South and Foster-street. For convenience 
in considering Mr. Wilson s suggestions, I have divided the area proposed by him to be resumed into three blocks, in such 
a way that if the Committee approve of the suggestion, either in part or tho whole, they would probably recommend its 
purchase. No. 1 is bounded by Liverpool, Elizabeth, Goulburn, and Macquarie streets. Tho mean length is 535 feet, and 
the mean width 490 feet; area, 6 acres. The total of the municipal assessments for the block is £9,840; capitalising 
£9,840, at twenty years’ purchase =■£ 196,800 ; add for the Lutheran Church (approximate estimate), £2,000; add for the 
Unitarian Church, £13,000; public school, £9,000 {this building would probably bo allowed to remain); total, £24,000. 
No. 2 is bounded by Goulburn, Elizabeth, Foster, and Macquarie streets, The mean length is 550 feet, and the mean

width

A. Wilson.
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■width 415 ; aren, nearly 5 acres. The total of the municipal assessments for this block is £5,459. Capitalising £5,459 at A. Wilson, 
twenty years’ purchase, £109, ISO ; add for the Chinese Church, which is not rated, £1,000. No. 3 is bounded by Campbell, ^ , A.,^
Foster, and Elizabeth streets. The mean length is 240 feet, and the mean width 200 feet; area, 1 acre. The total of the jg Mar. ,1900.
municipal assessments for this block is £2,445. Capitalising £2,445 at. twenty years,' purchase, £4S,900. The total 
estimated cost of resumption as above would, therefore, be £354,880; to which, if the buildings not rated be added, £26,000 ; 
total, £380,880.
My position to-day is exactly the same in regard to that as it was then. In view of tiie changed aspect 
of the city traffic from the point of view of the present electric tramway and prospective openings of 
other electric tramways, I should like to make a few suggestions as to the access to the city. ). have seen 
all these plans, and I leave it to people whose business it is to find out which is the best engineering 
route. But it appears to me that tho only feasible scheme, outside tbe St, James’ Bead scheme, is No. 4 
scheme, and to take a further slice out of Hyde Park to bring the accommodation up to something like 
wbat the original St. James’ Koad scheme proposed. I have looked at No. 10 scheme, and whatever 
littlo feeling I may have about park land, would be more against taking land in tbe Domain and having 
an engine stable there, than it would be against taking a piece of Hyde Park. That would be my choice 
in the matter. Allowing for the convenience in the one case, and the disturbance in tbe other, I prefer 
the taking of the extra laud at Elizabeth-strect to having an engine stable in the Domain. Judging from 
the reports that have appeared of tho evidence given so far, and the questions asked, it seems to me that 
there is a good deal of an idea that the electric tram should more or less do away with the necessity for 
any railway extension past Belmore. I had the distinct opinion that the Belmore extension was intended 
to kill the city railway extension. I hold that opinion still. That ivas the intention of it, and to make 
the trams do the work. 1 have taken an active interest in this matter for a great many years, and 
have been a member of the executive committee of the City Kailway Extension Alliance for 
some years, and that is one reason why i appear to speak with some definiteness. On the question 
of the trams, I would say that anyone who has travelled in other large cities will have discovered 
hy this time that practically tram traffic cannot take the place of railway traffic in handling 
large numbers of people^ Jt has become more and more recognised that tram traffic is only for 
moving people short distances in and around where there is a dense population, and tho more I sen of it 
the more J am convinced. George-street affords the most distinct illustration we could wish for as to 
that. When people want to get home, you can often see four, five, or six trams go hy, as low down as 
Hinder-street, before you can get on, unless you choose to do so at the risk of life or limb. It is quite 
evident in the case of the George-street tiam, and I believe that if there were three or four other tram
lines into tho city, in a year or two they would find lots of work to do without taking a single passenger 
to the railway-station—that is, as the railway-station is at present. Of course a great deal depends on 
the disturbance of your journey, and the gross length of time occupied between your departure and your 
arrival at your destination. I will suppose that a person wants to go from Eedfern to tbe corner of 
Erskine and Kent streets. That is pretty well to the west—that is, at the back of Wynyard-square, it is 
the first block down towards Darling Harbour. If he were to go by tram, the time would be as follows: —
Tram, twelve minutes ; walk from the tram, four minutes ; total, sixteen minutes. Then, supposing he 
went by railway from Kedfern Station to King-street by train, the time would be as follows:—train, 
three minutes; walk from King-street, ten minutes; total, thirteen minutes. That would he the time 
occupied by him in going to the corner of Kent and Erskine streets by train to King-street and walking 
thence, as compared with getting out of tbe train at Kedfern, and then taking the tram. I have made a 
calculation as to distance in chains, and have allowed the rate of walking to be 3 miles an hour. Kedfern 
to King-street, three minutes by train; Redfern to King-street, ten minutes by tram. I have made 
another calculation, for the journey to the Merchants’ Exchange ;—Tram journey, fifteen minutes ; walk, 
three minutes ; total, eighteen minutes. Train journey to King-street, three minutes; walk, nine 
minutes; total, twelve minutes. For the tram journey, I am taking the present George-street tram.
Those are two very fair illustrations—ono nearly to the Quay, and the other to what is practically the 
central place for all traffic supposed to be west. Now as to the traffic supposed to be west, we know that 
a greater portion of the business part of the city is to the west of George-street than to the east of it; 
but that does not prove that there is a great deal more traffic. ] think that any one who goes as far as 
Tork-street will see how tbe streets thereabouts are unoccupied compared with Pitt-street, George- 
street, and King-street, and streets thereabouts. People who go to Kent and Sussex st eet 
go there mostly to stop there for the day. They come in and go out once in a day, and 
the traffic is limited to people who have business there. But there are, perhaps. 500 people is 
a day who go to one spot iu Pitt-street or George-street, and those are the people who want to be 
accommodated. "Whilst business men come into town from 8 to 10 o’clock in tbe morning, women and 
children arc coining in all day long, and they seldom or never go west of George-street. J think that 
there ought to be a very clear distinction drawn between the number of business premises, and the amount 
of travelling done, and where the people want to travel to and from. Tou take the blocks between 
Market-street and Hunter-street, from George-street to Castlereagh-street, and 1 will guarantee that if a 
census could be taken it would show that more trafilc, either tram or train, comes out of those blocks than 
out of all the rest of tbe city put together—I do not care whether casual or long-distance traffic. That 
area includes nearly all tbe big shops, the large hotels, and banks, where people have to come and go 
frequently.
2320. Admitting that, would you not also admit that the two periods of concentrated traffic, for which 
either a tram extension or a train extension would have to cater, is when large numbers of people are 
going straight to their business in the morning, and when they are going straight away to their homes in 
the afternoon ? The groat rushes arc then—more in the afternoon.
2321. "Why more in the afternoon? Because a great many people come in late in the morning, hut go 
home at the same time as do people who come in early.
2322. But the going of women and children to shops is sproad over practically the rest of the day ? To 
some extent it is. But the thing is to bring the people to where they want to go to.
2323. ])r. Garran.'] The evidence before us is that these very business people have deserted tbe steam 
cram for the George-street tram ? Quite so ; and for a very good reason too—because the steam tram is 
an anachronism for one thing, and you cannot step off the platform at Kedfern Station now in order to 
get into it. The arrangements are quite changed, and you have to go into the roadway to get into the 
steam tram at Kedfern.

2324.
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A. Wilson. 2324. Viee-Oliairman^JBvik thzk alteration did not take place until a change in tbe direction of the trafilc 
l^aee >—they kept the steam trams on until they found there was a necessity for a change ? I see 

ar-, 0- every day the local trafilc that has been created by the penny fare ; tho cheap and comfortable serriee 
has created an enormous traffic. For instance, people who get off the SI only boat in the morning, and 
want to go only a little way up G-corge-street, now go by tram. I know two Bank managers, and the 
farthest that either of them goes is to the Bank of Blew youth Wales, and they step on to the tram because 
it is in front of them when they come off the wharf, whereas they always walked previously, unless tho 
day were a wet one. Now they pay their penny, and arc put down at the Bank door. If the people 
want to go to the Victoria Markets or to the Town Hall now they get into a tram. There is another 
feature of this traffic : If you want to go, say, from Hunter-street or Bridge-street to catch a train, you 
cannot depend on the tram. You may have to wait until five or sis trams pass before you can get a seat. 
I say that unhesitatingly, because it is my own experience. If I want to catch a train I get quite 
uncomfortable, and have to allow five, six, or seven minutes’ latitude for fear that I may be humbugged 
in trying to catch my train. I would rather walk further to a railway station, because 1 would not have 
to run the risk of delay or breakdown. I would very much rather go to a railway terminus with a littlo 
more trouble than go by tram. J suppose that three or four trains might practically arrive simultaneously 
at King-street, and I presume that there would be SOU or 600 in each train. Therefore, 2,000 people 
might arrive at the terminal station almost at the same instant. No tram system could deal with that— 
at least it does not seem that we have an opportunity. I should like to make a suggestion in connection 
with the King-street scheme, and also for the convenience of people going to tho west. 1 understand 
that we are to have a tramway down Castlereagh-street. going towards tho Quay, instead of down 
Eli'/.abeth-street as now. If a tram were to start irom Castlereagh-street, abreast of the proposed King, 
street station, and go along Market-street, Kent-street, Argyle-street, or up Windmill-street and along 
Dawes’ Point, to George-street and hack, so as to connect with the Castlcreagh-strcct extension to 
Circular Quay, you would have a circular tramway which would go back to the railway station. 
Pyrmont Bridge seems to me to be one of tho outlets of the business part of the city, and 
I think that a tram should also go across Pyrmont Bridge to Pyrmont, the Glebe, and on to Balmain. 
I notice that in connection with some of the proposals a good deal has been said about tunnelling and tho 
possibility of steep grades to or from the Quay station, or something of that kind. I am not prepared to 
discuss engineering matters, and I do not presume to do so, but it does occur to me that there must be 
some one in the Public Service who knows something of the details of the working of Dime-street station, 
Liverpool, where this question was a matter of great concern for many years. There there is a steep 
grade down the last mile and a half into the station, and the traffic used to be worked hy a stationary 
engine. An enormous amount of money has been spent hy the London and North-western .Railway 
Company to obviate the difficulties that formerly existed there. It seems to me that it would be worth 
the Committee’s while to get some evidence on that point. The tunnel there is a long ono, and goes down 
steep grades to the station. The company have spent an enormous sum of money to make the station 
safe and to get expedition in going in and out. As to the time occupied by the two routes in this city, I 
may say that from Kedfern to the Town Hall the time occupied in travelling hy tram is eight minutes, 
whereas in going by railway from Kedfern the time would be as follows Train, 3 minutes ; wralk, 9 
minutes; total 12 minutes. Then take tiie case of a person wishing to go to Pyrmont Bridge: Tram, 
9 minutes ; walk, 34 minutes ; total, 124 minutes ; train to Ring-street, 3 minutes ; walk, 8^ minutes ; 
total, 114 minutes. So a passenger could go to King-street hy train and get to the end of Pyrmont Bridge 
a minute earlier than he could by going to King-street by tram along George-street and walking the rest 
of the distance. That makes rather a startling illustration of the supposed capacity or usefulness of the 
George-street tram to serve all the people west of George-street as against the railway. If my suggestion 
were carried out, 1 feel sure that a tram run through that part of the city would pay well, simply to take 
businesspeople from one part of the city to the other during the day, independently of the morning and 
evening traffic to and from Kiug-sircct. I do not myself care particularly whether the railway goes to the 
St. .Tames’ Koad station site or to No. 4 site. As to the question of getting to North Wyduey, I think it 
is quite feasible to have a connection from Hyde Park to the North Shore.
2325. You suggest, in connection with this scheme, a further scheme of tram extension—one north and 
one west;—is not that an admission, to some extent, tliat you would not bring people to where they 
wanted to go to by bringing them by railway to King-street ? You cannot bring all the people to where 
they want to go. I said that my so-called circular tramway would be a good investment for purely 
business purposes, even if it did not pay people to go by it from King-street as well, but it would un
doubtedly take passengers to and from King-street.
232U. You stated that you thought that people who come into town right through the day ymuld place a 
larger burden on the extension of the railway or of the tramways than those who come direct to their 
offices or places of business in the morning, and go straight away to their homes in the afternoon ? If 
you mean that I meant that more people would come in at that time than at the other, 1. certainly did not 
mean that, ’What J was speaking of was the majority of those people who want to go and do business in 
the shopping-blocks from Market-street to Hunter-street, and between George-street and Castlereagh-street,

_ I did not intend to convey that they are a majority of the whole of tiie travellers during the day.
2327. Mr. Parry supplied the Committee with a set of statistics giving the number of passengers to and 
from the railway at Kedfern Station on three typical days—not holidays ;—the first of them gives a total 
of 45,010 passengers, out of which 34,378, or 75 per cent., came into the city during the busiest hours in 
the morning, and went back during the busiest hours in the afternoon;—is it not reasonable to conclude 
that those are the people who go to their places of business in the morning and go away in the afternoon ? 
Quite so.
2328. And is it not a fact that the majority of those are situated, not around the proposed King-street 
station site, but to the west of that ? Undoubtedly. The whole of the business part of the city is to the 
west of Elizaheth-street.
2329. Do you also know that the railway authorities, in their evidence before us, look upon that traffic as 
being tbe most difficult to deal with, and the one in whose interest they desire this extension ? Undoubtedly.
2330. Are you prepared to offer any opinion as to the respective merits of the eastern extension of the 
railway as against tiie western ? I have an opinion, and think I have some good reasons for it. I am 
speaking more particularly of Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme, or any scheme somewhat similar to his; and

" one
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one reason is tliat it must be largely in tunnel. That is admitted. Every scheme of that hind which has Wdson-
been submitted lately proposes to go under the new markets. I am not an engineer, but if I were I do
not think I would undertake to make a railway under the basement of those markets and make a satis- - llr" -
factory job of it. Of course, they are all largo heavy buildings along that portion of the route, and I do
not know what the risk is, or what the cost is, or what the rights of the owners are—how far into the
earth the landowners’ privileges go. The buildings along the whole line of that traffic, until you get to
"Wynyard-square, are mostly ver}r heavy ones—they are all large warehouses, and I have no doubt the
foundations go down a loug way. Lassetter’s building, just finished, would be one of the first places
that would come in. They are all large buildings—in some cases four, five, or even six storeys high. That
fact must lead to great difficulty. iSTow you get to Wynyard-square. The matter pf open spaces seems
to be a great stumbling-block in the way of the settlement of this question, and Wynyard-square is now
the only open space on that side of the city, with the exception of a littlo triangular piece in front of
St. Phillip’s Church. It is actually proposed to appropriate Wynyard-square in order to make a third-rate
station there. That station must be largely underground, because the Square is wedge-shaped. For tbe
line to bo put in tunnel I do not know bow deep it would have to be, but it would have to be a lbng»way
down. There would be some advantage to the city, especially in view of recent occurrences, if there were
a compulsory 11 Paroii llaussmann ” clearance about Clarcucc and Sussex streets, but I do not think that
that is under eousidcratiou now.
2231. Presuming that Hyde Park had been a part of the city as thickly built upon as places to the west 
arc, do you think that it would have been selected as a site for a terminal railway station f If the question 
of cost were on an even balance, I should say that the block situated about where the Joint Stock Bank 
is would be tho best place to go to for a main central station—that is, if you bad to consider both schemes 
on the basis of cost, and of convenience.
2332. You think, then, that the present proposal has been largely determined by the fact that it was 
previously proposed to build tho station on park land ? If you use the term 1: park land,” I should like 
it to bo understood that that does not apply altogether to Hyde Park. You get to Hay-street in the 
Hyde Park scheme without touching any private land at all. In connection with any of the western 
schemes you get into difficulties of land resumption, overhead and tunnel arrangements, tho moment you 
begin to leave Kedfern : whereas in tho other case you get to Hay-street without touching a foot of 
alienated land, and, as i have explained, you go through one of the least valuable parts of tbe city, where 
there are scarcely any business premises of any value. But the moment you leave Kedfern to go on the 
western side, that being one of the old business settlements, and it being such an irregularly-shaped place, 
it would take a surveyor and a laud valuer a long time to arrive at what the trouble would be, or what 
tbo cost would be, either abovo or below ground.
2333. I think you have made the statement that no scheme, except the official scheme, got into the city 
without going through private laud ? “Ho scheme” is such a very big phrase. I suppose that tho 
schemes now number about forty.
2334. "Well, none of the schemes before the Committee;—have you seen tho scheme for a circular railway 
that has been put before ihe Committee by Mr. Greenwood? I do not know his scheme very well; but, 
looking at the map, it looks to me more difficult from an engineering and a land-resumption point of view 
even than Mr. Norman Wolfe’s.
2335. He gets ever the Belmore Markets before he starts to touch private land? In that respect he 
follows tho idea of getting to Hay-street as I have said. That is the main difference between his scheme 
and the other.
2330. Dr. Garran.'] I understand that you propose to make a substitution of park land from one place 
to another ? Ye?.
2337. To surrender the north-west corner of Ili'de Park, and to make another park at Wexford-street ?
Yes: of fully tho same area.
233S, Ho you think that the values would be about equal? Oh, no.
233!). Which would be the more expensive ? The Hyde Park land would be more valuable than the 
Wexford-street land.
23tO. In the evidence placed before the last Committee, Mr. Sievcrs aud Mr. Perdriau valued the north
west corner of Hyde Park at rather less than £203,000 ;—that is without including a strip that will be 
taken out of (he south-west corner, and Mr. Perdriau values what you want at £330,380; so there 
will he £180,000 to be added to the cost of tho railway in order to carry out your scheme? But you 
must remember that tliat includes all the improvements. *
2341. Never mind thatwe would have to pay the money ? Quite so ; but there is no reason why you 
might not sell frontages in Elizabeth-street back to the railway line, and have park laud only on one side, 
and the sites there would realise very good prices.
2342. That is not the scheme you put before the Committee just now ;—you did not say that you were 
going in Jor land speculation, to improve other property by knocking down the slums and' building afresh ?
I would propose that the Government should resume the whole of the property, whatever happens.
2343. -And sell what they did not what ? If they were to think the cost lor additional park purposes too 
great, they could sell a considerable portion of it.
2344. But the piece you are going to take is supposed to be worth only £200,000, and the piece you 
would get the Government to buy and substitute would cost £380,880? \res. But Mr. Perdriau 
himself pointed out that there is no reason why the churches and the schools might not be left standing 
enclosed in their present area. None of those buildings would be interfered with by tbe railway line.
2345. Jf we are going to substitute other park land for ihe portion of Hyde Park fhat we take, would it
not be more reasonable- to put that substituted land in parts of the city where there is no park land at 
present? South of Oxford-street to Goulburn-street is one of the most populous districts, and is almost 
without an open space in it. J"
23-43. But you would have continuous park land from Kedfern Kail way Station right to Lady Macquarie’s 
Chair? Yes; from Kedfern-street.
2347. Now, look at AYest Sydney and Pyrmont. and show me what there is green there? There is 
"Wentworth Park.
2348. But that is out of the city ? Yes. ^ You suggest why not clear out some of the rookeries about 
*' Hocks.” I think that nature is doing that in any case. It is recognised by tbe authorities that

population
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A. Wilson, population in that part of tho city is steadily decreasing. Jf you keep on making improvements and 
. z-—bringing business more into that part, every year some of those blocks of wretched dwellings will be 
15 Mar., 1900. SNVepf; away and large warehouses will be built in their place, and tbe people now living there will have to 

go either by tram, or train, or boat to somewhere else to live, instead of remaining in the little back 
slums there. That process will go on, and in a few years you will not have many people there. ^ _
2349. You must have a certain residential population there in any case;—there is an immense shipping 
business there, an d there will always be lumpers and labourers? Mo doubt; but a great many of them 
now live in Jlalmain aud I’yrmont. They can take the penny ferry and then have only a few blocks to walk.
A great, number of that class live in those suburbs.
2350. Would you not put the substituted land where people have no park land? But I believe that a 
great many of the properties to which I referred will be cut m half ; they will still have to be paid for as 
if tbe whole of them were taken, and it would be better to make a thorough job of it. Immediately to 
the south and east is one of tho most densely populated parts of the city, and yet there is practically no 
park land for them until you get to Kedfern Park on the south and Moore Park on the east. A great 
mafty of those people walk into the city every day, and would it not be better for them to cross park land 
instead of having to go through slums. My scheme would give a park to the people about Povoaux-street 
and right up to Surry Hills.
2351. Mr. ShepherdI think your scheme is based chiefly on considerations of economy ? I have no 
scheme.
2352. Well, it is approaching one? I support the scheme put forward by the Bailway Commissioners, 
and which has been practically accepted by two Royal Commissions.
2353. Your reason for that is chiefly based on tho grounds of economy ? Partly that; but 1 do not go as 
far as was proposed. I do not see why that extension should not bo loaded with the operation i have 
explained. 1 think it ought to he.
2354. Ho you think that that scheme would serve the largest number of railway travellers—suburban and 
others—would that scheme take the largest number to their places of business? It ■would take as many

. of the gross number of travellers close to their destination as any other scheme I know of, and more so.
2355. Will you say that that scheme would take as many to the proximity of their places ot business as, 
for instance, a station at the George-street Markets? Certainly far more.
2336. You think so? I feel satisfied of ii. There is oven in the eastern part of the city a large number 
of people coming in and going out every day—going to "Eli/.abeth-street, Phillip-strect, Maequarie-street 
and to counting-houses further down the town, to whom the King-street delivery would he preferable to 
the George-street by a long way.
2357. Will you name the boundaries that you consider that scheme would serve? 1 tried to convey an 
idea of that somewhat by showing how long it would take to get lo different places—to any other likely 
spots covering most of the business parts of the city.
2358. Will you define the boundaries? I have done that practically already iu saying how long it would 
take to get from King-street to those various points.
2359. What streets would be within reach of that station ? Bathurst-street on the south------
2360. Will you give an opinion as to the area which the King-street station would serve conveniently ?
1 contend that it would conveniently serve the whole of the city north of Bathurst-street, and it would 
serve the whole of the west down to tho water.
2361. Aud on the north ? Right down to the water _
2362. I ask you to define the boundaries that that station would serve conveniently? If you ask me is 
it the best place in the whole city to serve tho greatest number of people iu tbe whole city, I say no. J 
have already said tliat probably the block where the Joint Stock Bank stands would be the best site lor 
the station ; but that has not been proposed, because nobody has had enough courage to enter into tbo 
cost of it. Xo one station would serve everybody, and put him down at his own door ; but J say, gener
ally speaking, that the Kiug-street station would serve the whole of the city north of Bathurst-street; 
but, of course, it would not compare with a station on the block west of George-street, including the 
Joint Stock Bank, became that would be about the centre of the city.
2363. Of course we have the George-street tram running, and to conveniently serve the people by railway 
you want to get the certain points where that tram would not bo more convenient than the railway ;—you 
talk about the King-street station serving all the people north of King-street ? Yes.
2364. Do yon think that a person would he likely to go to King-street and get out there and walk lo 
Miller’s Point, in preference to going as Ear as he could by the electric tram ? Ko, certainly not.
2365. That is what ! wanted to ask you ? 1 indicated what I thought would be a natural sequel to the
railway station being at King-street, I indicated a tram to serve the whole of that area.
2366. If you had an office at tiie corner of Hunter-street and George-street, would you prefer to go by
railway to Kmg-street, and walk from there to your office, rather than to go by tho George-street tram ? 
I would prefer to walk to King-street from my office to got into my train, and go straight away, instead 
of being humbugged.
2367. Supposing you are coming mto town, and your place of business is at the corner of Iluuter-strect 
and George-street, do you mean to say that you would go to King-slrect and walk to that point, rather 
than come in by tbo electric tram, and be set down at your office door? I would, allowing for the dis
comforts of the tram travelling as we know them, and the uncertainty of getting there.
2368. Do you think that the majority of people would not rather use the George-street Ham if their 
places of business were situated outside this boundary—that is, Market-street on the south, Pitt-street on 
the west, and Hunter-street on the north ;—do you not think that they would be better served by coming 
down by the George street tram than they would be by coming down by railway to King-street? 
Certainly not.
2369. Y"ou swear that is your honest opinion ? I say so distinctly. Xot very long ago I waited for seven 
minutes at the corner of George-street and Hunter-street for a tram at a quarter past 6 in the evening, 
and in an ordinary case that would cause me to miss my train.
2370. The groat object with suburban people at all events is the saving of time? Exactly.
2371. If they have to walk half a mile after getting out of the train at King-street, where is the saving of 
time as compared with going down Georgc-strest in the tram and being set down near their places of 
business ? I do not know whether you are aware that half a mile from King-street, station would take

you
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von past the German wharf, on the Circular Quay, towards tho old A.S.N. Company’s wharf, of to tho A. Wilson.
Balmain ferry landing-stage, and even beyond that. A distance of 40 chains—not in a straight line, but ------>
going up and down our irregular streets—would take you from tbe Jving-street station to the ii. and A. lo W8r 
Company’s wharf, on the west side of Circular Quay, and that is practically outside what you may call tho 
business part of the city ; and 2t5 chains would take you from the King-street station to the approach to 
the I’yrmont Bridge, on tho city side.
-■172. Can you conscientiously say that it is your opinion that Ihe proposed King-street terminus would 
he more central than the George-street markets f Certainly ; 1 was asked, 1 think, during the last inquiry 
where I thought the centre of the city was, and I said it was at tho corner of King and Pitt streets, and 
my opinion is still the same. I say that that is the centre of the citv for business purposes.
21173. Yon have only to look at tbe map and you will see where the centre of the city is ;—there is all
Hyde Park and the Domain to the east, and the densely-populated part of the city is to tho west? The 
dense mass of buildings is, undoubtedly, to the west, but as near as possible, geographically, the Joint Stock 
Bank is tho centre of the city, and the distance from that to the centre of tho proposed King-street station 
is exactly Iti chains.

FRIDAY. 1(5 MARCH, 1000. 

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chatiimas).

The lion. Patrick Ltkdksav Chawford Shepherd, j 'William Thomas Dick, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Gaiuian, LL.D. [ Robert Henry Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending tho Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Thomas Alderson, sworn, and examined :—
237L Chairman."] I suppose you have studied the question of railway extension into the city? I have, T. Alderson. 
for many years. ^ A _
2375. Have you watched the various schemes that have been suggested from time to time? Yes, in the 1C Mar., 1900. 
press reports. ■
237t>, You yourself now suggest a scheme as the result of observation in regard to the requirements and 
necessities of the city and country generally ? Yes.
2377..When did your scheme first suggest itself to you ? I have had the suggestion for some consider
able time ; but when I saw by the action in Parliament that tho matter was likely to arise, ] put my 
brains together, in order to place tho suggestion before tho public in this manner. I said io myseli’,
“They have not struck the exact scheme needed to meet the requirements of tho last-increasing demand 
of the public, both as regards passenger traillc and goods ”
2378. What are the main features embraced in your scheme? Tbe main features are economy, very
little property resumption, comparatively, and the carrying of a largely-increasing suburban traltie and 
long-distance traffic, and also goods. That is up to a certain point. ! do not make any suggestion about -
a bridge crossing the harbour to North Sydney. ’
2379. Does your proposal contemplate bringing both suburban traffic and through up-country traffic into 
the city? Yes.
2380. And terminating where ? At Princes-street. An advantage which 1 claim for that route is very 
slight interference with the present Redfern station. I submit tliat that station will meet all require
ments for the southern and the western traffic.
2381. Have you a written statement explaining your scheme ? Yes, I have ; it is as follows:—

City Eailway Extbnsion Scheme.

Having given the Premier (The Hon. W. J, Lyne,t my ideas and suggestions in writing, accompanied with a large city subur
ban map (showing the routes, high and low levels) last September, Igive your Committee, now sitting, my present views, 
on account of eome Government changes, re the Pyrmont Budge, having been a strong supporter of a railway into the city’ 
but, a bitter opponent of any encroachment on Hyde Park. ] now hope your Committee will give my plain explanation 
of its advantages over all others I have seen a fair consideration. My principal object is meeting the fast increasing 
traffic (re goods and passengers;, cheapness in the construction, and comparatively small resumptions. It will not interfere 
with any one of our congested city streets, and very little inconvenience to vehicle traffic ; the route will-give u large 
central city station with oflices, &c,, with three other stations on the west, east, and north of the city. The present 
Kedfern Station can remain as it ia, but with slight alterations will supply all the south mid west portions of the city for 
many years to eome. By giving tiie city stations and our new electric tram service this, large outlay can be saved by distri
buting the goods and passengers. The Hospital, Barrack, aud Hevoiishn e-street site can be dispensed with for the present.
Pour lines of rails will be ample to carry all goods and passengers with very little risk. Goods can be brought from all 
over the colonies when a bridge makes the connection over tiie harbour. This item, I propose a high-level bridge to 
Mtlson’s Point from Princes-street and Argyle Cut. Die low-level scheme is from Dawes’ Point to Milson’a Point, by a heavy 
modern hydraulic swing-bridge. This, no doubt, may meet with strong objection, re the shipping interests. This I submit 
should be mode subservient to the railway hy having the swing opened at certain times, /r“i-ondon Docks and other 
places." Ships have to wait their turn at agreat cost, so why not a little inconvenience in Svdney bv adoptum this scheme.
The bridge elevation could be so as to allow small craft or river steamers to pass under ; the lines could meet on the present 
levels, or according to the formation of the ground near first tunnel at Milson’s Point. There arc many advantages in my 
scheme over all others, which you will observe in the route description, by widening the present railway bridge at Rcdfem ' 
for a four-line railway to Pyrmont (which was my first suggestion;, but on account of the new Pyrmont bridge now being 
started, I would advise resuming all tbo foreshores from the head of Darling Hnrbour to Drnitt-strcet on the east side to 
allow the railway to enter Marbet-atreet by a tunnel at the corner of Kent-street, by reclaiming the head of Darling 
Harbour to the north of Druitt-strect, This would give a large area of ground, about 22 acres, for goods, stores, &c,
A high-level bridge across the Hue from Pyrmont-strect to Liverpool-street or Drnitt-strcet would be a great city imp’rovc- 
,mcnt, and an easy outlet to our eastern suburbs for all vehicles and foot traffic from this increasing industrial centre of 
Pyrmont. °

16-Q The
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T. Alderson. Tjik Proposed Route (Citt Railway).

l>lEI)Fn;liN Station to remain for south and west traffic, with suitable alterations of lines back to Eveleigh, fot the widening 
IU Alar., 1900. of Cleorge-strect Bridge to Darling Island, or the cast side of Darling Harbour to Dnntt-strcet hy a viaduct. Fill in 

head of Darling Hurhonr to north of Dmitt-stvcct if necessary ; over-head bridges across the railways from Pyrmont to 
Liverpool-street; the western railway station at foot of Dnntt-strcet or thoreabouts ; tunnel under Market-street, at the 
corner of Kent-street, to the High School site of Market, Castlereagh, and Elizabeth streets. This will be the large city 
central station, with all offices for English mails, goods, cicrieal offices, passengers (city, suburban, and long distances). 
There will be underground platforms, which can be extended along distance under St. James’ Road, for holiday traffic, Ac., 
&c., by continuing this tunnel to (he south of Hyde Park Rairacks, or Ghancery-s<|Uare, through tho drill-ground ; along 
the same to behind the caretaker's cottage at St. Mary’s gate ; thence by open cutting or tunnel to the lower part of Ihe 
Domain, which is not much used by the public—opposite Sir John Young's Crescent. This site can bemadea mostcentral 
dock or reserve depGt for trains, Ac,, goods shed, or shunting grounds: by taking the line on to Cowper's wharf, or station 
at the edge of the Domain, near ladies’ baths, will be the first section of the eastern suburbs ; by resuming the old properties 
facing the wharf a large space will he required for the fast-increasing and largest cargo boats coming to our port. By 
fciiiiuelling under tho highlands in Victoria-street to Rusheiitters-Bay Reserve you can place a station thence across, or 
under, Bayswatcr-road, through tiie Cinnamon'a gardens, to a smalt Government reserve near Glenmore-road ; thence up 
to the heights of Paddington, Woollahra, Waverley, and Randwick, Ac., Ac. ; from Cowper's wharf (Domain) continue on 
behind the baths by a tunnel, and open cuttings, and over-head bridges through that portion of the public Gardens that is 
not much used. A neat covered station and ways could be placed to meet all traffic on holidays, Ac., from all over the 
colonies. By continuing on behind the Government House stables to Albort-stieet a strong steel elevated railway would 
make its stai t from this point, a little further hack to allow an easy grade up to Princes-street to Argyle Cut levels. This 
railway would run in front of Goldsbrough, Mort, A Co., Customs, and “Packer’s Hotel,’'to the angular piece of ground 
adjoining McMahon’s office, and the hotel at tho comer of Pitt-street, where passengers’ station could be built. This will not 
interfere with any of the increasing boat passengers’ traffic, electric trains, or vehicles. A shunting line could he run round 
the Quay for goods from the mail boats hy a tunnel near McMahon's spirit stores, on to the lower Domain levels (goods can 
he sent all over the colonies) ; thence from the comerof Pitt-street aud the Circular Quay over to the old Commissariat Stores. 
1 would resume some of the old places on “ The Rocks.” ria Globe-street, on the line up to Princes-street, Those resumptions 
would not he much, and this portion of the city wants improving. This finishes up the high-level route, via Dawes’ Point, 
proposed bridge.

The lower-level sob cm e referred to before makes it start from the old Commissariat Stores, along the Queen’s Wharf, 
to Dawes’ Point. This section will he at an elevation to he decided upon re swing bridges and Milson’s Point. Yon will 
kindly note that I have gone through mostly all Government properties up to George-street and Queen’s wharf. This. I 
claim, is of great importance re a financial return ; the construction will be easy work, being all freestone for tunnels and 
open cuttings. The elevated rails and bridges can all be made m the colony, giving our own industries a show ; all the 
excavations, Ac., Ac., can be trucked into tho head of Darling Hmhour for tilling up to a sea-wall. The value of the 
reclaimed land will be a large set-off against the cost of constructing. The grades from the foot of Market-street to 
Klizabeth-strect are easy. The giade from Albert and Macquarie-streets to Princes and Argyle streets is 1 in 90 ; this 
can be made 80 by going back in the Governor's Domain. The distance from foot of Market-street or Pyrmont Bridge 
for the high-level scheme is about 247 chains.

The low-level scheme is about 26o chains. In carrying the hues from the head of Darling Harbour to Druitt-street, 
this will be extra to tho above figures. I have only taken rough measures, not including the Pyrmont or high and low-level 
bridges into tbe abovo, but simply dealing with the city only.

Hot being in a position to produce plans or specifications (but a tracing on a map) of cost, I leave that to the 
Government officials. I would prefer private competition for the costs, Ac., of tins important work, The'rough estimates of 
costs submitted I have given outside value from my own travels and experience in commercial business all my life in the 
Colony. I have no doubt in my own mind this scheme can be constructed at considerably less cost to the country than any 
other I have seen submitted ; the public convenience will be better supplied for goods and passengers. The valuable city 
properties will not lie interfered with. Little compensation will be made. Our city Hyde Park will remain to the public. 
Our present trams need not lie distuibed, nor our old and valuable Supreme Court site taken, but left for the future. You 
will note when North Sydney is connected hy bridge iny scheme makes a continuous route there, avoiding risks of 
accidents, Ac. If in the future, and when suitable, a shunting line around Circular Quay can be carried around the 
western and eastern wharfs hy tunnels to the point of entering near McMahon’s stores, via Woolloomooloo and Cowper's 
wharfs.

P.S,—In noting Mr. Maiden’s (Director of Botanical Gardens), objections to tiie proposed resumption of the lower 
part of the Domain aud the trees, T hove obviated this by transferring the reserve train-sheds, docks, Ac., to the resumed 
land at Darling Harbour. The only ground required will be a strip for four lines of rails and passenger station, near the 
steps coming from Maequarie-street to Cowper’s wharf. To this 1 feel sure the public wilt not make the slightest objection, 
when such a loug felt public convenience for railway purposes is required.

Oue most important fact in connection with the reclamation of the head of Darling Harbour, is that it will be doing 
- away with one of the most dangerous localities for rats m spreadiug the now most serious Bubonic Plague in our city. This 
vert spot, up to Druitt-street, was the slaughtering yards for our meat supply many years ago.

Bough Estimated Cost or City Railway Extension.

Prom Redfern Station, via Darling Harbour, along to Druitt-street, to Market-street, via Kent-street, to High School 
site, to Lower Domain, ria Botanical Gardens to Albert-street, across Circular Quay to Globe-street, up to Princes and 
Cumberland streets to approach of high level bridge about opposite Observatory Hill (four lines of rails to bridge 
approaches re North Shore), viz.:—

Resumptions.
Water frontages east side of Darling Harbour to Druitt-street, north side (say 1,022 feet)...... £128,550
Properties Druitt, Sussex, Kent streets, aud Market street corner ........................................ . 24,850
Piopertics Albert and Macquaric-streets (land, bridges, and hotel) ........................................... 29,500
Pitt-street and Circular Quay (lintel, offices, shops, Ac.) ............................................................ 14,000
(J. McMahon's office, shop, and weighbridge, Government.)
lie street about 127 feet—George and Globe streets (two hotels, two shops, and old houses) ... 15,000

,, 130 ,, —Globe and Harrington streets (old properties) ..................................... l,S0Oi
,, 122 ,, -Lane 10 feet, Gloucester-street, east and west side (old properties)... 3,690
,, 122 ,, — „ 10 „ Cumheriand-ati-eet, east side (old properties) ............... 1,586
» dOO „ —lie Cumberland-strcct, west side^ A je Cllt ]4 00q
., 500 ,, —Station, Princes-street, east side J

£232,946
Lew—Reclaimed laud head of Darling Harbour, Baker-street to Druitt-street, about 22 acres,

at £2,000 per acre ............................................................................. ....................................... 66,000

£166,946
Construction
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Construction ok Lines.
Sny,

Grade, Ultimo Bridge, 18... Alterations from Redfern Railway Station and the George-
■ street Bridge (Grade 31)........................................... . ....

Present Goods Line, to Darling Harbour, 2 chains wide, to
William Henry street ......................................................

Grade 16 ......................... William Henry street, across Goods Sheds, to Druitt-street,
Darling Harbour ...................................................... i......

i. 30 ......................... Druitt-street, via Sussex-street, to comer of Kent and
Market streets ..................................................... ............

Castlcreagb-street, 68...... Market-street aud Kent-street to lilirabeth-street ..............
Mizabeth-street to St. Mary’s Gate, rear of Caretaker's

Cottage................. .............................................................
Elizabeth-strcet, 70.......... Excavations, 68 feet x IS feet, £1.600 per chain j brickwork

for above, £900 per chain ...............................................
St. Mary’s Gale, rear of cottage, to lower part of Domain 

(Lincoln-crescent, Grade 5), north end of Stops and
Ladies’ Baths, excavations average £2o0 per chain ......

Brickwork for (say) £300 per chain........................................
Domain Steps, via Botanical Gardens to large piuo-troes 

(Grade 40), from the pines to Government House 
Stubles (Grade 30), excavation to Government House

_ Stables, at £1,600 per chain ...........................................
Brickwork, at £900 per chain ...............................................
Government House Stables, via Albert-street, Circular Quay,

Pitt-street, George and Globe streets, west comer......
George and Globe streets, via Harrington, Gloucester, Cum

berland, and Princes streets, opposite Observatory......

Chains.

26 viaduct......

IS „ .. . .
26 1

>40tunnel, . 
23 \

2S open cutting

26 tunnel

34 elevated

INtiuialcs.

£S.i,000

10,000

13,000

0,000

78,400

44,100

7,000
8,400

42.000 
23,400

60.000

10.000

Total......................................................  247 £320,300
Stone sea-wall, north side of Druitt-street, to Pyrmont,

36 feet x 3 feet x 990 feet .............................................. !5..................... 22,000
(This will take all excavations).

New roads and streets, Barker-street, and from George-
street, Globe to Princes streets.............................................................. 15,000

T. Alderson.

16 Mar.. 1900.

Stations, Buildjxus, £357,300
High Sclinol Site, Castlcreagh, Elizabeth, and Market streets—Head Central Marion, with

all Olliccs and Passenger Accommodation, ftc.............................................. ............................ £223,000
Station, Druitt-street and Darling Harbour ................................................................................ 25,000
Shunting Shctls, Depot, Docks, Ac................................................................................................... 25’000
Station, Lower Domain (Cowper Wharf)........................................................................................ 20,000

Do. Botanical Gardens (Fancy Glass Roof, Ac.)..................................................................... 20^000
Do. Circular Quay and Pitt-street, KtevaUtl (shop under to be let, &e.) ............................. 20,000
Do. Princes and Cumberland streets, re Bridge...................................................................... 15,000

„ £350,000
Kails, construction—/our linen (say 3 miles, £5,800)...................................................................... 17,400
Signals and Interlocking ............ '.................................................................................................... 15,000
Electric Lights, &c........................................................................................................................................ 7,000
Extras unforeseen ............................................................................................................................. fl'dOO

No. 1, £166,046; No. 2, £357,300; No. 3, £394,400—Total, £918,646.
2382. "Whoso valuations are those P My own. I have been a resident in this city for fifty-eight years. 
I saw the first sod cut Tor the railway at Itedfcrn, and I have travelled the world over, and think I am in 
a position to express a reliable opinion on the requirements of our fast-increasing population. The 
tramway, of course, must continue to exist. Our streets are getting congested every year more and more, 
like tho city of London, aud (he lime has eome, 1 think, when we should have a railway extension partly 
under the surface, and partly elevated. L thiuk that my scheme shows advantages over many of the other 
schemes. Nor instance, it does not interfere with the general traffic of the business portion of the city. 
As regards expressions of opinion about the Domain, I may say that for thirfy years I have been opposed 
to interfering with the Park; but we cannot get an eastern suburban railway extension unless we go 
through some portion of it. In 187G I suggested to the then Minister for Public Works (Mr. Lackey), 
Mr. Goodehap, and Mr. Hay, tbe construction of an eastern suburban line, for which a survey was made 
afterwards. I said to Mr, Lackey, 11 If you will make a branch line of railway from Eveleigh, past the 
Albert Ground, to Hand wick Kaceeourse, and then round to Eandwick, you will have the best paying 
railway in the Colony.” Sir Daniel Cooper would have given the land required for nothing.
2383. STou propose to leave the Jiedfern Station as it is P Yes; barring the necessary alterations to make 
the fast trains come into the city by a separate service.
2384-. run will retain Redfern as a station ? Yes ; and all the sheds at the back could be utilised for 
goods. Under my scheme tho Government would have 22 more acres at Darliim Harbour.
2385. The decline which you propose to utilise, and which now leads down to the Darling Harbour goods 
sheds, has a steep grade ? No, not from the levels of the Eedfern Station, but from tho'Redfern Station 
itself it has.
2386. I mean where yon would branch off ? Yes. But I have put down £15,000 for alterations to the 
bridge. J could go down towards the Mortuary and use the grade there.
2387. You would have to go right back beyond the Redfern tunnel, I think P That is a matter for the 
engineers. You might have to go hack to Eveleigh for all I know, but that would not he verv considerable.
2388. Have you put down a sum for filling in that portion of Darling Harbour at Druitt-street ? There 
is no necessity to put it down, for the contractors would have to got rid of the debris, and would save 
expense by using that as the tip. The contractors would take the contract more cheaply with such a good 
tip to which they could ruu a temporary tram.
2389. Have you calculated as to whether what you took out of the tunnel would bo sufficient to fill that up ?
No, I have-not. 1 ‘
2300. Do you propose to have a station at the foot of Druitt-street? Yes. That is to serve the West 
Sydney traffic. Passengers, instead of getting out at Redfern, could go to Druitt-street, and thence walk 
along Sussex-street, Kent-street, and Clarence-street.
2391. Those persons who would land at Druitt-street station would he pretty nearly all people going to 
the west of York-street ? Yes. A very dense population goes to that part of tho citv in Ihc uiormnp.

York-strcet,
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T. Alderson. York-street, Kent-street. and Sussex-street on. to Miller's Point, constitute, perhaps, the principal business 
r — centre.

16Mar., 1600. 2:192. Tho evidence that we hare from the tramway authorities is to the effect that 90 per cent, of tho 
people who come in bv tram go as far as Market-street or the General Post Office? I hat may he tho 
case. Well, I would drop them at the High School site. _
239:1. ‘Would your Druitt-street station be an open stationer underground? It would bo open, hut a 
little elevated; but if the Government wmuld resume the ground up to Sussex-street and Bathurst-
street tbe station-yard would be pretty nearly level, and vehicular traffic could easily go into it.
2391. Then you go to Market-street and Elizabetb-strect by tunnel? Yes. _
2395. "What "is the length of that? The viaduct from Druitt-street to Market-street would be 18 chains,
and I think that the distance from Market-street to tho High School site is about 26 chains. From 
Elizabeth-street to St. Mary’s gates is 23 chains, and from St. Mary’s Gate to Cowper wharf is 28 chains, 
and that is open cutting. _
2396. Prom Druitt-street to Elizabeth-strecl, 1 suppose, would bo about a quarter of a mile ? A littlo more.
2397. How would you ventilate that? I do not think it would require ventilation : but if these short 
tunnels were ventilated at all, 1 would suggest that thev should be ventilated by means of a shaft carried 
up the sides of the bouses, for they would be on the building line. My two tunnels would cause ventilation.
2398. Another thing 10 be considered from Druitt-street to Elizabeth-street is that you pass under the 
streets and private property ? Up to the corner of Market and Kent streets there will be a viaduct. 
The opening of the tunnel will be at the corner of the western side of Kent-street,
2399. And from Kent-street to Elizabeth streets you go by tunnel ? Yes. _
2400. Have you thought about interfering with our sewerage, telephone, gas, and water pipes, and that 
kind of things ? Yes ; J have inquired into that, aud there is not the slightest danger. Mr. Smail and 
a gentleman connected with the Water aud Sewerage Board told me that the sewers arc on the average 
only from S to 9 feet deep. There will be a very great depth between that and the top ot the tunnel.
2401. You will be a long way underneath those ? Yes. The present telephone tunnels could he utilised
for the conveyance of mails from the main station, which would be at the High School site, to the General 
Post Office, by placing the mails on small trucks, which could be worked by electric power, and run right 
into the Post Office. That could he provided for at very little extra cost. _ _
2402. You propose to have your central station uoar to King-street? Yes, as nearly as possible in a
line with St. James’ Koad, I do not propose a resumption up to King-street; but simply take the 
Government property as it is, _ _
2403. That station. I suppose, would be an underground station? Yes, you cannot avoid thah
2404. Do you know what depth vou will be below the present level? Judging from the slight grade
up to Kent-street, 1 think it could be done at about 18 feet—perhaps 16 feet; but 1 would not like to 
express a deGnite opinion, it ia a matler for surveyors, _
2403. I suppose you are aware that the modern idea is that to have a large passenger station for suburban 
traffic is not desirable, if you can avoid it ? Yes. But 1 obviate that by dividing tbe suburban traflic, 
and having four stations so as to avoid congestion.
2406. After you leave the station at Elizabeth-strcet, you go hy tunnel all the way to St. Mary's gates ? 
Yes.
2407. Where would you come out? At tbe rear of the caretaker’s cottage. The ground falls away 
there, so there would be an open cutting there.
2408. And then you take up a large corner of the Domain ? No, I take up a narrow, strip—a chain 
wide for tho rails, Yc.
2409. But then you would not be able to have much in the way of docks there;—you propose uot only a
station, but also a dock ? 1 did ; but I have varied that proposal in order to meetMr. Maiden's objection,
and have transferred the docks, &c., to the resumed area at Darling Harbour. 1 do not think 1 would 
destroy twenty-five or twenty-six trees, and Mr. Maiden said that over 200 trees would be destroyed. 
You could have a very wide approach to the railway station at Cowper wharf by utilising the street near 
Sir John Young’s Crescent.
2410. From Cowper wharf, to get to Albert-street and Circular Quay, do you go in tunnel all the way ? 
Eight through the Gardens would be in tunnel until you got near to tbe Government House stables,
2411. I suppose there would be a great objection to any part of tbe Gardens being used for a railway ? 
By taking the line where I suggest I think it would be in tunnel all the way at that portion, until the 
station was reached, and that would be covered in.
2412. I think you said that you bad had some assistance in preparing tbe scheme from Mr. Parrott? No; 
he promised to render me assistance, but left for South Africa without doing so.
2413. Did you ask him about the grade between Cowper wharf and Albert-street;—] do not see bow you 
could manage very well there without interfering with the Gardens, considering the levels ; the Botanical 
Gardens are very little above high-water mark—3 or 4 feet ? But you are taking the lower portion of 
the Gardens. I go through the higher portion. It is all high ground until you come to the Government 
House stables. [ do not go through tbe lower portion of the Gardens at all.
2414. You do not have another station until you get near to the corner of Pitt-street, Circular Quay ? Yes.
24d5. What land are you going to utilise for a station there—the corner hotel ? 1 resume that, and also
the wedge-shaped piece of land where McMahon, the carrier, is, and tbe weigh-bridge.
2416. That will be a vc,ry small station? Well, there is a narrow street there that could be utilised for 
making a square. But you do not want a big station there.
2417. Do you know the length of one of our long suburban trains on a holiday ? No,
2418. It is 500 or 600 feet on some occasions, and that would be a very congested place on holidays ? 
That could be done on the elevated principle right up to “ Packer’s Hotel.” It is immaterial to me 
whether the station is to be on the east side or' on the west side ; but I thought that the Government 
land would be the most suitable. You could put tbe station on the Domain side, or on resumed ground 
at Maequarie-street.
2419. From there you go on by a partial elevation? Yes; up to Globe-street and George-street— 
that is, the north side of Globc-streot.
2420. Do you go up Argyle-street ? No. I have a gradual ascent up io Cumberland-place—cross over
Harrington, Gloucester, and Cumberland streets, into Princes-street. That is on tho route for the high- 
level bridge. The eastern side of Princes-street and the westprp side of Cumbcrinnd-strcot are supposed 
to be the lino of the railway to the high-level bridge. 2421,
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2121. You said yourself that you had not gone into details as to grades, and so on ? No ; hut I got those T. Alderson,
grades from the City Surveyor and the Water and Sewerage Department \
2122. Looking at it as one has it in his mind’s eye, it would seem as if you could not get up there? Well, Mar.,1000, 
I got the information from the best authority, the City Surveyor.
2123. Did he say what the grade was ? One in (30 from Maequarie-street.
2424. That would make it a pretty high level where the route crosses the Quay? About 25 foot. It 
would cover the present electric tram uprights.
2425. Of course all these grades and other figures are subject to professional revision ? Tes; but I have 
got them from professional men.
2426. I understand that you are not a professional man, and have not the means of going into all these
figures yourself ? No; but 1 got them from professional men, and they kindly gave them to me from 
the maps. ' ^
2427. You put your scheme forward as a route r Yes. Dividing the traflic is a great thing.
2428. You also keep in view in your scheme a connection by a bridge with North Shore and au extension 
to the eastern suburbs ? Yes,
2429. Those are the two leading ideas ? Yes. I think that a bridge to North Sydney must he made 
sooner or later; North Sydney is getting such an enormous place. The ease is something like that of 
Brooklyn and New York.
2430. When you were reading your statement about the Circular Quay you spoke of high level and of 
low level—does that moan a kind of alternative scheme ? No. I suggested a low-level scheme to the 
Premier, and Mr. Parrott said “ No one else has struck that idea,” and he added that it was worth 
watching. Jn my low-level scheme I go hy the Queen’s Wharf to Dawes’ Point, and propose to have a 
low-level swing bridge (hydraulic) to join with the Milson’s Point line of railway. I see no difficulty 
in that.
2431. Your other proposal fits in with a high-level bridge to North Sydney ? Yes.
2432. Mr. DickS] What advantage, either to the general public or to the railway system, have you mainly 
in your mind in selecting this route for your scheme ? Tho convenience of passengers on the west, in 
the centre, and on the east,
2433. Both the convenience of the passengers and the relief of the congestion at Eedfern ? Yes,
2434. Have you made any calculation as to the time it would take a passenger to go from Eedfern to 
your elation at Druitt-street. where a stop would be made, and thence to Kiug-street ? No, I have not; 
hut I think it would be only a very few minutes,
2435. It is, practically, very nearly twice the distance from Eedfern to King-street hy your scheme os 
by tram, is it not? Yes. But the outcry of the people of Eedfern is against getting out of the trains
into the trams. They want to avoid that. '
2436. They want to avoid it because it means loss of time? Not only that; it is loss of time and
inconvenience. ■ "
2437. Do you think that under your scheme there would he a gain of time to those passengers ? I think so.
2438. Judging from your plan, you have made no provision whatever for shunting your trains when they
have come into the city; how do you propose to deal with the shunting of trains in order to get them hack 
after you have taken them to any part of your scheme ? You could have a shunting line at tho top of 
Church Hill, or at the Domain, or at Darling Harbour. '
2439. You have made no provision, so far, for that? No : hut there is ample room. It is a chain wide 
all through. There will he ample room for the present, until a bridge were erected over the harbour, and 
then the trains would go on,
2410. Then, until a bridge were erected, your scheme, to that extent, would be incomplete? No ; 
shunting could be done as it is done now at Eedfern.
2441. One ol the most serious matters in connection with the congestion at Eedfern, is the fact that the 
shunting there is in the way of the trains ? That is a different thing entirely.
2442. will you indicate how you would overcome the difficulty ? Yes ; when you come to Cowper wharf 
you could shunt there and go back, or you could have shunting points at other places to turn the train on 
to another line. I. do not profess to be an engineer.
2443. During two portions of the day, we should have at least twenty trains per hour running into the 
King-street station ? Yes.
2444. How are you going to deal with those twenty trains—to get them out of tho way, or get them hack
again to Eedfern ? All trains will go on to Princes-street or the'Domain. ”
2415. How would you get them back from there ? They would have to be shunted there until a bridge 
is constructed. °
2446. Have you made any provision at Princes-street for a shunting reserve ? There is ample room there.
Between Princes-street and Cmnherlancl-street I think there is about 2 chains or more. ’

■2447. Have you allowed for that in your estimate of cost of resumption ? I have allowed for 2 chains, 
but no more; but 1 put down £15,000 for signals and interlocking gear at various stations, and also 
£5,000 extra for unforeseen expenses, making altogether £20,000.
2448. The scheme before us, known as No. 10, has a large reserve in the Domain of about 8 acres for 
shunting purposes, and for stabling purposes? Yes.
2449. It is so serious a matter that the railway authorities consider that is just about sufficient to carry
out the shunting operationspropeidy ;-can you get anythingiike it at Church Hill in your scheme? No, 
not 8 acres. That is a matter of resumption. You can get plenty of ground on tho top of Church Hill'
People would he glad to get rid of old properties there. But I have not taken that into consideration "
245U. If that is a necessary element in the scheme, that would have to he added to the cost ? Yes. I was 
leaving that point until a bridge was really constructed, there being more space and landhein^ cheaper at 
JSorth Sydney.
2451. "We must regard your scheme then to some extent as incomplete in that direction, until a bridge 
were constructed ? Yes, a little, unless temporary provision were made.
2452. Do you think that an extension by the route you propose would compare favourably with the
George-street electric tram ? Yes, But no matter what railway may ho constructed, a very lar^e 
percentage of the people will always travel, a short distance, bv the tram. &
2453. 'Will you give us the distance from Eedfern to the King-street station, and also the distance from 
Eedfern to thp Circular Quay station on vopr route ? The distance is 34 chains to'William Henry street;

‘ 2(i’
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T. Alderson. 26 chains from William Henry street across the Darling Harbour sheds ; 18 chains from Darling Harbour 
/'—i to Druitt-street, via Kent-street and Market-street; 2G chains from Market and Kent streets to Elizabeth- 

16 Mar., 1000. gtrcet. 23 chains from Elizaheth-street to St. Mary’s gate; 28 chains from St. Mary’s gate to the Domain 
station ; 26 chains from the Domain station through the Gardens to the Government lEouse^ stables ; 
and 34 chains from the Government House stables to George-street; making altogether 235 chains. , 
24:54. Just a trifle under 3 miles? Yes. The total distance to Princes-street is 247 chains.
2455. Do you think that you would get any quicker, with your two intermediate stops, from Kedfern to
Circular Quay, than you could hy the electric tram ? Ho. But J think that if a person could get to 
Circular Quay without the inconvenience of changing from train to tram he would prefer to go hy rail
way, even if it were not quicker. _ _
2456. You do not go through the main Kedfern station with your scheme, do you ? That is a matter 1
would leave to the engineers. It is a matter of levels to got down to the Darling Harbour level. 1 think 
the line could be constructed from the preseut Kedfern station. I do not know what ihe fall is from the 
Kedfern lines to the lines at Darling Harbour. _ _ ,
2457. In the scheme you have placed before us, you have not made any provision for stopping at tho main
Kedfern station? I start from the main Kedfern station, _
2458. But you have not made any provision for allowing people to get out at tliat station ? Ho, I
have not. „
2459. That would bo another element of expense, if that were necessary? Haturally it would. But I 
have put down £15,000 for altering the bridge near the Kedfern station in George-street, and £10,000 
for extra work at Darling Harbour line, making altogether £25,000. _
2460. You have left for future revision the question of making provision to allow passengers to get out
at the main Redfern Railway Station ? Weil, I took it into consideration, hut 1 thought that £15,000 
or £20,000 would make any necessary alteration. The station itself need not be moved, but additional 
accommodation, could be provided without much extra cost. _
2461. With regard to tbe resumption at the head, of Darling Harbour, the foreshores are practically in 
the possession of tho Government now' ? Yes ; on tho western side.
2462. They have built an expensive iron wharf, have they not ? At the head of Darling Harbour they
did ; but l do not know if there is au iron wharf on the western side. _ _
2463. There is a considerable amount of Government wharfage accommodation at the head of Darling
Harbour, is there not ? Yes: but it is not greatly used. _
2464. But i suppose you know that it has beou paid for out of loan money ? 1 suppose so.
2465. Have you made any allowance for the destruction of that property by filling in tho head of Darling 
Harbour? Ho ; but that wharf could be largely reused ; it could be taken up and used elsewhere.
2166. If you were to do that, you would only get the value of the old materials from it ? Yes.
2467. Do you make any allowance for the value of this in your estimate? Ho, I do not; hut even 
supposing that the head of Darling Harbour were filled with debris. I do not think there would be much 
loss, because you would get a far better wharf at the sea-wall.
2468. Still those wharfs cost a great deal of money, and stand there now as an asset of the Government ? 
"5T6&
2469. Do you know also that there is a marked disinclination on the part of people connected with these
matters to attempt any further filling in of the harbour, excepting where it is absolutely necessary? Ho, 
I do not. I am a strong advocate for the filling of all tho shallow bays right up to Parramatta, and there 
are many thousands of people like me. ... .
2470. You do not call the head of Darling Harbour a shallow bay? Yes, 1 do. ] think it is a nuisance
to the whole neighbourhood, and a dangerous spot. _ _
2471. At the previous inquiry it was made pretty evident to us that the foreshores now available for 
wharfage accommodation are of very small extent, and that any attempt to further constrict them would 
not bo Tn the public interest ? Yes ; but other places are getting more in tbe centre of the harbour. 
Ho large ships now go into Darling Harbour, except beyond the bridge on the north side of Druitt-

2472. But do you know that the fact of those large vessels using the wharfs to tho north of the bridge
has rendered it necessary to provide some sort of overflow wharf for the intercolonial vessels? 1 have 
seen small colliers at Russell’s wharf. There is plenty of wharf accommodation for ships. _ _
2473. With respect to the Druitt-street station, what district do you propose to serve by having a station 
there? All the western portion of the city up to that point—right along to the old A.S.H. Co.’s wharf.
2474. How far east do you think it would serve the people? To York-street.
2475. Do you mean that it would serve all the people west of York-street ? Yes.
2476. It would give them a good deal of distance lo walk to their places of business in most cases, would
it not? You have to walk some distance in all eases. _ _
2477. Would they not he taken much closer to Sussex-street. by the electric tram? Ho. _
2478. To York-strcet? Yes ; but then they do not like changing from train to tram. If a man did not
care to walk up the hill, he could go to tho High School site, and walk from the Castlereagh-street station 
to York-street. ,
2479. Your scheme, as placed before the Committee, would practically prevent all those people who come 
iu by that extension from using the electric tram, will it not? A certain percentage it would.
2480. -Where would the people bo able to get to the electric tram from your extension, say at Kedfern ?
They would get out of tho train at Kedfern if they wanted to go by tbe tram. _
2481. But you have not made any provision at Kedfern to enable them to get out of the train there? 
They could get out at Kedfern tho same as they do now.
2482. But you turn off at the Kedfern tunnel before reaching the station ? I take a gentle curve on to
the Darling Harbour route. ■ ,
2483. You widen the tunnel to the west ? Yes. _
2484. Is not that getting further away from the Kedfern Station ? Yes ; hut the Redfern station will 
remain as a passenger station.
2485. But how do you propose to land tho passengers there by your extension if you start west of tho
tunnel;__is it part of your scheme to have a selection, making some of the trains run into the Kedfern
station," and some into the citv ? Ho ; it would be a continuous train right through ; hut it would drop 
passengers at Redfern station, near the George-street bridge. - 2486.
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2480. But iicdfern station would lie to tiie cast of where you turn off? But an alteration of the station T. Alderson. 
would he wade, so that the train would pass through it on the west, and passengers could gei to the trams jgjJar 1900. 
near the bridge. _ . . ’
24S7. Mr, Shuphf'rd.'] Can you give me the distances from one station to the other;—which station do 
you propose for the first stopping-place after leaving Eedfern ? Druitt-street.
2488. Howr far is that from Kedfern station? About 98 chains.
2489. What is the next station ? At the High School site, Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets, aud, T 
think, Ihe distance from Druitt-street is 2G chains.
2490. Winch is the next station ? Cowper wharf, and the distance is 77 chains.
2491. Which is the next station ? Circular Quay, and the distance is GO chains,
2492. I think that your principal argument in favour of your scheme is based on tho ground of economy?
Economy and the avoiding of the congestion of traffic at Kedfern station. _ _
2493. Do you not think that a more direct line would meet the convenience of passengers more ; this is
certainly a round-about course? All circular lines are round-about, and this is a sort of half-circular 
line. _
2494. You go through a good deal of what [ may call barren country in crossing ihe Domain—nearly
half the line is in the Domain, where there is no population ? 1 want to avoid going through the populated
part of the city.
2495. On the ground of economy ? Yes,
249G. Do you think that that is a ground that should prevail, even if the line is not so convenient to the 
public? Yes, I do. _
2497. Tho great argument of the suburban people in favour of city railway extension is the saving . 1.'
of time;—they complain of the delay at Kedfern station from changing into the trams? Yes, they ■ 
complain of the discomforts of changing as well as loss of time. I think that they could get into the ' ,
city in less time by my route thnu they do now by changing at Kedfern, and getting into the trams. ‘' "
2498. We have been told that something like 90 per cent, of the people get out of the trams between 
.Market-street aud the General Dost Office ;—would your scheme be more convenient to those people than 
going down on the George-street tram? I think it would be equally convenient by dropping them at the 
High School site, where the central station would bo.
24-99. Do you think that that would be as convenient for persons who have offices or other places of 
business to the w-est of George-street as the George-street tram is ? It would be equally as convenient,
I think, towards York-street and Clarence-street,because people could get out at Druitt-street. Passengers 
could get out either at Druitt-strect or Castlereagh-street. _
2509. Do you not think that people like to be dropped as near to their place of business as possible?
Home people would like to be put into their chairs.
250L. Jf they could get to their places of business more conveniently hy the tram than they could by 
railway, do yon not think that they would use the cram? Yes, no doubt.
2502. Yon consider this scheme of yours less expensive than any other scheme that has been proposed ?
Yes.
2503. And you consider it is cq ually convenient for the majority of the business people in Sydney ? T do.

TUESDAY, 20 MATCH, 1900.

JK'tetni:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Ciiaiujian).

TheHon. Patrick Lindesav Cuawfokd Shephekd. j Willi aw Thomas Dick, Esq.
Tbe Don. Andrew Oak hut, LE.D. j John Christian Watson, Esq.
, John McPaklane, Esq.

, Tbe Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

■ Korman Selfe, M.T.C.E., sworn, and further examined:—
2504. Chairman.'] T understand lhat you desire to add something to your former evidence ? Yes. I N. Selfe, 
desire to add to the exhibits connected with my evidence another plan, marked 27. This is a. Government M.I.C.li,. 
map of Svdney to the scale of 8 chains to the*inch. On this map a number of concentric circles !lreoo^r'loob 
’drawn from three different centres, as follows:—A yellow disc half a mile in diameter, and yellow circles'" '' '
at intervals of one-quarter of a mile, drawn from the centre of the proposed railway station on Hyde Park, 
facing St, James’ Koad. Blue discs, half a mile in diameter, and blue circles at intervals of one-quarter 
of a mile, drawn from the centre of the Queen Victoria Markets, and tho centre of Wynyard-square 
respectively. The following results are shown by the diagram:—(1.) Within a radius of one quarter 
mile from the proposed Hyde Park station there are about 3 6 miles of frontage to business streets. (2.)
Within a radius of one-quarter mile from the Queen Victoria Markets there are about 7'6 miles of front
age io business streets, or much more than double that around Hyde Park. An inspection of the plan 
shows that tho business frontages are very similar around Wynyard-square, being about 7'4 miles. I may 
explain tliat in this I have not taken era all lanes or portions that are partly residential. (3.) Although 
a circle with a half-mile radius has four times the area of a circle with a quarter-mile radius, yet the 
business area in the city, within a quarter-mile radius of the Markets and Wynyard-square, is much larger 
than that within a half-mile radius of Hyde Park, Eor instance, the half-mile circle from Hyde Park 
docs not reach tiie Lands Office, but that building is well within a quarter-mile radius from Wynyard- 
square, The gas-works in Kent-street are within one-quarter mile of Wynyard-square, but three-quarters 
of a mile from Hyde Park. Argylc-street, in the centre of the great shipping wharfs, is crossed by the 
half-mile circle from Wynyard-square and the one-mile circle from Hyde Park. As it may be advanced 
that Hyde Park is much nearer to other business localities, such as Oxford-street, and that the circles 
should have been completed, it is only necessary to point out that if such were done it would show that 
■'the business streets of Pyrmont and Ultimo, and, in fact, the greater part of Pyrmont, from the Technical

College
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MI^E* Darll!1g arc witliin a t-irclc whose estrcme dislaace is about as near to the Markets as
j. JJarniighurst Court-house is to Sr. .Tames’ Road. Half a mite from the Markets readies tho Darling 

20Mar.,1900. Ha™°Tur Roods station. Half a mile from Hyde Park does not get near it. With regard to a connection 
with North bhorc, according to the official plans appended to the report of the inquiry in 1807, passengers 
starting from St. James’ Road would have to travel at least miles longer distance than those starting 
from Wynyard-square. In other matters the plan tells its own tale, and gives a graphic answer to many 
questions which arc asked as to the relative convenience for passengers of the principal sites that have been 
proposed for railway stations. The deep-red groundwork on the plan is supposed to represent the purely 
business part of the city. Where there is no colour, as on 11 The Rocks ’’ I do not reckon that as a business 
part. Around the wharfs 1 reckon as only partially business portions ; there arc, of course, offices on the 
wharfs. 1 may say that 1 have included Phillip-street, where there are principally lawyers’ offices, as being 
]nst as much a business part as George-street. I may mention that those lengths I have given are both sides 
of the streeh Tn 1 ork-street I liaie not counted the side of Wynyard-square where tho park is. In places 
where there is only one side of the street business and tbe other residential—for instance, in Kent-street—• 
I have taken only half. In case it may be objected that I have taken the circles from the centres of these 
bloeits, I may add that some passengers might be in tbe front end of a train on tbe eastern side, and 
other passengers in tho rear end of a train on the western side, of the station, and I have therefore taken 
the circle from the actual centre of the station itself—not from whore the people would alight.

Albert Christopher Brownen, licensed victualler, sworn, and examined:—
Brownen 2505. Qhairman.\ TV here do you reside? In Erskine-street, City.

■>. 2500. At a former inquiry of the same character as this one, you gave evidence before the then
20 Mar., 1900. Committee ? Yes. •

250/. You then advocated the construction of a permanent terminal railway station upon the site of the 
Benevolent Asylum, and the bringing into Sydney of tbe suburban traffic by a, system of trams? Yes.
250S. You^contendod that a railway station at Redfern would answer all the purposes for tbe up-country 
traffic? Tes; for long-distance traflic. v
2500. Is your object in coming here to-day to confirm tbe views then expressed by you r Yes.
2510. Dour views now on this great subject are tbe same as they were when vou 'rave evidence before the 
Committee on tbe 2Sth July, 1S07 ? Yes.
2511. In all probability you have looked at your evidence given on that date ? Yes ; I have run ii over,
2512. And you generally agree with its terms ? Yes ; just the same as I did at that time.
2513. And you have no objection to its being embodied in your evidence in connection with the present
inquiry? Not the slightest objection. ’
2514. 1 understand that you wish to make some explanations or modifications? Yes.
2olo. Having ascertained that you agreo in general with your former evidence, will you please explain 
to the Committee anything you wish lo add ? Yes. In the first place, it has been said that the George- 
street traffic on the uewr line that has recently been opened is already congested—that the accommodation 
is not sufficient.. As a citizen, I have taken particular notice of the traffic on that line during the busy 
time in the evening, and I must say that the number of cars appears to be plenty, but the passengers 
seem to do as thev like. 'The traffic managers do not seem to control the people ;"l mean, in this way: 
During tlm busy time, say from half-past. 4 to half-past 5, tbe trams nm one close after'another to the 
railway.. There may be a train leaving for tbe_western suburbs, sny at 5 o’clock or a quarter to 5, and 
that train may carry 505 or (iOO passengers. Naturally tho people waiting in George-street rush the trams 
as they come up. You see a tram come up about only l.iiroe-quarters full, but some of the passengers 
stand on the foot-boards, and thus prevent oilier people from getting into the tram. That tram goes on, 
and itis supposed to be crammed, although there is really plenty of room in it to scat nearly all the people 
waiting if they would only take their seals, and if the conductors insisted upon people using tbo trams 
properly, and not standing on the foot-boards. Two or three yards away you see another tram waiting to 
take tho place of a previous one, which, owing to the people standing on the foot-boards, is detained 
perhaps a minute, or one and a half minutes longer than it othenvise would be, and thus delays 
the other tram in coming up to take its place. People cram into the first tram that comes along, 
and no not see another tram two or three yards away, which will get to Redfern at practically the same 
^■c^vr i tram comos up, and then goes away about only half-fuH. T was standing at the corner
or Market-street the other day from half-past 4 to half-past 5, and I do not think that more than three or 
four trams during that time were what I would call crowded. The majority of the trams that went by 
were not more than three-quarters full, and some not more than halt-full, but the footboards were all 
crowded. T contend that if people were educated to take their Rente, and not allowed to stand on the 
platforms, they would wait for the next tram, which is only Wo or three yards awav, and they would get 
to l\edrern all the same, and catch their trains; there would bo no congestion whatever, and no bother if 
the traffic managers would educate the people to use the trams as they arc intended to bo used. I consider 
that there are enough cars on the G-eorge-street line to take half as many people more if they were 
properly managed ; but they are terribly managed. T have never seen anything of the kind in any other 
place where I have been. One afternoon when 1 was looking at tbe trams I saw a man standing on tbe 
foot-board with a baby about twelve months old in his arms, and if the tram had knocked against anything 
he and the child must have been thrown off, and he, by standing there, prevented other people from getting 
in. Last Sunday evening I saw a young girl with five or six larrikins around her standing on the fooD 
board, though there was plenty of room inside the car. I may also say that I have Pound from experience 
that the trams do not take so long in gelling io the railway station as has been said they do. It is also 
foolish to say that tho trams cannot lake the traffic in George-street. As regards running tbe trains into 
a railway station, supposing that a new station were built on ihe Benevolent Asylum site, the trams could 
be run into that station, and up to tbo side of the platforms by a hew principle such as I suggested when 
I gave my evideuce previously. Mr. Kneeshaw has said that it could not be done, because of the western 
tram traffic that ia, from Botany, Leichhardt, Newtown, and other places having to cross the railway 
tram-lines. But in connection with my circular system, my intention is to divide the western traffic at 
the railway station, one-half going down Castlereagh-street and tho other half down George-street 
and turning into Kent-street, There is plenty of width there to enable this to he done. It has

been
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been saiti, I think, that all the western traffic could not, go down George-street, as there is too A- C.
much traffic there already. 1 do not say that, if you were to dump all tho western traffic into ro'wnen.
G-eorge-street, all that traffic conld go along that street. But if my proposal were carried out, the nQjfarigob 
conditions would be different, oiving to the diversion of the traffic in that way. In the same way, as" ‘
regards tho railway-station trams from Devonshire-street, you could have so many for the western 
side of the city, and so many for the eastern side of it, and so many for G-eorge-strcet, and the 
people would go into whichever tram would take them nearest to where they wanted to go. Jt has 
been said that you could not take any of the extra western traffic down G eorge-strect, even as far as Liver
pool-street, but I do not see why not. I do not say that you could take all the western traffic right through 
George-street, past the General Post Office, and on to Circular Quay ; but if people were coming in, say, 
from Leichhardt or Newtown, and they wanted to go to the Post Office in George-street, tliey could change 
from a western side tram or an eastern side tram, and get into a George-street tram at Liverpool-street, or 
at the railway station. As I have explained, my idea is to commence the circular tramway at Liverpool- 
street, and, as regards the eastern traffic, my proposal is to bring all the eastern trams down Oxford-street to 
Liverpool-street, and there divide the traffic as I have already mentioned, half going down one side of the 
city and the other half going down the other side of it. The reason why the-Georgc-street trams are rushed 
to such a large extent is in consequence of the flow of people from Castlereagh-street and Kent-street, and 
other streets in those directions, to George-street, because at present George-street is the best route to 
the station. But if trams were running to the station from Kent-street, ns well as along George-street, 
there woiild be plenty of room for everybody, and people would not be crushed. If my system were 
adopted it would do away entirely with the Elizabelh-street to Belmore Park trams, and it would also do 
away with tho shunting-yard in Bridge-street. If you wanted a shunting-yard you could make one at 
Kedfern, where there is plenty of room for that purpose. I presume that Circular Quay would be the 
terminus for all the train traffic. There is no doubt that the traffic at tho Kedfern Station wants 
regulating. A. tunnel might he made from the bottom of Brickfield Hill to ihe new railway station, 
which would be on high laud, or there might be an open cutting with it bridge over it. But I do not 
think that any such arrangement would be necessary, inasmuch as tho traflic would be divided before it 
reached that point, and there would be only about half ihe traffic going to Belmore Park.
2CI6. Dr. Qarran.'} Your place of business is in Erskine-street, I understand P Yes.
2517. Supposing that the Kailway Commissioners’ scheme, with a station in Hyde Park, were carried out,
and that the electric trams in George-street were still running, would people in Erskine-street, who were 
going to the railway at Kedfern, pick up a G-eorge-street tram when they crossed George-street, '
or would they walk right to Ihe top of tho hill and go to the Hyde Park railway station ? 1 think they 
would take the train to Kedfern. _
2518. And not walk up the hill to the railway ? Ko ; I do not think they would walk up there.
2519. Being an Erskine-street man yourself, what would you do ? 1 would take the George-street tram.
I would not walk to the railway station at King-street.
2520. You really think that the traffic coming from tho west of Sussex-street and that part would not go 
across George-street ? Ko ; it would not.
2521. You think that that traffic would be intercepted at George-street and carried by tram to Kedfern P
Yes ; I thiuk that uine people out of ten would do that. "
2522. Have you noticed whether a great many people coming from the railway along the George-street 
tram-line go to the west when they get out of the tram P I cannot say that I have noticed that; but I 
presume they do, especially the working classes, because all the factories and similar things are on the 
western side of tho city.
2523. Supposing that a tram-line were laid down in Kent-street, do you think that that would take a lot of 
traffic to Kedfern? I think so. It must relieve the George-street traffic to the railway a great deal.
2524. You mean that people coming from the wharfs would get into the Kent-street tram P Yes ; I
know of a number of people who live at Leichhardt, Annandale, and Balmain who would do so. I
should like to say that 1 think the tramways will meet the requirements of city traffic for the present; 
but that as time goes on there is no doubt that the railway will have to be extended into the city. I
produce a plan on which I have indicated a line of railway into the city which I think would
meet future requirements. Starting from the present Kedfern Station, I should continue the 
railway line to the proposed site for a station at Devonshire-street—the Benevolent Asylum grounds— 
and go on to Liverpool-slreet. My ideas are, I think, similar to those of Mr. Kennick, so far as a circular 
railway is concerned. Erom Liverpool-street I should take the line to the Victoria Markets, and for a 
station should take that block of land bounded by Druitt-street, Market-street, Kent-street, and York- 
street, My idea in having a circular railway is that it should act the same as the tramways. I would 
not have any shunting-yards in the city, but would simply have a circular line to take the people, round.
Erom the Markets the line would go to Wynyard-square. I think it has been said that you cannot tunnel 
across from Liverpool-street in front of the Town Hall and under the Victoria Markets. I am not an 
engineer, and cannot say anything about than; hut, if the line could not be brought that way, I think you could 
have a station somewhere in Goulburn-street, which would serve all that neighbourhood, and answer the 
purpose as well, and thence you could take a line iu open cut behind the Town Hall. The property round 
about there is not of tip-top value, and 1 think that a lot of the work could bo done iu open cut, the same 
as in the case of the underground railway in London, where the railway was made in open cut wherever 
possible, and where the property was not very valuable. I suppose that all the line in York-street will 
he in tunnel. The line would then go pretty well as far as Little Essex street, near Cumborland-street, 
and then turn round to a station near Circular Quay. I presume that the station would reach from near 
the fire station in George-street and go over or under Pitt-street to Macquarie-place, near Bulletin-lane, 
and tliat the railway-line would then go north under Maequarie-street and the “Hotel Metropole,” an, 
on to King-street. You could make a station bounded by Phillip-street, Hunter-street, Elizabeth-stree, 
and King-street, if it were found desirable to take tho line to King-street, and then go on to Liverpoo^’
__________________ ____ __ _ _ _______ _______________ 8 t

, Note.—(on revision) .- X desire to suggest as an oUorat.iou in mv evidence and plan, that it would be preferable in 
selecting a route on the eastern side of tho city to resume the premises known as the Croswiek Cluh Hotel, at the corner of 
Bent nnd Bligh streets. By diverting the tram line from Bligli-strret across 1 his corner an almost direct route to the Circular 
Quay may be secured ehr Young-street, which would bo better timi that originally suggested hy ms m'a Loftas-afrcet, or 
across the land now occupied hy the Department of Bducotion and Labour.

Hi—K
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Brownen 6*'ree^ an^ W0U-*^ complete the circle, ami then the line would run to the Benevolent Asylum
A grounds new station, The reason why I think this circular railway would he best is this: Tho railway

20 Man, Ihoi), PC0P^e saJ HieJ wrtni' to have a railway station at King-street for the long-distance trafilc. We
’ know that property there is very valuable, and if we were to have a terminal station at King-

street you would bring congestion on to congestion, because all the traffic round about King-street 
and George-street is very congested. If you were to start tho long-distance trains from King- 
street you would naturally bring into tho King-street station luggage vans, mail vans, cabs, and 
many other things which would create more congestion than over, and, besides that, if, in a few years, 
you should want to make an extension of the railway-station it would cost a great deal of money; 
whereas in the neighbourhood of the Benevolent Asylum grounds you could got property that already 
does not belong to the Government, for nest to nothing comparatively, in order to make whatever 
improvements you might desire. My idea is that the new station at Devonshire-street should become 
what I may call the “Clapham Junction,” for our railway traflic. There is some talk about taking a 
circular railway through Woolloomooloo. I do not think you want to go near there with a railway, 
because you have the Oxford-street and the William-street tramways to serve that neighbourhood. In 
having a circular railway you want to know how you arc goiug to feed it, and how tho people will run 
round tho circle. I propose to run a circular railway lino right round tho suburbs, but not at present. I 
will tell you how far I propose to go now. In the case of the eastern suburbs you would start from the 
new station at Itedferu, and take a line across Surry Bills to Darlinghurst. You would have a station in 
Surry Hills, where there is a big population, another at Darlinghurst, amj another iu Paddington—or, 
perhaps, two stations in Paddington, because there is a very big population there—and another at 
Waverley—at Charing Cross. You could then whip the people in from that thickly populated suburb, 
and take them round the circle in a very few minutes. You would then relieve Oxford-street of a great 
deal of the present heavy traffic. I forgot to say that the circular tramway, if properly worked—from 
Liverpool-street, oue half of the traffic going through Castlereagh-street, and the other half through 
Kent-street—would knock the biggest portion of the ’bus traffic out of Oxford-street. The circular 
railway would give still greater relief to the traffic from Waverley to the new station on the Benevolent 
Asylum grounds. Now take the other branch through George-street West, tho Glebe, and Annandale, 
aud on to Leichhardt There is a big population there, the same as there is in the western suburbs. The 
western suburbs aro served better than any of the other suburbs. You can travel only by tram from 
Leichhardt or from Waverley to the city; but if you live at Summer Hill, for instance, you can come in 
by train, I think that the people at Waverley want good railway accommodation as well as those on the 
Western line. ; & -
2525. But yon want to bring them in through Hcdfern ? Yes; if I were living at Waverley and 
wanted to go to Melbourne or Bourke, and did not want to have a cab, I could then go by railway to 
Kedfern, get out here and go on to the terminal platform and get into another train. That 
would be the proper thing to do. The circular railway would go to Waverley in one direction and 
to Leichhardt in the other, and as years went on you could take the line through Alexandria aud 
Eandwick, and across Marrickville to Stanmore, and junction there with the ends of the two portions I 
now propose. That might be in twenty years time from now, because tho scheme altogether would cost 
some millions of pounds, and I do not think it is all required now, inasmuch as the population in most of 
those places is not very great at present. I propose to have those two branches—eastern and north- 
western—where there is already a large population. Tho stations would be long and narrow', and you 
would not require to resume much property, as some of tho stations would, I suppose, be underground— 
some distance below the surface. As time w ent on vou could put out as many branches as you liked to 
whore the population would then he. In my scheme I have also provided a railway for the goods traffic
10 be taken round to Woolloomooloo. Mr. Eddy always said that you ought not to mix the passenger 
traffic and the goods traffic. I would run a line from Darling Harbour, via Sussex-street, to the west side 
of Circular Qnaj', and then have a branch from the west side of Circular Quay, by tunnel under Govcrn- 
ment Bouse grounds, to Woolloomooloo. Eor a connection with a bridge to North Whore, yon would run
011 the circle at Wynyard-square, or somewhere near there, and thus have a railway over the bridge for 
the northern traffic.
252(5. I understand tliat you still adhere to the idea that the Devonshire-street station is to he the great 
central railway station ? Yes,

George Neville Griffiths sworn, and examined:—
Llujj'rfflan.] You are a very old resident of Sydney, and have studied this railway question for a 

considerable time ? Yes.
20Mar 1900. ^ ^’ohruary. 1900, you sent a letter to us, and perhaps it will bo well for you to read

■> ‘ that letter, in order to refresh your memory as to the evidence you wish to give? Yes ; it is as follows

G. N. 
Griffiths,

Sir,
Thu Citv Bailway.

, . , . . ... , 15 February, 1900.
As your honorable Committee is engaged in considering tbe various plans and suggestions in reference to above, 

tic scheme put for ward by the bate Mr. C. A, Goodcbap when Commissioner for Railways under the Jennings-Dibbal 
Government in 18S5-0 will, I hope, bo kept in view. '

This scheme contemplated bringing tho railway by a viaduct over Belmore Park to a tunnel just south of Liverpool- 
street: then by an open cutting alongside of Elizabcth-street through Hyde Park to a central station on the sites now 
occupied by St. James Road, tbe Lands Titles Office, tbe Supreme Court Buildings, and St, James’ Church ; thence by 
underground tunnel beneath the Mint and part of the Inner Domain and Garden Palace Gardens to a point below 
Government House gates in Maequarie-street; thence by open cutting to Tort Macquarie, which was to be removed, and 
the whom point occupied as railway premises and shunting station.
i j “"’tomplAtcd removal of the Supreme Court (and it must soon he removed or rebuilt) and the
Jjindslitles Office to the land now occupied by the District Court and Patents Office at the top of King-street, where 
there is^ninplc space and a splendid site for noble law offices and buildings.

The main difficulty was about St. James’Church, which, it was suggested, should be rebuilt in an improved and 
modern form in Phillip-street.

flie chief features of the scheme, too, were its inexpeneiveness and the splendid central site for the station. No person 
can controvert the latter part, and as to the iiiexpensi veness, J believe tbe total cost of construction of line and resumption of 
land up to bt, James' Place was estimated as under £500,000 as against tho several millions involved in other rival schemes, 
As against the resumption of 1 or H chain frontage of Hyde Park to Elmbcth-strect was the great set-off that it was 
contemplated to remove Government House, and throw the whole of the Government House grounds into tho Domain and 
the Botanical Gardens, building the Government House further out of town. Now
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Now Mint Federation is assured, and that the Governor of Federated Australia will have to reside over 100 miles G. N. 
from Sydney, Government House will no longer be necessary, for the State Governor will not require so palatial a residence, Griffiths, 
grounds, and stables. A—s,

hir. Goodohap's scheme went further, too. It contemplated the sale of 1,000 to i,d00 feet of the cast frontage to 2o Mar., 1900. 
hlaequarie-street from Government House gates down towards Macquarie Fort for stores and warehouses, with the railway 
at their back. . _ _

This land, it was then estimated, would realise about £200 per foot, and its disposal would very materially, if not 
wholly, pay for the resumption of the Law Courts, the Deeds Branch, and St. James1 Church, One other groat advantage 
of Mr. Goodchap’s scheme was, and is, that ample space is available at Macquarie Fort for shunting, and that bringing tho 
wool to Macquarie Fort would do away with the transport of the wool through Sydney streets. J have only mentioued a 
few salieut points of this scheme—than which none hotter ban, to my mind, yet been proposed—in the hope that whilst 
your honorable Committee is sitting on this long vexed question of a city railway, the plans, and estimates, and papers, 
from 1(>84 to 1SS8 may be brought before it and considered. I am, &c.,

G. N, GRIFFITHS.
The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
2529. TVould you like to amplify that before we ask you any questions ? This vexed question of tbe city 
railway bns been in existence at any rate since 18S1; I have known of it since then. A Iloyal Com
mission was appointed in 1890 on the subject which has been before the Public Works Committee on 
several occasions since then. There are some main features which I wish to point out, so that they may 
not be lost sight of in the present inquiry, and the first is that whereas it is considered undesirable by 
many people that the public should be deprived of even a portion of Hyde Park, there was in the old 
scheme a compensation to be given, by the resumption of the whole of the G-overnment House grounds, 
which would have been thrown into tiie Domain and to the Botanical Gardens, so that where the citizens 
lost a little, they would gain very much in the open grounds around the city. .Next the idea was 
mooted that by bringing the railway to the top of the high ridge in tho centre of the city, as it 
would be at that end of King-street, you could have a very central station there, the ground on which the 
Lands Titles Office, the Supreme Court, and St. James’ Church stand, and also St. James’ Hoad all being 
used as the site for a central railway station, with the addition of a little portion of Hyde Park, that space 
affording ample room. That line was absolutely surveyed, and I think that about the year 1S81-, 
borings were taken right through the Domain and the Government House grounds, and the line was * 
almost planned out at that time, Then the other great idea was that there was ample room for a shunting 
station at Fort Macquarie, and it was also recognised then, and is recognised even more now, that the 
Supreme Court buildings must necessarily before very long be removed to what is called “ Chauccry- 
squarc ” at the top of King-street, and so the two tilings might bo done at the one time. As regards 
cost, I. have looked up some old papers. Mr. McKlhone and .1 held a large meeting at the Protestant 
Halt in advocacy of this plan, and it was well received by the citizens; but. since then so many schemes 
have been proposed, that T think ibis one has been partly lost sight: of. There was ono other point which 
was always much insisted upon, namely, that the bulk of the heavy goods (wool) traffic would go straight 
away from the Circular Quay or thereabouts, aud that tho present heavy wool traffic from Darling 
Harbour through Pitt and George streets would be done away with, A suggestion was made, which
I think is a feasible one as regards monetary matters, namely, that it would be quite possible, without- 
interfering with tbe public parks very much, to run the railway as proposed to the Government House 
gates, and then along near Maequarie-street to Fort Macquarie. MTe had a valuation made by Mr.
Gorman, of Ilardie and Gorman, of the frontage to Maequarie-street at that part, and his valuation was 
that land having a frontage to Maequarie-street there, with access at the back to tbe railway, would be 
worth about £200 a foot.
2530. That scheme, in your opinion, embraces economy, a direct line, a station at King-street, and a 
continuation to the waters of Port Jackson, at Fort Macquarie—those are its chief recommendations?
Tes.
2531. Have you considered the question more recently, having in view t he great traffic, and also the 
convenience which, apparentlv, is given to the citizens by the tramway along George-street? Tes, I 
have. My opinion is that it is still desirable to have tbe main railway station centrally situated, so that 
passengers arriving at Eedfern may be able to go straight on, and not have to get out at Eedfern, and 
avail themselves of the tramways.
2532. If that position were granted, do you still think that a station in the vicinity of King-street and 
Elizabeth-street would bo sufficiently central, or do you think that the large traflic by tho trams along 
George-street has indicated that the station should be more in the direction of George-street, if possible?
The proposed station would be situated on the top of the ridge—where St. James’ Church and St. James’
Eoad are now—and it would give easy access to all parts of the city, with the exception, of course, of the 
lower end of Miller’s Point, and down there, aud no central station could give easy access to those 
portions of the city.
2533. Have you considered this scheme in view of further extensions possibly in tho direction of North 
Shore and of the eastern suburbs? Without giving any engineering view of it, I have considered it in 
this way : That it is quite feasible to have a branch-off from a tunnel under the Domain beyond the Mint 
to Woolloomooloo Bay, and also, as was proposed, to have a railway line going round the Circular Quay, 
with a branch to Darling Harbour, joining with a line that was proposed at one time to be run as a goods 
traflic line at the back of the wharfs at Darling Harbour. Or course, there was a great scheme for a 
bridge; but for my part I have always thought that a tunnel under the harbour would be a more 
feasible scheme. And if the tunnel scheme were adopted, there could undoubtedly- be a lino running 
round the Circular Quay, and then tunnelling and meeting a line of railway, which would run along the 
wharfs at Darling Harbour.
253d!. The scheme before us contemplates an open cutting along the length of Hyde Park from Liverpool- 
street to St. James’ Eoad? Tes.
2535. As you know, for some time past any interference with Hyde Park has been a. great difficulty ?
Tes ; J propose to give a quid pro quo for that in the resumption of the Government House grounds.
253G. And throwing that resumed land into the Gardens and the Domain ? Yes. That was one of the 
original portions of the scheme, which appears to mo to have been lost sight of recently.
2537. In the scheme before us, no large block of Hyde Park is contemplated to be taken for the purposes 
of a railway station or anything of that kind, but merely a sufficient width for the trains to run along?
In addition to the sites of the Lands Titles Office, the Supreme Court, and St. James’ Church, I believe 
that tho original scheme contemplated taking a further block of about 1.00 feet, and to square off that end 
of Hyde Park, The idea was to have four lines of railway—two in and two out lines. 2538.
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2538. Dr. Garran.'] Tou say that no person, can controvert the splendidness of tbo central site at St. 
•Tames’ Hoad; hut we have heard a great many witnesses who do controvert it? "Well, perhaps I should 
say that no one can properly controvert it.
2530. Tou think they have all done it improperly ? My opinion is that that is the most central site 
for a railway station in the heart of the city.
2510. Hut it has been shown that the hulk of the people who used to by the Elizabeth-street trams now 
use the George-street line in preference, because it takes them nearer to their places of business ? As 
far as my experience goes, the eleetric tram is mucli pleasanter riding than the steam tram, and just at 
present Jibe steam tram—owing to using far less coke and more coal—gives off a mass of dust and dirt.
25-11. Ton think that is the reason? I think that is partly the reason. Everybody knows that the 
electricjram is pleasanter and runs more smoothly than the steam tram.
2512. "i ou propose a tunnel all the way from St. James’ Koad to a little below the Government House 
gates in Macquarie-street;—have you measured the length of that tunnel ? i have been along the route 
many times, but my recollection is not sufficient to say the length. The whole of the necessary plans and 
specifications were drawn up at the time and were approved of by the Ttailway Commissioners, and there 
were shafts contemplated to ventilate that route.
2548. Some of our witnesses say that in this climate anything like a long tunnel is to be deprecated? 
Very likely ; but still at the same time I do not think the whole length of that tunnel would be, as far as 
I recollect it, more than 500 or GOO yards.
2544. Tou would not venture to propose an open cutting through the Domain, to get rid of that? Xo. 
It was at a depth, I think, of 45 feet from the surface. I lived at that time at ^Richmond Villa, in the 
Domain. I watched all those borings going on, and the boring in the Domain in front of where I lived 
was about 45 feet down to the roadway of the proposed tunnel.
2545. Do you think that an open-cutting by Government House would be objected to as spoiling 
Government House? 1 take it that Government House would be done away with.
2546. That is part of your idea ? Tes. I think that at that time it was contemplated to movo Govern
ment House.
2547. Mr. Dick,'] Tou proposed to bring both people and goods along your extension, did you not? Tes,
we did. '
2548. Do you know whether any calculation has been made as to whether you would have room for 
shunting operations at Jfort. Macquarie ? It is so many years ago that I cannot answer that question. 
2543. Tour station at Hyde Park or St. James’ lioad would not bo in any sense a terminal station ? No.
2550. Tou would not do any shunting there ? No.
2551. If shunting had to lie done along the extension it would have to he done at Fort Macquarie? 
Tes.
2552. Mr. McTParlanr,.'] Have you considered the other schemes that are under our consideration? I 
have read them time after time, and have watched them; but I cannot say that I have considered all the 
various schemes.
2553. Well, some of them ? We have recognised that it would be an enormous advantage to do away 
with the groat traffic of heavy goods through the city, even from Darling Harbour. The Darling Harbour 
exfension was carried out since the timo 1 have spoken of, and that afforded great relief to the main traffic. 
A large quantity of wool—that for direct shipment—instead of being hauled on. lorries and carts through 
the city, is now carried from Darling Harbour on lighters to the vessels that take the wool away. 1 do 
not mean the wool that is to be put up for sale by auction here; but the wool for direct shipment, and it 
does not come through the city at all.
2554. Have you compared this scheme with the other schemes you have seen ? I have, but not in such
a way that I think my evidence would bo of any value. 1
2555. Do yon consider this scheme superior to the others ? I think there are many features in the old 
scheme which I have taken the liberty of saying I think are well worthy of the attention of the Com
mittee. In a general way I think it has so many advantages that it commends itself to me as about the 
most feasible scheme. 1 think the host scheme of any would he a line going straight away from Eedfern 
along Castlereagh-streei; hut it would cost such an enormous sum for resumption of land.
2556. Tou favour a scheme through Castlereagh-street to what point ? X would still go for my shunting 
to Tort Macquarie, which, as far as I can see, is the only place available for that purpose.
2557. What is your opinion in regard to continuing the railway extension to St. James’ Hoad or King- 
street only;—do you think that that would answer the requirements ? I am afraid it would hardly bo 
practicable, on account of the necessity of turning the trains round in shunting.
2558. ^ Tou are aware, I suppose, that most of the schemes under consideration make provision only for 
carrying the extension to King-street? I am aware of that.
2558. I should like to know your opinion as to whether that would meet the public requirements? I do 
not think it would, because 1. do not thiuk there would ho a sufficiency. I suppose it would require some
thing like 200 trains in and 200 trains out to carry on the traffic of the city now. In those days, as far 
as I remember, it was calculated that 150 trains each way each day would be sufficient.
2560. Do you consider also that it is necessary to carry tlie goods traffic from Eedfern to somo conyonient 
point on the harbour ? I think it would be desirable to do so, if it could bo done.
2561. Most of the schemes submitted deal only with passenger traffic ;—would you consider a scheme 
complete, even for passengers, if its termination were at King-streot ? I would not consider it complete ; 
but I would consider it a great advantage for passengers to he able to run straight in, and not have to 
change into the trams at Eedfern.
2562. "When this scheme of yours was first made there was no Darling Harbour extension, and no electric
trams? The Darling Harbour line then ran to Darling Harbour, but it was only a small line, and 
afterwards that line was increased, and various lines were run out from it. Therefore, you cannot say 
that there was no Darling Harbour line, but it was a very small line in those days, and has been very 
much enlarged since. "
2563. Since the electric trams have been running, have you considered the general aspect of the matter, 
and as to whether they would he sufficient for the travelling public without railway extension ? It is an 
immense disadvantage for a person coming into town to haye to change from a train at Eedfern, 
particularly if he has any luggage.

2564,
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2564t. Tou are, no doubt, aware that a large number of people wbo come into tbe city from the suburbs 
have offices, or other places of business, in different parts of the city—say in Kent-street, Sussex-strect, 
and George-streetif the railway were extended to King-street, would those people take the train to 
King-street in preference to taking the electric trams that run along George-street ? Perhaps those who 
went as far as King-street would avail themselves of the electric tram ; but I think you would find that 
for those people who went beyond King-street the advantages of the through train would be superior to 
the advantages of getting out of the train at Jiedfern, and changing into a tram. Any person going to a 

lace between Kedfern and King-street, and on the western side of George-street, would, perhaps, travel 
y the electric tram; but I think that those people going to places between King-street and Circular 

Quay would find that they would gain time by running through by train to King-street, because they 
would not have to lose time in getting into the tram. _
2S65. But even if those going to the Circular Quay might save time by taking a through train to King- 
street station, they 'would have to walk from King-street to Circular Quay, whereas the electric train 
would take them all the way to the Circular Quay? Yes; but the line I advocate would take them to 
tbe Circular Quay.
25G6. In that case, which way do you think they would go ? The majority of the people who had no 
luggage, and who wanted to go to that locality, would, I think, go by tram ; but those who had luggage 
would go, I think, as far as they could by railway,

Charles Trimby Burfitt, property valuer, sworn, and examined :—
2567. Chairman.'] Where do you reside? At Glebe Point. _ C. T. Burfitt.
2568. What is your occupation ? I am a sworn valuer under the Beal Property Act, carrying on business _ x - ^ ’
in Market-street, Sydney. 20Mar., 1900,
2569. Tou wrote a letter to the Committee on the 7th March, 1900 ? Yes,
2570. Will you kindly read it ? Tes; it is as follows:—

Sir, 7 March, 1000.
For more than twenty years I have been actively engaged in the sale of properties located along the railway, and 

consequently I have given much thought to the question of the extension of the railway from Redfcrn through the city.
I am of opinion that the requirements of the travelling public would be met by extending the line from a centra! station on 
the Devonshire-street cemetery site on a viaduct across Belmore Park, entering a tunnel a short distance abovo_where 
Wexford-strect joins Elizabeth-strcel, thence along that tunnel to a point near the Water Police Court, thence on piers to 
the western side of the Circulnr Quay, and on to a station on Dawes Point; or from the point near the Water Police Court 
to Fort Macquarie. For passengers other than auluirban the Devonshire-street station would he sufficiently central; 
therefore only platform space need be provided at certain points along the extension, with sufficient surface area to allow 
for getting to and from the platforms in the tunnels, and for ventilating-shafts. This scheme, besides meeting the 
requirements of the public, would do away with the necessity for erecting a costly and, to my thinking, most objectionable 
building in the business portion of the city, as well as allowing Hyde Park to remain practically intact,

I would state further that I strongly hold to the opinion that any extension of the railway stopping short of the 
Circular Quay will be found unsatisfactory alike to the public and the Department.

Trusting the suggestion hero offered will receive consideration by your Committee,
I beg, &c.,

The Secretary, Public Works Committee, Sydney. C. T. BURFITT.
2571. Mr. Hid'.] Have you for some time heid the same opinion concerning the direction in which the
exfension should go ? 1 have.
2572. Has your opinion been at all modified by the results of tbe working of (be Georgc-slreet tram ?
Mot in the slightest.
2573. Ho you know that the George-street tram now brings in about fourteen out of every fifteen of the
people who go to and from the Eedfern station ? Exactly. _
2574. Would not that fact suggest that the people are more satisfactorily convenienced by that route 
than by one more to the east ? Ho, for this reason : At the present time that is the most convenient 
way of getting into the city ; hut if they had an opportunity of remaining in the train, and going by it, 
say, to King-street, or to any other point at which they wished to get out, they would prefer remaining in 
the train, and going by it to that point rather than getting out of the train at Eedfern and taking the 
electric tram. I may say that what I claim for this scheme is that it would be the feast costly in the matter 
of resumptions ; that it would supply the wants of those of the travelling public who are likely to use a 
railway extension scheme; that it would be patronised by most of such people, and that it would do away 
with tlie necessity of interfering with Hyde Park, and also the erection of a central station at King- 
street—which, I believe, is favoured by the Eailway Commissioners, It would also take the train directly 
to the Circular Quay, where a large number of tbe people using the train would wish to get to.
2575. You say you think it is the least costly of the various schemes that have been put before tbo 
Committee;—have you estimated the cost of your scheme in tbe way of land resumption ? I have not 
gone particularly into it; 1 merely judge by the number aud locations of resumptions that would be 
required compared with other schemes. For instance, I lake it that the principal resumption of private 
land would be at "Wexford-street, where the entrance to the tunnel would be. Practically, the remainder 
of the land required is already Government property.
2576. Where would you have your station at' King-street ? I think the most advantageous place would 
be the site now occupied by the Land Titles Office, or the site now occupied by the Supreme Court. One 
of those sites would be ample for the purpose, because all that is necessary is to have sufficient space to 
get an approach to the underground platforms. The platforms being underground, you require only 
sufficient area for a stairway to get to and from the same. Therefore, the site of even the Lands Titles 
Office would be ample for that purpose, and it is generally acknowledged that the Lands Titles Office 
will have tn be removed very soon because the area is so limited.
2577. You have not gone into a detailed estimate of the cost of resumption, cither under your own 
scheme or under any of the others ? No.
2578. You have taken a general view of it? Yes.
2579. Your scheme would be mainly in tunnel ? Yes,
2580. Have you any estimate of the length of the tunnel? No, I cannot say further than that it would
be from Wexford-street to Albert-street. In suggesting that the lino should be taken on the further 
or western side of the Circular Quay, I do so with the view of ultimately extending the line to North 
Shore, and also to gain a larger area at Hawes Point for a terminus for shunting purposes. Of course, 
if it were taken to Fort Macquarie, and the area there found sufficient for shunting purposes, that would 
be a much cheaper route, aud vyoujd answer the purpose 1 have in view1, ' 2581,

G. N. 
Griffiths,
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C. T. BurGtt. 2581. With respect to tho tunnels, have you considered the most important question of ventilation ;—do 
wiXT^Toori ^ou ProPoee that they should be ventilated artificially or by natural means Y By shafts, they would be 

r,j • sufficiently ventilated. Of course, smoke from the locomotives would be very objectionable to the citizens, 
but by having the line in a tunnel you would minimise that to a considerable extent.
2582. That is, so far as the people who are not in the trains are concerned ? Yes, As to those in the 
trains, I think that the current of air through would be sufficient to take away tho sulphur fumes and 
smoke, and prevent them from being disagreeable. Furthermore, I hold that if it were once admitted that 
a railway station at King-street were necessary, then undoubtedly the whole of Hyde Park would be taken 
some day for a terminus, and I hold to the opinion that a railway station located in such a busy part of 
a large city, would be found objectionable—that the smoke and smut, and so forth, inseparable from a 
railway station and its surroundings, would be found very objectionable. For long-distance passengers 
the proposed new station on tlie Devonshire-street site would be central enough, because many of them, 
if they are coming into town, have to employ a conveyance to take their luggage, and it would cost them 
no more to take it from that station to wherever they intended to stop than it would cost to lake it from 
the top of King-street. The city railway extension is largely for the accommodation of suburban residents 
who come into town and go out each day, and it is to their requirements that 1 think'tho greatest con
sideration should be given.
2583. With respect to that class of traffic, considering that in the busy portion of the day over twenty 
trains come in, where do you propose to do the shunting of those trains Y At Fort Macquarie.
2584. Have you ascertained whether-there is sufficient room there to do the shunting? I shouid think 
there is; X have looked over the site, and from what I can see I think that where the trains would emerge 
from the tunnel there would he ample space for a circle for the purpose of turning the trains.
2585. Have you considered your scheme in its relation to a possible extension, either by tunnel or bridge, 
to the northern side of the harbour;—do you think it would lend itself to either of those ? Hot beyond an 
extension to Dawes Point.
2586. Would it lend itself to an extension by bridge from Dawes Point ? I take it, from my knowledge 
of the locality and so forth, that branches could be taken, one to the west for the purpose of taking the 
railway across a bridge to North Shore, and the other for an eastern suburban service.
2587. ])r. Qarran.\ Tou say you would have a circle to turn your trains round at Fort Macquarie? Yes.
2588. We have it in evidence from tho engineers that you cannot turn our engines round ou a circle of 
less than 10 chains radius -do you think there is room at Fort Macquarie lor a circle of 10 chains 
radius ? Barely, I think. But as regards that. 1 may point out that if you had your station at King- 
street, which I believe the Kailway Commissioners -favour, you would have to do the shunting in the 
ordinary way, and you could do it in that way at Fort Macquarie. If the circle could be made, there is 
no doubt that in the working of the railways it would be a convenience. But you could do your shunting 
at Fort Macquarie with as great convenience as you could do it at King-street.
2589. I only wanted to know whether you had gone into any careful examination of the matter ? Yes.
2590. You propose to begin your tunnel at the junction of Wexford-strcct and lilizabeth-street ? Yes, 
in that neighbourhood.
2591. Do you cross Elizabeth-street on the level, or underground, or overhead ? I propose to take it 
sufficiently far up from Wexford-street to enable Elizabeth-street to be continued under the viaduct,
2592. Without altering its present level ? Yes ; without interfering with it in any way.
2593. Looking at the large extent of tunnelling on your line, do yon think that people coming into the 
city from the suburbs would prefer to remain in their railway carriages, and go through a smoky tunnel, 
or get out at KedFern and take tho open-air tram along George-street ? My own impression is that they 
would prefer to go through the tunnel, and so avoid the loss of time and trouble associated with changing.
2594. Mr. Walson.] As I understand your proposition with regard to Fort Macquarie, it is that the train 
should be shunted there, not turned round end to end, by a circular lino ? If there is sufficient space to 
turn them on a circle, or semi-circle so much the better; but, if not, adopt the same principle ns it is 
proposed to adopt at King-street, and shunt in tlie ordinary way.
2595. Mr. Parry, the trafiic superintendent at Redfern, stated that there was an objection to turning 
trains round owing to the necessity of always keeping the first-class carriages and the second-class 
carriages at the same ends of the platform, which, of course, turning round would reverse ? That is a 
mere detail in railway management.
2596. Do you think that Fort Macquarie would lend itself sufficiently to shunting? Yes, amply.
2597. How many lines had you in your mind when you thought of this tunnelling ? Four.
2598. The proposition at present before the Committee is to bring six lines into the city ? That is merely 
a matter of increasing the size of the tunnel.
2599. But it would affect the amount of resumption and the cost of the scheme ? My scheme is more a 
matter of which is the best route, and whether it should he underground or in open cutting.
2600. Do you contemplate having tho long-distance trains brought to your terminus at Circular Quay, or 
would you let them remain at Redfern or Devonshire-street, or wherever the central station might he? 
If the matter were left to my management alone, I would bring them simply as far as Devonshire-street, hut 
nothing iu my scheme would prevent their being brought to Circular Quay. If the long-distance trains 
were used to pick up passengers at Strathlieid, then by all means bring them into the city, but if tlie last 
stopping-place for those trains were, say, at Penrith, 1 do not think there would bo any necessity to bring 
them beyond Devonshire-street. I may add that if the station were on that site I should prefer that all 
the frontage to Pitt-street be taken for it, including the Benevolent Asylum grounds and the convent 
and the other buildings on that portion of the street frontage.

WA'JjXftSDAY,
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present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

Tho Hon. Patrick Li sties at Crawford Shepherd. Korert Henry Levies, Ksq.
The lion. Andrew (j auras, LL.B. John MoFarlane, Esq,

Tlie Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into tho City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Frederick James Miller, timber merchant, sworn, and examined:—
2601. Vice-Chairman!] Where is your place of business? Bunean-street, oil Bathurst-street.
2002. Dr. Garran.] Where do you reside ? At Croydon.
2003. I suppose that on ordinary days you come in and go out by the railway? Yes.
2004. Before the electric tramway was put down in George-street, did you walk to your place of business 
from Eli/.abeth-strcet ? 1 either walked from Eedfern or went by ’bus from Eedfern.
2605. Which ’bus suited you the best? A George-street ’bus. "
2006, Now that the electric tram is runuing in George-street, does that suit you better than the old 
steam-tram did ? I never used the old steam-tram for business. *
2607, Bo you uso tho electric tram ? Yes.
2608. In preference to the omnibus? Yes. ,
2009. That electric tramway has captured some of the omnibus traffic, and also some of the Elizabeth- 
streot tram traffic ? Certainly. ,
2610. If that electric tramway were pulled up for any reason, would the people in tho west think it a 
hardship to have to climb up all the way to Elizabeth-street again ? I do not think they ever did that. 
2011, They took the omnibus ? Always,
2612. But considering the large number of people in the west, who come from and go to the railway 
station every day, was the omnibus traffic equal to the requirements of all that large number of passengers ? 
I can hardly say that. The traffic was carried somehow.
2613. Bid a good many people walk ? Yes.
2014. Bo you think that some of those who walked now use the electric tram ? I think they do.
2615. Let us suppose that the Commissioners’ original scheme, or a substitute for it, were carried out, and 
that the terminus were made at King-street, near the Supreme Court, do you think that the people from 
the west would take the George-street tram to the railway, or would they go up to King-street? My 
opinion is that they would take the George-street tram.
2616. Would you do so yourself? I would.
2617. The tram is said to be a little slower than the train would be ? Well, for the short distance I do 
not think that makes much difference.
2618. On a hot day, or on a wet day, you would get into the first conveyance that came along, I suppose?
Certainly. . '
2019, And I suppose that men carrying bundles would prefer to get into the first conveyance that came 
along? I suppose they would.
2620. And so also would women carrying babies ? Yes; I should think they would.
2621. The importance of the question lies here : before the electric tramway was opened, the Commis
sioners made a careful estimate of the number of passengers that came on from the railway station at 
Eedfern to King-street in the trams; then they booked all those to the proposed new railway, and they 
calculated that on an outlay ot J.630,000, that they would get a good percentage interest on the expenditure; 
assuming that there was a penny more paid for single fares, and about -|d, more for season-tickets, and 
about ad. more for workmen s tickets, do you think, now that the electric tram comes in as a competitor, 
that the Eailway Commissioners would get the whole of the tramage fares they calculated upon ? I do not. 
2022. In that case their estimate of profit would have to be revised ? Certainly it would. -
2623, And wo should either have to put a larger percentage ou to the ticket fare or suffer a loss ? Yes/'
2624. Bo you think that the people generally would bear Id. or Id. extra on the ticket fare ? I do
not suppose they would, but I am not iu a position to say. "
2025. Supposing they preferred, as we arc told they would prefer, tbe railway to tlie tram, because they 
would not have to get out at Redfern and change carriages, would they use the railway if they were 
charged^ 1 Id. more instead of the tram at only Id. more ? My opinion is that they would use the tram.
2020, The id. difference would bo a consideration to a great many people ? 1 think so.
262/. I suppose that there are a great mauy people coming in by tho railway in the morning whose 
remuneration is really very slight—people employed in different establishments ? Yes.
2028. And Id. each journey would be Id. a day ? Yes ; to them it would he a consideration.
2629. lou think that that would be a sufficient difference to make them use the tram in preference to
the train ? lea; 1 think it would. In fact, I think that they would use the tram by preference even at 
the same cost. "
2630. We are told that there is a very strong objection, on the part of the railway customers, to getting 
out at Eedfern and changing their vehicle ;—do you hear much of that? I have heard of it. I have no 
objection to it myself—not the slightest.
2631. If tho tram is brought up close to the platform where you get out at Eedfern, and there is no delay
in starting the tram, is there any very serious difficulty connected with it? There is no difficulty at 
present. That is mv experience. '
2632. I have been speaking hitherto about men of business going to their offices, but now take tbe case 
of ladies who want to go, say, to Uavid Jones’, or to somo other shop in George-street;—would they take 
the train to King-street and walk Jrom King-street to George-street, or would they take the tram at 
Eedfern and be put down opposite the shop door iu George-street? 1 do not know much about what the 
ladies would do, but I suppose that they' would take the tram. What ladies I know' now take the tram.
2633. For convenience ? Ves, for convenience.
2634. I suppose that, iu common with a good many other people, you have been a little surprised at the
very large traffic on tbe George-street tram line ? Yes, I have. * 2035.

¥. J. Miller. 
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~F‘ 2635. Does not that prove that it has met a very great want? Yes, it has.
21M~1BOO so ^ar as railway suburban passengers are concerned, does it not prove that tlie electric

ar‘' ‘ tram puts them down nearer to where they want to go than the old steam tram line did ? Certainly. 
2637'. There is no doubt about that ? None whatever.
2638. Supposing that a tram line were made down Kent-street and on to Miller's Point and Dawes Point, 
do you think that ivould serve any considerable number of persons ? 1 do not know that it would be much 
better than the present tram line. I do not think it would.
2638. Would the Sussex-street people be better served by it ? Kent-street is such a very short distance 
irom George-street that I do not think it would make much difference.
2640. The reason I ask you that is because some persons have the idea that if a new station were 
made on the Benevolent Asylum site, and if three or four lines of electric tramway were laid along parallel 
streets in the city, they would really accommodate the whole of the suburban people who come in;—do 
you think they would ? My opinion is that they certainly would.
2641. The officials of the Eailway Department do not think so ?. Well, of course, they know better than 
X do.
2642. Their traffic is not distributed evenly over the whole of the day—there is a large quantity coming 
in in the morning, and a large quantity going out at night ? Yes.
2013. And the railway officials say that they want a powerful haulage to dispose of that traffic—more 
powerful than the eleclric tram has at present;—when you come in in the morning do you see anybody 
waiting unable to get into the electric cars ? I have noticed on different occasions, lately, that the tram 
has starfed immediately, and another tram has been behind it to take away the other passengers. I have 
not seen any delay.
2644. It has not struck you that the arrangements are unequal to the traffic? It has not. Of course I 
generally travel in a first-class carriage, and that gets into the station first, and probably I am away before 
the people from the back part of tho train get out of the station.
2645. The first-class passengers get a “pull” over the others ? Yes, in coming in.
2616. But is your carriage generally full ? Yes, generally full.
2647. I mean the electric tram ; it does not go until it is full f I think so. There has been no delay at 
any rate ; whether full or not the tram has gone.
2648. Then, so far as you can see, the electric trams at present are equal to dealing with the traffic that 
arises at Eedfern station? Yes ; with the traffic that arises at Eedfern station coming in.
2649. And going out the same ? Going out it is very difficult to got a seat in tho tram the other side of 
Market-street.
2050. Then the going out trams are more crowded than the coming iu ones ? In the evening they are.
2651. M.r. Sltephcrd.'] What time do you generally come in in the morning ? Generally 9 o’clock.
2652. That is said to be about the busiest time—I think tbo railway authorities say so? Well, I suppose 
it is.
2653. And you never find any difficulty in getting a place in the tram ? I hive never had any delay ; in 
fact I have never had any difficulty in getting into a tram. I have seen people waiting for the next tram 
which was always standing close behind the one I got into.
2654. And, of course, if the trams wore run more frequently there could be no possible difficulty in getting 
seats ? Certainly not.
2655. You have alwavs found that the electric trams are under thorough control—have you not ? Yes; 
except in the event of accident.
2656. I mean that they are easier to stop, and seem to be more under control than the steam trams, so 
far as that is concerned ? Yes.
2657. Therefore, they can run very close to each other without any danger? They can.
2658. Have you thought over the Government scheme at all ? No.
2659. Speaking just casually, from your own idea of the matter, which do you suppose would be the 
more central station to suit the greater number of people, a station at the George-street Markets or a 
station at the top of King-street ? A station at the George-street Markets.
2660. You have no doubt about that being tbo more central position of the two—that is, embracing the 
largest number of people in the city ? I think that of those two positions the Markets are tbo more 
central.
2661. So that if any extension of tbe railway at all were made, you think that a railway with a station at 
the George-street markets would be more central to a railway going to a station at the top of King- 
street ? Yes; that is, supposing that I were to consider railway extension into the city at all necessary.
2662. We have had several schemes suggested to ns, and one is to have a central station at the George- 
street Markets, while the Government proposal is to have it at the top of King-street;—you think that, 
as a position for a station, the George-street Markets would be preferable to the top of King-street? 
No ; you said more central. 1 do not think that George-street Markets would he preferable, for that is a 
very crowded place.
2663. In the event of a station being made at tho top of King-street, and supposing that the electric 
trams iu George-street were running, what boundaries of the city do you suppose that station would 
conveniently servo ;—how far do you think it would he convenient for people to go back who landed at 
King-street from tlie train ? Of course, I can only say what I would do myself. I reckon that if I 
wore at Pitt-street I would take the train at King-street. If I were below that, I would cither walk or 
take the electric tram to Eedfern. I do not suppose that you would get any passengers by the train 
further west than Pitt-street at the outside.
2664. How far do you think railway passengers would be willing to go back south from King-street in 
preference to coming in by tram ? This is a matter I have not thought of. I am only telling you my 
own opinion ou the spur of tlie moment. I do not think that anybody would go further back south than 
Park-street, even if anybody would go that far back.
2665. Do you think they would go as far back as Park-street in preference to getting out of the tram at 
the corner of George and Park streets, and walking thence to their places of business ? No, I do not. 
26GG. And what, ou the north? I suppose that from Pitt-street people would go to tho George-street 
tram ; but that from anywhere east of Pitt-street they would go up to tho King-street station.
2667. All these large Government offices would be nearer to the tram at Circular Quay than they would 
be to tho railway at King-street ? They would. " " 2608.
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26G8. Do you think that people would rather get out at King-streot, and walk down to this part of tlie F. J. Miller, 
city, than come round in the tram P 1 do not know. I would rather take the tram myself.
2GGI1. Supposing that the electric trams wore multiplied—that is, supposing there was a tramway along 21 Mar., 1000. 
Pitt-street. another along Castlereagh-strcefc, and another along Elizabeth-atrcet—do you think that it 
would be more convenient for people to be dropped at each street by these trams than it would be for 
them to come on by train to King-street and to disperse from there ? Without the least doubt, I do 
think so.
2G70. So that really you think that a good system of electric trams would he more convenient than 
extending the railway ? I do.
2671. Hfr. MaFarJane.~\ According to your statement, you do not appear to think it is necessary to have 
the railway extended into the city for passenger traffic? I have thought so little of the matter that X 
would not care for my opinion to be put against the opinion of those who have thought more of it.
2G72. I am speaking of your own opinion ? In my own opinion it is not necessary to bring the railway 
into the city. ’
2G7S. That is in view of the new electric tramway along G-eorge-street to the railway station ?
Certainly, ” "
2674. Previously to the establishment of the electric trams, what was your idea ? The same as it is now— 
that the Eedfern railway station, with more accommodation for the trains, is central enough.
2675. With regard to the trafiic at Circular Quay, do you think that people from the western suburbs 
would, in the event of the railway being extended to King-street, take the train to King-street, and thence 
walk to Circular Quay in preference to talcing the electric tram ? I do not thiuk so.
2676. Where is your place of business ? At the foot cf Liverpool-street.
2677. Tou do not use the steam tram at the present time ? No ; I have never used the steam tram.
2678. 1 mean, previous to the running of tho electric trams ? Xo, 1 did not.
2679. Did business people in your locality generally do the same as yourself? Yes ; tliey generally walked 
to the railway station.
2680. And, in view of the electric trams, do you not consider that it would pay interest on the outlay to 
construct a railway into the city ? I suppose that the Commissioners would make it pay by increasing 
tho fares.
2681. Would that not reduce the railway traffic? Tes, it would.
2682. With regard to the city railway extension generally, do you think it advisable to have the terminus 
at King-street, or to continue the line to the harbour at Circular Quay? I do not consider it 
necessary.
2683. Vice-Chairman.'] Admittiug that it were necessary to have some extension of the railway into the 
city, where do you think the extension should go in order to meet the convenience of the greater number—■ 
along a route as proposed by the Eailway Commissioners, skirting the eastern edge of the business portion 
of the city, or along a route going to the centre of the business portion of the city? All other things 
being equal, I think that the route going through the centre would be the better one.
2684. I suppose you have frequently heard this matter discussed by your fellow-travellers on the suburban 
line? Tes, I have.
2GS5. Can you give the Committee an idea as to why there is a general consensus of opinion in favour of 
a railway extension into the city ? I have never heard anyone give a reason for it, excepting that we are 
behind the times as compared with other cities. That is what they say.
2686. You have heard no definite reason—for instance, the increased convenience if such an extension 
were made ? Never.
2687. I think you stated in reply to a question put by Mr. Shepherd, that you did not think that the 
station at the 1' ictoria Markets would be preferable to one at King-street, on the ground that you thought 
tho place was too crowded ? No. Mr. Shepherd asked me which was the more central, and I said the 
Markets. There can he no doubt about that.
2688. But you would not admit it was preferable ? Well, it would require a practical engineer to see 
how the difficulties would bo overcome, aud I am not a practical engineer.
2689. I was going to ask you why you made that reservation—that you did not think it was preferable 
to the other; you think there is not enough space at the Victoria Markets ? Yes, that is my opinion; 
hut I am not an engineer.

James Cobban Smith, merchant, sworn, and examined:—
2690. Vice-Chairman.] AVhere do you reside ? Strathfield. j.C. Smith.
2691. We may then take you as being a typical suburban traveller, whose place of business is west of - ,
George-street? Tes. _ _ .... 21 Mur,, 1SOO.
2692. Will you indicate to the Committee what your views are on the main question of railway extension 
into the city ? My opinion is that it is absolutely necessary to bring the railway into the city.
2693. On what grounds? That even with your electric trams you will not be able to cope with the traffic.
My office and warehouse being in Clarence-street, my nearest pollit to the tramway is at Market-street.
I take the tram from Market-sireet, and 1 do not exaggerate when I say that four times out of six I 
have to stand all tho way to the railway station, and frequently I have to allow two, and sometimes 
three, trams to pass me before I can even get standing room. Certainly that is generally soon after 
5 o’clock, when I leave my office on most days of the week, or soon after 1 o’clock on Saturday. At that 
time the electric trams do not, and cannot, cope with the traffic. How it will be when tho electric trams 
are extended further out into the suburbs 1 cannot imagine. You will have one line of trams all up 
George-street. I have frequently waited at Market-street, and then have walked down to King-street to 
try and get a tram there, only to find when I got to King-street that all the trams were full.
2694. What method of conveyance into the city did you use before the George-street tramway was 
opened? Sometimes the steam tram, but more often the 'bus.
2695. And I suppose that the majority of business men situated to the west of George-street practically 
used the same mode of conveyance, did they not ? Yes, practically tho same.
2696. In what way do you think that an extension of the railway into the city along tho proposed route 
would benefit gentlemen like you who have their places of business to the west of George-street ? If the

16—S station
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J. C. Smith, station were made at King-street or St. James’ Poad I should unquestionably take the train to King- 
street! andcoine down King-street into Ciarcnco-street. _ 4

" - 1 2G97, Would that be to gain time, or because tbe present tram along George-street is not sufficiently
convenient? I should unquestionably save time by coming in by train to King-street. _
2698. Have you made any calculation of the saving that you would make in that way? I should think 
from ten minutes to a quarter of an hour each way. You have to leave your office in time to catch a 
tram, then you must allow five minutes to catch your train after you get to the Kedfern Station ; there
fore you lose at the very least ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, besides the extra time that the tram 
takes as compared with the time that a train would take in getting to Kedfern.
2G99. But presuming that a further extension of the electric tramways took place along the streets 
parallel with George-street, with the result that there would be a more speedy transit of passengers to 
the railway station at Eedfern, do you think that then you would gain very little by taking the train at 
King-street rather than by taking a tram at one of the parallel streets ? No; you would still lose the 
five minutes at each end—five minutes to catch a tram, and five minutes lo catch a train—in addition to 
the extra time a tram tabes, stopping at every street corner, as compared with a train that would run 
through from King-street.
2700. Have you ever inquired into the respective merits of a route down the eastern portion of the city 
and a route down the centre of it ? No ; I have only looked to the evidence that has been given with 
respect to bringing the railway to King-street or St. James’ Road. I have always looked upon that as 
the most feasible and economical way of bringing the railway into the city. The other route would be so 
extravagant in expense that the probabilities are that the expense would always prevent it from being 
carried out.
2701. Do you know the estimated cost of the scheme now before the Committee ? Yes ; I do from the, 
evidence of Mr. Deane. I have read all his evidence.
2702. Practically £1,500,000? Yes. Personally, 1 favour the St. James’ Eoad scheme.
2/03. On what grounds ? As being the most economical. I have no sympathy with the objection to 
taking part of Hyde Park. I think that that portion of Hyde Park is practically of little value to tho 
public. The few that benefit by it are as nothing compared to the multitude who would profit by it if it 
were utilised for a railway coming into tho city, ■
2701. You say that that part of the Park is practically of little value;.—do you not think that that was a 
determining element which led, not only the officials, but also the general public to select that site for a 
terminal station—I mean the fact that the land there was, so far as its value is concerned, not very 
important? Yes;] presume that would be the case.
2705. Supposing that all that area had been covered with buildings tbe same as any business portion of 
the city, do you think that there would have been a general agreement that that would have been a good 
place to which to bring the city railway ? That is another matter altogether. I presume that if it had 
been covered with valuable buildings that fact would have very seriously affected the opinion of the 
authorities as regards bringing the railway into tbe city by that particular route.
2706. But what about your own opinion ;—presuming that that area were covered with buildings, would 
you ever think of bringing tbe railway on that side of tho business portion of the city, or would not you 
prefer to take it to tlie centre of it? If that area were all covered with valuable buildings, I should 
say that the lesser of two evils would be to take the railway to the other site, which would he more central.
2707. Do you really think that having a station at St. James’ Eoad or King-street would be of any 
considerable benefit, as compared with the electric tramway, to a large number of people wbo now daily 
come into the business portion cf the city ? I do unquestionably. There is an immense traffic coming 
in by the railway in the morning, and going home in the evening, and it is an increasing traffic.
2708. I suppose you know that the George-street electric tram practically knocked tbe steam tram from 
Eedfern station out ? 1 presume so.

‘ 2709. Does not that show that people prefer to he taken farther west than the line of the present steam
tram ? No doubt George-street is very central, and au immense number of people travel by the electric 
tram who do not go to the railway.
2710. But still during the busy hours of the morning and afternoon a very largo traffic is taken by the 
George-street tram, a considerable portion of which used to go by the steam tram ? Yes. I sometimes 
walked up to Elizabetk-street and went by tho steam tram, but naturally now I take the electric tram in 
George-street.
2711. Do you think that your views on this question would be modified if a further extension of the 
electric trams were to do away witli the present inconvenience of waiting for a tram, or getting into a 
crowded tram, and the delays consequent upon that? I do not see how any system of trams could do

‘ away with that.
2732. Supposing that you had a tram-line down Pitt-street, and another down Kent-street, in addition to 
the one in George-street, do you think that the three would not be able to cope with the traffic to tho 
railway-station? You might cope with the traffic then, hut still lose time. There would he still the 
inconvenience of changing carriages.
2713. That seems to he the main determining factor in the minds of tho people who are clamouring for 
this railway extension, is it not ? Yes ; that, and, I think, the saving of time, and the avoiding of the 
inconvenience in getting to the station now. I admit that the convenience now is much greater since the 
electric trams were established compared with what it was before, when we had nothing hut the wretched 
’buses going up George-street; but what I foresee is that the electric trams will not be able to cope with 
the traffic.
2714. Not if they were further extended as suggested ? Yon might cope with the traffic if you put them 
down Kent-street; but the traffic of Kent-street—in fact, everything comes into George-street in the end.
2715. But so far as those two periods of congestion during the day are concerned—that is, in the morning 
and in the afternoon—people travelling at those times generally are going to or coming from their places 
of business? Quite so.
271G. And they would invariably take that tram wliich would deposit them nearest to their places of 
business ? Yes.
2717. Do you not, then, think that an extension of that kind would do away with the congestion during' 
those particular periods ? To some extent it would, no doubt, ,
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2718. But you still hold that the delay in changing from train to tram in coming into town, and the delay 
iu waiting for a train in going back, would outweigh any convenience of that kind in making a comparison 
between tram and train extension ? Yes, I do. I hold that the railway ought to come into the city, and 
bring tho people as near ns possible to the business part of the city.
2719. Do you also hold that the .St, James’ Jtoad or Hyde Park scheme does that ? Practically it would
meet the difficulty. You come down hill from King-street, and 1 would always walk down King-street, 
and I suppose that nine-tenths of tho people coming in would do the same. .
2720. Do you think that your opinion is fairly representative of the opinion of suburban residents on 
this question ? I think so. I have been living in the western suburbs twenty years, and have talked 
this matter over hundreds of times with suburban residents, and .[ tbink that that is generally the vievt 
they take of it.
2721. Dr. Garran.'] When the Hyde Park scheme was first launched by the Eailway Commissioners there 
was no other scheme seriously proposed ? Quite so.
2722. And the opinion of the western suburban residents was that they would get that scheme or none ? 
Tes.
2723. Supposing that there bad been a scheme to bring you to the Victoria Markets, Wynyard-square, 
and Circular Quay, and that scheme had been put in opposition to the other, would the residents of the 
western suburbs have voted for the eastern line or the western line ? I am of optuion that the residents 
on the western suburban line are not particular as to whether the railway extension comes in by tho 
eastern or tho western route through the city, so long as you bring the railway into the city. Speaking 
for the residents of the western suburbs, I may say,—Bring the railway into the city, and we do not care 
whether it comes in this way or that nay, so long as you bring it in. Wbat we fear is that if you 
recommend that way—and it means an enormous resumption of property—the expense will probably 
block it altogether.
2721. You want the railway extension somewhere ? Yes. .
2725. And you think it is safer to vote for this scheme than to go further afield for possibly abetter one ? 
Quite so.
272G. Which you might lose ? Yes ; which we might lose.
2727. You admit that tlie George-street tram has captured a large part of the Elizabeth-street tram 
business as regards the railway traffic ? I do not know it of my own knowledge, but I slmuld certainly 
conclude that that would be the case.
2728. If the proposed railway is made through to King-street, will the railway recapture what tho steam 
tram lias lost ? Undoubtedly, I think so. The convenience that the railway extension would afford Would 
be such that i. think the larger portion of the railway passengers would make use of it.
2729. There are a great many people nosv getting out at .Redfern whose business takes them into Eliza- 
beth-street, or Market-street, or Park-street;—would they all go on to King-street by train and then walk 
back to those streets ? There are not a great many that go to that part of the town. 1 have been travelling 
for a long time, and I found that the ’buses very seldom stopped until they got as far as the Town Hall, 
or even further than the Town Hall, in George-street. There was very little stopping before that.
2730. Then a station cither at or near to the 'Town Hall would accommodate a great many people ? 
Undoubtedly; if it were practicable, a station at the Victoria Markets, another station at Wynyard- 
square, and another at Circular Quay would undoubtedly accommodate the greater number.
2731. That would be a very complete scheme? Yes.
2732. If it could be carried out at a price that would pay ? Yes, exactly—if it is practicable.
2733. In estimating the cost and the returns of the Commissioners’ scheme, they expected to get for the 
proposed extension the whole of tho passenger trafficthat now goes as far as Market-street or King-streot ? 
Quite so.
2734. And they calculated that that would give them a fair interest on their outlay ? Quite so.
2735. But if the scheme now before us be substituted for that scheme, and we arc to spend £1,500,000, 
do you think that the suburban residents would pay 2d. nr 2-i-d. more to be brought to King-street? 
Well, I should say that the suburban residents would pay whatever was demanded as the price of their 
season or daily tickets. They would certainly grumble if they had to pay an exira 2d. or 2sd. for the 
accommodation. But I have no doubt that an extra Id. would meet the views of all the travellers.
2736. I want you to recollect that, at the same time, the Commissioners would be running a penny 
electric tram down George-street in opposition to their own railway ? There is plenty of traffic for the 
electric tram down George-street,
2737. But that is not the question ;—would the railway passengers, in order to save the Id. or l-ad., get 
out at Eedfern and take the electric Irani ? I would not..
2738. But there are a great many people wbo have to live on much smaller incomes, I suppose, than you 
do, and wbo come in from the western suburbs? If the railway fare from Eedfern to King-street were 
2d. or 2^d., in my opinion the majority of the people would have season tickets, and would travel by the 
railway right to King-street.
2739. But a great many employees with very small salaries would save the penny extra? They might 
save the extra penny; but there is not a large number of that particular class. If you see the trains 
coming in in the morning, you will notice that the passengers are nearly all first-class.
2740. You mean business people going to counting-houses aud warehouses? Yes.
2741. They arc not shop bauds or factory hands ? ’No. There is not a large population of that el ask 
living out in the western suburbs.
2742. Tbe railway fares would be too dear for them to pay? Yes ; and then there has been always the
additional fare by either tram or 'bus to pay. I think that with the railway coming right into the city, 
yon would find that the population of the western suburbs would, iu a very short time, largely increase, 
aud that the traffic would accordingly increase, ■
2743. Y ou said in reply to tho Vice-Chairman that the traffic on the line, as you see it, is now increasing ? 
From my own knowledge and experience 1 know it has increased enormously in the last tou years. 
'2744. But we have had some evidence that it is now pretty well stationary? I think that one reason for 
that is the difficulty and trouble in getting info the city proper. I have no hesitation in saying that that 
has been the one thing that has kept the western suburbs back.

J. d. SmilB: 
2UtanU9(jd:.
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J. 0. Smith. 2745. Tou think that if this line were made to King-street the western suburbs would take a fresh start ? 
2l'lT'A~I900 X do, unquestionably.

■’ "2/46. And so there would really be a bigger traffic coming in than the Kailway Commissioners originally
counted upon, which was the existing traffic r I say that there would bo an additional income arising from 
increased settlement in the western suburbs.
2747. And that would help to pay interest on a larger capital ? It would.
2748. Kut still you would not venture to say that it would pay interest on £1,500,000? I am not 
competent to give an opinion on that point.
2749. If it were put to tho western suburbs people, “ To save Hyde Park wc must spend £1,500,000," 
would they say, “ Spend the extra money ” ? bio ; they would say, “ Take Hyde Park.” I think there is 
very little more than a sentimental objection against taking Hyde Park. Sentiment is no doubt worthy 
of respect at all times, but ] think that a larger number of people would bo benefited by the taking of 
that strip of Hyde Park for the railway, Asa place for loafers to sleep upon that portion of Hyde Park 
is all right, but you dare scarcely go through it at night, and very few people make use of it at night.
2750. It has been suggested that if tho park-land, taken for railway purposes, were to be valued, and if
the money representing its full value were spent in making air spaces in other parts of the city not yet 
supplied with them, that would be a fair exchange ? 1 think that that would be fair.
2751. And the sentimental objection would be got over? Tes. There is always that objection about 
touchiug the people’s park ; it is a lot of bosh, but still it exists.
2752. There are a great many people living in Sydney who are not close to a park? Tes, more than are 
close to one.
2753. A poor woman, with no servant to send out with her children, has, in some instances, no park near 
her into which she can send her children ? Tes. All that park talk is only a cry.
2754. Then I understand your objection to tbe western line through the city to be purely a matter of 
expense ? Tes, purely a matter of expense.
2755. If the proposed line to Hyde Park were estimated to cost £750,000, aud the other scheme would 
cost £900,000, which do you think it would be better for the Gfovcrnment to undertake? Tor the sake 
of £200,000 I should say take the one that would serve the greatest number of people.
2756. That is the cue going along the western route? Tes.
2757. Tou think that the extra £200,000 would be money well spent for the accommodation? Tes; it 
would be worth while for the sake of £200,000 perhaps, but not when the difference comes to be twice as 
much as that.
2758. Mr. ShepherdP\ I think you said you found some inconvenience in travelling by tbe electric tram?
Tes. ' ‘
2759. At wbat time do you come in in tbe morniug ? I generally come in by the twenty minutes to 9
train in the morning from Strathfield. ’
2700. That is about the busiest time ? Tes ; 1 have never found great inconvenience in coming into town, 
but inconvenience in getting out.
2761. At what time do you generally go out of town? About from 5 to half-past 5 on most days, and 
1 o’clock on Saturday, and I say that at those times, especially on Saturday, the electric trams are 
dangerously overcrowded.
2762. Do you not think that that could be modified to some extent by increasing'the number of trams ? 
It would, of course, if you could increase them. But they run now about every two minutes, the traffic is 
so enormous in George-street.
2763. Tliey seem to bo so thoroughly under control that they can be run within a fewr yards of each other 
with safety? I presume they can , but if you arc going to extend them, as I understand tbe llailway 
Commissioners intend to extend them into the suburbs, you will have to have a line of trams right down 
George-street in order to cope with the traffic, unless you have trams in some other streets as well. I think 
that the trams iu George-street have as much to do now as they can do, and that if you extend the electric 
system to the suburbs and put ou more electric trams you will not be able to cope with the traffic in 
George-street.
2764. As it is now’ the whole of the traffic is crowded into George-street, because the steam trams have 
been practically taken off? Tes.
2765. If other streets were utilised for trams, do you not think that that would relieve George-street to 
a great extent ? Undoubtedly ic would ; but I hold that nothing can take the place of a railway. In 
changing carriages you lose time, and in going back you must go five minutes early in case the tram 
should be delayed and arrive at the railway station late.
2766. In constructing a railway, do you think that the expense, should be largely considered, it being a 
matter for all time? I should think that expense must bo considered if you want to get a return on your 
money. If you go to an abnormal expense, any reasonable fares that you might charge would not give a 
return on your capital expended,
2767. In the construction of railways it is generally considered that at the first start they are not likely
to pay? Tes. “
2768. But as the traffic grows they return a good dividend on the outlay? Tes.
2769. In this case, of course, as the population increases so will the traffic of the railway increase ?
Quite so.
2770. Under those circumstances do you not thiuk it would bo better to place the railway in the best 
possible position ? Certaiuly.
2771. Vith regard to expense, I mean, to a certain extent; I do not say anything outrageously
expensive, but to the extent of a few hundred thousand pounds ? Quite so.
2772. Do you not think that it would be better, subject to that qualification, to place the railway in the 
very best possible position ? I do. I think that if you were to take the railway to the Victoria Markets, 
"Wynyard-square, and Circular Quay the traffic would be simply enormous, especially to the harbour iu 
tbe summer.
2773. Of course the ultimate result of this addition to the railway will be railway connection across the 
harbour to North Shore ? Quite so.
2774. Do you not think that that ought to bo kept iu view ? Tes, and also railway extension to tbe 
eastern suburbs.

2775.
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2775. There is evidence to show that if the railway be extended to King-street, the railway authorities J- C- Smith.
will have to go back as far as Liverpool-street to form a circular line to bring the railway down to Dawes
Battery; do you not think that that would be very inconvenient? It would, undoubtedly. _ -
277G. And in tbe King-street scheme, there is no provision made for any intermediate station—the trains
are to run riglit through from Kedfern to King-street; do you think that is wise ? Yes, I would run
the trains riglit through from Kedfern to King-street, if they are not going any further—I would not
have an intermediate station between those two places.
2777. Do you not think that that is giving rather too much consideration to the people who would be
served by the King-street station—this is, those living, or whose place of business was in the immediate 
vicinity of King-street ? ‘Well, you must always give it to somebody. _ _ _
2778. We have had ten schemes explained to us, and seven out of those ten iueluded a station at Liverpool-
street, but in tlie last two schemes which have been placed before us that station has not been proposed, 
but only one station lias been provided for, namely, the King-street station? You see that the distance 
by train from Kedfern to King-street is so very soon run over that you hardly want an intermediate 
station. Then I take it that in one of your schemes, wliich I think is a very good one—I believe it is 
called Ko. 10 scheme—you run the railway right out to the Domain, and thus make it form part of an 
eastern suburban railway system. I think that, sooner or later, you will he obliged to take your railway 
to the eastern suburbs, and that railway scheme seems to me to offer advantages in that respect which 
none of the other schemes offer. _
2779. But still, that scheme is very inconvenient for an extension to Korth Shore ? That is the difficulty.
2780. That scheme goes to King-street, and then io the back of the Art G-allery, and takes in S-g- acres of 
the Domain for a shunting station ? Quite so. I think that that is tho next best scheme to the St.
.lames’ Koad scheme, if you are going on that side of the city. But if you can go on tho other side of 
tho city, then by all means go on the other side of the city,
2781. Then we have another scheme proposed, to leave the main line at Eveleigh, to cut under by the
Cyclorama, and go along by a lot of inexpensive properties—in fact, a lot of hovels which, in my opinion, 
it would be a good thing to clear away,—to have a station just opposite Christ Church, and to go 
through Goodlet’s yard up near Bathurst-stroet, tunnelling under there to George-street, and thence to 
go along underground below George-street to the Victoria Markets, and to have a station in the basement 
of the Victoria Markets;—do you not think that that would be a more central position than King-street, 
if that scheme could be carried out ? I think it would if it could be carried out. I suppose that the 
line would go on from tlie Markets to Miller’s Point. _ _
2782. The proposal is to tunnel under Kidman's and Lassetter’s into George-street, continue via York- 
street to Wynyard-square, and from Wynyard-square to Argylo-street, and from Argyle-street to Dawes’
Battery, with a view of ultimately crossing the harbour ;—do you think that a scheme of that sort would 
be preferable to the King-street scheme ? I do, unquestionably. If it could be carried out that would 
be a magnificent scheme. There is an enormous number of people coming from Balmain and other places 
in that direction whom that line would serve.
2783. One of the other Government schemes—tlierc were three to which we were really supposed to give 
our particular attention—is called the Benevolent Asylum scheme, taking in the Benevolent Asylum 
grounds, and the Cemetery and the Police Barracks for the purpose of forming a very large station there; 
if that were done, it would afford great convenience for trams to be run in from various points ? 
Undoubtedly it would.
2784. Supposing that a Lram-linc were laid in Sussex-street, or at any rate to tbe west of Georgo-street,
there being already one in George-street, and supposing that there were another in Pitt-street, another in 
Castlereagh-street, and another in Elizabeth-street, do you not think that that would be a very complete 
scheme to provide for the convenience of the public ? It would be a complete scheme, but still you would 
not have brought the railway into the city. Arailway will sooner or latter have to be brought into the city 
to go to North Shore and to tho eastern suburbs, and why not bring it in now. _
2785. I think you have been arguing chiefly on the ground of saving time ? Yes ; that, of course, is one
of the chief things to which a business man looks. _ _ _
2786. That saving of time would be confined to those whose places of business were within a certain 
distance of tho railway station;—there would he no saving of time to anyone who had to go, say, a quarter 
of a mile, or anything over a quarter of a mile, from the railway station; for instance, if a person had 
to go to the comer of Bridge and George streets it would be no saving of time for him to be landed by
the train at King-street, and have to walk to his place of business in preference to coming from Redfern t
by tbe electric tram, and being landed at his door by it? There would be no particular saving of time ; 
bnt I think that he would save a little. _
2787. The object, of course, is lo give the greatest convenience to tho greatest number? Quite so. _
2788. It has been estimated here by one person that the King-streot scheme would not convenience more 
than oue-fifth of the business population, and another witness said one-tenth ;—if it were even one-tenth 
do you think that we should be justified in going to the expense of carrying out that scheme for tho 
purpose of conveniencing one-tenth of tho business people of Sydney ? I think that whoever made that 
calculation has made a very erroneous one. Taka tho traffic which the Railway Commissioners estimated 
the George-street electric tram would carry, and take the traffic they are now carrying, and you will sec 
that the estimates were very wide of the mark, and so, in my opinion, would tbe estimate in regard to 
the railway he. The extension of the railway to the city would increase the traffic so much that I am 
sure that when people estimate one-tenth or oue-fifth they do not know what they are talking about.
2789. Then I take it your view is that for au extension of the railway iuto the city it would be preferable 
to run the line that I have described on the west of George-street, having a central railway station under 
the Victoria Markets, and the line continuing thence to Wynyard-squarc and Dawes’ Battery ? I have 
no hesitation in saying that that would accommodate tho greatest number of people.
2790. STou think that that scheme would be preferable to the King-street scheme ? Yes, I do from, that 
point of view. Of course, in tho matter of £ s. d., I am not prepared to say how it would “ pan out,” but 
for the accommodation of the travelling public that scheme would bo the best.
2791. Supposing that the cost of the turn schemes were the same, which do you prefer ? Undoubtedly the 
western scheme, because I believe that it would accommodate the larger number of people. I have some 
idea of the enormous number of people that cross by the ferries into Erskine-street and to King-street

from
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J. C. Smith, from the Parramatta boats, and the Lane Core and other boats, and surely it would accommodate thend 
more if they could Ret to a railway station at Wynyard-square or at the Victoria Markets rather than 

21 Mar., 1900. having to go np to King-street. It stands to reason that that would accommodate an immense number of 
people whom the King-street station would not so well accommodate.
2792. Mr. ZevienJ Of course you are daily in and out from Strathfield ? Tes,
2793. Tou have read all the different schemes? Tes.
2794. Tou are favourable to tbe western scheme—that is, Mr. Norman Selfe's scheme ? Tes. That 
would accommodate the greater number of people. T do not tbink there can be any question about that. 
The matter of expense is simply tbe one to be considered. It is my confirmed opinion that tbe railway 
ought to bo brought into the city not only for tbo convenience of the travelling public, but also because 
of the danger to which tbe travelling public are submitted daily owing to tbe congested traffic of Eedfern, 
I think there is a danger there which somo day will astonish us if we allow it to continue, and I think 
for that reason alone tbis matter ought to be dealt with once and for ever.

Jabez Brown, timber merchant, sworn, and examined:—
2795. Vice-Chairman.] Tou reside at Church-street, Rand wick ? Tes. _
2796. Mr. McFarlane.] Where is your place of business ? I have bad none for the last eighteen 

21 Mar-^O. months.
2797. Previous to that period where was it ? At Pyrmont.
2798. Are you in favour of railway extension into the city ? No. I do not think it would pay. ^
2799. Have you considered a number of the schemes submitted for our consideration ? Tes. Pirst of 
all 1 wish to say that I do not consider that a railway into the city is needed. I was born here sixty-six 
years ago. I was here when the first sod of the railway was turned, and when the first train was run. 
When the first sod of the railway was turned there were not twenty houses between tlie present railway 
station at Eedfern and Botany, nor were there fifty houses between Mr. Shepherd’s place and the 4-iniIo 
stone on the Newtown road. It is only about forty or forty-one years since the railway was started, and 
the Eedfern station must now be really in the heart of the city. It is of no uso thinking that the popu
lation is going to increase to such an extent as to make the railway pay better if it he brought into the 
city, for as the population increases, the trade of the city must go south, and not north. But, if it is 
necessary to extend the railway into the city, it ought to come along the western side of G-eorge-street. 
Our streets are so monopolised by the tram and other traffic that it would be monstrous to put a railway 
in King-street and Elizabeth-street. It is only a matter of waiting twelve months longer, and you will 
find that the tramways in George-street cannot carry the traffic there. Even before the electric trams 
are run out to Dulwich Hill it will be found that tlie George-street line will not carry them. There will 
be 80 trams running to Dulwich Hill, and about 120 running to Glebe Point, Balmain, and other 
places in that direction. How will the George-street line carry all those. It can hardly carry the trams 
running along that street now, running one every minute : and if the other electric trams were taken along 
George-street) then the trams would have to be run one every quarter of a minute. If you begin to 
monopolise our streets for the railway, what are you going to do with the trams. _
2800. It is not necessary for them all to run down George-street throughout its entire length? H the 
electric trams continue to run to the present station at Eedfern, the tram traffic will have to be divided 
somewhere, for the line along George-street, from Circular Quay to Eedfern, will never accommodate all 
the electric trams. Three hundred and fifty trams would have to be run along George-street each hour, 
and how could that be done ? Tou must have the streets east of George-street to run the trams in, and 
therefore if the railway is to he brought into the city, it must go to the west of George-street. 1 haye 
here a plan showing the route that I suggest for a railway to go on that side of George-street. This 
sketch shows how I would bring the railway into tho city at a cost of less than nothing if the Government 
would only do what I desire. 1 would not ask them to do anything wrong, hut only to put £500,000 into 
the public Treasury. I was born at the corner of Balhursfc-street and Sussex-street, in 1834, therefore I 
know a little of what I am talking about.
2801. "Where is your starting point? My scheme starts from the tunnel at Eedfern station—ort the
northern side. ... .
2802. How do you proceed from that point? I quadruple the existing line to Darling Harbour, as far as 
Hay-street, and tunnel from Hay-street to Harbour-street, and utilise the square formed by Clarcnce-street 
Turk-street, Market-street, and Druitt-strcet, for a railway station. I then tunnel to Wynyard-square, 
and have a station there ; and thence I continue the line underground to Dawes’ Point, where, if necessary, 
I would have a station ; but I do not think it would he necessary to have a sfatiorythcre. _
2803. Have you made a calculation of the length of tunnel to Dawes’ Point ? You could either tunnel
from Wynyard-square to Dawes’ Point, or yon could make an incline, and come out at the top of Dawes’ 
Point, and’by adopting one of those plana you could go on by either a low-level bridge, or a high-level 
bridge to North Shore, whichever you liked. .
2804. Have you made any calculation as to the height which would be necessary to have the line at 
Dawes’ Point, with a view of carrying it over to North Shore ? No, I have not.
2805. Which is the scheme you favour? I have alternative proposal, which I most favour.
2806. Where do you make the deviation? At Hay-street; aud thence I propose to carry the line lo 
Druitt-street, on the west of the other proposed line, and to go by Druitt-street by open cut to the square 
previously described by me for the other scheme, and then to continue by the other route suggested to 
jlawes’ Point.
2807. Ton stated that this would be a very inexpensive line? Tes _
2808. Will you show how it would be inexpensive ? The portion from Eedfern station to Hay-street would 
follow the existing Darling Harbour railway lino, and would not entail any additional expense, except for 
widening the cutting. Prom Hay-street to the Darling Harbour shed, the line would go through private 
property, which is partly built upon, but with very poor buildings. It would not be expensive to resume 
that land and pay for the buildings. Prom the Darling Harbour shod as far as Druitt-street the line 
would pass through what is really Government land.
2809. Is that land occupied and built upon ? Tes.
2810. Is it leased from the Crown ? No.

J. Brown.

2811.
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2811. From wliom is it leased ? Nobody, Bat when tbo Government sold the land, they sold the land
fronting Sussex-street or Ivcnt-strect, only down to high-water mark, and when I was a boy high-water „1/TrA'^jn 
mark was in Sussex-street, For instance, Mr, Wentworth bought a large piece of land in Kent-street 1 ar-' ’ •
down to high-water mark, and when I was a boy they made Sussex-street. _
2812. Tou mean to say that that is reclaimed land? I moan to say that all the land from Liverpool- 
street to Erskine-street belongs to tho New South'AVales Government.
2813. That is, between Sussex-street and Darling Harbour ? Tea. There might, perhaps, he odd cases 
here and there that do not belong to the Government; but I have been over the land with Mr. Ferdriau, 
tbe Government Surveyor, and I know that different people have claimed the land lying between Bridge- 
street to Bathurst-street to high-water mark.
2811. With what result? They are holding it, and getting about £20,000 a year out of it.
2815. Is there any of what you call Government land further than Druitt-street? Tes; right along to 
Erskine-street.
2816. In making your calculation, you are estimating that the land between Darling Harbour shed aud
Erskine-street is Crown laud ? Yes. _
2S17. In the event of its not being proved to be Crown land, that would make a material difference in * 
your calculation? Yes ; it would make a difference of £150,000 if I am not right in regard to that.
2818. Continuing from Druitt-street to Market-street, yon cross Sussex-street a little above Market- 
street? Yes.
2819. How do you propose to cross Sussex-street? There would be a bridge level with Sussex-street, 
and a cutting for the railway,
2820. After crossing Sussex-street, would you go in tunnel; Yes; right up on to Wynyard-square.
2821. Have you made any calculation as to how much that would cost? About £90,000,1 think.
2822. Have you made a calculation sufficiently accurate to be able to state that positively? No, it is 
merely a guess ; but I go by what I have read. I heard what Mr. Alderson said his tuunel would cost, 
and this tunnel will not he a bit larger or longer than his.
2823. Proceeding from AYynyard-square to Dawes’ Point, do you mean to tunnel the whole distance?
No ; I would have an open cut after I got past Church Hill, and come out on the top.
2824. You said at first that you would tunnel down there ? You could do that if you liked, and have a 
low-level bridge across the liarbour.
2825. Supposing you were going to tunnel, what route would you take ? Go along York-street.
2826. You would close that part of York-street altogether ? Yes, from Margaret-street. I would have 
a station at Wynyard-square, and go out from the station at a high level at Church Hill,
2827. But what track would you follow to Dawes’ Point from Church Hill ? Follow the street all the
way. " _ _
2828. You would have to have a central station somewhere? Yes, in Wynyard-square.
2829. What would you take for that ? The park, •
2830. You mean to take the park for a station, and the street for the railway line route ? Yes.
2831. Dave you anything to addin regard to your scheme ? No ; only that I am certain that whatever 
scheme may bo adopted it must go along the west side of the city.
2832. Hut you have said that you do not consider that a city railway is at all necessary ? I do not think 
it is. If you were fo have a station near the mortuary and another at Victoria Markets there would be no 
necessity to run the railway trams at all,
2833. The Railway Commissioners say that tho trams will not carry the railway passenger traffic, and,
therefore, there is a necessity for railway extension into the city ? In that case the railway must go along 
the western side of the city, I am sure that my scheme is the cheapest and easiest scheme that has been , 
promulgated up to the present time, ■
2834'. Have you giveu consideration to the number of passengers likely to travel by train, supposing that . *
the railway were extended into the city? Yes; two-thirds of the people who travel now would travel by
that route.
2835. You say that you would quadruple the present line to Darling Harbour? Yes.
2836. Do you think that that would be sufficient to carry all the passengers who would travel by that
line? Yes. ,
2837. Tho Commissioners have said that they consider six lines necessary to come into the city ? By my 
scheme I would not bring tho country trains into the city, but would take them to the present station at 
Redfern.
2838. Your line is for the convenience only of the suburban residents ? Yes. The extra money that 
would he obtained from ordinary travellers by the northern, western, and southern lines for conveying 
them over the extension into the city would not pay for the extra grease that would have to be used for 
their accommodation.
2839. You propose to leave them at Redfern, as at present ? Yes.
2840. Mr, Levien.] AThat is the length of the tunnel from start to finish in your scheme ? I suppose the 
longest tunnel would be 300 yards.
2841. All this tunnelling and everything else would only he for suburban traffic ? Yes.
2842. You do not propose to utilise the line for any other purpose than that of suburban traffic ? No, I 
do not.
284)3. Therefore, the whole of the country traffic—north, south, and west—would still go into Redfern 
station ? Yes.
2844. What object, then, would you have in extending the line to North Shore ? I said that that was 
how it could be extended.
2845. You said that it must ultimately be connected with North Shore? Yes. And when we got that 
we could carry the north-country people by it.
2846. Do you not think it would be necessary to do that ? Yes, I think so. '
2847. What would become of your scheme then ? It would be just the same. The same plant would 
carry the trains. There are only five platforms at Redfern, and I think only four lines of rails coming 
through the tunnel.
2848. According to your proposal, it would mean that the line would have to go to North Shore ? I have
not brought this sketch here to show what is to be done, but to show that what I propose is the nearest, 
easiest, and cheapest line into the city. 2849.
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J. Brown. 2849. Yours is only a suburban line? You could make it only a suburban line if you like. If I 
wero in a train at the Redfern tunnel station, and you were in a train at the Ueronshire-slreet station, 

nr,, 900. anc[ W0r0 going to get into a tram, I would be in G-eorge-street at the markets by my train sooner than 
you would be by the tram.
2850. The whole of your scheme is a suburban scheme, is it not? No ; it is a scheme for a railway into 
the city—you can use it for what you like.
2851. Does that include the main trunk line to the north ? Yes.
2852. You recommend that as part of the scheme ? Yes.
2853. What about levels? I daresay that you gentlemen have seen the way that the railway has been 
continued from Spencer-street station to Plinders-street station in Melbourne by a series of viaducts or 
bridges, and until we got to the streets where we would have to go over, we would have plenty of room to 
make a cutting, and could have one bridge to enable the drays to go over the railway. There is plenty of 
height to enable trains to be taken up to Wynyard-square.
2854. So in a main thoroughfare right iu the middle of the city you would have a cutting and a bridge r 
Yes.
2855. Vice-Chairman.'} Tho fact that you think that certain lands from Liverpool-street down to Market- 
street still belong to the Government determined you to take your line the way you have proposed ? No, 
not exactly that; but my knowledge of tho fact that the expensive tram system that the Commissioners 
are carrying out will not permit of a railway going the other way at all, because they will want all the 
room they can get from George-street to Elizabeth-street.
2856. The low cost of your scheme as set out by you is due to the fact that you thiuk that certain lands 
now held privately are really the property of the Government? Yes.
2857. And could be used as a set-off against the cost of the railway? Yes.
2858. Presuming that the G-overnment could not establish their riglit to those lands, have you any idea 
what the cost of your scheme would be then ? It would he £150,000 more. But even if the Govern
ment had to buy the whole of the land necessary to take the railway from Liverpool-street to Margaret- 
street, it would not make more than £150,000 difference; but Lam as sure aa I stand hero that they 
would not have to buy a foot of it.

THURSDAY., 22 MARCH 1000.

grrsent:—
The Eon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Ckatuman).

The Hon. Patrick Linuksat Crawford Shepherd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Lkvien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a largo Central Station.

John Spencer Brunton, merchant, and cx-President of the Sydney Chamber of Commerce, sworn, and
examined:—

2859. Chairman.'] Where is your place of business ? My city office is 189, Clarence-street.
2860. You have also a place of business in Melbourne, have yon not ? Yes, we have.
2861. You are acquainted with the present proposal to connect the railway at Eedfern with somo part of 

22 Mm., 1900. ^10 cjty pr0per ? Yes.
2862. I understand that you wish to make a statement giving your view's chiefly as to the direction which 
any connection of that kind should take—whether it should he more in the direction of the western 
portion of the city, or whether it should be near the junction of King-street and Elizabeth-street;—and 
also giving your own observation of the trend of passenger trafiic to any particular part of the city,—is 
that so? Yes.
2863. At present you are residing in one of the western suburbs ? Yes, at Strathfield.
2864. And have been doing so for some time ? Ten years at Strathfield and two years at Ashfield.
2865. And, consequently, you are pretty well a daily traveller by the suburban trains ? Yes. I under
stand it is acknowledged that the railway ought to be extended into the city, in view of tbe largely 
increased suburban traffic which, inwards and outwardskI am given to understand, amounts to nearly 
50,000 passengers daily. I recognise that, situated ns Sydney is on a peninsular, so to speak, and tho 
eastern suburbs being crowded, people must, aa time goes on, seek for fresh air aud more room out on 
the cheaper lands of the western suburbs, or on the North Shore line, or on the line m the direction of 
Rockdale. The first thing to consider is the daily risk that passengers now run at Redfern, the railway 
traffic having to come through what I may call the neck of a bottle, it is admitted is very dangerous. 
Experts of the Eailway Department have shown us that the present state of things cannot be allowed to 
continue, and in my opinion the time for making the necessary improvement is now opportune, and what

. is required to bo done should not be delayed. If I mav, X will read an extract from an address which, as 
President of the Chamber of Commerce, 1 delivered at the close of my year of office, and which is 
embodied in the report of the Chamber of Commerce for the year 1898-9, at page 34. This address was 
given by me before the Members of the Chamber of Commerce last August, and 1 have not altered my 
views on this subject since then. I then said;—

The necessity of bringing the railway into tlie city is now admitted on all sides. Notwithstanding the sentiment 
that has been displayed over the surrender of a few acres of Hyde Park, it appears to me that the original scheme of the 
Railway Commissioners (backed up by the Public Works Committee), which takes the railway to St. James’ Road, is the. 
most practical and economical one. As for tho people dreading the encroachment on the parks land, it must be considered 
that Sydney lias a larger area of park aud recreation grounds in the city itself than in any other city in the world, taking 
park acreage to population into account. Also a railway going alongside Hyde Park need not destroy it for purposes of 
recreation, as is proved by the Princcs-streefc Parks, Edinburgh, the railway through which is neither objectionable, nor an 
eyesore. With the provision already made for the shipment of raw products, such as grain, shale, and coal at Pyrmont, 
there is not the necessity for Darling Harbour railway along Sussex-street as formerly, as there is ample railway berthing 
accommodation for vessels at Pyrmont wharf aud Darling Island, whereas with imports the goods have to be landed and

stored

J. S.
Bronton.
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etorcil before they can be finally distributed in the city and suburbs or despatched inland ; but what is required is increased J. S. 
accommodation for Sussex-street for tbo cartage of freight to the intercolonial and coastal steamers. The blocks in ttaffie Brunton. 
iitleet the despatch of goods from the port, and maintain high rates of cartage. Something will have to lie done sooner or r- A , 
later by the City Council in widening the western or lower side of Sussex-street from Kent-street, so as to deal with this 22 Mar., 1000. 
increasing trouble.
X am not going into the technical part of the scheme, nor the cost, because tho several schemes that 1 
approve of seem to cost within a few thousand pounds of one another. The only alteration that I would 
make is an idea that was thrown out by the Premier, the Honorable Mr. Lyne, to a deputation of the 
residents of tlie western suburbs, when be spoke about making a grand central depdt on tbe Devonshire- 
street site. A suburban railway into tbe city appears to me to be what is required, having in view a 
future extension to .North Shore, and also one to the eastern suburbs, and also tbe fact that probably it 
will eventually become a circular railway. I consider that at tbis stage the question of goods traffic 
should not be taken into consideration at all.
2300. Mr. Wk/soti.'] Do I understand you to mean that, on further consideration, you now favour tbe 
Devonshire-street scheme as against the St. James’ Bead scheme, or in addition to it ? In addition to it.
1 consider that the grand central station should be at Devonshire-street; but ] would not accept that as 
the terminus, inasmuch as that would only bring suburban railway passengers 150 yards nearer, sav, to 
the General Post Office. The Devonshire-street scheme would get over a great difficulty, 1 consider, in 
the way of the country and the holiday traffic, for it would relieve the suburban centre at King-street. 
Arrangements could be made by the Department for the despatch of certain country trains at two places, 
and thus avoid the rush and struggle which now takes place in getting to any particular platform. Tbis 
railway, I consider, would be more beneficial to the suburban people within a radius of about 40 miles of 
Sydney than to tbo country people. Tbo traveller to the country takes his luggage in a cab. and pays Is. 
for conveyance to the railway, and he would have to pay the same amount for a cab even if be 
were to go to the St. .lames’ Bead station, and it would be better for him to go to the Devonshire- 
street station, where he could get quick despatch. Some people think that tbe grand central 
station should be made at St. James’ Koad, but my idea is that that should be on the Devonshire- 
street site, and that the St. James’ Koad station should be for the suburban traffic. I propose to separate 
the traffics. X maintain that there is a false sentiment about surranderingthc Hyde Park land, considering 
that only half, or, perhaps, not half, the width up to the dividing track would be required for a station at 
that portion of Hyde Park. Tbe area of tho park land which would be surrendered would be nothing, 
considering Sydney’s splendid position—its high land—surrounded, as it is, by the sea breezes from tho 
harbour, and its perfect drainage. If you look at the map of Sydney you will see that from Darling 
Harbour across to "Woolloomooloo Kay fully one-half of tbe area is taken up by park lands, and it is 
evident that the pioneers of the Colony were too liberal in granting that valuable space for that purpose, 
considering that the city of Sydney is somewhat analogous to Hew York, its business being all 
concentrated on a certain spot, just iu the same way as the business centres of Hew York 
arc on Manhattan Island, which is being bought up almost daily by tho Astors, the Vanderbilts, 
and other rich men. because they know that there is really only one Hew York so far as business 
is concerned, and that is on Manhattan Island. The business portion of Sydney is analogous to 
that of Hew York, as it all seems to be concentrated on a certain point, jambed in by Circular 
Quay, Darling Harbour, and'Woolloomooloo Hay, and 1 say that tbe dividing lino of this peninsular is 
along Elizabeth-street, aud that three-quarters of tlie travelling public coming to Sydney want to get into 
lb It and George streets. That would not entail more than a four or five minutes walk from St. James’ 
station. Tbe remainder of the traffic goes to the west of George-street, but they can get only as far as 
Sussex-street. You must not consider that for the western side scheme you would get travellers from 
Ultimo or Pyrmont. The people who live there are not travellers. The reason why they live there is 
because they are poor, and they cannot afford to go further afield now; but I maintain that as time goes 
on people, with rapid transit and cheap fares, null get away from tho business centres the same as tbe 
population in Castlereagh and George streets is getting less every year. I believe that residence in 
Castlereagh-street and other streets will in time become a thing of the past. You have to take into 
account tho fact that new traffic has sprung up in the western suburbs. I refer to the theatre, night 
traffic which does not go any further west than the Town Hall or York-street. You have also to bear in 
mind that Saturday, Sunday, and holiday traffic would be to a considerable extent made up by people 
from tbe large and overcrowded districts of "Woolloomooloo, Haddington, and Darlinghurst. That is a 
feature that seems to have been overlooked. People in those suburbs would go into tbe country in order 
to get fresh air. They are forced to reside near the city on account of their occupations. I considerthat 
with the blessings of the Early Closing Act many shopkeepers who now live over their shops, and other 
people of that class, will be able fo live to a very large extent away from the city, and with proper rail
way communication much more easily than they could have done hitherto, and without any personal 
loss. I would accept what I call the central station at Devonshire-street, only contingent on the 
extension of railway passenger traffic into the city, holding in view an extension to Horth Shore 
either by a tunnel or overhead bridge from Macquarie Fort, or by au overhead bridge from Dawes 
Point, and also holding in view a possible extension to tho eastern suburbs. The question of a 
railway along the frontages of Circular Quay and Woolloomooloo Bay can be dealt with later on.
A railway for imports is not so necessitous as some people think, inasmuch as the majority of goods 
are taken to the distributing stores direct from tbe ship’s side, and for the export of raw products ample 
provision is made for direct communication to tbe ship's side at Darling Harbour and Darling Island. As 
to tho question of a railway for goods along Darling Harbour, it must not be overlooked that the question 
of water frontages for private wharfs must be dealt with sooner or later by a harbour trust, and that 
scheme would take in railway communication along Sussex-street and Darling Harbour. I would referto 
the overhead bridges that run through the main streets of Hew York. People going along the streets 
soon get used to the bridge and archways, which are also made the menus of profit. I would also refer 
to the railway viaduct in Melbourne between Elinders-street and Spencer-street stations where the arches 
are made into useful stores for people who carry on business in that part of the city. I believe that the 
railway authorities obfain a considerable amount of revenue in that way. When I was in Chicago, and 
3an Erancisco also, I noticed that tho passenger trains passed through the main streets. Those trams go 
at tho rate of about 7 or 8 miles an hour, tolling a big bell. I think that a railway to St. James’ Koad 
would be very profitable to the Kailway Department, and consequently to tho public, for, of course, 
whatever capital is invested in a railway, it is the travellers who really have to pay for if. The increased 

16—T cost
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Brunton C°st ^1C Pa8,Ben5frP 'n the way of fare would not be very heavy, and as lime went on, no doubt, it would
,, ' be less. I notice that oug scheme includes tho resumption of nil tho available business h omages from

22Mar. 1900. l>ar^'street UP to King-street; but, in my opinion, that, is unnecessary, and would be expensive, and would 
’’ ‘ also be a great sacrifice of city property, tbe area of which we all admit is now very limited. In my

opinion the country passenger traffic should be dealt with at tbo Devonshire-street station. The country 
passengers, that would alight from a train there, would not hai e to pay any more for a cab to convey their 
luggage from that station than they would have to pay for a eab from either Redfern or St. .lames’ Hoad. 
It is the passengers of the city and suburbs, who represent 450.000 people, daily increasing in the western 
suburbs on account of the overcrowded state of the eastern suburbs, who must ho considered. T consider
railway extension into the city would result in advancing suburban property fully 10 per cent, in value.
People would then be able with cheap fares and quick transit tn have their own little homes and gardens 
away from tbe humid atmosphere and sea air of Sydney, which to a very great extent arc not suitable to 
those who are delicate, or who suffer from asthma or lung complaints, f am not speaking as an exnert, 
but am only speaking of tbe greatest convenience to the travelling public from my point of view. *
2867. Chairman.] I understand that, as a commercial man, you take first the commercial aspect of tho 
question—that it is desirable to get the best investment for tbe State in constructing a railway of this 
kind? I take that hand in hand with the convenience to the public. Even if the cost were more the 
public would be satisfied with the convenience of a central station, considering that in years to come tho 
extra cost would gradually evaporate. I consider that this scheme is doubly commendable on account of 
its splendid position, and its small cost.
2868. You think that the St. James’ Koad scheme, which lias already been inquired into and reported 
upon to Parliament, combines both economy and convenience P Undoubtedly.
2S69, As regards tbe question of economy, there is no doubt that it is tbe cheapest scheme we have before 
us;—now with regard to convenience, we should like you to tell us whether, in your opinion, the results 
of tho construction of the present electric tramway into the city have not shown us in a practical way 
that the greater number of people prefer to go more in the western portion of the city than in the direction 
of Hyde Park? Ko, 1 think not. The charm about tbe electric tram is that you have not to wait for a 
time-table. A tram starts every minute or two. People who go down by the tram move off towards 
Castlereagh-street, the same as 1 move off to Clarence-street. The traffic on the electric tramway has 
exceeded all anticipations, but it is not dependent merely on the traffic to the railway-station. It is to a 
great extent made np of what I may call pick-up traffic—people going from one part of the city to another. 
I do not think that since that tramway was opened, 1 have walked once even from King-street to Bridge- 
street.
2870. The pick-up traffic has developed enormously? Yes.
2871. But looking at it solely in respect to a connection with tho railway system, do you think it is a 
satisfactory substitute for a railway iuto tbe city ? No, because of the break of journey and tbe time you 
lose. People wbo go for a train at Kedfern have always to be three or four minutes before tbo 
time, and they therefore lose that amount of time. Besides that there is the changing of carriages which 
is inconvenient, especially to ladies and children. Undoubtedly a through continuous service is beat, even 
if you were to come at a slower pace from Kedfern into the city.
2872. In your experience the changing of carriages has always been regarded as inconvenient? Yes; it
is very tiring to delicate people. "
2873. I suppose that you also have to put up with great crowding in the trains ? Yes ; there isno doubt 
about that.
2874. Especially in going out of town in the evening, during the busy times of tbe day, the crowding is 
very great, is it not? Very great. I live at Strathfield, in a place wliich cost me nearly £7,000. IDam 
negotiating with two or three persons for a tenant ■ but I decline to put a sale price on the property, because 
I believe that in three or four year’s time 1 will get more for it. I would let it now to a good tenant for 
very little interest on my money, if the sea-air does not agree with me where I am going to live, I 
shall go back to my own home. I think that the value of property iu the western suburbs must advance.
2875. You resided in Melbourne for a good many years ? Yes; until 1 was 25 years of age, and 1 have 
been here thirteen years.
2876. Is it not a fact that in Melbourne they have railways to their suburbs, and in many instances also 
tranrways running to the same suburbs ? They have.
2377. And is not tho experience there that during the busy times of tbe day, morning and evening, not
withstanding the trams, tbo trains are filled with suburban passengers who prefer to go by a train to a 
station, and walk a little way to their homes so as to get there quickly, and avoid tho delays of tram 
travelling? That is the case. There is ample traffic for both. The population of Melbourne is larger 
per square mile than the population of Sydney. Melbourne is very central. Everything seems to 
concentrate at the Town Hall; but here if you take a circle from Sydney about 15 miles, there is nothing 
out on the North Shore lino at all. Some thirteen years ago we selected a site at Granville for carrying 
on our milling business. "We spent £40,000 there, as we believed that the population must go up tho 
western suburbs, and the population is working out that way every day. The question of local trade 
was not considered by us at all. A question was tbe junction of the two lines near Parramatta, 
shunting, and other accommodation, water and coal; but the main thing was that the population of tho 
western suburbs must increase.
2878. Many people use tho very argument that you have advanced, but to a modified extent, regarding 
the railway extension into the city—they say that the Kedfern railway station will be the centre of the 
city directly, and why bring the people further in to tho extreme limits of tho city ? But now that we 
have an opportunity of doing it, it is better to bring the railway right through to St, James’ Koad, because 
the North Shore scheme must he taken into account sooner or later. The same argument might apply to 
such stations at the Midland, Paddington, or St. Pancras, in London. Those are all centres for their 
own particular radius ; but there is an underground railway which connects one with the other.
2879, You think that the railway should be brought right into the city ; but that the place where themain 
central station, with all the large ofiices, should be, is tbe Devonshire-street site ? Ves, I think so. At 
present great inconvenience is caused by the heads of departments having either to go from this part of 
the city to the Kedfern railway station, or to bring men away from their work there if they want to give 
them instructions.

2880.
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2880. I take it that you are still an advocate of wliat is called the St. James’ Eoad scheme; but that you J. S. Brunton, 
are not an advocate of the large central station with all the necessary ofiices being erected there ? That
is so. ...
2881. You would erect those at Devonshire-street, and you would largely do away with the objection to .
the St. .lames’Road scheme by narrowing the portion of Hyde Park that would be required to bring 
people to that station ? Yes. 1 thiuk that the matter is fairly compromised witli the sentimentalists 
about Hyde Park in that way. f. can understand some of them fighting as they have done, because if
the grand central railway station were there, it might lead to further encroachments on the Park in years 
to come ; whereas if the grand central station were at Devonshire-street there would be no necessity to widen 
the track in Hyde Park, and yet this line might become part of a circular railway. There might bo three 
or four lines at the outside. I would have the grand central station at Devonshire-street used as a shunting 
station, one train coming in and another going out in the same way as the different platforms at Redfern 
now deal with their own trafiic. You never see a train from Parramatta, for instance, at the Hurstville 
platform. I think that four lines of railway only would bo required.
2882. You would not bring the up-country trains right into Sydney ? Ko ; X would leave them at tho 
Devonshire-street station/ It must be remembered that with the Eveleigh tunnel there is always some 
risk ; but there would not be so much risk of collision or other danger if the base were further away 
from tbe neck than it is now. Trains pulling out with full steam on are not so controllable as they would 
ho coining from further back.
2883. I suppose that, in suggesting this modified St. James' Road scheme, you have not thought out the 
number of parallel lines of railway that would be required ? Ko; I have not. But, roughly speaking, I 
think that you would not want more than four sets of lines.
288X. Dr. Garran.! In Melbourne the railways come up to the edge of the town, do they not, in Elinders 
and in Spencer streets ? Yes. .
2SSo. And tlie street trafiic is dealt with by the tramways ? Yes.
2886. Has there ever been any demand in Melbourne for taking the main railways right into the city ?
Ko, They arc as near the centre as they can pretty well get. There is the river Yarra on one side, and 
south of that there is South Melbourne and factory sites. Then, on the-Spencer-street side, there is the 
West Melbourne swamp that is being filled up with silt from the river Yarra, and converted into docks.
2887, 1 asked yon that question for this reason: Supposing we wore, as you suggest, to make the main 
station on tho Devonshire-street site—right up to Bclmore-road—would a variety of tramways into 
Sydney, with that central station, practically answer all our present purposes? Well, we have stood the 
inconvenience for a long time, and 1 daresay we could continue it. but as a route is now proposed to Hyde 
Park, and tho public are ready for it, and as tho Railway Commissioners say that the danger is getting 
worse daily, I think that to relieve that alone is sufficient inducement to run tlie railway into Sydney.
2883. But the danger would be removed by the new station between Devonshire-street and the Belmoro- 
road ? We must connect the railway with Korth Sydney sooner or later, and the eastern suburbs are 
also entitled to a railway.
2889. I asked that question because some witnesses have said it wrould he sufficient, and I w'anted to know 
what your opinion was ? Kow-a-days everything is done with such convenience and despatch that tlie 
question of time is considered, and some people are getfing lazier every day, and they never think of 
walking as they used to do.
2890. We had only one tram into Sydney until a few months ago ? Yes.
2891. That was obviously insufficient ? Yes.
2892. Wc have now' the George-street trnnuvay, and that is already overcrowded ? Yes.
2893. Supposing we had a tramw-ay along Pitt-street for railway traffic purposes, and another along Kent- 
street or Sussex-street to meet the requirements of the wharf traffic, do you think that (he four tramways 
w'otild then meet present requirements ? Ko ; 1 do not thing they would. I think that owing to the fact 
of George-street being a main artery, you there get the people who go into Pitt-street and Castlereagh- 
street the same as those who go to Kent-street and Clarenee-strect.
2891, As a passenger on tho western line, you would rather give your extra penny to be brought by 
railway into Sydney than take either of the four trams which might put you down wherever you might 
wish to go? I think I w-ould in wet wmather, iu order to save changing at Redfern. It is a struggle and 
hustle there morniug and evening.
2895. You know very well that people like to be put down as near to their places of business as possible?
Some do.
2S9G. And tho Indies who come in in the afternoon to go shopping like to be put down pretty near to 
where they wish to go? Yes.
28S)7. The Elizabeth-street tramway has not thoroughly met that want, has it? Well, with tho cross 
cable-line now it does ; but even fo walk from Elizabeth-street to Georgo-street is not a great walk. A 
person cannot object to walking two blocks, and that is all that is.
2898. You spoke very strongly of the central character of the site at St. James’ Road :—but supposing
that that had not been practically open, but built upon, and had to bo resumed at its value, do you think 
that it would have occurred to anybody that that was the finest central site in Sydney ? 1 do. If it were
even built over I would prefer to purchase it iu preference to the other site dowrn as far as the Daily 
Telegraph offico,
2899. You do not thiuk that Ihe fact of this being park land, and therefore scizahle, has had anything to 
do with its selection ? Ko, I do not.
2900. Are you aware that in the present estimate of £650,000, £100,000 is included as the purchase price 
of the Hyde Park properly ? Ko ; I did not know that,
2901. H is but we have had it in evidence that the real value of that piece of land is not less than 
£200,000 ; do you not think that if the Government take the people’s park they ought to pay a fair price 
for it—to give half tho value is to do neither one thing nor the other ? T think that half would be a fair 
thing. That land may be worth £200,000, if you take tho values of other lands in the city; but tlie 
Railway Commissioners have to work out tlie cost ou a commercial basis. They say at Id. they can earn 
£38,000 a year for the extra cost on the capital expenditure.
2902. But you would not say that we cannot afford to give the full value for the land we take, because if
wc did so Id. would not pay us? I would not let £100.000 stand in the way. Whether tbe expenditure 
is to be £650,000 or £750,000 is not worth considering. " 2903.
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J.S,Brnnton.2!)03. Supposing you agree to the extra £100,000, do you think 
agree to l,]d. being added to the fare ? Yes, F do.

22 Mar., 1900. 2yoi. Paving for that land, and then using the money to provide open spaces in other parts of tho
fi dimmish f.hp: 1111 him fn nncm rl''P 1v«

that the western suburban people will

city,
would not diminish the public access to open ground? ifo.
2905. It would be taking it from one place and putting it in another ? Yes.
2900. [supposing that were done, we might have to charge a little more to make this scheme pay ? Yes, 
you would. But I consider that probably in ten years’ time, owing to the increased traffic, von will be able 
to lower the fares, tho same as is done by the railway authorities in regard to the carriage of goods when 
there is increased traffic.
2907. At any rate, you agree to the principle that, if for tho sake of the suburban passengers, for whom 
this line is to be made, we have to go lo the expense of nearly £500,000, it is fair that the suburban 
passengers should pay a shade extra to meet the cost of that ? I do.
290S. Aon think the Itailway Commissioners would be justified in making tins a paying investment?

2909. To give them at least 3i per cent. ? Yos : I think they could do that easily by adding Id. It would 
be only Is. 6d. a month for a first-class ticket, or Is. a month for a second-class ticket.
2910. The well-to-do people might not object to lid., but do you think that tbo poorer class of people who 
come in by train would object to their proportionate increase ? No, I think not. I think'that those 
people who iiv© in the western suburbs would continue to live there, and that more people would go to 
those suburbs. They not long ago paid did. by tram from Eedfern to flic city and hack.
2911. But you must remember that the Eaiiway Commissioners have a competitor of their own in the 
shape of the electric tram down George-street, for which they charge only Id.; do you think that a workman 
would pay more than Id. to go on by the railway if he could gel; out at Eedfern and. eorao into town by tram 
for Id. ? You should give them the option. The train would stop, and those who so wished, could get out 
at the Dovonshire-strcet station, and the others could go on to the station at St. dames’ Eoad.
2912. You think that nothing less than a railway into the city will meet the traffic demands ? That is mv
opinion, ‘ '
291.1. You say that you are very strongly in favour of an ultimate North Shore connection, and also an 
pastern suburban connection ? Yes.
2914. Do you think that the site at Hyde Park lends itself as well either to a North Shore connection or 
to an eastern suburban connection as one at Wynyard-square would do ? I do. .1 think that an extension 
could be made to North Shore from the railway at Hyde Park cither by a bridge from Miller’s Point, or 
by a tunnei from lort Macquarie ; also, that a future extension to the eastern suburbs could be made 
better from Hyde Park than from Wynyard-square.
291o. Mr. Deane s scheme for a railway to North Shore is not by going straight on from Hyde Park, but 
by going back and making a detour the whole length of tho line from Hyde Park to Dawes Point, and 
that scheme is as long, if not longer, than the distance from Eedfern to Hyde Park ? I did not know 
that. But it is not the North Shore people that you have to consider altogether in this matter, but 
rather the people who live in the western suburbs. ’
2916. Do you tbink that there is no importance in the ferry traffic that comes into Sydney, and that those 
people should not be considered ? No. But the railway to St. James’ Eoad would give those people an 
opportunity of getting out of Sydney. A lot of those people go to the western suburbs to see their 
mends, but ] admit that the traffic from the ferries is provided for sufficiently by the electric tramway 
from Circular Quay. J
29lt, That makes the Korth Shore people go down by tram to the water, shift inio a boat, and shift 

in^n ^lG e^ec^tJ tram, and at last got into a train, aud yet you arc objecting to a single transfer at 
Kedfern, At the present time the Korth Shore people want to get into the city principally; they do 
not w'ant to go on to the Kedfern-Burwood line. Their main contention is li We want the Korth Shore 
railway continued into the city, and then we will he contented.” People who live at Korth Shore live 
there, to a great extent, on account of being near to the harbour, and fares being cheap, and they have 
the electric tram at Circular Quay, which takes them into the heart of the citv.
2918. Do you think that they would want to be brought to Hyde Park? All that they ask for is to be
connected with the city. "
2919. Do they not really want what the electric tram is doing'for them now—to be taken right up 
(xcorge^street. They want to get a high-level bridge connection if possible,1

2920. Would it be possible to exact from them an additional fare that would pay for the cost of that
bridge and that high-level railway ? 1 do not think that the population over there is sufficient for that.
2921. They have a cheap ferry and cheap trams ;—do you think that an expensive Government railway
going across the liarbour would carry enough people who would pay a fare sufficient to pay the interest 
on the cost of that expensive work ? ^ I know that experts have given their views. They have taken into 
account the big increase of traffic which they say would take place there in time to come; but 1 am sure 
that it would not pay for many years. All the passenger traffic of the North Shore would not be provided 
tor by railway across a bridge over ihe harbour. People living at Blue’s Point are entirely out of touch, 
for instance, with people living at Milson’s Point, or at Lavender Bav, or Mosman’s Bay, and ferry boats 
would still have to be run to those places. ^
2922. Some witnesses have given it as their opinion that there is plenty of traffic, and that it is growing
very rapidly ? I know that I may offend many of my North Shore friends by what ] have said ; but I 
cannot help that. '
2923. Mr. Watson,] Admitting that the suburban lines around Melbourne are a convenience to the people
whom they serve, what has been the financial result ? The Victorian railways as a whole pay only a little 
over 2 per cent. a » j
2924. ,1 was anxious, if possible, to ascertain how those particular lines stood in that respect;—lam
speaking of both the inner and outer circle Hues, and I was wondering whether you had any information 
as to how they pay? I should imagine that the Kew, Hawthorne, and Eichmond lines would be very 
profitable as sections, but they arc all merged into one common account. *
™^.' Zb1-jH-clarlane.] You are a strong advocate of what is known as the St. James’Eoad scheme? 
Well, I think it is the best.
2926. You are avvare that the construction of that line would take up a considerable portion of the Park— 
some 13 ficres, I believe—as proposed by the Eailway Commissioners ? Yes. 2927.
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292 /. Have you considered any of tlie other schemes ibr the extension of the railway into the city P Tes • J- S. Brunton.
1 have a fair idea of Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme, aud 1 have seen tho other sketches whilst I have been ,----- *----- ,
waiting here. . ■ 22Mar., 1900.
2928. Well, failing tlie adoption of the St. James’ Eoad scheme, what would you suggest? Theadoniion
ot the one going to the back of the Daily Telegraph office. 1

2929. You made a remark about making a compromise with those who are opposed to any of Hyde Park 
being taken by taking a smaller area? Tes ; X think that would satisfy them, because if the cran'd central 
otoaoA0nmu,er^made therC’thcre be a probability of the Park being further encroached upon.
2930. The Government had an idea of making such a compromise by No. 10 scheme ? Tes ■ but still you
would run into the block facing Castlereagh-street. * ’ J
2931. That takes a smaller area of tho Park than the St. James’ Eoad scheme would ? Tes
2932. How would you regard that scheme ? It ih not a bad scheme, but 1 like tbe Hyde Park scheme
because it is more economical and gives more room. Tou arc not jambed up against a narrow street like 
King-street, lou have to consider all that, because of the traffic in and out of the railway station. Near 
the bk James Eoad station you would have the Queen’s Square, and all the space up to St Mary’s 
Cathedral, affording a splcndM open air space aud plenty of room. However, I do not like that as a 
terimual station for all trafiic, I would rather have the grand central station at Devonshire-street and 
the suburban station at St. James’ Eoad, and leave Elizabeth-street intact. 5

2933. But under that scheme, they propose to take 7 or 8 acres of the Domain for shuntin^ purposes
there not being sufficient room at the St. James’ Eoad station ? I would rather keep all the'shuntin* at 
Devousmre-strcct °
293X. But would not the passenger trains have to go to King-street, and some considerable space would 
be necessary to allow them to shunt? Not necessarily. They could rim on to a dead end, the same as 
lor tho last thirty years has been done at the St. Kilda platform. There is a traverser which moves the 
train, or a spare engine wliich draws away the train from the platform.
2935. Have you considered, in the event of another scheme being adopted, the revenue likelv to bo 

• derived Irom it;—have you considered the cost of the resumption of property near the Daily Tehqmnh 
office, in the event oE a station being built there ? It would be something considerable; but failing to <4t 
tins scheme, I would advocate a station on that site, ° °
293G. Do you think that that line would be a paying speculation ? I do. I have great hopes of tlie 

P0PT,iatlon « the western suburbs, and also of the country people and holiday excursion people 
•*.0 ™ asked’ J thmk> tbe Chairman how the electric tram would affect a railway into the 

city Ihe George-street tram m my opinion would lose a considerable amount of the railway traffic but 
the pick-up traffic would always make that a paying lino. " ’
2938. I am speaking more particularly with regard to passenger traffic from the western suburbs • iu view • 
ot the electric tram running along George-street, do you not think that a large number of the western 
suburban passengers would travel by the train m preference to going by tbe train to Kin^-street ? I do 
not think so, except those going to the immediate vicinity of the1 Hay market, to places within walking 
distance, who might get out at Eedfern. I think that those who were not going to within half a mile of 
Kedreru would go right on to the terminus.
2!>fVa-yv0Ile 1rn,*oa ^ busiQe,sV,n 1>ark' Bathurst, or Liverpool streets go to King-street 
and walk that distance back . No ; they probably would go by tbe electric tram, or walk the whole way 
irom the liedicrn station as some do at present in the winter time. J
29X0 Do you not think that the majority of those people going to the west of George-street would travel 
by the electric tram, seeing that it would be more convenient than to walk from King-street5 As regards 
those going out of the city at nigl.t, X daresay the traffic would he pretty well divided. l’would rather 
walk from Clarcnce-street to King-street and catch the train there. I used to walk to King-street and 
go by the steam tram, because the George-street ’buses in the evening were so crowded and dangerous 
29X1. As regards pmengers going to North Shore or Manly from tlie railway station, would tliey not'be 
likely to got out at Eedfern and take tbe electric tram which will convey thoi to the Quay rather than 
to walk from K mg-street to Circular Quay ? No ; J think tho majority of the holiday seekers would walk 
from King-street to Quay. ‘
2942. Mr. Stephen! ] The great argument in favour of the extension of tlie railway into the city is the savin* 
of time chiefly to suburban passengers; the question is which is the best site for the largest number of nersont 
who would use the railway-the King-street site or the George-street site, for instance, the George-street 
Market —winch site do you think would serve the largest number ? The two sites are not very far from 
one another, and either would be good ; but 1 would give tbe preference to the St James’ Eoad ou 

, acc;e^lblhty and room ; and the expense, of course, would be considerably less.
^9X3. What boundaries \voiild you consider the St. James’Eoad station would serve conveniently lookin* 
at tho matter as a saving of time ? l>copte coming from places with three-quarters of a mile of g”
James Eoad, would, 1 think, walk up as far as that station. I suppose that the distance from Sussex-street 
to the Supremo Court is about half a mdc, and people would walk up from their offices. But vou have to 
consider also, all the people m Woolloomooloo, Paddington, and tbe eastern suburbs, and they arc 
considerable. I think that, with cheap fares, they would just as soon go into the country as down the 
liarbour tor a change. J
2914. Looking at the map you will see an enormous blank space to the right; of the proposed station —
do you think that is the most central position in Sydney, so far as the day population of Sydney is 
concerned ? I think so. lou must not consider that, because there is the Park, there is no population 
on the other side or it, 1 1

2915. The people living at Woolloomooloo or Paddington would hardly require to use that line at all
because they would be brought m by tram ? I was speaking of those who would go for a holiday trio’ 
and also those who have business there, but wbo can afford to live in the western suburbs ‘ ’
2946. The great object of the extension of the railway into the city is to serve the business population 
of bydnoy—people who come into business every day—and the question is, which is the best site to serve 
the_ largest proportion of the day population of Sydney-thoso people who come in every day to their 
business ? Three-quarters ot them would be on the north-west side of that site. But still it would not 
bo any great hardship for a person to walk even three-quarters of a mile to Ihe railway However this 
railway would bring a certain amount of new traffic, and you must take that into account when you

consider
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<f. S. Bruulon. consider the commercial aspect of tho scheme. The railway authorities have to consider tho holiday traffic 
''‘"'■■“■s on the Prince of Wales’ Birthday, for instance, and other holidays when the traffic is enormous.

22 Mar , 1000, 294.7. I do not think that tlie holiday traffic vi eiphs much with the'Government in proposing their scheme, 
but the chief thing is lo accommodate the business people who come into town every day ;—can you really 
any that you consider the St. -Tames’ "Road more central for the business population of Sydney than, for 
instance, the Georgo-street Markets? iNb ; I da not suppose it is more central; but there is so litllo 
difference in length between the two places that I would still give the preference to tho Hyde Parle 
scheme, home people would argue that Wynyard-square would he au excellent spot for a station. On 
that side of the city there are warehouses, but they do not carry a population anything like that of 
George-street and Pitt-stroot, whore there are clerks and others employed, who live on the western lino,
2948. Your business place is situated in Clarence-slreet? Yes.
2949. Which would be tho most convenient place for you to be set clown at—the Georgo-street Markets 
or King-street ? Tho George-street Markets would be more convenient for me
29o0. Do you not think that it would be more convenient for all those west of Pitt-street than for thorn 
to be set down at King-street? Well, although vou may lose in one way you gain in another. At King- 
street you are nearer to the liarbour than at Market-street, and people shopping, say, at Farmer’s or 
.Tones’ could walk from King-street more easily, or quite as easily, as they could from the other place.
29;)], You are acquainted with Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme? Yes.
29.->2. One object of that scheme is to make preparations for a line to North Shore ? I can sec that.
2953. In connection with the St. James’ Koad scheme, for a connection to North Shore, they would have 
to go right back to Eli/.abeth-street, and that would arid quite a mile to the length of tho line;—do you 
suppose that the St. James’ Itoad scheme would be preferable to the other, looking ahead to a junction 
with North Shore ? I do not know how they are going to North Shore—whether by bridge or by tunnel, 
but I think that a connection conic! be made by taking the railway in front of Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co.’s, at 
Circular Quay, by an overhead loop-line to Dawes’ Point. That is what 1 would advocate if it were found 
that the only place where they could make a bridge was from Hawes’ Point,
2951. You arc aware, X suppose, that the Government scheme for bringing the railway into the city ' 
provides for no intermediate station between Kedfern and King street? I think there should be an 
intermediate station.
2955. "We have had fen plans explained to us, ami seven out of the ten provide for a station at Liverpool- 
street; but in the recent plans proposed by the Government that station has been taken away? I think 
there should be a station somewhere about Liverpool-street.
295(1. It is admitted that tho electric trams are inconveniently crowded now ; but if there wore an 
extension of the system to other streets, do yon think that that extraordinary crowding would be done 

* away with ? Yes ; the traffic in George-street would be relied if you were to have a tramway along Pitt- 
street, which I should be very sorry to sec on account of tho narrowness of Pitt-street, which is now the 
only main artery in Sydney which is clear. _
2957. These trams would stop at every street;—do you not think that it would be considered more 
convenient by the majority of business people if they could be set down somewhere near their places of 
business rather than to be carried on to a particular point of tlie railway, and then have to walk a consider
able distance to tbeir places of business ? "Well, at King-street you get a cross service by means of the 
cable tram-cars, which could be taken by anybody who did not like to walk. The electric cars are crowded 
morning and evening by workmen living at Pyrmont and elsewhere, and that would still go on ; but the 
principal traffic is undoubtedly the pick-up traffic from block to block, and it will continue to be so. The 
question of the railway traffic by train was only a side matter, because it was thought that tho railway 
would be taken into the city sooner or liter; but at present the trams iu George-street are getting a large 
percentage of the railway traffic,
295S. Ah-, fiick.l I think you said that the business portion of Sydney was practically situated on a 
peninsular, bounded on the west by Barling Harbour and on the east by Woolloomooloo Bay? f think 
I did say that; but what I meant was that it was bounded on tho east by the Park lands.
2959, You said that you thought that a line in Elizabeth-street practically divided that area into two 
equal portions ? Yes.
2960. While you said that Elizabeth-street divides the whole of that area into two equal portions, it 
divides tho business area in such a way that thcre is three times the amount on the western side of 
Elizabeth-street that there is on the eastern ;—does not that suggest the propriety of either making the 
extension of the railway further to the west, or providing for the convenienco of the public by a system 
of trams down the western side? Against that I say that the night trafiic, tho theatre traffic, and tho 
traffic of other people who come to town at night, is really in George-street. They go into places within 
a short distance of tho Town Hall, and that would be all within touch of the railway station at 
St. James’ Koad. If you were to bring the railway up to Wynyard-square, it would be certainly out of 
touch with places like tho Criterion Theatre, the School of Arts, the churches, and such like. As I said, 
three-quarters of the business people who come to Sydney want to go to Pitt and George streels.

Edward Kichard William Denham, J.P., produce merchant, sworn, and examined :—
E. K. TV, 2961. Mr. Dick.] 'Where are your business premises ? lod, Sussex-street.

Denliam, J.P. 2962. Where do you reside ? At Summer Hill.
2963. You have given some attention to this question of railway extension ? Yes, incidentally.

22 Mar., 1900.29G4. Many reasons have been urged in favour of extending the railway inio the city; one is Ihe 
unsuitability of the present station yard and station at Kedfern; another is tho inconvenience to which 
passengers are subjected by having to get out of the train into the tram, and as a result of that the lass 
of time;—in tho first place 1 may ask you, do you advocate an extension of the railway into tho cif.v ? 
Yes ; I advocate it for three reasons : the first is, safety; the second is the saving of time in transit; and 
the third is economy. _ ^ _
2965. Do you advocate the proposal as set forth by tbe Kailway Commissioners—that is the St. -Tames’ 
Koad scheme—or do you advocate the scheme now before us, known as tho King-street scheme, or do 
you advocale some other scheme? If it is not a question of expense, 1 would certainly advocate the 
station being at the George-street markets, with a view to further extension to North Shore; but seeing

the
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the enormous amount of money that has been spout on the city markets, rendering that, in my' opinion, 
practically impossible, it seems lo me that one is thrown back to what is called the St. James Koad ^ _ a ’ —^ 
scheme, for the purposes of economy chiefly. _ 22 Mar., 1900.

.Presuming that the ditbciilty of the markets, or a station further to Ihe west than the proposed 
station could be got over without any very great increase in r.hc cost, would you then advocate such a 
western extension ? Certainly. _
2067. For what reason ? First of all, to save time. I was brought up in a very peculiar school, where I 
learnt that time is money. By travelling in the train from Kedfern through either to G-eorge-strcet markets 
or to St. James’ Koad, the journey could be accomplished in two or three minutes, whereas at tho present 
timo it takes either the steam or the electric tram ten or twelve minutes, or even longer, to get there. J 
could wallc from Kedfern station, via the Haymarket, to my premises in Sussex-street, between Market- 
street and King-street, in sixteen or seventeen minutes, and i could get there and meet people who had 
gone by tbe steam tram and walked down from ICing-streer. On account of economy of time, for the last 
three or four years I have given up using the railway, and 1 drive in every morning, because I can do the 
journey in about twenty-five minutes, and 1 lie other trip takes much longer. ^
2968. JDocs not that suggest to your mind that even if the railway were extended to King-street, there 
would bo no actual gain to you by coming in that way by train as against going by tram along George- 
street or Kent-street? On the contrary, because 1 take itthatthe train would run through from Kedfern 
to King-street. Assuming that the train ran through from Kedfern to King-street, the saving of timo iu 
going that way would amount to the best part of ten minutes each trip.
2969. How long ivould it take you to walk from King-street station to your place of business ? I should
say eight minutes at the outside. t
2979. What, then, would be your total gain in time if the railway were extended to King-street? Ishould 
sav, roughly speaking, fully ten minutes, because there is the time in stopping the train, aud coming out 
of the station, and walking down with the crowd.
2971. you think that that consideration has swayed a number of tho people of the western suburbs 
with respect to their advocacy of this proposal;—1 mean the gain of lime ? L think that is one of the 
main things; but first of all is essentially safety. 8afcty is unquestionably tbe first thing. hilsfc 
living along the line, I have seen how the trafiic has grown during seventeen or eighteen years, and to mo 
it really seems not to he safe; but it is for the experts such as the railway people to give an opinion on 
that point.
2072. You mainly support tho St. James’ Koad extension on the ground of low cost? On the grounds 
of economy, 1 think that if the railway were at St. James’ Koad an extension could be made to tho 
eastern suburbs, aud possibly by tunnelling go to the Korth Shore ultimately. But if it were not a 
question of the cost to be incurred 1 would support wbat is called the George-street Market site 
scheme. ,
2973. You would support that because you think it is more central, and would couvenieuce the greater
number of people? Yes ; but the question of cost seems to make it prohibitory, .
2974. Presuming that wo had an electric tramway from Kedfern along Kent-street, which would be a
more expeditious route for you to take—to go to King-street by train, and then walk trom Kiug-strcet 
down to Kent-street, cr to go by tram to Kent-street? I should most certaiuly go to the terminus by 
train, because the tram stops at every place on the line, and that does away with the time you are desirous 
of saving. .
2975. But by stopping along the line it sets down a greater number of people close, to their pianos of 
business (ban tlie train would ? Yes; but 1 take it that when the Kailway Commissioners were issuing 
eittier suburban or long-distance tickets, the extra length of the ride would be included in the cost of 
every ticket, and whether people used it or not would bo immaterial lo the Kailway Commissioners, 
because they would receive that mousy whether the ticket were used for the extra distance or not,
2970. You mean that they would charge practically the tame from Strathfield to Kcdlorn as from Strath- 
Jield to King-streot ? Yes ; that is, they would add tho extra faro on for tbc.extension.
2977. in their calculation they added for the distance from HedfcrntoKing-streetasliglitnmount—
Is. Od. a month for first-class and 3d. a week for workmen’s lickets and corresponding rales for other 
tickets—indicating that they will not charge as much from Strathfield to Kedfern as from Strathfield to 
King-street ? "Well, if people have to pay for it, they will be only too willing to do so, especially at 
those low rates, for once in the train they would prefer to go on by it rather than to get out at Kedfern 
and change.
2978. Then you do not think that even with an electric tram along Kent-street, parallel to George-street,
running at the low rate of Id., there would be much chance of its successfully competing against tho 
extension to King-street? Ko, i do not; because the tratnvsay and the railway would provide very 
largely for different classes of trafiic. _
2979. Dr. Garnm ] Tou say that your preference for au eastern route is based on economy ? Yes.
2989. We have before us one scheme by a professional engineer, who says that he can take a line along 
the western route to Circular Quay for not; more than £730,009 ;—now, supposing those figures to bo 
verified, and that can be done, do you think it would be better to spend £730,090 on an eastern route or 
on a western route ? That would depend on which part of the western side it was taken througlu
293L. There would be a station at tho corner of Bathurst-street and George-street, another at "Wynyard- 
square, anil another at Circular Quay? If that could be done it should meet practically all requirements, 
but I should very much question it.

Walter Sewell Bu/.acott, J.B., ship chandler, sworn, and examined.:—
2982. Mr. Shepherd.] Your place of business is in Market-street ? Yes, close to Sussex-street—within 
30 yards of it.
2983. You use the train, J suppose, every day ? Yes, and so do all my family. _
2981!. In coming into your business now' you come in, I suppose, by the electric tram? I come in by 
tho electric tram, but I seldom return by it without first going towards Circular Quay. It is more 
inconvenient lo me than the omnibuses were, simply because it is so crowded, and it has created a trafiic 
which it is not able to carry at certain times of the day.

• 2985.

W. S.
BozneoU, J.!’.
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Buza^if J p ^ w^ia*' hour of tlio day do you generally relum? About 6 o'clock, and take a tram at Market-
uzacoA ' ' ' street and go to tbe General Post Office, and got a tram back, and then sometimes I logo my train.

22 Mar 1D00 ^'^af difficulty would be obviated, I suppose, by au increase of tbe trams ? To some extent.
’’ ‘ 2987. You have noticed, I suppose, that these trams are under most thorough control ? Yes.

2988. The drivers are able to stop them in a few yards ? Yes,
2989. There does not seem to be any fear of collision, therefore they can be run at very short intervals 
one after the other at present they have only a limited number, I believe, and tbo difficulty of crowding 
no doubt would be obviated if the number of trams were increased ? From (1 o’clock to about half-past 0 
they run very quickly—I think every minute.
2990. Are you aware of the various schemes that have been proposed to extend the railway into tho city, 
or any of them ? I have not given much thought to the matter recently, but in tho past I have taken a 
great deal of interest in it. 1 think there ought to be a central station, and that tho train should bo 
brought from Eedfern into the city ; aud so much do I believe in that, that I am not a partisan for any 
particular route, so long as you can bring the railway into the city.
2991. Ton are of opinion that there should be an extension of tho railway into the city ? Yes.
2992. Various schemes have been proposed, and of course the great object is to suit tbe suburban 
passengers, because it has been shown by expert evidence that the Kedfern station would suit about 90 
per cent, of the country people ; therefore it is almost exclusively in the interests of the suburban passengers 
that the extension would be made ; the great majority of tho suburban travellers by the train are business 
people located in various parts of the city, and the question is what portion of the city would be most 
convenient to extend tlie line to; the Government proposal at present is to have a railway station at 
King-street; there are other proposals to go along to tho west of George-street, aud strike tho George- 
street Markets, for instance, and then to go on to "Wynyard-square ;—which system do you thiuk would 
suit the largest number ,of the day population of Sydney ? I have heard the evidence given this afternoon, 
and I think that the line which would have a station at Bathurst-street, tho Markets, and "Wynyard-square 
would serve the largest number of business men—those wbo generally travel daily by train from the 
suburbs ; but 1 know nothing about tbe cost of such a scheme.
2993. I suppose you are of opinion that the great convenience of the majority of the people is the 
principal object, and that cost, to the extent at all events of some thousands of pounds, ought not to 
stand m tho way of the adoption of the most convenient plan ;—is that your opinion? Yes.
299T. Apart from the proposed extension into the city, there has been a proposal to make an enormous 
station by taking in the Benevolent Asylum, and the burial grounds, and the Police Barracks site, abutting 
on Belmore Park ;—do you think that it would be possible, in order to meet the convenience of tbe 
business people of Sydney, to form a station of that kind and from that point to run electric trams along 
the various thoroughfares, and for the passengers to change from the railway carriages there into the 
trams ? I should think it would be much more convenient for them to go straight into the city without 
changing.
2995. Do you not think that whatever position the train might ho run to, it would serve only those within 
a certain area of the station, whereas the trams drop people at every street? I think that the railway 
passenger service from the distant suburbs, and the country, is perfectly distinct from tho tramway 
service, which provides for tho nearer suburbs aud the city—the two things are distinct, and each 
capable or doing a very large traffic. 1 do not think that you can make the one interest subserve 
the other.
2990. As J have indicated, tbe extension is almost entirely in favour of the daily passengers? My 
opinion is that Sydney is situated somewhat similarly to New York, and that it will need not only a tram
way syslem for the city itself, but also a kind of circular railway, either underground or overhead, as well, 
as time goes on. and the city grows.
2997. Of course, Sydney is only a long strip, and therefore it is not likely that any parallel railway would 
ever be extended into the city ; but there will only be the one railway whichever way it goes, and any 
further service required would no doubt be by tram, and, therefore, tbe great point if the railway is 
extended into tho city is to adopt the plan which will serve the largest number, and 1 think you have 
said that you think the George-street line would serve a larger number than flic St. James’ Eoad line? 
Yes; hut failing that 1 would be glad to get what is called the Departmental scheme.
2998. You think, 1hen, that no system of trams would meet tho requirements of the business people of 
Sydney? Not fully with the station at its present position.
2999. Of course, the Government proposal is to stop at St. James’ Eoad ? The weakness of that 
proposal is that there is to be no stopping-place at Liverpool-street. I think that there ought to be an

' intermediate station there.
3000. You must admit that only a certain area would he served by the, King-street station—it would not 
servo the whole of the city? Not the King-street station alone.
3001. kVhat boundaries do you really think it would serve—that is, the distances you would prefer going to 
King-street to travelling by tbe trams ? I should think Market-street to IIuu’ter-Btreet, and then from 
Sussex-street across to "NYoolloomooloo; but the main traffic does not come from Woolloomooloo at all, 
hut from the western side of Eliv.abeth-street.
3002. On the north how far do you think it would serve ? I am not able to say ; hut J think that a good 
many people going to Bridge-street or that part of the city would take the tram.
3003. Do you think Sussex-street, on the west, would be favourably served by a station at King-street;— 
do yon think that persons whose business was situated in Sussex-street would prefer to go to King-street 
and then walk from there to Sussex-street rather than go by tbo tram and be put down in George-street? 
Yes. But my own impression is that before long the Government would see the necessity of having trams 
from the ferries to the King-street station. I think there will be a thorough system of trams through all 
those streets where ihore is any amount of traffic. In other cities of the world I find that is the case. 
3001. As far as tlie extension info the city is concerned it would not affect the ferry passengers at all, it 
would simply affect the people coming in by tram, and tho object is to ascertain tho best possible site 
for a railway station to servo the largest number of the people who come in every morning to iheir 
business, and I ask you again if you thiuk it would be more convenient for them to be dropped at King- 
street, and to walk to Sussex-street, than to get out at George-street and walk to Sussex-street from 
George-street;—do you think that there would be any saving of time ip going to King-street? I think

■ there
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there would Lc, because tbe trains would go direct from lied fern to King-street, and there are now, W. S.
occasionally, blocks of the trams in tho Haymarket, and as traffic developes those will increase. Take the ®uzac°tt, J.P.
case of Broadway, New York.^ If you get into a tram it takes you an hour to go into the city, but if you
take the overhead railway, which stops at every alternate street, you can go into the city in ten minutes.1 ar'' ‘
'When iu New York 1 invariably took the overhead railway. The traffic in tho street there gets blocked
and the trams are not able to travel fast. Vo arc frequently blocked now iu the Haymarket on the
trams. '
3005. There is a great diilerenee of opinion about the area which the King-street station would serve—in 
tho opinion of some the area which it will conveniently serve is bounded by Market-street on the south,
Pitt-street on the west, and Huuter-street on the north ; that would notbe mucli more than 5 per cent, of 
the whole of the city of Sydney ? That would comprise a largo proportion of the daily travellers, though.
300G. No doubt it would ; but still, according to your idea, it would leave all on the south of Market-street 
unserved ? Yes, unless there were a station at Liverpool-street.
3007. An extended tram service would supply the need, probably, of the whole of the citizens ; trams 
might be run along Sussex-strect, Ularenoe-sfreet, Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and Rlizabeth-strect, and 
then the whole of the city would be pretty well served ? But suburban railway travellers, when they come 
into town, do not got out, very much, until you get to Market-street. The great majority whether they 
come by steam-tram or by the electric tram, go, at any rate, as far as the Town Hall by the electric tram, 
and as far as Market-street, by the steam-tram. Tlie greater number of daily travellers must go as far 
as Market-street, at least; and therefore if you can provide from Market-street to Hunter-street, and 
from Sussex-street to Park, you provide for nearly all the daily travellers—there is no doubt about that.
301)8. AV hat time do you consider that you would save by going to King-street, and walking to your place 
of business from King-street, iu preference to going along George-street by tram to tbo poiut nearest to 
your place of business aud walking from there f 1 do not think that I should save a great deal of time,— 
perhaps from five to seven minutes. But to my mind it is uot simply a question of timo only, it is also a 
question of comfort and convenience. I may say that my two sous, who are in business with me, walk to 
the station at Redfern, aud they get there as soon as 1 do, although I take the electric-tram, aud we leave 
our office together. '
3009. There is another consideration in regard to the western proposal, and that is, that it is almost a direct 
line to Dawes' Point, from which it is proposed some day to throw a bridge over the harbour ? Yes, that 
an advantage.
3010, lou think that would be something in favour of that jiroposal ? I think it would be greatly in 
favour of it, because it would relieve tbe traffic on the main line from Strathfield if people from the 
Northern line were to come from North Shore and to Sydney in that way. I should like to accentuate 
the fact that personally J. find it exceedingly inconvenient and unpleasant now to get to tbe rail way 
station at Redfern. A great many persons walk who would ride by the railway if it were brought right 
into the city. I should, of course, prefer it to come to the George-street Markets, but if it were to come 
to King-stroet I believe that all my friends wbo walk now would pay the additional fare gladly and take 
their tickets to King-street.
301L. T)r. Garran.] But supposing there were a tramline laid down in Kent-street or Sussex-street, and 
trams ran thence to the railway station, would not that suit you;—would vou not in preference get into 
a tramcar in Kent-street and go straight to Redfern ? I think it is possible 1 should. But I think the 
majority of business men would not prefer going by tram, winch stops frequently, but would prefer going 
to the terminal station and going straight away by "train.
3012. Mr. Skepfierd.'] Do you not think that the crowding of the trains shows their popularity ? Well,
you can create traffic. I was a month at San I’rancisco about a year ago, and there they have trams in 
almost every street, and they give transfer tickets ; and in the morning and the evening, when business 
men are travelling, tbe trams are crowded, and you often have to wait for following trams. On public 
holidays they are crowded in the same way. ft is a difficult thing to overtake the amount of traffic you 
create. '
3013. Chairman ] You have travelled a great deal, have you not? Well, I have travelled a little.
3014. Did you come across any places similar to Sydney, where there is such inconvenience as exists at
Redfern, with thousands of suburban passengers coming imo Sydney and 'going home every day, and 
having to finish up their journey by means of a tram service ? No ; 1 did not. But i thiuk our railways 
arc exceedingly well managed. "

FRIDAY, 23 MARCH, 1000.

flrastut: —
Tun Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (CirAiBMAs).

Thu Hon. Patjiick Iundesay Chaufobd Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew' Garran, LLD.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levitin, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of tho Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern iuto the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Alexander Gerard Ralston, Mayor of Burwood, sworn, and examined :—
3015. Dr. Garran.] You reside at Burwood ? Fes.
3010. You are Mayor of liie municipalitv there? Yes.
3017. J_presume that, you have frequently had under your consideration the policy of extending the 
railway into the city ? L have frequently. I have lived at Ashfield, Croydon, and Burwood over since 
1871, and the necessity of extending tlie railway into the city, both as a matter of safety and as a matter 
of convenience, has been often brought before me.
3018. Did you find the inconvenience diminished since tlie George-street tram nas established ? As far 
as we people who have offices in Phillip-street are concerned, it is more inconvenient since the George-

Lt . street

A. G. Ralston. 
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A.G.Efllston, street tram was put ou, because we have to go through the subway at Eedfern and wait for a steam tram, 
'or otherwise we have to go iolig George-street by the eiectric tram to King-street aud wait for a cable 

23Mar.,1900. tram there, or walk up King-street.
3019. Then those in the eastern part of the city—what we may call all tlie professional people—arc
rather worse off now than they were before the electric tram was established ? lieckledly so. _
3020. Jt was stated in evidence by one of the Government officials—I tbink Mr. Kneesbaw—that going 
down that ramp at Eedfern and under the causeway did not in any way add to the inconvenience of 
passengers ? It means a delay of at least five minutes as a rule, and sometimes seven or eight minutes, 
■which is a very serious matter to business men coming iu in the morniug.
3021. Does tlie steam tram now meet all the business trains that come in iu the morning ? I understand 
that it is supposed to meet them up till 10 o’clock ; but as a rule we have to wait until two electric trams 
have gone by, and then the steam tram comes along.
3022. Then you lose something like five minutes more than you used to do ? Certainly, five minutes.
3023. And all the business men that you know of look upon it as a matter of great importance to keep
their seats in the trains and be brought right into the city ? Yes : we regard it as a very important 
matter. _
3021. When this question was first mooted the Hyde Park scheme was practically the only scheme before 
the community, was it not ? I believe so.
3025. And that received almost an unanimous endorsement in the western suburbs ? I think so. 'Very 
few people were against it, so far as I could find out.
3026. Eut was that on the ground that they looked upon that as the best possible scheme, or as the only 
practicable one ? We regarded that as the only practicable scheme.
3027. You have never had the question put before you as to whether an eastern route or a western route 
would accommodate the most of your people ? Well, since the other schemes were brought before the 
Government we have, more or less, considered the matter ; hut I think the great majority of the people 
are still in favour of the Hyde Park scheme.
3028. It has been put before us that the Hyde Park site would suit the people who attend tlie law courts, 
or go to Parliament House, or the principal hotels, or many of the clubs, but that it would not suit the 
majority of the business people whose places of business be either m George-street or to the west of it ? 
Well, as to that 1 can hardly say. Perhaps some of them are better served since the George-street 
electric tram was put on, but until that tram was put on, certainly, they were very badly olf.
3029. The evidence before ns is to the effect that the George-street electric tram has captured four-fifths 
of the railway business that used to go on to the steam tram in Elizabeth-street? As to that, I would 
not like to say anything. I think that the officials at the station could speak about that better than I 
can, but I should not have thought that it had captured such a large quantity.
3030. Fourteen out of fifteenj Air. Kneesbaw says ? There is this, too: the electric tram is very slow, 
compared with the train, and J think that the people would prefer a train to take them aud set them down 
at Hyde Park.
303L If a route through the western portion of the city down to Circular Quay could be established, 
which would not be materially more expensive than the "Hyde Park route, do you think that tbe majority 
of tbo people of the western suburbs would prefer a western route or an eastern route through the city ? 
1 should not like to express au opinion upon that.
3032. You do not think that lias been thoroughly discussed ? No, I do not think so.
3033. They arc hot about the Hyde Park sehemobecauso they want some scheme carried out ? Yes ; and 
that struck us as being the only scheme likely to be carried out.
3034. But supposing that Hyde Park had been fully built upon instead of being an open square, and that
it would have been necessary to resume all the land required for a terminus there, do you think that that 
site would have been selected as tbo best central site for the whole of Sydney ? J presume not; but I 
think that, probably, the King-street site might have been. It seems to me that to go to about that place 
is to go to the backbone, as it were, of tho two divisions of the city. At present one part—that is the 
part towards Darling Harbour—has been more developed in a business way, but k seems to me that 
ultimately the Woolloomooloo side must be equally developed. _
3035. Is it not a fact that the professional side is more on tbe east, and the mercantile side is more on
west ? Yes; that is so at present. _ _
3036. And, 1 suppose, you have about an equal number of mercantile and of professional people in the 
western suburbs? Yes ; I think we are about equally divided.
3037. Do you think if the tram-lines into the city were still further multiplied there would be any necessity 
to take the railway into the city ? I think wc ought to have the train right into the city. 1 do not think 
people should be asked to make tlie changes tbey now have to make. As the suburbs increase we have to 
go cither further along the railway line or further away from it, and we do not mind losing a few minutes 
at that end, bnt we do object to losing time at both ends.
3938. The scheme that you rather prefer—which is the scheme before us. aud which we call No, 10— 
takes less of Hvde Park but more of private property, and the consequence of its taking more of private 
property is th:it the cost amounts to £1,500,000 ; now wc have understood that all the people of tbo 
western suburbs, or at any rate all the first-class passengers, would be quite agreeable to Laving one penny 
extra per journey put on to their tickets; but, would they he willing to have 2|d. or 2d. put on for this 
more expensive scheme ? I do not suppose they would mind very much 2d. or 2-id. first-class so long as 
they get the extension, but they would prefer, of course, to pay no more than necessary.
3039. But you see, that the difference between the cost of the Eailway Commissioners’ scheme and the 
coat of this substituted one is very great ? Yes ; I see that.
3040. And the Eailway Commissioners estimated only a moderate profit on their investment, and if

' that investment is to jump up to £1,500,000 they will, in order to get a sufficient return, require to
. increase the fare for all classes of toalfic ? Yes, _

3041. And you must remember that the second-class passengers will always have the option of going on 
the rival tram hue which the Bailway Commissioners will run through the city in opposition to their own 
railway ? Yes.
3042. Do you think that tho second-class passengers would pay |d. or Id. more per journey ? T doubt if 
they would.

3043.
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301’3. To save -Jd. they would put up with the changing from the train to the tram? Tes. A.G,Ralston.
3044. I suppose that many of those second-class passengers are people who are engaged in shops or ''"T'*'— 
factories, and whose earnings are very small? Yes, and 1 do not think that time is of so much conse-23 

qnence to them as it is to the busy mercantile man or the busy professional man.
3045. Therefore, the calculation of the ttailway Commissioners, which included passengers of both classes, 
might come a little short if we had to increase the fares for all classes ? Yes.
304(5. Do you think it would ? Yes, I think it would.
304-7. "We have to take that into consideration now ;—when that calculation was made the George-street 
tram was not running, and the George-street tram has surprised everybody, Government officials included, 
by its extraordinary popularity ;—I suppose you have noticed yourself how crowded it is ? Yes, I have.
3018. So crowded that the Government officials want very much to get rid of the railway traffic on it 
altogether, and apparently one of their strong arguments in favour of bringing the railway into the city 
is that the pick-up traffic alono would be quite sufficient for tho electric tram ? There would be ample 
traffic for the eleclric tram oven if tbe railway were brought into tho city, and the railway would also pay 
with a reasonable increase of fare. *
3049. Are you one of those who think that the railway line should extend to North Shore some day ? I
think it should, some day. ~
3050. It ha.s been pointed out that this scheme does not lend itself very well to a North Shore extension ?
I do not think that is a matter that ought to be considered at the present time. It seems to me that we 
shall probably require a route all round Darling Harbour ultimatolv, and that might connect with the 
North Shore line. “
3051. If we make a shore line for accommodating the wharf traffic, it has been pointed out that we cannot 
get the elevation we want for crossing the harbour, and all tbo schemes before ns which include a North 
Shore connection run along the ridge more or less on the line of York-street, in order to get the necessary 
elevation;—Uiereforeyour idea about going round the wharfs would hardly be good for a North Shore 
railway ? Of course, i am not a practical man in these matters, but I do not see why this line should not 
ultimately join the North Shore line if necessary by an elevated railway road, something like the connec
tion between Spcncer-street and .Princes Bridge in Melbourne.
3052. But the difference between the two levels there is not very considerable ? No.
3053. A short viaduct connects those two lines ? Yes.
3054. But a line of that sort would not enable us to go over the harbour at a height of 160 feet; that is 
the difficulty;—if we had to cross the harbour on a low-level, another line would do, but it is the necessity 
of having a line not loss than 100 feet clear overhead, which makes it necessary to get up so high? Yes.
3055. Your office is in Elizabeth-street, is it not ? At "Wigram Chambers, Phillip-street.
3056. You cannot speak then on behalf of people whose business is in Clarence-street or Sussex-street, 
or down by tlie wharfs—as to whether this would suit them as well as would a station at Wynyard-square 
or the Victoria Markets ? No, I cannot.
3057. You have not heard business people speak on that subject ? 1 heal’d them before the alternative
schemes were proposed, and they were nearly all in favour of the Hyde Park scheme, regarding it as the 
only practicable scheme. ‘ -
3058. The Kailway Commissioners’ scheme was put down at £560,000, without any payment for land ?
Yes. "
3059. Then Mr. Eddy proposed to charge £100,000 to the Kailway Commissioners for the land, making 
the estimate £650,000; then it has been pointed out to us by valuers that the real value of the land 
proposed to be taken is certainly not less than £200,000, without reckoning anything for the intersection 
of tlie south-western portion of the Park ;—do you not thiuk that if anything is given fer that land the 
full value of it should he given ? I really do not see the necessity for that. It is all Government property 
from one point of view or tlie other, and I do not see why yon should consider the value of the land 
unless the money given for it is to be used for some other purpose.
3060. We suppose that the money paid for it is to he used to give an equal value of open air spaces in 

. some other parts of tlie city ? I understood that £100,000 was to be devoted to turning tho Devonshire-
street cemetery and other land near there into a park.
3061. That was one suggestion; but the Government have the idea that that cemetery land is to be tho 
future site of tho great central station for Sydney, because it contains twice the area that could possibly 
be taken out of any available site in Sydney itself ; you, knowing the cramped position of Sydney, and 
tbe value of land, will see that it would be very difficult to get 22 acres anywhere in Sydney for a great 
central station, and they can get 22 acres there, and as the commerce of the Colony growls, decade after 
decade, tho need forvspace at the great central stalion will grow too, and this corner of Hyde Park would 
not be sufficient;—do you think it would ? T daresay it w-onld not—I mean not for the main central station.
3062. Then do you not thiuk that it would be reasonable to pay the people the value of the land taken 
from them, and for that money to he used to purchase land for a similar purpose whereit is actuallymore 
wanted? 1. do not know any places where it is really wanted. It seems to me that there are plenty 
of open air spaces about Syduey—there are plenty in tbe neighbourhood of Redfern, and plenty up at 
this end.
3063. Will you tell me how many there are in Dltimo and Pyrmont? I am not acquainted with those
places, ■
51064. ITow many are there in West Sydney altogether ? J suppose they are very small ones; but there 
is W ynyard-squaro and Flagstaff Hill. I suppose that is about all,
3065. And a little space—the triangle—near St, Phillip’s Church, and a small one somewhere else;—do 
you not think that, if a quarter of Hyde Park is taken, it w-ould be reasonable that the city should got the 
value of the_money in air spaces elsewhere? Now that you put it to me iu that way, perhaps it is a 
reasonable tlunir. * "
30G(k That, would raise the cost of the Railway Commissioners' scheme to £760,030 ;—supposing it were 
feasible to get a W est Sydney line for £800,000 or £900,000, do you think that that would be areasonable 
price to pay for it? It is very hard for me to go into tho question of figures. One requires to know 
what interest the investment would be expected to boar, and what probably tbe revenue would he.
3067. Do you not think that a line running through West Sydney, and having a station at the Town Hall, 
another station at Wynyard-square, and another at Circular Quay, would carry a large traffic. It 
undoubtedly would carry a large traffic. " 3068.
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A. G-. Ralston. 3068. Quite as large as any line to tlie east? 1 do not think that it would carry a larger traffic, and I do 
''~A—"n not think it would be so convenient ultimately.

“ !»ar->1900. 3009. Do you not think it is rather important to connect with the ferry traffic at Circular Quay ? I do 
not consider that that is of great importance. The people who use the ferry coming from tho other side of 
the harbour are not people who would use the railway very much, whilst people coming in by train, if 
they want to go to the ferries, have plenty of time. The main object of bringing the railway iuto the city 
is to convenience the great majority of business men who come in day after day. .
3070. Do not many business men live at North Shore? Yes ; but they would come by ferry, and would 
not take the train to the centre of the city ; they would take tbe tram in preference.
3071. They take the tram now ? Yes.
3072. The ferry puts them down at a part of the city which is distant from their places of business? 
Yes; if you can get one means of conveyance to within a reasonable distance of your place of business, 
that is the best possible thing, but in that case you cannot expect to get one such means of conveyance.
3073. Mr. Deane has a scheme for connecting the ISorth ybore with this scheme, hut it means going out 
and making a large circle, and then coming back to Observatory Hill, thus making the distance as far as 
if you came from Redfern itself to Observatory Hill; that would be very expensive, and no shortening of 
the line ;—therefore, it appears that this scheme does not lend itself so well to a North Shore extension ns 
one with a station at Wynyard-square ? Is it considered necessary that a North Shore extension should 
join on to this extension.
3074. To make a complete scheme of it, it would be? I do not see that that is a matter of urgent 
necessity.
3075. Otherwise you would have to have a second station in Sydney for the North Shore traffic ? ’Well, 
if that were cheaper and mure convenient, I do not see why that should not be done.
3076. It would be a great convenience to enable all the North Shore people to go to the railway station 
straight, if they wanted to? I doubt if there would be very many who would want to travel that way 
straight through.
3077. Iffr. Dick] Mr. Kmecshaw, the Traffic Superintendent of the Tramways, had a count made at the 
railway station, with this result: That out of the total number of people daily arriving at Redfern, and 
going from Redfern into tbe city, 55'8 per cent, went by the electric tram and 4'8 per cent, by the steam 
tram; or, in other words, out of every thirteen persons conveyed by tram, twelve went by the George- 
street line and one by the Elizabeth-street line ;—does not that suggest that any extension of the railway 
along the Elizabeth-street route—as placed before us now aud before ihe last Committee—would not 
convenience the majority of the people who desire an extension ? No ; 1 do not tbink it indicates that. 
I think that the falling-off in the traffic of the steam trams is a good deal owing to the inconvenience of 
them at present, as 1 explained at the commencement of my evidence.
3078. But there is such a wide difference between the numbers carried on the electric tram and those 
carried on the steam tram ? Yes, there is. Besides, there is no doubt that all the people who go in the 
tram would not necessarily all go in the train ; and a good many people who walk would continue to do 
so, even if there were a train.
3079. But those figures only include those who actually use the tram ;—does it not, at any rate, suggest 
that an extension further west would convenience a greater number than the present proposed eastern 
extension ? Perhaps from one point of view it does ; bnt 1 think that ultimately, when Woolloomooloo 
is used as a business part of the city, as it will be, you will find that as many people will be convenienced 
by the eastern line as would be by the western—more perhaps.
3080. Under present conditions you do not think that the eastern line would suit so many as the western 
line ? I cannot make that admission.
3081. Mr. Watson] You laid some stress upon the possibilities of business extension in Woolloomooloo? 
Yes.
3082. Are there any indications of that at present ? 1 think so. I think that the building of newf
wharfs and jetties by tbe Government, and the question that has arisen about resuming land for further 
wharfs there, show that. 1 also think, from what I have heard, that there is more demand for land there, 
than there has been for some time past.
3083. But, as far as retail business is concerned, the tendency seenri to be to extend in the direction of 
Newtown, and so on—further away from the wharfs, does it not ? Yes ; there is no doubt about that,
3084. Are there any indications of the wholesale people shifting their centre of operations ? From what I 
have heard from various sources, I fancy there is. I happen to be interested in a large property in William- 
street, Woolloomooloo, and we have had several queries about it latety. Some little time ago, at tho time 
of the bank failures, it was practically unsaleable. It is a trust estate, and, within the last twelve months, 
we have had three or four people looking after it, and I know that one person wanted it for a warehouse. 
3035. Mr. Shepherd] Do you see plan No. 3 ? Yes.
30SG. Looking at the proposed site for the station at Hyde Park, and the George-street Markets, which 
do you think would serve the largest number of the day population of Sydney ? Do you mean as a mere 
matter of present convenience ?
3087. Eor the convenience of the day population of Sydney—that is, those who come in from the
suburbs every day to business ? 1 will admit, of course, that tho George-street Markets are nearer to
the present centre of the city as it lies at present; but if the city extends it seems to me that it must 
extend eastward, and then the Hyde Park site would be nearer tbe true centre.
3088. Of course, the great object is to serve the largest number of railway travellers ;—I suppose you 
will admit that?, Yes.
3089. I think it will be admitted that the Georgc-streot Markets arc nearer to the centre of the day 
population of Sydney than being on the extreme edge of it ? Yes,
3090. Because, whatever may happen, the Park and the Domain will never be built upon, and if you look 
at the plan you will see what an enormous space there is—the space coloured green—which will always 
remain vacant, as it were—that is, the Domain and Hyde Park ? The view I have always taken is that 
"Woolloomooloo will be just as big a business centre as Darling Harbour, and it seems to be that things 
are indicating that. Darling Harbour is cramped, and cannot expand further conveniently. I admit that 
the George-street Markets are the centre of the city as it lies at present, but you have not sufficient 
space there for a station, and you want to serve the city as a whole.

3091.
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3091. As far us space is concerned, we have expert evidence to show that there is ample room in the A.G-. Ralston.
1)0861116111 of the (heorge-street Markets for a station—much larger than many of the London stations ? /—'A—
Surely not for a terminal station, 23 Mar., 1900.
3092. It will not he a terminal station ;—there is a proposition to go to the George-street Markets and .
make a station in the basement there, and then to go on to Wynyard-square, and from Wynyard-square
to Argyle-street, and from A.rgyle-street to Dawes Point;—you can see that this is a scheme intended 
ultimately to cross the harbour ? Yes.
3093. I suppose you will admit that a scheme that would admit ultimately of an extension to North 
Sydney ought to have some consideration ? Yes, certainly.
3094'. If we go to Hyde Park it will be much more difficult to go onto North Kh ore; the other plan 
shows a scheme of getting to the point from Hyde Park—that is, to go back to near Liverpool-street and 
take a long curve—nearly a mile out of the way to get to that point; that would indicate the incon
venience of it;—at all events, considering the present position of the city, you admit that the G-eorge-street 
Markets site is more central than the Hyde Park site"? Yes. J
3095. And also that there is an advantage in going in a direction that will ultimately admit of crossing the 
harbour, which that scheme would do ? I decline to enter into a question as to the relative advantage of 
connecting'with the other side of the harbour according to that scheme and according to the Hyde Park 
scheme. 1 have not considered that matter sufficiently,
3096. You have jirobahly not heard of that scheme before ? I did see something about Mr. Norman Selfe’s 
scheme.
3097. You have evidently given the whole matter some consideration—you have taken an interest in it?
Yes, from the point of view of our own safety up the line, for some time. Any one who saw the people 
who were injured in the 1894 accident would take a strong interest in the matter on the point of safety, 
and it seemed to me that the only scheme possible on the grounds of expense and practicability was the 
Hyde Park scheme, and that is why I am so strongly in favour of it.
3098. 1 suppose you do not think that the extra expense of one scheme compared with the other ought to 
be taken very largely into consideration, if the convenience of the public is largely increased ? No ; but 
the view I take is that the public will he sufficiently served by the Hyde Park scheme—so much so that 
the big difference in the cost is a matter of great consideration. You must weigh the difference of cost 
and the balance of convenience against each other. If the inconvenience is very slight and the difference 
in cost is very great, you should put up with that which is slightly inconvenient.
3099. Do you think the scheme which has been laidbeforc us is the most practicable one;—you will notice 
that EHzabeth-street is blocked, a considerable portion of the Park is taken up, and there is a long 
circular line from King-street down to the hack of the Art G-allery, 8£ acres being taken out of the 
Domain ? Yes ; I see that.
3100. Do you think that is an advisable thing to do;—there is a mile from Hyde Park around to the back 
of the Art G-allery which is absolutely barren of traffic, and which would take twelve minutes to go 
through and back again, which would mean twelve minutes loss of time for every train that would come 
in? Taking the view I do about the extension of the city, I think the railway should be somewhere about 
there. In my opinion the Hyde Park scheme is a long way the more preferable. I would much prefernot 
to see any part of the Domain taken. I would rather see the whole of Hyde Park taken than any part 
of the Domain, which, in my opinion, serves a much more useful purpose than does Hyde Park.
3101. Well, this scheme takes about acres out of each ;—now, with regard to tram accommodation, you 
say you have been a good deal inconvenienced by the taking off of the Elir.abeth-street railway tram?
Yes.
3102. That is, of course, one viewr of the matter; but if your office were west of George-street do you not
think that you would take the George-street tram in preference to the railway tram to the top of King- 
street ? Certainly. '
3103. The trams we know;are now inconveniently crowded, but if there were a large extension of the 
tram system by running trains down, for instance, Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and Elizabeth-street, 
do you not think that would largely convenience the Sydney population ? I think that will have to come 
in any case some day; but I do not think that that ought to prevent the extension of the railway.
3104. Are you awaro that the proposed extension of the railway to King-street does not provide for any
intermediate station ? 1 saw something about that, but I also saw a proposal for a station at Liverpool-
street. ■
3105. There is no station proposed officially at Elizabcth-street; it is intended that the train should run 
right through from Kedfern to King-street;—seeing that the whole of the passengers leaving Kedfernby 
train would be put down at King-street, how much of the city do you think that would conveniently 
serve ? It certainly would not serve so conveniently as if there were a stopping-place also at Liverpool- 
street. Hut I suppose it would serve conveniently—although not very conveniently—all the "W oolloomooloo 
side of the city. It would also serve the people who had to go to the ferries. It would serve them 
conveniently, and it would also serve all the people lying between wherever the railway is to be and over 
towards the Domain and the Gardens ; it would also serve, I think, all the people down to Pitt-street, at 
any rate, on the west side.
3106. How far do you think it would serve people on the south? I think it would serve the people 
conveniently as far back as Park-street, and probably as far as Liverpool-street. It would bo preferable 
to get out at King-street and walk back on a level instead of getting out at Kedfern and walking uphill.
3107. But do you not think that people would be more eonvonienced if they were set down by the tram 
at the corner of George-street and Liverpool-street;—do you not think that that would be preferable to 
going by train to King-street, and then walking back to Liverpool-street ? It would certainly be more 
convenient, in one respect; but that would bo counterbalanced by having to change from the train to the 
tram at Kedfern.
3108. Well, the question is generally a matter of time ;—do you not think it would take a longer time 
for persons who go to King-street by train, and then walk back to Elizabeth-street, than to go in by the 
tram? That is a matter one could test very easily with a watch. The trams are very slow with all their 
stopping-places.
3109. The number of stopping-places is whore the convenience comes in, because in that case everyone 
is deposited near his place of business, and if there were a multiplication of these trams, we would have

- them
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A. G. E&lston. them running down c.ach street;—do yon not think that that would be more convenient to everyone whose 
business was south of Market-street, or even at Market-street—do yon not think that a person would 

ar,‘ ' rather come in by tram and be dropped at Market-street, than go to King-street by train and walk back ?
• I do not know ; it is a good deal a matter of choice, I think. Some people would prefer one, and some

the other. I would rather get out at King-street and walk than change into a tram and get out and 
walk again.
3110. We are talking about convenience ? You generally do what is most convenient to you. _
3111. You still adhere to your opinion that the Hyde Park scheme is the most practicable ? I think it is.
3112. Mr.Levien.] You have considered all the schemes? I cannot say that I have gone into them 
elaborately, but I have seen the various proposals. Ithave read them as they appeared, and it seems to 
me that, on the question of expense, and the question of ultimate convenience, and the question of safety, 
the Hyde Park scheme is the best one.
3,113. As far as you are concerned, dropping you at King-street would be more convenient than dropping 
you iu any other part of the city, considering your professional avocation ? I have really not gone into 
the matter from that point of view.
3114. But is it not so ? There is no doubt that it would be more convenient to me personally. _
3115. You looked at the matter in that way, did you not ? I do not think I did; but from a broad point 
of view—not to serve the present city, but the future city. I have been living along the railway line ever 
since 1871, and have seen how the population has grown, and how the train and the tram tiatlie has 
increased, and if the traffic goes on increasing in the same way you will have to provide for it to a greater 
extent that you could by putting trams down all the streets.
3.116. Chairman.'] You ride, I suppose, from Kedfern to King-street in a tram? As a rule, I do.
3117. What is yoUr observation as to where most of the people alight in the morning when you come in ? 
I think most of them alight at King-street. A good many get out at Market-street; bat I think most 
of them alight at King-street.
3118. Do you mean by the steam tram? Yes. As regards the electric tram, I think that passengers 
keep dropping out all along. I have not noticed a great number get out at King-street, except, perhaps, 
men in my own profession, doctors, and Members of Parliament, who, 1 have noticed, go up King- 
street by the cable tram.
3119. Are you aware that the Tramway Superintendent has sworn that of the passengers by the electric 
trams, 90 per cent, of those who come from the railway station by those trams are still in them when 
they reach Market-street, and 80 per cent, are still in them when they get to King-street;—you have no 
reason to doubt that statement ? Kb. certainly not. I take it that there will be a speedy service of 
trams to the station wherever it may be, and so you could take your choice of getting out at Kedfern 
and coming down by tram, or getting out at King-street and walking back. I will undertake to say' that 
more people would go along by train into King-street and take the cable tram down King-street towards 
Darling Harbour, if they had to so that way, than would take the electric tram from Kedfern, if they had 
the choice.
8120. Mr. Watson.'] You say that supposing the proposed railway were constructed to King-street there 
would be more people go that way, and thence by cable tram down in the direction of Darling Harbour,

- than would get out at Kedfern and go by electric tram to the same spot? Yes : if they had their choice
of the two things, they' would use the railway. Any of us who have lived in the suburbs for any time 
would prefer to be carried by the railway as far as possible,
312.1. Because of the extra speed, 1 suppose ? Yes.
3122. Mr. McFarlane.] The people to whom you refer as going to Darling Harbour would have to pay 
an extra penny in taking the cable tram ? Yes ; I think that if the steam trams were run more con
veniently and more regularly a larger percentage of the people would go in them. People going to 
Parliament House, or people going to Castlereagh-street, get on the electric tram at Kedfern, because it 
goes straight away, and then they have either to walk up King-street or take the cable tram. I have done 
that over and over again, not from choice, but because it is the quickest way, though an inconvenient 
one. That will, perhaps, account for so many persons now going by the electric trams.

■ Hichard "Watkin Kiehards, City Surveyor, sworn, and examined :—
E. w, 3123. Mr. Watson.] Have you been requested by the City Council to represent them, or to give evidence 

Richards, here to-day on their behalf? I have been told by the Mayor and the Town Clerk to appear and to state 
\ that any evidence I may give would not commit the City Council in any shape or form, either as regards 

23 Mar.,1000. opinion or judgment. The Mayor, beyond that, said that I was to oppose any scheme that would affect 
the rights of the City Council over the streets, and that in the event of the streets being disturbed or 
affected, or occupied in any way, to what they considered to be the detriment of the citizens, or of them
selves as a body, they would expect compensation therefor ; also that, in the event of the railway being 
constructed over or upon the streets of the city of Sydney, they would expect.it to be rated as a city 
property. .
3124. I)r. Oarran.] Did that question apply as to under the streets as well as to over them? Under 
or over.
3125. Mr. Watson.] As to the railway property being .considered subject to rating, I presume that the
City Council wish that to apply to premises that may bo erected on land other than within streets ? 
That is so. '
3126. The City Council now desire that all railway property within tbeir limits should be subject to rating ? 
That was the Mayor’s instructions to me. Beyond that 1 have received no instructions whatever,
3127. It seems that you are not here in pursuance of an invitation extended by the Committee to the 
City Council to give evidence on the scheme for city railway extension generally ? Ko.
3128. They have not, so far as yon know, authorised anyone to speak on their behalf iu regard to that ?

, Ko; I have had no instructions beyond what I have stated. _
3129. And your evidence, as far as it is official, is restricted to the question of encroaching upon streets
of.'other city property ? Quite so. .

. 3130,
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3130. Coming to that aspect of the matter, have you had anY opportunity of studying the schemes, official 2. W.
or otherwise, that have been laid before the Committee? No ; 1 have not. But this morning I saw the Bi'hard*. 
plan of the King-street scheme. _ 23M^''lG00

3131. Looking at this wall map of the original St. Janies’ Road scheme, which took in a large portion of ’’ '
Hyde Park, and comparing it with the King-street scheme, as shown on the other map, which do you think
would give the least interference with the roads or streets of the city? The St. James’ Road, scheme 
does not appear to seriously interfere with the streets. So far as the King-street scheme is concerned— 
starting from Redfern. crossing .Devonshire-street, traversing the Benevolent Asylum grounds, crossing 
Belmore-road, passing through Belmore Park, and crossing Elizabeth-street at Poster-street, and then 
by curves crossing Campbcll-street and lanes to Goulburn-strcet, going through properties between 
l^ithadale-street and Elizabeth-street, and tunnelling under Elizalietb-street, and thence going along the 
western side of Hyde Park to Park-street—I do not consider that the public ways arc affected by the 
route thus far. ” '
3132. It is proposed to make a deviation at G-oulburn-street—which is tinted red—owing to tho difficulty 
of crossing Goulburn-strcet at a sufficiently high level; it is proposed to divert G-oulburn-street further 
south, and make a crescent of itwould that qualify your previous statement that the route did not 
materially interfere with any streets ? That is of no moment at all.
3133. Jfr. Letien? Apart from the instructions you have already received from the Town Clerk and the 
Mayor, will you he prepared to give us your individual opinion as to the best line that we ought to 
construct for 1 lie city railway? Personally, with pleasure; but officially, I would not care to give it 
without the consent of the Mayor and Council in writing.
3131. Supposing a question were to be asked you by Mr. Watson, you would decline to answer a question 
as to which is the best line unless you were to get special instructions to do so? Tes, J would.
313J. Then your opinion will be given only according to the limited instructions you have received from 
the City Council as to what they think advisable ? I would not mind giving my own opinion as far as J 
consider 1 would he safe within their criticism.
3130. Your evidence ivouhl be limited evidence, and not a free expression of your opinion, as well as indi
cating the lines suggested by the City Council? Quite so. 1 can say that the city railway extension, 
according to one or two of the suggested schemes, means a city improvement.
3137. Mr. Watson.1 And to that extent, of course, it would aflect the City Council? Certainly.
3138. You said that from what you had seen of the plan respecting the King-street scheme, as far up as 
I’ark-street, you did not think it would materially interfere with the streets of Sydney ? That is so.
Erom Park-street northerly it is proposed to take in the whole width of Elizabeth-street and a portion of 
Markct-slreet. That 1 do not think is a serious inconvenience; but I believe in view of the attitude of 
the City Council in regard to city matters recently they would expect compensation for such a resump
tion of Market-street, and also full payment, with interest added, for the cost of construction of each of 
those streets. ’
3139. But if there is no longer a frontage to be served by those streets where does the claim of the City 
Council to compensation come in ;—1 could understand their claiming compensation if another street were 
to be created iu lieu nf those portions that were taken, and thus causing the City Council to expend a 
large sum of money, but when they are not asked to incur any other liability in lieu of the streets m.lcen 
over, can \ou give a reason why they should be compensated ? They would certainly expect to be paid— 
take Market-street by way of example—for the paving of the footways, the kerbing of the street, and also 
the wood-paving, together with interest on the money expended on those improvements.
3140. On what ground ? On the ground of the expenditure incurred in those works.
31-11, The City Council, I presume, incur certain expenditure on streets, looking to the rates from the 
properties immediately contiguous to the streeis to recoup them? Quite so.
3142. "Well, if by the rating of the railway property they are reimbursed each year, the rates that they 
lose, by the abolition of those streets, then they will have no loss? I should not think they would.
In giving that evidence I am mindful of tho case in connection with the Railway Commissioners where a 
street was resumed, and we lodged a claim for the fee-simple. That was rejected, but the cost of the 
construction of the street was paid.
3143. But at tho present time tho property of the Railway Commissioners is not subject to rates ? Just so.
3141. 3o that it would seem fair m that case that there should have been some repayment to the City 
Council for the expenditure they had gone to, ns they were robbed, practically, of any chance of recouping 
themselves ? That is so.
3145. Has the City Council expressed any opinion as to the desirability or otherwise of rating railway 
property ? The City Council has not. ” "
3L4tJ. 1 think you said earlier that it was their desire that railway properties should he rated? Yes. I 
may say that some years ago the Railway Commissioners erected a building that was contrary to the 
Building Act. Tho City Council took counsel’s opinion as to the law on the point—whether we could 
force the Railway Commissioners to adhere to the Building Act or not—and counsel’s opinion was given 
that the City Council had no power in the matter. I refer to those buildings opposite the Gfeneral Post 
Office.
3147. Assuming that the City Council got power io rate the railway property which would ho created by 
this King-street scheme, do y ou i bink that they would then he willing to forego any claim for compensation 
such as you have mentioned ? Yes, I think so.
3148. Can you oiler an opinion as to what basis that rating would be mado upon? I fancy it would be 
at per mile—the value of a mile of.construction.
3149. Taking a percentage on ihe capital cost of the work ? Yes.
3150. "What perceniage, roughly, do you think would he necessary to yield a revenue to the City Council
equal to that of which they would be deprived by the resumption? I cannot say. ■
315], You have not gone into that? No. That would be rather a matter for the Treasurer or Town 
Clerk. I am not a financial officer.
3152. A portion of this scheme, or a subsidiary part of it, is to extend from King-street right through 
into the Domain; tho first portion by tunnelling, and, in the Domain, after gelting some distance into it, 
by open cutting to a enrnago shed at Sir John Young's Crescent,—would that have any objectionable 
features from the City Council’s point of view ? None whatever,

3153.'
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R. W. 3153. Arc there any other aspects of street disturbance you think it necessary attention should be drawn 
Bichards. ^ p ]y0 . j do not see any by that scheme. _

23Mtirl90Q 3154. Does the City Council regard itself as in any way interested in the parbs within the city houndaries ? 
‘ ' Tes. In 1897 the question of taking portion of Hyde Park for city railway extension was submitted to

the City Council. Five of the aldermen voted in favour of the land being given, and the remainder of 
the aldermen voted against it.
3155. So the consensus of opinion in the City Council was against any interference with the Park? Tcs ; 
and I think that is the opinion still.
3156. Although tho City Council are not trustees, in the technical sense, for these parks, they, as repre
senting the citizens, consider they have some interest in their preservation ? Quite so. Two of the city 
aldermen—one representing Macquarie Ward and the other Bourke Ward—are trustees of Hyde Park.
3157. But, officially, the parks are not under the control of the City Council ? To.
3158. Do you care to express any opinion as to the relative value of the St. .Tames’ lioad scheme and the 
King-street scheme, from the point of view of park disturbance? Tho St. James’ Hoad scheme seems to 
take a greater area of tho Park, and to affect the Park to a greater extent.
3159. But it has been pointed out that the King-street proposal would involve the sacrifice of a larger 
total area of park land, though not perhaps in one block, than the St. James’ Road scheme would ? Tes, 
there is that in it, certainly.
3160. Can you offer any opinion as to the relative value of the parks from ihe point of view of acres, of 
public health, of convenience, and of comfort;—comparing the Domain with Hyde Park, would there he 
any difference in their value to the citizens, and if so, which would be the more valuable ? I would not 
care to offer an opinion upon that.
3161. Do you think that the feeling would be in favour of preserving both of them? Tos, from a 
sentimental point of view; but, so far as public health is concerned, I do not think that tho interference 
would he very serious.
3162. 1 do not know whether you have had any opportunity of looking into Mr. Norman Selfe's scheme ? 
No, I have not.
3163. Even within the limit of your instructions, you have not gone into any of the other schemes that 
have been suggested ? No, I have not.
3164. Do you care to express any opinion on the general question ? Not beyond saying that, in my 
opinion, it is desirable to extend the railway into the city.
3165. Do you feel competent to express any opinion as to which is the more desirable route ? No.
3166. There is. perhaps, one matter you may be willing to give an opinion upon, and that is this : Mr. 
Norman Selfe has made a proposal which involves taking the basement of the Victoria Markets for a 
wayside station for city railway extensioncan you offer any opinion ns to either the desirability or tho 
practicability of that ? I would not cave to do so, for the reason that the Queen Victoria Markets have 
already given the City Council enough trouble, and there is a great divers^7 of opinion as to their 
usefulness.
3167. Chairman!] TVith regard to the portion of the city where streets arc to be intersected and partly 
resumed, and property resumed, from the Belmore reserve up to Liverpool-street, can you say, as City 
Surveyor, and having a knowledge of that part of the city, whether it would not he a very good thing if 
that part of the city, especially the locality known as TVexford-strect, could in someway he done away 
with by resumption ? From every point of view, if tho whole of that area bounded by Macquarie-street, 
Camphell-street, and Foster-street, and by Elizabeth-street on the west, were resumed, it would be a city 
improvement of infinite value. It would give an opportunity of removing squalid tenements and recon
structing that part of the city which is very awkward in its configuration. That, I believe, the City 
Council would hail with pleasure.
3168. So that, as regards that particular portion of the street and land resumption, you think this is a very 
desirable route? Tes.
3169. 1 suppose what you really meau is that, in addition to the necessary width of resumption for the 
purpose of the running lines, it would be welt if the (Tovernment could extend their resumptions there a 
little, so as to improve the whole locality ? Quite so.
3170. But even a partial resumption would have a good effect? Tes.
3171. TVe received a letter ou the 10th February from the Town Clerk, to this effect : —

Extension of Railway into (he City.
Dear Sir, Town Clerk’s Office, Sydney, 10 February, 1900.

I am directed by the Right Worshipful tho llayor, Sir Mathew Harris, M.T., to say that he haa been naturally 
expecting to be recognised or consulted in some way by your Committee during their deliberations on the subject of the 
extension of the railway into the city; and although he has no reason to think that they would bo far overlook what is due 
to tho city in this respect, ho thinks it well that you should be reminded, least possibly the matter bo overlooked,

The Right Worshipful tho Mayor is prepared, if necessary, to give evidence before the Committee ; but he takes it 
for granted that the opinion of the City Council will be sought before a decision is arrived at, for from tho plans from time 
to time nlade public it would seoni that this scheme will take over, or at least seriously interfere with, city streets, which 
have in themselves involved large sums m capital cost, and in case of resumption noi.ld have to be replaced at very groat 
expense. 1 am, &o.,

ROBT. Mac]5. ANDERSOK,
The Secretary, Public Works Committee, caio of Parliament House, Sydney. Town Clerk.

That letter was acknowledged on the 16th, and the Mayor was Informed that the Committee intended to 
invite the opinion of the City Council in connection with the matter ;.beyond an expression of opinion 
such as you have given to-day, have you received any instructions from the City Council to examine the 
various plans which are now before the Committee, with a view of giving evidence as to which is the 
best‘route? No ; I have not.
3172. And I suppose you have not examined Ihe plans? No; not beyond looking at two this morning.
3173. Dr. Garran.] Ton know the large number of cabs there are at the Redfern railway sfation? Tes.
3174. Jt is proposed by tho Railway Commissioners to bring the long-distance traffic into Hyde Park as 
weR ns Ihe suburban;—would that involve a large number of cabs being collected around King-street? 
Yes ; 1 expect it would
3175. Have you given any attention to the accommodation for those calm on either of the two Hyde Park 
schemes? No. At the present time there is a cab Tank at Hyde Hark accommodating, 1 should think,

" more
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more than 100 cabs. Iu tbe event of a rush of traffic there would be accommodation by using St. Mary’s 
Itoad; but that would bo rather inconvenient, because the gradient is rather a steep one.
3170. You know that under the scheme before us Castlereagh-street is to be a little widened; but do 
you think that, with a double line of trams running along Castlereagh-street, there would be room there 
for a cab-stand as well ? That street is 43 feet between the kerbs. There would be room for a cab-rank 
on the eastern part of the carriage-way of Castlereagh-street, as widened on the plan. _
3177. One of tho Government witnesses suggested that an overflow stand for cabs should be in Phillip- 
street;—would there be any inconvenience in that ? No.
3178. That would be nearer than St. Mary’s Hoad ^ Yes ; and more convenient by reason of tbe gradient.
3179. You do not think there would be any difficulty m accommodating the cabs? I think not. At the 
present time, in Devonshire-street, the cabs file from the railway gates to Castlereagh-street, and some
times from Devonshire-street and Castlereagh-street to Cleveland-strcet; so that dispels the idea of the 
danger of having a cab-rank adjacent; to a double line of tramway in a 42 feet roadway.
3189. But is not Devonshire-street really crowded notv with tho cab-stand, and the tramwav, and ihe 
general traffic? Yes; but there is a cab-rank there, and it is worked. '
3131. You are quite aware, I suppose, that Devonshire-street will have to bo very much altered ? Certainlv; 
in the event of railway extension. "
3152, It must he lowered at least 9 feet, and that would interfere with the drain which is underneath it ? 
Yes.
3153. Some of the schemes proposed to block Devonshire-street altogether as a public highway, leaving it 
only for the railway service;—is there any objection to that ? Yes ; that is rather serious.
3184. It is proposed to make a substitute—either to make a deviation round by Belmorc-road, a continua
tion of Castlereagh-street, orfo make anew street under the railway opposite the junction of Pitt and 
G'eorge streets where the Police Station was? 1 should think the Castlereagh-street extension across the 
burial-ground would be preferable.
31S5. Because it would not break tbe block of land ? Quite so.
3180. You do not think (here would he any great objection ? No ; provided that one or other of those 
roadways were substituted.

B. W, 
Kieharda.

23 Mar., 1900.

3187. Traffic going down Devonshire-street and coming to the city would be just as well accommodated 
by Belmore-road as by keeping on straight in Devonshire-street? Yes.
3188. And any traffic going the other way could take Clevcland-street ? Quite so.
3139. So you seo no objection to blocking Devoushire-street ? No; provided that such an alteration 
were made.
3190. ft is, of course, proposed that Belmore-road shall be widened? Yes,
3191. There is another scheme before us relating to the building of anew central station on the Benevolent 
Asylum site ; have you formed any opinion about tbe policy of that ? No ; 1 have not.
31!>2. It would iu no way be injurious to the city ? 1 think not.
3193. The general opinion of the experts is that we cannot, without very great expense, make the present 
station-yard really a good one ? I am of that opinion too.
3194. And that by crossing Devonshire-street wo have 22 acres available altogether on which we can have 
a station that would last for all time you think that ? Yes, I do.
3193. Is there any other place in Sydney where you could get 22 acres? I do not know of any.
3196. Even if wc were to adopt the Hyde Park scheme, Mr, Eddv thought it would last only for twenty
years? Yes. ' '
3197. "Would you like to see another quarter of the Park taken then ? I would not.
3198. You think that a quarter of the Park is ns much as ought to be taken ? Ye?, if taken at all.
3199. Yrou think no more should be taken ? Yes.
3200. Mr. Bddy was of opinion that if we wanted more space twenty years bence we must look elsewhere 
for it ? Yes.
3201. Well, where is “ elsewhere ” ? Government House domain.
3202. Is that central ? It would not be as central as Hydo Park. _
3203. Do you not think it would be more likely that we would have to go to the west side of Sydney1’ 
Probably, yes.
3204. And if we have to go to the west side of Sydney, will not land there bo dearer twenty years hence
than it is now ? Certainly. "
3203. And a vvestern railway to go to the North Shore would be a more costly job to make then than 
now ? \es, certainly. I may say at once that, in my opinion, any city railway extension should provide 
for connection with North Sydney, '
3206. And do you think that it should also provide for a connection with the eastern suburbs ? Yes ; I do.
3207. Any scheme that lends itself to those two extensions would have something in its favour? 
Certainly.
3208. Do you think tbe Hyde Park scheme lends itself well to a North Shore extension ? I do not sec 
any engineering difficulty in it,
3209. Which way would you propose to go ? That would require more consideration that I have 
given it.
3210. There is some difficulty in the way of tunnelling under the harbour, partly because we are not deep
enough at Hyde Park, and we should have to get under very valuable properties, and perhaps cross tho 
J ank Stream ; and Mr. Deane s scheme is to go out of the station, and with a curve come back, and that 
wmuld make the length of the line as far as going from Hedfern straight to Wvnyard-square, and as 
costly ? Yes, I see. "
3211. Do you think, on the whole, that a railway on the west side of George-street would accommodate 
as manv people as one on the eastern side of it? No, I do not think so.
3212. You think that the Hyde Park station site is more central than a station at the Victoria Markets 
would be ? Yes.
3213. Accommodate more people? I think so.
3214. We have bad one scheme before us with a station opposite tho Town Hall, another at Wynward-
squarc, and another at Circular Quay ;—would those three stations accommodate the bulk of the people ? 
I do not think so. - r

16—X 3215.
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3215. Whom would they leave out ? I fancy they would, leave out the people of a good number of the
southern suburbs—I mean Stanmoro, and places in that direction. , .
3216. But they are not city residents ? The residents of those districts have, of course, their business m 
the city, and 1 take it that most of them would be better served by the King-street scheme than by such a 
scheme as you speak of, although the Town Hall is practically standing on ihe centre ot the city.
3217. The people who would be put down at the Town Hall would he very numerous ? IS ot such a
nurdber, I should take it, as those who would be pur down at Hyde Park.
3213. How suppose we had a station at Wynyard-square as well as at the Town Hall, which would unload 
the most passengers—the Town Hall or Wynward-square ? The Town Hall, I should think. The people 
alighting at Wynward-square would not he many ot those who would go to tbe east, whereas the Town 
Hall station would empty its people to the cast. .
3219. Ho you think it of no importance tliat an extension of the railway into the city should connect 
with the ferry traffic, at Circular Quay? No ; because I think that any city railway extension scheme
should provide for getting over Circular Quay to connect with North Sydney. _ _
3220. You do not think that the ferry traffic'at Circular Quay is very important ? _It_ is important as it
is; but it is not important, 1 think, in considering a city railway extension, because it is fairly well served 
by the tramway service now. _ .
322 L. You think the electric tram now does all that is wanted ? I think so. It is a quick and aeon- 
venienfc BGrvicp
3222. I presume that you, in consonance with many others, are a little surprised at the enormous traffic
on the electric tram in George-street? I have been. ,
3223. Is that any inconvenience to George-street? We anticipated a great deal of inconvenience, but so
far as I am concerned officially, 1 have not experienced much. , .
3224. One witness—a professional man, too—said that any man going into George-street now takes Ins
life in his hand ;—do you think so ? No, I do not. What does he mean? .
3225. That it is dangerous to cross the street on account of the tram traffic? I. do not think that is
correct. »
3226. i)o you think that a similar tram service in oilier streets would be inconvenient, to tho citizens ?
No ; I think it would be a very great convenience to the travelling citizens. . , , .
3227. Well, suppose there were half a dozen of them in the different streets of Sydney, ait going to
Kedfern, do you think that that would supersede the necessity for extending the railway line. No, I do 
not think it would. _
3228. You think that nothing will supersede the extension of the railway line ? I think not.
3229. Where do you yourself reside ? At Kundwick, • o m. ■ n
3230. In the way of a railway, you would be served only by an eastern suburban line . That is all. ^
3231. Ho you think that the present connection with Kandwiek gives you fairly adequate accommodation.
“ Fairly adequate ” would about describe it; but we want it better. _
3232. Jt is not good enough ? No ; but the JAandwiclt people have asked for too much at times, and we 
are getting little by little, aud the complaints are fewer now than they were some time ago. 1 think the
Commissioners serve us very w'oll indeed. r 5 r
3233. Then you do not think that, at present, there is any need for an eastern suburban railway line. I
would not say that. _
3234. If we had an eastern suburban railway, would it not kill the paying character of the present tram 
service ? No ; I really think that as our population increases one would help the other. As commercial 
speculations, their time-tables would have to be arranged so as to work in with each other.
3235. We have it in evidence that the electric trams in George-street have robbed the railway trams in
Elizabeth-street of an immense proportion of their traffic ? Yes. _ .
3236. Is that not because the George-street line puts passengers down nearer to their places of business ?
That would be the logical conclusion. ....
3237. You think it must be that ? Yes ; regarding railway traffic and tram traffic, it.murht be interesting 
to get a comparison between the Newtown and St. Peter’s tram traffic and the railway traffic between
Sydney and those places. _ _ o -<t
3238. The trams seem to pick up the people who live along the sides of the streets .Yes,
3239. Tho railway stations are not nearer than three-quarters of a mile apart, and people prefer to get
into a tram that passes their own doors than to walk three-quarters of a mile to a railway station . Yes. 
32tO. And if thev come in by railway they are put down at Kedfern, and have at present to pay Id , aud 
used to have to pay 2d. for a tram into the city; therefore we cannot very readily compare tho railway 
and the tramway traffic P No. _ _ __
3241. All we do know is that the trams live in spite of the railway ? . Yes, _

If we were to make a railway to the eastern suburbs, do you thb^k that the trains there MOUid still
live? Yes, _____

TUESDAT, 27 MASCII, 1900.

grreent:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TKICKETT (Chaiuman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesav OcAwronn Shepherd, 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.H.
William Thomas Hick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Hubert Henry Levees, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, 
^ and further examined —

w n 32-13. I understand that von have considered pretty fully Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme for an
extension of the railway into the city'and also Mr. Greenwood’s scheme for thejame purpose, and that 

27/Mau'iyob. v°u have prepared a document giving your views on both of those proposals ? Yes.
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3244. Will you kindly read it to the Commitee, taking Mr. Selfo's scheme first ? 5fes.

ilfr. jVonnan Stiff's Scheme.
I have gone very carefully into this matter, and have considered Mr. Selfo's plans and estimate. Mr. Parry has assisted 
mo very largely in coming to my conclusions, especially those connected with truflic. Mr. Selfe divides his proposal into 
three sections—the first being tho section of the city railway proper between Kedfern and “ The Hocks ” ; the Second, 
comprising alterations between Kveleigh station and Devonshire-street; and the third being improvements at Redfern, 
and an enlarged terminus there. For convenience, I will take section 2 first.

Section 2.—This would necessitate the reconstruction of Wells-strect bridge aud the Eveleigh platforms in part, because 
the alteration to the gradients involved in passing tho lines to tho terminus over the descending lines to the city com
mences some distance along the platform from Wells-street. ■
Mr. IS'orman Selfe shirts raising the long-distance lines in Eveleigh station which run into the terminus 
at Redfern, iu order to get his city linos, of which he has four, and the Darling Harbour lines (two), to 
descend and pass underneath the long-distance lines, and go out through the Ucorge-street bridge. 
This section shows what is done.
3245. Mr. Mick.] We understood, both from Mr. Kortnan Selfe's plan, attached to his pamphlet, and from
his personal description when going over the proposed route, that his city extension started at Eveleigh, 
and kept entirely to the west of the present lines until reaching the station yard about the Mortuary ? 
That would be perfectly impracticable, because it would simply carry the quick trains into tbe City, 
leaving the slow trains on the eastern side to go into the Redfern terminus, the quick trains being on tbe 
western side. _
32tG. Is not a change in the character of the lines possible, in order to meet that difficulty, by putting 
the quick trains on the other side ? Yes, if you reverse the whole policy of the Railway Commissioners in 
that respect, by starting right away from Homebush and Strathfield and reverse tilings; but I do not 
think it is'possiblc. It would mean a considerable amount of expense, and an entire alteration of the 
existing order of things; but I think it is scarcely possible, because those lines have been .evidently 
arranged on the one side for the slow traffic, aud on the other side for the quick traffic, after very careful 
consideration, and the connections have been made to suit.
3247. Mr. Garran.] Would it not be possible to turn the the quick lines to the eastern side line just as
easily as the slow lines—to cross over ? I am dealing with Mr. Selfe’s scheme ; I am not working out a. 
scheme for Mr. Selfe. _ _
3248. You said, I understood, that it would be impossible to turn the quick lines to his city line ? Oh, no.
3249. Well, if you were to turn the quick lines to his city line, the quick trains could go into the city by 
his line ? But what about the slow trains.
3250. The slow trains could go too ? But how would you get into the terminus. You want to do three 
things: to get some of the trains into the city, to get some of the trains into Redfern terminus, and you 
have to cross them over one another, because they are otherwise on the wrong sides.
3251. The points can be arranged as the trains come up, whichever way you want the trains to go ? But 
not according to Mr. Selfe’s plan. You cannot do it ou that plan, because as soon as he leaves Eveleigh 
station with the city lines, he is in cutting, descending so as to get his grade of 1 in 73, and therefore no 
intercommunication between the lines north of Eveleigh station could possibly take place.

According to tho section submitted, it would appear that the bridge would have to he raised about 6 foot. Cleveland- 
strect bridge would also have to be constructed at a higher level, and tbs approaches raised. The altered grades lead into 
the Redfern terminus, and they would extend a considerable distance towards the station platforms, and necessitate 
the regrading and reconstruction of the whole of the goods and passengers sidings in Redfern station yard, and even then 
tho working of tho yard would he made very difficult.
Mr. Kerman Selfe makes the end of his 1 in 70 grade, descending into Redfern terminus, about 320 feet 
from the end of where the platforms start. An inspection of his Ko. G plan will show that there being 
only about 320 feet of level, that is the only part where any connections can bo made with the carriage- 
sidings and carriagc-sheds; the lines from that point as they rise towards Eveleigh are therefore at a 
different level, and on a grade of 1 in 70, and it would be impossible to make the proper connections 
outside that length of 320 feet.
3252. Mr. Watson.] Assuming it to be difficult to make connections with the carriage-shed sidings, 
would it not be still more difficult to make connections with the goods-shed sidings, which are still further 
south in the station-yard ? Well, just as difficult, except that I presume Mr. Kerman Selfe intends his 
goods-shods sidings to bo continued through, along those blue lines on the plan. That is not very clear, 
but I think he intends to carry them at an unaltered level. He has, however, not connected them as 
required with the slow lines south of Eveleigh station.
3253. Mr. Dick.] Would that be a matter of serious moment if only long-distance trains came into the 
Redfern terminus? It is the opinion of the Railway Commissioners, and also my own opinion, that all 
the traffic ought to be kept together ; but still it is a matter partly of opinion and partly of the expense 
of working.

The Chippendale School site would have to bo resumed ; also a portion of the Wesleyan Church. Considerable 
alterations would have to he made south of Eveleigh station, so as to make connection between the running-sheds and the 
new set of lines to the Darling Harbonr branch ; in fact, it is doubtful if the latter could be connected at all, or any of 
them satisfactorily. Extensive interlocking arrangements would also be involved. The line to the Mortuary station would 
he on a different level to the passenger and Darling Harbour brandies, and must join the main linos at Wells-street instead 
of iu the ordinary way. This would he most inconvenient in transferring engines and carriages between Redfern station 
and the Mortuary. The same difficulty would occur in connection with the city lines and the carriage sidings in Redfern 
yard. Connection in this case would be possible ouly south of Eveleigh station, and this would also apply to the transfer 
of goods traffic between Redfern and Darling Harbonr, as there could he no connection between the Redfern and Darling 
Harbour branch, except south of Eveleigh. The whole of the signalling and interlocking arrangements in Eveleigh yard 
would have to bo removed and remodelled. It, is evident that provision must be made for storing suburban trains either 
south of Eveleigh, or somewhere on the new set of linos, as the space at Redfern could not be utilised, and the acre 
proposed by Air. ijelfe to he resumed-from Goodlet and Smith’s timber yard for shunting purposes would he useless for 
storing passenger trains. The estimate of cost for carrying out tho works between Eveleigh and George-street bridge seems 
to he iuadeipiate. The plans are not sufficiently definite in detail to allow me to check it with any acenracy. The ruling 
grade on this portion of the work being about 1 in 7.1 for 30 chains, this would control the loads of tho trains, and as large 
sums of money have been spent to provide grades of 1 in 100 on the suburban lines, such expenditure would he partly 
wasted. It is clear that to work the city lines with a gradient of 1 in 73, either the train loads—that is, the number of 
carriages—must he reduced, or a completely different set of more powerful engines must he purchased for the purpose of 
taking the same length of train. In the first case the capacity of the line for taking traffic is seriously diminished, and in 
the second case expenditure is involved which is not provided in Mr. Selfe’s estimate.
3254. Mr. Watson.] Eou the long-distance traffic it is proposed by Mr, Norman Selfo to start about 300 
feet from tbe end of the platform with a grade of l in 70? Yes.
3255. And that continues, how far ? About 1,600 feet; that is, nearly one-third of a mile. 3256.
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H. Deane. 32oG. Then you run down into Ereicigh station with a similar grade ? Tes.
/ar-A~T' 3257. IVhat effect would a down grade into the station, and an up grade out of the station, have on the 
7 .uar., 1900. l0ng-distance traffic ? The down grade into the station would not matter very much, except that the 

engine drivers would have to be very careful in applying brakes coming in. But a heavy, or comparatively 
heavy, grade going out of the station would be very objectionable. Jt would lend to difficulties in starting 
in bad weather, and it might limit the length of the train.
3258. To get the maximum of safety about a station, it is better to have, for some distance away from it, 
a line absolutely level ? Tes ; or to go into the station with a rising grade, which helps to stop the train, 
and to go out of the station with a falling grade, which helps to start the train. That is what is generally 
aimed at if circumstances permit; hut a down grade into a station is scrupulously avoided. In (he 
proposals that 1 have worked out for the city railway. I have a rising grade into the terminus, in each 
case, so that all trains would stop with less use of brakes, and in starting they would have a grade which 
would accelerate motion.

With regard to Section 3 •. tho proposed plans for re-modelling the existing Redfern station by utilising existing 
platforms by extending them further north perpetuates present difficulties. 8ome ot the proposals, as(J for instance, the 
introduction of baggage and parcels offices under the station at Devonshire-street, would involve a very considerable low ering 
of the ground, and consequent expense. The whole design involves a very large .expenditure in botching up defective 
arrangements instead of making a clean sweep, and laying out a new plan to suit modern requirements. The disturbance 
to the existing lines and platforms during the alterations would involve very great inconvenience and risk, and the whole 
of the signalling and interlocking arrangements would have to be removed and remodelled.

Ji'o. 1 Section.—As the present Redfern station would be entirely cut out of use for suburban and semi-suburban 
trains, passengers wishing to change to the main line would suffer very great inconvenience, which could only be met by 
stopping all long-distance trains at Eveleigh in order to enable them to change there.

Victoria Market Station.—The proposal to bring the railway into the basement of the Markets is quite impracticable. 
The space available is not sufficient for dealing with the large amount of traffic, and if the area covered is more than that 
at the Mansion House Station in London, it in to be remembered that the latter, though restricted, has been designed for 
passenger traffic, and is not a mere makeshift. It is to be observed, moreover, that the kind of business done at the 
Mansion House station is of a different character, and probably much simpler than that which would have to be dealt with 
at the Victoria Markets. Mr. Selfe shows three lines of way coming into the Markets, one line brought under George.street, 
the ground being excavated for the purpose, mid afterwards covered over. One platform is ilGO feet long by 28 feet wide, 
with heavy columns along the whole length about 16 feet apart, and in the centre is a heavy mass of brickwork 03 feet 
by 10 feet, and only 6 feet from the centre of tho rail of one line, which would lie a most serious obstruction to passengers. 
About 72 feet of the northern end of the platform is rendered useless by the stairway obstruction. The other platforms 
are equally inconvenient. The adaptation of the Market basement for railway purposes would involve, in my opinion, 
most dangerous alterations. Those considered necessary by Mr. Selfe, and which arc probably all that could be done with 
any degree of safety, do not give widths to agree with standard practice. The trains have to passthrough passages 12 
feet in width, whereas 14 feet is the recognised minimum structural width ; but in some cases piers would stand only 5 feet 
from the centro line of the rails, instead of 7 feet at least as they should. Brick piers are left standing on the platforms 
only 3 feet 6 inches from the edge, whereas it is looked upon as an indispensable condition m railway practice that no 
columns or piers should stand closer to the edge of the platform than fl feet. Mr. Selfe has not shown how access can he 
properly provided to the platforms, and it docs not seem possible to make adequate provision to deal with the large crowds 
which at times must enter and leave the station. The question of ventilation is dealt with in rather an ofl’-hand manner, 
and though it may be possible to provide sufficient fresh air in the station to prevent excessive i:ioouvenience,to passengers, 
it is very unlikely that it could ever bo made a properly-ventilated and pleasant place to be in, especially as the railway 
approaching the station is in tunnel right up to the front wall of the Markets at the south end, so that the smoke would 
drift out of the tunnel into the station. I gather from Mr. Selfe’s evidence that lie considered Mr. Remiick approved of 
his proposal to use the Markets ; but I would point out that an page 1 of his report, dated 19th December, 1 SOS, he says : 
“The basement of the new Markets, near the Town Hall, is entirely unsuited for a railway station, and it would be a 
piece of vandalism to appropriate it.”

Mr. Selfe proposes to extend two lines only for suburban traffic beyond the Markets, the other two lines which he 
shows on his plan being extended to the North Shore. I have no hesitation in saying that two lines arc not sufficient to 
take the suburban trains through to the terminus. There are no shunting facilities by which some of the trains could be 
stopped at the Markets and sent back : and the question arises by which other way will it be possible for trains to be 
carried back. As a matter of fact, they would all have to he carried through, and, according to Mr. Selfo’s plans, on two 
lines of way. This is not a workable proposal, as trains coming on to the Market station would have in some eases to wait 
for one another and proceed in single iile to Wytiyavd-square and “The Rocks.” If four lines could he earned beyond the 
Markets right through, all necessary shunting could be done at “The Rocks,” if a sufficient area of land were resumed 
for the purpose. This, however, would preclude any portion of Wynyard-square being used as a station for the lines from 
the North Shore, as it is not practicable to bring in a separate branch train service at this point; and it is to be remarked 
that Mr. Selfe’s plans show no terminal station for the North Shore traffic, and it may therefore be assumed that, if he haa 
thought about it at all, he must propose to work it in connection until some of the suburban trains in a see-saw manner. 
This, I need scarcely point out, is unsuitable for several reasons, one of which is that the ruling grade ou the North Shore 
line is 1 in 50, while the ruling grade on the western suburban line is 1 in 100. With regard to the two stations— 
Victoria Markets and Wynyard-squarc-—which are no doubt otherwise suitably located, they would be open to the 
objection that passengers would have to ascend and desccnd considerable flights of steps, With regard to resumptions and 
interruptions to business, between Market-street and King-street, I cannot believe that Mr. Selfe has not very much 
under-estimated the difficulty of passing under Lassetter’a and other buildings, and has not under-estimated the damage 
that would be done to the businesses now conducted on those premises. I understand that he proposes to resume in its 
entirety the Kidman's buildings, and remove them so as to throw tho lines open to the air.

It will ho seen from the foregoing that I do not consider Mr. Selfe's scheme practicable.
To csrnmarise: Mr. Selfe's scheme fails chiefly in the following particulars ;—“ The ruling grade is 1 in 78 instead of 

1 in 100 as it should he. The alteration of grades between Eveleigh and Redfern causes a want of connection lietween city 
and suburban lines with Redfern terminus for the interchange of passengers. It causes difficulty in interchanging vehicles 
aud engines between sidings and carriage-sheds at the terminus of—(1) City lines; (2) Darling Harbonr lines; and 
(3) Mortuary station. It necessitates the reconstruction of ihe whole yard at Redfern, It renders impossible any proper 
connection of city lines and Darling Harbour lines with the engine running-sheds at Eveleigh. The Victoria Markets 
cannot he used as a station, With four lines to the Markets and two lines beyond, the tiaffic cannot be conducted 
satisfactorily. ”

Any one of the above objections is sufficient to condemn the scheme, as they cannot be got over without altering the 
essential character of the scheme. I am sorry to have to say this, because one cannot but recognise the immense amount 
of pains which Mr. Selfe has taken in the preparation of his plans.
1 have it statement here which 5Ir. Parry was very anxious should go into my report, and I propose, with 
your permission, to read it. It is evidence on Mr. Selfe’s scheme, but in part it applies also to Mr. 
Greenwood’s. It applies to Mr. Greenwood’s scheme only so far as his arrangements are similar to Mr. 
Selfe’s. There is nothing iu it specially applicable to Mr. Greenwood's scheme. Tho following are Mr. 
Parry’s views, which 1 entirely endorse :—

To separate the country trains from suburban trains, those from the country to termiuato at Redfern, and the 
suburban at Market-street or Wyuyard-sqnare, would be very unsatisfactory, and give rise to much mutation to travellers. 
The only trains which can he considered purely country trains are as follows

Down. Up
Southern mails................................... 1 1
Western ,,   1 1
Northern ........................................... 1 1
Melbourne Express............................ 1 1

Down. Up.
| Goulbnm day train ........................... 1 I
I Bathurst ,,   1 1

Tam worth „   1 I
I South Coast ,,    2 2
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Of course this number is largely increased at holiday times, and even these in some cases do suburban work. All H. Deane, 
other regular trains do some suburban work, aud to start them from and terminate at Kedfern would be most inconvenient 
to passengers using them. 27 Mar., 1!)D0.

All touiist trains to the Mountains and to Moss Vale arc used largely by business men, who require to go direct to 
and from their offices and trains with the least delay in transit and without changing, so that the country trains ordinarily 
form a very small proportion of those to lie dealt with ; but at holiday times the number of country trains is considerably 
increased, and provision must, therefore, be made to meet the minimum traffic, for if the arrangements are insufficient to 
meet holiday requirements, then the whole system breaks down at tbe most critical time,

It must be clearly understood that whatever scheme is decided upon, accommodation must be made for dealing with 
tho maximum holiday traffic, and not lie limited to deal with ordinary every-day business.

The suburban traffic on these lines differs from most other places, as the very large population is settled in the 
various suburbs along the line to Homebush, and there are sufficient travellers to enable through business trains, morning 
aud evening, to be run alternately direct to or from almost every station (each station, therefore, lias its express service), 
instead of stopping at all stations, as is usually done at other places. Tins mixing up of through with stopping trains 
necessitates special arrangements at the terminal for dealing with the same, and for separating tho passengers ^pr the 
various localities.

The cost in working the traffic by running country trains to and from Kedfern, and suburban trains to the Markets 
or Wynyard-square, would be very much greater than by dealing with the whole business at one terminal station, A large 
staff would have to be kept at Redfern to deal with the country trains, whereas if the whole of the trains were dealt with 
atone new terminus the same porters would be available to deal with tbe eountiy aud suburban trains, because the 
country trains chiefly arrive and depart at times when rhe suburban traffic is light.

It will bo seen, in reply to Question 1660 of Mr. Selfe’s evidence, which isas follows, viz. :—
1660. “ Do you think you have room under the Victoria Markets to deal with such a large daily traffic V 

Ho replied :
. • . . “ It is a question 1 have not gone into very deeply for this inquiry, because you could not tell where it wonld
lead you to,

So that Mr. Selfe admits he has not given the subject full consideration, aud therefore his evidence could nut be relied upon, 
especially iu view of the fact that the proposal has been condemned by Mr. Rcnmck, the Engineer-ic-Chief for Victoria, 
who was specially deputed by the Government to report on the scheme, in the following terms :—

11 Tho basement of the now markets near the Town Hall is entirely unsuited for a railway station, and it would be a piece 
of vandalism to approjiriate it, even were it rvell adapted for the purpose,”
Vid-e clause 12, page 1, of his report, dated 29th August, 1899.

In addition to which the proposal has been condemned by the responsible officers of the Railway Department who 
have given evidence.

Again, in reply to Question 1662, as to dealing with the urban and suburban traffic at Victoria Markets, Mr. Selfe 
stated : “ You would deal there with at least twelve trains an hour each way ; I think you could deal with twenty.”

As no details are shown on Mr. Selfe’s plan as to the method he proposes for dealing with the shunting of tho trains, 
it is impossible to say what could be done, but it is quite certain that the arrangements would bo absolutely inefficient to 
deal with the business required to bo done.

In consequence of the city lines and the lines to tire Kedfern terminus being on different levels, so that no connec
tion can he made between the uity lines and Redfern terminus, execjrt at Eveleigh, great inconvenience would be experi
enced in transferring horse-boxes, &c., coming from the suburban lines to Redfern terminus to go forward by tbrougli trains 
from Redfern, This would also specially apply to horse-boxes coming from suburban stations by suburban trains to go 
forward on special horse-box trains from Redfern to races, such as Roseliill, Kogarah, and Canterbury.

Mr. Selfe's proposals of terminus for the city extension are vague and indefinite. He refers to doing shunting at 
Goodlet and Smith’s yard, and between the Markets and York-strcet, but it would be utterly impossible to shunt the trains 
on the area proposed tn he resumed, and, therefore, absolutely necessary to go on to “The Rucks,” and there provide shunting 
yard and storage accommodation for trainsand engines, even though the eastern extension is mado, because the passengers 
would require to arrive from and depart to the eastern and western suburbs at the same time, so that only a small propor
tion of the trains ivouhl require to make the circle, as it is termed ; aud as by the alteration of grades between Eveleigh and 
Redfern there can be no connection between the city lines aud Redfern terminus, except at Eveleigh, the storage accommo
dation at Redfern station could not be utilised for storing suburban trains and engines owing to having to shunt to and from 
Eveleigh and Redfern to get to ami from the city lines, so that storing accommodation must be provided on tho city lines 
for carriages and engines for Uic suburban and semi-suburljaii service.

Mr. Selfe, in reply to Questions 1594-!), says he would have more room at Tho Rocks” for storing carriages than 
is provided by the Hyde Dark or King-street schemes.

Row, it has been clearly pointed out that the Hydo Paik scheme is not intended to provide storage accommodation, 
and six lines have, therefore, been provided so as to enable the engines and cars to readily run to and from Redfern where 
the storage room is provided ; then, as regards tbe King-street scheme, tho area at the back of the Art Gallery only 
provides for a portion of the cars and engines—a considerable portion would still have to return to Redfern to store under 
that scheme, to facilitate which six main lines are provided between King-street and Redfern. As Mr. Selfe only proposes 
to resume acres at “The Rocks,” it is very clear the area would be insufficient, Mr. Selfe has an alternative to provide 20 
acres net.

There is no provision made for a proposal for terminal arrangements in the city stations for the North Shore line, 
when it should be constructed. This would he absolutely necessary to provide for, because the North .Shore passengers 
would require to arrive at the same time as those from the eastern and western suburbs, and a large number of trains from 
each direction would require to terminate on arrival in the city, unless a great wa^te of train mileage were incurred by 
running trains from the city to the suburbs empty iu the morning and back iu the evening, for there would certainly not 
be passengers to travel in them.

In determining the area of land required for terminal aud shunting yard, it is useless speaking of 11 in acres unless 
the shape of tbe area available is considered, for 6 acres in a suitable position may be of more utility than 10 of an 
unsuitable shape.
I must say, in regard to Mr. Selfe’s proposed terminal arrangements at “The Hocks,” there is evidently 
sufficient ground to do anything you like. I have not criticised that as a site for tho purpose. Regarding 
it as a matter of space, I am sure that plenty of laud of the proper shape could be found. The only 
difficulty would be the resumption, whatever that might be, and the extraordinary difference of level that 
there is between one side and the other.
3259. Cbnirmein.] You have also, I believe, prepared your comments on Mr. Greenwood’s scheme ? Yes.
32UO. "Will you kindly read them to the Committee ? Yes.

Mr. W. Grtemvood's Scheme.
Is answer to Question 1S47, Mr. Greenwood says that from Redfern to Circular Quay there would be provision for four 
lines of road, and two to the eastern suburbs, and later on he says from Redfern to Wynyard-square there would be four 
lines nf way, and on to tho Circular Quay, aud on the suburban lino, two lines of way. I wonld point out that lie only 
shows four lines of way running parallel to one another as far as Bathurst-street. From there tn o roads rise in order to 
get to the North Shore, and two descend so as to get to the Circulai Quay. The plan and section show this latter arrange
ment, which, therefore, may be taken to be his matured proposal. His estimates are not by any means elear, and those 
made for the same works at different portions of his evidence differ to some extent from one another. With regard to 
cost, Mr. Greenwood has, in my opinion, seriously under-estimated. Ho reckons, for instance, that the lines along York- 
street can be done for £50 a yard for the double road. I think he will find, taking all things into consideration, that that 
amount will be nearly doubled. The location passing the Town Hall and Markets, so as to get a through connection 
between York-strcet and George-street, is an impossible one, It is, at any rate, one that should not be attempted, as 
the risk to tho buildings would bo too great, and the curvature involved would bo very objectionable. The idea of

passing
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H. Deane, passing one line over another would lead to very serious difficulties. Mr. Greenwood has grades of 1 in 60, and I iu 60.
, A-^-1 ihis would seriously limit the train-loads and involve—as iu the case of Mr. Selfe’s scheme—more powerful locomotives^

27 Mar,, 1900. the objection against Mr. Greenwood’s proposal being still greater than against Mr. Selfe’s, because his grades are worse.
The location of the Circular Quay station is a most objectionable one. Mr, Greenwood says, iu answer to Question 1894, 
as to the space taken up between the Custom-house and tho other side of the Quay, that there would he practically none. 
1 have shown on a plan the space that would be taken up, and it will be seen how serious tho interference would be for the- 
ordinary wheel aud passenger traffic, and it would render the completion of the tramwav system, as sketched out on the 
same plan, impossible. ' ‘

Mr. Greenwood shows four lines parallel to one another as far as Bathurst-street; but although this is the case, the 
manner of the continuation of them prevents any shunting taking place at Bathurst-street. Consequently, it may he- 
looked upon that two lines of way are intended for the Xorth Shore connection, and two lines of way for the western and 
eastern suburban combined. Two lines of way are not sufficient to work the suburban traffic. There are trains from- 
Parramatta, others from Homebush, others from Ashfield, others from Hurstville, others from Belmore, besides those from 
Hornsby, Penrith, and Campbell town. There are also the Mountain and Moss Vale trains, and all those would have to- 
come into the city. Some of them are fast trains, and some slow, Mr. Greenwood says they must he all slow trains 
through the city, so that the fast and slow trains would have to wait on one another at Kedfern, so as to go in single file 
into the city. There are no terminal arrangements. If the line is made—as it must be made—into the city first, the 
eastern suburban line being left for later completion, something in the way of terminal arrangement is necessary. I under
stand that Mr. Greenwood does not consider it is necessary, and would merely shunt the trains beyond tbe station at 
Circular Quay and ran them back—that is to say, he would run them back iu the order in which they came. There would 
be no waiting for time and no re-arrangement to suit time for starting. In fact, they could not work to a time-table at all. 
Jfr. Greenwood’s stations at Wynyard-square and Circular Quay arc open to the objection that there is not proper room for 
access or space for offices, and the Wynyard-square station is also objectionable on account of the depth below the surface. 
As regards the depth at which the Circular Quay station is situated, it would be a very difficult matter to make it water
tight. pnd it would in any case be a costly operation. Tho use. of concrete alone would not effect this, but some waterproof 
material in layers—as was adopted at Boston, U.S.A.—might answer the purpose. In order to reduce the objection os to 
length of tnnnel, Jfr. Greenwood makes his line open to the air, except between Bathurst-street and Wynyard-square— 
that is about half a mile—and he is of opinion that the ventilation would not be bad, because he says the time occupied in
traveiling cannot possibly be a minute in this case. (6'ee answer to Question 203S.) The average speed between these two 
stations might possibly be 12 miles an hour, not more, or a mile in five minutes. The passage through the tunnel would, 
therefore, take two aud a half minutes at least, and the tunnel would not have time to clear itself during those times of 
the da}1 wdien traffic was heavy.

Mr, Greenwood’s is a most unsuitable scheme, and, with the location and levels given, is not capable of improvement.

WEDNESDAY, 28 MAItCJT, 1900. 
grmni:—

Tub Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chaieman).
The Hon, Patrick Lindesat Crawfoed Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew' G-abran, LL.D,
"William Thomas Dies, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Letien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee farther considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from- 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

H. Deane. 3261, Mr. Shepherd.'] I think you said, yesterday, that there would he great difficulty in crossing the-
^-----\ lines at Redfern station, according to Mr. Selfe’s scheme f There is no difficulty about crossing the

£8Miir., 1900. lines. Mr. Selfe does that in a satisfactory manner, so far as the more crossing'of the lines is concerned, 
hut it leads to other difficulties, which are very serious, ■
3262. The way he described it to us was that his proposed line did not touch the Redfern lines at all after
leaving Eveleigh—that he kept on the west side of them all the way down ? It does not touch, and that 
is one point that I. object to. Some of the lines descend, and the others pass over those lines. There are 
no means of connecting them after they leave Eveleigh.
,3263. The only crossing he mentioned to us was near the Cyclorama, and that was where his line was to- 
run under the present Darling Harbour line ? His evidence, and plan Ho. G, and section which is marked 
8, shows clearly what he intends to do.
3201. And you think it would cause inconvenience to passengers if the suburban and the through Iraffic 
were to be divided in the way he proposed ? I pointed out, in my statement, what 'the inconveniences 
would be. There would bo the inconvenience due to the non-possibility of interchange of passengers at 
the terminus. The other inconveniences are mostly due to traffic considerations. .
3263. Thou, in regard to the George-street Market station—yon seem to think that that is an imprac
ticable scheme ? I am sure of it; there cannot be any doubt whatever about it. I mentioned how very 
great the alterations of the basement of the markets would be. I tbink that I might recommend the 
Committee to call Mr. McRae, tbe architect who designed the building, and see whether he would 
approve of the piers, as the supports of the dome and the end, being cut away in the way indicated by 
Mr. Selfe.
326G. Dr. Garran.] I gather from your criticism yesterday that you think that a disadvantage in Mr.. 
Selfe’s scheme is that his extension does not go through the present station-yard at Redfern ? Tes.
3267. And I presume you think that any extension should go through that slation-yard ? Tes.
3263. Hot to do so would involve a great deal of complication and useless expenditure in the present yard ?' 
Tes ; it would upset existing arrangements altogether, and the nee of the carriage sidings and sheds.
3269. And involve, probably, a second station, and a dispersion of quarters, which would mean expense- 
without any profit P Tho separation of the traffic is a point of which the Railway Commissioners make a 
great deal.
3270. Admitting all that, is there not something to recommend Mr. Selfe’s proposal, to begin your manipu
lation of the cross-over roads further back than you do at present ? Ho ; I think it would be a mistake.
3271. Ton have explained to ns—and Mr. Parry has done so in greater detail—that your present trouble 
at Redfern arises from the shortness of the distance between the northern end of the tunnel, and the- 
southern end of the platforms ? Tes.
3272. Because you have scarcely room there to get in your cross-over roads, and your various points ? Tes.
3273. "Why not get over that difficulty, then, by lengthening tho distance ? I quite agree with that.

■ ' 327i
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3274. If wo were to begin tie cross-over rosds the moment wc leave Eveleigh, we should then have quite H. Besnc. 
as much room between Eveleigh and the northern end of the tunnel as we have now between tho tunnel
and the end of the platforms ? Yes ; but that is the wrong way to do it. The proper way to do it is to M'ar-' 
bring the station forward—not to run those points back.
3275. I know that has been proposed ; but, have wc not a method for crossing the roads and lengthening 
these platforms to the south, by pushing the whole arrangements for your interlocking further south ?
No, it will not do to follow Mr. Selfe's scheme of lowering the lines.
■3276. I am not talking of the lowering—I am putting that out of sight—I am merely speaking of pushing 
all the interlocking arrangements further back to tbe south, so as to make the present station-yard at 
Kedfern more available than it is f If you were to do that, without putting the other lines down in such 
n way that you could not keep up a connection with them, it might servo the pur pose ; but then you would 
be under the disadvantage that you would have to take up and renew the whole of the station-yard.
■3277. I quite admit that; but, if you say that the whole of the station-yard is unsuitable and dangerous, 
it is time we should take it up ? No. The proper and least expensive way to do it is to extend the 
present station across Devonshire-street.
3278. Then, you face the whole of tho expense of arching over Devonshire-street;—would that be less 
than the expense of merely all ering these points ? Yes. It is considerably simpler and very much less 
in cost; there cannot bo a doubt about that.
3273. Then even though you could alter the points, as I suggest, and take them more to the south, you 
distinctly say that, having the land across Devonshire-street available, that is a cheaper and better method?
Yes, and the safest. The other is absolutely dangerous, and would be very much more costly, because 
you would have to have a lot of temporary arrangements for running the traffic while you were altering 
some of the roads.
3280. That answer of yours involves building a new station-yard, to some extent, north of Devonshire- 
street, at once ? If Kedfern remains merely a through station, you do not want to make any material 
.alteration.
3281. But we are told that Kedfern must remain a station for very long trains, such as those I bat go away 
on holidays ? That is, supposing that it is to be a terminus. If Kedfern remains as a terminus, a complete 
.alteration has to be made. If it remains merely as a wayside station, very little alteration is required to 
be made. That will be seen in the details of my estimate.
3282. We have been given to understand that if either the King-street plan, or the St. James’ Koadplan, 
is adopted, good as it may be for ordinary normal traffic, it.will not be good enough to take the heavy 
holiday traffic in addition, and that would have to be accommodated at Kedfern :—yon know that some of 
the longest trains we send away are holiday trains? I think that you are mistaken about that in some 
way. I would like to have a reference made to the evidence given on that point.
3283. Chairman,] Mr. Parry did give some evidence on that point? Tes; but not to say that a radical 
alteration would be necessary. You could easily lengthen the platforms if you were to go up to 
Devonshire-street.
3284. Dr. Garran.] Arc we to take the view of the present station, that we cannot economically improve 
it by shifting all the points ? As a terminus—yes ; but I will not agree with it in any other way.
-3285. Then, if we do not continue it as a terminus, we need not cross Devonshire-street with platforms at 
present ? I do not think you need.
32SG. Simply taking the travelling lines over ? Yes.
3287. And we should need no more expenditure north of Devonshire-street than is necessary for extension 
into the city? There would be some little alteration necessary at Kedfern. There would be eventually 
some re-arrangement, but it would be of comparatively a trifling character.
3288. If wo once begin to arch over Devonshire-street to carry your six lines of rail across, do you not 
think that there will be an irresistible temptation to the traffic managers to lengthen those platforms at 
once ? If they have all the platforms as they want them, I do not see there is any necessity to do it. I do 
not think that the traffic officers would want to expend more money than is absolutely necessary.
3299. No, but they like all the convenience they can get ? Yes, but they would not want to make more 
alterations than are necessary, because alterations mean inconvenience.
3290. I can understand that they do not like to ask for expenditure unless they cannot possibly help it ?
They do not like alterations because they mean temporary inconvenience,—and very often very serious 
inconvenience.
3291. But merely lengthening the platfonns would not alter the signals, and so on? No. But if you 
can get rid of the terminal traffic at Kedfern, you can lengthen the lot of those platforms, by bringing 
them right up to Devonshire-street, without any serious expense.
3292. Do I correctly understand that it is your own personal opinion, as an engineer, that the long-distance 
trains ought to go into Sydney, if we make this extension? Yes, I think it is a desirable thing to bring 
them all into King-street.
3293. As regards the long-distance trains, that come in from Melbourne, Queensland, and Bourke, what 
proportion of the passengers do you think would bo left in those trains after they left Kedfern to come 
into the city ? I think that they would pretty well all come into the city—they would all come to the 
terminus.
3294. Even although there was plenty of time for them to get out at Redfern, and take cabs for their
luggage ? I think so, because the conveniences at a terminal station are so much greater for handling 
luggage. i _ ...
3295. Do you think that a gentleman going, say, to YJaverley or Bondi, instead of getting out at Kedfern, 
aud taking a cab from there to the east, would come all tho way into King-street ? I do. The distance 
to either "Waverlcy or Bondi is practically as short from King-street as it is from Kedfern, unless you 
open up some new and wide thoroughfares ; it is just as easy, in fact easier. There are better roads out 
from Hyde Park than there are from Kedfern,
3296. Then, you think the effect of bringing the long-distance trains in will be that they will bring tbe 
passengers with them ? Yes.
3297. And you have not any fear that the bringing in of these long, lumbering trains into Hyde Park 
will block your suburban traffic ? No. I think that the accommodation which it is proposed to provide 
will be quite largo enough;

3298.
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.EL Deane. 3298, You would be content to give the accommodation provided for in either of these two schemes? Yes. 
osiir^iqno ^ol1 thmk the traffic could be worked as comfortably as it is now at Redfern ? Very much more,

ftr., . 0. Either of these two schemes has a very much better station than the present Redfern station. All the 
platforms are long platforms, at which trains of full length could be docked.
3300. And if either of these two Hyde Park schemes is carried out, do you tbink that there will then be 
any necessity for a central sfation at tbe Benevolent Asvlum ? No.
3301. Never? No. '
3302. Ho wever tbe traffic may grow, this area of 10 acres will be quite enough for everything ? Yes ; I 
believe that it will he quite sufficient.
3303. Well, you told me the other day that 22 acres of the Benevolent Asylum site would not be too much, 
looking at tho future ? In that, I did not suppose that that was all to be covered over with plalforms. 
Of course, there are other conveniences which railway working requires, such as storage, sidings, and sheds, 
which the surplus ground could be used for,
330A But if you were planning a central station, intended to last for all time, wonld you not like to have 
room for all those superfluities ? If you could get them there, close alongside, it would be very much 
better ; but as we cannot, we have to do without,.
3305. Could you ever get them at Hyde Park without taking in more of the park ? No ; and it would 
not be desirable to do that. X am quite sure that X should be the last to recommend it.
3306. What I want to get at is this : As we have this site between the present station and Belmore-road 
practically in tbe bands of the Government now, would it not be wise for the Government sacredly to 
keep that from being sold for any other purpose, and to reserve it for a possible sfation ? I think it ought 
to be reserved ; they ought not to dispose of it for any purposes other than railway purposes. I quite 
agree to that; but 1 do not see any necessity for reserving it for a station.
3307. Well, granting that the Hyde Park scheme will meet all our needs for the present—lor Bast Sydney 
at least—is it not wise to look ahead, in a country like this, with its enormous possibilities for the future, 
and to keep sacred a site which, by the admission of all engineers, is the finest site wo can now get in 
Sydney for a great central station ? I should not oppose the reserving of it; X think it would be a very 
wise thing to do, but not with the view of making a station there, but with the view of utilising tho ground 
in some way for the purposes of the railway.
3308. Then you do not think it will ever be wanted for a railway station? Well, I am very doubtful 
indeed about it, A little bit might be wanted for a station; but I do not think so.
3309. You have criticised, unfavourably, tho two western proposals that have been put before the 
Committee;—have the Government ever definitely proposed any West Sydney line at all ? Yes, a great 
many years ago they did; but the requirements of traffic were not so well understood at that time, I suppose.
3310. Is it a line that you would recommend now? No.
3311. Is itshown on any plan we have before us ? Yes. It was dealt with by the first Royal Commission ; 
it is scheme “ L.”
3312. There is a line marked on the plan attached fo (hat Royal Commission’s report,—going just umst of 
the Markets and tbe Town Ball;—is that the route ? It goes between Kent-street aud Sussex-street; 
it goes all tbe way round by Miller’s Point to what used to be tbe Naval llepot.
3313. Then that is not this plan, it is another ? There is one I suggested,myself, going into Wynyard- 
square with a loop.
3314. Was an estimate ever made of the cost of that line ? If it was made it was submitted to tbe 
Commission at that time.
3315. There is this one, but this is not tbe one you refer to, because this goes under York-street from the 
Markets ? I am not sure whether this is not the one.
3316. Here is one going round Dawes’ Point ? That is scheme “ L," laid out under instructions from the 
Government.
3317. Do you know if any estimate was ever made of the cost of any of the western schemes submitted
by the Government ? 1 fancy, so; but in order to ascertain, 1 would have to refer to the Royal
Commission’s Report—I mean the first Royal Commission which sat in 1890 or 1891.
3318. The reason I ask is that Mr. Rennick, in his report, seems to imply that if he could do it at an 
equal cost he would prefer a West Sydney line to an East Sydney line; but the cost seems to him to be 
prohibitory ;—where ccnld he have got that idea, except from some Government figures ? He may have 
drawn that conclusion in considering the matter himself. 1 should like to say that, in response to the 
express desire of the Committee, I have written a report on that matter for the Committee; and I have a 
plan and a section showing what, in my opinion, can be done—not what I recommend, but what can be 
done.
3319. And an estimate of the cost? I have given an estimate of the cost of the works, but I am not'* 
prepared to give an estimate of the cost of resumptions, because it is rather a long matter.
3320. Has Mr. Sievers had it before him to make anything like an estimate? No. I tbink Mr. Sievers 
has been away, and it was only a few days ago that I was asked to prepare the report. I have also 
prepared a report upon a possible connection with North Shore.
3321. You object to the stiffer gradients on the line you were considering yesterday;—no doubt it is 
better to have a grade of 1 in 100 rather than a grade of 1 in 60, if you can get it;—but is a grade of 1 in 
60 an unusual grade for a city line or a suburban line? It would be very objectionable ou our working. 
There are certain eouditions of load and speed. Some years ago the Railway Commissioners went to great 
expense to quadruplicate the lines, and lift the lines over, or take them under the cross-roads, as tho case 
might be, and to abolish level crossings, and at the same time to give grades of 1 in 100, on the suburban 
line. There is only one exception, 1 think—a short distance of 1 iu 90—and in the position it takes 
that is immaterial. All that expense would, as it wore, be thrown away if, on an extension of the same 
line—with the same trains running over it—the grades were very much steeper.
3322. Are the present suburban engines—that is tank engines—equal to taking an ordinary suburban 
load up a grade of 1 in 60 ? That I cannot say. They might crawl up at a snail’s pace ; but I am not 
sure they would. The suburban engines take trains of eight or nine carriages along the Western suburban 
line, mid on the North Shore line they take trains of five or six carriages—iu this case up a grade of 1 in 50.
3323. The same kind of engines? 1 believe it is the same kind.
3324. Have yon not some grades of 1 in 40 on the North Shore line ? No—1 in 50.

3325.
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3325. Then, are we to understand that the present locomotive engines on the suburban lines aro fully IT Doano. 
tasked now P I should say that they are properly adjusted to load and speed, and if you put in steeper 28 xg(Jo 
grades yon wonld either have to reduce the load, or you wonld have to reduce the speed. ‘‘ ‘
3320. For that reason you think it is essential that any city extension should keep to a grade of 1 in 100 ?
Yes, 1 do ; 1 think it is very important.
3327. It was proposed, I think, by Mr. Eddy himself, once, to make an extension line from Hyde Park 
to Circular Quay, which was to be on a grade of 1 in OOP Yes ; but afterwards he was very sorry that 
he had ever mentioned it.
332S. I believe that he withdrew it afterwards ? He did. Ho regretted very much having mentioned it.
3329. If one of the proposed schemes that go round to the back of Parliament House, under the Domain, 
to Fort Macquarie, were carried out, we could get down to the water level with a grade of about 1 in 100,
I suppose, by a route of that kind P I do not think yon could get down to tho water level; hut I would 
not he quite certain. You could get down to a station about the level of the top of Albert-street, 1 think.
3330. You see that one of the defects of your Hyde Park schemes is, that they haveno railway connection
with the ferry traffic at Circular Quay, aud there may afterwards come a proposal to extend ; and both 
these schemes, we are told, would admit of extension underground ? You could extend either of those 
schemes by extending the lines on tho eastern side of the city. _
3331. Tho eastern line, we are told, will go under Eiug-street, and could go on to Circular Quay, if 
required;—in fact, No. 10 scheme goes out from the centre of the platform to make that long curve round 
to the Domain ? Yes, that is arranged so that you could get four lines at least under King-street.
3332. Is that carriage-shed very much above high-water mark? It is above high-water mark.
3333. It is above what would be the platform of a station anyvvhere down there—for Woolloomooloo 
Fay ? I should think it would bo about 20 foot above ; but I cannot tell exactly without referring.
3334. It is a descending grade on all that line P Yes.
3335. Do you know what the rate of descent is ? I think it is about 1 in 60.
3330. You consider that the carriages running there will always be empty carriages P Yes.
3337, But if that should form part of an eastern suburban line, as we aro told it will ultimately, you will 
have the eastern suburban traffic on it p Yes,
3335. And you will be running that on a grade of 1 in 60 ? I hope to have steeper grades on that eastern 
lino when I make it.
3339. Then you will have to have shorter trains ? No. 1 think it ought to be made an electric line, 
and that, having a completely new stock, you could do what you like, and save a lot of expense.
3340. In putting down Mr. Selfe’s figures, you did not reckon into the credit of his scheme what he 
proposes to do, namely, to sell 2,000 feet of frontage to his new G-eorge-street ? No, I did not.
3341. And you did not debit him with tbe capitalised value of £2,000 a year, which it is proposed he 
should give for space in the basement of the Markets ? No. 1 did not, I did not pay very much 
attention to the estimates. I did not think that the matter of expenditure was so important a one as 
those other serious objections that 1 pointed out.
3342. Mr. Selfe also proposed to sell a portion of the cemetery site, but that would he common to any 
scheme? Yes; and I do not think it ought to he included, because, if you leave the terminus where it 
is, you can sell that land at any time, and make something out of it. You might go to St. James’ Boad, 
and might cut up the High School site and sell that, and credit that to the railway, because that would bo 
a very valuable site if the railway were brought there.
3343. You have been to London within the last few years ? I was there in 1894.
3341. Did you happen to visit either the Clapham Junction station or the Willesdcn Junction station?
Yes ; I know them both. I know Clapham Junction very well.
3345. There is a remarkable involution of lines there, is there not? Yes,
3346. Do they not go over one another, and uuder one another, like snakes? Not at Clapham Junction; 
but at Battersea there is an extraordinary network of lines going over one another, and under one 
another.
3347. What grades do they have to submit to in doing that? I dare say that some of them are steep ; 
but I would not like to say what.
3348. A constant suburban traffic is run over them ? Yes.
3349. You do not know if their engines are more powerful than ours P No ; J cannot give particulars.
3350. Jlfr. Watson.'] I suppose the point of your objection to have steeper grades is, that it would render 
useless a portion of the expenditure already gone to on the suburban line ? Yes ; that is one thing.
3351. So it is not so much a question of what any particular engines can do, as it is a question of having 
an engine going over a certain distance at a slow speed when the engine would be wanted to go over the 
whole of the distance at a fast speed P It would affect the speed and tho time of travelling, even supposing 
that the engine could take the load.
3352. The Bailway Commissioners, I suppose, arrange their suburban traffic at present to go at a certain 
speed with a certain number of carriages, and a particular class of engine ? Yes.
3353. And your contention is that it would mean a re-arrangcment of the engines and cars, and that it 
would practically waste the money that has already been spent in lowering tbe grades on tho suburban 
line ? Yes. That would particularly apply, of course, to the steeper grades that have been suggested.
3354. Mr. Dick.] Do you know wliat grade there is from Erskiueville station to tho level of Eveleigh station ?
Well, there is a steeper grade there than on the western suburban line; but the engines on the Hurstville 
line do not take the same load, 1 think there are seven carriages there, as compared with eight or nine 
on the western suburban line.
3355. This diagram of gradients, submitted by the Bailway Department, puts it at 1 in 60 ? I dare say it is.
3356. It is also 1 in 60 rising from Carlton up to Hurstville ? Yes, I think it is.
3357. Can you state definitely what difference there is betiveen the load which the same kind of engine 
takes on the south coast suburban district line, as compared with the western district line, as far as 
Strathfield ? I cannot state definitely, because I have not the particulars here ; but 1 could easily get 
thorn. .1. think I have tho ioformation in the office. I know that the trains arc shorter on tho Hurstville 
line than they are on the western suburban line, aud they do not make as good time either.
3358. If any scheme for bringing the railway into the city were to have steeper grades than 1 in 60, 
would it be a serious interference with tho present suburban line arrangements ? It would bo a serious

16—Y interference.
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H. Deane, interference. It would not matter so mucli for the short Hurstville trains; but it would matter very 
sRir'isno ^or ^ie ^omtbu9h and the Parramatta trains.

a^•^ ■ 3359. Mr. Watson^] The greater part of the traffic is on the western suburban line ? Yes; and those
trains are longer.
3360. The main passenger traffic is by that line ? Yes.
3361. Mr. Dick!] Do they use the same kind of engine on both lines P I think so. There are two or
three kinds of engines used. Class “M” is tho kind of which there arc most. I think there arc about 
forty of those engines; and there are two or three class “ C ” engines, which hare been altered and made 
into tank-engines, to suit the suburban traffic. Tank-engines do not have a tender, but carry the water 
either alongside the boiler or over it. ”
3362. Do you think that the present proposal for bringing the railway in to King-street lends itself to a 
connection with North Shore? Quite sufficiently. Ido not think that a connection with North Shore 
should necessarily be into that station at all. "
3363. I merely wish to know if it would lend itself to such a connection ? Yes ; either by bringing the 
line right round and back on the -western side, or by running down by means of a tunnel, and using 
electric locomotives.
3364. Eight down, where to? Under the Harbour, to connect with the North Shore lino at the head of
Lavender Bay. There would be no difficulty about that. It is perfectly practicable, because it is similar 
to what is done in America, ‘ '
3365. Tailing that, it would be necessary to bring the line back over a curve, say, to Liverpool-street, in 
order to get on to the main ridge of the city of Sydney, and then go onwards to North Shore ? But 3. 
would not recommend that the North Shore trains should be brought up to ICing-street on that line. I 
do not see why they should he.
3366. Where would yon recommend they should be brought to ? I would run them into Eedfern.
3367. By what route? I mentioned a little while ago that I had prepared a paper on that subject. I 
would rather read that in its entirety later on, and then you will understand the position I have taken up,
3368. You say in the statement which you read yesterday that you have no hesitation in saying that two 
lines are not sufficient to take the present suburban traffic through to the terminus ? Yes.
3369. A, witness, whom we had before ns, made this statement

. ^ Enoch’s station, Glasgow, there are, every working (lay, nineteen trains arriving in a space of forty-three
minutes. That is on one pair of rails. 'That is at tho rate of twenty-eight trains an hour arriving on one pair of rails, at 
a terminal station in Glasgow. This information is copied from the /tmVicay ji/aps*inr,forKovcmber. IS9S. At the present 
time twenty-two trains arrive at Redfern on four lines of rails ; hut as a matter of fact, in Glasgow there aro twenty-eight 
trains arriving in an hour, on one pair of rails, every morning in the year.
If that can be done there, do you think the same amount of work could be done, say, on Mr. Selfe’s 
scheme? I do not know the arrangements at St. Unoch’s station, Glasgow. I should require to sec the 
plan, and also a description of the working, before I could judge or make any comparison. . Besides, as 
regards working, I am not a traffic officer. I really only provide what I am asked to provide by the Railway 
Commissioners ; I do not undertake any responsibility as regards traffic. 1 would suggest that you should 
give Mr. Parry .notice of being questioned on the subject, so that he could look up the matter of 
St. Enoch s station, for there may be something there which is not made clear in that statement. I am 
afraid that the information is not very clear, for Mr. Greenwood was asked : 11 Is it a dead-end station ? " 
and he said, “ I believe so.” If it were clearly described, I tbink he would have said either c: yes” or “ no.” 
The best plan would be to get the Hallway Magazine and see what information it gives on the subject, 
3370. Mr. McFarlane.'] There is a rumour that it is the intention of the Government to resume the 
eastern shore of Darling Harbour ; in tbe event of that being done, how do you think it would answer for 
a city railway extension ? It would be of no use for passengers.
33il. If that were resumed for an extension of the line from Eedfern to Darling Harbour and Circular 
Quay, bow would that, in your opinion, suit for passenger traffic ? It would not suit at all,
3372. Do you not think it would suit? No; it is too far over, and not at all where passengers want to 
go. It might suit for a goods line, but that is a different question.

l ^ would answer both for passengers and goods, would it not bo desirable to construct a line 
there? I would not like to give a definite answer to that question without very careful consideration. 
Of course, a goods line might be made along there, and the same line might serve also for occasional 
passenger trains; but such a line would not serve for an extension of the railway into the city for 
passenger traffic for general and popular use. To run passengers close alongside Darling Harbour would 
not serve the general purposes of the city.
33/4. Have you considered this view of the matter: if the Government were to resume that land, in any 
case, would it not be much cheaper to utilise part of that resumed land in the construction of the city 
Ime^ \ es ; hut it would not servo the purpose of extending the passenger traffic into the city.
33/5. Say, for instance, that there was a railway station at the foot of King-street, would that not bo 
convenient to the great bulk of the people in the heart of the citv ? People would have to climb up over 
tho hill. "
3376. Well, that is not far from George-street ? It is a good way up to that street. I go up it everv day, 
but I generally take the tram. " 1

'• WcB, in the event of that resumption it is more than probable that the Government would utilise 
the foreshore for the construction of wharfs ? Yes.
3378.^ And then such a line would be very convenient for goods traffic ? That is a matter for consideration, 
certainly.

Extension of the Railway into the City, Proposal for a Western Route.
At the request of the Committee, I have gone into the question of a practicable western side city railway scheme, and now 
Bunnutwhat 1 think is realty the only way of carrying out such a scheme, with a ruling grade of 1 in 100.

-1J'e long-distance traffic would have to stop at Redfern, and a station to accommodate it would have to be built at 
the Renevedent Asylum grounds. Prom there four liner, would be extended over Belmore Park and over wliat is known as 
Padrly s Market, then turmug round, would pass over Pitt-street and George-street, as shown on plan, crossing over 
oussex-street twice and dipping down with a grade of 1 in 100 to the corner of Kent-street and Market-street, and from 
tiiere would proceed m tunnel to Wynyard-square.

At Wynyard-square an underground station could be provided with four platforms, provided the roads on either 
side of the square were tunnelled under. From here the lines would be continued to what Mr. Selfe calls » The Rocks,’' 
where storage and shunting sidings would be provided.

So
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So far us I can see, this is the only practicable way of carrying out a western side scheme, with a ruling grade the H. Deane, 
same as on the 'Western Suburban line. This ruling grade is indispensable, as otherwise the trains would have to be 
shortened or a new set of locomotives obtained. ilSMar., 1900.

The accommodation suggested at Wynyunl-snuare is all there is room for, but it is not really sufficient, and there 
would he gieat dissatisfaction amongst the public. If all the trains, excepting eighteen, i.e,, long-distance trains, me 
brought into the city, there will at times be a very large number of trains starting from or arriving at Wynyard-square 
station. This would have to be worked as u wayside station only—which moans that trains for tho suburbs after being mado 
up at Ihe terminal yard, instead of being allowed to stand at the platforms for ten minutes or more, could only ho detained a 
short time to take up passengers and luggage.

1 do not believe that the most perfect traffic arrangements wonld bring about a state of affairs satisfactory to the 
travelling public, and the scheme has the further drawback of not being capable of enlargement.

As regards cost, I should put that down at about £800,000, not including the station at Devonshire-street and not 
including the cost of land and compensation which would, no doubt, be considerable.

Railway Connection hetween Sydney and North Shore.

This should, 1 think, be treated as a separate matter. I see no reason why the North Shore trains should he brought to 
meet any city railway extension for the west, nor do I agree with the statement that no scheme for city railway extension 
would be complete without provision for a North Shore connection. I am convinced that each proposal should stand on its 
own merits, and a sufficient reason for that view is that the ruling grade on the North Shore line is 1 in 51), whereas that 
of tho Western Suburban line is 1 m 100.

If, however, it were looked upon as a drawback to either the Hyde Park or King-street schemes, that no direct 
connection with North Shoic over the harbour by budge is practicable, I would point out—as I have pointed out before— 
that by running back to In > erpnol-strect and curving lound to the west side of the city, that connection can be made.

On the other band, by continuing two of the linos on the east side of the Hyde Park or King-street tei minus, ami 
dropping down with a steep grade, the railway eonld be run in tunnel under the harbour, and meet the North Shore 
railway at the head of Lavender Ray. This part of the hoc would be worked—as such a long tunnel should be worked-- 
by an electric locomotive. Any statement that snob a method is impracticable is met by the fact that on the Baltimore 
aud Ohio railway electric locomotives am used to draw passengers and goods trains through a tunnel 2^ miles long. This 
system is growing m favour, and elcctiio locomotives aro being largely ordeted for similar purposes bv other railway 
companies. "

Jf a bridge connection with North Shore is required,! would propose the following route, which, although it involves 
a considerable amount of viaduct, is perfectly practicable :—

It seems to have been decided that the proper headway for a bridge is 180 feet above high water, and I have, there
fore, assumed this to begin with. Prom the bridge, between Dawes Point and Mac.Matmn's Point, the lines would drop 
down towards .Sydney on the south side with a grade of 1 in 50, passing close to the Grosvenor Hotel, and raised about 
2() feet above the street. Thence the line would run, still with a grade of 1 in 50, taking up a position either between 
Kent-street and Russex-street, or, if allowable, iu viaduct over the centre of Kent-street, and would follow in a straighi; 
lino as far aa Liverpool-street; after which it would curve to the left, and, passing over George-street, Pitt-street, and 
Belmore Park, would ultimately join the Redfern terminus. A station can be provided between King-street and Erskinc- 
street at levels such that access could be given by means of a bridge to Clarence-street, without the necessity of steps or ■ 
steep rumps.

The cost of such a railway, which would need ouly two lines of way, I have not had time to go into. Without 
sketching out the various details it would be impossible to give anything with accuracy, If thought allowable to go 
overhead along tho centte of Kent-streer, a large amount of resumption would be avoided, with its consequent expense.
If, however, the route between Kent-street amt Sussex-street is followed, there is a large number of expensive buildings 
abutting on cither Kent-street oi* SuBsex*street, 'which must he resumed.
X have here sections of those two lines. X wish to say that 1 do not recommend the 'Wynyard-square 
route. 1 do not think the city traffic could he accommodated there.
3379. Chairman.] In regard to the scheme which you have just read proposing a line by way of Wynyard- 
square as far as “ The Ifoclts, ’ you speak very disparagingly of a station at Wynyard-square ? Yes. I do 
not believe that you could there get the accommodation that is required for a terminal station. Although 
it is not technically a terminal station—that is to say, there are not terminal docks—as regards traffic it 
is a terminal station, and at a terminal station you want to provide for trains to stop longer than if it 
were merely a wayside slation, and that means that the platforms are occupied by trains for a longer period 
than the platforms are occupied by trains at a wayside station, and more of them are therefore, required.
3380. And you want more space? Yes ; and that is the opinion of the traffic officers.
3381. Therefore, from that point of view, Wynyard-square is not a desirable position for such a station?
Yes ; otherwise, of course, it is very central and convenient.
3382. As you say in your statement, the position is all that is required, but the accommodation is not the 
same? Yes.
3383. In your second statement just read, you refer to a possible lino from Kedfern by way of Kent-
street to connect with a bridge to Korth Shore? Yes. “ "
3381. Yon say that that can be obtained with a grade of 1 in 50 ? Yes.
3385. Well, all along you have objected to a grade of 1 in 50 in other schemes? ATo1. for tho North 
Shore traffic. I mentioned that. The ruling grade of the North Shore line is l in 50, therefore any 
extension of tho North Shore line might clearly have a grade of 1 in 00 as well.
3380. TV ould you advocate two lines of railway passing through the city—one going through the middle 
of Wynyard-squaro, and the other two streets to the avest along TCent-s'treet ? I do not advocate a city 
extension on the w estern side, but if a connection is I o be made over a bridge with North Shore, I think the 
route I have indicated is the one to adopt, and I think that particular location over Kent-street on 
viaduct might be very suitable. If Kent-street were a street with dwelling-houses in it, I would not 
recommend it for a moment; but as there are only offices, stores, and warehouses there. I cannot seo 
that there can he any objection to running trains overhead through tho middle of the street.
3387. It that lino of railway were constructed along Kent-street, you would have a station between
King-street and Erakine-streot ? Tes. ”
3388. Therefore that station would serve a large number of people coming from tho western suburbs 
into the^city, and also people coming from North Shore into the city—to that part of the city—would it 
not? Tes ; but the people coining from the western suburbs would have to change at Kedfern.
3389. It would serve people coming to that part of the city? Yes.
3390. That being so, would it not seem rather ridiculous to construct also a line of railway to Wynvard-
square so close handy 7 Y>s ; I think so. ' “
3391. Therefore, if that Kent-sfrect line were thought of at all, seeing that it would serve a large number 
of people coming to the western part of the city, would it not be better for the second line to go up 
more in the direction of Hyde i’ark, and serve the people who would want to go to that part of the city?
Yes; I think so.
3892. That is if two lines were to be constructed ? Yes.

3393.
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H. Deane. 3393. I understand that you have prepared these two schemes at the request of the Committee, hut you 
,’SM~A~7flOO ^ l1ot Urgc t!ie'r a<loPtioil? T!iat is ao- '

“ u,r'’ ' 3394. You have had this question of a city railway under your consideration for a great number of
years ; you have been examined before the Eoyal Commissions and Public Works Committees over and 
over again ; of all the schemes that have been put before us, which do you think is the most desirable to 
carry out at the present time ? I adhere to the St. James’ Xtoad scheme.
3395. After that? Then either Yo. 4 or Kb. 10.
3399. Do you put No. 4 before No. 10 ? It would depend very much ou the cost of the resumptions. I 
am not sure about tho coat of resumptions in connection with No. 4-.
3397. You put the St. James’ Road scheme first? Yes.
3398. Then comes either No. 4 or No. 10 ? Yes.
3399. No. 10 being the King-street, or modified Hyde Park, scheme ? Yes.
3400. And No. 4 being the scheme which goes towards Pitt-street, at the back of the Pitt-street frontages,
and at the back of the King-street frontages ? Yes. '
3401. Those are the three schemes which, in your opinion,are tbe three best ? Yes; I do not tbink there
can be any doubt about it. ”
3402. Mr. Watson.] Is your preference for the St. James’ Road scheme purely from a.n engineering stand
point, or from the point of view of economy, in view of the fact that the laud is practically free—free of 
improvements anyway ? I like it best from an engineering standpoint, because you have a direct run

■ in. You liave a fairly direct run in with the others. I do not know that it makes very much difference. 
Rut I like tbe terminal arrangement of the St. James’ Road scheme very much better than the terminal 
arrangements of No. 10 scheme, and it avoids the necessity of that run round to the back of the Art 
G-allery.
3103. It has been suggested that by taking a slightly wider strip from Hyde Park you could avoid the 
necessity of an extension into the Domain in connection with scheme No. 10? Yes; that could be done 
by taking a very small extra strip, and covering it over again. I do not recommend that, but point out 
that it could be done, aud practically tbe same amount of park would be open to tbe public as is shown on 
that plan,
3404. Assuming that a central station were built at Devonshire-street or Belmore-road, and that it was 
then found expedient to extend railway communication into tbe city, either by a circular or some other 
method, would electricity be practicable for the extension within a reasonable time ? There would be no 
particular advantage in having electricity; it would mean changing locomotives.

' 3405. I want your opinion about the practicability within a reasonable time, with a central station at 
Belmore-road, of running all the suburban traffic by electricity, and including in tbe suburban traffic an 
extension into the city, by tnnnel if necessary, also run by electriciiy ? It would not be practicable with
out altering the whole of the suburban working.
3406. As a railway engineer, can you say whether there are any indications that electricity for suburban 
or concentrated traffic is within a reasonable distance of being brought into operation ? Yes; it can be 
done. It is quite practicable.
3407. Assuming, then, that you had, within a reasonable time, the suburban traffic run by electricity, and 
a city extension for suburban traffic only, run in a similar manner, would it not then be possible to utilise 
tunnels to a much greater extent than is advisable with steam traction ? Certainly.
3408. And that, meaning less resumption, would also mean a very greatly decreased cost for a city exten
sion, would it not? I do not know that it would. I cannot say that going in tunnel would make it 
cheaper than going with a line exposed to the air.
3409. Well, although the actual amount of works would he larger, would there not be a great reduction
in the cost of resumption;—you would not interfere with property to anything like the same extent by 
having a tunnel at a deep level as you would by having an open cut or viaduct ? No ; you could go 
under George-street if necessary. ”
3410. And that would mean a minimum amount of resumption ? Yes.
3411. Is it not a fact that the greater portion of the cost of railway extension into the city is, except in 
the case of the Hyde Park scheme, represented by the cost of resumptions? Yes.
3412. And that could practically be saved if you were able later on to initiate an electric railway system 
for the city .and suburbs ? Yes. That is how I think an extension could be made in the future, if, say, 
tho St. James’ Road proposal or No. 10 proposal should prove inadequate. By that time electricity 
would, perhaps, have come to be adopted for suburban work, and it would be quite permissible to have an 
underground line.
3413. I think you said incidentally, a little time earlier in tbe inquiry, that it was your hope to use elec
tricity for any eastern suburban extension that might be ultimately decided upon ? Yes ; I should certainly 
recommend that any newline, such as the eastern suburban, should he worked by electricity, because you 
could adopt steeper grades and sharper curves.
3414. ' Well, if it would be a good thing for that, would it not be equally good for any class of traffic
sufficiently concentrated to permit of stationary power such as electricity being used? If the construction 
of the suburban lines were now being contemplated, I believe the question of using electricity would be 
very carefully considered. '
3415. Do you think that the application of electricity is sufficiently advanced to make it within a 
reasonable distance as far as railway working is concerned ? I am sure it can he done. There is a lot 
of suburban traffic in America worked by electricity—with the overhead wire.
3416. I understood that the conduit system had become very popular there recently? It is used in New
York and Washington. *
3417. Does it seem to answer, notwithstanding the severe winters they have? Yes, it answers very well; 
but it is more expensive than the overhead wire. However, in New York, they will not have the over
head wire, and in Washington it is forbidden, so they have to use the other. There is a new system 
coming on, by means of which the tunnel conduit would he avoided. The late Dr. John Hopkinson paid a 
great deal of attention to it, and was advocating it before he died.
3418. That is something different from either the overhead wire or the ordinary conduit system ? Yes.
3419. Dr. Garran.] Is the part of Kent-street over which you would take that overhead line pretty 
level ? It is not unsuitable for the purpose. There is one pretty good dip.

3420.
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3420. You could pet your grade of 1 in 100 ? There is no steeper grade than 1 in 100 between Ucdfern H. Deane,
aud a station at Erskine-street—at least there need not be. /-—'’—“a
3421. It would be on iron'pillars, I suppose ? Yes.
3422. With either that or the other line, could you not go nearer to the back of the Town Hall than you 
do ? Ko; not to get the grade. The difficulty is in getting over one street and under the other 
with the ruling grade.
3423. Whore would you have your passenger station—near the Town Hall on that line ? I think it
wonld be possible to make a station about there. There would be one at Wynyard-square, and 
there might be one somewhere near the Town Hall. It shows a grade of 1 in 100, dropping down from '
the crossing in George-street till you get to Market-street.
3424. You wTould not object to have a station on a grade of 1 in 100, would you ? There are stations ou
worse grades than that. It is not desirable; but it could be worked. Very like] v the grades could be 
eased a little so as to be made to suit. '
3425. But ou that plan you have not provided for any station near the Town Hall? Ko : I have not.
3426. In that case, there would be no station between Hedfcrn and Wynyard-square ? Ko ; there would
not he, but one could be arranged for if necessary. *
3127. Chairman."] 1 suppose that in the scheme you read io-day, proposing to go to Wynyard-square, you 
have not provided for any connection with the eastern suburbs ? Not from that one. H could be taken 
round the head of Circular Quay ou viaduct; but I do not think that that is desirable.

THURSDAY, 29 MARCH, 1900. 
present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chaikiuan).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Craw cord Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D 
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Hunrt Leyien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Cliief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

3428. Chairman.] You were requested to supply certain information to the Committee? I was asked to H. Diane, 
ascertain how much extra width of land would be required in Hyde Park if the extension proposed to
the back of the Art Gallery, in Ko. 10 or King-street scheme, were left out. The extra width required 29 Mar.,1900. 
would bo 60 feet. That would make a width of 140 feet to be taken off Hyde Park as compared with 80 
feyt in width to be taken off Hyde Park for Ko. 10 scheme as originally proposed, aud as against 340 feetin 
width to be taken off Hydo Park for the St. James' Road scheme. There are two ways of doing it.
The plan submitted shows a way of doing it with ten platforms.
3429. Rr. Garrani] On the plan before us the easternmost platform is 17 feet below the level of St.
James Road at that point; if you extend the station-yard 60 feet further to the east, then tho easternmost 
platform will he still further below the level of St. James’Road ? Yes ; 2 or 3 feet additional at most, or 
about 20 feet in all. But the main approach to the station on the western side would be on the street level, 
and there would bo no approach for vehicles on the eastern side, That is, of course, exactly the same as 
in the St. James' Road scheme. With 'regard to the front of the station in the Ko. 10 scheme, there 
would be no difficulty in arranging it on exactly the same plan as has been shown in the St. James’ Road 
scheme, if that were preferred.
3430. Mr. Watson.] Would that additional width of 60 feet of Hydo Park bo taken from Park-street 
right up, or would it be necessary only to take it for a portion of that distance ? It would not have to 
bo taken south of Park-street, hut only between Park-street and St. James’ Road.
3431. Rr. Garran.] Would you require to widen your bridge in Park-strcet? I scarcely think so. It
might be necessary, but I do not think so. It might bo necessary at the northern end for the branching 
of the lines towards those platforms on the east. But it would not make any material addition to the 
bridge. ,
3432. Mr. WaUon.] I think you stated that the plan yon have exhibited to the Committee shows that 
with the addition of the 60 feet you could make ten platforms ? Yes, with a middle road in each 
dock.
3433. Ten platforms, with a middle road or refuge siding in each dock, would he equivalent to eleven 
platforms with only two or three middle roads ? There would not be very much difference. I think that

tbe whole the eleven platforms would bo preferred. I talked tbe matter over with Mr. Parry, and he 
thinks that the eleven platforms, as we had before, wonld be better. ‘
3434. Of those eleven platforms, how many would have middle roads ? Three.
o435. bupposing you wish to put in at King-street an arrangement of platforms similar to what was 
provided at St. James’ Road, could you do that with the same additional width taken from Hyde Park ?
Sixty feet, yes. But there would be no cab road, as in the St. James’ Road scheme.
3436. I mean as far as the working of the platforms aud the accommodation is concerned ? Yes, it would 
he the same.
3437. So, if an additional 60 feet in width were taken from Hyde Park, it would be purely a matter for 
your Construction Branch to arrange as to the manner in which you would fix the platforms, either ten 
with an additional number of refuge sidings, or eleven without those sidings ? Yes.
3438. It would not affect the width at all ? Ko ; it would not affect the width. T have also studied the 
question of width supposing only the suburban trains were to be brought in. For that purpose I have 
shown on the plan four docks with eight platforms—that is to say, three double platforms and two single 
ones. In order to provide for future developments, each one of those docks has a third or middle road.
That takes up exactly the same space as Ko. 10 schemo does—that is to say, it lakes up 80 feet of Hyde 
Park ; but it would leave the loug-distauce trains at Redfern—I mean those eighteen trains that were 
mentioned by me the day before yesterday. 3439. .
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H. PeainL 34)0, Mr. McFarlane^\ Would that uecessitatc .tu exlensiou of the tunnel? Xo : that is without tho

-9Mat.,1900. jJr. Oarran.] Instead of the tunnel? Tes. I think that the avoidance of the tunnel in the
present instance would mean that if at some future time—which 1 do not anticipate—the platform accom
modation should prove to be inadequate, the facilities for bringing m and taking out the trallie could 
bo increased by extending tho tunnel.
dill. Mr. Wa/son.] If the scheme were extended by the additional width into Hyde Park, would it mean 
any material difference in the cost of construction to that point—that is, after subtracting the tunnel, and 
extension into the Domain ? It would be very much leas costly.
3142, Howr would it compare, in the matter of cost, with the extension into the Domain—for instance, 
what would be the cost of that scheme, with the additional width, to King-street, in addition to what it is 
now to King-street? 1 think that the additions to the King-street station, as suggested, by taking this 
bO feet extra of Hyde Park, would cost about £35,000, and that would allow of the subtraction of the whole 
of the cost of extension into the Domain.
3413. Mr. Oarran.] If you take that bit out of Hyde Park, and widen your station yard in that way, it 
will not necessarily involvo your lengthening your buildings ? Xo ; I have not included that. It would 
only necessitate the widening of the roof over the platforms.
3444. Because if you were to lengthen the buildings, you would have to take down St, James’ Church ? 
Tes. But the buildings have already had sufficient, accommodation provided for them, and I do not include 
that. I think that the £35,000 1 have mentioned would well eo\er the difference.
3-115. Then there would be a saving of over £200,000 by taking that extra piece of the Park instead of 
the Domain? Something like that. *
3140. I should like to have a restatement by you of the cost of the original St.. James’ Road schemedo 
I understand the Department still calculates that at £550,000, exclusive of the price for land in Hyde 
Park ? The estimated cost for works was £550,000 originally. There would have to be added to that the 
£30,000 which the Railway Commissioners ask for, for additional station accommodation and olliees. I 
think, further, that something ought to be added for the increase of prices at the present time.
3447-S. J want to get your up-to-date estimate of what the St. James’ Road scheme would cost;—if we 
add the £200,000, which is estimated to be the full value for the park land to be taken under this scheme, 
that would bring the cost, of St. James’ Road scheme up to about £800,000 ? Yes.
3449. And that covers everything ? Tes.
3450. Covers the cost of these buildings ? Tes.
3451. .And all the resumption between Belmore-road and Liverpool-street? Ves.
3452. That is the complete cost of that scheme ? Ves.
3453. Lverything told ? I think so. It was £750,000, with all the allowances, before, and if you add 
£30,000, as I say, for extra office accommodation at the station, that makes £780,000, and if I am I'ight 
in saying £25,000 for the increase in prices, that would make it rather over £800,000.*
3454. Aud your estimate for Xo. 10 scheme will include the increased cost for present enhancement of 
prices? Tes. The prices have been adjusted.
3435 Mr. McFarlaiir,.] 1 think you said that in the event of additional traffic going to King-street it 
would be necessary to carry out the Domain tunnel ? Xo. I only say it would be possible to increase 
the accommodation at the station—that is to say, to increase the facilities for working the trains by putting 
in that tunnel.
345(1. I should like to know whether, in view of that increased traffic, it would not he possible to cope 
with it by extending the width of the proposed resumption of Hyde Park and making a eCniplo of platforms 
underground for shunting purposes, leaving the surface of the Park intact, and not making the Domain 
tunnel? I do not like the idea of making jilatforms underground. You could open up the ground and 
roof it over again, but I think that, in working, the smoke would make it rather choky.
3157. Well, even without increased platforms, if accommodation were made underground for shunting 
purposes only, would that not, to a great extent, do away with the necessity of making tho Domain 
tunnel ? You want a good deal of room for shunting purposes, a good deal of width, and that would be 
very costly ; in fact,lam not sure that you could do it altogether underground, because, where the roads 
diverge and cross one another, the required supports could not be put in, and there would be such a widp 
space to he covered over.
3455. Would not tho making of that accommodation be less costly than the making of the tunnel, as
proposed, in the Domain ? 1 am not sure that it is at all possible : 1 do not think it would he practicable
to make shunting room underground.
3451). 1 do not mean the making of a complete system of shunting underground, but "to accommodate 
the increased traffic you were speaking of ;—would it not be possible to make some provision to cope with 
that—it might be a very largely-increased traffic—in such a way As to avoid the necessity of making that 
long tnnnel in the Domain ? J should not like to say. I presume that you mean by running two or 
three roads out in tunnel so as to get the trains shunted. '
34(50. Yes? I think that what would be really required in tho station would he more platform room. 
Of course, the object in making the extension would be to give more platform room by running the trains 
alongside off more quickly and allowing other trains to come in.
34(51. 1 should like you to clearly understand that oven in the event of making tho proposed tunnel 
behind the Art Gallery, you would want the additional platforms you are referring to; if, owing to 
increased traffic, it were necessary to make those additional platforms, would it not be possible—instead 
of going that roundabout way, and making a tunnel, and taking a large portion of tho Domain—(o make 
provision for shunting purposes, in addition to the increased platforms, by tunnelling so as to have the 
shunting done at King-street or St, James’ Road ? I do not think it could be vorv easily done.
3462. \\ ould it not he less costly than carrying a tunnel through the Domain ? I scarcely think it could 
be done at all—that is, in a practical manner. Ton want a good deal of room. The space in rhe Domain 
would allow of a good many trains being run off and stood there while waiting.
3163. Would you not have to have additional platforms even if that tunnel were made? Xo. What I 
meant to imply was that if a project were worked out, such as we have at St. James’ Road, with eleven

platforms
* IN'ote (on rm'sion); Including £200,000 for the Park, instead of Mr. Eddy’s £100,000, the total comes to £905,000. 

If Mr. Sicver’s recent estimated value of the Park, namely, £165,000, be taken, tho total comes to £870,000.
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platforms, or such as the modification v.fiiich J suggested just now, and if at some future time those eleven ^ Dcatie. 
platforms should prove to be inadequate—and I rather doubt if they ever would prove to be inadequate— —“\
'.hen, by running a tunnel, and making sidings as proposed, at tiie back of tho Art Gallery, the same ^ ldar'j 1000. 
advantage would bo gained as if you ivere to add two or three more platforms.
3464. 1 underStoodyou to say that by having the eleven platforms you spoke of. it would not be necessary 
to have the proposed tunnel in the llomain ? No, it would not; that is quite correct,
3465. If those eleven platforms were to prove adequate for present requirements without that tunnel, 
would it, not bo possible to make provision for increased traffic in future bv making additional shunting 
space by tunnelling further under Hydo Park adjoining the station ? You could not make the adequate 
shunting space by means of tunnelling. You might make additional lines and platforms, but you could 
not make adequate shunting space in tunnel.
3466. If you could make additional platforms, will you explain how jou could not make shunting space ?
Well, the platforms simply take up long strips of space, and you would be allowed to have columns along 
the centre ot them, but tor shunting purposes lines want to diverge, converge, and cross.
3467. What length would be required for shunting—would if exceed tho length of a long platform ?
Yes ; you would want more than that, because you would want not only the length of the train and a 
good clear length free of tho train, but also length enough for the converging hues, probably a couple 
of hundred feet at each end at the very least. ' ’
3468. 'lhat is, a couple of hundred feet longer than a long train? Yes, at each end. An ordinary 
cross-over road takes up about 150 feet, aud if you are connecting not merely adjacent roads, hut also 
roads further back than that, it takes up a good deal more space ; therefore, you might want at each end 
of your sidings 200 or 300 leet for the purpose of making proper connections.
3469. A very great objection is to the taking of any part of Hyde Park or of the Domain ;—you have 
made provision with regard to Hyde Park, but if this tunnel, in view of increased traffic, ia carried out, 
and takes up 7 or 8 acres of the Domain, there may be a very serious objection to that, and I was 
wondering whether it would not he possible to avoid that by making provision for the shunting by 
tunnelling ? No. Adequate provision could not be made in that way, otherwise there would be no 
necessity to go all the way round to tho Domain, but tho shunting could bo done iu the tunnel itself.
3470. The great objection that l saw was, not the cost of the tunnel, but the taking up of such a largo 
area of the Domain—it takes up 7 or S acres of the Domain ? Yes, it docs.
3471. You think it would not he possible to make a tunnel alongside tho proposed platforms to accom
modate tho trains or make provision ior shunting ? No ; it would not servo the same purpose. There 
was another point on which I was asked for information, and that was as to the reduction that should bo 
made if four lines were to be constructed instead of six. The leaving out of those two lines would mean 
a reduction of £52,000.
34<2. Mr. Watson.'} "Would the resumptions be smaller in that case? No. I do not think that they 
would be practically smaller, and I have not allowed anything for that.
3473. Mr. Gan-an.} Mr. Greenwood’s scheme is free from an objection that you made to Mr. Selfe’s, 
because it goes through the Hedfern station yard ? Yes.
3474. In that respect it is preferable ? Yes.
3475. Between the Itedfern station yard and the higher ground on the other side of the valley, it goes on 
viaduct; every scheme that must go through the station yard to get into the citv must go on viaduct?
Yes; that is correct. ; e . e
3476. You cannot avoid that in any way? No.
3477. That will be common to all the schemes ? Yes.
34/8. Mr. Greenwood explains to us that, as far as Bathurst-street, he avoids all expensive buildings ;—■ 
have you noticed whether that is so ? I think he is right there.
34/9. I hen, excepting for the gradient, which he makes 1 in 60, you do not make any objection to his 
line up to tho time he readies Bathurst-street ? No ; excepting that ho haa only two lines instead of four.
3180. But although tho suburban traffic takes four lines coming in—two fast and two slow—from the 
moment you begin to go on to your city extension the trains must all go at the same pace over that ? Yes.
I referred to that, if you remember, by saying that if all the traffic, fast and slow, is to go on two lines 
the trains will have to wait for one another at Hedfern, aud then proceed in single file along tho rails.
34SL But the pace that they will go from the moment you leave Bedfern will be the same pace foralltlie 
trains? Yes ; but there will be inconvenient wailing.
3482. Do you mean to say that in the Railway Commissioners’ scheme—where vou have six lines of rails— 
your fast trains coming in will go faster over'that hit of road than the slow trains coming in will ? No ; 
there are no intermediate stations there, but there arc iu Mr. Greenwood s schemo. If there were a 
station in Liverpool-street, the fast trains need not stop there, but the slow trains would stop there, aud, 
therefore, tho fast trains would be proceeding faster over that space.
3183. But wo presume that if you make a city railway you will stop tho trains at every station;—that is 
done on every city railway in the world ? ] do not think you need assume that for the quick trains that 
come in.
3484. Do you know a single suburban line in the City of London where the trains do not stop at every 
station in the city ? I do not think there is anything quite on all-fours with this particular extension, 
hut there aro lines in London and elsewhere the trains stop at some stations and run past others.
348;>. That is going out of London ? G-oing out and coming iu.
3486. TVithin the city limits, on what you might call city extension, vou want to stop your trains at '
every centre of population wdiere you have made a station? TVith regard to London, 1 do not remember 
any line, except the Metropolitan, and Metropolitan District Rail wavs, winch has more than one station 
in tho City of London ; but when you take London in its larger sense, vou will find that some stations are 
run past. " '
■-t487. And if wo had a station at Liverpool-street, do you think that some of the trains would not stop 
there? I cannot say what the Railway Commissioners would find it desirable to arrange; 1 only say 
that it would bo quite possible ; and, so far as ] see, it would be a satisfactory arrangement to stop the 
slow trains only at Liverpool-street, and to run tho quick trains on right through to King-street,
3488. That moans, then, that we aro to go to all the extra expense of two additional rails simply to 
accommodate a few fast trains that come in, and save them one stoppage? No. TVe have four lines there, 
and it is intended to use two of those lines for the quick trains and two for the oilier', so yon have them 
separated already. ' 3489.
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H. Deane. 3480. As far as Kedfern you have, and you continue that separation simply to give the fast trains a fast 
^—“-\ pace also between Itedfern and Hyde Park ? Not so. It is to give extra accommodation, so that the 

29 Mar., 1900. ^ra;ns should not have to wait for one another before proceeding on in single file to the city. ^ There are 
so many trains coming in close together in the morning that they could not proceed on one line of rails 
without very great cause of complaint—that is, irrespective of speed.
3400. I suppose that the Town Hall, other things being equal, would really be a good site for a passenger 
wayside station ? For a wayside, station, yes. > ,
3191. It is very central for a large portion of tbe passenger traffic ? I do not know about being central; 
of course, any station you like to make is central for a certain area. _ _
3492. Well, the Town Hall is a centre for a very large portion of the city ? I would not object to the
Town Hall on that particular scheme. ... .
3493. It is a very good site ? Yes ; if you want to have a number of stations, it is a very good site for one.
3494. I understand that you see a great difficulty iu the double curve that Mr. Greenwood adopts to get 
from George-street into York-street;—do you think it is possible by any allowable curve to make that 
passage from George-street into York-street? I see no reason to depart from our ordinary practice, and 
that is not to have any curve sharper than 10 chains radius, and in the case of reverse curves, to have 
a transition in between them. In the case of any curve less than 20 chains, 1 invariably put in 
transition curves; and no line ought to be laid out, whether in the city or elsewhere, unless it is 
provided with that. You will remember in the old times on tbe mountains the discomfort there was 
from the oscillation of the trains passing from one curve on to another. That has been got rid of chiefly 
through, the alteration of the curve so-as to admit of transition curves. It has partly been improved, of 
course, by cutting out some of the sharper curves, and putting in curves of larger radius ; but the chief 
cause of improvement is, undoubtedly, the introduction of transition curves. On the North Shore and 
Milson’s Point line 1. have introduced the transition curves, aud the curves there are 10-chain curves. I 
would not think of recommending any line to he made without proper transition curves.
3495. Have you anv S-chain curves on the North Shore line? No ; they are 10-chain curves. The first 
proposal that was made was to have curves of somewhat larger radius—I think either 12 or 14 chains ■ 
and the grade was to be 1 in 40. I tried to get rid of that 1 in 40 grade, and succeeded in doing so by 
putting in lO-chaiu curves; but that is no reason why you should adopt 10-chain curves elsewhere if you 
can avoid them. 1 would not go sharper than 10-ehain curves.
3490. Then, if the Government insist on 10-chain curves and transition, you could not get by Mr. Green
wood's route from George-street into York-strcet ? 1 do notthink you could, and I do not feel convinced 
that the way in which Mr. Greenwood has arranged his lines—the one to rise and tho other to drop after 
leaving Bathurst-street—woidd give them sufficient clearance where they cross; 1 am quite open to 
conviction in regard to that, but it is for Mr. Greenwood to prove.
3497. If he were putting in only a single line, and leaving North fehore out of account altogether, there 
would be no objection to tunnelling under York-street ? If the objection to a tunnei does not hold good.
3493. For tho distance, that would bebotweeu Bathurst-street and Wynyard-squaro ? About half a mite. 
I pointed out lhat it would take about two and a half mintucs to run that distance, and the tunnel would
not have time to clear. ■, a m, . ,
3499. Would it be possible to put in ventilating shafts at the side of the road ? They are not satisfactory,
and would not he much good. ,
3500. Not if you were to have a fan constantly at work? You could do something with fans ; but it 
would only ho a mitigation of tbe evil.
3501. You see some objection to Mr. Greenwood’s plan of one line climbing up over the other ? les ; I
do not think that they would clear one another. I have not properly checked it; but I am pretty sure 
that thev would not quite elear one another. _ _
3502. Mr. Greenwood's explanation is that with one going down 1 in 60, and the other going up 1 in GO,
there would he space enough from near the end of the platform in Bathurst-street to York-street for tho 
one to get 16 feet over tho other, or high enough, at any rate, for one to clear the other ? Well, it would 
he a very tight fit. .
3503. What would he enough for the headway—would 17 feet? It depends on the kind of construction. 
I daresay that with a couple of feet more you might do it. ' You could not do it with arches only. I think 
it would'havc to be with cross-girdcrs and jack arches all the way.
3504. You see that Mr. Greenwood is trying to do with one line through West Sydney, what tho plan
vou kindly brought us yesterday does with two lines; you have given up tho idea of making one line 
serve for the West Sydney local Iraffic, aud at the same time serve for the North Shore bridge, and you 
propose a line for each purpose ? No, I propose more than that. I propose that the North Shore service 
should be carried on two lines independently, and that if the western suburban traffic must bo carried in on 
the western side of George-street, there should be four lines for that. _
3505. Did you state the minimum height for the underneath line, or rather between the two lines ? The 
minimum height required is 15 feet, and you want something for construction. I daresay that with a 
system of girders yon could do it in a couple of feet.
3506. That would be 17 feet? Yes. , , .
3507. What I was remarking on was that Mr. Greenwood is trying tho economy of killing two birds with 
one stone—that is, bv making one line give the accommodation which the West Sydney people are asking 
for by giving them three stations, and at the same time giving the North Shore people what they aro

• asking for by beginning to climb at the Town Hall until he gets high enougn to go with his line over the
proposed bridge ? That is very false economy,
3503. You think it would he belter to separate tho two projects entirely? Yes. >
3509. You think it would come cheaper in the long run ? Yes. It would make Mr. Greenwood’s 
scheme—always assuming you could get between the Town Hall and (he Markets—a very much better 
one if he left out North Shore altogether for tho present and took some other route ior that. _
3510. That could he done, 1 understood, and could be added in afterwards, but at very great additional
expense ;—it would be much cheaper to do it at once ? But then you cannot serve the two purposes in 
ihe way that Mr. Greenwood proposes. 1
3511. You think, oven if Mr. Greenwood’s scheme he adopted at all, he should drop the North Shore 
element out of it for the present and make it simply a city extension on the western side r Yes,

3512.
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3512. Then there would not bo the same objection as you have to it now ? I should have one objection loss. H. Denno.
3513. You would not oven then like the grades, the tunnels, and the passing between tho Town Hall and
the Markets ;—those would be your three objections then P Yes. 29 1909'
3514. Then we get to AVynyard-square, where, in Mr. Greenwood’s scheme, we have two stations—trying 
to serve a double purpose we have stations at two different levels;—do you sec any objection to that?
J do not see any particular objection to having stations at two different levels if you can give the 
accommodation required; but the objection still holds that you cannot do the suburban traffic on tbe 
lower pair of lines.
3515. It would only be a wayside station ? Yes, I know; but I have shown, I think, that you cannot
bring the suburban traffic in on a pair of lines. '
3516. That objection applies to the whole of the line right through ? Yes.
3517. Then, from Wynyard-square, Mr. Greenwood's scheme curves round and goes to Circular Quay in 
a cutting ; Mr. Selfe’s scheme curves round in a similar way and comes to Circular Quay with a viaduct;— 
do you think a viaduct is preferable to a cutting, or vice-versa? I tbink a viaduct is preferable to a 
cutting, if you must go that way. Mr. Greenwood’s scheme, in my opinion, takes up too much ground 
at Circular Quay. I do not agree with him when he says that, it takes up, practically, no ground there.
That plan showing the area taken, coloured green, does not differ very much from Mr. Greenwood’s plan. ■
I made that from ids description, before 1. had seen his sketches on tho city maps, and there is not very 
much difference. Jiefcrriug to the broader space between Pitt-street and Loftus-strcet, Mr. Greenwood 
brings his line up under Pitt-street, and places his station a little further to the west; the platforms, 1 
understand, are carried under Pitt-street, and there might be a slight difference to the extent of a few feet 
in the location; but on the whole it is the same, and it is quite clear that the space taken up at the Quay 
is very serious indeed. Mr. Greenwood says that he umuld have a crossing over his railway opposite the 
Custom House. Well, he might have one crossing, or he might divide it into two, or do anything he likes; 
but ho says himself that the rails would be only 13 feet below tbe wood-blocking. Therefore, his bridge 
over tbe railway there would be 4 or 5 feet above tbe surface of the street.
3518. Could he got over that difficulty by sinking his railway 4 feet deeper? Then he would have a' 
steeper grade, fie has a grade of 1 in GO down from Wynyard-square. Mr. Greenwood’s idea is to put 
ramps on each side, so as to carry the traffic to the level of Circular Quay. That road, with those ramps 
being raised above the surface of the Quay, would, of course, have to bo protected by a low wall with a 
parapet, and that means that very much extra space is taken from the Circular Quay. How in this map 
which I have submitted, and which is on the board, L have shown the existing tram lines and the future 
extensions down Lofius-street and Castlereagh-street, when it lias been proposed to complete the lines 
which will be laid some day, and it will bo seen that the railway very much interferes with those. Now,
1 take it that the tramway system is a system that has come to stay, and we must not have anything 
which would interfere with the tramway system. In my opinion we want b<db railway and tramway.
We cannot do without the tramways, and we cannot do without a very considerable extension of the tram
ways, and those tramways along Castlereagh-street and Pitt-street, or wherever they come, must be 
connected with Circular Quay.
3019. Mr. Watson.'] A viaduct would permit of tho tramways being brought underneath ? Yes; because 
the piers could be adjusted in position so as to suit.
3520, But in this case, with a line 13 feet below the street surface, you would have to bring your trams
over by a bridge 3 or 4 feet higher than that? Yes; it would be necessary to have a bridge, and you could 
not drop down on the other side rapidly. You could not turn your trams round, as he proposes to turn 
bis train traffic round—on a ramp ; but those must go right through and curve round with easy curves to 
make a connection with the existing lines. .
3521, Dr. Oarran.'] Then you think the interference with the roadway at Circular Quay would be so 
serious that it should not be entertained ? Yes; unless the levels were altered so as to put that railway 
right down below, or raise it right above on viaduct, I think it should not be entertained ; but apart from 
the interference with the tramway traffic, it is a general interference with the use of all that space at 
Circular Quay.
3522, Would not an elevated road on iron pillars, such as Mr. Selfe proposes, also interfere with the
omnibus traffic on Circular Quay ? Not very much, I should think, ■ .
3523, The omnibuses could not got underneath it very well, could they ? Yes, if you made it high enough.
3524, Could the electric trams run underneath it ? Yes. It is only a question of where you put in your 
posts ; but I am not recommending any such scheme at all.
8525. I am only asking you whether an elevated road would offer less obstruction to the prospective 
traffic ? I think it would be very much easier to arrange for an elevated road across the quay than for a 
sunken one. ' ' '
3526. Could not Mr. Greenwood, coining,in on an easier gradient, come in with an elevated road, if an 
elevated road were preferable ? Perhaps he could ; but I am afraid it would not be Mr. Greenwood’s 
scheme. He says that he would not put his name to a viaduct.
3527. In order to get to the Circular Quay, Mr. Greenwood has to cross the Tank Stream do you see
any difficulty at all in diverting that? I have not considered that point; that would be a difficulty, 1 
should think. ' '. .
3528. It would not be an unconquerable one, I suppose ? I could not say until I had looked
into’that.* ' ' ■ ’

'3529. Then going beyond the station. Mr. Greenwood proposes to do his shunting in a cutting or tunnel 
■running into the Government Domain as far as tho stables ;—do you think there would be room enough 
to do that? No, it cannot be done. '
3530. Could he get over that difficulty by adopting Mr, Bennick’s plan of running up by the side of the 
Government Domain where tho row of trees'is, and going on to Porr Macquarie, and doing the shunting 

: there,—for his scheme would lend itself to that very easily? As I said before I do not think anything 
should be done that would affect the tramway extension, and I consider that Port Macquarie is wanted for 
tramway purposes. ■ ' ’

■3531. Therefore you are jealous of letting the railway get possession of it? Yes. 3532.
^ ^ * Nois (ore rcvi$ion) :~Thc difficulty is insuperable.

■r. * • -i
• .*i
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H. Deane. 3532. Still he could get over the difficulty in that way ? Supposing Fort Macquarie were not otherwise 
wan^e^i I daresay he could do something!in that way.

29 alar., 1900. 3g33_ j)0 y0U think it would be a difficulty with regard to spoiling G-overninent House grounds—I mean 
Mr. Eennick’s plan? Yes; Mr. Kennick’s plan would.
3534). It is the same thing practically ; you think it would injure those grounds? Undoubtedly.
3535. Under the system under which the Governor here will be only a provincial Governor,^Government, 
House will, perhaps, not bo regarded as so sacred a place as it is thought to be now ? 1 think it ivould 
spoil one of the beauties of tbe harbour, and it is to be hoped, in the interests of the public, that even 
if ihere he no local Governor hero, the Government will not allow that place to he spoilt, because it 
certainly is a beauty as you come up tbe harbour, which ought always to be preserved. _
3530. All you would see would be the roof of a station ; then Mr. Greenwood points oat that coming in 
whore he does, his line lends itself with great ease to an eastern suburban extension—do yon admit that ? 
Yes. _ _
3537. Supposing the engineering difficulties you point out are conquerable, -would not his plan of having 
a station at the Town Hall, and another at Wynyard-square, and another at Circular Quay accommodate 
a very largo number of people ? Yes; I think it would. _

• 3538. Do you not think that that would be a line of access to the city that ivould enlist a great many
votes on its behalf, other things being equal? Yes; thaT; is assuming that it is a possible route, and not 
an impossible one.
353ft. Assuming it to he possible the stations would be well located ? Yes.
3540. Now as to the cost—Mr. Greenwood puts down what appears to he a very low figure ;—do you tbink 
that he could do it for £730,000 ? I have mentioned one item of expense. I have not troubled very much 
about the estimate, because the objections to his scheme are so serious apart from the question of 
money. But I have noticed that Mr. Greenwood said that he expected that a tunnel for a double line of 
rails along York-street could he done for £50 a yard ; and it is not my experience that it could be done 
for that.
3541. Do you think that one tunnel to carry two lines could be done for £50 a yard ? No ; that is what 
I mean. Mr. Greenwood says that a double-line tunnel could be done for £50 a yard, and I do notthink 
it could. There are so many difficulties that would crop up in connection with that, even supposing you 
could get between the Town Hall aad the Markets. When you get into York-street the relative levels of 
those two lines, and their relative alignment, make the construction so difficult that I am sure the cost 
wonld run into a figure very far beyond what Mr. Greenwood says; but, as 1 said before, I do not lay so 
much stress on the matter of cost as on tbe other objections.
3542. If it could be done for £800,000 it would be a very cheap line, would it not? I tbink it would— 
that is to say, if it could be done for £800,000 and serve its purpose ; butit would never serve its purpose,
3543. If he were to leavo out the North Shore line altogether, would that greatly mitigate the cost ?
I am not sure, but I tbink that the estimate that Mr. Greenwood gives there is for two linos of 
way only, and that it does not include the North Shore part, Mr, Greenwood says that from Eedfern 
to the Circular Quay there would he provision for four lines of road ; but in reply to Question 1847 
ho says, “From Eedfern to Wynyard-square there would be four Hues of way, and thence to Circular 
Quay aud on the suburban line two Hues of way,” so it is not altogether as clear as one would like to have 
it. But if four lines of ivay are necessary at all, thev are necessary to the Circular Quay, and under Mr. 
Greenwood’s proposal it would bo absolutely impossible to put four lines along Circular Quay, even sup
posing that the public permitted such a tremendous absorption of the Circular Quay as that would 
necessitate.
3514. Mr. How does the amount of land taken at Circular Quay compare with that absorbed out
of public streets and public parks, under No. 10 scheme ? There is nothing of the public streets absorbed 
under No. 10 scheme. . •
3545. What about Elizabeth-street, from Park-street to King-street ? Yes ; Elizabeth-street is absorbed 
there. I understand that the city authorities have expressed tbomselves to the effect that they do not 
mmd that absorption. I would recommend the Committee to ask them how they would treat an absorp
tion of a similar area, or even half that area, on the Circular Quay. I think the Committee would find 
that a very different view would be expressed. The cases are not at all parallel.
3540. Why not? Well, it is qnite clear that the taking of a portion of Circular Quay would be more 
objectionable than the taking of that portion of Elizabeth-street. Mind you, I am not approving of the 
absorption of any street; but if one street or tbe other is to be absorbed, I should say that the absorption 
of Elizabeth-street, between Park-street and King-street, would do far loss damage than the absorption of 
that strip on the Circular Quay.
3547. You say wo might ask the civic authorities their opinion about an absorption on Circular Quay;— 
is it a fact that they have no jurisdiction whatever over Circular Quay? 1 believe that the Mayor of 
Sydney’s jurisdiction extends over Circular Quay. I should say that it does. 1 know that Circular 
Quay has been wood-blocked by the Government, but I fancy that tbe Mayor and tbe aldermen of 
Sydney would not relinquish their right to express an opinion about tbe taking of a portion of 
Circulay Quay.
3548. Mr. Watson.] At any rate, they are interested iu the traffic that goes over Circular Quay ? Yes. I 
do not tbink that you would find that they would give up any right.
3540. Mr. Diclc.'] I am not sure whether yesterday you stated that the linos in Mr. Greenwood’s scheme 
from Bathurst-street to York-strcet weut in one instance either under the corner of the Markets, or under 
tho corner of the Town Hall;—is it a fact that the lines, as proposed by Mr. Greenwood do go under 

■ either of those buildings ? They encroach on the foundations.
3550. Of which building? Of both buildings.
3551. Does that mean that he would have to cut away either of those foundations to get tho lines 
through ? Yes ; unless tho location could ho adjusted to what Mr. Greenwood says to keep elear of them ; 
but 1 do not think it could, in fact, I am pretty well certain that it could not, under those conditions 
which I laid down a little while ago ; and I do not think that any engineer not responsible to the Govern
ment, as 1 am, should lay down conditions and say what is a proper thing to do. I mentioned just now 
that, a 10-chaiu radius was the minimum curve that; should be used, and that there should be traLoitions in 
between, and under those conditions it is my opinion that Mr. Greenwood cannot put his line between 
the Town Hall and the Markets without disturbing the foundations.

3552.
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3552. But if he violated the practice which now prevails in your Department in these matters he might do H- Deane-
it? X do not know. He has not shown it on his plan. rt'
3553. Can you give us any idea as to the comparative loads which could be taken by the same class of 29Mar,, 1900. 
engine over grades of 1 in 100, as compared with grades of 1 in GO? lioughly speaking, it is in propor
tion to the grade.
3554. That would be an engine like the engine you mentioned yesterday—I think tbe “ J!” class ? Yes.
To rim under the same conditions of load and speed you would want power in inverse proportion.
3555. Mr, Levien.'] Where do you get instructions to draw plans for a railway like this ;—do the Bailway 
Commissioners direct in any way what course you should take, or do you act upon your own responsibility 
with respect to what you yourself consider to he the best aud most economical line and the line you would 
recommend ? It depends upon what my instructions are. In many cases, in regard to tho city lines, I 
have been instructed to lay down lines on certain routes.
355G. Well, what were your instructions for this city line ? Do you mean Ho. 10 ?
3557. Ho, any of them ? "Well, take No. 10. I was instructed by the Minister to laydown a certain line.
3558. Then, with reference to Ho. 10, you took your instructions directly from the Minister ? Yes ; and 
I worked out the traffic requirements with the assistance of the Railway Commissioners and their officers.
3559. Did you from any of tho Ministers, or from the Railway Commissioners at any time, get instruc
tions to exercise your own discretion in drawing plans for a line that you thought you could recommend 
to tho Committee yourself ? I have never been asked to choose a line myself.
35G0. Not at any time ? No. I should like to say, with regard to that, that I have always so far had 
a free hand in making suggestions—that no Minister has forbidden me to make suggestions with regard 
to routes.
35G1. No, but he has given you directions;—as regards No. 10 scheme, did you get your instructions from 
tho Minister, saying, for instance, “ You shall commence at this point and finish at that point ” ? Those . 
wore tho instructions. The details I had to work out.
3562. But you wore to mind those two points—the starting point and the terminal point were under the 
direction of the Minister ? Yes, and more than that. When I first submitted No. 10 scheme to the 
Minister I proposed to go as in the St. James' Road lino across Croulburn-street, and then follow the same 
course until reaching Liverpool-street, and then cut across to Park-street, hut I was told that that would 
not do.
3563. You were told by whom that that would not do ? I think it was the Premier.
35Gi. The present Premier ? Yes—that the location was not suitable; and so I had to work the other 
plan out. It has the advantage of taking a strip of the Park close alongside of Elisabeth-street, instead 
of a cutting alongsideas in that plan ; butit has other disadvantages which J. have pointed out. But that is 
what was decided, and the Ministers decided on that route.
3565. Then No. 10 scheme is a Ministerial scheme ? Exactly.
SGGG.^Coming hack to the first question I put to you, have you ever been instructed to have a free hand, 
and give your individual opinion as to which you think is the best scheme yourself? Mr. Young, and 
the late Minister, Mr. Lee, often asked my opinion. .
3567. Have they ever given you. instructions, saying for instance, “ Mr. Deane, we want yon to look into 
ihe city railway question, and give us your own opinion as to the best route to take ” ? No, they have 
never put it in that way.
3508. Your instructions are limited instructions ? The first instructions that I had in regard to a city 
railway were to work out a scheme terminating at Park-street. That was submitted to the last Royal 
Commission, and then it was suggested that the line should go ou to St. James’ Road.
8569. But you have not answered my question;—I want to lenow whether you have ever had a free 
hand—for instance, “ Mr. Deane, work out what you consider to be the best city railway, aud which 
route it should take”; have you ever had a free hand in that way ? I have never been hampered in 
any way.
3570. That is not the question ;—have you ever had a free hand—for instance, “ Mr. Deane, your 
instructions are to work out the best city railway, taking the best route you can” ? It has never been 
put to me like that.
3571. Then there is no doubt you have been hampered by being restricted by some instructions being 
given to you in every instance ? I do not call it being hampered.
3572. You do not call it being hampered ;—it is simply obeying instructions ; but they have not given 
you a free hand ;—they have told you, “ ’We want so-and-so done. Here is our starting point, and here 
is the terminal point, and you must prepare a scheme accordingly ”—is not that it ? Yes. I look upon 
it that the extension of a railway between points is, in the first instance, a question of traffic and 
accommodation, aud it is for the engineer to see how that problem can host be attacked. The problem has 
been put to me to make a railway between certain points, and that problem I have worked out.
3573. If you had had a free hand, would you have adopted any one of those ten plans ;—of any one of 
those schemes that you have submitted, would you, of your own free-will, say, “ That is the line I would 
recommend” ? Yes. I should choose the St. James’ Road proposal.
3574. You would ? Yos.
3575. If they had given you the freest hand possible, you would have said, “That is the one I propose ”?
Yes ; that is the one; and I think I have a right to say that I had a good deal to do with the improve
ments to that scheme, and making it as good aud as suitable a scheme as it is.
357G. You have given every consideration to every proposal that has been submitted;—now, if you were 
disinterested in giving your opiuion, would you say that, in your opinion, the St. James' Road proposal is 
the best ? Yes, I would. .
3577. Putting aside your position us head of the engineering branch of tho Railway Department, you 
would recommend that proposal P Yes.
3578. Jlr. iS/zap/zerd,] Do you think that that is the best scheme that could be formulated, or, if you were 
asked to propose a scheme of your own, do you think that you would differ from that in any way? Except 
in minor details. 1 should not differ from it. 1 think it is a very good scheme.
3579. C/iairman.] There is a question that Mr. Greenwood has asked me to put to you ; in your written 
statement you say that Mr, Greenwood “ reckons, for instance, that the lines along York-street can he 
done for £50 a yard for the double road”; Mr. Greenwood desires me to ask you what was the contract

price

\
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H. Deane, price for takingout tlie rock on the Darling Island branch, without explosives;—do you know that from 
memory ? I do not remember exactly, but 1 think it was 4s. 4d. a cubic yard ; and the contractors always 

29Mar., 1900. profeasccl that they lost over it.
doSO. You say that they took it at too low a price ? Well, they said so. I do not suppose they made 
much out of it.*
3581. Mr. Dick,'] Do you remember all the Government schemes that wero placed before the Eoyal 
Commission in iSOl ? Yes.
.3582. Do you remember Government scheme “ L ”? Yes.
3583. Was that scheme prepared in your Department ? That schemo was prepared under instructions. 
The instructions were, 1 think, from Sir Henry Parkes; but I am not sure.
3584. What was your opinion of that scheme ? 1 did not like it. It is an unworkable scheme.
3585. It was prepared under instructions from Sir Henry Parkes ? Yes. f
3586. And you think it was unworkable? Yes. It was worked out iu my predecessor, Mr. Whitton’s 
time, but 1 do not think that Mr. Whitton himself liked it. Mr. Whitton’s own recommendation was to 
utilise Hyde Park, This proposal was afterwards appropriated by the Eailway Commissioners and called 
the Eailway Commissioners’ proposal.

John Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Lines, Department of Railways, sworn,
and further examined :—

J. Parry, gggy Chairman.] Mr. Deane, in giving his evidence, reviewing some of the suggested schemes for a
eniir^Tnnh ru'l'vav into l*16 city, handed in a statement beginning with the words, 11 Tbe following are Mr. Parry’s
^““r'’1™-views," which I entirely endorse”;—that document was, I understand, prepared by you? Yes; in 

conjunction with fdr. Deane’s statement. _
3588. And I suppose that that document correctly states your views ? Yes. With the permission of the 
Committee, I should like to refer to certain questions and answers that have been given in the course of 
this inquiry, and to furnish some information in reference thereto. Turning first of all to Mr. Selfe's 
evidence, on page 72, question 1505, Mr. Selfe in paragraph 5 of his memorandum says .—

No single station or terminus outside the business quarters of Sydney can possibly be of such service to regular 
daily travellers a series of stations distributed through those distiicts of the city whore the business promises are
situated. (Therefore a series of stations should be distributed tbrougli the city in any scheme to he adopted. Sec Jlr.
Kennick’s opinion that the western side of George-street is the proper route.)
How Mr. Eennick, in clause 5 of his report, page 1, states :—

If cost did not govern, a line near to and west of George-street, bisecting the business portion of the city and 
curving round to Circular Quay, would, in iny opinion, meet the requirements best i but the evidence points to such a line 
being enormously costly, and not likely to pay for many a year.
Again ou page 3 of his report, Mr. Eennick stales:—

On economic grounds, therefore, an eastern route must bo selected, and that favoured by tbe Railway Department 
close to Rlizabeth-strect seems to meet the economic condition best.
Again on page 4 of his report, Mr. Eennick states:—

The western scheme, on account of the excessive cost of providing four or six lines with adequate station accommo
dation, and a terminal station at or near “The Rocks” is, it appears to me, out of the question, under present conditions 
of traffic. 1 '
So that it will he seen that Air. Eennick favoured the eastern scheme.
At Question 1503, Mr. Selfe is asked:—

Would you have room at your terminus for all tho carriages which would have to stand there in the middle of the 
day? Yes.

' His terminus being atI: The Rocks and at Question 1594, Mr. Selfe is asked :—
Would you have more room than there is at Hyde Dark ? Yes.

I wish to point out that Hyde Park was never intended 1o be a storage place. Six lines of rails are 
provided down from Eedfern to Hyde Park for tbe purpose of the trains storing going to and from 
Eedfern, at which the storage accommodation exists at the present time. Therefore, it would not compare 
with Hyde-Park. At Question 1595, Mr. Selfe is asked : —

Would you have more room than there wonld be in tbe St, James’ Road scheme ? I measured the standing room 
provided in the King-street scheme at the back of tho Art Gallery, and I found that it amounted to 74 acres. I have 

. 7i acres in the smaller scheme which only extends from Cumberfand-strect to Harringtou-strcct.
That is referring to “ The Rocks.” Well, the accommodation, provided in the Domain at the back of the 
Art Gallery was not intended to accommodate the whole of the carriages of tho through trains and the 
suburban trains, but only a portion of the suburban trains. Tbe tbrougli trains, and a portion of tbe 
suburban trains, would still run back from the King-street terminal station to Eedfern, to store. The 
accommodation provided at the back of the Art Gallery was to enable, during the busy hours of the day, 
the trains to run straight away through the station, anil unload quickly, get out of the way, and run to the 
back of tbe Domain to shunt and return—also, of course, when they had finished work in the evening, 
some of them to go and stand at the back of the Art Gallery, At Questions 1601, 1602, and 1603, Mr, 
Selfe is asked:

In your estimate of the suburban traffic, do you include the Penrith and North Shore line as far as the Hornsby 
Junction? Yes. _ . , .

Do you include the Illavvarra line as far as George’s River ? I have not gone into that question; but there is no 
reason why those trains should not come down.

Then it ia only the great trunk line traffic that you deal with ? Yes.
What I wish to point out is that in determining the question of through, or country and suburban trains, 
a definition should, in all eases, be sought for, because, if you take the through trains, pure and simple, 
they resolve themselves into very few; but if you lake what we call tho semi-suburban, although running 
long distances, they amount to a largo number, and therefore affect tho question very considerably. Mr. 
Selfe does not appear to have taken into consideration the actual trains be is providing for in his scheme.

At

* Note (on raris/on) The price paid at Darling Harbour for excavation in open cutting eon have no bearing what
ever on a price to be paid for a tunnel under a street, where the traffic must not be interfered with.
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At Question 1650, Mr. Selfe is asked: J'
What lerl you to prefer a route more to the west—was it with a \ iew of serving tho greater number of people, or '7! 

avoiding expensive resumption ? No; it was simply to take'the people where they wanted to be delivered. Nine men out “ 
of ten do not want to be delivered at the top of King-street; they want to be delivered somewhere near George-street,
Nothing has better demonstrated what I have contended during ten years than the marvellous success which lias attended 
the George-street tramway. That has put the seal on what I have been contending for all that time. ’
What I wish to point out is, that the passengers at tho present time travelling from Kedfern station by 
the George-street tram, do not indicate whether those passengers would travel to King-street or not.
There is a very imperfect service now of the steam trams from the railway ; in fact, during the greater 
portion of the day there is scarcely any such service, and in the morning the majority of people who take 
a steam tram, unless they wait, have to walk to George-street and get into the steam trams coming from the 
western suburbs. Therefore, rather than walk to George-street to get into the steam trams, many people 
simply get into the George-street trams at the platforms, and prefer walking at the other end. I know 
that to be the case to a very large extent. At Question 1662, Mr. Selfe is asked :

Presuming it was thought desirable not to go to “ The Rocks”—stopping, say, at the Markets for the present— 
would you ho able to make such arrangements there as would successfully deal with the urban and suburban traffic, and 
enable the trains to get back You would deal there with at least twelve trains an hour each way, I think you could deal 
with twenty.
Of course, twelve or even twenty trains in our busiest time would not meet the business; therefore, 
assuming tbe maximum at twenty trains, it would not deal with tho business wc have to do at Kedfern, 
and get the empty trains and light engines and sueh-liko tbrougli. At Question 1677, Mr. Selfe is asked:

When Mr, Rennick came from Melbourne, do yon know whether lie had your schemo under consideration ? He was 
under my charge for tho first day, Mr. Reid sent for me, and as soon as Mr. lleunick came into town I was with him fur 
tho whole of the first day. For (,]lc les(, 0f thc week he was in charge of the Railway authorities ; but he was so impressed 
with my scheme that you will see from his report that, in his opinion, it is absolutely the best scheme. He had no statistics 
as to cost, except what he could derive from the reports by the Royal Commission and the Public Works Committee. From 
these Mr. Rennick naturally deduced that my proposals wrere extremely costly. He therefore says, “If cost does not 
govern the question, the western schemo is thc best, and it must come some day.” He told me personally, “I think 
Sydney must have two schemes—one through the centre of the city, ami one down the west, and I have recommended 
going down Hyde Park, because it appears that costs nothing for resumptions.” He was led to understand that the Hyde 
Park scheme would not be debited with any public or quasi-public property. Therefore, as lie simply mado estimates on 
the data put before him, the Hyde Park scheme seemed much the cheaper, and he recommended it.
Now, I know for a fact that Mr. Rennick’s instructions were—as given by the late Premier, Mr. lieid, in 
my presence—that he was to consider Hyde Park as covered with costly warehouses or mansions, and 
that it was impossible to obtain that site. Those were his instructions in going forward with his investi
gations. "With those instructions he reported that, in consequence of the cost, he recommended the Hyde 
Park scheme—the eastern route. When his report was sent in the Premier wrote the following letter 
to him:—

Boar Mr. Rennick, . The Treasury, Sydney, N.S.W., 7 January, 3890.
I have just received your Report on the extension of thc railway into the city, which I beg most heartily to 

thank you for, as a most valuable contribution on the vexed question. ’
Thc only point I wish to allude to is the fact that the scheme including thc station in Hydo Park was, however 

admirable, not within thc intentions of thc present (homier, and that I wanted you to proceed on the basis of some other 
solution—even if not the besl—of the question. On that point your Report—you will forgive me for saying so—is almost 
silent. For instance, take this part of a sentence : “ As it is shown in evidence that the eastern line can be extended from 
St. James’ Pioad to the Domain near Circular Quay for less than £100,000, this seems to lie the right thing to do at once.”
In other words, you practically brush aside the actual position of affairs—that the Government will not deprive the people 
of the use of Hyde Park aa a park, and as covered with a series of important city thoroughfares, and sacrifice the actual to 
that extent to the 11 ideal,” with which, I can assure you, I am already most fully acquainted. The “ railway ideal,” when 
it comes into contact with a “ health ideal,” must, I think, take second place, if, at any rate, any other scheme is possible, 
and within reasonable hounds of expense,

“ What /shall the austern hue he Under that heading a few lines only as to the alternative scheme.
Now, having put the Government under many obligations by your kind visit, and the great trouble you have taken, 

would you object to give me a short addendum report, confined entirely to the “ next alternative scheme,” showing me 
yonr full opinion of it, on tho basis that the Hydo Park official scheme is out of the question ?

Yours, &c.,
G. H. REID.

]n reply to that letter Mr. Rennick again endorsed the eastern route. lie modified it so aa to disturb less 
of the Hyde Park, and then takes his line down to Circular Quay and on to Government House grounds.
What I wished to point out is that Mr. Rennick was fuiiy seized with the desire of avoiding an eastern 
route if it wore possible to obtain a western route, regardless, so far as he was concerned as an engineer, 
of the cost, j\t questions 1700 and 1701, Mr. Selfe is asked:
Would the proposed station at Christ Church he merely a passing station ? Yes ; it would he practically a duplicate of 
the Burwood station.
Would that accommodate all the people who wonld require to get out between Eveleigh and Liverpool-street ? Yes.
I desire to point out in connection with those two questions that for suburban passengers Eedfern wonld 
ho abandoned. It would become a through station for country trains only. Therefore the people in 
George-street West, Surry Hills, and Redfern—the district around that part—wonld be cut off from 
their vested rights which they have at tho present time in Redfern siatlon, and would have to go either 
to Eveleigh or to Christ Church. Aud there is no doubt that it would act prejudicially to the property- 
holders of George-street and George-street West, and also to the business establishments. Of course, if 
you retain Kedfern, so that passengers can still get out or go through, then you do not disturb any vested 
rights. At question 1703, Mr. Selfe is asked :
Do you think that if Mr. Rcnmck had come here quite disinterested, apart from any Government control, and if he had 
positive evideneo as to tho cost of your resumptions, he would have absolutely favoured your scheme? I could not say 
that he was not disinterested ; but I would say that if he came here with a clean sheet, without the influence of the Blue 
Books, which he told me he had carefully lead, and had to make an examination for himself, without any extraneous 
influence, he would have recommended this western lino.
T should like tn point out that Mr. Rennick, who is an engineer of great reputation, was brought here by 
thc Premier of thc Colony and told distinctly that thc Premier desired the next best scheme, cither by 
going on tho western side of George-street or any other, but he required another scheme, to avoid going 
through the Park. Now, it is unfair to imply that Mr. Eennick was unduly influenced by Blue Books or by 
evidence put before him. He would analyse tbe whole most carefully; he would take the pros and tho 
cons as to thc value of thc respective schemes, and his reputation would certainly cause us to believci

that
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J. fwrj. that he would, after full investigation, recommend what he considered the best thing, and he reeom- 
faieiided the eastern route. At questions 1713,1714,1715,1716, and 1717, Mr, Selfe is asked :

’ 1713. Would your four lines be in the street, or would they oconpy auy portion of the Markets? Three lines would bb 
under the roof of the building, and one line would be under Georgc-street.
1714. Would you have ample room for shunting ? There would be no shunting at all; that would be done cither before 
we got to the Markets, inGoodletand Smith’s yard, or it would he done in the tunnels between York-street and the 
Markets.
1715. Would not that be likely to cause confusion ? No ; it could he arranged without any difficulty.
1716. How long would it take a train to come in and change the engine from Goodlet’s yard to the Markets? It would 
take no loneer lhau at Redfern at present. It is entirely a railway question, and cannot he affected by locality. Speaking 
as an outsider, I should say they could work twenty trains an hour in the Markets. I have put down twelve to he certain. 
Mr. Eddy said forty, both ways, with a hay line.
1717- Would there he sufficient room there to adopt the traverser platform system ? There is sufficient room to work a 
platform by making a large vacant space under Market-street, but I should not advise that. The traverser platform was 
first proposed by me, in 1800, for the station on “The Rocks,” but that is a dead end. It might bo adopted at the 
Markets as long as they were a dead end, but it could be removed when the line was continued to Wynyard-sqnare.
I wish to point out that G-oodlct and Smith’s yard is some little distance from the entrance to the 
Markets, and therefore engines and carriages proceeding from the Markets to Groodlet and Smith’s yard 
would have to proceed back over the main lines, and therefore it is impracticable and would be valueless 
as a shunting-yard. "With reference to the shunting arrangements in tunnel between York-street and 
the Markets, there is nothing to show you what they would he. That is all 1 desire to bring under your 
notice with reference to Mr. Selfe’s scheme.

FRIDAY, 30 MARCH, 1900.

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TBIOKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Littles ay Craweobd Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D.
■William Thomas Hick, Esq.

John Chbisitan Watson, Esq. 
Hobeet Henry Levies', Esq. 
John McFaelane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Bedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Linos, Department of Eailways, sworn, and
further examined :— .

J. Parry. 3589. Chairman!] I understand that you wish to say something in regard to Mr. Greenwood's evidence? 
-s Yes. Taking Mr. Greenwood’s evidence, I would first of all refer to the third paragraph under the 

80Mar., 1900. heading “ Description of route,” in his scheme. Mr. Greenwood says:
■ In connection with this scheme, I propose to construct a loop-line from near Stanmore to a 70-acre shunting-

ground near Shea’s Creek, on which I propose to build self-acting gravitation sorting sidings, thereby virtually increasing 
the size lor working capacity) of Darling Harbour goods yard to three times its present capacity, and relieving the main 
line near Eveleigh of all goods traffic passing from South Coast district to South, West, or Northern lines.
Mr. Greenwood, I think, is under a misapprehension in regard to the traffic to be dealt with. In the first 
place, Shea’s Creek would be an altogether unsuitable place at which to provide marshalling or gravitation 
sidings for Sydney. Then, witli reference to joining at Stanmore, it is patent that you would have 
to construct a separate line from Stanmore, to get to t-ho gravitation sidings at Shea’s Creek. Prom 
a Departmental point of view it is difficult to see what advantages would be gained by going to Shea’s 
Creek, even for the South Coast traffic. Mr. Greenwood says that the capacity of the Darling Harbour 
goods yard would be increased to three times its present capacity. How, the whole of the Southern traffic 
and the Western traffic, and a part of the Northern traffic, are dealt with in marshalling sidings at Clyde 
and Strathfield. The trains are taken out from Darliug Harbour in the rough—they are not marshalled at 
Darling Harbour, but are simply picked up in the rough as they are loaded, and run away to Clyde and 
Strathfield, where gravitation sidings are already provided. .So you see that the South and the West are 
already provided for, and partly the North, at Clyde and Strathfield. To take the Southern, the Northern, 
and the Western traffic out to Shea’s Creek, would be to take it out of its direct course; and seeing that 
the trains are nearly all marshalled now away from Darling Harbour, the increased capacity given to 
Darling Harbour by having marshalling sidings at Shea’s Creek would not affect materially the present 
conditions of Darling Harbour. *
3590. Dr. Garran!] But would it not be more convenient to do that business nearer to Sydney than as 
far off as Clyde ? No. It is just as well dealt with at Clyde for the Southern and Western lines. You 
can bring goods trains into those sidings without interfering with the suburban line at any time; you 
are not restricted by suburban traffic in bringing goods trains into Clyde from tbe country, as would be 
the case if the sidings were at Shea's Creek. Mr. G-reenwood says:—

And relieving the main line near liveleigh of all goods traffic passing from South Coast district to South, West, or 
Northern lines.
Now, the traffic from the South Coast to the Northern, the Western, and the Southern lines is infinitesimal; 
therefore there would not be the least justification for spending such an enormous amount of money for 
gravitation sidings at Shea’s Creek. 1 now go to question 1854 :—

Apart from tho question of expense, what objection have yon to a site either at King-street, under the No. 10 scheme, 
or under the St. James’ Road scheme? In the first case, you would simply repeat the trouble experienced at Redfern. You 
simply remove Redfern up to St. James’ Road, and have a dcad-cml there.
I think that considerable pains have been gone to to explain to tho Committee the improved design of the 
arrangements at St. James' Boad, and it cannot in any way be said that it is removing Bedfern station 1o 
St. James’ Boad, with its difficulties. St. James’ Boad is not intended to be a storage yard, nor for a 
large amount of shunting in marshalling trains to bo going on. That would be done by rnnning the trains 
back direct to lledfern, and there marshalling them.
3591. And then back again to take up their places to go out again ?' Yes ; that is, after they had done
their work in the morning, they would go to Bedfern to stable, and would be brought out again at night, 
and, after finishing their work, would be stabled again. 3592.
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3592. What would be the cost of running each train forwards and backwards twice, as compared with ?arl7-
what you do now, doing it all in the present station-yard p The distance would be about a mile. „
3593. Would 4s. a mile bo a fair estimate ? Oh, no. Working in with the suburban line, the cost would ■ ‘
probably be Is. 4d. or Is. 6d. per train mile.
3594. This question has arisen in the course of this inquiry, and I should like to understand it thoroughly: 
tho average cost per train mile has been for many years about 4s., now reduced to 3s. lOd. by 
economies;—how comes it that your average cost is 3s. 10d., and yet the cost of running over this 
particular bit of road is to be brought down to Is. lOd. ? Because 3s. lOd. is simply taking the whole 
of the working expenses of the Department, including administrative staff, dividing it by the number of 
train miles; hut it will be readily seen that, to get at the actual cost of running an empty train back to 
Redfern from St. James’ Road, it would not bo at all right to take the average cost per train mile. In 
dealing with that matter you must deal with actual costs.
3395. But would you not charge it with anything for administration or for coal? For coal we would; 
but not for administration, ■
3596. At any rate 2s. a mile would be ample to cover the whole of the cost ? Less than that—for empty 
running I am speaking of.
3597. Then, there and back would be less than 4s. ? Yes.
3598. Mr. Watson.'] The men who would have to work the running back of empty trains from St. James’
Road to Redfern would otherwise be doing nothing practically for some little time? Well, Redfern 
would probably be the men’s home—I mean that they would sign on and off at Redfern; practically, 
that is what would be done in many eases.
3599. Mr. Dick.] Still that must increase the amount of time the men would be working on those trains, 
or shortening the effective time of their working? It would to a certain extent. I now come to question 
1857:

Have you any other objection, apart from the duplication, of the difficulties at Rcdfom with regard to the proposed 
site for a station ? It is useless for long distance and suburban passengers, ’

I must confess that I am unable to grasp the meaning of that answer. We contend that the suburban 
business admits at the present time of our doing the business satisfactorily at tbe new station, and as 
regards tbe through passengers, we contend that the great bulk of the through passengers would come to 
King-street. I now come to questions 1889 and 1890—dwelling upon tbe question of dealing with the 
business at Circular Quay, and assuming that the railway were carried down to Circular Quay, and that 
the eastern extension were not constructed :

Would you not wuut a little more than that to do tho shunting ? I do not think so, but we might. The remaining 
portion I have charged to the other line.

If we stopped there for vhe present, would you have to go under the Domain ? No ; 1 have lo chains available.
That is in length, I have placed before you the number of trains to be dealt with; I have placed before 
you the actual number of trains which have come into Redfern on holidays, and which runs into as many 
as 029,1 think. You know yourselves what the business is,—fast trains coming in between slow trains 
up to Redfern at the present time. Now all these would have to be dealt with at Circular Quay, with 
two lines of railway, and 15 chains long. T hardly need say more to convince you that the arrangements 
would be altogether inefficient. Besides, Mr. Greenwood himself is evidently in doubt. He does not 
seem to have studied the subject; because when he is asked whether he would require a little more land, 
he says, “ I do not think so, but we might.” It is too serious a thing to start on with conjecture such as 
that. We want certainty before dealing with a large question such as this.
3600. Dr. GarranT] Could Mr. Greenwood get over that difficulty by adopting Mr. Rcmiick’s proposal '
to run up from Circular Quay, and go along by the side of tho Domain fence, so as to shunt at Fort 
Macquarie, because he could easily turn round to do that, and Mr. Rennick treated Fort Macquarie as
being an ample shunting place? I know the business lay of the place, and that the ground is very high 
and rugged. I do not say it could not be done—that is, tbe traffic which two lines would accommodate ; 
hut we must start with the fact that two lines will not accommodate the traffic, and it is utterly absurd to 
think that they would do so.
3601. I understand that during the busy part of the day the trains would follow one another at intervals 
of four minutes ? But even then it could not be done. I propose to deal with that matter later on.
Now I come to question 1930, referring to Redfern station :—

What X mean is this : If we arc going to carry two lines of rails northward for your city extension, you might as 
well, while about it, carry your other platforms northward, in order to lengthen them—the long-distance ones V I do not 
think there is any need to take the long-distance ones northward for some years to come. If you can now accommodate 
both tho long-distance and tho suburban trains in the present station, and if you wero to take 90 per cent, of that traffic 
through, you must have sufficient platforms left there for the long-distance trains.
Therefore, Mr. Greenwood’s intention is clear—90 per cent, of the traffic is to come down, and 
10 per cent, is to remain at Redfern. The number of trains—assuming that you bring tbe 
suburban trains down to Circular Quay—docs not govern tbe question of the suitability of Redfern 
station. That can be determined only by actually laying down a plan which has not been done. I now 
come to questions 1933 and 1934:—

Then you would take the suburban on two sides, or on one side ? I would take them on the east side of No. 3, and 
east from No. 3.
That is at Redfern station.

Towards the produce sheds? Yes; and I would keep Nos. 5 and 6, and west of them, for long-distance traffic— 
for the present, mind you.

Now, Mr. Greenwood tells you that in his scheme he would bring tbe suburban lines to tbe cast of No.
3 platform, and that he would bring his country, or long-distance trains, in on tbe west. Tho effect of 
Mr. Greenwood’s alteration, in carrying bis suburban lines over to the east of Redfern station, and 
making bis long-distance traffic go to tbe west of Redfern station, would bo that you would have to cross 
tbe whole of the suburban lines with the through trains, with all their shunting, to get to your carriage 
marshalling sidings, all of which are on the eastern side of the main lines; besides which, it would, of 
course, necessitate the tearing up, practically, of the whole of the yard, because tho main lines would

have
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PrJ- ^aTe <^'7er*:e,i on tho other side of Eedfern station, and carried through as main lines, and you 
30M_A~ionb C011^ no^ ^ ^rouS^ ^ncs and platforms without considerable cost for alteration.

ar-* ■ 3G02. "Would that difficulty bo got over if Mr, G-reenwood were to put the suburban on the western side9 
Then you would be on the side on which all the carriages wore stored. You would have tho same difficulty 
of having to cross the suburban line—that is, if you make that a storage place. In either way it is not 
satisfactory. I now come to Questions 1939 and 1940.

We have had it in evidence that proper platforms ought to be COO feet long at the leastdo yon agree with that ? 
No, I do not.

Not for suburban traffic ? Not for suburban traffic. Certainly not; and 1 doubt it very much for long-distance 
traffic. If you go to the station on Monday night yon will find that they put two engines on the Northern train, and those 
two engines, and the cars as well, do not measure 500 feet; but, if I were building a new station in the Benevolent Asylum 
grounds, 1 would certainly make the platforms 600 feet long.
"What we ask for is to be able to deal with the work at the present time. The Northern mail train, with 
two engines—when it is up to its maximum—would be about 560 feet long. With a long heavy train 
like that, you do not want to be in such a position as to be obliged to pull up within an inch or two of the 
buffer stops. If you run in right to the end of the platform, you cannot ge-t the engine away unless you 
pull out again, k ou would require to put in a traverser, and that would he 60'feet, and you would have 
to stop clear of that. Therefore, 600 feet for those trains is not too long. There arc, of course, trains 
shorter than that—some, perhaps, not more than 200 or 300 feet long ; but what we have to provide in 
working the business is not merely for the short trains, but also for the long ones. At holiday times, for 
instance, what is the use of a 300-ft. platform ? The difficulty is not in dealing with the day-by-day 
business, but in dealing with the holiday business, and when we have the trains up to their maximum 
length. I now come to Questions 1944 and 1045. . '

But your two suburban lines would spoil the crossing from east to west ? Yes ; but if you were approaching the 
station from Georgc-street, you could get to No. 5 the same as you do now ; but tho moment you lengthen No, C across 
Devonshire-street, you cannot do it, -

You could do it underneath IJevonshi re-street by means of steps? Yes ; I think it will be possible, for a considerable 
time, to work your long-distance trains in your present station, without lengthening your platforms.
Of course that is merely an expression of opinion. When you have taken No. 3 and east of No, 3, 
that practically leaves Nos, 5, 6, and 8. Tho other platforms are altogether unsuitable for through 
business. It leaves three platforms, and the roads would have to bo thoroughly reorganised; therefore, 
it practically means tearing up the whole of the yard. I should like it to be clearly understood by the 
Committee that, in dealing with long-distanec trains, I gave the Committee figures of ordinary daily 
traffic. But it must be remembered that at holiday times nearly the whole of those trains are dupli
cated, and in some cases triplicated. Then, instead of the Southern mail running in one division, it will 
run in two divisions, the Western mail will frequently run- in three portions, and the northern mail will 
run in two porlions, and ihe Melbourne express will rim in two portions. Therefore, when we speak of 
the normal daily traffic, it docs not meet the case at all. '
3603, Whan you split the traffic up like that, tho trains are not quite so long—they are shorter than the 
excessively long trains ? Yes, they are. You must have separate platforms to run your inward trains 
into, and sometimes the Western will come in in two or three divisions, and the Southern in two or three 
divisions, and the Northern also. 1
3601. Is there not generally an interval of, perhaps, twenty minutes between those trains in coining in ? 
The Southern and the Western mails in the morning come in close upon one another. If one of those 
trains is running a little late, they may perhaps arrive at Granville Junction at the same time, and 
afterwards run block and block with each other.
3605. k ou would have that same trouble at King-street p No ; I should have extra platforms there.
3606. Am I to understand that if you were to have a heavy holiday traffic—double trains coming in from
the north, the south, and the west, and the usual suburban trains—you could deal with it all at King- 
street ? Yes. I now come to question 1951:— '

I have no right to say that it is a hardship that that tram is not carried into the city of Sydney; but, apart from 
that, what reason is there for carrying long-distance trains into the city ? I say nothing. Fully 90 per cent, of the public 
are better served at Eedfcm than they would be at Kinv-strect, People residing to the east of Victoria-strect, Darling- 
hurst, and from t here right down to Darling Point, Rose Bay, Randwick, Waveiley, Woollahra, Paddington, Moore Park, 
Alexandria, Botany, The Glebe, Porcst Lodge, and Pyrmont, are served better from Redfern than they would be from King- 
street. It is only one-tenth of those in town who would be better served from King-street than from Redfern.
AV e arc not proposing to close pp. Hedfcrn, therefore tho whole of the through passengers for those places 
mentioned could alight at Kedforn.. No inconvenience would be occasioned to those people ; they could 
either alight at Itediern, or go op fe King-street, just as they chose. I now come to question 1955: 

Simply an extra expense to the Railway Department ? Yes.
We maintain that the running of through long-distance trains .down to King-street would be a source of 
revenue to the Department. 1
360/. Mr. Wat$on.~\ You could not add anything to your long-distance passengers’fares for that litlle 
hit? Yes, we could put a long-distance rate on, according to the Railway Act.
3608. Dr. Garrtm.'J But do you think that you could get half of the long-distance passengers who now
stop at Bedfern, to go on to King-street ? 1 think we would get a large proportion of those w'ho now- 
stop at Bedfern. - -
3609. Would it not depend a great deal on which suburb they resided in ? Yes.
3610. If the cab-drive were shorter from Bed for n to their house, I suppose that they would get out at
Bedfern ? I now come to questions 1963 and.1964: .
ya d ? ^ we can make a city extension with a very moderate additional expense to the present station-

■- -There will have to he something done to adapt that to the change ? Yes: I think that Mr. Deane, in one of the 
schemes,-puts down £20,000 for alterations at Redfern. ,
But-I, myself,.know that that <£20,000 was put down' for an alteration very different from that which 
woulclhe involved^b’y leaving the long-distance trains at Bedfern, and bringing the suburban trains through. 
That £20,000 was allowed for alterations'at Bedfern for simply running the present traffic through to St. 
James Boad; ■ Therefore, that estimate of'£20,000-is,altogether bcsidc_thc mark, to alter the station as 
indicated bYMr. Greenwood; -hut,-of course, it is impossible to say what his proposals are without a plan 
being furnished. ' 3611
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3011. If you separate tlic loug-distaueo traffic from the suburban traffic, would that put you to the extra Parry, 
exjtensc of keejnng a large number of porters at Bedfern? res. Now, in tho morning, the suburban <■—'''““'i 
passengers require very little attention ; but, when the through trains come in they require the maximum *10Mar., 1900, 
number of porters you can put on. Those men come on duty at half-past five in the morning, and 
practically they have done their work, so far as the through trains are concerned, by 7 o’clock—I mean as 
regards 1 he mail trains from tho country. They are then available to do tho ordinary work of the station— 
attending to the ordinary suburban business, and such like ;—but if we were to divide the traffic, and have 
part of it at Itedfcrn and part of it at King-street, then we should require two distinct staffs—there would 
be practically almost a duplication of the staff. I do not say that there would be a duplication, but there 
would be a very largely-increased staff as compared with what it now lakes to man the one station. 1 will 
gsve more particulars of that later on.
3(512. 0/m;rnnr?i.] Tliis position might arise : if some of the long-distance passengers were to get out in 
large numbers at Bedfern, that would cause great delay to those people who would want to go on into the 
city, and you would have to keep two large staffs ; I suppose that the Department would encourage people 
to go right through ;—you would rather that they came right through ? You must not measure the 
business merely by the number of passengers, you have also to deal with mail bags and parcels, and there 
are van-loads of parcels.
3(513. Dr. Garran.] I bey would all come on to Sydney ? Yes. Tho luggage is not much when compared 
wi(h parcels and mails. lrB ° 1
3(514. But the long-distance passengers would occupy your porters only in the morning and the evening?

day they would not be wauled ? Yes, they would. Pot instance, you have •
tho -Melbourne express coming in at 10'50, and the Northern mail at 11'40, and yon have also your 
Newcastle trains coming iu, which have to be attended to as through trains.
3(>1(5. Ch<urman?\ Yon do not think there is any danger of Bedfern and King-street becoming like two 
city termini ? Not if we come down to King-street.
3(51/. Dr. Garran.] You do not get over tho difficulty in any case if you stop at Bedfern at all, because 
it is a certaintj' that some of your long-distance passengers will get out at Bedfern ? Yes. It will he 
similar to what we get at Strathfield. We stop at Strathfield and collect tickets there, and people who 
live on tho suburban lino between Strathfield and Sydney get out at Strathfield and change trains, and 
that keeps the train three or four minutes. I estimate that more people get out at Strathfield from some 
of tno trains than would get out at Bedfern, and I reckon that for through trains you would stop at 
Bedfern perhaps two minutes, or three minutes at the outside.

if you stop at Bedfern at all you must have a staff of porters there? Yes, like we have at 
Strathfield.. Wc should have a staff of porters there, hut nothing like the staff required to deal with 
through trains at terminal stations. I now come to questions 19S2 and 1983

^ ou are providing four lines of rails only for your city extension and for the line to K’ortli Shore, whereas Mr. Deane 
provides not less than six simply to go to a dead-end station at King-street ? Granted.
<14. V '4° s^x ^or can you make four do for what is a double railway ? Yes. Mr. Deane’s own opinion was 
lliat only two lines were necessary, and^ he designed his scheme for two lines, and everyone else wdio sent in a scheme 
designed only for two lines. The Commissioners have gone in for six lines now, hut their scheme in 1S94 -was for only four 
lines. J he 1896 scheme provides for six. These six lines consist of up and down fast, up and down slow', and two ait-vice 
lines, iliosc two service lines simply go into the Bcdfcm yard, and no further.

Mr. Greenwood is under a misapprehension here. Those two service lines go to the Illawarra Junction. As 
a matter of fact we have six lines now straight away from the Illawarra Junction—that is tho junction of 
tho South Coast lino into Bedfern. The six lines brought down to St. James’ Bond, therefore, would give 
us six lines from Illawarra Junction right to King-street, and we should have tho great advantage of 
being able to throw the whole of the South Coast traffic (which at holiday times is very large), on to 
those two service lines, and utilise them not only for engines and carnages going backwards and forwards, 
but also for suburban traffic in addition. I now come to questions 1985 and 1986 ;
i 11 lIra° 1'G',hlldicntcd that lino, they found that two lines would no longer cany the traffic? Two liuea would carry 
dmihlo the present traffic on the lines if the whole of it were slow : but they want to run a fast train alongside a slow one,
11111 tlie)f CGlila not do that on two pairs of mils, and that is the reason why they have constructed four lines of rails. I 
propose to let the four lines remain there, and they will still rim fast trains from Strathfield to Redfern, but at Redfern 
they must stop.

You cannot run fast trains through the city ? No : you must run them slow.
I hardly think that Mr. Greenwood could have been speaking seriously when be informed the Committee 
that the whole of the present traffic could be brought down on two linos. Take our ordinary daily traffic: 
Between 8'30 and 9 o'clock we have the following arrivals at Bedfern:—8'33 from Ashfield, 8;33 from 
Homebush, from Hnrstvillc, S'37 from Parramatta, 8'40 from Huwkcsbury River, 8‘40 from
fv atcrlall, S 43 from Richmond, 8'44 from Ashfield, 8'46 from Campbelltown, S‘53 from Penrith, $'55 
from Homelwisn, 8 05 from Mount ’Victoria, 8*58 from Homebush, Those arc trains which now 
arrive at Bedfern, and would require to go on. If the first two trains wore thrown out of their 
time, ^ they would affect the whole of the business. Those are incoming passenger trains in tbe 
morning, to say nothing about engines, and nothing about empty coaches. Those trains are 
altornftto]) fast trains, and hIow trains going on diilercut lines, Jf you were to bring your fast 
trains and your slow trains up to Bedfern, and then make them stop at Bedfern and take their 
ordinary course on a double line, is it reasonable to think that business could be properly 
conducted ? ^ If we could'say to this person “You must come in at 7 o'clock,” and to another “ You 
must come in at 8 o’clock,” and to another “ You must come in at 9 o’clock,” we could distribute 
our trams, one after tbe other, very nicely. But many passengers want to get in to their business at 
8 30, and all want to come in together; or at 9 o’clock, and all want to come in together; and 
the workmen in the morning all want to come in together; and it is by the way in which we deal 
with tho fast trains and the slow trains that we have popularised the suburban line, and caused people to 
look upon that line as being a model for any other place to copy. J do not believe that there is another 
place in the world—and I am speaking advisedly now—that has such an admirable service of suburban 
trams as wre have, because ivc have located tho trains in such a way as to suit the business people ; for 
instance, we bring a train-load of passengers, express speed, without stopping at inlcrmediato stations, 
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through from Strathfield, another iu through from Burwood, another in through from Aslifii’l'!, another 
in through from Summer Hill, another in through from l/ewishain, another in through from Petersham. 
People have settled down to the habit of coming in by those through trains, and you practically fill 
the trains at those places, and then run them straight in. What would he said by the suburban 
passengers if anyone attempted to modify the suburban traffic, and reduce the fast traffic to a slow 
traffic? They would not tolerate it for a moment. I might here, perhaps, bring in a case quoted by 
Mr. Greenwood, to show that he could bring in all the csistiug traffic over two lines of rails. In 
replying to question 2167, Mr. Greenwood said : —

At St. Enoch’s station, Glasgow, there are, every working day, nineteen trains arriving in a space of forty-three 
minutes. That is on one pair of rails.
This is what I have noted in regard to that statement: St. Enoch's station, which is a dead-end station, 
having two main lines and two branch lines, making four in all, running independently into the station, 
which has six platforms in two sets of three lines, and one sot ot two lines, the length of the platforms 
being, the longest, 957 feet, the shortest, 813 feet; the width of the broadest, 31 feet, and of the 
narrowest, 27 feet; the length of the roof is 525 feet. Area covered is about (jf- acres. There arc about 
500 trains in and out during the day of twenty-four hours. The general manager, on being interviewed 
as to the work of the station, made the following statement: —

Notwithstanding its size, St. Enoch has been found quite inadequate for the large and increasing passenger tndtic 
expected to be accommodated there, and we are at present busily engaged in enlarging and extending it. c are building 
a now bridge over the river Clyde, to carry four lines of rails, to replace the present one which carries two lines of rails, 
and the running lines from St.’Enoch to Port Eglington Junction ate being quadrupled. When the enlarging and extending 
of St. Enoch station is finished, it will be practically double its present size, as we shall then have twelve platiOrms instead 
of six, and wc hope, when the v, hole work is completed, to be able to deal satisfactorily with tho increasing trafhc foi a 
number of years to come.
With reference to the work said to have been done at St. Enoch between the hours of 8 40 a.m., and 9 25 
a.m., viz., fifty-four trains and engines, dealt with on two lines, it should be pointed out that the two lines 
only exist a very short distance, and outside of this the traffic is conducted on independent branch lines ; 
also four lines of way on the part where the greater part of the traffic is concentrated for some distance 
before arriving at St. Enoch. Included in these fifty-four I find thirteen empty carriage trains, and thirteen 
light engines, which means that after arrival the empty trains are hauled out and taken away for storage 
or other purposes. In Eedfern station, between the hours of S and 9 a.m., we deal with forty-five engines 
and trains, and if the empty trains are included, which have to bo drawn from the platforms for storage 
purposes, the number is fifty-nine, and between 5 and G p.m. the number is sixty : and this does not include 
light engines to and from engine-sheds in Sydney yard. If wo were to count the empty' ^carriages, 
trains, and the light engines into our business at Eedfern station, wc should put before the Committee 
a statement very different from the one we furnished when we merely quoted the actual business 
done in passenger work. I produce a sketch showing that at St. Enoch s elation thore arc two 
branch lines and two main lines, making four lines in all, running into that station. I now come to 
question 1987:—

I suppose that three-quarters of a mile is a fair distance for city stations to be apart from one another i 5 5 ou
have four lines from Homebush to Strathfield; but, notwithstanding the fact that you have a double line joining at Strath- 
field, you do not put on an additional lino to convey that traffic to Sydney ; and although you have two lines from Illawarra 
joining iienr Kveleigh, you do not put on two more lines to carry that traffic.
You will see that Mr, Greomvood’s reasoning here is not at all such as would prove that the whole of 
tho traffic from the north, west, south, and South Coast could be carried over two lines of rails. At 
Strathfield, when the Northern line was constructed, it was first of all junctioned into a double lino, but 
a double line would not carry the traffic. I am sure ihat many of you will remember that, before tho 
suburban lines were quadrupled, a passenger never knew when he would get to Sydney, or get home 
again. It is eight or nine y'cars since the quadruplication was done. Before that time, on holidays 
especially, the people would hang about the platforms for upwards of an_hour waiting to get to Sydney. 
"YVo could not go hack to that condition of affairs after extending the railway into the city. If. we were 
to do so, it would simply bring everybody connected with it into ridicule. I now come to question 
2007^ ^

Will you explain to the Committee how these two lines are going one to cross or overlap the other V Simply by the
fact that, starting from Bathnrst-street, the one line rises and tho other falls with a 1 in CO grade, until suSh time as the
difference of level between the two rails is 17 or IS feet—sufficient to carry one line over the other.
If we wore to bring the suburban trains down to Circular Quay, the introduction of a l-in-G0 grade on 
that extension would nullify, to a groat extent, tho large expenditure which the Eailway Commissioners 
have incurred in quadruplicating tho lines to make tho maximum grade, or ruling grade as we call it, 1 m 
100, I think it would he a great pity to introduce such a grade as 1 in GO in the last mile of such an
important suburban line. £ -. ■ e x- i.
3619. Are vour suburban engines incapable of taking your average load up a grade of I in 60? Not
incapable, but it oecupios the section very much longer, and reduces tho speed. _ Wo run nine cars on 
some trains—not on verv many, it is true, but eight cars is a very common thing, and the speed on a 
grade of 1 in 60 would be very slow ; in fact, I do not think the lighter class of suburban engine could
haul the load. , . , , T1i i -l
3620. Mr. Dick,] How many cars do you send with the “31” class of engine along thclllawarrasuburban
line ? Occasionally nine. , , .
3621. And iu two places on that line you have a grade of 1 m GO? We have one such grade, coming 
from Erskineville to join the main lino.
3622. And the other going to Hurstville ? I am not quite sure about the Ilurstville grade. (
3623. They arc both 1 in 60, and with the “ 31 ” class of engine you can take nine carriages on that line ?
Yes, wo do. , , v i £
3624. Mr, Watson.] And tho same number of carnages on the Western suburban line over a grade ot 
1 in 100, and with the same class of carriages and engines ? Yes. But as regards coming from Erskine
ville to the Illawarra Junction, if you were associated with the working of tho lines, you would very soon 
soo tho disadvantages of having such a severe grade. If the train happens to be brought to a standstill 
on that portion by signals, the struggling of the engine and the delay in starting again are most serious,
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and disorganising to the traffic in a busy time. We have had trains stuck upon the Erskinville bank, J. Party, 
and have had to send out engines to bring them in, and the delay, apart from the sticking up, is frequently 
very serious, and brings about disorganisation. My point is that, if we are spending a large sum of money 30 Mar., 1900. 
to do a certain work, why should we introduce what are. manifestlv. evils into the design. I now come 
to Question 2025; ... °

It hat turn io!s have wcon our railways more than 3!) chains in length? Yon have a tunnel at Lapstonc which is 3S 
or 40 nhrnns long It has it curve at loth curls. Half the tunnel at least is on carve, and it has a 1 in S.T grade. Since that 
tunnel lias liocn hunt, I do not think that fewer passengers have gone over the mountains than used to go previously. It 
has not aftectedthu passenger traffic in the slightest.
1. think the host way to judge that statement would ho to go through tho tunnel itself. In tho summer it 
ruf1 iCrak ° through that tunnel. Wc have the same kind of 1 hing on the South Coast line with our 
Ottord tunnel. That has a 1 in 40 grade—not 1 in 33,—and in that tunnel we have had trains stuck up, 
and the passengers have been in tbe tunnel for twenty minutes with the engine struggling to get on, and 
the engine has at last had fo back out down to Stanwell Park, and tho driver has practically fallen off bis 
engine stupefied, lhaf has occurred not only once, but a number of times, and wo have to reduce the
w.. vfr-'" (;0,1s'<iemkly below' the normal carrying capacity of the lino in order to obviate that verv serious 
difficulty. . . o r .■
362o. Mr. Dick.] What is the length of the longest tunnel between Sydney and Newcastle? I think it 
is about a mile. ' ^
.3(>2(i. (.an you tell us why we experience no inconvenience in going through that tunnel with the train 
windows open; whereas, in the Capstone tunnel, with the windows closed, yon feel a great deal of 
inconvenience H because you have very little steam and smoke emptying themselves into that northern 
line tunnel. It is on an easy grade, and is constructed for a double lino of rails, and you have a, train 
tlnough it only occasionally; but, with trains following each other at the rate, as estimated, of one 
cierytwo minutes, it would be the greatest pity to construct a city railway in tunnel to he worked 
by steam. I have nothing to say about tunnels being worked by electricity. But if you bring in electricity, 
you nave to consider the whole question of dealing with the suburban business bv electricity, because the 
detaching or locomotives at Redfern, and the attaching of electrical motors, would simplv he going back 
to tho dark ages m dealing with such business. '
3(127. Mr. Watson.] You would have to work the suburban traffic right through with electricity ? Yes.
.he ?n if that I could conceive of dealing with a city line only by electricity would he to make that 

lino independent of the present line, and to construct a railway going by Redfern and let all the passengers 
change into it. I now come to Question 203(j:

ruiming at a city fate of speed between Bathui’st-streefc and Wynyard-square ? Somethingbe.How long will people 
leas than one minute.

I think that the distance from Balhurst-strect to Wynyard-squaro is about 40 chains, or half a mile. 
Assuming that the tram is going at full speed all that distance, then, at 30 miles an hour, which is a good 
speed tor n suburban train, it. would take just one minute in covering that distance, on a very easy grade— 
far below 1 in 100. Now, this portion of the line would bo negotiated in a tunnel of 1 in (50. I do not 
know now long the tunnel would extend.
3(52y. Tho hundred feet is 1 in b0, and the rest level ? At any rate, you have a 1 in (50 grade in the 
tunnel, and it is clear that the trains would not be running at 30 miles an hour 'over that. Therefore, at 
the very least you can calculate two minutes for that journey, because, taking the average running on 
the suburban lino—starting getting up speed, reducing speed, and stopping at a station,—you would not 
^°r, a., e. h1 * * *!'10'1 inore than 20 miles an hour. The average speed to Homebush. including stoppages, 
is / ’ miles m thirty-three minutes, which is about 14 miles an hour. '
3(520 Is 1 hat estimate for a train that goes through to Strathfield. or for one that stops at all stations ? 
One that stops at all stations. The next Question is : '

Rot more than that? No ; it cannot he. The difference in time between the trains leaving Burwood and the trains 
leaving Croydon is, according to tho time-table, about two minutes.
ti „„ IS ti"'tithedist;mce ■ R° ; that is about a mile, and that time includes stoppage at station. Therefore, the 
time occupied in travelling cannot possibly he a minute in this case. 11
Now, the time taken between Croydon mid Burwood is three 
stopping trains. I now come to Question 2074 :

minutes. That is time-table time for all

i11 * * «mV0 ,10t SilK ^ t0 ?■'’ have asked us to consider schemes for coming into the city 
theicfoic, ue want to know whether you can make tins service as a city scheme without an eastern suburbs extension, at
(’overnmenl Hy. t' 11^'5 ^ tQ d° ^ y°11 l"USt g0 Wl: to the Government Houso grounds, or as far as the 
Gardena feu™ * ^ 0E)<m cutt,nS-,;®U5tr’>ct. 1™%. the eastern suburban railway as far os tho Botanical

I think I dealt with that question previously. It is clear that Mr. Greenwood intends, not only to put
the whole of the passenger trams on to his double line, but he is going to work his empty trains and 
engines to and from Bedfern and the Circular Quay on these two lines of rails
3630. Mr. Abc/r.] It is only temporary; of course his scheme is really a circular scheme? Yes. But if we
were beginning to run these trains from Redfern to-morrow, say, and as the passengers were kept standing
there we explained to them-*' We have only a double line to Circular Quay, but that is only temporarv,”
they would want to know how long the temporary business was going to last. It would bring ns all into 
most serious discredit. ° o &
3631. But I think that Mr. Greenwood made it clear, as far as his scheme is concerned, that he wants the 
whole thing done at once ? I admit that; but I want to impress on the Committee the impossibility of 
dealing with it m the position of leaving it at Circular Quay.
3{532. J)r. Garran.] Jf it were to ho made at once, thore would be a number of trains coining in to Circular 

X°-r PurcJ* ^ Pul,Poscs wllich would noli want to go on the Eastern extension ? Exactly
3033. lou would have to deal with those by sending them back ? Yes.
363 k Could he deal with those—only a portion of the trade ? Supposing that Mr. Greenwood’s circular 
system were initiated,—the great hulk of the population of the Eastern suburbs is out in tho direction of 
\\ avcrlcy. These people would not go round tna Eveleigh to get to Sydney ; hut would want to come in this 
direction, j heretore you would have the great bulk of your passengers coining in from (ho Eastern side

at
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J. Parry. ^ ]1C saine j ;mfl as y0U kaV0 coming in from the western sittc. because thev would hare to get
SOmTt'pkK) ^le'r °ffices the same time, some between 7 and 7‘30, others at half-past 8 or 0 o'clock; and with the 
' ar‘’ ‘ bulk of the passengers requiring to land in Sydney at the same time, you would get a congestion of business 

at both ends ; therefore you must provide a means of stabling your (rains, not only from the eastern 
suburbs, but also from the western suburbs, and a. circular railway would not meet the case at all.
3635, Mr. Watson.] Would you not have two lines of trains, one going each way, on your circular 
railway? But 1 should be running trains absolutely empty in one direction ; it would be a great waste of 
mileage.
363G. J)r. Curran.] Mr. Greenwood proposed, in his complete scheme, to have a stabling arrangement 
on his eastern line as soon as he reached a suitable place ? J did not know that. I deal only with his 
proposal as 1 see it in the evidence. AV’hat 1 want to impress upon the Committee is the fact that a 
circular train is all right for a certain proportion of trains—that is, to give the suburban people a chance 
of intercommunication ; but that, for the purpose of bringing passengers into Sydney in the morning, and 
taking them out iu the evening, a circular railway becomes a waste, inasmuch as you would incur a greater 
mileage to deal with the business. A circular railway is all right where you are right in the middle of a 
thick population, as iu London, and where you can put on a, five or leu minutes’ hourly service ; it is all 
right when you are in the midst of a big floating population all the lime, and can run your trains round 
and round constantly. But we have not those conditions to deal with here. J now come to Questions 
2076 and 2077 : "

That would involve Rome unproductive running ? Yes.
Would that be less costly than taking all tins ground out of tha-fc land ? Far less.

Ton have first of all capital cost for taking out the ground, which ceases, and yon simply pay 3 per cent, 
interest; hut when you were running trains all day, as is proposed, it is evident that there would he a 
great waste in running these empty trains. The next Question is 2078 :

ThGt'G would not fie very much traffic to Redfern in tfie early morning, nr late in the evening, would there ? I think 
there arc eight trains now every day which come into Redfern, and run back straight to Homeluisii.
As a matter of fact, it would be difficult to say what tbe empty running would be under the conditions 
that weald affect the new line, and, although the estimate is far below the mark, (here would, ] am 
satisfied, on the new hue be upwards of twenty empty trains requiring to come down. Of course, they 
might be utilised for city passengers—I grant that—but they would not be required. Question 20$l is :

So all von want to do is to shunt your trains from one line to the other ? A cs.
I have gone into that question in regard to St Lnoch’s Station; and I think t have clearly shown 
the Committee that Mr. Greenwood’s statement is rather an airy way of disposing of such a vast number 
of trains. It would require very much more consideration and arrangement than that. Question 
20S3 is: ''

AVu are told that if we were to widen tfie Ecfiemc before us 10 as to make it ns wide as the original one wa», they could 
do without this long roulc a Jso ; they could do nothing of the kind. The additional standing-room on the St. James' Road 
plan is only two more platforms. The standing-room would hold only two more trains.
That Is hardly intelligible to me.
3637. It means that if we were lo widen iSo. 10 scheme so as to add two more platforms, as Mr. Beane 
explained to us yesterday, we could dispense with that circular Hue? Mr. Greenwood says: '‘They 
could do nothing of the kind.” ATe say that we can do it satisfactorily—in fad, we should very much 
prefer it. It would suit ihe working very much better to get the additional space and go back to liedfern 
and avoid touching the Bomaiu at all. I would point out why. A'ou will notice that the station in No. 10 
scheme is contracted in width, because we have four lines of rails running right through to a place 
beyond—that is, through to the Domain. That means that wo can deal with more suburban trains in a given 
interval of time. A suburban train arrives at that platform, discharges its passengers in three-quarters of 
a minute, then runs away, and leaves the platform free for another train to follow'; therefore, the object 
of the extension is not so much for the stabling of trains, but to enable us to deal with more trains at 
this station by getting rid of them more quickly. It is a distinct disadvantage to take them round there 
in tunnel to stable. AVe prefer going back; but it was absolutely necessary, in consequence of our being 
restricted to a certain width of space. Question 2037:—

So far as respects the cost of working, it does not matter whether we go into the city on the eastern or western side ? 
The cost per mile ought to fie tfie same. ‘ -
In reply to that, I wish to state that the King-street and Domain scheme is about 2 miles long—about 1 
mile 12 chains from Bedfern to King-street terminal, and then about 1 mile from terminal to carriage and 
engine storing sidings in tho Domain. This scheme provides that at the Domain shunting yard sidings 
only a portion of suburban trains would stable, through trains and some of the suburban trains being 
run back to Bedfern, &c.. to the present sidings to stable. This division of the business, by having to 
shunt trains at Domain, King-street, and Bedfern, will necessitate a shunting staff at both Bedfern and 
the Domain terminal, whereas the St. .Tames’ Boad scheme provides for all trains being stabled at Bedfern, 
&c., as at present, which only necessitates the staff at Bedfern and St. James’ Boad, besides which the 
extension from King-street to the Domnin requires three additional block signal boxes m addition to the 
terminal shunting yard staff. Again, the St. James’ Boad station is practically on street level, and 
provided with cab road to through platforms, thus enabling luggage to he easily dealt with ; whereas King- 
street platforms being considerably below street level with upper and lower end platforms, and ramps 
from main assembly platform to train platforms and the cab road, it is evident, more staff is necessary at 
King-street than at St. James’ Boad to deal with the business ; the additional mile of permanent way of 
4 miles in the King-street scheme, together with the carriage sheds and sidings in the Domain, would have 
to be maintained beyond that required in the St, James’ Boad scheme. In the King-street scheme, also, 
a number of trains would have to run on to the Domain shunting sidings owing to the through platforms, 
which, in St. James’ Boad scheme would not have to run forward to the Domain, but would return direct 
to the suburbs loaded with passengers. In criticising tho estimates given by the Commissioners, Mr. 
Greenwood, in replying to Question 20SS, is erroneous in his figures. Me has multiplied the number of 
trains per working day by 365 days in the year, which is incorrect, as there are only 313 working days, 
and on Sundays the number of trains is only about 125, and less than that number in winter months. 
Therefore, you see that, at the very start, Mr. Greenwood, in furnishing the Committee with an estimate
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of tlie cost of working, is seriously out, because of the number of days be bas taken. In estimating tbe J- Parry, 
working expenses for the extension, Mr. Greenwood criticises tbe figures furnished ; but l would point \
out that in estimating working expenses for the extension, the basis assumed by Mr. Greenwood, namely, 30Mur., 1900, 
multiplying the number of trains by the number of days and the mileage, is a wrong basis altogether. I 
have explained this matter previously. It would not cost ue 3s. lOd. per train mile to run to and from 
King-street and Redfern. That is the general average cost for the year. In framing these estimates, the 
actual additional traffic staff required to man the stations, &e., tho additional locomotive staff (other than 
engine men), the number of men required for permanent way maintenance, and the approximate cost of 
the running of trains, and the additional mileage were considered. You cannot bunch it with the average 
for the whole of the lines. You have to take the circumstances applying to the particular place, if the 
Committee is to ho furnished with an estimate that can be relied upon.
3t>3S. But you have puf, in no share for tho general administrative services there ? No ; because you are 
taking wliat it is actually going to cost you, aud that is wbat the Committee want to know—not what 
is the average cost of working throughout the lines, but wbat is tho cost of working fhis particular 
seel ion,
3G39, Mr. Dwh] Would there he no addition, then, to the administrative staff for such a section ? No ; 
there would be no additional administrative staff. As a matter of fact, there would be a reduction iutho 
administrative staff, for instead of the Railway Commissioners being down in these buildings, they would 
be at that station. The whole of the out-door traffic superintendence would be there, and there would 
he a general saving all round, apart from the additional cost of working the section.
3010. J)r, Carrm.'] You and your staff, and Mr. Richardson aud his staff, would all bo transferred to 
King-street P Yes. By having the staffs brought close together, we should be able to economise in very 
many ways. We should not want so many clerks for writing, and walking from one place to another, 
when the offices were close together. ,
36fl. How do you communicate with tho Railway Commissioners now—by telephone, or by writing?
By telephone and by writing. But there is. of necessity, an enormous amount of travelling between the 
Redfern station and tho Commissioners’ office, and there would be an immense saving, difficult to put into 
figures, if the whole of tho staffs wore brought together,
3G42. Mr. McMirltme] Could not tbe Railway Commissioners have their offices at Redfern ? Then tbe 
Chief Railway Commissioner would be right away from the Minister. Instead of wasting the officers’ 
time, the Chief Commissioner’s time would have fo be wasted in going to and fro,
3G43. Is there frequent communication between tho Chief Railway Commissioner and the Minister? T 
should imagine so. Then, of course, Redfern is out of the way of the Commissioners.
3G-M. Dr. Garrar.1 AVlffch is the more important—that the Commissioners should be close to their 
customers, the general public, or close fo their officials ? To the general public. I should think. In 
his reply to Question 20SS, and in criticising the estimate furnished, Mr. Greenwood put his own figures.
He says:—

The Commissioners estimate the traffic at £32,000 per annum, which is really 10,240,000 passengers at Jd.
The Commissioners have said nothing about three-farthings. They have simply given a probable estimate 
of the receipts from the extension. They have clearly stated what the charges are which they propose.
These are mentioned in the evidence, and, therefore, Mr. Greenwood should know of them;"and it is 
misleading to bulk them into so many passengers at three-farthings. The basis ou which the estimate is 
given is clearly set forth, and tbe figures have been again looked at by the Traffic Auditor, and tbe 
Railway Commissioners nre satisfied that the estimate which has been furnished to tbe Committee by 
them will be realised. ‘
UGio. That estimate was made before the George-street tram had taken away a great deal of tbe 
Rlizabeth-street traffic;—do you think that if you bring your railway into St. James' Road you will 
recover from the George-street tram all that you have lost to it? IVo should recover from the’George- 
street tram very largely ; but, in addition to that, wo anticipate that owing to more people going out 
to reside in the western suburbs, the traffic will increase to a very largo extent if the railway be extended 
to King-street. Large numbers of people now livo at Bondi, Waverley, and Randwick, because they 
can get into a tram near to their business, and go home by it without changing; but if they could get 
into a train at King-streel, ] am sure That large numbers of people, who now live in the other suburbs, 
would go to reside m the western suburbs.
3G1G. Has the Department made any revised estimate in view of tho changes brought about by the 
George-street tramline ? No.
3617. You still go by tho old estimate? Yes. I now come to question 2089 :

But would not tho truflic bo much concentrated on this line—a great deal more going over it ? If the Commissioners 
can work that line for Is. 4d. per train mile, I want to take my expenses at tho same rate.
1 fake it that Mr. Greenwood is giving you estimates formed by reasoning from analogy, and not from any 
information he 1ms sought out for himself. Tbe Commissioners have given an estimate for working tbe King- 
street scheme and the St. James’ Road scheme. Mr. Greenwood says : “If the Commissioners can work 
that lino for so-and-so, I can work mine for so-and-so.” But it is of no use framing estimates in that way.
In Mr. Greenwood’s scheme, I think bis total mileage is 1 mile G-t chains down to Circular Quay. But, 
in that scheme, as compared with the St. James’ Road scheme, you would have to provide block signal- 
boxes at intervals on the extension, you would have to provide an additional staff to work'Wynyard-square, 
and you would have to provide an additional staff for working Circular Quay; and it is the additional 
staff which is required to man tho additional stations, and to do the shunting at the various places, which 
would increase the expenditure. 1 took the trouble to make a rough estimate of the traffic expenses 
alone of tho three schemes. I am speaking now from a perfect knowledge of the business, having gone 
into it as closely as I could. In the St. James’ Road scheme the traffic additional cost would be about 
£4,000 per annum, and in the King-street scheme it would be £9,400.
3648. Mr. IVatson.'] Wc were told that it was £8,000 per annum for St. James’ Road ? That is tho 
whole tiling. I am speaking now merely of the extra traffic employes. This is what 1 am perfectly sure 
about. As I have said, the figures aro .—St. James’ Road scheme, £4,000; King-street scheme, £9,400.
As regards Mr. Greenwood’s scheme, I am unable to give you an estimale for that, because I have not 
seen any plans -which would give me details to work upon. Tor that reason I am unable to speak
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J. Parry, authoritatively; but making a rough estimate on my own basis, I calculate that tho traffic working 
expenses would bo about £10,000 at least. In dealing with estimates you ought to go into details 

lr-> ■ and not take what are called average figures. I have explained to the Committee how tho increase 
is accounted for. In the St. James’ Jioad sehcine you simply transfer nearly the whole of your staff from 
Eedfern Station to King-street, leaving just sufficient at itedfcrn to deal with practically a suburban 
station such as Strathlicid or liveleigh. You bring the whole of the remainder of tho staff to St. James’ 
Koad. In the King-street scheme we would, of course, transfer a large number of the staff from Eedfern 
to King-street; but seeing that under tbe King-street scheme we would have to deal with a large number 
of trains for storage and marshalling purposes at Eedfern, we must leave men there for that. Then we 
should have a shunting stall and a supervising staff at the Domain, and we should have to have block 
signal-boxes between King-street and the Domain, and m tho Domain, in order to preserve the electrical 
block spaces between tbe (rains; and when you come to additional block boxes and other things, you see 
the expense begins to swell greatly. I slate this in order to show the Committee why it is necessary to 
go inlo the matter of estimates of railway working carefully in dealing with wbat actually has to be done 
or will have to be done. Question 210o ■ “ "

Will you tell us what you think your traffic will be on your western line? I am going to use the tiorernment 
figures for this. Mr. Kneeshaw stated that the number of passengers arriving at itedfern was as follows (I am speaking of 
one direction all the time):—he said the electric tram carried PI,000 daily. He further said that if there were no railway 
traffic at ail—and he did not want it—his cars in Geoige-street would still he filled. I contend that those Id,000 people 
will go down by the train on the western line, and I contend it for several reasons. In the first place there would he no 
changes, iu the second place the trains would take Ci minutes to go to tlie Quay, whereas the time-table for the electric 
tram is 10 minutes.
Kow in estimating the lime for getting to the Quay on Mr. Greenwood’s line, as compared with our 
present suburban working, it would take kirn at least 8 minutes, and not G ns he states, to get to the Quay.

SATVJRDAT, 31 MARCH, 1900.
present: —

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).
Tho lion. Pathich Lindesay Crartord Silepiiekd. John Christian Watson, Esg.
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D. 
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

Egbert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John Me Earl a nr, Esq.

The Committee furl her considered tho expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

John Parry, Out-door Traffic Superintendent of Southern Lines, Department of Eailways, sworn, and
further examined:—

J. Pany. 3649. Chairman^ "Will you now state further what you wish to put before lire Committee? Commenting
,---- *■—n further upon the evidence of Mr, Greenwood, I would refer the Committee to a portion of the answer

31 Mar., 19C0 given by him to question 2131 :
There would be a junction, which ia, of course, a most convenient thing lo do, at Liverpool-street, and the whole 

of the traffic that came into liedfern would have to be fust curried to St. James’ Hoad or the King-sticel; station ; then 
change carriages into another tram and run hack to Liverpool-street and round to Wynyai d-squorc.
Supposing we were to construct the railway io King-street at the present time regardless of the Korth 
Shore line, and supposing that in future years it should be considered necessary to connect the Korth 
Shore lino with the main suburban line, 1 would point out that, supposing you bad a North Shore line 
to Sydney, then, for all time, the great bulk of the passengers from North Shore would require only to 
come into Sydney ; and it would bo only what I may call tbe visiting passengers who would require to go 
between North Shore and the suburban line stations. Therefore the great bulk of the North Shore 
traffic that you would have fo provide for would be to and from Sydney only, and it is coni ended that a station 
on the western side of George-street would be the most convenient for that traffic. I would point on) 
that it might not bo necessary to connect the main suburban lines with a North Shore line for a great 
many years to come; but, if it should be, then a plan I have here shows how il could be done.
36oO. .Or. Gnrran'\ Your explanation is intended to show that ihe proposed curve in the Hyde Park 
scheme, ma Liverpool-street, will not bo wauled at all ? Yes. ^
3651. If you'coimecD at all, you would go straight ou? Yes. Tbe only possible thing that you require 
for North Shore and the main suburban line is, (o make a connection for visiting passengers between 
the various suburbs.
3G32. Then your view is tho same as Mr. Deane’s—that you should separate the N orth Shore lino absolutely 
from tho project we arc now considering ? Yes; and the coniention is that there will be no difficulty in 
dealing with the question even!nally, when it arises. Question 2132 : *

It has been suggested, in reply to a question, that by taking SO feel from Hyde Park, on the east, we might dispense 
w ith a long tunnel under the Domain, and with large stabling voids at Sir John Young s Crescent, thus making the station 
practically a. dead-end one—-what objections can be urged against such a scheme? The first is one that has not hecn 
mentioned so far, namely, the blocking up of the streets.
I merely quote that question in order to lead up to 2133:

_ M e are now on the question of working the station ? Assuming that from Liverpool-street to Park-street the line 
will bo in cut and cover, practically the whole of the shunting will be done in tunnel.
What I wish the Committee clearly to understand, which 1 have endeavoured to point out previously is, 
that the large amount of shunting that is done now at Eedfern will not be done at Hyde Park or King-street. 
3653. Mr. IpRfsoTt.] Looking at tbe King-street station ns a complete one, practically on similar lines to 
the Et. James’Eoad slaiion, then I understand you to say that,-without Ihe proposed extension into tho 
Domain, there would be no shunting done at fhat station—it would be done out at Eedfern ? There would 
be a ccrlaiu amount of shunting done there, but tbe great bulk of tbe shunting would bo done at Eedfern. 
Now tbe marshalling sidings at Eedfern are in the station yard, and therefore tbe whole of tbe shunting 
in connection with the marshalling has to be done in that yard. But shunting equal to that now at 
Eedfern would not be done in tunnel. , " 3654.
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36o I-. Dr. Garran.^ Tlie other day Mr. Deane maTkcd tlu? St. Jumcs” Hoad scliense ivith a cross on the J. Tarry. 
T0.--'"1VCfi*:0I'n Por^°i1 ^lyde Park, us showing the jiiaco wlierc the shunting would begin ? Yes.
3tjo5. Under those circumstancoa, do you consider it would bo best to have the whole of the line from that Mar., 1000. 
point to Park-street in open cutting, so as to be in daylight? It would be far preferable.
•iGSlS. Because if it were not all in open cutting, there would be some portions in semi-darkness ? Y’es ; 
it would he far preferable. Ot course, there would bo no objection to a passing bridge. My view' is that 
we should keep it open. At any rate I should prefer to see it divided up—not to have such a long 
continuous stretch of covered portion. 1 am speaking from a railway point of view, and I say that it 
would be very desirable to have it open.
3637. As a practical man, you would rather work the trains in the daylight than in tho dark ? Y’es.
365S. The cross-over roads begin at the point where Mr. Deane put the cross ? Y’es, for through 
running,
.5659, Without that cross-over you could not make any train go into any particular platform ? No, that 
is so,
3660. Do you want Iho two cross-overs—one from one side to the other side, and one tho reverse way ?
Yes. 1 (hink that that cross is approximately near the right place, but 1 should put it nearer to Park-
street—the end of the second tunnel. ‘
■5661. How many feet have you from tho northern end of the tunnel before you begin your cross-over
for shunting? I think that in the St. .lames' Koad scheme the shunting would commence 20 feet south
of the lark-street crossing. In replying to question 2160, Mr. Greenwood says

That makes a total of 40,000, which, multiplied by 2, multiplied by 365 days, gives a gross yearly total of 20,200,000 
passengers, at Jd. per journey. ' o j j > . ^

What I wish to point out is that Mr. Greenwood has taken 365 days, which, of course, includes Sundays.
Ao\v, we have only 313 full working days, ihe Sunday traffic not being half of what the traffic is ou the 
ordinary days. So his calculations are, at the outset, on a wrong basis. •
3662. But, in any case, the Commissioners do not propose to put l$d. a day on to tho fares of their 
scason-tioketholuo-rs ? The basis on which their estimate is framed is clearly stated in their estimate 
namely, by charging on an ordinary ticket Id. extra cadi wav; tho first-class season ticket, Is. 6d. per 
month extra; the second-class season ticket, Is. per month extra ; and workmen's weekly tickets 3d per 
week extra. " 1
.>663. That would not come out at anything like as much as |d. per journey per passenger ? I have not 
ruu it out, but the basis is clearly given there, and it can be clearly ascertained what it will amount to. 
:j°y m f r- Me'Jfarlme } How much per passenger per journey do you think it would be in addition— 
would .id. be an excessive estimate, taking all rho different classes of passengers together? Taking the 
ordinary ticket holders, the season-ticket holders, and the holders of workmen’s tickets, the total number 
°cV nn™CyS per lmnUm W0Uld rnn» approximately, into 27,500,000. The Commissioners’ estimate was

UulJ.
3665. Mr. Walxon.] Can you say, roughly, whether the bulk of the passengers in the aggregate number 
ot journeys would be season-ticket holders of one form or another ? Yes ; the great bulk of tho passengers 
would be season and workmen’s ticket holders. In replying to Question 2161, Mr. Greenwood said: °

On two lines of rails, I can work all the tralHc that will come into Eedfern during the next twenty-five years.
I think it hardly necessary for me to go into that question in detail further, because I wont into it fully 
yesterday ; but on the face of it, I can hardly think that that statement was meant to be taken seriously 
However, following on to the latter end of the Game answer, I notice that Mr. Greenwood says ; ’

At the present time, they number 329. Practically, the number of trains arriving at Redfern is stationary ; there 
has been no increase m the last three years.
There has been an increase during the last three years. But what I particularly wish to point out, as 1 
did yesterday, is that trains do not cover the business to be done. Questions 216G and 21G7 :

Rut the increase in the passenger traffic would not he spread equally over the whole of the day, would it ’ No 
, , , And therefore, could not be apphud eqnally to every train ? Tint I am taking the busiest time of the dny-fro.n 
bo eloek until 9 o clock. The (.overnment figures show that there are f>,505 passengers carried between 8 and 9 o’clock in 
tbe mot mug. That m in twenty-two trains, which gives an average of 253 passengers per train. 1 say that a train of eight 
cars will Beat 4$() or odlt passengers ; therefore, if you were to have double the number of passengers,’you would not need 
to increase the number of trams because the trams aro only half full, according to the Government’s own figures It is 
shown that m the busiest part of the day there are only twenty-two trains arriving at Redfern. If you deduct four of 
those a-s beu^ long-distance and semi long-distance trains, that will leave only eighteen trains per hour to ho taken nloiw

■What I want to point out is that Mr. Greenwood estimates that he would carry 480 to 500 passengers bv 
each tram JSow, as the Committee well know, a large number of trains—for instance, from Penrith 
Campbelltown, the Ilawkesbury Ktver, or from Waterfall- do not cany 4S0 or 500 passengers each trip 
and it we were to say, ;1 We will not run a train unless it has 4S0 or 500 passengers on board ” we would 
shut out the long-uistancc people. Mr. Greenwood’s reasoning is not sound at all. You have to give 
facilities tor people to come to Sydney and to go out of Sydney at the proper time.
36G6. 3 our argument is that the working of the trains will not stand being averaged ? Yes ■ the working 
ot Gie trains will not stand being averaged. Supposing wc were to sav/’ We will not run a Penrith or 
a Campbelltown tram unless we have 400 passengers.” The public would not tolerate such an absurdity. 
One tram may not nave 100 passengers, but it is a profitable train nevertheless. With regard to the 
evidence as to conducting a two-minutes service, I should like fo say that if the city rad way were 
independent of our present system, and you were simply running round a short line with a big 
population, and you had your stations close together, and also your block-boxes close together and had 
light trams so that you could start them quickly and stop them quickly, it might be possible under such 
conditions f o run your trains at a two-minutes’ interval, because you would reduce them to a sort of tram 
service ; but you cannot run fast trains aud heavy trains and maintain a two-minutes’ interval 
3667. Mr. l^af*o«.] Especially with converging 'lines from different points? Yes. Take the Illawarra 
J unction. With all the trams mixing (here, the matter would be perfectly impracticable. Question 2314 :

Aril us to nil these Govenimont schema, I may tuto il, that vour answer is tho same answer ? There is uol one I 
wouldput mynamcto, saying that I, as aucmpneer.dcsignotl that, tchomo 113 a scheme for u eiu railway for u city litc 
bytlney. 1. would be ashamed to put my name to il ag a means of producing revenue on tho capital 1Vould have to 
eipend. 1 say it cannot possibly produce such revenue. '
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J. Parry. The only- reply that I think that calls for is—and I speak advisedly—that the scheme has undoubtedly 
—"n received the greatest consideration, chiefly in regard to its convenience to the public, but at the same 

31 Mar., 1900. j.jme econoJn]c sj(je 0£ the question also being taken into consideration. As to the engineers who have 
designed it, I think we can place every confidence in the gentlemen who have undertaken it. Mr. Kennick, 
the Engineer-in-Chief for Victoria, has endorsed (lie scheme, and I think it is reasonable to accept that 
gentleman as an authority, and you are aware, I believe, of the enormous amount of consideration that 
has been given to the scheme. Question 2315;

Have you anything to add? In reference to the question generally of building a terminal station, either at King- 
street or at St. James’ Hoad, 1 would point out that if you build a station at either of those two places, it will necessitate 
two terminal staffs, for this reason—you may take a horse to the water, but you cannot make it drink ; and you may 
build a station at King-street or St. James’ Rond, but the public will uot go there. The greatest portion of the public 
will leave the train at Redfern, and consequently you will have to keep two terminal staffs—one at Redfern and one at 
King-street, if you have a station there.
I explained to the Committee yesterday that if the terminal station were at King-street you would still 
require a good staff at Eedfern to deal with the ordinary business, but that the chief portion of the 
terminal staff would be brought down to the new terminal station. .1. furnished the Committee with an 
estimate showing the traffic expenses for each scheme which I had worked out most carefully and in 
detail. Jt gave, I think, an additional expenditure of £i,000 for the Hyde Park scheme—that is for 
traffic expenses only—and £9,400 for the King-street scheme, and. as far as I could calculate it roughly, 
£10,000 for Mr. Greenwood’s scheme. Those estimates were not made liaphaKard, but took into account 
everything that would require to be attended to, and the business that would have to be done.
36GS. If the King-street proposal were altered by taking a further portion of Hyde Park, and not 
carrying out with the proposed Domain extension, would the traffic expenses then be smaller in proportion 
to those of the St. dames’ Koad proposal'! They would be increased a little, for this reason : The Hyde 
Park station, as I understand it, would be practically on a level with the street; hut at King-street, the 
main assembly platform would be 13 feet above the train platforms. Therefore you would have ramps 
going to tbe general platforms and buildings underneath the assembly platform at the end, and the means 
of transporting the luggage between tbe train platforms and the assembly platform would necessitate 
some additional expense, but not a very large one.
3t»G9. Dr. Garran.~\ "Would you have to wheel the trucks up tbe ramps ? 2STo. The luggage arrangements 
would be perfect, because you would put the luggage down by electric lift to the lower platform, and 
then convey it to any platform as desired, either by Aspinall’s overhead carriers, or by truck—probably 
by Aspinall’s carriers, which are found to work so well at some of the English stations. I am not sure 
that I explained to the Committee that I have had taken the time of transfer between the trains at 
Eedfern station and the electric trams in the morning. I had a special officer watching. Two trains 
arrive in the morning at S'40—one from the main suburban line and one from the Mawarru line. After 
the arrival of the first train, the time was taken. Of course some of the passengers got away on the tram 
within a minute after the arrival of the train; but from the time when the first tram left with the first lot 
of passengers until the last tram left with passengers from those trains, the interval was 5 minutes, so it 
may be taken as correct that, during the very busy hours of the morning, the time occupied by passengers 
in ebauging from train to tram may vary from 1 minute to 5 minutes.
3670. Cha/rman.-\ And, no matter how many trams you put on, that cannot very well be avoided ? They 
wore going away practically as fast as they could.
3671. Dr. Garran.] Is that any quicker than the steam tram used to be when that came into the station ? 
The steam tram used to he worse, if anything.
3672. It took louger than 5 minutes? Yes; in tho case of some trains, because you had them bunched.
3673. Then, on the whole, the electric tram gets .people away more evenly than the old system did ? I 
think so. If it would not be thought presumptuous on my part, I would most respectfully say that, as 
the superintendent charged with the responsibility of working Eedfern station, I would most earnestly 
urge that some decision be come to with regard to this question of railway extension. Of course, it is 
immaterial to me, personally, what may be done—as to whether we go to Devonshire-street, on the 
Benevolent Asylum site; whether we go to the western side of George-street; or whether wo go to 
Hyde Park; but I do hope that something will he settled which will enable us to get out of the present 
Eedfern station. At holiday times there is a great strain on the staff, and also ou myself personally, 
because, although I may not have to do the actual detail working of running the trains in and out of 
the yard, still the arrangemenls are mine, and the strain at holiday times is very great indeed in working 
the Eedfern station, and I do hope that something will be done to give us relief.
3674. Mr. Shepherd.The great object is to relieve Eedfern station ? That is my object.
3G75, Dr. Garran,'] You explained to us fully before, (bat your greatest (rouble is owing to iho 
shortness of your platforms, and the impossibility of lengthening them between the tunnel and 
Devonshire-street;—could you get over that difficulty, to some extent, by adopting Mr. Setfe’a 
suggestion, and beginning your cross-over roads at Eveleigh? I am sure it would not bo satisfactory. 
Suppose, for a moment, that we were to attempt that, we should have to take up the whole of the 
Eedferu yard as it now stands. The existing platforms, apart from their being short, are inconveniently 
arranged. Eor instance, one portion of the main station buildings is between Ho. 3 and Ho. 5 
platforms, and the other portion is between Ho. 6 and Ho. 8 platforms. Consequently, to get at those 
station buildings, all the passengers have to go on the main platforms, and you cannot control the 
business. Yrou would have to tear up tbe whole of the yard : therefore, practically you would have to 
construct the whole of tho Eedfern station anew, and, in my opinion, you would be spending an 
enormous sum of money to do that, and wbat would be the result iu the end? You would simply have 
taken up the little room existing, and would leave no room for future developments in (he Eedfern yard.
3076. Chairman.] Would it be very risky to do that and carry on the traffic at the same time ? It would 
be most inconvenient for the public and the safe working of the traffic during the carrying out of the 
alterations would be seriously jeopardised. In saying this, I should like to state that I am speaking with 
authority. I have beeu charged with the supervision of the carrying out of several alterations in that 
yard, and the anxiety in dealing with tho traffic during tbe time those small alterations- -small as 
compared with what these would be—were going on was very great indeed. ] will not say that it would 
be impracticable, because there is nothing impracticable, but I do say that it would be most undesirable 
and risky.
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3677. ])v. Garran.] Then J take it you do not think it really practicable to lengthen any of the platforms 
in a southerly direction? I do not think it reasonable.
3678. Jf they are to be lengthened at all, they must be lengthened to the north ? Tea.
3679. Even if we carry out the Hyde Park scheme, it may bo necessary hereafter to lengthen some of the
platforms at Eedfern ? No. _
3680. Von think it will not bo necessary ? No ; Eedfern would then become a very easy station to work, 
so far as the passenger business is concerned. Speaking about the alterations to Eedfern station, I may 
instance tho number of times that the Spencer-street station, Melbourne, has been pulled to pieces, 
altered, and reorganised, and afterwards organised again. If they bad set down a complete plan at the 
beginning, as they have done now, 1 think that hundreds of thousands of pounds would have been saved.
3681. But there they have an entirely different arrangement—nil ‘their platforms are on one side ? Yes. 
Tho design of that station is not analogous to the design of Eedfern station. If there is anything that 
wastes money, it is patching a place like the Eedfern yard.
3682. Mr. Shepherd.] What would require to be done at Eedfern station in the event, of the Benevolent
Asylum scheme being carried out ? You would have to take up the whole of the platforms to remodel 
the whole of the connections between the main lines, and partly remodel the sidings. •
3683. Could the whole of the goods traffic be done at the present Eedferu station in the event of the 
Benevolent Asylum scheme being adopted ? Yes ; that which is done there at the present time.
3681. That would be a thorough redief of the Eedfern station? Yes; so far as working is concerned, 
that of course would relieve the Eedfern station, and remove all danger.
8683. Chairman.] 1 understand you have some figures, of the traffic r Yes. The estimated revenue, as 
given by the Commissioners, for i.lio King-street-Domain scheme, was £33,090, worked out by the Traffic 
Auditor at the rates sot forth in the estimate furnished by them on 20th December, 1899. The estimated 
number of passenger journeys by ordinary daily tickets and season tickets between Eedfern and King- 
street, based on tho existing traffic to and from Eedferu, is 24,362,957; the estimated number of passenger 
journeys by workmen's tickets, 2,923,824. Total journeys per annum, 27,486,781. This assumes that 
each season and weekly ticket holder would travel once each way daily, Sundays excepted. No allowance 
was made in the estimate for passengers who may alight at Eedfern, as it was considered the increased 
traffic which would he obtained by the extension to King-street, together with the saving of rents which 
would accrue by bringing the whole of the staff into tho terminal buildings, would more than compensate 
for the loss of passengers who may get out at Redfern. The Eailway Commissioners in that estimate did 
not specify that there would he a saving of £1,710 in rom—for instance, £1,200 paid for offices in this 
building, Electrical Engineers’ office, £330 ; and Tramway Manager's office, £180. Since that time two 
other houses have had to be taken for offices at a rental, J think, of £365. So that the amount saved 
from rout through tho staff being removed from the various houses and this building into the central 
terminal station buildings would be about £2,075.
3686. Mr. Shepherd] Would a similar saving be effected if the Benevolent Asylum scheme were 
adopted;—would that site do to build all the offices upon ? 1 think so ; but J am not quite sure. In that 
matter there comes in a question of policy as to whether the Eailway Commissioners should be up at 
Eedfern, away from the Minister and the centre of commercial business, or not.
3687. Mr. Watson.] In the projected station at Devonshire-street, have they provided offices for the 
Commissioners ? Yes, 1 believe they have ; but I am not in a position to make a statement on the matter. 
3038. Mr. Dick.] Where did you get tbe 27,000,000 journeys from? The Traffic Auditor—from actual 
work done.
3689. Do you know what your total number of journeys last year was? Those arc last year’s figures.
3690. Last year’s figures, plus the increase winch ^ou hope to got, are they uot? Oh, no, I want to 
make that clear. That is work actually done. No allowance is made for passengers who would get out at 
Eedfern, because it is considered that the increased traffic which would he developed by an extension of 
tho railway, together with the rents to be saved by transferring the offices to the central building, would 
more than compensate for that, which might ho lost at Eedfern.
3691. Dr. Garran.] The first estimate of all, for the first Eoyal Commission, was made in 1S90? Yes.
3692. The traffic has increased since then? Yes.
3693. You have had tho Illawarra railway come in ? Yes.
3694. And some additional traffic from the Great Northern line? Yes.
3695. Do you remember tho old estimate ? 1 think it was £32,000,
3696. It has now gone up to £38.000 ? Yes.
3697. Mr. Shepherd.] That is a plan of the Devonshire-street proposal; every convenience required for
the whole of the staff is provided for there, is it not ? I think it is ; but I had nothing to do personally 
with the arrangement of the rooms in that building. I can speak of the King-street building, but I 
cannot speak of that one. _
3698. ])r. Garran.] lYere you consulted as to the rooms in the King-street building? Yes.
3699. You would have all the accommodation you want there?* Yes.
3700. And iu the St. James’ Eoad building? .1 have not looked at the arrangement of offices at St. James' 
Eoad, therefore I cannot speak authoritatively as to that.
3701. Chairman.] If tho proposed station were built at Devonshire-street, together with all those offices, 
that scheme would he unproductive in the way of revenue from the railway, would it not, because the 
railway would stop there? Yes.
3702. There would be no extra, revenue io the Department for all that expenditure ? Not one shilling,
3703. Mr. Dick.] You see the plan of the station at the Benevolent Asylum grounds, and you note that
tho whole of tho station area is roofed over;—do you think that is necessary ? 1 do not know that it is
an absolute necessity to have a roof over the whole of the station; but you would require a roof over all 
the platforms ; and when you consider the appearance of the place, I think it is far better to roof the 
whole of the station. Besides, tho great convenience of having a large roof like that is that you have a 
comprehensive view of tho whole of the station under it.
3701. Would not that keep fhc whole of the smoko and other products from the engines within the 
enclosed .iron, aud would there not be a tendency to corrode the iron girders, and so ou ? 1 think that
would bo infinitesimal. 1 sdw a statement on that matter m one of the American papers not long ago, 
aud 1 suppose that is where the idea has originated of the unsuitability of large roofs; butif the station 

16—2 B roof

J. Parry. 
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J. Parry. roC|f T\'rro loolced after, and given a coat of paint every four or five years, there should be no trouble as 
31 Mar. i9do. :re'y ™s corros’?n- People might just as well begin to argue that iron bridges are unsafe because the 

’ girders are subject to the steam of tho trains going underneath. I suppose that i!mm roof will be from 
60 to 80 feet high. "We have a hard and fast regulation that drivers are not' to emic smoko while they 
are inside a station building. There is no necessity for them to do so, and it is carelessness for them to 
do it, and, therefore, it is a question of discipline to prevent smoke from being emitted in a main station 
building^ They can prevent the smoke from being emitted in the station.
3/05. With respect to the steam trams, were they taken oft" before it was found that the people very 
largely patronised the Georgc-street trams, or for some time after the opening of tbe electric tramway 
did the two systems go on together? The steam trams were not taken oft: exactly, but people were 
discouraged from using them from the first morning the electric trams began to run, because of the great 
inconvenience of bringing the railway trams, which all had to stand in Devonshire-street, to the station.
3706. Mr. Watxon,} I understand that the steam trams ceased running inlo the Eailway station-yard as
soon as the electrical trams began to run ? Yes, the same morning. "
3707. Mr. Dick.'] Have you made any calculation as to the increased cost.—or tho waste, as it may be 
termed involved in sending trains back from King-street to Eedfern to be stabled, and then back again 
to the station, presuming that that long tail were cut oil’the scheme now before us? The cost would be 
less going back to Eedfern than it would he continuing on to the Domain.
3708. In what way ? Because a number of the trains under No. 10 scheme would have to go to the 
shunting-ground in the Domain for the purpose of reversing. The four lines, or fast and slow trains, are 
on through platforms. Therefore, the trains would require to go, whether they were returning 
immediately or not, otherwise you would get no advantage by having the through lines, Prom a working 
point of view7, it would be better 1 o go back to Eedfern than to go to tbe Domain,if we had the increased width. 
3/09. j|f?\ Watson.'] During the busy times the suburban trains would not be shunted anywliere? That is so.
3710. Mr. Dick.] But taking, for instance, the morning—you do not send out nearly so many 1 rains as
come in, do you ? No. '
3711. Then what proportion would bo able to go into the station and stop there in the morning and then 
go. out again as passenger trains ? I do not think there would be many in the morning ; they would be 
chiefly in the evening. You commence your evening business at half-past 4, and your trains begin to go 
from Eedfern loaded to the suburbs, and they come back empty as fast as you can get them back. That 
would be the time when yon would have a rush of traffic iu the evening, and the trains arriving at through 
platforms would have, to go on to the shunting ground to be marshalled in order to go back again and 
take .a second or a third load, as the ease might he, to the suburbs. But if all these platforms were 
terminal platforms, and you had sufficient platforms to accommodate the trains, then the trains would not 
require to go to the Domain. Another engine would come on to the other end of the train and the trains 
could .go .out every two or three minutes. Besides you would save the time that would otherwise be 
occupied in going from King-street to the Domain. In other words, you could bring in a train say from 
Homebush to the dead-end, and the moment it arrived it would discharge its passengers, and in two or 
three minutes you could have another engine ready on the other end of the train and load up your 
passengers, and it could go out towards Eedfern on its second journey.
3712. "With respect, to the point about the trains coming in to Sydney not fully loaded; admitting all 
that you have said is true, does it not follow that a train, say, from Waterfall, ivbich now has only 2U0 
passengers aboard, though it has seating capacity for 400, would, if that, district which it drains became 
more populous, be ableto take twice the number of people in that district and that there need not; necessarily 
be an increase in the number of trains ? Provided that you make it a stopping train at all stations. 
3/13. I thought you said that a train might come right straight into Sydney from Waterfall—not stopping 
at all the stations—and that it might have only 200 passengers aboard;—well, Waterfall might become 
more populous, and might supply 400 instead of 200 passengers for that train ; in that case, you would 
be able to get twice the amount of traffic from Waterfall with the same amount of trainage accom
modation as you.have now? No; because if I put on an engine suilabie for running from Waterfall 
with speed, and if I wanted to give tho people of Sutherland and Hurstville a quick service,—and that 
is the only thing that will develop the districts—I should not, as a railway manager, think of insisting

i upon that train having 400 passengers. It may transpire that it will be so, but 1 do not think that it
null be found that all your trains will he fully loaded up to 480 or 500 passengers.
3714. How many carriages do you generally run on 1 he Belmore line ? Sometimes five, and sometimes eight.
3715. What is the ruling grade there? It is 1 in 100.
3716. How many on the Jdilson’s Point line? I am speaking of the more powerful class of engines. 
We have different classes of suburban engines—wc have the “ M ” class and the “ CO ” class. They are 
the most jjoworful suburban engines that we have. We have also a very large number of ami

E classes, but those engines are not so powerful. We have 17 “E” class engines. Those are not 
so powerful as tne “M ” class engines, but you cannot throw those engines away, and you cannot ensure 
having an “31." class engine. If you ane going to work your locomotives to advantage, you have to 
work your engines first train iu and first train out, as far as you can, and a train may come in worked 
by an “ 31 ”. class engine, and may go out worked by an “ E ’’ class engine. Take the North Shore line : 
Ihe load laid down, in the past, was seven cars for an “ 31 ” class engine out of 31ilson’s Point station, 
but that has been reduced by the locomotive officers to six ears, because of the unsatisfactory working 
involved, owing to the grades.

You stated, in explanation of 3Ir. Deane’s plan concerning an extension to North Shore, that you 
thought the people of North Shore would require to be brought only to a station on tho western side of 
George-street?. No, 1 said to Sydney—that they would require only to come to Svdney.
3/18. But you indicated that 3V ynyard-squarc would probably be as far as they would care to he brought ? 
I simply said that they would require only to come in to Sydney, and they would come in on the western 
side it might be to Wynyard-squaie or further along, but I have not gone into the question as to where 
they would come to.
3719. 1 thought that Dr. Garran asked you where you would put them down, and that you said about 
*’ yuyard-square; if that wero the case, I intended to ask yon whether it would not suit the people of the 

western suburbs as well as the people of North Shore to come to "Wynyard-square ? There is not 
sufficient room to deal with the business there. ^

3720.
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3/20. Can you give us any idea from memory of the cost per mile of working the suburban line at J.Parry. 
present ? No, I cannot; iu fact, it is almost an impossible calculation. It might be done roughly, but I r— 
would not give a snap of my linger for it, because you would have to go into what should be debited to 31 Mar., 1900. 
country business in connection with the suburban line, and what should be debited to the suburban line 
proper ; the difficulty is in separating the two.
3721. Has any attempt ever been made to artificially ventilate either the Capstone tunnel or the Water- 
tall tunnel. vyaterfall tunnel—yes. One shaft was put down, but, though it was put down, our difficulty 
still remains; in fact, it is since the shaft was put down that we have had the trouble I spoke of—of 
trains sticking up in the tunnel, and having to back out.

George McRae, Principal Assistant Architect. Government Architect’s Branch, Department of
Public Works, sworn, and examined:—

3722. Chairman.'] How long have yon been in your present position ? Two and a-half vears. G-. McRae.
3723. Prior to that you were the City Architect for the Sydney Corporation P Yes. ' >---- ,
3724. Por how many years p Twelve. 31 Mar., 1900.

you •‘d11 died tho plans for an extension of the railway into the city, as suggested by Mr. 
belie and Mr. Greenwood ? 1 have seen the basement plan here, showing Air, Selfe’s scheme.
3720. Air. Greenwood proposes to go under part of the foundations at the north-east corner, of the Town 

i- i. i t an^ know,ede° k01'" far the foundations of the Town. Hall extend beyond the
plinth, but I should say not more than 1 foot or 18 inches generally. Mr. Greenwood’s plan shows that 
the funnel wall clears the plinfh corner, but cuts into the area wall, and fhat area is used for supplying 
light and ventilation to the basement rooms, and there is a window right opposite fo where the proposed 
•wall would cut into the area, aud that wall would affect the light in that room.
3727. But he is below the level of that window ? If so he would not affect tho light in that room.
3728. Jt is proposed by Air. Greenwood, and he says his plan shows it, that the railway should go within 
a foot of the Town Hall foundations at the north-eastern corner of the Town Hall; do you think it 
would be desirable to have the railway traffic of the whole of the suburbs of Sydney brought by trains so 
close to that building ? I do not think it would he desirable to have the tunnel so near to that building, 
ihe footings are sure to project, as J said, 1 foot or 18 inches, aud that being a building of great 
importance, and a ppDlic building, I think that the running of the railway so close might ultimately have 
a tendency to, in a measure, cause cracks or settlements in that building.
3729. And possibly vibration ? Yes ; I think there would be a certain amount of vibration communicated
to the budding, because the tunnel wall, being so near the foundations—almost touching them—is bound 
to communicate a certain amount of vibration to the superstructure. .
3730. The railway rails would, I understand, be about 20 feet below the street surface at that corner, and
the top of the tunnel would be about 3 feet under the street surface do vou think that 20 feet would 
bo lower than the Town Hall foundations? I have no knowledge of the actual depth, but I should 
imagine tliat it would be. I do not think it is at all probable that tbe foundations go to that depth 
373Y If this railway tunnel, close to the Town Hall, were to he 20 feet below the road surface, and if 
the foundations of the Town Hall did not go down as much as 20 feet, would that necessitate under
pinning the foundations of the Town Hall P Certainly. ’
37^‘ W°uldTtliai;1 bo m eat,y iob ? It wo»ld bc a very diflicult job. It could be done, but it would be 
a difficult undertaking.
3733. dp. DicI;.] Are not the foundations of the Town Hall on solid rock P I should imagine they are 
on solid rock. ° J
3734 Then would there be any necessity for underpinning? Yes; they must be underpinned. Sq 
near the surlaec the rock would, not be suflieiently strong to support the wall above if a side of the rock 
were cut away. It would be absolutely necessary to underpin the wall if the tunnel went lower than 
the foundations, going so close to the corner of ihe building.
3/3o. CJuarnwii.] H you were Ciiy Architect at the present time, and you were asked to give your 
consent to a railway skimn|ing that north-eastern corner of the Town Hall,‘as proposed, what would you 
say f J should advise the Council not to sanction it.

Yes ; m my opinion it would. 
H always lends to weaken.

so close

3736. Mr. Shepherd.] It would be attended with danger to ihe building
3W- Zw™-] -*■ suppose that underpinning is always undesirable ? aiWUVii umus to wea
3/38. Chairman.] And, independent of that, there is the undesirability of having trains running 
i o ihe building, very likely causing vihraf ion and possibly injury to the building ? Yes. °
3739. Mr. J)ioL] This tunnel, if it were constructed, Would have lo be ventilated, and the ventilation 
shafts would be for the purpose of letting out, a largo quantity of smoko that would accumulate in the
iinnel;— if any ot those ventilation shafts came near to the Town Hall entrance or windows, would that 

bo desirable m a building like the Town Hall? I do not think it would be at all desirable to have the 
ventilating shafts near to the Town Hall, unless they were carried up beyond the building, and even then 
they would he very unsightly.
3740. There is a large amount of steel and zinc work in the Town Hall? Yes, in the Centennial Hall— 
the large hall—the ceiling there is constructed of zinc.
3741. If smoke from the trains were to get into that building, would that be desirable; would it uot 
seriously affect the decorations of tbe ceiling? It would be very undesirable to allow smoky fumes to 
gel into the lown Hall at all.
374.2. The windows of tho Centennial Hall are mostly open? They are nearly always open during a 
performance—the clere-story windows. ' J J r s
3743. It is also proposed, under Air. Greenwood's scheme, to cut over from the north-east corner of the 
down lia l to the south-west corner of the George-street Markets, with the lower railway tunnel, but not 
going withm _ or 3 feet of the basement of the George-street Markets ;—what; do you say to that ? 
J v.i 11°Tivt i nf - tint 'vould be 00 objectionable as touching, because this pier at. the‘south-west corner 
of the Markets is a very large pier, aud there would be 3 feet of solid rock between that and the tunnel, 
and therefore I do not think that the building would be affected.
3744. The construction of that basement, is quite different, from the construction of the Town Hall 
basement. Yes; and 1 do not suppose that the tunnel would go lower than the basement; besides, the

pier
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G. McEue. pier is a very large one, aud tlie angle of the building above is some distance from the corner, and there 
is a retaining-wall with a space of about 3 inches, and it would be very difficult to communicate any 

31 Mar., 1900. vibration to the pier directly. I do not think there is so much objection to the tunnel at that part as at 
the corner of the Town Hall, wliere it touches the building.
3745. Mr. Selfe, in his scheme, proposes to utilise the basement of tho Victoria- Markets for a central 
railway station, having a separate line of rails on the eastern side of the Markets, and under the footpath 
and part of George-street P On looking at the jdan of the suggested utilisation of the Victoria Markets, as 
proposed by Mr, Selfe, I understand that the central portion shown in dark red indicates the brickwork 
which he intends to leave, and that the portion tinted pink, or a lighter colour, shows the portion that ho 
proposes to take away. I should like io point out that there are four central piers, and that these piers 
are carried up to the underside of the main girders supporting the dome, and any interference with those

' piers would bo a most dangerous, difficult, and almost impossible operation—an operation that I could
not possibly recommend, and would not care to carry out.
3746. Mr. Watson.] You speak as the architect of ihe building? Yes. _ _
3747. It was your design, and you carjded it out ? Yes. ^Referring to another plan exhibited, you will 
see a section of the dome resting ou the piers previously mentioned, Mr. Selfe does not indicate in any 
way how ho proposes to buttress or support these largo piers. If half of each pier is taken a-way, as 
shown by this plan, he ought to put an equivalent buttress or amount of brickwork in to support the 
weight. I think it would be a very difficult and dangerous undertaking to move that portion of the pier.
3748. Are wc to assume that it would be possible to buttress the piers up at a higher level than tbe 
existing brickwork, and over any railway platform that might be made there ? Under the level of the 
ground floor it would be possible.
3749. Would that be an expousivo operation ? Most expensive, and most difficult and dangerous. Those
four piers are carried up to the underside of the main girders supporting the dome. Then from these 
girders springs the dome wall itself. Any slight settlement caused by cutting these piers away would 
probably increase with the height, and damage or cause a settlement or crack in the dome, and would 
ultimately show itself outside the dome. _
3750. Chairman.] At any rate it would be a very risky thing to interfere at all with the main central 
piers ? Yes.
3751. That station, will be a wayside station—it will be entered at the southern end by trains coming
into Sydney, and the trains will run out at the northern end, and it will involve a considerable interference 
with the Victoria Markets foundations at either end of the building:—what do you say to that ? The 
same remark would apply as I have already made. It is an extremely difficult operation. I refer to the 
southern end and the northern end where it is proposed to cut through piers. Those piers arc carried up 
the whole height of the building. ,
3752. Jtfr. Watson.] l)o those portions coloured deep red at the southern end and the northern end of 
the building represent piers as they now exist, or as they would be under Mr. Selfe’s proposal? Those 
piers, as shown on plan, are shown as they would be if Mr. Selfe’s scheme were carried out.
3753. The portions coloured pink are what Mr. Selfe proposes to take away ia order to make room for
his entrance and exit ? Yes. _
3754. And you say that the taking away of those portions at the two ends of the building would lend 
to destroy the stability of the building ? Yes.
3755. And be a risky and expensive operation? Yes ; risky, expensive, and difficult.
3756. From that answer I assume that you could not recommend that the scheme be carried out in the 
shape it is there proposed ? I would be very strondy against any such scheme being carried out.
3757. "Without destroying, in some way, the value of the general building, would it be possible to make that 
basement of any value for a railway station ? I do not think that is at all possible. If the basement of tlie 
Market be taken for a railway station, I think that it will have a tendency to reduce the rental value of 
the premises above.
3758. There would be various things contributing to that, for instance, the presence of steam and other 
fumes ? Yes; that would be most objectionable. If a railway station were made in the basement, it 
should be absolutely sealed off from the superstructure. No smoko or other fumes should be allowed to 
enter tbe upper floors, and I do not see how it is possible to prevent smoke or other fumes ascending, 
and at the same time to let the people go down into the station unless you make side entrances and

■ entirely disconnect them from the interior of the building. But I notice that Mr. Selfe proposes to use 
the staircases. It is not possible to prevent the fumes from going into the building unless you seal the floor 
of the building above the station and carry the ventilators right up to the roof, and I think that that 
would be most impracticable.
3759. Chairman.] Vou will notice that it is proposed to run certain lines (coloured blue) under tlie 
Victoria Markets, and also to ran a line, likewise coloured blue, under George-street; Mr. Selfe in order 
to connect his line under George-street with the lines under the Markets, proposes to honeycomb tho 
basement, as shown by those red dots, by making cutaways right through, and, instead of tho foundation 
which you thought it necessary to carry right down, he proposes to have a series of piers to supply the 
whole of the George-street frontage? Well, seeing that these piers at present carry the weight, and that 
the outside wall is merely a retaining ■wall, I do not see much difficulty in doing that. That could be 
done, because the piers already support the entire weight of the building, and those outside lines merely 
indicate the retaining wall and area.
3760. What was tho object in having those piers instead of having a continuous wall ? Cheapness for 
one thing, and also to get more room in the basement.
3761. The piers would be sufficient ? Yes.
3762. 'There would be no objection then on that score ? No.
3763. If the staircase going down to the railway were shut off as you suggest, would not the ventilation
in the basement for the purposes of a railway be very defective and bad ? Ventilation of some sort would 
have to be provided. _ _
3764. Taking the whole of the proposal, do you think it is desirable? I do not. I think it is very 
undesirable to take the railway into the Victoria Markets. The basement was never designed for such a 
purpose, and 1 think it would deteriorate the building rapidly, and reduce the value of the superstructure, 
and I do not think that sufficient station accommodation would be provided.

TUBS BAY,
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TUESDAT, 3 APRIL, 1900. 

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKEIT (Chajiihan).
The Hod. Pateiok Lindesat CnAWFonn Shefiterd. 
The Hon. Andheav Gatuian, LL.D. •
WintrAir Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Kojsert Henry Levies, Esq.
,1 oitn McEarlaee, Esq.

The Committee fnrther considered the expediency of extending the Hailway System of the Colony from 
it Terminus at Hedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station,the present

John Ivnceshaw, Traffic Superintendent, Tramwav Department, sworn, and further examined:—
3765. Chairman^ Have you any statistics for the information of tho Committee ? Tes. The Committee <T. Kneeshaw. 
asked me to supply certain returns, one in regard to tho passengers travelling on the western system ,— 
of tramways for January, 1900, as compared with January, 1899, and another dealing wif h the railway 3 -AprA 1900. 
and George-street traffic. Over the Botany, Balmain, Glebe Point, Marrickville, and Leichhardt lines 
xre carried, in January, 1900, 2.236,320 passengers. In January, 1899, avc carried 2,069,920 passengers, 
an increase of 166,100 passengers in January of 1900, as compared with January of 1899. With regard 
to the railway and George-street traffic, in January, 1900, wc carried 1,608,989 passengers. In January,
1899, we carried 218,580 passengers. I was also a'sked for a return of the passengers travelling on the 
railway tram lines for the year ending 30th November, 18S19, as compared with the year ending 30ih 
November, 1898. 1'or the year ending 1899 we carried 2,838,780 passengers, and for the year ending 
November, 1898, we carried 2,833,740 passengers. There is only a difference of 5,010 passengers increase.
I put in the returns as follows ;—

Passengers travelling by Eailway trams, year ending 30th November, 1899, compared with year ending
30th November, 1S9S.

Period. Passengers, j Period.
Passengers. Period. I’assengere. Period. Passengers.

1898. i
December ....... 1 259,020

1899. i
January .......... ‘MS,580
February ...... I 230,940
March .............. 252,540
A mil 9

1899.
Jane ..............
July ..............
August ..........
September . .
October .........
November.......

Total ......

231,120
230,880
233,640
227,160
223,920
224,040

1897.
j December ......

: 1898.
1 January..........
1 February ......

Maruh ..........
1 April .............

May ...............

258,300

258,660
220,500
246,600
255,690
228,420

1898.
June ............
July..................
August ..........
September......
October ..........
November.......

223,330
224,640
220,140
221,220
239,940
236,340

May .................. j 233,040 2,S38,7SO Total........... 2,833,740

Passengers travelling by Western .System of Tramways, January, 1900, compared witli .January, 1899.

January, 1900. January, 1891).

Passengers, Passengers,

Botany .................................................................................... 362,400
362,560
199,040
824,480
487,840

312,640
301,280
183,520
819,040
453,440

Gleba Point ............................................................................
Marrickville .............................................................................
Leichhardt...... ........................................................................

2,236,320 2,069,920

Bail way.................................................................................... 38,340
1,570,649

248,580

Total ...................... ................ . 1,608,989 248,580

Grand Total ..................................................... 3,845,309 2,318,500

3766. ])r. Garran.'] Does the increase in the steam tram traffic arise from a general increase in tho 
number of passengers carried by railway, or from a larger number of passengers taking to the steam 
trams ? I think it is due to an increase in the number of passengers travelling by railway.
3767. Chair man.1 Are 1 hero any points in tho evidence upon which you desire to comment? I notice 
that a statement was made I.lio other day to the effect that the tramway traffic is not growing. Mr. 
Greenwood stated in his evidence :

The tramway traffic is not growing; it is stationary, and has been for some years. You can see that from tho 
Commissioners’ returns.
I should like to say that thero appears to have been some misundersfanding. There is a large increase in 
the revenue of the city and suburban lines. Take, for instance, the twelve months ending June, 1899, as 
compared with the corresponding period ending June, 1898, and there is an increase of £22,187 in the 
revenue of the city and suburban tram lines. Taking tbe previous twelve months ending June) 1898, 
there was an increase of £1,725 as compared with the same period ending June, 1897. L would point out 
that towards the latter end of 1897 the tramway fares were greatly reduced—in some cases by 33 percent. 
Therefore, if the Tramway Department earned a little more, it stands to reason that there was a much 
larger volume of traffic carried.
3768. Mr. Wa1sonI\ That remark will apply also to the later reductions to which effect has just been 
given ? Yes; but wo shall not be able to gauge those reductions for the next fortnight, perhaps not for 
a month, seeing that Easter comes at a period different from that at which it came last year.

3769.
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j. Kneeshaw. 37(59. Evidently the answer of Mr. Greenwood was intended to apply more particularly to tlie western 
3 A_ ril 1000 su^1lr^an tramways. If you examine his general answer, you will find that he was speaking of a railway 

1111' ’ line to reach the western suburbs by the city and suburban route. He states :
Tlie western suburbs do not grow at all; the railway traffic from those suburbs is not growing.
The tramway traffic is not growing .... ’

I take it that he was referring to the tramway traffic from those particular suburbs-? In that case I will 
refer to the return which I put in little time ago, in which I showed that in one month there was an 
increase of 166,000 passengers on the western suburban lines alone.
3770. Mr. Zevten.J When are tho Commissioners’ returns published? Every year.
3771. Mr. Greenwood was referring to the last return ? That was published somewhere about last August. 
3j72. And I believe all the increases to which you have referred have taken place since then'!1 -Not the 
increase of £22,000 to which I have referred. That is mentioned in the last report of the Bailway 
Commissioners.
3773. Then it is evident that Mr. Greenwood could not have considered that report ? No. 1 desire
also to draw attention to Mr. Greenwood’s answer to Question 2113, wherein it is staled that if a person 
can ride miles on the tramway for one penny, you cannot charge mileage rates on the railway, if it is 
lo compete with the tramway. That reasoning is not sound. A tramway is benefited by the pick-up 
traffic which a railway cannot possibly obtain. Therefore there is no reason why a mileage rate should 
not he charged on a railway. If the western suburbs railway scheme were adopted, it is hardly possible 
that the passengers would be conveyed right to Circular Quay for one penny, as was originally proposed 
in connection with the King-street scheme. '
3774. J)r. Garran.] If you run passengers on the George-street tram for ono penny, will the passengers 
on the extended railway line pay more ? A large number of them would be season ticket-holders and 
holders of workmen’s tickets. They would come forward. I am sure that the greater percentage of the 
ordinary passengers, travelling on ordinary tickets, would come forward, rather than undergo the 
inconvenience of changing at Bedfern Station, and getting into a tram where they would probably have 
to stand. A large percentage of them have to stand now, and more would have to stand as tlie volume 
of traffic increased. In his answer to Question 2106, Mr. G-reenwood estimates that under his scheme he 
could get 3,000 passengers per day from Circular Quay, and2,000local pick-up passengers by the western 
railway scheme. I am satisfied that he would not get one-tenth of that number. The Circular Quay 
traffic is well catered for by the present electric trams. They pass closer to the femes than any railway 
scheme could do.
3775. Jlr. Il'a/san.] X understood Mr. Greenwood, in that connectiou, to mean that from Circular Quay 
he would be able to get 3,000 passengers whose objective was some disi.ant portion of the western suburbs, 
and not merely people who wished to go np Georgc-street ? He is too sanguine even then.
3776. Dr. (jtrrran.J Hav.e any of your officers tabulated the number of people arriving at Circular Quay, 
per day, by the electric tram ? No. Of course, the traffic is different now from what it was a week 
back. Tiie proper time to take the traffic would be in tlie course of a week or two, when the ferry boats 
go to their proper wharfs again. Tho traffic just now is inflated. I desire to draw attention to Question 
2100, which is as follows:—

They say that people would not get out to make a change, but would rather go straight on to their destination, and, 
therefore, that there would be more passengers by railway to Hyde Park ? 1 say not one nioic.
I think that Mr. Greenwood, if he wero asked that question again, would admit that his answer is not 
sound, because we have to boar in mind thb large number of signed petitions for a city railway. The 
people who have signed petitions would be sure to travel by it. There must be thousands who would 
travel by it. 1 would also refer to Questions 1651 and 1952, in which it is stated that 90 por cent, of 
the public are bettor served at Bedfern than they would be at King-street, The witness weut on to 
refer to those residents east of Victoria-street, Darlinghurst, and from there to Darling Point, Rose Bay, 
Randwick. Waverlcy, Woollahra, and Paddington, whom, he, stated, would not bo benefited by tbe 
extension of the railway to King-street. There, again, there is a distinct mistake, Jf Ihosc passengers 
were brought on to a central station at King-street, where they could join a tram travelling eastwards, 
or travelling to Woollahra, hy William-street, they would be distinctly benefited. 1 should be inclined 
to say that the witness intended to state that 96 per cent, would be benefited by a city railway, rather 
than that they would not be benefited. ^
3777. He was referring to the long-distance travellers when he ment ioned the 90 per cent. ? Even they, 
if they wore going to Randwick, Paddington, Waverlcy, and Woollahra, would be benefited by coming in 
to the city.
3773. 1 suppose it all depends on where their residences are. situated? Yes; but there are no means of 
direct communication from the present railway station with those localities,
3776. The trams do not radiate from the present station ? No.
3780. Mr. Dick.] Judging from what Mr. Greenwood said conversationally, he was referring mainly to 
people who come to the railway station, and go from thereto their homes by cab, taking their luggage with 
them ? There are a number who do that, but there are great numbers who take their luggage by tram. 
That is noticeable in the morning when the mail trains arrive. Numbers come into the city with a fairly 
large-sized portmanteau, tin box, or other baggage, which they convey by tram.
3781. Chairman!] With regard to Question 2123, Mr. Greenwood contends that the city railway would 
only give you an additional traffic of suburban people, amounting to £2,623 8s. 9d. ? 1 have read that. 
I think Mr. Greenwood will require to reconsider that matter, because it is impossible that there would 
only be 1,100 people travelling by a railway to the city. Mr. Greenwood has taken the figures I supplied 
in regard to the passengers who travel by the steam trams at the present day, and who prefer to travel by 
them to the railway station to taking tlie electric tram.
3782. Mr. Dick!] Did you take the railway steam trams away before you started the electric trams down 
George-street? No. We started the electric trams to Redfern Station on a Monday. Dp to the 
Saturday night we had run into the railway station as formerly. On the Sunday we shunted the whole 
of our steam trams in Devonshire-street, and on the Monday morning we ran eight or ten steam trams— 
between 8 and 10 o’clock—into the city, and we continue that now. Those nre the only steam trams we 
run from tlie railway station. Practically, we discontinued the steam trams when wc opened the electric 
trams.

3783.
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3783. "Where do you start those trams from ? From the subway entrance in Devonshire-street. J. Kneeshaw.
3784. How many people travelled on the steam trams during the first weoJc that both classes of trams ran „
into the railway station ? They were not running in together. "Wo changed on the Sunday night. On 1 ‘
the Monday morning wc started with the electric trams, and wo had a few steam trams running from 
Devonshire-street as well, and those steam trams we have continued ever since.
3785. They do not come into the railway' station at the same time ? Xo.
3786. Presuming there would be no great difficulty in doing that, do you tbinlc you would get a large 
revenue from tbe steam trams if they ran into tbe railway station, ns they did formerly '! There is no 
doubt that a very much larger number of persons would patronise the steam trams than at present.
3787. Can you give any idea as to the proportion of the total traffic which is now taken by the electric 
irams, and which would patronise the steam trams? No. Again, referring to Question 2123, I notice 
Mr. Greenwood refers to 10,240.000 passengers at Jd. li is difficult to follow his reasoning, because 
he has divided^ money by a certain rate fixed by himself, and has brought it out iuto ol number 
passengers. His reasoning is unsound, because the numbers mentioned hy him would not be anything 
like the numbers which would appear. You could never get a fair estimate of revenue on such a basis.
3788. Mr. Wtrfson.] Have you examined Mr. Greenwood’s scheme as far as it would affect a possible 
tramway extension towards Circular Quay? Jf tbe railway station were constructed between tho 
Custom House and the front of the Quay, it would seriously affect the means of bringing the eastern 
suburban trains to Circular Quay. The eastern suburban passengers would expect the same facilities to 
roach their destination ns would the western suburban passengers. It is contemplated to bring Ihe 
eastern suburban trams to the Quay. A railway station between the boats and the tramway starting- 
point would he a great source of inconvenience.
3789. Jt has been suggested by various people that Macquarie Point, if enlarged by reclamation, or even 
without it. might be made available for railway purposes in the shape of shunting yards ;—do you fhink 
that possible, or iha( the land lliero would be needed for tramway purposes later on ? So far as I am 
aware, the Minister has already approved of tlie tramway being extended to Fort Macquarie, and there 
will be storage room there for tramway cars, which is urgently needed. Our shunting arrangements at 
Circular Quay are, at present, too limited.
3790. Jf your present arrangements are inadequate for the traffic now going to Circular Quay, would
they not be much more inadequate if you brought the eastern suburban traffic that way, unless you got 
an extension lo Macquarie Point ? Yes. ■
3791. "Would it be easy to get a crossing over the railway station at Circular Quay, such as is shown on 
Mr. Greenwood's plan ? Jt would block the tram lines generally. It would be a great inconvenience, 
and tbe buses would continue to ply, and iu that case the congestion at; Circular Quay would be enormous.
3/92. One^object of extending the tramway system there would be to relieve tlie congestion of Circular 
Quay ? ^ Yes. I understand that the Minister has agreed to the eastern trams coming down there, and 
there will be a loop, such as is shown on the plan.
3/93. Another suggestion has been made to take a railway line round by Circular Quay on a viaduct;—
I presume that that, would not materially interfere with the tramway extension ? As long as the viaduct 
were kept sufficiently high to clear the overhead wires, and did not interfere with the trolly poles. That 
means it would have to be pretty high.
3794. What is the height of the'heatlwsy ? I think it is 18 feet.

John Horbuvy Hunt, Architect, sworn, and examined:—
3795. C/tatrm/in.] J ou will remember that you were examined before a Royal Commission in 1897 on J. H. Hunt,
what was then known as the 8t. .James’ Road scheme ? Yes. a
3796. The matter which has been referred to us by Parliament is a somewhat modified St. James’ Jtoad 3 April,'I'm 
scheme, coming a little more fo the cast, and not Inking so much of the Park? I understand that. I
will read what I have to say, and then I shall be pleased to answer any questions winch may be put to me :
“ If the Government vote me tbe money required 1 will make at liedfern,in conjunction with tbe asylum 
site, one of the finest stations in tho world.” Those are not my own words, but those of tbe late Mr.
Eddy, as spoken to me. Repeating them with emphasis may be pardoned in justification of their solid 
truth, and groat national importance. With all the able advocacy that J have had the privilege of 
listening to ou behalf of the many Government and private schemes, I still hold firm to my original 
proposal as here set out on this Government map of the city. The outline of the scheme is so clearly 
delineated and tree from alternative jiropoaala that I think it will enable you at a glance to grasp mv 
intentions. I .have looked over my previous evidence, and would respectfully ask you to consider it as 
evidence in this inquiry, I have no desire to withdraw or alter any of that; evidence. I propose now. as 
originally, to extend the present railway station grounds right over the whole area of the asylum and 
cemetery sites, and their adjoining properties, up to aud into Eclmore Gardens, as hero shown by f he area 
filled, in with black. On that area I would build only so much of a terminal station fo meet the 
requirements of tlie city for a few years—say twenty-five—with full provision for extending from time 
to. t ime to the full area here assigned for that purpose. To help you compare this terminal station area 
with the Ilydc Park area I have tinted that portion of the Park green. I think J am right in stating 
that; all railway authorities aim at. having three sides of any important terminal station free and open for 
public use. You will please note bow I have observed that highly important requirement. On tho west 
side of the site there will bo a street 100 feet wide, while on the opposite side there is a very wide 
space at the narrowest part over 100 feet wide. Then at tho city end there will be a square 
measuring /00 feet by 350 foot, (bus providing plenty of elbow room at this important spot.
All this spaciousness Mr. Eddy had in Ins eye when ho expressed himself as above. From this terminal 
station I propose to continue two lines around the city, with provision to extend to the North Shore as 
set out in this map by thick black lines. Tho rails will he carried by viaduct construction from tbe 
terminal station to George-street at G©alburn-street; then by tunnel to York-street, behind the Markets, 
making use of the basement of the Markets as the first city station, the Kent and Sussex streets traffic lo 

'betaken to this station at platform level from a point in Kent-street; as here shown j ihe rails to be
continued
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J. H. Hunt, continued to Wynyaid-square in tunnel. Here we will have the chief city and suburban station, to bo 
approached from Georgc-street footpath at rail-level somewhere midway between Wynyard and Margaret 

3 April, 1900. streets, and in a like manner from Kent-street at rail-level. Thus, by these two points ot direct com
munication between Kent-street and the railway, the whole of the western business section of the city 
will be well provided for. "While approaching "Wynyard-square station from George and Kent streets, it 
will have other approaches from York and Margaret streets, the whole area of this station to be open 
to the sky. Erom Wynyard-square we proceed to the site of the Education Department; there 
construct a third city station, continuing on by tunnel lo Phillip Park, coming out of the Domain grounds 
in cutting, with a station in Phillip Park on the surface of the Park ground. Prom this station, we 
pass on under William-street, entering a tunnel at Stan ley-street, coming out on a viaduct at about 
the junction of Goulburn and Wexford streets; thence to the terminal station. Much has been said 
by many of us in the past against tunnels. Depend on it, tho time is not far distant when our over
crowded cities will have streets and sub-streets—call them tunnels, if you like—working in conjunction 
with city traffic. The largest length of tunnel in my scheme is that passing through the Domain, about 
equal in distance from Park to Bridge streets—or, in other words, about 50 chains. The inward and 
outward trains passing through this length of tunnel will be practically empty at all times of the day. 
The next longest tunnel will bo about 30 chains, or a distance from Park to Moore streets. By this 
circular service two lines of rails will be able to do more work than four under the Hyde Park scheme— 

, the trains can bo run to follow each other with an intervening space of time equal to that of putting 
down and taking up passengers. While lam no advocate for a tunnel across tho harbour, I have, 
however, shown on this map how such service may be made to til in with my City Kailway scheme, Ton 
will notice thaf 1 have indicated on the plan a branch line to be taken to AVoollooniooloo Bay; this I 
propose for use in goods traffic from, say, midnight to early morning. To connect, the central and terminal 
station with Bandwick and the far eastern suburbs, a line is proposed to be taken thereto as set out in 
this map. I mav be allowed to refer to a project unfortunately not submitted to you ; it is however so 
closely allied to the present inquiry as to be worthy of some notice being taken of it. I mean the 
consideration in the matter of resuming the whole of that portion of the city known as Plagstaff Hill, 
commencing with the boundary lines of the harbour right back to St. Phillip’s Church, as indicated on 
this map by the area tinted red. I think the elder members of this Committee will remember my 
bringing this proposed city improvement before tho public from time to time for fully thirty years. In 

■ any other city but Sydney it would ere this have been an accomplished w'ork. At present this section of 
the city is of the lowest commercial value, while if levelled down to, say, 5 feet to 10 feet above high- 
water, and with a railway station in tbe centre of that area, then the value of that section of the city 
would be of the highest commercial value. It would be a work of, say, fifteen years, and if skilfully 
handled the Treasurer could pocket a million of sovereigns out of the transaction. If it is determined 
to connect the IS’orth Shore direct with the City Bailway, in accordance with my scheme of rebuilding 
tlie Plagstaff Hill section of the city, then bridge the harbour as here shown to curry the continued rails 
from Wynyard-square. Had I, however, the determination of this question, 1 would bridge the harbour 
as indicated on this map,—starting from the main land of Ualmain on to Goat Island, then to Ball’s 
Head. The whole of the short distance traffic of the Northern line should be brought to the terminal 
station by this branch line. There should be a station at Pyrmont as hero shown, with tram communi
cation to the city. Permit mo to say, and I do it with every respect to you, gentlemen, who are evidently 
conducting this inquiry with much care, that these isolated proposed city improvements are at best but a 
one-horso endeavour to making Sydney the finest commercial city in Australia^ _
3706. Will you amplify your explanation of the route you propose to take;—which part of the Devonshire- 
street station would you construct first? I should start by obtaining the whole of the area of the Asylum 
site, the cemetery, and all those adjoining properties about half-way through the Belmore grounds—all this 
area I propose to take for the purposes of a terminal station for tho present and the future. PYom that 
point I start by viaduct construction, until I strike George-street at a level to be determined, and proceed 
under George-street to Goulburn-street. 1 pass under George-street, and outside the foundations of tho 
Town Hall. . .
3797. At the back of the Town Hall ? No ; clear of the George-street frontage, this not interfering 
with the foundations. Then I get into York-street, aud through George-street, behind tbe Markets. I 
then make communications from the platforms of the railway with the basement of the Markets, without 
touching their foundations. That would be the first getting-out place for the suburban traffic coming in.
3798. Mr. Wcttxon.] Is that an open station? I make use of the basement of the Markets.
3799. J)r. Garran.~\ The rails would bo under York-street? Y'es. I go through York-street,behind the 
Markets. Before leaving the Markets, and in order to give business people of the western portion of the 
city a chance of getting to that station without climbing up the steep grades of the streets, I strike in at 
Kent-street. at street level, and have a subway into the Market floor level. Then I continue along York- 
street until I come to Wynyard-square. I look upon Wynyard-square as the chief business station. The 
Markets station might be the chief station for people coining to Town Hall meetings, and so forth; but 
the Wynyard-square station would be the principal station for business men. We have a large area in 
Wynyard-square available for a city station. I then can go, at kerb-stone level, from George-street, right 
to the rails at Wynyard-square. without difficulty.
3800. Chairman.By a series of openings,] suppose? No. There is no difficulty7 whatever from an 
engineering point of view in carrying out what I propose. Wo should bring the rails to Wynyard-square, 
and make use of the whole of its area for the chief city station. If you cast your eye through Cole’s 
book arcade, and imagine a space twice that width taken right through to Wynyard-square. then you will 
quickly see my intention and its practicability. AVe could then build above it- for any purpose wc phoec 
to bring in a good revenue. Thus there would ho no waste by cutting through and destroying a slice of 
George-street property. The same remark applies to the western side. Another piece of property could 
be cut through there, and the basement used for traffic, and tbe upper portion as a warehouse. \Y e then 
proceed by an easy curve to Bridge-street. The railway engineers may pick me np in regard to Bridge- 
street. That will be ihe tightest piece of engineering of the lot.
3801. Mr. Watson.] Y'ou would go under the lowest paid of Bridge-street ? Yes.
3802. Dr. Garran^] If you go straight on you will come to the surface by the time you get to Pill-street? 
AVe will avoid that. As J have stated we go on under Bridge-street, (hen at the Education Department.
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I would make another station. That would he the last city station. Then we go on through the ^ Sunt, 
Domain, and that is where there would be the longest tunnel, until we come out by an open cutting on n
the eastern side of the Art Gallery. Then, at the point where the Blind Asylum is situated, at 3 > HKX).
Woolloomooloo, I propose to construct another station—an open station. Then I should pass under 
"William-street, until 1 got behind the Museum and the National school, to somewhere about Stanley- 
street. I should thou go by tunnel to the terminal station. By this moans wo should have, practically, 
a circular railway.
3803. At, the hollow of Bridge-street you will have to cross the Tank Stream ? I do not care a'rap'for 
any difficulties in the way—wc only require skill and money to overcome them.
3804. Do you propose to be in tunnel all the way from Wynyard-square to the Education Offices ? I
start in tunnel from Goulburn-street to the Town Hall. I go in tunnel from the Markets to Wynyard- 
square. ‘
38041-. Mr. Waison^] I see you have a branch line towards Woolloomooloo Bay? Yes; to help the 
Woolloomooloo commercial traffic. I think it would he an advantage—I do not however advocate it— 
to have a station there, connected with this line ; we could use that line for a night service in freeing 
Woolloomooloo from goods traffic. We all know that we should not mix up tho passenger and the 
goods traffic. I think here is a chance for the line being made use of at night in getting goods away from 
Woolloomooloo.
SSGo. Chairman^] Your proposal is for a city line to serve the suburban people only ? Yes.
3806. The long-distance traffic is to remain at Eedfern ? Yes. It is known to you, gentlemen, that a 
very great friendship existed betweed Mr. Eddy and myself. We have spent hours talking these matters
over. He told me more than once—and you have it on record—that he had no ambition whatever to go ;
to Hyde Park ; that it: was a matter ot money; and that if ho had not the money to operate at Eedfern 
ho must go to Hyde Park. The centre of Sydney, eventually, will he Eedfern. We are limited^in our 
area of building operations for the city proper, hence the city traffic is, and will he limited, and wo must 
provide for outer extension.
3807. Is it of any use asking you questions as to details ? No; unless paid to work them out.
3808. Mr. Watson/] Or as to cost? Yes. I wish to repeat the evidence I have given relative to the 
proposed extension from St. James’ Eoad, which is as follows:—

My desire to appear before you again arises out of the singular statement made to me at a provions^inquiry, recorded 
as follows -“The Committee would be quite unable to recommend your scheme without an estimate of cost. Any 
recommendation they may make to’Parliament must be accompanied by a recommendation of cost.” Therefore, to save 
my scheme from being pigeon-holed, I have resolved to waive my strong objection to giving approximate estimates, 
especially foynil. I have, however, safeguarded myself, and tried to protect you, by writing down a very liberal figure in 
the sum of £725,000 for my scheme, carrying with it tlie following items :■ ■

Purchase all the properties on the Asylum site, also the small puree! of privately-owned land commoted therewith, 
and all other city properties required to be purchased, or the owners thereof compensated.

Remove tho human remains from the old graveyard to Rookwood.
Build a portion of a grand central station on the Asylum site, with platform area, ffcc., equal in all respects to what 

is now proposed for St. James’ Road station.
Convert one-half of tho basement-storey of tbe new Markets into a station.
Build under a portion of V\ ynyard-squarc aud so much of the side streets as may be required to make this the chief 

city atation for suburban traffic. No structure wull be built abo\e surface of Park. In no way' wall tho’property iu tlie 
square be injured. There will be neither smoke, steam, nor noise connected with this scheme, ’

Resume 50 feet frontage to Georgc-street, so as to make a passenger entrance from the level of the footpath right 
through to the platform-level of station in the square.

Build on this site offices for Commissioners of Railways, witli other offices to let; out of this rent pav to the 
Corporation rent for one-half of basement of Markets. " '

Build under the square in Macquarie-piaeo, and continue under Bridge-street into a portion of the vacant land at 
offices of tho Education Department. This will be the Circular Quay traffic station.

Build a small underground station at the cricket-ground site, facing Art Gallery, for the use of suburban visitors to 
the Botanic Gardens and Art Gallery.

Build above ground a small station at Phillip Park.
r n -V M fke intersection of Goulburn and George streets, right around to the point B, at the intersection

of Goulburn and Wexford streets, shown on plan, the road to be in tunnel, with two sets of rails, with signals and lighting 
plant complete ; motive power, electiicity.
. Mhile iny proposal is a tunnel scheme, the longest length is bat tlie distance from Goulburn-street to Park-street; 
m fact, you will sec, on examining tbe plan, that it is a less distance than the length of the semi-tunnel for the St. James'
Road scheme.

By the time the inward train readies Macquarie-place (which will be by these short-distance tunnels) they will be 
empty of passengers, while the outweird-liound traffic will commence at the Macquario-placc station, and in travelling to 
the great central station wiil pass along these short tunnels.

Ihe real tunnel length of the line exists mily through the Domain portion of the route, where the trains will be all 
but empty' of inward and outward bound passengers.

\ ou will please observe and take iuto consideration, when you aic making your recommendation, that 1 have shown 
on the plan my line extended on to the site of the proposed future city platform (No. viii on plan), while still preserving the 
circular line. I his proposed future city station, placed os hero shown on the new and future area of the city, is to be for 
passengers and small goods, yet in two distinct stations and sets of rails, tlie goods to be taken by tunnel on to Barling 
.Harbour station.

To compare the two schemes with fairness, then, you must add to the St. James’ Road scheme the value of tho Park ■
lands and Asylum lands taken for the use of that scheme. £300,000 is tlie least value of those lands, and must be added 
to the £6d0,U00 = £050,000. To this a further sum must he added for tlie Widening of King-street and making a new 
street as an outlet for the traffic—tliere is a dead certainty of every penny of half a million being fooled away in trying to 
make this St. James’ Road site fit for its work. £500,000 added to £950,000 equals (say) one mfllion and a half as against 
three-quarters of a million for a complete scheme as proposed by me.

3809. Chairman.] You seem to be a strong advocate for tbe use of tunnels in the future? No, not a 
strong advocate.
3810. But you seem to think that they must come ? Many things will be forced upon ns which we do not 
like at the present day, and our present mode of life will be very much changed in regard to them.
Personally, I prefer an open road to a tunnel; but if you cannot get an open road, what are you to do ?
3811. Have you thought out the difficulty of ventilation in n tunnel ? There will be no difficulty. I have 
private letters from friends at Home who say that it is a pity that some of those who object to tunnel 
traffic wore not there to see how nice and clean and well ventilated everything is.
3812. As you are aware, our suburban traffic, so called, involves a good deal of long-distance traffic? I 
know that; but get a man like Mr, Eddy to control it, and he will make it work, 1 may mention that in

1C—2 C order
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'$• H. Hunt, order to carry the traffic out to the eastern suburbs, I propose to branch off from the Bedfern station 
, 7—A—-s and go out to Kandwick, as shown on my plan. If it is determined to connect North Shore with a tunnel, 
'®-AP,il'l900-that tunnel will work with my scheme as shown on the plan. 1 propose to resume the whole of that 

portion of the city tinted red on the plan, as already, in detail, stated.
'3S13. jtJTr. McFarlanc.] What is the length of your proposed circular line P .About 3 miles.
3814. How much tunnelling have you in that distance? About 50 chains will be tho longest length out 
of 155 chains, or under 2 miles, divided into live sections. Of course intercepted by the stations.
3SL5. What length would tlie stations take up ? The length of the Markets and the length of Wynyard- 
square, and station in Bridge-street, as shown in map.
8S1G. There would not be much of a blank between one tunnel and the other ? The longest tunnel would 
he through the Domain, wffiere the trains would bo almost empty.
3817. Speaking generally, there would be a lot of tunnelling? No. In my opinion it is the shortest 
route which can possibly be devised for a line round Sydney.
3818. Mr. Levien.'] Would it not save a lot of resumption ? Yes; there would practically be little or 
no resumption, excepting in regard to property which it would he a blessing to resume—iu Wexford- 
street. The line would chiefly go along the streets. A little piece would have to be resumed near 
Bridge-street.

Frederick Cavill. sworn, and examined :—
F. Cavill. 3819. 0//ainnan.] How long have you been a resident of Sydney ? Twenty years. _

\ 3820. Have you taken an interest in the proposed railway extension ? Yes ; a very great interest. _
3 April, 1900. 3821, I believe that on the 2Gth March you sent the Committee a letter indicating a scheme for railway 

extension ? Yes; I will read it:
Gentlemen, Lancaster Villas, Ocean-street, Kdgecliffc, 2G March, 1900.

I have the honor to lay before you for your favourable consideration a scheme whereby the construction of a 
city railway will be facilitated, and not only will tbe initial cost be a great deal less than of those schemes which have 
already been submitted you, but, by the collection of certain rents hereinafter referred to, the undertaking to a certain 
extent can be made to practically reimburse in part tbe initial cost of construction after a comparatively shore period.

I propose taking as a beginning of the route the extension from Bedfern to Barling Harbour, or, as a matter of fact, 
any other desirable route which would lead from Redfern station to tlie bottom of Livcrpool-stroet in Sussex-street. That 
part of the city railway route is not an essential to my scheme, as it is evident that the obstacles to be surmounted arc 
comparatively trifling to those which would attend the construction of the railway from the last-naincd point to the city 
proper, and with which my scheme deals particularly.

The railway would continue and utilise the western side of Sussex-street, and would he built upon arches, as shown 
in the accompanying sketch marked “A," these arches being made into stores facing Sussex-street, and the various streets 
would be crossed by viaducts. By a gradual ascent F.rskiue-strect could be readied so as the altitude would approximate 
that of Wynyard-square, The railway' proceeding in a northerly direction would cross Brskine-street and enter the central 
station to ho built ou an area resumed between the following boundaries, namely, on the north Margaret-street, on the 
south Erskine-street, on tho west Sussex-street, and on the east York-street, the various intervening streets, Kent and 
Clarence, being connected by subways beneath the station. _

The accompanying map and sketch will give an idea of the before-mentioned route and construction. 1 do not give 
the actual figures of construction and cost, as I am unable to procure them, but would most respectfully suggest that if the 
scheme herein set out should be deemed by you to be feasible, that it be submitted to your experts for computation as to 
its actual cost, &e, _

By this city railway route, I would point out that if any further extension—say, to Circular Quay, and particularly’ 
to North Shore—were desired, it would by this route be greatly facilitated.

Contention might be raised as to tlie cost of a scheme such as 1 have set out; but I would point out that by the 
letting of the stores and shops which would ho built beneath the arches aforesaid, the rents would eventually repay a 
considerable portion of the initial outlay.

In addition it would be greatly beneficial in rebuilding that part of the city which is at present greatly infected by 
tlie plague.

The front of the central station could be made an hotel like those in London, and made to face York-street, whilst 
Wynyard-square could be cleared for vehicular and other traffic, and which would be absolutely necessary for tbe promotion 
and conduct of good order before a station such as I have described.

In submitting this, my scheme for a city railway, I may state that further than any benefit which may accrue from 
the placing of my suggestion before you, I am totally disinterested.
I may stale that if this schome is carried out, the shops and stores underneath the viaduct would produce 
a rental of not less than £100,000 per annum. That would be tantamount to about 10 per cent, on an 
outlay of £1,000,000. I have made a slight alteration in my scheme since I sent in my letter. I said in 
my letter that I was uncertain which way to go after leaving the bottom of Liverpool-street, but on the 

' plan I start from the Bedfern station. From there I cross over Devonshire-street, take a good circle 
round the park, come in on the northern side of Campboll-street, and build arches there. There is a row 
of Chinamen’s dens there which could bo pulled down and built into arches, which would realise an 
enormous amount of money as stores. I would then take a viaduct across George-street, in a slanting 
position, so as to make a gradual sweep to the foot of Sussex and Goulburn streets. Then from Goulburn- 
street I would start my line proper. J. would pull down the whole of Sussex-street, on the western side, 
down to the water’s edge, destroying all the plague-stricken spots, and building np this line of railway,

, which would be 10 feet further back than the present frontage of Sussex-street. That would make 
Sussex-street 10 feet wider than it is at present:
3822. Mr. Wafsan.] West of Sussex-street you would resume? Yes; I would resume the west, and 
make the frontage of the railway 10 feet further back than the present line of shops.
3823. Dr. Garran.] You do not propose any parallel street close to the wharfs ? It would be for the 
Government to do what they chose. They could make a very decent place of it. Tbe whole of tbe line 
would be, comparatively, on a level. I would build tlie arches 20 feet high. I would make a gradual 
circle from Margaret-street, cut through “ The Bocks,” and come out at Circular Quay, on the western side 
of George-street, where you could build a station of any size you like. There is another line which I 
proposed, namely, to go to Erskine-street. That line would have to be made a little higher. I would 
then make Wynyard-equaro into a station. I belie.ve, however, that a station at Circular Quay would be 
the best. In the event of the station being carried out, I would make an intermediate station somewhere 
between Druitt and Market streets. Thai would be halfway between Circular Quay and Bedfern 
station. The stores to which I have referred would be 100 feet by 20 feet, and I think they would 
fairly fetch £5 a week rent.
.8821'. Mr. Wafson.] I know of a place in Sussex-street, with five floors, which is only bringing in £4 a 
week ? But my scheme would materially improve the street; it would be one of the principal streets

of
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of the city. If the scheme were carried out, the owners of property on the eastern side of Sussex-street F. Oarill. 
would rebuild. I do not think the scheme would cost as much as the St. James’ Road scheme, because 3'7~V']^gcl 
tho resumptions along Sussex-street would not amount to much. ] wrould make tho route l propose. J"1' '
a traffic route. I would connect the line which is in existence from Darling Harbour with tlie bottom 
of Liverpool-street. We could then take all our stores and wool to Circular Quay, and the traffic around 
Belmore Park would be confined entirely to passengers. The whole of the city traffic, instead of being 
carried through the principal streets, as it is now, would be taken by rail. There could be a goods depdt 
at Circular Quay, and if it were not considered desirable to continue the line around the Quay, there 
would be little trouble in carting the produce from the goods station at the side of George-street to any 
part of the shipping around there. _ ^
3B!2d. Chairman.] Have you estimated what the probable cost of resumption would be ? No.
3826. Mr. Watson.’] 1 suppose that what you claim as points for favourable consideration aro cheap 
resumption along the western side of Sussex-street, and the possibility of getting revenue from the 
arches ? Yes.
3827. You consider fhat the cost of resuming any other part of the city would be much greater than 
the cost of resuming Sussex-street? Much greater.
3828. You do not attempt to provide for the people on the eastern, side of tho city ? That could be 
easily done by continuing the lino of arches along Circular Quay, and tunnelling under the parks to 
Woolloomooloo.
3828. Your present scheme does not provide for the eastern side ? My scheme could join any scheme 
on tho eastern side. _
3830. Supposing we only had enough money to build a line on either the eastern or the western side—■ 
which would bo the most convenient ? A lino on the western side. Of course, if you built to Circular 
Quay, you could go anywhere you liked from it.

WEDNESDAY, i APB1L, 1900.
present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).
■The Hon, Patrick Lindf.say Crawford Shepherd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew' G-arran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Hi niix Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into tho City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Charles Pry, clerk, Registrar-G-eneral’s Office, sworn, and examined :—
3831. Chairman.] Have you any evidence to submit ? 1 desire to make tbe followdng statement:— C. Fry,
Tin: distinctive and, I think, original feature of the suggestion herein offered is the resumption for city railway purposes ',
of a strip of Hyde Park, 00 feet (or upwards) in width, parallel to and adjoining College-street, for the full length of the 4 Al1ri ’ ■
Park. The proposal is outlined at length in the Daily Telegraph of 9th and 19th July, 1S97.

The suggestion is for a loop-line (four or six lines of rails) for passenger traffic only. Being a loop-line the necessity 
for acquiring any considerable area for shunting purposes is avoided, all stations being way stations (as at Eveleigh). In 
order to minimise alteration of existing arrangements as to necessary uniformity of position of first and second class 
carriages, it is suggested that first-class carriages should always form the centre of tram, second-class carriages being at both 
ends. Vide STS a.m. train from Hurstville. The route (shown by red on sketch) would be from liedfern Station, via 
Jlevenshivo-Btrcct Cemetei y and Wcxford-street, to a station (No. 1) at the intersection of Oxford-street with College-street; 
thence in deep cutting hy a resumed strip of Hyde Park, adjoining College-street, to a station (Xo. 2) at .District Court 
Buildings (Chancery-square) at top of King-street; thence by tho most practicable loute in open cutting through the Outer 
Domnin to Lower Macqunne-street, a station (Xo. 3) to be placed in Inner Domain near Water Police Court.

If the eastern portion only of the scheme were to be carried out the line would run from station No. 3 to Fort 
Macquarie, which (when enlarged hy spoils from cuttings) would serve as a shunting and terminal yard. A passenger 
platfunn might be required at Fort Macquarie. _

Fort ilacquarie is a possible point of departure for tunnel connection with North Sydney. From the station No.
3 (near Water Police Court) the line would be carried by viaduct across Circular Quay to the high rocky land (Harrin^ton- 
Rtrect) opposite the Metropolitan Fire Station in Lower George street. Here a station (No. 4) would probably be required.
From station No. 4 the line proceeds, From Harringtnn-partly by cutting, partly by short tunnel, to Wynyard-square. _
street the elevation would be sufficient lo reach Observatory Park if bridge connection with North Sydney should be at any 
future time desired.

A station (Xo. 5) at Wynyard-square, excavated 10 or 15 feet below Carrington-street level, would be the chief station 
for western side of uity. Connection by subways to the level of Kent-street or Sussex-street, would convenience Krskine- 
fatreut and King-street ferry passengers. From the Wynyard-square station a tunnel 20 or 25 chains in length -would 
connect with a station (No. 0) at Sussex-street, under the Sydney end of tho new Pyrmont Bridge. Thence tlie route would 
he hy Darling Harbour frontages, or other most practicable course to Redfern yard, having one other station (No. 7) 
intermediate between Pyrmont Bridge and liedfern (about tlie western end of Kngine-street or Hay-street). The route, 
as outlined above, would he practically a daylight one. Only two short tunnels would be required, i e., those immediately 
north and south of Wytiyard-squaie. Tho other tunnels would he road crossings only. They would he—1. Under Lyons- 
terrace and Liverpool-street; 2. Under Park-street; .I. Under King-street. Possibly also under or over Lower Macquarie 

.street. No streets of any traffic importance would he blocked or crossed on tho level.
The circuit of the city would be effected without entailing costly resumptions of privately-owned land.
The only resumptions of any magnitude would be—(1) At Wexford-street; (2) at Harrington-street; (3) at Darling 

Harbour frontages above the Pyrmont Bridge. At all these places the land is amongst the lowest-priced areas in the city, 
and the buildings are of a most inferior character.

The stations would he seven in number—No. 1 at intersection of College and Oxford streets ; No. 2, at Chancery- 
square, top of King-street; No. 3 at Lower Macquarie street; No. 4 at Harrington-street; No, o at Wynyard-square ; 

•‘Nn fi n+. SJnGaov.chi'flAl af. T■No. G at Sussex-street, at Market-street end of Pyrmont Bridge; No. 
Ultimo-ioad.

at western end of Fmgino or Hay street, or

Tlie feature of the proposal to which the attention of the Committee is most particularly invited is that it would 
indict upon Hyde Park the minimum amount of curtailment and disfigurement compatible with utilising the Park in any 
degree for railway purposes. The railway in deep cutting with dwarf screen walls -would be invisible from the city side of 
Hydo Park. The taking of only so small a portion would probably avoid the danger of arousing that sentimental opposition 
which defeated the St. James’ Hoad scheme in 1897.

As previously stated, it would provide practicable points of departure for railways extension to—(1) F-astern suburbs 
(liu.Cook Park and Woolloomooloo Bay ; (2) North Shore, by tunnel, from Fort Macquarie ; (3) North Shore, by bridge, 
from Observatory Park,
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C. Fry. j desire to add the concluding paragraph of the letter I wrote in 189/ :—■
4 Aoril 1900 ■ ^ ’s w‘^' a very consciolls sense of my own incompetence to offer anything but the most general ideas on so

1 " important a question that I have ventured, at tlie risk of incurring some doubtless well-deserved ridicule from professional
critics, to ask attention to the project as it has for same time past prescuted itself to my mind. So far as I have under
stood the various suggested schemes, the cost of land resumption, rather than that of actual construction, has been the rock 
on which many otherwise suitable proposals have been wrecked, and it has been the aim of these two letters to suggest a 
possible route on which the amount of land to be taken from private owners would he inconsiderable, both in value and 
in area. Not having any technical or professional knowledge, 1 cannot venture to offer any opinion as whether or not the 
cost of construction or the engineering difficulties are such as to place my proposals beyond the region of practicability. 
My only desire is that the scheme as outlined may attract the interest and attention necessary to ensure its examination at 
the hands of gentlemen qualified to express an authoritative opinion upon those points.
3832. Mr. Watson^ You have not attempted to go into any estimate of cost? No; I am utterly 
incompetent to frame any estimate of that kind.
3833. Have you made any investigation to see how far your levels would run ? No : beyond walking 
over the ground, and roughly estimating that the scheme is practicable, possibly at the expense of deep 
cuttings. I believe the scheme to be practicable; but 1 ask for an opinion to be obtained on that point 
from someone competent to decide.
3834. Assuming that it were not advisable to construct more than tho eastern half at the present time 
do you think your scheme as far tlie "Water Felice station would fairly meet the necessities of the 
travelling public ? I think it contrasts very favourably with any of the other schemes I have seen. 
X have measured the distance from the District Court station to Warby’s corner, Pitt and King streets, 
and find that the distance from the latter place to the probable entrance to tho railway station would be 
100 to 150 yards further than from tlie proposed station at St. James’ Jtoad to Warby’s corner,
3835. Your proposed station at the District Court would bo distant only 150 yards more from Warby’s 
comer than a station at the corner of St. James’ Dead and Elizabcth-strect would be? Yes.
3835i-. 'Xlie corner of College and Oxford streets is more convenient for a station than any of tho other 
sites suggested in that locality ? It is more convenient for the Surry Hills passengers.
3336. You suggest that if the eastern half only is constructed. Macquarie Point might be utilised for 
shunting? Yes.
3837. We were informed yesterday that the tramway service would probably require Macquarie Point for 
shunting purposes ;—that would necessitate the finding of another place for shunting under your scheme? 
I think any scheme would be incomplete which did not serve the western side of the city. I have been a 
daily railway passenger for sixteen years, and my observation leads me to think that two passengers go

' to the west of George-street to one who goes to the east of G-eorge-street,
3838. You think it would be inadvisable to construct the eastern extension without continuing it westerly 
by way of Darling Harbour ? Yes.
3839. Would the property which would require to be resumed be of great value? Apparently not, Tho 
houses arc of an inferior character. Wexford-street, as you know, is one of the slums of the city, and 
the line would go more directly through Wexford-street than it would in connection with Mr. liennick’s 
or the St. James’ Eoad scheme.
38-40. ]s your idea to join on to the' existing Darling Harbour line ? Yes. The idea all through has been 

’ ’ to avoid resumptions, and that would he best served by getting into tho G-ovcrmneut yard at Darling
Harbour as directly as possible.
3841. The present line to Darling Harbour has a steep gradient, in comparison with other portions near 
the city ; consequently, a Irani travelling over your proposed line would be governed by the gradient at 
the Darling Harbour end? 1 think it would be possible to make the connecting line independent of the 
goods lino gradients.
3842. That is, by carrying it on viaducts from Pyrmont "Bridge ? Yes, That is an engineering question. 
Of course, if land is available at little cost, engineering talent will overcome the difficulties of grades. It 
might mean extra cuttings, or tho possible raising of tho bridge at George-street. I believe the steepest 
part of that gradient is from Cleveland-street Bridge to George-street.
3843. Supposing the Hyde Park scheme were carried out, do you think, it would conveniently serve the 
people ? I think it would bo very nearly useless to the people who arrive hy steamer at the various 
Sussex-street wharfs.
3844. Have you any means of judging whether it is likely that, with a railway station at Hyde Park, the 
people on the western side of the city would use that railway station or continue to go to Eedfern by tho 
existing trams? 1 think they would travel bv trams.
3845. Mr. Dick .] You propose to bring passengers down the eastern side of the city, and to send the 
trains back along the western side? I think they might bo arranged to run alternately.
3846. You have stated that you think that for every two persons who go west of George-street one goes 
east ? I think so.
3847. Would not that suggest thaf it would be better to bring people down tho western side first, and 
along the eastern side afterwards ? Yes. I think they might be made to run alternately.
3848. I>r. Garran^] You do not propose your scheme as a mere circular railway? No. I suggest that 
the trains coming from Hurstville should come in on the eastern or western side, and return direct to 
Hurstville. The train which came in from Hurstville would return to it.
3849. You do not propose to run through the Eedfern line for your western elation, but only for your 
eastern scheme ? Yes. It would be necessary to have a passenger piatfoim near the Mortuary, and 
there should bo no shunting.
3850. .But the train that came hack into tlie yard would have to go to the suburbs again ;—it would have 
to shunt back to the platform ? No. Coming into the Eedfern yard it would not stop at the same plat
form as it would on its return. On its return it would call at a platform somewhere near the Mortuary,
3851. Do you know the grades of your proposed line ? No.
3852. Do you know what depth you would be in at the corner of Oxford and College streets ? Twenty- 
five or 30 feet. The depth would be guided by Park-street. It would have to be sufficiently deep there 
to go under Park-street.
3853. You would have a station in a rather deep cutting at that place? A little deeper than wbat 
Eveleigh now is.
3854. When you are on what you call the water frontage blocks at the head of Darliug Harbour you will 
be under high level ? No. At tbe "Wynyard-square station you would be below the street-level. At 
the Pyrmont Bridge end you xvould be under the level of Market-street and slightly above high water-level.

3855.
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3855. And you have to climb the height from tlie water level to the Bedfern station yard in that short ^7* 
distance ? I should like to point out that, in the Darling Harbour yard, the rails are on the water level, ^ ^
and they have to do the climbing. Prom there, of course, it is steep from there to the Bedfern yard. P"1 '
You could ease the grade considerably by starting as far back as Pyrmont bridge.
3856. You would have a considerable descent from Wynyard-square to get under Pyrmont bridge ? The 
depth of the station at "Wynyard-square could be regulated so as to bring it out under the bridge.
3857. Would you go under Sussex-street ? Yes ; also under York-streot, Clarence-street, and Kent-street.
3858. Mr. Mr.Farlane.'] How would you convey passengers to tbe west of G-eorge-street ? If it were 
desirable to come down the western side of the city first, the line would come down tbe present goods 
route to tbe Darling Harbour yard.
3859. You would have tbe train running both ways ? Alternately east and west. _
3860. It would be necessary, then, for the western passengers to get out at Bedfern, and wait for a train 
to the eastern part of the city ? If tbe trains ran alternately they need not do that.
3861. Mr. Shepherd.1 Do you propose a double line? I think four lines each way would be necessary
for tho traflic. _
3362. You are aware that the principal object in the construction of a city railway is the saving of time?
Yes. f _
3863. Do you think the carrying out of your scheme would result in a saving of time to the passengers
as against their travelling by the tramway? I think that a person in the centre of the city, having a 
knowledge of the time-tables, would know whether to walk to the eastern or western station. '
3864. Your first station on the eastern side is at the comer of College and Oxford streets;—what portion 
of the city do you suppose that would serve? Oxford-street is, next to George-street, the chief artery of 
tho city, and it would serve the Oxford-street and Surry Hills passengers.
3865. Then you do not calculate upon its serving the centre of the city ? I think its chief value would 
be for the passengers coming down Oxford-street and from Surry Hills.
3866. You do not suppose any one would get out there and walk across the Park to Elizabeth-street? I 
think it is possible that those who wished to reach that part of George-street would; but my chief idea 
was that it would convenience Surry Hills and Oxford-street.
3867. Your next station is at the top of King-street, aud then you go round by Phillip-street and come
to Darling Harbour ? You do not go near Phillip-street, You keep well to the east of the Parliamentary 
buildings and the Sydney Hospital, in order to avoid any possible complaint as to its proximity to tbe 
hospital. .
3868. Do you suppose any of your proposed stations would serve the business people of George-street, 
as opposed to the George-street trams ? Yes. Under my scheme you would save the change at Eedfern.
3869. But you only have a station at Market-street and "Wynyard-square? And tlie District Court, 
which would be of great convenience to the eastern side of the city.
3870. Do you know the distance from the station there to the Market-street or Wynyard-square stations ?
It is not much over half a mile.
3871. So that anyone wishing to reach a central position between those two points would have to walk a 
quarter of a mile ? A quarter or a third of a mile.
3872. "Which trams do you use now from the railway station ? The steam trams.
3873. Do you find much delay caused in coming in hy those trams ? At present a considerable delay.
3874. ]n the event of an electric tram being run down Elizabeth-street, would, you take it in preference 
to going to King-street by a railway? It would be more expensive, and tliere wrould be the break of 
journey.
3875. Have you heard many complaints about the delays of passengers coming into Sydney who have to 
change into the trams? Latterly, since the railway steam tram has been abolished, there have been a 
good many complaints.
3876. Do you think the steam trams serve the people better than do the electric trams? Ko, excepting 
in regard to those people who have to get out in the streets through which the trams run.
3877. Do you not think that the city could be well served by a good system of electric trams in the 
different streets ? Ho. On the Illawarra line the regular railway passenger traffic does not commence 
until you get to ArnclifFo. Up to that point the population which travels into Sydney does not, as a rule, 
travel by railway, but by other means of conveyance. The railway loses a large amount of revenue from 
places like St. Beter’s, Erskineville, and Macdonaldtown. I think that if there was a good system of city 
railways those stations would be tbe largest revenue-producing stations whicli the Department possesses.
At present they are much behind such places as Bockdale and Petersham.
3878. Under your scheme, yrou propose to reach Miller’s Point, Dawes' Point, or Fort Macquarie? At 
Harrington-street you would have a sufficient elevation to make your own election as to which way you 
would cross the harbour.
3879. Chairman!] I understand that you have submitted your scheme as one to be inquired into by the 
authorities, to ascertain if it is practicable? Yes.

John Moore Small, Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Board of "Water Supply and Sewerage, sworn, and
examined:—

3880. Chairman!] Have yon examined tbe different schemes before tbe Committee? I have examined j_ gj^i,
Mr. Solfe’s, Mr. Greenwood’s, and Mr. Deane’s schemes.. "With regard to Mr. Deane’s scheme the only * - , 
sewer with which it is likely to come into contact is one crossing Devonshire-street. If the line is on. a 4 April, 1900. 
viaduct, of course, it will not interfere with it; but if it takes the form of a dip or tunnel it must 
necessarily interfere with it, and will require some deviation. ■
3881. "What depth is your sewer below the present Devenshire-strcet level ? Hot more than 8 feet.
3882. Is that ono of your main sewers ? It is a branch sewer of brick.
3883. The objection in regard to Devonshire-street would, of course, apply to all schemes of railway 
crossing Devonshire-street on viaducts opposite the present railway station ? Yes.
3884. It is apparent that Devonshire-street would have to be lowered 9 feet in order to get under the 
railway viaduct ? If that is the ease, the crown of the sewer could be protected in a way which would be 
sufficient to carry the traffic. In other wofds, it would not cause the deviation of tho railway line.
Structural alterations could be made sufficient to carry tho ordinary traffic. 3885.
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J. M, Small. 3885. Then you do not see any grave objection from (hat point of view P Mo. The next sever itcroesea 
i^TrillSOb rna'n sewer. That is deep enough to escape the line. It passes underneath Carter’s
. P * ' Barracks and the Benevolent Asylum. The King-street and Mr. Greenwood's schemes intersects this line

of sewers; but they will he above it. The King-street scheme also crosses a small branch sower in 
Elizabeth-street; but that can be dealt with.
3880. Supposing you wanted to go underneath King-street, so as to get the necessary grade to Circular 
Quay or Tort Macquarie, how far under King-street could you go without interfering with your sewer? 
It branches off at the corner of King and Elizabeth streets. It then makes a detour near Governor 
Bourke’s statue. The sewers intersected there would be the Castlereagh-street and Macquarie-street 
sewers, which are quite deep enough to allow of a railway tunnel being made over them. They are from 
20 to 30 feet deep.
3887. Supposing the railway tunnel were 20 feet underneath the street, what then? Then, at the point 
at which it crosses Macquarie-street, there need be no interference with the sewer.
3888. Do your sewers vary in depth according to their position in the city ? Yes. Under the old system 
the Macquarie, Castlereagh, Phillip, and Elizabeth street sewers were put down deep, so as to accommo
date deep cellars. Tho only objectionable feature I see in Mr. Greenwood’s scheme is where the line 
crosses some storm-water sewers at Sydney Cove—that is, on Circular Quay—which would necessitate 
some structural alterations. I have gone into the matter with him, and he is quite clear as far as our 
sewers are concerned
3889. Dr. Garran^] He crosses the Tank Stream ? Yes.
3890. Can he do that ? Mo. We shall have to alter the Tank Stream, or he will have to alter his railway.
3891. Is he satisfied that he can do it ? Yes'; there is nothing unsurmountable in it.
3892. Chairman.'] Would it involve great expense ? I thin 1c the -whole lot could be done for £2,000.
3893. Dr. Garran.] Would Mr. Horbury Hunt’s scheme intersect the sewer at Bridge-street? Yes. 
The sewer there is not more than 8 or 9 feet below the surface. The Bridge-street sewer hugs one side 
of the street, and he could keep clear on the other side.
3894. But lie crosses it at right-angles ? I understood he tunnelled right up Bridge-street.
3895. Chairman^] Where does your main tunnel which goes out to Bondi begin? At the corner of 
Liverpool and Oxford streets, where it is 110 feet deep.
389G. What is your minimum fall towards your main sewer? It varies according to the quantity of 
sewerage we have to take. The outfall sewer only has a fall of 3 feet in a mile; the others vary.
3897. Can you say, with regard to any proposal for a railway which does not interfere with the main 
se_wer, that the ordinary reticulation sewers could be diverted, even if a line crossed their route ? I take 
it that the people who have laid out tho three lines 1 am speaking of have tried to interfere with sewers 
as little as possible. I could not speak generally on a matter like this.
3898. Dr. Garran.] If there were a tunnel under George-street from Bathurst-street, would it interfere 
with anything ? Mo.
3899. Would it interfere with anything from the Town Hall, along York-street, to Wynyard-square r 
Mo. Mr. Green has a detailed way of getting over the difficulty near York-street Markets. He makes 
an upper and a lower level, which will avoid our sewers altogether.
3900. Does your sewer ruu along George-street ? Yes; 24 feet deep. It was put down to drain the 
new Markets,
3901. If the Hyde Park scheme were adopted, could an extension of that line be made down Phillip-
street without interfering with the sewers ? I think so. '
3902. And down Elizabeth-street? Jt does not touch the sewer in Elizabeth-street. It intersects 
Phillip-street and Macquarie-street.
3903. Does it go down Castlereagh-street ? Mo.
3904. Is there any sewer in Castlereagh-street ? Yes; there are sewers there. There is the Bondi 
branch, which varies from 20 to 30 feet deep. The old sewer there will be 20 feet deep.
3905. Then a 20-foot sewer would interfere with the railway line on the top of it? Yes ; hut the line 
,coulddmg ono side of it. There is room for that.
3906. Could you put a line on each side of it ? Yes.
3907. And make two separate tunnels ? Yes.
3908. Your sewerage would throw no obstruction in (be way of extending a railway from Hyde Park to 
Circular Quay ? Mo material obstruction. There aro no engineering difficulties in tlie way.
3909. If we crossed Devonshire-street, and have to lower it 9 feet, would it he cheaper to make a new 
sewer or patch up the old one ? You could patch up the old sewer so as to carry the passenger traffic.
3910. Is it a house sewer or a surface-water sewer ? A house sewer. If at any future timelines were 
carried across, and we found the sower was seriously interfered with, we could arrange to have a smaller 
pipe, which would take the sewerage from the houses into the Bondi sewer. That could be laid at a depth 
below the tunnel, or any depth below the subway, and the storm-water could be dealt with by the shallower 
one.
3911. Is a level of 10 feet below Devonshire-street sufficient to enable you to divert that sewer into tbe 
Bondi sewer? Yes.
3912. At present all that goes out to Darling Harbour ? Yes.
3913. "Would that be altered when tbe Shoan system comes into operation ? Yes.

. 3014. Do you not allow anything to go into tbe loiver levels which can be sent ro Bondi ? Mo.
1 / "-$915. Some day you will have to divert the Devonshire-street sewer to Bondi? It should be done now.
,■ . . W® were afraid to divert it into the Bondi sewer w'hilst they were making gas at the railway station.

‘ ’ - That has been done away with now, aud the probability is that the Board will do the work soon, irrespective
of the railway.
3916. When that is done Devonshire-street will not interfere with tbe storm-water sewerage at all ? 
Excepting tbe storm-water which comes from Strawberry Hills.
3917. You could not divert the stormwater round by Belmore-road ? Mo. I may say that, as far as tbe 
water-mains are concerned, the railway does not matter to us.
3918. Chairman.] Erom an engineering point of view, you do not see any engineering difficulties in the
way ? Mo ; excepting in regard to Mr. Greemvood’s scheme at Circular Quay. ■
3919. Dr. Garran.] 1 believe that under Mr, Selfe’s scheme the line goes close to the rear of your present
’ ' offices;
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offices; will it injure the foundation ? Mr. Selfe explained to me that he laid out the line before the land j mal - 
.was built upon; but it is not a detriment to us. _ 4-Anril 1900.
3920. Will you not require to build io the rear ? "We can always build over a railway tunnel. Even if ’ 
the buildings were constructed first they could be tunnelled underneath.
3921, Are you going to make any deep cellars there ? Ko.

Joshua Percy Josephson. A.M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined
3922. MclFarlttne.'] I understand that you have some proposal to submit to the Committee? It has 
always been my idea that the centre of the city is the present Eedfern station. The city is so situated 
that it cannot extend any further north, south, or east, and it must extend to the west, . Different 
engineers, in speaking of this matter, have always come to the conclusion that as Eedfern station will be 
the centre of the city for many years the railway should not be extended, I have been a constant 
traveller from Petersham for many years, and I have never found it inconvenient to transfer from the 
train to the tram. The electric trams are a great improvement on the old system. Who are the people 
who are clamouring for an extension of a railway ? They are the western suburban passengers for a 
distance of 31 miles. Beyond that distance we hear of no cry for extension. I refer, of course, to the 
extension of the railway for passengers only—not for cargo. No doubt the Eedfern station has 
become cramped for room durmg the last few years. There are buildings and workshops there which 
never should have been there. It would, of course, be very expensive now* to move the machinery sheds 
elsewhere. The carriage-sheds, the repairing-sheds, the storage department, and all the buildings west of 
the main line between Evcleigh and Macdonaldtown should be removed to a new site. All the hay and 
produce sheds near the institute should be removed to Wilsen-strcet between Evelcigh and Macdonaldtown.
3923. Is there sufficient room for them ? There would be, if the shops were removed.
3924. Where would you remove the shops to ? To near Vickers’ factory, St. Peters. There are SO acres 
of good land there, which could be resumed for about £100 an acre. 1 think this is the only country in 
■the world whore the Government run both the trams and the trains, and a certain section of the people 
want for the sake of their own convenience, one Department to fight against the other. I would suggest 
that wo should resume the land from the railway station to Belmore Park, containing the Asylum, the 
Inspector-General’s Office, the burying-ground, and part of the barracks. I would close Devonshire- 
street, come down to the residence of the Inspector-General, and make a new railway station there. I 
would extend the platforms back to the present railway terminus, and make a 3-chain road in front of the 
station. The old police station site could be resumed, and the trams could como down in front of the 
station. Then you could divert a road on the eastern side of the platform into the present railway yard, 
near the Itailway Institule, where all the produce comes down at the present time. Every tram could 
then be brought past the station. I would not extend the railway further than I have mentioned. I think 
we have sufficient room for a central railway station for many years to come. If it is absolutely necessary 
that the railway should he extended, there are only, to my mind, two schemes which can possibly be 
adopted. The first is the Hyde Park scheme, and the other is the St. James’ Eoad scheme. Some few 
years ago I was opposed to the utilisation of Hyde Park, hut of late I have given up my opposition to it, 
3923. I think that the objection has been to the resumption of a large area of the Park ? I understand 
that the Itailway Commissioners said that they would give the old burying-ground in exchange for a 
portion of the Park. Most people travelling by tram get out at King-street, and, as a rule, they do not 
go beyond George-street to their businesses. Yon must not lose sight of the fact that in a few years 
hence, we should have nothing but storage places all the way up Kent-strect to Bridge-street. That 
means that passengers will still go further west. Under what is known as No. 10 scheme, property is 
resumed which will make it very expensive to carry out. It seems to me that that scheme is suggested 
in order to save the Park.
392(5. Have you looked at Mr. Greenwood’s and Mr. Selfe’s schemes? Yes. 1 object to Mr. Selfo’s 
scheme because his object is to connect with North Shore, and I do not think it is worth doing. I saw 
the excavations for the Central Markets, and I do not think they would stand any railway there. They 
are only 22 feet deep. I object to tunnels. Engineers have told me that the people of England do not 
like the tunnels which have been made there.
3927. Mr. Levien.\ What is done with (he smoke in the London tunnel ? It is consumed. It seems to 
mo (hat the desire of the Government is that that the trains should fight against the trams, and I do not 
see why that should bo done.
3928. ’Mr. McFarlane.'] Do you think George-street will be sufficient to carry the trams Jwith the 
extended traffic w'hicli we expect in years to come ? No ; but I tbink the trams along George-street and 
Elizabeth-street will be sufficient,
3929. Do you think the travelling public would be sufficiently served by an extension of the railway 
station such as you suggest, and by the adoption of the system of electric trams which it is proposed to 
carry out ? Yes.
3930. It has been stated that the majority of Ihe railway passengers coming to Eedfern would travel to a 
central station at King-street rather than change at Bedicrn and take the trams ? It depends on where 
they are going. I do not think they would.
3931. If passengers wished to alight between Market-street and Liverpool-street, would they come to the 
King-street central station, or take a tram ? They would take a tram.
3932. 'Which class of passengers coming to the city would take advantage of the train ? Eirst-class. I 
believe passengers would rather get out at Eedfern station, and take a tram to Liverpool-street, than they 
would go by train to King-street, and come back again,
8933. Supposing people wanted to get out at Bathurst-street ? I think 23 per cent, of them would take 
the tram from the Eedfern station.
3934. Supposing people wished to go to George, Pitt, Clarence, or York streets? In my opinion-they 
would take the tram.
3935. What about the Circular Quay passengers ? They would take the trams. If I were going to the 
Quay, 1 would get out at Eedfern and take a tram.
893G. What part of the city do you come to now ? I get out at King-street. My office is in Stephen- 
court, .

J.P.
Josephson,
A.M.I.C.E.

4 April, 1900.

3937.
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J. P. .
Joscphaon,
A.M.I.C.E.

4 April, 1900.

3937. What is your experience in regard to the delay which is alleged to take place in changing at 
iiediern from the trains to the trams ? The delay takes place at the congested point opposite the Asylum, 
where all the trams haie to cross each other.
3938. Do you use the electric tram? Tes, in the afternoon,

®1DCe ^lc electric tram has been established, has there been much delay to passengers getting out 
at Redfern ? I think not, e e D
3940. Do you consider that the tram accommodation is sufficient to carry away the passengers as fast as
they arrive ? Yes, I have watched the trams. One will go away full another partly full, and another 
with very few in it. r> j > l j t
l re j la^ al)ou^ th® trams to the railway station iu the evening? They are full. I have allowed 
half-a-dozen trams to pass me in order to get room in one.
3942. Does not that show that there are certain hours of the day when there are not sufficient trams ?
Yes ; but many of the passengers are not railway passengers ; they get out at Park-street and 
Market-street. '
3943. Would it convenience the ordinary traffic if trams ran down some of the other streets ? Not at all.
3944. Would it be necessary for people going to streets west of George-street and Sussex-street to have 
trams to those streets ? I think not.
394j, .Assuming that George-street cannot carry the traffic, what then? Of course, most of the George- 
street people will take the electric trams in preference to the steam trams. They will come from 
Castlereagh-street and Elizabeth-street to it. The steam tram to the railway does not run regularly now. 
391G. You have suggested the removal of the produce sheds at Redfern ;—would you move them in view 
of carrying out alterations at the existing station ? I think it will not be long before we shall have to 
resume a little portion of Prince Alfred Park for the produce sheds.
3947. Would it not be difficult to get a more central position ? They might be removed a little to tho 
east of the Railway Institute. They might, hoivever, remain where they are at present for some years. 
394S. Mr. Wafso-n.] You have stated that you think the tramway system might be extended sufficiently 
to serve, with a railway station which took in a portion of the Benevolent Asylum ground, all require
ments ? Yes.
3949. Do you think it would be inconvenient to vehicular traffic to have a tramway the whole length of 
Pitt-street ? Yes.

's it not be advisable, with your station as suggested, to run a tram line for railway
traffic down Pitt-street, only reserving the George-street ti'am for the western suburbs traffic, and thus 
obviating the crossing which at present takes place ? Yes ; that could be done.
3951. Do you think that with that alteration the tramway service generally would be reasonably sufficient
for the traffic from the railway ? Yes. "
3952, Could you offer an opinion as to whether people west of George-street wishing to go to the railway 
would be likely to use the George-street line, or whether they would walk another block and take a tram 
along Pitt-street to the railway ? My opinion is that they would take the Pitt-street tram, because they 
would then be able to get right into the railway station.
3953.. With an alteration of that kind you think the terminus at or near Devonshire-street would be quite 
sufficient for railway travelling for some time to come? Yes, for some years.
3954. Dr. Garran.] You are the only suburban passenger who has come before us who has given evidence
that there is no need for an extension;—have you found amongst the suburban passengers any who 
agree with you ? Yes ; I told several that I was coming before you, and they said, “ We do not want an 
extension into the city.” ^ J
3955. Some have said that the extension is wanted because of loss of time in changing, and others because of 
the inconvenience of changing, which do you think is the most likely? People object to changing their 
seat; it ia a trouble to get out. ] have travelled for fifteen years and I have never found it inconvenient.
3956. If the people who ivant the luxury like to pay for it, it should not be a reason against making the 
extension ? No,
3957.. The original estimate of Mr. Eddy was that he could do the whole work for £550,000, and that an 
additional charge of Id. would be made on the first-class fares, and a proportional additional charge on 
the second-class faros, and so on Now we are told that the line will cost £50,000 more, because the 
price of material has risen ; Mr. Eddy was induced to offer £100,000 for the value of the Park land, but 
It appears from the valuers that the land is worth at least £200,000 do you think that if we took the 
land we ought to pay full value or one-half? 1 would point out that if the railway is carried to Hyde 
Park the property facing Elizabeth-street will deteriorate to third class property. "
3958. Mr. JPaison.] The railway might give it extra value for business purposes ? It might. Of course 
if it deteriorated, Hyde Park, would deteriorate, but nevertheless the full price should "be paid for the 
Park, by reason of the depreciation, through the agency of tho Hailwav.
3959. Mr.Xevieii.] Is there any particular advautage in being alongside a railway station ? Yes, for a
large hotel. '
3960. Dr. Garran.] Supposing the full price were paid, and the cost of the lino was £800,000, or 50 per 
cent, more than the original estimate, do yen think the passengers would pay 50 per cent, more on their 
fares, when they can come down for Id. by the tram ? Ho. 1 know of many passengers who walk rather 
than pay the penny.
3961. Some of the witnesses say they would be willing to pay the extra fare ? I do not think you will
find half of them will do it. '
3902. Do you mix a great deal with the passengers ? Yes. Some of them have said, “ We do not want 
to pay any more fare. AYe pay quite enough now,”
3963. Is not there an agitation for a decrease of fares? Yes. Only yesterday there was a deputation to
the Commissioners in regard to the Illawarra line. ^ "
3964. If the cost should be £800,090, vou do not think thero will be a revenue to pay a fair interest upon
it? NTn. i-l
3965. Still less would there be a revenue to pay interest on No. 10 scheme, which is to cost £1,500,000? 
That is so.
3966-7. The tramway in Elizabeth-street suits you where it is; but do you tbink it suits half the people 
who want to come into the city ? I believe that if the tramway in Elizabeth-street were an electric tram 
it would be as well taken advantage of as the George-street tram. 3968.
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3968. That implies that it would put people down where they want to go ? Tes. The steam trams from 
the railway station do not run regularly,
3969. The Elizabeth-street trams suit many professional people who have their offices in East Sydney ? 
Yes.
3970. Hoes it not suit the business people so much ? No, they go more to George-street. Many people 
having business in the neighbourhood of Elizabeth-street prefer the George-street tram on account of its 
cleanliness and quickness.
3971. Supposing your office were in Clarence or Sussex streets, would you walk across the George-street 
tram to King-street to take the train so as not to be disturbed when you arrived at Eedfern, or would 
you pick up the George-street tram ? 1 would take the communication to Eedfern direct.
3972. Do you think most men of business w'ould do that ? Yes.
3973. Many people say they would cross George-street and go to King-street for the sake of not being 
disturbed ? I do not think they would.
3974!. Do you think Hyde Park is equally as central position ? At present it is a central part of the city.
3975. Would not a railway station at King-street accommodate a great many people ? Of course it 
would. There is no doubt that if it were carried out it would be used as much as possible.
3976. Would a tram from the station to through West Sydney accommodate more people than one taken 
through East Sydney to Hyde Park ? 1 think the one tram would be used as mucH as the other.
3977. Then, on the whole, we had better make the cheaper one? I think so.
3978. The great objection to the western one has been that it will cost too much money ? Just so.
3979. The question has been asked whether, if we |)aid the full value of the land we look from Hyde 
Park and spent tho money in making reserves elsewhere, it would not he a fair exchange? I think it 
would. All our lungs are in one spot,—Hyde Park being the lung of the city.
3980. I judge from your evidence that if a suitable station were built on tho Benevolent Asylum site, 
and two or three electric trams were run into Sydney, the traffic would be practically coped with ? 1 
think it would for many years.
3981. That is not the evidence of most of the people who live between Sydney and Burwood? I have 
taken a radius of 34 miles.
3982. Do you think the long-distance passengers want to come nearer the city than Eedfern? T
think not. .
3983. What about the passengers from Penrith and Camphelltown ? They would use the extension at
times, but they are not calling out for it. "
3984. The cry comes from the suburban passengers ? Yes.
3985. And mainly from those on the western line ? Yes.
3986. Wo have evidence that there are 45,000 people who come and go from the western suburbs everv 
day; do you not think that most of them come on to Sydney ? A treat many of them do, especially on 
Wednesdays, when there are cheap fare’s from beyond Eichmond and Penrith.
3987. You think that (hosepeople would sooner get out at Eedfern,and be conveyed into Sydney by tram 
than go on to Sydney by rail ? Not if the railway is made; but they are not agitating for it.
3988. Would it not be n great convenience to them ? It would bo a convenience if they wanted to go to 
the Court-house, but it would not be convenient if they wanted to go to Hordern’s. ”
3989. Mr. Shepherd.'] You think there is no need for tho extension of a railway into tho city, and that 
the trams are capable of coping with the whole of the traffic ? Yes.
3990. By enlarging the station, greater facilities will be atforded to tho trams carrying the passenger 
traffic ? Certainly.
3991. About what area do you calculate a railway line to King-street would serve ? I think that people
who wanted to go to Bathurst-street would go by tram; they would not go to King-street by rail and 
then walk back. ‘
3992. What streets north, south, and west would bound the portion which would be conveniently served 
by the King-street train ? I do not think they would go further back than Bathurst-street.
3993. Do you think they would go that far ? It is questionable whether they would. ■
3994. On the west how far do you tbink people would go ? They might go to Pitt-street, but not further. 
If I wanted to go to Bridge-street, I would not take the Bridge-street train, I would take the tram. If 
the railway is carried to King-street, it certainly must not stop there. I do not think two-thirds of the 
people would ride to King-street.
3995. What proportion of the day traffic do you think the King-street station would servo ? Not more
than one-half. '

J. P.
1 Josephson, 
A.M.I.C.E,

4 April, 1900.

3996. Do you think it would serve one-fourth ? It is hard to say.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Frederic Harrison Quaife, M.D., sworn, and examined :—
3997. Chairman.] I understand that you have taken a groat interest in the city railway extension for F. H. Quaife, 
many years ? Yes. I attended tho first meeting which was ever held, presided over by the late Thomas
Walker, at the Exchange.
3998. Are you acquainted with what is known us the St. James’ Eoad scheme, recommended to Parlia- 3 April’ 1900, 
ment by a former Public Works Committee, and also by a Royal Commission in 1897 ? Yes

16—2 D 3999.
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F* H^Qnaife, 3993, Are you acquainted with what is now called the modified Hyde Park scheme, bringing the railway 
1 ‘ more to the west ? Yes.

5 April, 1900. In April, 1897, you were examined at length before a Royal Commission on the subject of the 
extension ot the city railway ;—you then submitted a scheme which you had thought out, and I believe 
you now come before the Committee to give your present views ? Yes. I had drawn out a plan similar 

' to that contained in the printed report of the Royal Commission in 1897, considerably before that time. 
I went before the Royal Commission which sat at the Town Hall, and presented almost the same plan. 
My idea was, there being a diihcully about taking the whole width of the park between Elizabeth-street 
and the central avenue, to see whether or not a modification might he made which would save as innch of 
the park as possible, and yet give equal convenic ice to that required by the Commissioners in their report 
on what was known as the Park-street plan—th.it is to say, taking the south-western portion of the park 
instead of the south-eastern portion. When it vv.-s objected that it would he inconvenient to stop at Park- 
street the Commission took the view that the Sc. James’ Road scheme would be tho best. I came to the 
conclusion that by taking in Elizabeth-street, and seeing that the Government had already got a large 
piece of ground between Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets, namely, the High School property and the 
property extending to Market-street, and by shunting the whole business across to the frontage of Castle- 
reagh-street, and taking in the dilapidated and obsolete Court-house buildings, there would be an equal 
area of land obtained'without very much resumption of property. Resumption there would have to he, 
and the resumption would embrace between Market-street and the Synagogue and the square block at 
'King-street, north of the High School. Before I drew out the scheme, 1 went, by leave, to the Railway 
Engineer, Mr, Deane, and he kindly supplied me with the levels of the different points about that neigh
bourhood, and also gave me a practicable curve. I think the curve he gave me was one of 10 or 12 chains 
radius, but my plan was drawn on a 12 chains radius. I notice, however, that Mr. Deane now allows in 
that plan a curve of 10 chains, and that would make it easier to carry out. It would enable you, for 
instance, to shunt over the railway towards Castlereagh-street with a shorter distance between the 
Synagogue and King-street. If you went back to King-street, as I think you ought to do, you would 
save approaching the Synagogue so nearly as you would under some of the other plans, and it would he 
a great advantage to the building and its occupants.
4001. Do yon understand No. 10 scheme ? Yes.
4002. You might explain the difference between your scheme and No. 10 scheme ? The distance between 
King-street and Park-street is 1,440 feet. The distance from King-street to the Synagogue is 1,150 or 
1,200 feet. My scheme begins at the east side of Castlereagh-street; 30 feet of the ground east of it is 
added to the street to make it 92 feet wide. The station, as in No. 10 scheme, crosses Elizabeth-street 
and closes it, and goes into the park a little further—in fact, takes 190 feet of the Elizabeth-street 
frontage. It goes into the western porch of St. James’ Church, and runs by a line practically parallel 
with Elizabeth-street to Park-street. A little more land is taken near Park-street for the purpose of 
carriage-docks, horse-docks, and so on. That is put in, because I find it in the plan of the Commis
sioners in connection with the Park-street scheme. The station would he practically level with Castle
reagh-street, and therefore would be considerably below the level at the eastern boundary. There would 
he a wall thero, and it would cut the park off from it. The western curve near Park-street would he 
practicable. The old Court-house would have to be taken down. I propose to widen King-street 
opposite the station about 10 feet, and then inside there would be width of 30 feet or thereabouts 
for carriage entrance to the front of the station. Most of the main traffic away from the 
station would run along Castlereagh-street. The platforms, as in tho Commissioners’ schemes are 
700 feet long. My proposed approach through Hyde Park would be more easterly than the No. 10 
scheme; it would come half way to Lovers’ Walk. The south-west part of the Park contains certain 
avenues, and the trees there arc very fine. It has always been a question with me whether we could get 
through the Park at the proper level and save them. On each side of the avenues there are open spaces 
which are not planted, and I found on getting tho levels that you could get under the trees very fairly 
almost without damaging one of them. The trees would grow over the tunnel. As to the rest of the 
Park, I take the view that, if we have two or three open spaces in the Park with a railway running 
through, there can be no objection whatever. Tho city of Edinburgh has a railway which runs through 
Prince's Gardens, between the Castle and Prince’s-street. My reason for going east is because the land 
rises from Elizabeth-street to the central avenue of the Park more than it does in the northern section, 
and the more east you go the more head you get over the tuunel. The land taken up lengthwise is not 
so long in the St. James’ Road plan as in my plan. I go to King-street and the other plan does not. 
That being so it would he necessary to have the whole of this length with the lines jammed up against 
the Synagogue. In my plan I escape the Synagogue. If the line should go to King-street, it follows 
that it will be set back near King-street, and you will he able to get a much wider road near the Synagogue.
4003. You only take about 5 acres of the Park ? About 51 acres, but I take down St. James’ Church, 
and I add the land where the church stood, and the eastern half of St. James’ Road to the Park.
If I take away three-quarters of an aero in one block I give it hack in another place.
4004. Do you intend to preserve Elizabeth-street? No, I shut it up. I may mention that the trams 
would como along Elizabeth-street, turn off at Park-street, and go over the trains, coming out at a spot 
where the church now is, go along Phillip-street, and thus avoid the curve at Hunter and Elizabeth-strcets. 
There would he a bridge at Park-street, and there the tram would become an elevated tramway.
4005. Mr. Watson.] It has been suggested by the Railway Commissioners that they will bring the eastern 
trams through Park-street, and on to Castlereagh-street, and thence to the Quay, instead of through the 
Park, and along Elizabeth-street. Of course, that will he another way out of the difficulty, and it would be 
very suitable as regards bringing people from the Quay direct to the railway. 1 was not aware until lately 
that it was possible to take the tram-lines along Castlereagh-street. I thought there were difficulties in 
the way in the shape of crooked streets, such as O’Conncll-street and Bligh-street. That, however, is a 
very small matter. One advantage of my plan is that, instead of tho railway traffic having to cross the tram
line, the tram-line would be out of the way. The main traffic coming from the east would have to cross it.
4006. Chairman.] Apparently your proposed line is similar in construction to that of the Department;— 
I suppose you estimate the cost of constructing your line at about the same—£550,000 ? Yes,

• - 4007. I see in a former statement you put down tho probable land resumption at £362,000, so that the
total cost of your scheme would be about £912,000, Irrespective of any value for the 5f acres ‘luL u from 
Hyde Park? Exactly. 4008.
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4008. You do not put anything down for that? No, except that I provide that if any portion of Hyde
Park is taken, an equivalent will be given somewhere else. _ _
4009. Dr. Garran.] Where is the money for the equivalent to come from ? We have tho equivalent in 
the shape of the cemetery. Thero might bo some expense caused in dealing with the owners of graves, 
but that would be a small matter.
4010. Ofiairmm.] Do you still adhere to the scheme contained in the evidence given by you before the 
Royal Commission in April, 1897 ? Yes,
4011. Do you wish it to be embodied in your present evidence P Yes, as follows:—
A modification of the 1800 Hyde Park scheme proposed hy the Commissioners, saving a considerable area of the Park, 
and giving mi area for the terminus equal to that stated to be required. _

Jjevcls of the important points are official, kindly supplied hy Mr. Deane, who also supplied a practical curve 
(railway).

My remarks refer to tho area for the station and yard at Park-street, and some important ones to the levels and 
conditions of the southern quarter of the Park.

Plan is drawn on a copy of the large city official map—sections 33 and 34—on a scale of 40 feet to the inch,

JioundaritD of (he land.

Castlereagh-street, north-west comer, to a point 60 feet along King-street East, beyond the Supreme Court about 
400 feet; from that point to Park-street, parallel or nearly so with Castlereagh-street, about 1,440 feet; from Park-street 
point 145 feet to within 15 feet of south-east post of entrance to Park ; thence curved line of 12-chain radius to a point 
about 30 feet from corner north-cast of Synagogue; thence a line proceeding to that corner and along the northern 
boundary of the building to Castlereagh-street; thence back to starting point at King-street, about 1,205 feet, along east 
alignment of Castlereagh-street.

It might lie necessary to take about 45 feet more at Park-street oast of above, and thence to join the second line 
through the Park to a point about 580 feet from Park-street: and, also, a strip along Park-street east of that, sufficient for 
a roadway. The area of this land is nearly 13 acres, and includes all that is wanted for tho station buildings, platforms, 
lines, and approaches.

To this should bo added the rest of the site of St. James’ Church, and that part of St, James’ Road east of the line 
from King-street to Park-street, on the eastern boundary of the station ground. Of the above addition there are almost 
two-thirds of an acre, and it is meant to be added to the Park in lien of some taken away. It is hounded east by a curved 
line from the church to the entrance of the avenue. It is shown by red and black lines in the plan.

Contents of principal area.

1. Tower and about one-fourth of tho church.
2. Supreme Court and Land Titles Office.
H. Western half of St. James’ Road.
4. Part of the Park—190 feet wide in the ruignc, and essening at each end.
5. Elizabeth-street from King-street to the Synagogue.
6. Market-street, east of Castlereagh-street.
7. All the property from the Synagogue north boundary to King-street.

jdppurlejtances.
Area taken from Park is 5 acres, and 7$ acres to avenue are left, including two-thirds of an acre more, added as 

described above.
Of this area the State already owns a large portion, viz. :—1. The Supreme Court and Registrar-General’s Office.

2. Tho land on which the High School stands and on to Market-street.
The square block at King-street, between Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets, and also all south of Market-street to 

Synagogue would have to be resumed. This should be now much lower in value than formerly. There is not much good 
property on it. The old Court-house would have to be replaced probably where the Mint is, and that could be moved out 
to spare ground in the Barrack area. Such an institution should not occupy so magnificent a site as it docs. A good part 
of the ground in Castlereagh-street has only rookeries and hoardings on it. Of course the church would have to he paid 
for, and it is unfortunate that a fine new building should have been erected for an additional Court-honse close to it; but 
that is, after all, a small matter if the great public convenience of a railway terminus is considered.

Four hundred feet are taken because I understand that Mr. Eddy considers it necessary, or less of the Park might be 
interfered with.

The expensive and fine Synagogue is to be carefully preserved, and this limits our facilities of approach, as we must 
enter the ground from the south to the eastward of the central line of the station. The gentle curve necessary on tho 
western side conveniently causes the widening of Castlereagh-street hy about 30 feet, making it about 92 feet wide, which 
would give fine room for the great vehicular traffic which would be concentrated there. Wo still then getabout 370 feet of 
width for the station.

1 have followed as closely as possible the published plan for the Park-street station, and hove provided room for 
similar platforms and lines ; also an interior cab-road to go iu at Castlereagh-street and rise over two or the westernmost 
lines to a road out at the Synagogue, on a grade of about 1 in 13 for 170 feet, then a level or slight rise over the bridge. 
Beside the Synagogue, a road nearly 30 feet leads out to Castlereagh-street, and has a gateway to Elizabeth-street; also a 
5-foot footpatii along the Synagogue wall. There, also, on the Castlereagh-street front, is provided a large luggage office, 
100 x 85 feet, with a second front to a road-space opposite the Synagogue, but separated by a wall from the roadway 
mentioned above. Such an office is provided in the Park-street plan, and is to be on the surface of the ground, and haven lift 
from the long western platform to its floor. This may bo done here, but I would have underneath ibis building a basement 
which might he used for eloetrie power plant for the lighting of the station, and also for part of the power necessary for 
working the tramways proposed to be converted from steam ones into electric ones. It would he found probably more 
economical to run the current from this central point that from the Rushcutter’s Bay station as proposed, and, if necessary, 
the room could be extended nearly up to the Synagogue, giving a very large space indeed.

Room in the yard is provided for seven distinct platforms from 20 to 27 feet vide, with the necessary room for the 
lines between, as proposed by the Commissioners’ plan. The bridge at Park-street is also made wide enough for all the 
lines required, with two supporting piers, each 3 feet 9 inches thick, with room for three lines between the piers and abut
ments mid four linos between the piers.

The levels shown are official, and give plenty of headway by raising Park-street from 1 to 2 feet over the bridge, and 
an easy grade on each side to Elizabeth-street and towards College-street. I tbink a fall of about 1 foot in tho 589 from 
the ends of the platforms will require a 2-foot rise at Park-street; more full would of course require less. According to 
Mr. Deane, a rise of 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet at Eark-streeb would take them out level.

The level for the rails at the platforms is 64 feet, being 3 feet as required below the level of Castlereagh-street at 
Market-street, or 67 feet. The other levels at various points are shown ou tho map. The land rises on each side in Castlc- 
reagli-street. At King-street it is 74 feet, at Elizabeth-street 85, and near Phillip-street 95. At Park-street, near eastern 
boundary of the station land, the level is 82 feet; and hence there would have to be a deep cutting with rctaining-wall from 
Park-street to King-street. Hence there would be required the excavation of the whole land from Castlereagh-street to 
the eastern wall, and this would he advantageous, as tunnels to the Quay and the eastern suburbs could run out from the 
Inst pairs of rails under Phillip-street and so on into Macquarie-streot with plenty of head over them—20 feet being 
required for a double tunnel, but 15 feet or upwards for a bridge (10 or 11 feet over the tunnel). A tunnel can run along 
Macquario-street to the Quay without any compensation payment by keeping it on the eastern side of the street. The 
level of the station would provide for all sanitary arrangements. Tho platforms are all of the same length ns in the proposed 
plan, and the carriage road is 30 feet wide.

At King-street there is a widening of 10 feet for the extra trafiie, and a roadway for cabs to tho front of the station 
at the least part 35 feet wide, and as these cabs would be all taking people to the trains they would merely sot down and

drive

F. H. Quaife) 
M.D.

5 April, 1900.
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^ llr‘7e away-. o^-staiid v.-ould be in Castleroagh-street. I do not presume to go into station arrangements, except in
M.ii. so far as to indicate what seems practicable. The general level is so near that of the land at Castlereagh-street aide that 

there would be everywhere very small descents to the platforms by either steps or inclined planes.
5 April, 1900. j The traffic across the Park at Market-street would he provided for hy either an over-head bridge or sub-way, from 

■ which, if necessary, communication with the platforms can be made, and ticket offices provided for requirements.
The trams along Klixabcth-street would be diverted across the Park-street bridge, and would curve round to tho 

east side of the railway ground, and be carried on an elevated railway to King-street, where, by a reverse, they would pass 
across tho cable tram, as at present, and pass into Phillip-street, joining the present lines at the north side of Hunter-street, 
and the awkward and very expensive curve from that street to Elizabeth-street would be abolished. The viaduct would he 
as light as possible, and its eastern edge would rest on the railway boundary wall, the other on the ground and eastern 
platform on iron posts ; it would have to he about 22 feet or 24 feet wide. The curve at Park-street could he made much 
easier than the present one at Hunter-street, and there would be a gentle rise from Park-street to King-street. Here note 
that as the trams are probably to be converted into electric, the works would be much lighter than necessary to carry the 
present steam trams.

As the great mass of traffic would pass to an fro west of the station, it would be a great advantage to remove the 
trams as proposed, as the traffic would no longer have to pass over the tram lines, and the entire tram traffic would bo 
virtually only the length of the Supremo Court further away. I consider this point of special value.

In advocating this plan i t ia well to point out that there has been a great increase in important offices and buildings 
within an easy radius of the site. Castlereagh-street, Klizaheth-street beyond King-street, and Phillip-street arc becoming 
more used, and as the area required becomes greater, Woolloomooloo, near the water, will be taken up more and more ; 
also the eastern part of the city, Davlinghurst, ic., should Ire considered. 

t If H'6 station is west of George-street, the eastern part of the city and the eastern suburbs will be left out in the cold,
as the people will have to cross the main business parts of the city to got to it, while a railway to tho east will he rendered 
almost impossible by the tremendous cost of ground and destruction of important buildings.

The main features of advantage in this plan are :—
1. Its central position for a station, taking generally the city and suburbs, and the easy distance from it to the most

important centres.
2. The ease with which lines can he taken to the east and the Quay, when required,
3. The comparatively small amount of valuable property to be resumed.
4. Half of the property required is already in the hands of the State.
5. About 7 acres of the Park are saved, and possibly more may bo on revision by the experts.
C. The removal of the old Court-house and St. James’ Church will be no loss, but rather a boon, to the architecture of 

the city.
7. The station is close to the general traffic, especially since the cable tram has been introduced.
8. The cost of construction of tho proposed electric tram in Park-street would he saved—some £12,000 or £15,000. I

^should think this may be put against the removal of the new Court premises built next the church.
9. The proximity of the station to the great hotels and hoarding-houses, clubs, public offices, the Library, Domain,

Potanic Gardens, Hospital, &e.
10. The widening of Castlereagh-street 1000101 be a great advantage, and would probably quite make up for the closing 

of Elizabeth-street at the part required,
11. The great advantage of ending at King-street, so much nearer the centres than Park-street.
12. The southern part of the Park, where the new station is proposed, is much tho better planted and grown than

the northern part. Along the middle of it ia a high ridge, from Ilathurst-street to the avenue, and on this are 
the finest trees ; and there is such a height here that hy curving the line cast from the Unitarian Church a, good 
head could he got over tho line, and tunimllmg might get under those very fine trees without injuring their roots. 
North and south of them the ground might be opened, cut down, and. as much as possible, re-covered in. Near 
Park-street there is no valuable timber, as an inspection will show. The trees in the northern section are mostly 
old. Numbers have lately been lopped to make them grow better. If the lake in the southern part is injured, a 
new one might be constructed somewhere else in the Park to make up for it. The drainage will probably rather 
improve matters than otherwise in such a shaley soil. How little the presence of a high cutting injures trees may 
he seen near the Cleveland-street bridge, where there are some very fine and old trees in the grounds of St. Pant’s 
Church, Redfern, which abut upon the railway yards. ' ■

The objections no doubt are :—
1. Mechanical. This the railway engineer alone can settle ; hut I have, so far as I know, avoided any.
2. Tho closure of streets. The gift of a fine railway terminus will quite make up for this.
3. The compensation. On any other route, the Park excepted, this will be simply enormous. It should be taken ou

the land-tax returns sent in hy the proprietors, and with the usual additions for compulsory resumption and for 
buildings.

. I'l’6 block next King-street is no doubt the most valuable. The High School might be removed to the vacant semi-
cirle at the Colonial Architect’s office—a much more suitable and quieter place ; and, ns I said before, the Law Courts to 
the present site of the Mint.

It would be fully worth the money to bring tho station to King-street, and the additional distance would be only so 
much nearer the Quay for any extension.

. I do not see why so much provision for horses and carriages should he made as proposed ; there are about 540 feet 
of line frontage in the Park-street plan. All the racing stables, I think, arc out itandwick and Waterloo way, and room 
for horse-box trains could be most conveniently got at Redfern or on the Benevolent Asylum site; hut a little room for 
casual purposes may be easily supplied, and in my plan-would require a little extension of the width of tho Park-street end 
of tho enclosure. This is shown on the plan.

Values.
Taking Mr. S. Perdriau’s values, as published, tho area nf the land from the Synagogue to Market-street is about 

£260,000 ; the King-street block, £102,000 ; making £362,000. I would remove the Mint to Green’s Road at the Barracks; 
remodel the whole site on which it stands, adding the space out to Albert-street from the Domain to Macquarie-streot. 
Ou this are there should be room for fine Law Courts of all kinds, a new High School in a much quieter and equally 
convenient position, and a new St. James’ Church, equally convenient with the 'present. Tire whole might ho named 
Victoria Crescent, to commemorate the glorious reign soon to Ire celebrated.
4012. Have you studied the question as to whether tho proposed line is loo much up lull to the cast? If 
we put the railway west of George-slreet we shall treat tho eastern part of the city and the eastern 
suburbs very unfairly, because the cost of connecting with the railway under those circumstances will bo 
so immense that we shall practically defeat the scheme until the present generation is dead and gone. I 
desire to read a statement I have prepared on the general question, as follows:—

City Railway. —Poml.s (o be emphasised.

1, Incidence of traffic inward and outward between Market and Hunter Rtreets—Main by King-street.—Business 
centre lies near here (geographical centre at Parle and Elizabeth streets), especially since the North Shore suburbs have 
developed so much. The shipping interests also tend to keep business at this end of city. Woolloomooloo wharfage 
improvements accentuate this, and will bring more people to this neighbourhood. Easy extensions to North Shore and 
eastern suburbs are provided for in the plan. Tunnelling now much less difficult and much more used, vide the Thames, 
Mersey, &c., electric traction in tunnels does away with nearly all the objections to railway tunnels. Central station at 
Kiug-strcct much fairer to eastern half of city and eastern suburbs, as otherwise it is quite out of any advantage from the 
extension.

Evcleigh.—A large population round the station, to whom it is of little use, except towards the suburbs, as it is 
only a short distance from Redfern, and then a change into tho tram or other vehicle must be made. Any extension as 
far as King-street, or further, at once makes Evcleigh a very useful and paying station. It would probably be used ten or 
twentyfold over what it is now'. q^o
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The above is from my own observations during many years ; but it is backed up by expert evidence, notably that of F. H. Quaife, 
the laic Mr. Eddy (Eoynl Commission, 1897). M.D.

2. The main extent of the passenger station required for the suburban traffic, not the long distance. The present A — t 
time-table shows 273 suburban trains against 46 country inward and outward on an ordinary day. On Saturdays and 5 April, 1000. 
holidays, proportions stilt more telling. Hence the large stations should be built near the travelling centres. All 
authorities agreed that it is bad policy to separate them. It is also cheaper to work a combined station than two separate
ones. The long-distance trains could still set down at Redfern for the southern end of the city.

3. King-street within easy distance of all lines of communication throughout city. The traffic is getting beyond all 
the powers of the trams to deal witli it. Changing cars is a loss of time, and a nuisance. Imagine the eastern people 
obliged to change at IJarlinghurst to get into city trams, what indignation there would be, and yet the railway travellers 
have stood this ever since the line was first opened.

Saving of time would be from eight to ten minutes on every journey (say, to or from the Post Office). Trams 
running every minute cannot travel very fast. Through trams cannot ho run. Hence the complaints already made about 
the slowness of the electric line m George-street.

4. Axiom of all railway experts. Terminal traffic of passengers must be kept entirely separate from that of
goods.

5. Equal or greater area to be given at south end of city for a park if any of Hyde Park is takeu. Serving 31,000 
people instead of 16,000. Either lump sum of £100,000, or £1,000 a year from railway funds. Old cemeteries to be so 
dedicated. Been done elsewhere.

No more of Hyde Park would be needed in the future, as conditions would be altered.
The people who are so anxious to preserve Hyde Park are quite willing to give up Wynyard-square (one of the few 

small western reserves),
It has been stated that if the Railway Commissioners took a portion of Hyde Park it would not be long 
before they took the whole of it. That is nonsense, Mr. Eddy himself stated that no more of Hyde 
Park would he needed in future, as the conditions would be entirely changed. People seem to be perfectly 
willing to give up poor little "Wynyard-square, but they will not give up a foot of Hyde Park. I may 
mention that, in connection with the Town Hall commission, Mr. Foxley, the then railway engineer, gave 
important evidence on the question of the difficulty of getting under the western streets without heavy 
damage being done to buildings, and heavy compensation being paid. X hope that you will endeavour to 
obtain some practical central scheme, and not build a big station at Devonshire-street.
4013. By that do you mean that an enlargement of the premises at Redfern and the stopping of the 
trains there will not suit present requirements ? I think it will ho a great blunder. To say that Devon- 
shirc-street should be our city terminus is absolute folly.
4014. Under your scheme 5 acres of the Park will ho taken independent of the running line at the 
southern end ;—a3 a medical man, do you think it will be a serious thing to deprive the city of that lung ?
] do not think it is worth talking about. If you adopt my scheme you will take away tho only dwellings 
of any consequence near the railway by destroying the frontage of Elizabeth-street, and the buildings on 
the other side are only shops. Therefore, I do not think you would do as much harm to the city as you 
would hy putting the railway station at Wynyajrd-square. Excepting for the smoke, I do not see that a 
railway station is an injury ito a city. I do not think the matter is worth talking about, seeing that 
within a stone’s-throw you have the Domain and the Gardens, as well as 38 acres of Hyde Park, which 
will he untouched. The portion proposed to he taken is exposed to a western sun. 'There are a few good 
trees there, but the majority of the Moreton Bay fig trees there have to be lopped in order to keep them 
alive. Some day we shall have a change in traction, and all the city trains will be drawn by electricity.
It seems to me to be proved by expert evidence that if we go west we shall have to spend a large amount 
in compensation. "Why not spend that money on tho eastern scheme. After the Illawarra railway was 
opened the Ministry of Sir Henry Parkes presented a Bill to Parliament for £600,000 compensation which 
had never been thought of, and the Government had to pay it. I hope that no such mistake will be made 
this time. It is necessary that we should carry the traffic of the great metropolis, and what does it matter 
whether we spend a few hundred thousand pounds or not P It will give us the most magnificent improve
ment, next to sanitary improvements, that 1 can think of, and one for which there has been a general 
request for over thirty years.
4015. Dr. Qarran^\ You take as much private land between Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets as do the 
Commissioners ? Yes.
4016. And you even go to a little more expense by partly dealing with the church? Tes.
4017. The total cost, according to your estimate, is a little over £000,000? You might say £1,000,000, 
as I did not estimate in regard to St, lames' Church.
4018. But substantially the same work, estimated by the Government, is to cost £1,500,000;—how can
you carry it out so much cheaper than the Government?" 1 am not aware that is the case. Those were 
not the estimates put forward by the Government when I made my plan. t
4010.. They arc the estimates put before ns for Ho, 10 scheme, which is almost identical with yours?
Before I could answer the question I should like to know where the incidence fall.
4020. Yon have not dealt with the Commissioners’ more recent estimates ? Ho.
4021. Either your scheme or Ho. 10 scheme will cost more than the original St. James' Road scheme, 
which the Commissioners put forward ? Certainly; because of the resumption on the Castlereagh and 
Elizabeth streets properties.
4022. They originally estimated the cost of tho work and land under that scheme at £550,000? £550,000 
for tho works, and £100,000 for the land.
4023. Then they estimated that Id. extra on the fares would pay a fair interest on that expenditure ;—do 
you think that the first-class season ticket-holders would agree to pay the extra penny fare? I think 
they would he only too glad to do so.
4024. Do you think the second-class passengers would agree to pay an increased proportion ? I think so.
4025. Do you think tho holders of workmen’s tickets would pay extra? My belief is that before long 
you will find the Commissioners reducing the fares, because there would be so much traffic.
4026. Is not there a disposition on the part of the suburban passengers to ask for a reduction of fares?
Ho doubt we all like to travel cheaply, and I think the traffic would so increase that the Commissioners 
would ho able to grant a reduction.
4027. Is there not a feeling on the part of suburban passengers that the railway authorities are making a 
large profit out of that part of the line which they utilise, in order to pay which goes to pay the loss on 
country lines ? That used to bo an established fact. I remember well when it was said that the line from 
Redfern to Homebush really paid the interest on couni ry lines.
4028. Does that feeling exist still ? I do not know. 1 do not see that it matters. It is all one concern.
4029. It matters in this way : If the Government borrow £700,000 or £800,000 to make the line, and

immediately
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X^iaife, immediately it is opened there is a clamour for reduction of fares, what becomes of the profits ? They 
^ ' would not get a reduction immediately; they would have io wait. They might clamour, but it would not 

S AnriJidoO grant a reduction at once.
1 '4030. If it is granted prior to the line paying the interest on the debt, the country will lose money by

the extension ? The people will have to pay the extra fare now, either by tramway or ’bus.
4031. The tramway is paying its way—the question for us to consider is whether the railway will also
pay its way? If people pay the extra fare on the extended railway they will not have to pay it on the 
tramway. *
4032. Would they desert the railway? Why should they do so? Why should they get out of a 
comfortable carriage into an uncomfortable one, and lose seven or nine minutes on the journey ? It is 
not likely that the people will get out at Eedfern and go in an electric tram which stops at every corner.
4033. You consider that the people will not ask for such a reduction of fares as will make tho proposed 
extension an unprofitable one? I do not think so.
4034. 'There are people who think otherwise ? Well, if I were a Eailway Commissioner, and they asked 
for it, they would not get it.
4035. Do you think, looking at the great difference in cost for tho St. James’ Eoad scheme and the 
present scheme, it is worth while, for the sake of saving a mere slice of the Park, to go to such an 
enormous extra expense ? I consider that the 5 acres will he well used, and that what is preserved will 
be well preserved.

M. McRae.
Myles McKao, provision merchant, sworn, and examined:—

4036, Ohairman,-\ I believe you are an old resident of Sydney, and a former Member of the Legislature ? 
Yes. ‘
4537. You were examined before the Eoyal Commission which sat in 1897 on the question of railway 
extension, and you then made a statement;—do you wish to emphasise that statement ? Yes, and I 
wish to add one or two other features to it. I consider It an honor to advocate the late Mr. Eddy’s 
scheme. It has been approved of by the ablest engineers in Australia,—tbo greatest of experts on 
railway transit and administration, Public Works Committees, and Eoyal Commissions, and finally by the 
Legislature itself. The last-named body indirectly approved of Mr. Eddy’s scheme, because they 
referred the extension of the railway into the city to the Public Works Committee, who were sitting as 
a Royal Commission, and that Royal Commission recommended (.he late Mr. Eddy’s scheme. The Public 
Works Act provided that the recommendation would have to come from the Public Works Committee 
sitting as a Committee, and tho majority of tho Members of the Legislative Assembly knowing the 
decision of the Eoyal Commission, remitted the question to the Public Works Committee, sitting as a 
Public Works Committee. I would like the Committee to consider thoroughly Mr. Eddy’s scheme, and 
to realise the congestion that exists in the city at the present time, without going into the future 
consequent upon our narrow streets and the abrupt termination of those streets. Thoroughly realising 
the congestion that already exists in the city, let any disinterested citizen stand on the platform at 
Eedfern and take a bird’s-eye view of Mr. Eddy’s scheme,—its directness into the city, passing through 
Devonshire-street Cemetery, Belmore Park by viaduct, and an open cutting through Hyde Park, 
terminating at St. James’ Eoad, and making provision for a grand modern railway station ou 
that elevated portion of the Park which will certainly add to tho improvement and appearance 
of the city. It is a piece of good fortune that tho coast is clear, there being no buildings in 
the way. Mr, Eddy’s scheme relieves tho congestion which exists in the city at the present 
day, and it does not close a single street. I want the Committee to realise this fact in connection 
with all other schemes. Mr. Eddy, in his great anxiety to preserve the lives of tho travelling public who 
patronise the railways, knowing that a number of persons would object to touching Hyde Park, provides 
tor the dedication of the Devonshire-street Cemetery (consisting of double the area of that portion of 
Hyde Park which is required in the public interest), which he proposed to convert into recreation grounds 
by expending £100,009, and making provision for £1,000 or £2,000 a year to beautify it. He went into 
figures, and he discovered that thero were no less than 32,000 souls living within a radius of half a milo 
of the Devonshire-street Cemetery, as against 14.000 living within a radius of half a mile of Hyde Park. 
There is no doubt that the Devonshire-street Cemetery is a menace to public health. Had Mr. Eddy 
propounded a route which would have pulled down half tho city, regardless of expenditure, no Govern
ment would have been able to withstand the pressure which interested persons would have brought to 
bear upon it. If Sydney were laid out similar to Melbourne there might be more to he said in favour of 
other schemes. People have been allowed to subdivide blocks of land in all sorts of shapes, and we are 
suffering from congested traffic as the result. I do not see that any other scheme can be placed ou tho 
same footing as that of the late Mr. Eddy. That scheme provides, when the traffic becomes congested at 
St. James’ Road, for a circular railway touching Circular Quay, going round between George-street and 
Darling Harbour, and thence to Redfern by viaduct. He also provides for an extension to Horth Shore 
by bridge or tunnel, and an extension to the eastern suburbs. There is no doubt that the eastern suburbs 
cannot get a starting point until the railway is brought into the city. There is a good deal to be said in 
reference to Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme, but that portion of the travelling public who are on either side 
of George-street are already accommodated by a light railway in the shape of tho electric tram, and to 
have a heavier railway alongside would be ridiculous.
4038. Mr. Watson.] "Would not that apply to the eastern side in the same manner ? Mr. Norman Selfe 
proposes to have a station in the Queen Victoria Markets
4039. "Would not your objection as to its being ridiculous to have a heavy railway alongside a light one 
apply equally to the eastern and the western side? There is this difference. At present the traffic at the 
Queen Victoria Markets is congested, and with a railway station thero we should have no ingress or 
egress. Not so with Mr. Eddy's scheme. The coast is clear under his scheme. Mr. Norman Selfe pro
poses to resume the "Wynyard-square Park which is fulfilling its purposes from a recreation point of view, 
and which is surrounded by a dense population, whereas the portion of Hyde Park which Mr, Eddy pro
posed to utilise is commanded by day-sleepers and night-prowlers in search of prey. No respectable 
person is ever seen on that portion of the Park. It has failed to fulfil the purposes for which it was 
intended; in fact, it is dangerous for any person to go through there after sunset.

4040.
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4010. Mr. Shepherd.'] Tou say that tho George-street traffic is already congested, and that it would be M. McKae. 
absurd to run a railway parallel with the electric trams ? I think so. _ r'A^i'^oof)
4041. Do you not think that that is the very argument why a railway should be placed there—to relieve tho 6 P1,1 > • •
congested state of the street P But it would increase it. There is no space there. Where could the 
passengers get in and out. Even now you are in danger of being run over there by vehicles or tram cars.
4012. If you object to two lines runniug parallel, would not your objection, hold just as strongly to the 
King-street route as to the other? Ko ; because there is ample room going to King-street. There would 
be space for platforms, and also space for carriage drives, Ihe public would not lose that portion of the 
Park from a “ lung” point of view. In the open cuttings wo could have flower-pots, and so ou. It is not 
proposed to build shops and houses there, as it is on the opposite side. _ _
4043. Do you not think that the great object of an extension to the city is to go to a point which will 
serve the largest number of the day populations ? I made a computation some years ago. I took the 
eastern suburbs into consideration, and the conclusion I came to was that seven-tenths of the passengers
w’ho patronised the tramways got in and out at the corner of King and Elizabeth streets. ■ '
4044. That was before the George-street tram was established ? Tes. .'
4045. Of course people would come from George-street and even west of George-street at that time to ’■ ,
that point, whereas now they travel hy the George-street tram ? They are amply provided for, and do ''
not want a second railway.
4046. But you calculate that because seven-tenths of the passengers got out at the corner of King and 
Elizabeth streets, they would do so, if the railway were extended to King-street ? Personally, I always 
got out there, but now I get out at the Queeu Victoria Markets, because it is more convenient.
4047. "What area do you suppose the King-street scheme would conveniently accommodate ? It would 
accommodate the eastern suburbs far better than Xortnan Selfe’s scheme, and it would accommodate 
those who constitute the greatest portion of the traffic of our railway system. It is ridiculous to land 
them outside the city. In Melbourne, 100,000 people daily travel by train on account of the railway 
stations being in the heart of the city. Here not more than 40,000 travel by train, and tho population 
of Sydney exceeds the population of Melbourne. I am satisfied that 10,000 people go home to lunch 
every day in Melbourne. They have only to cross the street to get into the Elinders-street or Princes’
Bridge station. In West Melbourne there is the Speucer-street station; on the eastern sido there is the 
Eichmond station, about the same distance as Eedfern is from where we are now. Then on the northern 
side there is the North Melbourne station. All these stations are as near to Melbourne proper as Eedfern
is to Sydney, and yet Melbourne has three stations in tho city in addition. That is the reason why ' 
100,000peoplo travel by train per day in Melbourne, whereas only 40,000 people travel by train per day here.
It is only a favoured few who can live in the suburbs in Sydney. A workingman cannot do it. With regard 
to workmen’s tickets ; until recently workmen were, fined to the extent of 900 per cent, by tho steam 
tramways. Tou go to Auburn or Oatley, 9 or 10 miles out of the city, for 2s. lOd. per week, and until 
we got the electric tram here it cost Is. 6d. a week extra by tbe tram. Nowit costs Is.per week from 
Eedfern into tho city, au extra charge of 40 per cent., taking mileage into consideration. People lose a 
lot of time getting out of the train into the tram. Many workmen have to be at their warehouses at 5 
and G o’clock in the morning, and if they could travel right into tho city by train, they and their families 
could live in the suburbs instead of in the slums, lanes, and alleys of the city.
4048. Do you not think that Eedfern station is nearer to the centre of Sydney than is the Melbourne 
station to the centre of Melbourne ? Certainly not. There arc three stations in .the heart of the city of 
Melbourne, independent of tho Eichmond and North Melbourne railway stations, either of the latter 
stations is as near Melbourne proper as Eedfern is to Sydney proper.
4049. Is not Spencer-strect station on the outer outside of Melbourne P No; it abuts on Bourke 
and Collins Streets, the two principal streets in Melbourne on the west. The Princes’ Bridge and Elinders- 
street stations front Elinders-street, another important street on the south, and all the other principal streets 
of Melbourne running at right angles terminate at Elinders-street, and almost opposite the two central 
stations referred to. The very fact that 10,000 people go home to lunch every day in Melbourne, whilst 
nobody goes home here, is a proof that they are head and shoulders above us in railway transit. I was 
over there some time ago, and being interested in the extension of the railway into the city, I took notes, 
and I saw at once why our people do not live in the suburbs. -
4050. Do you say that the working people do not live in the suburbs of Sydney ? Very few in the railway 
suburbs on account of the loss of time in waiting for trams and ’buses in the city, and transhipment at 
Eedfern. The charges of the Eailway Commissioners in Melbourne for season tickets being about 23 per 
cent, less than the charges here—now about 20 per cent., since the recent reductions. The increased 
volume of traffic there enabling them to make the reduction. Only the other day our Commissioners 
were 100 per cent, out of their calculations as to the returns from the electric trams. A reduction of 
fares increases the volume of traffic. That has been the experience of Melbourne. Tbe suburban 
passengers, wbo contribute largely to the revenue of the railway system of the colony, have a long 
standing grievance in not being carried right into the city, as the congestion at Eedfern is dangerous to 
life and limb.
4051. Do you think if the station were enlarged, it would prevent the existing danger? No; even if 
the tunnel at Eedfern were widened at a cost almost equal to an extension into the city, it would only he 
a temporary expedient; the railway would have to be extended afterwards.
4052. Do you think that au extension of the electric tram system would cope with the passenger traffic 
in Sydney7 ? The electric tram system will have more than enough to cope with in conveying the suburban 
passengers on account of our narrow streets, without meddling with the railway traffic, and it is ante
diluvian to ask them to leave comfortable carriages at Eedfern, waste time there, and afterwards rush ' 
into a tram. Thousands now have to stand on the footboards, crushed beyond endurance.
4053. it is proposed to have no intermediate station between Eedfern and King-street;—do you think 
that is a wise thing? It would be better to have one at Liverpool-street, but the electric tram would 
accommodate intermediate short-distance passengers in the vicinity of Liverpool-street. There is no 
scheme that can be compared with Mr. Eddy’s scheme, because it exempts resumptions, relieves tho 
congestion of traffic in our narrow streets, and, contrary to other schemes, it does not close a single 
street.

miDAT,
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The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Levies', Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq.

C. N. J. 
Oliver.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Charles Nicholson Jewel Oliver, Chief Commissioner for Bailways, sworn, and examined:—
4054. Chairman.] Do you wish to make a statement before being questioned ? Yes.
The most exhaustive evidence having been taken by the Committee on the city railway Ruebtioi], I deem it advisable to 

April 1900 brieflyTlacc before you the Commissiouera’ views on the subject.
’ " ItJias been previously pointed out that this question has been prominently before the public at various times since

about 185C, between which time and 1890 a number of plans were formulated. In 1890 tbe whole question was referred 
to a Koyal Commission, when no less than thirty-five different schemes were placed before the Commission for consideration. 
The inquiry commenced on 2nd April, 1890 ; a thorough examination was made into the whole of the proposals, and finally, 
in March, 1891, Ihe scheme put forward by the Eailway Commissioners to extend the railway into the city with a grand 
central station at tbe top of King-street, and on portion of the north-west corner of Hyde Park, was adopted and recom
mended, but from various reasons did not receive the sanction of Parliament.

. The subject was revived by the Railway Commissioners in April, 1896, by a letter to the Premier and Minister for 
Railways, as one calling for immediate settlement in the interests of safety, &c., and suggesting an alternative to the King- 
street site that the city terminal should be erected m the south-west division of Eyde Park, bounded by Park, Elizabeth, 
and Liverpool streets, and thereby reduce the interference with Hyde Park. As a result of this representation, another 
Eoyal Commission was appointed hy the Government on 22nd December, 1S9G, to make investigation as to the expediency 
and best methods of extending the railway system of the Colony into the city, or through the city and to the waters of 
Port Jackson, &c.

About twelve schemes were submitted and inquired into, and the subject dealt with most thoroughly in all its aspects 
hy the Commission, who reported, on 1st June, 1897, in favour of the extension of the railway into tho city, and that the 
best method of doing so was by the route and according to the plan described as the St. James' Road scheme.

This recommendation was then referred to the Public Works Committee to consider and report upon “ the expediency 
of extending the railway system of the Colony from the present, terminus at Eedfern into the city, including the erection 
of a large central station in the north-western division of the Park, fronting St. James’ Road,’’

The Committee made a further full and complete investigation, and on 1st June, 1897, reported in favour of the 
scheme recommended hy the Eoyal Commission, and stated that the other schemes compared with it- were “ inadequate, 
inconvenient, unduly expensive, and, in some instances, of such a character that they could not he seriously entertained.”

. Owing to strong objections to the appropriation of Hyde Park, the question was then referred by the Premier, the 
Eight Honorable G. H. Reid, to Mr, Renmck, Eugineer-in-Chicf for Victorian Railways, for the purpose of advising and 
reporting on the various schemes submitted, and he, after careful inquiry and inspection of the routes'and sites proposed, 
pronounced the St. James’ Road scheme, which had been adopted and recommended by the Public Works Committee as the 
best, hut suggested an alternative scheme with a view to overcome the objection to appropriating Hyde Park.

The subject has now been referred hy Parliament to your Committee for further consideration and report, and here 
I would invite your most serious consideration of the matter as one calling for urgent settlement, as the dilhcuftics of 
working Redfern station are increasing to such an extent that a considerable improvement in the terminal arrangements is, 
in the interests of safety as well as to provide for the comfort of the tun citing public, absolutelv necessary, and should' 
not be delayed. . "

The schemes investigated hy the various Commissions since 1S90, together with those which have been placed before 
your Committee, number upwards of fifty, so that it might fairly be said the subject lias been exhaustively dealt with, 
and the Commissioners hope that tho fruits of the Committee’s labour will contribute to a speedy and final settlement of 
the question.

Tho Commissioners have considered the evidence given before your Committee on the various proposals, and it seems 
to them that, apart from the plans submitted by Mr. Deane, there are only two schemes which it is necessary to refer to, 
namely, those submitted by Mr. K orman Selfe and Mr. Greenwood, botli of which have been most fully and carefully 
considered hy Mr. Deane, tho Engineer-]ti-Chief, and Mr. Parry, Out-door Superintendent, and their evidence is now before 
you. Wo concur in the conclusions arrived at as to the unsuitability of both the schemes to meet the requirements of a 
city railway and terminal.

With regard to the schemes^prepared by Mr. Deane, and which are numbered 1 to 10, we do not regard with favour 
any of those numbered 1 to 8. No. 9 provides for an extension from Redfern to tho Benevolent Asylum site, and the 
erection of a large terminal station thereon. This proposal would meet all requirements for dealing with the traffic so far 
as a terminal station is concerned ; but it would not produce any additional revenue, nor—a matter of far greater import
ance would the public convenience be served, inasmuch as it does not provide for a railway into the heart of the city.

No, 10 scheme, although not an ideal one, would meet the requirements of a city extension with a terminal station 
for long-distance and suburban trains at King-street, but if adopted we should prefer the suggested modification of the 
scheme, which has been made, of taking about SO to 100 feet more of the Park, so as to provide additional platforms at 
King-street, and thereby avoid the necessity of the extension from King-street to tho hack of the Art Gallery in the 
Domain. In qur opinion this scheme is the next best to the Hyde Park scheme adjacent to St. James' Eoad.

Wo desire, however, that it should lie clearly understood that we consider Hyde Park is tho ideal scheme, which 
stands out pre-eminently superior to any other that has been put forward, and we respectfully, hut earnestly, commend it 
for adoption.

I have observed that it has been suggested that, in view of the plague, it would bo a desirable thing to resume the 
wharfs round Darling Harbour and construct a city railway from Redfern, round the wharfs, to Circular Quay, both for 
passenger and goods traffic. This, however, would be most unsatisfactory for dealing with passenger business, and 
contrary to all modern practice, which is to keep the passenger and goods business entirely separate, as far as possible, in 
large cities. A line round Darling Harbour would be an enormously costly undertaking, and, so far as passenger business 
is concerned, \vould be most unsuitable, both as regards steep gradients and convenience to the travelling public, so that the 
suggestion is,, in the opinion of the Commissioners, out of the question ns regards passenger business.

, Referring to the tramway question as affecting the lailway traffic, it is the opinion of the Commissioners that tho 
requirements ot this traffic cannot he satisfactorily met by street trams, abundant evidence of which has been placed before 
you. . What is required is a terminal railway station situated iu a position reasonably adjacent to tho business centres of 
the city. In this connection it cannot be substantially asserted that the Hyde Park or King-street schemes are incon
veniently situated; indeed, it Is respectfully urged that the evidence points to a contrary conclusion, and, in ov,r opinion, 
no practicable scheme has been submitted which would he preferable to either. .
4055. Do I understand that your statement is presented as the unanimous opinion of the Eailway Cominis-
sioners ? That is the unanimous view of the Eailway Commissioners as a body. *
4056. Since the adoption by the Eoyal Commission and the Public Works Committee of the St. James’ 
Eoad scheme, the electric tramways, as you indicate, have been running from Eedfern into Sydney ;—I 
should like to know whether you think that a system of electric tramwavs to connect Eedfern with the 
city, not necessarily along George-street alone, but possibly by more extended routes, is likely to satisfy

the
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llie demands of the travelling public? I tbink no tramway system can possibly accommodate the railway
travellers. It is only necessary for anyone to take up a position at the Kedfcrn platform during the busy ........
parts or the day to see how inadequate the otherwise efficient service of to-day is. You cannot take people 
who arrive in hundreds by trains, away m trams which will only hold thirty or forty passengers. Tho ” Apnl* 1J°0, 
result is that during the busy pan of the day it takes quite five minutes to get away from tho station, and 
then it is frequently what may be termed crush loading. Jf that is what happens to-dav, the position will 
only be intensified as our suburban traffic increases ft is not a question of the number of streets 
through winch tbe trams are permitted to travel. Of course, George-street is the street through which 
the electric tram travels now, and it carries the principal portion of the railway traffic, and, by-and-by, 
when we convert the western suburban tram-lines into electric lines, those trams will come down G-eoree- 
strect, which will become very congested. That is only one phase of the question. Even supposing wo 
had an outlet for the traffic from the railway station down Pitt and Castlereagh streets, it would not get 
o*er the initial and the real difficulty of lifting the people immediately after ihey leave the trains. The 
railway traffic of Sydney is a,n in-traffic in the morning and an out-traffic in the afternoon. I do not mean 
to say there is no traffic during the day; but the principal traffic is in in the morning and out in the 
afternoon. In the afternoon it is difficult to lift the traffic. The worry and anxiety of people in the ritv 
as to whether they will miss or catch their trains hy the G-eorge-stroet trams must be very great. The 
George-street trams—it does not matter how frequent they are—till up. People may be waiting at the 
corner ot King-street or Market-street, and tram after tram will come up fuli. This must be a tremendous 
strain on the people, and must cause them to lose a considerable amount of time. Therefore, it would 
be tar better, even if the stahon were not, perhaps, situated in a perfectly central position, that they 
should be able to spend the time they now waste m waiting for a tram iu walking to the station, where 
there would be a certainty' of getting a comfortable seat, and they could go straight home. The difficultv 
m not only m the morning, but also in connection with the return traffic in the evening. The pick-up 
traffic of the city, and the traffic from ihe suburbs, which do not and cannot on joy railway communication, 
must largely increase. It is only a matter of a few years, and the streets will be thoroughly congested! 
it is m thc public interest that the railway traffic should be removed from tbo streets of'ihe city—that 
is to say, that people should be put down in a central position, from which, by means of their own 
locmnotiou, they can he got to their places of business.
•lOo/. Since the electric tramways have been started they have, I believe, been very largely patronised by 
people coming in the direction of George-streetif the railway benefited by bringing those people into 
town the tramway would lose? That follows as a natural consequence. They cannot both have the 
traffic, but we really do not want that traffic on the tramways. We want, if possible, to compel the 
people so to speak, to f ravel by the railway, so as to avoid putting any traffic on the streets which can 
possibly be kept from them. With regard to ihe George-street tram, I should like to point-out that 
raihvay passengers have very little option as to the tram by which they shall traved, because we have 
practically withdrawn all tbe railway trams from Elizabeth-street. Even if the people are desirous of 
ravelling by the old route they cannot do it. 1 have no doubt that that in itself has largely increased 

the traffic by the George-street trams.
■lOoS One great reason for the Commissioners and others advocating the Hyde Park scheme is that it, 
will be a fairly remunerative one, as compared with tho other schemes where is tho increased revenue 
to come from ? Erom the additional fares to be charged. Wo pointed out in our report that a certain 
revenue would be obtained by charging Id. extra per passenger. I have, also, no doubt that tho traffic 
would increase owing to the facilities which would be given to people to live in the western suburbs. It 
is astonishing what a loss of time there is in getting from lledferu to the citv, or from tho citv to Kedfern.
Jt has often been estimated that_it means to ihe business man a loss of about half an hour a” day. It is 
largely a matter of opinion, but it has been thought out very thoroughly, and taking into consideration 
the possible acceleration of the train service, a business man could almost be lodged at the corner of Kiire- 
street as soon as be can to-day be put down at Eedfern. b
405<). I suppose that if the residents of suburbs like Newtown and Macdonaldtown could got into a 
railway tram, and be brought to King-street, they would not travel by ‘bus? I must, of course, draw 
attention to the recent reduction in the tram fares, which possibly offer considerable inducement to those 
residents to travel by tram. I am of opinion, linwever, that the Newtown and Macdonaldtown people, 
who have been in the habit of travelling by train, would prefer to continue to travel bv train if they were 
brought further into the city. ' J
40(50. Many people contend that the large traffic brought along George-street bv the electric trams, is an 
indication that that is the centre of the city, and that Elizabeth-street is out of the way ? I do not think 
that anyone would veniure to dispute the fact that George-street is more in the centre of the city than is 
Elizabeth-street. I should not like it to be inferred that I am of opinion that it is absolutely necessary 
to have a railway m the centre of the city. ■' J
4001. It would be impracticable to have one along George-street ? It would. Of course it is impossible 
to bring a railway to every man’s door. As long as we can put it in a reasonable position, so that the 
people can, with a reasonable amount of exertion, get to it, it is all that the public can expect. Wo 
must also consider the changes which a city undergoes iu the course of years. It is quite possible that 
tbo city will undergo a considerable change, and extend in the direction of Woolloomooloo and places iu 
that locality. That would quite alter the centre ot the city. Of course the business centre of the city 
nt the present time must be admitted to be fi-corge-street.
40(52. Bo you consider that it is desirable that the suburban and long-distance traffic should be brought 
to the same terminal point? Undoubtedly. I would point out that many of our long-distance trains, 
winch come from Moss Vale, Mount Victoria, and other places, do a large amount of suburban work, and 
it wo were compelled to provide a special station for dealing with them it would be inconvenient to the 
public, and expensive to the country.
traffic GetU' °P^on ^ desirable to keep the goods traffic separated from the passenger

4064. Are you of opinion that it is a great advantage, in a largo station such as is required for a terminus, 
the '"level ^ ^ EeCUred’ and one not aPProaehed by steps ? If possible, it should be approached on

4060. The schemes propounded by Mr. Sjelfo (red Mr. Greenwood seem to have the disadvantage, in one 
!6—2 E or
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C. N. J. or two insfnnces, of having the station approached by steps-.—do 3r0R consider tiiat objectionable ? Jt is
Oliver. a great disadvantage. J may mention that we have had to rearrange some ol our suburban stations, and

do away with level crossings, and introduce subways or overhead bridges. People object strongly to 
Pri * ' going down or up steps. Nothing is more objectionable to approach a station otherwise than on the level.

4066. Having studied this question for many years, are you ot opinion that the tit. James^ Hoad scheme
is tho best, and that nest to that, No. 10 scheme is the best ? Not only am I personally of that opinion, 
but my colleagues are strongly of the same opinion. ■ n • i t
4067. And you would advocate that in preference to a large central station at Eedfern ? Certainly. It 
would be an act of folly to attempt to create a station on the site of the present station, and even on the 
Devonshire-street site. 1 do not say you could not make a good station ou the Devonshire-street site ; 
but it would not be in tbe centre of the city, and it would not give that convenience which Ihe public 
have been looking forward to for so many years. It would not obviate the difficulty with regard to tho

’ tram traffic—it would rather intensify it—and it would not return Id. additional revenue.
4068. Mr, D/cjfc.J You have made some statement as to the annual cost of the extension being met by
increased fares; we have before us practically two schemes for improving Eedfern fetation, and its 
surroundings—one known as the No. 10 scheme, which includes an extension, and the other for the 
building of a large station on the Benevolent Asylum site; it is urged against the latter that as no 
increased charges can be levied to make up the annual cost of the work, a certain amount of capital will 
be expended and will remain unprofitable ; with respect to the No. 10 scheme, the greatly increased cost 
over the St. James’ road scheme will lead to the same result—that is, if the income is only £38,000, as 
set forth in your report;—have you considered that view of the question? In one instance you will 
convenience the public, and in the other you will give no convenience at all, besides laying tbe foundation 
of a difficulty wrhich woll ultimately prove insurmountable—T refer to the removal of the people by tram 
from tbe Devonshire-street site. .
4069. It has been stated that if a railway station were built on the Benevolent Asylum site, and a new
system of trams were inaugurated—one down Pilt-sfreet, to deal solely with the railway traffic, and one 
down George-street, to deal with the western suburban traffic, and one along Castlereagh-street, to deal 
with the remaining part of the traffic—the convenience of the public would be fully met? I have heard 
the same views expressed myself ; but they will not bear looking into. The traffic is going to increase. 
As 1 have already said, if anyone will stand at the Eedfern Station for a few minutes during the busy 
part of tho day, he will see how impossible it is for any tram system to adequately provide for the raihvay 
traffic. I do not care, even if the trams followed each other as fast as they could, the difficulty which 
occurs to-day at Eedfern would occur just the same if we had a station on the Benevolent Asylum site. 
"We should still compel the overtaxed streets of the city to bear a burden w'hich they should not be called 
upon to bear, but of which they should be relieved at the earliest possible moment. ^ ,
4U70. You do not think that the present construction of the station at Eedfern puts difficulties m the 
way of dealing with the travelling public by tram, which would not be present if we had a modern station 
on the Benevolent Asylum site ? I do not see that the difficulty would he removed. No doubt you 
would have an enlarged exit from the station, but it would not reduce the number of people who went
through it, . t
4071. TY'ould it not enable you to handle the traffic more rapidly ? It is possible that there would bo a
little improvement in that direction. I cannot see, however, why the public should be inconvenienced. 
"Why should they be taken out of a train and put into a tram. Would it not bo far better to allow' 
them to go on to their destination by train. .
4072. Of course, you proceed on the view that tho Government scheme would do all you expect of it, 
namely, place Ihe majority of the people near their places of business ? I tbink it would.
4073. The business area of Sydney is, roughly speaking, of the shape of an oblong, at the south-eastern
cornei' of which it is proposed to put ft station;—would not a station more in the centre, and more north 
of onr great business area, result in greater convenience to tho people P There is only one way of 
answering a question put in that way ; but I do not think that is_tho real point. 'YV'e will assume for a 
moment that George-street is the centre of the city. I do not think, myself, that it matters much to the 
people wanting to go to George-street, or to Pitt-street, whether they are put down on the east or west 
side of George-street, That being so I cannot admit that a person who is asked to walk a. short distance 
down hill or up hill, as the case may be, suffers any inconvenience. Therefore, the question to my mind 
resolves itself into this : in which position could tho moat convenient arrangement be made for the public 
at the least expense. I think that the answer to that is not difficult to find. .
4074. Supposing you had your old system of steam tramways down Elizabeth-street, in conjunction with
the present electric lines down George-street, would you like to hazard any guess as to the comparative 
numbers those trams would take of your railway passengers ? No. There is no doubt that a large 
proportion would go hy way of George-street, because George-street is nearer, wo will say, to Pitt-street, 
At the same time, although it happens to be a few hundred feet or yards nearer to one point, it cannot 
he said that if the people have to walk that distance we inconvenience them at all. Many of the people 
who come to the different suburban stations have to walk all that distance every day, and even twice a 
day, to join their trains. ....
40*75. Do you think the effective result of an extension to Hj'de Park would be a saving ot time^ as 
against travelling by the electric tram, to the people, say, of Sussex-street ? I do not think 
the Sussex-street people require to be considered in the matter. If you put the people who 
want to como to George-street, Pitt-street, and York-street, against those who want- to come to Sussex- 
street, you will find that the latter are a very small quantity. Sussex-street is on the extreme west of the 
city. I am satisfied that the people who want to go there arc out of all proportion to those who want to 
go to other parts nearer the east. The Sussex-street business, again, is confined to a certain class of 
business. It is a narrow street, and is always congested. One is impressed with the idea that there are 
hundreds of people in it; but if we put the same number of people into Pitt-street or Georgo-street they
would be practically lost. ' ( c r j ■
4076. Is it not a fact that the majority of people do their shopping to the south of Para-street ? I admit
that a number of them do so. Of course the people of Brickfield Hill must live. _
4077. Mr. Shepherd.] I suppose that the chief object to be gained by any extension would be the relief of 
the present traffic ? The principal object in getting away from Eedfern is to provide the .Hallways
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Commissioners with reasonably safe facilities for conducting the traffic. Year after year we hare 
represented that we are called upon to work the traffic under conditions which ought not to be allowed \
to exist. Wo say that if a removal is to take place—and it really must take place in the interests of all q April. 1000. 
concerned—it should be to a position where the station will give reasonable facilities to the public. ’
4078. But still it would be a great advantage to relieve the present station of its present congested
condition ? Of course, the relief which is required at Redfern is the relief in connection with the traffic 
at Redfern. _
4079. Is the station at present iu an unsatisfactory condition, and dangerous ? I would not like to say
broadly that it is dangerous, but the working there is surrounded with an amount of danger and risk 
which should not be allowed to exist, It is not so much the relief of Redfern that is required as the 
affording of facilities for better carrying the traffic. The congestion at Redfern is largely owing to tho 
arrangements of the yard and the way the place is laid out. _ _
4080. In any extension which might be carried out, tho convenience of the public would be tbo principal 
thing to consider? Certainly.
4081. .And as an investment, T suppose, it should hardly be put in opposition to the convenience of the 
majority of the public;—in other words, tbo construction of a comparatively cheap lino, although not so 
convenient as one upon which a few extra thousand pounds might be spent, would not be desirable 7 I 
think the convenience of the people should be studied with a due regard to economy..
4082. Ought not that to be a paramount object to be gained? I think the two should go together.
4083. You might manage to get a far cheaper line by going a mile away from your proposed site, but 
that would not he desirable, because it would not convenience the people? It goes without saying that 
you musi study the convenience of the people, hut that expression is a very comprehensive one. It 
depends on what may be meant by the convenience of the people—whether it is that some line should bo 
decided upon which should practically go round the city iu such a way that it would almost bo a bouse to
house service, or whether you should obtain a fairly central position, where you could not only land the ,
people in a convenient place as regards the particular point which they want to reach, but upon which 
you could obtain facilities for working tho traffic.
4084. J suppose that country travellers are well served at Redfern;—if they have luggage, they will have 
to take a cab at King-street, iu the same way as they do now at Redfern ? I cannot agree that the 
country people arc sufficiently well served. They are equally entitled to go into the city as are those who 
enjoy tho comfort of living adjacent to it, With regard to “ cabbing” it, I have not tbe slightest doubt 
that if the station -were more in the centre of the city the facilities for dealing with luggage would be of a 
more modern character. The facilities for handling luggage would be so much improved that people 
would not be troubled about it at all. They would leave it at the station and would find it at their nomes 
when they got there.
408- 7. Is it not the experience of the Department that travellers like to take their luggage with them?
Yes ; because we have not yet been able to introduce other systems. We have, however, recently instituted 
another system in connection with the Melbourne express. An authorised man joins the express at 
Strathfield. If you want to get rid of your luggage he takes your address, and you find it there on your 
arrival. That is a great convenience to a long-distance traveller.
4086. Another argument in favour of the extension is the saving of time to travellers;—is that a reason 
why the proposed Liverpool-street station has been struck out of the scheme ? Jfo ; it is not considered 
necessary to provide a station at Liverpool-street, but it would not bo an expensive thing to place a station 
there in the future.
4087. We have had ten plans explained to us, and in soven of them a Liverpool-street station is provided.
In the last two plans it is omitted;—can you state the reason of that? The Commissioners do not think 
a Liverpool-street station is necessary at present.
4088. Then tho saving of time is not the chief object of constructing the extension ? Tho saving of time 
is a very considerable object.
4080. Do you not think that a tram service could be instituted to meet tbe convenience of tbo public, 
equally as well as the extension of the railway into King-street? I do not. In view of the peculiar shape 
of the city, and the enormous tram traffic which will have to be carried as a pick-up traffic, and from suburbs 
which cannot be served by the railways, I consider that the greatest effort should be made to keep the 
railway travellers out of the tram-cars.
4090. Would it not he a great advantage to have a large station on tho Devonshire-street site, which 
could amply deal with all kinds of traffic ? That would depend on whereyour terminus was. If yon took 
the line beyond such a station, the construction of that station would simply be a waste of money.
4091. Would not a large station at that point facilitate the running of additional trams, say along Pitt- 
street, Castlereagh-street, and Elizabeth-street? It would have nothing to do with it. As a matter of 
fact, the Commissioners have already recommended that tramways should be constructed down Pitt-street 
and Castlereagh-street. That is considered to be necessary for the ordinary suburban tram traffic, which 
must always be carried by trams, and tho increasing pick-up traffic which will follow on tho introduction 
of the system of penny sections.
4092. Even though the city extension were carried out ? Yes.
409- 3. Is it intended, if the extension is carried out, to devote tho Redfern station chiefly to goods traffic?
No; it is not proposed to extend the goods traffic at Redfern. As a matter of fact, the Commissioners 
have just decided to enlarge the accommodation at Darling Harbour, in order that part of our goods traffic, 
which is now dealt with at Redfern, may be transferred to Darling Harbour.
4094. The point to which it is proposed to extend the railway—King-street—has a large vacant patch of 
land on the west, namely, Hyde Park and the Domain ;—do you not think that a more central position 
would convenience a large number of the day population of Sydney ? Of course, if you could get a 
station somewhere in George-street, I should say yes ; but 1 think that of all the sites which are 
obtainable for the purposes of a city terminus, the Hyde Park site is certainly the best.
4095. I suppose the matter of expense enters largely into that idea? Assuming, as I have heard it put, 
that Hyde Park was covered with expensive buildings, and would cost as much money as the resumption 
of tho centre of Oeorge-street would, probably wo would say go to the centre of George-street if an 
equally convenient station could be placed there. We do not for a moment advocate that no consideration 
should be given for the park laud which is taken. The late Chief Commissioner put that matter very
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^Oliver.' ^01’cib]y before the Committee, and the Tiews of the Commissioners on that point hare not altered. We 
a . ^ are perfectly prepared to pay—we do not say it is necessary to pay—hut if the authorities say it has to 

6 April, 1900. ',a'^ ^or’ ky means let a reasonable charge be made, so that the city may have parks provided where
a very large number of people think they aro more required than at this particular spot,
4096. Do you think tho St. James’ Eoad scheme Mould be a paying one in the event of electric trams 
being run down Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and Elizabeth-street ? Tes. I do not think the electric 
trams will interfere with the ultimate paying of the railways at all. Tho trains are controlled by the 
Commissioners, and they are not likely to be run in opposition to the raihvay. Although the railway may 
take traffic which tq-day goes hy tho trams, one ot the principal objects of the proposed extension is to 
remove that traffic from streets along which it ought never to he carried.
409/. Mr. IPiafson.] Have you considered the possibility of applying electricity to the suburban traffic in 
connection unth the railways ? Yes.
4-098. Do you think that it is within the limits of practicability P It is within tbe limit of practicability 
so far as tho traffic is concerned, but it would prove a very expensive luxury. ‘
4099. In what way ? Electricity can only be profitably worked with a large volume of continuous traffic, 
which we do not possess on our suburban lines. Apart from that the superseding of an efficient service, 
such as we have to-day, and the throwing away of hundreds of thousands of pounds worth of rolling-stock, 
is hardly to be contemplated.
4100. 1 should imagine that it is merely a matter of waiting your opportunity as your rolling-stock wears
out? The opportunity of doing it would not occur for very mauy years. "
4101. But I understand the Commissioners are doing something in that direction with respect to tho 
tramways at the present time;—they arc exhausting the rolling-stock m use before introducing the 
electric ears ; I understand that you do not intend to throw aside altogether your steam rolling-stock ? 
.No ; it is being worn out.
4102. If you thought it wise to agree upon an eleclric system for the suburban and city traffic, you would
adopt a somewhat similar course P Naturally; but there is a vast difference between a railway and a 
tramway service. Ihe service wc have to-day is a thoroughly efficient one for the purpose, and 1 am not 
aware that there is any real necessity for considering the introduction of electricity. Of course, if we 
had only to deal with a short suburban service it would be all very well; but even if wo had electricity 
we should always have the steam motive power as well, running into the same station. At the best vou 
would have to have a mixed service. '
4103. Assuming that we could manage with an extended Redfern station in the direction of Hevonshire-
street, and with the trani system which the Commissioners have recommended for some few \ oars to come 
and by that time electrical development has sufficiently progressed to admit of its consideration for 
suburban or other traffic, could you not then approach the city railway project with a much greater 
probability of giving the maximum of convenience at a minimum cost? It is quite possible to look 
forward to anything, hut I do not think that there is any necessity to approach the subject in that way. 
It is quite true that if we are to have tunnels it would lie better to have electricity. But it is better not 
to have tunnels. '
4101, Is it not found that tunnels, with electric traction, are practically convenient? It has been found 
that tunnels are more endurable with electric traction than with ordinary steam traction : but I do not 
know that any one would construct a line in a tunnel if they could possibly get one on the surface, 
f1^0 on!r reason for going through a tunnel in the citywould bo to avoid the expense of resumptions ? 
1 think, in this country particularly, tunnels would be very ob jectionable if they could be avoided. There 
are certain inconveniences attached to the system you suggest. There would have to he a change of 
engines somewhere, or a change of passengers.
41,013. I was applying my remarks only to suburban traffic, in which case it would come right through 
with one motor r A difficulty would crop up with our trains. For instance, take the train on the Hornsby 
line, which runs into bydney. How would you conduct that traffic? Would you call that suburban 
traffic, and run an electric hue right out to Hornsby. There is not the slightest doubt that you could 
carry out such a scheme,.but. in my humble opinion, it is one winch is not necessary. ”
4107. There are two objections to the Hyde Park scheme, the first being that it is an unwise thing, 
wherever it can he avoided, to take any portion of a public park ; and, secondly, it seems to me that, it 
would only give convenience to such a small portion of the city day population, that it would not justify 
the expense ? In reply to that I should have to kuow how the word ''convenience ” is defined. I contend 
that Hyde Park is a convenient position for the very large majority of the people who would travel by

1 not consider Hyde Park is inconveniently situated as regards Tork-strect, and that is more 
than half the way, I presume, to Sussex-street, which has already been mentioned, and it certainly 
embraces three-fourths of the people who travel by rail.
4108. We have been told by some people, whose business is on the western side of George-street, that
they, sooner than pass George-street, and walk to Hyde Park, would take the electric tram in George- 
street and go to Eedfern ? 1 have no doubt that there are people who would say that, but the majority
or people would not. It depends very often on the time at which a person wants to catch a train. It 
may be that lie travels by a train which is not a crowded one—that is, when it is not a busy part of the 
day. He would then walk to George-street, and get a tram ; but I undertake to sav that tbo majority 
of people who go to George-street to-day between 5 and 0 o’clock would be willing to walk up King- 
street if there was a station there.
-1109. Another phase of the question in regard to electric traction is this: Ton might be able, without 
great expense, to get nearer the centre of the business part of the city underground? That is quite 
possible ; hut I am quite satisfied no one thoroughly conversant with railway traffic would advocate that 
you should have an underground entrance into the city, if it could possibly be avoided.
4110. Tou admit yourself that if it were simply a‘question in each case of resuming the land with 
buildings, you would prefer George-street to Hyde Park ? I did not say I should prefer it, We were 
talking then about tbe position—not about the site for a station. I expressed no opinion as to George- 
street as a site for a station.
4111. I was referring to the possibility of taking passengers underground along George-streetit seemed 
to me that, with electric traction, you could, without resumption, take people closer to the present 
centre of trade ? Certainly. I hope you consider the question of the accommodation which would have
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to be provided underground, and tbe suitability of it to deal with the traffic which is dealt with at ll-
lledferu to-day. " t '
4112. But, assuming the central station was at Devonshire-street, and that we could for a few years g April, 1900.
get through with the tram lines referred to by yourself a few moments ago, could we then have a proba- ’
bility, within a reasonable time, of electric traction being introduced ? Your contention is that the people
want to go to George-street. If they do they will not get out at Devonshire-street, no matter what 
accommodation we have there. They will have to be brought to George-street, and we shall have to 
provide facilities for receiving them, and for getting the trains away just as we do now. AYc should also 
want a parcels office and everything else underground for the convenience of passengers.
4113. That is only if we had a terminal station there ? If wre have a terminal station we must have it 
whore the traffic is.
41.14. I take it that the suburban passengers would not require luggage ? The people travelling on the 
suburban lines have their parcels, Ac., and must have accommodation.
4113. I do not wisli to imply that there should be a terminal station at George-street, but that we should 
use electric traction to take the people underground near George-street ? Wherever you make your stop, 
it is the travelling public who will decide what the accommodation is to be.
4110. Do you know whether the underground railway in London has very large stations underground ?
Personally, I do not. I do not understand that there is any comparison between the underground rail
ways in the old country and our suburban railways. I. understand that the underground railways are 
largely circular railways ; they do not carry traffic such ns we carry ; it is an entirely different class of 
traffic. ’
4L17. You have stated that you think that within a reasonable time there will be an immense increase in 
the tram traffic in the city, and in the ordinary suburban tram traffic ;—and in order to cope with it you 
have recommended certain extensions of the service? Mr. Shepherd asked me a question as to what 
would he the effect on the railway traffic if we had lines down Pitt and Castlereagh streets. I stated 
that the Commissioners, irrespective of the railway traffic of the future, had already recommended those 
lines. The reason we have recommended those lines is this : we find there is no prospect now of being 
able to carry the whole of the western suburban traffic in George-street; in fact, we will not be able to 
accommodate the Leichhardt traffic unless we get some relief for George-street. The Commissioners had 
it under consideration this morning to wire Elizabeth-street, so that wc could bring, as a temporary 
expedient, part of the electric trams down Elizabeth-street instead of George-street.
4118. Have yon formed any estimate of what the probable percentage of tram traffic would be within the 
next few years ? Mo.
4119. There has been a large increase latel3r in connection with the George-street tram ? Yes ; a larger 
increase than was estimated. When that estimate was made the fare was fixed at 2d., and it was after
wards reduced to Id. It has been stated that the traffic was under-estimated ; but tho circumstances are 
different to-day from what were anticipated. Originally we estimated that we should run about forty 
cars in George-street, and we are now running about eighty.
4120. You have stated that you will, in the future, have three or four streets along which to run tramway 
traffic j you will have Gcoyge-strcet, Pitt-street, and Castlereagh-street;—will you still retain Elizabeth- 
street ? Yes ; the conditions of the traffic are very different now from what they were when we only 
ran the tramways along Elizabeth-street. We never had the George-street traffic at all. All our trams 
were running down Elizabeth-street, which was absolutely a clear street. We did not pick 500 people up 
in what you might call pick-up traffic in a week. The piek-up traffic was infinitesimal. In George-street 
we have run into the heart of the city, where some hundreds of ’buses were plying. They carried much 
traffic from the suburbs which we are now carrying. The traffic which has been developed in George-street, 
excluding the railway traffic, is, to us, absolutely a new traffic. It must be remembered that the electrical 
system is going to develop the traffic. With the introduction of the penny sections it will develop a traffic 
which we have never had before. We contend that in order to provide for the growth of the traffic in 
tho streets of the city, it would be a very good thing to take tho railway traffic out of those streets 
altogether. AVc should thus convenience the raihvay travellers, and relieve the streets of the city of a 
traffic which they should not be called upon to carry.
4121. Assuming that you require George-street, and oven Pitt-street, for your western suburban tramway
traffic, would it not then still be possible to use Castlereagh-street for railway purposes, assuming that 
you had a station at Devonshire-street? It would bo possible, but the railway traffic could not be 
satisfactorily dealt with. "
4122. I mean apart from losing time, which is admitted ? It would be quite possible without this 
consideration and at the present time to conduct the traffic, but it is not to-day that we have to look to.
This is a question of determining tbe matter practically for all time. The city is not going to stand still.
We must look ahead. The city is most peculiarly shaped, and every arrangement that is made should be 
with t he object of keeping the traffic off the streets, if possible.
4123. I presume the Eailway Commissioners were consulted in respect of Mo. 10 scheme, which has been 
put before us as an alternative ? Yes.
4124. Do you not consider that that would afford greater facilities, as far as platform space and accom
modation for trams is concerned, than the St. James’ Eoad scheme ; in the St. James’ Eoad scheme you .
have provision for eleven platforms, two of them being rather short, and two docks, witli a road between
them; in the King-street, or Mo. 10, scheme there are only nine platforms, but in addition to the two 
with traversers and refuge roads between thein, there arc two straight-through platforms into the 
Domain ? Yes ; but one is a dead-end station, and the other is not.
4125. Would not greater facilities be afforded by tbo Mo. 10 scheme than by the Hyde Park scheme,
because of it not being a dead-end station ? A dead-end station is always tbe most difficult to work, and 
in a dead-end station you must have more accommodation. *
4126. I want to kuow whether Mo. 10 scheme does not afford more accommodation than the old Hyde 
Park scheme? I do not know that it affords moro accommodation. It is the accommodation which is 
differently arranged.
4127. As a matter of quick working, would not four through-platforms be better than six dead-end 
platforms ? Six dead-end platforms would be utterly useless to work our traffic.
4123. There aro four of tbe nine platforms in the Mo. 10 scheme which are through-platforms; they
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O-IT. J. compensate for six dead-end platforms out of eleven at St. .lames’ Eoad; I want your opinion as to
djcr' whether the four through-platforms do not really more than compensate for the six dead-end platforms in

G jT^hluiSo ^ James’ Eoad scheme ? In actual working you can do many things with a through-station which 
*>rl ’ - ' you cannot do with a dead-end station : but I am not prepared to say you would get the same facilities.

After all, \ou must have your platforms. 1 cannot say that four platforms would he as good as six. It 
would all depend on actual working. You may have a work to do for which you require all your six 
platforms at once. I'ov instance, you may want trains to stand for some time iu order to receive their 
loading. Ko through platform would compensate for a deficiency of platform in that respect.
4129. But with a through platform you can get a train through for suburban traflic in a couple of 
minutes ? But you might not want to do that. Our stations are not only for suburban, but for 
country traffic as well. Sometimes tbe Melbourne express and other trains stand at tho station for half 
an hour. You cannot conduct that traffic on the run-through principle.
4130. I understood that the arrangement of Ihe station was such that, of the nine platforms, five would 
be available for tbe long-distance trains winch stand at tbe platforms, and that the other four would be 
available for tbe suburban traffic ;—if that is so, it seems to me that at those nine platforms you can deal 
with more traffic than at the eleven platforms at c!t. .Tames’ Road ? I doubt it; but I prefer not io 
express an opinion on a point like that, because it all depends on circumstances.
4131. It was stated during the last inquiry into tbo Hyde Park scheme that tbe accommodation then 
asked for would be sufficient for twenty or thirty years, and that, therefore, there would bo no necessity 
to so extend the scheme as to take in any more of the Park ;—it seems to me that, on the present 
occasion, there is au admission that the estimates then were not as liberal as circumstances have since 
proved necessary, and that an increase has now been asked for P Without looking carefully into the 
matter I could not reply to that remark, but I am satislied that nothing in the shape of trying to get a 
little more of Hyde Park is intended. If there is any difference in the size of the station—f am not 
prepared to admit that there is—it has simply arisen from not strictly adhering to the arrangements of 
the building as set forth in tbe original scheme.’
4132. Dr. Garrati.] Have you given consideration to the scheinesof Mr. Selfe and Mr. Greenwood? Yes.
4133. Prom what you know of the business of Sydney, would not tbe sites they suggest be very central 
and convenient? They would be central, but highly inconvenient to tho people who travel.
4134. Arc not tho Town Hall and Wynyard-square centres for a good deal of business? I do not think 
that Wynyard-square could be said to be a central site, although it is in a fairly central position.
4133. Is it not a fact that the neighbourhood of Hyde Park is well suited for professional men, who come 
into Sydney ? It certainly is in the vicinity of the Supreme Court.
4136. Is it as central for the business people in George-street. and the west of George-street? Its 
position is not as central.
4137. Ho you think it is central enough, considering tho difficulty of getting good sites elsewhere ? Yes.
4138. It is the difficulty of getting a good site elsewhere more than the absolute centrality of Hyde 
Park, which makes you favour it ? That is so.
4139. Ho you remember tbe original construction of the tram-line down Elizabeth-street? Yes.
4140. That was constructed, not to bring people into Sydney from the Redfern railway station, but to 
connect the passenger traffic with tbe exhibition ? I believe so.
414L. But for that the Commissioners of the day would never have thought of choosing Elizabeth-street 
as the best route for a tramway into tho city ? Ko ; but it might have been a question whether Elizabeth- 
street did not afford tho host facilities at the time. Of course, I should not think of saying it was in a 
central position.
4142. The line having been made down Elizabeth-street, all the others converged from it ? Yes.
M43. The consequence is, that the entiresuburban traffic of Sydney has been carried into Elizabeth-street?

4144. Kow that you have made a line down George-street, it appeal’s from tbe evidence of your officers 
that it has captured thirteen-fourteenths of your railway business? It is true ; but you must remember 
that they have not got the tram service in Elizabeth-street now.
414n. But allowing for that, is not the fact that the George-street tram has captured most of your 
railway traffic a. proof that that tram puts people down nearer their business places than they wore when 
carried by the Elizabeth-street line? I could not say that. I can only say that the majority of people 
go down George-street by the electric tram. ’
4140. As a matter of fact, they prefer the George-street tram ? They travel that way certainly.
4147. If it has been proved that a tram-line down Elizabeth-street is not so suitable for your suburban 
customers as a tram-line down George-street, is a railway line into "Hyde Park—which is practically 
alongside the Elizabeth-street tram—likely to be central for their purposes ? f. can assure you that they 
will be perfectly content with it, and they will not get out at tho railway to join tbe electric tram.
4148. It conies to this, that though it may not he the best position it is good enough, and will capture the

. traffic?^ I think it is the best site which can be obtained, taking all the surroundings.
4149. Tbe best site to be obtained means the cheapest to get at, and the cheapest to get possession of ? 
1 do not say that.
4150. But that is involved in il, is it not? That is not my reply.
4151. You say the Commissioners quite recognise that they ought to pay for the land thev take from
Hyde Park ? TVe ought to pay something reasonable for it. *
4152. Is a reasonable price for a piece of land its value or half its value? I think a reasonable price
would be a reasonable value. .
4153. Mr. Sievers and Mr. Perdriauhave estimated that tho land to he taken by the Commissioners under
the old scheme would bo worth £200,000, which is twice what Mr. Eddy proposed1 to give ;—would you 
object now to saddling the cost of your scheme with £200,000 ? I do not think that is a question 1 
should be asked, nor do 1 think it is one which needs consideration in the way it is put. After all, this is 
a public question. It is a question of the State railways affording the best facilities for tbe travelling 
public, and I do not think when it comes to a question of value of what is really State property that the 
utmost farthing should be extracted from the State for what is practically in this particular connection a 
transfer from one purpose to, I should say, a better purpose. -
4154. £200,000 worth of land, which is now open space for the enjoyment of the people is to 
be taken away j—do you not think that it would he a fair exchange to give £200,000 in money
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to find open-air spaces in other parts ? If it is said that £200,000 is a reasonable sum to ask ^
I express no opinion about it. I say again, however, that the utmost farthing of value, in a case like this, x ' 
should not he extracted. 1 think the oifer made by the late Mr. Eddy is a good one, and that it is worthy c ^j^Tgob. 
of consideration, in view of all the circumstances surrounding it. 1
4155. The original estimate for the St. James’ Eoad scheme was £650,000; if we add £200,000 to that to 
pay for the land, it will make it £850,000 : Mr. Deane has told us that some additional cost must now 
he incurred, because the price of material has risen, and there will ho additional alterations at Eedfern ; 
the total cost will, therefore, he about £000,000;—the profit which the Commissioners estimated would he 
made by charging additional fares would not apply if the larger sum were expended P It might not, but 
the traiiic is an increasing quantity. If I had to express au opinion as to tho Hyde Park scheme, 
compared wfith all the other schemes, 1 would say, “ Pay twice the money for Hyde Parle.”
4156. You think, then, that if the St. James’ Eoad scheme is not remunerative at the start, tho increase 
in traffic will, in the course of time, bring it to a remunerative standpoint p I. think that is a fair view to 
take of the matter.
4157. Since the first estimate of £650,000 was made tho cost has mounted up—that is, if we have to pay 
for the land at Hyde Park ;—I want your definite opinion as to whether the Commissioners still think 
that they can put the scheme before Parliament as a remunerative as well as a convenient scheme P The 
alteration of the Cslimate will not affect the traffic. Whatever our estimate of traffic was, it remains, 
subject, of course, to the increases which we know are occurring every day. No doubt the increased 
estimate would mean a certain loss, at the start, in connection with the transaction; but, under the 
circumstances, I think we are perfectly justified in advising tho (xovernment to adopt the scheme.
4158. Then, to some extent you would overlook the financial aspect of the question in consideration of 
the general aspect? Yes.
4159. In the plan put before ns for a station at Devonshire-street, there is a pile of cilices to accommodate 
the Commissioners and their staff; tho samo thing occurs iu connection with the Hyde Park terminus ;—■ 
is it more convenient for the Commissioners to be in, the city near their customers than to be at tho 
station near to their working staff ? It is very important for the Commissioners to have their officers 
around them. At the present the loss of time, and inconvenience we suffer, when wc want the attendance 
of a particular officer is very considerable. Wherever the central position is, there we certainly ought to 
he located, and there we ought to have our staff.
4160. If the Government agreed that the station should remain at Devonshire-street, would you rather 
have your offices there than have them in Sydney near your customers ? We would not rather have 
them there, but we think wherever the terminus is our offices ought to be.
4161. Would you not find it difficult to face the expenditure of £1,500,000 on No. 10 scheme? That is 
what has to be paid to preserve Hyde Park as much as possible.
4162. Is not that an immense price to pay ? I should think so. That scheme, I understand, is put 
forward—not by the Commissioners—but for the purpose of saving Hyde Park as much as possible.
4163. Would it not be a more serious thing for you to have to saddle your capital account with £1,500,000 
for the sake of saving a strip of Hyde Park, than it would bo to have to face an expenditure of £900,000 
under the original scheme ? We should prefer the original scheme under any circumstances.
4164. You think that the sinking of the difference of £600,000 of dead money would be a serious thing?
1 do not think there is any justification for spending it. I think the other, which is the cheaper and tho t
better scheme, should be adopted.
4165. Is there not, at times, a pressure on the Commissioners from suburban passengers for a reduction 
of fares ? I cannot say that it is a pressure. A. very large deputation from the Illawarra suburbs waited 
upon us a few days ago, hut they were not granted what they asked for. 1 think 1 sent them away fairly 
convinced that they were cheaply carried. I showed them that our fares were less than tho fares in 
England, where, of course, the volume of traffic is much greater than it is here. Certain allusions were 
made to the Victorian fares being cheaper than ours. I was able to point out that the circumstances were 
special, and that the private tramways came into competition. I was also able to satisfy them, as men 
who had some regard for tho public interest, that it would be improper to adopt faros which would have 
the effect of transferring the railways from a sound commercial concern to one which would be a burden 
on the State. I pointed out that a reduction in suburban fares for distances over one mile to the extent 
of Id. for every single journey, l|d. for every return journey, and l-jd. per day on each season ticket 
would cause us a loss of £40,000 a year, and such a reduction would not be appreciated, J believe tho 
deputation went away quite believing that the fares they were charged were reasonable. I am perfectly 
satisfied that the public, if they get this extension into the city, will he prepared to pay tho additional 
fare without murmur,
4166. You do not imagine that after the expenditure has been incur red, you will meet with strong pressure
to reduce the fares? I do not think so. It would be unreasonable, and there would be no result from 
the pressure. We should he under an obligation to make the extension pay, and you might rely upon it 
that we could not accomplish that by reducing the fares. '
4167. Some people are under the impression that by reducing tho fares you increase the traffic ? You do 
to a certain extent; Imt in this instance you would have to overtake the reduction, and we have not the 
necessary population to create increased traffic. The natural growth of tho population will not do it.
^People irom the Illawarra district very often say, “The train fares are driving the residents from 
our district.” I reply, “ It is difficult for me to combat a statement of that kind, but let me put this case 
to you : You have described your district as an attractive one ; but look at the North Shore district, 
which came into existence after yours was established. The same fares exist at North Shore, and how is 
it that the people do not go on the Illawarra line as they do on the North Shore line r” They could not 
answer the question. New lines here and there do not increase the population, uor would redaction of 
fares, and that is tho reason you so often find the Railway Commissioners deprecating cither, moro 
particularly as regards tramways. People say reductions will increase the traffic, but we say they will 
not. They may transfer the people from Burwood to North Shore, but the population is the same.
Therefore we should uOt be likely to respond to requests to reduce tho fares if we got the railway extended— 
at any rate, not until it was placed on a paying basis.
4168. The remunerativeness of your proposal depends entirely on the willingness of your customers to
pay the extra fare you propose ;—if there is a risk of their kicking at that extra i are, your calculations 
break down ? If wo do not get tho money, they must break down, hut tho reduction of fares rests wilh 
the Eailway CQffiraissioners. 4169.
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4169. ou are not apprehensive on that point? 2fot at all.
4170. Your scheme malies no connection with Circular Quay, other than that which would he caused by 
an extension of the Elizabeth-street line to it;—do you think it of any importance to connect the ferry 
traffic with your central line ? J do not think it is of pressing importance. I do not know that there is 
such a business connection between the suburbs and tho Quay as to render it necessary. Eesidcs, it 
would be a very short distance to walk, and I really think- that the people would not object to that short 
separation. The traffic would not be a regular one ; it would be principally a holiday traffic, and it is 
very difficult to gauge the value of it.
4171. Do you think the people who arrive in the ferry steam-boats at Circular Quay arc fairly accom
modated now ? 1 think so. You could not very well bring the train right to the Quay.
4172. If you take the Elizabeth-street tram to Circular Quay by way of Castlereagh-street or otherwise, 
you will then make a connection between Circular Quay and the station ? Yes.
4L73. You have not that at present ? bio.
4174. Eut you will make it? Yes.
4175. And do you think that will answer all purposes? Yes.
4176. Chairman.'] Dr. Garran mentioned £260,000 as the market value of one-fourth of Hyde Park ; 
but seeing that there are thousands of acres adjoining the comparatively small portion taken, and 
considering that a large portion of the travelling public will be convcnienced, and that large quantities of 
land in other centres may be obtained for much less money than what is to ho paid for tbe Hyde Park 
land,—do 1 understand you to say that those are matters which should be considered in determining the 
question of the value of the particular land to be taken ? It seems to me that a fancy value has been 
placed on Hyde Park. You can obtain land for recreation purposes in localities where parks are mors 
required for much less money. Therefore, the transaction should bo looked at in the light of the fact 
that it is surrounded by special circumstances. If the money paid is sufficient to provide reasonable 
recreation grounds in other places, I think the circumstances of the case would be met. I do not wisli 
to say anything against Hyde Park; but personally I cannot see the great value which is placed upon it. 
I can see many advantages in Hyde Park, or some portion of it, being devoted to purposes other than 
those to which it is applied at the present time. At the samo time J can quite understand the sentimental 
cry which is raised iu connection with this matter. As regards the value, I would ask the Committee to 
consider the matter as 1 have put it—that it is not the absolute value of Hyde Park as a beauty spot 
which has to be considered, but of Hyde Park required for a public purpose for which it almost looks as 
if Providence had preserved it, and the providing of spaces iu other localities more in need of those spaces 
than the Hyde Park district.

HATVRDAY, 7 APRIL, 1900.
present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKET!’ (Chauijiak).
The lion. Patrick Linditsat Cravveoioi Shepiieeh. 
The Hon. Andrew G arran, LLD,
William Thomas Dick. Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry: Levies', Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Eailway System of tho Colony from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the Cily, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Charles Cowdery, Civil Engineer, sworn, and examined :—
C. 4177. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you had experience in railway construction ? Yes.

Cowdery. 4178. Have you had an opportunity of making yourself acquainted Yvitli the proposed schemes for railway
_/—---- \ extension into the city? 1 have watched them very closely ever since I came to the Colony.
“April, 1000. 417(3, "What is your opinion of Ko. 10 scheme, and the St. James’Eoad scheme? In a matter of this 

kind the first thing to look to is a railway which will be of tbe greatest use to the greatest number of 
people. We have bad two splendid object lessons. The first is the steam trams from tho station along 
Elizabeth-street. Of the business people, and of tbe people who come into the city shopping, not one in 
100 went east of that line. The next object lesson is the George-street electric tram. We find it can 
hardly take the traiiic away, thus showing that the bulk of the traffic is there or thereabouts. I contend 
that if a railway is taken to Hyde Park it will be on one side of this traffic, and not where it is required. 
The terminus should be somewhere in the neighbourhood of George-street or York-street. I am not 
prepared to say the exact route it should take, but it should have a future extension to the North Shore in 
view. That is a new suburb ; but it has grown faster than any suburb around Sydney. Within a 
few years it will be larger than even the western suburban district, ivliich the railway accommodates 
at present. I bad reason to count the houses Ifom one point to another on the North Shore two years 
ago, and twelve months afterwards I found that they had increased 33 per cent. When the North Shore 
raihvay was made six or seven years ago the authorities had no idea that the suburb was going to grow so 
fast, because they thought a single line would last for ever. In five or six years they have found out their 
mistake. In putting the railway where I suggest you will carry out three things. First of all you will 
have a city raihvay proper. You will have a link in the trunk-line of the country, and also a link for an 
outer circle raihvay, via Milson’s Point, Hornsby Junction. Strathfield, and so on. At present there arc 
twenty trains a day each way on the Miison’s Point hue. Those trains could then run round and round, 
and no shunting would be required.
4180. You aro of opinion that any extension to the city should have in view the ultimate connection with 
North Shore ? Undoubtedly.
41S1. And that the extension should he constructed in such a position as to conveniently connecf with 
North Shore ? That is so.
4182. You do not think that either of the schemes referred to are calculated to afford that facility ? I 
cannot see how they could possibly connect with North Shore unless by tunnel, which would be out of the 
question entirely in a climate like this. '
41S3. It has been pointed out that by going back io somewhere near Liverpool-street, and by making a 
curve, we could connect in that way ? You could do that certainly, hut the people would not put up with 
the hack shunting very long. 41S4.
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4181. Ton think' a plan of that kind would be objectionable ? I think it is tho worst plan which could be c- Cowdery. 
conceived. _ ^
4185. There is another proposal in connection with the extension from Kinjpstreot, and that is to go to ' ■Al)r*h 1000. 
Tort Macquarie, and tunnel under the harbour to North Shore ;—do you think that is practicable ? X 
think not. On the North Shore tbe gradients are had enough now, and that would make them worse.
Ton would be at least 100 feet under the harbour from tho present level, and that would have to he got over.
418G. Another objection you had to either of these schemes is that they do not meet the convenience of 
the bulk of the business people ? They certainly do not. Tbo business people coming in from the western 
suburbs would, no doubt, come to the St. James’ Jtoad station, but tbe people from George-street and 
IXarling Harbour way, going home at night, would not walk to the top of King-street, but would jump 
into the George-street tram and join tbo train at Eedfern.
4187. Tou are aware that there is no provision for an intermediate station between Eedfern and King- 
street? That there should be in any case, otherwise people wishing to get in and out of the train 
between Eedfern and tbe terminus wmuld derive no benefit.
4188. Have you mastered the details of Mr. Selfe’s scheme? As far as his scheme applies to tho city, I
think it is all right. ' ’
4189. He proposes to leave tho line at Evcleigh ? There 1 think he is wrong. I think it would he better
to continue from the present te,rminus, across Devonshire-street through tbe Benevolent Asylum, across 
Garden-road, Belmore Park, over Hay-street, and what is at present known as Paddy’s Market—tbe old 
portion of the building—and then across Campbell-strect and Goulburn-street. Goulburn-street I would 
cross somewhere between Castlereagh-street and Pitt-street, and then follow Mr. Selfe's line. I believe 
that would do away with tho objectionable grade of 1 in 75, to which T believe the Enginecr-in-Chief has 
such an objection. .
4190. Do you think it would be practicable to form a station at the Victoria Markets ? 1 think that is
the only use to which the basement can be put,
4191. It has been pointed out that there would be a danger to the foundations if that idea wore carried 
out ? I do not think there is anything in that. I have the plans of a station in London which has been 
built underneath a church.
4192. With regard to what is called tbe Asylum site—would not any extension of the tram service from 
a station .on that site be facilitated ? Of course. 1 think the wisest thing to do is to construct a station 
on fha't site. It is as near the centre of population as possible.
4193. Do you think the tram system, if extended to further other streets, would he able to cope with all 
the passenger traffic? Thero is no doubt it would ; but you must not lose sight of the fact that we must 
some day have a connection through to North Shore.
4194. At present the whole of the tramway traffic from the railway station is crowded into one street, 
but if an extension along Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, Elizabeth-street, and some other street west were 
effected, do you think the trams would be able to cope with that traffic? Undoubtedly. 1 have always 
contended that any railway would not ac.conimorale the people so well as tbe future trams will do.
4195. Tou think it ia quite practicable to form a statiou at the base of the Markets ? 1 should form the
platforms on the base, and keep the railways outside.
419G. Do you think the Asylum scheme would be a desirable one? I think it would meet all require- 
meuts until such time as tho increase of population demanded an extension to the North Shore.
4197. Mr. Greenwood proposes to cross Devonshire-street, Belmore Gardens, and Paddy’s Market on a 
viaduct, striking into Ihtt-street; he would then tunnel from the Water aud Sewerage Board’s buildings * 
to tho corner ot Bathurst-street, form a station there, and go down George-street, and between the Town 
Hall and the Markets into Tork-street;—what do you think of that scheme ? 1 tiiink that is very nearly 
ihe right route.
4198. Objection has been taken to the curve from George-street into Tork-street;—it is thought it would 
endanger the Town Hall ? I do not think there is any danger of that. It strikes me that there would 
be a sharp curve there, and perhaps it would be better to go by way of George-street instead of Tork- 
street.
4199. Tou tbink either of these schemes would be preferable to the Hyde Park scheme ? I do, because
Hyde Park is on one side of the traffic. ‘
4200. Mr. Mcli'arlana.'] I understand that you do not consider Hyde Park central enough for a railway 
station ? That is so.
42.01, Your jdea is that we should have a city raihvay extension so constructed as to join the North Shore 
railway ? Undoubtedly. *
4202. Could not that be done from Hyde Park? The Hyde Park scheme does not loud itself favourably
to connection with the North Shore. “

4203. TV hat is the nature of the difficulty ? The whole of the trains would have to be shunted. Again, 
if you go ou from Hyde Park, you will run across the best and most valuable part of the city.
4204. Have you considered the cost of land resumption in bringing a railway along George-street from 
Eedfern ? 1 have no doubt it would cost more than the Hyde Park scheme.
4205. How would you bring the railway from Eedfern, say, through George-street to Dawes Point ?
Almost as Mr. Greenwood proposes. "
4206. Would not that involvejtunnel? Only-a short one.
4207. Aud you object to running trains through tunnels ? Tes, for any long distance; but I venture 
to say there would not be a tunnel louger anywhere than a quarter of a mile.
4208. Have you a fair knowledge of the passenger traffic from the western suburbs ? Tes ; I lived in tbe 
western suburbs some seven or eight years.
4209. Do you think the existing tramway arrangements sufficient to convey the whole of the passengers 
arriving by train at the proposed station on the Benevolent Asylum site ? No. I should like to see an 
electric line down Pitt-street. and, perhaps, Clarence-street. '
4210. Tour idea is that, with an increased tram service, railway extension into tbe city is not necessary ?
Not as far as the traffic at present is concerned. ’ ‘
4'21L Do you consider that increased tram accommodation would meet the increase in the traffic of the 
future ? I have no doubt it would, '
4212. If the proposed extension is carried out to Hyde Park, and the electriq and other trains are run,

1G—2 E which
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C. Cowdery. which would the passengers from the western suburbs be likely to use ? I think it is likely that in coming 
to business they could continue in the train to the terminus, but in going home at night they would not 

7 April, 1900. lake fcra|n at the terminus. A man who is tired after his work, prefers to jump in the tram which 
is passing, perhaps his place of business, to walking to the top cf King-street. It would be less fatiguing
to do so, t .
4213. Ilo you think uie people who go to business west of (leorge-street would come by tram to the top 
of King-street, and walk down rather than travel by tram ? I do not think 1 should do so myself. •
4214. Do you think there is much inconvenience caused by waiting for trams at Kedfem ? I have seen
nothing of that kind since the electric tram has been in operation—certainly not so much as there
used to bo. ,
4215. Dr. Garran.~\ Do you suggest a route coming through the station yard to West Sydney very much

’ ou the lines of Mr. Greenwood's scheme ? Tes.
4216. The objection raised to that is that to get down so quickly you must have gradients ot 1 in 00. 
The railway authorities object to anything worse than 1 in 100. They have reduced ihe whom of their 
grades as far as Parramatta to 1 in 100, and they have adapted the engine-power to the loads ot carriages. 
They say that if you spoil the grade for the last 11 miles of the line you spoil it for the whole ot the
line? I fail to see why it is necessary to have a 1 in 60 grade. _
4217. The railway authorities say that to get under Goulburn-street you would require a 1 in 60 grade .
I think there must be some error there. _ , T n
4218. Tou admit it would be an objection to have a grade of 1 in 60? Bather than have that 1 would
close Goulburn-street. . . , ..
4219. Tou admit the force of the official objection ? Certainly if the grade is 1 in 00. At tbe samo time,
they are calling for designs for a bridge on a grade of 1 in 35.
4220. That is on the North Shore line? Tes; but that will probably be part of tho city railway 
sonic
422]. Mr. Greenwoods three stations would put people down near the Town Elall, Wynyard-square, and 
Circular Quay ;—do you consider those three good passenger centres ? Wynyard-square certainly is*
4222. Is not the Town Hall ? Yes; but I hardly think one is required at Circular Quay.
4223. Do you tbink it is of any importance to connect the railway extension to Circular Quay. rJot tor 
naasender traffic
4224. Do you think the present electric tram along George-street will sufficiently meet the requirements 
of the people coming from North Shore? Tes. Of course, if there was another tram-line up litt-
street it would be better. , , „ „ , . , ,
4225-6. It is proposed before long to alter the Elizabeth-street line by taking it to Castlereagh-street and 
to connect it with Circular Quay ; when that is done the ferry passengers will have two routes into tho 
city ;—would that amply meet their requirements ? Tes, for the present, at any rate.
4227. Tou do not look upon it as urgent that the railway should connect with the Quay ? I do not think
it is necessary. * i ■ i .
4228. Some of the witnesses have stated that no plan would be complete and satisfactory which did not
make such a connection ? I do not tbink it is required. ...
4229. Nearly all the people who land from the ferry boats come to town to get to their business—not to
go to the railway station ? Certainly. _

. 4230. Do you know where the steam tram shunting yard is ? Tes.
4231. At the further end of the yard you are on a level with Macquarie-street. les.. , , . ,
4232. Would it be a good arrangement to have a tram-line from there to Fort Macquarie, joining the
other line which comes to the Quay ? I have not studied that. _
4233. If wo bring upon the electric tram-line at Circular Quay tho whole of the present tram traffic, 
should wo not cause a congestion of cars there ? There would be more cars certainly; but it is a
wide space. _ ,
4234. Tou have expressed an opinion iu favour of making the Benevolent Asylum site a permanent
central station, and then dealing with the traffic by multiplying electric lines through tbe different streets 
of the city ? Tes, for the present, not losing sight of a future city railway. ,
4235. If we have four streets with trains converging on Circular Quay, we shall have a much greater 
congestion of cars there than we have now? But they would not bo congested there more than they 
would be in any of tbe streets, because they would continue going round. They would not require to he

4236. But the carriages even now in George-street follow one another so rapidly that they make it quite
as congested as is desirableif you quadruple that traffic you will have so many more cars on the Quay 
at the same time ? Undoubtedly ; but you do not notice much congestion on tbe Quay ]lovv' .
4237. But if we take the whole of the tram traffic there, will it not become congested? Of course, it 
will be worse.
4238. There is a great deal of heavy traffic there ? Tes; but a groat deal of it js bus traffic, which will
be cut out. . , , ' ,
4239. And the drays going to the steamers? Certainly. At present the buses are often a great
nuisance.
4240. Do you think that if we went to Hyde Bark under any of the plans put before us we should out
grow tlie station tliore in the course of time P I do not think so. Tbe moment you connected with £iorth 
Shore that station would be a white elephant. _ _ r , .
4241. Which would be a convenient place to bring tbe North Shore people into Sydney f Leaving the 
present line somewhere about Bay-road and getting across the harbour to Dawes Boint.
4242. Would you make the terminus in Sydney ? Tou would have a circular railway, and one would not
be required. , • , r tit rt l
4243. All tbe West Sydney routes which have been put before us. excepting that oi Mr. Deane, have a
certain length—39 chains—of tunnel;—do you think a tunnel of that length would be objectionable ? I 
should prefer it to be as open as possible. ,
4244. Do you tbink a tunnel as objectionable as the Lapstone tunnel would be a good thing forsuourban 
passengers ? I should not think it necessary to have a tunnel of such a length. I should think there
would be a number of gaps. K4245.
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4245. It lias been pointed out to us that electric power is so rapidly developing that in a few years’ time C- Cowdery.
we may be able to manage tbe whole of our city traflic by electric-power;—there would not be the samo ,^ 
objection to tunnels then ? Certainly not. ^ . ’
4240. Js not that rather an argainent in favour of postponing the construction of the AVest Sydney line 
until wo can bring electric-power to bear upon it? It is an argument in favour of postponing the con
struction of both,
4247. Butsomcthiog must bo done at once; the alternative seems to lie between making the Benevolent
Asylum station at once, or some extension into the city at once ;—what J want to point out is that we arc 
not quite ripe for electricity and tunnels on the western side ; therefore, if we are to have an extension 
into the city, it must be on the eastern side ? I do not think you need construct any tunnels sufficiently 
long to cause them to bo objectionable, even if we used steam power. _
4248. Would not 39 chains of tunnel be too long? Yes ; but J do not think It is necessary to put in 89 
chains of tunnel. You might get two or three openings in that length—sufficient to clear the tunnel 
from foul air.
4249. One scheme brings the line under George-street in front of the Town Hall, aud comes to the
basement of the Markets, and thence to Wynyard-square, in tunnel? Of course you can ventilate into 
the street. '
4250. Would a scheme which goes so far west of George-street as to carry the line to Kent-street, be of 
much use to people coming out of the Town. Hall at night? T think that is too far to the west.
4251. Whereas Mr. Greenwood’s scheme under the Markets would be convenient ? It would, no doubt, 
be a convenient position for passengers.
4252. Then, in making !a passenger line for West Sydney, it is not desirable to go too far to the west?
Ko; the line of traffic is somewhere about George-street or York-street. _
4253. Supposing we had a central station at the Benevolent Asylum—tho existing tram lines down 
George-street and Elizabeth-street, another down Pitt-street, and another down Kent-street;—do you 
think those four lines should practically deal with the passenger traffic ? They would.
4264. Then to the cost of the Devonshire-street extension you have to add the cost of two new tram 
lines which, we are told, would amount to £80,008 or £100,000 each? Yes; but at the same time you 
would get a return from them.
4255. Which would bo the better—the expenditure of £900,000 to go to Hyde Park, or the expenditure 
of £700,000 on the Benevolent Asylum scheme, with two extra tram-lines ? I should say the expenditure 
of £700,000 on the Benevolent Asylum scheme, with two extra tram-lines. The tram-lines would bring 
in money, whereas the other extension would, in a feiv years’ time, be worthless,
4256. Do you not think that you are going too far in saying that the Hyde Park scheme ivould become
useless? 1 cannot see what else it would become. _
4257. A very large number of people who have offices in that direction could always use the line ? I do
not think many would. _ _
4258. We aro told that people would prefer to*pay an extra fare to be taken on to the city without being 
disturbed ? Therefore, I say that wc should put the station in a position where it will give facilities to 
the greatest number of people.
4239. The Hyde Park extension would suit all the law people, the Parliamentary people, the great clubs, 
and some of the largest hotels, besides many business people who have offices in Castlereagh-street, 
Phillip-street, and Elizabeth-street ? There would lie a much greater traffic near George-street.
4260. Would there not he enough traffic to make the Hyde Park extension remunerative ? I do not
think so. _
4261. Every scheme but Mr, Deane’s tries to make a West Sydney line fit in with an extension to North 
Shore; Mr. Deane is of opinion that that is a mistake, and that if wo make a AVcst Sydney line for 
passenger traffic, we should not confound it with a line to North Shore ? I do not agree with him.
4262. Do you think the two could he dovetailed together without sacrificing either ? Yes.
4263. To dovetail the two means an awkward arrangement of one line climbing over the other, in tunnel ?
That is bad. _ _ _ 4
4264. You would not say that it is a desirable arrangement ? I should not do it if 1 could avoid it,
although it is done in other places. _ _
4265. If you do not go into tunnel until you get to AVynyard-squarc, you would require a stiff gradient
to get on the top of a bridge 160 feet high ? That is so. Still it is the highest land we have. There 
are already grades of 1 m 50 on the North Shore line. _
4266. But to go from AYynvard-square to the bridge we should require a grade of 1 in 40 ;—if we make 
a grade of 1 in 60 we shall have to come hack as far as Bathurst-street ? I am not prepared to say any
thing about that, because I have not the levels before me.
4267. Aro you iu favour of a circular line, turning round and coming back to Eedfern; several of tho 
witnesses say that that is the best—not that wo should have a terminal station in Sydney, but a line along 
East Sydney, coming back along AVest Sydney ? Ido not think East Sydney requires a railway. I do 
not think it will be accommodated by a raihvay so well as it will be accommodated by future trams.
4268. Mr, Dick.'] In your opinion we do not require a large terminal station in the city, whichever way
the railway is extended ? That is so. _ _
4269. If it is necessary to build a largo station on the Benevolent Asylum site, aud, later on, it is found 
necessary to extend tbe raihvay into the city, shall wc not, practically, bo compelled to have a double 
staff—one at the terminal station, and the other at the Benevolent Asylum site station ? No ; the station 
in the city would really be a roadside station. There would bo nothing to do beyond getting the passengers 
in and out, especially with a circular railway.
4270. But what if wo have a terminus in the city ? AVb should then require a little larger staff than the 
one we have at ordinary limes.
4271. But we should have to shunt the trains ? That is a matter of keeping an extra locomotive there.
4272. AATould not 200 or 300 trains coming in and out per day require a largo staff to manage them ? I 
see no reason w'hy they should. AVhen a train comes in it can be got hack again in about a minute and 
a half. When a train pulled up at the terminal station, there would be a spare engine on a siding or 
road in tbe centre. The moment the train stopped it would hook on to it, and the train would be ready 
to go back before tho people got out of it.

4273.
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C. Cowdery. 4273. Do yon anticipate any larger ostension of the business area of the city in the direction of Woollon- 
7 'aTTi' winn In00^00 -J Since I have known that district 1 have not seen much change for the better in it. ISicw wharfs 

P 1 > • have recently been built in that neighbourhood, but the traffic is not very extensive.
4274. Do you think the utilisation of Woolloomooloo Bay is likely to bring about any extensive change 
in the character of the houses and other buildings in that neighbourhood ? It has never struck me that 
it would.
4275. Tou lay some stress on the rapid growth of the North Shore suburbs, and you have stated that 
people from there must he brought into Sydney have you considered which of the two methods is 
better for bringing them in—by bridge or tunnel'! By bridge, undoubtedly.
4276. You think it is quite possible to dovetail the connection bee ween North Shore and the southern 
shore, with an extension of the railway into the city ? Quite so.
4277. At the point where tho two extensions meet, you would have this state of things : from Strathfield 
or Parramatta to the point of meeliug you have a grade of 1 in 100, with carriage loads and engine power 
arranged for sueh a grade. From the point of connection towards the North Shore, you have a much 
steeper grade 1 in 35, as far as the bridge is concerned, and 1 m 50 on the other side of the bridge? I 
know they have called for designs for a 1 in 35 grade.
4278. If that is the case, how are you going to dovetail your traffic arrangements ? In the busy part of 
the day jt is only a matter of putting on a pilot engine to take the trains up the grade.
4279. Would not that involve a good deal of delay? Of course the fact of putting the bridge there 
relieves the greater portion of the grades on the North Shore end.
d2S0. There is a grade of 1 in 00 between Pyinble and Gordon, and there are also three pieces of heavy 
grade between St. Leonards and Milson’s Point? A bridge would avoid a good deal of that. Between 
St. Leonards and Milson’s Point the whole of it could be cut out.
4251. Between Pymble and Wahroonga tbe grades are 1 in CO, 1 in 75, and I in SI ? Of course lam not 
prepared to say that those grades can be altered ; but we know the Commissioners have altered a number 
of other grades with a little expense.
4252. Do you think it a difficult matter, from an engineering point of view, to go close to the Town Hall 
corner on the one side, and the new Market on the other, with a subterranean railway ? The curves, I 
am afraid, would be rather sharp, but there could be no danger to the building,
4283. Tou can get two 10-cbaiu curves there, but there is no transition between them ? It is rather 
sharp.
4284. Have you had any experience in matters of this kind in other parts of the world ? I have always 
iollowed railway matters through the means of the scientific papers, and I was born and bred on railway 
works. In England and in this country I have been largely employed in railway construction.
42S5. Is it the practice in England to bring the suburban passengers to the heart, or the edge of tho 
city, and then let them go to their places of business by means of trams or underground railways? In 
London the terminal stations are not nearer than is Itcdfern to the centre of business.
4280. Could we say this of London: that city people coming in from the suburbs have to change from 
one kind of carriage or railway into another ? They have in most cases.
4287. Do you think the delay involved in changing from the train at Eedfern to the tram is a matter to 
bo so seriously considered as to involve the expenditure of something like £1,500,000 under one scheme 
and £800,000 under another ? I do not.
4288. CJmirmnn.l At which of the stations in London do the passengers coining from the suburbs get out
of their trains into underground trains in order to go to their places of business? The station 1 used 
niost was the Paddington station. To get into the metropolis you have to cross Parade-street, and get 
into the Paddington-street station. Of course, I am speaking of ten or twelve vears ago. Tou have also 
to do it at King’s Cross. "
4289. Do^ people getting out of the train at Charing Cross go into other means of conveyance in order to 
reach their business ? Tes, or walk.
4290. Do most of the passengers who leave Charing Cross station get into a tram or other vehicle to 
proceed to their business? The majority of the business people coming to Charing Cross have to go as 
far to their business as we have from Itedfern.
4291. L ou have stated that you are strongly of opinion that it would be better to leave the main station 
at Devonshire-street, and have four lines of tram into the city, and that that would suit all purposes ;— 
have v ou any details upon which you base your opinion ? hio ; it is only my opiniou,
4292 Can you tell us, in order to back up your opinion, what is the number of passengers at present 
travelling on tho (George-street tram per day ? 1 cannot say. The tram is always very crowded.
4293. Are you sufficiently acquainted with the construction of the Town Hall buildings as to sav whether 
the foundations would be affected under Mr, Greenwood’s scheme of carrying a line below tbe foundations 
of the north-eastern corner? It may be necessary to under-pin them; but it is possible to do that 
without any danger to the building,
4294, Even if the line goes close to the buildings ? Even if it goes under it.
4205. Tou would hazard that opinion even if the architect said it would not be advisable to do it? Tou 
can go under any building without interfering with the foundations, provided that due care and precautions 
are taken.
4296. Do you think there would be any vibration ? I do not think there would be any vibration which 
would hurt the building.
4297. Whe.n you stated that a railway to the neighbourhood of Hyde Park would, in a few years, be 
useless, had you considered the possibility of an extension of trade and population in the direction of 
Woolloomooloo and the Woolloomooloo Bay wharfs ? I have known the places for some years, and I see 
little difference in it now to what it was twelve or fourteen years ago.
4298. With largely increased shipping facilities, is it not likely that there will be an extension of trade 
there . There may be to a certain extent; but Woolloomooloo Bay is only a limited area compared with 
what we have on the other side.
4299. I suppose that district is not one where people live from choice ? There is a large population of
the working class there. .
4300. Would it suit them better to have a railway at Hyde Park than at Wynyard-square ? I think the 
trams would suit them better than a railway, because they do not live in the suburbs.
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4301. But they may want to travel to the western suburbs ? Some might occasionally, but a very small Cowdery.
proportion. A~riIlTOb
4302. If there is to be a future business development of the city, must it not necessarily go in tbe direc- ’ '
tion of Woolloomooloo ? Either in that direction or to the south. I think it is moro likely to go south
than east. ”
4303. Jfr. Wafson.'j Tou have slated that you think a ccutral station at Devonshire-street, with a tram
line down Pitt-street, would servo the people fairly well for some vears to come ? It would serve them 
better than they are served at present. *
4304. Would it be sufficient for some years to come? Tea, until ue are in a position to connect right
through to North Shore. ■
4'30o. A rough estimate for the construction of a tram line down Pitt-street is £100,000; if we con
structed that tram line we should, practically, obtain as much revenue from it as we would from the Hyde 
Park scheme ? Quite as much, or more.
430(5, Estimating the Devonshire-street extension at £530,000, and the Pitt-street tram line at £100,000—• 
in all £030,000—the cost would not be more than the Hyde Park scheme ? No.
4307. -And wo should have a larger area at Devonshire-street for shunting-yards aud so on ? Quite so.
4305. Chairman.'] Tou admit that with the best of tram services to take passengers from a train, loaded 
with 300 or 400 people, there must be delay for some of them ? A slight delay, of course. .
4309. If a train comes in witli 400 passengers, how long would it take to get them away by electric ears, 
seeing that we only run two cars together ? But the ears would run in dilferent directions—George-street 
and Pitt-street, for instance. In that case two lots of cars could be loaded at once,
4310. Do you suggest a number of platforms for tram cars at the railway stations ? Of course they 
would have to be there, but we have no platforms for the tram cars at present.
4311. ATr. Shepherd.'] I here would be ample room for a station like the one proposed ? Boom could be 
provided.
4312. Tou are of opinion that the travelling public would prefer to get out at Bedfenn and come in bv
tram to being brought comparat ively into the heart of the city by train direct ? Certainly; in preference 
to going to King-street. ' ^

TUESDAY, 10 APEJL, 1900. 

ijlnmrni:—
The Hon. WILT JAM JOSEPH TBICKETT (CjiAinirAs).

The HoiuPatkick Lindesat Crawiou:) Shkphehd. 
The Hon. Andrew Gaiuian, LL.D.
WmijiAii Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Borert Jlisiinr Levies', Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Bailway 
the present Terminus at Bodfern into the City, including the erection oi

System of the Colony from
of a large Central Station.

Edward Johnstone Sievers, Government Land Valuer, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

4313. Dr. Garran.] When you were here on a former occasion, you stated that you had obtained a stale- E. J. Sievers. 
ment of the probable cost of land resumptions in connection with 51 r. Selfe's and Mr. Greenwood’s , 
schemes? Tes; I should like to increase Mr. Greenwood’s figures a little. Mr. Selfe’s figures may be 10A]irit,lfluO. 
considered as outside the mark, Some years ago Mr. Selfe consulted mo when property was worth more
than it is to-day, and he has based bis figures upon the value of property at that time. With regard to 
“The Bocks” end, the estimate was based on a 4 per cent, capitalisation, which is too much forthatclass of 
property in that neighbourhood. I think it might be taken that Mr. Selfe’s valuation is quite outside the 
mark, with the exception of tho basement of the Markets, and the damage to the properties between 
Market and King streets,
4314. Tho basement of tbe Markets is capitalised at £2,000 a year ? Tes.
4315. Have you any of the sections between Evcleigh and the tunnel ? 1 agree with Mr. Selfe's figures 
up to that point—Druitt-street. I scarcely think wo would obtain permission of tbe Town Hall authori
ties >to use their Markets for all time for £50,000. No basis exists to go upon iu respect of that matter.
It is a question of interfering with the building, and a good many points would arise, and I am afraid 
that £50,000 would be looked upon as a low sum. Mr. Selfe has estimated that he can tunnel below the 
buildings between Market-street and Wynyard-square, and take what land is required for £200,000.
4316. That would be more compensation than purchase ? Tes ; but unless a bill was specially prepared 
to deal with it under the Public Works Act, such an arrangement could scarcely be made. In order to 
run^ tunnels we should take the surface, because wo take what are known as cellars, and they are not 
sufficiently low to be called tunnels. Therefore, the properties along the route would have to be resumed 
in many eases where they could not be dealt with privately. T think you might say that they would all 
require to he resumed. In that case the damage to business would be enormous. "
4317. Tou think, then, that he has under-estimated that section until he gets to Tork-street? Tes; I 
think £200,000 is much too low. I am backed up in my opinion by tbe Principal Assistant A.rchitcct'in 
the Government Architect's Office, who thinks, with me, that thero would be a difficulty in tunnellin" 
along Tork-street without interfering with the properties on either side. As regards Mr. Selfe’s new 
George-street proposal, I scarcely think there would be a market for 3,000 feet at £150 a foot at the 
present time. On the other hand, I do not think his 30 acres would cost £812,000.
4318. Ton think lie has over-estimated the resumption of “ The Bocks ” property, and has over-estimated
what he will get back from tbe new George-street frontage ? Tes. ”
4-319. We should like to know the exact difference between your estimate and his; his extension to 
Circular Quay is independent, to some extent, of bis main line to Sydney, which terminates at “The 
Bocks”;—he could make a purely West Sydney lice without branching off from Wynyard-square at all ?
In that ease I should say that what he calls his red scheme may be accepted as approximately correct, 
with the exception, of course, of the £200,000 between Tork-street and Market-street. '
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E. J^Sievm. 4320. Wliat we may call his purely West Svdney passenger line may be taken as a fair estimate ? Tes ; 
lOArinsSo it errs on tbe safe side. ' ‘

' p ■! ,1 ' 41121, Tour principal difference with him is as to what he would get in return for the sale of bis new
George-street frontages? Tes; and also the cost of tbe bit between the Markets and where be tunnels 
under Tork-street. I am inclined io think that tbe whole of tbe properties would have to be purchased, 
and the results of the re-sale would not be equivalent to the damage caused by loss of business.
4322. 1 understand that Lassetter's have premises on tbe other side of Tork-street, and a tunnel to them 
from their George-street premises ? Tes ; but they have tbe tunnel only on sufferance. Of course, if 
that tunnel were required, it might be regarded as a loss which the firm would not otherwise have 
sustained, aud I am afraid tiiat they might be able to get in a claim. "With regard io Mr. Greenwood's 
scheme, 1 think the property could be obtained up to the Town Hall for about £250,000. 1 consider that 
the land would cost £410,000 altogether—that is. right through to Circular Quay. That is also inclusive 
of a fair value fora portion which ho takes of the park at Wynyard-square
4323. Dr. Q-arran.'] What is your estimate of the portion of Wynyard-square he takes? I consider that 
he ought to be charged with £00.000 for the portion taken, and that is included in the £410,000.
4324. Mr. Watson.] Tour only difference with him amounts to about £75,000 ? It is not very serious. 
I may mention that Mr. Greenwood’s selieme was estimated for at tbe time of the land boom of 18SS. 
Wince then several buildings have gone up, and the lower end of Pitt-street has been improved.
1325. Then Mr. Greenwood's estimate is not an extravagant one ? To.
4320. That is, on the assumption all through that he will not need to interfere with buildings or cellars ? 
Tes; but I am of opinion that be will have to interfere with thorn. 1 should like the Committee to 
understand that resumptions cannot be made of cellars and other places on the assumption that you will 
not affect the surface, 'The law as to driving a tunnel through a hill will not apply in regard to city 
property.
4327. What is your valuation of Wynyard-square as a whole? £120,000.
4328. Mr. Lenten.From where did you obtain your experience in valuing land ? I have done nothing 
but value for the last ten years. Before that I dealt largely in city properties. I have a record of every 
sale during tbe last twenty years in Sydney. I was valuer for the Savings Bank between 1892 and 189lj. 
Since then I have been doing Government work.
4320. Did the people who were taxed under tfic Land Tax iict agree with your valuations? They did, 
ultimately.
4330. Have you had any conference with anyone with reference to the valuation of the land to which you 
have been referring? To,
4331. Do the Crown Law officers always call you in connection with their cases? Tes.
4332. In all disputes, have they used your valuations as authoritative ? Absolutely. •

Mark John Hammond, J.P, sworn, and examined:—
M. J. 4333. Mr. Levien.'] I believe you were a member of the Legislative Assembly for many years ? Tes.

nmmon , 433 ^ How many years have you resided at A sit Held ? Twenty-four. 
a ' 4335. Have you eomlaotly tised the suburban railway line ? Tes.

10April, 1900. 4330. Have you any statement to make ? Tos, I will read it.
The question of the extension of the railway into the city lias been before the public for upwards of twenty years, 

during which time a number of schemes have been submitted, none of which, to ray mind, should lie adopted in their 
entirety. The proposed extension from liedfem to Rt. James' Road comes nearer the plan I W'ould suggest thun any other, 
and, therefore, so far as entering tho city by that route I agree, but I widely differ from the scheme in other respects.
For instance, I would not build a terminal station at St. James’ Road. I am certain the qnantity of land required for a
large station, with sufficient shunting room, is not available there, unless by destroying the Park. And this is clearly 
shown in the evidence given before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works in 1S97, in which mention 
was made of relieving Hyde Path by carrying on some of the shunting of trains in a portion of the Government House 
grounds. See in that report questions lOd to Jon. As to how long the size of the proposed site at Hyde Park would 
answer, the reply was clearly evasive, mentioning 11 that this station would he good enough for twenty years.” I glean 
from the evidence given on that occasion that the size of the land taken for station purposes from the Park would he about 
1,150 feet in length hy about 400 feet in width, or about 13 acres in all. White this seems a large piece of land I may mention 
that, for a central terminus for tho whole of the traffic of this colony, that, in my opinion, it would from the first day prove 
far too small. I am supported iu this opinion by having visited many of the large stations in Europe. Frankfort-on-Main,

• I found to measure, covering the width of rails and platforms under cover alone, SOD feet x G30 feet; the station, offices, and 
buildings are outside of that. Birmingham, acrots the rails and platforms, measures about 300 feet by about 700 feet in length, 
exclusive of buildings. 1 disagree with the Hyde Park scheme, because it associates the country traffic with the suburban 
111 the same station. I think they should he entirely separate. The suburban traffic does uot require a large station in itself ; 
it is the country traffic that mainly demands statiou accommodation ; that combined with the shunting room at Hyde Park 
is the great obstacle in tbe way, aud is tho cause of so much serious objection to the extension of the line to St. James’ Road. 
I will now roughly sketch out a plan that will admit of the line passing through Hyde Park to St. James’ Road, and will 
icmovcall or nearly all the objections to that route. To commence with, I would resume the Devonshire-street cemetery, the 
grounds of the Benevolent Asylum, the Inspector-General of Police's grounds, and the Convent of the Good Shepherd. 
Pitt-street, from Belmore Park to Devonshire-street, should be widened to 100 feet: Devpnahire-street up to Castlereagh- 
street might be closed, thus connecting tbe newly-resumed areas with the present Redfern site, making in all an area of 
between 39 and 40 acres. With Belmore Park on the north-east, aud Prince Alfred Park ou the sonth-east, a large central 
railway statiou should be built on that site suitable in size for the next fifty years, designed mth a view to further 
extension when required. For the plan which 1 am about to propose, this great railway station would not ho required for 
suburban traffic, aud, therefore, the cost of it should not he made a charge against the extension of the line into the city. 
A largo centra! station, as a terminus for four systems of country railways, is required, and cannot be done without. There 
are not less than thirteen terminal stations around London, aud with ihe exception of two or three, none of them 
come near its centre ; they are, nevertheless, very large stations, and they are required for country traffic. Tho suburban 
passenger traffic is conducted to tbe heart of London by a separate system known as the Metropolitan Circular System. I 
produce a rough sketch to give the Committee au idea of these separate systems, from which it may be seen that while the 
suburban traffic by the circular system requires practically no stations, every country terminus consists of a large station. 
Well, I would adopt a modification of the metropolitan system, as carried out iu London, that would save the necessity of 
resuming much of Hyde Park. Besides tho lino through the Park, by adopting the circular system, would not require to 
be one-half the width of the line as at present proposed, thus saving land and expense, and removing the objections at 
present raised against that ronte. In order to explain the scheme that I favour, I will ask you to fellow the route 
recommended by the late Mr. Eddy, from Redfern, through Hyde Park, on to the Circular Quay, some
where about the Water Police Court. I would then, by turning to the left, pass round Circular Quay over
head, thence by tunnel through Flagstaff Hill, thence overhead round Darling Harbour, passing over all the 
streets leading to Darling Harbour without 111 any way interfering with the wharfs or the traffic leading to them 
continuing that course through the present Redfern site. 1 would not make that the limit of the Circular System; it

should
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sliould be extended on the western line, out as fitr as, say, Homehnsli; thus a tram passing round the route I have just 
described would, on its return, pass through the new central station at Devonshire-street, and continue on to St. James’
Hoad. There should be two sets of rails, so that trains would be constantly running both ways without danger of collision.

Tn any proposition for tbe extension of a railway into a city, 1 do not think it advisable to undertake the destruction _ _
of street frontages, the impression I have gained in the many cities of the world that I have travelled through, is that tbe JO April,1900. 
object has been to avoid that as much as possible by either going underground or overhead, the latter 1 favour most, and,
I think, is best. By adopting the Circular System of extending tho railway mto the city, sheltered platfoims would be all 
that would be required for passenger traffic, aud hence but little land would be required for that purpose. J feel thoroughly 
convinced that the Circular System, as sketched out, will be found, if faithfully gone into, to cost less to construct, and 
after it is constructed cost less to manage and maintain, than any system which involves tho building of a large station and 
shunting of trains upon valuable city land. As an alternative scheme I would advise tbe Committee tn take into consideration 
the possibility of improving and extending tbe electric tramway system. I am aware that the already improved system 
of conveyance has largely reduced the pressure for railway extension into the city, and it must not be overlooked that, no 
matter how perfect the system of railway extension into tile city may be, much of the traffic will still go, by the trams 
especially, if the Circular System is adopted so that passengers may go, say, by George-street. and return by Castlereagh 
or Pitt-street, and vice verm. In my opinion, the double line should be continued from Circular Quay by way of one of 
these streets fxick to the station, and thence to and from the suburbs, the trains thus continually travelling both ways 
without shunting, and without danger of collision. Suburban passengers, however, object to changing out of tbe trains at 
the central station into the trains. To obviate this. I think, if the Circular System of electric trams were made to 
extend by way of illustration to Homebush, on tbe present railway lines in lieu of the suburban trains coming into the 
city, possibly that plan would make perfect the scheme of conveying the suburban passengers to the heart of the city 
without a break, and this could, 1 believe, be done at a comparatively small cost. If this could be done, and I see no 
reason why it could not, it would cause an immense saving, not only in the original cost, but in the working expenses 
thereafter. There would not be required one fourth the expenditure at the various suburban stations. Tickets could be 
issued to tbe passengers on the way iiom the suburban stations just as they are now supplied on tbe trains already running.

I may mention that m making this proposal to extend the tramway system that 1 still hold that it would ho the 
right thing to resume the lands that I have previously mentioned for the purpose of erecting a large central station ns 
suggested, as this station would bo the terminus for all trains beyond tbe Metropolitan area, and would be iu a situation 
that must yet become tho very heart of Ihe city.
4337. Tou understand the proposal to erect n central station at Devoushire-street ? Tes.
4338. Audit that were constructed yon would favour the runniug of tramways all round the city?
Certainly. The suburban passengers, however, object to transferring themselves from the trains to the 
trams. If we wore going to adopt, the tramway system 1 would favour an extension of the electric 
tramways to tho distant suburbs.

v4339. If the central railway station were ou the Asylum site, you would favour tramways to the city and 
suburbs ? If you left us in that position wo should always be advocates for an extension of the city 
railway.
4340. Then you want the raihvay to come right down to the city? I want it carried through on the 
Circular System—two lines, one going from Kedfcrn or Devonshire-street to St. James’ Koad, round by 
Circular Quay to the west side of the city, back to Kedferu and out to Ihe suburbs, and then back again; 
the other going by Darling Harbour, then to Circular Quay, back on the east sido of the city, that is, by 
St. Janies’ Koad to the suburbs, and back to tho city.
4341. Tou would not favour stopping at the Asylum she. and running the f rnmways from there ? It is 
a magnificent makeshift system, but if would not be perfect. I favour a mode of coming into the city,' 
either by railway or Iramwny, which will obviate breaking the journey. I know that the system of raihvay 
extension which I am now suggesting will not compare with the costliness of pulling down street frontages, 
and resuming valuable land. Under my proposal little land will require to be resumed.
4342. What is your opinion of the St. James’ Koad scheme ? 1 favour the St. James’ route from Kedferu
to fhe Circular Quay, but I am unfavourable to a resumption of a large portion of the Park for a country 
raihvay station, requiring immense shunting room, and a great width of rails, in order to accommodate 
the whole, of the traffic of the Colony. Wc are trying to do too much in one station. Iu London there aro 
thirteen stations, and although we are not a London yet, wc ought to adopt our plans to meet an increase 
in population.
4313, Whore would you propose the country station should be ? J am satisfied that if you have a statiou 
at Hyde Park it will not be sufficiently large for all time. More of the Park land will ultimately be 
required to meet the demands of au increasing population, whereas at Devonshire-street you have from 
30 to 40 acres of land which will give ample room for all time to come. At Hyde Park the station will 
be loo cramped. The whole of the schemes which have been suggested during tbo last twenty years 
concentrate too much on too small an area.
4344. Where would you propose that the main trunk lines of the Colony should come to? To Devou- 
shire-streot.
4345. And the suburban line should cbinc right into the city itself? Yes. Seventeen or eighteen years 
ago I proposed a scheme which would communicate through the cily to the North Shore. I did that with 
the view of trying to prevent the construction of a lino from Hornsby to Strathfield, and also to prevent 
the expenditure of money on the Milson’s Point line. 1 thought; it would be a saving if a direct line from 
the north could he brought into Sydney, and I advocated it eighteen years ago. Those lines, however, 
have now been constructed, and they alter the view I hold of the situation. I think now it would be an 
extravagance to mix up the extension of the railway from tbe western suburbs into the city with a connec
tion with North Shore. If ever a lino comes through, we shall require a great northern statiou of its own 
somewhere about Flagstaff Hill. If we try to connect a western Imo through Sydney with a northern line 
we shall knock our beads against a stumbling block which will prevent any extension of a railway into the 
city at all. The two things cannot he done at reasonable cost, and give an equivalent in the shape ofcon- 
vcnienco. Unless we are careful as to how wc construct this line wre shall not have half the people travel
ling hy it; they will still come in by means of electric tram and other means of conveyance. Charing.
Cross, the most central station in London, communicates with a very large population at Clapham and 
other places. As a suburban station line, one w'ould have supposed that if it could it would have com
manded the whole of the traffic in that direction, but that is not so, as many passengers arc yet carried by 
omnibus to and from Clapham. Again, within the last eight or nine years, an undci’ground electric 
tramway has been constructed from London to Clapham to intercept and cut away traffic from the railway.
Although there is a station iu the heart of London it does not command tho whole of tho traffic, and so it 
would ho in Sydney. We must not anticipate, ev.cn if wc spend a largo amount of money that wo shall 
get tho whole of the suburban traffic on the railway. One half of it will never go hy it, no matter where 
wo construct it. ■
434G. Chairman.'] You are a strong advocate of separating the suburban from the couutrv traffic ? Tes.

' 4347.
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Hammond ^r- Eddy and tlie present Commiasionera arc very strongly of opinion that the suburban
J.P. ’ au<i uP‘counti'y traffic should be brought to one centre;—would you place your opinion against their 

' y experience ? It would he presumption for any man to do that, but we have had great generals who have 
10April, 1900. ma(le great mistakes on big battle fields, and common soldiers have seen it. I am positive of this, that 

none of the Commissioners can show any example in Europe to support them in their view.
4348. Th\ Garran^] But is it not difficult to find a similar city to Sydney elsewhere? Yes.
43i0. Chairman.~l It is proposed, not only to erect a large railway station for the convenience of the 
traffic, but to have the administrative offices therein;—do you not think it would be an advantage to have 
all the officials centred at the main place of operation ? Certainly, and the scheme I propose will admit 
of that. I think the whole of the official business ehonld be carried on in a central station building at 
Devonshire-street instead of at Hyde Park.
4350. Have you made any estimate of the cost of your circular railway ? Ho.
4351. Supposing your scheme wore found impracticable from an engineering and financial point of view, 
would you, as a traveller and a resident of the western suburbs, sooner be brought into the locality of 
King-street direct, by train, or would you get out at Devonshire-street, take a tram, and finish your 
journey into Sydney ? If the scheme u£ which I speak could not be carried out, I would leave it to the 
electric trams to accomplish the rest.
4352. Dr. Qarran.'] Supposing the railways were private property and you were the managing director, 
would you build a big station at Devonshire-street and bring the people in by trams, or would you bring 
them in by rail to Hyde Park and let them find their own way to where they wanted to go? If I were 
the largest shareholder in a railway company I would advocate what I am advocating now—a circular 
system of railways ; and in the event of that not being practicable, on account of cost or other objection, 
1 would resort to the extension of the electric tramway. I would extend it to the suburbs and make it a 
circular, or a loop lino, system. The heavy trains, excepting long-distance trains, would ceaso at 
llomebush, and the trains would take their place. The people could then get into a tram-car at George- 
street and go right out to Ashfield, or other places, and vian versa. I would recommend Castlcreagh-strect, 
if practicable, as the street by which the trains should return to and from the station or suburbs.
4353. You think that the electric system is possible of great development? I think so.
4354. Is it possible, if we construct a line to Hyde Park, that such line may he superseded by a larger 
use of tbe electric system? If the railway were extended on the plan I have submitted it would never 
give you an opportunity of extending tbe circular system of tramways within the metropolitan area. That 
would shut out the possibility of extending the electric tram to Homobush,
4355. Do you think there is any risk of an extension to Hyde Park becoming useless on account of the 
increase in the number of electric trams down the different streets ? I have only made a suggestion about 
the electric trams. 1 am open to be convinced that it is an impracticable suggestion. 1 would never 
undertake the construction of a railway into the city until I was satisfied that the extension of the 
electric trams to the suburbs was not practicable.
4356. I suppose that if it can be done it will bo done? There is no doubt that it will be done. Someone 
has stated that a large station at Hyde Park would be an ornament to the citv ; but we have too many 
ornaments without utility. I do not think a large station is an ornament to a city. No one thinks 
Charing Cross is an ornament to the Strand.
4357. Mr. Shepherd.^ You object to the extension of the railway to Hyde Park as a site for a terminal 
station ? I do not object to the extension of the line io Hyde Park—I approve of it on the route laid 
down by the Commissioners.
4338, But you object to a terminal station at Hyde Park ? I do.
4356. In the event of the Asylum site being converted into a large station from which the tramways 
could be diverted to various streets, do you think those tramways would be capable of coping with the 
suburban traffic coming into Sydney every day ? The tramway system is capable of meeting any demand. 
Before we had any tramway system the omnibuses met all demands, in, of course, a very awkward way, 
hut the people put up with them for twenty-five years. In 1876 the steam motors commenced to run, 
and a larger number of people travelled by them than by the omnibuses, because of the improved means 
of communication. Now wc find that still more are travelling by the electric tramway, because the 
communication is so much better. The improved systems of conveyance are meeting all demands. I can 
see nothing to prevent the electric tramway meeting all demands. At present it is ouly half a completed 
scheme. Wc run down George-strect, and waste time shunting at Circular Quay, whereas we ought to 
rim down George-street and return by way of Castlereagh-street or Pitt-street, to the railway station.
4360. Do you think the inconvenience of the suburban people could be better served by an extension of
the tramway system than by an extension of the railway line to King-street ? You are putting the case 
of a circular tramway versus a circular railway. .If it were possible to run a metropolitan circular railway, 
and it was also possible to run a metropolitan circular tramway, in my opinion the tramway would carry 
far more passengers to the city than would the railway. If it were possible to have a circular system of 
railway to Homebush, and also a circular system of tramway to Homebush, and we had the option of 
coming in by rail or tram, I, for one, should come in by the tram, because it would drop me in George- 
street or Pitt-street, whereas the railway would drop me at St. James’ Boad, far away from the place 
where I usually get out. "
4361. Chair man.Regardless of whether it occupied you an hour or twenty minutes to come in? That 
would be an impossibility. I have already made provision against that. " I have stated that we must 
inquire whether the electric tram system is possible. If it cannot bring in the passengers in the same 
time as the railway, it is shut out altogether.

"1362. Mr. Shepherd?] The principal reason for the agitation for an extension of the railway into the city 
is on account of the saving of time would not the electric trams from Homebush occupy a longer time 
in coining in than would the railway ? I do not see any rea’son why the tramways cannot come in per 
mile as fast as the train. There is no evidence to show that the trams cannot run a mile or 5 miles as 
quickly as can the trains. In my opinion, they can and will prove a quicker means of communication 
than the trains.
4303. As a rule, (he tramway has so many places at which to stop? The tramway traffic would have 
to be arranged so that each tram-car would rim throughTo certain stopping places similar to the through- 
train system now in vogue; the number of cars, of course, would be numerous and their services divided,

so
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so as to provide a speedy transit to and from the city with the greatest possible convenience to passengers. sr- J ■ 
Besides, passengers would save by being enabled to alight nearer to their places of business than would ,
be possible by any plan of city railway extension. Anyone who will reflect for a moment will see that.
4304. Mr, Watson.'] Such conveyances, then, would be looked upon as electric trains whilst they are on io April, 1D00. 
the existing railway, and ns electric trams whilst they are in the streets ? Exactly.
4305. Mr. Shepherd^] There‘is a vast difference between travelling in a train and in a tram the trams 
traverse streets where there is a continuous crossing of vehicles, and it would bo impossible for them to 
obtain the speed which is obtained on a railway ; therefore, the trams could not compete, as far as speed 
is concerned, with the trains ? A train leaving Slrathficld or Burwood, and coming direct to Sydney, 
brings in a number of passengers in quick time. The same thing could be applied to the electric train 
system. It could pass every station with its load and come right in at the same speed, and, if it were 
required, at a greater speed than the trains.
43(56. Would you utilise the railway lines for the tram after going a certain distance? Yes; from 
Kedfern to the suburbs.* '

John Horbury Hunt, architect, sworn, and further examined:—
4367. Chairman.] I understand you have some further statement to make ? I desire to state that it is J. H. Hunt.
impossible to erect a station on Hyde Park under whaC is known as the St. James’ Road scheme. I desire ,---- K——,
that there should be appended to my evidence the statement I made before the Royal Commission in lOApdl, 1900. 
April, 1897, as follows:—■
As an old colonist—but more especially as an iuohiteefc following my profession in this city these tlurty-five years—and. 
further, having for the past twenty years devoted much thought to the subject before you, while during the same time 
advocating through the public Press the practicability and possibility of making Sydney a lieautiful cominereuil city, 
prompts me, gentlemen, to come before you to-day for the purpose of entering my strongest protest against any attempt 
to insert the thin cud of the wedge of destruction to Hyde Park, which is certain to be its ultimate fate, by placing on 
any portion of that site a railway station—J care not how magnificent the conception of that building may be.

Alt of us must admit that there will be a great national and civic advantage to a young and fast-growing city like 
this by having its metropolitan railway station well placed.

Yet a chief city station with all its advantages is not the only, neither is it a paramount, feature in either our civic 
or national requirements.

Let it be remembered, however, that the metropolis of any nation is in a way national property.
In all earnestness, I ask, shall one of the mam featmes of a naturally beautiful city as Mydney undoubtedly is, I 

repeat, shall that feature be now taken from us ; yea, lost to posterity for ever. Gentlemen, I submit that this is no 
trifling question-—one not to bo brushed to one side simply to satisfy tire requirements of a few rabid advocates of this 
Hyde Park station. ] make no hesitation iu saying that nine-tenths of these advocates have never carefully considered 
this important question, while very few have any fitness or disposition of thought for matters of this kind, simply their 
own selfish wants ruling tlicir determination ; and to fully satisfy those wants these men would have no compunction u bat- 
ever in placing this big station building in the midst of the Botanic Gardens. t

With every respect to our brother civil engineers, and especially onr deservedly respected Kailway Commissioners, 1 
must say that these big railway structures are at best but ugly-looking fabrics, the larger in bulk the more intense in their 
inherent utilitarian ugliness.

On these grounds alone, a chief railway station should not be thrust into juxtaposition with our city architecture of 
the typo that should adorn the frontages to Hyde Park. Big warehouses and a railway station are fitter companions.

All this will by some be termed sentiment—in fact, several who have already given evidence before you and to a 
previous Commission have spoken jceringly of sentiment Those gentlemen are, I fear, just a bit ignorant of the fact that 
this particular trait of character was notably very prominent in our ancient city builders, and cannot well be set to one 
side by our modern city builders.

Every true advocate for making Sydney a beautiful commercial city will require, and they will stoutly contend for, 
the absolute preservation of the whole existing area of Hyde Park.

The advocates of the Hyde Park scheme can depend on it that any attempt to obtrude on the Park any railway 
station or open cutting will be resisted in a surprisingly effectual manner. There are hundreds and hundreds of citizens 
who, in other ways than coming here to protest, wilfiiiake their power felt. Why, it is a fact that such a proposal of 
vandalism would not have forty-eight hours’ life iu Victoria.

The streets bounding the Park wni! provide our coming architects with most valuable frontages for important future 
buildings in addition to several now surrounding the park.

The present nr some closely-following Government will do 'well for the nation by making those sites secure for the 
juirposc hctc advocated. '

The necessity for preserving this our most important city square as such (and not to be turned into a railway yard) 
will, I am confident, when once brought straight home to your intelligence, be accepted in the manner and for the purpose 
which I now desire to set out.

If I were an autocrat as well as an architect. I would at once assign to our future Public Library the whole of the 
sites of the present Law Courts, St. James' Church, and the Begistrar-General’s Offices. Then, for our future Courts of 
Justice (to embrace all the Courts, except the Criminal), also the Attorney-General and Rcgistrar-Gcnerat’s Departments,
I would give thereto the sites of the District Court, Equity Court, and the Mint.

No better position can be named for those important offices. The architecture of such a group could then to excep
tional advantage be seen and enjoyed from the Domain on the one side and from the Park on the other.

We have on the next and adjoining site the Cathedra] of St. Mary's, which, when completed, ivill be one other 
grand feature in the Park view. '

Next comes the Museum, which, when finished, will be a very imposing building.
Pollowing on comes our Sydney Grammar School. The site adjoining this should be taken for tbe Technical Museum.

Then at tbe corner of Liveipool and College streets I would place tbe Girls' Public High School (removed from its present 
jmsitifiii opposite the Bcgistrar-General's Oflices), thus completing the north and east side of our city square, while on the 
east side preserving that beautiful outlook over Cook Park. (Sentiment again.) "

On the south side, at the corner of Oxford and Liverpool streets, I would place the future new Anglican Cathedral, 
this site to be in exchange for St. James’ Church properly, together with the old parsonage property site. Let it be 
remembered that tbe present St. Andrew's is but a parish church. Permit me parenthetically to say that when the Church 
of Rome has completed its fine structure, then the Church of England will be moused to a spirit of emulation ; then this 
will be unquestionably the site for its cathedral.

On the west and fourth side we Slave the Synagogue, also the Oddfellows’Hall. This hall some of these days, no 
doubt, will be made more imposing architecturally, the remaining sites to be taken for various large public buildings, for 
'instance, a grand opera house, while another will go for a grand theatre. Sites on this side of the Park are eminently suit
able for the last-named buildings, as they would have the protection of streets on all sides. Others of these sites, with 
those on the south side, to be in time taken for various important buildings hero might properly be found homes for all our 
learned and scientific bodies.

_ Hyde Park thus surrounded on its four sides with buildings of the public character here set forth, and of good 
architecture, then this Park would bo a spot in our city which oven the ultra-utilitarian man would be justly proud of—

yes,

* Note reDision) :—The jilan, which at the request of the Chairman I forwarded to the Committee, shews roughly 
the route in connection with my proposal.

Hi—2 G-
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J. IT. Hunt. yGs, os pi'oiul as all of us arc of the harbour—while few cities could ccmpcte with us in two such fine civic features. Will 
—A—", it not, therefore, be a great national mistake—yea, a big blunder—to intrude into this city square such u building as 

10April, 1900. proposed, with its surroundings. Do what ymi will with a railway station, it will be foreign to the architectural capa
bilities of this part of our city. On the other hand, to do anything that will prevent the future conception of what 1 have 
so imperfectly set before you, will be a positive disgrace to our intelligence, and a disregard to our trustship for our 
successors, who may, to our shame, ask where exists the proof of the need for destroying, this city square.

Redfbbn v. Hydi: Park.

On this plan of the city 1 have ventured to plot down my views of the extension of the railway into the city, with 
extended wharf accommodation, now sites for warehouses, together with some street improvements, all of which I respect
fully submit should be taken up as one study, because they arc each impoitant features, and, from a commercial point of 
view, iu any comprehensive plan of railway or other city improvement, they should not, in the interests of the whole city, 
he considered one aside from the other.

It is contended—and rightly so—that a railway terminus should he near the centre of the city, but what centre— 
that of 1897 or that of 1997 ?

In 1S63 1 was engaged in building a block of buildings near the Exchange, the site for those buildings having been 
fixed upon, because at that time (thirty-four years ago) that locality was considered to be about the centre of the city, 
while the old post office (standing on the present site) was spoken of as “up the town.’' Therefore, those of us who have 
had many years’ practical experience of the growth of this city can best bear testimony to the fact that year by year the 
active commercial centre of the city is tending Eedfernwards, whore it will no doubt permanently fetch np ore fifty yeais 
have rolled by. On the other hand, it must be remembered that our toilers for daily bread are not now all engaged in Pitt, 
George, and York streets, as of yore. Do wo not see springing up in every direction about Pcdfern places of business whore 
thousands of employees will he speedily required : quick and easy access to the central station just as much if not more so 
than those of us in the north-west part of the city, where we are limited in city area, while to the south-east there is no 
such limit.

It will be admitted on all sides that a metropolitan station wisely placed requires plenty of space all about it, within 
and without its own boundary lines. This, 1 think, is well provided for by my scheme, which, in a great measure, is that 
of one of those set forth by the Railway Commissioners. The area embraced in my plan being about .’io acres taken within 
the station fences, while on the outside of thoso lines there will be a road 100 feet wide ; also a large square at each of the 
three angles where the roads meet, the larger of these having an area of about 5 acres. By thin plan the city would have 
for the iiresent and far into the future ample provision for its railway requirements. )n these proposed station grounds 
there will be about three and a half times the area of the proposed Hyde Park scheme.

To seriously compare the many and important advantages of the Asylum site, togelher with its ample future require
ments and great capabilities as against the few and less important, capabilities and restricted future requirements that this 
Hyde Park scheme possesses, might well l>e termed ])layiiig vvith such comparisons. Now, as against the Asylum site, 
there cannot be advanced and successfully supported any railway engineering or civil engineering difficulty, or any archi
tectural or civic objections thereto, for it has not any. Whereas, with Hyde Park site, neither railway engineering com
bined with civil engineering skill can make it a site for a station such as this city will he demanding ere long.

The Chief Commissioner says, in answer to 464 (previous enquiry), “How long do yon think the station (Hyde Park) 
you have proposed ought to last I should think it ought to last twenty-five years; but, as I have already said, I 
would rather suggest, if any further accommodation wore required, that the scheme to the west of ihe city should lie 
considered.’’ On page 22 the Chief Commissioner further says, “It is absolutely nocessarj'that the station should bo on 
the street level. ... It would be most unwise to adopt any underground station or anything of the kind to deal with 

' the main traffic of Sydney.” Here we have the most reliable evidence from the highest authority amongst us showing that
Hyde Park is not a perfect spot for the terminus, because it will bo good for ouly twenty-live years ; while the fatal objec
tion to it is that it is an underground station. Mark the Commissioner's words--' ‘ It would be most unwise to adopt any 
underground station or anything of the kind.” Mr. Eddy informed the Commission that the Lancashire and Yorkshire 
Company had recently spent £975,000 to bring their station to street level by only a few feet.

It will lie found that after the novelty of the new station has passed away which generally awaits upon new things, 
then the business public who are to be brought into the city from beyond Pcdfern, and shot out at Hyde Park, 25 feet below 
the street level, there left to climb up innumerable steps, and ivend their way to the vicinity of Wyuyard-squaro—mark 
you, the 'buses, trams, and cabs are supposed to be dispensed with by the adoiition of this Hyde Park site—then on the 
homeward trip to have to climb up tbe King-street Hill, and of a hot summer afternoon to sib in a carriage sunk down into 
an excavation 25 feet deep; imagine all this, and the wail to follow', and the indignation that will he expressed for having 
adopted this what will be called “ Dutch oven ” terminus, or, on the other hand, 11 Alt-to-one-side-of-the-eity terminus 
while the eastern residents wiP he severe in their censure for the unpardonable damage dene to the Park grounds.

Flaostafk Hum.
For fully twenty years past I have advocated, through the public press, a scheme for resuming the whole of the 

Flagstaff Hill and its surroundings to the extent shown on this plan by the neutral tint, and levelling the whole of that 
area down to the present level of tho Circular Quay. This importantly-situated section of our city as now exisisting is, from 
a commercial point of view, all hut useless to us. On tins newly-formed area of the city could then be placed with great 
present and future advantage a truly city station at street level—in the position, for instance, shown on the plan by a red 
tint—with one or tivo underground stopping places en route to Pedfern.

Trams.
I am of opinion that our Railway Commissioners are capable of serving in a most efficient manner the wants of the 

city people as well as the near-at-hand suburban residents, by trams traversing the city streets north and south, east and 
west; picking up and putting down tiie travelling public almost at their will, to an extent that never could be attained by 
a railway service for such short distances. On this plan I have indicated some extension of our tram service.

Flagstaff Him. for YYhakf and Warf.hodsf. Accommodatiok.

Those who are alive to the future commercial iiupoitauce of this city will commend Mr. Reid for Ins forethought in 
commissioning you to take into consideration the desirableness of resuming the whole of the wharf frontages of Darling 
Harbour, and reconstructing that line of wharfage aud improved warehouse facilities. No doubt all this will appear to 
some men a stupendous order ; however, it is not a work to hs done iu five or twenty-five years. In conjunction with the 
Premier’s project, I submit my scheme as set out on this plan for resuming tho whole of the Flagstaff Hill locality, and 
level it down, as before stated. We conM then have one line of wharf frontage from Circular Quay to the head of Darling 
Harbour, with an immense area for modem warehouses, thus making this mipoitaut section of the city our chief seat of 
commercial activity. -

As your Commission does not include the street question, it would bo out of order in making any reference to what 
1 have shown on this plan, It is, however, a question that cannot well stand out of the two subjects before you.
1 also desire that the evidence I gave before the Public Works Committee io August of tho same year 
should be further appended to my present evidence:—

The plaaning of the proposed station is, in my opinion, an unskilful piece of work, unworthy of a great terminal 
station for a great city such as Sydney will become. There is much in the architectural treatment of the exterior that is 
very pleasing. '

It is a bit strange how the spirit of economy balances itself in the matter of trying to save money in an endeavour to 
secure park lands, and then spending money without stmt in these station buildings. 1’ray what is the tower for ?

The general planning is as had as bad planning could be put to paper. May it never get beyond the paper stage of 
its existence. It is evident that the planning is the work of one brain, while the architectural treatment of the exterior is 
the work of one other (may I say) higher brain intellect. .Spaciousness is absent m the planning, whereas it should be a 
prominent and ruling feature of tho whole scheme, while egress and ingress should be of such ample character as to prevent 
the remotest feeling of want of freedom of action under the most trying circumstances, even to tho demands of a double 
Eight-hour Day. It is, however, evident that the plan before us will not provide for the pressure of half an Eight-hour 
Day demonstration. What
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What is to be expected from this want of provision fur ingress and egress, coupled with want of spaciousness - 
Why, curses ui>on curses, attended by confusion in all its glory. .

1 have no fear of competent contradiction of tliis very severe statement. I should feel myself untrue to my profession 10April,lOOO. 
and wanting in my duty us cilwon should 1 hold my peace with such :i faulty work as is this now before us.

J will deal with a few details. Wo have hero marked on the plan entinnco hall, and figured f>4 fectx 3u feet, Aow, 
the term entrance hall belongs more properly to domestic architecture, while tho above-named dimensions are such.as to he 
found iu any fair-sized private house, ilany private rmdenees that I have built have entrance halls of larger size than 
this so-called cntiance hall to the proposed great terminal station of the New J?outh \\ ales railways—a fabric to cost over

While its chief entrance is planned at F>± feet x ^JG feet, it is made of much less practical working value by having 
hut oho opening thereto of the great spin of 20 feet for the means of ingre.-s and egress. Make no mistake about it, 
gentlemen, the whole of the inward and outward foot traffic to this station wilt have to squeeze through this JMoot hole. 
And then when the crush of outward traffic has cleaied the outer 20-fooi hole it is even then not clear of the walls of the 
station, but is met bv a screen-wall of tho covered way, along winch you have to travel more than 100 feet to the right or 
tho loft before you “arc dear of the station, ami this among vchicnhir traffic in a confined space. To criticise such had 
planning is enough to make a fellow use the strongest unparliamentary language.

X repeat that the whole of tho traffic will have to pass through this Uthfootbole, except, of course, thcrec whogohy cab 
or carnage to tho Elizabcth-sfreet side of the station. There are, I must in fanners admit, two other small side entrances 
far away from this main one, but they arc about the comparative size of a bach entrance to a yard of a small villa.

. Next defeet, pud a cardinal one, is that the station is placed in a cramped corner. There is not, and cannot 1>C made, 
a pi open street outlet for the going and coming traffic, not even for the present-day service, to_ pay nothing of that of the 
morrow. The Elizabeth-airet-t side of the station is of no practical use to the general public, except those going to the 
Station by cab or caniage. Here again, in this very simple matter of providing for a cab app-oach, the want of know
ledge in the art of good planning is evident Why, the cub approach to the old station is far and away before this proposed 
new one. Coming around to the main front, wc lindfully one-half of its length jambed into an embankment, and retaming- 
walls 20 feet high or deep. This is the vciy worst feature about the whole scheme, and is inevitable to the site. Here, 
again, theic is no proper ur sufficient get-away for traffic to and from this the main entrance ; and further, let it he clearly 
put before the public, the undisputed fact that there is but this one side entrance to this station, namely, Elizabeth-stveet. 
The Park side is alt but ied against Park ground at a depth of from 20 to 25 feet above platform levels ; therefore no public 
entrance can be had on this side—another inevitable bad feature of tins Site.

To grade the surface of St, .lames’ Road fioni the Queen’s ytatnc to the le^el of the main entrance fa fall of about 
19 feet) cannot be properly and efficiently done, even by removing the Pegistrar-OeneraPs offices; in any ease this block of 
public buildings must come down, or there will he no approach whatever to the station. Here is another obstinate feature 
of this jambed-up site. „ . .

Stionger evidence is before us of how cramped ibis site is—notwithstanding it carries a high-sounding title ot 
roominess, namely, “Twelve acres of Hyde Park;i ; nevertheless it is not the site for a big terminal station, because you 
have not the required distance from Ht. .James5 Jfoatl to Park-street to get under that street without raising up some 9 feet, 
which will not he permitted, depend on that. The Sydney Corporation lnvw; from time to time been cutting away at tins 
particular part of Park-sticet so as to case its grade as much ?s possible. To lift that street up above its original level will 
not be iderated, for this is one of the main approaches to the city from the eastern hide. It is just a bit too much liberty 
for the Hail way Construction iirnitcli to take with this principal street. ^

To get under Park-stieet at its present level, then, the station will have to be what is termed an underground 
station, which wo all know has been condemned by the late Chief Commissioner, and to support Ins condemnation he told 
ns that the Lancashire and Y orkshire Company spent elo.ie to £1,000,000 to bring their station to street-level by only a 
few feet. This Park scheme lias these two difficulties confronting ite promoters, namely Park-street levels, and the below- 
stroct level for the platforms of the station. ^

Hero is one other objectionable feature, and one which will seriously affect the pedestrian traffic from the eastern 
suburbs, i-fci Rooiaerang-street across the Path to Market-street—a traffic not to be thoughtlessly ignored by the Depart
ment ; & traffic increasing year by year, which is now to be cat oft* by the station buildings, and shot along an overhead 
bridge 400 feel long, and of the capacious width of ]5 feet. Double "this width and you will be near the proper dimension. 
Arc we not to utter a grumbling Avoid as to the smoke wo are to be enveloped in while crossing this overhead bridge with 
dozens of engines passing mid repassing under our feet—for there will be no turning to the right ur to the loft to avoid 
such a mui-'uicc. Ladies and gentlemen coming to business, wearing bright, clean, linen, will not be very presentable after 
walking 400 feet through smoke ami moist steam. The unthinking public are having, permit me to say, dust cast into 
their eyes by tbe advocates of this scheme, while they are being misled by the arguments advanced by the Department: 
and not until the scheme is completed will they be able to sec that they have been misled, and a big mistake made in a big
lUttlUlUll WUih. t . l TD t 3

One other prominent feature of defective planning is to be found m the main colonnade to the fit, James Komi end 
of station, which is shown hy ligm'es to he 15 feet wide. Twice that width wonkt not bo too large for so important a feature. 
Better wipe the colonnade clean out of the plan unless it be of a proper width, and thereby save Its cost, .Step hy step wo 
find evidence that there is no real conception of tho requirements of a big terminal station.

The evidence that has been given by the Departments the matter of protecting the rails in tho deep cutting through 
the other section of the Falk Is as amusing as it is impracticable. They speak of them as "openings. This is a deceiving 
word. The rads passing along this deep cutting must be well and securely protected, or we will have to record year by 
year many serious accidents ami loss of life. An accident in a. deep cutting is more serious than in the open, lo erect 
great high walls, ns has bean proposed, will never be tolerated, because it will give this part of the Park the appearance of 
gaol grounds. All this is on a par with the many other bad features of the scheme.

Mr. President, I have no hesitation in making these very unfavourable and strongly-expressed 'statements. They 
are, I think, fully warranted by the great public importance attached to the scheme. _

I have no quarrel, and never have had any, with any of the departments. 1 am acting in this matter in the frankest 
and freest manner with all good-will towards tho-e whom I am compelled to differ.

I have hail a long term of practice m the profession of architecture ; therefore, the knowledge thereby gained as to 
the fitness of these tilings enables me to judge correctly of what is here Wore us. - rr j

The evidence given by the kits respected Chief Commissioner-would lead one to believe that he considered .tiyde 
Park an exceptionally fine site. I happen to know different tu this.

Mr. kiddy, being a neighbour, I had the advantage of many talks on this subject while on onr way homo or coining 
into town of a morning, hloi'c than once he has told me lie had no desire to go to Hyde Park, except on the score of 
savin" money. During one of there conversations, about the later part of his first term, he said, 11 If the Government 
vote me file money required, I wiil make at Redfern, in conjunction with the Asylum site, one of the finest stations in tho 
world.'’
It is proposed to -[dace in the Park a terminal railway station jambed up on one side by a bank with a 
retaining wall of 22 •feet, which can never bo of use for railway purposes. "We then have to negotiate tho 
levels and fhe grades of what is now called Queen's Square. It is impossible to grade that street and bring 
it into other streets, and give a proper outlet or inlet for passengers in that cramped up corner. If we 
carry out this scheme thousands of pounds wiil be squandered in making it right again. Look at the 
North Shore line. That work is now being pulled to pieces, all through want of forethought. If the 
station is built on tho site proposed the whole of tho Park will certainly have to go, and even then it will 
bo a bungle. The silo is as unsuitable as it can be, while tbe No. 10 scheme is just as bad. AMth regard 
to the Devonshire-street scheme, I look upon it as one of the most unskilfully prepared designs for_a 
station which could well bo made, and that on a grand silo. I hope the Committee will pause before 
recommending No. 10 scheme, or tho St. James’ Koad scheme. AVc must preserve Hyde Park for the 
erection of public buildings all round it, to be, iu fact, a city square.

WEDNESDAY,
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ijprfscnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Yick-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. John Christian "Watson Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Gamran, LL.'D. John McParlase, Esq. ’ '

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Hailway Svstem of the Colonv from 
the present Terminus at Eedfern into the City, including the erection of u largo Central Station.

Edward Johnstone Sievcrs, Government Land Valuer, Department of Public Works, sworn, and further 
E J S' • examined:—

a ^arran‘] Yesterday yoip promised ns some additional or more precise estimates with regard to
IIApril, 1900. TV"1'’c orma!3' Safe’s scheme and Vo. 10 scheme? Yes. In regard to Vo. 10 scheme, I desire to°amend 

the ngurcs I originally gave. I put in the following statement:—
Cirv Railway.—Ao. ]0 Scheme.

Govermnent property, including a strip SO feet in depth of Hyde Park, from Liverpool-streot to St. James'
Koad, also Snprcme Court, Registiar General's Office, Cartel's Barracks, and High School, say ................. £300,000

Private lands, business interruptions, &c...................................................................................................................... ,-4n qqq

Total £340,000
As amended—

Inclusive of the whole of the private land rerjuired for Vo. 10 scheme, but excluding the tail fronting Sir 
John \onng’s Crescent, Domain, but taking a depth of 140 feet of Hyde Park, between Park-street 
and St. James’ Road ...........................................

Or a difference of £20,000
The reason 1 have increased the estimate is because I find more of the Park is taken than I originally 
thought. J
4369. Have you separately valued the strip in the south-west portion of the Park? Yres, that is included 
m the £840,000. I put it down at about £110,000.
4370. What about the strip of the Park which, under the St. James’ Hoad scheme, would be taken 
between Park and Eli/.abeth-strect ? That is about 760 feet, and it will be worth £35,000.
4371. Mr. Watson.] In Vo. 10 scheme, do you include the strip along the western edge of the Park 
between Park-street and Elisiabetb-street ? Yes.
4372. Dr. Garran.] What will be the value of the station yard between Park-street and St. James’Hoad?
About £130,000. '
4373. T ou estimated it at about £200,000 some years ago ? Yes; but in the light of recent sales in the 
Joeahty I have amended that calculation.
4374. If the St. James’ Hoad scheme is carried out, the portions of the Park to be taken will be worth 
about £165,000? Yes.
4375. I asked you yesterday if you could give me a rough estimate in regard to Mr. Deane's West 
hydney line. I find that a large portion of that line will be on elevated piers will they interfere with 
rvalue of the property beneath P I understand that we shal] not interfere with the buildings*
4-3/6. You might go over a man's cottage without hurting it ? Yes ; but if he wished to build, say, ton 
more storeys upon it we should not be able to go over it for nothing.
to-o wlD’ llt, P1,e?ent< if: is impossible to value the cost of that line ? Yes ; from the data I have.
43/8 When that line gets into Market-street it goes into tunnel? 1 think you could assume that it 
would be more expensive than Mr. INorman Selfc’s scheme up to that point, assuming that the land has 
to be taken. _ It must be remembered, however, that the land is capable of resale, so that one would be 
sate in assuming that it would cost about the same as Mr. Selfc’s line up to the Town Hall.
4379. Would Mr. Deane's estimate be as high as Mr. Greenwood’s ? Ido not think it would be less than 
aooo T enLWOOd S’ and lt Prob‘'lbl3r would not exceed Mr. Belfe’s, whilst it might be a good deal less.
4389. In the revised estimate you have made in regard lo the Park land, you hare taken into considera
tion the fall in the value of land ? Yes. I have revised Mr. Norman Selfe's scheme, and I nut in the 
iollowing statement in regard to it.

Cut Railway—Norman Srlfe’s Scheme.

Reviewing the estimates on page 74, the grass cost of the route from Redfern Station to Wynyatcl- 
square, estimated at £500,000, may be assumed to be fairly reasonable, provided Mr. Selfe's con
tention, that be can tunnel and underpin the properties between Market-street and the Xrmare is 
borne out...........................................................................

7i acres of “The Rocks,'’ bounded by Essex, Cumberland, Harrington, and Argyle Streets, estimated by
Mr* Selfc at £220,000, I think could be secured, including 10 per cent- forced sale, for .......... .

Approach from Wynyard-srpiarc.....................................*........................... ti
Excavation ........................................................................

Total............................................................................................ £345,000
Regardi ng tbe proposal to resume 30 acres of “ The Hocks ” with a view to level ling the land, creating a large terminal 

station, and extending George-street 100 feet in width, J find that an error 1ms ciept in as to the number of feet frontage 
which might be realised upon. Instead of 3,000 feet, Mr. Selfe's figures should be taken as to read 2.000 feet. (Theplans 
have been amended so many times that this is understandable).

' I” my opinion tbe resumption of the 30 acres estimated by Mr. Sclfe, lo cost £312,500, would bo obtained for, say, 
±,7 uUjUuU.

As to the resale, I do not think that tho diversion of business interests from George-street North, as now existent, 
would immediately follow tho new street. I am, therefore, of opinion that instead of £150 per foot, £70 per foot would 
be a closer estimate. 1

£500,000

105.000
114.000 
06,000

Therefore
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Therefore, revising Mr. Sclfe's figareg, I think a nearer approximate would be :—
Value of 30 acres .......................................................................................................... £700,000
Mr. Fowler's estimate of excavation ............................................................................ 120,000

----------  £870,000
Deduct— *

For resale of land................................................................................................... £140,000
Value of route for North Shore extension .......................................................... 70,000

-----------£215,000

Actual cost of 20 acres to he utilised .................................................................................... £85.r>,000
It will be noted, too, that Mr. Selfe utilises approximately five-sixths of IVynyard-square, the

value of which to-day may he set down at................................................................................................... 110,000
I understand, too, that there is a proposal before the Committee delineated on plan No. 26 to 

construct a central station and a terminus for the North Shore line, in the future, at 'Wynyord-squaro 
bavins, approximately, an equal area to that obtainable at Hyde Far];. For this the additional costwould he ................ .. ...... !...................................................... .................................................................. 520,000
inclusive of farced sale and business interruption.

The cost of securing the land at Eveleigh for the improvement of the station approach may he 
set down at .................... ............................... ....................... ..................................................................... 06,000

E. J. Sievera. 

11 April, 1900.

Sumtmrt/.
Red scheme..................................................................................................... .................................. £845,000
Additional cost of Blue scheme ....................................................................................................... 430,000

Making total cost of Blue scheme ...................................................................................................£1,275,000
IVynyard-squarc to he added .......................................................................................................... 110,000

I may mention that I asked Mr. Selfe if he had not made a mistake in having 3,000 feet frontage, whilst 
I had only 2,000 feet frontage. He admitted that he had. That took off £150,000 at once.
4381. Bo you think a line through West Sydney will cost more for land resumption than one through 
East Sydney ? Tes : if you terminate at “ The Rocks.” _ _
4-382. There is a desire on the part of some people to press the point that as the population lies to the 
west, the railway should go to the west I want to ascertain whether the extra cost of the land would 
be in proportion to the extra volume of population on that side? 1 do not see any way of devising a 
cheaper scheme than under the figures I have given.
4383. You know the land in West Sydney? 5Tes.
438-i. Bo you think any improved route could be laid out ? I do not think so.
4385. Mr. McFarlane.\ How do you arrive at an estimate of the value of the additional CO feet in Hyde 
Park ? I have assumed that it will be of less value than land with a frontage. Anyone dealing with 140 « 
feet would make arrangements for a frontage. 1 thought that, in taking it out of a public park, it should 
not he assumed to have no street frontage; otherwise it would be worth less money. I think wo ought 
to assume that it would be dealt with as anyone else would deal with it.
43SG. You have assumed that it should have a frontage ? Yes.

William Sandford, Lithgow, sworn, and examined:—
43S7, Vice-01tairman^\ You are the proprietor of ironworks at Lithgow ? Yes. W. Sandford.
4388. Have you given attention to the question of extending the railway into the city? Yes; as a /---- -v
traveller of many years standing. I have had an annual season ticket over all the railways in Kew South 11 April, 1900.
Wales for many years, Por eight or nine years I have travelled over the mountains to Lithgow on an
average forty times a year. I travel occasionally to Queensland and Victoria. When a traveller arrives
by an early morning train, between 5'30 a.m. and CV30 a.m., he has, as a rule, to get into a cab, and
drive to an hotel, and it is very inconvenient. During the last fifteen years I have been four times to
Europe. 1 have travelled through America, and on three occasions from Naples to London. Arriving
in Paris I have experienced the greatest inconvenience in having to drive from one station to another.
When you get (o Dover the inconvenience is repeated. All these things have occupied my mind, and have 
brought home to me the inconvenience which passengers experience on iheir arrival at Redfcrn Station.
I have come to the conclusion that the best site for a railway station in Sydney is King-street. The 
neighbourhood of King-street is the home of the business life of the city. I will give an illustration of 
the inconvenience of the present system. Crowds of men desiring to travel to Melbourne, or to other 
distant places, rush upon the station platform at the last moment. If they could have got into the trains 
at King-street, they would have saved a considerable amount of time. Under Federation, everyone’s 
income is likely to he doubled. That being so they will have plenty of money with which to travel, say, 
to the mountains; and we must look ahead to the increased traffic. I have discussed this question with 
90 per cent, of the passengers who travel up and down, and they arc in favour of having the railway 
station at, or as near to, King-street as possible. Again, we want the extension, not in tunnels, but in 
open daylight. There are occasions when we are detained in the Eveleigh tunnel, and it is very unpleasant.
In the old country the railway people endeavour to avoid tunnels. The extension should come as near to 
King-street as possible, and we should do away with the existing nuisance at Hyde Park. I consider 
that it is a great nuisance that one portion of the Park, at any rate, should he occupied by those by whom 
it is occupied at present. They could easily move into the Domain, and we could utilise that part of 
Hyde Park for a terminal station. There is plenty of room for such astation at King-street. We require 
eight lines of rails, and plenty of space between the platforms. X would cover in with glass nearly the 
whole of the space between Elizabeth-streot and St. Mary's Cathedral. What could not be used for a 
railway station at once, could be used for the trams, and a space could bo utilised for long-distance 
travellers who have to wait for their trains. The more comfort and bettor accommodation we give the 
people the bettor the traffic we shall get. I have had a great deal of business with 1 he railways. If I 
want to get to the Comptroller of Stores at Eveleigh it occupies me fifteen minutes. If I want to see the 
Superintendent of Tramways at Randwick it occupies me half-an-hour. If I want to go to the goods 
sheds it also occupies a long time. It also takes me half-an-hour to get to the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
If we had one large station in the city the whole of the Departments could be housed in it, and the result 
would be a great convenience to business people. From the King-street station we should have electric 
trams aloug Macquarie and other streets to Circular Quay.

4389.
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' ^ or ' ^0tl seem to regard the extension into the dty mainly from the liew of iong-distance travellers 5 
liritriTigoo. staying during one winter at Strathtield, and I know tho inconvemcncc paused to people

‘ coming from the suburbs. Business people have to calculate minutes, f consider that the people should 
be brought from tho suburbs to the business life of the city. '
4390. The suburban traffic will, of course, form the bulk of the traffic which will go over tho proposed 
extension, and which will help to pay? 'There is also a largo through traffic from the west, north, and 
south. To make the traffic pay you require a number of trains, and no interchanging.
4391. It is a, part of our duty to consider the financial aspect of the proposal, and we have evidence which 
seems to suggest that, if a station wore erected at Ifydc Bark or King-street, we would not get the bulk 
ot the suburban traffic into the city, but that it would go by the electric trams down George-street; Ko. 
10 scheme will practically cost £1,500,000; a maitor for consideration is whether, under that 
scheme, we should obtain tho whole of tho suburban traffic ;—have you considered tho question of tho 
eastern as against the Moslem extension into tho city ? I have. People want to come into business, to 
tho theatres, to Parliament House, to the lawyers, and to the doctors, and could they have anything 
better than King-street as a rail nay terminus, with tramways extending from it. If I were a resident at 
rkrathrield I should certainly prefer the King-street site.
4392. Supposing it were possible to have a station somewhere near the new Markets, do you think it 
would convenience a larger number of people than one situated at Hyde Park ? Ko.
4393. I)o you know that out of every thirteen persons now alighting at Kedferri, per day. twelve go by 
vvay of Gfeorge-sfreel, as arainst one by May of Klizabclh-strect ? There is no argument in that,‘because 
the steam tram along Elizabeth-street docs not travel so quickly nor so frequently as the electric tram. 
The hulk of the passengers by ibo electric tiam to the railway suit ion, get in at the Post Office, and that 
neighbourhood. If tney could go direct from the suburbs to King-street they would do so. Jt ihev 
could do that not one-fourth would travel by the electric, tram, as they do now.

^ou C0I1S!ider that there is little doubt that the main suburban traffic would, if the line were made 
to King-street, come to King-street ? I do.
4395 t also gather that you consider that the King-street extension would suit the long-distance 
travellers because oi its proximity to the large hotels ? Yes, and to places of business. 1 may mention 
that, on Mondays, a train arrives from the west at a little after 4 o’clock, and at that hour every minute 
is valuable to business people. I consider that King-street will always be the centre for people M'ishing 
to come to the hotels, and to the greater proportion of the places of business.
439(j. A large number of travellers nho come from a long distance to Sydney do not wish to go to anv of 
those places, but to their homes ;—do you think King-street or Hyde Park would be as central for that 
class of passengers as would Kedferu ‘t At present a great number get out at Strathtield and AshGeld. 
If, however, you had a station at Bcdfcrn, anyone living, Ray, at Paddington, could take a cab home. 
Nevertheless, King-street would be the terminus for tiie great; number who travel on the Western, 
southern, and Northern lines.
4397. "I our idea, then, is to utilise the whole of the northern part of Hyde Park ? I believe it would 
pay to do so. Let the Commissioners pay so much for it, and convert it into a sort of Crystal Palace. 
Personally, if ] had anything to do with the rail nays, I would try to bay tho whole of the Park, and 
make it a suitable place for visitors, especially in tho winter.
439S. Mr. Shepherd.'] Is it not a fact that persons coming from the country usually have portmanteaux, 
or something of that kind, with them ? Yes. ‘ "
4199. And at uffintc^er point they get out they, as a rule, take a cab ? That is the question. I do not 
do so mvself. 1 use the tram to (he Metropoie.'’

'y^uld not make much difference whether they took a cab at Kedfern or King-street ? You will 
iind that, if the extension is carried out, a large hotel will bo erected pretty near the railway station, 
lou would find tho hoiel porters ready to meet you at the terminus, and you would not require a cab, 
4401. Dr. (rarran.] Bo you not sometimes find hotel porters and their vans at the station now ? Some
times : hut the system is not satisfactory. You would have to take a cab from fiedfern to the “ Australia 
Hotel.
410.?. Can you not take tho tram ? There is the getting in and out of the tram.
4403. But tnafc would not be likelv to kill a man ? I look at tbe matter at the point of view of savin0,
time. °
4404. Is it a greater exerf ion to get out of a train into a tram than to get out of a train into a cab ? You 
would have to get out of the tram at the other end, and passengers, as a rule, have lillle things with them, 
which they have to carry.
4400, But you would have to get out of a cab at the other end as woli? Yes ; but the matter of savin° 
time is of great importance. °
m!00'. fv'/ SkeP}ierd-l 1)0 n°t some of the hotel people have their porters at the railway station now ?
I he^ 1 Metropoie ” people do, and they charge pretty stiffly for their services.
44l)i. Me have had evidence to the effecl that the Kedfern station umuld convenience fully 80 per cent, 
a ciu <?oun^ry travellers visiting Sydney ,—do you think that statement is correct? I do not,
4108. An extension to King-street would convenience those wishing to go an easy distance from that spot, 
nut it would not convenience a very large proportion of the passengers to the city of Sydney ? I think it 
woiiid. 1 do not sec how the Kedfern station can possibly convenience 80 per cent;, of the country 
travellers. If that were so, the passengers with M'hom I have conversed would have expressed themselves 
to that effect.
4409. The great object of the railway (minorities in extending the lino to Svducy is to suit the suburban 
rather than the country traffic; if that is so, would it not be best to select some spot as a terminus winch 
is nearest the largest number of business people ? Yes; and I think King-street is the spot, and that it 
wni suit the largest number of business people.
4410. If your place of business wore in George-sfreet, do urn think you would be likely to come to King- 
street by train in preference to coming along George-street by tram? If my place of business were m 
the Equitable buildings, 1 should come to King-street.
4411. In connection with the proposed extension, there is no intermediate station between Kedfern and 
King-street? Personally, I should like to sec one at Liverpool-street.
4412. On tho eastern side of tbe city there is nothing, until you get to "Woolloomooloo, to be served by

the
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ilio King-street scheme; undei' those cireuniBtnnces, do you consider flint King-street is the most central V. Sandford. 
spot which can be reached? Yes ; tlio trains even now go from King-street to 'Woolloomooloo, Uarling- 
hurst, and beyond, . ’
4413. One of the echemes before ns is what is Itnown as the Asylum site scheme for a terminal
station;—-do you not think that the convenience of the passengers from the suburbs would be 
served by having a large station there, and an extended system of electric trams running down the various 
streets? Ko. The home of our lawyers, doctors, stock exchange and business people generally, will 
always be about and beyond King-street. Our Houses of Parliament will also bo beyond King-street 
'There will be no commercial life around the Asylum. The Chamber of Commerce and the Chamber of 
Manufactures will not be there, and the business life of the city will not be there; it will always be 
between King-street and Circular Quay. ,
4414, Ho you not know that the great mass of business people in Sydney are between Pitt-street and 
Wussex-street; directly you come east you get into Castlereagh-street, where there is not a great deal of 
business carried on ;—does not that fact indicate that between Pitt-street and Kusscx-street lies the chief 
portion of the city to be served by any svstem of railway extension? No. The electric trains,^ of course, 
work at present in connection with the railway, and the bulk of the passengers who travel to tne rail a ay 
board the trams about the Post Office.
4115. Wc have evidence to show that the majority board the trams between Market-street ami the Post 
Office ? I consider that, in addition to the suburban, the mountain traffic and other long-distance traffic 
should he considered. That traffic is an increasing one.
441(1. 'The bulk of the evidence wc have is io the effect that the emintry travellers would not be so 
convenieneed by an extension of the. line as would the suburban travellers? I can only speak of an 
experience of thirteen years’ travelling, and I say that 1)0 per cent, of thosu with whom L have travelled 
are in favour of the King-street extension. _ ...
4417. I admit that the King-street extension would he convenient to people whose business is within the 
bounds of Market-street, Pitt-s#eet, and Hunter-street; but nine out of ten people ivould lalie the tram 
in preference to coming to King-street by the railway ? I beg to differ with you on that point. If you 
were a traveller from the Mountains yon would arrive at a different conclusion. The hotel life of the city 
will always be in the neighbourhood of the “ Metropoie,” the “ Australia,” and the Post Office. -Most of 
the sharebrokers and other people are also in that neighbourhood. _
■1*118. Ho you not think that the Kedfern station is as central as is the Speneer-strcet station, Melbourne?
No ; there you are witliin a minute’s walk of a very large hotel—the “ Federal.” _ , , ,
41 Iff, Spencer-strcct station is on the outside of the city, and so is the Adelaide station? ] think it is 
acknowledged that it is a mistake that it is so. Non may depend upon it that there will be a great traffic 
in the future, and that Sydney will become a second Loudon.
4420. Of course, we cannot compare Sydney with London in regard to railway accommodation? If the 
London people could go back’ to the time when they made their first: station they would not stop at 
Paddington, but would come into the heart of the city. The result is that they have spent millions of 
monev in connecting their various stations by means of the underground railway. It is acknowledged by 
railway managers that we should go as near to the business life of the cities as possible.
•4121. Arc you acquainted with Mr. Norman Selfe’s scheme ? I have read of it, but it seems to me that 
New South Males cannot afford at present to pay the enormous amount for resumption which wo shall 
have to pay, especially if we can get a railway at a cheaper rate.
4422. Is it not considered that tho cost of Mr. Selfe’s scheme is in excess of the cost of the Hyde Park
scheme? It is, so far as resumption of land ia concerned. _ _ _
4423. I think you will adroit that the Market is a more central position for the business population ot 
Sydney than the top of King-street? There ia no room for a station there. It ivould do very well for a 
branch, or a suburban line station, but it would not do for a terminus.
4424. Then you are of opinion that Hyde Park is the best point to which to extend the railway ? Tes.
You will get a return for your money almost immediately from the adoption of that scheme, and you will 
not have to pay a large amount for the resumption of laud. Tho finances of New tiouth Males do not, at 
present, justify a great outlay of money, and we should obtain a piece of land for which wo should not ■ 
have, to pay an excessive amount. _ _
442ij. Ho you not think that any system of extending the railway into Sydney ought to be considered in 
connection with tho ultimate extension Horn North Shore? Me have the'electric trams to the Quay 
already, and we should convey our passengers over by steamer. If necessary, I would have steamers 
large enough to take tho 'rams upon them, so that passengers need not change their Beats. I may mention 
that the bulk of the passengers coming from the North Shore line do not go from .Kedfern by train.
They simply come to the city. If they require (o travel north, they can join the northern trains by means 
of the communication at present in existence. _
442G. Me have a plan before us by which North Shore can be reached from Hyde Park ; in order to do 
that it will be necessary to go back beyond Elizabeth-streot, and, by a circular route, reach Hawes 
Battery ; do you think that would be desirable ? No. 1 do not think the traffic would justify it for many 
vears. Yrou could accommodate the traffic in another way. Me should treat North Shore in the samo 
way as we treat Darlinghurst and Darling Point. North Shore is not a terminus for traffic—it is simply 
a suburb. If there were a bridge over the Harbour wo could carry our electric trams over it, as is done 
in Brisbane. Personally, however, I contend that we should not have a bridge across the Harbour. The 
largest ships afloat should always be able to come up the Harbour. _
4427. I)r. Garran.'] You know: that the Hyde Park scheme deals with a very limited_ area of land? I
suppose the Commissioners did not wish to frighten the people by staling their intention of taking any 
more of Hyde Park at first. 1 _
4428. Tho site you decry—the Benevolent Asylum—gives us 22 acres of land, upon which we'could make 
a station equal to all requirements ? I do not see what is to hinder us from taking more of the Park.
4120. The advantages you mention in regard to King-street exist so far ns the professional. Parliamentary, 
and clnb people, and a large number of those who have their places in Klizabeth-strect and (.astlereagh- 
atreet are concerned, but the people west of George-street say that a line in that direction would suit 
them better than a lino to Hyde Park ? Yes ; but what about the other people.
4430, To accommodate all, we should require two extensions? Me should accommodate the largest 
number.

4431.
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W. Sandford. 4431. Is not the largest number to the west; it is stated that the George-street electric tram has captured 
i/a a~Tqno ^.we^ve‘^^ir^cen^s the railway passengers to Sydney;—do you think that if we extended the railway 

P" ' ■ line to Hyde Park, it would recapture them ? Certainly. Of course I assume that we shall have electric
trams through every principal street.
4432. That raises the question whether we could not have electric trams from the extended station at
Devonshire-street ? ] think the Committee ought to consider the large number of business people who
travel from the Mountains and other places. The business people are the life-blood of any country.
4433. The basis upon which the profitableness of the extension exists rests on the original assumption 
that a railway to Hyde Park will continue to keep the whole oi the passenger traffic which formerly got 
out of the trams at Park-street and Market-street; since the George-street tram-line has been opened, 
wo find that the people do not now come along Elizabeth-street; I should therefore like to know whether 
the calculation that we should receive the additional penny from the whole of the suburban passengers is 
a good one ? Yes; because those who were not carried to King-street would be carried from Kedfern by 
the electric tram.
4134.. But at present we get the additional penny fare without any additional outlay ; in order to get the 
additional penny from the business people about King-street, we have to spend nearly £900,000 ? As a 
business speculation, 1 should certainly come down to King-street.
4435. The profitableness of the extension depends upon our keeping the people in the carriages until 
they get to Hyde Park ? If 1 were the managing director of a railway company, and had this scheme 
before me, I should tap King-street for the traffic, notwithstanding the existence of the electric trams.
4430.. Afr. Wat son.] With regard to the undesirability of tunnels, I should like to know what was the 
principal undesirable quality you noticed in the tunnels of the metropolitan railway, London? The 
stifling feeling arising from the smoke and fumes.
4437. I take it that the greater part of the objection to a tunnel is in regard to tbe smoke and fumes 
which an engine gives olf ? Yes; of course it is not noticed to such an extent when tho trains arc 
travelling fast.
4438. Do you think that the same objection to tunnels would exist if ^Te had electric instead of steam 
traction ? Ko ; not with proper ventilation.
4439. From what is going on in America, it would appear that electrical traction is being applied not only 
to trams on the surface of the street, but also to concentrated suburban traffic? Yes. They have 
electric motors in America ; but so far they have not been a success. Otherwise, J would have suggested 
that all suburban traffic in and out of Kedfern should be conveyed by electric motors.
4440. Would you care to offer an opinion as to whether electrical traction for that class of traffic is 
within reasonable distance of being adopted? 1 would not tike to say until the experiments which are 
now being conducted with regard to electric motors have been carried a little further.
4441. It has been suggested that if it were found advisable to adopt electric traction for the suburban 
area of our railways, it would put a new complexion altogether upon tbe city extension, as it would permit 
of tunnels being used without much objection, and would thus avoid the nceessit}1- for land resumption ;— 
would that, view of the matter in any way alter you opinion as to the desirability' of going to Hyde Park ? 
Ko j. because I would have the electric traction through the streets above ground. The overhead railway 
in Kew York is a great convenience. All the railway managers in London avoid tunnels for the suburban 
traffic as far as possible. Tunnels, where electric traction is used, are less objectionable than where steam 
engines are used.
4442. Anyhow, it would put a new face on the possibility of dealing with suburban traffic if electric 
traction were found practicable ? I admit that.
4443. The great majority of tho country travellers who come to the city—leaving out the semi-country 
travellers who visit the Mountains at tho end of every week—generally have to go to an hotel, or to tho 
residences ol their friends in the suburbs ;—would it make much difference to them whether they came 
to Bclmore Park, or to King-street ? I think so, because the bulk of them would go to hotels. Take 
tho people who are coming to the Show. The bulk of them will go to tho various hotels, most of which 
arc situated between King-street and Circular Quay.
4444. Cun you say that most of thorn are situated between Circular Quay and King-street, when there 
are only tho “ Australia,” the “Oxford,” the “Metropoie,’’and the “Empire1? And a large number 
of others.
4445. If a man wauled to go to “ Petty’s Hotel ” he would require to take a cab from a station at King- 
street ? Yes.
4440. The same remark applies to the “Koyal Hotel” and the Grand Central Coffee Palace ? Yes ; but 
in that case he would only pay Is. instead of 2s. as at present.
441'/ . Take, again, the ease of a man who got out at King-street with a bag, and wanted to get to the 
“ Metropoie11;—I suppose he would sooner take a cab than walk ? Yes; but the question of tho saving 
of time again comes in.
4448. What time do you calculate a man could save, as between tbe Benevolent Asylum scheme and the 
King-street extension, if he wished to get to the “ Metropoie” ? Eight to ten minutes.
4449. Of course, you are aware that a man has not now to wait so long at the railway station for an 
electric tram as he had to do when the steam trains were in existence? I am aware of that. That, of 
course, applies to suburban people who are coming in and out every day, but it would not apply to men 
who have luggage. It would take them a certain length of time to collect it. Again, the trams along 
George-street do not go near the “ Metropoie” or the “ Australia’’ hotels.
4450. 4ou do not regard Hyde Park as of moment to those who use it at present during the day ? They 
could go a little further away—to the Domain, At present they are a nuisance. I consider that if we 
bring the station to Hyde Park, people in future years will say that it was the wisest thing to do, because 
of the facility it would afford for further extension of the station.

TKUItSDA K,
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THURSDAY, 12 APRIL, 1900.
JUrtsmt:— '

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRIOKETT (Chairman).
TLoIIon. Pateiuk Ltndesay Chawfoed Shefhehd. 
Tho Hon. Andeew G-aeean, LL.I).
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Norman Selfe, M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined :—
4151. Chairman^ I understand you have a written statement, which you would like to read, in reply to 
tho comments of the G-overnment officials on your scheme ? Yes, as follows:—■
RmY to Mk. Dkanb’s Cmtioism: op the City: Railway Scheme raorosEi) by Nokman Selfe, Member Ikst. C.E. 12April,1900,
Mr. Deans’S vcmnrks on this scheme are set out in his evidence on pages 163 to ICS of the Proceedings of tho Committee, •
and arc summarised in a paper which has been [landed to mo by tiie Secretory (Mr. Dyne). I find they may bo considered os 
forty-five aoparate objections, and 1 presume they include all that can be urged against my scheme.

It should make me extremely proud to find that this scheme (promulgated by me, at my own solo cost, and through long 
years of careful attention to the requirements of my fellow citizens), now stands on a more solid foundation than ever, in-as- 
inuch as Mr. Deane, assisted by Mr. Parry, has not been able, after exhaustive criticism, to urge one valid or substantial 
objection to it. Nothing is now said by him, as was done in 1801, as to the conveniences which it will afford to tho public ; 
but at tho same time no attempt is made to deny the fact that this Western Scheme looks further ahead, mid, in view of 
extensions which must come in the immediate future, will ultimately be far cheaper than any of tho official proposals. While 
forty-five minor objections are certainly brought forward, many of Usese objections arc based on an entire misconception of 
what the details would bo like when working plans are got out; others rely on a too hurried interpretation of the outline 
plans already prepared ; wliilc many altogether beg the questions Oiey are supposed to settle. Taken altogether, they seem 
to mo like objecting tu live in a princely mansion because you dislike the colour of the front railings.

I now proceed to deal with Mr. Deane’s criticism cf my proposals for City Railway. His criticisms commence with 
section (2). ■

Objection (1).
Says—“This would necessitate the reconstruction of the Wells-strect bridge and the Kvcleigh platforms in part.”

“ The bridge would have to bo raised about fi feet.” These statements include the first of a long series of exaggerations.
Reference to tho drawing shows that tho points are placed 250 feet from the north side of tho Wells-strect bridge.

With a rise of 1 in TO, it is certain that the ascent would be about 3-j feet in that length, and not 6 feet, us stated.
Mr. Deane dees not explain that only a very small part of one of tho platforms would have to he altered, and (hat at

ouo end only, in order to allow the Darling Harbour branch to come in. Neither does he say that when the scheme is
worked out even that may easily he got over. Ho often makes such a remark, however, when difficulties on his own plans 
are pointed out. As tho question of grades crops up in several of the objections, I propose, instead of replying piecemeal, to 
deal with them more fully when dealing with No, 10 Objection. I will only say here that before making the plans Dhad it 
from the best authority that 1 in 60 was common on the railways near Sydney, and I know that the Government is inviting 
tenders for a railway bridge to North Sydney, the permissible grades on which arc 1 in 36.

Such being the case, why, I ask, should I make a difllculty about grades of 1 in 70 ? So far as my scheme is concerned, 
it is simply a question of a little more expense in some eases, and no extra expense at all in the city itself, to get as easy as 
1 in 100. Jt is actually 1 in 90, and not 1 in 100, running into Redfern now, and when that is improved, then 1 in 100 muy 
possibly be made tbe railway grade for the city extension over the whole western route.

Objection (2).
" CIcveland-strect bridge would have to be constructed at a higher level." As it is part of tho whole scheme

although a non-essential as far as route is concerned, to remove the present obstructive tunnel, and give the Commissioners
the greater room which Sir. Eddy and Mr. Parry have so clearly shown to be necessary, it is of very little moment that tho 
Jiew bridge would be made a few’inches or feet higher than the present one. When the sketch plans are supplemented by 
working drawings, then will be the time (and it will be worth the while to do so) to consider whether the streets in this 
locality cannot bo carried under the railway lines, as Mr. Deane proposes to do with Devonshire-street.

The objection,as it stands, is simpiy a statement; it cannot be treated as an objection at nil, because the cost is 
allowed for in the estimates.

N, Selfe, 
M.l.C.K.

_ Qbjeciioyi (3).
“The altered grades run into the terminus and would extend a considerable distance towards the station platforms, 

and would necessitate tho reconstruction and the regrading of tho whole of the goods and passenger sidings in Redfern 
station yard.” Now, the proposed now grade terminates half-way between the rear end of the present station and tho tunnel, 
say 600 feet from the tunnel and 1,000 feet from the front end of the present platforms; it is therefore an unwarrantable 
exaggeration to say the whole of I he goods and passenger sidings ivould have to be regraded and reconstructed on that account, 
because it is clearly evident that the greater part of the yard is on the unaltered level.

The evidence of Mr. Parry shows—Question 265, 15/7/97—"That, in tho interests of good management, it is necessary 
to remodel the roads in that yard, and that a great surplus of points and crossings would have to bo taken out with improve
ments carried out.” He also makes it clear—Questions 290 to 322, 231, 24/2/97—that things are very had now under the 
antiquated condition of things which exists at Redfern. When a proper approach is provided the Existing Lines Branch and 
the Interlocking Engineer will have an opportunity to make » model station yard at Redfern, although the principal part of 
the interlocking will not be affected by the new grades proposed, for a special reason.

Objection. (4).
This statement is as follows “ The Chippendale school site and a portion of the Wesleyan Church would have to be 

resumed.” I cannot answer this, unless I know what tho extra ground is wanted for; but I cordially eupport the suggestion 
(if suggestion it is), that while the improvement of Redfern is taken in hand, it might be a good thing to Spend another 
£20,000 and have the church. The school is provided for in the estimates. The plans clearly show that the church addition 
is not an essential at present in order to get a proper turn-off to the city lines,

“ Considerable alterations would have to be made nt Eveleigh to make connections between the running-sheds and the 
new set of lines to the Darling Harbour branch. In fact, it is doubtful if the latter could be connected at nil, or any of them 
satisfactory.” Now, Mr. Deane must admit that the main lines run through Eveleigh, and have connections with the running- 
sheds. He can see by plan 6, that the city lines can get in to the running-sheds, and lie must admit that ho is aide to plan 
any number of cross-over roads between the Darting Harbour lines and the city ones because they run parallel to one another. 
What then is the meaning of the paragraph as it stands ? When Mr, Parry was asked (questions 356, 359, and 360, 25/2/97), 
as to the present connection of the Darling Harbour lines being satisfactory, with the projected improvements for a terminus, 
he gave three evasive answers, for tbe reason that he had already shown that the connection ought to be further back. It was 
largely on account of the very clear evidence which Mr. Parry and Mr. Eddy gave ns to the present difficulties that I make 
pro[K>sals for removing them.

16—2 H Objection
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M i'c k' Objection (5).
\ ' '* Tiie lino bo Mortuary Etotion would be on a diilerenb level, and for the transference of engines and carriages it

'T" lonn necessary to ran back io Kveleigh.” Hoth statements for once ore quite true, and both are in exact accordance with
Id April, JJU'j. the Commissioners’ expressed desires. Evidence already given shows that they object to trains like those from Darling 

Harbour and tho Mortuary station meandering all over the Redfern yard in front of ordinary passenger trains. (See evidence 
page 21, 36C).

Under the proposed Hyde Park scheme it is intended to run return empty trains right back again to Redfern yard ; 
but with a main signal-box at Wells-street, where every train would be jmt upon its own road, all such meandering of the 
trains over the place, as led to the great accident in the year 1891, will be done away with.

It must be admitted here, however, that the Mortoary building is the one redeeming featnro of the Redfern terminus. 
It is an exquisite little piece of architecture worthy of a better position, and it should be removed if possible. The alternative 
plan No. 19 (which Mr. Deane does not appear to have seen) shows how the whole re-modelling of the new terminus and tho 
city branches can be much simplified and cheapened if the Mortuary station is removed from its present position.

Objection (G),
" Connections between tbe city lines and Redfern yard can only be made by going back to .Eveleigh.”
This is again quite correct, and if it was on an official proposal, instead of on an unofficial one, it would bo pointed out 

as the groat merit of the scheme, because it gets over the present troubles, and the risk of accidents due to crossing at the 
immediate rear of the terminal platforms. When such objections are made to features specially introduced in order to 
obviate the ditficultics in the present working so forcibly pointed out by Messrs. Eddy and Parry, it shows one of two things— 
either the different branches of the Railway Department hold dilfercnt opinions on the matter, or else it is an evidence that 
any proposal from outside must be condemned, and at any price.

If tbe Hallway Commifsioners prefer io retain the present system, as it exists at. Granville and ia now being 
perpetuated at Strnthiicld, of crossing main lines on the level, then it is obvious that it can still be retained on my scheme. 
If the city lines, “'fast and slow,” are arranged so as to get on Io tho main fust and slow on the level, then the causes ot 
nearly all the objections so far dealt with would disappear, and the cost of my scheme would be much reduced. Such level 
crossing?, however, would not be allowed by tbe Board of Trade in London, mid I did not see why Sydney should not profit 
by English experience, hence I proposed tho better arrangement shown by tbe plaits.

Objection (7).
“ Signalling and interlocking arrangements would havo to bo altered, and the Darling Harbour connection with Redfern 

yard would have to go back to Eveleigh.” Tho first part of this lias been answered in the reply to Objection (3), and the 
latter part in answer to Objection (6J. After the very clear statements of Mr. Parry in reply to Question 318, 24(2/97, and 
elsewhere, as to the restriction caused by the connection of the Darling Harbour lines, and also his statements in Questions 
£428 and 2429, 12/8,'97, that it was a feasible proposal of mine to take the Darling Harbour branch to the south of the 
tunnel, and that it would facilitate the working of the traffic ; and also his remarks in 2C5,15/7/97, about removing points 
and crossings—it is most unkind to keep on objecting to a proposal for giving the traffic management the very accommodation 
they have shown to bo imperative. They say, “The present Darling Harbour points are too close," and when I propose to 
give them a little more room then they say “they are too far away.”

Objection (8).
The next paragraph I cannot understand. As printed on the paper handed to me it reads—“It is evident that 

provision must be made for storing suburban trains either south of Eveleigh or somewhere on the new set of lines, so that tho 
ppace at Redfern could not be utilised,” This passage is probably a misprint; it conveys no meaning to me, and I cannot 
fathom the intention. I will simply point out to the Committee that a very brief inspection of the plan will show that as 
return empty trains come up from the city lines they can, if required, get on to the Redfern main lines at Eveleigh, and go 
into sidings at Redfern or Eveleigh. All tho principal roads would he controlled from a main signal-box at Wells-strcot, 
therefore any accident which involved the personal equation, such as that already referred to, would be impossible. If the 
Hyde Park trains have to run all the way back to the tunnel points to get to tbe Redfern sidings, it ia a very small matter 
for trains on the Western branch to get to them also, and they do it without running through the terminus, "like the Hyde 
Park trains,

Jte Goodlet & Smith’s yard, I admit my words, in giving evidence, are not as clear os they might be, though no 
railway man ought to misunderstand them for » moment. I had no particular intention of shunting trains in this yard, but 
intended it as an engine yard for coal and water. Tho traffic officers will easily see that with the Markets as a terminus for 
some trains (either permanently or until the extension is mode to Wynyard-square), on engine could follow an “ up” train 
into tho Market station from this yard, and be coupled up ready to toko it out again before tbe train had discharged its load. 
Tho in-eoming engine could either follow the train out on the same line and shunt into the yard, or shunt first north of 
Market-street, and then go back to the yard on the other line. (Sco Plan 20.)

Objection (9).
" The estimate of cost seems to be inadequate.” “ The plans gre not sufficiently definite in detail.” About cost, I shall 

show in another place that when eomparod with Mr. Deane's estimates T have been much more liberal than he has been, and 
it will bo bettor to deal with the estimates together. The remark about the insufficient plans is a most unkind rub, seeing tbe 
very great expense I have been put to, and bow my plans make plain to tho most unprofessional eye how great will be tbe 
gain to the city, as compared with rhe desecration contemplated under other schemes. I cannot conceive what Mr. Deane 
would like me to do, and I submit to tho Committee : Could I be expected to provide a more elaborate section than No. 5, 
which is here complained of F

I have put down for my eut-and-cover tunnel under George-street, £150 per yard. Now, on looking over Mr. Deane’s 
evidence I have found that for his much more difficult tunnel under buildings, from King-street to the Domain, lie only 
allows £137 per yard. (See Questions 6G and 65 of the present inquiry.) It is the same thing, I believe, all the way 
through, that my prices are higher than Mr, Deane's,

Objection (10).
This is a long and far-fetched complaint about the grade of 1 in 73 for connecting the city lines. It contains several 

statements which are not justified by facts, and when looked into will be seen to beg the whole question, Mr, Deane says : 
“ It is clear that ns money has been spent to provide grades of 1 in 100 on tbe suburban lines, to work tho city linos with a 
gradient of .1 in 73, cither the train loads must be reduced, or n eomplclcly different set of powerful engines must be 
purchased for tbe purpose of taking the same length of tniin.” I am sure Mr. Dcano has been dreadfully worried over this 
city railway inquiry, and I do not want to worry him more ; but be must pardon me for pointing out that what I have quoted 
above is all rubbish, because there is another alternative which he forgot to mention—ho should have added, “ or the trains 
will have to go a little slower over tho steeper grade.”

Now, no one really believes it is intended that heavy long distance trains with the most powerful engines are to go 
careering over the city lines at express speed. His not the ease in other countries, at any rate, and is not wanted here.

Subsequent evidence has been given by Mr. Deane as to grades of 1 ip 60 on the South Coast lino and elsewhere, and 
lie is to be one of the judges of designs for a bridge to the North Shore, for which the Government is now inviting tenders. 
This bridge may carry the railway on a grade of 1 in 36, whereas the grade of my proposed railway bridge for the same site 
is only 1 in 50. "

In the face of these facts, it is rather difficult to take the objection to the 1 in 70 grades on tny plan quite seriously, 
the more so as it is not imperative. Mr. Deane has probably noticed that the grades between George-street and the 
Markets can be made 1 in 118 and 1 in 100 without altering my proposals.

The hollowness of the objection to the 1 in 70 at Eveleigh, is emphasised by the fact subsequently admitted that on 
parts of the suburban lines there are already grades of 1 in 60 (Questions 3335, 3355, 3350); and that the present approach to 
Redfern is actually 1 in 90 and not 1 in 100, As
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Ah first stated, Mr. Deane eays this grade is “ In a position where it is, immaterial" (Question 3321). Nowmy 1 in iO 
grades are in exactly the same “ immaterial position ” with regard to the terminus as the present 1 in 90, and they can be 
made 1 in 90 also if such is a sine gua wen, •■•uni "

With a city extension down the western side, livcleigh will become far the most important junction in the Colony, 12Apru,1900. 
and no trains will rush through it at express speed. It does not seem to have occurred to Messrs. Deane or Parry that with 
tho circle round the eastern suburbs the city trains would be able to rim direct into the Redfern yard from the South i'ia 
lirskmeville,

Mr. Deane, however, must know that trains never run at 50 or 00 miles an hour into a terminus. It should he quite 
mmccesary for me to tell him, that the same exertion of horse-power by an engine as will take a train full speed onal in 100 
grade at 90 miles an hour, wilt take a 20 per cent, greater load ot 50 miles an hour up a 1 in 70 grade.

If we consider slower speeds, then tiie horse-power required to draw a train up 1 in 100, at TO miles an hour, is more 
than double the power required for the same load up a 1 in 70 grade at 20 miles an hour. As it is evident that any dtiver 
who attempted to take his train from Eveleigh into Redfern at express speed would be summarily dealt with by the 
Commissioners, the bottom falls out of this objection at once, I know that Mr. Deane is unable to say What are the glades 
of approach to the principal London stations. , . „

In reply to Question 3322, Mr. Deane says tho suburban engines might crawl up 1 in 60 “at a snail's pace, I do 
not know what Mr. Deane means by a “ snail's pace,” lint he will find that if he looks into the matter that the tractive force 
required to draw a train GO miles an hour up 1 in 100, is more than is necessary to take the same load 40 miles an hour up 
1 in 60. In the absence of real or serious oajeetions, Mr. Dearie has, of course, done his duty in pointing out this feature 
on my plans.

Section (3).

Objection (11).
“The plans for remodelling Redfern by extending tho present platforms, will perpetuate present difficulties.” This 

statement is entirely in opposition to facts. The principal difficulties which the traffic officers of the railways havebrought 
before the several boards of inquiry, arc (a) shortness of present platforms. Well these are lengthened, and eight of 
them are to have triple roads. (7) Congestion, and crossing of Darling Harbour branch so close to end of platform, Well 
that is done away with anyhow. Without more explicit objections there is nothing more to answer that I can sec iiere.

Objection (12).
“ The introduction of parcels and baggage offices under the station would involve lowering the ground and consequent 

expellee.” As it is not said that it would be better to continue the preaent barbarous practice of wheeling trucks of 
baggage over passengers toes, and as no reason whatever is given against the introduction of such a modern manifestly 
convenient system as I propose, the “ consequent expense ” may be looked upon as justifiable. I look upon this paragraph 
of Mr. Deane's as equivalent to great praise for this part of my suggestions.

IT. Sfelfe, 
M.I.C.B.

Objection (13).
“The whole design involves * botching,’ ” To this I can only say 1 have carried out probably ten times as gredt a 

variety of engineering works as Mr. Deane has done, and I have never yet been accused of botching. I Shall take wiml 
care for the future that no “botching” is ever associated with my name. A bald statement of this kind, without explicitly 
setting out what is meant, cannot bo replied to.

Objection (14).
“ The disturbance to the existing linet would involve very great inconvenience,” &c. Now, the quadruplication of 

the suburban lines involved great inconvenience, hut, us in the present case, there would be a lot of virgin ground for a 
great part of the new work, it could he completed before tiie existing lines were touched, and therefore the disturbance 
would bo minimised. “Signalling and interlocking arrangements” arc here dragged in for the third time. I should have 
every confidence in leaving that work to Mr. Parry, seeing that he lias put most of them in, and that he has clearly said a 
lot of them will have to go under any new arrangements that arc made.

Objection (15).
“As the present Redfern station would be entirely cut out of use for suburban and semi-suburban trains, passengers 

wishing to change to the main line would sufier great inconvenience, which could only be met by stopping all long-distance 
trains at Eveleigh, in order to enable them to change there.” Here is another place where Mr. Deane has forgotten some
thing, because after the word Eveleigh he should have added “or such other station as the Commissioners may appoint for 
the collection of long-distance tickets.”

I would answer this further by saying that in no country do trains run indiscriminately all over the Iincs._ And in 
New South Wales, as in other civilised places, tickets are collected from long-distance trains before they arrive at tho 
terminus.

Passengers from suburban stations now join or leave the loug-distance trains at Strathfiehl, Eveleigh, and Granville, 
Matiy of the northern trains only come as far as Strathfield, and there make connection with those Irom Parramatta. 
With a proper city extension in operation, a man from Melbourne, if he keeps his seat, will go into tho terminus at Redfern ; 
but if ho wonts to go right at once to (say) Woolloomooloo Day, then he will get out at Strathfield or Eveleigh when he 
hears the cry, “ Clidiigelierc for the city line,” and take o city train. He will then be able, not only to go on to Woolloo* 
mooloo, but to go to any station on the city or eastern suburban line from Wynyard-square to Randwick. With the Hyde 
Park arrangement, however, as proposed, he would be just as far off his destination at the top of King-street as he is now 
at Rcdfctn ; and he ivould have to jiay as much for a cab from the railway.

Objection (16).
Mr. Dean says, the proposal to bring the railway into the Markets “is quite impracticable.” Well this statement 

has exactly the same value as that made by the man who said they could not hang him, but he was hung all the same. 
Mr. Deane, I feel sure, has not had time to look deeply into this matter, I know that when lie first considered such a use 
of the Markets he did not think of going under George-street for the foiirth line. This idea, however, since he saw it, has 
been incorporated into several official schemes.

Objection (17).
“The Mansion House station has been designed fur passenger traffic.” That is true, and I have never proposed to 

run goods traffic through tho Victoria Markets. No doubt a Sine around Darling Harbour may in due course be proposed 
for goods ; but as the now practically useless basement of the Victorian Markets, would be twice the sine of tne Mansion 
House station, and much more convenient with judicious adaptation—I am unable to see the application of the word 
“makeshift” in this connection.

Objection (IS).
“ The business done at tho Mansion House station is probably much simpler than that which woiiid have to oe dealt 

with nt the Victoria Markets. ”
Now the Mansion House is the principal station on the inner circle railway of the greatest city in the world. It had 

at least six branch connections in a very short distance fifteen years ago. A large number of the great English railway 
companies have running powers over it. The traffic is so intense that the trains are only a few yards apart, and follow at 
intervals of a minute or two all day long.

I have, therefore, no words to reply to the absurd proposition, that such a business is simpler than tunning the 
comparatively insignificant service, alt under one organisation, would be which is required for Sydney.

Objection
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Obji'Ction (19).
“ Ouo platform is 460 foet long by 28 feet wide, with heavy columns along the whole length, about 16 feet apart.’’ 

y “y “0<“s i'^r- Deane not speak out more clearly, and say at once, " the edge of the platform is 16 feet from the centre of 
these columns, a very much greater clearance than there is in many places at important stations on the existing lines.” Why 
does he not say, “the drawing is only a rough diagram, but when tho matter is worked up in detail, it will be easy to give 
more room than tho standard gauge of the railways.” Such a statement would he a true one.

Objection (20).
“ A heavy mass of brickwork, 63 feet x 10 feet, and only 6 feet from the rail of one line would be a most serious 

obstruction to passengers.” Now, under Mr. Deane’s standard guage, the brickwork may stand within much less than 
o feet from one rail of a line. IE the mass he refers to is on the “ off” side it is much further away than necessary. If he 
means on the platform side, to l>e in the way of passengers, then a very little application of paint will alter the pencil 
drawing, and the brickwork thus indicated can he cleared out of the building without need for anxiety. (See rcnlv after 
Objection 26.) J 1 J

As Objections 21 to 25 all refer to this Market building, it will be better in order to avoid repetition to deal with 
them in the aggregate, first reciting their special points seriatim

Objection (21) says: “About 72 feet of the northern end of the platform is reudered useless by a stairway 
obstruction.”

Objection (22).—“The adaptation of tbe Market basement fur railway purposes would involve, iu my opinion, most 
dangerous alterations. ” ’

Objection (23),—“These alterations, considered necessary by Mr. Selfe, which are probably all that could be done with 
any degree of safety, do not give widths to agree with standard practice.”

Objection (24).—“ Trains have to pass through passages 12 feet wide, whereas 14 feet is minimum practice.”
Objection (25).—“ Piers would stand only 5 feet from the centre line.”
Objection (26).—“ Piers are on the platforms only 3 ft. 6 in. from edge ; it is indispensible they should be 6 feet.”

There is the appearance of some very pungent criticism in these six objections, but fortunately for both tbe railway 
and tiie Market building, not one of them has a good leg to stand upon. In the first place, I ask the Committee to note 
that I have a plan of the Markets as they are now, kindly lent me by the Mayor of the City, and on this I have indicated 
in a general way by pencil lines and broad masses of colour, how it can be made into a railway station, and one that will 
have infinitely more convenience for passengers than the Mansion House station, London, affords.

I have not attempted to draw new plans of this station, and show details, at a cost, perhaps, of hundreds of pounds, 
and I was of opinion that Mr. Deane, like other engineers, wonld be able to till in iu his own mind the smaller items that 
are not indicated ; for, after all, it is absolutely certain that the questions connected with the alteration of the Market 
basement are comparatively small matters, if a western site route is desired.

It is quite possible that alterations to this building may appear dangerous to Mr. Deane, which to architects and 
engineers having the experience of a broader school, would appear simple and safe to undertake. It is only necessary for 
one to refer to the records of such works as were undertaken in the construction of the Metropolitan and District Railways, 
London, when lofty buildings were underpinned over the unstable London clay ; or to point to the more recent work of 
the Boston subways, at Boston, Massachusetts, mostly through drift. Such a reference shows clearly that the problems 
which would have to he solved in order that the whole Market building (erected over the Sydney sandstone) might he 
underpinned, would he as child’s play in comparison.

Only a quantity of superfluous brickwork needs removal in the case of tho Markets, and would he unattended with 
any risk.

I will now introduce a few facts. At the present Redfern station there are piers only 2 ft. 6 in. from the edge of the 
platform ; in the Queen Victoria Markets the closest pier under my proposals is 6 ft. 4g in., and only for a smaU part of 
the length. Where Mr. Deane says the entrances arc 12 feet, he is mistaken; the pencil lines are by mistake actually 
drawn 13 feet apart, and are intended for 14 feet. I havo as much right to call them 14 feet as he has to call them 12 feet.

He admits that 14 feet is all that he requires, and that was intended ; although 13 feet was shown by mistake, yet 
16 feet could ho given if necessary. So that criticism is a very far-fetehed one.

I would point out to the Committee that these enormous piers now contain hundreds upon hundreds of tons of 
useless brickwork and only support an empty dome. To cut them away sufficiently to give tho standard clearance, in 
accordance with Mr. Deane’s statement of requirements, will reduce them to a sectional area of about 105 square feet, each 
When that is done there will still be ten tunes the material left in each of the fonr piers to support the dram and dome 
overhead as there is in one of the main piers of the lofty Tost Office tower, (Ste, Exhibit No. 23.) To put the case in 
another way, it may be admitted that tho drum and dome over it, with the piers between, will weigh 3,000 tons. Now, 
when the basement is modified to give the standard requirements as to clearance and so on, then each of these unfortunate 
piers, which Mr, Deane thinks would he dangerous, would still have about ICO feetof section, instead of 16 feet each as at 
the Rost Office towTer ; and the crushing load of the four would be about 200.000 tons.

When carrying one-sixth of what would crush thorn, then the safe load would be over 30,000 tons 1

Objections (21 to 26).
It seems absurd to pursue this matter further ; I am absolutely certain there are plenty of engineers in the Govern

ment service who could make the required alterations to the building without showing the smallest settlement.
If it should ho decided that it would he a difficult task getting through the ends without a settlement, then taking 

down part of the ends, and rebuilding them, as was done recently at the Post Office, would obviate the difficulty at once. 
These objections, however, all fall to the ground, because plenty of contractors would undertake to remove every support 
of the building if necessary.

If such objections as these are the best that can he brought against the proposal to utilise the Market basement, and 
they dissolve into thin air under such a simple investigation, what weight can any others have ?

Objections (27 to 29).
Have reference to ventilation. As no details of ventilation have been shown in connection with any of the Govern

ment proposals for sunk stations, I did not go to the expense of showing any such scheme in detail, on this plan, and it 
seems very one-sided to bring the question up here.

It will he seen, if my evidence is looked into, that I have said enough to show that all the smoke from standing 
trains can he easily cleared out. The problem is so small as compared with that which attaches to the long lengths of 
tunnel and the deeply sunk stations on the Metropolitan and District Railway, London, and to the difficulties which would 
attend tho 2-mile long tunnel to North Shore, as favoured by Mr. Eddy, that it is probable the subject would not havo been 
mentioned at all in connection with the Markets, had the scheme been an official one.

Objection (30).

Mr. Rennick s opinion is quoted to the effect that “ The basement of the Markets is entirely unsuited for a railway 
station. ” And further, “It would he a piece of vandalism to appropriate it.” "

With the first part of the quotation from Mr. Rennick I, of course, entirely agree; it is unsuited at present.
I have, however, clearly shown, and any independent and qualified expert will confirm the fact, that the alterations 

I have indicated are not only practicable, but could he carried out without any risk.
With regard to “ vandalism,'’ as referred to by Mr. Rennick, I thought at first that that gentleman meant to say it 

would be a “ vandalistic treatment” of the State railways to carry them into a “ market cellar. I now understand from 
Mr. Deane that he thinks Mr. Rennick considered the Markets were too good for a railway station. Mr. Rennick pro
bably did not know what the building cost, and what a monument of folly it is as it stands ; ho. perhaps, considers that 
the gorgeous and costly external ornamentation (notwithstanding iis utter inappropriateness as applied to a market-house), 
should 1)0 sufficient compensation to the citizens of Sydney fur the loss of £10,090 a year, the sum of the loss, which they 
now suffer by the venture.

To
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, To niy niinil, any losi to the citiyons such as this is a loss to the whole community. It is in many ways a magni- 
ficient building, and, therefore, every private citireu and Government officer ought to assist by every means in his power 
any movement for putting it to an appropriate ubc. So far, J understand, not one witness has ever hinted that the position is 
not the very best that can be found for a central railway station—convenient for the business part of the city in the day, 
and for attendance at the Centennial Hal! and the theatres in the evening.

Objection (31),
"Mr. Selfe proposes to extend two lines only for suburban traffic beyond the Markets.” This is a purely gratuitous 

assumption, with nothing to warrant it. I never contemplated anything of the sort, and there is nothing to show it either 
on the plans or in the evidence.

Objection (32).
“ Tliere are no shunting facilities by which some of the trains could be dropped at tbe Markets and sent back. ’ 

Another gratuitous assumption absolutely in opposition to tbe facts. Exhibit 20 shows crossings both in front of the 
Markets and behind them, on both the fast and slow roads. Goodlet’s yard is close at hand for coaling and watering engines, 
and there is not the slightest doubt that with the faeilities there possible, a traffic manager of experience could easily work 
twenty trains an hour each way from the.Markets as a terminus, until the rails went on to Wynyard-square.—(Mr. Kddy 
said forty trains each way at a similar station).

Objection (33).
This inquiry, “ P.y what way will it lie possible for trains to be stopped at the Market and sent hack,” has already 

been practically answered. I would not say further. In the same way as trams are now stopped and sent hack from No. 
5 and fi platforms at Radfern, by sending iu another engine after the train to take it out again ; or by shunting the same 
engine on to the other line, and then sending it round to the other end of the train. The facilities for such shunting wonld 
be much greater at the Markets, because of the crossings as shown at the north end beyond the platform These crossings 
would enable the train to come up to its place at once instead of having to move up a second time, with the consequent 
delay, as now obtains at Redfctn.

Objection (34).
_ The statement that “ this is not a workable proposal” does not apply to any proposal of mine, but to an hypo

thetical assumption which Mr, Deane appears to have set up in his own mind, in order that he might have something to 
knock down. I have proposed nothing, and do not intend to propose anything, that is not in accordance with every
day advanced practice in connection with railways.

Objections (35 and 30).
_ “ Running fonr lines through Wynyard-square would preclude any portion of Wynyard-square being used as a 

station for the North Shore line.” “ It does not appear practicable to bring in a separate branch service at this point." 
"The plans show no terminal station for North Shore traffic.” “A see-saw method of working must be intended.1’ “ This 
is unsuitable, because the railway grade on North Shore is 1 in 50, while on the suburban lines it is 1 in lOO."

There is a bit of a jumble here, but I will try to make things clear, working backwards from the last objection. 
Mr. Deane has admitted that lie has made a mistake about the 1 in 100 grade, as there is 1 in Of) grade between Redfern 
and Eveleigh, and a 1 in 60 about Erskineville. Neither railway men nor passengers would ever expect that the North 
Shore lines should be worked by an extension of the Parramatta trains, which run on the aforesaid 1 iu 100. When the 
bridge is built, and let us hope it will be soon, then the Milsou’s Point line, if extended to Eveleigh through the city, will 
naturally connect rfa Strathfield with Hornsby Junction, thus completing a circle. On this road the grade is 1 in 45, or 
■22 per cent, stiffer than the Milson's Point lines; not 1 in 100,

Mr. Deane has evidently not seen my plan No. 26, showing how a station as large as that in Hyde Park or King- 
street, schemes can be established at Wynyard-square, If tho traffic in future years should warrant it, this would be tho 
starting point for the Newcastle trains, and save 9 miles of the journey.

Objection (37).
" With regard to the two stations, Vietoria Markets and Wynyard-square, which are olherwi.it suitably located, they 

would be open to the objection that passengers would have to ascend and descend considerable flights of steps.” This 
statement that these stations are suitably located is a great admission, and it atones for many hard rubs I have received ; 
but the part which follows takes away my breath, and I can only answer it by other questions. Can if r. Deane say where 
it is possible to find through stations, worked on the European system, at which passengers have not to go up and down 
either ramps or steps? Look at the awful climbing the Commissioners are now providing for passengers under the 
improvements nt Strathfield. Look at the terrible ramps and steps Mr. Deane has shown in hia design for elevated terminus 
facing Garden Hoad. Look at both the King-street and tho Hyde Park termini, with their stairs and ramps, and consider 
the people from Woolloomooloo will havo to climb up and down when they come and go.

Now, under my schemes, the entrances to the new terminus at Redfern are close to the natural surface. At the 
. Wynyard-square station I can provide what would be practically level approaches, from George-street and from Kent-street, 

far superior to anything on the official schemes. The City Council in its wisdom sank the Market basement 22 feet deep, 
and, therefore (as Mr. Deane’s gauge for height is 15 feet, or, say a minimum of 17 feet to the surface), it is only necessary 
to make the present pavement the platform level to get height sufficient for foot-bridges over the railway lines and plat
forms, and under the ceiling of the station.

Let the traffic authorities just say clearly what they want in the way of staircases, ramps, lifts, booking-offices, 
porters' quarters, &c., &e., and then it will he an easy matter to direct the preparation of a set of working drawings for 
the remodelling of the Market basement. It is possible, if it is necessary, to carry the great dome on iron columns, provide 
lifts for arriving passengers, and an entrance on the other, or eastern, side of George-street; but to find fault with a set of 
outline plans because nothing but the main features are shown (illicit they are sufficient to determine the feasibility of the 
plan or otherwise) is very hard when they have been prepared at private cost, and purely in the interests of the community.

Objection, (38).
^ “With regard to resumptions and interruptions, I cannot believe that Mr. Selfe has not very much under-estimated,” 

“ The difficulty of passing under Lassctter’s,” “the damage to business,” Ac., Ac. I can say no more about resumptions ; 
that matter is in the hands of the official valuator, and 1 understand his estimates are generally considerably below mine 
all round. With regard to difficulties of underpinning Lassctter’s premises, it is absolutely certain that there will be no 
difficulty in getting contractors to undertake the work, and take all risks, should it be ever necessary to do so. As 
compared with the work of tunnelling in ordinary cities, such work o\cr the solid Sydney sandstone is very plain sailing.

Objection (39).
“I understand that be proposes to resume, in its entirety, the Kidman's buildings and remove them, so as to throw 

tbe lines open to the air.” This is quite correct, but, unfortunately, Mr. Deane seems to have quite overlooked the fact, 
when be penned his objections, Nos. 27 to 30. Ry the present acknowledgment those objections lose nearly all their 
force.

Objections (40 to 43).
Deal vvith my estimates and very little reply is required to show the fallacy of the method by which the sum of 

£1,834,000 is made up as the total cost of my scheme.
If Mr. Deane thinks it better to have an inferior terminal station at Redfern for £310,000, as he puts down, instead 

of the superior ono, at a net cost of £70,000, ns per tbe figures at bottom of page 75, then I must leave him to his opinion ; 
but I quite object to the figures being used in such a way to prejudice my proposals m the eyes of the Committee.
_ Mr, Deane thiuks my estimate of the cost of works between George-street and the Markets should he doubled, or 
increased by £160,000. This would make the cost, for say J of a mile of quadruple line, come to £320,000, or equal to 
nearly £110,000 per mile for a single line. Now, on reference to my figures, I find I have put down the “cut and cover” 
tunnel, from Bathurst to Druilt streets, at £150 per lineal yard. While a reference to tho proceedings of this Committee 
shows me, by the answers to questions 56 and 65, that Mr. Deane’s tunnel, under the houses between King-street and the 
Domain, is only estimated by him at £137 per yard run. In a similar way I can show that all my estimates are ample.

• By
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re^crence to ^r- Deane’s genera! estimates for the Hyde Park scheme, for instance.
JH.l.L. ti. On page 7 of the Report of the Public Works Committee in 1897, there ia the estimate for bringing six roads—not

/—J' ”■ \ .u^ from licdfern to Park-street, and Park-street is in a line with Druitt-street. The amount sot down for excavation,
12 April, 1900. j P10™ bridges, retnining-walls, steel superstructure of bridges, and covering to the six-line tunnel in Hyde Park 

(which is double the length of the four-line tunnel in my scheme) with all sundry works, is the sum of £248,200. And yet 
my four lines, for the same length, over a much easier route, and with only half the tunnelling, are to cost 50 per cent, 
more than tho six lines to Hyde Park. I do not think the Committee will require me to say more on this point, the figures 
arc in print to speak for themselves. It is quite evident there is a different sauce for the goose than is allowed for the 
gander tins time. '

Mr. Deane kindly acids £00,000 to section 2, and £40,000 to section 3, without one word of explanation. Tiie fact 
that the alteration of the grades at about the present tunnel would terminate south of the main road signals; and that 
the double “ scissor ” crossings, and the turn-outs to the car-roads and sheds would all he unaltered so far as the new 
grades are concerned, does not appear to have struck him. Quoting Mr. Deane’s own words, “ That is not-worked out 
yet. There would he no difficulty in arranging it.”

U ith all Mr. Deane’s additions, ho brings up inv scheme to £2,100,000, and concludes with the words, "It will be 
seen from the foregoing that I do not consider Mr. Selte’s scheme practicable.”

If we assume, for the sake of argument, that the sum of £2,100,000 can be found to make it practicable, as Mr. 
Deane proposes, wo should, on its completion, have the equivalent, so far as the public are concerned, of the following 
works as proposed by him :—

The New Benevolent Asylum, terminus at ................................................................................ £ 061,000 .
The King-street scheme, terminus at........................................................................................... 1,527,000
Three-quarters of a mile of the North Shore line, at Mr. Deane’s own estimate, us applied to

my scheme ; works only without the resumptions and without stations............ ............. .. 320,000

Or a total of......................................................................................................  £2,408,600
Nothing at all being iocluded for the land, except that small sum of £90,000 for the properties between Klitabcth 

and Liverpool Streets. If £600,000 is added for the land, it will be seen my proposals come about £1,000,000 to the good.

Mb. MgRak’s Evidence.

McRae, the architect of the Queen Victoria Markets, has given evidence as to the conversion of tho building, 
to which I reply as follows :—With regard to the smoke nuisance, questions 3735 to 3742 and 3763, there are two very 
complete answers. In the first place, my exhibit, section No. 5, and my evidence both show that perfect arrangements for 
ventilation can be easily made. Secondly, Mr. Parry’s evidence, question 3704, show's that, in accordance with a hard-and- 
fast regulation, no smoke is emitted in a main station, and, therefore, there would he none to got away.

With regard to the removal of the screen wall at the George-street side of tho basement, in order to leave all the 
eastern piers in the centre of a very wide platform, Mr. McRae says that that could be done, because "the piers carry all 
the weight, ’ and “ there is no difficulty in the removal of the wall” (questions 3759 to 3702J.

• vJ • rc^d redtlc'11(5 or altering the great piers of the dome, and making the 14 feet entrances at tho ends of 
the main building, Mr, McRae may be pardoned for being a tittle nervous, and saying, “ It would be an operation I could 
not possibly recommend “ dangerous and difficult111 would not care to carry it out,” and so on. It docs not often 
fall to the lot of a young architect to obtain the honor and responsibility of designing a building to cost neatly £300,000, 
and Mr. McRae naturally, with a commendable interest in his work, cannot he expected to take kindly to any rough treat
ment of it. But here some ugly facts come in. In the first place, admitting that it is an ornament to tho city, yet it is 
utterly useless, and a total failure, so far as serving the purpose for which it was built, i.e., markets. Secondly, the city 
—on the authority of the Mayor—is losing £10,000 a year on the venture. Thirdly, it is the most central site iu the city 
for a railway station, and by conversion to such a purpose would be a success ; and fourthly, there would be no difficulty 
in the world in taking out the whole of the present central supports and introducing new ones, if it wore necessary, in 
order to effect such a conversion. The evidence of a hundred men that they could not do something would not affect the 
case, -when other men say, “ I have done it, -null do it again,” and give a guarantee for their work.

If _ this building was in America there would be no difficulty in getting tenders from contractors for lifting it bodily, 
and putting a couple of extra stories underneath it. As a matter of fact, the responsibility and care required would he 
much less than at Lassetters’, and still less than has been incurred on the Metropolitan London Railway,

For strength of piers, Ac., see reply to Mr, Deane’s objection, No. 26. ■
4452. Dr. Garran.} What do you estimate would bo the cost of your West Sydney line, pure and simple, 
as far as “The Bocks,” from Eveleigh, after deducting what you would get back from the re-sales? 
£1,233,000. s a &

Alfred Thomas Brindley, Assistant Architect, Grovemwent Architect’s Branch, Department of Public •
Works, sworn, and eiamiued:—

A. T, 4453. Mr. .Oi’c/v.j Have you had the opportunity of examining the non-official schemes for bringing a 
/“x 0' ' ™ay int:° ^le city ? Tes; I liave been engaged with Mr. Sievers in making the valuations of the 

ISApriQmo. g ]f connecti°n some of them—the Elizabeth-strect scheme, for instance, and that of Mr.

4454. With respect to Mr. Selfe’s interference with the supports of the Market and tbe basemeut, do 
you anticipate any danger to the Market from the character of the alterations he proposes ? You could do 
anything if you spent the money; but I agree with Mr. McRae, that it would not be advisable to do it. 
You would require to take the cud down to do it.
4455. Would there be any danger to the building? There is the chance of settlement and vibration.
4456. The scheme of Mr. Greenwood skirts the building on the western side, and goes close to the south
west corner ? It would not go below the foundations of tho market.
4457. Would there be any serious danger from vibration in the case of a tunnel along George-street ? : 
There might be to buildings with shallow foundations. Mr. Selfe takes tbe tunnel along York-street, 
close up to the walls of the building on the side of the street. It becomes a question whether he would 
not require to resume the warehouses on both sides of the street.
4458. Z>r. Garran.} Have the warehouses, &e,, any rights under the pathway? I think that, under the 
City Act, they are allowed openings of 13 inches.
44u9, Mr. Watson.} If you went right up to the boundary of the private laud fronting the street, and 
resumed the property as you suggest, could you, without great expense, under-pin and arrange supports 
to the walls, sufficient to make the buildings safe ? Very great expense would bo incurred ; you would 
require the walls to be very thick to retain the buildings, besides tho earth which carries them.
44G0. The foundations, it has been stated, are on rock ? If they are on rock they will be right enough.
4461. Being rock, would it be necessary to under-pin ? No.
4462. Where you have rock foundations on either side, you can go pretty close to buildings without anv
great danger ? Yes. "

DickJ} There has been a good deal of telephone tunnelling lately ;—can you say what has been 
the effect on buildings on rock, adjacent to that tunnelling ? There has been no trouble. A case occurred 
in Pitt-street, where settlement took place in connection with a building on soft ground.

4464*
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44G4. Are telephone tunnels put below foundations ? They are 8 feet below the pavement. They are _ A-T- 
level with the foundations where there is a cellar, and 4 or 5 feet below where there is none. The ril1> e^*~ 
telephone tunnel in front of tho rublic Worhs building is lower than the foundations, and no damage .Thh, ~' 
has resulted. The foundations are on rock. ’ '
44G5. Mr. Shepherd.} Is it not possible to adopt precautions to prevent injury to foundations in almost 
any instance? There is always the liability, if you underpin a building, of the material shrinking, and 
cracking occurring. You can take every precaution, and then there is likely to be a settlement,
44G6. We have heard of instances of railways being run under bouses and churches without doing 
damage? I myself iiave lived in a house which was built over the underground railway, London. It 
was built after the tunnel was completed. There was vibration, and we could hear every train which ran.
41i(i7. Do you think there would he auy danger of damage to the Market foundations, if Mr. Selfe’s scheme 
were carried out? 1 am of tho same opinion as Mr. Me Rue that there wonld be danger. Of course you 
can do anything, if you spend enough money. _ _
44G8. You do not think it would be possible to provide against danger? There is always the possibility 
of something unforeseen happening. If you underpin with cement, there is a certain amount of shrinkage 
especially with a heavy building on the top.
4469. Mr. McFarland.} Do you think it possible to put iron columns in the place of the existing piers ?
I should not care to attempt it.
4470. Mr. Looking at the comparative sizes of the two piers, as outlined by Mr. Selfe on plan 27,
do you think there would he any danger 1o the dome of the Markets, if the supporting piers boro the 
same relation to the weight which tho Post OfRcc piers have to support ? You would have to calculate 
the weight eacli of the piers is carrying. According to Mr. Selfc’s figures there is no danger.
4471. "Would there be any danger to tho dome of the Markets, if the piers bore the same relation as set 
forth in plan 27 P I do not think so.

TVESDAT, 17 APRIL, 1900.
JJrtsent:—

TitE Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRIOKETT (Chairman^
The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Sueluterd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D,
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Redfern into the City, including tho erection of a large Central Station.

Henry Deano, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Rranch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined :—

4472. Chairman.'} Since yon were last before the Committee I believe you have taken the opportunity to H. Deane.
look through the various schemes submitted by witnesses, except those of Mr. Selfe and Mr. Greenwood;
the Committee would like you to give them your opinion upon those schemes ? I have looked through 17April,1900.
these schemes, and I have gone into them as carefully as time will permit. The schemes generally havo
not sufficient detail to enable me to criticise them very closely; but I propose to deal with them serialim,
and make a few short observations on eacli. The first which I have on tho list is Mr. A. 0. Brownen’a.
I do not think Mr. Brownen's scheme would meet tho case at all. As I understand Mr. Browuen is of 
opinion that the Devonshire-street site should he utilised for the main station, and he proposes besides that 
there shall he tivo circular lines. He says in a paper attached to a letter, dated 9th April, which the 
Secretary has handed to me, and winch gives more information than was previously given :—

In accordance witli my railway scheme, the line will he taken through the heart of the crowded districts around 
George-street, West, the Glebe, Forest Lodge, Annandale, and Leichhardt, connecting with tho main suburban line at 
Petersham. On the eastern side a similar line would tap the districts of Surry Hills, Darlinghurst, Paddington, Woollahra, 
and Waverley in due course.
It would be much easier if I had a plan of exactly what is proposed, so as to see how it would ivork out.
There is so much marked on the plan that I do not know' what Mr. Browuen proposes definitely for his 
scheme. It seems to be a circular scheme m principle ; but I submit that that would not meet the circum
stances at all. What people want to do is not to get from one part of the city to another so much as to he 
brought into their business in the morning, and to be taken away again at night. That is really tho main 
object of the city railway.

Mr. John She wan has a proposal to pass over Devonshire-street, and enter a tunnel under Castlc- 
reagh-street, and go to Goulburn-street and Circular Quay, emerging at the Public Instruction Depart
ment. I am of opinion that a scheme, involving so much tunnel, could not be viewed with favour. The 
time has not arrived when a tunnel scheme would he acceptable.

Mr. Tuekwell has a scheme that he wrote about, hut he has not appeared before the Committee.
That also involves a long tunnel, and is therefore not a desirable scheme.

Mr. O. Mitride also has not appeared before the Committee, but he sent a letter which has been 
printed by order of the Committee. Perhaps it would bo unnecessary to say anything further with regard 
to that. He proposes an elevated line to the south-east corner of Park-strcot; then to pass along College- 
street to the High School site ; from thence t (^Circular Quay, Miller’s Point, and ISTorth Shore. It would 
he very difficult to work out that scheme as overhead proposal without incurring very great expense, 
and the railway would be unsightly. It could not very well he carried out; but there is not enough detail 
given to enable me to criticise it properly.

Mr. T. Alderson has submitted a scheme, and there is a map showing the course of the line. It 
might havo great advantages for those who wanted to go in the particular directions which the line follow's, 
but unfortunately it is of so serpentine a character that it would scarcely meet present requirements.

Mr. G. Neville Griffiths mentions a scheme that was recommended by Mr. Goodchap. He said it 
would have an underground station on the site of tho Land Titles Office, the Supreme Court, and St.
James’ Church, and would go on from there to Port Macquarie. L think Mr. Griffiths must ho under some 
misapprehension about that line. Mr. Goodchap, in giving evidence before the Royal Commission in the 
year 1S90, mentioned a scheme, and it was one that was worked out in 1885 or 188G. 1 was in the office at
the time. But that line did not interfere with either the Land Titles Office, the Supreme Court, or St.

James’
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H, Deane. James Church. It crossed under Liverpool-street near ISIthsdale-street, went across the Park nearly 
ur'TnTwvi PaTa^e^ Llizabeth-street, and would have a station near the northern end of tho Park, but as it 

Pr j • approached^ the northern end, and whilst it was still in the north-west corner of the Park, it diverged to tho 
right, clearing the Supreme Court and St. James’ Church, aud after passing under the Mint, curved round 
to the left approaching Macquarie-street again, and then went on to Port Macquarie, That was the one 
marked “ J ” in the schemes that were considered by the Commission. That is an underground scheme, 
and it has all the disadvantages of a tunnel scheme. It was intended at the time to have only two lines 
of rails, which we now know would be altogether inadequate, and a small shunting ground and terminal 
station at Fort Macquarie, I have explained the objection to having a terminal station at Port Macquarie 

the principal one being that that place is wanted as a, terminus for the very important tramway system 
of Sydney. I think it would be a great mistake to hamper the tramway system for tho purpose of providing 
shunting grounds for trains. *

I he next proposal is that of Mr. C. T. Burfitt. In this scheme he has to tunnel all the way from. 
"VVexford-street. He passes over Belmore Park, and has a funnel from "VVexford-street to the Water 
Police Court. I do not think he could get into a tunnel in that way—passing over Elizabeth-street, then 
get! ing under the surf ace at G-oulburn-street He might by going over Goulburn-street, and passing 
under Liverpool-street as shown on Ho. 10, and in the St. Janies’ Hoad proposal, but not at Wexford- 
street. Then he proceeds from that point, where he enters the tunnel, to the "Water Police Court. From 
there he goes overhead to Circular Quay, and thence to Dawes’ Point. The shunting he proposes as au 
alternative may be done at Fort Macquarie. I think that so long a tunnel, even if broken by a station 
at the Supreme Court, would be very objectionable.

The next proposal—that of Mr. Jabez Brown—is for a western side scheme. His proposal is far 
too vague iu character for me to say very much about it. Iu fact, he has a number of alternatives, there
fore one does not know which to criticise or remark upon. But the start oft' of his line is objectionable. 
He starts off along the Darling Harbour branch, which has a had grade, and a Ime following this location 
would have tho disadvantages that I pointed out, and one of the disadvantages of Mr. Selfe’s scheme— 
namely, that it would take passengers away from tbe main Kedfern station, and would allow of no inter
change. 1 do not think that this scheme need he considered any further.

Mr. Horbury Hunt has submitted a circular scheme, which involves a main station at Devonshire- 
street. I submit that a circular scheme of that kind would not meet the case. It appears to me that 
Mr. Hunt’s proposal contains a tremendous lot of tunnel. He says there is tunnelling for 50 chains only. 
I presume that he means that there is a single length of 50 chains, not that that is the aggregate 
length. It really does mean a continuous tunnel, whatever one may say. A covered-in station between 
two tunnels does not give perfect ventilation, and a station of course must be covered in to 
protect people from the weather. "Whatever may be said of tho selection, of the route on tho 
western side of the city, the return on the other side would not meet the case of a city railway. 
It might, possibly under some circumstances, he a useful line to have; but I take it that it is not what 
the Government are at the present moment contemplating. That scheme has all the objections that circular 
lines have, that they have no proper terminus. A terminus has been explained by Mr. Parry and myself 
as absolutely necessary in any scheme. You are not getting rid of the difficulty of an adequate terminus 

. running trains round. You cannot run the people round, you have to bring them in at certain
times. During the day, when the traffic is light, you can run a regular service all round, but in tbe 
morning you are bringing men into their offices, and in the evenings, when the people have to be taken 
away from town, they all want to go out together. You do not want to run the trains round; but you 
want to start from the city, and to go out to the suburbs, and vice versa.
44/3. That really means that if you bring the railway into Sydney to accommodate the large suburban 
traffic, it involves a terminal station in Sydney ? Yes, you want a terminal station. You do not get over 
the difficulty by running tho trains further round, and bringing them back on another route.

Mr, F. Cavill has submitted a proposal for a western side scheme. He carries his line on arches 
to Erskine-streot, and has a central station between Erskine-street and Margaret-atreet south and north, 
and Suasex-street and York-street, west and east. He proposes to connect Kent and Clarence Streets by 
subways, and the level of his station, he says, is that of "Wynyard-square. Apart from the fact that it 
would be difficult to arrange for a station at that point, I submit that a station on that spot would be too 
far on too much to the north, and too much to the west. The centre of it would be slightly further north 
than Wynyard-square; hut it would be to the west of it. It is a question whether it would be a suitable 
site or not. But I do not see how a station can be built there, and if it were, it appears to me that tho 
cost of resumptions would be very serious, and the work would be very expensive.

Mr, Charles Fry has a proposal for a circular railway. The eastern part of his loop is along tho 
eastern side of Hyde Park. He makes a station at the south-east corner of Hyde Park, another at 
Chancery-square, and another near the "Water Police Court. On the other side he has a station at 
Harrington-street, near Wynyard-square, and he has ono at the Sydney end of Pyrmont bridge, and 
another at Engine-street or Hay-street. I fancy the location will be found on the western side of the 
loop to be quite impracticable, and, talcing it altogether, T think that this line would not serve the purpose 
for which it is intended—the eastern side of the loop being too far east of the city. And, further, you 
would not be able to give the accommodation on the western side that would be required to bring the 
people in on that side.

The last proposal which I have to deal with is that of Dr. Quaife. Dr. Quaife’s plan seems to 
show a means of getting rid of the necessity of resuming the Synagogue. I believe that Dr. Quaife was the 
first to propose the utilisation of the High School site, winch has been adopted in this No. 10 scheme. 
He seems to take up a width of 200 feet of the Park, between Park-street and King-street, as compared 
with 80 feet in No. 10 scheme, and 140 feet in the modified No. 10 scheme, for the eleven platforms. 
1 am doubtful whether, even by taking up so much of the Park as 200 feet as Dr. Quaife proposes, the 
resumption of the Synagogue could be avoided. It docs not look as if it could be, but it really wants 
working out. I tbink the cab-road shown by Dr. Quaife would be a little awkward; there would be some 
difficulty in regulating the level, so as to get over the line which it has to cross—the lines running into 
the western dock. But I should prefer to give a little more time to that proposal if the Committee wish 
me to do so. It is very difficult to say straight off what can he done under the circumstances. If the 
Committee think that 200 feet of tho Park should be taken, I could see what is the best that could be 
done with that route, hut I am afraid that, in any case, the Synagogue could not be saved in making a

proper
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proper station, I should also think that, if the Synagogue wore left there, it would not he a ver}f suitable I*e4ne- 
place of worship, because there would be a great deal of noise from the rumbling of trains which could 
not be avoided. I can show the difficulty that would arise by reference to plan No. 10. In order to * P1"1 > •
clear tho Synagogue, the lines coming into the western side of the station would have to be shifted 
considerably over to the east, and you would lose a good deal of the advantage aud convenience of the 
roads that you have at present, and the standing-room which has been provided at the end of each 
platform for engines. You would also lose the advantage of having the south-western corner for a large 
parcels office. It is very necessary to have that parcels office. 1 see that Dr. Quaife has left a space 
there, probably with the idea of its being thus utilised; but before expressing a further opinion 
about it, 1 should like to have time to work it out. AVhat Dr. Quaife proposes is really a modifica
tion of No. 10 scheme ; but he gives the additional advantage of having a cab-road ; on the other hand 
it has the disadvantage of taking up a good deal more of the Park.
4174. Chairman.^ He says that he will fake 5 acres of the Park? He probably only reckoned that 
portion of the Park between Park-street and King-street. 1 tbink No. 10 could be made to avoid the 
Synagogue if it could be set over a little and take in more of the Park ; but it is a question whether it is 
worth while to destroy more Parle property in order to avoid taking the Synagogue. I notice that 
Dr. Quaife has made three of his suburban platforms 27 feet wide only, instead of 30 feet; and one of 
them, between No. 10 and No. 11 roads, he has made only 20 feet, instead of 30 feet. On the other 
hand, bo has a very wide platform on tho western side of the station.
4475. Dr. Quaife estimates that his scheme would cost £1,000,000, as against the Government No. 10 
scheme costing £1,500,000;—do you not think it is estimated rather low, his scheme being identical, 
apparently, up to the Park ? He saves some land ; but be takes St. .Tames’ Church.
447(5, One of the great objections of the Department is with regard to tbe Synagogue;—you think it 
will be best to resume that site ? Yes ; that corner would be very useful in connection with the railway 
station. We should be very cramped in laying out the roads and placing the parcels office if that corner 
is not taken.
4477. That is the chief objection to Dr. Quaife’s scheme? Yes
4478. That it would cramp your operations and interfere wifh the Synagogue as a place of worship?
Yes.
4479. Of the two schemes would you prefer the Government scheme No. 10 ? I should, especially the
modified one. I think the modified scheme is very much superior to the orminal one involving the Domain 
extension. ’
4480. Mr. Shepherd.'] Do you prefer that to the St. dames’Road scheme? No, 1 like the St. James’
Hoad scheme the best.
4481. Chairman,] Since you were asked to give your opinion on these schemes, Mr. Hammond has been 
before us;—he says:

The proposed extension from Redlnrn to St. James' J’oad comes nearer to the plan I would suggest Ilian any other, 
and, therefore, so far ns entering the city hy that route, I agree ; but I widely differ from the echeine in other respects.
For instance, 1 would not build a terminal station at St. James’ tload, I am certain the quantity o land required for a
largo station with shunting room is not available there unless by destroying the Park............... I would res nine the
Devonshire-street Cemetery, the grounds of the Benevolent Asylum, the Inspector-General of I’oliee’s ground, mid the 
Convent of the Good Shepherd.................With Belmm-e Park on the north-east, and Prince Alfred Park on the south
east, a large central railway station should he built on that site, suitable in size for the next fifty years, designed with a 
view to further extension wheat required. . , , .
Then he proposes to separate the country or long-disrancc traffic, from the suburban traffic, and for the 
suburban traffic he wants to have a railway similar to the Loudon Metropolitan circular system. He 
says:—

I will ask you to follow the route recommended by the late -Mr. Eddy, from Redfern to Hyde Park on to the 
Circular Quay, somewhere about the Water Police Court. I would then, by turning to the left, piss round Circular Quay 
overhead, thence by tunnel through Flagstaff Hill, thence overhead round Darling Harbour, passing over all tho streets 
loading to Darling Harbour without in any way interfering with the wharfs or tho traffic leading to them, continuing that :
course to the present Redfern site. I would not make that the limit of the circular system, it should he extended on the 
Western line out as far as, say, Homebush. Thus a train passing round the route I have just described wTould, on its 
return, pass through the new central station at Devonshire-street, and continue on to St, James’ Road, There would be 
two sets of rails, so that trains would bo constantly running both ways without danger of collision.
That is Mr. Hammond’s idea to have the country traffic at the Devonshire-street station, and to have a 
circular railway, not stopping at Redfern, but going right away up to Homebush ? The map submitted 
by Mr, Hammond does not show that the return line goes through to the central station. That is a very 
serious objection.
4482. Would there be the same objection to this scheme which you have to other schemes of that 
character that you could not have a proper terminal station in the city? That is the case. You would 
have no terminus in the city. You want to bring the trains into the city, and finish with them there. It 
is a very great mistake to suppose that that is on the plan of the Metropolitan Railway of London,
The Metropolitan Railway of London is essentially a circular lino. It scarcely goes out lo the suburbs, 
though it goes near such suburbs as Netting Hill and Kensington.
4483. The Metropolitan Circular Railway of London deals only with traffic which has come from a distance, 
and has been brought into some part of London, but is not a railway that goes out a long distance ;—is 
not that so ? The metropolitan line and the metropolitan district railways of London are connected 
together in a circle, or in an irregular oval. The metropolitan line is the northern part of tbe system, 
and the metropolitan district line is the southern part of the system ; but they arc worked together, and
tho trains are always going round aud round ; but there are, in addition to those lines coming in, the •
Great Northern trains, the Midland, the Great Western, and some others which run on the system and 
terminate in the city, and run hack again. No arrangement that it is possible to make for the extension 
of our system from Redfern could be made to correspond with the Metropolitan Railway of London; it * 
would not be the same thing at all. The Metropolitan Railway of London is not an extension of any 
suburban line, but it is a circle of itself.
4484. Mr. Hammond says that the suburban passenger traffic is conducted to the heart of London by a 
separate system now known as the metropolitan circuit system. That might convey to the mind of some 
people that those living out in the suburbs are brought direct into London, and then taken round London 
by the same trains on the circular system;—is that the ease? No; that is not correct. The Metro
politan Railway of London and the Metropolitan District Railway—the two being connected—form a

16—2 I , circular
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B-Deane, circular line. It is not an. extension of any suburban line. It is true that certain linos j unction into 
t^ie ^etT0P°l^an Kail way, but they carry quite a separate part of the traffic, aud this is not run round. 

17April, 1900. 44gg Jtfr. Watson.] The passengers change, I presume? Some of the trains at the Great Northern, 
the Midland, and the Great 'Western Kailway come in and rim some distance on the Metropolitan 
Railway, and then ruu back, but they do not run round. The conditions are not at all similar to what 
they are here where a circular hue would not answer the same purpose.
448(i. The great bulk of those who would come in by the suburban lines then have to change into 
metropolitan trains to reach their destination ? If they come into the termini of the Great Northern, 
Great Western, North-Western, and Midland railways they would have to change aud go to a station on 
the Metropolitan Railway; but there are connections made some distance back from the termini in the 
case of the Great Northern, Midland, and Great Western railways, with the metropolitan lines, and it is 
those lines which do the chief suburban business.
4487. Chairman.] Is tbe tendency, in making railway communication in London, to bring people as nearly 
into tho city as possible without changing trains? It is.
44S8. They avoid changing by, as it were, merging the long-distance trains into an underground railway 
system ? Yes. On the northern side of the Thames and you can get Great Northern trains, Midland 
trains, and Great Western trains in on the Metropolitan Railway. Then there is the North London 
Kailway, which brings passengers into the city iuto Broad-street; the Great Eastern Railway, which 
brings passengers to their own terminus at Liverpool-street, also in the city. On the South London and 
South Eastern lines, and the Chatham and Dover, trains are run into Cannon-street and Chariug Cross, 
and on the Chatham and Dover they are run to Ludgate Hill, in the city. The South-Western line, which 
terminates at Waterloo, and from there an underground electric line runs into the city.
4489. With regard to Mr, Hammond's scheme, one great feature of it is that it would have a large central 
station at Devonshire-street; if that is so it would not agree with the proposal to bring both the long
distance and suburban traffic into Sydney ? No.
4490. If that were done, you must have a large terminus in Sydney ? Yes.
4491. Do I understand, as regards his scheme, which is to separate the long-distance from the suburban 
traffic, the Department does not favour that idea? No, it does not.
4492. If the suburban traffic wore brought into Sydney every day by means of a circular railway such as 
he suggests, it would have the objection that you could not well regulate your traffic at the busy time— 
the mornings and evenings ? That is it,
4493. Dr. Garran,] Could Mr. Hammond get down from the Benevolent Asylum to Sussex-strcet, as lie 
proposes, by a grade of 1 in 100 ? He could, 1 presume that his line on the western side would be 
carried on a viaduct. He could get the grades he wants.

TUESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1900.
present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Ltndesay Crawford Shefberd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Roreut Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlanf, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of extending the Railway System of the Colony from 
the present Terminus at Kedfern into the City, including the erection of a large Central Station.

Robert Henry Gordon, Alderman, Borough of Willoughby, sworn, and examined;—
R. H. Gordon. 4494. Chairman?] You are deputed by your council to attend and give evidence regarding the proposed 

,---*—^ railway ? Yes.
2iApril,iOtO. 4495, Will you state what the evidence is which the council wish to convey to Ihe Committee ? The 

Willoughby Council desired mo lo attend and request that your Committee, iu dealing with any scheme 
. for introducing a railway into the city, will take into consideration the necessity of ultimately connecting 
the North Shore railway with the city railway. I represent the Corporation of Willoughby, and I also 
appear on behalf of the residents generally of North Shore suburbs, the population of which is considerable 
—over 50,000.
4496. That would be at North Sydney ? North Sydney and North Shore generally. We would urge that, 
when this railway system which you propose is recommended, you should take into consideration tho 
necessity of providing for this connection between the North Shore railway and tho city extension. I 
would further add that we are unanimously of opinion that a bridge would be the preferable means of 
carrying the railway into the city from North Shore. Of course, the bridge would carry a tramway as 
well. As you are already aware, the tramway system at North Shore is very extensive, and the traffic is 
being carried down to the ferry which is worked by a private company. Erom that traffic a, considerable 
revenue would be derived, which would go towards the cost of the construction of the bridge, if the 
passenger traffic were carried over it. That would, of course, mean that the bridge would have to be a 
high-level bridge, which would come in probably at Dawes’ Point or Flagstaff Hill. We do not undertake 
to do anything further than ask your consideration of the claims of North Shore. We put the evidence 
before you as to what our requirements are, and would urge you to consider them seriously.
4497. Willoughby is on one of the most elevated portions of North Shore, is it not? Yes; Willoughby1' 
is the highest of tho incorporated municipalities. It is 350 feet at Chatswood. At Turramurra and

, Wahroonga there is an elevation of 600 feet. Any system of railways introduced into the city would 
serve Willoughby, Lane Cove, aud the high lauds of North Sydney.
4498. How far does Willoughby come towards the south ? To St. Leonard’s Railway Station. It extends 
from there to Roseville.
4499. What is the distance between the two places ? ’Three and a half miles.
4500. And what distance is your southern boundary from the waters of Port Jackson ? Nearly 4 miles.
4501. You have mentioned that the population at North Sydney at present is about 50,COO;—the bulk of
that population would be situated between the southern boundary of your municipality and the waters of 
the Harbour ? Part; say 30,000 of it, 4502.
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4502. Are i;lie bulk of those on tho slopes of (he Harbour? I do not think so. I think tho bulk of 
them are on the high lands.
4503. Are not a great number on the slopes? A large proportion would be served by the ferry, no
matter what railway system was introduced. _
4504. This bridge, being 180 feet above tho waters of the Harbour, would come well on to the high 
land;—do you know what the population wonld he between where the bridge would reach to and the 
waters of Port Jackson ? It all depends on where you take it from. If you connect at Blue’s Point it 
would serve two-thirds of the population I have mentioned.
4505. Two-thirds of the 50,000 ? Tes.
4506. Leaving about one-third that in all probability would still use the ferry ? Yes; because if the 
bridge is connected with Blue's Point the tramway traffic would be turned on to tho bridge.
4507. l)r. Garran.] You are sent here practically to ask the Committee to give their support to a route 
that will admit of the extension to North Shore ? That is so.
450S. And also to advocate the making of a bridge instead of a tunnel ? Yes,
4509. Perhaps you are aware that there have been put before the Committee lines running through East 
Sydney, and also through West Sydney ? 1 have heard that mentioned.
4510. There are practical^ two parlies—the West Sydney and East Sydney party: Yes, I understand 
that.
4511. Hardly any of the lines that go through East Sydney lend themselves to any extension to North
Shore, except by way of a tunnel ? J understand that. _
4512. So, if we agreed to both your requests, we should be practically shut up to recommending the
West Sydney route? I understand that that is so. _
4513. What is the population of North Shore as compared with the population on the southern side of 
the water for whom the railway is to he built? You are referring to the railway bridge ?
4514. No ; 1 am referring to the railway extension now proposed into East Sydney, which will accommo
date a certain number of the suburban population ? I have tried to arrive at that, but cannot do so 
unless you indicate where (he starting point of the bridge will be. If it is to come down to Lavender 
Bay or Blue’s Point it will servo two-thirds; but I would urge that North Shore and tho suburbs are 
increasing fast in population, and though you have only 50,000 to provide for now, 1 venture to say that 
the number will be doubled in ten years.
4515. What I have asked you about is this : The population that now comes in by railway, and for whom 
an extension is wanted, is a larger population than that which comes across the water from North Shore, 
and if that part of the population prefers the East Sydney route ; you are asking that the interests of a 
larger population be subordinated to those of a smaller one ? I am looking ahead, that is why I have 
come here. North Sydney, at present, has admittedly tho larger proportion of the traffic coming over 
the ferries, and in tho very near future the high lands will have a larger population than North Sydney. 
That is fast coming.
4516. But when that has come will it be a larger population than what comes in now on the south side? 
1 am positive of it. The attractions over there are such that there must be a very large population in 
the near future.
4517. You sec that nearly all the West Sydney linos rim into about a million of money, and a bridge 
over Norlh Shore would take perhaps another half a million; so to carry out your views we should have 
to spend £1,500,000;—I want to be certain (hat we are going to spend that in the interests of tho 
majority ? On actual figures, to-day, it would not be a majority ; but in a short time it would be a 
majority. What wo arc afraid of is, that a scheme may he adopted that will preclude our railway from 
being brought in. Jt will be apparent that it will be necessary that tbe two railway systems should be 
connected in some way.
4518. Some have denied that; they say that the North Shore line may come in and have its own separate 
terminus? I do not think there can he any solid reason for that. It is a serious loss of time to the 
people, and a great drawback to the district, not having direct railway communication.
4519. Where do you suggest that a terminus for the North Shore traffic could be most conveniently 
placed ? Somewhere about Cumberlaud-strcet; anywhere about there down as far as Market-street or 
JCing-stroi.t.
4520. You do not think it would require to go up as far as King-street ? No.
4521. 1 want you (o understand that it has been strongly held by witnesses that there is no necessity to 
connect the North Shore line with the line on this side ? As one who uses the railway daily, I consider 
that tbe want of the connection involves a great loss of time and a handicap upon our suburbs that wo 
cannot get a quicker mode of transit than wc have at present.
4522. Do you come in by railway ? Yes, every day.
4523. Does the east side suit you ? I use the tram when I come to Circular Quay.
4324. When there wore only steam trams 1 suppose you went to Elizabeth-street ? No ; I walked.
4525. Now that the electric tram is there you use that? Yes.
4526. Are you of opinion, travelling every day by that line, that more people want to come into West
Sydney (lian into East Sydney? I could not say that, because I think that-neither East nor AVest 
embraces the business portion of the city. .
4527. No line would suit everybody? No. Quite as many people would be served by the one as by the
other. '

E. H. (Jordon,

24Apri|,UiOO,

4523. D.) you think it of any importance that this railway extension should connect with Circular Quay ? 
Except for the shipping, I do not see where tho advantage would come in.
452!). Tho bulk of your people do not want to go to the ships ? No. _
4530. They go to the offices and stores of (ho city ? Yes ; outs is a business population, not a working 
population.
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EXTENSION OF THE RAILWAY INTO THE CITY OF SYDNEY.

APPENDIX.

A.

Trafuc Returns, Redfern Railway Station.

(Ko. 1.)
Statement showing the number of Trains and Engines running between Sydney and Eveleigh on Boxing Day,

26th December, 1899.

Jfctwcen the 
houis of—

Fast Lines. Slow Lines. Goods Lines.
Total on all 

Lines.
Down. Up. Down. Up. Down. Up.

P. O. E. 3
£

p. G. K. 3
£

p. 0 E. —"o
H

P. G E. 75
Q

E-
P. G. E. 3

o
H

p. a. E. 3
£

P, G. E. a

A !H.
1!snd 1., . i i 1 i 1 1 1 6 & 3 3 3 1 E 12

1 „ 2___ 1 1 1 1
2 H a . i i 2 2 1 2 3
3 »> 4 .. . i i i i 1 1 2 1 a
4 fh & •.. i i 2 2 i 1 2 i i 4 4 2 3 5 10
0 „ G ,. i i 2 1 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 8 1 7 10

T, 7 .. i i 2 1 3 5 5 4 , 4 1 1 5 K 12 1 6 19
7 n ^ . 3 3 1 1 8 S r 7 i 2 s r 7 20 9 29

n & 9 9 3 8 11 11 u 11 i 4 9 9 39 13 52
9 „ 10 ... 11 11 « 6 9 9 9 9 8 3 n 11 35 19 5410 » 11 ... 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 .. 8 6 3 1 3 4 25 9 3411 », 12 .., 3 3 3 1 4 S 8 11 11 S & 3 3 25 1 11 • 37

■p.jM,
12 and 1___ 1 1 1 1 2 0 6 9 9 i 9 It) 1 4 5 19 1 13 83
i „ a ... 2 2 2 4 4 3 i 9 11 11 2 4 fi 13 1 15 34
- .1 3... 3 3 1 1 0 y S 3 5 5 5 5 13 10 23
6 „ 4___ 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 10 2 12
4 5 . ■ 3 3 3 3 a 8 4 4 2 2 10 30 18 12 30
ii is 0.. f> V 4 4 10 10 10 10 i 2 i 5 f> :J5 7 42

ii 7 .... 5 b 4 4 10 1 11 12 12 4 4 5 b 31 10 41
i „ 3 . & fi 5 6 8 S 10 10 1 0 7 2 4 0 30 i 10 41
a 3 3 5 5 b a n n 1 7 S 2 2 25 .. 9 34

„ 10 .. . 4 4 6 6 1 7 7 7 11 11 € 6 24 17 4110 rt It .... 1 i 2 2 2 9 3 s 8 i i 5 7 1 4 6 22 2 9 S3
n rr 12 ... 3 3 2 [ 3 6 6 8 41 a 1 3 4 1 4 5 21 1 7 29

Total.. 74 3 77 62 3 70 136 1 1 138 143 i 149 7
— mb" 115 8 - lot |U4 435 16 212 093

(No. 2.)
Statement showing the number of Trains and Engines miming between Sydney and Eveleigh on Friday,

2nd February, 1900.

Between the 
hours of—

Fast Lines*

-

Slow Lines. Goods Lines.
Total on all 

Lines.
Down. HP- Down. Up. Down, Up.

P. G. E, P
<

O. 1 E.

1

1
©
f-r

P. G. E a
£>

p. a. E.

To
ta

l. |

P. G. E. 'ri
©
H

P. 0. n. 3o P. G, E,
.

i

A.M.
12 and 1.............. 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 I 1 7 8 3 3 2 a 10 15

1 n 2............... i 1 1 1 i 2 3 3 2 5
£ >f 3 ... f i , 3 3 1 1 3 3 6 i i 2 4 1 S 6 14
3 4 .......... 1 1 1 i 1 1 3 3 2 4 0
4 „ 5.............. 1 1 2 2 1 i i 1 i 2 3 i fi G 1 G 7 14
5 „ 6.............. 1 1 2 3 2 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 3 4 11 6 c 23
o „ 7............ 1 2 3 2 2 6 6 5 . 5 5 2 4 fi 12 4 11 27
7 ,, S.............. 2 2 4 & 2 7 10 10 9 0 1 3 4 26 3 5 34
8 „ «.............. 3 3 10 10 8 8 31 11 2 1 7 10 i 2 3 Bft 1 9 46
2 »j io ............ 0 6 6 6 4 4 7 7 2 12 14 4 4 23 2 1G 41

10 ,, 11.............. 2 2 2 2 . 4 4 4 4 4 L C 7 4 4 13 2 10 25
11 ,, 12.............. 3 3 o 4 3 3 4 4 G 6 4 4 12 2 10 24P.N.
12 and 1.............. 1 1 2 2 4 4 3 3 1 6 7 1 3 4 11 1 9 21

1 1 2 3 3 6 4 4 6 6 1 6 7 i 1 2 4 1ft G s 29
2 „ 3.......... i S 1 1 2 5 5 3 3 ] 5 6 i 1 5 j 12 3 11 2G
3 4.............. 1 i 2 1 1 3 3 4 4 1 4 5 i 1 1 3 10 3 ft 16
4 ,, 5............... G G 2 2 fi C 4 4 1 3 4 i 1 11 13 1ft 2 14 35
5 ,, 6.............. 9 9 5 5 14 14 10 10 i 1 2 8 8 3ft 9 488 8 4 1 5 n 11 11 11 4 4 i 4 ft 35 i 8 44
7 ti S.............. 2 i 3 4 4 4 4 8 8 2 6 s 5 ft 18 3 11 82S ,, 9.............. 2 4 1 1 2 3 3 5 fi i 4 5 1 i fi 12 4 8 24
9 „ 10 .......... 2 2 4 2 2 4 i 5 2 *> G G i C 7 11 3 12 20

1U ii .............. 1 1 2 1 S 4 5 5 5 b ft 5 0 fl 12 4 n 27
3 3 1 1 4 4 5 5 2 5 7 5 ft 12 3 10 25

Total.......... 57 ir. fi 77 54 24 78 10fl 4
"

110 111 !•• 111 G 18 109 133 8 14 97 119 342 76 an 028
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■ (No 3 )

Retcrs showing number o! Passenger Trains in and out of Sydney on n Friday in November during twenty-four hours, as

per time-table, 1899.

Between tli<s honra of— 1
Ttirough Tratna J/Ocal Ant! SiibuTbun Tmins. Totals.

Total.
Down. Up. Down. Up. Down. Upi

AM.
312 and 1 ................................ i 2 i 2

1.2 ......................
2 3 ..............................
3 .. 4 . .. . i i 1
4 5 ................................ i i 1
5 6 .............................. 2 5 ■4 5 6 11
6 ;; 7................................ 7 G 7 6 13
7 „ 8 ............................. 14 13 14 ,13 27
8 „ 9 ................................ i 2 8 20 9 22 31
9 ;; io................................ 3 1 7 10 10 11 21

10 „ 11 ................................ 1 o 5 4 6 0 12
ii ;; 12................................ 2 5 5 5 7 12

r,M,
1112 and 1 ................................ 1 5 5 5 6

1 „ 2 ................................ 1 ......r 4 7 5 7 12
2 " 3 ................................ 7 4 7 4 11
3 ■’ 4 ................................ 4 5 4 5 fl
4 JS 5 ............................... 3 2 9 3 12 0 17
Silfl ................................ 4 1 20 14 24 15 39
6 ” 7 ................................ 1 1 IS )f> 19 16 35
7 ii 8 ............................ 1 0 12 6 12 18
8 „ fl ................................ 1 4 G 5 G 11
9 ,, 10 ................................ 1 1 5 3 G 4 10

io ii................................ 6 5 6 5 11
n „ 12............................. 1 6 6 6 7 13

Totals .......... 18 16 146 149 164 166 329

(No. 4.)

Statement showing the approximate number of Passengers arriving at and departing from licdfern Station during the 
busy hours of the morning and evening, Monday, 22nd January, 1900.

Between the Inw-n of — Number of Pnpscnyeris nrriviiig
At Itcdfcrn.

Number of Passengers departing 
from Kulionu

Total number of
Passengers arrh ing and depaiting 

from UedffTlt.

G a. in. and 7am...................................... 1,042 302 1,344
7 ft 8 it .......................... . . 4,27G 238 4,5 !4
» » » ............................................ G,J27 339 G,4GG
9 H 10 .............. . *......... 1,843 650 2,493
4 p.m. and 5 p.m....................................... 87 G 1,871 2,747

It 6 It ....................... . 1,025 5,907 6,932
6 „ 7 ............................................ 015 5,110 5,725
7 „ 8 „ ................................... 372 846 1,818
8 it 9 i................................. .— 514 G83 1,197
0 „ 10 „ ................................. 319 S23 1,142

Total ................................. 17, GOO 10,769 34,378

Summary-

G a.m. and 10 a.m....................................... 13,288 1,529 14,817
4 p.m, „ 10 p.m...................................... 4,321 15,240 19,561

Total ................................. 17,609 16,709 34,378

Total number of Passengers arriving at Redfern, Monday, 22nd January, 1900.............. 23,823
,1 „ departing from ,, „ „ ..................... 21,187

Total number of Passengers arriving at Redfern, Monday, 22nd January, 1900.............. 23,823
,1 „ departing from ,, „ „ ..................... 21,187

Grand total ................................ ............................ 45,010

Statement
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Statement showing the approximate number of Passengers arriving at and departing from Redfern Station during 
tho busy hours of the morning and evening, Tuesday, 23rd January, 1000.

Between the hours of— Number of Passonjjcrt arriving 
at Kedfern.

Number of Passenccrs departing 
from Kedfern,

Total numlicr of
Passengers armuig and distorting 

from Redfern.

6 a.m. and 7 a.m........................................................... 929 337 . 1,206
7 „ 8 ,, ................................... 4,233 261 4,494
8 „ 9 „ ................................... 5,t>65 306 5,871
^ il 10 ,, ................ 1,426 508 1,934
4 p.m. and 5 p.m............................ 722 1,914 2,636
** IJ G J* ............................................... 1,235 5,960 7,195
6 H 7 H ............................................ .. 634 5,106 5,740
7 s „ .................................................... 946 896 1,842
8 9 „ .................................................. 391 585 976
9 ii 10 ............ ....................... . 344 793 1,137

Total ......................... 16,425 16,660 33,091

Summary,
6 a.m. aud 10 a,in....................
4 p.m. ,j 10 p.m. ..............

...... i 12,153

...... | 4,272
1,412 

■ 15,254
13,565
19,526

Total ................. ......  16,425 16,066 33,091

Total number of Passengers arriving at Redfern, Tuesday, 23rd January, 1900 ............. 22,005
.. .. departing from „ ,, ......................... 20,623

Grand total .......................................................... 43,228

Statement showing the approximate number of Passengers arriving at and departing from Redfern Station during the 
busy hours of the morning and evening, Wednesday, 24th January, 1900.

Between the hours of— Number of Pasafingers arriving 
at Redfern.

Number of Passengers departing 
from Kedfern.

Total number of
Passengers arriving and departing 

from Itcdfeni'

6 A.m. and 7 a.m......................... 947 316 1,203
7 i> 8 „ ...................................... 4,396 245 4,6418 ii 9 „ ........................................ 5,041 256 5,297
9 ii io ,, ............................. 1,376 553 1,929
4 p.m. and 5 p.m.......................................... 734 1,883 2,6175 a 6 ............................................... 1,390 6,192 7,582G a 7 „ ........................................ 1,018 4,737 5,7557 )i 8 ............................................... 1,357 717 2,0748 ii 9 .........................:................. 476 607 1,083
9 i l 10 „ ........................................ 363 912 1,275

Total............................................. 17,098
—

16,418 33,516

Summary
6 a.m. and TO a,in............................ 11,700

5,338
1,370 13,130

4 p.m. „ 10 p.m............................ 15,048 20,386

Total ........................... 17,098 16,418 33,516

Total number of Passengers arriving at Redfern, Wednesday, 2-Rh January, 1900 ............. 24,137
>j departing from „ ,, ,, ,, .............. 21,503

Total number of Passengers arriving at Redfern, Wednesday, 2-Rh January, 1900 ............. 24,137
>j departing from „ ,, ,, ,, .............. 21,503

Grand total 45,640
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Al.
Fdrthkk Traffic Ketuuns, Kbdfkrs Kailway Station.

New Soutli Wales Government Hallways,
Sir, Outdoor Superintendent’s Office, Sydney, 23 February, 1900.

In accordance with the request of the Chairman of the Public Works Committee at the time of giving my 
evidence, I forward herewith :—

1. Statement showing the passenger trains arriving in Redfern, and which depart again from Redfern without the cars
being shunted, during the busy hours of the morning and evening.

2. Statement showing the approximate number of passengers arriving at Sydney during Ihe busy hours of the morning
and evening by through trains, also local and suburban trains respectively. The through trains include all trains 
which run beyond Waterfall on the South Coast, Canipbelltowu on the South, Penrith on the West, and Hawkes- 
bury River on the North,

I have, &c.,
JOHN PARRY,

The Secretary, Public Works Committee, Sydney. Out-door Superintendent.

Statbmkst showing the approximate number of Passengers arriving at Sydney during the busy hours of morning
and evening.

Between the hours of—

Monda), 22 January, ]000. Tuesday, 23 January, 1900. Wednesday, 24 January, 1900.

No. of Passengers arriving' at 
Sydnej by—

No. of Passengers arriving1 at 
Sydney by—

No. of Passengers arriving at 
Sydney by—

Through
Trains.

Local and 
SuhurlKin Trains.

Through 
Trains. *

Local and 
Suburban Trains.

Through . 
Trains.

Local and 
Suburban Trains.

A.M.
53 989 920 947

7 ,, 8 ....................... ’.............. 4,276 4,233 4,396
s ;; o....................................... 876 5;251 517 5,048 533 4,603
9 „ .10 ........................................ 338 1,505 59 1,367 70 1,300

r.M.
4 and 5 ...................................... 497 379 336 386 ■ 429 305
C ,, 6 ................................... 1,025 1,235 1,390
6 ;; 7........................................ 177 '438 138 496 121 S97
7 „ 8 ....................................... 972 946 1,357
8 ,, 9 ..................................... 514 391 476
9 ;; io....................................... 99 220 100 244 77 286

Total............................ 2,040 15,569 1,150 15,275 1,230 15,868

Statement showing the approximate number of Passengers leaving Sydney during the busy hours of morning and evening

ltd ween tho hours of-

A.M.
6 and 7 ..........
7 ,, 8 ..........
8 „ 9 ........
9 „ 10 ........

P.M.
4 aud 5 ..........
« » o ......
<> » 7 ..........
7 „ S ..........
8 „ 0 ........
0 „ 10 ........

Total

Monday, 22 January, 1001).

No of Pacsenpera Jeaun" 
Sydney by—

Thro’igb
Trams.

134
317

129
784
184

S!>
149
100

1 ,S3G

I-OCnl lurj 
Suburban Trains.

302
238
205
333

1,742
5,123
4,020

757
534
723

14,583

Tuesday, 23 January, IDOO.

Ni.i, of Passengers Leaving 
Sj dnry by-

Wednesday, 24 January, 1000.

fin, of Passengers leaving 
Sydney by —

Through
Trams.

120
229

134
061
150

71
J35
9o

1,004

Load find 
Suburban Train*

Through
Trains.

337
261
180
279

1,780
5,290
4,047

825
450
098

15,002

97
301

137
720
140

7L
130
86

1,703

Local and 
Suburban Trains.

310
245
]f>9
252

1,746
5,460
4,591

646
468
826

14,715

Statkmhnt
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Statement showing the fassenger Trains arriving in Eedfern, and wiiieh depart again from Redfern without the care
being shunted.

Train starts from— Arrival in Sydney. Departui e from Sydney, Destination of Train

During busy hours of Morning,
Hurstvillc ..
Belmore.....
Homebush .. 
Liverpool .. 
Homebush .. 
Sutherland.. 
Homebush 
Rockdale . 
Hurstvillc .. 
Homebush .. 
Rockdale .. 
Belmore ... .
Como .......
Homebush.. 
Homebush .

Hurstvillc . 
Homebush . 
Sutherland 
Belmore .... 
Homebush. 
Homebush.
Como........
Parramatta 
Rockdale . 
Homebush . 
Hurstvillc . 
Homebush. 
Ashfield 
Homebush . 
Parramatta 
Homebush . 
Belmore... 
Ashfield .... 
Ashfield .... 
Homebush.

7113 7-IS (E) Ashfield.
7-20 7'20 Belmore.
7-21 7-26 (EJ Ashfield.
7‘IG 7-20 (li) Canterbury.
7'25 7-35 Homebush.
7-35 7‘40 Hurstville.
7'45 7-50 (E) Ashfield.
7-46 7'49 (E) Homebush
7'49 7-57 (E) Ashfield.
7-52 S- 0 (E) Homebush.
7Jo7 8- 5 (E) Homebush.
8- 1 ST0 Hurstvillc.
S'17 8-20 Beluiore.
8-20 8-30 Parramatta.
8'33 8 37 Homebush.

During busy hours of Dcening.
4-37 4-40 Hurstville.
5‘ 5 5-13 Ashfield.
5-10 5-20 Belmore.
5 15 5-22 Homebush,
5-22 5-27 Homebush.
5 31 5-SO Hcmiebu&lL
5-40 5*45 Belmore.
5'44 5 55 Homebush.
5-45 (E) 5-50 Ashfield.
5,52 fi- 0 Homebush,
5-67 CTO Hurstville,
0- 2 6- 7 Homebush.

(ft) fi- 3 Homebush.
5-56 (El 6- 5 Homebush.
6- 4 G-17 Ashfield.
0-10 (B) 0-20 Homebush.
0-22 0-31 Hurstville.
6-24 (E) 6-34 Hurstville,
G31 (E) 6-42 Ashfield.
0-33 C-37 Homebush.

(E) denotes empiy trains

If any of the above trains arriving in Sydney should be srvjral minutes late, it will be readily seen that they have 
to be filled and depart at the time-table times, thus reducing the time standing nt the platforms. Frequently the trains 
arrive at the platforms, are discharged, and are loaded up in three minutes.

B.
[To Evidence of T. Alderson]

Further Details or Mr. T, Alderson'« Scheme,
Sir, ... 24 March, 1900.

Since my evidence on Friday, the 10th March, re, my city radway extension scheme, 1 have examined and made 
some private inquiries aljout the engineering questions put to me re. the electric trams and the present levels of the Redfern 
station, and my alterations. I find there will lie ample room and little difficulty for my four special lines, besides the 
present goods lines grade, by making a start from or about the mortuary. I find the levels of present Redfern station is 
60 feet above high-water mark ; the Ceorge-street bridge about 31 feet, A new low-level passenger station, with covered 
platforms up to SGO feet or more, on this site, north and south sides of goods tines and the No. 11 platform, can be carried 
back to the signal station, leaving present head station for goods offices, or otherwise. Passengers to reach electric and 
steam trams will do so by steps or covered way’ about 15 feet, at tbe George-street bridge. By widening tbe bridge tunnel, 
including the present Goods Manager’s office on the west side, will give ample room for both goods and passengers.

The head central station platforms can be carried from near Pitt-street to St. James’ Road, with inlets and outlets 
at both ends, via, by resuming a small bit of property in Market and Pitt streets.

. . die shunting, this can be done in the Domain or Darling Harbour for the heavy traffic, or even on the Princes-street
site, if more ground is resumed. The Domain station would have to be more than the chain wide, re future extensions via 
Cowper’s Wharf. All open cuttings here could bo covered to protect trains, reserve, docks, &,c,

die time, I find, by coming in by trains, and meeting many suburban friends who travel daily by steam trams to 
Market-street, took fifteen to twenty minutes ; electric, to same street, eight to ten minutes. All preferred not removing 
from their seats till they got to Druitt or Castlereagh streets. My route Irom Druitt-street could be taken more in adireot 
line to the \ ictoria Markets, re a station ; but I doubt if it would be safe with large tunnels cut out of the foundation 
levels. This is an engineer's or architect's business, .

Jte excavations, if the quantity from tunnels and open cuttings can be made up by the dredging deposits, &c., like 
Rushcutter’s Bay reserves, I have uot estimated the cost, but claim my suggestion in previous evidence to be the first 
section of tho near future of resuming all foreshores in Darling Harbour to Circular Quay.

THOMAS ALDERSON.
The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
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C. .
[To Evidence of W. Greenwood, A.M.I.C.E.\

Hum- to Mb. Deases Criticism on Scheme pboposejj by Mb. Greenwood.

Cii# Railway. ,nnn
Macquarie ETeods, Stra-baTi. lusinarun, 14 April, JuOO.

ir’ Hariiiff been suddenly called au-nv to Tasmania, I am compelled to trust to my memory, as I Imye no copy eitlier 
of mv evidence1 or the e“e oT tbe Government ofllcinle, neither have I the prin^d reports of former CommiS«ons or 
Committees for nurposes of reference—hence I am unable to give the numbers of questions and replies to which the evidence 
refers , Sthcr mnTable to reply to all the criticisms of Messrs. Deane and Parry, many of which ore of a frivolous nature ;
but I will endeavour to refute all the criticisms which are worthy of notice. fll,bmit the followin'-

In reply to comments by various witnesses, in reference to my proposed scheme, I beg to submit tlic I02loiwn0

CTide,1Mr.3yea!iC introduces a statement by Mr. Parry which lie says has only dight reference to my wh™^^
point I need notice is as to the terminal stations for the North Shore trams, which I suggest might, and probably would, ho
at the Eedfern Station, north and south of Devonshire-streot. , ■ , , —Tniini f, „„„ miothcr

Eofcrrinc snccially to my scheme, Mr, Deane is correct m assuming that four lines of way run parallel to one anotner 
nsfnrnsBatburst-troetJthen four linos continue at different levels to Wynyard-square, the upper, or western, pair being 
intended for the North Shore Bridge extension; and the lower, or eastern, pair going towards the eastern Biiburbs From 
Wvnyanl-square to PhiUip-strsct, Circular Quay, there arc two lines of way. The “^^-.^Xe^'cSnlar Quay the
ofVay from Kedfern to Wynyard-square, and two lines of way from Mynyard-sqnare to Phillip-strcct, Circular Quay, the 
amount stated beine £720,000. which sum included land and works. , . . , ,

In order to meet a suggestion made by Dr. Garran. that I might require additional length on which to do shuntin (or 
store trains) at Circular Quay station, pending the extension to the eastern suburbs ] said a porhon “f J6 1 »
Biihurban line might he made as far ns tlic Govermneut House stables, at a probable cost of £10,000, whtc i woum increase cne 
estimated cost of the City Bailway to £730,000, although this would correspondingly reduce the cost of the eastern suburban

hno to ^^0{'o Dr_ GftrPOTi j stjated that the cost of the upper tunnel to North Shore would bo £50 per ya”nt« the 
Mr Deane says he thinks my estimate low, although he has not gone into it, but to prove that I am low he quotes the 

item of £50 per yard for ft double-line tunnel in York-strect, and suggests that it would cost double.
My estimate is made up as follows Fer ]ineat yard_

,7 .............................. cubic yards —70 @ 6s. - £21 0 0
Excavation ........................................................................................... ' _12 @ 35s. = 21 0 0
K8conmtea;;aV^ 83-= * g Jj
permanent way and ballast—£4,000 per mile .............................. *...... ................ .......................... ...............

Actual estima-tc..........................,.,£48 6 0
Mr. Deane stated that the contract price for excavating rock, without 0^P'0*iv'®3’ ^L^kcTout^nrrepkceThv lining0; 
estimated (is ncr cube yard. In the above estimate I have assumed that the rock will bo taken out ana replaced uy iimiig , butte ^tual cmistriicLiona benehiug would be cut in the rock from wliich the arch would spring-thoroby redncuig the actual

a>0St t0 Sail! niadr/oine remark in reference to girder-roof near the Town Hall. This method
doubt be more exyiensivcas re-ards the cost of covering or arcli ; but it is more than compensated for by the tact that the 
rock diiis very fast from York-'street towards Bathnrst-stroct, hence the cost of excavation will bo very much reducei. 
reck ™“~Vwn that the only item in the estimate which Mr. Deane ventures to speedy as bc.ug too low and
which “e ^edicte will cost nearly £100 per lineal yard, can be done for £.0 per 1««U ,-ard u,.dor n,y estimate, I think the
GoramiUco atocV vc^^tJle^rRilcnMjoJiii ^ononB .t-ntemciitlllatjio  ̂ „ „ „ Rcporj.

t,.m l»ri.g «aSi »d 1,. U..I I- Burstillle «1« Ho,.,b..U tto t— <»» •« f »”•«“*“

suburban locomotives work this lino daily, there can bo no possible valid objection to working 30 chains of 1 m 60 grad

-I would point out that curves of 10 chains'radius arc of frequent occurrence on the Ncw 
South Wales railways at places were the trains run at quick speed j whereas the short ourvo of 10 clmins radius propose by
- >■ ss«is3a^i».arju «.,to»

castcin^siiburban^lme^wlien^exten^ed.^^ ]lc tei.ms a <t practicable western side railway” ; hut even this line has a tunnel 

probably as tenges minen ^ ^ L momcA> which „ls0 prepared by Mr. Deane, showed' a tunnel, and also a lO-chain
Account ^ its

excessive rest^of^bmit^£2,^00,000.^ jgqyj jn their report, state that any extension of the line from the vicinity of St.

Jame^\'rDcanf3lSmfti;tteteed\ha!,he hoped to eventually work the eastern suburbs line by ^riay i bnt to

in conjunction with eastern suburban and city traffic, although it might bo feasible if it were used only on a complete circular

Messrs. Eoxlec and Tbow sh.vs ^
that the climate of Sydney cannot possibly be compared to the damp and foggy atmosphere of Dondon yet m spite oi all ttm 
<• ineonve“,” tlm inctropolitan railways have quite as much traffic as they can carry and will continue to have, notwith-

hut I have1 since ascertained that the Town Hall foundations are as low as the proposed tunnel, hence this anticipated nsk^is

removed. ______________________ ___________ ________ ■;----- ——1
“^l^mFniatrknowlMiye of the workiuy .if tee suburb*., truffle leads me to tlnuk that Mr Parry is Interning under a mistake, as nine coaches 
are scarcely used once in a month, if ever. IV. O,

16—2 Iv
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With regard to tho site of the Circular Quay station, I would point out that all heretofore suggested sites, including 
Commissariat fctores on the west side of Circular Quay, Custom-house site, stations on vioduct near Uridge’s store, stations 
in trovernment House grounds, one and all are situate in most inconvenient and unsuitable places, whereas tbo sito 
suggested by me is an ideal one for its principal purpose, viz,, to accommodate tho ferry traflic.

Accommodation of Traffic on two Lines <f Hails.—The evidence of Messrs. Deane and Parry sets forth clearly that 
provided you had regular trallic on a circular or continuous line, by shortening the length between or increasing tho number 
of your signul-hoies (or blocks), an almost unlimited number of trains could bo worked over a single pair of rails • and as these 
are precisely the conditions obtaining on my line, they really confirm my statement that I can carrv the stow-speed suburban 
traflic on one pair of rails. '
c oMr' ^ ’netal1,ced the difficulty of two trains arriving at the same time, and quoted the busiest half-hour as that 
from 8'30 to 9 a m. Of the trains winch did actually arrive at the same lime, some of them wore long-distance trains, whieh 
rir ProPose i-0 efirry beyond Jtedfern. In tho event of two suburban trains being now timed to arrive together, the 
difficulty would bo overcome by altering the time-table to the extent of one minule, thus enabling ihe trains to run at two 
minutes intervals.

Alteration to Redfern Station.—On this point Mr. Parry appears to bo under some grave misapprehension os to what I 
propose. Por the purpose of reference I class platforms B, A, J, 2, and 3 as eastern, and platforms 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11 as 
Western. ' ’ 1 1 1

I propose to retain the western platforms for the use of long-distance trains, and to transfer or prolong tho eastern 
platforms across Devonshire-streot into the Benevolent Asylum grounds, at a cost of £20,000; but as there would be no 
interference with rails, points and crossings, or signals (save and except, perhaps, the removal of the startinir signals of the 
eastern platforms a few hundred feet further north), I do not propose to spend a tingle penny on any alterations to Bcdfcrn 
yard south of tho end or cross platform.

At the present time platforms £ and G are used both for long-distance and suburban trains, and occasionally one of the 
eastern platforms is used for long-distance trains; but I propose to use the western platforms exclusivolv for lone-distance 
traffic. * 6

As to my estimate of traffic including 3G5 davs in a year, I would point out that 125 trains are run on Sundays. 
J here are also some additional trains on Saturdays and Mondays, and on holidays the excursion traflic is greatly in excess. 
Therefore, 1 consider that the excess of traffic will compensate for tho fewer trains ran on Sundays, and, consequently, my 
estimate of 365 normal days may be taken as correct. v j

As to dealing with holiday traffic, I propose to provide for that at Kedfern Station ; and for an endorsement of this 
idea I beg to refer the Committee to the evidence of Mr, Eddy.

In reply to Mr. Deane, I would point out that connection between the western and eastern (or North Shore and 
Circular Quay) lines of way can be made at any convenient point between Belmore-road and Pitt-street, but preferably whore 
it could be worked from an existing station signal-box.

As to Mr. Deane’s remarks about my hue at Circular Quay interfering with the roadway traffic and some projected 
tramways, I would point out that the laying down of a network ot tramways in G-eorge-streot, near the railway bridge, or the 
tramway loop recently laid down at Circular Quay, causes infinitely more inconvenience to street traffic than would my line at 
Circular Quay, and the amount of roadway taken up by my hue is only a fraction of what would be required at Market 
Castlereagh, and Elizabeth strcels, and St. James’ Hoad, were (be Committee to adopt any of the St. James’ Hoad or King-street 
schemes. As to the projected tramways being interfered with, 1 think that Mr. Dou.no would hardly class that ns an 
insurmountable difficulty. -With regard to Mr. Deane’s anticipated difficulty with the water at the Circular Quay station, it 
would bn an insult to Mr. Deane’s professional ability were I to treat bis remarks seriously.

As to the time occupied by a train in passing through SArk-street tunnel, I would point out that the ordinary passenger 
trains occupy only two minutes m travelling from Croydon to Ashfisld (not Burwood), which is about three-quarters of a mile, 
and includes starting and stoppage at station for passengers to cuter and alight; therefore, as the tunnel is under half a mile 
x maintain teat passengers ^ouid not be in the tunnel more than one minute. *
V WU t0^-ltS of Shunting at Circular Quay.—I must strongly urge that 1 contemplate the lino being continued
beyond the Circular Quay to tho eastern suburbs (or at any rate to the head of Busheutter Bay Creek, where amnio siding or 
carnage storage room may bo provided), but in order to meet the contingency of the city railway terminating temporarily at 
the Circular Quay, I would provide storage room for six or eight trains ot suburban carriages by an extension of the lino in 
the direction of the eastern suburbs, to a point near to Government House stables.

On a train from Eedfern arriving at the northern platform at Circular Quay, the passengers would alight, then the 
train would be drawn forward clear of a cross-over road (laid in immediately east of the Circular Quay platform), an empty 
engine which had been standing on the southern road would back through the cross-over road on to the train, couple on, and 
draw the tram though the cross-over road alongside the southern platform, from which the train would proceed towards 
Eedfern the time-table being arranged to suit. In the meantime the engine of the last train would run through the cross
over road and stand on the southern road to await tho arrival of the next incoming train, when the above process would be 
repeated, the whole tune necessarily occupied not being more than one minute. 'This method of shunting is very simple and 
being carried out behind the trains does not interfere with the incoming aud outgoing traffic, which must of necessity be tho 
case at all dead-end platforms or terminal stations. J

In Mr. Deane’s opinion sufficient accommodation is not provided for passengers and offices at TYynyard-squaro aud 
Circulftr Quay stations. My experience tells me it is adequate; but if the traffic officials wish to provide for a parcels 
trathc, then extra noQonmiodfition cun eaeily be provided. 1 r

j"5 atat™etlt3i furnished by the Hailway Com mission ers are delightfully vague, I have
been compelled lofall back on the yearly reports and other means for ascertaining the average fare per journey per mile- 
and I have come to the conclusion that, after making due allowance for season ticket-holders, workmen’s weekly tickets and 
return tickets—not forgetting the fact that a proportion of the passengers ore first-class—the sum of 3d, per mile journey 
or the average receipt per passenger journey from Eedfern to any station on the city railway, is within a very slight range of 
fd., which sum I have adopted in all my calculations. J ° b

As to TForiiBy Kipettses,—The'Hallway Commissioners in their report to the Royal Commission state that the 
working expenses for all trains to St. James Hoad mil be £8,000 per annum, which is equivalent to about Ifid. per train mile • 
andon the same basis, due allowance being made for long-distance trains not running to Circular Quay, and adding a 
proportion for the longer mileage to Circular Quay, makes tho working expenses on my lino about £10,000. (See evidence.)

It must be self-evident to tho Committee that as there would be no long-distance or terminal station on my lino to 
necessitate an expensne staff, the aetnaWorkmg expenses must be less per train mile on my line than on the line to St. 
James Hoad; and Mr. Parry practically admitted that more than half the long-distance passengers would alight at Eedfern. 
staffb^at, eaclTstaCon^ statement tliat the St" J11™68’ (or King-street) terminals would necessitate duplicate expensive

d would point out that the general opinion—both professional and otherwise—is in favour of the western route even 
Mr. Good chap, Mr. Eddy, Mr. Foxlec, Mr. Deane, and Mr. Kenniek being m favour of it; but they wore do barred’from 
adopting it owing to its excessive cost, and rightly so when the chosen L scheme of Mr. Deane cost £2.509,000, whereas I have 
(mown that a much superior scheme can be carried out ut less than one-third thecost. 1

The transfer of the traffic from Etizabeth-streel to George-street since the opening of the George-slreet tramway is a 
positive proof of the desire of the public to be taken further west. b tramway is a

In the foregoing remarks I think I have cleared away all the serious objections which baye been raised against mv 
scheme. Of course there are many trivial and minor objections which I have not answered-not because they were 
unanswerable, but simply because I did not wish to take up the time of the Committee. '

I expect to be absent from Sydney for some months, I shall not be able to attend before tlic Committee but 
am prepared to forward written information oa any subject they may require. 1

■ The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. WILLIAM GREENWOOD
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D.
[2b Evidence of H. Deane. Engineer-in-Qhief Railway Construction Branch, Department of

Public Works.*]
City Railway—Mr. Iv. Sklfb's Proposal.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, IS April, 1900.
Having perused Mr. Norman Sclfe’s reply to my criticism of his City Railway Scheme, in which he charges me with a 
large amount of inaccuracy, I cannot allow the matter to drop without submitting some further observations to tho 
Committee. ,

Mr. Selfe considers that 1 have formulated forty-three objections to his scheme, and I will now deal with some of ms 
replies thereto.

Objection No. 1.—Reference to Mr. Selfc’s section (Plan No. 8) will show that my statements arc perfectly correct. 
If Mr, Selfe has drawn his plan incorrectly, that is his fault, not mine. His remarks about tho grade are not very much 

t to the point; the fact remains that he has grades of 1 in 70 compared with what is practically the ruling grade on the
Homelmsh-Parramatta lino, namely 1 in 100, which must necessarily have a serious effect upon load or speed.

Objection No. 2.—With regard to the level of Cleveland-street bridge, the raising of this bridge, as well as Wells- 
street, above what Mr. Selfe considers necessary, might seriously affect the road approaches to the bridge and make tbem 
impracticable. _

Objection No. 3.—According to Mr. Sclfe’s section (Plan Nor S) the termination of the grade at Redfcrn station end 
in 320 feet from the end of the platform, and not 1,000 feet us ho says. If he has plotted his section incorrectly, that is 
not my fault. 1 have simply to deal with what he submits to the Committee.

Objection No. 4.—Mr. Selfe says that I can see by plan No. G that the city lines can get into the running sheds ; 
that is, of course, possible if the shunting is allowed to take place south of Bveleigh station. lie states that Mr. Parry had 
already shown that the connection between the different lines should be further back. As a matter of fact, although Mr. 
Parry stated that they ought to be farther away from tho Redfcrn station, he did not say they should be removed so as to 
cut out tho connection from the present junction with the Evcleigh running sheds. The Railway Commissioners do not 
wish to go south of Evcleigh station to do alt their shunting,

Objections 5 and 0.—The alternative plan (No. ]!() which Mr. Selfe says “Mr. Deane docs not appear to have seen,” 
shows a proposed remodelling of the new terminus and the city branches much simplified. Unfortunately it is not 
explained how this is to he done. Mr. Selfe has all his city lines shown on the western side on that plan, and tho lines 
into the Rcdfem terminal station on the eastern side, hut he does not show how they have previously been crossed over to 

; opposite sides. If he intends this to he a substitution for the other plan which I dealt with, I would point out that the
necessary crossing over of the traffic south of Eveleigh on the level would he very objectionable. With regard to the 
crossing of the quick trains which now run on the western side over to the eastern side, and the slow trains which now run 
on the eastern side over to the western side, this is necessary in M r, Selfe's scheme, hut the Departmental schemes in no 
way require it, because the slow traflic and tho quick traffic are kept on their proper sides right into the terminus at 
King-street. , _

With regard to the last paragraph under Objection No. 7, where Mr. Selfe mentions that the traffic authorities say 
“ the present Darling Harbour points are too close," and that he, therefore, proposes to give them a littlo more room, I 
repeat that the proper way to get rid of the closeness of the Darling Harbour points is to push the passenger terminus 
further on, and not to shift the points further back.

With regard to Objection Ifjc. S, the quotation from the proof of my statement includes a clerical error, for tho words 
“bo that,” before “ tho steps," should be 11 as.” This makes perfectly clear what I mean. .

Objections Nos, 10 and 11.—My remarks re grades are quite correct, and not “rubbish.” I have indicated that the 
steepening of grades will cause undue decrease of speed. Mr. Selfe thinks this a trifle, but it is not so. I have not stated, 
os implied, that the ruling grade on all the suburban lines is 1 in 100, and did not have to “ admit ” that there are grades 
of 1 in GO. The ruling grade on the western suburban line is practically 1 in 100, in spite of the short length of 1 in 00 at 
the Redfcrn tunnel; and the fact that there are two grades of 1 in GO on the Illawarra line docs not clash with my statement 
at all. This is not the western suburban line of which I was speaking.

, Objection No. 15.—With regard to changing from the main line trains to the suburban trains, Mr. Selfe suggests that
' passengers have an opportunity of changing at Strathficld and Granville. Mr, Parry aud I have pointed out that a stop at

Evcleigh for country trains would he necessary under Mr. Selfe’s arrangement in all cases, because passengers for the city 
line would certainly not tolerate having to change at these places and then he conveyed by slow trains into tho city or to 
Evcleigh, where they would have to change again if wishing to proceed by the Illawarra line.

Objection No. IS.—My statement that the business done at the Mansion House station is probably much simpler 
than that which would he dealt with at the Victoria Markets is perfectly correct. Mr. Selfe should have explained to the 
Committee that the plan ho submitted of the Mansion House station is obsolete and not as it is to-day. Therefore, to 
criticise further is unnecessary, hut 1 may remark that Mr. Selfe is mistaken as to the six branch connections bringing 
traffic into the Mansion House station. _

Objection No. 19.—The plan exhibited to the Committee is a completed and coloured plan drawn to a scale of | inch 
to 1 foot, and there is no endorsement that it is merely a rough diagram. The plan has been altered in several particulars 
since it was given to me to report upon. Mr. Selfe has furnished the Committee with twenty-fivo plans, and if these are 
rough diagrams, it is a pity that some of his energy had not been devoted towards giving those particulars, tho absence of 
which is remarked on, and if they are only rough plans how is it possible to deal with them seriously.

Objection No. 20.—The proof from which Mr. Selfe made Ins quotation is incorrect. It should have read that the 
“ heavy mass of brickwork, 63 feet by 10 feet, and only 6 feet from the centre of tho rails of one line.”

Olyertioiw Nos. 21 to 2G.—With regard to the proposed alteration of the foundations of the dome, his reference to 
, tho construction of the metropolitan and metropolitan district railways, and the underpinning of lofty buildings, is not very

applicable to the case. I notice that Mr. Selfe has now altered his plan of the Victoria Markets station so as to give the 
clearance which I pointed out as necessary, trimming away a lot more of the brickwork. I do not know whether the 
Committee arc aware of this. I cannot say what the circumstances were in which piers were placed at Redfern station 
2 feet G incises from the edge of the platform, but I will say that what might have been tho practice thirty years ago is not 
necessarily the practice now; and the circumstances, besides, are very different. In one case the piers arc near the 
extreme end of the dock, the other on a through line. With regard to the concentration of load on the piers of the central 
dome, I implied that it would he unsafe to hack these about. I Raid the alteration would he dangerous, and I still think 
so. It is not a question of dividing the total load by the total superficial area, and seeing what the load per square foot is ; 
that has nothing to do with it, and would be no guide as to the safety of the operation.

Objections Nos. £7 to 2D.—The condition of portions of the long lengths of tunnel, and deeply sunk stations on the 
Metropolitan and Metropolitan District railways, is most objectionable, .and we do not want the same conditions here, or 
anything approaching them. There is a great outcry against these conditions in London, and steps are being taken to 
introduce electricity as the tractive force. 1 do not see why the tunnel under tho Harbour (said to have been favoured by 
Mr. Eddy} should he brought up as an argument against my views, as I had nothing whatever to do with that particular 
suggestion. There is only one way of making the Victoria Markets’ site suitable for station purposes, i.e., by pulling down 
the Markets and rebuilding them,

Objection No. 32.—I stated that there was no shunting facilities by which some of the trains could be dropped at 
tho Markets and sent back. This is not gratuitous .assumption, as Mr. Selfe suggests. Plan No. 20 referred to was 

i submitted for the purpose of furnishing to the Committee a comparison between the Mansion House station and the Victoria
Markets, and no more. Mr. Selfe's evidence is clear that he had not any definite proposal as to how the shunting was to 
be done. If ho now intends plan No. 20 to indicate his proposal for crossings, the idea is absurdly inadequate to meet tho 
requirements.

Objection No. 33 deals with tho same matter. Putting my views ou one side altogether, Mr. Selfe’s views clash with 
those of the Railway Commissioners and Mr. Parry, and I am quite satisfied to leave the matter to them.

With regard to Objection No. 37, in objecting to flights of steps I make comparison with what is considered necessary 
for a terminal station. The nassengers arriving and departing from the King-street or Hyde Park stations have not 
objectionable flights of steps to climb up or descend, and those stations arc therefore far superior to Mr. Selfe’s.

Objection

f
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_ Objection No, S3.—Mr. Solfc has entirely inisunfieretood my meaning, I did not say that the underpinning was 
impossible. I said that Mr. Selfe had under-estimated the difficulty of passing under Lassettcr’s establishment. I think 
I ought to know what underpinning is, seeing that I was actually employed in connection with the works of Metropolitan 
and Metropolitan District Railways and Widening* between the years 1SG7 and 1869.

I have not thought it worth while to refer to a number of other objections, and with regard to the question of cost 
(about which Mr. Selfe has much to say), a reference to my evidence will show that I do not consider it an important 
matter. The question is so much overshadowed by other essential considerations.

_ I have since seen Mr, Selfe’s plan No. 26, which ho says shows “ how a station as large as that in the Hyde Park or 
King-street scheme can be established at Wynyard-square. ’’

This plan does not show a station at all, but merely an area coloured red, with no indication as to how platforms are 
to be placed and lines brought up to them, and till those arc shown on it it is unsafe to state that tho particular area is 
suitable for such a station. In fact it would he far safer to assert the contrary.

‘ H. DEANE,
Enginocr-in-Chicf for Railway Construction.

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee oa Public Works.

Dl.
Clrv IUilway Extcksiok.—Mr. W. Gaeesivooh’s Proposal.

Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch, Engineer-in-Cbief's Office, Sydney, 2-1 April, 1900, 
Kaviko been favoured with a perusal of Mr. Greenwood's proposal of the 14th April, commenting on iny objections to his 
proposal, I bog to forward the following observations :—

With regard to his estimate of £50 per yard for a double line tunnel, in which he takes the excavation at 6s., I 
might point out that no contract for tunnel work in this country has ever been let for less than 10s., where explosives have 
been allowed. Tins is a question of covered way and excavation close to the surface of the streets without interfering with 
the traffic in the street; the conditious are much more difficult and the excavation would be very much more costly than in 
the ordinary’ tunnel. Furthermore, the cost of brick lining would be affected in tbe same way. If a roadway were 
constructed under York-street close to the surface, it would be necessary to arrange that the traffic of the street should be 
interfered witii as littlo as possible, and the method adopted in Argyle-street, Glasgow, at the time of my visit in 1884, 
would he very suitable. Any such methods would bo more expensive than carrying out the work in open cut. With 
reference to the grades and curves, Mr. Eddy’s proposal, for a line to the Custom House with a 1 in 45 grade, was one 
which he lived to regret; be1 more than once told me that he was very sorry lie had ever submitted it.

Although the Hurstville line contains grades of 1 in 60, the western suburbs line does not, aud as a steeper gpade 
would aflect the speed or the load, I am of opinion that 1 in 100 should be the ruling grade.

Mr. Greenwood's statement that theie arc curves of 6 chains radius on the Metropolitan railway would, I think, he 
difficult to substantiate ; lint there are some sharp curves, possibly, of about 6 chains on one or two of the lines junctioning 
with tlic Metropolitan railway’. I do not see why, iu laying out an important city extension, the best possible conditions 
should not be adopted. '

I have not offered any objection to curves of 10 chains radius, but such curves should have transition curves at the 
end, as on the Milson’a Point and St. Leonard's line. I think Mr. Greenwood will see that under these circumstances it 
would be impossible for him to get round from Goorge-street into York-street without seriously interfering with the 
foundations of the Town Hall or the Victoria Markets, or both.

With regard to tire tunnel to the Domain in No. 10 scheme, this tunnel is for the use of empties only, but, as a 
matter of fact, I did not recommend it and would prefer to do without it. I was asked to work out a scheme on certain 
lines, and have already explained to the Committee that it did not originate with me.

If the eastern suburban line came to be made it would be a separate system worked electrically, and the use of 
electricity for traction purposes, when the power for tbe electric motors can be adjusted according to requirements, would 
enable steeper grades and sharper curves to be used without disadvantage and save a great deal of expense.

The objections to the use of electricity offered by the late Chief Commissioner and the railway staff, were to the 
introduction of it on any portion of the existing suburban line, and did not apply to a new line to the eastern suburbs.

As tegards ventilation, I think Mr. Greenwood cannot be aware of the steps now being taken in London with a view 
of introducing electric traction on the metropolitan railway’. The dissatisfaction on account of smoke and chokiness on 
that line is extreme, and it would be a great pity if anything, even remotely approaching these conditions, were introduced 
into tjyduey.

As regards interference with the tramway system, I am afraid that unless Mr. Greenwood’s line could lie still further 
lowered at the Circular Quay, whieh would introduce other objections, the difficulty would bo insurmountable.

Referring to the earlier proposals for city railway extension whieh Mr. Greenwood repeatedly mentions, sueh as 
scheme L, submitted to the first Royal Commission in 1890, I altogether repudiate the idea of its having been chosen by 
me, mid I feel convinced that it was not the choice of my predecessor cither. T have, I believe, already explained to the 
Committee that the survey was made and the plans prepared under instructions from the head of the Government at the 
tune. When giving evidence before the Royal Commission I certainly did not recommend its construction.

All traffic questions I leave for Mr. Parry to deal with.
F. DEANE,

. Engineer-in-Chie£ for Railway Construction.
The Secretory, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

£,
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Leoislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXTENSION OF THE RAILWAY SYSTEM FROM REDFERN TO THE CIRCULAR QUAY.
(Repoki’ or the EMiiNEKR.-iM-CninY tor the Victoriay Railways.)
Printed tintler Xo. 5 Report from Printing Committee, 20 March, IS90.
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No. 1.
The Engineer-m-Chief, Victorian Railways, to The Premier of New South Wales.

Proponed Redfcrn <md City Pzten-iion Railway.—Brief interim Report,

Board of Land and Works (Railway Construction Branch),
Sir, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Melbourne, 19 December, 1S98.

In reply to your telegram of even date, I beg to report as follows :—
1. The most important business portion of the city of Sydney may bo taken as extending from Redfern Station to 

Circular Quay, a length of about If mile by an average width of 47 chains to the waters of Darling Harbour, to serve 
which, when the metropolitan population grows to twice its present number, will require two railways—one on the eastern 
side and the other west of George-street. 2.
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2. Eeilicrn Station is much over-taxed now, and cannot with any safety remain the terminus for the whole of the
passenger traffic much longer. . f n. i iv „

3. The extension to the northern limits of the city is highly desirable in the interests of the city, the travelling
puhlic, and the railway corporation. T ,,

4. The probabilities for expansion of traffic at no distant period, with proper railway facilities, are, 1 consider, 
three to four fold the present limit; and this should be provided for in any design worthy of acceptance..

5. If cost did not govern, a line near to and west of George-street. bisecting the business portion of the city and
curving round to Circular Quay, would, in my opinion, meet the requirements best; but the evidence points to such a 
line being enormously costly, and not likely to pay for many a year. ,

6. No line located east of College-street, ou tbe eastern side of Hyde Park, would adequately meet requirements.
7. If the cost of land resumption, or reasons of State, prevented the whole of the passenger traffic country and 

suburban—being provided for at a central station on a suitable site, Redfern Station might still remain the terminus for 
long-journey trains without serious disadvantage beyond a slight extra cost of working ; and the suburban traffic only 
need be carried into and through the city.

S. No city railway will suit tbe requirements that does not provide stations at about half-mile intervals between 
Redfern and Circular Quay—say, three or four additional stations. .

9. If the line be extended to Circular Quay, space should be found near that station for train storage room during 
slack time of day and night. The number of trains requiring storage for an expansion of three times the present traffic 
would be very large, needing some miles of sidings. Tbe only alternative would be to send the trains all back to Redfern 
or their suburban terminii, which would entail empty running and great expense,

10. Any terminus short of Circular Quay should be designed with a view to speedy extension to that point, and all 
designs should permit a connection with North Sydney and extension to the eastern suburbs, Arc. The traffic between 
North Sydney and the city and suburbs on the city side of Port Jackson must expand to large proportions within a short

11. For any midway terminus—say at Hyde Park—storage room might still be found at Redfern, but not for any
large expansion of traffic without remodelling that station, . .

]2. Tbe basement of the new markets near tbe Town Hall is entirely imsuited for a railway station, and it would 
be a piece of vandalism to appropriate it, even if it were well adapted for the purpose.

13. The area proposed for a central station on the Commissioners’ Hyde Park scheme would be porliaps adequate
for thirty or forty years growth of traffic ; by restricting the design to suburban traffic only, the area might be reduced by 
(say) 30 per cent., but not more, I think. . . ,

14, If a scheme of through running can be devised, and four lines of way are provided for, the width required at 
wayside stations would not be Toss than 132 feet, made up thus :—

Three platforms, each 30 feet wide ................................................. = 90 feet.
Space for rails, two, each 21 feet.....................................................  = 42 ,,

Total 132 H
confined between vertical walls. Slopes, drainage, buildings, &o., might require a considerable addition to this.

Bcariim on this question, the following comparison between the accommodation provided and proposed for spencer- 
street and Plmders-strect passenger stations, Melbourne, and that proposed in the Commissioners scheme, Hyde Park, 
may be of value :—

Platform stalls for trains—

Flinders-Strcct......................
Spencer-street......................

Total

ileltiournc. Svilnej1.
14

3
22 11

Length, 500 ft. for through running 700 ft. dead end.
Total length of platform facing—

Flinders-street........ .
Spencer-street.........

Melbourne. Sydney.
7,000 ft.
5,100 „

Total.............................................  12,100,, 7,430 ft.

Acres of ground covered by platforms, buildings, and lines between platforms—
B Miilliourno. Sj duey.

Flinders-street..................................................................... 7i acres.
Spencer-strect..................................................................... 4j) ,,

Total.............................................  112 8 J acres.
Although the number of trains now handled at Melbourne is three times the number iu Sydney, it seems to me that, 

with good suburban facilities, Sydney must expand to an equal number with Melbourne.
I regret that time does not permit a fuller report. I shall be glad if you can give me a fortnight from now to 

prepare my complete statement, as I should like to peruse tho bulk of the evidence taken by the various Commissions and 
study the topography of Sydney, which would enable me to put the matter in a much fuller and clearer light.

I have, &e.,
___________ F. RENNICK.

No. 2.
The Enginecr-in-Chief, Victorian Railways, to The Premier of New South V\ ales.

Proposed Redfern ami City JSztension Railways.

Board of Land and Works (Railway Construction Branch),
Sirl Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Melbourne, 5 January, 1399.

I have the honor, in accordance with your request of the 5th ultimo, to submit my views on the question of 
Sydney city railways. _ . .

Why is a city railway necessary ? Because the great bulk of the business of Sydney is done in the city between 
Redfcrn and Circular Quay, on an area of about 1J mile long by a width, between the city reserves and Darling Harbour, of 
about 47 chains, and on this area—now devoid of railway facilities—on account of its configuration and surroundingSj the 
business must increase immensely aa Sydney develops* , . * ■ i

The number of people living in the suburbs and entering the city daily for business and pleasure is noiv very large, 
growing fast, and iu course of time must become enormous ; hence the necessity of providing quick, cheap, safe, and 
comfortable daily transit to and from this portion of the city is obvious. .

It may be said, generally, that omnibuses are behind the age for street traffic in large cities ; that surface tram- 
ways—horse, steam, cable, or electric—are only suitable for local aud short traffic ; and that railways—overhead, surface, 
or underground, on which an average speed, inclusive of stops, of 15 or 2l> miles an hour can be given—are alone suitable 
for a large population living at some distance from their city businesses and requiring frequent transit to and from their 
homes in the suburbs. To the low-paid clerk, mechanic, shop-worker, factory-hand, and labourer, whom an efficient 
suburb railway system enables to live amongst healthy surroundings in the suburbs, instead of being cooped up in a city, 
it affords a priceless boon ; and to persons of every class it means a large saving in time and money.

As to tunnel working, it is a choice of evils; but with a good system of ventilation, even steam traction maybe 
rendered tolerable. However, the day of electric traction for all suburban traffic seems near at hand—even now it is a 
moot point whether it is not a cheaper system for large trains, as it undoubtedly is for small ones, than steam. But even
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ftt a slightly increased cost the extra cleanliness and comfort which it affords would justify its adoption for any extensive 
sys m of suburban traffic* The present suburban railways do not accommodate half of the suburban population ; the 
ot icr portion is perforce restricted to trams and omnibuses—a slow, costly, and uncomfortable service.

i u t e^-ivrert: aS Prov^°d flu bur ban railways as Melbourne, the number of passengers, instead of being 
only about J8 mithons, might reach 45 millions per annum, and the trams will still be required for local or short distance 
traffic Xhe omnibuses would, of course, be almost entirely abandoned.

Tlic following is a comparison of suburban railways and tramways within a radius of 10 miles of the two cities
a u i t» *i * ,, , , Meltwunie. Sydney.Suburban Railways, double tracks............................ 10 Ko*, length So miles. 4 No., length 40 miles.

Average number of trains in and out per day..... about 1,200. about 330
Suburban passengers per annum.............................. 39,000,000. . „ 18,000,000.

City and Suburban Tramways.................................... about 48 miles, 40 miles.
Passengers per annum ...................................................... 38,000,000. about 30,000,000.

So the future possibilities of growth in Sydney are large indeed.
, Redfern Station is too remote from city businesses to meet present requirements. Measured in time it means more 

than a half-hour s walk or a quarter of an hour's tram ride to the northern end of the city ; and in money, for those who 
ride, 4(1. per day. By rail the time would be reduced to six or seven minutes, and the money to 2d„ or Id., per day, 
depending on the class of traffic.

The capacity’ of Redfcrn as a railway terminus is now much overtaxed, and relief must be had either by extending 
and remodelling that station at once, or by extending the railway through the city and providing adequate wayside stations' 
for suburban and city passengers. If one of these stations could be made the chief city station, with provision for long' 
oistanco as wen short distance traffic, the railway ideal w’ould lie realised. The Commissioners5 scheme for a central 
station in Hyde I ark, at St. James1 Road, would meet this most admirably.

t Irom a city business point of view, the best position for the city railway would obviously be one dividing the 
nuBiness portion equally on the east and west, and, therefore, a line a little west of George-street would appear to fulfil 
this condition best; but the evidence taken by the two Royal Commissions and the Puhlic Works Committee, which 
thoroughly investigated the question of “city railways/5 appears to show conclusively that a railway to fulfil all the 
requirements of present and future traflic along this route, would be enormously costly and not likely to pay for years, 

i * ui000!110.1?^ Sroun^a! therefore, an eastern route must ho selected, and that favoured by the Railway Department 
close to bJizabeth-street seems to meet the economic condition best. In this scheme it is proposed to extend 6 (six) lines 
into a central station in Hyde Park, and to deal with the whole of the passenger traffic at II platforms stalls. It may be 
taken that the maximum capacity of these G lines, 3 “ m ” and 3 14 out,” would be 72 trains “ in ” or 72 trains “ outJ’ per 
hour—the platforms and shunting sjiace being sufficient to dispose of the trains—or nearly three times the present maximum 
hourly traffic at holiday times at Redfern Station. With such accommodation, four times the present ordinary traflic could 
be safely dealt with. This means that the accommodation proposed would suffice for about 80 million suburban and long- 
dl3ln^nP^net1gerS pcT Q‘lUlUhl(l' Tilc Melbourne suburban railway passenger traffic is now 39,000,000, and has been as high 
aa \ffiiL per anmun' Sydney, if adequately supplied with suburban railways, might have as largo a suburban traffic 
as Melbourne ; so that the provision deemed necessary by the Railway Commissioners for a central station in Hyde Park 
seems moderate m view of the probabilities of expansion in the near future. For such a traffic as this, the space for 
storage of trains and spare carriages would need to be four (4) times that cow occupied at Redfcrn and Macdonaldtown— 
4 x 325 ==1,312 carriages, or 4 x 4,842 yards = 19,368 yards—equal to eleven (11) miles of sidings, which, with the necessary 
approaches and shunts, w’ould cover an area of about 30 acres. The total area at Redfern yard now, inclusive of both passenger 
and goods accommodation, is only 27 acres ; and hence the almost absolute necessity of adding to this area for storage 
ground to meet tbe expected growth of traffic ; and hence also the late Chief Commissioner’s emphasised statement that to 
gi\ e additional ground to Redfern Station, under any circumstances, would be of immense advantage. Whether Redfern 
remain the terminus fur long-distance traffic or not, this enlargement to meet the future growth of traffic seems absolutely 
necessary. The simplest and best way of meeting this necessity would be, it seems to me, to divert Devonshire-street to 
a position 9 or 10 chains north of and parallel to its present one, and appropriate a sufficient area of the Benevolent Asylum 
and Cemetery grounds, as proposed by the late Chief Commissioner and other railway authorities.

Aa to tho possibilities of growth of city and suburban traffic, it is a well-known fact that in New York the yearly 
number of passengers by train and train is considerably over 200 per head of the population served ; in Melbourne it is at 

i " ; Sydney, with equal facilities, it would be as large, or, sav, 40,000,000by suburban railways and
oAf2^2x2by trams* The present suburban railway traffic is about 18,000,000, and the present tram traffic, perhaps, 
30,000,000.

Supposing the first city railway be from Redfern to Circular Quay by tbe eastern route, and that all the accommo
dation proposed by the Commissioners be provided, then, on the growth of the city and business requiring further 
accommodation, a line along the western route, even at a very high figure, might be entertained. Sydney would then have 
iiiagnmcfint railway facilities, sufficient for a metropolitan population of, perhaps, 1,000,000 people. New York may be 
instanced as a city whose chief business is concentrated, by force of natural surroundings, within circumscribed limits, the 
same as Sydney. Its width averages 2 miles, and although there are four leading elevated railways less than half a mile 
apart, find trams in nearly every " up and down " street, tbe traffic is so enormous that relief is now sought in every 
direction by the conversion of horse trams to cable and electric conduit, as well as by projected underground railways. In 
this connection the traffic of the New York elevated system is worth quoting as an instance of immense traffic on a city 
railway. 1 his system is 36 miles long; capital, £15,000,000; number of locomotives, 334; number of carriages, 1,122 
(equal to more than 200 trains); train mileage per annum, 9,827,000 ; passengers per annum, 185,000,000 (equal to ten times 
the suburban railway traffic of Sydney) ; earnings, £1,850,000 ; fare, 5 cents, up to 10 miles in some cases.

As the width of the chief business portion of Sydney is not one-third that of New York, the future traffic hero for a 
large metropolitan population must become enormous.
, .^.ny cojnpanson of present costs of schemes for city railways should be made on the basis of equal accommodation ;

thus, if it be deemed necessary to provide six lines from Redfcrn to, and a large terminal station at, Hyde Park on the 
eastern side, a competing scheme on the western side should also provide for six lines and a corresponding station j the same 
for any proposed extension to Circular Quay, Of course, any extension into the city should be designed to suit any 
projected line to the eastern suburbs and a connection eventually with North Sydney. North Sydney ia growing so rapidly 
that an extension to Circular Quay seems to be an immediate necessity, and as it is shown in evidence that the eastern line 
cau be extended from St. James' Road to the Government House grounds, near Circular Quay, for less than £100,000, this 
seems the right thing to do at once. The traflic to and from the ferries and shipping, and between North Sydney and the 
existing railway suburbs, as well as the ordinary city business traffic which might be expected on this extension, would, it 
appears to me, justify its immediate construction. Any terminus at Circular Quay should provide laud enough for several 
miles of sidings for shunting and storage of trains. For this purpose an area on the western side of Government House 
would appear to be W'ell suited.

The whole cost of a large central station, providing not only full passenger accommodation but offices for the traffic and 
general administration staff, should not be charged to any city railway. Of the total estimated cost of the Hyde Burk 
scheme £650,000—nearly half would be a fair charge to the whole Railway property of New South Wales, and tho other 
portion only should be charged to the extension for suburban traffic ; and the fact that the increase of revenue expected 
from the proposed extension is shown to pay handsomely on the total cost does not affect this aspect of the case.

What should be done ?

The western scheme, on account of the excessive cost of providing fqnr or six lines with adequate station accommo* 
darion and a terminal station at or near the “Rocks " is, it appears to me, out of the question under present conditions of

The project of resuming 24 acres of old Sydney at the “ Rocks/5 cutting it down to a suitable lc^ ol and making new 
roads, &c., at an estimated cost of £800,000, and then appropriating 10 or 12 acres for a central station and disposing of 
the balance of the land, cut up on modern lines into building allotments fronting broad streets, for (say) £400,000, is not 
one that should commend itself to Railway managers, intent only on giving the best available sendee to the people and 
still making the railways pay their way.
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As a scheme for city improvement: the remodelling of this place would he highly desirable if it could be achieved at 
some gain or without loss to the promoters ; and this, no doubt, would be done were there “money in it 1 without linking 
it to a scheme of city railways. * , ,

If the eastern route be adopted, and everything seems to point to this as the most suitable under present conditions, 
then, when this railway becomes taxed to its utmost capacity, relief may bo obtained by constructing the western line with 
several city stations for a suburban traffic only and connecting it by an overhead railway along Circular Quay with the 
eastern line at the Quay station. If it be deemed best to make the connection with Nortii Sydney by bridge, instead of 
by tunnel, the western route would answer bettor for that purpose. With a rapid advance of Sydney business and traffic, 
the time may not be remote when this western lino, and a connection with North Sydney, may become a necessity even at 
a very high cost.

What shall the eastern line be f Undoubtedly the Commissioners’ scheme, with a central station for all passenger 
traffic at Hyde Park, and a continuation to Circular Quay, with adequate storage and shunting ground there, as well as at 
Hcdfern, is the host.

Next to that ia their alternative dual scheme for a suburban station on tbe site at Market-street, between Castle" 
reagh and Elizabeth streets, with a terminus for long-distance trains only in tho Park, and a continuation to Circular 
Quay as before described.

Tht next best thing to be done.

The next best thing to be done, failing either of these, would be to make Redfern the chief city station, taking in 
a large portion of the Benevolent Asylum reserve and old Cemetery, aud diverting Devonshire-street to a position parallel 
to and 9 or 10 chains north of its present one. This would give the necessary increase in length aud area to the Redfern 
Yard.

Tbe railway should then be extended to Circular Quay for suburban traffic, and stations provided at Liverpool-street, 
at the High School, near St. James’ Road, between Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets, making Circular Quay station iu the 
(lovernmant House grounds, opposite Albert-street, tho terminus. Hero sufficient of tho Coycrnment Reserves should bo 
appropriated for shunting ami storage room for future growth of traflic. This extension might be carried out without 
appropriating any of the surface of Hyde Park, Of course, nearly tho whole of the long-distance trains imdertliis scheme 
would bo handled at Redfcrn, which would not be quite so convenient for the passengers as a more central station at St. 
James’ Road,

The inconvenience, however, would be greatly minimised by the fact that these passengers could readily change from 
or to suburban trains at Redfern, which must always be a stopping place for all trains, and remain one of the most 
important of city stations. With the frequent suburban service required for a large increase of traffic, due to develop
ment and tbe construction of further suburban railways, long-distance passengers requiring to change trains at Redfern 
would be little delayed either on arrival or departure. Whether the chief station be at Redfern or at St. James’Road, 
the cost of working tbe traffic must be sensibly the same—perhaps a little in favour of Redfcrn—because trains when done 
running would be stored at tbe station they arrived at or departed from, instead of incurring the cost of empty running 
between Redfern and St. James'Road if the latter were the terminus. The chief difference would be only the relative 
convenience to passengers.

These alternate schemes, with many others, have been inquired into and reported on by two Royal Commissions 
and tbo Public Works Committee, who have generally recommended the Hyde Park scheme in one form or another. 1 
have only dealt with them in what appears to me their order of merit.

It would he presumption for me, with limited knowledge of the circumstances, surroundings, and requirements of 
the Sydney metropolitan district, to attempt to formulate a better scheme than any of those suggested from time to time 
by qualified officeis of the State, who have given as many years to the consideration of the question as 1 have days ; but 
I have made a close scrutiny of the physical and business features of Sydney, watched the railway, tram, and omnibus 
traffic to and from the Redfern Station during the busy houis of the day, read and studied the reports and a largo amount 
of the evidence taken by the two Royal Commissions and the Committee of Public Works, listened attentively to and 
carefully perused information tendered by advocates of rival schemes, received pertinent information fully and freely 
tendered by tbe Railway Commissioners through their officers, and from the Kngineer-in-Chief of Railway Construction, 
Mr. Deane ; aud with all due deference I submit my conclusions on the question of Sydney City Railways.

In my interim report I compared the areas for railway passenger accommodation in Melbourne and as proposed for 
Hyde Park, Sydney. Dealing with the whole of the areas in occupation and for extension for all kinds of railway business, 
the following comparison may be of interest:—

r Melbourne Sydney
(including Klinders-st., (uicludmi; Itediern, 

Spenocr-st, ami Evcleigh, and

Approximate area occupied for—
Pussengerffiusinoss, including running and shunting lines...................................... 60
Goods ‘ ,, „ ,, ...............................
Carriage sidings, carriage sheds, and engine sheds...........................................
Workshops, including approach lines, sidings, &c................................................... SO
Spare land available for extensions...................................................................... "

Totals

^cwjxirt). Itorliiig H
acres. acres.

60 20
130 05
80 45
SO 35

310 45
------- ---- —

660
I have, &c.,

200

F. RENNICK,
Engineer.in-Chief, Victorian Railways.

No. 3.
The Premier of New South Wales to The Engineer-in-Chief, Victorian Railways.

Dear Mr. Kenniek, The Treasury, Sydney, N.S.W., 7 January, 1899.
I have just received your Report on tlic extension of the railway into the city, which I beg most heartily to 

thank you for, as a most valuable contribution on the vexed question.
Tbe only point I wish to allude to is the fact that the scheme including the station in Hyde Park was, however 

admirable, not within the intentions of the present Premier, and that I wanted you to proceed on the basis of some other 
solution—even if not the best—of tho question. On that point your Pieport—you will forgive me for saying so—is almost 
silent. For instance, take this part of a sentence : “ As it is shown in evidence that the eastern line can be extended from 
fit. James’s Road to the Domain near Circular Quay for less than £100,000, this seems to be the right thing to do at once.” 
In other words, you practically brush aside the actual position of affairs—that the Government will not deprive the people 
of the use of Hyde Park as a park, and as covered with a series of important city thoroughfares, and sacrifice the actual to 
that extent to the “ideal,'1 with which, I can assure you, I am already most fully acquainted. The “railway ideal,”when 
it comes into contact with a “ health ideal,” must, I think, take second place, if, at any rate, any other scheme is possible, 

n and within reasonable hounds of expense.
“ IF/mi shall Ike eastern line be ?” Under that heading a few lines only as to the alternative scheme.

Now, having put the Govcrnmeut under many obligations by your kind visit, and the great trouble you have taken, 
would you object to give me a short addendum report, confined entirely to the “ next alternative scheme,” showing me 
your full opinion of it, on the basis that the Hyde Park official scheme is out of the question ?

Yours, Ac.,
‘ ’ G. H. REID.

No. 4.
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No. 4.
The Engineer-m-Chief, Victorian Railways, to The Premier of New South Wales.

Board of Land and Works (Railway Construction Branch),
Boar Mr. Reid, ^ Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Melbourne, It January, IS!)!).

. In reply to yonr letter of 7th instant, I have to state that I regret to find my meaning has been made obscure by 
the omission.of a few words in copying my report, page 15, I now forward herewith this page corrected for substitution, 
with the omitted words underlined in pencil.

The alternative eastern scheme—which would not appropriate any portion of Hyde Park—which I recommend is briefly 
this : Make Redfern the terminus for long-distance trains, and extend tho railway to Government grounds, near 
Circular Quay, for city and suburban traffic, providing stations at Li verpool-street, at tho High School site, 
Market-street (between Castlereagh and Elizabeth streets), and in the Government House grounds, Albert-street.

The plan which I enclose will show the general features. My scheme is for a covered-way through Hyde Park, open 
station at Market-street, tunnel and covered-way from King to Bridge streets, open line thence to Fort Macquarie. Levels 
for lines and stations to be fixed definitely by Mr. Beane. Level of station opposite Albert-street would be about 30 feet 
above, datum, or (say) 20 feet above Circular Quay. I understand that if the surface of Hyde Park be kept intact there is 
no objection to tunnelling or 11 cut ami cover’' work with the necessary ventilating shafts there, if the Park be deemed the 
best route for the line. The exact location of the railway, the extent and nature of tbe works, and the accommodation to 
be provided at stations,, should bo left to the Constructing Authority and the Railway Commissioners. For an outsider 
like myself to properly indicate these, and also estimate the cost, would require a lengthened study, as well as a survey of 
the project. I have no doubt whatever that the scheme thus indicated, which would not ho a costly one, though inferior 
from a railway point of view to the Hyde Park scheme, with an extension to Circular Quay-, would in practice be found an 
excellent one, and amply meet requirements for many years to come.

In quoting Mr. Beane, that the extension from “ St. James’ Road” to the Government House grounds, nearCircular 
Quay, could be carried out for less than £100,000, it should not he inferred that this applied to the extension of the Hyde 
Park scheme only. Perhaps St. James' Road was an unfortunate expression, but I used it only to indicate the northern end 
of the line recommended by the Public Works Committee. Whether a station he placed in the Park or at the High 
School site, between Castlereagh and Elisabeth streets, the extension thence to Circular Quay would cost practically' 
the same.

I trust you will find this correction and explanation satisfactory.
Yours, &c.,

F. RENNICK,
Engineer-in-Chief, Victorian Railways.

b.uliici • William Applegate Cullick, Government Printer.—1300.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY EXTENSION INTO THE CITY OE
SYDNEY.

(PAETICULAHS RESPECTING INQUIRY BY PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE.)

Printed under No. 4 Report from Printing Committee, 12 July, 1900.

[Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No. 31, Votes No. 14,11 July, 1900.]

Question.
(31.) Extension of the Railway into the CityMr. Norton asked the Colonial Secretary,—

(1.) On what date was the question of extending the railway into the City of Svdnev referred by 
this House last Session to the Public Works Committee ? J
(2.) On what date was the inquiry opened; and on what date was it closed ?
(3.) On what date was the report of the Committee presented to this House ?
(4.) How many witnesses in all were examined on the project:
(5.) On an average how many witnesses were examined at each meeting P

. Answer.
(1.) 20th December, 1899.
(2.) The inquiry was opened on 6th February, the last evidence was taken on 24th April, and the 
resolution of the Committee was passed on 7th June, 1900. But the whole of the time represented 
by these dates was not occupied by this inquiry only. During the period from 6th February to 24th 
April, the Committee also carried on their inquiries in Sydney respecting the proposed Tuckian Flood 
Escape Scheme, Railway from Grafton to Casino, Railway from Wellington to Werris Creek, Railway 
from JSarrabn to Walgett, with branch to Collarcndabri, Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong, and 
central Railway Station and Administrative Offices ou north side of Devonshire-street, as well as 
considering and passing their reports to the Legislative Assembly on the proposed Glebe Island 
Improvements, and Wharfage, Woolloomooloo Bay, and a Sectional Committee visited tho Richmond 
and Clarence River districts to inspect, take evidence, and report with reference to the Tuckian Flood 
Escape Scheme and the Grafton to Casino Railway. The interval between 24th April and 7th June 
was, with the exception of one day, occupied by a portion of the Committee in the country inspecting 
and taking evidence relative to the proposed Railway from Wellington to Werris Creek and the 
proposed Railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with branch to Coltarendabri, the Committee being 
desirous that this necessary visit to the western and north-western districts should be made before the 
present Parliamentary Session opened,
(3.) The report has not yet been presented, but will probably be laid upon the Table next Tuesday. 
(4.) Forty witnesses were examined, ten of them more than once. ■
(6.) The number of witnesses examined at each meeting was from one to four, the smaller number 
consisting of the official or expert witnesses, whose examination was necessarily conducted more in 
regard to detail than that of others, and those who submittted the more important of tlie private 
schemes.

[3<*0 183—
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1900.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on

Public Works.

REPORT

TOGETHER WITH

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE, APPENDIX, AND PLAN,
f

RELATING TO THE

PROPOSED railway

FROM

GUNDAGAI to tumut.

lircsentcli ta parliament in accordance imtij tljc probtstons of tljc Public SHUorlts ^rt,

51 lTic. ^o. 37*

Printed under No. 1 Report from Printing Committee, 26 June, 1900,

SADUEV: WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, GOVERNMENT PRINTER

*7- ■a 1000.
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MEMBERS OB THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
The Honorable William .Tosei’Jl Tbickett, Chairman. 
The Honorable Pattuck Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. 
The Honorable Andrew Garran, LL.D.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
William Thomas Dick, .Esquire, Vice-Chairman.
John Christian Watson; Esquire.
Egbert Henry Let ten, Esquire.
John McEaulane, Esquire.

GENERAL INDEX.
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Minutes of Evidence.
Appendix.
Plan.
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Robert R. P. Hickson, Under Secretary ami Commissioner for Roads, Department of Public Works ................. 1-5, 10-11
Henry Deane, Enginecr-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works................................ 5-10
Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Comnnssionera ........................................................................................ 11-16

* William Henry Hall, snb-editor, Statistical Year Books, Government Statistician s Office ........................................ 16-IS
William Henry John Slee, Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines .............................................................. 19-24
diaries Ormsby Burge, Principal Assistant Engineer, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works 24-26
John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways ..............................................................26-31, 123-126, 128
Charles Edward Rennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands................................................................................ 81
Christian Petersen, Assistant Dairy E.vpert, Department of Minos and Agriculture................................................... 31-34
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Travers Jones ............................................................................................................................................................. 36-39, 46-48
Ernest Macartney De Burgh, M.lnst.O.E., Assistant Engineer, Bridges Branch, Department of Public Works......  40-43
George Charles Yeo, draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture ............................................... 43-44
W'lllkm John Hanna, Principal Assistant Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public Wrorks.....................44, 119-120
Joseph Clarke, Inland Mail Clerk, Postal and Electric Telegraph Department ...................................................... 44-46
John James Miller, manager, Farmers and Settlers’ Co-operative Association..................................................48-50, 127-128
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Frederick John Clements, Railway station-master, Gundagni........................................................................................ 52-53
George 'Woodbridge, land-owner, South Gundngai.......................................................................................................... 53-55
'William Matchctt, J.P., Postmaster, South Guildagai..................................................................................... ............. 55-57
Walter Edward Cox, Railway goods-porter, G undagai.................................................................................................. 57-58
Harold Brame, stationer, Gundagai ................................................................................................................................ 58
James Edward Chard Turner, farmer and grazier, Adelong Crossing............................................................................ 58-61
Frederick Charles Park, storekeeper, Adelong .............................................................................................................. 61-62
Wklter W'liitley Webb, Manager, Bank of New South Whales, Adelong ..................................................................... 62-63
Thomas Arragon, grazier, Adelong Creek.................................................. ............................-....................................... 63-64
George Thomas Kenney Cole, miner, Mount Adrah ........................................................................... .......................... 64-66
Charles Purcell, farmer and grazier, Adelong Creek..................... ................................................................................ 66-68
James Thompson Mackie, manager, Ellerslie station, near Adelong............................................................................ 68-69
Albert Edward Merryfnll, storekeeper, Adelong .......................................................................................................... 69-71
Arthur Williamson Molliueanx, auctioneer and commission agent, Adelong................................................................. 71-73
Alfred Henry Chesterman, Staff surveyor, Deportment of Lands, W'agga Wagga  ................................................. 73-77
William Daniel Patrick O’Brien, proprietor of dairy factory, Tumut ......................................................................... 77-80
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John Hides, saw-mill proprietor, Bago Forest.......................................................................................................
Bartholomew Soden, grazier, Batlow......................................................................................................................
Robert Rex Timmia, storekeeper, Batlow ...........................................................................................................
George Clout, aenr., farmer, Upper Brungle .......................................................................................................
Lewis Margules, grazier, Tomorrama .................................................................................................................
George Godfrey, senr., farmer, Goeup ..................................................................................................................
Patrick Halloran, farmer, Blowering.....................................................................................................................
Samuel Gordon, farmer, grazier, and dairyman, Gocup........................................................................................
Hamlyn Lavicount Harris, land-owner, Tumut Plains.........................................................................................
Rowland Mansfield Shelley, grazier, Tumut Plains ............................................................................................
Arthur Bannerman-Graves, miner, Micalong .......................................................................................................
Daniel Lane Herlihy, miner and grazier, Argalong................................................................................................
Joseph Lambert, grazier. East Blowering..............................................................................................................
Arnold Hamilton Peter IVatts, manager, West Blowering station......................................................................
Charles Gilbert Long, farmer and grazier, Lacmalac.............................................................................................
Harry Wharton Mason, medical practitioner, Tumut ........................................................................................
Alexander Davis, farmer, Upper Gilmore................;........ ....................................................................................
John O'Sullivan, farmer and grazier, Lower Gilmore............................................................................................
Henry Francis Hayes, manager for Sanderson and Taylor, millers and grain merchants, Tumut and Gilmore,
William Henry Bridle, auctioneer, Tumut .........................................-...............................................................
William Bridle, fanner and fruit-grower, Tumut ................................................................................................
Charles Silvester Byrne, auctioneer, Tumut..........................................................................................................
Sivycr John Rootes, senior-sergeant of police, Tumut ................................................................-.......................
Charles Richards, farmer, Windowie.....................................................................................................................
John Wooden, storekeeper, Tumut ........................... ....................................................................... -...............
Robert Albert Newman, storekeeper, Tumut.......................................................................................................
James Daniel Walker, C.P.S., Mining Warden aud Crown Lands Agent, Tumut............................................
Spencer Groves, proprietor, Turmt and Adelong Times.............................. .........................................................
Alexander McGruer, grazier, Brungle ..................................................................................................................
William John Allen, Fruit Expert, Department of Mines and Agriculture.......................................................
Edward Johnston Sievers, Government Land Valuer, Department of Public Works ....................................
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PAltLIAMNTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM GUNDAGAI TO TUMUT.

REPOET.

The Parlta.3te\taey Standing Committee on Public Wouks, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic.' 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai to Tumut,” have, 
after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the proposed railway he carried 
out, provided that some satisfactory arrangement ho made whereby the district 
benefited shall contribute to the Railway Commissioners such sum as may be 
necessary to make good any loss on the construction and working of tbe line,— 
and not otherwise ; and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), 
of clause 13, of tlie Public Works Act, report their resolution to tbe Legislative
Assemblv :—«.

History of the Proposal.

1. Tbe first action in regard to the proposed railway appears to have been 
taken in 1883, when tbe Minister for Works approved of a. survey being made. This 
survey, which, with some subsequent amendments, represents the route as now 
proposed, was completed in 18S4i, tlie length being 31 miles, and the estimated cost 
£387,267, or about £12,524 per mile. The same year £500,000 was voted on the 
Loan Estimates for the construction of tlie railway, and of that amount tlie sum 
of £34,119 was appropriated from tlie vote for the purpose of extending the railway 
from Cootamundra to Gundagai, a distance of three-quarters of a mile, into the 
town of Gundagai, and £2,748 was expended in survey and engineering work on 
the proposed Tumut extension. This expenditure upon the tlivee-quarters of a mile 
extension into the town of Gundagai was, in reality, used for the construction of a 
part of the railway now proposed from Gundagai to Tumut. The explanation given 
of it is that the line towards Tumut passed nearer to the town of Gundagai than the 
line from Cootamundra did, and "upon the representations of the residents the 
Government agreed to construct a length of three-quarters of a mile, which would 
have formed part of the contract, Gundagai to Tumut, and the grades were altered 
at very considerable expense to enable a station to be made.”

In 1886, tlie plans, &c., of tbe proposed line from the present G undagai terminus 
to Tumut wore laid upon tbe table of the Legislative Assembly, and approved; but 
in the Legislative Council it was decided to refer them to a select committee, and 
Parliament proroguing before tbe committee completed its labours, no further steps 
were taken. The matter rested until 1887, when the construction of tbe line was 
urged by tbe Member for tbe district. In 1889, the Railway Commissioners, in terms 
of the Public Works Act, reported upon the proposal unfavourably; and some alter
native routes wore then suggested. These, however, were found to be impracticable, 
and tbe original survey was thereupon revised and amended, with tbe result that, in 
1896, tbe estimated cost, exclusive of land and compensation, was reduced to 
£148,310, or £4,723 per mile. Three years afterwards Ministerial approval was 
given to the line being included in tlie railway policy of the Government.

Description



Description op the Railway.

2. The line, 31 miles 35 chains in length, would begin at the terminal point of 
the Cootamundra to Gundagai branch of the Great Southern Railway, at 2SG miles 
56 chains from Sydney, and crossing immediately the Murrumbidgee River, skirt the 
western side of South Gundagai, and follow generally the main road to Adelong for 
about 9 miles, and Adelong Creek for about 6 miles further. There it would follow 
up Bunnaback Creek to the summit of the line, at 22 miles from Gundagai, and 
thence descend via Gadara Creek, which would be followed to its junction with 
Gilmore Creek, the direction of that creek being taken to the Tumut cemetery, which 
would be passed on its south side, the line ending at the marked-tree road close to 
the township, at 318 miles 11 chains. The works, with the exception of the 
Murrumbidgee River bridge, would be fairly easy. The ruling grade would be 1 in 
50, with frequent curves of 10 chains radius. Private land would be passed through 
almost the whole length of the railway.

Alternative Routes.

3. The alternative routes suggested traverse the Tumut River valley, one on 
the west side of the river, starting from the Cootamundra-Gundagai line, at a point 
4-iy miles above Gundagai, and the other on the east side, commencing about a mile 
beyond Coolac railway station, at 277 miles from Sydney. By these routes the 
Murrumbidgee River could be bridged more cheaply than by the route from 
Gundagai, but the creek crossings would be more numerous, and, on one of the 
routes, the earthworks more costly, while tlic junction with the existing railway 
would, it is pointed out, convert the portion between such junction and Gundagai 
into a minor branch line, worked either by a separate train and staff at a very heavy 
train mileage expenditure, or by running tlie main branch passenger trains down the 
small branch and back again, thus involving many miles of profitless work, and 
much delay to the main branch traffic. Reports from the railway surveyor who 
explored these routes, and minutes by the Engineer-in-Chief upon those reports, are 
published in the Appendix to the evidence given in tlie inquiry.

Estimated Cost.

4. The estimated cost of the railway, exclusive of land and compensation, is 
given as £148,310, or £4,723 per mile; but as the price of rails has gone up since 
this estimate was made it is necessary to add to the estimate to the extent of £155 
per mile. On this point the Engineer-in-Chief says:—

I find, on looking into this estimate, that the rails and freight were taken higher than we have been 
in the habit of taking them at recently, and therefore, if the rails could he obtained at what I call the 
standard rate, £5 os. per ton landed in the stores in Sydney, a reduction of £115 per mile might be made 
on this estimate. On the other hand, as the price of rails has gone up very much, a very large addition 
would have to be made. The price of rails landed in the stores in Sydney would probably be £7 10s., as 
against £5 5s.; that would be £270 per mile. Deducting £115 per mile, the present price of rails, 
£7 Uis. landed in Sydney, would necessitate the addition to this estimate of £105 per mile.

■ The largest items in the estimate, apart from the permanent-way materials, 
are—earthworks, £29,438; bridge over the Murrumbidgee, £25,700; culverts, 
timber bridges, and small openings, £11,172. There are many cuttings and banks 
on tbe line, some of the former very deep, and this not only makes the cost of the 
earthworks a considerable item, hut largely affects the cost of the culverts and 
the bridges. The estimated cost of land resumptions and compensation for severance 
is £8,000, which may, however, he reduced, the Land Valuer explains, when the 
line comes to be constructed. With the probable additional cost of rails, viz., £4,871, 
and the cost of land resumption, £8,000, the total cost would be £] 61,181, or, in 
round figures, £5,200 per mile.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

5, The Railway Commissioners have three times reported upon, the proposed
line—in 1889, in 1896, and in 1899. Their first report “ showed that the most 
sanguine results, if realised, could not for many years more than meet working 
expenses.” They could not recommend the construction of the line, and pointed out 
that if it were made at some future time the residents should convey the land 
required free of cost. In



In 1896 they drew attention to the fact that the branch line from Coota
mundra to Gundagai entailed a loss of £6,474 per annum, and it had to convey 
nearly all the traffic that would be carried over the proposed extension, as well as 
tlie traffic secured from its own surrounding country. This clearly indicated, they 
said, how unprofitable the proposed extension would be.

Their last report is equally unfavourable. “ The matter,” they say, “ has once 
more been the subject of careful investigation, and while there has been an increase 
in the cultivation of wheat in the district, tbe growth of maize and tobacco has 
decreased, so that in the main the traffic prospects arc practically the same as when 
the last report was submitted in May, 1896.”

The revenue from the line, “ based upon a liberal estimate of existing and 
prospective traffic and by charging local rates,” would be, the report states, about 
£3,900 per annum, and if through rates were charged it would only be about 
£1,700. Interest on capital cost and working expenses would amount to £8,150. 
The estimated annual loss would therefore be noth local rates £4,250, and with 
through rates £6,450. The Commissioners point out that the Cootamundra- 
Gundagai line, over which practically the whole of the existing traffic of the district 
is carried, showed a loss of £4,161 for the year ending 31st December, 1898, and for 
nine years the average loss has been £6,458. These figures, combmed with the 
fact that tbe area of land in the district suitable for cultivation is limited, are 
reasons they strongly urge why the line should not bo constructed.

The Inquiry.

0. In carrying out the inquiry respecting tlie proposed line, the Committee 
took evidence in Sydney from a number of official and other witnesses, including 
two former representatives of the Tumut electorate in the Legislative Assembly; 
they then visited the Gundagai-Tumut district, examining witnesses at Gundagai, 
Adelong Crossing, Adelong, Tumut, and Brungle, and, as far as practicable, 
inspecting the route proposed for the railway and those portions of the alternative 
routes which could be seen by travelling from Tumut to Gundagai, via Brungle, 
along the Tumut River valley. While at Adelong tbe Committee divided, and 
drove out from the town to inspect the country to the south and south-west, with 
a view to ascertain the character and extent of both agricultural and pastoral 
land in those directions ; and at Tumut the surrounding country, which would be, 
more or less, within the influence of the railway, was examined in a similar 
maimer, visits being made to the Gilmore Valley, Lacmalac and Springfield, the 
Tumut Plains, and Batlow. ■

District to be served by the Railway.

7. The valley of the Tumut is one of the most fertile parts of the Colony, 
hut the quantity of agricultural land available, compared with what is to be found 
in many other districts, is not extensive. Most of tho land cultivated, or capable 
of cultivation, is near the Tumut River and its adjoining creeks, and averages 
from about half to three-quarters of a mile in width. These narrow areas do not 
extend any great distance, the longest—with the exception of the river valley, 
which is some 30 miles in length—being about 18 miles. The view presented 
of tbe country on either hand during a journey iron Gundagai to Tumut, via 
Adelong, offers but little prospect favourable to the railway. There are beyond 
the ranges between which the road runs, a number of localities where settlement 
exists and cultivation is carried on, but, though this is the case, no one of the 
three railway routes would, by reason of the intervening ranges, serve the 
agricultural land on either of the other two. Traffic must be looked for in other 
directions. Information gathered during the Committee's visit of inspection’ 
mentions Windowie, Gilmore, Blowering, Tumut Plains, Lacmalac, Bumbowlee 
Creek, and Gocup as valleys that 'would be within reach of the railway, where 
all the land is in occupation, partly by farmers with small holdings, either 
freehold or leased, on which both cultivation and grazing arc carried on, and partly 
by holders of large areas, portions of which are let to tenant farmers, and tlie 
remainder devoted chiefly to grazing purposes, including the feeding of starving 
stock sent to the district in times of drought. In addition to the river and creek
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flats, there is very good, land on. some of the ridges, most of which is used for 
grazing stock, and some of it for tlie production of cold-climate fruits. Emit and 
vegetables grown in the district are equal, and, in some instances, said to be superior, 
to anything of the kind produced in other parts of tho Colony. Maize, wheat, and 
tobacco have been the principal crops. 1

A staff surveyor of the Department of Lands, examined at Tumut, described 
the country in the district as for the most part flat land or ridgy, forest country—the 
flats being particularly good, tho lower ridges admirably adapted for wheat-growing, 
and the higher fairly good sheep country. A statement prepared by him, classifying 
tlie whole of the land which would he more or less affected by the constmction of 
the proposed railway, describes an area of, approximately, about 960,000 acres, 
410,000 acres of which—comprising 310,000 acres of pastoral land, and 130,000 acres 
of arable land—are alienated. Of the unalienated land, 65,000 acres are said to 
be arable land, consisting almost exclusively of rising ground, scattered over the 
district, and not taken up owing to its remoteness and difficulty of access. The 
Bago table-land to the south of Tumut, this witness stated, consists largely of very 
good land, which, though rather cold, is suitable for wheat, oats, potatoes, and fruit, 
timall areas around Batlow', distant about 20 miles beyond Tumut, a locality which 
two members of tho Committee visited, are cultivated mostly for fruit.

_ The people in the Batlow and Bago districts would take their produce to the 
line where it crosses the Gilmore Creek, between Adelong and Tumut. In the 
direction of Batlow, for some 9 miles from the Gilmore, the land alternates between 
rich agricultural flats and hills suitable for pastoral purposes, the latter predominating. 
Tlie country then changes to tableland, largely of a basaltic character, with in many 
instances a great depth of loamy, red soil. This land, being at a high altitude, seems 
exceptionally adapted for the growth of cold-climate fruits, potatoes, onions, &c. 
The existing orchards look in excellent condition, being in many cases irrigated with 
water brought from higher levels by old mining races. The timber on the table
land is heavy, and, consequently, expensive to clear; but as a small area of the 
richer land is sufficient to support a family, the cost of clearing should not necessarily 
prove a bar to settlement. In the vicinity, there seems to he room for considerable 
development in the way of close settlement and intense culture.

The following is a summary of the figures submitted by witnesses examined 
at Tumut, showing the areas of land cultivated, and of land said to he capable of 
cultivation, in various localities in the district:—

Locality,

Parish of Mingay 
Totnonoma ... 
Blowering... ... 
Tumut Plains ... 
Mifialonef...O * * ■East Blowering ... 
tVest Blowering Station 
Parish of (rilraoro 

„ Wyanglc 
Mondongo 
Blowering 

., Woreboldera 
,, Ycllowin 

Talbingo ... ...
Wondowie ... 
Oallifat ... ...

i cultivated. Area capable of cultivation. ToUlI.
Acres, Acres. Acres.
571 . ......  6,890 ........ 7,467

...... 60,000 ........ 60,000

......  905 ........ 905
1,100 . ......  13,000 ........ 13,000

400 . ......  19,600 ........ 20,000
400 . .. .. 2,424 ........ 2,830

1,095 . ......  1.255 ........ 2,350
2,215 . ... 6,420 ........ 8,635

251. . ...... 2,680 ...... 2,934
9,750 . ......  2,183 ........ 4,939
2,147 . ......  C72 ........ 2,819

090 . ......  480 ........ 1,170
450 . ...... 6,000 ........ 6,450

...... 1,000 ........ 1,000

......  1,247 ........ 1.247

......  7,000 ........ 7,000

.2,084 131,762 142,740

_ The maize and tobacco production has decreased of late. Why maize, winch 
is of very good quality and impervious to weevil, should not be grown as extensively 
as before is not clearly explained; but it would appear that the cost of road 
carriage and the delay in reaching a market make the product unprofitable. 
Tobacco, for various reasons, is said to have almost gone out of cultivation.

Decently tlie dairying industry lias been started, and, at the time of the 
Committee’s visit, preparations were being made for enlarging the operations 
connected with it.

Mining

f
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Mining is carried on profitably, though not nearly so extensively as in years 
past, at Adelong and a few other places in the district. Adelong, which is 22 miles 
by road from Gundagai, and the centre of a district bounded in one direction by tbe 
Gap (4 miles away), by Batlow (16 miles to the south), by Mount Adrah (14 miles 
to the west), and by Grahamstown (6 miles in the direction of Gundagai), depends 
principally on mining, there being very little agricultural laud in the neighbourhood. 
In the opinion of the Chief Inspector of Mines, Adelong will for many years be the 
leading gold-field of New South 'Wales, as there the most permanent reefs exist 
that so far have been discovered in tbe Colony, and payable ground is being worked 
at a greater depth than in any other mining district; but want of capital in some of 
the mines, and over capitalisation in the largest, have interfered very much with tbe 
progress of mining operations.

The population of the district, or of tlie area that would probably be served 
by tlic railway, numbers about 6,000 or 7,000, a considerable proportion of whom 
appear to be in comfortable circumstances.

¥ .

I

b

Traffic Prospects—Chief Traffic Manager’s Estimate.
8. In tbe Chief Traffic Manager’s report, upon which the .Railway Com

missioners’ estimate of the probable traffic on tbe railway is based, it is stated that 
careful inquiry made on tbe subject of traffic prospects indicates that the position, 
as far as the production of the district is concerned, has not materially altered since 
the Commissioners dealt with the matter in 1896 :

An increase has taken place in connection with the area under cultivation for wheat; but on the 
other hand, tho cultivation of maize and tobacco has decreased. The population of Tumut, Adelong and 
district is about G,000 ; tho residents of Adelong aud districts being dependent chiefly on gold-mining. 
The distance from Adelong to G-undagai, by an excellent road, is 22 miles, and the existing rates for 
road-carriage range from 10s. to 20s. per ton, The area of land available for future cultivation is limited, 
and it is very questionable if any material increase in the trallic of the district can be looked forward to 
in the direction of agriculture.

The Chief Traffic Manager is of opinion :
That the construction of tlie line would not have any appreciable effect on the amount of traffic 

which would bo created for the purpose of main-line haulage; and when it is considered that the distance 
hy road to Tumut is 5) miles shorter than that of the proposed line, it will be readily seen that it is a very 
open question whether the whole of the traffic of the district would be rail-carried.

In estimating the traffic he allows 25 per cent, increase upon that which 
exists to-day in order to cover any additional production or trade which may follow 
the construction of the railway, and basing ills estimate on both arbitrary local 
rates and ordinary through rates, he gives tlie results as follows :—

By charging arbitrary local rates—
■ ^ £ s. d

Goods, stock, and wool ............
Mails, 31 miles, at £12 ... ...
Passengers, 5,000, at lid, per mile 
Parcels, horses, carriages, dogs ...

2,48!) 0 0 
372 0 0 
90S 15 0 
50 0 O

Total ...
By charging ordinary through rates—

Goods, stock, and wool .. ... ...
Mails, 31 miles, at £12 ... ... ...
Passengers, 5,000, at IJd. per mile ... 
Parcels, horses, carriages, dogs ...

... £3,879 15 0

£ s. d. 
305 10 6 
372 0 0 
968 15 0 

50 0 0
Total £1,096 5 6

In view of the carriage by road being 9 miles shorter than that by rail, local 
rates, be considers, could not be maintained, and his opinion on this point is 
emphasised by the fact that on certain kinds of goods the rail charges would he 
higher than those hy road. Not until Adelong was reached, he states, would much 
traffic come to the line, os most of the country between Adelong and Gundagai 
would be served by the railway from Gundagai to Cootamundra. Even at Adelong 
all the traffic of the place would not necessarily go to the new railway, for as the 
Adelong people would have to travel about 5 miles to read) the line, when goods 
were once on the drays there would be a disposition to take tbem to Gundagai, and,

n
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in his opinion, it is more than likely that there would be competition on the part 
of teams with the railway. There can he little increase in production, he considers, 
and in any case the possible increase, lie points out, is more than covered by tlie 
25 per cent, added to the traffic estimate. With regard to starving stock, there is 
not much disposition on tlie part of stockowners, it is explained, to send stock into 
the district unless they are absolutely compelled to do so, as the cost attached to the 
undertaking amounts to a heavy tax on owners. The proposed line, in the opinion 
of the railway authorities, would practically he a further extension to cater for traffic 
already carried by the line from Gundagai to Cootamundra.

Traffic Prospects—Local Estimate.
9. The evidence given by witnesses examined at Gundagai was to the effect 

that the existing railway from there to Cootamundra was quite sufficient to meet 
the requirements of the district, and that the proposed extension to Tumut would 
not pay. The increased traffic on the Cootamundra-Gundagai line, which has been 
apparent during the last four years, has been due, it was explained, to extended 
building operations in Gundagai, and to mining developments within 3-1 miles of 
that town, not to anything connected with the district as a whole.

At Adelong the witnesses examined favoured the construction of the line, 
and expressed the opinion that while it would greatly benefit the district, it would, 
undoubtedly, obtain a considerable quantity of traffic; but special rates, it was 
admitted, might make it more profitable for storekeepers and others receiving 
quantities of goods to continue to use the road, especially as teamsters would he 
able to reduce their charges on third-class goods. Eor teamsters the district is 
peculiarly favourable, as the roads—though in some places steep—are in admirable 
order, and fodder, which is only required in winter, is generally plentiful and cheap. 
Ore from the mines, it was said, would he sent away by rail in large quantities; 
there would he a considerable traffic, in the season, with fruit; and the timber 
industry of the district, which is capable of development, would also contribute 
to the railway traffic returns. The Chief Traffic Manager’s wool estimate was 
regarded by Adelong witnesses as below what it was likely to prove.

At Tumut, the evidence had been arranged with some care, witnesses 
representing different localities attending with information respecting each. The 
figures submitted, however, referred for the most part to the number of acres of land 
under cultivation and suitable for cultivation, and the yield from the various crops 
grown. Evidence was not forthcoming which would enable the Committee to test 
in detail the traffic estimate of the Jlailway Commissioners, but what was given 
questioned that estimate as a whole, and indicated that if the railway were 
constructed it would be largely exceeded. The land in the district was said to be 
most suitable for either cultivation or grazing, a comfortable living being obtained 
by farming and grazing, or by fruit growing, on very small holdings. The rainfall 
is heavy and regular, and the yield from crops very satisfactory. Large quantities 
of produce—wheat, maize, hay, potatoes, vegetables, and fruit—might be sent away 
to Sydney regularly if railway facilities were available. "Wheat pays well under 
existing circumstances, but maize is often unprofitable because of the charges 
connected with carriage by road, and the delay in getting the grain to market. 
Hay also, is a product the farmer finds it difficult to deal with profitably; and 
potatoes, though equal to those of Warrnambool, have at times rotted in tons where 
they have been grown, through the want of means for getting them away to where 
they could be sold. Emit of the best description, and in large quantities, it was 
urged, could he grown, and supplied when the Sydney market was hare of fruit from 
other localities; at present this industry is limited to what can be disposed of with 
profit locally. Erom these sources a large and valuable railway traffic, it was 
contended, would arise, and, with the addition of wool and mineral traffic, make the 
railway earnings much larger than the Kailway Commissioners’ estimate represented 
them. The wool produced in the district that would be put upon the railway, it 
was urged hy two or three witnesses, was in quantity much greater than represented 
by the Commissioners, and one witness supported his statement by giving the names 
of the different stations and their annual output. It was also stated that the 
railway would materially develop the timber industry.

Kc-examined
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Re-examined in regard to the Commissioners1 estimate, after the Committee’s 
return from tho district, the Chief Traffic Manager explained that the traffic prospects 
of the line had been ascertained by examining the railway books at Wagga and 
Gundagai railway stations to find the actual amount of traffic coming to those 
stations from the Tumut district. The amount was 5,000 tons, and in the estimate 
allowance had been made for 7,000. Inward tonnage had been allowed for to the 
extent of 3,400 tons, a quantity considerably in excess of that now sent to Gundagai. 
In the estimate of the .quantity of land under cultivation, allowance had been made 
for the traffic produced from 17,000 acres, 5,000 of which were included for additional 
cultivation. This represents 12,000 acres as at present under cultivation, an estimate 
that agrees very closely with both the local evidence and the Government statistics. 
The estimate of wool traffic accounted, he stated, for every bale of wool grown in 
tbe district likely to be carried on the railway, the figures being arrived at after an 
exhaustive examination of the Gundagai railway hooks for the last three years. 
Tor fruit production 400 tons per annum had been allowed; hut the railway rates 
for carrying fruit arc very low and fruit production would not materially increase 
the railway revenue. So that, giving the project credit for much of the local 
estimate of increased traffic, the construction of the line would still result in a 
heavy financial loss.

Conclusions t'kom the Evidence.

10. A careful consideration of the evidence and of what was seen during 
the Committee’s visit to the district, leads to the following conclusions.:—

(1) The most advantageous route is that now proposed.
(2) The line is an expensive one to construct, and runs almost entirely through 

private property.
(3) To construct the line means, according to the Railway Commissioners—and 

there is much to support their estimate, even in the evidence of local 
witnesses—an annual loss of £4,250 with local rates, and £6,450 with 
tlmough rates. Local or special rates, experience has shown, do not find 
favour, and if charged in the first instance are difficult to maintain.

(4) Tlic roads between Gundagai, Adelong, and Tumut are very good, and the 
distance between those places comparatively short, the direct road from 
Gundagai to Tumut being only 22^- miles. It being possible and not 
improbable that teamsters would reduce their charges below the railway 
rates, for general merchandise, it is not unlikely that a portion of the traffic 
expected hy tho railway would continue to be carried by team, especially to 
aud from Adelong. If such should he the case, the railway earnings would 
he so much less than estimated, and the loss so much greater.

(5) The reasons put forward in support of the railway are that the traffic in 
goods, wool, stock, and passengers would be considerable, that present 
holders would largely increase their cultivation areas, that much additional 
land would be taken up and cultivated, or otherwise profitably used, 
that mining would be encouraged and extended, and that tbe timber 
industry would bo developed. But though, doubtless, increased cultivation 
would follow the construction of the railway, it is not likely that the 
increase would for some years be very large, and the striking fact presents 
itself that a considerable proportion of the alluvial flats close to or within 
an easy distance of tho railway at Gundagai is at tbe present time 
uncultivated.

(6) The greater part of the land suitable for agriculture has already been 
taken up, and, judging by past experience, the holders have not tilled their 
lands to any material extent, and new agriculturists would to a large 
extent have to lease lands from the freeholder, a state of things which 
some witnesses urged has largely retarded the agricultural progress of the 
Tumut district.

(7) Trom 20 to 25 miles is the recognised distance from a railway station over
which produce may he carted profitably, and this is about the distance 
between Gundagai and Adelong, and Gundagai and Tumut. Localities 
outside Adelong and Tumut, but within the district, arc further away, but 
even some of those are not out of touch with the present line. In other 
districts farmers cart their produce 30 miles to a railway. (8)

7—c
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(8) The district is regarded as one useful for the feeding of starving stock in 
times of drought, and such stock have been sent there, the largest number, 
at any time, last year. But, from a traffic point of view, this does not 
appear to be of much importance, for so exceptional is the traffic that 
until last year the railways had not carried any starving stock for six 
years, and prior to that none for ten years, and during the last twenty 
years this class of stock have been carried only three times.

Decision Aerivek At.
11. The weight of the evidence being, in view of the estimated serious loss, 

unfavourable to the construction of the railway, the Committee are of opinion that 
before its construction is decided upon, some satisfactory arrangement should be 
made by which the district shall contribute to the Eailway Commissioners a sum 
sufficient to make good the loss which must result from the construction and 
working of the line. Only on that condition do they approve of the proposed 
work being carried out.

Resolution Passed.

12. Tbe resolution passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract 
from the Minutes of Proceedings of 3rd Pcbruary, 1900:—

“ Mt. Shepherd moved,—‘That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed 
Kailway from Gundagai to Tumut, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative 
Assembly, be carried out, provided that some satisfactory arrangement be made whereby 
the district benefited shall contribute to the Eailway Commissioners such sum as may bo 
necessary to make good any loss on the construction and working of the line,—and not 
otherwise.’

“ Mr. Watson seconded the motion.
“ Mr. McTarlano moved,—* That the motion be amended by the omission of all the words after 

the word “ out.”'
,l The amendment was negatived on the following division;—

Ayes, 2.
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McEarlane.

Noes, 5.
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Shepherd,
Dr. G-arran, 
Mr, Dick,
Mr. Watson.

“The motion was then passed.”
W. J. TRICKETT,

Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

Sydney, 6 June, 1900.
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TIJUKSBAI, 2 yOVEMBEIl, 1899.
JhfSjmt:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TBICKETT (Cttaiiwtan).

The lion. Andrew Cahiun, LL.U. John CnursTiAN Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Pouep.t Heniiy Levjen, Esq.

Tlie Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from C undagai to
Tumut.

Robert R. P. Hickson, Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined:—

1. Chairman.] Do you produce a statement with regard to the proposed railway? Yes; I will read it:—
Gundagai to Tumut.

It. R. P. 
Hickson.

From tlic papers it would appear that tlie first action in regard to this proposal was taken in August, 18S3, u hen Mr, n UT jono 
Secretary Wright approved of a survey heing made. 1 '

The survey was carried out by Mr. Melrose, and its completion reported in December, 1SS4, the length being 
31 miles, and the works estimated by the late Kngineer-in-Chicf (Mr. Whitton) to cost £387,207 13s., or about £12,524 la.
4d. per mile.

A sum of £500,000 waa voted on the Loans of 1SS4 for the construction of this line, of whieh a balance of £463,133 
now remains.

It will thus be seen that £36,807 has already been appropriated from the vote. Of this amount, £34,119 was spent 
upon the extension of the Cootamundra to Gundagai Hue into the town of Gundagai, tho balance being fur survey and 
engineering expenses.

_ In explaining this expenditure, I have to point out that the contract from Cootamundra to Gundagai terminated at 
a point three-quarters of a mile outside the township of Gundagai where it was intended to erect the station.

_ The lino towards Tumut passed nearer to the centre of the town of Gundagai, and, upon the representations of the 
residents, tho Government agreed to construct a length of three-quarters of a mile which would have formed part of the 
contract, Gundagai to Tumut, aud the grades were altered at very considerable expense to enable a station to be made.

In 1SSO the plans, &c., of tho proposal were laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly and approved ; but 
when similar action was taken m the Legislative Council it was decided to refer the matter to a Select Committee. Parlia
ment, however, prorogued before the Committee completed its labours, and no further steps were taken.

_ The matter then rested until the year 1887, when -Mr. Travers Jones, M.P., wrote urging the construction of the 
line. The same Member, in 1S88, continued to press tho matter, and in June of the following year the Railway Commis
sioners, at the request of the Minister, forwarded their report on the proposal, in terms of tlie Public Works Act, which 
showed that the most sanguine results, if realised, could not for many years more than meet working expenses. The 
Commissioners at this time could not recommend the construction of the line, and pointed out that if it were made atsome 
future time tbo residents should convey the land required free of cost. Statistics supplied by Mr. Travers,I ones, M.P., at 
this time showed that there were 11,288 acres under cultivation in the district to bo served by the line, the number of sheep 
being 368,535; and cattle, 28,577.

Towards the end of the year 1SS9, the Brungle Progress Committee, per Mr. Travers Jones, M.P., applied fora 
survey to be made of an alternative route from Coolac to Tumut. Air, Bruce Smith approved of an examination being 
made, and Mr. Burge, under instructions from tbe Kngineer-in-Chief, carried it out. Upon tlie report of the examination 
being submitted to the Minister, be raised the point that as it was contended this alternative route would cost less per mile 
than that from Gundagai, would Air. Deane express his opinion on the question, and the Rnginccr-in-Chief, in reply", stated 
that as the line surveyed from Gundagai would serve Adciciig, which tho alternative would not, and as the saving of 
£1,225 in interest on capital cost, which the alternative scheme was assumed to effect would be counterbalanced by extra 
cost of working a sepamte branch, ho concluded that the lino as at preseut surveyed would be tbe better.
^ The next step of importance was taken during tho year 1891 when the Minister approved of Mr. Gilliat, the 

Examiner of Public Works Proposals, reporting on tins tine, aud the conclusions this officer arrived at were that there was 
no apparent justification in either the character of the country, its settlement, or production, to take the line as proposed 
round by Adelong Crossing or Adelong, and he suggested a light line nr tramway of the standout gauge, starting from 
South Gundagai to the west bank of the Tumut River, a distance of 19 miles. '

Iu September of tlie same year a deputation from tbe residents of Tumut, introduced by Messrs. E. G. Brown and 
V. Parkes, Ms.P., wailed upon Mr. Secretary Young, and, in urging the construction of tho line, drew attention to the 
importance of the district as an agricultural centre with great facilities for maize aud tobacco cultivation, and also to its 
richness in auriferous metals. Mr. Secretary Young promised to give tlic matter consideration and mentioned tho abovo 
proposal of Mr. Gilliat, upon which be asked for the opinion of tlie Engineer-m-Chief.

J be Engineer-in-Chief stated that a line of this length was impossible, for the reason that the winding necessary to 
give a grade of 1 in 40, as per Mr. Gilliafs report, would bring the length (ID miles) up to 28 or 29 miles, as compared 
with tbe original survey, 31 miles, so that the diil'crenco was trifling.

In December, 1892, Air. Burgo, under instructions from tbe Engincer-in-Chief, made an examination with the view 
of obtaining the Brungle route by extension from South Gundagai, and so avoiding the Coolac-Gundagai cockspur brunch, 
but this route proved impracticable.

7—A On
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E. R. P. On the SSi'd of December, 1892, Mr. Secretary Lyne, upon the recommendation of the Engineor-in-Chief, approved
Hickson. of the original survey being amended, with a view to a reduction being made in the estimate. Mr. Burge reported its 

completion in July, 1894, and a considerable reduction \ias made in the estimate, the cost being reduced to £Ui4,777, or 
2 Nov,, 1899. about £5,248 per mile.

In April, 1S9C, the estimate was again revised, the works being designed on tho basis of the “Pioneer” principle, 
and it now stands at £148,810 or £4,723 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation, for a length of 31 miles 35 chains.

Mr. Travers Jones, M.P., continued to urge the construction of the line, and iu July, of 1896, introduced a large 
aud influential deputation to Mr, Secretary Young upon the subject.

They pointed out that the farmers were greatly handicapped in com eying their produce to market. Owing to 
climatic conditions, droughts were of rare occurrence, and good crops always assured. 156,000 acres of rich Crown lands 
were available for settlement, and when grass would be scarce, sheep would have to be sent to the mountains. In 
addition, owing to the “ halves ” system operating among the farmers, agricultural matters would be sure to advance.

The Minister, in reply, drew attention to a report he had received from the Eailway Commissioners, dated Sth May, 
189G, portion of which was as follows :—“ We would draw attention to the fact that the branch line from Cootamundra to 
Gundagai entails a loss of £6,474 per annum, and it has to convey nearly all the traffic that would be carried over tho 
Proposed extension, as well as tlie traffic secured from its own surrounding country. This clearly indicates how unprofitable 
the proposed extension would be."

' The great item of expense in connection with this proposal is tbe Gundagai Bridge, and, in the estimate just given, a
sum of £25,100 is included for it.

Tbe question of tbe use of a combined bridge for railway and road traffic was carefully gone into, and reported upon 
by Mr. Deane and myself m March, 1894. We reported that a combined bridge could be carried out iu two ways,— 

Firstly.—The railway, road, and foot passenger traffic would be carried parallel and independently of one another. 
Secondly.—Tbe railway and road traffic would be carried on the saine track, and the foot traffic carried on a footpath 

on the outside. Tile cost of the former would he about £128,000, and the latter about £90,000, and the conclusions 
arrived at were that not only from considerations of cost, but also of inconvenience, it is most undesirable to 
attempt the construction of a combined bridge.

In July, 1899, Mr. Donaldson, M.P., urged the submission of the proposal to tbe Works Committee, and tlie late 
Minister, Mr. 0. A. Leo, approved of it being included in the railway policy of tlie Government.

The Railway Commissioners have been asked for a report to bring the matter up to date ; but this lias not yet come 
to hand.

The following is a description of the line ;—This line begins at tbe terminal point of the Cootamundra to Gundagai 
branch of the Great Southern Railway, at 286 miles 56 chains from Sydney, and crossing immediately the Murrumbidgee 
River, skirts the western side of South Gundagai, and follows generally the main road to Adelong for about 9 miles, and 
Adelong Creek for about 6 miles further. Here the line follows up Bunnaback Creek to the summit; of the line, at 22 miles 
from Gundagai. Tbe descent is then made via Gadara Creek, winch is followed to its junction with Gilmore Creek, the 
general direction of which is then taken to the Tnmnt cemetery, which is passed on its soutli side, the line ending at the 
marked-tree road close to the township, at 31S miles il chains. The works, with the exception of the Mnrrninbidgee 
River bridge, are fairly easy. The ruling grade is 1 in 50, with frequent curves of 10 chains radius. Private laud is passed 
through almost throughout. The line from Cootamundra to Gundagai cost £270,000.
2. You appear to know this route from personal observation? I know it as far as the main road ia 
concerned. It leaves the main road, at Adelong Crossing. The portion from there I do not know.
3. You have not been over the whole of the lino? Tso.
4. But you have beeu over it as far as Adelong Crossing ? Yes ; and I know the Tumut end.
5. The bridge is at G-undagai, is it not ? Yes.
G. That, aa a railway bridge, is estimated to cost £25,000? Yes.
7. You appear, in conjunction with Mr.,Doane, to have inquired into the possibility of a combined 
bridge for a railway and for ordinary traffic ? Yes.
B. Would you explain to the Committee how this very large apparent difference is made up from £25,000 
to £128,000? Ono is for a timber bridge, and the other is for a steel bridge. The larger amount is for 
the steel bridge, not only to cross the river, but to cross the Murrumbidgee ilats. There is a long flat on 
the Q-undagai side of the Murrumbidgee River over which we have put a wooden bridge as the approach 
to our iron bridge, at a cost of about £14,500.
9. Then there is already a bridge over the river for road traffic ? Yes.
10. When was that constructed ? The iron bridge was erected about twenty years ago. The wooden 
bridge to it is only just finished.
11. What cost did that involve ? I think £14,500.
12. That was the approach to the bridge? Yes. Tho old approach was in a dangerous slate.
13. Is that a wooden structure ? Yes.
14. Was that provided for out of Loan money ? Yes,
15. And were the old bridge and the old approach charged to Loans ? I expect so. They were built 
many years ago. I know that the new one was.
16. ]s the bridge across the river at present of steel or wood ? It is an iron bridge.
17. Do you know the cost of it? I can get it.
18. Is that bridge of such a character that it could be altered into a railway bridge ? No ; Ido not think 
it could be done at any reasonable cost.
19. When was this inquiry conducted by you and Mr. Deane, as to the possible cost of a combined bridge ? 
In 1894.
20. Have any alterations occurred with regard to bridge-construction between then aud now, that would 
possibly cheapen a combined structure ? Yes ; it would cost less now.
21. Is not a kind of bridge called a composite bridge the sort of bridge you would construct now? I 
understood from Mr. Deano that tho £25,000 was for a wooden structure.
22. A littlo while ago you said that the very great increase from £25,000 to £128,000 was caused by 
reason of tho combined bridge having to be a steel structure ? Yes.
23. If, to-day. the Department were constructing a combined bridge, what would be the character of it ? 
It would be much cheaper—a composite bridge, partly iron, partly timber.
24. Could you tell us what it would cost? Not without going into figures. Those amounts would be 
reduced by at least one-third.
25. And that question of the construction of composite bridges, where we construct road or railway 
bridges separately, has engaged the attention of the Department as a matter of policy ? Yes.
2G. What are the views of the Department on the subject? Their views are that in case of a largo 
structure it is more economical to build a composite bridge. Our designs are so arranged now, that 
we have those members of the bridge that arc in tension in steel or iron, and those members that are 
in compression in timber. We get the best results, as regards strength, at a minimum of cost, in that way.
27. And that principle applies to all our bridges;—you are going in for the composite principle ? It 
applies to all bridges over a certain size.
28. In the larger type of bridge the composite principle is adopted ? Yes. 29.
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29. Now you refer in your statement to two kinds of combined bridges—one giving a separate track for R. R. P. 
the railway, and another for the road traflic ; and one in which tho road traffic would traverse the railway Hickson, 
lino? Yes.
30. In outlying districts like this, where economy is a great object in construction, would not the less 
expensive bridge answer all purposes, or are there grave objections to it? A good deal depends upon the 
railway traffic. If there is a good deal of railway traffic over the bridge, I do not care for the combined 
structure at all. It is very difficult to arrange a road for vehicular traflic over such a bridge. But in a 
place where there are only two trains a day, one going and one coming, I do not think there is any 
objection to it.
31. In a case of this kind there would not be frequent trains—at any rate, not for a long time to 
come? No.
32. So if the idea were entertained of having a combined bridge, in your opinion the cheaper class of 
bridge would suffice ? IVe do not want a combined bridge now, because we have got a road bridge.
33. Mr. Waison.] Could the present road bridge be utilised? Not without a great deal of expenditure,
34. Chairman.'] Is the present road bridge a high-level bridge ? Yes.
35. Is the river there liable to floods ? Yes : tremendous floods come down.
36. Is it a bridge above flood-level? Yes. Nothing else will do on the Murrumbidgee.
37. With regard to the character of the country that you know between G-imdagai and Adelong, what is 
its nature as regards its surface or contour ? Part of it is very rough, but there is some very good land.
The extent of it on either side I could not say, I do not think that the good land is a very wide area.
At Tumut there is some very fine land. The Tumut flats are very fine land.
38. Bo you know what the distance is from G-undagai to Tumut by a straight line ? By road, I think it
is 21 miles. ^ °
39. Why is this great detour in the railway line necessary? On account of the rough country. The 
road goes very straight. It goes through land, some of -whichis patchy, but I cannot tell the width of it.
40. Is tlie country very ridgy ? Yes, very ridgy ; you get to a great height. The road is fairly straight 
from Gundagai to Tumut, but, the country is of a broken character,
41. ^ ou say that at one part it is a considerable height;—what is the elevation? That I could not
tell you. '
42. It would bo sufficiently high to necessitate a tunnel? It would be sufficiently high to prevent aline
from coining that way at all. A railway by the route of the present coach travelling road is 
impracticable. ^
43. Taking tho surveyed or red lino on the map, for the distance that you know out of Gundagai, you 
say there is a considerable amount of good country ; but you are uot able to say to what extent? "No.
There is a great deal of good country at South Gundagai.
44. What character of country is it? It is all good agricultural laud.
45. Agricultural flats ? Yes.
4G. Is it well watered? Yes; all that country is well watered.
47. As far as you observed, I suppose, there was a fair agricultural population there ? Yes, I think so.
48. Prom there onwards, you do not know the country ? Not until we get to Tumut. There you come 
into very fine couni ry.
49. The best class of country to be served by the projeefod railway is, as far as you are aware, in tho 
neighbourhood of Tumut ? I think so.
50. Arc you able to say what extent of country there is in and around Tumut under cultivation, or
suitable tor cultivation ? It extends a long way from Tumut. In a north-easterly direction there are 
fine flats. '
51. As far as tho capabilities of tho district to be served are concerned, your knowledge is of the Gundagai 
end aud the Tumut end of the line? Yes.
52. You see the optional survey marked in blue to the east on the map ? Yes.
53. Bo you know that line ? No.
54. What class of road is there between Gundagai and Tumut at present ? A very good road.
55. ,1s it a metalled road ? A great portion of it is metalled. It is an excellent travelling road tho 
whole way.
56. 1 suppose you could let us know what has been expended on that road ? Yes.
57. Tim original estimate for the railway was about £12,000 per mile ? Yes.
5S. Which is now reduced to £4.723 per mile ;—could you tell us any reason why there has been such a 
very great reduction ? Mr. Deane will give you tho details of that.
59. Mr. Diclc.] 1 see that on the parish map placed before the Committee three separate surveys are 
outlined;—could you indicate in what way tho red line, uow the official proposal, is superior to either of 
the oiher two ? You can got that from the surveyor. I have not been over tlie line myself.
GO. Bo you know.what officer made each of those surveys ? Mr. Burgo made the last survey.
61. The one uow before the Committee, coloured red ? Yes.
62. Will you inform tlie Committee who surveyed each of tho three routes? Mr. Melrose and Mr.
Burgo. 1 think Mr. Melrose has been over them both. Mr. Burge made the last examination of the red line.
03. Tou do not know who did the route marked green ? No, I could not tell you; but Mr. Deane could 
give you all these particulars,
01. With respect to the grades and curves, has any attention been given to them since 1894;—the report 
says that the ruling grade is l in 50, with curves of 10 chains radius; each of these grades is steeper 
and the curves are sharper than the flan way Commissioners now propose ? There are several grades of 
1 in 50 proposed now. Wo try to get 1 iu 60 against the load wherever it is possible. That is the grade 
that is practically fixed on this line. That grade is not suitable for very important lines, or through lines.
Probably a grade of 1 in GO may be obtained in this case.
65. Is it not a fact that even on lines of that kind the Commissioners have been cutting the grades out, 
and making them at least 1 iu 73 ? Not to my knowledge.
66. Could you give an instance of a grade that is 1 in 50 on one of our railways? There is a little hook 
here which gives all the grades,
67. M.r. Waison.] Do you know whether any attempt has been made to get a suitable line to touch
Adelong ? 1 believe so. I understood from Mr. Deane that you caunot get round by Adelong, If von
go into Adelong you have to come out again over the same route. ' 68.
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R. R. P, 
Hickson.

G8. 'Would it extend the distance much to go via Adelong? I cannot say that it would extend it very
considerably. pit hi- _ 69. Dr. Garran.] Taking that red route, do you know what the nearest point of the lino would be to

2 Nov'’l®39'Adelong? About 3 miles, according to the scale.
70. Then a good coach road of 3 miles would practically give Adelong the benefit of a railway i1 Yes.
71. Then the red line would really give A.delong very great advantages? Yes.
72. What is the relative population of Adelong and Tumnt? 1 do not know,
73. Tho fertile land in that district is in the valleys? Yes.
74. Which are very narrow and very rich ? Yes. ^
75. The principal valley is the valley of the Tumut ? Yes. ^
76. The red line does uot seem to go up the valley of the Tumut, hut up the valley of the Adelong Creek ?
Yes.
77. Tho best of it is from Tumut down to Gundagai ? Yes. _
78. Yon notice the blue line on the west of Tumut, and the green line on the cast,—but both follow the
route of the valley ? Ves. c -yt
70, And either of those lines would accommodate tho settlers on tho rich land m that valley xos,
80. The red line would not he any accommodation to the settlers? No ; but it would take in Adelong,
which the blue and the green lines would not do. .
81. The red line would suit the mining township; but the green and blue lines would suit the agricultural
settlers? Yes. . r - r i r82. So that, in a comparison between the two, we should have to take into consideration which class or 
settlers it would be the more important to accommodate ? Yes; and the question of the cost of the two lines.
83. You say you have travelled over the coach roads, and you have spoken of rich land there; is it 
voicanic, because it is high ground ? You travel along as far as Adelong Crossing ; that is practically in 
the valley. It is all good land there. You get into patchy land until you get down into the valley of the
81. Then’the high ground which the coach goes over is not particularly good land ? Some of it is good.
85. Is the land that is good there alluvial or volcanic ? It is volcanic.
86. Is it red soil? I have really forgotten ; I think so. It is volcanic, at all event?.
87. You know the railway line between Gundagai and Cootamundra ? Yes. _
88. Was that a more difficult line to make than this extension would bo? I do not know the extension
along the red line at all. ' _ _ , t ,89. i>o you know how much the Cootamundra to Gundagai line cost per mile r No; but I can let you
have the information.
90. The surveys that we have had, I suppose, practically exhaust all the possibilities ? I think so.
91. The gentlemen who have done the surveying have been competent men ? Yes.
92. And we may trust them to give us the best possible results? I think so.
93. Has any one officer gone over the three routes and compared them all ? I am not quite sure of that.
I think Mr. Burge did.
94. Has any one in the office compared the plans of all three ? Yes.
95. All the gradients and curves, the amount of earthworks, bridging, and so forth ? Mr. Deane has
done that. ... i i o vr96. Is it the opinion of your best officers that the red lino is decidedly the best of the three P Yes.
97. There is no doubt about that ? No doubt whatever. _ _
98. Is there much difference of opinion among the officers on tho subject ? I do not think so.
99. And you confirm that view? .1 do; I think it is the best line. _
160. You spoke in your paper of a very great reduction in the expenditure which had been made by a 
revision of the line ;—was that reduction due to increasing the grades or improving the permanent way ? 
It was due to a combination of circumstances—first of all to the fact that, with the information before us 
now', we can make our estimates lower; in the second place, the cost of the bridge across the Murrumbidgee 
was very considerably reduced ; and, in the third place, this is a line of a lighter character, _ _
101. You refer in your paper to pioneer railways that we have been making on level country, but is it 
not quite impossible to make a lino for £2,000 a mile in billy country ? It is quite impossible.
102. It mav be a light line, but it cannot be a pioneer lino ? I do not think you could make it at all for 
that in hilly country.
103. We cannot get these very cheap lines for £2,000 a mile, except in level country ? No.
104. If you have a grade of 1 in 30, such as wc began with on the Western line, we must content ourselves
with very small train-loads? Yes. . _ t
105. Where there is only very little traffic, would that matter very much ? That is a matter of opinion. 
My own opinion is that it is a very great mistake to make any line with a grade of 1 in 30.
106. I have heard Mr. Whitton say, “ Do not make a line of railway until you can afford to make a good 
line do you think that sound policy f I do. 1 do not think 1 in 50 is a bad grade for lines like this,

. but I should not like to see such grades on a main trunk line.
107. Are there grades of 1 in 50 on some of the Yictorian trunk lines ? I could not say.
108. Do you know what is the ruling grade between Cootamundra and Gundagai ? The steepest grade
on that line is 1 in 50. _
109. Befcrring to the matter of railroad bridges, do you know the Penrith Bridge ? Yes. _
110. With your present knowledge, would you recommend again that wc should have two bridges in one ?
I would not recommend it there, or at Singleton. We have two of these bridges. _
111. Why would you not ? Well, with our superior knowledge of bridges :now, there would be very little 
difference between the cost of one bridge and the cost of building two bridges in one, and the nuisance 
and danger that there are from having vehicular and railway traffic on the same bridge are very considerable.
112. You would rather keep them apart? Yes. _
113. If you want to keep your road bridge above the highest flood, and as you must take your foundations
down to the solid rock, you have the expenses in either ease, whether you make the bridges together or 
separately ? Yes; but it is difficult to combine the two bridges economically. _
114. Would there not be some economy in making one set of foundations for the whole, instead of two 
sets 100 yards apart? You cannot lay down a broad rule in connection with it. If there were abridge
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of an enormous height to be erected, probably it would be cheaper to have one structure for the two, but, 
as a general rule, there is very little difference between the cost of two separate structures and a combined 
structure. _ _ , .
115. Is that especially the case with the method of sinking cylinders ? Yes. And the nuisance of having 
the two together is very considerable. We are building a combined structure at Camden, but there the 
circumstances warrant us in doing it. It is below the flood-level.
116. Have you any cases in which there is only one roadway, and where the traffic goes over the same part 
as the railway lines ? No.
117. You have always two separate roadways F Yes. _ _
118. Where you have only two trains a day, you might utilise the one road? Yes. There was an
estimate prepared for that in connection with this case of the Murrmnbidgco. _ _
119. You would only have to shut up the bridge against ordinary road traffic, four times a day, whilst the 
trains arc going each way P Yes, hut it ivould be exceedingly difficult to do that at Cmndagai, because 
the bridge there is of great length ; it goes, not only across tbc river, but also across the Hats.
120. Now that you have made a good bridge, with approaches, I suppose that practically settled the 
question for Gmuclagai about a joint bridge ? Yes.
121. Hoad accommodation is all that is required ? Yes.
122. You have merely now to think of the cheapest railway bridge that you could make? Yes.
123. The design will be such as you think economical to make, aud safe? h es. Mr. Deane will tell you 
how it is worked out. I do not think the bridge can be made for less than £25,000.

R. R. P. 
Hickson.

2 Nov., ISM.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined :—

124. Mr. Dich.'] Have you any plans to hand in? Yes; I have plans and sections of the line. Plans to 
the scale of 4 chains to an inch ; sections to a scale of 4 chains horizontal and 40 feet vertical; Books of 
Reference, and a compilation of parish maps showing the lines and deviations.
125. Chairman.'] Have you a description of the line? The description embodied in Mr, Hickson's state? 
ment was prepared by me.
126. Do you produce a detailed estimate of the cost ? Yes.
127. Will you kindly read it ? It is as follows:—

H. Deane.

2 Nov., IMP,

Guxdacai to Tumn.—Amended Trial Survey.
Revised estimated cost of a single line of railway 31 miles 35 chains in length, with 6(Mb. rails. Ruling grade, 1 in 30 j

sharpest curve, 10 chains radius.

Description oi Work.

Earthworks .......................................................................................................................................
Culverts, timber bridges, and small openings ................................................................................
Bridge over Mumimbidgec River...................... .................................................................-...........
Overbridge............................................................................................................................ -............
Lcvel-crossings, cattle-stops, fencing, and road divisions .............................................................
Permanent-way materials .......................................................................................................... -
Plate-laying at Is. = £2,7G3 4s......................................................................................................  j
Ballasting (1) at 3a. (id. = £2,417 ICs............................................................................................/
Sleepers at 2s. Gd. ~ £9,071 5s...................................................................................................... ]
Station works, including sidings ...................... -......................................................... ...................
Station buildings—wailing-sheds, £(>25 ; goods-shed. £!)00; platforms, £400; station-master’s 

houses, £700 ; loading-banks, £730 ; cranes, £400; wuigh-bndgcs, £550 ; trucking-yards. 
£1,300; eurriagc-slied, £350 ; engine-shod, £700 ; coal-stagc, £300; removing turntable,

_ £300...............................................................................................................................................
YVatur supply ...................................................................................................................................
Telegraph ..........................................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts .............................................................................................................
Miscellaneous ....................................................................................................................................

Cost of works ..........................................................................................................................-.......
Kngineering and contingencies, 12J per cent............... .............................(.......................................

Tola) cost...........................................................................

Average cost per mile

Efitmiatod Cost.
Average

per
milt.1.

£ s. d.
29,438 15 0 93S
11,172 19 0 35G
23,100 0 0 799

41S 0 0 13
7,062 15 0 225

20,293 19 0 837

14,852 5 0 473

5,730 0 0 I S3

7,275 0 0 232
1,000 0 0 48

471 9 0 15
471 (l O 15

1,000 0 0 32

£130,791 13 0
10,348 19 0 520

£147,140 12 0

£4,GSG 0 0

Estimate, with new fastenings, £145,310 or £4,723 ys. per mile.

T should like to say that it can easily be understood that the costa of rails and fastenings arc a very variable 
figure. I have decided in future to take a standard price of £5 5s. for the rails landed in the stores in 
Sydney, and to add or deduct according as the price of the rails varies from time to time, £30 per mile 
for every 5s. per ton difference in the price of the rails. I find, on looking into this estimate, that the 
rails and freight wore taken higher than we have been in the habit of taking them at recently, and, 
therefore, if the rails could he obtained at what I call the standard rate, £5 5s. per ton landed in the 
stores in Sydney, a reduction of £115 per mile might be made on Ibis estimate. On the other band, as 
the price of rails has gone up very much, a very largo addition would have to be made. The price of 
rails landed in the stores in Sydney would probably be £7 10s. as against £5 5s., that would be £270 per 
mile. Deducting £115 per mile, the present price of rails, £7 10s. landed in Sydney, would necessitate 
the addition to this estimate of £155 per mile.
128. Mr. J)ick.] I find that the earthworks are comparatively large, and they amount to £938 per mile ;— 
can you explain what is the necessity for that large expenditure on earthworks ? This is not a light line, 
there are a groat many' cuttings and banks on this line. I will show the Committee a portion of the 
section, so that they will be able to judge what the difference is between a line of this character and 
lines such as the Committee have lately been considering. This line starts at South Gundagai, and

immediately
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H. Deane, immediately after passing the Mumimbidgee River there is a cutting 23 feet in depth, then another 10 
2 Nov^'lSEtb ^ee*’ 'n au^ mother 8 feet in depth; a little further on there is one 13 feet in depth. It will be found

■’ that still further along the line there is a succession of cuttings and banks, which brings the cost up to very 
much more than that of the type of line which has been recently considered. 1’or instance, a little 
beyond the 290 miles, there is a cutting 53 feet in depth. That is on that sharp curve which I pointed 
out a littlo while ago, where the previous survey would involve a tunnel.
129. Is it an extensive cutting? It is about 20 chains. There is one portion of the line which is pretty 
flat; but nearly the whole of it is a succession of cuttings and banks.
130. Chairman.'] What is the character of the soil ? In the larger cutting it would be mostly rock.
131. Mr. Dich.] I suppose the cutting would be mainly through the foot of the spurs ? Yes, Where 
the road turns off to Adelong wc keep close to the bed of the creek ; but the line would follow' round 
the foot of small spurs running off the range.
132. I suppose this line practically runs through country consisting of small valleys and ridges ? Yes. 
There is an immense ridge just opposite G-undagai, on the south-eastern side of the Murrumbidgce River. 
There is an immense ridge which the line has to follow round, before it turns up into Tumut. The coach 
road goes in a more direct way over the ridge, and gets into the valley of the Tumut River, and so 
approaches Tumut from that side. The Tumut valley is a very fine valley with fertile flats.
133. Is there no tract of fairly level plain country which that line traverses ? Not for any distance.
134. The second and third items each contains an amount of timber for bridges ;—will you indicate 
where the timber bridges would he required on the line? The bridge over the Murrumhidgee is kept 
sejiarate.
130. Yes, I mean apart from that? It would ho understood that the deeper the banks of a culvert are 
the longer the culvert would ho. If timber bridges are used the higher the timber bridges will be; 
therefore, in a lino of this character the cost of culverts and timber bridges is necessarily much higher than it 
would bo if the hanks were low. Just beyond that big cutting that 1 mentioned, there probably will be a 
culvert. The embankment just beyond the big cutting, which I stated was 53 feet in depth, is 32 feet in 
height. A culvert will have to bo placed in that embankment. The length of that culvert will be, 
approximately, three times the height of the hank, plus the width of the embankment, that is to say, it 
would be 313 feet long, if the ground were level and the formation low, the culverts would be very little 
more than the width of the formation, so you see that the character of the country very largely affects 
the cost of culverts. It is the same with regard to bridges.
13G. 1 find on the parish map, placed before the Committee, that there are three main surveys, one 
marked red, which is the proposal now before the Committee ; another marked blue, on the western side 
of the Tumut River ; and one marked green, on the eastern side of the Tumut River;—would you inform 
the Committee who surveyed each of those three routes, and what are the particular characteristics of 
each ? The only route that has been surveyed is the red one. The blue and green Hues arc simply 
explorations, reports on which, of course, exist in the office. The red line was, as mentioned, I think, in 
Mr. Hickson’s statement, first surveyed in the year 18S4. That survey is very nearly the same as the 
latter one, but it was a more costly line. In that bend that I mentioned, ihcro was a tunnel put, 
instead of going round as we do now. The original line did not curve so much; the curves were 
very much flatter. Tho practice at that time was to put much, flatter curves, and not to attend to 
economising the work as has been done in more recent years. The first survey was made by 
Mr. Melrose in 1SS5, aud a revision of that purvey was ma.de by Mr. Hixson and Mr. Martin. 
I went over their survey when it was about half compdete, and, except in certain places, it did 
not differ very materially from Mr. Melrose's survey. Later on, I think between 1890 and 1894, 
the survey was amended, sharper curves were put in and careful grading was adopted so as to reduce tho 
cost to the greatest possible extent, and the estimate has finally been reduced by cutting out ballast and 
cheapening station buildings, and so on, to make it correspond, as far as possible, with lines of a cheaper 
character which have recently been under consideration. Of course, as I. have pointed out, the reduction 
as regards earthworks and bridges could only be within certain limits, depending on the character of the 
country. I examined that survey when it was about finished. Mr. Burge has made an examination up 
the Tumut River, and the results of the examination are these lines shown in blue and green. In the 
valley of the Tumut River there is very good land. But to carry the line up the river to Tumut would 
necessitate leaving the Gundagai line somewhere about Coolac, and that would mean that if a junction 
were made there there would be a short spur running into Gundagai which would be expensive to work, 
A proposal was made to run straight across from Gundagai and work round tho hill into the Tumut 
valley, but it was found quite impracticable. There is a pencil-line on the map, not very plain, showing 
how such a line would have to go, and although in tho general direction it makes for the Tumut valley, 
tho windings of the line bring the total mileage up to the mileage of the red line.
137. And is there much difference other than that already indicated between the two lines—one along 
Adelong Creek, and the other along the Tumut—as to cost? No, I think not. If it were possible to get 
from Gundagai on to the Tumut River without any trouble, there cannot be two opinions as to which 
would be the best route in every wray, because once you get on to the Tumut River you are simply 
following the valley, and although you fsave to skirt round the hills, there would he no big rise and fall, 
such as you have on the red line. But you cannot get through from Gundagai to the Tumut River. 
That has been the bar against the adoption of that route.
138. Has any estimate been made of the cost of fhe Coolac and Tumut route? J. am inclined to think 
that a rough estimate was made. I would refer you to Mr. Hickson’s statement, where it says:—■

Towards the end of the year 1SS9 tho Brungle Progress Committee, per Mr, Travers Jones, M.P., applied for a 
survey to be made of an alternative route from Coolauto ITyimt. Mr. Prime 8mith approved of an examination being made, 
and Mr. Burge, under instructions from the Engineer-in-Chief, carried it out. Upon the report of tiie examination being 
submitted to the Minister, he raised tho point that as it was contended this alternative route would cost less per mile than 
that from Oundagai, would Mr. Deane express his opinion on the question, and tho Engineer-in-Chief in reply stated that 
as tile line surveyed from Gundagai would serve Adelong, which the alternative would not, and as the saving of £1,225 
interest on capital cost, which the alternative scheme was assumed to effect, would he counterbalanced by extra cost of 
working a separate plant, he concluded that the line as at present surveyed, would bn the better,
That means that there was an estimated saving of £30.625 on capital cost,
139. Mr. Watson.] At what rate would that be at that time? Pour per cent., I fhink.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 7 NOVEMBER, 1S99.
grcseni;—

The Hon. ‘WILLIAM JOSEPH THICK BIT (Chaiiiiuv^).
The lion. Patrick Lindesay CitAwroitD Shepherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
"William Thomas Dick, Esq. | Egbert Henry Lkvikn, Esq.

The Commitieo further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of Hail way from Gundagai to
Tumut.

Henry Deane, Enginccr-in-Chicf, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

140. Mr. Dick.1 What weight of rails do you propose to use on the proposed lino of railway ? Sixty- H, Deane, 
pound rails.
141. The same as those to be used on the proposed railway from Cobar fo Wilcannia ? Yes. 7 Nov., 1899.
142. In that estimate of £S37 per mile, have you allowed for the recent increase in the price of rails, or 
do you think that before the construction of the work is proceeded with the price will be reduced ? I 
have not allowed for the increase in the price of rails. The increase in the price of rails at present would 
make a difference of £153 per mile.
143. At what price per ton have you taken tho rails ? It was higher than the £5 os. which 1 intend to 
adopt as the standard. Tho price taken in this estimate was £5 15s. 1 think it is much more convenient 
to have one price for all the estimates, and to make an allowance to correspond with the existing rates.
I have not done it in this case ; hut X have simply taken the estimates that we made in 1890.
144. It is proposed to ballast one quarter of the total length of the proposed line V Yes; that is just an 
estimate. Yon might be able to do with less than that,
145. Would you consider 3s. Gd. a yard a fair price? Yes; a good average price, because a good deal 
would have to be broken stone.
140. The estimate in the case of the proposed Cobar to Wilcannia railway was os. per yard P Yes; 
because we have to carry the material a considerable distance.
147. It is owing to tho difficulty of getting stone? Yes.
148. Would there not be stone available along the whole length of this line ? No ; but in a good many 
cases it would be available,
149. Where would you get your sleepers from ;—are there any hardwood forests handy to the line ? I
shall have to get them how 1 can, 1 shall get some red-gum from the Murrumbidgee. I expect there 
will he some other kinds of timber available. Hed-box is, 1 think, found in the neighbourhood. I have 
taken an average of 2s. Gd. Some will probably cost more, some less. The red-gum sleepers will cost 
more, as they will have to be sawn. ,
150. There are two items together in the detailed estimate, totalling £13,000—“station work, including 
sidings and stations,” and station buildings, <£c,”—that is rather a large amount for this short length of 
line, especially as it is to be purely of a pioneer class? You have to provide for a terminal station, and 
a terminal station is always expensive, and as the country is uneven, the earthworks will be rather heavy.
151. What earthworks do you mean ? The levelling up for platforms and sidings. The estimated cost 
of the slntion buildings is not out of the way. I have given the details, and I think it will be seen that 
there is nothing of an expensive character.
152. How do you differentiate the two items — “station works, including sidings,” and “station 
buildings ” ? The station works are earthworks—the permanent-way and metalling. The item “ station 
buildings ” includes the buildings alone. You will see that amongst station buildings there are no 
earthworks ; but in station -works there are earthworks, sidings, cuttings, hanks, and metalling.
153. Mr. Watson.'] You put the sleepers down at 2s. Gd.;—how does that compare witli what you are 
paying in the southern district—say, on the line from The Hock to Green’s Gunyah? T think the 
price is 3s. Id, on Tho Hock line. These are all red-gum sleepers. But l fancy that I shall be able to 
get some other timber off the hills such as red-box, which will be suitable. 'Perhaps the sleepers will come 
to a little more, and we may have to make it up out of some other item.
154. Then, with regard to ballasting only one-fourth of the line, is it not likely that, with the heavy 
rainfall there is even in that district, yon will require a greater amount of ballast than you would require 
in a district where the rainfall is lighter? I should scarcely think that we should want any more ballast 
in that district, because the cuttings and hanks will bo for tho most part made through hard stuff, so 
that they will stand very well.
155. It is usual though to ballast well in districts where the rainfall is great, is it not? Yes; on the
coast 1 should ballast throughout. It would be unwise not do so ; but still in the district where this line ’
is to run, though heavy falls do occur they are not like the falls that occur in tho coast district.
15G. Do you think sufficient attempts have been made to ascertain if it is not possible to get a junction 
between the present terminus at Gundagai, and some point on the Tumut Eiver. 1 think you said a trial 
survey had been made across there? An exploration has been made for a line from Coolac.
157. lias there been any attempt made to get a connection with the Tumut Hirer direct from Gundagai ?
Yes; hut it was unsuccessful.
158. Do you think that that has been as extensive an exploration as is necessary ? I am quite sure that
such a project would be impracticable. '
159. Is the Tumut Kivcr much more desirable from a construction point of view than the Adelong 
route? Yes. If we could get up the Tumut Biver it would bo very much preferable. Q’hero is nice 
land along the Tumut Biver comprising fertile flats.
160. If wo could get on to it without having to leave a dead end at Gundagai, would it not be a suitable
route ? Yes, _ ,
161. 1 mean from an engineering point of view:—is the Tumut Eiver route an easier one ? Yes, I think 
it would be easier. It would not be a dead level line, and it ivould not be an easy line, because you see from 
the lines shown as the result of the explorations that it is a very crooked lino. There ivould be a series 
of cuttings and banks along tho line.
162. It would be easy in comparison with the other? Yes. 1G3.
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H. Doauc. 163. Tho laud in the valley of the Tumut Biver is supposed to ho hotter, and to be more extensive than 
^ ^<3 good land in the Adelong valley ? Yes, the country is hotter on the Tumut.
t Nov., 1303. 'p;ie width of the good land is greater? Yes, there is more of it.

165. Chairman.'] I suppose you use the full weight of rails on the line ? Yes, 00-lb. rails.
106. Are they the heaviest weight ? No; the heaviest weight used at present is tho 30-lb. rail. The
rails used on the Gundagai line are 711 lb. "
167. “Why do you make the difference? The 00-lb. rail is the weight -which we are in the habit of 
using now for branch lines ; it is a very suitable weight.
1GS. That is the weight of rail on the light lines, is it not? Yes. Wc have not been ordering the 
7lJ--lb. rails recently. I think it is unlikely that anything between 60 and SO lb. will be used. Eighty- 
pound rails would be unnecessarily heavy for this line.
16!), Is 60 lb. heavy enough, except for the main lines ? I think it is quite heavy enough for a line of 
this character where the traffic would not be very large. If the traffic were going to bo very extensive, I 
should recommend the use of heavier rails.
170. I notice that you provide for cattle-stops;—are you going to have them at the road crossings ? Yes,
171. Do you use them generally now ? Yes.
172. Arc they found to answer all purposes ? Yes, they answer only fairly well. They sometimes give 
a good deal of trouble, and they are always being improved in design. They are not altogether satisfactory, 
but they save a lot of expense in gatekeepers,
173. There have been no accidents through cattle getting on the line owing to their use, have there ? No 
serious accidents. Of course cattle have been injured, but there have been no accidents to any train.
174. There is an item of £1,500 for water supply ;—is that what pumping costs? Yes.
175. FJ here would not want to he any intermediate supply between Gundagai and Tumut? No; but 
from £1,200 to £] ,500 is what the water supply would cost.
176. That would he for a pumping-engine at tho Tumut end ? Yes, You have to lay pipes—probably 
you have to make a weir or excavate a tank; you have to put down a pump and erect an overhead tank.
177. There is a sum of £471 for the telegraph;—is that for railway purposes? Yes; that is a fair 
price—about £15 a mile.
173, That is not the electric, telegraph ? Yes ; it is tho electric telegraph, and it includes instruments 
which the Electric Telegraph Department always provide. An arrangement is made with regard to that 
between Mr. "Walker and the Bailway Commissioners.
179. Do they use the Oppenheimer iron poles? Yes; in this case wooden poles are allowed for.
ISO. The next item is pretty heavy—gradient and mileage-posts, £471? That is about right. On the 
flatter lines 1 have cutout some of the gradiout-posts, as it is unnecessary to have them on a very light 
grade. Gradient-posts are considered necessary by the Bailway Commissioners as a guide to the engine- 
drivers, and mileage-posts cannot be very well dispensed with.
181. This line goes nearly all the way through private laud ? Yes.
1S2. Has any inquiry been made by the Department as to whether the owners would give the land free? 
1 am not aware of it having been done. .
183. If it were not so, I suppose the land being rather valuable, it would add greatly to the expense of 
the line if tho land had to be paid for? Yes ; I do not think it would he so easily dealt with as some 
lines which have been recently considered. 1 should like to point out that fhe Commissioners said that 
they could not recommend the construction of the line, and pointed out that if it were made at some 
future time, the residents should give the land required free of cost. I have not heard of any promise to 
give land for the line.
1S4. Have you any doubt in your own mind as to which you consider the best route of the three marked 
on tho map, whether the red, the blue, or the green line ? I have not the slightest doubt myself that the 
line now proposed is the only line to be adopted.
185. Mr. Lcmen^j Would not tho telegraph line cost more than £471, if iron posts were used? I have 
no information about it. The telegraph is always erected by arrangement between the Commissioners 
and the Telegraph Department.
186. How do you come to that amount of £471 ? It is based on the cost of previous lines.
187. Dines on which the same kind of posts were used ? I would not bo certain as to the kind of posts.
1S8. There is a great difference between the estimate of Mr. "Whitton in 1884, and this estimate of 
1889 can you account for that difference ? The line was laid out originally with flatter curves, and 
the bridge was intended to be of steel throughout, and it was estimated to cost over £100,000.
189. "Which of these surveys was it that Mr. "Whitton formed his estimate on—the red, blue, or tho 
green one? It was approximately the red one.
190. 8o that all the other estimates are founded almost upon the same route? Yes; hut this line that

. is submitted has been worked up much more carefully, and contains much sharper curves—10-chain curves.
191. And with the same amount of safely for tho travelling of trains ? Yes.
192. 1'ou would not like to give your own individual opinion as to whether you would make this line or 
not? No; I have not gone into that question. I have not studied tho traffic or the produce of the district.
193. It would include the instruments ? Yes.
194. Chairman.] You have been along this line yourself? Yes ; I have been over it twice,
195. Aud did it strike you as being a very extensive district suitable for agriculture, or is it not merely a 
narrow strip of land ? It is a narrow strip.
lOt. The route through which the line would run is between two ranges of hills ? Yes.

are those lulls apart? There is very little ground except at the start, until where you turn 
off into Adelong, and from there into Tumut. You are in a narrow vallev, one may say. After you leave 
the flats of the Murrumbidgee it docs not appear to me that there is much good land for cultivation until 
you get on to the Tumut Biver.
198. In the neighbourhood oh Tumut, and especially in the north and north-east, is where the land is that 
would be suitable for agriculture ? Yes ; there is very lino land there.
199. Did you go along the main road, either coming or going? Y'es, I have been along the coach road. 
_(X>. Is that a good road ? It is very hilly; it rises to a considerable height, then dm tends again.
•i-Ol. J3ut stili it is u good roncij is it not ? It is a, good rojtd, but the gradients arc El' cp,
202, It ia a formed, metalled road? Yes. ' 203.
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203. When Mr. Hickson was here we asked him as to the possibility of converting the present road-bridge H. Deane. 
into a combined bridge;—would that be practicable ? It would be very undesirable; it would not pay to
do so. '
204. Are there objections to combined bridges P Yes; especially in the case of such a long bridge as that 
one is.
205. What is the length of it ? A little over 3,000 feet is provided for the bridge aud viaducts.
200. The actual bridge is not very wide, is it ? The length of the actual bridge is about 312 feet.
207. Is the policy at the present time against the use of combined bridges lor railways and roads ? Yes.
208. It is not desirable? Ko; they are costly to maintain, even if you can save capital expense. There 
would be the cost of watching the signals, and the delay to both train traffic and road traffic under the 
circumstances, because, unless the bridge wore kept clear for the trains, the trains would be kept waiting 
whilst cattle or vehicles got off the bridge, and vica versa.
200. Would that be tho case if there were two distinct roadwaysP No; but then that would not be 
cheaper than having separate bridges. _ _ .
210. I suppose that in country where cattle and sheep are driven in large numbers, it is not desirable for
railway trains to be running over the same bridges as the ordinary road traffic ? It is iar better to keen 
them quite distinct if you can. ... ,
211. J/r, Ltwien.-} There is a big traffic over that double bridge at Singleton, and it has been there for 
many years, but 1 never knew ot’an accident happening on it ? That is a comparatively short bridge.
212. There is a great traffic over that bridge, and both trains and other traffic go over the same track. It
is on tho main northern road ? If that were again under consideration, a bridge of that kind would not 
be built. In this case there certainly would not be any saving. The road-bridge over tho main channel 
would not be strong enough for a railway. _ ■
213. What will the bridge in this ca-se be constructed of? I should build tho channel spans of steel, and
the rest of timber. _ ...
214. Would you call it a composite bridge ? It would be a steel bridge—steel girders resting on iron
and concrete piers, probably. , .
215. Chairman.'] What has caused tho very great reduction in the cost of the railway since the first 
estimate was obtained for tins line—this drop from £12,000 a mile to £4,000 a mile ? In the first place, 
there are differences in the cost of work. Cuttings, for instance, were put down at 2s. Gd,, but I have 
estimated my cuttings at Is. 9d. per cubic yard. That makes a considerable difference. Then, by carefully 
following the contour of the country, the quantity of earthworks has been very considerably diminished.
By adopting 10-chain curves, the earthworks have been reduced down to about three-fifths of the original 
quantity, _ _
216. Would altering your curves increase the distance ? It makes a difference of about half a mile only.
The bridges and culverts come to a good deal less than they used to, because the designs used are now 
much more economical than the old ones. Then the bridge over the Murrumbidgee River, I see, was put 
down at £113,000. That would be for a steel bridge, with steel spans right across instead of making it 
consist largely of a timber viaduct. .
217. I expect the stations would cost more in those days, would they not? Yes. The stations are put 
down at £2G,753, that is rather more than double what 1 have put down. In this estimate I have about 
£13,000 down for the stations. Then there are various other items which are reduced. There is a tunnel 
which 1 mentioned was cut out with closer alignment and sharper curves. ^ It was 307 yards in length, 
and estimated to cost £16,27G. You asked for a report on the Tumut Biver line. I now hand it in.
There are several reports ; there is a report in November, 1889, and a report in 1892. The report in 
1889 is about the Tumut Biver proposal, and the report in 1892 is chiefly in connection with the proposal 
to get across from Gundagai. There are Mr. Burge’s reports in those two cases, and reports of mine 
on the top of them. [Vide Appendix.] I hand in copies of tho reports made in November, 1889, aud in 
December, 1892, upon the alternative proposals of railway routes for reaching Tumut, made by Mr.
Burge, then Assistant Engineer for Eailway Surveys. _ _
218. May I ask, at the same time, whether you are of the same opinion as you were then as to these two
reports? I am quite of the same opinion. _ ... • • -l
219. If a railway were to be constructed, the route at present under consideration is, in your opinion, the
best? Yes; that is the right one. _ . ,
220. Do you regard a grade of 1. in 50 on lines of this kind as a reasonable gradient? It is the best that
we can get. The flatter the grade the better, on any line, _ _
221. Under the circumstances of the country, it is the best grade procurable? I think it is the only one
procurable. The country lends itself easily "to a grade of 1 in 50, and I do not think anything better is 
possible. ,
222. Is not a line of railway 31 miles 35 chains in length, to connect the two places, Gundagai and Tumut, 
which are only 21 miles distant in a straight line, or by the coach road, almost unique in our railway 
experience ? I cannot call to mind any similar instance ; but it is conceivable that, under like circum
stances, it would be worth while to go round a long way to get an easy route.
223. Going such a long way round to reach a place at so short a distance would seem to argue that you 
should get something pretty good to recommend it, would it not ? Yes ; it does seem so.
224. You ought to tap a rich agricultural district of considerable extent, or a large mining centre that 
would possibly be a large feeder to the railway ? Yes; of course, you have to make up your mind 
whether it is worth while to go to the expense to get the best route.
225. Mr. Watson.] T think you said you put down £18,000 for the bridge? No; £25,100.
226. Do you kaow what was the cost of the present road bridge with the new approaches ? I could not 
say without inquiring from the Eoads Branch.
227. I was under the impression that about £20,000 was spent on the approaches to the present road- 
bridge recently, without the steel structure in the centre ? It is very possible. A road-bridge is more 
expensive than a railway bridge, on account of its width.
228. Would not the flats near Gundagai that have to be crossed be somewhat similar to tbc fiats at 
Wngga Waggn, which tbc main Southern line crosses? Yes.
229. Have they not recently replaced the wooden structure there with a steel one? Yes.
230. Do you know for what reason ? Because some of the timber had decayed. It had not been all
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H. Deane. sagged under thecarefully selected, and the design of the timber spans was not a very good one. They 
heavy loads.

JSov., 1899. 231, They replaced them with steelwould not that argue that it was unwise to build wooden viaducts?
I do not think so, When the Commissioners replaced tho one at Wagga Wagga with steel they were 
replacing a bridge on a main line—an express line. This timber bridge, built of timber carefully selected, 
will last, I suppose, twenty-five or thirty years.
232. That is a pretty heavy annual charge—£1,000 a year for the bridge alone ? It will very likely last
a great deal longer. "
233. What would approximately be the cost of a steel or iron viaduct ? I have not gone into it carefully 
very recently; but I should think that a steel viaduct would costa little more than double a timber 
viaduct.
234. Would an iron one cost the same amount as a steel one? There would be no saving in having an 
iron one. Ton can get steel work at very littlo more expense than iron, and it carries much more,
235. Heverting to the bridge question, the annual cost of a steel bridge would be 3 per cent, on £50,000, 
or £1,500? Yes.
236. Would that be practically imperishable ? I do not think you could say that, because it is not known 
at present what the life of a steel bridge is. It is very often taken as intenfiinable, but 1 think that is a 
very wrong thing to do. Anyhow, there are many cases of steel bridges which, after a time, have proved 
to be inadequate, and have had to be replaced, although not worn out. It is not safe to regard them as 
absolutely permanent structures.
237. Would you have to paint a steel bridge regularly to keep it in order? Yes.
238. What would it cost, roughly, to keep it going;—would it amount to 5 per cent, of its original cost ? 
Much less than that. I should think from ^ to 1 per cent.
239. How frequently do they paint them ? They paint bridges wbon money can be spared. A good many 
bridges are only repainted when they urgently require it. They are always left as long as possible.
240. What proportion of this £25,000, to be spent on wooden viaducts with a steel bridge, would be 
represented by the viaducts and the bridge respectively ? The steel bridge comes to £7,846, and the 
balance is for the timber viaduct.
241. That is, roughly, about £17,000 for the viaducts and about £8,000 for the bridge ? Yes.
242. Of course, it' the structure had to be replaced after tvveuty-fivo years its annual cost would be £1,750, 
including interest and tho £1,000 that would disappear each year in depreciation. Then, when you 
subtract from that the steel bridge to the extent of £3,000 you would probably make it very level ? It is 
a little cheaper to build a bridge of ironbark, allowing for depreciation, and allowing for tho difference in 
the lives of the structures.
243. At the end of twenty-five or thirty years, you might want to increase the size or strength of the 
bridge, and a wooden one would give yon a better opportunity of doing that? It would. You would 
have a better chance at the end of twenty-five or thirty years of building a heavier structure, if locomotive 
designs have progressed in the same way as they have done during the last twenty or thirty years. •
241. And would the balance be in favour of local employment in connection with a wooden bridge ? Yes; 
decidedly. The cost of a wooden bridge is nearly all due to labour.
245. So that, from all points of view, it seems that a wooden bridge in such a case is preferable ? Yes.

Eobert It. P. Hickson, Under Secretary and Commissioner for Eoads, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—

I>, p, p, 246. Chairman] You are going to let us have some information, in the first place, about the cost of the 
Hickson, present Gundagai bridge? The cost of the present bridge, which was completed in 1869, was £37,371, a

,.----portion being of iron and a portion of wood. The timber approach was reconstructed, being finished last
7 Nov., 1899. year, at a cost of £14,541. You asked me the cost of the road between Gundagai aud Tumut; 1864 is 

the first date we have of any expenditure on that road, and since that date there has been spent on making 
and maintenance £29,880, and the annual maintenance now is £1,000 a year for the 20 miles of road. 
The following is the Eailway Commissioners’ report on the scheme:—

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 6 November, 1S99. 
Proposed Line Gundagai to Tumut; length, 31 miles 35 chains.

In accordance with the request of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, that we should again report upon this 
proposed extension, wo beg to state that the matter has once more been the subject of careful investigation, and while there 
has been an increase in the cultivation of wheat in the district, the growth of maize and tobacco has decreased, so that in 
the main the traffic prospects are practically the same as when the last report was submitted in May, 1890.

The revenue which it is expected the line would yield, based upon a liberal estimate of existing and prospective 
traffic, and by charging local rates, would he about 113,900 per annum ; and if through rates were charged it would only be 
about £1,700,

The estimated capital cost of the line, exclusive of land resumption—.-£148,310—at 3 per cent.
would mean a yearly charge of ............................................................... ....................................... £4,450

And tho working expenses would amount to about....................................................................... £3,700

Total..............................................................................................  £8,150
We may point out that the Cootaniundra-G-undagai line, over which practically the whole of the existing traflic of 

the district is carried, showed a loss of £4,1G1 for the year ending 31st December, 1898, and for nine years the average loss 
has been £6,458. ‘

As the area of land in the district suitable for cultivation is limited, we would strongly advise that the line he not 
constructed.

LCHARLES OLIVER,
The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of Now South | Chief Commissioner.

, Wales was hereunto affixed this sixth day of November, one W. M. FEHON,
thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, in the presence | Commissioner,
of,— 1 DAVID KIRKCALDIN,

H. McLachlan. Commissioner.
247. In the statement which yon have handed in you allow £1,000 a year for the maintenance of the main 
road between Gundagai and Tumut ? Yes.
24S. "Would that go on all tho same if the railway were constructed? Our experience has been that the 
reduction in the cost of maintaining a parallel road is very small indeed where we have made a railway,

because
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because the road has to be kept in order as an approach to the stations. The amount which we would R-R. P. 
save would be very little. Hickson.
249. You have the main road from Tumut to Gundagai ? Yes. „
250. Do you think that would continue to be used? Kot for through traffic, but it is bound to be used ' 0',, ’
a good deal for local traffic, and ns an approach to the various stations.
251. It would not do to let it go to ruin ? ]STo, you cannot let it go to ruin ; and you cannot maintain it 
for very much less than is spent upon it at present.

WEDNESDAY, 8 NOVEMBER, 1899. 

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TKICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
Wjiliam Thomas Dick, Esq. j Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissiouers, sworn, and examined:—
252. Chnirmnn.'] The Commissioners have forwarded a report on this railway, dated Gth November, 1899? H.
Yes; I have a copy which 1 will read, McLachkn,
253. Could yon give us tho reason for the lino from Cootamundra to Gundagai being such a losing line ? t---A—-\
Asa matter of fairness it might be stated that one reason of the loss is a much heavier capital expenditure 8 'Nor''18®9' 
than that now proposed.
254. That was a line which was constructed under the old regime ? Yes.
255. Possibly at a cost of £12,000 per mile ? At a cost of £10,000 per mile.
250. Do you know the country between Cootamundra and Gundagai ? I have been over tbc line.
257. Is it as difficult as the country between G undagai and Tumut ? I do not think it is ; but I do not 
know much of tho laiter route. As far as the engineering question is concerned, I would not like to 
speak as to the relative cost. The cost of the line is high between Cootamundra aud Gundagai.
258. If the line from Cootamundra to Gundagai were constructed under modern conditions, and at as much 
reduced a price as this line is likely to be constructed at, do you think that it would be such a non-paying 
line, or what proportion would the loss be then ? If it were built at the same rate of expenditure there 
would be practically very little loss.
259. Has the line from Cootamundra to Gundagai since its construction become a better paying line or 
otherwise P _ There is a statement made in the last paragraph but one of the Commissioners’ report, that 
the loss which for nine years has averaged £9,450 was reduced last year to £4,161.
200. Indicating that it is improving? It was better last year.
201. As compared with the two previous years? I have not an analysis of the traffic. I think the 
improvement was to some considerable extent due to the increased stock traffic, A large number of 
stock was sent by that line for the pasturage, particularly from the south-west to the district beyond 
Gundagai.
202. What is the chief item of traffic on the Cootamundra to Gundagai line ? Mixed goods business,— 
that is, quantities of ore, produce, maize, tobacco, general goods, wool, and stock.
203. Is it a cattle district? No ; wc have been carrying sheep principally.
204. That lino was constructed, 1 think, before the Commissioners held office? Yes.
205. Is that one of the lines that the Commissioners looked upon as undesirable? No; I would not 
say that.
260. Coming on from Gundagai to Tumut, the Commissioners’ report was very unfavourable;—bow have
they arrived at this result ? They sent a traffic officer into the district. '
207. Did you send Mr. Harper? One of his officers was sent, and the traffic returns were prepared 
through Mr. Harper. The officer was aeut to collect information as to the traflic which would belong to 
the line, and he gave a return of the traffic which we might expect. As a matter of fact, 25 per cent, 
was added for development, and the results are shown in the Commissioners’ figures.
208. Ey local rates, do you mean a special rate from Tumut to Gundagai and back ? No. "What is
meant is charging a fresh rate from Gundagai; if you take a through rate, the through rate always 
tapers off. The local rate would start de •novo. It is the same as if you were paying a rate from Sydney.
Tho rate for grain from 1 to 30 miles would be about 2s. (id., but if it were a continuing through rate ' 
the charge would be only 3d. ; so it makes a very big alteration. That accounts for the difference in the 
figures.
209. That local rate is one which you adopt generally on lines which, at the outset, are not likely to be
paying? Yes. We have on several occasions adopted this rate, although in regard to grain it has more
often than not been waived, in order to encourage the growth of grain. Local rates were adopted on the 
Jerildorie, Berrigan, and Einley lines, but have been modified.
270. Then, if this line were constructed, there would be an absolute necessity that there should be special 
local rates ? Yes.
271. Is there anything in that district which would lead the Commissioners to think that the traffic might 
be increased considerably by reason of the increased railway facilities ? In the estimate they allow for an 
increase of 25 per cent.
272. And with that 25 per cent,, what would be the annual loss ? That is shown by the figures. £8,900
is tho value of the traffic as against £8,150 for working expenses and interest. -
273. Making an annual loss of about £4,000 ? Yes. .
274. This direct road from Gundagai to Tumut appears to be only 20 miles ? Twenty-two miles, I believe.
275. Whereas the distance by the proposed railway is 31^ miles ? Yes ; 31 miles 35 chains.
2/0. I suppose that that being so, the distance itself being so short, there ought to be something special 
to induce the construction of a railway at such a large expense ? Yes.

277.
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H- 277. Do you know the country between Gundagai and Tumut, along the proposed Hue ? Not personally. 
Mclrtchlan. 273. The book of reference shows that tho line passes all the way through private lands? Yes. ^

8 ^em ■I10^ hd1611 iE*0 consideration in estimating the cost of the line if constructed ? No.
or'1 ' 2S0. If it were thought desirable to construct a line, 1 suppose the Commissioners would advocate ^ that 

the land for the railway should be given free ? Yes ; they mentioned that in their previous report. They 
say in their report of ISS9 :—“ If the line is made atsomo future date, we consider the residents should 
combine to have the land necessary conveyed free of cost.”
281. Have you the Commissioners' previous reports on this extension ? Yes, they were as under. Osi.the 
8th May, 189(3, they reported :—

The only favourable change that has occurred si noe that date has been the revision by the Public YV orks Depart ment 
of the estimate of construction, which is now materially reduced.

In our report made in ISS9 we stated that if the most sanguine expectations were realised, in our opinion the line 
cnuld not, for many years, more than meet working expenses, and that it was doubtful whether that could bo accomplished. 
We also stated that, looking at the matter from a commercial point of view, the construction of the line could not bo 
recommended.

Since that date the district has not improved in any way ; in fact the trade is less than it was on the date the matter 
was previously under consideration, aud wo therefore strongly recommend the Government not to entertain the proposal.

We would draw attention to the fact that tho branch line from Cootamundra to Gundagai entails a loss of £0,4/4
per annum, and it has to convey nearly all the traffic that would be carried over this extension, as well as the traffic secured 
from its own surrounding country. This clearly indicates how unprofitable the proposed extension would be.

Ill their report, dated 20th June, 1889, the Kailway Commissioners ray.
In accordance with section 13 of the “ Public Works Act, 1888,” wo beg to report as follows :—

Cost of construction—
Tho Engineer-in-Chief estimates the cost of construction of a single line of railway (exelusivo of

land and compensation) at ................................................................................................................... £383,500

Animal cost—
Interest of construction, at 3J per cent. ................................................................................................... £13,422
The cost of working the line is estimated as under

Traffic expenses....................................................................................................................... .........-.............................. £1,02/

Permanent way expenses ................................................................... ................................... 3,875
Locomotive expenses ................................................................... .................... -...................... 1,580

-------- fi,482

Total annual cost ...................     £19,004

It will be seen from the above figures that the interest on the capital expended in tho construction of tho line would 
be £13,422, and estimated working expenses £5,482, making a total annual expenditure, without taking into consideration 
the interest upon the amount required for the purchase of land and rolling stock, of £19,904. This sum there is no hope 
of realising from the revenue derivable from the line if constructed, as, although there is no sound basis upon which an 
accurate estimate of the traffic can be given, the must sanguine results, if realised, could not for many years more than 
meet working expenses, and it is doubtful whether that could be accomplished.

As to tho district, there can be no question as to its fertility and its natural advantages for agricultural pursuits, 
and also as a pasturage ground for stock from the plains country during periods of drought; yet, giving tho project tho 
most favourable consideration, an annual loss would have to be for some years mot from the revenue now derived from 
existing lines. Bearing this fact in mind, and dealing with the matter from a commercial point of view, the construction 
of the Sue cannot be recommended. At the same time, being the only mode of opening up a district possessed of great 
natural advantages, the residents, in a national sense, are not unreasonable in urging its construction.

If the line is made at some future date wo consider that the residents in the district should combine together to 
have the laud necessary for the construction of tho lino conveyed to the Department free of cost.

282. Tliftt report is dated the 20th June, 1889 ? Yes.
283. And the previous one was dated May, 1896. ,
284*. So that these figures appear in 1889 the total annual cost, interest at 3| per cent, and working 
expenses, amount to £19,904 ? Yes. The cost of construction then was considerably more than it is now.
285. The same figures were given by the Commissioners in July, 1S9G ? They gave no figures in 1896.
286. No figures were given in 1896, but in the report of the Gth November your estimate of tho working
expenses and interest is reduced to £8,150 ;—is not that a very marked reduction ? Yes.
287. There is one paragraph in your report of 1889 which concludes with the following :—

At the same time, being the only mode of opening up a district possessed of great natural advantages, tho residents, 
in a national souse, are not unreasonable in urging its construction.

—? Yes. .... .
288. Do the Commissioners still maintain that view ? I hardly think they do. _
289. They do not look upon this line now exactly in a national sense ? I do not think so. _ _
290. But looking at it as a business transaction, aud from a commercial point of view, the Commissioners 
do not recommend it ? They do not.
291. Mr. ZevicnJ] Can you tell us of any lines which have been submitted for some time, tbc construction 
of wbicli the Commissioners have recommended ? Yes; they recommended tho Coonamble line,
292. They recommended the Warren line, did they not? They recommended the Warren line as being 
tbc best aud cheapest; but they said that Coonamble was entitled to a railway.
293. Do vou knowhow many lines they have recommended the construction of ? They recommended 
the Narrabri to Moree line, the Grenfell line, and the Green's Gunyah line.
294. How many have they recommended of those that are about to be constructed ? They did not recom
mend the Wilcannia line, but they recommended the Coonamble line. _
295. What about the lino from Warrabri to Walgett? They intend to go over that. The report with
regard to that line is not yet ready. _
29G. Have they given consideration to the fact that the railways are bringing about population and settle
ment? Certainly; that is why they indicate that there is fair consideration to bu given to a branch 
raihvav, from a national point of vic'w, outside what you may call tho strictly commercial point of view ; 
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and they have on more than one occasion laid it down that they do not wish to tie the Committee to the 
strictly commercial aspect of the matter where it can he shown that there is a prospect of a big develop- ^ j. . 
meat in a district, with consequent assistance to the parent lines. ... . 8 Jfov., ISO!).
297. Tumut has a splendid climate, said to be one of tho host in the Colony, and it is likely to bring about 
settlement, and to bring population thereon account of their health;—do they take that into consideration ?
"We have got equally choice health resorts within a couple of hours of Sydney, if you want a favourable 
climate you cau find it on theSonthern and Western line's at such resorts as Bowml, Moss Vale, Mittagoug, 
and ICatoomba. _ _
29S. Better climates than they have at Tumut P I think quite as good. Mount Victoria is much 
higher than Tumut, and Tumut is too far away. _
299. You say that there is a falling off in the production of maize and tobacco in the Tumut district?
Yes,
■‘300. Can you tell us what the maize crops generally were about there ? We had figures showing it. In 
189G, according to the return that we had, the number of acres under wheat was only about 2,000 in that 
district. There were 5,000 acres under maize and about 1,000 under tobacco.
301. Can you tell me what is tho reason of tho falling off in the maize crop P No. _
302. Do they grow as much maize as formerly without sending by railway, becanse of the competition of 
road carriage ? I am not quite certain. The probability is that the greater quantity of maize goes into 
local consumption. In regard to wheat, I believe the flour that is grown is only sufficient for local 
consumption. There is not a big export of flour from that district.
303. I am talking about maize ? 1 am not certain of the cause of the decrease. _
301. Do you know the reason of the falling off of tho production of the tobacco in that district? I think 
that was due to lower prices. ‘
305. And to the greater growth of tobacco in other parts of the Colony ? I could not say. The tobacco 
crop has been going back for some years. The officer sent up to report, on the produce of tho district 
says:—

In 1S90, 1 am informed, the tobacco was at its best, and the estimated production then was T-'iO tons yearly, whilst 
now it is only about 3o0 tons. The falling off was due to two causes, namely, crops failing, and the lower price realised.
306. If they had railway carriage, so that they could bring their crops down to compete in tho market, 
would not that help them ? The estimate of the traflic allows for an increase of 25 per cent.
307. Do you think that that is sufficient? I should think so. ■
309. Does your officer report anything as to the quality of tho tobacco at all ? No.
309 What is the population of that district ? The population of the district is about 6,000.
310. When was that? That was at a comparatively recent dato. Mr. Harper, in a report only three days 
ago, says : “ The population of Tumut and outlying districts is about 6,000.”
311. Is there much wool produced in that district? The traffic iu wool which wc expect to get from 
Adelong and Tumut is 306 tons.
312. Has tho drought any effect upon the supply of wool locally ? I think not. _
313. Is the country so good there that they do not lose much stock in time of drought ? I do not think
they suffer much from drought there. .
314. Is the rainfall more certain there than in other parts of tho Colony? They generally have a
fair rainfall. '
315. What would you depend upon principally to support a railway in that part? Maize, tohacco, 
and perhaps a little wheat, and general goods, wool and stock traffic, and passengers.
316. How about the mining at Adelong and out that way? About Adelong it is principally gold-mining.
A great deal of chrome ore has been coming from that district, but I do not think that the proposed line 
would take much of it, There has been a largo traffic in chrome ore on the Gundagai railway.
317. Would there be any special rates charged along this line? The Commissioners’ report points out 
that if we charge a special rate the earnings will be £3,900, but if we charge a through rate the earnings 
will only come to £1,700.
318. So a special rate would be more to the advantage of the railway revenue than a through rate? It
would be about £2,000 better. _
319. Do you think it is advisable, according to your experience, to make these, what I may call, invidious 
charges, because the railway is built on national principles for the advantage of all ? Still it is only 
reasonable that where you give a concession or advantage to local people they should help to bear the 
burden of it rather than throw it upon tho whole community.
320. Suppose the people give their land for the railway, do you not think that that is a quid fro quo ?
No. It is only a few people who would give the land, and the great number would benefit—people living
back from the railway. The people who give the land would merely be those through whose land the ■
line would run. There would be many people living away from the line who would get the benefit of the 
railway practically without paying anything.
321. I admit that that would occur in most instances ; but in this case those through whose land the line 
will run would give their land in the interests of the country, and do you not think that it is a fair 
concession to make ? They say, “ Why should we be charged special rates who have given our land for the 
benefit of all concerned ?” I think it is quite reasonable that where a line would entail a big loss the 
people to whom the accommodation is granted should pay some littlo extra charge rather than that the 
whole community should pay. The people on the sea coast are not benefited by the construction of the 
railway, but it will bring competitors against them, and yet they have to hear some part of the burden.
322. Water-carriage is cheaper than land-carriage;—can they not always compete against a railway?
You are taxing them to assist their competitors.
323. A railway will bring population; do you think it is fair that when a railway is opened and the land
owners pay a special rate that they should suffer loss ? I think that the special rate is a fair thing. If 
the district develops the Commissioners will always wipe out the special charge.
324. But they would not make a concession for past payments made by those people who brought the 
railway there? No ; those people have had the benefit of the railway. According to our present figures, 
the less on this line will amount to about £4,000 per year ; but it would be a direct ad vantage to everybody 
in the district. The wheat-grower will be able to get his wheat carried from Tumut to Gundagai at about 
2s. Cd. per ton ; at present, I suppose, he is charged 15s. per ton.

325.
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McL&chkn. '?2'5' many of these railways made within tho last fifteen years are absolutely paying ? Information 
,- >■ -' ia puoiisned in the Commissioners’report each year regarding some non-paying lines. I hand in the 

8 Nor., 1899. gj ^ng !?*atement> showing the earnings and expenditure upon tho railways for the year ending

Line.

Narranclera to Jerildcrio, Berrigan, 
and Finley.

Junes to Hay.....................................
Wallerawang to Mudgee..................
Cootamundra to Gundagai ..............
Gonlburn to Cooma ..........................
Mumimburrah to Btayney..............
Orange to Molong, Parke*, and 

borbes, Bogan Gate and Con- 
dobolin.

Blaoktown to Richmond..................
'J’amworth to Annidale .................
Armidale to Jennings ......................
Hornsby to Milson's Point..............
Sydney to Kiama .............................
Kiama to Nowra ............................
Lismore to Murwiliumbah ..............
Sydenham to Belmore......................
Culeaim to Corowa ..........................
Cootamundra to Temora..................
Nyngan to Cobar ..............................
Nevertire to Warren..........................

Length. Capital
cost.

Interest
on

capital.

Working expenses. Total earnings.
■ Loss after providing 

for working 
expenses and interest.

Year
ending

December,
1893.

Year
ending

December,
1397.

Year
ending

Decemberisos.

Year
ending

December,
1897.

i stfsit: t-i " ^'"H B”
!__

Year
ending

December,
| 1807.

mile* eh. £ i £ £ £ £ £ £
100 32J 514,230 16,772 11,585 10,101 15,821 14,803 12,536 11,747
107 35| 1,062,832 42,.>13 35,231 32,324 63,208 57,463 14,476 16,85285 6 1,043,285 40,101 20,292 19,091 34,830 32,008 25,563 26,67133 45J 285,748 9,833 5,606 5,305 11,278 9.823 4,161 5,083130 40 1,403,074 51,208 25,215 27,495 34,092; 30,631 42,331 42,047110 63 1,144,880 40,071 32,394 31,709 33,914 31,168 38,551 40,55515S 29J 855,554 23,864 24,831 21,154 50,489 44,602 3,206 3,634

16 12 197,509 8,279 8,370 8,278 12.412 11,483 4.237 5,07476 76 1,214,612 47,514 23,724 23,203 42,871 42,281 28,307 28,433132 42£ 1,540.291- 08,812 32,787 34,419 34,008 30,853 56,931 56,360
13 27* 618,211 22,525 16,096 14,534 25,765 22,440 12,856 14,602
71 524 2,186,673 73.930 106,127 | 105,203 152,798 142,987 27.259 37,03122 434 380,816 13,334 5,042 5,127 6,253 5,956 12,123 12,504
63 57 920,919 32,284 7,369 1 6.831 11,515 10,707 28,138 28,3985 34 207,518 0,983 4,888 1 4.829 3,937 3,947 7,934 7,923
47 39 232.963 8,190 3,781 I 3,361 4,909 4,220 7,008 7,32338 69 192,847 7,187 4,979 ! 4,980 9,300 8,051 2,866 3,519SI 27* 324,025 11,052 10,276 1 9,927 21,477 20,177 451 1,392■ 12 33J 43,567 i 1,525 2,277 jNotopcn 2,937 Not open 863 Not open

1,308 15J 14,430,154 | 521,583 380,870 , 307,880 572,594 536,860 329,859 349,754

^•Wlrntde you say will he the amount of the annual loss upon this railway ? About £4,200.
,128 Do you know any line of railway of the same length on which the loss amounts to that sum ? Tcs ; 
we have lines losing proportionately more money.
329. And this has been strongly recommended as having better prospects ? I would not say that. Take 
non •ra ®'un^a3a’ ^nG' On that line ivo are losing £5,000 per year.
+i a-t Thirty-three miles. There is the line from Blacktown to Kichmond, only half
the d!stance of this proposed railway, and we are losing £4,000 per year on that. On the line from 
ilornsby to Milson s Point we are losing £13,000 per year.
331. And that is where all the land has been paid for by the Commissioners, but not on tbc betterment 
principle, and tlie railways are still working at these great losses P Yes. Of course, most of these lines 
were made before the Commissioners took office.
332. Mr, Shepherd.'] About these special rates: when goods are sent the whole distance from Gundagai to
ftydney is a special rate charged on the whole distance or only from Gundagai ? Kb ; a special rale would 
commence from Gundagai. .ft would be exactly the same thing as if you sent traffic from Sydney to 
Camden, lou would pay the same rate as you would pay if sending goods from Svdncv to Camden. 
You commence de novo from 1 to 30 miles again. ^ ^
333. About the falling oft in tho maize crop, has no good reason been given for that? 1 daresay there 
lias been. Wo sent an officer up there, and Mr. Harper will be able to give you full details.
334. I presume that the produce from Tumut all goes to Gundagai ? Yes.
335. Is it not rather a rough road for some considerable distance ? Yes ; it is 22 miles by road.
33(>. I suppose that you arc aw'are that Tjimut maize generally commands the highest nrice iu the Sydney 
market r 1 am not aware. * j j
337. Are you aware that any oyertures have been made to the owners of land as to their giving the land 
tree tor the railway ? Kb; that would be received by the "Works Department.
338. So that really has not been taken into consideration so far ? Ko.
331). Can we look forward to any hope of enlarging the tradein the event of this railway being constructed ? 
Ho Commissioners see no immediate prospect of a growth of traffic that would justify the construction
o!in Per ccnfcr to t^e'r est*mate f°r any increase of the existing traffic.
340. Mr Dick.] Can you state whether the construction of the Cootamundra to Gundagai line was 
roliowed by any satisfactory increase in settlement and in agriculture ? There has been an increase in 
the trade within the last few years, but I am inclined to think that it is largely due to tho extra stockT.T*A TTlrt ° *■

341. You do not think that the increase in agriculture is commensurate with the expenditure on tho 
railway ? Personally, I think not,
342 The report which you handed in states that the country to bo served by the line is undoubtedly 
highly fertile? _ Yes; but limited in area.
343. As a rule it is the practice to include within the traflic area of the proposed railway, as far as agri-
cultre is concerned, a stretch of country 20 miles on each side of the line ? That altogether depends upon 
circumstances. If you look at this line you will see that you will get too near to the Southern Railway in 
one part. J
344. Is not that the usual practice ? It is if there is no competing line.
345. Could you get 20 miles on each side of this line to draw traffic from ? I hardly think so, because 
once you get beyond Tumut the country commences to be rough. It is not productive country.
340. is it a tact that fairly high mountain ranges rim almost parallel with this line on each side of it and 
not tar trom it? J do not know enough of the locality to answer that question 347
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347. South of Tumut there is not an area of country likely to afford much traflic to tho proposed railway ? H,
I believe not. McLachlan.
348. In taking evidence on the proposed extension to Wyalong we were assured by several paetoralists
that the Tumut district is very favourably situated for the transfer thereto of starving stock in time of 8 07’> ‘
drought. Yes.
340. If this line were constructed would any material amount of revenue, year in and year out, be derived 
from such a source? There will be a certain revenue, and that has been allowed for; but there would 
be no great advantage in making a line for that purpose, as the stock goes there to-day.
350. Is it a fact that most of the traffic to be carried by this lino is already carried over tho Gundagai 
extension ? Yes.
351. And that not much new traffic could be expected from the further extension of the line? I think 
not.
352. Do you think that tho conditions of the country between Gundagai and Tumut arc such as to offer 
an opportunity for exacting a local tax on the land in liquidation of the annual loss on the railway?
The Commissioners recommended the same thing, practically, in connection with tho Green’s Gunyah line.
They proposed that there should be a tax on the whole of the land that would bo benefited. J have not 
had an opportunity of speaking with the Commissioners on the point, in connection with this line, and I 
am not aware ivhether they think it would be a fair thing to recommend.
353. Do you know anything of land values in the district ? No.
354. J find from your report that since 1883, practically ten years, the district has not made much progress 
from a railway point of view ? No ; I do not think there has been a wonderful increase in the production.
355. And you see little or nothing to warrant any very groat increaso or development of the country?
Not sufficient, the Commissioners think, to justify the making of a railway.
356. Mr. Wafson.'] Did the Commissioners make any attempt to got information about the prospect of 
either of the alternative routes which were surveyed from Coolac to Tumut ? They did in 1896 ; but not 
when they were making this report,
357. Weft, they say in this report, “ Circumstances have not changed materially, respecting the line now 
proposed, since 1896”? No.
358. The general result is much the same as you expected then ? Yes.
359. ^ Would that apply aim) to the alternatives? Yes. The results wore got iu 1896, when the Com
missioners were rather in favour of the route as nowr suggested if you are to adopt any route at all.
360. Is that intrinsically or after allowing for the extra cost of working the dead end between Coolac 
and Gundagai? 1 am speaking ot j( from a j^urciy traffic point of view and of the traffic on the section.
361. And the prospect of revenue? Yes; I am speaking of the probabiq revenue to be got by going from 
Coolac or from Gundagai.
362. And you say that the results were in favour of the line now before us ? Yes.
363. Is that owing to the better serving of the Adelong population by the proposed route? I think that 
that is to some extent the reason of it. The distance was the same, I believe, in both cases.
364. Of course, from a railway point of view, the working of the dead end from Coolac to Gundagai, 
which would be one result of making the line from Coolac, would be a bad thing ? It would be inconvenient,
365. "Would it mean much additional expense ns compared with running trains right through? It would 
mean very awkward working. It would be preferable for us to have straightawav work.
366. Do you know if your officer inquired into the question of the possible competition of the existing 
road for some distance with the railway? That might happen for a small distance out; but anything 
close to the railway, if near Adelong or Tumut, would be sent by railway. The roads are pretty heavy, 
and the cost of the road-carriage in 1396 showed that road-carriage is pretty high.
367. 8o you think that wo can actually compete, notwithstanding that the railway-carriage will bo 10 miles 
longer from Tumut to Gundagai ? Yes.
368. Whatever road you adopt to reach Tumut you lose a certain portion of the traffic that would aceruo 
to the other road from Coolac? Tes. You would Lose some mineral traffic, but it would come to the 
line ultimately. It comes to the Gundagai line. Then, of course, you would like to know which section 
gets the bigger traffic. Tho returns we adopt seem to indicate that the best results will be attained by 
making the line from Gundagai to Tumut.
369. ^ Whatever route is adopted it will not completely serve tho country included in both routes ? No,
1 think not. '
370. Possibly the traffic would still grow by road ? That would apply to one large item—that of chrome ore.
371. Where does that come from now ? It comes from nearer Bmngle, 3 believe—that is to the right 
of Gundagai.
372. It is close to the Tumut liiver, is it not? Yes ; this is the note we have of it:

2 08 j tons oE chroma ore were desputclicj from Gundagai by rail during ISflo, bat, as it is produced near Brunglc, tho 
proposed line via Adelong to Tuinnt would not get it, consequently tho traffic would he forwarded from Gundagai as at 
present, but if the line went from Coolac to Tumut rm Brunglc these ores would then be trucked from the latter.
373. In that case you would miss a large portion of traffic by the other route ? Yes; but the general 
result seems to be iu favour of the lino via Adelong to Tumut.
3/4. Do you know whether the Commissioners or their officers have gone beyond Tumut, with the view of 
seeing whether there is any suitable country that would be tapped by the line? The Commissioners 
know, though they have not gone beyond there, that the country gels rough and mountainous. You get 
on the mountains in that direction. Mr. Levien suggested a sanitorium. The Yarraugobilly Caves are 
not far from there.
3/5. Would the fourists’ traffic in summer-time be of any material importance? No, I think not, for this 
reason, that you have already got a nearer route to Sydney via Cooma. Cooma is only 264 miles from 
Sydney, but Tumut will be fully 50 miles furl,her. , "
376. kV ould leaving the train at Tumut afford any great saving in coaching towards tho caves, as compared 
with leaving the train at Cooma? It would bo nearer to the Yarraugobilly Caves.
377. i suppose that a portion of those engaged in touring would look upon coaching as a thing to bo 
avoided? Tcs; but Cooma has other advantages—it is near the Kosciusko country. This would be 
advantageous as an alternative route—people would go one way and come back the other—but there 
would not be enough of that traflic to justify the making of a railway.

378.
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H. 378. As regards the cost of working the proposed extension, would the same staff in charge of the rolling 
McLachlan, now employed on tho Cootamundra and Gundagai line be sufficient to work this extension ? No;

we should have to get additional sets of men. The same men would work it one day, but those men 
8 Nov., 189!). wou^ ]jftVe to changed the next day. Tt would be too long to work from Cootamundra to Tumut and 

back each day. It would be equal to appointing new men. Of course, the same locomotives would work 
the line through. Consideration has been given to that. AVo are simply charging what would bo the 
.actual cost of working it., and the officers have borne in mind what they could do in regard to working 
the present staff and existing engines.
:179. With regard to Adelong. Grahamstown, aud places such as those, which would be served by the pro* 
iected line, is the population there understood to be permanent? There is a good deal of mining. The 
mining prospects of the district are good; I know that there are some good mines in the district likely, 
I should think, to bo permanent. _
3S0. I imagine that from their estimate the Commissioners expect a continuance of the present population 
at least ? They do; and, as l said, they allow 25 per cent, increase in the goods business for development.
381. That is not a very large increase?' Twenty-five per cent, is a fairly good increase to allow for a few 
years. There is no large back traffic likely to come in. _ _
332. That is, no increase on the goods now known to be received from the Tumut and Adelong districts? 
Yes.

William Henry Hall, sub-editor, Statistical Year Books, Government Statistician’s Office, sworn, and
examined

W H. Hall. 383. Mr. Did'.'] Have you prepared any statistics concerning the districts to he served hy this proposed 
^^——'i railway ? X have.

8 Nov., 1899. you kindly read them ?
Estimated population that would be sewed by the construction of the lino—7,900.

Estimated population of towns that would be served by construction of the line.

To« n.

Adelong ..............
Adelong Crossing
Hatlow..................
Goenp .................
Grahamstown.....
Tarcutta ..............

Estimated
Copulation.

1,400
800
ISO
850
120
240

Estimated
Population.

1,540
100
290
270
120
140

385. Has there been recently an increase or decrease in the population of that district? The population 
has simply grown along with the natural increase of tho population of the Colony. There has been 
nothing out of the normal increaso of the population. We made the estimate from the figures taken at tho 
ccnsuef so then 1 took the police figures for the district, and I found that my number came within five of 
the number given by the police, showing that their collection by patrols came within five of the annual 
increase added on to the census of the population.
386. Could you define the limit of the area within which you have made that calculation ? I have taken
it as 20 miles on each side of the ml line on Ihc map. _
387. What would the population be with Brnngle omitted ? Tho population of Bmngle is only 270, and 
the population of Bombowlce is IdiD,
388. Is there not a fairly concentrated farming population round those centres ? I could not say.
389. Leaving out those two it would bring the estimate down to 7,500 ? Yes. I have taken out tho 
agricultural statistics for the last four years. They are as follows:—

AriHiciij.TURAH Statistics—1896-90.

Districts.

Cultivation

Adelong ..

Uatlcm- ^ 

(Reedy Plafc)

Tarcutta ..

Tumut

Wheat Maize, . Other
grains. Hav. Green 

food. 1

tiItU<

Year ended— 1 Total , (f. IOi area Area cut
i 1

5 j-ted. Area. Yield. Area. Yield. Area. Wheaton, Lu
cerne

s 0 6
Oaten, and 

JSarley, 0
c-

!T I 
O 1

i ^ '
! acres. acres bushels. acres. bushels. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres.

acres.!

31 Mar , 1800 .. 1,971 719 »?R7S 48S 13,304 43 418 55 19 19 i |
„ 1S97.. 2,279 872 14,103 021 14,220 6 22 19 20 5
„ 1393 2 ll>2 7(45 18,013 352 10,550 34 480 37 40 21 3
,, 1809,, 2,0203 1,270] 27,212 494$ 19,780 41 641J 70} 3} 13} 6} j

31 Mar., 1896 . 832 ‘227 2,753 217 6,415 24 240 4 61 |
„ 1807 .. 1,025 353 6,563 311 7,695 S2 364 6 66 . |
„ 139S .. 1,125 S5« 5,270 401 12.045 69 219 ‘f.

60
„ 1809 .. 1,3301 540 11,735 S34i : 16,775 253 i 76i " I

31 Mar., 1S9G 1,2655 1 520 6,892 77 2,290 82 351 14 24
.. 1

,, 1897 .. l,3ril 729 8,713 3 120 47 372 11 fi
„ 189S ,. 2,400 11,527 12,798 53 470 no 082 19 3
„ 1S99 . 2,093 4,436 19,4-15 40 4S0 71 i 1,002$ 1

SI Mar., 1SSG .. 8,860 11,807 30,894 5,302 201,402 164 927 25 22 52 R
,, 1807.. 9.702 3.205 RS.47S 4,646 11418,654 334 723 5 H 76

69
4

„ ISOS.. 11,605 14,728 35,303 5,017 198.102 147 853 r", 47 4
,, 1899.. 12,5381 fi.MSJ 137,500 4,172!| 11W.4S0 I3U 1,024} 34} 21 63} 4

j

oO

ZZ TlEc
‘-■c c £ 

35

Dairy
produce.

acres.;>oS2100

4M33
50011

8C9283
80*

acres.
1+7
297201
103

2f,
19rj
85

170
178

OS
131

3406R0022
4075

lb.11,20017.944
13,228
14,038

2,45S
3,948
<1.4242,010
0,230 
G,270 

29,UH 
6,420

30,SIR 
39,: 32,222 
10,614

2,+11 
2,179 

400 160
1,000
1,300

800
700

18,040
10,043
16,810
8,430

Wheat
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District.

Adelong

Batlow

Tarcutta

Tumut ..

Wheat averages for the four years ended 31st March, 1390-09.

Year ended.

31 March, 1896
31 „ 1S97
31 ., 1S9S
31 „ 1899

31 March, 1896
31 „ 1897
31 „ 1808
31 „ 1809

31 March, 1306 ....
31 „ 1807  
31 ISOS .....
31 „ JSU9 ....

31 March, 1S90 .
31 „ 1897 ‘
31 „ 1808 .
31 „ 1S90 .

Artel under Yield, Average yield ]>cr
ciittivaticm. Acre,

aerfis. bushels. bushels.
719 9..77S 13*32
S72 14,103 1617
705 13,618 17'SO

l,270Jr 27,212 2T43

Average yield per acre for 4 years = 17'79.

227 2,758 12-15
3.73 5,763 15'76
376 5,270 14-SO
710 11,713 21 '69

Average yield per acre for 4 years — 17'14.

329 6,892 13'03
729 8,713 11 '93

1,527 12,798 8'33
1,436 10,443 13'34

Average yield per acre for 4 years = 11 '34.

1.SR7 30,834 10'55
3,203 58,478 13'25
4,728 85,363 IS'05
o,3-m 13/,S0o 21 06

W. H. Hall.
8 K^Cl899-

Average yield per acre for 4 years = 19T2.

District.

Adelong

Batlow (Ucctly Flat)

Tarcutta

Tiumtt

Maize averages for four years ended 31 March, 1S96-90.

Year cmlcA Area under 
cultivation. Yield. Average > ietd per 

acre.

acres. husliels, bushels.
31 March, 1896 .......................... 488 13,304 27 26
31 „ 1897 .......................... 621 14,220 22-00

31 „ 1393 .......................... 352 16.550 29-97
31 „ 1899 ......................... 494* 19,780 40-04

Average yield per acre for 4 years 29'59

31 March, 1396 .......................... 217 6,415 29-56
31 „ 1897 .......................... 311 7,605 24-74
31 „ ms......................... 401 12,015 30-01
31 „ 1899 .......................... 334A 16.775 60'22

Average yield per acre for 4 years — 33'99

31 March, 1S9G ... ................. . 77 2,200 29-74
„ 1807 .......................... 3 120 40 00

31 „ 1893 ......................... 53 470 8-87
31 „ 1890 ........................ 40 480 12-00

Average yield per aero for 4 years — 19-42

31 March, 1806 .......................... 5,362 201,402 37-56
31 „ ' 1897 .......................... 4,645 168,654 36-31
31 ,, ] 808 .......................... 5,017 128,192 25-55
31 „ 1899 .......................... 4,172^ 109,430 26-23

Average yield per acre for 4 years = oi '66

Avekaoe yield of Wheat and Maize per aero for Kcw South W ales, 1S90-99.

Year ended ill March. i Wheat. | Mnfro. Year ended 51 March, Wheat. Maize.

1890
1S91
1892
1893
1894

bushels.
15-7
11-0
11-1
15-0
10-9

bushels.
30-8
29 9
32-8
30 0
34 3

' 1895
1896
1S97
1898
1899

1
Average for 10 years..

bushels.
10 9
S-7

10-2
10-6
7-0

bushels.
27-0
27'0
27-2
32-0
31 4

10 4 30-2
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W, IL Hall, Mr. Ltvien.~\ The land under cultivation in 1898 was 11,565 acres, and for the last year 12,5381 
s acres, so there has been an increase ? Yes, during the last four years there lias boon an increase froms nov„ 1SJJ. 8;850 acres to 12i538j jhjmb, _ _

391. Mr. Diehl] Taking the district from which the figures have been furnished, what is the general 
prospect that the statistics convey;—is the district stationary or progressive? Judging from the figures 
of the past four years it is progressive. In the Adelong district there lias been an increase considerably 
over 30 per cent, in the four years, and in the Hcedy h’lat or Batlow district there is an increase of’ over 
50 per cent. In the Tarcutta district, which would be very slightly affected by tbc railway, production 
is more than double.
392. Iu what item do you find the increaso most apparent ? In wheat.
393. Is it the same with regard to maize ? The production of maize in the Tumut district has gone down 
50 per cent. Tho yield in 1896 was 201,402 bushels, whereas in 1899 it was 109,430 bushels.
394. Have you got the return with regard to the production of tobacco ? Mo; but I will get it. [Vi<lc 
Appcndixl]
395. Has the production of butter in the district increased or decreased? As far as Tumut is concerned, 
during the last year it has been very little more than half what it was in 1890, but the production in 1898 
was larger than that in 1896 by about 7 per cent.
396. Could you state whether the falling oft’ in the production of maize and other agricultural products 
has been due to the drought? I could not say.
397. Mr. Levien.] Have you ever been round the Tumut district ? Ho.
398. 'How many acres are under maize in the Tumut district ? During 1899 the area was 4,1721 acres.
399. What was the yield ? 109,430 bushels.
400. I -want to make a comparison between the return in that particular district and tho average for the 
colony during the last ten years ? Tho average for tho colony was 32’2 bushels and the average in Tumut 
3TG0 for the four years. In 1896 the average yield at Tumut was 37’56; in 1897,3G'31; in 1898, 25'55; 
and it rose in 1899 to 26'23.
40L. So it compares favourably with any other part? It is,above tho average of any other part of tho 
eulouy within the last ten years.
■102. Mr. Diehl] I suppose it is only reasonable to eoueludo that that district, in common with the rest 
of tho colony, has, during the last four or fivo years, suffered severely from drought? I should say so. 
403. And the falling off in the staple product of the district may be fairly attributable to that fact? ]. 
think so.
401. Do you think it reasonable to conclude that the rate of increase which in fair seasons has been 
exhibited by that district would, as long as land was available there, be maintained ? I cannot speak 
from personal knowledge, but from what I have heard I believe that tho character of the soil is such 
that it ought to give a far larger return than is indicated by these figures.
405. Mr. Levien.] Do you know anything as to the quality of tho maize, wheat, orhutter produced there? 
No,
406. Do the returns in your Department show the amount that the butter realises ? Not at all.
407. How do you get your returns? They are collected by the police.
403. I suppose you can take them as being fairly accurate ? Where we have an opportunity of checking 
them wc find that they cau bo accepted as reliable. Here is a case in point. In that particular distinct 
there has been notbing out of the ordinary to increase the population, there has been no land tlirown 
open to selection, consequently the increase in population should bo only the normal inerease shown from 
the date of the census, and when they were worked out with the police returns they corroborated those 
returns.
409. No doubt there lias been a great increase of population although no land has been thrown open ? 
There has been tho ordinary increase.
410. Mr. Diehl] Do your statistics of population extend over any lengthy period ? I only took them out 
for the most recent dates.
411. The figures disclose at any rate that the district is afairly prosperous one and is exhibiting a fair rate
of progress ? Yes. •
412. Have you any mining statistics ? Only the gold production. Unfortunately the returns as to that
are very defective in the Mines Department. They give no particulars in regard to Tumut or Tarcutta, 
hut only for Adelong and Keedy Flat. The returns are as follows:— •

Mineral Prodcciton 1S97-S.

District. Year, Quantity of Gold 
won,

Value of 1 Mistrict
gold won. |j uibiriu. Year, Quantity of Gold 

won.

Adelong...................... j
Batlow(llecdy 1’lat)... j

1307
ISOS
1S07
ISOS

Or.
19,001
IS, 208
1,000
1,301

£
76,793
71,247
3,S75
5,042

Tumut ..................  |

Turcutki   ......... J
1S97
ISOS
IS97
ISOS

0z.
| Not* obtainable.

J Not obtainable.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 14 NOVEMBER, 1899.
33 resent:—

i The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRIClvETT (Chairman).
TlioHon. PATTnciv Lindesat CEAMi'-ORDSnErnEEix John Cheisttan Watson, Esq.
Wilt,] am Thomas Dick, Esq. _ Eobert Hf.nev Levien, Esq,

T!io Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing u line of Railway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

William Uenry John Slee, Cliief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines, sworn, and examined:—
413. Mr. Watson.'} Ton have a knowledge of the district proposed to be served by tho proposed railway W.H. J. Slee.
from Gundagai to Tumut, via Adelong ? Tcs. ---- \
414. There is considerable mining near Gundagai, is tliere not? Tes ; right through from Gnndagai to ^T°T-> 
Adelong.
415. About Gundagai it is principally reefing, is it not ? Tes ; it is principally gold-mining. There has 
been a good deal of alluvial mining.
410. Do you think that the railway to Tumut would have any effect upon the mines of Gundagai ? It 
would have no effect upon mining at Gundagai, because Gundagai has a railway already.
417. Going from Gundagai there is, I understand, a considerable quantity of alluvial mining carried on 
before you get to Adelong ? There is the whole of the Adelong flats, which formerly turned out such 
large deposits. They are unworked, and have been very little prospected.
418. They have been a little prospected? Very little. The prospecting done is mostly by boring, owing 
to the fact that there is too much underground water.
419. That is alluvial ? Tes.
420. At what depth has the wash been found there when they have bored ? As far down as 80 feet,
421. Do they find any at shallower depths than that ? Tcs ; gold has been found right from the surface 
downwards.
422. Have the prospects been encouraging ? The result has been to send several men away from Australia 
very rich. A. D. Shepard’s mine, Grahamstown, turned out an enormous quantity of gold.
423. Are there any alluvial prospects between Gundagai and Grahamstown ? 4Tes, right along those 
fiats. I believe that, sooner or later, gold will be got, and worked in the alluvial, from Grahamstown 
right down to the junction of tho Murrumhidgee, probably on the Murrumbidgee itself.
424. Do you know whether any attempt has been made recently to take up those flats for dredging 
purposes ? Tcs, 1 think so. Attempts were made before dredging came in, oven to take it up on the old 
system of pumping,
425. But tho water would he too strong for that ? Yes; and the land is freehold, therefore it cannot be 
got at for dredging so easily as one would wish.
42G. Would not a depth of 80 feet be rather difficult to work ? That is an the deepest part. The average 
is 40 or 50 feet; 00 feet is considered the limit for actual dredging; it is not the limit for pumping.
427. At Adelong itself the reefing is more permanent ? At Adelong there are the most permanent reefs 
that wo have so far discovered in Hew South Wales. Payable ground is being worked at a greater depth 
there than in any other part of New South Wales.
428. Do you remember the depth ? In March, 1877, the Great Victoria Company received the reward 
for being the first company to find payable gold at a depth of 800 feet. Two years afterwards the reward 
was got at Adelong for getting payable gold at a depth of 1,000 feet. The shaft is 1,140 feet in depth.
That is the deepest place in Hew South Wales where payable gold has been obtained.
429. 3 s that Great Victoria mine being worked now? Ho. Unfortunately it was taken up with the 
Gibraltar mine, with the large capital of £300,000, and it was held back. They just cleared out the top 
levels, and there they left it. Very little has been done to any of these mines at a greater depth for the 
last eighteen or twenty years.
430. Is tho Gibraltar mine, which is now the largest which is working there, being worked to any groat 
depth ? Not to a very great depth. The greatest depth would bo about 600 feet; a good deal of it is 
tunnelling. The Gibralter mine was idle for about two years, like the Great Victoria mine. Then it was 
retaken, and within 18 inches of the very levels where the former company left off, the proprietors got 
4 ounces to tho ton from a reef over 2 feet in thickness, and they kept that up for three years.
431. Of what nature is the country that they are in now—the Gibraltar mine ? It is very hard. Tho
ore now is refractory; so much so that they had 8 or 10 ounces out of concentrates after they had got 4 *
ounces of free gold to the ton of quartz.
432. How do you regard the prospect of the permanency of the Adelong field as a whole ? 1 say now, as 
1 said, I think, in 1876, in one of my reports, that Adelong will for many years be the leading gold-field 
of New South Wales, and 1 feel quite confident that the youngest man here will he very old indeed if ho 
lives to see Adelong out. There arc fluctuations there, as we have on all our gold-fields, but tho Adelong 
reefs are defined, and it is in channels such as we have in no other parts of New South Wales. The 
channel cuts right through the country for 3 or 4 miles, in some places 8 or 10 feet in width, in other 
places 50 or 60 feet in width, and in those channels is the quartz. The principal mine at Adelong is on 
a high hill, and on the western side of tho hill there is a reef called the old reef, and another called tho 
Victoria, reef. In the middle there is a reef going straight down. The other two reefs underlie that 
which must intersect them, and the general opinion is that if such is the ease there uill be very rich 
gold got. A little gold has been got in the middle reef, but not of a payable character.
433. Have you been to the bottom level of the Victoria shaft ? Tes.
434. What were tho indications then; were they such as to justify thorn in going on ? Yes; they were 
quite sufficient; but tho money all went in dividends, and when any money was wanted nobody would put 
their hands into their pockets to repay. There was nothing left for development. That is the true 
cause of the failure.
435. Are there any mines working now at Adelong besides the Gibraltar? Tcs ; there is a mine called
the Caledonia. 1 recommended that they should receive assistance from the prospecting vote three or 
four years ago, and they have paid back the whole of the money to tho Government, besides declaring 
very large dividends. It was only a syndicate of twenty or twenty-five persons. They have declared 
very good dividends ever since. 436.
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W.H. J, Slee. 43G. K is r.Ttlici’ unique, is it not, to get money back that has been advanced out of a prospecting vote?
Yes j it is a very few that can repay it. iif,

!UNov,, 1399. ^re they on tho same line us the Gibraltar mine ? They are on the old line or reef. The Victorian 
line of reef is in the opposite direction. You can trace the old line of reef right into Gibraltar and Tight 
over to a place called Monkey Hill. There are three or four mines working on the top of Monkey Hill.
438. All on the rame line ? No. _ _ ■ » m v t •
433. It does not appear that the Victoria line of reef is being worked at the present time.. ilie \ ictoria 
line of reef has been neglected of late years. There are also the MTillifttriB and AnnaVs mines.
410. Altogether there are a considerable number of miners employed about Adelong? Yes; two years
ago there was a very large number of miners employed in Adelong. There arc not so many now owing 
to the fact that the company having such a large capital, £300,000, they could not keep up the dividends, 
even with 2 oz. of gold to the ton. , t n • i
411. There are a considerable number of men employed between Gundagai and Adelong at alluvial
mining? Yes. _ t ,
442. And there arc also a large number about Adelong employed in reefing? Yes; both on wages and
on their own account. They are their own masters, 1 believe the men at Adelong are more independent 
than most of their class. ,
443. Are the men working in small parties at reefing ? Yes. They have leases of their own and they
have formed themselves into parties of eight, ten, or twelve. , ,
444. Will those small parties of miners be able to get as good results as those who are using air-drills,
and so on ? Yes; wc have one of the best crushing plants in Adelong, the most improved, I think, that 
you will find anywhere. _ , . .
443. Is it worked bv water power? Yes; the owners Messrs. Wilson and Ititchie were engineer aud iar- 
seeing Scotchmen. They could see when a little thing was wanted, and they did not wait for others to 
tell them. I often used to say to Mr. Wilson, “1 have seen something better than you have got, and he 
would say, “ Well, let us have it,” and he would soon have it too, They get their gold crushed, aud keep 
their concentrates and send them away just as tho Company docs.
44(5. Hoes not the Gibraltar mine now do a lot of eyaniding ? Yos.
447. Hut formerly it sent its concentrates away ? Yes. ... , , 0
448. Ho you anticipate that any large number of men arc likely to be employed in dredging on the creeks r
Yes. I think: that sooner or later the Adelong reefs will be retaken, at a greater depth. 1 havo no doubt that 
they will again pour forth their wealth. Adelong to*day, if not ahead of Wyalong, is very close up to it 
in regard to gold production, Until Wyalong broke out it was for years the highest of our gold-producing 
districts. _ _
419. Ho you think there is any large development in dredging likely to occur along the creeks. There 
arc several miles of country suitable for dredging, but it is freehold property'.
450. Arc there any indications of minerals towards Tumut? Yes, at the back of Tumut. I have been 
from Tumut to Kiandra three or four limes, in fact through the whole Wee Jasper, and through tho whole 
of those ranges tliere is a great deal of alluvial. There are many quartz veins there which have not been 
tested, because the country is too rough. There is a large area of basaltic country, which deserves to bo 
tested. That of itself would bring a largo population to the back (or mountainous country) of Tumut. 
431, How far from Tumut would those indications begin ? The nearest gold is within 10 miles of Tumut, 
and of Laemalac and Sandy Creek, where every gully has a little gold, and where you find in every 
gully a few men making a living at gold-getting.
452. Is it alluvial ? Yes. .
453. Are there any people there working quartz? There havo been; hut the country is rough, and it 
costs much to get the quartz away from the workings. As a rule, down to about 50 or 60 feet they get 
water; there is so much water iu tho hills. That prevents them from working.
454. Ho you think the proposed railway would be of any assistance to people beyond Tumut. 1 have no
doubt that a railway to the Tumut district would be of great benefit. It is a rich agricultural district. 
Adelong is a rich mining and agricultural district combined. Adelong is the treasury, as it were, for 
Tumut. They get their cash from Adelong. I have no doubt whatever that the railway would benefit 
the district if carried oul, and that it would benefit the country at large.
455. Looking at it from a mining standpoint, more particularly if a railway were taken to Tmnut, do you 
think it would bo of any advantage to those people who are attempting to work quartz reefs 10 miles away ? 
1 think so ; and we know that there are small veins of copper in the district. We do not know whether 
there is payable copper. People may go in for copper-mining or prospecting. At present they are only

‘ getting gold in that locality. We had one good copper mine, called the Snowball, between A.delong and 
Gundagai, but it has been idle for years now. _
456. Ho you know the country between Tumut aud Coolac, down the Tumut Hiver, to Brunglc.
457. Is there any mining going on there ? Sluicing has been going on there for years. You cannot find
a gully where sluicing has not been carried on. The ground may not have been very rich, but it paid 
meu to work it. , .
45S. I believe there is chrome ore at Brunglc ? Yes. That is on the back route going to Gundagai, not 
on the road going to Adelong.
459. There is a proposal before the Committee for alternate routes, to start from Coolac and go towards 
Tumut, leaving Adelong out of count;—1 want to know whether there are any mining developments on 
the Tumut Biver worth considering? They are working quartz reefs ; but so far the shoots of gold have 
been very short.. That means that three or four men could occupy the whole length of the shoot on 
gold ; but at Adelong you could pub 100 men alongside each other, and they would all be on payable 
gold,
460. Has your Bcpartment taken any note of tbc ebrome mines at Brunglc ? I could not say. That
business belongs to the geological surveyor. Mr. Carne, Geological Surveyor, reported on all the chrome 
mines in the district about two years ago. _
461. Prom the point of view of gold-mining, I gather that there ivould be no comparison between the 
possibilities on the Tumut Biver, and those on the Adelong Creek ? No. I do not know of any district 
which has the same promising features as regards permanency that the Adelong district has. That was 
tho opinion of Mr. Wilkinson, tho late Government Geologist, and we used to travel together a great deal,

1 462.
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402. Mr, Dich,-] Do you think (hat with tho construction of the railway there would ho any considerable 
amount of revenue derived from the carriage of concentrates or of ore? I would not say that, because
the timo is not very far distant when every one of our gold-fields will havo their own works, therefore it11 01 “ '
will not be necessary to send away any concentrates. If wo find silver ore it may bo different.
403. You think, however, that with the development of the country, a revenue would bo obtained from 
tho carriage of supplies to the mines ? Yes. I believe that a railway going to Tumut, taking in Adelong, 
ought to pay almost from the very first. Of course the condition of a mining district always fluctuates.
404. Do you anticipate that between Gundagai and Adelong there is a possibility of reefs of a similar 
character to those at Adelong being discovered? Xo. The Adelong reefs seem to terminate within 10 
miles of Gundagai; they seem to spread out there. There is a large number of reefs there now under 
different conditions. Going to Adelong, if you leave the main route, you can find mines working all the 
way.
4{i5, The country is practically auriferous all the way ? It is.
4(i6. In what way does the private ownership of land retard dredging ? The land belongs to two or three 
parties,or is supposed to belong to them; but I am afraid the owners caunot do exactly what they would 
wish to do.
467. Mr. Levien,'] You say that right away from Gundagai down to Adelong mining is going on? Yes; 
it is auriferous country right through. ■
408. Suppose capital were expended there, do you think that payable mines could be discovered right 
through ? I think so, provided the money wore properly applied.
469. If the money were expended in a judicious way, there would be payable mines from Gundagai right
to Adelong? Yes. *
470. What knowledge hare you of the Adelong, Gundagai, and Tumut district ? I have known that 
district since 1874. I first went there officially in 1876.
471. So that you have a thorough knowledge of the district ? Yes.
472. What is your opinion of that district, as far as mining and agriculture are concerned ;—would you 
recommend the construction of this railway ? Yes; I would recommend the construction of the railway, 
provided that Adelong got full interest in it. .
473. What do you mean by full interest in it ? I mean that the railway should come close to Adelong.
That is were the population is. Tumut is an agricultural district. The mining district of Adelong is the 
main producing district. Adelong affords a market for tho Tumut people.
474. Have those mines, in your opinion, been sunk far enough down ? No. I believe that the time will 
come when wc shall have those mines working at a depth of over 2,000 feet. They got into the hands, 
first of all, of people who had not more money than was sufficient to pay for the mines. Then they ran 
down to Sydney, having a great thing in their hands, aud wanted to give somebody else a tremendous 
benefit, but those people would not take it. The consequence is that tho mines remain idle—they havo 
no money.
475. Then, taking your view of it, if that district were within a short distance of Melbourne or Ballarat, 
you think those mines would be all at work ? They would be.
476. Your opinion, then, is absolutely that that is the best reef-mining district in New South Wales ? Yes, 
and the mines would be all at work if they were in Victoria, and would be worked in a stylo different from 
that in which we work our mines in New South Wales. Instead of having a capital of £300,000, they 
would have a capital of £25,000 or £50,000.
477. What is the deepest mine there? The Great Victoria mine, 1,140 feet. They got a reward from 
the Government for finding payable gold at a depth of 1,000 feet. Sir. Wilkinson and X got out the 
stone and tested it.
478. How long ago is that ? It was in 1877.
479. What depth is the mine now ? They have not gone any deeper for the last twenty years. They 
are not working.
480. You think that if they had continued on that would have been a paying mine ? Yes. They have all 
been hanging on, waiting for some one to take it up and invest a lot of money, the rest to come in 
blackmailing.
481. The Gibraltar mine is GOO feet down ? Tes ; that is about 24 miles from the Great Victoria.
482. What is your opinion of that ? That is a permanent mine ; there is no doubt about it.
483. When were you last up that way ? At the beginning of this year.
484. What signs did it show then ? It looked very well. "
485. Are the Government giving any aid to any of those mines ? Yes; but unfortunately most of them 
are shallow.
486. How many have they' given aid to ? To several parties. As I have already said, they gave aid to 
one party who have already paid the money back without being asked, and have declared good dividends.
487.. How many are there now receiving Government aid ? Around Adelong there maybe about five 
parties receiving aid.
488. Do you think that if a greater amount were voted by Parliament it would lead to the development of 
the mines ? Yes ; but I am rather iu favour of having our mines developed at the greatest depth. I am 
not in favour of this system of going 50 feet down, but of testing the lower levels.
489. Tho people who get the aid frequently test the ground for tho purpose of selling out ? That is all.
490. If aid is given it should be on the understanding that the mine is carried on so as to make it 
payable? Yes.
491. You know that money is voted by Parliament to assist in developing the mines; but after the 
people have discovered gold they sell out ? That is frequently the case.
492. Your object is to see that the mine is not only tested, but that they will go on and make it what you 
conceive to be in the interests of the country, a mine that will develop itself ? Yes.
493. They would want further aid if successful? If they arc successful, we expect our money back.
491. The moment they come on payable gold they cease to get aid ? They cease to get aid ; and we 
expect the money back that we have lent them.
495. Arc there many alluvial mines in that district ? There is a great deal of alluvial being worked now . 
and again, but it is like tho quartz, unless they have water they can do no good. Last year Ihdy found 
several nice nuggets about Gundagai. There are several good claims about Upper Adelong.

496.
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W.H. J. Sice, 400. Is there any place where they could conserve water there ? Yes; but the land has been nearly all 
i/rf'iRfib S0^1 ®lere very 1'ttlc Crown land in that district.

ov., . 4,97 ^ Suppose an Act wore passed compelling the owners of land to let water-races go through their pro
perties at a mere nominal charge, eouldit be carried out? Yes; we could commence sluicing. I believe 
the Government intended to start with a ■water supply at Shoalhaven some years ago. Several -surveys 
were made for the purpose. *
498. llaces for mining purposes could be taken through private land for a merely nominal rent, could 
they not? The rent should he very little.
499. Then^ they could conserve the water, and make a charge accordingly ? Yes. The rent would ho less, ■ 
no doubt, if they had covered races. The objects on the part of the owners is that open races are dan
gerous to the stock, which fall into them.
000. Have you heard of any accidents really occurring in connection with these races ? Not of late; but 
some accidents occurred when the races were first cut, I knew of eases in -which stock were drowned.
001. But, as a rule, is there any real danger from these races ? No. The water for mining purposes could 
be brought in at a nominal charge. Jt is a thing that ought to be done in the interests of the mining 
population of the Colony.
502. Is there any copper in the Tumut district? There arc copper stains there. There is a certain area 
of country wdiero you will see the rock stained with copper. By sinking you might find a lode.
503. Do you think there is any copper there? There may ho. There is one thing certain, that unless you 
have iron at the back of your copper lodes it never turns out to be any good.
504. You would be quite willing, having a full knowledge of that district, to give further prospecting aid 
there ? Yes, I should be willing to recommend it.
500. With your strong belief that it is one of the best mineral fields in the Colony, yon think it ought to 
he further developed by sinking to a greater depth, and to have this carried out aid should be given by the 
Government? Yes. In reports of mine in 1870,1878, and 1880, you would find that I gave a description 
of Adelong, and made predictions that have come out almost correct up to this date.
500. Those reports are in the Mines Department ? Yes.
507. If you could see the reports that you made in 1876,1878, and 1880, would it enable you to give more 
information to the Committee as to the mineral resources of that district ? I could only say as I said 
before, that I feel sure that before long Adelong will again rank with the first gold-producing districts in 
New South Wales. It has done so since I reported.
508. Has it kept up its prestige ever since ? Adelong is our best gold-producing district. I am not sure 
whether it -was beaten by Wyalong last year.
509. Haying a good knowledge of mining, I suppose you have a fair idea of the agricultural capabilities 
of the district ? I think that Tumut is one of the best agricultural districts that wo havo, except 
rcichmond or Byron Bay. They can grow anything at Tumut. I think they could supply the whole of 
Australia with preserved fruits.
510. How about cereals ? Wheat, oats, and potatoes grow well there. At Tumut a farmer can go in for 
all classes of farming.
511. The area of good land is limited, is it not ? Yes; but it extends into tho snow country.
512. It is very good for growing fruit and cereals ? It is not inferior to any other land in the country.
513. And it is a healthy district ? It is.
514. Mr. Shepherd.-] Is this shaft 1,140 feet deep, sunk vertically ;—you spoke of coming from the crown 
of tho hill ? That is following all the way down from tho surface. It is faulted in one part into a foot- 
wall ; but there again it is followed all the way down.
515. You spoke of reefs coming in towards that deep reef from each side ? Yes- 
510. Have they junctioned yet? No; hut they may join in time.
517. Is there much trouble with water at that depth ? No; the water comes in at a higher level. The
lowest level, 1,000 feet deep, is a dry level. It is wet whore fissures come through the hill. They used
to run the water down into the bottom, then pull it up all the way from the bottom.
518. I think you said that the reef is about 2 feet thick ? Yes.
519. Is it that thickness all the way down ? No ; in some parts it is far wider.
520. The walla are well defined ? Yes; there is a hard -wall of granite there, forming a channel, and
inside the granite there is a black slate formation iu which the reef occurs : sometimes there are three or 
four veins in that channel. ”
521. Has the stone been of the same richness all the way down, or has it varied much ? It has been the 
richest near the surface.
522. Do you think that fact has been the reason why they have not gone deeper? The reason, I think,
has been that there lias been no money kept for any bad time. 'When they had a crushing they declared 
a dividend. ‘
523. Can you account in any other way for the apathy that exists ? It is really downright want of 
enterprise that the Adelong reefs are not tested at a greater depth. A gentleman named Mollincaux 
went into it rather extensively some years ago, hut unfortunately he did not succeed.
524. Do you know when the Adelong reef was first discovered ? Yes ; I think it was in 1859 or I860.
In a report which I made in 1876 I gave the history of it.
525. lias the field made regular progress ever since ? Yes. At one time it was enormously rich, and 
employed a lot of men. That was when it was first discovered, and worked by individual miners under 
miners’rights. That was all very fine until they got tho cream off; then, when they had to go lower 
down, it did not pay them, the consequence being that they had to tackle it with capital.
526. Do you know what the output -was last year? No ; hut the report of the Department will give that.
I am under the impression that it was a little above or a little below that of "Wyalong.
527. 1 think you said there are fewer miners there now than there were two years ago P Yes.
528. How do you account for that falling off ? In this way: The Gibraltar mine was bought for a low
price, and was floated in England for £300,000. They had satisfactory crushings, giving sufficient returns, 
and the mine would have paid good dividends on £60,000 or £100,000, but not on £300,000. The share
holders at Homo, considering that dividends ought to come in on the £300,000, were continually forcing 
the hands of the manager here, and he resigned, knocking off a lot of men before he left, and the men 
they have left are prospecting. ■
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529. But that, I suppose, affects only the oue mine ? Tes; tho rest of the mines have still about the ^ ■ S',T'Shw
same number of persons employed ; but the Gibraltar mine was the chief wage-paying mine. i/w_A~iRoq
530. But surely 4 ok. to the ton in a 2-f’oot reef ought to pay enormously H Tes, they paid dividends ; 0T'’ '
but if anyone will go and see the enormous machinery they have erected, they will see a good deal of
surface decorations which should not have been gone into. 1 know of one instance in New South "Wales 
whore twenty-live stamp-batteries and concentrating machinery were put up, and the mine is only SO feet 
in depth. Tt is not tho mine that causes failure, but mismanagement.
531. Insufficient capital to carry on ? It requires certain knowledge as well.
532. You seem to favour the idea of prospecting in that locality P I must let you have tho report, so that 
you may sec what I said about the district two or three years ago.
533. Is not the Prospecting Vote usually intended for finding out new country ? We generally give 
assistance wherever it is most beneficial. People might not think so, but we havo a large number at work 
in tho back blacks o£ iHew South Wales, so far back that some people think that a white man has not been 
there.
534. With regard to agriculture, you seem to have a very high opinion of the Tumut district? Tes.
535. Is the agriculture which is carried on there chiefly to the north or to the south of Tumut? Chiefly 
to tbc south. It was out Kiandra way; it spreads out 12 or 14 miles from Tumut, towards Kiandra.
535. What is the nature of the country there ? There is a good deal of volcanic country, slate, porphyry, 
aud granite. There are dykes here aud there of diorite. Of course, the basaltic country, as a rule, is 
the best for agriculture.
537. What are the principal crops that are grown tliere? 1 believe the principal crops arc oats, wheat, 
maize, and potatoes. There aro a few very good orchards there. They cau grow beautiful grapes and 
tho best of apples.
533. 1 suppose you have thought over this proposed railway;—what effect do you think it would have on 
tho mining and agricultural industries ? I think that mining aud agriculture throughout tho district 
would bo largely beneiited by the lino. About 16 miles from Tumut, at a place called Batlow, which used 
to bo called licedy Creek, from L-J acre's of land 12 tons of potatoes were got. That was done in this way :
A minor had a raeo running above bis land, and bo used to irrigate the land. I was sent to make some 
inquiries into the matter, as there was some objection raised to the man doing this sort of thing. I 
recommended that it should bo encouraged.
539. Have you heard any complaints from agriculturists there as to the expense of getting their produce 
to tho railway ? Yos; 1. have often heard them say that they wished they had a railway.
540. And you think it would result in a larger area being cultivated ? Yes ; I believe that a railway, it 
made there, would not only do good to Tumut, but also to a large extent of country at the back of Tuinul.
It will cause settlement. You could never carry a railway up to Kiaudra, but it would make the Kiandra 
district a good deal nearer to the market.
041. You are aware that all tho land between Gundagai and Tumut is alienated ? I think so, with little 
exceptions. -
542. When mixing amongst the people there, could you form any idea as to whether they would 
be willing to give free of charge the land that would be required for the railway? I could not say that; 
but they nave always been very anxious to havo mining carried on on their land, aud to give land almost 
for nothing for the purpose ; but whether they would give land free for a railway I could not say.
513. It would add very greatly to the cost of a railway if the Government had to compensate thorn for the 
land? Yos.
544. With regard to the alluvial mining, what depth have they had to sink ? It is very shallow. They 
aro not down further than 30 or 40 feet. Most of the sinking is from 5 feet to 10 feet.
545. I suppose that most of tho alluvial has been worked out ? Yes.
546. Chairman^ Will you read from the report of the Department of Mines for 1898 the paragraph as 
to the returns from the Adelong mining district ? Yes. It says :

The Ailolong gold-field :9 still producing a iei'KO qiumtily of gold, the figures for J80S being 18,265 os. ns compared 
with lOjfiyO ok. during IS97. The Gibraltar Consolidated Company’s mines contributed the bulk of the gold, liming produced 
13,45!) oz. from 12,836 (ons of stone. On the average this company employ 280 men ail the year, and arc operating iroui 
three shafts.
547. On page 57 it says that the value of tho gold got at Adelong in 1898 was £71,264 ? Yos.
548. Tho report states that there were 512 men employed at Adelong ? Yes.
549. And 107 men at Tumut ? Yes.
550. And the Gibraltar Company employ 280 men all tho year round'! Yes.
551. That is, one mine alone employs 230 out of the 512 men ? Yes.
552. Will you road from pago 26 tho paragraph about the gold got from the different districts ? Yes.
It is as follows:—

The Wyalong field holds the position of premier gold-producer of the Colony, its total yield for the year being 
34,582 oz.; Lucknow produced 27,530 oz.; Cobar, 22,253 oz.; ami Adelong, 18,268 oz.
553. So that for 1898 Adelong eamo fourth as a gold-producing district of the Colony? Yes. But may 
J be allowed to enlighten you a little with regard to Wyalong. It is forgotten that when last year we 
reckoned tho yield of the Wyalong gold-field a great deal of tho yield obtained really belonged to former 
years—that is to say, that the tailings which had been accumulating in the past were subjected to the 
cyanide process. Therefore, you cannot say that (be gold thus obtained was actually last year’s yield.
That must be considered. If Wyalong can keep up that return, all right; but the extra yield obtained by 
the cyanide process must have been very considerable.
554. Mr. Dich.'] I think you said that the dullness in the mining industry iu this district was due, in a 
large measure, to over-capitalising, and to mismanagement? Yes.
555. By over-capitalisation, you mean that there was not enough of tho subscribed capital devoted to the 
legitimate purpose of mining ? There was too much nominal capital, but not sufficient working capital.
55G. You also said you thought that the construction of this line would lead to an improvement in 
mining in that district? Yes ; ] think it would.
557. In what way would it affect the question of the insufficiency of the working capital and the mis
management ? it would not affect the capital, but it might cause mines that arc now idle to be taken up 
by other parties, who can ge,t machinery at a lower rate. If a man come to New South Wales and buy 
a mine for £35,000, then go Home and float it for £300,000, you have no control in the matter; but 
still it is a wrong to the people concerned, and a wrong to tho country. 558,
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W. H. if. Slee. 55S, Mr. Shepherd.] Is tliere fibundanct; of timber ret in the ucinity of Adelong? Yes; tbero is beautiful 
timber—plenty of straight, high, tallow timber.

14Nov., 1899, 55^ jg accessible from the line ? Yes ; it is close to it, and there is a good road.

Charles Ormsby Burge, Principal Assistant Engineer, Railway Construction Branch, Department of
Public AVorks, sworn, aud examined •—

C. 0. Burge. 5G0. Mr. Dick.'] I believe you made two trial surveys down the valley of the Tumut River, with a view
,---- to tho construction of a railway to Tumut? bio ; I simply explored the route.

14 Not., 1899.5G1. AYill you give us a description of tho blue line on the map, to the west of the Tumut River, and 
point out in what way that route is unsuitable for railway construction ? T would not say that it is 
unsuitable for railway construction, but it seemed to mo that, as compared with the route indicated by 
the red lino, it had certain inferior features. It is certainly not unsuitable. _
562. AVill you indicate what those inferior features are ? The earthworks, I imagine, would be consider
ably heavier on the blue line than on the proposed route indicated by the red lino. At tho time that I 
compared the two lines tliere was an old survey of the ground shown by the red line. That survey has 
been very much improved since, so that the comparison that 1 made then in favour of the red lino would 
be still more intensified.
CCS. Are there any great engineering difficulties along the blue line ? No, none that one would call grave 
engineering difficulties; but tho earthworks, generally, are heavier on the blue line than on the ml line, 
and there arc a good many crossings of creeks on that route. I think, also, there would have to be a 
tunnel. Of course, “ engineering difficulty” is a comparative term. A tunnel is not, strictly speaking, 
an engineering difficulty; but if Ihcro is a tunnel required on oue line and not on the other, that is 
greatly in favour of the line on which no tunnel is required.
5G4. AVI nit we understand by engineering difficulties would bo any work that would make the line 
unprofitable ; —does that description apply generally to the explored route on the cast side of the Tumut 
River ? The explored line on the east of the river would havo involved a great number of creek crossings, 
but rather a moderate extent of earthworks. On the western side there would be more earthworks, but 
fewer creek crossings.
5G5. The green lino is the Coolac to Tumut route, is it not? Yes.
5GG, The third paragraph of your report, dated 22nd November, 18S!), is as follows:—■

An examination of the estimate of the Gundagai to Tumut Extension shows that the bridge over the Murrumhidgee 
at Gundagai has been put down at £113,148. I consider this amount excessive; in fact, by adopting an economical method 
of construction, 1 am of opinion that it need not cost more than £64,000, and a saving would thus be effected of £49,148, 
which would reduce the estimate of the whole Ime, which now stands at £387,300, to £338,132.

The bridging of the river near Coolac would probably cost £29,000, or £35,000 less than the Gundagai bridge.
I understand now that the Gundagai bridge will be built for £25,000 ? That is Mr. Deane’s report, not 
mine. The whole of that paragraph is more or less out of date now, because we have reduced the cost 
of designs for bridges, and materials are very much cheaper than they wore, As regards the bridge, those 
figures would not at all represent the comparison now. There has been almost a revolution—a system 
of light railways has been introduced, and the estimate for the hridgo at Gundagai, I believe, now stands 
before the Committee at £25,100. I do not know whether Mr. Deane has told you that that £25,100 
ought to be increased now, because the price of steel has gone up very considerably, and wages havo gone 
up. The cost of the bridge would probably amount to £30,000 now. If wo were asked to estimate it 
again, I should think, judging by what I am asked, that the probable saving on the present estimate 
would be about £8,000 or £9,000 for the Coolac bridge, as against the Gundagai bridge. ,
567. On the second pago of your report you state that, in your opinion, the construction of tho Tumut. 
Coolac route would “ involve the making of a iunnel of most gigantic dimensions, which is practically 
impossible”;—that is what you refer to when you speak of the Tumut-Coolac railway ? No; that has 
reference to the extension to Adelong.
5G8, Mr. Watson.] Supposing you had to go into Adelong, you would not follow the Adelong Creek? No.
569. AVould the tunnel referred to be inf ended to get out of Adelong towards Tumut? Yes; it was a 
scheme which had been proposed, and which I alluded to as being impracticable. It does not in any way 
refer to anything on the blue or green line.
570. ilfr. Thc/f.] AVould some difficulty be encountered in coming from Tumut to Adelong ? Yes; there 
would be something of the same sort. A very big ridge comes across to tho east of Adelong, which would 
have to be intersected somewhere.
571. Chairman.] I suppose the great objection to either the blue or the green line is that either of them 
would start to the north of the proposed red line, and there would bo a certain amount of dead line to be 
worked ? That is really the main objection,
5/2. There would be no getting over that ? No.
573. If you were to adopt either the green or the blue line you would start away towards Cootamundra? Yes.
574. In your report of 13th December, 1892, in the last paragraph but one, you strongly urge the con
struction of a low-level bridge—over tho Murrumbidgee, I suppose? I referred to it, but did not 
strongly urge it.
575. AYhat do you think of that idea now ? I think it is very possible, but at tho same time circum
stances have altered. The prices of bridge construction have been greatly brought down. The necessity 
for doing it is not so very great, but still I think it quite practicable.
576. That low-level bridge means a bridge which ilood-waters would go right over? Yes.
577. But I suppose that is a thing to be avoided, if possible ? Yes.
578. Such a bridge is only to be used where tho cost. oE a dry one would be prohibitive ? Yes.
579. A bridge that would be above flood-level is preferable ? Certainly.
580. You also say, in that eamo report, that when you wore at Adelong the Progress Committee there 
were quite indifferent as to getting a railway at all to Adelong ? Yes.
581. Did they give any reason for that ? As far as 1 can remember they considered that having got a 
good road into Gundagai it need not trouble them very much, and they knew that the line could not 
possibly come very close to them, and that in any case they would have a considerable amount of cartage. 
My experience in country towns has been that the inhabitants aro so very anxious to get railway com
munication on any terms that they express themselves very strongly about it; but in this case the people 
seemed rather indifferent. 1 thought that was a feature which should be mentioned in my report.

582,
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552. Tn regard to tho red line which is now under consideration, where would be the most convenient O- ^ur8c-
place on that line for the Adelong traffic to reach it? It would he at a place called Callifat ®watnPi
about midway between Gundagai and Tumut. The red line rises over a summit at 303 miles. Thcpcoido1 <l7', 
of Adelong have a very good road for about G miles, a well-me tailed road.
553. That would be much more convenient than having to go-20 miles to Gundagai ? Tcs.
584. Does the Adelong road strike the Tumut to Gundagai road ? No; the principal road which they 
use from Tumut to Gundagai is what they call the “ Marked-tree Hoad,”
585. "We know that the mail road from Tumut to Gundagai is about 21 miles;—does the road from 
Adelong to Gundagai strike that road ? No, not until you get just close to Gundagai.
586. It keeps to tho westward ? Yes.
587. Is that also a good metalled road from Adelong to Gundagai ? Yos; part of it is the old main 
road between Sydney and Melbourne.
58S. I suppose that is a road on which a good deal of money has been expended ? I think so; it is a 
level road.
589. Have you surveyed the red lino? I havo not surveyed anything myself; I have been inspecting 
the surveys.
590. Is it not possible to get a better grade than 1 in 50 on that red line? No; that .was very carefully 
looked into.
591. Arc you able to say whether the surveyed line is, in your opinion, the best obtainable ? I think so,
1 went over it very carefully, aud Mr. Deane also went over it.
592. At the Gundagai end it would bo pretty expensive by reason of the bridge and the long viaduct? Yes.
593. What would be the construction of that viaduct which you recommend ? Over the flooded portion, 
apart from tho channel of the river, it would be an ordinary timber construction of 24-foot spans, then 
over the main channel there would be three spans of 104 feet each, I think, of steel, corresponding with 
the present road bridge, so that we should have our piers in the same lino with those of the road bridge, 
so as to oiler the least possible obstruction to the current.
594. 1 notice in your earlier report of 1889 yon speak of a combined bridge for the use of road traffic, and 
for the railway as well ? Yea.
595. Now that they have got a good road bridge over the river, would you advocate the conversion of that 
road bridge into a combined bridge, or would you advocate a separate bridge for the railway traffic? I 
had in my mind a more expensive bridge. I also had in mind the fact that the old bridge wanted a con
siderable amount oi: repair, and I knew that it had to be repaired in a very substantial way within two or 
three years. Therefore, I thought that when repairing the bridge, it mightbe a good opportunity to make 
it a combined bridge. Since then they have repaired the bridge, but without having in view any railway 
arrangements, because it would have to be built specially to combine the two. So that altered my opinion 
completely. I believe that Mr. Hickson and Mr. Deane are very strongly against the combination of 
bridges for road and railway traffic, and they have gone into it more closely than I have, though I still 
think it might be done in many cases,
596. I want your opinion, as a practical engineer, whether it would he more economical to convert the 
present road bridge into a combined road and railway bridge, or whether it would he better and more 
economical to construct a separate railway bridge ? That is a matter that requires going into very closely, 
because you would have to look into the whole thing, and see how the present bridge could be adapted.
I am doubtful whether any economy would arise from it now.
597. The conversion ivould be costly ? I think it would; hut it is a matter that would require more 
consideration.
598. Do you remember whether better grades could be got on either the green or blue line than 
1 in 50, tho lowest on the red line ? No. My impression is that we should have more severe grades on 
the eastern linos, because we have to got over some very sharp summits. There is a special place which I 
have in my mind going up from the Murrumbidgee to the iirst summit on the blue line, and on the green 
line going down (o the Murrumbidgee. T think we should havo very great difficulty iu getting down—I 
doubt it we could do it with a grade of 1 m 60, I had 1 in 40 grades iu view when investigating these 
lines, that being the usual grade on country lines in those days.
599. Would you care to give an opinion as to which would be the better class of country to be served by 
the railway from a farming or productive point of view;—that is to say, whether the eastern or the 
western line ? I am hardly an expert on that; but I think they aro both very good. I should not like 
to say that one was superior to the other.
GOO. They are both good; but the productive land is somewhat limited in area? Yes; it consists of 
narrow strips in both cases.
601, As oue of the heads of the Department, do you advise that the rod line is the best practicable 
route ? I do.
602, Mr. Zcviai,] You have a thorough knowledge of both of those lines ? Yes.
6U3. 'Would you recommend the construction of the railway to Tumut? That is rather a difficult 
question for me to answer. ] have not gone into the question as to the probable traffic.
C04. I suppose you have inquired as to the capabilities of the district, the agricultural pursuits, and the 
mining? Jt seems to me to be very good country ; but beyond that I should not like to give an opinion.
There are many Hues which are good for the country which do not pay, from the Traffic ^Manager’s point 
of view.
G05. What is your opinion from your point of view ? Trom my point of view I should say that it would 
be a good line ; but I should not like to say that it would pay working expenses. I do not think it is 
absolutely necessary that a line which is good for the country should pay working expenses and interest.
GOG. Are there any extraordinary curves, or very great engineering difficulties, in connection with the 
line ? No.
G07. It is a line that would bo easy of construction ? Yes, except, of course, as regards the bridge over 
ihe Murrumbidgee Hiver. The cost of that is a large amount of money with which to charge a small 
branch. ‘
608. You find that sort of thing throughout the Colony, do you not? It is not often you have a big 
bridge on a line only 30 miles long. It is a defect, there is no doubt about that.
609. Which route is the more difficult, the oue represented by the blue or by the red line ? The red line 
is the easier route, mile per mile, with the sole exception of the crossing of the river.

CIO.
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C. O. Burge. 6io. 0£ the two you would recomuiend the red line? I think on the whole that the red line is the better. 
14Novl899 G11' B°th as to engineering and also with reference to the agricultural and mineral industries ? With 

‘ regard to agriculture and minerals, I should not like to form an opinion in favour of one line as against 
the other. They both go through very fair country.
G12. Mr. Watson.'] Have you made an estimate of the cost of either the blue or the green line ? No; 
we never had a survey made.
613. There has been a suggestion made at some date, apparently, that the line, instead of going to Tumut, 
might be taken up the Adelong Creek, and from there on to Xumbnrumba ;—do you know whether any 
exploration has been made of the country from Adelong towards Tumbarumba ? 1 am not quite sure ;
but I think that a survey was made.*
G14. There is a proposal now before the Department to reach Tumbarumba from Wagga VYagga ? 
Yes.
615. Could you give any particulars to the Committee as to the practicability of reaching Tumbarumba 
from Adelong ? It is quite practicable. On the occasion when Mr. Deane aud 1 went over the Gundagai 
to Tumut line, wre went along to Tumbarumba aud saw the country.
616. What was it like from the point of view of railway construction ? It was fairly rough.
617. That wa~s following up the Creek ? Yes; but the route from the upper end of the Wagga Wagga 
line is rough also.
618. Prom tho map it looks as though you have a creek or valley to folloiv from Adelong to Tumbarumba,
but nothing of the kind from Wagga Wagga ? It is fairly rough, it winds about very much, and there 
are a good many hills. Prom Wngga Wagga to Hutnula it is a fairly easy line, not a very easy line, but 
from Jiumula to Tumbarumba if is very rough, and from Adelong to Tumbarumba I should say it is 
something of the same character. " *
619. It is no better than the latter portion of the Wngga Wagga line ? Not as far as I recollect.

WEDNESDAY, 15 NOVEMBER, 1899.
Jlrxmmt:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TKICKETT. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawpobd Shepherd, i .Iohn Christian Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. j Eobekx Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from G-undagai to
Tumut.

J, Harper,

IB Nov., 1899,

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined :—
620, Chairman.] From a statement which has been handed in, it would appear that tho interest and 
working expenses of this line will amount to £8,150, and the probable revenue is £3,900, leaving a loss 
of, £4,250 per annum;—have you the details of the possible traffic and revenue ? Yes ; 1 will read my 
report:—

Proposed Bailway, Gundagai to Tumut.
3 November, 1899.

Len^tli, 31 miles 32 chaius : estimated cost, £148,310, equal to £4,723 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation. 
Cauekcl inquiry has been made as to the probable traffic on this proposed line, and tbc result indicates that the position, 
as far as the production of tbc district is concerned, has not materially altered since the Commissioneis dealt with the 
matter in ISDfj. An increase has taken place in connection with the area under cultivation for wheat; but, on the other 
band, the cultivation of maize and tobacco 1ms decreased. The population of Tumut, Adclonfr and district is about 0,000 ; 
the residents of Adelong aud district being dependent chiefly on gold-mining. The distance from Adelong to Gundagai, 
by an excellent road, is 22 mites, and the existing rates for road-carriage range from 10s. to 20s. per ton. The area of land 
available for future cultivation is limited, and it is very questionable if any material inerease in the traffic of the district 
can be looked forward to in the direction of agriculture, I am of opinion that tiic construction of this line would not have 
any appreciable effect on the amount of traffic which would be created for the purpose of main-line haulage ; and when it is 
considered that the distance by road to Tumut is 9 miles shorter than that of the proposed line, it will he readily seen that 
it is a very open question whether the whole of the traflic of tho district would he rail-carried. The estimated cost of the 
line indicates that it can scarcely be classed as a pioneer one, and, with a ruling grade of 1 in .10, it would be an expensive 
one to work.

The estimate of the traffic, allowing for 25 per cent, increase upon that which exists to-day, and assuming that 
arbitrary local rates were charged, is as follows : — *

8. U.
Goods, stock, and wool .............................................................................. .....................  2,489 O 0
Mails, 31 miles, at £12............................................................... .............................. . 372 0 O
Passengers, 5,009, at IJd. per mile ................................................................................ 96S IB 0
Parcels, horses, carriages, dogs........................................................................................ 50 0 0

Total £3,879 15 0
Tho rates on which the above estimate is formed are local ones, aud it is quite an open question whether, under the 

circumstances of shorter road-carriage, such rates could be maintained, and if, as I consider probable, ordinary through 
rates were charged for the purpose of securing the traffic tho estimate would he :—

A.- IN U.

Goods, stock and wool ................................................................................................... 305 10 6
Mails, 31 miles, at£12 ................................................................................................... 372 0 0
Passengers, 5,000, at 1 !jA. per mile ................................................................................ 908 15 0
Parcels, horses, carriages, dogs .....................................................................................  50 0 0

Total............................................................................................... £1,090 5 0
I enclose a statement showing details of the traffic upon which these estimates ate based.

621. Then, in the absence of local rates, the loss would be very great indeed ? Yes, I think so.
622. Is there any instance of a similar short line of railway competing with a shorter ordinary road in 
which local rates are imposed on the railway ? I think not.
623. It would hardly seem likely that the people would submit to local rates under the circumstances ? 
I do not think they would. Certainly they would not on certain classes of goods. On certain classes of

goods
Note (cm revision):—I find that no survey has been made.
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goods local rates would mean a charge as high as 19s. 3d. per ton, practically what is being paid to-day; Harper.
and to that would have to be added the cost of cartage from the railway-station to the stores, whereas, in
other eases, it would he direct delivery. 15Nov.,1899.
024. That would be dearer thau the road carriage ? It would be, including the cost of delivery from the 
railway-station,
025, On tho Kerrigan line, 1 believe, you did start with local rates, hut they have been modified? They
were maintained for only one season. . ■ "
026, Were they modified in response to a request from the people ? Yes, The people asked that it 
should bo done, and it was done for the purpose of attracting traffic that was closer to the Victorian 
border than had been anticipated.
027. X suppose you are uot really getting the traffic with the local rates ? No.
628, The drays and waggons were still competing? We were getting the traffic in the immediate vicinity 
of tho railway-station, but we wore not getting it from the Victorian border.
(129. Have you lately been along this lino? Ho ; I have not been there myself for the last three years.
030. But you have been there ? Yes, several times.
031. Do you know the routes ? Yes, there is a route by Brungle aud one by Adelong.
632. Start trom Gundagai and tell us what you know of tho character of the country along the route 
marked red on tho map ? To the south of Tumut there is a considerable quantity of cultivation, and also 
to the north-east and to the north. The greater part of the cultivation is in those localities. I do not 
think that very much traffic will come on to the line till you get nearly to Adelong. A certain portion of 
traffic will come in about 10 miles from Gundagai, hut that will not he very heavy. The first traflic of 
any consequouce would bo in the neighbourhood of Adelong.
633. The country that the line passes through has not got a wide extent of good land ? Ho, it is a narrow 
strip ; it consists of a series of pockets.
034. Is the cultivation pretty continuous ? Ho ; the cultivation extends about 15 or 20 miles south of 
Tumut, hut the area is very limited,
635. Then as far as Adelong we cannot look for very much traffic in the way of agricultural produce? Ho,
636. When you get to Adelong the chief item would consist of store goods for the mines ? Yes.
637. And that does not appear to be a very large item, seeing that there are only about 1,600 people 
there ? That is the population of the Adelong district.
638. Tor the Adelong people to take advantage of that red line, they would have to go well in towards 
Gundagai ? Yes.
039. They could not make for it at right angles owing to the nature of the country ? No.
040. Therefore tho railway freight and fares from Adelong would be for little moro than about half the 
length of the line ? Wo should only get credit for it over 22 miles. To reach the railway they would 
have to carl; a distance of about 5 miles. They would reach the line at a point about 22 miles by rail 
from Gundagai.
641. As regards the population of Adelong and the carriage of goods, the railway would get tho benefit of 
about 22 miles ? We credit the line with the 22 miles.
642. And the passengers about 16 miles ? It is the other way about; credit has been given for the full 
mileage.
643. Owing to the formation of the country, it is impossible to get a short cut from Adelong over to 
Tumut, it being very hilly ? It would be very costly to get it. I should not like to say that they cou 
not get it. The disposition would be to come down iu the direction of Gundagai.
644. I think you give the population of that district as 6,000 ? Yes, 6,000 ; that is the population of 
Tumut, Adelong, and the district,
645. With regard to the Tumut district, what area is there that is good for cultivation, the traffic from 
which would be attracted to the line ? I could not say. There arc about 15,000 acres under cultivation.
Owing to the character of the country it is difficult to tell, hut I do not think the traffic would he 
increased very much by reason of the railway connection.
046. It appears that, latterly, the cultivation of tobacco there has fallen off a good deal? Yes, the 
cultivation of both tohacco and maize has fallen off in that district.
647. That was a considerable item, was it not ? It was, in value, but it never represented much railway 
freight. The largest quantity of tobacco ever grown there was about 500 tons.
643. There has also been a falling off iu the cultivation of maize ? Yes. I took the trouble to obtain 
some information from the Year Book, which shows that in 1890 there wero 223,000 bushels of maize 
grown in the district; in 1S97,190,089 bushels ot maize: in 1898, 151,257 bushels; in 1899, 146,455 
bushels. The production of tobacco was, in 1896, 237 tons ; in 1897, 520 tons ; in 1898, 401 tons; in 
1899, 290 tons. As lar as tobacco is concerned, by' charging local rates on the most that has ever been 
grown, we should obtain a revenue of only £100.
649. Is that a very large sheep-growing district ? Ho.
650. What do you allow there for wool and live stock ? We estimate that there would be 140 tons of 
wool per annum from Adelong, and 166 tons from Tumut, or about 1,800 bales, and there would be 
250 tons of stock, which is a very liberal estimate for that district.
651. Is it a district from which they send much fat stock to market? Yes, at certain times of the year 
we get a considerable quantity from there.
652. What would be the charge from Tumut to Gundagai for a truck of fat stock? I may mention that 
we never ebargo local rates on stock traffic. £10 would bo the charge through to Sydney for a truck 
of fat stock.
653. Mr. Watson.] How much extra would you get for tbc extra 31 miles? Tho charge would he 9s. Id. 
per truck over that distance. 1 may say that if this applied to starving stock the rate would he 4s. Bd. 
per truck.
654. Mr. Ixvicn.] Is that tbc charge for either sheep or cattle ? Yes, for every truck load of sheep or 
cattle. As regards maize and wheat, in all eases—Berrigan was an exception—it has been usual to charge 
a through rate for agricultural produce, We get 3d. a ton for it as a through rate; but by charging a 
local rale wc should get 3s. Cd.
055. C/iairr.inn,] Can you give us the same information with regard to the charge for wool for the extra 
distance ? The charge would he Id. per ton per mile, or for the whole distance 2s. 7d,

650.
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J. Harper. You have never charged local rates for agricultural produce ? The local rates would he 3s. Gd.;
trough rates, 3d. per ton. _ . .

'* ' G37. Do you think that it is a district that is likely to expand, in regard to agriculture ? T do not think
there is land there for much further cultivation.
G5S. Do you know tho eastern routes ? There is the "Brungle route. I do not know that route ; hut in 
3S0G 1 had an estimate prepared which showed BSOO less than the estimate for the G-undagai connection. 
Of course, a great deal of Adelong traffic would be lost if the line went via Brunglo.
G59. Either of those eastern routes would be through purely agricultural and pastoral country P Tcs. 
The Brungle route would miss the Adelong traffic altogether. "
GGO. And 1 suppose, as has been stated by former witnesses, the junction being to the north of Gundagai 
is a very grave objection ? It u ould be.
661. Erotn a running point of view ? Tes; it would necessitate an independent junction at that point. 
It would be more costly to work,
063. Mr. Shepherd.} "With regard to these local or special rates, they, of course, only affect the proposed 
new lino P Tes. '
003. The through rates would be charged as they exist on the main line ? Tes,
061. Is that IDs, 3d. a ton for tho whole distance, or only for the 31 miles ? It would bo for the 31 
miles only.
665. What would the rate be from Gundagai to Sydney per ton ? Through to Sydney it would be £7 
17s. 4d. per ton from Tumut—that is, for goods of the third class, consisting of articles of general 
consumption—groceries, drapery, and things of that kind. It is a very comprehensive list. There are 
included square galvanised-iron tanks, shatting, certain ironwork, machinery, and so on. That class 
covers a very large proportion of goods.
G6G. Of course, the charge for agricultural produce is very much less? Tes; the local charge from 
Tumut to Gundagai for agricultural produce would be 3s. Cd. per ton; whereas tho charge from 
Gundagai through to Sydney -would be 15s. lOd. If, on tho other hand, through rates wore charged from 
Tumut to Sydney the rate would be 12s. 7d.—that is, 3d. more than the rate from Gundagai to Sydney.
667. Can you assign any cause for the decrease in the cultivation of maixe in that district? lam 
inclined to think that it has been due to a great extent to the competition of the Northern rivers, and I 
assume that it has not paid tho growers.
668. Do you not think it possible that the expense of cartage from Tumut to Gundagai might have something 
to do with it ? As long as it paid to cart it in, and they got a price to cover it, that is not a very 
important item. As far as the cartage is concerned, the probability is that the charges in 1866 for road- 
carriage were greater than they are to-day. In 1806, notwithstanding that charge, there were 223,411 
bushels of maize grown. In 1807 there were 100,680 bushels ; in ISOS, 151,257 bushels grown ; against 
146,455 bushels in 1890.
669. Mr. Levien.1 Have you been in the district vourself makum inquiries as to the traffic? Not
sinco 1806. ^
670. Did you wait on the farmers and get the statistics as to agricultural production from them P No ; 
tho items were taken, from the statistical records.
671. Not from information that you got direct from those people ? No ; I took the records collected by 
tbc police.
672. Does it appear from the Statistician’s figures that tho production of the district -was enormously' 
increased from the time when Mr, Travers Jones first made representations on this subject ? My figures 
are from the Government (Statistician, and whilst it may be that there has been an increase as compared 
with what was represented by Mr. Travers Jones, there has certainly not been an increase since 1896. The 
figures show a marked decrease. If the production was less than that when Mr. Jones supplied his 
statement, all 1 can say is that the position would be worse than wo represent it now, from a traffic point 
of view.
673. Mr. Watson.} Do you think it possible that the number of stock sent to the district whilst drought 
prevailed in other parts would havo the effect of reducing the area under cultivation ? I scarcely think 
so, because the same area is still under cultivation, but it has been devoted to wheat instead of to maize. 
There is a large increase in the area under wheat.
674. Jlfr. Levien.] It haa paid them better to grow wheat than to grow maize ? Tes; wheat haa 
superseded maize.
675. Is it not a fact that tho maize grown at Tumut is the best which is produced in the whole Colony ? 
It is very good maize, but I cannot say anything about that aa a reason for constructing a railway.
676. I see that in 1896, 223,000 bushels of maize were produced; was not that a very wet season—a 
season that would suit maize? 1 do not know ; but the fact remains that the area under maize is less 
now than it was iu 1806.
677. Ton cannot give us the number of acres under cultivarion ? No.
678. And you do not know what the absolute yield per acre was ? No ; hut it can easily be got. The 
same area is under cultivation, but more of it has been devoted to wheat instead of maize, which shows 
that they have found that wheat pays better than maize, I should think,
679. Do you know whether the wheat grown in that district is ot extra quality ? I do not.
680. Ton say that tohacco would not pay, 500 tons being all that has been grown in one year ? £100 is
all the freight that we should get from that quantity.
681. Did the quantity ever exceed that at any time ? I never knew it to exceed that. It is supposed to 
be the largest quantity produced in that district,
682. Take tho Maitland district—you know that a tremendous quantity is grown at "Wbllumbine? Tes.
I may add, in connection with maize, assuming that through rates were charged upon it, the freight 
would not amount to very much, because tho through rates would be 3d. per ton, and if you had 4,000 tons 
of maize in addition to what is grown to-day tho freight would only come to £50.
683. I suppose there is every chance of tins district progressing instead of rctrogading ? I should hope 
that all the districts of the Colony would progress, but L do not think that the want of a railway there 
will keep it in a backward state. 'There are very few districts which are favoured with eo good an average 
rainfall as this district is. It has a remarkably good rainfall, and 1 think that that is quite enough to 
counteract any disadvantages arising from cartage over 22 miles of road. "We have many districts in the
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Colony where the farmers are carting wheat SO miles over worse roads than that one. I will now put iff li 
statement by Mr. Hussell, the G-overmncnt Astronomer, showing the rainfall. Average annual rainfall of 
all available places :—Gundagai. 2-f‘On inches ; Ttimut, 33'27 inches; Kimo, 2‘h7S inches ; ]fced Hill, 3G'3(i 
inches; Rnsemmint., .13'17 ioclies ; Adelong, 30'33 inches; 1’om Hill, 35'00 inches; Glenrock, 4S'8G 
inches ; Tarculta, 2Gf)0 inches.
OSii. Suppose they get trucks to carry their stock, even though it was at half the rat e you have mentioned— 
4s. Gd.—do you not think there would lie a greater number of stock taken into that district? I do not 
think so. There is not much disposition to take stock into that district, unless they are absolutely 
compelled to send them. By the time that the sheep have been handled, and the cost of railway carriage 
has been paid, it amounts to a heavy tax on the stockowners. They only remove their stock under stress 
of circumstances.
085. AVhat: is the greatest distance you have .known them to remove starving stock? I think that 330 
miles is as far as we have carried any starving stock by rail, and that is cjuite exceptional. Until last year 
we had not carried any for six years, and prior to that we had not carried any for ten years, and wo have 
only carried starving stock three times in twenty years. J "
08G. That is an astonishing thing, considering the reductions made in freight, and the bad seasons we 
have had ? The stock have not been starving apparently, for in twenty years we have only had occasion 
to give rebates on starving stock three times.
GS7. Ton say there is no great area of land in the district, either for cultivation or for stock? They 
cannot extend the area under cultivation very much, and the area available for stock is not a very- 
large one. J
G88. "What is the largest run in that district? 1 could not loll you offhand. Yon may judge what kind 
of country it is from the fact that under normal conditions it produces 140 tons of wool. That is equal 
to 1,000 bales.
G8S). How do stock fatten there? They fatten very well.
G90. Uo fat stock from that part fetch any higher price than other stock? Ido not know, T do not 
think it matters much where the stock are fattened ; as long as they are fat they will fetch a fair price. 
G£)l. Mr. Zh'cft.] As a general rule, you consider that a district, the maximum distance of which is about 
20 miles from a railway station, if provided with good roads, is not suffering any great hardship for want 
of railway communication ? Ho. I think that many other districts in the Colony arc suffering greater 
hardships than the Tumut district in tiiat respect. "
092. That would apply to the district to be served by tho proposed railway ? Yes.
093. Do you think that even if the lino were constructed the teams would be able to successfully compete
with it ? I should full y expect competition to be maintained, especially as far as Adelong is concerned. 
The disposition would be, when the traffic was pm on the drays moving from that direction, to continue on 
into G-undagai. ‘
G91. As far as the Adelong traffic is concerned, it onglit to bo a very large item;—it seems that they 
would have to put their goods on to carts at Adelong, cart it to the railway, then trans-ship itand have it 
carted into Gundagai? Yes ; but the light in which I look upon it is this : it is practically about a day’s 
journey for a team from Adelong to Gundagai; anything going in that direction they will carry at reduced 
rates. " ' "

.f. Harper, 
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095, Then, would not the fact that Adelong is not on the line, and that any goods sent to tho railway for 
Adelong would have to be trans-shipped and carried by team some miles, have tho effect of establishing a 
constant and probably successful rivalry on the pare of the teams against the railway ? It would certainly 
tend in that direction.
69G. Urom what you have stated, I think the local rate which would be imposed practically approximates 
to the present charge for road carriage over the whole distance ? That is on the class of goods from which 
we derive the most profit; they would inevitably go by the road.
097. In the course of another inquiry, which wc held some time ago, wc were assured that if this line 
were constructed a good deal of starving stock would be taken from the district of which AVyalong is tho 
centre, _to the Tumut districtfrom your previous answers, I gather that you do not expect any revenue, 
except in times of exceptional drought, from such a source? 1 can get the information as to the absolute 
number of stock carried during last drought—the worst drought we have ever had. AVe carried ten times 
more stock then than we ever carried before. I will get a return of the stock which we carried during tho 
last season. The number of starving stock carried into that district was quite exceptional. Mr. 
MeCaughey sent stock into a lot of country there.
G9S. 1 think you said you were of opinion that the available area which would be served by this railway 
is such that no material increase in the output could he anticipated ? No ; I am sure that tho increase 
would be more than covered by tho 25 per cent, addition that I have credited to tho existing products. 
099. "Would tho construction of this line have any effect in reducing the loss on the Gundagai extension ? 
I am rather inclined to think it would increase it. "What I mean to say is, that it would not create any 
new traffic.
700. It would practically mean making a farther extension to cater for the traffic which is already catered 
for by the Gundagai extension ? Yes.
701. Mr. Watson.] In the statement you read to the Committee,! think you gave tho rate of road 
carriage between Gundagai and Adelong ;—but 1 do not think you mentioned tho raioof carriage between 
Gundagai aud Tumut ? I can give those rates. These arc tho rates to both Adelong and Tumut, It is 
practically the same distance to both places, aud in each case the rates are the same. Adelong to Tumut, 
10s. for graiu; and for heavy loading, machinery, &c., 10s. or 15s. per ton; £1 per ton for general 
merchandise.
702. The general merchandise for which the teamsters get £1 a ton is a class of goods which you get 
19s. fid. for? Yes.
703. "What would the line be credited with on that class of goods if you charged through rates ? 11s. 4d. 
per ton. Then, of course, this must be borne in mind that you would have to add the carriage from the 
station io Adelong. At Tumut the goods would be delivered in the town practically.
70-1. You would have to add to that probably another 2s. 6d. per ton ? They would not carry tho traffic 
from Adelong to any point on the line for 2s. Od. They would have to pay that much at Tumut to get 
their goods from the station.

705.
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705. If you are referring only to Adelong, the other rate would not be as much as 11s. 4d. ? It would be 
a little less,
706. Assuming that on the down journey the goods go right up to Adelong, or to the nearest point ? 
There would be a difference of 3s., which wrould be about Ss. 4d.
“07. And you would have to add on to that 8s. 4d., taking the Adelong traffic, how much do you think ? 
It would be 4 or 5 miles, 1 should think, to Adelong. I do not think that the goods would be carried 
much under 4s. or 5s.
708. That would bring it up to 13s. ? Yes.
709. _ Do you think that with a charge of 13s. to Adelong, and, roughly, a charge of 12s. to Tumut, road 
carriage could compete against the railway P Yes; and I can toil you another reason why they would 
compete : We have a reduction of the rate for truck loads of goods. The effect of that is that perhaps 
a storekeeper in one small town is not able to manage it by reason of the way that be purchases his 
supply. At Gundagai they are always able, by reason of the local trade, to get enough to fill a 6-ton 
truck. The result of that is that they got a very material discount on the ordinary rates, so the disposi
tion would be, as far as the agents are concerned, to get the goods as far as Gundagai, and then distribute 
them from there.
710. In that case, would it not be possibly as cheap to reship a portion of the goods over the Tumut line P 
I question that, because I think they would probably then make up the loading for Adelong and Tumut 
with the one team.
711. Have you been beyond Tumut in a souther! v or south-easterly direction ? Ho ; but T have been out
to Tumbarumba from Wagga Wagga. "
712. Of course, if there is land beyond Tumut suitable for agriculture, that, with ihe construction of a 
railway to Tumut, would be more likely to be utilised than it is at present ? Decidedly ; they would be 
much closer to railway communication.
713. We have been informed that there is some good land beyond Tumut P Yes; I could not say what 
the extent of it is.
714. Whether you would get new traffic would depend on the amount of available land which now is too 
far away from a railway for profitable cultivation P Yes ; and for which I have added 25 per cent, to my 
estimate,
715. I think you stated that you thought Tumut fairly well served as far as the district itself is con
cerned ? Yes. ”
716. In a previous inquiry T understood you to say that in an agricultural country any distance beyond 
15 miles was rather too far from a railway ? Yes—that is to say, assuming that the cost of the line is 
such as to warrant the railway being built. 13ut 1 do not look on this line as in any sense a pioneer line, 
as it is a railway which will cost between £4,000 and £5.000 a mile. I think I made a reservation at the 
time to the effect that that was where the roads were not available.
717. Of course, the cost of the construction of the line would not enter into any question as to what 
would bo the greatest distance from a railway at which it would bo profitable to grow -wheat ? No; but 
it would enter into the policy of the construction of the line.
718. Speaking as to the advisability of developing certain areas, you have to look at what would be the
farthest point from a line at which a man can get a living by growing wheat ? Yes. People living 30 
miles from a railway have made a living by growing wheat. A great many are doing so to-day, or they 
are supposed to be doing so. *
719. If you regard 15 miles as a fair range for the influence of a railway in an agricultural country, it 
can hardly be said that Tumut, a distance of 22 miles from the railway, is properly served P I say it is a 
fair distance. I am not prepared to say that it is a wise policy to bring all the agricultural areas in the 
country within 15 miles of a railway.
720. In any case, one would have to be governed by the amount of agricultural country available for 
development ? Decidedly.
721. Prom what you have seen of this district, you do not seem to think that the area of agricultural 
country is large enough to support a railway if it is going io cost so much as this line? No. I cannot 
see that anything can arise to make it pay if the extension is carried out. I think that all these lines 
should be carried out with a view to their possible extension to other equally good or better districts 
beyond ; but I do not seo anything in this district.
722. You say you have been to Tumbarumba ? STes.
723. There has been a statement made that the liue, instead of going to Tumut, might be taken up tho 
Adelong valley, past Adelong, towards Tumbarumba ? I think there was an idea of that kind at one time.
724. If it were taken that way, there would be a possibility of its extension ;—is it good country about 
Tumberumba? It is very broken. It would be very expensive country in which to construct a railway.
725. It seems that all the good country about there is amongst ridges ? Yes ; practically it is in pockets 
amongst the mountains.
726. This estimate of £305, to be derived from goods, stock, and wool,—do you think they are calculated 
on the probability of getting all the traffic from the two points mentioned ? fes; and there is 25 per cent, 
added for the produce.
727. And that £305 represents the whole of the traffic ? Yes—that is, merchandise, stock, and wool.
728. This merchandise, stock, and wool, less the 25 per cent, increase, now goes over the Cootnmundra
line? Yes. •
729. There would not be that percentage of new traffic ? No ; it goes over the line to-day.
730. Are through rates now charged on the Gundagai lino ? Yes ; there have been only through rates 
charged on the Gundagai line.
731. When that line was opened, local rates were not thought of? No.
732. Mr. Bide.'] We were assured, in evidence yesterday, that the permanency of this district as a mining 
field was assured, and that it is more than likely that further mineral developments will take place there;— 
would^ you care to offer an opinion as to the prospect of the railway revenue increasing? I should 
unhesitatingly say that the future of that district is assured. It is a rich mining district.
733. Chairman.] When you look on the map you sec that when the line gets opposite Adelong it takes a
right-angled turn into Tumut;—do you think it would be any improvement if we followed the creek right 
down to Adelong, with a view of getting to Tumberumba? I could not say; that is an engineering 
question. 734.
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731. J mean independently of the engineering aspect of the matter—I mean from the traffic point of view? 
There is nothing at Tumbarumba of any consequence.
735. Then there is the probability of losing the Tumut traffic? Yes,
73(>. If you went towards Adelong that would increase the distance to Tumut, and the people would ho 
sure to go into Gundagai ? Yes.
737, So your view is that the liue from Cootamundra to Gundagai is a mistake, and that it would not 
help that line to carry it further on? That is my impression. The following is a statement showing the 
production of maize and tobacco in the Tumut district for the four years ended 31st March, 1S09 :—

J. Harper.
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Bl r,ize. Tobacco.

1896. 1ED7, 1893. 1899. 1890, 1897. 1893. 1899.

Adelong ............... .................................
bushels. bushels. bushels. bushels. tons. tons. tons. tons.
13,304 14,220 10,550 19,780 53 116 120 37

Reedy Flat ...... ................................... 6,415
2,290

7,095 12,045 10,775
TaruuLta.............  .......................... 120 470 480 33 69 33 43
Tumut ............................................... 201,402 1G$,G54 128,192 109,420 151 335 24 2 210

Total ................................ 223,411 190,089 151,2,57 146,455 237 520 401 290

Charles “Edward iRennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined;—
73S. Chairman ] Dave you a statement to make with regard to this line ? Yes; the map shows the 
tenure of the different classes of land 10 miles on each side of the proposed line of railway from Gundagai 
to Tumut. The amounts are as follows ;—

C. E. Ronnie.

15 Rov., 1899.

Alienated land ...
Kcserres..............
Settlement lenses 
Improvement leases 
Snow leases ...
Crown ialld [ O^patiou license 

f Untenanted ...

050 acres 
3,200 „

17,000 „ 
108,700 „ 

55,700 „

585.900 acres. 
217^800 „

20,850 „ 

164,400 „

730. The route of the proposed railway, almost without exception, goes through private property ? Yes ; 
with very trilling exceptions.
740. ilfr. Shepherd.'] Are you thoroughly acquainted with that district ? I have no personal knowledge
of the place at all. ’
741. Chairman,.] There is a reserve as you approach Tumut on the western side of the line;—is that a 
mineral reserve ? That is tho Adelong temporary common, and other adjoining reserves.
742. What is the area of it ? About 18,000 acres, 1 suppose.
743. A/r IVaison.] Is it. available for mining, or docs it include mining reserves? It includes miniug
reserves. -
74 t. Chairman.] Is it somewhat patchy country? 1 have no personal knowledge of that country at all.
745. dir. IVafAon.] Arc those forest reserves held there under any form of occupation at present—annual 
liccnso or occupation license? I could not answer that question without looking the matter up. I 
believe fhose lands arc held under occupation license *
74(i. it is probable that the largo area tinted brown on the plan, being unoccupied Crown lands, is of 
ml her a broken character? Yes. There is a comparatuely small area uutenanted—only about 55,000 
acres. The rest is under occupation license.

TUESDAY, 21 JYOVEIIBffil, 1899.

Jdrrstnt;—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH T.RICKETT (Chairman).

Tho Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd, j John Christian “Watson, Esq.
WmiJAM Thomas Dick, Esq. | Robert Henry Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

Christian Peterson, Assistant Dairy Export, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn, and examined;—•
747. Chairman.] I believe that you are acquainted with the district between Gundagai and Tumut ? I C. Peterson,
spent live or six days in the district in September last. , ■*——v
748. In what part of the district? I went from Guudagai to Tumut, and through the Gilmore valley, 21 Jfov., 1899. 
and back from Tumut through Adelong to Gundagai.
749. Leaving Gundagai, you went in a south-easterly direction through Brunglc to Tumut, and from 
Tumut j'ou returned through Adelong to Gundagai ? Yes.
750. What kind of country is it between Gundagai amlBrungle? A bout Brungle tho country is very good.
751. What is it like? There is a good deal of hat country there, though I did not seo more of it than
could be seen from the road, as I did not leave the coach. '
752. Was it more suitable for agriculture or for dairying ? It is particularly suitable for maize-growing, 
and very well adapted for dairying.
753. Do you speak of the country all the way into Tumut ? No ; there is a lot of barren country before 
coming to, and after leaving, “Brunglc.
754. Country suitable only for grazing. Yes. 755.

* Noth (on remion) :—forest Reserve 2,040 is held under occupation license, forest Reserve 1,9GL is not under 
occupation.
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0. Peter-on, 755, JTow far does that country extend south? I could not say, because I did not leave the coach.
7o(5. But so far as your observation went ? Two or 3 miles. ‘

21 Not., 1809, "57_ Then you get into good country again ? Yes ; there is good country about U umut,
758. Good agricultural and grazing country ? Yes. ,T .
759. "What is the width of tho area of good land did you make inquiries on the subject ? JNo ; but I
know that there is a lot of good land about Brunglc.
760. How far does it extend—10 or 110 miles ? On one side of tho road, as far as one can see.
761. Then you get on to ridgy country ? Yes. , j j- j ■ • d r
762. When you get to Tumut, what extent of country is there suitable for agriculture and lor dairying. 1 
went along the Tumut Eiver for a distance of about 4 miles above Tumut, and I saw there a lot of laud 
which is adapted for dairying and for maize-growing.
763. Is it largely under cultivation ? Ho. _
764-. "What crops did you see there? Maize is practically all I saw.
765. Any tobacco ? I did not seo any tobacco. .
766. We have been told that the tobacco crops have been allowed to drop off there considerably did 
you make any inquiries on the subject? Ho; because my business h connected entirely with the dairying 
industry. I went there to give instruction in pasteurization and butter-making,
767. Did you make a written report on the subject? Yes ; I sent in a report.
7GS. Have you a copy of it ? Ho. I do not tliink that I dealt in my report with the area of land avail
able for dairying. _
769. What is the country like above Tuinut? It is black-soil country, _ .
770. Is it flat? There are the river-flats—long narrow strips of flat land beside the river, and behind it
there is ridgy country. ,
771. In your report to the Department what did you say about the character of the country m relation to
dairying ? I did not report upon the Tumut Itiver flats. I went to see them rather because a gentleman 
in the district wanted to show them to me. .
772. And what was the result of your visit ? I saw that that land was well adapted for dairying.
773. Was ii suitable for dairying rather than for agriculture ? It was suitable for both purposes.
774. Can yon tell us what extent of land there is m the district suitable for dairying? 1 here is a good 
deal of country there suitable for dairying. The dairying land is rather scattered.
775. Does the good country cease 4 miles out of Tuinut ? Going up the river, you get to ridgy country at 
that distance. The gentleman who drove mo out informed me that there is a lot of good country beyond again.
776. You did not go out to see it ? Ho ; I had no time to go further, _ _ .
777. Did you go to any other part of the Tuinut district ? The object of my visit to the district was to
give instruction in butter-making at the Eosebank Creamery, in the Gilmore valley. That valley is about 
7 miles long. _
778. And how wide? ft is about 2 miles wide in tho widest pari. _ _
779. How is it occupied ? The land is used chiefly for corn-growing, and for dairying.
780. Is the factory an extensive one ? Ho ; it has only recently been erected.
781. Is it a co-operative factory ? No ; it is a private concern.
782. Are there any other dairy factories there ? Ho ; that is the only one that is started, so far, ^ ^
783. Did you ascertain the number of dairy cattle in the district P ,No ; I did not make any inquiry into 
that subject. I believe that information on that head is collected by the police, and forwarded to the
Board of Health. r i o -nn t
781. What quantity of milk can be dealt with by the factory to which you have reterred f When i was 
there tho factory was dealing with tho milk of about 150 cows. The proprietor at the present time uses 
only the milk of his own cows ; but he intends to erect creameries, and to deal with the milk of other 
producers.
785. So that at tho present time the factory is a very small concern ? Yes.
786. Did you gather any other information whilst in the district? Ho ; I was not aware that ] should 
be called upon to give evidence in regard to the character and resources oi tiic district.
787. What kind of’country did you travel through on your way back to Gundagai, by way of Adelong ?
That is not very good country for dairying. _ _
7SS. Is tbo milk used in the factory you have spoken of good in quality ? It makes good butter. A.t 
the present time they only manufacture for local consumption ; there is no over-production.
7S9. Is the district a speeiaily good one for the feeding of cows, and for dairying ? Yes, a very good one.
790. Do you think dairying would bo entered into there to a very large extent if tbo district had ready 
access to a market? I think so.
791. As a dairying district, how does it compare with the South Coast ? I should say that they should
bo able to make butter equal to any on the South Coast. ... ~
792. Then, the district can be looked upon as a first-class dairying district ? Yes.
793. Coming back by way of Adelong, did you make any inquiries as to the extent of country there
suitable for dairying? Ho ...
794. Mr. Lnvian.] What kind of grass grows in tho district? It is mostly natural grass that is growing
there. ,

* 795. But grass of what kind ? There are white grass, trefoil, couch, and rye-grass.
796. Any clover ? I did not see any clover.
797. Are the grasses you have named good milk-producing grasses ? Yob ; very good.
798. What is the quality of the milk produced in the district P It is very good. _ _
799. Is it ns good as the South Coast milk ? Yes. The climate is a cold one, and better milk is produced 
in a cold climate than in a warm climate, and on high laud rather than on low land. The milk is as good 
as I have met with anywhere.
800. How is it for cheese-making—better than the milk down the coast ? Equal to any on the coast. ^
801. What did you go to the district for ? To give instructions in butter-making, not to make inquiries
about the country. Butter-making is my particular line. _ _ _
802. I suppose anyone can make good butter if they can get good cream ;—there is no particular science
in butter-making ? Yes, there is. Everybody cannot make good butter. _ _ _
803. Some grasses arc better for milk-production than others, but it does pot come within your province
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to inquire iuto the nature of the grasses in a district ? No.
804. You are merely concerned with the making of butter ? Yes.
805. Do you report upon cheese-making too ? No ; I have nothing to do with cheese. _
806. Your business lies wholly with butter-making ? Yes, and the management of butter factories. I'
give instructions in the pasteurisation of milk and cream and in butter-making. I visit all the factories 
and creameries. _ .
807. You have no qualifications for judging as to the capabilities of different grasses for milk-production?
I am not a grass expert, though I know the difference between rye-grass, clover, and lucerne, in regard to 
milk-prodnclion. t _
808. When you are sent to a district, is it not your duty to say that the grass there is or is not good for
dairying purposes ? Yes. In my report I state what grasses there are, and what weeds are commencing 
to appear. _
800. But one does not feed coivs on weeds in order to produce milk ? That is so. Sfy report refers to 
weeds which are likely to injure the milk and butter of the cows eating them.
810. Is this district a districtin which you would be ready to start yourself if you wanted to commence
dairying? Yes ; it is a district winch I should recommend. _ _ _
811. Mr. Shepherd.'] Is the dairy to which you have referred the only dairy in the district? No ; though 
it is the only one connected with the butter factory.
812. How many other dairies arc there in tho district? Six or eight.
813. Do you knowhow many cows they milk ? At the most about 400. _
814. Have you any idea as to the area of land they use? Some of the farms contain 3,000 or 4,000 acres ; 
that on which tho factory is erected contains 3,000 acres.
815. Have they any other kind of stock besides milking cows there ? Thoy had some fat stock ; hut they 
intend to go in only for dairying stock.
816. Are there no sheep there ? I did not see any, though there might be some on the higher country.
817. Did you go south from Tuinut for any distance? No. _
SIS. "Whereabouts is the principal cultivation ? Along tho river above Tumut; and there is a good deal 
in tho G ilmore valley.
810. What is cultivated, chiefly ? Maize, and there is also a good deal of wheat grown.
820. Have you any idea as to "the area of land under wheat or maize ? No,
821. Do the people there seem to be pretty prosperous ? Yes.
822. Did you question them at all about the proposed railway ? No. I did not know until after I left 
the district that it was proposed to make a railway there.
823. Had you been to the district before last September ? No. I was away from Sydney about six 
days on the occasion of my only visit to the district, and I was working in tho butter factory nearly the 
whole time, so that I could not seo very much of the country.
821. Do you think that the district is capable of producing a much larger quantity of butter than it now 
produces ? Yes. ■
825. Aro they manufacturing cheese there ? Very little, and only for local consumption.
826. The people of the district would have to take all their produce to G-undagai ? Yes, if they wanted 
an outside market.
827. Did they not speak to you about tho distance which they had to travel to get there? No ; those 
with whom I came in contact did not complain much; but I do not think they produce very much.
82b. Did they express any opinion as to the advantage which the railway would give them? 1 think that 
tho gentleman who has the factory said that it would bo well if there were a railway.
829. Did they say that they could produce more if they had a railway ? They would produce more if 
thoy had better means of communication.
830. Is there much cultivation to the west of Tumut? I have not been out that way.
831. What is the country like between Tumut and Guudagaiis it fairly good all tho way? Not all 
the way; a good deal of it is poor country.
832. With stony ridges ? Yes. ’
833. There is not a great deal of land fit for cultivation ? There is good land at Brunglc; but then you 
come to poor land again,
834. What kind of timber grows in the district ? I did not take much note of the timber; but it is mostly 
hardwood.
835. Box or gum? Mostly gum,
836. Did you notice if the trees were straight ? There are some good straight trees there,
837. And trees of good size ? Yes.
838. You went to Adelong ? I enme through Adelong.
839. Does the mining seem to be going on there prosperously ? With the exception of tho Adelong mine 
I should not think it prosperous. I saw a few shafts there.
SIO. You did not inquire into the state of the mining industry there ? No.
84t. Mr. Dick] Can you tell ns in general terms what led you to conclude that the district was a good 
dairying district ? Tho area of good grazing country thore.
842. Do you consider the hilly country there as being not only available, but good for dairying purposes ? 
Some of it is good for dairying, while other parts of it are not'. 1 did not go over much of the country 
besides that traversed by the road.
843. You had not much opportunity to see what the country was like, hut what you saw was good for 
dairying purposes ? What I saw of dairying land was good for that purpose.
844. You cannot give us any idea as to the extent of good dairying land in that district ? No.
845. Can you offer an opinion as to whether the dairying industry, or the growing of maize and other
cereals, would create the greater amount of railway traffic ? 1 tliink that tho dairying interest would
create more traffic than the growing of cereals, because, in addition to the butter which would have to he 
sent by rail, there would also be the pigs which would he raised, and the pig traffic alone would probably 
be as large as the cereal traffic.
840. Dairying is practically a new departure in the Tumut district ? Yes,
847. What directed tho attention of the people of that district to dairying P I think they look upon 
dairying ai likely to pay better than grain-growing.

7-E 648.

C. Peterson.

21Nov7&9Sh
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C. Peterson. 94,g4 Has the dairying industry had a fair trial there yet ? I should not say that it has had a fair trial yet.- 
21N^~1899 avc y°u soen dairying country on the Northern rivers ? Yes.

0T'’ a' 850. How does this country compare with that ? There is not so much good country in ihe Tumut 
district as on the northern rivers, but what country there is is as good as any dairying country I have 
seen elsewhere.
851. Has it not been the practice in that district, when maize was low in price, to use it to feed pigs, and 
thus make bacon ? I cannot say.
852. I understand you think that with dairying there will be a new departure, in the raising of pigs in the 
district? The raising of pigs always follows the dairying industry.
853. And you anticipate that a railway would obtain more revenue from the carriage of butter and pigs 
than from the carriage of grain if the district continued to be used for grain-growing ? I do. Dairying 
requires more labour than agriculture, and will therefore bring more people into the district. That will 
increase the quantity of commodities needed, and tho passenger traffic too.
854. On what acreage of laud in the district could a man make a fair living if he went iu for dairying ? 
I should think a man would make a fair living on 150 acres of such laud as J. saw in the valley.
855. Is the land held in larger areas than that ? Yes; it is held iu large areas.
856. Then one advantage of the railway would be that it would bring about closer settlement upon 
smaller areas ? Yres.

WEDNESDA2' 22 NOVEMBER, 1809.
|3 resent:—

Tile Hox. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Linuesay Crawtord Snei’iieud. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
Will 1 at, 1 Thomas Dick, Esq, | Robert Henry Leyikn, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

Hon. James Hoskins, M.L.C., sworn, and examined :—
Hon. 857. Chairman^ I understand that you represented the electorate of Tumut in tho Legislative Assembly 

J. Hoskins, for a considerable number of years ? For seven or eight years.
M.L.C, g5g_ j SUppOSO y0U ai.c fairly well acquainted with the character of the district, and its agricultural aud 

99/”\~A'TsfKi mineral resources? I have not been in the district for eight or nine years, but I was elected to represent
i ot., 9. jj, f(jur or £ve an)j j have travelled through it repeatedly, so that I know fairly well what its capa

bilities aro. The valley of the Tumut contains very rich land, but the extent of good land, is limited,
because of the narrowness of the valley. Tho same remark would apply to the land in tho Gilmore
valley. I never saw any cultivation on the ridges in the Tumut district, though that land may have been 
cultivated in recent years. When I represented the district the ridge-land was devoted to pastoral uses. 
The people there looked forward to a rush of sheep from tho low country whenever there was a spell of 
dry weather.
859. The district provides a good feeding-ground for poor stock in dry seasons ? Yes, Stock come up
from the Eiverhia plains iu dry seasons. _
860. And a good many stock are depastured in the district all the year round ? The country did not 
appear to me to be very heavily stocked—not the ridge country.
861. But in dry seasons the district is largely availed of as a place to send poor stock ? Yes, from
Riverina. ' _ _
862. What is the nature of the ridgy country ? Ordinary grass-land, hut I do not think tho grass is 
very nutritious. The grass on the flats at Brungle aud other places, and on tho land along tho rivers, is 
very nutritious, but such laud is limited in area.
863. When you speak of the Tumut valley, what district does the term include ? I was referring to 
flats ou the banks of the river.
864.. Starting from where ? I have never been down the river to its junction with the Murrumbidgee, 
but I know it from Tarrabandra to Tumut, and above Tumut;.
865. Are we to understand that the best country is in the neighbourhood of Tuinut and beyond ? It docs 
not extend very much beyond Tumut,
866. Eire or 0 miles, perhaps ? Rather more than that.
867. Is not that land well suited for agricultural aud for dairying purposes ? It is for agricultural 
purposes ; I do not know enough about dairying to bo able to speak in regard to it.
868. When you knew the district, was much com and tobacco grown there? Maize was the principal 
crop there then, and a good deal of it was sent to Wagga direct, because that was shorter than to send 
it by team to Gundagai, and then by rail from Gundagai to Cootamundra, and from Cootamundra to Wagga. 
Wagga is the best market the Tumut people have for their maize. I have heard people say that Tumut 
maize is the best maize grown in the Colony, because it is not subject to destruction by weavil, whereas 
the maize sent from the Maclcay, the Manning, the Hunter, the Richmond, the Clarence, and other rivers 
is very much damaged by weavil. At the same time, the Tumut people require a good, price for their 
maize, iu order to pay for the long carriage, and therefore they are generally undersold in Sydney by 
maize coming from the rivers.
8G9. I suppose that wheu you represented Tumut you generally travelled by the main coach road, from 
Gundagai to Tumut ? Once or twice I travelled by the southern road from Bowning, near Yass, to 
Gundagai, and thence to Tumut. Subsequently, when the railway was extended to Cootamundra., I used 
to take the coach from Cootamundra. W hen 1 was Secretary for Lands in a Parkes administration, and 
tho Government was about to submit railway proposals to Parliament, I suggested tbe construction of a 
branch line from the southern railway towards Tumut. My proposal met with favour at the hands of tho 
Government, and was sanctioned by Parliament, with the result that the line from Cootamundra to

Gundagai
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(limdagat was constructed. Since then I Imvo been 
to learn from tbe reports of the Hallway CoininiBsioLtxD, 
amunn. When I submitted the proposal to the Government, 1 considered that the country between 
Cootamundra and Gundagai was very well suited for railway construction. There were no considerable 2a Nor HjyV 
streams to cross, and no ridges of any consequence, and the land was tolerably fertile, and, to a certain ’
extent, cultivated. As the existing line receives, in addition to the traffic from Tumut and Adelong, 
traffic from tbe settlement between Gundagai and Adelong Crossing, T do not see how tho proposed 
extension to Tumut can pay, while there is a loss on the existing line. When I used to visit the district, 
the cost of conveyance from Tumut to Gundagai was £l'a ton. The rale has of late years been reduced * 
to some 10s. a ton. Kow, the distance from Tumut to Gundagai is barely 21 miles by road, but by the ^ 
proposed railway it would be 31 miles, and, it seems to me, that by competition the teamsters’ rates will 
be reduced to 7s. (id. a ton, which is not less than is charged in some other parts of the country, and on 
these terms I think the teamsters’ competition will seriously affect the railway. The road from Tumut is 
a fairly good road. It is well eulverted, and good lengths of it are macadamised,
870. Three routes have been surveyed between Gundagai and Tumut—a western route following Adelong 
Creek for some distance, and two eastern routes, one on each side of the Tumut Hivcr ;—from what you 
know of the country, do you think the western route will serve as large an agricultural district as either 
of the eastern routes ? Iso.

very much surprised—and J may almost say grieved—
/-1 vie- 4*hn,4i Ilian nn-hoilei #1 In&ta nf ■nn-n

Hon.
J, Hosltim,

871. Either of tho eastern routes would serve more agricultural country than would be served by tbe 
western route ? Yes.
872. Goes the good agricultural country extend pretty well all the way along the Tumut Eiver, from 
Gundagai to Tumut ? I cannot say, because I have not been all along tbe river. I know that in some 
places the ridges abut more upon tho river than in others, so that there are no flats worth speaking of.
873. Is it not a fact that the best agricultural land is in the vicinity of Tumut, and to the north-east of 
Tumut? It is good land all about Tumut, where it is flat. Thore is good land up as far as Tarrabandra.
874. All the way up the river ? Yes; hut in narrow strips.
875. Strips of 3 or 4 miles wide? In some cases not more than a mile wide; in other cases as much as 2 
miles wide.
S7G. How far does the good laud extend east from Tumut—3 or 4 miles? Hot so far as that.
877. And south from Tumut? South from Tumut the country is very rough and ridgy.
878. Between Tumut and Adelong the country is pretty hilly and rough ? Yes, except close to Tumut; 
and even there it is very ridgy on one side of the road; it slopes down gradually to the Gilmore Creek. 
870, TVas Adelong in your electorate? Yes.
880. "Wliat are your opinions in regard to Adelong as a gold-field ? I cannot express an opinion in regard 
to it.
881. Is Adelong looked upon as one of the prominent gold-fields of the Colony? There will always be 
people getting gold there. An English company holds'the Gibraltar mine there ; but it does not pay,
882. The mining is mostly quartz reefing now ? Yes, and there is alluvial working on tho Upper Adelong.
883. "When you advocated the construction of a railway from Cootamundra to Gundagai, had you in view 
the probable extension of tho line to Tumut? I thought that if the line proved profitable, it would be 
wise to extend it to Tumut; but with the information which I now have in regard to it, I do not think it 
should be extended. ] cannot understand that there should be a loss upon the Gundagai line, because 
that line serves an extensive district lying round both Tumut and Gundagai.
881. It is not very rich country beyond Tumut, out towards Tumbarumba ? Some of tbe ridges are richer 
than those about Adelong. I believe that there is a little cultivation round about Tumbarumba, but very 
little. J
885. I suppose you recognise that it is a somewhat unusual thing to propose the construction of 31 miles 
of railway to connect two places which are only 21 miles apart? I consider that tbe people of Tumut 
cannot find )t difficult, seeing that they have a partly macadamised road, lo carry their produce to 
Gundagai, Plenty of small towns in Eugland, and still more in America, have to carry their produce 20 
miles to get to a railway station.
88(1. Is the district such that you think the Government should construct this railway ;—do vou think 
that if the railway were extended to Tumut there would be a very great development of the district ? I 
do not think so.
887. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you any idea as to tho area of tbe available land about Tumut?. Ho, 1 have
not.^ I was only asked to come hero yesterday; and therefore I have not made any inquiries into the 
subject, ‘
888. Can you tell us what is the length of the Tumut valley, in which the strips of good land are situated, 
is P lam not well acquainted with the lower part of the river.
880. Harrow strips, such as you have described, could hardly furnish much traffic for a railway, if used 
either for agriculture or for dairying? I do not think they could.
890. Was any dairying carried ou in the district in your time ? Hot that I am aware of.
891. "VVo have been told that there is now a butter factory in the district, and from six to eight dairies ; 
none of them existed in your time ? Ho.
892. Was tobacco not grown in tbe district in your time ? Yes ; but its cultivation has diminished con
siderably, because the price came down too low. The Chinese were the main growers of tobacco, and 
they have largely discontinued to grow it.
893. Ho you think that the proposed railway would assist Adelong at all ? If it enabled the people there 
to got loading more cheaply from Sydney, it would, of course, assist them ; and, with regard to thopassenger 
traffic, it is, of course,more easy to ride in a train than to ride in a coach.
894. Ho you think that tho construction of a railway would increase the development of the mines? I 
cannot see why it should do so, because (hero is now a railway within 29 miles of Adelong, and a good 
road connecting Adelong with the Bailway station.
895. And you do not consider the proposed extension desirable? I do not, because of tho smallness of 
the return obtained by the Cootamundra to Gundagai railway. I do not think the Colony will be justified 
in extending the railway to Tumut until there has been an improvement of tho traffic on the Gundagai line. 
890, Mr. Whfson.] I suppose you are aware that through rates are charged on the Gundagai lino, 
although local rates are charged on many oilier branch lines:—if local rates were charged, might not the

line
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liue come neai'er to being a profitable concern P I cannot tell you. I fancy that if the Government bafi 
charged local rates, and they were higher than the through rates, a large number of_ persons would have 
used their teams to compete with the railway in the carriage of goods from Gundagai to Cootamundra.
897. There is no competition of that hind between Temora and Cootamundra P The Temora line cost 
less than the Gundagai line, and therefore requires a smaller return to show a profit.
898. I think you said that there is a narrow strip of good land on both the Adelong and tbo Tumut 
Creeks ? I did not say that there was much good land on the Adelong Creek, though on the lower part 
of the creek, near Adelong Crossing, there are a good few fanners, and there is a flour-mill there, though 
the man who built it lost a lot of money by it.' There is a narrow strip of inferior land between the

0 Adelong Creek and the Tumut Eiver. _ __
899. The farmers about Adelong Crossing are within easy distance of Gundagai ? Acs. They would not 
contribute to the traflic of the proposed extension, neither would the farmers about Gundagai itself.
900. Is any of the country between the Adelong and Tumut Kivers good land, or is it all ridgy land? I 
cannot tell you. There is good land on the Gilmore Creek, though it is a narrow strip.
901. Are you aware of the existence of good land lower down, between the Adelong and Tumut Creeks ? 
There may be patches of good land there, but I do not know of any.
902. It would seem to be mostly ridgy country ? Yes. Going from Gundagai to Tumut, by way of 
Brungle, vou go up very steep ridges, until you got to the flats at Tarrabandra.
903. The main coach road from Gundagai to Tumut goes over very heavy ridges nearly all the way ? Yes.
90-1, Chairman.'] Have you read tho evidence of Mr. Harper? I saw the report of his evidence in tho 
newspaper. I thought his evidence very truthful and just, and untinged with bias. _
90ii. Ho you think that the public would be prepared to pay special rates upon the proposed extension, 
seeing that it is 10 miles longer than the road ? I think that if the railway were made the carriers would 
take loading for less than 10s. a ton, and many farmers would do their own carrying. There is some very 
flue land in the Tumut valley, but the settlement there is a mere nothing, compared with the settlement 
in tho Temora, Young, and Tam worth districts.

■ Travers Jones, sworn, and examined:—
T. Jones. 90G. Chair man You are well acquainted with the district between Gundagai and Tumut? Yes; I

,---- represented the Tumut electorate in the Legislative Assembly for about fourteen years, with a break of
22 Nov., 1899. three years. _

907. Would you like to make a statement in regard to the proposal now under the investigation of the 
Committee? Yes. I was the proprietor of a mine on the Adelong Creek when the staked line, which it 
is now proposed to construct, was measured. At that time I was on the Adelong Progress Committee, 
and the Adelong people wished for the construction of a railway which would go through the town of 
Adelong. They therefore induced the Government, acting through me, as their chairman, to make a 
flying survey from Adelong to 13ago, and from Bago to Tumbarumba. Mr. Hobson reported upon that 
project, and I travelled with him over the proposed route. So far as I remember, he reported tiiat there 
was no engineering difficulty in the way of an extension of tho lino from Adelong to Tumbarumbabut, 
with regard to bringing the line into the Adelong township, it would be very expensive to construct a railway 
through what is known as the Gap, to Tumut. Some time after that, I went into Parliament, and while I 
was supporting the Jennings-Dibbs Government, something like £500,000 was voted by the Assembly, 
without debate or division, for the construction of a line to Tumut, The proposal then went to the Upper 
Chamber, and was there referred to a Eaihvay Committee; but before the Committee had time to deliberate, 
Sir Patrick Jennings, because of some difference of opinion with his colleagues, threw up the sponge, 
although the Government had a majority of twenty or twenty-two. Thereupon the Tumut railway 
proposal, and other railway proposals, went overboard. Later on, I tried, on several occasions, to bring 
the matter before Parliament again, but the great obstacle in tbe way of the construction of the line was 
the necessity of bridging the Murrumbidgee, which it was estimated would cost an enormous sum, though 
the estimate has since been reduced very much by the Department, and now, from what I can learn, tho 
cost of a bridge would not stand very much in the way of the construction of the line. To get 'over the 
bridge difficulty, I suggested that the existing bridge at Gundagai should be reported upon, so_ that it 
might be known if it could carry both tho railway and the road traffic. It was known at the time that 
new approaches would have to be made to that bridge, because the old approaches were costing about 
£1,500 a vear'to keep in repair, and were dangerous to traflic. Mr. He Burgh, however, reported that 
the bridge had not been put up according to contract, and was not strong enough to carry a railway. J 
believe there was some dummy bolting in it, and that in many places where there shonldhave beena bolt, 
there were only a nut and a head, a thing which-has occurred in the construction of other bridges. . Tbe 
late Mr. Bennett backed me up in the opinion that it was possible to utilise one bridge for both railway 
and general traffic, and, so far as the argument that the trains would frighten horses is concerned, 1 would 
point out that the railway bridge now proposed is not a stone’s throw away from the existing bridge. 
However, tbe Kailway Construction Department opposed my suggestion, and some time afterwards the 
Adelong people actually told tbe Government that they would not be in favour of any railway which did 
not go through the town of Adelong. Kow the staked line leaves Adelong at some distance on one 
side, and my constituents were therefore divided as to what was tbe proper route for tho railway, 1 
suggested that a branch line should be made from Coolac, and upon its being decided to erect a bridge at 
Gobarralong within miles or 5 miles of Coolac, I suggested that that bridge should bo made suitable 
for both the railway and road traffic because, in my opinion, if trams can be run through the streets of 
Sydnev without interfering with tbe other traffic, a train crossing a country bridge twice a day would not 
interfere with the traffic on a country road, and a material saving would be effected by using the same 
bridge for both railway and road traffic. One bridge is used in this way in other countries, and Mr. Be 
Burgh refers to the fact that it is the custom to build such bridges in India. My opinion is that a line 
might be taken from Coolac through Brungle to Tumut, and afterwards might be extended from Tumut 
to Bago, and on to Tumbarumba, because tho future market for Tumut produce is western Riverina. 
So far as the resources of the Tumut district go, we have all there that is required, both in the 
way of soil and of climate, for tho production of crops, vegetables, and fruit. 1 was brought up to 
farming in the old country, so that I know what I am talking about when I make a statement

Hon,
J, Hnskin*, 

M.L.C.

22 Nov,, 1899.
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of tiat kind. There is no tetter soil in tho Colony than wc hare in tho river flats about Tuinut, Tliedroughts, T. Jones, 
which cause so much hardship and loss in the Colony generally, have proved the salvation of Tumut.
In a wet season the soil on the river flats is so rich that if you put in wheat or oats, it will go to straw, "'**vov., 1S99. 
and you will, get no head upon it; but, in a dry season, it will produce from 40 to 60 bushels per acre.
They have been growing wheat on the river flats for the last live years to my knowledge, and have been 
getting very large yields, because the seasons have been dry. When the seasons are wet they put in 
corn, and tho average yield per acre is from 40 to 60, and as much as 100. bushels per acre. Then there 
is a large area of forest land, in which there is rich chocolate soil. In many cases very good timber 
grows on this land, and land which produces good timber is Jit for agriculture, and will grow crops. 1 
Imvo scon a very heavy crop of oats at lied Hill, which is a pastoral holding, where very little is grown 
except lor the use of the station. J have also seen good crops at Sandy Creek. There is very rich soil 
there ; but the country is used chiefly for pastoral purposes, because of its distance from a market. At 
Nottingham Forest I saw as fine potatoes as I ever saw grown anywhere, and fine vegetables too. Then 
I have seen good crops at Bago, and at Reedy Flat, though both of those places are too far from market 
to allow crops to be profitably grown there. No place in the Colony will grow better potatoes than aro 
grown at Reedy Flat, and at Tumbarumba. At Three Brooks I have seen turnips as large and as fine as 
1 ever saw in the old country. A.t Tarcuita I have seen oats equal to those I saw at Red Hill. All tho 
way into Tumbarumba there is rich chocolate volcanic soil, fit to grow anything that can he grown in an 
English climate. The fruit grown in the district cannot be excelled in any part of the Colony. In fhe 
season, strawberries are as plentiiui as blackberries are in many other places ; but there is no market for 
the fruit grown there. "When I was in Parliament, I tried to induce the late Hon. John Sutherland 
(who was then Secretary for Public Works), to have a special car sent to Gundagai for the carriage of 
fruit; and .1 have exhibited in the Legislative Assembly buildings specimens of apjples and other fruits grown 
in the district, which could not be excelled, Thore are two drawbacks, however, to the progress of the district.
One of them is the want of a Closer Settlement Act. If the Government were to resume large estates, such 
as the Bombowlee estate, the district would carry five times its present population, and would produce 
five times as much as it now produces. One great curse there—a curse which drove me out of the old 
country—is that of tenant farming. Under the system of tenant farming, men hold their land on sufferance 
from year to year, and the area at their disposition is limited. If the Committee visit the district, they will 
see what a difference there is between the happiness and comfort of the homes of farmers who own their 
own land, and the condition of the homes of tho tenant farmers,—men who arc paying £ 1 per acre per 
annum for land which was alienated by the Crown for £1 per acre. If the Government gave proper 
inducements, many of these tenant farmers would become landholders, but at tbe present time they have 
no energy, and no inducement to improve their homes. Another drawback to the district is its distance 
from a railway. The route which has been staked out by tho Department simply runs into Tumut, and 
stops there, and I do not see how it is to be got any further. If the proposed line is made, tho Brungle 
and Red Hill portion of the electorate, where there is a great deal of fertile land, will not be served by 
it, but will continue to use the existing line, and Tumbarumba and Adelong Creek will be too far away 
to use it. I think that a railway, to meet the convenience of the inhabitants generally, should start from 
Coolac, and go through Brungle to Tumut, and thence, at a later date, to Adelong and further on.
Another proposal is to cross at Sandy Fall, though I do not know so much about that route.
DOS. Mr. Watson.'] We were told that it was practicable to get a route from Gundagai down the Tumut 
River? I do not think that there is anything to prevent the construction of a branch line from Coolac, 
and such a line would servo the whole electorate. I sent in very voluminous reports on the subject when 
I represented the electorate. In my opinion, Tumut is entitled to a railway. Any line which is 
made may not he such a commercial success as the Commissioners would like, but it will increase settle
ment and population. J. know a good deal about tho Riverina country, and I have had practical 
experience of several droughts there, aud it is my opinion that ugriculturo will never he a success iu that 
district, because of the insufficiency of tho rainfall. You may have a good crop one year, but then you 
may not get another good crop for two or three years more. If New South Wales is to supply her own 
people with produce she will have to depend upon the old agricultural districts, such as Tumut. There 
is never a failuro of tho crops in that district. There was a iailure of the potato-crop there two years 
ago, but that was owing to the destruction caused by a fly. I know a man, living back as far asTumba- ' 
rumba, who supplied Tareutta with potatoes, and he made from £80 to £100 an acre. It is a very poor 
crop of potatoes there which will not go 8,12, and 15 tons to the acre. Because of the failure of the 
crop on the occasion I mentioned, Tumut had to depend npon imported potatoes. We have some of the 
best farmers in the Colony in tho district, aud they have gained prizes with their produce at, Sydney, at 
Gundagai, and at Wagga. They have model farms, and carry on their farms on scientific principles; 
but it is very hard to get the old farmers out of the old grooves, and they continue to grow cither wheat 
or corn, according to the seasons. I have done my best to improve the system of farming there. I got 
Mr. Thompson, of the Agricultural Department, to deliver lectures in the district on farming, and Mr.
O’Callaghan to lecture on dairy-farming, and I got a person to go there to show them how to grow tobacco.
There is no place in the Colony better suited for butter-making, bacon-euring, or jam-making than tho 
Tumut district. From what I know of dairy farming, 10 acres of cultivation are worth 100 acres of 
grass,_ and you can keep as many sheep on 1 acre of artificial grass as on 20 acres of natural grass. Greasy 
wool is selling at the present time at prices which it has not reached before for twenty years. A gentleman 
to whom I was speaking recently, told me that he was selling his wool for Is. Osd. per lb.; and he told 
me that he had not lost any of his stock this year. With regard to the mining resources of the district I 
can say, as a practical miner, that in Adelong we have the Charters Towers of Now South Wales, if there 
is sufficient encouragement given for the development of the field. The Caledonian mine has been lying 
dormant for years, though several of the local miners have tackled it; hut the water was too much for 
them, and the ground was too hard, so that they had to give it up as a failure. Some little time ago, 
however, the Government were induced to give assistance to tho party at work thore, and I learn by this 
morning’s newspaper, that they have had 10 tons treated at Dapto, and have got 91- oz. of gold per ton.
They have been getting rich dirt for some time past, and they have paid back to the Government a good 
part of the money advanced to them. I have never known a quartz reef to he worked out,
909. Mr. Shephard.] What is the thickness of the reef ? Between 2 and 3 feet. As a general rule, the 
reef in Adelong is not very wide, The gold is got chiefly jn tho pyrites oro. The Gibraltar mine has

been
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J°n68, been a great success, because of the aseistaneo it has received by ihe spending of capital. They have 
BOor 188® c^ftnne^a and south, and from 12 to 20 and 30 feet wide ; but the ore thereis of low grade, averaging 

‘ ^rotn 8 to 1° dwfc. Tho rich gold got in the Gibraltar mine is obtained from tho east and west quart'/, 
reef. The last escort took away between 1,100 and 1,200 oz. of gold, and that came from only a few 
mines. I am convinced that thero is a largo future before the Adelong field, if sufficientiuducomentsare 
given for its development. At the present time the insecurity of tenure causes a great deal of trouble. 
In Victoria, where they are working places like Bendigo and Pleasant Creek, they are getting as good gold 
now as ever they got, and at Bendigo they are down 8,500 feet, I have not tho slightest doubt, but that 
at Adelong tho reef will go down that depth, and will be found payable.
910. Mr.JDick!\ You have stated that the Tumut district will grow anything? Anything that can be 
grown iu an English climate,
911. If you look at the parish map, which is now before the Committee, you will see three routes marked, 
ono following the Adelong Creek for some distance, and the other two the Tumut Creek ; between the 
Adelong Creek and the Tumut Creek there is a fairly large tract of land;—how much of that land is fitfor 
agriculture ? The land between the Adelong Creek and the Tumut Eiver is pastoral country, but there 
is some agricultural land on the branch creeks.
912. Then, whichever route is selected, it will draw agricultural traffic only from the narrow strips of flat 
land alongside the watercourses P The rich river fiats are limited in width, Tho Tumut Eiver flat 
extends for some 30 miles, but I do not know that its width will be much more than a mile. The staked 
line would shut out the country which would he served by taking a line from Coolac.
91.3. "Would the Coolac route serve the agricultural country on both the Adelong and the Tumut creeks ? 
Tt would serve the greater area of good country, but it would not serve the country ou the Adelong 
Creek. The principal agricultural land on the western side is between G-undagai and Adelong Crossing, 
a distance of about 10 miles, and on to G-rahamstown, another 12 miles. That country will always be 
served by the existing line. The best road in the Colony is that from G-uudagai to Adelong.
914'. You said that there is good land to the south of Tumut as far as Tumbarumba;—now, if a railway 
were taken to Tumut, how would you get it on to Tumbarumba? It would go via Adelong, and up the 
Bago. A flying survey was made of the route, and it has been reporter! that there are no engineering 
difficulties. The land there is forest land, with chocolate volcanic soil,
915. If tho liue stopped at Tumut, and the forest country you speak of were brought under cultivation, 
would the produce from it be taken to Tumut, or to the southern line towards Wagga? The difficulty 
which prevents the growing of produce thore now will still continue to exist, even if the line is taken to 
Tumut. The country you speak of will still be too far from a railway to allow produce to be profitably 
grown there.
91.G. So that, even if the line is taken as far as Tumut, it will not bring into cultivation the forest land 
between Tumut and Tumbarumba ? I do not think so.
917. How far would the greater part of that forest land be from Tumut ? The boundary of the electorate 
is, I believe, about 40 miles from Tumut, and within about 3 miles of Tumbarumba.
918. How far would you have to go from Tumut to reach this good forest land ? You would pass through 
tho Gilmore valley, and you would get good land all tho way into Adelong.
919. But that is going east ? That is going towards Tumbarumba. There are 12 miles of good agricul
tural land going into Adelong, Then you get on to what is called the Gap ; and when you descend again 
you go up the Adelong Creek until you cross the range to Bago.
920. And then do you come to this good forest land, or is it still some distance away? We have very fair
land up the Adelong Creek, though there is not any great area of it fronting the creek. Still the land
between the creek and the range is fair agricultural land. Then you got up to Middle Adelong, a distance 
of about 9 miles. There is some good agricultural land there. Yon go up a steep range into Kcedy Flat, 
and you get some of tho Ijest agricultural land in the Colony, and there is rather an extensive area of it. 
From Middle Adelong you go up a steep range, and then you get on to the tableland, and that is where 
tho forest land is. ’
921. How far from Adelong? Fourteen or 15 miles.
922. And how far does the good land extend ? All tho way into Tumbarumba.

■ 923. It has been suggested that the Adelong Creek should be followed all the way down, and the line
taken on to Tumbarumba;—have you considered that as apossible route? I had a flying survey made of it. 
It is quite possible to take the line down West Creek, which leaves the Adelong Creek, to Tumbarumba; 
but such a line would not serve Tumut or Brungle, or that side of the electorate at all.
924. But Tumut would be within 8 or 9 miles of a railway-station, instead of 20 miles, as it is now, and 
would have an easy grade instead of a heavy grade ? Yes.
925. Mr. Watson.) If the Tumut people had to go to Adelong they would have a more level road than
they have now to Gundagai ? Yes, the grade would be very easy all the way to the Gap and into Adelong.
920. Mr. You have stated that one thing necessary to make the proposed lino pay is the resumption
ot the large estates in the district by the Government, and the cutting of them up into small holdings;— 
are we to understand that the large laud-owners there are not at present putting their land to tho best 
use ? My private opinion is that all the people in the Colony have too much land, and that these large 
estates, except where the land is let out to tenant farmers aro not put to proper use.
927. What would you call a large estate in the Tumut valley? I could not tell yon the area of the 
Bombowlee estate; but it is pretty large. Nearly all the towns in the Colony are handicapped by tho 
large estates which surround them.
928. If the Government resumed land in the Tumut district, what would they have to pay per aero for it ? 
Tho last land sold there fetched £17 or £17 10s. an acre. The usual price for river flats is about £25 
an acre.
929. Then, the resumption of this land by the State would be rather an expensive undertaking? If tho 
Government resumed a large estate, they would not pay that price for it, because it would include a great 
deal ot inferior land, A few years ago you could readily get £25 an aero for the land on the Tumut flats.
930. Is much of this good agricultural land lying idle at”the present time ? No ; j. think that most of it
has been cultivated either by the owner or by a tenant farmer. A few years ago, when Chinamen were 
growing tobacco very successfully in the district, and were getting a very good price for it, the bolder of 
land got as much as £G an acre per annum rent for it, bo doing the ploughing .and harrowing; and tho 
usual price when the Chinamen undertook all the labour was from 30s. to £2 an acre. 931.
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l1. Jones.931. If all the flats arc being cultivated now, how would the construction of a railway lead to a crcatly-

mercasod production ? There is a good deal that is not cultivated, though the farmers rent what they *------‘------ >
can ot it. On the Bombowlee estate, I think tho Europeans pay 30s. an acre, and the Chinamen £2 23Not'> 18:)9-
[X IT £X 1C 4
932. Do you know the extent of that estate V IsTo. There is another estate—Laemclac—where tho land 
isvory rich too. ihat land is largely in the occupation of Chinamen, who grow very largo crops of corn

93^.i ]a° th’"kTtllat the development of dairying will load to the forest country being used to pasture 
cattle . jSo. It I wore going m for dairying, I should use the very best land. To dairy successfully,
of gras's^ fir°1V :feCd 01'110 J-Cri ricl'es of Breen erolls a,,c wortii for dairying purposes 100 acres

934. With the extension of dairying, there must bo a diminution of agriculture; which produces more 
revenue tor a railway-dairying or agriculture ? I have just returned from a visit to the Beechworlh and 
1 ackandandah district, in \ ictoria, and there the fanners have all given up agriculture for dairying They 
told me that dairying has saved 'S ictoria. One man told me that he milked seventy cows, and that their ‘ 
produce was worth from £2 to £2 10s. per day, and the money is coming in every week,
.)3o. But which provides the more traffic for a railway ? A pricultural produce. There is a great deal of 
diflerence between the value of a ton of butter, which is about £80, or a ton of cheese or bacon, which
the railway rates^40’and a ^ °f !lgnc'lll;ural Proclucei hut there wouM not be any great difference iu

ji .^hey — uuu au nueiong,aim get oetwcon a or 4 ok. per ____ ku,,™.,
the Gibraltar mine tor the last twenty years. When they were iu full work there before the strike they
cnndovhlSmw” "r 'T ’kCi kJ° mel’ ,'D 11116 aloDe’ thoug1'1 1 do hnow how many they are 
employing now. lam informed, by men who ought to know, that the mine looks just as well in the
Jm rveVe 8 n°!V aSilt CVer dl<1' U u;I1 lt:'m in ful1 work ^ averaged 2 m. to the ton 
-M7 iou say that the Adelong mines want encouragingwhat encouragement do they want > It takes a 
great deal ot money io prospect and to open up a mine. Sometimes, after £100,000 or £150,000 have been 
invested m a mine, and a plant wortii £10,000 or £20,000 has been put down, the capital becomes

nwWo ^ thCn lfc 18 rir?SSa[y t0 fbr tl10 of labour conditions, while an attempt
is made to obtain more capital A suspension is given for a certain time, and then, if the labour con
ditions are not complied with, the lease is forfeited, and some man comes along and orders the company 
to remove its machinery within s.x months. These provisions of the law cause the whole trouble In 
America you have to comply with labour conditions for a certain length of time, but if the mine becomes 
a myabie one and you arc giving large employment, you can convert your leasehold iuto a freehold 
Alien, again, £1 an acre per annum is too much to pay for rent when land is leased for agricultural 
pui poses for much less and for pastoral purposes for as low as Id. per acre. I consider that tlie mineral 
smashed8 “s:^18 flmtry WJ.11 t)rj?vc lts salvation, and they have proved its salvation since tho Banks 

f U klT u'llvibeij°fLmcnsent out fossicking by tho Government our mineral yield 
as increased tremendously and it would increase still more if proper encouragement were given to 

mining Wo are 100 years behind tho other colonies iu regard to mining, 15 k
f j - ^so ‘nines are as rich as you say they are, why should they be idle ? In all mines the gold is
out of K! 1 l ho,f10'jt Tr-i° 0nly 5 fcet’ 0r ;t may b° 30 or 40 fctiL il1 ha"th'llud- "ftcp you U

’Ac A8 T0 ^ 'V1- UOt ?° B.l0re than 2 or 3 dwts- Yo11 have to search for these rich 
shoots. A t Adelong the rich gold is got in tne pyrites ore. These pyritic shoots carry down until thoy 
lodges in a big white barren reel, and this white quartz has had to be sunk in -50, SO, and 100 feet before
atrae 0ri,?°tl1 m®,n i'0'1 Set d°7n a effclun the shoots spread out like the roots of
j j. 0, J j e Gibraltar mine, they have got beyond the zone whore the gold used to be found only in 
patches, and now the ore is generally payable. 7
939. What is the greatest depth that they have reached ? Tho Victoria mine obtained £1,000 from the 
Government when it got down 800 feet, as tho first mine to obtain payable gold at that depth. They limn 
sank 1,000 feet, and got another £500. The board of directors, however, divided ail the profits in 
dividends to keep up the price of the scrip ; and, therefore, wheu thoy got into a fault, they had no money 
q i. wi01! 1; :md \]ux- mT ls1s,iut do''vu llmvi though if is ono of the best in Adelong. *

n n'r ,ot AdclollS ? At the last general election there were about 2 200 neouic
on the roll tor the 1 umut electorate. When 1 was working an alluvial mine on Adolom- Creel: Mi-
SSn miS u'0fklllhr.tllji ;‘d.l01I1,nhf mine, and wo employed between us something like 118 men At that 
alone^10 popuIat,on’ iaolttdmg Women and children, was over GOO at Shepard’s Town and Grahamstown

THURSDAY,
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present;—

The Host. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEIOKETT (Cuairmax).
The Hon, Patrick Liithesat Craivtojjd Shephebd. William Thomas Hick, Esq.
The Hon. Aspbew Ctaerax, LL.l). John Christian Watsox, Esq.

Eobert Hesuy Lktiex, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaihvay from Gundagai
to Tumut,

Ernest Macartney He Burgh, M. Inst, C.E., Assistant Engineer, Bridges Branch, Department of
Public Works, sworn, and examined;—

E. M, c)q,|, _3£j., Watson."] It lias been suggested to the Committee, in connection with the proposal to extend a 
1)b Burgji, railway from Gundagai to Tumut, that it would be possible to minimise the expense of construction by 
M.LC.E. t,[)e cxisting road bridge for railway purposes;—from your knowledge of the bridge will yon tell ns

what you think of the suggestion r Mr. Burge, of tbe Eaihvay Ucpartment, spoke to me about this 
X 0T'’ " matter some years ago, and since then I have rebuilt the timber viaduct which leads to the bridge. After

considering the whole matter carefully, 1 have come to the conclusion that the difficulties in the.way of 
carrying a railway across the bridge more than counterbalanced the advantages which might be gained by

doing so. ,
942. What is tbe nature of those difficulties? Tho original iron bridge across the Murrumbidgee at
Gundagai, and a timber viaduct approaching it, were opened for traffic in 1SG9. .
943. What is the character of the iron bridge ? It is an iron-latticed girder bridge of three spans, resting
upon iron cylinders, and each span is 103 feet in length. The total length of the whole structure is 
3,025 feet—the timber viaduct being 2,716 feet and the iron bridge 309 feet in length. The roadway 
across the structure is 20 feet 6 inches wide. The viaduct however, is not straight, there being a curve in 
it of Si chains radius, and a grade of 1 iu 34 for a length of five spans. After thirty years’ life, the old 
viaduct decayed, and last year I replaced it with a new viaduct, ,
914. Is there a viaduct only on the Gundagai side, or is there also another viaduct on the Tumut side of 
the river ? There is very little timber work on tbe Tumut side of the river—only two spans; so that 
practically the whole of the timber work is on the Gundagai side.
945. Will you indicate the nature of the difficulties which would operate against using the bridge and 
viaduct for railway purposes ? The difficulties are exactly the same in this case as I indicated to exist in 
connection with the Wilcannia bridge. Although the structure is amply strong for all ordinary traffic 
loads, even including a traction engine, it has not been designed to carry tbe concentrated load given by
a train composed of a heavy engine and closely packed trucks. . .
946. Could tbe bridge and its approaches be strengthened at a minimum of expense to meet the conditions
required by railway traffic ? I have looked into the matter, and I have come to tho opinion that tho 
expense would he so great that the undertaking would not be economical. So far as the viaduct is 
concerned, the spans would have to be shortened, and we should practically have to build an additional 
pier for every pier that there is there now. A more serious thing still is that we should have to construct 
a new deck, in order that the rails might be flush with the roadway. The only bridge of the kind existing 
in Hew South Wales—leaving out tho Camden bridge, which is crossed by a, tramway and not by a 
railway—is a bridge between Moama and Echuca. , , i __ j
947. Is there not a similar bridge at Singleton ? In the case of the Singleton bridge tbe road traffic and
the railway traflic run on separate sides. On the Moama-Echuea bridge the rails are flush with the 
roadway so as not to interfere with the vehicular traffic. . , , ,
948. Tho railway at Moama is a private line ? There is a private railway from Moama to Denihqum ;
but it is the Victorian rolling stock that is run over the bridge I am speaking of. That bridge is an 
endless source of trouble, because it is very difficult to keep the roadway in repair. It had a timber deck 
similar to that of the Gundagai bridge, but it was so unsatisfactory that last year we spent £4,000 iu 
putting in a new floor with a view to getting rid of the annoyance. . . .
949. Is there nothing in the private company’s Act to require that they shall keep the bridge in repair?
The bridge is kept in repair under an agreement between tbe Governments of Hew South Wales aud of 
Victoria.0 Hew South "Wales paid half the cost of construction and pays half the cost of maintenance. 
The Victorian railways run across the bridge into Moama, I do not think the private company’s line 
extends beyond Moama, so that the bridge is not in their length. ... .
950. Do you think that the cost of converting the existing Gundagai road bridge into a road and railway
bridge would be greater than tbe convenience thereby obtainable would justify ? Tes, and, not only that, 
but I am afraid that it would not be a satisfactory job when we had done it. The viaduct at Gundagai is 
amply strong for a traction engine, but even a traction engine is a little bit more for tbe iron bridge than 
we care about. Tbe factor of safety there is not quite so high as we should have in one of our modem 
bridges. Tho Gundagai bridge is in a worse position for carrying railway traffic than tho AVileannia 
bridge or any of our new steel bridges. _ . .
95L. Would it cost much to strengthen the bridge to enable it to carry a railway ? I do not. think you 
could do it at all with economy; it would be a very difficult task and the result would be unsatisfactory,
952. It is to be expected that the road traflic would largely diminish if the railway were constructed to
carry the traffic between Tumut, Adelong and Gundagai? Ton would still have to keep the floorway 
in repair, and it would be bad economy to cut up the deck to make the rails flush. Even though the 
traffic might be smaller you could not, let the roadway get into bad condition. _
953. But”witb a smaller traffic less inconvenience would arise? Of course, tbe fewer tbe people going
over the bridge the less the inconvenience. As a matter of fact wojiow try to keep the road traflic off 
the viaduct as much as possible, by milking it go across the flats. We give access to the bridge near the 
river, ko that the traffic can get on to it without crossing the viaduct. _ _
954. While you do not compel the traffic to cross the flat, you encourage it to do so? Yeo; in order to
save the wear on the deck of the viaduct, __
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9d5. What was the reason for the curve in the viaduct? In order to bring tho bridge itself at rjjrht 
angles to the current of the river.

Could, not that have been done equally well by making the viaduct straight ? If that had been done, 
tho viaduct would have been longer, because more of the flat would have to bo crossed.
957. Can you tell us what the new viaduct cost ? £12,292.
958. What was the original cost of the iron bridge ? I cannot tell you.
959. What would you estimate the cost of putting up a similar structure to bo ? About £7,000.
960. Piers and everything complete? Pee.
961. That would make the cost of the whole structure about £20,000? Yes.
9G2. Did the £12,292 come out of revenue, or out of Loan Votes? Out of Loan Votes.
903. And the original cost of the viaduct and bridge too ? I cannot speak positively, but I think that
that is very probable. The last expenditure was taken from what we call a 30 years’ loan, which is
redeemable.
964. By so much each year? Yes; it is supposed to be so.
965. It is estimated that tho. proposed railway bridge, inclusive of whatever viaduct may be necessary to 
cross the flats, would cost about £25,000 ;—would you care to express an opinion upon that estimate ? 
No, because, no doubt, the railway engineers have worked tho matter out in detail.
966. Can you tell us whether a railway bridge should cost a great deal more than a road bridge ? It 
ought not to do so. If you were to take the material used in tho viaduct aud distribute it so that it 
would meet railway loads, I think you would probably find that you had sufficient timber to make tbe 
viaduct suitable for a railway.
967. Would the same remark apply to the bridge also ? No ; not quite. It would cost a little bit more 
to make an iron bridge suitable for railway traffic.
968. I think you told us, when we were considering the advisability of using the Wilcannia bridge for 
railway purposes, that a saving was made in constructing railway bridges by not decking them ;—would 
that saving be a considerable item in a bridge 800 feet long ? Tho deck of an iron bridge is a small 
matter in comparison with the total cost of the structure, whereas the deck of a viaduct forms a very 
important part of tho whole structure.
969. 1 gather, then, that a railway bridge would not cost a great deal more than a road bridge would
cost ? Not a groat deal more. ■
970. You say that the iron part of the structure would cost more if erected for railway purposes than if 
erected for road traflic;—would a railway bridge involve longer spans ? No; they would probably use 
more spans. In a timber viaduct you would have twice as many spans fbr a railway as for road traflic.
971. In your opinion it would not be advisable to use the present road bridge fbr railway purposes, even 
if it could be so used at a small cost ? Of course, if the bridge could be made suitable fbr railway traffic 
at a small cost, I would say that it should be converted ; but I do not think that it could be converted, 
except at a very considerable cost, a cost that in my opinion would not justify the undertaking.
972. Dr. Garran.'] Any railway bridge will require a viaduct, just as the road bridge does? Yes; 
because they have to get across the flooded flats.
973. A viaduct of the same length ? Yes ; of about tho same length.
974. Your bridge is above flood-level ? Yes.
975. Then the railway engineers will not have to make their bridge any higher than your bridge? No.
976. How near will their bridge be to yours ? I have not seen the survey. I do not know where they 
intend to cross the river.
977. If the twro bridges are to be pretty close together, would it not be well to have tbo same number of 
piers in each, so that one set may lie exactly in front of the other, and not impede the stream? It would 
bo an advantage ; but I do not think it would be a matter of any serious importance, so far as the flats 
are concerned.
978. I am referring only to the iron part of the structure ? If the iron bridges were near together it 
would be important tiiat the piers should be in alignment, as nearly as possible.
979. If in the railway bridge they had to increase the spans to do that,.it would slightly increase the cost 
of the work ? By making the spans a little longer, they might save a pier, and the saving of the pier 
might compensate for any increase iu the cost of the spans. It would be very difficult to give an answer 
to your question without making detailed calculations.
930. If it did not cost any more, there would be so much more reason for keeping tbe piers in alignment ? 
If it did not cost any more, it would be a great advantage to keep them in line.
9SL. You do not know how the piers of the new bridge are planned ? No ; 1 have not seen the plans. 
932. Should there not be a consultation between tbe two Departments, if the bridges are going to be 
placed close to each other ? I have no doubt that there will be, if the work is carried out. At tbe present 
time we arc building a bridge at Camden, which will be used by tho railway authorities, and, of course, 
they consult us in regard to it.
983. It is a matter of some little importance tiiat the stream should not be obstructed ;—the river brings 
down a good deal of timber occasionally ? Yes ; a large quantity of timber comes down tbe Murrumbidgee. 
9S4. Then, the clearer the way tho better? Yes,
985. There is no possibility of avoiding the expense of a now railway bridge ? The railway authorities must 
build a new structure, though I do not know whether they could find a crossing where they could build a 
more economical bridge.
986. There are several lattice-girder bridges on our railway lines ? Yes.
987. Do you know what their spans are? There is a great variety of span in the bridges of tbo Colony.
988. And with lattice-girder bridges the part between each span is really, I suppose, a separate bridge ? 
There is a class of bridge, called continuous, where that is not so.
989. In sucli bridges tbe strain is thrown alittlo backward and a little forward ? The strain is continuous, 
and the bridge balances on the piers.
990. But, generally, lattice-girder bridges are separate structures between each span ? Yes.
991. Each portion of tho bridge carries its own load independently ? Yes. The old G-undagai bridge 
is neither independent nor continuous. I do not know which stylo they meant to make it.
992. Is there anything to show whether it is wearing at any definable rate ? No. I had the bridge 
cleaned and painted recently, and there is no apparent deterioration of the iron, I do not consider that 
the traffic over it is sufficiently frequent and heavy to cause any molecular allqration in the iron.

7—E ’

E. M. 
De Burgh, 
M.LC.E.

£3Hov., 1839.

993.
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M. 093. There is no vibration ? The loads are not sufficiently sudden to cause any alteration in the iron 
De -Burgh, :tsei£ir i c i£ itscji. . f

' ' 001'. Then the existing traffic does not sufficiently test it? No; hut in the event of a heavy traction
23 Bov. 1896. cnSiJle using it, it would stress it more than we are in the habit of allowing.

' ’ J 095. Has any traction engine been over it ? Not that I am aware of.
996, Has any machinery from the Adelong mines gone over it? A 10-ton boiler went over it recently.
097, Were any observations made as to the deflection on that occasion ? No, but 10 tons is well within 
the load. .
998. JIfr. Dick.] Do you know if floods arc of frequent occurrence on that part of the Murrumbidgee ? 
Speaking from memory only, I tliink there have been no serious floods there of late years. There was a 
very big flood in tho Murrumbidgee in 1SSG or 1887, but since then I have no record of any flood of 
sufficient importance to cause us to make inquiries as to how the bridges were standing.
999. That being so, do you think it would be of any advantage, from the point of view of economy, to 
construct a low-level bridge, and to cut out the viaduct? ’Well, instead of rebuilding the viaduct, I 
should have liked to take the road across the flat, and to climb up on to the iron bridge with an inclined 
approach. As I have already said, the bulk of the traflic does not use the viaduct now. The railway 
people, however, do not like to have their traffic interrupted.
1000. Do you know how long the water is up in time of flood ? I should say that it would not lie on the
flat for more than about four days at the outside. _
100L. Would the construction of a low-level bridge, without a viaduct, be considerably cheaper than the 
proposed construction ? Yes, very much. _
1002. Would there be any difficulty in making the bridge low because of a rise on tho other side of
the river? They would have a difficulty in getting up on the Tuinut side, bceauso it is pretty steep 
there, .
1003. Would that involve very much cutting ?■ I have not seen the railway section; but I know that 
on our road it would not involve any serious work, as we use a much steeper grade. If they were 
working on a ruling grade of 1 in 70, or something like that, they might have to mane a long cutting.
1004. Do you think the construction of a low-level bridge is worth considering, or is it out of consideration 
because o'f tbe rho on the Tumut side of the river? I could not say, because I have not seen tbe 
railway section. The Camden bridge, in flood-time, is submerged many feet, and the river which it 
spans rises much more frequently than the Murrumbidgee rises. We are building a new bridge at 
Camden now, but we are not thinking of putting it above flood-level, because tlmr would involve the 
construction of an enormous viaduct. The traffic on tbo Camden line is probably stopped six or seven 
times in the year; but I do not think it would bo stopped on the Gundagai line more than once a year.
1005. Mr.Leuen.} At Singleton they have a traffic and railway bridge combined? Yes; but the
railway runs on one part of the bridge aud the road on another. The railway and the road traflic are 
not together. _
1006. Hut it is all one bridge, built of stone? It is a timber bridge, upon stone piers.
1007. Has not each roadway the same strength? Yes, in that ease ; but more for appearance than for

. anything else.
1003. What is the difference in width ? The railway portion is about 13 feet wide, and the road portion 
about 18 feet wide. _ i _
1009. Could the road portion carry the railway ? Yes, with a certain amount of alteration.
1010. And the railway portion could carry the road traffic? Yes, with alterations,
1011. So that one portion is as strong as the other;—how many years has that bridge been standing?
I do not know, but 1 should think about twenty years. _ _
1012. I think it was tho first bridge of any importance built in the Colony ? Well, the original arches 
are there still. I repaired some of them lately.
1013. Thero is an enormous traffic over the Singleton bridge ? Yes, a very heavy traffic.
1014. The bridge is crossed by the main north road, aud is within three-quarters of a mile of tho town 
of tSiugleton ? Yes;
1015. No complaint has been made about the combination arrangement? Yes ; there have been a great 
many complaints.
1016. Is it complained that the trains cause horses to shy ? Yes.
1017. Can you tell me how many accidents there have been there ? I cannot tell you how many 
accidents there have been, but I know that complaints are numerous.
1018. Have you ever heard of as many as two accidents occurring there during the last twenty-five years ?
I have no recollection of any. _ ...
1019. Has the Government ever had to pay one farthing compensation for accidents which have occurred 
there ? I do not know.
1020. Is there any one in charge of the bridge? There used to be a signalman there; but he was not 
there the last time I had the bridge under my notice.
1021. 1 suppose be has been done away with because be was not necessary ? I do not know.
1022. Have you ever been there when trains were crossing ? Yes, often.
1023. Have you ever seen any accidents there ? Iwould not like to be on the bridge with a flash horse
when a train was passing. _
1024. How many trains cross the bridge in a day—twenty ? Yres, certainly.
1025. And yet you have never heard of an accident? No.
1020. Chairman^ If it were necessary to construct a new road bridge over the Murrumbidgee, the 
question of making a combined road and. railway bridge might be one for serious consideration ? Yes.
1027. But as we already have a road bridge there, and inasmuch as a new railway bridge would only cost 
£25,000, it would appear to be better to keep the traffic apart? Yes.
1028. To alter tbe present bridge so as to make it capable of carrying both road and railway traffic would 
entail a very large expenditure ? Yes.
1029. So that in your opinion it would be better to have two separate bridges ? Yes.
1030. Did you ever consider tbe question of constructing a low-level bridge at Gundagai ? No ; though,
as 1 have said, I considered the question of doing away with the viaduct. _
.1.031. If it were necessary to make a saving, would a low-level bridge answer? There is no objection to 
a low-level bridge, except that it occasionally causes an interruption of the traffic. 1032,
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1032. Is tliero much traffic at Gundagai ? Ton will have to get that information from some oliher source. 1
From an engineer’s point of view, there is no difficulty in constructing a low-level bridge. iwr fM?1'
1033. The question was seriously put forward by Mr. Burge, whether low-level bridges, such as they have ' a"'
used with considerable success in Queensland, should not be adopted in this case ? I see no reason 23 1399
against it, if they can get a sufficiently good grade on tbe Tumut side. ’’ ‘
1034. AVith a low-level bridge you save a great deal of construction? Yes ; you only require to make 
about 300 teot of oridge, instead of about 3,000 feet. X should not like any misapprehension to remain 
in the minds of the Committee in regard to tho road bridges of the Colony. People may say, “ It is a 
very curious thing that when we ask, 1 Will these bridges carry a railway ?’ we are told that they are not 
strong enough.” There are about 52 miles of road bridges in this country, and they are thoroughly strong 
and in every way proper structures for the loads which the)' have to carry. They arc in no way inferior 
bridges. But if we designed them to carry railways where there were no railways, we should be guilty of 
a great waste of public money. The bridges are perfectly good for any road traffic 1 ou can bring on them— 
people, stock, or even traction engines ; but they are not designed to carry locomotue engines and trains.
103o. What is the utmost carrying power of the Gundagai bridge ? It is designed to carry as dense a 
crowd of people as can be crowded on to it from end to end—that is 84 lb. to every square foot of deck ; 
and it will carry a traction engine weighing 10 tons. It would take five times as much as either of these 
loads to break down the viaduct, or four times either of these loads to break down any portion of tbo 
main bridge, 5 and 4 being the factors of safety in each case.
1030. Mr. Levicn.'] What was the Singleton bridge built for P The Singleton bridge was built especially 
to carry a railway, and in making one part of it strong, they had to make the other part strong, or 
otherwise the whole structure would have looked ugly.
1037. Why should not other bridges be constructed in the same way, in anticipation of future require
ments ? It would cost immensely more to build all our road bridges in that way. The Singleton bridge 
wa,s built for railway traffic rather than for road traffic. They would not have thought of building the 
bridge bad it not been for the railway.
1038. Mr. Shepherd.'] When you construct a bridge for a railway, it is stronger than a bridge designed for
ordinary traffic? Yes. ‘
1039. And a bridge designed for ordinary traffic would not be suitable for a railway ? No,

George Charles Yeo, draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn, and
examined:—

1040. Mr. Leman.] Do you know the country which would be traversed bv a lino from Gundagai to O. C. Yco. 
Tumut? Not personally. ‘ /___
1011, You appear here to gne ns information in regard to the stock of the district ? Yes : I have here 23Nov., 1899. 
a description of tho area likely to bo affected by tbe construction of the proposed railway and a return of 
the stock in the ^area described. The area of the district to which my returns refer comprises about
492,000 acres. ^ Ihe boundary of the district commences at a point on the proposed railway about 10 miles 
from Gundagai, and goes thence by a line south-easterly ; on tbo oast the district is bounded by the range 
dividing the waters of the Tumut and the Baloo arm, or tho Peak Fiver : ou the south by tbe range 
dividing the waters of tbe Tumbarumba and Bago Creeks; and on tbo west by the range dividing the 
waters of tho Yaven Yaven and Tareutta, Creeks; thence the boundary continues north-westerly to the 
point of commencement. The following is the return of tbe stock iu that district:—

Y par. Horses. Cattle. Sheep.
1890 ... .............. 68-4 6,724 123,600
1897 ... .............. G7S 6,560 121,300
1898 ... .............. 700 7,055 328,330

Stock Traffic.

Year. To ami from— Horses. Cattle Sheep.

| Guudagai find Tumbarumba and Yarrancobillv .
1 ;; ;; ;;

580
020
7 GO

J,200 220,000 
1,515 385,000 
4,300 582,000

Average clip—280 to 300 tons.

1012. Ilow many sheep-owners aro there in the district ? I suppose there are about 200 people owning 
tbe 128.000 sheep mentioned in tbe return.
1013. Is 128,000 the largest number of sheep that have been in the district ? Yes, for the three years 
I mention.
1044, Who are the largest owners in the district? Petersen and Sargood, .1. F. MeEvoy, and Dalgety 
& Co. The others are small holders.
1045, Are there any largo breeders of cattle in that district ? At Tuma, a little further south, they breed 
a good number oi cattle, and those cattle arc taken to Victoria or to Sydnev, according to tbe state of 
the market.
1046, Is the district a healthy stock district;—do tbe sheep suffer much from foot-rot, fluke, and other 
ailments, or the cattle from Cumberland disease and tuberculosis? I have beard nothing of anthrax in 
tbe district, though tuberculosis is present more or less everywhere throughout the Colony. We have no 
complaints, however, about the unheaithiuess of the district.
1047, How many travelling stock reserves are there between Gundagai and Tumut ? I do not know that 
thore are any,
1048, Then, how is the stock travelled P It travels mostly through ihe lanes. As a rule, the stock travel 
up the Adelong Creek, a little to the west of Tumut, and then branch off.

1049'
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G-. C. Yco. 1049. Arc there any travelling stock reserves along that route? There is a travelling stock route from 
Tumut down towards Yarrangobilly. It varies from 20 chains to half a mile wide, aud extends for a 

23 Nov., 1899. distance of, I suppose, about 00 miles.
10C0, Arc there any commons intervening? Yo.
1051. Any annual leases, or any holdings of that kind? I could not say. _ . ,
1052. C/iairman.] The Tumut district is one to which starving stock are sent in great numbers m bad
seasons? Yes. _ _ .
1053. It is looked upon as one of the most reliable sheep districts in the Colony ? Yes; the Eiverma 
sheep arc sent there.
1054. The district to which starving sheep are sent extends as far as Tumbarumba ? Yes. _ .
1055. Is the whole district a pastoral rather than an agricultural district ? It is a pastoral district in
summer-time, but in the winter-time, down towards Yarrangobilly and Kiandra, the country is empty, as 
it is too cold for stock. ,
1050. But are not the agricultural portions of the district limited in extent ? Certainly.
1057. Mr. S/ifip/tcrd.] Is the hilly country good grazing laud? I cannot say, because I have not been
in the locality. . . .
1058. They do not appear to have suffered from drought in the Tumut district as much as in other 
districts? No. Tho returns for the Gundagai sheep district will show you how the district generally 
has been affected during the last few years. Tbe following table shows tho number of sheep and cattle
in the Gundagai sheep district during the years 1894 to 1898 :—

Year. Sheep. Cattle.
1894   1,054,595   54,310
1895   968,040   45,593
1896   927,709   43,920
1897   907,590 ....... 41,1 o9
1898   1,136,900   51,862

Those figures show that 1897 was a bad year in the district, and it was a bad year pretty well everywhere.
1059. IVas not 1898 a worse year? No. In 1898, in that particular district, things improved a great 
deal, because of an early rainfall.
1060. Go you know if they have to feed their stock there artificially at times ? I. cannot say.
1061. I suppose there is generally sufficient pasturage for the stock there ? I think so.^ ^
.1062. Dr. Garrtm.] Go your figures show the number of starving stock sent to the district? No, but 
they give an idea as to the number.
1003. Go you know whore the stock came from? No.
1064. But mostly from the Murrumbidgee country ? I think so. In 1896 there were 220,000 sheep 
travelling to and from Gundagai, Tumbarumba, and Yarrangobilly; in 1897, 385,000; and in 1898,
682,000. . .
1005, Have there ever been that number travelling before ? I have not made a comparison with other 
years.
106G. Have you the figures for 1899 ? No. That return will not come iu until tho 31st Gecember.
1007. If another 500,000 sheep were sent to the district, could they be taken in there? I cannot say. 
I do not think the district could have carried any more stock last year. I think pretty well all the 
Biverina stock were sent there then.
1008. In what other parts of the country could starving stock be taken ? A lot of stock went up on to
the Hunter, towards New Eugland, last year. _
1009. Could more stock have been taken there ? I do not think so. Prom conversation which I had 
with people who sent sheep there, I learnt that they had to keep moving their stock about, because the 
grass was failing, and that in some cases they had to take them home again and feed them artificially.
1070. Do yon think that we had as many starving stock on tbe high lands of the Colony last year as could
be taken there ? Yes. _
1071. So that a dozen railways from the Darling would not have improved the position ? No ; because I
do not think any more could have been taken. ........................
1072. Mr. TFhAswi.] Does it not sometimes happen that there are droughty conditions in Eiverina, south
of Wagga, aud quite other conditions north of Wagga, and vice versa ? Yes. _ _
1073. So that although Eiverina last year took up all the mountain area available for starving stock, it 
might happen next year that only part of Eiverina would want to send stock away? Yes; I daresay 
that might happen.
1074. So that the fact that the whole of the country available was taken up last year is not necessarily 
a reason against the construction of railways into dry districts ? Of course last year the drought extended 
all over the western district, whereas sometimes there is a good season in the north, although there is a 
drought in the south.

William John Hanna, Principal Assistant Engineer, Hoads Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined.

W. J. Hamm, 1075. Gkairmani] You produce a tracing showing tho roads branching out in a southerly direction from:
a—^ Gundagai? Yes. _ ^

23Nov., 1899. 1070. Can you tell us the length of the various roads, and what they cost to maintain? Not from' 
memory; but I will prepare a statement giving that information.

Joseph Clarke, inland Mail Clerk, Postal and Electric Telegraph Department, sworn, and examined.
J. Clarke. 1077. Chairman.'] Will you furnish the Committee with tho usual statistical information at your disposal 

a—jn regard to the railway proposal which they are now investigating ? Tho letter received from 
23 Nov., 1S99. the Committee asks for full particulars of "the mail contracts on and about tbo lines between

Gundagai
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Gundagai and Tumut. I have prepared a list of tho mail contracts on the road from G uudagai to Tumut J. ClArko.
hy three differents routes, and hy the Hues branching out in all directions on both sides. The particulars
are as follows— ^ I'0T‘’

Pahticui.abs of Mail Services between Gundagai and Tumut, and tlio braneb lines tberefrom.

Contractors’

Names.

2±3 Wlm. H. Elliott 

245 Andrew Paterson

250 Cornelius
Melnerney.

251 Michael J.Phelfln

Addresses.
Postal Lines*

Dls-
L^iice

Frequency
of

CoiumunU
cation,

Mode of 
Conveyance.

Gundagai

Adelong

Tareutla

BaUow

252 John Eilton,
jun.

253 George W. Law-
sou.

254 Bobcrt G. Bcilv

255 Michael J.PIioIhd

24G Georgs Danvers, 
jun.

249 Alexander
M cKenzio.

Beceiving Oflicc 
Keeper.

256 Edward lynch..

257 ITenrv G, W.
Wilkinson.

258 Mrs. Ellen
O’Shea.

A. G. Bennett...

Tareutta

Sharp’s Creek, 
Adelong.

Wondnlga 
Adelong.

Baihvay Siation and Post 
Office, Gundagai.

Gnudagai, South Gunda
gai, Adolong Crossing- 
place, Grahamstown, 
Shepard’s Town, Ade 
long, Gilmore, and 
Tumut,

Adelong Crossing-place, 
Mundnrlo, Hillas Creek. 
Lower Tare ulta, and 
Tareutta.

Adelong, Middle Adelong, 
Hallow, Laurel Hill, 
Courabyra, and Tumba
rumba, rid Uaslcdt’s, 
Parrot Hill, and Mo.Bow- 
ling’s, of Upper Tmn- 
barumba; with a branch 
mail to and from 
Tumbarumba, Tarudale. 
Upper Jiago, and Hallow, 
rid Bago, and Bago 
Siation.

. I Adelong,MountAdrah, and 
I Hillas Creek.

■ Adelongand Sharp’s Crock,' 
rid John Roche's and' 
Green Hill station, 

near Gilmore, Upper Gilmore; 
and Batlow, aid Win- 
dowio Public School, and 
along the eastern side of 
Gilmore Creek to Fen

3G

27

4(1

I

Batlow............

r
Tumut ........ |

I
Brungle...... .

Wagrugobilly

Argalong .........

ydlowin .........

Tumut .............

Spring Flat, 
Tumut.

32

21

10

18

No. pf timga 
per ^eek.

Once or 
oftener 
daily.

Sis./....,

Three.,

Two

Spring-
cartj 1 
liorpe. 

Coach, 3 
or more 
horses.

Sulky.

Annual 
Amount pay

able to 
Contractors.

Date of 
Tcnttination 

of
Contiacta,

£ s. d. 
33 0 0

184 0 0

74 10 0

One

One

Two

Two

Coach, 2! 18 M3 0 
or more 
horaes. | 

l

Gully Crossing.
Batlow and QuartzvtUe, vid 1C One ...... Horgeback

Hides’ Saw-mills.
Gruudagiu, Gocup, and 

Tuinut, via tlio marked*
20 Three 'j

Coach, £
tree line j and h or more

Gundagai, Tarrabandra, 24 Three horses.
Brungle, aud Tumut. 

Brungle and Rosomount.

Brungle Bridge (on the 
Gundagai—Tumut Mail 
Line) and Wagrugobilly. 

Tumut and Argalong ...

Tumut, West Btowering, 
and Yellowin.

TumufcandBlowering; and 
Blowering, Talbingo, Yar

rangobilly,yarrangobilly 
Caves, and Kiandra.

Blowering, Talbingo, and 
Yarrangobilly; and to 
extend service to Yarran 
gobilly Caves from 1 
November to 30 April 
(7 miles extra).

15

19

12
64

31

2-wbceled
vehicle.

Horseback

Horseback

Three...... Horseback

Six.

Ono

Two ......  Horseback

Two f 
One ... |

i
■!

One

1 or 2 horgo 
convey
ance ; when 
snow U 
heavy, on 
snow shoes 
or horse 
hack.

Total cost per annum.........................£

3C 15 0

25 0 0

29 17 C

19 18 0

159 10 0

£7 0 0 

10 0 0

20 0 0

39 0 0

90 0 0

30 0 0

31 Dee., 
1901.

31 Dee. 
1901.

31 Dec., 
1900.

963 5 6

31 Dec., 
1899.

31 Dee., 
1899.

31 Dec., 
1899.

31 Dec., 
13CD,

31 Dec., 
1899.

31 Dec., 
1901.

31 Dee., 
1899.

31 Dee., 
1S99.

31 Deo.,
1001.

31 Dec,, 
1899.

31 Dee., 
1890,

In all cases where the contracts end this year provision has been made for the continuance of the service 
next year.
1078. Many of those contracts would still have to he carried out if tho proposed railway were made ? 
The service between Adelong and similar places would require alterations, hut it is probable that it would 
cost ns much as, or more than, we now pay, because the passenger traffic obtained by the coaches reduces the 
amount that we have to pay. On the other side, towards Brungle and Gocup, we should probably mahe 
the service only bi-weekly, but at tho present time wc run the mailt to aud from Tumut by what is known 
us tho marked-tree line, because it is shorter than the other roud. 1079.
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J. Clarke. 1079. Mr. Harper estimates the revenue from mails, itc.; at £372—£12 a mile for 31 miles ? "i es; that 
is the usual allowance. I have also here a statement showing the number of letters posted at tho post 

23 Nov., 1899. offices, and the revenue derived from the post and receiving offices on the mail lines between Gundagai 
and Tumut, aud the branch services therefrom, in the year 1893 :—

Revenue.

Name of Office.
Number

of
Letters posted. Postal. | Telegraphic.

Money Order 
and

Postal Notes.
Total.

£ £ £ £
Gundagai........................................................................ 199,G20 1,437 551 108 2,096
South Gundagai ....... ............................... ............ . G,9S0 37 37
Adelong Oroasinn-plnce.................................................. “Iseo 60 S 68
Grahainutown ................. .......................................... . . 5,420 u 11
Shepard's Town ............................................................ 13,870 88 3 91
Adelong ........... .............. ............................................. 90,020 S06 341 76 1,223
Gilmore....... ................................................................ 3,1)90 22 22
Tumut ............................................................................ 129,'seo ],]2G 410 72 1,608
Mundnrlo....................................................................... 5
Hillas Creek.................................................................... 5 i)
Lower Tareutta ................. . . ....................... .......... 1!) 19
Tareutta ....... ................................................................ 12; 770 120 33 9 162
Middle Adelong ............................................................. 0 5
Batlow ............................................................................ ib,‘iso 130 27 i 170
Laurel Hill ........... ......................................................... 5 5
Conrabyra ..................................................................... 1,580 29 29
Tumbarumba ................................................................ 45;S40 52G 156 57 739
Upper Bago ........... .................................. .......................... 5
T&radale ................. ............................. 5 5

r> ...... a
Mount Adrah ................................................................. 5 ...... 5

5 ...... 5
Upper Gilmore ............................................................ 5 0
Bruncrle............................................................................ 3,200 32 32
Gocup .................... . 2,080 30 30
Boscmount .................................... ............................... 5 ... 5
Wagragobilly . ........................................... .................... 0 5
Argalong ................. ...................................................... 0 0

5
Yellowin ......................................................................... 5 5
Blowering............. ............................................... .......... (>,250 3 3
Talbingo ........................................................................ 5 5
VarraiiHohillv........................................................ ....... 5 5
Yarrangobilly Caves ................. .............................. 0 1G 21
Kiandra ......................................................................... 8,730 1)3 51 14 17S

Total........................................... 550,020 4,635 1,593 34G G,G19

The following Return shows the Humber of Mails, including Parcels, exchanged on the Lines:—
Gundagai and Tumut, vid Adelong............................................... 124 bugs per week.
Adelong Crossing-place and Tareutta........................................... 27 ,,
Adelong and Tumbarumba............................................................. 20 ,,
Tumbarumba and Hallow .............................................     4 ,,
Adelong and Hillas Creek...................    2 ,,
Adelong and Sharp's Creek .......................................................... 2 ,,
Gilmore and Hatlow......................................................................... 0 ,,
Batlow and Quart?villc ...........................................................— 1 n
Gundagai and Tumut, vid Gocup or Brnngle...............................  39 ,,
Bruugle and Bosomount................................................................. 3 ,,
Brnngle Bridge aud Wagragobilly ................................. -........... 3 ,,
Tumut and Argalong ....................................................... -........... 1 ,>
Tuinut and Yellowin ..............................................................   4 ,,
Tumut and Kiandra....................................................................... 9 ,,
Blowering and Yarrangobilly Caves ........................................... 3 ,,

1080. Mr. Shepherd.'] Has there been any increase in the revenue obtained from the district? I have not 
made any comparison in past years. The time at my disposal was not sufficient to enable me to do more 
than 1 have done, but I will forward the information asked for. [Vide Appendix!]

WEDNESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER, 1899.
5 rt sent:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEIOKETT (Chairman).
The Hon, Patrick Lindesat Ceawpord Shepherd. William Thomas Dick, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. John Christian Watson, Esq.

Robert Henry Leyien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai
to Tumut.

Travers Jones, sworn, and further examined:—■
T. Jones. 1081. Chairman.] I understand that you wish to add to the evidence which you have already laid before 

the Committee ? Since I was last examined, I have written the following letter to you, sir, as Chairman 
20 Nov., 1899. of the Committee, and I should like it to be embodied in iny evidence :

On being examined by your Committee re Tumut railway extension, it was my intention to suggest a route for 
consideration that would give railway communication to tbo greatest number of the inhabitants in the Tumut electorate

and
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4 ""
and be more in the public interest than any of the proposed linjs now under consideration; but seeing that my statement T. Jones.
occupied about an hour, aud fearing that if I prolonged it by going into this matter I might trespass too much on the time
of the Committee, I decided that I would write you fully on the subject instead; and should tho Committee take a favourable 2? Nov,, 1893.
view of the information given in this letter, I can be further examined, and it can he put in ns evidence, if necessary ; and
I now take the liberty of placing my views before you fot consideration, viz :—Since I advocated the extension of
the railway from Adelong to Tumbarumba, via Bago, Humula aud Tareutta have been taken from the Wagga Wagga
electorate and added to the Tumut electorate, and are known as the Humula Division, which I had the honor of representing
iu Parliament for six years. Having travelled to these via Tumbarumba and Tareutta, and been through tbe length and
breadth of the district and surrounding country on several occasions, I am in a position to state that it contains an
extensive tract of land most suitable for agriculture and stock-farming. The district is blessed with a permanent supply
of surface water, a copious rainfall, and most fertile soil, suitable for producing any crops or fruit that can ho grown in a
similar humid climate ; and, seeing tiiat this portion of the Tumut electorate is again agitating for railway communication,
I consider that an extension from Wagga Wagga Bail way station to Tumbarumba via Alfredfcown, Lower and Upper Tareutta,
Humula, and Rosewood, would serve their purpose best; and in tiiat case to connect it by rail with the rest of the electorate
it would he advisable to adopt the staked line from Uundagai up the Adelong Creek to where it turns OB' to Tumut up to
Moon’s old water-mill on the creek above Adelong Crossing, andfrom that point extend the lino into or near Adelong, up the
creek, with the object in view of connecting this line of railway at Tareutta with the extension coming from Wagga Wagga
to Tumbarumba, which would not be over 25 miles iu length, and would go through good agricultural and grass lands all
the wa v. I do not think there would he any engineering difficulty in the way of extending the line from Adelong in that
direction. The Kackie Nackic and Yaven Yaven Creeks woull have to lie bridged, and as they are much required for
general traffic, being the main road to Wagga Wagga, they could be constructed (as I have already suggested) to carry
both railway and other traffic. The Tareutta gap on the range may require tunnelling, hut, being slate formation, it would
not ho expensive ; aud on 1,lie whole, I consider that on a flying survey being made (which I strongly recommend) it will he
found to be the most suitable for all parties interested. As tin: Railway Construction Branch is opposed to the proposed
line brandling ofl'at Coolac, tbe Brungle end of tho electorate will have"to continue sending their produce to Gundagai, as
the surveyed Tine would not benefit them. Tiie extension to Adelong Crossing would bring Mundarlo and the rich river
flats in that direction 10 miles nearer to railway. By extending it to Adelong, Tumut would be within 12 miles of it ■
by n good road; and the Batlow and Bago inhabitants would be betfer served by a railway station at Adelong than by
having to go a greater distance to Tumut, winch terminus, I understand, they are supporting, The extension to Tareutta
would give the if mint Adrah and Hillas Creek (Tumut) elector.! an opportunity of getting their produce to market. A good
extent of rich soil exists in this district, which pioduced valuable crops of tobacco leaf, when there was sale for it, a few
years back. Tlie extension from Wagga to Tumbarumba would serve Tareutta, Obcrne, Humula, Carabost, aud Conrabyra
(Tmmit) electors ; and would also bring Book Book and Kyamlia, in tbe adjoining electorate, nearer to the railway at
Alfred Town.

Tlio above facts must clearly show that railway extension into the Tuinut electorate will have to he constructed in 
the best interests of the majority of the electors as a whole, and not in tho interest of any one portion ; and, to do justice 
to the wdioie electorate, I consider it necessary that the Committee's inquiry should extend into tho Humula Division before 
arriving at a decision on tbe Gundagai extension, which cannot bo allowed to terminate at Tumut or Adelong, in the general 
interest of the country at large.

In oonciusiun, sir, I may state that, in recommending this route, I have no personal interest to serve, having nostake 
in the electorate, aud having made up my mind not to again enter Parliament as a representative of any electorate ; ami my 
only object in writing is to assist your Committee, if possible, in their deliberations in recommending the extension of the 
railway in the most suitable way to enable the majority of tiic electors uf Tumut to get their produce to the best market, 
and tu advance the progress and prosperity of the Colony.
I might point out that there will always be a market iu liiverina for the produce of Tumut and the sur
rounding districts. Last year Adelaide buyers visited Albury ur.d Tocumwal, aud bought all the produce 
they could get there, conveying it down the river to Adelaide, where the crops are not so certain as they 
arc in the Tumut district. I made a slight mistake in my evidence the other day which I should like to 
correct. I was asked the extent of the fertile land on the Tumut River, and I think I said that there were 
about 30 miles of such land. 1 have since ascertained, however, that the fertile land extends for a distance ,
of 30 miles, from a place called Yarrowin right down to the Murrumbidgee, with an average width of 1 
mile. The area of that land lias been computed at 23,000 acres. Resides that land, there is good forest 
land at Gilmore, Mindary, and other places, of which it is computed there are about 1/0,000 acres fit for 
agriculture. Besides that land, again, there is grass land. The crop at Tumut in IS97 was the largest 
over known iu tiic dialriet. In that year, from 20 to 40 bushels of wheat were obtained per acre, and 
from 20 fo GO bushels of oats, while the hay crop was 4 tons io the acre. It was computed that the wheat 
crop reached 100,000 bushels, and the maize crop 300,000 bushels. At tho present time, the Tumut 
farmers have to pay 3d. per bushel to get their gram to Gundagai, and las. a ton for chaff, whereas the 
charge for carrying grain from Gundagai to Sydney by rail is only Id. per bushel, and for carrying ehalf 
only 0s. Gd. a ton. It would be a great advantage tu the farmers of tho district if the Commissioners 
would do at Guudagai what has been done at several railway stations in Yictoria, and put up large sheds 
in which the farmers could store their produce. At the present time, when a rise in grain takes place, 
the farmers have to get their grain to the railway station from their farms, and it is probably a week 
before they can deliver it, and by that time the market has gone down again. If, however, they could 
store their grain at Gundagai, they would be able to rush it down to Sydney to meet a rising market.
Tho erection of storage sheds at different railway stations would be of great advantage to the farmers in 
many districts.
1082. It seems to me that yon have suggested to tho Committee what is practically a net-work of railways ?
The line I advocated all through is a line from Adelong to Tumbarumba. That line would commence at 
Coolac, and would serve the greater part of the Tumut electorate. I was under the impression that the 
proposed lino from Wagga to Tumbarumba went nearer to Tareutta.
1083. Lor the carrying out of yonr project, the line from Wagga to Tumbarumba would have to be kept 
more to the east, so as to go near Tareutta ? Yes. Then it could be easily connected with Adelong. A 
line could not be taken from Adelong to Humula, because of the character of the intervening country.
1084. Ho you think that Tumut might he avoided with advantage in extending the lino from Gundagai?
I should not like to see Tumut avoided, if the line could be extended from Coolac.
1085. But if the proposed western route is adopted, you think that it wilt bo a mistake to take the line 
into Tumut? Yes, because if you take it into Tumut you will not be able to get it any further.
108G. If the line were taken from Gundagai to Adelong, and on to Tumbarumba, would the Tumut people 
be able to send their produce to Adelong without much difficulty ? They would have only 12 miles of road 
to travel, aud the road is a good one.
1087. 1 s it a level road ? It is a level road until you get to The Gap, About 10 miles of it is pretty 
level.
10SS. We have been told that the best patch of agricultural land in the district is north-east of Tumut?
The land around Tumut is much richer than the land on the A.rlelong Creek. There is rich land for a 
distance of 15 or 1G miles up the river from Tumut.

1089.
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T. Jones. 10S9. If tho lino avoided Tumut. and went no nearer than Adelong, would not tho farmers at Tumut, and
—A'—to the east and north-cast, prefer to go to Gundagai by road rather than to Adelong? No, because in 

20 Nov., 1899, g0;ng to Gundagai they would have to trar'el over 22 miles of bad road.
1090. farmers living 5 or G miles to tho east of Tumut would only have to go about 15 miles to get to 
Guudagai, so that would he as near Gundagai as Adelong ? Ifes; but, on tho other hand, people further 
up the river would have to travel more than 22 miles to get to Gundagai. There is very little farming on 
tho lower part of the Tumut Hiver. Most of the farming is above Tumut.
1091. How do the people of Tumut get their produce to market now ? They follow the marked tree 
line; but on several occasions I have known teams iu wet winters, Avhen that road has been in bad 
condition, io go round by way of Adelong, a distance of 32 miles. For years I obtained a special vote of 
£1,000, in addition to the ordinary vote of £1,000 or £1,200, for the marked tree line ; hut that road is 
not a good one even now. The Brunglc road has had very little money spent upon it. Of course, when 
a carrier has his waggon loaded, a few miles do not make much difference to him, so that probably there 
would not be much difference between ihe rates to Gundagai and to Adolong, I still hold the opinion 
that a line from Coolac to Tumut, extended thence to Adelong and Tumbarumba, ivould best serve the 
Avhole electorate.
1092. Are wo to understand that you are not quite so strong upon the Tareutta route ns you were? I 
see now that tho Wagga extension would bo further away than I thought it,
1093. Then you modify the opinion you have already expressed ? Yes. I was uuder tho belief that the 
Wagga to Tumbarumba line ivould touch Lower Tareutta, aud that Tareutta and Adelong should be 
connected. Upper Tareutta is about 27 miles from Adelong, and about 8 miles from tho surveyed lino 
from Wagga to Tumbarumba.

John James Miller, manager, Farmers and Settlers’ Co-operative Association, sworn, and examined:—

J.J, Miller. 1094. CWjvmh.] Your association has an office in Sydney ? Yes. _
1095. Dr. Garran?\ Is there any special evidence which you ivish to bring before the Committee ? 1

29Nov., 1899. wa3 living at Cootamundra for twenty-five years, and my business has frequently taken me into tho 
district ivhich would be served by tbe proposed line, so that I know it very well. I ivish to give evidence 
in support of the extension of the line lo Tumut, and even beyond Tumut.
1095. What is the real market for tho Tumut produce where is that produce consumed ? Most of 
the maize comes to Sydney. The Tumut maize is the best on tbo market, and brings the best prices.
1097. And it is consumed in Sydney? Yes. During the last few years a good deal of maize has gone 

• to Wyalong from the Tumut district.
1098. Is it used for horse feed ? Yes. < ^
1099. The Tumut maize can stand the long rail carriage, and yet compete with the coast maize? Yes, 
it tops the market; it grows prolifically, and is of good quality, and it is free from weevil.
1100. Its quality is due to the climale and the soil combined ? Yes.
3101. The last witness intimated that the real market of tho district was to the west? Yes, in dry 
seasons. _ _
1102. Do they grow much lucerne or other hay in the district? No. The cost of carriage is too great
to make the growing of hay profitable. _
1103. Do thcc grow oats ? It is good country for oats, and Tumut oats have taken the prize at the 
Sydney Show ; hut they have never gone in very extensively for oats.
1104. If there is a market to tbe west, would it not be better lo extend tbo railway from Wagga Wagga 
to Tumut rather than Item Gundagai ? In my opinion the railway should be extended from Gundagai. 
Junec is about tbe centre of tbe Itivcrina district, so far as a western market is concerned, and a 
connection with tbe Southern line at Cootamundra would, therefore, be as convenient as a connection at 
Wagga. About 2,000 tons of produce were sent from the Guudagai district to feed starving stock 
last year.
1105. Even if the Cootamnndra-Gundagai line were not in existence, you would recommend tbe 
extension of a railway from Cootamundra to Tumut rather than from Wagga to Tumut ? Undoubtedly. 
HOG. Do tho large landholders in the district use their land simply for grazing purposes? Principally.
1107. They do not cultivate? Yery little. Some of the large landholders liaxm allowed Cinnamon to 
grow tobacco and maize on their land ; but most of them go in for fattening stock.
1108. Which pays the better, pasturing or tillage ? A combination of tbe two pursuits is the safest. In 
some seasons, when grain is low, it is better to go in for fattening stock. During the last two seasons beef has 
been a good price, so that it has paid to fatten, while, on tbe other hand, wheat has been low, and maize 
has not been high. In some seasons it pays to fatten, while, in others, it pays to grow crops. In wet 
seasons the land is too rich for wheat.
1109. Then you have to cut it for hay ? Yes ; otherwise it would he no good at all. _ _
1110. And there is no market for hay ? No, because of the heavy road carriage; hut the district would 
be able to compete with other districts if it had railway communication.
1111. Then, the best thing to grow is maize, which will bear the cost of carriage, and fat Block, which
will take themselves fo market ? Yes. _
1112. Do you fatten sheep in the district? Yes. It is good country for sheep, aud especially for 
crossbreds.
1113. It is not too wet for sheep? No ; I think it is fairly sound country for sheep. In the wet season 
they may be a little liable to foot-rot; but, taking it all through, tbe district is good sheep country.
1114. During the last bad season was there plenty of grass in the district? The Tumut district Avas 
relied upon to saAre tho lirierina sheep.
1115. Where did the sheep come from ? By rail, from places west of Cootamundra.
1116. From as far as Deniliquin ? From Howlong, Hay, and from as far as Barmedman.
1117. Were there as many sheep in the district as it could accommodate ? In tho present unimproved 
state of the country there could not have been more; but tbe country is capable of vast improvement.
1118. In what Avay ? Tho timber could be cleared off. South-east of Tumut there are thousands of 
acres of hilly country which is suitable for stock, and, if it were improved, it would carry millions of

" fill OP])
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sheep in the summer months. Of course, the sheep would have to be shifted away before the cold weather Miller,
came on. Tho district could only be worked in conjunction with country west of Cootamundra, but,
worked in that way, it would save thousands and thousands of sheep, 29 Not'’ 18'''0,
.1119. Could it take 50 per cent, more than it took last year? In live years you might, by improving it,
increase its capacity 100 per cent. What is needed is to clear away the timber, so that the grass may
grow. Thero is no difficulty about obtaining water.
1120. Is tbe grass there naturally sweet? It is not sweet until 'die country has been improved.
1121. You do not have to sow artificial grass? Artificial grasses are the best. Both red and white
clover grow well there, and, if artificial grass were laid down on ihe volcanic land, it would become rich
pastoral country. At the present time, however,I do not think much artificial grass has been introduced.
I do not know of any place where paddocks have been laid down, though you can see clover growing 
along the roads.
1122. Do you mean to tell us that, although the country is so capable of improvement, ihe people who 
have held it for years have not improved it ? The laud to which 1 am referring is nearly alt Crown land.
I am referring to the country which was occupied by sheep during last summer.
1123. The land on the flats is, I suppose, nearly all freehold ? Scs.
1124. But not the land on the surrounding hills? No ; that is nearly all Crown land.
1125. Is the soil on those hills volcanic ? Yes; and is capable of growing any kind of English fruit— 
raspberries, gooseberries, and all fruits of that kind grow there.
1126. Is the timber good? Yes; you can get trees 50, GO, and 70 feet high, and as straight as possible.
1127. Mr. Waison.'] What kind of trees ? (lum, messmate, and other mountain timbers.
1128. Dr. Garran.'] But it is too expensive to get it out ? You could not get it away very well by road.
1129. You bad as many stock there last year as you could carry, in the present state of the district?
Yes. The mountains were nearly full of sheep, and the sheep went away very well.
1130. They all went back in tbo winter time? Yes, Half of them have returned again this summer.
1131. Wore they depastured upon Crown land? Yes, chiefly. Some people, of course, sublet their 
holdings iu different paddocks to persons requiring them.
1132. The lessees found it more profitable to sublet fhan to use tho land themselves? Yes; because 
they cannot keep sheep there in tho winter time, Jt pays them better to allow others to bring sheep 
there during the summer months; and people holding runs west of Cootamundra are now securing land in 
snow leases and iu other ways around [\iandra, and as far as Mount Kosciusko, to take their sheep to in 
summer time.
1133. Did the sheep coming into the district come by rail to Gundagai ? Yes; most of them.
1134. If the line were extended to Tumut would they come to Tumut ? Yes, and that would save the 
lives of many weak sheep. It is 22 or 23 miles by road from Gundagai to Tumut, and as a great many 
sheep had to travel as far again before they reach tbe pastures, very many died on tbe road.
1135. You do not favour the construction of a line from Wagga through Tareutta to Adelong ? No.
The extension of the line from Gundagai is what is wanted.
1136. Do you think wc should talre Adelong into consideration? Yes; I think the line should go to 
Adelong, although that requires a detour. There is not much agricultural land around Adelong; but 
there is good graving country there. Then you could take the line into Tuinut, and eventually go up the 
Tumut Hiver in the direction of Yarrangobilly. It is all good agricultural land up the river, though the 
width of the Hats is limited. Tumbarumba is much nearer to Tumut than fo Wagga, and by going from 
Tumut to Tumbarumba you go nearer Yarrangobilly, which will become a great pleasure and health 
resort, because of its eaves.
1137. At the present time Wagga is tbe outlet for the Tumbarumba traffic ? That is tbe way tbe mail 
coaches go.
1138. Is there a coach route from Tumbarumba to Adelong? Yes. It is not a bad mountain road. I 
have frequently driven over it.
1139. It is not the agricultural part of tbe disfrict in which the improvement you speak of will take place, 
so much as the pastoral area—the hilly country? Yes. The river flats are limited m acreage, and are 
chiefly under tnuixe at the present time, except on some of the large holdings. A good deal of cultivation 
and dairying will take place in the higher country about Batlow, Kcedy Elat, and right on to Yarrangobilly.
1140. Tho graving land, you think, will be improved? Yes. The graving land in the district is more 
valuable than many people think, because it can be worked in conjunction with the graving laud in the 
drier parts of the colony, but not without an adequate railway service. After the shearing, the owes and 
rams are turned out together into tho paddocks, and, of course, when the ewes are heavy in lamb, later 
on in tho season, you cannot take them home too easily. If the railway were extended, they would be 
able to get home in a very short time.
1141. But tho railway would only get the traffic you speak of once each way in the year ? Yes; but I 
think that many people would come into the district with their families. People go there now, and as 
the accommodation improves, it will become a eani tori urn, and persons sending their stock will also send 
their wives and families.
1142. JIfr. Shephard.'] What is the extent of the agricultural country at Tumut ? Tho flats are from 
half a mile to 2 miles wide, and extend from Brungle to 10 miles above Tumut. The flats on the Gilmore 
Creek are about half a mile wide, and some very rich crops of maize have been obtained there.
1143. What is the rest of the country ? Hilly country ; but for the most part not barren rocky hills, 
but hilts composed of rich volcanic soil. In some places ferns and timber grow very strongly ; but the 
soil is really good.
1144. Do you think that the district will furnish a sufficient amount of traffic to justify the extension of 
tho railway ? Yes ; ] strongly advocate tho extension of the line. I believe that it will ultimately pay, 
and that it will assist the present line to Gundagai. At the present time Gundagai is one of the most 
important stations in the colony. I think they sent away more fat stock from there this season than from 
any other station in the colony, and a good deal of that fat stock came from Tumut.
1145. Has there not been a falling off in the agricultural produce of tbe district of late years—in the
case of tobacco, for instance ? They have given up the growing of tobacco very largely ; but they still 
grow wheat and maize. Nearly all the seed used about Cootamundra and that part qf Kiverinu this year 
camo from Tumut. ’ '

7—G 1146.
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J. J. Miller. 1145, Has tliere not been a falling ofl in the quantity of maize produced in the district 1 I do not know.
In dry seasons some people have gone in more for wheat. If the land has gone out of maize, it has gone29Nov.,ia99, U11(]CT wiiea(;,
1147. "Which crop pays best? Maize is the standard crop there.
114S, How can yon account for tho falling off in the maize crop if the maize grown there brings the 
highest price iu the market ? Because thoy have gone in more for wheat in dry seasons. Last year tho 
wheat crop at Tumut was a large one. Those who give up maize-growing go in for wheat.
1141). Is thero much rich agricultural land which has not been brought under cultivation ? Nearly the 
whole of the river flats have been brought under cultivation, though some of the land which was at one 
time cultivated is now used for fattening.
1150. Are the holdings large? No; a great many of them are small. A great many of tho farmers 
there are tenant farmers.
1151. So that there is really not much room for extension? There is not much room for extension on 
the river flats. The improvement will take place further hack, in the hilly country.
1152. Are you well acquainted with Adolong? Yes.
1153. Do you think that it is likely that Adelong will benefit much hy the construction of this railway ? 
I think it would be a pity to leave it off the railway line. It is a good mining district, and a good grazing 
district, and in some parts of it there is good cattle country.
1154. Have you been in the district lately ? I have not been at Tumut for a couple of months.
1155. Have you heard the prospects of a railway discussed there ? Yes, during the last twenty years.
115(5. What do the people think about it ? They think that they are entitled to a railway.
1157. And that it would be a great advantage to them ? Yes.
115S. You say that there is not much opportunity for extending the agricultural operations of the
district? Not on tho river flats ; but there are hundreds of acres of table-land which have a rich, red, 
volcanic soil, suitable for agriculture.
1159. And you think that the construction of the railway would lead to a groat deal of cultivation ? Yes, 
and to a great deal of dairying. You can grow anything there, and if you put in fodder for your dairy 
cattle you need have no difficulty in irrigating your cultivation paddocks, because suitable streams are 
available everywhere.

FBIDAT, 1 DEOEUBEE, 1839.
[ The Committee met at the Court-house, Qundagai, at 11 a.m.']

■Pffscnt;—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, J3sq. (Vicb-Cuaimmas).

The Hon. Patrick Linuesay Crawford Shepherd. | John Christian Watson, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Guudagai to
Tumut. ■

Morgan Eyan, Mayor of Gundagai, sworn, and examined:—
M. Ryan. 11G0. Vice-Chairman.'] You have been a resident of this district for a long time ? About eighteen years.
,----a—^ 11(51. You are pretty well acquainted with the country to be served hy the proposed railway ? Yes, as

1 Dec., 1899. fflr as Tumut.
11G2. Can you give the Committee a general idea of the area of land now settled upon, or which could 
be settled upon, if a railway wore constructed from Gundagai to Tumut, hy way of what is known as the 
Adelong valley route ? No; hut 1 think that there is scarcely any unalienated land upon that route. 
Nearly all the land there is occupied.
1103. What would be the general effect upon the district of the construction of the proposed railway ? 
It might slightly increase the production of tho district, as might be expected from the additional 
convenience which a railway would afford,
1164. What particular lines of produce do you think would be most affected? Tho railway might 
increase dairying slightly. '
1165. And maize-growing ? Not between here and Tumut. So far as I know, all the available maizo 
land is in use. The alluvial flats in the district contain some of the richest land in the Colony, and that 
land has been in use for a long time. I do not consider that the proposed extension of the railway would 
increase the area of land in use, though land now being used for one purpose might, if a railway were 
constructed, he used for another. At the present time a good deal of the river land is used only for 
grazing, and they might convert this land into corn-growing land.
1166. Is it more profitable to use this land for grazing than for agriculture ? It should he more profitable 
to use it for agriculture. It should he more profitable to till the laud than to use it in its natural state. 
11G7. Has the fact that pastoralists of other districts have competed for the leasing of this land during 
the last few years prevented the holders from using it for agricultural purposes ? I do not think so.
1168. Then, why do you think that the construction of a railway would lead to the conversion of the land 
from pastoral to agricultural use ? Tho river flats in some places are used for pasturage because they are 
attached to pastoral estates, and form only a small portion of the whole property. If, however, a railway 
offered facilities for taking produce away, and it were found qirofitable to do so, the holders of these estates 
might till the flat land, and graze only upon the hilly country. In our district, where thero is flat land 
in a pastoral qiropcrty it is not broken up, but ail tho land on the estate is usod for grazing.
1109. It is to be presumed that the holders of land will, under ordinary circumstances, put it to its most 
profitable use ? Yea.
1170. Is it necessary to keep a little flat laud for winter pasturage? Yery little grass grows upon the 
flat land during the winter; but it is often necessary to retain that land for grazing purposes iu order to 
secure access to water.
1171. There are three projected routes for an extension to Tumut—one following, to some extent, tho 
Adelong Creek, and the two others going one on each side of the Tumut river. It would seem that the

valleys
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valleys of tlio Tumut and of the Adclous Creek each contain a certain area of good agricultural land ; but M. Ryan. 
if tho line is taken along one valley id must exclude the other ? Yes. Between the valleys.to which you ]fpcc 
refer there is hilly country, very much of which is barren. That country is fit only for grazing. ’
1172. Then it is not likely that it will give a large amount of traffic to a railway ? JSro. .
H73. Taking Tumut as a centre, is there a large area of country to the east, south, and west which is 
likely to give traffic to a railway? On the west, and on tlio south, the Tumut Hiver is bounded by the 
Kiandra Mountains, and that country is need only for summer grazing. They have to bring the stock away 
early in the autumn to prevent them perishing from cold and want of feed. It is entirely barren country.
Thore is nothing to feed a railway, unless it is what is grown on the flats, along the banks of the Tumut 
Hiver. These flats aro of very limited extent; they are not nearly so large as the flafs on the 
Murrumbidgee, at G-undagai. ....
1174'. Bo vou think tho extension of the railway to Tumut would increase fhe stock-carrying capacity of 
the district? IVell, when stock reach Gundagai they have a very short distance to travel hy road before 
reaching the highlands. _
1175. Has this- district been stocked to its utmost capacity during tho last two years ? I do not know
that it has been overstocked; but it has been stocked to about its full capacity. The stopk-owners here 
have found it profitable to sell their own stock, and to lease their paddocks to pastoralists from other 
districts. Many of the local sheep were sold as fat stock to make room for hungry stock coming here 
from other districts. ... -
1176. What is the character of the road between Gundagai and Tumut? Going vid Adelong, there is a 
first-class road for the first 16 or 17 miles, and people living along that road would be likely to continue 
to bring their produce into Gundagai, because they are not very large growers. They carry on a 
combination of sheep-farming and small agriculture, and they wculd bring their produce by road, even if 
there were a railway. It is only a few hours’ journey for them to come into Gundagai by team, and they 
could return the same afternoon ; so I do not think they would use the railway.
1177. Mr. Shepherd.'] The estimated cost of the proposed extension is £147,110. TYom what you know 
of the character of tho district, and tho probabilities of its development in agriculture, mining, and 
pastoral pursuits, do you think that the line would pay a fair amount of interest ? I do not think 1 could 
offer an opinion upon that subject, because I have not gone into the figures. 1 am aware that there has 
been a loss upon the Cootamundra to Gundagai lino ever since it was opened, and that, according to the 
official figures, that loss will bo increased by the proposed extension. I ihiuk that people living 5 or 6 
miles on this side of Tumut, once they have put their produce upon their drays, will not go back to Tumut 
to a rail way station ; but that they will come on to Gundagai. Then, too, if you adopt the Adelong 
Creek route, all the traffic from Brungle and the disfrict about there will still come to Gundagai.
Gundagai is the proper outlet for all the country on both sides of the river, as far as Brungle.
1178. Is the road between Gundagai and Tumut fairly good ? Yes; I. believe that the roads between the
two places are in first-class condition, i _
1179. The distance between Gundagai aud Tumut is about 20 miles by road and about 31 miles by rail
way? Yes, and that is a handicap to the railway. There are three roads from here to Tumut—tho 
road via Adelong, the road via Brungle, and the marked-tree line-
HSO. Mr, Watson.] Is the marked-tree line the road ordinarily used by the coaches ? Yes. (
1181. Mr. Shepherd.] I understand that the flats are the only portions of land supposed to bo fit for
agriculture ? Bor maize-growing. _
1182. The ridges are used more for pasturing? Yes; but between some of the hills they cultivate wheat.
1,183. What is the soil on the ridges? It is fairly good. _
1.181. They are not rocky ridges? They are rocky in parts; but the soil is fairly good. '
.1185. Are the stock carried sheep or cattle ? Both are reared in the district. _
1186. Is tho dairying industry now being largely entered upon? No; thero is not sufficient dairy 
produce made in the district to supply local wants. A great deal of the butter, and nearly all tho cheese 
consumed in the district, are purchased in the Sydney market.
1187. A butter factory has recently been established here? Thero are a few little creameries, where the 
produce of small herds of cattle is dealt with. People are taking to dairying slightly of late.
1188. Up to the present time not much attention has been given to butter-making ? Not very much.
1189. Ho you think that the construction of the proposed railway would induce people to go in for butter
making more largely ? No. I am of opinion that the people who now- h<dd (he land will never become 
dairymen, but that it will be necessary to import persons specially trained to the work. Tho people here 
do not take to it. They stick to the old methods of cultivating the land, or they graze sheep and cattle.
1190. Ho they appear to be an industrious, pushing class of people, as a rule? Yes. They are the
general run of colonists. _

What are the principal crops grown between Gundagai and Tuinut? On the Tumut Eiver the 
principal crop is maize.
1192. They grow a good deni of wheat, too P They perhaps grow as much as they consume; but Ido 
not tliink they very much exceed that quantity.
1193. The tobacco-growing industry was a rather large one here at one time? The tobacco-growing 
and tho maize-growing aro chiefly in the hands of the Chinese. I think you will find from the Eailway 
people that the Chinese are the largest consignors of maize in the distrief. They cultivate land, 
which they either rent or purchase, with the assistance of their own countrymen, and supply the 
southern market, or send the grain to Sydney. There are a few Europeans ; hut their output is very 
small as compared with that of tho Chinese.
1191. Is tliere much land suitable for cultivation which has not yet boon cultivated ? I cannot toll you.
I have net been to Tumut for some time, so that I cannot tell you it every available acre is or is not 
under cultivation.
1195. Are yon acquainted with Adelong? I have been through tho district.
1196. How does the miniug industry seem to be progressing there ? It is at present not so good a 
district as it has been for some time past. It depends almost entirely upon the Gibraltar mine, which 
is a big concern, worked by English capital, and maintaining a large population. As in all mining 
districts, if they get gold the population remains ; if 'ihcy fail to get gold, the population leaves. It is 
not by any means an agricultural district

1197.
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M. Hyan. 1197. Have any of the mines there been worked to any considerable depth? Yes : I think they are the 
1 'd^ 1800. i t<vieanin ^ew S.outl1 Wales. Some of them are over 1,(X30 feet in depth.

' o 0 70u construction of the proposed railway would assist the development of these
mines Ao, I do not think it .can. The value of gold is so great in proportion to the cost of carrying 
J , am , e carnage of produce to the district is so low, that 1 do not think much could be gained by the 
construction of a railway.
1100. Do you think it is desirable to construct this line? I do not think so, because vou have no 
means ot extending it beyond Tumut. _ There is no country to be served beyond Tumut,'because the 
n s there rise to the Kiandra mountains. There are a few flats and plains along tho river bank ; but 
icy are very small, and they are already worked to their full extent for the production of maize, or 
y graziers. I cannot see that there is any justification at all for the construction of the proposed 

railway. J.hey are within 20 miles of a railway station at tho present time, and it seems to me that 
they are thereiore not badly off.
w^n" ^°U a farra'tig district should be satisfied to have a railway station within 20 miles P
VV ell, there are people who use the Gundagai station who are 1G or. 17 miles away to the south-west, 
home who are a little further away go to Eethungra.

t!10 ^armers °f Tumut are fairly well served at the present time? I do. They 
must have teams to cultivate their land, and to harvest their crops. At the end of the harvesting they 
use their animals to haul their produce to the railway station, and between times they do carrying for 

eir neighbours. Theso teams have to be maintained all the year round in any case, whether they have 
to haul their produce into Gundagai, or have ouly 3 or 4 miles to go to get to a railway station, 
jast year there was a sudden rise in the price of wheat, aud it went up to 4s. a bushel. Mr, Mclnerney, 

a arge farmer, a few miles from here, could not get teams to deliver his wheat straight away ; and several
0 lers, situated within 4 or 5 miles of the railway, were also unable to get teams, and, as the rise only 
lasted tor a week or two, they lost their opportunity, and had to sell for 2s. 7d. a bushel. I mention this

s ow that farmers cannot take advantage of everv rise in the market, even though thoy have a railway 
within a few miles of their holdings. o j j
l-0„. Mr. Watson.'} 1 think you stated that the ridges in this district were composed of fairly good soil ? 
les, where there is soil.
1203. What is that land used for at the present time ? For grazino'.
1204. For the grazing of cattle and sheep ? Yes. °
1205. Is there any large proportion of the land used solely for cattle ? When you roach Tumut there is
not so much sheep country as upon the Murrumbidgee. The sheep over there get fluke, aud they have to 
get rid of them. They run cattle in the forest country. J
120G. Mr. Harper estimates that the proposed extension will only get 1,000 bales of woolthat does 
not look as though a large number of sheep were being carried in the district ? Well, if you increase the 
wool traflic on this me you will take it away from the Wagga line. By taking the line to Adelong you 

Tr°lleare1, to Tareutta, Merslie, and other places in tiiat district.
+i " • r ii ™ges good as you say they are, why is there not a greater yield of wool, seeing that

le raiutall ot the district is so goodis it because of the greater number of cattle carried ? I could not 
enlighten you upon that subject.
1208. You told the Vice-Chairman that there might he an increase in the wheat production of tho district 
by a number ot holders converting their grazing land to agricultural purposes, and, later on, you said 
that a number ofpeople might go in for dairying;—which industry do you think people would be most

* r 1 People may clear more of their land and devote it to wheat-growing,
120J. Do you know sufficient of the land in the valley of tho Tumut and the Adelong Creek to be able 
to express an opinion as to which would be the better route for a railway to take ? I cannot see that a
1 t^° ]vcTd vc anT PurP0se, except to benefit tbe producers on the other side of Tumut.
i-IU. Do you think that the people between here and Tumut are sufficiently well served at tho present 
time f Fooplo living within a short distance on this side of Tumut will not go back to Tumut with their 
produce.
1211. Which do you think is the better route, supposing there is anything to choose between them ? I 
could not tell you. I do not know the country from Coolac to Brungle.

T. J.
1' redorick John Clements, Eailway station-master, Gundagai, sworn, and examined :—-

■ d212j Mr: Shepherd.} Aro you prepared with any statistics as to the business done with Tumut at the
C Jents' .^lindaSal Eta'tlcm ? Most of my local returns are in Sydney, and tho traffic manager can supply the

1 'DeclS99 1“™rinatjon Iotl want more accurately than I can ; hut I can give you a rough estimate. The following 
i uee., isjy. statement shows the traffic for the years 1898 and 1899h

Yeats, j Special Class.
1st, '2nd, rnid Srd Glass. | General, in iruck-londs. Total.

tons. C. g. 
1898 ...t 3,053 13 2

£ s d 
4,377 li o'

tons. c. q.( £ s, dj tons. c. q. 

2,709 2 1 11,259 0 41 1,179 10 2
£ s. d. 

5,535 1 8 3
tons. c. q. 
7,002 12 1

£ s. d. 
21,182 10 41899 ...j 3,000 10 2

3,336 D 5 2,867 12 0 jll,611 0 2 j 1,376 9 2 6,028 2 7 7,250 12 0 20,995 14 2

1213. How long have you been located here ? For two years.
1214. So tiiat you cannot speak with certainty' as to the increase of the traflic ? In compiling mv returns 
for the Commissioners I have obtained a very fair idea of tbe traffic for previous years. 'Ihe'increase 
commenced within the last four years. Prior to that tbo traffic was stationary.
1215. Has the drought had any effect upon the traffic here? Yes, upon the inward stock traffic.
J21G. \\ as there a larger business being done six years ago than there is now? Ko.
1217. So that the drought has not injured the traffic? Ko.
1218. Have you conversed with many people living between Gundagai and Tumut as to tho probability 
oi the district being benefited by railway construction, to any extent? Ko ; I have no lute rest in it.

The
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The increase to which I have referred is due to the improvement of G-undagai township, not to the 
increased traffic of Adelong or of Tumut. They may wish to attribute the increase to the whole district, emJtcu a' 
but it has not been duo to the whole district. .During the laffi three years the building operations of this j 
town have increased considerably, and most of our traffic increase is .due to the amount of building ’ 
materials brought by railway, the increase of population here, and the operations nt the Prince of Wales 
mine, dl miles from here, /it the present time the teamsters could compete with the main-line rates on 
a railway from Gundagai to Tumut. The teamsters are now carrving for 10s. a ton, and tho cheapest 
rate for graiu on the railway from Tumut to Gundagai would be 3s. Gd. a ton, and for back loading 
19s. 3d. a ton, or 2'2s. 9d. altogether, as against £L.
]219. So that the teamsters could carry much more cheaply whan the railway ? Yes ; if local rates were 
imposed, we could not compete at all with the teamsters.
1220. Tho special rates arc rather more than double the through rates? I have not worked that out.
Coal for the Gibraltar mine would cost 3s. 2d. a ton ; gram, 3s. Gd.; building material, dressed, Os., and 
undressed, ns. Sd. The teamsters at the present time are carting both ways for £1, which would be 
5s. 3d. less than the railway rates both ways would come to.
1221. You say that the increased traffic of tho railway is due to an increase in building operations at 
Gundagai? Yes; and to the development of tho Prince of Wales mine. I am of opinion that the 
traffic is likely to increase for the next twelve months, but that after that it will be stationary, or will 
fall back. That is my report to the Railway Commissioners. During the last eighteen months we have 
received over 1,000 tons of machinery for the mine, the freight upon which was very heavy, and to it tho 
increase in the railway revenue was i;ery largely due. Since the mine was established there has been a 
population there of 600 or 700 people, and the supplies and building material they have required have 
gone to swell the railway traffic, Since 1 have been here 1 have known fifteen new shops to be built 
upon one side of the street, and all the material used in their construction came bv railway,
1222. The proposed extension of the railway would not servo the mine yon speak of? No.
1223. What is your opinion of the proposed extension ? That it would be a dead loss.
1224. Mr. Walson.] Tne total earnings of the Cootamundra to Gundagai line from freight and passengers 
was set down by the Secretary to the Commissioners as £11,278 for tbo year 1898 ;—he takes, 1 presume, 
that proportion of the freight which can properly be credited to tho Gundagai branch, while you, in stating 
the Gundagai receipts as £21,182, put down the total revenue received at y'our office ? Yes.
1225. Prom that amount something has to be deducted to credit ihe main line ? Yes.
1226. To whom is the bulk of the goods consigned here? Most of the goods are consigned through 
agents ; chiefly through Wright, Heaton, & Co.
1227. Do you know the consignees''1 Mandelson & Co.,Pcarcc and Long, Myles and Park, the Gibraltar
Mining Co., and others. "
1228. Mr. Ryan indicated that the greater part of the traffic was done through Chinese firms ? He 
referred to the despatch of produce, such as maize. Virtually, there are two firms through whom the 
maize is despatched—Ah Chee and Sanderson and Taylor, of Tumut. I do not know whether the Chinese 
grow the maize, but they are the chief buyers of it, and of tobacco as well.
1229. It mostly goes through their hands ? Yes ; through Ah Cheo & Co’s. 1 think you will find that 
there are only six regular teamsters on the road between Gundagai, Tumut, and Adeloug, except when 
the rush comes. The wool and grain are carried by the farmers fhemselves.
1230. ,But six teamsters manage to cope with the carriage of store goods aud the ordinary produce traffic?
Yes. If 1 were a farmer, it would be my policy to get into the books of the storekeeper, so as to make 
him give me back cartage. I think that 15s. is the highest rate paid to the teamsters at the present time, 
though some of them are carting for 10s. a ton.
1231. Do they make any distinction between the different classes of goods ? Yes. I have been informed 
by the teamsters that the existing rates would come down considerably if tho proposed railway were made.
1232. About how much did you obtain for the carriage of starving stock during the last two years? I 
do not know. The freight was paid at the stations where the sheep were trucked.
1233. How many truckloads of starving stock came to Gundagai last year? 2,500 truckloads, each 
containing 100 sheep.
1234. What was the average rate per truck ? Thoy got 50 per cent, rebate, and some of the stations paid 
£4 IGs. per truck.
1235. Can you tell us the average distance the sheep were brought, and the average price paid? All you 
could take would be so many trucks for 34 miles. Possibly, it would not be more than 7s, Gd. a truck.
Some people obtained a rebate of 75 per cent, returning, and 50 per cent, coming,
123G. That would be a total revenue of about £1,500? Yes.
1237. Can you expect to retain that revenue year in and year out? No.
1239. For bow long have you obtained a fairly large revenue from the carriage of starving stock ? This 
is the first time.
1.239, Do you think that that traffic has been entirely due to the exceptional duration of the recent 
drought? Yes,
1240. Are you likely to have a repetition of tbe traffic if there are tolerable seasons in Eiverina? No.
They are having a repetition of the drought in Riverina at tho present time ; but not one-fourth of tbe 
number of stock is coming to Gundagai this year that camo bust year.
1241. With ordinarily good seasons, do they travel many sheep by road to this district? Not to my 
knowledge.

George Woodbridge, land-owner, South Gundagai, sworn, and examined:—
1242. Mr. Watson.] You arc an old resident of the district f Yes. 1 have lived within 12 miles of the G.
town for a great many years. Woodbridge.
1243. And you have had experience in farming and grazing ? Yes ; I have had a go at everything. ^ /l)ocA"T899
1244. Wliat is your opinion ns to the probable result of railway extension from Gundagai to Tumut ? In1 *’ '
my opinion it would be a great loss to the Government to extend the lino to Tumut. If the Gundagai
branch will not pay, I enmiot see how matters will be improved by cxtcmling the line to Tuinut.
1245. Do you think that all the traffic that could possibly come to a line from G undagai to Tumut now
comes to the existing line? Yes. All the traffic from the surrounding districts, from as far out as 
Tumbarumba, comes licre. This is the depot for the whole d.strict. 1246.
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Woodbridce. -P° .vou tlierc will bo any considerable development; of the country by the extension of the 
a ^ue to ^’umut or beyond Tuumt ? So far as I can sec the line could go no further than Tumut.

1 "Dec., 1899. But would its influence extend further? It might, to a certain extent; but I do not think it 
would be of great importance.
1218. Do you think that the land bet ween hero and Tumut is now being cultivated to as great an extent 
as it would be if the proposed railway were constructed ? I can hardly say, but I do not think the 
construction of the proposed railway would make any great difference. If agriculture there would pay 
with a railway it would pay without it. ’
1249. That proposition will not apply generally; a point is reached at which a rail way ceases to have 
influence, and where an extension would bring more land into eultivatiou ;—you do not think that that 
applies in this instance? It is hound to apply to some extent. I know every valley and every hill. 
Whatever way you take the railway, though it may be a convenience to a great number of people, there 
will be a number of others whom it will not convenience, and who may as well come to Gundagai as go to 
any platform on the extension,
1250. The valleys of Tumut and Adelong are separated by country which one can hardly expect
people to travel over to get to a railway? Tes, You might go to Tumut from Coolac through 
Gobarralong and Brungle. "
1251. What is the character of that country ? There is a good deal of flat country there.
1252. Are the flats of any width ? In some parts they are pretty fair. 1 suppose in some places the 
flats are pretty well a mile or three-quarters of amile in width, while in other places they are very narrow. 
Behind them it is principally hilly country.
1258. Do you think that is the best country for agricultural purposes ? I think it is the biggest- 
agricultural area between the existing line and Tumut. ' *
1254. We have been informed that around Tumut ihere is a large area of good agricultural land ? So 
there is. There is a lot of good land about Tumut.
1255. Is that land under cultivation now? A great pare of it is used for grazing purposes.
1256. Is it suitable for agriculture? All the flats arc.
1257. So that it is possible that if the railway were extended to Tumut that land would bo brought under
cultivation ? It might be ; but I do not say that it would be all brought under cultivation if there were 
a railway. _
1258. How far does the good land extend beyond Tumut ? There is a lot of good land extending for 
miles on the other side of Tumut. There must be 15 or 20 miles of agricultural land running up the 
river; but it is narrow.
1259. Would you consider that country beyond the influence of the Gundagai line;—do you think it
would pay people there to grow maize and wheat, and to bring their produce to Gundagai? They do it 
now. ‘
1260. But, inasmuch as all of the land is not cultivated, something mustbo keeping them from developing 
it properly ? Some years stock is of no value, and other years grain is of no value, so that it is hard to 
know what will pay best. Just at the present time, stock is of great value; but 1 think that this year 
there are fewer sheep in the district than 1 have seen for many years. That accounts for the production 
of wool not being very large. About here they have sold most of their sheep.
1261. How would you class the land on the ridges and hills between the valleys ;—would you say that the 
soil there is fair or that it is poor ? Some of it is poor.
1202. And some of it is fair ? Yes.
1.268. Is any of it good ? There is some good grazing land on the hills. It is good sheep country.
1264. How do you account for the small production of wool in the district? Because a great number of 
the sheep have been sold and sent away.
1265. And have the holders been allowing their land to lie idle P A great portion of the land is leased lo
pastoralists from other districts. Bor the last two years, I have leased my land to two graziers from 
Itiverina. They drove their sheep down to Riverina, and shore them there. •
1266. So that, although a great deal of wool is grown in this district, it is shorn in other districts, and
not credited to this district ? Yes ; the sheep are taken away in thousands, and shorn elsewhere. Mr. 
McCaugbey bad 50,000 or 60,000 sheep tracked to these parts last year; but I think we shore only 
lifty odd sheep. ’
1267. The balance were shorn out of the district? Yes. The fifty sheep we shore were stragglers. 
They are the only sheep coming into the district in that way which I have known to be shorn in the district.
1268. What do you estimale the average carrying capacity of the ridges to be ? Where the land is rung 
and kept clean, it will carry about two sheep to the acre.
1269. All the year round? Yes. The land will not carry so much when it is in a rough state.
1270. Is it the practice to keep it clean ? I am sorry to say that a lot of the land about hero is in its 
rough state ; but, if the scrub is kept down, it will run about two sheep to the acre. The river frontage 
at Gundagai will run seven or eight sheep to the acre. On the racecourse here they have run about nine 
sheep to the acre.
1271. For how long ? For the year.
1272. Are many cattle depastured between here and Tumut? A good many.
1273. For fattening purposes? Yes. ”
1274. Do they breed the cattle here, or do they bring them iu as stores from other districts ? During 
the last year or two they have generally bought them.
1275. Is it a fact that the Gundagai district generally has been supplying most of the surrounding 
districts with fat stock ? Yes. There are a good many on the rivers.
1276. In an ordinary season do many sheep coming to the summer pastures travel along the stock routes ? 
They have often done so ; but, during the last two years, it has been so dry that a great many sheep have 
been brought to Gundagai by train.
1277. But, prior to that, while the seasons were fair ? In fair seasons the sheep have often travelled here.
1.278. The fact that no store stock were brought here by rail in fair seasons does not prove that none were 
sent here for agistment? Yes. Sheep come here nearly every summer, unless it is an exceedingly good 
one. ’
1279. nce-C7«rtV»ia».] What is the size of your holding ? I have about 800 acres.

1280.
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1280. Tb it mostly river fiats ? No ; it is ridgy country generally. _ Woodbridce
1281. You havo not had an opportunity to use it for agricnlturo ? No; but I have had a go at agriculture A 1'
in a number of other places. i pp- inou1282. On the flat land? Yes. ................................. 1 Dec., 1899.
1283. And what lias been your experience as to the capabilities of the district iu that direction ? fVTy 
opinion is that if I had left the river flats alone I should have been in pocket. I have been growing corn 
and crops of all sorts during the last seven years, and I know that I should have had money iu pocket if I 
had not done so.
1284. Your seven years'experience embraces the worst drought that the Colony has ever seen? Yes; 
but I have been farming ever since I was a boy.
1285. Mr. Wafson.] The drought did not affect the district as much as other districts ? No ; it has been 
rather an advantage to this district,
128G. Vice-Chairman.'] How do you account for the fact that farming does not pay ? Some years you 
•will get a good crop of hay and a big price for it, but, after a time, you will find a deficiency somewhere,_ 
and you will say, “This is not half the game I thought it was.” 1 have had forty years experience of 
farming in this district, and I havo had not made anythirg at it, nor have I seen anyone else who has.
1287. Are you trying to discount the statement of those who say that the river-flat land is amongst the 
best agricultural land in the Colony? It is when you get a year that suits. 1 have obtained 100 bushels 
of com to the acre ; but I have also gone through years when I have not got 100 cobs to the acre.
1288. Mr. Watson.] .Because the season was too dry ? Yes.
1280. There is no other cause to account for it? No. I have known a paddock, which my son has, to 
give 3,000 bushels of corn in a year, and 1. have known it to give only thirty bags of cobs in the year.
That paddock contains about 33 acres. If a man were grazing on this land, ho would do very well.
1290. Vice-Chairman.] Which of the three routes before the Committee would serve the largest extent 
of agricultural land ? I believe that the most eastern route would serve the best land.
1201. What are your views as to the mineral prospect:) of the district between G-imdagai and Tumut;— 
can we expect any further development such as has taken place at Adelong? Adelong is, 1 suppose, one 
of the most prominent mining districts in the Colony, and I believe they will be mining there when all 
the rest fail. Beyond that, I do not know of a great deal of mining going on there.
1202. We were informed by one witness that many of the gullies and small valleys to the south of Tumut 
showed prospects of gold, and that when there was water there were always small parties of men working 
there ;.—do you anticipate that the extension of the railway would give a stimulus to the gold production 
of the district ? I do not think so. I fancy that a, man could bring in any gold that he might got 
without requiring a railway, I do not think the Government should extend the railway on that account.
1203. But to go iu for mining on a large scale requires expensive machinery? Yes; a great deal of 
machinery has gone to Adelong; but once the machinery has got to a place I do not see what benefit the 
Government is going to get from it.
1294. Do tho people between Tumut and Tutnbarumba send their wool and agricultural produce to Wagga 
or to Gundagai ? All that is grown there is not very much, so that I do not think it matters very much 
which way it is sent. In some years you could grew good potatoes there ; but it does not do very well 
for wheat or grain, I know the district very well, because I owned a place there for years and I was 
very glad to sell out.
1295. So that we cannot expect a large amount of traffic from that part of tho country ? No ; there is a 
lovely lot of land about Tumut; but a few miles further on you have pretty well done with the good 
country.
129G. There is a lot of forest land there ? Yes.
1297. I think Mr. Travers Jones informed the Committee that if that country were improved, by ringing 
and clearing the timber, even the highlands would be suitable for agriculture, and that at any rate its 
carrying capacity would be increased ? ‘Well, 1 should not like to undertake its improvement. I had a 
go at it myself once,but*I believe that it would bre.tk the Bank of New South Wales to keep that country 
clean.
1298. Can you give the Committee any account of the movement of stock south of Tumut in dry seasons?
A great many stock instead of going up the north ride of the river come up the south side to Ellis’ Creek, 
through Lower Tareutta, along the Tavcn Yavon Creek, and then on towards Adelong. When they get 
to Adelong they can go to Tumut, Kiandra, Tumbarumba, or anywhere else. Thousands and thousands 
of animals go that way.
1299. The extension of the railway would not interfere with the movements of that stock ? Not a bit.

William Matchett, J.P., Postmaster. South Gundagai, sworn, and examined:—
1300. Vice-Chairman^] You have resided in the district for twenty years? Yes. W, Matcbett,
1301. Can you give the Committee a short statement embodying your views as 1o the expediency of J-P-
constructing this line of railway, and the prospects of a profitable return ? Yes. Having resided for so —“\
long a period in the district, and having traversed the whole of it, my opinion is that there is not sufficient ■*• ■^ec’’ 
land available to warrant the proposed expenditure, no matter what route is adopted. I havo a thorough 
knowledge of the extent to which agricultural and pastoral pursuits are followed in this district.
1302. Is it your opinion that the area of agricultural land to be served by the proposed extension is very 
limited ? Prom my knowledge of the district, I am thoroughly convinced that four-fifths of the available 
agricultural land is now under crop.
1303. A nd it is only reasonable to assume that the produce of that land is at present trucked at G undagai ?
It passes my door on the way to the railway station. I iive in the main street of South Gundagai.
130-4. In your opinion, tho proposed extension will only mean adding £147,000 to the capital cost of our 
liailways without there beiug any hope of a proportionately large amount of now traffic being attracted to 
them ? Yes.
.1305. Have you anything to suggest for the information of the Committee ? I wish to endorse what has 
been said by previous witnesses to tho effect that there is no prospect of opening up any new country 
which would tend to feed a railway once yon got to Tumut, '

130G.
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W. MatchcLt, g0 tliat tl>c_ extension of tho lino to Tumut would simply mean an extension to the extreme edge of 
, j ' - the traffic-producing district P That is so.

1 Dec., 1839. ’s there to prevent the country beyond Tumut giving traffic to a railway ? The rough, hilly,
rocky, and scrubby nature of the ground. Going into Tumut, the first thing that meets you is a tier of 
mountains ; beyond them you get another tier; and so on until you get to the Yarrangohitly Caves.
1.108. You hold the opinion fhat the district between Gundagai and Tumut has approached very closely to 
its limit of agricultural development ? I think so. 1 was round the district recently, and I noticed 
large paddocka, which two or three years ago were used to depasture sheep and cattle, under cultivation ; 
but, knowing how the hills come in on both Bides of the valley of the Tumut, 1 believe that there ia very 
little land available beyond what is now being used. A considerable quantity of tobacco is grown in the 
district, but not so much as was previously grown. Tho principal agricultural product of the river flats is 
maize. The laud is not suitable fur wheat. While the land grows good straw, the ears will not fill, 
because the soil is too rich.
IdOf). Are not the river flats suitable for wheat-growing iu a dry season? So; they would not be 
suitable for wheat in any season—not so suitable as good forest land would bo.
1310. Bo you think that the district lias readied tho limit of its pastoral development? I believe that 
it has. It was my business recently to look out, for land available for settlement for a person who 
wanted some land ; but I could not find anything like an area worth applying for.
1311. Tor pastoral occupation ? Bor farming and pastoral occupation; for pastoral occupation chiefly.
1312. Mr. Shepherd.'] Is the laud in this district nearly all alienated? Yes.
1313. "What is the average size of a holding? The holdings here arc of various sizes. Some of them 
are fairly large. Where the holdings arc large they extend back into the mountainous country. That 
country is used for sheep.
1314. What distance from Tumut is the bad country to which you refer? There arc 70 or 80 miles of 
broken country beyond Tumut. That country goes right through to the Snowy Itivcr.
1315. Before you come to good country again? Yes ; until you get to tho fall of the ground towards
Cooma. ” '
dOlO. Bo you know if that country is taken up ? I believe that a number of squatters have taken up a 
good deal of land above Tumut for what they call “summer country” ; but they arc only able to use it 
for sheep during four months of the year.
1317. Do many squatters avail themselves of these summer pastures? In dry seasons they are fairly
well availed of; but not in good seasons. '
1318. I suppose water is plentiful there ? YAs.
1319. You arc not in favour of the proposed extension ? I think that, financially, it would be a failure.
1320. Your reason being that the extent of couniry suitable for agriculture is too small to justify the
extension ? Yes, that is my opinion. ■
1321. "While the country available for stock is at tho present time within easy reach of G-undagai ?
Yes; there are good roads and every facility in the way of reserves and camping-places for the 
travelling of stock. 11
1322. Bo you know anything about Adelong? Yes ; I am frequently in Adelong.
1323. "What do you think of Adelong as a mining district? It is a very old mining district, and there 
arc two or three mines at work there now. The Gibraltar mine—the principal mine there—is worked 
by Bnglish capita], and employs a large number of men. There are smaller mines also at work there, 
some of which I believe are paying, while others are not.
1324. Tho district is considered to be a pretty extensive mineral district? It is not so extensive as it 
has been represented to be. A. great deal of capital has been expended in prospecting in tho district, 
but away from the Adelong Creek, the Donkey Hills, and the other hills immediately around Adelong, 
they cannot get anything to pay/
1325. Have you been connected with any of the mining properties there? Not there; I have been 
connected with mining properties in this district.
1326. Can you give us any reason why there has not been such a development at Adelong as one would 
be led to look for from the richness of the field ? No ; except that the country is very hard, so that in

instances it is not found profitable to work it. If the ground could be worked more easily, I have 
no doubt that several more mines would pay handsomely; but, in consequence of the extreme hardness of 
tho ground, and the expense of working it, mining is not generally found to pay there.
1327. You do not consider it a poor man’s field? It is not by any means a poor man's field. .
1328. Some of the reefs there are pretty rich? Yes.
1329. And pretty wide ? The Gibraltar mine is one of the best. In former days, I believe, the old 
\ ictoria mine went as high as 30 oz, or 40 oz. to the ton; but that would be only in shoots.
1330. Bo you think that the field is nearly worked out ? It would require an enormous amount of 
capital to discover very much more worth going for there.
1331. bo that we cannot look to the Adelong mining-field for a large increase of railway traffic? No ; I. 
do not think that the traffic from that field would be worth considering, seeing that there is such a good 
road between Adelong and Gundagai,
1332. You think that Adelong is sufficiently well served by the existing railways ? I think that it is.
1333. Mr. Watson.] What would your estimate be of the carrying capacity for sheep of the country
botiveen here and Tumut? Taking it the whole year round, I do not think the hilly country would 
carry more than a sheep to the acre, on the average. J
1334. Mr. Shepherd.] That wmuld be about 6 acres to a large beast ? Cattle will not do well in the hills.
B335. Mr. WatsoJi.] Do you think that the hilly country beyond Tumut is as good as that between 
Gundagai and Tumut ? Some of it is. ' ■
2336. Much of it? Not very much of it. Some of it is quite ns good, the only difference being that 
above Tumut the feed is rather rough for sheep. Between Gundagai and Tumut the feed is finer and 
better for sheep. ■
1337. As you get higher the feed becomes coarser and scarcer? Yes; though, of course, it is better in 
the hollows.
1338. Vice-Chairman.] Have you had any experience in cattle-raising? I havo.
1339. "What sort of a district is this for cattle-raising? Very fair.

1340.
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1340. Does that include the ridges, or only 1.he alluvial flats? There are portions of the ndges from ■ e >
which they can get access to tho flats, and the water which is very suitable for large stock. Other portions A _ . 
of the ridgy country are too rocky and rough to be suitable for large stock, and are better adapted tor 1899i
sheep. _ , . j v t
1341. Do you know anything concerning tho number of stock which come to this district by road t j. 
have a fair knowledge of it. Most of the stock that travel to the mountains byroad have topass my door.
Only small flocks travel any distance to get 'to this district; most of the sheep come by train. ^ _
1342. Is any considerable number of stock sent by rail from the lower to the higher country r Tes ; in
some seasons. When it is very dry, a considerable number is sent by rail. _
1343. Where do they come from, chiefly? I could not tell you exactly. Sometimes I know IWm
conversations with the drivers from what points they have started, what is their destination, and what 
number of stock they have in charge. Some of the stock come from the Lachlan and down the 
Murrumbidgee ; but, during the last year or two, they have come from Hay, and the country m that 
direction, by rail. ______________ ______

W. E. Cox.
Walter Edward Cox, Hallway goods-porter, Gundagai, sworn, and examined :

1344. Mr. Shepherd.'] How long have you boon here? Six years.
1345. Have you occupied your present position all that time ? Yes. . ,
1346. What description of goods have been received at Gundagai since you have been here. Provisions, IDec., I 99. 
groceries, mining machinery, and timber.
1347. Has there not been a good deal of building material ? Yes.
1348. Have you noticed any fluctuation in the traffic since you have been here ? No; there has been one 
general increase. The traffic has increased more and more every year; it has not gone back.
1349. Where do you generally get the goods from? Prom Sydney and Granville. _
1350. What do you generally send away Prom here? Wheat, maize, copper ore, mundic, concentrates, 
and tobacco.
1351. What part of the district contributes most to the traffic ? The concentrates come chiefly irom out
Beno way, and from the Gibraltar mine, about 3 miles this side of Adelong. _ _
1352. Is that the only mine which contributes to the traffic? Well, the others contribute nothing to
speak of; they only send dray-loads. n .
1353. Is butter one of the articles sent away? No; I do not think ten boxes of butter go away in a 
mouth. Last week about six boxes of butter came from Tumut; but they were the first I have had for 
two years.
1354. And no cheese? No; I have never sent cheese away.
1355. Are you acquainted with the countiy between here and Tumut ? I have been up there once or 
twice; but I do not know the country sufficiently well to be able to say anything about it.
1356. Do you know what the people along there think in regard to the proposed extension; have you 
had any conversation with them about it ? Not of any importance. Prom what I have heard they seem
to he against it. _ tit n .c
1357. 1 mean the people some distance back from Gundagai, and out towards Tumut ? Well, as tor the 
general carriers that come in from Tumut, I do not think I have heard one speak in favour of the line.
1358. But the railway would do away with their business ? I think they could compete against it. ihey
all scorn to fancy that they could. _
1359. Can you give us any particulars as :o the stock traffic here? I had nothing to do with tho stock
traffic, except the starving stock that come by night. Last year was the first year that we had any 
starving stock brought here. _ _
1360. Has there been a falling off during the last few years in the quantity of maize and wheat sent from
here? I should say that there has been a falling off in maize, but not in wheat. _
1301. Wlmt about tobacco ? During the last three years there has been a large falling off in tobacco.
1362. Can you account for that in auy way ? 
for it.

They'tell me that it is because of tbc low price obtainable

1363. You say that you are pretty well acquainted with the country between here and Tumut; will you 
flm fTmimtol ■Piaafn-poo nf +tiA pmiri+T-iT wijbin a. few miles of the proposed extension ? I do notdescribe the general features of the country wi 

think I know the country along the route of the proposed line.
Tumut.
1364. You know the flats where the cultivation is ? No; you go Brungle way to pass them,
the other way. _ , ,
1365. Vice-Chairman.] During the last few years have any consignments of farming implements been

That line does not follow the road to

I have been

sent to this district ? Yes.
1366. Do they come in rushes or are they gradual? Gradual. _ . _
1367. What about building material ? Wo have had building material sent here iu large quantities.
1368. And machinery for mining ? Yes, in very large quantities—in consignments of 100 and 200 tons.
1369. Do you anticipate still further consignments of building materials for the town? Yes.
1370. Has the major portion of this building material been for the town of Gundagai, or for places 
further on ? Por the town of Gundagai and places round about, such as Ileno.
1371. Has much of it been sent out. towards Tumut? No ; very little has been sent out towards Tumut.
1372. With regard to the goods sent away from Gundagai, which district produces tho more—Adelong or
Tumut? Tumut. . _ . .
1373. Is there much difference between them ? So far as regards weight, I do not think there is. Prom 
Adelong they send quartz residue, which weighs very heavily. Prom Tumut they send wheat and^eoru.
1374. Has there been much variation in tho quantities of agricultural produce sent from the lumut
district during the last six years ? Yes. .
1375. In what direction ? About three years ago we liad a very good season, and about six years ago 
the season was very good. In between those times things havo been very flat, and hardly any corn has 
been sent down, because the people have gone in for wheat.
1376. Have tho consignments of quartz been fairly uniform in character? Yes.
1377. Are they likely to be maintained ? Yes; we are getting more and more every week.
1378. Mr. Watson.] Can you toll ns what proportion of traffic to and from Gundagai belongs to Tumut, 
and what proportion belongs to Adelong 0 The traffic from beyond 10 miles of the town of Gundagai

y_jj would
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W. E. Coi, would not amount to more than half of the whole traffic, taking in Ivangus, Brungle, and Eeno. We get 
"v a lot of produce from Nangus.

1 Dec., 1699. P379 jn wjiat direction iB ]V[angUS ? ’W'est from here,
IdSO. And how far? About 10 miles.
1381. If the proposed railway were constructed would you still continue to get the Brungle traffic at 
Gundagai ? Yes,
1382. Nargus would not he affected by the construction of the proposed line? No.

Harold Braine, stationer, Gundagai, sworn, and examined:—
II. Dminc, i3g3 jy,,. Watson.'] You have been a resident in this and the Cootamundra district for a considerable

iDcCieoa. time• -B'orfivelrenrs- . .
’ 1384. And you have been through the Tumut district pretty frequently ? Yes, several times.

1385., Is there anything you can tell the Committee which you think will assist them in coming to a 
decision in regard to the proposed railway ? Living in the main street of Gundagai, I am in a position 
to see the traffic that goes through the town, and 1 am certainly of opinion that it is not sufficient to 
justify the extension of the line to Tumut.
1388. 5lou refer to the traffic to and from the Tumut and Adelong districts ? Yes.
1387. Lo you know enough of those districts to hazard the opinion that the construction of the line is 
likely to bring into effective use an area of land sufficient to make good any deficiency in the revenue 
that may now exist ? From what I can see of the country round Tumut, I do not think there is much 
fresh land to open up. I have been all along the river as far as Talbingo, and I think the country there 
is all opened up.
1888. How far would that be beyond Tumut ? About 20 miles beyond Tumut. All the country worth 
opening up seems to have been opened up.
1389. 8o that you do not think that much more land would be put under cultivation if the railway were 
taken to Tumut ? I do not think so.
1390. If the present traffic is as small as you say, and practically tho whole of the district has been 
opened up. there is very little chance of tho railway paying ? That is my opinion. I may state that it 
appears to me that a good many of the residents of this town, who are competent to give an opinion as to 
whether the railway would pay, do not care to come forward. I have been speaking to two or three 
people who have business relations with people in the Tumut district,
1391. Is it possible that they are afraid of being accused of bias ? Prominent residents of Gundagai do 
not care to hazard an opinion as to whether tbc railway should be extended to Tumut, as they arc afraid 
of creating ill-feeling between the two towns, and of losing business from the Tumut side.
1392. The Tumut people are naturally anxious to have the railway constructed ? Yes. One very 
prominent man told me that one waggon a week would carry all the necessaries required from here to 
Tumut, and bring the Tumut produce back. He is one of those who do not care to come forward and 
give evidence. 1 have lived nearly all my life on the South Coast. That is an agricultural district, 
similar to the Tumut district; yet when, some years ago, it was proposed to construct a railway for a far 
larger district than Tumut—the Bega district—to Eden, which I suppose is the second natural port in 
the Colony, it was considered that that line would not pay, although it would tap the adjacent Monaro 
country.
1393. You think that that line had a greater likelihood of paying, owing to the larger area of country 
that would have been served by it? Yes. A good deal of traffic goes from Monaro to Eden and 
Merimbula, and that line would have tapped that traffic.
1394. You argue that if Ihe construction of that line was not justified the construction of the proposed 
line is still less justified ? Just so. There is no mining around Tumut itself. Tumut is exclusively an 
agricultural district.
1395. It is proposed that the railway should go fairly close to Adelong, where there is mining being 
carried on ? Yes ; but I think that the mining round Adelong is pretty well worked out.
1398. The consensus of opinion expressed to us seems to be rather that there is every probability of 
Adelong continuing to be a mining-field? There is practically only one mine there,—the big Gibraltar 
mine.
1397. Has there been any falling off in the prospects of the Gibraltar mine ? I understand that there 
has been a falling off in its returns.
1398. Summed up, you think that the proposed extension is not justifiable, either as being a lino likely to 
open up new country, or as a line likely to pay ? Just so.

SATURDAY, 2 DECEMBER, 1899.
[The Committee met at the "Coach and Dorses’ Roiel, Adelong Crossing, at ll'SO a.m.]

Jlrremt:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Craweord Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Egbert Henry Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Gundagai to
Tumut. °

James Edward Chard Turner, farmer and grazier, Adelong Crossing, sworn, and examined :—
J. E. 0. 1399, Chairman'] How many years have you been here? Thirty-nine years.
TuljngI'' 1400. I understand that you have a holding of about 2,000 acres ? Yes.

„ /C 1^01- Low many cattle have you upon it? About 250 cattle,
ec., a. ]_4,Q2i And how many sheep ? About 1,000 sheep.

1403.
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1403. now many acres have you under cultivation ? About 140 acres under wheat and oats.
1404. 'What opinion have you of the district as regards its agricultural and pastoral possibilities ? I do 
not think you can boat this district for a farming district, or for a sheep and cattle district.
1405. Is your land flat land, or is part of it ridgy land ? Some of it is ridgy land, and some of it is flat 
land. The land on the flats is good cultivation land.
1406. Is the land on the flats the only land suitable for cultivation ? Xes.
1407. Is it liable to be flooded ? No.
1408. What is the carrying capacity of the grazing land ? It will carry about a sheep to the acre, taking the flats and the hills together.
1409. All the year round ? Tes,
1410. Tho climate is very favourable ? Tes.
1411. What is your rainfall ? I cannot tellyou, but I never had a failure of the crops through drought, 
ihe only failure I have had has been caused by too much wet.
1412. The district is a peculiarly favourable one for keejiing stock in. good condition P Tes; in very 
good condition. If you do not keep too many they thrive well.
1413. lias this district suffered very much during the last five years’ drought p No.
1414. It has given an outlet for large numbers of poor stock from other districts ? There are a lot 
coiningm now, not to this particular part of the district, hut round about, a few miles away.
14]lu. Have your operations been satisfactory ”roni a financial point of view ? Yes,
1416. Are there many holders of moderate o stent in the district like yourself ? There are a few men 
between this place and where I live who hold 510 or GOO acres.
1417. Is the district between Gundagai and Tumut occupied by persons with small or moderate holdings 
or by persons with large holdings ? Three miles beyond Adelong Crossing the holdings are large, but 
when you come to the Gilmore you get small holdings again.
1418. What is tho width of the valleys in which the land is suitable for agriculture ? Three miles up 
they run about a mile in width, but further up still the hills close in more.
1419. Then this valley is not of very great width ? No : but further up it spreads and contains goodwheat land. r b
1420. How do you get your stock to market? By sending them to Gundagai.
1421. How far is that? Twelve miles from my place, and 10 miles from hero,
1422. Do you thiuk that the people between your place and Gundagai require a railway for the convey
ance of their produce to market, and the bringing back of their goods? WclI, we are not badly off at the present time,
1423. If a railway were constructed from Gundagai to Tumut, from what distance beyond Gundagai would 
it be used? For about 12 miles out of Gundagai.
1424. Then you think that the railway traffic will commence about 12 miles on this side of Gundagai ?I thmk so. ” '
1425. lor any intermediate distance it would not be worth while, having put one’s produce on the wa^on, 
to go anywhere than to Gundagai? It would not be worth a man’s while to come 2 miles back on^tlie 
line, instead of going only 4 miles further on.
1420. Seeing that tho land here is so largely alienated, do you think that the construction of the proposed 
line would lead to an increase of population ? No, 1 do not think it would increase the population of 
the district, though it might lead to the cutting-up of the large holdings so that better use could be made of them.
Tes^* *^° ",0U people, instead of going in for grazing so much, would go in for mixed farming ?
1428. Would it pay a large holder better to cut up his holding and sublet it, or sell portions of it, than

,raerev to depasture sheep and cattle ? Sometimes it would. A few years ago it paid very well.
1429. Is tliere a sufficient area of flat land in the hands of large holders to enable them to sublet any
number of farms. Well, there are a good many thousand acres between this place and Shepard’s Town about 8 miles up. 11
14.30. That land is not being farmed at the present time ? No.
1431. What area of flat land could a man reasonably live upon ? A man ought to make a decent livingout of 200 or 300 acres. b b

1432. Do you know the value of these alluvial flai;s ? No.
1433. What rental do the farmers pay P Some of them pay as much as £1 an acre.
1434. Are they able to make a living at that rental ? Tes, by growing corn, until the last two or three 
I®™ ’ t ^ ™e CCTU has missed in this part of the district, though it has never missed at Tumut, 
iK:cam:e °f drought? Tes. Corn wants a good rainfall at this time of the year.
1436. J he Tumut corn is about the best that goes to the Sydney market? Tes: and there seems to be always enough rain for it,
1437. Is it chiefly because of a possible larger use af the neighbouring land that yon think tho proposedrailway would be beneficial ? Tes. ° o j * r
1438. Do you think that the construction of the railway would directly or indirectly increase the revenue 

t am0t 'rom t'ie PUTely pastoral country? Only by bringing weak sheep into tho district.
1439. Hast year a great number of weak sheep were brought into the Tumut district ? Tes.
1440. Do you know whether the district was tased'io its fullest extent last year, or could it have carried 
more starving stock than it did carry ? The accommodation has not been overtaxed so far, because none 
ot the stock have died in the district.
1441. Do you think that this part of the district could havo taken more starving stock, or was the 
couniry pretty well all occupied P I think that last year it was pretty well all used.
^?\P0j.W^ar ? hi drive stock from Gundagai to get on to the good country? Some of the
stock that como to Gundagai have only a few miles to travel from there, while other stock travel 8 miles and other stock, again, 10 or 20 miles. ’
1443. If a railway had gone further out in the direction of Tumut, could they have taken more sheep 
into the country about Tumut and towards Tumbarumba ? Tes, I think they could.
1444. Mr. Shepherd.'] Ton say that £1 mi acre is about the outside rental paid for land at Tumut? No 
I was not talking of Tumut; I was talking of the district round Adelong Crossing.

2 Dec., 1899.

1445.
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1445. Iveariy all the land between here and Tumut is alienated ? Yes.
1446. And a great many small farmers at Tumut lease their land from the large holders ? Odd 
f(Jo

Dec,, 1899. ^47, d0 you know what rent they pay ? I think as much as £2 an acre, if not more, has been paid by 
Chinamen for land in Tumut for tobacco-growing.
1448. Are there many large holders round Tumut ? I cannot say. _
1449. I noticed this morning, in coming from Gundagai, that a large extent of the rich land on the flats 
is covered with thistle;—why is that valuable land allowed to be smothered in that way? That might 
he Government land,
1450. Is there any Government land between here and Gundagai ? There is some on the flats.
1451. Do they nse the thistle at all P The cattle eat it, but tbe farmers do not cut it down to make
ensilage of it.
1452. Do your stock keep in good condition P Yes; I never bave any losses.
1453. You consider that you are fairly well served by the existing railway ? Yes. _
1454. So that the proposed extension would not be of any great advantage to you ? Yes; it would
come witbin a mile of my place. _
1455. I notice that, in tbe paddocks about here, the wheat and oats are very much mixed ? The wheat
has been very dirty during the last two or three years. . _
1456. Is it used for milling or for hay ? Mostly for hay. .There is too much oats in it now to use it for 
milling.
1457. Do you think that the Government would he justified in constructing the proposed line, seeing 
that it will entail an annual expenditure of about £8,150, and will cost about £147,000? Well, the 
expense is rather heavy for tbe distance.
1458. Would it be possible to extend tbe line beyond Tumut ? I have always beard that it could not 
be taken any further.
1459. There are almost inaccessible bills beyond Tumut? Yes. _
1460. Do you think that the railway would obtain sufficient traffic to justify its construction? I think 
the question is too big a ono for me to go into; but a good deal of produce would be sent by tbe line.
1461. In what way would tbe railway business be increased ? By tbe carriage of cattle and produce in 
droughty seasons.
1462. Is it not a fact that nearly all the good land in the district is now under cultivation? I daresay 
that most of it is. -From here further on there are flats which arc not cultivated, Between here and the 
Gilmore there is a good deal of land which used to he cultivated, but which is not cultivated now.
1463. Was it cultivated for any length of time ? No.
1464. Why was its cultivation discontinued ? The selectors sold out. They thought that when everyone
was farming there was nothing in it. _
1465. Mr. Let'icn.] How many bushels do you get to the acre? In a dry season from 20 to 25, and in a 

' wet season about 12. Last year I think I had 30 bushels right through.
1466. That pays well ? Yes.
1467. I suppose you are in favour of the construction of the line? Yes; it will do no harm, and in time 
to come it will do a great deal of good.
1468. Mr. Waisoti.] Can you give us any idea as to how much of the land in this district is devoted to 
agriculture, and how much to pastoral pursuits ;—is one-third or one-tenth devoted to agriculture ? I 
should think somewhere about one-tenth; but it might he a little less.
1469. According to Mr. Harper, the proposed railway would carry about 1,000 bales—that is, 140 tons—of 
wool in the year; but if a tract of country about 40 miles by 45 miles is carrying a sheep to tbe acre, tbe 
return should be about 3,000 bales of wool, and, even if 10 per cent, of tbe land is devoted to agriculture, 
the return of wool should greatly exceed Mr. Harper’s figures ? At the present time there would not be 
10 per cent, of the land under cultivation.
1470. Would what was left of the land bo devoted mostly to sheep or to cattle ? To sheep, mostly.
1471. If the ridge land will carry a sheep to the acre—? 1 do not say that the ridgo land will carry a 
sheep to the acre. What I said was that on my own holding, the flats and the ridge land taken together, 
will carry a sheep to the acre.
1472. Do you think that 1,000 bales should he the total yield of wool from the country within the influence 
of the proposed railway ? No; I should think it would he much more than that. Prom Mount Horeb 
they send away 120 or 130 bales, and they have more cattle than sheep.
1473. How far is that from Tumut ? It is about 3 miles from Adelong Crossing, and about 13 miles 
from Gundagai. It adjoins my place.
1474. Do yon think it probable that that wool would be carried on the proposed line ? Yes.
1475. Where does it go at the present time ? To Gundagai, and thence on to Sydney,
1476. So that it would appear that the estimate of 1,000 bales for this line is rather low ? I should think 
it would be.
1477. Mr. Dic/e.] In Sydney a witness informed us that if the proposed railway were constructed, the 
farmers of the district would resort to pig-raising ? They might do so. A great many pigs are sent away 
from the district even now.
1478. If the proposed railway were constructed, do yon think it would pay better to grow maize for pigs 
than to grow it to send to market ? I do not know whether it would or not.
1479. I suppose that when maize was at a low price, it would be more profitable to give it to tbe pigs ? 
Yes; a good many farmers feed their pigs with maize when the price is low.
1480. Do you think we can anticipate much revenue from tbe carriage of live stock and bacon ? I could 
not say what that revenue would be.
1481. _ What do you think of the prospects of the district, from a dairying point of view ? It is a very 
fair district for dairying ; but there are no large dairying places in it.
1482. How is it that hitherto they have not resorted to dairying in the district ? It is too far from a 
railway, and the local consumption is not largo enough. I have been dairying ever since I have been on 
tbe farm,
1483. Would the construction of fhe proposed, railway enable you to compete in tbe Sydney market? I
think it would. ”

J. E. 0. 
Turner.

1484,
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1484. Do you tbink it would lead to an increase in tbe number of cattle run on tbe ridges, or is only tbe
flat land suitable for dairying? It is only the flat land that is suitable for dairying. The Gilmore valley urner.
would bo a great place for dairying. ^ , 2'1)^/1899.
1485. Is a certain number of stock brought into the district, year in-and year out, or do tlioy come only 
in times of drought? Stock come here mostly in the season for grass.

MONDAY, 4 DEO EMBER, 1899.
[The Committee met at tin “2?oyrti ” Sotel, Adelong, at 10 a.ml]

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Chawrobd Shepherd. John Christian Watson^Es^.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Robert Henrt Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
to Tumut.

Gundagai

Erederick Charles Park, storekeeper, Adelong, sworn, and examined:—
1486. Chairman.] How long have you been here ? About sixteen years.
1487. Ton are acquainted with tbe proposal before tbe Committee ? Eairly well. _ _
1488. What are your views in regard to the pioposed railway ;—do you thiuk that its construction would
be of advantage to the district ? Undoubtedly, _
1489. In what way ? As a storekeeper, I tb.nk it would make it more convenient for us to get our 
goods up, and I presume it would lessen the cost of living in the district. Secondly, produce could be 
sent away much more cheaply thau at the present time, when it has to be carted into Gundagai.
1490. How are goods brought here from Gundagai ? By teamsters, along the main road, via Adelong 
Crossing.
1491. How many miles is that ? Twenty-two miles. _
1492. What rate of carriage do you now pay from Gundagai ? The rate of carriage varies from 12s. 6d.
a ton upon stuff like sugar, salt, and flour, to £1 a ton on what are termed case goods—ironmongery, 
drapery, &e., packed in eases, '
1493. What is the rate of freight for wool ? I do not think it is lower than 12s. Gd. a ton from Adelong.
A good deal of wool is sent from distances varying from 4 to 20 miles from Adelong, so that, of course, 
the price varies; but I think you could average it very fairly at 12s. 6d. a ton for distances up to 30 miles 
from Gundagai. _ _
1494. I suppose you are aware that if the proposed railway is constructed special rates will be charged 
upon all the goods carried between Gundagai and Tumut ? Higher rates.
1495. Tes? Then it would pay us better to get our stuff from Gundagai by team. When we carted 
our stuff from Bowning, a distance of SO miles, I am not certain whether it cost us 2s. 6d. a ton more or 
2s. 6d. a ton less than the present highest rate for third-class goods.
149G. The Commissioners say that with special rates the proposed railway would return a revenue of £3,879 
a year gross, and with ordinary rates £1,696 a. year gross, while the interest and working expenses would 
amount to £8,150 a year, so that to get any reasonable return it would be necessary to impose special 
rates ;—can you tell me what those special rates would be? When we had differential rates to Wagga 
we found it cheaper to cart our stuff from Wagga, a distance of 50 miles, thau from Gundagai, a distance 
of 22 miles. Of course, if the rates on the proposed railway were higher than tho road rates from 
Gundagai it would pay us better to continue :o use the road.
1497. Mr. Harper says tiiat—“ On certain classes of goods local rates would mean a charge as high as 
19s. 3d. a ton—practically what is being paid to-day; and to that would have to be added the cost of 
cartage from tbe railway-station to the stores, whereas in other cases it would be direct delivery.” Then, 
later on be is asked—

F. C. Park. 

4 Dec., 1899.

Do yon think that, with a charge of 13a. to Aeclong, and, roughly, a charge of 12a. to Tumut, road .carriage could 
compete against the railway ? Yes.
? Does tbe 13s. apply to all classes of goods ?
1498. Ho, that would be the maximum ? Then it seems to me that tbe advantage would be in favour of 
Adelong, because we should get third-class goods which now cost £1, for, practically, 17s.
1499. You think that under those circumstances it would pay you to use the railway ? Tes, because on
those figures we could save 3s. a ton. _
1500. Do you think that with railway compotition tho teamsters could afford to reduce their charges ? I 
am quite sure that they could on third-class stuff,
1501. Therefore, you agree with Mr. Harper, that if the Commissioners imposed special rates, they would
be likely to induce competition ? I am sure of it. If we were to have a railway hero within twelve 
months, it would throw our teamsters out of employment, and they would then have to find cither-fresh 
occupation or fresh fields; and I thiuk that rather thau go away they would reduce their charges. If 
you can only show us a difference of 3s. a ton between the present rate by team and the railway rate to 
tbe nearest station, plus 4s. from that station to Adelong, it is a very open question whether the teamsters 
could not successfully compote. During the last six months it has been suggested that wc should attempt 
to reduce the charge for third-class goods. There arc many lines upon which we might hope for a much 
cheaper rate than £1 a ton, _ _
1502. Is this a favourable district for teamsters; are ihe roads good and fodder easily obtained? 
Undoubtedly it is a good district so far as the roads go ? I do not think yon could get a better road than 
that between Adelong and Gundagai. Then too, we have a good average rainfall, so that I think the 
price of fodder here compares favourably with the price in other districts.
1503. We have always regarded this as a district beyond all others into which stock could be sent 
ad libitum in dry seasons? Perhaps you cou.d form a better idea as to the position of the teamsters here

■ “ ' if
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^ iflgave you the prices of fodder, We arc now selling corn retail at 3s. per bushel, chaff at £3 to £310s.
4 BeTl893 Per ton’ ^ran an^ pollard at about 7sd. per bushel, and wheat at about 2s. 3d. Oats we get from Sydney. 

■’ ' 1504. Mr. Watson.] Where do you get your bran and pollard from? Prom Tumut.
1505. Gkairman.] Those arc fairly reasonable prices ? We consider them low prices. I have known 
corn to be 4s. and 4s. (id. a bushel, chaff £3 and £5 10s, a ton, and bran and pollard from lOd. to Is. a 
bushel.
1500. Do you think that the railway would result in a large increase of traffic? The traffic might increase 
to a small extent,
1507. What do you thiuk is the capacity of the district? I think that the prospects of Adelong as an 
agricultural district are limited. If you have a station within reasonable distance, there is plenty of land 
round Batlow and Upper Adelong which might ho used. 1 think that (hat is one of ihe best districts in 
the Colony for fruit-growing, and especially for English fruits, such as pears and apples.
1508. But you think the output would he limited, owing to the limited area of land available? There 
is plenty of land available there, but. it would cost so much to clear that I do not think men of only 
reasonable means could afford to clear it. We have always considered that instead of the Government 
asking £1 an acre for that laud they should pay people £1 an acre to live on it. The land is undoubtedly 
good ; but it is very heavily timbered. The fruit-growing land would cost about £10 an acre to clear, and 
after you cleared it you would get about £3 an acre for it.
1509. Mr. Wafson.] Does your estimate for clearing land apply to land which has been ringbarked ? I
thiuk so. I do not think there is any better land in the country for tho purposes I speak of ; but when 
it is ringbarked the bracken and wattle spring up, so that nothing can be done with it until it has been 
ploughed. .
1510. Chairman.] Leaving that part of the country out of consideration, are the alluvial flats extensive ? 
I do not know where yon ivould find them, unless it is down the Adelong Creek, from Grahamstowli to 
the Murrumbidgee. Then, too, on the Xaven yon get a fair area of flat land.
1511. Do the flats widen out very much ? Not very much ; but the land is good grazing land.
1512. Is there much opportunity for tho development of agriculture there? I should be sorry to give 
an opinion upon the subject.
1513. Is the agricultural land limited in extent ? The agricultural laud in the Adelong district is limited 
in extent.
1514. If a railway were constructed from Gundagai to Adelong, from what point would the people begin 
to use it for the carriage of produce ? That would depend upon the location of the varions stations. I 
should very much doubt whether farmers in the vicinity of the Adelong Crossing would take the trouble 
to unload there. I think that, having a fair road, they would go right into Gundagai,
1515. Then you think that the railway traffic would commence at a point 10 or 12 miles from Gundagai ? 
Certainly not less than 10 miles from Gundagai. Of course, Adelong draws no trade from below 
Grahamstown, so that my answer is not biassed in any way,
1510. Have the residents of this district at any time suffered any great inconvenience by reason of the 
want of railway communication ? "Well, I am bound to say yes, that we really want the railway.
1517. But have your goods ever been delayed on the road between Gundagai and Adelong ? No: wo 
get our goods fairly regularly. We are served by four or five teams, and I can send a wire to Sydney 
to-day and have my stuff up to-morrow.
1518. There is a daily coach from Adelong via the Adelong Crossing? Tes.
1519. What are the fares ? 12s. 6d. return from Adelong to Gundagai.
1520. And how much single ? I suppose 7s. Gd. 1 think that some of the coaches are a little cheaper 
than that.
1521. Mr. Bichi] Can you give the Committee some idea of the inward tonnage of Adelong ? I should 
think the inwards tonnage of Adelong would be covered by £6,000.
1522. Mr. Watson.] Is that tho freight paid ? That is the freight paid to the Eailway Commissioners. 
1 base the figures upon what I know of my own business.
1523. And what would the freight from Gundagai to Adelong amount to? I should think to about 
£1,000 a year.
1524. Mr. Bick.] That is for general merchandise, exclusive of mining machinery, and carriage of that kind ? Tes.
1525. Mr. Levicn.] But does not a good deal of stuff come here from Gundagai that did not come to 
Gundagai by railway ? No ; I think everything comes from Sydney originally.
1526. Chairman.] Is Adelong a large distributing centre, or are the goods sent here consumed within a 
small radius of the town ? Our district is bounded on the one side by the Gap, about 4 miles away ; by 
Batlow, 16 miles to the south ; by Mount Adrah, 14 miles to the west; and, going along the Gundagai 
Road, by Grahamstown, about 6 miles out.

Walter Whitley Webb, Manager, Bank of New South Wales, Adelong, sworn, and examined:—
W. W. Webb. 1527. Mr. Bick.] Tour business relations will enable you to state whether the district ia or is not fair]jr 

prosperous ? It is a very sound district.
4 Dee., 1899,1528. Can yon say whether it is progressing or stationary ? I think it is progressing. Judging from my 

own business here, it is progressing.
1529. With any degree of rapidity ? No ; the mining operations largely influence the actual business of 
the town ; but the district, as a whole, is certainly not going back.
1530. Do you know whether the agriculturists in the immediate neighbourhood of Adelong rent or own 
tho land upon which they are working ? I think that they arc the owners of it, but there are not many 
of them, speaking for Adelong itself. I do not know anything about Tumut. The climate here is a good

_ one, the rainfall is good, and the soil is good, so that, given the facilities which a railway would give, I
think the population ought to increase. ■
1531. Do you think that the present method of sending goods to market puts difficulties in the way of 
the producer ? I think so. There are fruit-growers in Adelong who, I think, would increase their 
orchards if they could get their fruit away more easily. Between here and Batlow, about 19 miles away 
in a southerly direction, the country is noted for its good potatoes, and for its fruit.

1532.
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1532. "What market would you expect tbe fruit-growers to cater for ? Tbe Sydney market, and also tbe 'WVW^Webb,
Eiiverina market. , a/t7"c18901533. Do you tbink that the conditions are so favourable that fruit-growers bore could compete in the 0 '' '
Sydney market with fruit-growers from other parts of the Colony ? Well, one man at Batlow sends to
tbe “ Australian Club” and to “ TattersallV’ He hae a contract for supplying apples and other fruit.
We are very late here, and Batlow is 800 or 900 feet higher than we are. _ _
1534. Has there been any increase in agricultural settlement here recently? No; the agricultural area
round Adelong is limited. _
1535. Do you look upon the ridgy country as suitable for fruit-growing ? Tes; the hill slopes arc very .
suitable. ■ _
1530. Can you tell us of producers who are makirg a success of fruit-growing in the district ? There is 
a man named Barberie at Batlow who docs very well with his fruit, and another man named Basham. Ho , 
takes a team through to Wagga and to Cootainiindra, and sells his fruit in the Kiverina country, I think 
that a railway here would aid the mining industry, by allowing us to send ore away more cheaply, and 
that, in turn, the traffic in ore would aid tho railway. At the present time we pay L2s. Gd. a ton to send 
quartz from the mines to Gundagai, and about 14s. 9d. a ton as railway freight from Gundagai to Dapto, 
the first distance being 22 miles, and the second considerably over 303 miles, so that there is a considerable 
disproportion between the two charges. Smelting seems now to be coming into favour more than ordinary 
battery treatment, and miners are therefore inclined to send more of their ore away to be treated. Of •
course, stone containing free gold is crushed locally. _ _
1537. What would be the general effect upon the mining industry of a considerable reduction in the cost
of carriage to the place of treatment? I am connected with one or two of the mines here, and I think 
that if the freight were much reduced we should be likely to send away for treatment stone that wo now 
crush locally, in the hope of thus getting better returns, and having to pay less. _ _
1538. Do you think that cheaper conveyance of ore from the district would give a stimulus to mining hero ?
It would certainly be an advantage to mining operations here. The presence of smelting-works at Cockle 
Creek and Dapto gives us an inducement to send away our ore. Until lately we sent away only the con
centrates ; but if proper facilities were offered, we should probably send our stone away, not in tons of 
tons as now, but iu hundreds of tons. _
1539. Are there any mines which would be brought into practical working by the lowering of the price of 
carriage ? There are a good many mines avvaitiug development, and tbe success of ono would lead to the 
opening up of others.
1540. Inasmuch as you would still have to pay for the cartage of your stone a distance of 3 or 4 miles to 
get to a railway-station, you would not make a saving of 12s. a ton, even if the proposed railway were 
made;—how much would your saving be ? It would be about half that.
1541. I suppose you get the stone carted to the railway-station for about 4s. a ton ? It would depend
upon the location of tbe mine from which it was 'sent; but I think that it would be easier to send it to a 
station somewhere on the proposed line than to take it down to Adelong Crossing. _
1542. Can you give us a general idea of the cost of mining development in the district during your resi
dence here;—has it fluctuated P The Gibraltar mine is the only mine that has made auy stir since I havo 
been hero. Some of the other mines have been used up, and have dropped out; but there are ono or 
two that are very promising just now—the Caledonia mine in particular.
1543. Do you anticipate any development of the mining industry here in the way of dredging ? Yes.
1544. Is this looked upon as a good field for such operations ? Yes, a very good field,
1545. Are many leases being taken up here? Yes. The Jennings Company have got their plant ready 
to start, and some other people have taken up 137 acres, and they are only waiting for developments.
154G. Is it a fact that anywhere along the course of the creek you can get good gold; but that continuous 
operations have been prevented by the water ? I cannot say. Fossicking has always been going on ; but 
I am not prepared to say whether operations have been troubled by the water. At the Bank hero we buy 
a good deal of gold every week.
1547. Mr. Watson.'] Alluvial gold ? Yes. _ __
1548. Mr. Bick.] Do you anticipate an increase in mining operations here in the way of dredging? Yes.
I think we shall make a very good start after Christmas.

4 Dec., 1899.

Thomas Arragon, grazier, Adelong Creek, sworn, and examined:—
1549. Mr. Shepherd.] How long have you been residing here ? About six years. I have spent nearly all T. Arragon.
my life on the Nacka Nacka Creek. *
1550. What is the extent of your holding ? There are about 3,000 acres in the holding lam living on.
1551. Is it all on the Adelong Creek ? Yes. _
1552. What industries are you carrying on there, chiefly ? I am growing wheat and wool.
1553. What number of sheep have you ? About 5,000.
1554. That would be over a sheep to tho acre ? Yes. For the most part the land would carry nearly two 
sheep to the acre.
1555. What return of wool do yon gel ? This year we have not yet finished shearing, but we shall send 
away about 9 tons of wool.
1556. Do you run any cattle ? 1 have no cattle at all.
1557. What area of land havo yon under cultivation? About 200 acres.
1558. Is it all under wheat? Wheat and maize.
1559. In about equal proportions ? No; there are about 25 acres under corn.
1500, What return of wheat do you get per acre? Last year we got about 12 bushels to the acre,
1561, And howmuch maize ? I think about 50 bushels to the acre.
15G2. How far are you from Gundagai ? About 25 miles.
15G3. What does it cost you to cart your produce to Gundagai ? Fifteen shillings a ton.
1564. Do you find that charge a drag upon you ? Not very much. Of course, if the proposed railwa 
were made the charge would be less.
1565. What is tho average distance from a railway at which farming can he successfully carried on ? 
think that tho closer the railway the more successful the farming.
1566. But what do you think is the limit? I suppose 6 or 7 miles. 1567.

J
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T. Arragon. 15(]7. you ean cart woo] a much greater distance than you can cart agricuHnral produce ? Tes.
4 ,DeolS99 Woo]-growing is your chief industry ? Tes; hut a great deal of the land upon which the sheep are

e " a' running would grow wheat.
15G9. Gan you form any rough estimate as to the quantity of ]and on the Adelong Creek which is suit
able for cultivation ? I think there are about 1,600 acres on our own place winch would grow wheat.
1570. I suppose it is chiefly the flat land that is fit for cultivation? Tes; and tho ridgy land as well.
1571. As a rule, is the land on the hills suitable for cultivation ? The ridges will grow wheat very well. 
Wheat will grow up this way almost anywhere you can put the plough.
1572. Is there much cultivation on the hills at any distance from the creek ? Tes,
1573. Do you cultivate fruit at all? Very little, except for domestic use.
1574. What kind of fruit is chiefly cultivated up the creek ? Apples mostly. Quinces grow very well.
1575. And cherries ? Tes.
1576. Is this fruit grown chiefly for home consumption, or is much of it sent to market? A good deal of 
it is sent to market.
1577. How do you think the construction of the proposed railway would affect the various industries 
here ? I think it would improve the position of wheat-growing very greatly. The land west of Adelong 
is well adapted for wheat,
1578. Do you think that the present rates of carriage are to a certain extent prohibitive ? Tes.
1579. The Commissioners estimate that there will be a deficiency of about £6,450 a-ycar if the proposed 
railway is constructed;—do you think there is any prospect of that deficiency being made up by tho 
increased production of the district ? I do not know; but 1 tbink that the loss on tbe line would be 
very greatly reduced after a while.
1580. Is not the land here rather difficult to clear ? Tes,
1581. What does it cost per acre ? The land immediately about here is not so difficult to clear as the
land further up the creek—12 or 14 miles up ; there it is very difficult.
1582. What is the average cost of clearing that land so as to make it fit for agriculture ? About here I
think that land which has been rung could be cleared for about £1 an acre, if the timber is dead.
1583. How long should tho timber be rung before tbe land is cleared ? Eighteen months or two years.
1584. Do those who are cultivating the land seem pretty well satisfied with the result ? Tes.
1585. Do you think that the area under cultivation would be largely increased if "the proposed railway 
were constructed ? Tos.
1586. Are you connected with mining at all ? Ho.
1587. Can you account for the apparent apathy displayed here in regard to mining operations ? Ho.
1588. Mining operations here have fallen off a good deal of late ? I think so ; but I think that mining 
is likely to come on again very soon.
1589. Can you account for it having fallen off ? Ho.
1590. Is mining still being carried on up the Adelong Creek ? Tes, in places. There are fossickers all 
along the creek, and further up some people have claims.
1591. I suppose the mining there is chiefly alluvial ? Tes.
1592. Is there anything else upon which you can inform the Committee having a hearing upon the pro
posed railway ? I think that if the railway were extended the timber industry here would improve. 
There is good timber about Batlow and Bago, 15 or 16 miles further up. The timber there is very good 
and very useful.
1593. What kinds of timber are there there ? Stringy hark, white gum, messmate, and mountain ash.
159A Is the district fairly well stocked with sheep and cattle ? 1 think so, as a rule; but at the present 
time it is not a quarter stocked. Last year a great number of stock were sent up here from tho droughty 
parts of the eolouy.
1595. If the district were fairly stocked, how could it accommodate the starving stock which it is said 
will be sent up here every year, and will provide traffic for the railway ? Dp hero tho people thought 
that they would have a bad season this year until the rain came, and now they are understocked.
1596. What are the principal grasses up here ? They are all native grasses.
1597. Is there good feed all the winter time ? Tes. The runs are not nearly stocked this year, nor were 
they nearly stocked last year.
1598. Can you form any idea as to the cost of clearing land about Batlow ? At Batlow it would cost 
£5 or £6 an acre to clear land for a crop.
1599. Is it the usual plan here to ringbark before clearing ? Tes,
1600. Do you thiuk that a year and a half or two years is too short a period to allow for the dying off of
the timber ? I think that you can ring the timber so that it will die in two or three months. Of course,
if you only take off the bark it will probably live longer than that.
1001. Do the people generally nse the forest devil, or do they grub out the trees ? They grub them out, 
or, if it is box country, burn them out.
1602. Is it possible to get that done for £1 an acre ? I think so.
1603. Have you any idea as to the number of cattle and sheep in the district ? Ho.
1604. Is dairying carried on here to any extent ? Hot to any great extent.
1605. Do you think it would be encouraged by tbe construction of the proposed railway ? I think so.
1606. As a rule, is the grass here good grass for dairy stock ? Tes.
1607. I suppose the difficulty of getting produce to market is somewhat against dairying here at the 
present time ? Tes.

George Thomas Kenney Cole, miner, Mount Adrah, sworn, and examined:—
G. T. K. Cole. 1608. Jfr. TFat$on.~\ How far is Mount Adrah from Adelong ? About 17 miles.

/--- \ 1609. Have you a general acquaintance with tho mining operations of the district, or is your knowledge
4 Dec.. 1899, of the subject confined to the country in the vicinity of Mount A.drah ? I have a general practical knowledge 

of the subject.
1610. In what direction is Mount Adrah from here ? I think about north-west. It is on tho Wagga Wagga road.
1611, Is Adelong the business centro for people living round about Mount Adrah? Tes; all their business
is done with Adelong. .

1612.
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1612. What are the prospects of Mount Adrah as a mining district ? They are very promising indeed at ^ K- C°'e> 
tho present time. Ninety-one acres of Crown lands have been applied for for dredging purposes, and I ',Tr_>^T^q 
think that all the leases applied for with the exception of one have been granted. 1 think that about4 cc'’ ' 
400 acres have been applied for for dredging altogether, and the applicants are coining to terms with the
landed proprietors.
1613. Are there any mining developments there besides the dredging ? There are a few reefs being
worked. *
1614. What is the character of the work ? Jordan and Williams arc down about 100 feet. They had a 
crushing of 12 tons, and they got about IS oz. from the bulk, or about li oz. to the ton. That was 
when they were down about 30 feet. On the bottom of the reef tho stone is expected to average about 
5 or 6 dwt. to the ton.
1615. Is any gold held in the mineral ? Tes; there is a certain amount of pyrites.
1616. For the mineralised ore probably some higher treatment would bo required ? Yes; smelting or 
chlorination.
1617. What is your present idea as to the outlet for that class of ore ? We bring it by road to Adelong, 
and have it treated at liich and Wilson's battery hero. The quantity of ore is so small that it does not 
pay to apply any saving method.
1618. The battery you speak of could not deal with pyrites ore F No.
1619. Then the proposed railway would bo ol great advantage to you in enabling that ore to bn sent away ?
Yes. From the middle of Mount Adrah to the Adelong Crossing is a distance of about Id' miles.
1620. But it would be quicker for you to go to Adelong Crossing than to go to Gundagai ? Yes ; audit 
is good level country. The only drawback just now is that there is no bridge over Hilias Creek, but we 
are hoping to have a bridge constructed over the Yaven Yaven Creek during the present winter. If ITillas 
Creek were bridged as well, there would be nothing to stop us from going to Adelong Crossing. The 
teams can now go that way in dry weather.
.1021. IV hat freight do you think you will have to pay for the conveyance of ore from Mount Adrah to 
Adelong Crossing by the road you mention F Wo pay about 12s. a ton lo have ore conveyed to Adelong, 
a distance of about 17 miles, and we could get it conveyed lo Adelong Crossing for about 11s. a ton.
1622. Ilow much would you have to pay to send ore to Gundagai by way of Adelong Crossing? About 
14s. or 15s, a ton. Tho distance would be about 22 miles. Sometimes we should have to pay more than 
14s. or 15s. a ton. The charge would vary with the seasons. Sometimes no teams are available, because 
they are all away carting grain or wool. I have paid as much as 30s. a ton to Adelong, and the lowest 
rate I ever paid was 10s. a ton, the week before last, for back carriage.
1623. The difficulty of securing teams might occur whether the railway were constructed or not? Yes.
1624. I suppose the cartage to Adelong Crossing would be higher, because there would be no back 
loading? If the train came to Adelong Crossing there would be a good deal of back loading. They get 
a lot of their heavy goods up now from Wagga. They send their wool down there, and get their 
goods back.
1625. Where do their goods come from—from Sydney or from Melbourne ? Some from Melbourne, and 
some from Sydney.
1626. Does it pay better to bring goods from Wagga than to bring them from Gundagai ? They think 
so, because of the differential rates. ] came from Queensland to Mount Adrah in 1SS2, and I have 
obtained a good deal of gold there—I think more than any other person. T have had offers to go 
prospecting to West Australia, Queensland, and other places; but 1 iancy that there is something at 
Mount Adrah yet, and I am sticking to it. I got about £5,000 from a mine there. We treated 
altogether about 400 tons, and obtained over 1,100 oz. of gold. Some of the reefs have gone as high 
as 6 oz. to the ton.
1627. Do the reefs go down satisfactorily ? After they havo gone down a few feet, a kind of flaw comes 
in, and cuts them out; but they generally make again. In one case we went down about 40 feet, and 
then we had to go through a blank of about 50 feet, when we got a crushing which gave about 5 dwt. of 
free gold, and there is every appearance of the reef becoming larger,
1628. What are the prospects of mining immediately around Adelong? I think that they are very 
promising. I havo been on the Palmer, the Etheridge, and other places, and there you would see from 
ten to twenty miners prospecting, for every one you see in this part of the country. In this part of the 
country they are all wages men, and when they are out of wages they will not prospect, but just hang 
about the town. I think that if there were more prospecting more reefs would be developed.
1629. Do you regard tbe mines at Adelong which have been unworked for a long period as worked out ?
Most decidedly not. When I went to Queensland in 1875. I met plenty of men who had been on 
Gympie, and they told me that Gympie was worked out. I have heard the same thing of Charters 
Towers, and the Etheridge ; but we know that Charters Towers has since produced tons of gold ; and so, 
too, has Gympie. At Gympie they came upon a very hard green slate, which it cost from £6 to £10 a 
ton to get through. From what 1 have seen in other places, I consider that the reel's here arc not worked 
out yet.
1630. Then why have a, number of these mines been practically abandoned ? J think it is greatly due to 
bad management. When they were on good gold, they simply followed it down, making only small 
shafts, and they drank a lot of the money. Then, when they came to poorer stone, they could not afford 
to sink deeper, and when the workings were allowed to lie idle for a number of years tho timber gave way, 
and the shafts collapsed.
1631. Are any of these mines now open for speculators to take up if they think fit? There are plenty of 
mines ready to be taken up. There ia tho Victoria mine lying ide,and there is a mine at Donkey Hill.
A lot of properties are merely being held, while others are let on tribute. In many cases the holders are 
waiting for speculators to come along, o~ to see how other mines develop. 1 suppose a lot of people have 
not sufficient funds to carry on the work themselves.
1632. All the mines are not being worked on tribute? No ; but most of them are now, Tho Challenger 
mine is doing well, and a lot of money has been put into it by local people. The Caledonia is another 
mine which is doing well. In 1885 or 1886 l was prospecting on tbe Gibraltar property, and we were 
told then that tho mine was worked out; but since that time it has given satisfactory returns.
1633. Tributors are not expected to develop a mine very much ? No ; they only go in and clear out the
old stopes. . " "

7—1 1634.
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G-. T. E. Cole. 1634, Their work is of very little value from a prospecting point of view? They do no prospecting at all; 
4'tUc 1899 ou^ what is left. It would require capital to put ihe shafts into order, and to erect

’’ 1' machinery—more capita! than local syndicates seem to care about expending, though it is a local syndicate
that has opened up the Caledonia mine again. ■
1035. Do you think that the prospects ot the district arc encouraging, from a miner’s standpoint ? Yes. 
At Mount Adrah there are very tow prospectors besides myself. Wo have ironstone lodes there, and on 
the banks of the Murrumbidgee there is a lot of good lime. People now complain that it is too fur to 
cart into G-undagai; but Adelong Crossing would only bo about half tiro distance.
K!3G. Do you think it is likely that the ore traffic will assume large proportions within a reasonable time F
I. believe so. I am living iu hopes of it.
1637. How are the Gibraltar people treating their ores at the present time? I believe that they arc 
treating them themselves. They have a cyanide and a chlorination plant.
3G3S. Then they would not require the railway for the conveyance of their ores ? I do not think so. 
1631). Is there as much mineral in their ore as you appear likely to get at Mount Adrah? Eighty per 
cent. more. Mount Adrah has not got to the mineral level. It is slate and sandstone country. My 
experience teaches me that granite always carries more mineral, while slate and sand&tonc are freer.
1640. If the Gibraltar people are able to treat their mineralised ores locally, would it not he possible for
others similarly circumstanced to do the same thing ? They would not have sufficient capital to erect a 
suitable plant. “
1641. If large companies with sufficient capital were formed, they could do what the Gibraltar people are 
doing ? Yes; they could treat their mineral on the ground.
K512. In that case the railway traffic would be very little F Yes.

Charles Purcell, farmer and grazier, Adelong Creek, sworn, and examined :—
C. Purcell. 1643. Mr. Z.evien.'] How long have you been a resident of ibis district? 1 have been here ever since 

Adelong was first opened up—forty years or more.
4 Dec., 1899.1614, How many acres have you? 2,900 acres.

1615. How much land is under cultivation ? About 400 acres.
1616. Mhat do you generally cultivate ? Wheat and hay, but mostly wheat.
1647. And oats ? A small quantity of oats ; but 1 grow chiefly wheat and corn.
1618. What number of stock have you ? On the at era go about 4,000 sheep, or sometimes 5,000 with 
the lambs.
1649. And how many cattle? About 100 head.
1650. And horses ? 1 have thirty or thirty-five horses.
1651. How many sheep to the acre will your grazing-land carry ? I have no leased land—it is all selected 
land—and the 2,900 acres carry 4,000 sheep. After tho lambing, I get. rid of about as many old sheep as 
1 have lambs, so that on tho average we run somewhere over 4,000 sheep through the year. We some
times feed them on the cultivated laud after fhe crop has been taken off.
1652. What do you think of the district as one to send starving stock to? I do not think it can be 
equalled in any part of Yew South Wales.
1653. Do many stock come here ? They conic here from all parts.
1654. What is the country like in tho winter ? It is very good in the winter.
1655. Have you plenty of feed here, winter and summer? Yes ; I havo not been compelled to move my 
sheep for eighteen years.
1650. Is there much grass-seed here? Only when you spell the paddocks.
1657. "What yield of wheat do you generally get ? On the average, from 12^- to 15 bushels to the acre.
1658. What is the best yield you have got? I havo got as high as 35 and 40 bushels to the acre, but in 
some years it is much less.
1659. What yield of maize do you got ? On the average, about 30 bushels 1o the acre.

■ 1660. Have you ever sent any wheat to market? 1 ha\e sold wheat to Taylor. That wheat was sent to
Sydney.
1661. What did you get for it? 2s. 2d. a bushel in Adelong.
1662. Yon delivered it here? Yes.
1663. And it was then carted to Gundagai? Yes.
1664. What do you get for your corn ? From 3s. to 2s. 6d. a bushel.
1665. What is the quality of your corn ? It is pretty good, 1 think. I grow Clarence Fiver corn.
1G6G. What do you think of this district for dairying? I think it is very suitable for dairying. We
make very good butter, and the cows milk well.
1667. What is the timber like ? Wo havo very good timber higher up in the Page country—mountain 
ash and urabbie, a very useful wood.
1663. Is there much land up there uncultivated, which would bo cultivated if there were a railway? Yes. 
I think the land up there would be very good for farming, but it is very heavily timbered at the present 
time.
1069. What do you think it would cost to clear ? On some patches the timber is very heavy, while on 
ether patches it is lighter. 1 should think it would cost £6 or £7 an acre to clear.
1670. What do you thiuk it would be worth after it was cleared ? 1 can hardly say, but the crops there
have been very heavy. Nearly every one who has cleared that land is satisfied that he can make a good 
living on it.
1671. What is your opinion in regard to the assistance which the proposed railway would give to the
district? I think that the railway would do a great deal of good ; it would give eni ploymont, and it would
cause more land to bo cultivated. There is money in wheat-growing at 2s. 2d. a bushel, or a little more, 
if we had a cheaper means of getting it away. "We do a lot in chaff, too.
1672. The difficulty from which fhe farmers are suffering is the want of a quick means of transit to 
market ? Yes ; wc arc handicapped.
1673. Is jour crop later here than in most places ? Yes, much later.
1674. A letter written by a person signing himself “Maize-grower” states that the Tumut season being

• late,
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late, tlic local farmer is slow iti getting his producn to imukelvso that when he gets there there is a glut, C. Purcell, 
and prices arc, consequently, low ? 1 have not had much to dp with the Sydney market. /7rT'~is<iq
.I67i5, But you think that railway communication would facilitate settlement here? \es. 1. would put'' ec‘< ■
1,000 acres under wheat if I could get the produce taken away, and 1 am sure that many others would do 
t he same. ^
1070. Bo you think a railway would he of great assistance to you in sending sheep away ? Tes. At the 
present time wc have to send to Gundagai.
1077. l.I.ow long does that take? It takes about four days to send sheep there,
1678. And yon havo to wait for notice from your agent before yon can muster ? Tes,
1670. So that I suppose it is five or six days altogether before you can get stock into the market, and by 
that time the prices may have gone down ? Tes. ■ ^
1680. The Chief Bail way Traffic Manager has told us that there has boon a great fall in golf in the output of 
tobacco from this district ? The people here are under tho impression that a ring has been formed who 
ean do as they like in regard io the iobacco. 1 have had tobacco for four years past, but I am afraid to 
send it away. Two pence ia Ihe best offer I can got for it.
1681. What used you to get for it ? As high as ‘Jd., in the early days. _
1682. Is the quality now as good as it was then ? Tes ; but wc cannot sell it if we send it away.
1683. Bo vou think there is any opposition to the colonial leaf ? No. We can still grow good enough 
tobacco.
1681. Would your sons increase their area if there were hotter facilities for getting to market ? We are 
all working together. Although sheep pay fairly well, we find that we can make more money by doing a 
little cultivation, and one industry helps the other. T think lhat every farmer should have sheep, because 
they make the land stronger, instead of allowing it to get worse. _
1085. Do you think that there are many besides yourself who would put more land under cultivation if 
the railway were made ? Ales.
I6S6. What do you think arc the prospects of fruit-growing in this district ? Wc have one of the best 
climates for fruit-growing that you can get anywhere.
1687. I suppose that those who now grow fruit suffer from not being able to get it, to market? Tes; 
especially ihose in the Bago country. There, our fruit is coming iu when similar fruit iis going out in 
other pnrls of the country.
16.'8, 'That is the 1iino when the growers should he able to realise a good profit? Tes. The same thing 
applies to the potatoes. Pofatocs are coining iu there when they are done at qilaees not further away 
than my own place.
1681). Bo you think much land will be cultivated fur fruit-growing if the proposed railway is made? I 
think so. IE I were not in the posiHon in which I am, the tint thing I should do would bo to take up, 
say, 26 acres of land in the Bago coantry for fruit-growing. Many others, besides myself, havo thought 
that it would bo a good thing to go in for fruit-growing there, and to start a jam factory. Wc have never 
known the fruit in that district to bo bad ; and wherever a miner has planted a few trees they are to be 
seen there still. It is a wonderful iruit-growing district.
1606. What is tho quality of the fruit ? The fruit is a good quality. There are thousands of acres of 
Crown lands in that district, and the land is well watered with little creeks, so that you can get water on 
to nearly every little holding. There is a small amount of gold in all the creeks. Tho greater part of 
Sharp's run, there, is Crown lands. It is a forest reserve. With regard to the Gibraltar mine, I should 
like to say that they send away tons of concentrates that they cannot treat here. I know that the 
manager of the mine is sorry that the railway is not coming to Adelong.
16!H. Have you anything to do with mining yourself ? Tes, j. do a little in it myself.
10!)2. Chm-niim,'] If the proposed railway were couslrueled, where do you think the traffic from the
country you have been describing would strike the line ? Hither here or at the Gilmore; but I should
think at Adelong. Mr. Bides hag a saw-mill there, and ho sends his timber to Wagga, and from
there to Narrandera. The country is a splendid district for timber, and in years to come will provide ,
accommodation for thousands of families.
1693. But it is very expensive country to clear? Tes ; but you could grow crops in amongst the timber.
Tho miners used to do that in the early days. They grew fruit and vegetables, and whatever they wanted.
As the colonies become populated people will bave to go there.
1691'. Bo you think it would pay a person to grow fruit there and send it to Sydney' ? Tes ; it must pay.
I have seen nothing like what can be grown up there. The great advantage of that district is that every
thing is late there, I have seen people dairying almost in the heart, of the country I speak of, A.
Mr. Mitchell had a dairy up there, and got splendid butter ; but things went to the bad with him, and tho 
dairy had to be shut up. Ton ean growing anything up there. The rent asked for some of the high 
land ihere for sheep is too high. They put ns much an 9d. an acre on some of that land ; but it is more 
suitable for small farming. 1 know men who had nothing when they siarted there years ago, but who are 
pretty well independent now. Mr. Basham is quite satisfied with what ho gets off his 8 acres.
1695. Bo you know the district thoroughly? Tos.
1696. Bo you know the alternative routes for the proposed extension ? Tes.
1697. What is the country like noai Brungle? It it very good country. The river flats are very good ; 
but the hills are not so good as the hills hero.
1698. Bo you think there is more land suitable for agriculture there than on tho route tua Adelong ?
No ; the forest land here is hotter and flatter. While the river-flats there are bettor than ours, tbe land 
on the hills is not so'good. We havo many creeks here—Sharp’s Creek, Tavon Taven Creek, and others— 
upon which you could grow nearly anything. As Sharp’s Creek there is a, reserve upon which no doubt 
hundreds of familes could settle if they could take up the land.
1690. Agriculture seems to have fallen off in some parts of this district;-—how do you account for that ?
I think that people are afraid that they will havo no market. It is only since the Gibraltar mine broke 
out that wo havo had a market.
1700. Ic would not pa3f to send to Sydney? No ; we could not compete with Sydney. On one occasion 
there was a lot of corn stored up at Tumut, and the price rose to 3s. Od. or 4s. a bushel in Sydney; hut 
beliire Ihey could get it away prices had fallen again.
17o!.. If ilie railway authorities imposed special rales, which would be almost as high ns tho rales now

paid
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C. Purcell, pair] to teamsters, wouM the line be o£ any advantage to you ? Yea, because it would enable us to get 
our stuff to market more quickly. In my opinion there are hundreds of tons of stone here which it would 

4 Dee., I8S9. pay wep frea^ jf we pr0pei. machinery. The Challenger mine people have proved that it pays to 
send stuff away. Even the Gibraltar mine people, notwithstanding their good machinery, send their 
concentrates away. In some parts of the district mining operations are hampered very mu oh. by the 
presence of water after you havo got down 50 or 00 feet, so that people have had to abandon their land. 
At Quartz Vale they havo plenty of gold ; but they cannot get down because of tho water. In time those 
places will be worked, because tbc gold is there. _
1702. But the railway would not alter that state of things? Perhaps if they bad a proper crushing 
plant, and cheaper means of conveyance, they might be able to deal with their ore, and send it away.
1703. Mr. Dick.] TV hat is the principal market to which Wr. Hides consigns his timber? He sends it 
to Narrandera, to "Wagga-, to Tumut, and to Adelong,
1704. Which is his largest market? I think tho Wagga market.
1705. If the proposed railway were constructed, do you think it would pay him to send his timber by 
road to Adelong, and then by mil to Wagga, instead of sending it direct to Wagga? If the railway came 
to Adelong and to Tumut, ho would do very well with his timber. Although he sends a great deal to 
Wagga, he also sends a good deal to Gundagai.
170G. It is cheaper lor him to send his timber direct to Wagga than to consign it via Gundagai ? I cannot 
say; but I have often heard him say that, if a railway were to come to Tumut, instead of having one mill 
he would have two or three. If people new of the quality of his timber, they would buy much more of 
it than they buy at tbe present time, I drew timber for a building iu Tumut about thirty years ago, and 
it seems just as sound to-day as it was then. There is so much timber there, and tbe trees are so thick, 
that it is difficult to get a log out.
1707. Is lhat the land which you. say will provide homes for so many families in tbe future? The country 
between there and where I am living. You get into that country about 14 miles from Adelong, and then 
you ean go on about 20 miles towards Kiandra and the falls of the Tumut Itiver.
1708. What proportion of flat lands is there on your own holding ? I have about 1,000 acres that I could 
cultivate.
1700. About onc-third of your bolding ? Yes.
1710. Is that a picked spot ? No ; it is about the usual run of the country. My place is rather more
hilly than many other parts. ‘
1711. You can only get flat laud by following up the creek? Yes : but when you get well up the creek 
you come on to the tableland, where the country is flat, but heavily timbered.*

James Thompson Mackic, manager, Ellerslie station, near Adelong, sworn, and examined :—
J. T. Madfeie. 1712. Chairman.] How many acres arc there in the property of which you are the manager ? About 
r*—A—\ 30,000 acres.

4 Dec., 1893. jyig, Is it chiefly purchased land ? Purchased and conditionally-purchased land, It is all secured laud.
1714. It is owned by Messrs, Petersen and Sargood, of Victoria ? Yes.
1715. You have been managing it for about two years ? Yes.
1710, But you have known the district for a great number of years ? Yes, though not intimately.
1717. Before coming hero as manager, you were managing a station in Itiverina ? Yes.
1718. How would you compare the two districts for grazing purposes? I consider that the Hiverina 
country is better grazing country than this iu ordinary seasons, though during the last few years it has 
not been. The seasons here arc more reliable.
1719. "What is the carrying capacity of your run? We shear from 22,000 to 2-4,000 sheep, but we do 
not stock heavily—nothing like so heavily as the majority of our neighbours.
1720. You have also a considerable number of cattle ? \Vc bave 400 cattle ; but we are reducing their 
number.
1721. Hare you any other stock ? Only a few horses,
1722. Your land carries about a sheep to tho acre ? Yes; allowing for the cattle. It would carry more 
if the land were all improved, but there are reserves which we bave not touched.
1723. What proportion of the holding is reserved ? I should say that about 4,000 acres hare not been 
ringbarked.
1724. In its native state, I suppose the country will not carry much stock ? No.
1725. The other part of the rim is highly improved, is it not? Yes.
172G. Do you rely entirely upon tbe grass for your feed, or do you also grow crops? We do a certain 
amount of cultivation.
1727. Do the main flocks depend entirely upon the grass for their food ? Yes.
1728. But you cultivate to a considerable extent to obtain food for your valuable stock? Yes ; and also 
as security against very bad seasons.
1729. Would you have enough artilicial food to carry the large flocks through a bad season? Yes; 
enough to puli them through two or three months, We grow lucerne and wheat.
1730. The crops arc grown on the rich river flats? Yes.
1731. Do you And them very prolific ? Yes.
1732. How many cuttings of lucerne do you get ? We generally take two cuttings, and then let the
animals in upon it; but wc could get three cuttings, and in very good seasons, four. ,
1733. You go in extensively for siloing ? Yes. ,
1734. Do you find that answer? Yes, very well.
1735. You say that the couniry is not utilised to its fullest extent’;—what would you say would be using 
it to its fullest extent, if it were improved? That is a hard question to ansiver. It would depend very 
much on the manager, for one thing. One man wants to give his stock more room than another man 
would give. Many men would put on tho place double tbe number of stock that we are now carrying.
1736. Do you fatten your stock Y Yes.
1737. And send it away via Gundagai ? Yes ; and our wool goes by way of Gundagai.
1738. How far are you from Gundagai ? Twenty-five miles. 1739.

* Noth (on mvixion)I considov that the lino, as suggested by Mr. Kotson, to bo brought through the town of 
Adelong, and tnencc to Tumut, and afterwards to be carried tu Tmnbaruinba, 13 the most favourable route.
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for back J- T. Maciie.1739. What do you pay a ton to send to Gundagai ? Fifteen shillings a ton, and the same
loading, of which we get a considerable quantity. ‘Salt, for instance, is a very heavy i em. 4'l»ec., 1899.
1740. How far would you be from the proposed railway P I should think Adelong would be our nearest 
point; but if wc could get through to Grahamstown, that would be the nearest pomt.
1741. How far are you from Grahamstown? Between 5 and 6 miles.
1742. What would it cost to got to some point on the railway about Grahamstown? i suppose about 
one-half of what we pay now.
1743. That would be about 7s. Gd. ? Tes; probably about that.
1744. What does vour clip realise in bales ? Sixty tons. - , ,, t
1745. That would be about 420 bales ? Yes; including the lambs’ wool, the clip would amount to about
1746. Mr WatsoJi.! What weight of wool per head do you get from the sheep here? From S lb. up to 
10 1b. The actual weight this year was 7 lb. 15i- oz., not including lambs. Lambs would average
1747. Chairman.1, Mr. Harper has estimated the wool traffic of the proposed railway at 140 tons or 
about 1,000 balesis that an under estimate ? I should say so, considering that our run alone produces
4?20 IjiiIgs • *1748. Do you regard the proposed extension favourably, or unfavourably ? I thiuk it will do the district
1749 °L8whtt wav would a development of the district, which would bring increased traffic to a railway, 
occur ? Only by 'increased cultivation, the throwing open of reserves, and the improvement ot tbe land.
1750. What would the reserves be suitable for, chiefly? Ido not know the reserves, except our own.
We are now considering an application for an exchange of land. _ We are willing to give up some of our 
good wheat land to get the land on the reserve, in order to consolidate our property. .. .
1751. In regard to the practice of sending weak sheep here iu bad seasons, would an extra -0 miles ot
railway make a big difference ? It would make a big difference to the sheep. „ _ * ,
1752. But do you think it would load to the sending of a greater number of sheep here . 1 cannot say.
If there is no feed for the sheep elsewhere, they must come here, whether there is a railway or not. Ut 
course, if the line wont to Tumut, tbe sheep would go further into the country. Last year we got 24, JUU 
sheep up by rail ourselves, and we sent them hack by rail. We are also getting sheep up again this year.
1753. You had to drive those sheep from Gundagai ? Yes, without a bit of food. , ,
1754. Did you lose many of them ? No; because we had careful drovers, and they started before they 
got too poor, so that they could stand the journey.
1755. Is the district capable of carrying a very large number of sheep ? Yes.. r ■, j j. „„„
1750. That being so, why is it not stocked more heavilywhy is it that there is always food and to spare
for other sheep ? Because it is a summer country rather than a winter country.
1757. The country is not so good in the winter months ? No. In cold weather stock want more grass, 
and the grass does not grow- here iu the winter as it does in the summer. In summer there is a rush ot
1753. The country is not good for coutinuous stocking ? Not for continuous, heavy stocking. In the 
autumn you may get enough rain to give you feed to carry your own stock through ; but not to carry
through double that number. T i ftUnL ^1759. Do many of the other run-holders ir. the district grow produce for their flocks ? I do not think so.
1700. What is the value of good grazing land here ? Some of it is, I suppose, worth £10 an acre that 
is, the land on the flats. The billy land is not worth so much. The question is a very hard one to
17GL What is the value of the alluvial flats, and the fringes of the hills upon which they grow crops ? I 
cannot say ; we have never sold or bough'; any of that land. . . ^ o i* ■„
17G2. Is there much land on Ellerslie suitable for agriculture, or is it chiefly Pas^ral country. Jt is 
chiefly pastoral country; but, roughly speaking, there are about 4,000 or o,000 acres suitable for 
agriculture.
1763. That would be on tbc flats ? Yes, and on some of tbe lulls.
1761. All the crops are grown here without irrigation ? Yes.
1765. And tho rainfall is reliable ? Yes, , i.- l r1766. Of course, that land is not available for settlement ? Some of it will be, if tho exchange which I
have mentioned comes about. _ _ ■> j ,1. -u 11 __r1767. The Committee have noticed small patches of cultivation on the common how do the holders get
that land? They are residential lessees.
1768. What acreage do they hold ? I am not sure whether it is 10 or 20 acres. _
1709. They are people who follow other occupations, and cultivate this land iu their spare timer les.
1770! Mr. Shepherd.'] If you run a sufficient number of stock in the summer to keep your feed down,
how do you manage to provide for your own stock in winter? There ia generally enough ram m the
autumn to give a fair spring for the winter. . „ .-.r i t -t u: 1
1771. When do the stock which come bore in the summer leave again ? About March or April Lr people
allow them to stay longer they make a mistake. Last year we were running three sheep to the acre on 
Sharp’s laud until the 3rd of April, and by tbe end of April he had grass from 9 to 12 inches high on it, 
and was able to let it again after we had given it up. . .
1772. Is that usual ? I do not think so. We generally get rains in March and April, winch give a fair 
spring of grass in the winter.

Albert Edward Merryfull, storekeeper, Adelong,sworn, and examined:—
1773. Mr. Watson.] How long have you been a resident of Adelong ? For twenty-six years Merryfull.
1774. Do you agree with the evidence of Mr. Park in reference to the probabilities or traffic between ,----
Gundagai and Adelong? I think his estimate of the present traffic is a very fair one, but I think that a 4 Dm., 1899. 
considerable quantity of goods coino here to private people, for which he has not allowed.
1775. What would that amount to ? It would not make a great difference.
]776. Chairman.] £100 a year in freight ? Yes, about that, T lbink.
1777. That is road carriage between Gundagai and Adelong ? Yes, iG®-
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Merryfull. Watson.] If a railway were made, jjassiHg Adelong about 3 miles to the east, what do you
_a ^ uul'- 'youkl be the cost o£ conveying goods to Adelong from a station somewhere about West’s Creek, or

. Dec., 1899. ^mewliere opposite the town ? I think about 5s. a ton.
1770. .That would have to be a
that now

e to be added to whatever charge is made for the railway carriage ? Yes. Goods 
i , come to Tumharumba via Wagga would come this way if tho railway were brought near 

Adelong. home years ago a survey was made up the Adelong Greefc for the purpose of continuing the 
line on to lumbarumba. All the llillas Creek and Tuinbarumba (rathe would como here if we had a rail- 
u ay. A largo storekeeper in Tumbarumba told me that he would prefer to get his goods this way, but 
they cannot be sure of getting them now. Then tbe people of Bago and Batlow' would come here." It is 

that deprives this place of its rights.
1780. How is it that Wagga is ablo to compete with Gundagai ? I do not know what the rates arc now, 
but at one time it used to pay us to bring our goods from Wagga bv team.
1/S 1. What distance is that V Fifty-two miles. '
1782. To allow this place to compete with Wagga for tbe Tumbarumba traffic through rates would have 
to be applied, because there are through rates to Wagga ? Yes.

P,° I0.!1 k[10w anything of the country out towards Tumbarumba ? Not further than Eiley's G-ap. 
tbritr1 Kino or .10 miles from here.

1785. That country could bo held to be within the influence of tbe line now projected? Yes. Tbc pro
posed line would benefit the Gilmore country and places out that way. That would be the nearest point 
tor the Batlow traffic, (hough, of course, if (he terminus were here the traffic would como here. If tho 
terminus were out at Godara, the traffic would go io tho Gilmore.
^^ i ^ue.were brought up tbc Adelong Creek, and terminated behind this town, tbe Tumut people 
would bo at a disadvantage? There could be a branch line from hero to Tumut. The only difficulty 
would be m getting through the Gap, and between here and Sydney there are many cuttings quite as big 
as would be required there. Jn my opinion, such a cutting would be the means of opening up the district, 
because it would open up many of the reefs that exist there.
1/87. The Railway Commissioners tell us that it would bo an exceedingly costly work to get through the 
Gap ; Well, I think not. lhat is the route 1 favour. The terminus would bo at the back of the town, 
and, subsequently, there could be an extension to Tumbarumba.
1788. Do you think that in tbe event of a railway being made the teamsters would reduce their rales ? I 
am sure that they could not. They might reduce, the rates for third-class goods.
1781). Do you think that teamsters could carry third-class goods for less than 1.7s. a ton ? I am sure that 
they could not. Their rates for carriage depend largely upon the season. If there is a good season they, 
can afford to cart the stuff for less, because ihey then have to pay less for fodder. I have seen the corn 
as high as Vs. (id. a bushel, although at the present time it is only 3s. 4d, a bushel.
17911 During tho spring and summer months the teamsters would rely upon the natural grasses for their 
working stock ? Yes ; but not iu winter. ^
1791, In winter they have to buy fodder? Yes.
1792, You tbink that, so far as Adelong is concerned, a great deal more benefit would result from tho
construction of a line to Adelong, with a possible future extension to Tumbarumba, than from the con- 
sUmchon of the proposed line ? Tes. ] think that; if the Hilias Creek people had to go to either A.dclong 
Crossing or Godara to reach the proposed Hne, they would prefer to go to Wagga, because the country 
that way is more level. ” J
1793, You think that the proposed lino will not: draw any traffic from Hilias Creek ? No. The people
in that part of the district might as well go to Gundagai as to Adelong Crossing. Mr. Ryan, when he 
wras under examination in Gundagai, stated that butter used there was obtained from Sydney, but T know 
personally that butter is being supplied to Gundagai from the Adelong district at the rate of 150 lb. a 
vri <lUflntity is being supplied by one person alone. Mr. O’Brien is going in for dairying on tbe
Gilmore upon a very large scale, and soou we shall be able to stop getting butter from Kydney altogether. 
Ihe only time I get butter from Sydney now is during tbe winter months, J do not suppose a box of 
butter has como into Adelong for tbe last two mouths from down the country, j t is all locally supplied. 
1/91. £7/iff*mff»,] Do you agree with former witnesses, that if the proposed line were constructed people 
Turn• USe from about Adelong Crossing? I think they would begin to use it from about
Willieploma, about fi miles out of Gundagai. They would come down from Big Ben Creek and about 
there, and down the marked-tree line.
1795. Six miles of road carriage would be worth saving ? Yes.
1790. It is pretty well admitted on all hands that theproposed line would be a losing line to begin with ;— 
what prospect do you see of tbe revenue increasing? lievonno will increase as more ground is taken 
up. From here to Tumbarumba, and towards Batlow and Bago, the higher the country the better tho ground.
1797. That country would not be served by the proposed line to Tumut? No. If that lino wero 
constructed, the traffic trom the country I speak of would still go to "Wagga. There is au enormous 
quantity of timber out about Bago. There aro three or four kinds of timber there which arc largely used 
for coach and waggon^building—urabbie and mountain ash. I think that thousands of feet of that timber 
would go to Sydney if the railway were taken out that way.
1798. What have y ou to say in regard to the starving stock traffic ? Most of tho sheep como to G undagai 
by rail, and travel from there out towards Kiandra. If the railway wore extended from Gundagai to 
Tumut it would benefit starving stock more than anything else.
1799. But it is only au exceptional traffic, in bad seasons; it is not a regular traffic? No; but this is 
chiefly a summer country. Of course, if tbe line were made, more ground would be taken up, and, as tbe 
district became more largely populated, the railway revenue would increase,
1800. Is the land available for population ? Yes; thousands of acres.
1801. In what direction? Up Talbingo way, and out towards the eaves.
1802. That is a good distance from here? I suppose it would bo (50 miles.
1S03. Do you think the traffic from that district would help tho railway ? It must help the railway.
ISOl. Mr. UTifjon,] Agriculturists would want a railway nearer than GO miles? I refer to that dialriet 
only with regard to its grazing possibilities. Another source of revenue would he the tourist traffic to 
tlie caves. Everything would bring grist; to the mill. 1 am not in favour of the line as surveyed, but, if 
it were brought nearer to the town of Adelong, l should be in favour of it. 1803.
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ISOo. If the line were taken along the Tumut Valley, it would bo utterly useless to you ? Yes. T think 
that when they were building the Grimdagai bridge they should have made it. strong enough for railway 
trafhe. and thou a great part of tho difficulty would have been got o\cr.

A. E. 
Merryfull.

4 Dec., 1890.

Arthur 'Williamson Mollineauv, auctioneer and commission agent, Adelong, sworn, and examined :—
IfeOO. Chairman.] flow long have you been in the district? Nineteen years. A; W.
1 SO'.. In what respect do you thin i the proposed railway would bonefit^the district? f think it would Vollmeivux. 
benefit tho district by making it. possible for us to send onr produce away more cheaply, more quickly, ^ 
and with more certainty. At the present time we must depend upon the teamsters as far as Gundagai, a °C'’ '
distance of 22 miles.
ISOS. Is it of any great advantage to bo able to get wool away quickly? Sometimes it is, i£ you arc 
consigning to any one firm of brokers, because otherwise you mav miss a market. That happened, in my 
experience, about a fortnight ago. * '
1801). leu are aware that tbe Railway Commissioners do not recommend tho construction of this line, 
because there would be a deficiency of about £4,000 a year in the working of it? J agree that it will 
not pay at first, but 1 cun hardly think that tbe deficiency will be so large. In mv opinion, each year 
would make the deficiency less. " ‘
ISfO, I understand that most of the country here is alienated, and that the river flats are restricted in 
area, so that it is not easy to see how there can be any great increase in the agricultural production of the 
district? Although a great deal of the land is alienated, I thiuk that if the railway were made it would 
be to the benefit of those uho hold land to cut it up into farms, and, if they did not cultivate it themselves, 
to let it out to others, as has boon done in other places. There is a considerable area of land suitable for 
agriculture along the Adelong Creek.
.1811. Did you know the district before tbe railway to Gundagai was built ? Yes.
1812, Ifas that railway increased the production of the country 10 miles on this side of Gundagai ?
A es; so far as Adelong is concerned there is more land under cultivation now than there was then, and 
each year it increases.
ISld. What kind of crops are grown—wheat? Wheat, both for grain and for bar, and oats for Imv.
1814. Do they export it ? Yes. “ ‘

'1815. Of late years has agriculture increased, or has il decreased ? It has increased.
1810. Aro the crops reliable year after year ? Yes ; I think that they arc ns reliable here as in anv part of tho Colony, "
1817. Ilave you any idea as to the number of acres of land suitable for agricultural purposes within a 
few miles on each side of the proposed railway, between here and Adelong Crossing? There is a 
considerable area; but I could not tell you how many acres it compiises.
18L8. At the present time what proportion of that land is under cultivation—one-half or one-fourth?I should say more than one-fourth. '
181!1. Are the people who are etilimding the land in a prosperous condition ? Yos.-
1820. Why is not more of the land uuder cultivation? Because of the difficulty and uncertainty of
getting produce to market. " "
1821. You aro aware that if special rates aro imposed the railway charges will bo very little lower than 
the present road charges ? That would not refer lo the charges'for nil kinds of traffic. D. would not 
refer to the charges for traffic from the mines, lor instance 1 lake it that the chief gain to tho district 
from the construction of the railway would be in quickness and certainty of despatch.
1822. Do you think there need he any fear of tho carriers reduting their rates so as to be able to compote
sUcccpstully with the railway ? 1 do not think so. I suppose if tho railway uoro made there would be
a station somewhere about Adelong Crossing, and another between here and the Crossing, and that would 
prevent them from competing. If there were no station between here and Gundagai it would be different.
182o. At what point on this side of Gundagai would tho traffic to the railway commence? At a point 
about G miles on this side of Gundagai. The traffic from Big Beu Creek would come in there.
1824, "\Vould it be worth the while of a person living 10 miles on this side of Gundagai to cart his stuff 
to a station at such a point; —would he not be rather inclined to go right into Gundagai p I thiuk that 
people would cart to the nearest station, because in most cases they would use their own teams.
1825. Would the freight from the mines be increased if a railway were made? Yes. Tho gold here is 
largely mineralised, and the treatment ot the pyrites ore has always been a source of difficulty. On the 
ipirfa.ee the gold is comparatively free : but. us you get. deeper, the pyrites becomes heavier, and a lot of 
gold is lost if the stone is treated locally. Bincc (be smelting works at Cockle Creek and Dapto were 
started we have sent the concentrates there for treatment.
1820. They would go by team to Gundagai, and thence by train? Yes. If is, however, becoming more 
the practice to send away the ore itself, perhaps only hand-dressed, and it is questionable whether in 
future the whole of the ore will not be sent away. The Gibraltar company have erected a very complete 
plant for the treatment of their ores, consisting of a battery, a chlorination plant for dealing with the 
concentrates, and a cyanide plant for treating the tailings. Binding, however, ik.t they could not get alt 
the gold by the chlorination process, they have been selling their residue to the Cockle Crock people, and 
they haie since found it cheaper to ship the whole of their concentrates away without chlorination, not
withstanding the cost of carrying the extra weight.
1827. Do you know tlie rate of freight from tiie Gibraltar mine to Gundagai by team ? No; from 
Adelong the general rate is 12s. Gd a tun, I suppose it would be a little less from there.
182S. What amount, of tonnage do yoe think would be sent away? That question is a difficult one to 
answer ; but I think iliaL the treatment 1 speak of will encourage the development of mines hero.
182£). Have the Gibraltar people made excavations to test their mine ? J do not think they will gho 
outsiders any particulars of their work. At the present time they are sending away between 30 and 40 tons of concentrates. *
1830, AVhat other mining developments do you expect here? The difficulty of obtaining firewood for 

■ the mines is increasing, and it is a question with the Gibraltar people whether it would not bo cheaper to 
import fuel. I believe that t hey have imported some fuel at a cost very lit tic more than what they now pay

* for
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for firewood, and before long the price of firewood will be increased, because the wood-getters will have 
to go further out for it.

_ a . 1831. Adelong is a verv old gold-field? Tea.
4 1Jec•, ]832. Why has it stagnatedwhy has not the number of mines increased ? So far as I can judge, the 

reason is that a sufficient amount of development work was not gone on with when the mines were 
paying. As no reserves were kept for development purposes when the rich shoots of ore were worked 
out they had to slop for want of capital. _ . 4
1833. This is a mining field only for capitalists ? At the present time it is almost solely a capitalist field. 
Two of our mines are over 1,000 feet in depth, while the others vary between 200 feet and 1,000 feet. 
1S31;. Mr. Watson.~\ How arc the deep mines doing now ? One of them is working now at the 600-foot 
level, though that is not its deepest level.
1835. On tribute ? Yes; at the present time the tributors are doing development work,
1836. That is rather unusual, is it not? Ho; of course, they do not doit if they can help it; but 
frequently instances have come under my notice in which the tributors are doing development work.
1837. Then we cannot look for any large increase iu the mining population ? Well, a few years ago there
were not manv men at the Gibraltar mine ; but there are 250 men there now, and any of these old mines 
may be reopened at any time. Negotiations are now going on to my knowledge which, if successful, will 
probably lead to the engagement of a large number of men. The construction of a railway would, of 
course, reduce the rates of carriage to the mines—the rates on explosives, candles, steel, and other things 
required for the mines, _ _
1838. Are you favourable to the line going as proposed, or do you think it should come round to the town 
of Adeloug? I should like to see it come to the town of Adelong; but if you are to take Tumut into 
consideration, perhaps it is better where it is.
1839. It would be difficult io get to the proposed line from Adelong ? Yes._ _
1840. That being so, do you think that the Adelong people would give the line the go-by and continue to
send to Gundagai? I do not think so. I think that the proposed line would be better than no line at 
all, and that it would be made use of. .
1841. Mr. Shepherd.'] To what extent do you think tho railway would be benefited by the traffic m 
pyrites ? It is hard to say, because that traffic is only just commencing. It is only of comparatively 
recent date that they tried the experiment of sending the ore away.
1842. Cannot you form any idea as to the quantity of ore likely to be sent away ? Well, I suppose 1G0
tons a month would be sent away, and the quantity would probably increase. ,
1843. The ore would go chieily, I suppose, from the Gibraltar mine ? There would be a good deal from
the other mines as well. They are on the far side of the creek, and could more conveniently use the 
railway. _ _ , .1844. How many mines are working now ? About half a dozen, in addition to the Gibraltar mine. 1
anticipate that the ore will be sent without treatment of any kind, and that, of course, will increase the 
weight. i
1845. Do you think that all tho mines will send their ore ? They must do so.
1846. Mr. Watson.] How much would concentrates be worth a ton ? They vary from 2 ounces to 10
ounces a ton.
1847. One hundred tons of" concentrates a montli would only bring in about £60 a year to the proposed
line, but if tho crude ore were sent traffic would be much greater ? Yes. The concentrates are not 
one-tenth the bulk of the crude ore. _
1848. Estimating them at one-tenth, about £000 a year would be obtained from the ore traffic ? Yes. I
think it is quite possible that the traffic would amount to that, _ _
1849. Ho you think that the Gibraltar people will allow their batteries to lie idle ? Well, their manager
told me some time ago that their chlorination works were ior sale. .... ,
1850. Do you think they would find it to their advantage to allow their batteries to lie idle, and to send
away their crude ore ? I think so. _
1851. At Cobar, owing to the fuel difficulty, they reduce the ore to matte, and send it to luthgow for
treatment, bringing back coke ;—the same arrangement might be made here if tho fuel difficulty became 
very great ? Yes; but here it is very difficult to prevent the loss of gold in treatment. The Gibraltar 
Company have to treat their tailings after they have been through the batteries and through the chlorin
ation works. _ .
1852. Do you know whether they get enough from the tailings to make that pay ? ] know that they ean
afford to buy the tailings from the other local battery, and cart them away for treatment. I think that 
there would be a considerable trade in timber if the proposed railway is constructed. There are large 
forests of timber up in tbe Bago district now, but at tbe present time it will not pay to send it away.
1853. How far will they have lo cart it ? They will only have to cart it to Adelong. _ ,
1854. What distance is that ? Seventeen or 18 miles. A witness was asked this morning why there had 
been a falling off in the tobacco production of the district. The reason is, not that we cannot grow 
tobacco here successfully, but because the wrong kind of tobacco is being grown, and tho bydney mer
chants do not care to use it. They told me a little while ago that the taste for our kind of tobacco had 
gone out; but the groivors here have not adapted themselves to the change. _
1855. Mr. Shepherd.] I suppose the American leaf is preferred? I do not think so. The tobacco growm
in thelnvercll and Tamivorth districts sells readily enough ; but I have been told that the growers in this 
district have not adapted themselves to the requirements of the trade. t
1856. Mr. Watson.] Is tho laud which was formerly used for tobacco now used for other crops ? No;
it is used for grazing. I think there would be a considerable increase iu tbe wool traffic if there were a 
station near Adelong. I think that the Yabtree and Mount Adrah clips, amounting to about 500 bales, 
would find their way here. _
1857. Chamnan.] Howr far are those places from Adelong? ,Fifteen or 17 miles from Adelong on tho
direct road. ,3858. They would como within the induence of the proposed railway? Yes, if there were a station at 
Adelong Crossing; but I do not think they would come to Adelong itself. Either place would be 

■considerably nearer than Wagga, where they go now. Then, too, the station supplies which now go 
from Wagga would be brought along the proposed line.

A, W.
ilollineaux.

1859.
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1859. Can you give us the names of any stations which now send to Gundagai, but would send to the A.^W. 
proposed line if it were constructed? The stations I have named are tho principal ones. I am afraid I Mollmewix. 
cannot give you any fuller information on that subject. I should like to report what has been said by
others in regard to the fruit-growing industry. There is no doubt that we can grow very fine fruit here. BC'’
-All the English fruits grow well, and, at the present time, a considerable amount of fruit is exported.
The export of fruit would be larger if we had better meaus of conveyance. Our fruit does not all go to 
Sydney; some of it goes to Riverina.
1860. You export fruit at the present time P Yes, though, of course, we import certain fruits as well.
Then, there is a large area of land suin.ble for potato-growing, but the heavy freights keep back that 
industry.
1861. The soil is peculiarly suitable for potatoes ? Yes. It is volcanic soil, and is very suitable for 
potatoes. I have a Jew figures here in regard to the mining industry which might be of interest. I have 
obtained the information from the Mining Registrar here. Since the 1st January, 131 acres of ground 
have been applied for in ordinary leases, 532 acres in special leases, and 2,022 acres for authority to enter 
under the Mining on Private Lands Act; a total of 2,OSS acres. The number of miners’ rights issued is 
412, so that we may take it that there are over 400 miners resident in the district.
1862. Mr. Shephei-d.] Do you know how many there ivere twelve months ago ? Ko; but! think the 
number was then much about the same. At the Gibraltar mine there are about 250 miners at work ; 
but, in addition to them, a number of men are employed as meehanies and in other ways about tbe mine, 
and others in getting firewood. A railway would be a great convenience to the graziers in facilitating 
the transfer ot fat stock. I do not know that the number of fat stock sent from tbe district would be 
increased, but tbey would go away in better condition.
1SG3. Chairman."] Pastoralists would sooner send their sheep away by train than drive them 20 miles ?
Yes. If the stock is fat they like to truck at the nearest station. Store stock they sometimes prefer 
to drive.

TUESDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1899.
\The Committee met. at the Court-house, Tumut, at 10 a.m.]

Jprrsmf:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Ciiatehan).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. j Rodkrt Henry Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai to
Tumut. ‘

Alfred Henry Chcsterman, Staff surveyor, Department of Lands, Wagga Wagga, sworn, and examined :—■
1864. Chairman.] How long have you been stationed at Tumut? Over nine and a half years. A. H.
1SG5. Are you well acquainted with tho whole district ? Yes. Chcstemiim.
1866. Mr. PFatson.] Do you know the con itry beyond Tumut? T know the country from Tumbarumba
to the border. I bave had fourteen years' experience in that part of the country. I also know the ® ■^ec'’ 
country north to Cootamundra, west to Wigga, and east to Kiandra. I have had nine and a half years’ 
experience in that district.
1867. Taking the land along the surveyed route of the proposed line from Gundagai to Tumut, how 
would you characterise it ? It is mostly ridgy, forest country, but in places the line runs through flat 
ground. After leaving the Adelong Crossing it rises into slightly hilly country.
1868. You are speaking of the country which would be traversed by the line ? Yes.
1869. Tell us about the country generally: It is fiat land, or ridgy, forest country, for the most part.
1870. The flat land is acknowledged to be good ? Yes ; it is supposed to bo particularly rich.
1871. Ilow do you regard the higher landThe lower ridges are admirably adapted for wheat-growing, 
but the higher ridges consist mostly of what I would class as fairly good sheep country.
1872. So that very little of that country would be actually non-productive? From my experience of the 
district I think it would be all more or less productive. Of course, there would be degrees of production,
1873. Can you give us a rough estimate of the proportion of flat land to the whole area of country within 
10 or lo miles of the proposed railway ? I have prepared a statement classifying the whole of the land 
which would be affected, in greater or less degree, by tho construction of the proposed railway as 
pastoral and arable land, and showing the extent of the flat land.
1874. To what area of country does that statement refer ? In preparing my statement I went south to 
a point about 10 miles north of Tumbarumba, which would be less than 30 miles from the Gilmore, where 
the nearest point on the railway line would be. As the traffic from that district at present goes to 
"Wagga or to Culcairn, distant respectively about 70 and 65 miles, I consider that iu the event of tho 
proposed railway being constructed it would come to the Gilmore, because the distance is shorter. On 
the east I havo taken in the Yarrangobilly table-land, the furthest point of winch is about 45 miles from 
Tumut, and about 60 miles from Cooma, which is the nearest railway station on the other side. North-east 
I have gone a distance of about 20 miles ; but I have not taken in a large area included in the coloured 
portion of the Committee's map—tho Rrnnglo Creek country, because I consider that that country would 
continue to be served by the existing line. Brungle is about half-way between here and Gundagai, and 
it is not likely that the traffic from that part of the country would come hack to Tumut to get to a railway 
station. 1 have also excluded Adjungbilly. because I think that now that a bridge has been built at 
Gobarralong, tbe traffic from that part of the country would go to Coolac. Then 1 have gone north-east 
to a point already mentioned, and from there I come back to Tumut in a south-westerly direction.
1875. That would take you to a point abou" 15 miles from Gundagai by the proposed railway? Yes; 
about balf-way between Tumut and Gundagai. I have gone very little outside the coloured area shown 
on the Committee’s map. My figures have been taken from the parish maps, and, of course, aro largely 
approximations; but I have endeavoured tc be as accurate as I can. The area I have described comprises 
about 960,000 acres.

7—K Summary
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A. H.
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Sn.itHAP.T op Estimates (slightly adjusted and revised after compilation in parishes). 
Total area affected, 960,000 acres—alienated, 440,000 acres ; unahenated, 620,COO acres.

i acres
Alienated pastoral land............................................................   310,000
Unalienatcd pastoral land...............................................................................   A^OOO

Pastoral land.................................... .........................  765,000

Alienated arable land........................................................................................... 130,000
Unalienated arable land....................................................................................... 65,000

Arable land (includes all alluvial flats) ....................... 195,000
• Approximate area under cultivation (including Adelong Crossing area) (about) 20,000 acres.

Alluvial flat land (mostly alienated)— acres
Tumut Kivcr and its tributaries ....................................................... (about) 10,000
Adelong Creek ........................................ ....... ................................. „ 3,000
llillas Creek ....... ............................................................................. • H 3,(100

Total ...................................................................... 22,000

Arable upland................................................................................................ 173,000

Tumut. radius .................  720,000 acres (145,000 acres arable, 575,000 acres pastoral).
Adelong radius.................. 180,000 acres (30,000 acres arable, 150,000 acres pastoral).
Adelong Crossing radius ... 60,000 acres (20,000 acres arable, 40,000 acres pastoral).

Unalicnated lands include all reserves, temporary commons, and leases, other than conditional leases.

Ap/irozimile Distribution of Land.

Locality.

Parish.

Tumut Area.
Mundongo ...............................................
Bknvering........... .....................................
Cooleman..................................................
Tomorrama .............................................
Baloo..........................................................
Nimbo ......................................................
Garnet .....................................................
Part of Napier...........................................

Jibbeen ......................................................
Bogong ......................................................
Talbingo ..................................................
Jounama ..................................................
Goobarragandra ......................................
The Peaks...................................................
Boraig ......................................................
Yarrangobilly ...........................................
Pinbeyan ..................................................
Bnddong ...................................................
Yellnwin ..................................................
Bago ..........................................................
SeUvyn (W.)...............................................
Himlmarsb ...............................................
Batlow .....................................................
Gilmore......................................................
VVoreboldera ...........................................
Tumut ......................................................
M injury.....................................................
Gadara ......................................................
Courajago..................................................
Wyangle .................................................
Part of Killimicat ....................................
Part of Courabyra....................................
Parts of Buccleuch and Beaumont.......
Part of King ...........................................

Uniterm ted Alienated.

Total Area. I'oatoraL Arable. Pastoral. Arabic.

- acres acres acres acres acres
1 20,000 2,000 500 9,500 8,000

20,000 0,000 200 0,000
7,000

7,800
24,000 10,000 3,000 4,000
23,000 6,000 3,000 9,000 5,000*
35,000 30,000 2,000 2,000 1,000*
23,000 17,000 2,000 3,000 1,000‘
22,000
10,000

(only included)

19,000 3,000 40*
5,000 2,000 2,000 1,000*

30,000 26,000 2,000 1,500 500*
24,000 8,000 1,000 10,000

1,500
5,000

20,000 17,500 500 500
20,000 19,000 1,000 120
19.000
20.000

17,000
17,000

2 000 *
3,000 #

27.000 19,006 3,000 3,000 2.606
23,000 10,000 3,000 2,500 1,500
20,000 17,000 2,000 500 500
27,000 22,000 2,000 2,000 1,000
25,000 14,000 1,000 7,000 3,000
19,000 4,000 1,000 11,000 3,000
23.000 14,000 5,000 2,000 2,000
23,000 9,000 2,500 8,000 3,500
19,000 1,500 500 13,000 4,000
14.000
16.000

1,000 200 8,800 4,000
7,500 500 5,000 3,000

16,000 5,500 500 0,000 4,000
15,000 2,500 500 0,000 0,000
11,000 1.000 1,000 4,000 5,000
24,000 11,500 3,000 6,500 3,000*
32,000 8,000 2.000 17,000 5,000
18,000 800 200 11,000 6.000
16,000 2,500

13,000
13,000

500 10,000 3,000
10,000
16,000

3,000
3,000

*

710,000 379,000 59,600 174,800 93,300

Chiklowla ( extreme south 
Peppercorn j extreme west (say about) 5,000 acres and cab all pastoral, &e.

Adelong Area.
Hilias .................... '
Dutzon ................................
Nacka Nacka ....................... ...........
Wondalga................................

27.000
23.000
33.000
12.000
13.000
20.000
19.000
12.000 
16,000

17.000
13.000 
16.500

1,000
5.500
5.000
1.500
4.000 
1,500

. 3,000
3,000 
2,500

5.500
4.500 

11,000
8,000
3.000

15.500
13.500
4.000 

11,000

1.500
2.500 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000
4.500
3’500
3.500 
3,000

Adelong ....................
Ellerslie .................
Wallace..........................

1.500
1,000

500
500
500

Euadera ........................................
Calafat .........................

181,000 05,000 12,500 76,000 27,500

Adelong Crowinq.
Bangus, Mundarlo, and Willie Ploma ... 64,000 3,500 2,000 38,000 20,500

• Snow lands.
187G.
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1876. Docs the unalienated arable land consist mostly of flats, or of rising ground ? Almost exclusively of 
rising ground.
1877. Why has it remained unalienated ;—is it reserved P Some of it has been reserved, but tbe reason 
why the balance has remained unalienatcd is its remoteness and difficulty of access. The land you speak 
of is scattered all over the district. Where Crown land is near to a market and accessible, but remains 
unalienatcd, it ean be safely assumed that it is very poor land ; but as you get away from population, and 
access becomes difficult, the land remains unalienated, even where the soil is rich. In the mountain 
country there is good soil, a good climate, and a certain rainfall; but that country is difficult of access, 
and the winter is rigorous there.
1878. You have included gold-field reserves in your statement;—there is a large gold-field reserve near 
Adeloug ? Yes. 1 have included all gold-fields and other reserves.
1879. On the Committee’s map there is an extensive area of Crown lands south-east of Tumut, coloured 
brown—what is the character of that laud;—is any fair proportion of it suitable for agriculture? _ In the 
parishes of Baloo, Nimbo, and Jibbeen there is a lot of very rough country; but, going north into the 
parishes of Cooleman, Garnet, Napier, and Tomorrama, there ia a lot of country which is very rich and 
capable of cultivation. That country is suitable for anything requiring a cold climate.
18S0. Do you think that the table-land would be within the influence of a railway to Tumut ? Yes, I 
think', so, for agricultural purposes. _
1881. Do you know what distance that land would he from any station on the main Southern line ? The
nearest station on the main Southern line would he either Bowning or Binalong, which would be too far 
off to attract tariff. At Ihe present time the railway station nearest to its eastern border would be 
probably somewhere near Queanbeyan, on the Cooma line, hut if the proposed railway were made the 
nearest railway station would be at Tumut. _
1882. Going south, there are some portions of land coloured green on onr map, can you describe that 
country ? That country is known generally as the Bago table-land. It is very good country, and, with 
better means of communicaiion, would he very suitable for closer settlement. It is splendidly adapied 
for fruit-growing, but it is not country which should be held in large areas. At the present time it is 
all shut up in forest reserves. The soil is very rich, and there is a very good water supply.
1883. That land is likely to he within ihe influence of the railway at tlie Gilmore? Tes ; the whole of
the area to the south of Tumut which is coloured green on your map. 1 consider that, on the average, 
that land is richer than the country to the east. The eastern country is more broken. _
ISSd. Is it suitable for anything besides fruit-growing;—would it do for potatoes ? It is suitable for 
potatoes, oats, aud wheat, though it is rather cold for wheat, and it might do for barley. I have seen 
exceptionally good crops of potatoes there, and good crops of wheat. _
1885. With regard to tlie moderately high ridges beyond Tumut, do they provide fair grass for stock in 
summer? Going south from Tumm;, you are on ridgy country between the valleys of the Gilmore and 
the Tumut Elver, and a great deal of that is poor country.
1886. You go some distance before striking the table-land of which you have spoken ? Yes ; you must go 
15 miles before the couniry begins to flatten out at all on top of tho hills. Dor the first 12 or 15^ miles 
the country is broken. There is a steep backbone, falling away in very steep gullies, but it begins to 
flatten out as you get further hack.
1887. Gan you give the Committee a rough idea of the value of the land through which the proposed 
railway will pass ? The alluvial flat land through which it would pass after leaving Gundagai would be 
woith from £12 an acre to £G an acre, as you got further away from the town. The flat land close to 
South Gundagai would be worth £12 an acre,
1888. Then there is the rising couniry? The rising country would be worth from £3 an acre to probably 
25s. an acre. I suppose ihe average value would be from £2 to £2 5s. an acre.
1889. Twenty-five shillings per acre would he the minimum value? Tes.
1890. Of course these values would he exclusive of improvements in the way of clearing? Yes. I have 
given unimproved values. Very little land would be worth £12 an acre. The railway does not go over 
much of the flat land at South Gundagai; it keeps more to the back, upon the ridgy country, which is not 
worth more than £2 or £3 an acre.
1891. Assuming your estimate, as to the area of tlie land which would he within the influence of tho 
proposed railway if it were constructed, to be correct, it would seem that that land should produce a fair 
quantity of the traffic ? I think so. In my opinion, if there were better means of communication, the 
Bago table-land would commence to develop, I have no doubt as to the richness of that country, _
1892. Is any part of it cultivated at tbe present time ? There are small areas round Batlow which are
cultivated. _
1893. Mostly for fruit? Mostly for fruit. There are some small orchards there, and some of the land is 
under oats, while a little wheat and potatoes is also grown.
1894. Notwithstanding the fact that they are at tho present time a considerable distance from the 
railway ? Yes.
1895. The inference is that if the railway were brought a little nearer there would be a largely increased 
production ? I think so. They have good soil, a good climate, and a regular rainfall.
1896. "What kind of timber grows on the forest reserves ? The best timber there is tho urabhio 
(Eucalyptus Globulus), though it is not identical with the so-called Tasmanian blue-gum. There is a 
great difference of opinion as to whether it is the real '’globulus,” but it is very simitar to it. J. do not 
consider it as good as the Tasmanian blue-gum, though it is a very good timber. It is found scattered 
throughout the whole area, though not in large quantities. Then there ia the mountain ash, which is a 
somewhat similar timber. It is to be found in fair quantities, and lasts very well when it is not in the 
ground, but it will not last well in the ground. There is also a great quantity of peppermint, or messmate, 
which is similar to the Gippshmd messmate, but smaller. On the lower levels there is a fair quantity of 
white stringy bark,
1897. Do you think there would ho any considerable trade in timber for that district towards the western
districts ? 1 consider ihe timber there valuable, though if it wero in Gippsland or Tasmania I should not
consider it so valuable, because there is much better limber in those places. Comparatively, it is valuable 
timber, and 1 have not the slightest doubt that a good deal of it will he sawn up and sent away.
1898. As the timber is taken awav the land will be cultivated ? Tes.

A.H.
Clicstermtvn.

5 Dec., 1890.

1899.
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Cheeterman. ^r°u^ ^ expensive land to clear ? I suppose it would cost £4i an acre. It should bo rung
a first, and cleared after the timber lias been allowed to die. If dealt with in that way, it would cost about

6 Dec., 1899. ^.CJenar^r fhe P101-#' . .IJUU. Mr. Dick.] We have it in evidence that Tumut is at the extreme end of the country to be served 
by the proposed railway ; but I gather from your evidence that to the south of Tumut there is a large area 
of unalienated land which, if a railway were constructed to Tumut, would be opened up, and would provide 
a large amount of trade ? Yes.
1001. You divide that part of the country into two portions, that from Tumut to a distance 15 miles 
south, which you describe as good agricultural land? 1 was referring then to tho alienated land. Tor a 
distance of 15 miles south there is a lot of alienated land which is very good.
1902, Within 15 miles of Tumut, to the south, you say there is a considerable area of good land, though 
it has been alienated? Yes. The land on the Tumut valley, on the Gilmore, and on the Windcwie is 
very good ; but the mountains in between are very rough.
1003, Is the ridgy portion of that 15 miles of country suitable for pastoral occupation ? Yes.
1904. So that we may look for a certain amount of wool traffic from the ridgy country, and a certain
amount of agricultural produce from the fiat country ? Yes. *
1905. We then come to the Bago table-land, which you say is heavily timbered, though the soil is very 
rich ; -what sized holding would he sufficiently large to enable a man to make a decent living there, 
supposing there were railway communication at the Gilmore ? The size of such a holding would vary 
from 100 to 400 acres. In the richer country 100 acres would he ample, and I know an instance in which 
a man is making a living from 12 acres of fruit-trees.
1906. Where is his market? He travels to Gundagai, to Wagga, and, I believe, as far as Narrandera at 
times, carrying the fruit round himself. So that a man need not be cramped, and to allow him room to 
carry on a little dairying in addition to fruit-growing, I would allow from 100 acres up to 320 acres.
1907. How many families do you think you could settle in a small way like that? On the Bago table
land yon could settle from 200 to 250 families, allowing them about 400 acres each, and including a certain 
quantity of pastoral land with the arable land. I do not class the whole table-land as arable land, because 
there are large areas there which are only pastoral.
1908. Mr. IVatson,] If you were settling families there, you wrould give them some of the really good 
land, and some of tbe pastoral land ? Yes, I would estimate tho forest reserve there as capable of 
carrying at least 200 families.
1900. Mr. Dick.] Ho you think that the proposed railway would divert a serious amount of the traffic 
that now goes to Wagga and Ctilcajrn ? It would draw a certain amount of traffic from the northern end 
of the parishes of Courabyra and King, but I have not allowed for much of that traffic. The radius of 
influence, as shown on your map, is only a little shorter than the radius I took in making my calculations. 
I do not think my radius is more than 4 or 5 miles longer than yours.
1910. It was stated by a witness in Gundagai that he had been requested by a man to take up about
2,000 acres in tbis^ district for farming and grazing, but that after diligent search he could not find a 
suitable holding of that size;—does your experience of the district lead you to believe that such would 
bo the ease ? ^ My experience is that the man with a small bolding succeeds when the large holder fails. 
The country is not suited for grazing ; it is suited more for small holdings and close settlement. I have 
known a man succeed on 50 acres and fail on 3,000 or 5,000 acres.
1911. Mr. Watson.] "What country are you referring to ? To the Bago country.
1912. Mr. Dick.] The evidence to which I referred applied to the country between Gundagai and Tumut 
within easy distance of the proposed railway;—do you think that the witnesses' difficulty was due to the 
fact that all of that laud has been alienated ? It would he very difficult to get 2,000 acres of unalienated 
land in ono block close to the proposed railway, butE.S.E. and id. there are large areas of unalicnated land.
1913. X suppose you constantly como into communication with the settlers here in your travels ? Yes.
1914. Have you gathered from them that tho construction of the proposed railway would lead to an
increase in their production ? So far as I can judge, that is their opinion, '
1915. Are they pretty keen upon it ? The outlying settlers who suffer most from the want of railway com
munication are. It is not tho settlors immediately round Tumut who feel the want of a railway so much.
1916. A writer in the Gundagai Times, calling himself “ Maize Grower.” referring to the large land
owners of the district, says that they “ might benefit by the proposed railwnv, but the struggling farmer 
who is gripped by the octopus would only sec himself ground poorer with the advance of tho Jugger
naut”;—do you think that the poor settler referred to will he able to find opportunities for his labour in 
parts not now occupied ? I think there will be scope for such men in country not now occupied for 
agricultural purposes.
1917. Is there any other large district like the Bago and Batlow country which is within the influence of 
the railway ? There is a small part of Cooleman and Micalong which might he suitable for the purpose 
of settlement, but there is not so large an area of good land there as on the Bago table-land. Then there 
is the Yarrangobilly table-land, which extends for a distance from 30 to 45 miles to the S.E. of Tumut. 
Talbingo is 25 miles from Tumut, aud a few miles south of there the country begins to open out into 
a table-land. Then you get broken country, and then you get table-land again. I do not think, however, 
that that country will ho developed to the same extent as the Bago country, because it is higher, and 
further away. So far as I know, there is no country simitar to the Bago country in New South "Wales. 
That country is somewhat like tho Gippsland country, and has hitherto been neglected, because of its 
remoteness, but its resources aro practically unknown. There is a largo belt of mountain country there 
that has never had railway communication, and it has always been looked upon as very rough countrv, 
difficult to deal with, and worthless, but the soil is undeniably good, there is a good water supply, and 
the climate is good, so that one can safely say that with communication there would be a large amount of 
cultivation done there.
1918. Mr. Shepherd.] Ho the trees that you hare spoken of—tho messmate, peppermint, mountain ash, 
and white stringyhark—attain any size? Not in comparison with the Gippsland timber ; hut a fair size 
if_compared with the rest of the timber in this part of New South Wales. The North Coast trees would, 
of course, be much bigger.
1919. Are these trees growing pretty thickly ? They grow in belts or large patches. You may get a 
belt of stringybark, and then come upon inferior white-gum or peppermint, and then a good belt of 
peppermint. On the higher levels you get mountain ash.
1920. The soil is pretty rich where these trees grow ? Yes. 1921.
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1921. Do you know of any land that has keen cleared for £3 an acre? No; that is simply an estimate.* 
1 have known patches of land in that district to cost £10 an acre to clear; hut that was fifteen or eighteen 
years ago, when labour was very dear. Now we consider £3 a very high price for grubbing ready for 
the plough, after the timber has been rung. In the lower country, and even as far as G-undagai, I have 
known grubbing to be done, and the roots run out for from 17s. 6d. to £1 an acre.
1922. How long do you wait after tbe ringing of tbc timber before starting to clear? Two years.
1923. Then are the trees grubbed, or is a forest devil used ? 1 bave seen them using tho forest devil for 
road clearing on the Bago table-land ; but the work is mostly done by hand. My estimate strikes an 
average for the whole table-land. Of course, you might got patches, where the timber was inferior, which 
would not cost more than £3 an aero to clear, while in other places the cost would be £3 or £6 an acre. 
It is a large belt of country to strike an average for.
1924. "What is the capacity of the pastoral land ? Taking it right through, alienated and unalienated, the 
unimproved land should carry a sheep to about 4 acres, and tbe improved land about twice that. There 
are largo patches of alienated land which will carry a sheep to the acre, and have been carrying more; 
but there are also large patches of mountain country which would not carry more than a sheep to four 
acres even when improved.
1925. What about cattle ? In our estimate we generally allow five to eight sheep for one large beast, 
according to the class of country. There is country which is adapted for cattle and not for sheep.
1926. You have not classified any country as useless ? No.
1927. Are not some of the ridges perfectly barren and rocky at the top ? I think that there are very 
few patches of land which are not paying a certain amount of revenue to the Crown, and if tho Crown 
derives revenue from them they can hardly be classed as worthless, though some of them arc very poor. 
The lowest Crown rental is for an improvement lease on Talbingo, where the country is almost exclusively 
poor barren hills. Speaking from momory, the rental of that country is about a halfpenny an acre. The 
man who has it must think he can do something with it, because he is spending money upon it,
1928. Has there been a general advance in agriculture bere of late years ? Mr. Gilliat prepared a return 
m 1891, showing roughly 9,000 acres under crop, and I believe that within the same district there are now 
nearly 13,000 acres under crop.
1929. There seems to have been a great falling off in the tobacco crop, which was at one time rather an
important industry ;—can you account for that ? Not from own knowledge; but I havo heard tobacco- 
growers say that the excise duty killed the industry, while others say that it has been killed by the opera
tions of a tobacco-buying ring in Sydney. " “

1930. Chairman.This is the evidence of the Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners :—
Do you know whether the Commissbners or their officers have gone beyond Tumut, with the view of seeing whether 

there is any smtable coantry tliafc would be tapped by the line ? The Commissioners know, though they have not gone Myond there, that the country gets rough ,ind mountainous. You get on the mountains m that direction, 
a our evidence differs from that ? That statement hears out what I have said, that that country has 
hitherto been looked upon as very reaiote aud rough. On account of the poor roads people would rarely 
go into it, and so a misconception arose in regard to it. 1 bave been forced to go through it, aud to camp 
in it. During the first few years that I was in tho district I had a hatred of that country, but, as 1 got 
to know it better, my opinion of it changed, and 1 came to hold the view that I hold now, that there is a 
big future before it.
1931. Are there any farms there at ihe present time? There are farms round Batlow, north of tho 
parish of Courabyra, and at the liei.d of the Tumbarumba Creek. There are ono or two little holdings, 
too, in tho parish of Cooleman; but in other places the country is almost deserted, except for grazing purposes.
1932. Is the result of such settlemer.t as has taken place such as to lead you to believe that there will bo 
a large increase ? Judging from the success which has attended the Batlow farmers, even under the 
adverse circumstances brought about by want of proper means of communication, I think there will bo 
a large production there.
1933. How many acres of land are suitable for agriculture in the hilly country beyond Tumut ? I have 
not niade any estimate regarding that part of the country especially; but on the Committee’s map it is 
stated that there are 80.000 acres in the Bago forest reserve. Allowing 400 acres to a holding, 200 
holdings could be taken up there.^ None of that country consists of alluvial flats ; it is ridgy table-laud. 
I did not include the whole of it in my estimate of the arable land in the district.
1934. Have you considered which wo aid be tbe best route from Gundagai to Tumut, the eastern route, 
or one of the western routes;—vhich would serve the largest number of people and the largest area for 
agricultural and pastoral country ? All things considered, I think that the proposed route via Adelong 
is tho best. I think it would be productive of the greatest good'to the greatest number. In my general 
statement of the area of arable land available, I have reduced the total area obtained by taking out (lie 
parishes separately by 10,000 acres, 1 have done this in order to be on the safe side.

A. H.
Chesterman,

5 Dec., 1899.

’William Daniel Patrick O’Brien, proprietor of dairy factory, Tumut, sworn, and examined :—
wi’ H0™ ,orig bave you been a resident here ? Off and on, for about thirty vears. W D P

1936. U hat is tbe extent of your holding? A little over 3,000 acres. *’ O’Brien."
1937. What industry are you carrying on ? At the present time, mixed farming and dairying. _L,
1938. How many cows are you mi]kit g ? About ] 30 at the present time; but I am making provision to 5 Dec., 1899. milk 400.
1939. I understand that you have all the latest appliances in connection with your factory ? I have tho
necessary appliances for dealing with the milk of 200 cows ; but I have also let a contract‘for tho erection 
of separators, churns, butter workers, and refrigerating plant, to treat tbe milk of over two thousand cows, 
lhat plant is being got ready now in Sydney, and most of it is now on tbe ground. I intend to buy the milk trom other people. J

1940. Do you find your bolding well adapted for dairying purposes ? It is splendidly adapted for dairying
1941. What is your average return from a cow per week ? Last winter I had 700 head of cattle on tbe 

’ ou°h’ course, I did not milk as manv as that, I reckon that ivhen we get into order each cow
will return me £8 a year net.

* Eote (o» revision) Revised estimate : £4 per acre for Bngo and Batlow.
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^O’Brien' 'nr'iat return do you expect to get in 'butter? I have only recently started, ho that I cannot
* j. ' giye you any accurate information; but we get about 1 cwt. of butter a day now, milking 120 cowb. In 

5 Dec. 1899. sPririg-tinie here everyone has cows, and it is very difficult to sell your butter. Dairying will not pay 
unless vou havo a refrigerating plant wh’ch will enable vou to store your butter when prices are lowr.
1913. You are quite aatislied with tbe result of your experiment so far ? Yes.
1914. And yoti are going into it very largely ? Yes. "When tbe refrigerating plant is up, I intend to 
establish creameries in different parts of the district. I shall buy milk at those places, and bring ibc 
cream to my central factory.
1945. How much land have you under cultivation ? Last year about 120 acres.
1916. What were you cultivating chiefly ? Wheat and maize.
1947. What is your average yield ? From about 70 acres of ground I obtained 700 bags of wheat,
1948. Were they 4-bushel bags ? Yes. The yield would be beyond that.
1949. How much of your laud do you consider suitable for cultivation ? 1.900 acres.
1950. Are you likely to bring uuder cultivation a larger area of laud than you have under cultivation at 
the present time ? When J have my full number of cows, T shall cultivate regularly about 200 acres for 
winter feed.
1951. Have you any difficulty in delivering your produce at Gundagai ? Yes, great difficulty. I often 
get orders for maize which, if T could get it into the trucks in time to catch the market, would obtain a good 
price ; but, by the time I bave hunted about for a team, and bave got to the raihvay-station, the market 
has gone down again, and I havo lost the rise. If we had a railway here, we could always have our maize 
ready, and we could send it away directly wo got an order for it.
1952. Would you be encouraged to go in for agriculture much more if you had a railway? Certainly. 
Whether we get a railway or uot, I intend to develop my industry, and to plank all I have in it.
1953. What is your average return from maize ? I have about 50 acres under corn, but I have not weighed 
it yet.
1954. Can you guess at what the return would be ? About 2,500 bushels.
1955. I think the Tumut maize is as a rule the highest-priced maize in the Sydney market ? Hordern’s 
manager told me that he would at any time be willing to give 3d. a bushel more for Tumut maize than 
for any other maize in the world.
1956. Do you know what there is in the climate here to prevent weevil from getting into the maize? It 
is a remarkable thing that, although you may bring the weevil bore in old bags, and put your corn into 
those bags, the weevil will die out. Our corn seems loo bard for them. There may be something in the 
climate or in tbe soil which prevents the weevil from attacking the maize here.
1957. Maize was much more largely cultivated here a few years ago than it is no w ? Yes.
1958. Can you account for the falling oS ? Yes; it is due to tbc fact that there is no rival market. We 
should have a good market in Wagga and Narrandera if there were a railway ; we should not depend 
upon Sydney at all. The railway would not only enable us to send our produce to places where there 
would be a ready sale for it, but it would enable the people there to send their sheep here in dry seasons.
1959. But the people here have the same facilities now as they had in former years ? In former years 
less maize was imported from America. Kow-a-days the steamers aro so large that the market is swamped 
by one or two importations. The people here could compete with the American producers if they had 
facilities for sending their produce to market, because they would.then not only save a certain amount in 
railway carriage, but they would be able to catch the market when prices are good. Now-a-days people 
about here go in for things which give them less trouble, and about which they are more sure.
1960. What do you think a fair distance from a railway for agriculture ? A farmer should he as near to 
tho railway as lie can get—perhaps 8 or 10 miles. By extending a railway from Gundagai to Tumut you 
bring it 22 miles nearer to the farming population.
1961. What extent of country is there to the south of Tumut? There is au enormous quantity of land 
there which is suitable for agriculture.
1962. Is it not a fact that the hills approach pretty close to Tumut ? No. The hilly country will grow
produce wherever you can get a plough on to it. At my own place I got 50 bushels to tlie acre last year 
right up the side of a hill. .
1963. From what distance beyond Tumut do you think traffic would come to a railway ? I think traffic 
would come to the railway from 20 miles round—from beyond Batlow to as far as Talbingo, Although 
the ranges come in close in places, there aro valleys and ravines where thousands of acres of land would 
be cultivated if there were any means of getting the produce away.
1964. Are the hills good-right up to the crown? Yes. On the Gilmore you can lockspit the hills right 
up to the top.
1965. Are there no rocky ridges there? Yes, in places.
1966. Where there are rocks the land is not of much use, even for grazing? I do not know of any land 
in the world which will carry more stock per acre than the Gilmore valley,land—that is, on the natural 
grasses.
1967. You have had experience of mining at Adelong ? Yes.
1968. What is your opinion of the Adelong mines on the whole? I was eight years at Charters 
Towers, which, 1 suppose, is one of the biggest gold-fields in Australia, and when I came hack I took up 
the Gibraltar mine. I had to get others io assist me ; but I managed that mine for ten or twelve years,

. and during the last twelve months I was managing it J, paid away £75,000 in wages, for machinery, and
' for railway freights. To-day between 250 and 300 men are employed there, and 1 suppose about £400 a

w;eek is paid away in wages. AThen I first came to Adelong there were one shop aud a few public-houses 
and I would not have given £100 for the best hotel there; but now there are plenty of shops, and 
everyone is doing a rattling trade ; so that if tho farmers want ready cash they take their produce lo 
Adelong. I am still largely interested in mining there. J aai interested in the Gibraltar mine, hut I am 
still more interested in some of the old reef's there. About thirty vears ago the mines at Adelong 
employed, 1 suppose, over 1,000 men. They are idle now, but that is because, after getting through the 
shoot of good stone, they have got into a poor zone. The Gibraltar mine was being ■worked forty years 
ago, and was given up ; but ! had great faith in if. From what I had soon at Charters 'Towers, and other 
places, 1 believed that if they sank lower they would comoou to the gold again, aud it turned out to be right. 
All the mines in Adelong are now in the state in which the Gibraltar mine was when I went there. It 

, only
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only requires capital to develop them. The reefs in Adelong are truer quartz channels than I have P*
ever seen in New Zealand, Victoria—where I was reared and where I have worked in many of the mines 0 B^6n' 
—or at Charters Towers. The main reef in Adelong is the truest reef I have ever seen, and I am quite 
confident that if it were sunk upon it would last for many years. I intended to sink upon it myself. At ’’ *
Charters Towers the reefs pinched out at a depth of 150 and again at 700 or 800 feet; hut now, at a 
depth of 2,000 feet, they are getting as good gold as over. I am negotiating with some gentlemen in 
England to bring capital into Adelong to develop the Great Victoria mine, and I am confident that within 
the next two years the population of Adelong will have increased by over 2,000 people.
1969. Bo you think that the construction of a raihvav would give any impetus to mining operations here ?
Certainly. The appliances they have at Bapto are so very complete, and their charges arc so reasonable, 
that it will pay mine-owners, instead of erecting their own plants, to send their ore to Bapto for treatment.
Jf there were a railway thousands and thousands of tons would bo sent away every year.
1970. Boes it not seem strange, if these mines are so rich, that those who were working them could not
get sufiicient capital to go on with ? Yes. Adelong was under a blight for many years. ’While you are _
getting gold you ought at the same time to keep developing the mine ; but the first promoters grabbed all 
there was in sight and left nothing. Part of what they took away should have been used in developing 
the mines. If that had been done, the mines would be working to-day. There is so much swindling and 
bad and swell management in connection with mining that is very hard to get people to invest in mines.
1971. Bo you know anything in regard to the fruit-growing capabilities of the district F Yes. I had an 
orchard from which I used to get 2 or 3 tons of apples, but J, could not get rid of the fruit, so I rooted 
the trees out.
1972. "Would it not have paid you to have carted ihe fruit to market ? No ; you could not give it awa}1-.
I brought ninety-five trees from Sydney and just put them in without giving them a drop of water, or 
taking any trouble with them, and now, three years after, there is not one dead. There is an enormous 
quantity of ground up Batlow way which would make splendid orchards. The fruit-producing capabilities 
of this district are unlimited. There are thousands of acres of red loam which would grow any kind of 
fruit for which a cool climate is suitable, and there is also a largo extent of country which could be 
irrigated at very little expense, but at the present time there is no market for anything that is grown 
there.
1973. Have you any other reason for thinking thac the proposed railway should be constructed ? Another 
reason why 1 think it should be constructed is because of the quantity of good timber in this district.
About Narrandera, and out that way, there is no timber for fencing and house building. Whether we get 
a railway or not most of the timber required there must go from Pilot Hill near here, where there is a 
large forest of splendid trees. If there were a railway we could deliver that timber in Wagga for 12s. a 
hundred, and employment would be given to thousands of men, because, instead of a water-wheel mill, 
largo steam mills would be erected. But without railway communication the district will take a long time 
to develop, because it is so inaccessible. The timber is splendid, and would do for making fruit-boxes, 
butter-boxes, and other things of that kind, and the supply of it is really unlimited.
1974. How far is this forest from the nearest point on the proposed railway ? I suppose 14 or 15 miles.
1975. Would it pay people to cart timber that distance ? Yes.
1976. Bo you think the railway would benefit largely by the timber traffic ? Yes. If there were a rail
way here this would he one of the most prosperous districts in the Colony. I do not know any place like 
it in Australia for small holdings. No doubt it will go ahead whether we get a railway or not, but it 
would go ahead with leaps and bounds if we had a railway.
1977. Is there any other matter which you would like to bring before the Committee ? There is any 
amount of country in this district which abounds with minerals. At Billyparoola there are any number of 
reefs, and thousands of acres of chrome which it would pay to work. I tested a copper lode a man found 
the other day, and it assayed 40 per cent, of copper, but ic would not pay to work, although the lode is a
big one, because thore are no meane of getting the copper away. -
1978. IHa/stro.] Where was that? Above Billyparoola. Within about 20 miles of Tumut. ‘ , "~
1979. C/mtrman.] Vou have stated that if a railway were constructed to Tumut it would serve the farmers ^ 
for 20 miles around ;—can you explain why, with a railway to Gundagai, there is very little farming 
within the 20 miles between Gundagai and Tumut P The only explanation I can give you is that the 
people along there have not much sense. Any man who is within 10 miles of a railway should make the 
very most of his land. If I were there I should do it.
1980. But you say thal if there were a railway to Tumut people 20 miles out would go in for farming, 
whereas our actual experience is that people within 20 miles of Gundagai do not farm? If the railway 
comes hero it will give a stimulus to various industries, and the district between Gundagai and Tumut 
will be developed.111
1981. A former Member for the district told us that it would never go ahead until there was closer settle
ment, and the alienated land around Tumut was made available for settlement—he said that the agricul
tural land here was largely held by private owners ;—is that a fact ? Yes, that is so.
1982. How do yon propose to get over that difficulty ? If we had a railway, and a larger population— 
which would be bound to follow—the large holders would be induced to split up their holdings,
1983. It would pay them better to let the land out iu farms than to keep it for sheep-runs? Yes. All 
the Adelong valley is held by Mr. Crane ; but, if a railway came to Tumut, it would pay him better to 
cut that land up into 100-acre blocks and lease it.
1984. But as land increased in value the owners would pile on the rent? You cannot pile it on too much,
] 985. We have been told that the rents have been so high as to largely drive agriculturists out of the 
district ? Where people have their own holdings they are much more prosperous. On the Gilmore, the 
people aro thrifty, and they have nico homes of their own, and accounts at the bank, and they are their 
own masters. It ia the curse of Tumut that there is too much of the landlord system there. With a 
railway coming here, it would pay the landlords to split up their laud. ’
1980. Have you gone in for dairying enough to be able to say which quays the better—dairying or the growing 
of crops ? 1 think mixed farming pays the better.
1987. Keeping cows and growing stuff to iced Ihcm ? Yes ; nothing will pay better, because there is an 
unlimited market for the produce. 1988.

* Note (onrerUion) —The land here mentioned, I am informed, in most eases is financially locked np. The reputed 
owners have no say in it.
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■&8£- F88- Dairy produce does not give much traffic to a railway ? If the dairymen are given opportunities 
• i ^ for sending away their produce, they must employ a large number of people. Whether the railway pays 

5 Dec., 1898. or not’ railway system of the Colony is a national asset, and if the railways pay in the aggregate, we 
should be satisfied with what they do in the way of placing people upon the land. Instead of ten families 
here we might have 1,000, and every person who comes into a district is worth £50 a year to the country.
1989. You regard not only the direct benefit, but also the indirect benefit of railway construction ? Yes.
1990. Which do you think would be the better route for the proposed line—by way of Adelong or following 
the Tumut Elver? I have not gone into tho matter; but I think the greater advantage would be gained 
by adopting the Adelong route.
1991. Do you regard Adelong as a place which should be convenienced if possible ? Eventually there 
will be a branch line to Tumharumba, and I think that is the best place for it to start from.
1992. Do you think that this is a district in which a small holder can get a good living? Yes.
1993. What acreage do you think is sufficient for a man here ? If there were a railway to Tumut a man 
could make a living on 40 acres here.
1994. By mixed farming? Yes.
1995. Is that on the rich flats, or on the ridgy land ? Taking a little of each—average land.
1990. JJfr. Watson.'] The Hail way Commissioners anticipate an annual loss of £4,271 on the proposed line 
if special rates are charged, or £0,500 if through rates arc charged, and, in the latter case, they think that 
the teamsters will be able to compete with them, because the road is 10 miles shorter than the railway ;— 
under those circumstances, do you think that people in the district within the influence of the railway 
would be willing to guarantee the G-overnment against loss to the extent of, say, Id. per acre per annum? 
I think they would. I should. "
1997. A similar guarantee has been entered into in connection with other lines ? By such a system you 
are placing a handicap upon the men who are far away from the large centres of population. If we had 
to pay a halfpenny per acre, for instance, we should be still worse off than we are now in competing with 
the people at, say, Groniburn.
199s. But do you think that the people here who would benefit by tbe construction of tho proposed 
railway would be willing, in the event of there being a loss, to make it good to the maximum 1 have 
mentioned ? I should be prepared to do so ; but are you going to tax the landowners between Sydney 
and Alburv for the benefits they have delivered from railway construction. I do not think the arrange
ment is a fair one.
1999. The difference in the position is this—the Albnry line is a profitable concern, but it is anticipated 
that there will be a large loss on the working of the proposed line; once the loss were made up, there 
would be no tax? 1 am quite prepared to pay something extra, so far as my own bolding is concerned.
2000. Chairman.] Mr. Harper puts down the production of maize for the districts of Adelong, Reedy 
Flat, Tarcutta, and Tumut as 223,411 bushels in 1896, and 146,455 bushels in 1899 ;—can you explain the 
decrease ? I think it is to be accounted for by the increase of the importations from America. A large 
cargo conics in from America, and the price goes down at. once before our maize can be sent in. If we 
had a railway to Tumut, we could send the maize away directly wo received notice from the agents that 
the market was a good one.
2001. They do not store their maize hero at all? ]STo. People in a small way cannot store it very long, 
because they want tho money for it. One year farmers were compelled to sell their maize at 9d. a bushel.
2002. Mr, Watson.] Why ? They were poor men, tilling rented land, and they had to get rid of their 
maize fo pay the landlord.
2003. What was the price in Sydney then ? I think Is, 2d. a bushel.

Robert Dear, Mayor of Tumut, sworn, and examined
R. Dear. 2004. Mr. Zecien.] How many years liavo you been in this district ? Thirty-three years,

2005. What is the population of the district at the present time? I think it is something like 0,000.
5 Dec,, 1899. 2006, Is the district a fairly prosperous one ? I think that the district was more prosperous when I first 

came here than it is now, because the population was smaller then ? Now, what money there is in the 
district is more distributed.
2007. Is tho population increasing yearly? Yes; during the last three years the population of the 
municipality has increased by something like 200. It is only a small municipality.
2008. And is the trade of the district increasing ? Judging from my own experience it is not going back. 
If anything, it is increasing.
2009. What is the general impression on the subject in tbe minds of those with whom you come into 
contact? The farmers complain of the depression, which they attribute to the cost of carriage to 
market; but I think that in other ways business is not worse now than it has been for a good many years 
past; in fact, I think that on the whole it has improved.
2i'10. What is your opinion in regard to the proposed railway ? I was always under the impression, from 
what I heard of the orieinal estimate, that it would not be anything like a paying line ; but I think that 
upon tbe very much reduced estimate which is now being put forward it will pay within a very short time.
2011. What do you think of the evidence of the Mayor of Gundagai ? My opinion is that his evidence 
verged so closely upon the untruthful that it is bard to distinguish it from it.
2012. He seemed to be prejudiced in favour of Gundagai ? Yes, decidedly ; but be was long enough in 
Tumut to have been able to give much straightcr evidence than he gave.
2013. When he was in Tumut did you ever hear him express a strong desire to see the railway brought 
here? No ; he was only an employee then, and I do not know that there was any very groat agitation 
for it while he was hero.
2014. You think his evidence rather warped ? I think that it was very considerably warped.
2015. Do you think that if there were a railway here more land would be put under cultivation ? Yes.
2016. Do you think that the construction of a railway to Tumut would be a great inducement to people 
to cultivate? Yes; tbe railway carriage would be much cheaper than the land carriage.
2017. You heard Mr. O’Brien express the opinion that it would be an advantage to have a quicker means
of getting to market? Yes; and I quite agree with his evidence on that point. 1 know that it is often 
not possible to get our produce away from here in time to meet a rise, 2018.
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2018. Mr. Harper has shown that there has been a decrease in the corn crop of this part of the Colony;— ^ea,‘-
do you account for that by the opening up of land on the northern rivers P In re-settling the electorates,
a considerable portion of the Tumut electorate was cut off and attached to the Q-undagai electorate, and ec,j - 
that alteration affects the returns compiled by tbe police. _
2019. But do you not think that the opening up of so much land on the northern rivers has affected this 
place a great deal, so far as maize-growing is concerned ? Well, that is a subject upon which I caiyiot 
speak with authority. I think this district has been affected, not only by tbe opening up of the northern 
rivers, but also by tbe importation of corn from foreign parts.
2020. Have you any idea as to the quantity of wool that goes from here ? Ho.
2021. What do you think of this as a fruit district? Well, some of the fruit 1 have seen grown on tho 
higher land, and notably at Keedy 1'Iat, was the nearest approach to English fruit that one is likely to 
get in this Colony.
2022. This being a colder climate, you wou’d be able to get fruit when the fruit of other places was done 
with ? Yes ; at Batlow they grow immense crops of potatoes, though they have only the local market 
to send to at the present time. The possibility is that the railway will greatly increase the growth of 
potatoes.
2023. Which of the proposed routes do the people here favour? I think the Adelong route would serve 
the greatest number of people. When Mr. Melrose made the original flying survey, I drove him all 
over the country. Along the Gadara, at Calafat, and on the Minjary Mountains there is some of the 
finest land you could get, but it is not under cultivation, because there is a difficulty 111 getting to market 
from there.
2024. You have a good knowledge of both routes? Yes.
2025. You think the route vim Adelong would servo tho greatest number of people, and would open up 
most country for agricultural and for pastoral purposes ? Certainly, for agricultural purposes. I think 
that a good deal of the land now used for pastoral purposes would be used for agriculture, if the 
proposed railway were made.
2020. Does much staining stock come into this district in times of drought? Yes; there were over
500,000 sheep last year. I do not think they all travel by the railway. A great many travel by road 
where they can. There are a great many sheep coming here this year. They are coming here almost 
daily now. The Railway Commibsioners speak only from what they hear, and from the statistics which 
are given to them. They visited the place on one occasion, getting here at 11 o’clock in the morning, 
and I do not think they left the hotel till they went away again about 2 o’clock. When the House 
decided to refer the proposed railway to the Public Works Committee, the Commissioners sent Mr. Usher 
up here. I got a wire from him to say that he was eoiniug one day, but he did not come until the next, 
when he came at 10 o’clock, and went away about 12. Perhaps the following particulars in regard to the 
Tumut municipality will be of interest 1:0 the Committee:—Tumut has been incorporated for twelve 
years, and its present revenue from rates is £443 10s. There is a municipal debt of £1,488 Is. Id. on 
general rates, and £123 13s. 4d, on Euisance Prevention charges. £749 His. 9d. is the amount of the 
rates in arrear. £90,850 19s. 2d, is the value of improved land, and £17,072 of the unimproved land.
In December, 1898, the population was 1,357, and in 1887 under 1,000.

Edward Brennan, grazier, Gocup, sworn, and examined
2027. O/iatrman,] How far is Gocup from Tumut ? Gocup is situated about half-way between Gundagai B. Brennan,
and Tumut, upon the marked-tree line. Properly speaking, it extends from the Gilmore Creek to half- ^
way to Gundagai. 6 Pcc->
2028. You aro about 10 miles from Tumut? About 8 miles.
2029. Is your estate a large one ? I have about 4,000 acres in all, taking both Crown land aud
conditional purchase land.
2030. What stock do you carry? Sheep aud cattle.
2031. How many sheep ? About 4,000 sheep, and 200 head of cattle.
2032. Can you carry that number all the year round ? Yes, in good seasons. In bad seasons we carry
about 3,000 sheep and 150 bead of cattle.
2033. Do you do any farming now? Yery little. I used to farm at one time,
2034. Why did you give it up ? I find it easier to get my living by grazing.
2035. Have you a statement to make to the Committee? Yes. Mr. Godfrey, a practical farmer, and 
myself have been requested to give evidence in regard to the Gocup part of the district. Mr. Godfrey 
lives on his own farm, but be also cultivates land that he rents. We went round to the principal holdings, 
and obtained information as to tho number of acres capable of cultivation, but not under crop, and the 
number of acres under crop. The area of Crown lands on Gocup is about 5,810 acres, and it is principally 
fit for sheep-grazing, though about 000 acres are fit for growing wheat, oats, or barley. The area of free
hold and conditionally-purchased land in county Wynyard, parish Minjary. is 10,508 acres. There are 
4,174 acres with a river frontage, most of it fit for cultivation, except where there are lagoons and swamps, 
which cannot be cultivated in very wet seasons; but some of that land gives very heavy yields in very dry 
seasons. The land is fit for growing wheat, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, pumpkins, and some of it is fit 
for tobacco. All sorts of fruits that have been tried grow well here. The soil and climate are fit for 
cotton and sugar growing. Besides the land referred to in the foregoing statement there aro 2,722 acres 
of land fit for cultivation, hut not under crop, and not including Mr. S. Gordon’s land, because bo has 
promised to give his own returns. There are also 571 acres under crop, Mr. Gordon’s land not included.
This land extends to the Gilmore Creek, and takes in part of the parish of Tumut.
2030. What is the area to which your stalement refers ? We come to the Gilmore Creek, about a mile 
out of town, and then we go about 10 miles along the marked-tree Hue towards Gundagai.
2037. And how much land do you take in on each side of the road ? About 4 miles back from the river
frontage. The dividing range would be our boundary.
2038. Ko that you speak of a district aboi.t 10 miles by 4? Yes, about that.
2039. If a railway were constructed to Tumut, via Adelong, where would your produce be taken ? To
Tumut,
2040. Do I understand that tho traffic would come hack 10 miles to Tumut rather than go on to Gundagai ?
Yes. After you get out a distance of 8 miles there is very little cultivation. The farms there are small,

7—L and
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E. Brennan, and the fanners all deal with Tumut, because they sell their produce to the storekeepers here, and none 
^—a—of them produce enough at a time to make a truck-load. They bring their produce here, and when the 

5 Dec., 1899. storekeepers get enough to make a truck-load they send it away by waggon to Gundagai, and tbence by 
train to Sydney ; but it would be far better if they could send it hy train right through.
2041. The road further on toward Gundagai is very hilly and rough ? Yes. There is one farmer, about 
12 miles out, who cultivates about 20 acres of wheat aud a little maize, aud he brings all his produce to 
Tumut; but we have not included him, because ho is nearer to Gundagai than to Tumut, and is outside 
the boundaries of Gocup,
2042. What do you do with your wool and stores ? I get all my supplies from Tumut at the present 
time ; but our wool goes to Gundagai direct.
2040. If there were a railway to Tumut, would you still send your wool to Gundagai ? Yes.
2044. What does it cost per ton to send wool from your place to Gundagai ? Prom 15s. to 20s. a ton.
2045. What would it cost to bring it to Tumut ? They would deliver it in Tumut for about half that.
2046. The train rale for wool from Tumut to Gundagai would be about 2s. 7d. a ton? In that case I 
would bring my wool to Tumut, because it would be cheaper, aud the distance would be less. A man 
could take a load of wool from my place to Tumut aud get back again tbe same day ; but it takes two 
days to go to Gundagai.
2047. What is your tonnage inwards and outwards—wool and goods ? 1- could not toll you very 
accurately; but I daresay 20 tons would cover the inwards traffic—salt and wire chiefly—while tho wool 
would come to 6 or 7 tons.
204S. Mr. IVatson.] What weight of wool do you get from a sheep, ou the average? It depends upon 
the shcej) and upon tho season. On the average, I reckon upon 5 lb. or 6 lb.— 7 lb. would lie an outside 
average for my sheep.
2040. G/iairman.] Of your 4,000 acres, what area is suitable for agriculture ? On tho river frontage 
there are approximately about 000 acres, and of that area about 600 acres would bo lit for cultivation. 
Most of it would bo (it for wheat, maize, oats, or barley ; but some of it would not grow maize, though it 
would grow wheat. Some of it is very good for growing lucerne. There would be about 300 acres 
suitable for wheat, oats, or barley, but not for maize. Besides (hat, there are little patches in the different 
paddocks,
2050. Would there bo 1,000 acres, in round figures ? Very nearly that area.
2051. Mr. O’Brien told us that it paid a man better to use his land for agricultural purposes than for 
sheep;—if that is so, why have you gone in simply for sheep? Agriculture might pay better if there 
were a railway; but at the present time the cost of carriage is against it. I think that all the best 
land would bounder cultivation if we could got cheaper and quicker carriage to Sydney; but under 
present circumstances it is much easier to run sheep.
2052. You appear to have about 600 acres of ono class of the laud, and 300 or 400 acres of another
class |—how many acres of each kind of land would be required to keep a man who was going in for 
mixed farming ? A neighbour of mine who has been living there for thirty years has reared a family 
upon about 260 acres of laud, to which there is not a river frontage. His laud would be. similar to the 
forest country I speak of. 300 or 400 acres of the land on the river frontage would be richer than any 
land than he has. When I was a boy, my father was a tenant on tbe estate which Mr. Gordon now owns. 
Mr. Broughton lived there then, and he had about twenty tenants, who made a living by farming the 
land which they rented from him. That was before the Act of 1861, after which people took up laud for 
themselves. Produce was much dearer then than at present. . .
2053. Did he send his produce to Sydney? At that time they sent produce from this district to Albury,
to Lambing Klat, or Young, as it is now called, to the Lachlan, and to itiandra; but, since then, good 
country in those places has been taken up by farmers, who supply the local market. .
2054. A witness has given it as his opinion that foreign competition has thrown back tbe wheat and maize
growing industry in this district; is that so ? Mr. Godfrey, who is a practical farmer, will be able to 
speak on that point. _
2055. Would the Tumut valley route suit you better than tbe Adelong route? Kb. If the line were 
brought from Coolac, the nearest platform would be as far from my place if not further than Tumut. 
The line would he on the other side of the river from my place, and I should not be able to got to it 
except by crossing tho Brungle bridge. Thore is a better road to Tumut, ,
2056. Which route do you think would servo the best country and the greatest number of people ? I 
tliiuk tbe Adelong route. That line would tap the whole of the country on the Adelong Creek, and 
about Tarcutta and Tmnbarumba, where a great deal of maize, wheat, and barley would bo grown, while 
the mountain country is well adapted for wool-growing.
2057. And it would also get a good deal of the Adelong traffic? Yes ; it would go as near to Adelong as 
they can go with a railway.
2058. If a railway were brought to Tumut, would you resume agricultural operations, or would you let 
your 1,000 acres of arable land to tenants ? I could not answer that question, I think that if a railway 
wore made, agriculture would pay better than pastoral pursuits, because there are many crops which could 
be grown; but I cannot tell you which would be the most profitable wav of dealing with the land.
2050. You would use it in whatever way suited your own ends best ? Tcs.
2060. Mr. Whfsoti.] Do you think that if the proposed railway is constructed it will pay within a 
reasonable time ? 1 think so.
2061. The Bailway Commissioners seem to think that there will bo a deficiency for a considerable length 
of time ;—do you think that the people in your district would be willing to give a guarantee against any 
loss? I cannot answer that question for other people.
2062. Can you answer it for yourself? I cannot, because I do not know how much we should have to
guarantee. The amount might be more than I could afford. _
2063. The loss is estimated at £4,271 a year. Would you be prepared to pay your share towards making 
good one-half of that loss, supposing it was spread over the whole area benefited by the construction of 
the line? I have not the faintest idea as to what it would come to, spread over that area.
2064. Would you be prepared to pay an amount similar to what you now pay in land-tax, to make good 
if necessary any loss upon the proposed line? Yes.
2065. Mr/Zevien.] You might have, on top of that, a Local Government tax ? If I had to pay other

taxes
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taxes, my answer would be “ No," because I am pretty heavily taxed as it is. I am paying a rabbit tax, a K- Brennan.
laud tax, aud other taxes now, _ , C^Deo. 1899.
2000. Mr. Watson.] If the railway paid, the tax to which I referred would be discontinued r So I 
understand. ■

J, Hides.
John Hides, saw-mill proprietor, Bago forest, sworu, and examined:—

2067. Mr. D/ci.] How long have you been in the district P About twenty-three years.
206S. Have you been mainly engaged in the timber trade all that time ? Yes. .
20GA What kinds of timber do you deal with out there ? Our principal timbers aro mountain ash, 5 j8yj‘ 
messmate, urabbie, and a few kinds of gum. ... .
2070. To what uses aro those timbers put ? The mountain ash is a very good building timber, and is
largely used for building purposes. At Narrandera they hnvo built a good many waggons of it, and one 
of them took tbe prize at the Narrandera Show three or four years ago. Mountain ash is used mostly 
for tho body-work, not for tho wheelwright's work. _
2071. What do you use the messmate and the urabbie for ? Some builders like urabbio for the waggon- 
bearers, because it is a strong heavy timber. It is also used for bridge-planking and other heavy work.
Messmate is a very good timber for ground-ivork; it in not so strong as the urabbie, but it is more lasting 
in tbe ground. _
2072. Of which of these timbers do you send most away P I send most mountain ash away. Mountain 
ash makes good wine-casks, and a cask which will hold about 700 gallons has been made of it. All the 
staves for tbe casks of ono vineyard come from our mill, and I liavo sent a good many cask-staves to 
Albury. In some places tbe mountain ash is not so bard, but our mountain ash is more closely grained.
In Gippsland the mountain ash is more porous than curs. _
2073. Are there many people besides yourself engaged in the timber trade ? There is another saw-mill 
about 8 miles from where 1 live. It cuts timber for tbe Upper Murray country. Those people hare been 
there nearly twenty years.
2074. How many thousand feet do you get through in the year? In some years I put through about
250,000 feet, which is equal to about 750 tons, and 10,000 palings, which is equal to 30 tons. At the end 
of this year I suppose I shall have put through about GOO tons.
2075. What is your chief market at the present time ? I send a great deal of timber to Hardy, at Wagga, 
and to tho stations round about. At Tula they have been using my timber for ten or fifteen years punt.
It is consigned to the Whitton railway-station. I have also sent some down to a place near Hay, for 
gate-making and other purposes. At Yabtree and Gillingrove they always use my timber.
207G. What effect would the construction of the proposed railway have upon your market ? It would 
make it much larger. Tho larger consumers are greatly against having timber brought to Wagga by 
team. Last year I could not get all the timber true, so that I had to abandon my orders. It costs about:
12s. a thousand for every 60 miles of railway carriage; but to get to Wagga it costs me about £4 a 
thousand. If the proposed railway were made, 1 could get the timber to Wagga for Is. or la. Od. less 
than I pay now, and 1 could send it to Narrandera much more cheaply.
2077. Would you open up any new markets ? I should make more use of the markets I have. I could 
sell a larger quantity of timber if I could get it away.
2078. If tbe proposed railway were constructed, would you consign all your timber from Tumut Pit would
be an advantage to me to do so. Instead of paying about 7s. Gd, a hundred to get to Gundagai, I should 
have only to pay about 5s. Gd. .
2079. Are the forests out your way being thinned out, or is there still an extensive area to operate upon?
This vear I have cut about 200 logs, obtained within a mile of my mill, and there is a lot of timber there 
yot, There are places close to tbe mill where tbe axe has never been put into the timber. There are 
hundreds of thousands of feet on a few acres in some places.
2080. Can you form any estimate as to tbe quaniity of timber you would be likely to cut if tbe railway 
were brought to Tumut ? I could cut at my mill fi*om 3,000 to 4,000 feet a day if 1 could work fuli- 
banded. In four hours we can cut about 1,500 feet.
2081. How many feet go to tbe ton ? 1,000 feet of green timber are equal to about 3 tons, and 1,000 
feet of thoroughly seasoned timber are equal to a little over 2 tons 5 cwt.
2082. So you could cut about 7 tons a day ? Yes.
2083. If the railway were brought to Tumut could you find a market for 7 tons a day ? Yes, because I 
could get all the Gundagai trade.
2084. Would you be able to get your timber to Tumut without difficulty ? Yos ; tbe dry seasons often 
prevent me from selling my timber, because when tbe road is notin good condition you cannot get teams.
2085. The construction of tbe proposed railway would not improve matters, so far as that is concerned ?
J. could deliver timber at Gilmore at any time, except in the middle of winter, when tbe snow was on the 
ground ; but in dry seasons it is difficult to travel. We can got very little timber through to Gundagai 
until after Christmas, because the travelling stock eat up all the grass on tho roads.
208G. Ho yon think 7 tons a day is a safe estimate of the probable work of your millP Well, a great- 
deal depends upon the demand for timber; sometimes more is wanted and sometimes less. I have 
between 30 and 40 tons to go to Wagga now,
2087. Mr. Lemon.] What is the soil like when you have taken out tho timber? It is very good soil, and 
very deep. We have grown white beet and red beet there from IA to 3J3- lb. in weight.
2088. What crops do you grow? We do no'; grow any crops ; wc only grow a few vegetables for our 
own use.
2089. If the proposed railway were constructed it would cost yon about tbe same to scud timber to 
Wagga by train as it costs you now to cart it there ; but you would be able to send it more quickly ? Yes.

Bartholomew Sodcn, grazier, Batlow, sworn, and examined :—
2090. Mr. Shepherd.] How long have been been residing on your present bolding? Bor six years, B. Sodcn.
2091. What is tbe extent of your holding? 2,000 acres. ,---A—
2902. What number of stock have you ? I carry, ou tho average, from 1,500 to 1,800 sheep. 6 Hee., 1899.
2093. Any cattle? Yes, a few milkers.

2094.
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5
B. Soden.
"dcC'IssW. ono-' ^0U al1^ eu^^Ta^'on ? Just enough for the use of the homo—about 20 acres, 

onno' Trn!a^ *B.?oar aTerRgo wool return? IVom 5 to 0 lb. to the sheep.2096. what distance are you from Tumut? 20 miles.
2097. In what direction ? South.
2098. Is there much good land beyond you? Yes, thousands of acres.
-099. Is it similar to your own land ? Yes.
2100. Are you able to carry nearly a sbeep to the acre all the year round? Yes: I did it right through last year.
2101. Has your lambing been successful ? Last year my lambing was 75 per cent., and the year before 86 per cent,
2102. Ilnve you disposed of your surplus sheep, or has your flock been increasing? No : I have disposed oi the surplus.
Oiiw' P°. you S.6^ 1 P1^ for your wool ? Yery fair. 1 have not sold it yet this year,
on n- r ^ conii^erC(f °f vei7 good quality ? It is not so good as the dry-country wool, 
oiif agriculture carried on near to where you are ? Yes, on small areas.
-LOG. Hut nothing of any large extent ? No.
2107. What success have those had who have cultivated ? They have been very successful with oats and potatoes. J

W|)at returns have they got per acre ? As high as 80 bushels of oats to the acre; but from 50 to 
60 bushels would be a very good average.
oi?n T*n t^e"T ?row oafa chiefly for grain, or for hay? Tor both hay and grain.
2110. What weight do they get in hay per acre ? Tho weight varies very greatly. A man took 3 tons of 
9^1° aaR aCre 0^an^ yeart while others got as little as 13 cwt.

+ u yhat have you got at your place ? Last year I got about'30 cwt. of hay to tho acre. A small 
patch or wheat which I put in as an experiment yielded me 25 bushels, 
jj™'' an7 cultivation going on beyond you to the south ? Yes, a little.
2113. How far from you ? There is no cultivation of any extent more than 3 or 4 miles south of my place.
2114. Is any fruit-growing attempted out in that direction ? Trait-growing will be the principal industry 

ore. I know a place where a man and his wife, with his son and daughter-in-law, and another man, 
earn a very handsome living off 4 acres.
gooseb^’^ ^ru^' ^ Principally apples and English fruits, such as raspberries, currants, and

ri riiat country watered ? Splendidly ; it can nearly all ho irrigated.
. I here are running creeks there, X suppose? Yes; and the water could be brought by means of races from those creeks.
^ effect do you think the construction of a railway to Tumut would have upon that district ? 

hink that it would induce close settlement, and encourage fruit-growing. I rent my land, and, as my 
ease expires in a short time, I intend to give up grazing. I have purchased about 4 acres of orchard, and

J. intend to go in for fruit-growing.
would be a fair area for a man to get a living upon in your immediate neighbourhood ? It 

wou depend upon the occupation he followed. If he combined farming with fruit-growing, from 100 to 
IdU acres would be ample. His returns from that area would be greater than his returns from a larger 
9i9ri Ti a 151 an, to adopt pastoral pursuits, he could do with nothing under 2,000 acres.
2120. Ho you think that that would be a sufficient area to enable a man to make a fair living ? I think so. °

grasses have you here ? We have a grass which we call summer grass, though some 
n i "ai?ga,r00 grass. It ja a tall grass, with a head very similar to oats.
2122. Is it pretty plentiful about here? Yes. *

^ y°ar principal grass ? There are other grasses. There is a great quantity of wild clover.
_ - Has the district been settled for a long time? I think there were diggings at Batlow thirty years 

or,,“ore‘ vrill find tho clover on the top of some of the highest mountains about there.
. ,0 y°u think that the construction of the proposed railway will have the effect of bringing small 
holdings into occupation ? Yes. ^ & &
2126. Is most of the land there alienated, or is it chiefly Crown lands ? It is nearly all Crown lands, 
though it may be held under annual lease.
hofders"?0 'Ye ^ proposed railway were made it would be largely occupied by small

9i9o ^r\!here “aDl cdhers besides yourself? Yes; the population is fairly thick round about Batlow. 
o\ m rT t l0J, , s-eem Prot1y well satisfied there ? They seem to be doing fairly well.

fand.lt an inconvenience to be so far from a railway? Yes, a great inconvenience. 
n,qn' -A hat do,eB ^ c,ost -Y0U 1:0 deliver produce in Gundagai? Thirty shillings a ton. '

F -pq i rn a°Uriu.11? • ^ ^Ie .Pr0P0Eed railway will obtain sufiicient traffic to justify an annual expenditure 
°- 1 'J •. hhat is a question I could not answer; but if the railway is made, there will be an increase
° +>9?U a 10nyr ^erefore> d think, an increase of railway traffic. One gentleman at Batlow has planted 
out Zo acres or fruit-trees, and be intends to increase his area to 60 acres next year. I think that the 
jam-making industry will spring up there.
2133. You would still have 20 miles to go to a railway station if the proposed extension were made ? If 
tne proposed extension were made I should only have to go to the Gilmore, a distance of 15 or 16 miles, 
and baek'in^d10^ ™a*'ari excessive distance? No; we could comfortably go there

i?!™’ v°W far ^ {t fr0m your pIace to Gundagai ? About 40 miles.
7 ‘ aro ■‘n favour of the construction of the proposed railway, and you think it would be of advan
tage to the country ? Yes; because I think it would induce population to settle in the district. We have 
an annua trint show up where I live, and last year the Government Fruit Expert, who made the awards, 
said that the apples were the best ho had seen in New South Wales.
91 ofi * supp0SG Gun(fagai is too far for you to deliver fruit there ? Yes.
j ■ 'a, tcountry is it "between Gilmore and Batlow? The Gilmore valley eon-

Tv. .jpl<j, G 1and i: lQ district. Then there is the Windowie valley land, which is also very good;
and besides this there is good grazing land. 2139.
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2139.
2140.
2141.
2142.
2143.

Are the valleys wide or narrow ? They spread out and come in again. Sodon.
How wide is the widest—5 miles? Tes, in some places, _ k'tT^Tbqq
Is this rich land largely cultivated ? Every foot of the best land in the valley is cultivated, I think. 6 JJec-> 1889* 
"What crops are grown ? Wheat, oats, and maize.
And they grow luxuriantly ? Yes. ,

Eobert Bex Timtnis, storekeeper, Batlow, sworn, and examined:—
2144. Mr. Wahon.'] How long have you been a resident of Batlow ? Eor twenty-seven or twenty-eight B.E. Timmis. 
years.
2145. Has there been any great change there during your time? It was a good place when I first came 5 ■Deo-> 
there ; then it dwindled down to nothing, and now it is improving again.
2146. When you first went there it was a mining centre ? Yes.
2147. But afterwards the mining fell of£ ? Yes ; and the miners took to growing potatoes, fruit, and 
oats. Now it is more an agricultural than a mining district.
2148. The rejuvenation of the district is due to the capabilities of the soil and the agricultural develop
ment you speak of? Yes.
2149. Where do the people obtain a market now ? At Tumut, Gundagai, occasionally at Wagga, and a 
little fruit goes to Sydney.
2150. Do they also send potatoes away ? They do not send potatoes further than Gundagai.
2151. Is the carriage too high ? The carriage from our place to Gundagai is from 80s. to 35s. a ton, and, 
therefore, people cannot compete with the people on the railway line.
2152. Do any of the people up there go in for dairying at all ? Very little.
2153. What is the general character of the country round there ? It is all very rich basaltic soil.
2154. Is much of it broken country ? It is hilly countrv.
2155. But not too much so for use ? Not for fruit-growing. Some of the hills are rather too steep for 
ploughing, but thore is a lot of good country there, and a great deal of it is still open.
2156. AVhat is the rainfall ? About 56 inches.
2157. Then comparatively poor land ought to be productive there ? Yes; and we have plenty of water 
for irrigation.
2158. Do you anticipate obtaining a larger market for your potatoes if you get railway communication ?
Yes, I think so, if we had a rail way to Tumut.
2159. I suppose the people in your district would send to the railway somewhere about Gilmore ? Yes; 
that would be about 14 miles.
2160. What would it cost you to take potatoes and other produce from Batlow to the Gilmore ? About 
10s. a ton.
2161. The freight upon potatoes from Sydney to Gundagai is 23s. 5d. ? Yes.
2162. If it costs you from 30s. to 35s. a ton to send produce to Gundagai, you can be easily undersold
by the people living nearer to Sydney ? Yes, though we get a better price for our potatoes than they 
get for the Sydney potatoes. "
2163. If the proposed line were made, the charge for conveying potatoes from the Gilmore to Gundagai 
would be 3s. 8d, a ton, and, adding 10a. for cartage, 13s. 8d. from Batlow to Gundagai, as against 30s. at 
the present time;—that would be a considerable saving ? Yes.
2164. Do you think that there is room for a great improvement in the potato-growing industry ? Yes, a 
very great improvement,
2165. Sometimes there is a considerable glut in the potato market ? Yes. Our potatoes have been 
allowed to rot some years.
2166. Has there been no way of using them ? Only by giving them to the pigs.
2167. How are the people up your way getting on at the present time ? They are making a living. Most 
of them own their own holdings.
2168. Have they small plots of land ? Yes; and I think that, generally, the smaller the plots the better 
they get on.
2169. Are there any local circumstances which improve your position for competing with people in an .
outside market? No; except that our fruit and potatoes are better than the fruit and potatoes from
other places. They are grown in a colder climate, and they arc, therefore, more solid and of better 
quality.
2170. Do they keep better ? Yres.
2171. Your season is much later than that of the districts nearer Sydney? Yes; we are a month or six 
weeks later. We are about 1,500 feet higher than Tumut.
2172. That, perhaps, would give you an opportunity of getting into the market when it was bare of
produce ? Yes. We anticipate being able to keep our apples right through the year until now. We 
nave a few that wc have kept from last season, and I know that a couple of weeks ago they were quite 
sound. We believe that if wo had railway communication we should be able to supply the Sydney market 
when it was bare of fruit from Tasmania and other places. '
2173. Is any large proportion of the Crown land in your district suitable for settlement of the class that 
there is there already? I think it all is.'
2174. Bor fruit-growing, combined with other industries? Yes. .
2175. That would lead the Committee to anticipate that if the proposed railway is constructed there will 
be a considerable increase in the population in your part of the district ? I think that there will ho.
2176. Would the class of production which that district affords yield much railway traffic ? I think so.
Acre for acre, I think that a great deal more goes from an orchard than from any other holding.
2177. What kind of mining is carried on there? Chiefly ground-sluicing.
2178. Were there any appearances of reefs ? Yes, but they have not been very good so far.
2179. Y~ou do not anticipate that tho construction of tho proposed railway will have any effect upon the
mining industry there? No. *
2180. What posaibillity is there of an increase in population between the Gilmore and Batlow ? There is 
a strip of 5 or 6 miles of very good land there, and then you go through about 9 miles of very poor 
country—grazing country.

2181.
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E. K. 2181. Tlie strip of 5 or 6 miles, to which you refer, is already pretty well occupied? Yos; it is a narrow 
Timmis. atrip of very rich laud.

r ']7””A"'7!mg 2182, And, at the present time, it is cultivated to pretty well its fullest extent ? Yes, I think so. 
o ec., . 2183, Then you have 9 miles of grazing country ? Yes; just where the road runs, hut 2 or 3 miles from 

the road it is very good country again. .
2184. Would the produce from the land which is off the road go towards the railway? Yes. The road 
from Tumharumba runs through the land.
2185. Is it settled now? There are a few selectors on it; but it could be opened up still more.
2186. What would he the capacity of the grazing land yon have referred to ? I could not say, hut I
suppose a sheep to the acre. It is very fair grazing country. _
2187. You would not expect very much development from that country? No ; hut tho basaltic country 
is capable of very great development. The greatest, drawback to the occupation of tbo district is that the 
land is so heavily timbered. The country has been rung, however, and is in a fit state for clearing, so that 
the clearing would not cost one-third of what it would have cost seven or eight years ago when the land 
was first selected.
2188. Has the Government land been ringbarked hy the lessees ? No.
2189. It is still in it natural state ? Yes.
2190. And it would take some little time to get it ready for clearing at a cheap rate? Yes; hut thore is 
a great area of country already ringed.
2191. Is that country available ? It is alienated land, hut tho produce from it would help to increase tho 
Railway traffic. The Government land consists of a forest reserve from which timber is being drawn. 
That timber would be a considerable item in keeping the railway going.

George Clout, senr., farmer, "Upper Brungle, sworn, and examined—
Levim.'] How long have you been living in the district ? Since 18G5.

A ‘ 2193. Then you have a thorough knowledge of tho whole surrounding country ? I have a perfect know-
5 'jte urn lcdf?e °f Tumut district.

'' ‘2194. How many acres of land do you hold ? 308 acres.
2195. Is it under cultivation? Yes. I make my living by cultivating it, and I have done so during the 
whole of the time that I have had it.
2196. What crops do you grow'? Wheat and oats, chiefly.
2197. Have you any statement to make to the Committee ? Yes, Any estimate with regard to the pro
babilities of a railway to Tumut being a self-paying concern cannot be relied on if based on tho present 
output of produce. To anyone who has given consideration to the matter, it is clear that with the 
extension of the railway into our midst, that output will be doubled, and in some eases trebled. With 
regard to our staple products, viz., wheat and maize, I need not say much; tho output of these 
commodities is steadily advancing, notwithstanding the handicap under which we labour, and it 
needs no great amount of discernment to perceive tbe impetus that would be given to their production 
if the extra freight cost of 3d. per bushel w'ere saved to the farmer. The average yield per 
aero is higher than that of any other part of the Colony, and the quality is equal to anything 
that can be produced, as evidenced by the success obtained by Tumut farmers at exhibitions all 
over tbe colonies, and repeatedly at the Royal Agricultural Society’s Show in Sydney, and also 
at the Calcutta Exhibition, tho Indian and Colonial Exhibition in London, and at the World’s Eair 
at Chicago. But for the present, I would rather deal with those commodities, which, on account 
of the absence of a cheap and expeditious means of transit, we aro virtually debarred from 
producing, viz., hay, chaff, and potatoes. With regard to the former of these commodities, it is a well- 
known fact that the two-thirds of the chaff used in Sydney is imported from Victoria aud elsewhere,

t because the most favoured localities iu this Colony, of which Tumut is one of the principal, are prohibited
by insufficient means of transit from supplying it. To make tins clear, 1 would point out that the freight 
charge per road to Gundagai is 15s. per ton, and thence to Sydney, the charge is 9s. 6d.; the cost to 
Sydney thus being 24s. 6d, per ion. When loss of bags, cartage, and commission charges are added to 
this, the entire value of the article is eaten up. The result is that we have to leave the industry severely 
alone. Had we the railway to Tumut, our freight charge to Sydney would not be more than 10s. per ton, 
and in a district like this where 4 tons per acre is not at all an unusual thing, sufficient hay could he 
produced to not only supply local requirements, but we could send a surplus to Sydney which would go 
far towards crowding out the Victorian article. Again, in seasons of drought, when such a large demand 
is created for fodder in the drought-stricken districts, we could supply thousands of tons, but that the 
freight charge forbids it. An effort was made during the past dry seasons to open np trade in this 
direction, but the expenses attached thereto prevented it being persevered with. The same arguments 
apply to the cultivation of potatoes. We have a district almost equal to the famous Warrnambool for 
potato-growing, but have to confine ourselves to local requirements, as it is very rarely that the Sydney 
market will warrant the payment of the heavy cartage freight, in addition to the railway charge. Asa 
matter of fact the Riverina country, which was our former market for this commodity, is now supplied from 
Sydney with Warrnambool and Circular Head potatoes more cheaply than we can supply them, as they 
have that direct railway communication, which up till now has been denied to us. As a consequence of 
this, potato-culture has become very much neglected, so much so that in some seasons local requirements 
arc not met, and tbe same state of affairs will exist until a cheap and expeditions means is provided for 
getting rid of all surplus products. The area of land adapted for growing potatoes, and in fact roots of 
all kinds is practically unlimited. Turnips, mangels, beets, &c., grow to perlection. Much of the 
mountain country, both as regards soil and climate is admirably adapted for such, with special advantages 
for irrigation, on account of its bountiful water supply, a system which is much practised by landholders 
in that locality. The whole of the trade of these mountain districts trends to Tumut, and once tho 
railway is an accomplished fact, Tumut as a produce emporium will hold the leading position in tho 
south-western portion of this Colony, Poultry-farming is an industry which would flourish under 
altered conditions, but the expense and delay in forwarding by road to Gundagai makes it almost pro
hibitory at present Dairy-farming too, which up till now has been almost entirely neglected, has 
great potentialities in a district which is so eminently suited for it. Immense quantities of such products 
as those I have mentioned could be produced in this district, did not cost of transit forbid it, but tbe

advent
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advent of railway communication would give a great impetus to our agricultural industry, as it would 
enable our farmers to compete not only with those of the neighbouring colonics, but also to hold their 
own against all-comers in the markets of the -world. 5
2108. What acreage have you under wheat? I cultivate about 50 acres altogether, aud I have about 25 
acres under wheat,
2100. And how much under oats? I have 12 or 15 acres under oats.
2200, What yield do you get to tho acre ? From 40 to 50 bushels of oats, and about 25 bushels of 
wheat.
2201. I suppose you sell your produce locally ? Yes, mainly, but 1 hare sent produce to Sydney at
various times. _ _ _ ,
2202. If the proposed railway were constructed, how would it affect the district ? I believe that the
production of the district would bo almost doubled if the proposed railway were constructed. If we 
could get rid of our surplus produce every year at a reasonable price, we could grow with much more 
confidence. ... ,2203. I suppose you have a fair knowledge of other districts r 1 hare a knowledge of the south-western
districts of the Colony. _
2204. Do you think that this district will be of great service in producing supplies for tho drought-
stricken parts of the Colony ? Yes. Jliverina would be our best market if we bad facilities for getting 
there. .
2205. I suppose you ivould he prepared io paj a little more than you now pay if you could get to market
more quickly, and get there when the prices were good ? Yes. ,
2200, That is tbe main point, I believe. I understand that if tho people hero could have got their 
tobacco away in time they could have sold it at a high price? That applies sfill more in regard to maize. 
At the present time people are often unable to take advantage of a favoured market because of the want 
of teams.
2207. Chairman.'l You live east of the township of Brungle? I am 0 miles from Brungle propor, _
220S. How far is Brungle from Gundagai ? It is 13 miles from the Brungle Post-ollicc to Gundagai. 
2200. Bo that you would have 20 miles to get to Gundagai ? Hot quite, because I would not have to go 
to Brungle proper, I am only 18 miles from Gundagai.
2210. And bow far from Tumut ? Thirteen miles,
2211. If tho proposed railway were constructed, would it suit you hotter to cart to Tumut, and to pay 
33 miles of additional railway freight, than to cart to Gundagai ? It suits me better to come to Tumut, 
because I can get here and back in a day. 1 cannot get to Gundagai aud back iu a day.
2212. Have you a better road to Tumut ? Tho roads are about the same. _ _
2213. I suppose that the railway charge for agricultural produce is very small ? Yes, it is scarcely 
noticeable on a distance of 20 or 30 miles.
2214. That being so, would you avail yourself of the proposed railway ? Yes.
2215. Is there much land out your way which would bo suitable for agriculture? Yes; tho greater part 
of the parish of Brungle is good agricultural laud. Of course, Lower Brungle is nearer to Gundagai than 
to Tumut. Lower Brungle is on the valley of the Tumut Itivor.
2216. Mr. Lffwiem] Did you read the letter signed “ Maize Grower, Adelong Crossing,” which appeared 
in the Oundagni Times ? Yes, 1 read it; hut 1 do not think tho writer lives there.
2217. Do you think the statements in that letter arc a slander upon the people about hero? Yes. As a 
rule, the farmers here arc as independent as any men in Hew South Wales,

G. Clout, 
senr.

Dec., 189CI.

Lewis Margulcs, grazier, Tomorrama, sworn, and examined:—
2218. Chairman^ 1 understand that you live at a place about 20 miles east of Tumut ? Yes.
22]!). How large is your holding? About 1,100 acres.
2220. Do you farm the land, or run sheep upon it? I use it for grazing principally. I only farm for
my own use. _
2221. What is tho extent of the agricultural and pastoral country out your way? Taking Tomorrama
as the centre, there are about 100,000 acres within a radius of 0 or 7 miles, and of tins area ] consider that 
fully 60,000 acres are suitable for agriculture. The land I speak of is table-land country, there being a 
fall towards Tumut and a fall towards Yass. There are about 12 miles of flat country there, and most of 
if is suitable for agriculture. _ _
2222. Is the good country in patclies ? Ho; there is good rich soil throughout. There arc high hills
there which arc too steep to be cultivated, hut the country is mostly undulating. _
2223. Has it been improved much ? Tho greater part of it has been ringbarked aud suckercd, but it lias 
not been cultivated. There is no way of getting produce to market from that district at any profit, and, 
therefore, the country is used mostly for summer grazing. There is more money to be made by renting 
it to lliverina pastoralists than by grazing on it yourself.
2224. When any of it lias been farmed, lias the farming been a success ? Yes, a great success. Ono 
man who cultivated about 50 acres told me that last year his yield was 25 bushels of wheat and 30 bushels 
of oats to the acre, and 1 have had as large a yield as that myself, though 1 have only cultivated the land 
on a small scale.
2225. Is a large expenditure necessary before the land can be cultivated ? In its natural state the land 
is heavily timbered, but where the country is ringbarked it does not require very much to get it cleared.
2226. How much? Thirty shillings an acre where it has been ringbarked for any length of time.
2227. Is this land available to settlers, or will it be available within a reasonable time ? It has all been 
taken up, and it is returning revenue 1o the Government. There are a great many settlers there already.
2228. And you think that they would improve their land P Yes ; they would go in for growing different 
kinds of produce, if they could send it away. Then, too, the-large holders would give settlers every 
opportunity to go in for farming. It would he a good fruit-growing district, and dairying could be carried 
on very profitably there. At the present time tho laud is used solely for grazing.
2220. Will you tell the Committee what is the character of the land south of your holding which is 
coloured yellow on tho Committee’s map ;—according to the Government, figures there arc about 50,000 
acres there ? Yes; but that area takes in Coolemau and other places which 1. have not taken, in. The

whole

L. Margulcs. 
5'Dcc!d890,
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L. Margules, whole of that country would be alienated if there were means for getting the produce away. More and 
5 ^60^^1899 raore PeoP^e S0 there every year. I’rom three to four years ago most of that country was all open 

0‘’ country, and was hardly held under lease at all, but now large portions have been selected. Of course, 
there are some old selections there too.
2230. Then that land has not been left because it is worthless ; population is gradually creeping up to it ? 
Tes, Of course the climate in the winter months is very severe, and, as you get south, there are heavy 
falls of snow there. About 40,000 acres of the 100,000 acres I have spoken of would be first-class grazing 
country.
2231. "Would it carry a sheep to the acre? Tes, the improved land ; but a lot of it is worthless until it 
lias been improved, because there is so much timber upon it. It is surprising what a difference a little 
improvement makes to it.
2232. Would Tumut be the most accessible railway-station from that place ? Tes.
2233. It would be more accessible than Gundagai ? Tes ; the traffic has to come down lo a point called 
Kyley’s Creek in order to get through the mountains, and when it is there it is only 10 miles from Tumut, 
whereas it is 22 miles from Gundagai. All the traffic must come to that point before it can turn cither to 
Gundagai or to Tumut.
2234. Are the roads there very bad at tho present time ? Tes, they are mountain roads.
2235. Could they be made fairly good without any great expense? Tea; good grades could be got 
without very much expense. It is mostly side-cuttings that would be required. There would be no rock- 
cuttings.
2236. Does wheat-growing pay better than corn-growing now ? I could not say. We aro not in a corn
growing district there. We could not grow corn with certainty there.
2237. Is there any frost in the district to destroy the fruit crops ? Yery seldom. Last year our fruit 
crop was destroyed ; but that happened right throughout the Colony. Apples and cherries will grow wild 
in that part of the country, and the trees will keep on bearing. Small fruits can also be grown there.
2238. Do you know any other parts of the Colony which are better than the district that you speak 
of? To.
2239—40. Tou look upon your district as an exceptionally good district for cereals and other crops ? Tes ; 
I consider it the garden of the Colony for such crops.
2241. Have you a selection? Tes. There is a good deal of mineral country in the 100,000 acres to which 
I have referred. A lot of men are making comfortable livings there from alluvial mining and by reefing. 
Tin has been found in different parts, and silver has also been found. At the present time that area 
produces no railway traffic; but if we could got a market, about 30,000 or 40,000 acres would produce 
traffic for a railway. I do not think tbe people there are afraid of a day’s work, and they will go in for 
whatever pays them best.
2242. I suppose that with good land and a reliable rainfall farming would bo largely followed ? Harming 
will pay best under any circumstances.

George Godfrey, senr., farmer, Gocup, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. Dick.'] How long have you resided at Gocup ? About thirty years.
Tou have at various times acted as judge on behalf of tho Government at local shows ? Tos.
And you have also taken a prize for model farming ? Tes, on two occasions.
What are the possibilities of the district immediately around Gocup ? I think you can expect that 

double the area now under cultivation will be cultivated if tbe proposed railway is constructed.
2247. What prevents the people from doubling their area now ? We have no market except the Sydney 
market now, and prices are very low, so that those who can do well at other occupations do not bother 
about farming.
2248. Would tbe construction of the proposed railway enable you to compete successfully in the Sydney 
market ? Tes, because we could got our stuff away so much more quickly and cheaply.
2249. What obstacles stand in your way now ? Well, on the far side of my place the roads arc very 
heavy.
2250. Mr. Watson^] Do you mean towards Gundagai? Tes; and I have to pay nearly as much lor 
carriage from there as from Tumut.
2251. Mr. DicA] How far arc you from Gundagai by road ? Thirteen miles.
2252. And from Q’umut? Eight miles.
2253. ^ro the grades against you, going to Gundagai ? Tes; it requires a strong team lo take a load 
from my place to Gundagai.
2254. Even if the proposed railway were constructed you would have 8 miles of road carriage ? Yes; 
but I could do my carting then with a small team.
2255. It would be a decided advantage to you to have the railway extended to Tumut? Tes ; 1 could do 
my own carting then instead of hiring a team.
2256. Mr. Brennan has given us certain figures concerning the land within the parish of Minjary, county 
of Wynyard; but he told us that there were about 5,8 L0 acres, which he was not sure were suitable for 
agriculture. He stated thal you would be able to tell us how muck of his holding would be fit for 
agriculture ? About 1,000 acres.
2257. Is tbe land all of one quality ? To ; some of it is forest land, but a great deal is river frontage.
2258. He told us that in the parish of Minjary there were about 10,668 acres of freehold and conditionally- 
purchased land, of which a certain area was river-frontage land, and suitable for agriculture;—how much 
of that land is suitable for agriculture ? About half of it. A lot of it is low country, and under water at 
times, but it is all good land. Some of. the good soil reaches up on to the high land, but not much.
2259. Is much of it being cultivated now ? Tot of late years.
2260. Can you tell us why that land went out of cultivation? I think it pays them better to graze at the 
present time. The price of produce is low, while carriage rates are high.
2261. Do you think that the construction of the proposed railway will materially alter the present state 
of things ? In years to come, all of that land will be under cultivation. It is all good land.
2262. What is the size of your holding? 2S0 acres.

G. Godfrey, 
scar.

2243.
2244.
2245. 

5 Dec., 1899, 2246.
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2203. How much of it do you cultivate ? Seventy acres, and there arc 70 more ■which ] could cultivate. G. Godfrej, 
22G4', What do you grow chiefly? Wheat, oats, and maize, and 1 have grown tobacco. >
2203. What is tho average yield that you obtain ? From forest land, taking one year with another, Ijggg. 
have obtained from 15 to 20 bushels of wheat. 1 got as much as 25 bushels to the acre when I first broke 
the land up, and as much as 35 bushels from the river land. _
2260. ITow much of your 280 acres is river fiat ? 1 have no river flat myself, but I have rented river-flat
land at G-ocup, . . .
2267. The general tenor of your evidence is that at the present time road carriage is so high that it is
better to use the land for sheep-grazing than for agriculture ? Tes; with the exception of the very rich 
land. - _ ,
2268. And you say that, if tho railway were extended to Tumut, land which has been under cultivation m
years past would again be put under the plough ? Yes; and I think, too, that a great deal of new laud 
would be cultivated. ^
2269. CAnirmnn.] Does your land extend as far as the Gilmore Creek ? iso. _ ,
2270. Is it exceptionally good land ? I7o, it is only middling forest laud. There are some little flats in 
it which were formerly covered with ti-tree, and they are very good. Ihe low land is all good land for 
maize-growing, especially in dry seasons ; but in wet seasons the forest land is generally the best for wheat.
2271. Do they crop their land continuously or do they occasionally rest it ? I crop my land continuously, 
but I change tbe crops. 1 do not put in the same crop every year.
2272. How many flour-mills are there in the Tumut district ? Two.
2273. One a water mill and the other a steam mill ? Yes,
2274. Have there ever been more ? Yes ; there used to be another mill on the Gilmore.
2275. Why was it discontinued ? I could not tell you. In oldcu times they used to send a great deal of
flour out of Tumut, but this has all been cut off now, _
2276. Have you been here very long ? I have been thirty years where I am living now.
2277. Notwithstanding the difficulties attending farming in this district, as a rule have the farmers been 
successful ? Well, in my own ease, I have just about made a living for myself and my family.
2278. I suppose you have always sold your produce locally ? At one time I used to sell horse-feed a good
deal by the road-side. That was when the leams used to travel to Goulburn, but now I cannot do that, 
and therefore I do not grow so much hay. J generally sell my produce in Tumut now, though I sell some 
of it in Gundagai. _ ...
2279. Is your acreage sufficient for a man to make a living upon ? 1 have made a living upon it by 
following agriculture and by running a few cattle and sheep.
22S0, Is yours rented land ? No : it is conditionally-purchased land. _ _
2281. Do you think the fact that the land round Tumut is largely owned by private owners is likely to
prevent it from being extensively cultivated? I do not think so. 1 think that if people could get a 
market for their produce they would he willing to rent land, though the rents are pretty high.
2282. A man could get more by leasing bis land for agricultural purposes than hy running sheep upon
it? I think he could get more for rich flat land. _
2283. Could a farmer afford to pay £1 an acre for rented land ? Well, they do pay as much as that in
some cases. i
2284. Is it not rather a heavy rent? I should think so if I had to pay it.
2285. Especially when, in addition, there are cartage charges to pay? Yes. _ There is 4d, a bushel for 
cartage aud the price of tho bags, so that when you have paid your rent there is not much left.
2286. In some of the large agricultural districts near Sydney they pay much higher rentals than £1 an 
acre for flat land? Yes; but there they are close to market.
2287. Mr. JVntson.'] What have you lo pay to Henri yonr wheat and of her produce from Gocup to Tumut ?
] always bring it iu myself, _
2288. And do you convey your own produce to Gundagai? No; I pay Is. a bag to have it taken to
Gundagai. It requires a strong team to take produce to Guudagai, and if you are sending produce away 
by train you must send is by the truck-load iu order to get the cheap freight. _
2289. H the proposed railway were constructed it would cost 3s. Gd. a ton to convey wheat by train from 
Tumut to Gundagai;—that being so, would you bring your wheat to Tumut ? Yes ; because I could not 
send it to Gundagai for as little as 3s. Od. a ton.

Patrick Halloran, farmer, Flowering, sworn, and examined:—
2290. Chairman.'] Flowering is 9 miles from Tumut, in a southerly direction ? Yes, p. Halloran,
2291. I understand that you have a statement to make to the Committee? Yes. My statement refers to ^
an area of land extending for 5 or 6 milos along the river frontage, and running back for a distance of 4 or 6 Dec., 18tf9. 
5 miles. In that area thoro are about seven settlers, aud the area of land suitable for cultivation but not
now used for that purpose would amount to : Corn land, 105 acres ; and land suitable for wheat and oats or 
oats alone, about SuO acres. Tho approximate yield of grain aud other produce per acre on land cultivated 
during the last few years lias been : Wheat, 20 bushels ; and corn, 47 bushels. Some farmers have grown 
crop after crop on the same land for thirty-five years, and the land lias yielded 50 bushels of corn to the 
acre, two crops yielding as much as 50 and 70 bushels to the acre, by ploughing 8 or 9 inches deep. If all 
land were cultivated properly, tbe average yield would be 70 or 75 bushels to the aero. The area of land 
suitable only for pastoral pursuits is 2,601 acres, and it is capable of carrying one head of cattle to 4 acres.
The timber in the district comprises gum, box, stringy-bark, and mountain ash, close in ; and a little 
further back, there are thousands of acres covered with mountain ash, messmate, stringy-bark, and white 
gum, the mountain ash running 60 and 70 feet without a branch. This bolt extends from Micalong 
right through Gobragandra, Flowering, and Y'arrangobilly, to within R or 9 miles of Kiandra. Straw
berries, gooseberries, raspberries, mulberries, blackberries, cherries, plums, apricots, peaches, nectarines, 
almonds, walnuts, apples, melons—water, pic, and rock—passion-fruit, pears, quinces, oranges, lemons, 
loquats, pomegranates, and grapes, will thrive in the district, and 329 acres of land arc likely to be 
planted with fruit-trees if the railway is constructed. Hundreds of tons of pie-melons grow wild, and are 
allowed to rot in the paddocks because wo have no railway. Our fruit lasts all the year round, and when 
the Batlow and Tumut apples aro gone we have oranges, lemons, and early cherries. Copper and other 

7—51 minerals
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P. Halloran. minerals are known to exist in the district, but they have never been worked. Pumpkins grow well
5 D™ ̂  i«'<. 'iaoa& corn. If the railway were constructed, about 1,470 pigs would be reared. Hops grew well on

cc,> ' the flats when they were tried some years ago, but the district is too far away from the railway to make 
the industry profitable. Vegetables such as potatoes, onions, peas, beaus, carrots, turnips, parsnips, 
pumpkins, vegetable marrows, cauliflowers and cabbages do well. A great quantity of chaff would be sent 
away if there were a railway, but, owing to the long distance to the station, the cartage takes away one-third 
of tlie profit. At present there is no encouragement offered to the farmers to break up more ground, 
Sugar-beet was planted here some years ago, and it did remarkably well. If we had a railway here, we 
could get our reapers and binders to work, and save the straw which is now destroyed. About IS cwt. of
straw could be saved on every acre of wheat-land. There are three or four firms in Tumut who buy grain,
and then they hire all the available teams to carry it to Gfundagai, so that if tbe farmers did not sell to them 
theyw'ould have to wait three or four months before they could have their produce carried to the railway 
station. ’
2292. If the railway came nearer you could do your own carting? Yes. At the present time you can 
only take two truck-loads a week from Blowering to Gundagai.
229;3, If there were a railway, how many people w-ould settle upon the area that you speak of?
1 suppose that there is room for half a dozen farmers there, supposing they went in for wheat
growing. I do not know- how many acres of orchard are necessary to keop a man ; hut fruit-trees will 
yield as well in that district as in any part of the Colony.
2191. Do you think that 50 acres would keep a man ? 1 think so. Fifty acres of wheat-land would keep 
a man, though he would not make a rich living on that area. Until lately none of the high ground, lias 
boon broken up, because it was considered unsuitable for farming ; but, of recent years, they have found 
that wheat grows better there than on the river flats, and isjess likely to be affected with rust.
2 95. How is the country occupied now ? It is used for grazing.
2290, AVould it be available for farming if the proposed railway' were made ? Yes. Ic belongs to various 
owners.
2297. Have your neighbours slated that with better access to market they would go in for farming in 
preference to other occupations ? Yes ; and they have been very cautions in tho statements they have 
made, because they aro afraid of having their laud tax increased. They have not made things appear 
belter than they really are.

WEDNESDAY, 6 DECEMBER, 1899.
[Tim Committee met at the Court-house, Tumut, at 10 a.m.]

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH T'EICKETT (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Likuesay Crawford SnErHEBD. John Christian Watson. Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Eorert Henry Levj.uk, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaihvay from
dundagai to Tumut.

Samuel Gordon, farmer, grazier, and dairyman, Gocup, sworn, and examined:—
S. Gordon. 2298. Chairman.] How many miles do you live from Tumut? Six miles out, ou the marked tree line.
/-—*—2299. How much land do you hold? 2,900 acres.

6 Dee., 1SR9. 2300. How many sheep do you run ? I have no sheep.
2301. How many cattle have you ? 300 head.
2302. And how many horses? Sixty head.
2303. How much land do you cultivate? I cultivate 290 acres myself, aud on the halves system, and I
rent 390 acres. ”
2304. What is the character of your land? It is alluvial flat land.
2305. What crops do you got? I get from 35 to 40 bushels of corn to the acre, and about 25 bushels of 
wheat to the acre for 250 acres. 1 have also 15 acres under oats.
230G. Where is your market? I sell my produce locally, but it ultimately goes to Sydney. It is taken 
to Gundagai by team, along the marked free line.
2307. What do you pay for carriage?. About £1 a ton.
230S. That is for the 16 miles from your place to Gundagai ? Yes.
2309. That is pretty high? They will not lake it for less. ■
2310. Is that because the road is so hilly ? Yes; it is a heavy road.
2311. If the proposed railway were made, I suppose you would send your produce back to Tumut, aud 
consign it from there ? I intend to go into dairying altogether.
2312. But would it not suit you better to grow crops upon your rich land? Ko; dairying would be 
better. J. would use that land for grass.
2313. I suppose you could feed a large number of cattle upon those paddocks ? On tbe rich land you 
could run a beast fo 2 acres. There are 1,300 acres of alluvial laud, and 800 acres of ordinary forest 
country. I have more forest country on the other side of the road.
2314. Do niany other people intend to convert their cultivated land into paddocks? Xo, I do not think so.
2315. If the district is going to be used chiefly for dairying, it will very much diminish the railway traffic ? 
"Well, I speak only for myself, 1 cannot speak for anyone else.
2316. What do you get for the land you lease? Thirty-shillings an acre. ■
2317. That is for the rich land? Yes.
2318. Can a farmer ftakc a living when he has to pay so high a rental as that ? Yes, he can do so easily.
2319. 'What is the area of each farm ? I have leasecl out 290 acres. The size of the farms runs from 33
to 40, 50, and GO acres. ■
2320. Are all your tenants making a living by the cultivation of the land ? Yes, by growing maize and
tobacco. They aro Chinese. '
2321. All of them ? 'Yes; though I am working some of my ground upon the halves system with European
labour. " 2322.
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2322. I understatid that the tobacco crop has not been satisfactory lately ;—is that because the tobacco ^Gordon,
grown is not of a kind that is cared for? Yes, „'7T~f jTqq
2323. Then we may regard the tobacco-growing industry as one that is likely to collape? Yes, unless they p >
grow a better quality of tobacco. ' _
2324. The production of corn has gone down;—is not that rather strange, seeing that the Tumut corn, has 
such a good reputation ? I believe that it fetches Id, a bushel more than other corn; but the cost of 
carriage prevents our fanners from competing satisfactorily with the farmers in other places.
232.;. If the proposed railway were made, would the farmers in your localify bring their produce to 
Tumut and consign it from there, instead of sending it to Gundagai ? 1 think so.
232f>, It would not cost anything like £1 a ton to do that? No.
2327. Is there a large area of agricultural land available for small holders ? "Well, I have moved very 
little about the district,
2323. Some of those who are opposed to tho construction of the proposed railway say that the land round 
about Tumut is all held by large landed proprietors, who let to the farmers ;—is that a fact? I do not 
think so. I have been in the district fifteen years, and I let my first leases for periods of ten years, but, 
d tiring tho last five years, I have given only annual leases, because I intend to resume-the land, and to put 
it under grass,
2320. Dairying is rather a new industry here ? I have been engaged in it for ten years.
2330. Where have you sent your produce? To Tumut, .Adelong, and Gundagai, and now! send to 
Sydney as well.
2331. Do you make a fair profit by sending to Sydney despite all the charges you have lo pay? Yes, a 
fair profit.
2332. .Are there many others who send milk aud butter to Sydney? I do not know. '

Hamlyn Lavicount Harris, land-owner, Tumut Plains, sworn, and examined :—
2333. Jlir. Dick.] "What is the acreage of your holding? The original acreage of the properly was n. L. Harris.
2.;,000 acres. ,—
2334. Will you tell us how much of that land is alluvial land, how much is forest land capable of cultiva- (1 Dec., 189!). 
lion, and how much is grazing land,? There are about 3,000 acres of alluvial land, about 10,000 acres of
forest land capable of cultivation, and about 8,000 acres of grazing land. _
233i). y\t tbe present time, bow much land have you under cultivation ? I have tenants in occupation of
a little over 1,100 acres.
2330. Then the whole of your alluvial land is not under cultivation ? No.
2337. Can you tell us what rent yon receive, and how your tenants get on ? I receive from £1 to 3,js. 
an acre for the alluvial land.
2338. "What is tho average size of the holdings ? About 40 acres. _
2339. Is that enough for a man to make a living upon ? Yes, Some of them have only 20 acres, while 
others have as much as GO and 70 acres.
2340. What is the main crop ? Maize and wheat.
2341. And tobacco ? Yes. In past years a great deal of tobacco was grown, but there has not been so
much grown during the last two or three years.
2342. Where is the produce disposed of? Most of it locally; but tho maize and the wheat go lo ■
Sydney,
2313. If tho proposed railway were constructed, would you lease out the remainder of your alluvial land,
or place it under cultivation yourself ? Yes; the greater part of it. _
2314, Do you think that you arc handicapped now by the cost of cartage from your place to Gundagai ?
Yes.
2345. Have you been gradually extending the area under crop, or have you continued to cultivate the 
same area fora long time? I have cultivated the same area for some time, though during tho last two or 
throe years I have let small extra areas. '
234G. Is any of your land let on the halves system ? No.
2347. What land do you cultivate yourself ? I only grow a few acres of hay for my own use.
2348. What stock do you run on your estate? J have about 1,200 head of cattle, and about 100 horses.
2349. Any sheep ? No,
2350. Do you think that the development of your holding has manifestly boon retarded hy the want of 
railway communication to Tumut? I am sure it has.
2351. Is tho 10,000 acres of forest land such that it could be easily cleared ? Pretty easily. The timber is 
not very heavy.
2352. Has any of it been rung ? Yes; about 5,000 acres of it.
2358. If the proposed railway were made, could that land profitably be put under cultivation ? Yes ; it 
is all wheat-growing land.
2354. How many acres of forest land would be required to give a man a decent living for his family ? I 
think about 100 acres.
2355. What would it cost to clear that land in its present state ? £1 an aero. •
2350. On how little alluvial land could a man make a living—on 50 acres ? A man could make a living 
upon a smaller area than that. Piffcy acres would make rather a large farm. The oldest tenant on my 
place has 50 acres of land, for which he has paid £1 an acre during thirty-seven years. He has reared a 
family of sixteen children upon it, and he has obtained as much as 3,500 bushels of corn and 12 tons of 
potatoes a year from it. Not only has he reared a family, aud brought np his child fen to bo useful citizens, 
but he has also purchased a freehold of 586 acres between Tumut and Gundagai.
2357. On your statements, the alluvial and forest land would provide accommodation for 100 families ?
Yos.
2358. Do you think that tho only thing that prevents an increase of settlement is tho long road carriage 
to Gundagai ? Yes.
2359. Is your land supposed to be rich land ? I think that it is; but the land on the Gilmore is also very rich,
2360. Do you kuow of many other patches of land of a fair size of equal richness ? Yes, a good many.

23G1.

1
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11. L. Harm. 2361. At the pi'esent time is it under cultivation or out of cultivation ? A i^ood deal of it is under cultivation, 
fi !)«• ih')4 ^10 r'Ter ^or ^ miles from Tumut thore is similar land, and a tiood deal of it is under cultivation.

> ■ 23(52, What is the average width of the alluvial flats up the river? , d think about a mile.
23(53. And in each case is there rising forest land before you come to the hilly country ? Yos.
23(14'. Land fit for agriculture ? Tes, undulating ridges. "
23(55. What would that make the total average width of arable land up the river ? About 3 miles.
23(5(5. Is their any other information which you can supply to tbe Committee ? The district is very 
suitable for fruit-growing. ’
23G7. Is tho alluvial land, the forest laud, or the high land most suitable lor fruit-growing? I think the 
high ridges arc the best. "
23(58. Do tbe fruit-trees frequently suft'er from frosts ? Isot frequently.
23(50. Has the frost during tho present year been exceptional ? i do not remember such a frost having 
occurred before, and 1 have been here thirty-seven years.
23/0. Which route do you think would serve tho district best ? J think tbe route via Adelong. Adelong 
is an important mining centre, and I thiuk tbe population along that route is larger tbau on the other 
route.
2371. Is there a larger area of land to be served there ? I think so.

Rowland Mansfield Shelley, grazier, Tumut Plains, sworn, and examined :—
R. M. Shelley. 2372. Mr, Wa/xov.'] Have you been long in tho district? I was born in the district, within half a mile 

of where I am now living.
6 Dec., 1899. 2373. H has been suggested that a line from Coolac, coming along tho Tumut Yalley, would give a better 

conueetion with Tumut than tho proposed extension from Gundagai;—what do you think of the proposal? 
I hat line would suits great many better than the proposed line, but if we are to consider the whole 
population to be benefited, I would sav, “Take tho railway via Adelonm’1 and I have already voted for that proposal. ' '
ij/d. You think that that is the line which is most likely to give a return for the money invested ? I 
deblocking at other facts which will back it up in the future.
2375. Do you think that the construction of the proposed lino will lead to the cultivation of a much 
larger area of land than is now being cultivated ? Yes, a considerably larger area. The population will 
increase considerably, and more land will he cultivated. ’
23/6. In wbat portion of the district do you think the increase of population will bo most noticeable ? 
TV ell, to the south there are large areas of country which are now leased by tbe Government as snow 
leases ; but if tbe railway came to Tumut, and sheep could be brought more quickly to that land, its 
value would be considerably enhanced, and it would be cut up, am! would support a large population. 
Then all over the eastern and southern hills adjacent to Tumut tho population would increase, because 
the soil is suitable for growing anything.
2377. ̂ "Would the land now let out in snow leases be suitable for agriculture? It would be suitable for 
dairying and for the growing of hay.
2378. Will they be able to grow enough hay there to support cattle during the winter months? Yes, quite sufficient.
2379. Tou are aware that the bringing of sheep by rail info the district to obtain summer pasture was 
quite a new experience last year ‘3 iS'o; the railway to G-undagni was used for that purpose before last vear.
2380. Ulr. Harper told us that last year was the first in which any number of starving abeep worth
speaking of were carried by the railways? Tes; it was the first year that any large number was 
brought. J J ft
23SI. The probability is that in ordinary seasons stock coming from the lower levels to the mountainous 
country would be travelled along the stock routes ? If the railway were extended to Tumut, a larger 
number of stock would come here, because their Jives could be preserved with more certainty. At the 
present time the sheep come here in Xovember or December, but instead of being able to stay up in tho 
mountains until the first fall of snow takes place, they have to rush away before their time is really up,
2382. But would it pay to send sheep by railway if there were grass on the stock routes? The grass on 
the stock routes is eaten down by the first few flocks.
2383. The evidence of tho Railway Commissioners points to the fact that owners prefer to use the stock 
routes ? That was before they had experience of tho railway.
2384. The experience is that sheep-owners prefer to travel store and breeding sheep along the stock 
routes rather than send them by train ;—why should things bo different in this district ? The squatters 
down Riverina, anticipating the fall of rain, wait until their sheep got very weak before sending them 
away. Grass will grow in lliverina in twenty-four hours, if there is a fall of rain; and therefore the 
squatters there keep their sheep back till the last minute, and by that time they have become too weak 
to travel, and must use the railway.
2385. Would you regard Humula as within the influence of the proposed railway ? The upper portion. 
Up towards Bago the county would be within the influence of the proposed railway. The traflic from 
a large part of that country which now goes towards G-ermanton would come to the proposed railway at Adelong Crossing.
2386. Have youany information to give us with regard to the mining operations of tbo district? Ho, I
have not bad much experience ol mining, though m tins district we live in the midst of an immense 
number of mines, and, as population increases, men of experience will come here who will know the 
worth of them. I would point out that the Tumut district is never known to suffer from drought; we aro 
always able to obtain enough water. Our rivers and our main back creeks are never known to be dry, 
and we have always bad sufficient quantity of grass for our stock. Jf in a dry season one crop has not 
matured, other crops have made up for it, because we do not confine ourselves to one crop, and we can 
grow anything here. There is no betfer place in the Colony for fiuit-growiug. All round Batlow, tbe 
further you go up the bills the betfer the soil is for fruit-growing. All English fruits will grow in tbe 
district. This district is a sanitarium, and if it were brought within quick access of Svdnev it would be 
a boon to tbe Colony generally. * ^

2387.
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23S7. There is mountainous country nearer to Sydney than the Tumut district? Well, there can be no R-M.Shelley, 
doubt that we are heavily handicapped in regard to the carriage of our produce. We have to pay exactly '7r7A~isuQ 
what the carriers charge us—from *id. to 7d. a bushel for uiai/.c. About twelve years ago I had as fine a t5C'’ ‘
dairy as any man could have ; burl discontinued it after three years, because I found that my produce 
would have to be taken to Gundagai at night, or the cheese would run all over the place in grease in hot 
weather.
23SS. You pay ]Gs. 8d. a ton to send your maize to Gundagai. P Yes; but when the market is up in Sydney 
we cannot compete, because we cannot obtain a sufiicient number of carriers to get our stuff away iu 
time. The high prices only last for about a month, and in that time not more than a fourth or an eighth 
ot our produce can be sent away, and then we have to hold the remainder until next year, or take a lower 
price. Any number of people round here would go in for pig-roaring if the proposed railway were 
made, because it would be possible to send away a few animals at a time. So with calves. X would often 
send calves away if I could get my neighbours to join me in making-up a truck-load ; but it is not practi
cable when we have to scud to Gundagai.
2389. Do you intend to store your maize hero so as to be able to take advautage of any rise in the 
market, or will you allow it to take its chance ? We would be ready to chance the market, because a 
railway would make a saving of 3d. or 4d. a bushel in the cost of carriage straight away.
2390. With regard to goods coming here, there would be no reduction upon the present rates;—under 
those circumstances do you think the carriers will compete with the railway ? No ; I am sure that they 
would not try to do so.
2331, The carriers got £L a ton now, and the railway rates would be 19s. 3d. a ton;—why would not the 
carriers compete under those circumstances ? A great many of the carriers are farmers, and they would 
farm more of their land if the proposed railway were made. ’
2392. And coosequently would not have so much time for carrying? No.
2393. Is there not a period of the year when the farmers have no other occupation for their horses ? A
certain number of them would perhaps discontinue carrying altogether. Of course, they would have a 
certain amount of employment in bringing produce to the railway at Tumut. Ttound about Datlow, 
potatoes as good as those grown at Warrnambool can be grown, and they would he brought to the rail
way. Then, too, there would be a large timber trade. ‘
2391’. The Commissioners anticipate a loss of £4',27l a year upon the working of the proposed line;—do 
you think that the people here would be prepared to guarantee a portion of that loss? 1 do not think so.
2393, "Would it not bo worth their while to do so ? I do not think there would be any loss,
2390. In that case it would be a safe thing to givo the guarantee ? I think the Works Committee have 
said that they hardly expect any line to pay at first.
2397. The question is, when tho loss is a large one, will the people in the district bo prepared to guarantee 
a portion of it? J would not undertake to answer your question until a public mooting had been bold to 
consider the subject. If those present at such a meeting agreed to gne a guarantee, probably I should 
do so.
2398. Mr. Harper estimates that 1,009 bales of wool would be carried on tho proposed railway do you 
think that that is an uuder-estimatc? Yos, it is considerably under tho mark. People have not been 
going in for many sheep hero until recently; but now they sec that sheep will pay well, and they are 
going in more for sheep than formerly.
2399. M-t, Xeiuera,] If you were within a short distance of tho railway xou could send away calves and
pigs without loss or deterioration ? Yes ; and wc should save three days’ travelling. ,
2490. Mr. Watsm.'] What proportion of the country between Gundagai and Adelong is fit for 
agriculture ? There is a large area of country between Adelong Creek aud Mount Horeb which is fit for 
agriculture. A lot of the laud through which the railway would, pass is undulating country, and would 
be suitable for wheat. People are beginning to see now that the flat land is too strong for wheat, and 
that it grows better on the undulating land, and now they aro clearing their higher land and are using 
their flat lands for crops other than wheat.
2401, Is much of the land you speak of more in the direction of Gundagai ? All through the Mount 
Horeb country and the Gadara country there is good land.
2102. Where docs that country commence ? It extends from the Adelong Crossing-place right through to the Gilmore. B o h o =
2403. A lot of the forest land you speak of is within 8 or 10 miles of the existing railway;—why, then, has 
it not been put under wheat ? It makes a wonderful difference to a man if the railway runs right through 
his property instead of being o miles distant.
2404. But we have been led to understand that if the railway wore brought to Tumut the land between 
15 and. 20 miles of Tumut would be cultivated, and yet we find the land within a few miles of Gundagai 
uncultivated ? I think that is due to want of energy.
2405. If the country beyond Tumut is allowed to remain in the same state as the country between 
Gundagai and Tumut, we cannot hope for much increase in tho railway traflic ? The people about Tumut 
aro more pushing than the people about Gundagai. GuTidagai has always borne the name of Slocpy 
Hollow, and when the people there were trying to obtain the railway they referred to the'existcncc of the 
rich valley of the Tumut in support of their application. I consider that in ten years tho population here 
will he three times as much as it is now.
2409. Mr. Aeiufin.] In that case a great deal of merchandise will be brought here ? Yes.
240/. iHi*. Wai$on.~\ Do you think that the fact that the rainfall south of Tumut is much greater than 
immediately south of Gundagai would give more encouragement to the prosecution of agriculture there ?
Yes.
2408. The rainfall increases rapidly as you go south ? Yes ; of course the rainfall south of Gundagai is 
very good. The rainfall throughout all this part of the country is good. Ten miles from here you get 
another 9 or 7 inches however.
2409. Of course, wit h a greater rainfall there would he greater production? Yes j if the proposed railway 
wore made, part nf the money now spent on existing roads could be spent in giving access to the fruit
growing country on the high lands. There is plenty of good land to the east of Tumut, although the 
couniry there is mountainous. In the valleys there is plenty of land which is fit for growing anything.

Arthur
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Arthur Bannerinan-Gravos, miner, Micalong, sworn, and examined :—
A. 2410, J/k Shepherd.] How far arc you from Tumut. ? About 22 miles east-north-east. _

aflne«|in I understand that you have a statement to mate io the Committee ? Yes. The areas of land in
T ' this district suitable for cultivation arc too vast to admit of accurate estimate, but 20,000 acres would be

6 Dee., 18B9. somewhat near the mark. From that land the production of 20 bushels of wheat and 25 bushels ol: oats 
per acre might be looked for. There are thousands of acres of land which, if properly cultivated, would 
yield magnificent crops of almost every variety of English grasses—lucerne, clover, rye grasses, rib grass, 
trefoil, &c., or wheat, oats, barley, rye, and cereals generally. Potatoes, turnips, peas, beans, khol-rabi, 
rape, carrots, mangel-wurzel, Ac., would also do well. All this ground is new unused for want of 
suitable means of transit to market. The soil, in a great measure, is of volcanic origin. There arc also 
some 80,000 acres of grazing land, 2 of which will carry a sheep and 10 will carry a bullock. During 
the late drought the capabilities of the Alpin Banges and slopes underwent a very severe tost; with most 
gratifying results. Vast belts of valuable timber exist at Nottingham Forest, parish of Napier, on Iho 
Micalong lianges, Coolemau, and for many miles south of the Micalong, abounding, with splendid timber 
—mountain ash, messmate, and stringybark, most of which grows on excellent soil of volcanic origin. 
Fruit-trees grow luxuriantly in the district; apples, pears, plums, cherries, grapes, gooseberries, black and 
red currants, peaches, &c., all doing well. The fruit grown in the mountain regions is much superior to 
that grown on low lands—the latter is of too spongy a nature for transit, is easily bruised, and will not 
keep. Fruit of every description grown in the mountain ranges, or adjoining thereto, is much more solid, 
not so readily bruised, and will therefore bear more knocking about ou transit. In fact, fruit grown, in 

■ these regions bear a remarkable resemblance to English fruit. I know of no district so admirably
for growing high-class fruit. A\rant of communication is the chief drawback. Wc have splendid soil for 
the purpose, and plenty of room. Minerals are abundant in the district, but are undeveloped, there being 
no suitable outlet; Gundagai, tbo nearest railway station, being too far away. 1 was extensively engaged 
in chrome-mining, but I could not make it pay because of the heavy cartage—11s. to IGs. a ton. Both 
hematite and magnetic iron are abundant, and gold, copper, lead, silver, and. tin exist in largo quantities, 
hut the deposit has not been developed. The unalienated land in the district has been estimated at
100,000 .acres. , ,
2412. 'What experience have you had in fruit-growing? I have hud a great deal of experience from time
to time. , .
2413. ]n this locality? I have not grown much fruit in this locality, though I have seen it growing here.
2414. How is it that to-day, in Tumut, one cannot buy a pound of locally-grown fruit? I cannot say. .
2415. Is the district of which you speak so superior to Tumut that fruit can ho grown there when it 
cannot be grown here? It is in every sense equally good country, and lor apple-growing probably 
superior country ; but the fruit industry has not been developed there for want .of an outlet.
24LG. Tumut has been settled for a very long time, so that they must have had time to test the capabilities 
of the soil ? In the neighbourhood of Tumut fruit is grown to a considerable extent.
2117. Is there any cultivation at all at Micalong ? Yes.
2118. Is tliere much alienated land there ? Not very much. . ...
2419. What area of land is under cultivation at Micalong ? There is not much land under cultivation 
there at the present time. What is cultivated is in small patches. There may be 300 or 400 acres under 
cultivation.
2420. Chiefly under wheat, I suppose? Yes. . ,
2421. What area of land would be under fruit? Yery little. At tbe present time the only orchards
there are small orchards to provide fruit for home consumption. . ,
2422. AVhat area of laud is there under cultivation at Hondo ? There is very little land under fruit 

’ there. I have spoken of the capabilities of the countrv, not of its production. The orchards there are
simply for home use, because at the present time it is useless to grow fruit for market there..
2123. Where have you had experience in fruit-growing ? In the old country, and in the neighbourhood 
of Parramatta. , . , .
2424. And you have come to the conclusion that the districts you speak of are suitaolc for fruit-growing r 
Most decidedly.
2425. Do you feel satisfied that there is valuable mineral land in the area you have spoken of? Yes.
212G. Has any work been done there? Ales ; I sent some chrome to the old country, aud it was of tho 
highest grade ever introduced there. _ _ .
2127. Can you toll us what industry is likely to develop sufficiently to furnish traffic to the railway withm 
two or three years of its opening? The construction of the railway would induce closer settlement, and 
the whole of the Argalong country is so suitable for agriculture that I think it would be. taken np in small 
holdings, aud people there would grow more produce. Then, too, the mineral production would be very 
much increased, even in the first year. I myself would endeavour to do something iu that direction. 
242S. Is there plenty of water there for mining purposes ? A never failing supply.
2429. Aud plenty of timber? Yes, and every requisite. There is an immense quantity of valuable
timber there, and it would be brought to market if there were a railway. The taking out of the timber 
would clear the land, and it would then come under cultivation. . _
2430. Chairman.'] How far is Micalong from the Gundagai railway station at the present time? About

, 40 miles. .
2431. AVould the traffic from that district come to Tumut if the proposed railway were made ? Yes, the 
whole of it.
2432. Because of the had roads on the other route? Yes. .
2433. Mr. Watsond] Is this the season for the kind of fruit that grows in the district you have mentioned .
Yes; the fruit is just coming forward. , ,
2434. AVould it be on tbe market at the present time, or a little later P A little later. Cherries come in
about Christmas time, gooseberries about the same time, and plums very much.later. . .
2435. I suppose that is why the market is bare of local fruit at the present time ? Yes; it is too early 
for fruit here now.

Daniel
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]). L, Hcrliliy.
Daniel Lane Herlihy, miner and grazier, Argalong, sworn, and examined:—

2136. Mr. Zecidn.] How long liavo you been living in tliis district? All my life.
2437. Where is your holding ? fourteen miles due east of Tumut.
2438. How many acres have you tliere? I am working in conjunction with my brother, and wo have*’ '^ec,’ 
some 15,000 acres altogether, including leased land.
2439. That is including annually leased land ? Annual leases, C.L.’s, and C.P.’s.
2410. "What stock do you run ? During the last few years we have been leasing our land, and wc havo. 
been running only about twenty-five head of horses and a hundred head of cattle.
2141. Dave you any sheep of your own? Not. now. We have been leasing our countrv to Riverina 
people. . ^
2442. Does that pay you better ? Not now, but when wool was very low it did,
2443. If you had known of a rise of the price of wool you would have been running sheep of your own ?
Yes ; we are intending to stock this year.
2444. What do yon get for your land when you lease it? From £75 to £100 for every 1,000 sheep 
named; that is what we get for the frontage country.
2445. And what do you get for the back country ? From £35 to £40 a thousand sheep.
2446. ̂ Did the Railway Commissioners or any other officials come to you for information when they were 
compiling their estimate of the probable traffic? I understand tliat the Railway Commissioners came 
here, but they made a very short visit. They did not go into details, because, if they had done so, they 
would have altogether a different tale to tell. They saw nothing of the district, except the country they passed through.
2447. Did you hear of any inquiries being made amongst your neighbours ? No.
2448. An inquiry such as the Committee are now making would have boon more conducive to the 
obtaining of proper information ? Yes. I think that is what wc are entitled to.
2449. You think that if the Commissioners had made proper inquiries their estimate of traffic would have 
been much larger, and the deficiency that they speak of would have been much less ? I consider that if 
they had gone into the matter thoroughly they would have known that their estimate was quite an absurd 
one. They did not give any credit at all to the natural resources of the district.
2450. How many sheep to the acre does your frontage land carry ? The improved frontage land would 
carry just a fraction over a sheep to the acre,
2451. And tho back land? A sheep to 3 or 4 acres.
2452. What is your opinion as to tho capabilities of the district ? I think that this is one of the finest 
districts in New South Wales, as regards climate, and agricultural, pastoral, and mineral resources.
2453. Have you any land under cultivation ? Only a small area.
2154. How much ? Only for our own use. We have a very bad road, so that we cannot even get to Tumut very easily.
2455. 1 suppose you only grow enough to feed your own stock? Wc do not send produce,
2456. Have you done anything in mining at your place ?
done in the immediate vicinity. "
245/. Is there much tin there ? Not a very great quantity.
2458. Arc there many tin-mines open there ? There has never been any prospecting to speak of there, 
except what is now going on. There is a good deal of tin associated with the alluvial gold on all the creeks.
_4.i9. lint not iu payable quantities? Yes; payable from a miner’s point of view. ‘
2460. What about the gold? A. number of reefs were sunk upon during the boom time, thirty-seven 
years ago, but tbe influx of water was so great that the miners were forced to withdraw. Of course, at that 
tune it was more difficult than it is now to get proper pumping machinery.
2461. Are there any alluvial workings there ? Yes. °

2462. How do they pan out? The men have done very well, but the alluvial workings now are pretty 
well worked out, and require heavy pumping machinery. There is one firm which is negotiating for a 
dredge to work some of the alluvial ground immediately below the reefs, and a couple of companies 
intend to work the reefs down to a greater depth, and are obtaining machinery to enable them to contend 
with the difficulties that they will have to meet.
2463. Where does the stock that is placed upon your land come from ? From Riverina.
2464. Does it come by train, or travel by road ? About half the stock came by road, and the other half 
by tram to Gundagai.
w5;i ^ the St°ck itl katl condition when it came ? Yes; we had a difficulty to get it on to the run 
but the sheep went away very much better than they came. I got a very good reference from Mr. R. It! 
Clayton, who was thoroughly satisfied with the condition of his sheep, and considered that our countrv was equal to any of the hill country, “
24{;6. What is the rainfall at your place ? I think we have between 36 and 40 inches 
further back, at the top end oi Argalong, there is a rainfall of about 50 inches.
2467. Have you ever been short of feed? Only through overstocking.
2468. Do you know anything about the capacity of that country for fruit-growing ? We have a small 
orchard and the trees there do very well. Our countrv seems to be admirably adapted for fruit and 
those who have orchards thore can grow fruit which is equal to, if not superior to, tho fruit nrown in anv 
part of the fuinut district, or, in fact, in any part of New South Wales.
2109. What kind of limber is there ? Mountain ash, stringybark, and messmate.
24/0. Is it all good timber? Excellent timber.
jnoko.? muejl llsed ? There is one saw-mill at work there, but it is loo ffvr from market. In 1894 
£12,336 worth of chrome was taken from the Gundagai district. Chrome is worth about £3 2s a ton 
so that it can only be worked within a certain radius of a railway station ; but the same matrix of chrome 

toxists right through to the Tumut River, Robb’s Hole, and out that wav. If the railway were extended
-1° th<: chromf mdustry would be a very important one. Chrome is known to exist alone theLittle River in very large quantities. 6
2472. Ami what is tho quality of it ? The quality is pretty good. Our iron resources are also very 
important. On tho table-land country near Yarrangobilly tliere is an enormous deposit of iron, and on 
tbe Cooleman Elam there are about 30 square miles of limestone country, and large ferruginous masses

' all

away a pound of 
A good deal of gold and tin mining is being

at this end, but,
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D, L.Herlihy. a]] 0ver that couiilrv. At one place I estimated that there were half a million tons available, practically 
within Mpht, while gold, silver, lead, and copper are to be iouud almost in the same vicinity,
2-17:3. How far away is that district ? It is equi-distant from Queanbeyan, Cooma, and Gundagai. 
following statement gives the result of several assays which I have had made:

6 Dec,, 1809. ■ The

No.
1. Galena, Go per cent,
2. Garb, and silica, 10

Awayt of Ores. 
oz. dwt. i1rrd.

lead ;

Silver lead

)■
S.

m
20
24
20
Gd

silver, 27
9

i> a 
„ 10 
„ * 
„ 'I 
„ to

10
5; 

20
19;

*■»O
13
17

trace of copper; gold trace, under 2 dwt. 

slight trace of copper.

Sample taken from Sl-ft. (wide) reef, 304 per cent, lead; silver, 11 oz. 19 dwt. 13 grs. ; strong trace of 
copper ; trace of gold.

9n. Mudstone (not reef).
9b. Silica and copper in it, taken from reef .35 ft. wide, 11 oz. 19 dwt. 13 grs. of silvei.

10. Sulphate of lime, indication of lead ; silver, 1 oz. 1 dwt. 9 grs.
11. Iron gossan, slight indication of silver.
12. Iron gossan, slight indication of silver. STEPHEN J VALE.

The above is a true copy of Hr. Vale’s assay.—1>. L. Hjiiilwy.
No. 1 is good galena; No. 2, carbonate of lead and gangne (silver) ; No. 3, carbonate of lead and gangue (sihei).

I have also received the following information from the Department of Mines in regard to another 
sample:—

Sir, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Geological Survey Branch, Sydney, 21 August, 1S96.
I have the honor to inform you that the sample submitted by you, and stated to come from Cooleman, Tumut 

(D. Herlihy. junior), has been Assayed with the following result3649—Crystallised galena with a very little siliceous 
gangue, yielding : silver, 21 oz. 15 dwt. 13 grs. per ton ; no gold ; metallic lend, SO'OO per cent,

I have, &c.,
D. C. MoLACHLAN,

Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture
T. Jones, Esq., M.P., Sydney. ■ ^ K R PmMA^

2474. You send to Gundagai for your goods and get them Tumut? Yes. jr , j e ii.
2475. The draftsman of the Stock Branch speaks of the area of country likely to be affected by the
proposed railway as bounded on the east by the range dividing the waters of the Inmut and the Baloo 
Ann;—you arc considerably to tbe east of that country P Yes. T
‘H76 Do you think that tliis official has limited the area to be served by the railway too narrowly f 1 
do not know how lie could lay down such lines. Any goods that we get from Gundagai have to come
within three-quarters of a mile of Tumut. 0
2477. How far from the east of Tumut would it suit people to come to Tumut instead ot to Looma.
Borty miles east from here—as far as Coodradigbee. . . . ,
2478. Is there much stock between the Peak River and that place ? Yes ; it is nearly all pastoral country
2479. Do thev send their w'ool now by way of Tumut and Gundagai? Yes; though a portion of that 
wool goes through to Yass and a portion to Q.neanbeyan. Some of the settlers when they want to shear 
rent a place in the vicinity of the railway station at Yass or Queanbeyan, and take their sheep thore to
shear them. , . TT . , , ,,2480. Which do you think would bo the best route for the proposed railway ? Having regard to the 
number of people to be served, I favour the staked line. With regard to the opening up of the country 
for all future time, I would, perhaps, be inclined to favour the other route.
2481. Has starving stock ever been sent to this district before last year? ISo.
2482. How long have tou been bore ? All my life—twenty-five years. _
2483 You admit that any revenue you would derive from the carriage ot starving stock must be 
only occasional? Yes; if there were a railway to Tumut, however, that traffic would increase, because
the road between Gundagai and Tumut is very droughty, and the lanes are narrow. That prevents 
people from sending stock here, though, if there were a railway, they would probably send it here by
train. YVben you get here you are beyond the droughty country. ,, ,
2484, How many acres of your land are fit for cultivation ? Somewhere about 7,000 acres would be nt
for cultivation if the land were improved. , ,
2485. What would it cost per acre to take off the timber? T rom £1 to £o per acre, according to the
class of timber. , , , -i ■ j- j.2486 YVhat crops would the land be suitable for ? Wheat, oats, barley, rye, lucerne, and various fruits. 
2487. Is there much land which would be suitable for 1 ucerne ? Yes; lucerne seems to thrive splendidly 
there, and so do all kinds of English grasses. Some of the upland country beyond our place—tho 
Y'arrangobilly and the limestone country—seems to bo magnificently adapted for growing gram. The 
greatorpart of the land is deep vokauic soil—more than 20 feet deep in some places.

.Toseph
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Joseph Lambert, grazier, East Blowering, sworn, and esamined:—
2i88. Chairman.'] I understand that your holding is about 12 miles to the south-east of Tumut? Tes._ J. Lambert. 
2489. Have you a statement to mate ? Tes. The following tabulated statement supplies information in isoq
regard to the character and extent of the land in my district, and the manner in which it is held:— ec'’ '

Particulars for submission to the Public Works Committee in justification of the extension of a line of Railway from
Gundagai to Tumut, Adelong.

Owner. Crown
lands.

Area of land 
at present 
cultivated.

Area suited 
for

cultivation,

Area suited 
for

grazing.
Total area. Production, and carrying capacity per acre.

acres. ar. r, p. a c, r. p. ac. r. p. ac. r. p.
Joseph Lambert . 13,000 250 0 0 2,500 0 0 4,500 0 0 20,000 0 0 Average production—maize, per acre, 50 

bushels; wheat, per acre, 25 bushels; 
oats, per acre, 40 bushels; potatoes, 
per acre, 7 tons. The carrying capa
bility of the 13,000 acres of Crown 
lands for the year I estimate at 21 
acres per sheep, say 6,000, or 8 acres 
to each head of large stock. Regard
ing the fruits and vegetables that grow 
in abundance here are the following: 
Fruits—apples, pears, plums, peaches, 
grapes, walnuts, cherries, nectarines, 
mulberries, quinces, apricots, and 
gooseberries. Vegetables—cabbages, 
pumpkins, potatoes, tomatoes, cauli
flowers, peas, beans, radishes, turnips, 
squashes; in fact, all garden vege
tables grow splendidly.

John E. Bridle ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 141 0 0 221 0 0 Average returns per acre—wheat, 20 
bushels; maize, 60 bushels ; oats, 40 
bushels; potatoes, 8 tons (have had 
16 tons). Carrying capacity, similar 
to above. Fruit, vegetables, &c., 
similar to above.

John Morris ...... 1C 0 0 40 0 0 130 0 '0 170 0 0 Average returns per aero—wheat, 25 
bushels ; corn, 50 bushels. Carries 
20 head horses, 40 cattle, or about 
300 sheep all the year round.

Thomas Morris... 40 0 0 150 0 0 350 0 0 500 0 0 Average returns per acre—wheat, 20 
bushels ; maize, 50 bushels. Carries 
about 150 head cattle all the year 
round, or about 1,000 sheep, 20 horses, 
and 20 pigs.

John Ryan.......... GO 0 0 GO 0 0 110 0 0 170 0 0 Avcraec returns per acre-wheat, 20 
bushels ; maize, 35 bushels* Carries 
Id horses, 15 cattle, and 3 pigs ail 
the year round.

Note.—Any or all of the above holdings are eminently suited for the purposes of dairying or experimental farms, or the 
establishment of piggeries on a large scale. Timber.—Speaking of timber, our forests of gum, stringybark, and 
mountain ash cannot be excelled in quality, and will form a considerable item as a commodity for exportation. With 
reference to my own holding or that part of the conditional purchase improved land, it is capable of carrying from 1 to 
1J sheep to the acre all the year round, and 4 sheep per acre for six months.

2490. Is your land exceptionally good land ? Ho; it is a fair sample of the laud in the district.
2491. I'or a considerable distance round ? Yes.
2492. For what area of country? For an area of country extending in some directions 18 miles, and in 
other directions 12 and 7 miles.
2493. I suppose your grazing land is highly improved? It is.
2494. Is it expensive land to clear ? Tes, parts of it.
2495. Would it cost £3 an acre ? Some of it would cost as much as £10 an acre. 1G,000 sheep are there 
now for agistment.
2496. Is your holding at the present time stocked to its fullest extent ? Ho.
2497. But it would not carry so much stock all the year round ? I have had 2,800 cattle upon it all the 
year round.
2498. And any sheep ? Ho; only cattle and horses.
2499. The sheep are there just for the summer? Tes, until the let of May ; they go away then.
2500. Ho those sheep come via Q-undagai ? Ho, they came via Wagga Wagga. Last year there were 
nearly 15,000, and they came via Qundagai; but this year the grass is a little better.
2501. This year they brought the sheep into the district before they were dead beat? Tes.
2502. Ho any of the people to whom you have referred work on the halves system ? Ho; but I have 
other tenants who work on that system.
2503. Is the system a satisfactory one to landlord and tenant? Tes. Some of my tenants have been 
with me for fifteen years.
2504. Tho evidence we had in Sydney was that the tenant farmers were an unsatisfactorv class, and did 
not farm their land as well as the other farmers? That has not been my experience. They have done 
very well with me, as a rule.
2505. Tou seem to be located pretty close to a large tract of land held under occupation license, or 
untenanted ;—what is the character of that land? Some of it is very good, but some of it is very rough. 
It is good land for grazing, and about one-third of it would be good for farming,
2506. As an old resident of the district, what is your opinion as to its future development;—is there much 
scope for agriculture here, or is the available land very limited in extent ? The available land is very 
extensive.
2507. Boes that remark apply to the land beyond Tumut, or to the land between Gundagai and Tumut ? 
From Gundagai to Tumut, and then out towards Adelong and Wagga Wagga.

7—H 2503.
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J. Lambert, 2508. How is it, that more farming has not been done between Gundagai and Tumut, seeing that that 
r-'tv~A'7^n count!T a reasonabie distance of a railway? Some of the land there isnotof the best quality, and
b ^,c'’ r?99, then, too, it is held by large land-holdersi

2509. Who hold it for pastoral purposes ? Yes.
2510. When you get beyond Tumut are the conditions more favourable for settlement ? Yea. '
2511. There are not so many large land-holders ? No ; and there are more selectors and farmers.
2512. More people who have small holdings and who would increase their production if they had a ready 
market ? That is my opinion,
2515. Is most of your arable land under cultivation at the present time? No only 300 acres are under 
cultivation at the present time.
2514. Why do you not put more land under cultivation ? Because of the cattle I run. I do not farm 
any land myself.
2515. If there were a ready market, would it pay you better to let out your land in farms ? Yes; if there 
were better transit to market.
2510. At the present time which pays you better—to lease your land for farming or to run sheep and cattle 
upon it? It pays better to lease the land.
£517. What rent do you get? In some instances I go halves, and in some cases I have got as much as 
£02 5s. an acre rent. .
2518. Would that be flat land? It would not all be flat land.
2519. Have the men who are paying that rental been with you for any considerable length of time, and 
ar.e they making comfortable livings ? Yes. I am getting £1,150 for the land upon which the 16,000 
sheep are running at the present time. That rent is for a period of six months.
2520. But that is an exceptional rent ? I have received it frequently during the last eighteen years. I 
have received as much £1,260 for some of the paddocks.
2521. How many times have you leased your land for the use of starving sheep P Seven times.
2522. Are not the sheep generally driven into the district instead of being brought by rail? No; in many
cases they come by rail to Gundagai. Last year nearly 15,000 sheep came to Gundagai by train, and stayed 
at my place for six months. "
2523. That was an exceptional year ? Yes. This year 16,000 sheep have come up. They came by rail to 
■y/hgga Wagga, and as they were only the third flock, and there was plenty grass on the roads, they were 
driven up from Wagga Wagga to my place.
2524. How many starving sheep have come to your place during the last eighteen years, and have been
conveyed by rail to the nearest station to your run? Sheep have been brought twice to Gundagai, and 
once to Wagga Wagga. Of course, sheep used to come on to my run before the railway to Gundagai 
was made. '
2525. If the railway were completed to Tumut would it convey a large number of starving stock ? I
think so. ’
2526. How do you get your stock to market ? By way of Gundagai.
2527. Where do you get your goods from ? I get them in Tumut. I support the local storekeeper.
2528. Which route do you favour—that by way of Adelong, or that from Coolac hy way of the Tumut
Elver ? The Adelong route, .
2529. Bo you think that that route would benefit most people ? Yes.
2530. Bo you_ think the dairying industry is likely to increase here? Yes; the district generally is
suitable for dairying. If I do not sell my cattle on the place, I send away from 200 to 500 head every year. ' ....
2531. They go to Gundagai? Yes.
2532. If the proposed railway were made, would you continue to drive them to Gundagai? No; I 
would truck them at Tumut, if they were not sold ou the station.
2533. Mr. Watson.] You would not have to pay very much more to send stock from Tumut than from; 
Gundagai—only £1 a truck,—so that it would pay you to truck at Tumut? Yes; if the railway were, 
made to Tumut.
2534. Chairman.] Wc have been told that the people here “cannot extend the area under cultivation 
very much, and the area available for stock is not a very large one” ? That is not in accordance with' 
my knowledge of the district.
2.)35. The witness goes op to say,—“ You may judge what kind of country it is from the fact that nnder- 
normal conditions it produces 140 tons of wool; that is equal to 1,000 hales ” ? I think that is too 
small an estimate. Before I had cattle I used to send away 140 hales myself.
2536. Mr. Zovien.] Bid any of tbe Eailway Commissioners or their officials interview you with reference: 
to the capabilities of tbe district? No ; and they made no inquiries that I heard of.
2537. How often do you truck stock to Sydney? I send away from 300 to 500 head of cattle every 
year.
2538. Bo you know what steps the Eailway Commissioners took to make themselves acquainted with the. 
district ? No.
2539. Was no notification given to anyone here that they were making an inquiry? No. I did not;
hear anything about them until they had gone. *
2540. Bid the Commissioners move about the district at all ? No.

Arqold
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Arnold Hamilton Peter "Waits, manager, West Blowering station, sworn, and examined:—
2511. Mr. Dick.'] How far are you from Tumut? About 10 miles south of Tumut.
2512. "What is the acreage of your holding? Between 15,000 aud 10,000 acres.
2543. Have you prepared a statement for the information of the Committee ? Yes. The folIowin_ 
statement shows the area held by the owners of tho run and tho selectors upon it, and its capabilities for 
various kinds of production :—

A. H. P. 
Watts.

° G Dee., 1899,
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bushels bushels tons tons tons a, r. P-Loudon Hunk of 9,131 550 8,581 050 UjOOO 8,400 15 4 9 7 0 0 5,500 sheep, 200 head cattle, 40
Australia, horses.

VV, H. Liiggius . . 100 31 09 20 350 280 2 5 0 2 0 15 head large stock.
J. Howden, jun... 90 52 38 25 540 400 3 S 10 „J£. & ,1. Higgins... 330 100 230 150 1,300 750 G 3 0 2 0 40 ,, „
Jieattie Bros........ 310 70 270 80 1,250 800 20 5 0 2 0 GO „ „
T. Eggleton ...... 2u0 70 180 10 250 1,250 0 2 0
M. Hunt............. 170 42 12S 90 fliif) 400 o
■T..Stanfield ...... +0 14 20 20 800 0 1 0
C. Guy ............. 130 30 04 50 400 25 ,, Jt
P. Demnng ...... 4,100 130 3,970 ISO 800 2,000 12 0 1 0 2,000 sheep, 50 head large stock.

14,031 1,095 13,580 1,255 10,500 15,080 46 4 44 9 2 0

2544. Is any land rented from yon for farming purposes ? Yes.
2545. Hotv much of that land is cultivated? The area cultivated is included in the 550 acres mentioned 
in my return.
2546. That includes your own cultivation and tho cultivation of the rented laud ? Yes. I cultivate 
somo laud myself, growing wheat chiefly.
2547. Can you tell us what number of acres of laud there are not now cultivated and not selected ? At 
least 650 acres of land on tho holding would bo suitable for cultivation, but are not; cultivated now.
2548. If the proposed railway were constructed what would you do with that land ? There is a lot of it 
which I would be prepared to open up,
2549. AVhat rental do you get for your land ? Prom 32s, to 37s. Gd. an acre.
2550. Ho the tenants do well on it ? Yes, very well.
2551. AYhat is your average clip ? About 6 lb. of wool to the sheep.
2552. How many bales do you get on the average ? About 100. Last year I rented my country, and 
the year before I sold the sheep in the wool. Last winter I could only half stock, so that this year I 
only got forty-eight bales of wool.
2553. Then calculations as to the yield of wool made on the production of last year would not be reliable 
as showing the actual amount that the district could produce ? "Well, I could have produced from 1U0 to 
130 bales.
2554. Did others beside yourself sell their sheep with the wool on ? I could not tell you.

Charles Gilbert Long, farmer and grav.icr, Lacmalac, sworn, and examined:—
2555. Mr. Watson.] You live 7^ miles to the east of Tumut? Yes.
2556. And I understand that your holding comprises 1,180 acres ? Yes.
2557. Is it mostly agricultural or mostly pastoral land ? I could put about 200 acres under cultivation. 6 1)oc'’ 1899'
2558. Is tho land that is under cultivation mostly flat land or is it rising ground ? It is forest land.
2559. "What have you been getting from the cultivated portion of your land ? Last year I got fully 25 
bushels of wheat to the aero. I havo not grown any corn during the last few years.
2500. There has not been the same market for it lateh’? Ho; I am growing corn again now, however.
I spell some of my land sometimes.
2561. What can your grazing land carry ? I am running 1,110 sheep nowr, and about eighty head of 
cattle.
2562. Do you usually carry that number of stock? Yes. When I have fewer sheep I have more cattle.
2563. Is your land pretty good? It is pretty good land, Tho scourer here offered to give me Is. 2d. a 
pound for my wool in the grease.
2561. Is it merino or cross-bred wool ? Merino. '
2505. Docs your land include any of tho high ridges. Yes, that is where I run uly sheep.
25G6. Dor how long does that kind of country furnish grass ? I can ran my sheep well all the winter.
2567. Can the sheep find food on the higher hills m the winter time? I generally find them on tho
highest ground I have. They camp there at night. ^
2568. I understand that further south from hero the higher ground can be used only as summer 
country, but round your way the liigher ridges wilt carry sheep in the winter time? Yes, splendidly,
My country adjoins the country about which Mr. Graves wras giving evidence, only I am on the frontage.
2569. Is there any considerable area of country near to where you are that is suitable for agriculture ?
Well, I am on the place highest up the Little Diver. There arc small flats above mo of 8 or 10 acres in 
extent, upon which a little hay or wheat could be grown.
2570. Tbo greater part of your land is pastoral land ? Yes, and it is good land.
2571. Is the pastoral land extensive ? Yes, it is all selected land.
2572. If the proposed railway were made, could the land which is now devoted to sheep be turned to 
hotter account ? The high ground could not bo turned to better account, but thojlow ground could ho.
1 consider that thore are 1,060 acres of splendid forest laud there which could be cultivated.
2573. Do you think that the proposed route is the best that could be obtained in tbe interests of the
district? By far the best. Of course, a line coming through Brungle would run through finer proper
ties, but the proposed line would servo more people. 2574,

C. G, Long.
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C. <&. LoDg. 2574. Have you anything to add to the evidence which you have heard already ? I have heard it said 
^ that Tumut has gone back in regard to wheat growing, hut that is because we have lost the market which 

6 Dec., 1899. we once uscct to have. G’hirty-seven years ago I used to cart flour to Hay, but we do not do it now, and 
I even had to send to Granville for flour. AVe used to cart our maize to Bowning, but we have lost most 
of our old markets. Tumut, however, has gone ahead during the last few years. I might mention that 
there is any quantity of chrome in the country I speak of. Mr. Kelly, the manager at Coolac, told me that 
if I sank 6 feet more, and the deposit became bigger, he would put in a wire rope arrangement for drawing 
it out, but it did not become bigger, and the percentage is not high enough to make the cartage profitable.
2575. Do you think that thore would be a large output if the railway came nearer? Tes; the lode
runs right from Coolac. ,
2576. And what is tho percentage of chrome? About 50 per cent. If the carriage were less, 40 per
cent, would pay, _
2577. Are there any other minerals up your way that you think would be developed if the railway were
made ? There is gold there in patches, though the deposit is not extensive. They talk of bringing a 
dredge there, __ ___________ ________ ■

Harry Wharton Mason, medical practitioner, Tumut, sworn, and examined:
H. W. Mason. 2578. Mr. Levien.] How long have you resided in this district ? Nearly sixteen, years. ... . .
-a _' 2579.-1 suppose you have a thorough knowledge of the district? Tes; I think I know the district for 

6 Dee., 1899. 40 miles round. ,
2580. Have you any land under cultivation here ? Yes; I have 170 or 180 acres under maize this year,
2581. Have you any land under wheat or oats ? Only a small area. _
2582. How long have you had this land under cultivation ? About 50 acres of it have only been put under 
cultivation this year; but some of the land has been under cultivation for ten or twelve years. _
2583. Wbat is your average yield per acre? This year I shall get about 4,000 bushels of maize from
about 100 acres of ground. _
2584. What do you do with your maize ? It goes to Sydney. _
2585. What do you pay a ton to have it conveyed to Gundagai? One year I paid the teamsters £80
odd; hut of late years I have generally sent it away by my own teams. . _ _
2586. How many tons do you send away at one time ? Tbe usual load is about sixty bags, which is equal 
to about 6 tons.
2587. How many acres do you bold altogether? I do not suppose that I have more than 600 or 700 acres.
The rest of the land is used chiefly for dairying. _
2GS8. If the railway were brought to Tumut, you would put more land under cultivation? Tes.
2589. What is your general impression of the district, so far as its agricultural and pastoral capabilities 
are concerned ? I do not think you can boat it for agricultural and pastoral pursuits. A drought never 
aftects this district to any great extent. During the sixteen years I have been here people have always 
been able to grow maize; but they have not always been able to grow it at Gundagai. My explanation 
of that is that, although the Gundagai flats are quite as rich as ours, the Murrumbidgee being a much 
deeper stream in dry weather drains the soil more thoroughly than does the Gilmore or the Tumut, the 
Murrumbidgee being about 30 or 40 feet deep, and our river only 4 or 5 feet.
2590. What proportion of your 700 or 800 acres is suitable for cultivation ? That depends upon whether 
you want to cultivate maize or wheat. My land is used chiefly for maize growing. I suppose we could 
grow 300 or 400 acres of maize.
2591. Is there much land suitable for cultivation about here ? Yes; there is a groat deal of country 
about here which will grow wheat, though you would hardly think it was wheat country ; and there is a 
groat deal of country that you could use for maize-growing which has not yot been touched. During the 
last fifteen years several estates along the river havo been broken up, and tho land is being used for 
maize-growing; but there is still a certain limited area of ground that could be used for that purpose. 
Much of the hilly country could be put under crop, though it would not grow maize. . It is timbered now, 
and is not being used as it would be used if there were a railway to Tumut. The soil is basaltic.
2592. Tou have heard it stated that this billy ground was at one time not thought to be very good, but that 
it is now looked upon as good wheat-growing country ? Tes, the soil is suitable for wheat growing. There 
aro acres of such ground at Bago and Batlow. The soil is very good, but the land is heavily timbered.
2593. Suppose the railway were to be brought to Tumut ? In that case, I think a great deal of the 
country 1 am speaking of would be improved and brought under cultivation,
2594. The country would he opened up, and population would increase ?_ Tes. There are a great 
number of small holders in this district, and, as the families grow up, they will want places to go to, and 
the country I speak of is all suitable for settlement.
2595. Have you ever heard any of the tenant farmers complain that they are oppressed, or speak about
tho heavy rents they have to pay ? No. Ton will find men prepared to give high rents for good ground. 
Of course, during the bank troubles the farmers could, not get on well here, any more than anywhere 
else, and they all complained ; hut during the last two or three years those of them who aro renting good 
ground are doing fairly well, and are quite contented. . _
2596. I suppose you ivould know if there were any complaints from them about being oppressed by tbe
land-sbarks ? I do not think anyone is better able to judge, because when I talk with a farmer 1 talk 
as a farmer, and I know pretty well how matters are going. _
2597. In your opinion, they seem to be satisfied with the rentals charged, and are fairly prosperous ? If
they were not satisfied they would not pay the rentals that they now have to pay. I think that they aro 
fairly well off. _ _
2598. "We have been told that Messrs. Harper and Usher came here to make inquiries on behalf of the
Kailway Commissioners as to the probability of the proposed railway paying;—did you know of either of 
these gentlemen being in town ? No ; I did not hear anything about their visit, _
2599. Were you not interviewed by cither of them ? No, All I know about Mr. Harper is wbat I read 
in the newspapers, and I understand that his opinion is unfavourable to tbe railway.
2600. I suppose you have not heard of Mr. Usher at all? No. _
2601. Do you know anything of the mineral resources of the district? The mineral resources of this
district are undeveloped, and from the opinions which 1 have beard expressed by mining experts wbo havo 
. ' ' t travelled
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travelled through the district it is a surprise to me that they havo not been developed. To my owuH.W^Mawn. 
knowledge there are reefs which you can trace for 20 miles, but they are not worked, though it is not 
because the stone is not good enough. We-have sent stone away from a place 30 miles from Adelong to b oc', * 
Adelong, Granville, and other places, and from just over 50 tons we obtained 100 oz. of gold, or 2 oz. to 
tho ton. I could take you to several places where there are reefs which will go from 1 oz. to 1-i- oz. and 
2 oz. to the ton. Mr. Howell saw some of the stone, and he was of the opinion that no appliances except 
those that they were then erecting at Dapto could treat it. He said that it was stone which required 
roasting and other treatment. That stone will give us li oz. to the ton at Adelong or Granville; but, if 
the proposed railway were constructed, we could send the concentrates to Dapto, and have them properly 
treated. Tumut never has been a mining town, and the people here have taken very little interest in 
mining, but the district is pretty well surrounded with gold. The town is right in the centre of a 
gold-bearing district. Many of the miners know of reefs of payable stone, but they are too far away to 
be worked. *
2602. Afr. TPatson.] What would be the width of the reefs that went 11 oz. to the ton ? One of them 
is from 3 to 4 feet wide. The Government Inspector who was up here about three years ago said that 
it was a compact reef, and that others of the kind had been proved to go down thousands of feet.
2603. Has not that land been taken up ? It has been taken up, but it has not been worked.
2604. Mr. Levim.] Why has it not been worked ? I believe that more mining will be done later on.
I am quite confident about the mineral wealth of these mountains,
2605. Which route do you approve of for the proposed railway—the Adelong route or the Brungle route?
I have no hesitation in recording my opinion in favour of the Adelong route. There is a fair population 
all along that route, and a railway taken that way would benefit more people than a railway taken along 
the Brunglo route. In the second place, I believe that the whole of the land on the Adelong Creek will 
grow maize, because the creek has tho same source as the Gilmore Creek, the soil along which is very 
good, since the creek rises in the basaltic hills about Bago and Batlow, All along the Gilmoro Creek 
there are about 4 feet of good soil, and you can grow excellent maize for a distance of 20 miles up. The 
original black soil on the Gilmore does not retain moisture so well as the red soil which has been deposited 
upon it, but on tho red soil you can grow excellent crops. The intervening country, too, would grow 
very good wheat.
2666. Chairman.'] How far is the land you speak of on the Adelong Creek from the Gundagai railway 
station? About 17 miles. Prom below the Gibraltar Mine downwards the fiat land would grow maize.
2607. Why have they not grown maize there already, seeing that they are so close to a railway station.
Why do not tho big holders break up their estates ? Very little agricultural settlement has taken place 
between Cootamundra and Gundagai, although the railway runs through that land; but I think it is 
because the land is in tho hands of three or four men. I believe, however, that the tendency now is for 
largo holders to break up their runs, and I think that if they do so they will have plenty of tenants.
2608. Will the railway make them do that? Civilization advances wherever a railway goes, and 1 think 
that tho people will make progress in that as in other matters.
2600. Do you think that is why there has not been so much cultivation between Gundagai and Tumut?
That is one reason. They have not tho farming community that we have hero. If the same soil had been 
in this district, a certain amount of it would have been cultivated.
2610. Mr, Harper has stated that if the proposed railway was made that teamsters could successfully 
compete against it. What do you think of that opinion ? I think that if the railway was managed 
properly there would be no competition on the part of tbo teamsters, I have heard that 7s, Gd. a ton 
would be the freight charged upon the railway, but the teamsters have told me over and over again that 
they could not carry grain for less than 3d. a bushel.
2611. Is Adelong a distributing centre for goods ? There is a fair amount of trade done with Adelong.
2612. The Commissioners seem to think that Adelong will remain a distributing centre, and that goods will 
be sent from there to Tumut, Adelong Crossing, and other places ? I should not think so. I should like 
to add that the Tumut district is a good dairying district. Some years ago I sent some butter and cheese 
from this district to England, and I believe that that consignment of butter paid. At any rate, such an 
enterprise could be made to pay if there were proper facilities for getting the butter away from here. I 
do not thiuk you will find a finer dairying district in tho Colony than this. All along the flats you can 
grow the very best rye-grass. Cattle do well here, and the returns are good. I have a herd of about seventy 
cows, and they average about 6 lb. of butter per cow per week, although a great number of them are 
heifers with their first calves. I am positive that there is a great future for anyone who goes in for 
dairying here, but there is no market for small people at tho present time, except the Tumut and Adelong 
market. If facilities were given for sending away produce, this would be a very large dairying district.
Ear mors have told me that if there were a railway they would produce great quantities of chaff to send 
away, but they cannot afford to cart it to Gundagai. Then, too, men have complained to me that, whereas 
if there were a railway to Tumut they could often send away a truck load of fat sheep, it docs not pay 
them to send so small a number to Gundagai. The hilly country is as good as the flat country for sheep.
At lied Hill they carry a sheep to the acre all tho year round, aud the clip is a good one, and generally 
tops the market for price. There is no reason why sheep should not bo kept here during tbe whole twelve 
months, and, if the hilly country were improved, a great many more could be carried. Out of 70,000 
sheep which Mr. McCaughcy sent here last year, lie only lost 5,200, and many of them had to he carried 
away from the railway trucks. If the sheep do so well in tho summer time, and they can he carried 
right through the winter, it shows that this is a good sheep district.
2613. Mr. shepherd.] A.re your cattle fed on natural or upon artificial grasses? Upon natural grasseo 
at the present time ; but in the winter time you must give dairy cattle artificial feed—pumpkins, chaff, 
ensilage, &c.
2614. Mr. Peterson expressed the opinion that dairying was likely to pay better than grain growing here ?
So far as I can see, the area of land in this district which will grow maize is limited; but I think that on 
the ground which will grow maize, maize-growing will pay better than dairying.
2615. Why is it that the production of corn in this district has gone down since 1896 ;—is that accounted 
for by tbe substitution of other crops ? Maize came down about Is. a bushel, and tbe farmers went in 
for wheat. That was a good thing for the land, because it was sick of the maize, and the wheat improved 
it. Many acres of old maize land was put nnder wheat, and good returns were obtained ; but after tho

second
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H.W^Mason.second year tlic wheat crop deteriorated. Many crops this year have had to be cut for hay, partly 
keeaQse of the quantity of oata in them, and partly because the ground has got sick of wheat, and there 

cc-’ 1 fore the tendency is to go back to maize.
2616. Tou say that there is no reason why the district should not become a big sheep raising district; is 
there only a small number of sheep here now ? Tes, in proportion to the area of ground upon which 
sheep can bo run, Last year large tracts of country were leased out to people who brought sheep from 
other places, I believe that the district is uniformly reliable for sheep-farming, dairying, and agriculture, 
if people go about their business in a proper way.
2617. During your long residence here have the farmers kept on at their work, or have they got tired of 
it and gone away ? The farmers who were here fifteen years ago, or their descendants, are here to-day.
2618. They stick to the district hecause it is a good one ? Tes, and the same class continues to go in for 
farming. This is not a shifting population by any means, because the same families continue to live in 
the district year after year.

Alexander Davis, farmer, Upper Gilmore, sworn, and examined:—
A. Davis. 2619. Mr. Shepherd^ How far is tho Upper Gilmore from Gundagai ? My place is 32£ miles from 

^ Gundagai. "
6 Deo., 1899.2620. What is the extent of your holding? 622 acres.

2621. Have yon a statement to make to the Committee ? Tes. This statement embraces an area of 5 
miles along the valley of the Gilmore Creek, starting about 14 miles north of the parish of Dai low, and 
running south. In that area there are sixteen holders cultivating this year 1,372 acres. On the sixteen 
holdings there are 1,205 acres of land suitable for cultivation, but not at present cultivated. Those 
holdings depasture 1,017 large stock and 5,250 sheep. The hills on each side of the valley are suitable 
for sheep, the western bank specially. Ono of my neighbours is at present depasturing 3,000 sheep on
2,000 acres of this land, The cultivated land in the valley is suited to grow anything which does not 
require a tropical climate. Although last season was one of the driest on record, I harvested 42 bushels 
511b. of good sound wheat to tho acre. A hag of this wheat took first prize at the last Show in Sydney 
as best milling wheat, and an analysis made of the wheat by the Department’s chemist gave 96 per cent. 
As to maize growing, I may tell you that I competed for tho prize offered by tbe Department of 
Agriculture in 1S92, or 1893, for tbe best cultivated maize in the Colony, the judge being Mr. ,7as. 
Stevenson, secretary to the Board of Export, and the result I obtained was 112 bushels to the acre. This 
prize was competed for by twenty-nine farmers in all parts of the Colony, Mr. G. K. Green, of Tumut 
Plains, being third. With a railway, this valley would produce large quantities of hay, chaff, straw, 
melons, pumpkins, &c,, which we cannot send at present. I have about 25 tons of bay in my shed now 
for which there is no demand. If I could have delivered it at, say, Tumut, or at a siding at Gilmore, it 
would have been sold long ere this. Tliere is also a large marble quarry situated in this area which 
supplies this district with lime. Sugar beets grown here, when analysed, have been shown to contain 12-1- 
per cent. I may add that I called upon all the holders 1 have referred to, and asked them how much laud 
they had under cultivation at the present time, and how much of their land was suitable for cultivation, 
though not cultivated. I produce samples of maize, oats, and wheat.
2622. Was the grain from which these samples were taken grown upon your own land ? Tes. A sample 
of the wheat was shown in Sydney, and took first prize for the best bag milling.
2623. Are the 622 acres you speak of fit for cultivation ? To ; only about 150 acres are suitable for 
cultivation.
2624. And tbe remainder of the land is suitable for grazing ? Tes; they run sheep on tbe lulls.
2625. So that you have nearly 500 acres of grazing land ? Tes.
2G26. How many sheep do you run on that laud ? Generally about 250 sbeep on the hills. The hills on 
the other side of the valley aro very much better grassed. On my land there are a number of stonv ridges.
2627. I suppose you deliver your produce to Gundagai ? I usually sell it locally, but it goes to Gundagai
all tho same. '
2628. What is the cost of carriage per ton from the Upper Gilmore to Gundagai? Prom my place they
charge from 5d. to S^d. a bushel. *
2629. That is 16s. 8d. a ton ? About that.
2630. One of the witnesses this morning stated that it cost about 20s. a ton to send produce a distance of 
16 miles P His road may be a bad one.
2631. Is there much Government land in your neighbourhood ? Tot until you get np to Batlow.' Bound 
hero the land is pretty well all alienated.
2632. Are the holdings large ? To, they are small.
2633. What do they generally average ? My holding is G22 acres. Of the other holdings to which I 
have referred—To. 2 contains 420 acres; To. 3, 360 acres; To. 4, 420 acres; To. 5, 540 acres; To. 0, 
320 acres; To. 7,100 acres; To. 8, 1,010 acres; To. 9, 620 acres; To. 10, 515 acres; To. 11, 760 acres; 
To. 12, 320 acres; To. 13, 2,200 acres; To. 14, 200 acres; No. 15, 200 acres; and To. 16, 360 acres.
2634. Are those farmers all cultivating wheat or maize ? They are cultivating both.
2635. What proportion of those holdings do you consider fit for cultivation ? About half of them. Some 
of the farmers could extend their cultivation, but, as they combine stock-raising with farming, I suppose 
they find it necessary to keep their land to run stock upon.
2636. Do you consider farming more profitable than grazing ? I do not think I could live on my farm by 
grazing alone.
2637. In the event of the proposed railway being constructed, what disianco would you be from the 
nearest railway station ? Dive and a half miles.
2638. So that the construction of the line would be of tremendous advantage to you? Tes, of very great 
advantage.
2639. Do you think that its construction would induce many people io go in for more cultivation ? I
think so. It would induce me to extend my cultivation. Tliere are many things which I could grow but 
which 1 do not grow now, because of the uncertainty of the market. I have a shed about half full of bay 
now, and I would certainly send it away if 1 could have sent it away quickly ; but at the present time it 
is very difficult to obtain teams when you require them, particularly for bulky loading, such as chaff nod 
5lay- ' 2640.
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2640; "Would the freight ou hay be about tbe same as the freight on maize, or would it be more? I fancy that it would be more. • _____
2641. Would not 16s. 8d. a'tou be rather loo much to pay ou hay ? I think not. It is a market that wc ® 
omfo ht- cou^ rul1 ^°1,Yn_i;o & platform at the Gilmore and iill two trucks in a day.
2642; Would you be witling to enter into a guarantee to pay half the loss upon the proposed line for a 
certain number of years, supposing there were a loss ? I have not heard the question mooted before ; 
but I can hardly see bow there could be a loss.
2643. According to tbe Commissioners, the vearlv cost of Ihe line would be £8,150, and the return on 
speeml rates £3,900. or on through rates £1,700do you think that the additional production of the 
district would be likely to get rid of that loss within any reasonable time? J think so. There can be no 
doubt as to the extent of the increase which would take place in my district if a railway were constructed. 
ofMa vi6 energetic men here wbo will endeavour to increase their holdings and make tbe most of them.

.you *^ink that the people through whoso land the railway would run would give that land to 
li 4. EVCrllment ’ ^ a many of them would. The argument used against many lines is
that they would pass through so much Crown hind. Yesterday Mr. Chester man was asked upon how 
small a holding could a man make a living, I know the Bago country pretty well, because I was there 
when quite a young man ; and at oue time I bad the idea of settling there, because the laud is really 

my capital was too limited to enable me to take up land aud to stock it. Tbe railway was then 
at Goulburn However, 1 rented a farm of 24 acres, including a vineyard and orchard, for £60 a year, 
and J saved £100 a year upon it—sufficient in the long run to purchase my present holding. Four acres 
or that land were planted with fruit-trees, and at that time fruit tvas a fair price, and there were no pests,

.j ^ understand that the margin of profit in your case is destroyed by the cost of carriage to a 
railway station I contend that it the railway were constructed my profits would be increased, and I 
would therefore increase my cultivation.

,^)o,,-’ou aPl)1,0VC oHlm proposed route ? Yes, and J know both mutes very well. I am a resident 
ot torty-hve years standing, and I know the district thoroughly. A lino wu Adelong would servo the greatest number of people. "

tt1"’ ■^'eBien‘1 ^ BUPi)0se you have come into contact with a great many of the tenants here ? Yes.
-648. Have you heard many of them complain about being oppressed by their landlords? No ; we have very few landlords in the district. o x i j ,

2649. The tenants are satisfied with tho rents they pay ? They seem to be.
^ r^' larc prosperous ? "Where a man is willing to work and is energetic ho does very well. [Some of them, of course, put their earnings doivn their throats.

26ol. Do you know of any enquiries having been made by tbe Hallway Commissioners of any of the 
farmers here as to the number of acres under cultivation in the district? No enquiry of the kind has been 
made. AH I know or the visit of tho Bailway Commissioners was that I heard that they had passed through the district.

oe-o m, ■ ^i111 ^ Sullivan, farmer and grazier, Lower Gilmore, sworn, and examined :—
Chairman.] 1 understivnd that you are prepared with statistics concerning Hie Parish of Gilmore,, 

which commences about 3 miles from Tumut, and extends up the Gilmore Creek for a distance of about 12 miles? Aes.
2653. What is the average width of lhat valley? About a mile, a little more or a little less. Tbe 
following statement gives particulars in respect of 31 holdings, comprising an area of 9,900 acres

J. O’Sullivan,

6 Dec., 1899.

Parish of Gilmore Returns for 1S98-!i9.

Nmnc of holder. Area nfholding.
Area

suitable for 
cultiN istion.

Area of [ Area 
wheat. of Guru. Bushel1! 

of wheat
bushels 
of corn.

Tons j

o'"*-'"- W,
Slieeji. Probable 

increase of 
cuithntion.

F. D. O’Sullivan...........
F. E. O'Sullivan..............
O. Olalfey.......... ,
W. D. P. O’Brien .........!
W. Butler ...
J, Butler ..............
S. Williamson.................
T. Sullivan ....................
T. Campbell ............
A. Broughton ................
J. Deans ..............
J. Summers ................
R, Downing....................
Rivers Bros......................
D. M'Gilvery..............
A. Davis .....................
Mrs. O’Regan.................
MTnerney .....................
J. Callowav.................
W, Carter ...................
J. Calloway, jun.............
J. Back ..........................
Wilkinson Bros.......
G. Callowav .............
R. Marshall.....................
P. Murray ................. ,
R. Rivers, sen.................
P. Naugbton .............
J. Naughton .................
W. Sutton .....................

acres. 
960 
200 

, r>07
3.200 

190 
710 
310
320
321 

2,600
760

SO
200
BOO
198
622
422
360
420
540
320
100

1,010
620
760
320

2.200 
200 
200 
360

acres.
350

00
250

2,000
100
120
310
320
160

1,600
130

SO
200
250
J9S
150
130
110
165
IGS
165
30

125
140
375
300
212
10-2
155
160

acres,
100
40
SO
80
70
60
70
90
60

IS
25
SO

"42
42
75
40
30
48
20
30

30
60

120
150
55
50
65

acres*
m

30
60
10
25

20

is

10
10
50
15
30
40
60

30
10
25
30
15
25
25
40

3,000
9G0

2,400
3.000 
1,300 
1,01)0 
1,200 
1,800 
1,200

'"350
750

1,600
800

1,800
1,800
1,200

800
1.000 

600 
800

500
2,000
4,200
3.600 
1,000 
1,300
1.600

1.500
*1,600
2.500 

250 
600

" COO

" 200

"300
400
450
400
COO

1,200
2,300

" 600 
300 
800

1,200
500
500
450

1.500

25
• JO

7

55
60
25

* 35

23
5

10
20
55

"oo

40
S
5

10

90
10
70

700
20
30
50
65
50

150
30
16
35
20
20
50
55
40

120
SO

250

'206
200

52
35
30
35
40

*150
3.000 

700

2.000

3,000

acres.
220
20

140
1,800

20
35

240
230

SO
1,600

130
47

175
160
134
58
40
30
90
60

145

95
100
260
150
47
42
75
65

9,900 8,635 1,630 605 41,560 18,750 453 2,543 8,860 6,308

Tbe
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J. O’Sullivnn, The previous witness and myself went round from house to house to make absolutely sure that the figures
y-- A—^ were correct. _

6 Dec., 1899.2G54, "Why is it that the area under cultivation is not increased ? Because of the want of a market and 
the cost of transit at the present time. It costs us 5d. a bushel to send wheat or maize to Ghmdngai. 
That is equal to about I5s. 7d. a ton of wheat and about 16s. 8d. a ton for maize. Trom G-undagai to 
Sydney, however, a distance of 286 miles, the freight is only 12s. or 13s. a ton,
2055. Then the teamsters’ rates are pretty well prohibitive ? Tes.
2656. What do yon do with your produce ? We sell it locally. Of course the wheat goes away to
Gnndagai and on to Sydney. _
2657. What do yon get for your wheat ? Wo got 2s. 2d. a bushel at the sheds for our last lot of wheat,
and the purchaser had to take it away. _
2658. That is about the minimum price ? It is a very low price. There is very little in wheat-growing 
at that price. Last year we had a good crop, and, in fact, the vear was a phenomenal one. On the 
Gilmore some of the farmers got as much as 40 and 50 bushels to tfie acre.
2650, Is the district a reliable one for crops ? Undoubtedly.
2660. So that there would be every inducement for a man to enlarge his operations if there were better 
means of transit? Tes. Speaking for myself and my brothers, wc could increase our cultivation area by 
220 acres. We only growr 103 acres of wheat now, but we could put 200 acres under wheat.
2661. Do you think that farming pays better than dairying ? I think so. _
2662. Mr, Peterson indicated that dairying might be taken up very largely here because it would be more
remunerative than farming? Well, I know so little about dairying that it would not be safe for me to 
speak about it.
2663. Dairying is a new enterprise in this district. Tes.
2064. Are all the holders mentioned in your statement fairly prosperous ? Yes. _
2065. Are they mostly tenant farmers, or are they owners? They arc all owners. The largest holding 
is 3,200 acres, and one man holds as little as 40 acres.
2666. Mr. Shepherd,] Have you seen any weevil in the maize of this district? Yes.
2667. Can you account for the fact that the maize here is usually free from weevil ? I attribute it to the 
fact that our maize is very hard. I have often noticed weevils in sacks that we have got up from Sydney, 
but they do not increase because the corn seems too hard for them.
2668. Have you reason to believe that 600 acres more would be brought under cultivation if the proposed 
railway were constructed ? I have every reason to believe it. The proposed railway will come so close 
to the people I have named that every facility will be given to them. They would deliver their wheat 
or maize at the platform at the Gilmore. At the present time hundreds of tons of straw go to waste, 
although it is always a saleable commodity, but the cost of sending it to Gnndagai would leave no profit.
2669. There are many acres of good ground close to the present railway that are not brought under 
cultivation ;—why do you suppose that the particular area to which you have referred would be brought 
under cultivation ? Because I think it would pay the farmers to bring it under cultivation. I am certain 
that it would pay me to put 200 acres instead of 100 acres under crop.
2670. Have you consulted with most of the people mentioned in your statement ? Yes; and I have put 
questions to them upon the subject. I know one man who could put in about 1,600 acres, and he assured 
me that if the railway came to i'umut he would certainly put that area under crop. At the present time 
he uses the land for grazing,

Henry Francis Hayes, manager for Sanderson and Taylor, millers and grain merchants, Tumut and
Gilmore, sworn, and examined:—

H.F.Hayes. 2671. Mr. Dick,] Does your firm buy as well as mill all sorts of grain? Yes.
,—2672. "What amount of business do you do each year? This year we bought about 120,000 bushels of 

6 Dee., 1899. wheat, of which we ground 50,000 bushels, sending the balance away by team.
2673. "Was that grain ground for local consumption? For local consumption here and at Gnndagai; but

_ some of it went to Sydney.
2674. How would you describe’the quality of the grain which comes to your mill ? "We buy for a number 
of mills down the country, and in Sydney as well, and they tell us that our wheat is one of the best that

' they handle. It is fine mellow wheat, and makes good strong flour of a very good colour. On the average 
it takes 52 bushels of Eiverina wheat to make a ton of flour, whereas it takes only 48it bushels of Tumut 
wheat.
2675. Is that due to the absence of moisture in Riverina ? No; but the local wheat has a fine deep plump 
grain with very little bran aud pollard in it. Nevertheless we have had to cancel orders wholesale, for 
the simple reason that we cannot get produce away in time.
2676. In spite of the fact that you have practically a monopoly of the carrying trade ? Yes. As for the 
carriers competing with a railway, it is all nonsense. I understand that the railway freight would bo 
about 3s. 6d. a ton, whereas it costs the carriers at least 7s a ton for horse feed, shoeing, and the expense 
of living on the road.
2677. It is anticipated that the carriers would successfully compete for back loading, the local train rate 
for which would be 19s. 3d.? Even then they could not compete, unless they had loading down to 
Gnndagai as well as the loading back.
2678. Could they do it for 11s. each way and make anything out of it ? I think that at the end of 12 
months they would be.in debt.
2670, Then you do not anticipate any serious competition from the carriers ? I anticimle no competition 
whatever. ' ’
2680. Do you think that the construction of a line to Tumut would by developin'- country south of Tumut 
give a new field for the operations of the carriers ? Yes; that is where they will go.
2681. Are many of the carriers farmers ? Yes.
2682. ’W"ould it pay them better to give up carrying and go in for farming entirely, supposing there were 
a railway? Yes, Now they only go carrying in order to fill up lime. If they could get more ground, 
it would pay them to increase their cultivation.
2683. Even if they cultivated more ground, would they not still have an idle period in which they could go
carrying ? They would be pretty well occupied in carting their stuff to a railway at Tumut; they would 
not want to go carrying for anyone else. 2684.
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?jU ,an^ 0P'n‘0n lo Uie Committee as to tlie reasons for the decrease in the maize yield H;F. Hajee. 
nml thiiB wo™ U<!i!+r ^ t'V° '' During the last couple of years we had had a bit of a drought, ~ 1V + JK.OLT VL.-V4 4. li4S.U. U(AU Ml A/1 LI Vi tU \L L VLI^ U L. j
an ^ hey were getting 3s. Gd. and 4s. a bushel for wheat, so that a good many grew wheat instead of 
maize. ^ ow, however, a good deal ot ground has gone uuder maize again. One gentleman who is present 
iere o-day has only 3,000 bushels of maize this year; but next year, with a good season, he will have 

from 12,000 to .15,000 bushels, and other farmers will be in a similar position. The crop this year will 
amount to about 200,000 bushels, but last year it was nothing like so much, so that things are improving 
ocq1'1' Ti e wheat crop was 250,000 bushels last year; I have not got the returns for the present year yet. 
t j-w , ° y™ con’lnn evidence of previous witnesses concerning the Bago and Batlow country ? Tes. 

link that the country is suitable for the Manitoba wheat, which is the best wheat grown in N.S.W., 
ecatise the climate is similar to the climate in which the wheat was originally grown. The flour from 
amtoba wheat brings £3 a ton more than other flour. A gentleman living up on the Tarrangobilly 

country expects to get about 30 bushels to the acre there.
Bpeak of tllis c0l,ntlT from personal knowledge ? Tes.

'i In 4.4v,C^ ^0l1 ^ ^10 f°r the proposed railway ? The Adelong route. It has been
s.al . 13 110 eultivation along that route, but they have lately gone in for growing corn in the
Adelong Valley. The other day one of the farmers there wanted to sell me 1,200 bushels ; and I. know 
r a lere flTO three or four wlio are trying to rent ground there to grow maize upon. For the last three 

years our production of grain lias been increasing by leaps aud bounds. About four years ago the
r,nr,1!111 fb '™0a'' was only about 40,000 bushels ; then it increased to 80,000 bushels; and then to 2u0,000 bushels ; and next year the crop will be still larger.

2G88. Mr. JFa/son,] The increase in the production of wheat may account for the decrease in the 
woo TT°n 0t m!1!ZG ‘ ^ may ^ aro clearing more laud for w'heat-growing.

.How many teams aro there in Tumut and Adelong? About fifty in summer-time; but, on the 
average, rig it through the year, only about twenty. Our firm has kept as many as thirtv-three or thirty- 
tour teams going m a week. 1 am sure that the proposed railway would nay within five" years, and that 
the Commissioners would then bo able to reduce the rates.
2690. Have you seen the Commissioners’ figures ? Tes ; but I do not think that there will bo a deficiency, 
txundagai is credited with a lot of the traffic that comes from Tumut. For instance, I never make out my 
consignment notes from Tumut; I make them out from G-undagai. Last year there was a great failure ot the crops m Gnndagai.

'?,0 y°u *i^at ti’® Tumut trade has been keeping the Gnndagai extension going ? I am sure 
ot it. Tour years ago no wheat at all went aivay from Tumut, but this year between 4,000 and 5 000tons will go away. ‘
2692. j)fr. Lcc/on.] Do you know Mr. Usher ? No.
2693. Ho did not call upon you ? No.
2694. Did Mr. Harper call upon you ? No. 1 think Mr. Shepherd wanted to know why the Tumut corn 
novor gets weenly There is an outer skin on it which the weevil cannot get its nose into. The frost 
puts tins skin on the corn Iliad a lot of maize stocked some time ago, and one of the bottom bags got 
very wet so that the weevil got into the corn; but the bags that were higher up were not touched by

6 Dec., 1899.

1899.

William Henry Bridle, auctioneer, Tumut, sworn, and examined •—
S ,“s in ,h° Ahout foriy-eisi“ yc">-1 ™ i»™h”8- w^b'mi”-
2696. Can you give the Committee a general statement as to the character of the country, and as to its 6 !>«

T11 P?“lbllltl0B ' ] could do so, but having been through the electorate as a raider in connection
with the Land lax assessments, I have compiled tabulated statements respecting the parishes of WrangleJSS'S1*1 Bl0Trgl sh°7,VhC °reW °f the Vari°U0 h0ldin^ the area of land now under'

cnU,™ti“' '■ot mt tb»«“ »f
ocqq v°U lew °Ut ?,cc10ini!i in y0UT statements the Gilmore part of the district ? Tes.
Tl f- iiJUr State,11.e]!ltfl dea? 0!lIy WI1Ul tte immediate country north-east, east, and south of Tumut ? Tes The following are the particulars which I have collected

Parish or Wyanole.

Owner's name.

Dalgety & Co. .....
Henry French ......
Walter Frost ......
P. Geary .............
Tims. Keefe..........
P. Kiley.................
Tlios. Conquit ......
Geo. Clout, junior
John Morris..........
K. C. Body ......
W. O’M aiming......
Thos. Keefe..........
Samuel Piper ......
G. Wr. Last ..........
Abraham Kershaw 
l). P. Morctou.........
H. Wilson..............
W. Lowther..........

(17 owners)

Present cultivated. Land capable of 
cultivation, Pastoral laud. Total area.

a. r. V- a. r. P' a. r. P- a. r. p.
200 0 0 (127 i 0 S27 i 0
100 0 0 1,115 2 0 1,215 2 0

40 0 0 109 1 0 200 0 0 369 1 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 1,306 2 0 1,406 2 0
60 0 0 800 0 0 2,986 2 0 3,786 2 0
40 0 0 S21 2 0 1,040 0 0 2,467 2 0

50 0 0 350 0 0 400 0 0
40 u 0 100 0 0 202 1 0 362 1 0

........... 50 0 0 SI 1 0 131 1 0
100 0 0 65 0 0 165 0 0
200 0 0 620 0 0 S20 0 0
100 0 0 220 0 0 320 0 0

15 0 0 50 0 0 282 1 0 332 1 0
20 0 0 380 0 0 400 0 0

14 0 0 14 0 0 76 0 0 90 0 0
5 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0

280 0 0 2S0 0 0
10 0 0 SO 0 0 90 0 0

2,)4 0 0 2,934 3 0 10,57S 2 0 13,513 1 0

2,BSD acres more land aro available for the purposes of cultivation, but 
suited for tbe growth of wheat.

7—0

this land not having river frontage is more

Parish
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W. H. Bridle. 
'G Dec^t 1890.

Parish op Mokdonqo.

Name of owner. Land at present 
cultivated.

Land that could 
be cultivated.

Pastoral land.

a,
20

r.
0

p
0

a.
50

r.
0 Pb a.

94
r, p.
0 35

20 0 0 50 0 0 53 3 39
40 1 24

4 O 0
a n ‘MVnrvnfitf? ...................... ........................... * 37 0 0 37 0 0 21 2 0

50 0 0 so 0 0 109 0 0
102 .3 0 200 0 0 663 2 31
386 0 0 500 0 0 1,365 O 0

ft (l Tnn<j ................ ........................................ ...... 70 0 0 100 0 0 973 0 0
20 0 0 76 0 0 90 0 0

o 0 0
20 0 0 64 0 0 •

40 0 0
50 0 0 127 2 0

30 0 0 48 1 0 SS 1 0
30 0 0 50 2 0

155 1 0 490 0 0
100 0 0 250 0 0 1,023 2 0

50 0 0 no 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0

GO 0 0 70 0 0 86 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0

IV .T « 1WVW ............... ......................... 40 0 0
20 0 0 50 0 0
30 0 0 56 0 0 51 1 0
45 0 0 so 0 0 27 3 0

50 0 0 11 0 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 42 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 224 2 0
35 0 0 133 0 0 230 e 0
40 0 0 50 0 0 108 0 0
50 0 0 70 0 0 70 0 0

W rl Pipsr ................................................ 16 0 0 100 0 0 539 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 190 0 0
10 0 0 180 0 0 698 2 0

5 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0
8 0 0 80 0 0 20 O 0

20 0 0 SO 0 0 113 0 0
W Hii'ts .................................................................. 80 0 0 120 0 0 20 0 0

30 0 0 70 0 0
7 0 0 7 0 0 46 1 22

20 0 0 30 0 0 63 1 32 '
40 0 0 270 0 0 17 0 0

9 0 0 9 0 0 4 0 0
,Tas. McKvoy............................................................. S)

27
24

0
0

0
0

11
27

0
0

0
0

o
4

0
0

0
0

0 0 24 0 0
30 2 0 30 2 0 8 0 0
13 b 0 13 0 0 4 3 30
3 0 0 3 0 0 6 0 15
4 0 9 4 0 0 30 0 9

IS 0 0 18 0 0 5 0 10
A fTTCmll ................................................. ......... . 15 0 0 20 0 0 8 0 0
E. G. Bridle.............................................................
W ■RriHli* ..........................................................

7
136

0
0

0
0

15
130

0
0

0
0

5
74

0
1

0
18

Un-irlc’ ftafafe ....................... ........................... 100 0 0 120 0 0 29 3 16
2 0 0 o 0 0

45 0 0 45 0 0
43 0 0 43 0 0 2 0 0
30 0 0 45 0 0 ■ 92 0 0

.Trtlin Wnlqh .......... ......................................... 38 3 30 38 3 30 5 0 0
n Ah CHir-n ...................................................... SO 0 0 80 0 0 26 1 0

30 0 0 40 0 0 4 2 27
SO 0 0 no 2 8 <> 0 0
15 0 0 37 0 0 8 0 0
15 0 0 15 0 0 30 0 0

2 0 0
3 055 0 0 60 0 0 27

40 0 0 40 0 0 5 0 0
45 0 0

10S 0 0 108 0 0 iii ) 24
SO 0 0 SO 0 0 29 ] 24

Alexander Piper ..................................................... 30 0 0 S4 0 0 25
2

0
0

0
0

7 0 0 7 0 0 11 3 17
75 0 0 75 0 0 21 10
25 1) 0 25 0 0 20 b 0

Clara Moreton .......................................................... 00 0 0 90 0 0 0 16

(80 holders.) 2,756 0 39 4,939 3 38 S,S75 3 5

Total area.

a.
144
103

10
4

5S
ISO
803

1,805
1,073

ISO
2

04 
40

177
130
50

645
1,273

100
100
100
100
150
40
40
50

107
107

01
02

284
303
158
140
630
200
878
40

100
103
140
100
53
03

287
13
13
31
24
38
17
0

34
23
28
20

210
149

o
45
45

137
43 

106
44 
02
45 
45

2
57
45
45

100
100
100

2
IS
05 
45 
96

r. ]).
0 35 
3 30
1 24 
0 0
2 0 
0 0
2 31 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
1 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
1 0
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 22
1 32 
0 0 
0 o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
2 0 
3 30
0 15 
0 0 
0 10 
0 0 
0 0
1 IS 
3 16 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3 30 
1 0
2 27 
2 8 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 24
1 24 
0 0 
0 0 
3 17
2 16 
0 0 
2 10

13,815 3 3

2,183 acres arc still available in this parish for increased cultivation, and iit embraces the most settled portion of the district.

Parish
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Owner or Holder.

N. B. Johnson...... .......
Brown and Harris ......
Thomas Halloran..........
Mrs. Atkinson.............
Bridget Naughton ......
H. McLeary.................
M. Mclnerney.............
K. Start.........................
A. Martin.....................
W. Hargreaves (estate) 
H. F. Hargreaves ......
H. T. Hargreaves ......
C. Graham .................
I. Tonkin ....................
G. K. Green.................
Estate, J. Itegonfc .....
M. Mclnerney............
E. Vickery ................
R. M. Shelley ............

(19 holders.)

Parish of Blowering,

Land now 
cultivated.

Land Biiitcd for 
cultivation.

Pastoral Land. Total area Land.

a. r. p. a. I\ P- a. r. V- a. r. p.

20 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0 50 0 0

Slid 0 0 1,100 0 0 5,622 0 394 6,722 0 394

75 0 0 100 0 0 127 0 0 227 0 0

50 0 0 70 0 0 20 0 0 06 0 0

I4S 0 0 190 0 0 318 3 0 508 3 0

56 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 61 0 0

44 0 0 44 0 0 44 0 0

144 3 0 144 3 0 25 0 0 169 3 0

50 0 0 144 3 0 194 3 0

20 0 0 100 0 0 1,356 1 0 1,456 ] 0
140 0 0 140 0 0
230 0 0 230 0 0

5 0 0 50 0 0 270 0 0 320 0 0
m\ o 0 Ifll 0 0 101 0 0

o 0 0 59 0 0

10 0 0 50 0 0 91 2 0 141 2 0

30 0 0 50 0 0 93 0 0 143 0 0

35 0 0 35 0 0 14 0 0 49 0 0

650 0 0 600 0 0 664 0 0 1,264 0 0

2,147 3 0 2,819 3 0 9,157 1 394 11,977 0 394

W. H. Bridle 
6 Dec^lB99.

672 acres more land might be brought under cultivation.
20 bushels per acre, average yield of -wheat.
65 „ „ „ „ maize.

JO „ „ „ .. oats-
2 tons per acre „ „ hay.
S „ „ „ potatoes.

15 cwt. „ ,, >i tobacco.
The grazing capability of the pastoral laud, as a whole, I would average as follows :—

Catih.—One beast to every 4 acres, all the year.
Sheep, —Two and a half to every acre, all the year.

Fruits of all kinds (not purely tropical) flourish in abundance. Apples, pears, peaches, plums, nectarines, walnuts, 
oranges, lemons, apricots, grapes, currants, gooseberries, strawberries, &c. These fruits could be placed on the Sydney 
market to advantage, if wo had cheap anil easy means of transit, but, as at present situated, this opportunity cannot he 
availed of. There would be undoubtedly a big future for this district, if the country wore opened up by railway 
communication, in the w'ay of establishing jam factories and the conservation of fruit. .

It lias been argued that the bulk of our produce reaches Gundagai as matters stand at present, but this is entirely 
wrong; and were it true, our producers frequently meet a slump in the market through inability to get their stuff down in
time. This latter is undoubtedly a big consideration. _ _ .

Thousands of extra acres could and would be cultivated here to advantage if facilities of transport were granted. 
Tourists from every quarter would avail themselves of the salubrity of our mountain country, where the scenery is 
surpassingly wild and romantic. We have the far-famed Yarraugobilly Caves, unrivalled as yet in the Colony ; and 
Kosciuskn (the nearest point to heaven in New- South Wales) rears its snow-capped summit to the sky. To the tourist m 
search of information, scenery sublime and enchanting, health so dear to all, climate unparalleled in the Colony where can 
you find its equal? and this in the immediate background to our hitherto neglected town. Had we speedy means of 
access, thousands would avail themselves of the opportunity to recuperate from the Eim-scorched plains of the west, to 
revel in our sylvan solitudes, and find life and energy invigorated by a dip in the hot spring at “Glory Hole,”

Mining.—'I'umut undoubtedly offers a large field for tbe enterprising miner, a fact till lately unknown, by reason of 
onr isolation ; still, reference to the hooks in our Warden's office will show as large a revenue, from August last, as that of 
any district in the Colony. We have gold, tin, silver, lead, iron, copper, chromes, in abiuidanee, only awaiting future 
development, and the railway to this place is everywhere regarded as a prime factor in bringing about the same.

Jteirics.—With a railway to our door, you will, on inspection of our country, say there is not a better field for the
dairying industry in the Colony—a field where the land is extremely fertile, droughte unknown, rainfall average 35 inches 
per year, and any amount of pasture summer or winter ; hut, oh ! the freight and the delay.

Timber.—With the advent of a railway our back country will be opened up, and our forests of mountain ash on 
Micalong, Goobarrngandra, arid Batlow will prove a source of supply to the builders below, to say nothing of our forests of 
gum aim hardwood, so necessary for house and bridge building purposes. ,

Starving Stock.—For several years past our mountain country has fed about 500,000 sheep, to sav nothing of cattle 
and horses ; and a railway' from Gnndagai thither would greatly minimise the great loss yearly' entailed in weak sheep 
untrueked at Gundagai, for, if landed here, they would be on grass straight away. ... ,

The Government Statistician's report (though every care is taken in the compilation of it) cannot in any sense be 
considered accurate. Tenant owners (aud there are many here) are averse to giving their full returns, and for business 
purposes tire information is withheld, though with a view to better prospects ahead.
Some of my friends liavo handed to me some returns, which I think I can vouch for as being accurate. 
The first return was furnished to me by Mr. Jehu Wilkinson, of Wereboldera, and the nest by Mr. S. 
P. Wilkinson:—

Tar'i'iculars of Portion of Parish of Wkkeholhera.

Namo of Owner.
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Carrying capacity.

acres. acres. acres. acres. bushels. bushels. tons. tons. tons.
1 2 sheep to 1 acre ;

Wilkinson Bros................ 1,100 400 700 450 1,400 17,000 9 15 M 3 acres to one
beast.

R. Blomley ..................... 242 90 152 10 960 3,000 6 6 1 sheep to acre.
N. B. Johnson................. 78 50 28 1,800 200 20 1 ..
T, Quilty ......................... 190 50 140 20 3,000 3 1 ,,
C, M'Abater................... 330 100 230 1,250 900 50 5 14 ,,

1,940 690 1,250 480 5,410 24,100 85 15 18

Particulars
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W. H. Bridle.
- A ____________________ lARTICCLAJiS OF VeLI.OWIS ESTATE, PARTS]! 01’ YeI.LOWIX.

6 Dec., 1899.

Nome of Owner.
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Carrying enpricitv
of '

grasini* land.

Wilkinson Bros.........

acres.

25,000

acres.

450

acres.

24,550

acres.

0,000

bushels. | bushels. 

1,300 | 7,500

1
i

tons.

40

cwts.

5

tons.
H 1 sheep to the acre ; 

5 acres to one 
hea/1 large stock.

Remark/i.—The timher on the above holding is as follows :—Mountain ash, stringy bark, bine gum, red gum, white 
giirn, ana peppermint, all of which grow in large quantities, and with the aid of a railway, timber-cutting would become a great industry, for the stringybark and mountain ash is almost inexhaustible.

All kinds of fruit grow luxuriantly, and large areas could he cultivated with every success.
Payable gold is found along the valley of Tumut River.

It lias been said that the agricultural laud iu this district only eitends for a distance of a few miles south 
of Tumut; but the following replies to certain questions sent out to various people througliout the district 
by the Secretary for our Railway Committee will show that the agricultural country is much more 
extensive than that. The information was furnished by Mr. II. F. Lampe, of Talbingo : —

1. The amount of land suitable for cultivation, not now used for that purpose,—1,000 acres.
2. The approximate yield of grain and other produce per acre, on laud cultivated for the past few years,—hay, 2 

tons per acre ; potatoes, 12 tons ; wheat, 30 bushels.
3. 50,000 acres suitablo for pastoral pursuits ; and when riugharked and properly killed will carry 1 sheep per acre,

or 1 beast for G acres. 1 r
i -ii p*;!'i11Bybarki bluegnm, urahbie, peppermint, and other kinds of timber grow in great quantities;

and with the aid of a railway timber-cutting would become a great industry.
5. AH kinds of fruit grow luxuriantly, and large areas could bo cultivated with every success.
6. Quantities of gold exist along the Tumut River, '

2G99. Mr. Leoien.] The statements which you have handed in are the statements of reliable men and 
could be supported upon oath ? Tes. So many Riverina sheep have come into this district that our own 
people have found it mure advantageous to lease their land than to run their own sheep upon it.
2701). Mr, Watson.'] So that a large proportion of the wool grown here is not shorn here ? That is so. 
Tbe wool output from this district is, therefore, comparatively small.
2/01.^ From the statements which you have read it would appear that there is a fair area of agricultural 
land in the district which the construction of the proposed railway might bring under cultivation ;—do you 
think that if the line were constructed that land would bo brought under cultivation ? I feel satisfied of 
it. I have been engaged in farming for the greater part of my life, and I know that the farmers here 
only want a slight incentive to increase their production. At the present time we aro handicapped. 
This was a prosperous district before the line was brought to Cootamundra. At the present time we pay 
about 4d. a bushel for cartage, so that the tenant farmer here pays about (is. Sd. an acre more than a 
man in Gundagai would pay, ‘
2702. But the man in Gundagai would probably pay a higher rental? I think that the rents arc about
the same in each place. “
2703. At. Gundagai they have a lighter rainfall than you have here ? "Well. I can endorse what Dr. 
Mason said in regard to the flat land in the two places, The original soil on the flat land is black soil, 
and under it is sand, and under the sand gravel, and where the flats are deeply drained, as they arc by 
the Murrumbidgee, there is much less moisture left for the crops than in places like this where the river 
channel is not so deep.. The people hero have gone into figures, and have tried to properly estimate the 
probably traffic on a railway ; but we cannot reconcile the statements of the Railway Commissioners with 
our ideas upon the subject. At the present time the Government have to keep in repair the roads 
between Tumut and Gundagai via Brungle, between Tumut and Gundagai by the marked tree line, and 
between Tumut and Gundagai via Adelong, in all a distance of about SO miles, representing an expenditure 
of about ,-£50 a mile, or a total expenditure of about £4,000 a year. To look after these roads two 
maintenance men are required, and about £210 a year could be put down for them.
2704. The roads would still be required even if there were a railway ? I think there would be some 
saving. It would not cost anything like so much to maintain the roads if wo had a railway.
2/05, Iho Under becretary has repeatedly sard that the construction of a railway means the increasing 
of the road expenditure of a district? "Well, that shows that railways open up the country. In an 
easterly direction from, here there are thousands of acres of Crown lands which could be worked to 
advantage if we had facilities for transport
270o. Mr. Shepherd.] Aremounlain ash, peppermint, and stringybark considered good timbers? Tes; 
very good timbers. Mountain ash is a light timber.
2707. There are two ashes, one with a bark very similar to ironbark, and smooth at the top, and the other 
with a bark more like box, but darker in colour ; which is the tree you have hero ? Our mountain ash is 
more like peppermint, but at the top it is like white gum,
2705. Smooth? Tes.
2709. Does it attain any si/e ? On the table-land I have seen trees 150 feet in height.
2710. Does the peppermint attain to a great size here ? Tes; it is almost as large as the mountain ash.
2711. Is it used for sawing, or for splitting? For both. It is not as good a timber for sawing purposes 
as is the ash. Tou will not find the ash at a lower altitude than 3,000 feet,
2712. Tou have the white stringybark here? Tes.
2713. What it is used for? For fencing, building purposes, and that sort of thing.
2714. Do you use it for posts? In 1$9(J I saw some posts which had been in the ground ever since I was 
about 3 years old, and many of them are sound at the present day. Stringybark is largely used for 
boards and battens, and also for rails.
2715. I suppose blue gum is a most valuable timber? Tes.

2710.
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2716. There is no ironbarlt here F There is a bastard ironbark, but it is not used.
2717. Chairman.] What do you consider the value per acre of the best land that the proposed route runs 
through ? Its improved value ?
2718. Tes ? I should say it would be worth from £7 to £8 an acre.
2710. That would be about the dearest of the land ? Tes.
2720. The land in the hilly country at G-undagai would not be nearly so valuable ? No. There is some 
very poor land on parts of the line. "

W. H. Bridle.

William Bridle, farmer and fruit-grower, Tumut, sworn, and examined:—
2721. Mr. Shepherd.] What area of ground do you oecuny'! About 230 acres. I was one of the first W. Bridle,
settlers in Tumut. ' ' —\
2722. Ton have heard most of the evidence that has been given ? Tes, and so much has been said upon ® 
the subject upon which I was prepared to speak that tho wind has been taken out of my sails altogether.
2723. Will you give the Committee any information you have at your command upon any point which
you think may^ not have been sufficiently explained ? Tes. When Mr. Graves was giving evidence he 
was asked why it is, if this district is so suitable for fruit-growing, that no fruit is obtainable here now, and 
he replied that the season is too early for fruit, whereas, as a matter of fact, the cherry season is about 
over now, and this year we had a very severe frost which destroyed a great deal of tho fruit. Mr. Priza, 
of Toung, estimated that he lost about £500 by reason of the late frosts, and, although I have been here 
for fifty years, I do not remember a frost which was so destructive. I have lost the whole of my cherries, 
peaches, grapes, figs, walnuts, aud fruit of all kiuds. The frost came two or three nights, and* extended 
all over the district, even as far as Albury aud Corowa, and even to Camden, Then, last winter, we had a 
snowstorm, a thing which we have not had before for forty-six years. There is not a district in the Colony 
to be compared with the Tumut district for fruit-growing, both in respect of the quality and the quantity of 
the fruit raised, and I can speak with some authority upon tho subject, because i have been growing fruit 
ever since I was a boy. I bad the honor to represent Tumut at the Pruit Conference of 1890 and 1S91, 
and. I took a sample of fruit from this district, and I was proud to find that our fruit was the best 
exhibited there. Wo have land here 900 feet above the sea-level, which in good seasons will grow apples 
and pears up to 3 lb. in weight. At Batlow the climate is a cool one, and tho cooler the climate the 
firmer the fruit, aud the longer it will Iteep, Tho ripening season there is two months later than the 
Tumut season, although the district is only 20 miles away, and consequently we can have fruit right 
through tho year. Mr. Timmis up there kept his apples right through from last season. It has been said 
that no hay is grown in the Tumut district. The hay will grow, but the cost of taking it to Gundagai 
would take away all the profit of growing it, though, so far as our capabilities are concerned, we could 
grow enough hay here to supply the whole of Biverina in droughty seasons, supposing that wo were in a 
better position to compete against the Sydney market. The fertility of the soil of the Tumut district is 
inexhaustible. However heavily cropped the alluvial lands may be, one overflowing of tho muddy water 
of the river renovates them, and restores them almost to their original richness. There are places on my 
farm where maize has been growing continuously for twenty-five years without any apparent diminution 
in the yield. "
2724. Do the inundations you speak of occur periodically ? Wc have not had an overflow for five years, 
but, ordinarily, we have one or two every year, or every other year.
2725. .Do the floods over destroy the crops f No. The water may take a little of the fencing away
sometimes, but the improvement to the soil more than compensates for that.
2720. Is there any particular season of the year in which these inundations occur most frequently P 
Generally, if heavy rain comes when there is snow on the Alps, the water spreads all over the alluvial 
plains here,
2/27. That would usually be in the spring? Tes. Tho highest flood that we ever had was on the 18th 
August, .1853, It was caused by a heavy fall of rain following a great fall of snow.
2728. Did the frost destroy tho whole of your fruit-crop ? It did not destroy the apples, but it destroyed
a great number of the pears ; they did not seem to stand it so well. I never knew frost to destroy the
fruit before as it has done this year. A severe frost coming when the bloom is on will nip even the
wheat.
2729. Tou attribute the failure of the fruit-crops entirely to the frost? Tes,
2730. When did the heavy fall of snow that you have referred to occur? A month or two before the
frost.
2731. Aro you of opinion that the fruit industry would largely increase there if the proposed railway
were constructed ? Tes ; but tho codlin moth is troublesome in tiiis district, and until legislation
compels every one who has fruit-trees to prevent it from spreading, it will do a great deal of harm.
2732. Is it long since it made its appearance here ? Eight or ten years. The pest could bo destroyed if 
everyone took to bandaging his trees and killing the grubs.
2733. Have you treated your trees in that way ? Tes, I have bandaged them every year. Spraying was 
tried here, but it did not seem to answer, and I have beard that it has not answered in Tasmania.

Charles Silvester Byrne, auctioneer, Tumut, sworn, and examined :—
2734. Chairman.] I understand that you have been here for the last fourteen years? Tes. c g Byrne
2735. Can you tel) us the names of the principal sheep stations in the district ? I have compiled an ' ' * ‘
estimate of the wool grown within an average distance of 15 miles of the proposed railway, with a list of G Dec., IS99. 
the owners of the various stations, the names of the holdings, and tho number of bales of wool that they
send away.
2736. Wbat area of country does your xeturn embrace ? I commence at the Adelong Crossing, and from 
there, commencing at Adelong Crossing, thence to Mimdarlo, thence via Hillas Creek, Mount Adrah, 
to Nacka Nacka Creek, 4 miles from Adelong. Thence I go via Ellerslie to Middle Adelong, south-east’ 
to a point 6 or 7 miles from Adelong, and then on to the Gilmore, a distance of about 4 miles. Erom

' there '
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C. S. Byme. there I go to 3 point south of Tumut; then up tho Tumut Eivcr to Talbingo, 22 miles from here; then to 
^i0 Gobragandra, to a point 10 miles east of Tumut; then to the head of the Bombowlee Creek, about 8 

6 Dec., 1899. mjjQg north-east of Tumut, and back to the Adelong Crossing. Tho following is my return :—

Owners.
1

Nnmc of holitiug. No. of 
bales. Owners. ■ Name of holding. No. of 

bales.

R. Whittaker ................. 170 Gadara.............................. 50
W, Bootes......................... 200 9
W. Bootes, junior ......... 35 9
R. F, Hirsley ................. 2iifl 4
G. Turner ........................ 30 70
W. Richardson.................. 200 15
— Derrick.......................... 05 125
— Penn ib ......................... 4S P H. aud S. Wilkinson yellowin&UpperGilmore 50
A. W. Crain...................... isn 100
Crain Bros........................... 130

G5 Springfield ...................... 8
2

Mitchell Bros...................... IS 15
J. Hassell , ............. . 9 12
— Melrose.......................... 35 12
Peterson and Sargood...... 200 50
Roche aud Arragon.......... 1-25 H, Wilson ...................... Upper Bombowlee Creek 30
Chas. Purcell...................... 70 0
H. Butler ......................... 33 Thos. Keeffe ............ 150
M. Devling ...................... 30

5 180
R. Gottam .......................... 55 lfP. Kiley . ................. Red Hill .......................... 400

10
55 3,627

Rivers and Son.................. Oxley, Gilmore .............. 55

Jas. Kell .......
Wm. Denson...
— Snodeu ......
R, Christian ... 
H. Quamby
G. Johnson.......
J. Hurtnell......
J. T. Callaway 
Jno, Auckland
C. Graham.........
H. Ttogers......
A. Shaw..........

T.acmalnc .. 
Bombowlee 
Batlow .....

> J ......... * * * *
( Middle Adelong

Bago..................
Gilmore.............
Little River.......

t M ... . .

Middle Adelong 
Gilmore..............

Farmers' Lots.
2
2

15
7

20
202

1

J. Milay .....
— Harris.......
W. Hoad......
H. IT-ench ... 
1!. M. Shelley 
AV. Whatman 
Sirs. Moore...

Gooup .................
Yarraugobilly.....

>1
Bombowlee Creek
Tiunut 1’lains .....
Gadara ................

jj ..............

2
2
2
2

Total, Farmers’ Lots 
Total, Holdings .....

Grand Total .........................

6
10

1
GO
2
1
1

158
3,627

3,785

* This holiHap on the map shows to be much nearer Gundasui than Tmmit ; but tbo road to Gundagai direct is not practicable. The wool has 
to ho caiteiL S mile'; on the Tumut-road -as a mattor of fact within 12 miles of Tumut—before turninf: off'to Giinciarai tor road dmvu Brungle Creek. 
1 am assured by tbe manager of the Bank of New South Wales bore (who arc in reality owners of tho station) that the whole of the wool would come 
to Tumut if railway constructed.

2737. "What weight of wool is there in a bale ? I allow about 400 lbs. to the bale. Tho Commissioners
made a very hurried visit here sis or seven years ago. It was raining heavily at tho time, and they just drove 
down the street and over the bridge and went away again. There are one or two large estates here winch 
it is intended to open up shortly, though I am not at liberty to give you the names of them. The land is 
good frontage land, and will be either sold or let. When that is done there will bo still more room for 
population. -
2738. Will that pay better than running sheep ? Tes, if the land sells well.
2730. Supposing they lease it ? Tes, the frontage land will. They have rented some of it; but they have 
not made any improvements on it.
2740. Do you think that the district is capable of great expansion in the way of agriculture ? Tes. 
South of Tumut there is a lot of country suitable for agriculture to be opened up.
2741. We have heard that there is ridgy land in the neighbourhood of Batlow which is very suitable for 
agriculture; do you think that that land is suitable ? Tes. There is good red land there which, if 
cleared, will return good crops of potatoes and of fruit, and it wilt also grow oats and wheat, though 1 have 
not heard of corn being grown there. I think that the Bondo country, which is east of Tumut, is tho 
best country for oats and wheat.

Sivyer John Bootes, senior sergeant of police, Tumut, sworn, and examined :—
S. J. Rootes. 2742. Chairman] How long have you been living here ? I came to the district twenty-one years ago last 
^—a—month. I was then stationed at Adelong for seven years.

6 Dec., 1899.2743. Have you the usual statistical information collected by the police for the Tumut district? Tes;
and I have, in addition to tbe returns collected by the Tumut police, the returns collected by the Batlow 
and Adelong police. There lias been an alteration in the boundaries of the districts of Adelong and 
Tumut during the last two or three years, and therefore the area of alienated land appearing in the 
returns for the Tumut district for the year 1899 is not so largo as it was for the year 1S97. My returns 
are as follows:—

Agricultural Statistics collected by Tumut Police in January, 1897, 1898, 1899.

Year. No. of holdings.
i

Alienated land.

l
Crown Innds. Area under 

v. beat. Yield wheat. Population.

1897 ..................................... 4S5
512
505

186,710
185,720
177,739

223,942 9,630 
271,375 11,384 
286,245 12,890

3,167
4,649
6,627

54,373
82,527

140,509

3,996 
. 4,057 

4,081
1898 .....................................
1899 ...................................

Tumut
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Tdmtjt Agricultural Statistics collected January, 1SP9.

County. No. of 
holdings.

Alienated
land. Crown lands. Area under 

cultivation.
Area under 

wheat. Yield of wheat. Population.

acres. acres. acres. acres. busliels. Europeans—
Town............. . 1,346

"VVj-nvnrd ... 190 40,396 . 10,654 4,741 2,576 56,231 Country ......
Chinese—

2,569

Buccieucli ... 291 128,808 201,457 7,514 3,765 78,542 Town.,........ 32
Country ........ 124

Selwyn ...... IS 8,635 08,134 035 287 5,73C Other aliens ... 10

Totals...... 505 177,739 280,245 12,890 0,627 140,609 4,031

S. J. Rootes. 

6 i>ec., l899.

Return of Agricultural Statistics for tho Police District of Batlow for year ending 31st December, 1898.

Alienated land.
Crown lands. Total area under Area under wheat Total yield ot wheat.cultivation. for grain.

Freehold. Rented.

fioros. acres. acres. acres. acres, bushel 9.
156,685 30,337 15,677$ 1,370$ 540 11,715

Population for year 1808—Europeans, 825; Chinese, 12; Aliens, 16.

Abklonci Agricultural Statistics collected January, 1899.

Alienated laud. Crown lauds. Area cultivated. Area under wheat. Yield. f Population,

l

acres. ncros. acres. acres. bushels.
56,544 63,240 2,653 1,314 22,112 2,842

These returns are nil collected in January, hut that is too early for this district, because by that time 
the crops have not been gathered, and sometimes I have been told that the actual crop was a little more 
than was anticipated,
2744. "What is the total population that would he served by the construction of the proposed railway ? 
I have not got those figures. Of course, the traffic from Brungle Creek and other places beyond .Killiinicat 
would go to Gnndagai.
2745. Then the whole of the district to which yon refer would not be served by the proposed railway ? 
No, but on the other hand, there are people living outside the Adelong district who would be served by it. 
274G. Mr. Hall has estimated that 8000 people would be served by the construction of the proposed 
line ? According to my figures there are 7,775 people in the district. I may have omitted a few, but not 
many. .1 can corroborate the evidence of Mr. Byrne, because I assisted him to make up his list. We 
allowed for 70 fleeces to each bale ; but if the sheep wore heavy you could not put in so many fleeces,.
2747. You do not consider Mr, Byrne's estimate an exaggerated one P No; if anything, it is otherwise 
than exaggerated. All the people mentioned in his statement would be benefited by the proposed 
railway.
2748. Bo you consider the district a progressive one ? Undoubtedly.
2740. In wbat direction do you consider it bound to go ahead? I think that it will improve in every 
way. I do not say that thero will be a great increase in the production of maiKe, but there is a great 
deal of forest land which is now almost in its natural state, and which is suiiable for growing wheat and 
oats. .
2750. Why do you not think that the production of maize will increase P Because the greater part of 
tho maize land is already under cultivation. There is land which might bo placed under corn, but it is 
not of any extent. Tho area of land under corn has increased gradually each year.
2751. lias wheat growing gone on more or less during the whole of the time that you have been in the 
district? It has increased gradually untiL this year. A. number of people put their maize land under 
wheat when the price of wheat became high. Country which, when I came here eight years ago, was wild 
forest is now riugharked and is carrying stock.
2752. Has farming, according to your observation, boon a marked success in this district? Yes.
2753. Are there regular seasons, a- good rainfall, good soil, and all natural advantages ? Yes. No district 
that T know of can equal if. Wc are favoured with a good ramihl], and a climate under which wo can 
grow first class crops. I could show you oats going 50 bushels to tho acre growing on apparently poor 
land. Similar land would produce two and a half tons of hay and from 18 to 20 bushels of wheat to the 
acre. Dairying is an industry which could bo largely developed here. It has increased to some extent 
during tbe last two years, and there are thousands of acres well adapted for it,
2754. Wliat do you think about the river-fiat land; is it good for dairying ? I think if pays better to 
grow maize upon that land, ] consider this district well adapted for mixed farming, tho cultivation of 
crops, dairying, and tho running of a few sheep. You can produce almost, anything here.
2755. What is your explanation of the fact that very little farming has been done between Adelong and 
Gundagai ? They have not bad an outlet for their produce, though they can grow it right enough.
270G. How is it that more land has not been put under crop between Gundagai and Adelong? I think 
that the farmers down that way arc fairly comfortable, and when a man has enough he does not produce 
any more.

2757.
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S. J. Rootes. 2757. But iE it pays the large land owners better to crop their land or to lease it out in farms, it is 
strange that they do not do so. Mr. Crain, for instance, has a fair quantity of good land ? Tes, hut 1 

er., 189 . understand that last year he grew a certain quantity of maize. No doubt his land is well adapted for 
cultivation, and he has a good deal of forest country which would be suiiable for wheat.
2758. Wo were told in Sydney that the agricultural land here is held by large owners, bo that farmers 
have no chance of getting it, except by paying extravagant rentals. Apart from that land, is there a 
largo area of farming land available? Yes, for mixed farming.
2753. We have heard that the alluvial flats here are very narrow; do you look to that land to support a 
large ngriculmral population, or to the land on the hills ? There is land on the hills which, although it 
would not grow maize, would grow oats, wheat, and fruit well.
2760. Have you ever talked to the settlers in the district in which Mr. O’Sullivan lives in regard to tho 
proposed railway ? Yes. His statements were quite correct. At his own residence I have seen tons of 
straw thrown out to rot.
2761. Do you think that the want of better communication is a great check upon the production of tho 
district? Yes. I think that with a railway many things would be produced which it will not now pay 
to produce. We never suffered from drought here, and wc are never flooded out. We have a regular 
rainfall, and get a fair crop every year, though, of course, the seasons vary somewhat. They had a far 
better yield last year than the year before.
2762. Mt. Shepherd.] A great many witnesses have spoken of land 20 miles from Tumut which they say 
would be brought into cultivation if the proposed railway wrere made. What should induce them to 
cultivate their land, when the farmers round Tumut aro not cultivating as much as they might do? That 
is a very hard thing to explain; but there are farmers up the river wrho are increasing their cultivation 
every year.
2708. Mr. DinlS] Arc they more than 20 miles from Gundagai? Some of them are 40 miles from 
Gundagai. The district is capable of carrying n much larger population, and, as the population increases, 
more land will ho cultivated.
2764. Chairman!] Is the population increasing or decreasing ? It is increasing at the rate of about sixty 
or seventy a year.

THURSDAY, 7 BEGEMS Bit, 1830.
[The Committee met at the “ Commercial ” Hotel, Tumut, at 8 p.mi]

■prrsfent:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKET! (Chairman).

Tbo Hon. Patrick Linuesay Craweorb Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
William. Thomas Dick, Esq. Boueet Henry Lev hen, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a Line of Bailway from
Gundagai to Tumut.

Charles Richards, farmer, Windowie, sworn, and examined:—
C. Richards. 2765. Chairman.] How far are you from Tumut ? , Eight aud a half miles.
/-—x 2766. In what direction ? South-west from here. My father and I have a farm there between us. I

7 Dec,, 18L9. have been there ever since I was born.
2767. What kind of crops do you grow ? Wheat, tobacco, maize, and other crops.
276S, Are there many farmers out there? There are nine, going down our creek for a distance of about
4 miles. The following are the particulars about their holdings :—

Name. Acres. }'ii for cultivation. Fit for wheat. Fit for L-orn.

— Richards ................................................................ TOO 240 100 so
Mrs. Kleine ................................................................. 424 130 110 20
J. Hawn........................................................................ 270 15 s 7
G. Williams................................................................ 120 35 24 11
O. Crouch .................................................................... 100 42 22 20
— Beatie ..................................................................... 200 10S 00 18
•— Q.uilty .................................................................... 250 170 130 40
W, Purcell ................................................................ 1,100 300 200 40
S. Williams................................................................. 200 207 190 17

3,414 | t

2763. How many acres have you under crop this year ? One hundred and thirty.
2770. How many acres has Mrs. Kleine under crop? Forty acres under wheat and 12 acres under corn,
2771. Mr. Bawn ? His is all pastoral land.
2772. Mr. Williams ? He has nearly the whole of his arable land planted.
2773. Has Mr. Crouch the whole of his 42 acres of arable land under cultivation ? No ; thero are 4 
acres not planted.
2774. How much land does Mr. Beatie cultivate ? lie has 50 acres under wheat and 15 under corn.
2775. Mr. Quilfy? He has the biggest part of his 170 acres of arable land under cultivation, but I 
could not tell yon exactly how much.
2776. Mr. Purcell ? He has about half of his arable land under cultivation.
2777. Mr. S. Williams ? He has about 60 acres under cultivation,
2778. How do you send your wool and produce to market now? By team to Gundagai or to Tumut.
2779. Wbat does it cost you to send it to Gundagai? Fivepenee a bushel for grain.
2780. How much a ton? We pay about £L from our place.
2781. Mr. Tnvien.] What is the yield per acre this year ? East year we had 90 acres under wheat, and
our return was 015 bags, 2782.
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2782. Chairman.'] Is there anything else you can tell us in regard to your own locality, or the district C. Eioharda. 
generally ? There is some good country out at Califat, about which, I understand, the Committee have
had no evidence. That is all good country—level country, whereas tho country where we aro is confined ' cc‘’ * 
between hills.
2783. Is the land suitable for cultivation ? It is suitable for wheat. The soil is pretty well the same as ,
ours.
2781'. What is the extent of that country P About 6,000 or 7,000 acres. The area I speak of is this side 
of Mr. Crain’s, Mr. Downie’s. and Mr. Barrett’s. Mr. Barrett told me yesterday that he had about 130 
acres under cultivation. He has a splendid crop of wheat this year.
2785. Mr. Shepherd.] How is the country which you have been speaking of supplied with water ? There 
is plenty of water all through it.
2786. Are any of the farmers you have mentioned growing fruit? They have their own orchards, and 
tho trees do very well. Wc have about an acre of fruit trees.
2787. What kind of fruit do the people there grow chiefly? Apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, 
and fruit of that kind.
2788. Do gooseberries and raspberries grow well there? Fairly well; but not so well as they grow at 
Batlow, where they grow splendidly. I lived there for a couple of years, and I know that it is very good 
fruit country,
2789. Chairman^] What crops is the Batlow country suited for ? Potatoes and oats chiefly,
2790. Is there any large area suitablo for those crops ? Xes ; but tbe land requires a lot of clearing.
There is a great deal of timber upon it.
2791. What does it cost per acre to clear? About £5.
2792. How do farmers like tackling that sort of country ? It is not suitable for large farmers; but it is 
suitablo for men who take up only 20 or 40 acres, aud go in for growing potatoes and fruit. They can 
get water on to their land there.
2793. Do you think a large number of farmers are likely to settle there ? Yes; small farmers and fruit
growers.
2794. What do they do with their fruit ? A jam factory started up there ; but I do not know how they
will got on. '
2795. Is the land up there Crown land? Most of the land round the township is taken up ; hut there 
is a large forest reserve there.
2796. If a farmer took up 30 acres of land there he would have to spend £200 in clearing it? Yes, if 
he wanted to have it all cleared at once,
2797. What timbers are there there ? Messmate, white-gum, and mountain ash.
2798. Are they saleable timbers ? Yes,
2799. So that something could be made out of the timher on the land ? Yes. Towards Bago there is 
any quantity of good country.
2800. How far beyond Tumut would that be? About 32 miles, I suppose.
2801. That would-be rather a long distance for a man to bring his produce ? It would be rather far; but, 
if the proposed railway wore made, the people there would be better off Ilian they arc now.
2802. Mr Shepherd.] Is £5 an acre the price of clearing live timber? That is the price for ringirg and
then clearing the timber off the land. ‘
2803. It would cost more than that to clear live timber? I suppose it would.
2804. Chairman^] I supposo that land is not as good as the land about Tumut ? iNot for maize. It is 
too cold there for maize; but it is splendid land for other crops.

John Weedon, storekeeper, Tumut, sworn, and examined:—
2805. Chairman.] How long have you been in Tumut ? Forty years. I am trading as Mandelson & Co. J. Weedon.
2806. I suppose you get all your goods from Sydney by way of Gundagai? Yes. ,— v
2807. What amount of freight do you pay from Gundagai to Tumut? 20s. a ton for third-class goods, 7 Dee., 1899, 
lus. a ton for second-class goods, and 10s. a ton for first-class goods—heavy material, such as sugar salt

2808. What amount of tonnage is conveyed for your firm from Tumut to Gundagai, per annum P During 
the year 1898 we despatched to Gundagai about 1,000 tons.
2809. How many general storekeepers are there in Tumut besides yourself ? Four others.
MIO. you think they would import as much as you? Mr, Newman might do so, but I should not 
think the others would import any thing like as much.
2811. The others are in a smaller way r Yes.
2812. Is your store a general store—do you sell groceries, drapery, wines and spirits, and so on ? Yes- 
ironmongery and everything else.
28]3. Besides the goods that come from G undagai to Tumut to the business firms here, does any large 
quantity of goods come to Tumut from Gundagai ? A certain amount goes to the different stations 
without going through the local stores—special lines, sucli as wire. I have known of several instances in 
which people have got up wire netting for themselves in 5-ton or 6-ton lots.
2814. With regard to goods coming up by train, do you charter a truck for yourself, or do you combine 
with the other storekeepers ? The sugar comes by tbe truck rate, and so docs iron and kerosene; but I 
have never chartered a truck solely on my own account. My goods come through Wright, Heaton, & Co.
2815. Jf the railway came to Tumut would you bring your goods to Tumut by train ? '’Certainly. ’
2816. A Government official has stated that if the line w'ere constructed Gundagai would still remain the 
place of consignment for store goods? So far as I am concerned it would not, because such an arrange
ment would mean delay and loss. It would be absurd for me to think of it.
2817. It would pay you better to use the railway than to bring goods from Gnndagai by team? Yes;
because, other things being equal, the handling and loss of time in bringing goods by team would put 
that means of transit out of the question. __ 1
2818. Do you send anything from Tumut to Gundagai ? Yes, grain.

2819.
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\ou arc a buyer of grain, and you send it to Gundagai ? Tes.
What freight do you pay 'i Fourpencc a bushel, at the present time.
How much would that ho a tou ? Over 10s. a ton.
That rate would he charged if there were back loading ? It was charged independently of back 

loading. Last year I sent away a lot of maize at 10s. a ton. This year wc are paying 4d. a bushel.
2823. If the proposed railway were constructed, you would use it for the conveyance of grain, because the 
fates of produce are so low ? Most decidedly. It would be foolish for me to do anything else.
2824. Are you able to give us an opinion as to the probable development of the district, supposing a
railway were made ? 1 think that if the railway were extended to Tumut agriculture would develop, and 
other industries would spring up. There is no better place in the colony for market gardening than this 
is, and cauliflowers, turnips, and other vegetables would bo largely grown if people could get a market 
for them. At the present time they do not attempt anything new in the way of production, because of 
the want of a market. ”
2825. Some of the witnesses have told us that there is very little additional land in the district which 
could he cropped. Do you think that the fertile valleys here aro at the present time cultivated to their 
fullest extent, or are you of opinion that there is still a considerable area of land suitable for cultivation P 
I think that many portions of the upland would ho cultivated if the people had easier access to market.
2826. Are the lowlands fully cultivated? I do not think they are. I think that, with a railway, 
cultivation such as we have now would be wiped out, and that people would go in for closer settlement, 
and a different class of cultivation, so that the face of the district would be altogether changed, and there 
would he more produce to send to market.
2827. Is the wheat and flour which is sent to market from this district of good character ? Tes; I have 
never had any trouble with it.
2828. It always fetches a fair price? Tes. Of course the wheat market has been very low for the last 
year or two.
2829. Between Adelong and Gundagai thero has not been as much agricultural development as one might 
reasonably look, for, seeing that that district is within reasonable distance of a railway ? I cannot account 
for that at all,
2830. Mr. hwien.] I understand that the wheat and other produce sent from this district and elsewhere 
by train is hooked from Gundagai? Tes, because Gundagai is the railway station from which it is sent.
2831. Then the railway authorities have no means of knowing whether it comes from Tumut or from 
Gundagai? Our weigh-bills are made nut with the heading, “Gundagai, from L. Mandelson and Co., 
Tumut, to So-and-so,” so that the Bailway people would have an opportunity of knowing where the 
produce came from. Kb doubt Gundagai is credited with all the produce and goods that go through the 
Bail way books.
2832. You do not think you got suflicient credit for the produce that is sent on to Tumut ? I do not
think wo do. .
2833. When you spoke about the lowlands being used for other purposes, I suppose you were thinking 
of market gardening? Tes, and fruit-growing.
2831. The land is well adapted for cauliflowers, cabbages, and other vegetables ? They could he grown 
here to perfection.
2835. And if there were a railway they could be sent to market within a few hours? Tes.
2836. Do you think you could produce potatoes equal to those which are grown in Warrnambool ? Tes.
2837. Which route do you favour for the proposed railway ? I think the line via Adelong is the only ' 
line likely to be adopted.
2838. Would that route serve a greater number of people than either of the other routes? Tes, and 
it would serve two towns; the other routes would only serve one town.
2839. Me have heard that some of the tenant-farmers here have paid as much as 37s. 6d, an acre rent; 
have yon ever heard any of them complain that their rental was too high ? Some of them grumble about 
the rents. The tobacco-growing industry boomed up the rents here ; but when the farmers began to 
grow' wheat and maize on the land it was found that rents were too high.
2840. But the farmers still keep on paying them ? Some of them do ; but in many cases the rents have 
been reduced,
2841. What is the financial condition of the farmers as a whole? Taking them right through, I think 
they are as good as any men in New South Wales.
284*2. Tou look upon them as stable men whom yon could thoroughly trust? Yes.
2843. They are energetic and industrious ? Tes, and they are all solvent, too. I do not think there are 
three or four men on the Gilmore who are in any way hard up.
2344. As a large merchant, you think that if the proposed railway were constructed things would be 
better here than they are now ? Tes, probably.
2845. But the railway will give tho farmers a chance of getting their produce to market independently of 
the storekeepers ? Yes.
2846. So that you aro not speaking from selfish motives? No, I am not speaking from personal motives.
2847. If you were considering "yourself personally yon would say let things remain as they are ? Ido 
not know that I would say that; but, at any rate, I have no axe to grind iu this matter, If the railway 
came to Tumut I think the district would advance considerably. Dozens of my friends in Sydney would 
ho only too glad to come up here in the summer time ; but they will not come while they know that there 
are 20 miles to be travelled by coach. I think, too, that the proposed railway would open up traffic from 
Victoria by way of the Tarrangobilly Caves. The Government now run all the traffic to the caves down 
through Cooma; but, if the railway came to Tumut, this would be tbe shortest road, and I think there 
would he a considerable amount of traffic in the summer time.
2S48. If the train were brought to Tumut, tourists would have a shorter road journey to Tarrangobilly 
than they have now from Cooma, and a good road? Tes.
2849. From Tumut to Tarrangobilly is a distance of44miles, and from Cooma to Tarrangobilly adistance 
of 72 or 73 miles ? Tes ; and I have been told that the road is a very difficult one.
2850. Mr. Shepherd!] Do you send your goods direct to Sydney, or do you employ an agent at Gundagai ?
Wright, Heaton, & Co, are our agents ak Gundagai for traffic coming from Sydney, but all the grain 
goes direct, ■ ' ’

j. Weedon. 2819.
x 2820. 

7 Dec., 1899. 2821.
2822.

2851,
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2851. Mr. Harper told us that for the general' merchandise for which tho teamsters get £1 a ton, the J. Weedon. 
railway would charge 19s. (Id. per ton, and we have hoard that it would pay people to continue to employ
the teamsters ;—do you think that the teamsters could reduce their rates so low as to induce you to bring ” - .eo-’ . ■
your goods from Gundagai by road instead of by the train? I do not think they could ; at any rate, they 1
could not carry grain at the rates for winch the railway would carry it.
2852. Then you think that they could not carry on their business profitably if they only got loading one 
way? I do.
2853. IVe were told by a practical man yesterday they would find themselves going backwards, financially 
speaking? Yes; they could not live by doing it.

Robert Albert Newman, storekeeper, Tumut, sworn, and examined:—
2854. Chairman.] How long have you been carrying on business in Tumut? Thirty years.
2855. You aro one of the principal storekeepers of Tumut? Yres. ‘
2856. And there are four others besides yourself? Yes.
2857. "What freight do you pay upon goods between Gundagai and Tumut? £1 a ton.
2858. And what is the annual amount of freight paid by you ?--*
2859. Ho you buy produce ? Yes.
2860. And you consign it to Gundagai ? Yes.
2801. I suppose you pay about tho same rate as the last witness—10s. aton ? More than that. Rourpcnce 
a bushel is about Ms. 8d. a ton.
2862. J\nd for goods brought from Gundagai to Tumut you pay 10s. a ton for first-class goods, 15s. a ton 
for second-class goods, and £1 a ton for third-class goods ? Yes.
2863. Would you not he better off if you could consign your third-class goods right through from Sydney 
to Tumut by train, even if it cost you as much as it now costs you to consign them to Gundagai and to 
bring them from there by road ? Yes, because of tho saving in time and handling. Every business man 
will tell you that he would rather pay more to get his goods brought direct to him by train.
2864. The railway freight upon third-class goods from Gundagai to Tumut would lie very close upon £1
a ton ; would it suit you to pay that ? Yes. Nowadays we frequently have goods lying at Gundagai for 
nine or ten days, because wc cannot get teams to bring them on here. .
2865. Wheat or grain of any kind would be convoyed from Tumut to Gundagai at lower rates than you 
pay to the teamsters ? Yes. 1 estimate that the freight upon grain would be about Id, a bushel, and we 
should be able to get it away much more quickly than we can now. Under present conditions, if I were 
to get an order for 20,000 bushels of maize, and I was asked when I could deliver it, 1 should have to 
reply, “I cannot bind myself to make delivery within a given time. All I can do is to guarantee that it 
will go as soon as possible.'’ The carriage of 20,000 bushels would necessitate the employment of eigliiy 
teams, and it would take three months to get the produce away. Before ue could complete tho orrler, 
therefore, a cargo might come in from America—that happened only last week—and the market would go 
down. At the present time we have to buy two or three months in advance, and the undertaking is 
altogether speculative, but if we had a railway to Tumut we should know what the prices were aud when 
we could deliver. It would suit us to pay the present rates if we could get our produce taken away more 
quickly. At the present time the business people of Tumut practically monopolise the teams, because we 
can say to the teamsters, “ Wo will give you back-loading,” whereas tho growers cannot do that, and they 
are therefore worse off than we aro.
2866. If the growers had not so far to get to a railway station they could cart their wheat and make thero 
themselves ? Yes, and no doubt they would do that.
2867. I suppose Tumut is a big distributing centre? Yes.
2868. Are most of the goods used by the residents of the district obtained from the local storekeepers ?
Yes. .
2869. The people do not import much on their own account ? No.
2870. 1 suppose some of the large runs do ? "We have no very large runs here.
2871. 1 suppose the large landholders would import their own fencing wire, iron, salt, and things of (hat
kind? Yes. '
2872. Have you any general statement to make ? I have listened to most of the evidence which the 
Committee have taken during tho last three days, and I have come to the conclusion that you arc convinced 
that there are quite 30,000 acres of land in this district which could be placed under cultivation.
2873. Ho you mean within a distance likely to bo affected by tbe construction of the proposed railway ? 
Yes. If 30,000 acres were put under cultivation, 10,000 acres being put under maize, 10,000 under win at,
5,000 under hay, and 5.000 under potaloes, and the produce upon that land sent by rail, the total freight 
at Id. a bushel for tho wheat and maize and 3s. a ton for the hay and potatoes would amount to £9,000.
2874. Ho you mean through to Sydney ? No, from Tumut to Gundagai. That freight would be quite 
apart from the freight upon tobacco, wool, live stock, fruit, ami passenger fares, aud tho back freight 
from Gundagai to Tumut, which would considerably increase with the natural increase in population, if 
we are getting so many tons of goods up now for a population of 6,000 people, and the population increased 
to three times tho present number, we should waut three times as much goods as wo require now. 1 am 
under the impression that this would be one of the best paying lines iu tbe Colony, because the facilities 
for production in this district are so great. Tho mining population is increasing here, and a great deal 
more gold was obtained during the last twelve months than during many previous years. If the railway 
were brought to Tumut, you would, within a short time, find the country 15 miles south from here studded 
with furnished cottages, to which people would come to spend two or three of tho hot months of the year. 
Of course, these people would want supplies, aud it -would all bring traffic to tlie railway. Then, too, we 
should be given some credit for the trainage from Gundagai to Sydney. If the freight from Tumut to 
Gundagai amounted to £9,000 at Id. a bushel, at 4d. a bushel to Sydney it would amount to £30,000.

2875.

R.A.
Ttewman.

1 Bee., 1899.

* Note (oij revision)-.—Mv. M. Groves lias eollcefcort from llic business fcople in Tumut the amount of (minago paid 
annually by tlmm, and has sent particulars —[ ITiie Afpevdix j
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2875. Of course your figures are somewhat extreme, hut if only one half were realised the traffic would bo 
considerable ? Yes; though I do not think my figures are extreme.
2876. How is it that there is not more cultivation between G-undagai and Tumut at the present time P 
Because many of tlie holders there are large holders, and they are doing remarkably well out of tho land 
as it is, so that they do not care to bother with teoants, Mr. Gordon has a few Chinese growing maize, 
but the others have done very well with their land without leasing it. It is acknowledged that that land 
is not so good for agricultural purposes as is tho laud south and east of Tumut. There is a lot of land 
out towards the east of Tumut which is still open for selection, and which would be taken up if the railway 
were brought here—splendid wheat-growing land. Bombowlee is a large property quite near to Tumut 
which is about to be cut up into farms, and that will bring a large population to the district.
2877. Then yon endorse the statement that has been made to us over and over again by tbe farmers in 
the Gilmore Valley, and in the other places, to the effect that if they had a better and more reliable means 
of communication they would till every acre of their arable land ? Yes. If they "were sure of their market 
they would put more land under cultivation, but their difficulties are now so many that they do not trouble 
about it. This place has always been kept back for the want of a market. All those who purchase grain 
here have to do so in the dark at the present time, because we do not know wbat we shall get for it. If 
wheat were to take a jump from 2e. 8d. to 3s. 6d. a bushel to-morrow, we could not get our wheat away in 
time to take advantage of the rise. I believe that when federation is an accomplished fact, and a duty of 
Is. a bushel is placed upon maize and Californian flour, and upon Hew Zealand oats and flour, farming will 
pay very well in New South Wales.

J. D. Walker, 
C.P.S.

7 Dee., 1899.

James Daniel Walker, C.P.S., Mining Warden and Crown Lands Agent, Tumut, sworn, and examined—
287S. Chairman,-] I understand that you have prepared some statistics for the information of the Com
mittee ? I have here a return showing the area of the gold leases applied for in the district, and the 
amount of the deposits and survey fees paid. The area of gold leases applied for from the 1st January to 
the 30th November of the present year was 1241 acres, and the amount of the deposits and survey fees 
paid £1340 8s. These figures do hot include the Adelong district. The mining revenue last year amounted 
to £84 10s., and the increase is to be accounted for by the large number of dredging leases applied for this 
year. The total revenue of the office during 1898 from land, mining, and other sources was £13,418 10s, 
A large number of applications have been lodged under the 28th section of the Act, but, instead of being 
lodged with the warden, they are sent to the Department of Mines. The Eed Hill reserve, in the parish 
of Wyangle, has been pegged out for miles.
2879. Is land sought after in this district for selection purposes ? Yes, and a lot of selections have been
taken up this year by people who in other years would not have looked at the land because of the dry
seasons.
2880. Are those selections taken up by practical men, who will go to work to improve their properties ? I
should say so. In my opinion this is one of the soundest districts in the colony. Very few people here 
have availed themselves of the provisions of the Conditional Purchasers Belief Act—I think not more than 
twenty ; and very few conditional purchasers—I should say not more than about forty—are in arrears.
1 do not think that any district in the colony has greater mineral resources than this district possesses;
but it needs capital to develop them.

Spencer Groves, proprietor, Tumut and Adelong Times, sworn, and examined:—
S. Groves.

7DeiC'is99.
2881. OhairmanJ] How long have you been in this district? Twenty-eight years.
2882. I understand that you have been the proprietor of the Tumut and Adelong Times for twenty-six 
years? Yes.
2883. Yon are also secretary to the District Improvement League? Yes.
2884. You have heard the greater part of the evidence which has been taken by the Committee ? I think 
that I have heard the whole of it.
2885. Do you agree generally with the purport of that evidence and the facts and figures which have been 
given ? Yes. A part of the district from which we have got no witnesses is the Yarraugobilly Caves. I 
have ascertained from the caretaker there that the average number of people visiting those caves during 
the last few years is 800. There aro three routes to the Caves—from Gundagai, a distance of 65 miles ; 
from Cooma, a distance of 75 miles ; and from "Wagga, via Tumbarumba, about 85 miles. If the railway 
were brought to Tumut it would come within 45 miles of the Caves. At the present time, there is a 
constant agitation for the keeping of each of these roads in order; but if a railway were brought io 
Tumut it would settle all contention as to which road should be kept in order, as the road to the Caves, in 
favour of the Tumut-road, and the other roads would then require much less attention. Thousands of 
pounds have been spent upon the road from Tumut to the Caves, for tbe purpose of opening up the Caves 
district, and those who have travelled over both the Cooma and the Tumut roads say that the Tumut-road 
is undoubtedly the better, and that this district contains better scenery. The question has been asked, 
why is it that more cultivation has not taken place in toward Gundagai. I think that may he explained 
in this way:—For the first 7 or 8 miles from Gundagai most of the land through which the railway 
passes is comprised within the South Gundagai Common and ridgy country until you get to Big 
Ben Creek and tho Adelong Crossing. There is cultivation there, and that land was cultivated even 
before the train came to Gundagai, and the area of cultivation has been kept up very fairly. Leaving 
Adelong Crossing, you get into the large estates held by Mr. Crain, Mr. Broughton, and Mr. Bardwell. 
Those people own pretty well the whole of that country. Then you get on to the Tumut Common. So 
far as I can learn, Mr. Crain has received no inducement to give up tho pastoral industry, and to lease 
out his land in small farms, up to the present time; hut if the railway came through tbe country, it would 
be opened up, and there would bo no difficulty in getting tenants. The country is all firet-elasg wheat 
country, and I think it would he taken up very readily by the farming population, It has been mentioned 
that in the T0HnS electorate frirraers can affqrd to grow grain 30 miles frpm a railway, while ye, who are
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only 20 miles from a railway, grumble about the distance; but I should think 30 miles would be the S-Groves. 
extreme outside limit in tho Young electorate, whereas in our district the outside limit would be 50 miles; jTyrj
most of our good country being within 15 or 20 miles of Tumut. The roads over which the people in this oe,* ■
district have to travel are hilly roads, so that the teams cannot take more than 5 or 6 tons at a time, but 
in flatter country, I dare say they would take 10 tons. There are three roads from Gundagai to Tumut, 
aggregating 80 miles in length, and all these roads have now to be kept in repair, at a cost of £50 a mile ; 
but, of course, when the railway is constructed, tho heavy traffic will be taken off them, and the expenditure 
for maintenance will he very much decreased. I do not think there is any other part of the country iu 
which, by the construction of a railway, expenditure could be saved upon three main roads.
2880. But would not the people require cross-roads to enable them to get to the railway ? I do not think 
more would have to he spent upon the cross-roads than is spent at the present time. Money is voted each 
year for expenditure on these roads, and that money would, I think, suffice to keep them in order, because, 
with the construction of a railway, the farmers would use lighter teams. I understand that the annual 
expenses of a railway to Tumut have been estimated at about £8,000 ; but I should like to point out that 
the same rolling-stock that is now used between Cootamundra and G undagai could be used for the whole 
length from Cootamundra to Tumut, and nearly the same staff. Perhaps a shunter or two would be 
required at Gundagai to help with the station work there; but I suppose the staff of the train would come 
on to Tumut. The demand for residences in this town is, at the present time, greater than the supply,
1 know of three families who are now living at boarding-houses because they aro unable to get houses of 
their own ; and, no doubt, many other people would come here if better inducements were given them.
There is a lot of vacant land in the town, and if the railway came here it would be utilised, because 
building materials are as cheap here as in any other part of the Colony. At the present time contracts 
for buildings are let up to the value of over £6,000.
2887. Have you considered the question as to what will have to he paid for compensation for land ? I think 
that in many cases the people through whose land the railway would pass would agree to give their land 
to the Government. In some cases the railway comes close to the road, and it is possible that part of 
the road might be taken for railway purposes. That would make the strip of private land to be resumed 
much narrower, and therefore less costly.
2888. Are the sheep which are brought into this district for agistment paid for by the thousand, or are 
the paddocks into which they go rented? I think that the sheep are paid for by the thousand.
2880. Bo you know what is paid for them? No. A question was asked as to what guarantee there is 
that land 20 miles from here can be brought under cultivation if the proposed railway is made, seeing that 
land within 20 miles of Gundagai had not been cultivated. At tho present time, people here cultivate 
such land as will produce 20 bushels to the acre; because, unless they have as high yields as that, they 
cannot afford to pay the cartage to Gundagai; but, if the railway wore brought to Tumut, they would 
cultivate land yielding only 15 bushels an acre. The Batlow district, which is capable of producing even 
better yields than we got here, would be on the same footing, as far as railway communication is 
concerned, as Tumut. Mr. Weedon was asked if he could account for the decrease in the'maize- 
production of the district, I think it can be accounted for by the substitution of wheat for mai/.o ; 
but, if the railway were brought to Tumut, a great deal of the land now being used for wheat would be 
used for maize, and the wheat-growing would extend to the hilly country. On the Bombowlee estate 
there are large areas of land under wheat which could produce splendid crops of maize, and I think 
that if the railway came hero they would grow maize upon that land, and wheat upon tlie higher 
country.

FRIDAY, 8 DECEMBER, 1899.

[The Committee met at Brungle, at 1 p.jn,~] 

gresrut:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKET! (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrice: Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Bohert Henry Levies, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

, Alexander McGruer, grazier, Brungle, sworn, and examined :—
2890. Chairman.} How many years have you lived here ? Thirty-nine years and nine months, A. McGtraor.
2891. Are you well acquainted with the country from Gundagai to Tumut, and the district generally ?Tes. J 8 J b , 8 Dec., 1890.
2892. Are there any townships between Tumut aud Gundagai, on the Brungle route? No, none whatever.
2893. Brungle is a village in name only ? Yes.
2894. Between Brungle and Gundagai what towns are there? None.
2895. Between Brungle and Coolac is there any concentration of population? No; there are only a few 
farms there.
2896. As an old resident of the district have you formed an opinion as to which of the three proposed
routes would be the best for a line to take ? I have formed a very strong opinion upon the subject, and 
1 think the railway should be taken along the Tumut Yalley, because by going that way it would servo 
20 miles of good country on the Tumut Biver, in addition to the country round about Tumut itself, and 
further out. Tho produce grown upon the Adelong route amounts to very little until you get to the 
Gilmore Creek; though, of course, there is more population upon that route. The population of Adelong, 
however, is a mining population, and is supplied with produce chiefly from Tumpt, aided by a little locally. 
gr(jwp produce, ' ■ f
• ' 2897.
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McSi-uer. 2897. Between G*un8agai and Tumut via the Tumut Eiver what extent o£ cultivation is there? It is alj 
1 cultivation. Just opposite this house, on tlie river flat, there aro 400 or 500 acres under maize. The 

Tarrabandra traffic would come iu to the line you speak of at' the Brungle bridge. A railway going via 
Adelong would lose the traffic from tho Tumut valley district until you get beyond Killiinicat Hill.
2898. I suppose you are aware that if a railway were brought along the Tumut Talley it would have to 
start from Coolac ? Yes.
2899. That is looked upon by the Department as a very serious objection to the route ? There is some 
force in the objection ; but, to my mind, the proper route to adopt would be one crossing the river near 
Coolac. A few years ago I showed Mr. Burge a, place where the Murrumbidgee could be crossed by a 
bridge not a quarter as long as any bridge that would bo required at Gundagai. _
2900. Where do the people on the Tumut valley send their produce to now ? There is not such a great
lot of produce grown on this side of the Tumut valley now, though it has been grown, and it will be 
grown again. There is a big plain between here and Gundagai, aud I have seen every aero of it ploughed. 
L might also mention that one season 1 owned one of four threshing machines, which were employed on 
the Brungle Creek; and, though my machine was the smallest there, it put through 10,000 bushels. I 
threshed for Mr. Clout that season.
2901. Then are we to understand that agriculture has fallen off very much here ? Yes.
2902. Why is that ? There are eleven or twelve fewer families on the creek now than there were thou.
Mr. P. Kiley holds land which used to belong to four, five, or six men; Henry Drench has land which 
other people used to be in possession of; and Messrs, ftobert and William Drench have land which was 
at one time owned by others. •
2903. Tliat indicates retrogression rather than progression in respect to agriculture ? "V es ; but I think 
that what has to be studied in regard to a railway proposal is rather the capabilities of the soil than the 
manner in which the land is held. In years to come the land will be put to its proper use again.
2904. Between Gundagai and Tumut, via the Tumut valley, how many acres are there on tlie flats 
suitable for agricultural purposes F ] could not give you any direct reply, because I have not gone into 
the matter. ’
2905. Is it not tho general experience that when land gets into the hands of tlie large holder he uses 
it for pastoral rather than for agricultural purposes? Yes; but when families increase it has to be 
divided again amongst them.
2906. Do you go in for farming at all? Tery little.
2907. You used to do so ? Yes.
2908. I suppose you find it easier and more pleasant to let the cattle and sheep earn your living for 
you ? Yes.
2909. On the other route tbe people have the local market and all tho advantages which arise from close 
settlement, and which you have not got. Do you not think, therefore, that the future of that district as 
a farming district will be realised more rapidly than tbe future of this district, supposing the railway is 
brought this way ? My opinion is that once you get past the Gilmore on the other route you will get 
traffic to the railway; but between Gundagai and Gilmore the prospects of traffic are very poor.
2910. It is said that agriculture is not largely engaged in in that part of the country, because large 
holders keep the land for other purposes? I do not think that the land is there. You can seethe 
extent of good land from the road.
29LI. On the Gilmore, aud round about Tumut for a distance of five ox six miles, is there not a large 
extent of country suitable for agriculture ? Dndouhtedly ; and therefore I say that Tumut should get a 
railway. I think that the producers should be helped, because they have to work very hard.
2912. Your contention is that the country between Tumut and Gundagai on the Tumut Talley, will 
support a larger population than the country on the Adelong route ? It would give more traffic to a 
railway.
2913. Traffic in agricultural produce ? Yes, and perhaps in copper and chrome ore. It does not matter
to me which wny the line goes, because I am pretty handy to the railway now, I am only about 12 miles 
from Gundagai. ,
2914. Have you a fairly good road? Yes. If the railway were being promoted by a private company I 
would rather take shares in a line going along the Tumut ’Valley than in a line going along the Adelong 
Creek Talley. I should like to see the line start from Coolac. The country down there is wonderful.
2915. But are not the people down there fairly well served at the present time ? Yes, fairly well.
2916. Do the people on the eastern route take much interest in this matter? I do not think so. Even
in Tumut they do not seem to trouble much about it. I was there at one meeting, and only one farmer 
spoke. ,
2917. If the railway were brought along the Tumut Talley would you use it? Yes, if there were a
station close at hand, unless I wanted to take anything into Gundagai. _ _
2918. How far would you be from such a line? If it came on this side of the river it would go through
my land. _
2919. We have it in evidence that if the line were taken via Adelong Crossing the people^ out almost ns
far as the Crossing would still continue to cart their produce into Gundagai ? 1 do not think they would
cart produce that they intended to send through to Sydney, or any long distance, into Gundagai. _
•2920. Is the land on the Tumut Talley as fertile as the land on the Gilmore ? Yes. There is a piece of 
land in front of my door from which 1 have received 35 or 36 bushels of wheat to the acre. Last year I 
only got 25 bushels from it; but tho wheat was quite pinched, and by its colour 1 think that it will be 
pinched this year. The land here and on the Brungle Crock is splendid wheat-growing land, though a lot 
of it is lying idle. ,
2921. There is no Government land here ? Yo, I think not, unless in the travelling stock reserves.
2922. Do you know wbat that land is worth an acre ? I do not know what it would be worth all through.
2923. Is it any of it leased to farmers ? Yes.
2924. What do they pay for it 7 Ido not know.
2925. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you ever tried fruit-growing here ? Yes, on a small scale.
2926. What kind of fruits have you grown ? Grapes, apples, pears, and apricots.
2927. Do they all do well ? I’airly well.
2928. ITow'much land have jou under cultivation ? About 7 acres this year. .

2929.
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2929. Is that land chiefly under wheat? Yes.
2930. What kind of wheat do you grow ? .At one time my fancy was for White Lamb wheat; hut now I 
do not care what 1 grow, as I use it merely for hay.
2931. I suppose the grazing country about here is not considered very good? It is not too had,
2932. What is the average carrying capacity of the hilly country? A sheep to the acre, or a little more.
In conjunction with my brother, 1 hold not quite 5,OUO acres, and this year J shore over 5,000 sheep. 
In addition to those sheep we fatten from 150 to 200 head of cattle. „
2933. Do yon think that the construe! ion of a railway through this district would induce people to go in 
for agriculture more? I think so.
2934. I suppose that between hero and Gundagai the people arc well served already ? Yes.
2935. Are you acquainted with the country south of Tumut ? Not very well, though I have been through 
it all. It is goad country. Tumut is the spring-head from which the present traffic on the G undagai line 
comes. Gundagai would be nowhere if it were not for Tumut.

A. MuGruer. 

8 Deo., 180: L

WEDNESDAY, 10 JANUAliY, 1900.

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Ciiaiiwan).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon: Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Willtaai Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

William Jehu Hanna, Principal Assistant Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
. and further examined :—

293G. Chair man.~\ Since you were last before the Committee you have prepared a statement, showing tbo W. J. Hanna 
expenditure upon the roads in the Tumut district during a certain period ? J have particulars of the 
expenditure for the past four years. The return is perhaps fuller than the Committee actually require. 10 Jan., 1900 
It contains some roads which aro not directly affected by tnc railway. It is as follows:—

Uktuun of Expenditure on Roads likely to be affected hy construction of proposed Railway from Gumlagni to Tumut.

Schedule
No. Name of Road. 1805-00. 1896-07. 1S97-9S. 1S9S-P9. Total,

£ £ £ £ £
1,323 Tumut to Gundagai........................................................ 1,383 1,093 ■ 915 057 4,053
1,32-1 Tumut, vhl Brungle, to Gundagai .............................. 1,453 493 508 428 2,977
1,325 Tumut to Lacmalnc....................................................... 244 278 150 85 757
UT2G Tumut to Knindra ......................................................... 906 593 805 078 3,287
1,327 Tumut to Adelong ........................................................ 404 253 231 289 1,237
1,323 Tumut, rid Tho Plains, to Jones’ Bridge ................. 107 124 150 141 582
1,32!) Tiunut to Tomorrama.................................................... 223 314 93 175 805
’,330 Tumut, vid Piper’s, up Bombowlee Crook.................. 152 58 75 50 341
1,331 Adelong Crossing to Bago............................................. B01 448 331 505 1,835
1,332 Adelong to Hillas Creek ............................................. 225 127 205 229 730

- 1,335 Gilmore to "Reilly’s Crossing......................................... 13S 104 126 ns 480
1,338 Jones’ Bridge to West Bloworing............................... 153 144 156 1S3 030
1,33!) Reilly’s Crossing, viil Batlow, to Bago .................... 14S 94 15!) 191 592
1,340 Tarrabandra to (Jocup.................................................... OS 55 08 191

' 1,341 Windowie School, op West Bank, Gilmore Creek ... 39 52 77 34 202
1,342 Windowie, up East Bank, Gilmoro Creek .............. 126 84 118 84 412

£ 6,495 4,269 4,244 4,221 10,220
------ Main Southern Road (S. Gundagai to Turcutta Creels) 536 320 327 507 1,690

.

£ 7,031 4,595 4,571 4,728 20,925

2937. Will you mention the main roads, and state what amount has been expended upon them ? There are 
only three roads which would bo much affected, and only one of those three to a largo extent, and that would 
bo ihe main road from Gundagai to Tumut via Min jury. Upon that road during the past four years we 
have expended £4,053. The next road is that from Gundagai to Adelong, which embraces two roads—part of 
the Great Southern Road, and the scheduled road frmn Adelong Crossing to Adelong. Upon the Tumut 
to Adelong portion the expenditure has been £1,237 during the last four years. "Upon tho portion lying 
between Adelong Crossing aed Adelong, on the road from Adelong Crossing to Bago, tho approximate 
expenditure has been £1,390 during the same period. Upon the main southern road the expenditure lias 
been £1,690; the other roads are feeders; I do not think they wilt be affected. We cannot count upon 
any appreciable reduction in the cost of maintenance. _
293S. The cost of maintaining them will go on whether there Is a railway or not? Yes; it would be 
increased rather than reduced. There will be a considerable saving eil'ected upon the direct road from 
Gundagai to Tumut, but that saving will be all required to open up fresh roads as feeders to the railway. 
Taking the additions and reductions, I think the expenditure will remain about tho same as at present. 
2939. That is owing to the hilly and difficult character of tho country ? And the necessity for opening 
up fresh roads owing to the opening of the railway; even with the present settlement fresh outlets will 
be wanted, 2940,

*
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W. J. Hanna. 2940. Dr. Garran,] Is there plenty of good road-metal in that district? It is a very good district for 
metcal.
2941. There is no trouble whatever in making good roads ? No.
2942. The road from Gnndagai to Adelong is a good road ? y es. It is in good order and is metalled 
throughout, excepting about half a mile.
2943. It meets all the requirements of the Adelong mining popnlation ? So far as I know.
2944. There is no difficulty in carting machinery along the road ? I should not think so.
2945. Tou have not had any complaints ? Not that 1 am aware of.
2946. Tou have not heard of mining being kept in abeyance through the want of a good road to Gnndagai ? 
I do not recollect any complaint of the kind.
2947. Is that road as good on to Tumut as it is to Adelong? I think the direct road is, perhaps, rather 
better. I do not think there is much difference; they are both good roads for traffic.
294S. Have the farmers of Tumut as good au outlet for their produce as have the mining people at 
Adelong ? 1 should think so.
2949. They do not complain of the badness of the road ? There has been no serious complaint.
2950. Carriage is as cheap there as it is anywhere? I should think it would be. The direct road from 
Gundagai to Tumut is all metalled, excepting about 31- miles.
2951. Is the unmetalled part a good natural road? I’airly good.
2952. In dry weather, certainly ? Tes.

. 2953. Does it get soft in wet weather? Tes; hut not to a serious extent.
2954. I suppose that year by year yon will gradually metal it? Tes, we are continuing to improve it.
2955. Is the whole district fairly well served by main roads ? Tes.
2956. Are the branch roads off to the farms in fairly good condition ? The branch roads are, many of 
them, had in uret weather, especially in some places. They are attended to from time to time, as the funds 
at our disposal admit.
2957. Mr. Watson,] Although the road between Tumut and Gundagai is well made, it has a very heavy 
grade has it not? Tes, there are some hills.
2958. It is more hilly than tho road between Adelong and Gundagai ? Tes.
2959. Mr. Dick.] Tou mentioned the road from Adelong to Ifago ; is that a direct road from Bago ? 
Tes.
2960. That road would not bo much affected by the railway ? Not beyond Adelong.
2961. Mr. M'cFarlane.] What is the length of the direct road from Gundagai to Tumut ? Speaking from 
memory, about 23 miles.
2962. It is metalled all the -way, with the exception of 3i miles? Tes.
2963. Have you any idea of the rate of carriage? No.

IBID AT, 12 JANUARY, 1900.
iSreomt:—

The Hox. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chairman). .
The Hon, Patrick Lindesay Crawford Sheiuihrd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
William Thomas Dick, Esq. Kobert Hknrt Levien, Esq.

John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Gundagai
to Tumut.

William John Allen, Eruit Expert, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn, and examined 
W. J. Allen. 2964. Chairman.] Ton are a fruit expert in the Department of Mines and Agriculture? Tes.

“s 2965. Mr. McFarhne.] What is the nature of your duties? My duties are principally in connection 
2 Jnn., 1900. fru{j; industry. I have charge of the orchards belonging ito the Department of Agriculture, and

I also travel round the country giving instruction when requested to do so.
2966. I suppose you have a good general knowledge of the fruit-growing districts of the Colony ? I have
a fairly good insight into them. *
2967. Do you know the Tuimit district? I have driven through the district to Batlow from Gundagai.
2968. How long ago ? Last April or May.
2969. What is your opinion of the district? Judging from the fruit I saw at the show at Batlow, and 
from the orchards I saw there, I consider that there is in the district some of the best fruit-growing land 
for cold climate fruits I have seen. It is specially adapted to the growth of apples, pears, currants, and 
different kinds of berries, also to the growth of vegetables, I saw some exceptionally fine potatoes and 
onions there—as good as I have seen' at any show, and I have attended some of the best shows in the 
Colony.
2970. It is also a great maize-growing district ? I believe maize is grown there; but I did not see much 
in the part I visited. I was mostly looking through orchards.
2971. What part of the district did you visit? In going to Batlow I wont via Adelong and back by 
Tumut. I was driven from Batlow to Tumut, and I was shown some very good country; but I saw no 
country better than that which I saw round Batlow for fruit-growing purposes.
2972. Is there a hirgD area of that fruit-growing country ? There aro some good-sized patches. I will 
not say that the whole of the land is good ; but tho red soil is at places deep, and it is better for fruit
growing purposes than is some of the clayey soil, In some eases you come to tho clay at a depth of a 
foot or 15 inches. Although that land will grow good fruit, it will not grow as good fruit as will the red 
soil.
2973. Apart from the flats along the river, the bulk of the country is hilly ? Tes.
2974. What is the area of land there which you consider well adapted for the growth of fruit? There is
a great deal of good land suited to the growth of fruit in the hilly country, where it is not too steep. I 
could not give you the area; but seme of tho best land I saw was on the hillside between Tumut and 
Batlow. 2975,

f
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2075. Is it, similar country to that in the immediate vicinity of Tumut;—is it similar to the hilly country 
there ? I apprehend so. I could not see much difference in the soil.
297G. Is there a large production of fruit in the district at the present time ? At the present time it is 
not particularly large; but I think there is a good future for the industry if the country is opened up so 
that the fruit may be easily got to market, It is rather expensive to get the fruit down from Batlow to 
Tumut, especially summer fruit; vegetables are also difficult to get down.
2977. At present there is not a very large area of land under fruit ? Ten acres would be a good orchard 
there at the present time. I did not see any very large orchards.
297S- Tou think, as an expert in fruit, that if the people in the district had better facilities for getting 
their produce to market, their fruit-urowing operations would be largely increased ? I think so. It is as 
good country as any I have seen in New South Wales for cold-climate "fruit.
2979. Would the proposed railway offer the necessary facilities for a large fruit-growing industry? T 
think it would greatly help the fruit-growing, ] do not think that so far as fruit-growing is concerned 
the proposed line goes quite far enough. Thero is a lot of good country at the back of Tumut which 
would not be touched by the railway.
2980. In what direction? Bound the hills at Batlow.
2981. 1 suppose you have had some experience of the results derived from the carriage of fruit? Yes.
2982. Where fruit is conveyed by teams it gets knocked about a good deal ? Tes ; a great proportion of 
the producers have not proper conveyances. Bruit requires to be couvcyed by spring waggons, and most 
of the producers have only drays, which cannot take anv very great quantity at a time.
2988. With their present facilities the producers are not likely to extend their operations of fruit-growing?
They could not do so very well. ‘ ^
2981'. Mr. ShepherdT] Have you ever resided in the district between Tumut and Adelong? No: I have 
made only one trip to that district; I was there onlv three or four days.
2985. So that you have only a superficial knowledge of that part of the country ? While I was there I 
had a look at some of the orchards and the land generally, 1 went there to learn as much as I could and 
I gained considerable information while I was there.
298t>. I suppose the main reason wh}1, fruit-growing has not been more largely carried on lies in the 
difficulty ot getting fruit to market ? Quite so. Bruit is greatly bruised in being sent to the railway’ 
station. I am told that although tbe fruit is good when it is sent away, when it reaches Sydney it is 
greatly bruised and would not be of any use for export. ’ '
2987.^ Tou said, I think, that apples, and pears, and cherries were the principal fruits grown ? Apples, 
cherries and pears, and the different berries and currants. '
298S. Do you know whether the seasons are sometimes so severe as to destroy the fruit ? I have not 
heard it. *
2989. When the Committee were there some time ago it was impossible to got fruit of any kind locally 
grown, and we were informed that the snow and frosts had completely destroyed the crops ? This year 
has been an exceptional year all over the Colony. Last year 1 was shown in this district as fine fruit as I 
have seen grown anywhere jn the Colony.
2999. This season, then,Js quite exceptional? It has been in most parts of New South Wales.
2991. Did you have much conversation with the fruit-growers of the district? I conversed with those 
I met.
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2992. Do you think there is a general desire among the residents to enter largely into the fruit-growing 
industry ? I do not think there is at the present time. Wo now import a great quantity of apples and 
pears, but if it can be shown that fruit-growing can he made to pay in the district—as no doubt it can— 
the industry will soon thrive, and in place of our being importers of fruit we might easily become exporters,
2993. What was the real object of your visit to the district ? I was judging at the Batlow Show.
299L Tou did not make any inquiry to ascertain what traffic would be likely to result to a railway from 
fruit-growing ? No ; I did not think about the railway at that time, but the fruit-growers told me that 
their fruit got damaged a great deal in travelling to G-undagai, and I can quite understand that that would 
he the ease. .
2995. What is your opinion of the land generally in the district for fruit-growing purposes ? The host 
of the land for fruit-growing is on the hill-side.
2996. Would it be nearer Tumut or Gundagai ? Beyond Tumut, towards Batlow.
299/. The area suitable for cultivation there, 1 suppose, is rather limited? I should say that a very big 
area of country suitable foy fruit-growing could be opened up. It is certainly rough country, but from 
what I could sec, some of it is as good for fruit-growing purposes as you could get anywhere.
2998. The hills, as a rule, would be too steep for fruit-growing ? Bound about the hills where the 
ground is not very steep, some of the best fruit-growing land exists.
2999. What portion of the district do you consider most suitable for fruit-growing? Most of the laud 
I saw was around Batlow. 1 could not say whether the land at Tumut was better or worse than the 
Batlow land. I saw the land round about Batlow for a radius of a few miles, and it struck me as being 
exceptionally good fruit-growing country,
3000. What is the character of the country between Tumut aud Batlow? It is rather rough country. It 
is similar to the country round about Batlow. It is a little more open than the country at Batlow.
3001. I supposo there are patches suitable for fruit-growing ? Tes.
3002. And it is your opinion that fruit-growing would be largely gone into there if there were railway 
facilities ? I think it would he an industry which could he very profitably opened up there.
3003. Did you take any notice of the agriculture in the district ? No ; but I noticed that particularly 
good onious and potatoes were grown.
3004. Have you seen much of the Tumut fruit in Sydney ? Tes.
3005. Do you know the variety of apples which are chiefly grown there ? I believe the fire-crown pippin 
is the variety chiefly grown.
3006. They grow chiefly the better-keeping varieties, I suppose ? Tes ; and that is where they would he 
able to make their money.
3007. Mr. Dick.~\ How would you describe the soil in the Batlow and Bago districts ? It is a changeable 
soil. Some of it is a nice loamy soil, with an open subsoil, while some is very shallow, with a white, clayey subsoil.

?-Q 3008.
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W. 3. Alien. 300S. Although the land out there is fairly rough, by far the greater part of it is suitable for orchards ? 
—“n I should say about half of it would be.

, an., 1900. 3QQ9 jg water plentiful there ? The water is certainly plentiful at Batlow ; it is a mining place, where 
they can get water at any time. *
3010. In what way do they get the water? 1 saw it running in small channels.
3011. It is brought down in races from the tops of the bills? Tes.
3012. Didyou see any instances of irrigation at Batlow ? I saw some crude methods of irrigation, but 
they have not taken it up extensively. They u-=e the water when it is necessary, but I do not know how 
they apply it to'the land,
3013. Taking the district altogether with its climate, rainfall, and soil, do you think it offers exceptional 
advantages for fruit culture? Tes ; not only that,but for farming. I was raised on a farm in Canada, 
and I know something of it. 1 think there is very good land in the district for farming purposes.
3014'. I suppose the construction of a line to Tamiit would be of great advantage to the people at Batlow ?
I. supposo it would make a difference of 20 miles in their carriage. It would certainly bo a great advant
age to tbe people of Tumut.
3015. Do you know where their principal market is at the present time? I should say in the western 
districts.
3010. TVliat siKcd allotment would be sufficient to enable a man to earn a decent living? I should say 

. about 20 acres.
3017. The Committee were informed that one man there kept himself and his own family, and his son 
and son’s wife, on 4 acres ? J should not have thought that. If a man got on to the best land there he 
would do very well, but I could not say that he would get a good living off 4 acres. He might make £200 
perhaps, at the most.
3018. Is there anything exceptional in the character of the fruit grown there ? 'From what I could see it 
is very good. It is a good keeping quality of fruit, and it attains a good marketable size.
3019. Did you see much country tit for the growth of potatoes and onions? Any of the land fit for 
orchard cultivation would grow splendid potatoes and onions. The potatoes grown there would be, I 
should think, a good keeping quality,
3020. Do you know of any other form of agriculture besides those you have mentioned for which the 
district is suited ? A large proportion of the land would be well adapted to general agriculture.
3021. As a rule it is fairly expensive to clear ? Yes. Some of the heavily timbered country would be 
very expensive. There are some very large trees, and if you tried to clear the land right away it would 
be very expensive to get the stumps out.
3022. The clearing of a small area sufficient in that district to enable a man to earn a living would not be 
so serious an item as the Clearing of an area sufficient to enable him to make a living in any other 
district ? That is a very strong advantage ; a small area would be enough to keep a man and his family.
3023. Tou did not go over the countrv to an extent sufficient to give you a rough idea of the cultivable
land? Ho. '
3024. Chairman^] Did you make any observations of the country between,!umut and G-undagai ? I 
cannot say that 1 did.
3025. Tou cannot say whether it will be suitable for fruit-growing ? I could not say. I do not 
remember that part of the country. I }ust drove through it.
3026. Would the fruit grown at Batlow be for selling in its natural state or for preserves ? The apples 
and pears would he sold as they are, but I thiuk a large trade could be opened up in raspberry pulp and 
black currants.
3027. Which do you consider the best climate for fruit-growing—a dry climate, such as that of the 
western district, or a climate such as that of the Tumut, where there is a regular rainfall ? It would 
depend upon the description of fruit you grew. If you were growing apples you would go to Tumut aud 
Orange, but if you wished to grow citrus iruits you would go to drier and warmer country.
3028. The Tumut district is particularly suitable for what you have described as cold-climate fruits ? Tes. 
3929. Would it be very expensive to clear tbe land which you observed at Batlow as being so suitable 
for fruit culture ? Some of it would be expensive in clearing.
3030. How much per acre would it cost ? 1 should say some of it would cost £5 per acre, if you wished 
to clear it right away.
3031. You think there is a market in Sydney, and the Colony generally, for the class of fruit which could 
be grown in this district ? Tes ; and I think that in the future there will be a good export market for 
that fruit.
3032. What quantity of fruit is imported into the Colony of a character similar to that which could be 
grown in the Batlow district? I could not give you the exact figures, but in the season from 10,000 to
15,000 cases of apples and pears come into the Colony weekly from Tasmania and Victoria. We are 
importing apples and pears from Tasmania as long as they can keep them.
3033. Has that been the case for a number of years, or is it attributable at all to tbe disease which we 
are informed has affected our apples aud pears ? We have never yet grown enough for the local market,
3034. At the present time Batlow is from 40 to 45 miles from the railway ? Yes.
3035. Do you think that is a prohibitive distance for the cartage of fruit in its natural state ? I think 
that if people there were thoroughly alive to tlie requirements of the trade they could make it pay to cart 
that distance, but of course tlie people would do much better if they could get within a few miles of the 
railway.
3036. If they had tho proper conveyances ? The men who made a business of fruit-growing would get the 
best appliances for conveying tbe fruit to market.
3037. He would pack properly aud have proper vehicles ? Tes; but even then 40 miles is a great 
distance to cart fruit.
3038. Could you say whether the class of soil in that district would grow fruit by natural moisture, or 
would it be necessary to irrigate ? It would not be necessary to irrigate with thorough cultivation. 1 
think you could always conserve enough moisture in the soil to grow the best fruits there.
3039. Could you procure for us figures showing the annual importations of cold-climate fruits into the 
Colony? 506,078 cases of fruit were imported into Sydney by steamers in 1899.

THURSDAY,
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TnVRSDAT, 1 FEBRUARY, 1900.
^weent:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chairhan).
Tho Hon. Patrice; Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
Tho Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. Korert Henry Levien, Esq.
Willia.m Thomas Dick, Esq. j John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Gundagai to
Tumut.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, aud further examined:—
3010. Chairman,] Since you were last under examination the Committee have visited Gundagai. Adelong, J, Harper. 
Tumut, and the district generally which would be affected by the construction of tho proposed railway, a— 
and they there took a great deal of evidence ; but, as the estimates of traffic given by the local witnesses l Feb., 1900. 
largely exceed the Departmental estimates, we have thought it well to recall you to hear what you have
to say further on the subject; in the first place, the local witnesses appeared to think that your estimate 
of the receipts from goods, stock, and wool—£2,439—was too low; that estimate, I suppose, includes 
the receipts from the carriage of wheat and other produce r Yes.
3011. In making your calculations, what did you take as the area of land likely to be put under cultiva
tion to give traffic to the railway ? Allowance was made for the traffic produced by 17,000 acres,
3012. Dr. Garran.] 17,000 acres is the total drainage area you allowed? Yes.
3013. Chairman.] Have yon read tbe local evidence upon the point? I have not; but I may say that 
the police statistics give the area now under cultivation as only 12,890 acres.
3014. A summary of the evidence given at Tumut by Mr. Chesterman, the local Staff Surveyor; Mr. E.
Brennan, of Gocup ; Mr. Margules, of Tomorroma : Mr. P. Halloran, of Blowering; Mr. H. L. Harris, 
of Tumut Plains; Mr. A. B. Graves, of Micalong; Mr. J. Lambert, of East Blowering; Mr. Watts, of ,
West Blowering; Mr. O’Sullivan, of Lower Gilmore; and Mr. W. H. Bridle, of Tumut, in regard to tlie 
district lying within 20 miles north-east of Tumut, and within 10 or 15 miles on either side of the proposed 
railway tine, shows the area under cultivation to be 10,931 acres, while they put down the area suitable 
for cultivation as 131,000 acres ; would you be prepared to call that an exaggerated estimate ? The 
matter is one upon which I should not like to express an opinion. As the Go in mi tteo are aware, the 
proposal to extend the railway to Tumut was very exhaustively examined a few years ago by Mr. Gilliat, 
who was thou examiner of public works proposals, and he put down the total cultivatable area in the 
district at 17,000 acres. The amount of traffic actually brought from the district has been ascertained 
by an examination of our books at Wagga and at Gundagai to be only 5,000 tons; but in my estimate of 
the probable traffic of the proposed railway I have allowed for 7,000 tons. I may add that the total 
tonnage, inwards and outwards, of general traffic on the whole length of lino from Gundagai to Cooia- 
nrandra is only 18,000 tons, and of that I have credited 10.700 tons to the proposed extension. Those 
aro absolutely ascertained figures, gathered over a period of three years. .
3045. They indicate that the bulk of the present traffic on the line really comes from the Tumut district ?
Ho ; that is not so. The actual ascertained figures for Tumut are only 5,000 tons of outward produce, 
but in my estimate I have increased them to 7,000 tons. I only quoted the above figures to show the 
capacity of the whole district.
304(5. Is not tho best cultivated portion of the district that iu and around Tumut ? That is so.
3047. Between Gundagai and Tumut there does not appear to be very much cultivation ? Not so much 
relatively as at Tumut; but, between Gundagai and Cootamundra, the railway deals with ore, wool, and 
other traffic, in addition to produce.
3048. Do you think that the land between Gundagai and Tumut is as suitable for agriculture as the land 
in and around Tumut? No. I think that the best land in the district is tho land on the Tumut Kiver 
and its tributaries.
3049. Therefore, with better railway communication, we might reasonably Look for an extension of the 
agricultural output of the country around Tumut ? Yes; and iu my estimate of the tra&c I have allowed 
for 5,000 acres of additional cultivation.
3050. Do you think, then, that we should pay no attention to the local evidence, which is strongly to the 
effect that the increase of cultivation would be much larger? Of course, I am not going to characterise 
the people of Tumut as untruthful; but my experience in these matters, wdiieh extends over thirty years, 
leads me to very largely discount such evidence. Promises have been made all through the Colony under 
circumstances like these, and they have never been redeemed.
3051. In making up your estimate of the wheat traffic, did you allow a certain return per acre ? Yes ; I 
allowed a ton to 3 acres. That would be equal to about 12 bushels an acre.
3052. We have been told that the tendency is to grow wheat rather than corn in the district, because 
wheat is tbe more reliable crop? Yes. Maize would give more than 36 bushels to the acre, but the 
information I have obtained is to the effect that the tendency is to grow wheat rather than maize, and it 
seems to he only a matter of time when the cultivation of maize will be abandoned in favour of the culti
vation of wheat.
3053. In estimating the probable wool traffic, do you think you stretched the figures as far as they would 
go ? I have allowed for every hale of wool that would come from the district. My estimate is that 140 
tons of wool would be delivered at Adelong, and 166 tons at Tumut, or, approximately, 1,800 bales in all.
That accounts for every bale of wool grown in the district, and those figures are very easily obtained.
3054. Mr. Byrne, when giving evidence at Tumut, furnished a tabulated statement, showing the names of
the holdings which he thought would send wool to tho proposed railway, and the number of bales each 
would contribute;—doyouthink thatthatinformationisaccurate? I could not tell vou off-hand ; but there 
is no doubt about the accuracy of my information in regard to the wool coming from the district, because 
four or five days wore spent in exhaustively taking out tho details given in the Gundagai railway hooks 
for the last three years, The total number of hales of wool carried on the Gundagai line, from Gundagai 
and Coolac, last year was only 6,194, and there is a good deal of sheep country between Gundagai and 
Cootamundra. However, Iwill have Mr. Byrne's return chocked with tho actual figures in the possession 
of the Department, and will submit the result to the Committee. 3055.
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J. Harper. 3055. Dr. GarranJ] How far would the wool be drawn from each side of the railway line? I suppose 
wool would be drawn to the G-undagai line from a distance of 15 or 16 miles on each side.

1 Feb., 1900. 3056. Chairman^] But if the railw'ay were continued to Tumut, would it not draw more wool than we 
get now ? I do not know where it would be drawn from. The whole of the wool grown in the district 
now comes to Gnndagai, or to some point on the lino between G-undagoi and Cootamundra. The Tumber- 
umba wool would not come to the proposed railway, It would continue to go either to Wagga, and, from 
the southern part of the district, to Melbourne, as it does now.
3057. The extension of the railway to Tumut would not draw any of that wool? Ho.
3058. An important feature of the evidence given at Tumut was what was said in regard to the probable 
effect of the proposed extension to Tumut in leading to the cultivation of a largo area of hilly country in 
the direction of Batlow for fruit-growing ;—have you made any estimate of that traffic? I have allowed 
a liberal margin for traffic of that kind. Of course, it would require a very large output for tho fruit 
traffic to make any great difference.
3059. But you took the subject into consideration ? Tes; it is allowed for amongst the general items 
of traffic. I should think about 400 tons have been allowed for.
3060. That would be over a ton per day,—is that a liberal allowance ? Yes, an exceedingly liberal allow
ance. There is not much profit to be obtained from the conveyance of fruit. TTe should only get about 
4d, a ton for it.
3061. What have you allowed for the toward tonnage to Tumut ? I have allowed 3,400 tons for the 
inward tonnage to Tumut and Adelong, which is considerably in excess of the tonnage now sent through 
G-undagai.
3062. What would be the freight on that from G-undagai to Tumut ? £GS7 10s. on local rates. Total 
tonnage of produce of all kinds allowed for is 7,000 tons.
3063. Is that exclusive of wool, hides, and tallow ? It is exclusive of wool.
3061. Are your figures based upon information obtained from local storekeepers and others ? Ho; 
upon the figures obtained from tbe railway books. Our books show the tonnage to be 5,000 tons, and my 
estimate allows for 7,000 tons. A. considerable margin for development is also given in the estimate of the 
inward tonnage. The figures I have given are in excess of the quantity actually passing through our 
hands, though, during the years upon which they are based, a considerable quantity of timber and mining 
machinery was being brought into the district.
3065. A fetter received by the Committee from the Secretary to the District Improvement League says 
that “ One merchant here can prove that he pave to the Government to trainage and taxes £4,000 
a year ” ? Ho would get his goods through from Sydney. I do not know what taxes he pays.
3066. On consignments, the railway charges for which from Sydney to Gundagai amounted to £4,000
a year, what would be the freight from Gundagai to Tumut ? It is pretty hard to know how many tons 
would go to make up such a consignment. With high-class traffic it would not require very many tons. 
The Committee may rest assured that the figures which I have given have been very carefully extracted 
from the books. Ho less than fourteen different lines were taken out by the oflicer who obtained tho 
information. _
3067. Mr. Watson,'] The proposed extension to Tumut is estimated to cost £4,GS6 per mile, inclusive of 
the bridge ;—if tho Cootamundra to Gundagai line had been constructed at the same rates, the saving in 
interest charges, at 3.j- per cent., would amount to £4,410 per annum, and the returns for 1S9S would 
have shown a slight profit ? Yes ; but it must be borne in mind that a light line, sucli as the proposed 
extension would be, costs a good deal more to maintain than a lino like the Cootamundra to G-undagai 
line would cost.
3068. So that the saving would be, to some extent, rather apparent than real ? Yes.

. 30G9. The cost of the G-undagai line was £9,800 per mile ? I. take it that that includes compensation for
land resumed. The other figures are exclusive of compensation,
3070. When we were at Tumut we were informed that traffic from Tumorroma and the surrounding 
district would, if the proposed extension were made, come into Tumut instead of to G-undagai, because 
the country between there and Gundagai was very hilly ? Tumut has been credited with all the traffic 
coming to Gundagai through Tumut; but I should imagine that if local rales were charged on the proposed 
extension the trend of the traffic you speak of would be to Gundagai.
3071. Wc were informed that the country north-east of Tumut, about Tumorroma and Goobarragandra, 
was, at the present time, undeveloped, because of its distance from a railway, but that if it were brought 
within 20 miles of a railway it would be developed? I know the local people generally make those 
statements ; but, to my opinion, tbo traffic from that part of the country would continue to go to Gundagai 
after the railway was extended to Tumnt.
3072. Have you or any of your officers ever been over any part of that country ? Ho. I understand 
that at the present time that country is not being used.
3073. Going south from Tumut, in the direction of Batlow and Bago, there is some very good basaltic 
country, a fair quantity of which seems suitable for settlement;—have you made any inquiries as to the 
probable agricultural development of that district? No. We have to deal with hard solid facts, not 
with the theories of local people. My estimates arc based upon the actual traffic returns, a liberal 
allowance being made for development. That is all I can give the Committee in the way of reliable 
information.
3074. It has been urged by local witnesses that a railway to Tumut would he advantageous to the country 
in bringing tbe Tarrangobilly Caves and tbe surrounding tourist district nearer to the centres of popula
tion ;—would that traffic amount to much from a raihvay point of view ? Well, when I was at the Jenolan 
Caves, two or three months ago, I ascertained that only 2,000 people from all parts of the world hod 
visited the place within the preceding twelve months, and it must be remembered that those caves aro 
within 100 miles of Sydney. I leave you to guess, therefore, the number of people who would visit 
the YarrangobiUy Caves, which would ho much more difficult of access.
3075. Mr. Devicn.] I suppose you merely went from Gundagai to Tumut;—you did not go round the 
district? Ho.
3076. Hor did the Commissioners ? Ho.
3077. Hid Mr. Usher ? He spent two or three hours driving round : but you could not say that he made 
an inspection of the district,

3078.
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SOTS. How can an officer of tout Department report on the district after only a casual visit like that? J. Hatper. 
The Hallway Commissioners and their officers only undertake to furnish tho Committee with au estimate 
of tlie probable traffic upon any proposed line, that estimate being based upon wbat is known of the existing 1 fr ■> ■
traffic. _
3079. They know nothing of the district beyond wbat they see in driving along the main roads ? And 
beyond the returns which they obtain. _
80S0, At Tumut the Committee examined a most intelligent body of witnesses, who furnished them with 
a large number of statistics ;—do yon not think that their information is to be relied upon ? I would 
rather rely upon the actual returns shown in the railway books. _ _ _
3081. Do yon not think that the people of the district would have a larger knowledge of the capabilities 
of the land than either yourself, or Mr. Usher, or the Railway Commissioners ? Decidedly they have.
All we can go upon is what we know of the actual production. _ _
3082. Tou are not prepared to deny what they say as to the area of land capable of cultivation ? Ro;
1 am not in a position to do so. It is for the Committee to judge of tlie value of that evidence.
3083. Mr. Byrne must have taken a great deal of trouble in preparing his statement of tho wool produc
tion of the district;—do you undertake to say that his figures are wrong? I have promised to have 
them checked; when that has been done I can tell you whether they are wrong. I can trace every bale 
of wool that comes from the district. _
3084. It is not stated that all this wool is sent to the railway ? Then I do not know how it is
disposed of. . , ,
3035. Docs not a large quantity of wool come to Morpeth from the northern districts by road ? Yes ; 
but we know every bale that comes. We know every bale that is carted on every road m New South 
Wales, whether it'goes to Victoria, to Morpeth, to Grafton, or elsewhere.
3086. How can you do that ? We have agents who give us the information.
3087. How many bales of wool come from the northern districts by road? I could not tell you off-hand,
hut I should think about 3,000 bales. ... .
3088. What places do they come from ? Some of the wool comes from as far north as Quirindi, and it
has come by road from Tamworth. ... ,
3089. It comes byroad because of the high railway charges? No; I think it is sent byroad in tho
interests of the storekeepers. To a great many cases the same freight is paid to the carriers as would be
charged by the Railway Commissioners.
3090. Can you name any storekeepers up north who are interested in teams? Yes; Mr. Campbell, of 
Muswellbrook, is one. I know that many teamsters do the work under an arrangement with the store
keepers that they shall be paid the railway rates. Wool has been carried by road from Narrabri, but not 
this year.
3091. Mr. Watson.^ What objects have the storekeepers in making such an arrangement ? They get 
back loading up, and they make a profit out of the teamsters, because in many cases the teamsters take 
out the freight in kind.
3092. Mr. Levien^] 1 suppose that is a mere surmise of yours ? No; the facts have been admitted to 
mo by some of the storekeepers.
3093. Is it the storekeepers or the graziers who send the wool down? Sometimes the storekeepers and 
sometimes the graziers.
3094. How many storekeepers in Tamworth send wool down in that way ? I do not know ; but I know 
at least one who does so.
3095. How much docs he send ? I cannot tell you off-hand.
3096. The people mentioned in Mr. Byrne's return have, I take it, no interest in stores ? I may say that 
not a single bale of wool has been brought from the Gundagai district to Sydney by team, or indeed from 
any southern, district, since the railway was built,
3097. Did you get any report from Mr. Usher upon his visit to the district? He furnished the figures 
which I have already giveu to the Committee.
3098. I suppose you know that the land about Tumut is of very great value. They get tremendous rentals 
for land which will carry starving stock—in some cases from £75 to £100 for every 1,000 sheep ? They 
got nearly as much as that in the Wellington and Dubbo districts this year. Graziers will pay anything 
for good country in a bad season.
3099. Mr. Shepherd.] When you are obtaining information upon which to make your estimates, 
is any evidence taken? It is usual to meet the local people and to hear what they have to say 
upon the subject, and to gather such information as they may tender; but we are not in a position, to 
obtain sworn evidence, and the statements which are made have to be largely discounted.
3100. The Commissioners invite information from the local residents ? Yes; and the information which 
is tendered is checked with the actual returns given in tlie station books, and with such statistical information 
as can be obtained from the police and other local authorities.
3.101. H as the Department found that its estimates a,re generally pretty correct? That has been our 
experience, though there have been instances, as in the case of the Cobar line, when the estimate of the 
Department has been largely exceeded.
3102. I suppose you always allow for a probable increase? Yes, a margin is always allowed for such 
development as an ordinary business man might foresee; but, of course, not for all possible developments.
3103. I suppose that it is impossible to determine exactly how much of the railway traffic comes from 
Tumut ? No ; the average traffic during the last three years has been 5,000 tons.
3104. Does it not often occur that people living at a distance have agents at Gundagai? Yes ; and when 
we cannot get what information we require in any other way learn what we want to know from these 
agents.
3105. The local opinion seems to be that there will be an enormous increase in the production of wheat
in the district, if the raihvay is extended to Tumut;—has the Department formed that opinion ? We 
cannot do more than allow a fair margin in a case like this. Our experience is that similar predictions 
have not been fulfilled in other parts of the country. •
3106. Yon have found the local witnesses liable to give too favourable an opinion of the possibilities of a 
district? Yes; that has been my experience, and it is only natural that they should dp so. If I were a 
local witness I should bo inclined to do the same thing myself.

3107.
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J, Harper. 3107. Mr. Mc^arlane^ "What is tbe general system adopted in arriving at an estimate as to the area of 
land available for cultivation in a district? \\re are absolutely dependent upon the local oflicer of the 

• Lands Department for that information, because, of course, the officers of the Jiailway Department are 
not experts on the subject. "We obtain figures showing tlie absolute traffic of the district, and we leave 
it to the Committee to ascertain its possibilities of development.
310S. The '.Railway Commissioners have no personal knowledge of the agricultural capabilities of any 
particular district? No ; they only know its actual productiveness.
3109. You have stated that a margin is allowed to cover any increase, but what that increase is likely to 
bo must depend very much upon the fertility of tlie district;—it would not do to apply a general rule to 
each district ? That is so; but in this ease a very exhaustive report has been made upon the capabilities 
of the district, and its productive agricultural area has been stated at about 17,000 acres, or about 5,000 
acres more than tbe area actually under cultivation to-day.
3110. Would not a very large additional area be put under cultivation if tbo railway ivcre extended to 
Tumut? 5,000 acres has been allowed as tbe probable increase of the cultivated land, but I am not in a 
position to speak as to the correctness of that estimate.
3111. The maize grown in the district is grown chiefly on the rich flats near the river ? Yes.
3112. There has been a decrease in the maize production of the district of late years? Yes.
3113. Have you any idea as to the cause of that decrease? 1 imagine that wheat has been found to pay 
better than maize, because of tho competition of the maize-growing districts on the coast.
3114. If the proposed railway were made, and they could get their grain to market at a cheap rate, would 
not the people in the district put their land under maizo again ? They might, but 1 do not kuow that it 
would affect my estimate very much if they did.
3115. Have you a personal knowledge of the district? 1 have been into the district twice, but not for 
the purpose of inquiring into the proposal before the Committee,
3116. A fruit expert informed the Committee that there, was a very large area of land in the district 
admirably adapted to the cultivation of fruit-trees ? Tes ; I have seen some of the best apples in that 
district that I nave ever seen in the Colony.
3117. Do you think that tho area suitable for the cultivation of fruit-trees is very large ? I cannot speak 
as to that.
3118. It is not likely that much fruit will be produced unless the railway is extended, because of tbe diffi
culties of transit ? No ; but there are a great many districts in the Colony which are almost if not quite 
as well suited to fruit-growing already served by the railway, and yet fruit is not grown there. However, 
as I have already said, the rates for fruit are very low, so that the fruit production of the district would 
not materially increase the revenue of the line. ’
3119. Rut if settlement were encouraged there, the fruit-growers would indirectly do a great deal to 
increase the traffic of the railway ? Quite so.
3120. Dr. Garran-^] You say that local witnesses are apt to be very sanguine as to railway prospects—aro 
you able to compare the local estimates with the actual results obtained in any case ? 1 could not make 
any comparison offhand,
3121. Your general experience leads you to take a very large discount from the local estimates ? Yes.
3122. You say that in the Tumut district there is a general tendency to grow maize rather than wheat;— 
would the growing of wheat instead of maize increase tho railway traTfie ? No; we should got more 
tonnage per acre from maize land than from wheat land.
3123. The Tumut district is pretty well occupied at the present time, so that if its output is to be increased 
that must be done by stimulating its productiveness ; in what way do you think the extension of the 
railway to Tumut will stimulate the productiveness of the district ? I am at a loss to know, unless it be 
in the direction indicated by Mr. McEarlane; but it is impossible for me to say to wbat extent the growing 
of fruit would develop.
3124. Would the fruit grown in the district be sent all tlie way to Sydney to compete with the water
borne fruit which comes to this market ? It will have to come to Sydney, because there is no intermediate 
market. Groulburn, the chief centre of popnlation on the line, is itself situated in a fruit-producing district
3125. Is the carriage of fruit as profitable to the Railway Department as the carriage of wheat ? It is a 
little more profitable than the carriage of wheat.
3126. But it will uot go very far in producing revenue ? No.
3127. If the line, instead of being extended to Tumut, were to stop at the nearest point which would give 
access to Adelong, that would decrease the capital expenditure, aud would draw trade from both Adelong 
and Tumut? It would draw part of the Adelong traffic.
3128. But even on a reduced capital expenditure you do not think the line would pay interest ? No.

Edward Johnston Sievcrs, Government Laud Valuer, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—

E. J. Sievcrs. 3129. Mr. Skephtrd.'] I understand that you have recently paid a visit to the I’umut district? I was
,--- ■l'~—asked to do so, but, as I have recently broken my ankle, I sent up my assistant, and 1 have since gone

1 Feb,, 1900j through the plans with him, and made myself thoroughly acquainted with the particulars of every 
property affected by the proposal which is under the consideration of tbe Committee.
3130. You are prepared to give us information as to the vahie of tbo land through which the proposed line 
would pass? Yes ; and as to the compensation which would have to be paid for the damage caused by 
severance. The first part of the line goes through a number of township allotments situated in South
Gundagai, and onward from there most of the land affected is second-class agricultural land. I have put
down the probable total cost of the South Gundagai land at £3,000, and of the agricultural land—about 
338 acres—at about£5,000. These figures include compensation for severance. Under the 24th section of 
the Act we aro entitled to apply the betterment principle to land situated as this land will be situated, and 
I think, therefore, that these figures may be materially reduced if the land has to be resumed. I might 
mention that in the case of the Cutcairn to Corowa extension, and of the Tamworth to Manilla extension, 
the land required for railway purposes was obtained practically for nothing, through the application of tbe 
betterment principle. The total cost of the resumptions in this case I have estimated at £8,000, and I 
think that that may be reduced when the line comes to be resumed.

John
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John James Miller, manager, Farmers and Settlers’ Co-operative Association, sworn, and further
examined:—

3131. Chairman.] Is tliere anything you wish to add to your former evidence? I should like to point J.J. Miller, 
out that there is a verr strong probability 1 bat tbe Federal capital will be built somewhere on the bouthern
line between Sydney and Melbourne, and that in that case the Tumut district will find there a market lor i neb., iauu. 
its vegetables, fruit, and other produce. That traffic will go to increase the present estimated trathc on
the proposed line. ■, i. .a. j
3132. Mr. Watson.] When the Committee were at Tumut, they were informed that it the proposed
railway were constructed, the district would be considerably developed to the eastward, in the direction 
of Bondo and Goobarragandra, and to the southwards towards Batlow and Bago ? Xes; I know all that 
country. The Batlow country is especially good, but there is similar rich volcanic soil out towards 
Nottingham Forest, Micalong, and Goobarragandra. That country is heavily timbered, with an under
growth of wild hop-bush. . .
3133. For what purposes would that country be most suitable ? It would be more suitable lor dairying
than for anything else. The climate is too moist for cereals, and in some parts of the year snow faus 
there. The land would do very well for dairying, pig-raising, and the growing of English fruits. I have 
seen grown there some of the liest potatoes I have ever seen. I have had sheep there on several occasions, 
and the men camping with them could grow potatoes anywhere. .
3131. How far does the basaltic countrv in the direction of Bago extend ;—it commences at a point about 
1C or 17 miles from Tumut? It extends to within 10 miles of Tumbarumba, on a tableland, and then 
you get rough hilly country down to Tumbarumba.
3133. What distance would it extend ? L suppose 30 miles.
313G. And is all that country similar to the country about Batlow ? It is much the same. You get here 
and there a.stony hill; hut, generally, there is rich volcanic soil throughout. _
3137. How soon do you reacli the good country towards the Goobarragandra ? At a point about 12 miles
from Tumut. ’
313S. And how far does it extend ? Eight on to Brindabella, in towards Queaubeyau—a distance ot
or 30 miles.
3139. Are tlie two tablelands connected at all ? No ; they are separated by the valley of the Inmut.
3140. 1 understand that on both tablelands there is a considerable area of Crown land ? It is pretty well
all Crown land. Here and there you meet with a selector, _
3141. Do you tliinK that that land could be occupied in small areas, supposing the railway were brought
to Tumut ? I think that it could. I know several people who have made a living upon very small areas 
at Batlow. Cootamundra has for many years been largely supplied with fruit from Batlow. The fruit
growers go down there regularly with their vans. _ ,
3142. Where do the supplies of potatoes and similar produce used in the south-western districts come 
from? Tbo Crookwell and Goulburn districts have for years been supplying the south-western districts 
with potatoes.
3143. Do you think that the Crookwell and Goulburn districts can produce the same classes of fruit as 
can bo grown at Batlow ? Yes ; the country about Crookwell is very similar to that about Batlow.
3144. Is tbe elevation about the same P I do not know what the difference in elevation is. _
3145. We were informed by the people of Batlow that the climate there is more suitable for English 
fruits than for any other fruits? Yes ; raspberries, gooseberries, and English fruits do splendidly there. 
314G. From what you have said, it would seem that we have a right to expect that if the proposed railway 
is made, that land, which is now very sparsely settled, will be brought into profitable use ? Well, the 
people there are too far away to do much at the present time. The farmers who arc able to take their 
own produce to market can do pretty well; but they cannot afford^to employ teamsters.
3147. Will it be practicable to extend the line beyond Tumut ? No, except towards YarrangobiUy.
3148. Would that be practicable ? I think you could get up tbe river, though there would be some
engineering difficulties. At one time it was said that yon could not get up Talbingo with vehicles, but 
now there is a good road there, aud you can trot nil the way up. _
3149. Hr. Garran.] Can good fruit be grown at Gundagai? Tes; though, of course, the climate there 
is much drier than on the tablelands.
3150. Is any large quantity of fruit grown there ? No.
3151. There is no market for it ? No. _ _ ^ . , , „ .
3152. Would the fruit grown on the tableland command a market in virtue of its superiority ? Fruit 
could be grown on tho tableland without irrigation. The climate and soil make it easier to grow fruit 
th 0TC.

3153. What is the elevation of the tableland above Gundagai ? I should think about 1,500 or 1,300 feet.
3154. Is it reasonable to expect a great development of the fruit industry on this tableland if the railway 
is brought to Tumut, when there is no market for the fruitgrowers of Gundagai ? I think that if the 
raihvay is brought to Tumut there will be a lot of small settlement in the district as well as large 
settlement, and the higher laud will be worked in conjunction with holdings in tlie drier districts.
3155. The tableland you speak of is at some distance from Tumut ? Yes, from 12 to 30 miles.
3150. Is not that a longer distance than it would pay to cart fruit ? ho long as orebardists can get to 
the station and back on the same day, they can afford to cart their fruit.
3157. Could they do 30 miles and back in one day? That would be rather far; but they could go to 
Tumut aud back, in a day from Batlow and Nottingham Forest.
3158. What is the elevation of tbe tableland above Tumut ? Iu some places 1.000 feet.
3159. That would be rather uphill going back ? Yes ; but they go back empty. _
3100. Chairman.] I supposo you have not made an estimate as to tbe quantity of fruit which would bn 
taken by the railway, supposing this district were opened up ? I had not gone into details ; but it would 
come in from all directions. Then, too, the railway would be useful in taking stock to the summer 
pastures, and especially in bringing back the ewes. ” Sheep-owners are bound to keep their stock away 
at least four months, and they like to keep them on the highlands until tbo end of the summer. IV hen 
the sheep are sent out to the'district the rams and ewes are allowed to run together, and consequently the 
ewes come back with lamb, and it is better that they should be returned to their home (pastures in a day 
than have to knock about on the roads for a month or five weeks. I would also impress upon the Committee
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XJJMler. the importance of the timher industry in the district. There is very fine timher in the mountains there*
1 Fcbl900 i" the rfj ^ were e!ct:end-ed- 'nto Tumut a large quantity of palings, and all kinds of sawn and split 

■' v‘ timoer, would be sent away. 4
3101. Mr. McFarlane.] What kind of timher is grown in the district ? Stringvbark, black-butt aud 
the usiiiU mountain timbers.

FRIDAY, 2 FEBRUARY, WOO.
present:—

Tue Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Ciiaiemax),
Tlie Hon. Patrick Lixuesat Crawford Suepderd. 

The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
William: Thomas Dick, Esq.

•lonx Christian Watson', Esq, 
Korbut Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Gundagai
to Tumut.

John Harper, Chief .traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, aud further examined: — 
LHarper. 31G2. Chairman] Ton promised yesterday to look through the schedule handed in by Mr. Byrne, when 

2'lM. iqiift ™ , r C!.lamil'a't‘on afc Tumut, and to check the statements therein contained ; have you done so ? I have 
> - ■ °o cd into the statement made by Mr. C. S. Byrne, on page 110 of the Minutes of Evidence in connection 
'a J: oa ■ 0 ProPosa1' a”d find that there is an error in addition of 300 bales of wool. His total should 
read 3.485 instead of 3,783 bales._ In the next place 1 find that this gentleman lias claimed the following 
clips which I consider are more likely to still truck at Gundagai, and in this opinion I am supported by
■ 'odd 0rtoeV1<^ene0 "^eo’ ^ie Department, whose estimate, based on a three years’ return,
is 280 to 300 tons of wool per annum {see page 43), whilst my estimate is 303 tons :—

Name of owner. Nome ot lioMing.

Whittaker..............
W. Bootes...............
Horsley ..................
A. W. Crain........
Crain Bros. ............
Koaeli and Arragon 
Keefe ami Geary ... 
Kiley .....................

Jellingrove ..................
Mumlarloo and Bangus
Yabtree .........................
Mount Horeb ...............
Mount Adrah ...............
Condongblouga ..........
IVyangle ......................
Ked Hill .........................

Error in addition previously referred to

Xo. of bnlcs.

170 *J2d claimed. 
200 , Keturns. 
250 '
130 !
131)
15* \

ISO '
400 ,
300 'i

Remarks.

50 allowed according to Stock

Total 1,835

After deducting 1,835 hales from Mr. Byrne’s figures it leaves a total of 1,950 hales, which would
represent about 325 tons. As previously stated, my estimate is 306 tons, and that of the Stock Branch is 
_SU to 300 tons. Even if we allowed credit for tho whole of the wool claimed bv Mr. Byrne the estimate 
would only be increased by 1119 17s., as shown below:— w *

100 tons more at 2s. Gd, 
147 tons more at Is. ....

£ s. A 
12 10 0 
7 7 0

1
247 tons

produce a map which indicates approximately tbe positions of the clips named.
£19 17 0
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i
APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of Henry Beane, Engineer-in-Chief for Eailway Construction ]

Surveyors’ Reports on Rati.way Extension to Tomct.

Minute Paper.—Subject: Proposed Extension, Coolac to Tumut.
Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch,

Sydney, 22 November, 1889.
I have had this proposed route investigated by Mr, Burge, one of the engineers of this Branch, and have the honor to 
append his report, '

At the point where the alternative routes examined by Mr. Burge cross the Murrumbidgee, that river is confined to 
a much narrower channel than exists at Cundngai, on the staked line, and would cost considerably less to bridge.

An examination of the estimate of the Gundagai to Tumut extension shows that the bridge over the Murrumbidgee 
at Gundagai has been put down at f 118,148. 1 consider this amount excessive ; in fact, by adopting an economical method 
of construction, I am of opinion that it need not cost more than £04,000, and a, saving would thus beellected of £49,148, 
which would reduce the estimate of the whole line, whicli now stands at £387,300, to £338,152,

The bridging of the river near Coolac would probably cost £20,000, or £35,000 less than the Gundagai bridge.
In deciding between the advantages of the staked line and one or other of the alternative routes up the Tumut 

River, the question of the diii'erential rates, adverted to by Mr. Barge, may well he put on one side, as they do not 
properly form part of the engineering question, nor are they necessarily permanently established facts.

] find that tile arguments in favour of the routes may be summed up as follon s :—
Coolac to Tumut.—Saving in cost of bridge to the extent of £35,000, the interest on which, at 3J per cent., would 

amount to £1,220 per annum.
Gundagai to Tumut,—Serves Adelong, and has the advantage of being a continuation of the present line, and offering 

no inconvenience in working the traffic.
The annual cost of working the short section from Coolac to Gundagai would probably amount to as much as the 

interest on the saving in the cost of the bridge.
I am, therefore, of opinion that the present staked route is preferable,

, J have left the earthworks on the competing routes out of consideration, although Mr. Burge’s report asserts the
probability of their being heavier on the Coolac to Tumut line ; and, if this is so, it is a further argument against the 
adoption of this route.

---------------- H. DEANE.
Memorandum to the Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Department.—Coolac to Tumut, Adolong and Tumbarumba Extension- 

Department of Public Works, Hallway Construction Branch, Engineer-in-Chicf's Office,
. Sydney, 8 November, 1889,

In accordance with instructions, I have examined the country in reference to above, having specially in view the question 
of a cheaper crossing of the Murrumbidgee River tlian that necessary on the present survey of the Gundagai and Tumut 
railway.

I have found two crossings having this advantage in a large degree, and they are the only two from which there is 
any practicable “ get away” for the connection of the present Gundagai branch and Tumut.

. One of these being above, and the other below, the junction of the Tumut River with the river Mnrrumbidgee, there 
arc involved two alternative lines to Tumut on east and west side of the former river, respectively, •

There are two matters in connection with the proposal now being investigated which must influence the decision 
between these two routes, more, perhaps, than their relative cost, vis. :—

1st. Any junction on the existing Gundagai railway will convert the portion between such junction and Gundagai 
( into a minor branch Imc from the then main branch from Cootamundiu to Tumut, &c.

_ Either, therefore, a separate train, with its staff of driver, lireman, and guard, will have to be maintained for the 
minor branch, a few miles long, with certainly not more than one short train daily each way, anti possibly less, thus causing 
a very heavy train mileage expenditure ; or, the main branch passenger trains will have to "be run, as is done sometimes 
in these cases, down the small branch and bad; again, which, of course, involves so many miles of non-paid-for work, and 
so nmeh delay to the main branch traffic.

2nd. 9 he other matter is also in reference to the traffic. It appears that, owing to the system of differential rates,
■ the goods rates from M agga to Sydney (IVagga being about 00 to 70 miles from the district served by any Tumut extension) 
are 13s. Gd. loss per ton (wool) than those from Gundagai to Sydney, It is evident, therefore, that as long as this system 
prevails, the greater part of the traffic from the west side of any such extension would still, as it largely docs now, go to 
'Vagga, and the main and branch lines would be, to some extent, competing ones.

_ Of tho two lines investigated, that on the eastern side of Tumut River would leave the Gundagai line at about 277 
miles, beyond Coolac Station—see tracing accompanying this report—and rising by a sharp grade to the lowest saddle of 
ridge at 1 mile GO chains, descend by another sharp grade to the Mnrrumbidgee. This descent will have to he carefully 
laid out and lengthened as much as the width of the valley will allow, in order to get down. The rivet’ crossing is highly 
favourable, 15 chains m length, with one or two flood-openings only being necessary, I believe, the present plans showing 
over 41 chains at Gundagai. There are also indications of a rocky bed.

From the river the line would follow', generaliy, the Tumut River valley, with, however, a sharp and short rise over 
a spur at 10 miles, having generally, however, easy grades. The tributary creeks—Adjunghilly, Brungle, Killimicat, and 

' Bombowlce would have to be bridged, and finally tho Tumut River itself, at Tumut; but of course if the Adelong and
Tumbarumba extension were to be deferred, tho latter bridge might he dispensed with for the present. This would amount, 
roughly, including the Tumut, to about 830 lineal feet of creek-bridging, exclusive of the Murrumbidgee.
_ There is au alternative line on a portion of this route, shown in broken line, over the Killimicat Kango ; but it would 
involve two tunnels, and the river valley line is, in iny opinion, the best, both as to gradients and work. Generally, the 
works are not heavy, being scarping along sides of hills ; but I should say, as far as one can judge by a mere inspection, 
that mile for mile, with the important exception of the Murrumbidgee crossing, the line under consideration would be 
rather heavier than the permanently.staked one it is proposed to replace. The length of the former to the junction with 
the surveyed line at Tumut is 32J miles. ,

This line would have the u-dvantage of tapping the rich valley drained by the creeks above mentioned, and is better 
situated than the western route, as regards the differential rate question, but is inferior to it as leaving the Gundagai branch 
longer and incurring more unnecessary traffic mileage should the traius be worked in and out from that place. This latter 
branch, as it would certainly he worked from the existing Coolac station, would be practically 10 miles long, or 20 miles to 
run over with the through working. There

7—It
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. There being.a high ridge between Coolnc village and the confluence of the Tiunut anil Miimimbidgec Rivers, no 
more southern junction can ho obtained for the eastern route.

The western route starts from miles, reducing the tfundagai branch to about miles, and would cross the 
Murnimbidgee just below the junction of the Tumut River. The bridge would he about the same length as that on the 
other route, and here also are indications of a rocky bed. A sharp grade would then be encountered to get over a spur, 
when the line would follow the river valley, on west side, to Tumut. The line would lie generally of the same character 
as that on the other side, and, similarly, two alternative lines present themselves opposite those on the other side. The 
surmounting of the range here would involve some heavy work, including a tunnel and grading, and I would suggest that 
a river-bank line be trialled as well. This latter, as shown by broken lines, is less closely to be followed than the others 
on the tracing, asT only saw the ground on the other side of the river—having followed, on the western route, only the 
mountain line, or hard line, throughoutbut it is possible that a line, following generally the dotted line, might be an 
improvement on the heavy grade of the mountain route. The scarping would appear, however, to he very heavy.

The only creek of any size on this western route would be tlie Gilmore, say, 220 feet of creek bridging. The length 
of the westqpn route would be about .OOi miles to Tumut. '

Generally, the earthwork on this line would be heavier anil the bridging lighter. It would have the advantage of a 
■ better junction as regards the non-paying branch to Gundagai; but, as regards local trufhe, that from the eastern side, 

which, as pointed out in reference to the differential rate question, is chiefly to be relied on, could only reach this line at one 
point, viz., Brungle Bridge, which is the only crossing-place over the river below Tumut.

In both lines short lengths of steep grade cannot be avoided. The country passed through by each is generally good 
and well populated, the alluvial fiats of the river and creeks being exceptionally rich.
_ Beyond Tumut the surveyed route to the neighbourhood of Adcloilg is the best one ; but the difficulty of approach
ing the town, nr of connecting with the projected extension therefrom to Tumharumha, is considerable. Mr. fiotson’s 
report regarding the latter, whicli has been placed in my hands, and is returned herewith (Sa-l,41fi), regards, of com^c. the 
extension as necessary from the existing surveyed lino from Gundagai, and his junction at ,"0H miles would be unsuitable as 
an extension of the project under report, as it would involve an unjustifiable detour-in the general route. Bis alternative 
junction, shown by a blue dotted line on his map, which would obviate this, appears to me, if it is correctly shown thereon, 
to be altogether impracticable. It passes under one of the high peaks of the range on east of Adelong Creek, and drops 
suddenly down to the valley in which the township is placed.

In my opinion this would involve a. tunnel and viaduct of most, gigantic dimensions, atid is practically impossible.
A detour, at least as long ns is shown on my tracing, is necessary to get down to the Sidelong River i alley, up which 

Mr. Hotson's line follows towards Tumbarumba, and if even, as his U here au ascending line, the junction of mine with 
bis were prolonged southward as far ns possible, there would still be heavy works and grading to be encountered, while the 
difficulty in getting down would necessitate the line being kept round on the side of the range at a considerable distance 
from the township, and gradient difficulties in the construction of a station would be unavoidable.

The present survey—Gundagai to opposite Adelong—is 20 miles long.
The western Tumut River line, near Coolac to Tumut, is SOI miles long. The eastern line is 32J miles to Tumut; 

while the surveyed line from opposite Adelong to Tumut, which is common to the three, is I0J miles long. But, if Tumut 
atone is sought to be reached (Adelong being of much less importance), the mileage of construction would be in favour of the 
new project on the west of the Tumut River, to a slight extent.

There would he heavy grades on both of the Tumut River lines, hut they are short, whereas there is a long length of 
them on the existing survey and on the new line, if extended beyond Tumut to Adelong.

T think there eon lie no doubt on account of the hitter, and what has already been said that the extension of the 
Tumut River line to Adelong ought not to be adopted, unless it is intended to go on to Tumhanmiba.

There is an aspect of the general question of the extension to Tumut which might possibly he worth consideration, 
having m view that the great objection to the present surveyed line is the great expense of the Murnimbidgee bridge.

The present road bridge at Gundagai consists of three 80-foot (about) spans of jnn-connected iron girders, and a long 
timber approach over flooding. 1 am informed that the latter part will require renewal before very few years, and at 
present costs a large annual amount for maintenance. When it is renewed, I do not see myself why it should not be made 
available for road and railway, where there ia only one mixed train a day, as is not uncommon in India, and, I believe, 
elsewhere. The iron part might be strengthened, if necessary, and the road traffic might easily be protected by interlocking- 
signals and gates, being also close to the ex-isting station. The present permanent survey, which could easily he made to 
smt this idea as regards alignment, would thus be carried out, and the Railway Department should only be debited with 
the cost of making the bridge available for railway traffic and a proportion of the maintenance.

This proposal would continue Gundagai on the main branch, and the objectionable working of its small traffic on a 
small branch would disappear.

This is a matter involving the consideration of a considerable departure from ordinary usage in this Colony, and is 
therefore merely mentioned us a suggestion.

As I had seventeen working days, nearly all fine, ami a generally clear country, I had a good chance of locating the 
lines shown on the map, consisting of about 80 miles ; and, with the small exception already referred to, they may be 
followed in any trial survey—subject, of course, to minor improvements in detail.

C. O. BURGE,
District Engineer.

Minute Paper.—Gundagai to Tumut.
Department of Public Works, Eailway Construction Branch, Sydney, 23 December, 1S02,

I have the honor to forward herewith Mr. Burge’s report on the above line.
It is quite evident, as indeed lias already been pointed out, that a reduction of distance to anything like 19 or 20 

miles with easy works is quite impracticable.
The Tumut valley route, even with the winding suggested to reduce earthworks, would probably be more costly 

than the present surveyed route.
The present surveyed route is capable of revision, and the estimated cost may be much reduced by using sharper 

curves, adhering in parts more closely to the surface of the ground, by reconsideration of the Gundagai bridge and 
waterways generally, and also in the item of station accommodation.

I am not an advocate for a combined railway and road traffic bridge at Gundagai. I believe there are in this particular 
case exceptionally great objections ; but a great saving can otherwise be effected by cheapening the construction over the flat.

I recommend that this survey and estimate be revised in the same way as the Minister has lately given his approval 
in the case of other lines. '

H, DEANE,
Engineer-in-Chief.

Memorandum to the Engineer-in-Chief.—Gundagai to Tiunut,
Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch, Engineer-in-ChiePs Office,

Sydney, 13 December, 1S92.
I beq to report that, as instructed, I have inspected the suggested Tarrabandra connection between South Gundagai and 
Tumut, more especially v ith reference to the portion between the latter township and HA miles on the western Tumut 
River valley line, on whicli I rojiorted in 1SS9 (89-3,481, page n). (,SVe map accompanying that report attached.)

This ia the connection alluded to in my minute, 15|12,'92, on paper 92-0,042.
I also took the opportunity of riding round and examining the alternative route on the latter line, from 14J miles to 

20J miles, to avoid the tnmiel at i7A miles, adverted to as “ the river bank line,'’ in page G of my report as above.
Returning from Tumut to Gundagai via Adelong, I thoroughly examined, as far as an exploration can do it, the 

permanent survey on that route, with tho view to its improvement as regards cost.
In these investigations I was well assisted throughout by guides recommended by the Tumut people.

As
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As regards the first: Tho country enclosed between the Tumut River valley' and the Adelong Creek is very high, 
and a spur from this extends northward to the confluence of the Tumut and the Murrumbidgee Rivers. This spur has to 
1« crossed hy the connection nowin question at a conveniently low point, which is marked X on the map before referred to, 
on which I have added the line explaining this report.

To go straight through this spur, which would he necessary for the only line which would cveu approximate within 
3 or 4 miles of the 19 miles expected in Mr. Gilliat’s report, would, according to aneroid heights, which are corroborated by 
Mr. Melrose’s previous ones, involve a tunnel of from f to 1 mile long, costing alone probably as much as oric-tlnrd of 
the whole permanently surveyed line via Adelong, excluding the Murrumbidgee bridge. _ ,

This being clearly out of the question, a line was investigated approaching the summit by skirting tho amphitheatre 
f of hills indicated by the dotted red line on the map, as amended hy this inspection to the dotted purple line. This would

probably give the distance necessary to rise over the range without a tunnel; hut it would he over exceedingly rough 
ground, the gullies running in deeply' and the spurs being too sharp to he contoured by practicable curves. To some extent 
tills character would be maintained right hack to South Gundagai, and, moreover, the start at the latter place could not 
connect with any Murrumbidgee bridge as a continuation of the existing railway, unless by curving into the hill behind 
South Gundagai with another formidalde tunnel, as shown by the dotted purple line now added to the map. _

The descent from the spur X towards Tumut would be hardly less rough and circuitous than the ascent, and is 
shown in the same way. A grade of 1 in 40 is assumed in ttiis description.

The river bank deviation next examined, between 14A miles and 20^ mites, on the western hank, Tumut River line, 
would be comparatively easy for about half its length. Reyond this the ground is very steep laterally, about 10 feet to 
15 feet per chain, dipping in sharp spurs straight into the flooded flats of the Tumut River. The line hero would have to 
keep on the toe of the slope as far as its curves would allow, and, for about half a mile, entirely in the siding, as, for that 
distance, the main channel of the river washes closely the hill side. Rxccpt for graces, therefore, the improvement on tho 
line over the hill, explored before,’is not very conspicuous, though it is probable that it would, on trial, turn out to be the 
cheaper.

The mileage of the line hy this route from Gundagai station to Tumut would be, approximately, 29miles, the excess 
of this over the crow’s flight line from point to point, being chiefly accounted for by the climbing to get round and over 
hilts, a necessity apparently overlooked hy Mr. Gilliat in his report. _ ...

This further acquaintance with the Tumut valley route more than confirms me in the opinion that, mile for mile, it 
would be more expensive than the permanently surveyed line, excluding, of course, tho bridge ; and also that the trial of the 
Tumut River valley line, east or west, is only justifiable on the grounds of tbc cheaper bridge over the Muri umbidgec, which 
was included in the former project, but which sole advantage, in an engineering point of view, disappears in the proposal 
now under investigation.

As regards the permanent survey aid. Adelong, and taking it from Tumut towards Gundagai, the leading feature 
of this line is the rise over the neck which connects the high country before mentioned (page 2) with the lofty ranges south 
of Tumut. After surmounting this, from the Tumut side, the line falls to the, bottom of the Adelong Creek valley, which it 
follows to Gundagai.

This neck appears not to have been crossed at its lowest point, and with the view of taking the lowest crossing, and 
thus saving unnecessary lift in the traffic working, a deviation extending from near Tumut to the Adelong valley occurred 
to me as possibly an improvement, crossing the neck more to the eastward at about 100 feet lower level. This is approxi
mately shown hy the purple dotted line on tho map. On the Tumut side the improvement is very marked, as the approach 
to the saddle is along a gentle side slope, the total grade from Gilmore Creek being about 1 in SO, divisible into almost any 
gradations according to the ground selected, and the worksjnuch easier than on the present line. Descending to Adelong 
Creek the works and maximum grade would probably be no better than on the present line, and the advantage would be 
only in the reduction of the height surmounted. The length would be about the same. Before any regular survey of this is 
undertaken, it would be necessary to run a flying traverse over it, as, with regard to the descent just referred to, an explora
tion is not sufficient to determine whether the superiority in the ascent, and in the reduction of the summit level, might not 
lie counterbalanced hy heavier works in the descent. This diversion would increase the distance of the line from Adelong 

' from 3 miles to 4 miles; but when at Adelong, the local J'rogrcss Committee called on me, and, while expressing much 
indifference to any railway at all, said that, if not constructed right through the township, which is practically a physical 
impossibility, they would rather have no line at all than one at such a distance, with a steep approach thereto, and leading 
possibly to the formation of a rival township at tho station. The same views were expressed to Mr. Gilliat. [Sec his repot t 
paragraph 40.) ...

Under these circumstances it would seem that the site of the station on the summit is a matter of indifference to the 
existing township, tho probability being that, taking road grades into consideration, their practically most accessible point 
in the line would be where the line joins the Adelong valley, to which there is an easy road.

Taking the permanent survey as it stands, I find that, except through South Gundagai township, the minimum 
radius of curves is 15 chains, and this is used only three times, 20-chain curves being more generally used in the several 
rougher places. The tunnel at 290 miles may lie either avoided or considerably shortened by this means, though a double 
ground. A considerable reduction in earthwork and culverts, &c.. might be made by the free use of 10-chain curves in 
crossing of the main road, and a considerable lengthening of the line would be a set-off. A diversion of the line to avoid a 
double crossing of the mam road near Tumut is also advisable.

To estimate the amount of saving in these matters, an extension of the present cross-levels and additions to them 
would be necessary.

, Reduction might also be made by freer use of the ruling grade.
In reference to the matter alluded to in my former report—89[3,4S1—of utilising the present road bridge over the 

Murrumbidgee as a joint road and railway bridge, I find that the main spans have pin-connected diagonals, with top boom 
and struts built, and bottom boom and ties of links. The strengthening could, therefore, he best carried out by substituting 
longer pins, and adding to the above numbers. The cross-girders would be more difficult to deal with, hut no doubt they 
can be dealt with.

The question of a low-level bridge, such as has been, I believe, used with success in Queensland, might be 
considered. 'The flooded flats would be crossed on the level, and merely the main channel bridged, the whole in high 
flood being submerged, and traffic suspended temporarily,1 In the present case, on account of the high ground on the south 
side traversed hy the present centre line, the lowering of the bridge level would entail unduly heavy cutting on that side, 
and to bring the crossing lower down west of the road bridge, so as to be opposite lower ground, the main channel would 
have to be crossed where it is 2 chains wider than at the present crossing. At the north side of tho river the present line 
terminates close to, and at a considerable height above, the level of the river flats ; hence, even with a grade of 1 in 40, with 
a suitable vertical* curve intervening from station yard, 14 chains of the flat would have to lie crossed before their level 
would be reached. This portion would have to be bridged. The amount of the saving by adopting a low-level bridge could 
not be accurately estimated without resurvey, additional borings, &c., but the circumstances described above show that it 
would not he so large as might be otherwise expected.

I may he allowed to call attention to the fact that, since my previous report was written, the Cootamundra and 
Temora line has been authorised and begun. Should the Tumut line therefore lie made, there would exist the means of a 

/ local train service from Temora, across the mainline and connecting therewith to Tumut, of over 100 miles, which would
probably have an effect on the running expenses, as compared with those of the present short branch to Gundagai alone. 
This consideration can hardly be left out in coming to a decision as to whether the probability of this line being ultimately 
sanctioned justifies the surveying operations necessary to enable the estimate to be revised.

C. O. BURGE.

B.

K
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B.
[To Evidence of TV. H. Hall, Sub-Ediicr, Statistical Year Boolts, Government Statistician's Office.]

Tobacco CcwivATtoN at Adelong, Takcuxta, and Tumut.

Sir, Government Statistician’s Office, Sydney, 10 November, 1899.
1 have the honor, in compliance ivith the verbal request of the Chairman of the Parliamentary Standing Com

mittee on Public Works, to forward herewith a statement showing the area under cultivation for tobacco, and the yield 
therefrom, for the years 1896 to 1899, within the Adelong, Tarcutta, and Tiunut districts, that will he served hy the con
struction of the proposed line from Gundagai to Tumnt. 1 have, &c.,

J. R. MARTIN, 1
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. Assistant Statistician.

Adelong

Tarcutta

Tumut.

Proposed Paihcay, Gundagai to 'I'umut.
Akea under cultivation for Tobacco, and yield therefrom, for years ended 31st March, 1896-9.

District. Ycnr ended 31st 1! rch— Area under cultivation. Yield.

acres. cwt.
( 1896 143 1,060
) 1897 275 2,310

......................................................................... 1898 253 2,520
f 1899 7S 740
( 1890 173 656
\ 1897 177 1,369

........................................................................ 1 1898 64 650( 1899 131
1896 298 3,015

i 1897 703 6,683
ISOS 5074 4,831
1899 435 4,195

c.
[2b Evidence of Joseph Clarice, Inland Mail Clerk, Postal and Electric Telegraph Department.] 

Postal, Telegraph, and Money Order Receipts in Guni>a(ui-Tuhut District, yrom 1895 to 1898, 
Return of four years’ Revenue from the principal offices affected by proposed Railway service.

Eevcnue.

Office.
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£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Gundagai .......... 054 394 81 1,429 1,250 420 86 1,750 1,360 468 96 1,924 1,437 551 108 2,090
Adelong.............. 585 334 54 773 658 182 71 911 727 286 81 1,094 SOC 341 76 1,223
Tumut .............. 1,030 319 65 1,414 1,085 316 73 1,474 1,093 335 69 1,497 1,120 410 72 1,608
Goeup .............. 37 37 35 ... 35 so 30 30 30
Brungle .............. 22 22 17 17 IS IS 32 32n 11 6 ... 6 4 4 22 22
Upper Gilmore... ... ' O 5 5 5
Batlow .............. isi 21 8 150 133 20 S 161 128 21 9 158 136 27 7 170
Courabyra.......... 5 5 5 5 11 11 29 29
Tumbarumba...... 550 132 38 720 574 166 39 779 483 133 53 669 526 156 57 739

D.
[2b Evidence of Spencer Groves.]

Trade Statistics of Tumut District,

Dear Sir, Tumnt, New South Wales, IS December, 1899.
I have taken all pains possible in compiling accurate figures for the guidance of the Works Committee as to the 

tonnage of goods despatched and received hy principal business people of the district, and am quite content, from investi
gations made, that the particulars now furnished should he added to my sworn statement given before the Works Committee 
when on their visit to Tumnt lately. •

The tounageof goods received hy the firms approached by me, in the town of Tumut only, was 1,080 (one thousand 
and eighty) tons ; and the output in produce alone was 7,460 (seven thousand four hundred and sixty) tons ; this is exclusive 
of wool, hides, tallow, kc., sent away, hut includes the tonnage of Sanderson and Taylor, as given in evidence here by H. T.
Hayes.

These figures, excepting as regards 2o0 tons, taken as an animal average output of tobacco, taking same for several 
years past, refer to tho year 1899. . 1

By comparisons made with particulars furnished by the different trading firms, I can candidly affirm it as my opinion 
that largo errors, in the way' of under-estimates, have been made in the figures supplied.

One merchant here can prove that he pays to the Government, in trainage and taxes, £4,000 a year.
' Rrevious to last year very large consignments of fruit were annually despatched by rail,

Yours, &c.,
S. GROVES,

Secretary,
Tho Secretary, Public Works Committee. District Improvement League.

[One Plan.]

l

Sydney: William Applegate Guliick, Government Printer.—1900.
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Mr. Trickett, and the Honorable Andrew Garran was chosen as Vice-Chairman. On 4th July, the 
Honorable Solomon Herbert Htam was elected to the vacancy on the Committee caused by the 
resignation of Mr. Trickett.]
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David Baitlie, grazier and dairyman, Stockyard Creek, near Grafton ............................................
Edward Ebeworth, Diatrict Surveyor, Grafton .........................................................................................
Angua McSwan, farmer, Woodford Island, near Lawrence........... :...................................................... .
Cornelius Duggan, butcher and grazier, near Clifton...................................................................... ..........
Frederick Vernon Hunter, licensed surveyor, Grafton....................................................... ......................
John Henry Munro, stock and station agent, Grafton .............................................................................
Duncan Beatson, cx-Mayor of Grafton .......................................................................................................
Henry Jordan, piano and music dealer, Grafton........................................................................................
Thomas Page, accountant, Grafton .......................................................................................................
George Smith Stening, Manager for the Fresh Food and Ice Company, at Grafton .............................
Edward Chapman Lewington, Manager, Bank of New South Wales, Grafton........................................
William Small, junior, Toim Clerk, Grafton ..................................... .......................................................
Thomas Trefuais Bawdcn, auctioneer, and Secretary, Stock Board, Grafton ........................................
Abraham Lipinan, commission agent, Grafton...........................................................................................
Edward Farrell, master of the steamship “City of Grafton ”....................................................... ..........
Edward Thomas Smith, grazier, near Myrtle Creek ................................................................................ .
Cunningham Henderson, grazier, Myrtle Creek ........................................................................... .............
Thomas Francis O’Keeffe, dairy firmer, Myrtle Creek.............................................................................
Henry Valentine Lapp, dairy farmer, Myrtle Creek................................................................................
George Henry McKee, farmer and grazier, Myrtle Creek ........................................................................
Henry Harris, dairy farmer, Myrtle Creek ...............................................................................................
Alfred Edward Harris, dairy farmer, Myrtle Creek ................................................................................
Francis Grant Fanning, grazier, Deep Creek ...........................................................................................
Donald Campbell, grazier, Woodiauds .................................................................. ..................................
Alfred Clark Simpson, storekeeper, Casino...............................................................................................
Granville Moore Elliott, Council Clerk, Casino .....................................................................................
James Golding Draper, sergeant of police, Casino ....................................................................................
Edward James Robinson, manager, butter factory, Casino .....................................................................
William George Simpson, mayor of Casino ...............................................................................................
Laurence Edwin Cope, solicitor, Casino......................................................................................................
Charles Frederick Napier North, Road Superintendent, Casino..............................................................
William Parsley Pope, Conditional Purchase Inspector and Forester, Laud Board District of Grafton.
James Stocks, pharmaceutical chemist, Lismore........................................................................................
Denis Carroll, Sub-Inspector of Police, Richmond and Tweed Districts ...............................................
John William Pidcock, hotelkeeper, Lismore...........................................................................................
John Gibson, Manager for the New South Wales Creamery and Rutter Company, at Lismore ..........
William Kennedy, Surveyor, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works.................
Christian Balzer, cordial manufacturer and coach proprietor, Lismore ..................................................
George Nesbitt, storekeeper, Lismore ......................................................................................................
Thomas Borton, mail contractor and coach proprietor, Lismore.............................................................
Louis 0. Paulsen, master of the steamship " Tomki1 ............................................................................
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
J

EAILWAY FEOM GKAFTON TO CASINO.

BEPOKT.

Tins pARUAMENTAitY Standing Committee on Public "Woiiks, appointed during 
tlie first Session of tlic present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 

‘ 51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vie.
No. 20, the Public Works (Committees’ Piemuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Purther Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Yic. 
No. 6, to 'whom was referred, for consideration and report, the expediency of 

' constructing a line of Railway from Grafton to Casino, have, after due inquiry, 
resolved that it is expedient the proposed railway he constructed, provided 
that the cost of construction does not exceed £4,000 per mile, and that an 

■ adequate portion of the revenue from unalienated lands benefited shall be
. conveyed to the Hallway Commissioners towards covering any loss; and,

in accordance with the provisions of sub-scction (iv), of clause 13, of the 
Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—

Previous Eeeerences.

1. The present is the third occasion on which the proposed railway has been 
under the consideration of the Public Works Committee, and on this as on previous 
occasions it is submitted as a section of the North Coast Railway. When first 
referred, in 1889-1890, it was included in a proposal for the construction of a line

* from Grafton to the Tweed, whicli the Committee recommended should be modified to
the extent of constructing a section from Lismore to the Tweed, a work that has 
since been carried out. The second reference was in 1892, when the proposal 
submitted was a lino from Grafton to Lismore, and on that occasion the Com
mittee recommended, subject to certain specified conditions, the construction of the 
section between Lismore and Casino. Tlie present proposal is the third section of 
the scheme referred to the Committee in 1889-1890.

Description oe the Proposed Railway.

2. The proposed railway, 64 miles 20 chains in length, would begin at the 
west side of Turf-street, between Irene and Pound Streets, Grafton, and, following

t the north hank of the Clarence River for about 6 miles, hear away north to the
Richmond Range which would he crossed at 29 miles from Grafton. The direction 
would then be more westerly, following the eastern side of the main road from 
Grafton to Casino, up to 42 miles, where the road would be crossed, and thence it would 
be maintained to tlie junction of Mongogarie and Shannon Brook or Deep Creek, 
where the latter would be crossed. Prom that point the route would be more or less 
direct to the crossing of the Richmond Paver, at about 63J miles, and thence it 
would continue north-easterly and east to the northern side of the Township of 
Casino, where it would end on the western side of West-street,

The
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The country through which the route runs is largely of an undulating 
character ; several moderate sized creeks, beside the Richmond River, would have 
to he bridged; and about 7 miles of the route is through country liable to flood in 
motion. Provision is made for extensive terminal accommodation at Grafton.

Estimated Cost. '
3. The estimated total cost of tho line was, at £5 5s. per ton for rails, £485,700 

or £7,559 10s. per mile, but with rails at £7 10s., the present maker’s price, per 
ton the cost would be £501,375 or £7,803 10s. per mile, exclusive of land and 
compensation, which is £200 per mile less than the estimate put before the 
Committee when the line wras last under consideration. Included in this amount 
are £91,419 for earthworks; £80,162 for culverts and timber bridges; £25,833 for 
large bridges; £21,601 for level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions;
£40,015 for permanent-way material, calculating the rails at £5 5s. per ton, and 
£55,690 at £7 10s. per ton; £63,419 for platelaying, ballasting, and sleepers; and 
£70,000 for the Grafton station, including all wrorks, buildings, and wharfs.
Engineering and contingencies, calculated at nearly 15 per cent., are estimated at ,
£63,352.

Railway Commissioners’ Report. __
4. Tbc Railway Commissioners state in their report upon the proposal that 

there is no present prospect of the line paying working expenses, nor any reason for 
assuming that, if constructed, it will materially increase the traffic. Except in 
passenger traffic, which is on the decrease, there is, they say, practically no 
interchange between the Clarence and the Richmond, and the country between 
Grafton and Casino is generally of such a poor nature that it will not carry a large 
population, and does not, in their opinion, justify the construction of the railway.
The annual cost they estimate at £21,426, which comprises interest on capital cost
at 3 per cent., £15,041, and cost of maintenance and traffic and locomotive expenses, s
£6,388; and the annual revenue at £4,844, made up of £2,824 for the carrying of 
live-stock and merchandise, and £2,020 representing passengers, parcels, mails, &c.

The Committee’s Inquiry.
5. Having examined the Under Secretary for Public "Works and the Engineer- 

in-Chief for Railway Construction, in Sydney, a Sectional Committee visited the 
district throng]i whicli the proposed line would go, and, in addition to inspecting the 
route of the line, took evidence at Grafton, Myrtle Creek, Casino, and Lismore. On 
their return, further official evidence was taken in Sydney, wdiich included informa
tion from the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works as to the present navigable condition 
of the Clarence River, and the results expected from the works in progress at the 
river entrance.

Sectional Committee’s Report.
6. In their report the Sectional Committee state that, in their opinion, the 

best route for the railway has been selected, including a deviation at the Casino end,
. adopted originally as providing a better junction for a Tenterfield-Casino line, and 

since retained as an improvement upon the first survey. The land along and on 
either side of the route they found to he not nearly so good as that on and near the 
river banks and surrounding Grafton and Casino, which is of exceptionally good 
quality. It has upon it only a small amount of settlement, and that of a scattered 
nature, and dairying is practically the only industry that wrould have to he depended 
upon for railway revenue. Large areas of the laud inspected were carrying a heavy 
crop of grass, which would be materially improved hy ringbarking the timber, and *■
the carrying capacity of the country would be still further increased by introducing 
artificial grasses, a practice now generally followed on the richer lands of the North 
Coast. In its natural state the land, it is stated, would carry about one beast to 
10 or 12 acres, and, when improved, probably a beast to 5 or 6 acres, 640 acres 
being sufficient to support a family. Tlie Sectional Committee found that there 
is very little passenger or goods traffic between Grafton and Casino, and to them 
it appeared difficult to see how thoro could be any considerable interchange of 
products between the two towns. The evidence of some of the witnesses examined,

however,
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however, pointed to a substantial revenue being obtainable from the carriage of 
timber, a very large quantity of which, of a marketable character, was said to be 
within a reasonable distance of the line.

Traffic Prospects.

7. The traffic prospects in connection with the railway are encouraging, as 
there is every reason to believe that the construction of the line would be followed 
by a considerable increase of settlement and expansion of the dairying industry. 
Though the land which would be served is not as rich as that on the river flats, it is 
undoubtedly well suited for dairy purposes, and the extent to whicli the dairying 
industry has already developed in the Clarence and Richmond districts goes far to 
show that, with the facilities which the railway would afford, the industry would he 
largely followed in the district between Grafton and Casino.

The Chief Pailway Traffic Manager, in his report upon the traffic prospects, 
docs not speak very favourably; hut he admits that there is, at intervals along the 
route, a good area of land suitable for dairying, and says that dairying on a limited 
scale has been carried on during the last three years by a few old settlers at Myrtle 
Creek. This, be states, is, as far as lie could ascertain, the only new feature of 
development worth recording along the route. As far as intermediate traffic is 
concerned the line presents to him a complete blank, and as there is no exchange of 
products between the Richmond and Clarence Rivers there can he, he says, 
no through goods or stock traffic. Under these circumstances he finds it very 
difficult to estimate, with any degree of accuracy, what the earnings of the proposed 
line would be, especially as the country to be served is not, in his opinion, likely to 
he sought after until the large areas of excellent land on the Upper Richmond and 
around Lismore have been brought into profitable use. Allowing for trade that, he 
believes, would continue to pass through the Clarence and Richmond River ports, 
he considers that the railway could not rely upon carrying any goods or stock traffic 
a further distance than 40 miles, midway between Grafton and Lismore, and upon 
that basis he gives the following estimate :—

Goods............ .
Passengers, &c, 
Mails............ .

£2,566
776
744

Total ... .............
been increased by the Railway Commissioners in

... £4,086, which amount has
their report to £4,844.

In contrast with this report, however, there may be placed the evidence given 
before the Sectional Committee, hy the District Surveyor at Grafton. He states 
that the progress of the district in settlement and production, to an extent highly 
satisfactory from a railway traffic point of view, is assured if the line he constructed. 
Hitherto land taken up along the route has been devoted to cattle-breeding, as, 
from want of facilities to encourage any other industry, that has been the only 
pursuit possible. In view of the success which has attended dairying in other 
localities, tlie occupiers of the land are now becoming dairymen ; they arc changing 
from cattle-misers to dairy-farmers. In his opinion the unalienated land along the 
route is well suited for dairy purposes, and with the railway running through it 
would he taken up readily. Lands on the Clarence River, which, in the past, have 
been used for the cultivation of sugar-cane and maize are now devoted to dairy 
purposes, and the fact that the river fiats are now fully stocked with dairy cattle is 
an indication that the time has arrived when, for the extension of the industry, 
resort must be had to other classes of land. Leaving out small areas along the 
route, and treating the whole of the land as dairy country, the District Surveyor 
estimates that a block of 500 to 610 acres would be sufficient for a family, and 
that, when ringbarked, tlie grazing capacity of the land, under dairy conditions, 
would he 5 acres to a cow. This, with the dairy system of small paddocks and 
winter-fodder crops growing, would enable a man to keep 100 cows on 500 acres, 
his earnings from the cows being added to hy what ho could obtain from the sale 
of calves and pigs. With families settled upon blocks of 500 acres, the railway 
traffic, he explains, would come chiefly from the carriage of cream and passengers,

and
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and of goods and stores in return. He admits that there would be little or no 
interchange of commodities between Grafton and Casino, but the railway, he points 
out, would open up the country for settlement, and be a feeder to the rivers.

The Chief Traffic Manager anticipates that there would bo some timber traffic, 
but not much, as a great deal of the timber along the line would, he states, go down 
the Richmond River. There is at present, he explains, a cheap and easy means of i
transit by water to Corahi—as many as 150 largo logs having been rafted down the 
river at one time.

The District Surveyor and the Conditional Purchase Inspector, at Grafton, 
both anticipate a considerable revenue to the State from the timber in the neighbour
hood of the railway. In the forest reserves, the timber is said to be very valuable, 
and when land is thrown open for settlement, will be so dealt with that the 
Government will receive a large amount of royalty from it.

TlMBEtt ALONG- THE ROUTE.

8. With regard to the timber question, the Conditional Purchase Inspector
and Porester at Grafton is of opinion that timber, for about 8 miles east of the 1
railway, would be drawn to tbc line; and to the west, it is anticipated, he states,
that the railway would carry timber cut on the Richmond Range over a length of
60 miles of that range, by a width of 4 miles. The forest on the Richmond Range
he describes as one of the finest and densest on the North Coast, consisting of spotted
gum, ironbark, blackbutt, tallowwood, red mahogany, grey gum, stringy bark, and
bloodwood. There are also patches along the range of pine, beech, teak, black bean,
silky oak, and a little cedar, of marketable sizes. He estimates the possible yield
in royalty to the State from the marketable timber -within the area that would
furnish traffic to the railway at £76,800; and the production after the present
marketable timber has been’removed as equal to an annual royalty, if a demand
on the area to its full capacity were made, of £25,600. Other forest reserves of a
temporary character would also, he says, provide traffic for the railway. . ’

The Land Along the Route.

9. Within an area of 20 miles on each side of the railway, and within 
20 miles of Grafton as a centre at one end of the route, there are, according to 
evidence given by the Chief Draftsman of the Department of Lands, 624,500 acres 
of alienated land, 515,200 acres of reserves, and 742,500 acres of Crown lands, 
exclusive of reserves. Of the Crown lands, 545,700 acres are held under occupa
tion license, and 196,800 acres are untenanted. The alienated land is chiefly 
along the course of the two rivers, and if excluded from the traffic area of the line 
(which it may very fairly be, it being admitted that the railway would draw little or
no traffic from the country south of Grafton, and north of Casino the traffic question «
will be affected by a line from Casino to Lismore) would leave only Crown lands as 
a source of traffic. Some of the reserves are forest reserves.

Population and Phoduction.
10. The estimated population within the area likely to he affected hy the 

railway, including that of Casino, but excluding that of Grafton, is given by an 
officer from the Government Statistician’s Department as 6,700. Cultivation, apart 
from that at either end of the line, is very limited, and production small, nearly 
all the land, in the absence of railway facilities, being devoted to pastoral pursuits.

Epfohts to Cheapen the Railway. *
1]. It appeared to the Sectional Committee that, as for a considerable time 

there was no likelihood of other than light traffic resulting from the construction of 
the railway, it might be possible to regard the line from a standpoint different from 
that of one to he connected with the general railway system of the Colony, and 
make it a light line pure and simple, which, of course, should materially reduce its 
cost. The Pull Committee were also, during the course of the inquiry, impressed 
with the conviction that the line might be cheapened, and the Engineer-in-Chief was 
asked to look into the matter and see what could be done. This he did, and though

' strongly
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strongly opposing any cheapening of construction, he explained that a certain 
reduction in cost could he effected hy steepening the grade—making the line in 
that respect more like a tramway—sharpening the curves, lessening the estimate in 
relation to station and wharfage requirements at Grafton, and in some other respects 
altering the original plans. By steepening the grades, sharpening the curves, cutting 
out a portion of the ballast, reducing the station accommodation to what is necessary 
for first requirements, lessening the cost of sleepers, and cutting off a portion of 
the allowance for contingencies, the cost could be reduced from £7,803 per mile, 
the present estimate, to £4,800 per mile.

The station accommodation at Grafton was originally estimated to cost 
£70,000, hut the Enginccr-in-Chief admits this can he brought down to £6,000. 
This original estimate appears to the Committee to he most excessive, and it brings 
under notice the practice, apparent in all proposals of this nature, of making the 
station arrangements much more elaborate than is necessary. The Committee are 
of opinion that a considerable saving might be effected, in all cases relating to 
proposed railways, if the station accommodation provided were not more than is 
absolutely requisite for immediate requirements.

An officer of the Eailway Construction Department was sent to Grafton and 
Casino to see what arrangements could be made in respect to the land required for 
the railway, but, though a report from him on his visit appears in the evidence, 
information indicating what the claims for land and compensation are likely to be 
■was not available up to the time the inquiry closed.

Tee Committee’s Recommendation.
12. The Committee recommend the construction of the line, provided the cost 

can be reduced to £4,000 per mile, and an adequate portion of the revenue from 
unalienated Crown lands along the route benefited by the railway be conveyed to 
the Railway Commissioners towards covering any loss. "

The difficulties in the way of an unconditional approval of the railway are the 
excessive cost of construction, and the period that must elapse before the traffic 
returns are satisfactory. The line must be worked at a loss for a time; but there is 
every indicatiou that within a reasonable period it 'will pay, if the increment in the 
value of the Crown land affected is, as recommended in the Committee’s resolution, 
credited to the railway. It is important to notice that the line between Lismore 
and tlie Tweed is improving in its return of revenue, and the fact must not be 
overlooked, as mentioned by the Chief Railway Traffic Manager, that this railway 
was the means of developing the dairying industry in the Tweed and Lismore districts, 
and inducing companies to open up factories at Casino and elsewhere for the 
treatment of cream. The possibilities in connection with the dairying industry, 
whicli were not apparent when the line from Grafton to Casino was previously 
under inquiry, are a new and important feature in connection with tlie present 
proposal, for if the proposed railway should have an effect similar to what has 
resulted from the Lismore-Twoed line—and there is good reason to believe it 
would—the largo area of Crown lands between Grafton and Casino now unoccupied 
would be taken up by settlers in blocks of 600 or 700 acres, and be the means of 
providing a livelihood for many families as well as considerable railway traffic. 
Then it is clear to the Committee that the construction of the railway should 
he carried out on a much cheaper scale than that submitted. They have been 
able to elicit the information that the cost can be reduced at once to £4,800 
per mile, though the Engineer-in-Chief does not recommend it; and they are of 
opinion that it is possible to still further reduce it. They think the line could 
be constructed, in tlie first instance, for £4,000 per mile, and if this were 
done, the capital cost would thereby be reduced from. £501,325 to £257,000, 
and the interest on the cost of construction from £15,041 to £7,710. This would 
bring down the annual cost, including maintenance and traffic and locomotive 
expenses, to £14,093, instead of £21,429, the estimate based on the original 
figures, and the estimated loss to £9,254, instead of £16,545. The further provision 
in the Committee’s recommendation should materially reduce this smaller loss if it 
should not quickly cause it to disappear. The average value per acre of the Crown 
lands within the traffic area of the line is estimated at 15s., and it is thought that

the
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the railway would increase this to 25s. If the Eailway Commissioners receive a fair 
proportion of the amount realised from the sale of these lands at their increased 
value, it should prove a satisfactory set-off against present loss, and it would be 
in accordance with a recommendation made by them in 1889, in their report upon 
the proposal, then under cons! deration by the Public Works Committee, for the con
struction of a railway from Grafton to the Tweed, which included the section from 
Grafton to Casino.

The Committee’s Resolution.
13. The resolution passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract 

from their Minutes of Proceedings :— '
Mr. Shepherd moved,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed 

Railway from Grafton to Casino, a a referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, 
be carried out, provided that tlie cost of construction does not exceed £4,000 per mile; 
provided also that some satisfactory arrangement be made whereby the district benefited 
shall contribute to the Railway Commissioners a sum sufficient, together with the earnings, 
to cover working expenses and interest on capital expenditure at the rate of 1£ per cent, 
per annum.”

Dr. Grarran moved,—“That the motion he amended by the insertion of the word ‘ not’ before 
the word 1 expedient.’ ” _

The amendment was negatived on the following division upon the question,—“ That the word 
proposed to be inserted be so inserted ” :—

Ayes, 1, Noes, 6.
Dr, Garran. Mr. Dick,

Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. Levien moved,—“ That the motion he amended by the omission of the words ‘ provided 
also.’ ” .

The amendment was passed on the following division, upon the question,—“ That the words 
proposed to he omitted stand part of tho motion” :—

Ayes, 3. ■ Noes, 4.
Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Dick,
Dr. Garran, Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson. Mr. Levien,

Mr, McFarlane.
Mr. Levien moved,—“That tho motion be further amended by the omission of all the words 

after the words ‘ £4,000 per mile.’ ”
The amendment was agreed to. ...
Mr, Watson moved,—“That the motion be further amended by the addition of the following 

words—1 and that an adequate portion of the revenue from unalienated lands benefited 
shall be conveyed to the Railway Commissioners towards covering any loss.’”

The amendment was agreed to, and the motion, as amended, was passed.

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 17 September, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

1

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

RAILWAY FROM GRAFTON TO CASINO.

THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1900.
present : —

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chaiemas).
The Hon. Patuick Lindesay Crawfobd Shei’iierd. ’William Thomas Diet:, Esq.
Tlie Hon, Andrew Garran, LL.D. John Christian Watson, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Grafton to
Casino. '

Bohert E. P. Hickson, Under Secretary and Commissioner for Beads, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined:—

1. Chairman,^ Have you prepared a statement giving some particulars of the proposed railway ? Tes. It- B. P.
2. Will you read the statement ? It reads as follows:— Hickson.

Gkawos to Casino Railway. 22 Feb., KK.0.
1 HE proposal before the Committee was referred by tho Legislative Assembly for tbe Committee’s consideration, on 22nd 
December, 189(1, in the following terms 11 That it bo referred to the Parliament ary Standing Committee on Public Works 
to consider and report on the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Grafton to Casino.”

Tlie present is the third occasion on which Parliament lias seen fit to refer this railway fine to the Public Works 
Committee, and on this, as on previous occasions, the proposal is submitted as a section of a great North Coast Railway.

Its first reference was made in 1889-1890, when the proposal to construct a line from Grafton to the Tweed was, after 
an exhaustive inquiry, cut down by tlie Committee to the construction of the section from Lismore to the Tweed, a length 
of 63 miles 57 chains. This sectional line was constructed in due course, and has been in operation for the last five years.
It still remains, however, in the category of non-paying lines.

In 1892 the remaining portion of the original proposal was again submitted to the Public Works Committee, who, 
after a second lengthy inquiry, recommended the construction of tho section between Lismore and Casino, a distance of IS 
miles 8 chains, provided that tho cost did not exceed £0,000 permile, and that tho “betterment" principle could be applied 
to the land to be served by the proposed lino.

No steps have us yet been taken to carry out the Committee's recommendation.
With regard to the proposal under review, namely, the construction of a line of railway from Grafton to Casino, a 

distance of 54 miles 20 chains, being the third and final section of the scheme as originally referred to the Committee in 
18S9, there is nothing to be brought forward that may be called new. It may, however, be pointed out that during the 
interval since that date, in tlie Richmond and Clarence River districts, and more particularly in the areas served hy the 
Lismore to Tweed railway, there has been a striking development and increase in tile dairying industry, and, consequently, 
tho population is steadily growing in numbers,

Tlie proposed line of railway baa been so fully considered and reported on by the Committee on the two previous 
occasions above referred to, that I can add nothing to tlie information already given in tile Committee's ronorta of 3890 
and 1S92.

The following is the report of tlie Railway Commissioners upon the proposed railway from Grafton to Casino, 
together with a memorandum regarding the district between Lismore and Casino

Office of tho Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 19 December, 1S99,
Proposed Line of Railway from Grafton to Casino—64 miles 20 chains.

In accordance with the provisions of tlie Public Works Act of 1SSS, we beg to report as follows .
Cost of Construction—

Kngineer-in-Cliicf’s estimate (exclusive of land and compensation) ............................ £501,375
Annmi Cost—

Interest on capital cost at 3 per cent..................................................................  £15,941
Estimated cost of maintenance, and for traffic and locomotive expenses ...... 6,3SS

Total annual cost ................................................................. £21,429
Jit venue Estimate—

Life stock and merchandise................................................................................ £2.824
Passengers, parcels, mails, &c............................................................................. 2,020

Total estimated revenue ...................................................... £4,844
The estimated annual cost is based upon a tri-weekly train service.
In our report of the 7th December, 1897, wo stated that there was no present prospect of the line paying working 

expenses, nor was there any reason for assuming that the railway, if constructed, would materially increase the traffic. We 
arc still of this opinion.

Except in passenger traffic, which is on the decrease, there is practically no interchange of ti uflic between the 
Clarence and the Richmond : and the country between flrafton and Casino is generaliy of such a poor diameter that it will 
not carry a large population, and does not, in our opinion, justify the construction of a raihvav,
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parliamentary standing committee on public works.

R. B. P. 
Hickson. The Eailway Commissioners' memorandum respecting the Lismore to Casino line is as follows:—

22 Fob., 1900.
Proposeo Railway from Grafton to Lismore.

, With reference to the report asked for in connection with n proposal to construct a line of railway from “ Grafton to 
Lismore, the Commiasioucra now note,_ as intimated on the 12tli instant, that the Miuistci only wishes a report from 

Grafton to Casino,” and we have conSned our remarks in the report submitted under the terms of the Public Works Act 
to that section.

We had, however, gone over the district between Lismore to Casino, and as it may assist the Minister, take the 
opportunity of expressing our views on the section in question.

The country in the district of Casino, and between Casino and Lismore, is of a rich character, and during the last 
lew years has been, and ia still being, so extensively developed by agricultural and dairy farming that we consider the 
construction of a line between those points deserving of favourable consideration, narticularlv if it can be carried out at a 
reasonable cost.
The following is a description of tho line now submitted to the Committee:—

Length, 64 miles 20 chains; estimated cost £501,675, or £7,804 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation.
it, TL”? ^Ile kfSj”8 ^ "res*; s‘de of Turf-street, between Irene and Pound streets, in tlie City of Grafton, and follows 
the north bank of the Clarence River for about 6 miles, fiom whence the hearing is geneiaily north to the Richmond Range, 
w Inch is crossed on the 29th mile. The direction then becomes more westerly, following the eastern side of the main road, 
Gratton to Casmo, crossing it about 42 miles, the same direction being maintained close to the junction of Mongogarie and 
Shannon Brook or Deep Creel:, v hero the latter is crossed. From here the line is more or less direct to the crossing of tho 
Kicnmond River at about C3J miles ; thence noith-eastorlv and east to the northern sale of tlie township of Casino, where 
it ends at the western side of West-street at G4 miles 20 chains from Grafton.
T? i. Th;snrilil''W>' *s ^arSeb' through undulating country, the Richmond Range being crossed ; there are also, besides the 
Richmond River, several moderate sized creeks to be bridged, and about 7 miles of the lino is through oountry liable to 
flood in motion. Extensive terminal accommodation at Grafton ia provided.

Tlie steepest gradient is 1 in 50. The amount of land alienated is not large.
I bog leave to submit tlie two reports made by the Public Works Committee, on 15tb .April, 1S90, and 
28th September, 1892, as portion of, and supplementary to, this present statement.
3. Is there anything which yon could add to the statement P J do not think there is anything I could 
say which would he of any value. The proposed railway keeps pretty close to the road nearly all the 
way until you get near to Casino, when it goes to tho west of the main road.

i

A

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined:—

H. Deane. 4 Oh air man,'] Mr. Hickson, tbc Under Secretary, has road a statement which is really a description of 
2^Feb 1900 ^ >e rou*e ^lc PI0IB>sed line ;—the Committee desire to be furnished with a more detailed description 

'* 1 of the character of the lino, of tho country through which it passes, and as to whether there are many
bridges and viaducts to be made ? I can hand in an estimate of the cost of the line and a section of 
the line.
5; Have you been over the surveyed line ? Yes; but not lately. I have not been over the surveyed line '
since the previous inquiry. 1 know the country fairly well, as well as one can see it without going very
far to the right and the left of the line. ri ho first part of the hue for about 3 miles passes through the town
of Grafton, and the outside allotments, and at about 3J miles it rises slightly on to ii ridge near the
Clarence Eiver. Prom there for some miles the wrorks are fairly easy, though not of the same easy
character as those on the hues which have lately been considered. The cuttings vary, say, from 5 feet to
19 feet in depth. The hue altogether is of a rougher and costlier character than anything that has been 
considered for some time by the Committee. Tho country is somewhat undulating, and you have to rise 
and fall when passing over the low ridges. The ruling grade is 1 in GO going south, and 1 in 50 going 
north. The lino with which it connects—Casino to Lismore—has a ruling grade of 1 in 50, and on the 
line from Lismore to the Tweed the ruling grade is 1 in 50. There is nothing particular to remark about 
the first part ot the line until you get to the Bichmond Kango. It will bo seen on the plan that when 
you get to mileage 21, the line begins to wind about a good deal. That is done with the object of getting 
across the range with as litile earthwork as possible. The deepest cutting on that section is about 35 feet, 
and there are a good number of cuttings varying from 15 feet to 20 feet,"or a little more.
6. From the 21-mile jieg. till you get over the range, is it a continuous cutting? jN:o, it is a series of a*
cuttings and banka. The line begins at Grafton at a level of about 25 feet above high-water ; the highest
point on the line is near 24: miles 30 chains, and that is 344 feet above high-water at spring tido.
7. Dr. GarranJ] 'Will there be a good deal of rock-cutting in that range ? Yes ; from what I remember
it is sandstone and hard shale. At about 32 miles 15 chains you cross Myall Creek. There is a creek 
called Two-mile Creek at about 42 miles 20 chains, but it is not important. Mvrtle Creek is tho next 
most important creek, and it is crossed at about 44 miles GO elm ins. '
8. Chairman.'] From tbe Kiehmond Eange to Myrtle Creek is it all comparatively level country? It is 
all pretty level. There are some rises in the ground to go over—low spurs, but nothing difficult at all.
9. Easy grades? Yes. At 47^ miles there is a cutting 27 feet deep; hut, generally speaking, the
country is not very hilly. Just beyond 57-mile peg we cross Doop Creek, and after that there is nothing 
to speak of till we get to the Kiehmond llivor, which is crossed near Casino. On this map, which is a 
compilation of parish maps, there are two lines shown. .
.10. Jn the general description of the line there is a paragraph which says that “about 7 miles of the line 
is through country liable to flood’’;—is that a continuous stretch of 7 miles? Xo, that is a summation
of the bridges over different creeks and swamps which we have to cross. ^
11. Where does that occur chiefly? There is a good deal at the Casino end, and especially at the crossing 
of the creeks like Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek. The flooded country will have to be crossed on timber 
viaducts.
12. Is it proposed to construct the line above ordinary flood-level? Yes; above the highest flood-level 
which we have informaiion about. I have included that in that estimate.
13. How high is it—a couple of feet? It varies very much. Outlie hunks of a creek there may bo 
depression other than the main channel to pass over, as at Deep Creek, which is nearly equal to the depth 
of the creek itself. 'J here is a flood-chanuel at Deep Creek, which is 1G feet, the main channel being
20 feet. Then beyond that point on the Casino side there is a swampy place where the line will be 7feet
above the surface. 1 think that gives as good an idea of the kind of country to he crossed as T can 
furnish. ‘ l 1

i
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE—UAJLVfA.Y FEOM GRAFTON TO CAS^O. 3

] 'i. You wero about to explain, when I interrupted you, that near Sandy Creek there is an. alternative H. Deane.
route ? From about ■tS miles two lines have been laid out. Tho blue or eastern lino is the original survey —Tin
which crossed the Itichmond Elver to tho cast ot‘ the town of Casino. When 1 was up there somo years22
ago, 1 examined the line very carefully, and T came to the conclusion that an adequate station ground
could not be made on the northern side of the river. When that lino was laid out it was proposed to bring
the Tenterfield-Casino line, as shown in green on this plan, following the Eichmond Eiver on the south
side, and connecting with this blue line, also on the south side of the line, and then following to a
common station on the north side of the river. But when the line came to he permanently staked, and
the question of the proper location of the Tenterfield-Casino line was being fixed, it was suggested that a
more westerly route would be more suitable, on account of its shortening the distance of the line from
Tcnterfield, making no material difference in the length of tho line from Grafton to Casino, and giving
a better station ground in Casino itself. The crossing of the river involved by the adoption of that
more westerly line is not so favourable as the crossing to the cast of Casino, where tho rock is almost at
the surface of tho river-bed. For other reasons, however, that westerly line seems to he tho best, and
has been adopted. It was adopted at first on account of its giving a better junction for the Tenterfield-
Casino line, and it is still adopted, although that particular reason no longer holds good, because the newer
survey of the Tenterfield-Casino line comes in at a more northerly point, as shown on this plan. On the whole,
the location of the line seems to bo better and more suitable on that western route, and it has, of course,
the one great advantage of giving a very good station ground on the northern side of the town of Casino.
In my evidence at the last inquiry that point is referred to. On page 5 of the report on the Grafton- 
Lismore railway, the Committee will sec that 1 gave the following evidence on tho 14th June, 1892:—
27. What are you reasons for this deviation at the 50-mile peg from Grafton ? The original line at this part is shown as a 
dotted red line, and it crossed the Richmond River below Casino ; that is, what is sometimes called the South Arm.
28. That crossed the Richmond to the east of Casino ? Yes, and the survey mode to Tcnterfield jnnetioned witli that line 
on the southern side of the river, and went almost in a due westerly direction. When we were, prosecuting the revision 
of the survey between Tcnterfield and Casino, I found that it was a very awkward lino, with severe grades, and I instructed 
the surveyors to examine another line. Mr. Lloyd is the surveyor who found this line, and wo got a crossing on the 
Richmond Range (running west for some distance, and then running north, dividingthe catchment basins of the Richmond 
and the Clarence} at a lower elevation, and with very much better grades. Seeing that we wero coining in the direction 
shown hy the green lino on the plan into Casino, it struck me that if would bo better to junction there, as otherwise we 
should have a duplication of 12 miles out of Casino, which is unnecessary. As it did not lengthen this line very much, I 
thought it was a better one to adopt.
29. If there wore to bo no connection with Tcnterfield, would you take the more direct course shown by the dotted line ?
Yes; supposing it was decided for all time that there should he no connection with Tcnterfield, 1 think that would 
bo the case. At tho same timo, I must say that there is good country at the proposed junction. There is a butter-factory 
and more settlement there, which the now hue serves better than the dotted line, liven on its own merits I think, on 
reconsideration, the red line is a better one than the dotted line.
30. Will it serve more population ? There is not much population on either line, but it is better country, and there are 
better grades.
31. If the Tcnterfield line were out of the qnestion, would you still recommend this deviation ? Yes; I should in any 
ease recommend this as the best line to adopt, for tins reason: Even supposing tlie original survey to Tcnterfield were 
adopted, that would be tlie proper point of departure—that is, west of Casino.
I see no reason to altor my opinion upon that point. The length of tho eastern line is 1G£ miles, and 
the length of the western line is 19 miles. The cost of the eastern lino is about £117,716, and the cost 
of the western line is £124,716. The difference in cost, £7,000, ia not represented hy the difference in 
distance, as the westerly line seems to be the cheaper line per mile.
15. From that you indicate that the westerly line is the easier line ? Yes.
16. I think you have some figures to give to the Committee ? Yes; I have an estimate which was made 
in December, 1899, and which was marked “ Grafton to Lismore, Part 1.” It was not quite certain then 
whether the whole line would have to he submitted from Grafton to Lismore, and so I separated the two,
Grafton to Casino being part 1, and (Jasino to Lismore part 2. I will now read the estimate for the 
first part:—

CiiAi'Vox to Casino.
Ruviskd estimated cost of a single line of railway (14 miles 20 chains in length, with GO-lb. rails. Ruling grades, 1 in GO 

going south, and 1 m 50 going north. Sharpest curve, 12 chains radius.
i

Description of Work.

Earthworks ......................................................................................................................................
Culverts and tiiAber Inidgcs ............................................................................................................
Large bridges..................................................................................................................................... ‘
Overbridges ............................................ .........................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle slops, fencing, and road diversions..............................................................
1’urmnnent-way material (rails taken at L5 5s. per ton) ................................................................
Freight .............................................................................................................................................
Ftatelaying at Is. 2d. — £6,59G 6s. 8d..........................................................................................  1
Ballasting at os. Gd, = t'31,097 ..................................................................................................  J.
Sleepers at 3s. 3d. — £23,723 14s..................................................................................................  )
Station works .......................................................................  ...........................................................
Station buildings, passenger stations, £57G ; waiting sheds, £345 ; platforms, £67S; loading' 

banks, £450 ; goods sheds and platforms, £GflO ; 20-ton weighbridges, £482 ; 0-ton cranes,
£414; Btation-mastei's cottages, £5(>4 ; trucking yatds, £1,242 .......................................

Oraftou station, including all works, buildings, ami wharfs .........................................................
Water supplies...................................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts................................................................................................................
Telegraph ...........................................................................................................................................
M iscelluneous ..................................................................................................................................

Engineering and contingencies. 15 per cent, (nearly) ,,

Add for extra cost of rails at £7 10s. per ton

Total cost .........................

I
 Average 

per 
mile.

£ s. d, £
91,410 7 G 1,423
SO, 4 02 17 G 1,252
23,833 15 0 402

SS0 0 0 14
21,001 0 0 336
40,015 2 6 G23

G.7S3 0 0 106

03,419 0 8 9S7

S,S72 0 0 138

5,441 0 0 S3
70,000 0 0 1,089
4,500 0 0 70
LOCO 2 6 17
LOCO 2 G * 17
1,000 O 0 16

422,347 S 2
03,352 11 10 986

£485,700 0 0 7,500
£15,075 0 0

£501,375 0 0 7,803

>
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H. Deane. 17, Jn i[ie statement which the Under Secretary read the estimated, cost is put down at £301,375? That 
22"Ir-h''"i‘)rKi es^ma^p 'ah'es the coat ot the rails at £3 as. a ton, which is a convenicnent price for a standard, hut tlie 
2 J.'eb,, yuo. j)n-cc q£ raj]s now js very t|lan jt Wlis< ri£e 0T a uf ;IS, a ton in the pries of rails

makes a difference of £H0 per mile. Taking the price of rads at £7 10s. per Ion, iho extra cost would 
make the total £301,375, or £7,803 10s. per mile.
IS. Mr. Watson.] In the case of that contract which was let the other day for a little over £7 10s. per 
ton, were the rails of a heavier class ? No; they were also GU-lb. rails. 1 think the price of rails was 
about £7 Ss. per ton, and the freight is very high at this time—16s.
.10. J)r. Garran ] j\t what do you estimate tlie average cost per mile in this calculation ? £7,803 10s.
20. If you add to the standard price of iron it will come to a little more ? I think it will.
21. Uo you recollect what you estimated the cost of this section at in 18:50—at the first inquiry ? I do 
not think it was my estimate at all; hut it was a very rough estimate made before the surveys were 
complete. I stated that, I remember, iu my evidence.
22. In answer to Question No. 6S, by Mr. Trickett, it is stated that there is an estimate of £12,236 per 
mile, but whether that was for the whole of the line or for this portion only T do not quite see ;—this 
will be a little cheaper than some of the other parts of tlie line, will it not? This is really the cheapest 
part of the whole line between Grafton and the Tweed.
23. I herefore, to take tho average of the whole line will be to put too high a price on this section ? Yes.
24. So that there is a great reduction on the estimate of 1890;—what was your estimate iu 1892? The 
estimate was £8,000.
23. And you brought it down about £200 per mile ? STes.
26. In what way has it principally been cheapened ? Everything has undergone revision sinre then. I 
have cheapened the walerway designs very much since then. Stations also have undergone revision. 
Then prices, although they are going up again now, are lower than they were then.
27. When you say that you have cheapened tho waterways you do nob mean that you have diminished 
the area of the waterways ? No ; I have cheapened the design of the bridges and the culverts.
28. A cheaper style ? Yes
29. Have you left them sufficiently good and durable ? They are quite ns good ; many of them are very 
much better than ihey used to be.
30. You have not increased ihe gradients? No; ilie gradients are tho same. I ha^e improved the 
gradients where possible. I have now grades of 1 in 60 where we previously had grades of 1 in 50.
31. Then, substantially, during tho course of these years which have passed the general route of the line 
remains much as it was ? Very much the same.
32. And the general construction very much the same? Yes. Even in 1890 I anticipated that we 
should have to pass over a great deal of flood-country.

. 33. What is the latest date at which any competent engineer has been over the line to reinspect it? I
think Mr. Eurge’s inspection was the last.
34. When was that made ? It was a good many years ago. It must have been before the last inquiry.
35. There has been no thorough inspection since then ? No, except at that part where the deviation 
is made.
3G. What engineer has suggested that deviation ? 1 think that was suggested in my office when I was
discussing the matter with the surveyors. As I explained, Mr. Lloyd suggested a new and better route 
between Tenterfield and Casino—a more southerly route ; and then 1 thought it was better to deviate the 
whole line so as to meet it. ■
37. I understand from you that you are going to keep above flood-level in all the floodahie parts of the 
line ? Yes.
38. So that when the floods are up the traffic will not be interrupted on this line ? Yes.
39. As the object of this line is to connect the Richmond River with the Grafton River, and, as if this 
line is made, and the line to Tcnterfield is made also, the section between Lismore and Casino will have 
to be made ;—do you know enough of the country to say whether a straighter line from Lismore to 
Casino might be made—more to the east on that plan submitted? From my own knowledge,! could 
not say. I think probably a straighter line could bo made. I do not suppose, there are, any impediments 
ns regards ranges. You would have more water to cross, but a straighter line could be made, though it 
would leave out Casino. One of the points it was desired to accommodate in all these proposals was 
Casino.
40. But if there is a line from Casino to Tenterfield, 1 suppose Casino will be accommodated then ? Yes.
41. I only wanted to know whether we could get a straighter and a cheaper connection between Lismore
and Grafton than this one? I do not think it would make any difference. I should think that a line 
from Grafton to Lismore would cost about tho same as a line from Grafton to Casino, and you would 
still have to complete ihe Casmo-Lismoro line ultimately.
42. I suppose all the ranges you cross dip towards the Clarence River ? Yes.
43. That Richmond Range, for instance ? It runs out easterly.
44. You would cross it at a low level? I should not like to say whether it does not rise again, but it
eventually runs out to the east.
45. Suppose the connection is only meant to be between tbe two rivers, could you drop this line down on 
Lawrence, and save anything iu the cost of going to Grafton ? So as to start "from Laurence ?
46. As soon as you cross the Richmond Range, could you not hit Lawrence very much more cheaply than 
you could hit G rafton ? ITes.
47. And the line from Lawrence to Grafton would follow tlie bank of the river pretty well ? Yes.
48. And fairly level country ? There will be a good deal of flooded country.
49. Unless you get back from tbe river? Yes. And then you would not be very far from the present
line for a good portion of the way. I do not think you would gain anything. I do not think you would 
get a very nice line. ”
50. So far as you know, there has been no regular survey made between Lismore and Lawrence? I do 
not tbink there has. We never bad instructions to do it. •
51. Therefore, no one is in a position to say anything about it,? No This line has been looked upon as 
part of the North Coast line, and of course Grafton has been looked upon as the proper place to meet the 
line from the south and the line from the north.

52.
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52. Jt is Uio capital of the tlistrici, at pi’escnl.? Yes. , ■nraTie-
5H. Will tlie station at Grafton he well above flood-leid P Yes. Where the lino starts there is a strip of 
country, which is above tlie level of the hi^liost flood known. The floods have pone over most of the town j 0 ■> •
of Grafton, hut there is a strip where the railway starts which is above the floods.
54. Supposing there is a raihvav made from the "south to come up to Grafton, where will the bridge cross 
to connect the railway systems? 1 think the bridge might to cross a few miles above Gralton.
55. 'Where dotted blue line is shown on the wall map ? That is tlie idea.
iHi. That will hit it at about G miles aboie Grafton, I suppose? On the other plan it is shown at about 
5f miles.
57. Will that have to lie a bridge with an opening to let vessels go through ? Mot there.
58. How far over Grafton is the river navigable for coasting steamers? 1 do not think that steamers of 
any size go above Grafton.
59. It is practically the head of navigation ? It is,
GO. And there will be no objection to blocking the river with a bridge there? A bridge would have to be 
built high enough so as to admit of droghers and small craft going under.
Gl. The people in tho district have never made anv objection to a railway bridge going over there ? I do 
not think it has been seriously proposed. 1 have never seen any objection which has been made.
G2. Suppose we ever have a railway made from Armidale or tbc Mother-of-llucks down through the Hon 
Horrigo country ;—when we get opposite to Grafton we wall have to make this detour round and go back 
G miles into Grafton station ? 1 should say that passengers coming from the south or from Guyra would
be taken across the river by ferry. The trains could be run round if necessary, or it could be arranged to 
run the railway carriages on to a punt and punt them across, but that would "be better.
G3. Jlfr. What is tbe diflicutty about building a bridge right across ? It would be a very expen
sive bridge, as the river is very wide, and it would block navigation,
G4. Mr. McFarlane.] The ocean steamers never go above the proposed railway terminus at Grafton ? I 
do not see why passengers coming from the south, or G!cn Innes, or Guyra should not be satisfied with a 
nice ferry steamer to get on at once and go right across.
05. Mr. FTaison.] The block to navigation would not be sufficient to prevent a bridge being put up if the 
vessels did not go above Grafton to any extent? A fairly high bridge would be a very expensive thing.
It would also mean that the main line could not be joined for some considerable distance back, because, 
being up at such a height, some distance would be necessary to get down again.
GG. Would a swing bo too expensive ? Mo; but it is a most objectionable tiling for a railway, and for 
what would eventually become a main line of railway.
G7. Dr. Garran.] Would a bascule bridge be suitable ? It would do, but still it is open, more or less, to 
the same objection.
68. Is it really necessary for surveyors to have gone as far above Grafton as that before they cross the 
river if there is no traflie above Grafton ? That is tho most suitable point.
G9. Is that duo to low land ? Mo, to high land. Tho land begins lo rise there.
70. Why not go nearer to Grafton ? Because the land is so low.
71. Low land on the cast side or the west side ? Low laud on both sides.
72. Very bad for a bridge ? The dotted blue line on the wall map and the black line on the plan get
away from the river in order to avoid the flooded country.
7.3. You go over the first good sound ground you get? Yes.
74. You cannot do it in less than 5£ miles ? Mo.
75. Ifou were going to give us a little information on a point which seemed lo strike the Committee a
good deal. Tlie estimate of £70,000 for the Grafton railway station looks rather large; I suppose it
includes all the terminal expenses of water supply, turn-tables, sheds, and so on ? Bbeds, railway offices, 
workshops, and wharfs. The requirements of Grafton have not been worked out. That a considerable 
sum of money is necessary I think there is very little doubt, but what the amount would be is still inde
terminate. I think the item of wharfs should really not be charged to the railway, because the wharfs, 
to a certain extent, are revenue-producing works and the Eailway Commissioners get no benefit from 
them. There are charges for wharfage. .
76. Mr. Dick.] They collect revenues from all the wharfs along which a railway runs ? I know of a lot 
of wharfage dues which goes into the Treasury, and the railways are not credited with the money.
77. Mr. Garran.] "With regard to this wharf, has the railway a water-frontage of its own to make a special 
railway wharf? Mo. The terminus of the line is on tho top of the bank—on tbc high ground above flood- 
level.
78. How much above the usual wharf-level ? It is considerable.
79. How much is this station-level above the level of the steamer’s wharf ? I think it is about 20 feet.
80. Are you going to have a little railway down to the bank ? 1. have not worked out anything, but that
is what would be necessary, and that is why I kept the station well back. The first proposal which was 
made was to bring the rails considerably further east into Grafton, but I kept them back there so as to 
admit of the rails descending along the river-bank at some suitable spot to tho wharfs.
81. Why do you want to make a wharf—will not the other wharfs do which are in existence ? I think 
very much more commodious wharfs than the present ones are required ; they might do for a start.
82. Do you anticipate any very great increase in the water-side traffic ? I have not gone into the traffic 
question at all.
83. Generally, in providing wharfs, you look at the probable traffic ? Yes.
84. You have made no estimate of that ? No.
85. You get your estimate of that from other Departments ? Yes ; but f am not aware of any estimate 
having been made at all; so that this sum which is put down, and which includes the cost of wharfs, is 
not intended to approach accuracy.
86. How much of this item of £70,000 do you think will go for a wharf ? I think about half of it.
87. You could build ns a new wharf GOO feet long in Woolloomooloo Bay for £24,000 ? I was desirous 
of including enough for the purpose ; that is all 1 can say about it.
88. You have gone on the safe side ? Yes. I would very much rather that that item were deducted, 
because 1 think wharfs should be constructed independent of the railway.
89. Jlir. Watson.] Iu the evidence taken at the inquiry in 1892, an item of £44,000 was put forward for
wharfage ? My predecessor, Mr. Whitten, put down £44,000. 90.
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H. Deane, qq. j seej on referring to page 7, tliat the statement was made hy yourself; Mr. Collins asked, 
’irwaob ^ 1)068 tllis estimate include all the railway station buildings?” and your reply was, “Tes; it also 
- e > • includes the sum put down by Mr. "Whitton in the original estimate for wharfs aud various works at

Grafton—namely, Jt'44,000'’ ? "l do not remember any detail ever having been worked out to make up 
that item of £44,000. It did not include the station yard at Grafton, I believe, but was intended to 
include wharfs, workshops, branch administration offices, and traffic offices. '
91. J)r, Garran^] Of course, if this line is made, and Grafton is not connected with the other part of 
tlie railway system, you will want some place for repairing engines ? Tes.
92. I suppose that will be at Grafton ? Tes.
93. "Will there be room for that in your station yard ? Tes ; but repairing shops need not necessarily be 
right at the terminus ; they might be placed further back on higher ground.
9i. Tou could have a little local Eveleigh ? Tes.
95. Tou have not taken land for that purpose ? JS'o ; the question of resumption of land has not been 
dealt with.
96. If yon leave out the wharf, could you do all your other station requirements for £35,000? Tes ; I 
should think that the Grafton station works and workshops, and so on, would1 run to between £30,000 
and £40,000; but that will cover the necessary expenditure for a considerable time to come.
97. That would cover a repairing shed and a locomotive shed ? Tes, for the North Coast system.
98. If there was a new wharf built, I suppose that would be a township wharf generally;—it would not be
confined to tlie railway ? 1 do not think it would.
99. Would it be quite fair to the Eailway Commissioners to charge the whole cost of that wharf to the 
railway capital? No ; I think it would he right to deduct it.
109. We might leave tho wharf alone until we can prove that it is wanted ? Tes ; I fancy something 
will have to be done straight away. Perhaps it might only be a small expense of a few thousand pounds ; 
but the lines would have to be taken down to the river, and cranes and so on would have to be provided, 
and sheds to suit the railway traffic specially.
101. Would the contractor want to get access to the water to load and unload material and other things for 
making the line ? Tes, he would be very glad to have it; lie would have to make some provision himself.
102. Supposing the line were made by day labour, would the Government have to make such a line down 
to the wharf? Tes ; it would be better to do so.
103. It would save you a great deal of expense in dragging up tho stuff? Tes, if the trucks could be 
run right down to the water aud the goods taken up without double handling.
104. If this line were made, could wo begin at both ends conveniently and work along? Tes; there 

. would be.the gap between Casino and Lismore, but I believe the Government intend to introduce a Pill
to authorise the construction of that section.
105. To act upon the decision of the last Committee? Tes; and on the latest report of the Eailway 
Commissioners.
100. But the recommendation of the last Committee was conditioned by a betterment proposal ? 'Tes,
107. There is no recommendation from the Committee to make a railway apart from that betterment 
scheme ? I have no doubt tbe Government will be guided by the Committee’s conditions.
10S. The Commissioners in this last report do not positively recommend the Lismore-Casino line ; they 
speak favourably of the district; they say “ We consider Ihe construction of a line between those points 
(Casiuo and Grafton) deserving of favourable consideration”;—do you think that line could be made for 
loss than £6,000 a mile ? I do not think it could.
109. Because that was one of the conditious which the Committee put down, too ? Tes; at the present 
price of rails the estimate comes out at £0,800 per mile.
110. What did the Murwillumbah-Lismore line cost per mile ? Between £12,000 and £14,000 per mile— 
a very expensive line. None of this district is easy country for making railways, on account of the sharp 
ridges which occur at intervals, causing the expensive cuttings. As it is mostly hard ground—sandstone, 
schist, hard shale, or even basalt—you cannot make a lino cheaply.
111. It is impossible to make one of your cheap lines here ? Quite impossible.
112. If ever there is a line made from Tenterfield or Glen Innes, this will become a quasi-trunk line? Tes.
113. .So that it would not do to have it ilimsy ? No; 1 have estimated for a full amount of ballast on 
this line.
114. Tou have a pretty heavy rainfall in this district, and you cannot have the ballast soft? No; it 
would not do to leave out ballast.
115. Tou must have the permanent-way well drained ? Tes.
116. All that means expense, and that puts a cheap line out of the question ? Quite. The contour of 
the country is against cheapness. On this line from Grafton to Casino the culverts and timber bridges, 
not to speak of the large bridges, come to £1,252 per mile. In somo of the cheap lines the culverts and 
openings for water have come to little more than a tenth of that sum.
117. Chairman.'] What did the bridge across the Eichmond Eiver cost ? Over £20,000.
118. Mr. Shepherd.] Bo you know what sort of timber there is on the line between these two points? 
Not very far from the line there is iron-bark, blue-gum, and turpentine. All the good timbers of the coast 
are represented in that district.
119. It would not have to be taken any very great distance? No.
120. Does not 3s. 3d, each seem a very high figure for sleepers when the timber is so easily got ? I do 
not think so. In places there will be a good deal of carriage, and I have estimated for a stronger and 
better sleeper than wc have on tho light lines.
121. I think the great expense of these sleepers is due to the cost of squaring them ;—all the sleepers 
have to be squared according to the present regulations, would it not he possible to have only one surface 
squared? Tou must have them even in width ; three sides must be squared, even if the top be left, but 
I do not think it would be desirable to leave the top round as is done in the west. As broad a surface as 
possible is required for tlie rail to sit upon. All tbe white, soft, outside sap-wood must be got rid of, and 
the rail allowed to rest on the hardwood proper; and when, that is insisted on, and when it is remembered 
that, although good patches of country are passed, near or through, there would still be a good deal of 
carriage on the average, and I do not think 3s. 3d. each is too high a price to reckon to have to pay for 
sleepers laid on the road. That price includes adzing.
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122. In America, some of the lines are constructed at a eery cheap rate;—what kind of sleepers have H^Doone. 
they, as a rule ? They hare ordinary soft pine sleepers. In California, they use redwood to a very large gaFAblSJob, 
extent, and in dry country it is a very durable timber : further oast they largely use white oak. With ’
the soft pine sleepers, some preservative process is often made use of, which very much lengthens their life.
123. Are you aware of the cost of sleepers there ? Yes ; on the whole they are very much cheaper than 
ours. I suppose they run from Is. Gd. to 2s.: hut then the American forests arc worked in quite _ a 
different way from that in which we work om-3. They work them in the face, and they put a saw-mill 
and saw np everything as they come to it. When ironbark sleepers are required, tlie trees, whicli aro 
scattered through the bush and 'do not groiv close together, have to bo picked out; a face cannot bo worked.
124. The American timber is very much softer and very much more easily worked P Yes.
125. Have you ever tried to see if it is possible to reduce tbe cost of sleepers at all ? Ybs.^ I have 
been in office nearly eleven years, and during that time I have been trying to reduce tho cost of sleepers 
and every other item. I think 1 have been fairly successful; but there is a limit below which you 
cannot go.
12G. I thought where you had timber contiguous to a line tbe cost of the sleepers would be reduced;—
I have noticed that where they had to cart sleepers a very long distance they seemed to do it for about 
the same price as'you pay where you get them close to the line? I do not think you get any timber 
which is quite suitable actually close to tho line, or at least you pass through very little of it. On this 
Eichmond Kango, where the line goes through, there aro some largo trees, but there are not many of 
them, and it is very likely that we may have to cart the sleepers some little distance—certainty you 
would over some parts of the line where there is no suitable timber at all.
127. You said that the deepest cutting is 35 feet; J suppose that occurs in crossing the Eichmond Kange?
Yes. , , .
128. I suppose you have endeavoured to get the line as level as it is possible to be got under the circum
stances? Yes. .
12D. I have always been a great advocate of making a lino almost level ? If you want to make tho lino 
quite level you will have to tunnel. _
130. Do you not think that wdierc a railway line is being constructed for all time, it will pay to go to great
expense iu the first instance to get tb,e road comparatively level? Yes ; but if you went too far in that 
direction, tho cost might he too prohibitive. ,
131. Much smaller trains can only be taken where tho gradient is great, and the wear and tear on rolling
stock is much greater on a steep gradient than on a level ? I think that in a line of this character, and in 
country partially undeveloped, it is ns well to provide for a line that will not cost too much, so as to avoid 
having too large an amount to pay for interest; but afterwards if the country became thickly populated, 
and the traffic grew to be very large, it would then pay to reconstruct tho line in parts. _ _
132. Mr. ])ick.'\ Has the Grafton end of the line been set out entirely on its own, or with a view to a 
possible connection either with Glen Innes or with the North Coast railway? It was worked out originally 
as a section of the North Coast railway.
133. And no alteration has been made in tho original surveys for that purpose at the Grafton end ? Yes,
there have been. I remember seeing the first survey which was made, and that went right through the 
middle of the town. _ _
134. That was with a view to a southern extension ? Yes; with a view to crossing the river at Grafton
and going south. _ ,
135. What led to the alteration of tho position of the present proposed terminus? 1 he object of the
alteration has been to reduce the cost, and to get on high ground, which is not subject to Hoods. ^
13G. Do you know whether the suburban allotments which the present proposed terminus occupy are of 
a valuable nature, or is it comparativelv cheap land? Not where we go through. All the land about 
Grafton is good. Tbe Grafton area is a very large one, aud the population at present is comparatively 
small, so that there is a very small proportion of tiie town really occupied. _
137. It would not cost much, then, for tho resumption of the suburban allotments ? I should not think
tho cost of the resumptions would be much, because the supply of laud for business purposes is very 
much greater than the demand for town allotments. _
138. 1 suppose at Lismore they have repairing sheds ? The traffic at present is so very small that there
is very little repairing to do. What repairing has to he done is done there. _ _ _
130. At about what distance are repairing sheds usually placed on our linos? Judging by the existing 
system—there are shops at Goulburn, Eat,hurst, Newcastle, and, I think, Juncc; that would make the 
distance at about 150 miles. _ _ _
140. Chairman^ Having regard to the character of the country through which this line is proposed to he
carried, do you think an average cost of £7,SOI* per mile is the lowest price at which it could ho 
constructed, consistent with safety? I think this lino, when it comes to be constructed, will costprobably 
less than that. This estimate is intended to cover all contingencies. _
141. Seeing that the amount is so large that the line apparently is not going to be a profitable one, is 
there any means by which we could make a cheaper railway ? I do not think there is. I. do not see how 
you can make it of a much cheaper class than that estimated for. My estimate may possibly be high in 
some directions, aud it may bo low in others, but I am quite sure that the class of line, for which I have 
made the estimate is the right one, and that it would not bo desirable to cut out anything. 1 have 
proposed to make it as cheaply as circumstances will permit. Unfortunately the undulations in the 
country, and tho amount of flood country that one has to pass through, aud the crossings of the creeks 
and the Eichmond Eiver do not permit of a cheap line being made.
142. All these features prevent possibility of its being a cheap line or a surface line ? Yes. It might he 
objected that the Hue proper should not include workshops, traffic offices, and wharfs, and that these things 
should either he found, somewhere else or should be spread over the whole northern system. If you take 
out these items, and leave merely the Grafton station proper, I think you would cut out about £60,000, 
or say £55,000. Then again I put down au item for engineering and contingencies, avid 1 hope that 
when we construct the line wc shall not have to draw upon the contingencies. Engineering design and 
supervision must be paid for.
143. Then there is a possibility that tbe item of £03,352 put down for engineering and contingencies may 
not be absorbed? It may not be absorbed,
144. It may possibly be considerably reduced ? Yes, 145.
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H. Deane. 14:3, Tou may not want more than £40,000 ? I have always found it very unsafe to assume that the 
22-IVhiqnh BUm ^9™ ^or contingencies will not be drawn upon, because we nearly always have to do it. You 

•> • lay out a line with the best of intentions, and after the most careful thought, and study of the traffic
requirements, assisted by the Eailway Commissioners’ officers, decide what is to be provided for; but no 
sooner do you begin to start tbc lino than you fiud that something more is required, I think it is far 
better, therefore, to allow such items in the estimate to stand. That remark also applies to contingencies.
146. I suppose in a country such as that to be traversed here it is rather likely to occur than otherwise?
I think it would.
147. Would this he a line of railway on which a train could be run at full speed? Yes. ^
148. No limitation to the rate of speed ? No. 1 have put down 601b. rails, and, with tho close sleeporing 
aud the ballast, I think one will be able to run safely at that speed all locomotives but the heaviest. If 
I had to provide for the heaviest locomotives, 1 should say, put down a heavier class of rail. If we had a 
standard rail now of 70 lb. per yard. I should put in 70 lb, rails ; but 70 lb. rails have not been used for 
some time, and our only standards at present are 60 lb. and 80 lb. rails.
149. The statement which the Under Secretary read, says that a large portion of the country to be 
traversed is alienated land. Can you stale the distance of alienated land to be traversed? The length of 
alienated land traversed is ]S miles 53 chains ; the length of roads traversed is 1 mile 10 chains, and the 
length of unalienated land traversed js 43 miles 10 chains. I have provided for good fences all the way 
along, because it is a cattle country and wire fences are not suitable.
150. The statement which tho Under Secretary read refers to the work being carried out on the better
ment principle. Seeing that such a large length of the line goes through Crown laud, would not that very 
much reduce any return in that direction ? J do not know that it would, because there is a very large 
amount of alienated land contiguous to the line. We go through a lot of reserves which arc surrounded
by private lands. ’’ v
151. J suppose tbe land that is not alienated could be treated as a railway reserve, and bo sold on special 
terms? If the selling would reduce the capital cost, that would he a very good thing.
152. Mr. Watson,'] The last Committee that inquired into a proposal of which this line was a part drew 
attention to the fact that Sir. Lloyd, District Railway tsurveyor in the Eailway Construction Branch, had 
at first estimated tho cost of tho Grafton-Lismore line at £6,000, and then thought that, it could be 
reduced to £5,000, although he admitted that that was exclusive of bridges.
153. Did t'ou, after ho gave that evidence, get Mr. Lloyd to give you any details of his estimate ? I had 
some conversation with Mr, Lloyd about that. If he had been engineer-in-chief he would not have made 
that estimate ; he did not know all tho circumstances. You sec, a field officer judges things partially only ; 
he does not know all the items that have to be included. It is very probable that he would under-estimate 
a line, and he might be a very intelligent man and know something of the matter. You can do a good 
deal for £0,000. You can make a good line for £5,000, excluding bridges, stations, and a number of 
other things ; but wc havo to include bridges and stations. I have to include all office and survey expenses ; 
you must not forget those things. Tbe man who volunteers the opinion that the line should bo made for
a certain sum forgets to include them. ^
let. Mr. Lloyd admitted in his examination that, he had left out Ihe bridges, and be seemed to take as a 
criterion the cost of a line between Cootamundra and G-undagai;—that would bo no proper guide, 1 
suppose, as to the cost of a line on the North Coast? No.
155. Notwithstanding your conversations with Mr. Lloyd on the subject and any information u'hich he 
may have been able to afford you, you have no reason to think that it could be done for anything like 
what he said ? No.* '

FRIDAY, 23 FEBRUARY, 1900.
JIrcscnt:—

TiieHos. WILLIAM .10SEPH TRICKETT (Ckairmah).
The Hon. Pateick Ltistdes.a.y CttAWii-oitD SiEEpiimB. ! Willtaxe Thomas Dick, Esq.
The Hon. Andjikw Gareak, LL.D. j John Chels'piak Watson, Esq.

John McFartane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Grafton to
Casino.

Henry Deane, Enginecr-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

H. Doane. X56. Chairman.] I think you haie one or two items to supply to the Committee ? The price of sieelrails, 
2aTC~Iqon aecor<^nS to the recent tender, came out at about £7 10s. a ton, delivered in tho stores at Eveleigh, so 

c ” • ■ that that makes my estimate right, Tho extra length o,f deviation on these two lines—the blue and the
red—at the Casino end is 2J miles, aud the extra cost is £7.000.
157. Mr. McFarlane.] In your evidence yesterday you stated that the traffic would be considerably more 
by adopting the original scheme—that is, the westerly line ? There is more settlement on the westerly 
line,
158. Do you think it will be more dfesirable, in tbe interests of tbe country, to carry out that scheme,
notwithstanding the slightly-increased cost owing to tbe increased settlement and possible traffic on the 
line ? Yea. ” ' .
159. Has the estimate which has been made in connection with the construction of this lino been based 
on actual survey ? Yes.
160. When did this actual survey take place ? Before the last inquiry—about 1891. A few small 
deviations have been proposed which would not materially alter the cost of the line. There is no necessity 
for a further revision of the survey, except, probably, with regard to these deviations.
101. In estimating the cost, the survey which you had to guide you was a survey which bad been made 
nine or ten years ago ? Yes. 102.

* Note (ojj rrrition) :—If to Jlr. Lloyd’s estimate of £5,000 per mile be added the cost of bridging, station works, 
and supervision, an amount exceeding my estimate will be arrived at, vie., £S,036 per mile.
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162. From your ];iiowledgo of tte Dejiartment, do you tliinlt that the information which was supplied iu H. Deane; 
that old survey was accurate enough to submit in figures the probable cost of the line now proposed ?
Yes; of course the prices and tho requirements have been revised very recently. _
163. AVhat do you mean by revision V 1 mean that the grading of the line has been looked into—the ,
question of waterways and prices to be placed iu the estimate for all classes of work has been looked into,
.164. Have all these prices been reconsidered ? They have all been reconsidered since that date.
165. A number of years ago there was a proposal made to construct a railway from Glen Innes to
Grafton, and the expenditure in connection with that proposal was estimated to be about £2,000,000, but 
on recent surveys that estimate has been reduced to less than £500,000;—what I want to know is 
whether, in view of the survey which was made on that particular line nine or ten years ago, if an 
additional survey was to be made that amount could not to an equal extent be reduced? No. I will tell 
von the circumstances connected with the Glen limes to Grafton railway. The first estimate was made ■ 
in 18S1. _
166. I am speaking of the time when the first trial survey was made of a line between Grafton and Glen 
Innes, which from my personal knowledge was fully twenty-five years ago. I remember the time 
distinctly when it was submitted to Parliament, but I am speaking of the time when the first trial survey 
was made? The time when that estimate of £2,000,(X)U was submitted to Parliament was in 18S4, the 
year in which a vote was taken for the Gleu loues-Graftou railway, and Mr. 'Wliitton stated., if 1 
remember aright, at the time that it was an estimate which was made without a complete survey without 
sitfHcient data—and that he could not guarantee it. He therefore in no way backed up the estimate.
After that data the survey which was called the permanent staking of the line was completed. Other 
surveys have been made, and that estimate, which was placed roughly at £2,000,000, was brought down 
to, I think, about £1,250,000.# That was for a line of ordinary construction. Now, some time ago there 
was a suggestion made by Mr. Thomas Kennedy, of my branch, to adopt another route, to run out near 
fbo Gibraltar Jiangc to a point over the Manning Itiver, to run down the declivity to the Manning liiver 
by means of some special arrangement, such as a rack railway, then to cross tho river, and get into 
Grafton, lie went over that line, and his report shows that he estimated that the line would cost under 
£500,000. That line is not a lino of ordinary construction ; it involves a portion of several miles of rack 
railway. i _
167. "Will you explain what a rack railway is? A central rack is laid between the rails with teeth, and •
there is a special locomotive used, with a spur wheel underneath, which fits into this rack, and so, by the 
adhesion which is gained by means of this rack, pulls the train up the steep incline, whatever it may be,
of 1 in 10, or 1 in 15. It is used for going up inclines and making use of the full power of the engine, 
without depending on the mere adhesion to the rails. _ _
16S. This rack minimises the cost of construction ? Steeper grades are possible in certain places. That, 
you see, introduces a principle which has not been used in this Colony hitherto ; it, of course, is perfectly 
practicable, but it makes a break in the railway system. _ _
100. Has this rack principle been tried in any other extension in this Colony ;—will this proposal of M.r.
Kennedy's be an experiment of this rack principle? No, it would not be an experiment, because there 
are plenty of examples of the same system in different parts of the world. As regards this Colony it 
would be new.
170. "Would not that be an experiment? No. I should not call it an experiment, because I am quite 
satisfied that it could be successfully carried out.
171. If it has not been carried out before in this Colony, would it not be practically an experiment hero 
if tried ? No ; 1 do not agree with you. It would be a novelty ; it is a practicable design,
172. Are you, as Engineer for Kail way Construction, satisfied that in steep grades, on light lines, where
there is not a very large amount of traffic, this system could he carried out successfully ? ,Do you mean 
with a view to reducing the cost ? _
173. Yes ? I believe it could in some circumstances, but the circumstances would have to be particularly
fitted for it. ...
174. As far as Mr. Kennedy’s report is concerned, would you agree to that suggestion ? I believe it is 
quite applicable to that particular line.
175. In view of that, and of the estimate he made, this enormous estimate of about £2,000,000, which 
was made years ago, has been reduced io considerably under £500,000 ? Yes ; but you are not estimating 
for the same thing. You are estimating for a substitute for the original proposal.
176. If that substitute will answer the requirements, would it not be taken for granted that that should 
bo acceptable ? Yes, it should; but, of course, that has still to be inquired into. First of all a survey 
has to be made.
177. 1 understand that a survey had been made ? A survey has been made in part; but tho plans.are not 
ready, and then tho advisability or not of adopting such a system has to be considered.
176. Mr. We/son.] How would the cost of the work compare ;—it would not be increased by the central 
rail ? Yes.
17!). They have one in New Zealand, and the cost of working it is very expensive ? Yes; the cost of 
working is very much greater. *
ISO. Mr. McFarhine.] You have stated already that the Department have approved of the rack system 
being applicable to such lines of railway as are now surveyed between Glen Lines and Grafton ;—you 
admit that it is suitable for that lino? If the physical features are suitable.
181. You are well acquainted with the physical features? Ales.
1S2. "With your knowledge of the physical features "between Glen Innes and Grafton, do you think the 
rack system would be applicable to that part? I believe it would. "
183. It would be a cheaper line to construct ? Yes.
1S4. Would it make any material difference in the cost of construction ? Yes ; it would make a lot of 
difference.
185. About how much per mile ? I do not think you could reckon it at per mile, as it shortens the line 
very considerably. On the whole estimate it might save about three-quarters of a million. 186.

* Note (on re.nirion) :—This amount was stated from memory, but the real amount of the estimate is, I find on 
looking it up, £1,600,000.
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E. Deane. ig6_ a railway, say 100 miles long, between (rich limes and Grafton, you would save £750,000 in con- 
structiou ? Yes.

2 a 1900. Could you give any idea of what it would save annually P No, J have not gone inio tho matter.
18S. I should like to know very mueh the amount of the increased annual cost of maintaining a railway 
100 miles long in such country as we have between those two points ;—could you not give ns roughly an 
estimate of the increased cost? No. At the present moment 1 could not give you any information 
which would be of any service. But a system of that kind is utterly inapplicable to 1 lie G-rafton-Cusino lino. 
ISO. I was just going to ask whether yon do not think it possible, according to the physical conditions, 
that such another scheme would be possible ? No.
190. For what reason ? Because you have not the same circumstances to deal with.
191. Jn what way ? What you have in tho Glon J nnes-Graftou line is a great drop in altitude. There 
is a great difference of level between Glen Innes and Grafton. If you drop down with suitable grades 
to work ordinary locomotives, you have to work round spurs, and down river and steep valleys alt the way. 
That involves tunnels and bridges, and heavy cuttings, which are very costly, between Glen Innes and 
Grafton. But, if you can find any system like this rack railway by which you can drop down a slope— 
a comparatively even slope—rapidly, you may be able to save a lot of money. You may bo ablo to run it 
at a high level along the top of a ridge which is part of the table-land at very little cost. It does not cost 
much, you understand, to run along the top of the table-land, but when you begin to descend, and work 
round the contours to comedown into tho valleys, you then introduce questions of serious cost. With 
this line of Mr. Kennedy's you run out on Ihe top of this'spur of tho table-land at a comparatively 
low cost, and then you drop down and you put a large portion of your descent or ascent, as the case may 
be, into that short length of line, about 5 or 0 miles. You have a cosily bit of line for 5 orf miles on the 
valley below, and then you go along the valley instead of contouring round as you do to get an ordinary 
locomotive over the country Where the end points are very different in latitude you run out on tho 
level on the top for a distance, and vou have another piece a comparative level at the bottom, and you put 
a steep piece of expensive line in the middle which has to be worked by special appliances. That is tho 
difference. In the Grafton-Casino lino you have nothing of the sort.
192. Have you a good knowledge of -the country between Grafton and Glen Innes ? Yes ; I have been 
over it.
193. Bo you think that this rack system can bo advantageously worked there ? Yes.
194!. You believe that this estimate which has been made by Mr. Kennedy is practicable, and that the line 
could be carried for something over this estimate ? No ; I will not go so far as to say that. 1 undertake 
no responsibility whatever for Mr. Ke-nncdy’s estimate. As soon as the quantities have been worked out— 
and we have the required levels in the office now ; I think it is all complete—and as soon as 1 have an 
opportunity of going into the estimate myself, then I shall take the responsibility of it, but not until then.
195. You would not care at the present time to form an opinion? I can form an opinion. I am quite 
sure that there must necessarily be a very large saving, but 1 will not say how much.
196. You will not say, for instance, that Mr. Kennedy’s estimate is either excessive or not sufficient ? I 
am quite sure it is not excessive.
197. He is a very old officer in the Department, and from the position you occupy, would you not place 
some very large regard on any estimate which be made in this connection ? Yes ; but I do not consider 
him infallible. I appreciate Mr. Kennedy’s services. 1 think he is an able officer, but, at the same 
time, I do not think I am called upon to in any way take the responsibility of bis estimates.
198. You could not endorse Ins estimate without the actual details being given, and gone over in the usual 
official way, making a calculation of what each mile must cost ? I must have all the details.
199. The first estimate did not purport to be an actual estimate;—although be confined himself to two or 
three different mile sections it was not an actual survey? No ; lie only7 looked at the country, and said 
he thought that a line might be made for a certain sum.
200. Would not that apply equally to the proposed line between Grafton and Casino ? No, because you 
have no point where you have a considerable difference of elevation to treat.
201. That is all tho hotter for tho report? Not at all. The gain made by introducing the rack system 
is one due to the class of country you go through, to the difference of levels.
202. In the present estimate the grade is 1 in 50 going north, and 1 in 60 going south; that is not a 
sleep grade? It is not very bad.
203. It is not considered a bad grade ? Il might be worse.
204. Could not the line be constructed at a much less cost than the proposed estimate ? No.
205. Could not the proposed expenditure of £70,000 or £80,000 on wharfs and station at Grafton be 
dispensed with ? In my evidence I explained what T thought about that.
206. The reduction of the estimate by that amount would mean that the lino would cost about £1,000 less 
per mile for the whole distance between the two points? Yes.
207. That would be a eousidcrable saviug? Yes ; only that it would have to bo done at some other time. 
The expenditure would have to be incurred, but would not bo charged to the particular line.
203. Some other time might come along when perhaps the railway would be more profitably worked? 

» Yes; I have nothing to object to that.
209. In view of tho small amount of revenue which the Kaihvay Commissioners say will be taken in the 
event of that line being carried out, do you not think that that item is very greatly excessive? 1 think 
that sum might be left out of this estimate at present.
210. In view of the fact that it is so long since an actual survey has been made, and also in view of the 
fact that railways are being constructed now for much less than the cost estimated seven or eight years 
ago, would not that apply to this particular line ? No.
2LI. Without wishing in any way to depreciate your estimate, has it, not invariably resulted that estimates 
which have been made even five years before, have been very greatly minimised when tenders have been 
called, and that the work has been carried out at a much less cost ? I do not think so. In some eases 
,tbc estimates have boon slightly exceeded ; in other cases, where a saving has been made, it has not been 
a very large one—not sufficiently large to show that the estimates were wrong.
212. I am not wishing to show that at all; where an estimate has been made ten or fifteen years ago, 
and no fresh survey has been made in the interval, and tenders have been called for ten or fifteen years 
after the survey was made, and the estimate given, has it not been invariably the rule that tho work has been 

• carried
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can'icd out at a mucli less cost than the actual survey P Not by the survey. The original estimate may H. Dennc, 
have been cicessivc, but I have pointed out that I have revised the whole question of estimates. 23 Feb 1300
21IJ. When did that revision take place, for we see that the report was dated in December last ? That was ‘
when it was finished.
211. In arriving at that estimate, was It based on the survey which took place ton years previously ? Tcs, 
under my direction ; so that I perfectly understand what was done.
21U. Ten years ago there was not the same amount of knowledge of the country between even Grafton, 
and Casino as there is now ? Ido not think there is any increase in knowledge of that part of the country.
21G. Considering that in ten years there has been such a material difference between the surveyors 
who have explored the line from Glen Innes to Grafton that we found this substantial decrease in the 
proposed expenditure, would not that also exist in the case of the line between Grafton and Casino ?
No ; the cases are not parallel—t.ho conditions arc entirely different. I know of nothing that has occurred 
within the last eight years to show that the latter survey is not a right one ; in fact, the ground has been 
gone over two or three times, and there is not the slightest doubt that in the main the survey is the right 
one. It majr be possible here and there for a few chains, or for half a mile, to make a deviation which will 
save a little, or be better in other respects; but 1 am quite sure that no survey that could be made at 
present would so materially alter that line as to bring down the estimate, or alter the class of line, to 
make it much cheaper than what has been proposed. _
217. Do you not think the circumstances generally have altered during that period ; I am speaking now,
not with regard to the diificultics of the country as to construction, hut more particularly with regard to 
the class of country ; in that period, as in every new country, when settlement takes place the people are 
the best judges of the quality of the land, and they only take up from the Government the best portions 
of land in the locality ;—do you not think there will be a very material difference, looking at it from that 
aspect now and ten years ago ? I do not think Ihere has been such a large amount of settlement in that 
district. There has been a large amount of settlement between the Itichmond and the Tweed, but I do 
not think there has been much settlement along the Grafton-Casino line. '
218. Do you not think there has been a large amount of settlement about Myrtle Creek ? There may 
have been, but as you see from the map there was a considerable amount of settlement there when the 
survey was made.
219. I am speaking of country which I know perfectly well; with regard to Myrtle Creek, are you 
acquainted with that particular locality ? I. passed through Myrtle Creek.
220. To any extent? I have driven through there.
221. Yes; but that is along the main road ; there is a large area of rich agricultural land on that crock ?
I. know there is dairying done.
222. There is also rich land along Sandy Creek? Yes.
223. And on Deep Creek and a number of other creeks ? Yes.
224. All these localities are capable of carrying a large population ? Yes.
225. Ten years ago these localities were only sparsely populated ; as the dairy industry grew the country
was being developed, and what was a sparsely populated district ten years ago, is, you might say, a densely 
populated one now ? Yes 1 think that is very likely in certain portions. _ _
22G. "Would not that interfere to a very large extent with the estimate which the Bailway Commissioners 
have made of the tratlic on this proposed line? I do not know anything about the traffic estimates.
227. But would not that be probable ? No doubt it would. That would bring increased traffic to the 
railway.
22R, It appears that the Bailway Commissioners have really not considered the amount of revenue to be 
derived from the district, but have only considered the estimate which was made a considerable time ago ; 
that estimate, I think, would be materially altered in view of the developments which have taken place 
since then ? I may point out that the Committee will have an opportunity of examining the Bailway 
Commissioners’ officers—Mr. Harper, for instance.
229. If it were merely a matter of connecting the most important part of the Clarence Biver district 
with the most important part of the Biehmond River district, from your knowledge of the districts 
would you adopt the proposed scheme? Yes ; I think it is the best practicable line.
230. I wish you distinctly to understand that J am not speaking of the line as a section of the North Coast 
railway, I am speaking now as if it was a proposal to connect the most important part of the Biehmond 
River district with the most important part of the Clarence district, and if it was, would the proposed 
Hue be the one which you would suggest ? Yes ; I think the line would have to go round by the way 
which has been laid out.
231. "Would not that be more expensive than any other proposal? I do not think so. I know of no 
other proposal which would be cheaper.
232. Bor instance, a line from Casino to Lawrence could be carried out at a much less cost than a line 
from Casino to Grafton ? Yes, it could ; but it would leave Grafton out.
233. J am speaking now of a line to connect the two districts, and not the tw,o important centres;—a 
Casino^Lawrence line would be cheaper than a Casino^Grafton line? I think it would be, by a very large 
amount, cheaper.
234. Would not also the cost of a line from Woodburn to Chatsworth be even much less? Yes, probably
there will be a difference of about 14 miles in starting from Lawrence instead of Grafton, '
235. There will be a saving of 14 miles, and it is over comparatively speaking level country between 
Lawrence and Casino ? It is slightly undulating country.
23(3, Equally as good as we leave between Casino and Grafton, and you would escape the flooded area 
near Grafton ; but ibis line before the Committee is to be considered only as a part of a North Coast 
railway ? Yes.
237. And I presume that this survey has been made between Grafton and Casino with a view to the line 
extending southward in the event of the North Coast railway being approved of? It has never been 
suggested that Grafton should be left out in any case.
23S. Not in any case, and I am not suggesting that it should bo left out in any case ; I am looking to the 
fact that this portion between Casitio and Grafton is to be anon-paying portion, according to the estimate 
which has been submitted here : even if it will not be a paying portion of this section, in view of future 
extension as part of the North Coast line, would it not be justifiable in the interests of the Colony to 
carry out a portion of the North Coast lino? I think so : 1 think it would be'a pity to go to Lawrence 
and make that the terminus when, at some future date, you must carry it on to Grafton. 239.
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IT. l)nane. 230. That is exactly what I look upon as the crucial point; if. it were merely a matter of connecting the 
2;fFcb ]9oQ another I'oule iniiiht be adopted at a less cost, and perhaps in a more profitable way ; but in

' ” ‘ view of its being a section of tbc .North Coast railway, this, in your opinion, is the most practicable route
and the best route in the interests of the Colony to adopt ? Yes. '
240. Supposing a line of railway were proposed between Lismore and Maclean or Lawrence, that might 
be more profitable and less expensive as regards the fwo districts;—but would it answer the purpose of 
being a portion of the North Coast line? 1 think you would find that it would bo much more expensive. 
You would have a lot of water trouble to deal with.
241. Where 'i Between Lismore and Lawrence.
242. No, very little? I have not been through that district; hut I have been talking to Mr. Hickson,
who knows. You have all these rivers and creeks to deal with further east, where the country is flat and 
the water spreads out, ■
243. As regards Lawrence you will have high land, and it comes abruptly into the town ? Yes; but 
Lawrence is not everything.
24L I do not wisli to imply that; if it was only a question of connecting the two districts, you think 
that a better route might bo adopted; but that, in view of a North Coast extension, the Grafton to Casino 
route would be the better route to adopt? I am sure that, in view of tho North Coast extension, it is the 
best route.
245. There might be other parts of the Clarence Biver district and the Biehmond Biver district which it 
might be desirable to connect, that is if we were only considering ihe local requirements of the two 
districts ; but when we come to consider the line from a national standpoint, as a portion of the North 
Coast railway, this would not answer that purpose, and the proposed route from Grafton to Casino is the 
best available for a ISorth Coast railway ? I have noxioubt on that score—that tbo Grafton-Casino line 
is the best line.
246. With regard to crossing the river at Grafton, it is proposed to have a railway station at Turf-street, 
in Grafton, almost on the bank of the river? Yes.
247. In view of the small traffic which the Bailway Commissioners estimate to get between Grafton and 
Casino, will it be desirable to carry out this largo expenditure of £70,000 or £30.000 on wharfs and a 
railway station at Grafton ;—could not these works be postponed for a number of years to come, when the 
traffic will warrant the expenditure ? 1 could not say how much would be necessary at the present time.
248. But is this amount necessary ? At the present time I do not think it is.
240, Could it not well be postponed for four or five years, until the traffic warrants the carrying out of 
the work ? I think the proper way would be to settle the question of the railway, leaving these items of 
expenditure out for tho present.
251). T quite fall in with your views ; but at the same time the Committee are in the unfortunate position 
that they are not able to decide that question ? I think the Committee could recommend the leaving out 
of certain expenditure.
251. for wharf purposes ? ] consider that out of about £70,000 put down in the estimate, £15,000 may 
be considered as absolutely necessary, and the rest left out for a future date. 1 would recommend that, 
say, £55,000 be left out.
252. That saving of £55,000 would be almost £J,000 per mile ? Nearly.
253. A question was asked you, yesterday, by Mr. Shepherd, with regard to railway sleepers ; I happen to 
have some knowledge ot this subject;—do you not think that in the locality where ironbark timber is 
plentiful railway sleepers could be got for less than the rale paid by tbe Commissioners,—3s. 3d. or 3s. 4d. 
per sleeper? Wc give the timber-getters and others every opportunity to tender.
25L _But what are the conditions ;—Mr. Shepherd broached tho subject yesterday without going fully 
into it; you stated yesterday that there is a large quantity of ironbark in this localitv, which is a fact: 
I suppose it is about the best ironbark district in the Colony, and it is well adapted, for getting railway 
sleepers at a cheap rate ;—do you not think the conditions which the Commissioners have in regard to 
getting sleepers somewhat out of date—for they invariably insist on getting hewn timber? I do not 
think the Commissioners themselves impose any conditions as regards my work. *
255. In regard to contracts let for railway sleepers, either for renewals or for originals, is it not sawn 
timber as a rule which has to be supplied ? Ironbark is invariably hewn.
256. Why should it be invariably hewn ? ’Well, the men prefer to do it.
257. That is another question. I maintain, as one having a perfect knowledge of that question, that the 
Commissioners could get this ironbark timber at a much less rate and in larger quantities, and at more 
profit to the timber-getters if they made another condition—that instead of having hewn timber all 
straight-grained trees would be allowed to bo sawn ? ] think there is. a little misunderstanding about this. 
For now lines it is J. who have to determine the kind of material, and in my specifications I always say 
“sawn or hewn.” I. have no objection to a sawn ironbark sleeper, but I never get it.
258. There is a great misunderstanding in that respect? Oh, but the timber-getters never do it.
256. The timber-getters and the saw-mill owners are quite separate people, and the saw-mill owners would 
have been glad to supply timber at a much less rate if they had known that sawn sleepers would be 
accepted by the Commissioners ? I will take sawn ironbark if it is straight in the grain.
260. And the saw-mill owners could supply it at a cheaper rate ? If you want to saw timber at a saw-mill 
you have to bring in the whole log, whereas the sleeper-getter cuts out what he wants and the carting is 
confined to that particular portion which is useful.
261. To that particular sleeper? He gets a lot of sleepers out of a good log, .
262. AYould not the saw-mill owner get far more? He might, hut I suppose it has been thought out. I 
give every opportunity to saw-mill owners.
263. I am in communication with a number of the largest saw-mill owners in the Colony, and they are 
quite ignorant of the fact that the Bailway Commissioners will accept sawn sleepers? I will accept them.
264. And I think it would be wise on the part of tho Commissioners if they only accepted sound sleepers 
out of straight-grained trees ? I am very much surprised to hear that the saw-mitl proprietors would be 
willing to supply sawn sleepers. I know that they do not care about sawing iron-bark because it is very 
hard. The different timbers that you get in the mill are blue-gum, grey-gum, mahogany, black-butt, and 
tallow-wood. These timbers are very much easier to saw than iron-bark. My experience shows that the 
ironbark is used solely for piles and girders, which have not to be sawn—the timber is simply hewn, 
shaped in the bush and brought in—or if sleepers, split out of the log.

205.
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2G-). You will find that if the Commissioners invite tendcra for railway sleepers out of straight-grained 
trees sawn they will get them at a much less rate than they get hewn sleepers, and they will be just as 
good? Well,! will take them,
2GG, In view of the large amount of ironbark in tbo locality where it is proposed to build this ranway 
and I think you have a sufficient knowledge of the amount of ironbark there, and of its easy accessibility 
to the railway—I venture to say that these sleepers could be got at a very much less rate than the 
estimate made by the Commissioners? This is my estimate. I will take care to let them know. I am 
doubtful now as to whether they can be obtained any cheaper. I know that when we pay for sawn timber 
we pay a higher price per cubic foot than we do for sleepers. _ _
21)7. With regard to crossing tbe river at Grafton, you stated yesterday that it would not interfere with 
navigation. Susan Island is the nearest point to the railway terminus at Turf-street? Yes.
268. Do you think it would be possible to construct a railway across there ? Tes ; but you could not 
start from tho station ground in Grafton; you would have to start from a long way back in order to get 
sufficient height above the river to admit any small craft passing underneath.
269. On what side of tbe river would you have to start from a long way back? From the northern side.
270. I3ut it is high land to tho water's edge at Turf-strcet? Yes; it is high land—it is about 25 feet 
above high water.
271. It is above flood level;—would it not do to start the railway bridge from that level? I do not

H. Deane.

23 Feb., 1900.

think it would.
272. "Would you have to go considerably above that ? I think you would. _ _
273. For what reason? I do not know much about the navigation of the river above Grafton, but if 
there are any small craft at all, 1 suppose they would want a headway of 30 or 35 feet,
274. But all the small craft could go under that;—are you not aware of this fact, that lower down the
river, where the existing bridge is, the people have been agitating for a number of years to have a high- 
level bridge there? I do not know what they have done. _ _
275. They would be perfectly satisfied if they could get what they have been agitating for for years, a 
bridge to connect South Grafton and North Grafton, at flood level ? Then it would want to have an 
opening.
276. There is no navigation above that point except by droghers and small launches ? You would have 
to provide for that.
277. They could go under the bridge ? I do not think so. _ _
273, A drogher only has a funnel, and it is the largest steamer which goes above that point? ^ I think 
you would have to give a headway of 30 or 35 feet. You would have to provide not merely for high water 
without floods, but also for the time when freshes are coming down. _
279. There is no traffic when there is a flood in the river ? No : but when a fresh is coming down.
280. A rise of 3 or 4 feet in Grafton means up the river at Copmauhurst a rise of 25 feet, so that there 
is no travelling done in that case ? In a flood, there is a difference in level of 20 feet at Grafton.
281. When there is a rise of 80 feet or 90 feet at Copmanhurst, there is only a rise of 20 feet at Grafton ?
Yes. _
282. You think that, notwithstanding the different surveys which have taken place and the various
estimates which have been made of the cost of constructing this line, and notwithstanding the deviation 
which has been mentioned, the original survey marked on tho map is the best practicable route and the 
best one to adopt in the interests of the country in view of its being a portion of the N orth Coast railway ? 
I look upon this line as a section of the North Coast railway, and I believe the location of the line to be 
right in accordance with that view. _ _ _
283. -Asa portion of a North Coast line, you think it is the best available route which has been submitted
yet? I do. , .
284. !)r. Gnrraji.'] Could you not fit in a Lismorc-Lawrence Hue to a North Coast railway? I. think you 
would have a great deal of trouble with water if you tried to cross the flooded country from Lismore.
285. That is a local difflcultvI asked whether'it would not fit in with a North Coastline? You could
fit it in, but I do not think it would be as good a line. _
280. Chairman.') Would not that make a difficulty between Lawrence and Grafton? This map show's 
Lawrence, and all this country is flooded. If you get into Lawrence, I think you would find some 
difficulty in getting out again without a lot of expense to keep clear of floods. _ _ _
287. Mr. Shepherd.) Can you give us an idea of the difference in cost between a slow line—that is, a line 
on which the trains rim at 10 miles an hour—and the ordinary line 7 I would not make any difference 
between a slow-going line and this line. It is a question really of climate and proper foundations. If 
this line were out in the west, where there is so little rain, I might cut out a good deal, but a substantial 
line must be built in a climate like this. Apart from that, whether you have slow-going trains or whether 
you have quick-going trains, you must have proper grades, and those grades, even 1 in 50 and 1 in 60, 
involve a great deal of cutting.
288. On very level country, such as we have in the west generally, the line could be cheapened a good
deal? Yes; I have carried out a good number of very cheap lines in the west. That is very largely 
because the country is suitable and level. There is a good deal of difference in the estimates of the 
different lines on the western side of the “ divide.” Some of them have only cost about £2,009 a mile. 
The Farkes-Condobolin line cost barely £2,000 a mile. There are others which have cost £2,500 a mile 
and over on account of the country not being quite so favourable; but the same attention has been 
devoted to economical laying out, the same care has been devoted to the subject as ivhere I have been 
able to make the lines cheaply. ... ,
289. Mr. Watson.) Is the country on the Tweed-Lismore line supplied with ironbark ? There is a good 
deal of ironbark. There are some ironbark patches, I believe, down tbe river, not very far from Lismore, 
and there is ironbark near Miillumbimby, not very far from the Brunswick.
290. Did you follow your usual practice ofadverlising locally for sleepers for that line ? No, we did not 
adverlise for sleepers separately, they were included in tbe railway contract.
291. What was the estimate in the railway contract, or do you know what the contractors got them for ? 
I will tell you presently when I get tbe contract schedule.
292. If the timber was fairly abundant there, it ought to be a guide as to what you can get sleepers for 
here ? I do not think we have ever paid much less than 3s. Gd. or 3s. 8d.

293. '
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II. D^eanc. 293. X think yon havo paid less than that inland for squared sleepers ? I do not think we have, hut I will 
2'a Feb 1900 866 Preseutly- ^laTe less than that rate for the round topped sleepers,

* 294. Dr. Garran.'] On this Grafton-Casino line, what proportion of the line is 1 in 50 grade, and what
proportion 1 in GO grade p I can tell you what lengths there arc ; there are not long stretches as a rule. 
There is a quarter of a mile of 1 in 60 grade at 0^ mites; there is another of about the same length— 
about 25 chains—at 10J miles; then there is a stretch of about three-quarters of a mile of 1 in 60 grade 
at 13 miles, that is going north. Tho longest stretch of 1 in 60 grade going north is nearly 2 miles ; but 
ptill 1 in 50 going north is the ruling grade, so that it does not so much matter. In the other direction 
it is about half a mile,—just over the range.
295. The stiff grades are comparatively short as compared with the length of the line ? Tes; and there
are not very many of them. •
296. Are they compensating grades to any extent as to curvature and so on? Tes.
29/. Mr. Wat non.'] I take it that your answers to Mr. McFarlane’s question about the propriety of using 
a rack rail on the Glen Innes-Grafton line would not apply to the Grafton-Casino line? .No.
298. H' you did apply the rack rail to the Grafton-Casino line,—that is, avoiding, perhaps, the necessity for 
the Richmond Range of curve,—would it make any material difference in the cost of construction? Ido 
not suppose it would in this case, and it would be very awkward to ruu the traffic with it.
299. As a matter of fact, in other parts of the world the rack rail is only used in extremely difficult 
country? Tes.
300. Is it not also a fact that tho cost of working that system is very excessive as compared with the 
ordinary system ? Yes, it must be. I have not any particulars here, but before these lines go before the 
Committee, as I imagine they will go sooner or later, I intend, if possible, to get all information, so i;hat 
the Committee can judge.
301. There is a rack railway, I understand, in Queensland and another in blew Zealand ? There is one 
in New Zealand, one in Queensland, and there is also one in Tasmania, on the west coast.
302. As a rule, railway companies and Governments in charge of railways prefer to spend a larger sum, 
and avoid what is necessarily, to some degree, a break? It is true that you would have the same gauge as 
the other parts of the line, and you would be able to get your trucks and carriages over it, but still it is a 
break in tbo sense that you have to change your locomotives, and you have to break up your trains so as 
to alter the loads.
303. Mr. McFarlaneT] Could not a railway between Casino aud Grafton be constructed at a much less 
rate than that which is now proposed? No.
304. Would not a light line answer the requirements of tho Olarenee district and the Richmond district ? 
No, you could not make a lighter line with safety than the one I am proposing.
305. Are you awaro that in Queensland they make light lines of narrow-gauge railway over difficult
country ? Ton would not save anything by doing so here. •
306. I moan in construction and working expenses ;—could not these districts be connected by rail at a 
much less rate than that now proposed, were it not for the fact that this line is considered to be a portion 
of the North Coast line ? No, I do not agree with that at all.
307. Would not a narrow-gauge line suit here ? Ton could use it.
308. Would not that be done at less cost? I do not think it would. 1 would sooner make a standard
line with stiffer grades or sharper curves.
309. Rut as a matter of policy? No; the only advantage which the 3 feet 6 inch gauge line in 
Queensland has over ours is in being able to negotiate sharper curves. If we introduced that system we 
should have to get a lot of special rolling stock. Our rolling stock can go round these sharp curves with 
the exception of the locomotives.
310. Now, as a means of connecting these two districts, could not the narrow-gauge system be found to
work suitably, and could not the line be built at a much less cost than that now proposed ? J do not
think so. You must remember that you have a piece of standard gauge from Lismore to The Tweed.
311. Apart from the construction of this line as part of the North Coast railway, if it wore merely a 
matter of connecting these two districts, could not a cheaper and more profitable system of! railway 
connection bo carried out ? No doubt you could cheapen the first construction by reducing the gauge ; 
but you would not make a more profitable line.
312. It is pointed out that tho smallness of the traffic between the two districts may not warrant the 
connection of them by rail; but the fact is lost sight of that this proposed line is only a portion of a 
North Coast railway scheme ; I wish to bring out that in connecting the two districts it must not be lost 
sight ot that this line is a part of that scheme, and that if it was merely a matter of connecting the two 
districts, it could be done at a much less cost ? I do not think tho reduction of cost would he worth 
anything.
313. Do you not think the cost of a narrow-gauge line would be much less ? I do not think you would
save very much. *’
314. Do you not think you would save in this way : that there are better places than Casino and Lismore 
and Grafton to connect for trade purposes ? Tou have the same difficulty, the same ridges, the same 
waterways, to go over.
315. .1 do not think so ; if you study the district you will find that you can get better parts of tho Rich
mond River district to connect with better parts of the Clarence River district than Grafton, with a less 
number of creeks and rivers to cross than you get on the proposed line from Casino to Grafton? Of 
course, the Committee would be able to get information as to that: hut I am informed that you 
would not.
316- From your reports you would not like to say to the contrary P From the information I have got 
outside the reports, I should say that the difficulties would be very much greater.
317, Do you not remember about some proposal being made for the construction of a railway from 
Lismore to Maclean, via Coraki, on the Richmond River P Tes.
318. If that line were carried out—well, I admit it would not answer the purpose of being part of a
North Coast railway from tho district standpoint, would it not be more cheaply constructed than a 
railway from Lismore to Grafton ? ] have not data with mo to judge. '
•319. You would have no creeks to cross, and you would only cross the Richmond River in one place, and 

• go over, comparatively speaking, level country, and fairly good country the whole way ? I should like to
see a section and to see what I have to get before I give an estimate. ^ 320.
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320. With regard to that part of tho line between Lismore ^nd Murwillumbah, that project was put before H. Deane, 
the Committee as an expensive line;—are you aware of the engineering difficulties between MurwiUumbah
and Lismore P My officers laid out tbo lino under my supervision. 33
321. It is very difficult country ? It is very difficult,
322. Kot very hard grades, but bard country ? We did the very best, I believe that could he done. I do 
not believe anybody could do bettor.
323. It was a very expensive route ? Yes ; there were a lot of tunnels on the line.
321. ITas the iraffic on the line been equal to the estimate made by tbo Commissioners, or has it exceeded 
that estimateP I would like to refer to tho Commissioners’report before I answered the question. I 
know that tho traffic receipts have increased during the last few years. I think, as a rule, the Com
missioners have been very careful in their estimates, and the lapse of a few years has shown that their 
traffic estimates have been exceeded. •
325. Can you state, now, tbe price of the sleepers for the Lismore-Twced line? Yes. There were four
contracts lei, on that line. One consisted of Leicester Creek and Wilson’s Creek bridges; Nos. 2, 3, and 
4 were contracts for tho construction of that hne apart from those bridges. On No. 2 contract the prices 
for sleepers were 3s. 4d. and 3s. (id. for ironbark. On No, 4 contract, that is, at the MurwiUumbah end, 
the sleepers cost 3s. and 2s. lt)d. Assuming that the ease of getting sleepers was about the same on both 
lines, I think you will see that my estimate is about right. I do not think that on an average you would 
get them for loss than 3s. 3d, '
326. If you make it, generally known that tbe Railway Commissioners will accept sawn ironbark sleepers 
on the same conditions as hewn sleepers they will get them at a. much less rate? I shall be very glad 
to try it.
327. You could even stipulate that, only straight-grained timber should be sawn, so as to be a safeguard 
to them ;—but tho saw-mill proprietors understand that tbe Commissioners will not accept sawn timber 
at all ? Tins is my specification—a specification which I had at this lime, and the present one does not 
materially vary from it—“Tho sleepers shall bo of iron-bark or approved hardwood, sawn or hewn from 
largo trees.” The contractor lias eve'y opportunity to supply sawn timber if he likes; but 1 do not think 
a half per cent, of the sleepers supplied have been sawn—only in fact where red gum from the rivers of 
the interior lias been offered—aud that limber 3rou cannot split.
328. ] have had inquiries from saw-mill proprietors, and made inquiry of the Railway Commissioners, as 
to whether sawn timber would be taken for railway sleepers, and they said, “ No, it must be hewn so 
that the sawmill owners are under the impression that they cannot saw the timber ? I should be very 
glad to take them, and I am quite sure that the Commissioners will not refuse to take over the line.

"William Colqulioun. Acting Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined : —
323. Chairman.] You are tho Acting Secretary to the Railway Commissioners in the absence of Mr. 'W. 
McLachlan, who is absent on leave ? Yes, Colquhoim.
330. Have you brought a statement showing the expenditure and the earnings on tho Lismore- 
MurwiUumbah line since it was opened ? Yes. It reads as follows :— 23 Feb., 1900.

ISxj’JiNDiTijRE ami Earnings—Lismore to MurwiUumbah.

Year oiKimp
Slbt iJocumheL'. bength,

1
j Capital Cost. Interest on Capital

1
Workings E\j en&es- j

1

Earnings.
Loss after providing 

for
Working Espouses 

amt interest.

m. chs. i £
£

£ !
£ £

1894* ..................... 113 57 842,735 ' 11,040 2,030 1,975 11.695
ISOi) ...................... C3 57 , 916,0:14 32,172 5,765 1 5,919 32,018
1890 ........................ (13 57 918,512 32,187 5,179 9,214 28,152
1897 ........................ 03 57 926.717 32,274 6,831 10.707 28,398
ISOS ....................... 03 57 ■ 920,919 32,284 7,309 11,515 28,138
1S99 ...................... 03 57 921,111 32,290 8,380 11,400 29,270

1 157,071

m. «hs.
* 1st section, Liffniort* to MuHnmbimbj-.................... ...................................... UB 57 opened 15th May, ISM.

2ik1 section, to MnvuUluwbah........................................................... 25 opened 24fch December, 18!M.

G3 7

331. Hid tho Railway Commissioners make an estimate of the traffic which they expected to get on this 
line? According to the printed report on the proposed railway from G-rafton to the Tweed, tho usual 
estimate of working expenses and traffic was not furnished.
332. "Will you be good enough to read from the report the passage to which you refer ? It is contained 
in the evidence which Mr. Barling, the late Under Secretary, read before the Committee on the 12th 
November, 1SS9, as follows:—

_ e have not given tile usual statement of estimated working expenses and traffic, as the figures cannot, tic laid down 
with any degree of certainty. We, therefore, ask to he relieved from giving this information, as we feel the figures 
would ho to a very groat extent speculative, and the subject is one requiring to bo dealt with on broad principles of State,

TUESDA Y,
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TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, 1900. |

JiJresTnt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (ChaibhajO.

Tlie Hon. Patetck Lindesay Chawfokii Shiifhekd. Joiln Cbjustiax "Watson, Esr{.
Tho Hou Anueicw Gaeean, LL.JJ, I’ot.ekt Heney Levien, Esij.

-loilN McEAliLANJi. Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Grafton to
Casino.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Hallway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. McF(trlane.~\ The estimated cost of this proposed railway is £o0l 000? Yes.

Meljidilan. ja £or y recent surrey ? "We had the information from Mr. Jleane recently. I could not say
ly June ^1900 1v^ctl Tna^e tho survey on wliich he founded tho estimate.

1 ' 3do. If this estimate and survey were made some nine or ten years ago, do you think there would be a
material difference in the estimate of a survey that might be brought up to date? 1 could not say. 1 
should ihiuk not; but that would be purely a matter for Mr. Deane.
330, Has it not been the experience that tho old surveys and estimates have been considerably reduced 
by up-to-date surveys and estimates ? Yea, there has been that tendency ; but 1 am not sure whether 
raising the minimum wage would not rather increase them again.
■Vi7. What about tbe cost of material ? Material, too. has gone up. 1 should hardly think that you 
would find a reduction, wages and material having gone tip.
ttJS. Is it your opinion that there would be no material difference between the cost as estimated then and 

■ as estimated now ? I am not in a position to express an opinion on that point; that is a matter for the
engineers to deal with.
3139. Do you tliinlc that the route selected for the proposed railway is the best route available ? That is 
a matter which ihe Commissioners would not like to go into. They take the general direction of the line, 
leaving the Public Works Department to select the detailed route. The Commissioners take the two 
points and the general business in between.
340. Have you any estimate to furnish in connection with the traffic that there is likely to be in the event 
of this railway being constructed ? The Commissioners estimate the interest and working expenses to 
amount to £21,429—that is, providing for a tri-weekly service—aud the returns from the tratlic would 
only amouut to £4,844.
341. Showing a considerable loss ? Showing a very heavy loss.
342. Can you give us any information as lo how that estimate of tho traffic has been arrived at? The 
estimate was arrived at from a report submiited by the Chief Iraffic Manager. 1 can only give the infor
mation which ho has supplied to ns.
343. Do the Commissioners view the proposal to construct this line favourably ? Ko, very unfavourably.
344. Can you give us tbe reasons for that? The principal reasons are that the line would result in au 
absolute loss to the country, and there is no prospect of development ahead to warrant them in recom
mending it, and, as a matter of fact, though l know the Grafton people are anxious to have it, at Casino 
the people are not anxious to have this railway. Therefore, it is not a lino that is to meet a general 
public want, and it would be an uuremunerative work.
345. Is it not considered by the Commissioners as part of the North Coast line ? Tho North Coast line 
is so far ahead that the Commissioners would not recommend the construction of it at present. The North 
Coast line will have to start from its southern boundary, say, at Maitland ; but the Public Works 
Committee has reported against even the first step being taken, and tho Hallway Commissioners think it 
would be unwise even to construct the section as part of a national line.
346. Is not that one of the principal arguments for constructing the proposed line between Lismore and 
the Tweed, that in the future it will be part of the North Coast line ? That was one of the arguments 
that was raised ; the country between Lismore and the Tweed is largely settled, and is also some of the 
best country in New South Wales. This line, as the Commissioners sav, is not capable of producing any 
large development—it will go through comparatively poor country. If the Commissioners recommended 
the other line there were certain conditions under which they recommended it.
347. Nearly the whole of that line between Lismore and the Tweed passes through private property, 
does it not? A great deal of it; but there were some extensive reserves, I understand, in the vicinity 
which were Crown lands. The Commissioners pointed that out m their original report, I think, in the 
year 1889.
348. Could you give us the extent of those reserves ? The Commissioners, in their report dated 3rd May, 
1889, on the Grafton to Tweed line, say;—

Along the route of the railway, and within 10 miles on either side, there arc Crown lauds to tho extent of (it!!!,000 
acres, at present valued at £761,000, ami undoubtedly it the hue is made those lands if sold judicially would realise to the 
State quite if not more than double tins amount.
That wax one reason (hey had for recommending the eonstruclion of the line, that the cost would be 
really defrayed ouf of the enhanced value of Crown lands.
349. "What result has followed the estimate of the area of Crown lauds, and tbe price that it would 
realise? That I am not in a position to say. We were not credited with any of the enhanced value.
350. Could you give us the result of the construction of the Lismore to tho Tweed railway with regard 
to traffic generally ? The lino is 031 miles in length. The coat has been £921,000. Tho fraffic on the 
line last year was equal to £11,400; expenses and interest came to £40,674, leaving a loss of £29.273. 
That was for the year ending 31st December, 1899.
351. Comparing that year with previous years, how does it stand;—does it show an increase in gains 
and decrea-o in Josses? Compared with tho previous year there is a slight increase in ihe los^ nod to 
some extent that was due, 1 think, to people goiug iu more largely for dairy-farming in that district, as 
against sugar-cane and maize growing. One thousand acres under crop would give a great deal more 
traffic than 1,000 acres producing only grass and butter.

352.
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352. I understand that the railway is used to a large extent for the conveyance of sugar-cane to different H.
mills ? Yes ; and a great deal of dairying is going on in the district. Mclmchlan.
353. Have the Commissioners formed an opinion as to the likelihood of that railway in the near future
being a paying line? It looks as if it would be a long time before it is a paying line. ' '
354’. It has been rather an expensive line to construct ? It has. ’
355. As compared with the proposed line from Grafton to Casino, is there any difference in the cost of 
that line? Although the distances are nearly the same, there is yet £400,000 difference in the estimate 
of the cost of construction.
356. That country is less difficult for railway constrnction ? The country is easier for railway con
struction, as there are not the same number of waterways and the same cuttings to be made.
357. Do you not think it would materially help to make the Lismore to the Tweed line a paying one if 
ive made this extension further north ? To the Queensland Border.
358. No, further southward? No; you would add to the working expenses, considered as a whole, and 
there is no interchange of business there which would warrant the construction of a railway.
359. Is it not probable that the Tweed will be connected with the Queensland railway system in the near 
future? That is a matter, of course, for the Government to determine. Wc notice that there is a 
proposal at the present time with that in view.
360. In the event of that being carried out there will only be a short mileage to connect the two 
systems;—would it not be advisable to connect the northern rivers with the Queensland system, in view 
of federal ion being close at hand, and the abolition of the Border duties, so that our farmers would have 
a market in Queensland ? I do not think that that would happen. I do not believe there would be 
sufficient business lo pay for this railway.
361. Would it materially assist? No; there would not be anything like sufficient business. Suppose 
you had a railway from Brisbane to Grafton, the people at Grafton would still deal with Sydney. The 
freights by sea to Sydney would be lower than by railway from Grafton to Brisbane, and Sydney is a 
larger centre.
362. I am speaking with regard to merchandise? If you take the products of the Clarence Biver you 
will find that Queensland is producing them even better than the Clarence does to-day.
363. The Queensland market often draws largely on the Sydney market for mai/e ;—in view of that, 
would it not be cheaper for the growers in the Clarence district to send their produce direct to Queens
land instead of sending it to Sydney to be afterwards taken to Queensland ? I should not think that 
there would be a great deal of the Clarence Biver maize sent to Brisbane.
364. It has been so ? Not to any'very great extent, I should think. That would not be business that 
would pay a railway ; it is low-freight goods.
365. Docs that apply to agricultural produce generally? Yes.
366. Could you give us the nature ot the report which has been furnished to the Bailway Commissioners 
with regard to the class of land that there is between Grafton and Casino? The Commissioners them
selves went over it, ami they consider that the land is inferior. As a matter of fact, I should say that 
that is indicated by the large areas which have not yet been taken up.

WJWXESDAY, 20 JUNE, 1900.
Jjrrscnt;—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiaiiuian-)- 
The Hon. Fathtck Iundesay Crawfoiiu Shepiif.ei>. John CiuinmAN Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Gaiiean, LL.D. Eouliit Hicniiv Levikn, Esq.

John McEaui.ane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Grafton to
Casiuo.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and further examined:—
367. Mr. MeFarlane,.^ You stated yesterday that the Commissioners do notlook upon theproposed railway jj
from Grafton to Casino as likely to form a part of the North Coast railway ? 1 think I stated that they McLachlan.
see no necessity for the line to be made. As a matter of fact, for the coast line you would want to have ^ j.
the first step ; but that first step, the proposed line from Maitland to Taree, has been reported against by 20Junc, 1900. 
Hie Works Committee. The feeling of the Commissioners is that at present there is no necessity for a 
Norlh Coast railway.
368. In view of that fact, would not a light line of railway do to connect Grafton with Casino ? You can 
hardly havo a light line of railway in difficult country, such as that in which it is proposed to make tin’s 
line. Light lines of railway are made through flat country. The engineers might be able to cheapen 
tho line.
369. Could you givens any idea of the difference in the cost of a line such as that now proposed and a 
light line ? Light lines of railway are made through flat country at a cost of about £2,000 a mile. This 
line is estimated to cost about £7,000 a mile. It is an engineering question.
370. Is it difficult country through which this line is proposed to be made? Yes. You cannot make
cheap light lines in tho Coast district as you can in the interior, whore the country is practically a dead 
level. " ^
371. What is tho difference ? 1 he country in the Coast district is very undulating, and there are many
watercourses to be crossed. The line from Jerilderie to Berrigan and that from Narrabri to Moree, for 
instance, are railways made in flat country.
372. Would the grades be difficult on the line between Grafton and Casino ? They would be much more 
difficult than on the line from Narrabri to Moree. Of course, I am not competent to speak on the 
subject from an eugiueering point of view.
373. Can you tell us what section has been pointed out as the most expensive section of the proposed 
railway ? No; that is a matter that we know nothing about. We take the estimate of the Engineer-in
Chief, aud adopt that without question.

21—C 374.
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L. * '

M i^i t no^ce as rogards the proposed Eailway from G-rafton to G-Ien Innes, a very material
c ‘Ac 1 ftn~ reduction has been made in tiie estimate given as compared with the estimate of some years 'ago ? Yes, 

20Tune 1000 Years ago the cost was put down at over £1,000,000.
’ ' ' S75. How it is under ^500,000. is it not? That is a matter for the engineers.

376. You stated yesterday that tbe Commissioners went over the line from G-rafton to Casino;—did they 
explore the country to any extent, or did they merely follow the road? They followed the route as far as 
possible, and made inquiries inlcrmediately as to the character of the country.
377. Could you give us any information as to how tho estimated increased traffic, owing to the construc
tion of tho line, was arrived at? Ho. Yre had a report on the subject from the Chief Traffic Manager, 
and I would prefer that he should answer you himself. Yesterday we were speaking about the maize 
traffic. I find that the production of maize in Queensland last year was 2,250,000 bushels. The quantity 
imported into Queensland from Hew South "Wales was 239,000 bushels in addition to that. But, even 
assuming that tbe Clarence district produces one-sixtb of the total maize crop of the Colony, and that one- 
third of that maize that was imported into Queensland went from the Clarence district, aud that it all 
went over the proposed line, it would only mean about £500 worth of traffic. That would not have a 
great bearing on the revenue of the line, though we are giving credit almost for the maximum.
378. You said yesterday that the Richmond people wrere not favourable to the construction of this line ? 
The people at Casino are not.
379. Can you explain why that is so ? The Casino people do not see any great necessity for the railway 
from what we can gather, I think that if the people at one end are not in favour of the line, it does 
not seem that there is any great necessity for it.
380. Would that arise from the fact that there is a contention between the Clarence River people and the 
Richmond River people in regard to connection with the table-land ? 1 believe that, to some extent, does 
govern the question ; hut it shows that there is no unanimous desire for the railway, even on the part of 
the people in the district; they do not ask for it.
3S1. Is the report of the Commissioners concerning the character of the country between Grafton and 
Casino favourable to the extent that population is likely to settle between the two towns ? Ho, they do 
not think that any great development will follow, even if the railway is made,
382. How do they class the country ? They class the country as partly good for pastoral occupation and
partly for dairying purposes. But dairy produce docs not give a great deal of business to a railway. 
100 acres under grass would not give much more than a ton of traffic in a year; but the same area under 
crop would give a very much bigger return, probably thirty times that amount. .
383. Would it not cause a considerable increase in the passenger traffic, and also in merchandise, supplies 
being brought from Sydney? It would, to some extent, but the governing factor would be the butter 
industry, and 100 acres of dairy land would not give more than a ton of butter per annum.
384. Has any estimate been made of the area of country which tho proposed line would serve ? I think 
the Traffic Manager has the figures worked out.
385. Mr. Wafson.] According to the evidence of some local people, and of the District Surveyor, it would 
seem that the greater portion of the country through which the proposed line would run would be suitable 
for dairying ? Part of it would be, no doubt.
386. In the event of settlement taking place to tbo extent which the District Surveyor considers possible 
—one family to every 500 or 600 acres—do you think that from such a population as that you would get 
enough traffic to justify the construction of the line p The Commissioners think not. The country cannot 
be so very good, because at present wo learn from the reports that there are hardly 100 people between 
Gralton and Casino, and the country is not extensively used for cattle. If it were going to be good for 
dairying there would be natural grasses there at the present time. 1 recollect that a previous Committee 
reported that some of tho runs on the Upper Clarence had been abandoned.
387. It would seem that where the laud lias been improved by ringbarking and clearing, very fair grass is 
the result? The land in some parts—about Myall and Stony Creeks, and similar places—may be 
suitable for closer settlement, but certainly there is not enough of it to warrant the large expenditure 
that would be involved in the making and working of a railway.
388. Assuming that it was found possible to construct, what would practically be a tramway, at a very 
much lower cost, with the object of serving tbe dairying interest, could you say what expenditure per 
mile tbe Commissioners would think justifiable, in view of the large extent of Crown land there ? At the 
present time, according to all the figures that wc have, there is no likelihood of the line paying working 
expenses, so any capital expenditure you might have would he dead loss to the country.
389. You could not say what is the basis on wliich the traffic has been calculated ? We have reports on 
ihe subject, but I prefer that the Chief Traffic Manager should give you the information,
390. Dr. Garran.] I gather from what yon said yesterday that your first experiment in making railways 
in dairying country on the Richmond River has not been profitable ? Ho ; it covered working expenses, 
but the interest on the large capital expended has not been met.
391. Is it improving year by year ? As far as the railway is concerned, we have not had much improve
ment. If we compare the year 1898 with 1899, we got better results in 1898. That may be due to the 
production of sugar-cane and maize going out and the settlers being occupied with dairy farming.
392. As railway people in search of income, you would rather see the Richmond farmers occupied in 
producing sugar than in dairying ? Yes.
393. It brings in more produce? It gives the railway more business.
394. The dairy produce is compressed into a small space? Yes ; and, of course, settlement is not nearly 
as close as it- would be if the farms were under cultivation, which would involve the employment of labour.
395. Supposing that, under federation, the competition iu sugar production became so severe in Queens
land that sugar went out of cultivation on the Richmond, you wrould lose the sugar-cane business ? Yes ; 
and value ot the railway traffic would still further diminish.
396. Then you do not think there is much hope of any rapid improvement in the returns if the line is
made? Ho. *
397. Do you know whether the produce they bring down is shipped at the Tweed River or at Lismore ? 1 
could not say.
398. Of course, Lismore is an immensely better port? Yes.
399. You are sure of getting your stuff away from there ? Yes,
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No : and a better class of boats run to the H.
McLachlan.400. You are not so sure of getting it away from the Tweed?

3{ichmond. . t ,
401. Do you know where the Brunswick stuff goes to ? I think it goes from the Tweed. There is a good 20June, 1900-
deal of butter dealt with at Byron Bay. _ ,
402. That line at present has a mixed traffic in cane and dairy produce ;—you have no dairying railway ?
Not pure aud simple ; the Jllawarra lino is to a large extent a dairying line. _
403. Yes, but you have several towns on that line ? Yes; it is also a tourist line, and there is the 
mineral interest in the lliawarra district, which makes a big difference.
404. This line is put before us as a dairying line;—there, will be a little timber and maize to be carried,
and a few other things, but we are to look to dairying for the principal traffic ? Yes. •
405. "Well, taking 15 miles at each side of the line, and allowing 500 acres for each family, wc should not 
settle such a large area as to give a considerable passenger traffic? No; it would not give a groat deal 
of railway business.
400. And it will bo some years before the land ia taken up ? I should think so.
407. Naturally the better land of the 'Itichmond Itivci would bo occupied first? Yes.
408. Then, as people cannot get first-class land, they will fall back on second-class land ? Tes.]
409. The general rule in regard to settlement has been that it is of supreme importance to get good land 
if you can ? Yes ; the rush in that district has been for tbe best laud.
410. The man who takes up bad land has a hard time ? Yes.
4U. The man who settled on good land can pull through, even in bad seasons ? 1 think so. _
412. There are good patches on the line, but as a whole it is only second-class land ? That is the opinion
of the Commissioners. ' .
413. Even now it is not a cattle-fattening country ? No ; the country is not at present altogether taken
up for pastoral purposes. _
414. A good deal of the fertility of the Itichmond district is due to the dykes of basalt iu that country ?
The Itichmond Itiver land is rich volcanic soil. _
415. There is no volcanic soil of any extent between G-rafton and Casino ? Not to my knowledge. _ _
■Alb. Do you see any chance of developing any trade besides a dairy trade there ? There may be a limited 
traffic in timber, but the Commissioners do not expect that it will reach large proportions.
417. The lino is advocated on two grounds—first to connect the two rivers, and, secondly, as a section of
tlie North Coast railway ? Yos. ‘ _ _
418. Take the connection of the two rivers, is this the best way to do it ? That is a matter which the
Commissioners have not looked at, _
4If), If we look at it as a section of the North Coast railway, is it wise to begin at the Northern end instead 
of at the Southern end ? In the opinion of the Commissioners, there is no necessity at present, what
ever there may be in the future, for a North Coast railway, and that opinion has been endorsed by a 
previous Public "Works Committee. .
420. Suppose it was decided in a few7 years time to make a railway from Glen limes to Grafton, or from 
the Mother-of-Ducks dowm through the Don Dorrigo country,—would the making of that line give a 
stimulus to produce for this line ? It might to some extent; but I should not think it would bo sufficient 
to warrant the construction of the railway.
421. If we had this line, then we should have railway communication from Sydney to both the Clarence 
and the Itichmond Divers ? But that would be of no use when you have communication by sea. Nobody 
would send goods by railway from Sydney to the Clarence Diver. Wc could not possibly compete.
1-22. Though it may be very important to reconsider the question when that railway is made, it may be 
better to defer it until then? The thing is absolutely premature.
423. It is a- drawback to you having the Lismore to the Tweed section detached from the railway system ?
Yes ; you have to maintain an independent staff, and to keep separate rolling stock.
42-1. And there is no through traffic of any kind, but only purely local traffic ? It is all local business— 
nothing else, _ _
-125. That line may be better when it gets connected with your general system? It is such a distance 
away from the railway point of view. It might be that the conditions in regard to tlie distribution of 
rolling stock and management wmuld be better, but that is a very small percentage of the cost of a 
railway. _
420. This Itichmond district is one of the finest in the country ? Yes. v
427. And it has the best rainfall? Yes. _ _ ■
428. Is it not discouraging that a railway through such country as that cannot pay ? Yes ; it is a guide 
which should indicate that tho line now proposed is not likely to paV.
429. A Vo have railways in other parts of the country which have not the qualities of this
they are doing better;—what is there specially in this that makes it less favourable ? 
because it drains no back country. It is point-to-point traffic. Take a line that does pay—that from 
Narrabri to Moree; that drains the traffic of thousands of miles. In this case you simply do a local 
business. ... , . .
430. Will not this line drain a territory 15 miles on either side of tlie line ? It may do that; but it is
very limited. ^
431. Has the land within reach of the line been all taken up ? One of tbe Chief Traffic Manager’s officers, 
in a report which he wrote six months ago on the subject, says :

The country to be served would scarcely be sought after until the present large areas of excellent land on the Upper 
Itichmond have lieon brought into profitable use. On the Upper Richmond alone there are about 180,000 aores of highly- 
improved freehold land on both sides of the river in tbe handB of six stations, and in this area there are but ten selectors, 
out of which number only four have any land on the river frontage. Then around Lismore, and within the influence of 
the existing line, chiefly at Bangalow, there is also a large tract of excellent country idle, and 0 miles of the best land 
between Lismore and Gasino is in one holding. In the event of the large area being subdivided, it is a matter for consider
ation as to whether the Crown land (unimproved) between Grafton and Casino would be disposed of as readily as is repre
sented would be tlie case.
432. Then up to tho present time that railway has not succeeded in breaking up the large estates ? No.
433. Nor in causing them to be worked oil tbe halves system? No.
43A. Then there is really a very large area of first-class land which awaits cultivation, the produce of 
which would come on to the railway ? Yes; convenient to tlie existing line.
435. That traffic will benefit tho line ? Yes ; still we have great leeway to make up. 433.

line, and yet 
It is si mill y
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T • 43G. Still, not half the land that could feed that line is at present used ? No : the present traffic is only
L ^1 an‘ equal to £11,000 a year on the existing line.

20June 1900 settlers do not travel often? No. Of course, travelling ia always regulated by
' ‘ facilities and location. People living close to town will travel much more frequently than people in tho

country distant from a centre.
438. Different classes of settlement yield different classes of traffic ? Tes; miners travel more than 
farmers do on railways.
430. Then, even assuming that all the available lands, the produce of which could he sent to this railway 
between Lismore and the Tweed, were occupied productively, you still do not think that the line would 
pay ? ' Not unless there were close settlement; but I do not see any prospect of its being occupied closely 
enough to make the line pay.
440. Then, if that will not pay, what chance would a line between Grafton and Casino havo? There is 
no prospect whatever of it paying.
441. Mr. WatKOn.] Of course the line from Lismore to the Tweed was constructed through land held by 
private individuals ? There was a large area of Government land in the vicinity of the railway. There 
arc some big Government reserves. ,
412. Dr. Garran.'] Had the private land which was bought there to be paid for very extravagantly ? I 
could not say from memory. L
443. Mr. Wnlson^ On the line under consideration there is nearly a third of 1,000,060 acres of Crown 
land within 10 miles of the route ? Tes.
444. Dr. Garran.] The surveyor values tho average of this land between Grafton and Casino at 15s. an 
acre, and be says that if a railway were made it would be worth 10s. an acre more ? Tes.
445. If the Commissioners could get that 10s. an acre, would that lighten their burden ? Even if they 
did, the loss is so great that it would not he sufficient.
446. Mr. Shepherd.] Would the opening of this line in any way affect the line from Lismore to MurwiL 
lumbah ? It might throw a little more business on to that line". Mr. McEarlane thinks that a certain 
quantity of maize would go from G-rafton to Brisbane, and, if so, it would pass over the Lismore to 
MurwiUumbah section ; still f do not think there would be a great deal of business.
447. I see that there has been a very heavy loss on that line? Tcs.
448. There has been an increase in tbe working expenses every year;—can you account for that? I do
not think that the increase in the working expenses has been anything out of reason. The line is an 
expensive one to maintain. It is in soft country, which is subject to a heavy rainfall. The bridges require 
painting, and it is country that would necessitate a good deal of attention. Vegetation is very rank, 
the soil being rich, and the lino requires a, lot of clearing. That has been the causes of the extra 
expenditure. *
449. I see that during the six years that the line has been working the expenditure has been increasing ; 
the expenditure for 1894 was £2,020, but in 1809 it rose to £8,380? Some of those figures refer to the 
line before it was opened throughout.

' 450. I am taking the return which was furnished here in February? They do not deal with like
circumstances. * ^
451. They do not show the real facts of the case? No.
452. I suppose you have never been over the route of this proposed line ? I know the rivers very well,
but 1 have not been over tho country. ’
453. I suppose the country is very rough, as the estimated cost of the line is £7,559 a mile ? Tes ; the
cost of construction is comparatively heavy, because that country is undulating, and it is broken by 
watercourses. ‘
454. In country like that it is impossible to make a cheap railway ? Quito.
455. Chairman.] This line would not obtain any traffic from one terminal point to the other? "We think 
not. Sydney is the big market for both rivers, and the freights from both places are practically the 
same.
456. And are not their conditions pretty well the same as regards fertility and production ? Very much
the same. ' ■
457. It is not like a line going from one country with one sort of climate and productions, and one going
from a district with a different climate and different products ? No. °
458v Even taking the estimate of those witnesses who aro in favour of the construction of the line, 
namely, that something like 640 acres per family would be sufficient, you could only settle within 15 miles of 
the proposed line 2,000 families ; and.if the whole river were settled, would that 2,000 families, under the 
conditions that would prevail there, produce enough traffic to lessen the difference between the annual 
cost and the annual revenue? Of course it would help the line a little : but the traffic would certainly 
not bo sufficient to make it pay. Tou have one of tho best examples in the Jllawarra district. There 
you have a considerable population, but only a local business. The railway does not drain a big area of 
country, and on that line wc lose many thousands of pounds a year; yet that district is far better 
developed, it has greater production, and a larger population than this line will have for many years 
to come. ‘
459. _ Have you ever made any calculation as to the cost per family of railway facilities, with a view of 
finding some average at which a line would pay ? No because the circumstances differ in every ease. 
There is the distance produce has to be sent to reach the terminal point, and the distance between your 
principal centres. You could not go on any hard-and-fast-rule.
460. Is there any great area to the south of Grafton that would be drained by tlie line ? The river would 
act as a barrier to the south. Below Grafton the river has excellent ports. ^
46L So that each end the railway is practically shut out from draining any large area of country? Tes; 
that is really one of its limitations in regard to its being a payable line. ' *
462. Do you think wo should be justified in taking the experience of the Lismore to the Tweed line as a 
guide to what would happen in this case ? It would be a guide; and you have this further consideration— 
that it passes through better country, with a larger population.
463. Mr. McFarlane.] I understand it has been decided to extend the railway south from Lismore to 
Casino ? That is not a matter that the Commissioners are aware of. It would have to come before 
Parliament.

• 4G4.
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461. It has been practically recommended P It has not been finally decided upon as far as we know. lb
465. How would the country compare between Lismore and Casino with that between Grafton and c f an*
Casino ? Ve arc advised that tbe country between Lismore and Casino is a far better class of country, 2ojunel900. 
carrying a larger population and more capable of development, and that it would give a good deal of 1 
traffic. A great deal of dairying is going on in that district _ _ , .
466. Have you any idea as to what would bo the cost per mile ? 1 believe the estimated cost of the line 
from Casino to Lismore was £123,000 for IS miles.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Eaiiways, sworn, and examined:—
467. Have you a statement of the probable traffic on this proposed line of railway ? Tes; J. Harper.
1 will read it;— a—

Proposed Railway, Grafton to Li smoke, SO miles. 20 June, 1900.
I lil!0 to report having visited Grafton, Casiuo, and Lismore for the purpose of estimating the probable traffic to he 
carried by this proposed railway, which has been the subject of inquiry on three different occasions, the first section, viz.,
Lismore to Casino (IS miles} having been recommended by the Public Works Committee for construction as far back as 
September, 1SSI2.

As you arc aware, the country to be served by this project between Grafton to Casino is much inferior to that around 
Casino and between there and Lismore, yet it must he admitted that there is a good area of land suitable for dairying but only a 
small area for growing maize, &c., at intervals along the route. Noiucicuse in the settlement has, however, taken place between 
Grafton and Casino since this line was last reported upon in December, JS97- aud the existing intermediate population dues not 
exceed 100. Dairying on a very limited scale has been carried on by a few old settlers at Myrtle Creek (40 miles north of 
Grafton, and 20 miles south of Casino) during tho last two years, and this is the only new feature of development worth 
recording between Grafton and Casino, ff2 miles. This section of the line is a complete blank so far as intermediate traffic is 
concerned, and, as there is no exchange of products between tbe Richmond and Clarence Rivers, there can be no through goods 
or stock traffic from Casino {on the Richmond) to Giafton (on the Clarence} or cfec-rerra. Under these circumstances it is 
impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy what the earnings of the proposed line would he forthe first (12 miles—i.e., 
from Grafton to Casino—especially ns the country to be served would scarcely be sought after until the present large areas of 
excellent land on the Upper Richmond and around Lismore have been brought into profitable use. On tbe Upper 
Richmond alone there are about 180,090 acres of highly improved freehold land on both sides of the river iu the hands of 
six stations, and in this area there are but ten selectors, out of which number only four have any land on the river frontage.
Then, around Lismore, and within the influence of the existing line, chiefly at Bungalow, there is also a. large tract of 
excellent country idle, and f) miles of the best land between Lismore and Casino is in one holding. In the event of these 
large ureas being subdivided, it is n matter for consideration as to whether the Crown land (unimproved), between Grafton 
and Casiuo would bo disposed of as readily as is represented would be the ease with railway communication.

As regards the section Casino to Lismore, it may be stated that the line would practically only serve Casino township 
and the country to the north, there being little or no intermediate settlement to benefit. The present method of obtaining 
traffic for Casino and the Upper Richmond district is by ocean-going steamer to Coraki (21 miles from Casino), and thence 
by a drogher to a point within 34 miles of the township, necessitating a road cartage costing 7s. fid. per ton. Four years 
ago the load cartage did not exceed II mile, for wliich a charge of fis. per ton was made, but tlie distance has since been 
increased by 2 miles owing to the river silting up, Perishable traffic from Casino is conveyed to Lismore by road, 10 miles.

The charge for landing goods from Sydney at the point of delivery for Casino is the same as to Lismore ; therefore, 
for estimating, purposes, it lias to be borne m mind that the present high rate of road carriage for 34 miles will, in 
competition witn a railway, be reduced to such an extent as to make it profitable to continue to receive inwards traffic of 
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd classes, rta Coraki, iu preference to rail from Lismore to Casino, notwithstanding the representations 
which have been made to tbe contrary by the Casiuo people, who look upon the present means of transit as uncertain and 
very unsatisfactory. The same number of handlings would be involved by either route, and a fair comparison of the cost 
would be as under :—

1st 2nd cto's, 3rd clas<3.
K, (1. s. d. s. d.

Lismore to Casino, by rail ..................................................... ............................... 7 7 S 11 11 4
Cost- of handling t-rullic at both amis.................................... ................................ 2 (i 2 0 2 fi

Total cost via rail ................................................................... ............................. 10 1 11 i) 13 10

Present road rate, 34 miles ..................................................... ................................. 7 fi 7 fi 7 6
Probable road rate ................................................................. .................................. 5 0 o 0 o 0

There is, however, a want of proper communication between the storekeepers and the point where the traffic is now 
lauded (which difficulty might probably be overcome by the introduction of telephones), and necessarily some inconvenience is 
caused in not knowing when to expect the boats in order to properly arrange for the cartage of the goods to destination. 
It is also icpresented that in consequence of the erratic arrivals of the ocean boata an accumulation of supplies is landed 
on one day, involving the employment of extra carts to bring the tiaftie to the stores on the same day ns it is discharged 
from the drogher,—the accommodation at the landing-n liar! being inadequate to permit of storage. It was also argued 
that with a railway at Casino, there would be no necessity to continue the dredging work now being earned on by the 
Government to keep tho river navigable for the droghers from Coraki, and that it would he less expensive for the Steam
ship Company to land the Casino traffic at Lismore, instead of by drogher from Coraki. The fact, however, remains that 
Bottlers along the river would still have to be served, hut fewer boats would of course lie required. As to the expense of 
employing the droghers, it might he considered advisable to sound the Steamship Company’s people in Sydney on the 
subject, as this has some hearing on the question.

It was further pointed out that the teams from Drake and Tonterfield obtain delivery of their goods at Lismore, in 
preference to the Casino wharf, although the hitter is Id miles nearer. The chief cause of tins is the steep grade down 
the river-bank to the wharf—it being unsuitable for large teams, but quite safe for caits.

Estimate, fur ttaffic from Casino to TAxmoie, IS jiu/ph.
Having fully considered tho matter, I am of opinion that the following estimate is a fair one for tho above section. 

The figures on the left show the extent of existing traffic as near as it is possible to estimate, and the figures on the right 
the estimate allowed for tho line.

Existinj Tratlic, 
General goods ........................

Dairy produce ..........
Maize, &c....................
Timber ......................
Rigs (trucks)

Ton* Kstmiaki allowed for Line.
3,000 1,000 ft. 4s, ... . £’200

i ,ooo ® Os. .....  450
— £650

20i> 400 ® 3s. od............ 70
2,duo 2,000 ® 2b. . 200
5,000 2,000 (ft 2s. fid........... . °.i0

/♦> 150 @ 15s. . 113

Tons.................... 10,200 6,400
Trucks............... 75 IfiO £1,2S3

Goods, stnok, &e................................................................................... £1,233
Passengers ........................................................................................... 450
Other coaching ................................................................................ fiO
Mails...............................   210

■Cl.fflJ!) It
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J. Harper. It wili be observed that I have allowed for double the existing traffic in dairy produce and pigs, whilst as regards
A_^' the other lines of traffic I have made a liberal allowance, considering the nature of the competition. Agricultural produce 

20 June, 1900. for export will eventually be largely superseded by dairying, and a Targe quantity of tbe maize, hay, &c., now grown is for 
cows, pigs, &c., both for summer and winter use. In respect to timber, it is doubtful whether we would cany two-fifths 
of the present traffic, because of the cheap and easy means of transit by water to Coraki, as many as 150 large logs having 
been rafted down the river at one time by the owner of tbe material, and the appliances for lifting tbe logs from the water 
to the ocean-going boats, at Coraki, are said to be satisfactory. Tlie rate from Coraki to Sydney is the same as from 
Lismore.

It is estimated that sixty teams are drawing timber from 7 lo 50 miles to Casino, the bulk being obtained about 21 
miles out.

_ Passenger traffic. There is, approximately, 4,500 people in Casino and district, and I estimate that about two-thirds 
will make one trip per year each at 3s. '

. Section, Casino to Ora/ton G2 miles.

I am at a loss to find a basis ior preparing an estimate for this section, but assuming we doubled the Lismore-Casino 
, estimate of £1,783 for goods and coaching (not mails) the total for the above section would be £3,566 for goods and coaching, 
which, if anything, is excessive. Although the through distance from Lismore to Grafton is SO miles, we could not rely 
upon carrying any goods or stock traffic a further distance than 40 miles, midway, because tbe facilities for dealing with 
the traffic are the same at Lismore as at Grafton, and both ports would he used ; bonce my suggesting that the estimate 
for the section, Lismore to Casino (18 miles), be doubled to provide for traffic on the adjoining section to Grafton being 
carried about an average distance of 40 miles. On this basis, the two estimates would bo as follows :—

Miles. Goixla. Passengers, Ac. Mails. Total.
Lismore to Casino........... 18 £1,233 £500 £216 £1,999
Casino to G rafton ........ 62 2,566 1,000 744 4,301

£3,849 £1,500 £960 £6,300
1 have, however, further increased the Casino-Grafton estimate by about 10 per cent.

Recent Developments.

The dairying industry has assumed large proportions on the Tweed and Richmond Rivers (maize and sugar-cane 
receded), and from information supplied me by the police I find that the production of butter increased from 1,500 tons in 
1897-98 to 2,500 tons in 1898-99. This quantity is valued at £203,000, and it is estimated that for the year ending July 
next the value will be at least £250,000, which, under ordinary circumstances, would represent the value of 25,000 bales 
of wool. "

In that portion of the Casino district which would be served by the proposed line, dairying only fairly started about 
two years ago, and 200 tons of butter are now produced yearly. In the first place a large quantity of tlie cream has to be 
carted a distance of 20 miles from Kyogle to the butter factory at Casino, which at contract price costs 2(Js. per ton, and 
the butter has to be taken by road to Lismore, 19 miles, for freezing purposes and export. This costs a further 17s. Od. per 
ton. Allowing‘2 lb. of cream to make 11b. of butter, the total cost of road transit from creamery in Casino district to 
Lismore (39 miles), would be £2 17s. (id. per ton for butter as against a market value of £S0 per ton average. A fast 
coach service is employed, and the cream aud butter arrive in good condition. In that portion of tbo Lismore district not 
served by the proposed line the most distant road-cartage for cream is 15 miles before reaching the butter factory established at 
Lismore, whilst, as already stated, in the Casino district 39 miles have to bo traversed to reach tlie export point, Lismore. 
There are 1,326 registered dairies, forty-seven creameries, and eight butter factories on the Tweed and the Richmond.

Probable. Development.

It is estimated that a family of five persons would produce about 24 tons of butter per annum from 200 acres of land. 
This will serve to indicate what extra traffic would result from increased dairying business. Off tho same area of land wc 
would got at least 70 tons of agricultural prodree for transit by rail. The absence of rail communication between Casino 
and Lismore does not retard progress so far as dairying is concerned, and I feel satisfied that there will be a large develop
ment in this industry without a railway. The present rates and method of transit are by no means prohibitory to the 
production of butter, and the Casiuo district, although not served by the existing Lismore-Tweed line, lias indirectly 
benefited by its construction inasmuch as it developed tbe dairying business in the Tweed and Lismore districts, and as a 
consequence sufficient business resulted to induce companies to open up factories at Casino and elsewhere forthe treatment 
of cream,
468. Ton look upon this lino ns one which it can only be hoped, will become reasonably successful, if it 
ever can be that, by reason of greatly increased settlement along tbe route ? Tes.
469. There is nothing in the present character of the settlement to justify such a large expenditure ?
ATo. . ’ ,
470. Do you think it would be reasonable to hope that continuous close settlement along the line would 
make the railway pay ? J do not think that most of that country is capable of close settlement; it is 
rather second-rate dairying country. Compared with the land on some of the more northerly rivers, it is 
only third or fourth-rate country.
471. To do not expect to get any other than dairying traffic ? Dfo, not much else ; there would be some
timber, but a great deal of tbe timber along the line would not be carried to G-rafton or Lismore; it 
would go down tho river. _
472. Tlie first 20 miles of the railway from Grafton, on account of its proximity to the river, would he 
practically unproductive V Tes, as regards traffic.
473. Is Grafton the centre of a circle from which any large amount of traffic might ho expected to the
railway south or west of the toivn ? I cannot conceive of it going north of what, after all, represents 
their principal market. J cannot conceive that any traffic would go from Grafton along that line to 
Casino or Lismore. _
474. Do you think the producers in that district would either send their produce to Grafton or down the
river to Sydney, or some other market ? Tcs. _ ^
475. There is no likelihood of the people sending their products from Grafton to Casino ? Xo.
476. Do the same conditions hold in the case of Casino as in that of the other terminus ? No. Teh or
15 tons of butter a week arc sent from Casino to Grafton. No doubt tficre is a difficulty in connection 
with the south arm of the river at Casino. ] do not knoiv whether that can be overcome. Casino has 
important trade relations with Lismore.
477. They are not likely to establish one with Grafton r Xo ; at all events they said definitely enough
when .1 was there that they would not, and I cannot conceive that they would, that is to say that they
would send their produce 62 miles instead of 18 miles to the port of shipment.
478. It is an important fact that f he two terminal points are in districts from which no traffic can be drawn? 
1 do not know of any traffic that they could interchange between the two points. There may be some 
passenger traffic that I have indicated" in the estimate, but it would be of a precarious character,
479. ])r. Garran.1 This proposed line joins two river ports r Tes.
4SO. Casino at one cud and Grafton the other ? Tes.
481. Casino is such an inferior port to Lismore that Lismore will be the port? Tes, a great deal of the 
traffic will always go to 1 lismore. 482.
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482. It would be absurd to make this line, and not to make the Casino to Lismore section ? Decidedly. L Harper,
483. If we consider this as made, we must consider the other ns made too ? Yes, the Casino to Lismore 20 June, 1900.
extension. .
484. Practically we may wipe out Casino as a port, and the ports would be Grafton and Lismore . les.
4813. And tlie distance between them would be, what? Eighty miles,
486. Then we have to consider the traffic on this SO miles that would pay ? Yes. I have endeavoured 
to give an estimate, but I bare also pointed out the difficulty of giving an estimate where no traffic exists 
to-day. You can probably give an estimate of the traffic between Casino and the district towards Lismore.
It is a settled district with a population of 4,500; but the other district has only a population of
about 100. ' 1 • 1
487. Is the freight from Lismore to Sydney as low as that from Grafton to Sydney ? I do not think
there is any difference. . r
488. Then wc might take midway, that is 40 miles as the dividing point of the trade/ Yes.
489. So that everything to the south of that 40 miles inersection would go to Grafton, and everything to 
the north would go to Lismore? Yes.
490. So you would not havo more than 40 miles freightage ? No. _ 4
491. There would bean average of 20 miles for each section of the line ? Tcs. Between Casino and 
Lismore, I think, it would carry the traffic incidental to the district, and produce larger settlement and 
larger development there,
492. Is the good land on the Biehmond sufficiently taken up to induce dairymen to go on the land north
of Grafton ? I consider that is so. There is a very large proportion of freehold land that has not been 
taken up which is far better than any between Grafton and Casino. _ ■
493. It is admitted that the Biehmond district is as line a dairying district as any in the Colony ? Yes.
494. People will not give that the go-by to go to land south of it? No. . _ _
495. It appears that tho principal difficulty in the way of getting the land there is that it is so largely 
held by speculative holders ? I would not say by speculative holders. They are carrying stock on their 
land—some of them very good stock.
496. Docs it pay as well to carry stock as to carry on dairying ? .1. should think not.
497. Have you any notion what the laud is worth to the other for carrying stock ? No ; circumstances
vary very much there. .
498. Jf it be worth more to use the land for dairying purposes, will not self-interest lead them to do it ?
Manifestly it will. ,
499. Then the return from the railway in years to come ought to be better than they are now ? That is
where tho land is better, in the immediate vicinity of Casino ; but there is very little land of the same 
quality as that between Casino and Grafton. 4
600. The Lismore-Murwillumbah line that you are working now is a line connecting two river points? Yes.
501. Do you find about half-way that the traffic is divided, some going south and some going north ? The 
bulk of the traffic comes to Lismore. Beyond Byron Bay there has not been very much development as 
far as dairying is concerned.
502. rl'heu your principal trade lies between Byron Bay and Lismore ? Yes. _
503. That line is only about 30 miles in length ? It is about 30 miles from Byron Bay to Lismore. The
railway is about GO miles iu length. ’ ...
604. Are the roads good there ? It all depends on tho condition of the season. At a time like this they 
would not be good. _
505. Then people 15 miles from Byron Bay could not send their butter in in wet weather? No.
50G. How far does the dairying trade go from Byron Bay inland P About 20 miles.
507. Did it go that distance before the railway was made ? Before the railway was made there were no
factories there ; the industry was of a most primitive character. ■
508. It is quite a new business ? Yes.
509. Then you are not able to say exactly how far the railway has led to its development ? ]. should say
unhesitatingly that it is entirely due to the railway.
510. Though wo arc losing so much money on that railway, it has stimulated the occupation of the
district? Yes. ■
511. That is the only consolation we have? Yes.
512. Do you think the same effect would follow as regards this proposed railway between Casino and 
Grafton ? N 0.
513. Because of the inferiority of the land on this line? Yes.
514. If a line from Lismore to the Tweed running through the very best land and the best watered 
district in the Colony loses £29,000 a year, what will happen as regards a line between Casino and Grafton 
through worse lorritory? It must inevitably mean greater loss. It is practically the same distance, and 
will be practically the same cost per mile.
515. You do not see any ray of hope for this line? I do not.
51G. Is a line wanted between Biehmond and the Clarence to connect the two rivers ? I do not think so ;
] cannot see where it would come in, or what interest would bo served. The Casino people say they do 
not want it. The Grafton people want it, but; for what purpose I cannot imagine. There is no doubt 
that some land would probably be thrown open in the neighbourhood, but it is an open question whether 
a sufficient quantity would bo benefited by it, and sufficient revenue obtained to warrant its construction.
517. Looked at as a section of the North Coast railway, is it better to begin at the north end orthe.south 
end ? I should unhesitatingly say that it would be better to commence at tbe other end by a connection 
with the Northern line at Maitland or thereabouts.
518. To go from Maitland to the Manning first ? Yes ; assuming that it was desirable to make a railway 
at all.
519. You cannot find anything encouraging to say about this line ? No ; I cannot.- '
520. You are not prejudiced against it ? Absolutely not.
521.. You look at it from the point of view of a traffic manager ? Yes. '
522. Mr. Watson.] We have had it in evidence from local residents, and from the District Surveyor that 
thero was a considerable area of Crown land to the extent of between 300,000 and 400,000 acres within 
reasonable distance of this projected line ? It would be useful to have a map showing its location. '

523.
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J. Harper. 523, .Mr. Ebswortli, tlie District Surveyor, produced a map showing that that area of Crown lands existed 
2nT_Tono w,,'^in what ho thought would be the influence of the railway ? Yes, we discussed that, aud I showed 

one, . him the improbability of a large portion of it being influenced by the railway,
524. At any rate, it is pretty safe to say that there is a very large area of Crown land ? Yes ; a very
great deal of it is not much good. '
525. It is asserted that about 600 acres would be sufficient fo maintain a family. Assuming that for 15 
miles ou each side of the line the land was settled lo that extent—say, for 50 miles of the 64 miles of 
railway—that would mean about 1,500 families settled there ;—should we be likely to get sufficient traffic 
from that number of families to justify the making of the line P Certainly not.
526. In the evidence of Mr. Varley, who is president of the Dairymen’s Association at Grafton, there are 
estimates given showing the amount of traffic that he anticipates from the settlement of less than 500 
families, and his total estimate works out at nearly £16,000 a year P 1 s he going to get that out of butter ? 
Assuming that 500 families each produced a ton of butter per annum, that would give 500 tons.
527. He speaks of cream going to the factories ? That would make the traffic less.
528. Is there-not more bulk in cream than iu butter ? 1 do not know how many tons of butter they 
expect to produce. 1 notice that that gentleman's estimate exceeds very largely all that we are earning 
in tlie 63 miles of settled country between MurwiUumbah and Lismore, with a population of between
20,000 and 30,000. That is a complete answer at once.
520. There is one item which seems a very large one—that is the estimate that there will be 0,470 adult 
fares, giving a total revenue of £6.000 ? I will give an idea of what the total earnings have been on tlie 
Lismore to the Tweed line. On the Lismore line we carried last year 28,178 passengers, and the total 
earnings from passenger traffic amounted to £5,420. That includes the whole of that district, wliich is 
immeasurably richer than the one in which the proposed line is to he made, and carries a population of 
between 20,000 and 30,000, as against 100 on the other line. Tlie returns from goods and stock traffic 
amount to £5,978, giving a total revenue on that line of £11,393. Mr. Varlev tells us that we are going 
to make £4,000 or £5,000 more on this line than we are making on the Lismore line. That answers 
itself.
530. What Iraffic, leaving dairy produce out of the question, do you think it would be fair to anticipate 
in the way of goods from Grafton or from Lismore; supplies for fhe people settled on the river—1,000 
families P It would depend on where they were settled,
531. Take an average of 20 miles ? Say 5,000 people. I should say that under favourable circumstances 
we might get a revenue of between £2,000 aud £3,000 a year.
532. Have you any data on which you can form a rough opinion as to tlie traffic which the dairy trades 
would give you under similar circumstances ? Nothing beyond the valuable evidence that we have of the 
traffic on an existing line over a similar distance, in inlinitely belter and more thickly populated country.
533. You have two ports in that district—one at .Byron Bay? All that is shipped from there-is 
infinitesimal,
534. They have a very important factory there, have they not ? 'Butter runs into very little in the way
of freight. The average freight is about 5s. a ton. "
535. So you have to rely on what you can make out of carrying supplies and from fares ? Yes. The 
fares on the Lismore to the Tweed line represent more than the goods traffic. Generally speaking, it is 
the other way, the goods traffic being the greater earning power; but in that district, owing to most of 
the traffic being low-class produce, such as logs, cream and butter, there are very small earnings from 
what is fairly big work, and that includes sugar-cane too—8,000 or 9,000 tons of sugar-cane.
536. Would that be carried at a very low rate ? Tbe average rate is about 2s. a ton.
537. What basis have you taken for your estimate—the existing population or the prospective increase ? 
I have more than doubled the estimate for Casino traffic, as there was no other means of getting at it.
538. What basis have you taken for your working expenses—a daily service ? Xo ; a tri-weekly service.
539. Assuming that this line was constructed, with a view of giving increased value to and settling the 
Crown lands in the vicinity,do you think that, with the settlement of 3,000 families, you would be able to 
earn more than working expenses ? .Xo. Eirst of all, you would want to catch the families.
540. Assuming that they were there? No, that would not pay working expenses.
541. So that even a reduction of the capital cost would not be sufficient to compensate if it were possible 
to make the line much cheaper ? Xo. The actual working expenses on tho Lismore to the Tweed line 
during 1899 were £7,369.
542. Js that a daily service ? A daily, and in some cases a tri-wcekly service.
543. Has there been any large increase of population along the line, as well as at each end? Yes ; in the 
llichmond Biver district.
544. That population has been settled for the most part upon land which was previously held by large 
owners P Xo ; a great deal of it is original selections which, until the line came along, were virgin forests.
545. I am thinking of the additional population—was that upon Government laud, or upon private land?
T think most of that land had been taken up by selectors in 640-acrc blocks before the line was made.
G4G. So that the increase has been in privately-owned land ? No ; I think most of the land has been 
acquired from those who originally took it up.
547. The increase of settlement has not been by means of the selection of Government land, but by 
acquiring it from private hands ? Yes ; there has been some private land taken up.
548. Was there much Crown land available after tho line was constructed? I do not think there was.
549. You expressed the opinion that the people would be more likely to be attracted by a chance of leasing 
or buying the richer lauds held privately on the Upper Richmond? Yes.
550. Than by the chance to take up second-class land between Grafton and Casino ? Yes.
551. Have you any idea what they pay usually as rental for those richer lands P No, I could not say ; I 
think there are only ten selectors on them.
552. There is a great deal of land in the district which is rented;—we were told locally that the rent paid 
for privately-owned land for dairy purposes ran from 5s. to 7s. Gd. an acre;—do you think people would 
prefer to pay that rent for land ou the Upper Richmond to paying, say, 7id. an acre, which is 2{r per cent, 
on the 25 per cent, valuation of the district surveyor? 1 think they would take up the best-improved 
laud. The disposition would bo to go for the bettor class of land.
553. There is a very big difference in the rent ? Yes; and a big difference in the land.
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551. Have you lieon along tlie route of the projiosecl railway? Yes. , J' Hftl,Per*
555. Did you notice any of that second-class land after it had been cleared? Yes; it was specially ,----A~—'i
pointed out to me. 20 June, 1900.
556. There seems to be a vast improvement there as compared with the virgin forest ? Yes, there is in 
all land when it is cleared ; but.[ do not know much about the quality of the herbage.
557. It would appear that land up there with a good rainfall and a warm climate would not require to 
be intrinsically so good as other land to feed stock on ? No.
558. Did I understand you to say that you did not think much of the timber traffic which might be 
expected on the line? 1 think that a great proportion of it would find its way either down to the 
Eichmond or into the river. Some of the timber from tho north would come to the line; but it is 
questionable how far it would pay them to have it carried by rail.
559. Local evidence went to show that the greater part of the timber would be tapped by the railway 
where it crosses the Eichmond Eangc? The greater part of tho timber is north of that point.
5G0. It would come to the railway about there ? 1 do not think so.
501. "Where would you say it would come to the railway? I question whether it would pay to carry it 
at all from that direction. .
5G2. AVe were told that the line, where it crossed the Eichmond Eange, would be 10 or 12 miles from the 
good timber;—do you think that that would be too far? No; but J am thinking of a largo volume of 
timber draining tho whole of fhe Eichmond Eange. It is no use talking of a supply that would give out 
in three or four years.
5G3. The range, after it is crossed by the line, curves lo the northward, and runs parallel to the line some 
litfle distance ? Yes. '
501. What makes you think that the timber, say, south of midway between Casino and Grafton would go 
to Lawrence rather than to Grafton for shipment ? T mean timber south of the line, not north of the line.
505, The local forester states that the timber laud is mainly unsuitable for farming? Yos.
5CG. He estimates that if the timber were cut within a reasonable distance of the line, it would yield 
£80,000 iu royalties, in addition to the railway revenue? Well, wc want to go to tho experience of the 
more northern rivers, where they have more timber,
5G7. What has been the experience there ? It is all included in the tonnage I have given you.
568. Does that Lismore to the Tweed railway tap good timber land? Yes ; there is magnificent timber 
down thero.
509. What sort? Pine, tallow-wood, and iron-bark.
570. And the railway does not seem to attract it ? The railway attracts it, hut thero is not much value
in it. '
571. Mf. ShtpherJ.] Yon have been over the route of this line ? Yes.
572. Do you think the country is of such a nature that the railway would bo likely to cause a large 
population to settle for the purpose of cultivation ? No ; certainly not for tho purposes of cultivation.
It might by-and-bye, when the people are crowded out of the better dairying districts, become a good 
dairying district.
573. What proportion of that country do you think would be suitable for agriculture ? I should imagine
a very small proportion—only land on the creek i; that is, for such high-class agriculture as you would 
expect in that district. . ' "
574. Is it good grazing country ? Yes.
575. As grazing country alone it would not he likely to support a railway ? No.
57G. And timber, as a rule, is not sufficient to support a railway? No; it is a eons!antly disappearing 
quantity. " *
077, What is the nature of that country ? It is ridgy forest countrv.
578. Is it pretty rough all the way along the line, or is a largo portion of it comparatively level ? There 
is not much of it level till you get within 3 miles of the Eichmond.
579. The ridgy country is not considered fit for cultivation ? No, it would be very poor agricultural 
land.
580. Have you any idea what area of laud on that line would bo likely to support a family ? I should 
think that it would be land that would carry a cow to 4 or 5 acres.
581. 1 think you aro opposed altogether to tho construction of this line ? My feeling is Lius : That it is a 
line which is not of pressing urgency, not nearly so pressing as a lot of other lines which are required for 
the development of the country. The people of that district have got their waterways on either side of 
them at reasonable distances, and there are excellent roads communicating with the waterways. There is 
very little prospective traffic for a railway.
582. Mr. McFa?'lane.] Does not the estimated cost of this railway from Grafton to Casino appear rather 
high—over £7,000 a mile ? Ido not know tho details of that; it is Mr. Deane’s estimate.
583. The estimate of the proposed line from Casino to Lismore is about the same ? Yes.
584. Can you tell whether there were two separate estimates ? No. I think, in the first place, tho 
estimate was prepared of a line projected from Lismore through to the Tweed ns part of one whole; but 
I fancy that Mr. Deane has revised it recently.
535. You have in your hand a map showing the disposition of the timber on the proposed line? Yes.
586._ Could you give the Committee au idea of how tho traffic would be affected on this lino? I am under 
the impression that to tho north of the 29th parallel the timber would go to the sea. The greater propor
tion of tho timber south of the line would fall into tho Eichmond and the Clarence, and would not be 
attracted lo the railway. On the western side of the line, south of the 29th parallel, tho timber would 
probably be attracted to the line.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Grafton to
Casino.

Cecil "West Darley, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—

C.W. Parky. 557, %rr_ Wttison.] In connection with this proposed railway from Grafton to Casino, if: is tliought 
/■—'■''—“'n adrisable to get some information from yon ns to the present state of tlie Clarence Elver from a 

21 June, 1000. navigation standpoint, and also as to the works which you are carrying out in connection with the river;— 
could you give the Committee a short statement on the subject ? The improvements at the entrance to 
the Clarence Kiver, as originally proposed by Sir John Coode, were estimated to cost £615,182,
Parliament has approved of a certain portion of the scheme being carried out involving an expenditure 
of £25-1,800. "What is known as the middle training-wall has been completed, and so far has been very 
satisfactory. We have deep wafer all along fhe wafl.
588. Has the construction of that middle training-wall meant the abandonment of an earlier scheme, 
which was partly carried out by Mr. Moriarty, for a training-wall further south ? Mr. Moriarty's scheme 
is not under consideration. It is Sir John Coode’s scheme that we are carrying out.
589. Mr. Moriarty’s first idea was anterior to that P Yes ; that was based on only a small sum of money 
being expended there. It was not thought that the Government would enter on costly works. The 
training-wall lias, so far, been such a success that it has got rid entirely of the inner crossing, and we 
have permanent deep water inside the entrance now, and fho bar lias certainly kept bettor and more 
uniformly good than it used to do. I think the direct scour on the bar bas been benefited. The portion 
of the scheme that was authorised was the removal of the north reef; but it was pointed out at the time 
the matter was under consideration that that might be impossible, and it was found impossible to remove 
that reef until we could get still water under the shelter of a southern broaksvater. So tbe work of 
removing the reef, which has been authorised by Parliament, lias not been entered on, and cannot be 
entered upon yet,
590. Not until you get the southern breakwater? Wc must have the shelter of the southern breakwater.
591. Dr. Garran.] How much of it ? We require nearly the whole of it.
592. Mr. Watson.] You have a certain portion of the southern breakwater already done, have you not ?
Yes.
593. "What would remain to be constructed before you would get sufficient shelter to enable you to take 
away the middle reef ? 1 think that by fhe time we got half the length we could do it. We require to 
construct 1,200 feet.
591. Is that in addition to what is now constructed ? Yes. It lias only just been started. Very little 
has been done since Sir John Coode reported on the scheme. Wc have simply been tipping stone there 
to replace some washed away.
595. Could you give a rough idea of the cost of completing sufficient of the southern breakwater to give 
the desired shelter ? The southern breakwater is estimated to cost £146,459 altogether.
596. So that an expenditure of about £70,000 would be necessary to complete half of it ? Yes, an 
expenditure of £60,000 or £70,000 to give sufficient shelter to get at the reef.
597. Do you think the removal of the middle reef would, apart from its allowing sufficient water for 
vessels, assist the general scour on tbe bar ? I think it would. A.t present it scatters the current, 
sending it north and south. But if we could get tho southern half removed we should improve the 
passage between the reef and the end of the training-wall, and concentrate a larger scour straight out 
eastward.
598. Can you say what is tlie depth that you can fairly rely upon as the result of the work you have 
been so far engaged in on the bar, and then inwards for some distance ? Of course the bar varies much 
with the wind. At present there is about 10 feet of water on tbe bar. That is in what is known as the 
sonthern channel. It is a good channel, but it is a crooked one. The eastern channel is the best—that, 
is the straighter channel. It shoaled up after long-continued north-east winds. Jjast year we did a 
little dredging on it, and it kept deeper for some time. If the westerly winds set in again I expect the 
current will move back to the eastern channel. The southern channel turns round the breakwater and 
goes down the coast. It is a good channel, but not a nice one for slrangers. The regular traders know 
it. If we had the breakwater it would tend to concentrate the current and keep it towards the eastern

, channel, and shut up the southern channel.
599. "Would the construction of tho breakwater ensure a good depth, beyond the probability of alteration, 
by tho prevailing winds ? The bar is one that will vary with the wind. There is no doubt that if the 
northern breakwater had been constructed also it would tend to make the bar more permanent. Tlie 
southern breakwater would do all that is necessary to maintain a good entrance to the river.
600. Do you know whether the sand on the bar is of great depth ? Yes, there is a great depth of sand 
there.
601. So if you can get sufficient scour there is no douht of its being able to remove the sand from the
bar? It would if we could get one good flood. JVe have had no flood since the inside works were t
carried out. A flood would open it for a long time. It has not had a good wash out since the works 
were constructed.
602. You said the construction of that southern wall had had a good effect on the channel ? Yes, a very 
good effect.
G03. And what was formerly known as the inner crossing has now disappeared ? Yes, it has quite gone.
The inner crossing was an opening down from the eastern end of Frcoburn Island towards Yamba.
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601. The crossing that one time blocked up tlie channel has disappeared? Tes, It is quite gone. Once c. W,Doriey.
you get over the bur it is all deep water up into the entrance. Where tbe deepest water is now was dry
land with timber growing on it at the time when Mr. Moriarty dealt with the matter. M Jano,1900.
605. Have the inner works been fairly completed now ? AYhat is known as the Goodwood Island training-
wall has been completed, and tbo next work authorised is known as ihe Iluka training-wall. That 
training-wall was designed by Sir .John Coode to follow round the foreshore from the southern portion of 
the North Spit. 1 have been watching the action of the current in the bay for some years past, and I 
find that we cannot draw the current out of that bay. Tho Goodwood Island training-wall is not 
sufficient. The current si ill turns into tho bay, and then goes southward along the North Spit, and 
strikes the south training-wall nearly at right angles, causing an oddy there and deep water. There is 
about 55 feet of water where the currents meet. I came to the conclusion that as long as that continued 
the entrance would never be very satisfactory. The current always lends, in passing down from Iluka, 
to fall out towards the training-wall, making the channel between the point of tbo Spit and the south 
training-wall very narrow indeed. It is not more than 250 feet wide at present. I got out a scheme v
which the Minister authorised for a training-wall to cut out the bight altogether, going in a curve from 
Iluka inside Goodwood Island training-wall, and turning round nearly parallel with the south training- 
wall to meet the inner north training-wall. Vo aro now engaged in ihe construction of that work, and I 
think it will have a beneficial effect,
606. These currents from tbe North Arm have to follow the old training-wall along the foreshore of Iluka 
or get through before that ? It will work round in front of that wall; it starts from the western corner 
of the Iluka shore.
607. Was a wall round the Iluka foreshore constructed? No, no money was spent there; but we aro 
moving it out into the bay. Instead of a concave curve we are mailing a convex curve.
608. Do you anticipate that in the further concentration of tho current by means of tho training-wall 
you will be able to keep the scour sufficiently strong to have a fair depth on your bar? It will tend to 
to widen the channel at tho North Spit, to keep a better charm el along the training-wall, and conccntrato 
a boiler scour on the bar.
609. Do you think tho deptli you are now able to maintain on the bar will be sufficient, without the 
breakwater io ensure navigation for steamers of reasonable size? We cannot maintain a permanent 
channel under present conditions. Since wo have carried on the work of the south training-wall, there 
has been no actual block to navigation. There lias always been a south or an east channel, though at 
times not very good. Wc have a dredge now specially lilted for bar work ; last year we sent it up there, 
and in a few days she took enough off the top of the bar to again draw the current on to it, and it has 
gone on deepening. Wo can keep tho navigation sufficiently good there tor the present trade without 
outside expenditure. If they want to bring bigger steamers that can not be done without more works 
being carried out, but the present steamers have not been obstructed.
610. It would seem from what you say as to the character of the boifom of tho bay outside, that thero 
would always be some danger of its shoaling up? The name of the bavin the old days was “Shoal Bay.”
1 think iho name was given to the place by Captain Cook. The shoals prevented the Clarence Itiver 
from being found for many years after this country was occupied. People did not like going in there.
There is a vast amount of sand there which ivill always keep on the move, and the bar must fluctuate.
61L But with tho dredge that you have now it would soem lo bo a comparatively easy matter to get a 
sufficient depth of water for steamers now trading there? Wo keep a special dredge for bar work.
Whenever wo hear of any bar being in a bad stale that dredge is immediately ordered aivay to the place.
The day that we got information that this bar was shoaled up the dredge was sent the.re, and in a few 
days she did so much work that she greatly improved tho bar. and it went on improving afterwards.
612. Assuming it was a moot point whether it was worth while Extending both breakwaters in order to 
get an increased depth of water, would you still think it necessary to spend this extra £70,000 on the 
southern breakwater to assist iu the removal of that middle reef ? 1 think it would be desirable. There
is another reason that may be given, aud that is, that for the inner work we want chiefly small stone, but 
for the breakwater we want only large stone. At present wo arc working the quarry, and we have lo 
break the stone small for llic training-wall. If wo havo to complete the inside work and then make 
the breakwater, wo shall have to waste an enormous quantity of small stone that we cannot put into the 
breakwater. If it is to be done at all it would be better to face it before we have done all the inside 
work. The country would save a large sum of money by having it done now, instead of postponing it 
until the inside work is finished, " ‘
618. What do you estimate the cost of the removal of that inner reef would be ? It is estimated to cost 
£28,500.
614. That would be, roughly, to remove that reel: and to put a sheltering breakwater to the extent 
necessary would cost another £100,000 ? Yes,
615. Going up towards Grafton, can you tell us if there are any obstructions, and what is the nature of 
them? There is a shoal near Elizabeth Island carrying from 10 to 12 feet of water. We dredge it 
occasionally, but after a fresh it shoals up again. I think there would bo no difficulty in deepening it to 
15 feet if necessary. The bottom is only sand and shingle.
616. Does that extend to any great length along tho course of the channel? No; it is a short shoal.
Then, at the Elbow, near Lawrence, there is a short patch with 12 feet of water. At that place the river 
has a very sharp bend, and to enable large vessels to go up it would be necessary to carry out the construc
tion of a training-wall and do some dredging to straighten the river at that place.
GL7. Would that be a half-tide wall, so as not to interfere with tho floods ? The river is too wide there, 
and 1 would carry the wall up lo high-water mark. Immediately below Lawrence there is a very narrow 
place, and there there is 60 feet of water, because the river is loo narrow. The next shoal is at the 
Dlmarra Crossing—it is rather a long one. Wc deepened that to 14 feet a few years ago, and since it was 
deepened it is keeping very good.
CIS. Could you give any estimate of what it would be necessary to spend lo equalise tho depth ? Wc do 
that out of revenue votes. It is really part of the maintenance of the river.
6L9. The training-wall would not come into that? ] have not prepared an estimate of that.
620. It would not amount to a very great deal ? It would not.
621. Then, from what you say, it seems that even with the work so far completed, the navigation can bo
fairly relied upon for steamers of the size of those at present used ? Tes ; there would bo no difficulty 
in opening the navigation up to Grafton with a depth of 15 feet. 622.
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0. W.Darley. G22. You tliick tliat cau be fairly relied upon now? Not now, but there would bo no difficulty in 
A'—“v obtaining that depth.

21 June, 1900. g23. Taking the present condition of the rirei', what could you guarantee for vessels without a further 
vote from Parliament ? Vessels drawing 12 feet of water can navigate the river easily enough.
621. If this line is constructed it is possible that another length from Casiuo to Lismore will be 
constructed, aa there ia a probability of a certain amount of traffic going towards tbe Itichmond at 
Lismore ;—what is the present condition of the navigation of that river? The Itichmond bar is now very 
fair, and it is maintaining its depth. We can always count on having 13 feet of water on the Itichmond 
bar at present. Tbe inner crossing of the Itichmond bar is not yet established ; it is in a transition stage. 
The middle training-wall is being constructed there, and I think it will have a very beneiicial effect. 
We aro moving the channel now from its souihern course to a more direct northern course towards tho 
bar. I think in a very short time that will be a good channel. It is improving every day. *
G25. As the result of the construction of that middle training wall ? Yes.
626. Is that in addition to the plans of Sir John Coode ? Yes. We had the same trouble at tbe Clarence. 
1 fancy the mistake in both cases was in having the entrance so wide inside. The current made down to 
the south shore, then ran up along the southern breakwater, and crossed and struck the northern 
breakwater at right angles. There was no direct run to the bar. Experience shows that we must direct 
the current for as great a distance inside the harbour as possible on fo the bar, without any turning. 
That training-wail is having tbe effect of directing and strengthening the current. There is a patch of 
hard sand in front of Ballina which we are removing, More current is passing through the north 
channel every day, and when we get a little more of that sand removed, wo can bring the whole current 
into the north channel and shut up the other altogether.
627. Does that mean that some of the expenditure previously incurred under Sir John Goode’s scheme will 
he wasted? No, because we are only carrying this wall up to high-water, so that the floods can cross it. 
Sir John Coode’s work will prevent any big flood from bursting out behind our works, they will give freo 
vent to the floods, and when a portion of the southern breakwater is carried 12 feet over high-water, that- 
will prevent any break-out where the river has broken out before. But for that it might break out south 
of tho entrance.
62S. It will prevent the flood-water from breaking out south of the southern breakwater? Yes. If it 
broke through there the channel might be changed and taken away from the present entrance altogether. 
If the southern wall had been made originally to its full height, the other works would not have been 
necessary. But taking everything into consideration it is best as it is,
629. It affords a greater escape in case of flood ? Yes, a greater relief for big floods, and we concentrate 
the whole of the normal current of the river in the north channel.
630. Will tbe removal of that indurated sand crossing near Balliua be expensive ? One channel has 
been cut through, and wc are widening it. The work is not expensive, tho sand being easily dredged. Wo 
have a dredge ready to go up there with special cutting gear, which will dredge and pump tbe sand away 
without any blasting.
631. Could you say what has been spent ot this entrance, taking the breakwater and two training-walls ? 
The total expenditure has been £260,241,
632. What will bo necessary in addition to what has been done for the completion of the two break
waters? We have £96,000 still available of the amount authorised. There arc certain sums which have 
been spent, which must be re-credited to tho vote. The original estimate will complete the work. Wo 
spent money on the North Creek canal, but that expeuditure was forced upon us. It is really not included 
in the original estimate, though it was absolutely necessary to do the work.
633. Will that £90,000 be sufficient to complete both breakwaters ? I think it will nearly finish both 
breakwaters. If we take the other 10 per cent., which we are entitled to under the Act, tlie other 
£30,000 will complete the whole work.
634. At present you are proceeding with the southern breakwater ? Yes; I am pusbiug on with tho 
southern breakwater, employing double shifts, which are working day and night,
635. Then do you intend to take up the work on tbo northern side when you have completed the southern 
breakwater? In a few month’s time we shall go on with the northern breakwater. \Yc wanted to got 
the southern breakwater more advanced before doing so.
63G. Vessels going out of the Biehmond Biver have to steer pretty well a north-easterly course from the 
bar to avoid the shoaling outside? The current, after running down the north breakwater, turns north
easterly. hut 1 think that as we concentrate the current more into the north channel, it will tend to 
straighten out.
637. I understand that further up the river you have some works in progress, and that yon arc asking
for votes to enable you to remove the obstructions? There are several shoals up the river that want 
improving, apart from places where there is rock extending into the river, which I recommended should 
be removed to improve the river generally. I may mention the chief obstructions. The first is at tho 
upper end of Pimlico Island, where there is about 10 feet of water, which wants deepening a little. It 
is silt which can easily bo removed. Then there are the Blackwnil Plats immediately above VTardell. 
There are about S feet 6 inches on the Blackwnil Flats at low-water. That wants deepening. It is rather 
a long shoal, about 1,000 feet in length. .
638. That is indurated sand ? Yes, a hard sand. Part of it, I believe, is soft; but there aro bands of 
indurated sand in it. Tlie next obstruction is at Goat Island, there is about 10 feet of water there which 
requires deepening, it is silt, and could easily be removed. The floods broke out a little above thero 
twice, and, I think, that caused the Goat Island shoal. Then there is another shoal about a 'mile below 
Woodburn with 10 feet of water on it. Then about a mile below tbe Elbow' thero is another. Swan 
Beach, with from 9 to 10 feet on it, and which should be deepened. That also consists of soft material. 
There is a shoal a litlle above tho Elbow, also consisting of silt with 9 or 10 feet of water on it. Tho 
ruling depth from Coraki to Lismore is about 10 feet.
639. The removal of the obstruction below Coraki to a greater depth (ban 10 feet would only permit of 
navigation to that point, or do you anticipate the deepening of the river further up ? Wc could deepen 
the river all the way.
640. Could you say what you will require outside your ordinary annual expenditure in tlie way of special 
votes to remove those obstructions in tlie river, apart altogether from the works at the entrance? I

think
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tliiiili ihat (o put llie navigation of the Ttichmoml River in good order it would require an expenditure of C. ^ ■ Parley.
£50,000 or £00,000 on the inner river. There are many places where we could remove rocks which are ^ “7a
diverting the current. At present there are rocks atA\roodburn. They are rocks overlying soft material, une’ ■
and it would not be difficult to remove them. If i’arliament voted the money we should get some special
plant for the work, such as we have at Newcastle for breaking up the rocks, and doing the work on a
larger scale than we can at present. _
fi-Jl. Have you the figures of the total amount spent and authorised on the_ Clarence and Richmond
Rivers for the purposes of comparison ? Yes. The total expenditure authorised on the Richmond is
£356,H50. The actual expenditure has been £260,2-14. .
642. That is independent of your estimate of another £50,000 or £60,000 that would be necessary to
complete the work ? That amount was for entrance works only. There bus only been very small amounts 
spent in improving the river. There have been no special votes for the river at all. _
643. What amount has been authorised and spent on the Clarence River ? The expenditure authorised 
on the Clarence is only £251,300.
0-14. Has that all been spent ? No, we have only expended £141,000. _
645. That is independent of what was originally spent by Mr. Moriarty ? Quite independent of it.
GIG. I think you said that for the partial extension of the southern breakwater, and the removal of the 
middle reef, you would require another £100,000? Yea. _
617. That would bring the expenditure on the Clarence up to about the amount authorised for the Rich
mond River? Yes. _ _
6 IS. JUr. Mcirarhuie~\ The estimated cost of constructing the south training-wall on the Clarence River is 
£77.700 ? Yes; we have completed it within that amount. It did not cost within £30,000 of the amount 
of the estimate. _
649. Whtit was the actual cost? It was something like £30,000 under the amount you have mentioned.
650. It did not cost within £30,000 of the estimate ? Xo. The works so far constructed have cost about 
£37,400 less than the original estimate. The greater part of that saving was on the south 1 raining-wall.
651. Ho you think there would be a corresponding reduction in the expenditure on the breakwater? Ao.
I think we can do the work for the amount estimated, but I do not think there can be a corresponding 
reduction. It so happens that the channel kept straight out all the time that v,e were doing tbo work.
But had the sand filled in again, as it did in the old days, then we might have had a very large expendi
ture. Fortunately, some years before a big flood had straightened out the channel, and we were able to 
extend the wall without having to fight the current, and the work was cheapened in that way.
652. You remember where the trouble used to arise at the crossing ? Yes.
053, The south training-wall practically cuts the crossing through ? Yes; it is really north where tho 
trouble always was.
654. What depth of water was there usually on that crossing before the training-wall was constructed ?
Nine or 10 feet. It has shoaled up to 6 feet.
655. What depth of water is there along the training-wall ? From IS to 24 feet.
05i‘>. So you look upon the construction of this training-wall as a success? Yes. _ _
G57. How far does the influence of that eccur caused by tlie training-wail extend seaward ? I think it 
extends pretty well to the bar.
658. How far would that be r About 3,000 feet out.
659. It has an influence out that distance ? It has; but the strop" north-east winds would overcome 
that influence and cause ihe sand to train round. As soon as the winds cease the channel straightens out.
660. How far is the shallowest part of the bar from the end of the training-wall? About 3,000 feet out.
GOJ. That will be immediately beyond where you say the training-wall goes? Y’es; it begins to deepen 
very quickly there.
662. Outward? Yes.
663. Once you cross the bar it deepens quickly? Yes.
664'. Ho you not think if the southern breakwater was carried out 1,OCO or 1,209 feet further it would 
send the scour considerably over where the bar is now ? Of course it would.
605. Would not that leave continuous deep water right out to sea? It would certainly improve the 
depth of tho water.
660. I understand, from the captains of boats, that it is only a ridge where the bar is, and (hat the water 
is very deep outside ? Yes; it deepens vory quickly outside, _
GG7. jf the scour removed that ridge, it would leave drop water, would it not? It would certainly 
increase the depth. _
G6S. Ho you ihink there would be any danger of any shoaling beyond that again ? I do not think so.
But 1 should always expect, after a long continuance of north-east winds, to see tfie sand from the north 
shore going across the bar ; but it will be only a temporary inconvenience.
609. Have you anv data showing whnt depth of water there was on the bar after the heavy flood you have 
spoken of? I have a record, but not with me. .
670. Could you give us any idea? 1 could not say how long it kept up.
671. 1 understand that Sir .loim Goode's idea, when he prepared the plans, was to carry out the break
waters first;—was that so ? Yes, lie suggested that.
672. A nd to have the ridge removed ? Yes
673. And if necessary to make a training-wall ? Yes.
674. Is there any particular reason why that proposal was departed from ? T. cannot say.
675. Ho you think that was a wise departure ? I do not think it was a mistake. I think it was best to 
see what the effect would be before a large expenditure was entered upon.
676. 1 understand that the idea was that in carrying out the breakwater, that portion of the training-wall 
could be carried out at the same time, so that the small stone could be used for tbe training-wall, and tbo 
larger stone for the outer works ? Sir John Ceode did not say so. He simply proposed the construction 
of the south breakwater first, He did not give that as a reason. There is no doubt in my mind that we 
have adopted a wise course in constructing tho south tniimnu-wall. It has been contended that we might 
not have done it for the amount estimated, and that it would have caused a great deal of inconvenience to 
tho shipping, and perhaps have temporarily blocked shipping it the channel had gone southward of tho 
wall. Vve should have been fighting against the current all the time whilst the wall was being constructed.
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C. W-Darlcy. ]3ut jf; B0 happened that Sir John Coode came after the big flood that swept out the channel. As I
„''T ^ T"' explained to the Committee, Mr. Moriarty never could have proposed such a scheme as that, for one thing 

unc' * no large sum was ever voted in those days for such works, and he never could have counted on the north 
channel sweeping out. He had to try as well as he could to form the best possible channel where Nature had 
put it. He had to follow round the old channel. Before Sir John Goode's arrival, the large flood came,
and cut off the North Spit, and he said, “ Now we must fix a channel where it is by a new training-
wall." If we had waited, and had not constructed the wall until we made the breakwater, the channel 
might have come south again. Had it done so, ami forced the channel down to the south again, 
we might have found very serious difficulty in constructing the south training-wall, and we might have 
had to block navigation until wc forced the current into the northern channel again. It so happened, 
however, that the channel kept to its new course as long as we were constructing the wall.
677. How long has the present channel along the training-wall been opened up V About thirteen years.
678. Do you think there is no danger of it shifting P It cannot shift now for the wall. •
679. "What class of stone would bo required for constructing the outer breakwater ? Large blocks.
680. About whnt weight? ] should like to get them from 15 to 18 tons in weight.
681. Do you think there would ho a considerable waste in quarrying stone of that kind ? It can onty ho 
advantageously quarried when you have work to do with the small stone. We cannot put small stone in 
with the large,-
682. If the whole of tho training-walls were completed before starting tho breakwaters, would it mean a 
material increase in the cost of the breakwaters if it was found necessary eventually to carry them out ? 
It would.
683. Is there plenty of valuable stone in the new quarry ? Tes.
684. Can that be obtained cheaper than stone from the old quarry ? The old quarry is worked out
completely. We can get stone much cheaper from the new quarry. ■
685. Does it give satisfaction as to quality? I think it will do just as well as the stone out of the old quarry.
686. How were the harbour works at the Richmond River commenced in the first instance—by carrying 
out training-walls or commencing the breakwater? We commenced with the north breakwater first. 
Sir John Goode recommended that the southern breakwater should be made first, but I took a different 
view. Sir John Goode, for some reason, laid great stress on the matter of the southern breakwater, I 
examined into the question, however, and recommended that the northern breakwater should be made 
first, and in support of my views I wrote home to Sir John Goode, and ho entirely agreed with me, 
because certain changes had taken place afier he visited the Colony which rendered that course necessary, 
The channel had worked far north into the bay, and was passing inside the Beacon Rock; so it was 
imperative that it should be moved out to that position as quickly as possible. It was a position causing 
navigation lobe attended with fhc greatest possible difficulty and danger. We commenced with the 
northern breakwater, and pushed that out, closing the channel between Pilot Point and Beacon Rock, 
and then we continued with the northern breakwater, and then went on with the southern breakwater. 
GS7. What is the length of each ? I could not give the exact figures.*
6SS. Is the work of extending them discontinued at present ? The southern breakwater is being 
extended; but not the northern breakwater.
689. Is tho northern breakwater complete? No; tho nothern breakwater was well in advance of the

■ southern, and I saw that it was necessary to go on with the southern, so 1 made a recommendation to the
Minister, and we arranged to stop the construction of tho northern breakwater temporarily, and wre set 
double shifts to work on the south side. We use the electric light, and employ the men day and night,
690. Has any good result followed the construction of tho northern breakwater ? Yes; it straightened 
out the entrance.
601. The object in carrying out the southern breakwater is that it will still further improve it ? Yes.
692. How far have the training-walls been extended on each side of the channel ? There is only one 
training-wall on the Richmond, and that is the middle training-wall.
693, Comparing the entrances of the two rivers before any improvements took place in the shape of 
breakwaters or training-walls, which river carried the greatest depth of water? The Clarence.
GDI. With reference to the shoal on the bar, can you give some estimate of the distance of it from the 
entrance to the river;—which of the bars was the farthest out to the sea from the actual entrance? The 

* Clarence. The Richmond bar was a varying quantity—sometimes it was northwards, and sometimes it was
about a mile south. The Clarence bar is further out from what we may call the centre of tho entrance 
than the Richmond bar.
695. If the works were carried out in a similar way mi the Richmond to what they arc on the 
Clarence by the construction of training-walls only, and not tho carrying out of the breakwater, what 
wrould the effect be ? The two cases are so different that you cannot compare them.
606. You think that training-walls would not have a good effect ? Rxtensive training-walls were 
necessary on the Clarence to fix the channel on the inside.
697. If the two breakwaters were carried out, would not that have the effect of creating a channel on the 
Clarence sufficient to deepen the bar? Yes.
698. I mean independently of tho training-wall ? Then I say no, because the trouble on the Clarence 
was always inside. If we had not gone on with the whole of that training-wall, the channel would have 
gone back round by Yamba.
699. With regard to the navigation of the Richmond River bar up towards Lismore, would it cost any 
very large amount to make the river navigable for steamers drawing 14 or 15 feet of water, assuming that it 
would he so improved as to admit steamers drawing 15 feet of water;—would it cost a large amount to dredge 
the river to enable steamers to go to Lismore ? It would not cost a very large amount to deepen the 
river for navigation. Two or three dredges working there for a couple of years would nearly do it. That 
is merely to open the navigation ; hut T want to see something more—I want to see the river improved to 
carry off the floods.
700. Has the erosion of the banks something to do with the silting up ? Not in the lower river.
701. Have they not had very heaiy washaways ? Not so much on the Richmond as on the Clarence.
702. Have you any remedy for Unit? On ihe Clarence, of course, tho remedy would be stone facings,
which’will have to be used sooner or later. 703.

* Note (o?j f'etvston):—The northern breakwater is now completed for a distance of 2,938 feet, and the southern 
breakwater is completed for a distance of 7,012 feet from starting-point.
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703.. Would that be cheaper than dredging? You would want to do that and dredge too. On some C. W.Darley.
portions of tho Clarence it will have to be done vcrv soon. It would do away with tho necessity for 
constant dredging. ' _ 21June,190O.
704.. With regard to the southern breakwater at Clarence Heads, you said that, in your opinion, if you 
carried out the southern breakwater it would afford protection to enable you to remove the reefs;—is that 
so ? That is one of the objects of it. We cannot remove the reef until tho breakwater is there.
705. Sir John Goode makes a strong point of the removal of the reef ? Yes.
706. Do you think the reef could be removed by carrying out the southern breakwater only? Yes; X 
think the southern breakwater will give ns the shelter which is necessary.
707. You think the southern breakwater would create such a scour as would deepen the water further 
out ? It would direct the scour ; it would keep it from wandering away to the south, and keep it on in a 
straight course to the eastward.
70S. Chairman^] There has been, at the entrance of each of these rivers, an amount of money either spent 
or authorised amounting to a little over £300,000 ? Yes. •
709. That, of course, was designed mainly for the purpose of allowing the settlers in each of the two 
districts served by the river to get their produce to market and get their supplies up by the river? Yes.
710. Do you think, taking a rough view of public expenditure over the Colony, the amount spent on each 
of those places is commensurate with their importance ? I do. X think it is justified.
711. When this total.amount of £350,000 in each case is spent, what will practically be the effect on 
the river, as far as navigation is concerned;—what depth will vessels be able to draw on either of these 
rivers? That money has only been expended on the entrances, llore dredging will be necessary in the 
rivers, and when these works are completed I think vessels will be able to navigate tbe liichmond drawing 
15 feet of water.
712. Could a steamer of 1,000 tons burden go up the river? Ho.
713. Jt would he a fair-sized coastal steamer that would draw 14 or 15 feet? Yes.
714. Do you think the settlers on the river would then have easy and uninterrupted means of getting 
their goods away and of obtaining their supplies ? Yes; with those improvements, coupled with tho 
dredging of the river. 'There might he a good deal of dredging done ; there would he no difficulty in ' 
dredging to a depth of 15 feet in the Clarence.
715. We are engaged in considering the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Q-rafton to 
Casino ; judging from the map and the evidence, the hulk of the settlers in each case are concentrated 
along the river, whereas the district where the proposed line goes is very sparsely populated ;—do you 
think that those people, with the expenditure of that sum of money on each of the rivers, and a little 
more for dredging, would bo fairly well provided with means of communication? If the rivers arc 
opened up they will be very well supplied with means of communication. They want to get their produce 
to Sydney—not from one river to the other.
716. Even if the connecting link Mr. Watson indicated from Casino to Lismore were constructed, and 
the proposed line were made from Grafton to Casino, do you think then there would be any large inter
river traffic, or traffic from one river to the other ? I do not think so. There might be a traffic from 
Casino to laBmorc ; that is good country, and there is good navigation at the river to Lismore, which would 
give an outlet for traffic; but as for the lino between Casino and Grafton, I cannot say much about it.
717. T>r. Gm-ran.'j In an inquiry as to the works at tbo mouth of the Clarence about ten years ago, tbe 
evidence given was that then the difficulty of entering the Clarence was the sharp turn that had to be 
made after passing between the two reefs to avoid the sand-spit in front ? Yes ; to get round to Yamba.
718. I gather from you that since you made the inner training-wall you got the flood down between those 
two reefs ? Between the training-wall and the reef.
719. Your channel is a different one from what there was then? Yes.
720. So that steamers in going in now do not turn sharp to the left, but go straight on ? Yes.
721. So that the whole design of the work has been modified ? Xo ; the design is being carried out.
722. The Committee was told that tho object was to blast away a great deal of the southern roof to avoid 
that sharp turn to the left? Xo ; because the southern training-wall in the case of the Clarence was part 
of the design, it was to widen the channel instead of scattering tho current.
723. To ease off that sharp turn? Xo ; it was to concentrate the current in one channel.
724. "Was the design of this inner training-wall to get rid of that channel near Yamba ? Yes.
725. And to get a straight run ? Yes.
726. Was that Sir John Goode’s idea ? Yes; to shut up the channel at Yamba.
727. Steamers do not go near Yamba ? Xo.
728. So that the entrance to the river now is pretty straight ? Yes.
729. All you want is to widen the channel and keep it open ? Yes.
730. And to widen that channel you must blast away tho north reef ? A portion of it—not all.
731. Is the removal of that reef the most urgent thing that is now wanted at Clarence Heads ? It is 
decidedly wanted. I do not say it is the most urgent thing.
732. What is there that is more urgent? 'Well, perhaps we might say that it is the most urgent of works 
not yet undertaken. Tho most urgent work now is the work we are doing—tho new Iluka wall.
733. How much do you say it will cost to remove this north reef altogether? About £28,500.
784. Can you do that better in winter, when tho westerly winds are blowing, than in summer ? At present 
wo could not do it at all, in either winter or summer. '
735. The view that you put before us now is that you want to remove that north reef, but that you cannot 
do it until you have quiet water, and that there will not be quiet water until the southern breakwater has 
been extended? Yes.
736. So tho southern breakwrater must precede the removal of that reef? Yes.
737. And it is necessary to remove the current ? Yes.
738. That is how the matter stands at present ? Yes.
739. The northern breakwater you do not consider to be so immediately urgent? I do not.
740. Does the water cling to tho inner training-wall as it comes down now ? At present it is divided. A 
portion follows the Iluka shore, and a portion goes along the training-wall; then the portion that comes
along the Iluka shore meets the north bank on the western side of tho north point, and running along it ■
takes an easterly course, and reaches the current along the wall at almost right angles, causing a great

eddy;
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0, W. IDarlcy. eddy; it then flows along tbo wall to the entrance. It is with the view of getting rid of that cross action 
2l"j^~ 1900 *llak ^ ]‘ccomin°ndod the Minister to move the Iluka wall out into the hay.

une, . poe3 central training-wall rest on the sand, or has it, gone down to the rock P It is on sand.
74<2. Does the working of the water round it undermine it? hioj it has kept slipping down to the bottom, 
and we make it up from time to time.
/43. It is working its way through the sand towards the solid bottom? It runs down and checks the 
scour. At the bottom of the wail on the river side the stones have gone right down to the bottom, and 
the water is deep on one side, being about oO feet,
744,. _Tou have to keep on topping it up? IVe had to keep topping it up when constructing it; but it is 
remaining steady now.
745. From what yon sec now, you have no doubt that (he works vou are recommending will be effective?
Ko. * ' ’
746. You have got the channel under control ? Yes.

Charles Edward Eennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
C, E. Rennie. /47. Chairman.] Do yon produce a map showing the character of the various holdings along the proposed 

z—-A——railway t ^ es ; within 20 miles of each side of the proposed line.
21 June, 1900. 74S. And within 20 miles around Grafton as a centre at one end ? Yes.

740. Will you give the details? In the area just described there are 024,500 acres of alienated land ; 
515,200 acres ot reserves ; 742,500 acres of Croivn lands—that is, exclusive of the reserves. The area of 

, Crown lands held under occupation license is 545,700 acres ; the area of untenanted land is 106,800 acres. 
The alienated land is shown on tho map by blue tint, tbe reserves by green tint, and the Crown lands by 
brown tint. ‘ '
750. Could you indicate what is the character of the reserves comprised within that area? There arc a 
great many reserves. The large green patches on the map represent in every case forest reserves. There
re other reserves for a variety of purposes.

751. J notice that there is a siring of reserves practically following the route of the line ;—are they forest
' reserves? Not all of them. ‘ '

752. Mr. Wstion.J Fart of them are railway reserves, are they not ? Yes,
/od. Have you any details as to the rents of the Crown lands held under lease ? The occupation licenses, 
which embrace pretty well tho whole of that brown tint, range from throe-fortieths of a penny to H-d, per 
acre. ‘
754. Chajrmnn.] Coming to the Grafton end of the line, the bulk of the alienated area seems to have 
followed very closely along the course of the river ? Yes, it has.
755. Is it tlm same at the Casino end? Yes. The alienations follow the river at the Casino end.
756. Mr. Wnfson.] That laud under occupation license, tinted brown on the map, has been open for 
selection since 1384, I presume ;—when did the leases run out in the Eastern Division ? I think it was in 
1890. At any rate, they have all expired long ago.
757. Since the lands comprised in the original leases were not selected, it has been held under occupation
license ? The greater part of it. '
758. And has been open for selection ? Yes; the area tinted brown on the map is practically all open 
for selection.
759. Tho presumption is, then, that either the terms have not been sufficiently good to encourage settle
ment on that area, or the land is not sufficiently good ? Yes ; or both.
760. Do you know whether there has been any largo area formerly included tn the leaseholds for which 
occupation licenses have not been obtained ? Praclically, the larger part is held on occupation license. 
As against upwards of 509,000 acres of land under occupation lease, there aro 200,000 acres not so held.
701. Chairman,^ Jf you shut the Grafton end off in the same manner us you do the Casino end, it is 
practically admitted that the line will draw very little traffic south of Graftun ;—suppose you cut it off at 
the Grafton end, would the proportion of alienated land then be larger or smaller tlmu the area you 
put before the Committee? The larger part of the alienated laud would be shut out. The Grafton end 
would include considerably more alienated land in proportion than the other.

THURSDAY, 28 JUNE, 1900.

present
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. John Christian 'Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Garb an, LL.D. Eobert Henry Levies, Esq.

John McFari.ane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Grafton
to Casino.

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor of Statistical Year Looks, Government Statistician’s Department,
sworn, and examined

W. H. Hall. 762. Chairmans Will you furnish tho Committee with statistics, showing the area under cultivation 
—A—-a wiihin the area likely to be affected by the proposed railway from Grafton to Casino ? Yes, as far as it 

28 June, 1900. la possible to get them.
763. Is there any difficulty in this instance ? There is a paucity of information. The estimated popula
tion within the area likely to be affected by tbe proposed railway is 6,700. The estimated population of 
the municipality of Casino—2,050—is included in this number.
764. Dr. Garran ] Do the figures include the population of Grafton ? No.
765. What area does tho return, which you aro about to put in, show in the cultivation include ? It 
includes north of Grafton and away to the range.
766. How near to Grafton ? Ten or 12 miles out. 767,
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767. Mr. Watson."} Do yon take in Lawrence ? Xo ; I do not take in any part winch is likely to be W. H. Hall, 
affected by the sea carriage. /■ ^ *
7GS. J)r. Garran.] How far on each side of the proposed line do you go ? Twenty miles from the coast 28 June, 1900. 
side, and extending to the range on the other side. I put in the following return :—

Krtuhn showing the Area under cultivation within the Area likely to be affected by the proposed Bailway from Grafton to Casino.
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Cultivation. Live Stock. Dairy Produce.
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7G9. Chairman.} Can you tell us the total area under cultivation for the last year, leaving out the Casino 
end, and the total amount of butter manufactured, leaving out the Casino end, and compare it with the 
total including Casino ? 219 acres, excluding Casino. In Casino there would be a small portion south of 
the river, but, ho far as I could gather in my research, the only settlement along the line is about Myall 
and Myrtle Creeks, and very little there. Whenever there has been cultivation, it has not been on more 
than from 5 to 10 acres on any selection.
770. What are the figures with regard to butter, excluding the Casino cud? 401 lb.
771. And what are the figures including Casino? 478,154 lb. _
772. Taking a general view of the settlement along the line, including Casino, has ihe progress of the district
been fairly rapid ? It seems to me that tbe character of the district has changed. If you examine tho 
figures you will notice that the producers have, apparently, given up the growth of cane to go in for 
dairying. The yield of cane has dropped from 17,703 tons in 1897 to 3,029 tons in 1900, so that 
apparently they are giving up one industry for another. _
773. AVTat is the population of Grafton? It is stated in tho following return:—

PnorosELi Railway from Grafton to Casino. 

Estimate of Population,

Locality, Estimated Population,

5,020

500
Within the Population Area of Grafton on the north side of the Clarence River, exclusive of the

Within that jwrtion of the 10-mile radius around Graftmi proclaimed imdcr the Orders in Couucil of 
0th March, 1847, and 8th February, ISod, on the north side of the Clarence "River, and inclusive

6,000

H. DeanG.

774. j!fr. Watson.} Is there any population between the boundary of the municipality, going northward, 
aud the 10-mile radius which you speak of? I think you will find, in the majority of country towns, that 
the municipality extends out from fi to 10 miles.
775. Chairman.] Ifrom how far south are your figures drawn ? Twenty miles.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public AVorks,
sworn, and further examined:—

776. Mr. Watson.] Since you were last examined on this (piestion, the Sectional Committee has inspected 
the route, and taken local evidence, and it appeared to that Committee that there was no likelihood, for 
a considerable time, at any rate, of other than very light traffic resulting from the construction of tho 28 June, 1900. 
line; it has occurred to some members of the Committee that it might be possible to look at this 
particular niece of railway from a different standpoint from that of a line to be connected with the
general railway system of the Colony, and that it might be possible to get a light line, pure and simple— 
more in the nature of a tramway—sufficient to carry the small anticipated traffic which would result:— 
can you offer any opinion as to the possibilities in that direction ? I would point out that, if we did 
that, whatever might be decided upon, the line would have to be built so as to carry the rolling stock 
now running over the Lismore to the Tweed line. The two lines would, uo doubt, be connected. Tho 
Secretary for Public Works has already given notice of a resolution to introduce the question of the 
Casino to Lismore construction. The Government would never leave a smalt gap. It might be a system 
detached from the main system of the Colony, but it would form one system between Grafton and the 
Tweed. The same rolling slock would have to run throughout. I should not recommend any lightening 
of tho permanent ivay. The adoption of lighter rails would seriously hinder the use of the rolling 
stock at present running on the Lismore to the Tweed section. After all the saving would not 
be such a very great one. I believe it makes a difference of about L139 per mile if you knock 
off 10 lb. per yard in the weight of the rails. The difference in cost between 40 and

21—E
GO-lb. rails 

would
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- tsat. Yirould thus be about £200 per mile. When I was last before the Committee, 1 was asked to consider 
28Juuel900 tlues^on cheap construction. I have gone into that matter. At tbe same time I would 

’ 'strongly recommend that no cheapening be carried out; but a certain amount of cheapening could 
certainly be effected, by steepening the railway grade—malting it in that respect more like a tramway, 
and also in sharpening the curves. At the request of the Committee J have revised the estimate, 
assuming that the ruling grade should bo 1 in 25, and the sharp curves 6 chains radius, and I have tried 
also what could be done in the way of cheapening by other means, such as cutting out a portion of the 
ballast, reducing the station accommodation and cutting off a portion of tbe allowance for contingencies. 
I find that by so doing the cost per mile would be brought down from £7,803, at which it now stands, to 
£4,800—that is, a reduction of £3,000 per mile. I have in my estimate considerably reduced the earth
works by putting in steeper grades and sharper curves. The culverts and timber bridges are slightly 
reduced. The ballasting I have cut down considerably. Xo doubt a line could be made and worked with 
less ballast than is shown, although I do not consider it an economical arrangement—it would mean more 
maintenance; and 1 think the price of sleepers perhaps could be cut down. The station works could be 
designed so as to meet first requirements, leaving the future to provide for the rest. I have also cut down 
the large item of £70,000 for Grafton station and works fo £0,000. As I have stated, I have also cut 
oflf a certain amount of the contingencies. I have assumed that, with [proper care, such a largo amount 
for contingencies would not be necessary. I have, therefore, reduced the contingency item by £10,000. 
All these savings amount together to about £3,000 per mile, 1 do not, however, recommend them. The 
only saying which, in my opinion, would bo really justifiable would be the reduction of the large item in 
connection with Grafton station, which T think 1 agreed to in my former evidence. I might say that, 
with regard to making a steeper ruling grade and sharper curves, if those grades and curves were adopted, 
then at some future time, when the traffic increases, they would have to bo altered. Tbe grades, of course, 
could be cut down later on, so as to bring them in conformity with the ruling grade beyond; and the lino 
would have to be altered in location so as to suit the larger radius. In a line of this character, through a 
district of this kind—that is to say. looking at it as a coast district and a country which is largely subject 
to floods—there are certain items of expenditure which it is almost impossible to reduce very much. 
For instance, there are the culverts and timber bridges, the larger bridge at Casino, and the level crossings 
and fencing. You must, in a cattle country, havo strong, substantial fences. You cannot put a cheap 
wire fence there, and you must provide level crossings, and in some cases road diversions, Mr. Stuart, of 
my Department, has recently been over the line. I was asked by the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Sec, to let 
some one go. over it. I told Mr. See I did not think it at all necessary, and that not much good would 
result from it. Still I wished the line to have every chance, and the residents to be perfectly satisfied. 
Therefore, 1 arranged for Mr. Stuart to go, having first submitted the matter to Mr. O’Sullivan, the 
Secretary for Public AVorks, who approved, and this is Mr. Stuart’s report:—

Grafton to Casino.

Memorandum to tlia Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction.
_ Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch, Engineer-in-Chief s Office,

Sir, 1 Sydney, 27 June, 1900.
In accordance with the accompanying instructions, namely, to sec what arrangements could he made to obtain 

land for railway purposes in the event of this line passing, I proceeded to Grafton, and interviewed Mr. G. H. Varley, 
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Munroe, auctioneer and land agent, tho District Surveyor, and one or two 
other leading men interested in the welfare of the district, and in forwarding the construction of the above proposed railway. 
After going into the matter wc came to the conclusion that, as far ns the resumption of the properties within the municipal 
area of the city was concerned, the best plan would be to supply Mr, Varley with a map showing the areas required, and 
to leave the matter in his hands, namely, to get tho people whose pioperties are affected to sell their land at a reasonable 
figure, or to accept the Government valuation. I also informed him that all land outside the municipal area would probably 
have to be given free of cost.

Leaving Grafton, I went over the route of the proposed hue, with a further view of seeing if anything could be done 
towards reducing the cost of construction; but with the exception of the small deviations at 4 and 16 miles respectively, 
suggested by Mr. Burge, and another at 2! miles (this latter owing to the ruling grade having been altered since 
Mr. Burge’s inspection from 1 in 50 to 1 in 60) nothing material could he effected except by greatly increased curvature or 
steepening the grades ; neither of which 1 should recommend, seeing that this line will ultimately be portion of the bforth 
Coast system.

When at Casino I examined portion of a deviation suggested by Mr. Pyers, the Member for The Richmond, which 
he considered would considerably shorten the line. This deviation would leave the present survey between Myall and. 
Myrtle Creeks, and, steering approximately straight, would cross the main Grafton-Casino road near where the Ellangowan 
road joins it, thence skirting round the foot of the low ridges on which the main road runs, and keeping to the left of this 
road it would cross the Richmond River, and gradually bearing round, join the adopted survey at the western end of the 
proposed station-ground. This deviation would go through better land, and shorten the line by 3 or 4 miles ; but against 
this you have an increased area of flooded country, probably more earthworks in crossing the range between Myrtle and 
Sandy Creeks, aud the lulls on the southern side of Deep Creek, and it would not suit the new junction of the Tentcrficld 
line quite so well. This deviation, although not too promising, might be further looked into when the line comes to be 
permanently staked.

CHAS. McD. STUART.
That ]ast proposal of deviation is a straightening of the line very much as shown on the map by the blue 
line, except that it comes a little further to the west, so as to join in on the western side of Casino. I 
think evidence was given to the effect that any straightening of the line there would be rather more costly 
than the line laid out.
777. Mr. Stuart, having recently gone over tho line, is of the same opinion as previous surveyors who 
have gone over it, namely, that it cannot be materially cheapened without increasing the grades and 
curves P Yes.
778. The savings which you say are possible amount to about £192,000 ? Yes.
779. Can you say what would be the speed at which the line could be worked with a grade of 1 in 25, and 
using the class of engine now need on the Lismore to Tweed line? I suppose the engines Viould go safely 
round the 0-chain curve, hut I am sure tho Locomotive Engineer would not like to have them put to 
that test on account of wear and tear. I imagine they would have to proceed pretty slowly. I should 
rot like to see anything faster than 15 miles an hour attempted when going round those curves. 
The bad curves, of course, would be confined only to a portion of tho route. There would still he a 
considerable run of straight line without excessive curvature,
78D. believe the worst curves would be where the Eiehrnond Eangc is crossed ? Yes.
781, Following the spurs which run up to the divide ? That would be the worst place. Then there is a 
place further on—nearer Myrtle Creek, ' ’ 782.
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782. 1£ there were any doubt about being abic to use the engines now in use on tbe Lismore to tbe Tweed Deane,
line with this altered Grafton to Casino line, would your objection still bold good about the using
lighter rails. If the shortening of the curves precludes the use of the engines now in use on the Lismore unCl '
to the Tweed line, would not it be just as well to take tho whole matter in baud and say, “ We will adopt
new engines, and have lighter rails for the Grafton to Casino line”? Even then I would not recommend
that, because, sooner or later, as traffic increases, that line would have to be put on the same footing as
the other, and then the 40 Il>. rails would not suit. Ton would have to renew the road by putting down
60-Ib. or 70-lb. rails, and you would have a lot of material on hand which imu could not use for any other
purpose, because wc do not use 40-11), rails anywhere else, aud we are not likely to do so.
78%. What would be tbe life of a 40-lb. rail with traffic such as you would get on a line of this description, 
using it three or lour times a week ? The traffic would be so small that steel rails would last from twenty 
to thirty years.
784. So that if there were any probability of the traffic increasing to any great extent before that period
expired, it would not be wise to put down 40-tb. rails if other things were equal ? 1 do not think it would.
It would be a great pity to make a saving in that way.
785. You say that, in going round the curve, it would not be advisable to exceed a speed of from 10 to 15 
miles an hour ? Yes.
786. Could the class of engine now in use on the Lismore to the Tweed line take a train up a grade of 
1 m 25 at that speed ? In using steeper grades you would, of course, have to reduce your loads. It is 
assumed, of course, that the traffic would be very small. Only on the assumption that the train loads 
would be very light would it be really advisable to put in such steep grades, or anything like that— 
working it, in fact, like a tramway'. 1 could find out for the Committee how much those engines would 
take up a grade of 1 in 25,
787. Say at a speed of from 20 to 25 miles ? I will obtain the information and send it in.*
788. \V ould 40-lb. rails carry the trucks now in use on the Lismore to the Tweed line if they were loaded ?
Yes, I should think so.
789. Is there any great objection, from the point of view of railway working, and keeping in view the 
probability of only light traffic, to the use of such an engine as is now working on the Camden tramway ?
For this particular section.
790. Yes, in conjunction with the Lismore lo the Tweed line? I should think there would not be for 
that particular section ; but I am sure tbe Commissioners would not approve of using one class of engine 
on one part of the line, and another class of engine on another part.
79L But if you havo two different classes of traffic to deal with, surely it would be permissible to arrange 
your hauling power and other details in conformity with the difference ? That is a traffic question, which 
I have not gone into carefully. Perhaps some of the traffic officers would give better evidence than I.
792. Do you think you have included all the items in which it is possible to make any reduction consistent 
with safety? Yes; I have included all the items where one can make any material reduction. I have 
not made any reduction in the cost of the bridges or timber openings. ] do not consider that desirable, 
because, before those bridges are worn out or decayed, the line would have to be put on the same footing as 
the other. It would have to he made to carry the same rolling-stock.
793. I do not suppose, in any case, the building of a bridge to carry slightly lighter rolling-stock would, 
be very much cheaper than tbe ordinary bridge you construct ? No, not in proportion.
794. The large bridges—I include Myrtle Creel:—come to £25,000; culverts and timber bridges crossing 
all creeks, £80,000 ; so that there is a total of £100,000 for bridges and culverts, and of courso covering 
fbat 7 miles of flooded country ? You cannot build a light bridge and then strengthen it conveniently.
\ou would have to pull it down and build up a stronger one, so that there would be a great waste of 
money when the character of the traffic came to be altered, and you had to use the heavier rolling-stock.
795. Assume a difference of 3U tons in an engine, would the reduction in the case of a bridge, built to 
carry a 30-ton engine, be proportionate to tbe cost of one built to carry a 60-ton engine, or would it be 
greater in proportion P The main girders would he, approximately, in proportion, always allowing that 
there would bo a certain amount of expense in each case, which is common to the two, and could not be 
reduced. Then the platform of the bridge would not be reduced in proportion. The piers and tho 
abutments would be probably very much the same.
796. Then there would not bo a great difference between the two classes of bridge ? No, not at all in
proportion to tho load to be carried. ■
797. Assuming that tho line were constructed, as suggested, with grad.es of I in 25, and curves of 6 chains 
radius, would it then, say teu or twenty years afterwards, be very expensive to make the line up to the 
standard at which it is now proposed? Of course, it would mean a considerable alteration in the location, 
and there would be a cutting down of tbe grades. It might be done, perhaps, by altering the location 
altogether without cutting down. In some few places, probably, it would he cheaper to cut down tho 
grades where curves arc not involved, than to alter the location. I think the additional expenditure 
would, probably, he a good deal more than the difference of first cost.
798. In tho meantime you would be saying ihe interest on the reduction ? Yes.
799. Assuming that a lighter line were sufficient to carry whatever traffic there would be, do you think 
the saving in interest.fqr ten years would make good the extra expenditure which would bo necessitated 
by not constructing it in the first instance according to the original design ? I suppose it would be a 
question of additional earthworks only. Anything else which is saved could simply be supplemented; but 
the earthworks would mean an alteration. A great deal of the work in the way of banking and cutting 
would be absolutely thrown away ; so it would, perhaps, in some of the smaller culverts. You might be 
in a position to save, in the first instance, about £70,000 in earthworks and small culverts. The other 
savings really do not affect the load to bo carried, but those do.
800. Tbe other savings above the £70,000 are in respect of the station buildings and matters of that 
kind ? Yes, and ballast and all the rest of it.
801. What yon would save, then, would be'the interest on tbo capital cost of £70,000 ? Yes. That at 
3 per cent, would be £2,100 per annum, or £21,000 in ten years. It would be difficult to say, at tbe 
present moment, whether it would not cost later on £90,000 instead of £70,000. Of course there might

be
,, * Note (oh rcvtuion):—The gross loads that would bo drawn by A class engine (G-wheei coupled) might be taken at 
100 tons, and the C class (4.wheel coupled and bogie) 70 tons.
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•rr' •PAc>De‘ to s greater diffierencc ; it might cost more than £00,000—that is more than £70,000, p]us the interest 
asJuncWOO ^0r teEL J'ears ; ^ut ^ :‘s difficult to say. I am afraid I. could not give a reliable opinion upon it.

’ ‘802. Z)r, Gctrran ] As a general rule, in railway construction, does it cost more tomake a cheap line first,
and convert it into a good line afterwards than it does to make a good line first? It depends on what 
you want to add afterwards. If, as is suggested, you altered the location later on. 1 think it would be 
better to have the right location at first; but if it is merely strengthening the ballast, or cutting down 
grades, it is better, perhaps, to make the cheaper line first, and improve it afterwards.
SOS. Supposing, in this instance, we make a cheap line, and in ten years find it necessary to convert it 
into a good line, would it cost as much to convert it into a good line, as the saving which would be effected 
by constructing it as a cheap line? My difficulty is to know how much of the lino would have to be 
renewed and altered in location, and built afresh. The comparison would depend upon how much of the 
old work would be absolutely thrown away, and how much would have to he new.
SOd. Would not the working expenses he very much increased on tho cheap line over the dear line, taking 
into consideration the slowness with which the trains would have to he run, and the smaller haulage 
power of the engines ? IS'o ; I do not think the working expenses would be increased, if you had small 
loads and only one train to cany them. Of course, if you had to multiply the number of trains, because 
you could not carry sufficient in one train, it would be a different thing ; hut if you only had small loads 
to carry, and could do all that was required with small trains, I do not think the working expenses would 
be greater with the cheaper line. I do not think tho permanent-way expenses would be greater, Some 
portions of the permanent-way expenses—the maintenance of the line—would be dearer, and others 
cheaper. You would have shallower cuttings, and maintenance wonld be cheaper on that account. On 
the other hand, some of the work, being light ballast, would not be so substantial, and it might on that 
account be dearer. 1 think the two things would about balance.
805. Considering that there is a good rainfall in this district, would it be safe to make a light ballasted 
line? I shonld not recommend it.
80(1. I suppose there is a great difference between a dry and a moist climate in that respect? Yes. "We 
could not do without ballast altogether, as we do on some of the western lines ; .1 do not think the full 
amount of ballast is too much for a line of this character. At tho same time, there is no doubt it could 
be worked with just enough ballast to do the packing up of the sleepers, when they show a tendency to 
subside.
807. Do you think that, under those circumstances, it would stand one of the heavy easterly gales which 
break on that coast? It would stand it right enough, hut I think maintenance would be more costly, 
on account of the smaller amount of ballast.
808. I believe the line you have in the Hichmond district at present is a thoroughly good one ? Yes ; it
is well ballasted with blue metal. .
809. There is no cheapness about that? Ho.
810. You have nothing there to guide you ? Ho.
811. Mr. Wafson^\ That line cost about £13,000 per mile? That was largely due to the heavy nature of 
the cuttings, the tunnels, and the bridges.
812. Dr. Garran.'] But it is a thoroughly good line ? Yes, it is a very good line—a first-class line.
813. You have no cheap line at all on the coast? Ho; they are all first-class lines.
Sid, Chairman.'] The reductions you outline, leaving out the station at Grafton, amount to about £2,000 
per mile ? Yes.
815. At 3 per cent, that means £60 per mile in the annual savings ;—could you make any comparison 
between that saving and the increased cost per mile for maintenance, and the increased coat, if any, per 
mile, in carriage—that is the working expenses? I think tho working expenses would amount to about 
the same on both lines.
816. Would stiffer grades mean larger consumption of coal? Yes ; but if you only have to carry small 
loads, I do not know that that would come into consideration very much.
817. Would not the decreased speed also mean higher eostof working, or would the amount be negligible ? 
I think it would he negligible.
818. Would tho increased cost for maintenance bo a large item as against the £60 per mile in the annual 
saving? I do not think so. With regard to the maintenance of way, I may state that in consequence of 
the cuttings being less deep there would be less cost. As a rule, shallow cuttings are easier to maintain 
than deep cuttings. On the other hand, in consequence of tho small amount of ballast there would he 
more maintenance. I think they would just about balance. It is very difficult to estimate tho difference.
819. At any rate you do not recommend that the changes which have been suggested should be made ? 
Ho.
820. Do you care to offer an opinion as to the advisability of constructing the line at all, apart altogether 
from the engineering question ? It does not seem to me that there is much call for the line. A good 
deal of the first part of the line would be close to the water. A large portion of it would ho more or less 
parallel with the river. When you get out a distance of from 15 to 20 miles you are within a few miles 
of Lawrence. The further end would be pretty well served by the Casino line.
821. And the intermediate part of tho line docs not go through country which is thickly populated ? 
Ho. The country at the northern end of the line seems to he the best. There is more settlement on 
Myall Creek, and on some of the other creeks than there is at the Grafton end except on the river flats.
822. Mr. McFarlane.] I suppose the proposed line could not be used as a Horth Coast line until the 
whole of the line is completed from Morpeth ? Ho.
823. I understand the Hallway Commissioners are opposed to the construction of a Horth Coast line ? 
They opposed the construction of the first section of it—from Maitland to the Manning—which is the 
only portion which has been submitted up to the present.
824. I suppose we could not have a Horth Coast line without that ? Ho.
825. The Public Works Committee, I believe, would not recommend its construction ? That is so.
826. In view of that fact, I suppose, it is probable that it will be a good many years before there can be 
a Horth Coast line ? Yes.
827. So that the proposed line would he merely a connection between Grafton and Casino for many years 
to come? Yes. 1 do not think the fact that it would have to form a part of the Horth Coast line would 
he a sound reason for making a very substantial line, because the solidification of tho line might,

very
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very well, lie left to tlie future. When the JCorth Coast line became an actual fact would be time H. Deane, 
enough to consider the improvement of the line.
828. Even if the first section of the Xorth Coast line were sanctioned, would it not take a very consider- 28 Julle>19™. 
able time to construct the whole length of it as far as Grafton ? Yes. 1 think the first section wonld be
about 100 miles—that is from Maitland to the Manning; and, roughly speaking, it would be about 200 
miles from the Manning to the Clarence. ^
829. Has there been any exploration of any country connecting the Richmond with any other point than 
Casino and the Clarence, with view of getting a cheaper line ? Yes. J think the country has been 
explored : hut it is always considered that any line further to the east would he more expensive on 
account of the amount of water which would be met with.
830. Should the item for constructing a bridge over the Richmond River, at Casino, he charged to a line 
between Grafton and Casino ? 1 think so.
831. A good portion of Casino is on the same side of the river as Grafton ? Not very much. There is 
a good road bridge across the river there.
832. So far as connecting Grafton and Casino is concerned, a railway bridge would not he necessary,—it 
would only he necessary when connecting the Grafton-Casino line with some other railway from Ifismore ?
Yes, hut still it would he involved.
833. In view of that, is it fair to charge it all to Grafton and Casino ? I think so, because it would 
become a necessity to connect it.
834. Should not some of it bo chargeable to the Lismore-Cnsino line, ns well as to the proposed line ?
No ; unless, of course, Grafton is the point to he aimed at. If you want to get to Grafton from Lismore, 
perhaps the bridge ought to be charged as much to that section as to any other ; hut if the traffic is to 
he the other way about—northward—I think it is a fair tiling to charge the bridge to the Grafton- 
Casino section. That is, however, a question of opinion. One thing, which it is necessary to point out to 
the Committee, is this: Members of the Committee have noticed the fact that out of the £3,000 of 
saving per mile, £1,000 is due to the reduction of the Grafton station and works there, leaving £2,000 
due to the cheapening of tho line per mile. ] would point out that out of that £2,000 something over 
£1,000 only is due to the grades and curves, and a little under £1,000 to the lessoning of works which 
can be supplemented afterwards. That is to say, that you spoil the line really by effecting a saving of 
something over £1,000 per mile. You can save a lot of expense without hurting the line at all, by simply 
reducing the accommodation, and afterwards supplementing it when traffic increases, and the require
ments are greater. All you do by this saving is to spoil the line, with grades of 1 in 25 and curves 
of 6 chains radius, and you only effect a saving of £1,100 per mile. It does not appear at all desirable to 
cheapen in that way.
835. Chairman.] Go you know why such a pretentious station is set out at Grafton ? Sooner or later 
the item would have to he drawn upon. It includes a lot of wharfs, offices, repairing shops, and a lot of 
work which, when the system becomes a large one, would be required, hut at the present time it is 
not actually necessary.
83G. Mr. Shephard.'] I understand you to say that the working expenses on a cheap line are about tho 
same as those on one of our ordinary lines ? I did not make anv general statement of that character.
I think the working expenses in this case would, probably, he about the same; but where there is a lot 
of traffic the working expenses on a cheap line would he very much greater than they would be on an 
expensive line.
837. I suppose that the same number of men would he employed in either case? 1 do not know that 
they would. In this particular case I suppose they would ; hut I did not make that as a general state
ment, applicable to all cases.
838. Would not the consumption of coal per hour be about the same ? Yes; with tho same load carried,
You would have to get over the same summits ; the same amount of work would really be done.
839. Supposing you had to travel 100 miles ; a train, travelling at 20 miles an hour, would cover that distance 
in five hours, whereas a train travelling 10 miles an hour would cover it in ten hours ;—that would mean 
ten hours as against five hours’ consumption, and it would also mean ten hours’ wages as against five 
hours ? There would he less fuel consumed with the slower rate of speed.
840. Dr. Garran.] You wonld have to pay more wages if you kept the engine-drivers and guards twice 
as long? Yes ; if you kept them overtime ; hut if the traffic were small, you might not have to do that.
811. Would the consumption of coal ho increased by the stiffness of the gradients? Yes, over those 
gradients; but you would get the corresponding runs down, and would effect a saving in that way. ] do 
not think there would he much difference if you went at a correspondingly lower speed. Of course, if 
you tried to get the same speed out, you would spend a good deal more in proportion on the steeper 
grades.

THUDS DAY, 5 JULY, 1900. .
igrmnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick-Lindesay Crawford Siiei’herd, Joint Christian ‘Watson, Esq
The Hon. Solomon Herbert IT yam. Robert Henry Lev irk, Esq

John McEaeiane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Grafton to
Casino.

Thomas Herbert Wilsbire, Conditional Purchase Inspector, and Forester, Grafton, sworn, and
examined:—

842. Mr. Watson.] Do you know the route along which the proposed line is to be constructed ? Yes. T.H.
843. Can you furnish any particulars regarding the occurrence of timber along the route? Yes. I have Wilshire.
a report, which I will read :— —"‘'—"■v

1. One of tlie finest and densest hardwood forests on the north coast of New South Wales exists atong the u July, 1900' 
Richmond Range, in the county of Richmond. The timber referred to covers an average width of 2 miles on both sides 
of the summit Tine of the range.

2.
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■ori v Eichmond Range runs nearly parallel to the proposed railway from Mongogarie Creek, in the pariah of
W lisnirc. Bushy, to Mount Marsh, in the parish of Marah, county of Richmond, being 13 miles from tho surveyed lino of railway at

the former, and 12 miles ut Mount Marsh, and the distance varies up to 15 miles from the line. From Mount Marah the 
5 July, 1900, range turns easterly and crosses the surveyed route; thence it continues easterly. For about 8 miles cast of the proposed 

railway timber would be drawn to the line ; but any further east along the Richmond Range it would be taken direct by 
teams to the North Arm of the Clarence River. It is anticipated that the railway would carry timber cut on the Richmond 
Range over a length of 60 miles of that range, by i miles wide, comprising 200 square miles.

3. _ The hardwood timbers within this limit arc spotted-gum, ironbark, blackbutt, tallow-wood, red mahogany, grey- 
gum, stringy bark, and bloodwood, Tho following soft -woods also exist in patches within the same area along the range:— 
Fine, beech, teak, black bean, silky oak, and a little cedar, all of which are of marketable sizes.

4. At the present time this forest for 30 miles between Mongogarie Creek and Mount Marsh is nearly virgin. 
Ironbark piles 60 feet long, and squared girders 16 inches by 14 inches and over 40 feet long, have been recently taken out of 
the part just referred to, for special orders ; but its distance by road to shipment on the Clarence and Richmond Rivera— 
from 30 to 40 miles at present—precludes a general trade. The railway, however, if constructed, would open this extensive, 
valuable forest, it being from 12 to 15 miles only from the surveyed line.

5. The general rates for cutting and carriage of timber to the Clarence and Richmond Rivers from the counties of 
Clarence and Richmond, are, for—

Girders—12d. to 13d. per cubic foot, of which the carriage is reckoned at 6d. to 7d., the total payment being 
distributed between the cutter and drawer. A load by bullock trolly contains from 120 to 150 cubic feet.

Logs for saiving—The prevailing rates for cutting and carriage of logs for the saw-mills from the above areas aro 2s. Gd, 
to 3s. per 100 superficial feet.

Piles—For cutting and drawing piles to navigable water from the areas referred to, 6d. to lOd. per lineal foot is paid, 
of which up to 2s. 0d. per pile goes for cutting it. The lengths of the piles vary from the about 30 feet to 55 feet, 
and the 10a. rate prevails for the largest sizes.

_ 6. The estimated quantity of marketable timber at present within the area of 50 miles by 4 mites along the
Richmond Range is three trees of SOO superficial feet to each acre, which, at tho ruling rate of royalty, would yield in 
revenue to the State 4s. per tree, or £76,SOO. This forest area along the Richmond Range will be permanently retained 
for the preservation and growth of timber. A low estimate of its continual production, after the present marketable 
timber is removed, would be one tree of SOO superficial feet per acre per annum, giving an annual royalty, if demand on 
the area to its full capacity were made, of £25,600. *

_ 7- Independent of tins permanent forest area, there arc 139,403 acres of temporary forest reserves adjacent to, and up 
to 15 miles from, the proposed railway, in which large quantities of ironbark and spotted-gum arc the prevailing timbers, 
which will afford marketable supplies for some years.

8. Ironbark is also growing scattered over the unreserved and vacant Crown lauds along the general route of the 
line. These lands are at present only returning small rentals as occupation licenses. Sufficient sleepers to build the line 
can be obtained growing within the limits of the railway reserve along the original trial survey line.
844. "Which of the areas along the route would be available for drawing traffic to the railway ? The bulk 
of the traffic in the shape of timber would be drawn from the western side of the railway line.
84-5. At what point on the proposed line would you first get timber for traffic purposes ? G-oing from 
Grafton you would get it first about Myall Creek and Cainira.
846. "That is from 28 to 30 miles? Yes.
847. ^or how far along the line, going towards Casino, would you continue to get timber traffic ? To 
within about 16 miles of Casino. Of course, 1 am speaking now of good timber.
843. Along miles of the line there would be a probable timber traffic ? Prom 20 to 25 miles.
849. What timbers are included in the area which would be likely to give traffic to the line ? Ironbark, 
blackbutt, teak, pine, a little cedar, tallow-wood, and mahogany.
850. Do yon think there would be any traffic in spotted-gum ? Yes; I think the spotted-gum is one of 
our best timbers. It is splendid timber on the range. It is thoroughly sound, and of great length.
851. Mr. Hyam.] My experience is that the northern spotted-gum is poorer than tho southern spotted- 
gum ? They use a lot in the sawmills up there.
852. Mr. Watson.'] What do they principally use it for ? Por buildings. One of the sawmills turned 
out about 1,000,000 feet of spotted-guai which was grown in different parts of the Grafton district. I 
think the bulk of it came from the south side of the Clarence.
853. Would the line tap a considerable area of pine ? Not a great area.
854. In what direction would the timber go when put on the Imo? Towards Grafton, There would be 
a great probability of direct shipment there.
855. Would it pay the timber-growers to drag the timber from the range, a distance of 12 or 1.4 miles, 
and load it on the trucks for Grafton ? I think so.
85G. la there any possibility of their leaving the railway on one side and taking the timber to Lawrence ? 
Ho 5 if tlioy did that they would do it now, but it does not pay. It has never paid to draw mill-timber 
to Lawrence.
857. Unless a railway is constructed somewhere in that direction, the timber on the main range is likely 
to remain untouched ? I think so, unless a mill is erected somewhere on the road.
858. Lou seem to think that the range will yield a good deal in tho way of royalty ? lam certain it will.
859. Is your estimate made up ou the basis of the old royalties charge? No; on the proposed new 
royalties.
860. There seems to be a little objection to them coming into force ? It looks like it. We used to 
charge 9d. per 100 feet on the reserves and 6d. for other hardwoods. Sixpence is a moderate royalty, but 
it is passed ou. The saw-mill proprietor docs not pay.
8(31, Wrhat class of timber is most in demand for export to outside markets ? Ironbark. Very little other 
timber goes out of the Clarence Elver. "
862. The demand for other timber is local ? Yes.
863. Is a considerable quantity of ironbark shipped from there now? Yes; the trade is active just now, 
and has been for the last two years.
864. What is paid for road carriage at the present time ? Per girders, Is. to Is. Id. per cubic foot—that 
is, for hewn timber.
865. Is that irrespective of distance ? They are drawing 50-feet lengths to Lawrence, a distance of 32 
miles.
866. Is the bulk of the timber obtained in the district, and which is sent to Lawrence, drawn that distance ? 
No ; the bulk of the timber is drawn from 15 to 20 miles.
867.. And do they get an equivalent to that price? Yes. Por hewn timber the charge for drawing and 
cutting is lid. to Is. Id. per cubic foot. The cutter and drawer generally divide between them.
868, Have you a knowledge of the land through which the proposed railway will pass ? Yes; up to 
Myrtle Creek.

869.
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869, What is your opinion of the land from Grafton to Myrtle Creek? It is only second-classj and not 
too gaod second-class.
8/0, Assuming that the railway were constructed) whkt area would he necessary to support a family? 
610 acres, at the very least.
871. To what would it be possible to devote the land? Chieflv to dairying, Tho agricultural land is very 
limited. It only fringes on the creeks. '
8”2-3. Do you think that the land is such that, with improvement in the way of ringbarking and the 
planting of artificial grasses, 610 acres would maintain a family? Tes, With artificial grasses, dairying 
ought to do very well on 640 acres.
874 Has it been shown that artificial grasses will thrive up there? Yes. Some of the selectors at 
Myall Creek are growing paspalum. It is growing luxuriantly,
875. Have any of them tried it on the higher or more ridgy lands ? I do not think so. I have, however, 
seen it growing at Smith’s Creek on very raw sand.
8/6. Does it thrive ? Yes; it appears to be a hardy grass.

■^fom you have seen of the land beyond Myrtle Creek, would you say it is as good as, or worse 
than, that from Grafton to Myrtle Creek ? It does not vary very much until you get into Casino. I have 
made^a rough estimate, and I think that 1,500,000 superficial feet of timber ought to be removed per year 
by rail. 1 -
8/S. How long do you think it would take to exhaust the forests? In view of tho young growth, I do 
not think it would be possible to exhaust them if we had careful supervision and proper working. Of course 
the indiscriminate cutting which has been taking place should not be continued,
fe/9. Do they put the beech and similar woods to anv useful purpose, locally? It is used for building 
purposes; but there is not great demand for it, locally. '
880. Is there any export demand for it ? Ho ; it is very limited.
881. C h air in an.la it because the soft woods arc not valuable enough to allow heavy road-carriage to be 
paid that there has been no outsido market for thorn ? 1 think there is no demand for them. Of course 
there is a great demand for pine,
882. Mr. SJiepJierd,'} Do you think tho country from Grafton to Casiuo is, as a whole, fit for either 
agriculture or gra/.mg? At present it is chiefly used for grazing.
883. What is its carrying capacity for sheep ? Sheep would not do there. It requires 20 acres for a beast.
Ot course it could be much improved by ringbarking and the planting of grasses, so as io bring it down 
to 6 or 7 acres to a beast. o o
881. Do you think the country would be likely to he taken up for closer settlement in the event of the 
railway being constructed ? I think so.
8S3. Do you think a considerable portion of the country would be suitable for mixed farming? 1 think
8 o"- 1S’ ^°r etriUV croPs' There is not much of it suitable for the growth of maize.
think it would0 the tiinbei‘'c!irriasc wooM be scarcely sufficient of itself to support a railway ? I scarcely

887. At what distance from tho lino would it pay to cut the timber ? Any amount can he obtained within 
15 or 16 miles.
888. The country generally is of a hilly character ? It is undulating and level.
con mire the r°“ds fairI-v 8°od ? ■rho road! are tiptop. a1ld there is plenty of grass.
cn ' j lei1 ^ miles would not bo an excessive distance to draw for ordiuarv farm work ? Ho.
891. Is much cultivation being carried on ? It is very limited, except on Myall and Myrtle Creeks 
coo m tht BTlk7 oak S^.o^ ing plentifully ? Ho ; but there is a fair amount'of it.

bo.!vimt size does it attain ? The growth will not be more than from 3 feet to 4 feet C inches
894. Is it a suitable timber for casks ? Yes.
895. Mr Ilcli’arlanr ] What is the annual output of timber from tho Clarence for export ? I cannot say 
exactly, but I should think that it is about 2,000,000 feet o£ iron-bark, exclusive of piles.
806. Is that for piles and girders ? Yes.
897. Where is it principally sent to ? Hew Zealand.
898. Do any of the Horthern rivers ship direct to Hew Zealand or foreign ports ? I do not think so.
osj. JJo you trunk the whole of the ironbark timber on tho reserves, or on the range, would be cut for
export by way of the Clarence ? I think so. I do not think a stick of it would go to Casino. It could
be shipped direct from Grafton or Lawrence.
900. Is the export trade likely to increase ? I think so. There is another mill in commission now for 
the export trade,
901. Do some of the saw-mills use tramways for conveying timbers to the mills ? Yes. One of the mill- 
owners has 12 or 13 miles of tramway running,
902. Is that method cheaper than carrying by team ? It has the advantage that they can work it in
almost any weather. J
903. If the proposed railway were constructed, do you think the timber that is now carried considerable
distances would be earned by tram instead of by team ? I think it would, from the western side of the 
proposed railway. .
904. You have stated that the country between Grafton and Casino is second-class country —do you
mean second-class grazing or agricultural country ? It is second-class grazing country. ’
90o. Ho you know the land on the Camira homestead ? Yres.
call it^first-class^lJnd C3aSB ^ ^ ? th° C3ccePtion ^ tlie agricultural portion of it, I would not
r?snliVlaTWn -“JJ? lni eTi(le,n(r® tliat ™ portions there have been placed under cultivation with good 
results . J hat Mould be beyond the creek only. The fringes along the creek arc fairly good, but the 
forest country is only second-class. ; fa >
ono tVvU claT10fcC0U1ntry-is ‘o when cle:ired for grazing purposes ? Cattle do very well upon it
909. Is it suitable for dairying ? Yes ; with improved conditions, such as good grasses. 1
TntlJ9^6^88 S°U/' ^ 18 rank’ andJI ^PP”80 h is BOUr to°- The country wants well eating out.
In the paddock country, ot course, a good number of cattle are fattened.
disttict p'"' Dom,teet^yearr°°CU^'Cd the Posi^io,1 oi I,wPccl°r Conditional Purchases in the Clarence

912. What district wore you in previously ? The Hunter liiver district.

T. H. 
Wilshiro,

s'jVtyTiaOO.

913.
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T. H. 913. Do you think the whole of the Crown lands along the proposed route, within a reasonable distance 
Wilshtre, route, ivill be taken up in the event of the line being constructed ? 1 think l®r80 area ^

- will be taken up. I have not the slightest doubt that eventually the whole of it will be taken up.
■ U ^ ’ 914. -3iV. JSyarn^] Have you both varieties of spotted gum—red and white in the district r les.

915. Which class of spotted gum predominates? The white.
916. That, of course, is the beat timber? Tes,
917. Is there a large eiport trade in spotted gum ? No ; not an export trade.
91S. Is there likely to be an export trade in it ? I do not see why it should not be exported, _
919. Is there not some objection to it for wood-blocking? Tes; I do not think it stands well in

920. Is it used for bridges ? Not as a general rule; but it ought to do well for decking. It is a splendid
timber. ■ - -l j o -v
921. Is the country through which the railway will pass heavily timbered . les.
922. Would it be difficult and expensive to clear ? You could ringbark it for about Is. an acre. 1 he 
ruling rates there vary from 6d. to Is. per acre. We consider that the land should he heavily timbered
if we nay Is. an acre. . . . j -n
923. Do you think artificial grasses will grow well in the district ? I am quite certain that paspalum will 
grow well. I have seen it tried on much inferior land—on almost raw sand.
924. It will grow in sandy country if there is any moisture, but a good deal of tlie country through which 
the proposed line will pass consists of heavy, raw, clayey soil ?_ There is a lot of it which is very sandy.

- TUESDAY, 10 JULY, 1900. 

grmnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesat Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon, Solomon Herbert Htam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Grafton to
Casino.

Hon.
J. See, M.P.

The Honorable John See, M.P., Colonial Secretary, sworn, and examined
925. Chairman.'] Would you prefer to make a statement of your views, first on this question ? Perhaps 
it may assist tho Committee to some extent if I give a brief resume of tlie development which has taken

,----- *----- * place on the Clarence, the Hichmond, and the Tweed, since 1871. Of course the Clarence was occupied
10 July, 1900. }or somc ye;irii before 1871; but it will hardly he necessary to go back to that period. In 18/1, the 

Clarence the Hichmond, and the Tweed, in fact, the whole of the Northern district from the border to 
the Clarence, was called the Clarence electorate. 1 have had some figures taken out for the convenience 

■ of the Committee to show the development of these districts during the period I have mentioned, and lor 
the purposes of comparison I have had the figures taken out in decades. In 1871, the Clarence Eivcr 
district the Hichmond Hirer district (which is now divided into three electorates, namely, Ballina, 
Lismore, and tho Richmond), and the Toecd River district, which is now a separate electorate, formed 
one electorate At the present time this country comprises six electorates, namely, Gratton, the Clarence, 
tho Tweed, the Hichmond, Ballina, and Lismore. The total population of the whole of thme districts in 
1871 was 13,760 ; in 1881, it was 23 762 ; in 1891, it was 40,394 ; and m 1900 it is 48,000 ; so that the 
increase in the population has been most phenomenal. I will now state the number of holdings exceeding 
1 acre aed the area included therein. In 1871, the number of holdings was 1,528, with an area 
of 109 809 acres - in 1881, the number of holdings was 2,219, with an area of ofi2,533 acres ; in 18J1 

' the number of holdings was 4,061, with an area of 118,513 acres; and m 1900, the number qt
holdings is 5,034, with an area of 1,203,542 acres. The total area cultivated was 2/,934 acres_ in 
1871 38 3^4 acres in 1881, 69,012 acres in 1891, and 81,543 acres in 1900. Maize was the principal 
product in tho carlv years of the settlements. In 1871, the area under maize was 24,635 acres, yielding 
1 044 632 bushels. " In 1881, the area under maize had gone down, because in the interim sugar-growrag 
had been introduced. In that year the area under maize was 22 523 acres, yielding 1 022,890 bushels; 
in 189L, the area under maize was 41,321 acres, yielding 1,486,977 bushels, bp that between 1881 and 
1891 the acreage under maize was nearly doubled. Of course the outlying districts had become more 
•nopulated and occupied as the result, and the agricultural development took place. In 1900, the area 
under maize is 49,402 acres, yielding 1,611,822 bushels. _ Now, 1 come to the area under sugar-eane. 
In 1871 there was comparatively little land under cultivation for sugar-cane, and the statistics m 
reference to that yield are not available. In 1881, in the whole of these districts, the area under 
cultivation for sugar-eano was 11,990 acres, yieldiug 119,300 tons of cane. In 1891, the area under 
cultivation was 22.043 acres, yielding 183,455 tons of cane. In 1900, the area under cultivation is 
22 479 acres. Yieldin'* 169,949 tons of cane. I inay add that when dairying became popular and it was 
proved that it was a'uaying product, some portion of the land which had hitherto been devoted to growing 
cane was used for the purpose of dairying. That is accounted for to a very large extent by the fact that 
a lar^e quantity of the hack land, or what is called forest land, had not formerly been used. It was not 
utilised to the extent it is now being utilised before the advent of the dairying industry. When the 
dairying industry developed and was proved to be a payable one, some of the land hitherto used for 
cane-<*rowin°- was incorporated with the forest land in connection with dairying. I hat accounts tor the 
little diminution there has been in the yield of sugar-cane. Then, 0f course, the seasons would also affect 
the yield to some extent; and there were other causes. I do not want to say anything about the tariff con
ditions but one of the reasons for the diminution was the proposalto abolish the duty on sugar, and, as the 
Committee, of course, know, it was reduced from £5 to £3 a ton. I will now give the figures m r^yd 
to live stock. In the whole of these districts there were 14,130 horses in 18/1; 18,534 horses in 1881; 
32 297 horses in 1891; and 33,646 horses iu 1900. Of cattle, iu 1871, there were 172,327 head. What

J 1 jirfi
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are called the dairying districts of the northern portion of the Colony—away from the river banks— 
particularly the Richmond and the Clarence, and some portions of the Tweed, were primarily used for * ^ ' '
squatting purposes, and it has always been, perhaps, one of the most famous districts in the Colony for jq July 1900 
the breeding of cattle. Therefore, the number of cattle in the districts, as the Committee will observe, 1
is very considerable. Tn 1S7I, the number of cattle was 1.72,327 head ; in 1SS1 it had increased to 217,352 
head; in 1^91 to 219,7US head; tind iti 1900 to 288,old head. There are a few sheep in these districts, 
but not many. The sheep have diminished in number. In 1871 the sheep numbered 20,630 ; andin 1900, 
only 5,051. Swine have increased from 7,333 in 1871 to 34,302 in 1900. Perhaps the most phenomenal 
development in production has been in connection with dairying, hr 1871 there was very little dairying.
The difficulties in getting produce to market were very much greater iu regard to carriage by sea. At ■ 
that time they did not get the advantage of cold storage. Tho butter, if sent, would reach the market in 
a very bad condition. Not only in connection with the Clarence and the Northern districts, but in 
connection with the whole world, the matter of cold storage has largely contributed to the enormous 
development which has taken place. There was very little butter made in 1SS1.; but iu 1891,1,218,580 
lb. weio made, and in 1900, 7.720,884 lb. made, so that the development in the decade has been more than 
six times as much as it was at tho beginning. In the production of ham and bacon there has been a very 
large increase. Latterly there has been, perhaps, as great a development and improvement in the manu* 
facture of bacon as there has been in connection with dairying ; but the dairy business has brought, side 
by side with it, this development of the production of swine, and the enormous production of bacon.
'These figures come from the Statistician, and, therefore, are absolutely correct. In 1891, the hnm and 
bacon cured in the district weighed 145,558 lb., and in 1900 the bacon and ham cured weighed 1,583,7821b.
I had these figures prepared to show the Committee the enormous development which has taken place 
there during those years, more particularly during tho last leu years, in regard to what rvo call the 
dairying industry. J have very much pleasure, Sir, in handing in these figures to be appended to my 
evidence [Tide Appendix], in view of the fact that I wish to emphasise particularly tho importance of 
these districts as to their past, their present, and their future probabilities. 1 shall be very glad to 
answ'er now any questions which may be put to me.
920. Dr. Garran.'] Ton have given us a very interesting account of the very rapid development of these 
northern rivers during the last ten years;—J suppose there has been no parallel to it in any other district 
of the Colony ? I do not know of any.
927. I gather that it has been principally due, first, to the growth of sugar-cane, and, secondly, to the 
dairying industry, which has been made possible by the better steam transit and the cold storage?
Rrimarily, and to tho advantage of the railway between Murwillumbah and the Tweed.
928. Sugar-cane was grown considerably on the Clarence before it was attempted on the Richmond? I 
really cannot say that. Of course, the Clarence is an older settled district than the Richmond.
929. And there was more development on the Clarence before there was ever a mill erected on tho 
Richmond ? I think the first; sugar-growing was attempted on the coast or on the Macleay.
930. It is correct that there was a great deal more sugar grown on the Clarence than on the Richmond ?
I think they attempted to grow sugar on tlie coast, down the rivers, till they found that,they could not 
grow it to advantage on account of tho frosts. In 1871 the Richmond was comparatively unoccupied, 
except by timber-getters. Therefore, any development which has taken place has happened since that year.
931. The navigation of the Clarence was better than the navigation of any of the northern rivers at that 
time ? Very much better.
932. And tlie flats on tho Clarence was where, principally, tho sugar-cane was grown ? Yes.
933. It docs not grow on tho rising ground? It does not grow well on the forest lands. It grows well 
on alluvia] lands.
934. In the Richmond, you have a country out of flood-reach, which is also good sugar-growing country,
because it is trap-rock country ? It is very good. .
935. So that the character of the two rivers differs very much in that respect? Not in the rivers them
selves. The alluvial land on the bank of the Richmond is almost on all-fours with the alluvial land on 
the bank of tho Clarence.
93G. I moan that you can grow on higher and drier land on the Richmond than you can ou the Clarence?
Yes ; but it: it is scarcely river land—it is adjacent to the Richmond. It is alluvial in a sense, but it is 
not formed by deposits. '
937. It is the detritus of volcanic rock which makes it so rich ? Yes.
938. Arc the original growers on the Clarence—the men who took up land in the first instance, and 
brought that land under cultivation—are they mostly the growers there now ? A great number of thorn 
are. Of course, a great number of them have disappeared altogether from the scene; a great many 
of them are dead.
939. Are the growers now a tenant class or freeholders? Mostly freeholders.
940. There are more tenants. I suppose, than freeholders? I suppose so.
941. The great bulk of land on the Clarence was taken up by free selectors ? Originally ; and a good 
many of the farms have changed hands by the ordinary processes which have come about.
912. So far as dairying is concerned, 1 presume the development has been greater on the Tweed, the 
Brunswick, and tho Richmond, than on the Clarence? Yes; it has. In 1891 the production of butter 
on the Richmond was 1,025,934 lb.; on the Clarence it was only 52,639 lb.; and at Grafton it was only 
140,010 lb. At that time there were only three electorates. But in 1900 Lismore produced 2,860,760 lb.; 
the Richmond, 546,540 lb,; the Tweed, *2,594,720 lb.; and at Grafton it bad gone up from 140,010 lb. in 
1891 to 1,157,623 lb. in 1900. And the Clarence, which in 1891 produced only 52,630 lb., had gone up 
to 537,071 lb. in 1900. ^So that the ratio of increase would be almost the same for the decade.
943. Of late years has not the dairying industry developed much more rapidly on the Richmond thap on 
the Clarence ? I do not think so from the figures 1 have given. There was a great area of land on the 
Clarence what we call forest land—which was not used except for tho ordinary purpose of breeding 
cattle. AYith the advent of the Fresh Food and Ice Company, who put up a very large factory—perhaps 
one of tho very best iu tho Colony—the farmers got an opportunity of using their waste lands, and the 
result of that action has been this enormous increase in the Clarence and Grafton electorates, which are 
practically the same district, for they are only divided by an imaginary line. The production of butter 
has grown from 1,218,580 lb. in 1891 to 7.720,884 lb. in 1900. The jnduatrv is onlv in its infancy yet.
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914. You owe that result to the enterprise of a private company ? We owe that to the fact that facili
ties were afTorded to farmers who had cattle to put their milk to the use which the factory enabled them 
to do.
915. It was the enterprise of a private company which gave the stimulus to the district ? Quite so. Of 
course, dairying would bo possible on the rich river flats even more than on forest land.
91B. Has it superseded the sugar-cane much now ? Not very much. I pointed out the total decrease in 
acreage under sugar-cane. According to this return the maximum area under crop was in 1S91, when it 
was 22,015 acres, which includes the whole of the rivers. In 1S91 the area under sugar-cane in the 
Richmond was 13,519 acres, in the Clarence, 8,171 acres, and in Grafton, 325 acres. These three elec
torates were split up afterwards into the .Lismore, the Richmond, the Tweed, Ballina, Grafton, and the 
Clarence electorates. But the total area under sugar-cane iu the whole of the rivers was 22,479 acres in 
1900, as against 22,015 acres in 1891; so that there has been an increase of about 150 acres, notwith
standing the advent of dairying and other causes.
917. Do you know of any riverside farmers on the Clarence who are experimenting in both industries— 
dairying and cane-growing—at tho same time ? Some uf them are.
918. " Do you happen to know which they llnd the more proiitablc ? It depends entirely on the character
of the land. A man who has rich alluvial land-------- .
919. I am speaking of the alluvial banks ? There is no doubt that they can make more money from 
growing sugar-cane on alluvial land than they can make from dairy-farming ; but, iu connection with the 
alluvial flats, there is a considerable area of forest land which they can utilise for dairy cattle, and they 
can work the two things combined. 'There are a great many persons who formerly did nothing but take 
up land and try experimental crops—did a little odd farming, timber-getting, and miscellaneous work. 
They now devote themselves almost exclusively to dairying, notwithstanding that many of them have to 
take their milk for a considerable distance, and they do not get very good prices.
950. Taking the alluvial land only, is there a tendency on the part of farmers to give up cane-growing in 
favour of dairying ? No.
951. The old crop pays the better on that rich land ? Yes.
952. In the Richmond River district, where some men have been growing sugar-cane before dairying 
became fashionable, is there any tendency to give up growing sugar-cane on that land ? Not on the 
alluvial land ; but in what they call the big scrub there is—in the neighbourhood of Byron Bay. Moreover, 
a great number of these smaller factories or creameries have been started; in fact, a great many of tho 
farmers themselves have their own separators. A separator enables the farmers to convert their milk into 
cream, and tho bulk is reduced, and they can reach the factory very much better than they could under 
the old conditions; and the roads are made also.
953. Can a man who has his own separator afford to live further off from a factory than a man who has 
to send his men into the factory P Undoubtedly.
954. That is oue great advantage? Unquestionably. I will give one case in point. I do not know the 
number of acres which the man holds; I know he is a very enterprising man ; I do not know a better 
type of farmer. He lives at a place called Stockyard Creek, and ins case is a notable one. In spite of his 
industry, ho could not make his land pay, although it was fairly good land. lie was a considerable 
distance away from a factory at which his milk could be treated, so he obtained a separator for himself. 
At that time he was considerably in debt, but now I think he is almost out of debt, and he is in a very 
prosperous condition so far as his prospects are concerned. lie is not only treating his own milk, but he 
is treating the milk of a number of his neighbours.
9-55. How far is he from the factory ? Ten miles. If he had to take his milk 10 miles it would not have 
paid him, hut he can take his cream that distance. One cart can take the cream from the milk of a great 
many cows, whereas one cart cannot take the milk of many cows.
95b. "What is the proportion of the diminution in the bulk ? I could not: toll yon, but it is very consider
able ; and then the skim milk, after it is denuded of butter properties, is used for the feeding of pigs.
957. I gather from your answer that, so far as new farms arc concerned—I moan now ground being taken 
up and brought into cultivation—the tendency is to go into dairying rather than sugar-cane growing? 
There is not very much land on the Clarence—that is, what we should call alluvial land—within reach of 
the river.
958. I am speaking of the alluvial land on the Richmond P And even on the Richmond, too. There is 
not so much of that land which is suitable for growing sugar-cane, except in the big scrub, and they find 
it pays them better there to use the land for dairying.
959. How far from a mill can you grow sugar-cane—that is, with land carriage and no water carriage ? 
It would not pay to grow sugar-cane very far away from the railway or the shipping port. If they had 
to cart their canc 4 or 5 miles it would hardly pay them. On the Tweed railway itself the price for 
drawing the cane with the sugar is not very high. Still it is high when you consider that they have to 
pay fortthe carriage of the bulk, not the manufactured article. If they have to pay 3s. a ton for the 
carriage of their cane, and it takes 1.0 tons of cane to make a ton of sugar, that would be 30s. If they 
had a ton of manufactured sugar they could get it taken for 4s. or 5s.
960. It is very important to get the cane taken to the mill as soon as it is cut ? Yes, because there is a 
weepage.
961. So that there is a natural limit from the mill in which you can grow cane for land transit ? Yes.
962. Unless you have cheap railways to run along into tho back country P Certainly.
963. There is not the same difficulty in regard to the cream P No : but there is some difficulty.
964. There is more temptation, if you are going to take up new farms, to go in for dairying than to go
in for cane-growing ? Undoubtedly. •
965. The future of the big scrub on the Richmond looks more towards dairying than eane-growing, at 
present? Yes; bat then you know dairying in the big scrub, and dairying in what wc call the forest 
country, are two very different things. To make the scrub land available for dairying, you have to spend 
a good many pounds per aero. I suppose you may reasonably estimate that it would cost yon £5 or £6 
an acre to clear the scrub, whereas in ordinary forest land a little ringbarking here and there, and fencing, 
would be all that was required.
966. Is the herbage on tho forest land as succulent and good as it is on the Richniopd ? I do not think 
it is, per acre.
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9G7. It would not carry so many cows per acre, or yield so much milk ? Ivo: but they can keep a great ^ ^
many more cows. * l ' ‘
9G8. b»7ow, taking these rivers, the produce of the Tweed is mostly sea-borne to Sydney, I suppose? A 10 juiy^ggo. 
good deal of the heavy stuff is.
9G9, There is no other way to get it to Sydney ? They could get it to Lismore and Byron Bay. _
970. By going outside the Heads and going into the other river ? A good deal of the dairy produce which 
is produced on the Tweed finds its way to Byron Bay, where they have a very large co-operative factory ; 
and then it is shipped. The cream is taken by train to Byron Bay, ami is brought on to Sydney by 
steamer.
97L Suppose the Grafton and Casino railway were made, would that in any way affect the quantity of 
shipping at Byron Bay ? Not a bit.
972. "What goes there now' would go there then? I think so.
973. Would the produce of the Brunswick he in any way affected by making a railway from Grafton to
Casino ? I do not think so. ■
97-1-. It would still take the same mad to market? 1. think so.
975. Bo you think the produce of the Richmond would still find its outlet at the Richmond Heads, or 
would it go to Grafton? I think it would still no by tho river.
97G. We must not look upon this line from Grafton to Casino as a line which is likely to rob other ports 
of their trade, but as a line to develop its own trade? Yes; it will largely add to the interchange of 
trade between the two great districts.
977. Does the man who makes butter want to change with another man who makes butter? There is a 
great deal of other trading. There arc the passenger trade, the cattle trade, and the timber trade, and a 
number of other trades which grow up by reason of better communication being provided. A man wbo 
buys cattle on the Richmond or the Clarence, and wishes to convey them promptly to their destination, 
instead of droving them GO or 100 miles, would put them in a railway truck, and get them delivered at 
their destination in a few hoars, thereby effeeting an enormous saving in their condition.
978. Is Grafton a good market for cattle ? It is a very good market, because the population of Grafton 
and the Clarence combined is 20,500.
979. But the Clarence is a very good cattle-growing district itself? It docs not pay them to kill cattle 
which are useful for dairying, and therefore they go to the Richmond very often for cattle.
980. They arc not all cows ;—there arc some bullocks, as well as cows ? They have an enormous meat
preserving establishment at Ramornie, which buys a great many of'the surplus cattle on the Richmond.
If, instead of driving these cattle, as they do now, from tho different outlying stations, they could put 
their cattle into a railway-truck at night, and take them to their destination in the morning, the cattle 
would save enormously in condition. At the present time there is enormous waste in condition. I have 
had a good deal of experience with cattle. 1 used to buy a very large number of cattle for the purpose 
of freight. Wc used to reckon that from the time wo bought, a bullock on the station it would take us, 
at; the earliest, a week to get it to market, and a bullock which weighed COO lb. on the station would be
reduced to SOU lb,, besides deteriorating in other respects. -
9S1. Does it not depend partly on the feed on tho road ? It is not always available ; and if there is 
plenty of feed it belongs to other people very often.
982. How far is Ramornie from Grafton ? It is 9 miles above Grafton. It is on the junction of the 
Orara Creek and the Clarence; but there is abundance of good land between Grafton and Ramornie.
9S3. Is it navigable to there for steamers ? Yes.
981. Do they get many cattle from tlie Richmond district ? An enormous number in the season. Of 
course it depends entirely on tho price. When cattle are high, as they have been during this season, 
consequent on droughts elsewhere, there has been a big demand. Queensland baa suffered, perhaps, more 
than we have from drought; therefore, the cattle supply'has been diminished. I reckon they kill from
15,000 to 20.000 head ot cattle every year, and in some years they kill more than that number.
985. Do you think that many of the Richmond cattle would take the trucks at Casino ? I am sure they 
would, because this railway' would go right through the cattle country.
986. Through it or to it ? It would go through a great deal of the cattle country.
987. Do you mean to say that the land on either side of this proposed Hue is occupied for fattening 
cattle? Some of it, adjacent to the head of the river, round Casino and that way.
988. At the end of the line ? Suppose it is 5 or G miles from the proposed railway to Kyogle,
Dyrabba, and other stations ; it would not take them very long to get to the depot where cattle are 
shipped. They would have abundance of food, and the cattle could be put on the trucks and sent along.
9S9. It does not pay to-put cattle in a truck for a short journey, because the knocking about they got in 
putting them in is very considerable ? At times it does. A lUU-mile run would take a lot out of cattle.
Moreover, there is the question of despatch to be considered. If they could draft their cotllc from the 
station by rail, and supply the requirements exactly as they arise every day, it w-ould save a lot of wear 
and tear ou the cattle which are usually brought over 400 or 500 in a drove, put iu a paddock, where they 
wait to be killed, ■
990. You look on the cattle trade as a material element in the earnings of this line ? I do. In the 
settlements which are taken place on the Richmond, and the various parts of the district, including the 
Clarence and Grafton, tho interchange in the breeds of cattle is great. A farmer, for instance, u ho 
wants to stock a farm goes to another part of the country. If he wants cattle he goes to iho Clarence or 
some other place. He knows tlie place where he can get them on the best terms, and get them delivered 
in the best condition. There must of necessity, bo an enormous development of the trade, consequent on 
the two districts being connected, notwithstanding that they produce to a very largo extent similar 
products,
991. This lino has been put before us iu a double aspect, partly as a section on tbc North Const line, and
partly as a local line ;—have you any idea in which capacity it is of the more importance F I think they 
are both important. ■
992. You do not think one more important than the other? No ; I think they are almost inseparable.
])Tom my experience in the northern districts, I do not think there is any question whatever but that there 
must be a North Coast line made sooner or later, and tho sooner it is made the better, because I think the 
North Coast districts arc capable of carrying a larger population Ilian any other portion of tbc Colony,
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from the agricultural and industrial point of view. Of course, T omit Newcastle and Sydney, which are 
not parallel. I do not think there is any other place in the Colony to be compared with the North Coast 
districts, not even the South—and 1 have been a good deal over the South—as regards the area of good 
land available and the magnificent character of the rainfall, to aav nothing of ita timber and its minerals.
003. Hut would the timber and tlie minerals be an interchangeable trade, or a trade mostly for Sydney P 
It would be an intermediate trade. Nor instance, take the timber industry between any of these ports— 
between the Clarence and the Hichmond—it would not pay to haul the timber by team. If tney could 
put it on a truck and bring it alongside the vessel, which is,prepared to take it away to Sydney or else
where, the handling would he very much less. At present it has to be hauled over bad roads, and timber 
lorries make bad roads, because their loads are much heavier. The less bundling you have for any kind 
of article the cheaper yon can put it on hoard, and the cheaper you can sell it to a person desiring to 
buy. ^ _ ....
flOi. Is there not a good deal of timber left in the Clarence liiver district still ? Tes. 
hOo. Enough for its own support ? There should bo more than that.
OflG. You will not want to import timber to the Hirhinond for many years to come ? I do not. think so. 
1 know that within a comparatively short distance from Grafton—within 40 or 50 miles, and in what they 
call the Don Dorrigo country—there is, perhaps, the finest pine forest in Australia,
S)£)7. That would not want to be sent north to the Hichmond? Some of it might. They am very rapidly 
denuding the Hichmond of some of its best timber. It is'a pity that it is going on, although it is necessary 
for it to bo done for the clearing of the land. In some cases there has been a larger destruction in 
property and in value, in the shape of timber to make the laud available for farming purposes, than the 
farms are worth when cleared.
SWS. Is not the timber worth as much as the crops? Yes ; but it docs not suit a man who wants to groiv 
cattle or canc to have a pine forest. He has cither to let the forest remain and wait, or to cut down the 
trees—which would be worth a great deal of money if kept—and make his land available for grazing or 
farming.
930. According to the evidence put before us, there lias been very little purchase of land, and settlement, 
on this line, bctiveen Grafton and Casiuo, because of the want of transit? That is right. It is of no 
use taking up laud if you cannot get your produce to market.
1000. Is it your opinion that if the lino were made, the whole of tlie land w-ould, in a few years, be taken up 
for dairying? I suppose the whole of it w-ould he taken up; they would have to take the good and the 
had, and therefore the bad would go with tho good.
1001. From a traffic point of view, would a line running through a dairying distiict, and settling the 
country for, say, 15 miles on cither side, give a profitable return ? No ; and 1 do not think any line in 
tlie Colony would. I think if you take the lino between Wagga Wagga and Narrnndera, or between 
Goulburn and any other point on tlie main line, the local trade of itself would not pay the interest on 
the cost of construction of tho line.
1002. Not even what it drew to itself? No. Ido not think that the line for the purpose of Sydney 
proper—the suburban line—would pay the interest on tho outlay.
1003. Now the Moree line has paid with what it has carried and drawn to itself, rather being an exception 
to most of our lines ? I think that in Iho construciion of railways we should look at the local aspect of 
the line. The local aspect, no doubt, is a big factor as a reason why a line should, pay, because it enables 
the people to take up land which otherwise they would not take up. If we wish to induce people to go 
into the bush and settle, we must give them facilities to get their produce to market,
1004. Mr. Levien^] It is tlie trade out beyond Moreo which makes the ftloreo line pay ? Of course it is. 
The trade beyond Moree is a great deal more in bulk than the trade between Moree and Narrabri.
1005. Dr. Garran.1 It is not tho trade alongside the line so much as what it concentrates at the ends ? 
Yes.
100G. Looking at dairying produce, cream is a very portable commodity, and the quantity you get off a 
large dairying district does not give very much revenue to the railway ? Not the actual product itself ; 
but then side by side with that product you got an increase of population, and you get other industries 
growing up. You want the wheelwright, the shoemaker, the blacksmith, and the thousand and one things 
which mean settlement.
1097. Even then, we are told that this land would have to bo put into 500-acre blocks ? Perhaps so.
1008. You would only have one family to every 500 acres, so that you would not get a very dense popu
lation ? Let me put this point to tho Committee: Anyone who knows the Hichmond Eiver district— 
notwithstanding the fact that the railway does not give anything like a revenue to pay the interest on the 
cost of construction—anybody who knows that district, would not hesitate to say that the construction 
of the railway between Murwillumbah and Lismore was a good thing for that district and the Colony, 
because the figures I have given here prove that but for something of that sort being done, this enormous 
production of butter would not have taken place, because they could not get it to market. The advantage 
of being able to sell the Crown lands, and giving people facilities 1o settle on the land, has been 
consequent upon the railway being made, and although the direct loss on the railway has been very 
considerable, we must take into consideration the indirect advantages, which are very numerous, and which 
have resulted from its construction.
1009. Apart altogether from your own interest in the district, do you think the gain to the nation is more 
than the £29,000 a year loss on the line? I have no doubt whatever hut that it is. I have not an acre 
of land which will be benefited, and, so far as I know, it would not put one shilling in my pocket; therefore, 
I am not speaking from any personal standpoint. I have no doubt, whatever the railway may cost, tho 
indirect advantages would largely overbalance the loss which would be sustained, from the interest point of 
view, by its construction.
1010. Putting it in the money point of view which you, as an ex-Treasurer would appreciate, do you think 
that indirectly the State gets £29,000 ? Yes ; because iu the first place the State can sell the Crown 
lands which otherwise it could not soli, I am quite sure that the land would bring a very much better price, 
and largely cover the cost of the line.
1011. If we allow the land to be taken up by free selectors we should not get a better price ? Yon give 
people a better opportunity to settle on the land. Under present conditions if a man took up land, ho 
could not live on it.

1012.
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1012. AVas tho land on tlie Lismore-Murwillumhah line in private ownership before it iras made f It
mi^lit have been just adjacent to tiio line. There has been an enormous quantity of land taken up since the ee^ j ' 
railway was made, and there is an enormous area yet to bo taken up. If they had little spurs running xgoo.
out from that line into the dense bush, it would give an enormous stimuhn to settlement over and above ’ ‘
that which they have at present.
1013. As a practical man, you think the loss to tho Treasury is practically made good in invisible and
indirect ways ? 1 think, immeasurably so.
1014. Wo have had it stated in official evidence that a family of five persons would produce 2-ij tons of 
butter oil’200 acres of land, and that from tho same area there might be got 70 tons of agricultural 
produce for transit by railway;—do you see what a very small quantity of tonnage there is between 
the railway ? ft would be a great deal more sensible to consider the value of tho 2.j tons of butter.
1015. It would if yon paid freight by value P In one case, you can produce an article of value, by reason 
of doing something, which would not have been produced if the State had not done that thing. The'2-t 
tons of butter at £100 per ton would be worth £250; but the 70 tons of agricultural produce, especially 
if potatoes, might not bo worth more than £2 a ton.
101G. X am looking at it from the revenue point of view ;—if we had an ad valorem freight charge on all 
our produce that would tell very strongly? On tho other hand, you have to consider that if the stuff is 
produced it means money, and the man who gets the money spends it by making improvements, which 
means labour', and a variety of other things. It is an advantage to the community to have this increased 
spending power. It goes to swell this enormous production of butter, which means so many million 
pounds of weight, as well as a million pounds of money.
1017. I merely ask you whether we should gain indirectly by m'h.king a railway through this very produc
tive country ? I have no doubt whatever but that we should.
1018. Even though we make a heavy loss on the revenue side ? I have no doubt whatever. Taking it as 
a local line, and, comequpntly, as a portion of the Korth Coast line, which must inevitably come, 1 do not 
think there could be any doubt whatever about it.
1010. There is another point to consider—the Railway Commissioners are always trying to make a profit, 
and when they do make a clear profit they give the country the benefit of cheaper rates. The more we 
load them with unprofitable lines the more impossible we make it for them to reduce the rates? Then 
yon may take this argument: Suppose tho Commissioners could dominate the construciion of railways, 
there are a great many lines made which would not have been made at all, and the settlement which has 
followed from their construction has been of great advantage to tho country generally, and the end ot it 
lias been that, although they do not perceive the advantage which the railways derive, yet there is a very 
considerable advantage, wc will say, to the trunk line by reason of the construction of lines which do not 
directly pay—for instance, the Mudgee line, and many other lines which I have before me here. Looking 
at it simply from a business point of view, if it were your money or mine, probably, we should not do it, 
but the State undertakes to construct these railways, and, as tho State owns tho Crown lands, tho more 
quickly you can dispose of those lands, not lor the sake of the money which they bring, but for the sake 
of tho settlement which they induce, the larger the volume of trade wc encourage on our railways. That 
is exactly how tho Americans look at this question. They used to make the railways first, and the popu
lation used to follow the linos. "We have turned it round the other way. "W"e want tho population to 
settle ou the land first, but they cannot live on tho land unless you give them facilities in the shape of 
railways, and because we cannot see to-day that a line is going to pay we almost shut our eyes against the 
probable development that will lake place. This return unmistakably proves, 1 think, what I have said.
If this enormous development has taken place during the last thirty years wc can reasonably infer that 
there is going to be a very much larger development during the next thirty years.
1020. The question is simply one of financial obligations on tho State—how far wc can afford to go in 
losing money which is not directly recouped? Taking it from the selfish point of view it means that the 
more railways you havo the better it is for the people, and then it means certainly an advantage to the 
city as well as the country. If there were a reasonable prospect of a railway line paying 1 have never 
yet onee given my vote against its construction, no matter to what part of the country it was io go.
1021. I am speaking of cases where there is a reasonable prospect of its non-paying lor a very long term 
of years;—how long do you think it will he before the Lismore line pays ? It goes through auriterous 
country, and there might bo a gold-field discovered.
1922. But taking the country as it is ? There is a probability of the line paying. There is the timber 
industry. Those forests of limber in the intervening country, and in parts of the district, are almost 
beyond reckoning.
1023. Do you think the Lismore line by itself would pay for twenty years to come ? No,
1024. Not directly ? I do not think any bit of line will pay. I think the more you add on to that line 
the better it will pay.
1025. The more money you will lose directly ? "Well, it is only taking it out of one pocket and putting 
it in another.
1026. Tho difficulty is to trace it into the State treasury from the other sources ? Our settlers are pro
ducing an enormous quantity of goods which are required for our consumption, and but for that produc
tion we should have to import them. If we did import them we should have to pay, but if wc produce 
them wo pay the settlers for producing.
1027. In the case of the butter which we make, wc are sending it away ? Some of it.
1028. Most of it ? We are getting money for it, and that helps to pay the English creditor the interest 
on the capital.
1029. You think it pays the nation to make a non-paying railway, where it would not pay a private 
company to do so ? 1 do. If an euterprisiog individual had a product of tbc same character as the 
State has, then his shrewdness would cause him to lake up some ground, because he would anticipate 
that a man would come along and make a railway. There are a lot of things in business that men sell 
which do not pay, but which they are obliged to keep.
1030. The Americans have made a great many lines by land endowments; they got the land as a free 
grant or at a very small price, and they sold it with the railway increment added to it ? They do not 
value the land a bit till it is put to use.
1031. They did sell it to the settlers at a very much bigger price than they had to pay for it ? Yes; they
got the ground, and there the settlement follows the construction of the line. 1032.
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T p ^ie other thing, and what we want we buy bade fur five times what it was sold for P There
' l ' * 3S a good deal of this land which has not been. sold.

10 July, 1900, of the line from Murwillumbah to Lismore went through private property ? A good deal of
it did. ^ That was more ur less speculative. The land was so rich that people took it up in anticipation of 
something happening, and it did happen.
1034. Mr. Waixon.] The railway happened ? It was inevitable that it should happen. I have here a map 
which particularly describes the different electorates I have been speaking of.
1035. Mr. McFarlane.'] Do you look on this proposed line as a section of tbc North Coast line ? Tes. 
1030. AV hat is your opiuion as to the North Coast lice being eventually a paying line P I think it will be 
sure to pay. 1 think it will open up better country than nuy country yet opened up by a railway.
103/. Have you a knoudedge of the character-of the country between tho different coastal rivers—sav, 
between the Hunter and tho Turned P Yea • f have been all along the coast, from Point Danger to Cape 
Howe, and I have a good knowledge of the character of the country at the head of the navigation of the 
different rivers, and between there and the table-lands.
103S. Is it a class of country which will be settled upon in the event of a railway being constructed ? I 
have no doubt whatever about it. [ might give one instance. I look Upon the Don Dorrigo country as 
quite equal to the big scrub, and in some respects it is better, because n is better adapted for the growth 
of roots—potatoes and turnips—and grain and barley, and things of that sort. I do not think there is 
any part of the world whore the land is richer than it is in the Don Dorrigo scrub,
1039. AVould the extension of a line south from Grafton touch this country? Tes; it would go very
adjacent to it. It would make it possible for them to reach a profitable market with their different 
products. '
1040. Which would be their nearest port in the event of that North Coast line being made ? It depends 
upon which direction it wont. Jf it went in the direction of Don Dorrigo, or from there inland from the 
coast, Grafton would be.
lOtl. Is there any available port south? There arc two places which they call harbours—namely, 
Woolgoolga where there ia a jetty, which, I think, [ was instrumental in getting—and Coff's Harbour ; 
but they are only open places. Coff’s Harbour is sheltered by an island iu some weathers, and in others 
it is not. They are natural inlets, but not harbours in the sense iu which wc understand harbours—they 
are something like Byron Bay.
K)42. Which is looked upon as the best port between the Hunter and the Queensland border? The 

* Clarence, I should think.
ipi3. How do freights from the Clarence to Sydney compare generally with the freights from other coastal 
rivers ? They are low at the Clarence, because the depth of water is greater. OE late years the Richmond 
has been improved very considerably. The harbour improvements which are going on have considerably 
helped the navigation. I may say the same of all the northern rivers where harbour improvements are 
going on. Perhaps there is the same ratio of improvement as on the Clarence, but still the Clarence really 
carries the greatest depth of water.
1044. Are freights cheaper at present on the Clarence than on the Richmond ? Tes.
1045. In the event of a railway being constructed from Grafton to Casino, seeing that the freights are 
low between the Clarence and Sydney, would not that induce traffic from tho Richmond River too? I 
think the tendency would he that it would go to Grafton. By far the larger portion of the trade which 
would be created, or the produce which would be raised between tlie two rivers, would go to Grafton. 
I04G. There have been some conflicting statements made in regard to the possible carriage of traffic 
between Grafton and Casino;—in your opinion, would the railway induce a greater amount of traffic than 
there is at present ? There is no doubt whatever about it. Wherever railways are made, there is a 
considerable amount of traffic which springs up, and people do not seem to know' where it comes from. 
There is a considerable amount of traffic between the Clarence and the Richmond even now'.
104/. IIoiv does it go ? Most of it goes from AA'oodburn to Chatsworth. Some of it goes direct to 
Casino and Grafton ; other portions go from Lawrence.
1043. Would that traffic go by rail if the proposed line were made ? I should thin! c so. If a man could 
get from Grafton to Casino or Lismore in two or three hours, where it now takes him twenty-four hours 
to go by coach, I think it goes without saying that he would go by rail.
1049 What is your opinion of the character of the Crown lands between Grafton and Casino? I should 
describe them as good ^grazing lands, with some portions adapted for agriculture. It is a great deal better 
class of grazing land taan the land which wc ordinarily understand as grazing land in many parts of the 
country.
1050. Given railway facilities, do you think it would increase the value of the Crown lands between the 
two places ?. I am sure it would. At any rate, people would take up the land, and live on it, whereas 
now they will not touch it, because they caonot live upon it.
1051. What has been the common practice m regard to railway reservesare they usually thrown open
for free selection, or are they sold by auction? I do not know. *
1052. There are a number of railway reserves along the route of the proposed line ? I do not know what 
the custom is in that case.
1053. But a railway reserve really means that the land is reserved in anticipation of a line coming that
way, and if it went by that way the land would bo made available for selection, I should think ? It would 
depend largely on administration, I suppose. The Government would have the power to dedicate these 
reserves for any purpose it thought proper. '
1054. Mr.TVateoti.] These reserves have been kept back from selection with a view to railway construc
tion ? With a view to preserving the land. "
1055. Mr.'McFarlane.] What 1 want to know is, what is usually done by the Crown with these reserves, 
after the line is constructed ? I should think they would be thrown open for selection. Them is an area, 
of about o00,000 acres of land on this route, unalienated.
1056. A ou made some mention of the meat trade between the Richmond and the Clarence ;—do you knoiv 
where the local butchers mostly get their fat cattle r The great bulk of the cattle consumed on the 
Clarence comes from the Richmond.
1057. I am speaking of the cattle consumed, apart from ihe meat-preserving works? Tes. I do not
know what the percentage is, but I know that the butchers of Grafton go and buy their cattle from 
Kyogle, Dyrabba, and other stations about the Richmond, * 1058.
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1038. When you were purchasing cattle, where did you mostly get fat stock? At what wc call the head 
of the Hichmond.
1030. How would you get them to market—ky the Hichmond, or by driving them to the Clarence? 
They have to drive them to the Clarence now • but, if they had a railway, I should think they would use 
the line. They bring tho stock over in mobs of fifty or 100,
10G0. Jlfr. Zevien.] So far as that railway goes, it seems to bo against your personal interests ;—you are 
largely interested in the shipping trade, and this railway would be against your interests, would it not? 
I do not think so. I do not look upon the proposal in that way. I think the enormous increase in 
production would rather, if anything, benefit me.
1061. It is in your favour the way you are giving your evidence;—I regard your evidence as absolutely 
fair in every way, because I thought this line was somewhat against your own personal interests in the 
shipping trade ? In giving evidence on a proposal of this sort it is really a national matter with me, and 
not a personal matter, J. have always advocated the construction of, not only this lino, but a line to 
connect with the table-land, and whatever might bo the result of its construction to me personally, it 
would not enter into my thoughts to prevent it or hinder it from being done if I believed that it ought to 
be done.
10GT itfcifijr/cjie.] Have you a good knowledge of tho timber trade in the Clarence district ? Tes, 
1063. Is it on the increase? Very considerably. I may say that there is an enormous company 
projected now for the purpose of exporting timber. They propose to deal with a great deal of this 
timber—pine and other stuff—for export, more upon the lines which America adopts in regard to the 
timber trade. They propose to have the verv best powerful machinery for handling great logs, and 
briuging them to tho coast in tlie cheapest possible manner, and cutting them up with the best facilities. 
IGGi. Is the port sufficiently good to enable shipping to take timber to other colonies? Yes ; there is a 
constant trade going on with sailing vessels to New Zealand. A good deal, if not most, of the timber 
which has been used in constructing the various harbour works in Hew Zealand has. I think, gone from 
the Clarence. There are two or three vessels of 400 and 500 tons trading backwards and forwards now. 
1065. Do they meet with any delay at the bar ? Only that delay which would cause them not to get into 
Sydney or Newcastle when it is very rough.
lOflG. In bad weather ? No ; they have a tug-boat. In a heavy easterly sea they could not get in any 
more than they could get into Sydney. I do not think the si earners are bar-bound on the Clarence more 
than twice a year. They go* over the bar. I have been over the bar when I did not like it, but the 
captain said that there was no danger, and he knew better than I did whether there was.
1067. Do you think that that trade would be likely to increase in the event of the line being constructed ? 
It must enormously increase.
1068. Have you any knowledge of any large forest reserves on the proposed line, containing ironbark r Yes; 
there are hundreds of millions of feet of timber between theborder of Queensland and right down along 
the North Coast to Port Stephens. I do not think it is possible to estimate the value of these forests— 
whether they arc what we call scrub forests or the ordinary forests. I have been bewildered sometimes 
in going along the North Coast line from the Manning to Port Macquarie, and thence right on to the 
Clarence, to see the magnificent timber that is there. And if you get further hack, iu what we call the 
spurs of the mountains, where the creeks take their rise, and go to make these rivers, there are pine and 
cedar trees iu abundance, and some of the finest trees in tho world. This pine forest I spoke of a little 
time ago is astounding—nobody eould believe ir, if he did not see it—-as regards the enormous number 
of t rees that it contains. -In taking out these trees, 1here is no doubt that they eould preserve iho forest 
by letting the young trees grow. They do it in other countries, but we have been rather getting rid of 
our forests for the purpose of carrying on farming operations, and in a great many cases wc have been 
destroying a very much more valuable asset than wo have created. Down about Woolgoolga, for instance, 
and all the way up to Orara, the country is capable of carrying an enormous population, jf they only had 
the means of getting their stuff to market. They have to depend now on the ordinary bullock teams ; 
but tho roads are very bad, because the country is rotten. The better the country, the more rotten it is 
for trallie. In wet weather they cannot get across the country at all, unless the roads are made; and 
making roads means spending a lot of money.
1069. 0/ia/r/)/on.] And they do not last long when they are made ? No; because they have to carry big 
loads of timber or produce, to pay. As soon as roads are made, if very bad weather come, they are dug 
up. It cannot be helped, but still there it is. It looks like making a road to bo destroyed almost 
immediately by the heavy traffic.
1070. Mr. McF(trlnne,~\ Mr. Deane, the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, has made an estimate of the 
cost of a light line between Grafton and Casino ;—do you think a light line would suit the requirements 
until such time as the North Coast line was built ?' If they could work it on the grades, certainly.
1071. It eould be constructed at a much less cost? Any railway would he better than none at all. A. 
light line, if it could be made, would serve the purpose for the time being ; but, ultimately, it would be 
converted into a more substantial line if it were proved, as I feel sure it would be, that the trade would 
warrant its being done. AVhcrever it may come from or to, there must ho a connection between tho 
coast and the table-land. 'That enormous tract of country between Queensland and Newcastle, that no 
railway touches at all, and which would not interfere with any railway which at present exists, must be 
considered. There is one-eighth of the whole Colony not touched by railway construction iu any shape 
or form. '
1072. Mr. Shepherd.'] Are you well acquainted with the country between Grafton and Casino? I have 
been over about a third of it. I have been to Casino, and I know that cud well; and I have been a 
considerable distance along the road from Grafton to Casino ; but I have never been upon the route 
there. I know from those who have been on the route, and from my knowledge of that part which I 
have seen, that it is good country generally.
1073. Is it not a fact that it is not, by any means, an agricultural country between the two points ? It 
depends, on the kind of agriculture. Tor maize-growing, generally, no, although it would grow good 
maize ; but I am told by those who have taken up bits of land hero and there that it grows the succulent 
grasses splendidly.
.1074. Grafton and Casino are alreadv well served, are thev not, bv water communication with Svdney ? 
Pairly well. ' . * ' “ *

Hon.
J. tilco, M.P.

10 July, 1900.

1075.
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J sE°M P ^.ue <w011^ really lave to support itself by the trade between tbc two points, say, from
' CC; ' ‘ 20^miles on either side? The intermediate country, of course, would be opened out.

loTuhniyoo. ■Do y011 t'le couul-rJr is of such a nature that it would be capable of supporting the railway ?
' Tes ; that and the trade which would follow as tho result of making the railway would, I think ; but, as 

I said before, I do not think any railway in the country would pay between any particular town and 
to.wn—that is; from the carriage of the intermediate trade. I do not think, for instance, that the trade 
between Quiriudi and Singleton would pay of itself. It is tho trade which the line brings from beyond, 
and also the accumulation of the intermediate trade, which pays. J
1077. rJ here is a discrepancy of £16,000 estimated, between the rerenue and tbc expenditure on this line ;— 
do you think it is likely that that amount could he made up ? I am sure it will be made up. It is very 
much like any other enterprise. It is very much like Sydney was in its early days. Sydney has developed 
until it is now one of tho most prosperous cities in the world. iU its mception it was a poor place, 
because there was no trade. The trade 1ms developed, and now it is one of the finest towns in the world, 
and it will be finer still when the improvement scheme is carried out. So it is with a railway. It is the 
trade on a railway which makes the railway, and unless you gee the railway you cannot say what trade 
you will have. The electric trams, for instance, created a trade for themselves. There are hundreds of 
people—thousands of people—tons of thousands of people—riding in the electric trams who cither walked or 
who used some other means of conveyance. So it is with a railway ; give people facilities and thev will not 
go on to assume that only the same volume of trade will he carried on between two points with all the 
difficulties which surround the trade at the present time. To say that only will be continued when there 
is a railway is rather putting a damper on the progress of the Colony.
1078. The two extreme points on this line are already well served, and the question is, will the country 
to be served by the railway be likely to make up this great deficiency which is estimated ;—there is onlv 
a very small income estimated from the line, viz., £4,814, while the'estimated annual cost is £21,429 ; it 
does seem an immense amount to make up ? I will tell yon honestly what 1 think. I think if you wait 
for railway construction until it can be proved that each line will pay you will not have any railways made 
for a great many years to come.
1071), This country has been described to us as being not by any means rich country, and it is a country 
where cheap railways would hardly come iu, because there are a good many steep gradients in the line, 
and that sort of thing? By comparison with tho best alluvial land on the Clarence, it is not what we 
would call rich; but, by comparison with what you call forest land in many other parts of the Colony, it is 
very rich. That is my opinion about it. ~
1080. 1 think the estimated capacity of the country is about one beast to 7 acres ? That is in its natural 
condition ; but when you have proper paddocks formed, and when the best of the land is put under crop 
for the growth of green fodder, and a variety of things which* can be produced by the thrifty husbandman, 
the production would be largely increased. To make a bald calculation, as the grass is now, with all its 
disabilities and difficulties, of what we may believe will be the result, is not, I think, a fair way of putting 
it, because nothing is left to development or incentive. 1 think there is going to be an enormous increase 
in both respects. "What we call forest lands ou the Clarence, before the introduction of the dairying 
system, were looked upon as worthless. The people tried cattle-raising, hut when they got the cattle 
raised they could get scarcely anything for them. poddie they would sell for 2s. or 3s,, and in

‘ some cases they could not sell them at all. These forest lands are now all valuable, and the cattle which
they could hardly sell before—the yearlings and others—arc worth from 30s. to 40s., and in some cases 
more than that, according to their breed. It would be very difficult to estimate the increase, but 1 should 
certainly think there has been quite an increase of £2 a head all round on the cattle in the district. There 
is an increase in value of £500,000. I showed that the cattle had increased from 219,708 in 1891 to 
238,516 in 1900. What I particularly had these statistics prepared for was to show the enormous 
developments which have taken place in each decade from 1871 to 1900, which is only a fair testimony as 
to what might be expected to take place in the years tliat are to come. The increase in the decade 
succeeding this one I take it will bo very much greater than the increase in tho decade preceding it, and 
you, gentlemen, who are called upon to decide this question would reasonably take this return into account 
when I vouch for its authenticity. I have not prepared the return myself. It was prepared, under my 
instructions, by the Government Statistician, who really did not know what I wanted it for. I look upon 
that return as most interesting from the progressive point of view, apart altogether from its bearing on 
this question, as showing the enormous progress which the country, in that particular district, has made,
1081. Is it your opinion then that, within a reasonable time, this line would become self-supporting ? I
honestly think it will pay the interest on the capital cost before the line between Murwillumbah and 
Lismore will, but I do not think that it can possibly stop at Grafton. I think there must be a North 
Coast line. _
1082. Mr. Levien.] Supposing there was a light line made, which, Mr. Deane says would cost £590,000, 
then there would be only half the loss and more chance of its paying;—I suppose you think it is better 
land between Grafton and Casino than between Newcastle and Sydney when that lino was constructed? 
The land between Newcastle and Sydney, I suppose, you will put down as poor land so far as the surface 
is concerned. What it contains underneath .1. do not know—coal, I suppose. You could not find country 
as bad up there.
1083. The surface would not be much good for anything? No ; except for residences.
lOSt. Mr. Watson.] Do you think a tramway would be sufficient to opeu up this country between Grafton 
and Casino? Unless they could utilise the present rolling-stock they have on the Tweed—no.
1085. A very much lighter line than that on the Tweed would carry all the rolling-stock other than the 
engines now used on that line ? Tes.
1086, Do vou think a line that would carry the rolling-stock that is on the Tweed line now, at a slow 
rate of speed, would be sufficient for the opening up of this land? I am not in a position to give an 
opinion in a practical way ; but if the rolling-stock which they have on the Tweed line can be used in 
conjunction with the projected line between Casino and Grafton—if they can get a light line an'd cannot 
get the other—I should say it is better to have a light line than no line at all, -which would really mean, I 
suppose, largely a question of this description—whether the light line could be ultimately converted into 
a heavy line without any very serious loss in doing so, or whether a light line would mean a loss if it were 
proved that a permanent line would have to be constructed. That is really a question for the practical

men
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men--the engineers—to deal with. They have a Eailway dcp6t at Lismore with sheds, and all the' Hon. 
appliances for cleaning, repairing, and so on. That would not be necessary to tho same OAtent at Grafton 
That eAponse has already been incurred which forms a very considerable portion ot the expense of working ifTT'T^'TQnn 
aline. If you have ever such a short distance of line, you must have certain appliances for working that1 u 
line, and the isolation adds to the expenditure per mile. The extension would reduce, according to its length, 
thejoro rata expenditure on a mileage system. In other words, if it cost £10,000 to maintain the engines, Ac., 

m^es ^nci’ J10'1 reduce the expenditure proportionately by extending the line.
10S7. The trouble is, that we are confronted with a very heavy expenditure—nearly £8,000 per mile ;— 
taking tho present price of rails—and the prospect of a through traffic does not seem to he very great—I 
take it from your evidence that you are convinced that what pays best is the through traffic? Partly.
1088, Iso railway gets a great amount of return from the traffic along its route ; it is nearly all through 
traffic ? The combination of the traffic is the best.

^n, caso_ there does not seem any very large prospect of a through traffic, and whatever 
justihcation there is for the line seems to rest on the probable opening up of a large area of Crown land?
I will give you this ease. Suppose there are 20,000 persons on tho Clarence, and they want to come to 
oydney by rail, il they have to go to Gien Innes it is a journey of 100 miles or so, whereas if the 
railway went to Grafton, they could simply step into the train aud go right over to the Tweed, and

l-?ii aTe ver7 ^ar then to catch the Brisbane train. It seems to me that before very lon^ there 
will be a connection between the two systems.
1090. I do not think there would be many people who would care to go by that way when they can come 
down in your boat for £2 ? I know some people who would rather forfeit £20 than come down by boat.

k6 a trcmG!1dous change of trade, which is necessary between all these rivers—between 
the Macleay and the Clarence there is the exchange of cattle. Men go to the different districts and buy 
cattle, and they trade. The things they consume they get direct; hut still there is that necessary trade, 
and the development of it does add more or less to the earnings of the railway,
1093 Mr. Ilyam.'] When the Clarence and the Eichmond districts are very nearly fully developed, what 
population do you think they will carry ? The Clarence is more developed than the Eichmond, although 
there is a great deal to he done yet. On the Clarence there is an enormous area of land which is not 
taken up or utilised in the way it ought to he. I do not exaggerate when I say that it will carry three or 
tour times its present population.
1092. I go a httle further than that ? Of course, in years to come it will be a great deal more than that.
Io occupy the lands which are now unoccupied would absorb three times the population we have on these 
rivers. 1
1093. I have had an opportunity of seeing more of this country than you have had ? I would be very
sorry to exaggerate, because I have seen a great deal of it. I do not want to mislead the Committee I 
am only stating what I believe to be the case. '
1094. Clioirmm.'] This very gratifying increase in settlement and production in the northern district has 
mainly taken place along the lines of the rivers ? Mostly,
1095. And the intermediate spaces between the rivers have not, as a rnle, been very thickly settled ?
Only on the Eichmond. There has been a great deal more of internal development on the Eichmond'■ 
that is between the two rivers. There is no doubt that the railway has done that. ’
1090. Mr. Harper, speaking of the section between Casino and Grafton, made this statement when ho 
was giving his evidence before the Committee :—
nf s®cti<>n is blank’ 50 far ils intermediate traffic is concerned, and, as there is no exchange
Ullmn A1 10 Rlc!jmo"lJ aud Clarence Kivcrs, there can be no through goods or stock traffic from Casino on the
ivicntnoiKi, or to uT&lton on tJio Clurrcnce^ or viw
Erom your previous remarks, I think you are inclined to challenge that statement? Absolutely. I say 
with all due respect to Mr* Harper, that he does not know what he is talking about in that respect. The 
present method °± communication is primarily between Chatsworth on the Clarence, and Woodbum on 
the Eichmond, a distance of 26 miles. It is only a narrow strip. That is how the passenger trade has 
developed. Ihe people who want to go from tlie Clarence to the Eichmond to catch the steamer, and do 
their trade, go by that way, or vice versa. As regards the mail route, the original trade from Sydney to 

im-u i wa® throuSl1 Lawrence. There is a main road from Lawrence to Tenterfield.that is via Drake 
and 1 abulam. Ihere was a road between Casino and Tenterfield also. Then the main road between the table
land and Grafton was along the Glen Innes route. There was one also from South Grafton to Armidale. 
It is not reasonable to suppose that people who want to go to the Eichmond would undertake a 60 miles odd 
journey when they could get along the other way. The river steamers are verv handy. The people can 

lrJ,° a m'er steamer Grafton in the morning, and go to Chatsworth, whence they go by coach to 
Woodburn, and there get tho river steamer to take them up to Lismore. The cattle which come down by 
that road, come across the country from the Eichmond to the Clarence. If there were a railway instead 
of wasting the cattle as they do now, the probability is that they would he trucked.
1097. Have you considered this proposal in view of any future connection with Glen Innes or Tenterfield ?
.(Necessarily. '
1098. What would be the general effect on the development of the country between Grafton and 
murwillumbah, of a further connection between Grafton and Glen Innes ? As the products on the 
coast are so different from what they are on the table-land, there would be an enormous exchange of

. products. Tor instance, they cannot grow wheat on the coast, and they can grow it on the table-land. 
They cannot grow' sugar on the table-land, and they can grow it on the coast; it is semi-tropical. Then 
1 am sure that m the summer time, there will be an enormous number of persons living on1 the coast 
who will be glad to go to the cooler climate on the table-land, just as people go from Sydney to the 
Mountains. I may say that in the future, we are going to have the same development of mountain 
ranges between the coast and the table-land as has taken place between Sydney and the Blue Mountains 
or Jiowral. Ut course the population will have to increase in proportion before it is done, but the quality 
of the mountain country is on all fours with that of the country I have mentioned, and it is adapted for 
fruit growing. It is unimproved country between the coast and the table-land, containing minerals and 
timber, and m addition it is a sanatorium. °

^?L0 70U know of any report on the mineral character of the land between Grafton and Casino ? 
Ao. Ihere is a good deal of gold-mining going on at a place called Tulgilbar, which is some distance

21—G from
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, Hon. from the line of rorul. There has been a considerable quantity of gold found, from time to time, between
J. gee, M.P. • 1:]10 rjvcrKj at; a place called Liraesvillc. _ , ,

(joubl you indicate, either in a general or in a particular war, how the construction of this railway 
11 ■T> ‘ would still furtlicr stimulate the progress of either the Grafton end or the Casino end—would it make

the progress of either of these districts more rapid than it has been ? By inducing the occupation of the 
land between the two districts, which cannot be used now for dairying even. I am satisfied that, if there 
were a railway made, and a reasonable ehanco of reaching a factory, or factories, that land if thrown open 
for selection, would all be (aken up. 4 _ ....
1101. How do you view the line in general—as a developmental line, or as one for giving facilities for 
interchange between, the two rivers ? As both. X look upon the B orth Coast line as a national line, and 
1 look upon this section as a line which will largely facilitate the development of the intermediate 
country, and give facilities for communication between the two great districts,
1102. Js there anything further which you can add ? No, thank you, unless you desire to ask further
questions. ________

FRIDAY, 13 JULY, 1900.

present,
Tun Hon. ANHKKW GAltHAN, LL.D. (Vice-Chairman).

Thcllon.PatrickIundesayCramtordShepherd. John Christian "Watson, Bsq.
The lion. Solomon Herbert Utah. Robert Henry Levien, Bsq.

John McBarlane, Esq.

The Committeo further considered the expediency of constructing a lino of Hallway from Graflon to 
Casino.

Edwin Joseph Statham, late Supervising Engineer, Hoads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
, and examined :—

E. J, 1103. Vice-Chairman.'] Are you a resident in tlie Clarence district ? Not at present. 1 resided there for 
Statham. nineteen years. It is nearly ten years since I left the district. r

A'-“\ llOi. Do you know the whole countrv between Grafton and Casino ? Tea.
13July, 1900. n05i Mr^ McFarlane.l What position.did you hold in the district? I was Supervising Engineer in Ulo 

Eoads and Bridges Department. _ ’ .
HOG. I suppose you have a good general knowledge of the Clarence dislriet? I know the district
thoroughly. , „
1107. Have you a knowledge of the Bichmond River end of the proposed railway ? Tea. ■
1108. How would you class the country along the route of the line from Grafton to Casino ? I should 
say it would be second-class grazing land, with agricultural land along the course of the crocks.
1109. Would there be any considerable extent of agricultural land? I should say there would be a
considerable extent along the different creeks—Saltwater Creek, Sportsman’s Greek, Myall Creek, Myrtle 
Creek, Sandy Creek, ami Deep Creek. ,

■ 1110. What class of land is it on Camira Station ? There is some fair grazing land and some agricul
tural land, on Camira.—that is. along the course of Myall Creek there would be some very good land, 
nil. Would it be along the banks of the creeks yon mentioned that the agricultural area would be 
found ? Yes ; and right away up to the heads of them,
1112. Would there bo any depth of this agricultural land ? You might get 40 and 60 acre patches.
],] 13. When I asked you about your knowledge of the country on the route from Grafton to Casino, I 
did not mean the country along "the road, but the belt of country which the railway would influence ? 
There is very little good land to be seen along the road. To go along the road would give a rather 
unfavourable impression of the country. Ton would see the worst of the hind from the road.
1114. What class of country is it generally—timbered countrv ?. It is lightly timbered, as a rule but
on the ridges it carries good iron-baric timber and box -some very good iron-bark. _
1115. When you speak of the country as being second-class grazing land, do you mean in its present
condition ? i n its present unimproved condition. _
1,116. Can yon improve its quality for grazing purposes ? Yes, very considerably, by clearing and riiig- 
barking. . . . .
1117. Has that been tried in many places along the route of the proposed railway? Fes; m small 
patches, and there has boon a good deal of ringbarking done about Camira.
1US. And that had a beneficial effect on the country ? Yes : it improves the grass. _
1119. ]» it what you call fattening country? I would not call it fattening country. It is not equal to 
Dyrabba or the Upper Richmond. ... .

' 1120. Could you give any information respecting the marketable timber within reach of tbc railway, if
constructed ? There is a considerable quantity of timber all over those ridges. t
1121. Js there an export trade in iron-bark ? There is a ereafc deal of iron-bark taken out ot it.
1122. Is there much traffic between Grafton and Casino by road? Very little.
1123. ]a there much settlement at present? Not a great ileal. ,
112 k Can you account for the land not being settled? It is mostly held as grazing country by squatters.
1125. 1 understand that there is a considerable area of Crown land available for settlement between
Grafton and Casino;—is that within your knowledge? Yes; there are settlers up these creeks, and at 
the head of Whiteman Creek. ...
1126. As regards the settlement you speak of, is the land taken up for grazing purposes, for dairying, or 
for agriculture ? Eor mixed agriculture and stock-rearing.
1127. In vour opinion, if this railway be constructed, would the Crown laud be taken up for settlement
purposes along the route ? I think it would all be taken up. _
1.128. In what sized holdings do you think the land should be cut up ? Along the line I do not think it 
should be cut up in blocks larger than 200 acres, certainly not larger than 320 acres. _ _ _
1129. Would that be sufficient to enable a man to keep himself and family, and make a fair living out of
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of kvidhxck—iiaii.way from oraftok to casino. ■ 51

be 8u03cient for a homestead—i'or headquarters. Anybody that would take up one of
these blocks would go in more land in the hack country. /---- t-T'."
11.5^' ^ wou^ ^le ^;IC^ countl,y be V Extending right back to the Clarence. 13 July, 1900
1131. n ould the back country be at some considerable distance from tho railway ? From 15 to 20 and
up to 25 miles. ■ ■ '
1132. Would the railway influence or assist tho settlement of the country for a distance of 25 miles on 
each side. On the west side of the lino it would—that is, towards the table-land,
1133. Towards the Clarence River P Towards the head of the Clarence.
i lor' ’ * be Clarence runs parallel with the line ? Eor a short distance it runs parallel.

Do you think that those on the Upper Clarence, high up the river, would he sulhcienlly near the 
proposed railway, and that it would he a benefit to the settlers to convey produce in that way ? Jt would 
be necessary to make one or more branch lines. You see it runs a long way back—30 or 40 miles, 
btarting from Myall Creek (the road to Tenterfield conies in at Myall Creek) the road goes through AVyou 
and Tabulam, and on to Tenterfield. * J
1136. Can you state the approximate distance from this proposed railway and tho different parts of the 
Clarence which you state are parallel to the river, and to which, in your opinion, a branch line should be 
run r hrom Myall Creek to "Wyon and Deep Creek at Jordan’s, possibly on to Tabulam. I should think 
the distance would be 35 miles.
1131. Would that branch line open up good country? There is very good countrv about Wyon, and 
excellent country at Deep Creek, at Jordan’s ; it is basaltic country. *
1138. la there a large area of this country ? A considerable area.
1139. Sufficient to justify the construction of branch lines ? Yes; cheap light lines.
1140. Would that materially increase the traffic on the railway from Grafton to Casino ? It would make 
a considerable addition to the traffic ; they would be actual feeders.
1141. brom what direction would the traffic come by these branch lines ? The traffic at present goes to
Lawrence. ‘ D
1142. A\ ould the traffic on these branch lines, if constructed, go towards Grafton or towards Lisinore?
t is a matter or balance as to which would be the shorter. I should say it would be the shorter to tho

Clarence, especially if you tapped it at Broadwater. You see a short branch line from Casino main line 
Jcading down to Broadwater would take you at once to navigable water in the Clarence, 
nit? ein? Ibe shipjiing lacilitics on the Richmond equal to tho^e on the Clarence? Not by any means.
1144. Where is timber exported to from there? To all tho colonies; a great deal has gone from the 
Clarence to tho harbour works in Melbourne, and some has gone direct to New- Zealand.
1145. Would the Richmond admit of tho shipping of timber to other colonies? You could not got
as largo boats in there as yon can get into tho Clarence. ”
] 14(), Jb there any timber being shipped within your knowledge direct to the other colonies? I cannot 

the present time, because it is four years, at least, since I visited the district.
1147. What class of country is it between Grafton and Casino for railway construction? It is vorv easy 
country. •
11^0' vir111 wf™ ™mo experience in superintending the maintenance of different roads? Yes.
1'a’ ', . ou ^ ^,<JU consider this a difficult country from an engineering standpoint ? There are no engineering 
difficulties at all. 1 he creeks are not largo, and there would be no heavy cuttings and no heavy gradients. 
J do not tlmik you need have any gradient over 1 in 60.
1150. Is the iron-bark timber you speak of suitable for railway construction and for the bridges that 
would be required on tho line ? Yes, you would get a large quantity of sleepers there: L think enough 
tor^all the lines 1o tho Tweed and the Clarence, and even for other lines.
ItSl. Would there be much carriage in bringing sleepers or girders to the railway ? A great deal of 
the timber would be very close to the line—say, 10 miles.
Ho2. Would the different creeks which tho line crosses be expensive ones to bridge ? iS'o ; none of them 
are very large.
11 r A‘ f?j:much of ,the counJ'ry Hooded, or subject to fiood ? Yes: the creeks are all liable to be flooded.
llo4. Ur course the creeks are, but is much of the country for any length along this railwav subject to 

^'0, ,”'™r *?T0U ^eave Clarence it is flooded up to the junction ; that is 3 miles out from

1155. Erom Casino towards Grafton, is 'there any flooded country ? There is flooded country between 
Deep Creek and Casino; that is, for a distance of 6 miles,
t -Jl,011!j deeply flooded ? No ; I have seen it covered witli 12 or 13 inches of water.
J 15/. Would there be any run of water in flood-tune which would interfere with anv viaduct or embank
ment on the railway ? No ; it is still water. “
lloS. Mr. Skeph/tril.] I think you said that you consider the country between Grafton and Casino second- 
class grazing hind? As sccond-clnss grazing land 1 should class it. ,
1159 Ihe distance from point to point is only 01 miles; there are already two ports, one at each end, and 
rrom the central point on tho route it would be only 32 miles to either Grafton or Casino ;—do you 
iien a'i ?Me!?8’Te ^stance to take stock ? It is a great consideration for fat stock to be trained.
1160. Do you think that a very long distance to drive fat stock? It is not a long distance, but it may do 
them a great deal ol harm in hot weather, for it is very hot there at times.
1163. You see that 32 miles would be the extreme distance, and each station would bo shortening the 
distance between that point and Ihe port ? The cattle which would he shipped by that line would be very 
frit cM/ttlo from the rich hmd on Dynibba, Kyoglcj Sandcrhinds, ami AVyan^arie.
1162, What distance would those stations bo from Graflon or Casino ? Jfyoglc would be about 15 miles 
from Ibc Imo at Casino ; Dyrabba probably 12 miles, and Sanderlamls about 25 miles.
1163, Would you not consider anything within 21 miles of a port or a railway as fairly well served already? 
J- cs*

length of tho line is G4\ miles, if you deduct 20 miles from each end, it only leaves 
24t mnes or country in the centre to "be served by the railway? But then yon have the rich lands where 
they ratten iafc stock, at right angles to the line. I’or instance, Ynlgilbar and Gordonbrook would come in 
on to tins line. Approximately, Yulgilbar would be about 30 miles from the lino, and Gordonbrook, 1 
suppose, would be about 40 miles*
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E.J, Statham, 1165, Where do you consider the branch lines ought to start from? I have already spoken of one branch 
line from Myall Creek. I think a second branch line would go from somewhere about Deep Creek.

13 July, 1900. ikjo uow far js gf thggg placea from either Casino or Grafton ? Prom 20 to 25 miles.
1167. Do you suggest that one should start on one side of the line and one on the other? Ko; both on
the west side of the line.
1168. That would make three lines within a distance of 01 miles ? They would be two feeders to this
line, and would be opening up agricultural country. _ _
1169. Do you think the country is snfiiciently rich to support two branch lines? It is very rich land 
along Dyrabba and Sanderlands and the bead of Deep Creek. It is very superior land there to the land 
along the proposed line.
1170. Is there any cultivation going on at either of the places you have mentioned? Yes, to a small
extent. They mostly grow maize. _
1171. At what port do they deliver their maize now ? I think it is mostly used locally. There is not
much more grown than can be disposed of locally. _
1172. I suppose it is too far to carry it for commercial purposes ? Yes; the carriage is a heavy item.
1173. I think you say that the country is not first-class fattening country ? Along the line, no.
1174. How do you propose to feed the railway, for if it is not a good fattening country there would be
no fat stock to take from there, I should think ? Fat stock would come from the heads of the Clarence 
and the heads of the Kichmond.
1175. You would consider, then, that tho probable feeding of that railway would be from the branch lines, 
and not from the country along its route ? T think, mile for mile, the line is justifiable.
1176. You think that the line would be payable within a reasonable time ? Yes.
1177. Are you aware of the estimated difference between the income and the expenditure on this railway? 
Ho.
1178. It is estimated to be £16,000 ? I would not pay much attention to that.
1170, Afr. Jlyam.J There are a great many cattle sent from Dyrabba, Sanderlands, and Wyangarie to the 
llamornie Meat Works? Yes. ’
1180. These cattle would have to be trucked at Casino, which, I think, would be tbc nearest port? Ho,
1. think they would truck the cattle at about Deep Creek, which is 6 or 7 miles from Casino.
1181. Suppose the length of this railway were 64 miles, do you think the owners of these stations would 
truck their cattle to Grafton or Ramornie in preference to driving them along the road ? As they would 
have to tranship the cattle at Grafton, it would be almost as well to drive them from the stations. They 
drive them across to the Clarence.
1182. Hot from Dyrabba and Sanderlands, and the other stations ? They do.
1183. Over by Tabulam ? Ho, by Yulgilbar.
1181. That would be a very long route from Dyrabba to Yulgilbar ? Ho ; you cross at Copmanhurst.
1185. You do not think the stations I have mentioned would- avail themselves of this railway to send their 
cattle to Ramornie ? Hot unless they were very fat.
1186. I am only speaking of fat cattle ? It would pay them to truck fat cattle.
1187. I suppose the Ramornie Meat Works will only deal with fat cattle—butchers’cattle ? Yes. You 
see the graziers ship cattle, and if this line were made they would ship their cattle at the Broadwater.
1188. How long would it take to drive—not to overdrive, mind—fat cattle from these stations, which 
are pretty well about the same distance from Ramornie to the Meat Works, or to the big steamers? 
From Kyogle or Dyrabba, or Sanderlands, I should say about six days.
1189. You think it would be to their advantage to send the cattle by train rather than by road ? 
Decidedly. In but weather, if they are very fat, they may die on the road.
1190. Fice-C/ia/rman.] Is Casino a shipping-place at present? No,
1191. You cannot ship produce there? They have to take the produce down the river in small 
steamers,
1192. Then you do ship it there? Yes ; but it has to be handled twice. Coraki is the shipping-place.
1193. From what distance all round does Casino drain produce into itself for shipment? 1 should think 
40 miles, along the course of the river.
1194. How far along the course of this railway would the influence of Casino be felt as a port? Perhaps
10 miles. "
1195. And how far from Grafton along the railway would the influence of the shipping place at Grafton 
be felt? 1 think that if there were facilities, they would prefer to ship on the Clarence district into 
ocean steamers.
1196. Are there settlers—T mean taking 15 and 20 miles back from Grafton—who now ship at Grafton ? 
All as far as Tabulam I think, which is about 60 miles north-ivest from Lawrence.
1197. What sort of produce is it which comes down to Lawrence ? Hides, tallow, and all that sort 
of thing.
] 19S. All pastoral produce ? Yes.
1199. How far does agricultural produce come from Grafton to Lawrence? I do not think there is very 
ranch coming that way.
1200. Taking Casino as a centre and the circle round it which drains into Casino, would the drift of that 
trade he altered in any way if the line were made from Grafton to Casino—that is, would the trade which 
is now shipped at Casino go down the line and ship at Grafton ? At Grafton or Broadwater.
1201. You think that there would be no occasion to go right into Grafton ? Tor fat cattle, it would be 
better to ship them at Broadwater.
1202. Taking the agricultural produce and the dairy produce, would any of that trade which now goes 
to Casino take the railway and go to Grafton by preference ? Yes.
1203. Because it is a better shipping-place ? Yes; and because there is no transhipping.
1204. Suppose the line were extended from Casino to Lismore, as it certainly would be if this railway 
were made, would the dairy produce in Casino go to Grafton or Lismore ? I think the dairy produce 
would, most likely, go to Lismore. That would be affected by the trainage.
1205. That would be the nearest good shipping-place ? Yes.
1206. You do not think that the making of a line from Grafton would draw any portion of the dairy
traffic from the Richmond down to the Grafton for shipment ? It is more certain on the Clarence; the 
steamers trade more regularly. 1207.
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1207. That is true ;—but would the produce bear the handicap of a railway freight? It would depend E. J.Statham.
upon what the difference in the freight would be. _ 13 July 1900
1208. iissuming tl>at the freight from Lismore to Sydney is the same as the freight from trrafton to • ’ *
Sydney, do you think it would be ? They would ship at Q-rafton in preference if there was no very great 
difference, because they would be more certain of getting it away. _ .
1209. "We are told that the steamers are not detained now at the head of the Bichmond since the 
improvements have been made, and that freights have fallen since those improvements were made 
would there be such a preference, do you think, to Grafton as to bear the handicap of the railway freight r 
The two things being equal, there would be nothing to choose between them ; they would take whichever 
route was the cheaper.
1210. It is just a question of cheapness? Yes. _
1211. If going from Casino to Lismore would be cheaper than going from Casino to Grafton, or as cheap,
Lismore would get the advantage ? Yes.
1212. You know where the line crosses the Bichmond Bange’? Yes.
1213. It is nearer to Grafton than Casino ? Yes. _
1214. How does the produce from the Bichmond Bango farms get to the Clarence Kiver now ? I am
afraid that there is very little produce to go, 4
1215. Would the people settled there make the nearest track to the river, or would they take the railway 
to Grafton? 1 think all south of the Bichmond Biver would he likely to go to Grafton.
1210. North of it would go, where ? To Lismore they would be likely to go.
1217. We are told that there is not enough settlement on this route at present to pay for a railway, and
that it must rely upon the settlement it would create, and that the industry they would establish would 
probably be the dairying industry;—throwing out of the account the trading centres of Casino and 
Grafton, which is already served, do you think that tbc dairy traffic on the intermediate portion of that 
line wmuld pay a fair interest on the cost of construction ? If it were thoroughly developed. It might 
not, perhaps, for eight or ten years. _ _
1218. How far back, on each side of the railway, do you think the railway influence would go in stimulating 
settlement and production? There are sixty-two parishes, I think, which it would affect.
1219. How far back from the line is the furthest parish ? Borty miles.
1220. You think the influence of the railway'would he felt 40 miles for dairy .produce? Not for dairy 
produce.
1221. Bor agricultural produce? You see there would be stock rearing, and rearing dairy cattle.
1222. That would be more pastoral than agricultural ? Yes.
1223. Mr. Levien^] Hid you see a letter written by Mr. G. N. Griffiths in to-day’s Sydney Morning 
Herald? No.
1224. Hid you read Mr, See’s evidence on this proposal ? No.
1225. Mr. Griffiths says in his letter: ‘'Mr. Sec’s vivid imagination carries him a long way when he speaks 
of the Casino-Grafton railway carrying live stock from the Bichmond and Tweed for Bamornie Meat 
Works.” In your opinion would they carry fat stock there for killing at the Meat Works? I hardly 
think they would, under present circumstances.
1226. Ho you think they would carry any fat, stock along there ? The Bamornie Moat Works are about
10 miles from Grafton, and as tho line is to terminate at Grafton, they would have to tranship the stock 
at Grafton, and take them across tho river. I do not see very well how they could do it unless the railway 
crossed the river. _
1227. Mr. Griffiths also says in his letter, “ 1 can assert that not a fat beast ever has gone, or is likely to
go, from the Tweed to Bamornie, and from the Bichmond Biver districts ail stock for Bamornie are likely 
to continue to travel over on the hoof.” If they wanted to send fat stock very quickly to Bamornie, 
would not they use the train ? You see the train will stop on the north side of the river, and Bamornie 
is on tho south side. _
1228. But Mr. See gave his evidence on tho assumption that this line would he a section of a North 
Coast line, and would cross the river ? If it would cross the river it would be quite close to Bamornie.
1229. On the assumption, as Mr. See implied in his evidence, that it would cross the river, you think they 
certainly would use the railway for that purpose ? Yes.
1230. Then you do not agree with these observations by Mr. Neville Griffiths ? No. _ _
1231. Mr. Griffiths also says, in his letter, “ Mr. See forgets that the water communications of the •
Bichmond and Tweed Bivers are as good as those of the Clarence, and that there is not the remotest 
possibility of a payable goods traffic between Casino and Grafton. As to a passenger traffic (except it
were on through lines from Sydney, via Glen Innes and Grafton), I guarantee it would not require one car a 
week to carry ” ;—what do yon say to that statement ? The line is necessary for the opening up of the 
country. There are sixty-two parishes almost undeveloped.
1232. Then you do not agree with that observation of Mr. Neville Griffiths ? Certainly not.
1233. Mr. Griffiths also says,—“ Mr. See forgets that what he says of the probable timber traffic is about 
the worst card in his pack, for there can be no comparison drawn between Ins Clarence Biver trade and 
the enormous timber traffic which must come from the great pine and cedar scrubs on the Upper 
Bichmond as soon as the Casino-Tenterficld railway opens them to cheap carriage” ;—what do you think 
of that statement? The timber traffic of the Bichmond is an entirely different traffic. This would he a 
traffic in hardwood.
1234. You mean a different timber from what Mr. Griffiths refers to ? Yes.
1235. So that yon absolutely differ from his opinion there, too ? Yes ; they cannot be compared at all,
1236. BBom what yon know of Mr. Sec’s evidence, as indicated in that statement by Mr. Griffiths, you
agree with Mr. Sec ? Yes. Mr. See knows the country as well as I do. There is a lot of pine country 
in the Upper Clarence, and that would he tapped by this branch line by Heep Creek. That would all 
come down to Broadwater to be shipped. You see there is a big shipment of timber from Broadwater 
sprung up quite lately. _ _
1237. After hearing the statements which I have just read from this letter, you absolutely disagree with 
Mr. Griffiths, and you support Mr. See’s theory Y Yes.
1238. You know Mr. Griffiths? Yes. _
1239. He lives at Casino ? He has a station there called Wooroowoolgan.
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E. J.Statham. j 240. Mr. In answer to Mr. Shepherd, I understood you to say that you consider grazing
isTnir lonb to he welt served if within 20 miles of a railway ;—did you mean counlry used for stock-raising—

• that is, for pastoral purposes ? I’or pastoral purposes. '
i oao tt'S 11 ^ar^e amounl: dairying carried on on the Clarence and Bichmond Bivers ? I believe so. 
I-'*", A> ith regard to the grazing land which you say will be taken up in the event of a railway being 
constructed, would that land be used for pastoral purposes, or dairying purposes and agricultural purposes, 
witlnn easy reach of the line ? I should think that would be taken up for headquarters—of dairying and 
mixed farming. ' °
1243. Do you consider 20 miles too far for a dairy farmer to send his milk-cans to a factory ? Yes : it 
would not pay to send more than 5 miles,
1244. Bo that a railway 20 miles away would he pf no use whatever to a farmer ? Ko.
1245. Would 10 miles be too far away ? I should think 5 miles would he the limit.
1246. ho that when you said that 20 miles would be near enough to fairly serve the country, you meant 
for pastoral purposes ? Simply for pastoral purposes.
124/, And it did not apply to dairy purposes, for which you would consider this district would be used in 

event of Ihe railway being made? Immediately along the line the land would be used for dairying.
1 ni the!’e ellie you would care to say ? Only as regards the road material. Tho whole of

the Clarence Biver is very badly supplied with road material There is no basalt. The nearest basalt 
would be at Jordan s, Deep Creek. There is a large formation of basalt there, and that would supply a 
very large item of traffic to the railway.
1249. How far would it be from tho line ? It would ho 25 miles—it would be on the course of the first 
branch lino I mentioned.
1250. That would he taircn to the proposed railway by a branch line ? Yes.
1251. A on think that would be a considerable traffic? A very considerable traffic.
lo-ic t ^ie nearCfi*' poiM from the Clarence district where that superior stone could be got? Yes. 
l_o3. Mr. Hymn.~\ That basalt country you speak of is west of the Bichmond Bange? Yes, at what is 
known as Jordan’s, Deep Creek.

vv, A. B. William AlbertBraylesford Greaves, grazier, sworn, and examined:—
Greaves. 1251. ricn-Chairman.'] Arc you a resident in ihe Clarence Bivor district? Not now. I have been a

laTiionh 1'C!'I,leut t]lerc- 1 Jlave ljceri connected with the Clarence since 1S56.
j.i juij, uuu, 1255, in connection with the pastoral industry? And otherwise.

1256. Sugar-growing ? No. ^ My first occupation was as a Government surveyor for about ten years 
in charge of the district.. ] lived in Armidab afterwards, but I never ceased to have an interest oil the 
Clarence, and 1 Imre visited it every year, and I have the same interest now,
12i5/. Mr. LcvicnJ] Do you know thecountry on this lino from Casino to Grafton? Yes ; very well. 
12f>S. I suppose you have known it since I8d(> ? 1 have. *
12*39. "What is your opinion about constructing a line of railway from Grafton to Cadno ? I think it is 
jery desirable that, a line of railway should be constructed, It will open up a piece of country that has 
been locked up ior iiffeen years, in which there is no scttlementj nor any likelihood of any settlement so 
Jong as it is locked up that is to say, reserved from rale. The only lands which have been sold of late 
years muebeen at some considerable distance away ijom the proposed railway, Grai'ton was located first, 
and then the Richmond began to take a start. &o soon as the Kichmond began to take a start, the lands 
on the Clarence being all locked up, pending the construction of three lines of railway—one to tbc north, 
another to tlie south, and one to the west—the country of the Kichmond Kiver had the full benefit of 
the population desirous ot settling, idonce the large amount of settlement which has taken place on tlie 
Kichmond within the last few years.
1260. What is the quality of the land between Grafton and Casino, taking it all through ? It is a varied
piece of country, highly productive so far as producing grass. It is arable in most places ; a great deal 
ot it is arable. It is a light, loamy, sandy soil—grey and red, Jt is capable of being converted into dairy 
farms and used for mixed farming, I think, very successfully. I have known the country for many years, 
and I have noticed the improvement which has taken place in the grasses. Stocking has worked quite 
a wonder. Some years ago it would not carry a beast on S or JO acres, and now it will carry a beast on 
about half tho.t area. Stocking has made that improvement. When the country is ringbarked it 
becomes as good as any land in the Clarence or Kichmond district of a grazing character. It is land 
which is very much benefited by showers ; where land in other localities, on ridges of a different kind, and 
perhaps^ richer sod^ docs not receive iho smno benefit. It is so well grassed, and it lies so nicely 
undulating, that it is about the very best piece of dairying country T know. Grass is always green, and 
in abundance, and it i.-, a most excellent piece of country. On flats where you would be quite, starved out 
in winter time, there is excellent feed ou this country, and 1 consider it most excellent dairying country 
in winter; you may dairy all tlie year round. " "
1261. Do you think dairying would pay at so great a distance between point and point? Dairying has 
paid, dairying does pay, and the reason why there is no setfleanent on this land, or at tho baek of the land 
we arc speaking of, or within a reasonable distance of Grafton, and the same distance of Casino—say 
10 to 12 miles—although as rich asihe land in the Dig idcrub, is, because it ia loo far to convey produce to 
market. 1 can instance ihousands of acres that the Government measured many years ago in the parishes 
of Hanging Bock, 'J unstall, Jiggi, Yautin, and others. The Government thought the land was so valuable 
that they put it up at a high price per acre ; 1 think it was £3. They reduced it to 30s.; afterwards 
bringing it down to £i, hut could not sell it. It is only at the back of Casino, at tho outside from 15 to 
20 miles. It is red soil, quite as good as the land in the Big Scrub, and is heavily timbered, and the only 
persons who have ventured into it have been two or three timber-getters, and they are the only persons 
who occupy it at present.
1262. "What kind of produce would it grow along there ? 1 have a memorandum of the produce which
can be grown on this country. It will produce lucerne and oaten hay, maize in localities, potatoes—it 
is splendid country for potatoes—millet broom, all fruits, citrus fruits and mangoes, which grow admirably. 
It produces cattle, pigs, poultry, ducks and geese, and bacon. Every farmer lias a largo number of pigs. 
It also produces the early tomatoes that come to Sydney in the month of September, coffee, and a very 
large amount of timber. The country is most wonderfully timbered 1203.
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1263, Wlmt is the purticular timber growing there? Iron-bark, blood wood, whifcc-mahogaiiF, red- W;A. B. 
maiiogaiiy, stringy-barlr, two kinds oi' box, tallow-wood, mountain-ash, grey-gum, pine, and cedar; a groat GrcnTnft. 
variety ot‘ brush trees—what are called soft woods (they arc verv valuable), spotted-gum, brush-box 
turpentine, mid swamp-oak. J
Ultid. Is there any great quantity of these timbers there? There is any amount; it is a most wonderful 
piece of country for timbor,
12(>u, How far would those timbers be from this railway lino? Along the line and extending back 10 to 
15 miles, and to 20 miles, all along the main Richmond Range. The range has been reserved for its 
magnificent timber.
1260. Do you think the proposed lino would he any good for the travelling of fat stock from Rainornie? You 
must uuderstnnd that Kamornie is 12 miles up from G rafton by water, and on a branch liver called the Orara.
12(57. Supposing the line was to cross to Ramomic, do you think there would be many fat stock taken by 
train to the meat-works ? 1 listened to what was said when the previous witness was being examined. 1 
have not seen Mr. See’s evidence ; 1 have seen an epitome of it in the Herald, but I did not notice ' 
what he said about travelling stock.
12GS. Rat stock he spoke of? I am of opinion that all the fat stock from the Tweed and the Richmond 
for the meat-works, if the line ivere made, would go by rail ? I am a producer of fat stock myself, and 
J know what I should do under the circumstances. ■
12(50. Have you any properties down there ? Yes, all over the district.
1270. Along the route of this line? Only in Grafton, along the line.
1271. You have station properties down ihere—where arc they situated ? Rive or six miles above 
Rainornie meat-works.
1272. Do you think there would be a large passenger traliie along this line ? lam quite sure there would.
1 will give you an instance of what 1 think there will be. I was on the railway between Lismorc and Byron 
Bay the other day, and I saw almost, what I may call a suburban traffic—local farmers and their wives and 
their children. The traffic seemed to me to be most wonderful at the present time, and within the last 
twelve months, 1 am assured, that 1,0(10 families—that is, 4,000 persons—have settled themselves along that 
line. 1 believe the very same thing would occur along this line, from Grafton to Casino, if constructed.
It would be largely populated ; every acre of laud would be taken up within twelve months of the time it 
was notified that it was open for sale. I am quite sure that the whole of it would be rushed,
1273. How many acres do you think it will take to support a family on this land ? It should be 
subdivided into portions of from 400 to (540 acres, and those areas would support a family of five or six.
Mr. Coghlan’s estimate is five to a family. I have a memorandum about that matter. On the west side of 
the road there are unalienated 45£ miles of frontage, and on the cast side 44 miles of frontage, making a 
total of SO-' miles of unsold frontaec to the railway line. On the west side of the road there arc 17:} miles 
of frontage sold, and on the cast side of the road ]!)£ miles of frontage sold. On the route of this railway • 
line there are 140,000 acres of land reserved for timber, 200,000 acres alienated, 24,000 acres reserved 
for railways, 36,000 acres for water, village and other reserves ; and outside these reserves there are
5520,000 acres of Crown lands. If'this area of 5120,000 acres were sub-divided into 400-acre blocks, it would 
accommodate 800 families and in 800 families, at Mr. Coghlan’s estimate, there would be 4,000 persons.
Dour thousand persons would be settled on this line within a very reasonable time if constructed.
1274. Suppose you were starting now in life, apart from your own personal interest in the district, would 
you think of starting there with a small capital ? I can tell you candidly that 1. have recommended people 
to wait on purpose to go out on this land, I know a person who went there the other day and took up 
1,230 acres outside the limit of the railway, and at the back of everybody. And I know four young men 
in a family now who are waiting to go on that land if a railway be constructed. I may call it a. virgin 
country, .it is too far away from any settlement yet to be beneficially occupied, on account of the distance 
from market,
1275. I suppose you arc frequently over this part of the country ? I am not frequently over it, but I 
have been over it lately,
1276. Do you think it has improved much since you had been there? It has improved very much. I 
may tell you that for the last two years the Clarence and Richmond, and part of New England, liave almost 
supplied Sydney with beef. 1 believe that as many as from S,000 to 10,006 head of cattle have been sent 
to the district within the last two years for sustenance from drought-stricken districts. I know instances 
of poor sheep and catile being unloaded on the railway line in New England, many being dead 
in the trucks, and a great number unable to travel after being unloaded, and to drive them 100 miles 
down to the Clarence was utterly impossible. While the Government are making railways into drouuht- 
strickcn country to take poor stock away, I think it might make a railway to that country which is 
capable of mnininining them.
1277. In drought times in the west, would you call this good country to take starving stock to? It is 
the very best country you could take them to, because in winter it is warm, and in summer warmer.
1278. How is it watered? It is the best watered country anywhere; you cannot go wrong. The 
Clarence and Richmond are both splendidly watered. There is water in all directions.
.1270. 3o that in drought times you think it would pay to take poverty-stricken stock to this part of the 
country? They are doing it now, and they have done it before. I will give you an instance of what a 
man named idmall did with 1,000 acres of land on Myrtle Creek. He took from Goulburn 500 starving 
heifers and cows last year, lie fed on his 1,000 acres of land 580 bead of starving stock, and at the end 
of six months he sold some of them fat, and sent back to Gonlbnrn the 500 head that came from there.
He gave mo this information when 1 was at Myrtle Creek hitelv.
1280. Then, even although they have got New England, they send starving stock down to this part for 
sustenance? It has been the means of saving thousands of stock, and it has been the means of making 
beef so cheap in Sydney that you have been permitted to buy it, otherwise it would have been so dear that 
you could not have bough! it, and at the present time the Clarence and Richmond, and parts of New 
England, arc again supplying Sydney with beef.
1231. Would you say that it is a more certain climate than New England, so far as starving stock goes ?
Starving stock will not; live in New England in the winter, it is too severe a. climate. ’
1232. Jt is warm on the Clarence, and there is plenty of food there all through the winter ? Always.
12S5j. And almost as? good in the summer, and well watered ? Very well watered ; you cuuuol. go wrong 
for water. Stock were never known to be short of water on the Clarence. Again, ihe whole of this

country
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"o-rcam" coimtry ’a magnificenUy timbered. On some of tbe f3ats there is not so much timber. There aro
x ' some swampy areas near Casino, but near what is known as tbe Travellers’ Best and the junction of tho

13 Julv, im Lawrence, and nearer (irafton, there are gentle undulating ridges. They extend i'or miles and on
to tlie main ranges, and tbe higher you get the better the land is, and tbe heavier tbe timber tbe richer tho 
soil. That timber would pay admirably to cut before tbe land is sold. A royalty should be imposed, and 
the Government should give some of the money towards building tbe railway. The timber on the land is 
really worth more than the land, but if you turn settlers on to it they immediately begin to ringbark and 
destroy some of the best timber in tbe country. It pays them better to ringbark and leave it, and cut 
it down afterwards and taken away, because dairying is their object, and dairying is thriving with great 
strides at present. At Myrtle Creek, live suppliers of milk made £735 during last year, and another one, 
with 400 acres, made £325 out of his dairy farming. Another person on Myall Creek, named Buckland, 
on quarter of an acre, grew a quarter of a tou of millet used for brooms. Millet is worth £0 5s. per 
quarter ton—that is, £25 a ton—and he can grow a ton to the acre. "Where millet is grown largely on 
tiic Hunter, from 12 to 1G cwt. is considered a good crop per acre, and this country is particularly 
adapted for growing broom millet, and there would be a large industry in that way.
1284. Where are you living now ? At Strathfield.
1285. Tou have lived in Armidale a number of years ? Bor many years,
1286. Would you compare that Sew England country with this country in a drought-stricken season? You 
cannot compare it. This is far superior in a drought. New England is good sheep country—a very large 
portion of it. You cannot produce sheep on tbe Clarence or on the Richmond, because the grass is too long. 
12S7. You have been a large stockowner for a number of years ? I always have been a stockowner.
1288. Mr, Shepherd.'] Mr. Statbam, tbe previous witness, described this country as second-class grazing 
country? It is second-class grazing country, because the very best grazing country is that which you 
have iu the west, and that is iirst-elass grazing country. The whole of the Clarence and the Richmond, 
the very best of it, is only second-class grazing country.
1289. At that rate, it is not good fattening country ? When it is ringbarked it is ; but it never produces 
fat cattle so well as the western country. On the coast you never can get the same good fat cattle, or 
cattle of the same size, as you can get from the west.
1290. Would this country not be suitable, then, for sending fat stock away from ? It is only suitable 
for bringing store stock to fatten on ringbarked country, and tho other area of the unimproved Crown 
estate is admirably suited for breeding purposes,
1291. But the country is of good quality without the ringbarking, although it requires to he ringbarked to 
produce the extra quantity of grass ? It not only produces the extra quantity of grass, but it sweetens the 
grass to ringbark. Many years ago a gentleman said to me, “ What are you doing—aro you ringbarking?
1 replied, “ Yes.” “ Well," be said, “ I have ringbarked a piece of my paddock, and there has never been any 
grass on it since.’’ I said, “ I cannot understand that. Have you got any stock in it? ” “ Yes,” he 
said, “ I have got stock there, and I never can get them off it." It improved it iu that way—that this wiry 
coarse grass that stock will not eat, the very moment the land is ringbarked they eat it bare.
1292. I am aware of that; but when you are speaking of the quality of country you generally classify it
irrespective of the timber that is growing on it;—of course, tbe grass-producing quality is improved" by 
the ringbarking, while the country remains the same? Yes; it is very good grazing country, but onlv 
second-class. ”
1293. I think you described it as a light sandy loam ? I do. It is very friable, and will receive all the 
benefit that climatic influence can give it, and very quickly, and in that way it is so sustaining.
129-t. A light sandy loam as a rule does not produce heavy crops ? It depends on what the crop is.
1295. Well, any kind of crop ? It will not grow so heavy a crop as tbe rich maize land on the Clarence — 
land that is improved by the detritus from the bills.
3296^ Sandy loam as a rule requires a great deal of manure to make it produce a heavy crop of anything? 
Yes, it does ; but stocking nud removing the timber improve it very largely. You know, for instance, the 
sandy and bad nature of the country all about Bondi; I have a 5-aere paddock there, and I believe it 
will keep a beast to the acre.
1297. Erom Casino to Grafton the distance is 64 miles;—what distance do you consider the available 
distance for pastoral country to a station or a port? The whole of the land within 10 miles on either 
side would he benefited by the railway, and a considerable distance beyond in another and indirect way. 
It is chiefly adapted for dairying and mixed farming. A dairy farmer has a number of dry cows always. 
Hc_will keep bis milking herd withing 10 miles of tbe railway, and be will have a paddock outside that 
limit for his dry cows, aud he will work them backwards and forwards. That is tbe way the land would 
be benefited by the line, and the whole of it would be brought within a marketable distance.
1298. Wiiat would you call a marketable distance ? Ten miles off the railway.
1299. Hot more than 10 miles ? Hardly, for dairying ; but the country behind that would he very much 
benefited by it, because it would be utilised in the way in which 1 have expressed myself.
1300 Do you consider the country now is only served within 10 miles of Grafton and 10 miles of 
Casino ? That is what it is.
1301. Not more? No, and 10 miles off the river bank anywhere. It will not pay to grow maize and 
carry it more than 10 miles, although I believe it is done. It is done below Grafton, where it is 
proposed, I think, that this line will be ultimately extended south as a North Coast railway. Farmers 
have taken up that land years ago. The Government first of all asked £6 an acre, and farmers actually 
took it up at £6, and they have undergone several revisions of their purchases, and it has been very much 
reduced. I think some of it has been reduced to £1 and 30s. an acre, and all that land has been or is 
being abandoned pending the construction of a railway. It would be the most lively spot in New South 
Wales if this railway could be made, and this coast line, and to-day New South Wales is so much the 
poorer on account of this grand piece of country known as the Clarence and the Richmond not being 
connected with the railway system of the Colony. Jt is a magnificent piece of country, as large as all 
England and Wales, and every 40 acres of the good land is suitable for maintaining a family with sugar 
and maize, and all the coast country is suitable for sugar. At Coff's Harbour, the head of tho Orara 
River, and all down to the Bellingen and to the Macleay Rivers, the whole of that country is capable 
of growing sugar, and maintaining a large population.
1302. The roads, I think, are very good? No; they are very bad in the district. Eor short title, I
think the district ought to be called the “Neglected District.’’ 1303.
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1303. What distance would it bo from Lawrence to the proposed line? Ten miles.
1304. I suppose up to that point you would consider the country as fairly well served, because Lawrence Ur™TeB.
is a shipping port? Eiautiy, aud it would all tune been sold, bad it not been locked upas I bare ^ 
described, and it has been so locked up for tbe last fifteen years. There have been several inquiries into ’ '
constructing this railway—and this is, I think, the third—only to repeat over and over again that there
is no population, and not likely to be any ; and if in another 100 years another inquiry should be held, 
under tho same circumstances, there will be the same old story to tell. '
1305. Do you know the estimated annual loss on this line ? X do not know it, but I have hoard it stated.
1306. It is estimated at about £16,000? I do not believe it will be anything like that. I will tell you 
what I think should be done. The railway would improve the value of this land which has been locked 
up. It has been waiting for an enhanced value on account of this railway. The Government should 
hand over a certain portion of the revenue derived from its sale to pay the interest on the cost of 
construction, and when the working expenses arc taken off the profits, the Government should contribute 
so as to make the net revenue up to 3 or per cent, from the enhanced value of this land, Tbe railway 
should be constructed on these principles. In Melbourne they have a system of that kind, and 3 believe 
there is m tho hands of the Bailway Commissioners an enormous sum of money which has been derived 
in that way from Crown lands through which railways have been carried. CThc same system should bo 
inaugurated in this Colony, and it would be for tbe benefit of this railway, and there is enough timber on 
this part of the country to make this railway three times over.
1307. Would that timber be easily accessible to tbe proposed liue ? Very; because tbe country is very
pleasant and undulating. There is no trouble whatever in drawing. ^
1308. So that it can be readily got? Tea. They are taking it now along the road some 15 miles to 
Lawrence. As you go along the road you can see where it has been taken from, but it is almost a flea-bite.
Tou cannot miss it because there is so much of it.
1309. You think, within a reasonable time, the line will become self-supporting, even with this estimated 
discrepancy of £16,000 a year? hirst, of all, I think the cost of construction is enormous. It is set down 
at £7,000 per mile. Does any man think it would be reasonable to build a bridge over that little babbling 
brook at Casino, called the Richmond River, at a cost of £40,000 with steel girders, a steel bridge over 
Myrtle Crock at a cost of £10,000, and another bridge over Sandy Creek at a'cost of about £6,000, and 
wharfage at Grafton at a cost of £70,000? And does this estimate include the cost of resumptions? No.
1310. It does not include the cost of resumptions ? I think- it is outrageous. I get a little irritable 
when I think of it.
1311. Mr. McFarlane.'] There lias been an estimate made for a light line of railway, to cost about £3,000 
per mile ? That is too much for a light lino of railway where there is all this magnificent timber which 
I have described. _ I think that, with a little stone or brickwork, and this magnificent timber, bridges 
could be built which would last a century for a small sum.
1312. Mr. LTi/um.] Have you any definite knowledge of the rainfall in this locality? No; 1 know the red 
soil on the Big Scrub, unless it gets a shower every day, does no good at all.
1313. Jlave you any idea ot the annual raiufull on the route of this proposed railway ? I do not know
what it is, but 1 know it is very copious. "
1314. It is equal to the rainfall on the Big Scrub, I think? Hardly so, but it is very copious on the 
whole of the Clarence and the Richmond.
1310. I suppose it is in consequence of that very largo rainfall the grass is so sour ? Yes; and timber.
1316. Sandy loam is a country which requires a great deal of rain, and naturally it gets it ? Yes. It is
very good country for ploughing; it is country that would grow magnificent crops of turnips, and it is 
v ery good for early potatoes. There would be a very large trade, 1 believe, from the Clarence in early 
potatoes grown on this very country. I know other localities where potatoes are grown on exactly the 
same kind ot soil It is well known in the Clarence district, and the Richmond district also, that the 
higher you are dairying on the ridges, the richer is ] our cream. It is very much better than it is on tho 
low lands—ou the flats. "
1317. You stated that, iu your opinion, 10 miles from a railway is about the limit to serve dairy 
farmersare you aware that 16, 18, and 20 miles from the Lismore railway, and from Li; mo re itself, 
dairying is carried on very successfully ? Is it near water carriage, then. '
1318. No ? I am not aware of it, and I did not think it was so ; hut I know that there arc nineteen or 
twenty creameries between Lismore and Byron Bay, and that thev are 10 miles apart.
1319. I suppose when the dairying industry is well established between Grafton and Casino it will b“ 
carried on under the same conditions as it is being carried on at present in the Big Scrub district ? 1 
think it would.
1320. If people went there and established dairy farms, there would be no difficulty in getting these 
companies to extend their operations to that particular district ? Not the slightest; I know- they aro 
only waiting to do it.
1321. Vice-Chairman] I suppose, in common with others, you look upon this line as part of the Coast 
line ? As part of the North Coast line.
1322. Looking at the policy of that line, would it be better to begin at tbe north end or south end ? I 
think myself the present isolated apology for a railway up in the north, and its position there and main
tenance, can only bo justified by its being extended further south ; and the further south it is extended 
the bettcr.it will pay.
1323. "Which do you think would be more to the advantage of this Clarence district—to make a line 
from Armidale or Guyra, down the Don Dorrego country, to Grafton, or to make a Coast line ? The 
line, when it shall have been made to the tableland, will go'from Grafton to Glen limes, I am quite sure.
I know tbe country so well. I have advocated that line for many years, and it is the only lino which will 
serve tho largest number and be tbe best for the State. The Clarence River is capable of accommodating over
sea vessels ot largo tonnage. 'Ihe harbour is very good, and it is being improved. It has been somewhat 
neglected; but as improvements arc now going on, and as Sir John Goode’s scheme is being carried 
out, it will be a port not second to Newcastle, but quite equal to it; and 1 think it is by nature designed 
for a large commercial system.
1324. And a line going from Glen Inues to Grafton would be better than a line going -from Guyra to 
Grafton ? That is going all round ihe moon. I do not think that could be made loss than 150 miles,
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and aline from Grafton to Glen Innes would be about 90 inilea; and wbcn that railway to Glen Inncs aliall 
have been made, wc shall send from the Clarence up to New England fish, bacon, cheese, sugar, early potatoes, 
beef, maize—a short time ago maize was 5s. tid. a bushel atlnverell—tomatoes, millet broom, early fruits, 
pumpkins, melons, &e. We shall send soft-wood timbers, such as cedar, and all merchandise from over-sea, 
and farming implements which wilt be made at Grafton ; and in return we shall receive from Now 
England and the west, sheep in the form of mutton, wheat, wool, hides, tallow, Hour, all English fruits 
which we cannot grow on the Clarence, tin ores and other minerals, ores, bark for tanning, lime, and 
hardwood in very large quanties ; for the whole of the slope of the tableland falling towards the Clarence 
is one enormous forest extending from Camden Haven, on the south, to Mount Lindsay, on tho north; 
and it is the most magnificent forest that any man can look upon.
1325, All that awaits a North Coast railway ? That awaits a railway,

James Burt. Inspector, Survey Branch, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined :—
J. Burt. 132G. Vice-Chairman.'] Have you any statement ready to make ? No; I was up in that district a month

or so ago, and when 1 met a member of the Chamber of Commerce, he said he would send my name down 13 July, 1900, ag ^
1327. jLTi’. McFarlane.'] What part of the district were you in ? I was in the Grafton Survey Office for 
eight years. J was draftsman in charge, and during that time I had relations who were settled on the 
route of this line. I used to go over there occasionally', and within the last month 1 was up there spending 
a holiday, and went all through that country to a great extent.
132S. Is that right through from Grafton to Casino ? Yes ; and I went off the road at Myrtle Creek 
down to the east about 5 miles.
1329. That would be off the main road and the route of the proposed line ? Yes.
1330. Have you had much experience in other districts in regard to laud and its character ? I was in the 
Goulburn district lor a time. I have seen what ean.be done to country there iu the way of improvement.
I have seen tho country in its natural state, and what it can be brought to after ring-barking, aud stocking, 
and making other improvements, and J have also seen the same up in the Grafton-Casino district.
1331. What is the character of tbe country through which this line will pass ? Erom what 1 have seen 
about Myrtle Creek, and what has been done by my brother-in-law there within the last ten years, ] am 
certain that the country is capable of great improvement. My brother-in-law went there, I think, in 1SSS, 
and shortly afterwards he had a severe illness, and he had to neglect the place entirely. He was in Sydney 
nearly twelve months under doctors, and when he got back lie was pecuniarily embarrassed. At that time 
he had only 1,200 or 1,300 acres. Since then, simply by fattening cattle, bo has managed to get together 
a property of about 4,000 acres, and last year alone I behove his profits were about £L,000.
1332. Is that owing to the dairying industry ? No ; simply to fattening cattle. When I was there last 
month, I saw 100 fat cattle taken away in prime condition which had been sold to the butchers, and I dare 
say he has 100 head of cattle fat now, although it is winter, and is not the best time for fattening. He 
has highly improved the country by ringbarking. The ringbarldng has sweetened the country, and it is 
able to carry a beast to 0 or 7 acres easily. His place is down Myrtle Creek, about 5 miles on tho east 
side of the proposed line.
1333. Mr. Watson.] A local witness told the Committee that he had to throw up his holding in that 
locality—to his brother, as it. turned out? My brother-in-law.within the last twelve mouths, bought two 
selections which had practically been abandoned, aud he has done remarkably well with them.
1334. Mr. McFarlane!] is there much settlement on Myrtle Creek ? There is a fair, amount of settle
ment, but most of it is on the western side of the roadjip near Small's place, aud Buck land’s place. Of 
course, there is not a great deal at present.
1333. Are there any attemjits made at cultivation? No; there is very little in the way of cultivation.
T noticed some land on Myrtle Creek, just near the main road—at the Accommodation House—whore 
very good crops of hay, vegetables, and potatoes, are grown. The soil looks very good indeed. My 
brother-in-law had just fenced in a paddoelc for the purpose of cultivation, but he had only got as far as 
ploughing it up, and it all turned out pre.tty much as Mr. Greaves said—a nice loamy soil, which 1 believe 
would readily grow fair crops of hay and potatoes.
1339. Is dairying carried on to any great extent ? No; but I believe it would be. Bingbarking sweetens 
the grass so much that I am sure if the land were devoted to dairying it would bo a success.
1337. Do you think tho country between Myrtle Creek and Grafton would be suitable for dairying 
purposes? I think so. There was a selection about 10 miles out from Grafton—Duggan’s—and judging 
hv what ho has done there, 1 should sav that the whole of the country is equally capable of improvement. 
That selection has been improved, 1 understand.
1333. AVould that, in its unimproved condition, be similar to the bush lands which are there now 
unoccupied? T certainly think so.
1339. You think the same results would follow from the improvement of the Crown lands now available 
for settlement 7 I think so.
1344). Is there much of it which you would consider fattening country for stock ? ] believe nearly all of
it can be made fattening country, but it must be ringbarked and improved. That is what my brother-in
law does solely. Ho buys stores and fattens them. A piece of country alongside his holding which was 
vacant lias been taken up by his brother a couple of weeks ago, and his intention is to ringbark and improve 
it, and go in for fattening. He says he is confident that lie will do well, judging by wbat be has seen on the 
adjoining land. The improvement, in the country is most, marked. On one side of a fence you will see' 
the ringbarked country, and on the other side the unringbarked country. In some cases tho unringbarked 
countrv scarcely shows grass at all, whereas on the ringbarked country the grass is plentiful.
1341. The land on the banks of tho different cieeks, I suppose, would bo of superior quality to that of 
the intervening country ? Yes. There are always nice little patches of cultivation on the Hats—that is, 
on the creek banks.
13 V2. Do you know Camira Station—at the homestead ? No. I have been past byroad, and while we 
■were going through I had my attention called to the fact that the country thereabouts was considered 
sour, but even then there wras a splendid growth of kangaroo grass which could be sweetened by ring
barking. That is just on the road going through from Casino to Grafton. 1343.
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1343. Do you think the available Crown land within easy reach of this railway, if constructed, would be S. Burt,
taken up by selectors ? I am almost sure it would. _ _ i-i^T^Torih
1344. In your opinion, what holdini' would be of sufficient size to maintain a. family ? 1 think if it were u ?> •
for dairying, they would want 600 or 700 acres at least, because you want a run for dry cattle as
well as for milkers. If tliat suggestion of Mr. fireaves were adopted, I tbink it would very materially 
assist the railway, because lie estimated that the country would carry S00 familes with (540 acres each.
The present rentals we get for conditional leases, even away from the line, is about 5d. an acre. The 
Government land is worth, we will say, £L an acre, H this railway were constructed, we could readily 
ask £2 10s. per acre. •
1345. Do you think it would increase in value to that extent ? T believe it would. The present rentals 
are as high as 5d. an acre. For a homestead selection at £ lan acre the rental would be 3d. an acre, and at 
£2 10s. an acre the rental would be 7^d. an acre. If a man can pay 5d. an acre now for fattening cattle, 
surely he would not object to pay 7M, an acre for dairying, when he would have the convenience of 
the railway right at his door. You could readily expect that, I think.
1340. Do you think there -would be much passenger traffic between Grafton and Casino and Lismore? I 
do not suppose there would be a great deal to start with, but it would develop, 1 think. At the present 
time commercial travellers and others, travelling from Grafton down the river, cross at Harwood, and go 
over to Woodburn and thence up the Itichmond Kiver, and a great many of them coming to Sydney from 
the llichmond travel via the Clarence.
1347. Would they do that if this railway were made? I do not think so; I believe they would go to 
Grafton and do their business, and then on by rail to Casino and Lismore.
1348. Is there anything else which you would hkc to mention ? Only that when J was in the Grafton 
office, Wooroowoolgan and Camirn runs along the route of this railway were abandoned We subdivided 
them, and I think nearly every one of these occupation licenses has now been taken up. There 
is very little of what we call unoccupied country now, although ten years ago, when I wa^ in Grafton, I 
suppose nearly all that country was actually abandoned. 1 know it is nearly all taken up by occupation 
licenses since. The holdings were made smaller. There used to be one or two very large runs like 
Wooroowoolgan, and the lessees abandoned them, and we subsequently cut them up into occupation 
licenses in area ranging from 5,000 to 30,000-acrc, and I believe nearly all of them have been let.
1340. Has there been many inquiries for land by free selectors with the view of taking up any of the 
country between the two rivers ? 1 cannot say that there has been. I think the reservation blocks that.
You see a mile on each side of the line has been reserved for fifteen years ; that would debar men from 
going there. If they knew that they could build their houses alongside the road and start straight away 
it might be an inducement to them to select; but when they have to go at least a mile back from the 
road, and to a place where there are no roads constructed, 1 think that is a drawback, and prevents people 
from taking up laud.
1350. How would you compare the country between Grafton and Casino with the country at Goulburn 
that you were referring to ? Of course, the country in Goulburn is mostly devoted to sheep, and the 
country between Casino and Grafton is devoted to cattle growing. Both my brothers-in-law come from 
Goulburn, and they tbink it is far superior to much of the land which has been taken up in the Goulburn 
district. You can get a return more rapidly out of it.
1351. There has been a considerable amount of evidence given as to the importance of the forests of 
timber in the district;—do you think that would develop into a large trade, given railway facilities ? I 
think it would, for there is some magnificent timber there. I know that some of the mill-owners at 
Lawrence have offered as much as 10s. a tree at Myrtle Creek for iron-barks, and they have to cut it down 
and cart it 3 miles to Lawrence.
1352. Would this timber be sent by the railway if made ? I certainly think it would.
1353. Is the timber mostly used locally, or is it exported ? It is exported mostly to Hew- Zealand. It 
is shipped direct.

MOjYUAF, 1C JULY, 1000.
present

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford SuGiuiERO. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. lioniouT Henry Levies', Esq.

John McFahi.ane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hail way from
Grafton to Casino.

Patrick Kiddle Donaldson, late District Surveyor, Grafton, sworn, and examined :—■
135 4. Chairman,You are a surveyor by profession? lam. I was employed by the Government for p, jt,
thirty-five years in the Grafton and Casino districts—I might say for the Clarence and Richmond districts— Doauldson.
for the first three years as a licensed surveyor, and for the other thirty-three years as a staff surveyor in
the same districts, and for the last twent}- years as district surveyor. My district embraced the whole of 1,; t90*!
the Grafton Land Board district, including the Tweed, Lismore, Casino, Grafton, Bellingcn, Kempsoy,
and Port Macquarie districts.
1355. In your professional capacity, I suppose, you have had ample opportunity of examining all the 
country between Grafton and Casino ? I have. I selected the necessary reserves, and all that sort of
thing years ago for timber, water supply, and everything which was necessary for the future welfare of ■'
the district and its beneficial occupation.
1356. Aon know the proposal before the Committee? I do.
1357. It is to construct, at a cost of £501,375. a railway connecting Grafton and Casino. The annual

expenditure
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Donaldson exPen<^UT0 is estimated at £21,429, and the annual income at only £4,Si4, givdug a net annual deficiency 
A _ ' °f £1G,000;—will you kindly give us some information, based on your personal acquaintance with the 

16 July, IROO. a3 probability of this line getting sufficient traffic to put the estimated revenue closer to
' the estimated expenditure ? Por Borne years to come it is not likely to pay anything like an equivalent to 

the amount you mentioned, but year by year, as the settlement which it would induce takes place, the 
deficiency would be gradually lessened, and 1 think eventually it would be overcome, or. if not overcome, 
the margin would be so small that tho revenue from the land which was taken up, caused by the making 
of the railway, would amply compensate for the deficiency.
1358. "HVhat do you think tho land along the route is best suited for? It is best suited for dairying, 
generally speaking. On the banks of the crocks there aro patches suitable for cultivation, and a number 
of the ridges themselves are suitable for the growth of cereal crops such as oats, but not for maize, which 
is the product on the banks of the rivers Clarence, Tweed, and Itichmond ; it is quite suitable for the 
growth of such crops as oats, but, of course, compared to the land on the hanks of tho river, it is poor, 
and it has been looked upon as so poor by comparison that no one would look at it. That and the want 
of the facility to get anything they grow to a market, have entirely prevented this land from being taken 
up. In view of the construction of a railway, years ago I had reserved a mile on each side of what was 
supposed to be the best route for the railway, and that has also locked up a great quantity of land. I 
think about 45,000 acres were locked up Ly the railway reserve, about 00,000 acres also for timber 
reserves within 10 miles on each side of the route, and 10,000 acres were reserved for water supply and 
other public purposes within 10 miles of each side of the route. Of course, beyond the 10-mile limit 
there is more good land, but I give yon the estimate of about the quantity which is not available within 10 
miles of the line. There aro also very large timber reserves beyond the lO-mile limit.
1359. Even making allowance for these reserves, is there not still a good deal of country not far distant 
from either Grafton at one end or Casino at tho other which has been open for settlement, and which 
has not yet been taken up ? There was not within 15 or 20 miles of Casino on the one hand, and probably 
about the same distance troin Grafton there was scarcely any loft in 1890, when 1 resigned my position 
as district surveyor.
1300. In 1896, within 15 miles from Grafton, and within from 15 lo 20 miles from Casino,all the available 
land bad been taken up ? Quite so.
1301. Had it been put to its best use or was it simply held for the purpose of speculation? I think it.
has all been put to a use of some kind or the other, especially latterly, for the dairying industry at each 
end. " ‘ '
1302. Mr. H'lthon.] You stated just now that the land which was open within 10 or 12 miles of Grafton
had all been taken up before you left the district ? Practically. ,
1303. On this map here you will notico a piece of bind known locally as Clifden—part of the old Clifdcn 
station, 1 suppme—about J1 miles out of Grafting on the west side of the proposed railway, which is not 
reserved, and which, being open for a considerable time, has not been taken up ;—can you give a reason 
for its not being taken up ? That is rather broken country—sandstone; but still there are patches of 
good land in tnat piece, and T do not think it will bo long before it is taken up if it be opened under 
homestead selection. I do not know whether it is so ; but it was not open when 1 left tho district.
1304. A few miles from Lawrence there is another piece of land, which would lie about east of the 
proposed railway, at a point about 16 miles from Grafton;—how would you describe that land which, 
also, has been open for some time ? That land is not as good as the major part of the land on the 
route ; but still, t believe, that would be taken up readily for homestead selection if available. I do not 
know whether it is so or not; but there, is much worse land being taken up.
1365. Did you say that these two blocks wdiich are now vacant are not as good as the general run of land 
through which Ibis railway will pass ? Not as good.
1366. Chairman,'] Taking Ihe land through winch the proposed railway runs generally, how many 
acres do you think will be sufficient to provide a family with a decent living bv dairying? Assuming 
that they had a railway, I think from 500 to 600 acres, according to the quality of the country. In 
some cases it would require not nearly so much, and in other cases more, according to the character of 
tho country.
1367. Have you considered what the nature of the traffic will be along this line, apart from dairy
products ? 1 do not think there will be very much traffic except from the settlement of the country
itself. 1 look upon it that as it is now, there are 309,000 or 400,000 acres there which are almost valueless 
to the State; and 1 believe that with a railway there it would carry a population of 400 or 500 people.

1 hat would give probably about 500 or 600 acres to each iamily. It would carry 400 or 500 homes, and 
I suppose each homo would average four persons at least, t look upon it tliat this country would he of 
no more use, without a railway, than it is at present. It ii turning in very hltle to the State now.

. 13o8. Settlement is in these districts has usually followed the course of the rivers? Quite so; hut
within a reasonable distance it is all taken up on all the rivers.
1369. And has that Imd, within what you call a reasouable distance of the rivers, been put to its highest 
use? 1 think so. The Fresh Food and Tee Company have spent about £29,000,1 think, on their works 
at Grafton and on creameries in the district. They have over a dozen creameries in different parts of the 
river, and their return ot butter for last June on the Clarence alone was 48,000 lb. weight, according to 
the reports Jn the Tress. Of course, on the Itichmond pretty well the same sort of thing is being carried 
on. June is a winter month too. There is this to be considered in that country, that the frosts are very 
mild. You can graze all the year round. Not far from Graftou, on 16 acres, 1 had seven or eight head of 
cattle and ten horses all the year round. Some of the horses would get a feed of oats or maize, now and 
then, but the cattle certainly never got anything. Of course, that was on the alluvial flats near Grafton. 
The average return is over 40 bushels of corn to the acre right through the Grafton district.
1370. The nature of the soil, and the character of the operations carried on on each of these rivers are 
pretty well the same ? Almost exactly the same.
1371. A railway joining the two rivers is not likely to create any interchange of traffic from one district 
to the other? It will a little, because the Clarence Kiver is a better river, and the passengers not so 
liable to be stopped at times, because the company employ a better class of vessels Travellers, and those 
who have business with the Itichmond, make use of the Clarence Kiver as far as Harwood, and cross over 
to the Bichmond, and of course a lot of that traffic would go to this railway.
1372. Grafton would be the centre to which the greater amount of tho passenger traffic would be
attracted ? Quite so. 1373.
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1373. I suppose you do not regard that as sufficient justification for the expenditure of £500,000? Not
interchange of passenger traffic. _
1374. Then, in your opinion, this line must depend mainly on the local traffic, which its own construction
will develop ? That is my opinion. '
1375. You think the land is better suited for dairying than for anything else ? It is.
1376. I suppose you also admit that dairying as dairying, although the value of the product is high, 
produced very little railway revenue ? Very little compared to other products. Of course there would 
be other products, because a lot of the land would grow oats, as I have said, and that could be got to a 
market. It is utterly impossible now io do that sort of thing. The distance to the water is too far to 
enable a man to grow crops of that kind.
1377. Bo you consider the development of the limber areas along that district as being of some import* 
ance, from a railway point of view ? I do. I think daily the carriage is getting too far for the limber- 
getters to profitably get out the timber. There was an immense' traffic done before 1 left with New 
Zealand. They supplied piles ami girders of enormous length for the public works of New Zealand, and 
even for the Lismore-Tweed line a great lot of the sleepers were got in the Clarence district and shipped 
to Byron Bay. I do not say that they were all got from that quarter, but I have seen steamers loaded 
with them for Byron Bay.
1378. Would you say that the district between the two rivers is now languishing for the want of some 
railway or road facility ? It is utterly stopped.
1370. And is all the available land along the course of the river and the course of tho tributaries being 
taken up aud developed ? Yes.
1380. And is the expansion of that district restricted by reason of the want of some communication of this 
kind? It is.
1381. Mr. McFarlane^] flow many years did you live in the district? Thirty-five years. When I 
went up the banks of the Clarence were lined with dense brush, and up to within a few miles of 
Grafton. I personally surveyed the first two years all along the hanks of the Clarence, and for some 
distance back, the land that was likely to be taken up.
1382. You were district surveyor for a number of years ? I was licensed surveyor for three years, and I 
was put on the staff and given charge of the district. I was promoted gradually from second class to first- 
class surveyor, and still in charge of the district, acted as a district surveyor, and then when a district 
surveyor was appointed for that particular district 1 was appointed. When the Land Act of 1884 was passed, 
and the decentralisation took place, 1 was appointed district surveyor forthe Grafton Land Board district, 
which embraced tho Alacleav as well as other northern rivers, and at a later stage the Port Macquarie 
district was added to me, so that 1 had all the disi riots from Port Macquarie up to the Queensland border.
1383. Have you an intimate general knowledge of the country—not along the road itself, hut along the 
route of this proposed railway from Grafton to Casino ? I have; f have been in and out, backwards and 
forwards, through the greater part of it.
1381*. Uow would you class the country generally ? Fair graving country.
1385. Is much of the land occupied? It is nearly all occupied in leasehold areas, annual licenses, or 
occupation licenses for pastoral purposes.
1386. Are there many settlers, farming and dairying, within a reasonable distance, say, 10 miles, from the 
river at Grafton, and the same distance from the river at Casino—that is, in the intervening country 
between the two 10-mile points ? About Myrtle Creek, which is 2il miles from Casino, there is a great 
number of settlers.
1387. Between that and, say, 10 miles from the Clarence at Grafton ? There is very little settlement 
between those parts.
1388. What is the reason of that ? The reason, I presume, is partly on account of tho land not being 
Al, being only fair, aud, of course, the distance to cart produce. Tho principal factor against that back 
land being taken up is, and always 1ms been, the very rich land on flic bank of the river. Now, after they 
have been working that land for thirty-five or forty years without manure of any kind, a few years ago 
the average on the Clarence was 40 bushels of maize to the acre.
1389. It is exceptionally rich land in the valley of the river and its tributaries ? It is ; that being the case 
tho people would not look at anything outside such rich land, and yet all this land I am speaking of is 
quite as good as you would sec out in the southward, or out in any of the other directions. I have been 
in all the other directions, and what I sec from the railway the land is not to be compared, on the whole, 
to the land we arc speaking about.
1390. In the Richmond River district itself, how would you describe the land ? Ir is very good, hut a great 
portion of if is heavily timbered, and requires a great deal of money to clear if.
1391. How would the land between Myrtle Creek ami 10 miles from Grafton compare with the valley of 
the Clarence and the valley of the Richmond for dairying or agricultural purposes? Not so good.
1392. But if you were comparing the land I am now referring to with the average districts throughout 
the Colony, how would you describe it? It would compare very favourably.
1393. Is it heavily timbered country ? It is lightly timbered generally. There are patches, of course, 
heavily timbered with good timber—iron-bark, grey-gum, and all the good hardwood timbers. But it is 
astonishing to see the grass that grows on the gum ridges when ringbarked by the settlers.
1394. Bo you know any of the settled parts between Grafton and Casino, which Slave been free-selected 
and improved? There are some which are directly on the Hue of route. For instance at the cross 
roads, where the Grafton Road joins the Lawrence Road, there is a place which shows what the grass is 
after the trees have been ruug. It is on an old place, and it is certainly thirty-five years since it was first 
taken up. Beyond the Flying Horse some of the paddocks—at Riley's, two miles away—which have been 
rung showr signs of what improvement has been made.
1395. Bo you know Buggan's selection; some few miles from Grafton? Yes; I think X personally 
surveyed it.
1396. What class of land was it in its original condition? It was a fair sample of the land between the 
10 miles we were speaking about, say, between a little beyond the Flying Horse and Myrtle Creek.
1397. Have you seen it since it has been improved? Yes; 1 have passed it scores and scores of times. 
It has doubled its carrying capacity in my opinion.
1398. Is it land suitable for dairying purposes ? It is quite suitable in every respect, and parts of that 
land would grow' oats and light crops of that kind.

P. R.
Doimldeon.

1G July, 1900.

1399.
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P. K.
Donaldiou.

10 July, 1900.

]t39!). Do you pui, that forward as a fair sample of the whole of tho country between Grafton aud 
Casino ? It would be a fair sample of the land between Myrtle Creek, and not quite so near this way as 
tho Flying H orse. “ ^
1400. J’he railway would cross a number of creeks;—is any of the land on these creeks superior to the 
flat country between the different watercourses? There are little patches of alluvial land on all the 
creeks, and the same in the valleys running back from the creek into the ridges, and all those flats 
arc suitable for cullivation. For instance, at Myall Creek apd at Camira Station the crops of maize which 
have been raised were surprisino;, yielding far above the average of 40 bushels to the acre.
1401. Mould the extent of agricultural land be considerable, putting the whole of these watercourses 
together, within the influence of the railways ? Tsoi really good agricultural land—not like the flats I 
have just been speaking of
1402. That land is of extra quality ? Yes; but, as I say, there are a great number of ridges which are fit 
for lighter crops Ilian maize. "What I spoke of before as shotting sucli results were good crops, particularly 
maize.
1103. Has any cultivation taken place up to the present time in these places you refer to? I do not 
think there has been much done. They depend more on the cattle.
1401. AV hut agricultural produce is grown or would be grown for home requirements ? They only grow 
just sufficient for their own wants.
1405 ^ Do you think the construction of a railway would tend to develop the agricultural resources of 
the different areas along the watercourses ? I think so It would give them a market for any patch of 
good land they had, They would make the best possible use of it; if it was more advantageous to them 
to put into a crop, they would do that with it rather than keep it for dairying, although, even on the 
banks of the river, they are not growing so much maize as they used to. They arc using the land for 
dairying, which seems to have become a favourite industry. The fact of the matter is, thafca cheque every 
month is a very desirable thing, very much more so than having to chance getting a very low price for 
their maize, and getting it spoilt, as 1 have seen it spoilt, on the wharfs many a time. I have seen it 
lying there rotting with tarpaulins partly over it, and the wet spoiling it.
1400. Do you think the dairying is more likely to increase on the upper portions of the river—that is, above 
navigation, where it is not so convenient to ship agricultural produce? On the Clarence they have about 
35 miles of water-carriage above Grafton, and there arc creameries all up that way. They put the cream 
on to the steamer, and it comes doivn to the principal factory But where there is no watercourse they 
cannot go any great distance. The land-carriage in a vehicle would debar them from doing anything of 
that kind with the cream. '
1407. How far do you think it would pay a dairy farmer to send his milk to a factory ? I think it would 
pay to send 0 or 7 miles—some of them, I have been told, even bring it from a greater distance. Of course, 
a groat deal would depend on tho road. If they have anything like reasonable access they could bring it 
probably 10 miles more easily from some places than they could bring it 5 miles from others.
J40S. Speaking of the land along the banks of the navigable portion of the river, would it pay them to 
send their milk for conveyance by drogher some considerable distance to tho factory ? Yes , either the 
milk or the cream, A. number of them separate the cream now with their own separators.
1400. AV here they have separators, I understand that it pays them to send cream a far greater distance 
than it could possibly pay them to send milk ? .lust so ; but I see by recent reports they will have to 
improve their method, else they will bring discredic on the butter market.
1410. Do you think this railway, if made, wrould have the effect of settling dairy farmers and agricultural 
farmers along the route between Grafton and Casino? I have not tho slightest doubt about it.
1411. How far on each side do you think the railway would serve the country? I think from 6 to 7
miles easily. J ‘
1412. That would bo for dairying and agricultural farms ? Yes. I am putting a very inside limit to 
them, because J think they could go more than 6 or 7 miles, perhaps you might say 10 miles, I estimate 
that it will improve the value of the land to a distance of 10 miles from the railway. I think tho land 
within the immediate vicinity of the railway would be doubled in price. It has a nominal value at present; 
I do not believe that it is worth more than 12s. or 15s. an acre. 1 think the whole of that land would be 
doubled in value by making a railway through it.
1413. You have a good knowledge of land values in the district? Yes. 1 fixed the upset prices of all 
Government lands throughout the district, from Port Macquarie up to the Tweed. 1 used to make that 
my business. Of course, I had to keep myself au fait of the prices that land realised.
1414. During your long residence in the district have you observed that there is much through traffic 
bctiyeen the Richmond and the Clarence ? Hot a great deal. The through traffic is confined to coaches— 
I think two a week—from Casino to Lawrence, and two coaches, sometimes two or three a day, from 
Harvvood, on the Clarence, to Woodburn, on the Richmond
1415. Do you 1 liink that if this railway were constructed the traffic that now goes bv Harwood and 
Chatsworth, and to the Lower Richmond, would go by train ? Not the whole of it. I think that those 
who had business on the lower parts of the Richmond, going down the Richmond from AVoodburn towards 
Baihna, would go that way still, but anyone having business on the upper part of the Richmond would 
take the train,
14'16. Do you think that that passenger traffic would be largo if given railway facilities ? 1 do not think
it would be very large, 1 do not anticipate any great amount of through traffic.
1417. Do you think there will bo much produce sent to the Clarence for shipment to some other port, not 
only from the Richmond River district, but from the Richmond River end of the proposed railway, if 
made ? I think there would he some from above Casino, but not from many miles below, and if the Casino- 
Lismore railway, which 1 see is being pushed through the House, is constructed, 1 do not know that there 
would be any sent from Casino towards Grafton. 1 think it would go down towards Lismore, and bo 
shipped at that point.
1418. Do you think it would induce traffic to the Clarence by reason of tho fact that the freights
from Lismore arc higher than the freights from Grafton to Sydney? Yea ; I overlooked that part of the 
business. I find that I would have to put on a railway freight from Casino in addition to a higher freight 
from the Richmond than from the Clarence, in consequence of the fact that they cannot got the same 
class of steamers there to use, I think there would bo some. Jt would depend, of course, on the tariff 
a great deal. 1419.
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Do you fliink this railway, if made, would Tiavo tlie effect of inducing a considerable amount of 
trallic, not. only an interchange of traffic between the two districts, but an intermediate traffic P I think 
there would be a great deal of intermediate traffic. I think the settlement along and within a reasonable 
distance of the route would be one of the principal factors in that respect. .Another reason why it 
should be built is that it forms part of a Korth Coast railway, which will probably be constructed 
some dav.

P. E.
Donaldson.

1G July, 1000.

.lames Inglis, merchant, Sydney, sworn, and examined.—
1420. Mr. Watson.] Have you been through the district between Grafton and Casino ? 1 know it pretty J. Inglis,
well. Within tho last twenty years I have been all over it a good many times. —a—^
1421. How do you regard tho proposal to run a railway from Grafton to Casino from the standpoint of IS July. 1S00- 
the general public? lily main idea is dependent entirely upon wiiether it would be a piecemeal thing
or part of a great plan. To my mind it should be part of a comprehensive plan of a North Coast rail
way. 1 have always been in favour of that idea, and now that the proposition is to bring the railway 
over from Nerang or Southport, on the Brisbane side, and that part of the intermediate stage has 
already been made, I look upon it as part of the broad, comprehensive plan of linking the whole of tho 
river dietricis together, with Brisbane, Newcastle, and tho metropolis As a mere piecemeal line, 1 think 
it might be a little premature ; but if the Government, intend to carry out this comprehensive scheme of 
a coast railway, then, of course, the sooner wo set about it the better,
1422. Arc there any reasons which might be advanced for the present construction of a plan such as vou 
speak of, having in view the steamer competition which exists to-day? Without saying anything 
derogatory to tho steamer competition, it must always, to a certain extent, be dependent on somewhat 
adverse natural conditions. To some extent, what generally presents itself to any reasoning man's 
view is, that you are opening up new country; you are inducing settlement; you are giving 
further facilities for travelling and the transit of produce. In this particular district there is a 
point which it does not seem to me has been sufficiently urged, aud which, perhaps, lias not been present 
to your minds. It possesses a very equable temperature—■no great excess of beat or cold. It has a very 
abundant rainfall. The soil is just suitable for the class of sub-tropical crops which are grown by planters . 
in India. I think the whole of this tract between the two rivers would bo very useful for quite a new 
class of cultivation altogether. Aud, as our Government arc very liberally and very wisely advancing
the cause of agriculture by means of model farms and efforts of that sort—I was one of the first to
suggest them in one of my published bocks—here is an opportunity, I think, such as is scarcely enjoyed
by any other part of tho Colony with which T am acquainted—and I have been all over it—for tho
production of oil crops, such as rape, mustard, sesamum, and castor. On all those various oils, as it is
evident to you, there will be some sort of federal tariff required, and that I think may give our farmers a
better opportunity to supply our own immediate naut#. T feel pcifeetly certain that rape, mustard,
sesamum, turmeric, ginger, indigo, coffee, and tea can be grown on all tho slopes within this tract of
country. I feel sure that with sub-tropical cultivation quite a new era of prosperity would attend on this
district if you give them ready means of access to market. 1 think also the value of the timber industry has
not been sufficiently recognised. When I was at Home—I went Home as President of the Chamber of
Commerce—I had the honor of addressing no less than thirty-three different chambers in different parts of
the United Kingdom. 1 think I was the first public man in Australia who pointed out that m our forests
alone, unalienated, we had an asset which would more than pay offour national debt three times. I am still
of that opinion. We have an enormous asset in our tine.\pleated timbers. I am at present engaged in trying
to got £L.jthOOO capital to exploit the disi net, south of Grafton, on the Bobo and Nymboida .Rivers. I
went up with Hr. Kethel and spout more than a week m going over this country. We took it acre bv
acre, made a very exhaustive survey, and, upon my nord, it astonished me. I do not know
any other part of the surface of this globe where you have richer natural resources than iu
tho forests up there. You only want to employ different methods. The old day of the lumbering
bullock-dray is done with. You hare to get steam capstans that can work for 2 miles on each
side of tho line with a wire rope, and skid roads, and you can bring your logs in over hill
and dale, through slush and quagmire, and everything else. The weather docs not stop vou, and
you do not want any feed, for you have the food on tho ground for your machinery. One such
modern mill as we project would employ from 300 to 500 workmen. You would have villages
springing up. Our proposal also is to have a scheme of reafforestation. For every tree we cut down we
plant two or three. On some such scientific scale as that, I think yon could start industries there which
would astonish you. My idea would bo not to have a very expensive line at the first. If you made your
permanent way, which, after all. is the most expensive thing, 1 would say tho lightest plant suitable*to a
rather sparse passenger traffic at first would be the best to have. By that means ] think vou could bring
it well within practical scope. If you are going to spend £12,000 or £15,000 per mile as we have done ■
before. 1 do not think the thing at present is altogether practical, although, as part of a great comprehensive
scheme, it lo my mind suggests infinite possibilities. Of course, I am a sanguine man ; I am simply
giving you my own opinions I bare thought out the subject pretty well. I have travelled over tho
district, and comparing it with other districts, wiih the Central Cumberland district, and with the
districts round about Bathurst and Goulburn, although this is a light sandv soil—it is not like the
rich alluvial bottoms you get along the main rivers—still, with its climate and rainfall it has splendid
capabilities. The thing you get your money returned more quickly from, is a dairying countrv—a
grazing country. But then, as settlement increased, you would have these little patches of sub-tropical
cultivation which, 1 think, would pay remark ably well. Take capsicums. There is an immense demand
for capsicums. Ail these litile industries are neglected here. "We all g'> in for a big thing—butler,
beef, wool, mutton—and wc neglect thousands of these little subsidiary industries on which a selector’s
family could always find a pleasant and profitable occupation. I am perfectly certain that a whole lot
of these things etui be cultivated here easily and remuneratively. 1 am not sneaking without the hook,
because I have made exhaustive experiments. I have grown all those things in this country. At the
first Sydney iixliibition I had a very largo exhibit of thirty-eight kinds of sub-tropical products, from the
seed right up to the finished article. 1 showed the products, and I have been preaching that sermon
ever since. But ] have been like one of those crying in the wiklernc.-s.”
1423. W ould. yen say that the land between Casino and Grafton, which is admitted to l.e intrinsicallv
rather poor, is suitable for the cultivation of these products you mention ? It is the very thing for oil 
crops. " 14.24.
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J.Inglis. 1424, Bo you know where New Italy is. between. Woodburn aud Chatsworth ? Yes; I have shot quail 
ovcr t'iat e0UI]tl7-

u ' 1425. Bo you know whether the people at New Italy bare gone in for growing any ol these sub-tropical 
crops ? No : I think they have gone in principally for the ordinary crops. They cannot got very well 
to a market either, for they are a good distance from either river,
142(i, It is timbered and very poor country ? It is poorish country. Mulberries grow very well there. 
I think coffee, too, would grow remarkably well. It is not as good land as this land wo are speaking 
about. Then you have—what is a very important thing in all cultivation—yon have a good under-tilth ; 
in other words, the subsoil is good, and it is retentive of moisture, which is a most important thing for 
Australian cultivation. 1 know that, as an old practical planter, 1 make it my business whenever I am 
travelling to get a good grip of the country aud sec what the capabilities arc likely to be. I have fourteen 
travellers always employed, and 1 have one traveller who docs that trip six times a year. I have been 
with him over all tho country, and 1 have gone down from Guyra, from Billgrove, from Glen Innce, and 
from Tenterfield. J think you arc simply mixing up twm propositions when you begin to talk about the 
probable route to connect with the table-land. 'That has nothing to do with the merits of this case. I 
look at it as a broad general comprehensive scheme, and whatever parochial or local difference of opinion 
may be, I do not think that should be present to the mind of a practical politician. He has to look at it 
from the point of view of the whole country.
1427. We have not gone into that aspect ? lam speaking now about some letters I saw in the news
papers. 1 give you credit for having a bigger view of your functions and duties than that. But that is 
where a lot of this opposition comes from—purely from local and parochial suppositions as to whether it 
will take a little trade from this town or from that town, The way T have to look at it is, whether it will 
be good for the whole Colony or not.
142ti, The point which seems to be most vital to the present inquiry is, whether the all-round 
advantages from railway construction will be beneficial to the State;—within a reasonable time, do you 
think there will be a fairlv large population settled along the route of this railway? I certainly think so. 
Prom what'l have seen of the land, I think it would be the quickest and best means of promoting settle
ment and of giving a valuo to the land for settling purposes which it does not now possess.
1429. You would not say that the limber along the route would be cither as valuable or as plentiful as 
that in the region you are speaking of—a little south of Grafton ? Certainly not. The timber on both 
sides here, for miles and right away up to the flanks of the ridges, is timber of a rather valueless character 
and not much use for mercantile purposes, but as soon as you begin to tap the ridges and get away into 
the valleys there, you have magnificent timber—pine and hardwood of all kinds, and a great many sorts 
suitable for cabinet-making.
1430. But down south of Grafton the country you spoke of a few minutes ago is more basalt than sand
stone ? Yes; and it is very much better timber there.
1431. "Would you think the timber along the Kiehmond Bangc, and within a reasonable distance of the 
suggested line, would be worth something from a mercantile standpoint ? Undoubtedly, if you could get 
it readily away. It is of no use just uow, because you have so far to carry and cart it. Although not 
nearly so good as the timber in the Bon Borrigo country and round about there, still there is a very largo 
amount of good timber there, and I think it would be a very favourable place for the trial of reafforesta
tion. I think you could grow a great many kinds of valuable timbers there. There should be a little 
timber reserve here and there all up and down that coast country, which should not be allowed to be 
touched unless under a proper contract to reaiforestate—as you cut to replant—because a lot of it, 
however good the soil, would take along time—perhaps a couple of generations—before it would become 
fit for the plough. I am quite sure that every valuable tree we know, from teak upwards, could bo 
planted on these slopes. 1 believe it would bo a splendid place for a leak forest. I have lived among the 
teak. I have been through all northern India, where forestry is regularly practised. 1 had charge of very 
largo estates up there, belonging to the Agra Bank, and a very large part of our revenue came from 
forestry operations. In fact, if people knew the value of bamboo as a crop here they would start planta
tions. It is the very place for bamboos. Bight round the foot of the ranges you could have bamboo 
plantations. It would grow like grass with no trouble, and for scaffold operations there is nothing finer 
on the face of the earth. You could always get from 15s. to 20s. a hundred for bamboos in any large 
town from builders for scaffolding purposes. They are tough and pliable ; they have only to be bound 
together and the whole fabric gives like a basket. You cannot break it. It is better than squared timber, 
it is better than hardwood for scaffold purposes. Bamboo-planting should be carried out on a proper 
scientific scale. Always cutting from the inside, letting the air into the inside, and lotting your bamboos 
grow from the outside, they grow like grass. That is the whole secret of bamboo-planting. It would be 
as good as many of the crops which farmers grow there. Bundles of bamboos could be floated down the

, river or sent down to large centres, and builders would give a very high price for them. It is a very'
valuable plant. The people do not half know the use of it here. Even when the bamboos get a little 
worn they can be cut up and made into dunnage. Shipmasters will buy them to put between the shell of 
the ship and the cargo they are putting in. From wool ships you would get any demand for bamboo 
batons. That, is only one of the indications, and a very slight one, 1 give you of how many sub-1 ropical 
products are neglected here by farmers from the want of knowledge.
1432. You indicated a little while ago that you would not be an enthusiastic supporter of this railway 
unless it was to be considered as part of a through line along the coast? That, to my mind, is its main 
justification at present.
1433. Bo you know sufficient of the land sonth of Grafton and right down to Newcastle to bo able to 
say whether it is good land ? I have been all over the land, and I consider that it is even better than this.
1434. Bo you think we would bo justified, from the point of view of settlement, and probably of returns, 
either direct or indirect, within a reasonable time, in going on with a line right along the coast ? I do ; 
1 would advocate it strongly, from a broad point of view—of good to the State. I do not take a district 
view ofdt at all. I look upon it as part of a great comprehensive scheme—a network of railways. You 
would save money on your roads ; you would give access to little valleys and patches of ground which are 
now absolutely worthless ; you would be settling happy families upon the soil, who would all make a 
reasonable living; you would be introducing fresh industries, and that naturally gives a stimulus to trade.

■ I being a trader, naturally take the commercial view; I think there would be half a dozen industries
' ' very
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very soon started, and my traveller would not have such a large distance to go from one town to another J’ Inglis.
without getting some orders ; and whatever benefits the commercial traveller means a benefit to the State, t----—n
for these are all dutiable articles that we deal with. ^ July, 1900.
143.5, Our South Coast line has not been very encouraging in that respect? 1 do not think it has had .
such broad hinterland; it is closer toVhe sea, and there is not so much room for settlement. In the
north the hinterland is broader, with a great many little valleys, where families could settle and make a
very good livelihood indeed. You can keep cattle and sheep even on the ridges here, because, although
there is that worthless blady grass, it can be very easily eradicated. If it were rough-harrowed, and couch
put in, it w'ould eradicate the blady grass. Wherever you can grow blady grass, you can grow couch.
The way we got quit of the thatch grass in India was to dig out a clump, make a compost of fresh cow- 
dung and clay, and put in some couch chopped up. In less than two weeks the couch begins to grow, and 
in one year you will have couch all over the place. In Few Zealand, thirty years ago, I saw the couch 
grass beat the bracken. Couch is one of the most valuable grasses we have for fodder, because it will 
stand through the winter and the summer.
1436. Taking this line, in conjunction with tho Casino-Lismore-Tweed line, and a possible connection 
north, to what extent would you expect through traffic ? At first that w'ould he rather inconsiderable, I 
think. As you give opportunities to travel, so travelling develops, but I would not like to give a very 
glowing account, I think the passenger traffic at first might be inconsiderable, but it would be bound 
to grow'.
1437. What class of goods do you think would be carried other than those wdiich are carried to the rivers 
at either end of the suggested line? If this system of cultivation I spoke of were gone in for, there 
would be oils, oil seeds, and oil-cake,
1438. Suppose you had your through line to Sydney, or suppose you only had a line to Grafton, would 
you expect the people sending these products to use the railway, or to ship at the nearest river port ? 1 
think it would be from river port to river port. I think they would be really feeders. Unless where 
the bar forms a supreme barrier, I have no doubt that river carriage is cheaper than rail.
1439. It has been pointed out in this inquiry that at the Clarence Heads very considerable improvements 
at large expenditure have been undertaken by the Government, and, so far as the evidence of the engineers 
goes, it would seem that very good results in keeping the bars open have followed ; the point is whether, 
in the present stage of the Colony's development, the people are not fairl3r well served by having free 
water communication kept open ? It is just a case of larding the fat sow'. Those who have the best 
lands and livo on the easiest conditions have access to natural means of traffic, whereas the hurrying 
crowds who have stepped on their heels find that they have to go further back, Hut they are a very 
valuable class of settlers to encourage, and you are forcing them into conditions which arc almost heart
breaking. They can sec no good out of all the labours they do under tho sun, and a hot sun too. I 
really think, if at a slight loss, it would bo a statesmanlike thing to encourage the settlement of the very 
class of men we want to take up the land, make it valuable, and settle happy homes.
1440. It is for the latter class you think the railway is required? Yes.
1441. As a man whose business and ideas take him all over Few South Wales, you must recognise that
we have only a, certain amount of interest-paying ability in the community each year. Unless public 
works are reproductive—that is, if losses are to be extensive on many lines or works—a limit must bo 
reached, so far as the community are concerned for a time. Looking at this question all round, and 
comparing this district with other districts, would you say that this is one of those cases iu which you 
would first undertake the construction of a railway, seeing that we have only a few millions each year 
that we can spend in this way ? I would sooner have the main Forthern Coast line gone on with, with a 
considerable amount of vigour, than some of the other projected lines, wffiich it would be very invidious 
for me to mention. 1 really think that where you have great main-reaching lines through pastoral 
districts, you have done all that the State, considering its present capacity for paying interest, might 
possibly be expected to do. But where you have land fit for this class of settlement, where yon can get 300 
or 400 acres to a family, I really think it will bo a very statesmanlike thing to make a railway. Of course 
I would put the burden on posterity as far as T could, and I would make the lines themselves earn their 
interest as far as possible ; but what loss there was on them I think might fairly be borne, to a certain 
extent, b3r those who have to come after us, and who will reap the benefits, I quite agree with you that 
there is a limit beyond which no wise man would commit himself. All the same, I think this is one of 
the most deserving of the propositions which have been put before your Committee—that is, always takin" 
it as a whole comprehensive scheme. “
1442. jl/r. Shepherd.'] You have mentioned that some portions of the country between Grafton and Casino 
arc suitable for growing coffee and tea ? I think so, iu some of tho sheltered valleys and on tho higher 
slopes. I am quite sure that indigo would grow well.
1443. How far do you think it vmuld pay a farmer lo carry such products to a port or to a railway ? AH
these products are grown and made on the farms. If you grow coffee you pulp it on the farm, and the 
pulp is useful for food. With indigo you have a couple of little vats, and you mako your indigo, and you 
put the product of 2 or 3 acres of indigo mto one SO or 100 lb. chest. With your oil-seeds, you would 
have more scope for profitable carriage. ”
1444. But at what distance from railway or port would it pay a man to grow many of these products ?
Thirty or 40 miles.
1415. As this line is only 64 miles long, it would absorb nearly the whole, either one or the other port?
Fo ; your middle distance would be about 30 miles from water-carriage, so that you could give access to 
a steamer by the railway to any farmer almost on your line.
1446. But taking the whole distance, if it would pay to manufacture these products, say, 30 miles from a 
port, you see 30 miles from Casino on the one hand and 30 miles from Grafton on the other would absorb 
nearly the whole line ? But then you have 30 miles back from the railway to think of.
1447. This line is running north and south, and you would have east and west to a distance of 20 or 30 
miles as wed? I am not thinking of those who are only 30 miles from a port, I am thinking of those 
who would be 30 miles from a railway, and then 36 miles from a port. I would like to give these men an 
equal show with those closer to a port.
1448. Do you think the nooks and valleys in this country are sufficiently extensive to justifv the 
construction of the railway ? There are a great many of them. There is a lot of fine laud in there*

21-1 1449.
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X449. You have described tliia land as a light sandy soil ? Jt is a very open sandy loam; there is good 
loam underneath, and with plenty of moisture.
1450. Considering that this railway is estimated to cost a little over £500,000, and that the annual 
deficiency is estimated at £16,000, do you think it is likely that that piece of country would produce 
sufficient to justify'the construction of the line under these circimstanees ? "Well, consider how long 
that loss of £16,000 would be likely to last. Would it not be diminishing year by year.
1451. Undoubtedly? Well, ihcn it comes to be a practical question as to when you may expect the line 
to bo self-supporting. I quite agree with those who say that at first this line would not bo self-supporting. 
It would take some time for settlement to advance. It would take some time even for the introduction 
oE such products as I have mentioned. I think for the first few years you might expect a loss on the 
line ; but then again, if it were part of a main northern line, I believe the line as a whole would pay— 
parts of it would pay better than others. Therefore, I think, we should look at the problem as one 
comprehensive scheme, not as a piecemeal thing. If you are. going to make that bit of line, and stop 
there, then I certainly would be against it.
1452. You see both Casino and Grafton are already fairly well served ? The towns are, and the immediate 
vicinities.
1458. We should look at this line as necessarily feeding itself between those two points ? Yes.
1454. If you deduct 20 miles from each end, it only leaves 2i miles iu the middle to feed the whole 
railway? And the back country which it would tap on both sides, that increases your area a good bit,
1455. You think that, under the circumstances, the country would be justified in constructing the line ? 
1 do. I would he in favour of it, although T would not for a moment he so sanguine as to think it would 
pay its way from tho jump. J think it would very soon he made remunerative. Of course, at present 
maize is considered the principal product in that district. They would not grow much maize on that 
sandy loam. You know that rape aud sesamum, which is very largely cultivated in Europe and Upper 
India, and which, as you know is very largely used as an adulterant for olive—in fact you can scarcely 
tell the difference between them—fetch a very high price. The beauty about all this produce is that 
there is no waste. Your refuse is the finest food you can have for cattle, especially dairy cows. I would 
like to see every small farm in these districts have its own little oil mill, and its own little tobacco drying 
plant. You could grow tobacco there beautifully. Ir does not want that rich chocolate soil some people 
think it docs. Jf you have a good subsoil it will grow quite well. The best tobacco is not grown on the 
richest soil. The golden tobacco is grown on light soil.
1456. What area do you think would bo a fair thing for an ordinary farmer to make a living off, taking
into consideration the cultivation of many of these products you have mentioned ? 1 think he ought to
do very well on 800 acres. Jf lie had 100 acres in good cultivation, he could have 200 acres under couch 
and other grasses, and he could supplement his income by dairy products.
1457. A sort of mixed farming? Tcs. Wc have been so accustomed to have huge slices of land hero 
exclusively for beef, mutton, or wool, that people turn up their noses, and do not sec the 'possibilities 
contained in 200 or 300 acres. Jf they would go to where the population is more dense, where land is 
harder to get, and see what farmers in Scotland can do out of 60, SO, or 160 acres—if they would go down 
to Sussex or any of the English counties and see the size of the farms there, they would alter their views.
1458. Is it your opinion that sugar can he grown satisfactorily there ? I should not think so, as it requires 
a richer soil. You might grow the light Kcpauli or Upper India sugar there as fodder and get a great 
many tons per acre, but I do not think it would he much good for sugar.
145!). One or two witnesses have stated that sugar can ho grown there ? I doubt it.
1460. It requires a soil more suitable for grass ? Yes.
1461. Mr. Jlyam^] Do you think these Indian products could be grown successfully without cheap 
labour? I am sure of it. You see, ginger, coffee, and a great many other things would grow there— 
what I call family industries—where the children would come in very handily ; and rape, sesamum, 
mustard, and flax, it is splendid country for flax, could be just as well grown there as in tho north of 
Ireland.
1462. You have had considerable experience in regard to these products ? I have been a practical planter 
nearly all my life.
1463. Suppose this railway was only done in a piecemeal way, still you would be an advocate of its being 
done in that way ? So long as the main finish of the thing is kept in view.
1464. You would advocate the construction of this line, even if it were only apiece of a North Coast line ? 
■Well! “ If ye hid for a silk goon, ye’ll mebbe get a sleeve o’t.” I think a Great Northern Coast railway 
would shorten the route to the '('weed by nearly 200 miles. It would be a very important link, I think.
1465. Do you not think this coast line would divert nearly the whole of the traffic going to Queensland ?
I do not think so. The through traffic between the two capitals now is very inconsiderable. The main 
traffic i» from town to town. ’
1466. You expect to see a great accession to that traffic in the near future ? It is just lilie giving postal 
facilities or anything else. The traffic grows with the facilities you give it.
1467. Tou think that if this line is constructed between Grafton and Casmo the traffic would come ? It 
would go largely to make its own traffic. Give them easy faeilifiss for travelling, and the traffic would 
come. I think it has become a matter of almost mathematical precision to say what amount of traffic a 
railway or road will bring. Those who arc accustomed to statistics of that sort will be able to tell you 
in how many years you may expect to got so much traffic.
14GS. You think this line would be the means of settling a large population between Grafton and Casino 
and to the east and west of the route ? Ido think so, I know lots of fathers with lads aud lassies 
growing up, getting married, aud going out, who are looking out for some such tract of country as this 
I am speaking of, whore their children might go and settle. The old folks would start the young folks 
with a few cows and a little capital, and the young folks would go and start a homestead by themselves. 
1469. Mr. McFarland] The annual deficiency of £16,000 a year on this railway is based on the calculation 
that it will cost £7,000 a mile to construct;—but an estimale has since been made for laying a light 
railway between the two points at a cost of £3,000 per mile ? I should think that could be very easily 
done to satisfy all requirements for the next fifteen or twenty years. I do not speak as an engineer ; 
hut 1 feci sure that to put down a line at a cost of £7,000 or £8,000 a mile over country like that would 
he a waste of money.

1470.
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14i70. Even looking at it as a section of the North Coast railway ? E^en so. J- Inglis.
1471. It most necessarily be a considerable number of years before a North Coast line could be built, -A-—
supposing it were undertaken now ? Tea. “ 16 July, 1000.
1472. Do yon think it would be wise to lay down a light lino between Grafton and Casino pending tho
completion of the North Coast line? Just, in the same way as it was considered a wise thing to put a 
line over tho Blue Mountains, aud now the time has come when they have spent a lot of money in taking 
out curves and making new tunnels: so your first object, I think, should be to promote settlement and 
to give access to your lands as cheaply as possible, always with the view to having it made into a great 
permanent-way hereafter. J should think £3,001) a mile would be ample. There are no engineering 
difficulties to overcome, except with regard to some of the creeks. .
1473. Do you think alight line would answer the purposes of settlement equallv well as an ordinary
main line ? I do. '
1474. That would reduce the annual loss on the Departmental estimate from £16,000 to about. £7,000?
That is a very material difference. I think the country would got that, and more, in the increased value of 
lands, in a larger consumption of dutiable articles, iu better settlement and more contentment, and in 
the introduction of new products.
1475. Are you not aware that both coffee and ginger are now grown in the Clarence district? I know 
they arc grown both on the Clarence and on the Richmond.
1476. Have you seen the results ? I have seen the things growing, I do not know what the mercantile
results are yet. It is not so very long ago since they wore started. Twenty years ago I sent out thousands 
of bags of ail sorts ot seeds, which I got down from the Government of India. My wife and I made them up 
at night; 1 had them all initialled and sent out, and all I asked them to do was to send mo a written 
report ot the results. Old Mr. Colley, of Kangaroo Talley, and two others, were the only three out of 
hundreds to take the trouble to send mo a report. " *
14/7. Do you think the products you mention could be profitably grown there, given railway facilities ?
1 uo. A little rough mill could work tho whole of these oil products. You would only want barrels to 
send the oil to market, and the oilcake is reserved for the use of the farm. With mixed farming, without 
dairying, a family could bo exceedingly happy and comfortable. They could have butter and eggs and all 
sorts of farm produce to send to market. * ‘
1478. How will the .lion Dorrigo country compare with the country between Grafton and Casino, as 
regards timber? It is a superior timbered country, but It certainly is not so useful for agriculture. It 
would take far too much money to open it out for the plough. It would take a generation to do it,
1479. The departmental estimate of the value of the timber in the Don Dorrigo countrv is £14 per acre
on the royalty now paid ? That is better than even £1 an aero. ‘ ^ *
1480. "What class of marketable timbers are there between Grafton and Casino ? There arc swamp gum, 
a lot of maiden s blush, and a- very large quantity of first-class wattle. I believe wattle farming would 
pay on all these low spurs. Mr. Moses tried growing wattle in New England, and would have made a 
good thing of the business, only that he gave it up when it was just coming into form. On that light 
sandy soil at the foot of the ridges you could grow wattle splendidly. Jt is the perfectly ideal home of 
the wattle. There are a lot of other timbers for dyo stuffs which could be grown there. The gum is 
rather stunted and gnarled—very few straight barrels—from what I saw. I have not been back into these 
ridges myself. I am going now by hearsay.
1481. You do not know the forest reserves of iron-bark there ? No ; hut I should think that there would 
be good iron-bark there.
1482. Of course, where you get iron-bark you do not get much of anything else ? No.
148J. Dr. Oarran.] If these sub-tropical products were grown on the Itiehmoud Eiver. would they find 
their way to the markets of the world by tbe Itichmoml, or would they go down this lino? That question 
was asked me before. I think the river traffic would always be preferred to the railway traffic.
1484. "We must not look for a large terminal business on this line? No ; unless you make it a stramht
line right through. °
1485. This line would create its own business ? Yes.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Grafton
to Casino.

Henry Patcson, Manager, Fresh Food and Ice Company, sworn, and examined: —
1486. J/r. McEarlane.y Have you any personal knowledge of the district between Grafton and Casino? H. Patcson. 
I have been several times right through from Grafton to Casino, and from Lismore to Grafton, going a _

17 July, 1900.
148/. Would you care, first of all, to state what you know about the district ? I should say that there is 
a good lot of Government land which might be turned to fair account. I do not say, by any means, that 
it is extraordinary land. It is not chocolate soil or black soil to any great extent; but still it is ground t 
which might be made useful for many purposes, especially dairying. I do not make that statement, ,
because I am connected with dairying. .[. think it is specially adapted for dairying. I think you would 
got a lot of creameries up there, which would naturally help the lino to pay, and there are other things which, 
no doubt, could be grown. I think you sco the worst part of that country when you see just tho top of it, 
that is, the land along the road. "
1488. Have you beeu oft' the road in different places ? Very little.
1489. In its present condition, ispt suitable for stock purposes and for dairying? It is suitable for them.
Of course, you want a good lot ol: land for a lair-siced family to live upon. I should say you want 500 
or 600 acres to a family. ‘ ‘ 1490.

i
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H. Pateson. ]490. Is that iu its present condition or its improved condition ? In its present condition, I should say. 
/■~'A—They could live upon that area. .1 do not think they could make an extraordinarily good living, but then 

17 July, 1900. man wou]<j soon improve the land naturally.
1491. Would it be suitable tor producing artificial grasses ? T should think so. I should think you 
would have to get beyond the top and go down to tbe subsoil, ploughing it well up.
1492. Is there much dairying between Grafton and Casino ? Very little now.
1493. How docs it extend out of each place along the proposed railway ? ilt Casino it extends out from 
8 or 10 mites, and from Grafton I do not think it extends at present more than 10 miles, and then there 
is not a great deal of it.

, 149t. How far would it pay a dairy farmer to send his milk to a factory or creamery!'1 He should not
send it over 8 miles, and it should be well cooled and aerated before be sends it so far. The idea would 
be, if you did run a railway from Grafton to Casino, to station creameries all over it; and the cream 
would bo separated there, and pasteurised, and then it would travel 00 or 70 miles in real good order, 
OF course, it would not go to that distance, because it would naturally go to Lismore.
14'9.j. How far would it pay to carry cream ? You could not cart it more than 7 or 8 miles, and the same 
with millc, unless you pasteurised it. If yon pasteurise it, you can carry it. perhaps, 15 miles ; but still, 
land carriage does not pay for carrying cream.
1490. The reason why there is not more of the land used for dairying purposes between Grafton and 
Casino is through not having some means to convey the milk or cream ? Without a doubt. They wanted 
to send cream from Myrtle Creek, which is 35 or 30 miles from Grafton.
1497. I think it is nearer 40 miles? It may be; for I am speaking without the book. They wanted fo 
send their cream, but wo would not take it. Under any circumstances, if you bring cream by road it 
would only make a rotten sort of stufF.
1498. "Would it not be nearer for them to send it to Casino or Lismore? It would be nearer to send it 
to Casino.
1499. The lino is 64 miles long? It would pay them better to send it to Casino ; but, even then, they 
w'ould not send it by road.
1500. You think that if this railway were constructed, the land would be taken up for dairying purposes ? 
I can only answer that question by saying that sinuo the dairying industry has got a good hold on tho 
Clarence the land that is not saleable or usable is practically scarce now.
1501. Are there many inquiries for land for dairying purposes in tho district? Many inquiries. "When 
] went up there first, four or the years ago, you could get land almost at any price you wanted; but now 
all the dairying land is taken up. Of course, down the lower river, down at Copmanhurst, and on the 
other part of tho river, you can find that land is being taken up. The best proof that it is being taken up 
is the fact that when 1 went there first 1 should say that they were not making more than 160 or 170 tons 
u year, whereas now, they are making about 800 tons.
1502. Is it likelv to continue to increase if there is sufficient land available to be taken up for that 
purpose ? Without a doubt. There is no district better adapted for dairying than the Clarence and tbe 
.Richmond. They at present. I think, supply all Sydney wants—for nine months out of tho year, aiiyhow.
1503. Is tliere any other industry that would be likely to be developed by the construction of this line 
other than dairying? Of course, there is a great deal connected with dairying—pigs, fowls, and poultry 
of all descriptions. What the subsoil is I could not say, but 1 should think you see tho worst land at the 
top. In Grafton they can grow everything—tropical fruits of every kind, coffee, and all that sort of 
thing. I think I could enumerate the things they' cannot grow better than the things they can grow,
1504. Do you think the majority along the railway would send their milk or cream—particularly .cream—
to Grafton rather than to Casino or Lismore ? 1 take it that in any case they would have to send it by
rail to either Grafton or Casino—it would not matter much.
1505. Would the same facilities be available at one place as at the other ? It is simply a question of 
distance, as to whether it pays betier to send to Casino than to Grafton.
1506. Tho reason why I asked that question was because it is stated that the dairy farmers of Myrtle 
Creek are making inquiries as to whether they could send their cream to Grafton, which is considerably 
further away than Casino? They applied to us time after time to put a factory or creamery up there. 
We would not do it, because we knew that it was too far.
1507. What depth of country do you think the railway would serve on either side? I am afraid I am not 
in a position to answer that question. There ought to be 800,000 or 900,000 acres there.
1508. Provided that the land was suitable for dairying purposes, what distance would it pay them to send 
their cream to a railway for conveyance to a factory ? It would pay them to send it in 40 or 50 miles. 
We at present get cream from Queanbeyan and places like that; plenty of it comes down to our own 
place in Sydney. If you take care of your cream, and see that it is well looked after from the beginning, 
you can practically travel it any reasonable distance by train.
1509. Do you do much chilling in your establishment in Grafton ? We did some meat for Mr. Greaves 
last year, but he is shipping down by tbe boats this year. We do a very large amount in bacon there.
1510. Is that increasing each year? It is with us. I will give the returns of our business for the last 
three years. The milk and butter business, £102,520; and the pig and bacon business, £17,588 ; making 
a total of £180,108 in that period. We spent on plant and buildings £17,400, and we pay an average 
wage of £05 per week. When we started up there we were doing about a fifth of that business.
1511. The first figures you read represent the moneys spent in purchasing these articles ? Yes.
1512. Where do you mostly get the stock from for chilling ; for instance, pigs ? We buy them all over 
the river—down as far as Palmer’s Inland, and right down to Lower Copmanhurst.
1513. Do you get any from the direction of the Richmond River? We get some from there. We have 
been greater buyers of pigs, but the steamships do not treat us well. If we want pigs for Grafton, they 
do not put any facilities in our way for getting them ; they will not let the droghers bring them down, 
because it pays the company better to carry a pig than to carry two sides of bacon.
1514. Do you think it will materially assist to develop that industry if this land were thrown open by 
means of this railway? I. do, undoubtedly.
1515. And that tbe settlers would have communication with Grafton as a market for the stock they 
raised ? Certainly.
1516. Do you think there would be much through traffic between Casino and Grafton, or between Lismore

and
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and Grafton ? I tliink there w'outd be not only a great deal of traffic in the way of stock, but a good Paleson. 
deal of passenger traffic. You see, people do not go to Grafton or the Richmond, because they have 
an unpleasant sea voyage to put up with, and if they have not that, they have a bad coach service to ‘
put up with. ‘
1517. You think that if they got railway facilities there would be more inducement held out to them to 
travel ? A great deal. I reckon the Clarence is one of tho most beautiful spots in Yew South Wales.
It is only the wrretched way of getting to it, which keeps it back.
1518. Do you think the railway would be much used for conveying fat stock? I do, because, as a rule, 
fhey send them on foot to Glen limes or Tenterfield. I always get mixed up, between the Kiehmond 
Kiver and the Clarence River, as to whethor they send their stock to Tenterfield or Glen Innes.
1519. Is there much fat stock coming from the Kiehmond River now to Grafton? There has been a good 
deal, and will be a good deal, because the Kamornie works take a lot of fat stock. I am satisfied that 
there would be a great deal more fat stock coming to Sydney. If you have a line from Lismore to 
Casino, and a line from Casino to Grafton, and you make a through line to the main line, then you will 
be able to truck your cattle at any part you choose.
1520. That is, provided that there was a connection wdth the table-land ? There would be then a through 
connection from the water to the main line.
1521. Do you think that much of this land is suited for cultivation? I think a lot of it could be cultivated.
1522. Would that be to grow products for sale, or feeding stock? 1 should think it ought to pay to
cultivate products for sale and feeding stock as well.
1523. Is the land sufficiently rich to grow maize ? Onlv a portion of it from what J have seen.
102t. Do you know the country about Myrtle Creek ? I have seen a good deal of that country.
1525. Do you think that is good dairying country ? 1 think it could be made good dairying counfry, I
reckon it would take a square mile lo make a good homestead for a man and his wife and a good many 
children, and then, I think, he would have to cultivate from 100 to 150 acres, so that he could grow almost 
any produce he chose. ] think if ho went deep enough, he would get soil good enough to grow practically 
anything he wanted to grow. I do not think that much less than 610 acres would do for a man. Perhaps 
I am taking an exaggerated view of it, but that is my opinion.
1520. How does the land between Grafton and Casino compare with other dairying district;—I do not 
mean in the valleys of tho rivers? It compares very well. It is not real loam,but there are many places 
where they dairy on land quite as bad. You must bear in mind that, in dairying, poor land turns out tbe 
better quality of butter—that is, bettor for keeping and better for exporting.
1527. Is there anything else which you would like to add ? Yo ; 1 believe that line would support a 
great many persons, particularly as it is Crown laud. There must bo 800,000 or 900,000 acres of 
Crown land.
1528. It all depends upon the distance you go back from the railway line ? Yes ; you can go hack 7 or 8 
mites on either side.
1529. I think that would mean about 400,000 acres in all ? Well, I exaggerated tho area, then ; I thought 
you had from 700,000 to 800,000 acres.
1530. lou would have to go a greater distance back to make up that area-? I think it would be a good 
line. Of course, it would assist the main line, and if you want to assist the Murwillumbah line, if you 
wrant to do business with Queensland, you have a great assistance either way. You have the south, if 
you want to go there. Up to the present you have the Murwillumbah railway, which, I presume, would 
soon go into Queensland.
1531. Do you think there would be much traffic with Brisbane in the event of a railway connection right 
through ? I am sorry to say I do think so.
1532. In farming products or dairy produce ? Parm products, dairy products, and all kinds of things.
They got a great deal of stuff from Yew South Wales.; Of lucerne, they buy a tremendous quantity, and 
that can be grown on the upper part in any quantity. There is no doubt that it would assist greatly to 
make the Lismore-Murwillumbah railway pay. I should not think it pays at present. It always struck 
me as a line from nowhere to nowhere.
1533. Do you think it would be rendering that line a better paying line if tho Queensland connection 
were made? I am sorry to say 1 think it will do Yew Mouth Wales harm, because a lot of our exports 
would go into Queensland ; but still I have not the slightest doubt but that Queensland will have to 
send a lot of her exports into New South Wales.
1534. That would make an interchange ? .Ves.
1535. That will also add to the traffic ? Without a doubt.
1536. Do you think there is much maize exported from tlie northern rivers to Queensland? Sometimes 
a great lot; but then, as a rule, it comes by boat to Sydney. It is carted in from somewhere and brought 
to Sydney, whence it is sent to Brisbane.
1537. If there were a railway connection between Grafton and Brisbane tbe produce would go in that 
direction? Without a doubt, and a great deal of it. A great many firms which do their business now in 
Sydney would probably transfer themselves to Brisbane ; at the same time, there would be an interchange, 
more especially of stock. Queensland has so many more cattle than we have, and Queensland, as we all 
know, is a good Colony.
1538. It has been stated that of the fat stock going to Kamornie meat-works, a large number come from 
the Richmond River;—do you think they would come by train ? I feel sure they would.
1539. You notice from the map that the train would not go so far as Kamornie, but would stop at 
Grafton ? You are such a little way from Kamornie, and you have such a good place to untruck at in 
Grafton, that there would not be very far to drive them. When they have to drive, they drive to Tenter
field and Glen Innes from the Richmond, and it does not want a man with any sense io know that the 
stock must lose a great deal on tho trip. Mr. Greaves has been shipping all his cattle lately by the 
“ City of Grafton.” Once a drover gets his bullocks into a train he never takes them oil if he can help it.
There is no doubt that both the Clarence and the Richmond have plenty of fat stock; in fact, it is 
wonderful what the northern rivers, taking them right through, could supply. But I would not like to 
say that the railway is going to pay right off.
1540. You do not think it will pay at the start ? Ido not. It must take time to open up that country.
You cannot open up that land in a day or a year. I should reckon that that railway would not pay

under
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Pateson, under sis or seven years. Still you get a sort of national line. You get from tlie seaboard—that is, tbe
17 TlTftoii r”rer to ma*n ^'ne! ai:1^ ^7 main lino you cau go either way.
' u y> • 1541. Do you think, in view of all the circumstances you have stated, it is a line wdiich should be 

constructed ? I do, indeed. At any rate we show our faith in it; we have spent plenty of money iu the 
district, Everybody laughed at us when we went up there. In the first year we could make about 3 tons 
a week, whereas last year I think we made nearer 20 tons aweek, Grafton butter has a good name on 
the market; in fact, alt tbe northern rivers have a good name for butter.
1542. It is all of equal quality? It is of good quality. 1 do not know any district in the Colony, taking 
it as a district, which turns out a better article than the northern rivers.
1543. Hr. Watson.'] Assuming the railway to be constructed, for how' far on each side, east and west, do
you think it would pay to go in for dairy settlement, assuming that tbe land were good enough—that is, 
that a man would then have to cart his milk to a creamery, and that the creamery would have to take the 
cream to the railway for shipment to Grafton or Casino ? 1 should think about 8 miles; perhaps it might 
be 10 miles. ■
1544. Assuming that the creamery was located 10 miles from the railway line, how far would the influence 
of that creamery radiate beyond that 10-mile point ? Six miles round it.
1515. The railway would influence the land for 1G miles on each side for dairying purposes if the soil 
were good enough ? That is so.
154G. Dr. Garran.] You are doing an increasing business on the Richmond River? No, the Clarence.

' 1547. Is the land on the Richmond richer for dairying purposes than this land would he ? Some of it is.
There is some of the finest land in the world on the Richmond River.
1548. Is it twice as good ? Not for dairying.
1549. You could not carry twice the cattle on the same number of acres on the Richmond as you could 
on this land ? I do not think you could. You do not want extraordinarily good land for dairying : you 
want only a moderate sort of land, aud you will get more butter off that moderate sort of land than you 
will off very rich pastures.
1550. You want a sweet grass, and plenty of it ? Yes. Where you get all this very rich soil that will 
grow sugar-cane; if you happen to fatten your beast too much she does not give as much milk as she 
should.
1551. Are there several factories on tho Richmond ? There are any quantity of factories on the Rich
mond. There are about five central factories, and, I should say, seventy or eighty creameries there.
1552. Do they produce as good milk and cream as you do on the Clarence ? Equally. You could not 
say that one was any better than the other. They fetch the same price in London, which is w'hat 1 go by. 
1053. You say that from Casino, for 10 miles out, the farmers are pretty well served? I should think 
so. Of course, in Casino itself, and for 2 or 3 miles round, I do not reckon there is any good land. I 
think it is all sand there.
1554. Erom Grafton they are served for about 10 miles out ? Yes,
1055. This Hue it only 64 miles long ; if you deduct 20 miles of country that is already wTell served, it 
leaves 44 miles of railway to yield you the traffic, hut you must make the whole Gi miles to go from end 
to end ? Y'es; I should say a largo amount of it would go to Casitio.
155G, A great many of our railways go from a port of some great town towards the interior, and tho 
interior terminus sweeps a considerable distance ; hut here we have a railway proposed between two 
river ports, each river port already sweeping a certain area round itself? Yes. Whether that goes 
to Casino or whether it comes to Grafton, you at present have no opportunity to get either place, but then 
you will Slave an opportunity of pleasing yourself as to whether vou go to Casino or Grafton,
1557. At present all the men within 10 miles of Casino, unless they happen to be exactly on the lino, will 
take their milk and cream in by cart to Casino by the road as they do now ? I do not think so.
1558. Would they go 4 miles to a railway station to do the other 10 miles on the railway ? I think so. 
You have only to take the Murwillumbah railway to see an example of that. They will go 3 or 4 miles 
by road to get in about 8 miles further by train to the factory at Eyron Bay, and the same with the 
Richmond factories at Lismore.
1559. When they get 6 miles from a railway, will they go to the lino itself? Yes. You must bear in 
mind that if you have to go very far by road it shakes the stuff up so that you cannot make as good an 
article as you can if you get it down by train.
1560. And when it is coming by road it is not as bad for the cream as it is for the milk ? It is very bad 
for the cream.
1561. Is it liable to ferment ? It is liable to ferment, and you cannot make a good article.
1562. We are told that this land is good second-class grazing country, and that it will take about 500 
acres to support a family ? I said a mile square, which is G40 acres.
1563. Suppose the laud subdivided at that rate, and a family for every square mile, would that population 
he dense enough, do you think, to give a paying traffic to the line, for it will only take 2,000 families 
within 16 miles all along ? I think so.
1564. Your commodity is rather a portable one; it is not a bulky one? It is very bulky in milk and 
cream.
1565. Cream is not very bulky ? It will take 50 lb. of cream to make 20 lb. of butter, on an average.
1566. How much freight iu cream do you think each square mile would give to the railway in the course 
of a year? If you have 2,000 families with a square mile of country each, and if it will take 4 acres to a 
cow, it leaves 160 acres to work on, you might say. Each cow ought to produce per annum 209 Ih. of 
butter, which is a very low estimate ; that would make 400,000 lb. of butter. Hut then I reckon that 
it would come in as cream to Casino or Grafton. If it was cream, it would mean about 1,000,000 ll>. of 
cream, if you had 2,000 families on that country.
1567. Chairman.] That would he 500 tons ? Of cream alone. I cannot state the passenger traffic. You 
would have just as good an idea of the passenger traffic as 1 would have, but I should say that it would be 
pretty heavy. Many people will uot go from the Clarence to the Richmond, because they cannot go 
there in au easy manner. If 1 could jump into a train aud go to Grafton, I would go every two months, 
whereas at present 1 do not go once a year.
1508. This line would not help you to go to Grafton much more easily than you can go now, unless you 
go right up to Brisbane and thence down to Grafton ;—arc you considering this line as part of a North 
coast scheme going all the way ? I am afraid I was. 1509.
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1569. There would not be much passenger traffic, then, between Grafton and Casino ? Tf you carry this Pateaon.
proposal out tbe railway will bo running between Grafton aud Lismore, and then you will have a lot of
traffic. 1 take it that, in considering this scheme, you will consider the passenger traffic aud the other ** u ^ ‘
traffic that would he between Grafton and Lismore, not between Grafton and Lismore as one part, and 
then from Casino to Lismore, as the other part,
1570. "We have taken into consideration up to Lismore, and further than that? The best way would be 
to go round by Brisbane, then.
1571. The estimated annual cost of this line is based on a tri-weekly train service;—would a tri-weekly 
train service be of much use to cream-producers ? Tes; it could be made to do. You would have to use 
a little more scientific knowledge.

Francis Augustus "Wright, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined :—
1572. Chairman^ "Will you be good enough to state your views concerning the construction of this F. A. Wright, 
proposed railway from Grafton to Casino? Some years ago I visited the northern districts, and went Esq., M.P. 
over, through what is called the Big Scrub, from Lismore to the Tweed. I have been over the country
between Grafton and Casino three times. I have made three independent trips across the country. u ^ 1
Once I went across ami back, and the other time I went through. AVhen I was Minister for Works, 
recognising what I thought was tho correct tiling then, and what 1 think is the correct thing still, namely, 
that Grafton should be the great port of the northern districts of this Colony, I proposed this railway 
from Grafton to the Tweed. Believing that no good port would ever he made at the Eichmond, and that 
there was no possibility of making a good port at the Tweed, and recognising the value of the district, I 
thought it was desirable, in the interests of the country, that a railway should run from the northern 
boundary of the Colony to the Clarence. I have some knowledge of the country ; I know the extreme 
richness of the Tweed, of the Big Scrub, and of the Kiehmond .Kiver, As regards the intervening 
country between Grafton and Casino, a large portion of that country I look upon as fair grazing land, 
and some of it as very indifferent country. There is a great deal of valuable timber growing on this 
ridge, which I think will be developed into a big trade eventually. When 1 did propose the railway I 
did so with tbe most perfect confidence, believing that that portion of tho Colonv deserved the expendi
ture of public money in it to facilitate the traffic of the people 1 also proposed the lino as a portion of 
what eventually T believe will be an accomplished fact—a North Coast railway from Sydney right through 
to the Tweed. I had no object to serve, I owned no ground in the north, and J own none now. But, us 
] said before, recognising the value of that fertile valley of the Kiehmond—1 think the most valuable 
piece of Australian territory—and the great scrub, and the fact that the Tweed was a harbour which 
could never be frequented by vessels of any tonnage, that navigation would always be difficult, and 
freight consequently expensive, and believing then, as I do now, ihat it would be a most difficult matter 
io make tbe Kiehmond Kiver anything like a decent port, and firmly believing that the Clarence will 
eventually he a good seaport, I felt fully justified in recommending the consideration of this lino lo my 
colleagues, and on my recommendation it was placed before Parliament. These are substantially the 
reasons which influenced me then, aud lam still influenced by the same reasons. 3 think Grafton should be 
connected with the isolated portion of our railway system, running from Lismore to the Tweed. This 
Committee, I believe, recommended the extension of the lino from Lismore to Casino. Casino cannot be 
in any sense of the word a port. The South Arm of the Kiehmond is a little peddling stream, some 4 or 
5 miles from Casino, before they get to navigation, and even then it is difficult. Notwithstanding the 
recent improvements in the Kiehmond, notwithstanding the comparatively large expenditure of public 
money which has taken place in making the Kiehmond a good port, 1 believe it will never be anything 
but a very inferior port—will never be a port capable of accommodating vessels of any tonnage.
The modern requirements of traffic, even for our coastal trade, require rather large vessels to 
enable them to carry freights at a low rate, liven fhe coastal vessels must be of considerable tonnage.
1 am quite satisfied that no vessel of any lame tonnage will ever venture to enter the Kiehmond River.
I am equallv satisfied that the Clarence, which in itself is a magnificent river, barred by rather a bad 
entrance, will, eventually, be made a first-class part capable of accommodating large vessels. No doubt 
the bulk of tbe traffic from the northern districts of the Colony will always go by sea til! the railway is 
constructed. But the people are very largely handicapped by the class of vessels they have to employ, 
being small vessels with a very light tonnage. Twenty years ago all the trade between Melbourne and 
Sydney was conducted by steamers of about tbe same size as those which now run to the north. The 
freights ran up to £3 a ton between Sydney and Melbourne, whereas now you can get freight taken for 
5s. a Ion either way. showing that vessels of largo capacity are able very considerably to reduce the rate 
of freight, which is a very important feature to tho northern people, who grow a great deal of weighty 
stuff. Maize and potatoes arc not high-priced articles, and they can only pay u very small freight. I am 
quite sure that if the policy is carried out of making one great port in the north—that port being tho most 
central one, with the best river—the freight both north and south of Grafton will largely gravitate 
towards Grafton, because they could employ larger vessels, charging a very much cheaper freight than it 
is possible lor any other port to employ. 1 believe tho possibilities of this railway are not bad. Of the 
entervening country, as 1 said, a portion is very inferior, and a great portion is really good grazing land.
Of course, you cannot compare it with the rich flats on tho Clarence or the Kiehmond. But from my 
observation, and my knowledge of that country, i believe it is country which will, eventually, be occupied, 
and utilised very considerably for dairying purposes. There is a portion of it suitable for agriculture, 
and, I think, nearly the whole of it will be then fairly suitable, and that a dairy farmer will find on 6+0 
acres a sufficient area to cultivate what lie wants for himself—sorghum, maize, and crops of that class.
That is all I have io state. I shall be very pleased'to answer any questions.
1573. Dr. Garran.'] Has not the policy of the country now become sufficiently defined to make tbe 
Kiehmond a navigable river? Quite so ; but not a navigable river capable of admitting large vessels.
1574. But. vessels large enough for tbe trade of the river ? I doubt it, because, as I have said, tbe vessels
going to the north being so small in tonnage, necessitate a much higher freight than should be charged to 
those people if they had a good port. ' "
1575. Is the freight fo the Kiehmond very much higher now than fhe freight fo the Clarence ? I am not
aware what it is, 1 am not in a position to give you information respecting the freights to the two 
ports. !

1576.
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evi,iencG before tbe Committee is that there is very little delay now at the Eichmond Heads, 
ts^‘*A ‘ that Teasels caa get in and out almost always ? With the class of vessels trading there, I have no doubt 

17 July 1900 that they can.
’ ' 1577. And that the freight is reduced by 2s. Gd. a ton since the improvements were made ? I am not

familiar with any details of the freights ; [I am speaking of general principles only.
1578. Your theory was that we should abandon any attempt to make a good job of the Eichmond, and 
make Grafton tho centre of the northern commerce? That was my belief.
1579. I am merely asking you whether we have not gone too far now to proceed with the line ? I think 
not. We have improved the Eichmond considerably so as to enable vessels to get in and out. It is not 
like it was thirty or forty years ago, when a vessel was bar-bound for weeks and weeks. The class of 
vessels which frequent the Eichmond can generally get in and out in all moderate weather ; but still the 
fact remains that, to make the Eichmond a good port, would cost six or seven times as much as to make 
Grafton a first-class port. I am strongly of opinion that one good port—one port capable of admitting 
large sea-going vessels—is quite sufficient in the north, and that a great deal of the trade which now goes 
to the Eichmond, and that a great deal of the trade which now goes to the Macieay and the Yambucca, if 
there was a coast railway constructed, and a good port at Grafton, would gravitate both north, south, and 
east to that port.
1580. But it would cost considerably more to take produce from Lismore to Grafton, and then ship it to 
Sydney than to send it from Lismore by sea? It depends on two things—the difference of freight 
between the Eichmond and the Clarence, and the cost of the railway transport.
1581. You would have to bring the railway transit down very low to compete with -water ? Our railway 
transport for many things is very low. For instance, milk and all those things are carried at a ridiculously 
low rate. They bring, 1 think, a 10-gallon can of milk 50 or GO miles for Is.
1582. Mt, Shepherd.'] You are thoroughly acquainted, I think, with the country between Grafton and 
Casino ? I do not know the country off the road further than my view extended. I have been across the 
road three distinct times, and I know nothing of the country beyond what I could observe as a traveller. 
I have been long used to travelling about the Colony. 1 generally go about with my eyes open, seeing all 
1 can see, but I cannot say that I am familiar witli this country, except along the road.
1583. What portion of it between the two points would you be able to give an opinion about? So far as 
the country along the road is concerned, I should think three-fourths of it is fairly good land for dairying. 
There is a portion of it which is very inferior country.
1584. The chief crop that is grown in that neighbourhood is maize, I believe ? There were no crops at 
all grown when I went across that country. It was practically uninhabited.
1585. The country between Grafton and Casino, I believe, is not suitable for the cultivation of maize? 
I daresay you could find flats and spots where you could grow maize; hut I should uot think it would be 
a good maize-growing country taking it generally. Ko doubt there are flats which would grow good 
crops, but only to a limited extent.
1586. It is described generally as a light sandy soil, or as a light sandy loam, which is not at all suitable for 
the growth of maize ? It is only little alluvial fiats which you could grow maize upon.
1587. It would be used largely for grazing? Yes. I think it would be taken up for its timber first, 
aud for its grazing capabilities afterwards. I think in most cases a man could find 10 or 20 acres where 
he could grow a little crop, and dairy farmers, as a rule, do not cultivate very much. It is a big dairy 
farmer who cultivates more than 30 acres.
1588. For dairy farming alone, do you think it would he likely to support a railway ? No ; I do not 
think the intervening country would support a railway itself, but I think a considerable traffic will be 
drawn over it from other sources.
1580. "What additional support do you suppose it would get other than the effect of opening tho land? 
I think there would be a considerable passenger traffic developed. Grafton and Lismore are two big 
towns in the north, and, judging from what we see of other places, I should think there would be a 
considerable interchange of traffic between the two places in passengers alone, and possibly in commodities. 
All the North Coast would, to a certain extent, 1 think, use this line.
1590. What do you think would be the inducement to create a large traffic there ? The inducement that 
people have in all parts of the world to move about, interchange of friendships, interchange for business 
purposes, and so forth. There are said to bo about 35,000 people on the Eichmond, the Tweed, and the 
Brunswick ; and there are about 25,000 people on the Clarence. Both these populations are continually 
growing populations, but you cannot imagine 35,000 people 60 miles from one place, and 25,000 people 
GO miles from another without realising the fact ihat there will be a considerable passenger traffic. You 
may say what supports our main lines now. There is au immense traffic on the main line of mere 
casual visitors—people going from Sydney to Bathurst and dift’erent towns in the west, and vice versa^ for 
holidays and amusement and business purposes.
1591. You are aware that there is a very large annual loss estimated at the start—about dS16,000? I 
have not seen the report, and, therefore, I do not know what is the estimated loss. I have seen that 
estimate made in other cases where a marvellous result has been produced. I have known—and I suppose 
jrou all know—of eases in New South Wales where tho Eailway Commissioners have estimated a loss, but 
where there has eventually been a large profit, notably the railways constructed over a country not at all 
populated between Narrabri and Moree. In that case there was a profit of £1,000 a year estimated, hut 
there is a profit of £7.000 or £8,000 a year realised.
1592. Mr. Watson.] There was a big through trade there ? There was a trade there, otherwise the profit 
w'ould not have been realised, I only mention that case to show' you how uncertain and unreliable these 
estimates of profit aud loss very often are.
1593. Mr. Shepherd] The total estimated cost of this line is £501,375 ; the annual working expenses are 
put doum at £21,429; and the estimated annual revenue is only £4,844—leaving a loss of £16,000 a 
year ? If I am aUowred to express an opinion, I should say that the estimated working expenses are 
simply an atrocious misrepresentation of facts. 1 remember a case not long ago, of 92 miles between 
Morce and Invercll, wdicre the working expenses were estimated at £4,000 a year.
1594. I suppose they have very good means of ascertaining the probable cost P My opinion of the 
estimates of the Eailway Commissioners is, that when they are favourable to a line they put the best leg 
forward ; but that, when they arc unfavourable to a line, they will put the worst possible complexion 
upon it they can, and 1 think that is the experience of every gentleman on this Committee also.

1595.
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sMfnnQs, i 11; 0 0Pmi°n:tlien’the hn^ would bo a success ultimately? I believe it would be a F. A. Wright 
® “ff wlbrnatcly—not immediately, possibly—but 1 believe it is a line which will be built, and v hieh Esq., M.P.
must be built in the future history of this country. Whether it is premature to build it now, I am not ,---- *---- ..
K?iT . mrr,0WfJ lmP«*BBion is that it is not premature. ) look upon this question of the 17 JuI.T' iOOO
nfonnl’r 1 a1c,tual,1 *°®® on *lle railway as one which should not altogether guide this Committee, and
tl,'n A : ' shou|.dr 110t flIto&cther guide the Parliament of this Colony. The country wants opening in 
il’n ufC ‘?n' wailt ra|l'v:iy3' We have built lines of railway lately which the Commissioners
llnnk will not pav for some time fo come.
15JK1. V/ittirman) la there anything further which you would like to add ? No.

FRIDAY, 20 JULY, 1900.
tkrscnt:—

T1 ir T WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman). «
JheHon.lATRrcicLiNnESAY Chawpoud Shepuehd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
Jhe on. Andrew Garran, LL.D. Kobert Henry Levi kb, Esq.
I he lion. Solomon Herrert H yam. \ John McFaui.ane, Esq. q

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Grafton
to Casino. _

lrn-,Tol'n Harper’ Clllcf Traffie MaiiageT, Department of Kailways, sworn, and further examined : —

thro.'urh Sf1CC -TU, rerc es1am|ned on this proposal you have had an opportunity to look J. Harper,through he cstima e of probable traffic which Mr. Yarley placed before the Committee at Grafton?
! rou vr ii th0“ght lfc host to prepare a report on his estimate, so that it would bo banded in. 20 July, 1900.
loJS. U ill you kindly read the report ? It reads as follows :™ ‘

Pkocoskd Railway, Grafton to Casino.
Sth during the year ciuled
and live stock ’ 0™tetl t0 ^1 b393-^^,420 being for coaching and passengers, and..£5,978 for all descriptions of goods

13,310, including Lismore ; and for coaching
Tim nJ '‘J3 *. v‘dnc ln freight of the dairy produce traffic carried over the line during the last twelve months was £1 4C<1 
The quantity of butter, cheese and bacon made in factories and on farms in the counties of Rous Richmond and Clarence 
wind! include the area served by the Richmond and Tweed Rivers, for the year ended March last, was^ folW V- ’

Butter .................................
Cheese ................. .............................................................................. 3,4do tons.
Eaeon .........................................705 ;;

— . , a’ofcal ..................................................................... 4,14G „
In this area there is an estimated population of 47,000.

familv^nrf’ti5 t0 Mr' Vfrlu.v’s tIlC0>'y. the Craftou-Casino line will serve 437 families, or (sav) 2,185 people (five for each 
, aim tbe revenue from all sources lie estimates at Uo^GS This is i!X S7fi iiiapp K* +■ V01 eaCl1

weed line. He builds up his argument on cream traffic,

Clayses.
Alienations........................................................................... O'lTnfi
In course of alienation..................................   innieS
Forest reserves ............................................................................................................ ion im
Railway reserves ......................................... .. ........................................................... oooor
Other reserves ..........................................) )............................................................ 3 v*)?
Available Crown lanjjs .......... ■'.! ''''7.!!^!!! '!!! ............ 320 132

Total ....................................................................................  yjg gjg
wars ^ ^ cxtraordinarydevelnpme111 if 230,00° acres of this land wore brought'into profitable use in three

to understand especially as there is an altcniti^e route to 'Sydnoy ,£ cimtswo7th W tefn^ h nee I v tad te
b. »< frequently, ri. h—t fnl, I,

I think in the report I have followed up the whole of the estimate 
1599 You say you do not think it is likely the land will bo taken up ;-ia the land on the Upper KieK

tr°m Cfam0’ Cr0wn a,ld or 1,aud Prlvately owned ? It is chiefly owned privately. PP 
1G0O. As a rule, can yon get privately-owned land on as reasonable terms as you cau get Crown land if it 
is open to be taken up ? Of course, I do not know what the terms would be. There is a lot of land
^ItLTnVd"” d,‘zr U!01 ta‘ t,“' »f *'“= - CW- » dlK
>?tkfo«SUofirWl,elher 1111 thCland 0,1 the Lismorc-T>™d railway has been brought into use?

1002. Tim land on the Lismore-Tweed railway is privately owned ? Yea ; but that is simply owiim to the 
Inlo cuhhnUon.6111" cleared_to t,ie cxl,eilse ot cl™"ng it. There is no doubt that it will all be brought

2l_K ' 1603.
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J. Harper. 1603. Assuming that a man could lease lliis land between Grafton and Casino on easy terms from tbe
,----K—State, be would not require a great deal of capital to make a slart, for the clearing would not cost much ?

20 July, 1E00. i suppose not. The clearing and fencing would he the chief item,
1604. Is it not forest land ? Ves ; it would not be espensive to clear. It is uot like the heavy brush land. 
1603. In attempting a comparison of tho probable traffic on the Grafton-Casino line with that on the 
Casino-Tweed line, you count Casino as a factor in the passenger traffic on the Lismore-Tweed line? In 
creating the traffic which exists on the Lisraore-Twecd line. ... ,
1606. Bo you think there is any considerable portion of the people from tho Casino district who use the
line towards the Tweed ? Yes: they use it in going to Byron Bay, to various shows in the district, and 
to business in the district. * .
1607. It would be a sort of holiday traffic more than otherwise? Holiday traffic, and there is also a
regular traffic in the dairying district. People travel to acquire stock if they cain The indication on the 
road between Casino and Lismore shows that there is a considerable traffic passing between Casino and 
Lismore. _ . „

* 1608. I am curious to know what business they would have in a large way by the Tweed line? Kone ;
except what I have indicated. There is a population of 2,000 within 18 miles of the line.
1609. If that is so, surely you are justified, in considering the Grafton-Casino line, to take some note of 
the population at Lismore and of an interchange of traffic—assuming the connection to be made, of 
course? That is about the only traffic I cau conceive of on the line, fhe existing population is 200, and 
the estimated population of Casino is about 2,500, aud l have allowed for 4,000 fares.
]610. Mr. Pateson, manager of the Fresh Food and lee Company, which has a branch factory at Grafton, 
thought that if the land within a reasonable distance of the suggested line were all settled, the probable 
produce in cream would amount to about 500 tons per annum, taking it to either one terminus or the 
other ;—do you think thatwould be a larger item than you have calculated upon ? No ; I calculated upon 
a larger item than that. _ -it
1611. Will you tell us on what ground your estimate rests for the carriage of dairy produce ? I think I 
explained the difficulties of arriving at any estimate at all. 1 took a section that we could pretty well 
estimate between Casino aud Lismore, and applied it. Of course, it is all bush. You cannot assume that 
that is all going to be settled, and a lot of it is very inferior bush too. _
] 012, You really have allowed for half of the Lismore traffic? Yes. 'When you have an opportunity of 
going more carefully into my report on Mr, Yarley’s estimate, you will sec how absolutely inconsistent it 
is, and also how little revenue comes from tbe carriage of cream and butter. £1,400 represents all the 
revenue from the carriage of cream, butter, baron, eggs, and other dairy produce on the Lismore-Tweed 
line, and that from a district where every acre is better than ai^ 4 acres between Grafton and Casimx
1613. .And much more expensive land to clear, which means more capital invested? But still the capital
is there, and I am showing how much revenue would be derived from the production of cream and butter 
from the railway point of view. ,
1614. Mr, McFarlane.'] What did the Lismore-Tweed railway cost per mile? The total expenditure on
the line up to the 30th June, ns shown in the books of tho llailway Construction Branch, has been 
£903,152, which is equal to £14,330 per mile. _
1615. That would be by far the most expensive part of the original proposed line from Grafton to the 
Tweed? Yes.
1616. What were the difficulties in tbe construction of that line to make it so costly? It was very rough
country indeed, compared to the country between Grafton and Casino. _
1617. The section from Grafton to Casino could be constructed, according to the official estimate, for
about one-half of that amount ? I think that is the estimate. _
1618. And a light line could be made at a cost of £4,000 a mile? I cannot conceive of a light line 
being built down there. Of course, tbe engineers may say that it can be built; but I cannot conceive 
that it can.
1619. Bcspecting tbe quantity of dairy produce which you say is produced in tbe Richmond and Tweed
districts, is it uot a fact that the hulk of the agricultural land is not used for dairying purposes ? _ I 
not know about that; hut I can give you some information indicating how much land is used fordairying 
purposes, I know the bulk of the land in tbe Richmond district is not yet cleared. 1 will give the 
number of dairy cattle they are carrying in each district. In the Clarence district they have 19,400 head 
of dairy stock, in the Richmond district 39.885 dairy stock, and in the Tweed district 7,000 dairy stock. 
These, as I say, will onlv produce under 5.000 tons ot butter, bacon, and other dairy produce. _
1620. Can you give us the number of acres under cultivation in the Richmond River and Tweed districts 
wliieh are not dairying at all? Ido not for one moment mean to say that the whole of that land is 
employed for dairying purposes. But 1 want to point out that along the 63 miles of railway, between 
Lismore and the Tweed, the land is employed very largely for dairying purposes, carrying practically
40,000 dairy stock, and yet the total revenue from the carriage of dairy produce on that line is only 
£L,4C9. Ido not know whether the district between Grafton and Casino will carry 40,000 dairy stock. 
Personally, 1 do not think it will,
1621. Mr.'liyam.l There is very little development between Byron Bay and Murwillumbah yet? None
at all practically on the Tweed. I do not profess to be expert enough to say how many cows to the acre 
will he carried on the country between Grafton and Casino, but [ think if it carries a cow to 5 acres itis as 
much as I expect of it. _
1622. Jlfr. McFnrlanc] Is it not a fact that one of the reasons why the Lismore-Tweed railway does not
produce as much revenue as it otherwise would, is that a large amount of the produce is shipped at Byron 
Bay? The whole of that cream is all carried along the line. _
1623. Is not the country immediately surrounding Byron Bay producing any cream ? No. In the neigh
bourhood of Byron Bay itself, it is poor country, .
1624. If there was not a shipping port at Byron Bay the traffic would have to go either to Lismore or to
the Tweed ? Yes. That would not add very much, considering that the whole of the dairy produce in 
that district only yields a revenue of £1,400 a year to tho railway. _ _
1625. There are other products besides dairy products carried on the railway ? Decidedly; and that is 
what goes to make up the total. I wish to emphasise how little railway revenue is derived from the 
carriage of dairy produce. Of course, the chief argument in favour of this line from Grafton to Casino,
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as far as 1 have been able to trace Mr. Yarley, has been in the direction of dairy produce. I mentioned 
to the Committee what our absolute experience is in money paid per annum for the carriage of dairy 
produce on a similar line with a. population of 13.000 to-day, and with 40,000 dairy stock. It will show 
the Committee how little revenue is derived by the railway from the carriage of cream or butter.
1020. Would not tbe settlement of a population of 4,000 or 5,000 mean a considerable amount of traflic 
other than dairy produce, which they would have to send to market ? Decidedly it would; but even Mr. 
Yarley does not claim a settlement of that extent. He only claims a settlement of 2,500, including men, 
women, and children. 1 think his estimate ie based on the occupation of 280,000 acres, with 640 acres to 
each holding.
1627. But in settling that number of families over, comparatively speaking, a small stretch of country, 
would it not mean an increase of other population as well ? That, of course, I must leave to the Com
mittee to draw their own conclusions upon.
1628. Is it not usually tho ease that in country which carries a somewhat dense population business 
people settle, and small townships spring up ? It has not had that effect so far on the Kichmond-Tweed 
line. As a matter of fact, with the exception of a very small settlement indeed at Mullimbimbi, and a 
little settlement at Bangalow, there is no close settlement springing up. Dairy farmers, as a matter 
of fact, do not, as a rule, create townships amongst them.
1629. Between Lismore and Byron Bay there are some townships? No.
1680. Have you made any allowance for the carriage of timber ? Yes: there is a large forest of timber, 
and it is all allowed for.
1631. On what do you base your calculation;—on the present export trade? On our experience of the 
timber industry in the liichmond and Tweed districts. The railway has been built for five or six years, so 
that wx have had some experience of the timber business in that district.
1632. The timber industry along the proposed railway from Grafton to Casino would be vastly different 
from the timber industry in the Richmond and Tweed districts ? It would be different in character ; but 
still there is plenty of good timber in the Richmond and Tweed districts. In any case, as far as timber is 
concerned, what is there after it is cut out. That represents even less than cream does from a railway 
point of view.
1633. It will be taken up for jlairy purposes afterwards ? I am speaking of the value of the timber to 
the railway revenue.
1634. Dr, Garran.'] Is it not true that a very large part of the Richmond district that will be accessible 
from the railway is not yet brought under cultivation ? Quite so.
1635. Therefore, your present traffic is no fair criterion of what the traffic on that railway is going to be?

1636.. Is it quite fair to infer tho traffic on this Grafton-Casino line from that, seeing that the country 
here is so much more open, and so much more readily brought into use ? Yes; but it is very different in 
quality. "
1037. That, I admit;—as soon as ever this line is opened, do you think that the land within 10 or 15 
miles will be brought into dairy cultivation ? It probably might be; I would not like to say it would ; 
but I have shown what the revenue to a railway is from the production of 40,000 head of dairy stock.
1638. But have you thought what the dairy produce will be if the whole district within 15 miles of either 
side of this line is fairly occupied and utilised ? I have given it a thought; but it is far too remote to 
conceive such a thing. I would not pledge any little reputation I have by giving an estimate on that.
1639. Because ultimately, I suppose, that will bo what will happen? That is as it may he if people
cannot get any better land. It is rather singular that in tbe best part of that district—at the Richmond 
end—with the exception of one small dairy there is nothing within 8 miles of Casino, where there is a 
factory. It does not appear to indicate that there is very much desire on the part of any one to take up 
land within 8 miles of au existing factory. ^
1640. You mean to.say that there is hardly any dairying round the Casino district? Oh, yes ; but it is 
all on the Upper Richmond—it is not on that line.
1641. It is not close to Casino ? Not generally.
1642. Whatever there is round Casino, and that centres there at present would, 1* suppose, continue to 
centre there even if this line were made? That is mv impression.
1643. And the same at the .Grafton end ? Yes. '
1044, bo that we should, not get the traffic over tho whole length of line;—taking off 10 or 15 miles at 
each end, the traffie did not come along that line at all, but went to the nearest port ? Yes.
IGlu. 'VVc should have to take 20 miles off the 64 miles, and the traffic cn the balance would have to pav 
the interest on the whole line ? That is so. '
1646. Of course, this lino is a peculiar one, in connecting what we may call two shipping places together ? 
Yes.

J. Harper.

20Julj7l900

1047. Many of our extensions go from a township or a shipping place out into tho interior, and the 
terminal point serves as a centre for a radius of country all round, but that is not so with cither end 
here ? No.
1648. We get no terminal traffic on this line at all ? No ; except at Lismore and Byron Bay.
3.649. e vCll have to trust to the line itself to make its own traffic P Jt will simply be a question of 
rivalry in the intermediate districts, as between Grafton on one side and Lismore on tbe other.
1650. Two parts will give us no terminal traffic for the railway ? No.
1651. It is the intermediate section of the district which will have to provide the profit ? Yes.
1652. Is it your opinion that tho line running through a dairying district would not give a freight traffic
that would pay interest on the cost of construction ? Jt would have to be a very cheaply constructed 
line, and it would have to be a very good dairying district. "
1653. Do you think that* in that wet country, a cheap line would stand tho heavy rains ? That is rather 
an engineering question ; but 1 should not think it would. All our pioneering light lines have been built 
in districts where the rainfall is very small.
1654. We have only experimented in the dry country ? Yes.
1655. A s far as we have seen there heavy rains have not hurt the line ? Wc have occasional damage done, 
but nothing of any serious consequence.
1656. During the last two months we have been having heavy rains—for instance, inRiverina ? We have
had occasional washaways, but we have been able to repair them pretty quickly. 1657.
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J. Harper. 1057, The general ballasting o£ the line Las not shown a weakness, and yon have been able to carry the 
traffic ? Yes.

20 JuU, 1900. yogs. AV e cannot speak positively yet as to how a cheap line of that style would answer in the Grafton 
climate P It is rather an engineering question, but from my experience of these lines I should not 
think so. ' ’
1659. The lightest of light lines will be more than enough to carry all the traffic you think there is likely 
to be on it ? I should think so.
1660. And the heaviest test of that traffic will he the weight of the engine itself ? A^es. __
1663. In carrying loads of fat cattle down, would a very light line be equal to that traffic? Vcs; we 
use light lines to-day. Of course, we limit the class of engine ; but the lightest class of engine wc cau 
put on the road is heavier than a truck-load of cattle. '
1662. Do you think it is heavier than two truck-loads ? Yes.
1668. You might get the weight of two truck-loads on the same rail at the same time? Yes; you get 
the whole of the engine on one rail, practically. _
IGGd. Looking at this line as a possible section of a North Coast railway, do Jyon think there is an 
advantage in beginning at tbe north end, as we have done, or should we begin at the south end ? I 
should think, if there is any advantage at all, it is in beginning at the south end.
1665. Do you think the construction of this line would help to make that non-paying line more produc
tive ? I think it would simply add to tho burden of it.
1666. Mr. Walson.'] If the Lismore-Tweed line had been constructed at the revised rate at which 
Mr. Deane says the line from G-raftou to Casino could be constructed, the annual interest, instead of 
amounting to £32,000, would amount to only £9,000? Yes ; but I think he would tell you, if you ask 
him, that he could not have built that line very much more cheaply .than he did. I think there are live or 
six long tunnels on the line.
1667. Mr. Mcffarlane,] You stated, in reply to a question, that the proposed railway, for a distance of 10 
to 12 miles from G-rafton, would be non-productivo ? Practically on the eastern side.
1668. And also that for a similar distance from Casino it would be non-productive? Yes ; that is as far
as timber is concerned, and largely as far as dairy produce is concerned ; but that, of course, is east of 
the line. . .
1669. AVhat is the length of the railway from Lismore to the Tweed? About 64 miles.
1670. AVould not the first 10 or 12 miles of that line from Lismore be non-productive for tho same 
reason ? No ; it runs practically at right angles. Between Casino and Grafton it is not at right angles 
to the rivers.
1671. How far from Lismore, along the Lismore-Tweed line, would producers draw produce to Lismore
instead of using the railway ? About 6 or 8 miles. _ _ _
1672. How far from the Tweed end? AAre do not get any cream traffic there; there is no dairying 
in that district yet.
1673. It is settled? Yes.
1674. Say, for agricultural farmers, how far out from tho Tweed towards Lismore ? AVe get more of the 
sugar-cane right alongside it; but that is for carriage to the Quondong mill. The bulk of the traffic 
from Murwillumbah goes by river. AVe get very little passenger business there at all.
1675. Jlow far from Byron Bay would produce be carried other than by rail ? As I pointed out before, 
practically from nowhere, because the neighbourhood of Byron Bav is not productive in any sense. Itis 
all swamp.
1670. There must be a considerable part of the line to Byron Bay which is non-productive ? 
Absolutely none.
1677. Por what distance from Byron Bay would it be non-productive ? Dive or 6 miles, speaking from 
recollection.
1678. That, together with 8 miles at tbe Lismore end and a considerable distance at the Tweed end,
would mean that a very considerable part of that line is non-productive also ? I would not call it that, 
because we get more from the sugar-cane than we get from dairy produce in that district—that is, at the 
Tweed end. .
1679. Is it not carried at a very low rate ? It is carried at a very low rate: but we get plenty of it.
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A.
[To Evidence of The Son. John See. M.P.)

The North Coast District. -Population, Agricultural, and Pastoral Statistics.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE,

11AILWAY FROM GRAFTON TO CASINO.

REPORT.

The Sectional Committee, consisting of Mr. W. J. Trickett, M.L.C., and Messrs. 
Watson and MacFarlanc, M’s.P,, appointed on Thursday, 22nd February, 1900, to 
inspect, take evidence, and report until reference to the proposed railway from Grafton 
to Casino, left Sydney on Saturday, 21th February, by the s.s. “Kallatina,” and 
arrived at Clarence Heads on Monday, 2Gth February. They were met by Mr. H. A. 
illomficld, District Fnginecr, Harbours and Hi vers Department, and proceeded by 
Government launch to Yamba, where an inspection was made of the works for tho 
improvement of the entrance to the Clarence River. Proceeding up the river, 
the Sectional Committee called at Palmer’s Island, Maclean, and Ulmarra; they 
also visited the Government dock and the quarry from which stone was being 
obtained for the harbour works, arriving in Grafton at 6 p.m. On Tuesday, 
tho 27th February, the Committee commenced its sittings in the Municipal 
Council Chamber at Grafton, and sat daily until Thursday, examining in all 
twenty-six witnesses. The evidence included statistical and other information as 
to the capabilities, progress, and prospects of the distinct; also testimony with 
regard to traffic, and the character of the country that would be affected by the 
proposed railway. On the latter point, the evidence of official and private 
surveyors, confirmed by that of practical farmers and others acquainted with the 
country, was to the effect that for about 10 miles on each side of the route of the 
proposed railway the country, comprising fairly good grazing land capable of 
carrying in its natural state one beast to 10 or 12 acres, and, when improved, one 
beast to 5 or 6 acres, would be suitable for dairy settlement in farms of about 500 
or 600 acres. During tbe inquiry at Grafton much stress was laid upon the recent 
development of the dairying industry on the Clarence River, and those who were 
examined on the subject were of opinion that, if a railway were constructed, that 
industry would be successfully established on the lands along the line between 
Grafton and Casino. On Friday, 2nd March, the Sectional Committee left Grafton 
by special coach at 8 a.m., and proceeded along the Grafton-Casino road. They were 
accompanied by Mr. District Surveyor Bbsworth, who rendered valuable assistance 
to the Committee in their investigations. For the first few miles, level country was 
passed through with cultivations adjacent to the road, after which the land was 
partly cleared and well grassed, but with less cultivation. Approaching Duggan’s 
farm, nearly 10 miles from Grafton, tbe soil was somewhat sandy in character, and, 
as indicated by tho road-cuttings, not of great depth, though a good growth of grass 
prevailed. At Duggan’s, the Sectional Committee were shown a paddock, consisting of 
grey sandy loam, which had just grown a hay crop of 2 tons to the acre, the land having 
been thoroughly cleared, ploughed, and treated with green manure. The beneficial 
result of clearing was evident on Mr. Duggan’s holding, where there, was ample 
grass. Ringbarked land, highly improved, was carrying a beast to about 5 acres, and 
where the land was entirely cleared of timber its carrying capacity av;is, of course, 
much greater. From Duggan’s to Sportsman’s Creek, a distance of about 7 
miles, tbe country was of a more sandy nature, carrying thick scrub and some 
good timber. On the south side of the creek, at Zuill’s station, a large 
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paddock had been ringbarked and cleared, with the result that there was a 
considerable extent of line grazing land. At Sportsman’s Creek one of the 
Committee, htr. Watson, under the guidance o£ Mr. District Surveyor Ebsworth, 
in a light vehicle, inspected the country for a considerable distance off the road, 
and found it to be excellent grazing land, with ■ good waterholes on the flats. 
Itesuniing the journey, it was noticed that tbe country began to be hilly and thickly 
timbered, with somewhat sandy soil. After passing Traveller’s Rest Creek, 25 miles 
from Grafton, the road traversed a number of spurs of the Richmond Range until 
reaching the highest point on the line, at 4.M) feet above sea-level. A. little further 
on, at a point 27 miles from Grafton, the abandoned Tenterfield road, leading through 
Camira station, was followed, the character of the country being undulating forest 
land, thickly timbered, showing a good growth of grass. At Camira was seen some 
cultivation land on tire fats which it was stated had given a yield of 80 bushels of 
maize to the acre. Descending to Camira Creek, the party followed the creek in an 
easterly direction, and struck the main road again near Myall Creek. By a gradual 
descent the Committee reached along stretch of flat country, thickly timbered, which 
they traversed until arrival at the “ Myrtle Creek Hotel ” at 7T5 p.m. Parts of this 
last stretch of country are subject to flood. The same evening the Sectional Committee 
sat uutil 10’30 p.m., taking the evidence of several practical dairymen, who gave 
favourable testimony as to their dairying operations on holdings about Myrtle Creek. 
With one exception—a witness who said that in winter the country was too cold for 
■working a milking herd—the evidence was favourable to the conn f ry bet ween Myrtle 
Creek and Grafton being largely occupied by dairymen if a ready means of access 
to creameries and factories were provided. In this conneetion the evidence 
seemed unanimous, that about 5 miles was a sufficient distance for a farmer to 
cart bis milk to a creamery, any greater distance than that involving rather 
heavy expense for road carriage, as well as the risk of the milk being spoilt. The 
Committee left Myrtle Creek at 9 a.m. on Saturday, 3rd March, crossing some ridgy 
country, until they arrived within about 7 miles of Casino, whence into that town a 
stretch of level country was passed. They arrived at Casino about a quarter past 
12 p.m. In the afternoon the evidence of Captain E. G. Panning, who had a good 
general knowledge of the country, was taken, and proved ot value, as showing that 
the western deviation of the proposed line near Casino wras higher and less liable to 
flood influence than the original route, or a more easterly one suggested by some of 
the Myrtle Creek witnesses. This evidence was confirmed later on by Mr. Win. 
Kennedy, Raihvay Construction Branch, Department of Public A orks, who accom
panied the Committee throughout their inspection. On Sunday, the 4th instant, the 
country in the direction of Kyogle wras inspected and found to consist ol' very rich 
agricultural flats with occasional ridges, the soil being chiefly volcanic, and excellent 
for dairy purposes, this industry being evidently on the increase in the locality. A 
sitting was held at the Casino Town Hall on the 5th instant, when seven 
witnesses were examined. While not opposing the proposed line, the local residents 
who gave evidence did not advocate its construction, and appeared generally 
indifferent with regard to it. They admitted that, though the land along the route 
of the proposed railway wTould not bear comparison with that immediately 
surrounding Casino and northwards towards Kyogle, if a raihvay were constructed, 
it would probably bo taken up in blocks of 600 or 700 acres, but would have to be 
ringbarked and sown with artificial grasses. The Committee concluded its inquiry 
at Casino and left that place by special coach at 3'30 p.m. on Monday, oth instant, 
arriving at Lismore at 6 p.m. on the same day. On Tuesday, the 6th instant, eight 
witnesses were examined in the Lismore Council Chamber. The evidence, in its 
general purport, was adverse to the proposed raihvay, both as regards probable 
traffic and tbe prospect of settlement along the lute. Two more witnesses wrere 
examined on the following day, winch concluded the taking of evidence.

In view of tho fact that the local evidence is very conflicting, and that 
further evidence, including that of the Chief Traffic Manager, Department of 
Railways, is to be adduced, the Sectional Committee refrain from making any direct 
recommendation as to the desirableness or otherwise of constructing a railway, but 
beg to report as follows :—■

(l) Tbe importance, fertility, and productiveness of the large tracts of country, 
of which both the Clarence and the Richmond Rivers are tbe arteries, are 
too well known to need any detailed description in this report.

(2)

%
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(2) Tho improvement of tlic entrances to those rivers, caused by the construction 
of training-walls and the commencement of breakwaters, is manifest, and 
has tended largely to increase the trade of both the Clarence and llickmond 
Eiver districts,

(3) Dredging and other works must continue for some time longer on both 
rivers, seeing that they are waterways which will always form the chief 
means of collecting and transporting the products of tire large and fertile 
areas surrounding them.

(4) In considering the question of the proposed railway from Grafton to 
Casino many side issues present themselves, such as the claims to 
superiority of the rival entrances to the Clarence and the Eichmond 
Eivers; the conflicting claims as to suggested connection by rail between 
the north coastal districts and the tableland; the extension of tho existing 
line of raihvay between Murwillumbah and Lismore from the latter town 
to Casino; the national view of the present proposed line as forming 
portion of the long-talked-of North Coast raihvay ; wiiether such a railway 
should, or should not, he commenced at this particular part of the route, 
&c. To have inquired into these matters in all their various bearings, 
and made necessary inspections, would have occupied a very long time, and 
the evidence taken by the Committee was, therefore, confined chiefly to the 
question referred to them, namely, the proposed line between Grafton and 
Casino.

(5) Eegarding the country on the proposed route, it must he admitted that the 
land along and on either side of it is not nearly as good as that on and 
near the river-banks and surrounding both Grafton and Casino.

(6) Only a small amount of settlement, and that of a scattered nature, exists 
along the proposed line.

(7) There is very little passenger or goods traffic between Grafton and Casino.
(8) While some of the witnesses at Grafton predicted an interchange of 

products between that town and Casino, other evidence was of a totally 
different character, and it is difficult to see how such could take place to 
any considerable extent.

(9) There is no doubt that the construction of the line could only he justified 
on the basis of future settlement, as, at present, there is apparently no 
settlement between Duggan’s, 10 miles from Grafton, and M.yrtlo Crock, 
30 miles from Casino.

(10) In the event of the railway being constructed, most of the witnesses agree 
• that its revenue would largely depend upon the existence ot a dairying
population.

(13) Large quantities of the land inspected by the Committee, along and near 
the route, carried thick grass, but the opinion prevailed that, in order 
to improve and make the grass sweet, the country would have to he ring

' barked, and some witnesses stated that artificial grasses would have to be 
introduced,—a practice now generally followed in respect of the richer lands 
on both rivers. Most of those who were examined, including opponents of 
the railway, admitted, however, that the land in its natural state would 
carry about one beast to 10 or 12 acres, and, when improved, probably a 
beast to 5 or 6 acres, and that about 610 acres would be sufficient to 
support a family.

(12) Considerable revenue, it was stated by some witnesses, would be obtained
from the carriage of timber, of which there is a very large quantity of a 
marketable character within a reasonable distance of the proposed line, 
and in this connection special attention is drawn to the evidence of Mr. 
Ebsworth, District Surveyor. ^

(13) The best route seems to have been selected, including the western deviation 
at the Casino end of the line.

In conclusion, after inspecting the route and some of the adjoining country, 
as before described, the Sectional Commitl.ce are of opinion that a railway between 
Grafton and Casino would in all probability induce considerable settlement on the 
large areas of Crown lands available.

W. J. TEICKETT,
Chairman.19th March, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM GRAFTON TO CASINO.

[TAKJSTsT BEFOTtE THE SECTIOINAXj COMMITTEE.]

TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1900.
[TAe So:iwml Committee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Grafton, at 10 30 <;.«(.] .

present:—
The Hoy. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).

John Christian Watson, Esq. | John McFaklane, Esq.
Tho Sectional Committee pTOcccdcd to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Raihvay from

Grafton to Casino.
Alexander Lobban, District Inspector of Schools, Grafton, sworn, and examined:—

1. jlfr. J/cFffj'Zsne.] How long bare you occupied your present position in this district ? Twelve years. A. Lobban.
2. Have you a good Knowledge of the district ? Yes. _ »T7T'^-Tvn
J. And more particularly with regard to the country between Casino and Grafton ? I have been over it. 1CU
4. What is your opinion of the character of the country ? From here to Myrtlo Creek it is chiefly open
forest country with grassy flats, and gullies, and creeks. Altogether I look upon it as fair grazing 
country—that is, from hero to Myrtle Creek. _ _
5. And are you acquainted with the country between Myrtle Creek and Casino? Yes; that is rich
grazing land. _ _
6. A t Myrtle Creek are there any areas of cultivation land ? There are some; hut the land is chiefly used
for grazing, _
7. Is most of the land occupied ? Yes ; a large quantity is occupied.
8. What is the occupation of tho people along the proposed line ? There are some timber-getters, some
graziers, and some farmers. _
9. !s it hilly country :—in your opinion, would it bo difficult for railway construction ? On the contrary,
it is comparatively lovel country. _
10. Have you a general knowledge of Iho country between Grafton and Casino, say, for 10 or 12 miles
on either side of tho proposed railway route? 1 have not been much off the roads, except where there are 
settlement and schools. _
11. Where yon have been off the roads, is tbe country similar to that near the roads ? Yes; and it is 
often better country than that close to tho roads.
12. Country that would carry a fair population ? Yes ; I should think so, _
13. Has there been any increase in population? In order to bo absolutely accurate, I had a list of tho 
schools on the Clarence and its tributaries prepared from my own records. I have left out the upper 
part of the Clarence above Yulgilbar, as that is included in the Richmond River district. In 1889 there 
were GO schools iu operation on the Clarence and its tributaries. At tbe end of 1899 the number of 
schools had increased to 81. In 1899 there were 3,487 pupils on the rolls, and in 1899 the number of 
pupils was 3,911. These figures show an increase, during the ten years, of 21 schools and 454 pupils. I 
have the same information with regard to the wholo of the North Coast, including the Manning, and from 
Cape Hawke to Point Danger. There is a general increase throughout the district.
14. Speaking generally of the coastal rivers, is there a similar increase? Every quarter there is an 
increase, every year there is an increase. In the last ten years that I have been iu this district tho number 
of schools has risen from 23G in 18S9 to 335 iu 1S99. In the year 1889 myself and two other inspectors 
examined S,9G0 pupils, and in 1899 we examined 12,479. That gives a fair indication of tho increase 
throughout the wholo district. I can tell you the number of school children actually inspected by myself 
and the other two inspectors in each section of the district. I may say there are three sections of tho 
district. The Port Macquarie section includes the Woollamha River, the Manning River, the Hastings 
River, and the southern side of the Nambucca River. Tho Grafton section—which I have specially under 
my own oversight—includes tho northern side of the Nambucca River, the Bellinger River, and tho 
Clarence River, up to Yulgilbar, and its tributaries. The Lismore section includes the Clarence Kiver above 
Yulgilbar, the Richmond River, Byron Bay, the Brunswick River, and the Tweed River. In the Port 
Macquarie section, in 1899, there were 120 schools, and 3,939 children were examined. In the Grafton 
section there were 110 schools inspected aud 4,209 children examined. In the Lismore section there were 
105 schools and 4,331 children examined. That gives a total of 335 schools and 12,479 children examined.
In the ten years there was an increase in schools for the whole district of 38 percent That is the wholo 
of tho North Coast. The increase in the attendance at public schools during the same period was 39 per 
cent. i i _
15. The nature of your office necessitates a considerable amount of travelling in the district, does it not?
Yes. _
1C. Have you any knowledge of the traffic between the Clarence and the Richmond? When Thave been 
staying at Chatsworth I have noticed a constant run of traffic. A considerable number of people travel 
from Chatsworth to the Kiehmond River.

21 («)—A 17,
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A, Lobban. 17. And in the opposite direction ? Tes; there is traffic also from Lawrence to Casino, but at present it 
’S n0*' nea’r-*3r 80 great as that on the shorter route.

“ e ■’ • 18. Have you noticed whether, between G-rafton and Casino, there is a considerable amount of traffie ?
There is a fair amount of traffic from Grafton to Casino. It is really only a day’s journey from hero.
19. In the event of a railway being constructed as proposed, how do you think that volume of traffic

k would go ? I have always thought that the great river Clarence, with its free access to the ocean and to
the metropolis, would always attract a large portion of the travelling public. It is always a safe outlet, 
and during the twelve years I have been here 1 do not think there has been half a dozen delays at the 
Heads. I have noticed that when all harbours have been stopped, and vessels could not enter, vessels 
have beeu able to come into the Clarence. I have been much struck by that.
20. Then, in your opinion, the passenger traffie between this district and the Eichmond, including tho 
routes 3Tou have referred to, would, in tbe event of railway construction, go by railway? That is my 
opinion—that there would be considerable increase of traffic if the raihvay were constructed.
21. That is generally the outcome of raihvay communication—increase of traffic ? Tes. I have noticed 
further, that since the raihvay has been opened from the Eichmond to the Tweed the population has 
almost doubled itself along tbe railway-line. Our schools have been almost doubled in number. Where 
we could, formerly, hardly get an average attendance the schools have grown up rapidly.
22. That you would take to be a reliable indication of increased settlement ? Tes. I also think that if 
this railway were constructed there would be excellent dairying land all along tho line.
23. And an increase of population? Tes, increased settlement, the settlement of families on the land.
24. That, of course, would mean additional traffic for any railway that might be constructed ? Tes.
25. Mr. Watson.'] Do you know how far towards Casino settlement goes at the present time ? There is 
settlement ail along the road.
26. Of what class? There are two or three stations on the road, important stations, grazing properties.
27. Is there any other settlement ? There are houses along the road where people are engaged on small 
farms, and grazing on a small scale, also timber-getting and work of that kind.
28. Are there any engaged in agriculture in that direction ? Hot largely, after you get some miles out
of the town. ’
29. Howr far out does the agriculture go towards Casino55 Not more than 10 or 12 miles from here. 
After that there is not much agricultural settlement along the road.
30. How do you account for that;—do you think the land between 10 and 20 miles from here is unsuit
able for agriculture? Tou must consider the excellent land along the river. It is only of late years that 
dairying has had any show here. While sugar-cane was the sole product, all the rich land was taken up. 
Now that dairying has taken root in the place, I notice that this second-class land, as you might call it, is 
becoming very valuable. As f am travelling I notice fences being put up all round where they had 
formerly been pulled down. Jly impression, travelling through the country, is that everything is reviving, 
and the district at present shows great prosperity.
31. Has that revival you speak of led to any of this land, say, between 10 and 20 miles out, being taken 
up for agricultural purposes? I can hardly say how itis taken up.
32. Chairman.] How far does your district extend in tho direction of Casino ? lam District Inspector. 
1 have general supervision of the whole of the Northern district.
33. And your observation extends to Casino ? ITom Point Danger to Cape Hawke.
34. How do you travel generally? I drive my own horses.

Samuel See, Mayor of Grafton, sworn, and examined:— .
S. See. 35. Chairman^] How long have yon been here ? I have been a resident of Grafton for twenty years, and 

have been on tbe river for nearly thirty years, I came here in 1S70. "
27feb,, 1900. Would yon like to make a general statement to the Committee? I might first supplement tho

evidence of Mr. Lobban as regards the increase in population and schools by saying that his evidence
related to the public schools during a period of ten years. During that period of ten years there 
have been established in this district, embracing the area mentioned, a considerable number of 
Convent schools aud some private schools. I am not in a position to give the number of pupils 
attending these establishments, but I know they form a large edition to those on the roll of tbe 
public schools, and that during the ten years mentioned a large number of them wore taken from 
the public schools. There are some hundreds of pupils attending Convent schools to-day who, 
within the period to which Mr. Lobban’s figures apply, were attending public schools. There
is one of these schools at Tamba, one at Maclean, one at Grafton, one at South Grafton, one at
Palmer Island, and one at Hlmarra. As regards school attendance, tho establishment of these denomin
ational schools has materially affected tbe public schools, and this fact has lo he taken into consideration 
in any figures given with regard to the increase of scholars in the public schools. My knowledge goes 
back to 1870, and from that time there has beeu such an increase of population as necessarily follows the 
opening up of a new district. In 1870 there were not nearly so many settlements on the river as now 
exist, owing to the land not having been cleared. Going buck for, say, a period of fifteen years, there 
has been a considerable iocrease in the population on the Clarence Eiver. The population seemed to 
remain stationary for some years in consequence of the financial crisis that overtook the Colony, and 
which reached the Clarence Eiver as well as other parts of the Colony, and previous to that we had 
serious floods, and blight in our cane and maize. But, during the last four or five years, there has been 
a marked improvement. As one who knows something about the commercial position of the district, 
having dealt very largely with ihe people, and from my position as manager of tho North Coast Steam 
Navigation Company, and as a townsman of Grafton, I am in a position to say that the prosperity of the 
Clarence district has been most pronounced—more so than iu any former period of five years during my 
recollection. I attribute the increased prosperity very largely to the advent of fhe dairying industry. 
Previous to the introduction of the dairying industry on tbe Clarence. Eiver there was a large quantity of 
land along the river which was not considered suitable for cultivation, aud was onhrused for raising crops 
that might be useful for local purposes. This land was networked up to its full capability, as it has been 
during tbe last five years. Having been a farmer for a number of years, and having had large commercial 
experience, I think I am safe in saying that, so far as the Clarence Eiver proper is concerned, it is only
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on tlie eve of its prosperity. Though the farmers have gained a great deal of information, and, in eonse- ®eo- 
quence, a great deal of wealth, wc are now only on the eve of the possibilities of this district. -^an(ls oy'Tpr'^iqn'n 
that arc outside what is known as the Clarence Eiver valley are being sought after very freely by e ,J ‘
persons who are entering into the dairying industry. Until the advent here of the Fresh Food and Ice 
Company the manufacture of butter was an unknown thing. I know of hundreds of instances where 
iand which had been abandoned has been re-fenced and stocked, and has become of considerable value.
I am speaking now of land fairly near the river. Having a knowledge of the country between 
here and Casmo, I am of opinion that if communication were opened up between Grafton and 
Casino, the unoccupied and unalienated land along the line, of which there must be some 
hundreds of thousands of acres, would bo taken up for the purposes of dairying. Eesides the grass, a 
great deal of that land would grow maize, and other grain suitable for fowl food, poultry farming being 
an important factor on the Clarence Eiver, though up to tho present it has not; been carried on as a • 
special industry. Eegardinr the production and growth of poultry in this district, I may mention inci
dentally that the value ot this export alone last year amounted to £32,000, If better means of access to 
a market were provided this amount would be considerably increased, aud the industry would become a 
source of wealth to those settled on the land I am speaking of. They might, in addition, grow oats and 
oaten hay. Oaten hay can he grown very much better, and quite as profitably, upon land of that kind, as 
it can upon rich land like that in the valley of tho Claience, for tho reason that, though you get a smaller 
result, as far as tonnage is_ concerned, you get an article that is valuable and saleable anywhere. On 
the banks of the Clarence this particular class of hay grows too strongly. The reason this land is not 
cultivated now is that growing oaten hay would not be a profitable industry. To put any quantity of 
laud under cultivation for the growth of hay or wheat in a district like ours, with the absence of 
communication, would not be profitable, and aman could not possibly make a living. In regard to thepro- 
duction of butter, if a man has 1 o extend his operations for 10 or 12 miles in any direction from a creamery, 
that distance makes tlie industry almost impossible, because toolongatime wouldbe occupied in delivering 
tho cream or milk. With knowledge and observation of what has taken place in this district, and with a 
general knowledge of the Hunter Eiver district, where I resided as a hoy, and which I visited again during 
the last couple of years, I may say that the transformation caused by the dairying industry has been most 
marked. Lands that were considered absolutely useless in tho early days are now being taken up and 
fenced, though there, of course, tho area of country being limited, they are very much nearer a railway system 
than we here are near f o water carriage. With regard to the capabilities of the dairy laud in this district, wo 
call it inferior land, but in doing so wo have in our mind’s eye the very best land on the Clarence Eiver, 
which is better than that of any other district. In comparison with these rich lands, the outlying lands 
have been considered by the farmers of the Clarenco Eiver as inferior, but their value is now becoming 
realised through the establishment of the butter industry. In the event of communication being opened 
up by railway, I believe tbe whole of the land along the route would be taken up for pasturage purposes, 
and with ringbarking and grubbing out the undergrowth, which means the ultimate clearing of the land, 
the dairy-farms which would he established would carry on an average one beast to 5 or 6 acres.
37. Has all the available land, all the very rich land, the river flat land—has all that been taken up ?
All land that was possible to be taken up. There is a tremendous quantity of rich land on the upper 
river which, though it might not be immediately affected by this railway, would, if a railway were constructed, 
be brought so many miles nearer communication than it is now, because the head of navigation is only 
30^ miles beyond G rafton. Then, again, besides the utilising of the land along the proposed line for 
dairying and poultry-raising, we must consider the value of the timber on the land. Between here and 
Casino there is an immense quantity of hardwood which is every day becoming more valuable. Within 
a certain number of miles of the Clarence Eiver proper tho timber bas all been felled and used for girders 
and sleepers, and cut up into spokes for the export trade. It is becoming a matter for the consideration 
of those engaged in the timber trade as to how far they are going to continue their operations. I am not 
aware what would be the scale of charges on the railway, but if they were not prohibitive there would bo 
a large quantity of timber carried along tho Hue. Even if we increased the output by 100 per cent, 
yearly there would still be sufficient timber to meet the requirements of the export trade of tho Clarence 
Eiver tor many years to come. ^ There is abundance of the best hardwood timber, including kinds not 
used for the ordinary purpose of fencing and splitting. There are tallow-wood, black-butt, ironbark, and 
spqttcd-gum. These timbers are of considerable commercial value, but at present are not worth anything, 
as it is not possible to get them to a market. Settlement would, of course, soon follow tho construction 
of a railway, because tho occupation of a block of 500 acres of land would mean probablv 100 
cows, and that would entail a considerable amount of work. It would mean that between hero and 
Casino there would be au enormous population which could not bo brought about except by the 
construction of a railway. There is another argument: We have in our midst hundreds of young men 
growing up, and their desire is naturally to remain at home. They will have in tho near future to seek 
homes elsewhere if an opportunity is not given to them to settle upon this land by the opening up of 
communication. There is not, generally speaking, in this district an absence of labour for what arc 
known as tho working classes; but I feel confident that the labour of the community would bo absorbed, 
and with profit to the state if a line of this kind were constructed. I may add that the rainfall of this 
district is abundant and fairly regular. I do not apprehend any danger of a drought as regards the 
dairying industry, or the growth of wheat or barley, or anything of the kind required for fowl food.
There will also he a marked increase iu the horses and other stock in the district. With the advent of 
dairying tho raising of horses has again become a valuable industry. Though we had numbers of horses 
here, they were always sold out to a great extent, and the establishment of tho dairying industry has led 
to a great demand. You cannot raise horses as profitably on a largo station as you can upon a small 
holding where the animals have daily attention. In regard to the passenger trade between here and the 
Eichmond Eiver, it has greatly increased, A t present the route taken is from Chatsworth, on the Clarence, 
to Woodburn, and thence up the Eichmond Eiver by steamer. This involves a considerable distance— 
perhaps nearly 200 miles—at a cost of more than double that which would be charged by rail from here 
to Casino or Lismore. There is a good deal of trade between here and the Eichmond Eiver, and I am 
satisfied there would bo a great increase in that trade in the event of railway communication, by reason of 
the ^cheapening of carriage. It would cost about 12s. 6d. per passenger to goby rail from Grafton to ■
Casino, and 13s. Gd. from Grafton to Lismore—that is first class—and it would cost £113s. Gd. to go
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S. Sea. from Grafton to Lismorc by cor oh and steamer. Then again there is the saving that would be effected 
' point of time, the railway journey only occupying sis hours as compared with one and a half day at
27 teb., 1900. ^]ie presen£ time. Another advantage would be that the people of Grafton would be placed in compara

tively easy communication with Brisbane, which, at present, is not the case. _
38. Speaking about the passenger traffic between Grafton and Bismore, what do you think of this para
graph in the report of tbo Bailway Commissioners, dated 10th December, 1809: ‘‘ Excepting passenger 
traffic, which is on the decrease, there is practically no interchange of traffic between the Clarence and the 
Bichmoud ” ? That is not correct. The people of the Clarence and the Kichmond are associated by 
relationship, and every day people of this district are visiting their friends on the Kichmond Eiver, and 
people on the Richmond are visiting their friends here. Then, again, if the people of this district were 
afforded an opportunity of reaching Brisbane, they would very often travel to that place. A few months

- ago I was approached by a number of residents of the Clarence River asking if steam communication 
could not be established between here and Brisbane, so that they might visit that city during their 
holidays. That is a frequent occurrence, so far ai the people of Grafton are concerned. In the event of 
a railway being constructed, the whole of the Casino passenger traffic would come this way, and a large 
proportion of the Richmond River trade would come this way to be carried to Sydney. My reason for 
the latter statement is that, at any rate for some years to come, the steamers running between the 
Clarence and Sydney must of necessity be of a higher class than those trading between the Richmond 
Itiver and Sydney. J do not wish to detract from the Richmond River, and the company L represent are 
as much interested in the one river as in the other, but I an; only stating facts. A steamer can be brought 
to Grafton if necessary with a draught of 14 or 15 feet, while a steamer cannot be taken to Lismore with 
a draught of more than 10 feet (5 inches, and nothing but a little flat-bottomed steamer can be taken to 
Casino. Facility of transport to market is, of course, very important in tbo case of perishable goods, and 
there would be a largo trade of that kind. Around Casino iho manufacture of butter is only in its 
infancy. 1 believe that traffic would come to Grafton. I believe it could be carried from Casino by tbo 
railway to Grafton, and thence to Sydney, as cheaply as it could be conveyed from Casino to Coraki or 
Lismore, and carried thence to Sydney.
39. Mr. Watson.'] Is butter now carried on the steamers in freezing chambers? Yes; from the Clarence 
and also from the Richmond.
40. Then you would want cool trucks to carry on the railway? That would not bo very difficult; the 
company could easily make arrangements to have cooling appliances. 1 feel certain that the whole of the 
trade from Casino would come to the Clarence River by means of the railway.
41. Chairman.] We may take it, then, that, apart from the passenger traffic, the dairy produce would be the 
chief factor in the railway revenue? A great deal of it. Then there would be timber, and the wood 
supplied to Grafton and to the mills. That is in itself only a small item ; but, added to the other traffic, 
it would be a great feeder to the railway.
4‘2. There is no coal in the district ? I think there is a deposit of coal along the line, There is a seam 
of coal at Coaldale, which place the proposed railway would cross.
43. Is wool-growing carried on in this part of the country? No. Sheep will fatten here, and wool will 
grow, but there are other things more profitable. Cattle, for instance, are much more profitable than 
sheep, for the reason that the grass is so dense that the sheep get foot-rot, and all sorts of things.
44. What would he the rate per ton between Casino and Grafton for dairy produce ? I think in my last 
evidence I gave it at 5s. 2d.
45. There must be some portion of this country between Grafton and Casino—that nearest to Grafton, 
for instance—from which it would pay a farmer to cart his produce to Grafton ;—is there any indication 
of settlement of that kind. If a railway were constructed, a man 5 or 3 miles out of Grafton would 
hardly put his stuff on to the railway, but would cart it in;—is there any indication of settlement of the 
character you indicate actually taking place within such a distance as that? Yes. there is now, in 
consequence of the dairying industry. As I have said, beyond a certain radius dairying operations must 
cease owing to the cost of carriage.
4G. But take an area of about 10 miles? All the land within a reasonable distance is under dairy 
occupation at the present moment. That is, between Grafton and Casino, along the Casino road.
47. Is that a recent development? Since the dairying industry came, within the last five or six years, 
a number of the holder spirits started, while others hesitated. So that wo might say that we are now 
only starting the dairying industry in the Clarence. There is always the man who prefers to wait and 
watch developments, and then again companies have to get experience as to what is the right thing to do; 
but we may say now that the dairying industry is fairly launched, and has proved successful.
48. You said, “ Within the area that would be profitable —how far would that be? About 10 miles I 
think. I do not think you could go much beyond that. If you have to cart milk further than that, it 
becomes expensive.
49. When you were examined before, you seemed to think there would he a limitation to the distance on 
either side of the railway, within which this industry could be carried on—say 10 or 12 miles ;—do you 
still believe that ? I should say it would not extend much beyond that distance. If you have a good 
road, you do not measure your distance by miles, hut by time. The same distance, which on a good road 
could be done in only a few minutes, might with a bad road take two hours.
50. What areas do these people occupy? ' 300 or 400 acres. 1 should consider 500 acres on the land in 
question a good holding.
61. What would it pay a farmer to give an acre for that land ? If land were available now at the State 
price, £1 an acre; but I do not consider that would he the value of it to the farmer, with the improve
ments. If the land would carry a beast to 5 or 6 acres, it would give a return of much greater value than 
£5 or £6 an acre. The land would be worth £1 an acre undoubtedly.
52. Would that land be suitable for the growth of crops as well? Some portions of the land all along 
the route would grow maize, but that would only be cultivated for home consumption, for the production 
of eggs and fowds, and not for the purpose of export. I omitted to mention the pig industry, which is a 
very important one. In this district there is a daily increasing demand for this class of product. The 
supply is not nearly equal to the demand, though the export is very largo indeed. You can fatten 
a pig on this land with milk and ordinary grain, just as well as you can on much better land. On this 
land you would be able to give a pig 10 or 12 acres, which you could not afford to do on more valuable

" land.
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land. This is an industry worth many hundreds o£ pounds to the people on this river, and the extent ot S. See. 
its future growth it is almost impossible to forecast. Its progress would keep pace with that of ^ie 
butter industry. Up to a certain stage, pigs can ho roared on milk alone, and all along the route there ■’ '
arc patches of ground which wilt grow good maize. _
53. But we cannot look to maize as a big item of freight for the railway ? I do not say that the maize 
grown would be brought along the railway to Grafton; but if the line were constructed considerable 
c|uantities of maize would go from the Clarence to the Richmond River.
54. Does not maize grow well on the Richmond ? It docs not grow so well there as it does here. They 
import maize to the Richmond Hirer from Sydney. There is one part of the Richmond district—the 
south arm of the Richmond River—where attention is directed chiefly to maize-growing. On the lower 
and other portions of the river attention is directed to the cultivation of sugar-cane, while on the higher, 
or what are known as the “ Big Scrub” portions, the laud is chiefly devoted to dairying. It is unprofit
able to attempt to grow maize on the high land of the. Richmond. In the event of communication being 
established between the Clarence and the Richmond, a great deal of maize would go from here to the 
Richmond; and at some portions of the year we should send maize to Brisbane. I do not say we should 
send much, because the price might be prohibitive ; but there would be times in the history of the two 
colonies when we would send maize from here to Brisbane. Then, again, there would be times when we 
would send potatoes from here to Brisbane. That is a product we can raise very extensively on the 
Clarence River. There is scarcely a limit to its cultivation.
05. If a railway were constructed between Grafton and Casino, where should you expect to get the 
population from—from the sons of the people locally, or from outside ? Rrom outside. I think you wall 
get evidence from gentlemen competent to speak on that subject that numbers of inquiries are made here 
daily from persons in various parts of the colonics for land suitable for dairying purposes. I know ns a 
fact that people have conic from the Richmond River and have taken up land at Grafton. Almost daily 
people are looking for land suitable for dairying purposes. Apart from the young men of the district, 
whose claims 1 think should have first consideration, there are hundreds of people coming to the Northern 
rivers who would go upon the land if they could get it; but they will not do so in the absence of 
communication.
5ti, Bo you think the tendency nowadays is for the farmer to go in for dairying in preference to cropping ?
It depends entirely upon the character of the land. The best farmers on the Clarence River, with few 
exceptions, are doing some dairying, and they arc also growing some maize. ATixed farming is coming 
into operation more freely every day, as men get enlightened and understand the thing. In regard 1o 
labour, the butter industry is one in which the small boy can be employed before and after school, while 
in the case of cane-growing, that is an occupation in which the boy cannot be engaged.
57. Bo you regard this proposed railway as a line to be constructed on its own account, or as part of 
what is known as the North Coast railway scheme V I regard it from a twofold aspect. First 1. consider 
it necessary as a connection between Grafton and Lismore, for the trade I have spoken of, and as such it 
will be a good investment for tbo State, because it will provide a livelihood for a number of families, and 
afford employment for the labouring classes. But I feel it has a greater destiny as portion of the North 
Coast line, which must ultimately reach the metropolis. The latter reason alone should justify its 
construction. I know the coast from the Tweed to Maitland, and I can say without hesitation that tho 
opening of a coastal line would be beneficial to the State, and would also benefit the localities. There is 
land lying between these rivers that cannot be opened except by railway communication.
58. Suppose a railway were extended from here right away to Newcastle, and further south, the main 
produce of the district would still go by steamer? Heavy produce would, but tho butter would not, and 
the passengers would not.
5f). 1 suppose the old axiom that land carriage cannot compete with water carriage, from a money point 
of view, still obtains? Tes, that holds good. But with the increase of population you would get 
considerablepassengertraffic, and also traffic in perishable goods, including vegetables and fruits such as grow 
in a semi-tropical climate. Fruits grown in a climate like this, though more luscious, do not last as long 
as those grown in colder climates. In this semi-tropical climate a class of fruits would be produced that 
would bo very acceptable to people in the metropolis. At present they cannot be sent to Sydney because 
of llie twenty-eight hours’ passage by sea. Evidence can be given by gentlemen who grow these fruits 
that want of access to a market prevents anything being done in that respect. If the North Coast 
railway were constructed all this trade would reach Sydney by rail. A large passenger traffic would go 
to Sydney by rail, and all the butter and all the eggs would go by the same means. At present there is 
a difference of Id. between the price of southern eggs and northern eggs, owing to the long sea voyage.
This Id. a dozen means a great deal of money in twelve months. It means a twelfth part of the total 
production amounting to £50,000. Then, again, a very large trade could be done between here and Sydney 
in fish. Fish, in my opinion, would go by rail and not by steamer. The value of fish exported from tbo 
Clarence River at the present time is very considerable.
(JO. In the estimate of cost, a sum of £70.000 is put down for station and wharfage accommodation at 
Grafton,—do you think such a large amount would bo necessary at the present time ? Certainly not. 1 
should think £15,000 would cover everything necessary, and provide most elaborate buildings. The height 
from the top of the wall to the top of tho bank of tho river would not be more than 12 feet.
(fl. Mr. Watson.'] Can you say how far the land which you think is suitable for dairying extends along 
the proposed line towards Casino ;—would it be similar land a little distance out of Grafton right up to 
the Richmond Range ? Yes.
(52. How much of a break would there be in the suitable land, or would it all be good ? I consider that 
tho whole of the land is suitable for grazing.
63. Inclusive of tbo Richmond Range ? Well, there is a portion of the Richmond Range which is a little 
bit gravelly, hut it will grow grass. The Richmond Range is not a very formidable matter at all. I do 
not think its altitude is above 50 feet at the most.
OR Beyond that again, towards Casino, does the laud alter at all ? The land improves ; it is better land 
there. From Myrtle Creek to Casino the land is better.
05, Then, practically, the whole of that land for 10 miles on either side would be taken up if the line 
were constructed ? Yes, I think so.
GG. 2Ifr. McFarJane.] With regard to the paragraph in the report of the Railway Commissioners, about
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S. See. an idJeged decrease in the passenger traffic between the Richmond and the Clarence, do you consider that 
^ to he correct ? No.

27 Fob., 1900. jjag j-jjg popuJatjojj 0f Clarence increased steadily during the past few years F It has.
68. And that of the Richmond also ? Yes, very considerably.
69. What would you imagine to be the natural outcome of this increase of population—woidd it tend to 
a decrease in the trallic between the two places ? Certainly not.
70. In your opinion, is a railway from Casino to Grafton desirable, in view of its being a portion of the 
R'orth Coastline? Most desirable.
71. Have you any particular reason for that opinion ? I have already, in answer to the Chairman, 
referred to the opening up of the intermediate lands, which would certainly he profitable. This portion 
of the railway would be profitable, like the other portions. I believe that tho lands intervening between 
the other rivers are even of a bettor character than the lands between Grafton and Casino; so that, as a 
portion of the North Coast line which would connect those other lands, the railway would be highly 
profitable. ^ Another thing that would have to be considered in connection with the North Coast railway 
is the facility that would be afforded for military organisation. The line would be a great factor in our 
national defence.
72. Some consideration would have to bo given later on to the necessity of crossing the river—that is,
in the event of a further eitension south ? Tes. "
73. That could not be easily done lower down the river ? No. In the North Coast railway system the 
bridges would of necessity have to bo constructed beyond the point of navigation by large steamers. In 
the case of this river the railway crossing would have to be above navigation, and that would ho at some 
point beyond the town of Grafton.
74. If it were merely a question of connecting the Clarence and the Richmond by rail a cheaper line 
could be made? Yes; very much cheaper. You could have a railway with a narrower gauge, which 
would suit as far as the trade between the two rivers is concerned. You could have a lighter Hue.
75. Then you favour this proposal as beiug a section of the North Coast scheme? Yes.
76. Similar to the Lismore-Tweed line? Yes.
77. Yon think that connecting it with that line would he the means of securing increased traffic ? I 
think that, in consequence of its being connected with that line, there would bo an increased traffic.
78. On the larger section, connecting Grafton with the Tweed ? Yes.
79. And with regard to the settlement that would take place between Grafton and Casino, there would 
naturally be a considerable increase in traffic ? Yes, a very large increase.
80. Have you a fair knowledge of the district between Grafton and Casino ? I have.
81. I do not mean along the jiroposed railway route only, but for. some distance on either side ? Yes, I
know the country off the road. "
82. Isjt similar country to that along the road ? The country off the voad is better.
83. "\V ith regard to tho timber industry, would that mean a considerableincreasein traffic? Yery considerable.
84. ]n your opinion, most of the timber would come by rail in the event of a railway being constructed?
I think large quantities of it would come by rail. I expressed that opinion before, hut I have become 
even more convinced since the construction of the railway to Lismore ; because on that line rates have 
been charged which enable the farmers to bring their cane to the mills, A. great deal of the cane grown 
on iho Richmond, along the line of railway—in fact, the whole of it—is placed upon trucks and brought 
to the mill. "Wei], if cane can be brought profitably to the mill by rail certainly timber can be brought 
profitably by rail to the place of consumption or export. "
85. Is the timber industry in this district unimportant one? It is a very important one,and is growing daily.
86. Is that increase ot supply for local requirements or for export? For both. Some figures will be 
given to the Committee on this point by another witness, but .1. may mention that it is estimated that 
during last year 4,600,000 feet of timber were sawn for export and home purposes.
87. The timber most conveniently situated would be taken first? Yes, owing to the cost of haulage.

. 88. A.ud every year as the timber gets, so to speak, further away, timber-getters will have to go further 
inland ? Yes ; in fact it is daily getting further away.
SO. At present mill-owners haul their timber by teams ? Yes. One firm have improvised a steam tramway 
with wooden rails ; but even in that case much of the timber has to be hauled by team.
00. You are of opinion that large quantities of timber would come by rail from the country referred to ? Yes,
91. You stated that in view of the long water carriage a considerable quantity of produce would go by 
rail from the Clarence River to Sydney, if a line were constructed? Yes.
92. Going a little further south, say to tho Bellinger and Nambueca rivers, where the entrances arc not 
good, the freights by steamer are considerably higher than from the Clarence? Yes ; they are as much 
again on the Bellinger.
93. Do you not think, in view of the high freights by steamer, that those districts would use the railway? 
I think that, in regard to the Bellinger and the Nambueca, the whole of the produce from those rivers 
would go by rail.
94. Mr. Watson.] What is the freight at present paid by steamer? One shilling and sixpence a hag 
down there, and 8d. hero.
95. Mr. McFarlanc.] Have you any idea how much per bag the freight would be by train at the ruling
rates ? A trifle over Is. a bag. -i => e j o
96. In view of that, do you not think the growers of maize and other products would he induced to send 
their goods by train ? 1 believe they would. Not only would it he cheaper as regards freights ; but 
they would be able to take advantage of a favourable market. On the other rivers referred to, the people 
are at a great disadvantage as compared with the Clarence. Here, the producer can reach the market at 
a few days’ notice,
97. Going further south, to the Macleay, the Hastings, and tho Manning Rivers, where the cost of freight 
to Sydney would be greater, in your opinion would not the people use the train instead of the steamer, 
and would not the bulk of the produce go by train ? I am certain it would.
98. That would he a strong argument in favour of the North Coast line ? Yes.
99. What is your opinion with regard to the North Coast line ;—do you think favourably of the scheme?
I do, in the interests of the country. -
100. Would it also have the effect of opening upland for settlement between the different rivers ? There

is
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is a considerable quantity of land between each of these rivers that can never be settled and worked up S- See. 
to its capabilities until railway communication is established. <----^
101. And for the same reason you favour the present proposal—the section under consideration ? I do ; i900.
and the fact just mentioned is a great argument in its favour.
102. You stated that a considerable quantity of produce from the Casino district would come this way in 
the event of a railway being constructed ? Yes.
103. Have you any particular argument in support of that assertion ? Casino is situated on what is 
known as the south branch of the Kichmond liiver. The only method of getting goods from Coraki to 
Casino is by small steamer, which necessarily involves considerable delay. Whether you take goods from 
bydney to Casino, via Coraki, or produce from Casino to Sydney by the same way, there must be consider
able delay, There is either delay at Casino before taking tho nroduce away, or delay at Coraki before 
putting it on the steamer. Then, as regards the inward goods, there is delay at Coraki before taking 
them to Casino. The only way of overcoming this difficulty, so far as the Casino people are concerned, 
would bo by the construction of a tram line from Coraki to Casino. That is the only way by which that 
route could bo made to compete at all with a line of railway from Casino to Grafton.
104. Is the river navigable up to Casino? Onlv by email boats, and then there is a good deal of cartage
to be done—about 2 miles. "
105. How many steamers have the Norfh Coast Steam Navigation Company trading to the Itichmond 
Kiver ? Three.
10G. Itegularly ? Yes.
10/. And to the Clarence? Three.
108. I understand that those trading to tho Clarence are tho larger steamers ? Y'es; they are larger in 
tonnage. We can load the largest of our steamers at Grafton, but on the Itichmond Jiiver, nowhere 
above Broadwater can we load the steamers to their fullest capacity.
109. How do you find the Clarence entrance with regard to your trade ? We consider the Clarence 
entrance very much improved.
110. Do you meet with much delay? Not very much.
111. Do you meet with any delay on the Itichmond Kiver ? Yes; considerable.

event of the breakwater at the Clarence Heads being carried out as proposed by Sir John 
Coode, would that, jn your opinion, give bettor facilities for shipping at this port ? Yes.
113. It would admit larger steamers ? Yes.
114. What depth of water do you think it would give ? We have had over 22 feet of water on the bar.
Some patches of it were 30 feet at high tide. It is the opinion of our captains trading to the port that 
when the proposed works are completed—that is, when the southern breakwater is extended, and tho reef 
removed, and the training-wall completed—-we shall have from 20 to 22 feet of water on the bar.
llo. Assuming that improvement to take place, you would then probably have larger steamers trading 

‘^es‘ **1 matter of fact the company have now under consideration the construction of a very
much larger steamer. The plans are all ready now. Everything is in readiness for the construction of a 
raster and larger steamer for the trade.
116. Js it not a natural result from an improved entrance, and larger and better steamers, that there will 
bo a reduction in fares and freights ? Yes ; that is the natural result. With larger bottoms you can do 
the tradp 25 por cent, cheaper, and with a greater hope of profit than you can with smaller ships.
11 /. With a better entrance and better shipping facilities, would there not be a strong probability of the 
Casino produce coming to tho Clarence ? I believe so.
115. That is to say, with better shipping facilities than now exist, there would bo a greater probability of
getting trade than is the case under present circumstances ? Yes, undoubted]v, "
119. H the bar were improved to a^depth of from 2G to 22 feet, would there be any difficulty in gottiim 
tho steamers up the river? No. You would not require to load a boat up to 22 feet at Grafton,because 
you load her along the river. But to-day wo can load a boat at Grafton up to 14 feet 6 inches, and that 
means GOO or 700 tons.
120. You do not anticipate any difficulty whatever in regard to boats coining up the river? None. As 
a^matter of fact, we loaded a 400-ton ship 14 miles above Grafton a few years ago.
121. Do you remember that some years ago what is known as the crossing at the Clarence Heads was 
more trouble even than the bar ? Yes.
122. After negotiating the bar, vessels could not always get over the crossing ? Yes.
123. Since the training walls have been carried out, have you noticed any marked improvement in this 
respect? 1 es; the obstacle at tho crossing has been entirely removed. ”
1^’ ’B t!)C dpptf1 of water there now ? It is reported that there are from 30 to 35 feet of water.
12o. Where the original crossing was ? Yes ; there is one point there where there is a depth of 50 feet, 
inere is abundance of water—about 30 feet on the average—all down the training-wall.
126. Previous to the training-walls being carried out, particularly tho south training-wall, what depth of 
water was there on the crossing ? AV here the training-wall is now was a sand-bank, and there has been 
as low a depth as 5 feet of water on the crossing, and for many mouths there was never more than 8 feet 
G inches. L remember that very well, because before tho construction of the training-walls, and at the 
time I am speaking of, produce had to be conveyed to the steamer by droghers.
127 That trouble has been done away with bv the partial construction of’ the training-wall ? Yes • the
whole ot that difficulty has gone. ' ’
128 In viewed' that improvement to the crossing, is it your opinion that the extension of the south 
breakwater will have a similar effect with regard to the bar ? I feci satisfied it will.
129. And will allow of the removal of the reef, as proposed by Sir John Coode? Yes,
130. Do you think there will ho any difficulty in the shape of a rocky bottom that will prevent the scour ? 
Ao 1 am satisfied there is no rocky bottom at the Clareneo Heads, because in 1837, the time of tho 
Hood, a dredge broke away and was driven out to sea, and it is supposed that this had some iufiuenee in 
scouring out the channel, for after that flood there was a depth of 22 feet, and in some places 30 feet. I 
tahe that as a fair indication that there is no rock at the bottom.
131. Chairman.'] Do you know the line between Lismore and Murwillumbnh ?

^°'v ^oes ^ie couutrv between those two places compare with the 
Casino ? That is better land than this.

I do. 
country between Grafton and

133.
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S. Sec. 133. That railway has not been exactly a success from a traffic point of view ? No ; hut it is bettering 
-1'—***\ its position every day. There is a loss every year, I know ; hut until it was constructed there was a veiy 

27 Feb., 1900. jjjygh more serious loss to the man who invested in the land. The land was absolutely useless. I know 
of instances where men spent hundreds of pounds on the land, and not only^ lost'that money, but became 
bankrupt. That land has since become valuable ;—in fact within a radius of a great number of miles ot 
the line you cannot obtain land except at £7 or £8 an acre. 1 know land there that has been sold at £8 an 
acre uncleared, and before it was not worth 8d. an acre. I attribute that increase in value solely to the 
construction of the railway.
134. Mr. McXarlane] Did it lead to increased settlement along the line ? Tcs, to a considerable extent,
135. Chairman] Do you look upon the position of Lismore and Murwilhimbah as analogous to that ot 
Grafton and Casino;—having regard to the two rivers and the two ports, admitting that there is a better 
tract of country between Lismore and Murwillumbah, do you think that the superior condition or the 
river at Grafton would improve the position, and attract a big traffic from the direction of Casino, it a 
railway ran there ? Yes, I think so, though I am ready to admit that tho land between Lismore and tbo
Tweed is better. xt- i
13G. Seeing that there is better land between those two places, I want you to explain why you think there 
would be better results from railway construction between Casino and Grafton ? Ihe land between 
Lismore and The Tweed is better land, and in consequence of that fact was selected ; but it was compara
tively useless until the construction of the railway. Practically everything excepting pine was exhausted, 
and there was nothing else left to the owners of the land. Though the land could not ho cultivated ror 
maize, it could be utilised for canc j but that was of no use, because you could not get the cane to a niilL 
The land has gone up considerably in value owing to the starting of the dairying industry ; but assuming 
that 1 acre of land there is worth 3 or 4 acres of land between Grafton and Casino, the country between 
the latter places carries a large quantity of hardwood timber, which experts have estimated to bo worth 
from £3 to £4 an acre as it stands. That is an asset which the other land did not possess. Then, again, 
yon have a larger number of acres with easier facilities for getting to it, because it is level land, while 
the other is rough. I consider that the land between Grafton and Casino stands in a better position, as 
regards the man who wants to take it up, than the land between Lismore and the Tweed, in view of the 
roughness of the latter and the absence of valuable timber. If it were open for selection to-morrow, the 
land here would be as readily taken up as that between Lismore and the Tweed. _
137. And the Lismore to the Tweed line was a much more expensive one to construct? Infinitely more.
The cuttings were very heavy indeed. That section cost within a few pounds ot £1,000,000 a most 
expensive line. Between Grafton and Casino there is a good deal of Crown land. _
138. Mr. McFarlane.] In the event of railway communication between the tableland andthe coast, which,
in your opinion, would bo the best terminal point? I think Grafton would be. , . T
130, I suppose you have good reason for assuming Grafton to be the best and most central point. les ; 
it would be the best terminal point in consequence of the navigable condition of the river. . On account of 
tho better entrance to the Heads it is a better port. As a matter of fact, it is a port extending for 48 miles.
140. .And in the event of connection with the tableland, would Grafton be a central locality that is, in 
view of the other districts along the coast, such as the Bellinger and the Nambueca ou the one band and 
the Eichmond aud the Tweed on the other ? Yes ; it would be a central point.
141. The coast produces articles that cannot be grown on the tableland, and there are many products on 
the tableland that cannot be produced on the coast ? Yes; a groat number.
1-13. In view of that there would be a largo interchange of products ? Yes. _
143. In the event of marie or potatoes being sent to the tableland, could districts other than the Clarence 
participate in sending there products by means of tho railway from Grafton? Yes. _
141. It would give the people in the districts on both sides of Grafton an opportunity of sending their 
produce to the tableland? All the coastal rivers would be in touch with the tableland if Grafton were 
made the terminal point. , .
145. And in your opinion Grafton would be tho best centre for connection with tho tableland, in view or
the better facilities for shipping on the Clarence ? Yes ; that is the main reason. I consider that G rafton 
is a central position, but it is in consequence of the river affording such safety that it would bo a better 
terminal point than any other place. .
146. In the event of a railway being constructed from the tableland to Grafton, would that give additional
traffic to the proposed line from Grafton to Casino, if it were constructed? Yes, i
147. Take, for instance, the passenger traffic,—if the tableland were connected with Grafton by railway,
would not that give additional passenger traffic between Grafton and Casino and Lismore and tho Tweed 
Eiver ? Yes. f
148. So that one line would help the other considerably? Yes.
149. And in view of the products that could be sent to the Jablelnnd greater traffic would on that account 
come to the proposed railway ? Yes; that would bo tho case quite independently of the route to the
tableland. r
149.1,. Have you any evidence with regard to the outward tonnage from Grafton ? The figures for 1S99 
areas follows:—“ Kallatina,” 650 tons gross, 52 trips; “City of Grafton,” 800 tons gross, 52 trips ; 
“ Australian,’’ 450 tons gross, 27 trips ; “ Oakland,” 500 tons gross, 16 trips ; “ ’Wyoming,” 250 tons gross, 
2 trips; total, 2,650 tons gross, 149 trips. Those figures represent an outward tonnage of 80,360 tons. 
They do not include sailing vessels, which have taken timber to the extent of fully 3,000,000 feet. Of 
that quantitv 2,000,000 feet wore exported to intercolonial ports, and the balance shipped to Sydney for 
consumption in New South Wales. With regard to the passenger trade, the number of passengers carried 
to and from Sydney in 1899 was as follows;—Saloon, 0,249 : steerage, 2,015; total, 8,264.

Joseph Spencer, storekeeper, Grafton, sworn, and examined:— ’
J. Spencer. 150. Chairman.'] How long have you boon in business ? I have been in business on my own account in 

^ Grafton for a couple of years; "but I was a traveller for one of the Sydney bouses for about fifteen 
27 Feb., 1900. years. .

151. I believe von have some figures with regard to traffic ? I can give you an approximate idea or the 
traffic between here and the Eichmond. 1 wag on thpt particular line for the period mentioned.

i

152.
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152. ’Would you give ns tlie character of tho traffic and its fluctuations? I will first take the inter- J. Spcnccr. ■ 
relationship between the two riverst so far as passenger traffic is concerned. When 1 heard it stated this /-—A—“\ 
morning before the Committee that there was no considerable volume of traffic I was rather surprised,
because as a matter of fact there is a constant stream of traffic between the two rivers, as anyone 
constantly travelling about tins district, as 1 have done, must recognise. I represented a large soft-goods 
house—Gardiner & Co.—for a number of years, and my cheque alono on tbo Chateworth to Wood burn 
line was £00 a year for freight and carriage. 1 believe there are about sixty travellers on this road.
Say there are ten handling as a great quantity of freight as 1 had, and you have at once traffic representing 
£000 a year. I do not know that they all paid the same as 1 did ; but there are ten big houses, and they 
would pay at least an approximate amount to what 1 paid myself.
153. Did you travel by coach? Yes. 1 hired special coaches, as we all do. Taking the ten just 
mentioned from the total number of sixty travellers, that would leave a balance of fifty, and putting their 
freight down at a minimum of £2 each, six times a year, that would be £12 por man. or a total of £603.
This will give £1,200 a year paid for freight and carriage by one body of men.
154. But do not commercial travellers get an all-round ticket on the railways, and would not that apply to 
this kind of district ? As far as the railways are concerned it docs not apply to the Lismore-Tweed line.
There the northern system of passes does not take effect. The Commissioners allowed that privilege on 
the Tweed lino for some time, but they have now withdrawn it. An all-lines ticket would apply; but 
that would not affect the samples.
155. In the case of a commercial traveller doing business on these rivers, would it be worth his wrhile to 
pay the £100 ? Certainly not, because there would only be a small proportion of his journey that would 
be covered by rail ticket, I have pointed out that there is an amount of £1,200 a year from one body of 
men alone, and, quite apart from that, there is ilie ordinary coach traffic. Wc will take the ordinary 
coach traffic between Chatsworth and Woodburn at three each way—that is, six per day—three going and 
three coming back. I do not know what the fare is now—it used to be 12s. Cd.; but say that 20 miles 
of coaching is worth 10s., that would be forty-two passengers, at 10s., equal to £1,000 a year. Then 
there are a number of people, of whom there is no record, wrho prefer to travel in their own vehicles. I 
suppose the greater number of persons who go over there from this immediate district drive themselves.
150. ’With railway facilities, I suppose tho same character of business would still be kept up—with the 
supply of goods there would have to be travellers just tho same ? Yes; in fact, railway construction 
would very largely increase this class of travellers. ■
157, How do you get your goods from Sydney—by steamer? Tes.
158, It seems to be tbe opinion of one of the witnesses that a great number of the passengers would 
prefer to come from Casino to tbe Clarence, and take the steamer to Sydnev, owing to the better class of 
steamers running from this river;—do you think that would be so ? There is no doubt we are the safety- 
valve for the Eichmond with our facilities for getting away. For instance, it used to be quite a common 
tiling not to trust the Eichmond if we wanted to go to Sydney by an early date, but to come to the Clarence, 
because we would be sure of getting out. In fact, as was remarked this morning, a tremendous lot of 
perishable cargo would come to the Clarence in preference to going out of the Eichmond Heads. Besides, 
if a man wished to catch a favourable market, he would certainly take advantage of the Clarence, which 
would give him quick communication. T was in Lismore at the time the evidence was being given in 
regard to the Lismore-Tweed railway, and tbe traffic between the two rivers at that particular time was 
given at two persons per week. It was either one or two. 1 know only one coach used to run per week.
It left Lismore ou Monday, and returned on Friday, There was practically no traffic at all; in fact, it 
was quite an undertaking to go over there.
159. The traffic has, of course, considerably improved since they have had the railway? Undoubtedly.
160. Do. you sec any signs of improvement with regard to settlement and population between Grafton 
and Casino, on the proposed line of railway? .Unquestionably, As was pointed out this morning, it is 
impossible for these men to embark on any sort of industry in the shape of dairying when they are 30 or 
40 miles from a market, besides which a man could not think of going in for dairying at that distance.

George Henry Varley, newspaper proprietor, Grafton, sworn, and examined :— ■
161. C/tairrnaH.] VYrhnt are you ? Chairman of the Clarence Dairymen’s Association, also President of G. H. Varley, 
the local Chamber of Commerce, and proprietor of the Clarence Examiner. ,
102. Mr. Watson.'] Have you been long in the district ? About nineteen years. 27 Fob., 1900.
163. You have therefore a pretty good knowledge of it? Fairly good, I think.
164. I understand you have some statistics which you desire to place before the Committee with reference 
to the output of products from the district ? I have a number of figures taken from official sources.
Commencing with maize, the oldest and the chief agricultural product, tho export for the year 1899 was 
540,720 bushels. Adding the local consumption, the total production for the year would bo fully 700,000 
bushels. This quantity, at an average price of 2s. 9d. per bushel, gives a return of £96,250. For the 
area under crop the yield was an average one, while tho price was higher, taking the season right through, 
than has been usual of late seasons. About iJLSOO bags of potatoes were exported, or 2,100 tons. The 
local consumption would bring the yield, probably, to 3,000 tons, and this, at an average price of £2 10s.
per ton,'would give a return of £7,500. This is far below the proceeds of 1898 year, when there was a '
high price and better crop. That year’s income from potatoes was estimated at fully £25,000. Sugar
cane is an important item, tbo O.S.R. Co. having paid away during 1899 for cane and wages, £42,500,
The smaller mills would swell this total to about £50.000. In 1898 the company paid £70,000, and 
during tho coming season they expect to pay about £60,000. This, of course, does not represent tho value 
of manufactured sugar, which is considentblv greater than the amount stated. Allowing 10 tons of cane 
for a ton of sugar, and an average selling price of £15 por ton, tho sugar product for 1899 would be worth 
approximately £68,600. The stock is another important item. Last year there were slaughtered in the 
district by those who held licenses, 12,151 fat cattle, and, in addition, about 900 were shipped to Sydney, 
while a number were sent overland. These three methods of disposal would represent 13,051 head, and 
these, at an all-round average of £5 per head, would yield £05,250. In this connection it may be stated 
that the average output from Eamornio Meat-works is £36,000 for tinned meat and extract, and £35,500 
for tallow, hides, Ac. The company also pays about £14.000 per annum in wages. It should, however, 
be mentioned that the whole of the cattle treated at Knmornic are not raised in tho district; some are 

21 (a)- -B ' purchased
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G. H, Varley, purchased from the northern part of the Colony and Queensland. On the other hand, however, there are 
a large number of milch cows bred in the district that represent a considerable sum. The returns sent to

27Feb., 1900, tho Stock Inspector's office at Grafton, up to date, show that 1 hero were in (he. district 91,011 head of 
cattle (an increase of 4,09-t on tho previous year’s returns) : I7,4lj2 horses (an increase of 952) ; 11.830 
pigs (increase of 298) ; and 2,116 sheep (increase of 917). There were 8,209 pigs exported, and 4,219 
returned as slaughtered in the district. The pig industry is worth about £15,000 to tho farmers aud 
others. The exports of eggs were 17,4*89 cases, and of fowls, 1,972 coops, estimated at the value of nearly 
£38,000. Tho local requirements would augment this to about £45,000, The butter industry has shown 
considerable expansion during four years. In 1S9G there were 152j tons manufactured ; in 1897, about 
476 tons; in 1898, 049 tons ; and last year the output was 755J tons, which, at £93 4s. per ton, gives a 
value of £70,536. It is estimated that fully GT million feet of timber were cut on tbe Clarence last year, 
representing a money value, at hardwood rates, of £37,(582. Then there were exported 144,000 spokes, 
railway sleepers, girders, wattle-bark, &c , which would increase the year’s revenue from our forests to at 
least £40,000. The total value of our products may be thus summarised:—Maize, £82,500; dairy 
produce, £70,536; potatoes, £7,500; sugar, £68,600; cattle, £60,755 : timber, £40,000; pigs, £15,000; 
poultry and eggs, £45,000; hides (15,761), £12,500; vegetables, £5,100; fish, £5,200; horses (324 
exported), £2,000; bark, £400, This gives a grand total of about £421,100. There are, in addition, 
some smaller industries, which would materially increase this amount. These figures will show the 
resources of tho district and their rapid development.
165. That sum of £421,100 represents, I presume, the larger items of production—not so much of export, 
not solely of export ? The exports could be easily separated ; but that represents tho total production.
166. The greater part would be exports ? Yes. I have some information with reference to tbe proposed 
railway, as to which, ns chairman of the Clarence liiver Hairy men's Association. I am, perhaps, competent 
to give an opinion on the probable output of dairy produce, &c. I do not know whether 1 am presuming 
too much in making an estimate of the cost of construction ; but as one holding a public position, and 
knowing what has taken place in this district, I have prepared what 1 consider to to a fairly accurate 
estimate. In the first place I put the cost of construction down at £5,000 por mile, or a total for 
61 miles of £321,000. The annual cost I put down at £16,018, of which £9,630 is interest on capital cost 
at 3 per cent., and £6,388, estimated cost of maintenance, and traffic and locomotive expenses. The 
probable income I estimate at £15,268 12s, Gd., made up as follows:—

Jt'emme Jis/imate. £ s. <1.
525 cans of cream por day at tonnage rates, average £5 7s................................................................... 1,952 1 5 0
Pigs, calves, poultry, eggs, and general merchandise............................................................................ 2,S24 0 0
Sawn timber, spokes, firewood (say)...................................................................................................... 1,250 0 0
Mails, parcels (say) ................................................................................................................................ 500 0 0
9,470 adult fares—return—at 13s............................................................................................................. 0,155 10 0
I'lxcursiou fares, 3,000 per annum ..............................................   1,050 0 0
Passengers along the route, 1,000, estimated to make two trips per annum, an average of 32 miles

(half the length of line), at Os. 6d. return....................................................................................... 650 0 0
1,500 estimated to make three trips per annum, an average of 16 miles (one-fourth length of line),

at 3s. 3d. return................................................................................................................................ 731 5 0
Through fares to Lismore and Tweed, one passenger per day, at Ss. Cd.............................................. 155 2 6

£15,203 12 0
These figures leave an estimated shortage iu revenue of £749 7s. 6d. Perhaps 1 may give the following 
explanation of my estimate just given :—
The estimate of cost is based on the evidence of Mr. Surveyor Lloyd, ou the result of Mr. Surveyor Kennedy's 
explorations of more difficult country in the Clarence district, and the statement recently made by Mr. Chief Secretary 
John Sec.

jEsirmatp of Revenue.
Believing that 437 families would settle within three years from the time a contract was accepted for constructing the 

line, on 279,680 acres (e.3. 040 acres for each family) and assuming the estimates of practical men to he correct (i.c., 5 acres 
of improved land would keep a cow m full milk), there would he 525 cans of cream for daily freight, of which 235 might 
reasonably'be credited to Grafton (from 35, 25, and 13 miles), and 240 to Casino (from distances of 19 and 9 miles). Tho 
freight charges are calculated on the “ Special Class B.1" mileage rates for goods per ton.

For live stock, merchandise, &c., the estimate of the Railway Commissionei's has been quoted.
_ With such large areas of splendid timtwr growing short distances on either side of tho proposed line, it is Generally 

believed that saw-mills will be established along the route, and considerable quantities of sawu timber freighted to the 
nearest port of shipment. The Fresh Food and foe Company and the residents of Grafton nse largo quantities of firewood, 
which is mostly carted from the south side of the river. If the proposed line were constructed, no doubt firewood couid 
be supplied at cheaper rates than ure now paid.

With regard to the item of £6,155 10s. (fares), it is estimated that two-fifths of the population resident within an 
area of (say) 20 miles of tho line, in the Grafton, Clarence, and Casino districts, and a like proportion of tho increased 
population in these districts, would make one trip per annum.

In support, of the estimate for excursion fares, it is claimed that the shows (two days at each town) at Grafton, 
Casino, and Maclean, races at Grafton (a number of days), Caledonian gatherings at Grafton, Casino, and Maclean, and 
other public sports, would attract at least 3,000 fares during the year.

The estimated revenue from passengers along the route will in all probability he realised, as dairying would admit of 
each occupant of 640 acres earning about £503 per annum, an average of 3d, per gallon for the milk of eighty cows, and 
returns for store pigs, baconers, poultry, aud eggs.

_ 'The estimate of the passenger traffic between Grafton and tho Lismoro district could reasonably be increased, 
especially if the present mail contracts between those districts were abolished.
There is a greater probability of this liue paying than the Tweed-Lismore line, owing 1o the fact that 
while the latter does not draw all the possible freight and traffic, this line, on the contrary, will go through 
the centre of a productive district. I have prepared an estimate of the probable revenue from the 
carriage of dairy produce, assuming that creameries would be established at intervals along the line. The 
first creamery 1 locate at a point on the line 13 miles from Grafton and beyond tbe area from which the 
Grafton factory is drawing milk. The following are the details of roy estimate in regard to the transit of
cream by the proposed railway:—

£ s. d.
13 miles........................ 45 cans per day, equal to 24 tons, at 2s. 3d...................................................... 0 6 0
25 ................................. 120 „ „ 0 „ 4s. Sd..................................................... 18 0
35 „ ...................... 120 „ „ I) „ fis. 4d..................................................... ) IS 0
19 ,,   120 „ „ 0 .. 3s. Sd.................................................... 12 0
9 „ ........................ 120 „ (i j, 2s. 2d..................................................... O 13 0

Estimate 523 cans daily at tonnage rates. £5 7'., vieMuig Igs. pm' iiminin.
£l» 7 0

Starting
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Starting from G-raftou, I have estimated that a creamery would be established at fi, point 13 miles aWay. A. H. Varloy. 
J hen, at a point 25 miles from Grafton I have estimated that two creameries would be established on /"“''"'■‘“y 
the eastern side of the line and two on the \yestern side, the urea in either case extending 10 miles from ^ ®,>b.11900. 
the line, hreightjif the cream from these creameries to Grafton I have estimated at 4s. 8d. per ton.
Ihen at a point do miles from Grafton there would be two creameries on the western side of the line 
and two on the eastern side. These .1 estimate would send in C tons of cream to Grafton per day, and I 
put down the freight at (is, 4d, ISext I take a point 19 miles from Casino, and there would be two 
creameries on tho east side of the line and two on the west side delivering their cream to tho railway.
The quantity I put down at G tons, and tho freight to Casino at. ds. 8d. Tho next point would ho 9 miles 
from Casino, ami there would bo the same number of creameries and the same quantity of cream, tho 
freight being 2s. 2d. per Ion. As shown by tho return quoted just now, I estimate that there would bo 
52o cans of cream carried daily by the railway, yielding a freight of £5 7s., or a total of £1,952 15s. per 
annum. In making my estimate I have assumed that from beyond 40 miles from Grafton the cream 
would go towards Casino, if a connection were made between Casino and Lismore. I have taken as a 
basis tor each creamery twenty-five families, each on a holding of G-10 acres.
1G7. How many cows would they run ? Eighty in full milk.
1G8. Ho you think they could keep up that average for any length of time on that area ? I think on 
that area they could milk eighty cows right through the year. .
169. How many cows would that leave in reserve ? Thai would allow about forty dry cows.
GO. JJo you 1 nnk you could mu 120 cows on CIO acres ? 'That is a less number than has boon mentioned 
to-day. On that point 1 cannot speak from practical knowledge. The evidence of dairymen of large 
experience, is that this land when improved would carry a beast to 4 or 5 acres.
171 As chairman of the Dairymen’s Association, and from what you glean from those now settled in the 
district, you think that G40 acres nf this land would carry 120 cows, eightyin milk and forty dry? Tcs,
,if) ro.ll!1^ i is, in throe years time alter the country had been improved.
172. Do you, in your estimate, provide for the growth of fodder for the stock during the winter, or do you 
consider the natural grasses suflieient‘f 1 have allowed for 40 acres of cultivation on each of these G10 

ii er<i 'VerC' a °reatcr oxte,lt ^ cultivation more cattle would be carried.
” oul(1 ’k nocessui’y lo &>,ow fodder for the winter bore? Not when they get the grasses which 

t has been proved will grow on that land —i-Vts/mfm/j rfilatnhtm and other artificial grasses that have been 
introduced here.

tjj? ^ f°uml that these grasses are a success iu feeding cattle ? Yes.
Lour estimate of receipts and expenditure in connection with the proposed line is not put forward 

as what is Jikely to occur at, once ? I have assumed that iu three years from the time a contract was started, 
you would have those results. Judging from experience on the northern line when it was built, tho con
s .ruction or the railway as it progressed would create population, so that by tho time the line was finished 

^ wo ,: k,e fuund that a large number of families would be settled on the land. A family could 
settle down on this land and get a dairy into working order very soon.
176. Is it heavily limbered ? Not very heavily.
177. How do they proceed with regard to clearing here—do they- ring tho timber first? There is plenty 
ot country along the line on which you could start dairying straight away.
178. Ls it land that has been rung for some time, or is it mostly in reserves, with green timber grooving? 
vto P?rtl0U coloured green on the map shows a railway reserve l mile wide right through to Casino.
17.). Un each side of that reserve how is the land generally held—is it Crown laud or partly alienated? 
i , 9m'vn la,Kt' 3 1)elieve lhere ftrc 721,000 acres available between Casino and Grafton.
TbU. Git ho land not reserved a portion, 1 believe, is alienated iu squatters’ holdings ? Not much. There 
is one station, Caunra, and another at Wooroowoolgan,
181, Has the first named been ringbarked ? I have never been over it.
182. You would not expect the lino to bring all that land under profitable occupation within two pr three
years;—would it. not take several years? I have estimated that only 279,000 acres would be occupied 
within three years, 1
188. And you have not gone beyond 10 miles on cither side of the railway ? No. The advantage of a 
Jme going through country like that is that by putting a creamery about 5 miles from the line, say on the 
western side, you not only drain the country between the creamery and tbo railway, but also tbo country 
5 miles beyond the creamery.
184. Then you would have the creameries, not at the railway station, but, 5 miles away from it? That would 
depend on the country If a creamery were placed (say) 0 miles on the western side of the line, by putting 
pnothor creamery 5 miles further to tbe west, you would drain another 5 miles still further to the west, so 
that the railway would drain 15 miles of country. What would be done would be this ; tbe cream from 
the outer creamery would be brought into the central one, and from them the whole of the cream would be 
taken o miles to the railway. I know that the Fresh Food and Ice Company, who have largely developed 
the butter industry on this river, would be quite prepared to build any number of creameries if there were 
a demand for them,
ISo. How far directly north, or slightly east or west of north, is the furthest dairy-farm from Grafton, at 
the present time, that is in the direction of Casino ? About 8 miles.
186. That would not be far from the. river flats? No; dairying is being carried on at Stockyard Creek 
and at Copnianimrst. about 20 and 2-7 miles away.
187. Some distance from the river ? Yes, ‘ .
188. Are tlicro any indications, so far, of men being willing to take up grazing hind, which is not held to
be suitable for agriculture and for dairy purposes? 1 think so. ‘
189. Are there any specific instances you could point to as evidence of that inclination, and as showing 
the anxiety of people to get hold of land such as this railway would go through ? I have had numbers of 
inquiries, and I know tho banks have bad inquiries. The banks atkI the auctioneers have frequent 
inquiries from persons wanting to know if they could get farms anywhere about. Thev aro not 
obtainable tn this district to rent—not a srood dairv-farm within n rpnHnnn.hlr. rlloi^n.'n rvn.r, .. r.

wmiLing uj Huuvr u Limy coma get rarms anywiiere about. Thev aro not 
obtainable tn this district to rent—not a good dairy-farm within a reasonable distance from a"creamery. 
There is no doubt there ia a demand for this character of land.
190. But just now you told us that if you erected two creameries, say, westerly from any point on the 
line, one beyond the other, they could serve an area of 15 miles ? Yes, in some parts.

191.
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G. H. Varley. 191 Could uot that; bo done now wjtli your facilities in the way of factories at Grafton ; could not you
—“n reasonably expect that there would be an extension northerly to tbe second-class land for 15 miles from

.27 Job.,1900. Q.ra£ton ? X do not think so, under present conditions, .
192. Why ? Because you would have to bring the milk in 12 miles by cart to Grafton factory.
193. I mean with the creameries, say 5 miles apart; would they not influence an area 15 miles out from 
Grafton as you indicated might he done if tho creameries were properly placed in respect of the railway ? 
Jn answer to that X may mention that I know a case here where cream is being brought over 30 miles 
to Grafton from XXana Glen, but it is done at a cost of about 2s. a can for the carriage of the cream. 
That is right enough while the price is up. but that cannot last always.
19X. I. suppose that is ricli laud? Very good land, no doubt.
195. Or else it could not stand that big freight ? Ho. _ _
196. You estimated the coat of constructing this line at £5,000 per mile on the authority of Mr. Lloyd, 
surveyor. Mr. Deane, in Sydney, was asked whether be had any conversation with Mr. Idoyd with 
respect to the estimate he had given in 1S92, aud he said :

I bad considerable conversations with Mr. Lloyd about that. If be had been engmeor-m-ehief be would not 
have made that esl imni e, because be did not know all tbe eimimstances. You see, a field officer judges things partially only ;
ho does not see all tbe items that have to bo included. It is very probable that be would undcr-estimato a line, and a icry 
intelligent man—a man wbo might know something of the mailer—might say: " that line ought to be made for xojCOO. 
You may make a good deal for £5,OOP. You may make a good portion for £5,000, excluding bridges, stations, and a number 
of other Urines, but wc have to include bridges and stations. I have to include all office and survey expense ; you must not 
forget those things.
luirther on he was asked :

Notwithstanding veur conversations with MV. Lloyd on the subject, and any information wbieli he may have been 
able to allord yon, you have no reason to think that it could be done for anything like what he said S' No.
If you turn to the evidence of Mr. Lloyd before the Sectional Committee in the 1S92 inquiry you will 
find that he admitted that, in the first instance, he had not included construction plant, station buildings, 
and resumption of land, nor had be included the cost of the bridge across the Itichmond, which he himsclt 
estimated at from £30,000 to £'10,000. You see, the bridge alone would add about £750 per mile. He 
was asked :
.Arc you of opinion that this line can be constructed from Grafton to Lismore at a price not ciceedtng £,,000per mile ? Tcs ; 
excluding tbe cost of the bridge.
Arc you aware that tho I£nginccr-in-Chiof for Hallways has included in his estimate the cost of tbe bridge? I wjs not aware 
of that.
YVould that not moke his cslimalo pretty much the same as yours ? I da-esay it would.
Then he goes on to compare the cost with the Coolamundra to Gundagai line ? I think you will, find 
that Mr, Lloyd gave supplementary’ evidence at Casino after ho had been over the linc.^ It will be found 
on page 69 of the Committee’s report, question 1781. He said he was still of opinjon that the line 
could be constructed for £6,000 per mile ; that tbe country, from an engineering point ot view, was 
extremely easy, being nearly absolutely level. i ,
197. It is uot clear from that whether he still excludes the cost of the bridge and tho terminal works at 
Grafton? I do not know whether 1 am justified in repeating a conversation I had* with him when he 
stated that, in his opinion, the line eonld he made for £5,000 pci mile right through.
198. In this case wo have inquired very carefully' into Mr. Deane’s estimate, so far as we could get
information from his own department, and Mr. Deane adheres to his statement that the line cannot be
constructed for less than £7,803 10s. per mile, irrespective of any reduction that maybe made in the item 
of station buildings and wharfs at Grafton ; in answer to Mr. Mclfarlane, Mr. Deane admitted tho other 
day that a sum of £55,090 included in the item of £70,000 for Grafton might be cut out, as a number of 
things included in the estimate would not perhaps be wanted for a considerable time ;—assuming that that 
£55,000 were cut out, it would still leave a total of £6,600 per mile ? 1 remember that Mr. Eddy, when 
discussing the matter, said it was nonsense to put up expensive buildings and sidings, and that an earth* 
work siding would he ample, with galvanised iron buildings right along the lino. Look what occurred m 
this district: At one time we had a line estimated to cost £20,000, and it was brought down to £12,000 
per mile, afterwards down to £8,000, and now it is estimated at £5,000; and in part of the^eountry 
between here and Ramornie, which is quite as difficult a country as that on the Casino linc,^Mr. Kennedy, 
the surveyor, estimated that the cost would be something like £3,600 per mile. Mr. Bee. the Chiet 
Secretary, when this line was before the House last December, said he had consulted an engineer, and 
believed it could be made for £5,000 per mile, or considerably less. When the line was being surveyed 

■ one surveyor insisted upon taking it through an important part of the town, and also through flooded 
country', and this was not remedied until there wras a good deal of agitation. The route was subsequently 
improved. It was taken round through agricultural land, and, for most of tbe distance, out of flood reach. 
The cost of the resumption will be very much loss than the original estimate.
199. Chairman.] Is that a long while ago ? About twelve or thirteen years ago.
200. Mr. JVaison.] Mr. Deane was also asked in Sy'dney whether it would not be possible to reduce tho
cost of construction by making this line more in the nature of a light line, such as has been made in the 
back country ; but he said it would be impossible to do without ballasting and heavy sleepers owing to the 
heavy rainfall in the district;—do you think that would be so? I do not feel competent to give an 
opinion about that. i ,
201. But there is a heavy rainfall, I believe? Yes, an average of about 32 inches. There is plenty of 
timber along the line to make the railway. That is where railway sleepers are coming from now. _
202. Turning to the general question, as a pressman no doubt you have taken considerable interest in the
working of our railway system, and you are, perhaps, aware that coastal lines, so far as experiments have 
been made up to the present, have not been a success ? Yes. _ ...
203. YVhat reason have you for thinking that there is a greater probability' of success in this instance
than in tbe case of the South Coast line or the Lismore to the Tweed line ? In tbe first place, the South 
Coast line runs close to the coast, and. therefore, can only drain the country for so many miles on the 
landward side. It gets nothing from the seaward side. The proposed Grafton-Casino line would drain 
the traffic for 10 miles on either side. _ .
20-1. But when the South Coast line gets below "Wollongong it drains a_greater area, does it not? Yes; 
but the earnings on that line have to be very large in order to pay the interest on the enormous cost ot

' construction.
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construction. There is a very great difference in the cost of construction of the South Coast line, and 
that now being inquired into. The same may be said with regard to the line from Lismore to the Tweed, 

_ ,, belie.vc cost shout £13,000 or £14,000 a mile.
205. J he estimate in that case was Mr. Lloyd’s estimate;—his estimate of £0,000 per mile was largely 
exceeded. Inere were misrepresentations about that proposal when it was before Parliament. When that 
estimate was given it was given as the cost from Grafton to the Tweed, and the line was spoken of in 
that general way. I remember Mr. Lloyd mentioning the contract price for the Tweed portion of the 
railway. This bears on his reliability in regard to making estimates. In the 1S92 inquiry before the 
sectional Committee he was asked, page 11, question 319:—

l>, H. Varley. 
27FeCnJob.

Does your estimate of £6,000 a mile for the proposed railway include a bridge over the Eichmond ? No; that 
estimate is exclusive of the bridge. I stated before tbe Public Works Committee with reference to the Tweed line, that I 
thought the first and second sections could bo let for £9,000 a mile, and that this one could be let for £0,000 a mile. The 
coiitiacts have been let for about £8,600 per mile, so that I was not far out. ■

'™s ^or £S,500 per mile, but the other cost brought the amount up to £14,000; so 
that Mr. Idoyd s estimate did not include the whole expense respecting the capital sum on which interest 
had to be earned f Quite so. When that estimate was made in the House, they wore speaking of the 
whole line right through, and the House was, ia my opinion, under the impression that it was sanctioning 
a Ime that was to cost £9,000, and not £14,000.
207. They were really sanctioning the expensive part of tho line? Yes.
20S. Would any resumqitions be necessaiy on this line between Grafton and Casino—I mean outside of 
town allotments ? The total amount for resumptions would bo small, compared with the resumptions on 
the other lines mentioned.
209. Mr. Mdarlane.] In your statement concerning the revenue likelv to come from the proposed railway,
did you make any allowance for the increased value that would bn given to the Crown lands ? No ; there 
is uot the slightest doubt that the value of the Crown lands would bo increased. In my opinion, it would 
bo safe to put the increase down at 10s. per acre. The then district surveyor, Mr. Donaldson, who had 
nearly thirty years’ experience in the district, estimated (in the vear 1892) the value of the land at £2 
per acre, or an increase of £1, '
210. Does that increase apply to the whole of the unalicnated lands ? No. With the view of settling
some part of the land first, I think the pioneers of the district should get it at some advantage. I think, 
”1® ’^rease s^011g would average 10s. over an area of unalienated land, estimated to he about
721,000 acres. •
^no' n,rr*ve ^ that area ? I know it to be correct; I think you will get it officially.
“ , ,w ™r from the present line does that embrace ? Ten miles on each side of the line All my 
calculations are based on that area. J
213. Is it your opinion that 10 miles on cither side of the lino would be affected ? Yes; I have not the 
slightest doubt about it.
^ i.An^ ^ jC ^nG wou^ °PGn up settlement for 10 miles on each side ? Yes. In some cases the distance 
would exceed that. At Busby's ID at, and places like that, settlement would extend beyond that.
21o. Have you any knowledge of tho^ passenger traffic whicli now exists between this district and tho 
Jiichmond? Except this, that I remember some years ago it was very difficult to get from Chatsworlh 
to Woodburn, because tho coaches were not often running, but now there are three or four vehicles 
running from Chatsworlh and Woodburn every day,

irn08 Sunday ? I believe you can go on Sundays. There arc coaches and other vehicles.
217. Inere is also a road from Lawrence to .Casino—are there any coaches running on that line ? There 
is a mail coach twice a week.
218. Do many passengers travel by that route ? I could not say ; I should not think there were many.
21 J. 1 do not mean so much by the coach, but by that road ? There is a fairly good traffic, I think, by 
private vehicles. Most people who go from here prefer to drive their own tops, because they go bv a 
dmerent route, and save 7 or 8 miles. "
220. Between Grafton and Casino, is there any considerable traffic? I would not say there was 
considerable traffic.
221. I mean from all sources ? The cheaper journey, and probably tbe better one, and one which most
ooo m V- 1B to 6° Chatsworth, then by road to Woodburn, and from there by steamer to Lismore.

a £0UJ:es together, would there not he a large amount of passenger traffic between here
and the Jiichmond . I believe there would. I believe the estimate I have made to be fairly accurate 
Jt has not been flippantly made, but I have given the matter a lot of thought.
223. If a railway were constructed would nearly the whole of these passengers go by rail rather than 
take the coach . Certainly. I think the fare is considerably more by coach than it would be by rail, 
and, of course, the time occupied in the journey would be shorter. The coach travelling along that road 
is not by any means too fast; the pace ffinot equal to that of Cobh & Co,
224. With regard to tlie traflic now existing between Chatsworth and Woodburn, does that go in the 
direction of Lismore and Casino, or down the river ? The bulk of it no doubt goes to Lismore, but a good 
deal ot it goes to Caeino, I cannot speak on this point with any degree of accuracy.
225. If the railway were constructed, in view of the growing importance of both districts and the increase 
ot population, is it not likely, when better facilities for travelling were given, that there would be a large

°* 1:r!™c Je^’cen tbQ two districts ? Yes; I have no hesitation in saying it would be so.
226 That is generally tho effect? Yes; I should say that a dairying community doing well would 
perhaps travel more than many other sections of the community, because of the monthly cheques paid for 
imJk, Ihe regular monthly payments have a tendency to increase travelling

p residents on the Richmond River—say at Casino or Lismore—wanted to go to Sydney, would 
they be likely to use this line and come by Grafton ? Some little time ago, when the entrance to the 
Jiicnmond River was not quite as good as it is now, and the boats wore perhaps not so large, the people 
used to travel rather largely over to Harwood to go to Sydney. They would go down the river by boat 
at night and travel until 1 or 2 o’clock in the morning to catcfi the boat leaving the Clarence on Saturday 
morning. If a resident of Lismore wanted to get to Sydney with any degree of certainty as to time he 
would come by way of the Clarence, where there are better steamers. Getting on to the steamer at 
Lis lore, which is 75 miles from Ballina, means considerable delay to a passenger—the loss of nearly a

day.
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day, of course, can be avoided by going by coach to Ballina and catching the steamer there; but
27 Ftb 1000. ^ think Lismore passengers would prefer to get into the train at Grafton—that is, if the steamers hero

' " ' ' were better, as I think tliey would be if a railway was constructed, _
228. Taking the ordinary railway fare, would it be less expensive or otherwise to come from Lismore or 
Casino to Grafton than to go by coach and river? Yes; the return railway fare would be about 13s., 
and I think it would cost at least 19s. to go the other way.
229. That is taking the river steamer and the coach ? Yes. _

. 230. Chairman.'] In your position as proprietor of a local paper, and holding, as you do, an official
position, I suppose you come in contact with a great many people ? Yes.
231. Various railway routes have been proposed from timp to time;—it has been suggested, for instance, 
that the line should go from Casino to Lawrence, which, I think it is conceded, would be a much cheaper 
line than the one now proposed ;—would that be a suitable line ? It certainly would not be a suitable 
line as a section of the North Coast, railway, because at Lawrence you would have to cross the widest 
part of the river, aud if the river were not crossed there it would be a most expensive thing to bring the 
line alonsr the river bank up to Grafton..
232. 8o that, provided Grafton has to be touched, the route vid Lawrence is out of tho question ? 1

consider that the Grafton-Casino proposal is a long way superior to any nf the others.
233. With regard to the deviation to the west, at Myrtle Creek, ia lieu of the line as originally surveyed 
from Myrtle Creek straight to Casino, which do you think is the better of those two lines F I am not 
sufficiently acquainted with tho country to give an opinion; but unless there is some good engineering 
reason for making tho deviation, I should say the line ought to go as originally proposed. Very likely, 
however, the latter route goes over flooded country.
23'L Top know the country pretty well between here and Casino? I do, from an ordinary layman’s 
point of view ; 1 have been over it frequently.
235. This statement has been put before us in evidence in Sydney : “The country between Grafton and 
Cusjno is generally of such a poor character that it will not carry a large population, and does not, in our 
opinion, justify the construction of the railway”;—what dp you think of that? I believe that is not 
correct. An occupier of land at Myrtle Creek will give evidence before this Committee to the effect that 

■ . he is making a good living fattening cattle in country where he is running a beast to 5 or 7 acres. I refer
to Mr. C. Render son.
23G. Is his an exceptionally good bit of land, or is it a fair specimen of the country along tho proposed 
lino of railway ? It is fairly good country I. should say. «
237. Prom Grafton out about 35 miles there is some scattered population, but between there and Myrtle 
Creek there is yery little population, as that country is out of tho radius of settlement at the present 
time. 'This line of railway has been advocated from time to time mainly as forming portion of the Great 
North Coast line, but you seem to take the view that, apart from that altogether, it would he a paying 
concern ? I do, for ihe reason, as 1 say, that the dairying industry here cannot expand much beyond its 
present limit, unless tdiere aro facilities for bringing the produce to these centres, and I believe the 
proposed line would do that better than any other means I know of, and there is a demand for dairy 
country. In illustration of what a railway will do, I might point out that along the Richmond, at 
Hanging Rock and .Jiggi, there is some splendid rich country vfhich I understand has been open for 
ReLtlemer|t for about six years, but it is just outside the influence of the dairy industry, and on that 
account, I do not think there is one selection on tho whole of that land. This will explain to a, certain 
extent why the country along the proposed line has not boon taken up.
'238. Mr. Wtt/son.] Is the land to which you refer too far from the main river ? It is too far away from 
the influence of a creamery.
2J39. Is it on tho main river—the Itichmond ? No.
210. Ohtiinnin,] Both your evidence and that of Mr. Sec seem to point largely to the fact that the 
stretch of country between Grafton and Casino would bo largely devoted to dairy-farming ;—lias the 
experience of people in tho district who have gone in for dairy-farming for any length of time prpvcd that 
it is a pnffitable and lasting industry ? Yes.
241. Not a ease of here to-day and gone to-morrow? No ; I think if a practical farmer were here giving 
evidence —a man who has had experience iu mamc-growing, and who is now dairy-farming—he would say 
beyond all doubt that dairying was more certain and moro profitable than maize-growing. That I believe 

, to bo tho opinion of those who have hud a good deal of experience in both kinds of farming. 1 do not
rely upon the line only as a local line, bsit I consider it as a part of the North Coast railway, which should 
be built in sections.

David Baillie, grazier and dairyman, Stockyard Creek, near Grafton, sworn, and examined:—
1). Baillie. 242, Chairman.] "What are you ? A grazier aud dairyman, residing at Stockyard Creek, in the parish of
,---- A'——\ Copmanhurst. That is about 15 miles north-west of Grafton by the road.

27 Feb., 1900. 243, What extent of land do you occupy ? (i40 acres.
244. Dow Jong have you had it? Yery nearly twenty years. ■
245. Will you describe the character of the land ? I took it up at first principally for the few small 
flats around the creek, the grass land being very poor indeed, and of sandstone formation.
24G. When you went there first what did you do ;—did you plant the flat portion? Yes, for corn. I 
used it for maize-growing.
247. How long did you continue that ? Until the dairying industry started, about four years ago.
248. And then, from tho experience of others, did you go into dairying ? Yes. '
249. How many cows did you start with? That I could not say; we had a good many cattle. In 
October, two years and a half ago, we separated 2G gallons of milk a day, and last October we were putting 
through 80 gallons.
250. Then you havo considerably increased yonr herd since you started ? Yes.
251. How many cows have you at the present time? Wc are milking ninety. All told, there are about 
150 head, including calves.
252. On the GiO acres ? Yes.

253.
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25!}. Have you f'ivcn up tlie cm-n-growin^ ? Yes, coinplolely, except for tlie use of tlie house. ^ Baillis.
254, Do you know the country between (iraftou and Casino, along and near the proposed line of rail way ? 0.CT,^^1 
Yes, I know it fairly well. I travelled it thirty-two years ago, and 1 have travelled it frequently since. Feb4’
2D5. How does that land compare with the land on which you aro now living ? it is superior land to tho
land I am living on, as grass land. The formation is different. It is basaltic, while mine is sandstone 
formation.
256, What is the formation of tho land on the railway line ? The soil is more of a clayey doscription— 
rod soil, Jt ia better grass land by far.
257, The grass will grow stronger and last longer? Yes ; and it is much quicker in the spring. I havo 
eomo from tho Kichmond in September, and there was a beautiful spring there, and on arriving on the 
uplands of tbe Clarence there was no spring whatever in the grass.
255. In regard to tlie land you last mentioned along tbe railway line, would it require much clearing to 
prepare it for cattle? Ko; a good portion of it is already prepared by Nature, though some of it is 
thickly timbered, It could be greatly improved.
259, The first expense of a settler taking up that land would be in fencing and paddoeking? Yes; he 
would have to have small paddocks if he wanted to get the full benefit from the land. For instance, if 
you put thirty-three head of cattle on to 100 acres, you would divide that area into ten paddocks, and put 
the cattle in each of the paddocks for two days at a time. The cattle "would then have fresh eating, and 
tho grass would have the twenty days' growth before the cows would come back. In that way you would 
almost double the carrying capacity without any expense in improving the grass.
260, Where a settler took up a 640-acre block of that land what do you think lie could afford to pay for 
it per acre so as to make bis bolding profitable ? Jt is not so much the taking up of the land. When a 
man takes up land he must have a certain amount of capital. It is not flic taking up of the land that is ■ 
the difficulty ; it is getting tho capital required to go upon it.
2G1. What would the land be wortli per acre to a man with enough money to fenco and do a little 
paddocking? In some places it would be worth 30s., and in other places not so much. There is a 
difference along the line according to the character of the country. There are some beautiful black-soil 
flats on the creeks.
262. The great industry that seems likely to rise in this part of the country is dairying; would land for 
that purpose bo worth from £1 to £L 10s. an acre ? Yes; some of it is worth 30s.
263. Is any of it of less value than £1 ? Yes, there are portions that would not he wrorth £1; that is, 
for grazing ; but then the timber would make up for that. Where it was heavily timbered it would take a 
man a long time before he would get grass.
264. Is it marketable timber? Yes ; a good deal of it—iron-bark and spotted-gum.
265. As an old resident of the district, and one wdio is engaged in dairy-farming, do you think that with 
better communication this tract of country would be likely to be occupied by a dairy population? I do.
266. And you speak disinterestedly because your property is nob situated on the line ? Exactly ; I have
no interest whatever in the lino. *
267. Is the country fairly well watered ? Yes.
268. By creeks, 1 suppose ? Yes.
269. In regard to your experience of dairying, have you found it to be satisfactory ? Very. I consider 
that by introducing proper grasses a family can make a living ou almost any section of land in New South 
Wales unless it is barren rock.
270. Ho you employ labour? No; my own family milk and separate, and we separate also for our
neighbours who have sinco taken up land. '
271. How far have you to cart your cream to a factory ? Five miles, and then there is transit by water 
for 30 miles to the factory.
272. Is that an expensive item ? I pay 6d. per can for the 30 miles.
273. What is tbe greatest distance that you think a dairy-farmer could cart his milk to a creamery, and
his cream to a factory ? Farmers do cart their milk 5 miles to a creamery ; but to do that a man must 
havo a good road, and not a bush track. The milk will carry right enough, but it is very hard upon the 
man who lias to cart it. ’
274. With a good road you could go 5 miles ? Yes.
275. Aud then to the factory? You could cart cream safely to a factory for 13 miles. I say that, from
my experience on tho Kichmond. At Alstooville a large van lifts ail the cream, and takes it into tbe 
central factory at Lismore, travelling a distance, I suppose, of nearly 20 miles. Jn reference to grasses, 
a new grass called Pa&palum dilatatu-m, has been introduced on the Kichmond, and I think it would 
succeed on the class of country between here and the Kichmond. 1 have seen it growing on the model 
farm at Woliongbar. It does well on clay soil It is a frost-resisting grass, being very rarely killed by 
the frost, and is a good winter grass, J have heard that tlie G-overnment aim now asking those who take 
up special areas of Crown lands to sow Paspahm seed. It is very much thought of by the G-overnment. 
It is a good hardy grass, and will grow in any soil; but it does not do so well with us on sandy soil. On 
the low clayey fiats, where J have sown it, it grows splendidly. ’
276. Mr. Watson.'] Much better than the original grasses ? Yes.
277. Jt grows more luxuriantly ? Yos ; it is splendid grass, and it should do well on the clay soil between
here and the Kichmond Kiver. It will grow also on low lying-lands. T. have seen it growing within a 
few feet of the bank of the river. There is another new grass called guinea grass. It is eminently 
suitable for our class of soil. It is the principal grass grown in the eastern portion of Jamaica, where 
there are 116,000 acres under it. Wo got some of it from the model farm at Woliongbar, and we have 
had it now for two years. Jt is a drought-resisting grass, and will grow on the poorest and the lightest
soil. It will grow on the sea beach. 1 have it growing at my place ns tall as myself. If a cow went
into it for any distance, you couid not find it. I have only a small patch, and I am trying to save the 
seed in order to propagate the grass, and sow it largely on my holding. It grows 4 inches a day in 
favourable weather. The Agricultural Gazette says it grows 6 inches a day; but in my experience is 
grows 4 inches.
27S. Hr. McFarlane.] You said thai the value of the land between Grafton and Casino was from £1 to 
30s. per acre is tbal its present value? No ; not as it. now stands.
279. You are asMiiming tbaf ihe railway would bo coustrucled ? Exactly, Without communication it is 
of no value to a settlor. 280.

*
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D. Baillie. 2S0. Mr. Watson.'] On your showing we might expect to see dairy farms 20 miles from Grafton in the 
direction of Casino, even with the present facilities as regards transit. Ton say you can take the milk 

27Feb., 1900. 5 mjics f0 a creamery, and a maximum distance of 15 miles from the creamery to the factory. There 
being factories at Grafton, should we not see some evidence of the tailing tip of that second-class land 
within 20 miles of Grafton. Well, it amounts to this; I, as one man, might go and do that, but where 
am I to get my neighbours. If I were to settle down 20 miles away, my neighbours would only laugh 
at me. How am I to erect a creamery. The population is not there. There are no means of transit. 
2S1. No one cares to chance it “on his own but if the railway were constructed there would, you 
think, be a gradual spread of population, which would result in the settlement of the country ? Yes, for 
miles and miles. The cream is carted here now for 20 miles by enterprising men, who have their own 
separators,
2M2. That is on the richer land ? They took the land up for cattle, and there may be a portion of good 
land on it.
283, Only a portion of good land? That is all.

WEDNESDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1800.
[The Sectional CommUee met at the Municipal Council Ckamhcrs at Grafton, at 10‘30 a.m.]

tyximxi: —
Tire Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chatiihan),

John Christian Watson, Esq. | John McFaelane, Esq.
The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from

Grafton to Casino. .
Edward Ebsworth, District Surveyor, Grafton, sworn, and examined:—

E. Ebsworth. 284, Mr. McFarlane.] What are you ? District Surveyor for the Land Board District of Grafton.
—“x 285. How long have you occupied that position ? Since October, 1S95.

28 Feb., 1900. 288. How far does your district extend ? Erom Camden Haven, on the south, to the Queensland border, 
including the Tweed River. I hand in a map showing the Land Board District and the position of the 
proposed railway. _ _ _
287. In what other parts of the Colony were you before coming to this district? I was Acting District 
Surveyor at Dubbo and at Eorbes,and I have been engaged in a somewhat similar capacity in the Wagga 
district, besides which I had fifteen years’ experience as a surveyor in the Metropolitan area.
23S. Erom your long service and experience as a surveyor, I suppose you have a good knowledge of laud 
values? I think so. ^
289. Aud are a competent judge of agricultural land and graving land ? Yes ; my Department always 
look to me as an authority on laud values in the district. I may mention I am also District Commissioner 
for Land Taxation, and, of course, have to deal with values right through the district.
290. You havo done work in connection with the Land Taxation Department in regard to land values ?

' Yes. .
291. In your district? Yes; in the Land Board District, over the same area as I have to deal with for
the Lands Department. _
292. You are also connected with the Land Board? Ho, except that I furnish reports as required by 
tbo Land Act.
293. The Land Board are no doubt guided to a large extent by the nature of your report ? A report 
is always furnished, and no doubt they are guided by the opinion of the District Surveyor, who is an 
expert officer.
294. If, for instance, they wished to know the value of land applied for under lease, they would take 
whatever valuation you should determine ? They always look to me for a value in part evidence; but the 
Board fix the appraisement.
295. They would send to you fora valuation? Yes.
29G. The proposed railway would for its whole length run through your district ? Yes.
297. Have you a good knowledge of the country along the line? Yes. I have a very fair knowledge of
it. My business has taken tno over and about the whole of the land which would be affected by the 
proposed raihvay. _
298. That, of course, means that you have a knowledge of it beyond merely travelling along the road? 
Yes, over the whole area that I expect will be affected. I propose to hand in a map showing the area 
which I consider will be affected. It shows by different colours the various classes of land with regard 
to tenure. The area coloured green is a reserve for the trial survey. The proposed route of the railway 
is shown by a broken red line from Casino to Grafton. The blueish-green colour all over the map 
represents reserves.
299. What class of reserve—reserves from sale owing to the railway ? Yes, and for all other purposes. 
The lands coloured by a purple tint are alienated as freehold.
309. Tree selections mostly, I suppose? Ko, freehold—principally, I think, auction sales in former times. 

. The pink tint represents conditional purchases and conditional leases in process of alienation. _
301. 1 s there any distinction between the conditional purchases and conditional leases ? Ho ; a distinction 
has not been made in that way, because we regard both as in process of alienation. A distinction has 
been made by a border of red, which represents homestead selection areas. The uncoloured parts of the 
map are Crown hinds at present available for conditional purchase.
302. I see that some of these arc along the route ? There are a few ; they were in existence before the 
reserve was proclaimed. Eor instance, the land at Camira station was alienated before the reserve was

’ made. In connection with this map 1 will hand in a schedule giving the actual areas of these lands.
303. "What distance from the line on cither side? The distance varies from about 15 miles down to 
practically nothing at the Grafton end ; and also at South Casino it tails oil’.
301'. Does that apply to both sides ? Yes ; it embraces a distance of about 15 miles on both sides, except 
where approaching the terminal points. 305.
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30.1. Is that 15 miles continuous from a certain position at each end ? It would ho 15 miles back from E- K,>s'vortli.
Jfyrtlc Creek on either side. ,--- ^
30(5, Between Myrtle Creek and Casino, what would be tlie average distance on each side of the line that 28 Ec8'1 
would include these portions? I have made an estimate that it would apply right through the line to an 
average of about 10 tnilcs on both sides, Tho figures are aa follows ;—

Schedule showing areas of different classes of country along proposed railway route, Casino to Grafton.

Claeses.
.    I

Alienations .....................

Jn course of alienation......
1'orcst reserves.................

Railway reserves.............

Other reserves ............
Available Crown lands ...

Area

acres.
93,106

100,263
139,403

23,686

30,404 ‘ 
320,132 I

Rcmaiks.

Sold by auction, principally under tlie 1SG1 repealed Land Act;, also bycon
version of conditional purchases into freeholds.

Coiiaiais of conditional purchases, conditional leases, and homestead selections.
The forest reserves will be cancelled as they are cutoutof marketable timber, and 

others be permanently substituted along tlie Richmond Range, where the 
finest growth of timber exists.

\A ill be cancelled if railway is carried out, except area required for line and 
stations.

Will lie largely reduced in the course of settlement, sufficient being retained for 
ultimate public requirements.

Not hitherto in demand except as pastoral holdings, owing to remoteness and 
want of market. A market has recently become available in the establish. 
ment of export butter and bacon factories in the towns.

Total 713,253

307. With regard to the alienations referred to, of what class of country do they consist ? The couutrv
alienated is undulating forest land generally, with water frontage and well grassed flats along the 
frontages. °
308. Are most of these alienations at the Casino or Grafton end of the proposed line ? At the Casino end,
309. Do they extend right across, in patches—I do not. mean continuously ? No ; they only come out as
far as Myrtle Creek from the Casino end—about 20 miles from Casino. ‘
310. There is very little alienation between Myrtle Creek and Grafton ? There is very little alienation
and very little settlement until you get within 10 miles of Grafton. "
311. Is there much settlement between that 10-mile point and, say, the boundary of the town ? No
there is not much until you get within 5 miles of the river itself. " * ’
312. Have you noticed what these lands have been taken up for—whether for agricultural or for dairy
purposes? The land in nearly all cases has been taken up for grazing purposes. ’
313. That means, of course, principally for dairying? No, not for dairying; thev were taken up before
any dairying came into the district. “ ' 1
314. I do not mean what they were taken up for in tho first instance; but what is the present occupation
ot those_ on tho holdings? They are now in the act of becoming dairymen; thev arc chaining from 
cattle-raisers to dairy farmers. ' " °
315. Js there any cultivation land on tho alienated portion ? Tes ; there is cultivation land all aloim tlie 
watercourses; but hitherto little of it has been used, because the holders have simply relied upon rearing 
cattle for sale. They do not at the present time grow much agricultural produce.
31<i. Not for the market? No, very little,
317. Though, in your opinion, tho land in many cases is suitable for agriculture? It is eminently suitable 
along all the watercourses, and in many other parts, too.
318. Docs that apply to the land you describe as in course of alienation ? T es, to both.
319. What class of country is comprised in the forest reserves ? The forest reserves comprise generally
pretty thickly-timbered country—-iron-bark and spotted-gum, mainly, *
320. Is it good timber country ? Within the forest reserves it is.
321. Is the timber there in large quantities;—is there much iron-bark? Dairly large quantities. Of 
course, these reserves have been drawn upon for market purposes for very manv years.
322. The Government getting no royalties, I suppose? Yes, royalties are paid. The timber is now 
getting thinned out nearest to access by water, and so forth ; but with regard to the timber more remotely 
situated, the cost of carriage is too great to enable the timber to be profitably removed.
323. That saves the timberthere is more timber, consequently, in those parts ? Yes.
324. Is that land heavily timbered would there be any large quantity of marketable timber if there
were proper facilities to convey it to the nearest port ? Perhaps I might answer your question by pointir,"- 
out the difierent mam forest reserves. There is a large forest reserve in tbe parish of Eichmond south 
of the Eichmond Range, and east of the line—reserve 1,101. That contains a large quantity of fine 
timber, including iron-bark and spotted-gum. *
325. Is there much iron-bark ? Yes, there is still a considerable quantity of iron-bark there suitable for 
market, for mil] purposes, and for piles aud girders.
326. That is the most valuable hardwood timber we have ? It is in this particular district.
32~j A!1,^ the °ther PrinciPal varioty is spotted gum ? Yes. That is a marketable timber, and is largely 
used J here are a number of forest reserves partly included within the rail way reserve about the parishes 
or Myrtle, Powerpa, and Dark* The forest reserves included within tlie raihvay reserve contain marketable timber, but not in anv great quantity.
32S. What is the reason df that ;-haS the timber been cut ? No ; but it grows more open and thinner. 
Iho best timber grows on the ridgy land, and it is flat where these reserves are. They have been reserved 
principally to affordtbo State royahy, and to prevent the timber from being exploited indiscriminately 
J hese forest reserves withm the railway reserve will bo cut out and abolished. J
329. After the removal of the timber, would the land in these reserves be of a character fit for settlement 
—fit tor grazing ? Yes ; it would bo fit for dairy settlement.
330 Do you know anyth in g about the timber trade of tho district ? There is a considerable trade in 
timber done with the Clarence Eiver, and much of the timber is gone from the timber reserves nearest to tbe river, within tho area shown op the mail.

21 O)—O 331.
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E.Ebaworth.331, Was that timber cut for export? Yes; and also for local cousumption. There are several mills 
' constantly engaged on the river.

28 Feb., 1900. m in the event of railway construction, do you think the line will be utilised to any large extent for 
the purpose of conveying this timber to port, cither at the Eichmond Eiver end or at Grafton V Yes; it 
would be the means of opening up a very large area of timber that we cannot now got at.
333. Mr. Wafson.] Would that be mostly about the Kichmond Kango ? Yes.
334, Mr. MoFarlane.] You have referred to the character of the timber on the forest reserves ;—I should 
like information about the timber on the unalienated land other than forest reserves ? The unalienated 
land is generally what is called open forest land. The trees are not growing so thick that you would call 
it good forest land, as forest land. It is generally open forest land.

’ 335. The timber is more scattered? Yos; and the grass, of course, is more plentiful. In dense forest
country, such as that in these large timber reserves, you see no grass, because tlie timber is too dense, 
and there is not enough light. _
336. Do the timber reserves include the best forests along the line? Yos.
337. Speaking generally of the unalienated land, could a large quantity of timber be taken for export 
purposes and local requirements ? Yos; the timber, though scattered in open forest on the unalienated 
land, is frequently of excellent quality.
338. What description ? Iron-bark and spotted-gum.
339. Would the unalienated land, speaking generally, be suitable for dairying purposes or agricultural 
purposes ? In my opinion it would be well suited for dairy purposes. Except near Grafton and Casino, 
and a little at Myrtle Creek, it has not been tried for dairy purposes since the factories started.
340. What is the reason of that;—is it because there are no facilities for conveying the produce ? It is
partly on that account, because you must have creameries close at hand for dairy purposes—with in 3 or 4, 
or, at the outside, about 5 miles. But hitherto there has been no demand for the land, because there has 
been no dairying here until quite recently, and there is no other purpose for which it was considered the 
land could be profitably used. _ _
341. If facilities were given, in tbe shape of railway construction, is it your opinion that this land would
be taken up for settlement ? Yes ; I am of opinion that it would then bo taken up right through, aud it 
would be all taken up. _ _
342. What is the present value of the unalienated land? The present value of the land, in bulk right 
through, aud apart from dairying, taking only the present use of rearing cattle, I should reckon, in its 
raw unimproved state, at about 15s. per acre over the whole area.
343. What do you think would be its value in the event of railway construction ? I estimate an average
value right through of about 22s. Cd. per acre, _
344. That is an increased value of 7s. 6d. an acre. Yes. I may explain that in that average there will, 
of course, be portions near the railway, if constructed, that would go considerably higher,
345. Yon mean that, taking the unalienated land as a whole, there would be an increase of value to the 
extent of 7s. 6d. per acre ? Yes.
346. Could you give us some indication of the quality of the land along different parts of the line ? 
Hitherto there has been no demand, because dairying has only just got a hold here. The starting of the 
factory at Grafton, by supplying a permanent market, has altered the whole face of the industry, and it 
has been the same at Lismore and right down the coast to Fort Macquarie. Factories are now esiablished 
at all the main towns—Murwillumbah, Byron Bay, Lismore, Casino, Grafton, Kempsey, Port Macquarie, 
and Bellingen. It is only within the last four years that we have had these markets. At Lismore they 
were rather before the others, and have had a factory, I suppose, for six years. They are just getting into 
it here. The first use made of the factories on this river was by stocking-up the lands already occupied for 
cane-growing and maize-growing—that is, the portions of the farms lying fallow and not in use. It has 
taken about four years to fill up the river flats with dairy cattle, and the time has now arrived when, for 
the extension of the industry, resort must be made to other classes of land.
347. There is no more rich agricultural land available—that is, possessing any convenience? No. I 
would refer the Committee to a map of the county of Clarence, which shows the rich alienated land 
along the Clarence River, and, generally, where settlement along the Clarence River at present exists. 
The alienations, as a general rule, cover fertile alluvial lands. Wince the establishment of the central 
factories on the Clarence it has taken np to the present time about four years to stock-up the river. 
People at first did not seem to care about dairying. They knew it was paying well at Lismore; but they 
had been cane-growing all their lives, and did not seem to care about going in for dairying.
348. They have changed their opinion now ? They have. It has made an immense increase to the wealth
of the district. _ _
349. There is a strong tendency now to increase dairy properties? Yes; in fact it is a certainty that 
the whole of the coast districts, from the Manning right north to the border, will be dairy country.
350. You consider it suitable country? Yes, though different characters of soil are included.
351. Coming back more particularly to the route of the proposed railway, what area of land would there
he, if any, unfit for grazing purposes ? None whatever, ’
352. You think it would all be alienated shortly after the construction of the railway? It is all fit 
for alienation ; but it would not be all alienated immediately, because we should have to deal with those 
forest reserves rather tenderly. The timber is too valuable to be sacrificed by being allowed to be merely 
cut down and ringbarked.
353. You think that timber is worth more than the 22s. Gd. per acre which you put down as the value of 
the land ? Certainly.
354. Wo that some time would have to he allowed for the removal of the timber cut under royalty, and at 
the expiration of that time the land would be thrown open for settlement? Yes. The forest lauds on 
the coast are so valuable to tbe whole Colony that they have to be treated with the greatest care. As 
these reserves become cut out, and parts of them are given up for settlement, we shall certainly substitute 
an equal, or, perhaps, a greater area of forest reserve elsewhere, and what we substitute will be a permanent 
forest reserve for all time. Where they will be substituted will be along the Richmond Range and in parts 
unfit for settlement.
355. How far would these proposed forest reserves be situated from the railway ? From 15 miles to about
S miles, following the range along. It will pay to cart hardwood timber up to a distance of about 15 
miles, but it will not pay to take it 30 or 40 miles, except for special orders. 356.
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856. These permanent reserves no douht will be fully timbered ? They are fully timbered, carrying some E- Ebsworlh, 
of the finest timber on the coast. r*—A'—
357. And when the timber is removed from the existing forest reserves it will be, in your opinion, not too leb., 1900. 
far to draw timber from the permanent reserves to some point on the proposed railway line ? No ; the 
proposed reserves would havo been tapped now on account of the excellence of the timber were they not
at present too far to haul from. •
358. That would add materially to tbe traffic on the railway in conveying this timber to market ? Yes ; 
it would be a permanent item of carriage to tbe railway. I presume "the same thing wouldtake clfccthcre 
that has occurred on tlie Lismore-Tweed line. There mills havo been established at various points along 
the line, and teams draw the timber in for tbe sawmills at the railway stations.
359. Hoes it seem to pay those engaged in tbe timber trade to use the railway for conveying tho timber in 
that way? Yos, it appears to do so. The railway carries the logs, and also the planks and sawn, timber, 
to the local market at Lismorc and other places along the line, as well as to ’Byron Bay for shipment.
SCO. Taking the country between Grafton and Casino, embracing the area you have mentioned on each 
side of the line, how wmuld it compare, in regard to timber, with a similar area on each side of the line 
between Lismore and the Tweed ? On the Grafton to Casino liue the timber is all hardwood, of an 
excellent quality, including spotted-gum and iron-bark. Some of tbo finest ironbark produced in Now 
South "Wales comes from the part of tbe Itichmond Kange at present accessible. On tho Lismore-Tweed 
line, the country produces principally softwood timber, special trees that are picked out individually from 
the scrub, such as beecli and teak. ■
361. Ironbark is principally used for railway sleepers ? Tbe ironbark from this district is used for a better 
purpose than that; it is used for the long bridge girders that are required all over the Colony, and also 
for export to New Zealand and other places.
362. But I wish particularly to know if the ironbark you speak of is not of the best quality, and if that 
timber is not principally used lor railway sleepers ? Yes ; it is preferred for railway sleepers.
363. In connection with tho construction of the proposed lino, ironbai’k would be largely used for girders 
in any ordinary bridge work that might take place ? I should think so, because there are no very large 
water-courses to cross. The streams are of small span, and it is a common practice to use iron-bark in 
bridge construction instead of iron for short spans.
SOL In constructing the line, would it not he a consideration to have bo much timber so close to the line ?
I should think so.
365. Would it not mean that the railway could he constructed at a cheaper rate compared with other 
districts where they have to carry the timber 300 miles ? Certainly. There should be enough iron-bark 
within tho railway reserve itself to make all the sleepers, and to provide all the girders—certainly as to 
quantity; but whether the quality of the timber witbin tbe actual reserves would be good enough for 
girders I would not like to say. Tlie timber, however, could certainly he cut off the main forest reserves, 
quite handy and adjacent.
366. "With regard to the raihvay reserves, comprising 23,885 acres, mentioned in the return you put in, 
could you give ns some information concerning the character of that land ? From Grafton to Myrtle 
Creek the land is generally of a sandy character, undulating forest ridges, partly openly timbered and 
partly thickly timbered with spotted-gum, iron-barli, and oak.
367. Is this land specially suitable for settlement? It is, for dairy-farming,
368. Were these reserves made for any special reason? They were made to protect the original survey 
of the railway line. Beyond the Myrtle Creek, on towards Casino, the land is more of a clayey nature, 
forest ridges ; also partly open forest country, and partly dense forest. The country is well watered 
by flowing streams, chains ot watcrholes, and swamps. The water is of good quality. As you pass along 
the railway route you do not see the best laud within the area that would be influenced by a railway.
369. Can you point out ’where the best laud is? I can state pretty safely that the surveyed line passes
through about the w-orst of the whole of the land. ‘
370. How far would the best land be from the line ? The best of the land lies on either side, and includes
tho alienated land, also the unalienated land on cither side outside of the reserve ; and near Grafton the 
same remark applies. ’ ■
371. Can you give any reason for that;—would it be on account of tho road taking the cap of the ridge ?
Partly that. \V hen I say it is about the worst land, of course the worst is close to the actual main road 
or the railway line, which follow one another closely. I attribute it partly to the traffic along the road— 
to the soil being worn off the top, and so forth. Still there is a difference. You get a distinctly better 
class of country a mile or two away from the road on cither side than you do along the main road.
372. AY ill you tell ns the reason for making these raihvay reserves ? It was in accordance with the 18S4i 
Land Act, whicli provided that in trial surveys 1 mile on each side of the line was to be reserved with a 
view to giving the country the increment in value likely to arise from the construction of the raihvay.
373. Would you place the same value on this land as the value you placed on tho land before, in regard 
to its present worth, aud what it would be worth in the event of the raihvay being constructed? Along 
the raihvay line, my estimate of 22s. Gd. as the additional value would be largely increased, because we 
might expect that there would be several villages or townships along the road. As some suburban land 
would come in, I could not exactly say what the increased value would be. We sell no land in suburban 
areas under £2 10s. an acre, and anywhere near a raihvay station we might expect a smaller class of 
settlement. For instance, the men who have employment in the forests like to have small holdings within a 
convenient distance, and so forth. For such lands along the railways we can generally get from £3 to 
£4 an acre—that is, for picked pieces.
374. You think that putting all those reserves together the increased value would far exceed 7s, 6d, per 
acre ? Yes ; along the raihvay reserve itself. You can safely put the value of that land down at from 
30s, to £2, though that is a rough estimate, because it is all prospective.
375. You told us just now that you had been in different districts of tho Colony—Dubbo, Forbes, Wagga.
and the Metropolitan area ? Yes. ’
376. 1 suppose you have a fair knowledge of the country along the Western line ? Yes ; I have a fair 
knowledge of the country from Dubbo to Nyngan, and across from Warren to Coonamble. It is all 
pastoral country there.
377. How does tbe country along this proposed line compare with the country in the district you have
just mentioned ? As regards Crown lands there is no comparison. For instance, the land along the 
Castlcreagh Biver and about Coonamble is very superior land. 378.
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h. Ebsworth. T am speaking generally with regard to the different districts along the "Western line ? It ia a little 
SS^FbTsob <^lCu^ mallc a elose comparison, because you cannot grow wheat here, for instance, and that ia the 

c ’’ ‘ one tiling they can grow there ; the climate suits it. The soil along the proposed route, 1 should say, is
equal to a great part of the land between Dubbo and Nyngan. Here we have no alluvial land ; it is all 
undulating and hilly land.
879. How would it do for fruit-growing ? It would'do very well indeed, but there is no market. The 
hilly lands, except the lower swampy parls, are suitable for fruit-growing.
8S0. At prcscut you do not think it wouid be profitable to enter into the fruit industry to a very large 
extent, although the land is capable of fruit production ? Yes, the land is eminently suited for fruit 
production. "Wherever fruit-trees and vines have been grown around the homesteads they have done 
splendidly. But I put that out of the question, because we have no local market for anything of the 
kind. Under Federation it would he different, because we should have the two big markets of Sydney and 
Melbourne. I may say that I havo not declared any of this Crown laud to be agricultural la.nd, but on a free 
selection of, say. 640 acres, there will always he a fair proportion of what even the Clarence farmers 
would call land fit for agriculture ; and what a Clarence farmer says is fit for agrieullure must bo some
thing very good—rich alluvial—or cbe, in his opinion, it will not grow anything.
881. Taking the general average of the land along this line, how many acres do you consider would be 
sufficient to keep the family of an ordinary settler ? Taking it in the gross, and leaving out such things 
as small special areas along the railway line, and treating the whole area as dairy country, I estimate tlie 
area at from 500 to (510 acres. I should myself not hesitate to cut the land np into average blocks of 
500 acres to a family.
882. i ou think that would be ample to maintain a family ? Yes. I can give you proof of that I think. 
I estimate that when this land was ringbarked its grazing capacity, under dairy conditions, would be 5 
acres to a cow. and it seems to mo the whole thing hinges on that. That estimate, I have reason to 
believe, is a fair, and even liberal one. Of course T do not speak of tho country in a raw state.
383. 'When you say a liberal estimate, I suppose you moan :fc might carry more cattle than a cow to 5 
acres ? I cs; if I put it from 4 to 4-i- acres it would be nearer the proper average1—that is, on ring
barked land. With tho dairy system of small paddocks and winter fodder crop growing, on 500 acres, a 
man could keep 100 cows. If eighty of those are in milk, which is a frequent case, the produce is 
sufficient to keep a family in affluence. From a farm of that size tbe return from milk alone would be 
somewhere about £400 a year, besides the return from pigs and calves.
3S4. 1 ou said just now you could give some proof;—have you any figures ? Tho best proof of all, I 
think, is given by the owner of Wooroowoolgan, Mr. Griffiths. He has had to deal with this land for 
tho last thirty years. His sworn evidence before a former Committee was that these lands in the gro^s 
or bulk, when ringbarked, would carry a beast to from 4 to 5 acres. That evidence will be found on page 
18 of the lieport.
385. Mr. Wahon.'] Do you know whether tbe squatters who held the land prior to the areas being 
resumed under the Act of 1884 ringbarked prior to that date? They did on their purchased land. The 
whole of the Crown lands are in an unimproved state right through the district.
380. You referred to Mr. Griffiths; J notice irom the evidence he gave in 1889 he said that the greater 
part of the land between Casino and Grafton was exceedingly poor ? Fes; he did say so. It is poor, 
relatively, in his opinion, because he got hold of tho very best land along the flats.
387. When giving evidence on the Grafton to the Tweed railway, before the .Public Works Committee,
in Sydney, in November, 1S89, Mr. Griffiths said :— '

Our experience of tho Wnoroowoolgan estate, whicli has boon owned by my father and his partners since it was 
first taken up, m 1S42, has been that wc have carefully analysed the quantity of stock carried un the run, and wo find, 
including the good country, that it has taken nearly 40 acres per beast all through.
—? That is not on ringbarked, but raw country—dense timber, where little grass is eatable, from 
insufficient sunlight.
388. But it would appear from the map that Wooroowoolgan is pretty close to the Itichmond River ?
Yes ; it goes right hack to Myrtle Creek from the Richmond River, '
3S9. Could that station be taken as a fair sample of the general run of country through which the line 
would go? Fes ; the back part could.
390. The back part would be the dairy part ? Yes, ■
391. Towards tho river the station would improve ? Yes : with rich black alluvial flats.
392. It would appear that Mr. Griffiths included the rich black flats in his estimated carrying capacity of 
the run ? I think not.
393. He states that the rich flats will carry one head of cattle to 2 or 2jt acres, and he says, “ and taking
the gross and large areas, we can calculate upon running a piece of ringbarked country of 4 or 5 acres 
to the beast ”? The land is only relatively poor. Such land as he calls poor corresponds with that in 
Central Cumberland. From Campbelltown to Mulgoa the country is exactly the same as tho great bulk 
of this country. "

394. Do you know of any instances whore men have talcen up for dairy purposes within a reasonable
distance of the town areas of this second-class land, as we might term it? No, not taken it up; they 
happen to have it. and they have turned into dairymen. You had the evidence yesterday of Mr. Baillie, 
and his is a typical case. " "
395. He has, it appears, some good land which helps his poorer land ? Yes ; he has flats on the river, 
but they arc very small, and enable him only to grow feed for his dairy cows.
39G. In designing holdings along this line, would you he able to give each man a little cultivation land ? 
Yes ; we always do that. ”
397. So that there would not he one unvarying quality over a great area ? No.
398. W hero the land has a clayey soil, do you think that is good grass growing country ? Yes ; it is when 
ringbarked, and more particularly when grasses other than native ones are sown. There is a grass 
here which has come largely into vogue during the last two years known as Paspalum dilaMum. That is 
the best, grass for planting on clayey land. There are other grasses suitable for sandy soil, which as a 
rule, are better than the native grasses.
399. Will paspalum hold right through the winter? Yes, in this climate. We have very little frost 
here.
400. And there is a good rainfall, whicli would have some influence ? Yes; the rainfall is about 30 inches
in Grafton, and about 40 in Casino. 401.
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401. ^fVould the average be higher as you approach the Eichmoud range? Yes; I think it would bsaEiVSilt 
’■I "ivr *‘oun^ t'1.6 range. This country when ringbarked grows grass prolificlv ; but a squatter
jike Mr. brnthths, who has his rich river flats, is never able to stock the back country "so as to keep the 
rank growth of grass down, and the native grasses that grow are only succulent and good while they are 
young, n hen they grow up a foot, or 18 inches high no animal will cat them. So that the country 
requires to he kept fully stocked, so as to keep the grass within moderate limits, and get tho real benefit 
out of it. A dairyman does that, whereas a squatter, on the scale of Mr. Griffiths, does not.
4C k “ "'ould seem that fbere is some Crown lands of this second quality within a reasonable distance of 
the town of Grafton—in the parish of Clifton, for instance ? Yes.
>103. That is available at the present time, 1 suppose ? Yes.
lO-i. Can you say why that has not been taken up ? Only that they have not got the stock yet to 
occupy it. It is only just along the river fringes that people have sufficient stock yet to occupy land with 
dairy cows. It takes some time to rear a dairy herd, and tho factories have only been here a coiiiparatively
1‘̂ hT Is-a Port,on oE hand in the parish of Clifton that is within the 12-imIo limit from Grafton? \es.
406. It seems rather remarkable that, if land is fairly suitable for dairying, and if a number of people 
are coming to the district looking for iand on which to start dairying, they have not taken advantage of 
that Crown faud ? \V e do not get people coming here to look for dairying Crown land—not at present. 
J ney nave oeeji attracted north, to Lismore, along the railway to the Tweed.
dD/ \Y c were told yesterday that inquiries were made here for land by strangers ? At the Lands Office 
we have inquiries frequently for pieces of land along the surveyed route—reserves and water-courses, and 
so ou ; but, of course the land is reserved at present. The only thing I can say about that Crown land 
near Grafton is, that hitherto such laud has not been in request, but it is just beginning to be so. As a 
mat or or fact, you have to ringbark, and that takes a year or so before you can get it into use. If people 
coming here can rent farms on tlie river, and turn their cows on the land immediately, and get a return 
from the creamery at once, they prefer to do that, and there have not yet been, as far as I am aware, many inquiries here for Crown land. J

40S. \V ith regard to the land in the parish of Clifton, within the 12 miles radius from Grafton, is that 
open forest, or heavily-timbered land ? It is open forest.
409. In that case a man taking it up would, while the trees were dying after ringbarking, get a fair 
amount ot grass from it, with a climate and rainfall like this ? Yes ; no doubt he would. This particular 
land you spea.t of,_I know, is suitable for dairying. It is a very fair piece of grass laud ; but the people 
ongmally on the river have shown no inclination to go out, except just where thev touch the fringe.
J hose who have actual frontage on the river show no disposition at all to leave their farms to acquire other lands by conditional purchase from tho Crown. 1
410 In the parish of Lawrence, again, wo find a large area of Crown lands ; ia that similar country to 
what we have been considering P Yes. It is rather more heavily timbered. In its natural state it is 
hardly grass country at all, because it is heavily timbered with spotted gum.
411. More capital, then, would be required to take it up ? Yes, to get it into order. It would cost about 

«aiv ^re - c 0 tne ll,1P!’ovements—ringbarking, and suckering afterwards.
412 IV hat is usually charged hero for ringbarking land like that ? About Is. to Is. Gd. an acre • but
with the suckering afterwards the coat may run into 7s. or 8s.—probably about 10s. an acre before you got rid of your suckers. J

413 But what would be the cost, say, iu the open, forest land in the parish of Clifton? I think 3s. 6d
or 4s, an acre would clear everything out of that, '

Cftenrvmn.] So far the evidence has been with regard to what would happen if the railway were 
constructed can you give us some practical item whicli would show that a line between these two places 
wouid bring m a large revenue ? My estimate being 500 acres to a family, tbo principal item of traffic
stores bi^Murn'1^ Bett ement WOuld be 1,110 CM’riaSe of cream and passengers, aud also of goods and
410. Do you think there would bo an interchange of commodities between Grafton and Casino ? I think 
there would bo very little, because both produce the same thing ; but the railway, I take It, would open 
up this country for settlement, and be a feeder to the rivers, as any railwav along the Yorih Coast would teed the diiferent rivers.
4!G. Then what you look to mainly to support the railway is the future settlement of people aloim the 
line. ies; 1 think the time is at hand now, because there are indications of land being taken up awav 
rom the river. A few men like Mr. Baillie have begun to find out that you can profitably use these 

lands; the generally conceived idea up to the present time has been that thev could not be so Of 
course, you know that a railway by giving access does give a large expansion to settlement. I can show 
you that m the ease of the Lismorc line. 1
417. Suppose a settler took up 640 acres of this land between Grafton and Casino, what would it cost
nun to start operations as a dairy farmer ;—to begin with, what would be his deposit? Assuming that ho 
Mere located where the value of tho laud would be £1 an acre—a little away from a raihvay station, for 
instance, and where the value would not be influenced by position—lie would have to pay at the rate of 
2s. per acre deposit. That would cover three years. Then there would be the survey‘foe, about £11 which would make a total of £75. J ’
418. Then he has to put up his house, which would cost him, say. £25 ;—what would it cost him to fence ?

reC|mre about 5 miles of fencillg, which would cost him about £250. '
419. W hat capital would be want to make a start with ? They often start with eight or ten cows ; but a 
man capable of taking up 640 acres would probably start with twenty or twenty-live cows. Probably be 
soo t-t 6 t?/,Te £G 11 he!ld> aml y°u catl Puttllis 'tem down at £100 at a low estimate.
420. Tie would want to purchase some farming implements, and you might put that down at £10- these
jjvona -iUp t0 nUt "£l:G0 ’ m round figal’es, I suppose, a man to begin in a small wav would want aboutT.0UU2 In a, small way he would want some capital. If a man goes into dairy-farming on a considerable 
scale with 640 acres, at the beginning he must have about that amount m capital. Tlie class of men 
coming up into this Land Board District from the south coast have capital—they brin" their own cows 
which are capital. They are able to earn an income at once. They get on to rented land, and as Ion- as 
they have grass to give their cows they get a return from the creamery at the end of the month, &

15. .Dliswortli. 

2S Feb., 1900.

421.
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E. Ebsworth. 421. Have the class of settlers who have started here, and who arc row prospering, been men of large 
a—-s, capital or small capital ? They are men who have been located on the river and who have taken to 

28 Fob., 1900. dairying as an adjunct. But in the case of Lismore, where South Coast men have been coming up, <ej 
frequently come with a capital of £700 or £800, and perhaps twenty or thirty cons, and icy ien 
land because there is no grass on country there in its natural state. . . _ B .
422. I suppose it will be admitted that tc start dairying a man does require some amount ot capita . u 
there is room for small men all the same. Working on tlie share system is a common practice in ic 
dairying districts, where a man has no capital. The family of children do the milking, and the Jain or , 
in some cases, provides both capital and land. They have other arrangements, but tho usual practice, is 
to share, half and half, so that a man without any capital can come in and get half tbe proms irom a dairy 
by doing tbe labour. That is, where tbe land is all in order, with .milking yards, bouse, and everytbmg.
423. But that applies to places already settled ;—we arc looking forward to settlement coining on. 
Cheaper than the ordinary conditional purchase there is another method of alienation, and i-hat is j 
homestead selection, which suits a man with small capital, because.he has not to purchase the ireehoid or 
to make compulsory improvements. He puts on just what suits him as he gets along.
421. Do you know of many instances, either here or between Lismore and Munvillumbah, ot places being 
taken up on the share system ? It is adapted in places between Lismore and Byron Bay. Many Sydney 
people took up land when the line was laid out. Taking a block of 640 acres, at the lowest estimate ot L 
an acre, it would require a capital of £3.840 to clear, grass, and fence the land.. Instead or that being 
done, the land in many cases was let on clearing leases ; and, now that those clearing leases nave tailen in, 
the land is being re-let at 10s. an acre to ordinary tenants, or worked on tbe share system. Both systems 
are in common use there. About Casino the share system is in vogue, as elsewhere. They have started it 
away np in the squatting district, in the north of Casino, where the landlord finds ooth cattle and tan . 
That enables a man to save money, and eventually to work into a place ot his own. , ,
425. Is there anything else that occurs to you ? The map I produce shows Gralton and tlie route or t e 
railwav line through the town. The terminal point of the survey is on the river bank opposite the end ot 
Susan Island. Although 1 believe it is above hood-level there, yet I wish to. point out that.if the line were 
raised by cmbankment,it would be an additional safeguard to the town, which at present is m danger or 
being entirely flooded. With regard to tbe Crown land in the parish of Lawrence, shown on the map, i is 
beiug subdivided for homestead selection at the present time in areas of from 100 up to about 320 acres.
426. What approximate capital value has been placed on it ? From £1 up to £2 10s. an acre.
427. Have you every reason to believe it will be taken up ? 1. am certain it will be taken up.
428. People would not take it up as ordinary conditional purchase land, apparently? Dio. Ihe reason
was because I had it specially reserved for homestead selections. .
429. With regard to tbe Crown land in tbe parish of Clifton, which has been referred to, are there any 
roads of access provided through that land ? Ho, it is open. I myself am astonished that that land has 
not yet gone oil. I think the explanation is that people have not yet got their farms stocked up, and do 
not want any more land about there at the present time. There is very fair grass, land on parts ot i •, 
quite capable of making dairy farms, and it will go, there is no doubt. Whether this railway is made now 
or not, it is my intention to do exactly the same as has been done at Lawrence, and set apart this land at 
Clifton for homestead selection, and all other vacant parishes right out, because dairying, has
at Myrtle Creek, nearly halfway out, or 20 miles out from Casino, in the direction ot k™™’1-
430. fcSo that you think that, even if the line is not constructed, a certain proportion of this land will be 
taken up under the now form of settlement? Yos, it will go gradually. If it ’were known that a railway 
was to be constructed, in two or three years there would scarcely be an acre or that land left, judging 
from what occurred at Lismorc in regard to the spread of dairying. My difficulty, hitherto, has been to 
get tbe railway reserve cancelled, I estimate that about 6,000 people would settle here on dairy xaims 
within two or three years, if the railway were started.

Angus McSwan, farmer, Woodford Island, near Lawrence, sworn, and examined:
A. MeSwan. 4gi- Chairman.] Are you acquainted ivith tbe character of the country between Grafton and Casino ? lam.

,-*—V 432. Were you in the room \vhen ]\'[r. Ebsworth gave evidence ? I heard part of his evidence.
28 Feb., 1900. }fe described the country as far as the Eichmond Bange as beiug of ji somewhat sandy character,

and further on towards Casino as of a more clayey nature;—is that so ? Yes, along the road ; but away 
from tbe road it is of a superior character to that; there are some black, loamy flats. .
434. But along the line of road for, say, a mile on either side, it is not very attractive in appearance . 1 o,
it is not. , n ,
435. Does it improve on either side ? Yes; tlie worst of the land is just along the road,
43G. Is it fairlv good along the whole length of the line between here and Casino? Yes, parts ot it.
437. What do you think it is suitable for? It is capable of growing maize in some parts, also wheat,
oats, barlev, beans, and potatoes—that is, on the flats. . „ ,
438. But the flats are only small in area in proportion to the rest? There are some miles ot flats between 
Gibberagee and Coraki. I have been through the whole of that country, and taken particular notice.
439. The class of cultivation which you have just described is what the whole of that country is most suit
able for ? Yes ; I do not think it js suitable for sugar-cane.
440. Is it suitable for grazing stock ? Yes, for dairy purposes.
441. Have you had any experience in dairying? I have.
4-12, On your own land ? Yes, on my own land here ; and I have properties on the Brunswick.
443. How does that land compare with this in regard to its suitableness for dairying ? Of course, the 
brush-land is superior to any other land, but there are good rich flats along the route I havo mentioned. 
There are large tracts of such land well watered.
414. If yon had not your own property at the present time, would you like to take up cOO or 600 acres 
here to get a living on it ? Yes ; I would, with the greatest of pleasure. _
445. What would yon do with it? I would go in for dairying on a small scale first, and farming com
bined. I would grow various kinds of crops. ,.,-111
44(5, What area do you think a family would want to live on there? It would all depend on the place 
you selected. With a very rich flat you would not require so much land ; but a man might take up a 
portion of a fiat and some ridges that would not be so rich. 447.
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447. But take the average of the laud ? A man could live with his family on 320 acres. ■
448. How many cows could ho keep on that area ? X consider ho could keep one cow to about 5 acres. If it ^ 
were improved aud ringbarked he could feed more stock on it. That is by putting it under artificial grasses. 28
449. When it was cleared and improved, what would it carry? ] think 3 acres would carry a beast easily.
430. Is most of tho land around Grafton alienated—1 mean the river fiats and the rich land? yea,
451. Bo you look upon this land to the north of Grafton as an outlet for a dairying population ? Tes, I 
do ; that is, providing they have the means of access to market, Under present conditions there would 
be some difficulty in the way. But the country between Lawrence and Coraki is hardly known. It is 
only a bye-track ; at the same time there is a lot of valuable land on it.
452. Does it not seem rather surprising that more land has not been taken up, say, within 10 miles 
north of Grafton on the proposed line of railway ? The whole of the land between Grafton aud -what is 
called tbe Cross Eoads is taken up.
453. Is that being settled upon and improved ? Yes ; most of it.
454. Most of it for dairying ? Well, dairying is only a new industry in this district, and it is only lately 
that it 1ms come to bo known as a profitable industry. It is extending by degrees away out to tbe north.
455. Mr. McFarlane.'] How long have you been engaged in farming pursuits on tbe Clarence? 1 selected 
on this river in 1862.
456. Have you been farming ever since ? Farming and grazing combined.
457. With that number of rears experience yon should be a fair judge of agricultural and grazing land ?
You would think so.
453. In your opinion, what is the character of the land along tbe proposed railway line as regards settle
ment ;—is it land that would carry a fair population ? It would not carry a very heavy population—uot 
tbe same as the river banks ; but it would carry a fair population.
459. Would most of the land along the line, of which you have a knowledge, be free-selected or leased, if 
railway facilities were provided ? I believe a good living could be made on it.
460, You believe it would be taken up ? Yes ; I believe so.
46L. Mr. Watson.'] Bo you know the land behind Lawrence? I do.
402. There are some Crown lands there;—of what class are those lands ? When you get up past Tele- 
morgan, the country chiefly consists of large open flats.
463. Bo you think that would he suitable for dairying ? I do.
464. Is it taken up ? Yery little of it.

,465. How do you account for that ? Chiefly by the fact that dairying is a new industry in this locality.
Formerly people went in more for agriculture. How they find that dairyiug is a payable industry, and a 
great many have taken up a lot of country for winter purposes, for which it is very suitable.
406. Bo you think that the land near Lawrenco is as good as the general run of land through which the 
railway would pass between Grafton and Casino ? Yos ; within b miles of Lawrence. The land improves 
all the way to Coraki. .

Cornelius Duggan, butcher and grazier, near Clifton, sworn, and examined :—
467. Chairman.] Where is your holding ? Parish of Clifton, about 10 miles to the north of Grafton aud C. Duggan,
on tho proposed line. ' ,--- N
468. Of how many acres does it consist? 640 acres; it was taken up as a selection in 1884. Fob., 1900.
469. What is tho character of the land ? The land is only fair. It is a sandy, alluvial deposit wilh clay 
bottom.
470. Is it watered by creeks ? There are some water-courses. It is heavily timbered with ironbark, 
bloodwood, mahogany, and blackbutt.
471. Have you cleared it much since you have had it? Yes; 1 have both rung and cleared it. There 
are about 160 acres pretty well cleared, and about 40 acres I have brought under cultivation,
472. Is tbe balance ringbarked ? Yes, I do not say it is wholly ringbarked, I have not destroyed any 
of the valuable timber.
473. What do you grow on the portion you have cultivated ? 1 am not a farmer, and what I have grown
has been more for experimental purposes than for anything else, except bay which 1 have grown for my 
own consumption. I get 2 tons of hay per acre ; that is the lowest. It is oaten hay. Of green crops 
such as rye-corn, I get a yield of from to 3 tons per acre. Tares grow very well. I have grown 
from 30 to 35 cwt. of corn per aero. Cow peas I grow for green manuring. I got a packet some years 
ago from the Agricultural Department, and out of that packet only two seeds germinated, and iu the* 
third year I had a yield of 48 bushels as the product of tho two grains that germinated. The cow pea as 
a fertiliser is excellent.
474. Does it grow luxuriantly? Yes. The first year the yield was not very large. By turning over the 
laud and sweetening it it improves, either for agricultural or grazing purposes, to a remarkable extent. I 
may say that clovers do fairly well, and in a moist season very well. Grapes do remarkably well, and 
especially the Isabella. Potatoes I have only tried on two occasions. On the first occasion the yield was 
not very profitable, the season being very dry; but ou tbe second occasion, from about I5- cwt, of seed I 
had a yield of about ton. All that were not considered marketable were put into a 70 lb. sugar bag.
Certainly at was a very favourable year. I would recommend green manuring as a factor in improving 
the condition of the land. This class of land is deficient in humus, aud tbe more greeaa soil you put into 
it the more it is improved. Anything that comes off the land in the shape of weeds I usually have placed 
in a pit for manure, and refuse from slaughter-yards and stables is also used by me as a manuring agent.
After three years, 1 found a remarkable improvement in the condition of the land, with regard to grazing, 
as the result of ringbarking. I think the land is capable of carrying a beast to 5 acres, mid keeping tho 
cattle in fairly good condition.
475. Is that what; you actually carry ? Yes ; as nearly as I can possibly say. I bavo no necessity to have 
any more—only fat cattle and sheep.
476. How many cattle have you ou that land ? I have fifty or sixty to-day, including milkers and working 
horses, and spare horses.
477. Do you use the milkers for sending milk to the creamciy ? Ho ; only for tho use of the place. I 
am not living on it at present, but f lived on it for ten years until the last year and a half.
478. You work it in conjunction with your town business? Yes. T grow bay, principally.
479. You employ labour to till tbe land and plant it? Yes. I do not understand anything about
cultivation myself. 480.
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C.Du^an. 4S0 Tour propertv lieing along llie proposed line of railway, how does it compare with other land in tho 
s direction ? PThere'is infinitely better land between my place and Casino. 1 simply took up tins property 

28 Fob., 1900, aa ail acquisition to my business, and not as being a suitable property. ro . p Ca^-nW
481 There is any quantity of laud as good as, and betterthan, yours, between here and Casino? Certainly; 
some considerably better.' 1 have travelled a good deal over that country, bringing cattle and sheep rom 
tlie Eichmond. I have on three occasions brought sheep m that direction irom Queensland. It is abm 
wav to travel and I think tlie trade would be increased by railway communication \uth Insmore tho 
trade in sheep, and probably the passenger traffic would be increased by butchers and others going over to
purchase cattle, tbe Eichmond being a large fattening country. _ _ w-nm ^vrhipv hv stmimpr
482. Mr. Watson.'] Where do you get your sheep from now, principally ? Erom Sydney by steamer.
488. Is that the usual condition_ of things—where do you generally get them iromr Irom Imerell;
but it is a long distance and a difficult road to travel stock. . „ ml i. £ • -l i ■ i
484. Chairman.] What did it cost you to ring your land and clear it ? The cost of ringharking and
brushing, I should say, was about 3s. Cd. to 4s. Cd. an acre. Tho land 1 cleared for cultivation cost mo

4S5U That woS'be cleared when green—is not that rather expensive V Tes, I bad to use Eackaroek

4S6 UAny ^ettbr wfthout means would not adopj: that plan, but would wait until the trees were dead? 
Kot only that, but they do not usually go down as deep as I have done. I had sonic idea ot perhaps
turning it into a vineyard some day, and for that purpose I went down from 2 to 6 feet deep..
487. Have you any neighbours who havo similar holdings? Tes ; there is a person named I ame, about a
mile on the eastern side of my place. „ , ■
488. What does he do with the land ? He keeps sheep on it and cultivates a portion.
48ffi He has not gone in for dairying ? I could not say: I have not seen him for a couple of years. The
dairying industry is of very recent introduction here, especially m that direction, and the iarmers have

41)0 .^So^ar^ tlie dairying' industry has not extended to your locality ? No; 1 feel quite confident that the 
dairying industry would do very well on that land, especially if the people had a little capita . Ironi the 
experience I have had of the place I consider ploughing over the land improves its condition

With regard to tbe land on which you have grown 2 tons of oaten hay to the acre, is 
that higher land, or is it a watercourse ? It is not on a watercourse, but on tho gradual slope of a ridae, 
with a north-east aspect. ,
492. It is not on the fiat part of the holding ? No. . , n , „ _ T . ,,
493. The fiats would probably be a little better than tho higher land ? Tes ; I should say they w ould. .
494. Chairman.] Continuing' beyond you, along the line, is that all fairly \vell-watercd country . Tcs ;

' there aro Sandy Creek, then Saltwater Creek and other smaller creeks. There arc several creeks. I
think tho country is fairly well watered.
1195. Sufficient for dairying ? I think so. , , , „ r, ip ■ s Woo
49G. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you a good knowledge of the country between Grafton and Casino . les ,
on tho proposed route. I have travelled it a number ot times. i i j,
497. Is it a similar class of country to that on your holding ? Some of it is very much better.

* 498, Ton think it capable of producing the class of products you say you raised on your property . Yes,
except that probably the yields would not be so large in places, without going to the trouble that l Jiavc
done bv green manuring, and so forth. , ,,. £ „„
499. With similar farming it could bo made as productive as your holding? I think so, and a farmer 
doing the work himself could, of course, carry on operations at much less expense.
500 Ho you consider it country that would be free-selected or leased iu tlie event of a railway being 
constructed ? A person from Tenterficld, whose name I cannot recollect, at the time the new Act came 
into force, was camping for a fortnight out on the land L selected, waiting for the land to he thrown open. 
I think some months elapsed after the passing of the Act, before it was thrown open for selection, lie 
found out that a mile on each side of the proposed route was reserved irom selection, and that prevented 
him from taking up the land. A neighbour of mine named James told me within the last three months 
that if the land had been available his sons would have taken up some of it.
501. That would indicate that the land would be taken up if proper facilities for transit were provided ?

' I think so. If the lino were constructed, I think there would ho a trallic m sheep which would be taken
to Lismore, and which at present have to be brought from Wallangarra. . ,

502 But it would not become a sheep-breeding country ? I had sheep there for about eight years,
especially in flood time. 1 do uot say they would fatten there. .
503 This part of the country is not looked upon as good sheep country ? I do not think so. Lro.s-
breds would do very much better here than merinos. 1 keep a few woss-breds. Except m small areas 
of 30 or 50 acres, I do not think it would become a large sheep-brecdmg district.
504. It is more suitable for cattle ? Tes. .....................,  f
505. Mr. Watson.] With regard to green manuring, how long does it take m this district to get a crop ot
cow-peas planted and ploughed in again after it has reached a fair height,—how long is the ground licpt 
nui. of use while you are manuring ? About five months.
50(j. SO tnat tne grouna vvumu uc uuu y±. — — j—- - ----- „„ „ n
507. Having done it once you would not need to do it again for probably three or four years . No.
508* What do you reckon'it would cost per acre for cow-pea seed, taking the market price ? 1 think you
can buy it now for about 4d. a lb., perhaps less. , „ . , , .,
509. How much do you sow to the acre ? It is sown like maize, 3 feet apart, and 4 feet between the 
rows. In a favourable season the vines spread all over the place, and grow most luxuriantly, i do not
thmk it would cost much per acre. in
5L0. If a man were dairying he would only require to treat, m that way, sufficient land to grow hay tor 
winter feedho would not attempt to treat all his holding in that way ? No ; he might do about 19,

5L1. Tour land, about which you havo been tolling us, adjoins the unoccupied Crown lands in the Clifton 
parish, coloured’ white on tlie map, and situated west of the proposed line ? Yes.

—Frederick

JI Utc WllilC JVU till u ----- -
So that the ground vould be practically out of use tor one year r'
__ . i *, . _J______X-___ J Jrt ^4- nrvnin ■TrtlV 1 VPi-V n *1 nl

Tes.

i
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Frederick Vernon Hunter, licensed surveyor, Grafton, sworn, and examined:—
512. Afi-. fFa/scm.] Have you been long in the districtf Four years in the Clarence district; previous F.V.Hunter, 
to that I was on the Kichmond. “ ^ ,
old. Jlre you fairly acquainted with the road from Grafton to Casino ? Yes. ‘ 28Feb, 1000.
514. XTow would you describe the land generally between here and Casino? I should describe it as 
consisting or low undulating forest ridges covered wilh spotted gum, ironbark,hloodwood, and oak timber.
515. And the land itself? Varying, of course; richer in the vallevs and gullies than on the ridges
generally. ■'
5LG. Would the valleys differ essentially in their characteristics from the ridges ? The land would be 
richer.
517. And as to the character of the soil ? The valleys contain moro alluvial soil—deposits washed from 
the ridges.
518. Which class of land preponderates ? X should say they would be about equal in area. The flats 
and the low-lying country would about balance tho undulating ridges. That is, speaking roughly.
519. W ith regard to the ridges or higher land ;—of what class do you regard that ? Fairly good graving 
country. I may say parent helically that it is a well-known fact in the district that no country improves so 
much under ringbarking as spotted gum country. That, ] think, ia admitted by all practical men in tho 
district, and that class of country predominates on tbe ridges.
520. Bo you think that the higher land is suitable for dairying? Undoubtedly, I do—improved, of
course. It ia good, hard, dry country ; sound in every respect." ' '
521 Bo you think the distribution of low and higher country is such as would permit of a man getting a 
littie of each in tho designs for small holdings? Yes; that is just mv idea, 1 think that by judicious 
subdivision it, could bo so arranged, “ '
522. What sized holding do you think would bo necessary ? I should say from 500 to 000 acres ; I should 
say GOO acres as a ina.vinnun area, and I should go even as low as 000 acres. But X should suggest that 
it be dealt with according to the conformation of the country, without any hard and fast role. You might 
cieu have an area as low as .100 acres in extent, for we must; consider the immense number of people who 
have to bo provided for.
o2d. As to water, would a man require to make dams or tanks ? I think it could be so arranged that 
t here would be a natural supply of water iu each block ; but if not, water could be easily conserved, either 
by damming or by sinking, Excellent water could be obtained at very little expense. One of the most 
striking features of that country is its excellent water supply.
524. Von have, no doubt, had experience in other parts of the colony? Yes; on the Eichmond for 
eighteen years, and in the Illawarra district for three years.

-L'^01I, your experience at Illawarra, more particularly, you would have some idea of dairying possi
bilities . . Yes ; including the Clarence, I have been over twenty-five years in dairving districts; in fact,
4 was a pioneer on the Eichmond. ‘
o25. Is it your opinion that, properly handled, this would become a better, or as good, a dairying district 
as Illawarra r The country in Illawarra, as you are aware, was originally all brush land. It would come 
inorc under the same treatment as the dense brush land of the Eichmond Eiver, aud we know that the 
initial expense of bringing that land under dairying is £G or £7 an acre.
520. Taking tlie general run of the Illawarra couiKry, how wouid it compare with the country between 
Gratton and Casmo I mean with regard to dairying ? I think the conditions in this part of the country 
aie better fh^n at illawarra, because here wc have a much milder winter. In the Illawarra district they 
have a hard, long winter, and a most trying one. Then, again, the whole of the Illawarra district, as 
regards dairy country, could be put into one of our creeks. There, the couutrv runs away into inaccessible 
gorges, while here we have miles and miles of accessible country. "
n27. You think the country between Grafton and Casino would compare favourably with that in tlie 
Illawarra district. More than favourably,because, as 1 say, there is little or no winter here.

I oppose, because of that, grass will grow here at times when in Illawarra it would not spring at 
all? I ou would not require half the winter feed.
o29 Have youtyobservations of this district, during the last four years, and your previous experience 
further north, given you an idea as to the regularity or otherwise of the rainfall, and whether it comes at 
suitable times for keeping the grass on the move'? My experience on the Eichmond Eiver was that we 
iind too much rain. It is quite a common thing, both here and on the Eichmond, to hear people talk of 
three weeks dry wealher as being a very serious thing.
530. Boes the raiu fall with that regularity that would ensure steady growth ? Buringtwentv-flve years’
■experience of the northern rivers I have never seen what I would call a drought. 1 have never known 
what it is to be without a blade of grass of some sort or other. In fact, I mav say that droughts are

531. Is there anything else you would like to mention ? The Members of the Committee appear to bo 
surprised that tbe dairying industry lias not made greater strides outwards from Grafton. I mav say that 
when I came to take up work here, four years ago, I was nearly idle. There was nolhiug to do''; m fact 
tho district was bankrupt. The people In nearly all parts of the river were practically insolvent. Sugar 
went down in one fell swoop from £40 a ton to £20. Old settlers had to pledge their estates and 
tamers became financially embarrassed. At such a crisis tho dairying industry presented itself as the 
only outlet, and I need hardly say how the industry has prospered within the four years that have followed.
Ine iactory at Grafton, whioti was only then started, has made astonishing progress, and everywhere there 
js evidence that the people uvo picking up aud fast becoming in a more solvent position, being able to 
stock the land to an extent they were unable to do previously. Personally, as a surveyor, I have been 
kept well employed. People who live in Sydney have no conception of the possibilities of the dairvin^ 
industry in these districts. °
532. What you say, then, accounts for the dairying industry not having extended to the lands much 

eyond Gratton. Yes ; people had their hands full. But now the industry is beginning to expand, as
evidenced by the greater quantity of land that is'taken up. 1
o33 Have you had any inquiries for land from people outside? I have been continuously employed, and 
Jand has been taken up almost as quickly as 1 have measured it.. I have been busily engaged during the 
Just lour years m cutting up Injid-^n great deal of it under conditional purchase,

21 (a) -D John
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J. H. Munro.

26Fok7l900.
iufliuyu. LU. UUtO UiOUilVU . ■»- W --------J - - - *
I started business here in my present occupation on the 1st 

good knowledge of the country between Grafton and Casino ? A very intimate

It is

John Henry Munro, stock and station agent, Grafton, sworn, and examined:
534. Mr. McFarlane.] How long have you resided in this district ? I came here in the year 1873, and I 
have resided here permanently ever since. T ’ ’
January, 1894,
635. Have you 
knowledge.
536. Extending back for how long? Twenty-five years. „
537. What is your opinion of the general character of the country with regard to settlement t*
good, fair, grazing land. ,
538. Hoes that apply to the whole district ? Tes; you might, of course, find a little spot not as good ns 
the rest. -The ridges are good, sound, grazing land, and the fiats with the wash of the soil from the ridges 
contain fair alluvial land.
539. Is it well watered ? Yery well watered indeed. , ,
540. Eor the whole distance ? Tes; you have no occasion to carry a water-bag between Grafton and
Casino. „
541. In a season of what is termed drought, would there be plenty of water for stock purposes r ihe 
farmers here call it a drought if the dry weather extends over four weeks. My experience of a drought 
in the western country, where I spent twenty years, is that sometimes we had eighteen months without 
any rain. Judging of the two places, I do not think we know what a drought is here. There is certainly 
never any want of water for stock.
542. Not even in a dry season? We really never have what I call a dry season. . _
543. When you describe this as fair country does that apply to, say, 10 miles on either side of the survey. 
Tes, roughly.
544. It is similar country? Very similar country. In fact, the country off the road is better than the 
country actually along the road. Ton must understand that the road is taken over the tops of the ridges, 
and consequently it is harder country. As it dips down from the ridges it gets better; yon get more on 
tiJi€ crccit flats
545. Do you think the country would be well suited for dairying P I am certain it would. t
546. And what is your opinion of it with regard to agriculture? It would be suitable tor certain crops.
One great reason why these lands were not taken up when they were thrown open was because the people 
who came to this river originally settled on the rich alluvial banks of tbe river* and they would not go and 
look at anything else. .
547. They naturally took the best land first P Yes ; and anything that was not almost as good as that they 
would scarcely look at. In travelling through this Colony and through Queensland and Aictoria, I have 
seen land fully taken up which is not to be compared to the land between Grafton and Casino ; but then
they had not to put against it our ricli river flats. ^ j o tt • i* i
548. Is there a very large area along the proposed route that is not yet alienated. Yes3 it has been
reserved,
549. But beyond the 1-mile reserve on each side of the road there are largo areas of land not alienated ? 
Yes.
550. In the event of a railway being constructed, do you think that land would be likely to be free-
selected or leased? I am certain it would. I may say thatinmy business Ihave two or three applications 
daily from people who want land, and where we had.any amount of land for lease four or five years ago, 
before the dairying industry started, there is scarcely a lease to be got at all now. The people will not 
part witli the laud at almost any price. _ _ , .
551. In your business capacity as an agent you have frequent applications for land—is that for leasing 
land? Tes. I cannot fulfil*them, because those who are already within any reasonable distance ot 
Grafton are utilising their lands and will not give them up.
552. Have you a good knowledge of stock ? I ought to have; I have been amongst them for fifty years-
553. What area of land along the road do you think it would take to form a complete holding, sufiiuent
to maintain a family ? I think 500 or 600 acres would be a fair thing. ^ .
554. In tbe Eichmond Eiver district, and particularly the upper part of it, there are a number of graziers. 
Yes
555. Do any fat cattle come from that part ? Tes; I have known that portion of the district the northern 
side of the Eichmond Eiver—for twenty-five years. It is a very rich district.
556. Is there any traffic in fat cattle between the Clarence and the Eichmond ? Tes ; most of the Lower 
Clarence, say, from Lawrence down, is pretty well supplied from the Eichmond. The upper portion, 
nearer Grafton, is mostly supplied from Clarence Eiver stations.
557. With your knowledge of this particular portion of the district, is there anything else yon would like
to say ? I may state that my business for the last twenty-five years has taken me from here to the Tweed. 
Formerly, in the boom time, I had an office iu Casino, and one in Lismore, and I used to make monthly 
trips from here to the Eichmond, and two or three times, or three or four times, in the year, over to tne 
Tweed, selling lands aud valuing lands; and I think there is one thing that probably might not have been 
brought under your notice, and that is the difference between dairying land that will only cost you a 
capital value of so much, and other land which, when improved, may be of greater value, but which, with 
the cost of improvements to make it available, would be much dearer laud to dairy on in comparison with 
the land between Grafton and Casino. For instance, take the scrub lands of the Eichmond. I do not 
think you can put them under grass under something like £6 an acre. Tou certainly could not clear 
them and stump them ready for cultivation under £10, and in some instances £12 an acre. In regard to 
the country between Grafton and Casino, you could ringbark it for Is. 6d. or 2s. an acre. I am not 
talking about clearing the brush, but simply ringbarking. There aro contracts all over tho place at that 
price, and I am certain, from iny experience here, that ringbarking, after two or three years, doubles 
tbe carrying capacity of the land, and as lime goes on more than doubles it. Tho longer it is ringbarked 
the heavier you can stock it. ,
558. Have you taken notice of the timber growing on the land between Grafton and Casino. Tes;
there is a lot of very good timber there. ....
559. Is the land heavily timbered? It is in patches; but .1. would call it aTairly timbered couulry, as 
regards tbe land through which the road goes. There me patches of heavy timber, but it is not by any

means
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means an expensive Country to ringbark, and, i£ ringbarked, it would, in two or three years, double its'T- H. Munro. 
natural carrying capacity.
560. Chairman.'] With your long knowledge of the different districts, do you think there would be any 1 °n-, 1900.
interchange of traffic or trade between Grafton and Casino ? 1 do.
561. In what respect P A question was asked just now as to the Upper Kichmond—that is, the northern 
side of the river from Casino up to Kyogle. f. know that country very intimately, and, in fact, 1 know 
every inch of the Kichmond, and .1 know that freight from Sydney to Kichmond is more expensive than 
freight coming here. When you come to Coraki, where the north and south branches of the Kichmond 
meet, any goods for Casino have to come up tho South Arm, and for this purpose have to be unloaded at 
Coraki and put into lighters, which bring them within 3 or 4 miles of Casino, from which point they have 
to be carted. It would bo much cheaper for the people, both at Casino and on the Upper Kichmond, to 
have their stores brought this way and taken straight by train. It is true that, on the Upper Kichmond, 
tho land is mostly in the hands of private individuals, still it is good land, and would settle a large 
population.
562. Then it would be chiefly goods consigned from Sydney to the Kichmond that would feed the railway ?
Ifofc exactly goods to Kichmond, but to Casino, because the ocean steamers go right up to Lismore. It 
is a well-known fact that the Richmond is not a first-class maize-growing district. At certain times of 
the year maizo from the Clarence, the Wanning, and other places has been sold in Sydney, put on board 
the steamer, and taken to the Kichmond Kiver. If there were a railway that would all be obviated, 
because the maize would go direct from here.
503. Do you think that the line would pay in itself, irrespective of its being part of a national line?
Probably it might not pay for a year or tuo, but I am positive it would do so eventually. With reference 
to that, I might say that a great many of the settlers on the Kichmond went from the Clarence Kiver, 
and yet these two districts—two of the most populous districts in the Colony—though they are only about 
50 or 60 miles apart, might just as well be separated by 500 or 600 miles, I think that the interchange 
of visits that would take place would create a considerable passenger traffic on the railway.
564. Mr. Watson.] I think you stated that most of the fat cattle come from the Kichmond ? Ko ; J said
that the lower part of the river was mostly supplied from the Kichmond and tho upper part from the 
Clarence. *
565. Does the laud between Grafton and Casino supply any fat cattle to the local market? Only a few.
I may say that it is almost totally unimproved.
566. How do you account for that;—how is it that there was no ringbarking done on the leased land 
between Grafton and Casino prior 1o the leases falling in ? If the lessees had ringbarked the country, and 
made it available, it would bare been selected, and they would have lost it.
567. Aud, unless ringbarked, it would not bo a fattening country? No.
568. Would it if it were ? Certainly, The Camira paddocks fatten stock.
560, Tou have had a good deal of experience in estimating land values ;—what value would you place upon 
the land between Grafton and Casino, taking it in the rough, as it is? Certainly not less than £1 an acre.
570. If a railway were taken through, what do you think should be its value? I should say it would 
increase 51) per cent.
571. Do you think it would be wortli while for a man going in for dairying to pay 30s. an acre for it on 
an average? I am quite certain he could do better in that way than by taking up scrub lands and 
paying £6 an acre to put it under grass, and it is not then under grass for about two years. 1 assessed 
all tho Clarence Kiver district for the Crown, under the Land Tax Act, and I am a valuator for the A.M.K.
Society. J was also the first valuator in the northern districts, under Torrens Act. I may say that during 
severe droughts in tho west we must have had 8,000 or 10,000 cattle sent here to save their lives. They 
came from Woree, and in that direction. They got through and went back again, otherwise they would 
have died. In reference to my evidence with regard to the carrying capacity of the country affected by 
the proposed railway, I may say that there is a run called Bungawalbyn, about 40 or 50 miles from 
Grafton, on tho east side of the proposed line. It lies at the back of Coraki, but further towards tho 
line. It contains a total area of 56,868 acres. Out of that only 50 acres are freehold, and 4,883 acres 
are conditional purchase laud, the rest being under pastoral lease aud occupation license. Only about
5,000 acres have been in any way improved—that is, the purchased land and the conditional purchase 
land. It carries 5,190 head of cattle, So horses, and I believe that within the last two or three months 
400 head of store bullocks have been sold off it. This makes a total of 5,675 head of stock depasturing * 
on 56,868 acres. This bears out the estimate I gave of a beast to 10 acres. Nearly all the land on the 
run is unimproved. The station lias been placed in my hands for sale within the last month. A great 
portion of tho proposed line goes through the Camira run. That country is not improved, and is held 
mostly under Government lease, and is used for breeding cattle. Those cattle when of sufficient age arc 
shifted to Mr, Vickery's fattening station on the Hunter, and other places.

Duncan Beatson, ex-Mayor of Grafton, sworn, and examined :—
572. Chairman.] 1 believe you are ex-Mayor of Grafton, and havo been carrying on business in this town D. Beatson.
as a butcher and auctioneer ? Yes. a—
573. Por how long ? Twenty-eight years. 28 Feb,, 1900,
574. Then you have an extensive knowledge of Grafton and the surrounding country? Tes.
675. Are you prepared to make a statement ? L can speak from a knowledge acquired in my occupation 
as a butcher and auctioneer. I have seen most of the country between Grafton and Casino, on horseback, 
mustering cattle, and 1 do not think there could be a better opportunity of seeing country than in that 
particular way, because you travel over the most part of it. Referring specially to dairying, I may men
tion that I was reared on a dairy-farm in the Illawarra district, and I can say, from my practical knowledge 
and from my observation and experience of both districts, that tho country between Grafton and Casino 
is better, generally speaking, than that in the Illawarra district. Taken as a whole, it is better, for some 
portions of the Illawarra district are very poor indeed.
576. Especially for this purpose ? Tes.
577. This country is well watered, easily cleared, and favourable to the growth of suitable grasses for 
dairy cattle ? Yes. It is fairly good grazing country. I do not speak of it as alluvial brush land at all,

but
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' ~Aa 30n' as i'jiii'ly good giaziug country. The description which Mr. Hunter gave is, I think, a truthful one— 
2S Feb mob [’’^“bating country, a great deal of it being spotted-gum ridges, As Mr. Hunter said, anyone who has 

’ pnJ experience about here of spotted-gmn ridges knows that, of r.11 other timber country in the
oistrict, that class of country improves most by ringbarking and clearing. Those particular ridges which, 
under timber, grow absolutely nothing, become very fine grazing land when cleared.

^'CIQ1'uf’ fr0ln the Illawarra district you might be able to tell us in what direction we are to expect 
the population to settle on this kind of country ? Jn my opinion there will be no settlement, except a very 
slow and gradual one, wit hunt a railway. 3f a railway were even sanctioned between here aud Casino, X 
am satisfied that people would commence to look about to see if they could acquire the land. That would 
occur oven before the railway was started, if there were a certainty of its being carried out.
•579. irom your practical experience, can you tell us about the distance that a dairyman can afford to cart 
his milk to a creamery ? J have known dairymen to cart milk as far as It miles, but they get tired of 
that very soon. I think about 5 miles on a fairly good road is far enough to cart milk.
5S0. Hoes the mill; suffer after that distance, or is it a matter of labour ? I think the milk suffers, but 
the man’s horses and carts and time suffer more.

^,n respects it is a disadvantage to have to go a long distance ? A very serious disadvantage. 
582. Could you give us any reason explaining why we do not see any more settlement already outwards 
from Gfrafton along the line, seeing that somoof thelandsare within reasonable distance nf the creameries:’ 
ihere is not a creamery within reasonable distance of the unoccupied country. With regard to tho 
particular locality in tlie parish of Clifton, of whicli the Committee have spoken, that is at the extreme 
southern end of the range that divides tho two waters, and anyone who is acquainted with it knows that 
up at Mountain 'View tho poor class of country goes right to the river, and that that laud is such a dis
tance away that, though the edge of it might be within reach of the creamery, there aro no roads. In addi
tion to that piece of country, irom a point near Mountain View, extending on both sides of tho rango up 
to Coiildalc, there is perhaps tho worst piece of country you could find iu the whole Northern district, and 
there is only a comparatively small patch of that within 8 or 10 miles of tho proposed railway line. Jt is 
infinitely worse country than anything between bore and tho Eichmond.

' 583. lou think the development of a dairying population would be gradual ? It would be very rapid if
tbe people hud a railway, but without a railway it must be necessarily slow. Just now, fbe men who are 
dairying are doing so on tlie alluvial flats, and though there is an inquiry for tho outside land, and a great 

■ deal has been sold quite recently, it is only for paddocks for surplus stock, aud not strictly speaking for
dairy.ng, But if thero were a railway line tbe people would know that creameries would be established, 
and tbo country would then be taken up. "What would be the use, however, of a man going there if he had 
to cart his cream 15, 20, or 30 miles to Grafton.
obi. The river flats, and the lands adjoining the river, have until latelv been almost exclusively used for 
crops P Yes.
585. They are now developing into part dairy and part cropping lands ? A great many of the farmers are 
using at least half of their land for dairying,
580. Ho you think there is any fear of all that land being used for dairy purposes—it being so much 
richer and better than tho iand along the railway line—and the population there developing entirely into 
a dairy population, and not taking up what would appear to be the inferior land away from tbe river ? I 
do not think you need fear that. There is a demand for land now. l^eople aro every day seeking to rent 
land, and it is not available—people who have not tho means of purchasing.
587. Bo you think that people are disposed to take upfresh laud, country such as we are now considering? 
borne of them are not in a position to do so. One of the things that has prejudiced people against this 
particular country is the fact that men have taken it up who had not the means to utilise it. As you 
go along you may see some abandoned holdings, aud that, I think, is mainly due to the fact that those 
who took them up had not the means to work them.
5SS. By that you mean that it is uot exactly a poor man’s country ; but that a man would require to have 
some email means to start operations? It would not matter who acquired tlie land. If it cost tlicm 
something they would have to let it to a tenant, if they did not work it themselves. 1 daresay a great 
deal of that land would be acquired by men who have capital, and wdio would subsequently let it on lease, 
or on tho halves system, for dairying. A great number of men who arc quite capable of running a dairy 
have not the means of doing so. '

»CS'J. You think the halves system would come into operation ? It would obtain in some cases, no doubt. 
Some men taking up country between here and Casino would make a failure of it, while others would 
succeed.
590. Have those people who have come here and engaged in dairyiug succeeded fairly well? Most of 
them have succeeded. It has made an extraordinary difference in this district.
591. Bo you agree with Mr. Munro’s opinion, that the land could be cleared for Is. Gd. or 2s. an acre ? 
I do; it is not difficult land to clear.
592. And do you think that the fact of clearing it would make it double its carrying capacity for stock ? 
On the timbered country, to whicli reference has been made, the marketable timber would be a source of 
income to the man who had the land, while, at the same time, clearing would be effected, I may say that 
J have had Jat cattle off the whole of the country between hero and Casino. It is quite capable of 
fattening cattle. I remember an incident that happened to me at Myrtle Creek some years ago. A man 
induced me to go there to look at his cattle. When 1 saw the country I was passing through I said to 
him, ‘ There is not much use taking me down here to look at your cattle.” We were then passing through 
unimproved country. When I got to his home and went into his paddock, which he had ringbarked and 
improved, to my utter astonishment I selected eighty head of prime fat bullocks out of about 200. That 
is something which happened within my own experience on what they call absolutely poor country.
593. If a railway were constructed between Grafton and Casino, the main item of revenue would be dairy
produce ? I think the principal part of the business conducted by tbe people wbo would settle on the 
country would be dairying; but the country is capable of growing all the things that have been mentioned 
to the Committee, and no doubt these would be largely grown if there were a demand for them—such as 
hay for making chaff, and all the products already mentioned. '
594. Bo you think there would be any produce sent from the Eichmond to Grafton ? Perhaps not a 
great deal. I should not expect yery much at first, at any rate. But I think the passenger traffic between-

tho
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ll>e two places would exceed the average that might he taken, as a rule, in other places, owing to the close Beataon. 
proximity of the rivers, and to the fact; that many of the people arc related to one another. Ifor thato.'~^1'—^ 
reason, I think there would be a large interchange of traffic, especially on account of tlif convenience.
Take my own case. I have not been on the Richmond for two years. If there had been a railway I would 
have been there three times within the last six weeks, for then 1 could have got there and back speedily.
There are, no doubt, other cases of a similar kind,
595. Is there a direct line of coaches between here and Casino on the line we shall travel? No; you 
have to go to Lawrence to get a coach to Casino. In my opinion a great many of the witnesses have not 
spoken as highly of the country between here and Casino as I think they might have done.
590. Mr. McFarlana,'] It has been stated by a number of witnesses that if the proposed railway were 
constructed the whole of the uualienated land would most likely be free-selected or leased—is that your 
opinion, also ? Yes ; I certainly think there would a rush for the land.
597. It has also been stated that the reason why there is no more settlement along the route is because 
Ihcro are no means of getting the produce away ? Yes ; that is a fact.
59S. Do von know any rich portions of this district that arc not settled for the same reason ? Yes ; 
plenty. There is plenty of splendid brush land in this district where there is not a soul living.
•j99. Could you name any particular place? There is brush land out here to the south, and there is 
brush land up at the head of the river. Tip about Yulgilbar there is plenty of good land. But a man 
vould be mad to go there under existing circumstances. It is the same with the scrub land out here.
The people locally kuow all about its existence, but they do not attempt to go there.
GOO. Tor the samo reason—that there is no settlement between hero and Casino ? Yes. They know the 
land is there, and they arc waiting for something to happen to enable them to get on to it. 1 should like 
to mention something which has just occurred to me with regard to the evidence of Mr. Baillie about bis 
place at Copmanhurst. I have a personal knowledge of that place, and I can say unhesitatingly that the 
land is mucli interior to that between here and Casino, and if Mr. Baillie can make a living there, then 
there is absolutely no doubt a man could make more than a living on the country between here and 
Casino if there were a railway.
GUI, And by all accounts Mr, Baillie is doing very well? So I understand.

Henry Jordan, piano and music dealer, Grafton, sworn, and examined:—
G02. il/r. McFarlane^] Can you give us any opinion with regard to the traffic between the Clarence and H. Jordan, 
the Biclimond? In regard to the traffic that would be created by the construction of a railway—the 
passenger traffic connected with various brandies of sport would, I think, he very large. At present there 2S Feb., I90C. 
are no facilities for cricket and football teams to exchange visits with the Richmond. A Grafton 
team going to Lismore has to go down the Clarence to Chatsworth, then across to Woodburn, and up the 
Richmond River. There has only been one visit of a football team to Lismore this year, and I do not 
think it is likely to bo repeated, as the journey takes too long, and the men have to go without sleep. In 
the event of railway construction 1 believe there would bo a big interchange of visits among the sporting 
sections of the community, and in connection with races, shows, and so forth. The shows being held on 
different days, the exhibits at Grafton, for instance, could be sent on direct to Lismore if there were a 
railway, and vice tersd.
G03. Bo many visitors usually come to the annual show here from the Richmond? Yes.
GOT. And do many go to the Richmond show's from Grafton ? 1 do no think so maiiv go from here.
GOo. Is it your opinion that this class of traffic would he considerably increased if there were railway 
communication? Certainly.
GOG. Is there anything else? Only in connection with my own business. Though perhaps it may bo a 
small matter, it goes to show how'traffic would be created on the line. Ror some years past I have several 
times engaged companies to come up here from Sydney and give concerts ; but I had to discontinue doing 
so, because it did not pay, as the companies could only show at Grafton, and then they had to go hack to 
Sydney. If a railway were in existence they could go on to Brisbane.

Thomas Page, accountant, Grafton, sworn, and examined
G07. Mr. Wafxon.] "W hat is your occupation ? I am an accountant, I have been a resident of Grafton T. Page, 
for forty-five years. I am also Returning Officer for the Electorate of Grafton. r—■A—-x
GOS. I understand you have some figures in relation to the town and district ? Yes. The following are 2S 1900. 
the figures in regard to population:—

PofmlcUion of the Police District of (tntftm.

]89j .. 
I89G 
1897 .. 
1S98 .. 
1899 
1900..

19,514
19,520
19,735
20,595
21,245
21,357

Population of the City of Grafton.

1S95
1890
1807
1898
1899
1900

5,046
5,0S2
5,115
5.321
5.750
5,802

Increase in five years .............. 1,843
The district includes the electorates of Grafton and The Clarence, with the exception of Solferino; it 
includes all tbo towns between Grafton and the Heads, and extends up the river above Copmanhurst, and 
also includes Dalmarton, on the south side of the river. Jn the electorate of Grafton the number of 
electors on the roll is as follows 394-95, 2,111; 1895-9G, 2,094; 1890-97,2,074; 1897-98,2,105; 
1898-99, 2,222; 1899-1900, 2321, I also give the following figures with regard to the Borough of 
Grafton

Income of the Porough, 1S99.................................
Capital value of ratable property ......................
Number of homes.....................................................
Electors on roll (municipal) ..................................
Uuildings erected and in course of erection, 1S99 
Amount expended on public buildings ainee 1892

£2,119 
£38 4,009 

889 
873 

£6,125 
£35,000

The
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T. Page. The following are the figures relating to the Municipal District of South Grafton:—
ootTT* innn Income for 1S99 ..............................................................................................................................................
28 Feb., 1900. Capital value of ratable propei-ty ..............................................................................................................

FlcetorS on roll........................................................................................................................................... ......... juj"
Value of buildings erected, 1899 ............................................................................................................ £0,000

GOi). Can you tell us whether the income in each of those instances is independent of Government 
subsidy ? Yes; the two municipalities are beyond the stage of endowment. ... „
010. Are there any debts owing r1 There is an indebtedness of £4*700 by the Municipality of Grafton 
for drainage and special work, The last loan was raised for the purpose of improving the main street in 
the borough, and partly also for the renewal of a previous loan. The following are the figures relating to 
stock in the police district of Grafton :—

1399
1S9S

Increase,

Horses. Cabtlc. Sheep. Pigs.
17,432 ... ... 91,011 ... ... 2,116 ... ... 11,836
16,480 ... ... 86,917 ... . . 1,199 ... ... 11,538

952 ... . . 4,094 ... ... 017 ... .. 298

The particulars in connection with the Grafton post-office arc as follows:—
193 mails despatched weekly.

14 weekly to Richmond River.
262,900 letters posted at Grafton, 1899.
121,(500 newspapers posted at Grafton, 1S99.
£3,022 revenue from sale of stamps.

2,411 money orders issued for .CS,886.
....... money orders paid, £1,400. .
774 deposits made in Savings Bank to the amount of £6,270 in 1809. _
384 accounts open on 31st December, 1899, with balances to credit of £13,158.

]4,(592 telegrams sent; £1,100 receipts from telegrams.
38 private boxes let.

5 subscribers to telephone service.
I also give the following extracts from abstracts published in the Government Gazette, giving informal ion 
in regard to the Grafton Branch of the Savings Bank of New South'Wales, for ten years ending 31st 
December, 1890 :—

On 31st December. Number of Depositors.

1800
1891
1892
1893
1894 
1890
1896
1897 
1S9S 
1899

748
740
765
742
776
800
805
826
870
928

Balance to Credit.
£ s. d. 

27,303 6 1 
27,161 9 6 
27,180 3 5 
24,505 15 4 
28,932 3 4 
32,311 19 6 
33,103 16 8 
35,434 1 10 
40,449 18 4 
44,920 15 S

The following are statistics relating to the Grafton Hospital for a period of seven years:—

Year, Indoor Patients. Outdoor ralieuts. Government Endowment Local ‘Revenue.

£ £
1893 ..................................................... 159 40 274 343
IS91......................................................... 153 52 253 307
1895 .................................................. 153 68 253 400
1896 ..................................................... 186 52 376 500
1897 ..................................................... 218 122 328 303
1898 ................................................. 252 397 292 529
1899 ..................................................... 247 439 453 633

Total .................................... 1,308 1,170 £2,229 3,015
In Patients ....... 1,368

Total Patients . 2,538

.Medical Staff, 4.—Nursing Staff: 1 Matron, 3 Trained Nurses, and 1 Probationer. Value of Buildings, £3,750. 

I have prepared figures in reference to the Grafton Benevolent Asylum, which are as follows :

Local Revenue. Government Endowment. Indoor Patients. Outdoor Relief

£ £ £ £
)S03 ....................................................... 393 *1,066

96
13 393

1894 ............................................................ 146 7 750
1895 ............................................................. 162 376 9 776
189G ............................................................. 205 484 10 625
1897 ............................................................ 174 133 15 455
1898 ................................. ........................... 241 212 17 454
i£H9 ............................................................. 216 380 18 407

1,542 2,747 95 4,360

* Includes JC750 special gr&nt for flood relief.

In regard to the registered Friendly Benefit Society, I also supply these figures :
Registered Members.

1899 .......................................................................... 571 ...........................................................
1892.......................................................................... 472 ...........................................................

Total Fumls. 
£5,300 

3,200

Increase................................................. 99
Manchester Unity, the Ancient, and the Royal Order of Foresters—Three lodges.

£2,100
The
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The Grafton Lighting Company has a capital of £8,000 in £1 shares, with a reserve fund of £1,525. It L 
declared a dividend in 1893 of G per cent., and since then the dividend has been 8 per cent, per annum.
Shares quoted in 1895 at 16s. and 18s., are now quoted at 24s. Gd. The company’s mains do not extend 28 I900,
beyond the boundaries of the borough. I have obtained the following figures with regard to tbo Grafton 
ferry service;—

Return of traffic between North and South Grafton from 1893 to 1899, inclusive.

Year. Foot passengers. Horses. Vehicles. Cnttlo. Sheep, &c. Goods.

No. No. No. No. No- Cwt.
1893 .............. 138,810 27,788 12,660 662 1,339 194
1S94............... 228,480 48,520 20,325 341 161 210
1895............... 213,442 48,885 22,249 368 74 154
1890 .............. 271,290 62,010 30,370 260 no 297
1897............... 288,369 00,522 33,272 55 24 216
1898............... 318,477 94,003 53,840 232 138 259
1899............... 388,037 86,499 53,498 89 34 302

Cj'dcs.

No.

241
2,489
2,198

Revenue,

£
1,047
1,09B

9S7
1,07<>
1,123
1,19(1
1,257

Passengers with vehicles are not included. Returning passengers and those travelling under weekly and monthly 
tickets are given approximately only. Non-paying traffic, viz., public officers travelling on duty, mail coach, school 
children, and persons travelling to church, are not included in the return. '

The following is the rainfall for 1899, recorded in Grafton January, 4'12 inches ; February, 8'27; March, 
1'93 ; April, 3'42; May, 1’34 ; June,‘96; July, 10'39 ; August, 4‘G4; September, 2TG ; October, 2’11; 
November, 2’2G; ^December, 5'14 ; total, 4G'74 inches, 1 may mention that the town of Grafton is the centre 
of the Land Board District of Grafton, which embraces the whole of the eastern district from Camden 
Haven to the Queensland border. The head office of the Local Land Board is at Grafton, and the 
premises formerly occupied as the gaol, before the new gaol was erected, have been thoroughly renovated 
and enlarged at considerable expense, and are now the permanent offices for the whole of the North 
Coast district.
fill. So that Grafton, you might say, is the administrative centre for the North Coast district P Yes; 
Grafton is also the assize town, the Supreme Court sittings being held here twice a year. The gaol, 
originally estimated to cost £17,000, but which ultimately cost over £24,000, has been completed, and is 
now the gaol for the reception of prisoners committed at all the various Criminal Courts in the North Coast 
district, and is occasionally occupied by consignments of prisoners to relieve the larger gaols in Sydney. 
In the matter of commerce, the Banks represented here, having buildings of their own, are the New 
South "Wales, the Australian Joint Stock, and the Commercial. The English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank has its offices in the building built by the Australian Mutual Provident Society, who have their 
central office for the Northern districts in Grafton. The erection of this building cost £7,000. The 
churches, which have all substantial structures, include the Church of England, the Homan Catholic, 
the Presbyterian Church Synod of Eastern Australia, the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales, 
the Wesleyan Church, the Baptist Church, and the Lutheran Church. With the exception of the 
Lutheran Church, each of these denominations has a parsonage attached to its property. I may also 
mention that the Quarter Sessions are held twice a year in Grafton, and the District Court three times 
a year. ‘
612. Chairman.^] The figures you have quoted witli regard to population show an increase in every 
instance? Yes ; there has been a gradual increasu in the population of the town since 1895. In 
1893 and 1894 there was very little movement. That was after the disastrous flood and the Bank 
crisis, and there wras not much development in those years: hut since then there has been a gradual 
improvement in every respect.
613. Has there been a greater increase in the way of settlement and population in the Grafton district 
during the last few years than in the Hichmond district ? No ; I do not think there has, proportionately. 
I think there has been a greater proportionate increase on the Richmond.
G14. That would be owing to its being a newer settlement? Yes, and the place being boomed to a 
certain extent by railway construction, and the consequent opening up of the land.
G15. When you were examined before, you gave your views as to the probable traffic between Grafton 
and Casino ; could you tell us again what you think about that ? 1 think that the estimates given of the
traffic, and particularly of the passenger traffic, between here and the Richmond, are, if anything, under the 
mark. 1 do not look upon the traffic that would ho carried on the line as a traffic between Grafton 
and Casino only. A large majority of the people who would use the line as passengers would go to places 
beyond Casino, and also to Lismore. When the lino is constructed from here to Casino, and there is 
railway communication on to the Queensland border, Casino will not be in the position of a terminal 
town but that of a roadside township. I do not mean as regards importance, but it would only be a 
stopping place along the line. The two great centres would be Lismore and Grafton. A greater number 
of people would go to Lismoro than to Casino. Taking into account the amount of money that would he 
derived from the passenger traffic, credit should be given for the amount of money the Railway 
Commissioners would be in receipt of, in respect of the distance from Casino on to the Queensland border, 
from people who would not travel if there were no line between Grafton and Casino. On the advent of 
Federation, when anything in the shape of restrictions on the border will he abolished, we might anticipate 
a large influx of visitors from these districts to the neighbouring colony of Queensland. A.t the present time, 
every year some 500 or GOO people leave the Clarence on holiday excursions to Sydney. If facilities were 
afforded by railway communication direct from Grafton to Brisbane, many of those persons would prefer 
to make Ihcir holiday trips to Queensland instead of repeating their visits to Sydney, and in that way a 
largo amount of revenue would be derived on the whole length of the lino from Grafton to the Queensland 
border.
GIG. Mr. Wutton^] Is it not more likely that they would go south in holiday time, so as to get away from 
the heat, instead of going to where the heat is greater? It is not necessary that they should go in the 
summertime. '
617. Chirirm<m'\ Do you thinlf that goods going to the Richmond would be more likely !o go by way of 
Grafton, and then by railway, than direct by BLeimior to the Richmond? 1 think the hulk of the traffic

from
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T. Fage. from Casino and around Casino would, from purely commercial considerations, go by way of the Clarence, 
28 Feb Taoo ^ccause ^ C0UM be landed there much more cheaply and more expeditiously than by any other route,

’’ ‘CIS. Hare you the figures that would bear that out;—for instance, what is the freight to Grafton and 
then by railway to Casino, as against the freight direct from Sydney to Casino, on the Kichmond ? 1 have
not made a comparison by actual figures, but the freights from Sydney to the Clarence are lower than 
those from Sydney to the Richmond, Then there would be the handling^of the goods at Lismore to send 
them on to Casino, and there would be the railway rates still to be charged.
G1D. Mr. JVnfson.] Do not goods go np the south arm of the Richmond to Casino ? But if the liuc were 
constructed to Lismoro goods going up the Eichmond River would have to he sent on from Lismore by 
rail to Casino, while, as against that, there would only bo the railway carriage from Grafton to Casino, 
Bearing in mind the fact that larger steamers could trade to the Clarence than to tho Richmond, as a 
matter of business the owners of those steamers w ould necessarily make their freights much lower, because 
it would pay them better to run full ships than ships only two-thirds full. As far as the passenger trade 
is concerned, if the railway were constructed to Casino, a business man, if he happened to be in Sydney, 
could leave there at 9 o’clock on Saturday night and bo in Casino at 4 o’clock on Monday afternoon, 
taking the steamer to Grafton and the train to Casino. He could not do that by any other route, nor 
could lie travel by any other route at as low' a cost.
ti20. Chairman.] We are considering this line at present as a line by itself ;—do you think it would pay, 
looked at from that point of view, irrespective of its being part of a Aiorth Coast railway, or irrespective 
of any junction with a line to the table-land''1 If the lino stopped at Casino, and there were no further 
communication, and no further railway connection, I think it would he a mistake to construct it. But in 
view of the fact that there is to bo railway communication from Casino through the Richmond and Tweed 
districts, on to Queensland, I say, having in view the traffic that would bo brought to the other lines, this 
section would bo a remunerative one within a reasonable time. A railway has to mako its oivn trade, 
exactly as a line of steamers has to make trade for itself. Settlement would follow the railway, and 
traffic would necessarily increase in both passengers and goods. There is one otheritem that has not been 
sufficiency emphasised: A considerable amount of produce is shipped from the Clarence during the year. 
Tins is carried at comparatively low rates, because, when produce goes to the market, supplies come back in 
return, and, on these, higherfreigbts are charged. The same rule is observed on the Railways. In particular 
lines produce is carried by the Commissioners at nominal rates, but they charge as much aa they can when 
they arc carrying return supplies. In our case, the amount of traffic in the shape of supplies would bo 
very large indeed, because there ivould be so many new settlers on the land, who would have to take the 
vyhole of their belongings and household furniture, as well as stock and implements, to settle along tho 
lino of railway. The traffic given by Mr. Yarley, in Ids evidence, is, if anything, under-estimated, 
especially in regard to passengers. I also think that, although the present inquiry is confined to this 
particular section of railway, consideration should be given to the amount of revenue that would be derived 
by, and credited to, other lines already constructed. Apart from tho traffic along the route of the 
railway, I think that, in the interests of the people of these districts, it is advisable to connect two 
important centres such as Grafton and Lismore. They arc both growing in importance every day, and it 
is desirable that they should be connected, on the same principle that the dense populations ot Sydney 
and Newcastle are connected, for the convenience of tho people at tho extreme ends of the line ; 
though, throughout the whole course of that line, there is not otherwise oue ton of produce carried to 
contribute towards the working expenses of the railway.

TRTJ11SDAT, 1 IfA'ltCII, 1000.
{The Sectional Committee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Grafton, at 10'30 a.m.]

Jlrcsmi:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).
John Christian Watson, Esq. | John McFarland, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a liuc of Railway from
Grafton to Casino,

George Henry Yarley, newspaper proprietor, Grafton, sworn, and further examined :—
G. IT. Yarley. G2I. Chairman.] I understand you wish to give the Committee some further figures in regard to the 

dairying industry ? Yes. In 1892 dairying under the factory system was first started at Ulmarra. The 
1 Alar., 1900. output ihat year was very small, there being only forty suppliers. In 1893 the quantity of butter manu

factured was G4,S00 lbs., giving an income of £3,312. There was a gradual increase up to 1899, when 
there were 150 suppliers at Ulmarra, showing a large increase, even iu one centre. The factory in that 
year made 222 tons of butter, their income being about £20,000, There is now a central factory at 
Olmarra and three creameries supply cream to it. The Co-operative Dairy Factory at Grafton started in 
1895, in which year they made 55.898 lbs. of butter. There has been a gradual increase up to 1S99, wheu 
the quantity made was 182,000 lbs. of butter. In 1832 ibe output of butter in the district amounted to 
£3,000, and in 1S9S it increased approximately to £50,000, and in 1899 to £70.000. Iu the district at 
the present time there are two central factories, seven co-operative dairy companies, thirteen creameries, 
and from thirty-five to forty private separators.

George Smith Stening, Manager for the Fresh Food and lee Company at Grafton, sworn, and examined:—
G. S. Stoning, G22. Chairman.] How long have you been here ? Since the institution of the Company’s business here, 

^^ nearly four years ago.
1 Mar , 1900. 623. Of wluit do tho Company’s operations consist? Butter-making and bacon-curing, and we have also 

done a little in meat-killing and chilling.
G2J. jlf?\ Watson.] Do you deal with poultry ? Yes poultry and game,
G25. How do your operations compare now with your operations when you commenced four years ago ? 
Exclusive of Ulmarra, which centre was supplying us when we first started, the dairying industry lias 
about quadrupled itself, and the bacon-curing has increased five times. " G26.
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(t2G, And with regard to moat? We have done only very little in that lino. _ G.S. Ston ng.
027. Is that only as occasion offers ? Yes; we arc of course prepared to go iu for it; but on account of ^ 
the very high rates prevailing, we cannot got the stock. ■’ ' ‘
G28. It is only when a man has to sell that you arc able to purchase ? Yes.
G2S). Is the poultry and game business an increasing one? The business in game is increasing, hut that 
in poultry has not increased very much. Wc only purchase a certain class of poultry ; we only lake cockerels 
S) months old. At the farms they want to dispose of mixed lots, and we cannot take them.
630. How do you deal with the poultry and game sent to market? We send the game down frozen, but
the poultry we send alive. _
631. Will you explain how you deal with the producer;—say tho milk producer ? We have separating 
stations on different parts of the river, and the payment to the supplier is based on a standard test showing 
the amount of butter in his milk,
632. You pay for the milk practically according to the butter contents ? Yes, the butter-fat.
633. Chairman.'] Do yon run the separator ? Yes.
634. Mr. Watson.] How is the milk collected? The milk is taken to the creamery by the suppliers, and 
we convey the cream from the creamery, daily, to the central works at Grafton.
635. How many separating stations have you ? Kine.
636. About what distance apart arc they ? We have one at the extreme end of the river, at Copmanhurst, 
and they are spread all over the river down to Chatsworth.
637. Wo want to know how far a man can conveniently send his milk to a separator? Up to about 5 
miles. Each creamery commands a radius of about 5 miles,
638. Do you convey the cream from the separator to your works in Grafton ? Yes.
630. How is that done ? By carts, and by boats taking it up along the river.
640. What becomes of the skimmeU milk ? It is taken back by tho supplier for feeding purposes.
611. Do yon look upon the dairying industry as one likely to increase in the district? Tes, I think it is 
bound to increase.
642. Have you observed the class of country on which dairy farmers do best? Yes.
643. Will you tell us the result of your observations, comparing the river flats with the more hilly and 
elevated parts ? The higher bush lands, on which very little cultivation is done, arc, I think, most suitable 
for dairying on account of the better quality of tho product; and with a little improvement and careful 
management, the farmer can make the industry pay on such land as well as on the rich river flats.
644. Do you know the country between Grafton and Casino on and near the proposed railway line? No;
I have only a very vague idea of it.
645. I suppose you know it for a certain distance out? Yes.
646. What do you think of that part of tho country for dairying operations ? Tho improved land is shown 
to be very well suited.
647. Would your Company be prepared to enlarge their operations there if they got a larger quantity of
milk to deal with ? 1 have no hesitation in saying that the Company will expend unlimited capital if the 
inducement is there. •
048. So far, have the operations of the Company have been successful and remunerative ? They have.
640, Has dairying, so far as you have heard, been fairly remunerative to the dairymen ? 1 am certain it lias.
650. Since you have been here, have you noticed an inclination to go in more largely for dairying than
cropping ? Yes. ,
651. Do you look upon that result as coming from the fact that it pays better to dairy, or is the soil 
better, suited to it;—is it mainly because it pays a farmer better to carry on that kind of industry ? Ono 
reason is that it brings into operation a system of mixed fanning, which undoubtedly is the best system.
652. Could you carry on mixed farming, as you call it, on theso elevated or timber lands? Yes; you 
could grow hay, poultry, and pigs.
653. Why is it that the poultry industry is not a larger one ? I think it could be explained in this way:
Most of the farmers sell their poultry to the dealers, who go around and take them ; whereas we require 
them to deliver their poultry to the central works, where there is a chance of the poultry being refused 
and having to be carted back again.
654. They do business with the dealer, who sends the poultry in crates to Sydney ? Yes, exactly.
655. And the dealers go round and select what is suitable for the market? Yes.
656. Whereas, if the poultry were brought to your establishment, there would be the risk of their not 
suiting you, and having to he taken back ? Exactly.
057. And I suppose there is a good deal of barter betweer the poultry-dealer and the storekeeper in town ?
I believe there is.
658. So that would account for a good deal of trade going that wray P Yes.
659. That would be in poultry and eggs, I suppose ? Yes, "
660. Do you buy many eggs ? No ; we have not gone in for eggs yet, but I believe wo intend to do so.
661. Do you deal with flsh ? Ho.
662. How far northerly from Grafton do you gather in produce to your establishment? I think we only 
gather it from a distance of about 12 miles.
663. Could you name the place? We have a creamery at Lawrence, and that gathers in milk from 5 or 6 
miles outside of Lawrence.
664. Have you, in your experience here, come across any people who have told yon they would go in for 
dairying between Grafton and Casino if they had proper means of communication? The only evidence I 
have as to that is that about three years ago we received a big requisition from the vicinity of Myrtle 
Creek, in which it was stated that if facilities were given for tiie opening up of the country, and an outlet 
were provided for their produce, a great many of the settlers would go in for dairying, and they would ask 
the Company to erect creameries at Myrtle Creek and other places.
665. For the purpose of dairying, is it absolutely necessary to have speedy and easy communication, first 
to the separator, and then to the central factory ? There is not the slightest doubt of it, and that is 
where the success of the industry is going to lie in the future—the speedy transit of the product from the 
cow to the central factory.

‘666. After the cow is milked, is there any limit of time within which the milk must be treated ? Ho.
607. When the cream once gets to the factory you can freeze it and treat it when you like ? Exactly.

21 («)—E If
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G-. S. Stening. Jf jt goon after it is separated, wc are able to handle it in such a way that it will produce a superior
Aarticle, compared with cream that has been allowed to stand, or has been delayed in transit. ^

1 Mar., 1000. ggg. ju ea6e 0£ jjjjjj- g0iDg to the separator, it is necessary that it should bo treated quietly ? _ Yes).
069, Within a few hours ? Yes ; it would be better if it were treated within a couple of hours of milking.
670. But that is not the practice under present circumstances P So. _
671. How long after receiving the milk do they generally separate ? In some of the creameries on tbo
river they separate only once a clay. That means that the night’s milk has to stand over until the following 
morning. If it were done within two hours it would be better. _ _
672. Supposing it could not be done for ten or twelve hours ? As long as the milk remained in a sound 
condition it would be all right.
673. But you run the risk of the milk going off: ? Exactly. ^
674. Therefore it is necessary that the separator should be within easy access of the farmer ? _ Exactly.
675. Do you regard it as likely that the Company's operations will extend in any other direction besides 
those you have named ? Yes; the Company are willing to extend their operations in any direction as long 
as there are inducements and facilities for transit. We have had offers to start out iu another direction, 
about 30 or 40 miles from hero, but we cannot do so on account of the rough transit of the cream to Grafton. 
The places I refer to are Coramba and Kangaroo Creek, away down south.
676. Apart from the rich agricultural lands on the river fiats, and which have for so many years, until 
recently, been used chiefly for agricultural purposes, do you think there is a coining population to absorb 
these other lands that we are inquiring into ? Yes, I think so.
677. Do you think the dairy business is illimitable in its extent ? I think so.
678. We do not look now to the colonies only for the consumption of dairy produce of every kind, but
export large quantities to England ? Yes.
679. And that, you think, is likely to go on ? Yes.
680. Has that been the experience of the Fresh Food aud Ice Company ? Yes, _
681. Are the farmers who are going in for dairying all fairly substantial men, doing a good business as
far as you know P Yes. .
682. The industry is likely to be successful and lasting ? Yes. I may say that the figures relating to 
the dairying industry in this district, supplied by Mr. Yarley, came through me, and^are correct.
683. What is the Company’s general expenditure ? We expended locally abont £65,000 last year.
684. What is the general yield of a milking cow in this districtis there any average you could put 

■ forward ? There is only the experience of a couple of farmers who have kept account of their cows. I
think the average ran between 500 and 600 gallons per cow per year, _ ' _
685. That would be the average of the herd, including milkers and non-milkers ? They started with a 
certain number of cows. One man had twenty-one cows, and I think the average for those twenty-one 
cows was between 500 and 600 gallons per year.
GS6. How many gallons of milk does it usually take to produce a ton of cream ? About 2,000 gallons.
6S7. That is in this district ? Yes, ^

• 688. And from that how much butter do you get ? Between 800 lb. and 900 lo. _ _
689. Taking it for granted that a railway was constructed between Grafton and Casino, and dairying 
entered upon along the line, what would be the extreme freight that a man could afford to pay per ton 
on his cream sent in to the factory, say, at Grafton—when would the freight become prohibitive ? I 
think he could go up to about 15b. a tou.
690. Beyond that you think it: would be rather dearer than would pay ? Yes. '
691. FVhat has been the destination of the Clarence -River butter usually has it been mostly exported,
or mostly sent to the Sydney market? In the winter months the butter is generally used locally, and in 
the summer months about half is exported. ,
692. I gather from one of your answers to a question by the Chairman that you have rather a high 
opinion of the milk-producing properties of the grass lands ? Vcs.
693. 1 might assume from that that you would get a better quality of butter from grass-fed cows—cows
fed on natural grasses—than from cows fed specially on artificial fodder ? You would not get such a 
big return, but you would get a sounder article—an article that would stand carriage. _
691. I suppose that, notwithstanding improvements in the methods of carrying butter, such as freezing 
and so on, some butters will stand carriage better than others ? Yes, much better.
695. And you think the best in that connection would be the feed from natural grasses? Yes.

Edward Chapman Lewington, Manager, Bank of New South Wales, Grafton, sworn, and examined:
E. C. 696. Mr. McFarlane.] What are you f Manager of the Bank of New South Wales at Grafton. I have 

Lewington. 0ccilpie4 my present position for twenty-five years. _
/-—■ 697. Would you mind stating what your experience has been, as a banker, during that period, and also

1 Mar., 19W. give Qon)mittee some information with regard to the general financial condition of tho district?
When I came to the Clarence it was a period of great prosperity. That was in 1875, and that prosperity 
went on by leaps and bounds up to 1887.
698. To what was it due ? To the production of cane and maize, high prices and large yields. In the 
beginning of 1887 we had one of the most severe floods that ever visited the district, which swept away 
practically all the product of that year, particularly as regards maize. _ From 1887 to 1893 there was a 
succession ot had years, owing principally to floods. We had nine floods in those years, every one of which 
came into Grafton,"which will give you an idea of the damage done to the district generally. Then there was 
gumming in the cane and blight in the maize, all of which tended to depreciate the general revenue of 
the district. In 1893 wchad three floods, each of which did a certain amount of damage, though they were 
not so severe as the floods in 1887 or 1890. Then on top of that came the great financial crash, which, of 
course, intensified the depression resulting from our previous disasters. About 1893, or between 1890 and 
1893, the dairying industry commenced to be a factor in this district. It was taken up first at Ulmarra, 
in a small way, and it was so successful that the farmers began to look upon it as an occupation that 
would produce satisfactory results. They consequently took' it in hand, and it has developed very 
materially from that time up to the present. The circumstances here were of an exceptional character., 
This district was opened up and settled for agricultural purposes only. It was never contemplated when
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the land was subdivided, that dairying, which requires a larger area of land than agriculture, would form E- 0. 
part of tho operations of the fanner. Most of the subdivision farms on fhe river average from 40 to about lewington. 
70 acres. That was always considered suliicient on which to work a farm, but it is not large enough, in 
a great many eases, for dairying, especially where a man has to take up a certain proportion of land for O0‘
agricultural purposes. Therefore, with the spread of dairying came the demand for larger areas. Many 
a farmer, perhaps, has enough land to graze twenty or thirty cows, but be wants, besides, a paddock on 
which to feed his dry cows, and a place (o which lie can remove his cattle in time of Hood Most of the 
lands under dairying at the present time arc subject to flood, liortunatelv the district has been without 
floods for seven years, but we must look forward to the recurrence of floods such as we have had iu the 
past. ^ Therefore lands which offer security to tho dairy farmer must have an increased value. My 
experience is that year by year tho demand for these lands is growing. Some time ago the bank I 
represent, like other kindred institutions, made advances on lands, believing at the time that the round 
of prosperity wms never going to stop ; and some of these lands fell into our hands, aud we found great 
difliculty in dealing with them. But within the last two or three years we have dealt with nearly all of 
them, and I have constant demands for dairy properties. ’
G09, By that, I would take it that the land is increasing in value ? Certainly. Land for which I could 
not get £5 10s. an acre can now be disposed of readily for from £7 to £8.
700. Can you mention any particular locality where land is inquired for? A man will come to mo, and 
he will say, I want to know if you have got a dairy farm.” I" say, “ Where do you want to go F” lie 
says, “ 1 want to go somewhere where I can get my milk and cream to a factory,” Some people go on 
the south side of the river, and some on the north; they arc not particular so long' as they can get suitable 
land. A. man came to mo last week to make particular inquiries about land on the north side of the 
river, and from my knowledge he has gone out to have a look at a place about 15 miles from hero on tho 
Casino-road, near Lawrence.
701, 1 hat would not be faraway from the proposed railway? No. This property was in the market, 
though not in connection with the Bank of New South Wales, aud ho sard, “ I am going to have a look 
at that place ; it might suit me.” I think these lands are capable of considerable improvement,
y02. In making inquiries, I suppose it is a consideration that the land shall he as near the river as possible?
That is, of course, tho general desire, because it means easy communication. It is no use a man going in 
for dairying unless he can get his milk or cream within a reasonable distance of a creamery or factory.
703. Tim demand for land for dairy purposes commenced you say about 1893 P Somewhere about'tbat
time. _ I think the factory at Ulmarra commenced between 1890 and 1803, but it was then onlv in an 
experimental stage. “
704. Is the demand for land increasing ? Yes, decidedly; land for legitimate settlement.
705. Do you think that demand will continue? I think we must have an outlet for our labour. Take 
The Clarence, for instance. Our population is increasing substantially year by year. The youths growing 
up must find an outlet somewhere, and if they cannot settle upon the laud, what are they to do. I do 
not say that the land in this district is all of the same quality. Some is poor and some rich ; but it is 
sufficiently good to he worthy of settlement—and satisfactory settlement. There is another thing in regard 
to dairying. If the communication is sufficiently good to make it worth a man’s while to settle on these 
lands he can get the fee simple, which is a great thing to a dairy farmer, at a comparatively small price.
At present, if a man comes irom tho South Coast, or anywhere else, and wants to buv a dairy farm be bas 
to pay for an agricultural farm, which is a very different thing from the settlement of the Richmond, where a 
man was able to take up land as a conditional purchase. Purchasing a farm in the way I have pointed out, a 
man has to sink a large amount of money upon his fee simple, which under other circumstances might be 
profitably employed in purchasing cows, improving the surface of the land by draining and by artificial 
grasses. That is the drawback that dairying has had in this district as compared with the wonderful 
success achieved on the Richmond. The land here was all settled, while over there most of it was 
virgin laud.
70<3, What m the financial position of the residents at present as compared with a few veara ami ? It is
very much improved. ^ a
70/. Owing to the starting of dairying? I consider that dairying has been almost as large a factor in
that improvement as the establishment of the Sugar Company was in its day. I think the ultimate benefits
which we shall derive from dairying, unless the industry meets with some unforeseen check, will be quite ■
equal to the good done to the district by the Colonial Sugar Company, and we all know what that was.
708. And the dairying industry does not take the place of agriculture, but is an addition to it ? Yes, to 
a great extent. A man having 70 acres would cultivate 35 or 40 acres, and the balance he would keep as 
a grass paddock, doing nothing with the land except running a few cows and horses. As dairying has 
come along, experience goes to show that he makes use of this waste land, and perhaps takes in addition a 
certain proportion of the land ho had under cultivation, finding that he can do so well with his dairy. I 
know dairymen who are taking as much as £35 and £40 a month for milk.
/09. The agricultural products of the district have not been materially reduced, notwithstanding the 
increase of the dairy industry ? There is a falling ofT in cane, but I think that has beep partly due to a 
feeling of unrepfc in the mind of the farmers fis to the policy of the late Government in regard to the sugar 
duty. One of my constituents let his cane go out of crop altogether until the question of duty was 
decided, and he has now 30 acres under crop again.
710. You state that the financial position of tho people is satisfactory does that apply to agriculturists
and business people alike ? 1 think it applies generally. As an evidence of this, and as showing the
general prosperity of the place, wo find that on the 4th of the month, storekeepers and others pay their 
bills promptly, and without anything like the amount of assistance they used to receive a short time back 
from their creditors in Sydney. Then again we find our fixed deposits increasing steadily. A little while 
back a fixed depositor would come in and receive his interest and take a little hit off his principal to pay his 
bills. Now we find that he adds his interest, and probably something else, to his fixed deposit.
711. Has there been an increase in the number of fixed deposits? Yes ; both in number and value, as 
far as tho Bank of New South Wales is concerned. In Grafton, the deposits, especially fixed deposits, 
even at tho low rate of interest which obtains, have shown a very substantial increase during tlie last three 
or four years.
712. Referring to three or four years back, how did borrowers meet their obligations in the si ape of 
morigages and so on ? With very great difficulty; they paid their interest, but not punctually.

‘ 713. '' ^

%
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E* C. 713. I moan duting tlie past three or four years? Mycxperien.ee of them is certainly easier and 
Lewington. pieasail(;er than it was previously.

lMaiA'iyob 714. You have not so much difficulty ? oNTo. T have two trusts, involving about £0,000, and 1 get my 
‘ ’ interest paid remarkably well, never losing a penny.

715. lias there been any increase or decrease as regards foreclosures or mortgages ? As far as banks are 
concerned they are very averse to taking any extreme step of that kind. It is only when things become 
really bad that the bank decides upon foreclosure or sale under a mortgage. But things are now decidedly 
brighter. We have a number of eases which some time ago were not looking quite as pleasant as we 
should like them to look, but which have certainly improved; and if these go on for a year or two as they 
are now doing, we shall probably find that these people nho, a little while back, were in “ Queer-street,” 
will be able to work on with a certain hope of getting dear of their liabilities.
716. The general tone of the district, then, is prosperous and much improved compared with what it was? 
Yes. The people are not so extravagant, of course, as in former days. In the first years of my experience 
on The Clarence, money was made easily and it was spent easily. It was never dreamt that misfortune 
and disaster could attack the lands of The Clarence. It used to be thought they had a permanent value 
from which they would never recede. People, however, have learnt the folly of that, and now if they 
make £ L they try to live upon 18s.
717. Is it your opinion that if proper facilities were given, people would settle and take up land between 
the different rivers here—between this and the Kichmond ? Certainly, aud also between here and the 
Bellinger and the Macleay. There is a desire for settlement, but the difficulty is a lear that the farmer 
may not be able to send liis produce to market at such a price as will leave him something for himself.
718. He is not disposed to take up land without proper facilities ? Iso.

William Small, jun., Town Clerk, Grafton, sworn, and examined
W. Small, 710. Mr. WuUoii.] I understand you are acquainted with the land between Grafton and Casino ? Yes.

jsin. 720. Could vou give us your opinion of it, roughly? My opinion is that it is land which could be occupied
/■--- A'—^ profitably if people had facilities for getting their produce away. It has remained vacant simply because

1 Mar., 1300. ^ vran(. o;f facilities. If railway communication were established between here and Lismoro the
land would be taken up and occupied by people who would carry on dairying chielly.
721. Ho yon think any of it is suitable for any other purpose than dairying? Yes ; a lot of that land
would grow oats. _ _ .
722. Ho you think there is any possibility of this tract of country becoming developed without railway
communication ? Ko, I think not; not for a long time. _
728. Ho yon know of any people who have used that class of laud and made anything out of it ? Yes; I
know several people on the same class of land. The same class of land exists chiefly between Grafton 
and Copmanhurst. Some of this land, close to a creamery, has been profitably occupied, and, from what 
I have noticed in the papers, the people living on this land, which is similar to that between Grafton and 
Casino, have the highest test of anybody supplying milk to the creameries in the district. Itis very much 
like the land between here and Casino. _ _
724. Ho you think it is land that would require a large expenditure of capital to bring it to a producing 
condition ? Ho, I do not. I consider that a man selecting sneb land, as soon as he had fenced it in and 
ringbarked a little of it, could profitably occupy it for grazing.
725. Are the natural grasses thero good, or would the settlers require to introduce other grasses ? If a<
man had 610 acres he could work the land for dairy purposes without putting a thing in it, although it 
would grow artificial grasses. _ _
726. You think the natural grasses are sufficiently good to justify a man in putting stock on, if the 
country were ringbarked ? Yes. Cattle are running in the district at the present time, and during last 
winter they were the best conditioned cattle in the district, not excepting the stations on the upper river.
727. Is that usual or unusual out there ? It is not unusual. It is the same at the end of any winter. 
Cattle off the laud there are better conditioned than cattle from any other part of the district.
723. "We have been informed that the supplies of fat cattle for this district have not usually been got
from there? The fat cattle for this district have been got locally, and from the stations on the upper 
river, simplv because the owners of the station at Camira. on the road, to Lismore, send their cattle 
away as stores, chiefly to the Hunter. _ _
729. Hoes it pay them better to do that? They have never made the test; they have gone on doing it 
from the time when they first took the station up.
730. Yon have a very high opinion of the land as suitable for dairying purposes ? Yes.

Thomas Trefusis Bawden, auctioneer, and Secretary, Stock Board, Grafton, sworn, and examined:—■
T.T, Bawden. 731. Chairman.] You have been here for a number of years ? I am a native of the district. ^ _ _

r- ac_' 732. Would yon like to make a statement of what you know on the subject of the Committee’s inquiry ?
l Mar., 1900.1 know the country pretty well between here and Myall Creek, about 25 miles north of Grafton. I have 

had experience in dairying on country which, in fact, is inferior to that. I was only dairying for two 
years, and I did very well. _
733. Hid you take np the land in its virgin state ? I leased an abandoned selection.
734. Was it improved ? There were only about 140 acres of it ringbarked. _
735. Hid you do the rest ? No. The other portion was a conditional lease. I had sixty-three head of 
cattle and my working horses on the land. In two years my clear profit was £230. At the end of two 
years circumstances cropped np which induced me to abandon the holding and come to town.
736. Was that during the last three or four years r That was in 1896 and 1897. ’
737. How far were you from a creamery ? From 2 to 2? miles. I was in similar country to that of Mr.
Baillie’s, only more sandy. _ _
738. What did you make the profit out of ? Out of milk and pigs. I started with nothing, and I paid 
for my cows with the milk.
739. Hid you employ labour ? I had a boy. When I first went up I had a man and a boy, as I had 
some fencing to do.
740. Who did the milking ? Myself and the boy. 741..
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it was ray sandy T. T. Bawden.

1 Mur., 1900.

741. Ton say il was inferior land fo that 'between here and Myall Creek P Tes; 
country, carrying apple-trees, honeysuckle, and ti-tree.
742. Is not Ibe apple-tree a product of good country? Pairly good country ; but that was sandy soil.
743. 'Would not that be bettor than tbo country you speak of between here and Myall Creek? Wo ; there 
is a lot of honeysuckle—more like coast country.
741. How many beasts to the acre could you have carried on your land if it had been all rung ? That 
class of country, I think, would carry a beast to about 10 acres.
745. When it was ringbarked ? Tes ; it is too sandy and rocky, especially in that particular paddock. 
If country like that is rung too much the sun strikes the grass, aud where the sand is it destroys it. Tho 
class of country referred to, being sandy, is better not ringbarked to any extent.
740. Have you any objection to tell us bow you started, or what rent you paid P I paid £20 a year, for 
the place, comprising 540 acres.
747. How many cows had you? I used to milk between .twenty and twenty-five cows. The largest
number of cows we milked was twenty-seven. "
748. It would have carried a great many many more than that ? I could have milked more and had a few 
dry cows, but 1 had to pick them up as I coufd get ihem.
74!). On a holding of 640 acres between here and Myall Creek, do you think that after it had been ringbarked 
a man could run about 130 or 140 head of catlle P 1 am certain of it. That would be about 5 or 6 acres to 
the beast. That country would carry that. It is country that you can ring, because it is harder soil.
750. Is it fairly well-watered country ? Yes ; and it includes a lot of splendid flats that will grow corn ;
and, from my knowledge of tho country, I think tiie land could be cut up in such a way that there would 
he some cultivation land in pretty well every holding. *
751. As an auctioneer, what do you think that land would he worth? I should say its present value is 
about 15s. an acre.
752. And suppose it were improved by ringharking, and a railway were constructed ? To take it up under 
selection, I should say 30s.; but 1 believe that if a railway were made, and a freehold were submitted to 
public auction without any conditions beyond the payment of the money, there are parts of that country that 
would fetch between £2 and £3 an acre.
753. Bo you know what farmers are now paying as rent for good land on the rivers—I mean farmers who 
carry on dairying to any extent, and who are renting their properties ? The rent of good land on tho 
river for mixed agricultural and dairy farms, rauges from £1 to £2 an aero. One man dairying on a 
46-acre farm pays a rental of £60.
754. That of course is an improved property which has been fenced ? Tes; and there is a small cottage on it.
755. Bo you think it ivould suit the small man with a little capital to take up a piece of this laud for tho 
purpose of dairying ? Tes, I am sure of it. 1 thiuk a number of such men would take it up under 
homestead selection, ivhen much capital would not be required. In regard to the laud at Clifton, in 
reference to which evidence has been given by other witnesses, I wish to say that that land is not accessible, 
and there is not a creamery within a reasonable distance. In my opinion, that is the reason why it has 
not been taken up.
750. What is about the distance a man should be away from a separator? I think 5 miles is quite far 
enough. I know of two properties along the proposed line of railway—one owned by Mr. Heldt,and the 
other by the estate of the late Captain Hill. They are both about 7 or S miles from Grafton. These 
properties have been idle for a number of years, and now the fences are being made good, and the land is 
about to be utilised for dairying. Mr. Heldt has built a house which cost him £80; so that there is every 
prospect of the dairying industry having a great future, and tho land between hero and Myall Creek is 
being taken up for dairy purposes. I also know of two other properties along the railway line, about 12 
miles from Grafton, winch are being refereed with a view to dairy farming, in conjunction with farms on 
the river. In regard to the carrying capacity of the land along the proposed railway route, 0 miles from 
Grafton, on the Casino road, there is a selection owned by Mr. Joseph Payne. It is 4 or 5 miles from the 
proposed railway line. In 1897 Mr. Joseph Payne had 364 acres of land, and he had six head of horses, forty 
head of cattle, and 200 sheep on it; and in 1898 he had eight horses, fifty head of cattle, and 170 sheep. 
Mr. Buggan the other day gave evidence with regard to the use of cow-peas as a green manure. From 
what ho said it might be inferred that during the five months that the crop of cow-peas was growing 
the land could not be used for any other purpose. I wish to say that you can grow maize at the same 
time that you are growing the cow-pea.
757. I understand this land was not suitable for maize ? It will grow maize for home consumption, but 
not maize fit to compete in the market with rich maize. M'hile you are growing the cow-peas for green 
manure you can always get something else from the ground. Mr. Stenning was asked why his company 
did not do a larger trade in poultry. It is a well known fact that there is so much opposition amongst 
dealers that, in order to get rid of their goods, they will take in exchange from the farmer almost any 
kind of fowls. The consequence is that the farmer can get rid of chickens two months old by sending 
them to Sydney with a mixed lot. They do not give the fowls time to grow. In dealing with the Fresh 
Food and Ice Company', the latter would only' take poultry which is really good.

Abraham Lipman, commission agent, Grafton,-sw'om, and examined :—
758. Chairman.] Would you like to make a statement to the Committee on the subject of the proposed A. Lipman. 
railway? Tes. I have been a resident of Graf ton for twenty-three years. I have been travelling in these \
districts, representing Sydney houses, for twenty-six years, and during all that time I have regularly, at short1 Mar-* 1900- 
intervals, visited the districts between here and tho Tweed, more particularly the Kichmond, I was one 
of the first travellers who was conveyed by coach to Casino from Lawrence, and, without taking into 
consideration the cost of transmission of samples, the expense from Grafton to get to Casino, 18 or 19 
miles from Lismore, was, and I believe would be now, £1, which includes steamer fare, and then 
you would have to catch the coach leaving Lawrence on Tuesday and Friday. On arrival at Casino 
you would have to he conveyed to Lismore at a further cost ot, say, 5s., independently of samples, 
and this last item varies from one to forty cases, 1 was the first traveller who was conveyed 
by coach by the Woodburn route, and nearly all the traffic is now that way, because the means 
of conveyance are better. Two firms hold the vehicle trade there, and eacli sends a coach every

morning
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A. Lipman. morning from CTiatswortli on arrival of tlie 7 o'clock steamer from here, one earlier, at 6, and again on 
. arrival of the steamer from here at 3, which arrives at Woodburn the same night. This is the quickest

ar., 900. an(j cheapest way, even to Casino, by the present means of travelling, and at the lowest estimate costs, 
without samples, lbs. Gd. to get to Lismore, and if to Casino, os. extra. The works at the entrance to the 
Itichmond seem to me a. great improvement; stiil I believe as many people travel by way of the Clarence 
to Sydney from the Itichmond as previously, and certainly more of an inter-district nature. I have seen 
as few as six a day, and as many as forty, travelling between the two rivers. I agree with Mr. Spencer’s 
evidence, except that he only stated cost of travelling to Woodburn, and did not allow for the journey to 
Lismore, Casino, or Ballina. I have known storekeepers on the Itichmond, at different times of the year, 
who were prepared to make large purchases of potatoes and maize from this river, and I am aware that 
large quantities of both have been received by steamer from Sydney when, if facilities existed, they might 
have been procured here. I am no judge as to the quality of the laud, having only travelled by tlie coach 
road, between the rivers ; but, as a portion of the proposed iS'orth Coast line, I believe it should join at 
Grafton and Casino. I think there should be a connection with the coast from blew England, at a point 
to be determined by Parliament; and whether this connection is made at Casino or Grafton, either the 
Richmond or Clarence district is too important to leave out of railway communication, either ns from lsTew 
England or with each other. I am aware of tho existence of large quantities of valuable timber along the 
line, and believe it would go a great way towards paying the cost of the line. I also know there is a large 
exporting trade done in timber, and lately a saw-mill has been erected at Lawrence, to obtain timber from 
along the proposed line, or thereabouts. 1 believe a large item in the revenue would be the return from 
excursions. I have known, both on this river and on the Richmond, streams of people driving and riding, 
in some instances GO miles, to attend a show or race-meeting. In the event of rail to Casino, the traffic 
that now goes by way of Harwood and Chatsworth would revert to Grafton, seeing that a train trip to 
Grafton from Lismore would take, say, six hours, and it now takes twenty hours at least to go by way of 
Chatsworth, and having to remain till next day to get to Lismore.

Edward Ebsworth, District Surveyor, Grafton, sworn, and further examined
759. Chairman.'] You produce some maps for the information of the Committee P Yes. I produce the 
county maps from Port Macquarie on the south to the Queensland border. These maps indicate that the 
close settlement is confined to the lands within easy distance of the streams. Beyond that, there are no 
ready means of access, the Lismore-Tweed Railway in the County of Rous excepted, and the country is 
only used for grazing purposes for raising stock. There are now signs of a change along the whole of 
the coast district, wif li the extension of the dairying industry. It is the factory system which has enabled 
this change to come about.

Edward Farrell, master of the steamship “ City of Grafton,” sworn, aud examined :—
E. Farrell. 7G0. Chairman.] What are you ? Master of the steamship “ City of Grafton,” trading between Sydney 
,—and Grafton.

1 Mar., 1900. 70p How many trips do you make? One trip a week. Wo leave Sydney on Tuesday night and arrive 
in Grafton on Thursday afternoon, and on the return trip we leave Grafton on Friday evening, and arrive 
in Sydney on Sunday evening.
7G2. How long have you been in command of the Hortb Coast Company’s ships ? Twenty-two years. 
7G3. And how long in command of the “ City of Grafton ” ? Exactly twelve months.
7G4. Are you able to make the trips at present with regularity ? Yes; we are making the trips now with 
great regularity.
765. Would you give us your experience of tho entrance to the Clarence River from the time when it
commenced to improve? It is very good just now. I got 17 feet this morning at high-water when I 
came in. '
766. How does that compare with the time before any permanent harbour works were undertaken ? It 
is a very great improvement indeed, because ibe entrance is absolutely straight in and out.
767. From what date do you put the improvement in the entrance ? Since the inner wall was completed 
down to the reef at Yamba—the middle training-wall. There used to be a sand-bank there, right in the, 
centre of the harbour, and it used to force the ships rigid over towards Yamba, and they were compelled 
to make a big curve, and then to suddenly round the reef buoy ; but now the course is straight in,
768. Then yon approve of that portion of the work ? Decidedly.
769. Before those works were undertaken, what depth of water used you have at the bar outside ? It 
varied with the weather. The sand on the outer bar is affected by the wind and sea. With north
easterly winds and a long dry summer the bar will shallow up. In a wet season, when there is a certain 
amount of scour from the river, the bar will deepen. That is where the training-walls are of benefit.
770. What depth of water had you on the bar before the harbour improvements were undertaken F I 
have seen it so shallow that we have stuck at the black buoy.
771. What number of feet ? 10 feet or 10 ft. 6 in. I was stuck there in the “Kew England” many years 

* ago, right at the black buoy. “ The Clarence ” was stuck there for weeks, and “ The Australian ” was
stuck there. This was a good many years ago, before there were really any harbour improvements hero 
at all.

. 772. And now that is all done away with, and you can always enter ? To give you a proof of that, I went
out last Saturday at dead low water, and I then got 13 ft. 6 in.
773. And what does the “ City of Grafton ” draw ? We were drawing ] 0 ft. 4 in.
774. Do yon ever have to wait outside now? Sometimes, when the weather is very bad, and there is a 
sea on, the pilot will ask us to wait outside until the tide is favourable. Certain conditions of the sea 
and tide affect the stale of the bar.
775. Which is tho worst direction of the wind for entering? South-east, when there is generally a
heavy sea. ,
776. What are your views as to the future improvement of the entrance;—what do you think would be 
advisable ? I think when we get the southern breakwater, we shall have a good harbour.
777. You think the carrying out of the southern breakwater is a necessity ? I think so. The southern
breakwater will give the necessary shelter—similar shelter to that provided at Newcastle. 778.

E, Ebsworth. 
1 MaC']9<X>.
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^78. How far do you tliink tlie breakwater should go out? It is a very difficult thing to aay. I should E. Farrell, 
say about 1,500 feet, judging from the length of the Kichmond breakwater, and the Newcastle break- s-—\ 
water, ^
779. Would that be as far as the position of the present bar ? Yes; it would be a little further out than 
the present bar,
780. The object beiug, I suppose, to disperse the sand and send it out to sea? Yes the idea is that 
where there is a stone wall and a strong ebb-tide, the sand is continually carried out along the wall. That 
bas been proved in every one of the rivers, without exception. I think the ordinary ebb-tide scour goes 
about 1,0U0 feet beyond the limit of the wall, so that we should have deep water outside the end of the 
wall, as is the ciise at Newcastle.
781. What is the formation of the bar—is it just like a hill of sand? It comes in from the north beach.
We have a splendid south head here ; that is the great protection to the Clarence.
782. But I mean on the ocean side of tho bar, do you come suddenly into deep water before you come to 
the bar ? Yes, very suddenly from deep water outside—into 18, and 17, and 1G feet, and so on, on the 
bar, according to the state of the tide.
783. How far does it extend? You run about two ships’ lengths—say, 500 feet—oh that ridge, and then 
you get deep water again inside. There is very good ivater inside—from 20 to 24 feet.
784. Does that bar extend northward to the sandy bench ? Yes ; it goes right across at present.
7S5. Then does it extend south also to the sandy beach ? No; not southward to the sandy beach, but to 
the hill, or Bocky Point.
7SG. Has it altered its position ? It has during the last two years. It used to be round the south reef 
aud rocks. It then began to work across to east of north. It got very bad about this time last year, 
and after some little trouble we got the sand-dredge, “ Antleon,” to work, with the result that a straight, 
clear run was made over the bar. We are using that channel; but there was only 12 ft. G in. at high 
water, on a very narrow ridge. The 11 Antleon ” came, aud deepened it for us, and it is really better now 
than when she left it. t
787. And do you advocate the construction of tho southern breakwater? Most decidedly.
783. At the end of the middle training-wmll there is rather a nasty turn, whore a jobble gets up;— 
if tho southern breakwater were continued would that point become protected ? Yes.
789. And would small steamers always be able to go round to Yamba ? I should not say that they would 
always be able; but the extension of the southern breakwater would certainly afford a great amount of 
protection—much more than is afforded now.
790. At the present time do small vessels experience a difficulty in getting round that turn. to go to 
Yamba ?_ On one or two occasions during the last three months I have known them to be very doubtful 
about going round; in fact, 1 have heard the harbour-master say he would not go round.
791. Itis risky? Yes; it is dangerous. The vessel gets aProadside sea at the sudden turn at the end 
of the training-wall,
792. Would any improvements he required on the northern side of tho entrance ? ' They are running out 
the northern wall now, and that no doubt will have the effect of scouring the sand from the inner harbour 
and flats.
793. But is there not a bed of rock that requires to be removed at the entrance ? Yes ; that is what we 
call the northern reef. _ They will have to blow that up. The channel is not very wide thero now, and 
to mako a good entrance they will have to blow those rocks up.
794. "Would it be advisable to do that before the construction of the southern breakwater:—could it be 
done now? It could be done in the ordinarily westerly weather. In the winter time we have weeks aud 
weeks of very smooth water on the bar.
795. Suppose they were to blow this reef of rocks up, where would tho stirft' go to ? A diver is seut down 
and tho rock is blown up with dynamite, and then a grab dredge lifts it out of the way.
790. Are all captains trading to the Clarence Kiver—Captain McGee, as well as yourself and others— 
always able to come in ? Unless it is very bad weather, like an easterly or south-easterly gale—such 
weather, for instance, as that in which a mail boat would not go into Sydney.
797. That would be extraordinary weather? 'Yes ; it would occur perhaps only twice a year.
798. It very rarely happens ? Yory rarely. ”
799. In fact, the steam service between Sydney and Grafton is now almost as regular as a railway train ?
It is undoubtedly very regular, as our hooks will show.
SOO. Having entered the heads, and having come along the training-wall in very deep water—24 feet, I 
believe—caused by the scour, how do you get on further on up the river, on your way to Grafton? We 
really have no difficulty at all in the river, Tho Clarence is a splendid river.
801. No shallows ? There are only four places in the Clarence where wo got shallows in flood-time, while 
other rivers have fourteen.
802. You are always able to get over those shallows in the Clarence ? Yes; but they cause a little 
trouble if tho ships are loaded very deep. Then we generally speak to our agents and they interview the 
harbour authorities, who dredge the shallows for us. The shallows only affect the ships at low tide.
803. The dredge is not required to he used frequently in the Clarence Elver ? No ; very rarely.
804. Are you able to navigate the river at uight-time ? Yes; we go down every Friday night.
805. And go right out to sea ? No; we work down so as to get out on Saturday. B
806. Do you come in or go out of the port at night-time ? No; because there are no lights at the
Clarence Heads. =
807. With guiding-lights, would it be safe ? It would be safe in fine weather and in the present state of 
the bar.
80S. What would be the deepest draught at which it would be safe for ships to come into the Clarence 
Niver ? _ If you want a boat to come up to Grafton the draught would he, say, 13 feet 6 inches to 14 feet, 
for ordinary work, but at the heads there is now nothing to prevent you bringing a vessel in drawing 
15 feet. 5
809. But it would be difficult to get up the river with that draught? Y~ou could go to Maclean.
SIO, But net to Grafton ? Not with a draught of 15 feet. Thero arc one or two places that would be 
rather bad at that extreme draught; but they could be easily improved if necessary. Those shoals are 
only light saud and mud, ^
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E. Farrell, gn. Without any further improTemerits at the Clarence Heads, do you think the bar is likely to "et 
r"—worse, remain as it is, or get better? It is bound to fluctuate with the weather.

1 Alar., 1900, Qan you explain how it is that the bank of sand forming the bar accumulates? We have an idea 
that the sand comes along the north heach with the north-easterly wind; in fact you can see it flying 
along the beach. This sand gets shifted about until it locates itself in tho channel, and then along will 
come a southerly or south-easterly gale, and the sea will bank it about in a difierent direction again.
813. You have been a considerable time on the river;—what has been your experience with regard to the

• increase, or otherwise, of the passenger trade, and the other trade of the port? There has been a very
great increase of late years, both in passengers and goods. The dairying industry is over and above 
anything we have ever had before.
814. Do you always get a full freight both ways ? Yes; we have not had any slack season this Christmas 
at all.
815. Do you bring much freight from Sydney? Yes; including general store goods of every description.
816. And you generally have a good cargo every trip ? Yes; twice a month we are full without 
exception.
817. Tell us what you take back, as a rule? About 400 boxes of butter, each containing over 56 lb. 
Of maize our average is about 2,000 bags. We carry 150 pigs, and for nine months of last year we had 
forty-two bullocks every trip. We also carry hides, tallow, bananas, peas, beans, and tomatoes ;—in fact 
it is a wonder where the stuff comes from, and where it goes to. Cream we also take to Sydney, wild 
ducks, and quarters of beef, which seems to he an industry in the winter time. Then again we carry from 
sixteen to twenty-four cases of fish, besides poultry and eggs. Sometimes we have 300 cases of eggs on 
one trip.
818. There is a pretty constant passenger traffic? Yes, you can see that by the published list of
passengers. The single fare is 30s,; return, £2 5s., and 12s. Cd. in tlie fore-cabin. _ _
819. Have you noticed a marked increase in the dairying industry ? No one can have helped noticing it.
820. During the last four years especially ? Yes. •
821. Mr. McFarhne.'] Will you explain the condition of the crossing inside the bar previous to tho 
construction of the southern training-wall? We bad to go round by Yamba. After coming in round the 
buoy we used to take a sudden turn along the track of the little steamer that took the Members of tho 
Committee to Yamba, and then follow the stone wall round where it is now sanded up, and then we went 
round by Rabbit Island—right round where the training-walls are now. There is a place there where we 
had to anchor sometimes, and we had great difficulty to get to Grafton at all.
822. It was a very crooked channel? It was a dreadful channel.
823. What depth of water used your steamers draw? We have been stuck there with 10 feet. Ror 
years it was a common thing for one of the old steamers to lie in the Deep Hole partly loaded.
824. Had your boats ever to do that ? Yes ; I have done that in the old “ Agnes Irving.”
825. And lighter the cargo down? Yes.
826. Would that shallow'depth continue for any lengthened period? Yes; I remember at one time it 
lasted for nearly two years.
827. Since the southern training-wall has been constructed have you noticed much improvement ? There 
is now no difficulty at all, because there is deep water all along the wall.
828. What would be the shallowest depth along the wall ? Twenty feet, aud that is near the inner end
of the train ingovall. _
829. Do you consider it a better and straighter channel than the original one ? It is a beautiful channel
now. _
830. In view of the improvement made in that respect by the construction of the southern training-wall, is 
it your opinion that the carrying out of the breakwater would have a similar eftect on the outer bar ? 
Yes; it would have exactly the same effect.
831. For the same reason ? Yes ; bceauso the ebb tide would scour along Ibe rocks.
832. With regard to tho shallows between the heads and Grafton, are those of any length? No: they 
are very short shallows in the Clarence.
833. How far apart are they ;—where is the first one ? At an island near Grafton—about a mile and a 
half from Grafton. That is a shingle shallow' which sometimes gives a little trouble after a fresh, but never 
sufficient to stop our ship.
834. Could it be easily dredged ? They do dredge it; it was dredged about four years ago.
835. So as to caimy a depth of from 15 to 16 feet ? Yes. The next shallow is what we call the Ulmarra 
crossing. That has kept: good for years.
836. At Lawrence there used to be some little trouble? There is an elbow there that could he widened 
with advantage to us at the present time. Although it is deep in the channel it is very narrow'.
837. These are the principal obstructions to large ships that arc able to cross the bar ? Yes, There is 
another just below Maclean with 11 feet on it at dead-low water.
838. You have traded on a number of the other northern rivers ? Yes ; I have traded on the Manning, 
the Macleay, Port Macquarie, and the Richmond, as well as the Clarence.
839. How does the Clarence entrance compare with the entrances of these other rivers ? There is no 
comparison.

■ 840. In what way ? The entrance to the Clarence is protected by a southern reef or headland. Nearly
all our had weather comes in from the south or south-east. Consequently you will come along the coast 
with really a moderate sea, and when you come to the Clarence bar it is all right.
841. Improvements are being carried out on a number of theso other rivers ? Yes.
842. Have they been as successful, so far, as the improvements at the Clarence? They have not been so 
extensive, except on tho Richmond, and the Richmond is not such a success inside yet, on account of the 
bank of indurated sand, thal Ibe dredge is now cutting through.
843. Do you think the entrance to the Richmond can be improved at a similar cost, and with similar 
good results, as in the case of the Clarence ? No, I do not. They are building two immense breakwaters 
at the Richmond.
844. Will they have the effect of improving the bar? Yes; and they are building also a central wall in 
the river.
845. They have a crossing there also inside the bar? There is always a crossing there between the turn 
breakwaters. They arc doing their best now to pump it up and dredge it, and arc doing all they can to

improve
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improve it; but so tar not with success. According to the pilot’s report they have J2 feet there now at 
high water.
841?. What is the usual depth of the crossing ? The pilot gives 12 feet at high water.
847. Is that deeper than previously ? Dcpor than it used lo be, because they can work a dredge there 
now.
S4S. The breakwater KtoflothA the water ? Yes, considerably. .
840. How does the navigable part of the Hichmond from the crossing up to Lismore compare with the 
Clarence ;—are there any obstructions? Yes, there are many obstructions. There are the kimlico hats, 
the Wardell flats, and just below Broadwater there is a reef, and the channel is narrow, so that you cannot 
get a ship of auy size through without a lot of trouble. Then there is some very difficult water up about 
Woodburn. Swan Bay is very shallow, also Long Beach, above Swan Hay, aud Hewby’a Beach, further 
up still. You then go straight to Coraki, a little more than half way to Lismore, and after that the North 
Arm is very narrow, aud is subject to land slips, which block up the channel.
850. About what size steamers could negotiate the river iu its present condition—about what draught? 
A draught of from 9 feet to 9 feet G inches to Lismore to work the ordinary tides.
851. About what draught of steamers can, with safety, enter the bar at tho present time? You could run
a boat in now at about 10 or 11 feet. _ .
852. 'Would that be over the crossing as well as the bar? Yes; there is 12 feet ou the crossing at high 
water.
853. Would there be any difficulty in removing the obstructions up the river? Yes; some of them arc
very long—the whole length of a roach of the river. __
834. Does tbo narrowness of the river interfere with navigation to any extent? Yes; up the North Arm. 
The main river itself is a fair width. . ....
855. How would you compare the Macleay Niver with the Clarence ? The Clarence is, in my estimation,
five times a better river than any of the others, both as regards depth of water and width. _
856. Would steamers of similar size to those entering the Hichmond be able to enter tho Macleay ? The 
Hichmond is a little better than the Macleay.
857. Yessels do not usually go up the Macleay? Yes, they go to ICempsey ; they have to dredge away 
the flats a little.

K Farrell. 

I

Samuel Sec, Mayor of Grafton, sworn, and further examined:—■
858. Chairman.] 1 believe you desire to add something to your previous evidence ? I omitted to give 3. Sec.
some particulars regarding the trade on the river. The increase in our trade from the middle of the
month of November, 1899, to tlie middle of this month, Ifebruary, has been unparalleled. In previous ' ai'' ' 
years wc always bad a slackness during that period, and sometimes our steamers scarcely bad any cargo.
This year, during the whole of Ihat time, we have had full ships, and sometimes have been compelled to 
leave cargo behind, and we now have steamers with larger capacity than we had in previous years.
859. And as to tho character of the freight—is it anything special ? It is of a more varied character ; 
but never in the history of the trade—and 1 have been associated with it for twenty years at Grafton— 
have we had such a volume of produce to Bend away as we have had during the latter part of 1899 and 
the early part of this year. Every ship has been positively full. That is independently of our timber 
steamer, which bas been constantly employed conveying timber from the Clarence to Sydney—a thing 
that has never occurred before.
860. Do you think the district possesses any other resources besides those connected with agriculture and 
dairying;—are there any mineral developments? Yes; this district-is very auriferous. There is both 
quartz and alluvial gold, and at the present time I know of some twenty-five applications for dredging 
leases in the upper part of the main river, and ou the arms of the river—at Orara and other parts of the 
river. A recent discovery of cinnabar lias been made, which is likely to prove profitable, not only to tho 
owners of land, but fo the Colony generally. There have been two distinct discoveries ; one was made 
two years ago on the Dpper Clarence, about 50 miles from here, and another was made within tbo last month 
in the opposite direction at a place known as Corinda. Yesterday 1 saw the analysis of the stone, and it 
indicates a cinnabar lode, and shows good prospects, according to the depth they have gone down; thus 
giving a radius of 100 miles of the Clarence watershed. There are also coal deposits at a place called 
Coaldale, where there is a seam 6 or 7 feet thick. I brought the matter under the notice of tlie Govern
ment some years ago, aud the seam was inspected by Mr. David, who pronounced the coal good, and 
whoso report is in the Government offices. Judging by the indications, I believe there are also coal 
deposits along the proposed railway line. There are various other minerals to be found in tlie district, 
including asbestos, silver, antimony, and chrome. Jn regard to the navigation of the river Clarence by 
steamers, a steamer drawing 5 feet 6 inches can go up to Copmanhurst, a distance of 78 miles from the 
heads, without any obstruction, and the tide flow's about 10 miles beyond that point. There is, therefore, a 
tidal flow of about 88 miles in the Clarence river. 1. should have mentioned that I know of the existence 
of coal at tbo junction, within 21- miles of the boundary of the city, Tho proposed railway lino crosses the 
locality. By reference to a map compiled by the lafe Mr. Wilkinson, Government Geologist, it will be 
seen that largo coal measures exist under the whole of the area between Grafton and Casino.

21 (flr)—3? FRIDAY,
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[Spctfonctl Committee met at the “ Commercial Hotel™ Myrtle Qreel;, at S

5 resent:—
Tub Hoy. WILLIAM JOSJ3PH TRICKETT (CjiAiP.itan).

John Christian Watson, Esq, j John McEarlane, Esq,

The Sectional Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a Hue of Bail way
from Grafton to Casino.

Edward Thomas Smith, grazier, near Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined 
E. T^Smith, SCI, Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a grazier, engaged also iu dairy-farming, I lire about 
a M^innn ® m^ea wes^ Myrtle Creek, and have been there for twenty-five years.

ftr’> ' 882. What size holding did you start with V 2,SCO acres, taken up as a conditional purchase and 
conditional lease.
863, Have you since enlarged that area P I have at the present time about 8,500 acres.
86£. Will you describe the character of the country in that block? When I first took, up tho country it 
contained some very valuable timber, including ironbark, spotted-gum, stringybark, black-butt, and various 
other scrub timbers, all of excellent quality, suitable for bridge purposes and for building. There was 
also some cedar and pine in the ranges. I have materially improved the land by fencing and so forth. 
At present, I have 1,500 acres entirely fenced into eight paddocks, and in theso paddocks the land is 
capable of carrying a beast and more to 5 acres. I have 300 head of cattle and thirty horses on a total 
holding of 1,500 acres of improved land. That leaves about 7,000 acres of unimproved land.
805. How do you dispose of that? I graze stock upon it.
806. Have you much stock on that portion P I have about 150 head of breeding cattle. Tho land consists 
of mountain country, gullies, and ranges. T have it merely on occupation license.
867. You could not improve that ? [have improved some of it; I have it nearly fenced in.
86S. Are the 300 head of cattle which you carry on the 1,500 acres dairy cows ? There are 150 head of 
dairy cows and heifers. "
360, How long have you been going in for dairying ? Only for five months—since the creamery started 
where it is at present. They removed the creamery to suit my convenience, and to make it more central 
for suppliers. “
8/0. Ho you find dairying a profitable occupation ? It has been, up to the present. We shall be very 
large suppliers next spring ; we intend to supply again.
871. Ho you employ labour ? Yes.
872. And do your own family work as well ? I have had a son working with me aud two hired men, 
besides female employees for milking purposes.
873. Could you tell us bow much milk is produced per cow ? About 1 gallon a day would be a fair 
average.
874. .!:Vjr how many months in the year? I think they would milk all the year round at that.
8/o. Is that a good result? It is a very fair average, I think.
876. Before the creamery was started and located so as to suit you, what used you do with your cattle? 
My operations were confined to fattening and selling stock—horses, cattle, aud anything elsel could sell.
877. Ho you find that the dairy industry, so far, is more profitable than that? The dairy industry, T 
believe, will ultimately pay. In my own experience it has paid well up to tho present time.
878. Do you know the character of the country between Casino and Grafton ? Yes.
879. Have you been to Grafton ? I have only travelled over the country in spots, as it were, where I 
have seen the line ; I have never travelled over the whole route, but I have been on the country right 
through from Grafton. I know the country all through.
880. Could you tell us any part of the country that we have travelled along to-day that resembles your 
own holding ? Thero is the country from Sportsman Creek. There seems to bo some good agricultural 
country about there._ And again, at Myall Creek and on the Camira station there are some excellent 
fiats for growing maize, and, in fact, good land for dairying or any purpose whatever. As regards the 
hilly country, that, of course, is rather heavily timbered. It could be very much improved by ringbarking 
and putting stock on it. If you tickle the soil at all it will grow an excellent crop.
88L.. Hoes that ridgy or hilly country we have seen to-day in any way resemble the ridgy country on your 
holding, which, before it was improved, was not of much use, but which now carries about ono beast to 5 
acres? It is very similar country, and the whole of Myrtle Creek, from one end lo the other, for 15 
miles, is land of that character; there is good bottom laud all the wav through.
882. Going through the country to-day, it, seemed !o be pretty well supplied with grass all through ;—do
wo see it now in its best condition, in its worst condition, or in its average condition ? It is not in 
anything like na good condition as t have seen it in, ML) have had a very heavy drought lately, which 
has cut the grass up wonderfully. "
883. Of what duration has tlie drought been—a fortnight or three weeks ? It has dried tho grass so that
if a bush live got into it a great deal would be destroyed. There is always good grass in tilts part of the 
country whore grass grows at all. ’ '
884-. There is always a good supply of it ? Yes ; fairly good. • Cattle seldom get starved out for want of 
grass, though 1 have seen cattle very hard-up for grass.
885. It strikes one, coming through all this well-grasr.ed country, as wo have done to-day, that thero is 
very little settlement compared with what one might expecthow do you account for (hat ? I suppose 
it, is on account of the land being locked np to a great extent.
886. 'There is a railway reserve on each side of tho line, and a great doal of Crown lands ? Yes ; and 
there is a great deal of purchased land, purchased by the different holders of the rims.
887. But there is a great deal of Crown lands available—land that could be selcced ? Yes.
883. Why do you flunk that lias not been taken up ? 1 suppose, the river banks have invited the people 
first, where they have hem open fo Kcroclion, am! ihe back cnunfrv, where we are at present, has not 
been allractive ; because if people came here l.lioy could not gel. their produce awav. People with small 
means could not settle down in this big place, because they could net h\o upon it. Thero waa neither 
dairying or auy of her industry, except stock-raising, until ixceu'ly. 839.
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889. Dairying is quite n recent iutroduclion in this diatrict ? Yea. The lands probably would have been t.T. Smith,
taken up wherever tiiere was a chance to make a home, but people could not make a living on ^cln 2 
because they could not send their produce away. They could neither send it to Lawrence, Grafton, ar-' ‘
Casino, nor anywhere else, ilhey could only consume it, and they have to do that to-day.
890. As an old resident, do you regard the dairying industry as quite a new feature in the development
of tho country ? Yes : and I believe it will be a vory great success here. _
891. Tell us how you deal with your dairy produce;—do you milk twice a day ? Yes ; and take it to the 
creamery, which is about 4 miles from iny place.
892. Have you to take it within a short time for the milk to be sound ? Wo tako the milk to tho 
creamery once a day. The evening’s milk is kept for the morning, and wrc take the two milkings to the 
creamery in the morning.
893. How do you get paid fur your milk ? According to the creamery test.
89-1*. Then the creamery people send the cream on to ihe factory, and you have nothing to do with that?
Ho ; we have nothing further to do wiih it.
895. How far do yon thiuk a dairyman could conveniently and profitably send milk to a creamery? "Wo 
have no trouble in sending ours. Wc run down to tlie creamery in about an hour. Wc arc 4 miles 
distant, and I think wc are the furthest away.
SOU. 1. think you said that formerly tho creamery was in a position that did not suit yon;—was that by 
reason of the distance ? Yts ; it was about 2 miles further away.
897. Then you think about -5 miles is far enough to Rend your milk? I could send it twice as far as at 
present if wc had good roads ; but (he country is so mixed up with creeks and swamps that it is almost 
impossible to travel. With a good road you could run milk probably about .10 miles. 1 would sooner 
run along a good road 9 or 8 milos than 1 would do 4 miles along my present road.
898. Is your road to the creamery thiuugh your own pa blocks or along ihe main road? Partly ; it is a
bush road. ,
899. If a railway were constructed, every man would not want a road laid from Ids dairy to the railway ?
Ho ; of course, wo have bush roads. If a railway came within reasonable distance the way would bo open 
before us.
900. Are you able to rmimtuiii your slock ail !hc year round on the natural grass, or have you to feed 
them? J only have to feed the working horses.
901. You do not have to grow* corn or green stuff ? We grow corn, oats, and barley, and wo throw that 
to the cows occasionally and to tho horses we are feeding, but wo never sell any.
902. Is the natural growth sufficient to keep the cows all the year round? Yes.
903. You need not give them corn or anything else, if you do not like? Ho j of course they are all tho 
better for it.
901*. For producing milk, are they hotter for a little greenstuff? Yes; during tbo winter—during April,
May, June, and July.
905. Do cattle thrive well here, or is there any disease ? There is disease, but it is not worse here than 
in any other part of the conn try, or nearly as bad as 1 have seen it.
000. Would it be an advantage to you if this railway were constructed ;—as you now send your stuff to 
Casino, would it be any advantage to you to be able to send it tho other way towards Grafton ? We 
.should be able to send, it to another firm if we wanted to do so, so that if there were two competing for 
the cream instead of only one, it would be hotter for us. Wo could send it then to Grafton or any other 
place if we wanted to do so.
907. Prom your practical experience, you believe that between Casino and Grafton there is a tract of 
country which, compared with your own land, is well suited for dairying purposes ? I firmly believe 
there is.
908. What area do you think a beginner would want to take ujj to get a reasonable living for himself and 
his family? A man should have thirty good cows and 10U acres of good grass land—paddocks that had 
been ringbarked and improved.
9()9. T am speaking of a man going upon tlie land in its natural slate, who could only afford to put up a 
lions© and erect a rough fence around the property ;—under those circumstances, how many acres would 
it take to support a beast? I tliink 6 acres would lie sufficient. ■ ■
910. Kven when the timber was not rung? Yes; from 0 )o 10 acres.
911. What part of the country do you refer to—the flat land or the ridges? Both combined. By gradual 
improvement the carrying capacity would increase.
912. Tiie country is well supplied with watercourses and small creeks? In that rcppect I never Raw better 
country in my life, anywhere ; and 1 have been all over Australia, and can speak from an experience of 
oyer fifty years. I never saw belter watered country in my life.
913. And do you really think that with better access this would be a place where a number of people 
would settle in tbo dairy line ? I believe there is not an acre of land on Myrtle Creek, Wyandah, Dobie, 
or Wyon, that would not bo taken up.
914. Y'ou say you have been here about twenty-five years ;—had you any previous experience in the 
farming lino ? I. came from Tabulum, where I was a grazier and farmer ; I. was thero for ten years.
915. And you have been well satisfied with the change? Yes.
91(1. Are there many others like yourself in this locality engaged in the occupation of dairying P Yes.
917. Has that been a recent development? Some of them have been at it longer than I have been, 
although they have not been resident here so long. I did not start dairying until recently, and others 
started as soon as they came here.
918. Are they doing well? I believe ihey arc.
919. Is it an increasing industry iu the locality? Yes; they are giving a good supply at present, 1 believe.
920. And you account, for the want of settlement so apparent between here and Grafton, mainly by the
fact of the land being locked up, and want of better communication ? 1 believe that is the principal
reason why the land has not been taken up.
921. If you had better moans of access lo a market, do you thiuk it would pay you also to grow crops on 
your land—bay or corn ? Most undoubtedly it would.
922. Does hay grow well in this locality? Splendidly, I never saw better oaten hay, and lucerne grows 
here very well.
923. Have you grown hay ? Yes. 924.
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Smitii. 024 What have you ^ot to the aero ? I daresay I have got as much as 30 cwt. of oaten hay to the aero.
Tone ^ ”ave a S00<1 stack of hay at the present time, and others have good stacks of hay as well as myself. I 

.,1900. llever Baw bettor hay in my life,
025. That would be on tho flat land ? Yes ; I believe the ridges would grow it, tco, where I am.
0-0. And corn ? And corn too. 1 have grown both hav and corn on the ridges.
027. W hat is the best crop of com that you have grown ? The crops are not extremely heavy, especially 
on the ridges. I think the last cron I got vras about 40 bushels to the acre.
928. And that was on the ridges? ’Partly so.
920. If you could get your stuff away, where should vou send it to? Wc should send it to Sydney if the 
freight allowed. ’ j <
930. Would it go to Casino or to Grafton ? I presume, to Grafton.
931. Why ? The Clarence Hirer is a deep river.
932. You would gel your stuff away quicker ? Yes.

Cunningham Henderson, grazier, Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined:— 
tdernon. 933. Mr. lVafson.~] How long have you been in tlie district ? Ten years.

931. How many awes of land do you occupy? Pour thousand acres conditional purchase and conditional
•j lease. '

935. Any under occupation license ? Ho,
What amount of stock have you been carrying ? At present I bare about SOO head, and average 

from (00 to SOO on the holding, and turn off from 500 to 000 fats every season.
937. I take it, then, you usually take in stores ? I buy stores and fatten them ; that is my business.
1 ho balance of 150 or 203 odd would comprise a few breeders and mixed cattle.
938. How long would you have sho'-e 500 or GOO fats on the holding? From eight to twelie months,
according to the condition when put on ; none of them longer than twelve months.
939. Is your land improved at all 'f Yes ; the bulk of it is well improved.
bio. Of what do the improvements! consist? Eingbarking and clearing. 1 have a little artificial grass, 
but not very much. I find, however, that what little] have put in is a great s icccss. For instance, 
p/wpahtm sown broadcast in the paddocks is a great success.
911. It takes on ? Beautifully.
91-2. And is an improvement on the natural grasses ? I think so. 1 tiiink the greater the variety of grasses 
on any place tho better it is. I would not say that 1 should like all pnspahnn, but it is a splendid 
mixture. I make, it a rule every season to sow some ptiipalum, some clover, and perhaps some other 
grasses, but principally tlie two mentioned.
913. Does tlie clover seem to thrive nell ? Yes; just for a few months in the spring. The summer is too 
hot for it. 1 °
944. Your land is all rung? Ho; about 2,000 acres are, ringbarked. It is not all exactly cleared. It
Ikis been well scrubbed ; there nre no suckcra ; it is keyfc iu good order. That is what I meant bv clearing. 
Tlie timber is not burnt off. ‘ °
945. What does your land consist of—principally flats ? Mostly flat country.
915. Would it be rather above the average of tho district, or would it be a fair average? It might be a 
little better than the average of the whole country, °
947. Do you know the country between Grafton and Casino generally ? Yes ; I have a pretty fair 
knowledge of it, I have been through it a good deal with fat cattle, '
918. Your land would be ou the whole better, I suppose, than the average of that country ? Yes ; better 
than tho average between here and Grafton.
949. Have you tried any cultivation at all ? Ho ; I have confined myself t$ fjtfEenfpg. I find it such a
success that there is no need to go in for anything else "
950. Would the construction of a railway affect you personally ? It would in this way: it would open up
the Sydney market to me. 1 send a good many cattle to Sydney, and sell to Sydney buyers; but it is 
a difficult and expensive matter to get cattle to Sydney. "
951. How do you send them ? Both by rail and steamer. Tenterfield is our nearest point on the
railway. Thai involves about 90 miles of very rough travelling over mostly hilly country, and then tho
stock have to stand in the trucks.
952. Aud from there they have to go to Sydney in the trucks ? Yes.
953. The other route would be via Grafton, I suppose? They arc shipped on the Clarence at
Lawrence. '
954. There is no shipping of cattle done on the Eichmond ? Very little. I think the bar is a hit too 
risky there for shipping cattle.
955. I suppose the larger vessels coming to the Clarence offer greater facilities for taking away cattle ?
xes ; m fact there is only one boat in the whole trade up this way that is constructed for carrying cattle— 
the 11 City of Grafton.” J b
95G. H a railway were constructed you tliink yon should be able to send your cattle from here to Grafton 
and thence by steamer, instead of driving them from here to Grafton ? I do not know about that.
9o7. I understood you to say that a railway ivould be an improvement on vour present arrangements ? If 
I were sending cattle to Grafton to the butchers there I should probably truck them! but Ido not know 
about shipping, because Lawrence is the shipping port.
95S. Then how would the railway assist you, because your trade with Grafton would be a small matter? 
I conclude that eventually it would go right through to Sydney,
959. But we are considering it only as one section ? The only way it would affect me in the cattle trade 
would bo perhaps in sending to the Grafton butchers, J believe that if a railway were constructed here 
1 should have to give up fattening cattle. The country would be closely settled. My opinion is I should 
nave to cut up the land into dairy farms before many years.
9tS0, You, yourself, would cut up your land into dairy farms ? I think so. I do not think I should be 
fattening cattle for any great time after the railway were made.
961. I understand there are a number of creameries in this district, or at least one ? Speakiu^of Myrtle 
Creek, there is only one. 3

962.
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QG2. How far ia your holding from that creamery ? East from it, about 10 miles. _ C. Henderson.
fK33. v\s there is a creamery on Myrtle Creek, ivould it not be possible for you, without a railway, to cut your ^ ■'T'
land up and utilise it for dairy farms ? I am afraid the distance is a little too great, considering that it ^ a ■’ '
is only a bush road. It would bo about 11 miles to the creamery.
!)64. But assuming that a number of settlers would be willing to send milk to a creamery from about 
your locality, would it not be possible to get a creamery established to treat their milk P J. think so. IE 
even two or three were to combine together I believe it would pay to send the cream 10 miles, . _ 
f)(55. So that even if a railway wore not constructed you think there would be a possibility of the dairying 
industry paying about the locality where you are ? Yes. Tho change may occur gradually, but I believe 
this country will eventually become dairy country, whether there is a railway or not.
9GG. But a railway, you think, would give a spurt to the industry ? 1 am sure it would.
DG7, How do you regard the general tract of country between this place and Grafton, as far as grazing 
is concerned? Taking it as a whole, you could not call it first-class graving country; there are only 
patches of good country; but it is all fair graving country, aud it could be improved to a wonderful 
extent. At present it is thickly timbered, and consequently sour, because the suu scarcely ever shines on it,
OfiS. Assuming it to be ringbarked, and scrubbed where necessary, what would it be able to carry on an 
average in the way of dairy cattle ? Providing it were well improved, from 5 to 10 acres to the boast.
050. When you say well improved, what would that mean? Bingbarked, and kept in order; no scrub 
allowed to grow. Every year there are fires which clean np a bit of timber.
070. And it ivould also include, I suppose, doing as you have done—introducing a few new grasses ? Of 
course, with tho introduction of any artificial grasses, tho carrying capacity would be much improved,
971.'There ivould be an improvement on tho estimate you have given ? I think so.
072. And could the improvements you mention he done at a moderate cost? The ringbarking could be 
done at a cost of from 8d. to Is. an acre, according to the thickness of the timber. The scrubbing would 
vary considerably. In the flat country it ivould bo almost nil, and in the ridgy country it might cost 
another 3d. or 4d.
973. After yon have got the land ringbarked and scrubbed, is the introduction of new grasses an expensive 
item ? It is if done quickly ; it is a thing that must he done gradually to make it inexpensive. The only 
method is to watch your chance, and after a fire sprinkle seed about where trees have been burnt. The 
grass will spread itself by cattle eating the seed, and in that way it can be done without any great cost, 
though it may take a little lime.
974. So that a new settler would probably rely in the first instance on the natural grasses? He would
require to do so absolutely for a time. _
975. Jn that case you think he ivould not he able to carry more than a beast to 5 or 10 acres? Taking 
the average of the country from here to Grafton, I would not say 5 acres at all—that ivould be in an 
improved condition. I would say from 10 to 15 acres in its unimproved condition;, but as soon as lie 
began to get the benefit of ringbarking and scrubbing, be could increase his stock each season in pro
portion to the improvements, until lie got up to 5 acres to a beast for the best land between here and 
Grafton—there is not a great area of that class of country—and then from that up to 10 acres.
970. You tliink then that the higher land, the hilly country, ivould need, even with improvements, about 
10 acres for a beast ? Yes, I think it ivould ; taking it alone, apart from the flats.
977. If a settler with a holding of GOO acres had 200 acres of flat land and 400 acres of hilly country, 
ringbarked and scrubbed, what could ho carry per acre, taking the average from hero to Grafton ? I 
should say a boast to about from 7 to 10 acres. That is without artificial feed, and provided he improved 
it pretty well. My experience is that the flat country is very much better as regards carrying capacity 
than the ridgy country in this district.
978. What is your impression as to the effect that railway construction would have upon the settlement 
■of the land between here and Grafton ? I think that wherever there is water available tlie country would 
bo taken up, if not immediately, within a very short time.
979. Eor what purpose ? Dairying and mixed farming—dairying principally. I think it would bo a good 
country for fruit-growing. I think the nature of the soil would be very suitable for fruit-growing—vine
yards for instance.
9S0. You said where water was' available you thought the land ivould bo quickly taken up ;—do you 
intend to convey by that that water is not universally available along ibis country ? If it were cut into 
small blocks of G00 acres, there would perhaps he a good many blocks without natural water on them.
It would be difficult to cut up the country into 000-nere blocks with natural water on each block.
981. On those blocks which had no natural water would it be possible to so conserve water without great 
expense? Yes, I tliink so, in the gullies.
982. You have given us your opinion of the country between here and Grafton, and i(s carrying capacityr; 
how docs the country between Myrtle Creek and Casino compare with that? I think it is very much 
better.
983. Flatter country ? The bulk of it is. Eor 7 miles from here towards Casiuo it is hilly country, and 
after that it is mostly fiat.
984. And better soil? Yes, it is decidedly better soil.
985. Speaking generally, you tliink the railway would result in increased settlement ? I have no doubt 
at all about that.
98G. And would be a justifiable undertaking? I think so. In fact I have many inquiries from other 
parts of the Colony as to the advisability of taking up land bore; but the ivant of facilitios to get the 
produce away seems to block people. When they see that there is such a long distance to cart anything 
they seem to hesitate. They like to get in closer to a town where there is some means of getting rid of 
their produce.
987. If a rail\vay were constructed, do you think it would liavo to rely for its freight mainly upon dairy 
products, or would there be other products which would assist to provide traffic? I think if we had a 
railway farming would be entered into in this locality—general farming, maize-growing, potato-growing, 
hay-growing, &c.
988. Do you think the settlers here could compete with people who are growing similar products on the 
river banks and other richer land ? Yos, I think so, for this reason: that here wo should be paying at the 
rate of only Is, an acre for our land, while on the river banks they pay from £1 to 30s., and even £2 a 
year, rent. Under those circumstances I think we could compote with them successfully,
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ar.!0tU ^ "fou^ oa the flat land that you would be able to grow maize, hay. and potatoes ? No. I
0 think not; there ia also a lot of very fine ridgy country in thia district.
" ^ ' 9S30. Capable of agriculture ? Yes, mostly, from here in the direction of Casino. Between here and

Sandy Creek there is n great deal of ridgy country very good for agriculture.
9!H. You would not apply that description to the land between here and G rafton ? No ; I would not to tho 
ridges, though I think they would he suitable for growing hay.
992. Are we not correct in assuming that the great argument for the construction of the railway is that 
by that means a large dairying industry would be fostered ? Yes; I believe that to be the chief idea. It 
would settle a thick population in the district.
993. Any other production would be subsidiary to the dairying industry? Yes, perhaps so ; although
we have oilier products. There is, for instance, the prospect of an enormous timber trade between here and 
the Clarence. .
994-. You think that would be a considerable item in the traffic? 1 am certain of it.
99-3. There is good timber on the ridges P Them is a marvellous lot of good timber within a radius of 
40 miles of Myrtle Creek.
99G. Just a little west of the route, I understand, there is good timber again on the Eichmond Eange ? 
Tes ; in fact, when you get 15 miles this side of Grafton there is a splendid lot of timber. On Camira 
station, and part of what was originally the Camira holding, but which has since been thrown up. thero is a 
wonderful lot of ironbark. It is bard to say when it will bo exhausted, unless there is a railway to carry 
it away. I think the timber trade would be about tho biggest ilem of the lot for a number of years, and 
that would be an immediate return, without uniting for settlement.
997. I think you said tho timber would go towaids Grafton? Mainly, I believe, it would for shipping 
purposes. *
993. Because of the greater facilities thero for shipping? Yes.
999. Coming back to the question of agricultural development in this district, ni it not a fact that a 
number of people who are paying high rents on the river frontages and the rich river lands, are entering 
into dairying and giving up agricultural production? I believe to a certain extent they are, more 
especially sugar-growers. I do not say much about maize-growera. But 1 think the chief reaeon for that 
on the river banks is a fear of floods. They are sure of the dairying.
1000. 'W’e have boon given to understand that on land that is nearer Lismore and along the existing 
railway line, people have gone in largely for the dairy industry, where tho land is quite good enough for 
agriculture ? Yes ; in tho hig scrub, for instance, it is very good agricultural ground,.
1001. If it pays those people, who have land capable of much higher agricultural production than would
be possible hero, to go in for dairying, is it not possible that it would pay you even to a greater extent to 
lake up dairying rather than agriculture ? Yes; hut 1 think it probable there will be a bit of agriculture 
done also, to supplement, or iu connection with, tho dairying, which 1 think would be the chief industry. 
1 have a little knowledge of a firm engaged in tho timber business on tlie Clarence, and I know that they 
have constructed a tramway for a distance of 12 or 13 miles from Beopw-ater, on tho Clarence Biver, 
towards Myrtle Creek, and the bulk of their timber is taken from botween hero aud 15 miles away to 
tho south and south-east. They take the bulk of their limber from the locality of Myrtle Creek and 
Myall Creek. '
1002. How many milca from Lawrence would 15 miles from bore be? That wrouhl be, roughly, half way.
1003. So that they start taking timber 15 miles from Lawrence, and come right out to Myrtle Creek? 
Yes. In many cases they draw timber byroad for a distance of 34-and 35 miles. J believe they haie 
200 men employed, including all hands; such as mill-hands, squarers, and teamsters.
1001. "Why ia it necessary for Ihem lo go that distance back for timber, when, as you say, there is good 
timber for many miles on the Grafton side of Myrtle Cicek ? The timber reserves have a good deal to 
do with it. There arc a groat many limber reserves along that road.
1005. But !hcy cau get on to tho timber re=ci'ves ? They have to pay a royalty and an extra license 
iee, and they avoid the reserves where possible, and they are now simply picking the timber.
1000- They go further afield m order to avoid paving the fees which they would have lo pay if They cut 
on a forest reserve ? 1 believe so. That is what 1 heard the timber-getters say themselves. 'That is tho
reason they go out so far.
1007. So that they pass by good timber in order to get tho other cheaper? Yes.

Thomas Francis O’Keeffe, dairy-farmer, Myrilc Creek, sworn, and examined .—
T.F.O’Kccffc. 1008. Mr. McFarJiwr.] Have you a good knowledge of the district ? Yes ; I have known it for nearly

,---- •*---- , forty years, although 1 have been away from it for some years.
2 Mar., 1000. 1003. Could you tell us how many residents thero are in tho locality? West of here there are about 

thirty-two or thirty-three. *
1010. Is that on the creek? On the creek and its tributaries.
1011. What is their principal occupation ? Dairy-farming principally, also grazing and some agriculture,
1012. Where is the agricultural laud—on the banks of the creek ? Yes ; the alluvial fiats on the banks 
of the creeks.
1013. What do they principally grow ? At the present time principally mai/.c and vegetables.
1 Old. Is that for market purposes ? No ; only for what local market there is.
1015. The maizo must be for fodder ? No; it is sold locally.
1010. What is your opinion of tlie district in regfird to its capacify for dairying purposes? 1 believe 
when it is opened up and ringbarked, and otherwise improved, it will become a place of denser settle
ment. It is capable of carrying a large population. The country hero, if ringbarked, would carry on an 
average a beast to 5 acres—the whole of it—and on some of tho alluvial flats a good deal more.
1017. You consider the alluvial Hals better for dairying than the ridgy portions ? Yes, for grazing.
1018. Would that apply to cultivation also ? "i cs ; tho ridges would grow the lighter cereals, such as 
oats ; hut not the heavier crops, such as corn. In comparison with tho west, this district carries a greater 
number of stock to tlie acre. Tho grass grows with a better sward. In tho western country it grows in 
tufts. Here, with heavy stocking, the natural grass, such as the bh-.dy grass, would bo destroyed, and a 
better quality of grass would tako its place.
1019. Whatps your experience in regard to the hlady grass—does it diminish after working the land?
Yes ; it diminishes by overstocking at first, and conch grass then takes its place. 1020.
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J.020. Tb thnt a better grass for stock purposes ? Tes; it will carry more Block.
1021. Do you consider the land suitable for artificial grasses ? Yes.
1022. Jt is sufficiently rich ? Yes.
1023. Is the country between Casino and Grafton of a similar character, speaking generally, to the country
you have described on Myrtle Creek P There aro many fiats along the various creeks—such as Sportsman 
Creek and Myall Creek—of the same character as Myrtle Creek, but I think on Myrtle Creek there is a 
larger aeope of good country. _
1024. Do you know the country well between Casino and Grafton, along the proposed line ? Yes; I have
been over it many times. , , ,
1025. What would you consider to be the value of the land along the line, in its natural condition, taking 
the ridgy land first P I notice that on the other side of the Clarence the Government have fixed the price 
of Ignd at 80s, an acre. Well, I would rather give £6 an acre for this land than 303. for that. (
102(5. But you would not put that as the value of the land ? Xo ; but if the Government valuation of 
80s. for the other land is correct, then this land is worth £0.
1027. But what value would you put on it ? I should estimate it in its natural state at about £1 per
acre. i ,
1028. And the value of land such as you describe at Sportsman Creek? If you pick the eyes out it
would be worth a little more. _
1029. But, putting the two together, and supposing the land were cut into blocks in an ordinary way so 
as to include with the ridgy laud a fair proportion of fiat land? In my estimate of £1 an acre I assume 
that it would be near railway communication. It would then be worth £1 an acre, iudepoudently of 
improvements and in its natural state. Of course, it would ultimately become enhanced in value by ring- 
bnrking and other improvements.
1030. What would you consider its value at the present time ? I do not think it woull be of much value 
at the present time. It could not be used for dairy purposes or farming. J. think it would be worth 10s. 
an acre for grazing purposes alone.
1031. But, if it were ringbarked and fenced, its value would be considerably enhanced ? Yes; I believe 
it would.
1032. In the event of the proposed railway being constructed, do you think this is a class of country that 
would be taken up for dairy purposes and for agriculture ? Yes.
1033. Taking the general character of the country, in the event of railway construction, what area do 
you think would bo sufficient to maintain a family ? I should think about 100 acres should maintain a 
family—after it is improved.
1034. Would not that be a small area? Not of improved laud. I think 100 acres used for dairy 
purposes would carry sufficient stock to support a family.
1035. I suppose a good deal would depend on the size of the family ? Take an average family, say a
man and his wife, and four children. .
1030. How many cows would .100 acres keep, properly worked ? About twenty cows ; that would be 
5 acres to the cow.
1037. Would the land of average quality maintain one cow to every 5 acres? Taking a general average 
it would. There are some sandy ridges between here and Grafton, and some inferior land that would not 
do that.
J03S. Do you think the best portions of the land between Grafton and Casino—the flats, for instance— 
would bo used for agricultural purposes ; I mean for market purposes ? Yes. 1 think in many places 
settlers would go in for mixed farming—dairying and agriculture.
1039. Is there much of that class of country along the proposed line—taking a scope of country 10 miles
on each side ? Yes. On the west side of Myrtle Creek alone I thould say there are about 10,000 acres 
suitable for agriculture. I am not acquainted with the eastern side. _
1040. At the average price realised in the Sydney market, do yon think it would pay those engaged in 
cultivation to send maize to market ? Yes ; taking one year with another I think tho land would always 
average 40 bushels to the acre—that is, the alluvial flats.
1041. Would that average pay the grower at an ordinary price ? Yes. 1 believe it is only the average on 
the Clarence Elver banks.
1012, Have you any knowledge of timber? Yes; I have had some years experience in the timber 
business. I had saw-mills for a number of years, I think a largo trade would he done here in timber if 
there were a railway.
10-43. Do you think it li koly that the railway would be used for carrying the timber ? Yes; the rates are 
pretty reasonable.
1044. And the timber would go in the direction to Grafton ? Y’cs ; to deep water. The local mills at 
Casino might take some, but that for export would go to deep water, at Grafton.

T. T. O'llceffe.

Henry Yalontine Jiapp, dairy-farmer, Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined:—
1045. Ohairmnn.'] What is your occupation? Dairying. I live close to Myrtle Creek, about 3 miles H. V.Rapp,
from here. , A—-v,
1046. How long bare you been here ? Twenty years. 2 M-ar-i 1900.
1047. Have you been carrying on dairying all that timo? No ; only for the last two and a half years.
1048. What was your occupation before that ? Grazing, and doing a little farming.
1049. What extent of land have you? 1,200 acres.
1050. What induced you to go in for dairying? I thought it was the best thing I could do. .All my 
neighbours in the district seemed to be going in for it, and doing pretty well, so L thought I would have 
a try too.
1051. What has been tho result ? Very satisfactory. Like all other new places we did not start with 
flic right class of cnltle—with a picked herd of milkers, and that sort of tiling. 1 have about 150 cows.
They require a little more picking yet to make a good dairy herd. 1 have no particular breed, i have 
now gone in for the Ayrshire crost* to gH, a dairy herd.
1052. Of those 150 cows how many do you milk ? We milk, on an average, forly-livo.

1053. Why only that number out of 1.50? Well, you cannot always bo milking them. It is it bad thing
to milk them out too far ; it is better to Ipt them go. 1054.
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H. V. Rapp. 1054. But have you not rather a large proportion of non-milkers out of 350 cows? No, I do not think 
o^ivr ^TrT'o so—no^ 118 ^iir as ^ ^ave fiono yet. rJ’here are times when I milk more, but in tho winier time I do not 
2 Mar., 13U0. mj]jt g0 manj a3 j ;n the summer. I have never kept a diary to see what I really do milk, hut 1 

estimate about forty-live to fifty all the year round.
1055. They told us in Grafton that they generally milk about eighty out of 120? People who Uaie thfe 
real dairy cows will milk their cows longer, I scud my milk to the creumcyv, a distance ol about 2 miles. 
1050, You heard the evidence of Mr. Smith, Mr. Henderson, and Mr. O'Keeffe, as to tho eapabililies of 
the district generally and its prospects in particular from a dairv point of vieiv ;—do yon agree with the 
views expressed by those gentlemen ? Yes ; I think what Mr. O’Keeffe said was pretty correct.
1057. He puts down the land, in its unimproved slate, at 10s.au aero; but do yon not think that is rather 
low ? Yes ; I think it is worth more than that. J. think it is worth £1 an acre. All (lie land about hero 
has been taken up, and we all have to pay the Government £1 an acre for it. .
1058. One pound an acre at present? Yes, I would not take £1 an acre for mine.
1059. Have you improved yours much? Yes ; I have improved it a good deal. I have fenced and ring- 
harked, and burnt a good deal of the timber off.
1060. Bo you agree with the former witnesses, that when this land is ringbarked it carries one beast to 
about 5 acres ? Yes, that, I think, would he the aierage ; but there are places where it would not take 5 
acres to feed a beast.
3061. But 5 acres is about a fair average? Yes, I think so, on a good deal of it.
1062. 'What crops can he grown advantageously about this part? 'We can grow maize, potatoes, and hay. 
On good land on tho Hats 1 can groiv almost any mortal thing. .Everything I have put in has grown.
1063. Sugar? I have grown splendid cane, in small patches.
1064. Do you think that is likely to become a large industry on the flats? Yes ; I think so,
1065. It is not necessary to cart that so far? No ; if we had a railway we should not want to cart it far. 
10H6. The dairying industry, you have observed, has gone ahead a good deal ? Yes. "With regard to our 
croainerv, we have to pay £3 to the company for running our cream to Casino. Tho cream goes in three 
times a week, and we have to pay £1 each time for running it in. That is deducted from our cheques, 
besides a halfpenny a gallon for working expenses. That is a big burden upon us.
1067. During the last three or four years have several other people started dairying here? Yes, several 
people ; and there have been people here looking for places lately. There is one man who has recently 
come from the Clarence Biver, but he has not started milking yet. South Coast people, and other 
strangers who come here, think it is too far away; they try to get in nearer to the towns and centres of 
population. Hie land on this creek is as good as anything on the northern rivers. About a mile from 
here, up the creek, you got on fo good open black-soil flats winch would surprise you,
1068. But the distance from Sydney or the nearest port makes settlement almost impossible ? Y es. We 
go in largely for pigs on the creek. The maize we grow is nearly all used for feeding pigs, except what ia 
required for the horses in the winter. We have to drive our pigs to Lawrence or to Tatham, a distance 
of 20 miles, in order to get rid of them.
1069. Would you grow hay and corn for export if you had access to a market? Yes, I think so.
1070. We have been led to believe all through this inquiry that dairying lias a great future on tho 
land between Casino and Grafton ;—do you believe that ? Yes.
1071. And that ridgy country, when cleared and improved, you think is peculiarly suitable for grazing 
cattle? Y’ca ; that is my experience and observation.

George Henry McKee, farmer and grazier, Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined :—
G. H. McKee. 1072, Mr, Watson.] What is the size of your holding ? 1,280 acres conditional purchase and conditional
2 Mar^mb. 1073. Does it include any rented land ? No. J have 3,000 acres under annual lease in connection with 

my brother. _ __
1(J74. What stock do you run on your land? About 500 head on both properties. I have about 150 
cows, which I am working into a dairy herd in the paddocks. I may say that I have only recently started 
dairying. I was awray for five vears on the Lismorc side, at Alstonville. I left here when the cattle 
market was rather bad, as I was depending on fat cattle, and J. went over on the Lismore side and started 
a butchering business, and T also did a little dairy-farming. As I did not require all the paddocks here for 
fat caftle, that gave me the idea of dairying, which 1 had found paid really well, and when the creamery 
was started here I made up my mind to return, and go in for dairying pretty extensively. I find that the 
same rattle I milked over there last summer milk equally well, if not better, here. 1 am perfectly satisfied 
that this country produces as much milk per cow as tho big scrub, which is reckoned one of the best 
dairying districts m the Colony, I get better results hero from the same cattle as resards the flow of 
milk, although 1 do not get as good results from the creamery. _ _ _
1075. Is your laud improved ? The whole of the conditional purchase land and conditional lease land is
improved, but the other is in its natural state. ... -
1076. Does your conditional purchase and conditional lease land consist mainly of hilly country ? No ; 
mostly flat country.
1077. How far is it situated from Myrtle Creek ? About 5 miles to the west. _ _ f
1078. You have heard the general tenor of the evidence given about the suitability of this country 
generally for dairying and cattle grazing—do you endorse that evidence? Yes. _
1079. There is a considerable trade in timber between ibis district and the Clarence, is there not? Yes.
1080. Do you know what tho saw-mill proprietors pay the teams for carting the limher into Dawrence ?
Only for a certain distance. One carrier told me lie got Is. Od. per 100 superficial feet for carting timber 
from the “ Travellers’ Rest ” into Lawrence, a distance of something over 10 miles. Wc have an unlimited 
quantity of timber here, and it would he a great item of carriage on the railway. _ _
1081. Some questions have been asked of previous witnesses with reference to the growing and exporting 
of hay in the event of a railway being constructed, and the opinion was expressed that that will he under
taken ;—do you coincide with that idea ? Yes ; J flunk there would be a fair amount of produce grown

v for export if wo had access to a market. _
]0S2. The freight charged on the main railway hues of the Colony for hay in 6-ton truck-loads is, for

" ” " over
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over 40 miles, 3s. 3d. per ton ;—assuming that that rate were charged, do you think it would pay a man to G. H- McKee, 
send his hay by railway to Grafton for shipment from there to Sydney'! Yes; because at present we ■“%
could not cart it by road under 10s. a ton. " War,>
1083. But you would not probably undertake to export it by road ? Ko.
1081. Do you think the prices obtained in Sydney are sufficient to justify a farmer hero in payinciflp. 3d. 
per ton for the carriage of hay, in addition to the steamer freight P Yes, I think so ; in fact, I am 
sure of it.
1035. You endorse the statements of previous witnesses as to the necessity for a railway, and tho good 
results that would ensue to the district? Yes. ”

Henry Harris, dairy-farmer, Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined :—
1086. Mr. MoFarhme.'] What are you ? A dairy-farmer. I have been residing at Myrtle Creek for H. Harris.
about three years. I have a holding of S00 acres—a conditional purchase and a conditional lease. ,---- x---- \
10S7. How long have you been dairying ? About three years. 2 Mar., 1000.
1088. Do you find it profitable? Yes.
10S9,^ Is your holding improved, and, if so, to what extent? I have ringbarked about 500 acres sinco I 
took it up three years ago. .
1090. Is it fenced and subdivided ? It is partly subdivided. ,
1091. And improved? Of course it has improved very much since I ringbarked it.
1092. Some ot it is unimproved ? Yes.
1093. And unfenced ? Yes ; some of it is unfeuced- a small area,
1091. How many dairy cows have you ? About fifty head.
1095. All milking ? I am milking only about thirty now.
1096. Are you on Myrtle Crook ? No ; 1 am 6 miles from hero—pretty well north towards Casino.
1097. How far are you from a creamery ? 1 have a separator in connection with my brother; we send
our cream to Casino, a distance of 16 miles. Me take it to tho New South Wales Creamery at Deep 
Creek, and it goes in from there. ’
1093. Do you cultivate any portion of the holding ? Only a small area at present, principally for green 
feed for the cattle. •
1099. Is your holding suitable for cultivation for market purposes ? Yes; we can grow anything wc 
have tried. White clover does well there.
1100. Is your holding fully stocked ? No.
1101. How many acres would carry a cow, in its improved condition? The improved land will carry a 
beast to 3 acres well.
1102. Have you artificial grasses ? Only a small percentage of white clover.
1103. Do you know tlie locality about Myrtle Creek and the different dairy holdings there? 1 do not 
know them very well except out where J am living and further from Casino. I have an intimate 
knowledge of tho country between hero and Casino.
1101. Do you know whether the holdings on the creek are similar to yours, or is yours superior? There 
is any quantity as good as mine; mine is about the average. There are some poorer and some a little better;
•the bulk of my country is very ridgy and rather steep.
1105. Was any portion of it scrub country ? No: all forest.
1106, Thickly timbered ? Medium. I consider the ridges between my place and Casino the best—hotter 
than the fiats—either for grazing or agriculture.
110/. Do you know the country south from here towards Grafton? Not intimately; I have travelled 
over it by coach a few times. ■
1108. You could not say whether the.ridges between Myrtle Creek and Grafton are similar to those on 
your holding ? .1 do not believe they are, from what I have seen in travelling by coach.
1109. What is the character of the ridgy country referred to, similar to your holding? It is volcanic.
1110. With chocolate soil? Some chocolate and some black.
HU- What agricultural products do you think it would raise ? We grow maize and potatoes, and we 
also grow lucerne m small quantities for the purpose of feedim1 for milk
1112. Did you ever take a record of the number of bushels one acre could produce ? No.
1113. Could you make an estimate ot how many bushels to the acre tho land would grow—say, of maize?
I am certain we could grow 59 bushels to the acre.
1114. You consider that a good yield ? A fair average yield for that country.
1115. Is there much of that class of country between Myrtle Creek and Casino ? The bulk of it is of a 
similar character to mine and suitable for cultivation.
1116. Is it alienated—taken up in holdings? Most of it. I may say that three portions have boon 
taken up within a very short distance of my place during the last month, in anticipation of the railway.
Three years ago, when I came here, the population of the parish of Ellangowan did not number more 
than twelve persons, and now there are about fifty residents.
1117. How many holdings? I could not say. Some holdings are only used for grazing at present; no 
one is living on a good many of the holdings.
1118. In the event of a railway being constructed, would this land be placed under cultivation, or would 
it remain under dairying ? I believe it would remain under dairying.
1119. The whole of it ? Yes ; pretty well.
1120. If this land is capable of producing 50 bushels to flic acre, would not the people go in for culti
vating maize? I do not think so, the country being too billv ; it is rather expensive to work.
1121. It is too steep ? Yes. The soil is good enough, but the farmers will not go in for maize-growing 
extensively, for the reason just stated.
1122. You were present this evening when a number of witnesses gave their opinion of the character of 
the country along the line of the proposed railway, and also gave evidence witli regard to dairying, and 
agriculture, and timber ;—do you endorse the statements made generally by them ? Yes ; 1 do.
1123. Is there anything they have omitted which yon would like.to add? There is a large area of land .
between hove and Casino that would be taken up almost immediately if it were open for selection and 
people had a railway or other means of getting their produce to market,

21 O)—G ' 1124.
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H. Harris. 1124, Have you heard of many inquiries by people desirous of taking up farms for dairy purposes ? I 
'"--‘‘S have heard of several during the last month—people who have como from the South Coast. _

2 War., 19Q0i H25. In the event of railway construction, do you think, from the statements of the different witnesses 
as to tho quality of the land between Myrtle Creek and G-rafton, that it would be likely to be taken up 
for dairy purposes ? I believe it would.
1126. Where did you live before coming to the Richmond ? I lived ia Illawarra for many years.
1127. Were you carrying on dairying there ? Tes. _
1128. How does the Illwarra district compare writh holdings such as yours in this locality;—is it inferior 
or superior ? I believe the country where we are, between here and Casino, is better than the average 
run of the Illawarra country—that it will carry more cattle, and that the cattle will give more milk. At 
(my rato, that is my experience. The soil is richer on the average.
1129. In your opinion, it is more profitable here than in the Illawarra district? Tes.
1130. That would be owing to the better character of the laud ? Owing to the better character of tho
land principally, ........................... _
1131. How far would it pay to send milk to a creamery ? About 4 miles in this district. According to
our experience we could not send cream more than 10 miles by road. _ _ _
1132. It would not jiay to convey it more than 10 miles by road ? It might pay; hut it would be a big
handicap to a dairydarmer to have to send his cream more than 10 miles. (
1133. You are more than 10 miles from Casino? Tes; we aro 15 miles, We cart our cream 9 milesj
and the company cart it the other G miles. _
1134. Ho you consider that if the proposed railway were constructed it would so materially benefit the 
dairymen as to cause a very large increase in settlement, even between here and Casino ? Yes.
1135. In the event of a railway being constructed from Grafton to Casino in what direction would the 
cream be likely to go? I think the bulk of it would go to Grafton. Of course, the farmer always 
takes what is the best market; hut I think it would go to Grafton, which would be its natural market; 
otherwise it would have to go to Lismore to be shipped to Sydney. As a matter of fact, we have only 
the two shipping ports—Lismore and Grafton—and I think it would go to Grafton.
1136. Casino is not touched by ocean-going ships ? No.

Alfred Edward Harris, dairy-farmer, Myrtle Creek, sworn, and examined:—
A. E. Harris. 1137. Chairman^ You are a brother of the last witness? Tes.

---- v 1138. And you work in conjunction with him in tho dairying business? I own the separator, and 1
2 Mar., 1900. separate for him. _

1139. How long is it since you started ? 1 have been dairying off and on for about nine years.
1L40. In this district ? Yes, at Ellangownn.
1L41. How long have you been treating tho milk for cream and butter ? About five years.
1142. Have you been using your own separator all the time ? Tes. I first had a hand separator, hut
now I have a steam separator. _
1143. The milk of how many cows can you treat with that separator ? I can treat 400 gallons of milk a 
day ; that would be the product of about 400 cows,
1144. Do you treat the milk of any other producers besides yourself and your brother? I am trehting 
the milk of six persons now.
1145. Ho you charges the same as the other creamory ? It is impossible to know what they charge. 1
charge 4d. a gallon. m
1146. Hoes that pay you ? It only just pays me, but it helps things along. Then we have to pay the
company to take tho cream to Casino. ’
1147. Are there only two separators in this district—yours and the one mentioned before ? Between my 
place and Casino f should think there are nearly a dozen—towards Tatham.
114S. Have these all grown up within the last four or five years ? Tes.
1149. Showing that the dairy industry is increasing? Tes.
1150. Have you had experience in dairying in any other parts of the Colony ? Yes ; I came from Dapto.
1151. Which district do you think tlie better for dairying ? I think this district—that is, Ellangowah, 
and towards Casino, and out this way to Myrtle Creek—is fully equal to Illawarra. You get the tail-end 
of the volcaitic country here.
1152. And, of course, you can get land cheaper here ? Yes.
1153. What did you pay for yours ? £L an acre.
1154. What is the area? 1,280 acres.
1155. Free selection and conditional lease ? Tes. .
1156. Are you enlarging your operations, as you can do so, year by year? Yes ; improving the place find
enlarging it. . _
1157. And you are well satisfied with the district as a dairying district? ] am well satisfied:
1158. Tour brother has told us that there is a good deal of this land similar to yours, suitable for dfiirying 
—is that so? Tes ; there arc thousands of acres.
1159. Of this volcanic soil ? Yes.
] LGU. 1 understand the Crown lauds were mostly taken up ? Still there are any amount of places where 
there is a small portion of this volcanic soil. 1 know a groat deal of tho land between hero and Grafton. 
Tlie land I have taken up is incomparably superior to the land between here and Grafton. _
1161. What do you think of the laud between here and Grafton from a dairy point of view ? It is only
summer dairying country. _
1162. What do you mean by that? The grass is not suitable for winter dairying, but it is suitable for 
summer dairying.
1163. What is the miittcr with it in winter ? The frosts cut it up, and 1 do not think it will grow artificial 
grasses very well. J would not like tho Country on the north side of Myrtle Creek to ho judged by tho 
country oil the other side.
1164. Before selecting, did you look at the land between here aud Grafton? I looked at some of it.
] 165, And did not care about it? No, L did not; it is "razing country.
1 I(iti. Fattening country, but not for dairy purposes '! Not proper for dairy purposes,
DtiJ. Is that your opinion as a practical dairyman? Yes. 1168.
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1168. If you had not been able to get this chocolate country you speak of, would you have taken up any A. E. Harris, 
of the land between here and Grafton ? Hot between here and Lawrence—not unless lt was alongside 8£^3b_ 
the railway line.
1169. But how would a railway help yon to get over the frosls in winter? It would not; but, of course,
one would prefer to take up land conveniently situated. _
1170. But do you not want to dairy all the year round ? It in not profitable in all cases. Tour cows 
only milk well half the year, without feed. You can milk half the year without feed, and I think you 
could dairy1 on all this country all through the summer months well,
1171. But in the winter you would have to feed? You would have to turn all the cattle dry. You could 
dairy all through the summer—say for eight months.
1172. Would it pay a dairyman to work his cows only for half the year ? Yes; because he could not
work them for more than eight months at any time. _
1173. Would it be practicable for you to grow crops in the summer months with which to feed your
cattle during the winter mouths, and so go on milking them all the year ;—would not that boa- profitable 
occupation in that country? Yes, I think it would be. ...
1174. If this laud were ringbarked and improved, would that help to make it available for dairying during 
the winter months ? Ido not think so, j. do not think it is ever winter dairying country. I think it 
would pay a man better to sell all his winter springers and dairy through the summer.

SATURDAY, :l MARCS, 1900.
[57m Scciiovcl Commit lee met at ike "Commercial Hotel,” Casino, at G p.m.]

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TB10KETT (Cdairmak).

John CnntsTiAiv Watson, Esq, | John McFakt.ank, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway trom
Grafton to Casino.

Francis Grant Fanning, grazier, Beep Creek, sworn, and examined:—
1175. Chairman.'] Where is your liolding ? At Beep Creek, 0 miles south from Casino. F. G.
1170. How long have you resided there ? I have resided there continuously for eleven years. I have ■ ;trmmg. 
been in the district for eighteen years, off and on. 3 Atar 19C0
1177. Bo you know the surveyed railway line between here and Grafton—1 mean at the Casino end;— ’’ '
there is one survey from Myrtle Creek in a straight lino to Casino, and there is another which takes a

. more westerly course to Casino ? Yes ; I know those two routes. _
1178. Would you compare those two routes in regard to the effect of floods ? My remarks will apply to 
the 1891 flood—the big flood in these creeks. With regard to the deviation, on the west side of the main 
road the flood waters of Beep Creek are about a mile and a quarter in width, most of them being very 
light and shallow. They are comparatively harmless, as they are confined to two permanent water
courses—the Serpentine and Beep Creek. There are no waters on the Serpentine, but on each side ot - 
Beep Creek the flood-waters extend to some extent, in regard to the original survey I should say the 
flooded country through which the line would go would*be from 3i to 3J miles across ; in fact it is all 
heavily-flooded country. The greater part of it is dense ti-tree country, and in flood-time is covered in 
many places with 5 or 6 feet of water, running strongly. We never attempt to cross these waters in flood
time, there being a very strong current of water. The water flows over the main watercourse and spreads 
over the country generally.
1179. Mr. Watson.] 1 fc has been suggested that a deviation might bo made more to the cast, which would 
cross the Beep Creek waters about 4A miles further down, easterly from the main road;—for what 
distance along that line is the country bad in flood-time, what is the depth of water, and how far does it 
extend along that line—say 3 miles below your bouse ? There is not quite as much water along that 
route as on the original survey, because there is a sand ridge by which the water is confined. The waters 
on the suggested route have not the same strength as those on tbo original survey.
1180. How does the original survey compare with the proposed easterly deviation, with regard to flood

. waters;—would you class them as similar ? Ho. I think the easterly deviation would be the bettor of 
, the two. There is less force of water on the deviation, but I do not think there is much difference with

regard to length. Tbo adopted westerly route is the best of the three undoubtedly, because the wider, 
as I have already explained, is confined to two watercourses, and can be much more easily dealt with.

MON BA T, 5 MARCH, 1900.
[ZVc Sectional Committee met at the Toicn Mali, Casino, at 10 a.m.]

present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TBICKETT (Chairmas).

John Ciihistian Watson, Esq. | John McFaklane, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
Grafton to Casino.

Donald Campbell, grazier, Woodlands, sworn, and examined :—
1181. Chairman.] What aro you? I am a grazier, residing at present at Woodlands. D. Campbell,
11.82, That is in tlie di red ion of Kyogle ? Yes, 4 miles from here, on the road lo Queensland. /----
1183. How long have yon been there ? I have only been here two years ; but I have been living oje the 5 Alar., 1900. 
other side of the road for some ten or twelve years. Before that 1 was manager of the Wooroowoolgan 
station for eighteen years.

1184.
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D. Campbell. H84'. That station is situated between here and Grafton ? It is about 4 miles from here, 
f> Mar 1900 i£0W ^a,T ^oes ^ extend? It extends to Myrtle Creek, some 20 miles.

’ area' 's comprised in that run? It covers 20 miles from the head station to the head of
Wyan Creek.
1187. And how much the other way ? About 18 miles.
1158. The proposed line goes through a great deal of that station, does it not? Yes.
1159. Would you tell us briefly the character of the country comprised within its boundaries ? Where 
the line is supposed to go, right across that country, it is not the best character of country, ■
1190. Is it ridgy or flat ? Chiefly flat; hut the road from Myrtle Creek through the run until it comes 
into Deep Creek here, is about the best part of the whole route—where that road actually goes.
1191.. This end of the run is the worst? No ; I think Myrtle Creek, until you come to Deep Creek— 
that is 5 miles from here. Coining from the Clarence this way there is, I should say, about 14 or In 
miles of tho very worst. Going m any one direction from that it is much better. .
1192. We will take that stretch of bad country ;—is that of any use for agricultural purposes?- There
is no doubt the frontages of tho creeks are very good. ’
1193. What would the land grow ? It would grow maize, hay, and wheat.
1194. Is there any cultivation of that kind on that land? There are only maize, potatoes, and corn at
the present time. ^
1195. In small quantities, for local consumption? Yes.
1199. With better means of communication do yon think that land would be improved and used largely 
for cultivation ? ihere is no doubt it would be. When you leave this stretch I speak of the country 
falls into better flats and the river trontages extend more, and then tho ridges come in. These arc not 
high ; they are undulating ridges, fn fact the ridges are the best of it. There, are no ridges of any 
consequence. On both sides of the road you fall into Myrtle Creek and Myall Creek, and there is a good 
deal of frontage on these creeks. " '
1197. Wo want to distinguish between the ridgy and the flat country:—you have told us that the flat
country on the edges of the creeks would be suitable for agriculture? They are at present, I suppose, 
chiefly used for grazing, .
1198. With regard to the ridgy portion of this bad part you speak of, what is that suitable for ? At the
present time it is only used for grazing, but it would produce crops as good or better than some of the 
rest. There is very good land—a sort of reddish-brown soil, deep and very good ; but it is chiefly low 
country. '
1199. How does it compare with the country between hero and Kyogle ? There is no comparison. One

, acre of tho country between here and Kyogle is worth 5 acres of that.
1200. lor both purposes? lor agricultural purposes. From Deep Crock right round until you come to 
lawcett’e Creek, for 40 miles each way. 1 do not think you could get a finer patch for agriculture in any 
part of the Colony. That is, going from W'ooroowoolgan, .straight west and north, until you come to 
T’awcett’s Creek.
1201. Is this rich country between here and Kyogle largely cultivated at the present time ? Not very
largely ; but there is a good deal of cultivation on it. ’
1202. It is chiefly used for grazing ? Yes ; but there are a great number of selectors.
1203. This rich, good land is mostly alienated? Yes.
1204. With such a large area of much better land adjacent, and at present under cultivation, what are
the prospects of the inferior land being taken up ? This rich land, of course, will go a long time before 
the other. You may depend upon it not an acre of that would be left before people would go and select 
on the other. l i &
1205. But they cannot get this rich land, because it is alienated ? At the present time they aro trying to 
got the people on it as fast as they can. Mr. Griffiths told me the last time be was up, only a month 
ago, that ho had forty tenants now.
1200. Would it pay a man better to rent land of this rich soil from a large holder rather than go and take 
up the land we have spoken of, from Myrtle Creek this way, knowing that he would get the poor land at a 
very cheap rate, as compared with what he would have to pay for the rich land ? It would pay a man to 
give 15s. an acre rent for this rich country. ”
120/. In preference to paying £1 an acre to free select the other land? It would pay him better, 
because he would get a greater return, and he could support n family on so much less land. The 
ground is undeniably good. It is good for anything we have tried it for yet, and the other land is much 
poorer.
1208. Then, your contention is that it is bettor for a settler to have a small area of rich reliable land than 
a large area of poor land ? Much better. People, as a rule, some time ago went in for getting large 
areas, but they find now that a smaller area of good land is less costly, and keeps them better, and 
it is better looked after. When a family gets too much ground it is neglected, and it only grows weeds 
instead of a proper crop.
1209. Do you regard G40 acres as a large block of land for a poor man to handle in this district ? Yes,
1210. Could you, from your experience, explain why it is that this largo area is not suitable for a small 
beginner ? Because the land is not so rich, and it wants the same labour ; you must put tho same labour

# on it for fencing, and all tnat. It costs a lot to put it under crop, aad if it does not repay a man, he is 
done at once 1
1211. In the case of poor land in its natural state, how many acres do you think it would take to carry 
one cow? About 14 or 15 acres ; if ringbarked and improved, 1 should say about 9 acres.
1212. In regard to this better land, which you say a man could rent for about 15s. an acre, what is its 
carrying capacity? About 5 or 0 acres to a beast.
1213. As he gets it? As it is at present.
1214. Is that fenced in, or would ho have to fence it? It is not fenced in. Any land a man would take 
up ho would have to fence. lie would just get the laud. Of course, the owner or leaseholder from whom 
he rents the land would help to fence it for him at starting; but then tho man is paying, say, from 5s. to 
15s. an acre. He gets the land for the first three years perhaps for 4s. or 5s. Then the rent is raised half 
a crown every year ; but it is better for a man to get 15s. or 20s. an acre for his land than to leave it under 
stock. At present he would only get about 5s. a year return for his land ; but if he lease it out, as the

owners
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owners are beginning to do, then he makes that 5s. to begin with, and every year the rent is raised, until D. Campbell, 
in a few years he will get £1 an aero. . -n
3215. That is very good from the landowner’s point of view; but from a tenant's point or view how will 1 
he go on paying tins increased rental ? It pays him better to do it, because he makes a very good living 
out of it. .
121.0. Has dairying increased much in this district during the last few years ? During the last three or 
four years its increase has been something wonderful, and it is going ahead every day.
1217. What class of country have the dairymen selected for their holdings ? The best country they
could possibly get—tho creeks and river frontages. ■
1218. Eented land ? Tes.
1219. What si/,c holdings have they chiefly made a start with ? Prom 200 to 100 acres; some of them 
have a good deal more.
1220. Take a man with small means to begin with ? Prom 200 acres to 100 acres.
1221. Then on this 200 acres, at your estimate, he can carry forty beasts ? Yes. _ _
1222. Can he make a living off that? Ho makes a very good living off it with his cows and his pigs
that is, if ho has a family, and is not paying for labour. If he is paying for labour ho wants 000 or 800 
acres, because he must have about 100 or 130 cattle. _ _
1223. But tho small beginner must work with his own bands and with the assistance of his family ?
Yes. _ _
1221. Can you point to any instances where a man has come here and taken up within a reasonable 
distance of Casino any of this bush land—not the red-soil land—but the land you speak of as inferior, 
land open for free selection ? A good number have taken uj) land. _
1225. Whereabouts? It is all taken up from Coraki right up within a mile of the Lawrence and Casino 
road—between Sandy Creek and Deep Creek, and on what they call Scrub Creek—on fringes in 
between.
1226. It is taken up as selected land ? Yes.
1227. And what are the people doing? Dairying, and they are doing well. When I first knew the 
people were going there—1 was then managing Wooroowoolgen—I asked them if they were mad, and.
what they intended to do. But there they arc to-day, and they are well off, and doing, and have lots of _
stock, dairying, and growing what crop they use for themselves.
1228. And they have holdings of about 500 or 600 acres ? Some of them have 1,280 acres. They have 
taken up 040 acres, and then they have taken up their full quantity. Some of them would select 300 
acres, and then would take three times that area again as a grazing right. JS’early all of them have taken
up grazing rights as well as their first conditional purchases. _ .
1229. Does not that rather point to tho conclusion that the bad land you have spoken of is suitable for 
dairy purposes ? Tliero is no doubt it will bo made available. Every bit of it will be taken some clay, 
there is no question about it; but it is nothing like this other country7.
1230. I suppose you know all that country pretty well between here and Grafton ? I do. _
1231. Do you think that the country on either side of the proposed railway line would also_ be likely 
to be taken up if they had a ready means of communicafion ? There is no doubt that every inch of it 
will be taken up, although the country is far inferior to what it is when you come to Deep Creek, and 5 
or G miles to Casino on the Tabulam, and going west and north from that. The country there is very 
different altogether. People who come from Grafton or Lawrence can never imagine we have such 
country at the back here, and unless they go out and see for themselves.
1232. Vou mean on either side of the line, but further baqk ? Yes.
1233. As an old resident of the district, do you think there would be any interchange of products between 
Casino and Grafton, if there were a rail way line;—is there anything you grow here that they do not grow, 
and anything they grow that you do not grow, that would bring a large revenue to the railway? There 
is nothing, I think, in which there would be any interchange between here and Grafton, except stock. AVc 
alwavs did supply the Clarence River with cattle ; they do not soem to fatten enough cattle for themselves.
But I think the journey would he too short to take the trouble to put fhe cattle on the train.
1234. With good grass, and wide roads, you think they would travel the stock in preference to trucking 
them ? I think so, because between here and Grafton the grass and water arc good at all times of the year.
1235. If a railway were constructed between here and Grafton, do you think the main item of revenue
in tho way of freight would be dairy produce? I think that is all. On the Clarence they grow everything 
that wc do here. _
123G. You do not think there would be much interchange of produce ? I do not think so.
1237. This a large cattle-fattening district ? Yes. __
1238. By what means are the cattle conveyed to marketdo many go by steamer ? Hot many. They 
go principally to Xenterfield. One or two small lots have gone by steamer from Lawrence to Sydney this 
year ; but as a rule the cattle go from here to Tenterfield, and thence by train. The journey from hero 
to Tenterfield is very heavy on stock. They have nine days on the road, and it is very hard on their feet.
Cattle grown on the flat country are cut up a bit. A great number of cattle have gone to Sydney from 
here by train ; in fact three or four drovers were continually going last year.
1239. I want to ask you a very important question with regard to tho future development of the country:
As an observer of this country, not only round Lismore but also between here and Grafton, do you think 
it is good all-the-year-round country for feeding cattle ;—is the country sour and undesirable, or is it 
good fattening country all the year round? No; it is not. There is any amount of grass all the year 
round, but the country from Grafton here, or a good part of it—that is, when you leave Myrtle Creek 
and go towards Grafton, through Camira, and lower down—is sour country. The grass is inclined to 
be sour. It is not good fattening country, although on patches that have been ringbarked I have seen 
very good cattle. __ _ _
1240. M.r. Watsoa.'] That would imply that, though the country is sour under growing timber, it is 
capable of being improved by ringbarking ? There is no question about it, because on Saltwater Creek, at 
Mr. ZulH's, 1 have seen very good cattle.
1241. Was that in the winter-time? Yes.
1242. At Myrtle Creek a witness stated that the country about there and towards Grafton was not good 
for feeding stock in the winter time, and that a man could only milk his cows in the summer months;—

do
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D. Campbell. <5o you think that is a correct statement? I think that is wrong. If the country is ringbarked and the 
E "‘W loiin P1,ass ls 11 °'' allowed to get rank—because it docs not matter whether you ring bark or not, if you allow 

BX'’ ‘ the grass to go ahead it gets rank—if there is enough stock ou it and sunlight let into it, a man can milk 
m the winter, because I have seen very good lat cattle there.
1243. We do not suppose that a man is coming here to take up a bit of country and live on it without 
any effort to ringbark it;—as regards the greater part of the country between here and Grafton, if it wrcro 
ringbarked and thinned out a bit. do you think it would be good fattening country all the year ? I would 
not call it good fattening country, but ringbarking would improve it very much, k'roin ilyrlle Creek 
until you come to within 2 or 3 miles of the Clarence Kiver tSic country is inclined to be sour. Iting- 
barkiug improves it, but I would not call it good fattening country.
1244. Is it country that would be despised and not be taken up, or is it good enough for a man to take 
up to run eows on ? There is no doubt that every inch of it would be taken up eventually. If ever a 
railway goes there it is certain to be all taken op, and the people who take it up will improve it.
1245. Along the road tlie indications are that there is almost a profusion of feed wherever one goes,—is 
that.a good quality of grass ? That grass is not stocked enough, and then it gets sour.
124G, Is the Marly grass bad grass? It is not so bad. Blady grass is good in the winter. 'When it is 
young it is not so bad, because it comes up very quickly, and if it is well stocked and kept down it makes 
good leed. But as a rule there is such a scope of country that it is never stocked.
1247. I suppose you can only keep it stocked really byr small holdings—large holdings cannot afford to 
stock it? Unless the holdings are fenced into small paddocks you can never manage it.
1*248. And that is too expensive in the ease of large holdings? Yes. •
1249. Chairman.'] Although we know that a lot of the land is not open for lengthy tenure, the stock 
seem very sparse all along,—why is that ? It seems to me they all have too much country. They all went 
in for too much country. It seems to me that if we had four times the population on the country, it 
would be much belter.
1250. "Would you mind giving your opinion as to whether it is or is not desirable that a railway should 
bo constructed between here and the Clarence ;—what do you really think are its prospects as a paying 
concern ?. I would not like to say. If a railway is constructed between here and the Clarence, I cannot

. see what is to make it pay for somo years to come—for five or six years to come.
1251. At the end of that time do yon think it would have a better prospect? There is no doubt that by
that time there would he abetter prospect, because directly the line would go through all that country, and 
before it would be anything like completed, a lot of tho land would be taken up. But at the present time, 
after you leave here about (5 or 7 miles, the prospect all the way is very poor until you come within 3 or 4 
miles of the Clarence. ‘
1252. A little wliilc ago you said you thought all the laud between here and Grafton would be taken 
up if there were railway communication, and now you say you think it is doubtful ? There is no question 
that if there were a railway it would be taken up ; but it would not be as profitable for a man to take up 
that country as it.would be for him to take up good country. He would not make such a good thing 
out of it. There is no question that if you put a railway there the country on either side would bo taken 
up ; but that does not leave it brst-elass country.
1253. Could you give us an instance of what you think is better country;—whereabouts do you find 
better country ? From the time you cross Deep Creek, and going up both frontages of Deep Creek, you 
could go right across for 40 miles west and north, and 40 miles the other way straight on end, and you 
would get such a block of country the equal of which I do not thiuk you would find in New South 
AFalcs, except the Big Scrub, and I question whether it is not more profitable than the Big Scrub, because 
there are plains there without trees, and beautiful black soil, where a man could go and plough 400 or 
500 acres straight away—as good Isnid as any man could wish to have. It is only lately they have begun 
to realise this. Mr. Smith is now letting out his land for dairying, and some two or three years a^o we 
never expected to eeo a dairy up at Kyogle, and I am sure there will be dozens of them up that way. The 
quantity of cream that is coming from there daily is wonderful. The dairying population goes on 
increasing and they bring their produce into Casino to be treated, without any aid at all. It is not the 
dairying alone, but they have such good agricultural land. There are the creeks, for instance. There 
is as good laud on those creeks as you‘will get on the frontages to the river, and, except very high up at 
the bead of the creeks, the ridges are beautiful, undulating ridges, every bit of which will be cultivated. 
Ihere is besides a. lot of scrub lands that have been under cedar and pine. On the side of 1be range a 
good deal of timber is gone; but on the other side there has been timber for years, and the country that 
is under scrub is just as good as the big scrub land.
1254. Mr. Watson.] When you speak of the land between Grafton and Casino being poor land, you do
so in comparison with the lands on the Upper Richmond ? Yes. ' "
1255. Suppose a line of railway were constructed from here to Grafton, and a man took up Crown lands 
with a view to dairying, how many acres do you think ho would require—first, of average flat land, and 
secondly, of average ridgy land ? He would want at least 040 acres.
1250, Of either ? Of the land between here and Grafton. '
1257. Taking the average ? Yes.
1258. You think he could do with 040 acres ? On some of it he would want a little more.
1259. That is improved, of course ? Yes.
1260. Ton have told us that the land along the line of route between here and Grafton does not afford a 
very good criterion of the country ? No, it docs not.
1261. And you say that away from the line on either side the land improves, and would bo likely to be
taken up ? Yes. '
1262. Do you think it would be taken up to a distance of, say, 10 miles on cither side of tho line? Yes ; 
dairymen would come right up to the line.
1263. But would they go out from the line on either side a distance of, say, 10 miles ? Yes, and more ;
they would go up the creeks and the swamps a long distance. "
1264. Is there valuable timber on the country between bere and Grafton? Yes; there is a wonderful 
lot of splendid timber.
1265. Ot what does it consist? Iron-bark, blood-wood, willibit—a brown timber suitable for piles, and
lintels—and mahogany. There is some very line red-gum and blue-gum—as fine patches of ximher as 
there aro in the Colony. 1266.
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1200. Do you not think it likely that there would bo a considerable demand for this timber for railway D 
pleepers, girders, and such like, if it could be got to the steamers and os ported at a reasonable price. tt ^ 
js now being taken away daily to Melbourne and JN’ew Zealand- ..
1267. What distance do they have to cart it? In some cases as far as 22 and dU miles.
1268. To Lawrence? Tea; to Lawrence and Broadwater. .. . i(.pm
1266. You regard that as an increasing item in the industries of the district. +_es i it is a g . t
because thorc'is a tremendous lot of good timber extending a long wav back on cither side.
1270, As a man who has had great experience in regard to stock and different classes of conn ry,
a characteristic of good counfry that it is gcnorally thickly timbered, and that when once yo fi 
timber ringbarked, and tho property improved, it develops into good gracing country -is n”c 1 ,
general rule ? Jto j f pipwot agree with you there. My esperienoe m that good gracing country is thin y
timbered .... .................... ............ ^ _

Alfred Clark Simpson, storekeeper, Cosine, sworn, and examined r
1271, 21*. MoFarlane.] How long have you bocn residiiigin Casino ? TI’ifty'two?^r!,'j.1,T,!lln;.
1272, What are the principal industries iu the liiohmond Hirer district ? At present the dairying industry
goema to be forging to the front (
1278. That is the most important? I take it to be so now.
]274, Is agriculture largely carried on? Yes, ,
1275. I am speaking of tho Eichmond Hivcr district? Yes; around Casino.
1276. Has this district progressed during the past fire or six years? fesj very much since tho
introduction of systematic dairring, t n,i„ir
1277. How far would tho initiation of dairying dote hack ? B ot mote than four year., 1 thtult.
1278. Has it materially increased during that period ? Yea.
1270. And is likely to continue to increase ? I think so. , _ , .
1280. Have you a knowledge of the country between Casino and Grafton, along the proposed rai y 
route? Yes.
1281. Have you been along that line on different occasions ? Yes.
1282. What‘is vour opinion of the character of the country,say, for a distance of 1C* miles on either snie
of the road ? It is poor country ; there are patches ol it fairly good. . . «
1283. When vou say poor countrv, do you mean poor agricultural country or poor grazing country. 
Poor agricultural country is necessarily poor grazin'; country, llich country for agriculture always means
rich country for grazing. ,. , . , ,i o i m1281. But are there not occasions when there is rich grazing country which is not exactly sm able tot 
agriculture ? It does not alter the fact that rich country for any purpose is bettor for ngl-iciilLure and 
better for grazing. ] am under the impression that; most of that country would be utilised for grazing 
purposes—tiiat is, for dairy purposes—in the event of a railway being constructed ; but to render it fat 
for that I think it would bo necessary to lay it down with suitable grasses, and I think that would be 
done. There is enterprise enough among the people to lay these poor lands down with grasses. _ Ibey 
are doing it throughout the district. Faspahm and other favourable grasses are being freely sown just at

1285. That occurs also with those who occupy dairy holdings generally—they use artificial grasses ? Yes. 
The stationholders often spread paspalum about their runs with a view of improving the pasturage. _
1286. By that means, I suppose/it would carry more stock ? Certainly Pa'pahm is not onl.y winter- 
resisting and drought-resisting, but it is in other respects a remarkable grass, very suitable tor these

]’JsLit iVnot affected by the frost ? Ho. It also appears to be very little affected by the drought. It 
is of strong, vigorous growth, and a very rich milk-giving grass. I am under the impression that poor 
land would be very largely availed of in the future for dairy purposes, which, as far as 1 can see, is tlte
most profitable use it could be put to. „ , , . . • __
1288. If the proposed railway were constructed is the country of such a character that, in your opinion,
it would be taken np for dairying purposes ? Yres, certainly. , +i, + n- nnf
1289. That is, along tho line and for a reasonable distance on each side of the line, so that it would not 
be too far to carry the produce to the nearest railway station ? I have travelled a good deal throughout 
the Colony, and 1 have noticed that in other places where the country was quite as poor, and m some 
cases poorer, the graziers and agriculturists have made a success of it it they have had good means o.
communication. . , .■ <> i- -vrwi,, r-tmL-1290. A good part of the land is heavily limbered, is it not—the ridgy portion? farom Myrtle Creole
down towards Bungawalbyn the country is pretty heavily timbered. j o v
1291. Would the land be materially improved if it were ringbarked and properly cleared . les.
1292. It would be capable of carrying much additional stock ? Yes. I do not know how it would altcct
the rainfall. This is a country which requires a heavy rainfall. . . ‘
1293. Js this country well watered ? Fairly well; there are a number of crocks through it.
]294' Do you consider it sufficiently well watered for the different holdings that might be taken up along 
the line * I do not know what themelhod of watering some of the country would be-whetber there is 
water available within a short distance of the surface or not--but there are a good many creeks.
1295. I mean for watering stock ? Yes ; I should think they could all get access to water.
1296. With regard to the traffic likely to take place in the event of Grafton and Casino being connected 
bv railway, do vou think that would be of an important character ? No, I do not think so.
1297. Do you "think there would he a largo passenger traffic between the two places. IS o, 1 should
not think so. , • , , c c,.
129R. Is there a considerable passenger traffic at present;—1. am not speaking particularly ot bra .on 
and Casino, but between the Clarence and the Eichmond ? Not traffic that would be aflectcd by the
railway line. It, would not affect any trallic that goes Coatsworth way. _
1299. Have you a knowledge of the extent of the traffic between the two rivers at the present time. Not 
in figures ; bul, from ordinary observation 1 should say the paHsenuer f raliic is limited.
J31II?. Is there any considerable traffic between Cliatmvort.li and Woodbnm ? Yes.
1301. And between Lawrence and Lasino? Not so much between Jrawiunee and Casino as t'etween 
Chatsworlh ainl Wood burn. But Ibis railway would not alTect that traffic. 1302.
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\ ^ ° ' ^ ra‘1'J’*ly were constructed between Grafton and Casino would it not be probable that passengers
5 Mar., 1900, ^ 10 'il^W 1rave^7 coac.i between Cbatsworth and 'Woodburn \vould ro by rail, seeing that they could 

travel in much less time and at a much lower rate than by taking the coach and river steamer ? ] do not
^ w?u^ bra>n either m money or time. It is a very short span from Chatsworth to Woodburn 

aUd ii1v,C(iSt 18 Sma^ ^ 5icr0:i3, really cannot see where the economy would come ia. There 
mioo iS ^!me ''osa mone7 In coming up from Grafton and travelling down by train.

^Wy011? t,oes ’1lake to go froni Chatsworth to Woodburn ? A very bad trip, I think, five hours, 
J-dU* bay tour hours, and say a passenger wanted then to go to Lismore or Casino, how long would it
a e o go from Woodburn to either place ? A slow trip would be three hours—less than three hours to 

Insmore.
1305. That would be seven or eight hours from Chatsworth, vid Woodburn, to Lismore? I think that 
seven hours would not more than land him at G-rafton.
1306. l am assuming that the passengers would start from Chatsworth in tho one ease, and from Grafton 
m the other case; at present most passengers leave Grafton and go down to Chatsworth ? I was under 
the impression that they came from Sydney, landed at Chatsworth, and came across to the liiohmond. 
they do sometimes go from Lismore to Casino and on to Grafton.
1307. But coming back to Chatsworth, and. beginning the trip there, would it not be an advantage for a 
passeuger to come direct by train from Grafton to Casino, which would not take the same amount of
time as going by Chatsworth and Woodburn ? Ton would have some difficulty in getting passengers to 
see it m that light. jo or &
1308. ^°hld there not be less inconvenience changing from steamer to coach and from coach to steamer ?
1. m ou.d affect such a small portion of the traffic that 1 cannot conscientiously say it would bo an 
advantage. I could not conscientiously say that ] believe there would be a large traffic. I do not believe 
there would be.
v ^am sPeak“18 enisling traffic ? 1 do not believe it ould largely go by train.
1310. Ion think the passengers would still continue to go by coach ? I think the greater number of 
them would. They touch the business centres more rapidly from Chatsworth going across to Woodburn.
1311. In the event of a, railway being constructed, in the case of passengers leaving Casino or Lismore to 
go by steamer, w-ould they still go by river steamer down to Woodburn and then take the coach over to 
Hardwood Island and take the steamer there, or would they take the train to Grafton and take the ocean 
steamer from there ? I am under the impression they would still go to Chatsworth.
Lj12. notwithstanding the railway? I think so. Jt is a long and uninteresting trip down the river, and 
there is nothing to he gained by going up there.
1313. With regard to carriage between here and Sydney, in your business which way do you ect your 
goods. By the llichmond Kiver steamers.
1311'. In the event of Casino and Grafton being connected by rail, would you got them by the Clarence 
and then by rail to Casino? Ko ; thank you. As an ordinary, intelligent man you must know that 
tie carriage would be so expensive to me that I would be clean out of it as against wiser people who 
would get their goods by the ocean boats. 1 would not be patriotic enough to do that sort of thinru 
i oTc ou a roP)y ^s.° apply 1° other business people in Casino ? ] would hope it would not!
1310. 1 mean m your opinion ? Well, it would suit me very well if they thought otherwise. 1 would 
be quite content to let them have their opinion, I think it would be a most unwise proceeding for any
one to take that means of getting goods.
13L/. Ton consider it would be more expensive? Considerably—that is, unless the railway wore 
constructed on a new principle, enabling it to compete with ocean-carriage.
1318. Has the town of Casino improved materially with regard to trade ? Yes; within the last two or 
throe years it has improved very much indeed.
1319. In what direction—trade generally ? Les, trade generally.

^ particular line more than others? AVe find that settlers are in possession of more money 
through the introduction of the dairying industry. There are more settlers to spend money, and more 
money to be spent. Another factor in tho progress of tho district is the larger number of pics that have 
been reared and sent to market. The farmers m one part of the river have taken this branch°of industry 
up very largely, and they have been shipping large numbers of pigs. This refers more particularly to 
Hyogle and up that way. J
1321. Growing maize and turning it into pork ? Yes ; T am a saw-mill proprietor as well as a storekeeper 
and some tew ycars back T only used to run the mill from four to six months in the year; but now wc 
cannot keep pace with the demands for timber for building purposes. Not only is this the case in regard 
to local town orders; but the people engaged in the dairying industry aro all putting up a substantial 
class ot buildings, and wo find that the demand from outside sources is very large.
1322. Your opinion, then, is that businesa and trade generally is improved ? Yes.
1323. Is Hat likely to continue ? Yes; the nature and surroundings of the district warrant that 
assumption.
1324<, Are any of tho industries in a languishing condition, or more backward than they were four or five 
years ago, before the advent of dairying ? The only industry that seems to have gone back is that 
ot sugar-growing. °

^uSar'cane has not been grown so largely ? No ; It has of recent years been a loss to the growers.
1320. sugar was not largely grown on this upper portion of the river? Yes; it was grown in con
siderable quantities between Coraki and Casino. The finest crops on the river aro grown between Coraki

^10s0 Pe°ple have abandoned the growth of cane to a large extent.
Although there would not bo any traffic through from here to Grafton, do you not 

think that, if a railway were constructed, the settlement that would follow would create a passenger traffic 
from Myrtle Creek and that direction towards Casino, as well as a traflic in timber and dairy produce ? 
Yes, there is no doubt it would. It would create a traffic for a certain distance, -just as is done by a 
raiBray m every other place. The traffic for half the distance would come this way, and half towards the 

* ^,° ('ouht' would increase tho importance of the town, and there would be a certain amount
ot tralxie, which would grow ps time went on.

Granville
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Granville Moore Elliott, Council Clerk, Casino, sworn, and examined:—
1328. Chairman,'] "What are you ? I am Council Clerk of the Municipality of Casino, and 1 have occupied G-, M. Elliott.
that position for about eighteen years,- having been appointed shortly after the incorporation ol the town. ^
1323. Do you produce certain figures to show the progress of the town from its incorporation until the G Mar., 1900.
present time ? Yes. It was incorporated in 1880. It embraces an area of 10 square miles. The rates for
the first year amounted to £224 Kjs. lid., and last year they amounted to £4fi:l! J (is. 3d. The population of
tho municipality at the time of its incorporation was about GOO, and at the present time it amounts to some
2,000. I have not the figures showing the value of the ratable property at the time of tho incorporation,
but the value of the ratable property last year when the assessment was made was £48,659 8s. 5d. The
amount of the indebtedness is £2,085 on debentures. The rates in arrears amount to £137.
1330. The town is not lighted at present P ISTo. I may say that I am also Secretary to tho Stock Board.
The number of stock-owners in the Casino sheep district is about 950; that is the number of those who 
hold sufficient stock to qualify. The number of cattle is 157,000; horses, 11,000; pigs, 5,500; sheep, 4,000.
1331. Generally, with regard to cattle and pigs, are you able to say that these have been considerably 
increasing items during the last three or four years ? Yes; especially dairy stock.

James Golding Draper, sergeant of police, Casino, sworn, and examined:—
1332. 2fr. Watson.] What are you ? Sergeant of police, stationed at Casino. I am also inspector of J- Draper,
dairies outside the municipality. 'CJ
1333. Speaking roughly, what is the extent of the police district of which you have control ? It extends " ar‘’ ‘ 
down to Camira on tho south and to Kyogle on the north. On the east it extends to within G miles of 
Lismore, or about 13 miles from Casino, and on the west it reaches pretty nearly to Tabulam—that is,
nearly 40 miles.
1334. Can you state the number of dairies within that district? There are about 250, with over 12,000 
dairy cows. There are ten creameries and one butter factory.
1335. Do pretty well all those dairymen have their produce dealt with at the Casino factory ? Yes.
1336. There is no other factory which draws supplies from here? No ; the cream is all sent to Casino 
from the different creameries.
1337. And from Casino it is sent as butter for shipment? Yes.
1338. Save yon noticed what progress has been made in dairying of late years ? It has gone ahead of 
late years. It seems to be going ahead every year.
1339. Has there been any disposition to convert to dairying, lands formerly under agriculture ? Yes ; 
some have given up agriculture, and have gone in for dairying.
1340. That would be mostly on the river batiks, I suppose? Yes.
1341. Near the llichmond itself ? Yes.
1342. Have any of the settlers turned their maize land into dairies? No; they still grow' a little maize.
1343. Have you seen any indications of ordinary pastoral land being converted into dairying land ? Yes ;
Mr. Smith or Kyogle has let three dairies.
1344. Land formerly used for grazing only? Yes.
1345. Has there been any increase in the dairying lately in the direction of Myrtle Creek ? No; not in
that direction. „
1346. Has there not been a creamery established there ? There is a creamery there. But Mrs. Green- 
street, at the hotel, who was milking about seventy or eighty cows, knocked that off. I do not know 
what her reasons wore. Some of them said the creamery was rather too far away from the place.
1347. Mr, Smith, of that locality, recently went into dairying? He went into it a little while ago, but 
he sent me notice during the last two or three weeks that he was knocking off again.
1348. "Would it he likely that ho was knocking off for the winter, and would start again in the summer ?
I think ho was knocking off for good. He has not sufficient labour there. He had only his son with him, 
and he had to pay for labour. He seemed to say that all that he got was going to somebody else ; that 
lie was making nothing out of it. I refer to Mr. Smith, at Wyon, 3 miles frem Myrtle Creek.
1349. He is some distance from Casino, where the factory is? Yes. '
1350. How far ? It is about 21 miles from here to his place.
1351. Ho you think that would have any effect in preventing him from dairying at a profit ? No; ho 
sends his milk to tho creamery at Myrtle Creek, and the cream is brought in from there by the Company,
1352. Is that creamery far from his place ? Between 2 and 3 miles.
1353. Do you know w'hetlier the settlers there are under any disadvantage in having the creamery so far 
from the factory? I do not think so. I do not think they are at any loss in respect to the cream.
1354. Have they to make any special payment for getting the cream into Casino ? I could not say,
1355. So the increase of dairying to which you allude has not been in the direction of the proposed railway 
line? No.
1356. Do you think that the lack of development in the dairying industry at Myrtle Creek is due to

Jioor soil, or to the want of communication ? The people are not there at present. There is no one 
iving there now who would be in a position to carry on dairying. The present state of the land, with 

water lying on it continuously during the winter months, and in rainy seasons, and the timber not being 
rung, would account for it.
1357. If the timber were ringbarked, and tho lower land drained, do you think it would improve the land ?
Yes.
1358. Sufficiently to encourage dairying ? Yea. I have camped there, and found that my horses would 
not stop there.
1359, Does your answer apply to both ridgy and fiat land ? Only to the low-lying land.
1360. It wants draining ? Yes.
1361. And on the ridgy laud the timber wants ringbarking ? Yes.

Edward James Kobinson, manager, butter factory, Casino, sworn, and examined :—
1362, Afr. IfcFarlane.] "What is your occupation ? I am manager of the butter factory at Casino, for 
the New South "Wales Creamery and Butter Company,

21 00—H ‘ 1363.

E. J.
Kobinson.

5 Mar., 1900.
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J- 1.103. How long have you occupied that position ? Between four and five yours. I have oniv occupied 
| 'f8 n’ the position of Manager at Casino for the last fifteen mouths. "

5 Mar. i9O0. ^ere you previously connected with the same company in another district ? Tes.
’ 1365. Has there been a material increase in the operations of your Company during the four years it has

been established at Casino ? During tho fourteen months that J have been at Casino, there has been a 
marked increase—almost marvellous.
13(>6. Could you give the Committee some figures showing the amount of business done by the Company ? 
When our Company started hero in January, 1898, we were producing about 3 tons of butter weekly. 
Last January we were producing between 9 and 10 tons, and during that time an opposition company 
started at Coraki which drained a considerable amount of supplies which formerly came to Casino, So 
that the increase of the district would be considerably more than our own figures show.
1367. Where do your principal supplies come from? From close to the Richmond Liver—Tatliam, 
Tomki, Kyogle, and out to the north of Casino.
1368. Can you mention any particular locality where there has been a greater increase than in other 
localities ? The increase has been principally about Kyogle, north of Casino, and between here and 
Tatham, close to the south arm.
1369. Have you a creamery at Myrtle Creek ? We have.
1370. How long has it been established ? About eighteen months.
1371. Had you many suppliers when yon first started out there? Tes. It was established under very 
fair conditions at first. Wo had a supply of about 1,800 gallons per week. That supply increased up to 
about 3,000 gallons weekly from ten suppliers, but the supply has since decreased considerably, and it 
has now gone hack to what it was when we started, namely, about 1,800 gallons per week from about six 
suppliers.
1372. When did that decrease take place? It has been going on gradually,
1373. Can you give any explanation of the cause ? The only reason I can give is that they are on poor 
country, and cannot make a living out of it.
1374. Would the distance they are away from the factory have anything to do with it? I suppose it has 
something to do with it, but not all. We have another creamery existing under exactly the same condi
tions, and in connection with that creamery there has been a marked increase. I refer to Kyogle.
1375. Is that richer country than at Myrtle Creek? Infinitely richer.
1376. Aro the suppliers at Myrtle Creek scattered or close together ? I think they are fairly close 
together. The creamery is in the centre of about ten suppliers, most distant of whom would, I think, be 
about between 4 and 5 miles away,
13/7. You consider that is not too great a distance for the supply of milk? I consider it is too far to 
cart milk over rough country.
1378. Have you any personal knowledge of the country at Myrtle Creek? Only from observation when 
travelling over it.
1379. From your experience you would know good dairy country ? From my experience I would say 
that it is very poor dairy country, not at all suitable, except in small patches close to the river banks or 
creek banks.
1380. Where it is not suited for dairy purposes, is it heavily timbered land ? Hot particularly so. The
timber is principally spotted-gum. ^ ”
1381. Has this land away from the creek been improved by ringbarking, or is it in its natural condition? 
Mostly in its natural condition, I think,
1382. Could the country which you class as poor country, not suited for dairying, be considerably 
improved by ringbarking and proper working ? Yes, it could be considerably improved.
1383. If that improvement were carried out, do you consider it would make fair dairy country ? I cannot 
say that, in my opinion, it would ever make fair dairy country. It could be made available to a certain 
extent, but it would never make fair dairy country.
1384. It would not be up to the standard of what you consider fair dairy country ? Ho, it would not.
1385. In the event of the proposed railway being constructed, would the increased facilities thus given 
tend to develop the dairy country in that locality and other localities along the line ? I think it might, 
to a certain extent—say close to the creeks or water-courses; but away from those I do not think it 
would,
1386. At what distance away from the line would it pay dairymen to convey their milk to the creameries; 

I mean along the water-courses, whore there is good land available ? I should consider 10 or 15 miles
along the creek. If that land were available—land as good as I have seen close to the water-courses there 
—no doubt dairy farmers would take it up.
1387. The Myrtle Creek farmers, I understand, convey thoir milk to the local creamery ? Yes,
1388. Is any further charge made for conveying the cream to Casino ? Yes.
1389. I mean an extra charge to the suppliers ? Yes.
1390. What is that charge ? The charge altogether for working expenses, cartage included, is a farthing 
per gallon.
1391. What price per gallon is paid to the suppliers? It vanes with the Sydney market price.
1392. As compared with other creameries close to Casino ? There is a difference of an eighth of a penny 
between Kyogle and other creameries that are close up to Casino. We charge one-eighth of a penny 
close to Casino, and a farthing for more distant ones.
1393. Do you give the same price to the suppliers at Myrtle Creek, as you give to those in other localities? 
We give exactly the same all round, with the difference of one-eighth of a penny extra in the case of 
Kyogle and Myrtle Creek.
1394. What is the average price the farmers get ? I could not give you that accurately; but roughly I
should say about 3d. or 3rd. per gallon on a 3'6 test. D
1395. Is 3-6 about the average ? It is considerably over the average. About Myrtle Creek it is about 
31 or 3-2.
1396. Then the quality at Myrtle Creek would be inferior as compared with other creameries ? Yes, I 
think it is a little inferior; but not so much as you would think from the difference between 3‘1 and 3'6.
1397. They do not all come up to 3'6 ? Ho.
1398. _ Before your engagement with the Hew South Wales Creamery and Butter Company had you had
experience in connection with dairying ? Yes. 1399.
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133 J1399. For how ]ong ? About twelve or thirteen years. Robinson.
1400. In what district ? The Bega. district. _ . T • i /*■'’*—*■■*
1401. Have you a fair knowledge of the dairying capacity of the Bega district? Yes, 1 think so. 5 Mari)
1402. And the character of tho land suited for dairying purposes ? Yes.
1403. Generally speaking, in your opinion, how would the dairy land in this district compare with that m
the Bega district ? This district compares very favourably indeed with the Bcga district. _ ......
1404. Would that imply that it was superior to the Bega district? Yes. ■ m my opinion, given facilities 
for reaching the market and other improvements that would follow, it is superior to the Bega district.
1405. What is the quality of the land in the Bega district for dairy purposes does it fluctuate very 
much, some very good and some inferior ? Yes, that is always the case.
1406. You say this district is somewhat superior to tho Bega district;—do they use land for dairy purposes 
in this district as poor in quality as the land which yon consider inferior to the Bega district r Yes,
140*7.^Take the land about Myrtle Creek and that along the proposed railway line, of which you have a 
knowledge;—how would that compare with the dairy land in tho Bega district? It would not compare 
favourably at all—with even the worst of it, except as regards certain places close to the water, close to 
Myrtle Creek, Sandy Creek, and the other water-courses, where there is land somewhat similar to some 
of the land in the Bega district. .
1408. The Bega district has been improved for a considerable number of years, has it not? It has.
1409. It has been properly worked for a long time ? Yes ; it lias been for a considerable number of 
years under dairy farming.
1410. Has it been laid down with artificial grassdh ? In some places it has. _ .
1411. In regard to the land you know along this line, if that were similarly improved and laid down with
artificial grasses, how would it then compare with the land in the Bega district? I do not think it would 
Compare favourably at all. My opinion is that it would not compare favourably. .
1412. Is that With the land generally in the Bega district, or with the worst land m the Bega district?
With the land generally in tho Bega district. , ,
1413. Mr. Watson.] Apart from your experience Its a factory manager and factory hand, have you had 
any experience of land;—have you worked on land yourself? Yes; I have worked as a dairy-farmer,
1414. Bo that you have a knowledge of the question from that point of view ? Yes.
1415. Chairman.] Would it cost much to improve this Myrtle Creek land m the way you indicate bv
clearing ? I do not think I could give much of an opinion with regard to that, because you cannot tel) 
whether that soil will grow artificial grasses. I do not think it will to any extent. That poor clay soil .
I do not think will produce artificial grasses. If it does, then it might not cost much to improve the land.
1416. Mr. Watson.] IIow does the rainfall here compare in regularity with that of tho Bega district?
It is "considerably better in this district. I think the average at Bega is about 30 inches, as against about 
50 or 64 here.
1417. Is the rainfall here fairly regular? Yes. .
1418. Would that greater quantity and regularity of rainfall hero have any effect in making it possible to 
do with inferior dairy land ? Yes; it would conduce to make the land more productive.
1419. They sometimes have severe droughts in tho Bega district ? Yes. .... ,
1420. If they are a short time without rain they are in trouble? Yes; that is principally on account of
the sandy nature of the country. . .
1421 Chairman.] Bo you think the land in the direction of Mvrtlo Creek would be likely to be taken up 
largely for dairying? I do not. I think that probably small blocks would be taken on the river or 
water-courses, but nothing further.

William George Simpson, Mayor of Casino, sworn, and examined:—
1422. Chairman.] How long have you resided here ? About- thirty-six or thirty-seven years.
1423. What is your occupation ? “l am a saddler, and also a grazier.
1424. You are acquainted with the proposal to construct a line of railway between here and Grafton are
you in favour of that proposal or not ? Provided it was a North Coast scheme I might bo inclined to 
support it, but otherwise I am not. _ .
1425. As a line on its own basis, you are not ? I should not be inclined to support it.
1426. Why ? I do not think it would pay. I do not see that there is anything to warrant the construc
tion of the line. Not only would it not open up good country, but I do not see what there is to make the

1427. It lias been urged as one reason that there would be an interchange of commodities between Grafton 
and Casino;—do you think that would take place ? I do not think so.
1428. Would you give your reaeons? We have a very good bar at the entrance to the llichmond. There 
is always plenty of water on the bar, and we have three steamers a weelc running. We get our goods up 
much cheaper by that means than we would if they were landed at Grafton and sent on by rail.
1429. What is the depth of the bar now at the Kichmond Heads ? I think about 14 feet. ^
1430. And what is tho draft of the steamers ? I think they draw from about 10 to 12 feet. We have baa 
no trouble whatever with the bar for some years.
14iSl. Bo the steamers come in regularly now? Very regularly. _
1432. They aro not bar-bound ? No ; and have not been for some considerable time. _ _
1433. Could you toll us when any of the steamers were last bar-bound ? I think once or twice some time 
back, but it was through stress of weather from a south-east gale, and not owing to the state of tho bar in

W. G. 
Simpson,

5 Mar., 1000

any way, , , .
1434. Hate the improvements at tho Heads had a good effect in improving tno entrance ? Certainly;
they have scoured tho entrance out, and I believe it is still improving, t
1435. Independently of goods from Sydney or otherwise by steamer, would there bo any interchange of 

products between bore and Grafton P No; X cannot boo how there could be, Qn tlio Clarence they jjrow 
both sugar-cane and maize, and they carry on dairying, We do the same here, and I do not think it is 

likely that we should send any of there products from Cpaino for shipment at (J-rafton, whoa vr « vcour 
own vessel# trading from the Richmond,
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MSG. Is this town progressing? Tes; within tho last year or so it has progressed wonderfully. It is 
prosperous at tho present time.
1437. Have tho exports increased? Tes. certainly.
1438. Of what hare they chiefly consisted? Butter, haeon, eggs,,pigs, and nil farm produce—especially
pigs. J
1439. Any cattle ? By rail.
1140. But not by sea? Xo, they do not send them by sea; they get knocked about too much on board 
(he vessels. People prefer to truck them.
1441. What is the course of export from Casino ? First by road to wharf at Tomki, about 4 miles down 
the river, then the goods aro put ou a drogher and sent down to Coraki—a distance of about 35 miles. 
They are there shipped on an ocean boat and go down the river for 40 or 50 miles to the Heads. But 
very little produce is sent from Casino, most of the settlers being on tho river-banks. The butter is 
shipped from tho head factory at Lismore. It is taken from here to Lismore by coach, a distance of 18 
miles, and is from there carried in cool storage on the large ocean-going boats.
1442. ilo you know what is the cost of freight for butter from here to Sydney ? The freight on butter
Irom Casino to Sydney is about -id. per lb. Total cost of production, including freight, would be about 
l'G6 per lb. The freight of pigs is from Is. Gd. to 4s. per head, the pigs being driven down to the big 
steamer. 6
1443. Bo you know the freight of goods from Sydney to Casino by steamer, drogher, and road ? The 
rates of freight for goods from Sydney vary eoosiderably, and I could not give you the exact charges ; 
but the road-carriage from Irvington, where the goods are lauded from the droghers, is about 4s. per ton!
1444. If a railway were constructed, do you think, as a man of business, that goods or passengers would 
be likely to go from here to the Clarence by the railway, and from there by steamer to Sydney, or would 
they go the other way ? I do not think many goods, except perhaps very light goods, would go by rail to 
tho Clarence, and I do not know that tho railway would affect tho passenger traffic much. A few might 
avail themselves of it. But we find that the passenger traffic along that road by coach has not increased at 
all—the mail contractors complain very much about the falling off.
1445. Is there a line of coaches between here and Grafton? Xot Grafton; they go to Lawrence, and 
then by the steamer. But there is very little traffic. If people want to catch a Clarence boat they go down 
the llichmond and then across. They either do that or take our own boats right out. We are getting 
a better class of boats now, and they go right out by our own boats.
1446. Is ifc any use asking you about the dairy view of the case ? I know that dairying is making very
rapid strides here. ° J
1447. In Lismore and Casino and to the north towards Kyogle? Yes. As the land becomes opened up, 
no doubt a great many more people will settle here. People inquire for land every day, but they cannot 
get suitable land, and they go away. They want good land, and they cannot get it.
1448. Bo they express any opinion about the land from hero towards Myrtle Creek ? They do not seem 
io care about it. 1 have travelled a lot over that laud, and I know something about it,
1449. What are your views about it with regard to dairying ? As a rule, it is of a sandy, spowy nature,
and in very wet weather the grass is rather sour—grass that cattle do not seem to do well on; and in dry 
weather it seems to burn up very much. Tho reason it is not stocked is that it will not carry too many 
stock. Although tho grass looks good, it is not. .
1450. Bo you know Mr. Cunningham Henderson’s place ? Tes.
1451. What do you think of that ? He has a piece of rather good ground there. There is a hit of good 
country just along, towards Wyon and Busby’s Flat, and along there. But in some places tho 
ground is of a nasty sandy nature, such as it would not be safe to ride over in wet weather. Even on tho 
ridges the land is rather of a spewy, soft, sandy uature.
1452. You say it would not carry many cattle—what would it carryyou might distinguish the various 
kinds of land ? Where, on the upper portions of tho river, the laud would carry, in some instances, 
almost a boast to the acre—I could pick out spots on Kyogle that would carry a beast to the acre—and 
larger areas which would carry a beast to 5 or G acres, on (he land in the other direction, of which we are 
speaking, it would take 14 or 15 acres to carry a beast. That is in its unimproved state.
1453. Would it be costly to improve it? It would have to he ringbarked, and some of the thickly-
timbered counlry would have to be cleared. Of course, ringbarking and sweetening the grass would 
improve the land. “
1454. Would the creek frontages have to be drained in order to make them fit to run cattle upon ? Ko;
I hardly think so. There are some parts of tho country where it would be necessary to drain the land! 
and where it would not be very costly. Of course, lam talking about a belt of land alon" the line. Back 
a bit you get into better country. 0 '
1455. When you get away from the line the country improves ? Yes.
1456. How far off the line have you to go before you get into that improved country ? It varies. In
some instances you would get into it in 6 or 7 miles, and in others you would have to go back 8 or 10 
miles. b
1457. Bo you know the land on Camira Station ? Tes.
1458. Bo you look upon the cleared portion about the homestead as good land? Fairly "ood, I do not
think it is equal to some of our lauds here, but it is good compared to some land I have^een taken up 
along the line mother places, where people seem to be making a living. Even along the line the land we 
call poor land is good compared with land taken up in other portions of the Colony. Even that no doubt 
will be settled on. ’ ’
1459. Bo you think that most of this ricli land would be taken up by leaseholders, in preference to other
people free-selecting the poor land along the proposed line of railway ? Well, I do not know. Some 
people like to have a holding of their own, and to know that if they improve it they aro improving it for 
themselves. There are others who would rather have a little bit of good land, and rent it. Tho only 
way in which it could be made to pay would be in large holdings, of not less than GOO or 700 acres as 
dairy farms. Some have been dairying on 40 and 50 acres. '
14G0. Would a man want some capital to tackle one of those G40-acre holdings ? ] think so. I do not 
think it would be any use of a man taking one up without means. It would be an uphill game for the 
first year or so, when he would have to fence the land in and improve it.

W. G. 
Simpson.

5 Mar,, 1900.
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1401, I understand from you that although this land between Grafton and Casino might be taken up g|^'^ 
from time to time, the development of that country would not be rejtaid ? 1 do not know. People seem impeon.
inclined to settle along a railway line, as a rule. 1 think the land would be taken up immediately the 5 jJ^iDob. 
railway was made, and I think people would begin to settle on it.
146:2. And you think their occupation would be chiefly that of dairying? Dairying and grazing.
14G!}. Not agriculture? 1 hardly think so. _
1161. With such a large scope of good agricultural land in the district generally, do you think it likely 
they would go up there for agricultural purposes ? I hardly think so. _
1105. Except to assist in keeping their own stock ? Yes. It would not pay them to grow maize—■ 
not in that part of the country just near the line. _
1400. Then, you think, the chief item of freight on the railway would be dairy produce ? I think so.
There might be a little timber; there is some good timber along that line. Dairying and grazing would 
be the chief thing; I do not think they would cultivate much,
1467. Do you not think that the timber export would largely increase if there was a railway by which it 
could be sent direct ? 1 think so. The only question is whether the freight on the railway would be
such as would pay the timber-getters.
1463. The traflic on tho railway would consist of dairy produce, and io some extent, timber? The land 
would be principally used for dairying and grazing ; I daresay the people might cultivate a little.
.1.469. But not much for export? No, I do not think the land is suitable. Where you find those spotted- 
gum ridges, as a rule, the land is very inferior.
1470. I suppose you come in contact ■with most of the people at Casino ? Tes.
1471. You think you voice their opinion generally with regard to the proposed railway in saying that it 
Mould not be a very paying concern? Tes, I am positive of that. It is proved by the very fact that it 
is so hard to got anyone to give evidence. 1 tried hard to get people to give evidence; but it has been 
very difficult to induce them to do so. They do uot seem to be much in favour of the proposal.
1472. Is the feeling generally one of this character: that although you do not wish to oppose tho railway, 
still you could not honestly advocate it as a paying line ;^is that the kind of feeling that exists ? That 
ia exactly the kind of feeling. We do not wish to oppose it; but at the same time we do not feel that we 
can honestly advocate the construction of the lino.
1473. You could not in your mind build up a set of figures or anything that would promise a substantial 
or reasonable revenue ? No ; we could not, although we do not wish to oppose the line. 1 believe the 
people here feel the same way.
1474. From this end of the line, then, you think the Government could not expect much revenue? I 
think not; I do not see where it is to come from. Even the commercial travellers coming to this district 
generally work the rivers from Lismore. Coraki is tho centre. They leave the steamer at Chatsworth 
and go across to the Eichmond, and then work the river right up.
1475. Do you not then regard Casino as a large distributing centre ? There is a big business done here, 
and it is improving. Business people are all making additions to their premises.
] 476. Still the goods, you think, must still continue to come by sea ? I think so. If we had a line across 
to Lismore I do not know that we would not get our goods that way.
1477. Do you know the country between Murwillumbah and Lismore ? I have travelled all through that 
district.
1478. Eailway construction has developed a large dairying industry there? Yes.
1479. Is that a better class of country for dairying purposes than the country from here to Grafton? '
Yes; there is no comparison.
1489. You cannot make a comparison of what has gone on there and what would take place here ? No ;
1 ho soil there is very rich. It requires a big rainfall; but it will grow almost anything. There is a great 
depth of rich, chocolate soil, which, when cleared and planted with artificial grass, would carry a 
tremendous lot of cattle.
1481. Is there anything else you would like to say ? No ; except that Casino is progressing, and there 
M ill bo a large population hero. People are now inquiring for laud. They are looking to this district for 
an opening, and are coming up here. H they cannot get good land they will settle on other land, 
provided they have communication with a market.

Laurence Edwin Cope, solicitor, Casino, sworn, and examined: —
1482. Mr. Watson.'] What are you? A solicitor, residing iu Casino. I have been here for fifteen L.E.Copo. 
years. x ,
14S3. You are acquainted with the proposal to construct a railway from Grafton to Casino ? Yes. S Mar., 1000.
1481. Could you give the Committee any information on that subject which would be of value ? I know 
something of the country between Casino and Grafton. ] have been over it several times, and I know it 
from my own observation and what others have told me. I do not think the line would be justifiable 
purely as a local lino; but if it is proposed to construct a North Coast line right through from Newcastle, 
so as to junction on. to Sydney that way, then I think the line might reasonably be constructed, simply as 
a matter of through traffic betwreen Sydney and Brisbane, it -would save about 150 miles. In regard to 
the question of the settlement of the country between hero and Grafton I know that for some time there 
has been very little improvement in the settlement along that line; in fact, on the contrary, some of the 
small holdings have been sold and converted into largo ones. I know of one case, not so very long ago, 
where three holdings were sold together to one man, the total area being about 3,000 acres.
1485. How far were they from the line? They were situated about Myrtlo Creek. One of the places
was the land on which the creamery was situated. That was nsed for dairying, but it is not now used for 
that purpose. The man who was dairying sold it, and the purchaser uses it for grazing. ’,
1486. Do you think Myrtle Creek is a fair criterion of tho quality of tho remaining land? I think
Myrtle Creek is about the best land along the line—the land on the borders of the creek there. ... - ■ j
1487. In your view then, the best land along the line is not good enough for settlement ? Not under 
present circumstances. If a railway Mere constructed it would make all the difference in the world.
1488. If a railway were constructed ? Yes. I think in that case the country would bo broken up again
into small holdings—all the land along the banks of the creeks. '

1489.
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Jj. B. Cope, 1489, D0 you think that the general class of land between here and Grafton is such as with improvement 
k /M~/^ionn wou^ carry a large number of small holdings of 500 or GOO acres ? It would not carry a number of- 
5 Mar.) 1900. foldings at an average of less than 640 or 700 acres.

1490. They call that a large holding here? Comparatively large.
1491. Ton think that would be tho average ? 1 think so.
1492. There would be a fairly large population if the country carried one family to every 700 acres ? 
Tes, I think it would carry a large population. But I consider that the land between here and Grafton 
is not so good as other land in the district, and I think the tendency would bo to take up the better land 
first.
1493. Is there much of that better land remaining open for selection ? No.
1494. It is pretty nearly all alienated ? Tes.
1495. So that any settlement upon that land would be conditional upon arrangements being made with 
the present owners ? Quite so.
1496. Is there a disposition on the part of tho present owners to give easy terms for the occupation of
the land? Tes, certainly. The great advantage in dealing with private owners is that there is no 
residence clause attached. I think tho ten years' residence makes a great deal of difference in taking 
np land. "
1497. Ton would have more speculation if there was no residence ? A man would sooner give £3 an 
acre for land on which he was not compelled to reside, than £1 an acre for land on which he was compelled 
to reside for ten years.
1498. Is it not a fact that a number of homestead selections have been taken up recently beyond Myrtle 
Creek ? I do not know about beyond Myrtle Creek; but there have been some homestead selections this 
side of Myrtle Creek—on Sandy Creek.
1499. We have had it in evidence from the District Surveyor that a number of homestead selections, 
which, of course, carry perpetual residence, have been opened further up Myrtle Creek, where the 
proposed railway crosses ? They may have been opened up. 3 do not recollect any having been opened 
up here; I think they may have been in the Grafton district. I know there was some land thrown open 
for homestead selection in the Casino district on Sandy Creek, and for which there was no application at 
all; while, on the other hand, for homestead selections thrown open on the upper river land there were 
thirty-two applicants.
1500. That was capitalised as high as £4 an acre in its unimproved condition ? Tes.
1501. So that that can be regarded as land above tho average ? Tes.
1502. Is there anything else you would like to add ? 1 consider that a local railway between Grafton and 
Casino would be justifiable chiefly from a federal point of view. Under federation, Brisbane would 
probably become our principal market, and Grafton would bo about the southernmost point, which would 
connect with Brisbane through this line. There is no doubt the construction of a railway would promote 
settlement along the line to a very largo extent, and I think it is possible that the local traffic might after 
a time pay working expenses without the interest. But I think it would have to wait until people witli 
sufficient capital took up the land, because it would not he of the slightest use for people without capital 
to attempt to occupy it. The question whether the land would be improved by artificial grasses, and 
cultivation is really problematical, because that has never been tried yet.
1503. We have evidence to the effect that in one or two cases where ringbarking and clearing and the

. sowing of artificial grasses were tried on land at the Grafton end, similar to the general run of the laud
■ towards Casino, it was successful;—do you think that would be so ? I think that is quite possible. The 

construction of the railway would send up the average value of the land all through, and from a general 
point of view, the increased value of the land would probably meet the cost of the construction of 
the line.
1504. The Crown lands there now, which are large in extent, are practically non-productive? Tes.
1505. The Crown gets very little revenue from them ? Very little.
1506. But if they were taken up the Crown would got the rental? Tes.
1507. Do you think there is any probability of their being taken without railway communication? I do 
not think so. At all events they would not be taken up until all the available land in other parts of the 
district was gone.
1508. That would be a good many years ? Tes.
1509. If you go a good distance from communication, you want very rich land to make up for the
distance ? Tes, "

. 1510. So that this not being very good land, it is not likely to lie settled without some communication?
No ; most of the settlement that has taken place up to the present time has been off the line of railway, 
down towards Ellangowan, easterly.
1511, Is that better land than the average of the land along the route ? I think it is rather better land. 
The fact of its being more largely taken up arises, 1 think, to a groat extent, from the fact that the 
ordinary land on each aide of the line was reserved. The land is also more freely watered down in that 
direction, and, unless it is too wet, pays them better.
1512, That is not very far from Casino ? No.
1513, And it is probable that those now settled at Ellangowan would not use the line to any great extent ? 
1 do not think they would use the line at all.
1514- Could it be held to he fairly similar to the balance of the land along the line ? I think it is rather 
better.

• Charles Ercderick Napier North, Road Superintendent, Casino, sworn, and examined:—
U F> N* 1515. Mr. Majj'arhne.'] How long have you occupied your present position ? About four years and nine 
North. months.

B lonb Kave you n knowledge of the Casino district? A fair knowledge, I think.
" 1317, Have you any knowledge of the Clarence district ? Tee.

1518, You were a licensed surveyor some few years ago, wore you not? Yes,
IfilB, Whore were you working as a surveyor principally ? I worked all over the Clarence district, and 
on the Tweed and the liiohRmnd-^-prlfloipally ou the south side of the Clarence, although I have worked 
on this lido aUo, . '
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1520. How long were yon residing in tho Clarence district? About fifteen or sixteen years.
1521. Have you a knowledge of the country through which tho proposed line of railway would go between
Grafton and Casino ? Yes ; X know it generally, rj
1522. I do not mean so much along the marked track, but taking a scope of country 10 or 15 miles on 
each side of the surveyed line ? Yes; F know it fairly well.
1523. What class of country would you consider it to be ? Generally, it is poor grazing land. There 
are patches along the creeks fit for cultivation, but taking the general run of it it would be called, I think, 
poor grazing land,
1524. It is rather heavily timbered, is It not ? Yes ; in some parts it is very heavily timbered,
1525. Would ringbarking and the carrying out of other necessary improvements have the effect of 
considerably improving that land ? I should say so.
1526. If those improvements were carried out, would it be made something like fair grazing country ? 
The generality of it, 1 think, would. Of course there are patches that would never become fair grazing 
land, but the majority of it, I believe, could be made good grazing land by improvements.
1027. From your experience and knowledge of the district, do you think it is such land as would ho likely 
to be taken up iu holdings in the event of railway communication being established ? I think it would. 
1528. What area do you think would bo sufficient for a holding? The areas would be large, I think.
1629. About how many acres ? I should say it would take pretty well a section—that is 640 acres.
1530. Somo evidence has been given with regard to timber country between here and Grafton, have yon 
any particular knowledge concerning that ? I cannot exactly locale the places, but 1 know there is plenty 
of good timber on Myrtle Creek, and between Myrtle Creek and the Cross Hoads, and about the Saltwater 
there are some large forest reserves. I have been through these forest reserves in the old time, and there 
is certainly a large quantity of good timber on them—hardwood.
1531. Is it good marketable timber ? Yes. ’
1532. Are you aware whether there are auy considerable number of men engaged cutting that timber at 
the present time ? Not from this side, but there are from Lawrence, I know they come out a long way.
1533. They draw it a considerable distance ? Yes.
1534. In the event of railway construction, would this timber be conveyed by train to Grafton ? There 
is no doubt it would. I suppose saw-mills would spring up in different parts, and the timber would be 
cut on the ground and sent in.
1535. In the event of a railway being constructed as proposed, would the road expenditure be necessary 
as at present ? I do not think it would make much difference as far as the road expenditure is 
concerned.
1636. Which roads would it affect ? There is only one road iu that direction, and that is the road from 
Casino to Lawrence; the others are all branch roads. That is the only road it would actually affect.
1537. You think the construction of the railway would not materially affect the road expenditure ? No,
I do not think it would. We do not get a very large vote for the Lawrence Hoad (that is, tho part 
within the Casino Hoad District)—about £800. '

c. f: n.
North.

Mar., 1900.

TUESDAY, 6 MARCH, 1900.
[Tim Sectional Committee met at the Municipal Council Qhamlers, Lismore, ol 10T5 ra.w.]

' present:—
The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH THICKETT (Chairman).

John Christian Watson, Esq. [ John McEarlane, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from
Grafton to Casino.

Wilfred Parsley Pope, Conditional Purchase Inspector and Forester, Land Board District of Grafton, •
sworn, and examined:—

1538. Chairman.'] You are aware of the proposal to construct a line of railway between Grafton and W. P. Pope. 
Casino, as indicated on the map, the Government having chosen the western deviation ? Yes, I know the
line. I know the country thoroughly from Casino to Myrtle Creek. My boundary does not go over ®-^ar'> 
Myrtle Creek.
1539. Commencing at tbe Myrtle Creek end, "would you describe the country between there and Casino?
The country round Myrtle Creek travelling towards Casino is comparatively flat and is heavily timbered.
The land is somewhat poor, but is greatly improved by ringbarking. That class of country extends pretty 
well up to Deep Creek—within a few miles of Deep Crock.
1540. Would you call it clayey or sandy soil ? Sandy soil principally, with to a large extent clay subsoil 
not very far under the surface.
1541. And what is the character of tbe timber? Iron-bark, blood-wood, tallow-wood, stringy-hark, 
spotted-gum, aud mahogany.
1542. Taking that stretch of country from between Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek, what are your views 
with regard to its future development;—what would it bo most likely to bo nsed for? For grazing 
purposes. It is not suitable for agriculture except in a few small pockets just immediately on the banks 
of the creeks. Otherwise it is not suitable for agriculture.
1513. In your description of tho country, about how far do you go on either side of tho proposed line of 
railway? The description I have given would apply for a good number of miles on either side of the 
proposed line.
1544. Would you say 10 miles on either side ? Yes ; in fact, on the western side it would extend up to 
the dividing range between the Eichmond and the Clarence. The timber gets heavier as you go further 
west until you get to the dividing range.
1545. You have stated what you thiuk this country would be likely to be used for;—what is its present
occupation ? Grazing. It is held by different stations, aud there are a few small farms on the banks of 
the creeks. Between tbe creeks it is held principally under occupation license by the Wooroowoolgan 
and Bungawalbyn Stations. 1546.
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1546. What about dairjdRg in that part ? Dairying is carried on only to a limited extent. There is a 
„' ~ A 1000 sin.a^,area between Myrtle Creek and Sandy Creek, and then along the fringe of Deep Creek there is somo

ar'’ ‘ dairying carried on, but not to any very large extent. There is one creamery—I think it is called tho 
Karwon Creamery- -which takes in a few farmers on Myrtle Creek, and about the southern side of Sandy 
Creek. Then there is no other creamery until you get on to the banks of Deep Creek about Myrtle 
Creek—between Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek.
1547. Arc the dairy-farmers increasing in number? They have increased very much during the last two 
years. I have held the dual position of Conditional Purchase Inspector and Porester since 1896, and 
there has been a very considerable increase in the dairying industry since that time. The creameries I 
speak of have been built since that time.
1548. Has dairying, as far as you have observed, succeeded ? As far as I know it has succeeded quite well.
1549. Do you know any instances about there where they have started dairying and have given up their 
occupationf No, none; and I know there arc people still going to the place looking for farms, and 
getting them.
1550. WAat extent of country do these conditional purchase holders take up ? The dairymen I speak of
have not so much taken up new land from the G-overnment for dairying as rented land from the stations. 
The stations as a rule, and in this case, hold all the land on tho banks of the creeks—the creek frontages. 
The dairy farmers rent those places from the station. There has been very little land taken up by selectors 
for the express purpose of dairying. *
1551. Was there any land available for that purpose ? Tes, when you get away from the creek frontage—
say, a mile and a half or 2 miles back from the creek. But it is unsuitable; tbe country is not very 
well watered. It does very well for turning dry cattle into when it is fenced ; but you cannot get away 
from the creek and carry on dairying properly. *
1552. Then do we gather from that that there is really no land available there to any extent for dairying 
purposes, except that which can bo rented from the large holders ? Not to any extent.
1553. What extent of land have these people rented ; what acreage ? I am not prepared to say what 
acreage, because although you see a lot of houses along tho creeks, I do not know the areas they have. 
I could only mention one or two individual holdings, and that would not give you any idea of the total area.
1554. But how much would each person have taken ? I imagine from 200 acres to 400 acres. In that 
class of country that is about what they rent.
1555. Did Ihey take it up in its natural state or was it partly improved—those creek frontages ? Thev
take it up in its natural state, ° ^
1556. And then did they have to spend money in improvements on the creek frontages ? Yes ; they have 
to fence and ringbark it, and build yards. On the country between Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek" there 
are three large timber reserves which contain very valuable timber. There is almost an unlimited supply 
of stringy-bark, iron-bark, and spotted-gum, all along the line of railway there.
1557. Is the timber industry an active one ? Not very ; as far as my district is concerned the hardwood 
timber is worked very little. They aro gradually working up from the south to my district; but so far 
there_ have been practically no operations in the hardwood. A few men might come out and cut a few logs 
occasionally, but there is no regular supply.
15-58. What do they cut—girders, sleepers, and piles ? Tes, principallv : but that refers more to tbe land 
on the south of Myrtle Creek. ' "
1559. And they take the timber over to Lawrence? Yes. The girders and piles that have been taken 
out in my district have been principally for local work, such as culverts and small bridges.
1560. But there is in your district, between Myrtle Creek and Casino, a large tract of valuable timber 
country? A very large supply of valuable timber on either side of the line, and it stretches away on 
both sides of the line for a good manv miles.
1561. If a railway were made to connect the Eichmond with that district, do you think it would develop 
saw-mills and encourage the timber industry to any extent ? I feel very sure it would.
1562. Between Deep Creek and Casino, what is the character of the country ? The country is very 
nearly all in the hands of small farmers who are dairymen, and all of whom, as far as I know-, seem to be 
doing very well. They arc constantly on the look-out for more land where they can get it. They have

( been taking farms from the stations. There is very little Crown land between Deep Creek and Casino.
1563. How docs that land compare with the land between Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek ? The land 
immediately on Deep Creek is better than the land south of Deep Creek, towards Myrtle Creek. There 
are better black-soil flats on Deep Creek, and the land is better suited for cultivation than is the case as 
you get further south.
1564. Is the land taken up more for dairying there ? Yes, decidedly so.
1565. Can a man run more cattle on a given area there than between Myrtle Creek and Deep Creek ? 
Yes.
1566. Does your observation lead you to believe that people would occupy these rich patches of country 
such as you have just described, rather than take up Government land by free selection for dairv 
purposes;—do you think it would be more advantageous for them to rent, in small areas, some of this rich 
land that you describe near Deep Creek than to take np larger areas by free selection from the Govern
ment of the land over towards Myrtle Creek r I think the tendency would be rather to rent a smaller 
area and get good land than to take np a larger area and get inferior land.*
1567. It would be easier managed? Yes.
1568. And more certain in its return ? Yes. A man who has a good farm knows the capabilities of tbe
place and he can manage it by himself. On the other hand, if he has a largo rambling place he has to 
fence it and ringbark it, and it is always poor, until he has had it ringbarked for somo years, and other
wise improved. I think he would rather take up a smaller area which would be easier managed and malic 
sure of his crops, than he would take up a larger scope of country on which he lias pretty well the samo 
expenditure, and perhaps more, aud is more uncertain of the return. '
1569. Coming towards Casino, aud away to the north up in the direction of Kyogle, does the countrv "et 
very much better again? There is no sort of comparison at all between the laird we have been speaknig 
of, and the land on the north side. As you get north of Casino the quality of tho land changes so much

for

* Note f on revision J The land is not “ rich,” but is better than adjoining country at the back.
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Jor tho better that there is do sort o£ comparison between the land north of Casino and the land south of ^°P0' 
Casino. I daresay Kyogle has some of the best grazing land in the Kichmond Kiver district. It is open r 
country on that side until you get up, say, to Wiangarie, and then you begin to get close to the ai''’ '
mountains, and the country is very much rougher. But from Casino up to about (J miles above "Wiangarie 
ibis magnificent grazing country,
1570. Arid how has that country developed in regard to population as compared with the country out 
towards Myrtle Creek ? As regards population, it is not developing to any great extent, because the land 
I speak of is in the hands of two station-holders—Mr. Barnes, and Mr. Smith, of Kyogle. Mr. Smith is 
lust beginning at New Bark, about 20 miles from Casino, to let out some of his best land, and a creamery 
has been erected there.
1571. Do you know what be gets an aerp for that land ? I have no idea. I am not sure whether he has 
let it or not, but I know he is working the farm on halves, and he has taken for that purpose what is 
generally recognised as the best part of the station.
1572. Does the practice of dairying on halves obtain much here P Yes ; to a very large extent.
1573. The small man I suppose likes that because it enables him to start with next to no capital ? Yes ;
I think that is the object. They can commence with practically no capital. They get the use of the 
cattle, and they can make a start.
15/4. And when a man has to take up land in its natural state, heavily timbered, and do the necessary 
fencing, that involves the expenditure of capital? Yes. A considerable area of land has recently been 
taken in exchange by the G-overnment from the station at Kyogle, Tho station gave up a largo area of 
country ot very good quality, and it was very much rushed ; a great number of selectors balloted for it. 
lo7o. If a. railway wero constructed from Casino in the direction of GraEton, p&ssing through the country 
you have.described as far as Myrtle Creek,flo you think that would assist settlement, and the taking up 
of that kind ot country? I am quite sure it would assist it very materially,
1576. How' would the railway improve matters ? It would give so much easier access. It would be far 
easier for people to go there. That was the case along the line from Lismore to the Tweed, whore their 
cream can be carried only a few miles to the railway platform instead of having to be carted 5 or 6 miles 
to the factory, In wet weather the roads down there are very bnd? and sometimes it is as much aa they 
are able to do to draw their cream along the road; whereas, if a railway were taken along there, there 
would be a siding within a few miles, and it would do away with the long drawing over a bad road. X 
heard a man say the other day that, with 3 miles drawing, bo had to keep two horses employed all the 
time, and he had to feed them. That was during a spell of wet weather. That is where I think the 
advantage of a railway would come in.
lo77. "VYith regard to the land out in the direction at Myrtle Creek, is it good grazing laud, having regard 
to the natural grasses that grow there? No ; it is not good grazing land. You could not call it good 
grazing land. °
15/8. What is the matter with it ? I do not quite know what is tho matter with it, but it is poorly 
grassed. The grass is thin when you are riding over it. The roots of the grass appear to be far away 
from one another, and it is sour. Of course, it is very much improved by ringbarking.
1579. It is improved by clearing and letting the sun in ? Y/onderfully. I dare say the tract of country 
that would carry a beast to 20 acres in its unimproved state would, when improved by rinoharkin<>' carry 
a beast to 12 or 15 acres. j * o> ,

■1580. In your observation in moving about the district, do you think dairying is the one industry that has 
made the most advance in this district? I have no doubt of it at all.

If f'his railway were.constructed, do you think the Government would have to look for the main 
item of freight to the carriage of dairy produce, and, of course, store goods back ? I think so.
1582. Tho main item of freight outward would ho dairy produce ? I think so. I think there would be a
large quantity of timber sent along the line also, but the main freight on tbe railway would be dairy 
produce. J
1583. With regard to tho timber industry, spotted-gum seems to grow very largely here what is that 
timber used for? I have seen very little spotted-gum used. T am told it is a matter of fashion. I have 
been generally led to believe that spotted-gum was good for anything, but it is not a popular timber. 1 
honestly believe it is as good timber as you can got. I have inquired of timber-getters and saw-mill 
owners why it is not used morc.largely, and they say it is simply because for the present it is not popular. 
1 believe the same thing obtains in every market, as far as timber is concerned.
1584. Would it be largely used for beams for houses and that kind of thing? I do not imapine you 
could get any better timber for all purposes for which hardwood is required. There is an enormous 
quantity of it. I have seen a good deal of it felled for fencing and other purposes, and it seems to be of 
the very soundest description. '
loS5. It does not warp and twist ? Not as far as 1 know. I think the samo thing applies to other 
tnnber. It largely depends on the time of year you cut it. If you cut it uhen it is full of sap it will 
probably warp, but every timber will do the same thing.
1586. Is it much used in the district? Not very much.
15S7. What do tho people use? Principally iron-bark or red-gum—some call it blue-gum and some red- 
gum, but it is the same timber.
1588. Do they use that for building purposes ? Yes ; the gum is used more than any other timber for 
building purposes ? I forgot to mention, with regard to timber, that on the dividing ranee between the 
Kichmond and the Clarence there is probably enough pine to la-t 100 years even if ihcy cut it as fast as 
they like. This timber in very large quantities would, 1 think, bo drawn on to the line at Busby's That.
1589. Is the colonial pine in much demand in the market ? Yes ; it is in very great demand. I suppose 
there are forty or fifty teams in Casino now drawing colonial pine from the one iescrve.1 spoke of, and

seems to mo that they can always get rid of as much as they like to draw. ’
1500. Is it sawn locally? iNo ; it is simply drawn in the log.
1591. Tho timber iu in sufficient quantities to justify the belief that saw-mills would be started at different 
centres? i think so : the timber is there without doubt.
1592. Mr. Wa/.?on.] Is it not too much scattered ? No; the timber is very close—a good number of trees 
to the acre—the spottcd-giun in particular is very close. The iron-bark, of couro, is rather more patchr. 
lou can find spotted-gum all over that scope of country between Deep Creek and Myrtle Crook. It "is
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~P^°P8' tliicldy covered with spotted-gmn. Then yon will find patches of iron-bark which runs right out some- 
6 Mar 10OO ^mcs> alu^ then eoines again.

'' ' 1503. Ib the pine also near that line ? Jvo ; the pine would not be nearer than about 14 or 15 miles from
the line. Still with a good road that is comparatively nothing to a tiinber-gettor,
lofU'. "When country that ia largely grown over by spoitod-gum ia ringbarked, does it not generally make 
fairly good grazing country ? Tes; I think land originally covered with spotted-gum when ringbarked 
makes better country than ,any of the other, ] know of one ease in particular below Deep Creek where 
the main road goes from Casino to Grafton. On one side the timber has been ringbarked, but on the 
oilier side it has been left, and the difference is wonderful. On tbe side where it has been ringbarked 
there was a thoroughly good green sward of grass, and on the other side it was pretty well bare. King- 
barking sweetens the land. •
1505. From what you have seen and heard of this country, do you thiuk that a dairyman taking up a 
holding could, if it were ringbarked, rely on the natural grasses, or would be have to improve bis grass ? 
He would have to improve bis grass.
15f)G. ‘By artificial grasses ? Yes.
1507. Is that being done inmost of these places where dairying is successfully carried on ? Yes; it is 
done pretty well universally.
15f)8. Paspalum is largely planted f Yes. I have known instances where people have ridden about ou 
their horses and sown Paspalum. There are two kinds of Paspalum. The kind most commonly used is 
Paspahm (Hlaiaium, and the other kind, which exists in this district, but is at present little known, is 
called Paspahm compressum. The latter, I think, is likely to become a good fodder grass when it becomes 
more known. It is a creeping grass, not unlike buffalo, but much finer and more succulent. It creeps 
along the ground and excludes everything else. ■
1599. It seems thoroughly to suit the country ? Except that the frost damages it, whereas the frost does 
not damage tho Paspahm dilatatum.
1600. Is the frost severe on the ridgy land as well as on the fiats ? Not so severe.
1001. Do you think the country between Casino and Grafton—tbe Myrtle Creek country, for instance—■ 
is country upon which you wrould have to cease dairying in the w'inter months, or do you think a man 
with an improved holding could go on milking all the year round ? I think that, with improved land and 
artificial grass, the farmers could dairy all the year round.
1002. What are the timber-getters paying for haulage ? A man can draw timber 8 or 10 miles almost 
as easily as he can 5 miles. Say, for 10 miles it would cost probably Is. per 100 superficial feet.
1003. How would that work out per ton approximately ? It would take 500 feet of pine to make a ton, 
so that wrould bo 5s. a ton.

James Stocks, pharmaceutical chemist, Lismore, sworn, and examined:—
,T. Stocto. 1001. Mr. Watson.] What is your occupation ? I am a pharmaceutical chemist, residing at Lismore, and 

—A'-—'i now out of business.
6 Mar, 1H00. igo5. You are acquainted with the proposal to construct a railway from Grafton to Casino P Yes.

1606. Do you know the country through which that line would pass ? Yes.
1607. Hovv long have you been in the district, and what experience have you had ? I have been resident 
in tbe district of Casino and Lismore for about forty years.
1008, And have had frequent opportunities of viewing this land ? Very frequent. Perhaps I ought to 
explain that I have bred and reared cattle myself somewhat freely, but relinquished that occupation some 
few years ago.
1609. 8o that you have had experience in grazing matters P Yes ; experience as well as observation. I. 
travelled frequently between Casino and tbe Clarence for the first twenty years of my residence here, 
though I have not travelled there so much lately. I know the land very well from Casino to Lawrence, 
and from Casino to Grafton.
1610. How would you describe the land coming north from Grafton towards Casino? Going the reverse 
way, at Casino and Deep Creek, the first 3 or 4 miles is fairly good land. Then commence, after crossing 
the swamp, what aro commonly recognised as the spotted-gum ridges, which coiifcinne, in the main, to 
Deep Creek. The first portion of the land is fairly good—that is, up to the swamp—the next has been 
commonly recognised as being miserably poor—that is, up to Deep Creek—and is usually described as 
spotted-gum ridge land. On both banks of Deep Creek there is a'slight improvement. The soil is better, 
having been formed, to a considerable extent, by frequent floods passing over it. That, of course, dies 
away, and in the course of from £ to £ a mile, there begins the same kind of land as on this side of Dee)} 
Creek—a very slight amount of loam on the surface, and, beneath, gravelly, poor, hungry soil, capable of 
producing nothing, so far as one can judge.
1611. How far does that extend ? That extends to Myrtle Creek. Perhaps I ought to say that on the 
banks of Deep Crock there were a few farmers, some of whom continued to struggle, but others, of whom 
I know personally, could not endure any longer, and had to abandon their holdings.
1612. Could you mention the names of any of those people? The first one, as the most notable, was 
James Carlill. He gave up bis land, and would have abandoned it altogether, but his father took it up, 
simply as a last resource, and his father owns it at present.
1013. How long ago was that ? About sixteen or seventeen years ago.
1014. Were there others, then, who abandoned their land P Yes.
1615. About the same time, or later ? Since then—not at that time.
1610. Not very recently ? Within a year or two past, I could not say exactly.
1017, How do you describe the land between Deep Crock and Myrtle Creek P I think you said it was 
mostly spotted-gum country P Yes, and timbered generally. It is not confined so much there to spotted- 
gum as on this side of the creek; it is more of a mixed character, as previously described—that is, 
embracing other hardwood, such as iron-bark, red-gum, blnc-gum, grey-gum, and mahogany.
1018. And the soil ? The soil is what I should describe as miserably poor, fit for nothing but grazing.
1619. About Myrtle Creek ? On the banks of Myrtle Creek it is similar to Deep Creek. It is somewhat
improved by frequent floods washing over from the Creek. The first and principal occupant there was

Benjamin
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Benjamin Seilar, He was there as head station-keepes' for the inte Clark Irving. Ho kept an accom
modation house there. I had frequent occasion to stop there, during the night, and at those times had 
ample opportunities of making inquiries of Sellar as to the character of the country, and its capabilities. 
One thing that struck me was that surrounding the homestead ho had always a good garden. My first 
impression was that it must he attributable to very superior soil. But he explained to mein conversation 
that notwithstanding its apparent productiveness he could never get a second crop, even there, without 
having it well manured. In explanation of its apparent richness ho explained still further that it had 
been refreshed by continual floods ; but by going back 100 yards or so it would be fuuud that the land 
was very poor, and not capable of producing anything whatever.
16fK). Take the country further on towards Grafton ? That is just a repetition of the same thing until 
you get to within 12 miles of Lawrence.
1621. What do you mean when you say it; is a repetition ? The same kind of country.
1622. Poor ? Yes. 1 know of no farmers who have ever succeeded in doing any good there—not one. 
As a further instance of its character 3! may say that the New South Wales Creamery Company 
established a creamery in that direction somewhere, I understand in the vieiuity of Deep Creek as the 
most likely place tiiat could be selected on the whole route. They noutinued that creamery for three 
years, and from the first day to the last there was a continual loss until finally it was closed, and it is 
closed now.
1623. That is at Deep Creek ? 3 understood the manager to say it was in that vicinity.
1624. Is there not a creamery working now at Myrtle Creek ? 1 do not know.
1621). The men who abandoned tho selections you spoke of about Deep Creel; had no opportunily of 
going in for dairying on the modern system before they abandoned it? Tbe man I spoke of, Mr. Carlill. 
went in for dairy-farming, and his explanation to me, aud his father's also, was that he could not live at 
it, and his only alternative was to abandon the farm, and ho went away aud obtained a situation in ordinary 
employment down south.
1626. That was before the introduction of the modern system of factory dairying ? ISfo, it was not.
1627. If it was seventeen years ago it was before the introduction of that system here ? Well, before the 
bulk of it was introduced here.
1628. Was there a factory or creamery here then ? I had a large plant myself.
1629. But 3. am speaking of a factory with modern appliances ? No.
1630. Is the land from Myrtle Crock to within 12 miles of Lawrence, as mentioned by you—that would 
embrace about 30 odd miles—unvaryingly poor? 3 should not use the word unvaryingly ; that would be, 
perhaps, too sweeping. Of course, there are a few acres of fair land here and there.
1631. Do you know the Camira station ? Yes.
1632. How would you describe tho land about the head station there ? I call that fair, nothing more.
1633. Would that description of fair apply to the fiats immediately aroaud the head station, or to the
ridgy land about—there are both? Jt certainly would not apply to the land between tho station and 
the Casino-road.
1634. It would apply only to the laud about the station homestead, which is mostly fiat ? Yes.
1635. Do you know another station further along towards Lawrence, occupied by a gentleman named
Zuill ? 1 know the land generally.
1636. How long is it since you saw that land? Twenty years.
1637. Was it ringbarked or improved then? No, it was not, except certain portions, which were specially 
cleared so as to improve it.
1638. How did those portions which had been cleared compare with the balance of the land ;—was there
any considerable improvement visible? No. Jt is not iu tho nature of the land at all to improve materi
ally by either ringbarking or the falling of the timber, except on a very superficial scale on tbe near 
surface. Of course, 1 do not mean to say that if the sun's rays are not. able to get to ibe land properly 
that land would bo the samo as if the sun could operate upon it; but in regard to the depth of soil, it is 
idle to suppose lhat ringbarking would make auy difference.
1639. When people use the term 11 the laud improves," they really mean that the quality of the product 
improves ? So it ought to do.
1640. That is what 1 mean by my question whether there is any material improvement ift the grazing as a 
result of clearing ? Yes ; the grass would be more rank and of greater growth, and would do very well 
for stock simply for grazing ; but as for cultivation, the thing is simply absurd.
1641. Do you think it would be sufficiently good grass for milk-production ? I do not see how a man 
could live upon it. I never met with ono who could. Tbe land on tbe other side of that—that is, for 
the last 12 miles to Lawrence—is not worth considering, and it is not on the railway route.
1642. What; about the land along the railway line towards Grafton from the point just referred to ? Tho 
same kind of land continues until you get on to the township. The township of Grafton being ou a 
peninsula is very often flooded, and to my knowledge has been under water for a depth of from 10 to 
14 feet. The land there is, of course, altogether different, because it has been constantly fed with 
fresh loam brought down by the floods ; but all tho other land that has never been Hooded to any extent 
remains the same, and that land continues to-within about 3 miles of Grafton.
1643. Coming back to Myrtle Creek, do you know Mr. Eapp, who is living there? Yes, I know
Mr. Eapp. '
1044, I understand from his evidence that he has some 1,260 acres of land at Myrtle Creek ;—how would 
you describe his land ? It is a mixed kind of laud. A large portion of it is what I should call moderate 
grazing land, with certain patches in it of fair agricultural land. That is all that can be said about it.
1645. lie informed the Committee that ho had carried ou dairying there very successfully during the ]as| 
two years ? I am pleased to bear it.
1646. And bis estimate of the carrying capacity of the laud when properly improved and laid down with
artificial grasses was a beast to o acres ;—do you think that would be a rosy estimate ? 1 do.
1047. What would you yourself put it at, taking the average of tho land with your experience of stock ?■ 
Suppose it wore ringbarked and given a chunoo with some artificial grass—ray, Paspalum or something 
like that—what would you think it wquld then carryhow many aercs would it take to feed a beast? I 
havo had no experience of Patpaluvt grass, so I could not say,
1048, TO, taho tho natural grass? With the natural grass I should say not more than one beast to IQ
florei, ' ' 104(1;

J. Stocks, 
fi Mar^lMbi
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J.Stocks. 1G40. Thai is, whon it was improved? Ol course, it would depend upon what the improvement was.
^ ^ wer0 improved as n, man could improve ii, bv ringbarking and giving the grass a fair

ar'’ • show ? It certainly would not carry more than one beast to from 8 to 10 acres. Perhaps m one thing I 
may be misled in some degree. I have always been accustomed to very good land, especially in tins 
district; and that being so, I may probably be inclined to undervalue what another would esteem very 
highly. Some years ago, when travelling along the southern line of railway, from Ooulburn to Sydney, 
I met one or two gentlemen who were stock-owners. On one part of tho road I observed what X thought 
to be some fairly good grass, about (j m. high. The manager of a station asked me if 1 did not think 
that was very superior land. I told him I thought ho was joking. 1 did not consider that superior land, 
but fairly good land. 1 said, “ How many beasts would it carry to the acre ; would it fatten any now 
and he said he thought it would if it were allowed a little more freedom, and that sort of thing. I said, 

In order to know what good land is compared with this, you must go on the kichmond, where they will 
show you some land on which tho cattle and the horses can feed on tho grass all the year round.” How
ever, I did not succeed in convincing him that that laud was not very superior land ; at the same time, if 
he had talked from then till now, ho would not have convinced me that it was superior laud. In giving 
my evidence on this occasion I wish, of course, to make a reasonable alloivaace for a difference in that 
way. I do not wish my description of the land to apply absolutely to every acre along the route of the 
proposed line. I say that, generally speaking, along tho road from Casino to Grafton tho land is so poor 
and unsubstantial that nothing like dairying could ever be entered upon. 1 notice that the other day 
Mr. Ebsworth, disirict surveyor, made a statement to the Committee with regard to the laud that was 
alienated, and so ou. He said the land comprised 23.000 acres of railway reserve, 03,000 acres alienated,
100,000 acres in process of alienation, 139,000 in forest reserves, 35,000 in other reserves, and 320,122 
acres available for settlement. In all the particulars given there, there is not one word stated as to the 
different uses to which these portions of land were made available. If he had stated how much were 
used for dairying, and how much for grazing by stations, then there would have been some force in his 
remarks.
1651. Hut is it not possible that some of the land may be quite suitable for dairying but would not be 
put to that purpose owing (o the lack of communication? Hot owing to lack of communication. It is 
quite possible there may be somo ; but they would comprise, in my opinion, a very small area that would 
bo suitable for dairying.
1652. You think that lack of communication would have no deterrent effect on the taking up of land for 
dairying ? Ho, it would not have a prejudicial effect. A railway established anywhere would have a 
beneficial effect, and I should be very pleased to make use of this railway if I were travelling that way ; 
at the same time I am equally convinced it would be a disastrous mistake to spend money in making a 
railway which would never be likely to pay.

' 1653. That is another question. 'Ihe point I asked yon about was whether, in your opinion, the lack of 
railway or other communication would not deter people from taking up that Crown land, even if it were 
moderately suitable for dairying? Probably it would deter them.
1651. So that, as far as that argument is concerned, it is possible that some of the land would be suitable 
for dairying, though it ia not taken up ? 'Well, it would be a very small area. I know the land.
1655. As to the general aspect of the railway, you say you think it would be inadvisable to construct it? 
V cry,
1656. Because it would not pay ? It would have no prospect whatever of paying.
1657. You do not think that this land would be taken up for dairying purposes? I am quite sure it 
n ould uot.
1658. What effect would the construction of the line have upon the trade in Lismore ? Hone whatever. 
165D. Ho you think there would be no traffic from a point, say, about Myrtle Creek towards Lismore, if 
tho railway wero constructed ? ] should not regard the traffic as worth consideration.
1(360. There would be so little ? Yes.
1661. Hot even in timber ? Ho.
1662. Ho you not regard the limber along there as of any value ? It would not go that way. If it came 
from Myrtle Creek it would go down towards Coraki; it would go down on the eastern side of the road 
a long way from the line of railway, ft would be so far that, in fact, it would be a considerable 
additional cost. In all probability the timber could be drawn to the wharf at Coraki at as little expense 
as if it went by tbe railway.
1663. But we are informed that tho better timber lies to the west of tho proposed lino some few miles;— 
H it not possible that that timber would be brought to the railway for shipment at deep water on the 
Kichmond or on the Clarence ? That is possible.
!66I. So that it is possible there would be some amount of freight in that way ? Yes.
J665. But not sufficient, in your opinion, to justify the railway ? Certainly not.
1666. I think you said it was some time since you were over tiffs country, and then there was not much 
done in the way of ringbarking, or anything of that sort ? Ho.
1667. So that you saw the land in its natural condition, unimproved? Yes.
.1668. In commenting on Mr. EbsworUTs evidence, you will recollect that he had recently been over tbe 
country and seen it, or a portion of it, in its improved state ? Yes. That would not alter the matter; it 
vi ould make no material difference.
1GG9. There would be no passenger traffic of any moment? Hone worth speaking of.

Benis Carroll, Sub-Inspector of Police, Eichmond and Tweed Histricts, sworn, and examined:—
J. Carroll. 1(370, Chairman.] Do your duties take you in the direction of Casino, and Deep Creek and Myrtle Creek, 

eltolSOO °n towardB Grafton? . 1 notice by my uotc-book that on the 6th. 7th, Stb, 9th, 10th, and 11th of 
■’ ‘ Ecbruary, 1897,1 was in the country out between Casino aud Wyon, Myrtle Creek, and between Wyon

and Tabulam. The people iu the neighbourhood of Myrtle Creek and Wyon petitioned the Government 
to have a police-station established there, and I was directed to go out and report as to its necessity, which 
I did on the dates just mentioned. I wont through the country generally, from farm-house to farm-house, 
had a look at tho country, and inquired as to population, and the necessity for a police-station, and I know 
that my report was that there was no necessity for a station there, and one has not been formed.

1671.
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1071. Tho disirict was not sufficiently populated F Yes. I remember that I said in my report that I did D- Carroll, 
not think the country was likely to carry a big population, and 1. did not think there was any necessity ^'"moo 
for the police-station. I inquired ns to the class of country, and whether it would be likely to carry a ^ J ar'’ ‘ 
population.
H>72. What was the nature of the information you obtained? The upshot of the inquiry was tiiat I did 
not think there was any likelihood of a population ever being settled in that country, except, perhaps, 
along the banks of the creeks. The ridges and the country back oil the creeks was very poor.
](*7d, Had tbe dairying industry started then ? That was three years ago ; there was no dairying to speak 
of then, or very little. I have not been there since.
1U74. They were using tho land then just for grazing purposes? Yes. _
1(175. Did they say it was not good grazing countrv ? No. It seemed to mo to be very fair grazing 
country about Wyon, and from there on to Myrtle Creek.
1(170. Was it all in its natural state or improved ? It was pretty well all in its natural state, except in 
odd places, where paddocks were fenced in and ringbarked.
1077. Has not tho dairying industry pretty well advanced since 1897 ? Yes. I do not think very much 
of it out in that neighbourhood.
1(178. We have come through there, and we have had evidence from the residents who are actually 
carrying on dairying in tiiat locality ? I could not offer an opinion upon that.
lt>79. lias the country in your district, and in oilier parts, advanced more materially than has been tho 
case out there? Yes ; much more so. The country between here and Byron Bay, and between here and 
.Ballina—in fact, the whole of the Kichmond and Tweed lying east and north-east from here—has gone 
ahead very much,
1(180. In what direction ? It has increased in population, and has been occupied principally for dairying 
purposes. ' ■
1(181. Has that occurred since the railway was built between here and Murwillumbah? Tho railway 
between here and Murwillumbah has lent great assistance to the increase of the dairying industry. It 
has given great facilities to (be people on each side of the line to bring their cream ami milk to tbe 
factories. The railway has helped settlement along very much.
1GS2. How does the country between Lismoro and Murwillumbah compare with the country yon went 
out to report upon about Myrtle Creek ? There is no comparison. Tho country between here and 
Mullunibimby is first-class land. It is of volcanic formation, and it grows lovely grass, while the country 
about Myrtle Creek, to which I have before referred, is poorer soil—sandy, pipe-clay soil.
1(183. Do you think there is anything else you could tell us? I do not think so. I do not pose at all 
as an expert in the knowledge of land. *
1(581. You concluded that they were a law-abiding population at Myrtle Creek? There is only a sparse 
population there. In fact, there is no crime reporfed from there. The police 'from Casino and Coraki 
patrol out there occasionally, and they are able to attend to all tbe work required in that locality; so Lhat 
1 did not see any necessity for a station there.

John William Pidcoek, hotel-keeper, Lismore, sworn, and examined:—
1CS5. Mr. MeFarlane.'] How long liavo you followed your present occupation? About five or six years. J.W.Pidcock. 
1(58(5. Previous to that were yon a resident of tho Kichmond district? Yes ; I was a resident of Sandy ^^ 
Creek for five years. G Mnr., 1900.
l(iM7. What part of Sandy Creek? In the neighbourhood of Sandy Creek Station, down the creek.
1(588. Were you a landholder ? Yea.
1(189. Is that near the proposed railway line—tho surveyed line? About 7 or S miles from tbe proposed 
line, cast.
1G!)0. Wrhat area of land bad you in that particular holding? I selected 1,280 acres, but was only 
granted 996 acres. ,
1691. Did you occupy it for any lengthened period ? Live years.
] 692. What was your experience with regard to tbe character of the land at that particular place ? The 
land is very poor indeed, and as a matter of course, the grass is equally so.
1693. "When did you first take it up ? About the end of 1S8S or the beginning of 1899.
1694. For what purpose did you take it up ? For grazing.
109.3. There was not so much dairying carried on at that time ? Ho, there was no dairying. It had been 
attempted, but it was not a success.
1696. You bad not then the modern improvements which exist at the present time for carrying on 
dairying successfully ? No ; there wero no dairy factories then.
1697. Have you had much experience ia dairying ? Yres, I have had a great deal. I have been all my 
life among stock—nearly all my life on the Kichmond amongst stock and dairying.
1008. How far would your land be from Casino ? About 12 or 13 miles.
1699. Would that be your nearest town ? Yes ; Coraki was about the same distance away—it may be a 
mile nearer.
1700. Did you experiment in dairying? On a very small scale I did.
1701. Was your holding a fair sample of the land in the locality ? It was a choice piece.
1702. That would imply that the lands near you were of a worse character? Decidedly.
1703. Did you carry out any improvements in the shape of ringbarking ? Yes, I ringbarked.
1704. What was the area P 1,280 acres. *
1705. Would that all he conditional purchase land ? No; there were 596 acres of conditional purchase 
land, and the balance was under conditional lease.
1706. ITow much of tho conditional purchase land did you improve ? About 400 acres. ■
1707. With what result;—was it suitable for grazing purposes ? On some of the land that I ringbarked 
an extra outlay was entailed in keeping down the suckers.
1708. That is invariably the case, is it not? In that country, yes.
1.709. It was the second growth ? Yes, that was the trouble.
1710. How many bead of stock had you grazing on the property ? Ou tho 1,280 acres, from tho end of 
September, or the beginning of October, until February, I. used to graze about ISO ov 20Q breeders.
1711. How many milking cows ? X only milked at most about nine or ten. ’" J712.
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J.J^Pideock 1712. As far as dairying was concerned, your operations were on a very small scale ? I was satisfied it 
\V0H3<1 not Pa7> an(i.H>y dairying was very small indeed. I might, add that I did not grass half the number 

r •’ ■ during the winter time, as the land would not then carry the same number of stock.
.1713. Was it fully stocked during tbe liest part of the year ? Yes.
1714. Taking the result from the time you were there, do you consider that in taking up the land as a 
selection you made a fair speculation f Not for the purposes for which I took it up. 1 took it up for 
breeding cattle on—to raise cattle.
1715. Did you sell tbe selection when you left? No ; I sold an interest to my brothers.
1716. You disposed of it ? Yes.
1717. Have they got it now ? Yes.
1713. If you had had the appliances for carrying on a dairy farm which are now available, do you think 
that industry could have been successfully carried on ? 1 would not attempt to dairy on that country at 
all. It can be done successfully for three or four months in a good season.
1716. Do you know what your brothers uso it for now? Yes; for feeding. You cannot breed cattlo 
successfully on it; there is no lime in the country.
1720. They take cattle on agistment? No : they breed cattle elsewhere, and put them there to grow.
1721. Not to fatten ? No ; unless it is lightly stocked in a good season.
1722. Have you a knowledge of the land between Casino and Grafton along the surveyed line ? Yes.
1723. A good general knowledge ? Yes ; I have known it for the last thirty years.
1724. _ Does your knowledge of it extend tip to tho present time ? Yes ; I have been along it within the 
last eighteen months—along portion of it,
1725. Does your knowledge extend away from the road on either side, say, for a distance of 10 or IS 
miles ? Yes ; I know the country intimately from mustering stock on it.
1726. You know it from between Casino and Myrtle Creek in tho same way, and the other portions right 
through to Grafton? Exactly ; within 5 or 6 miles of Grafton. I have only been along the road from 
Saltwater Creek to Grafton. Over there I have not been off the road on either side.
1727. What is your opinion of tbe general character of tbe country, taking the whole distance betw een 
Casino and Grafton I am not speaking exactly of the country you can see from the road, but what is 
your opinion of the country on either side of the road, say, for a distance of from H) to 15 miles P My 
opinion on tho country is that it is poor sandy soil, and only capable of being slocked very lightly. "
1728. Does that apply to tho whole country? IVith the exception of a few favoured spots. "There is one
spot they call .Kangaroo Hills, on Mr. Vickery’s station, and there is Pumpkin Swamp, hold by Camira 
Station. There is a, fairly good tract of country there, and at Saltwater Creek there is another small area 
of fairly good pastoral country. *
1729. Do you know the Camira Station ? Yes, I have been at Camira head station.
1730. What is your opinion of that country ? In a good season the ridges round there look very nice.
1731. Is it not a fact that a considerable portion of it is flat country? Only Pumpkin Swainp, and in
that neighbourhood. ’ ‘ ’
1732. There is a flat where they cultivate, and where wc were told they raised a crop of maize which went 
80 bushels to the acre ? I do not think so, I should be surprised if there were 40 bushels.
1733. Coming back to Myrtle Crock, is that a similar class of coimfry to your selection? Exactly; the
same timber, the same grass, and the same countrv. ' '
1734. Do you know Mr. Henderson’s property? ‘Yes; I know Mr. Cunningham Henderson’s property.
1735. What is your opinion of that? His is a fairly good selection.
1736. Do you know the property held by Messrs. Harris, two brothers ? Yes ; they are at Ellangowan.
1737. What is your opinion of that? They hold a very nice little piece of laud. It is of volcanic 
formation such as exists only in two or three places between Casino and Grafton.
1738. Do you know Mr. George McKee’s property does that compare favourably with yours? It is 
no better; it is poor.
1739. Does he not carry on dairying on his selection 0 lie may do it a little, but he did not do it.
1740. We are informed that he carries it ou with somo degree of success ? It is very recently. He was 
a butcher a few months ago.
1741. Do you know the property of Mr. Smith, one of the oldest residents at Myrtle Creek ? Yes.
1742. What is your opinion of the character of his land ? Jt is similar to Mr. ilcKce’s; it is very good 
for three or four months in the year.
1743. ̂ Are you aware that he is carrying on dairying to a considerable extent ? I am aware that he is 
dairying and milking a lot of cows; as io tbe result, I cannot say for certain.
L74J. In view oi the testimony of those who o\wi these lands as to the results that have been obtained 
from dairying—which we believe to be successful—wuuld not your selection, assuming it to be of a 
similar character, be equally successful ? I can not think that auy of those farmers can have carried on 
dairying successfully ; in fact, I am positive that it cannot bo done.
1745. In regard to the character of the land along the railway route, it is mostly heavily timbered, is it
not ? In places, yes. * ’
1746. What is the nature of tho timber? Spottcd-guui ami iron-bark.
1747. Have you had any knowledge of country thickly timbered with spotted-gum ? Yes.
1748. In its natural condition, is there much grass? No; there is not,mueli grass.
1749. When ringbarked and cleared, have you noticed any marked result? I have noticed a marked
result—that is, in gravelly, spotted-gum country. ”
1750. But it is nearly always gravelly witli spotted-gum ? Some spotted-gum country is dark soil.
1751. What is the character of the soil where the spotted-gum grows to which you refer? Tho soil is 
of a spewy sandy nature—very pale, almost white.
1752. Does that apply to the spotted-gum ridges oxtending between Grafton and Casino? GencralK 
There is a volcanic formation at Ellangowan, which carries spotted-gum and iron-bark, and that is excellent 
country when ringbarked.
1753. With regard to iron-bark, is there much timber of that class along tho lino ? Yes, tboro i# a good 
deal; there is a good deal of very mixed timber along the lino.

^?uId thil1 ,t3niJ,w ,bo wr considerable market valuo ? A good deal pf iti hos boon already cut.}755, Where tyould that bop All along from Lawrenco to Myrtlo Crook, ‘ 1 *
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175G, They are at present cutting there ? I could not say whether they are doing so at present, but 
numbers of parties have been out there cutting, and teams have been drawing piles to the mill aud drawing 
timber both to the Clarence and tho .liiehniond for shipment to Now Zealand and Melbourne.
1757. There is a considerable quantity of timber cut and drawn there ? Vos ; there has been a considerable 
quantify.
1758. And there is amide scope for continuing the industry (o a much larger extent? That would be the
case on the western side of the line, but on anywhere near the road any really good timber has pretty well been 
cut. %
1750. Taking land in its natural condition, such as the land we arc now referring to, when itis ringbarked 
and properly worked, what would yon sav would be its increase in value? I suppose you could not 
expect an increase in value of more than 10 per cent.
17(50. Is that the general result ol: ringbarking ? That is my experience.
1761. "Would that class of country grow artificial grasses ? 1 do not know ; 1 have not had much experi
ence in artificial grasses. But I do not know what artificial grass could he raised there successfully.
1702. Do you know Mr. Duggan’s free-seloel.ion, near Grafton ? Yes.
1763. Did you know that before it was selected ? Yes ; it was a box ridge principally—white-box.
1764. What sort of country did it strike you to be when you saw it ? Box ridges are fairly good ridges. 
They are far before stringy-bark, black-wood, or tallow-wood country.
1765. Did you think at the time that that selection was a desirable choice? Well, not at that time. 
There was belter land, butnotbcttcrlandin that neighbourhood. It was tbe pick of that part of tbe district.
1766. How many acres in its original condition would it take to keep a cow or one head of cattle ? I 
should imagine these ridges would take about from 7 to 8 acres. It would varya lot, according to the season.
1767. Do you mean to say that that was its carrying capacity when it was a box country;—it was thickly 
timbered with box, was it not ? Bairly thickly timbered, but not out of the way; it was the pick of that 
country round there.
1768. Was it similar land to that across the road ? Ko; the hill was decidedly superior to the land on 
the opposite side of the road.
17G9. ITow many acres would it take of the land on the opposite aide of the road to maintain a cow? 
When I was along there last, immediately opposite Duggan's selection was an undergrowth scrub—a 
sapling scrub, and it would take a good many acres—12 or 15—if it were all like that. 1 never was across 
tbe road, but I have been over Duggan’s place before it was ringbarked.
1770. Do you consider Duggan’s selection considerably improved ? Yes, decidedly.
1771. How many acres do you consider,in your experience, it would now take to keep a cow? Four or 5 
acres all tbe year round.
1772. Is it a class of country that would be suited for agriculture? Ko. No form of agriculture could 
be carried on there successfully without manuring—no crops such as maize, lucerne, or sugar-cane.
1773. Taking that particular selection as an illustration of the country fur some miles further along, how 
would you compare that in its original state with counlry 10 miles further towards Casino? The country 
generally 10 miles further from that selection towards Ca-dno is, in its natural state, decidedly inferior to 
Duggan’s. That is the case until you get to Saltwater Creek, where there is a good patch of pastoral 
country. But the average could never be put in (he same condition tiiat Duggan’s is in at present. 
Bingbarking would not do it—the country is too poor.
1774'. With regard to the unimproved country along the surveyed line, how many acres do you consider 
it would take to keep a cow ? From Saltwater Creek to Myrtle Creek, taking the average, it would take 
] 0 acres to the beast.
1775. That is without improvemonis? Yes.
1776. Suppose it were improved to the same extent as Duggan’s selection, how many acres would it then 
take to maintain a cow ? Well, it would make very little difference to the majority of the country. I 
daresay it would take about 7 acres.
1777. If a railway were constructed, and facilities given for sending produce to Grafton at one end and 
to Casino or Lismore at the other, is tbe class of country along the line of such a nature that it would be 
likely to be settled upon ? I do not think so—not for dairying or pastoral pursuits. It might he for 
timber possibly.
1778. Land is very seldom taken up for timber purposes, is it ? They might take up land for a. home, as it 
were, while they were working the timber, and abandon it afterwards.
1776, Mr. WaUon.'] You bad your place for five years ? Yes.
1760. Did you ring it all ? ] rung about 400 acres.
1781.. That is about a third of it, roughly P No; about two-thirds of what was thickly timbered. The 
other was thinly timbered. It was a third of the holding, but it was really two-thirds of i he timbered country.
1782. How long did you attempt to thickly stock tha1 land :—1 think vou said vour brothers now use it,
hut what did you attempt to do with it. iu the early pa-t ? .1 alUunptod to breed cattle on it. "
1783. Seeing that you had only a portion of it ringbarked, you would not for sonic time get, oven from 
what was ringbarked, any benefit, would you F No, hut 1 c. mid make a calculation ; I could reasonably 
allow for the improvement that would accrue.
1784. For some time ahead ? Yes.

J. W. 
Pidcock.

«M^laoo-

178-5. How long do you reckon it takes for the improvements to be effective ? That country would n6t 
improve. After two years, as soon as the timber is dead, the improvement is very noticeable. There ia 
an early spring on it, and (.he grass looks nice, but it is always thin. After two years the suckers begin to 
come, and then you have tho trouble. "
17SG, If a man has a small area bo can keep the suckers down, can lie not ? Yes ; but it is worth tho 
land to keep them down.
1787. You say you carried, speaking roughly, a beast to G acres in the summer ? Yes, for four months.
1788. And half that number in the winter P Yes—and not half that number in the winter. Not quite 
a beast to 6 acres. I carried from ISO to 200 on 1,280 acres.
1789. lou have already said your land is not all improved ? No, not all improved. That which was not 
timbered, or was very lightly timbered, could not be improved by ringbarking. There were at least 120 
acres that ran into a flat with no timber at all on, or only sufficient for shade.
1790. And on tho other you bad -400 acres cleared ? Yes.

John
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John Gibson, Manager for the New South Wales Creamery and Butter Company at Lismore,
sworn, and eNatnined :—

J, Gibson. 1/91, Chairman.'] How long has the factory been established at Lismore? Five years. I have been 
• /—'A-—\ here all the time. ■
6 Mur., 1900. 1792. Have you a statement in regard to the dairy industry in the Eichmond district ? Yes. It is as 

follows : The New South W ales Creamery Butter Company established a butter factory at Casino about 
three years ago, and started operations on an output of about 3 tons per week. At the beginning of this 
year the output had increased to 9 tons per week, a very satisfactory increase of 300 per cent, since 
starting. The principal supply to Casino factory came from farmers settled on the main arm of the 
Eichmond, North Casino, Kyogle, and Upper Eichmond, all of which, judging by results, are eminently 
suited for dairying pursuits. At the request of ten farmers, who signed a requisition, the company 
erected^ a creamery at Myrtle Creek, aud, owing to tbe poor nature of the country for dairying, the 
supply is now much smaller than when we started there, and we do not hope for any increase from that 
direction. A creamery was also erected at Mongogarie, which, however, we are now compelled to close 
dowm The falling olf in supply at the creameries at Myrtle Creek and Mongogarie is mainly due to the 
inability of the larmers to continue the payment of rent, which is 2s. (Jd. per acre. One supplier from 
that part told me tiiat Is. per acre was as much as the majority of them could live at. as with improve
ments and the benefit of a favourable season it took 10 acres to keep one eow, It may bo as well to add 
that the farmers of these localities are treated, as regards cost of manufacture, exactly as they are at 
■Kyogle, North Casino, and those places, whore the industry is on a progressive footing. On the whole 
I consider the country in the direction of Myrtle Creek unsuitable for dairying, excepting in small 
patches along tho watercourses, and do not think a line of communication would induce tlie settlement 
of those intending to follow this industry. On the other hand, the country mentioned around Kyogle, 
Upper Eichmond, Noith Casino, and the mam arm, are so favourably considered by this company that 
the)' are prepared to expend a considerable amount of capital to induce settlement of farmers intending 
to follow' dairying. Owing to the impossibility of direct shipment from Casino wc are compelled to carry 
the butter made there to Lismoro, which entails an additional expenditure of fii. per lb., which, on 9 tons 
of butter, comes to £21. The supply at the Lismore factory since it started has been steadily increasing, 
although showing a slight falling off in 1S9S, owing to a long spell of dry weather. The figures are :— 
1895, 350 tons; 1S9C, 700 tons; 1S97, 900 tons ; 1S9S, 899 tons ; 1899,1,000 tons. The cost of butter 
to the farmer landed in Sydney, is 1-i-d, per lb., this charge covering manufacture, freight, and selling 
charges.

■ 1793. You made the statement that farmers about Myrtle Creek could not afford to pay 2s. Gd. per
acre per annum rent to the squatters for the use of their land what rental do they pay in the districts 
that prosper P From os, to 7s. Gd. an acre. *
1794. Do they get on better than these other farmers ? Yes.
1795. Could you tell us about the size of the holdings ou fairly rich land ? About 200, 300, 400, nod as
much as 500 acres. • " * "
1/9G. How many beasts do they carry to the acre? In these particular districts, on good laud, one eow 
to 3 acres.
1797. Is that mostly cleared land ? Yes, mostly cleared.
1798. Ho the tenants have to do the improvements when they take up the land do they have to fence
in every block ? They arc generally put ou a sliding scale, and the rent gradually increases. '
1799. What do they start with ? 1 think it is about 2s. Gd.
1800. And in most cases they are able lo make their improvements and pay the increased rent? Just so.
1801. You have not had to discontinue your operations at Myrtle Creek ? ’ At Mongogarie we have ceased 
operations.
1802. How does the character of the milk from those districts compare with the milk from land of a better 
class ? It is much poorer.
1803. Is that owing to bad feed ? Tho grasses are not as good.
1804. Have you yourself seen that country under grass ? Yes ; as district inspector I periodically visit 
those districts. I visit them a dozen times a year,
1805. What was your experience before you came here as manager of the Company ? My experience
was on the South Coast. .
180G. For a considerable number of years, then, you have been looked upon as an expert in dairying?
I have been twenty years in the business. I have followed up dairying in the South Coast district, in the 
Mudgee district, and in the Wellington, Monaro, and Shoalhaven districts.
1807. Suppose you had loft one of those districts, and had come to this part of the country, and you
could not get any ot this good hind for which they pay tho higher rentals, and where dairying is 
admittedly a success, would you, us a practical dairyman, have taken up any of that land between Casino 
and Myrtle Creek lor the purpose of dairying? Certainly not. '
1808. Why? Simply because it is not suitable. The ground is poor. In good patches it could he 
improved by putting down Paspalum dilatalum other grasses such as that, but on tbe high lands the 
grass is generally useless for dairying.
1809. Mr Watson.'} Would not Paspalum grow on that land ? No, not on the land I speak about 
between Casino and Myrtle Creek. It is nothing but that volcanic formation where the iron-bark and 
spotted-gum ranges are. Paspalum might grow on the flats, but it would not grow on the hills.
1810. Chairman?] Is there enough of that level good land to induce a large dairying popula-lion to settle 
on that country ? T do not think so.
1811. It is somewhat limited ? Yes.

William Kennedy, Surveyor, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined r—

W. Kennedy. 1812. Chairman.] You had charge of the survey of this line from Casino to near Myrtle Creek? Yes.
^ 1813. Do you hand in a statement making a comparison between the original survey and the proposed 

6 Mar., 1900. western deviation ? Yes. It is as follows :—The western deviation was surveyed by mo in 189], after 
examining the country with Messrs. Lloyd and Gillett, railway surveyors. 1 think this deviation was

suggested
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suggested by the Engmeer-in-Ghief, partly with a view of malting a junction station near the junction of W. Kennedy.
Mongogarie and Deep Creeks, to suit a connection with Grafton, Casino, and Tcnterfield surveys, and ,---- *---- ,
also to locate the line on higher and drier ground, as against the permanent survey to the east of the 6 ls)0°-
Oasmo-Lawrence Road. I have never actually followed the eastern survey, but from its closeness to the 
main road, and from frequent inquiries from residents living on the spot, and an experience of the IS9L 
flood, m JJeep Creek, rain confident that the ■western deviation is greatly to be preferred to the eastern
from an enguieernig point of view-that is, with regard to crossing the flooded stretch of country lyin<* 
between Richmond River aud Deep Creek. J J ’ o

I started

of

Christian Baker, cordial manufacturer and coach proprietor, Lismore, sworn, and examined: 
f \fr' 1IVais.on^ yraT0 y°u had a mail contract between 'Woodburn and Chatsworth ? Yes.

• io’J;or J iv • ,ns,?. -^or ono tcrm of thl,ee years> and another term of about twelvemonths, 
m 1894, and linished m October, 1898.
1816. What was the passenger traffic like between those two places ? There was a fair amount 
passenger traffic; not out of the way though, ■

figUreS °u the sub’icct ? ]1'01‘ t!'e t"’01™ nionllls from the 1st of Mav, 1895 
to the 30th April, 1896, the gross takings amounted to £668 Ss. 2d. That is the only year for which I
icnc) tt me ° coac“es to myself’ At any other time there was opposition on the road’

SSSoWKS,,a,°? I-I*«"•*■*fr™
1819. AVas there any sign of an increase or decrease in the passenger traffic during that time? There
T^on”0-^^8-0 ’’ d f® ;lb°“fc,the ®ame- Opposition came, and I was very glad to get off the line
ib-O. But during the time for which you gave the figures you had practically control of tho whole thine
oil” he road ^ 1 b°US lt t ie 0l)lJ0Kltl°n line out> and for tliat twelve mon'ths there was no opposition

1821, So that you had a knowledge of every person who travelled that road ? Yes
1822 Would that include commercial travellers with their samples, and things of that sort? Yes - it
includes tho whole of tho takings as shown by the books. '
1823 Have you any means of ascertaining where those people came from before they got to Woodburn 
or Chatsworth would they come from the river or from Sydney ? Often from Sydney. There was a 
Sydney mail twice a week to Harwood Island. That came through the same line. Then there were 
iuoa0n?era llere to ®ydney anti Grafton, and passengers from Grafton and Sydnevhore
1824,. YY ould many of the passengers from Lismore make towards the Clarence to get to Sydnev ? If 
the bar w-as bad on the Richmond they would. There would be less passenger traffic when the baron the 
Richmond was good than when there was a bad bar.
1825 So that many passengers would not go across from Woodburn to the Clarence if they could go out 
oi the Richmond without hindrance? IS1 ot many. J °
1826. I understand that there has been a good bar on the Richmond of late ? Yes
1827. And there lias been no serious detention of the steamers? Xo. ' '
1828. In view of that, has the direct passenger traflic between here and Sydney increased—I mean
between Lismore and Sydney by steamer direct ? Yes, it naturally would ‘
loo°; mlth a ProPort.ioi]ate decrease in the number who have travelled Harwood Island P Yes 
1830 lake commercial travellers, would they in most cases come to both rivers on the one general trip 
from Sydney . As a rule they would come from Sydney, perhaps, to Grafton, and then come over here
fromimra ^ W°U d g° baCk t0 110 Clarcijae’ aild at: otl,or times they '™uld go back direct to Sydney

coach ? It y°U SaKl tlmt WilCn th° bar WElS S°0,i tbere WerC n0t S° mauy Passengers going across by

1832. When the bar was bad, would there be any considerable number ? Yes. We used to say it would 
iood0b?t£0r the COaehce lvh0n 110 bnr lvas bad> and wlu,n the bar waa good tbe traffic would fall off a

1833. But when it had fallen off, would it then be small, fair, or what ? There was a fair amount of 
traffic lor one line ot coaches at any time ; but when the two lines came on there was not sufficient for

j- How many times a week did the coaches run? Every day each way.
1835. There was just about enough traffic to keep one line going ? Yea. ‘
1836 That would be on the average, allowing for a good bar and a bad bar? Yes, one line of coaches 
” ouici pay at ftnv time.
lnfwVhat T tbu far° ‘Tf; ? t1- sbilliDgs and silPc,lcc between Woodburn and Chatsworth, and
10s. between Yvoodburn and Harwmod Island.
1838. Supposing a commercial traveller wished to reach Lismore from Grafton, what would he have to 
pay under present conditions ? It would depend on the size of his load. 1
1839 Leave his load out of the question, and say just one passenger ? It would cost him 3s down the 
river to Chatsworth /s. Gd over m the coach to Woodburn, and 5s. from there to Lismore. His total

$?£“■ ” *• ** * ii'kct bi* -* »•»
184°. Suppose there was a railway between Grafton and Lismore, would there be on the down-river 
towns both on the Clarence and the Richmond, anything in the way of business which would compel a 
traveller to go to those places m any case ? Yes, in a great many instances. ^
wtk Coraki and Madean ? If they come from the Clarence they want to do Balliua aud Lismore.
ZSSJ&SSS toSr™ ^ °'l“60 do"n to ii"t-«*'*-'• ““u *»o™*,
iSltf0 ‘Jr’ C0,,nics acr0u tbc B!10,;!,(lls'aDce bet'veen Chatsworth and Woodburn, those towns, such as 
Ballma and Coraki, are easily reached by the travellers ? Yes. Then there is Maclean, on the Clarence
Sovo H-T °fo t’l g° fTfl Graft01110 Ma^an, perhaps stop a day or two at Maclean-that is 6 miles 
.iboie Chatsworth—and then they go to Chatsworth and across to Woodburn.
1813. Do you think the travellers would use a railway from Grafton to Casino—the General run of 
travellers ? I am sure they would not; they would come Chatsworth way 17

21 W-K 1044.

C. Calier.

G Mar., 1300.
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C. Balier. 1844. Why ? Because it is more conTenient. By the railway a passenger .would have to go from Grafton
,---- *---- * right awav round to Lismore, and then he would have to go to Ballina and back to W oodhurn; whereas

C Mar., 1900. bv going from Grafton to Chatsworth and across to Woodburn lie could go down to Ballina and up to 
Lismore ; or he could go right round the river, starting from Woodburn. Say he arrived m Woodhurn 
from the Clarence, he could go up to Coraki, from Coraki to Casino, from Casino to Lismore, and from 
Lismore to Ballina, and then he could go on to Sydney, or come back to Woodburn aud across to tho

1845 Tou°think they would not have so much dead time ou their hands that way ? Not nearly so much, 
because they leave Grafton at 3 o’clock in tho afternoon and get to Chatsworth at 7. Ihey can get over

^----- =--- if thev like; then they can get up to Lismore nextto Woodlmrn that night or wait till nest morning 
morning, or go to Ballina.SS You do not seem to think, then, there will be much traffic for a railway between here and Grafton 
in the wav of passengers ? No, J. do not think so.
1847 Are there many travellers on the northern rivers who take their own conveyances, or engage special 
conveyances, in addition to those who travel by the ordinary coaches ? Yes, a good many get specials,
and some, not many, have their own vehicles. ' ,, ,, •
1848. The figures given hy vou would not allow for special conveyances, I suppose ; but would include 
only your own takings ; or did you have the special conveyances for hire ? 1 hev would only hire spec al
vehicles from me up in Lismore. It was very seldom that a special went from ft oodburn, because 
nineteen times out of twenty when tbc passengers came to Woodburn thev would take dm 
Yery few specials went from Woodburn ; but 1 have coaches and buggies here which would be hired 
perhaps to go from here to Casino or Coraki, or perhaps to Ballina, _ , . . ,, .
J849. I was referring more particularly to those who would be going right through between the two 
rivers? Not many have their own vehicles down there. a v
1850. Wtould there be many who would hire special conveyances to carry their samples . xes.
1851 That would be between Woodburn and Chatsworth? Yes. ., ,, ,, ,
1852 Suppose you were able to anv how many had engaged such traps, and the amount paid, would that

ri y, ,, y-l-.n________  I,,, +r,n T,nar? 1 have put down ail that

No, there was no opposition

100A. QUppOSG yuu dim , '■■■q-b-- ----- ^ i ' _
mean any considerable addition to the figures given by you tor the year, 
passengers paid for conveying their samples as well as themselves.
J858. Wero there any other people from whom they could hire conveyances . 
on the road.
1854. Not even in the way of special conveyances ? >0; , , ,, „
1855. So that the figures you gave included all that traflic? They included the whole of the traffic on
the river, except people with private vehicles. ^
185G. Those would not form a large proportion ? No,

; was a commercial traveller for over thirteen years, principally in the North

George Nesbitt, storekeeper, Lismore, sworn, and examined:—
G. Nesbitt. 1857. Mr. MeFarlane.'] How long have you been engaged in your present business? Tour and a half 

A-—^ years,
6 Mar., 1900. 1858. And previous to that ?

185? Would that include from the Clarence or the Haeleay north ? From the Mining north 
18f,0. I suppose you have frequently travelled between the Clarence River aud the Richmond River. 
Yes ; during tbc last five years, prior to my leaving off, I travelled between the two rivers on an average 
every five to six weeks. . T
1SG1. Would you make a round trip in that time ? Yes.
18G2 That is, coming from Svdney and returning ? Yes ; travelling right up to the Hacleay and tho 
Manning, and then taking a steamer up to the Clarence or the Richmond, as the ease miglK be.
18G4 Suppose you wanted to make a tour over tbe whole of the district you have mentioned, how would 
you work it—from tbc Manning River north ? I would take the Manning and the Macleay together. X 
would cither go to the Manning or the Macleay, and work on to the other rivers and go to Sydney, or 1 
would ship my samples to Sydney and travel overland by buggy to Grafton from the Macleay, provided 
1 started on the Manning.
1861. And your samples would then go by steamer to Grafton . xes, , ,
1865. And how would you work the Clarence Kiver? I would work down the river to Maclean and
Cbatsworth where I had customers. , ,
1866 And then to the Kichmond ? I would then go over to ft oodhurn, and would work from there 
either to Ballina or Lismore, so that 1 would not cover the ground a second time.
1867. You would visit Casino, would you not? Yes.
1868. How would you get to Casino ? J would go out from Lismore to Casino and back.
1869. That would complete your tour? Yes. , j „
1870 4nd in returning to Sydnev? T would either go from Ballma fo Sydney, or, it r wanted to do a 
second trip tbe same month -overlap the other as it were in the trip-1 would return to the Clarence. 
1871. Generaliy speaking, what was the practice during the time you were engaged in tiiat capacity— 
would vou more frequently in returning to Sydney go by Ballina or by the Clarence. In the early par 
of my time as a traveller I invariably went back to the Clarence, because I would get blocked on the 
bar oil the Richmond in the old days. But in the later years 1 generally went direct from the Richmond
IST^When you intended to visit the Clarence and the Richmond in leaving Sydney, which steamer 
would you take—one to the Clarence or one to the Richmond ? It would uot matter which.
1873. What was the usual custom ? There was no usual custom. I either went direct to the Clarence
or direct to the Richmond, just as I fancied business was. ,
1874. Could you not say which way you would mostly go ? In the first portion ot my travelling, tno 
first years. I went to the Clarence, but in later years I have as often come to the Richmond.
1875. TV as it tbe usual custom of those engaged as commercial travellers to follow tbc same lines you
have vourself indicated ? I believe it was. ,, ,,
1876 ' As far as vour knowledge goes ? Yes ; I could instance two or three who invariably went to the 
Clarence, but they made longer trips; that is to say, they spent two mouths perhaps on the two mors, 
and went back to the Clarence for the second montli’s trade. ' lew /.
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1877. Inthe event of a railway being constructed from Grafton to Casino, and also from Casino to 
Lismore, do you tbink the passenger traffic—I am referring now particularly to commercial travellers— 
would go by rail ? I should say, having a knowledge of the inode of travelling, that it would he more 
convenient to adopt the present system of travelling from Cbatsworth to Woodburn.
1878. Would you say bow it would be more convenient ? Well, you arrive at Woodburn, and you travel 
down the river, touching at tho little townships, until you get to Ballina. There is less loss of time doing 
that, because, after having finished your business at Ballina, if you aro carrying samples you can ship 
those on the returning boat to Lismore direct, and travel from Ballina to Lismore by coach, which occupies 
little more than three hours ; consequently, you have half a day to make your appointments in Lismore 
before the arrival of your samples—you get your outside work done before you touch your samples. 
Then, having arrived at Lismore, you work Casino from there, and work to Coraki either by coming back 
to Lismore and down to Coraki, or, if the road between Casino aud Coraki is anything like fair travelling, 
you go that way to Coraki, and you arrive back at the place you started from without loss and without 
traversing the distance twice.
1879. That is Woodburn ? Yes
1880. You made your starting point at Woodburn, but yon did not tell us bow you got to Woodburn ? 
ITrom Chatswood—that is, if 1 came from the Clarence.
1881. Say you came from Sydney to the Clarence by an ocean steamer, what would be the track ? I 
would go direct to Grafton, and work down to Chatswood by way of Maclean, and then come across to 
Woodburn. I would then either go up to Lismore and finish at'Biillina, or the reverse, if I wished to no 
back to the Clarence.
1882. Would that be tbe most speedy way to go through the whole of the two districts P I found it so.
1883. And the least expensive ? It would not be more expensive than travelling from Grafton to Casino.
1884. Could you not, coming up by ocean steamer from Sydney, land at Maclean, then take Grafton, aud 
come to Casino by rail;—how would that compare with tho route you have indicated ? From mv experi
ence it would not be advantageous, because in going from Grafton to Casino, a distance of over (BO miles, 
a commercial traveller would be travelling dead country. There is not a township between
1885. But it would not take long to do that journey by train? To send samples by train is rather 
expensive. That would stand in the way of going that way.
1886. We had a commercial traveller who gave evidence that it would be less expensive? I am afraid be 
did not travel much by rail.
1887. He gave his experience, and his statement was that it would be more speedy and less expensive ? 
It would be more speedy, but more expensive, with no equivalent.
1888. Have you travelled the hue between Lawrence and Casino? Xeij.
1889. Is there much traffic on that line in the shape of commercial travellers and ordinary passengers ? 
I never went by that road, except when the road boiwocn Chatsworth and Woodburn was very bad, and 
my experience amongst them was that with one or two exceptions travellers did not go that way.
1890. That would be going through a lot of dead countrv—40 odd miles ? Yes. *
1891. By coach ? Yes. ‘
1892. 1 he journey from Lawrence to Casino is through dead country, and would take a considerable time 
by coach, whereas tbe journey by rail from Grafton to Casino is oulv 20 miles further, and would be done 
in much less time ? But I explained that I never travelled the road from Lawrence to Casino, unless I 
was forced to do so by the bad state of the road between Cbatsworth and Woodburn.
1893. What is your observation in regard to other traffic—say, m the first instance, between Chatsworth
and Woodburnwas there much travelling in the different coaches, and by private vehicles, and on 
horseback ? Private vehicles and horsemen were very scarce The only vehicles I noticed were the mail 
coaches and the coaches carrying the travellers’ samples. '
1894. That would.bc the principal portion of the traflic? Yes. '
1895. It is somo years ago since you were a traveller? Pour and a half years.
1896. Have you any means of ascertaining whether that traffic has increased or diminished since you left 
the line? I cannot speak positively, except that I never go that way myself now. During my four and 
half years’ residence at Lismore I have only travelled that road three or four times.
1897. Do you frequently go to Sydney ? Yes ; on an average twice a year.
1S9S. And you take the ocean steamer direct from Ballma? Yes; they are more regular now.
1899. Tho bar has improved to a considerable extent, and there is not the same - delay that used to occur
iu jmars gone by ? ] would not attempt it when I was travelling at first, '
1900. 1 suppose you are aw'are that tho practice nowin going to Svdney is for people to take tile river
steamer to Woodburn, and then go over by coach to catch the Clarence steamer, and go by that way to 
Sydney ? 1 believe there are passengers w*ho go that way. ‘
1901. Do you know' whether that traffic has shown any increase of late years ? I could not sav.
1902. Chairman.'] The people do not seem to interchange visits in these districts very much?' Ho; nor
goods either. I consider that wc should not have any goods going from here. 1 was Jooking into the 
matter this morning, and I find that the only products we could get by railway from tbe Clarence would 
bo potatoes aud maize. We have sufficient maize on this river. I made inquiries this morning, and I 
found that we have not had 20 bags of maize by steamer from Sydney for tbe last twelve months. As 
regards potatoes, the freight from Grafton to Lismore by rail would be'equal to the water carriage from 
Sydney to Lismore. °
1903. What is the freight on potatoes from Sydney to Lismore ? One shilling a bag. It is 9s. a ton by 
rail for SO miles ; that would be 9d. a bag. The ton rate would be charged. Then we get a superior 
potato. The ocean steamers make tri-weekly trips to this river now that there is a good bnr, so that in 
registered tonnage the shipping is equal to that on the Clarence with two steamers a w'eek. We'have 
trading here regularly the “Tomki,” COO tons; the “ St. George,” 500 tons; and the “ Plectra,” 400 tons, 
making an aggregate tonnage of 1,560. The steamers trading to the Clarence are the “ City of Grafton,” 
825 tons, and the “ Kalatina,” of 680, or an aggregate of 1,503 tons. I might mention that within the 
last month all our letters have come direct, and we do not get any letters via the Clarence, as we formerly 
did. This is in consequence of the good bar. A. statement lias been made that it is customary to unload 
tbe Steamers coming up this river. I have made inquiries from the agent of the H.C.S.H, Company, and 
I find that such is not the case. Tbe steamers laud their cargo at tbe wrharf to which it is consigned, and 
they do not unload any cargo at any wharf to lighten tho ship.

0. Nesbitt.

G Mar,, 1900.

W£DNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 7 MARCS, 1900.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Municipal Council Chamlers, Lismore, at 10 fi.w.]

■gnaeni:—
- The Hon. WILLIAM: JOSEPH TRIO KBIT (Chairman).

John Christian Watson, Esq. j John McFarlane, Esq.

Tho Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of railway from
Grafton to Casino.

Thomas Borton, mail contractor and coach proprietor, Lismore, sworn, and examined :—
T. Bortan. 1904. Mr. WaUon] Do you know anything of the passenger traffic between here and tho Clarence? I 

■A‘——\ know very little from personal observation of the passenger traffic between here and the Clarence.
7 Mar., 1900. IPO,1), What is your line at present. Prom here to Ballina.

1900. Can you say whether there bas been any increase in the traffic from Sydney to tho Kichmond of late 
years? There has been a very great increase, indeed.
1907, What course did that traffic take previously ? Some few years ago the main traffic used to go via 
Woodburn to Harwood Island to meet the Clarence ocean boats.
1903. But recently ? Ilecently, for the last three years, there has been no delay whatever at tbe Ballina 
entrance.
1909. With the result ? That the main body of the traffic goes direct. I may say that three years ago 
I had only one coach on tho line to Ballina. 1 have now three, and there are others on the line as well. 
Three other people are in the same line of business, taking passengers between here and Ballina, and 
there arc besides a great number of private vehicles used by people driving down to meet their friends. 
19.10. A portion of the traffic between here and Ballina would, I suppose, be a local traffic ? Tes; but 
that would be only small in comparison with tbc through traflic. .
1911. The greater number would be passengers proceeding to and from Sydney ? Yes.
1912. Why do they take the coach from Lismore to Ballina rather than go by the steamer down the river? 
That coach trip often saves twenty-four hours.
1913. That is became of the steamer loading on the river ? Yes ; she has to travel 73 miles, and the
overland journey is only 22 miles. '
1914. So that practically all passengers by the Kichmond River boat to Sydney go by Ballina? I suppose
seven-tenths of them do, and half of the balance travel down the river by tlte boat through not knowing 
tho advantage of the land line. Anyone who knows the advantage and the saving of time, and that sort 
of thine, does not hesitate a moment. .
1915. What is the coach fare from Lismore to Ballina? Seven shillings and sixpence.
1916. And the time occupied? Ic takes tho coach from three to three and a-half hours. Itis broken 
country ; you rise about 700 feet on ihe journey.
1917. How would tho Ballina route compare in point of time and cost with the route to Lawrence ;—for 
instance, you say it costs 7s. (Id. from hero to Ballina, aud takes three hours. Well, if a man wished to 
get to Chatsworth, how long would it take him, and what would it cost? it is 26 miles to Cbatsworth 
from Woodburn.
19!S. He would have to pay something on the river steamer to get to Woodburn? Yos ; I think the 
fare is 3s. Gd. to Woodburn, The coach fare to Chatsworth was 10s.; hut I believe that owing to 
opposition it is now considerably less—I think 7s. Gd.

• 19(9. IIow long vvould it take ? Not less than four hours.
1920. I mean the journey altogether ? It would take ten hours from Lismore to Chatsworth ; there is
generally a delay at Woodburn. ’
1921. The faro from Woodburn to Lismore is 3s. Gd. ? I believe it is. .
1922. Your evidence, then, is to the effect that, owing to the improvements on the Richmond River bar, 
the Sydney traffic now comes by the Richmond boats ? Yes. 1 can also say, from personal observation 
of the entrance to the Richmond, that there has been no delay whatever for the last two years.
1923. Any delay that may have occurred to the steamer would be up the river, and would not affect tho 
passenger traffic ? It would not affect the passenger traffic to the river.

• 1921. I should suppose, then, that, in yotir opinion, if tho railway were constructed from Grafton to 
Casino, it would not attract any of the Richmond River passenger traffic? No. I do not believe there 
would be one passenger in twelve months who would go that way, except, perhaps, those who had business 
at Grafton.
1925. Or on the road? Exactly. The railway would not be used as a means of transit to Sydney. I 
have been travelling the district for the last thirty years, and 1 know' the country along the proposed line 
between the two rivers. 1 was carrying the mail along tiiat road in,1366. If the country between 
Casino and Grafton were anyibing like equal to auy part of the district on this side of the river, it is 
only natural to suppose that it would have been settled ; but though it has been open for settlement ever 
since the Free Selection Act was in force, people have not been able to make a living on that side of the 
river at all. I do not think the fact of there being a line of railway there would improve tbe quality of 
the land, and enable the people to get a living off it; consequently, there could be no settlement tbere of 
any moment. There is not an aero of land available on this side of the river that has not been taken up 
years and years ago. It costs people £10 an acre to clear it, and yet they can go out and make a living 
off it, while on the land along the Casino to Grafton road they cannot make a living off land already 
cleared.
1926. Mr. McTarlane.'] You say there has been a marked increase in the passenger traffic between tbe 
Richmond and Sydney during tho last few years ? Yes, very marked indeed.
1927. And you gave, as a reason, that it was owing to the improved condition of the Richmond bar ? 
Yes ; on account of there being no delay—no uncertainty as to crossing tbe Richmond bar.
1928. What is the fare between Ballina and Sydney at the present time ? £1 5s. saloon, single fare.
1929. What was it three years ago ? £1 15s., as well as I can remember.
1930. Would not that reduction account for the marked increase in traffic ? I think the fares have been
reduced throughout on all the lines, that of the Clarence included. 1931.
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+ Js not your experience that where there is a material reduction in fares the effect ia to induce T. Borton. 
traflic ? Certainly. A ^
1932. Would not that, to a large extent, account for the increase in traffic between Ballina and Sydnev ? 7 Mar., 1000. 
jNot as between the two rivers. J J '

^ wcu^ 11 °t that reduction of fares have a material effect in increasing the traffic ?
J. do not tbink it would have very much effect.
JE; wUTd°, T1°L tlie reduction of fares would cause more people to travel ? It does, as a general

bUt 1 thmk thftt the traTOIhng ]mhlic coming to the Eichmond would come at any price ;
that_is my experience of the district. . J i >
pmonSf/6 y°U aUy kn°'vledsG of tho PasBei>ger traffic between the Clarence and Sydney? None,

i™l«,l0Z0S-a?arrmtliat the ^duction iQ fares there mused an increase of nearly 50 per cent, in the 
passenger traffic ? Ihe same tiling would apply to this district.
tqoo TL0nVaidi!ufTnow did not think k would have ilny effect? 1 t]link it would proportionately.
a materid effeH-Tn I, am as.^,riP1l,oa'~1iTkot!1&5 such a substantial reduction in tho faros would not hive 
a material ettect m increasing tlie traffic ? Tes, I believe it would.

Louis 0. Paulsen, master of the steamship “ Tomki,” sworn, and examined 
gatL^mpnf ?r/B Yes. Y°U °f ^ 8-S- “ T°,nki ” bcIongiuS to the North Coast Steam Navi-

E1'h"ond Eitci ? oir ,nd o'''for *he 1“t ^
1941. The last twelve months ? Yes.

LStUpp0S° you are weI1 acquainted with the river and the entrance ? Yes.
It was verv^mndi commenced trading^here first, nine years ago, what was the condition of the entrance ?

The'° “ no '«»«»'■a.
the brSwatersder ^ W“ ^ ^ entrance°nilie years ago ? Yes, very bad ; that was before they began

5 W S\thC shallo'';ne^.of' u'ater on the bar ? Yes ; on the bar and on tbe crossing 
IJ4b. The bar was rather difficult to negotiate ? Yes.
riwc on tIlCre frequent delays to steamers getting in and out ? Yes. ‘
1919 irn,n7wTnS t0 1'°^ n0t beinSsufficient water? Yes ; there was too wide a spread.
innri'nnol ' th^ t:lne Up.to th,e Prese[lt bave you noticed any marked improvement ? There has been a 
contmuai improvement since the harbour works were commenced.
iq-i -n oonsider tbcr'e 58 a marked improvement in tlie entrance ? Yes '
no delays whiter Si t,1C dd;l-ya1T10VV' ,iu crofin£ in ^ out that you did previously ? We meet with 
hi.ffi w/tL St U 7 l have been here, during the last twelve months, I have crossed the bar at 
mgh-watoi, at low-walcr. and ac any stato of the tide.
19?U deptihi "nter does the “ Tom,ti ” draw ? About 10 feefc when loaded.

^ 01 **" “ ^ b” “b0Ut »«••«*P A»<M time I liavo
S dCpth ^ W?H er033ilblc ? Between S and 9 feet, sometimes only 7 feet

“romki ” “ *be ““ - b”

195G.
, is there not, inside the bar ? Yes; but we have not had any trouble on the1957. There is a crossing 

crossing either.
1959. An improvement has also taken place in the crossing ? Yes, an equal improvement- in fact at the
?"™asrs™n"s ’"ir "•e h*'e o";h' tT.™ c
tlm barP PTkei ■ 11 d iU7h!i.° ^eli day the.re was 011,7 a dliPth of 9 ft 9 in- on the crossing inside
months anil? 13 e9ual Rattle crossing and tbe bar. I have been coming here for twelve 
it tW « \ have had nothing less than from 10 to 12 feet on the crossing, and I have had 14 feet on 
190^ Yo,ov deptl °f It tfC'i t0'day- Brobably Captain Parrell was speaking of some time am).
Tnr! on our ls tbat at the present time both the bar aud the crossingare very greatly improved
19fil ThVrVnePt l tf 15 ' ?a- YeV E came in yesterday at dead iow-water, drawing clos7on 10 feet'

None whatever!^16 " Tomk^" ca,n ^rade llere there can be no difficulty as regards the other steamers?

Slleads?11 There^W^ ^ a,n-T obstt,uctionB to navigation in the river between Lismore and 
in other rivers1 * °0Ur3e a 6 obst^uct,-0,1 ln some pl«ea ; there are crossings here as well as

Jrifh 1.S ™ 'Tid Cr0oing3 besinni!ig at the Heads ? We have none that we have any trouble
0tcGllrBcatdeadl^y-ter you may have a little difficulty if you

lUfm’ ■JT'6? 'vould that difficulty be ? Below Broadwater, that is the only place.
ioo7 i!rTV f jr W?U v that be from tbe entrance ? About 18 miles. 1
10 feetWh dept l °f "ater W°Uld ther° be tllCre at l0"'tide ? At dead l<>^-water there would be about

ince y°l1J1ln0'y w,hat kindjif bottom it is ? It is a muddy bottom. 
n C0.u ^ ^re^oG(l? Yea ; without any trouble,

1970. Coming further up the river, what other obstructions are there? We have not much trouble then 
I Sink6 8 Mtl l,Cra0U H’ about 2 mil0s bclow S'rai1 Bay. The dredge was working there once beSre“

L. 0.
Paulsen.

7 MarTlSOO,

1971.
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That is oneof tho worst at the present time, at low-water, 
say about 9 feet at low-water. It would carry quite that

L.O.Paulsen. 1971. Is that the most serious obstruction?
\ 1972. "What is the depth there ? I should 

7 Mar., 1900.
1973. Then if your vessel drew 10 feet there would be some difficulty m crossing ? 1 es ; even it we drew
9 feet there would be some difficulty, because it is very narrow. "When the dredge worked there before 
she onlv got a narrow passage, not sufficiently wide for ships to get through. ,
1974. And with regard to other obstructions further up the river ? "We have nono of any consequence.
Of course it is a muddy bottom everywhere. , u i j i j o
1975. Kpeaking generally, these obstructions between Lismore and the Heads are such as could be dredged .
yeg easily. * - *
1976. The reason I ask is because Captain Parrell said there would be very great difficulty in removing
these obstructions, as a number of them were on rocky bottom ? I have no experience of that kind. Ihere 
are plenty of rocks about the river, of course, pretty close to the channel, but if there wero rocks actually 
in the channel we should not be able to negotiate it. _ . ,
1977. You think that in the channel all the obstructions can be removed by dredges to a sufficient deptti 
to enable steamers crossing the bar to navigate the river as far as Lismore 7 Yes, 1 think so. ihere are
places in the North Arm which could be improved as well.
1978. Have vou noticed in connection with your steamers a marked increase in the number ot passengers 
between here and Sydney P Yes ; there has* been a wonderful increase both in passengers and cargo.
1979. What do you think has been tlie cause of the increase in tho passenger traffic ? Ihe improvement

' in the bar, the regular depth of water, and the regularity observed by the steamers trading between here
and Svdncv. There are now three boats a week regularly, and passengers can depend upon coming and 

■ going with' certainty. Except in exceptional weather, when all the northern rivers are affected, we have
no difficulty in communicating with Sydney aud keeping up our regular trips. _ ,
1980. ’What is the passenger fare between Ballina and Sydney at the present time? £- os. return, ana
25s. single. „ , r i1
1981. The fare was considerably higher, was it not, a couple of years ago? les; there has Been a
reduction since the beginning of the year. _ _ .
19S2, Was it not the beginning of last year ? No ; the beginning of this year.
1983. What was it three years ago ? The same as it is now ; but about twelve months ago it was raised 
to £2 10s. Three years ago it was £3 to Lismore.
1984. Then there has been a reduction of 10s. on the return fare P Yes. -
1985. In your opinion, would that reduction in fares cause an increase in the passenger traffic. JNo, i
do not think so. It would not have anything to do with it. ml A .
1986. It would not cause people to travel more? Not to any great extent. The greatest number ot 
peope travel at Christmas-tmne and other holiday seasons, and then there are excursion rates.
1987. Has not that the effect of causing people to travel ? Certainly.
1988. And when there is a general reduction has not that a tendency to create traffic? No doubt, as 
population increases in the district. I put it down to an increase of population in the district. Without 
the population there could not be an increase in tho passenger traffic to any great extent. _
1939. Chairman.'] Has it ever been necessary in your experience, siucc the river has been improved, to 
discharge the cargo of the-‘Tomki” into droghers aud bring it up the river? No; not since I have
been in charge of her. , n
1990. Your practice is to load up the river and go right down to Ballma, picking^ up cargo on tbe way . 
Yes; going and coming I have never had to unload or do anything of the kind since I have been m
charge of the “Tomki.” _ t a a r u
1991. And do yon discharge as you come up the river ? I discharge as I come along. 1 baa a tun snip
this time—as much as I could put into her. , .
1992 Going down you do pick up some cargo by droghers ;—that is for the convenience of the shippers, 
and not oh'account of the shallowness of the river? Exactly ; we discharge our cargo at various places 
as we come along—a little hero and a little there. The main portion of our cargo, of course, comes to
Lismore. . , P
1993. Do any of the other steamers have to discharge cargo on the river to enable them to come up.
Not to my knowledge. I have never heard of. their having to lighter tho ship before getting up the river. 
The “ Oakland ” comes up loaded, drawing 11 feet G inches. , .
1994. Mr. Watson ] Docs she come right up the river with that draught ? As far as Coraki. 8he does 
not corno right up to Lismore with a full cargo. She generally brings about 200 tons np here.
1995. Could a vessel drawing 11 feet fi inches safely come up to Lismore? She could come up here 
drawin" 11 feet at high-water. There are places at low-water that would have to be improved; but a 
steamer can 'come up with"the tide drawing from 10 feet to 10 feet 6 inches—that is, at ascertain time of 
tbe tide. At low-water you could not do that. It is all right if you can use tbc tide tbat is, up
the arm. .
1996. "What is the difference in the flow of tide at Lismore ? About 3 feet. The rise and fall is between
3 and 4 feet.

PAELIAMENTAEY
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Railway from Grafton to Casino.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of Mr. E. "Ehsieorth, District Surveyor, Grafton.]

SciIEIHJLE OF PaF.TICULAFlS OK CnOW.N JjASDS I’KDEIt LEASE ANT) LlCEXSE ALONG THE Roi'TE OK THE PROPOSED RAILWAY.

, ■ District Survey Office, Grafton, ]5th March, 1!X)0.
/ i ™ ^ request of the CtiLLirmfiD of the Sectional Conunittee of Public Works, when taking evidence at Grafton 
from the 27th February to the 1st March^ 1000, on a proposed Railway from Grafton to Casino, I have the honor to 
forward a Schedule (attached), giving particulars of the Crown Lands under lease and license along the proposed route.

I have, &c.,
t . EL Wi). KBS WORTH,

I he Secretary, Public Works Committee, District Surveyor,

Schedule of lands shown on map laid before Sectional Public Works Committee at Grafton, of lands along the route of 
the proposed Railway from Gnifbon to Casino, held under occupation licenses and annual leases.

Occupation License*.

No. of Licensee. Area under lioeuse.
Rentals.

Average per section of
640 acres. Total.

35
acres.

351,864
s. d. ! £ s. d,

14 11 , 40S 14 6
(0‘28d. per acre.} j

Mtinita? Leases.

No. of Leases. Area under Lease,
Rentals.

Average per aero. Total.

178
acres. #

125,693
d.
Ji

£ e. d.
790 6 JO

The rents for these lands are very low In each class of holding under present conditions. The reasons for these low 
rents are—

That the land is heavily timbered generally with growing trees, and includes several forest reserves.
The lands are held by a few holders, principally the original lessees of Camira, Wooroowoolgau, Bungawalbyn, and 

Southgate former pastoral holdings, who do not compote against each other when tendering for these leases, 
These holders require the grass mainly to rear cattle, which they fatten on other properties for market.

That the tenures are not secure enough to encourage ringbarking and (dickering where now allowable.
Ihat the country is always understocked ; and the prevailing native blady grass, though nutritious when kept short, 

quickly outgrows its present capability of being eaten down, and becomes long and coarse, in which state no beast 
will eat it. It is the practice, if possible, to annually burn this long grass, but it is usually too green to do so, 
except after an occasional touch of frost in winter,

Tiiat better tenures cannot be given to the present lessees, as it is known the lands will be wanted during the next few 
years for close settlement in dairy farms and cultivation.

Much better rents arc obtainablo by the Crown fur the same class of forest lands in areas of from 40 to 320 acres,
where they are becoming tried for dairying, near the Clarence River, under longer tenures, as special leases of from five to 
seven years, the rents ranging from Gd. to Is. yd. per acre, according to position, with compulsory conditions also of 
ringbarkmg, fencing, and sowing additional grasses—improvements to revert to Crown at termination of leases, 
do "value of private land for dairy use, 4 miles from Grafton, being a subdivision of portion
83, parish of Great Marlow, intersected by the Grafton-Casino Road and proposed Railway, is furnished on an accompanying 
plan of Mount Edgcombe Lstatc. Of this subdivision, lota 7, Ht !l, 10, and 11 (vingbaficed forest ridge land), compare in 
quality of soil and everything else but position to Duggan's land in the parish of Southgate, viewed by the Sectional 
Committee, These lots were purchased in 1899 to make a dairy farm at a price equal to £3 per acre unimproved

EDWD. KBSWORTH,
District Surveyor.

[One plun, ]

Sydney : William Applegate Guilick, Government Printer,—19(10,
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RAILWAY FROM WELLIHGTON TO WERRIS CREEK.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session, of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
B1 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
No, 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Bemuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Purther Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Yic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred, for consideration and report, the expediency of 
constructing a line of Bailway from Wellington to Werris Creek, have, after 
due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed railway should be 
constructed; and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of 
clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative 
Assembly :—

Beasons Advanced for the Proposed Bailway.

1. The question of connecting the northern and western railway systems of 
the Colony by means of a cross-country line has, according to the official statement 
put before the Committee, been discussed for many years past, the reasons advanced 
in support of its construction being that such a line, besides effecting a complete 
connection of the railway systems west of the dividing range, would afford facilities 
for speedier intercommunication between the northern, western, and southern main 
trunk lines, be a good stock-cai’rying line, by providing a means for the trans
ference of starving stock from the western plains to New England and adjoining 
districts, open up to New England farmers a market in the dry west for all kinds 
of produce, be a line of military and strategic value by greatly aiding, should 
occasion arise, in the transport of froops to and from any part of New South Wales 
or the other colonies, preserve intact the continuity of the Colony’s railway system 
in the event of the Hawkesbury Bridge being damaged or rendered uncrossable, and 
shorten the journey between Brisbane and Melbourne by about 100 miles, and, if 
the Cobar line were carried on to Broken Hill, that between Brisbane and Adelaide 
by about 320 miles.

Points of Junction originally proposed.

2. The originally proposed points of junction with the western and northern 
railway systems were Dubbo and Werris Creek, Dubbo affording a more direct 
route for extending the line further south towards Parkcs and Young. The 
proposal to make Wellington flic junctioning point was brought before the Depart
ment of Public Works in 1890, when it was urged that by starting from Wellington 
the line would serve better country, and pass through more settlement than would 
be the case by going from Dubbo. The routes differ only for a distance of 30 miles, 
as far as Murrungundy; from that point they are identical.

Description
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Description op the Proposed Railway.

3. The proposed railway would he 159 miles 27 chains in length. Leaving 
the Great Western Railway at about 2-£ miles north of Wellington Station, the route 
proceeds nearly north to the Talbragar River, the valley of which it follows, in a 
north-easterly direction, to a point about 46 miles from Wellington. Cobborah is 
left to the south-east, at a distance of about 10 miles from the line. Thence the 
route is northerly to the neighbourhood of Mundooran, where the valley of the 
Castlereagh River is followed north-westerly for about 15 miles, and more* easterly 
to the point where it crosses the ridge between the counties of Napier and Pottingcr. 
The spurs of the Liverpool Range are then skirted, and the general direction 
maintained to the crossing of Werris Crock and the junction with the north-western 
line about 5 miles west of Werris Creek Station. The works are described as' 
moderate in character, no large rivers having to be bridged; but a considerable 
extent of the country through which the route passes is undulating. The ruling 
gradient is 1 in 75, and the sharpest curve 15 chains radius.

Estimated Cost.

4. The estimated cost of the line, calculated at the present price for rails, 
£7 10s. a ton, is £511,149, or £3,207 18s. 3d. per mile.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

5. The Railway Commissioners, in their report upon the proposal, say they 
are unable to recommend the construction of the line. The annual cost, calculating 
the interest on capital expenditure at 3 per cent., and maintenance and locomotive 
expenses on the basis of a tri-weekly train service, is given as £26,954, and the 
traffic revenue, based upon local rates for all traffic except live stock, as £8,586, 
which leaves an estimated annual loss of £18,368. In their opinion there is no 
immediate prospect of the line paying working expenses, nor reasonable ground for 
assuming that it would materially increase the volume of traffic. A better method 
for a more direct and speedy means of transporting stock in times of drought, and 
one that would serve the best interests of pasteralists and the country generally, 
when the time comes for the construction of such a line, -would be, they say, to 
make a connection between Brewarrina (to which place a railway is now being 
constructed from By rock) and the Collarendabri district.

The Committee’s Inquiry.

6. The Committee have inquired very fully respecting the proposed railway— 
the necessary official witnesses having been examined in Sydney, the country along 
the route inspected, and evidence taken at various places. *

As it was considered advisable that as many of the Committee as could make 
it convenient should go over the route, four members left Sydney for that purpose 
on 27th April, and the inquiry in the country 'was opened at "Wellington, where not 
only residents of that town and district, but also -witnesses from Spicer’s Creek, 
Mitchell's Creek, and Orange were examined. The following day it was continued 
at Dubbo, at winch town it was directed chiefly to the question of making Dubbo 
the point of connection with the Great Western Railway in preference to Wellington; 
hut the evidence there included also representations from the district of Peak Hill 
in advocacy of a line from Narramine, through Tomingley and Peak Hill, to Parkes 
or Eorhes.

Erom Dubbo the Committee returned to Wellington, and thence, accompanied 
by an additional member, and by an engineer from the Railway Construction 
Branch, Department of Public Works, they proceeded to inspect the route of the 
railway and to take further evidence. •

Travelling by way of Mitchell’s and Spicer’s Creeks they reached 
Murrungundy, the point near which the routes from Wellington and Dubbo 
converge, and thence proceeded to Cobborah, and from Cobborah to Coolah, via

Lcadville.
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Leadville. Leaving Cool all, the Committee, taking the main road to Ghmnedah, 
passing Queensborough and Binnia, and then branching off on the road to Coona
barabran, went direct to Weetalibah—which is on the railway route—and on to 
Ulinda and Binnaway.

From Binnaway the Committee proceeded to Coonabarabran, which, being an 
important town closely interested in the question of railway construction through the 
country in, its vicinity, was regarded as a place that should not be overlooked in the 
inquiry. The townspeople were found somewhat apathetic in the matter—chiefly for 
the reason, as they explained, that their past efforts towards obtaining railway 
communication, though long sustained, had been so unsuccessful that they regarded 
the prospect of obtaining railway facilities as almost hopeless. The construction of 
tlie railway from Dubbo to Coonamble they considered to be a serious blow to their 
interests, inasmuch as Coonamble being their principal market for flour they would 
have Dubbo as a competitor, that town having the advantage of the railway, while 
Coonabarabran would be handicapped by a road journey of 60 miles. In view of this 
they now desire railway communication which will enable them to find a market 
at Newcastle, and urge the construction of a lino from Coonabarabran to connect 
with the proposed Wellington to Werris Creek railway at Bomera, about GO miles 
from Werris Creek.

Coonabarabran was left for Bundella, on the route of the railway, the 
Committee travelling via Binnaway, Ulinda, and Weetalibah, and taking evidence 
on the way at Weetalibah Homestead, and at the Flags, Bomera. From Bundella 
they proceeded to Colly Blue, Spring liidge, and Werris Creek, evidence being taken 
at each place.

Werris Creek, though the terminus of the proposed line and the point for 
junctioning with the Great Northern Kailway, is not the place through Which the 
trade of the country along and in the vicinity of the route of the Wellington- 
Werris Creek line, and within reach of the Great Northern Kailway, passes. That 
position is held by Quirindi, and in view of this the Committee deemed it advisable 
to visit Quirindi and examine witnesses there. They, therefore, at the conclusion 
of the Werris Creek evidence, left by train for Quirindi, arriving there tlie same 
morning ; but on interviewing the Mayor of Quirindi and others, it was found that 
no evidence was forthcoming.

Meantime the Committee had received a telegram, and subsequently a letter, 
from the Council Clerk, Tamworth, asking them to visit Tamworth, and take 
evidence respecting the proposed railway, as a number of witnesses desired to be 
examined there. A reply was telegraphed that; tlie Committee would be prepared 
to hear the evidence at Werris Creek or Quirindi; but in view of no witnesses 
appearing at Quirindi, the Commit1.ee went to Tamworth in the afternoon of the 
day upon which they visited Quirindi, and the following day examined seven 
witnesses.

Tlie next day the Committee continued their inquiry at Armidale, to which 
place they had been urged to go, as twelve witnesses connected with, the town and 
district, in addition to delegates from Inverell, Tenterfield, and Glen Lines, all 
representing the Farmers and Settlers’ Association, were anxious to give evidence. 
To the first communication received on the subject the bon. secretary of the 
association was informed that the Committee could not visit Armidale, but would be 
prepared 1o examine the witnesses at Quirindi. Another letter, however, represented 
that the expense of sending delegates to Quirindi wrould he very heavy, and very 
probably would prevent Tenterfield, Glen Innes, or Inverell from sending represen
tatives ; and the Committee, reconsidering the matter, and finding that a visit to 
Armidale need not occupy more than one day, went there, and took evidence from 
fifteen "witnesses. Arriving at Armidale on the morning of the I6th May, they left 
the same night for Curlewis, where four other witnesses ivere examined, principally 
with reference to an alternative line from Curlewis to Gilgandra; and the inquiry 
relating to the proposed railway was closed until the 2nd June, when evidence 
wxas taken at Gilgandra. Subsequently some witnesses were examined in Sydney.

An
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An Alternative Line erom Curlewis to Gilgandra.

_ 7. The alternative line from Curlewis to Gilgandra was suggested hy one of 
the witnesses examined in a previous inquiry, and, afterwards, at the Committee’s 
request, investigated to a certain extent hy the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway 
Construction, and the Chief Railway Traffic Manager. Erom the report of the 
engineer sent over the route to mate an exploration, it will he seen that a fairly 
easy line, with a grade of 1 in 60, or possibly better, could be obtained, through 
country “ eminently adapted for farming purposes,” and at a cost per mile not 
much greater than the estimate in connection with the Wellington to Werris Creek 
route. By the alternative route there would be 38 miles less of new line to 
construct. The traffic prospects also favourably compare with those connected with 
the line referred to the Committee,

Traefic Prospects of the Line.

8. In his report upon the traffic prospects of the proposed line, the Chief 
Traffic Manager of the Railway Department points out that though the line would 
serve several townships, at varying distances, there is no large settlement on the 
route. Mundooran would be at a distance of 3 miles from the line; Cobborah, 
9 miles; Leadville, 20 miles; Coolah, 17 miles; and Coonabarabran, 25 miles. 
Dealing with the known traffic coming from the district through which the line 
would pass, as it exists to-day, and allowing a margin for development, the following
estimate is given, assuming that local rates would be charged on wool, goods, and wheats > o >

"Wool, goods and wheat ... ... ... .............. £4,821
Passenger traffic ... ... ,,, ............. 1,195
Parcels, tftc......................................................... .............. 350
Mails, 160 miles, at £12 por mile ... ............. 1,920
Add, to meet expected traffic ... ... .............. 300

Total ... .............. £8,586

If, as is usual in such cases, an extension of the through rates were applied to 
wool, general goods, and wheat, the estimate would be

Wool, goodti and wheat 
Passenger traffic ...
Parcels, &c....................
Mails, as above ...

£2,S7I
1,195

350
1,920

Total £0,330

_ If local rates were charged in the case of wool and general goods, the 
Chief Traffic Manager states, the disposition would be on certain sections of the line 
to continue forwarding to existing railway stations by road, and ho is doubtful whether 
local rates could be maintained. The estimated annual cost to be set against the 
above estimates would be £26,954. 1

Character of the Land along the Route.

. There is a considerable quantity of good land along the route, but most of it is
alienated. The Crown land available for settlement is generally of aninferior description. 
Erom information placed before the Committee, it appears that the total quantity of 
alienated land within the trafficable area of the line is 1,134,450 acres, in addition to 
which there are 248,000 acres of settlement leases, 393,400 acres of reserves, and 
907,200 acres of Crown land. Of the Crown land, the leasehold areas expiring in 
1900 amount to 223,700 acres, there are 373,500 acres representing occupation 
licenses, 310,000 are untenanted, and 184,400 acres consist of land designed for 
settlement. The population estimate of tlie district is, in round numbers, 8,000, 
and the stock, taking the figures for 1899, number 769,219 sheep, and 9,243 cattle.

Result
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Result oe the Inquiry.

10. What the Committee saw of the country, and most of the evidence given, 
were not favourable to the construction of the railway.

At Wellington it was contended that the country between that town and 
Murrungundy, the point at which the routes from Wellington and Mudgee converge, 
was far superior to that on the route to Murrungundy from Dubbo, and from what 
the Committee saw on their journey from Wellington, and ivhat was seen during 
their inspection of the country from Dubbo to Mundooran when considering the line 
from Dubbo to Coonamble, it seems clear to them that so far as relates to the 
nature and capabilities of the soil, there is somewhat more to be said in favour of 
Wellington as the point from which the proposed line should be constructed than 
can be said for Dubbo. Much of tlie land, however, between Wellington and 
Murrungundy is already within reach of the Great Western Railway, and the same 
may he said of the land on the route to that point from Dubbo. Regarding the 
other matter for consideration in dealing with the rival claims of Wellington and 
Dubbo—that is, the best point of connection with the Western Railway, if the 
line from Werris Creek should in the future he continued southwards towards 
Parkes and Young,—the Committee consider that there is no need to express any 
opinion as they do not recommend at present the construction of a cross-country line.

Por about 16 miles from Wellington most of the land in the vicinity of the 
route is under cultivation, and about the same distance from Werris Creek there is 
a considerable quantity of land under the plough; but, along the route generally, 
the land is used for pastoral, purposes, most of it being included in a few large estates 
consisting chiefly of purchased land.

If; was stated in the course of the inquiry that, if the railway were constructed, 
three or four times the quantity of land now under cultivation would he put under 
crop, as the railway would enable land to be utilised which could not be dealt with 
under present circumstances.

Cobborah farmers favour the Wellington route, and urge that it is difficult to 
grow wheal; in competition with those possessed of railway facilities. Parmers to the 
cast of Cobborah now send their wheat to Mudgee, a distance of 50 miles, and those 
to the west send it to Dubbo. Around Coolah township, which is about 17 miles 
from the surveyed route for the railway, not much land is cultivated, but in the 
district, taking the counties of Lincoln and Rapier, there are about 17,000 or 18,000 
acres under crop.

All but one station-owner beyond Coolah expressed themselves in favour of 
the railway, and stated that the progress of the district—especially in farming—had 
been greatly retarded by tlie want of such a means of communication, but they were 
not to any extent disposed to contribute in the form of a special tax towards 
meeting the estimated loss in connection with the line.

The Alleged Special Advantages fkom the Railway.

11. With reference to the special advantages mentioned in the official state
ment as having been urged in support of the construction of the line, the evidence 
points to the following conclusions

Connecting the Hallway Systems.—Except for the interchange of rolling 
stock between the ‘western and nortli-western districts, which would be an ex
ceptional thing, the railway authorities do not see any advantage from a railway 
point of view in connecting the two systems. Nor would a further connection 
between the western line and Parkes or Porhes he, in their opinion, of any 
consequence in regard to traffic. The interchange of traffic between the north and 
tlie west, hy this cross-country line, would he comparatively limited; the railway 
traffic generally is to and from the coast,—not intra-provincial.

Carriage of Stock.—As for the railway being a good stock-carrying line, the 
railway officers do not consider there is sufficient reason on this ground to 
justify its construction. The movements of stock from the north and north-west in 
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times of drought are towards the south-east, or practically from west to east, at right 
angles to the proposed line. It is admitted that the railway might afford a certain 
measure of relief in connection with starving stock, hut not to an extent that would 
make such a thing important from a railway point of view, hat stock would 
probably continue to go to Morpeth and Newcastle, the Aberdeen Meat Works, 
and Svdnev.V V

A Western Market for Northern Produce.—The prospect of the farmers 
between Wellington and Werris Creek, and further nortli, finding, hy means of the 
proposed line, a market for their produce in the west, is not a 'very attractive one, 
inasmuch as produce sent in this direction would have to compete with that grown 
in the agricultural centres along the western line from Orange to Narramine.
. Military value of the line.—The alleged military and strategic value of tlie

line may he a matter of some importance, hut, in the opinion of the Committee, the 
consideration of a question of that kind, as a special reason for the construction of a 
cross-country railway, is premature.

Shortening the journey to Melbourne and Adelaide.regard to shorten
ing the journey between Brisbane and Melbourne, and Brisbane and Adelaide, as, 
according to a statement by the Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, the trains 
on the proposed line would he of a mixed description, the traffic estimate of the 
Commissioners being based on three trains a week, it is hardly likely that anyone 
would travel by this line such long distances as those involved in the journey to the 
southern capitals. The traffic now between Brisbane and Melbourne is very limited, 
but whatever it might be people would naturally travel by the quick trains, and these 
would not run between Werris Creek and Wellington.

The Blayvey-Hardex Cross-Country Bailway.

12. The line from Blayney to Harden is a cross-country line, with some 
features in common with the proposed railway. This line, the railway authorities 
say, has never been a paying one; last year the loss in working expenses and ■ 
interest amounted to, practically, £42,000. Yet it goes through a fair area of good 
country, and through a much more thickly populated district than that through 
which the Wellington to Werris Creek line would pass, there being, for instance, 
on the route, the towns of Carcoar, Cowra, and Young. It was stated, on behalf 
of the Railway Commissioners, that if the proposed lino would develop new country, 
and bring business on to the existing lines, they would not object to a temporary 
loss, but of this they see no prospect.

Conclusion arrived at.

IB. Brom the evidence, and their inspection of the country along the route, 
the Committee have arrived at the conclusion that it is not expedient the proposed 
railway should be constructed. Except within a few miles of either end of the 
route (which areas are already served by railways), the country is very sparsely 
populated, and though the construction of the line would probably increase the 
amount of agricultural production, and, perhaps settlement, in the district, it does 
not appear that the extent of the increase would he very material. An immediate 
and large increase in agriculture, as the result of constructing a railway, is advanced 
as a reason in support of such proposed works in every inquiry carried out by the 
Committee, and yet nothing is more evident, in relation to railways already 
constructed, than the many miles of splendid agricultural land traversed hy them 
which has never been touched by the plough. The Wellington to Werris Creek 
proposal exhibits the additional disadvantage of having hut very little land along 
the route, outside the large private estates in the district, that is suitable for 
agriculture. Erom tlie partial inquiry already made, the alternative line between 
Gilgandra and Curlewis would appear to he worthy of investigation whenever the 
policy of a cross-country line is again considered. Much of the country through 
which the proposed line would pass, including the mining district of .Leadville, 
would be better served hy a railway suggested hy the Committee in their report upon
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the railway from Dubbo to Coonamble, and regarded favourably in the district, viz., 
from Mudgee to the country east of Cobborah, in the direction of Duncdoo, and on 
towards Caigau, eventually continuing northwards in the direction of Coonabarabran.

While, however, the Committee are not disposed to recommend the con
struction of the proposed railway, they desire to draw attention to the condition of 
the roads in the district, which, to a considerable extent—especially in the vicinity 
of Spring Eidge, Werris Creek, and Quirindi—arc in a state of disrepair, and which, 
in the absence of a railway, should receive attention in order to provide the settlers 
with a fair means for getting their produce to market.

Eesolution Passed.

Id. The following extract from the Minutes of Proceedings shows the 
resolution passed hy the Committee :—

Mr. McFarlane moved,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the 
proposed railway from Wellington to Werris Crook, as referred to the Committee by the 
Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”

The motion was seconded by Mr. Watson, and passed.

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public "Works,
24th August, 1900. -
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PARLIAMEJNTA11Y STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM WELLINGTON TO WERRIS CREEK.

WEDNESDAY, 18 AFML, 1D00.

Jjrfscnt:—
The Hox. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT' (Cjiaiumax).

The Hon. Pateick Lineesat Cbawfoed SiiEi’JtEED. 
The Hon. Asdrew Oabean, LL.B.
Wir-JitAM Tjiojias Dice, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henrt Letikn, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington
to Werris Creek. °

Henry Heane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined - ‘

1, Chairman.'] Do you produce a statement, giving particulars of this proposal ? Yes. It is as followsH p

JiAiLWAv fkoji Wellington to Werrls Greek, 18April,IGOO
Tim proposal liofore the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly for tlie Committee’s consideration on 12Ui 
December, ISIW, m the following terms “That it lie referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
tci consider and report on tne expediency of constructing a line of railway from Wellington to Werris Creel!."

The question of connecting the Northern and Western railway systems by means of a cvoss-couutrv line has been 
diBenssed for ma ny years past, and there is no doubt there has existed a widely expressed opinion in favour of the connection 
being effected. Ihc originally proposed points of junction were at Werris Creek on the Northern line and at Dubbo on 
the \\ cstern line. ^

Twom;.Ti,rVT0p0'qiM'\,n!*1:? ‘if station on the Western line at Wellington in place of Dubbo was first
rug!;t bef0Qrc .t'!e department m July, 1800, when a deputation representing the Wellington district waited 

on Mr, SocretaiyBrncu Smith, and indicated certain advantages attaching to the Wellington route over that from Dublm
Dubbo'rival ronto^’ * lat thC "1C fl°m ^ elIingto11 'vflut,! scrvc hetter country and pass through more settlement than the 

The respective lengths of the Uvo routes nre:—
D?/W"''V7“ 1“...............................................................................................  LW mild 27 chains,

^ *,''e exception of about 30 miles at the western end the routes are one and the same. ” ”

It will tlius he seen that the present proposal is, for all practical purposes, the same as the Dubbo route, differinrr
forora™in!irt|lI1Cfttl0nlngtlJ01‘)t' . So fnr.“" tho and induatrial asijects are concerned, all arguments advanced
for or against the one ronto may bo equally applied to the other. b

brioily statctl^followa1-^001"1 a'lvuntr'«M "'i111,0 S:linetl ’’P thc construetion of such a cross-country line. These may be

So! •n16!?"1! ? C0,ml»lctc connection of the whole railway system of the Colony west of the Dividing Ka„ne
W It will allord fiicihtins for speedier inCer-commumeatinn between the Northern, Western,and Southern main trunk 

lines, ,niu will, therefore, tend fo create increased traffic, '
(* 'Vlm.v- ,'un'K'',0,l,at"cl;:carrJTinelin<i>.al,c{i'1til"uf’of(1m"g'>twill provide a ready means for the transference of 

. Lining stock from the western plains to New England and adjoining districts where thc seasons seldom fail • on 
the other hand, m the great dry \\ eat there is often a good market for all sorts of produce which at present in 

Ml 7. a.|?t!Ilcuof ®IUJh A lino, is closed to the farmers of the district mentioned,
(-1) Its.military ami strategic value us a connecting line will be considerable. It will greatly aid, should occasion 

arise, in tlie transport of troops to and from any part of Now South Wales or the other colonies.
f mV°nt °f t!.'e I:aflleslHlry bridge being damaged or rendered uncrossable, such a line will be found most 

RBoful in pieservmg intact tlie continuity of the Colony's railway system.
(0) J.ho construction of this line will shorten the journey between Brisbane and Melbourne by some 10J miles and 

and* A* I id aide C°bar' me " ^ Camod °n ^ Bl‘okci1 Hi!1' if; will effect a saving of about 320 miles between Brisbane

43—A The
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2 parliamentary standing committee on public works.

H, Deane.

18 April,1900.

Tlie Railway Oimnissioncrs have reported on the proposed line in accordance with the provisions of the 
Works Act. Their report, which does not favour the construction of the line, is as follows :—

Proposed Line of Railway, Werris Creek. Wellington—160 miles.
In accordance with the provisions of the Public Works Act of 1888, section 13, we beg to report as follows :

Public

Cost of Construction— _ .
Estimate of Engineer-in-Chief for Construction {exclusive of land and compensation)

A nmiai Cost—
Interest on capital outlay at 3 per cent.............................
Cost of maintenance, aud traffic and locomotive expenses

£15,336
£11,618

£511,149

Total annual cost
Traffic Merenne Estimate— .

Merchandise and live stock .......................................
Passenger, parcels, and mails......................................

Total estimated traffic .................................................. £tf,o»U
The revenue estimate is based upon local rates being charged for all traffic except live stock, and that of expenditure 

upon a tri-weekly train service.
There is no immediate prospect of the proposed lino paying working expenses, nor is there, in our opinion, any 

reasonable ground for the assumption that the construction of the line would materially increase the volume of tralnc.
We are unable, therefore, to recommend its construction.
It is assumed that, in the proposal to connect the Northern and Western lines by a cross-country railway, an 

important object is to aflonl a more direct and speedy means of transporting stock in times of drought, and d that so'we 
venture respectfully to suggest that, when the time comes for the construction of,such a line, the best interests o tic 
pastoralist® and of the country generally will be served by making thc connection between Rrewarrmu—to which place a 
line is now under construction—and the Collarendabri district, which wc are recommending in another report should lie 
connected witli Narrabri.

Thc following is the official description of the proposed line :—
Length, 159 miles 27-179 chains ; estimated cost, £511,149, or £3,20S per mile, exclusive of land and compensation..

This line Wins about 2J miles north of W'eilington Station on tlie Great W'estem Railway at 249 miles 60 chains 
from Sydney, ami proceeds nearly nortli to the Talbragar River, which it strikes at about the 280th mile. I he line then 
follows up the Talbragar River Valley north-easterly to about 29G miles, leaving Cobborah to thc south, thence the imo 
is northerly to the neighbourhood of Mundooran, where the Castlereagh River Valley is followed north-westerly fot about 
15 miles. A more easterly directfon is then taken, crossing thc ridge between the counties of Napier and I ottnigor, near 
350 miles; thc spui-s of the Liverpool Range are then skirted, and the general direction is maintained thiough to he 
crossing of Werris Creek, and to the junction with the North-western line at 409 miles 7-179 chains, about 5 miles west oi 
Werris Creek junction with the Great Northern line.

The works are moderate in character, no large rivers having to be bridged, but there is a considerable leugth of thc 
line on which the country traversed is undulating m character.

The ruling gradient is 1 in 75, and the sharpest curve is 15 chains radius.
With the rails at £5 5s. per ton delivered in the Colony the cost is £2,963 18s. Gd. per mile. !3ut these 
rates have been revised. The rails are £7 10s. per ton, so that the cost per mile comes to £3,208 as 
given in the statement which I have just read.
2. Will you give usyonr usual detailed description of the cost ? Yes. Before I read that I wish to say 
that I hand in a hook of reference and a section of thc line in two parts and a compilation of county maps 
showing the position of the line. The estimate for this line is divided into three parts, the first part being 
about 29 miles in length, the second part 87 miles, and the third part 43 miles, making a total of lo9 miles.

£4,820
3,706

Weblinctox to W'erris Crkee,

Revised Survey.—Parc No. 1.
Estimated cost of a single line of railway 29 miles 23TS chains in length, with 00-lb. rails. Ruling grade 1 in 75.

Sharpest curve, 35 chains radius.

New fastenings ; new 4 ft. 0 in. T.O's. ; 1 ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description, Estimated Cost. Average 
per uulc.

Earthworks ...........................................................................
Timber bridges and culverts ....................................... ........
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions ,,
Permanent-way materials. (Rails taken at £5 5s. per ton)
freight .......................................................................................
Platclaying at Is. 2d. =£3,008 2s. Sd....................................
d ballasting at 4s. =£2,578 8s................................................
Sleepers at 3s. =- £ 10,829 5s....................................................
Station-works, including junctions and sidings ..................................................................... -•
Station buildings ; waiting-sheds, £400 ; platforms, £378 ; loading banks, £450 ; goods-shed 

and platform, £345; station-inaster’s cottage, £281 ; 5-ton crane, £207 ; 20-ton
weighbridge, £242 ; trucking yards, £621.........................................................................

Water supply ..................................................................................................  -.........................
Gradient aud mileage posts ................................................................................ ........................
Telegraph .................................................................................................... -.................................
Miscellaneous ................................................................................................................................

Cost of works ................................................................................................................................
Engineeriug and contingencies, 15 per cent,, nearly.....................................................................

Total cost..........................................................
With rails at £7 10s, per ton add ...............................................................................................

£ s. d. £
10,205 35 0 348
5,348 7 0 176
3,130 35 0 307

38,254 6 6 623
3,558 2 0 121

16,415 35 S 560

4,725 0 0 161

2,984 0 0 102
1,500 0 0 51

483 9 0 17
483 9 0 17

1,000 0 0 34

07,888 39 2
10,183 0 10 348

£78,072 0 0 2,664
£7,149 0 0

Total £85,221 0 0 2,909



MIXUTKS or EVIDESCE—RAILWAY PROM WELLINGTON TO VfERUIS CHEEK. 3

Estimated cost of ..

15 chains

Wellington to Weems Cmv.K..—ltevi.icd Survey.—Turt No. 2. H. Deane.
f a single line of railway S7 miles in length, with GO-lh. rails. Ruling grade, 1 in 76. Sharpest curve, . ,
inina radius.—New fastenings ; new 4 feet (1 inch T.Os. ; i ballast; Sleepers, 2,464 per mile. 18 April, 1600.

DescHption,

Earthworks..................................... t
Timber bridges and culverts ............ ' ..............................
Large bridge over Talbragar River ...........................
Level crossings, cattle atops, fencing, and road diversions
Ereiehteilt’Way materiaIs (rails tal'lGU at £5 5s- per ton)
Platclaying, at Is, 2d. = £8,932'.!.!.., ,............................
i ballasting, at 4s. ■ - £7,656...... .....................................
Sleepers, at 3s. ~ £32,155 4s. ... ...............................
Station works, including sidings

i''piaVfonnsi'ili,'1*34";' loading1 baiiks,' £1 !350 V'goods-
_ «r«kiw,d,,
Water supply.......................
Gradient and mileage posts..
Telegraph ..........................
Miscellaneous.................... !

Cost of works..............................................
Engineering aud contingencies, 15 per ceiit!’(nearly) ’

With rails at £7 10s. per ton add. Total cost

Total

Estimated Cost.
Average.

per
mile.

£ B. d. £
57,167 10 0 657
27,673 11 6 318

2,717
4,638

17 6 31
0 0 53

54,186
11,596

IS 0 623
1 3 133

48,743 4 0 560

11,130 0 0 12S

7,814 0 0 90
4,500 0 0 52
1,435 10 0 17
1,435 10 0 17
2,000 0 0 23

235,038 2 3
35,255 17 9 405

£270,294 0 0 3,107
£21,225 0 0

£291,519 0 0 3,351

Wellington to Werris Creek.—iiesised barney—Part No. 3.

Estimated cost °/j*«“?0f railway 43 miles 4 chains in length with CO-lb. rails; rating grade 1 in 75 ; sharpest 
curve, lo chams radms-New fastenings ; new 4 inch 6 feet T.O’s.; i ballast; sleepersT 2,464 per mile!

Description.

Earthworks .................................................
Timber bridges..............................! ! ....................................
Bridge over the Mooiii River...... ..!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ’
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions 
1 erinanent work materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton) 
J'rcight .................................... 1 1
Platclaying at Is. 2d.—£4,419 ifis.......................................

ballasting at 4s.^£3,7SS Ss. .....................................
Sleepers at 3s.-£15,911 us. ...................................
Station works.

waiting sheds, £5/5; platforms, £654 ; cottages,
wciirhbridrmi” rafia ' 7 b.......“—via and platforms, £690; 5-ton cranes, £414; 20-tou

£L242; CUgi00 fibed, £803 ; carriage shed, £230;
Water supply........................................... ......................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts .........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.............. ............................................... . • "
Tclegniph ................................ ......................................................................................
Miseollancous.......................... .........................................................................................

Cost of works................................
Engineering and contingencies, 16 per cent, (nearly)

With rails at £7 10s. per ton add., Total cost

Total

Wellington to Werris Creek,—Revised SuiTnj. Summaries of Estimate*. 
_____________ (-4)—With rails nt £5 5s. per ton.

Estimated <&st. Averageper
mile.

£ s. d. £
16,465 12 C 382
7,045 3 6 164
1,613 4 6 44
2,880 0 0 67

26,813 14 0 623
5,454 0 0 127

24,119 9 0 560

10,048 10 0 233

7,579 0 0 176
3,000 0 0 70

710 C C 17
710 6 6 17

1,000 0 0 23

107,744 6 6
16,161 13 G 375

£123,906 0 0 2,878
£10,503 0 0

£134,409 0 3,122

Yurt. Description. j Length.
Estimated coat. Average per mile.

u. m. c.
249 60 to 279 STS
279 3-IS „ 366 3-18
360 3-18 „ 409 7T8

Total .................

m, c.
*29 23-18

87 0
43 4

£ s. d.
78,072 0 0 

270,294 0 0 
123,906 0 0

£ s. d. 
2,664 11 6 
3,106 16 6 
2,878 3 9

159 27'IS 472,272 0 0 2,963 18 6

(R| -
m. c, m, c,
249 60 to 279 3T8
279 3T8 „ 366 3-18
366 3-18 „ 409 7'18

Total ......................

-With rails at £7 10s. pe 
in. e.
29 23-IS
87 0
43 4

r ton,
£ a. d, 

85,221 0 0 
291,519 0 0 
134,409 0 0

£ s. d. 
2,903 11 4 
3,350 15 10 
3,122 3 2

159 27 18 511,149 O 0 3,207 18 3
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H. Deane. These three parts added together, as shown in the statement, gavo a total of 159 miles 27 18 chains, 
, -r, ■ D ------- ^ — x. i— mn xx j-onno inore than the vVellrngtoii

The rest is common

It is stated that the Dubbo connection will cost from £5,000 to £6,000 
18April, 1900. connection,*

3. That extra cost occurs between Dubbo and 29-mile point at Sandy Creek ? Tes.
to the two. . . , ,
4. Can you tell us bow it is that although the Dubbo to 'Werris Creek connection is 2 miles sliortcr than
the Wellington to Werris Creek route, the expense of that line is so much greater ? It is a little rougher. 
The earthworks are heavier. 1 will submit the details. _ . . ,
5. Mr. Watson.] Does not the item for engineering contingencies seem high—15 per cent.. It includes 
surveying, supervision, and office work, and comes out at about 7 or S per cent, as a rule. It is 
rzittisr low
G. It seems higher than we have had previously in thc estimate? On those very flat lines you are not 
liable to the same increases, and there is a considerable element of uncertainty as regards conditions on 
a line of this character. There are no townships to go through, and we do not know what may oe
required. . , n-i j v v
7. Has there been any survey made of a suggested line between Curlewis and Gilgandra.
8. I notice that on thc map supplied by Mr. Harper that line, which I think was first sugges^eu to ic
Committee in the evidence of Mr, Alexander Wilson, is shown ;—I thought that some flying survey a< 
been made ? ]\To. I could have it examined ; but I think it is very doubtful whether you could get a
good line across there. Ton would have to traverse ridges and valleys.
9. Mr. Wilson says that that part of the country is much easier ? It cannot be. ■
10. He says that the ridges flatten out as you go westward, and that you get round thc bottom of the 
spurs, which otherwise you would have to cross ? At the point where the divide between the Castlereagh 
and the Namoi is crossed, the end of the Liverpool Range runs across, and the same ridge continues to 
Coonabarabran. You have there a great deal of mountainous country. I should say that that country 
would be very difficult through which to make a railway. I may say, for tlie information or the Gommitfcee, 
that a line has been surveyed right up to Coonabarabran from about Mundooran, and it is a very rough

11. Chairman.] What is the distance in a straight line from Wellington to Werris Creek ? The distance 
from the Gap is about 127 miles, in a straight line.
12. It would be as well to explain why you have to go so far to the north and to make the line so much 
longer? It is to get the best location. The dotted line marked on the map going through Dunedoo and 
Coolah has been surveyed, but the line, although shorter, is not so good.
18. Is it more expensive country ? It is, and I believe that there would have to be a tunnel to the nort i 
of Coolah. The country between Wellington and Dunedoo is very much rougher than the country along 
the route that has been adopted. '
14. Would a railway over the lesser mileage come to as much as, or more than, a railway over tlie 
extended mileage ? Yes.
15. There is a difference of about 32 miles in the distance ? You would only bo able to cut out a very 
small portion of that, and probably when the line comes to be worked, up to put it on a footing with the
present proposal it would be very nearly as long. i. i xx i
16. If you got to Coolah, would you then have to go to the north ? Yes; I think too that the dotted
line on the map goes through better country, and it is very much nearer to Coonabarabran than the other 
one. It would serve Coonabarabran very well. The Coonabarabran-road comes down nearly hi a 
southerly direction, aud would strike the line in about 32 miles. .
17. You have lately been over the proposed line from Wellington to Werris Creek ? Yes.
18. What is the character of the country in the first 30 miles ? In Ike first 30 miles it is good country
throughout, with the exception of some small patches. ITom Wellington to Mitchell’s Creek it is 
basaltic. This is 10 miles out. Erom there it is chiefly sandstone. The soil is very good, chiefly light, 
aud suitable for agriculture. On the Castlereagh River there is a patch of basaltic country again, then 
there is sandstone. There are one or two patches of barren sand, but there is not any large extent of it. 
When we get to Oakey Creek station, we got on to the basaltic country again, and you follow that pretty 
well all thc way to the Gap. , .
19. Is thei‘c cultivation along the route ? It is too far away from railway communication to offer induce
ments for cultivation, but where crops have been put in, they have been very successful That has only 
been done in a very small way. Of course we find cultivation at the southern end, and also patches at the 
Werris Creek end. , . .
20. I suppose that about half way the cultivation ceases ? You do not see cultivation to any extent after
you pass the Talbragar. _ _ . .
21. The last iialf of the line towards Werris Creek is badly watered, is it not? bio; it is very well 
watered. With the exception of the black soil plaius, which do not appear suitable for cultivation, nearly 
all the country is suitable for cultivation where it is not ridgy,
22. How would you get on as regards obtaining railway material on the line ? Ballast would be plentiful, 
and there are, patches of iron-bark ; but 1 am afraid the best of the iron-bark in thc west has been cut out.
23. Mr. Shepherd.] There seems to be a great many curves are those to avoid hills ? _ Yes. _
24. Taking it altogether, thc country is comparatively level, is it not ? Yes; the location of the line is 
a very fair one. The grades are not steeper than 1 in 75, and for a very large part of thc length it is 
almost a surface line. At thc same time you have low spurs and ridges to get round and over, and you 
cannot make it a straight line ; you must curve about a great deal in some places.
25. Chairman.] There would be no very exqiensive bridges, would there? JS'o; thc most expensive 
be those over the Talbragar River and the Mook
26. This line averages about £3,200 a mile in cost? Yes. _ _ _
27. The lowest being £2,900. I suppose you would not regard any portion of this line as being a surface
line;—could it be made as light as the Moree line? Not any one of these sections, but there are long 
stretches which would be on the surface like most of tho Moree line. _
28. Could the line in those places be constructed by just throwing up earthworks?^ Yes, just by low 
embankment. Taking, for example, the part from a point about 277ir miles up to 279 miles, that bit is

. ■ ~ almost

will

Note {on renision) :—After going into tho estimate of tlie route via Dubbo, I find that (here will be very little 
difference between thc cost of thc two lines. They may be taken as practically equal.
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almost a surface line with very small cuttings; but when you get to 27£1|, you have a long and very IT. Deane, 
awkward cutting, which, of course, adds seriously to the expense, and, like many other cuttings on tho “n
lino, causes the average cost of the line to mount up. ll’rom Spicer’s Creek, 275 j miles, it is pretty even ; l8Apn ,1900. 
but that big cutting would more than make up for all that cheapness.
29. What rails will be used? GO-lb. rails.
30. Have you gone into the comparative distances looking at it as a transcontinental line? T gave 
instructions for the preparation of the comparative distances, and I have had them partly completed, I 
will submit them when ready to the Committee.
31. The fifth reason in favour of the line is as follows :—

In tlie event of the Hawkesbury Bridge being damaged or rendered uncrossable, sueli a lino would be found most 
suitable in preserving intact the continuity of the Colony’s railway system.
I should think that that is rather a remote contingency ? 1 suppose that is in case an enemy’s gun 
destroyed the bridge,
32. jtfr. MeJParlane.] There is hardly any agricultural land on this line, is there ? I think that nearly 
all along, the land would be suitable for agriculture.
33. You stated that cultivation did not extend very far along the route at present? No.
31. But you say that the soil is fit for cultivation ? Yes.
35. What produce do they grow principally ? When I spoke of cultivation I meant chiefly wheat, oaten 
hay, and lucerne. Further away from the railway wool is pretty well tho only produce.
3U. That would ho outside the agricultural area? Outside the cultivated area.
37. If this line were constructed, do yon think it would have the effect of causing the balance of the laud
that is suitable to be put under cultivation ? I believe it would. I believe that the owners would be very 
glad fo let out the land on thc share principle, and I believe there is a good deal of Crown laud left
which would be suitable for agriculture.
38. Can you give us any idea of the amount of Crown land within reasonable distance of thc lino ? I 
think the officers of the Lands Department ought to be able to give that information.
39. What do they use tho land you spoke of as suitable for cultivation for outside thc actual agricultural 
area? There it is all sheep stations.
40. Are they principally large holdings ? Yes; on the Talbragar they seem to be mostly small holdings, 
but beyond there they are more or less large.
4il. Arc there many leasehold areas? Yes. Each pastoralist has a certain area of purchased land, and 
a considerable quantity of leasehold land. .
42. Is it a class of country w'hich will carry a large population if railway facilities are provided? I 
believe it would. I think it is a very fine piece of country, taking it altogether. The wonder is that 
there is so large a tract so near the Dividing Itange destitute of railwmy communication.
43. Did you notice the Crowm lands along the route ;—are they as good as the lands that have been taken .
up ? I made inquiries about that, and 1 was fold that tho alienated land by no means comprises all tho
best land. *
44. The unalienated land is considered of good quality suitable for agriculture ? Yes. Of course, 
included in the unalienated land there are many patches of very bad land.
45. Of course, there are considerable areas that could not be selected on account of the reserves ? Yes.
4{i. Could you give any information as to how the Commissioners arrive at the estimated increase of 
traffic? I could not.
47. I understand that they make the same rule apply in all cases, and reckon on so much per cent, increase 
in traffic as a result of railway communication? I do not know.
48. Do you not think that that should depend on the character of the country that the railway goes
goes through ? Yes. '
49. It is your opinion that there would be a greater increase in an agricultural country ? Yes ; as far as
my opinion is of any value on tlie point, that is what I should expect. '
50. Do the Commissioners propose to charge local rates ? Yes ; they say so in their report.
51. Will not the freights be very high, seeing that the Sydney market will bo the nearest one for the 
local products, aud will not the high freights be a great handicap on the producers? I have not studied 
the subject sufficiently to he able to give you any reliable information on that point. I should think that 
for a long time to come there would be a considerable demand for the produce locally, so that thedistance 
to Sydney may, perhaps, not have much bearing on the matter.
52/ Mr. Levien.) I suppose it would be possible to mark on the parish map all the principal stations 
which the railway would pass through ? Yes.
53. There is no population between the stations? No; the wool from two-thirds of the distance is 
conveyed to Mudgee. .
51. Where does tlie other go to ? On the Namoi side, probably to Quirindi,
55. Sr. Gttrran,'] There are some very line stations on the route? Yes.
56. Is the land purchased ? Yes, largely.
57. Then tho lino would run where tho laud is good ? Thc good land is not all purchased. Many years 
ago tho low alluvial land and black soil was most in demand, the red soil and the box-tree country not 
being so much cared for. But it is just tho box-tree country that is so suitable for agriculture ; it is 
magnificent soil.
58. Mr. Watson.] Has any attempt been made in this connection to see how far it will fit in with a 
further connection with the Western and the Southern lines? Yes. Surveys have been made between 
Dubbo and Parkes and Wellington and Parkes.
59. Of course, that seems of some importance, if wc are to take any heed of one of the reasons advanced
in the summary you placed before us—that is, touching the military aspect of tho question, and the 
moving of troops, and stock also, from the Northern to thc Southern lino ;—would you care to express an *
opinion as to which point of junction with tho Western lino from the north would best fit in with a 
further extension from the Southern lino? I would point out that if you want a connection between, say,
Dubbo or Wellington and Young, that has already been pretty well done through rm Blayney and Cowra.
If you w'ant a connection further west between the Western and Southern lines, the easiest point would be 
Narramine. That is a far cheaper hit of country than from Dubbo to the same point, and a line from 
Narramine to Parkes or from Dubbo to Parkes would he far cheaper than aline from Wellington to 
Parkes. From Eorbes to Grenfell, with the exception of the Lachlan Bridge, the connection is easy.

CO,
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60. Then you say it is cheaper to reach Parkes, supposing you want to make for the southern line in that 
18April 1900. ^1Tect:ion> Dubbo or Narrominc than from Wellington? Yes.

’ 4 61. An additional advantage, 1 suppose, would be that the line would pass through at least two settle
ments—Tomingley and Peak Eill ? Yes.
/■o ?aiIe you ^eeri 0Ter cither of these routes between Wellington and Dubbo and Parkes ? No.
63. Is there not a suggestion before tbc Department to make a line from Parkes towards Peak Hill ? It 
crops up periodically.
6A It would seem that the best point of junction between the Southern and Western lines enters into 
the proposed starting point for tho connection with Werris Creek, because if you arc to utilise the 
existing Blayney-Harden line between the Western and Southern lines, it would he more in a direct line 
to ]unction at Wellington ? Yes, it would. There are many advantages, no doubt, to be pained bv a 
junction at Wellington. = e j
65. That would mean the abandonment of any further attempt to run a cross-country line between the 
west and south ? Yes.
Jj®* you said you were getting a table of distances prepared? Yes.
6/. Would that include the distance hy Wellington and Blayney to Harden, and on to Melbourne ? Yes. 
ro rn. comPare<^ w^1» 8ay> Dubbo to Parkes and Grenfell, and thence to Melbourne ? Yes.
69. Chair-man ~\ With regard to the grade which you have got of 1 in 75, have you not a worse grade in 
the south on the main line ? Yes, there are heavy grades on the Mountains ; but thc others are being 
gradually improved.
jO. Have you not a worse grade between Werris Creek and the Border ? 
in 40 north of Tamworth.
^ ' D a Sra6e of 1 in 75 the best that you can get on this route without very great extra expense ?
79 xr a ^ra.^c ^ about the most suitable, but it is a very fair grade,
u j: u Do you not think, considering that we are going to Coonamble Junction, that it would
be far better to go from Werris Creek to Dubbo, as the distance is 2 miles shorter ? It is 2 miles shorter, 
but it is not any cheaper.
73. But do you not think, considering that that is the junction from Coonamble to Dubbo, that it would 

i j ^’Cr ma^e Diat junction at Dubbo ? I do not think there is much to be gained by it. If you 
wanted to get across from Dubbo or Wellington to Parkes, I should be inclined to recommend the Dubbo 
junction, ,
■tir ,tmskmss 0f that district is done at Dubbo, is it not? It is an important centre; hut
^Wellington is a very good district too.

m68 Dubbo au important centre as far as pastoral pursuits are concerned ? Yes.
/G. Io give a disinterested opinion, would you junction at Dubbo or Wellington, looking at it from a 
commercial point of view ? I think that, looking at it as a north to south line, I should take Wellington. 
77 But looking at it as a commercial line? Taking it altogether, I think I should prefer Wellington. 
At the same time, looking at it from another point of view—that is to say, that you want to brin°- stock 
from the extreme west into the good country, Dubbo would be the shortest. °
78^ Suppose you want to bring stock from Nyngan, Warren, Nevertirc, and further out west, would you 
not make the junction at Dubbo ? I should, if that were the only reason.
'?■ i V*" a-^act ^l‘s ^ne W!lB at firafc proposed as a cross-country line for the interchange of 
stock r that is one of the great arguments in favour of it.

n0t i<: is an argumellt; that will have force ? I think it has some force. I do not know 
that it has as much force as it used to have.

Dut considering that population is increasing, and that irrigation is to he carried on out west, do you 
not think it would be better to have that Dubbo to Werris Creek conuection ? As it really means only 
an extra 30 miles of travelling, taking it altogether, looking at the completion of the railway system, the 
formation of a road from north to south, on tho whole I should take Wellington. '
82. Mr, Dick,] It is stated, amongst the special advantages coming from the line, that—

It will afford facilities for speedier intercommunication between the Northern ami Western, and Southern main 
trunk lines, and will, therefore, tend bo create increased traffic,
And further down it is stated by the Commissioners :

There is no immediate prospect of the proposed line paying working expenses, nor is there, in our opinion, any 
reasonable ground for the assumption that the construction of the line would materially increase the volume of traffic.
Could you say who is responsible for the first of these two directly conflicting statements, viz., that the 
volume of tramc will be increased? No. I read that statement for the Under-Secretary.

■ ^Tran,-1 D* i® stated in your evidence that this line will shorten the distance between certain
points ? Yes. 1
84. If it does that, there will he less money levied by the Commissioners for taking stock from one place
o another. ^ shortening of the distance must tend to an increase of business, It appears

to me that in dealing with the advisability of making a line of this kind, you have to take a great many 
circumstances into consideration. You have this question of running a line north and south, and 
shortening the distance, say, between Queensland aud Victoria. There is the question of running stock 
from the dry districts to tho better watered districts, and you have further to look at the line as an 

t0 furtter BCf Dement and agriculture. The people up there at present make use of the 
Mudgee line, and when they get on to the railway system at Mudgee, the distance is very much shorter 
from there into Sydney than it is from Wellington.
85. Mr. Shepherd.] Was any consideration given to the running of that line from Werris Creek to 
junction with the Dubbo-Coonamble line near Gilgandra;—it would appear to be a much shorter line ? 
No; no consideration has been given to that. I do not think it would be at all suitable, because I know 
Gilgandra and the country round it. You could not make a cheaper lino there.
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present:—

The Hon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TEICKETT (Chairman).

Tlie Hod. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hod. Andrew Garran, LL.l).
William Thoaias Hick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Lenten, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a
to Werris Creek.

line of Railway from Wellington

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
8G. Hr. Zk'c/r.] I fmd that the statement read by Mr. Deane, which sets forth the views of the Commis- H. 
sioners in reference to this railway to a considerable extent denies the claims set forth on behalf of the McLschliin. 
line ? Yes; they do not recommend the line. _ —tjYY'
S7. One of the main reasons given in support of the construction of the line is that it would he a Pn > ‘
good stock-carrying line, as it would enable stock to be removed from droughty to more favourable 
districts ? Personally I do not think there is a great deal in that, because when a drought takes place in 
the Western District it is pretty general. H there is a drought about Narrabri and Moree the stock 
arc shifted to the coast or to the New England District. It would not appear that it would make any 
large traffic for a cross-country line.
88, It is urged that they would be able to transfer stock to where droughts do not so often occur ? That 
would be the case as far as local conditions are concerned, along the line of route. That, no doubt, 
would be an advantage,'but not sufficient to warrant the railway being mado.
89, Do you think it is likely that stock about Kyngan would be seut to Werris Creek, and Murrurundi ?
No, unless in a very exceptional year. Stock from Nyngan and that district found good country during 
the last drought in the Central Western Division.
90. Could you state where the stock were conveyed which were taken from thc district, between the 
proposed line and tho proposed Mudgee to Coonamble line, and the Western and North-western districts 
last year? The greater part of tho stock from that district have been coming in from the Northern lino 
at Quirindi. The stock from the Northern Districts wore removed towards the coast or into the New 
England country.
91. Would the construction of this line materially alter that condition of affairs? I think not. I thought 
tho Committee might, perhaps, ask for information on that question, aud I asked an officer to get out 
particulars for the month of November, one of the drought months, giving an idea of the number of stock 
shifted during that month from the different stations. In that month 08,000 starving sheep and 4-10 
cattle were shifted. 1 submit the following return :—

Starving Stock shifted during November, lSf'9,

From To

Narrandcra ..............
Jcrilderic .................
CfUTltllOol.................

Gundagai..........
do ..........

Uartlry .....................
Whitton.................. . do ..........
(aroongal ................
Carrathool..................

do ..........

fio ..........
do ..

Carrathool................
Moriindah................
Culeairn.....................

Vasa Junction. 
]iredalba«e ......

of
Cattle. No. of Shee]

4,400
5,o(IO
2,900

10 3,600
5,600

10 200
110 13,600

6,400
500

5,200
2,100
1,900

From

Darlington..............
Hay.........................
Burrumbutfock......
Whitton.................
Tenterfield..............
Bourkc ................
Condobolin ..........
Bourke .................
Cobar .....................
Cowra.....................

To

Hay .................
Goulburn..........
Woolabra.........
Wagaa..............
Gouluurn..........
Dubbo .............
Trangie............
Girilambone......
Byroek.............
Bnnrkc .............

Total..........

No. of 
Cattle. No. of Sheep.

f
60

1,000
3,600

600
so
30

2, BOO
6,300
2,600

140

440 6S.500

These were the movements of stock during the month of November last.
92. Were they miscellaneous stock, or special kinds of stock? It was ordinary stock; there were some 
fairly big flocks, but nothing special about them. During the two succeeding months we shifted 300,000. 
Tlie months during which there were heavy removals were November. December, January, and February.
93. This line runs practically from north-east to south-west. I gather from your statement that the 
climatic conditions make it necessary that the stock in that district should come practically at right angles 
to the line ? We move tho stock, as far as the north and north-west is concerned, from outlying districts 
towards thc central division.
94. That would he practically from north-west to south-east ? From west to cast you may say. _
95. In that list of removals there are practically none from the Northern district ? At about that time 
tho Moree and Narrabri districts had raiu.
96. Is that a genera! thing when there are droughts in other parts of the Colony? AYoil droughts are 
sometimes partial.
97. AYould that, lend any colour to the theory that you might transfer stock to that district? The 
Narrabri and Moree district is at present in fairly good condition; but not the Bourke district.
98. Narrabri is further north and west than AYerris Creek ? Yes, it lies north-west.
99. Is the character of the country around AYerris Creek such that at most times it is in a satisfactory 
condition? 1 should not say that that is the ease immediately around Werris Creek. We have had 
had seasons about AYerris Creek ; but, as a rule, it is not so bad as the country further west.
10t>. Tlien, even after arriving at Werris Creek, stock might bo sent further on ? Yes; they might bo 
sent cifher to tho coast or into thc New England district; they would not go to Werris Creek.
101. But you think that the line would, in that aspect, be an important one? Not essentiallypmportant. 
Of course it would afford a certain measure of relief, but not sufficient to justify its construction.

102.
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T®'',. 102. The first claim put forward is that the lino will make a complete connection with the whole railway
, c ac an, system of tlie Colony west of the Dividing Jtange:—could you indicate what benefits would be derived 

19April 1900 'n|l‘rec^J f We might want at some time to interchange rolling stock from tho western and north
’ ' western districts, but that would he rather an exceptional thing. Dive years ago there was a drought in

the ivcstern district, aud the Eivcrina district was exceptionally good, and the fat stock driven to 
Sydney was being sent from the Eivcrina; consequently we found it convenient to remove rolling stock 
to Eivcrina, and the cross-country line between Blayney and Harden was an advantage. Personally, I do 
not see what material advantage there would be irom a railway point of view in having a connection 
between Wellington and Werris Creek.
103. Many regard this line as the first section of a further conuection between thc various lines of the 
colonics to Parkes and Forbes;—would a line of that'character offer any advantage to the railway 
authorities ? Certainly not such as would justify the cost.
104. What advantages would follow from a complete Hue of that character—anything more than you have 
indicated? Ko ; 1 do not see any further great advantage, because, as a rule, the traffic is from and to 
big centres. I do not think that the local traffic between Wellington and Parkes would be considerable, 
or the traffic between Wellington and Werris Creek.
105. You do not anticipate much local traffic between Wellington and Werris Creek ? ±so.
10G, Mr. Deane told us yesterday that the line would pass through some very fair country ; is it likely 
that the railway will cause the laud to be opened up for agricultural settlement ? The idea of the Com
missioners is that for 20 miles out of Wellington there is good agricultural country—at Mitchell’s Creek, 
Spicer’s Creek, and Stony Creek—but it is limited to that distance. The average distance from the rail
way is about 10 miles, aud the Commissioners do not consider that too big a handicap for thc agricultural 
produce to be brought In by road. They do not anticipate any big development, in agriculture, however, 
if the line is made. "
107. Do you expect much traffic in the shape of wool and other pastoral products from that country? 
The Commissioners have given an estimate of £8,500, assuming that local rates are charged, but through 
rates would probably have to be conceded, and that would bring it down to a little over £G,000 ; so the 
prospects of profit arc most unfavourable, considering the cost of the line.
108. Would the construction of the Dubbo to Coonamble Hue interfere with tlie prospects of a cross
country line ? It would, about G-tlgandra, because you would have two lines competing for the traffic. 
1 may state that the idea of the Commissioners is, as they have stated before, that they prefer to see 
that country opened up by a line starting from Mudgee—perhaps, from Mudgee to Mundooran—where 
they consider the possibilities of agricultural development very much better, in addition to getting a more 
direct route to a market.
109. I find that the Commissioners indicate in their report that, as far as a stock-carrying line is 
concerned, they prefer to see a connection between Collarendabri and Brewarrina;—would you indicate 
what advantages that would have over this more southern connection ? It is not a thing that they would 
recommend. If a line is to be made* to give relief to drought country, they think that it should bo made 
in that direction ; but they do not wish it to be understood that they immediately press it. It is excellent 
stock country, and if such a line were made, stock would be removed to Collarendabri, then to Narrabri, aud 
towards New England. If thc western country were good, they could move down the Western line.
110. They think that a more northerly connection would give relief to a larger area than a line from 
AYerris Creek to Wellington? The Commissioners think so. It would give relief whore facilities ate 
not so easily obtained,
111. Do you think it preferable to wait till we have a connection between Mudgee and Coonamble instead 
of building this cross-country line ? The Commissioners would rather sec a lino from Mudgee towards 
Mundooran.
112. Is there any hope that a line from Werris Creek to AVeHingfon would develop into a paying line ? 
No ; the Commissioners see no prospect of it developing into a paying line within a reasonable time,
113. You altogether deny the claim that the construction of the line would increase the volume of traffic 
on the existing lines ? The Commissioners do not think there is much in that.
114. Do you know in a general way what is the trend of pastoral products from the district crossed by 
this lino ? Thc greater part of it goes by thc Northern line, and a good deal comes m at Quirindi.
115. Do the people in that district suffer great hardships from drought? Not that we have heard.
11G. Dr. Garran.] AVhero does the traffic between AA'crris Creek aud Wellington come on to your line 
now ? The greater part of that traffic is drawn to the Northern line. A good deal comes in at Quirindi, 
and some into Mnswellbrook; but, speakiug of the traffic as a whole, the greater portion would come 
towards the Northern line.
117. All that there is to get you get now ? T think so.
118. You do not think that thc pastoral business would bo intensified as to its products? Not to 
any remarkable extent—the country is well settled now. ] believe there is very little Crown land left. 
Most of that line would mu through private property.
119. The excellent stations on that line are well looked after now ? Yes.
120. And they produce about as much as they can ? Mr. Harper, who has boon over the route, could
give you a better idea of that than I can.
121. This is to be a cross-country lino ? Yes,
122. Have you any other cross-country lines at work ? VYe have one, which has some characteristics in 
common with this, that is the line from Blayney to Harden.
123. AVhen that was started it was thought that a groat deal of stock vvould go down that line through 
AToung on to the south ? Some years back tbero was a good deal of stock traffic from the Northern Hue to 
Albory for tho Melbourne market; but 1 am sorry to say that, for thc last few years, that traffic has 
practically fallen away.

• 124. ’That is due to the stock tax, very likely? A es, and 1. dare say the tick has had something to do
with it. In addition to that the Victorian people get store stock down by thc Darling into Eivcrina, and
are feeding their own market.
125. You think Unit they feed themselves bolter from the west than from the north ? At present there 
is nothing going from the west by rail.
12G. In ordinary seasons they get their stock better from the Darling than they can from the Northern 
lino ? They get store cattle from the Darling and fatten them. 127,
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127. I want to know whether, in ordinary seasons, they Iiryc a letter market on the Darling than the M(.L^'h](in 
"YVcrris Creek way ? Tile store stock may come from Queensland ; but, taking as an instance, November ^ 'k inn~ 
and December last year we carried no cattle at all from Bourkc to Albury. 10April, 1000.
12S. ’When the Blayney, Young, and Murrumburrah lino was doing its best, was it ever a paying line? ’
No ; it was a line which lost ns a great deal of money. In 1892, for instance, we earned £38,000 on 
that line, and last year £32,000. 1 think a good deal of that has been due to the falling off in the stock 
business. Last year the loss was practically £42,000—that is, in total working expenses and interest.
120. Mr. Waison."] How do tke working expenses compare with the earnings ? 'the working expenses, 
and earnings arc very nearly equal, but there lias been a dead loss in interest. On tke 31st December,
1893, tke working expenses came to £32,390, and the earnings to £33,914, so they practically 
balanced. The line is an expensive one, and the interest has to he paid. At the same time you have to 
recollect this in connection with the Blayncy-Murrnmburrah line—that it is a connection hot ween 
very much more important seel ions of the country, and in addition to that it passes through country 
which I believe is much better than that through which this line would pass, and it is much more thickly 
populated. Bor instance, on the Murrumburrah to Blayney line wo have three or four important towns, 
such as Careoar, Cowra, and Young.
130. J)r, Garran.'] The line is paying working expenses but not interest on the capital ? Practically.
131. That is the only important cross-country line that we have experimented with, ami it has failed? .
It is losing a lot of money.
132. Is the experiment on that line any encouragement lo make another cross-country line? It certainly
is not any encouragement. *
133. And the circumstances arc very mud) more in favour of that line than of the proposed Werris 
Creek line ? Yes.
134. Has tiie Blayney line induced much new settlement? I think it has encouraged agricultural 
settlement.
133. You have more wheat and other produce on that lino? Yes.
13G. Have you more passenger traffic? I think so. .
137. But it lias not to any considerable extent improved the receipts ? No.
138. Do you recollect what was the cost per mile of the Blayney to Murrumburrah lino ? It cost pretty 
well three times the amount per mile of Ihe estimated cost of the line now proposed.
139. If you were making it now, you could do it at a much lower cost ? It is difficult country.
140. They took the wrong route?’ That is an engineering question.
141. But could wc not make the line more cheaply now than we did? Certainly; you umuldget material, 
and labour, and other things, at a more reasonable rate.
142. Supposing we could make that line now as cheap as we expect to make this Hue, would it he a paying 
lino then? No.
143. Do you think that this line would draw the traffic from the other railway, assuming that tho Dubbo
to Coonamble line is made ? That is a question that I iind it difficult to answer, but Mr. Harper has 
worked out the statistics. .
111. ‘When you said that the Commissioners would prefer an extension of the Mudgeo line, did you moan
an extension from Mudgee to Coonamble or from Mudgee northwards ? Northwards to go towards
M.undoran.
145. I suppose that on the eastern side, about Gulgong, the country is rough ? Well, the estimate of the 
cost of the line from Mudgee to Coonamble is not an excessive estimate, it is a little higher than that of 
the Dubbo to Coonamble line. I think Mr. Deane estimated that it would come to about £1,000 per mile.
14G. Talking of travelling sfock, we had some evidence on another inquiry that if we had a railway made 
like tins one, to take stock from the dry country eastward—there really is not grass in the east to accom
modate all the slarving stock that W'ould want to go there ;—do you know anything about that ? No.
147. The assumption of those who arc in favour of this railway is that it would result in the saving of 
starving stock ? I know from some squatters that in the last drought the western people found it difficult 
to find grazing country—they had to pay very high prices about Orange and ‘Wellington. The Kivcrina 
people had also difficulty in getting grazing couniry.
148. This lino is to cost about £5CO,000 without purchasing the land, and I suppose wc might add 
£50,000'for that? There would be extra cost. A great deni of it is private land,
149. You think there is no change of the line paying fair interest on such a sum of money as that? No,
150. You do not want your capital account overloaded ? No.
15 L. It is as much as you can do to show a good return for the capital you have to pay ? Yes, and the 
Commissioners do not see that the construction of this railway would be justified, even in tho light of 
some prospective advantages. If they could see that it was going to develop new country, and would 
bring business on to the parent lines, they would not mind the loss at first; but they see no prospect of that.
152. You do not mind feeling your way with a pioneer line into new country if it would pay? No. The 
Commissioners think it is a very proper thing to open up new country with promising conditions.
153. You do not think that the increased settlement would correspond to the increased expenditure ?
Tho Commissioners think it would not.
154. The question as to whether the junction should be at Dubbo or Wellington is a very minor question?
Yes, it is a matter of detail. Asa matter of fact, Mr. Harper has been asked by tho Committee to get 
information in regard to the route from Curlewis to (xilgtmdra and Dubbo, and ho has done so.
1-55. Any wool or fat stock travelling on that line marked red on the map would he stock for Sydney, 
would it not ? Yes.. The northern stock and wool would probably go to Morpeth and Newcastle, or be 
shipped to the Aberdeen moat works. ’
15G. So far as the traffic to Sydney is concerned, it would suit better to have the line from "Wellington 
than from Dubbo? 1 think so.
157. The traffic in starving sheep comes only in drought years ? Yes.
158. Whereas the traffic in wool and fat stock goes on every year ? Yes. The trend of the traffic will 
he to the seaboard.
159. Mr. Shepherd.] How is the traffic revenue estimate arrived at ? Wc seml-an officer to the district 
who goes in advance of Mr. Harper; then Mr. Harper picks him up and gets his figures, and any further 
evidence that lie can, and submits an estimate to the Commissioners. They check it; -then it is adopted
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MoLaoliLnu as ^e’r ea*:iiBRt'0- You may say that the estimate of probable revenue is derived from information 
1 A ' furnished by Mr. Harper.

19April,19C0. ^ Proposed that this revenue will be in addition to the revenue already obtained on the existing
line P Yes. There is the revenue which will be created by the Hue if it is made.
161. I suppose that grain is included ? Everything—general goods, merchandise, wool, live (stock, 
passengers, and maize. Tho estimate of £8,000 odd includes revenue from all sources.
1G2. I see that tho Commissioners do not favour this line at ali ? No.
163. Mr. McFarlane^] Is there any regular system in regard to how the amount of additional revenue 
is arrived at—is it from actual knowledge by making inquiries ? Yes. First of all we know pretty well 
the traffic that comes from the district by the returns from the stations which the district feeds.
164. That is the traffic that comes in the usual way by team ? Yes. "We send a man into the district 
who finds out the probable population of the township, the number of sheep, and an estimate is based on 
that. It is based as far as possible on the actual facts,
105. How is the estimate of revenue from the prospective traffic arrived at? That is an estimate which 
the Commissioners, as a rule, would not care to make, it would be problematical.
166. I understand from a previous inquiry that there is a certain percentage allowed for increased traffic 
when the railway is carried out? Sometimes the Commissioners add say 25 per cent, on for the develop
ment of iraffic after the railway is carried out.
167. What 1 want to kuowr particularly is this : Is that 25 per cent, increase allowed on a sort of rulc- 
of-thumb system, or is it based on actual facts as to the development of the district ? There is no rule. 
Everything depends on the merits of each particular case.
168. In this case, it lias been stated in evidence that the land between Wellington and Wcrris Creek is 
agricultural and capable- of carrying a fairly large population in the event of the railway being 
constructed? Yes. As] have mentioned already the Commissioners do not hold a very strong opinion 
in regard to that malter. The laud for 20 miles outside of Wellington is fairly good ; but outside that it 
is principally pastoral country.
160. Is it not a fact that the country throughout the whole distance is similar to that within tho 20 miles 
from Wellington ? No. The Commissioners think the first 20 miles out of Wellington is better than the rest.
170. From a previous inquiry, it would appear that the Commissioners base their estimate on the probable 
increase of traffic by a certain percentage without taking into consideration the capabilities of tho, district 
through which the line passes? What tho Commissioners look at is the traffic that exists.
171. I am speaking of increased traffic ? They do not, as a rule, deal with increased traffic. Sometimes 
they will say that a district will develop so as to make the line a paying one, but, of course, what they give

. you arc the figures of the existing traffic.
172. What I want to know is whether they take into consideration the capabilities of the country through 
which a line is proposed to bo made ? They look at it more from a commercial point of view. Thai 
would rather be a matter of policy. I no not think the Commissioners would care to make an ostimnlo 
as to prospective traffic.
173. I was given to understand that they did make such estimates ? No ; not as a rule.

' 174. In the event of a railway being constructed, do they not make some estimate in regard to the
probable increase in traffic? Not as a rule—it is a matter for you gentlemen to consider whether the 
prospects arc good enough to warrant you in recommending the line.
175. I understood that you allowed a certain percentage for increase of traffic? No ; there is no rule of 
that kind.
176. There has been some diversity of opinion as to the route of the proposed line, would you care to 
express an opinion as to whether the route .proposed is the best? The Commissioners would rather not 
do that. They were asked to report on the proposed Wellington to Wcrris Creek line, and they did not 
go into the question of an alternative line.
177. What, in your opinion, would be the best method of connecting the two lines ? The opinion of the 
Commissioners is that the connection had better stand over.
173. Eut, in the event of its having to he carried out, what would be your opinion in regard to the host 
connection ? That is a matter which tiie Commissioners have not considered. They would not hazard an 
opinion, unless the matter were directly put to them. They simply went over that one line and looked at 
tho merits of that, .
170. It has been stated in evidence that whilst the land is suitable for agricultural purposes, which also 
carries with it closer settlement, owing to there not being proper facilities for convoying the produce to 
market, large areas of land there have to be placed under graving? Yes. The Commissioners do not 
anticipate that a development in agriculture would take place if the line were made.
180, Will you explain the method in which the Commissioners ascertain the capabilities of the country in 
which it is proposed to make a railway;—do they go over the land so as to obtain a correct opinion as 
to its capabilities ? They go as nearly as possible over the route of the proposed line. In this case 
they went to Wcrris Creek and drove through lo Wellington, meeting local people on the route, and 
getting information at both junctions. They have also been from Mudgee to Coonamble.
181. In traversing the proposed route they may come on land of indifferent quality, though 3 or 4 miles 
away it may be very good country;—do the Commissioners take that into consideration, and do they 
make due inquiry as to the country which will be served by the proposed railway ? They always make 
due inquiry.

■ 182. l)o the Commissioners always investigate the matter themselves ? Yes ; they make it a rule to go
over the land personally.
183. One, two, or three of the Commissioners ? As a rule, three Commissioners. The three Com
missioners went over the route of this line.
184. And they were satisfied that it was not a country that would carry a large population ? Yes. They 
do not think there is any prospect of its carrying a sufficient population to make the line pay,
185. I am not speaking about its being a paying line, but as to the increase of population—would you 
care to express an opinion about that r The Commissioners are of opinion that there would be no great 
increase of population following the construction of the line,
1S6, It was stated in evidence yesterday that the area between Wellington and Wcrris Crock is good 
agricultural country, and that the reason why agriculture has not developed there is that there are not

proper
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pioper facilities to convey the produce to market. We are told that if there were facilities for getting . H. 
o market, the land would he turned into agricultural areas ;—is that in harmony with the Commissioner’s McLachlan. 

report. JNo. Ihe Commissioners do not think there would bo any great development of agriculture in ^^ 
that district following the construction of a railway. That is their opinion after going over the line, and 19Apnl,1900. 
making themselves acquainted with the district.
187 A great deal depends on how they go over the country. They may go along some beaten track, 
which is usually the cap of a ridge, whence they see the country at a great disadvantage, whilst 2 miles 
away they might come upon a different class of country altogether, i should like to know whether the 
Commissioners have followed tho usual bridle track, or have made a sufficient exploration of the country 
to enable them to form an opinion as to its possible development? In this ease there is no main road 
petueen the two places, and the Commissioners were quite satisfied that what they saw enabled them to 
judge accurately as to the prospective traffic. I think they took three days to examine the district, aud 
i« u Cvi.dei,lcc t0 warrant them in making the report, which they did make,
ios. It the onicers of the Department gave evidence to the contrary of that, would it he correct? I 
think not. -
189. I understand that the Commissioners cannot see.ono valid reason for recommending this
ion '^° ’ *1C ^omm'8!doners do not see any ground upon which to recommend the line.
i.K). Aot even upon the broad ground of a transcontinental connection ? No : they see nothiiie; in that 
to recommend it as a thing of to-day That might come in many years time.
I. 1. J thought you seemed rather to make a little of the idea of the connection of the two systems ■— 
do you not think there is a little more advantage in that respect than you seem to indicate ? NTo : I ’do 
not see any great advantage in it, because the interchange of traffic would be comparatively limited, 
between the north and the west. Our traffic is to and from the coast; it is not inter-provincial.
IjZ. It tins line were cons! meted it would deprive other parts of the railwav of revenue, would it not—of 
some through traffic . Ton might say that it would take a little from the Mudgee line ; but wo should 
got a longer mileage for freight. Wellington is further from Sydney than Mudgee, consequently if you 
get traffic midway between Wcrris Creek and Wellington, you would get a much bigger railway mileage 
than wc get to-day. co j b
193. As a mcairn of shortening the distance between Brisbane, Melbourne, and Adelaide this railway 
would be of considerable advantage, would it not ? No ; I do not think any one would ever travel. If 
trains were running they would have to be mixed frains. The estimate of the Commissioners was based 
on the three trains a week. People would naturally use the quick trains. There would be no through- 
traihe between Brisbane and Melbourne by this route. The traffic now between Brisbane and Melbourne 
is very limited.
JU'i.'’ ^our 0SPc1''e)lce is that people would sooner come by rail to a large city like Sydney ? Tes. 
iJo. lou really cannot advance one reason in support of this railway ? No.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined
190. Mr. Watson.]! understand that you prepared an estimale on which the Commissioners based their 
report as fo the traffic to be expected from the proposed line of railway? Tes.
197. Can you give the Committee the details ? Yes; I have here a report, which is as follows 

Phovosed Line, Weuris Creek to Wellington, IfiO milks.

, {Estimated cost, £51],14S ; ruling grade, 1 in 75.)
nmll™C^nfney ^ Collmiission{?'s> Ihad very careful inquiries made as to the iwobablo traffic and prospects on this

ESVpt S; " '**• ““ ’*•«“ •***b"» -
On the immediate route of tho line there is no large setllcmcnt, hut it serves several townships at varying distances

f"!-* 0f,3 m;le3; “ a ‘Ustaace of 9 miles j Lcadviilc, at a'distance of 20 mile "’;
Coolali, at a distance of i / miles ; Coonabarabran, at a distance of 25 miles

rI he population, including Mitchell's and Spicer’s Creek, and Coonabarabran, is between 5,000 and 6,000.
IJca mg with tho known traffic coming from these districts, as it exists to-day, and allowing margin for the dcvolou- 

andwheat^ 'eearded !lB ° 0Se at !lalKl' the cstilnate woidd he, assuming local rates wcic^harfcd on wool, goods,

Wool, goods, and wheat .............................................................................. §21
Passenger traffic.................................................................................................................... 1195
Parcels, &c........................................... ...............................
Mails, 160 miles, at £12 per mile '.'.''I'....... 1 9°0
Add, to meet expected traffic................................................................. 777 ...7.77.7 *300

J, Harper. 

lOApriUOOb.

i Total......................................................................... £g jgQ
estimate wouklbrf- ^ ^ eXten£ion of the throuSh i’ates were aPPlictl to g™eral goods, and wheat, the

T ool, goods, and wheat ............................................... COS';!
Passenger traffic..................................................77777777 ,................... l'l95
Parcels, &c.................................................... .7..7!7!7..7,..77!!................. ’350
Mails, as above............................................. 7777...7.77..77.7,7 77..... 1 920

Total...,,........................................................ 336

,■ t ratc,5 wereelinvged in the ease of wool and general goods the disposition would lie on certain sections of tho
mMntaincd to existing railway stations by load, and I am doubtful whether local rates could he

198. I understand thaf you have had some statistics prepared as to the way in which the land is held on f ho 
i'no T K rCcn ^ ell,lu6ton and ^ erns Creek, and on the suggested roul c from Gilgandra f o Curlewis ? Yes 
Id.1. 1 believe you have a map prepared which shows 1 he trafficable area which would he served by the 
proposed lino between Werris Creek and'Wellington, and also the area which would he served by the 
suggested line from Gilgandra to Curlewis ? Yes; the boundaries of one being shown by a deep red li lie 
on H10 map, and of ihe other by a broken red Hue, ■
200. In what way is the land held between Wellington and Wcrris Creek ? On the map referred to the 
alienated land is shown marked blue ; settlement and improvement leases, blue etching; reserves, green ;

Crown
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J. UaTpcr. Crown lands, brown; leasehold area, brown etching; land designed for sctllcmenl, brown with white 
n spots; land tahen up for settlement between 1st; July, ISOS, and 31st October, 1S09, blue, white etching, 

19April, 1900. diagonal crosses; land taken up since 31st October, 1899, bine, white etching, diagonal crosses and 
circles. The total area of alienated land on tho proposed line is 1,131,450 acres. Settlement leases,
218,000 acres ; reserves, 303,400 acres ; Crown land, 907,200 acres. Of tho Crown lands the leasehold areas 
expiring in 1900 arc 223,700 acres; occupation licenses, 373,500 acres ; untenanted, 310,000 acres; land 
designed for settlement, 18-1,400 acres. On the suggested line from Gilgandra to Curlewis the total area 
alienated is 780,700 acres, 302,200 acres of settlement leases, 235,100 acres of reserves, 853,000 acres of 
Crown land, ,
201. Have you made an inspection of the two routes? Ho ; I hare had^a very careful inspection made 
of tho alternative route, and I have myself inspected the route between "Wellington and Werris Greek.
202. And you have had an inspection made by another oflicer of the other route? ^ea- , .
203. AVhat class of traflic would he got on the proposed route under present conditions ? Under existing 
conditions, the bulk of the traffic at tho AWrris Creek end of the line, aud for a distance of about /0 
miles, would be chiefly pastoral produce. At the AV cllingtou end, for a distance of 18 or 20 miles, it 
would be agricultural produce. Over the balauee of the distance it would be chiefly pastoral produce.
204. Could you describe tho character of the land going north from Wellington; is it good^, bad, or 
indiflerent ? ^ Tor IS or 20 miles it is very excellent land, about Spicer’s Creek and Mitchell’s Creek. 
Then you pass into very dry country until you got on to the Talbragar. Of course, it is patchy. Xintil 
you get within 12 or 15 miles of Mundoran it is good country, ’Then you get into mdifferent country.
205. Whilst you follow that valley near the Cnstlei’eagh, the land is pretty fair ? Yes.^
20G. Then after leaving the Castlreagh and going to Werris Creek, what is it like ? lor 30 or 40 miles
it is mixed black and red soil. I should think the black soil predominates. _
207. Is the black soil of aclaj'ey nature? X think it is, and I do not think it would be suitable for agriculture.
203. For 30 or 40 miles from there it is patchy ? Yes. _ .
209. Would you say that the bulk of the land is suitable for agriculture, or that only a small portion of 
it is? There is a good deal of it suitable for agriculture. It would be impossible for me to say what 
proportion; hut I should think at least one-third of it would be suitable for agriculture.
210. It would appear that until you get between Cobborah and Wellington you do not get much
agriculture? No; and between Cobborah and Wellington there is some very bad country, some good 
country, aud some indifferent country. , , ,
211. liight on towards Wcrris Creek from there, there is at present no agriculture ? Not worth mentioning 
except on Mr. Binncy’s estate, who has 5,000 or 0,000 acres under wheat. But J do not think that this 
line would serve that estate.
2L2. And there there is no agriculture carried on ? Not to any great extent.
2L3. Is the laud sucli that, in your opinion, it would induce agriculture if tho lino were constructed ? I 
think there is a lot of land on that line which agriculturists would be glad to get bold of ; but the greater 
part of the line passes through alienated land. _
214. Do you think it is not likely that those who at present own that land would go in for agriculture?

• I tbiuk they probably would. Tho line would give added value to their land; hut I do not think the Crown
land would be improved to any great extent.
215. Is that because tbo alienated land comprises the best for agricultural purposes ? Yes.
21G. It has been found in other parts of the Colony that the early settler who had the ilrst opportunity 
of choosing land made an error by taking the black soil country and leaving the limbered country, which 
has proved to be better for agriculture ? I do not think they are perpetuating that mistake now ; they 
have realised which is the best.
217. Has that red soil been taken up on this route ? I think it has generally. _
218. On the map you have had prepared there is a fairly large area, coloured brown, representing Crown
land ? Yes. _ . . . ,
219. Taking that first bit directly to the north from Wellington that is rather rough, is it not ? Yes.
220. That would be of no value for settlement ? No ; of none whatever. _ _
221. Getting further north and east we find another large patch of brown ? Yes; that is also unoccupied.
222. What is the country like north of Wcctalibah ? It is very rough country, unsuitable for agiiculture
or any other settlement. .
223. Those areas which I have referred to would appear to he tho larger part of what now remains of the 
Crown lands ? Yes.
224. That would reduce the quantity of Crown lands available for settlement ? Yes.
225. There seem also two or three large reserves on the route—are they of any value ? They are either
timber or water reserves. _
22G. From what you have said it would seem that the Crown lands are not sufficiently good to be greatly 
improved by the line ? No. ,
227. Assuming that there is, including alienated as well as Crown land, a considerable area suitable for
agriculture, but not now under agriculture, would that, in your opinion, be a sufficient justification for the 
construction of the line? I do not think so. _ ...
228. Are we to understand, then, that we are not, in your opinion, justified in constructing a railway into 
agricultural country, to depend upon the local traffic only ? No ; I should say that under certain conditions 
it is a very desirable thing to make a railway into agricultural country, oven assuming that it will not pay 
at the commencement; but I do not think that the area which this line would traverse is of such a 
character as to warrant the construction of the line for agricultural development. 1 would unhesitatingly

’ favour a line to go through land of which 80 or 90 per cent, was available for agriculture. I should say
that such a line deserves very great consideration, and should very probably be constructed. But as 
regards this line, there is so much land on the route that is not suitable for close settlement and agriculture, 
that I do not think it is a desirable one to make. ....
229. Do you think that the through traffic would amount to anything considerable if tho line wore con
structed ? I can scarcely conceive what the through traffic would be, _
230. It has been contended that we might expect a fair amount of traffic in stock between the Northern
and the "Western lines, with a view of getting south 1o the Melbourne market; do you think anything of 
that? I do not. 1 think that if the stock tax is withdrawn, the fattening for the Melbourne market will 
take place in Southern Hivcrina. 231.
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231. But before (lie stoclc tax was imposed a great deal of fat eatllo went from Queensland, did tliey not ? J- Harper.
They would not find tbeir way on fo that line; they came in at Bonrlie, and were fattened on stations to -i,
the north-west of Bourke ; but the properties to which those cattle came have been abandoned as cattle ’
sf at ions, and are now carrying sheep.
232. May not that have been due to the loss of the Melbourne market through the stock tax ? I do not
know, ] should imagine that they had found sheep to be more profitable. I think that Southern Riverina, 
on the Murrumbidgcc, and the Murray would be largely devoted to fattening. Store stock may come 
from Queensland, but it would not pay to bring them by rail. _
233. As against tbc opinion you have expressed, it seems peculiar that before the stock tax was in
operation cattle were not fattened in Kivcrina for the Melbourne market? No; because under the 
existing conditions it would not pay them. The late Mr. Tyson sent 75 per cent, of all the cattle that 
went to Melbourne; but he cleared out his cattle to mako way for sheep, _
234. You do not think that the trade would assume any great dimensions? I do not think so. If it did
it would be probably about Bourkc and the "Western line rather than for the Northern. .
235. So it does not affect the present proposal to any extent ? No, ' ■ _
236. Then, again, the argument has been put forward that the line would be useful for taking starving
stock towards New England ;—do you think there is anything in that? It might have its value for that 
purpose ; but I should imagine that a line further west would be infinitely of greater value. I do not 
think that this line would he of much value for that. A line further west would answer very much better, 
which I would suggest should go from Brcvvarrina to Collarendabri, giving an opportunity for stock from 
the west to be picked up and taken towards the northern high-lands, and that that line should bo reached 
by the extension of tho Coonamble line towards Walgctt, and from Walgctt to a point between Colla- 
rentlabri and Brcwarrina. That would then serve the whole of the northern district to tho Queensland 
border, ... . .
237. Have you given any thought to the possibility of reaching Coonabarabran ? The air-line shown on
the map would bring Coonabarabran 10 miles closer to the line of railway than would the proposed line 
from Wellington to Werris Creek. _
238. You can now give us the result of your investigations regarding the suggested Hue from G-ilgaudra 
fo Curlewis? I may explain that I have formed no estimate of what the probable traffic would-be on that 
line, it would be impossible to do it. I will read the report which I have received, aud which I have 
verified:—

Pr.Ol'OSKD CONNEOTIOX WITH KOHTHEIIN AND WESTERN LlHUS.
Commencing at Curlewis, the country to be served light through to Gilgandra is excellent for the purpose of mixed 
farming, aud after getting over the ''fsando” plain, it is of a generally undulating character, chiefly box, pine, and apple 
tree, and fairly well improved. A considerable amount of new and close settlement is taking place between Curlewis and 
Coonabarabran. Around Curlewis alone, and in the county of Pottinger, which includes Tambar Springs and a portion of 
Gnnncdnh, there were 10,000 acres of cultivation last year, the average yield being from 50 to 25 bushels per acre. Similar 
land is procurable almost right through to Bearbong, which is 22 miles from Gilgandra. On the Werris Crcck-Wellington 
line the country for the first 50 miles, i.e., between Werris Creek and Oakey Creek, is more suitable for pastoral than 
agricultural purposes. _ ,

Tho Gilgandra line, which has not yet been surveyed or explored, it is understood could be put down as indicated 
approximately on the accompanying map, would make the distance between Curlewis and Gilgandra something like 
115 miles as against 160 from Wcrris Creek to Wellington. At two central points, viz., Bomcra and Piambra, the 
two lines would only be 7 miles apart; and, with the exception of the settlement on the Talbragar River and on Mitchell s 
and Spicer’s Creeks, it may be said that both of the proposed lines would serve the same country on tbc south side, whilst 
on the north side the Gilgandra-Cnrlewis connection would, in addition, serve a large tract of good country known as 
Tooruwccnah, Afargon, &c., in the vicinity of tho Warrumbungle Mountains, and also the excellent pastoral country on 
“ Jiando." In the year 1893—not a good one—this holding produced 600 trucks of fat stock. Gunucdah, 33 miles from 
the Bando woolshcd, and 25 miles from the drafting or delivering yards, is the nearest railway station to “Bando.”

Setting aside for the time being the question of engineering difficulties, wliicfi it is understood arc as great on one 
lino us on the other, there is no doubt that some strong arguments can be brought forward in favour of the connection from 
Curlewis as against Werris Creek :—

' (1.) The distance from Wcrris Creek to Dubbo, via Curlewis and Gilgandra, would be about the same as riaWellington,
i.e., 190 miles. i ■

(2.) Tbc length of new construction would be about 45 miles less, via Curlewis.
(3.) Tiie Gilgandra-Cnrlewis line would not enter into much competition with a line from Mudgee to Coonabarabran, 

but tbo Wcrris Creek-Wollington line would. , _ _
(4.) Coonabarabran (population 1,450) would be within 20 miles of rail communication as against 25 on the Wellington 

proposal,
(5.) Coal is procurable at Curlewis. _ i _
(G.) A connection with the Walget via Coonamble would give both these towns a serviceable connection with the north 

and west. Tiie distance from Walgctt to Newcastle, via Gilgandra, would be about 422 miles, as against 3G6, via 
Narrabri (north bank of river), On the other hand, the distance from Coonamble to Newcastle, via Gilgandra, 
would be 20 miles less than from Sydney, via Dubbo. Under a scale of maximum rates, Newcastle would be able 
to compete with Sydney-for the Coonamble and Walgctt trade. .

(7.) A greater area of agricultural land would be served, and to some extent the Gilgandra-Curlewis line would feed 
the north-west and Coonamble branches.

23S). No effort lias been made in that case to make up an estimate? No ; it would be impossible to give 
an estimate. • • i
240. But looking at it generally, would you say that, in proportion to its length, the Curlcwis-Orilgandra 
line would servo the traflic of as large an area as this Hue ? Yes ; I am inclined to think it would. If I 
remember rightly this Committee has expressed the opinion that au extension, should be made from Mudgee.
This line keeping further north would enable that line to he built with more advantage. _ _ ^
211. We suggested that the line might be taken in the direction of Duuedoo ? Yes. This line, assuming 
it were necessary to mako it, would give a better connection with Coonabarabran, and would not stand in 
the way of a connection from Mudgee. _ _
242. Brom the report of the officer, whose statement you have read, it seems that tho engineering 
difficulties are not great? I give that for what it is worth. He is not an engineer.
243. Ybur officer will be able to form some idea of the character of the country, and ho seems to be
favourably impressed with it? Yes, that is compared with the other line. _
211. Bid I understand you to read from the report that on as far as Bomera the land from Curlewis was 
fairly good ? Yes. Between Bomera and Tooraweenah the land is not so good. There is a lot of good 
land between Tooraweenah and Coonabarabran,

FBIPAY,
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The Committee further considered the espedieucj of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington to
Werris Creek;

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and further examined:—
J. Harper. 245. Mr. McFarlane.'\ I notice that the Commissioners do not recommend the construction of this line P

20April,1900. 24fr On the ground that it is a non-paying line, I presume? I should not like to say what their 
motiye is in not recommending it; but 1 should think that it is in the interests of public policy. I should 
not like to say that they do not recommend it because it' is a non-paying line, because they have recom
mended lines for the consideration of the Government which were non-paying lines.
247. Is it not a fact that its being a non-paying line is a great objection to it? Certainly, from a financial 
point of view; but there are lines which may be non-paying in the first instance, but which may offer a 
reasonable prospect of paying subsequently, and which will open up the country. I should not like to 
put this lino in the same category as other lines which will probably come before the Committee, which, 
on the surface, do not appear to be paying lines, hut which have a good prospect of becoming paying 
lines by-and-bye, and also of developing the country,
24h. Is it not a fact that this lino passes through good country ? I have said so. It passes through some 
good pastoral country, aud through some good agricultural country. The same thing may he said of a 
number of existing lines.
249. That alone would not be sufficient to justify the carrying out of the line ? I do not think so. I do 
not think that, as a matter of public policy, it would be a wise thing to make this railway.
250. The^ Commission era take into consideration when a railway passes through good country that there will
be a considerably increased traffic ? Tes ; that is always considered. '
251. I should like to get some information as to how the Commissioners.arrived at the estimated increase 
in the traffic ? I do not know that they have shown any estimated increase.
252. As a rule they do ? I do not think so.
253. They generally anticipate an increase in the traffic ? Yes. ■
254. I should like to know how they arrive at that? Of course, it has to be more or less arbitrary. It 
depends on the nature of the holdings, the character of the land and the rainfall, and a lot of considera
tions which any. business man would weigh, and an addition is made to the estimate of the absolute traffic 
byjhe Commissioners to represent any increase which is within a measurable time of being realised.
255. I should like to know what steps arc taken to ascertain the character of the country along the route 
of the railway to justify the statement that it is good agricultural country or good pastoral country, 
whether there is any actual exploration made, not only of the line but also of the country for some 
distance away from it ? Not by individual officers. The Commissioners prefer to rely upon experts 
connected with the Lands Office,
256. Who would they be? The district surveyors.
251. In getting reports from district surveyors with regard to the character of the country, is it always 
taken for a fact that the district surveyor inspected the country in view of a proposed railway ? What
ever information he has to give is taken for what it is worth and weighed m connection with our 
experience of what comes from the district. We have an absolute means of testing precisely wdiat that 
area of country is producing.
258. On the route of this proposed railway, although ihe land is good, there are not many agricultural 
holdings, because there is no means of getting produce to market. I do not, therefore, seo how the Com
missioners could form an estimate of the traffic from the existing state of things ? I would suggest then 
that you should discard their estimate, and build railways in view of the traffic which may be developed 
by it. The Commissioners cannot possibly say that in any district there are so many thousand acres of 
land which is going to be devoted to agriculture. That is a matter for this Committee. ■
259. The conclusion is that if the country is good, a railway will have the effect of inducing cultivation ? 
Do you not think it would be a fair thing for the Committee to determine that, instead of for us to do it.
260. I want to ascertain whether sufficient steps have been taken to find out whether the land along this 
line is good agricultural country ? That is not our mission ; it is yours. Our duty is to give an estimate 
of the probable traffic. In my capacity of manager of the railways, I cannot tell you the character of 
the country.
261. The best reply to the question would he that you do not know ? I am not going to say that I do
not know. I have already stated what my impression of the country is,
262. I have seen it stated that so much of the country is fit for agriculture ;—I should like to know 
whether the country has been sufficiently explored to justify the statement ? I think I can. answer the 
question by saying that the Commissioners think the greater part of the land on the route of this lino is 
more suitable for pastoral occupation than for agriculture.
263. Do you not think it wise before constructing a line, to procure reliable data as to the capabilities of 
the district ? If you can tell me how you are going to get reliable data l should be glad to accept it. I 
have been looking for reliable data for the last twenty years.
264. Surely there would be some officer of the Department capable of giving a report as to the character 
of the land, and whether it is suitable for agriculture or for dairying purposes ? That sort of inquiry is 
no part of the Commissioners’ duty; that is the function of this Committee. I give the only information " 
that I am prepared to swear to. Matters of conjecture I am not able to swear to.
265. I am making inquiries to find out what officers give the data ? I should be ouly too glad to assist
you. Tho best of my experience of the Colony I give to the Committee ; but I cannot go into details as
to the quality of every acre of land, 266.
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2G6. We want to find out where we could get the data? I should think the local land office would he J■ Harper, 
the best place. A
2(57. You would get it from the district surveyor? Yes. 20April,lM0.
2G8. Dogs he get instructions from the Uailway Commissioners to report on the country through which a 
railway is to bo made ? No. Whatever information ho obtains wo get by our own initiative. We send 
an olliccr. who obtains the information from the district surveyor.
£6u. It would appear that there is not very much pains taken about it ? I deny that—very creat pains, 
indeed, are taken. J J & i >
270. 1 ou stated' just now that tho Eailway Commissioners do not make inquiries as to the character of 
the country from the district surveyor? f did nob. I said distinctly that the Railway Commissioners 
did have inquiries made from the district surveyors. We gather the information from them.
271. Wo have got it in the shape of a report ? Yes.
272. In the event of this line being constructed, is the country of such a character that it would carry a 
largo population, say for 10 miles on either side of the line? If you would say where the population is 
coming 1 roin, and state the terms on which the owners will let them have the land, I could toll you.
273. J am asking your opinion as to whether the country to be traversed by this line would he likely to 
carry a large population ? As far as this line is concerned, you will notice that there is a great deal of 
alienated land. I cannot tell what arc the intention of the owners of that land.
271. I am asking whether the country is of such a character that it would carry a la rue population ?
Thai I prefer not to answer. b i i
275. Mr. Lcvinn."] Have you been over that country ? Yes.
27G. Is there much good agricultural laud near the Wcrris Creek end? Not in the immediate 
neighbourhood.
277. .It is pastoral land there ? Yes; in the neighbourhood of Wcrris Creek. Most of the agricultural 
land is south of the projected line.
27S. Mj\ Shepherd^ Are you acquainted with the country on the proposed line from Gilgandra ?' No.
279. You could not say whether it would be practicable to make a cut across there? The officer who was 
deputed lo go and look into the matter says it is practicable, hut he is not an engineer, and I should 
not like to endorse his opinion.
280. Are you aware what the principal stock is on the proposed line ? Sheep chiefly.
281. Ihey really want a more easy way of gettiog their wool and produce to market ? Yes.
282. The roads in that district arc rather bad, are they not ? The way we went, trying to follow tho 
route of the Hue, was very bad indeed. It was simply hush tracks. There arc roads thfough the district 
which do not follow the proposed line.
233. From the character of the line I should imagine that the country is very rough there ? Yes. The 
deviations in the line are intended to avoid elevations along the route. It is broken country when you 
have got a few miles from Werris Creek.
284. From the estimated cost tho country must be rather difficult for railway construction ? Yes. For 
a pioneer railway it is rather a heavy cost per mile.
285. Is there sufficient timber there to provide sleepers for the railway ? I think that, adjacent to the 
line, they might get what sleepers are necessary. About the Talbragar there is plenty of iron-bark,
2SG. Did you notice what timber is growing there ? The only timber of any value will he the iron-bark 
on the ridges. Practically the same timber will be available for that line as would be available for the 
Mudgee lo Coonamble or the Dubbo to Coonamble line.
287. Is the route of the line well watered ? I would prefer not to answer that question. A lot of tho 
country there is supposed to he badly watered.
2SS. J)r. Garran.] You say that, for many years, you have been trying to get a good test as to the 
probable increase of settlement ? Yes.
2S9. You have had to make a great many guesses during the course of the lasf twenty years, would you 
tell us whether, as a rule, your estimate lias been above or below the mark ? I Ihink that, as a rule, I 
have been above the mark.
290. You have been too sanguine ? I think I have generally. I have also been below tho mark. For
instance, I was below the mark in regard (o the Cobar line. I do not think I was above the mark inregard
to f ho Moreo line.
291. Were you below it ? I ivas a liiilc below it.
292. The Department did not expect 1 hat that lino would ho such a success? No.
293. At Cqbar you were above the mark before the mining was resumed ? Yes.
291. Bui since it ivas resumed you have been below the mark ? When 1 made my estimate of that line
the mining was a dead letter. Since then it has been revived. '
295, Your original estimate has been exceeded ? Yes.
29G. Inregard to the Berrigan and Finley country, has your estimate been above or below the mark?
It has been exceeded.
297. A s far as experience goes that line has been justified ? Yes.
298. Mb ere a railway goes through private land much will depend on the willingness of the land owners 
to subdivide and sell or lease their land ? Yes.
299. And you have no means of knowing beforehand whether they will do that? No.
300. And you do not know, even when they have subdivided the land what they will do with it ? No; I 
could mention a case in which a railway was projected where the owners of the land determined t'o place 
it all under lucerne to fatten stock for the market; hut wc had thought that population would be allowed 
to settle ou that land.
301. 1 suppose the squatters study how to turn their land to the best account ? Yes.
302. Sometimes you get into their confidence? Yes.
303. Do you know whether it is hotter to grow wool or wheat? I think most of them say if is better to 
grow both.
304'. One plays into the hands of the other ? Yes.
305. Is it better for the squatter to grow his own wheat or to let the land to small farmers, and take his 
share of the produce? It depends on the class of farmers he can get. Almost any squatter who can get 
a good class of farmers will bo content fo lot them have the land. The difficulty is to get a good class of

. farmers.
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J, Harper, formers. There have been a lot of very indifferent farmers, who linvc not done justice to their contracts.
,----, 300. I suppose that fanning, like e\erything else, is an industry that requires some knowledge ot the

20 April, 1900. character of the work ? Yes. j r o
307. It is not cverv man who has laud hunger who would make a good farmer . JNo.
308. It is impossible for you to tell whether, if we make a railway through all that laud marked blue on
the map. nny considerable portion of it would be devoted to agriculture , ^ j ji -n i i?* - n,
300. Has there, in recent time?, been a considerable sale of agricultural land belonging to the Peel line 
Company near Tamwortb ? 1 have heard that land there was goiug to be sold, but t dp not know what
the result has been. ^
310. It has not affected your traflic ? No. ju . i j o mi t ̂
311. Would the land on the route of this proposed railway be as good as that land i ihat is rather a
largo question. The line would he 1G0 miles long. t c
312 I am referring to the first part ? In the first part the black sod is as goof as the best part of the
Peel Kivcr Company's land, where the soil is black. ,,
313. IE it would paV to cultivate on the Peel Iliver, it might pay to go to Werris Creek and do the saiiio 
thing there ? Yes. The line to Manilla passes through a largo portion of the 1 cel Hirer estate, and there
is a'so a river. . . , ,, , r ,1.- -i a
314. Does the Peel Hirer experiment cast any light on what might he done on the route <Wlhls D ■
1 think it would be better for the Committee lo form their own opinion after thej have been in the tlislnct.
315. But the Committee riding over and looking at the land would not be able to see whether it would he 
better to grow wheat or woolf No; but the Committee would have local witnesses before them alio
could give better information than I can. . . n , q T
310. But ns tho land has not been under wheat, even local witnesses can ouly say what tliey expect. i 
do not think the Committee would expect me to express an expert opinion on the subject.
317. Witnesses vary much in their qualitysome witnesses that we^get in tho country arc so perfectly 
certain that a line will pay from the jump that if we acted on their opinion we should have railways all 
over the country ? That is so. But I take it that tho common sense which characterises the proceedings 
of this Committee is enough to guard them against suags of that kind. ,
3IS. Looking over our records, wc see extraordinary assertions from people, all ot which have been
falsified? No doubt. , . , . , . , l n 5
313. This projected line passes through a district which is at present occupied pastorally ? No, not
entirely. For a distance of 18 or 20 miles from Wellington there is good agricultural lamb
320. The traflic which the line would get comes to the railway somewhere already? les; cither at
Quirindi or Wellington. , ^ _ , ,, , a i
321. Would you get any more traffic if the railway were made? Only so much as could ho expected to
arise from having a railway close to an area devoted to agriculture.
322. You do not think that the railway would stimulate the growth of wool ? No.
323. The squatters produce all the wool that they can, and if they had a railway they could not produce

324. it is only from the produce of tillage that you could get increased results ? Yes, barring the

325. ° The chance of getting increased traffic depends upon the chance of increased cultivation ? Quite so. 
32(i. And if there were a railway contiuued northward, from Mudgee to the west, that would take a I the 
agricultural produce just as well as a cross-country line? No; it would not take it all. It would not
affect the cultivation at Spicer’s Creek. _
327. You mean that it would not increase that? I should expect that it would increase it.
328. But there is no prospect of such an increase of traffic as would pay the interest on ±.<>00,000 . No.
329. And you do not think that the pastoral reasons for making a cross-country line are, at present, very 
urgent? No.
330. The starving stock trade only comes in starving years, and then it does not pay. Nxacuy.
331. Does it pay the stock-owner? It is very good relief to the people who are able bo lake advantage 

it332. Are not the charges which you make aud tho charges which they have to pay for the grass when 
fhey get to the grazing land so high that it barely pays them to save the lives of the sheep ? that is so. 
I am quite sure that a drought which affecls the Western District would probftb y also so much affee the 
district in the neighbourhood of Moree^and out to the Queensland Border that the whole or tho available 
grazing country would be absorbed by stock from that district.
333. Suppose that we made this cross-country line, and you fixed your fares as low as possible, could the
lands in the east, which arc better watered by rain, take all the stock from the Darling country . 1 ?•
334 To make a cross-countrv railway in the hope that it will meet the difficulties of a drought year, is lo 
rest upon a broken reed ? It would be indicating that the people who own the N cw Lngland country do 
not know their own business, that is to say, that they would hold the country on the oft chance ot them 
being able to let it in time of drought to people who want to bring their stock on to it instead ot doing 
the best they can with It themselves. _
335. I suppose that the Ncwr Hngland people stock their land pretty well. i.cs,
33(1. Then if holders of land had their land fully stocked, how could they take stock from other places ?
They could not do it, if they were managing their land properly. . . . ,
337. You do not think that the good land would bo used in a dry year to grow food tor the western 
sheepf No; I have noticed that when wo have been carrying stock during the last two years, people 
will acquire land to which to remove their stock. Tho big financial institutions do that, hut as tor as a 
general movement of stock is concerned in such eases it is impracticable ; they cannot get the land tor

333^ That is not the case in the Mumunbklgce district? Practically the whole of that land was acquired 
by Mr. McCaugbcy. He leased it, but I think he will be shrewd enough to acquire it absolutely m the

339. It might pay him to go to a great expense lo save superior stock, but it w'ould not pay in the case of
ordinary stock ? I do not think it would. t ,, . ,
340. Has it come under your notice as traffic manager that these sheep which have come from the west lo
get food have gone back again ? Yes ; wTe are carrying sheep back now. 3 .
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fill. Aftei- how long ? Some have been there about twelve months. ,T- HaiPljr-
312. lias ISew England taken much of the starving stock ? ZNTot very much. The pastoralists on the
plains have been timid about Bonding their sheep there on account of fluke. It is sour country. ■' Pn > 0 .
313. In a droughty season there is not so much risk of fluke, is there ? 1’luko is always there.
341. I)o they get foot-rot there ? No.
345. The people on tho western slopes feel a drought os well as the people in the far west? Tes.
346. Then they will have the first pull of tho grass-land in New England? If they have grass they 
reserve it for stock for the market; they will not turn a lot of store sheep on it.
347. It occurs to mo that it would he for better to send the stock to'market than, to send it back to tbo 
Darling ? When they rent the land they put so many sheep on it that the animals do not fatten, it 
merely keeps them alive.
348. Do you charge low rates for those who send them back? We allow 50 per cent, on all stock 
forwarded under a certificate from tbc local stock inspector, stating that it is necessary for the proserva- . 
tion of the lives of the stock that fhoy should be removed. We also require a certificate from the stock 
inspector of the district to which they are sent. If he furnishes a certificate to f he effect that the stock
are fit to travel again, and we get a certificate from the inspector of the district to which they are going 
back that there is grass and water available, we carry the stock back at a reduction of 75 por cent.
349. Then in your opinion this route from Wellington to Werris Creek would not be of any great value 
a^s a starving-stock route? No ; in my opinion the whole thing is premature. Ido not seo that tho 
circumstances of the Colony warrant the construction of this line.
350. If it is not valuable as a starving-stock route, and it is doubtful whether it will induce much -fresh 
agriculture, and as you get the traffic already, where is the advantage of making the line ? As .1 have ' 
said, I do not think the circumstances of the Colony warrant the construction of this line. I cannot seo 
what advantage is to be gained by it. 1 may mention that the Wellington people expect lo be able to 
supply Moree. and other districts with forage ; but they will probably have plenty of competition from 
the Invcrcll district.
351. All tho district between Earraminc and Orange is good fodder-growing country? Tes ; and so is 
tbc district between Moreo and Inveroll.
352. Would that be as great a length of country ? There is about 100 miles of good country.
353. A ou think that the real market for Inverell produce will he in the west, not in tho east?* Tes ; and 
ns far as that is concerned, from Murrurundi and at least as far as Gunucdah there is a lot of agricul
tural land that will grow all they want in the shape of produce.
334. Then the Inveroll people will be better off when the line is completed than they would be if they 
bad a lino made to Glen limes? Tes ; 1 think they are beginning to discover that themselves. '
355. Of course, their market to tho east is the market of the world, where they have plenty of competi- 
lion ? Yes ; they have an advantage, as far as the west is concerned.
35G. If the west is to trust to the east for forage that would be supplied in the shape of preserved food, 
hay, ami so on, and not sending the sheep to the food, but sending tho food to the sheep ? Tea.
357. That is the service which the line will render to the western country? Tes; I am sure that the 
solution of the difficulty will be by carrying food to the stock. ^
353. Chairman.'] This line is advocated by some as having national advaulagcs in connection with the 
trunk line;—what are your views on that ? I do not know where tho national advantages will come in.
359. Did you make a note of the population between Wellington and Werris Creek? Tea: it is 6,000 
for the whole district.
360. Did you notice what kind of a water supply there is at the Werris Creek end? There is only creek 
water, and it is highly mineralised in some of the creeks. We cannot use the water for our locomotives.
361. Itis not a permanently-watered country ? No.
362. Have you formed any opinion as to the two rival connections—Dubbo to Werris Creek and
Wellington to Werris Creek ? No ; the ouly matter I looked into was that which I reported upon. I 
should think the route would be from Wellington, not from Dubbo. •
303. AV by do you favour AV ellington in preference to Dubbo ? 1 do not favour either ; but! should sny
that the connection would be better made Jrom Gilgandra, because you have got through the worst country 
when you get to Gilgandra. Starting from Gilgandra you get into a better class of country.
364. Can you tell us wrhat proportion of the produce from the trafficable area at present goes to Mudgeo?
No : 1 could not tell you that. A good deal goes lo Quirindi. The dividing point would be at Morven.
3(i3. I suppose that the bulk would go to Aludgee, that being the nearest route to Sydney ? Tes. Some 
of the Coonabarabran traffic goes to Gunnedah, and some to Quirindi. This line would take the Coona- , 
barabran traffic at Morven, about 70 miles from AV orris Creek; then Bomera, 45 miles from AVerris Creek 
would take a portion of tho traffic, and Walhallow would tako another portion. That is the traffic which 
would go north. That which would go west would be taken from Mitchell’s Creek, Spicer’s Creek, and 
Cobborah.
366. Erom Spicers Creek to AVerris Creek it is all Crown land, held under long leases? No ; some of 
the land is worthless, and is untenanted.
367. 1 suppose you could not advance one valid reason in favour of the construction of this line? I 
could not.
363. Mr. Dick.'] AVhat are the advantages, from a railway point of view, of a cross-country connection?
ilhc only advantage that 1 know of is that if you had a quantity of rolling-stock locked up in a wrong 
district, which wo always take care to avoid as far as wc can, it might expedite its removal. AVc find, as 
a matter of experience, that that cross-country line between Blayney and Harden is little availed ot by
people travelling to Melbourne; mne-tenths of the passengers prefer to como to Sydney, undertaking 
the longer journey. “
369. That disposes of another claim urged ou behalf of the line, that it might shorten the distance to 
Alelbourne by 100 miles ? My experience is that travellers who go to Melbourne want a da) ’s spell by 
the time they get to Sydney. ‘ *

43—C WEDNESDAY,
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Tho Hon. Patrick Lindesax Crawpord Suepekhd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Hoberi Henex Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a tine of Eailway from Wellington to
Wcrris Creek.

, Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—

H. Deane. '‘YIQ. Chairman.'] Have you some documents to hand in in connection with the proposed railway from 
— n ^ Wellington to AVerris Creek ? Yes. Eollowing my evidence given on a previous occasion, I now hand 

25April,1900. in a tabulated statement giving particulars of the cross-country, connection between the Northern and 
Western railways:—

Weluxoton to Werris Creek.
Length of Cross-cownlry Connection.

Miles.
Brisbane to Wallaugarra ............................. 233
Wallangarra to Werris Creek ..................... 23G
Werris Creek to Wellington...................... 16G*
Wellington to Blayney ...............................  70
Blayney to Harden......................................... 113
Harden to Albury ..............................   158
Albury to Melbourne..................................... 190

1,172

Werris Creek to Dubbo.............................. 157
Dubbo to Wellington.................................. 30

. 187Wcrris Creek to Wellington...................... 159

Extra distance.................................. 28

SIi3ea
Brisbane to Wallangarra ......................... 233
Wallangarra to Sydney.............................. 490
Sydney to Albury ...................................... 38G
Albury to Melbourne.................................. J90

1,290
Sydney to Wellington ............................. 24S
Sydney to Mudgee............ ...................... 190
Sydney to Werris Creek ......   254

692

Sydney to Wellington ............................. 24S
Wellington to point opposite Cobborah ... 42

290

Brisbane to Wallangarra ............................. 233
Wallangarra to Werris Creek ..................... 23G
Werris Creek to Wellington......................... 1GG*
Wellington to Parkcs..............................   G7
Parkcs to Forbes......................................... 20
Forbes to G renfoll ...................................... 38
Grenfell to Koorawatha.................................. 32
Koorawatha to Harden.................................. 49
Harden to Albury ...................................... 158
Albury to Melbourne.................................. 190

1,189

Brisbane to Wallangarra ..........    233
Wallangarra to Werris Creek .................. 236
Werris Creek to Dubbo.............................. 1G2*
Dubbo to Parkes.............................................. 79
Parkes to Forbes............................................. 20
Forbes to Grenfell .......................................... 33
Grenfell to Koorawatha.............................. 32
Koorawatha to Harden.............................. 49
Harden to Albury ...................................... 158
Albury to Melbourne .............   190

1,197

• Station

Sydney to Mudgee ...................................... 199
Mudgee to point opposite Cobborah ...... 4G

23G

Byrock to Brewarrina.................................. 58
Brcwarrina to Collarendabri ..................... 109
Collarendabri to Wee Won and Narrabri.. 101
Narrabri to Mores .....................................  63
Moree to Inverell ...................................... 96

427

Byrock to Wellington.................................. 208
Wellington to Werris Creek...................... 166
Werris Creek to Narrabri..... ........   96
Narrabri to Moree ...................................... 63
Moreo to Inverell.......................................... 96

629

By rock to Wellington.................................. 208
Wellington to Werris Creek...................... 159
Werris Creek to Uralla.............................. 89

SATURDAY, 28 APRIL, 1000.
[Tit/: Committee met at the Court-house, Wellington, at 10’30

■Present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICE, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindksay Crawpobd Shepherd, j John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from AYellington
to AVerris Creek.

Boger Taylor Burton Gaden, grazier and farmer, and President of the Railway League, AVellington,
sworn, and examined :— 1

R. T. B. 371. Mr. Sheg:herd.] The Committee would be glad to hear any remarks which you wish to make in regard 
Gaden. to the proposal into which they are now inquiring—the construction of a railway from Wellington to

v'—"v Werris Creek ? I believe that the proposed railway should be, and will be, constructed, because it forms
28April,1900. inissiUg link which is required to connect the Northern with the Western and Southern railway systems.

I believe, too, that the line would be a paying ono, because I know the greatest part of the country which
it
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it would traverse, though I have not travelled through some of it for a number of years. The land along R' T- B- 
the line is such as people could easily settle upon, inasmuch as a great deal of it is agricultural land, and, Gadon- 
X understand, nearly two-thirds of it is still unalienaled. I would add that there is good timber for a good 0oT^i^h 
part of tbc way which the line will take—timber which could bo used for sleepers and for building 28APnl'lm 
purposes.
372. What kind of timber P In some places there are belts of iron-bark. Upon the agricultural land tbo 
timber is chiefly white box.
373. Is much of the land you speak of at present under cultivation ? Nearly nil the land along the 
proposed route, for a distance of 16 miles from Wellington, is under cultivation.
374. What stock docs the land carry? Principally sheep.
375. Is any dairying now carried on between Wellington and AVerris Creek ? No; because that country .
is now too far removed from centres of population to make dairying there profitable. .
37G. Would the construction of the proposed railway give an impetus to agriculture or to dairying? I
am certain that it would. Many of those who are now settled on the land would put three or four times 
ns much ground under crop as they cultivate now, and the railway would cause them to utilise land which 
they cannot utilise now,
377. AVhat are tho principal crops grown here? You can grow in this district nearly anything that you 
care to plant. That statement is well borne out by the exhibits which my son has shown at Bathurst,
Dubbo, Bourke, Orange, aud Wellington. In each of those places his exhibits of produce have beaten 
the Grovcmment exhibits. You can grow wheat, potatoes, sorghum, millet, and barley in the district,
378. Arc they growing those crops here now ? Yes.
379. Has the fruit industry received any attention here ? Only to a limited extent. Fruit does very 
well here.
380. Are there any vineyards of any extent ? Not of any great extent; but vines do very well here, and 
I do not think you can beat this part of the Colony in wine-producing.
381. Do you find that wine arrives at maturity here more quickly than it does in warmer districts ? I am
hardly ablo to express an opinion on the subject: but I know that thev make very good wine here. As a 
rule, it is a very strong wiue, and resembles tho Albury and Hunter Fiver wines. '
382. How far have you been along the proposed line 'from Wellington to AVerris Creek ? I have been 
as far aa Mundooran from AVellington, and, years ftgo, I went through the greater part of tho whole 
district that tbc line would traverse.
383. What is the character of the_ country between AVellington and AVerris Creek ? It varies a great 
deal, AVhcn you get on to tbc Liverpool Plains, and on to the Castlereagh, you get into black soil 
country; between Wellington and Mundooran it is mostly red soil and chocolate soil.
384. 1 suppose agriculture is not carried on at any great distance from the existing lines ? Wherever 
land can be got it is put under cultivation, out as far as Cobborah ; but the farmers out there are at a 
groat disadvantage because of tho cost of haulage.
385 Is any mining done in the neighbourhood of the proposed line ? Yes; the Mitchell’s Creek Mine is 
not far from the proposed line.
380. Is that a gold mine ? Yes, Copper is also found in the district.
387. How far is Mitchell’s Creek from here? About 9 miles.
388. Then it is near enough to be benefited by the existing railway ? Yes ; but tho carriage from that 
mine would add very much to the returns of the proposed railway, and there are other mines being opened
up which the construction of the proposed railway would greatly benefit. There is a place where coal '
could be got very close to the proposed railway. ”
389. How far from bore ? About 36 miles, on the Talbragar Creek. I know that the Eailway Commis-.
sioners have looked al. the proposal before the Committee only from the commercial point of view ; but I 
look at it also from the national point of view. '
390. AVhat is your opinion as to tho likelihood of the line paying;—wo have had rather an unfavourable 
estimate of its possibilities ? I was astonished when 1 read the Eailway Commissioners’ report. I believe 
that this would be a paying line, because I feel sure that a large population would settle ou each side of 
it if it were constructed.
391. Do you think that the Commissioners’ estimate of revenue is too low ? Yes. There is a lot of land 
now locked up which will be settled upon when the leases fall in, and a railway would assist that settle
ment. Of course, there are spots which are somewhat barren ; but their barrenness is made up for by the 
goodness of tiie timber growing there.
392. Do the people living along the route say that they would go into farming more largely if there were
a railway ? Yes; and there is no doubt that they would. At tho present time it costs them about 4d, a 
bushel to get their wheat earned from Spicer’s Creek to AVellington, whereas, if there were a railway, it 
would he carried for less than Id. a bushel. J
393. Is the clearing of the land you speak of very expensive ? Not as a rule.

does it cost per acre to clear it? In some parts it would not cost more than 10s. an acre, 
while in other parts it would cost 30s. an acre.
395. Is the soil easily worked? Yes. There is a great deal of good agricultural land in the district— 
really first-class land—though people seeing it under timber might not think that it was good. Tho 
average yield of wheat here would compare favourably with the yield in any other part of the Colony.
396. ilfvL Watson.] AVhat bearing do you think the construction of the proposed line would have upon
national interests? The proposed line would connect the Northern railway system of the Colony with 
the AVestern and Southern systems. J
397. Do you think that such a connection is required at the present timo ? Yes.
398. How would it be used? It would be a great saving of time to people travelling cither to the north
or the south of the Colony. It would enable people to make direct journeys without the necessity of 
going to Sydney. J
399. Is it not probable that, even if the railway were constructed, it would be necessary for some years to 
run only slow or mixed trains upon it, so that it might still be quicker for a traveller t'o make his journey 
via Sydney than directly across country ? I think the Commissioners would run the trains in such a way 
fi8 to produce tno most revenue. If they ran quick trains across the proposed line tho public would, of 
course, travel by them, and I think that even slow trains would make the direct journey more quickly

than
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2S April, 1900.

than it can be made now. Mr. Engineer Jones stated to the Under Secretary for Works, in bis report on 
the proposal in 1S91, that:—

The value of a cross line to Werris Creek ismore especially due to the facilities it affords for intercommunication 
between the different sections of our railway system, and thus creating increased traffic.

It is a midway connection, thereby insuring a great saving in distance over the existing routes. Taking Wellington 
and Wcrris Creek as common points, 1 find there is a gain of 352 miles compared with the present railway journey, 
via Sydney.

_ Should the line from Cobar to Broken Hill he made, the Wellington-W'erris Creek cross-line would bring Adelaide 
within 1,439miles of Brisbane, as against !,S0S by the present route, via Melbourne and Sydney, thus giving a saving of 
309 miles.

With respect to Melbourne and Brisbane, assuming the present Harden to Blayney branch be used, the Wcrris 
Creek connection would shorten the journey by 143 miles.

1 think there can be little doubt a cross line would be largely used for the carriage of mails.
It will also be a good stock carrying railway, and, in time of drought 'would afford facilities for the transfer of 

starving stock from the west to New England and other districts.
The military and strategic value of such a connecting Sine as the one under consideration cannot be overlooked. It 

would greatly aid, should occasion require it, in the speedy massing of troops or their transport to any part of New South 
IVales or the other colonies.

In the event of the Hawkesbury Bridge being damaged by an enemy or otherwise rendered uncrossablc, the Werris 
Creek line would be found most useful as preserving intact tho continuity of our railway system.
I quite agree with that statement.
400. It has not been found that the Blayney-Harden connection is much used by through passengers ? 
I contend that that connection is not on all fours with the proposal before the Committee. What we 
originally wanted was a line from Werris Creek to the western line, and then on towards Harden. The 
Blayney-Harden line, however, has now been constructed, and although it passes through a great deal of 
inferior country, it furnishes a connection between the western and the southern lines. If another 
connection were made between Werris Creek and Wellington that would answer the purpose in hand. 
The Blayney-Harden line has really no feeders; but the proposed line would make up for the mistake 
which was made when that line was constructed, and it would pay the Uailway Commissioners to run 
quick trains on it.
401. Are you able to form an opinion as to whether any considerable number of people from this district, 
or from places further to the west, would wish to travel to places on the northern line more quickly than 
by goiug round through Sydney ? If the proposed railway were constructed anyone who wished to visit 
■the northern part of the Colony would use it in prelerence to going round through Sydney, because of 
the saving in time and expense. The proposed line would also provide means of moving stock in times of 
drought. Only a very short time ago some thousands of tons of chaff were sent from Wellington to 
Moree. That chaff had to be sent round byway of Sydney; but, if tho proposed railway had been 
constructed, it would have gone direct. I am certain that if the line had been constructed during the 
recent drought a lot of stock from Forbes and the districts out in that direction w’ould have been 
saved.
402. Was not stock sent to Dubbo, and places round about from the western district, only a year or two
ago ? Yes. ■
403. This district would not get many stock from the country between Wellington and Wcrris Creek? 
If the country were properly settled 1 think it would.
404. But people living between "Wellington and Werris Creek would not be likely to send stock to
Wellington for agistment ? If the district wrere as bad as it has been during the last two years they 
would do so. 1 have known them to have a very bad^season out north when we have had a good season 
in AYellington. '

■405. What would cause stock from Parkes and out that way to pass AAudlington to get to the northern 
line? The AYeilington district is not sufficiently large to meet the requirements of all the stock that 
requires food. I have known thousands of sheep to pass through AVellington going northwards, and 
great numbers of them to die on the roads, whereas if the proposed railway were constructed they would 
be trucked direct to the New England country, or to the country about Tamwortb and Werris Crock, 
where there was good feed dining the last drought. The stock I speak of could not make that way, 
because of the waut of grass and water on the road.
400. Do you think a trade in fodder between AVellington and Moree is likely to develop ;—we understand 
that the Hunter Eiver District supplies a great deal of fodder to the northern districts ? The Hunter 
Jiiver District does not supply it all.
407. It has been suggested that a less expensive connection, and one which would go through better 
country, would he a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra, functioning at Gilgandra with the Dubbo- 
Coonamble line ;—can you offer an opinion as to the relative merits of the two routes ? I think that the 
proposal into which the Committee is inquiring is a better one than the suggested Curlewis-Gilgandra 
line. A line from Wellington to Werris Creek would pass through better country than a line from 
Curlewis to Gilgandra.
405. Mr’. McFar/atie.'J AVhat crops do you grow? AVhcat, com, barley, rye, oats, potatoes, sorghum, 
pumpkins, and marrows.
40!). AVhat area have you under cultivation ? My place is about 3 miles from Wellington, and I have 
only lately gone into farming. I have only 300 or 400 acres under cultivation.
410. AVhat is the average yield of wheat per acre in a moderate season? I think that the average yield 
in the district through which the proposed line would pass might safely be put at 10 bushels to the acre. 
During the last two or three years the yield has been as much as 30 bushels and more to the acre.
411. Do you grow maize to any large extent? Maize does not do so well here as other crops. As a rule 
we do not get rain at the right time for it; but when wo got good crops they are very heavy. I have 
known a crop of maize to yield as much as 90 or 100 bushels to the acre. During the last thirty years 1 
have never known failure in tho wheat crop.
412. How does your land compare with other agricultural lands in the district? I think it is fair 
average laud.
413. How would your land compare with the land along the route of the proposed railway ? Some of 
that land is quite as good as mine, some of it a little better, and some of it worse.
414. Generally speaking, would it bo similar to your land ? Yes.
415. AV ould it grow the same crops as your laud grows ? I cannot see why it should not. That district
must have a similar rainfall to ours. 41G.
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4.16. How many acres in the district you speak of would be sufficient to enable a man to maintain himself ^ T. B.
and his family by agriculture ? That is a very hard question to answer ; but I believe a man would do aJcti' 
very well with 1,000 acres, if be went in for mixed farming, _ 28April iqqo,
417. Ho you think that if the proposed railway were constructed, most of the people who would settle in ’ '
the district would use the laud for agricultural purposes ? Tes ; but, in my opinion, settlers would act
more wisely by going in for mixed farming. By spelling tho land, and running stock ou it for a year or 
two, you conserve its fertility.
418. How many acres used solely for agriculture would be sufficient to make a farm? About 320 acres;
but 1 do not think the farms should be as small as that, although many of those who are making a living 
in this district have not one-fourth of that area, _ _
419. Do you consider the district that we are speaking of a first-class grazing district ? Some parts of it
are very good for grazing, and could not be surpassed. _
420. Is the laud 10 or 12 miles hack from the route of the proposed line similar to that on the route?
There is a great deal of land back from the route of the line which is superior to that nearer in.
421. Would that superior country he served by the proposed Ime ? Yes. _
422. Is the unalienated country which you have mentioned close to the proposed line, or at some distance
from it ? It is land that would he served by the proposed line. _
423. Would it be taken up if the proposed lino were constructed? Yes ; on the first land day after it 
was offered. There is a continual cry for land now.
424. Are the holdings along the route very large ? There are some pretty large holdings close to 
Wellington. I suppose Mr. Barton has the largest holding, and he has about 5,000 or 0,000 acres under 
cultivation. I believe that tho proposed line would go through his land.
425. If tbo proposed line were constructed, is it likely that these holdings would be cut up into small 
areas ? Wheu population comes to the district, that must be a matter for the consideration of the land
holders.
426. How far is Mr. Barton’s place from Wellington ? His head station is about 6 miles from Welliugton,
but his land extends 12 miles Jurther out along the proposed line. _
427. Is the district well watered ? You can get plenty of water in Mitchell's Creek by sinking wells.
428. Can you get water all through the district by sinking wells ? Yes.
429. If the proposed railway were made, would the district between Wellington and Werris Creek carry 
a fairly large population ? I am certain that it would.
430. With an increase of population, there would naturally be an increase of traffic ? Yes ; that would 
follow.
431. Vice-Chairman.] Do you think that within 20 miles on each side of tiie proposed line there is much 
laud as suitable for agriculture as the land from which you obtained 16 bushels of wheat to the acre ?
I think that there is.
432. Mr. Harper has told us that the best land for agricultural purposes within the influence, of the 
proposed railway has been alienated? Yes ; hut that land would be made more reproductive if it were 
served by a railway.
433. Do you know what the rainfall is between Wellington and Werris Creek? Between 24 and 25 
inches. The rainfall increases as you get towards the Liverpool Plains.

Stanley Septimus Lowe, farmer and grazier, Spicer's Creek, sworn, and examined:—
434. Fjcc-C/ichViikhi.] How far is Spicer’s Creek from Wellington P Twenty-two miles. . S. S. Lowe.
435. Will you describe the country on Spicer's Creek ? It is country very suitable for wheat-growing,
with a rich chocolate soil. 28April, 1900.
436. Is there much of it suitable for wheat-growing ? Yes, a great deal.
437. What is the area of your holding ? 4,300 acres.
438. How much of it do you cull irate ? 1 have not done much farming hitherto, because I am rather
far from the railway ; hut I have about 240 acres now under cultivation. .
439. How much of your land is suitable for agriculture ? About GOO acres. My laud is situated at the 
head of the creek.
440. Do the holdings further down the creek contain larger areas of arable land ? Yes.
441. How much of the laud in those holdings is fit for cultivation ? I should say quite 60 per cent.
442. In what direction does the good land extend ? It is equally good in all directions.
443. How far does it extend along the route of tho proposed line ? It is good all the way from
Wellington to Cobborah. My run was thrown open last year, and the greater part of it was taken up on 
the first day, while, after the second day, there was not an acre left. _
414. Is the Crown land there suitable for agriculture, or is it suitable only for pastoral occupation ? It 
is suitable for both agricultural aud pastoral pursuits.
445. Then why has it not been used ? It is held under a ten years’ lease. _
416. The Crown lands on the Medway Holding have been open for selection for some years ;—why has it 
not been taken up ? I am not acquainted with that land, hut 1 know that all the Sandy Creek country 
to the east of it has been taken up. 1 do uot say that all the land is good, hut, generally speaking, the 
land is good.
447. Your holding is now about 22 miles from a railway station ? Yes.
448. Do you find that a serious handicap to agricultural operations ? Yes.
449. What do you pay for carriage ? About 4d. a bushel on wheat.
450. Is the road a good one ? Fairly good, but it is very hilly.
451. What do you pay for hack-loading ? The carriers generally bring back-loading at about half rates,
452. Would the construction of the proposed railway stimulate agriculture in that district ? I think so.
453. At the present time landholders are prevented by the high rates of road-carriage from going 
in for agriculture ? That is true lo a great extent, but the land is so good for agriculture that, in spite 
of the disadvantage to which you refer, a good many proplo are farming it, aud they are increasing their 
cultivation areas.
454. Would the proposed line confer any other benefit upon the district that you speak of besides 
cheapening the carriage of produce? Yes; it would also provide facilities for sending away wool and

stock.
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x k*,0^] P?°P\0 Spicer s Creek would not dream of asking for a railway simply to serve themselves ;
28 April, 1900. r- 'i ie ]® nc 18 a- good ore, and would contribute a considerable amount of traffic to the proposed 

r 1 rauaay it it were constructed. 1
455. What is the average size of the holdings near Spicer's Creek P They vary very much ; but I know 

larma jch c1oml)mo over 500 acres of cultivation. There arc a good manv holding of all sizes, 
v ° ii r e* ProRos , were constructed, would the hind he used only for agriculture, or would it bo

k °l mis^ farJ?lug^ It would he used for mixed farming, Thuro are some rocky hills which could 
not be farmed at all, unless tney were used for grape-growing.
4o7. Mr. Shepherd.] The estimated cost of the proposed railway, exclusive of what must be paid for land 
resumption a-nd compensation, is very large ;-do you think that the people through whose land the line 
v u pass would be willing to give the Grovernment what was required for railway purposes ? I cannot 
speak on that point. * r 1
458 Is the country you hold average country P No ; there is better agricultural land lower down the 
creek, and nearer to the proposed railway.
459. _ How much of tho country within 20 miles on each side of the proposed line is fit for agriculture P
l think about 60 per cent. °
460. How far along the line would country of that nature extend ? Tor about 12 miles beyond where I 
Jive, so far as i know the district.
461. That would be about 64 miles from Wellington ? Yes.
462. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed there would be a disposition to largely 
increase the area of and under cultivation in the district ? I am sure of it. The area of cultivation is

omg largely increased at the present time, A large paddock on a holding next to mine gave 40 bushels 
nn 'I 7 r ° acre the year before last, and last year there was every probability of a similar yield when 
an ear y frost destroyed the gram m the ear, and the crop had to be cut for hay."
T tvl a Cr°P erown.®11 ?ver land ? ^ 0,1 the land that is usually used for wheat. Last year 
b^y8*r had ai1 a'vera"e of 24 bushels to the acre all through. "
considerab]eCOTeafl'?'f; ^ there mUCh k!ld Under eulfcivatioI“ in the vicinity of Spicer’s Creek ? Yes, a

' 2?' wu''1? ^j14 ]a,nd ^ larSelJ hicreased if the district were given railway communication ? I think so.
466. What is the character of the land m the reserves along the route of the proposed line ? The land
lVhVrTVS s1Tnliar1 ’i0 t!,e res!: of the land in the district. A mile of eountrv was reserved on each 
side ot the nrat surveyed line, “
467. What is the value of tho land on Spicer’s Creek ? Freehold land is worth, on the average, about
soJ fin acre. . y © j
25’ TO?rred !iriiTproTd ? Thal is ]and which has been fenced and ringbarked.

lhere ’rithout “ 1,ro" ^10 ^

Th., .pply a, to a, tba fail
^hJ^eTrT0d,ra,!?TTe c,^£lTUcled> v‘'ould it materially increase tbo value of the Crown lands 
of the district ? I should think so, because of tho facilities it would afford to settlers.
4/2. is the country well watered P Not naturally ■
the creekBG™iftt>ld ^ ^ ^ " aIway3 obtainab’e oinking wells ? Yes; I have sunk wells in

sis ^; in l88o',* 'uii'crei ”’7 ^• w*;
Ch!eajtoagSt!"8lttwtdi‘‘rieli’'er0,W^ what would tboy bo mod for?

476. That would mean closer settlement than would follow pastoral occupation ? Yes.
'Aji oone7°uIdu y°U t0 in tbe event of a drouSbt ■ I waa only a schoolboy at tbc time

^whS&^p^k Sr^r0'™'1^"”'0”0"4 B'er- bnt 1
. bc"de*wtai ? The cbiefia ^ b“*" “is» e™-". “i

^b,0r"8 70U7liarket ? Wellington is our chief market, but we also send to Mudgee and to Gulgong. 
Mr°T Til m T dlStT't Were tbrown 0P™ for settlement, would tbe market you h,ave now 

wit f 2™ t li ' abs"rb tbe T1^1? Productlon of the land, or would you have to find other markets ? Last
here Kohannesbe^116^ ^ t0 b° Sent away from herc' and the Lear bei:orc last w],eat sent from

481. Would it pay you to grow wheat for the Sydney market ? I should think so. It is the opinion of 
older farmers than myself that it would pay us. 1

r-11'? E?llwaj' Commissioners estimate that a loss of £18,000 per annum will be
£8 586 P fT Ihin k 6 t18 c°nsfru?te.d ■~m- Harper expects to receive a total revenue of only 
Tw.; uV, 1 Tink that *fl® 2ailway Commissioners have over-estimated the probable loss. In my opinion 

,y have, not made sufficient allowance for the increase of traffic that may bo expected. The proposed
L6 6 con.a®et;on. between thc Northern, Western, and Southern railway systems, and 

would no doubt take a great deal of intercolonial traffic. . J J >
m?dsThT frem'fiS®0 Tat IT'6 t0 T PassenSer traffic. because it would be too expensive to send 

1 ■? u-ae to,Melbourae ? At any rate, trade always grows after a railway is made,
and many railways which did not pay at first have come out well in the end. * ■
484. 1 believe that last year the Commissioners lost about £40,000 on tbe Blayney-Harden line P That
is an incomplete connection. J J 1JUC ■
485. Do you think that the proposed line would increase the chance of the Blayney-Harden line paying?

nrenil9 y0Ufthink itTmUld1be ^ whiIe of the ^downem along the route to guarantee any
?2 mniTfL f it, Ir°bab e, defKaency—(say) an amount equal to what they now pay in land tax ? I am 
j ■ ?S yram t jf nie’ and Poetically it would not benefit me very much more than the existing line 
does ; but it might pay mo to give one-half. b

Alexander
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Alexander Ross, farmer, Spicer’s Creek, sworn, and examined:—
487. Mr. McFarlanc.] Have you resided long where you are now living P I have resided about twenty- A- ^03S-
three years at Spicer’s Creek. _ o osT^Hnono
488. Have you a good general knowledge of the country through which the proposed railway would pass. " f > ■ ■
Tes ; for the first 50 or GO miles.
489. "What do you grow on your laud ? Wheat.
490. How many acres have you under cultivation? 1,100 acres.
491. What is the size of yonr holding? 1,326 acres.
492. Is the laud well suited for agriculture ? It is splendidly suited for agriculture. _ _
493. What is the average yield of wheat to the acre? Eighteen or 19 bushels ; that is the average yield 
since I have been there.
494. Is your land a fair sample of tho country for tho first 50 or GO miles along the proposed route r It 
is just about equal lo the average run of the country for the first 50 miles along the proposed route.
495. Is tho land along the route of the proposed line as suitable for agriculture as your land ? 1 es but
a small belt of iron-bark comes in about 24 miles from Wellington, on the left side of the road. That 
belt comprises about 2,000 acres. _ .
496. Is your property near the route of the proposed line ? My boundary is about 2 miles away from it.
497. What distance from Wellington is your holding ' Twenty miles.
498. ])o you bring your produce to Wellington ? It mostly goes to Geurie, about 18 miles from my place.
499. What does it cost you per bushel to take it there? 'I’wopence-halfpenny per bushel.
500. Uo those who arc engaged in pastoral pursuits devote themselves chiefly to the breeding of stock?
Tes ; all the Crown lands in the district is given up to stock. _
501. Is much dairying done in the district? Hot after you get 10 or 12 miles from Wellington,
502. Is the land suited for dairying ? Tea ; it is splendid land.
503. Is dairying profitable where it is carried on ? Tes. _ _ _ _
504. If tho proposed railway were made would more land be used for dairying ? ^ es ; dairying would
then be a live thing right through the district,
505. Would dairying pay better than sherp-farming ? On the average it would ; but last year was an 
exceedingly good year for wool-growing, because the price of wool was so high. .
50G. Is any largo area of Crown lands open for settlement in your district ? On Gillinghall Holding there 
are about 3,000 acres of Crown lands, which fall in next July ; on Bodangora Holding there are 12,000 
acres, and on Murrumbidgerie Holding there are 40,000 acres.
507. What kind of country is it? Splendid country; yon could not get better. t
508. Will that land betaken up when itis thrown open for settlemont ? , Tes ; it will not remain open a day.
509. If the proposed railway is made will people take up the land for agriculture or for stock-raising ?
Tor agriculture.
510. How many acres of that land would be required to maintain a family by farming? 400 acres.
511. Por stock-raising a larger area would be required? Tes ; 1,600 or 1,800 acres.
512. Is it land which would carry a largo population ? Tes.
513. The map shows that there is Crown land not held under lease still open for settlement? Some of 
the land on Cobrauraguy Holding is thickly timbered, and would cost a groat deal to clear.
514. Have you a knowledge of tho country for any distance from Wellington, extending 15 or 20 miles
on each side of the proposed line ? Tes. _
515. How would that land compare with the land nearer the surveyed route ? It is of equally good quality.
516. Por what distance out would the railway serve that district ? It would serve the laud to a distance 
of about IS miles.
517. What is the greatest distance which the farmers now send their produce by road ? The farmers 
living about Cobborah have to cart Iheir wheat 50 miles, which takes away all the profit.
518. °Whatis the value of improved land in your locality—land which has been fenced aud cleared?
About £1 au acre; that would be average land.
519. What would be the unimproved value of the unalienated land ? About 30s. an acre.
520. Would the construction of a railway increase tbc value of that land to any marked extent? Tes ; 
if the railway wore made, and that land thrown open to selection, it would not be many years before it 
would be all under cultivation. The following statement shows the acreage under wheat between Spicer’s 
Creek and Mitchell’s Creek :—•

Holder. Area of Holding 
(C.l\ land).

Area under 
cultivation. Holder- Area of Holding 

(C.T*. land).
Area under 
cultivation

acres. acres. acres. acres.
5,000 500 A. Williams .................. 400 250

T. Jordan ...................... JAS0 300 J. McLeod...................... 1,500 400
570 90 M. Finn.......................... 320 200

1,085 130 D* Laws........................ 300 100
'320 90 ~D. Gtollan .......... ........... 1,205 700
240 115 A. McLeod .................. 240 120

1,170 15 Lockrcy Bros.................. 740 350
J. Koss .......................... ijfiSO 400 'J’. Crick......................... 020 700

1,000 J, Courts ...................... 400 110
IpOO 1,100 John Courts................. 450 270

J 40 30 J. Hollow ...................... 000 2S0
.T \V Hns* .......... 4S'U 200 P. Bright ...................... SO ' 20

1,105 GOO G, Astill.................... 80 30
'130 50 R. Bright .................... SO 15
240 100 5,000

A. Williams .................. 240 160 H. Bird .......................... 120 SO
320 90 Thos. Slack .................... 640 300

T. Newby ........................ 120 40

Of the land to be thrown open for selection, there is already surveyed, on Gillinghall, 3,000 acres, in four blocks ; 
on Bodangora, 12,000 acres, in nineteen blocks ; ami cm Mnrnimbidgce, 130,000; but only abonM0,0Q0 acres would benefit 
by the construction of tbe proposed line. All that laud is suitable for cultivation, aud the district contains plenty of 
tiinljor for railway purposes. The area under cultivation has been increasing about 25 per cent, every year,
All the holdings I have mentioned are within 6 miles of the proposed line, 521.
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A' ^°sa‘ 521. Some of tlio holdings are very pinall;—hare tho holders no other occupation ? No.
SSAprihlixto. Are men ^arn'lies ? Three ol them are not.

' 523. In the event ot tho proposed railwav being constructed, would the large holdings be cut up into
agricultural areas ? I should think so. ”
524- You think that tho land would either be cut up or would be used by the land-holder himself for 
agriculture ? Yes. '
525. Mr. Watson.'} How long does it take you to get to the railway station now ? The trip takes two 
days.
52b. Would a lino from Mudgee to Huncdoo serve you ? No ; it would be too far away.
52/. Would it pay you to make any contribution towards the annual upkeep of the proposed railway, 
with a view to reducing the large annual loss which the Hail way Commissioners anticipate upon tho 
construction of this line;—could you pay, for that purpose, as much as you now pay in land tax ? Yes. 
52S. Would you be prepared to give a guarantee to pay that amount? Yes, because it would bo nothing 
to w hat I pay now' for carriage.
529. Do you think that the people generally who would be served by the proposed lino will look at tho 
matter in the same light ? Certainly. There is no comparisou between the land tax and what wc have 
to pay for road carriage.

William’Smith, ^unr., farmer aud grazier, Mitchell’s Creek, and Chairman of the Bodangora Progress
Committee, sworn and examined :—

W..Smith, 530. Mr. Watso?i.} Bodangora is 12 miles north of Wellington ? Yes.
junr. jgi. What are the views of tho people in your district in regard to the construction of the proposed 

'a rildway ? The construction of the line would lessen the cost of carriage to farmers and pastoralists, and
" '^rl ' would enable persons engaged in the mining industry to obtain coal for their operations instead of wood, 

tbe supply of which is now beginning to decrease. It would also give facilities for the transport of 
mining machinery and other requisites for mining. The following memoranda have been sent to me by 
the manager of the Mitchell’s Creek [Freehold Grold Estate, Wellington, in connection with the proposal 
before the Committee:—

Amount of quartz crushed—14,200 tons per annum.
Quantity of gold won, average for three years—9,000 on. por annum.
Gross value of gold won, average for three years—£32,000 per annum.
Number of men employed directly—210 (all year round).
Annual freight paid to Railway Commissioners at present—£060.
Weight of goods carried at present—200 tons per annum.
Amount of firewood consumed—2,S00 cords, valued at £1,600 per annum.
Amount of wages and salaries paid—£21,000 per annum.

If railway constructed, coal would be used instead of firewood; calculated consumption, say 60 tons per fortnight— 
1,560 tons per year— ‘

Freight on coal from Lithgow to Bodangora would he.....................................  £936
Goods—extra freight, Wellington to Bodangora, say ..................................... £40

Increase in freight account................................. £970 per annum.
Amount paid to Bailway Commissioners as freight from commencement of operations to date (January 

1900), say £5,000.

I am also instructed by the manager of the mine to say that they can be certain of at least seven years' work, 
and that they propose to shortly place in position machinery of the most modern type at a cost of dB10,(100 ; 
the machinery now there being worth something like £100*000. In addition to tiie Mitchell’s Creek Mine, 
there are five other mines known to me. Applications for the erection of a public battery have been made 
by those on the old Kaiser field. It has been stated that ail the reefs will pay wages, and the field would 
give a great deal of traffic to the railway. It is proposed to construct a station 2£ miles from Bodangora, 
and another station would he necessary at Oomobella. There is also a copper-mine at Bolaro. If tho 
proposed railway were constructed, the traffic to and from that mine would go to Bodangora instead of 
coming to AVellington as it does at present. There are numerous indications of mineral deposits 
throughout the district, and the assayer, the metallurgist, and the manager at Mitchells Creek are all 
highly impressed with the metalliferous character of the country. I have no doubt that, as wears go by, 
the district wilt be one of the richest mining districts in New South Wales, and that opinion has been 
endorsed by Father Curran. There are larger copper deposits within 2, aud 8 miles of Bodangora ; 
but owing to the cost of carriage it is impossible under present conditions to work them at a profit, 
though they would pay if there were a- railway to carry coal, machinery, and other mining requisites. 
There are also large deposits of limestone within a mile and a half of the proposed railway station at 
Bodangora, and also large deposits of ironstone, and as tho country progresses, these will be made use of. 
'The population of Bodangora is about 900, and of the surrounding district 1,050. The industries of the 
district comprise pastoral, agricultural, and mining pursuits. The estimated area of the land under cultiva
tion there is 5,500 acres, giving a yield of 50,000 bushels of wheat and 3,750 tons of hay. Tbo town has 
a public school, with an average attendance of 120 children ; there are three places of worship—Anglican, 
Homan Catholic, and ’Wesleyan, and a post and telegraph office: there is a police station, a Mechanics’ 
Institute, and a licensed hotel. Most of the land around the town is alienated, but away from it there arc
5,000 acres of Crown land, which will shortly be made available for settlement. Several of the miners 
hold email blocks of land under special lease. This land they cultivate. There are about 35,000 sheep 
and a large number of horses and cattle in the district. The Mitchell’s Creek mine runs a stamper of 50 
head, and it is intended to bring tbe battery up to 100 head. Lincoln is a small settlement, about 2-j 
miles from Bodangora. .It has a public-house aud a post office. There is another small settlement at 
Kaiser, a mile from Bodangora, and there are several dwellings there. The following is a statement of

the
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the business done nt tbo Post Office, Bodangora, during tbc year 1S99, and was furnished by tbe local
liostmaster:—

Letters posted, inland ............................................    17,754
,, intercolonial ..................................................................................... 864
,, foreign ................................................................................................ 400
„ registered, inland.............................................................................. 615
„ ,, intercolonial .................................................................. 103
,, ,, foreign .......................................................................... 6
,, letter-cards, inland .......................................................................... 30

_ ,, post-cards, inland............................................................................. ISO

W. Smith, 
junr.

28 April,1900.

Total................................................................................ 19,952

Newspapers posted .................................................................................................... 1,440
Packets posted ............................................................................................................ 760
Parcels................................................................ 1......................................................... 10G

£ s. d.
Stamps received and sold, value ................................................................... 290 13 0
Money-orders issued, 610, value ..................................................................... 1,856 7 0
Savings Bank deposits, 35S, value.......................................................................... 1,806 2 (i
Postal-notes sold, 1,253, value ......................................................................... 543 15 9
Telegrams transmitted, 7S0, value..........................................................................  . 42 7 4

„ ,, O.H.M.S., 28, value .................................................. 2 10 9

Total receipts......................................................... 4,541 16 4

Telegrams received, 739,® value (£44 4s. Id.) £ s. d.
Money-orders paid, 64, value............................................................................. 221 7 0
Savings Bank warrants paid, 158, value ........................................................ 1,535 G 7
Postal-notes paid, 170, value............................................................................. OS 6 7

Total payments...................................................... 1,825 0 2
£ s. d.

Total receipts......................................................... 4.541 16 4
,, payments.......................................................... 1,825 0 2

Grand total............................ . G,3G0 16 6
I exchange mails daily as under :—To and from Sydney (and pared bags), once ; 

and from Jawbone, once.
*Tlus does not include calls ; records onh in Head OHice,

to and from Wellington, once; to

There is a dniiy mail fo and from Wellington.
532. I suppose most of the land around Mitchell's Creek is already alienated ? Tes.
533. There is very little Crown laud there ? Out towards Mr. Boss’s holding there arc large areas of 
Crown land, the leases of which fall in next July.
534. Is that good land ? Splendid land.
535. Do you think it would bo taken up if tho proposed railway were constructed ? It will ho taken up 
in any ease, and tho wisdom displayed in throwing it open for settlement in largo blocks will make the 
land doubly valuable.
53(1. How far are the copper deposits you spoke of from Bodangora? There is one at Bolaro, about 20 
miles from the proposed Bodangora station, in a north-east direction ; another erne about 2 miles from 
the proposed line, and another about 4 miles from it.
537. Are they being worked now ? Ho ; because tho rates of freight are too high.
538. The held that is 20 miles from Bodangora is only 30 miles from Wellington ;—would a saving of 10
miles road carriage make ail the difference between profit and loss in its working ? I think so ; it would 
mean 10 miles each way. ’
539. Are the deposits large ? Very large.
640. Do you know what assays have been made ? All I know is that the mines would pay to work if it 
were not for the high ratc of carriage at present prevailing.
541. I understand that the manager of the Mitchell’s Creek mine has stated that if tho proposed railway
were made he would use Lithgow coal;—would it cost him much to cart coal from AVellington to tho 
mine? Tes; and it would not pay him to cart it. About tno years ago the Lithgow people supplied the 
mine with coal at reduced rates, but it would not pay fo cart it from Wellington. The manager of the 
mine has told me, however, that if coal could be brought within 2 miles of the mine he would use it. The 
supply of wood is lessening. •
542. Do they chlorinate at the mine ? Tes. I think that there will be an increase of 30 percent, in the 
cultivation in this district,-and out towards Mr. Boss's holding tho area of land under cultivation will be 
very large indeed.
543. AVill the construction of the proposed railway greatly stimulate agricultural production ? Tes; 
because it will give better means of transport. The transport by team is too expensive for a low priced 
product like wheat.
544. Do you know enough of the people along the route to hazard the opinion that they would exchange 
pastoral for agricultural operations if the proposed railway were made Y They would combine pastoral 
pursuits with agriculture. The late Mr. Thompson, of the' Agricultural Department, spoke of the land 
as some of tho finest agricultural land in New South AVales, and lie considered that dairying, if ensilage 
were used, would pay 20 per cent, better than agriculture.
545. Did he say where you would find a market for yonr produce ? I think that if we produced a good 
article we could find a market for it in Great Britain.
5-16. Tou have to take the produce a long distance to get lo the sea port ? Tes; hut dairy produce lakes 
up comparatively little space.

43—D Donald
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Donald Boss, farmer and grazier, Spicer's Creek, sworn, and examined:—■
' -P' ^i0S9' 547. Vice-Chairman.'] You have heard the evidence which was given to-day by your brother;—will you
28Anril"ToaO rnri^c a s'ai;cllient embodying what fresh evidence you have to give to the Committee ;—I think you know 

"n 1 ‘ the country further along the proposed route than ho knows it ? The country to the south-east of the
line is for the most part fine agricultural land, and along the Talbragar Eiver there is a lot of land 
suitable for grazing. The agricultural flats are similar to those about Wellington, but they are larger. 
548. What proportion of the laud within twenty miles of the proposed line would be suitable for 
agriculture ? To the south-east about three-fourths of the land would be suitable for agriculture; out 
towards Ihe Talbragar tbe land is more suitable for grazing.
540, Is much of the land being cultivated now ? No ; there is very little cultivation out that way.
550. What is tbe reason of that? The people out there complain about tbe cost of carriage; they 
have now to send their produce to Mudgee.
551. Do you think that, with the construction of a railway, they would turn their attention to agriculture? 
I believe that tbe agricultural increase would be as much as 50 per cent, within a short time after the 
opening of tho lino. Between Wellington and our place agriculture is increasing at that ratc.
552. Would an increase in population follow the construction of the line ? Yes.
553. What is the land like on the north side of the proposed line? About one-fourth of it would be 
suitable for agriculture. ,
554. How far along the route will your descriptions apply ? For about thirty miles.
555. Do you know anything of the country between Curlewis and G-ilgaudra ? No.

MONDAY, 30 APRIL, 1900. '
[The Oommiitee met at the Courthouse, Wellington, at 10'30 a.w.]

$1 resent:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltxdesay Crawford Shepherd. | John Christian Watson, Esq,
. John McFarland, Esq. '

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of railway from Wellington
to AVerris Creek.

John McLean, farmer and grazier, near Cobborah, sworn, and examined :— •
J. McLean. 556. Vice-Chairman.] Are you living at Cobborah now ? I am not interested in property there at the 

—A—-'i present time, but I lived there for about eleven years. ■
30 April, 1600 557; x understand that you have a good general knowledge of tho country between AVellington and 

Mundooran? Yes. From AVellington to the Talbragar I look upon the country as highly suitable for 
both agriculture and pastoral pursuits.
558. For what distance along tbe proposed route ? About 30 miles.
559. And extending bow far on each side of it? Ou tbe west my description would apply as far as Dubbo, 
and on the east—as far as my knowledge of the district extends—about 15 miles.
560. Is tbe country so good that it could be wholly devoted to agriculture, or will it he necessary for
settlers on it to combine agriculture with grazing ? Tho whole of that country is not adapted for 
agriculture. ’ ■
561. How much of it is good agricultural land ? . I should think that about two-thirds of it would be fit 
for agriculture-
562. How many acres of agricultural land would be sufficient to maintain a man and his family decently ? 
In my opinion 1,000 acres would be a nice bolding for a man,
563. Would it be necessary for him to farm the whole of this 1,000 acres in order to maintain himself? 
No ; he could farm one-half of it, and use the other half for grazing.
564. Is the greater part of the good agricultural land between Wellington and Cobborah now under 
cultivation? No; part of it is still Crown lands, though as good as the land that has been brought 
under cultivation.
065. Is any of the land on tiie Medway holding arable land ? Tbe land I am referring to comprises part 
of the Murrumbidgerie holding and part of the Bodangora holdiug.
5G6. If the Duhbo-Coonamble lino and the Wellington to AVerris Creek line were both constructed, and 
the Murrumbidgerie holding thrown open for settlement, which line would the'traffic use? The 
Wellington-Werris Creek line. That line would command a large local traffic, and would make the 
distance to Sydney less than it would be by using the Dubbo to Coonamble line. ■
567. AVhat effect would the construction of the proposed line have upon the country between AVellington 
and Cobborah ? The tendency would be to cause land suitable for agriculture to be used for that purpose, 
it is difficult for people living 30 miles from a railway to go in for agriculture in competition with people 
living nearer the railway.
568. Where do the agriculturalists of Cobborah usually send their wheat and other xwoduce ? The people 
residing to the east of Cobborah send to Mudgee, a distance of 50 miles, and those residing to tho west 
mostly send to Dubbo.
569. Has agriculture made fairly rapid progress during your residence in tho district? It has been 
somewhat rapid since I went to live in the district; but it has been greatly retarded by the want of 
railway communication.
570. Do you think that a great deal more land would be brought under tho plough if tho proposed railway

, were constructed ? I think that three times as much land will be put under cultivation within the next
ten years if the proposed railway is constructed.
571. AVhat is the average yield of wheat between AVellington and Cobborah ? About 16 bushels to the 
acre, excluding last year’s returns ? 1 go by the police returns for the Cobborah distric1-.
572. Do the farmers regard that as a fair yield ? Yes, year in and year out.

573.
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573. If Lbc proposed railway were constructed, would they at any time find a market on the northern or McLean, 
north-western lines ? Tes. Last year stock was sent from the northern districts to the Cobborah district,
and the firm to which 1 belong sold a very large quantity of straw to feed starving stock. If the railway Prl > '
had been constructed, that straw' w'ould have been sent to the district from which the stock came. I think 
that in dry seasons a considerable quantity of hay would be sent northward from the district you have 
been speaking of.
574. It has been stated that the proposed line should be constructed for national reasons;—have you any 
opinion to give on the subject ? I think that is a very important consideration.
575. What national advantage would accrue from its construction ? Tho line would serve the public who 
wish to travel from the southern to the northern railway system.
576. That would not bring much revenue lo the railway ? 1 think that the country along the route
would be very much settled upon, and the line would serve a large territory. v
577. The Eailway Commissioners estimate a loss of about £18,000 per annum ou the working of the 
proposed line ;—do you think that the character of the country through which the line goes would justify 
us in recommending a proposal which would entail so large an annual loss ? I think the deficiency has 
been estimated upon the present traffic; but the prospective traffic, if a line were constructed, should be 
much greater. I am of opinion that the line would be a paying one in the near future.
578. 'The Eailway Commissioners say that if tbe line would develop now country and bring business on 
to tho main lines, they would not mind an initial loss ; but they see no prospect of such development?
In my opinion the land which is suitable for agriculture w'ould, if tbe proposed lino were constructed, be 
used in that way. 1 admit that it is difficult to estimate what the Iraffic return would be,
579. Taking it for granted that tho district wc have been speaking of deserves railway communication, 
would it be best served by a line from Wellington goiug in the direction of Cobborah or by a line from 
some other point on tho main line ? I am of opinion that if the proposed railway started from "Wellington 
it would go through country which would justify its construction. That country is not close either to 
Dubbo or to Mudgee, and is only served by the existing lines to a limited extent.
580. The Western line serves the country that you are speaking of for the first 15 miles from Wellington ?
Tes. " '
581. Would the remaining portion of tbe district be as well served by a line from Mudgee as by a line
from Wellington ? No. . " "
582. It has been suggested that a line from Dubbo to Werris Creek would be better than a line from 
Wellington to Werris Creek;—what is your opinion upon that point? When you get about 10 miles 
away from Dubbo you come to an iron-bark range on the north side of the river—poor country, that will 
never be suitable for agriculture—and that country extends right up to Mundooran, and almost to 
Cobborah, although there it opens out into open box flats and iron-bark ridges. The country is much better 
on the southern side of the river.
583. The country north of Dubbo is inferior to that 10 miles north of Wellington? Tes; very much inferior.
584. What are the rates of carriage from Cobborah to AV ellington and from Cobborah to Mudgeo? I have 
paid £2 a tou for the carriage of wool to Mudgee and 6d. a bushel for wheat. From a point 12 miles 
west of Cobborah I have paid 4d. a bushel for the carriage of wheat to Dubbo.
585. Do you think that jieople within 10 or 15 miles of the proposed line would bo willing to make any
contribution towards meeting the estimated animal loss on it? I am not in a position to express an 

"opinion upon the subject. -
580. If you were a landholder along the route, would it pay you to contribute towards the reduction of 
the deficiency ns much per annum as you now pay in land-tax ? If I were a landholder in the district I 
should be prepared to give the G-overmnent what land was required for railway purposes.
587. But you would not guarantee to makegood any part of the estimated annual loss? No; I have 
spoken to a few landholders on this subject, and they are mostly of tho same opinion.
588. Mr. Shephard,'] If a man had 1,000 acres fit for cultivation, would it not pay him to put nearly the. 
whole of it under crop, and then to alternately work and spell portions of it? That is a systematic way 
to farm; but where you have a large area under cultivation you also require a large area to graze the 
stock which arc used in the work of the farm.
589. Is it not an advantage to occasionally spell farming land ? Tes.
590. AVhat crop do they grow in the district? AVheat, chiefly.
591. AVhat price do farmers get for their wheat ? Last season tho price was 2s. 4d. a bushel; that is the 
lowest they have got.
592. If a farmer paid 4d, a bushel carriage, his return would be about 2s. a bushel, or something like 
80s. per aero per annum ? Ates.
593. AVhat is the cost per aero of harvesting a crop ? It varies considerably ; it might cost one farmer 
15s. nn acre, while some pay more and others less.
591. Cannot you strike an average ? About 15s. an acre,
595. Is Mudgee the nearest market to the district we are speaking of? It is the best railway terminus ; 
itis nearer to Sydney than AVellington is. Our wool generally goes to Mudgee, and our wheat to Dubbo 
or Mudgee.
590. If the proposed railway wore constructed, how far would your plaeo be from a station ? Tho place 
whore I used to live would be about 8 miles from the proposed line. ‘
597. Do you not think it would pay a man to make some contribution towards reducing the loss on a 
railway, if the construction of that railway saved him 47 miles of carriage? That may be so; but other 
people who would be benefited by the line, such as travellers from Melbourne to the northern line, 
w'ould not he asked to pay anything in that way.
598. Is it usual to ringbark land which it is intended to cloai' ? Tes.
599. How long is the timber left after it has been ringbarked before you commence to bum it off ? About 
three years.
COO, la the meantime how is the land used? For grazing purposes. Some people who have only a 
limited area proceed to dear tho timber straight away. ■
G01, Mr. Watson.] Do you know anything of the district from Cobborah on towards AVerris Creek? 1 
have travelled from Mundooran to Coolah.
C02. Is the land through there as good as the land between AVellington and Cobborah? Part of itis.
There is some very flue country towards Coolah.

Eobert
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J?. Patten.
liobert Piitton, fanner and grazier, Comobelln, near Wellington, sworn, and examined :—

G03. Vice-Chairman.) Where is Comobella? It is 12 miles from Wellington, in the direction of
soiTrinnob ^'0^^0ra^-

1)11 ’ ' ' G04, Mr. McFarlanei] Have you long resided in that district? I have known it for twenty years, and I 
have been here permanently for three years.
605. Are you engaged in farming pursuits ? Tes,
606. Have you a fair knowledge of the country between Wellington and Wcrris Creek ? ] know the
country for 15 miles from Wellington.
607. What is the general character of that country? It is all good agricultural land.
60S. Is most of it under cultivation? It is largely under cultivation, hut I should not like to say that 
most of it is under cultivation.
609. Is it your opinion that- it is all fit for cultivation ? Yes, with the exception of the tops of the 
ridges.
610. What crop is chiefly grown ? Wheat.
611. It has been stated that the average yield of wheat in this district is from 16 to IS bushels ? My 
locality’s yield would average about 17 j bushels.
612. Is the Crown land in the district similar in character to the land which lias been alienated ? Yes.
613. If it were thrown open for settlement, would it be taken up for the same purposes? I think so.
6L4. Is the country thickly timbered, or is it land that is easily cleared ? It can he cleared fairly easily, 
though in some places the timber is heavy,
615. Is the produce grown in your district sent to Wellington to market? Mostly.
616. AVhat rate of carriage is charged for wheat? About l^d. a bushel,
617. If the railway were constructed would (he wheat be sent by train ? Yes; ail of it.
618. Are there any tenant farmers in your district? Yes.
619. AVhat rent do they pay for the best land ? On an average 3s. to ds. an acre, taking bush land and 
cleared land as it comes. Generally speaking, if the tenant makes any improvements tho rental is not 
raised; but if the landlord makes improvements the rental is increased by 10 per cent, on the value of the 
improvements.
620. AVhat is the improved value of the land itself? ‘ Between £5 and £6 an aero.
621. What is its unimproved value ? Between £1 and 30s. an acre.
622. In arriving at the improved value of the land, do you take into consideration the cost of clearing, 
farming, and so on ? Yes ; and the cost of erecting farm houses, aud constructing dams, roads, and fences.
623. Would the construction of the proposed railway materially increase the value of the land ? It would 
increase the value of the land.
G24-. AVould it substantially increase the value of the existing Crown lauds ? Undoubtedly.
625. If the Crown lands in the district were thrown open for settlement, would they be immediately taken 
up ? I think so.
626. Do you consider tho Crown lands sufficiently good for occupation ? Yea.
627. AVhat would he a sufficient area of such land for the maintenance of a man and his family? I think 
500 acres would be required.
028. If you were culling up land for settlement purposes, in what siacd'blocks would you subdivide it ? 
I would subdivide it into not less than 500-acrc blocks,
629. Mr. Watson.) AV hen you say that the unimproved value of tbe land in tho district varies from 20s. 
to 30s. an acre, do you refer to land near AVellington, or to the land at the further end of the district 
with which you are acquainted r 1 spoke of the land in my own locality.
630. AVhat class of soil have you there ? Chiefly red volcanic soil.
631. Is there a good depth of soil ? Yes; except on the limestone outcrops.
632. How far are you jrom the nearest railway station ? Eight miles.
633. The meaning of “ unimproved value,” according to the Taxation Acts, is the price which land would 
fetch in the open market after deducting the value of improvements if a man could get good volcanic 
soil within 8 miles of a railway for £1 or 30s. an acre, he would be lucky ? Certainly he would ; but he 
would not get land for that.
631. Then the land is worth more than £1 or 30s. unimproved ? Yes, according to that definition of the 
word “ unimproved.” In my opinion, if facilities for transport were increased, the dairying industry 
would spring up. At the present time we cannot dairy because of the cost of carriage, and at present 
prices the wheat-growing industry is at a standstill.
635. Is tbc country well adapted for dairying? I think so.
636, AVhat other industries would there be ? There is a considerable outcrop of limestone, aud I think 
that the burning of lime for agriculture and other purposes is an industry which might spring up. Then 
pig-raising would naturally follow dairying, the pigs being supported on the waste products from the 
dairy. AVifch mixed farming, paddocks that were lying falloiv could be used for the grazing of stock.

T. Quirk, -J 

3OAprilAD0b.

Thomas Quirk, farmer, grazier, aud flour-mill owner, Gladstone, sworn, and examined :—
637. Mr. Watson.) AVhat is the extent of your holding ? I have about 1,600 acres at Gladstone, and 
oilier land in another district.
038. AVhcre do you get the wheat which you make into flour? Within 20 miles of AVellington. Most 
of our wheat comes from the. north, from the direction of Spicer’s Creek and Mitchell’s Creek.
639. Is good wheat for milling purposes grown out towards Cobborah ? Arery good wheat. I am not 
acquainted with the country beyond tbe Talbragar; but I am perfectly acquainted with the country 
between AATcllington and the Talbragar.
(DO, Where is your mill ? At AVellington ; the business is carried on by my partner. I went beyond 
the Talbragar once, and the country there seemed rather scrubby.
611. How do you regard the country between here and tbo Talbragar ? It is splendid land for agriculture 
and for pastoral purposes. It is good land for fruit aud vines.
642. Do you think that the proposed railway would have any appreciable effect upon that tract of 
country ? It would benefit the people there, and would increase population, In my opinion tbc 
proposed railway would greatly assist in making tbe Blayney-Harden line profitable.

643.
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6J-3. Confiniug yourself lo its local effects, do you think it would bring about a material increase in tho 
jiopulation and production of the district you hare spoken of? Yes. _ __ April, lOOO.
Cif. Is the country between Wellington and tho Talbragar now used lo its full capacity ? Isot to one- 
third of its capacity. ,
045. What is the maximum distance which produce can be carted to a railway ? I think that a fanner 
who has to go more than 10 miles to get lo a railway station labours under very great diilicullies. .
6-iG. Do you think that it will be necessary for this country to construct railway lines within 20 miles o£ 
each other? ‘The time will come when that will be done. .If a man can bring a load of wheat to market 

'and get home the same day ho does very well, but when he has lo be away for perhaps three days he is 
farming under difficulties. _
647. At the present lime men arc making a living by fanning average land and carting the produce 20
miles to a railway station, do you think that prices will go down ? 1 do not think so. I think that they 
are now as low as they can be. ' ,
648. Would the construction of the proposed railway help to concentrate trade at Wellington ? Yes,
very largely. The railway would be a very great boon both lo the district of Wellington and to the 
Colony at large. ^
649. I)o you grow any produce here which you could exchange with people living along the Northern
railway ? Yes. We grow lucerne here pretty extensively, and on the Talbragar they grow potatoes, 
turnips, and vegetables of all kinds. We also grow wheat and various cereals, aud tho proposed railway 
would open up a very largo market for our produce in the north-west, and would help tho people thc.ro 
by allowing them to send their stock here in times of drought. I have resided in the Welliugton district 
for twenty-nine years, and I have never had a failure of crops during the whole time. My average return 
has been over 20 bushels to the acre. _ _
650. Is that yield to be obtained only on the tlat land like that on the banks of the Bell Kivcr ? No ; ou 
all the wheat-growing land, There is some land in the district which the proposed railway would traverse 
which has alluvial soil to a depth of 80 feet. 1 was sinking a well at my place, and it was 80 feet before 
I came to the rock, going through beautiful soil the whole way. There is certainly no better agricultural 
district iu the Colony. Tho quality of our wheat is excellent, and our losses of stock are comparatively 
nothing. The country is well watered, and possesses mineral wealth. The Bodangora mine is a very 
extensive property, and I am pleased to say that last week a reef was discovered on my land, about 6 
miles from Wellington, which bids fair to bo as good as the Bodangora reef. A few years ago someirqn- 
slonc was sent from the district to be assayed, and wc received a report to the effect that it was superior 
to anything which had been submitted up <o that timo ; but under present conditions it is of no commercial 
value. Wc have some of the best iron ore in the Colony, and wo have also limestone and coal; while 
iron-bark suitable for sleepers grows in the district.
651. 'Where is the coal deposit? On Spicer’s Creek.
652. Not very far from whore the proposed railway crosses Spicer’s Creek ? I do not know the route of 
tho proposed railway ; but it is just where the road from Wellington to Cobborah crosses Spicer's Creek.
653. "What is the quality of the coal ? It is very good ; hut it is lighter in colour than the Lithgow coal,
654. What is the thickness of the seam ? Between 6 feet and 7 feet. When I came to Wellington, 
twenty-nine years ago, agriculture was confined almost entirely to tho alluvial land on the river banks, 
and the quality of the wheat grown was not very*good ; but since they commenced to cultivate the volcanic 
soil, tho quality of the wheat has improved wonderfully. Twenty-nine years ago not more than about
20,000 bushels of ivheat were grown within 20 miles of "Wellington ; but in 1893 the firm of wdiicli I am 
a member received into the null 41,400 sacks, or 177,176 bushels of wheat, costing £31,634. In 1899 
wo received 91,226 sacks, or 381,075 bushels, at a cost of £45,000, and this year we have received 50,000 
sacks, or 200,000 bushels, at a cost of £23,000. I estimate the yield of the district within 20 miles of 
Wellington at about 800,000 bushels for 1899, and for the present year about 880,000 bushels. If the 
proposed railway were constructed, the production of wheat would nearly double itself iu four years.
The land between Wellington and Cobborah is well suited for fruit aud for vines, I have grown both with 
very satisfactory resulfs. Dairying is carried on in several places, and is doing very well.
655. Mr. Shepherd.] How much of your 1,600 acres is under cultivation? About 300 acres.
656. And how much is fit for cultivation? About one-half.
657. How long have you held that land? About ten years.
658. Since you are within 7 miles of a railway, why have you not cultivated more largely ? Because 1
am not a farmer by trade, 1 am a miller, and I carry on fanning more as a hobby. 1 am away from 
home a great deal, travelling and supervising the mill business. There is probably no one in the district 
better qualified than I am to give an opinion upon its resources, because I know every corner of it, and I 
know liow the people have been getting on here for the last twenty-nine years. I believe that the 
AVellington farmers are, as a rule, very well to do. .
659. Are you acquainted with the country for any distance along the proposed line ? Yres, for about 40 miles.
669. AVhat is the character of it? It is good average agricultural land.
661. AVhat proportion of it could be cultivated ? About two-thirds, I had nearly 2,000 acres of land
close to tho route of the proposed line, about 1,920 acres of which could be cultivated ; but not five acres 
have been cultivated because of the distance from a railway, _ _
662. Are the railway rales to Sydney a great handicap to wheat production in Ihe AVellington district ?
No ; I look upon those rates as very fair. In my opinion the Railway Commissioners do what they can 
to encourage agriculture. '
663. A'ou think that it would pay the farmers to cultivate largely ? I do.
664. AVhat stock is carried in the district? Sheep, cattle, and horses.
665. AVhat is tho average weight of a fleece here ? M3r sheep have yielded 7 lb. 2 oz. to the fleece.
666. Is the wool of a superior character? It is very good, I got £373 for the,wool off 1,400 sheep.

John Perry, farmer and grazier, AYalhallow, sworn and examined:—
667. Mr. Shepherd.] Are you acquainted with the country between AArellington and AVerris Creek ? J. Perry. 
AAriih the exception of a few miles. I think, I have been over the whole of it. ^
668- Will you describe the country in sections, keeping within 10 or 20 miles of the proposed line ? 30April,1900.

Prom
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J, Perry, i'j’om Wellington to Mitchell's Creek it is all splendid agricultural land. I have travelled through the 
farms on each side of the proposed line for a distance of about SO miles, and J know that the land is 

30 pn, 900. HOme 0f tho finest in the’Colony, I have also been along the route of the proposed line as far as 
Cobborah.
G60. What is the country like between Wellington and Spicer's Creek ? There is some very good land, 
and there is some poor land. Taking it altogether, the land is good, though it is not good pastoral land. 
G70. What is the land like from Spicer’s Creek to Cobborah ? It is fairly good agricultural land; but it 
is not good grazing land. The agricultural land is good in patches. The land on the hilltops is 
inferior.
G71. How much of that land would be suitable for agriculture ? About one-third, allowing for the hills 
and valleys. Of course, some of it is exceptionally good.
672. Then, on to Leadville, what is the land like? The .flat country is rich agricultural land, and good 
land for pastoral purposes, while the ridges have a red loamy soil, than which you could not got better 
land for wheat.
G7d. Then the whole of that land is good either for agriculture or for pastoral purposes ? Tes; 1 should 
think three-fourths of it would he good for agriculture.
674, Is it similar country from Leadville on to Coolah ? Somewhat similar country. About Coolah 
there is some splendid agricultural laud. The hilly country to the left of the line is not so good ; but all 
the flats and tbe land along the Talbragar Eiver are very good. The proposed line would tap Cockatoo 
corner, where there is some of the finest land in the Mudgee district. Mr. Bowman told me that what 
kept him from putting land under cultivation was the cost of carriage. I am travelling for the 
“ Sunshine ” harvester, and I have been to nearly every farm in that distinct.
G75. From Coolah on to Bundella, what is the country like? It is good both for agriculture and for
pastoral pursuits ; there is both black soil and rod loam. Some of the best wool, wool that has brought 
the highest price ever obtained for greasy wool, has come from that district.
676. What ratio does tho agricultural and pastoral lands hear to tho whole area ? I do not know any
had land there, wherever it is possible to cultivate the land it is good for agriculture. Allowing for hills 
aud stony ground, I should say that ono-half of the land is fit for agriculture. Mr. Me Master, of 
Eockgedgiel, told me that if he could got the railway there he would put a couple of thousand acres under 
cultivation. Ho grows lucerne there.
677. The black soil is generally better than the red soil for lucerne ? Black alluvial soil is very good for 
lucerne, but black soil which cracks in the hot weather allows the sun to get at the roots, and lucerne will 
not grow well on it.
078. Does the land continue good from Bundella on to Spring Kklge ? Tes,
679. And from Spring Bidge to Werris Greek ? That is nearly all black soil country.
680. So that there is very little barren country the whole way through ? That is so. Even the scrub 
land, which used to be looked upon as absolutely useless, is good. On Spring Eidge they have very 
seldom missed a crop for tho last seven years, and they hardly ever get less than 25 bushels to the acre, 
while they have got as much as 40 bushels to the acre. The land in the Colly Blue scrub used to be 
considered of no value, but I have stripped seven hags from an acre of wheat grown on that land.
681. Is most of the land along the route of the proposed line taken up ? A great deal of it is. I was 
sub-reporter to the Department of Agriculture for a number of years, and four years ago my return of 
the cultivation for the district round Spring Eidge was 140 acres. Now there are G.85S acres under 
cultivation in that district; but it is a great handicap to farming that we should have to pay from Is. !)d. 
to Is. 3d. a bag to send wheat from Spring Eidge to Quirindi. If the small holders there had railway 
communication, they would extend tbeir cultivation. Mr. Binncy there has 3,000 acres under cultivation, 
and he is putting about 5,000 acres under cultivation. The following return gives the area under cultivation 
in the various holdings in the district:—

Name of Landholder. Acruajfe under 
cultivation. Locality. Name of Landholder. ■Acreage under 

cultivation. Locality.

Mr. Binuey .......... 3,500 Spring Ridge. Mr. Mercer .......... 40 Blackville,
Mr. Higgins ......... 320 80
Mr. Lord ............. ISO Spring Ridae. Mr. Miller............. 00 Spring Ridge.
Mr, Darby.............. 00 Colley Blue. Mr. Barnes ........ 40
Mr. Constable ...... GO Mr. Kingston ...... 30
Mr. Dyson............ 90 Mr. Smith ............ 40 Merrigullah.
Mr. Uoolan .......... 300 Walhallow. so . Walhallow.
Mr, Della . .......... . 40 Colley Blue. 

Walhollow.
so

Mr. John Ferry ... 160 Mr. McLean.......... GO
Mr. Joseph Ferry . 
Mr. Ensbie ..........

GG
60

>>
Yarraman.

Mr. O’Neill ......... 60 n

All these holdings are within about 20 miles of the proposed line, and the people I have named would be 
compelled to use the railway. In that black soil country we cannot get along at all in wet weather.
682. Have you a return of the number of sheep held by the people living along the line ? ] can give you an 
approximate estimate of tho number of sheep there, At Walhallow they have shorn as many as 150,000 
sheep, though they only shear from 50,000 to 60,000 sheep there now. Mr. O’Neill has about 4,000 
sheep; Mr. Leonard about 4,000; Mr. (!. Gr. Binncy, 4 D, 7,000 or 8,000; Mr. Charrington, 6,000; 
Mr. Campbell, 2,000 ; Mr. Eoberts, 3,500 ; Trinkey, 50,000 ; Eockgedgiel, 50,000 to 60,000 ; Moreduval, 
12,000; Coomoo Coomoo, 30,000 to 40,000; Mr, Busbie, Yarraman, 6.000; Mr. Peogclly, Tarraman, 
4,000; Mr. Wood, Tarraman, 5,000; Mr. Foster, Blackford, 3,000; Bomera, 30,000 to 40,000; Salt
water, 7,000 ; Oakey Creek, 30,000; XJlinda, 20,000; Binnia, 40,000; TJlamambri, 40,000; Urawilkie, 
40,000; Goorianawa, from 40,000 to 50,000; and a number of small holdings carry between 12,000 and
15,000. Tbe wool from all these sheep goes to Quirindi by team at the present time. There is also a lot 
of land on Bando Holding, which would be within the influence of the proposed railway,
683. Is it long since you were over that country? 1 was over some of it only six months ago.
684. Have you frequently been through the district which the proposed railway would traverse? I was 
over a great deal of the district twelve months ago, but I have known it for thirty-five or forty years.

685.
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G85. Have you been over the country through which the suggested line from Dubbo to AVerris Creek 
would pass ? I was through it two years ago. From Mooren it is poor sandy country with honeysuckle 
hilts. The flats at the bends of the river arc suitable for cultivation. Towards Binnia there is good soil, d0 Pn > 900' 
but a lot of tho country is very poor. •
GSG, Would a line from Dubbo to Wcrris Creek pass through superior laud ? I think so.
687. Are there many large cattle in the disirict .through which the proposed line would pass ? No. Most 
of the runs are carrying sheep. There arc some cattle on “ 4 D ” and. Eockgedgiel holdings, hut not a 
large number, and there are cattle in the vicinity of Coonabarabran.
688. How much arable land is there, on the average P At the other end of the proposed line, from Werris 
Creek to Bomera, nearly all the land could he cultivated.
689. What is the average yield there ? Last season was the worst we have experienced ; but, three years
ago, it was quite a common thing to get 7, 8, 9, and 10 bags to the acre, and I have got nearly 11 bags to 
the acre. Taking bad seasons with good, we have averaged from 12 to 14 bushels to the aero, I stated 
my average yitdd to the police at 14 bushels. The average yield for the district during the last five years 
might safely be reckoned at not less than 12 bushels to the acre, and my own average would be more 
than that. .
690. Do the farmers who are more than 20 miles from a railway station find themselves greatly handicapped 
by the cost of carriage P Yes. I am compelled to pay 3d. a" bushel to get my wheat taken to Quirindi, 
and, if it rains, the carriers will not take it at all.
691. Have you spoken to many of tbe farmers about the prospects of the proposed railway ? Yes, and 
they think that it would he their salvation.
092. AVould they largely increase their cultivation if tho proposed railway were made? Yes; because 
tbe railway would mean a saving to them of nearly .Is. 3d. to Is. 9d, a bag.
693. What description of timber does the land between Wellington and Werris Creek carry? There is 
splendid timber all through—box, iron-bark, and pine. ■
694. Do you think there would be enough for railway purposes ? Yes. They get piles out of tho 
Trinkey scrub for all the bridges around Quirindi.
695. AVould the mining industry be assisted by the construction of the proposed railway? Not at the 
AVerris Creek end of the lino, because there is no mining in that part of tho district; but at the Wellington 
end the railway might be of advantage to .mining people.
690. Do you think that the estimaled deficiency—£18,000 a year—upon the construction of the proposed 
railway is likolyto be made up within a reasonable time r I do not know why the Commissioners have 
stated the probable revenue of the line at so low a figure as £8,586. AVith regard to compensation, I 
consider that any landholder whose land was taken for the construction of a railway would be amply com
pensated by the advantages which he would get from the railway, and the increased value of the remainder 
of the holding. The Coonabarabran people are now producing more than they consume, and they would 
have to use the railway. They have been paying 2s. 3d. and 2s. 6d. a bag to have tbeir wheat carted into 
Quirindi. '
697. In what direction is stock sent from the district through which the line would run to get feed in
times of drought ? To IS cw England. One of the greatest troubles in connection with tho moving of 
stock is that there is no water at Oakey Creek or along the stock route. -
698. AVould the construction of the proposed railway facilitate the removal of stock? Undoubtedly.
Then, too, it would be a great advantage to have a connection between the Northern, and AVestern, and 
Southern railway systems, As I have already stated, the construction of the proposed railway would lead 
everyone along the line to go in more for agriculture. I myself would put in another 100 or 150 acres, 
and I have heard others say that they would do likewise. About Spring Eidge we can grow as good wheat 
as is grown anywhere, and I think that in the course of ten years our output of wheat will be as good as 
output of wool. The railway will give tho people in this district the only chance they have of making a 
good living. We have already started to export wheat from New South Wales, and have sent away three 
shipments. The northern farmers wish to make Newcastle the port of export, and if the Government 
grant money for tbe erection of elevators it wilt give more encouragement to farming operations. The 
smallness of their holdings must compel many men to cultivate.
699. Do you think that the construction of tho proposed line will bring a larger population into tho 
district ? Yes. At Spring Eidge there is au area of land sufficient for the establishment of a nice little 
village, and when the railway is made there will be a village there, and another at Dempsey’s.
700. Mr. Wat son.You are one of the directors of tbe Farmers’ and Settlers’ Co-Operative Association ?
Yes,
701. Aou have, therefore, occasion to travel through the country considerably? Yes ; and I have been 
over nearly tho whole of ihe northern district.
702. Do you think that the proposed railway would create an interchange of commodities between the
western and the northern districts. Yes. I have already known chaff to be sent from Mary vale, which ■ 
is near AVellington, to Moree. *
703. AVas that an experiment? No ; the people of Moree had to get chaff from somewhere.
704. AVas a large quantity sent ? Yes.
705. AVhy did not tho Moree people get their chaff from the Hunter? The Hunter Eiver people could 
not supply it just then.
706. Do you think there would be a fair amount of through traffic upon the proposed line? I think so.
The Tamwortb people, and all the farmers iu that part of the country, with the exception of the Quirindi 
people, who would like the railway to start from Quirindi, are strongly in favour of the lino. The 
Armidale and Glen Inncs people have held meetings advocating its construction.
707. Do the people of those districts think the proposed railway will enable them to tap sources of supply
around AVellington and at other places on the AVestern line? Tliey have a magnificent potato-growing 
district iu the north, and they often cannot get rid of their potatoes under present conditions ; but they 
think tho construction of the proposed railway would give them an outlet for their produce. Then, too, 
in times of drought the railway would bo used for stock traffic. '
708. They could not send potatoes to Wellington by way of Sydney in competition with the potato- 
growers of the other colonies? No.
709. During the last five years would the northern districts have drawn very largely upon the Wellington

district
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J. Perry, district for fodder if a railway had been constructed ? Yesthe Eochgedgicl people, the Coomoo Coomoo 
"—people, and other station-holders have been compelled to obtain fodder for their animals.

3 Apn ,100 . yOU think that the people through whose land the line would pass would he prepared to contribute
an amount equal to the amount they now pay in land-tax to make up some part of the annual deficiency 
estimated by the Eailway Commissioners. A man having land within 5 miles of tho line might pay the 
full tax, and a man within 10 miles but beyond 5 miles half the tax ? Personally, I should be very pleased 

' to make such a contribution, because it would pay me to do so by reason of the saving in freight which I
could make, and I think, too, that the line would raise the value of my land 10s. an acre. Where men 
pay Is. 9d. a bag freight and take four bags off an acre of land, they are now paying 7s. Od. an acre. Qlhat 
charge is very much more than the land-tax, and would pretty well all be wiped out by the construction 
of the railway in proximity to their holdings.

Murdoch McLeod, miller, Wellington, sworn, and examined:—
M, McLeod. 711. Jf}\ McJf/irkne.] Have you been in Wellington long? Eighteen months.
/——^ 712. How much wheat do you grind at your mill per annum? About 52,000 sacks, or about 220,000 

30Apiil,1900, bushels. ‘
713. Where does your wheat come from ? Within a radius of 20 miles of Wellington ; but more particu
larly from the direction of Mitchell’s Creek northwards, and Curra Creek fo the west.
714. Is it good wheat? Splendid wheat. 1 am a partner of Mr. Quirk.
715. Is the wheat grown in this district equal to the general run of Hew South AVales wheat, so far as 
you know ? I think it is superior to all other wheat that I have handled. Por eleven years 1. was manager 
for Messrs. Brunton & Co., at Granville, and I suppose more wheat has gone through my hands than 
through those of almost any other man in the business in this colony.
710. Do you get much wheat from Spicer's Creek.? Yes,
717. And from other localities along the proposed line? Ales. I have had wheat brought to the milt 
from a distance of 30 or 10 miles in the direction the proposed line will take.
718. Within 20 miles of AVellington where docs the bulk of the wheat como from ? About as much comes 
from Mitchell's Creek as from Curra Creek.

■ 710. Have you had any experience of the cost of carriage? Generally speaking, the cost of carriage is
very much against the farmers in the district.
720. AVhat carriage have they to pay? The charges vary according to the distance ; some of them have 
to pay as much as 44d. a bushel. Last season a farmer brought in several loads of wheat by team from a 
place 45 miles away, a place equally distant from Parkes, Molong, and AVellington. I believe that there 
was a difference of id. or -id. a bushel in favour of the Wellington prices at that time.
721. How far from AVellington is Mitchell's Creek ? Twelve miles.
722. AVhat is the charge for carting wheat from Spicers' Creek ? Is. or Is. 6d. a bag.
723. AV hat has been the price of wheat during the last three months? Prom 2s. Hd. to 2s. 44d. in 
AVellingtan for fair to prime milling wheat, '
724. AVould the proposed line assist in settling population in the district through which it would pass? 
"Undoubtedly.
725. AV ould people wuthin 12 miles of AVellington use the proposed railway? Yes, because we should
pure!)use wheat “ on rail ” at the nearest railway station. AVe are large buyers of wheat “ on rail." Last 
year we sent over 50,000 sacks of wheat to Sydney. ”
72G. How much wheat do you obtain from the farmers along the route of the proposed railway? Roughly, 
about 20,000 sacks last season, and there are other buyers in the district. The representatives of Mr. 
Cmgo and of Mr. Gillespie bought considerable quantities of wheat last Tear.
727. Did they get much of their wheat from the localities you have mentioned ? Yea.
728. They buy in the same way as you do ? Vies.
729. And presumably at the same price ? Yes.
730. Do you send much flour into the district through which the proposed line would pass ? .Nearly all 
the people who bring wheat to the mill take away flour. Of course, those within the influence of the 
Mudgee line obtain their flour from Mudgee.
731. In the event of the construction of the proposed railway, the Commissioners would get the advantage, 
not only of the transport of the wheat, bnt also of the back loading of flour ? Yes.
732. AVould tho people in the district get their supplies from AVellington ? Yes, as the nearest market.
733. Did you notice any increase in the wheat-production last season over that of the season before? 
Yes. though it was not appreciable at our mill, because we have not bought so much for export and for 
other purposes recently, since the farmers are holding hack on account of the low prices. I have been 
given to understand that there is an increase of from 25,000 to 30,000 sacks of wheat in the production

. of the district this year.
734. Do you export flour as well as wheat from AVellington? Yes; 50per cent, of our output goes to Sydney.
735. In \iew of the very low price now obtainable for wheat, do you think it will pay farmers to grow it 
for export? 1 am afraid not. I think that under existing circumstances, and with a continuation of low 
prices, New South AVales will never become au exporter of wheat.
73G. AVill the cost of freight have anything to do with that ? Yes. The railway rates are very fair, hut 
tbe distances are very long.
737. People living on the main line null have a great advantage over people living between AVellington 
and AVerris Creek ? Where farmers were close to a railway it would not make much difference, because 
the difference in the railway rates would be very little ; it costs no more to send wheat from Dubbo to 
Sydney than to send it from AVellington to Sydney.
738. AA'hcre farmers are at a distance from the railway is their wheat brought to AVellington direct by 
team, or to the nearest railway station ? Either to AAfellington or to the nearest railway station.
739. Mr. Shepherd.'] Do you think it possible that, under more favourable auspices, New South AVales
will beceme au exporter of wheat? Yes; and the construction of the proposed railway would make 
conditions more favourable for the farmers. The Wellington district is eminently suited for the storage 
of wheat in hulk, and if elevators were erected along the line, farmers would store it instead of rushing it 
all down to Sydney, and congesting the market. AVe are using last season’s wheat now, and there is not 
a sign of the presence of weevil. At Sydney, on the other hand, wheat W'ould not keep in bulk for three 
months, Lachlan
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Lachlan McAlister, farmer, Wellington, sworn, and examined :—
7-fO. Vier,-Chairman'\ I understand that you can describe to the Committee the character of the country L. McAlister, 
on the eastern side of the proposed railway ? Yes. .After you leave Wellington the land is
cultural land, chiefly adapted for wheat-growing, until you get to Cobborah. Of course, there are Prl 1 '
interspersed small areas of scruhbv land which is not occupied, but upon which there is good timber.
After you leave Cobborah, there is good alluvial black soil along the Talbragar which is fit to grow any
thing. That country extends to Coolah, Back from the river the land is more suited for wheat-growing ; 
but the river land is fit for lucerne, maize, and crops of that kind. I have seen very good crops of wheat 
grown there ; but people will not put large areas under wheat in that part of the country, because of the 
difficulty iu getting it to market. When you get to the Liverpool ranges the country is suited chiefly for 
grazing, until you get to Oakey Creek, 20 or 25 miles from Coolah. Brom Oakey Creek to Werris Creek 
it is mostly plain country, and good agricultural land right through.
741. Lo you know anything of the country on tho western side of the proposed railway ? I know a 
little of that country, though I do not know it as well as the country on tho eastern side of the line. The 
black alluvial soil on the eastern side is quite different from the soil on the western side of the line, where 
the country is suited more for wheat-growing or for grazing.
742. What effect would the construction of the proposed railway have upon the development of the 
district through which it would pass ? It would cause large areas of land to be put under crop, and it 
would increase settlement; the increase in the area under wheat would he something wonderful if 
railway facilities were given. At the present time road carriage is so high and the price of wheat so low 
that the farmers cannot attempt to grow wheat,
743. Do the people residing along the line complain of the long carriage? They say that if they had a 
railway thev would put large areas under wheat, 1 asked them why they were not growing more wheat, 
and they told me that they were too far from the railway.
744. Is a great deal of land which is fit for agriculture now being used to depasture sheep simply because
of its distance from a railway ? Yes ; most of it is being so used. ’
745. What interchange of products would there be between the northern and western districts if the 
proposed railway were constructed ? I do not think there would be much interchange of products 
between Wellington and Werris Creek; but the people iu each district would be interested in sending 
produce out west.
746. Do you think that the construction of ihe proposed railway would develop the district to such an 
extent that the estimated deficiency would cease after ten or fifteen years ? I fully believe that it would.
The increase of population iu the district, with its consequent increase of traffic, and the traffic between 
Queensland and Victoria, would be certain to make tho line pay.
747. The railway authorities seemed to think that there would not be much passenger traffic from Queens
land to Victoria along the proposed line ? I know thal if I could save 100 or 200 miles in travelling I 
would try to do so.
74S. Arc good potatoes grown on the Q’albragar ? I have seen as good potatoes grown there as in the 
Hunter Diver and Shoalhaven districts.
749. In that case could not the Talbragar country supply Dubbo and the western districts with potatoes 
more easily than they could be supplied from the northern districts? Yes; I have seen splendid 
vegetables of all descriptions growing in that district, out as far as, Coolah. I was there last November 
twelve months, during a very dry time.
750. Can you offer an opinion as to the respective merits of a connection.with Dubbo and a connection 
with Wellington? There is no comparison between the country that a line would traverse from Dubbo 
to Murrunguudi and the country between Welliugton and Murrungundi; in one case you have a hungry 
sandstone country, aud in tbe other strong alluvial soil.

Eobert Porter, newspaper proprietor, and Secretary Railway League, Wellington, sworn, and
examined;—

751. Vice-Chairman.] How long have you been a resident of Wellington? I have been a resident of R, Porter.
Wellington for twenty-six years, and I have resided in the county forty-two years. ,----A----
752. I understand that you have prepared a statement? Yes. J should like first to refer to the opinion SOApnl.lOOO. 
given on Saturday that only about 33 per cent, of the land through which the proposed line, Wellington
to Werris Creek, runs has been alienated from tho Crown. I think Mr. Gaden meant that the counties 
through which tho line runs, as a whole, contained but about 35 per cent, of alienated land, though the 
line itself might run through lands the whole of which are purchased. Bor instance, take an extract from 
the Statistical Returns published by Mr. Coghlan, page 25, Part XT. The county of Napier, through 
which the line runs, is stated to contain 23'91 per cent, of alienated land in proportion to the total area.
1 presume Mr. Coghlan’s statistics are correct. Another county, Pottinger, is staled to have r>0-72 per 
cent, of alienated land. Another county, Lincoln, is put .up at 18-67 per cent. There is another county, 
hut add together the three percentages named aud divide by three, the moan will be found to be only 
nearly 31 per cent., showing a very largo area of Crown lands available for settlement in time. Those 
statistics, I think, dispose of opinion stated by Mr. Harper in answer to Question 1L8. And now, 
gentlemen, T wish to call attention to another matter which, in my opinion, would, to a very great 
extent, justify the construction of the line. I refer to the existence of coal between about the 22nd mile 
from Wellington and tho 34th mile—I cannot give the exact distances. Birst, at Spicer’s Creek, just 
where the road from Wellington crosses the creek, the Committee will notice the complete change to 
sandstone country. The creek is a bed of sand. AVith in sight of the road a shaft was sunk down on to 
a thick bed of coal. Speaking from memory only, I think that shaft was only 30 feet deep, and tiie seam 
of coal was stated to be 7 feet thick. I did not go down the shaft, but I was there wheu others measured 
it, and I was told it was 7 feet thick. A large quantity of coal was got out and sent away for trial, 
aud a lease of the ground was applied for and granted. 1 produce a copy of the plan. The coal 
turned out to be of poor quality, but large orders could have been got for it to burn in furnaces’, with a 
little wood in addition, it: it could bavo been delivered at a low rate. The want of railway carriage 
rendered the mine useless, and it was abandoned. I produce an analysis by Mr. W. A. Dixon, regis
tered analytical chemist. Mr. Dixon says the seam appears to be a lignite. I do not think it was;

" 43—E and
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R. Porter. an(i Messrs. Mackenzie and Davis, also assayers, spurned the idea that it was a lignite, but said it was
/---- A—altogether too heavy, and was an earthy coal. It was, I am aware, altogether unfit for railway purposes,

30April, 1000. iarge orders could have been obtained if it could have been delivered by rail. Twenty-four miles of 
road carriage killed it. Other assays were made, one of which was as under:—

Hydroscopic moisture.....
Volatile hydrocarbonates
Fixed carbon ................
Ash..................................

7-4 
3S-41 
4a-75 
11 00

100-00
Sulphur, 2'OS per cent. ; ash, grey colour; no coke.

On this subject I should like to read the following extract from a letter written by Mr. E. N. Williams, 
of Cobar, dated 18th October, 1888:—

I have no desire to make yon believe that you have a first-class article and an article suitable for all purposes ; but 
I have no hesitation in stating for your future guidance that it is useful for smelting purposes, and if need as indicated 
eventually the coal-fields will bo heard of supplying tho various mining centres of the Western district. If it were 
])03Siblc for you to deliver coal here for about 20s. per ton, I could now give you an order at that price for about 1,000 
tons per month to start with ; and as soon as the contemplated extensions arc added to tho company's smelting works 
double the quantity would be required.
I quote that extract to show the value of the coal. I believe that, unfortunately, a large quantity of the 
Cobar copper ore is now being sent to Lithgow to be smelted. I understand that the coal deposit that 1 
apeak of lies a mile or two to the east of the route of the proposed railway. I should also like to quote 
the following :— ■

Extract from a report upon Geological and Mineralogical Survey, by S. Stutcbbury, l July, 1852.
The Talbragar River, below the station, exhibits sandstone fit for building purposes similar to that at Dubbo, and would 
be easily quarried.

In the dry bed of the river picked up some slabs of coal, evidently'brought down the stream. Barbigal is IS miles 
from the confluence of the Talbragar witli the Macquarie River, 14 miles through the bush. Tried for gold without 
success. Mitchell’s Creek falls into the Talbragar about 14 mile above Barbigal. Traced the coal first found loose at 
Barbigal to its site. Found it on the Talbragar River, 2i"miles above the station (Gillis’s Murrimutgindigundi), and 3 
miles above the junction of Spicer’s Creek. The section exhibited in the bank of the river is the following :—Large rocks 
of coarse conglomerate sloping back to a height of 200 feet; fine-grained sandstone, 20 feet; loose, scaly, eulmlike coal, G 
feet; hard fissile coal, reBombliug the splint coal of Lanarkshire, 5 feet to the water-line, probably more. The upper bed 
of coal would answer well for calcining metallic ores or burning lime ; the lower bed is highly inflammable and useful for 
most purposes, greatly resembling tho splint coal so much valued in Scotland for smelting iron. These beds are probably 
extensive and easily got at by sinking into, the angle of dip being very small, scarcely perceptible from the horizontal.
According to Mr. Stutckbury, who was one of the best geologists who over visited New South "Wales, we 
have, not far from the. proposed line, coal that would run all the trains from Orange outwards, and to the 
Northern towns, at a cheaper rate than coal could be got from Lithgow or Maitland. If Mr. Stutchbury’s 
report be true, an immense saving could be made by utilising the coal lying at our doors, and cheap 
carriage given to farmers on the line. Now, with regard to the national aspect of the proposed line, the 
"Wellington Railway League arc, of course, actuated to a certain extent by local motives; but on the 
other hand they are"largely influenced by the idea of connecting the Northern districts with the Southern 
by the one missing link between Wellington and Werris Creek. Perhaps the idea has some sentiment 
about it. According to Mr. K. E. Jones' report, there would he a saving of 143 miles between Brisbane 
and Melbourne. The line would form the railway system of the colonies into one compact whole. I am 
told that many residents of Melbourne and "Victoria generally have large interests in Queensland, and 
the line would be much used for the carriage of machinery and passengers. I will conclude by quoting 
from a letter from the Right Honorable Geo. J. Goschen, hirst Lord of the Admiralty, to tho editor of 
United Australia. He says :—

It is very much to be desired that newly-federated Australia should ho served with an organ which, rising above 
local and provincial considerations, will devote itself to what you designate as Commonwealth questions. I need scarcely 
sav that 1 have watched the development of federation with the keenest interest. .

* Apart from the increased prosperity which 1 hope it will bring to Australia, it will facilitate its military and naval 
defence. As First Lord of the Admiralty, this side of the subject is naturally of much interest to me, and it will be a 
source of peculiar interest to me if in the near future the union of all the Australian colonies into one compact whole 
should be followed by improved arrangements forgiving practical effect to their patriotic aspirations, to contribute by 
personal and other services to the defence of the Empire.—Yours faithfully, Geo. J. Gosciiex. .
I feel sure that if all the land lying between Wellington and "Werris Creek wore thrown open for selection 
to-morrow it would be applied for within a week. ■
753. Ho you know the whole of that land? I know it as far as Cobborah. When yon have forty or fifty 
applications for miserable mountainous country, 1 feel sure that that land would be applied for at once. 
Something has been said about potatoes. Both pofatoes and onions, I am told, do well on the Talbragar, 
hut potatoes are not grown in large quantities in the Wellington district because it is too hot for them, 
and they will not keep. The potatoes used here come mostly from Orange.

"Walter Prideanx Pridham, auctioneer and stock and station agent, Wellington, sworn, and examined
w p . 754. Mr. Watson.'] How long have you been in Wellington ? Twenty-two years.

Pridham." 755- Then you have had a good opportunity to make yourself acquainted with the value of the land in 
a—^ the district? Yes. . .

30 April,1900. 750, Do you know the district through which the proposed railway will pass? les ; as tar as Cobborah.
757. How would you describe that country ? Generally it is good wheat land. _
758. Would any large area of it be unfit for cultivation? More than 50 per cent, of the land in tho 
neighbourhood of the proposed railway would he fit for cultivation. Near Wellington almost the whole 
of the land could be cultivated.
75S). What would be tho value of that land unimproved and without a railway ? About 30s. an acre roughly. 
7G0. Would the construction of the proposed railway make a great difference in its value ? I think it 
makes a difference of £2 an acre to be within 5 miles of a railway station, and £1 an acre to be just 
beyond 5 miles from a railway. ,
7lil.. Would land 1.0 or 15 miles hack from the line he increased in value by its construction? I think 
the construction of tho proposed line would considerably increase the value of such land. Land suitable

for
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every acre of it would be

for wheat-growing is worth £2 an acre more when it is brought within 5 miles of a railway station, and 
£1 an acre more when it is brought within 20 miles of a railway station.
702. Tho map shows a large area of country just north of Homely to be untenanted; what sort of country 
is that ? Scrubby country.
7(53. Is it rout'll country? I believe that tho greater part of it is good country, although it is scrubby. 
7(54. Why has°it not been taken up it lias been open for selection since 1884 ? It may be good wheat
growing country, but it is dog infested, and not good sheep country. If the proposed railway were made
it would soon he taken up. _ n • j-i. c705. Do you think that the greater part of the district through winch the hue would pass is tit tor 
agriculture ? I think that every perch of it wonld be taken up if the line were made.
700. There is some untenanted Crown land at Cohrauraguy ? That land is dog-infested too. The lessee 
of the adjoining land told me that the dogs there are very troublesome.
707. Is it country that would be suitable for agriculture? I believe that 
suitable for agriculture.
70S. How far is it from Wellington ? Eighteen miles. There is no water there.
709. Could not water be conserved there ? Yes ; and a man who held the land in freehold would conserve 
water there, but a Crowu lessee will not. ,
770. There is another block on the resumed area of Medway holding ? That is all wheat land.
771. So far as vou know the country adjacent to the route of the proposed line is pretty well all good 
land ? Yes ; and I am of opinion that {he proposed railway would open up a splendid belt of country.
772. I suppose that the leases of the Crown land will, most of them, expire this year ? Yes, and every 
block made available for settlement would be applied for, more especially if hopes of a railway are
held out. t ■ j j.773. Is the land in the reserves similar to the surrounding country ? You cannot generalise in regard to 
that land. Taking the country right through from Wellington to Cobborah it is wheat growing land,
with very little ridgy country. , , , , r ,774. Do you know any country close to the existing line which is similar to that between Wellington and 
Cobborah ? Yes, the Mitchell’s Creek and Spicer’s Creek country.
775. Is there similar country between Wellington and Dubbo, or Wellington and Orange? les; you 
will find similar land there. Between'Wellington and Greurie there is similar land, and it has been 
increased in value by the construction of the main Western railway. Generally speaking the laud away 
from the railway is worth from £4 10s. an acre, and, within 3 or 4 miles of the railway. £G an acre.
770. There have been sales of unimproved land between Wellington and Cobborah at a much higher figure
than 30s. an acre ? Yes. ,777, That would be land boyond the average in quality ? It would bo land within the influence ot a town.
778. Do you think your valuation is a fair average one ? Yes. Of course there is some laud there which 
would not be worth 2s, (id. an acre.

W. P. 
Pridham.

30 April, 1U00;

r ? Erom 5

John Irving, auctioneer and land agent, Wellington, sworn and examined :
779. Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you resided in Wellington long ? Yes.
780. How long have you been engaged in your present business? Over five years. _
78L What does your business consist in? In the disposal of jiroperties—chiefly town properties.
782. You are not engaged in the grain business? Ho, though 1 watch it very closely.
783. Have you a good knowledge of the produce trade? I have made it my study for tho purpose of
this inquiry. ' . . . . , ,784. Have you any statement to make to the Committee on the subject? My inquiries have been 
directed entirely towards the production of grain within 35 miles of Wellington.
785. Along the route of the proposed railway ? Yes. The laud already cultivated, being prepared tor
cultivation, and suitable for cultivation, commencing at a point 5 miles from Wellington, and going out 
35 miles, amounts to 80,000 acres. That estimate was made a fow days^ ago, and refers only to secured 
land. To 80,000 acres must be added about (>0,000 acres—12,000 acres in the Bodangora holding, 3,000 
Gillinghall holding, 30.000 acres in the Murrumbidgerie holding, and 15,000 acres in the Murrnnguudy 
holding—all of which is suitable for agriculture, and will he thrown open for settlement during tho present 
year. Of the 80,000 acres,between 30,000 and 40,000 acres are either under cultivation or cleared ready 
for cultivation, and I estimate that within four or live years after the construction of the proposed line, 
there would be 100,000 acres under wheat. ,
78G. How far does the land you are speaking of extend on each side of the proposed railway r 
to 10 miles on one side, and to as much as 15 miles on the other. ,
737, Have you a knowledge of the country you refer to? 1 have a fair knowledge of portions or it. 
The information I have given you has been obtained from thoroughly reliable persons.
788. Is it your opinion that when the land now held under lease is thrown open it will be taken up? I
think that every acre of it will bo taken up. .
789. Have you had experience in farming? Yes, in my earlier day's, though not in this district.
790. Would you consider yourself a fair judge of agricultural and grazing country? , Yes. _
791. How does the wheat of this district compare with that in other wheat growing districts in which you 
have been ? It is equal if not superior to the wheat grown in other districts in which I have been, and 1 
have been in a great many, Inverell and Hew England amongst them.
792. What value would you place upon the land now under cultivation, say, 20 miles out of Wellington ?
From £2 10s. to £3 an acre tor good land. . . .
793. What rent would such land produce if leased to tenants? I have had no experience of leasing in 
this district. There is very little private leasing here.
794. What is the value of the unimproved land? £1 au acre j that is the average value.
795. I am asking you for present values r Yes. .
790. In the event of railway construction, how much per acre would tho value of laud bo increased. 
In a very short time the average increase would amount from 50 to 100 per cent.
797. Do you mean immediately along the routo of the proposed railway, or extending some niilcs. back 
from it ? Within a reasonable distance for farming purposes—say 10 miles. Of course, tho land in the 
immediate vicinitv of the line would be increased in value more than land further away. 798.

J. Trvirtt;.

30 April, 11)00.
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70S. Is the Crown land of the same character as the land already settled upon? What I have seen is 
very similar, and I have been favourably impressed with it, but, as I am not thoroughly acquainted with 
it, I should prefer not to give evidence in regard to it. The 100,000 acres which 1 estimate would be 
under wheat shortly after the construction of the line would jiroduce an average yield of about 16 bushels 
to the acre, and a charge of -Jd. per bushel freight on that yield would give a return of £5,000. Then 
there would be the revenue earned by the carriage of wool, stock, merchandise, and passengers. I went 
into the matter to satisfy myself that the line wonld be a reasonably profitable one. I think that within 
a reasonable time after its construction 3 acres of land would be under cultivation in the district for 
every acre that is being cultivated now.

Charles George Scott, storekeeper, Wellington, sworn, and examined:—
799. Vice-0hairman.'] How long have you been carrying on business in Wellington? I have been here 
about eleven years.

30ApriU900. you know the country between Wellington and Werris Creek? I know it for a distance of
about 15 miles from Wellington.
801. I suppose you have business intercourse with the farmers within than distance of Wellington? Yes, 
S02. Would you say that they arc generally' prosperous ? Undoubtedly.
803. Have you considered what effect the construction of the proposed railway would have upon trade 
and business in Wellington ? We think that tho construction of the proposed railway would almost 

„ double the wheat production of the district, because the country which the line would traverse is known
to be good wheat-growing country.
SOI. Within the 15 miles that you know, is there much good agricultural land which is not now under 
cultivation ? Well, some of the agricultural land has only been recently acquired by the present holders 
and has not been cleared; but it will be cleared very shortly. The cutting up of the Xanima holding 
settled a good many people on the land. That land has been cleared, and the acreage now under wheat 
within 10 miles along the route of the proposed line has been trebled within the last three years. We 
buy a good deal of wheat. During last season we sold about 250 bales of corn sacks, and each bale 
contained 250 sacks. A great deal of the wheat is still in the barns and has not been thrashed.
805. Were ail the bags which you supplied sent to the district north of Wellington ? No ; but there is 
a good deal of wheat grown out in that direction. Wc buy a lot of wheat from Spicer’s Creek and 
Mitchell’s Creek.
806. Have you heard from any of the farmers along the proposed route that they are handicapped by
their distance from a railway ? Yes, and we know that it is so, because wo frequently have to pay freights 
for them, and we have been charged as much as 4d. a bushel for road carriage, and I know that 6d. a 
bushel has been paid in some instances, which is more than the railway freight from Wellington to 
Sydney. The wheat grown here is, as a rule, very good, and if. not the best in the Colony it is equal to 
anything grown elsewhere. The-Wellington wheat got the first and second prizes at the Sydney Show 
this season. '
807. What quality of flour does it make? Excellent flour. It is a hard wheat, and I have heard Mr. 
Erunton say that it is one of tho best. Mr. Crago always buys a certain quantity of it for mixing. It is 
supposed to be very much harder than the northern wheat, and equal to the southern in that particular.
808. What is the value of the agricultural land within 10 and within 20 miles of Wellington ? Within 5 
miles of Wellington the land would be worth from £4 to £5 an acre; between 5 miles and 10 miles out 
it would be worth £8 an acre; and within from 10 miles to 20 miles of the town it would be worth £2 
an acre.
809. What would be the effect of the construction of the proposed railway upon the Crown lands within 
those limits? It would increase the value of the Crown lands very much ; it would make land which is 
now worth only £2 an acre equal in value to lands close to Wellington.
810. Have you had experience in land valuing ? Yes, a little.
811. Do you think that landholders would be willing to pay, annually, an amount equal to what they pay 
in land tax to assist in making up any loss upon the proposed line ? I cannot say, but I am sure that it 
would be a very beneficial thing to them to get their wheat carried for Id. a bushel instead of 6d. a bushel.

J. Irving. 
SOApribim

C. G. Scott.

Frederick James Kodda, farmer and commission agent, Wellington, sworn, and examined:—
F, J. Rodd*. 812. Mr. Shepherd.'] Where are you farming ? About 2 miles from Wellington, on the Macquarie Eiver.

I am a native of tho district, and I know the first 100 miles of the country through which the proposed 
30Apri],1900. railway would pass very well. There is a very large tract of land between Wellington andapoint 20miles 

on the other side of the Castlereagh Eiver which is admirably adapted for wheat growing, and is equal to 
any land around Wellington. Of course, there are ridges and portions of a big iron-bark scrub which in 
places encroach upon the land I am speaking of.
813. Can you show us in what way the traffic of the proposed railway can be increased to make up the 
estimated deficiency? There are about 100 miles of country all of which is suited for wheat-growing, and 
some of it is now under cultivation. Those who arc now cultivating that land have to pay very high rates 
for the carriage of their produce to Wellington, Mudgee, Dubbo, or whatever railway station they send it 
to. Some of them pay as much as 2s. a bag for road carriage. If the proposed railway were constructed 
the carriage would be reduced to 3d. or 4d. a bag.
814. But it is estimated that there will be an anuua.1 deficiency of £18,000 in tho working of tho proposed 
line ? It cannot he expected that all the land I am speaking of will be put under cultivation, and will 
produce wheat right away.
815. It has been suggested that people who will benefit by the construction of the proposed railway should 
guarantee the State against any loss on itdo you think that is a fair thing? No, I do not.
816. You admit that the carriage which the farmers now pay -would be reduced by more than one-half if 
the proposed railway were made ? It -would be reduced much more than that.
817. That being so, is it not only fair that the persons reaping an advantage from railway construction 
should guarantee the Government against loss ? They might give a guarantee up to a certain extent.
818. Do you think they would guarantee an amount equal to what they now pay in land-tax ? That
would he right enough, "

819.
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819. As the traffic on the line increased the deficiency would decrease, and their contributions would be
reduced ? I think it would be a reasonable method of dealing if the guarantors knew exactly what they 3X^^1900 
were undertaking, and had not to contribute more than they arc at present paying for land carriage. P” ' *
820. Have you had any conversation with the landowners in the district in regard to the railway? They • 
seem to he of the opinion that, with a railway, tho saving in cartage would be so great that the guarantee 
contrihution would be purely nominal. At the same time, there is a large tract of country which is 
suitable for agriculture that lies so far from tbc route of the proposed line that it could not be farmed.
S21. Mr. Wofson.] At what distance from the railway line can a man afford to cultivate bis land ? At 
present prices a farmer has to go too far when he is more than 15 miles from a railway station. A man 
growing wheat must be able to rake his produce to the railway station in a day and to get home the next.
Ho should not he three days over the business. If a farmer had only 15 miles to go he could get hack 
next day; but if he had 20 miles to go the journey would break into three days.
822. Is the good country that you have spoken of within 10 or 15 miles of tho proposed railway? Yes; 
the proposed railway runs right through it. Part of the country through which the line would go is land 
which 1 would not take at a gift under present circumstances ; hut it would be good wheat-growing land 
if it were near a railway.
823. Would the proposed railway give an impetus to other industries besides farming ? There is a largo 
quantity of timber within easy distance of the route of the proposed line.
824. Is it difficult to supply Wellington with timber now ? Tes, especially to get hardwood; but the 
proposed railway would run through a forest of iron-bark.
825. Is timber along the route of the proposed line suitable for railway purposes? I think so.
826. Is the country easy for railway construction ? It is fairly easy.
827. Is it long since you were last over the country? I was through it about nine months ago.
course, I 
vicinity.
828. That country is now stocked with sheep ?

did not follow' the route of the proposed line ; but 1 know its direction, and I travelled in
Yes, and, you may say, with native dogs.in places.

Of
its

Frederick Henry Kennard, Mayor of Wellington, sworn, and examined:—
829. Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you resided long in Wellington? Thirty years.
830. What facts do you desire to bring before us in connection with our inquiry ? I have some figures 
here in regard to the town of Wellington. Last year the ratable value of property in Wellington was 
£12,278, and this year it increased to £14,405. Property is gradually increasing in value in Wellington. 30April,1900. 
During the last three years there has been a wonderful advance in the price of land here.
831. What is the reason for this increase in values ? The way in which the land in the district is being 
taken up. The prospect of the construction of a lino to Werris Creek has also stimulated people to 
obtain land in the district. All the farmers and settlers here arc well to do. There are very few 
insolvencies in the district, and those who have become insolvent have been mostly strangers who were 
on their last legs vdien.they came here. I do not think there has been an insolvency of a genuine 
Wellington resident during the last ten years.
832. Are the farmers generally tenants, or are they freeholders ? They are generally freeholders, and a 
great many of the farmers arc beginning to buy land in the town itself, and to build on it. There is not 
an empty house in Wellington, and eighty now buildings have been erected here during the last twelve 
months—buildings ranging from the substantial business premises of Messrs. Wise & Co. to small two- 
roomed houses.
833. _ What is the population of Wellington ? About 3,000, and twenty years ago, when we formed tho 
municipality, it was just over 1,400, I have been some distance along the route of the proposed railway,
and out near Murnmgundy. There is a mineral spring there which has been highly spoken of by Dr. 1
Barker, tho Health Officer here, and other doctors in the district. They say that the spring is of great 
benefit to people suffering from rheumatics, and there are two people ready to build a sanitarium there 
when the railway is made.
834. Is the spring close to the proposed line ? It would be within 2 or 3 miles of the station if the 
proposed line were made.
835. Have you a. good knowledge of the country through which the line would pass ? Yes, for about 20
miles from Wellington; and I have been on the Werris Creek end, out towards Tambar Springs and verv nearly into Coolah. 1 fe > J
836. Is the country, so far as you know it, good country, capable of carrying a considerable population ?
I think so. ‘ *
837. Is what you have seen good agricultural country ? Some of it is very good, though there is also 
some that is very bad.
838. Is the country which you do not consider good agricultural country suitable for grazing ? Most of
the country which I have seen would be good grazing country. ”
839. Is dairying carried on in this district to any extent ? Not much.
840. What is the reason of that, seeing that it has made such rapid strides in other districts ? People 
have told me that there are not the right sort of cows here. '
841. Has dairying boon attempted hero ? They had a butter factory here, but people said thatthey could
do hotter with their milk than supply it to a butter factory, and that it was better to grow wheat than to ■ 
bother with cows.
842. If the proposed railway is constructed will the country between Wellington and Werris Creek be used for dairying? Some of it will be.
843. It has been said that that country is first-class wheat-growing land, do vou endorse that opinion ? I 
know that there is some very good wheat land within about 25 miles of Wellington. I think that if it is 
worth while to make railways like tlie Berrigan and Finley lines a line from Wellington to Murrungundy 
would pay. It would stimulate wheat-growing, and the district through which it passed would become 
almost a granary.
844. Do you think Wellington will be the centre of a largo wheat-growing district? Yes.
845. Is much Crown land available for settlement within 30 miles of Wellington ? There is ft good deal
of land on the Murrumbidgerie Holding which will shortly he thrown open. S46.

F. H. 
Kennard.
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■ S46. Do you think that that land will bo taken up when it has been thrown open? I am sure it will. I
on'ulr ' have hoard several say that they are going to trv for it. ‘

30April,1900 ^.a,v? J'011 any ‘d63, of tho value of the land outside of 'Wellington farming land ? If you want any
’ laud within 7 or 10 miles of Wellington you have to pay from £4 10s. to £5 an aero for it.

S48. Is that improved land ? Ye,s, laud that has been cleared. There is some land on the Naninia Dstato 
tor which [ was asked £0 an acre in its unimproved condition, That land was covered with trees, though 
there was a fence around it. The proposed line would give a direct route from Brisbane to Melbourne, 
because tbe Western and Southern lines are already connected. I brought that point under the attention 
of the late Mr. Eddy, and he said it was a good oue.

TUESDAY, 1 MAY, 1900.
[The Committee met at the Court-house. Wellington, at 10'30 a.m.]

Jdrrsrnt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (VrcE-CHAiiuiAir).

The Hon, Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, j John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Charles Hampden Barton, Manager of the "Wellington Branch of the Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, sworn, and examined:—

C. H. Barton, S49,' Vice-Chairman.'] I understand that you are the owner of Towri run, about 7 miles from Wellington, 
1 'Ma\ 1900 trough, which the proposed railway would pass ? Yes. I look upon the proposal before tho Committee 

’ ’ as a national work. A connection between tbo Western and Northern lines must be made sooner or
later for strategical reasons, even if the line had to pass through barren country, while it is of national 
importance that our railway systems should be connected with each other by the most direct and con
venient routes. Just as the Blue Mountains had to be crossed in order to reach Bathurst and tho rich 
agricultural and pastoral land beyond, so the Country between the Western and the Northern lines, whatever 

.. its character, must he crossed in order to make a connection between the two lines to complete our
- railway system. The intervening country is, however, of such a character that I believe a connecting lino

■ ! . . would eventually pay much bettor than is anticipated.
S50. A.dmitting that there is some ground for urging the construction of the line to facilitate military 
operations and the better working of our railways, do you think that the time for its construction lias 
yet arrived, seeing that the Bail way Commissioners estimate an annual loss of £18,000 upon the working 
of this line ? I do ; and I doubt the figures of the Bail way Commissioners. I believe that the traffic on 
the proposed line, when it is worked in with tho traffic on the existing lines, will he found to pay very 
much better than is anticipated.
851. The Eailway officials were asked what advantage the construction of the proposed line would be to 
them—whether it would be a convenience in working the traffic, or wonld result in the gaining of

. revenue ; and their answer was that, except at times when they had a large quantity of rolling slock 
locked up in a place where it was not required, a cross-country connection would be of no advantage to 
them? Undoubtedly the proposed railway would gain a good deal of extra traffic, Ido not think that 
the Bailway Commissioners have allowed for the extra carriage which would come from increased tillage 
and the larger population which tho proposed railway would cause to settle in the district which it would 
serve. I do not think they are quite aware how much traffic a large farm gives to a railway. J feel sure 
that the Government gets more than £1,000 per annum from my property in freight. A large farm gives 
much more traffic to a radway than the,biggest pastoral holding.
852. You have 7,000 acres under cultivation? I have 7,000 acres altogether, but only 4,000 or 5,000 
acres under cultivation.
858. In what way do you think the Commissioners’ estimate of revenue would be exceeded ? A. great 
deal of agricultural land in the district through which the projmsed Hue wonld pass is still in the hands 

N i?f the Government; but when it is thrown open, and a railway is made, it will be taken up and used. 
Then, too, with a railway, the people who are now cultivating will increase their cultivation.
854. Are you acquainted with the country along the route of tho proposed line ? Only as far as Cobborah.
855. Between hero and Cobborah, would tho construction of a railway be followed by any increase in
population and traliie? I have not the slightest doubt of it. ‘ ^
SuO. Arc the holdings between Wellington and Cobborah large holdings ? They are not large for station 
properties, but they would be large for farms.

' 857. Would tho construction of the proposed railway induce settlers to go in for cultivation rather than 
for the raising of sheep? I think it is necessary to do something in that way to make a place pay. 
Where people cultivate, they can get better results from sheep than can be obtained without cultivation. 
858. Do you think that mixed farming will come about ? Yes, aud then more sheep will be carried than 
are carried at the present time.
S59. Even it a change were made from grazing to mixed fanning, how would the railway traffic be 

• increased thereby? Even a small farm will give more traffic to a railway than a large pastoral property, 
live hundred acres under cultivation would give more traffic to a railway than 10,000 acres used for 
grazing. A man who is grazing sheep on 10,000 acres would require only himself and two boundary- 
riHers to work the place, whereas with a farm he wonld require ten or twelve men. Then, for farming 
operations, a man requires machinery, bags, and all sorts of requisites, and bas large quantities of produce 
to send away.
8(i0. But agricultural produce is carried by the railways at a lower rate than that at which wool is carried? 
I do not suppose produce pays quite as well as wool, but it keeps a large staff employed, and the trains 
full instead of half empty.
SOL If the proposed railway were constructed, would there be an interchange of products between this 
district and districts west of it, and tho districts on the Northern and North-western lines? The country 
on the Northern and North-western lines is very similar to the country out west, m that it is subject to

drought.
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drought aud requires large supplies of fodder; so that, if the proposed railway wore constructed we O-Barton, 
should have twice as large a market for our produce, because the northern and north-western markets as 1 'mhv ^000 

' well as tlie western markets would he open to us. ...
802. Would you draw any of the products of the northern and north-western country to this district?
The tendency would be for stock to come from the north to the south, and there might he a saving by 
sending vrooi over the proposed line. I do not think there is much agricultural country north of the 
Hunter valley.
803. Mr. Wai&on.m\ Do you think that the population of Brisbane and Melbourne is sufficiently largo to 
provide a fair number of passengers for a direct through lino P The question is a difficult one to answer, 
hut I believe that there would in time be a very great increase in the passenger traffic. The fact that 
people would be able to visit Orange and similar places on their journey might bring them this way. The 
proposed line would give opportunities for an interchange of commodities such as we can hardly conceive 
at the present time. I believe that there wonld be a great deal of traffic between the western and the 
northern lines. Bor a long time past I have been supplying large quantities of chaff to bfarrabri and 
Moree. T sent it to Wright, Heaton, & Co., and to Scott, Wilson, & Co. I have a brother in the north
western district, but 1 did not send any to him. In 1899 1 got nearly £1,000 from Wright, Heaton, &
Co. for chaff sent to Moree, and nearly £300 from Scott, Wilson, & Co. I have received nearly £100 
from Scott, Wilson, & Co. this year.
SGli. Is it likely that others besides yourself send chaff in that direction? I do not know if other people 
send chaff in that way so far. My chaff was sent there in a time of drought, but I do not know why the 
order came to me. They may go on getting chaff from me, hut it will depend upon the seasons they have.
865, The presumption is that you were able to supply chaff more cheaply than the people of the Hunter 
district could supply it ? They paid me the full market price for it, and asked for no reduction. We 
sold 100 or 150 tons at a time. If the proposed railway were made we should probably supply a great 
deal more, and people living along that line would be in a still better position to supply it? The line 
would open up a very big trade for Cobborah, for instance.
860. A few extra miles do not make much difference in long railway haulage ? I do not know how the 
Commissioners arrange their rates, but from Wellington to Moree, by way of Sydney, is a tremendous 
distance. No doubt it is a presumptous thing to set one’s opinion against that of a railway expert, but I 
believe that tbe returns of the proposed lino have been under-estimated, in view of the probability of a 
largo increase in the trade of tbe district. Tho Commissioners’ estimate might be correct for a year or 
two after the line was opened, but it would not be much longer than that before the traffic commenced to 
increase. I think I am right in saying that there would be au increase of 50 per cent, almost immediately.
8G7. Mr Shepherd.'] Have you reason to believe that the landholders along the route would be willing to 
give to the Government whatever land was required for railway purposes ? 1 think it is possible thatthey
would. No doubt if they wore approached they would make some concession. Bor my own part the 
existing line suits me very well, though the construction of the proposed line would be an advantage to 
me, and I should, therefore, fall in with other landholders in giving what land was required. _
868. It has been suggested that those who benefit by the construction of the new railways should promise
to make good part of any estimated loss by paying an amount equal to what they pay in land lax? The 
construction of the proposed line would benefit not only the people in the district but all the people in 
Now South Wales, and also people in Brisbane, and in Melbourne, and therefore I do not know why the 
people of the district should bear the whole expense. I would rather give my land than consent to an 
arrangement like that. _
869. Landholders within easy reach of the proposed railway wonld effect large savings in the carriage of 
their produce ? I consider that landholders more 1 ban 10 miles out from Wellington would bo fools if

■ they did not give what land was required for the line, if by doing so they would get the railway any 
sooner ; hut I do not think they should be asked to subsidise the line as if they were the only people 
benefited by it. They have to pay their share of the general taxation.
870. As the traffic increased their contributions would decrease ? That is all very well, but by the same _ - ^
argument it may be shown that in a very short time there Would be no loss on the line, and therefore no
tax upon the general ratepayers. _ ,
871. Bor about 10 miles at each end of the proposed line the country is already served by the existing
railway? I do not know that you can cut off as much as 10 miles. The Orange farmers compete with 
ns for tho western trade, and they would also compete witii us for the northern trade, bo that they, too, 
would furnish traffic to the proposed line. ■
872. Would you use the proposed line ? Sometimes. Some of my land is closer to the line than other 
parts arc. The proposed railway would gain traffic not only from Wellington, but also from Orange,
Blayney, and Bathurst.
873. Are the landowners along the route in fairly good circumstances ? I think they can he considered 
fairly prosperous men. The quantity of chaff I sent to Moree was about 500 tons.

William Patrick Mitchell, stock and station agent, sworn, aud examined:—
S74i. Vice-Chairman] Will you make a statement to the Committee of your views in regard to the W- p-
proposed line ? During the drought, two years ago, as agent here, I had charge of a good many thousands 1 CA c '
of sheep, horses, and cattle. The horses were sent from Bourke, and nearly all the stock was depastured j ‘ywy ^'q
in the country to be traversed by the proposed line—along Spicer’s Creek and out Comobella way, I had ■' '
4,000 sheep which came from Dubbo, paddocked for some months, on 1,280 acres. People continually 
bring stock from in and around Dubbo to Wellington. I also had stock from Borbes, Coonamble,
Walgett, Dubbo, Bourke, Narratnino, Trangio, and Cobar; so that the Wellington district was nearly 
crowded out by starving stock. Most of that stock is brought here by road, but I believe that if there 
had been direct railway communication wdtli tbe Narrabri district, a lot of the sheep which died in that 
district would have been sent here and saved. This was the only district which bad good grass during tbe 
dry season.
875. Is it tbe practice 1o understock in this district? They do not overstock here; they stock just up 
to the carrying capacity of the land. At a place to which I sent 137 horses for Cobb & Co., of Bourke, 
the land was carrying nearly a sheep to the acre as well as cattle, but there was abundance of grass, and '
the horses went away fat. The place I am referring to is held by Messrs. Martin Bros., Bodangora. 1

am
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MJL’heil am n°t Quite sure that they were Tunning a sheep to the acre all the time, but I know that they sheared 
x ' a sheep to the acre. In one case a gentleman from the Walgett district bought 2.000 acres of land here, 

1 Mot 1900.an^ .a oflT'tain area under annual lease, for £2 10s, an acre, and was thus able to save his stock. The land 
’ carried over a sheep to the acre, and the sheep aro fat now.

876. What was the character of the land which he bought? About 1,200 acres were fit for cultivation. 
It was not all ringbarked when he bought it, but he ringbarked some of it afterwards. I made an offer 
of £2 15s. an acre on bohalf of a Torbes buyer for improved and partially improved land along tho route 
of the proposed line, but the holders wanted £& an acre. That was a block of 6,000 acres of. secured land 
about Id miles from Wellington. I have been engaged in lending out money for a Sydney firm, and in 
nearly every instance their own valuator has valued the land on which it is being advanced—partially 
improved land—at £4 an acre. I consider that any laud within 15 miles of Wellington, which is well 
improved, is worth £5 or £6 an acre. Of course that valuation does not apply to river flats.
877. What would you call “ well improved ” land ? Laud which has been cleared, fit for the plough, and
has been fenced. Last season a good deal of the wheat about here was bitten by the frosts, and farmers, 
thinking that it would not mature, cut a good deal of it for hay, That hay is now practically useless to 
them, because they have so far to haul it that it would not pay to export; whereas, if the proposed-railway 
were made, they could send it away by train. I believe that a great many of the people along tho route 
of the proposed line from Wellington to beyond Cobborah would be only too happy to give what land was 
required for railway purposes. "
878. Do you hear serious complaints from the farmers about the handicap which they now suffer ? Yes, 
often.
879. Does their distance from a railway prevent them from extending their agricultural operations ? Yes. 
If the proposed railway were made, the traffic on it would often increase tho traffic on the main trunk 
lines as well, because a great deal of produce would be sent right through to the metropolis.
880. How would you compare the land between Dubbo and Murrungundy with the land between 
Wellington and MtiiTtingundy ? I do not think that it is as good ; it is more sandy, and, according to 
experts, does not grow as good wheat. The Wellington wheat was awarded first prize at the Chicago exhibi
tion, the reason being given that it contained more phosphorus than any other wheat. The Wellington 
soil contains more phosphorus than any other soil in New South Wales. I have already had a visit from 
a man who represents five intending applicants to inquire about the throwing open of the Murrumbidgerie 
leasehold area. This gentleman believes that between twenty and thirty farmers will come from Numurka, 
in Victoria, to ballot for the land. Two or three blocks were balloted for the other day for homestead 
selections. The largest block was between 401) and 600 acres, and there were seventy-three applicants.
881. How much land of average qualitj' will maintain a man and his family in decent comfort? I think 
that with good land, such as that along the route of the proposed line, towards Spicer's Creek, a man can 
live on 640 acres ; hut 1,000 acres or 1,280 acres would make a decent block, and would enable a farmer 
to combine.sheep-raising with wheat-growing, and then if one failed he could fall hack on the other.
882. How is the country timbered ? It is pretty heavily timbered ; chiefly with white box, but with pine
in places. *
888. What does it cost to clear it? I’should say that you could get green timber cleared for between 
80s. and £2 an acre.
884. Do the farmers ringbark the land first? If they can afford to wait, they ringbark first, and then
burn off the timber when it is dead. .
885. Yon say that improved land is worth £5 to £6 an acre within 15 miles of Wellington ? Yes.
886. In its unimproved state, would land be worth from £3 to £4 an acre ? Hood agricultural land is 
worth £2 10s. and £3 an acre unimproved. Those prices have been given for land here. -

dames Bonuor, general merchant, Orange, sworn, and examined:—
J. Bonnor. 887. Sir. McFarlane.] I understand that you have resided at Orange for a number of years? For 

-a—v twenty-five years.
1 May, 1900. g88. How would the construction of the proposed railway affect Orange? For many years past the 

Orange farmers have been in the habit of supplying produce to districts similarly situated to Werris 
Creek. For instance, we have supplied large quantities of chaff’ potatoes, and oats, to places along the 
western line as far as Bourke; and also to Cobar, to Condobolin, to Hay, to Gerodgery, and, in some 
years, to Albury. Last year vve sent produce to Moree and Narrabri, and we have also sent it to 
Newcastle, The closer the centres of supply and demand are brought together the better it is for both 
producers and consumers. At tho present time a great many stock die for want of food; but, if the 
squatters could obtain fodder more cheaply, the losses in stock would be much less than they aro. These 
losses of stock are a very serious thing for the colon}', and wc have just gone through a season in which 
some millions of sheep have been lost.
889. Would the proposed railway give you facilities for sending produce to districts to which you do not 
send it now ? Yes; it is not only in bad seasons that we supply produce to the places I have mentioned ;

. we also supply it, more or less, in good seasons. It is always going forw ard.
890. Would the proposed railway be used by you to forward produce? The proposed railway would 
bring centres like the district between Coonamble and Dubbo, and Dubbo and Werris Creek, into touch 
with districts like that between Dubbo, Wellington, and Orange, and would thus create three times the 
traffic. It would enable the squatter who wanted supplies of fodder for his stock to obtain it at the 
cheapest rate; it would enable people living in warm parts of the country to obtain all kinds of English 
fruits, such as cherries and apples, which are grown in Orange, and also potatoes, butter, and produce of 
that kind, more cheaply than they can get them now ; and it would also enable people to bring their 
families into the cooler districts during the heat of summer. At the present time, people rent furnished 
houses in Orange for the summer, and still more would come if tho proposed railway were made.
891. Do you think the districts on the North-western line would require much produce? I have been 
twenty-five years in business in Orange, and we have been supplying those districts ever since the North
western railway was opened. The railway -journey from Orange to Narrabri byway of Sydney and 
Newcastle is almost prohibitory, but if there were a line via Walgett and Werris Creek the distance would 
be very much reduced. The proposed line would increase the passenger traffic, the stock traffic, and the

produce
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produce traffic. If would increase the passenger traffic, not only hy bringing people from the hot ^ Bonuor.
districts to the cooler districts, but also in giving a more direct route from Melbourne and the Southern
line to the northern parts of the Colony, and to Queensland. Then, too, the line would decentralise 1 a*T'
business. At tho present time nearly every town in New South Wales depends on Sydney for its trade ;
one town can hardly trade with another, llut if Glen Jnnes, Narrabri, Mudgee, and the "Western lino
were all connected, it would tend towards decentralisation, and give facilities for an interchange of products,
892. Would the proposed railway be used to send supplies from Orange, Dubbo, and Wellington to the 
north-western districts ? It is bound to do so.
899. Would there be any substantial traffic within a reasonable period ? I should think so. Every buyer 
will go to the nearest market, in order to save trainage, whereas, now, people sometimes say that it costs 
too much to buy produce, and therefore let their stock die. If the proposed railway were made, they would 
buy produce and save their stock.
894. Have you received orders recently for chaff for any of the northern towns ? Tes, last 3rear.
895. What quantity of chaff did you send away ? Last year about 1,000 tons of chaff were sent from
Orange to the Northern lines. ■
89o. To Narrabri and Moree? To places all along from Newcastle to Narrabri and Moree.
897. Would you use the proposed line for sending produce to other districts ? Orange, Bathurst, Carcoar, 
Wellington, and Dubbo are likely to become in time large manufacturing centres, and the proposed 
railway would put large sheep and cattle districts into easy communication with these towns. One-third 
of all the potatoes grown in New South Wales is grown in the Orange district, and the production is 
increasing.
898. Do they not grow potatoes in parts of the north-western district ? They grow them in Glen Innes. ■
At the present time it is almost impossible to supply potatoes to Coonamble. Mudgee is not much of a 
potato-growing district, and beyond Orange, to tho west, it is too hot for potatoes. The production of 
potatoes in the Orange district is increasing every year, and it will increase more and more as tbe demand 
increases. . *
899. Would the proposed railway be used for the carriage of potatoes ? Yes; and also to send away 
fruit, chaff, and produce generally. We can grow grain of all kinds, except maize. Oats, wheat, peas, 
and crops of that kind grow well.
900. Do you receive much wheat from Wellington? A fair quantity. The millers at Orange need the 
dry wheat from these districts to mix with the local wheat, which is of a tougher nature.
901. Have you any knowledge of tho country along the route of the proposed lino? No.
902. You consider it a matter of some importance to Orange to have the line constructed ? I do not 
look upon it as an outlet for Orange so much as a national matter.
903. But you think that it would benefit Orange ? Yes ; it would give an outlet for Orange produce, 
and would enable us to draw supplies of beef and mutton from other districts. Coonamble is a good 
district, and can very often supply good stock when stock in other districts are poor because of a drought.
Loop-lines, such as that proposed, arc necessary for the convenience of the travelling public, and for 
military purposes, and, in view of tbe speedy consummation of federation, should be constructed.
90t. But only the most urgent of these lines can be carried out at once? That is so.
905. Mr. Wafson.] Erom Orange to Moree via Sydney is 605 miles, and via Wellingtou and Werris 
Creek it would be 375 miles,—the charge per ton for chaff, in 6-ton trucks, would be 13s. 10d. for the 
605 miles, and 10s. lOd. for 375 miles;—do you think that a saving of 3s. per ton in freight would 
materially affect the produce traffic between the two districts ? The Government make great concessions 
on produce such as chaff; but the charge on produce other than chaff from Sydney to Bourke is 35s, per 
ton. This would leave a much greater margin than appears in the carrying of chaff, and would tend to ■ 
decentralise the trade.
906. There is not the same distinction drawn between the “up" and “down” journey in respect to 
produce such as chaff as there is in respeetto other produce ? No. I think Mr. Combes was Secretary for 
Public Works when these concessions were first made, and tho produce trade has grown rapidly ever since.
After concessions were made we began to send produce to places to which we bad no idea of sending 
before, because the rates were prohibitory. The Colony must he opened up for trade, and, as our rivers 
are not navigable, we must have railways. I am satisfied that tbo construction of the proposed line will 
create a considerable amount of traffic.

James Stuart Leeds, stock and station agent, Orange, sworn, and examined:—
907. Mr. WaUon.~] Have you a statement to make to tbo Committee ? I have always been of the opinion j, s. Leeds, 
that a line should be constructed from Werris Creek to the Great Western line. As federation is now f\ 
very close, with the abolition of the stock tax in Victoria, such'a line would greatly assist northern stock-1 May, 1900, 
owners, by giving them an opportunity.to use the Melbourne market as well as the Sydney market. At 
tho present time they have only the Sydney market, but the removal of the Victorian border duties will 
givo them a market in Melbourne, and the proposed line, together with the Blayney-Harden line, would 
assist them in getting there. In my opinion, the construction of the proposed' line would improve the 
prospects of tbc Blayney-Harden line, which is now worked at a heavy loss.
90S. Mr. Harper told us that, prior to the imposition of the Victorian stock tax, the greater part of fat 
cattle travelling towards Melbourne came from tho Queensland border, west aud north, aud went through 
Bourke, and he seemed to be of tho opinion that if the tax were removed the traffic would go that way again ? '
IE the proposed railway were constructed it would be of advantage to stockowners in tbo northern part of 
this Colony, and also to the Queensland stockowners., A great number of stockowners have not used tho 
Melbourne market, because they have been unable to get there.
909. If there were no border duties, would stockowners in the northern part of New7 South Wales be able 
to compete with stockowners in southern Queensland ? I see no reason why a man who had fat stock in 
the northern district should not use the Melbourne market as well as the man who had fat stock at Bourke.
A Queensland stockowner has to travel his stock many hundreds of miles by road before he can put them 
on to tho train at all, and that wastes tho stock ; whereas if the proposed railway were constructed a 
stockowner in the northern parts of this Colony could put his beasts almost directly into the train, and 
land them in Melbourne in better and finer condition than tbe Queensland stock. In this way he would 
get a better profit from his stock then the Queensland owner would get,

4.3-E ' ' " ' ' 910.
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J-. S. Leeds. 910. la the New South Wales country as good for fattening big stock as the Queensland country is ? 
y—Most decidedly. From Tamvorth right away to Moree, and further, it is all rich fattcuing country ; but 

1' May, 1900. present the stockowners have only the Sydney market to go to.
911. Is much fattening done in New England? Tes; at the present time the Sydney market has to
depend largely upon the stock from the highlands. _ ,
912. You think that there would he a considerable through traffic in large cattle ? Both in sheep and in 
large cattle.
913. It has heen urged in favour of the proposed line that it would be of advantage in enabling stock to 
be removed from drought-stricken districts to places where they could get pasture ? Certainly it would.
914. In what direction ivould the movement of stock be—from the North and North-western line towards 
Wellington and the Western line ? The stock umuld lie sent wherever there was grass and water. .
915. Which districts are safer for stock—the western or the northern districts ;—where is the rainfall 
most likely to be seasonable? Starving stock bas to be sent to the highlands on the Northern, Western, 
and Southern lines.
916. In that case I do not see why starving stock should come towards Wellington from the northern 
districts ? Stock has heen trucked from Eiverina to Bathurst for grass. Some stock which were trucked 
from Burrabogie to Bathurst are there still. Stock could not have been sent from the Southern line_to the 
Western line had it not been for the Blayney to Harden connection. Only the other day it was said that 
the Blayney-Harden line would have paid had it not been for the Victorian stock tax.
917. Is it likely that if the proposed railway were constructed stock in dry seasons would bo sent from 
the Moree and Narrabri districts towards the Western line ? I think so ; just as stock has been sent on 
to the Western line from Eiverina.
918. Why would they not be sent on to the New England fable,-land ? No doubt a great many would be

' sent there. _
919. Tbe proposed line would give them another outlet? That is so. When the Victorian stock tax is 
removed the live-stock traffic to Melbourne must add materially to the revenue of the proposed railway.

George Hawke, farmer, Orange, sworn, and examined :—
G-. Hawke. 920. Vice-Chairman.] I understand that you have had some experience of milling^? I was for eighteen 

-A-—v, years the manager of a mill at Miilthorpe, I was the first to conceive the idea of erecting a mill there, 
1 May, 1000. and I built tbe mill.

921, Mr. Shepherd.] Have you been engaged in farming at all ? Tes ; I have a farm on which one of my 
sons is living, It is within 6 miles of Orange, and is under my management. I was asked to give evidence 
before the Committee in regard to the probability of produce from the Orange district being sent into 
the Moree district over tbe proposed line. About Orange we grow potatoes, which cannot be grown in 
the Moree district, and no doubt if we could send them there at a reasonable cost a large trade would 
spring up. There would also probably be a considerable trade in fodder.
922. Are you acquainted with the country in the vicinity of the proposed railway ? I was through part 
of it many years ago, but I have only a superficial knowledge of it now.
928. Do you think it would be better to connect the Northern line with Dubbo rather than with 
Wellington ? It seems to me that if there arc no engineering difficulties in the way it would be better to 
make the connection at Wellington,
924.. Do you know anything of the agricultural capacity of the land through which the line will pass ?

■ To my recollection the soil is generally rich, but when I went through tho district agriculture was not 
thought of, and the country was being used purely for pastoral purposes.
925. It is estimated that there will he a deficiency of £18,000 per annum on the working of the proposed 
■line;—can you tell us how that deficiency would be decreased ? My experience of railways is that when 
a railway is first made although the traffic may be little the place quickly groivs. I remember when 
bullock-drays brought everything to Bathurst and to Orange ; but I do not know how many drays would 
he required to deal with the traffic now.
926. The Western line was pushed out into entirely new country, but the proposed railway is merely a 
connection between existing lines ? Tes ; but it would go through a great deal of country wdiieh is not 
served by them.
927. Have you reason to believe that the proposed line would give any great impetus to farming? We 
believe that ive are on the eve of federation, and Orange is talked of as a likely place' for the federal

‘ 1 capital. If Orange became the federal capital the proposed line would bring Brisbane, and places to the
north, much nearer to ns than they are now, and I imagine that the passenger traffic would be very heavy.
928. Do you think that the estimated deficiency would be got rid of within a reasonable time? I think 
that the undertaking is so large that a loss of £18,000 should not be looked upon as a very formidable 
thing. Plenty of industries have been started and have been kept going for eight or ten years before 
making a profit, but eventually they came to pay.

Joseph Aarons, farmer and grazier, Wellington, sworn, and examined;—
J. Aarons. 929. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you resided long in the district ? 1 have resided in Wellington since 1854,
,---*—and I have been in the district since 1844.

1 May, 1900. 930, You have heen largely engaged in farming and grazing pursuits, I understand ? Yes, very largely.
931. Have you a fair knowledge of the country through which tho proposed line would pass? I know 
.every mile of country from Wellington right up into Queensland, as far as the Darling Downs.
932. Will you describe for us the country between Wellington and Werris Creek within 20 miles on each
side of the proposed line ? I think that at least nine-tenths of that country is fit for agriculture; in fact, 
the whole of the land through which that line will pass is fit for a mixed agricultural and pastoral 
occupation. .
933. W hat would be the character of the one-tenth that is not fit for agriculture ? It would be good, 
sound pastoral country,
934. Is there_mo barren country ? No.

935.
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935. What prospect is there of the proposed line facing self-supporting within a reasonable time ? I have J- Aarons,
every reason to believe, not only that it would be self-supporting, but that it would exceed the most 
sanguine expectations. I have seen far inferior country settled upon and cullivated. The existing 00‘
hunger for land in these districts satisfies me that as fast as the railway is made population will settle on
the land through which it passes. I used for many years to supply my stations at Nanima and down the 
river with stock from Northern Queensland.
936. Would the construction of the proposed railway largely develop the mining industry here ? Yes.
There is a belt of coppor-bearing country which goes from Copper Hill at Molong as far as Bolaro, The 
proposed railway would be close to the copper deposits about Bolaro. _
937. Is that country being prospected P It is being worked, and, with a railway, a good many mines 
would be opened up and a large population settled on the land.
938. Is the timber along the route suitable for a railway and for mining purposes? Yes, and there is
any quantity of it. .
939. Timber of what description ? Box, iron-bark, stringy-bark, and gum on tho fiats. It is all good 
agricultural land, and, no matter what the seasons, will always give a fair average crop. I have been 
cultivating since 1851.
910. Docs it seem to be tbe general impression that the proposed railway, if made, would be a success?
Yes. As soon as land is thrown open iu this district people come from all parts of Australia to take it up.
941. Do you think that the owners of land along tbe route would be prepared to give the Government as 
much as will be required for railway purposes ? Iu my opinion, they would. Tbe proposed railway would 
open up a trade for which tbe Wellington people have been yearning for years. The Kailway Com
missioners seem to have ignored the stock traffic from the Queensland side which the proposed railway 
would serve. I have brought cattle from Queensland in thousands, and have gone through the country 
myself to buy them. The stock traffic will be much greater than some people anticipate.
942. You arc talking of fat stock ? Fat stock and store stock. At the present time they have to take a 
great deal of stock to Bourke, but a good deal of store stock comes this way, and it is good country all 
the way through. •
943. Is this district ever so short of feed that stock must be sent elsewhere for pasture ? In one or two 
extremely dry seasons we have been a little short, but there have been no losses here to compare with 
those of other districts. People send stock to this district for both the Northern and tbe Western districts.
914. There is generally an abundance of pasture here ? Yes..
945. Do you think that the construction of the proposed railway would encourage people to send stock 
here from the Northern districts in bad seasons ? Yes.
916. Tho proposed line would derive a considerable amount of traffic from that source ? Yes ; and I have 
no hesitation in saying that it would return interest on tho cost of construction within a very short time.
I have had so many years’ experience in bringing stock to the district that I know that that traffic will be 
very large.
947. Is it difficult to get stock here now, because of the roundabout way in which it has to come? Yes.
A great deal of the stock would have to go round Bourke way.
948. What is tbe country like between Dubbo and the nearest point on the proposed line ? It is sour 
country—scrubby, iron-bark, granite country—there is no comparison between it and the country from 
AVellington out. The moment that the land through which the proposed railway would run is thrown 
open for selection it will be jumped at, Scores of people have asked me when such and such a run is to 
be thrown open. If the proposed railway were made, fat stock from Northern Queensland would have a 
better chance of getting to the Melbourne market than they have by going round through Bourke, because 
they would be saved hundreds of miles of travelling. Then, too, a large trade in produce would open up 
between AVellington and AVerris Creek. Last week I got a note from a firm iu Tamworth—Messrs.
Garvan and Cousins—inquiring what I could supply 100 tons of lucerne chaff at.
949. Mr. Wa/son.'} You have not done business with them ? No, because my supply of lucerne has been 
disposed of. If tho proposed railway were constructed, the settlement along it would create a great deal 
of traffic.

John Perry, farmer and grazier, AValhallow, sworn, and further examined :—
950. Mr, Watson.'] I understand that yesterday you omitted to mention one or two points which you j. perry.
think would be of importance ? Yes. Yesterday I made no reference to the revenue which would t__ x
probably he derived from the fat-stock traffic on the proposed railway, 1 May, 1900.
951. Do you think that that would be considerable ? It would be a very large item.
952. AVould you truck from Spring Bidge towards Newcastle ? Yes.
953. For how far back along the proposed railway would there be a disposition to truck towards the
Northern line? For fully 70 miles; from as far back as Oakey Creek, I should think.
951. Do you think that most of the station-owners there use Newxastle as their place of export and 
general depot ? Yes. The construction of the proposed railway would also, enable the Coonabarabran 
people to export their produce, if they were growing more than they could consume.
955. How far would tliey be from the proposed railway? About 30 miles, Some of them would be 
nearer to it than that.
956. The Coonabarabran district is said to be a very good one ? They can grow as good wheat and fruit 
there as is grown in the Colony. There is an enormous area of land there which is fit for cultivation.
The Government are now throwing open a lot of land within 20 miles of the proposed railway which ‘ 
is as fine as any land that I. have seen.
957. One of the witnesses yesterday expressed tho opinion that with wheat at the present prevailing 
prices New South Wales would not, become a large wheat-exporting country;—do you agree with that?
I do not. AYc have already loaded three ships with wheat for the London market, and we find that by 
shipping direct to London we can get better prices than we can get in the Sydney market. AVo can land 
wheat in London for about lOJ-d. a bushel, so that at 29a, 4i-d. a quarter the farmer receives 2s. lOd. a 
bushel net profit. By making Newcastle the port of export—and we are prepared to send 5,000 bags 
from there—there will be a saving of Id. a bushel to the farmers; and if tho proposed railway were 
made the people living along it would be in a better position for exporting wheat than the people at 
AVellington, because they would be nearer Newcastle. 958.
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J. Perry. 9-jS. Do you think that we can produce wheat so cheaply as to be able to compete in the English market 
with wheat grown in other parts of the world ? The only serions competitor that we, shall have is the 

T' ■ ■ Argentine ; we can produce wheat as cheaply as they can grow it in the United States.
Out). What has it cost you to sow and to harvest your wheat crops? Using modern four-furrow ploughs, 
and cultivating ordinarily good land that has been ploughed at least once before, I have known 84 acres 
to be ploughed in a week. Taking any land, I average that with four-furrow disc ploughs a man can 
plough 18 acres a week at a cost of 2s. Gd. an acre ; the harrowing can be done for less than a shilling an 
acre, and the harvesting, with combined harvesters, does not cost Gd. an acre. If we pay a man 30s. a 
week and find him in food, and another man £1 a week and find him in food, to sew bags, the harvesting
does not come to more than 2s. Then there is 2s. an acre for seed. I only use half a bushel of wheat
to the acre, and that would cost about Is. dd. Eor oil and sundries 1 allow Is. an acre. Taking 
those figures, I estimate that we can grow wheat for about 3s, Gd. an acre—for something between 8s. 
and 10s.
9G0. At that cost, and knowing ihe price of land, do you think that it will pay people to grow wheat for 
2s. a bushel ? Yes ; at from 2s, Gd. upwards, if the wheat is handled by means of elevators. There is a 
direct saving to tho farmer in lessening the cost of handling of wheat. If South Australia, with an average 
yield of G and 7 bushels to the acre, can export 4,000,000 bushels of wheat, we in New South Wales, who 
have better land and a better rainfall, can do at least as well. We can, and we arc exporting wheat. Those 
with whom I am connected are about to load a fourth shipment. Two gentlemen have sent us as much 
as 3,150 bags—1,650 bags from Currabubula, and 1,500 bags from Manilla. Mr. Binney is growing wheat
30 miles away from Quirindi, and is increasing his acreage. I have heard that he has paid as much as
Is. 3d. a bag for cartage, but 1 myself have had to pay Is. 9d. a bag to send wheat 3G miles. 6,005 bags 
of wheat were taken by the “ Vortigen,"’ and the freight, insurance, aud loading, and unloading charges came 
to U>£d. a bushel, which will leave the growers about 2s. 8d. a bushel net. 'The English co-operative 
society which is selling for us only charges v per cent, commission, whereas in tho ordinary way of 
business perhaps 2$ per cent, would be charged. When I was here yesterday I forgot to mention the 
mining that is done round Leadville and Stringybark, Stringybark is within 20 miles of Cobborah.
961. Mr. Shepherd.] How much seed do you sow per acre ? Sowing 26 lb. of seed and 1 cwt. of Thomas’ 
phosphate, I have harvested 6 bags to the acre.
962. What does the ploughing cost per acre? It does not cost me more than 2s. 6d. an acre. Mr. York, 
with a “ Sunshine Harvester,” in my district, took off nearly 800 bags of wheat in fourteen days with his 
own and his brother’s labour, and I, with my two sons, have taken 304 bags off 136 acres. 1 employed 
two men for two days to cart the bags, and it cost me 4s. Gd. for oil, &c., besides.

WEDNESDAY, 2 MAY, 1900.
[The Oommittce met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Dubbo, at It ft.m.]

’ present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesat Crawford Sim’HEKD. j .Todn Christian Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from AVellington to
AVerris Creek.

James A.ndrew Byan, Mayor of Dubbo, sworn, and examined:—■
J. A. Ryan. 963. Vice-Chairman.] How long have you resided in the district ? I have been a resident of the district 

for thirty-four years.
2 May, 1900. 994, What are your views in regard to the proposed construction of a railway from Wellington to AVerris 

Creek? My opinion is, that the interests of the country would be better served by the construction of a 
line from Dubbo to AVerris Creek.
965. AVhat arc your reasons for that opinion ? I believe, in the first place, that there would be more 
stock traffic ou a line coming into Dubbo, especially in view of a probable connection between the AVestern 
and the Southern lines, commeucing somewhere near Dubbo. I think that such a connection will be 
made in the future, and that a cross-country line such as that would be largely used lo convey stock to 
Victoria, I believe that the stock traffic from the northern parts of this Colony will bo very large in time 
to come. The railway would also be of use in times of drought in removing stock from the western 
districts to higher country, such as the proposed line would give access to. The land between Dubbo and 
Murrungundy is good agricultural country, and I believe that if it were given railway communication it 
would carry a large farming population.
96G. You do not regard the proposal before the Committee as complete in itself, but as part of a further 
connection between the AVestern and the Southern lines ? TVs. Such a connection would make the 
proposed railway more profitable. ■
967 Are you personally acquainted with the country hetween Dubbo and Werris Creek? I know tbe 
country between Dubbo and Murrungundy, but 1 do not know much of the country beyond that. A line 
from Dubbo to Murrungundy would pay belter than a line from AVellington to Murrungundy, and would 
serve more people. There is good country between AVellington and Murrungundy; but a line going 
from point to point would cross the creeks at right angles ; whereas a line from Dubbo would follow the 
directions of the creeks, and would thus be easier of access to the farmers settled along them.
968 AVhat is the proportion of good agricultural land between Dubbo and Murrungundy within from 10
to 20 miles on each side of the route of the proposed line? The best land would be on the southern side 
of the Talbragar. ■
969 On the southern side of the proposed line? Yes; on the northern side there is a good deal of 
iron-bark country.

. 970 Are there any other reasons why you prefer a connection with Dnbbo to a connection with 
AVellington ? I believe that a connection with Dubbo would serve tho traffic better in years to come, and 
would also open up more country, ‘ 971.
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971 It, is estimated that the construction of the proposed railway will involve an annual loss of 
£18,000 ; do you think that the character of the country to be served by it justifies the incurring of such 
a loss? 'The line is not one which I would advocate as a paying commercial concern at (ho present time, 
1 n years to come, when the population of the district is bigger, and there is more traffic between the main 
trunk lines, the proposed railway would pay.
€72 Would the line be used for tbc carriage of starving stock ? Yes ; it would be used for the removal 
of stock from the western country to the Mountains, and their transport back again after the breaking 
up of tbe drought
973. Mr. Harper tells us that the drift of that traffic is from the Yorth-wcst to the South-east, at right 
angles to the general direction of tho proposed line ? The movements of stock depend upon the rainfall. 
Sometimes a good rainfall in one part of the Colony creates enough food to support perishing slock from 
many other districts. The Hew England country, for instance, might get a good rainfall, while wc did 
not, and in that case the proposed railway would serve us for the transport of our stock to Hew England.
974. ‘Would there he any interchange of products between the Western and the Horth-wcstern lines ? 
The proposed railway would be used for tbe carriage of wheat and chaff, but the traffic would not be very 
great.
975. Would produce grown at Dubbo and along the Western line be exchanged for the products grown 
in the Horthcrn and Horth-wcstern districts? The interchange would not be very great. But tbe line 
would bo of great service to people in its vicinity. It woidd he of more use for that purpose than 
in opening-up commercial intercourse between the districts on the Western and the Horfhern lines,
97(5. A good deal has heen said about the national aspect of this proposal; have you any opinion to offer 
upon that point? ’ That is the strongest claim which the proposal lias upon ns in Dubbo. It ivould help to 
give communication from one part of the Colony to another, and in that way it would he useful for all time.
977. What would you call a national advantage ? The proposed line would improve the communication 
hetween various parts of the Colony, aud, when federation comes, it will be very desirable to have (he 
Colony intersected by railways at different points.
978. Is there much Crown land available for settlement between Dubbo and Murrungundy ? I could not 
say ; but there are some leasehold areas still to be thrmvn open.
979. What is the average yield of the land within 10miles of Dubbo, along the proposed route? From 
20 to 30 bushels to the acre. The laud along the valley of the Talbragar is considered superior wheat
growing land.
980. Mr. Watson.] You say that on the Horthern side of line from Dubbo to Murrungundy it is poor 
land ? A good deal of that land is covered with iron-bark.
981. Would there be much settlement upon that land ? Ho ; that country would be used only for timber,
982. A considerable quantity of timber comes from there now ? Yes,
983. It is claimed by those wffio advocate the line from Wellington to Werris Creek that from AVellington 
to Murrungundy there is a large area of agricultural land on both sides of the proposed railway which 
would be served by it ? The land on Mitchell’s Creek and Spicer’s Creek is good agricultural land ; but 
the line from AVellington to MurrUngundy would cross those creeks at right angles. On the other hand, 
a great many settlers would benefit by a railway going up the Talbragar.
984. AVould it not be better to have good country on both sides of the line than on only one side of it ? 
]. would put the timber traffic against any other traffic as a feeder to the line. I think that the timber 
would equal in value any agricultural production.
985. Does the cutting of timber give employment to as many people as agriculture gives employment to ? 
I tlnnk so. The iron-bark forests here nave supported a large number of people for the last twenty or 
thirty years,
986. AVould a line from Dubbo to Murrungundy give access to more timber than a line from AVellington 
to Murrungundy ? Decidedly.
987. Has not a great deal of the best iron-bark between Dubbo and Murrungundy been felled ? A good 
deal of it has been felled, but there must be a good deal of timber still there. AVhen the timber getters 
have a long way to draw the timber they only fell the best trees.
988. Can it be correctly said that the best of what remains of the iron-bark between Dubbo and 
Mundooran is north of Murrungundy ? Ho, A lot of the best timber is within a few miles of Dubbo.
989. It lias been stated that the iron-baric forests from Murrungundy towards Mundooran are practically 
untouched ? The further you go from Dubbo the more timber there is. •
990. That being so, a line from Wellington to Murrungundy would tap almost the virgin forest ? Yes. 
AVe expect that a great deal of timber will continue to go to Cobar for many years to come, and it would 
be more convenient to send that timber through Dubbo than through AVellington.
991. AVhat is the particular demand for timber at Cobar? It is required for mining purposes generally— 
supports, surface works, and so on.
992. Do they prefer iron-bark for those purposes ? Yes, if they can get it, but the road carriage bas 
stood in the way of the timber trade.
993. It has been suggested that a better cross-country line would be one from Curlcwis to Gilgandra ;— 
do you know the country between those points? Ho ; but I think that later on such a connection will 
be justifiable. Such a line would not pay just now any more than a line from Dubbo or AVellington to 
AVerris Creek wonld pay ; but it would pay in the future.
994. A lino from Curlcwis to Gilgandra would save some 50 miles of construction, although it would 
not give such a direct connection with tho Horthern line ? If the proposed connection is to be considered 
iu the light of au intercolonial line, I think it would be desirable to take it from AVerris Creek to Dubbo.
995. Mr. Shepherd.] Are you well acquainted with the country between Dubbo and Murrungundy ? I 
have travelled over it a good many times.
996. AVhat sort of country is it 7 The soil is loamy, some of it light and some strong, but all good
wheat land. Some of the laud along the Talbragar is very rich, and will be good land for orchards in 
time to come. It would also suit vines. You could grow wheat right up to tho tops of the hills. It is 
all open box country. ^
997. Do you consider it fit for either agricultural or pastoral pursuits the whole way through ? Ares.
998. .Are you acquainted with the country from AVellington to Murrungundy? 1 have never travelled 
through it, but I believe that it is good agricultural country.

J, A. Hyan.

John
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John Miller, station manager, Murrungundy, sworn, and examined ;—
J. Miller. 999, Watson,'] I understand that you know the route of the proposed railway from Wellington to 

2 ^Ma 1900 MurrunSund^ atld alternati'Te route from Dubbo to Murrungundy ? Yes. '
’ 1000. In view of all the circumstances of the case, which way do you think the line should be taken ? I 

. would follow' the Dubbo to Murrungundy route. Tbe land on both sides of that route is good wheat
growing laud. Of course, there may be a patch here or there, of a mile or so in extent, covered with 
iron-bark and black pine, but even that ground, if it were cleared, would grow wheat.
1001. How would you describe the country between Wellington and Murrungundy ? In my opinion, 
having regard to the agricultural capabilities of the soil, I think that tho country on one route is on a par 
with that on the other.
1002. Is there not a good deal of iron-bark country on the northern side of the Dubbo to Murrungundy 
route ? I do not think so.
1003. Eoughly speaking, the Dubbo to Murrungundy route keeps to the south of the Talbragar Eiver ? 
Yes, until somewhere about the junction of Booni Creek. After it crosses the Talbragar there are 
10 or 12 miles of rough country, but, further on again, much better couutry is opened up. According 
to my recollection of tbe route, I should not think there are more than 4 miles of what I should call bad 
country—stony ridges, with iron-bark on Ibem—between Dubbo and Murrungundy.
1004. Does the line leave the Talbragar before it reaches Murrungundy ? No.
1005. How would you describe tbo country on tbe northern side of the Talbragar, going 10 or 15 miles 
back ? I should call it box country, with apple-tree hats, interspersed w-ith black pine. About 2 miles 
out of Murrungundy it runs through iron-bark and black pine.
100G. T understand lhat for 21 miles out from Dubbo the country is good P Yes. *
100/. After that you find iron-bark country on the northern side of the Talbragar ? Yes.
100S. Is that country uniform, or is some of it better than other parts of it ? It is interspersed with box 
flats, which would be used for agriculture if a railway were made there.
1009. The iron-bark country seems to run for a good distance north aud west of the proposed line;—how 
would you compare that tract of country with the country through which the line from Wellington to 
Murrungundy would pass P There is more agricultural land, on the whole, from Wellington to Murrun
gundy, though there arc bad spots on that route, just as there aro on the northern side of the Dubbo to 
Murrungundy route.
1010. But on which route would there be the greater area of good land ? I think on the Dubbo route.
1011. Is there any considerable tract of bad country close to Wellington ? The country is all broken up 
on that route. There is not a run of good land ; the good land is crossed here and there by patches of 
bad land.
1012. How much bad land is there—one-half ? Speaking roughly, I should say that fully one-third of 
the land might be classed as broken, or bad country.
1013. Do you think that there is a larger area of broken and rough country on the Wellington route than 
on the Dubbo route ? Yes.
1014. Does the broken country between Wellington and Murrungundy contain any valuable timber? 
White pine grows there, and that is valuable timber; hut the trees are very scattered. The iron-bark has 
been pretty well cut out; but no doubt the young timber which is growing up will be valuable in time.
1015. Has the good timber north of the Talbragar, towards Murrungundy, been cut out ? Yes; the best 
of it has been cut out.
1016. \V ould we be right in assuming that the best timber to be got now lies northerly from Murrungundy, 
towards Mundooran ? Yes.
1017. So that either the Wellington or tho Dubbo route would tap the good timber country equally
well ? Yes. '
1018. Why do you recommend the Dubbo route in preference to the Wellington route P Taking a straight 
line from Wellington to Murrungundy, the distance is about 33 or 3G miles, so that settlers half-way 
would be within 15 miles of a railway station, supposing the Dubbo to Murrungundy route were taken. 
If, however, the Wellington-Murrungundy route were followed, the settlers between Dubbo and Murrun-

. gundy would be left without railway communication. If a line is taken from Dubbo through Murrungundy
to Werris Creek, it will mean that in the future, where there is an acre of cultivation now, there will he
100. The cost of carriage kills a farmer when he is 28 or 30 miles from a railway.
1019. How far are you from the railway now ? Twenty-nine miles.
1020. Have you any cultivation ? Yes ; we have just finished clearing 640 acres, and we have 4,000 acres 
which lyould be put under crop if we could send our produce away. Most of my neighbours who are now 
cultivating would put iu much larger crops if they could get railway communication.
1021. What is the area of the Murrungundy holding ? There are 17,000 acres under lease, and about
45,000 acres altogether, including the purchased land.
1022. When docs the lease expire ? On the 1st August.
1023. Is it likely that tho land will be taken up ? No doubt some of it will be taken up. There is bad 
land on the north side of the Talbragar; but there are good box flats through it.
1024. Is most of the Murrunguudy leasehold on the northern side of tbe river ? No ; it is mostly on the 
southern side of tho river.
1025. Has your resumed area been taken up ? Yes; on the river frontage.
1026. Is any of the resumed area on the southern side of the river? No ; the resumed area is all on the 
northern side of the river.

_ 1027, That land is not so good as the land on tho southern side of the river p No.
1028. Do you think there is any likelihood of what remains of the resumed area being taken up ? I do 
not think there is any chance of it. It includes the iron-bark scrub which I have spoken of.
1029.. Do you think that any of it would be taken up if railway communication were given to that part of 
the district/' No; J do not think anyone would touch it. There is not a sufficient area of good land to 
make up for the bad land.
1030. On the resumed area you get into the heart of the iron-bark country ? Yes ; it is all big stony 
hills right back until you get to the fall to the Castlereagh. Land will be taken up on the Murrungundy 
leasehold and also on tho Ballymore holding as soon as the leases fall in.
1031. On the northern side of the river ? On the southern side of the river, and a small area on the,
northern side. 1032.
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1032. -Do you think that the construction of the proposed railway is justified by tho character of tho ,T- Miller. 
country through which it would pass, and the likelihood of creating settlement and increasing production r 'TT' ^7'
I consider that a line from Duhbo to "VVerris Creek would give more convenience to settlers, and would ^ *
go through belter country than a line from ‘Wellington to Worris Creek, and that, therefore, there would
be more traffic on a line from Dubbo than on a line from Wellington. ■ ...
1033. Putting aside rival routes, do you think that the construction of any railway is justifiable F I do ; 
because I think the construction of the line would create settlement and increase production.
1034. To a sufficient extent to give a chance of the Hue paying? Tes. _
1035. Would the owners of Murrungundy be willing to give to the G-overnmcnt so much of their land
as would be required for railway purposes P My employers have authorised me to give the laud required 
for a line from Dubbo to Werris Creek. _
103G. Would a line from Dubbo afford you greater facilities for getting away produce than a line from 
Wellington? Not if we intended to send our produce to Sydney; but from Dubbo there is a prospect 
of getting a line to Parkes, thence south, aud such a line would give us an outlet to the southern markets, 
and would help us greatly in dealing with stock.
1037. Is it not likely that the export of wheat to London will increase each year? I expect that when 
the railway is made the production of wheat, will increase.
1038. Will it not be necessary to find a market for our wheat out of tho Colony? Tes; wc should 
have to do that, and we have to do it now to some extent. The more country we have under wheat the 
more stock we shall carry ; and therefore the more wheat wc have to send away the more fat stock we 
shall have. If 1 were an owner of poor stock in the Western district, 1 should prefer to see the line 
made from Dubbo to Murrungundy'rather than from Wellington, because of the saving in distance in 
travelling stock along it from the Western line.
1039. If you are going to produce wheat and wool it must he of advantage to you to have the shortest 
route to Sydney, and the line from Wellington would give you a shorter route than the line from Dubbo ?
Either line would suit us for the conveyance of produce. In my opinion, the balance lies in favour of 
the Dubbo route. ____________

William Henry Baker, station manager, Barbigal, sworn, and examined:—
1040. Mr. Shepherd.'] Will you describe the country along the route of tho proposed line from Dubbo to
Murrungundy ? For about 20 miles it is good country, and then it becomes a little rough, with stony W. H. Eater, 
iron-bark ridges. After the line leaves Murrungundy it strikes into good country again—country with ^, 
patches of apple-trees. Tbc ridges are iron-bark, but there are good apple-tree and box fiats. 2 May, 1900.
1041. I understand that there are about 10 miles of indifferent country ? Not so much; only about 0 
miles.
1042. What is the country like from Wellington to Murrungundy^? Some of it js very good.
1043. Is it not all good country ? No ; some of it is rough. On the whole it is a trifle better than the 
country between Dubbo and Murrungundy.
1014. Have you been along the whole route as far as Werris Creek ? No ; I have not been much further 
than Mundooran—about 50 miles.
1045. What benefits do you think would be obtained from tho construction of the proposed lino? I
think that a line from Dubbo would be a cheaper Hue to make than one from \V ellington. For one thing, 
it would he nearer good timber ; then, too, the line from Wellington to Murrungundy goes through a good 
deal of hilly country. ^
1046. What great benefit would be derived by connecting Werris Creek with the Western line? The
connecting line would open up the country through which it passed. At the present time the cost 
of road carriage prevents the people along the Talbragar from going iuto farming; but every man along 
the route would go into farming if the line were made. _ _ _
1047. Do you think that the traffic would return anything like £27,000 a year; which is. the estimated
annual cost of the Hue, exclusive of land and compensation ? One would have to acquainted with the 
country right through to be able to give au opinion on that subject. What 1 have seen of the country 
beyond Mundooran is good ; but I do not know the country all the way through to Werris Creek. 1 
have heard that there is some intention of making a connection between the Southern and Western^ lines, 
junctioning with the Southern line at Parkes or Forbes. If it is intended to make that connection, it 
would be better to connect Werris Creek with Dubbo than to connect it with Wellington. 1 do not see 
how you could take aline from Wellington lo tho Southern line, because of the mountains at the back of 
Wellington. _ ■
1048. How do you account for the fact that there are thousands of acres of magnificent land between
Wellington and Dubbo which are not being cultivated ? That land is not open for selection ; but nearly 
all the land that bas been thrown open for selection between Wellington and Dubbo is now being farmed ; 
the holders are farming every bit of it they cau. _
1019. What is the cost of clearing laud in this district—land with green timber on it? From £1 to 30s. 
an acre, extra heavy from £2 lo £2 10s. The timber consists chiefly of box and pine, both good wood to 
burn off.
1050. That would have to be pretty open country ? They can clear fairly heavily timbered country for
30s. an aero. _ _
1051. How long is timber left after it has heen ringbarked before it is cleared ? A good many people do 
not ringbark their timber at all; they clear it straight away. Tho dead timber costs from 10s. to 15s. an 
acre to clear, if extra thick from £1 to £1 5s.
1052. How is the land in the district chiefly used—for farming, or to gra/.e sheep and cattle? Bolh for 
farming and for grazing. Barbigal has 500 acres under cultivation.
1053. What stock is carried ? Both sheep and cattle. ’ _
1034. As a rule, do the farmers appear to be prosperous and satisfied with their returns ? They are doing 
the best they can, but it is impossible for them to get their produce away because of the cost of road 
carriage. I have 250 tons of hay which J. cannot do anything with.
1055. What does it cost you to produce a crop from tbe time you commence to plough until yon have tho 
grain in your bam ? £1 an acre.
1050. Do you use modem machinery for cultivating and harvesting your crop. Yes.

Edwin
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About twenty-five
2 Maj, 1900,'

Edwin Henry Utley, ex-Mayor of Dubbo, sworn, and examined :—■
E. II. Utley, 1057, Mr. McFarlane.'] How long have you been residing in tbe Dubbo district ? _

years.
1058. How far does your knowledge of the country along tho mule of tbc proposed line from Dubbo to 
"Werris Creek extend ? Emm Dubbo to tbe road down the Castlereagh to Mudgee.
1059. Do you know tbe country between AVellington and Murrungundy ? Yes.
1060. How would you describe it F A great deal of it is fair agricultural land, ibongb a good percentage 
is billy, stony country.
1061. AVould there be mucb inferior country? I should say a good deal.
1062. llow does the country between Dubbo aud Murrungundy compare with tbo country between 
AVellington and Murrungundy ? The country on each route is similar, hut the Dubbo to Murrungundy 
route uould pass through flatter land than tbe other,
1063. AVould the land betn eon Dubbo and Murrungundy carry a larger population than tho country 
between AVellinglon and Murrungundy ? I think so. It is carrying a larger population at tho present 
time. There is more population between Dubbo and Murruugund v than iu any other part of the district.
1061. AVhat class of settlement? Chiefly farmers. Tbc country between AVellington and Murrungundy 
is rougher, more billy, aud more stony than that between Dubbo and Murrungundy.
1065. But as far as the (pialUy of tbe land generally is concerned, bow do tbe two districts compare ? I 
think the land between Dubbo and Murrungundy is superior to that between Wellington and Murrun
gundy. There is not a great deal of difference in either tbe soil or tbe timber, but, if anything, tho land 
between Dubbo and Murrungundy is flatter than tbe land on the other route, and it is more easily 
worked. A higher percentage of that land than of tho land between AVellington and Murrungundy is fit 
for agriculture.
1066. Is a large area of Crown land available for settlement between Dubbo and Murrungundy ? There 
must be a great deal of land there which is still held under pastoral lease,
1067. If the proposed railway were constructed from Dubbo to AVerris Creek, would that land be settled 
upon? \res.
1068. Is it sufficiently good laud to carry a fair population ? Yes. Every bit of it would be taken up
to-morrow if it were thrown open. '
1069. Do you think that tho proposed line would be a paying one ? I think it is very hard to say 
definitely whether a line will or will not pay, but I am of the opinion that light lines of railway will 
open up the country and encourage population.
1670. where do those who are settled at Murrungundy do their business—at Dubbo 
They all come to Dubbo, At times they may take their wheat to Gulgong.
1071. Which town do they generally use as their market town ;—where do they mostly send their produce 
from ? From Dubbo.
1072. Have you a good knowledge of tbe timber trade in tbe district? Yes.
1073. AVhere do you get your supplies of timber? Erom the country due north from Dubbo.
1074. AVhat sort of timber is there ? Irou-bark and pine. Tbe pine is used for bouse building, and the 
ironbark for mining purposes and for public works. At the present time J am supplying the Eailway 
Department with tbe sawn planking required for the Byrock-Brcwarriua line.
1075. Then tbc whole of the timber is not used locally ?- Ho ; I send timber to plrces bolb east and "west 
of Dubbo,
10'76. In n hat locality is tbe best timber found ? The timber on tbe eastern side of tbe Talbragar is not 
much good ; but that on tbe western side, and between Dubbo and Gilgandra, and Dubbo and Cobborah, is 
splendid timber.
1077. Is there much timber between Dubbo and Murrungundy? You would tap the forest all along that 
route. Timber comes in now from that part of the country.
1078. Is tbc timber obtained between Dubbo and Murrungundy, or beyond Murrungundy'? It lies on 
tbe west side of tbe Talbragar
1079. How far from tbe routo of tbe proposed line? A mile in some places, and a few miles in others.
1080. How far is the best timber from Dubbo? To get into the best limber we have lo go back nearly 
30 miles.

or at AVellington?

1081. How far ■would that be from Murrunguudy ? Scarcely any distance.
1082. So that the best iron-bark could be reached by cither a line from Wellington, or a line from Dubbo
to Murrungundy ? Yes. '
1083. If a railway were constructed, would the timber come by train ? A'es.
1084. AVould the train rales be less than is charged for road carriage? AYs.
1085. AVhat is grown by the agriculturists between Dubbo and Murrungundy ? They grow almost, every
thing in tbo fodder line; they grow wheat, and they grow a large quantity of potatoes.
1086. AVhat is tbe average yield of wheat per acre ? 1 have known crops to yield as much as 40 bushels
of wheat to tbe acre; but the average yield would be from 20 to 25 bushels to the acre. It is a fine 
sample of wheat,
1087. Is the land there specially adapted for wheat-growing? Yes.
1088. In the event of tbe construction of tbe proposed line, would there be much interchange of produce
between tbe Horthern and Hortli-western districts, and the AVestern district ? 1 think so.
1089. AVhat products would be exchanged? A good deal of stock would be shifted backwards and 
forwards along tho line, especially in dry times. AVhen we were suffering from drought wo could send 
our sheep northwards, and when the people up north were suffering from drought they could send their 
slock down here.
1090. Has stock ever been sent here in times of drought from tbo Horthern and Hortb-westera districts ? 
Last summer we sent hundreds of tons of chaff to Harrabri by way of Sydney. I think one man alone 
sent 500 tons. I should think that a railway from AVerris Creek to Dubbo would bo of great benefit to 
the Colony at large. The line would be practically a straight one, and would keep along the western 
slope, which contains the richest land. Ido not think it is judicious to take a railway through hilly 
country when you can keep away from the hills, and at, the same time go through rich land.
1091. You prefer the Dubbo route to tbc AVellington route? Yes.
U92. AVould a line from AVellington to Murrungundy pass through billy country ? Yes, and some of it
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is mountainous country, ■whoroas from Dubbo to Murrungundy there are no mountains. There would be E- U. UUey* 
a great many engineering dilliculties in the way of getting a line out of Wellington. The Macquarie “s
Eiver would have to be crossed, and a range of mountains would have to be got over, whoroas a line could 2 MaJ'* :l9utl‘ 
bo taken out from Dubbo without am difficulty at all. Then, from near Dubbo a line could bo taken to 
tho main Southern line, though I tbiuk that such a line should branch off at IS'arramine.
1003. Putting aside the question of rival routes, do you think that the construction of any line is justifiable ?
Yes. I have always been of tbc opinion that the country has been kept back through not being opened 
up sufficiently.
1004'. In the event of tbe Dubbo route not beiug recommended, would you consider the AVellington to 
AVerris Creek line justifiable, and vice versa ? Yes. J’n my opinion our railways have not been pushed 
ahead enough. AVo should have spent money on railways in preference to many other public works.

AV ill jam AVebb Baird, farmer and grazier, Cootha, sworn, and examined :—
lOOo. Vice-Chairman.'] How much of the country along the route of the proposed lino from Dubbo to W. W. Baird.
Werris Creek do you know? 1 have been through that country; but I do not know it very well al'fcr ,----
you pass Merrygocn. 2 May, 1 [)00.“
1090. AVill you describe the country as far as you know it, faking that on tbe southern side of tbe 
proposed line first? From Dubbo to Murrunguudy the proposed lino would run up the valley of tbe 
Talbragar, which is very good agricultural country, and well settled. The land on the southern side of 
the route is a great deal better than that on the northern side ; but there are fairly good patches of land 
on flie northern side. The land on tbe southern side is all good agricultural land.
1007. Is there much good agricultural land between the dividing ridge north of tbc Talbragar and tbe 
Talbragar itself ? ] should not say so.
1008. What is tbe general character of that country? Iron-bark, with flats in between. There are good 
patches of agriculture ; but l should not like to say exactly bow much good land Ihore is.
1000. In general terms you do not consider the land on the northern side good agricultural country? ]Vo.
1LUU. AVhat is tbe land like from M urrungundy to Merrygoen ? Near Merrygocn the line is crossed by 
an iron-bark ridge, which begins north of Brocklohurst. .Along tbc valley of the Talbragar there is good 
land between Brocklcburst and Murrungundy ; but further north the country is pretty rough. It is fairly 
good grazing country after it has been ringbarked; but without riugbarking it is no good. A good deal 
of it bas been ringbarked. From Merrygoen to Binnia, about 2G miles, the country is such as I think 
would be cultivated if there were railway communication. If it were my country I should cultivate it if 
1. could get my produce away. A.t present that district is handicapped by its distance from market. I 
have a property 3 miles from Dubbo, and another 9 miles from Dubbo, and, while I do well with ■
agriculture on tbe one, 1 cannot do so well on the other, because of the extra cost of haulage.
HOI. llow docs tbe country between AArellington and Murrungundy compare with that between Dubbo 
and Murrungundy ? For the first 12 miles 1 do not think there is much difference ; but when you get 
at that distance from AVellington you get into some pretty rough country, between Mitchell's and Spicer’s 
Creek's. Then there is a rough patch after crossing Spicer’s Creek, between Spicer’s Creek and the 
Talbragar. Five or G miles out from Murrungundy you get on to a good patch again,
1102. llow would you compare fhe country generally on the two routes? I think that if anything tho 
country on the Dubbo route bas tbe advantage.
1103. Do fhe people along tbe route of tho proposed line complain of the hardships to which they aro 
now subjected by their distance from market? It is tbc general complaint that tho payment of road 
carriage kills fanning operations.
1101. Do you know anybody holdiug a large area of good agricultural laud who is at the present time 
absolutely prevented from cultivating it because of the cust of carriage ? I cannot say that I do ; but mv 
brother told me only yesterday of a man who, although last year ho cultivated 1)00 acres, was not going 
to put au acre under cultivation this }ear, because he docs not tbiuk it worth while to do so. That man 
lives 9 or 10 miles from Dubbo.
1105. How near to a railway must a man be to make agriculture pay? Tho man that I speak of has a
lot of sheep, and he believes that there is more in sheep-raising than in farming. Sheep at present are 
very valuable. ■
1106. H the proposed railway were made, would the landholders along it go in exclusively for agriculture, 
or would they combine agriculture with grazing ? They would combine tbe two industries.
1107. AVhat leads you to that opinion ? It is my own experience that it pays best to combine farming
with grazing. AVhen you wish to spell your cultivation paddocks you can run stock on them, and plough 
up now land. ”
1108. If you were told to cut up the land into blocks of a sufficient sizo to attract population to tbe 
district we are speaking of, what size would you make them, say, 10 miles back from the main line ? I 
think that if a man liked to work be could make a good deal more than decent wages on a 640-acre block,
1109. AVould lie be able to use bis land for mixed farming? AMs ; he could cultivate 200 or 250 acres 
and run sheep on tbe rest, jlc might, perhaps, carry a sheep and a half to tbc acre.
1110. Is the district between hero and \Verris Crock a district to which stock arc likely to be sent in 
times of drought ? Tho New England district is one which rarely suffers from drought; and, three or 
four years ago, when we had a terribly bad winter here, I lost 4,400 out of 5,500 sheep, because I could 
not get my stock away.
HI 1 ■ AVas there no district, towards tbe cast to which you could send them ? There was no grass north, 
south, east, or west to which I could get them.
1112. AVus there no grass about Orange at that time? No. If I bad sent my stock there the cold
would have killed them. Starving sheep from this district cannot stand tbe wiuter climate in the Orange 
district. 3
1113. It is fairly cold in the New England district in winter? I do not think it is as cold as in the
Orange district. " ’
1114. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed you would he likely to find a market 
for the "roducts of this district ou tho Northern and AVestern lines ? No doubt if they bed a big drought

43 G- round
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W. W. Baird, round about Moree we could, but otherwise we could not. A great deal of chaff went from hero to 
,----A-—-\ Narrabri by way of Sydney two or three years ago,

2 May, 1900. ms. That was during a period of exceptional drought P Tes. A line from Dubbo to the main 
Southern line, via Parkes, would give a direct cross-country connection which would give us access to a 
southern market.
111G. Are you shut out from the southern markets now ? I cannot say that we are, because we can use 
the Blayney-Harden line ; but we have to go a long way round.
1117. Does the railway travelling affect the conditiou of stock much? Stock lose in condition during 
every four hours that they spend in a railway truck. From the time an animal is put into a truck until 
he is taken out again he is losing condition. If a line were made from ITerris Creek, through Dubbo, to 
Parkes, you would save a bridge over the Macquarie, aud would go through fertile, unalienated land. A 
grade of 1 in 70 could be obtained all the way from Dubbo to Parkes, aud very little wonld have to be 
paid for compensation. ■

1118.litzl,0rdmKc.years

2 May, 1900,

Craven Hyde Fitzhardinge, solicitor, Dubbo, sworn, and examined :—
Vice-ChairmanJ] How long have you been in Dubbo P I have been practising here for thirty

1110. Mr. Shepherd.'] "What are tho advantages which you think would he derived from the construction 
of the proposed railway ? I think that a*connection between the Northern and the Western lines would 
be of great advantage in assisting the people in the arid west to remove their stock in periods of drought, 
which come almost annually, to the more-favoured New England district; and it would enable the people 
in the Northern districts to send their produce to a good market out west. Tho line would be very easily 
constructed, and it would open up a large area of country for settlement.
1L20. Do you think it likely that it would become sell-supporting within a reasonable time ? I think so. 
It is astonishing to see how much traffic there is ou the ‘Western line, both in goods and passengers; and 
1 have no hesitation iu saying that within a few years a cross-country line to 'Werris Creek from Dubbo 
or from Wellington would be self-supporting.
1121. Have you a personal knowledge of the country through which such a lino would pass? I have 
been from Dubbo through Murrungundy, Cobborah, Merrygoen, Binnaway. and "Warkton, to Coonabara- 
bran. I know the country thoroughly from Dubbo to Cobborah, on both sides of the route of the proposed 
line, and also from Murrungundy to Wellington.
1122. 'What are the opinions of the residents of the district in regard to this proposal ? The farmers 
out about Cobborah are all anxiously waiting for railway communication. Although they grow wheat, 
they only strip it for grain, and lose all the straw ; but if they could afford to send chaff away it would 
pay them to grow for hay as well as for grain, and they would put larger areas under cultivation.
1128. Is that the general opinion ? Yes ; they would increase their cultivation if they had a railway 
within 10 miles. , ■
1124. Would the people through whose land tbe line would pass be willing to give the Government 
whatever land was required for the railway ? I think that 10 miles out from Dubbo they would, where 
the line did not touch small holdings. On the Dubbo-Coonamble line there are one or two cases of great 
hardship caused by tbe line going through small holdings. I knew one such holding that was cut in two, 
and it would be very hard to expect the holder in such a case to give his land to the Government without 
compensation.
1125. Do you think the people living along the line would bo prepared to contribute something to a fund 
to guarantee its success ? I do not think a guarantee would be given by the people between Dubbo and 
Cobborah, because most of tbc laud is held by small holders. I think, however, that the farmers and the 
squatters, who are more liberal in these matters, would be prepared to givo such a guarantee. The small 
farmers should not he expected to give a guarantee.
1126. If such contributions were levied, they w'ould decrease year by year as the railway began to pay ? 
Of course, if a tax were made, tbo people 'would have to pay it, but they do not like the laud tax. The 
farmers would help the railway by creating traffic for it.
1127. Could you describe the country through which the line would pass ? As far as Murrungundy 
there is good agricultural land on tbe south side of tbe Talbragar, and also for 2 miles on the north side, 
except for occasional ridges. A large quantity of wheat comes into Dubbo year after year from that land.
1128. Do you tbiuk that the railway should start from Dubbo, or should it start from "Wellington ? 
From Dubbo. By bringing the railway from Dubbo you would save so much haulage to the people living 
further west who would use the line to get to the New England tableland, and you would also have a 
shorter line, and one that would go through the best country. In my opinion the line should junction 
with the Coonamble line just beyond tbe Talbragar, to save the expense of another bridge over that river.
1129. What is tbe country like between Dubbo and Murrungundy? It is excellent agricultural land, 
except on the ridges. From Wellington to Murrungundy the land is not so good. About to where the 
Mitchell’s Creek gold-mine is the country is very poor, aud east of the road from Murrungundy to 
Wellington it is inferior country. I held an improvement lease on Spicer’s Creek, but I had to abandon 
it, because tho land was so inferior.
1180. In your opinion, the land is better between Dubbo and Murrungundy than between Wellington 
aud Murrungundy ? Yes, for settlement; though there is more mineral country on the Wellington 
route. North of the Talbragar there are large iron-bark forests, and where the iron-bark is cleared off the 
land is very good for wheat-growing. The land on the Coonamble line, which people at one time fought 
shy of because of the iron-bark on it, has now been taken up, and produces good wheat crops. Itis sandy 
laud, with a clay bottom. Nearly all the teams which bring in iron-bark sleepers—between 20,000 and
30,000 sleepers have been brought in from the Coonamble line during the last two months—come in along 
the Coonamble-road, showing that the timber grows in places to the north of Dubbo and not to the north
east. A line from Wellington to Murrungundy would not tap the iron-bark scrub from which the timber 
is now being drawn so well as a line from Dubbo to Murrungundy.
1131. Mr. Watson.] But do not the iron-bark forests run from Murrunguudy northwards nearly to Mun
dooran ? Yes ; but not to Merrygoen. No doubt tbe Wellington line would tap the forest at one point 
only, aud the supply of timber there would soon bo exhausted. The proposed railway is generally termed
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a national line, because it will be a main connecting line, and if it comes to Dubbo it would probably Fie/hwf/inpc; 
continued from Dubbo to t-he Southern line. I bare a slight knowledge of tbe country from Dubbo t 
towards I’arkes, and 1 know that an excellent line can be obtained there, a junction being made on the ^ 2900.
other side of the Macquarie Diver. On the other hand, if the line from AVerris Creek were brought to ’ 
AVellington it would be a difficult matter to take it out of AVellington towards Parkes. If the line goes 
to AVellington it will have to stop there.

Roderick Baylis MacKenzic, Acting District Surveyor, Dubbo, sworn, and examined:—
1132. 2lfr. JPfffOTM.] Have you been stationed long in this district P Nearly fifteen years. _
11.33. Does the Dubbo district extend down towards AVellington? It extends in that direction as far as MacKenzie. 
a point between Gcurie and Maryvale—10 miles from AVellington. ... 5
1134. How far north-east docs the Border go from there ? It meets a circle which is drawn at a radius ‘ ■
of 10 miles from AVellington. _
1135. Is any large part of the land along the route of the proposed railway from AVellington to Murrun
gundy within your district? My district goes as far as Mundooran. _ i
1136. Then you have a pretty fair knowledge of the couutry from AVellington to Murrungundy and from
Dubbo to Murrungundy ? Yes. _
1137. Can you offer an opinion as to the character of the land through which a lino from AVellington to 
Murrungundy would pass ? It is partly farming land and partly pastoral land. There is some very rich 
land, and some very poor land. The country hetween Dubbo and Murruugundy and between AVellington 
and Murrungundy is similar.
1133. Is the proportion of good and bad land similar ? Yes, _
1130. It has been stated that tbe land hetween AVellington and Murrungundy is practically all fit forthe 
plough;—do you agree with that statement? No, _ _
1140. How far would your general description of the land apply—to all tho land within the coloured 
portions of tho map between the main line and Murrungundy? No ; the land between the Castlereagh 
and the Talbragar is chiefly very poor.
1141. Is the land somewhat similar on each side of the proposed AVellington route until you got out .
towards the Talbragar? Ves.
1142. Prom the Talbragar northwards the line would go through some Crown land? Yos. _
1143. Can you say whether tbe leased land there, or any large portion of it, is suitable for agriculture?
Tbe leasehold area of Bodangora Holding is very suitable for agriculture. Northerly from tbe Talbragar 
is poor country. _
1144. I understand that that lease expires shortly ? It will expire on tbo 10th or tbe 30th July iiexi.
1145. Is it probable that that land will be made available for settlement then? Yes; in areas of about 
700 acres on Bodangora.
1146. How far is the greater part of that land from AVellington or Geurie ? It is 13 or 14 miles from
AVellington. 4
1147. Is it uniformly good agricultural land, or is it broken ? It is broken ; part of it is stony.
1148. AVould a block of 700 acres include some stony country ? Yes. AVe have divided it for homestead
selections, and the 700-acre blocks include good land and stony land. _
1149. Yon would not make the blocks quite so large if tbe land were all good agricultural land ? No.
The land that we are speaking of is a little nearer to Geurie than to AVellington.
1150. A. little further north there are some reserves and some other pastoral leases;—how would you
describe that land ? The land on the Murrumbidgerie Holding, and through Elong Elong, Spicer’s 
Creek, Narran, and across to Medway, is all mixed country. _
1J51. There is rather a large reserve a little to tbe north-west of Bodangora ? That is a forest reserve.
1152. Is it still being kept, and likely to be kept, as a forest reserve ? Yes.
1153. And, presumptively, it is not good agricultural land? No ; it is sandy country. All that part of 
the district is very patchy.
1154. AVould 700 acres be a fair area for the maintenance of a family ? No. The 700-acre blocks that 
wo were speaking of comprise some of the best land,
1155. Along the route of the proposed line from Bodangora, northwards to a point between Cobborah and
Mundooran, what area would be necessary to maintain a family ? All the selectors there are inclined to 
increase their holdings up to 2,560 acres. Out towards Cohrauraguy and Spicer’s Creek the country is 
better. .
1156. What I want to know is what population would the country carry if the proposed railway were
constructed? I think that if the proposed railway were constructed from 300 to 500 acres would he 
sufficient for a holding. ... .
1157. That would not bo iron-bark country ? Yes; where good land can be put in with inferior land.
1158. How would you describe the land hetween Duhbo and Murrungundy? Eor the first 9 miles on 
the southern side of tho proposed railway route it is good agricultural land, and the land on the northern 
side is partly good, though it runs out into iron-bark country ; it is good agricultural country down to 
the Talbragar River. On the south side of tbe route, after you get out about 3 miles, there is a little 
fringe of good country right up to the 9 miles limit; but that country also runs back into iron-bark forests.
From there to Murrungundy, on the northern side of the Talbragar, the country varies from light sandy 
country to good red-soil country. On the northern side of the Talbragar, from nothing to about 3 miles 
from the river, you get into iron-bark forests right on to the Castlereagh. The good flats narrow 
down towards Murrungundy. _ r
1159. AVould the good country ho as much as 3 miles wide at Murrungundy ? No, because the bad 
country comes in'eloser to the river there.
1160. What about the couutry on the southern side of the route? That is about half and half; half
good red-soil country and half poor sandy country running back towards the AVellington to AVerris Creek 
line. It is patchy all through. _ _
1161. Just as tho AVellington end is patchy ? Tes; in this districl, _
1162. Assuming the traffic area of a railway to extend about 15 miles on each side of the line, would you 
ho likely to get more traffic from a line from AVellington to Murrungundy than from a line from Dubbo 
to Murrungundy ? I think that there would be more traffic on the AVellington line, because the Coonamble 
line would take a lot of traffic that would otherwise go to a line from Dubbo to Murrunguudy. 1163.
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11G3. Do you think there is a possibility of the country between the Talbragar and the Castlereagh being 
settled—the iron-bark country ? Tes. A large part of that country is in the Murrumbidgerie Holding, 
and is being designed for settlement now.
1164. If it were found that in that iron-bark country there is a fair area of flat land suitable for agriculture 
it would make a diflcronce to the traffic ? Tes.
1165. Do you think, from your knowledge of that country, that there is likely to be much settlement on 
it? I do not think that settlement will bo successful there for some considerable time. Tho laud is 
more likely to be kept for forestry purposes, or to be let in big grazing, improvement, or scrub leases.
1166. Is there a considerable area of country there with a verv light sandy soil? Tes.
1LG7, That would not be of any value for agrieulturo ? No. There are patches of it which would he 
suitable for orchards.
1108. Is tho climate suitable ? Tes ; the rainfall is good.
1169. Is the country fairly good from Murrungundy to Cobborah? Tes ; there is some very good country 
along there, especially near Cobborah.
1170. Is much Crown land likely to he made available for settlement between Murrungundy and 
Cobborah ? No ; there arc only one or two areas which would be opened up there.
1171. Does the good land between Murrungundy and Cobborah extend north and south of the proposed 
routo for any considerable distance ? Tho good land extends further to the south than to the north. It 
extends cast right to the limit of the district; to the north it goes a little beyond the Talbragar Diver.
1172. There you again strike the iron-bark forest which runs towards Mundooran? Tes ; between the 
Talbragar and the Castlereagh there is a good deal of land within forest reserves.
1173. Would the timber in those reserves be equally accessible from a line from 
gundy as from a line from Dubbo to Murrunguudy ? Q’he timber would 
Dubbo line than to the Wellington line.
1174. For some distance from Dubbo the good timber must be nearly cut out ? A good deal of it has 
been cut out. The further you go the better tbe timber gets.
11/5. At what distance from Dubbo would you reach tho best part of the forests ? About 12 or 14 miles 
out. They bring in timber from all directions.
1176. ^Beyond Murrungundy, in the direction of Mundooran, it must be pretty well virgin forest, and 
that timber would he equally accessible from either route ? Tes. The Coonamble line would serve one 
part of the forest aud the proposed line the other.
.11/7. Cau you offer any opinion as to tho character of the country hetween Dubbo and Peak Hill ? 
Between Dubbo and Tomingley, a distance of 62 miles, the country is very poor.
1175. Would that description apply to the country on both sides of a line from Duhbo, via Peak Hill, to 
1 arkes or borbes ? T es. Fifteen miles from Dubbo you get into hotter country on tho western side,
1179. What is the country like from Tomingley to Peak Hill ? Ton get good country then.
11S0, What is the country like between Narraintne and Peak Hill ? It is very good country.
llhl. Is most of it suitable for agriculture ? Tes. Between Dubbo and Tomingley you are on the edge
of the bad country, but out west the country is good. ' ‘
1182. Is tbo country between Narramine and Tomingley at present held under pastoral occupation ? 
No; a good deal of it is settled on now.
1183. Is there any large leasehold area there ? There is Bulgandramine. Then Haddon-Eigg will shortly 
he open. The rest of the country into Narramine has all been selected.
1184. With a view to serving a settled district and increasing production, would you favour a line from
Narramine towards Tomingley ? Tes. There are few engineering difficulties in the way of constructing 
such a line, •

reference to tlie Committee’s inquiries this afternoon, regarding a comparison of traffic between s contemplated 
line from Wellington to Murrungundy, aud one from Dubbo to Mumingundy, 1 estimate that such a comparison favours 
the \ V elhugton-Murrungundy route by two to one.

Bichard McGcc, railway station-master, Duhbo, sworn, and examined:—
E. McGee, 1185, Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you been long in Duhbo ? Nearly five years.
r—1186. Do you get much produce from the couutrv through which a line from the Western lino to Werris

2 May, 1900. Creek would pass ? Not much. W'c get the Talbragar traffic and the Murrungundy traffic.
1187. Do you get the traffic from towards Cobborah ? Wo get some Cobborah traffic.
1188. Does it amount to much in the aggregate? Not to very much. AVe got the whole of tho

■ Murrungundy traffie, and the traffic from tho country between Murruugundy and Cobborah ; but wo
do not get the whole of the Cobborah traflic, because some of it goes to Wellington and some to 
Mudgee. ° 6
1189. AVhere is all this produce generally sent ? Usually to Sydney. It consists chiefly of wool, skins, 
hides, and tallow.
1190. No farm produce ? Very little, except some wheat. The wheat all goes to Svdncv, or towards
Sydney. b ’
1191. Has much produce been sent from Duhbo to the North-western line ? Not during the past year, I 
think ; but a year or two ago a considerable quantity of produce was sent from Dubbo to Narrabri, aud 
out Moree way.
1192. Can^ yon say how much? I think about 100 tons. Tlie matter was referred to during the 
Committee s investigation of the Coonamble railway proposal. It is only iu seasons of drought that 
there will be traflic of that kind.
1193. AVhat is tho volume of traffic done at Dubbo station? Bor the year ending 31st December, 
1899, the tonnage inwards received at Dubbo was 12,119 tons 13 cwt. 3 qrs. ; and outwards, 21,038 tons 
4 ewt. 3 qrs.

• ^as ^ier® much stock traffic ? Last year there was a falling oil in tho stock traffic. AVe received 
455 horses, 3,247 cattle, 1 calf, 25,800 sheep, and 41 pigs ; and we sent away 754 horses, 2,177 cattle, 
184 calves, 124,454 sheep, and 64 pigs.
1195. Has there been any marked increase in the traffic during the last five years? There has been a 
very decided increase each year. The wool traffic from the district beyond Coonamble fell oil for a time ; 
but the Dubbo district has hardly been affected by the drought. ‘ 1196.
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110G. Has the traffic in farm produce increased? Yes, considerably. _ _ R. McGcc.
1107. Arc slock broughl to Dubbo in times of drought? Over 510,000 sheep winch were received here ^ 
came here for feed. They came from Cannonbar, Girilambone, and other places out west. _ a , . .
1198. Has stock ever been sent here by rail, because of scarcity of feed in the district? Not since I 
have been here.

William Mortimer Becldes Dayrell, manager, Dubbo Dlour-milling Company, sworn, and examined:—
1109. Mr. Shepherd.'] Can you give tlie Committee any information as to the extent of tbe farming \K' 
operations along the route of the proposed line ? During the last five months we have received between 1'tyJ‘e '
510,000 and 25,000 bushels of wheat from the country between Dubbo and Murrungundy, and I believe 2 May 1900 
that there must be between 400 and 500 tons of wheat still there. A good deal of the wheat goes back ’ 
to the farmers in the shape of grist.
1200. Is much wheat grown beyond Murrungundy ? We do not get much wheat beyond Murrungundy.
The wheat grown beyond Murrungundy goes either to Mudgee or to Gulgong; we cannot depend upon 
getting it.
1201. Do you get any wheat from the district lying between Wellington aud Murrungundy? We buy 
wheat along the line towards Wellington as far as G-eurio.
1202. What is the yield of wheat in this district ? About 17 or IS bushels in that part of the country
of which I am speaking. They are fortunate in getting storms up that way. _
3203. Which would be the better route for a railway, from Dubbo to Werris Creek, or from Wellington 
to Werris Creek? I would not venture to pass an opinion upon the subject, because I do not know tbe 
country between Wellington and Werris Creek. If the line were brought to Wellington, it would make 
another junction, of course.
1204. I suppose some of the farmers, from whom you get wheat, have to bring it at least 30 miles by 
road ? Yes ; those who cart from Murrungundy.
1205. Do they complain about the distance? I have not heard any complaint. Sometimes it happens 
that it is cheaper to send the wheat into Mudgee. The rates of carriage depend a good deal upon the 
state of the roads.
1200. Would tbe farmers in that district be likely to increase their cultivation if the proposed railway 
were made ? They appear to be doing that now.
1207. Can you give 11^ some account of the progress of this district ? Ten years ago there was not 
sufficient wheat grown in tbe district to keep a mill running six weeks, but now we have a surplus.
1208. Has the progress of the district been regular? Yes, and rapid. There is sufficient wheat grown 
around Murrungundy to keep the mill going without drawing upon tbe Narramine wheat.
1209. What is the price of wheat delivered at the mill ? It started at 2s. 2d., and went up to 2s, 3Jd. 
and 2s. 4d. this season. The average price would be about 2s. 3d., which is very low.
1210. Do the farmers consider it a remunerative price ? No ; the small holders complain of tho price.
1211. Is the price of wheat likely to rise or to fall ? I see no hope of the price of wheat improving ; 
but as wool is now at a good price, no doubt many holders will run sheep instead of growing wheat.
1212. Is New 8outh Wales likely to become an exporter of wheat? New South Wales already exports
wheat. ■
1213. Will the exportation of wheat from the Colony have any effect upon the price ? If the producers 
could pool their wheat aud export a large quantity, so as to " bear” the market a bit, they might succeed 
in getting more for it. If they exported their surplus early in the season, so as to make wheat a bit 
scarce, they might: improve the local market.
1214. 1 suppose wheat is the chief crop grown here ? A few oats are grown in the district, hut none to 
speak of.
1215. Are potatoes grown to any extent ? Some very fine potatoes have been grown round about 
Ballymore at times, but you could not call this a potato-growing district.
121(3. Is fruit grown here to any extent ? Yes, nearly every kind of fruit.
1217. If tho proposed railway were constructed would the fruit-growing industry progress ? It seems 
to mo that orchardists arc all beginning to complain that it does not pay to grow fruit, so that there does
not seem to bo much hope of fruit traliie. , ■
1218. Is the Hour produced here of first-class quality ? Yes; we send flour to the principal bakers iu 
Sydney.
1219. Vice-Chairman.] If the proposed railway were constructed, would you expect to find a market for 
your flour out on the Northern and North-western lines ? I think we should be able to send a good 
deal along there.
1220. Can you make a comparison between the wheat grown in this district and. that grown in the 
northern districts ? The northern wheat is softer than ours, and would do better with harder wheat 
mixed with it.
1221. "Would the construction of tho proposed railway greatly stimulate the production of wheat in the
district between Dubbo and Werris Creek. It should do so, because it would enable the farmers to get 
their produce to market more quickly. "
1222. How long have you been in tho district ? I came here in 18GG.

James Charles Tibbits, farmer, Myton Fields, sworn, and examined:—
1223. Vice-Chairman.] How far is your holding from Dubbo ? About 4 miles.
1224. Have you a pretty good knowledge of tbc country which would be served by the proposed railway ? 
I have been over nearly every inch of it.
1225. "Will you give us a general description of the couulry which would be served by the proposed 
railway—country ■within 15 miles of the route ? Between Dubbo and Cobborah there are very rich flats, 
some of which arc wide and some narrow. Then a rough ridge comes in, and lessens the area of good 
country ; hut beyond that ridge, towards the north, you come upon good country again, though tho land 
s densely covered with iron-bark and scrub. My sons have taken up land on Banter’s Creek, 15 miles 
north of Mundooran. They have improved it by ringbarking, and it is astonishing to see what ground

* which

J. C. Tibbits.
2'M^mo.
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J. C. Tibbits. which used to he considered worthless will grow when cultivated. Last year the wheat failed on all the 
A'7oori ■^•nccPa,rio Eiver flats, but in the iron-bark country the frosts did not touch it at all. I saw wheat 

®y> ■ standing 3 foot high in a paddock in 'which I counted thirty-one stumps and trees ringbarked, but to all
appearances would, have returned live bags to the acre.
1226. What yield of wheat was obtained P The man growing that wheat cut it for hay ; hut the yield
would have been very good. Except on the gritty, iron-bark country, which will not grow anything, tho 
soil is very good, "
1227. What would be the cost of clearing iron-bark country per acre P I cannot tell you; but nine out
of ten trees arc. hollow, and burn well when [they are old and dead. There can be no doubt about the 
fertility of the iron-bark country. It is the greatest mistake in the world to suppose that it is barren. 
You will see fruit growing there that will astonish you. I saw' a peach-tree, which Wits growing within *7 
feet of an iron-bark stump, 3 feet across ; and I never saw anything like the fruit that it produced. 
122S. Do you think that the cost of clearing that land will prevent it from being brought into cultivation 
for some years ? Yes. ■
1229. Until all the available box flats and other better land has been brought into use? Yes.
1230. Hut you think that the iron-bark country should not he looked upon as hopeless from an agricultural 
point of view? That is what I wish to convey. In my opinion there are several reasons why a line to 
Werris Creek should start from Dubbo instead of from Wellington. In tbe first place,! think the 
passenger traffic would be greater from Duhbo. Two Circuit Courts and two Courts of Quarter Sessions 
are held in Dubbo, and the Land Board has its head office in Dubbo. Then in tho Talbragar dislrict 
there is a deposit of coal G feet thick, and mineral waters which should prove a fortune to the district. 
The water is similar to that obtained at Baden and other water-places in Q-ermany and England. 
Leamington, in Warwickshire, which I remember as a small village, is to-day a city because of its mineral 
springs; and why should not Dubbo become a city for the same reason ?
1231. How far are the springs from here? Only 24 miles.
1232. How far away are the coal-measures that you speak of? They are In the same 40 or uO-acre block. 
Then there is shale there, too ; and they have tapped artesian mineral water there. In my opinion the 
connecting line should be taken from some place further north than Werris Creek, and should join 
the Duhbo-Coonamble line about Gilgandra.
1233. Why do you think that that would be a better connection? It would be a shorter connection. 
Coonabarabran is away from the line at the present time, and it would be served by the line that I speak of.
1234. Is the country between Curlcwis and Gilgandra better than that between Werris Creek and Dubbo? 
I do not say that it is better country; but it is as good, and a line from Curlcwis to Gilgandra would tap 
iron-bark forests which have never been touched yet. East of Banter's Creek there are miles of iron-bark 
forest, which has never heen touched. If the people residing in tho western district were compelled to 
send their stock to New England it would not pay them to travel 30 miles extra to get to the junction at 
Wellington ; and besides there are no trucking conveniences at Wellington for large numbers of sheep, 
while there are such conveniences at Dubbo. People sending stock from out west to the Northern line 
would save 40 miles of transport by going through Dubbo to Werris Creek instead of through Wellington. 
Then, if we wanted to send forage from Dubbo to the Northern line, it would be very hard for us to have 
to send it au extra 40 miles. The Duhbo district can produce whatever the Wellington district can 
produce, and it is nonsense to talk 'about the competition of Orange.

James Heane, stock and station agent, Dubbo, sworn, aud examined 
J. Heane. 1235. Mr. Watson.] Have you formed any opinion upon the question into which the Committee is
t_a inquiring—the making of a connection from the AVestern line to the Northern line? I have thought

2 May, 1900. more upon the question of making a connection between the Western line and the Southern line. By 
leaving the Western line at Narramine and going south you would escape the rough country which 
you would have to go through if you took a line south from Wellington. *
1236. What is the necessity for making a line towards Peak Hill from the AVestern line ? The whole of 
the country between Narramine and Peak Hill has been taken up in small areas, or will be so taken up 
directly it is available for selection, and such a line would serve that country. I think, too, that the 
•connection is one which should be made for intercolonial reasons. I know' that you can get shale on the 
Talbragar. I held a run there for some years, and you could pick up the shale and light it with a match. 
Coal is also to be obtained there, and mineral waters.
1237. AVould that country he served by a line from AV ellington ? I think it would be better served by a 
line from Dubbo.

■ 1238. How far from Dubbo are the coal and shale deposits ? It is about 22 miles to where they sank
the shaft on tbe Ballymore Hill, That place is within about three-quarters of a mile of the mineral 
spring, which has been running for fifteen years. They send tho water down to Sydney.
1239. Mr. Harper is of opinion that the Queensland fat cattle which might under Federation be sent to 
Melbourne would take the old road through Bourke, rather than come on to the Northern line, aud then 
through from AVerris Creek to Dubbo or AVellington? T think they would go to Bourko and then come 
down by train to Narramine if a railway were constructed from there across to the Southern line. Eat 
cattle would not come on to the Northern line from Queensland, because most of the Queensland cattle 
come from places beyond the Warrego River, and could not get on to the Northern line.
1240. Then we could not expect much cattle traflic on the AVerris Creek, Dubbo, or Wellington line ? I
should think not. <
1241. Is the rainfall about the same in the districts at each end of the proposed line, or is it good in one and 
had in the other ? I have been trying for the last thirty-five years to determine in what month we may expect 
rain. AVhen I reckoned up the rainfall for every month during twenty-five years I found that seven 
months of each year received a little above the average and five a little below1 it. If the seasons are good 
to the north the stock goes that way, and if they are bad there and good here the stock comes this way.
1242. I understand that last year a great number of the stock came to this district for agistment ? Ales.
1243. Did most of them come by rail ? Yes ; a groat many of them came by rail, and a great many of
those which came from tho direction of Bourke were driven. A good many of tlie sheep started to travel 
here by road, but when they became too weak to travel they wore sent on by rail. At the present time 
sheep are travelling out to the West Bogan for grass. The railway rates are too high to allow people to 
use the trains if they can possibly send their stock by road. 1244.
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1244. I understand tliat tlie rates for starving stock are so low that they hardly pay the cost of haulage ? J- Heane. 
They give half rates for short journeys, but those half rates are equal to the full rates to Sydney. If it *—x' 
costs 4id. to send a sheep from Nyngan to Sydney, it would cost the same to send one from Bourke to2 May’ 190tl' 
Nyngan.*
1245. Are we to understand that it does not pay to send starving stock short distances hy rail ? Not if 
they can he travelled,
1240. Would you call the distance from Bourke to Dubbo short? No. The longer the distance the 
nearer the cost of train carriage comes to the cost of droving.
124/. Would there he much stock traffic on the proposed hue, or would it he only a stand-by in the worst 
seasons? It would be a stand-by in the worst times, so far as tlie starving stock traffic is concerned.
1248. Do you think that with federation New England stock-breeders will compete with Queensland 
stock-breeders in the Melbourne market ? No. 1 have known fat stock to be brought from the country 
you speak of to Dubbo for sale in very dry years ; but .1 (hink there is no probability of its being taken 
to Melbourne. I think that in the future they are more likely to take stock to Sydney dead than alive.
1249. You do not think the traffic would assume its former dimensions ? No. In the olden times I 
have seen 100,000 sheep between Murrungundy and Obley, all coming from Queensland.
1250. Is the proposed line likely lo open up country which is fit for agricultural development? I do not 
know tlie country about Werris Creek; but, as far as Cassilis or Coolah, you have a stretch of country 
which it would he of great advantage to open up. If there were a railway, there would be an enormous 
quantity of grain exported from the district between Dubbo and Coolah. There aro patches of iron-bark 
country where tho ridges run through that district, but between the ridges there is good agricultural 
ground. A person driving along the road, say, at Beni, might think that he was passing through very 
poor land ; but just near there is Jouos’ Creek, where you can get 10 or 12 miles of agricultural laud, and 
it is so in other places in the district,
1251. There is good couutry on the Castlereagh, near Mundooran ? Yes; there is very good country 
above Mundooran.
1252. The proposed line would go within 30 miles of Coonabarabran ? I have never been there, but I 
know that it is a farming district, and that they have had a mill there for some thirty years past, so that 
they must grow a considerable quantity of wheat.
1253. The flour from that mill would not be sent to the railway? No. A railway going down the 
Talbragar will open up a large area of iron-bark country, and the line from Dubbo to Coonamble will go 
past similar country. The timber out there is, at the present time, too far away to be brought into Dubbo.
If a line is taken from Wellington to Murrungundy the difficulty of getting across the Talbragar will 
prevent teamsters from bringing timber to it.

Charles Cadell, stock and station agent, Dubbo, sworn, and examined:—
1254. Mr. McFarlane."] How long have you resided at Dubbo? During tlie last ten years. Cadoll.
1255. Have you a knowledge of the country through which the proposed railway would pass? Yes, as' 2M~>'l900
far as Coolah. . ay* ‘
1250. How would you class tliat country ? It is good agricultural country. There is timbered couutry
there too. It is good sheep country. When you get further out the country becomes better. You get 
then on to rich black-soil country.
1257. Does this district compare favourably with other districts to which railways have been constructed ?
Yes.
1258. It has been stated that stock frequently come from the western districts to Dubbo for feed ? Stock 
have been railed to Dubbo from the west. People here have a lot of country which they generally lease 
for the use o^ starving slock in time of drought. Messrs. Tobin and Sons, who have a station up 
Coonamble way, must have had 40,000 sheep m this neighbourhood last season.
1259. Cau you tell us what places starving stock come from to the Dubbo district ? This year a lot of 
stock came from tho Lachlan, out J<’orbcs way. A good deal of that stock has been paddocked up Cobborah 
way. They came by road. Then stock came here from Bourke by rail. They were trucked to the 
railway siding nearest to the place to which they wore going. Two years ago from 50,000 to 100,000 
sheep passed through Dubbo to stock up the country out Narrabri way.
1200. Does stock always come to Dubbo? Yes, nearly every year. .A large number of stock bas 
been sent out Cobborah way.
1201. I suppose the number of stock coming here depends on the severity of the drought elsewhere ?
Yes. Out Bourke way there are very few stock now left.
1262. Have stock been sent from Dubbo to other districts for feed ? Yes, small lots have been shifted.
1203. In what direction did they go ? They went out Cobborah way, and out Mundooran way. They 
were fortunate in having grass so close at hand.
1204. The north-west district, between Moree and Walgett, suffers severely from droughts? Yes.
1205. If the proposed railway were constructed, would tho people there uso it to send their starving stock 
towards this district ? 1 think so. 1 think, too, that there would be a good deal of stock traffic towards 
New England. Tho New England people buy a lot of sheep out this way. '
1200. If tho proposed railway were constructed, would the Narrabri people bring their stock this way by 
train, or would they drive them here ? If the roads were good tliey would drive them ; but if the roads 
wore had they would send them by train,
1207. Which do you prefer, a line from Wellington or a hue from Dubbo to Werris Creek? I think 
that if a connection is to bo made from the Western to the Southern line, the Werris Creek line should 
come to Dubbo. The country between Wellington and Murrunguudy is very similar to that between 
Dubbo and Murrungundy. 1 should like to mention tliat forage has been sent from the Dubbo district 
to Narrabri. During tbe last drought a lot of forage was sent from here. ,
12GS. Is that traffie likely to continue ? It all depends upon the seasons.
1269. Has fodder boon sent from this district in more than one year. The people in this district have not
been farming on a big scale till the last few years. i
1270. You have not had much surplus produce before ? That is so,

THURSDAY,
* Note (ok revision) :—Live Stock R&t.es, Bourke to Sydney, arc 4Id. per truck per mile, for short distances Set per 

truck per mile; thus bnn|iing half rate to about the same price as fat stock.
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THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1000.
[The Committee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Dubbo, at 10'30 a.m.1

■presfnt:—
’WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (VicE-CirAiiiMAN).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, j John Christian Watson, Esq,
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from
Wellington to "Werris Creek.

Jacob Matthews, Mayor of Peak Hill, sworn, and examined: —
J. Matthews. 1271. Vice-Chairman.'] How far is Peak Hill from Dubbo ? 44 miles. ■
^1272. You have come here prepared to give evidence on the Wellington to Werris Creek railway proposal 

3 May, 1000. in its bearing upoii tho future connection of fhe Western and Southern line? Yes. T think that a line 
from Wellington to Werris Creek would be too much to the east to suit Peak Hill; but if a line were 
taken from Werris Creek to Dubbo, and another line from Harramine through Tomingley and Peak Hill 
to Parkes or E’orbcs, they would open up a very large belt of splendid country, and would servo the 
interests of the Colony at largo. The country between Harramine and Peak Hill is perfectly level, 
except for two little hills which the road crosses, and which could be got round by going a quarter of a 
mile off tbe road. Even if you went right over them with the railway you would not need a cutting more 
than 3 feet deep. From Peak Hill to Parkes a line ou which a grade of 1 in 100 could be obtained has 
been surveyed. By coustrueting a railway through that country you would open up some of the very 
best wheat producing land in tho Colony, There is no bad country between Peak Hill and Parkes, and a 
plough could bo put into 00 per cent of the land there. There are no stones except for 2 or 3 acres on a 
hill here and there. The Harvey lianges would be from S to 12 miles from tho proposed line, except at 
Mingelow, where tliey come in do within about 7 miles. Eor 80 miles westward from the foot of the 
Harvey Ranges it is all splendid country, and south from them there is good country for a distance of 150 , 
or 200 miles. A line such as I spoke of would connect that country with the Western line and with the 
Southern line, and would give us an outlet for our produce both towards Bourke and towards Concloholin. 
Mr. McDonnell Stuart, the Eailway Engineer, was in Peak Hill on the 2tth October, 1808, and he 
reported favourably on tbo scheme. The area under cultivation at that time was 15,300 acres, and the 
estimated increase for the following year was 5,800 acres. All this country is newly settled country,

' and hardly any of it has been selected more than fourteen years; but when people found that it was 
good wheat-growing land they rapidly increased their cultivation area there. Tlie number of sheep in 
the district at that time was 193,300, and the quantity of the storekeepers’ supplies imported about 
500 tons.
1273. To what area of country do those figures refer ? To country within 10 miles of tho proposed line
between Parkes and Narramine. The area of the holdings there now is 530,702 acres. That area is 
held under conditional lease, conditional purchase, homestead selection, annual lease, and. other leases 
from the Crown, and, with the exception of eight to ten holdings, lies within 10 miles of the route which 
a line from Parkes to Narramine would follow. The area now under cultivation is 22,992 acres, which 
more than bears out Air. Stuart’s estimated increase. The number of the holdings in the district is 170, 
and tbe number of sheep carried 263,742. ■
1274. Mr. Watson.'] You have not included township allotments as holdings? No ; the holdings comprise 
farms and stations. The first township you come to from Narramine is Tomingley, with a population of 
about 150. Then you come to McPhail, a prosperous mining centre, with a population of about 400. 
Then comes Peak Hill, with a population of about 1,000; Mingelow, with a population of SO or 40 ; and

" Erictown, with a population of 150 or 200. At Mingelow there is a gap through the mountains called 
tho Greening Gap. Erom Mingelow to the Gap there is a main road, and as at that place the mountains 
arc narrow the distance across them is only 3 or 4 miles, Once you get through the gap, about 12 miles 
out from Mingelow, you come on to the flat country again. There is a sort of horso-shoo basin duo east 
from Mingelow. Th’is basin is surrounded by mountains, and contains, 1 should think, 30,000 acres, all 
of which are held by about thirty settlers. The basin 1 hat 1 spoke of is on Boldcrodgery holding. .Erom 
the centre of the horse-shoe to Mingelow is 20 miles ; to Parkes, 30 miles; to ’Wellington, 40 miles ; and 
to Molong, 35 miles. At this point I should like to read the following letter from the Tinder-Secretary 
for Public Works, dated Sydney, 24th April, 1900, and addressed to the Honorable Member for 
Condoublin r—

Sir, _
With further reference to tho reijucst of the L’eak Hill Railway League to be furnished with estimates of cost 

of the proposed railway extensions, Parkes to Dubho aud Parkes to Narramine ria Peak Hill, 1 have the honor, by direc
tion of Mr. .Secretary O’Sullivan, to inform yon that there has been no survey of the length (24^ miles), which would have 
to hs substituted for tho northern end of the Parkes-Dubbo line in order that the junction slinuld be at Narramine ; but it 
lias been explored, and is roughly estimated to be 11.1 miles shorter than tho Dubbo connection.

The estimate of the Parkes-Dubbo line, if brought up to date, would amount to about £2o0,000.
A very rough estimate, founded on au exploration only, as regards the 21} miles at the northern end, gives about 

£212,9U0 as tho approximate cost of the Parkes-NaiTamino line.
1275. Vice-Chairman.] Iu your opinion, if it should be necessary to make a connection between the 
"Western line and the Parkes line, it could be made more easily and more cheaply from Narramine than 
from Dubbo? Yes; because bv that route you would save over £41,009, and from Dubbo to Tomingley 
is llw miles longer than from Nyngan to Tomingley, Then, too, whereas from Dubbo you have to go 
through hilly country, from Narramine the couutry is perfectly level.
1276. Which of tho two connections with Tomingley would open up the best country ? One from Nano
mine. The country between Dubbo and Tomingley is stringy-bark and iron-bark country, and is not good ; 
whereas tho count,rv from Narramine to Tomingley is all good. Our yield of wheat last year was about 
12 bushels to the acre; but a great deal of the wheat was cut for hay, because we had heavy frosts late 
in the season, which injured tho early crops. The early wheat was very heavy, and went, I thmk, fully 
25 cwt, to the acre, but late wheat did not do so well, though it averaged 13 bushels to the acre. Of

course
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course wc have had droughts in our district, hut we never had stock die from starvation in our immediate J- Matthew*, 
vicinity, and last year every available paddock was taken up by people from down the river. I think 
there were 150,000 sheep and a number of horses in paddocks there all the winter, and there are some r’ 
there even now.
1277. Will you describe tbe mining centres between Dubbo and Parkes P There is no mining done till you 
get to Tomingley, whether you start from Naramine or from Dubbo ; but at Tomingley there are a couple 
of gold-mines which employ 150 or 200 people. Then you go on to McPhail, where there is a mine 
employing about 400 people—a big mine which belongs to a very large syndicate. Further on, at beak 
Hill, mining operations have been considerably retarded because of tbe refractory nature of tbe ores, but 
during the last two or three months tbe promoters have bad a water-jacket constructed at a cost of about 
£4,000, and they have also secured the services of Mr. Taylor, tbe G-overnment Mineralogist. Tbe water- 
jacket was started more than a fortnight ago, and it has been used ever since without a hitch. The 
directors of the mine told me the other day that there was no doubt about the success of this treatment.
With tbe water-jacket they now put through 18 tons in twenty-four hours, but they hope to be able to 
put through 25 tons in twenty-four hours. They now use 2 tons of coke a day, or over 700 tons a year.
All that coke is now carted from Forbes.
1278. If the treatment of refractory ores which you speak of proves a success, will it be followed at other 
mines in the district ? Tes.
1279. Is there a good body of refractory ore there ? They think so. Tliey have 1,500 tons at grass, and 
I have never heard of there being a shortage. There must be a good supply of ore or Mr. Taylor would 
not have given up his Government position to take the management of the mine. If the water-jacket is 
enlarged, they will use 1,000 tons of coke a year at Peak Hill for it alone. Tlie total output at tho 
Proprietary mine has been about 20,000 ok,, and during the last two or three years their operations have 
been practically stopped because of the refractory nature of their ore. A cyanide company bought 3,000 
tons of tailings, which they are treating. At Alectown there aro no reefs, I understand, but there are 
alluvial workings.
1280. Are we to understand that you would sooner see a railway made from Dubbo to Werris Creek than 
from Wellington to AVerris Creek, because you are afraid that if the line were taken from AVellington it 
might prevent the construction of a line from Narramine towards the Southern line? Yes.
1281. If the proposed line were made from Dubbo to AVerris Creek, would you find a market for your 
produce on the North and North-western lines? I think our market lies out in the direction of 
Wilcannia, Bourke, Walgett, and Brewarrina. Up Moree way we get into a district which is served by 
the New England country.
1282. AVould a line from Narramine to the Southern line stand on its own merits apart from its value as 
a connecting line, because of tho land which it would open up for settlement? 1 think so. AVhenever 
a block of land in the district becomes available for settlement there are from 100 to 300 applicants for it.
1283. Would a connection between Curlewis and Gilgandra suit you as well as a connection between
Dubho and AVerris Creek ? Tes, and a great deal of railwav construction would be saved hy making 
that line. “

John Dight Mackay, pastoralist, Bulgandramine, sworn, and esamioed :—
1284. Mr. Waison.'] Have you been over any of the country between AVellington and Werris Creek ? J. D.
No; though I have heen up the Talbragar from Dubbo to Cobborah. Mackay.
1285. The feeling of tho people down your way is in favour of tho Dubho-Werris Creek line, because it „<rj—*—
would improve the chances of a connection from Narramine to Parkes? Tes ; and because it would give * 190t"
us a shorter route to the Northern district.
128G. AVhat advantage would you gain hy being able to get easily from Dubho to the Northern lino ?
During the last two years a large quantity of fodder has been carried hy train from this district to 
Narrabri, and a large number of stock, chiefly from tlie Coonamble district and the country beyond have 
come into this district for grass.
1287. Then you anticipate that if the line were made from Dubbo to Werris Creek the people down your 
way would be able to use it to send fodder to the Northern districts ? Tes.
1288. There would be a demand for fodder only in times of drought, I presume? Yes,
1289. You would not expect a regular and permanent trade in fodder? There is always a considerable 
amount of stock traffic between this district and the district further north. The hulk of our store stock 
goes towards the Liverpool Plains to be fattened, and it seems to me that in the near future stock will be 
able to travel only by rail, because the stock routes are being very much curtailed, and have deteriorated 
very much by the traffic along them, and by ihe burrs which grow on them. Beasonable railway rates 
would be cheaper and more satisfactory to stockowners than droving.
1290. Do you think that railway rates will ever be low enough to allow you to truck store stock ? I see 
no reason why not.
1291. At present the rates are very high, unless it be for starving stock ? They seem to us unduly and
unreasonably high. *
1292. What do you think it would pay a man to give for railway carriage for 1,000 sheep for a distance 
of over 150 miles ? Unless sheep are travelling immediately after shearing I am satisfied that it would 
be profitable to train them even at the present rates, because the depreciation on the stock routes is so 
great. The stock routes are utterly unimproved, and axe always depreciating, so that the wool gets 
covered with mud and burrs. I am sure that the depreciation of the sheep is equal to Is. an animal at 
present prices for mutton and wool, where stock travel over 200 miles. One reason why the railway is 
not used so much as it might be is the shocking treatment which stock receive in the trains. They are 
shunted and knocked about in such a manner that where they are at all weak the losses are too large to 
make it profitable to send them by train, hut, in my opinion, the training of store sheep is increasing.
1293. 1 suppose that as settlement advances, the size of the stock routes will be lessened ? Apparently 
so ; they seem to be curtailing them in many places now.
1294. Are there any other things which would make the proposed line valuable ? The facilities which it 
would give for the carriage of stock and of fodder are the two main reasons, so far as local interests are 
concerned, for the construction of the line ; but another advantage its construction would have is that it 
would shorten the route from Brisbane to Melbourne and Adelaide.

43—H 1295.
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J, D. Mackay. 1293. Do you not think that, to construct the line for that purpose, would he to go a good deal in advance 
—>i of requirements? Probably it would. In speaking iu favour of the line, I have looked upon the proposal 

3 May, 1900, merc]y na affects this district. .
1290.' Do you agree with Mr. Matthews in what he said about the land lying south of Narramine ? les; 
all that district is very good. I might mention that the statistics which he gave you did not include any 
land within 12 miles of Narramine or 10 miles of Parkes. ,
1297. Your station is one of the few leasehold areas on the route of a line from Narramine to Parkes . 
Yes. There are three such holdings.
129S. Is the land comprising your leasehold area suitable for settlement ? Yes. _
1299. I understand that the lease will shortly expire ? My lease expires in 1903. I recently redivided,
and there was a great rush for the land, there being 100 applications for most of the blocks. That land 
has been settled within the last eighteen months. _
1300. "What is the land on the leaseholds of the other runs like ? It is excellent land.
1301. Do those leases fall in this year ? One of them falls m in August, 1900, but I am not sure when
the other falls in. _ _
1302. But it cannot be very long before both leases expire? No. There is one leasehold area not
included in the statistics which have been given to you which falls in next July. That land has been 
already surveyed, and lies within 12 miles of Narramine. ,
1303. I understand that the greater part of the land along the line that you have suggested is already
settled upon? Yes; a great deal of it only recently. Much of it has been taken np in comparatively 
small areas, and it is necessary that the holders should cultivate. _ _ _
1301. Would you say that a connection between Narramine and Parkes is justified by reason of the 
quality of the land through which it would pass, apart from other considerations ? Yes. . The average 
rainfall at my station, taking the records since 1882, has been between 21 and 22 inches; in 1888 it was 
below 12 inches; but in no other year has it heen below 10 inches. _ ...
1303. You have come here to-day because you wish tbe Committee to keep in view, when considering the 
question of connecting the Western and Northern lines, the great probability of the construction of a lino 
from Parkes to Narramine ? Yes. A line from Parkes to Narramine would be a paying one, and would 
require no costly works. Between Narramine and Peak 11111 only five small culverts would be required. 
L30G. Such a lino would serve a number of centres of population? Yes. The population of Tomingley 
and its neighbourhood is about 1,100. It is a mining centre which has heen profitably worked for fifteen 
or sixteen years, and last year about 1,000 oz. of gold were sent away from there. Then the McPhail 
Mining Company pays £1,800 a month in wages, and the year before last it paid a dividend upon an 
enormous capital. Everything points to prosperity in the district. _ _ ,
1307. In suggesting a connection from Narramine to Parkes, have you had iu view the probable extension
of the line from Porbes towards tbe Great Southern line ? Yes ; I would also like to mention that there 
has been an agitation for a lino from tbe Bogan Gates lo Trangie, but it seems to me that a more serviceable 
connection would be a line from Narramine to Parkes, and a branch line could then be taken out from 
Peak Hill in a westerly direction. ,
1308. West from Peak Hill, how far would the agricultural land extend ? Certainly as far as a line
joining Nyngan with Condobolm. _
1309. That would be between 50 and GO miles ? Yes ; tbe couutry continues about the same as you go 
west, but the rainfall decreases.
1310. When you get out towards Gilgunnia you get into purely pastoral country ? Yes. ^
1311. In that class of country you cannot afford to have your railways too close together? No; a
branch line going west from Peak Hill would tap a lot of excellent farming country which lies within 
30 or 40 miles of Peak Hill. _____ ;_______________ ______ __

Thomas Bridle, farmer and grazier, Peak Hill, sworn, and examined:—
T Bridle 1312. Mr. Shephr.rd, \ I understand that you advocate the construction of a line from Narramine to 

^ _ Parkes ^ Yes*
3 May, 3900. 1313. In preference to a line from Wellington to Werris Creek ? Yes; a line from Wellington to Werris 

Creek would be of little use to us, even as a connection with the Northern line, because of the long 
distance which wc should have to travel in order to get to it. I consider that the country between 
Narramine and Parkes is better country, both because of its agriculture and because of its mining 
possibilities, than tbe country which tho proposed lino would serve, and it is also country through which 
a much more easily and cheaply constructed line than the proposed line could be taken. I am well 
acquainted with the country from Narramine right through to Tumut. I came here a little over fourteen 
years ago, and took up land 12 or 14 miles west of Peak Hill. I considered then that the land would be 
especially good for wheat-growing and for grapes, and I have never had any cause to complain of it. Although 
we have passed through prolonged droughts, there has never been a total failure of the crops. There has 
heen partial failures, but T have never bad a bit of land uhicli I could not mow or cut. You can make 
95 per cent, of tbe land between Narramine and Parkes, and extending 20 or 30 miles to the west, a 
wheat paddock. To the east the good land is limited by the Harvey Kangcs. There are a good many 
small selectors in the district, and as they do not hold sufficiently large areas to be able to live by grazing 
alone, they must be provided with road or with railway communication. Of course, the better country 
is, from an agricultural point of view, tbo softer tbo ground, and the worse the roads. I live between 
38 and 40 miles from Parkes, and I find that I cannot increase my cultivation, because in a moist season 
the road gets cut up so badly that the price of carriage takes away all my profits. ^ At the present time 
wheat is worth about 5s. per cwt., and wool about £5 per cwt., so that the result will be that unless good 
roads be provided the wheat-growing industry must be destroyed. As the Condobolin line only cost 
about £2,100 a mile, I see no reason why a similar line should not be constructed through ihe country 
I speak of, I think that it would be a better speculation to make a railway than to make a road, and the 
settlers in the district have been promised assistance. Close to tbe Harvey lianges there is a belt of 
mineral country which the railway would serve. Of course, if you kept in close to the ranges you would 
have comparatively little agricultural land on the eastern side of the line, but by keeping mpre to the 
west you could have 15 miles of good country on each side of the line, country that would produce from 
a ton and a half to 2 tons of hay per acre. My area under crop last year was 470 acres. I cut 55

acres
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acres for hay, and I got 100 tons of hay. Then I stripped 41.5 acres, and got 1,626 bags of wheat. Those T. Bridle, 
wore my results in a dry season. I have been paying Is. Gd. a bag to have my wheat carried away, and 
although 1 have never refused tiic offer of a teamster, there are three or four loads still to be taken away. 3 ^a"’’
J.f the season had been a wet one I could not have had my grain taken away at a price which would pay 
me, and I should have had to give up farming. I have a man cultivating on the halves system with me.
He got an unemployed ticket to couie up here, and has a wife and two children. He is a man well worth 
supporting, and is doing well just now ; but if 1 had to stop growing wheat he would have to go back 
to Sydney. The district is so good that a line through it must eventually pay. Mr. Stuart, in 
his report, gives a fair account of the country, and he admits that the lino would pay from the start.
When I took up my land fourteen years ago 1 had two men at £1 a week, and 10s. a week for victuals, 
working for three weeks in a garden of 2 acres, and then the land was not properly grubbed, and it cost 
another 30s. a week to finish it. Where the timber is dead, however, I can get it grubbed out for very 
little. A great many people out there would put a large area under wheat if they could get it away.
1314. How far are you from the railway now? Half of my land is within 38 or 40 miles of Parkes. I 
have obtained as much as 7 and 8 hags of wheat to the acre, and my son has obtained as much as 8 bags 
to the acre on his land. A man who is living within 31 miles of the railway has 2,500 hags of wheat which 
he will not be able to get drawn away this year, and if next summer turned out wet be would have to 
discontinue cultivating, and live by sheep-farming, and so would I. Last year I paid £400 for machinery, 
and I may clear that amount this year ; but if the seasons are good the roads will be so cut up that I shall 
not bo able to get my wheat away. I have no doubt that a line through that country would pay, because 
where people have good land they can bear to be taxed ; whereas if you tax people on poor country too 
heavily you will tax them off the laud altogether. The Government should be able to make any line pay 
in good country, either by extending the betterment principle or by imposing taxation.
1315. What is the quality of the wheat grown in the district you arc speaking of ? It is the best wheat 
in the Colony. I have obtained 2s. 9d. a busliel for some of my wheat in Sydney this year, and the rest 
of it is on its wray to England, I was one of tho first shippers with the Co-operative Company, and my 
wheat was classed by an expert as of “A.” quality.
131G. You have not found out yet whether it pays to send wheat to England ? Ko. Last year I sold 
my wheat locally, and I did not get paid at all.
1317. In your opinion is it more profitable to use land for agriculture than to depasture sheep ? I think 
that agriculture should pay at least twice as well as pastoral pursuits, and 1 acre of farm land will furnish 
as much traffic to a railway as 20 acres of land under sheep. I can get my farming done on the halves 
system, and if I get 4 hags of wheat, to the acre, and Ss. per bag, I make iGs. an acre that way, which 
is a great deal more than one can make with stock.
1318. Would not four bags to the acre be a pretty heavy yield ? Yes.
131!}. What is the average size of the holdings in your district ? Some of them are very small, while a '
great, many people have holdings of between 2,000 and 3,000 acres. The conditional purchases run up 
to 2,560 acres, while holdings of another class average from 800 to 1,000 acres. These men must either 
have railway communication or must leave the district, because they have not enough land to maintain 
themselves by keeping stock, and they cannot grow wheat profitably because of tbc heavy cost of road carriage.
1320. A man could not make a living on 40 acres ? Ho, unless he had his land planted with vines.
1321. What do you consider a fair area for the maintenance of a man and his family ? I should be 
sorry to have less than 2,560 acres; but with agriculture, and having a good outlet for his produce, a man 
might do with much less. With hard ivork and care a man might make a living on 200 or 300 acres ; 
but, if through misfortune he got into the hands of the storekeepers or bankers, ho would be ruined.
Without a railway the small holders must mortgage their property, and then the land will nil drift into the 
bauds of large holders. At the present time there is a good class of men on the land, and they will wrork 
well if the Government gives them a railway.
1322. Is it usual amongst the farmers in that district to grow their own vegetables, potatoes, and fruit ?
Eor the last three or four years there lias been a drought, and vegetables could not bo grown without 
irrigation. ■
1323. I suppose they all keep a few pigs and poultry ? Yes.
1324. So that living is very cheap with them ? Yes ; it does not cost them much to live.
1325. Do farmers there seem prosperous and contented on the whole ? Yes.
1326. But they feel the handicap of their distance from a market ? Yes, and it is becoming worse every 
year, because as traffic increases the roads become worse.
1327. At what distance from a railway station will farming pay ? Within 12 or 15 miles. A man ought 
to be ablo to get to the station in a day, so that he can send in his produce on a day’s notice.
1328. Would the country you describe be within 15 miles of a railway from Parlies toNarramine ? On 
the eastern side of the lino it would be within 7 or 8 miles.
1329. What proportion of the land in the district that you have been speaking of is fit for agriculture ?
J think that 95 per cent, of the land on the western side of the line would bo good for agriculture, and 
for S miles on the eastern side of the line 80 per cent, is good land. Eurthcr to the east the country is 
barren and useless. _
1330. Do you feel satisfied that, in the event of railway construction there, the increase in population 
would be very large ? Yes. A. railway would promote agricultural settlement, and would also assist the 
mining industry. If the Peak Hill Proprietary have discovered the proper way of treating their refractory 
ores immense quantities of coke, coal, limestone, and ironstone will have to be conveyed there, and the 
railway would very much lessen the cost of carriage. I own 1,500 shares in an adjoining mine, and I 
have no doubt of their value. There are five small towns on the route of the line. L have been connected 
with mining for over forty years, and although I have seen scores of mining towns almost deserted, these 
towns have become populated again. The connection with the Northern line would be of great assistance 
to the district, and would be of national importance, because under present circumstances the blowing 
up of a bridge or two between Sydney and Newcastle would completely disconnect the northern system 
from the other railway systems of the Colony. These connecting lines are of value, too, in allowing an 
interchange of products between the various parts of the Colony ; and it is hotter that our people should 
supply themselves in this way than that they should obtain supplies from other parts of the world.
Eventually the proposed Hue would be a paying line, and would be of great advantage to people in the 
country.

Robert
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■ Eobert George Dulhunty, Inspector of Stock, Dnbbo, sworn, and examined:—
B. O. 1331. McFarlane^] How long bave you occupied your present position P Twenty-two years. I 
u unty, j)ave ^een in the district for fifty years, so that I know it thoroughly. In round numbers, there are

a^M&v 1900 1>600,000 sheep in the Dubbo district this year. _ _ .
* 1332. Compared with other districts, do yon consider it a good grazing district ? Tes ; it is a very good 

district. .
1333. I understand that it is never very severely affected by droughts ? Sometimes we have droughts; 
but they are never very severe. I have also charge of the Cauonbar district. "When you get beyond 
IS over tiro yon get into country in which the stock suffer. That district has recently lost 60 per cent, of 
its stock through drought, whereas the stock in our district have increased.
1334. Has it ever been necessary to send stock from this district to other districts for grass ? Tes,
1335. In what direction do they go ? Most of them go in the direction of New England.
1336. We have been told that the surplus stock is sent from here to the Liverpool Plains to be fattened?
Tes ; but of late years we have not bad very much surplus stock to send to the Liverpool Plains, because 
what we have had have been sent into the Cauonbar district. We have sent a lot of stock to Goulburn, 
Tass, and places in that direetion to be fattened. .......................
1337. I understand that starving stock has been sent to this district in times of drought ? Yes ; last
year we had something like 2,000,000 stock in the district, which had come chiefly from the Bourkc, 
Coonamble, and Walgett districts. .
1333. Ho many sheep come here from the north-west districts? A large number of sheep are coming 
from the north-west districts now into the Cobar district, where there is grass. _
1330. How do they come ? By train where they can. Very large numbers came by train last year.
1340. What distance would people drive sheep rather than send them by train ? It depends very much 
on the season. When the season is very dry people cannot drive their sheep at all.
1341. In an ordinary season what distance would sheep be driven ? Pat stock would travel on foot 
nearly as far as Dubbo in a good season, and take the train there. The travelling stock reserves and 
roads into Dubbo are very fair; hut beyond Dubbo, and between Dubbo and Sydney, Bathurst or 
Mudgee, there are only lanes, and the sheep cannot travel.
1342. Do you think that the proposed Wellington to Werris Creek line would he largely used for the 
conveyance of stock from the north and the north-west? I think that it would.

W, William Handover, produce merchant and timber contractor, Dubbo, sworn, and examined:
Handover. 234.3 Vice-Chairman^] I understand that you are personally acquainted with the iron-bark forests in this 

district ? Tes. The most suitable timber for railway purposes that we get in Dubbo is the iron-bark.
3 May* 190°. 1344, Has most of the good timber near Dubbo been cut out ? No. _ • n 0 tit-e-

1345. At what distance from Dubbo is there still aconsiderable quantity of iron-bark available ? V ithm
a radius of from 10 to 25 miles. _ . ,
1346. Is that a long distance to draw iron-bark for sleepers? No ; it is only a fair distance. _
1347. Is there any large area of iron-bark forests from that point along the proposed fine ? There is good 
timber from Dubbo right away to Gulargamhone, a distance of 75 miles. At the present time we are 
supplying sleepers for the Brewarrina line. We have supplied about 147,000 sleepers, all of which have
been cut within 25 miles of Dubbo. _ r -n 1.1 1. j 1
1348. Mr. Watson.] If good iron-bark can be obtained within 12 or 25 miles of Dubbo, why do sleeper- 
getters go further out ? There are a large number of teams plying between Dubbo and Coonamble, and 
they take timber as back loading rather than return empty. Teams have brought timber from the 
other side of Gilgandra, a distance of 45 miles, at the same rate as other teams have brought timber

1340. Is there much iron-bark from Murrungundy due north to Mundooran ? There is about the same 
quantity of iron-bark there as there is in the country north from Dubbo. _ .
1350. Where does the best timber grow ? The belt of timber runs due north to a point 12 or 13 miles 
north of Tooraweenah, and in some places it may run 10 miles to the cast.
1351. At Murrungundy a railway would tap the ironbark country ? Yes.
1352. Would not a line from Wellington to Werris Creek, via Murrungundy, and a line from Dubbo to 
Coonamble, serve that iron-bark country very well ? Yes ; but it would be better served by a line to 
Werris Creek from Dubbo than from Wellington. Within the last twelve months Mr. Ewers and myseit 
have supplied something like 250,000 iron-bark sleepers and about 500,000 feet of girder stuff to the 
Government. All that timber was obtained within 25 miles of Dubbo, and we arc still getting sleepers 
here for the Dubbo-Coonamble line. There is sufficient timber on the Dubbo-Coonamble line to last for 
the next thirty vears. We have some 40,000 sleepers already cut for the first section of that line, and 
the total number of sleepers required will be something like 260,000.

SATURDAY, 5 MAT, 1900.
[The Commiitee met at the “ Commercial Hotel" Cobborak, at 9 a.m.]

i Jjjrremt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (VrcE-CiumiiAN).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Sileimikhd. | Robert Henry Levten, Esq. ■
John Christian Watson, Esq. j John McFarlane, Lsq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from
Wellington to Werris Creek.

George Paterson, farmer, Bonny Plain, near Cobborah, sworn, and examined.
G. Paterson. 1353. Vice-Chairman.] How far are you from Cobborah ? 7 miles, on the road to Leadville.

_ a _ What is the country like from Murrungundy to Cobborah, and from Cobborah to Dunedoo . Most
5 May, 1900. of the country between Murrungundy and Dunedoo would be a farming district if it were given rmlivay 

communication. '
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1355. Is the country equally good on each side of tho river? From Cobborah to Dunedoo there is G. Paterson, 
very little difference; but from Cobborah to Murrungundy the country is not so good on the northern
side of the river as it is on the southern side. 5 May'
1356. Is there not a good deal of cultivation between Murrungundy and Cobborah on both sides of the 
river? Tes, and it is increasing every year.
1357. Is there still a considerable area of land fit for agriculture, and within 15 miles of the proposed 
railway route, which has not yet been brought under the plough ? Yes.
1358. What is the reason of that? The want of railway facilities for getting produce away.
1359. What does it cost to cart produce to a railway station now ? It costs about 6d. a bushel to send 
wheat to Mudgee, which is our nearest railway station,
1360. Is that charge regarded as a serious handicap ? It is the cost of road carriage which has kept the
district back, from the time it was first settled. '
1361. Are you acquainted with the land within 10 miles of Wellington? Only along the road. 1 know 
that it is a great wheat district.
1362. How far is Cohborah from the route of the proposed line ? About 6 or 8 miles from tho nearest 
point.
1363. Then it would be well within the influence of that line? Tes.
1364 Do you know anything about the country beyond Dunedoo, towards Coolah ? No doubt it is 
splendid farming and pastoral land. Going that way you go through the great Fine Ridge property, 
which is beautiful country. •
1365. Is the land along the route of the proposed line suitable only for agriculture, or would it be used 
better for mixed farming? On the frontage on both sides of the river from Cobborah to Coolah the land 
could all be used for agriculture if it were required. There are places 10 miles across where the laud 
could be used for agriculture.
1366. Can the Talbragar valley be described as a highly fertile district for 10 miles on each side of tho 
river ? There is no doubt about it. The land is very good from here to Coolah.
1367. What yield of wheat is obtained in tho district? If we do not get 20 bushels to the acre wo 
consider the crop a partial failure.
1368. How long have you been here? Twenty years.
1369. Are there any holdings which have been under crop for the greater part of that time ? Tes,
1370. What would be the average yield ? I have not kept a record; but anything under 30 bushels is
not considered a good crop. 1 think I should not bo over-estimating the average yield if I put it at 15 
bushels to the acre. ■
1371. How long have you been cultivating ? I have been cultivating one of my paddocks for fifteen 
years, and I have got as much as eight bags, and as little as three bags, from an acre on that paddock. Wo 
expect 20 or 25 bushels from an acre for a fair crop.
1372. Are there any large leaseholds shortly to fall in to the Government which may be made available for 
close settlement ? There are 10,000 acres on the Tucklin and Bolaro Holdings which will be thrown 
open shortly, and I suppose 8,000 acres of that land aro fit for cultivation.
1373. How many acres of the Talbragar land would maintain a man and bis family in decent comfort,
year in and year out ? Well, I have been living for the last twenty-three years on what I make out of 
300 acres. ,
1374. Have you been satisfied ? One has to cut one’s coat according to one’s cloth ; hut 300 acres are 
not enough.
1375. Would 640 acres be enough ? Tes. a man could make a living on 640 acres; but if he wished to
keep a few sheep or cattle, and to have a bit of spare ground, it would require 1,000 acres to make him 
contented, •
1376. Will the district grow other crops besides those you have mentioned ? No doubt aboutit if we had 
the rain. The ground is strong enough to grow anything, and we have occasionally grown very good crops 
of maize, getting as much as 70 bushels to the acre. During the last five or six years the seasons have 
been unusually dry in this district.
1377. What other advantages would accrue to the district by the construction of the proposed line ? As 
a connecting line it would be useful in many ways ; it would be useful for moving stock from place to 
place in time of drought, and for moving troops across the country in time of war.
1378. Do you expect to find any market for your produce in the northern and north-western parts of 
the Colony ? Not in the New England district, but the proposed line would enable us to send produce 
into districts like the Bourkc, Cobar, and Coonamble districts. To take produce to Mudgee is like taking 
coal to Newcastle, and to take it by road to Coonamble costs so much that there is no profit in doing so.
Last year we had to cut our wheat for hay because the grain was no good. '
1379. Does your distance from a railway station prevent yon from sending away small consignments of 
fat stock ? Tes ; that has been a loss to us.
13SO, Do you think that with a railway small consignments would frequently he sent from the district?
Tes, and the stock would be delivered in Sydney in good condition. The 50 miles of road between here 
and Mudgee are chiefiy metalled, so that sheep whose feet are soft after coming oil cultivation paddocks 
can hardly travel over the distance.
1381. Is this district considered a good fattening district ? Yes.
1382. Are sheep ever sent to this district from elsewhere during droughty years ? Yes. With regard 
to the fattening qualities of the district, I might mention that two years ago I sold a small lot of sheep to 
a butcher in Gulgong, and when I went in a fortnight afterwards I saw one of them, an aged ewe, which 
weighed 108 lbs., a 2-year old wether, 99 lbs., and a lamb, ten months old, 58 lb. The heaviest sheep 
which I have killed myself weighed 105 lbs. I keep Lincolns chiefly.

Thomas Paterson Teo, farmer and gra/.icr, Elong Elong, near Murrungundy, sworn, and examined:—
1383. Mr. Watson.] How far is your jdace from Cohborah ? 12 miles. It lies in the direetion of Dubbo. t. p. yeo.
1384. What effect would the construction of the proposed line have upon tho production of the district j. ' 
round Elong Elong ? If the proposed railway were constructed more of tho land would be used for SWlay, 1900. 
agriculture.

1335.
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T. P. Yeo. 1385. Is there more land available for agriculture than is now being cultivated ? Yes.
-^or ^ow mau7 miles would tho agricultural land extend across the route of the proposed railway 

ay, 1900. fTom j;i0Dg uiong P (jn the southern side it would extend 10 miles, and on the northern side not so far, 
because you get out into iron-bark country there.
1387. Several routes have been suggested to serve this district—a line from 'Wellington to Werris Creek, 
a lino from Dubbo to Werris Creek, and an extension of the line from Mudgee;—which,in your opinion, 
would best serve the district ? A line from Wellington to Werris Creek and an extension of the Mudgee 
line.
1388. That would bo two lines ;—if you were going to make a line to Cobborah, from what point on the 
existing line would you start ? From Wellington.
1389. Why is that? I am not acquainted with the land between Cobborah and Mudgee.

, 1390. Is it good country from Cobborah to Wellington ? It is good agricultural country.
1391. Do you know the country out towards Coolah or north towards Binnaway? No; 1 am not 
acquainted with it at all.
1392. Do you corroborate what Mr. Paterson has said about tbc productiveness of this district? Yes.
1393. Does much stock come through here going towards Werris Creek or the Liverpool Plains? Yes; 
a lot of stock passes through this way.
1391. In which direction does the stock route run ? There is a slock route from hero to Mudgee.
1395. That is the way that fat stock would travel ? Yes.
1396. Have you seen store stock going to the Liverpool Plains ? Yes; I have seen them coming up the 
river from Dubbo.
1397. Vice-Chairman.'] Do you think that it would be better, in the interests of the district, to have a 
connection with Wellington than one with Mudgee? I am not in a position to say which would be the 
better route.

Francis Scheibel, senior-constable, Cobborah, sworn, and examined:—
P. Scheibel. 1398. Mr. Shepherd.] ] understand that you are prepared to furnish certain returns to the Committee?

Yes; I have the crop and population returns, which were collected in January last.
5 May, 1900. qggjy What are the boundaries of the district to which 3rour figures apply ? From Cobborah, the boundary 

of the district runs along the Talbragar as far as Murrungundy, a distance of 18 miles. It then follows 
Spicer’s Creek as far as the Wellington-read, a distance of 30 miles, and comes back on to Sandy Creek, 
a distance of about 20 miles. Then it goes along Sandy Creek to the Talbragar, a distance of 30 miles. 
It also runs out from Cohborah towards Gulgong, a distance of 19 miles ; on to lledbank, 12 miles, and 
across to Tucklin, a distance of Ik miles, The area of cultivation in this district last year was 6,805 
acres, of which 5,263 acres were under wheat. The yield of wheat was 53,192 bushels. The area of 
Crown lands under lease was 158,167 acres, and the area of freehold property, 48,190 acres.
1400. What is the population of the dial riot ? Nine hundred and fifty, '
1401. Are the people here chiefly engaged in agriculture, or do they combine agriculture with grazing ? 
They go in for mixed farming.
1402. Are they generally pretty well contented ? They are fairly well contented, though they say that 
they would have more land under cultivation if they could get their produce away,
1403. How far have they to cart their produce generally ? Mudgee, the nearest railway station, is 47 
miles from Cobborah.
1404. Do they consider that distance too great a handicap ? Yes.
1405. What would be about the average yield in this district ? I have not been, hero sufficiently long to 
be able to say, but the people here,considcr ii, to be from 15 to 18 bushels to the acre, '
1406. I suppose wheat is the principal crop grown ? Yes,
1407. Is it generally grown for grain or for hay ? Most of it is grown for grain.
1408. Mr. Levien.] Does much stock come through this district, going towards Werris Creek, from Dubbo 
or Wellington ? A great many stock travel through liere, but they are mostly going on to Luo 1o be 
trucked.

What about store stock ? A number of store stock travel out from Dubbo through this district.

James Bell, farmer and grazier, Narran, near Cobborah, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. McFarlane.] Are you an old resident of this locality ? 1 have been here about eleven years. 
Would the proposed railway serve the interests of this district? Yes.
Do you think it would ho largely used ? Yes ; very largely used.
Which route would you prefer—that from Wellington or that from Dubbo? So far as the 

residents of the district are concerned, one route would do as well as the other ; but, whereas a line from 
Dubbo along the Tabragar would run in the same direction as the present Western lino, and pass through 
20 miles of country which is already served by that line, the line from Wellington would go at right 
angles to tho Western line.
1414. How far is your property from the route of the proposed line ? About 4 miles.
1415. Has much land been taken up between Cobborah and Wellington ? Pretty well all the land has 
been taken up between those two places. On my holding people have taken up land 5 miles back from 
the river. The holdings are continuous from there to Wellington.
1416. Do you endorse the evidence that has been given by other witnesses this morning? Yes,
1417. Have you any information whicli you would like to give to the Committee? 1 should like to say 
that north of the Talbragar there is agricultural land on the eastern side of the proposed route, but, on the 
western side, there is a large forest reserve and about 50 miles of iron-bark country, the timber on which 
would|be suitable for railway purposes. Teamsters have come 70 and 80 miles to get timber from that 
forest, which speaks well for its merits.
]418 That timber could be used in tho construction of the proposed line? 1 think so. At the present 
time this district is labouring under considerable hardships. It is costing us now 7d. a bushel to take 
wheat to Mudgee, and 5d. a bushel to take it to Dubbo. As the price is only 2s 3d. a bushel, by the 
time we have paid railway charges and cartage there is very little left. Our present situation prevents us 
from growing anything but wheat, and we cannot get any market for our hay.

1409.

J. Bell. 1410. 
^ 1411. 

5 May, 1000. 1412.
1413.

1419.
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1410, How would a connection with the Mudgee line suit tho requirements of the district? I think that ^ •
the residents of the immediate district would prefer a connection with Mudgee, My place is on the ^ '^j^7i9o'o 
boundary lino between Mudgee and Dubbo, . . , ’ ’
1420. Do you think the connection with Mudgee would be more desirable than the connection with 
Wellington or with Dubbo ? I think it would, in the interests of the district,
1421. Which line would give the best return to the country—aline from Mudgee, a line from Wellington, 
or a line from Dubbo? I think that the proposed line from Wellington to Werris Creek would be the 
best, and would producei most revenue. Several questions have been asked about the stock traffic through 
this district to the Liverpool Plains. The graziers on the Liverpool Plains draw most of their stock from 
Dubbo, Bourke, and the western districts, and most of that stock comes through this district. I have 
known as many as 10,000 sheep to come through my run in one week,
1422. Does much travelling stock go through this district in the direction of Wellington or Dubbo ? In 
the season we have, 1 suppose, 100,000 sheep passing through the district, taking both store stock and 
starving stock into calculation.
1423. Do you refer to stock going in the direction of Wellington or Duhbo ? No; to stock coming from 
the west. Stock comes here from the west and from the south-west.
1424. Would the proposed railway be used for the conveyance of starving stock, or would the rates be
too high? No : 1 think the railway would be used. .

Alexander Douglas, grazier, Homely, near Murrungundy, sworn, and examined:— .
1425. Vice-Chairman.'] What is the size of your holding ? X have about 8,000 acres of leased land. A. Douglas. 
1420. Is any part of your holding now under cultivation ? Tes ; about 40 acres. ,---- A-—
1427. What is the carrying capacity' of. your run ? There are about 5,000 acres improved, and the land 6 May, 1900. 
carries about a sheep to 2 acres, taking it altogether.
1428. Do you hud yourself handicapped by your distance from tbe railway station ? Undoubtedly.
1429. How far are you from a .railway station ? 33 or 34 miles, and it costs me about 30s. a ton to send
my wool there.
1430. Is the land which you hold suitable for agriculture ? Part of it is, but it is not very good country; 
it is what I would call second-rate agricultural country.
1431. What yield have yon obtained from the 40 acres that you are cultivating ? Last year I got about 
15 bushels to the acre.
1432. How far are you from the Talbragar ? I have a frontage to the Talbragar, and the land on tho 
frontage is fairly good ; but off the river, going northwards, the country is only second-rate.
1433. The land runs back inlo inferior iron-bark country ? Tes.
1434. What is the character of the land on the south side of the river ? Between my place and 
Wellington it is the very best wheat-growing land.
1435. How much of the frontage land on the northern side of the river is good agricultural land ? I 
have about 500 acres fairly good and about 50 acres really good.
1436. Is there not a fringe of good agricultural land on the northern side of the Talbragar ? The poor 
countrv comes down pretty close to the river on the north side, but the country on the south side is good,
1437. Would the interests of this district be best served by a connection with Wellington, by a connec- 
with Dubbo, or by. a connection with Mudgee ? A connection with Mudgee would give us a direct route 
to the Sydney market. If we could not get a connection with Mudgee a. connection with Wellington 
would be preferable to a connection with Dubbo. I do not think the people here would take advantage 
of tho line if it went to Duhbo, though where I am living it might be used,
1438. Why would the people here be disinclined to use a line coming out from Dubbo ? Because of tbe 
extra haulage which they would have to pay. Partners have told me that if the railway came from Dubbo 
they would continue to send their produce to Mudgee by team. A line from Wellington would go 
through better country than a line from Dubbo, and would obtain more traffic.

MONDAY, 7 MAT, 1900.
[The Committee met at, the “Commercial Hotel,” Cool-ah, at 9p.m.]

JkcBmt:—
William Thomas Dick, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. Eorert Henry Leyien, Esq.
.Toils Christian Watson, Esq. John McParlane, Esq. •

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hnilway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Thomas Holden Ttichard Preston, first-class constable, Coolab, sworn, and examined :—
1439. Vice-Chairman.] Can you furnish the Committee with the crop and population returns for this T. H. K,
district? Tes ; with the returns which were taken in January of this year. Preston.
1440. To what district do your figures refer ? The figures refer to the counties of Lincoln and Napier. CT

' The greater part of the district lies to the south of the proposed line, though the district extends also ‘ 1 a-T’ '
about 12 miles northward. The area under wheat in the county of Lincoln, in January last, was478 acres, 
and the area cut for wheaten hay was 100 acres, while the total area under crops of all kinds was about 
800 acres. In Napier, the total area under wheat grown for grain was 400 acres, and grown for hay 230 
acres, and the total area under crops of all kinds about 900 acres ; making a total cultivation in tbe two 
counties between 1,700 acres and 1,800 acres.
1441. Do those figures show an increase on the figures for the previous year ? There was an increase of
about 350 acres in the area under wheat. The greater part of the cultivation in the county of Lincoln 
lies close to Cobborah, and the greater part of the cultivation in the county of Napier is on the Castlereagh 
and up north. There is very little cultivation in Coolah itself. 1442.
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What is the population, of the district ? About 700.
Does that show au increase on previous years ? Yes ; there has been a considerable increase this

What is the reason for that increase ? I think it is because more land has been made available for 
settlement.
14d5. And is more land to be thrown open for settlement this year ? Yes; I believe that a good deal of 
land will be thrown open shortly. Land is being surveyed on both Queensborough and Gundare holdings— 
1 think!7 ,000 acres on Gundare, and a large area on Queensborough. .
1446. Does much travelling stock pass through Coolah from Dubbo ? A good deal. Most of it is on its 
way to the meat-works near Muswellbrook*
1447. Where does that stock come from ? The large stock generally comes from Queensland and from
other places up north. *
1448. Levien,'] They do not touch Werris Creek at all ? It is very seldom that anything comes from

1449. Do they come from New England at all ? Sometimes.
'7wan^c(r a 8rea^ llurnhcr. Most of the cattle come from Queensland.

1451. Mr. Shepherd.] Does your return of the population include women and children ? Yes.

64

T. H. R. n.442. 
Preston. 1413_

J. W. 
Swanston.

John IVilliam Swanston, station manager, Booyamuira, sworn, and examined:—
1452. Mr. Watson.] What is the area of your holding? About 5.000 acres. I was managing tbe 
Queensborough holding for about three years.

May, 1900. you any information with which you would like to furnish the Committee ? I have been in
this and the Leadville districts for about twelve years, and during the whole of that time I have been 
engaged in agricultural and pastoral pursuits. There is a large area of Crown land in this district, which 
will shortly be thrown open for settlement. I think the leasehold area of the Queensborough holding is 
equal to about 25,000 acres, and I think that the leasehold of the Jiotheroe holding also falls in next July. 
There is also some land on G-undare which will fall in shortly. The proposed line goes throughout 
Botheroe and Queensborough holdings.
1454. The nearest point on the proposed line will bo about 17 miles from Coolah ? Ses.
1455. Eor what purposes would the land which is thrown open for settlement be taken up ? Eor pastoral 
purposes, I suppose, though a good deal of the land is suitable for agriculture. I do not think people can 
use it for agriculture without a railway.
1456. It is too far for a market ? Yos.
1457. Are you engaged in agriculture in this district at all? Yes.
1458. For station purposes ? Yes.
1459. There is no mill in the district ? No.
1460. 1 lour has to be brought here from Mudgee ? Yes, and from Coonabarabran and Gulgong.
1461. The principal industry here is sheep and cattle raising ? Chiefly sheep-raising.
1462. Is the district suitable for cattle ? A good deal of it is.
1463. If tbe proposed railway were constructed would the greater part of the district be within its 
influence ? Yes ; a considerable number of cattle are fattened on the Tongy holding, within 4 miles of 
Coolah, m a south-east direction.
1464. Would the district be within a reasonable distance of tbe proposed line for agricultural traffic ? 
les ; I Dunk that agriculture would pay here if there were a railway, because the soil is well suited for 
grain. Three years ago, although the season was a dry one, I stripped 24| bushels to the acre from 14 
acres, and a good deal of the grain had already fallen to the ground.
1465. Would a large part of the land which is to be thrown open for settlement be suitable for agri
culture . A great part of tbe land on Queensborough and Botheroe holdings would be suitable for 
agriculture. I cannot give you much inf or matiom about the Gundare land.
1466. Do you usually have good seasons in this district? Yes; our average rainfall for the past ten 
years has been nearly 31 inches. Our record is as follows :—1890, 37-86; 1891, 3L57 ; 1892, 34-61; 
1893, 35-55 ; 1894, 27-31; 1895,24-68; 1896, 27'35 ; 1897, 19-93; 1898, 31-56; 1899, 19'99; 1900, 
10-63 (to 1st May). Like many inland districts, Coolah has maintained a fair average ; 1899, which was 
supposed to be a droughty year, gave us nearly 20 inches.
1467. Does the rain generally come at times when it would be beneficial to wheat crops ? Yes ; but wc
are so far from market that last year we had to cut our wheat for bav, although it would have yielded 
between 30 and 40 bushels of grain to tbe acre. “
1468. Have von any opinion to offer as to the probable development of agriculture if tbe proposed railway 
is constructed ? I think that a good many landholders would go in for wheat-growing if there were a 
railway within a reasonable distance.
1469. Is there a large area of freeholder conditionally-purchased land in the district ? Yes; a good 
part of the Coolah Valley is held in that way, though there is some Crown land on the Coolaburragundy 
Creek. A lot of the Gundare country is on that creek, and so is the land on the Coolah holding whicli 
was thrown open last year.
1470. In what areas was the land thrown open ? It was thrown open*in settlement areas of from 3,200 
acres up to 4,000 acres.
1471. Waa it designed for pastoral settlement ? Yes ; but the surveyor who is cutting up the Queens
borough land tells me that on some of the flats it will be thrown open in small areas.
14^2. But unless men can send their produce to market they will not be able to use small areas of land? 
No.
1473. Taking the district generally, would one-third of the land be lit for agriculture ? I think more than
one-third of it would be fit for agriculture, though, of course, some of it is ridgy country, which would 
not he suitable. .
1474. Do you know anything of tbe movements of travelling stock through this district ? In good • 
seasons a good many stock travel through the district.
1475. Are they mostly fat stock making towards Newcastle and Aberdeen ? A good many fat sheep go 
to Aberdeen; but tho store cattle go to Muswellbrook, and down on to the Hunter, and store sheep go 
towards New England.
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1470. Ii is not likely that stock would have to he sent from this district in limes of drought? No.
H'77. It is more likely that stock would ho sent to the district? Yes.
147S. What is tho rate of freight here? Wc get our wool sent down to Sydney by way of Mudgee for
£4< 15s. a ton, £2 of which is for road carriage to Mudgee.
1479. How much do yon pay to bring stores up from Mudgee? In oS seasons £2 a ton.
l-J'SO. Have you ever attempted to send wheat away ? No. Other cereals, and lucerne, pumpkins, and
potatoes, also do well in the district. With increased settlement and smaller holdings moro sheep wiU be 
depastured in the district than we have now.
14S1. How many sheep do yon run to the aero? The good land will carry a sheep to the acre.
I-iS2, How many sheep were there on the Queensborough holding ? Troiir 17,001) to 20,000.
14S3. And how many acres would that holding comprise ? About 50,000 acres. It has a lot of scrubby 
land there whicli is absolutely worthless, and which has recently been thrown open in scrub leases.
I ISt. Had that land been improved ? No ; I ringbarked it after I went there.
1-1S5. Had you time to see the ctl'ect of the ringbarking? No.
1-1S0. So (hat the run was unimproved when it was carrying 20,000 sheep ? Yes. 1 thiuk tho previous 
owner ran from 17,000 to 20,000 sheep.
14S7. I f the land had been riugbarked and the suckers kept down, how many sheep would it have carried ? 
T’rom 25,000 to 2S,000.
1 1SS. Mr. Shepherd^] What sort of country is there on the other side of the proposed line from hero? 
There is some good country there.
1489, Would it be e<]ual to the land whicli you have described 1 Yes. Tho country round Coolah is 
hill)-, whereas the country you refer to is level country.

J. W. 
Swanston.

7 May, 1900.

Hugh McMaster Kennedy, station manager, Old Coolah, sworn, and examined;—
1190. Mr. Shepherd^ How far is your holding from Coolah ? It is on the opposite side of the creek. H. McM.
1491. What is the area of the station ? 11,OU0 acres. Kennedy.
1*192. l)o you carry sheep or cattle? Both.
1493. How many sheep have you ? 10,UUU, ^
1194. And what number of cattle ? 250 at the present time.
1495. Ho you find the country very suitable for fatteniug slock ? Yes.
149G. About how many do yon send to market yearly? About 6,000 sheep and about 200 head of cattle.
1497. Where do you generally send your stock to from here ? Wo generally truck the sheep at Hue, and 
tho cattle at Hylstone.
1498. How long have you been in the district? I have resided hero ten years.
1499. Have you teen any distance along tlie route of the proposed line ? No.
1500. What advantages do you expect from the construction of the proposed line? I think that a good 
deal of country would be used for agriculture if tbe line were made. Tho squatters would lose a good 
deal of the land, which is not of much use for pastoral purposes, for agricultural purposes.
1501. Have you generally a good supply of grass here? Yes.
1502. So that, as a rule, you do not require to move your stock? That is so. Wh have had no losses 
during the last few years, though the seasons have been very dry.
1503. Would there be a sufficient quantity of grass here to attract stock from other districts in dry 
seasons, or is the country pretty well stocked ? It is pretty well stocked.
1501*. 8o that it would not be available for stock from other districts? I do not think it would.

Thomas Hogan, station overseer, Coolah, sworn, and examined :—•
1503. Mr. MclParlatu;.'] How long have you been here ? Nearly twenty-six years. T. Kcgan.
1506. Have you a general knowledge of the district? Yes.
1507. How would you class the country—as agricultural or as pastoral country? A great deal of the 7 May, 1900 
hind in the district is suitable for agriculture.
1508. There is not a very large area under cultivation at the present time? No.
1509. If the proposed railway were made, would the area under cultivation he materially enlarged ? Yes; 
because farmers would be able to send their produce to market.
1510. How far is Coolah from the nearest railway station ? Seventy miles. Mudgee is tho nearest 
railway station. ■
1511. Is the produce that is grown here sent to Mudgee, or is it consumed locally? Anything grown 
down Leadville way may bo sent to Mudgee, but nothing grown near Coolah goes to Mudgee.
1512. Which would suit the district best, the proposed line or a line from Mudgee coming within 17 
miles of Coolah ? If the line went out Cassilis way from Mudgee it would go through good country,
'though most of that country has been secured.
1 513. Is there much trade between Coolah and Wellington ? Not that I am aware of.
1514. Is there much between Coolah and Mudgee ? Most of that traffic goes to Mudgee.
1515. Have you had much experience in agriculture ? No ; though I have seen 32 bushels of wheat taken 
off an acre of land (here.
1516. Was that an exceptionally high yield ? It was a big yield; but even of late years they have grown 
good crops on the Gundare holding, though they have had to cut them for hay.
1517. Is (.hero much land which would give 32 bushels to the acre available for cultivation? If tho 
railway came within 17 miles of Coolah, a lot of those who own land in (the district would probably lease 
il in blocks of 80 or 100 acres for agricultural purposes. It costs lOd. a bushel now to send wheat from 
Coolah to Mudgee, and the price of wheat is only 2s. 3d. a bushel.
1518. l'ice-Chairman.~\ Would a line which went towards Cassilis suit this district better than any other 
line ? A line going towards Cassilis would go through country which has nearly all been secured ; 
whereas on the route of the proposed line there is a lot of land yet to he taken up. On G-uudare holding 
there are about 11,000 acres to be thrown open for settlement.
1519. Mr. Lcuien^ Does much stock travel between this district and New England, either nay? Ido 
not know much about the movements of travelling stock here, because I have been living off the road.
No stock comes through Chmdare.

43—1 1520.
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T. Regan. 1520. Vice-Chairman^] How many acres on the Gundare holding are to be thrown open ? ■ 
y-—n acres.

7 May, 1900. io21. Of the 11,000 acres, how much is suitable for agriculture ? About 4,000 acres.
1522. In what size blocks has it been surveyed ? It was surveyed in blocks of 3,700 acres 
but it will have to be re-surveyed, because adjoining selectors have disturbed the survey 
additional conditional purchases on the surveyed land.

Prancis John Piper, grazier, Coolab, sworn, and examined:—■
Mr Levie.ni] How far from Coolah do you live? About 4 miles.
How long have you resided in the district? I have lived in Cassilis and in Coolah all my life. 
What is the size of your present holding? 1 have a settlement lease comprising 3,818 acres.
Have you auy laud under cultivation ? No. My land has only recently been taken up.
Ho you know anything of the agricultural operations carried on in this district? Most of the iand 

here is fit for agriculture—that is, the land on the river frontages.
1528. What yield have you obtained in this district ? As much as 40 bushels to tho acre.
1529. That was an exceptional crop ? Yes.
1530. What is an average yield ? Twenty bushels to the aero.
1531. What is the quality of wheat grown here ? That depends upon the season ; it is fair to good.
1532. What have you done with the wheat which you have grown? I have sent it to Bludgee.
1533. How far from Bludgee was it grown ? At a place 50 miles from Mudgee.
1534. How many acres wore comprised in the area which you held there ? (500 acres.
1535. How many acres had you under cultivation ? Thirty acres.
153G. Have you seen much stock travelling between this district and the New England district ? Huring 
the last six months I havo seen about 15,0'JO sheep, mostly Queensland stock, going west. I think that a 
line from Bludgee would suit this district better than a line from "Wellington to Worris Creek.
1537. What does it cost to clear land for agricultural purposes bore ? About £2 an acre.
1538. Mr. H^atson.] If it were dead timber what would it cost ? ' About £1 an aero.
1539. Mr. McFarlane.] What do you mean by clearing—taking out the stumps and making the land fit 
for ploughing ? Yes.
1540. Mr. Walson.] Would a line from Mudgee to a point somewliere between Cobborah and Dunedoo be 
within a reasonable distance of Coolah for agricultural traffic ? No.
1541. How far would it be from here ? About 26 miles.
1542. Would that be too far ? Yes.
1543. How near would you require to have it to make it to of any value to you ? A line to benefit the 
district should come within 12 miles of Coolah.
1544. Would that be a reasonable distance ? Yes.
1545. What do you think of the district from an agricultural point of view ? It is a very good district,
1546. What proportion of the land is fit for agriculture ? One-third.
1547. Vice-Chairman.] How does the laud about hero compare with that about Cassilis? I think this 
laud is as good as that.
1548. Have you ever considered whether a line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis would suit the district? I 
think that a line from Muswellbrook would suit us.
1549. Hoes any large number of stock go to Bluswcllbrook from this district? Yes. The Aberdeen 
works aro close to Muswellbrook, and store stock also go to Bluswellbrook sale-yards.

TUESDAY, 8 MAY, 1900.
[The Commiltee met at the “ Exchange Motel” Binnaway, at 10T5 o,?u.]

$resmt:—
WILLIAM THOB1AS HICK, Es«. (Vice-Cuatrman).

The Hon. Patrick Lineesay Crawford Shepherd. J Egbert Henry Levies, Esq.
John Christian Watson, Esq. | John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Wellington
to Werris Creek,

1 David limes Watt, grazier, Ulinda, sworn, and examined:—
L. I. Watt. 1550. Vice-Chairman] How far is Ulinda from the nearest point on the proposed railway ? About 
f —' 3 miles. 1 am about 19 miles from Wellington.

8 May, 1900. 1551, What is the size of your holding ? 50,500 acres, including both freehold and leasehold.
1552. How long have you resided here? I have owned country here for twenty years, hut I first came 
to the district forty years age.
1553. What is the average carrying capacity of the land ? About a sheep to 3 acres.
1554. How much laud in your holding would be available for agriculture if a line were constructed from 
Wellington to AVerris Creek? About 8,000 acres.
1555. How would you describe that land ? It is red soil and chocolate soil.
1556. What is your average rainfall? About 26 inches.
1557. How are you situated with regard to the existing railways? Wo are about 100 miles from either 
the Northern, the Western, or the Bludgee lines.
1558. Has the progress of the district been retarded by its distance from a railway ? Yes ; and especially 
the farming industry.
1559. Do you think that if the proposed railway is constructed, there will be enough good land aloug 
the route to allow of a fairly large number of agriculturists being settled along it? I think so.
1560. If you had a line within a few miles of your station, how many acres of land similar to tho 8,000
acres that you say is fit for cultivation, would maintain au ordinary family in decent comfort ? I should 
think about 1,000 acres. 1561.

F. J. Piper. 1523.
,---- A---- * 1524.

7 May, 1900. j525.
1526.
1627.

About 11,000

and upwards; 
by taking up
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15G1. Could a family be maintained on that area by agriculture alone, or would mixed farming be 3>* I- 
necessary ? Mixed farming would be better. _ r , a vr ^Tooo
1562. IVould the country lend itself more to mixed fanning than to pure agriculture? les. Besides 1 “T* '
TJlinda, 1 also bold Gowang, in tbe Warrumbunglc Mountains, about 20 miles west of Binnaway, and 
Kerbin, and Yarragrin. These three stations comprise about 43,000 acres, taking both tbe leasehold and 
tbe freehold areas. _
15G3, How would you describe that country ? It is not well adapted for farming.
1564'. What is its average capacity for stock ? About a sheep to 2& acres.
1565. Is it good fattening country ? Yarragrin is good fattening country. _
1566. Havo you suffered much from the drought of late years ? No ; I have not suffered materially from
drought since 1885. _ _
1567. Has any large number of stock been sent to this district from drought-stricken districts ? Yes ; 
large numbers.
1568. How many? Approximately about 200,000 sheep. 75,000 sheep were sent here by one owner.
1660. Is it a usual thing to send sheep here when there are droughts in other parts of the country ?
People frequently send sheep, horses, and cattle here from other parts. _
1570. During your residence in the district has it been necessary to send sheep away to other districts for 
feed? Yes, on one occasion.
1571. But, as a general rule, you have not suffered from the disastrous droughts which have afflicted other
parts of the colony ? That is so. ...
1572. When they have droughts in other parts of the colony is there generally sufficient grass in this 
district to depasture sheep from other districts? All the inferior country about here is rented in times 
of drought by stock-owners in other districts, who wish to save their stock.
1578. What market would you havo for your products other than wool in the event of the construction 
of tho proposed railway ? If the railway were constructed I should be able to send grain to Sydney for 
export. .
1574. What is the average size of a holding in this district? They run from 40 acres up to holdings the 
size of mine.
1575. Mr. Shepherd.] Are the holdings generally extensive ? Yes.
1676. Vice-Chairman.] Have you ever tested the agricultural possibilities of your land ? I have grown 
small crops.
1577. With what results? I have always got good crops of hay.
1578. What is an average yield ? From a ton and a half to two tons to the acre. '
1579. Mr. Shepherd.] Is that wheaten hay ? Yes.
1580. Vice-Chairman.] A good many suggestions have been made for connecting this part of the country
with our railway system;—would you care to offer an opinion upon the respective proposals ? The line 
whicli would suit us best would he one from Mudgee through Mundooran to Coonabarabran.
1581. Would that open up a largo area to population? Yes. _
1582. Would it serve the district more eonvcnteutly than any other route ? Speaking for this part of the 
district, I think that it would. The cost of carriage would be very much less.
1583. Would such a line tap the agricultural land better than the proposed line from Wellington to Werris 
Creek ? Yes, within 25 or 30 miles of Binnaway.
1584. If that line were made would the district be fairly served as far as Coonabarabran ? Yes.
1585. Mr. Walston.] How would a line via Redbank and Merrygoen suit ? That line would suit this part 
of the country very well.
1586. Vice-Chairman.] If the proposed Wellington to Werris Creek line were constructed, would there 
be any large area of agricultural country more than 20 miles away from it? I think not.
1537. You think an extension from Mudgee would bo the best in the interests of the district ? Yes.
1583. Do you think that such a line would he the best in the interests of the colony generally ? 1 could 
not say.
1589. Mr. Shepherd.] In your opinion, would the granting of a railway tend to the cultivation of a large 
area of land in the district? I think so. At the present time people cannot cultivate large areas here, 
because there is no outlet for their produce.
1590. Do you think that the land would be cultivated on the halves system, or would landholders cultivate
their own land ? 1 think that landholders would cultivate their own land, and that they would also
engage in cultivation on the halves system.
1591. Mr. Levien.] Does much travelling-stock cross this part of the district to get to Werris Creek ?
No; the stock travels down by Cassilis and along that way,
1592. Vice-Chairman.] What is tho general cost of carriage inwards and outwards from Ulinda ? 2s. 9d. 
per cwt. to the nearest railway station, and 6s. a cwt. to Sydney. It costs me more now to take wool to 
the railway station than I had to pay forty years ago when I took it to Morpeth.
1593. Do you pay the same rates for inwards and outwards carriage ? Yes.
1594. Has the progress of the district been retarded by the want of a railway ? Yes.
1595. What is the financial condition of the landholders in this district ? I think the district within a 
radius of 50 miles of Binnaway is financially one of the soundest in the Colony.
1596. Do you fatten any large stock here ? I fatten about 10,000 sheep in the year, and shear about 50,000.
1597. Any cattle? No.
1598. Which is your principal market for fat stock ? Aberdeen and Homebush.
1599. Would the construction of the proposed railway help you to get away large consignments of fat 
stock ? It would assist me in selling small lots of slock as they were ready for sale.
1600. At present it docs not pay you to send away small consignments ? No ; you must send the sheep 
away in flocks of from 1,000 to 1,500.
1601. With a railway a small holder would be able to send away small lots at frequent intervals ? Yes.
1602. Mr, Levien.] I suppose it would be a great advantage to you if you could act immediately upon the 
receipt of a telegram from Sydney in the sending away of stock ? Yes. At the present time, if we send 
away stock on the advice that the market is good, wc get them in when prices arc very low again.
1603. Vice-Chairman^] What yield of grain have you obtained in the district ? I hare never stripped 
any grain.

1604.
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D. I, Watt, lOO-i'. Do you luiow anyone who has ? Yes ; in the neighbourhood of Binnaway they have got as many 
as 33 bushels of wheat to the acre.

8 May, 1900. i(;o5, Wafson.'] Do you know the country between Curlewis and GHlgandra? I know something of 
it. I think it would be very difficult country for a railway.
1G06. It has been suggested that that would be a better route for a cross-country connecting line than 
the proposed route ? I do not think that it would, 1 think the country is rougher and less suited for 
agriculture.
1007. Is there less population on it? Yes.
1608. Would a line from Mudgee have a better chance of paying than a line from Wellington to Werris 
Creek? I think so.
]G09. Do you think it would be worth the while of the owners of land in this district to contribute to a 
fund to make up at least part of the estimated deficieucy on the working of the line—say a sum equal to 
what they now contribute to the general revenue in land-tax ? I do not think so.
1610. You do not think that the line will he of sufficient value to them to justify thorn in guaranteeing 
any part of a loss upon it ? I do not think so. If we had railway communication, no doubt farming 
would be gone into largely, and the production of the country would be increased, so that I think in a 
very short time the line would pay.
1G.L1. The evidence of the Kailway Traffic Manager is that there would be a deficiency of £18,000 a year 
on the working of tbe line, without taking into account what would have to he paid for land and compen
sation ? I think that when people begin to go in for agriculture here that deficiency will very soon be 
wiped off.
1G12. Mr. Harper has told us that he has made allowance for an increase of traffic, and, even assuming 
that the increase would he greater than has been allowed for, there would still be a large deficiency. A. 
contribution of Id. per acre from the alienated land within a reasonable distance of the lino would give 
about £5,000 a year, wbicb would considerably reduce the deficiency ? I think that a cross-country 
railway would make a great deal of revenue by conveying starving stock from one district to another. 
This district, considering its proximity to Sydney, is the worst served in respect to railway communication 
of any in the Colony. It takes us two days to drive to the railway at the present time.
1613, How long are the teams on the road ? About six days.

Prank John Sheppard, grazier and farmer, Mooren, sworn, and examined:—■
, 1614. Mr. McFarlane.Have you resided long in this district? 1 have known it for twenty years, . 

c pi jar . q(j^5i j)0 y0u know the country between Wellington and Werris Creek ? Ko ; I can speak only of tbe 
s’May 1000 C0111lt77 mediately around Binnaway. I do not know much of the country between Cobborah and

1616. Do you know the country between Cobborah and Werris Creek, in tbe locality of the proposed 
railway line ? Yes.
1617. What is your opinion of that country ? Some of it is the best country in Kew South Wales for
either pastoral or agricultural pursuits. '
1618. Is any large extent of it suitable for cultivation ? Yes.
1619. Have you tried cultivation to any considerable extent yourself? 1 have cultivated as much as
200 acres. , ‘
1620. What have you grown ? Wheat, corn, and lucerne.
1621. Were the results satisfactory ? Yes; the year before last 100 acres of wheat averaged 18 bushels
to the acre, and that was a bad year. *
1622. Taking a number of years, would the yield exceed that? I have not had experience in cultivation 
for more than five years. The nearer you get towards Werris Creek from here the better tbe land gets ; 
it is the most productive land in Kew Kouth Wales.
1023. Do you endorse what was said by Mr. Watt in regard to tho productiveness of the district ? Yes. 
1624, How far are you from a railway station ? Eighty-four miles.
1G25. To what station do you send your produce ? To bludgee—that is, my wool.
162G. There seems to be a difference of opinion as to what route a railway should take to serve this part 
of the country ? To serve this part of the country alone I think that a line from Mudgee would be tho 
best to construct; but 1 do not think such a line would bo the best for the whole Colony.
1627. Are there parts of the district which would be so far away from a Mudgee extension that that line
would not serve them ? Yes. Out on the Coonabarabran side the people would be almost as far from 
a railway, if that line were made, as they are now. A cross-country line would serve a greater number 
of people. “
1628. ̂ In the event of the Werris Creek lino bring constructed, do you think it should start from 
Wellington or from Dubbo ? I cannot give you an opinion on tho subject. If it were cheaper to send 
our goods via Wellington to Sydney 1 should like to seo the lino start from Wellington.
1629. A lino from Wellington would give you a nearer route to Sydney ? Yes.
1630. Would there be any traffic between this district and the western district ? Yes.
1631. Then a line from Dubbo would give the shortest route to that traffic ? Yes, by a few miles.
1632. Where would the bulk of the traffic go—towards Sydney or to the west ? Towards Sydney.
1633. Why is the agricultural laud in this district not under cultivation ? Because of the lack of a 
railway.
1634. Would either a line from Mudgee, or the proposed railway from Wellington to Werris Creek, 
induce agriculture in this district ? 1 think so.
1635. To any large extent ? To a very great extent.
1636. If a railway were brought within a measurable distance of your property would you extend your
agricultural operations ? Yes. "
1637. And have you reason to believe that others similarly situated would do the same ? Yes. •
1638. Do you think that that would cause a volume of traffic which would add materially to the railway 
returns ? Yes.

■ 1639. 1 understand that mixed farming is now carried on in the district to a considerable extent;—would
that continue, or would the whole of the agricultural land in the district be used for agriculture ? A
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mod deal of It would still be used for fattening stock on; but, with a railway, stock-breoners would bo 
able to send awav their fat stock in small lots, whereas now we can only send away large tiocks at a time.
1 UK). At the present low price of wheat would it pay to grow for outside markets i1 i tmnk so.
IGil. What market do you supply now ? The local market; but we cannot extend our area of cultiva
tion, because the local market does not iucrease, and the carriage to Sydney under present conditions is 
too costly.
1042. What is the cost of carriage from your place to Mudgee ? a ton. i - r ■ i
1G13. Is there a fair percentage of agricultural land in this district? The agricultural land is i.urly
distributed through the district, i n • i1C 14. Do you consider the land which is not suitable for cultivation good sheep country les. 1 tumk 
that a railway ou<dit to be constructed in this district, because it is a district which has been ncglectert 
for years. Although, in one way, tho district is the most go-ahead district in the Colony, and everyone 
seems to be making money here, or doing much better than people in other parts of the country, wo 
have been left completely out in tho cold in tbe matter of railway communication.
1G15. Do you prefer the Wellington-Wcrris Creek route to any other? 1 think so.
IGIG. Has there been any agitation on the part of the residents of this district for some recognition ot 
their claim to railway communication ? Yes. I think meetings havo been held at Coonabarabran, at
Cobborah, and at Mundooran. , . .
1G47. Which route do the people of the district advocate ? Each place wants it own special route.
1G1S. But you think that the proposed line would serve the greatest number of people ? Ics.
1G-J0. Would it open up a larger area of country than any other line ? 1 think so. .
IGoO, Mr. Shepherd,'] 1 suppose you will admit that there should be some probability or the ano being 
pelf supporting to justify its construction ? No ; 1 think that the Government ought to be prepaicd to 
do something for the people of the country in these matters. , , , .
1051. If a railway is constructed to one district, and there is no possibility of its being self-supporting, 
other districts must pay for it ? A. railway may not pay for the first two years ; but it must pay 
uf f erwurdp*
1G52. IE tlie people of tho district arc confident that a railway will be self-supporting within a reasonable 
time, do you not think that they might make a contribution towards a fund to assist in getting rid or any 
deficiency ? Tho people living in the district through which a railway passes are not the only people to 
benefit bv its construction. The people in tho metropolis gain by the construction of these railways.
1653. Do rou not think it would be worth while, for the sake of obtaining a railway, to guarantee some 
part of any estimated deficiency ? I do not think that the public should be called upon to do that. Iho
Government should assist each part of tho country.
1654. In contributing to a guarantee fund tbc landowners would not be paying more than they were 
paying before the railway was constructed? Let them depend upon the rates charged upon the railway. 
Jn this district we should be satisfied to pay even Gd. more than we pay now to got a railway, because of
the convenience it would afford us. '
1G55. What return have you got in growing maize ? I have got 35 bushels to the acre, and, m one year, 
when I irrigated from the Castlereagh Elver, 70 bushels. There are possibilities of irrigation on the
Castlereagh. i -t1G5G. 1 suppose it does not pay you to send to the railway now ? Bo ; but if the proposed railway were 
made it would pay us to grow maize aud wheat. There are a number of people in the district who have 
not large enough holdings to keep themselves going by raising stock ; but if the railway were made they 
would put part of their land under crop, and do very well. Without a railway they find it pretty hard to 
make a living.
1G57. Mr. Wafson.'] You now pay 11s. a ton to send wheat from Mudgee to Sydney, and from Dinnaway 
to (Sydney, via Mudgee, the rate would he 12s. 4d. per ton, so that your saving would be considerable ; 
would it* not, under those circumstances, pay you to contribute so much per acre to wipe oft any 
estimated deficiency on the working of a railway ? It might pay mo to do so: hut I do not think it 
would ho fair to require me to do so.
1G58. If you obtained 13 bushels of grain to the acre, and saved 3d. a bushel carriage, it would surety 
pay you to contribute 2d. or 3d. an acre towards making up a deficiency ? It might; but 1 think that the 
Government should stand any estimated loss, without asking individual landholders to assist in making it 
up. Eventually, of course, the railway would pay. .... ,
1659. Mr. McFarlane.] 'Would you think it more satisfactory, instead of contributing so much per aero, 
to nay special rates to make up any deficiency ? 1 think so. I might say that I am liere to represent
Mr. McMaster, of Bimini, and Mr. Duncan McMaster, of Binnia and Bundella. They are both m favour 
of a line from Wellington to Werris Creek. ,

G9

F. J.
Sheppard,

8 MajvHMh

Itobcrl Beamcs, farmer and grazier, Binnaway, sworn, and examined:—
1GG0. Mr. Wafson.] What is the extent, of your holding? 3,390 acres. „ '
]G01. How many sheep do you carry? 1 havo no sheep on my holding at present, nut I usually carry
from 1,000 to 1,500 sheep. _ r ■, j
1G62. Is that exedusive of the land which you uso for cultivation ? I have only a small area or Jana
under cultivation—about 40 acres. . , . „ ,
1603. Is tbc land you cultivate specially good land? It is a fair sample of tbe land on tho river frontage. 
There is plenty of other good land on the river frontage which has not been cleared.
1GG4. What returns have you obtained from the 40 acres ? lhave had as much as 15 bushels to the acre.
1GG5. Your market for grain has alwavs been Coonabarabran, I suppose ? Yes. _
1GGG. What price do you get for your wheat? This year I got 2s. Gd. a bushel. Tho price varies from
2e. 3d. to 2s. Gd. a bushel. , .
1667. Is the land back from tbe river as good for cultivation as tbe river frontage? The fiats run back 
some distance on this side of the river; some of them are from -i mile to v mile wide. On tho other 
side of the river the ridges come in closer.
1GG8. Is the ridgy country only suitable for grazing? Yes.

It. Eeames.

S^MayTiflOO.

3669.
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R. Beames. 1GG9, It would run about a sheep to 3 acres ? About that.
SMayTiaob. lor?' P[0P0rt’0^ of your holding is suitable for agriculture? About GOO acres,

1 j ' i ^°U a ra,l wa>' Wltbin 20 miles it would pay you to go in for cultivation more largely ? Yes ■ aud a larger area would be put under cultivation in the district generally ’
1672 Would a much larger area be cultivated ? Yes. Last year tbe farmers in Coonabarabran had to 
i t!jlr ",r“eafc 0T^ because the local consumption was uot very large, and they could not send it away, 
time past5 C°01ia,nb!e been a market for district ? IS'a ; it has been served by Gulgong for a long
1674. Do you know much of the country between Wellington and Werris Creek? I do not know 
Werris Creek; but I know Wellington and Dubbo. There is a lot of agricultural country coming out 
from Wellington; but a few miles on this side of Dubbo tbe land is scrubby.
better farming country ^ ^ Wellin8t011 route ia better than the Dubbo route ? It would go through
1676. How would you describe the country between Merrygoen and Binnaway? There is a lot of goodagricultural country there. ' b
1677. How would you class the country between tbe Talbragar and the Castlereagh ? There is some very 
nice country there. A lot of it would be good for agriculture.
invo proportion of the land around Binnaway would be fit for agriculture ? Perhaps a fourth
1679. Do you consider the land between Binnaway amd Weetalibab good agricultural land ? Yes: there 
imo goodIa°7cul1'’n'al1:lDci there; but there is a lot of very bad country, too 
oS a.iin® fr0,n *fud?*e Merrygoen would be a better line for tbe district than
one from Wellington to Wems Creek ? No; I think tbe Wellington to Werris Creek line would suit- moat people, and it would go through good country.
f'J)hrouSl1 better country than a line from Mudgee to Merrygoen would go through ? I think so.

fd “*‘Se t0 b° lbIe *“ s” “« Wm™ Oe.lt to Newctto when
S3;i,?°y0U ¥nk lt+,would1be worth your while to contribute anything towards making good any loss
but l thinV^tWn^Tll 6 me ?,1No doubt the line would be a grand tiling for the district;bat1 think it would be a difficult thing to get the people to contribute to it.

n,0t be 4°.£ mBih advaniage t0 grazin& land? A railway here would help both 
agricultural and pastoral operations, though, of course, it would help agriculture more than grazing
16So. Do you grow for hay as well as for grain ? Yes ; I have been here twenty years, and I never yet 
sow a failure of crops on tbs river. You can always get either hay or grain. In one year tho wheat was
20 tons ofeLygoff the /and"1 * 9 *** ^ A ““ foTfalieht cu,;ting 3 acre8 outs, and I got

3. G,
Sheumack,

Samuel George Sheumack, farmer, Binnaway, sworn, and examined
H«w l«>”g have you been in the district ? About thirteen years.

Ibbsy. Vvhat is the size of your holding? 540 acres, *
r'iw men -^ow much have you under cultivation ? 100 acres.

7 ^bab •Cr0J)S aro -i0Q gr°wing? Wheat chiefiy, and maize. I have also grown potatoes, pumpkins,
melons, turnips, mangel wurzel. and other crops. 11
1690. Do you grow wheat for hay or for grain ? Generally for grain
W ; yi1fd °Vl:;-V do7,°u get ? Ye h?e 0nly lately takei1 aP oar place, and we have had nothing 
K LS!™, '^^ghta sjnce we have been there, so that we have not had heavy crops; but, with
S m kn t \ gf 2° t0 30 busbels t0 the acre' 0ne gentleman a few miles from here got 
as much as 40 bushels to the acre. b
1692. What yield of maize do you get? About 30 bushels is the most that we have got yet; but we
nave not had a good season, b J
1693. Have tbe potatoes also been a partial failure ? Yes; lately.
}JSJ- S’, consider the land highly suitable for the crops that you have mentioned ? I do.

ti lab .s lk cost l'oa to cloar iand ^or cultivation ? About £2 an acre. '
thnber whengreen^10 ti!I'Ler 0n ^ firSt ? We rinSbark Part of ifc first, but wc' have taken off part of the

S -;;on rin,gbfrk bow long do you wait before pulling down the timber ? About twelve months.
Ib9b. then you grub it out and burn it ? Ies.
cultivation ? ^Yes 3016 melude tbe C06t °f ringbarkmg, grubbing, burning, and making tbe land fit for
17°°. Is this a good district for honey ? There ia no better district in tbe Colony, with a good season 
If we bad a railway we could send 20 or 30 tons of honey to the Sydney market eVcry year.5 

'no eucalyptus produce good honey ? Yes ; the best honey.
■ W03 tf f v66' gw al1 ^ ianil ? . Tellow-b“. white-box, iron-bark, and red-gum.

Apple-trees? Yes; but they give the honey a bad flavour. B
I'm- r -f011 Culti!ate band to produce food for your bees? Ko ; the busb-boney is the best.
for farmiiig^0UYes*111011 tImt thC openms oi’the ProP°sed railway will encourage people to go in largely

I UIldcrstaud that you have some brothers engaged in farming ? Yes; there are six of us here.
t je7 hold,ngS of their , 'VJ' lheTO are fiTe of 118 waiting for land to be thrown open,

Wako.Tn f V8 tvhr°Wn °P wWe 8l1^ ta,le ^ ™P- H tbe3'e WCTe a railway thousands of acres would 
“1*““ up fo; por farming. We are kept back by tbe want of a railway.
1/08. Many of the holdings here are very large ? Yes.

P° yOU, tbink that, i£ fbere were a railway the large holders would engage in farming, either on 
vm wt-T ’ ? f he’r °Wn aCC0Unt-? 01 believe that they would; I am sure that Mr. Watt would.
1‘ wh; Va 75 ufammf "|razing ? IJcouId n()t you; I have had no experience in grazing. 
7y. w * d 7 a “arket for y°UT Produce ? Coonabarabran is our only market.
1712. Dow tar away is that? Twenty-two miles.
17iA ti^™ y°U + markeb fbere ? Ho; and tbe buyers give us just what they like.
1714. Have you tried dairying ? KTo. o j J
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1715. Do you lliink that the district would be suitable for dairying? Yes.
1716. Have you tried fruit-growing ? We have au orchard, but it is only young; we have not had fruit

inr.'nftho trees promise well ? Yes; they are doing very well, notwithstanding tbe continuance of 

droughts.
1718. What trees have you ? Pretty well all kinds.

S. &.
Sheumack.

8 May, 1900.

Charles Naseby McWhirter, hotelkeeper, Binnaway, sworn, and examined
1719. ViCB'Chairman.'] How long have you been here ? All my life._ _
1720. Is tho country around Binnaway Jit for agriculture as well as lor grazing r 1CB- _
1721. How much of tbe land within 10 miles of Binnaway is fit for agriculture . Most ot it.
1722. Are tbe ridges good agricultural land ? No; the ridges arc a bit too stony. .
1723. Have you yourself bad experience in farming? Yes; I havo been engaged in farming operations

1724. y What area have you under cultivation ? I started with a small area, mid now 1 have about 200 
acres under cultivation,
1725. What do you usuallv sow ? Mostly wheat. , , ,
1720. What has been your yield ? On au average tbe wheat crop yields about 20 bushels to the acre,
but one crop wbicb was burnt would have given 40 bushels.
1727. How often have you had a total failure of crops? Never. . .
1728. Have there been any partial failures ? No ; you can always get hay, even if Iherc is no grain.
1729. Is there any general demand for land in this district for agricultural purposes? No ; all tbe land
in tbe district is taken up. „ . , ... ., ,
1730. If more land were thrown open, would it be taken up for agriculture, even with a railway ? les;

C. N.
JlcWhirtcr.

8 May, 1900.

people are waiting for laud. , i ■1731. Do vou tbink that if a railway were constructed, large as well as small landholders would increase
their cultivation areas ? 1 think so", because a railway would give an outlet to their produce. At present
we havo only the local market.
1732. Do you send any of your produce to Mudgee or to Wellington r No.
1733. The rates of carriage are too heavy ? Yes. _ . .,
1734. With a railway, bow many acres could a man make a living on? In some places a man would 
want more laud than he would want in other places. Along the river frontage a man could do well with 
640 acres, ifhe farmed it.
1735. Where do you get your supplies from ? Prom Mudgee.
1736. 'What rate of carriage do you pay? ,-£3 a tou.
1737. Which would serve tbe largest area of good laud—the proposed line, a line from Mudgee, or a lino
from some other point ? I think the proposed line. , .
1738. Do you know the country from Curlewis to Gilgandra ? I know some of it. Most of it is good land.
1739. Which line would go through the greater area of good land—the proposed line, or a line from 
Curlewis to Gilgandra ? The proposed line.
1740. Has there been much traffic in stock from the Northern or North-western to the Western line ? 
There used to be a good deal four or five years ago. Stock used to come this way from the direction of 
"Wellington and Dubbo, and sometimes stock used to go from this district towards those places.
1741. Does this district often receive starving stock from drought-stricken districts? Yes; during the
la&f Gars
1742. Do you know any other time when starving stock were sent here ? Yes; between 1877 and 1879.
1743. This district does not, as a rule, suffer from drought ? No ; it stands the dry weather well.
1744. Is it sound sheep country ? Yes ; sheep do very well here. _ .
1745. Is it good country for fattening large stock ? Yos. A few miles away from the river there is any
quantity of good country. .
1746. Does anyone here go in for fattening big stock ? Yes; about 10 miles west from here they go in
for fattening big stock. _______________ ________

WEI>JVESDAY. 9 MAT, 1900.

[77ie Commit(ee met at the Court-house, Coonabarabran, at 10 30 a.m."]

ipMseni:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vici^Chairwan).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. 
John Christian Watson, Esq.

Egbert Hexrt Levien, Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Kenneth Murchison, journalist, and a member of tbe Local Land Board, Coonabarabran, sworn, and
examined:—

1747. Vice-Chairman?, How long have you resided here? Twenty-seven years. K.
1748. During that time, you have doubtless bad opportunities of observing the growth aud progress of Murchison.
Coonabarabran? Yes. nSlav loilo
1749. Will you outline to the Committee the general course of events as they have marked the develop- ' * 1 ’
meat of the town since you came to reside here ? There are other gentlemen present who^ have known 
Coonabarabran for a longer period than I have known it, but I have seen the beginning of its industrial 
development. When I first came here a great part of the western, and nearly all the north-western traffic,
except that which went to Narrabri, came through Coonabarabran, and that is why I settled here. There 
was not much else to induce settlement of that kind, because tbe place was very small, Mr. Neilson, who 
is now the largest property owner in Coonabarabran, was at that time building the first mill; but now
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S nL r 1 mi S !U t!1,?1t0WI!’11 f-°Peratlvo company having put up a second mill in 1802. Tim 
co-oporahve company a mill has since been burnt down, but wo had faith enough in the district to rebuild 
w i ttri firsc 116 to Coonabarabran, large numbers of teamsters camped here at night, coming from 
Walgett, Coonamble, and the north-western districts, and people will tell you that they have seen as many 
a thirty and forty teams here W o then regarded the town as likely to bo on the permanent main route
blah™ £ m, A* norfc5-':08*®rn du1 "ct t° to Newcastle. The stock ca.no through Coona
barabran to Mudgee and to Muswellbrook,*.-^ Coolah, and teamsters came through on their wav to 
Muswellbrook also. At that time the Northern line had not loft the Hunter Valley, and the Western 
line was somewhere about Wallerawang, while no decision had been come to with regard to the Mudgee 
line. Then the Northern line was pushed on, the North-Western line was made, aud the Western Hue
Krerlmrn tW^’11^’ l 0ran8f’to Wellington, and on to Bourkc, and Coonabarabran was isolated. 
Ever since then there has been a struggle against unnatural conditions on the part of the men living here 
We tried for years to get a line which we would still accept as a very good line, not only for ourselveS 
but for the others-a line from Muswellbrook, via Cassilis, to Walgett. Money was voted for that line’ 
n * t’ ln cost "'as foun(i to bo too great and therefore wo would not ask for it now. We consider, how
ever, that a line from Wellington to Werm Creek, which is the proposal into which tho Committee is

v i l b“ construutcd to ‘■•onnecfc the railway systems of the
the New England district into communication with tho western district Wc feel 

sure that die lino will be constructed, and we considered that the next best thing for us and the country 
would be a branch hue, leaving that line somewhere near Bomera, and going through Coonabarabran to
HnenwnbH rV1011! 0n l ^al8e^’ or whatever place was thought best. Wc considered that that 
Jmo would be the cheapest to make, and would open up most country. Such a line would make 
Newcastle our nearest port, and would also enable us to send our produce to Sydney. It is 
most important that these wheat-growing districts should be able to got to the coast by the nearest 
possible routes, because those of us who look beyond the local aspect of this matter know that even if
wo have to pay only as much for Bonding 500 miles as other people pay for sending only 300 miles, the 
taxpayers generally have to make up the loss. Ultimately we shall havo to depend upon other countries 
for our market, but for a good while to come we shall have a good outlet iu the Western and North
western districts. We send onr flour out to Walgett and to Coonamble. now, but the construction of the 
Hue from Dubbo to Coonamble will unfairly handicap us. We are not afraid to compete with any other

iUt+W° T?!, cou!1Ilue to compete with Dubbo if we and the other taxpayers of the country are called upon to subsidise a Imo from Dubbo to Coonamble. ^

!w!t/w^^COLnabarab7,1i)r0gre^d 1dlu™? tl,e last bftcen years? Most of the progress made 
lytho town has been made during the last fifteen years, but we have now arrived at a sta^e at which 
peop e are thinking ot giving up their land. Mr. Proctor, who lives out towards Baradiue, recently sold 
his place because he did not know what he could do with It, and there are others who are prepared to sell

the land without railway communication! If a railway 
were made the district would make more progress m the next three years than it has in the last fifteen 
or twenty years during which time population has increased aud land has been taken up in all directions. 
Ihe new Lund Act gave an impetus to settlement, so that country which would not have been looked at 
ton years ago is being rushed now, and the area under cultivation has been doubled or trebled though it 
is not as large as might be expected, from the fact that we have two flour-mills here. These mills, how
ever, are not employed half their time, because they cannot get a market for their flour. Mr Tinley 

.b° 18 TC 0f *he ci'^f farmers here, has tried to get rid of Iris farm because of the difficulty in 
It beint te B1inn^’ou<; Quirindi, bought a lot of Ins wheat for seed the year before

would 7et> alt,10Ugfi fie grows such good wheat, he feels that he"? ’!! ’ “ ?°m8 fietter fiy ’n ior ^ge stocK or sheep. He paid 2s. Gd. a bag for the carriage of that 
mil.?’’ 1 r rU t ^"'ould 5a™ t0 l,a.7 la- a 1)1181561 for carriage. On the occasion to which I refer he 
tn nn f d •Ien1' u °0 ns ol:,iyh1eat- Lasl: 70ar he wa3 tr.ying to let fiia farm, and this year he wants 
five n?ri?fnldminiRTa °gCther’ fi^'er®6^here were a railway, ho would increase his cultivation area
hie oi sixfold He has enough good land, but, under existing conditions, ho cannot use it profitably for
rlnm ttl’.-V r hcrt0 C°n™fi:1:ee some evidence which I gave before tho Sectional
diS ^ fn 1897 the number of holdings of 1 acre and upwards in thedistuct, was 3GG, and the area of alienated land 5G3 999 acres 1

“ ““? Wil,lin 20 ”ilcs “ “th“!a'»' *IiM
17l.2, How far along that Hue do the holdings that you speak of extend? From Tambar Sprint to
•Smtlesmltb fn°m a P?illt ?}OUtTi0 mi,eS °1-1 t1le WeiTis Creek side of Coonabarabran, to a point about 
do miles on the Coonamblo side The area of Grown lands in occupation was 1,36±,2U0 acres, aud tho 
total area under cultivation 4 o02 acres, o£ which 2,029 acres wore under wheat for hav, and 1,743 acres

n ils l1’, 01 grain’ yield!,n? '2^20S bnallcla; 730 ^ro under maize,'and yielded S,S4L
bar cv hav 0fr ! S™m crops. 083 acres were cut for wheaten, oaten, andfor rV'I 'IuI TI UCOrn0 -'v 5 G° acrf f°r Srcuu tood 5 (53 ‘'lc''a'5 foT P°tataaH; and 5 acres
in tbA ' T ‘i ^ll’oJe01’0! ^ aM,rfs 1lndcr lruit» atld rr2 acres lt'1(ler o1fi«r crops. 'Hie horses
in the district numbered 4,980; the milch cows 1,G33 ; and oLlmr cattle, including calves, 13 200-
thc sheep includmg lambs. S91,2G5 ; and the swine, G58. The quantity of wool produced was 2,090 tons. 
Although tne aiea, under cultivation in this district is not largo in comparison with that in other districts 
to whi.£7rftreTaV^ consumption, because of the artificial isolation of the district
rimir wll r n'1'' y ''fl’T- - v b° ff!';ncr3 who are at distance from Coonabarabran have to fake 
their wheat to Dubbo or to (Juirmdi, ami they cannot aflbrd to pay ibe high rates which are charged for
T l "t ' l 80il,nnd ‘fi’,111111-0- bowever, are especially favourablo to the growth of wheat and fruit.
I, ^ J um.ut‘1<ulahT; and’ ?lldtJed' pretty well all the country from here to Melbourne, and I know
that theic is no better iruit-growmg district than the Coonabarabran district. There are large areas of 
splendid frurt-growiug and wheat-growing land in this district; but between Coonabarabran and Narrabri 
there is a, grea, deal ot vacant land which is a nuisance to pastoralisl.s, because of tho dingoes which breed ■ 
therm Large areas ox Crown lauds m tho district wore abandoned when the late Mr. Garrett arbitrarily 

*fi^ volilts ^ the lessees, and that land has never been occupied since.
°f Jrllit STr ,is d.i8tri?t ? APPle^ peaches, plums, and stone fruits of all kinds. 

It is lathei cool for oranges about Coonabar^brap ifself, because the immediate district is very high, and
you
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you have to ascend whether you come from Gunned ah, Mudgee, or Coonamble. At Baradinc and Mur^jEnni 
Coonamble, however, they grow oranges as good as any in the Colony. * _
1754. In what way would a line from Wellington to Werris Creek serve Coonabarabran aud the sur-g
rounding country? It would serve us in a small degree by giving us better access to Newcastle than we 
have now. .
1755. How far would you be from that line? About 30 miles. Glinda would bo about the nearest point.
1756. Would the producers of this district look upon that distance as a serious handicap ; so. serious that
they would be compelled to ask for the construction of a branch lino ? I tSiink they would he compelled 
to ask for the construction of a branch line from Bomera. ,
1757. Do you think that such a branch line should stop at Coonabarabran ? It would suit us to_ have it
stop there, and, as both Coonamble and Walgett seem likely to be provided for, we should not be justified 
in asking that it be taken further on ? Coonamble, however, properly belongs to this district, and the 
traffic for that district should pass through Coonabarabran on its way to Newcastle, .
1758. Do you think that the interests of this district, and of the districts north and south of it, would he
better served by the proposed line, and a branch line to Coonabarabran, than by an extension of the rail
way from any other point on the existing line ? 1 think so. ...
1759. Would tho continuation of a line from Mudgee to Merrygoen serve this district as well? I do not 
think so, because it would cut us off from Newcastle and the Northern line.
17G0. What market do you expect to find for your products on the Northern line ? There is traffic of 
various kinds from one district to another. Stock from districts a little beyond us go upon the Northern 
line in times of drought. . .
1761. But what permanent market are you likely to find for your products on the Northern line? Ifc is 
not a market for our products there that we look for so much as a connection right through to Queensland.
1762. What business would you do in Queensland ? Well, transaction in stock would be large.
1763. The official evidence is that the stock traffic would be served by a line going further to the north
west ? We want a connection with Newcastle and with the Northern line, not only for stock traffic, but 
for general commercial purposes.
1764. What other business do you expect there will he in addition to the stock traffic ? The passenger 
traffic will be a large item. Wc have not had much communication with the north up to tho present time, 
chiefly because it is too costly to get there.
1765. What this district wants is an outlet for its agricultural aud pastoral products ? Tes ; and for
our fruit. . .
1766. You w'ould like to get your produce to the seaboard as cheaply as possible i Tes, and, if possible,
wc should like the option of going either to Newcastle or to Sydney. _ .
1767. Will you describe to us in general terms the countrv witliin 10 miles of Coonabarabran? It is
chiefly agricultural country, and is especially suitable for small holdings. _
1768. Small pastoral [holdings ? Occupation by small farmers, who would combine agriculture with 
pastoral pursuits.
1769. What would you consider a small holding? From 300 up to 4,000 or 5,000 acres.
1770. Would you call anything under 5,000 acres a small’holding ? Tes.
1771. How much land within 20 miles of Coonabarabran is suitable for agriculture ? I cannot say ; but 
I daresay one-third.
1772. Could we take the land between Binnaway and Coonabarabran as typical of the country round
Coonabarabran? No. There is more bad country between those places than in the district generally, 
except going towards Narrabri, where it is iron-bark forest country. The roads into Coonabarabran, as a 
rule, pass through pretty bad land. _
1773. Would tbe country 20 miles out from Coonabarabran, along the Mundooran road, be typical of the
country round Coonabarabran ? No; the land for 15 miles alongside that road is much worse than the 
average country. _
1774. What is the population of Coonabarabran ? Something over 700.
1775. Are there any other industries in the town besides flour-milling? Tes; Mr. Neilson has a saw
mill in connection with his flour-mill, and there is another saw-mill in the town, and a third about 14 
miles out.
1776. What is the average rainfall of the district ? About 30 inches. The climate here is an important 
consideration ; it accounis for our good wheat, our good fruit, and our good healfh.
1777. Mr. Watson.'] What sort of land is the vacant land in the direetion of Narrabri? A good deal of 
h is scrubby country, with iron-bark and box forests,
1778. Would not that country be suitable for either improvement or settlement leases ? Yes, part of it 
would be.
1779. Has any attempt been made to have the land occupied in that way since tho new Land Act was 
passed? Alfthat is available has been taken up in settlement leases. The land has boon offered on 
improvement leases, but T do not think any sensible man would take it under tho conditions which have 
been attached to those leases ; it would ruin him to do so.
1780. If the vacant land you speak of is suitable for pastoral purposes it seems strange that it should ho 
vacant when it might he obtained on a fairly reasonable i enure ? It is not very good for pastoral purposes, 
and a great deal of it is bad, though tho had land is generally well timbered with iron-bark. All through 
it, however, arc areas which might bo taken up in small holdings, and under favourable conditions would 
be cultivated. At present, however, that country is too far from a railway to make ifc profitable to grow 
wheat there. Pretty nearly all of it is patchy country. If the proposed line were made, this district 
would have the Newcastle market, and would be able i.0 trade with the Hunter district. That trade we 
look upon as likely to be very considerable in tho near future.
1781. What products would you exchange with the Hunter district? We would send agricultural
products there. Wo anticipate that before many years have passed a large amount of manufacturing 
will he done there, and then the people living in the district will not produce enough for their own 
consumption, -
1782. Arc not the people living in the Hunter district exporters of agricultural produce ? They do not 
grow much wheat down there.

43—K Bobert
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Robert Neilson, storekeeper and miller, Coonabarabran, sworn, and examined;—
Mr. Shepherd.'] How' long have you resided in the district ? About twenty-six years.
Have you travelled through the district much ? Not very much.
Are you acquainted with any part of the proposed line ? 1 have been to Bomera, and I know the 

country between there and Coonabarabran. 1 know nothing of the Werris Creek country, except by 
hearsay. When I came here with Mr. Murchison, in 1872 or 1873, there were only two or three houses 
in Coonabarabran. 1 got 70 tons of goods up that year by way of Muswellbrook, and I paid 3s, 3d. per 
cwt. freight. Now, however, it costs me 3s. per cwt. to bring goods from Hunnedah, and the railway 
freight, which used to be 5s., is 6s., because of the extra mileage.
1786. What do you think of the agricultural capabilities of this district ? I have been informed that the 
agricultural area of the district could be increased to 100,000 acres.
1787. In what direction could tho additional cultivation be made? In the direction of Baradine and 
Goorianawa.
1788. How far from Coonabarabran ? Twenty-eight miles.
1789. How far from the proposed railway ? A little over 50 miles.
1790. Would not the distance from a railway be too great a handicap to permit of agriculture there? 
Well, at Burrowa a man built a mill, and it "had to be closed because of the competition of the railway 20 
miles away.
1791. Would the proposed railway benefit Coonabarabran ? If the proposed line were made, we should 
hope for a branch line from it to Coonabarabran.
1792. Do you think that the estimated deficiency of £18,000 would be made up within a reasonable time ? 
I think that we should bo agreeably disappointed by the result of constructing the proposed line. The 
passenger traffic, north and south, would be considerable. Then, too, although the construction of a 
railway from Dubbo to Coonamble has been sanctioned, wool will continue to come towards Coonabarabran 
from within a short distance of Coonamble. Out as far as Calga tbe wool may go to Quirindi this year, 
although that wool has been looked upon as likely to provide traffic to the Dubbo-Coonamble line.
1793. What ia the average yield of wheat in this district per acre ? It depends upon the fertility of the
soil and the energy of the tiller. If the tiller works properly ho may get as much as forty bushels to 
the acre. *
1794. Is wheat the only crop that is grown hero, as a rule? Wheat and maize.
1795. What is the yield of maize? The crop which they are nour pulling is poor, because of the terrible 
heat wave from which the whole Colony suffered. Maize grows well here, aud is of good quality.
1796. What proportion of the land within 20 miles of Coonabarabran is fit for agriculturo ? Coonabarabran 
was placed, by the occupiers of the Ulimambri run, iu some of tho worst country near here. Dor 20 miles 
outside of it you will find as good land as there is in the Colony. Beyond Ulimambri, as far as Bomera, 
tbe country is very good indeed, and so it is, too, on the other side. Out towards Gfoorianawa and Baradine 
you will find good country.
1797. How far would the good country you speak of be from the proposed line ? It would be witbin 50 
miles of it, and some of it runs close up to tbe proi>osed lino.
1798. Is this district largely used by starving stock in seasons of drought? Yes; it was perfectly 
inundated with stock last year. Every piece of ground that had grass on it at all was sought after by tbe 
people in the Walgett and other districts.
1799. The stock traffic would bo a source of revenue to a railway? Yes ; and the railway would be tho 
means of saving valuable animals,
1800. Prom what districts do the stock come? From the Namoi and Walgett districts, and oven from 
the Coouamblo district. Mr. Keogh had to secure country for his stock, I believe.
1801. As a rule, you have a superabundance of grass in this district ? Yes. It is the general opinion of
the farmers of the district that the construction of the proposed line is to be advocated in anticipation of 
the further relief which would be afforded to us by a branch line from it to Coonabarabran. 1 was one of 
a deputation which waited upon the late Mr. John Sutherland, when he was Secretary for Public Works, 
and, in speaking of the rough country in the district, I pointed out that there was a lot of very valuable 
iron-bark upon it. Mr. Sutherland thereupon said that it would be a pity to destroy that timber before 
there was a market for it; but wc cannot get a market for it until we get a railway. It will be a great 
advantage to the farmers to'be ablo to save even a penny a bushel in tho carriago of their wheat, while 
the rates of carriage for goods sent from the city here aro not low. •

Richard Johnstone Parker, manager of the Australian Joint Stock Bank, Coonabarabrau, sworn, and
examined:—

R, J. Parker. 1802. Mr. Wafson.] Have you been stationed in Coonabarabran long? I bavc been here over twenty 
f— t years.

9 May, 1900.1803. Are there any other banks here ? No.
1804. Then you should have a pretty fair idea of tho general condition of the district? Yes.
1805. What has been the financial condition of the district during tho time that you have been here— 
hits it been one of steady improvement ? On tho whole it has.
1806. Has this district been affected by the droughts which have injured other parts of the Colony? Wc 
have not been injured nearly as much as other districts.
1807. Thero are a considerable number of people with small holdings in this district? Yes.
1808. Do they get along fairly well ? Yes, on the whole. The high price of wool last year helped all 
the settlers in this district very materially,
1809. If wool goes back to its former price will there still bo a'good outlook for tbe people about here? 
A fair outlook ; but I have always strongly advocated mixed farming. Ever since I have been liere I 
have done my best to encourage small men—and we are interested chiefly in the small settlers of 
the district—to go in for mixed farming. Those who have done that have done much better than those 
who have confined themselves to one kind of enterprise,
1810. Do the holdings, as a rule, contain a fair proportion of agricultural land ? Yes.
IS LI. Which, in your opinion, would be tbe best route for a railway to serve this district? We arc 
strongly persuaded that the construction of a bnc from Wellington or Dubbo to "Werris Creek would suit 
ns best, because it would give us hope of a branch line on to Coonabarabran. ■ 1812
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1812. The proposed line, which leaves Coonabarabran 30 miles from it, will hardly develop the country to K^JP«ter. 
the north, out towards Baradine ? It would certainly not help this district as muc as wc nee ie p. 9 jta.v, 1900.
1813. Therefore a branch lino would bo required P Yes. . , ,T . tr,
1814. Is there any prospect of such a lino paying ? It is hard to say that there is, if 1
Coonamble line is to be carried out; but oven if that line is constructed, a good deal of the heavy trailm 
from that district will still come this way in good seasons. ru„„„m'hio
1815. You could hardly expect a branch line going out towards Tooraweenah to pay “ter “I® J"®?11®™",.
line was made? A branch line from the proposed line through Coonabarabran towards W\ g - 
answer all purposes. Such a line would go through a largo extent of country which is a pres .
sparsely populated, though it is land which might be cut up into comparatively small Holdings
1816. is the land between Coonabarabran and Baradine similar to that between Bmna\ y
barabran ? Bart of the way it is, but as you get further out it is much better. Going nor , a J 
got out 5 miles in the direction of Baradine, you begin to descend, and then you get ou ) _
better countrv. Unless something is done to relieve tho producers of this district, the district will go 
back. We have two mills here, and 1 do not think that they find it easy to get rid of the production ot 
the district now. We cannot send it awav to the larger centres of population, and, therefore, unless 
some new outlet is provided in the north-west, I am afraid that farming will receive a eoD^lcra1b1^ ell“ j 
The district is specially suitable for small holdings, on which a man might run, say, , an p, - 
cultivate 400 or 500 acres. That class of settlement would be of advantage to ihe whole country.
1817. Is a fair proportion of the land in the district suitable for agriculture ? Yes, a good proportion.,
With the exception of some of the country to the north-west, which has been spoken of as forest country,
a good deal of the laud vet to be thrown open is superior country. ,, , . l i j-1818. Yesterday we seemed to pass through a considerable area of country which is unsuitable for wheat
growing;—is that country similar to the district generally ? No; the land which is ye o o irow 
open contains, I believe, a considerable portion of agricultural land.
1819. You refer to Crown land? Yes.

William Nash, grazier, Gorah, sworn, and examined
1820. Mr. McFarlane.] How far do you live from Coonabarabran ? About 17 miles, m the direction
Coonamble. ,
1821. Have you resided long in this locality ? About thirty years.
1822. Have you had any experience in farming ? X was reared on a form, and I have been farming ever
since; we farm about 50 acres at the present time. ., „ _T , , „
1823. What is the character of the land in the locality in which you reside ? We have a large area or
splendid land which is especially suitable for wheat. ■
1824. What area do you hold ? 28,000 acres.
1825. Ereehold and leasehold combined ? Ves. . , „ u-rw,ir
1826. Is there much agriculture in your neighbourhood ? Yes; we arc out on the Bugaloi or •
1827. How far are you from the nearest railway station? We arc about 127 miles from MudH -
Gunnedah is nearer, but the road there is not so good. , „ ,.rniill(lfl
1828. 1 presume that there is not more land under cultivation,because of tho difficulty m P™ ®
to market? Yes. 1 have S00 bushels of wheat in my woolshcd now, and there is no possibility of domD
anything with it, while other farmers are similarly situated. ^ ^
1829. Have they in the past depended solely upon the local market ? Yes; upon tho Coonabarabran and
Coonamble market. . . . „„„„ mi.„1830. Is that market over-supplied now ? Yes, it has been over-supplied for the last two y^m lhe
email farmers prospered very well for five or six years; but since we have over-pro uce J116 ' . ’ -i
been a large quantity of grain which cannot be got rid of. Yrom my place ^own ^ ^ree a ‘ -
Baradine there must be at least 60,000 acres of beautiful wheat land. I consider that that land is supeno
to the land between Gunnedah and Tamworth. +1,
1831 There is very good laud about Tamworth ? Yes, it is a better district than this ; but in that district 
you see the Teel B.iver Company’s bullocks feeding on the flood flats while farmers are ploughing up the
18326 What would you consider a fair yield of wheat in your district? I believe that the farmers out 
there have got an average yield of from 15 to 16 bushels ; but we have had heavier crops.
1833. How would you compare the country between Coonabarabran and Binnaway with the country 
which we have just'described ? The flats between Coonabarabran and Binnaway are very narrow, so that 
you could only put small areas of agricultural land into a farm. The country that I iaio esen e
more suitable for farming. . , , j, • n, „„ a1834. Would the ridgy country between Coonabarabran and Binnaway be suitable for agriculture 1 .
1835. Where is tbe best land witbin 20 or 25 miles of Coonabarabran ? 1 do not think you could get
more suitable land for farming than that towards Baradine.
1836. Where is tho worst land ? Out towards Narrabri. . , , • . »,■ 4
1837. Is the land in this district suited to maize ? No ; my experience is that there is not a sulhcient 
rainfall for maize. The trouble is that though at present there are a good many small holders m the 
district, and within a few months their number will be increased, because iherc is a large area o eoun .rv 
out towards Baradiue which will have to be taken up, the local market is already too small to support 
them, and the construction of the Coonamble line will deprive us of the Coonamble market.
1838. With equal facilities would the farmers here be able to compete with those around Uuooo .
tfliitifc bo •1839. Generally speaking, how would you class the country between Werris Creek and Wellington or 
Dubbo ? I think it is a fair average country. There is some very good land all the way down the
184o!^ould the construction of the proposed line be of any material benefit to the Coonabarabran 
district? The line would be rather far off; it would not be of much advantage to the district. Anything 
beyond 20 miles is a long way to carry produce at the present low prices.

0f W. Nash.

9 May, 1900.
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x ' rpL^- AVo"lA ^?u consi^er a branch line to Coonabarabran necessary to servo the farmers in tbc district P 
9 May, 1900. pros’per'witboift^r-ilwa6 aBSist’an<:e’ or °tberwise they will cease to grow crops. This district cannot

w°U!j a branch,lin® to Coonabarabran be of material benefit to it ? Most certainly.
„ , VN oul.ll.l!i se5v'® tbe Armors out where you live, 17 miles from Coonabarabran ? We should be in a better position if the line were constructed than we are in now'.
iclt" AirwrC alr! larSe area.of Crown lands in your neighbourhood suitable for cultivation ? Tes. 
ioio w 1 y011 desenbe 113 a smali bolding ? Prom 100 to 300 acres.
1 , WoiiId “at be sufficient to maintain a man and his family ? It is not sufficient; but a great manypeople are trying to make a living on such areas.

£pr0per facilllfs w,ere given 'VOul(i ^ be sufficient ? Most certainly it would.
Tes ’ Thel6 are S°me CaSeho]<1 areas ™ tlle district which are shortly to be thrown open to settlement ?
armimrRlrLr th° wT*17 ^ ? A Sreat Pai>t of it is very good. The Bugaldi country and the country 

V w^v n°i country, is chocolate soil country. The owners of the runs have
new « . P hf p;llllS; bnt*v ha«> not bought up the red-soil country ; so that there isnow a large area- of it to he thrown open for settlement.
1850. Do you consider it good w'heat-growing country ? Teg.
W+"-(iWliat perCenA|® ^ 1,1 e la,ld in the district would be suitable for wheat-grow in g ? At tho verv 

T JrarGA?r vr 000 acl,(5s suitable for wheat-growing. Prom the time you pass Termin, down the Baradine Crook, to Wangan, and from Baradine to Terrididgerie, the conntrv'is good
d0 '•*"* I" “ **k « » Sjtoj. Our chief

1853. Where does your wool go ? Tt mostly goes to Mudgee,
y0A .any ltnowiedge of the timber here? We have largo forests of pine and iron-bark out 

towards Narrabri Ton get into very good timber 7 miles from Coonabarabran.
S' V1*® bem3 CQ1 at tbe time ? Tes ; on the Narrabri side. The forest reserve runs

c™L”ot refor *° t,"‘ “ far“"e
in “lhet <Ii!,ticl' ‘b“ m? 1 h‘™ “ *fc”at

eouafTI tlnS ftrict «itb ntber districts ? The good land to which I have referred
Invent 1 ir1' ? tba5 £ bnow of m. other districts for wheat-growing, oats, and barley; hut we
was theonlv ^i^f maIze- P?r tlnJt>',TcaT3 1 never saw the wheat crop fail, and 1877was tbe only year m which we had to cut onr wheat for hav. r

Prederick George Pailes, M.B.C.S.Eng., Coonabarabran, sworn, and esamined:—
m‘rGC S Fn? ifl!lVuf“-]*i}Vi11 y0U kihldly suPPlemel't- a3 as you can, the evidence whicli has been given
M^Eng. before the Committee this morning ? A great deal has been said about tho necessity for making a branch
9 M^vlflob im,e *r0TY ie PTOP0S®d lmo ; but 1 should like to say something about the country beyond Coonabarabran, 

‘ ’ ' °A, Baradine wav. We claim that this district takes in all the country which supplies wheat to the flour
mills here that is, the country out towards Tooraweenah and the country out to Baradine. I am not 
prepared to agree with the statement that a line stopping at Coonabarabran would serve these outlying 
parts of the district. Coonabarabran is situated in the heart of the bad part of the district, aud to briim 
a line here would not,1 think, be satisfactory to the outlying countrv. I look upon Baradine as the 
centre of the best wheat-growing land in tho district. Out there there are very large areas of land 
which are now uncultivated, but whicli could be used to grow wheat. If wheat were grown there, and a 
rai way were made only to Coonabarabran, the produce would have to be drawn 30 miles to get to a 
ramvaystation, and for 16 miles it would have to come through very hilly country. I believe that New 
bouth Wales is likely to become a largo exporter of wheat, but I do not tbink that tho Baradine farmers 
could grow wheat and draw it 30 miles to a railway station, and then sell it in competition with other growers near the coast,
1859. What alternative do yon suggest? I think that any branch lino to Coonabarabran should be continued 
on as tar as Baradine, or at least over the ridges. I should like to point out to the Committee that the 
tamers have not experimented with the poor country round Coonabarabran, so that what can be done 
with it remains to be seen. As a hobby I have tried what I could do with 8 acres near the hospital which 
the Committee have allowed me to cultivate. Of course, I pay no rent for the land, but I have been able to clear it, pale it, and grow hay upon it at a profit.
1800. What is the character of the land? It is land upon which gum, stringy-bark, apple, and otherinferior timbers were growing. J "
1801, Is it ridgy Land or flat land ? It is rising ground.
1862. What crops have you got? The last two or three years have been exceptionally bad,botsummers. lhave 
grown no wheat on the land, although wheat-growing is the staple industry of this district. This year I 
could have had a very fair crop of corn, hut, owing to the dryness of the summer, it did not germinate till 

aTld d b 9,1,0 1 ar ^ it to feed the cows. I have had no crop from which I could tell you the 
p1-,0 [ oorn\, b aw ^rtain that this ground can hardly be beaten for growing potatoes. I have grown

Bariy JIosc and other potatoes, and I know that potatoes of a better quality cannot be grown, though 
rtV+K Vs Tr T w“ advised, by tbe late Mr. Thompson, of the Agricultural Department,

nno1 Kp°kVjf W0llM be ve,,y good fo!' fruit. It is a red, sandy loam. .Roughly speaking,there 
, 00,000 acres of scrubby forest country between Coonabarabran and Narrabri, and it has been asked, 

why baa it not been taken up ? To that question my reply is that the conditions under which it has been 
ottered have not been such as would allow anyone to take it up, though I am certain that a large area of 
it is quite as good as the land which I have been cultivating, and, with easy conditions, people could afford 
to clear the best of it. The cost of clearing and fencing large areas of this country would be 
proportionately less than I had to pay for a small area. I think those who take up this countrv should 
have practically no rent to pay for a number of years, and should not be compelled to forfeit “the land when it became valuable.

18G3.
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1863. Mr. Watson,~\ Cannot people take tlie land up in improvement or settlement leases at very low
rentals ? The condition has been imposed that one-fourth, one-fifth, or one-sixth, should bo cleared, and ‘ ' ng'
kept cleared, and people cannot afford to clear so much. It is bad enough to have to clear a large area of
ground; but to keep it clear is still more difficult, because to do that it is necessary to keep it under
cultivation for a number of years, since only in that way can you eradicate the red-gum scrub. If tbe
public who wish to take up land were allowed to offer suggestions as to the way in which they should be
permitted to take it up things would be better. It would pay the G-overnment handsomely to let people
have land such as I am speaking of, for a number of years for nothing, simply to get rid of the vermin
which now live on it.
1861. Vicfi-Chairman.\ What would be a suitable area for a holding in the country you speak of ? 
live thousand or 10,000 acres. Such a block would include areas suitable for cultivation.
1865. .Are artificial grasses grown in this district F Very little. Tarming is in a most backward state 
here. I know that, because I come from Norfolk, one of the best agricultural districts in England. It 
only requires the stimulus of a good market, however, to bring about improvements. I believe that at 
the present time there is not such a thing as a drill in tbe district.
1866. There is an area of untenanted country shown on the map to exist within 15 miles north of Coona
barabran ? That is all scrubby country.
1867. Is the country similar right on to Narrabri ? I believe that it is.
1SG8. What is tho character of tho country going east towards Bomera? Between Coonabarabran and 
Bomera there is a lot of splendid agricultural land. There are 200,000 acres of Crown lands to be thrown 
open shortly, and that land is incomparably superior for agricultural purposes to the greater part of that 
which is now available for agriculture.
1869. Where is the land you speak of situated? Sound about Bomera and Trinkey. ’
1870. Did you use any manure in the 8 acres which you cultivated for the hospital ?" Not so far, because
]. have only taken two crops off the land. There are large ironbark forests in much of the scrubby 
unused country near Coonabarabran, and the timber there is very good. I believe that Coonabarabran 
would be a great trucking place for stock, if tbe railway came here, and that stock from Queensland and 
from the Walgett district would come here to he trucked, though, if a lino is taken from Narrabri to 
Walgett, that will cut off some of that traffic. '
1871. If there were a railway to Coonabarabran would the settlers be able to send away small consign
ments of sheep frequently? Undoubtedly. It would pay small settlers well to fatten small lots of stock 
to send away; and I believe that, with cultivation, tbe poor country will bo better adapted for that sort 
of farming than for auy other. If the poor sandy ground is laid down in suitable grasses I believe that it 
can be used in that way.
1872. Has any land been thrown open in the district lately ? Not much land has been thrown open
lately, but what land has been available has been taken up at once. '
1873. Could you offer auy opinion upon ihe probability of an exchange of commodities between this 
district and those along the proposed line? We have always looked for our main market out towards 
Walgett and the North-west; hut I do not see how it would-be possible for us to send produce round by 
Werris Creek to those places in competition with growers who are more favourably situated,
1871. Was fodder sent from this district out to Walgett, or in that direction, during the last drought ?
I am sure that the Baradiue people sent fodder out that way.
1875. How far is Baradine from here ? Twenty-seven or 28 miles by road.
1876. Do you agree with other witnesses that the best connection you can get ivill be by a branch line 
from the proposed line ? I do not quite fall in with the suggestion that a branch line should be brought 
into Coonabarabran alone. X think that such a line should be extended on to Baradine.
1877. Tou do not consider that a branch line from some other point on the existing line, say Mudgee or 
Muswellbrook, would be better? Wc have had our minds diverted from the Muswellbrook proposal 
because of tbe improbability of getting it, but for years I thought that that woxild be the best line to 
construct. I wish to emphasise the fact that I do not think it is everything to have a railway brought to 
one’s doors. As a matter of fact, I believe that the best line we could get would be a line from 
Coonabarabran to Walgett, without any other connection, so that we could send all. our produce out 
west. Coonabarabrau is the most inland place in New South Wales which has an altitude of 2,000 feet, 
and for that reason I consider that our future traffic should be with the west. As a sanatorium for the 
people out west I believe that Coonabarabran would be second to none in the Colony, and we could grow 
fruit and other produce for them.
1878. Has fruit been tried to any extent in this district ? Our last Police Magistrate, Mr. Edwards, had 
a most successful orchard. His successor tried canning the fruit, but be did not make a success of it, 
because of tbe distance it had to be sent away. One could not wish for better results than can be 
obtained from growing grapes here.
1879. Is any mining done witbin 20 miles of Coonabarabran ? I do not think anything of importance 
has been done in mining. A very poor quality of coal has been discovered in the district, and it might 
improve at a lower depth.

George Edgar Wright, road superintendent, Coonarabarabran, sworn, and examined:—
1880. Mr. Wa/soii.] How long have you been here ? Nearly seven years. Q-. E. Wright.
1881. What is the general trend of the traffic in this district? Until last vear practically the whole of r A ^ 
the traffic went to Mudgee, and thence to Syffiney; but last year an enterprising firm of forwarding agents 9 May, 1900. 
in Quirindi (Messrs. Dawson and Rogers) offered certain inducements which took about 350 tons of wool
to Quirindi. Some, of that wool was shipped at Newcastle for Sydney, and some for Melbourne. A 
considerable quantity of back traffic also came that way.
1882. Did the firm you speak of offer lower rates than had been charged before ? Yes; they carried tbe 
wool more cheaply than it could have been carried into Mudgee.
1883. And the same with the backloading? Tes.
1884. Is that alternation of route likely to bo permanent, or does it depend upon the seasons ? It depends
upon the seasons. During good seasons teamsters can go to Quirindi more easily than to Mudgee, because, 
although the road to Mudgee is a better road, ifc is fenced to such an extent that there is very little feed 
upon it, whereas tho animals can get grass on the Quirindi road, Then, too, the Quirindi road is softer 
than the Mudgee road, and saves shoeing. . 1885.
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G. E. Wright. 

9 May, 1900.
1885. Would the Quirindi road be available in a drooping season? Not without a considerable expenditure or money.
1886. Do you think that the roads will be improved in a few years ? Not at the ordinary rate of 
expenditure. We have done very little work between Coonabarabrau and Bomera, a distance of 40 
miles; we only spend £250 upon that road. Between Coonabarabran and Mundooran. we spend nearly
,’2^ a year’ an^ frora Mundooran to Mudgee there is a main road, nearly the whole way.

1887. 1 understand that efforts have been made to obtain larger votes for the Quirindi road? Tes, last year.
1888. Unsuccessfully ? Tes.
1889. On the ground that the traffic did not warrant an increase of expenditure? Tes.
1890. Which is the shortest road from Coonabarabran to Mudgee, that via Mundooran ? No, via Merry- 
goen.^ Most of the traffic goesuia Merrygoen when the river is down, which is nearly always ; but when 
the river is up, the traffic goes through Mundooran, to take advantage of the bridge'there.
1891. Coonabarabran is the centre of a number of districts? Tes; for tho Baradine country, and for 
Borah for land work, though their wool goes to Gunnedah.
1892. What freights are charged for road carriage to Coonabarabran ? Sometimes the charge is as low 
as 2s. a cwt., but at the preseut time it is 3s. or 3s. 3d. In the wool season the rates are lower than at 
other times, because of the back loading.
1893. That would apply either to the Mudgee or to the Quirindi road P Tes.
1894. W’ould the construction of the Dubbo-Coonamble line have any great effect on the trend of traffic
from Coonabarabran, supposing that no other line is constructed ? It should have. The Urawilkie wool 
went to Quirindi last year. That place is GO miles from here, and before that they sent their wool to 
Mudgee. As, however, they are within 30 miles of Coonamble, they will send their wool to the Coonamble 
line when that line is completed. The Baradine traffic will, I think, come this way, and the Tooraweenah 
traffic will go to Mudgee, although Tooraweenah is within 35 miles of Gilgandra. The light traffic in 
this district and the passenger traffic goes to Gunnedah—the onlv heavy traffic that way being a van. which plies fortnightly. * j >
1895. If a lino were constructed from Wellington to Werris Creek, going through Merrygoen, and a little
south of Binnaway, would it or the Coonamble line get the Tooraweenah traffic ? The Werris Creek 
line, because of the saving in trainage. Such a line would take almost tho whole of tho traffic in this district, ■
1896. What is the distance from Mudgee to Coonabarabran ? One hundred and teu miles by way of
Gulgong and Merrygoen. '
1897. And from Quirindi, via Bomera, to Coonabarabran ? About 100 miles.
1898. And from Werris Creek ? A little less.
1899. How far ia it from Coonabarabran to Gunnedah ? Sixty-five miles,
1900. Is the road there worse than other roads ? It is not a very bad road, but it is a road that peoplewill not use. J > n i
1901. How far south does your district extend ? To Merrygoen.
1902. How far does it go in the direction of Cooiah ? To Coolah and on to Cassilis.
1903. What money do you spend on those roads ? £450 on the road to Coolah, and £75 on tho road toCassdis.
1904. What do you spend on the road to Quirindi ? £250 on the 40 miles between here and Bomera, 
A road will have to be made between Coonabarabran and Tambar Springs for the convenience of the 
settlement which we expect will takeplaee there ; but, so far, the traffic lias not been sufficient to warrant 
an expenditure. . There are between 200 and 250 miles of scrubby country between Coonabarabran and 
Narrabri which is now held under annual lease; but in times of drought that country is rushed by 
starving stock, and, at the present time, there must be 20,000 sheep depasturing on it. Bor close settle
ment that country is quite out of the question, and the timber there is not very good.
1905. Do you mean that tho timber is not good immediately around Coonabarabran ? Tes. We have 
great difficulty in getting a 30-feet stick. We are building a bridge now, and the timber-getters will have 
to go out 10 or 15 miles to get a 35-feet stick. They may get it nearer, but there is really no good timber 
within 20 miles of Coonabarabran.
1906. Tbe good timber grows out towards Narrabri ? Tes; there is really good timber out in thatdirection. '

Alexander Deans, butcher, Coouabarahran, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. McFarlane.'} Have you long been a resident of this district ? Thirty-three years.
Do you consider it good country for pastoral purposes? No, not generally. '
Is it good fattening country ? No.
Is it country winch will carry stock for breeding nurnoses ? Tes, it is very good breeding country for either sheep or cattle. e j

1911. Is it profitable country on which to keep sheep ? Parts of it are ; but a great deal of it is not of 
much use.
1912. In which direction does the bad country lie ? North, towards Narrabri.
1913. How would you compare tho country between Binnaway and Coonabarabran with the surrounding 
district i It is better than the land out towards Narrabri ; but it is inferior to tho land west and cast of Coonabarabran.
1914. Do you buy fat stock to auy large extent? Tes ; but I buy very few in this district.
1915. Where do you get your fat stock ? Chiefly in the Coonamble district.
1916. Both sheep and cattle? I often get stock from the country to the east of Coonabarabran, about 8 
miles from here.
1917. Would the heavily-timbered country carry stock if it were ringbarked and cleared ? The more 
you ringbarked the country to the north the quicker the suckers grow ; but, east and south, in the box 
country, ringbarking makes a great deal of difference.
1918. Taking a belt 30 or 40 miles wide, how would the country between Werris Creek and Wellington
compare with the country in the neighbourhood of Coonabarabran ? Ifc is about the same as the country 
to the east, though there are a few patches that are not so good. Prom Ulimambri to a point 8 miles 
east from Coonabarabran there is no better laud. 1919.

A. Deans. 1907.
,----*----, 1908.

0 May, 1HOO. 1909.
1910.
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1919. "Would that land carry a fair population if it were given railway facilities ? Yes; every 
700 acres would support a family.
1920. If used for agricultural and grazing? If used for agriculture.
1921. What crops would the laud be most suitable for, wheat or maize? Wheat.
1922. If the proposed railway from Werris Creek to Wellington were constructed, would it be 
practical benefit to Coonabarabrau P Yes, it would do it a great deal of good.
1929. Would it be sufficiently near to Coonabarabran to enable tbe people liere to take advantage 
I think so. 1
1924. It has been stated to-day that it would not be of material advantage to Coonabarabran unless a 
branch line were constructed to tbe town? It is my opinion that a branch lihe should be made to 
Coonabarabran from some point on tho proposed line.
1925. What is the country like between Curlewis and Gilgandra? It is fair country. Prom Curlewis 
to Tambar Springs the country is good. Prom Tambar Springs to the range at Blantyre or Paney Ground 
there is fair country, andfrom the range to Hinnaway the country is inferior. Then from Binnaway, for 
a distance of 20 miles south-west, the country is good. That brings you to Bcarbong, and .from there to 
Gilgandra it is medium, iron-bark country.
1920. Which would suit Coonabarabran better, the proposed lino or line from Curlewis to Gilgandra?
The proposed line. 0
1927. The distance from Coonabarabran to the Curlcwis-Gilgandra line would be only 18 miles ? Yes; 
but that line would take us further up on tho ^Northern line than Werris Creek, and much further west 
than Wellington.
1928. Do stock travel to this district in seasons of drought ? Yes ; a great number come here.
1929. IV here do the surplus stock go from this district ? They go west aud north-west to the Coonamble
aud Walgett districts as stores. *
1930. Are they bought up by the people there, or are they sent there to' get a bigger market? The 
people of those districts come here and buy them, and take them away. People also come here for stock 
from the Kew England district.
1931. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the stock he sent by train from this district to 
any part of the Kew England district? In time of drought it would ho easiest to use the line. During 
the last drought stock going from this district to Kew England were compelled to go very nearly to Coolah, 
and then back through Tambar Springs, and in towards Quirindi, to get thero. there being no water on the 
Gnnuedah-road. I thiuk it would have been much better for them if they had been able to use tho railway,
1932. Do the stock going in that direction number a great many? I think so.
1933. Where would most stock go to, to the Kew England district, or to tho north-west district? I 
think to the Kew England district. 1 know that thousands of sheep havo been brought down Coonamble 
way, and have come through this way to Kew England.
1934. Do the stock in this district suffer much in times of drought? Ko.
1935. The district is well watered and well grassed ? Yes.
1930. Do stock come to this district from other districts where there is not sufficient grass ? Last year 
every available acre was taken up.
1937. Did sheep come here from other districts then ? Yes ; they came here from the Walgett district; 
some of the witnesses have stated that wc cannot get rid of our surplus wheat; but I find that the local 
market 11111 take all the pigs that I can raise, though it is too far to drive pigs to tho railway station. If 
there were a railway close at hand, tho farmers could get rid of their surplus wheat very easily by 
raising pigs.
1938. Would that be profitable ? I am certain that it would.
1939. Would it be as profitable as sending wheat direct to market ? Moro profitable, I think. I notice 
that in Sydney a pig about 8 months old seems to fetch as big a price as anything else of tho same age, 
and an animal of that age does not require very much wheat. I sell a good many pigs to the farmers 
here, and 1 find that suckers taken away about Christmas time weigh from 150 lb. to 2 cwt. at 8 months 
of age, and I know that they get nothing but pumpkins and wheat. It seems to me that tho profit on 
pork would be greater tbau that on anything else, even sheep-breeding,
1940. Do you do much business through Mudgee? Ko. *
1941. It has been suggested that a lino from Mudgee to tins district would meet the requirements of 
Coonabarabran ? Such a line would serve us as far as the Sydney market is concerned.
1942. How would it servo the country generally as compared with either the proposed line, or a line from 
Curlewis to Gilgandra ? I think that the proposed line should be made, because that would suit all 
parties. It vvould suit the Cobborah country, the Weetalibab country, the Oakey Creek country, and the 
Tambar Springs country.

000 or A- Deans.

9 May, 1909.

of any 

of it ?

John Henderson, grazier, Uliman, sworn, and esamined:—
1943. Afr. What is the size of your holding ? 75,000 acres, all told. • J. Henderson.
1914. How far is that from here ? My country comes within 15 miles of Coonabarabran. a ’
1945. In what direction does it lie ? East, along the Quirindi-road. 9 ilny, 1909.
1949. What stock are you running ? Sheep, principally, and a few cattle as welt. 1
1947. What number of sheep have you ? Kearly 2S,0u0 at the present time.
1918. And what number of cattle ? Two hundred.
1949. Are yon cultivating any of your land ? Only for hay, for winter feed for my working horses ; but 
il the railway were made I should cultivate more. I should endeavour in that event to cultivate on the 
share system,
1950. How much of your holding is suitable for agriculture ? Fully a half.
1951. Mr. Watson.'] Do you mean of half your secured land, or half of the 75,000 acres ? Half of the 
secured land.
l\)o2. Mr. Shrjrtcrd.] How much of tbe land is secured ? 23,000 acres.
1953. What has been return per acre from the land that you have cultivated? I have never cultivated 
wheat for grain; but 1 have got about 11 tons of hay to the acre. I also grow a little lucerne.
1954. How does the lucerne grow ? It grows very well; 1. cut it three times during the last two seasons,
and they were as dry as any I have experienced in the district, 1955.
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J. Henderson. ^955 j suppose the land on which you grow lucerne is pretty flat ? Tes. I am trying to grow it on a 
ridge now, hut I do not know how it will succeed there.M, May, itfuu. i;)5^ jjave you a rivcr or ft permanent creek ? There is a small creek, and there arc a few permanent • 
water-holes in it.
1957. Is the flat upon which you are growing lucerne much above the creek ? No; only a few feet above 
it. Part of the land may he subject to floods, though I have never seen it flooded.
1958. How long have you occupied your run ? Nearly twelve years.
1959. "What weight of wool do you get per fleece ? Prom 5£ to 7} lb.
1960. What kind of sheep do you run ? Mcrinoee principally, and wc have a few crossbreds.. _
1961. Are you able to send any large number of fat sheep to market? I have not been sending many in 
the past; I have to look forward to cultivating and to improving before doing much of that sort of thing.
1962. Do you consider the run fully stocked ? It is fairly stocked at the present time, considering tho 
seasons. The surplus stock is disposed of as store stock, as a rule.
1963. Which is your nearest railway station? Quirindi.
1964. How far are you from thore ? Seventy miles. Wc sometimes dispose of small lots of fat stock ;
hut it is not worth sending away a small lot. _ _ _
1965. It would pav you to send away small lots if you had a railway within easy distance ? Tes.
1966. In what way would the proposed railway benefit you if it were constructed ? By helping me to 
get rid of my sheep and my wool, and to take away farm produce. I was a heavy sufferer last year by not 
being able to get my wheat away in time.
1967. How far would you be from the proposed line ? It touches my land on one side ; hut the home
stead would be about iu miles away from the line. _ _
1968. Is yours heavily-timbered land ? The timber is not very heavy ; hut there is a good deal of it.
1969. What description of timber is there? Box, iron-bark, apple, and a little pine.
1970. Have you a fairly good rainfall? Tes; during the twelve years that 1 lived there the lowest 
rainfall was 111 inches, and last year wo got only 14‘0G inches. The average, however, is somewhere 
between 24 and 26 inches.
1971. Is the timber on tho run valuable ? There is a little good pine; but I do not think the iron-bark is 
very good.
1972. We could not reckon upon tho timber being of much value to the railway ? Not to any extent.
1973. Have starving stock been depastured upon your holding in dry seasons ? No ; but I have not had
to reduce my stock iu such seasons. _
1974. I suppose you can run about a sheep to 2 acres ? Tes; though I consider that the freehold land
will carry moro, because it has nearly all been ringbarked. _ _
1975. Has not the leased land been improved? Not to the same extent. Bor one thing, there is hardly 
auy water on it,
1976. Its carrying capacity would he increased if you had it improved? Tes.
1977. What do you consider the difference between improved and unimproved country ? Improved 
country will carry twice as many stock as unimproved country, and probably a little more. Of course, 
thero is timber that only gets worse if you ringbark it.
1978. When does your lease expire ? It is practically up now. i _
1979. Do you think that the land, when it becomes available for selection, will be readily taken up ? 
Tes ; if a railway is made, and in any case if it is thrown open in fair-si/.ed areas.
19S0. Jn what way would the proposed railway benefit you ? It would beuefit the country all along the 
route, and there would be more farming done, more labour employed, and more money spent in the 
district if it were made.
1981. What is the general opinion of the people in the district as to the probability of the proposed
railway becoming self-supporting within a reasonable time ? I think tho general opinion is that the 
railway would be self-supporting before it had been running many years, because of the extent to which 
it would develop the district. .
1982. Are you confident that it would pay within a few years ? I think that it would ; though, of course,
if the price of wheat became so low that farmers did not care to grow it, that would tell against tho 
railway. ■
1983. Do you think that settlers who would be benefited by the construction of the line would be willing 
to contribute towards a fund to make up part of any dcflciency ? I do not think they would contribute 
enough to make up £18,000 a xmar.
1984. If you saved half of what it now costs you to send produce away, could you not afford to make such
a contribution ? I think that personally J. should be agreeable to contribute: but I cannot say what the 
people generally think about it. _
1985. The contributions xvould be reduced as the traffic increased and tbe lino became self-supporting? 
Tes; I do not think it would be unfair.
1980. Tou would gain by the saving in rates? Tes; and by prompt delivery.
1987. Have you tried fruit-growing on yonr holding? Only on a small scale ; hut the district is a 
splendid one for fruit. The poorest'land wilt grow fruit, and 1 know land on which trees which have not 
been attended to for the last twelve years are producing good crops.
1988. Mr. Wafson.'] A tax of Id. per aero on tho alienated laud through which tho line passes would 
produce about £5,000 per annum ;—do you think that that would be too large a contribution to ask 
towards making good any deficiency ? I do not think it would; but I doubt if my neighbours would take 
the same viow of it, though some arrangement of the kind would be fair enough.

Nelsou John Proctor, gra/ler, Coonabarabran, sworn, and examined :—
N. J. Proctor. 1989, Vice-Chairman.] I understand that you know the country between here and Baradinc, and round 

/'T-''*'—“\ about Baradine ;—will you kindly describe that country ? Bor the first 8 miles from Coonabarabran the 
May, 1900. C0U]1t.ry is poor and mountainous, with rocky hills and sleep gorges. Then it begins to improve.

1990. Do you get on to low land then ? Tes; you are going down bill for 4 miles after rising 4 miles 
from Coonabarabran. Tou aro descending until you get to tho Tarrenden Creek.
1991. Does the good country continue from there on to Baradine? Tes ; though there are patches of
inferior country to the right of the road. 1992.
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!) May, 1900.

1992. And what is the country like around Baradinc, to the north-west and the east ? It is all flat N. J. Proctor,
country. '
1993. Is it suitable for agriculture ? It is more suitable for agriculture than for anything else,
1994. Can you compare it with the country in any other part of the w'estern dial riel? I have been 
through the hlarramine district, which is a large farming district, and I think that the country I am 
describing is very similar to that. Some of it is very superior country, hut some of it, which is scrubby, 
is not suitable for grazing.
1995. Is the rainfall there as good as that in the Xarramine district? I think it is better. Iluring the
six years that 1, have been living there the average has been a little over 20 inches. _
199G. I fare agricultural operations there been retarded by reason of the distance from a railway? les,
1997. I suppose there has been some agriculture? There are some 509 acres now under cultivation 
within 15 miles of Baradine, and the average yield is frnm J.G to 20 bushels to the acre. Last year was 
an exceptionally bad year, and tho yield was not then so high. A late frost blighted the wheat when it 
was fairly grown,
199S. Would the construction of the proposed railway stimulate agriculture in the Baradine district?
Very little, unless there is a branch line.
1999. How far do you think the branch line should extend ? Bight out to Baradine ; you get, into good 
country there, and there would bo about .10,000 acres of land available for cultivation.
2000. Ho you think there is a sufficiently large area of good laud around Baradino to justify the con
struction of a branch line ? I think so. with the pastoral assistance which would be given to such a line.
2001. How far is Baradine from Coonamble? Forty-four miles.
2002. It would be 55 miles from the proposed line ? Yes.
2003. To which line would the traffic go ? I think that agriculture will die out in the district altogether 
unless a rnilwav is brought nearer to it. The present market for the district is Coonamble, Walgett, and 
PiUiga; but when the railway goes to Coonamble wc shall be unable fo compete with the Narramine 
farmers.
2004. If a branch line were taken as far as Coonabarabran, what would be the position of the Raradine 
people ? Tlueh better.
2005. They ivould have a minimum distance of 27 miles to draw their produce then? Yes.
2000. Would aline from Curlewis to Gilgandra have any more effect upon the Baradine district than the 
proposed line would have ? It would not suit the district so well, because it would make our railway 
haulage greater.
2007. Would an extension from some point on tbe existing line serve Coonabarabran and Baradine better ? 
Hot better than a branch lino from the proposed railway. At Baradino they are just tapping one of the 
finest iron-bark forests in New South Wales. "
200$. Does the forest extend right up to Narrabri ? Yes. The timber reserve runs right'into the town
ship of Baradine. The people on tho other side of Baradine have a market for their hay and chaff on 
the Namoi; but when the Narrabri-Walget, and the Dubbo-Coonamble lines are made they will have no 
outlet at all.
2009. They will then be in the same position as Coonabarabran ? In a worse position.
2010. What are the general rates of carriage inwards and outwards from Baradine? As a rule, it costs 
us front 4s. to 4s. Gd. per cwrt. to bring goods from Mudgee or Quirindi, while for our wool we pay from 
£3 10s. to £3 12s. Gd. a ton.
2011. Is the country out in that district good pastoral country ? Some of it is very good.
2012. What is tho average capacity of the land now held under pastoral occupation ? The only station
property near there is Goorianawa, which is good plain country. The town of Baradine is practically on 
the resumed area of Goorianawa. *
2013. Are there many small settlers in the district? Yes.
2014. What is the average size of their holdings ? Asa rule, 2,5G0 acres. Some of their holdings carry
a sheep to the acre, and did so during the whole of the last drought. The country which is suitable for 
agriculturo is not pastoral country. '
2015. What would be a fair size for an agricultural liolding ? With a railway, I think a man would do 
very well on 2,500 acres, if he combined agriculture aud grazing.

Edmund May-Steers, Inspector of Stock, Coouabarahran, sworn, and examined:—
2016. Mr. Watson.] How long have you been here ? Ten years,
2017. Have you held your present position all tbe time ? Yes.
2013. Is the district a sound stock, district? Yes.
2019. Is it suitable for fattening, or chiefly for carrying stores ? Chiefly for carrying stores.
2020. And for breeding ? Yes.
2021. What are the boundaries of your district? From Baradine to Gulargamhone; thence to the 
junction of the Merrygoen Creek ; from there to Leadville, and on to Coolah; and then across the 
mountains to the Tamarang Range; and thence on to Mullaley, and back to Baradine.
2022. Then tho district extends out about 45 miles in every direction from Coonabarabran ? Ye8,ron the 
average. On the 31st December, 1899, there were 840,000 sheep, and 18,000 large cattle in the district.
2023. I suppose part of the district suffered from drought during the last few years ? It has suffered
very slightly. '
2024. 1 suppose they have suffered out towards Gulargamhone ? The drought has been bad there, but 
not so bad as in other places. There have been no losses of stock through the drought.
2025. How did stock round about Coonabarabran fare during the recent dry seasons? This year is the
worst year they have had since 1 have been in the district. ‘
2026. Havo there been any large losses this year ? I do not think there have been anv losses yet; but
there is a possibility oi loss if the rain docs not soon come. ’ "
2027. Generally speaking, this district has escaped ihe drought which has affected other disiricts? Yes ; 
and when they have had droughts in other parts, sheep have come here for agistment.
2028. What has been tho trend of tho stock traffic through tho district;—has it been towards New 
England ? Yos; store stock have gone iu that direction. The back country people send their steel:

‘ L through

E,May-Steers. 
9/M^1900.
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Jt.lfnT-Stcers. through hero for grass to New England; and the New England people come to this district to buv sheen 
9,T'"~A-‘r'o to stock up with. "

• ajj 0. 2029. "Where is the store stock mostly fattened—in New England, or on the Liverpool Plains? On the 
Liverpool Plains, ' '
2030. AVould the proposed line be used to any eident for cross-countrv traffic? Not to a great extent.
The country through which it passes is practically always good, aud owners will not truck store sheep if 
they can travel them. "
2031. Eoes much fat stock go through the district, on its way to Muswellbrook or the Northern line? 
Tes. It goes chiefly to Aberdeen or to Elemington.
2032. Where does it come from ? Prom the PiUiga, Walgett, and Coonamble districts.
2033. That stock would not use the proposed Hue to any exteut ? No.
2034. Ifc would be much better for the holders in the north-weslcrn district, if they wished to use the
railway, to drive in towards Narrabri ? Yes. *
2035. They would not drive half way and truck the rest ? No. Some of the stock-owners in the Narrabri 
district drive right through to Mudgee and Itylstone in good seasons to truck to Plemington.
2036. Towards Werris Creek the line would probably be used for the conveyance of fat stock ? The
people close to the line would use it. J
2037. "Where does tho fattening country commence, going towards Werris Creek? It starts about 
Eockgedgiel.
2038. Then it is likely that the 50 miles of line at the Werris Creek end would be used for tho conveyance 
of fat stock ? I believe so, though .1 do uot know that part of the country well.
2039. Would a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra be more largely used for stock traffic than a line from 
Wellington to Werris Creek ? Only in bad seasons.

" 2040. 11 might be used, then, for moving starving slock ? Yes.
2041. Otherwise you do not think there would be much difference? No ; 1. think that the people who 
fatten stock would cross that line to go on to Mudgee.
2042. It has been suggesled that the Mudgee line might be extended out towards Merrygoen;—do vou 
think that such a line will attract more fat stock? Not to any large extent: uot so much as if tho lino 
were taken right out to Coonabarabran.
2043. Why should people truck stock at Coonabarabran ralher than at Narrabri—that is, stock coming 
from tlie north-west ? I think Iho distance would be less from Narrabri. Then, too, drovers could hold 
back their stock at Coonabarabran and keep it on the Crown lands, trucking it when they liked.

John Taylor, farmer and carrier, sworn, aud examined :—■
J. Taylor, 2014. Mr. Shepherd.'] How far is your place from Coonabarabran ? Tlireo miles.

—a—2045. What is the extent of it ? J have purchased 45 acres; hut I also hold laud for grazin'1 nurnoses 
9 May, 1900. under annual lease. r 1

2046. How much land have you under annual lease ? 640 acres.
2047. How long have you been residing here ? Since 1859.
2048. I suppose that as a carrier you have a thorough knowledge of the country ? A pretty good know
ledge. We bought our present place iu April, 1860. There was no farming then ; but people grew a 
little wheat for their own use, and ground it themselves. Afterwards we began to take our wheat to 
Mudgee, and to bring back the flour.
2049. Where is your principal market now ? My principal market is at Coonabarabran.
2050. Aro yon acquainted with the country between Wellington and Wcrria Creek ? With part of it;
but I do not know the route right through from one end to the other. ’
2051. "Will you describe the country so far as you know it, within 15 miles of the proposed line ? Erom
Werris Creek coming this way the country is good for the first 50 miles; good "razincr and 'mod amflcul- tural country. o o o D
2052. On both sides of the line ? Yes, most, of it.
2053. Is it good for agriculture chiefly ? Some of it is good for agriculture, and some for grazing.
2054. Eoughly speaking, what would the proportions be ? About one-third would be fit for amaculture
and the rest would be good grazing country. ° ’
2055. What is the character of the next 40 miles of country ? About a fourth of it would bo fit for 
agriculture. Some of it is very good land ; but other parts" arc only second or third class land. The

. balance varies from good or fair pastoral country to poor country. "
2056. The first 50 miles arc better than the next 40 ? Yes. ‘ Then on towards Wellington the land' improves. &
2057. What proportion of it is fit for cultivation ? About half.
2058. Have you done any farming yourself ? J have been farming for nearly thirty years.
2059. All about this neighbourhood ? Yes, in this neighbourhood'.
2060. What has been the result? With the exception of one season I have alwavs got a cron That was
inl8i7. ■'
2061. What is your average yield ? Erom 16 to 20 bushels to the acre. Last year the average yield was
about 18 bushels. ° *
2062. Have you always grown wheat? I have grown oats and corn. I have obtained as many as 50 bushels or corn to the acre.
2063. And how much hay ? As many as 2 tons to the acre ; but that was an exceptionally good crop.
An average crop is about a ton to tho acre. '
2064. In what way would the district benefit by the construction of the proposed line ? The country out 
irom Coonabarabran would not benefit by the construction of the proposed line unless a branch line were 
brought to Coonabarabran itself. The town is situated in the most barren part of tho district, and the 
best laud lies to the east and west of it, while there is good land to the south, and some to the north, 
which, if the produce could be sent away, could be brought into use. Tho country io the north is very 
sandy; but there are many patches of 300 or 44)0 acres which would grow wheat, corn, and other crops."
2065. The cost of carting produce to the railway station now prevents people from farming ? Ye®, that

price combined. I have wheat at the present time which 1 am using and selling for horse-
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20(5(5. \Vh;it is the ircight to the nearest market? ] think it would cost about Is.a bushel to send wheat 
to the railway. The only way in whicli our farmers can make anything is by taking flour out west; but 
there arc so many of them doing that now that they have a job in getting buyers. _ _
2007. Is tho land sufficiently good io cuable you to compete successfully with growers in other districts ? 
Yes ;i[ we had railway faciliiies. •
20(58. "What is the cost of road-ciirringe on goods per ton? iliVom Gunnedah, about 3s. a cwt.; andfrom 
Mudgee, from 3s. (id. to 4s. a ewl, ; but 1 tbink it is cheapest to bring things through Quirindi, because 
of tbe savins in railway freight.
20(59. Go the people in the district seem inclined to go in Fur cultivation ? great many of them would 
iro in partly tor cultivation and partly for crops if there were u railway. Those who carry sheep and 
farm a little do better than those who only farm, because they are able to use their poorer land, which 
otherwise they could not use for grazing. _ _
2070. What would he a sufficiently large holding for a mixed farm? I think nothing less than about 640
acres; that would he a small holding. .
2071. A good hardworking man could make a fair living on (hat area ? \e3: if he liad facilities for getting 
rid of his produce.
2072. At what distance from a railway could a man farm successfully ? At not more than 20 miles.
2073. That would take him two days to deliver his produce ? Yes; a day in and a day out.
2074. As a rule do Ihe small seltlers live entirely on their holdings, or do they exist by taking contracts? 
Those who havo verv small holdings lake contracts, and when they cannot gel' any work Io do they use 
their time in improving their land. J have onlv 45 ai'i'c?. and I manage to make a living, but it is chiefly 
by working elsewhere.
2075. Are ihe sdtllcrs pretty prosperous where they are near a railway? Settlers near a railway are
more comfortable than those further off, because they can turn their produce into ready money without 
loss of lime. When we grow hay or wheat we havo often to keep it six months before we can turn it- 
into money. ■
2076. Go the settlers in this district live pretty confortably ? Tes: where they keep cows. 1 favour tlie 
proposed route mure than any other, because 1 hope that at some time wc may gel a branch line from it 
to Coonabarabran. The Curlewis-Gilgandra line would not servo the country at nil. At Werris Creek 
you are right on tho Northern line: but at Curlewis jou are a long way from it.
2077. Would the proposed line be largely used for moving starving stock in bad seasons ? Yes ; but we 
mav not havo bad seasons for a long time I think, however, that the proposed line would get a^good 
share of the stock traffic whether the seasons were good or bad ; and there might be a good deal of timber 
traflic.
2078. Is there a good supply of timber? Yes; out to Ihe north aud north-west.

J..Taj lor.

s^Toq.

Thomas Deans, farmer and grazier, Coonabarabran, sworn, and examined :—
2079. jLfr. McFarlane.'] I understand that you are au old resident of the district ? 1 settled here iu 1863. T. DamE.
2080. Have you been residing here ever since ? Yes; within 25 miles of the town. —"a
2081. Have you a good general knowledge of tbe district and ifs capabilities ? 1 have a fair know- 9 May> 1900,
ledge of it.
2082. Have you had anv experience of other districts? 1 lived near Hartley for seven years.
2083. Is the land in this district good agricultural land ? Some of it is very good, though some of it is 
inferior. In places you might get 400 or 500 acres of good land, and in other places only 30 or 40 acres.
2084. Whore it is not suitable tor agriculture, it is suitable for grazing ? Ves. •
2085. In all cases ? Yes. ^
2086. Do you endorse what has been said about tlie proportion of grazing and agricultural land ? Yes ;
I endorse what evidence L havo heard. _ _
2087. Do you think that the construction of the proposed railway will benefit this part of tbc district?
1 consider that it would benefit a great deal of it. .1 have had a good deal of experience in bringing goods 
into tho district during the last five or six years, and I prefer to bring them from Quirindi. ^
2088. Do you think that the proposed line would be better than a Hue from Curlewis to Gilgaudra ? Yes.
2089. If a line were constructed from Wellington to Werris Creek or Dubbo, would it iuduce a number
of people to settle in tbc district? I think so ; though 1 do not know much about the land between 
Cobborah and Wellington. . '
2090. Do you know the Werris Creek country ? Yes; it is very good country. _
2091. Do you think tho Coonabarabran district would be too far from tho proposed line to allow farmers
to make use of it ? 1 do not think so. ‘ ■
2092. In what direction is your liolding from Coonabarabran ? It is S miles from the town, in an easterly 
direction.
2093. Do you think that yon could farm profitably if the proposed railway were constructed ? Yes ; and 
1 would send my produce, stock, and wool to the railway.
2094. Do you grow wheat? I grow all sorts of things, including peas and pumpkins.
2095. Do you think various crops could be successfully grown in the district generally? I think so; 
and they might be used for fattening stock. Pumpkins, for instance, might be used in that way.
209G. Have you found farming profitable? Tes.
2097. Do you grow much wheat? 1 have about 70 acres under wheat.
2098- What is your average yield per acre ? In a fair average season, from 18 to 20 bushels to the acre.
I have received as much as 30 bushels to the acre, and my lowest yield has been 15 bushels.
2099. Mr. Shepherd.] What vegetables do you grow ? Peas and pumpkins ; and f also grow corn, wheal, 
barley, and potatoes. I grow pumpkins for my milking cows.
2100. Have you grown turnips ? No: I cannot grow them.
2101. What has been the average yield of your various crops ? 1 have had from 15 to 20 bushels of peas
to the acre, and, in. good seasons, from 15 to 20 tons of pumpkins to the acre, while in other seasons I 
have not got a ton.
2102. Do you grow fruit? 1 have sonic fruit-trees, but they are not in a good position, they aro down 
on the banks of the river, and the frost kills the fruit.

2103.
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T.Desns. 2103, Vice-Chairman.'] What are the general rates o£ freight on your store goods? ! pay £4 IGs. 9d, a 
ton to bring goods from Wydney to my place. Of that amount £2 is paid to the teamster, 2s. Gd. is 

ay, Bt)0, commission, and the balance is steamer freight from Svdncv to Morpeth, and rail from there to Quirindi. 
2104. By what other route do you get goods ? 1 also get goods from Mudgeo. The road carriage from 
31udgee would-cost I have got a few things from Gurmodab, but that road is too expensive.
210-j. Are the rates dearer now? Yes. 1 have to pay £3 now to bring tilings from Qnirindi, whereas I 
used only to pay £2. As a rule, the Mudgeo carriers have to feed their animals, while the Quirindi 
carriers can depend upon the grass and kurrajoug trees along the road. .

TIfUllSDAY. 10 MAY, 1900.

"The Committee met at Mr, McMasfrr's residence, “Moreen," at Sjo.m.]
■ Jdrrscnt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS LICK', Bstj. (Vice-Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lixdksay Crawford Shepherd, j Bohkiit Henry Levies, Esq,
.Ions Christian Watson, Esq. j john MoEarlane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Wellington to
Morris Creek.

.Tames Mair Alison, grazier, Oakey Creek, made an affirmation, and was examined:—
J. M. Alifoii. 210(i. Vice-Chairman? How is Oakey Creek situated with respect to the proposed railway ? ft is about
,—--- , 75 miles from Werris Creek and 102 miles from Dubbo. ■

10 May, 1900. 2107. What is the extent of your holding ? Between 30,000 acres and 40,000 acres.
2108. Would much of the land on Oakey Creek be suitable for agriculture if there were a railway near 
to it ? Ho ; we have had a great deal of trouble in growing enough hay to feed our own horses.
2109. What has the trouble been due to ? To the'want of rain at the proper season.
2110. As a rule rain does not fall at such times as would render agriculture profitable in the district 
around Oakey Creek ? In the little paddock which wc have, we only get a good crop of buy about once 
in three vears.
2111. What is the country like to the east and to the west of your holdings ? The country between
here and Merrygoen is had—mostly iron-bark scrub. It is very bad pastoral country.
2112. Do you think it has any agricultural possibilities? I do not think the sandy country is good for
anything. It cannot last long without manure. From here to Mundooran the country is very bad.
2113. Would Ihe construction of the proposed line confer much benefit upon the pastoralists along the 
route by giving them a more speedy and certain means of conveyance ? The wool that goes from 
Weetalibah goes straight to Mudgeo now by road, and, of course, the proposed railway would take it away 
more quickly, but I do not think it would take it away more cheaply. From here to Mudgoe is 90 miles, 
and from Mudgce to Sydney is 190 miles. From here to Dubbo, however, is 100 miles, and from Dubbo 
to Sydney is nearly 300 miles, a much greater distance ; so that I think no one could afford to send round 
by way of Dubbo.

- 2114. One reason which has been urged in support of the line is that!1 it would afford facilities for
■ speedier intercommunication between the Horthern, Southern, and Western main trunk lines, and will, 

therefore, tend to create increased traffic —what products are likely to be interchanged between the 
North and North-western and the Western and Southern lines, if the proposed railway be constructed ?

■ I do not see how there can be any interchange at all.
2115. The distance to Sydney from Morven, aia Mudgee, ia 280 miles, and via Wellington 328 miles, a 
difference of 40 miles in favour of the Mudgee route ? Yes, and there would be another 40 miles in 
favour of the Mudgeo route on the way back.
2116. It has been urged that the proposed railway might he used for the transport of starving stock to 
the New England country ? When the proposed lino was first mooted Sir John Robertson had the idea 
that the starving stock on the Macquarie could be sent to New England and Liverpool Plains country, 
which at that time was all cattle country; but now the New England country has all been fenced in, and 
has been drained, and wbat land is not used by the stockowners there is taken up by the large flocks of 
starving sheep which come from the Moree district. Country which formerly used to produce foot-rot 
has been so much improved by drainage that it is now often overstocked, so that last year hundreds of 
sheep died round about Moree, because they could not be received in the New England country, and the 
Moree district is nearer to New England than this district.
2117. Would many consignments of fat stock be sent along the proposed line to Sydney ? Ido not 
think so. You could not take stock around by Dubbo and Wellington to Sydney, because it would be 
too expensive. The stock from this district would all go to Mudgee.
2118. They carry fat stock from Bourke to Sydney? Sometimes ; but at Bourke they have no choice in 
the matter, though they find the carriage very expensive. Fat stock come lo Bourke from Queensland,
2119. As a rule, whore are fat stock sent from this district'? Very often to Quirindi; but I think that 
most of them go to Mudgee.
2120. You do not think that the construction of the proposed line would alter the trend of the traffic? I
am nure that it would not. .
2121. Apart from its military value, am I right in concluding that you see little or no advantage in the 
construction of the proposed line ? I cannot see that it would do any good. The country will have to 
pay for it, and there will be no traffic on it. '
2122. It has been suggested in connection with ibis and other lines that the landholders of this district 
should make an annual contribution towards the reduction of any loss on working. Gould you afford to 
make such a contribution ? I should not like to make any promise on the subject.
2L23. Could a landholder afford to pay as much as he now pays in land-tax for such a purpose? I should 
not like to pay another land-tax, and I do not think other landholders would. ,
2124. Can you suggest any other line which would serve this district better than that proposed ? I think 
that a line out from Mudgee would be the best. 2125.
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2125. For wbat; reason would you urge the construction of that line ? l?or every reason. _ J. M. Alison.
212G. AVould it open up better country ? It would go through good country. There is no better farming 20 MnviMO
country in the Colony than that between Mudgee and Itedbank. r ■ '
2127. Jlo you think that such a Hue would serve the country bettor than the proposed line f \es; except
that the proposed line might be of advantage for military purposes, though, I think, that a line from 
Muswellbrook through Cassilis, and Kedbank to Mudgee, would do as well for tho transport of troops, 
and such a line would bring us closer to Sydney. ■ 1 1
2128. Mr. Wff/son.] If a lino were constructed from Mudgee to Kedbank. where could it ho taken 
afterwards, if it were thought advisable to extend it ? J t could bo taken straight out. There is a loss of 
£18,000 or £20,000 a year on the Mudgee line now ; but if that line were taken on to Coonamblo the
loss would disappear. _ . 1 1 t2120, A line has been sanctioned from Dubbo to Coonnmble: that being so, which would be the best 
direction to extend the Mudgee line from Itedbank ? Through Redbauk, and then on in a direction which 
would keep Coouabarabran about 30 miles to the cast.
21.30. Is not the country west of Coonabnrabran rather rough ? It is good healthy country, and farmers 
would do well there with 2,000 acres or 3,000 acres, and by keeping a few sheep. ^
2131. Hut would not the lino be an expensive one to make after it got past Merrygoen? What does it
matter wbat the expense is, if you have produce to carry on it. _
2132. However, in the meantime, you suggest that a, line should be taken from Mudgee as far as
Hedbank ? Yes ; that would go through the best of the country. i
2133. Mr. Shepherd.} What sort of country is there along the route of the proposed line? There is a
very narrow strip of good country between Wellington and Cobborali ; but, after that, the country which 
the proposed line will go through is as bad as it can be, t
2131. What would be the width of the strip of good country that you speak of? That strip of country 
is not very wide. In the olden times they always kept out of the bad country. From Wellington to 
Cobburah is nice farming country; but. the good' country is very narrow.
2135. From Cobborali coming this way what is the country like? There are a good many good, patches 
going through Mundooran; but generally tho country is not good. There is not much agricultural 
country there. . ,
2130. What would be the carrying capacity of most of the land so far as you know it ? It is not very 
great. Resides, that country is grass-seed country, and you cannot lamb good sheep on it.
2137. Do you think that if tho proposed railway were constructed people would be encouraged to settle 
on the Land ns agriculturists ? I think [that if you took a railway anywhere some people would settle 
upon the laud through which it went; but the question always arises ;' Is there not better land to go 
through. _ _ ,
2L3S. Do you think that the construction of a railway would increase the traffic of the district to such an 
extent as to wipe out a deficiency of £18,000 a year? I do not. _ _
2130. You do not think it is 'desirable to construct the proposed line? I do not. "Where is the 
passenger traffic to come from. There is no population in the district. I think that before a line is 
constructed tbero should be a population to be served by it; and I am sure that if the proposed line is 
made it will be a national loss. In Melbourne they have seen the folly of constructing lines that will 
not pay. ■
2140. Vice-Gkairmaii.} With regard to the stock traffic from other districts to Yew Fngland, what has
been the history of that traffic, so far as this distract has been concerned? AVb have bad to remove our 
sheep only once in thirty years. The stock which has been taken to A ew Fmglaud m such numbers was 
taken there to stock up the country after it bad been depleted by a drought. They were sent there by 
Mr. Green and other people from districts to the south of us, and some 200,000 sheep went there. That 
was about throe years ago. Of course, small flocks of sheep have gone to tire district at other times 
through this district. _ _
2141. Could a considerable number of sheep have passed through this district without your knowledge ? 1
do not think so. The New Hugland holders have often to buy sheep. In some parts of Yew England they 
cannot lamb sheep, and they have to come and buy our store wethers. They take two or three fleeces 
off the sheep that they buy, and then they send them away to be fattened; but that traffic is not 
considerable. We buy their store wethers to fatten down here. _
2142. Would that traffic increase with the construction of the proposed railway? The construction of 
the proposed railway would not alter it a bit. It hurts sheep more to send them 100 miles by train than 
to drive them that distance, unless, of course, the season is very dry.

John McMaster, grazier, Bimiia, sworn, and examined:—■
2113. Mr. McFarlane.} Have you a good general knowledge of the district through which the proposed J. McMaster. 
line would pass ? I know- the country in the immediate vicinity of Morven and on towards the Ycithern 
line ; but I do not know the country towards AVellington. _ *0 ^a,T> 1900
2141. How would you class the land within 20 miles of the proposed line ? From here on to Werris 
Creek there is a great deal of good agricultural land.
2145. Is the balance of the land suitable for pastoral purposes ? Yes.
2145. Is the pastoral industry a profitable one in this district ? Yes.

- ' - ~ ~ Yes; it is both good fatteniug country and good wool-2147. Is the country good fattening country 
growing country.
2118. Is it suitable for both cattle and sheep ? 
2149. is much of the land between here and 
quantity.

Yes.
Werris agriculturists ? Yes, a fair

end ?
Creek occupied by 

Yes, and I think that the area under cultivation is "being2150. Principally at the Werris Creek
extended. _ _
2151. Is there much land in the leasehold areas wdiicb are shortly to be thrown open for selection suitable
for agriculture, but uncultivated ? So far as I know there is not a great deal. _ _
2152. Would the construction of the proposed railway tend to increase the area of cultivation in the
district ? .1 think so.

2153.
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J. McMaster. 2153. Which would serve the district better, tho proposed line, or a line from Mudgeo ? The proposed 
n line. It would he a national line, connecting our Northern and Western railway systems.

■ay, 900. 2154. Would it benefit the district as much as a line from Mudgee would? I do not think it would 
benefit it quite as well, though I do not think there is much difference between them in that, respect. A 
line from Mudgee would be more beneficial, as being a more direct line to Sydney.
2155. Would the proposed line suit the traffic from this district to the north-west districts and to New 
England better than any other ? Most decidedly.
2L5G. .Is there any considerable stock traffic between New England and the north-western districts and 
the district lying between Werris Creek and tho Western line ? A few years ago over 200,000 sheep 
passed Bimiia within the space of a fortnight or three weeks on their way to New England to grass.
2157. IE the proposed railway were constructed would it be used for the conveyance of stock ? I think 
so. There would be times when the stock would be compelled to travel by rail. The stock that I refer 
to were hardly able to travel, and I think that if there had been a railway they would have taken it.
2158. Would you send stock by railway if you were near to it ? Yes. If I had a lot of valuable stock, 
which I wanted to send somewhere to grass, I should certainly truck them there,
2159. Do you send away many fat stock ? Yes, a good many.
21G0. Where is your market for fat stock ? Uomebush.
2161. Where do you truck them from ? Tho sheep that wc send from the Liverpool Plains we truck 
from Quirindi, and sheep coming from holdings nearer this way we truck at Mudgeo or Luc.
21G2. If the proposed lino were constructed, would you truck at the nearest railway station, or would 
you continue to drive to Quirindi and Mudgeo ? There are times when wo should use the line, but at 
other times we might not. It is all a question of expense. At the present time wre have only to send 
stock 50 miles to get them to Quirindi, whereas, if we used the proposed line, wo should have to send 
them a long way round.
21G3. How far is your homestead from the route of the proposed railway ? I suppose not more than G 
or 7 miles. We should only have to send our stock a few miles from Bundella to get to tho line station, 
so that in all probability wc should use the railway there.
2164. Would people living along the route use the proposed railway, or would they drive their stock and 
their sheep to Mudgeo ? I think they would use ihe line.
21G5, What crops is this district chieily suited for ? Wheat and corn.
2166. How would the agricultural area in this district compare with the wheat-growing land which you 
have seen in other districts? A great part of it would not be as good as the land in other districts.
21G7. If the proposed railway were constructed would it opcu up for settlement a large area which is not 
now settled upon ? No doubt it would in time increase settlement.
2168, Vice-Chairman.'] Have you any agricultural land on your holding ? Yes, a small area, I have 
only grown crops for iny own use. "
21G9. What yield do you usually get ? During the last few years the yield has been very small; but in 
some seasons we have had a good yield.
2170. Year in and year out, wbat sort of crops do you get ? 1 have never grown wheat for grain.
2171. What is a fair average return for hay? 1 have obtained 2 Ions to the acre.
2172. What is the rainfall on your land ? From 24 to 25 inches.
2173. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you start agricultural operations on a larger scale ? 
In all probability 1 should.
2174. Would you lease any land on the halves system ? I should bo inclined to lease land on the halves 
system.
2175. Where is Binnia ? Bimiia is about 4 miles from Oakey Creek, and within a few miles of tho
proposed line. It is 75 or 78 miles from Werris Creek. Another property in which I am interested is 
Bundella, which is 25 miles nearer Werris Creek than Binnia. My father has also a propertv near 
Coolah. ' '
2176. What is the average carrying capacity of your Binnia property ? About 40,000 acres there carrv
from 25,000 lo 30,000 sheep. * "
2177. That is, taking the bad and good land together? Yes.
2178. Is yours fair average country ? I should say that it would be better than the average.
2179. Is that because it has been improved, or because the land is better ? I think that the land itself is 
bettor than the average.
2180. Mr. Watson,] Do you think it would pay freeholders along the route to make a contribution towards 
reducing any deficiency upon the working of the railway ? Ido not think so, I should not be prepared 
to make such a contribution.
218]. Do you not think that the railway would be worth a penny per acre per annum to vou ? I should 
not like lo promise to pay anything. Agriculture is a thing which can very soon'be overdone.

. ■ ' 2182. It seems pretty evident that New South Wales growers will soon have to take the prices paid for
. . wheat in the markets of the world ; do you think that they can grow wheat at those prices and pay 10s,
i , or lls. a ton to send it to Newcastle or Sydney ? I could not say.

2183. Is this as good wheat country as, say, the Narrandcra country ? I could nob say ; but I dare say 
that part of the land in this district is equally good. I should think there would ho plenty of agricultural 
land in the district. ,

mil) AY,
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FRIDAY, 11 MAY, 1800.
IThe Committee met at “ The Flags" Hotel, Bomera, at 12'30p.m.]

J3rrsent:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

Tho Hod. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. ! Robert Henry Levien, Esq.
John Christian Watson, Esq. [ John McFarlane, Esq.

Tho Committee further eoDsidered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington
to Werris Creek,

Donald McGillivray, station manager, Romera, sworn, and examined:—
2184. Ficc-Chairman.] How far is Bomera from the route of the proposed line? The route passes 
through the run, and the homestead would be about 5 miles from tbe nearest point on it.
2185. What is the area of Bomera holding ? I supervise 150,000 acres.
2186. In one holding ? Yes.
2187. What is the average carrying capacity of the run ? The secured land, which comprises an area of
30.000 acres, carries about a sheep to the acre, and the leased land, of which there is about 115,000 acres, 
carries, I suppose, 3,500 cattle, which are equal to about 27,000 sheep.
2188. Is that part of the run devoted to cattle P Yes ; we do not carry sheep on that land.
2189. How much of the whole run, taking secured and leased land together, is suitable for agriculture P
1 consider that there is 20,000 acres of good land fit for wheat-growing. ’ -
2190. ]s any of the leased laud lit for agriculture? Of the leased land on tho Blandtyre, I suppose,
25.000 acres are fit for wheat.

D.
McGillivray,

11 May,! 900.

2191. What is the difference between the leased laud and the secured land P There is very little differ
ence. Taking it on the whole, I think tho leased land is quite as good as the secured laud—that is tbe
25,000 acres on tho Blandtyre.
2192. Have you tested any part of the agricultural laud on the secured area ? Merely for growing hay.
2193. What was the average yield which you got ? I have been here three years, and during that time I 
have cultivated about 18 acres for station purposes, and have obtained about 3 tons of hay to the acre. 
Those years have been bad years.
2104, \\ hat is the average rainfall at Bomera ? During tho last three years it has been about 23 inches. 
Before that it was greater. .
2195. Hew far is Bomera from the nearest railway station ? It is 51 miles from G-uunedah and 62 from Quirindi.
2196. What is the average freight to and from Quirindi? Two shillings per cwt. At the present time they want 3s. 6d. per cwt., because of the drought.
2197. Is that the charge for both inward and outward traffic? That is what they want for bringing thingsout; I have not had anything sent in. a n a

2198. What is the country between hero and Werris Creek like ? It is suitable for both agricultural and
pastoral pursuits. The black soil country is not so reliable for wheat as the bos country, but a greatpart 
of it is very suitable for cultivation, and there are large farms on it. One gentleman has 6.000 acres under 
cultivation close to the route of the proposed line. '
2199. Where is that ? On “ 4D” holding.
2200. Would tho country between Bomera and Werris Creek support close settlement if there were a railway? Yes.
2201. How many acres of it would support a family In decent comfort? 400 acres, if the land were cultivated.
2202. Would it be necessary to devote the land exclusively to agriculture, or would it be better for a 
settler to go in for mixed farming ? Mixed faming would bo safer.
2203. How many acres would be sufficient if a man went in for mixed fanning ? I should think about 040 acres.
2204. How much Crown land is there available within 20 miles of the proposed railway ? The 25,000 
acres on the Blandtyre, to which f have already referred, has been surveyed, and the land is now waiting 
to be balloted for. The Ho,000 acres of Crown land in the Bomera holding is all within 25 miles of the route ol the proposed line.
2205. Is it a fact that the greater part of the best land along the route of the proposed line has been 
secured and is now m the hands of private owners ? A great deal of the land has been secured.
220t>. Do you think that if the proposed line were constructed the owners of land in the district would 
go m for agriculture, either by themselves, or ou the halves system ? We are prepared to offer 20,000 acres 
ir T' ®ecVrc^yan“- *or cultivation on tbe halves system. The people who own Bomera also own 
Kentucky, m Itiverma, and they have had as much as 15.000 acres under cultivation there. If the 
proposed Imc is made I shall have instructions to work in that way.
2207. Is the share system being practised in this district? Yes, to some extent; but I cannot tell you 
how much. In Riveruia we take a bag to tbe acre, and the farmers only have the laud while it is under crop ; at other times we have it for sheep.
•2208. Hr, Watson.] Is a bag an acre all you get for your share ? Yes ; but the farmers pay for clearing the land. L J °
2209. Vice-Chairman,] Wbat market would you expect for your produce if von went in for agricultural
pursuits ? The general colonial market and tho world's market. '
2210. You do not look for a market out towards Moree and Walgett? I should not expect to send a
great deal out there, though a little might go there. ■
w?11!. ai-haS beCI1 urEc<|- that^the proposed line would form a connecting link between the Northern, the 
iSorth-M estern, and the Western railway systems;—would vou lind a market in those districts? 
J\o doubt W e grow lucerne here splendidly, and we should liud a market for it in the Bourke district 
aud m the northern districts. The proposed line would also be used for the transport of sheep 
backwards and forwards. During the first two years that I was here 326,000 sheep passed through 
Bomera, travelling for grass. 2212
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T) 2212. Where did tlicy come from ? Ifyom Nflrrabri and that district. Some were going towards Mudgee 
McGillivray. other lots were going towards Rew .England.

2213. Is that traffic likelv to bo permanent, or was it onlv the result of the drought ? It was the resultof the drought. ‘ 1 ’
2214. If the proposed railway were constructed, would it he used by stock travelling for grass? 1 am 
sure that it would. A flock of 12,000 sheep which passed this place took four days to go 10 miles, and men 
were skinning the sheep that could not travel all the way along the road. That sorb of thing has happened 
even this year.
2215. Mr. Shepherd.'] Is not the case you refer to an isolated one ? Tes ; that happened because of the 
drought. The sheep were splendid sheep, but they were in a very had way.
2210. Vice-Chairman.] For what purposes would lucerne he bought in the western district? To feed 
sheep. They often have to feed their sheep out there.
2217. I suppose they would only feed valuable stud sheep? They sometimes feed paddock sheep, too.
221S. How long would it pay to feed ordinary sheep ? Wo are well aware that it does not pay to feed 
them, but I am afraid io say bow many months the sheep have been fed at Canonbar, though at very large 
expense.
2219. Is it not a fact that the feeding of sheep in times of drought has proved so unprofitable that it is 
not likely to be again indulged iu, except to save valuable stud sheep? I do not know. I have not had 
to feed sheep here, though we have had to feed them on Kentucky.
2220. Ho you know the country from Bomera towards "Wellington, on the route of tho proposed line ? I 
know the country between Bomera and Coolah. That country is very like the country here.
2221. Do you think there would be much agricultural produce sent from that district if there were a 
railway ? I.am sure of it. The production of the district would he increased tenfold if there were a 
railway. The Commissioners’ estimate of revenue seems to me an absurdly low one. If there were 
.15,000 acres under crop in the district, and only a very low yield were obtained, at fhc rates that we have 
to pay for carriage now the railway revenue would be something like £20,000. At the present time it 
costs us Is. 2d. a bushel to send wheat from here to Quirindi.
2222. All that the railway would get for haulage for that distance would be about Ad. a bushel? If wc 
could get our grain carried for that price, we should bo able to cultivate.
2223. You are of opinion that, even if the railway does not pay, there will be a considerable increase of 
settlement in this part of the country after it has been made ? Yes; the 25,000 acres already referred to 
would mostly be put under cultivation. "Wc should lose our 115.000 acres of leased land ; but then wc 
could make much more use of tho 36,000 acres of secured land.
2224. Do you think that, in order to obtain a railway, the landholders in this district would be prepared 
to contribute towards making good any deficiency in revenue as much as they now pay in land-tax, the 
contributions to be reduced as the deficiency disappeared? I should think so. I should advise it, and I, 
could pretty safely promise that my principals would agree to it.
2225. Do you think that the land required for a railway could be obtained from tbe landholders free of 
cost ? I am of opinion that it could. 1 think that they would all give their land ; I am sure that the 
Government would get our land,
2226. Mr. McVarlane.] Do you send your fat stock to the Sydney market ? Tes; I send them to 
Quirindi and truck them there; but the stock route is so bad at the present time that I cannot send my 
fat stock away at all.
2227. How long does it take to travel sheep to Quirindi ? It takes us three weeks to get sheep from here 
to the saleyards at Domebush.
2228. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you use the nearest railway station to send your 
fat stock from it ? Yes; it would never pay to drive sheep past the railway.
2229. Would other owners truck their fat stock at the nearest station ? Yes; everyone would. There 
is a man iu the Harrabri district who travels some of his fat stock ; but I do not think it ever pays.
2230. Do you send much fat stock away. I sent nearly 8,000 fat stock away one year. That was a fairly 
good season, although we only got 17‘6 inches of rain.
2231. Do many other stock-owners send fat stock away ? The proposed line will he nearer to Bando 
holding than G-unnedah is,—and they have sent 63,000 fat sheep from that station in one season alone, 
Ho one who had fat stock would travel them, where they could take the train.
2232. Vice-Chairman.] Which would suit this district best,—a connection with Dubbo, or a connection, 
with Wellington? I do not see that it would make much difference to the district; but from what I 
know of the country, a connection with Wellington would be more advantageous lo the Colony at large. 
For one thing, it would give a straightor route to Melbourne.
2233. Mr. SiiepheriV] On what terms would yon offer your 25,000 acres if you went in for the share 
system ? I think on the consideration we received a bag an acre.
2234. What facilities do _ymi afford men for settling on the land;—in some places seed is provided ? My 
principals provide seed. If a man is very poor, and has horses and labour but not sufficient money to 
buy wheat for feed, they supply him with wheat, and get it back when the crop comes up.
2235. Would a bag an acre be taken in full satisfaction of the landlord’s claim ? Yes; but the tenants 
would have to clear the land. We lend them money if they find it necessary to employ labour to assist 
in clearing it.
2236. What interest is charged on that money ? 5 per cent.
2237. For how many years is the land leased? For four years. During the last year, when the farmer 
is putting in his wheat, we also provide lucerne seed for him to sow.
2238. But when the fourth crop is taken off the farmer has to give up the land? Yes.
2239. Do yon think that in four years a man would recoup himself for the expense of clearing the land ? 
Yes.
2240. What is about the average costof clearing land ? It would take about 5s, an aero for average country.
2241. Mr. JVa/son.] That is when the timber is dead? Yes : the timber has all been rung years ago.
2242. Vice-Chairman,] I understand that you know a great deal about Australian countrv ;—how would 
you describe the Bando country ? The Bando country is the best in Australia for fattening stock quickly. 
It will fatten more stock in a year than any other country will.
2243. Is it good country for breeding purposes ? Yes; it is wonderfully good country for breeding stock,
but it is not so good for wool. 2244.
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224i. What is tbe average weight of a fleece there? About 8| lb.; but the country ia full of trefoil
burrs, 1 should also like to mention that this is one of the best timber districts that I know away from tlcOnlln-ray.
the rivers. Wonderfully good iron-bark and pine grow here, and if the railway were constructed, a great
deal of timber would be sent away by it. Then, too, we have some of the best building stone in tbe * ’ '
Colony—a beautiful white sandstone—and it is easily got.
2245. Is it liable to fret ? Iso ; we have chimneys of it that were built in 1863 still standing.

Charles John Smith, grazier and farmer, Tnmbar Springs, sworn, and examined :—
2246. Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you resided in this district long ? Since 1853. ■ C. J. Smith.
2247. Have you been engaged in farming pursuits ? I have been farming ever since I came here, and I
was brought up on a farm. 1 aJ> ■ ■
2248. What results have yon had from your farming ? I have never grown wheat until the last three 
seasons, though 1 have grown corn and hay for my own use.
2249. How many acres have you had under wheat? About 42 acres last year.
2250. What was the average yield? Between 16 and 17 bushels to the acre last year, and 22 bushels 
the year before.
2251. Where is your market ? Quirindi,
2252. Ho you send any wheat to Sydney ? I have not done so yet.
2253. What distance is your properly from this place ? About 15 miles.
2254. What is the nature of the country in your locality ? The soil is alluvial.
2255. Is a large part of it adapted for agriculture ? All tho land on the creek where I am living is better
suited for agriculture than for anything else.
2256. What does it cost to carry grain to Quirindi ? The usual charge is 2s. a bag ; but I employ my 
own teams.
2257. Wbat yield of com have you obtained ? I have not taken any note of it.
2258. Has corn been successful? Hot during the last twelve months ; but the year before I had a very '
good crop. Last season was tbe worst I ever experienced.
2259. What is the country like between here and Werris Creek, along the route of the proposed line?
There is a lot of agricultural country there.
2260. Is it laud that could be cultivated and settled upon if the railway were constructed ? Tes, and if
it were thrown open for settlement. What keeps us back is the fact that we have no means 'of getting 
our produce away. „
2261. Are many of the people in this district engaged in agriculture? There arc a few where I am 
livine:, but they only cultivate on a small scale. 1 am only cultivating on a small scale ; but if there were 
a railway I should go in largely for agriculture.
2262. Ho you think that would be profitable? It is the only thing for us to do, I think, ■
2263. If tho proposed railway were constructed, would the people here use it for sending their produce 
away ? Tes ; it would be cheaper to use the railway than to send away produce by carts or in waggons.
2264. What is the area of your holding ? 1,300 acres.
2265. How much of your laud would be suitable for agriculture ? 800 acres.
2266. Is your land similar in character to the adjoining laud ? Yes. A number of people would cultivate 
all their land; but I do not believe in the alluvial black-soil country for agriculture, although I have 
several hundred acres of it. It is not as good as the timbered country,
2267. What trees grow on the timbered country ? Apple and box, *
2268. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the owners of the land through which it passed 
give that land to the (lovernment free of cost ? I do not see why they should not.
2269. Would the landholders here be willing to make a contribution of a penny per acre to make good the
estimated deficiency of £18,000 per annum on the working expenses of the railway? We are pretty 
heavily taxed now; we pay £2 an acre for all our land, besides the taxation. At the same time, I should 
not be against making such a contribution, to be sure of obtaining the benefits which the construction 
of a railway would give me. '
2270. What is your experience of the fattening qualities of this district ? Where I am the country is as 
good as you will find in the Colony.
2271. Ho the stock fatten rapidly upon it? Yes.
2272. Both cattle and sheep ? Yes.
2273. Have you had any knowledge of farming in other districts ? Yes; at Wallabadab, 25 miles
from Murrurundi. '
2274. How would this land compare with that for agricultural and pastoral purposes ? Jt is about the 
same. 1 have known paddocks to be under wheat here for thirty years, and to'give as good crops now as 
they did at first.
2275. What is the black-soil country in this district best adapted for? For grazing.
2276. Is it better grazing country that the other country in the district? Yes; but in dry weather it 
cracks and opens up, so that it is not good for agriculture.
2277. How many stock have you ? Very few at present, because I have had no grass for five years. I 
generally hare 100 head of cattle. 400 or 500 head of sheep, 30 or 40 horses, and some milkers.
2278. Where is your market for fat stock ? Maitland.
2279. How do you get them there? 1 drive them to Quirindi, and then truck them,
2280. If the railway were constructed would you use it ? Yes ; I should not drive my sheep a bit further 
than was necessary,
2281. Would others situated similarly to you do the same ? I think so. If they did not they would lose 
money.
2282. Is the agricultural land yon have spoken of heavily timbered ? Yes; but my laud has been ring-
barked for a number of years, and most of the trees have fallen down. '
2283. How much would it cost per acre to dear green timber in this district ? I have had no experience
of clearing green timber. *
2284. What does it cost to clear timber that has been ringbarked ? If it were not too thick, 5s. an acre 
ought to do it.

43—M Frederick
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Frederick John Turner, farmer, grazier, and storekeeper, Tambar Springs, sworn, and examined
t. J. Turner. Q'iSo. Mr. Watson.] HaTe you attempted any cultivation ? Tes; I have grown wheat, and grain, and COr£)
11 May, 1900. 20g(; 'W'ith what result ? I put in an acre of wheat, aud I got 07 bushels olT it,

. 2287, What yield of corn have you had ? 82-£- bushels to the acre from 4i acres. J only cultivated the
land to make a comparison between it and the Wollambi couutr3r.
2288. What year was it that you got your large yield of wheat ? In 187f).
2289. Was that a good season? Yes.
2290. Have you grown hay since ? Yes.
2291. What has been your yield ? About 3 tons to the acre during the last four or five years. Of course, 
we have had droughts here.
2292. Do you think that you would do better than that with a fair season? Yes.
2293. What is the area of your holding? I have a family selection of about 1,200 acres.
2294. How much of your land is as good as that from which you got the large yields which you have
mentioned ? 1,000 acres; it is all agricultural land.
2295. Was the land which you cropped situated on the banks of a creek, or was it specially good? 
There was nothing specially good about it; it is about 2 miles from the creek and about 2 miles from the 
mountains.
2290. How do you regard the country generally round Bomera and Tambar Springs from an agricultural 
point of view ? Bomera is nearly all agricultural country, and so is the Tambar Springs country, whereas 
the Bando country is all grazing country.
2297. Has much of the resumed area of the Tambar Springs holding been taken up ? Yes ; all that has 
been available. There were 1,100 and 1,200 applicants for the blocks last January.
2298. What was the area of those blocks? From 450 to 1,100 acres was the size of homestead selection 
blocks, while tbe settlement lease blocks measured about 3,000 acres.
2299. Was it thought that a man could make a living by agriculture on 450 acres ? Yes. '
2300. How far from a railway is this land? A man taking up that land would be 03 or 04 miles from 
Quirindi.
2301. Do you think that a man could make a living on 450 acres at that distance from a railway ? Ko/ 
Without a railway those people will have to throw up their land. They are Adelaide people, and people 
from other parts of the Colony, who did not inspect the land before they took it np.
2302. Mr. Levien.] Were the successful balloters .Adelaide people ? They were all strangers to me.
2303. Mr. Watson.] If the proposed railway were constructed, would people be able to make a living on
450 acres in this district? Yes. ”
2304. What proportion of land in this district is suitable for agriculture ? About two-thirds.
2305. Is the rainfall here suitable for wheat-growing ? Yes.
2306. Does it fall at the right period of the year for wheat? Yes ; it never fails. Last year was the 
worst we have had; but even then the rain came at the right time, and this year the season has been 
favourable so far.
2307. It has been suggested that if the railway were constructed, some of the large landholders would 
lease laud to agriculturists on tbe share system ;—would many be anxious to take that land ? Yes ; it 
would pay people to take it.
2308. Did you hear Mr. McGillivray’s evidence ? Yes.
2309. Do you think that the teams which he mentioned would be reasonable here ? They are not as good 
as wc have here at the present time, where the landholder clears the land, aud finds the seed for the first 
year, taking one-third of the produce as his share for five, ten, or fifteen years, as agreed upon.
2310. T, suppose those conditions would suit people, inasmuch as it would not be necessary for them to
find capital to clear the land ? Yes. It would' suit small holders better to take up land under those 
conditions than to take up land for themselves. Of the twenty who have taken up land on Bando, near 
my holding, there are fifteen who will not be able to stay there, because they will not have enough capital; 
whereas if the land were cleared for them, and they were provided with seed for the first year, they would 
he all right. 1
2311. Was the timber on the land they took up dead ? Yes. •
2312. What would it cost a man, using bullocks, to drag down trees and to clear that land? From 5s. 
to 12s. Gd. an acre for dead timber, and about 20s, for green timber; but there is very little green timber.
2313. You think that most men have not enough capital to be able to pay for the clearing of any 
considerable area? Yes.
2314. But if they can run a few sheep on the land at first, they will eventually be able to clear it? Yes.
2315. You regard this as a good agricultural district? Yes; it is more fitted for agriculture than for 
grazing. It is only the plain country that I consider fit for grazing proper. I was farming in the 
Wollontbi district for many years, and all I got was from 7 to 11 bushels to the acre ; whereas here I got 
C7 bushels in my first crop, while a neighbour got 48 bushels ; but there is no market for the grain. I 
might mention that I get np about 75 tons of goods a year for my store-
2316. What do you pay for freight between Quirindi and your place ? Three shillings a hundred weight.
2317. Are the rates lower in the wool season ? I do not know ; I only slarted last December ; but 1 do 
not think they are lower then. Perhaps they would vary from 2s. 6d. to 3s.
2318. Do you think landholders here would be willing to contribute something towards making good any 
deficiency on the working of the line ? The station-holders have told mo that they would give what land 
was required for a railway free of cost.
2319. Do you think people could afford to pay as much as they now pay in land tax to help to makegood
any deficiency in working ? I am sure that they could. .

James ^Nicholas O’Eonrke, farmer and grazier, Tambar Springs, sworn, and examined :—
.T. IT. 2320. Mr. Shepherd,] What is the extent of your holding? With my brothers, I hold about 3,000 acres. 

O’Kourkc. 2321. How long have you been in the district ? About thirty years.
''TT"*'—TA 2322. How much land have vou under cultivation ? Pretty well 40 acres between us. 2323.II May, 1900. ■' J
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2323. Is your land conditionally purchased land ? Most of it.
232d, What crops are you growing ? Wheat and corn,
2325. "What yields do you get ? The wheat crop is equal to about 19 bushels to the acre, and the maize 
crop to about 30 bushels; but I have not been growing very long, and the last lew years have been, 
very dry. *
232G. What crops would you be likely to get in a good season ? Forty bushels or more of wheat and 
about the same quantity of maize.
2327. How much of your land is suitable for agriculture? Kearly all of it.
232H. What is about the average size of the holdings in the district? The small holdings range from 
450 acres up to 2,000 acres!
2329. Would there be a largo increase in agriculture if a railway were constructed? Tes ; I think that
a lot of tho recent settlers here will not be able to continue to hold their land if they do not get a 
railway, '
2330. Where do you send your wheat ? To Tam worth.
2331. How many miles is that ? About 100 miles. I truck it from G-unnedah or Curlewis, and the road 
carriage costs me about 2s. a bag.
2332. What is the usual method of clearing land here ? Principally by burning off and digging out the 
roots with pick and shovel.
2333. Wluit is the cost of clearing per acre? I think land can be cleared for the plough at a cost of 
10s. an acre, if the timber has been dead for a considerable time.
2334. I suppose, where the timber is heavier, it costs a little more ? Yes.
2335. What effect would the opening of the proposed railway have upon the district generally? Avery 
good effect; it would assist the small holders to go in for agriculture. They cannot make a living unless 
they cultivate their land, and at the present time there is no market for their produce.
2336. Do many holders in this district combine farming with grazing? Tes, and the number is likely to
increase. '
2337. Do you carry any stock ? Tes. ’
2338. If there were a railway would you occasionally send small consignments to market ? Tes. It does
not pay to send a small flock by road, especially in dry weather.
2339. What is the smallest number that it would pay to send byroad? Two hundred, and you would 
not be able to take them far if they were fat stock.
2340. Is it usual for farmers to join together to make up a suffieieutly large flock to send away ? Tes; 
they sometimes send away 100 or 150 each to make up a load.
2341. Would the proposed railway assist any other industry besides farming and grazing? X think that 
a great deal of timber would be cut in this district, and sent away by the railway. The line would run 
through splendid timber country ; country with beautiful pine and iron-bark upon it.
2342. Have you tried fruit-growing at all ? Tes, and I have got verv good results with any sort of a
season. ' '
2343. What kinds of fruit have you growm ? All kinds.
2344. Do you send your fruit to the Tamworth market? 
about the district.
2345. Are there any saw-raills in the district? We have one at Tambar Springs.
2346. Where do they get a market for their timber ? Principally round about the district. There is a 
great demand for timber ; but it is hard to get it away, because of the cost of carriage,
2347. Do many stock travel through the district in dry seasons ? Tes ; both sheep and cattle.
2348. Which direction do they go ? They are either making towards New England, or they are going

J. N. 
O’Rourlc.

11 May, 1900.

Grapes grow splendidly.
No; we only grow for our own use, or to sell

stock can be sent in dry seasons ? Tes, Bando is a
towards Dubbo aud other places to be sold.
2349. Is there laud in this district to which 
splendid fattening country.
*850. H is not heavily stocked country ? Not at the present time.
2351. How would a railway be supported in this district ? By the produce traffic- and the stock traffic. 
Owners will not drive their stock if they can send them away by train.
2352 Do you feci satisfied that within a reasonable period of time the estimated deficiency of £18,000' 
would be made up ? I think so.
2353. Do you feel sure that the district would largely benefit by the construction of a railway? Tes.
2354. And the traffic upon it would largely increase within a short time after its construction ? Tes.

[The Committee met at the “ BunMU Hotel,” Bundella, at 8 p.m.]

Hugh McMaster, grazier, Eockgcdgiel, sworn, and examined 
^Ftlrhne^ E°w lonS llavc Xou resided in this district ? About forty years 

leasehold ,S the °f y0Ur h°ldiDS ? 1 haVe 30,000 aCreS °f freehold’ and abou* 25,000 acres of
2357. Do you confine yourself to grazing ? Tes.
2358. Do you not cultivate any land ? Only for station purposes.
2359. What is the carrying capacity of your land ? We have 32,000 sheep on the land now, and we have

■aS (0’0l)0 sbeuP ou lt:- 0n t},e overage the run carries about 45,000 sheep
llfn CarrjlnS caPac't7 of the improved land ? A sheep to about an acre and a half.2401. And of the unimproved land? A sheep to about 4 acres,
2362 Is tho leasehold area thickly timbered ? Yes ; the freehold land is mostly plain country and the leasehold land is mostly ridges or sandy country. P a 1 e
2363. How far is your station from Bundella ? Six miles. '

0f and Werris Creek, and within 25 or 20
te °f *h0 Pr°Posed llne ? After you pass Oakey Creek, going towards Werris Creek, you go through some of the best grazing country in Australia, 2365

Hi McMaster. 

11 May, 3900.
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H. McMaster. 2365. Can you tell us how much of the land would be suitable for agriculture P I have had very little 
experience of agriculture; but in a fairly good season very nearly the whole of the land would be suitable 

11 * ay, 1900. for agriculture. In a dry season a great deal of the land would not grow crops well.
2366. I understand that the land is better adapted for wheat than for any other crop ? Tes.
2367. How much of your freehold land would be suitable for wheat? I think about two-thirds.
2368. How does your laud compare with the land generally between Binnaway and Werris Creek ? The 

. land on the Binnaway side is better for agricultural purposes than the land on this side. It is red-soil
country, which, I think, is the most suitable country for agriculture.
2369. Bo you run cattle? 1 have only a few on my holding.
2370. Do you send many fat sheep to market ? We have sent as many as 18,000 in a year, and we have
sent as few as 10,000. ■
2371. Where do you send them? To Quirindi, and thence by train to Homebush.
2372. Do you find any difficulty in driving stock to Quirindi ? At the present time we could not get them 
there at all if our neighbours did not allow us to water them at their wells.
2373. Are the other grariers in the district similarly situated ? I think that all between here and 
Quirindi are similarly situated, except those who have only to go through their own land to get to the 
railway station,
2374. Are there many small graziers in the district ? A good number.
2375. Do they fatten sheep for the Sydney market ? Some of them do.
2376. Do they send their sheep in in small lots ? Tes.
2377. Is it a drawback to have to do that ? Tes ; it costs more in proportion to drive a small lot than to 
drive a large lot.
2378. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you consign your sheep from the nearest station in 
preference to driving them to Quirindi ? Tes.
2379. Would others similarly situated do the same? Tes : I do not think anyone would do otherwise.
2380. I understand that there are large areas of leased land in the district which will shortly be thrown 
open to settlement;—if railway communication were given would people take up that land? Tes; I 
think it would ho taken up for wheat-growing. At the present time land in this district can only boused 
for grazing.
2381. How much land would be required in this district to maintain a family wholly by grazing? I do 
not think a man could make a decent living by grazing on less than 1,000 acres.
2382. Given railway facilities? Tes.
2383. How much land would it take to maintain a family if they went in for growing wheat ? Prom 
what I have heard I think 40 or 50 acres would be enough. A man near Quirindi told me that he made 
nearly £400 on 40 acres of land upon which he grew wheat,
2384. Do you think that any considerable area of the purchased land in this district would be used for 
agriculture if the proposed railway were made? Tes; if wheat-growing would pay better than grazing.
2385. Do many stock travel to this district from other districts, or to other districts from this district? 
A great deal depends upon the seasons. Last year a great number of stock came by train to Quirindi 
from the Moree district, and then crossed the Kange into the Cassilis district.
2386. How many stock came that way ? I think there must have been 50.000.
2387. Is that an annual return ? IS’o ; but 1 think it has occurred twice during the last five years. On 
one occasion sheep from tbe Hiverina district passed through here, and, on another occasion sheep from 
the Moree or Walgett district came through here aud went south.
2388. Does store cattle travel between this and other districts ? Tes. This is a fattening district, and 
store sheep come here from other districts.
2389. It has been suggested that the Mudgee line might be extended so as to serve the district lying 
between the Western and Northern lines ? Such an extension would not serve this part of the district, 
because it would not come near enough to it. It might suit the people living down towards Cobborah,

■ but we should still use the Northern line.
2390. If the proposed railway were made, from what distances would people bring wool and agricultural 
produce to it? Prom 20 to 30 miles ; but it would depend upon their distance from the Northern line.
2391. Could people carry wheat a distance of 20 or 30 miles to get to a railway station, and then compete 
successfully with growers iu other parts of the country ? People so situated would be at a disadvantage ; 
hut I thiuk they could grow wheat profitably.
2392. Do you think landowners iu this district would give the land required for the construction of a 
railway free of cost? I could not say. Of course, it would be a small item to people who were really in 
favour of the railway. I am only a part owner, and I cannot speak for the firm, but I do not think we 
should be prepared to give more thau the strip required for the Hues. I do not think we would give land 
for station purposes.
2393. Would you be prepared to make a contribution to decrease tbe estimated deficiency upon the 
working of the railway ? I do not think it would pay us to agree to anything like that:.
2394. Would the landholders of the district be willing to pay a sum equal to the land tax, which would 
return about £5,090 a year if contributed by tbe land within the influence of tbe railway, with a view' to1 
decreasing any deficiency ? I cannot speak for others, but, personally, I would not agree to it.
2395. Which tine would" be the more suitable to construct—a line from Wellington or a line from Dubbo 
to Werris Creek? I should think that aline from Wellington would go through better country than a 
line from Dubbo ; but if it were proposed to connect the Southern and the Western lines by a line going 
south from Dubbo, it might be well to connect Werris Creek with Dubbo.
2396. Which route would suit this district the better ? As things stand to-day, the Wellington route.
2397. Which route would serve the larger number of people? 1 think the Wellington route,
2398. There would be more business with Sydney than with places out west? Yes.
2399. Is there much trade between this district and Dubbo ? I do not think so.
2400. Is there much trade between this district and the North-western district ? ' Yes.
2401. Have many stock transactions taken place between this district and the New England district? 
Tes. People are always buying stock in tho New England district and bringing them here, or buying 
itock here and taking them to New England.

■ 2402. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed new traffic would spring up to such an
extent
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extent that in a few years the line would he a paying concern ? I think that it would be a paying line. H. McMaster. 
T do not think that there would he the loss which the Commissioners estimate. A lot of produce would 
be sent into this district from New Eugland in dry seasons, and from districts further to the south, out ’ ’
towards ‘Walgett. __
2403. Do you think there would be much traffic Between the Western district and the North-western 
district if the proposed line were constructed P I think there would.
2404. What would that traffic consist of ? Stock and produce. I do not think people would go all the 
way round by Sydney if they could get a shorter route across country.

Thomas James Finley, junr., Bundella, sworn, and examined:—
2405. Mr. Watson.~\ What is the area of vour holding? My father has about 25,000 acres of secured 
land and about 15,000 acres of Crown land.
2400. Mow long have you been here ? Twelve years.
2407. Have you been grazing all that time? Yes.
240S, Do you think that the proposed line should be constructed? Tes. _
2400, What would be the effect of the construction of the proposed line ? It would increase the pro
duction of the district and prevent the loss of stock. Nearly all the districts in the Colony suffer from 
drought at times, and generally at. such times the best districts suffer most, because owners there wait so 
long for rain that when thoir stock are starved out they find that they have been too late in applying for 
country elsewhere, or that the roads are too bare for tbeir sheep to travel.
2410. Would the proposed line bo largely used for the carriage of store stock ? Yes. Last year I heard 
of sheep being trucked from the Kiverina to Narrabri by way of Sydney, and I believe that a great deal 
more trucking of stock would he done if. sheep were not kept so long iu the trucks. If the proposed line 
were made it would bring the Itiverina district much nearer to the Narrabri district than it is now.
2411. In which direction would stock mostly move in this district—towards New England, or from the 
North-western district towards the Western line? I think that it would move mostly towards New 
England, that being a district which suffers less from drought than other districts do, though at times the 
movement would be the other way. As a rule, produce would come down to this district from the New 
England distriet, and slock would go from here to the New England district.
2412. It has been staled that during the last drought stock from the North-western district could not he 
taken in the New England district? That might have been an exceptional case ; but 1 do not think it

T. ,J. Finley, 
junr.

11 May, KKX).

would generally happen. _
2413. Do you think that there is usually sufficient country in New England to afford relief to a large
number of sheep ? Yes. _
2414. It lias been found that the mountainous country adjacent to the Hiverina is very early secured in 
times of drought, by a comparatively small number of men, and that others who come afterwards are 
unable to get country there? The small number of men represent a great number of sheep.
2415. Still there has not been room for all the sheep that people wish to send there? The recent drought 
has'been wider-spreading than droughts usually are; but, as arule, the mountainous district of the Colony 
would relieve a great many sheep.
2410. What effect would the proposed railway have upon the fat stock traffic of the district? It would 
be a very great help to it. ■
2417. Do fat stock lose iu condition by being driven to Quirindi? Yes; they lose on the average a 
lb. a day, and in certain seasons of the year their wool gets covered with burrs.
2418. Does that reduce the value of the fleece? Yes.
2419. If the proposed line were constructed people could send aivay small consignments of fat stock at 
frequent intervals? Yes ; and, if there were a railway, people would be more inclined to grow .lucerne 
to feed their sheep with. If, however, you fatten your sheep now in that way, they waste so much in 
being driven to the railway that you gain nothing; whereas if you could truck the sheep direct from your 
paddock it would be profitable.
2120, If lucerne were grown could more sheep he fattened than are fattened now ? Yes.
2421. If the proposed railway were constructed, would pastoralists still send their fat stock to the Northern
line ? I do not think so ; I should not. It has been tried with both cattle and sheep in good seasons, 
and tho conclusion that has been come to is that it pays best to use the railway. _
2422. Have you had any experience in agriculture? Only in growing for home consumption.
2423. ’What has been the result of agricultural operations here ? "Wheat is pretty well always a success,
hut oats do not do so well. .
2424. Is the comparative failure of oats due to tho want of something in the soil, or to the want of rain
fall ? To the want of rainfall. ,
2425. How much of your 25,000 acres would be suitable for cultivation ? About three-fifths.
242t!. And how much of your leasehold area? About one-fifth.
2427. If the proposed railway were constructed would you be inclined to put your land under crop, either 
on tho share system or under some other system ? Yes, if it would pay me to do so ; but this year sheep 
have paid better thau wheat. If wool was only (id, a pound and sheep Is., we should go in for cultivation.
2428. Under normal conditions it is usually assumed that with a suitable rainfall, good land, and a 
railway, agriculture pays better than sheep-raising;—would you he inclined to go in for agriculture? 
Yes.
2429. "Would other landholders in the district do the same ? I have not spoken to them on the subject; 
1 dare say they would.
2430. "What proportion of land fit for agriculture is there between here and "Werris Creek within 20 miles 
of the route of the proposed line ? I think three-fourths of the land wouid be fit for wheat-growing; it 
is all country similar to that through which the Committee have been travelling during the last few miles.
2431. Does similar land extend north and south to any distance ? Not so much to the south. From 
Colly Blue on, the laud is pretty well all the same, north and south.
2432. How far is Colly Blue from Werris Creek ? A short 40 miles.
2433. Do you think the line should come from Wellington or from Dubbo? I am strongly in favour of
Wellington as the junction. 2434.
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2434. Is that because it would give a shorter route, or because it would give you a connection with the 
Southern line ? Because it would give us a better eonnectiou with the Southern line than we should 
have if the junction were at Dubbo.
243o.^It has been suggested that the Dubbo connection would be valuable in giving more direct access to 
the "W estern district-do you think that that advantage is as great as the advantage of being connected by 
the shortest distance with Sydney and the Southern line ? I think that the connection with Sydney and 
the Southern line is the more valuable of the two to us. *
2436. Do you think that it would be worth the while of landowners in this district to make a contribution 
of so much an acre towards reducing any deficiency upon the working of the raihvay ? I should he 
willing to give the land required for the construction of the line. •
2437. Would you be willing to contribute, say, a penny an acre to making up any deficiency ? The'question 
is, would the Government credit the proposed line with all the traffic that belonged to it. Quirindi is 
our trucking station now, and I am afraid that the proposed line would not get credit for the increase of 
traffic on the main line which its construction would occasion.
2435. Have some of the settlers here only recently gone upon their laud? Tes. There has been a 
considerable increase in settlement during the last two or three years.
2439. Without railway communication these settlers would have to depend upon grazing ? Tes.
2440. They are too far from the main line to be able to grow produce? Tes. It is 50 miles from here 
to the railway, and some of the settlers are still farther away.

Thomas Davidson, farmer, Merrigala, sworn, and examined:—
Vice-Chairman.'] How far is your place from Bundella? Ten miles.
How far would you be from the proposed railway ? About 2 miles.
How long have you been residing here? Twenty years. ‘
Have you had any experience as a farmer? Not very much, though I have grown small crops during the last few years.

2445. What is the size of your holding? 300 acres.
2446. Do you occupy plain country or rising country? Part of my land is plain country and part of it 
rising ground.
2447. How much of it is adapted for agriculture? About two-thirds.
2143. What agricultural operations have you carried on there ? I have had 16 acres under hay.
2449. What yield have you got ? Prom 30 cwt. to 2 tons an acre.
2450. How long have you been growing there ? About six years,
2451. Were those fairly good years, or rather bad years? Rather bad years; I have not had a goodyear yet. .
2452. What crop would you expect to get in a fairly good season ? I think I should get from 2 to 24 tonsto the acre. *
24-.)3, What market have yon for your produce now ? I sell to people passing to and from Tambar 
Springs. '
2454. If you had a railway, would you have sufficient agricultural land to make a living upon it? .Tes.
2455. Have you ever sent produce to the existing lines ? No. ‘ ' ■
2456. Why? I have never had enough to do that, and it would not pay to send hay so far. I havenever grown grain. "
2457. What would be the rate of carriage from your place to Quirindi ? £2 10s. a ton.
2458. If the proposed railway were constructed, what change would you make in vour operations ? I
would grow as much as 1 could. '
2459. Would you grow for hay or for grain ? Por both, I think ; whichever would pay. ■
2460. How many acres of fairly good land would he sufficient to maintain a family in this district? 
About 500 acres, if tho man who took it up got a good start.
2461. Could a man maintain a family on that area by agriculture alone, or would he have to go in for 
mixed farming ? He would do all the better to go in for mixed farming.
2462. Do you run any sheep ? Tes, a few. ’
2463. Would it pay you to put all your land under agriculture if there were a railway ? If there were a
railway I should put pretty well all of it under agriculture. '
2461. We have had various opinions as to the capacities of black soil for wheat-growing ? I believe that 
the sandy ground is better. -
2465. Do you mean red sandy land ? No ; it is raw sand tvhere I am cultivating.
2466. What timber grows on that land ? Gum and pine.
2467. Do you find the soil better for wheat than the black soil ? Tes.
2468. Have you-tried the black soil for any crop ? . Only for hay. ’
2469. What was the result of the trial ? The result was not as good as I get from the sandy soil; but 
it was a payable result.
2470. Do you run any cattle ? Only a couple of cows.
2471. Do you think that with railway communication the district would be adapted for dairvino-? Ithink so. °
2472. How would you describe the district from a stock-carrying point of view ? It will carry a sheep
to the acre. . *
2473. Is it good fattening country ? The plain country is ; but the bush country is not so good.
2474. Is it a good breeding district ? Tes. . „
2475. What is a fair average clip in this district? Prom 6 to 6f* lb.
2476. Would you describe the country as well watered ? Where I am it is well watered. I have a little 
well, 11 feet deep, and there is always plenty of water there. Ton can get water anywhere on the plains 
at a depth of from 20 to 25 feet.
24/7. If tho leased lands in the district were thrown open to settlement would they be easily taken up ? I think so.
24i 8. In spite of the distance from a railway? Tes ; there would be any amount of applicants.

' 2479.

T. Davidson. 2441 

2444.
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2479. If a railway were made, would your neighbours go in for agriculture more extensively ? Tes.
2480. Would the construction of a railway encourage close settlement in this district? Tes. I believe 
that if we had a railway plenty of land would be made available for settlement.
2481. Are your neighbours at present prevented from sending small consignments of fat stock to market
by reason of the expense ? They haie some trouble sometimes ; but 1 do not know much about the stock 
traffic. ’
2482. What is the rainfall in yonr part of the country ? About 30 inches.
2483. As a rule, does the rain fall at the right season for wheat ? Tes. I have never had any trouble 
in getting a crop of hay, though I could do with more rain than I have had. My crop averaged from 
ton to 2 tons an acre last year.
2484. Bo you think that without a railway you will be prevented from extending your agricultural 
operations ? Tes ; because it is of no advantage for me to put in more than I could use myself, or sell 
on tho road.
2485. Are tho other farmers in your neighbourhood in the same plight ? Tes.
2486. If you cultivated a couple of hundred acres, what market would you expect to get—the Sydney 
market or a market to the north and north-west? We should have to go to Sydney, I think.
2487. Bo you think that you would find any market for hay out Moree and Walgett way ? We might, 
at times.
24S8. There would he no permanent market there ? There would be no permanent demand; they would 
not want fodder in a good season. '

T. Davidson.

11 May, 1000.

Bobert Thomas Slack Smith, station manager, Merrigala Holding, sworn, and examined :—
2489. Mr, Mcfflrrlane.] How far is your run from Bundella ? Twelve miles.
2490. Bo you endorse the statements which have been made by the several witnesses to-night with regard 
to the disability under which the farmers and graziers in this district labour for the want of a railway ? 
Tes, ■

E. T. S. 
Smith.

11 May, 1S00.
2491. Have you suffered in the same way yourself ? Tes.
2492. What is the size of tbe holding that you manage ? There are 2,200 acres of purchased land and 
about 1,400 acres of leased land in it.
2493. Is it all grazing land ? We use it all for grazing, except 12 acres, which we cultivate for our own 
use.
2494. Is the laud suitable for agriculture ? The greater part of it could be used for agriculture. There 
ore over 2,000 acres of plain country, aud the rest of the land could be used for wheat-growing,
2495. Bo you mean 2,000 out of the 2,200 acres of purchased land ? Tes.
2496. Have you been long in the district ? All my life.
2497. How far are you from a railway station ? We are 55 miles from Quirindi.
2498. Bo you send fat stock to' market ? Tes, to Quirindi.
2499. Is this good fattening country ? Tes. The 2,000 acres of plain country comprise very good 
fattening land.
2500. Bo you agree with previous witnesses in the statement that most of the land in this district is 
suitable for agriculture ? I think that it is, so far as I know it,
2501. Would the construction of the proposed line cause additional settlement within GO miles of it ?
I think so. If tho line were made, land, which otherwise would not be taken up, would be taken up for 
small holdings. '
2502. Would large holders be prepared to lease their land on the share system ? I fancy that a number 
of them would be inclined to do so. Most of the graziers in the district are now suffering from the ivant 
of a railway, and the small men more than the large men, because a small flock of sheep costs propor
tionately more to drive than a large flock, and cuts up more ou the road. When a small flock of sheep 
leaves a paddock the animals fret, aud will not feed until they reach their destination. The loss sustained 
in driving them to Quirindi is considerable.
2503. Is it only in dry seasons that there is a loss ? I think that there is always a loss when you are 
travelling with small lots of sheep.
2501. If the proposed railway were constructed would you and others similarly situated use it for sending 
vour stock to market ? Tes.

Bdward Hayden, farmer, “ The Plantation,” sworn, and examined:—
2505. Mr. Watson.] Tour holding is close to the proposed railway line ? The proposed line goes right E. Hnydon.
through it, ■ a—
2506. What area have you? My father and I together hold 920 acres. 11 May, 11)00.
2507. Bo you cultivate any of it? About 20 acres.
2503. Hare you been long on it? About twenty-eight years.
2509. Is most of your land suitable for cultivation ? Tes; tbe whole of it.
2510. Bo you substantiate what has been said by other witnesses with regard to the desirability of a
railway in this district ? Tes. J
2511. Would you cultivate a larger area if the proposed railway were constructed ? Tes I think that I
should cultivate the whole of my land. *
2012. Bo you think that agriculture would pay you better than grazing ? Tes,
2513. What results have you obtained from your cultivation? The best crop we bad went GO bushels to
the acre. .
2514. What was your worst crop ? About 20 bushels to the acre. We have not grown any grain during 
ihe dry seasons ; we have cut our wheat for hay.
2515. What yield of hay have vou had ? Prom 30 cwt. to 3 tons.
2516. What has the hay' crop been during the dry seasons ? From 30 cwt. to 2 tons. A man can always
get a fair crop of hay. * '
2517. Have you cultivated any land other than that on your own holding? I have about 2 acres in the. 
iownship which I have cultivated.

2518.
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2_518. With what result ? I ueyer weighed the crop; but I should think it was equal to about 2 tons to the acre. '
2519. What is the character of your land? It is all plain countrv.
2520. Do you consider it well suited for cultivation ? Tes, in fair seasons.
2521. Are there many other selectors near vou ? No ; very few,
2522. Are there many small holders in the district? Tes, a good many.
2523. Ia their land generally suitable for cultivation ? Most of it is.
2524. Would they go in for cultivation if there were a railway ? I think so.
2525. Would you he willing to give what land was required for railway purposes P I do not think so, 
252G. How much of your land would the railway take ? About a mile.
2527. That would be about 12 acres ;—could you not afford to give that area of land? I do not think so. 
I have only a small holding.
2528. It is estimated that there will be a loss of £18,000 a year upon the working of tbe proposed line ;—
do you think that the country should incur that loss? I think that the loss would not be so great if this 
district were opened up by a railway. '

Bichard John Stevenson, grazier, Brennan’s Gap, sworn, and examined:—
R. J. 2529. Vice-Chair man.How far from Bundella do vou live? Twelve miles, and I should be the same ■ 

distance from the proposed line. . '
llMay 1900. 25^0, ■^-0W I°“g hilve y°u ^een residing in the district ? Six months.

’ 2531, Have you had any previous experience as a farmer ? Very little.
2532. What is the size of your holding ? 1,445 acres. '
2533. How do you use it ? For grazing.
2534. What is its carrying capacity ? A sheep to 2 or 3 acres when it is improved.
2535. Is much of it fit for agriculture ? No; very little.
2o36. If the proposed line were constructed, would you be induced to go in for agriculture? Not to a great extent. '
2537. How many acres would you cultivate ? Not more than 20.
2538. \V hat is the character of the country at Brennan’s Gap ;—it is mainly ridgy country, I suppose? Tes.
2539. What class of timber grows there 7 Box and kurrajong.
2540. What benefits do you anticipate from the construction of the proposed line ? If there were a 
railway I could send stock and produce away more easily.
2541. It would also assist you in getting up supplies ? Tes. ■

E. Hayden.

ll^ayTlSob.

Boyd Peter Sievers, grazier, Brennan’s Gap, sworn, and- examined:—
B. P. Sievers. 2542. Vice-Chairman.] What is the area of your holding ? I have no holding; my son has 720 acres at 

^Brennan’s Gap.
11 May, 1900. 2543. What is the character of his land? It is very fair land—land upon which box and kurrajong grow. 

About 200 acres of it could be cleared and cultivated.
2544. Have you bad experience as a farmer ? I was brought up on a farm in the Old Country.
2545. If there were a railway close at hand, would your son be induced to cultivate that 200 acres ? Tes.
2546. At what distance from a railway can a man grow wheat and other grain profitably ? It will not 
pay a man to farm who is over 25 miles from a railway station.
2547. How many settlers are there at Brennan’s Gap ? There are nine of us there, and our properties adjoin.
2548. What is the average size of the holdings there ? G40 acres is the area of the smallest, and 2,400 
acres is the area of the largest. There are more than 10,000 acres in the nine holdings.
2549. Has that land been recently taken up ? It has been taken up since the Land Act of 1895 was 
passed.
2550. Was it taken up with a view to agriculture or with a view to grazing ? The railway route has been 
surveyed for twenty years, and we all hope that the line will be constructed some day.
2551. if the railway is not constructed, what will be the position of those settlers? We shall have to 
struggle on without it; but if the railway is made we shall get ahead of things a bit.
2552. The construction of a railway would make a substantial change in your prospect's ? Tes.
2553. Without a railway they are not too good ? That is so.
2554. Is much cultivation being done out there now ? No. I had a little crop of swede turnips, which 
yielded at ihe rate of 30 tons to the acre, and I have cultivated a bit of a garden.
2555. On what soil were the turnips grown ? On very deep black soil.
2556. Do you think the black soil would be profitable to grow wheat on, year in and year out ? There is 
a difference between black soils. There is one kind of black soil in the box countrv, and another kind of 
black soil on the plains. In the box country a certain amount of chocolate soil is mixed with the black, 
and there is a great depth of soil.
2o07, What else have you grown ? Onions and cabbages, and I have had large crops. I am clearinf' some land now. °

. 2558. Can we form any general conclusions as to the capacity of the land in the district from the results
you have obtained on the plot you have cultivated, or was that plot a selected area? There was nothing 
particular about the plot 1 selected.
25;if). Have the other holdings at Brennan’s Gap as much good soil as there is on your son’s holding ? 
There is one holding there of 790 acres, of which you could cultivate 00 or 60 acres if there were” a 
railway. Another man, for whom I was asked to speak, holds 640 acres, and would be able to cultivate 
from GO to 80 acres. If a railway be not made we cannot afford to grow more than we require for our 
own use. Of course, we produce a little wool.
2560. Is there a larger area of good land within 20 miles of tbe route of tbe proposed line from Bundella 

_ to Werris Creek than there is at Brennan’s Gap? Tes; there is considerably .more arable land along 
the route of the proposed line. Brennan's Gap is the worst part of Bockgedgiel, except for wool
growing. 2561.
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2561. If the land now held under lease were thrown open, and a railway were made to the district, would B- B. Sievers.

a considerable agricultural population be attracted here ? All the land that is thrown open will be 'K‘— snapped up. . 11 May, 1900.
2562. Has most of the good land here been alienated ? I think there is a good deal of arable laud still
held under lease. That land would be cultivated if it were thrown open for selection, and if there were a raihvay. •
2563. If some of the large landholders in the district offered good agricultural land for lease on the 
condition that they would pay for clearing it, and would provide seed for the first crop, taking as their 
share of the profit one-third of the produce, would you be prepared to take it up, supposing there were a 
railway ? I should be prepared to pay a bag an acre for such land ; that would be equal to about 10s. an 
acre. We can run a sheep to the acre when fully stocked. 100 sheep produce about two bales of-wool, 
so that they would give a certain amount of traffic to the railway.
2564. Do you corroborate wbat has been said by other witnesses as to the expense and difficulty of 
sending away small consignments of fat stock ? j have had no experience in the matter,
2565. Would you be prepared to pay as much as you now pay in land tax to get rid of any deficiency
upon the working of a railway P I should. 1 think that if we wont in for wheat-growing we should get 
an average return of 30 bushels to the acre. I have seen a sandy piece of ground, not far from here, 
produce 28 bushels to the acre, after having been cropped for seventeen years without manure. There 
were 8 acres in that piece. '

Eichard Curtis, farmer and grazier, Brennan’s Gap, sworn, and examined :—
2566. Mr. McliarlaneJ} Have you resided long at Brennan’s Gap ? About two years. K. Curtis.
2567. How many acres of land do you hold? 2,400 acres. ’ x
25GS, The Brennan s Gap country has been described as rather poor;—is that your opinion of it? It is H Way, 1900. 
good grazing country. If it is ringbarked it will carry about a sheep to tho acre.
2o69, How would you class it as agricultural country ? I think it is good agricultural country.
2570. How much of your area is suitable for wheat-growing or for cultivation ? Eighty or 100 acres.
2571. Is your land a fair sample of the land in the district? 1 think so.
2072. Is agriculture carried on in the district to any extent now ? Ho.
2573. Wbat is the reason of that ? They are nearly all new settlers there ; and, besides, there is no 
market for produce grown there.
2574. If the proposed railway were constructed would all the available land be used for agriculture ? Ithink so. °
2575. Do you corroborate the statements of previous witnesses from Brennan’s Gap in regard to tho 
disabilities under which you arc labouring ? Yes.
2576. Are you in favour of the construction of the proposed railway? Yes.
2577. How far are you from the surveyed route ? About 12 miles.
2578. Would you use the line to send produce to market? Yes.
2579. You would not continue to carry your produce to Quirindi ? No. •
2580 Mr. Watson,] What is the character of the holdings up your way ? They are all conditional 
purchases and conditional leases.
2581. What kind of timber grows at Brennan’s Gap ? The timber is pretty nearly all box and kurrajong - 
but there are a few stringybarks,
2582. Is there any iron-bark on the higher land ? No. *
2583. Do you think the timber there will be of value ? The stringy-bark is valuable timber.
2584. Is there enough timber there to provide traffic for a railway? I think so. Some of it would be 
rather hard to get out; but there is plenty of it.

John Ewbank, grazier and storekeeper, Bundella, sworn, and examined :—
2585. Vice-Chairman.] Will you make a statement of your views with regard to the question before the j Ewbank 
Committee? I wish to inform the Committee that there is splendid timber—stringy-bark and blue , * . '
gum—on the mam range. I suppose there are trees there having lengths of 60 and 100 feet as straight Hiily, 1900. 
as a gun-barrel. Hundreds of thousands of feet of sawn timber could be got from those forests and ■
rue timber trade would be a great source of traffic for the railway. Then, too, the soil is excellent* it 
will grow anything. The country that I am speaking of is about 15 miles from here, on the top of the 
main range—straight up Bundella Creek. r

— n!?' is easy 0 ? I thiuk so; at any rate, it could be made easy of access.258/. Is there any iron-bark there? No,
colonyIS thCre a C0nsiclera^e area of t,le country you speak of ? A great area ; enough to build a
2589. Has the timber ever been tapped ? No. I have been here for twenty-seven years, and when I wanted
some slabs to build a store I was informed that I could be supplied with slabs 2 feet and 3 feet wide and as smooth as if they had been sawn. » ’
2590. What kind of timber was that ? Stringy-bark.
2591. Is not stnngy-bark a bad timber to place in exposed positions ? It does for rails and palings ■ but
mi, T a g°od P°sts’ be?ause d<>e3 not stand well in the ground. It also makes good shingles.The land at the place 1 speak of is quite flat for many miles, and generally has water on it, though I have 
been told that there is no water there this season. 6

43—N SATURDAY,
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. SATURDAY, 12 MAY, 1900. .
\Tlie Committee met at new “ Co'ly Blue Motel” Colly Blue, at 12 o cloclc noon,]

JUrjejJsnt*.—
WILLIAM THOMAS 'LICK, Esq. (Vicb-Chaibman).

The Hon. Patrick Ljudesat Crawfobd Shepherd, j Bobert Henry Levies', Esq.
John Christian Watson, Esq. j Jons McFarlane, Esq.
The-Committee further considered the expediency of constructing aline of Eailway from Wellington to 

• Werris Creek.
Thomas Woore Frederick Busby, grazier, Colly Blue, sworn, and examined *

T. W. F. 2592. Vice-Chairman.] How far do you live from Colly Blue ? Twelve miles.
Busby. 2593. And how far from the nearest point on the route of the proposed railway ? About 16 miles.

,---2591. What is the size of your holding? 17,000 acres. Two of us hold 11,000 acres of freehold, 3,000
12 May, 1900. aeres 0f conditional purchase land, and 4,000 acres of conditional lease land.

2595. What is the average carrying capacity of your run? J bought a place with 18,00(5 sheep on it, 
and I have been running 15,000 or 16,000 on the average for the last eight years.
2596. Is there much difference between the carrying capacity of the freehold land and that of the leased 
land? Hot when it is improved.
2597. But under original conditions ? The improved land is equally good, whether it is on the leasehold 
area or on the freehold area.
2598. How would you describe your country ? I have both ridges and plain country.
2599. What is the principal timber? Box and apple.
2600. How much of your land is suitable for agriculture ? 9,000 or 10,000 acres.
2601. Is it black soil ? Black loam on the creek flats and plains. _
2602. Have you ever gone in for agriculture ? Tes ; I have 200 acres under cultivation BOw. I have 
had three crops of wheat, with an average yield of 25 bushels to the acre.
2603- Have you cut any wheat for hay ? Yes.
2604. How much hay did you get? From 2 to 3 tons to the acre. _
2605. Have the seasons during which you have been cultivating been favourable to agriculture? One
year was, hut the other two were' not. Last year we got a good crop, hut at most of the pislfces around 
here they had to cut their wheat for hay. Iu a favourable season, I think we should get fro In 40 to 60 
bushels of wheat to the acre. _
2606. What market have you found for'your agricultural produce? Hitherto it has all gone into 
Quirindi.
2607. How far is that from your property ? Forty miles from the farm. _ ._
2608. What is the carriage to Quirindi? I pay Is. 6d..a cwt. for my ordinary loading, hut I thiuk the.
■cost of carrying wheat is higher. _ _ _
2609. Are the rates of carriage a severe tax upon agriculture in this district? Tes,

. 2610. Do you speak on behalf of any of your brother pastoralists ? Tes; on behalf of fivb or six 
■of them. _
2611. Has their experience been similar to yours ? Tes ; so far as agriculture is concerned.
2612. If a railway were constructed, would you farm* a large part of your 9,000 acres? Tes; although 
without a railway wTe cannot afford to farm it.
2613. Would you cultivate yourself, or would you let our your land on the share system? I should

■ probably do both. What I have done so far has been done on the share system. _
2614. Has there been a steady increase in the area of land put uuder cultivation here, or is there a 
disinclination to increase the cultivated area without railway communication? Within the last five or 
six years everyone has cultivated a certain area, and the extent of cultivation is increasing every year.
2615. Do you know much of the movements of stock between the Northern and North-western lines 
and the Western line? Fully 100,000 sheep must have passed through the lane here last year, on the 
way to New England.

• 26 L6. Where did they come from ? I do not know ; they were on their way to New England for grass.
2617. Is that traffic usual, or was it due to abnormal seasons? It was due to the drought. _
2618. Is there much loss of condition in travelling fat stock to a railway ? It cuts them np a good bit.
They have to go long stages without water from here.
2619. I suppose it does not payto drive any but fairly large consignments of stock to the railway ? The 
■smaller the flock the greater the cost per head of sending it in.
2620. If the proposed railway were constructed, would small settlers frequently send away small consign
ments of stock to the Sydney market? I am sure they would.
2621. It would not pay them to do so at the present time? It would not._ _
2022. What is your rainfall here in average seasons ? The average rainfall is about 27 inches.

‘ 2623. Is that a suitable rainfall for agricultural pursuits ? Tes. ■
2624. It is estimated that there would be a deficiency of £18,000 upon the working of the proposed line, 
and it has been suggested that the land-owners who would be benefited by its construction should make 
some contribution to reduce the loss;—could you afford to contribute annually for that purpose, until the 
railway became a paying one, as much as you now pay in land tax ? Perhaps, as a purely business matter, 
it; might pay me to contribute ; but, as a taxpayer, I would protest against such an arrangement.
2625? If, without making such a contribution, you could not get a railway, wouid it pay you and your 
neighbours to make the contribution ? I thiuk that possibly some might agree to contribute, but others 
would not. From a business point of view it might pay mo to contribute, but I could not speak with 
certainty until 1 had looked into the matter. _ _ ,
2626. Have you been authorised to speak for others in respect to giving what land is required for rail
way purposes ? I have heard some people say that they would give their land.
2627. Ton do not thiuk there would be much difficulty in getting that concession ? I do not think there 
would be much trouble about it. 2628.
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2628. How would you describe the country between Colly Blue and Werris Creek ? It is a succession of
plains and ridges. ... • i o . x -.
2629. What proportion of it, within 20 miles of the route of the proposed line, is suitable for agriculture . ^ Hay, 1900. 
There is very little which is not. Some of the open plain country might be a bit too hard, but there is
some of the best agricultural land in Australia on these plains.
2630. Is it good fattening country ? Yes ; this is the finest fattening district in the Colony.
2631. What is the average weight of a fleece here ? Good flocks will cut or 3 lb. to the fleece.
2632. Ho you fatten stock in this distriet for the Sydney market ? les; there is more fattening than 
anything else done here.
2633. Is there much timber that would be valuable for railway construction or for other purposes close to
the route of the proposed line f Yes. _
2634. What timbers grow here ? Iron-bark and piue. The red-soil country, after the timber has been
taken off, grows very good wheat. _ '
2G3-5. Is it the practice in this district to stock up to the full capacity of the land? Yes ; on freehold 
laud. .
2636. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the district become settled with a large permanent 
population ? I think so. 1 and my family have been living within 50 miles of Colly Blue for the last 
seventy years, and I think that this is the safest and richest district in tho Colony, and I have been in 
Hiverina and in other districts.
2637. The experience of the share system in other parts of the Colony is that after the land has been 
under crop four or five years the owners use it for grazing again ;—do you think that that would be done 
here? No; unless the land were being worked out and required improving. All wheat land requires a 
rest now and again ; hut I do not think there would be more than an ordinary rest given to it.
2638. You think that agriculture would be a permanent thing in the district ? Yes. _
2639. Mr. Shepherd.~\ On what terms do you carry on the share system? So far, I have merely stipulated 
that the land should be cleared. I have fenced it, and I have given the man who cleared the land the 
right to the crop. Now I have another man on different terms. He is to have a bit of it, and he has 
to get it ready for a crop next year. ,
2640. How long did you lease the land ? For two years. _
2641. ±Vfler that time, had the tenant to give it up ? Yes, Now another man has it, on slightly different
terms. He has to bow and plough the land for me next year, while he will probably get some more ready 
for himself. 1 have really not enough land ready. _
2612. Will it pay a man to crop' land for two years only ? It will pay the expense of clearing the land.
I have been told that the terms I have given him are too easy.
2643. Hoes he find the necessary tools ? Yes ; I merely give him the land. Of course I have to run his
horses. ,
2644. Was tho land ringharked before he took it over? What he took over was covered with green
timber. _ __
2645. How much au acre did it cost him to clear it ? I could have had it cleared for about 15s. an acre.
2646. When does the rain fall hero ? Our best rains come between January and April. Then we get 
good spring rains in September. As a rule, wo get wet winters. I should like to add that as the leased 
land is thrown open for selection every acre of it will be taken up. Land is becoming very valuable here.
I own a property for which £3 an acre was offered, although the land had not been cleared, and there was 
about lls. an acre owing to the Government on it. _ _
2647. What was tho character of that country ? Some of it was plain country, and some of it red soil 
ridges, timbered with box and apple trees.

Alexander Fyke, farmer, Yarraman, sworn, and examined :—
2648. Mr. McFarlanr.d\ Have you resided long in this district? Twenty-five years. A. Pyke.
2649. Have you a good general knowledge of its agricultural and pastoral possibilities ? Yes. \
2650. Wbat is tbe country like along the route of the proposed railway line, so far as you know it? It l2 ^ay> 
is good agricultural country, and good fattening country.
2651. How far is Yarraman from here ? Twelve miles.
2652. Where do you get your supplies from ? From Quirindi.
2653. How far is Quirindi from Yarraman ? Thirty-five miles. _ 1
2654. How many tons of goods do you have sent up in a year? Yarraman, Blackville, and Coomoo
Coomoo comprise a district which would be an important feeder to the proposed line. There are forty 
families in that distriet. 1 receive between 110 and 130 tons of goods per annum, and there are about 
300 tons of goods received in that district altogether. _
2655. What is the rate of carriage ? I have paid as much as 3s. a cwt.; but Is. fid. is tbe present rate.
2656. How far is Yarraman from the route of the proposed line ? It is within 12 miles of it, ^ ^
2657. How docs this district compare with other districts that you know ? I should say that it is one of 
the best agricultural and pastoral districts in the Colony. It is one large plain from Colly Blue to 
Yarrnmau, and from here to Blackville, though there are occasional ridges.
2658. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you use it for bringing up goods ? Yes.
2659. Would others in the district also use it ? Undoubtedly. Only a short time hack there was not an 
acre of land under cultivation in this district; but this year there will be more than 1,000 acres under 
cultivation in the district that I have spoken of; and if the proposed railway were made thousands 
of acres would be cultivated.
2660 Is there much land here available for cultivation? Not much Government land ; but there axe 
thousands of acres of secured land which the holders would be glad to lease. _
2661. Is much cultivation done by these holders at present? The largest area under cultivation this
year would be about 120 acres ; hitherto the largest area has been about 70 acres. _
2662. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the land which is suitable for agriculture be
cultivated ? I am sure that it would. . .
2663. To what distance from the route of the proposed line ? Hp Yarraman way it would be cultivated
to a distance of 18 or 20 miles. -

2664.
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^'V^C' 2664, I)o you think that the large holders would lease out land for agriculture ? Tes. At the present
IB May 1900. o^e .or^st®r cutting up his land for that purpose. He has 4,000 acres, and all of it, escept about 

1 600 acres, is fit for cultivation. In our small distriet there is a population of 300 persons at the present
tune, and at shearing time there are nearly 1.000 persons within a radius of IS miles.
2665. If a railway were made, would the settlement increase? Tes; because where one person is 
employed now fifty persons would be employed then,
2666. Ho many fat cattle and sheep go from this district to the Sydney market ? Tes; a very large 
number in good seasons.
2667. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the stock be sent by train? The stock from our 
district would go by train, and so would stock from the district further out,
^668- Ho you think that if the railway were constructed it would pay within a reasonable time ? I 

. think that the Government never undertook the construction of a better or more payable line.
266£). Ho you think that the Eailway Commissioners’ estimate for traffic is too low? Tes; but tbe 
estimated loss is a very small one. Some account must be taken of the loss to the Colony through so 
many thousands of acres of good laud lying vacant. I am prepared to erect a flour mill directly the 
construction of the line is assured. At the present time we have to pay from 5d. to fid. a bushel to send 
grain to Quirindi; so that the local growers at Quirindi can send their produce to Sydney for much less 
than we have to pay. Notwithstanding that, however, ive are extending our area of cultivation every 
year, and the extent of cultivated ground would ho largely increased if we had a railway.

Francis Lord, farmer, Spring Eidge, sworn, and examined:—
Mr, Shepherd.'] How far do you live from here? About 5 miles, in the direction of ^Ferris Creek. 
What is the extent of your holding ? 1,465 acres.
How many acres have you under cultivation ? About 200.
Is all that under wheat? Tes.
What is your average yield ? About 12 bushels to the acre.
How long have you resided in tbe district ? Three years.
Have you been growing during average seasons ? No ; during bad seasons.
Would your yield be larger in a better season ? Tes.
Where do you find a market for your produce? I generally sell my wheat in Quirindi.
How far away from your place is that ? Thirty-seven miles.
What does it cost you to send produce there ? Last vear it cost me 2s. a ba0,; this year I paid 

Is. 9d. a bag. "
2681. Ho you consider those rates a handicap ? A very great handicap. I admit that they are below the 
ordinary current rates for carriage, but, together with the low price of wheat, they make a big hole in 
our profits.
2682. How much of this land is freehold ? It is all conditional purchase and conditional lease land.
2683. Would you he induced to cultivate a larger area if the proposed railway were constructed? I have 
been increasing my area every year for the last four years. 1 started with 35 acres, and this year I have 
200 acres. If a railway were made I should be inclined to cultivate every available acre.
2684. Are your prospects sufficiently encouraging to lead you to go on increasing your area? Certainly.
2685. Are you in favour of the construction of the proposed line ? Tes.
2686. Are yo'ur neighbours of the opinion that it would be of great benefit to the district? They all 
agree in that.
268/. How many landholders are there within 20 miles of your holding ? I cannot say ; but thewholc of 
the land is occupied, so that if I wanted more land I do not think I could get it,
2688. Ho you know' if those who are engaged in agriculture under the share system are satisfied with 
their results ? No. Mr. Binney carries on the share system on his holding, and those who are working 
with him seem to be fairly well satisfied : but 1 do not know what results they have obtained,
2689. Is land which is offered on the share system generally taken up freely ? “ 4 H ” is the only holding 
in tho distriet on which land has been offered in that way, and it appears to me that nearly all the 
available land has been taken up.
2690. Ton think that the traffic which would he created by the construction of a railwav would, within a 
reasonable time get rid of a deficiency of £18,000? Judging by the-expansion of traffic which has 
occurred during the three years that I have been here I think that the deficiency would be soon made up.
2691. Would landholders be willing to give their land for railway purposes ? I understand that the 
holders of Breeza were willing to give what laud was required. Whether they are still ready to do so I 
cannot say.
2692. If you could save £50 a year by the construction of the railway, would you be willing to pay some
thing towards getting rid of any deficiency ? Personally, 1 should be glad to' do anything in that way, 
because a railway is the only thing that will do us any good.
2693. Ho you think that the principle is a fair one? I do not object to the principle.
2694. I suppose you run stock on your land ? I have a few cattle, but no sheep at the present time ; I 
am merely farming. I have been m other parts of New South Wales, and I think that the resources of 
this district are very great; but no encouragement is given for their development, nor is their develop
ment possible without railway communication. The line of demarcation between tbe agricultural and tbe 
pastoral interest is not so clear in this district as in others, because we are beginning to see that the block 
soil—which at one time was considered purely pastoral land—is good agricultural land. That has been 
proved by my own experience and that of others, though I admit that at the present time we donot exactly 
understand hovv to till the black soil to the full advantage. I have no doubt, however, that by observing 
and experimenting we shall eventually ascertain how lo get tbe best results, and there is an enormous 
area of black soil country. No doubt tbis is a splendid wheat-growing country, and I think corn, barley, 
and other cereals could be produced here. Then, too, tho railway would probably cause dairying to be 
gone in for in the district; but at present it is impossible for dairying to be carrieil on here, because there

is

F. Lord. 26/0,
,----- '----- , 2671.
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is no way of getting rid of the produce. To get our wheat from Quirindi to Sydney costs us less than to S'- l^rd.
send it from our homesteads to Quirindi, and at the present low price of wheat the cost of road carriage
is a heavy handicap to growers. _ ... 12 May, 1900.
2G95. "What has been your experience of the result of railway construction in other districts? When a
railway terminus is made,-a forced activity is created in the distriet, and it is often said that directly the
line goes beyond a town that town is done for; but if the resources of the district are good, the town will
not go back. If railways were never to be made because tbe terminal town would bo injured by their
extension, we should never have a railway outside the metropolitan area.

Francis Wilson Darby, grazier and farmer, Coolanbilla, sworn, and examined:—
2G96. Mr. Watson.] Wbat area of land do you bold ? Nearly 3,000 acres.
2697. Do you cultivate any portion of your land? About 150 acres.
2698. How far are you from tbo nearest market ? My place is 35 miles from Quirindi.
2699. What yield of wheat do you get ? My average last year was about 20 bushels to the acre.
2700. Was last year an average season? No ; it was a bad season.
2701. What would be your average yield for a number of years ? From 25 to 30 bushels to tbe acre.
2702. What effect would the construction of the proposed line have upon the land immediately in your 
vicinity ? If the railway were made, I and iny neighbours would put a larger area under wheat, because 
we should have better access to market, and would be able to send away our produce at a profitable rate.
2703. Is a large proportion of your land suitable for agriculture? I could take 1,000 acres for agri
culture without interfering with my grazing.
270-t. Would you keep some of your land for grazing, even though it might be suitable for agriculture? 
Yes ; I should not put it all under cultivation.
2705. Have your neighbours the same proportion of good land as you yourself ? Some of my neighbours 
would have a greater proportion of agricultural land.
2706. What is the country like between your place aud Werris Creek ? It is plain country.
2707. Is the plain country suitable for agriculture, or do you prefer the rising ground ? There is some 
of it which I would not care about taking. Some of the soil in the plain country is brown ground, and 
better for wheat than the black soil. There are large areas of rising country along the route of the 
proposed line which would be suitable for agriculture.
2708. Would all of that country be suitable for agriculture? No; the tops of the mountain ridges 
would not.
2709. What do you pay to have your wheat carried to Quirindi ? About Is. 6d. a cwt.
2710. Do you find that a handicap ? Yes.
2711. Are you and your neighbours in favour of the construction of the proposed line? Yes ; and I can 
speak for John Kelly, George Cameron, John Steel, William Della and brother, and Charles Orothors.
2712. Would they all go in more largely for cultivation if a railway were constructed ? Yes.
2713. Would the line go through land belonging to any of those whom you have mentioned? No; we
are all away from the route. 1 am 8 miles from Colly Blue ; but my place would be within 5 miles of a 
station at Spring Ridge. 1
2714. With a railway you would save from 3id. to 4d. a bushel in freight to Sydney ? About 4d, a bushel.
2715. Iu view of that fact, would you and your neighbours be prepared to make any contribution towards
decreasing any deficiency upon the working of a railway ? 1 am not prepared to answer that question.
2710. What do you consider your land worth ? From 30s. to £2 an acre, unimproved.
2717. If you saved 4d, a hushel in freight, on an acre yielding 20 bushels, you would save Gs. fid.;—could 
you not, under such circumstances, afford to pay 2d. an acre towards reducing any loss on the line ? I 
think so ; ou acreage uuder cultivation.
2718. If it became a question of having no railway, or having a railway and paying such a contribution, 
would you be inclined to make tbe contribution ? Yes ; under those circumstances.
2719. I suppose you send away fat sheep occasionally ? If wo had good seasons, I would send, five or six 
trucks of fat sheep and two or three trucks of catlle away every year, besides sixteen or twenty bales of 
wool. With the raihvay close at hand it would pay us to send away a truck load of sheep at a time ; but 
it does not pay us to drive a small flock 20 or 30 miles to a railway station. I might add that John Kelly, 
fourteen years ago, had 10 acres of black soil country under wheat, and got a yield of 20 bushels to the 
acre. Now he has 155 acres under cultivation, and the yield last year was 20 bushels to the acre.

F. W. Darby. 

ISMayTmo.

William Douglas Simson, grazier, Trinkey, sworn, and examined:—
2720. Mr. Watson.] Have you any knowledge of the Crown land which would be affected by tbe proposed W. D. 
line if it were constructed ? I know tbe Crown land on our own run, which is situated on the northern Simson. 
side of the route of the proposed line.
2721. What is the area of your run ? 70,000 acres, including the land held under occupation license. 12 190tl'
2722. How much of it is secured land? 28,000 acres.
2723. What proportion of the balance is suitable for agriculture ? About two-thirds. Nearly all of that 
land will be thrown open for selection in a very short time, and other land in the district will also be 
available.
2724. Is that land now covered with green timber? Some of it is plain country, and some of it is 
covered with timber. The plain country has a light, black soil, which is suitable for agriculture.
2725. Do you know any other areas suitable for agriculture? There are 20,000 acres on a holding 
adjoining mine. There is a tremendous lot of good land on Bomera, and a lot of good land on Wande- 
mab, 18 miles from the route of the proposed line, though some of it will be nearer to Curlewis.
2726. Do you think the Crown would be benefited by tbe construction of the proposed line by reason of 
the increased value which it would give to Crown land in tbe district ? Yes ; at tho present time it will 
not pay us to clear and to cultivate tbis land ; but if wc had a railway here it would be profitable. I took 
up some land on an improvement lease, and most of that,land would be suitable for agriculture if there

were
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were a railway near at hand; but the minimum rate of road-carriage now is Is. 9d. a cwt., and in good 
seasons the roads are so heavy that it is almost impossible to get anything taken in at all, at cost of 2s. 
to 2s. 3d. per cwt.
2727. Is a large proportion of the secured land on Trinkey holding suitable for agriculture ? Tea; 
there is very little of it that is not suitable. The land that would not grow wheat would grow corn.
2723. Do you think that if the proposed railway were made landholders in the distriet would be prepared 
to cultivate their land or to lease it on the share system ? Tes ; if it would pay them to do so.
2729. Do you think it would pay them P I think so. I think that within a little while the returns from 
wheat will be much larger than they are now.
2730. Wbat proportion of the leasehold areas that you are acquainted with is suitable for agriculture ? 
I think about two-tbirds. It is only the ridges that are not suitable. I have a garden at my place, and 
nearly everything seems to grow in it.
2731. Is it black soil or on the rising ground ? It is nearly all red soil. I have had 70 or SO acres of 
black soil under wheat for years, aud in any sort of season we get from 3 to 4 tons of hay. We 
have never got less than 2 J tons.
2732. Is that soil lighter than some of the black soil ? Tes ; I once stripped 9 acres of wheat, and got 
a yield of 22 bushels to the acre. There would be a certain amount of traffic on the proposed line, not 
only towards Sydney, but also towards Melbourne. I have sent sheep to Sydney for sale, and they have 
been resold and sent on to Melbourne ; but with a direct hue I would send them to Melbourne myself. 
If there were a railway, all the fat stock going from the district would use it, because the roads are so 
eaten down that they are not fit for animals to travel on.

[The Committee met at the Spring Hidge House, at 4'45 
George Clift, grazier, Breeza, sworn, and examined:—

2733. Yice-Chairmani] What distance is Breeza from Werris Creek ? Sixteen miles.
2734. Part of your holding is very close to the Breeza railway station ? Tes; it surrounds the Breeza

12 May, 1300. railway station. _ _
2735. In what direction is it from the route of the proposed line ? The proposed line would run parallel 
with our property on the southern side of it, all tho way from Werris Creek to Spring liidge, a distance 
of about 22 miles.
2736. What is the area of your bolding ? 130,000 aeres.
2737. What is the average carrying capacity ? From one to two sheep to the acre; it all depends upon 
the season.
2738. Is it all secured land ? Tes.
2739. How much of it would be available for agricultural purposes ? I could not say exactly, but some
thousands of acres. , ■
2740. Half of it P No, not so much. I dare say between 10,000 acres and 15,000 acres would be 
suitable for agriculture.
2741. Have vou ever tried agriculture on any part of it ? Tes.
2742. How much did you cultivate, and what yield did you get ? My sons put in 50 acres last year, and,
though the crop was a failure, they got IS bushels to the acre.
2743. What yield do you expect in a fair season ? From 3-5 to 40 bushels to the acre.
2744. What is the average weight of a fleece in this district ? About GJ- lbs.
2745. Do you find any difficulty in sending away your wool and other products ? Tes, from this side of 
the run.
2746. Is that because of the heavy roads ? Tes.
2747. Would the proposed railway be of advantage to you ? Tes. I could have sent 45,000 sheep away 
from here if there had been a railway and trucking conveniences.
2743. Do sheep lose in condition when being driven to the railway ? Tes.
2749. If the proposed railway were made, would you truck from the nearest station ? Tes, and I should 

■ send to other markets thau those to which I now send.
2750. To what other markets P To Melbourne.
2751. Would it pay you to send stock from your place to Melbourne by rail ? Tes, when stock was 
bringing good prices.
2752i Do you carry any cattle on your holding ? Tes; but not a great number,
2753. Is yours good fattening country ? Tes ; I do not think you could get better.
2754. With the construction of a raihvay, would you be able to fatten more sheep than you can fatten 
now ? Tes, and you could turn over your stock more quickly, and put others in their places.
2755. Have you at any time received large consignments of stock from other districts because of the 
drought in those districts ? No ; though some relatives of ours had 13,000 sheep ou someof our country.

1 2756. Have you ever been forced to send away your own sheep during a drought to a more favoured
district ? Tes ; twenty years ago,
2757. Not since then P No. __ _
275.3. Does this part of tbe country not suffer from droughts as much as other parts? No; and with 
rain it soon recovers.
2759. If the proposed raihvay wore constructed, would you place a larger area of land under cultivation P 
Tes : I think we could lease a lot of land on the share system, if there were a railway here.
2760. Do you think that tho share system ivould settle a considerable population in tbis district ? Tes, 
under proper conditions, if people would live and let live.
2761. We have been informed that in some places where the share system has been iu force, the land
holders after three or four years have allowed the land to go back to pasture, and the agriculturists have 
bad to seek fresh fields ;—vvould that be the case in this district, or would agriculture become a permanent 
institution here ? It would become permanent here. ■
2762. What area would maintain a farmer in this district in decent comfort ? 300 acres.

W. D. 
Simson.

12^^1900.

G. Clift.

2763.
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2703. TTmler wbat conditions would you offer land to be farmed ? A man now has 900 acres under wheat a- Clift' 
near Werris Creek on our holding.
27G4. AVhat terms do you allow him P We have helped him along greatly. ^ £ r» 0 nnn ^
2705. Do you think that if the proposed line were constructed the estimated deficiency of ^XS^OOO per 
annum would shortly disappear? 1 think tliat the traffic on the line ■would increase every year.
27GG. Would it pay you to contribute towards the reduction of any annual loss as much as you now pay 
in land tax on land within the influence of the railway ? I am not prepared to answer that question, 
because I am only one of a firm, and the other members must be consulted. _
2767. Do yon think it would pay other landholders further along the line to contribute Id. an acre per 
annum upon all land within 20 miles of the railway, in order to secure its construction ? I think it would.
2768. Do you think that it would ho of material advantage to have a connection between the Northern 
and Western railway systems? I think so.
2769. Would there be an interchange of products along a connecting line ? I think so.
2770. Would you expect to find a market on the Western line, out towards Bourke? If there were a
drought out there, we could buy stock there and bring them here by train ; but- it would not pay us to 
bring them by road. .
2771. Are the runs in this district stocked to their full capacity ? Our run is stocked up pretty well.
2772. Do you think that the construction of the line would result in a national gain, by reason of the
saving of sheep which it would effect ? J think so. _ ... ,
2773. Is there much room for starving stock in the New England district ? Yes ; that district js an outlet
for stock from the plains, , i »v j v
2774. Would it pay stockowners out towards the west to use the proposed line to send stock to Aberdeen .
Yes ; because the driving of them by road tabes away their condition. ^ _ _
2775. Would it happen in times of drought in the west that sheep in ill condition would be sent here to 
fatten, and then be trucked on to Aberdeen or some other place to be killed for export? Yes.
2770. What is the rainfall in tbis district ? From 28 to 30 inches. _ _
2777. What carriage do you pay from the furthest end of your property to the railway station at Breeza.
I cannot say, because we use our own teams. _ ^
2778. Would you be willing to give the land required for railway purposes? 1 es. _
2779. Which lino would you prefer—one from Dubbo to Werris Creek, or one from Wellington to Werris 
Creek ? I should like the junction to be at Wellington.
2780. Is that because it would give you a shorter route to Sydney and to Melbourne ? Yes.

A. Campbell.

about two sheep to 

I have carried a sheep

Archibald Campbell, grazier, Spring Bidge, sworn, and examined :
2781. Mr. JVaison.] What is the area of your holding ? About 2,300 acres.
2782. Is it all conditional purchase and conditional lease ? It is all conditional purchase or freehold.
2783. How far is it from where we are now? About 11 or 12 miles from here south of the route of the 1-May, UW* 
proposed line.
2784. Would this be the nearest point to it on the proposed line ? Yes.
2785. What is the carrying capacity of your land ? In reasonable seasons 
the acre.
2786. During the recent dry years how many sheep have you been able to carry ?
and half lo the acre. _
2787. Js yours all plain country ? No ; I have some timbered country as well.
2788. Is it fairly level country ? Yes. _
2780. How much of it is suitable for agriculture? I should think quite 1,800 acres.
2790. Do you cultivate any of it now ? Very little.
2791. What distance are you from Quirindi? Thirty miles.
2792. Is that too far to enable you to cultivate with a profit ? Yes. ■ o t1 i o
2793. What is the maximum from a railway station at which a man can profitably cultivate ? From 10
to 15 miles. j o -w -j. ■
2794. Is the distance shorter in this district because of the heavy character of the road f les ; it is 
very heavy drawing in this district, more especially in wet seasons. _ _ i
2795. Are there many who have comparatively small holdings in the vicinity of your place? Yes.
2796. Is their land something like yours ? Yes. _
2797. Do any of them go in for agriculture ? No, because they have no inducement lo do so. _ _
2798. What docs it cost to send wheat from that part of the district to Quirindi? 1 should think it 
would cost from Is. Gd. to Is. 9d, a bag, _ _
2/99. Do you regard that charge as prohibitive ? Yes.
2800. You have not grown anything yourself ? Only a few acres for hay.
2801. With what result? With very good results. One year I got 2^ tons of hay to the acre; but 
when the season was dry I got less,
2802. Did you cultivate" the plain country or the timbered country ? The timbered country.
2803. Is that country regarded as better "for agriculture than the plain country ? It has not yet had a 
reasonable trial; but it is supposed to be equal to, and perhaps superior lo, the plain country.
2804. Is there a good proportion of agricultural land between Trinkey and Werris Creek ? Yes.
2805. Does the good land extend for any considerable distance on both sides of the route of the proposed
railway? Yes. ■ • t o tt
2806. If the proposed railway were constructed would it pay you to go in for agriculture. Yes.
2807. Would agriculture assist your grazing operations ? Yes, because it would improve the land.
2808. Do you fatten any stock ?" Yes. .
2800. Would a railway close at hand be of assistance to you in sending away small consignments ?

Yes ; it costs as much to drive
"^ee- . ■ • J' D

2810. Do you experience any difficulty in driving your stock to Quirindi ?
a small flock of, say 100, as to drive 500. o xr u i-
2811. If you were close to a railway, would you frequently send away small consignments ? Yes; but 
under other circumstances we do not trouble about small lots.
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A-Campbell. 2812. Do you cure to express an opinion about the suggestion that landowners should contribute towards 
^ ctl?.a °f ,anT deficicnc-' ? . Personally, I should be prepared to make a contribution in recognition 

" • ot the benefits which I would derive from a railway, and I can speak for a neighbour, Mr. Dickson.
2813. "Would it be worth your while to pay Id. an acre towards making up any loss ? Yes, for a time at
any rate.
2814. How far would you be from the line at the nearest point? About 5 miles.
2815. Would it pay people within 15 miles to make a contribution ? 1 think it would pay them to make
some contribution.
28 LG. D there a great desire on the part of the people here to have the railway constructed ? Yes,
2817. Will their operations be seriously handicapped if they are not given a railway ? Yes. Without a 
railway very little farming will be done, but with a railway, new industries, such as dairying, will arise. 
281S. Will this country be suitable for dairying? Yes, some of it. *
2819. What sort of country would be most suitable for dairying ? I think the timbered country bordering 
the plains, and in the winter time, when they produce rich herbage, such as thistles, the plains themselves.
2820. Do the large landowners here prefer to run sheep rather than cattle? Yes; because sheep are
more profitable. .
2821. That is not an indication'that cattle would not do well here ? No.
2822. Is there any large area of Crown land in the district which is likely to become available for settle
ment, or has most of the land here been taken up ? Most of it has been taken up about here, though 
there may be some further out. Mr. Dickson, who is present, has asked me to speak for him. What 
would benefit me would benefit him. .
2823. Wbat area has Mr. Dickson of whom you speak ? I think about 3,300 acres, or a little more.
2824. Are tho small holdings round you similar in character and possibilities to your own? Yes.
2825. So that in speaking for yourself you are practically speaking for them ? les. '

Eicbard Kingston, farmer, Spring Kidge, sworn, and examined
R. Kingston. 2826. Mr. McFarlane.'] What is tbe extent of your holding? 180 acres.

-A——^ 2827. Do you use the land for cultivation ? Yes,
12 May, 1900. 2828. How many acres have yon under cultivation ? About 60.

2829. Has your laud been under cultivation for any length of time? Yes, for seventeen vears.
2830. What do you grow ? Wheat generally.
2831. What has been your average yield ? My average yield has been from 27 to 30 bushels to the acre. 
I have had as many as 45 bushels, and as few as 16 bushels to the acre.
2832. How do you get your produce to market ? I carry it to Quirindi.
2833. And it eventually goes to Sydney? Yes.
2834. What would it cost to convey it to Quirindi ? About 5d. a hushel.
2835. Arc there many agriculturists near you ? Yes, three or four.
2836. What success have they met with ? My neighbour, Mr. Barnes, has country similar to mv own
right through. '
2837. Is it ridgy country or plain country ? It is ridgy country. v
2838. Wbat has been your experience of tho ridgy country, as compared with the plain countrv, for
agricultural purposes? I have not seen very much of the plain country worked, except during the’last 
two years, and agriculture has been almost a failure on the plains. The ridgy country stands the drought 
better than the plain country. °
2839. Is most of the country which is fit for cultivation under crop ? No.
2840. Is there any considerable area under crop ? There would be if the land were available and we had 
a railway,
284L. Is there a large area of Crown lands not available ? Yes; there is a reserve on each side of the 
plain. ,
2842. Are these reserves large ? Yes.
2843. Is the country fairly good ? Yes; most of it is as good as the country upon which I am growin"'
wheat, though some of it is sandy. 0
2844. If the railway were constructed, would the larger landholders lease their land for agriculture ? I 
believe that a good many of them would.
2815, How much agricultural land would it take to maintain a family ? Pour hundred or 500 acres • but
I live on 180 acres. 1
2816. Do you think that mixed farming will continue in this district ? Yes.

■ ^ ProPos®d railway were constructed, would farmers use it to send their produce to market ?

■ 2848. Would its construction result in increased settlement? I believe that it would.

David Lawrence, saw-mill proprietor, Spring.Kidge, sworn, and examined:—
D. Lawrence. 2349. Mr. Shepherd.] How far is your place from here ? Pour miles, in the direction of Colly Blue and 

it is 32 miles from Quirindi.
12 May, 1900. 2850. Do you supply timber to the district as far as Werris Creek ? I supplied 50,000 feet for the meat- 

works at Werris Creek.
2851. How long have you been here ? A little over seven years.
28j2. Have you always been able to keep your mill at work ? Yes, fairly well during tbe last twelve 
months ; tbe previous year I had a- great deal of lost time.
2853. How much land do you hold ? I hold 69 acres, under special lease.
2854. Do you cultivate any of it? No.

^°-W far WOuld the railwaJ' be from y°ur Place ? 16 he 200 or 300 yards from the saw-mill. 
2So6; If it were constructed, I suppose it would pay you to send timber to Werris Creek? Yes, or to 
Quirindi. I have numerous inquiries for timber from Quirindi and from Tamworth ; but I cannot compete 
with the local mills. The price for carriage is 2s. Od. per 100 feet, which is as reasonable a price as the 
earners can draw for, though I have paid as high as 3s.

2857.
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J). Lawrence.I^aTe ^r°tl P^cn^y timber ? Yes ; timber that Tronic! keep several mills troin<r.
1.S5S ]B it a good class of timber? Yes. 1 bad a letter from the contracto? fo? tho meal-worlss, in , - - ^ 

)IU|‘ he ih;it tlle cle.r^ works considered that our timber was tbe best on the job. i. believe 12 MaL tSMt
that Mr. Clift, one of the directors, recommended the timber, although he is not a gentleman with whom 
J am acquainted.
2850. ])o you think that jou could compete with oiher saw-mills if vou have cheaper carriage? Yes. 
they only charge 9d. a 100 feet to carry timber from Boggabn to Cjuirindi, so that ! cannot afford to 
compete w‘Bi that tmiberuader present conditions. J bad an inquiry for timber for the '‘Terminus 
lioteij at Quirindi, but 1 could not accept tbe contract.
2SG0; What timber do you generally saw ? JW and iron-bark. The very best timber grows in this 
district J believe that the construction of the proposed railway would be of benefit to even- one out this .
uay. J,hc farmers must find it very bard not to be able to get Uicir wheat to market without paving 
exorbilant prices. Of course, the carriers’ charges aro reasonable under the circumstances ; but they arc 
uoci n to,all°"' Prorlucci-a 111 this distriet to compete with people elsewhere.
, ’ .7“ thu PC(JPle 'j01;6 £om inclined to go in more largely for agriculture ? ] think that Ihev would
do so it they could got their produce fo market more easily. We have splendid agricultural land" here — 
t do not suppose you could get. bettor anywhere. ^
oqco vtr|lal! ‘,S Hle 1V'.ie, su,tabie foriJ ^'or cabinet-work and for ordinary house-building.
“bG3‘ ^ hat 13 tllc thickness of the sap-wood P Two or 3 inches, according to tho sine of the tree.

Charles Bimiie, grazier, Spring liidge, sworn, and examined
285A. riee-Ckairman.] Will you make a statement to the Committee of your views in regard to the matter r R;nniP 
mto which they are inquiring ? Perhaps J had better begin by givingJvou tho resulte which we have 
obtained m tins district from our agricultural and grazing operations. During the last two years I have 12M^y/mb, 
been trying to turn my pastoral holding mto au agricultural holding, with varying success, chiefly because 
of the very bad seasons which we have had of late ; but, notwithstanding these bad seasons, I have had a 
sufficient measure of success to make me very hopeful of the final result when we again get normal 
seasons Ihe total area of my secured land is about 12,13 A aeres, and J hold 2,008 acres of land which 
is ot little value as regards returns, under annual lease. The cattle now upon the holding number 189 • 
the sheep. 2,blS; my horses, 82; andl am also carrying a large number of horses belonging to my tenants'

’ D i ,nonS’ wllic 1 wa„s t'D brother’s property and my own, comprised between 18,000 
and 20 000 acres. In 1880 our sales of fat sheep were 12,184 ; of cattle. 85 ; and of wool, 122 bales ■ 
and at the end of the year we possessed 7,900 sheep and 957 head of cattle. ]n 1895 our sales of sheep 
wereH^toO- of cattle 280; and of wool, 336 bales. The cattle aud sheep were sent to market as fat 
stock, and at the end of the year we had 18,801 sheep and 130 head of cattle. In 1896 our sheen sales 
amounted to *.9.211, 12 000 sheep being sold as dealers’lines, TVe sold no cattle that year, but our 
output of wool was 189 bales; and at the end of the year we had 13,817 sheep and 580 head of cattle 
At the present time I am engaged m agricultural operations on the share svatem, and upon my property 
there aro now seventy-two souls. ^ r J i t ^ J
n,?Co; Wais0^-] 'including both tenants and employees? Yes; everybody living upon the place.
I he total quantity of goods carted from Quirindi in 1893 was 81 tons, and in 1899, 98 tons. During the 
present year we have imported 32 tons to date. In 1S9S we sent away to Quirindi 40 tons; in 1899 we 
oqoc wT h,0^0513j, aild t!lis .vcflr've have sent away 31 tons to date, with a large quantity still to follow.
-866. What does the tonnage to Quirindi represent ? A small part of it wool, and the balance am-icul- 
tnral products—wheat and chaff. In 1898 we ploughed up 1.053 acres, in 1899 we ploughed 2,870°acres 
and tins year wc hope to plough 3,630 acres. There are also 800 acres in farms which' aro ready to let 
but winch 1 have not been offering vigorously because of the bad seasons. In 1898 we obtained 800 ba^s 
of wheat—the crop that year was almost a failure-and ISO tons of hay j aud in 1899 we obtained 4 250 
bags ot wheat and 636 tons of hay. as nearly as the weight of hay could be estimated. At the present 
time we have TOO tons of wheat and 300 tons of hay to send away. That hay does not include the hay 
winch is used for the tenants’ horses. One farmer, who has ploughed 320 acres of the ridgy land, 
obtained 1,030 bags of wheat. Part of that crop was almost a failure, while other parts were very good ■ 
but tiie samples of wheat obtained u ere very promising throughout. I have beeu asked to quote the folio wine- 
results obtained last year from small areas. The sowings covered a long period, owing to the drvness of 
tne season. Mr, Chas. Baker, who came from South Australia, obtained an average yield of 15 bushels to 
the acre from 80 acres sown m June and July. Mr. if. Ratzmann, from 8outh° Australia, obtained an 
average yield of 21 bushels to the .acre from 30 acres sown on the 23rd June. His land is a black-soil 
plain. Mr. U illiam Carlyon, from Victoria and Bcrrigau, bad the misfortune to have his crop struck 
down when it was almost in tho bags. lie bad 250 acres spoiled bv an unusually late frost, on the 29th 
September and he considered that the crop would have averaged 32 bushels to'the acre. However he 
cut most of it for hay, and obtained 400 tons ; but where tho thistle hud overtaken the wheat it was not 
cut tor hay. Since 187/ we have never suffered serious losses upon the “ 4 D” holdum from dry seasons.
In my fifteen years' personal recollection our biggest loss was in 1395, when 300 old" ewes, which were 
weak after lambing, were killed by a very severe frost, which did terrible damage to stock coming off 
shears. In regard io ihe benefits which 1 hope from ihe construction of the proposed line to myself 
personally, 3 might mention at once the cheapness of carriage for the large amount of wheat which I 
hope to produce, and an interchange of products which 1 would benefit from, hut which cannot be 
particularised. As an illustration, f might say that five or six months ago 7,000 wethers were bein°- 
offered tor sale in the Kiverina, and if J could have trained them here in economic fashion T 
r, n,, "flve purchased them. Then, again, on several occasions in different seasons fat stock from 
‘‘4 D ’have been scut to Sydney and sold there, and have then bean trucked from Sydney to Melbourne 
Aow. it wc. had had the advantage of a cross-country Tine, wc should have saved the buvers’ 
profit, and sent our stock to Melbouriio ourselves. Under Federation 1 hope to miin great 
advantage it ihe proposed railway is constructed by trading with the southern market, and for that 
tratlic I prefer the Wellington to the Dubbo connection. When 1 was in Moree. a few weeks a-m 
making inquiries as to where their chaff and other produce supplies came from, 1 was informed 

4;l-° that
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C, Biumc. that for the lost two years eontrads had been let m Orange for ^hioh had 1° be sent
^-----, right round through Sydney. If the proposed raihvay had been constructed, that «liaff " 0 lltlj “ cf™}^

IS M.y,1000. have been sent over hero, f have :t00 or 400 tons of hay to dispose of as ohaff: but ] shall tmd it 
difficult to obtain a profitable market for it, because of tbe espense of carriage. If there had heen . 
railway, however. I could have sold-it in the western districts at profitable rates The northern d stricls 
arc quite apart from the western and the southern districts. At the present ^ callll^l d 
exchange products with them because of the long distance by rad around through Sydney. A\«t and 
north-west from Bourko.howevcr.thc.ro is a very large market to look to tor store stock JVe me 
hardly able to avail ourselves of this market now, because of Ihe distance and expense ot travelling 
and from it. I am, inclined, however, to think that if the proposed raihvay were constructed the people 
of the northern districts would largely avail themselves of it. In dry times it would pay us to ia e 
advantage of the starving-stock rates to stock up country here which imght be uuder-stoclved. Th 
average rainfall of this district, as shown by the Government, map is upwards of inches. I 
beard'd asked whether, in view of the big loss which it is said would he incurred by the construction of 
the proposed line, the people within 10 miles of Ihe road could aftbrd to contribute a- penny an ^re, ‘ 
those within 20 miles of the route a halfpenny an acre, towards the reduction of the deficiency, irom a 
business point of view, in order to get tbe railway, 1 should be ready to contribute ; but, as a ^P^1’
I would pro lest against anv contribution being asked for, and for tins reason ; ]£ I improve my leasehold 
land so C it becomes more productive, I mSst pay a larger land tax to Ihe f^ K I tujmjd my 
pastoral land into agricultural land, which I would do if (he railway were constructed and I tl _ 
same thiim would bo done rigid through the district, seeing the excellent climatic condition6,_winch you 
cannot make as you make railways-I should have to pay something more to the Commissioners of 
Taxation later on. A minor objection to the suggestion that the landowners of this district shomd 
contribute towards reducing any deficiency is that many other districts m the Colony aTe. 
by railways for which we, in common with the rest of the taxpayers, aro paying, and for which the people
of the district served arc not specially taxed. . 4.
2867. If your land was subjected to a charge for the upkeep of the railway, the Governmeiit Appramer 
would be bound to deduct the amount of that charge from the taxable value of the land . Acs but J. 
donot thiuk that that would be considered until we had a Privy Councu case over it That is my 
opinion from my dealings with the Commissioners of Taxation. Evidence has been given in regard to 
Z p«!wJ.f tho timber trmle i, thi. lirtrict. I knot, ttat .» the tae tho «mb r
trade, which was so profitable for many years, is now m a languishing condition foi the want of timber 
to work upon; so that they are now drawing pine 80 miles to a sawmill, aud are getting up trees that are 
practical!v saplings. The proposed railway, however, would open up a very considerable area « 
countrv ' I believe I have £1,000 worth of matured pine upon my estate, and 1 would market it if-the 
proposed line were made. I consider that 60 per cent, of tho country between Oakey Creek and ^ erris 
Creek, a distance of 60 miles, and of which 1 have a fairly intimate knowledge, is fit for agriculture , 
and if the line were made, largo areas of land which is now considered only second-class land’
and’is in manv cases not used at all, because of the timber on it, would be put under cultivation, and 
that would enhance the value of all the land in tbe district. J. have been informed that as many as 
10 000 acres of land upon Breeza holding are shortly to be thrown open to settlement, as the result ot 
an exchange, and that land would be within 10 or 1-1: miles of the proposed 3me. Prom the evidence 
which I furthered on tho subject of agriculture before I went mto it myself, I learnt that in making a
comparison between this district aud a district like Bcrrigau, which is an exemplary agricultural district, 
that the5value of the land there rose in three years from 80s. per acre as pastoral land to £4 an acre as 

' • agricultural land. In the Berrigan district the climate is indiflerent, the rainfall being only about 17 
inches and the soil weak : so that I am of opinion that it would not stand agriculture for any long period, 
whereas hero farms have been cultivating for tweuty-five years, and there has been very little diminution of

2808 ^lave farmers been cultivating in this district continuously for twenty-five years
without the assistance of manure ? They do not know what manure is up here f he percentage of loss 
nmnnmrt crons too is exceedingly small. B:lr. Kingston omitted to state that he has lost on ) one ciop 
out ert sixteen. With regard to the value of the black soil for agriculture, I desire to say that some of 
the best yields obtained in this district has been obtained from black sod. , , 2
2S69 Mr WaUon 1 Has any attempt been made to test the black soil country for a number of years 
One farmer told me that ho had cultivated both black and red soils for some years between here and Quirindi, 
and that if the season was bad he was likely to lose both crops, though lie imght save aomcthiug on the 
ridgy land ; but that in a number of years the black-soil country yielded bigger returns than the red-sod

Sm'rhe returns from black soil are so large that a man can stand an occasional loss? That is how he 
argued • but our experience is not sufficient to enable us to say which sod lasts best. The black-sod 
plains have not been cultivated until recently in this district, and it has been a very vexed fpuestion 
whether black soil is any good for agriculture. Prejudice dies very hard ; but the Barling Downs, w Inch
arc almost wholly under cultivation, are a black-soil district.

Is not the elevation of the Barling Downs greater than the elevation of this district. 1 es ; and 
the rainfall there is a little more. I think they had 31 inches about Warwick. I ana cultivating four 
different sorts of soils. Tbo very blackest and heaviest of sods has hitherto given tlm heaviest crop. 
That was the crop which I referred to as having been struck down by frosts I am also cultivating chocolate 
soil, and the ridgy soil. That soil is very friable. Then there is a stiffer black soil which might almost be 
called a blue soil, and which has a slightly clayey element in it. On that, sod 1 grew a crop of wheat 
twelve vears ago, which was estimated by farmers at 40 bushels to the acre. I put the crop m to kill the 
very rank growth that came up and overmastered a lucerne patch that I vyas trying to establish L had 
lucerne esfddished here for twelve or thirteen years, and it would have died from neglect if that wmdd 
have killed it. Because of the amount ot work to be done, we allowed it to go to seed, but it lasted 
twelve or thirteen years, until, a short time ago. we put tiie plough through it . . , ,,

Mr SAcphcrd.] What sort of soil is it in ■! The hlue-biack clayey sod. We have cultivated a small 
area of rather weak ridgv soil for fifteen or sixteen years. That soil has stood fairly well; but after ten 
years cropping it showed signs of getting a little weaker, though we seldom lost an entiro erop.^AV e 
grew hay on that land. " ’
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2N73. Have you ever tried oats ? Xo; ] would not try oais while growing wheat, for fear of getting C. Bimiio. 
them into the soil, and not being able to get them out again.
2871. Have yon tried maize to any extent? Vcs; Iliad about 11 acres under maize in my orchard 1 a^’ ’
during the three dry years 18S)5, 189(1. and 1897. The ground is situated on a hillside, and bus a good 
free loamy soil. The crop on that land averaged 15 bushels to the acre when erops on the low-lying 
land in the district were failures.
2875. You have not tried maize on the black soil ? Xo. Our roads are in a terribly bad condition after 
rain. I. have seen them so bad that; for weeks at a time it has been impossible to take heavy traffic over 
them, and, sooner or hder, as our production increases—and agriculture is stretching out through the 
district further and further every year—we must come upon our Parliamentary representatives, and ask 
them to give us roads. Jt will cost a verv large amount of money to make roads through black-soil 
country, and the Crown will get no direct return from the expenditure, as it would get from expenditure 
upon a railway. I understand that a very large area of land along the route of the proposed line has 
already been surveyed for sell,lenient, and that 50,000 acres on tbo Bomera holding, 50,000 acres on 
Tinknvamina holding, and 20,000 acres on Qucensborough bolding will shortly be available for selection, 
and I have no doubt that every acre, no matter how- bad, will be taken up. This land bus hitherto been 
entirely unproductive, and no doubt a small area will remain unproductive, do wbat yon will; but hilly, 
ridgy land, which, uuder pastoral occupation often carries no stock at all, will, under agriculture, in most 
cases, bo made productive. The construction of tbis proposed railway will assist to bring about that 
change. In my opinion, no railway proposal could be submitted to the (lommitt.ee which would serve so 
great :t number of people as the proposed line would serve, because it goes beyond mere local interests.
A railway from Wellington to Werris Creek would, serve people living beyond its terminal points. Not
withstanding this, however, the Commissioners of .Bailways, while recommending other railway proposals, 
have condemned this, fn reply te their condemnation, I would say that it is impossible to make a climate.
Tho people between Brewarrina and Collarendalm may want, a railway ;. but the construction of a railway 
in that district could not benelit such a great number of people as tbe construction of tbis line would 
benefit, nor would it tend to alter the value of the land so much. That country is all pastoral country, 
and can never be anything else.
287G. Jf.r. Levien,^ Do you think that the district gets full credit for all the produce that it sends away ? .
1. do not know if .1. can presume to comment upon the oflicial evidence which lias already been put before 
the Committee.
2877. ncB-Chtdrimn.'] You are <|uite at liberty to do tbat 7 The Members of the Committee have now 
occupied twelve days in their trip thorugb tho district which the proposed line would serve, and, although 
they have seen n-good deal of it, 1. do not. think they have seen it all. They have travelled, too, in fine 
weather. The Kailway Commissioners, however, had the misfortune to meet with extremely bad weather 
for a start, and on the blaek-soil plains they got into a terribly heavy storm. I need not remark upon the 
delays which take place when our roads become wet. Notwithstanding the state of the roads, however, 
the Commissioners were only three days going through, and, upon tbeir knowledge of the district, so 
hurriedly obtained, they put before the Committee a full account of its possibilities, and a condemnation 
of the scheme. ] have taken the liberty to go through some of the evidence which has been placed 
before the Committee by three officers of the Bailway Department—Messrs. Deane, McLachlan, and 
Harper—and J. wish to draw (be attention of the Committee to ihe contradictory nature of tbeir 
evidence, and to tbo contradictions in Mr. Harper’s evidence taken by itself. As a taxpayer, and 
as one who is interested in this proposal, I think I am justified in what I am about to say. Although 
Mr, Harper holds an important position as an officer of tho Government, it must be apparent 
to anyone Who looks through his evidence that the answers he gave when under cross-examination by 
members of fhc Committee, ou tbe second day of his examination, are most unsatisfactory. That evidence 
is a mass of contradictions, aud the evidence of the three gentlemen whom I have named will not bear 
comparison. Mr. Deane makes a small error in stating tbat the black soil plains are not suitable for 
agriculture (Question 21). That is still a moot question. Then, in reply to Question 37, he states 
that he believes “ that the owners of land would be very glad to let out the land ou the share principle,” 
and tbat 11 there is a good deal of Crown land still for sale which would be suitable for agriculture.” In 
reply to Question 42, be says that ho believes the district is one wbicb would carry a large population ; 
and, in reply to Question 43, tbat “ the alienated land by no meahs comprises all tbe best land.” In reply 
to Question 47, be appears not to know bow the.Bailway Commissioners make up their estimate of traffic.
In reply to Question 49, he is of opinion that there would be a greater increase of traffic in an agricultural 
than iu a pastoral district. In reply to Question 53, he agrees to the statement that '‘there is no popula
tion between tho stations.” That is evidently an error which the Commissioners fell info, since they did 
not announce tbeir visit to the district, so ns to give people an opportunity of coming forward to meet 
them. In reply to Question 57, Mr. Deane says that the box-tree country is magnificent agricultural 
country. His evidence, however, differs entirely from tbat of Mr. Harper and Mr. McLachlan, who 
voiced the opinions of the Eailway Commissioners. Mr. McLachlan says, in reply to Question 87, that 
the proposed railway would not be of service in the removal of starving stock ; but, in reply to Question 
147, be says “ I know from some squatters that iu the last drought the western people found it difficult 
to find grazing country.” Then, in reply to Question 91, ho submits a return showing that the number of 
starving stock shifted during one month—November, 1899—was GS.500, and in his next answer he says,
“ during (ho two succeeding months we shifted 309,000. Yet he does not think that the proposed line 
would be of service in shifting starving stock ; and in auotlier place he says that he does noc think it 
would pay owners to shift their stock. He also unwittingly makes a statement in favour of the proposal 
when he says that drought in this Colony are only partial; and he -goes on to point out that while the 
Bourke distriet suffered iu 1897, the Narrabri district had a good season then, and, the inference is, could 
have taken in starving stock. He told the Committee that bad droughts occur at "Werris Creek ; whereas, ■
as a matter of fact, the 'Werris Creek district has a rainfall of 30 inches, and they do not know what it is 
to lose stock there. The only use that he could think of for the proposed railway is for the transfer of 
rolling-stock from the Northern line to the Southern or Western lines. He says, in reply to Question 
10G, that the Commissioners “ do not anticipate any big development in agriculture”; and, in reply to 
Question 109, that they would prefer a connection between Collarendabri and Brewarrina, though, as I 
have shown, such a line could not increase the value of the laud through which it would be taken. In 

. reply
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C. Binnte. reply to Question 118. lie says, “ I believe there is very little Crown land left,” and that the contraction
12 il ^ 1000 P™rosecl v'’ould not intensify production. Then 1 come to one or two answers which are

• rather vital. He is ashed to compare an existing line with the proposed line, and he takes the 
Blayney-Harden line. In reply to Question 134, however, lie contradicts his previous evidence, 
because he says that the Blayncy line has encouraged agricultural settlement, and iu his next 
answer he agrees that there is now more wheat and other produce grown in the district through which it 
passes. Although the Hallway Commissioners say that thev do not anticipate much traffic on the proposed 
line, and estimate its revenue at only £S,/1S(5. they admit that the Blayncy lino, which costs three times 
as much per mile ns this line will cost, now pays working expenses. Mr. Harper states that: ho thinks 
that £13(1,000 would be reoaired for the resumption of land along the route of the proposed line ; but I 
believe that very little would be required tor the purpose. Mr. Charrington, who has 7.000 acres of land 
in this district, and who has authorised me to speak for him, is willing to give any of his land 'that may 
be required lor raihvay purposes, I should also be willing to give any of my land, and I am of opinion that 
most of the people on the first GO miles of the 'Werris Creek end of the route would willingly give their 
land. I am also authorised to say, on behalf of Mr. Charington. that; if the line were made he would go 
in largely for agriculture. Jn reply to Question 170, Mr. McLachlan says, that tbe Bail way Com
missioners had based their estimate of traffic upon the existing traffic, that is, that they will not take into 
consideration prospective traffic. In reply to Question 17S), he says, ^ The Commissioners do not 
anticipate that a development in agriculture would take place if the fine were made ; ” and, in reply to 
Questions 182 and 18H, ho states that Ihe three Commissioners drove through the district, and got 
information Irom local people. Xow, although I have been along the route, I. have been unable to find 
any local person from whom they got information, and the time they allowed for its collection was very 
limited. iS'everthcless, Mr. .McLachlan states, in answer to Question 181, l'they always make due 
inquiry.” 3n reply to Question 187. he says that, “they took three days ” to make this inquiry. Iu 
reply to question 1S8, he says, that if the officers of tho ileparfcment give evidence to the coutrary of that 
it would be incorrect. Then Mr. Harper, Question 211, states that he did not think that the lino would 
servo my estate. I beg to differ from him on that point. Iu reply to Question 213, he admits that, 
“ there is a lot of land ou that line which agriculturalists would be clad to get hold of.” In reply to 
Question 211, he thinks that those who at present own tho laud would go in for agriculture. In reply to 
Question 2G0, he says that, although he has been over tho country, he cannot give any information as to 
ifa character. Yet the day before, iu reply to Questions 201-and 211, be does give an account of it. 
Then, in reply to Question 27-t, he will not answer when he is asked whether the country “ is of such 
a character that it would carry a large papulation.” Although be has been over tho country, lie says in 
reply to Question 276, that there is no good land near Werris Creek. I must leave the Members of tho 
Committee to judge for themselves on that point. In his replies to Questions 290 to 296,ho admits that 
the Moree line, the Cobar line, and the Berrigan-Tinlay line have all exceeded the estimated traffic return. 
I. believe that the traffic estimate for tho Moree line was exceeded in the first two months that tho lino 
was opened, aud those were not the months of the wool season. As another instance of the inaccuracy 
of tho estimates which emanate from the same quarter, I would refer to the results obtained by the 
G eorge-street tramway.
287S. Mr. Watson.'} Mr. Harper was not responsible for that estimate? But. it came from the same 
department,. These officers are only the Commissioner’s mouthpieces. In reply to Question 303, Mr. 
Harper admits that any squatter will Jet his land if he can got good farmers to take it. In reply to 
Question 342, he says that squatters will not send stock to Hew Bngland, because the grass there is too 
sour. I need not comment on that answer. Thousands of sheep went to Hew England during the last 
drought. Mr. Harper also says that fluke is always there, but that is another mistake, 'in reply to 
Question 314, he says that there is no foot-rot there. Again a mistake. In reply to Question 367, he 
says that he could not advance one valid reason iu favour of the construction of the line, and, in reply to 
the next question, he repeats Mr. McLachlan’s statement that the only use Ihe Bailwav Department 
would have for the line would be in expediting the removal of rolling stock. I think that if the Bail way 
Commissioners had wanted to damn this line, they could have done it in an artistic fashion. If one reads 
the evidence of the three officers whom I have named, lie will find lots of excuses, hut not one valid reason 
why the line should not bo constructed.
2879. Vice*Chatrman.1 Lou anticipate a large increase of agricultural settlement along the route of the
lino which would afford traffic to it ? Yes, and I base that opinion upon the fact that agriculture has 
been stretching further and further away from the existing lines during the last four years. I know that 
agriculture is being prosecuted at Tambar Springs, and when 1 was out there lately, 1 saw a man eartiim 
his wheat from there to Quirindi. "
2880. Will you not admit that a large portion of the best land in this district has beon alienale^ ? The 

' bulk of the best land has been taken up, and that is only natural.
2881. The success of the proposed line, so far as it depended upon agricultural traffic, would depend upon 
the attitude taken by landholders along the route in regard to agriculture ? Hot entirely. There is qtiite 
enough land yet to be thrown open to give a sufficiently large agricultural area to make the line profitable. 
If the second-rate land in the district were brought under agriculture it would produce more than the 
best land originally taken up under stock.
2882. "We have already seen in other districts that the share svstem. though apparently successful for a 
time, has not permanently settled population upon the land held under tenure : but that after, at most 
five years, the farmers had been sent away, and the land has been put under pasture again ? There is no 
secrecy about tho system on which 1 am working. 1 have spent enough money on each farm to show ihat 
I intend the farming on my estate to be a permanent thing. 1 hope that the farmers who hara taken 
land for five years will keep it, and that their families will sueceed'thena. I hope, too, with fair seasons

, ■ to increase my agricultural area each year, unlil the whole of Ihe land that is capable of growing produce
is under crop. '
2883. I understand that you have been fo a. considerable trouble in visiting oilier districts and obfaining 
information with a view to the utilisation of your laud for farming? Yes.
2884. As a result, you intend to establish agriculture permanently on your eslafe ? That is my intention,
and, instead of having nomadic and single men, I will have no mail that is not married, I let one farm 
to a single man, but he had it in his lease that lie was fo get married within twche months. The bigger 
the family, the more consideration 1 shall give. 2883.
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2S85. Have you had suflicienf eonversaiiou nitli othoi’ lamlholders holding large areas?, such as you hold, C. Bimiie. 
to he able to say whether they are likely to'go in for the same system ? Whenever a new thing is -A'— 
introduced into a district it comes in for a lot of adverse criticism, and when I started here most people 
thought J was utterly mad. Those who scoifed at me most, however, were, six months afterwards, letting 
their land on the share system. I believe, from conversations 1 have had with my neighbours, that they, 
arc watching this experiment, and I admit that it is an experiment. Although 1 have seen everything 
that I could see elsewhere, J. have seen no plaee that promises better as a district for wheat-growing, and 
already some of my neighbours are following my lead in the share system of fanning. 1 believe that mv 
Kuecesa would depend very much upon the construction of the proposed railway.
28ht). Would you earo to give ihe Committee Ihe details of the agreement made between vou and vour 
farmers ? Certainly. I clear the land, not for a stump- jump plough, bill for a set plough ; and j do all 
the fencing necessary to separate each farm, and (o make a liftlc horse paddock for each farmer. Then 
I give them galvanized iron for their houses, stables, barns, and so on, and they get what; timber tliev 
require for building purposes in my forest. I also find water on every farm, where possible, by putting 
down wells ; and 1 provide seed wheat for the first year. 1 have also helped the tenants, to some extent, 
with my own horses ; but that is not in ihe agreement. The seed wheat for all,ether ywufs has to come 
out of crop. The tenants find all the plant, and all the labour necessary for working the farm, and results 
are divided equally between tenants and landlord. I handle the seed wheat, taking out of the crop the 
quantity that lias been put into the land, and I put bade good seed in the shape of screened wheat, oui of 
which all black oats and foreign gram lias been removed, handing over each time as clean and perfect a 
sample as f can.
2887. \\ hat are the terms of the agreement conceniing the use of the laud between harvesting and next 
year's sowing? The use of the stubble belongs to the landlord, and the tenants’ horses run in the station 
paddocks when they arc not being used,
2888. Tor how long is the land Jet? Tor fire years. On the ridge here there are 10 or .10 acres let on
the share system, a small holder having let his land to a teamster, or some one of that sort. This side of 
the ALooki Kiver there is another area let on the share system upon the Hinvkcsbury Benevolent Asylum 
hind. ' ^
288',). What is the average extent of the farms which yon Id fo each tenant? There is one farm of 200 
acres, and from thaf area they increase m size up to TOO and SOL) acres. 'The area of a farm depends 
upon the means of the tenant to cultivate it.
2800. Would 400 acres gii e a deccut living lo a man and ins family under your system ? ] believe so.
2891. Has that system been long enough in operation to have been fully tested? Hot locally; but it has 
in other districts. It was after having seen the system carried out under worse conditions,both as to soil 
and to climate, that I was induced to begin it hero,
2892. What is ihe cost of clearing dead timber and green timber? It varies very much. Tn the open 
box forests 1 have been pulling down the trees with a traction engine. That costs mo from os. to 6s. per 
acre for live timber. Owing to the very bad seasons, howeier, it lias recently become more expensive,’ 
because the trees are apt to break off at the lei el of the ground now. If the ground were moist thev 
would come up by the roots. When the ground is dry this work costs from IDs. an acre up to 1-ls. Head 
timber in open box forest could be cleared, and the roots burnt to a distance of from 9 to 10 inches below 
the ground, ior 10s. an aero.
2898. Would 400 acres be a sufiicient area for a farmer to live upon along the route of the proposed line 
if ho had absolute control of it ? Tes, where the laud was not precipitous and broken, though I cannot 
speak much of the land south of Oakcy Creek. 400 acres of white box forest or good ridgy land ami good 
plain land, not too damp, should keep a family very comfortably if if were cultivated. J
2894. Is the district within 20 miles ofthe proposed jine adapted for agriculture only or for mixed farming—
1 speak of holdings up to 1,500 acres in extent ? I believe that if a man was feeling his way it would pav 
him to go in for agriculture, and J should say that 60 per cent, of the land between here and Oakey 
Creek would be fit for agriculture. ’
2895. Ho you think that this district could afford relief lo districts which were suffering from drought bv
maintaining their stock ? It would no doubt aid, but when the good seasons came the slock would be too 
valuable to be sent back again, because tiie nearer stock is to port and facilities for transport the more 
valuable it is. What. I consider is not so much the saving to the individual as the saving to tbe.countrv 
at largo by the keeping alive of stock during the dry seasons. ^
2896. How far is your property from the nearest railway station ? Twenty miles.
2897. And from the nearest point, on the proposed line? The proposed line would run through my pro
perly. 11 is not only the cost of getting produce to market but the delays which tell. Tamers, when 
they have 1o cart their produce long distances to a railway station, have to withdraw themselves and their 
teams tcmporily from the work of their farms. ’
2898. As a rule, it is considered that a farmer who is within 20 miles of a railway station is well served ;_
do you consider this country so difficult to traverse that that is not near enough here ? 1 should be quite
satisfied to re-engage in farming at that distance if 1 knew that no railway at all was comiim hero.
2889. X understand that in this district the roads are so had in certain seasons of the year tlTat 28 miles is 
too far to go to a railway ? Yes ; 20 miles in this district is a more difficult and dangerous distance to 
traverse than it is in some other districts. I have seen teams stuck in the lane here for over a week.
2900. 1 understand that you wish to produce as exhibits some photographs of the grass that grows here 
in good seasons ? Yes. This grass comes in the summer when we have a fair season, and grows as high 
as a horse. I do not know its name, though locally it is called kangaroo grass. In the winter time its 
place is taken by trefoil, crowsfoot, and a herbage known as carrots.

MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 14 MAY, 1900.
[The Committee met nt the Wcrris Creek Saihaty Refreshment Booms, at 9 a.m.']

■Present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS TUCK. Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

Tlie Hon. Tattuce Ltndesay Crawford Shepherd. ’ Korkrt Henry Levien, Esq.
John Christian Watson, Esq. | John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered (lie expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington to
Wcrris Creek.

Samuel Clift, pastoraiist, East Maitland, sworn, and examined:—
S. Clift. 2901. rice-Chairman.] You are the owner of property in this district? Yes; I am interested in the 

Brceza holding.
HMny, 1000. 2902. What is the area of that holding ? It was originally 174,000 acres, hut at present we hold about

130,000 acres of secured land.
2903. Any leased land? A 111 tie ; but the greater portion of our leasehold has been lately alienated.
2901. Does your property begin close to Werris Creek ? T es ; close to the railway line.
290j. How far docs it extend along the route of the proposed line? The proposed lino leaves our land 
at the Gap, and then comes on to it again past Walhallow and Spring Kidge. ^
290G. How far is the most distant part of your land from Werris Creek? About 32 miles. _
2907. 'faking.one season with another, what is its average carrying capacity ? In very good seasons it will 
carry a sheep and a half to the acre. ■
290S. Do you run any cattle on the holding ? Yes ; but wc have only about 500 just now.
2909. Do'you regard it as good fattening country for cattle ? Yes, first class.
2910. Has it been your practice to fatten a large number of sheep on the rim for market? Yes; the 
year before last we sold 59,600 fat wethers.

’ 2911. Have you any difficulty at the present time in getting your sheep, your wool, or other products to
the railway ? No, though we have to bring them a long way from the back country into Breeza.
2912. Do you think that, with the construction of the proposed railway, you would be able to get sheep 
from the drought-stricken districts of the west, and to maintain them, and perhaps fatten them on your 
country ? J. am sure of it. If there were a railway to Wellington we could buy sheep down that way, 
and bring them here to fatten, and in bad seasons our sheep could be moved over that way. It is very 
seldom that the season is bad in both places.
2913. As a rule, this district docs not suffer from the droughts which alhict other parts of the Colony ?
No.
2914. Would the proposed railway help you to take advantage of the southern and Melbourne markets? 
Yes, if the prices suited. X have known cattle to be driven from this district to Melbourne. .
2915. What advantages would follow to the Colony as a whole, and to this district in particular, from 
the construction of the proposed railway ? The proposed railway would open up the country for
agriculture. , . . ,
2916. Would you go in for agriculture yourself ? 1 commenced last year by letting 850 acres at a place
about a mile from Werris Creek. I have had applications for land from two other people, hut 1 hare 
declined to go further until I could see bow the speculation would turn out. _
2917. What yield has your tenant got from his 850 acres ? I only cleared the land last year in time for 
him to commence ploughing for a wheat crop, and he got about 3,200 bushels of wheat from less than 
400 acres, though the circumstances were most unfavourable.
2918. How far do you kuow the country along the route of the proposed line ? 1 have travelled across
the country to Dubbo twice, and I have been to "Wellington. ... .
2919. Do you think that that country would carry a fairly largo agricultural population if it had a railway ? 
I think that it would; the land is all sufficiently good to grow wheat.
2920. Do you think that the fact that it is mainly held in large areas by private owners would retard the 
progress of agriculture if the line were constructed ? No ; because I think that the landholders would 
he very glad to let their land to farmers on terms similar to those I have given. i
2921. 'H has been stated that, in other districts, the landholders only allow agriculturists to hold land for
from three to five years, and that at the end of that time it is used for grazing again would that be the 
experience here ? " I do not think so. My tenant only asked for a five years’ lease, and if all goes well 
he will get an extension for another five years. I shall make the best use X can of my land, and, so far, 
it would seem that agriculture pays twice as well as grazing. _
2922. "What is your opinion of the black-soil country for agriculture? There are different classes of
black soil. Some of it is light and friable, aud will grow almost anything that will ripen before the hot 
weather sets in; but the cracking black soil is net so good. Out towards Walhallow 1,1m black soil does 
very well for agriculture; but out past Breeza it does not do well. The best wheat land we get here is 
the land upon which yellow box or “yellow jacket ” grows. _ "... .
2923. Can you compare the agricultural resources of this district witli those of other districts with which 
you are acquainted ? For wheat this district is better than the Maitland district.
2924. "Wheat does not grow well on the coast ? Xo; it is subject to rust there. _
2925. What are the possibilities of this country for lucerne growing ? I do not think you could depend 
much on lucerne, except in favoured spots, such as the bends of creeks, where the water comes pretty 
close to the surface, say—to within 10 of 12 feet. Mr. Binncy can grow lucerne on his plain, but along 
the road from Spring Jiidge a man got good natcr in a hole only 3 feet deep.
2926. How many acres of land in this district would keep a farmer in decent comfort i A farmer would 
require 150 or 200 acres in this district, because he would want ground for his horses and stock, but many 
live on much less. A man named Purcell has a larger area than that; but the good land on his holding 
would not comprise more than 100 acres. His yield last year was seven bags, or about 30 bushels, to the
acre. .. . , . . *

* 2927. Do you think there is room for the introduction of dairying in this district? Yes; this is a
splendid dairying district 2928.
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292S. IIo^v would it compare with the dairying districts on tlie constsi' Tlic natural grasses here are 
quite as good as any on the coast.
2029. At present dairying is not gone in for ? Xot largely.
2990. Bo you think that that is due to the want; of: railway communication ? I could not say that; but
once the district through which the proposed railway would go is opened up, all the industries that will 
pay there will be entered into. .
2991. It has been urged that the proposed line would be of advantage to the Colony from a national 
point of view ;—what is your opinion on that point f1 Some day or other we shall be involved in war, 
and in that event, if the Hawkesbury Bridge were blown up, we should be unable, without some such 
connection as the proposed line, to get our troops from Now' South 'Wales to Queensland. Then, again, 
if the Federal Capital were established at Orange, the proposed line would bring the capitals of the other 
colonies within a reasonable distance of that place.
2992. Are there any commercial advantages which would follow from the construction of the proposed 
line, such as the interchange of products between the north-western and northern districts and the 
western districts ? 2Tew England is a great district for potatoes and all sorts of vegetables ; but I do 
not think that that traffic would affect the railway receipts very much.
2999, Is there much room in ISTew England for starving stock in periods of drought? Yes; when wc 
have droughts they have generally a favourable season, and their country is better in the dry season 
than in a wet season. They carry more stock to the acre than we carry, and their good country extends 
over on to the eastern slopes. «
2994. "Would the proposed line be of advantage in facilitating the transport of stock to New England ?
Yes ; to New England and the northern districts generally. .
2995, Has the removal of starving stock been profitable to stock-owners ? It is costly ; but at any rate 
it pays to save female sheep. Tens of thousands of sheep are now being brought from CharleviBe and 
Hughendon to the coast to be saved.
2939. The Commissioners estimate an annual loss of £18,000 on the proposed linecould you, as a 
landowner, afford as a matter of business to contribute towards the reduction of that deficiency as much 
as you npw pay in land tax on all land within 10 miles of the route of the proposed line? I daresay 
my people would agree to that, but I could not bind them.
2997. Bo you think it would pay them to make such a contribution, and would it pay other landholders 
along the route ? I think it would.
2938. That contribution would have to be paid only so long as the line was being run at a loss ? 
Quite so.
2939. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you had any experience in fruit-growing in this district? No; we have 
only grown a little for our own use ; but they get capital fruit at Currabubula. within 8 miles of Werris 
Creek, Fruit would grow very-well out at Spring Kidgc. and in the bends of the creek here ; but I do 
not think it would bo grown in any quantity.
29-10. Would vines do here ? Vines have done very well at Currabubula, but they have not been tried out 
along the route ofthe proposed line. Apples and pears do not seem to do too well here. The climate 
appears too hot for them.
2911, Has maize been grown to any extent in this district ? No ; and in favourable seasons the crops 
will not average more than 30 or 40 bushels to the aero.
2942. Have yon ever drained any of the stiff black soil for the purpose of cultivation ? No ; but it will 
drain itself : it is all cracked through,
2943. Is there not a sort of blue clay in that soil ? No ; the black soil continues right down a long way, 
though it is more friable on the surface.
2944. You say that crops suffer as the summer comes on? Yes; corn or any summer crop is affected by
the beat. ' "
2945. Is it so with trees? No; you can grow trees. Pepper-trees, for instance, grow better here than
on the coast. "

S. Clift.

14 May, 1900.

291G. Is there something in the soil which would account for crops dying in the summer? I presume 
that the hot weather exhausts the moisture in the soil, and therefore the crops die. In my opinion, the 
Commissioners’ estimate of revenue is lower than is reasonable. If Bomera were made a station it would 
get the traffic from Coonabarabran and the districts around it, and the proposed line would get a large 
part of the traffic that now goes to Quirindi, and some of that which now goes elsewhere.

James Scott, farmer, Terrible Vale, sworn, and examined :—
2947. Mr. Mcdfarlaneh] Have you any property or holding which the construction of the proposed J- Scott, 
line would serve ? No. “n
2918. You are not personally interested in its construction? No; except that it offers a possibility of 14 May’ls,0°’ 
trade along the route. “
2949. What prospect is there of trade from this district towards the Western line? I grow chiefly hay
and fodder, and i sell it in the local market, so far as I can, though this year I have sent a lot out to 
Aloree. *
2950. Would you use tiie proposed lino? There might at times be a demand for fodder in the western 
districts, and then I could use the proposed line.
2951. What places out west would require your hay aud produce ? I could not say; but sometimes the 
season is bad in some localities when it is good in others. For instance, the seasons in the north-west 
districts have been very bad, while this district has been, comparatively favoured. It might happen that 
we might require produce from the Wellington district.
2952. Arc you a large farmer ? I cultivate 400 acres or 500 acres each year.
2953. How would you compare the land between Werris Greek and Wellington with that which you
cultivate ? It is a good many years since T was over it; but, so far as I remember, there is any quantity -
of good agricultural land there. I believe that if that land were thrown open for settlement, all that is
near the route of the proposed line would very soon be taken up.
2954. Bo you think that that district would carry a large agricultural population ? I do not kuow that .
it would carry a very large population, but J think the general run of the land is as good as the land in

this
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J. Scotf. tliis district. 1 luivc been trom Werris Creek lo Dubbo, and J have been from Wcrris Creek to Mudgec. 
g—but T have never been lo Wellington.
i ay, 1900. 2955. Where is your principal market ? At present Newcastle is my principal market.

2956. Do you send any considerable quantity of produce to Moree f Yes ; there has been a big demand 
for fodder out there for the past few years.
2957. Is that demand a continuing one ? I do not suppose there would be a demand for produce in good
seasons. '
2958. If the proposed line were constructed, would you anticipate a market in the western district in 
times of drought ? I suppose that we should have our share of the trade if there were a demand for 
produce out there.
2959. Do you think wheat-growers here will be able to extend their operations when they have to compete
in the markets of the world at lower prices than those which rule in this Colony ? 1 think so, if they go
about it on a large scale, but 1 do not think it would pay on .small areas.

Michael Joseph Daly, farmer and grazier, Currabubula, sworn, and examined:—
M. ,T. Daly. 2960. Mr. Watson.} Do you think that the proposed railway wall bo of any advantage to the farmers and 

graziers aboiat here? 1 think it would be in times of drought. ^
4, nj, itHH. 2961. In giving them a chance to supply fodder to the western country ? Yes ; and in providing them 

with facilities for the removal of stock iii times of drought. ’ ‘
2962. Would you use the line for the conveyance of fat stock lo the southern markets ? I caamot say ;
1. have had no expcrieaice, "
2963. Where do you send your fat stock ? Towards Svdnev.
2961-. You usually have pretty good seasons about here? Good avei'age seasons, eoaisideriaag what they 
get in other parts of the Colony,
2965, Do you have any total failures of crops ? JVe have not had a total failure for many years,
2906. I ou are generally in a position to supply other districts ? We are more favoured than any other 
district. I have heard people who have been over the lino of route say that the country is good*, and that 
if they could get produce away from the district they would take up land there, because the soil is suitable 
for agriculture.

Michael Henry liyan, grazier, Walhallow, sworn, and examined :—
M. H. Ryan. 2967. Mr. Shepherd.'] How long have yon resided at Walhallow ? I have been there a little over twelve 

-A—months, and I am a native of Werris Creek.
HMay, ]9U0. 2968. Are you acquainted with the country on the route of tlio proposed line ? Yes; for a distance of 

about 69 miles from Werris Creek. "
2969. Do you think that a fair quantity of land within the distance that you are acquainted with is 
suitable for agriculture? Yes. My place is only 13 miles from the existing railway, but 1 cannot grow 
wheat at present prices, because of the high charges for road carriage. If the proposed railway were 
constructed I would put my ground under wheat, and out towards Bomera a great deal of country would 
he cleared for agriculture ; but tho people out there cannot afford to clear and cultivate their land now, 
because of the cost of carriage on produce. Lots of email holders out there have told me that at the 
present time it is a struggle to make a livelihood, because they can only run a few stock. If they had a 
railway they would go in for agriculture.
2970. What is the extent of the boldines there ? Prom 320 up to 1.280 acres, if you go hack 4' or 5 miles. 
A lot of land there is scrubby, and is at present lying idle ; but if a railway were made it would be got 
ready for cultivation. There is Crown land there which it would not be worth while to select unless the 
railway were made.
2971. Are there many very large holdings in the district? Yes ; there are a lot of large holdings there— 
stations carrying 20,000 and 30,000 sheep.
2972. And up to 100,000 acres in extent? Yes.
2973. Do you think that the holders of ihesc stations are likely to bring their land under cultivation ? I
am sure'of it. Some of them out there now have tried the halves system; but it has been a total 
failure, because of the high rates of carriage. *
2971, How much of the land there would be fit for agriculture, aud how much for pastoral purposes ? So 
far as I know, it will all he fit for agriculture.
2975. Do the people iiicre carry on mixed farming, or do they go in entirely for grazing ? They have no 
option hut to go in for grazing, because of their distance from a, railway.
2976. At what distance irom a railway would farming he fairly remunerative? After you get 8 or 9 
miles away from the railway you are considerably handicapped by the distance.
2977. I suppose a great deal depends upon the nature of the country aud of the road? Yes ; and the
roads out there are very bad. The soil is black soil, and in some seasons you could not get vour produce 
away at all. ‘
2978. Would the construction of the proposed railway create much stock traffic ? ft would save thousands 
of starving stock ; hut the fat stock will come to the line any way.
2979. Do you think that the proposed lino would pay? 1 am sure that it would. No one can estimate tlie
probable traffic revenue, because no one can foretell the results of the encouragement which it would give 
to small settlers. °
2980. What are your principal crops? Wheat and corn.
2981. How does corn grow in Tliis district? Not too well. The season is not wot enough, though some
times you strike it all right.
2982. How much does it cost to clear laud here ? About 30s. an acre, f have never cleared anv vet,
hut 1 know what it would cost. JVo kill the timber first. "
29S3. What is the average yield of wheat Here ? About 15 bushels. You mnv get 30 bushels one rear 
and 5 or 6 another. ‘ ' 1

. 2981. IV hat is your average yield of maize? That is pretty low : it would not be more than 6 bushels
on the average. Some years you got none at all.

2985.
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29S5. Is any fruit grown in your neighbourhood ? Yres ; Mr. John Perry lias an orchard where fruit- Ryim. 
trees arc doing very well, lie grows pretty nearly every kind of fruit. i/ ar^'Torin
2986. Are farmers who are living within easy reach of the railway pretty well satisfied with the result of1 a^' ‘
their operations? The people out there know what their land will do; but they have never properly
tested its capacity.
2987. "Would timber be carried on the proposed line ? I am sure that it would.
2988. What kinds of timber grow in the district? Pine and iron-bark. At Trinkey there is splendid
iron-bark. '
2989. The Eailway Commissioners estimate an annual deficiency of £18,000 ? I do not think any
accurate estimate of the revenue of the line can be made at tlie present time. I only run stock on my 
land now ; but if the proposed railway were made f should also grow wheat, aud many others would do 
tho same. ■ ' ”
2990. Do you think that any deficiency would be made up uithin a reasonable time? 1 am nearly sure 
of it. At tho present time most of the produce grown in the district goes to Quirindi, but if it went to 
the proposed railway the Commissioners would get 70 or SO miles of additional carriage.
2991. Would the landholders along the, line be willing to contribute something towards the reduction of
any deficiency ? Speaking for myself, 1 should be quito willing to do so, and I am nearly sure that all 
my neighbours would do it. ■
2992. Does tlie line run through your property ? IS"o ; but it would be within a quarter of a mile of my
place. ‘
2993. Do you think there would be an inclination to give the land required for railway purposes? Yes, 
in the case of small holders; I cannot speak so well for large holders.
2994. Mr. Watson.’} Can you explain why it docs not pay you to grow wheat at a distance of 13 miles
from the main line, when in other districts they can grow it at a distance of 25 and 30 miles from a 
railway ? If I hod to pay a carrier something like 6d. a bushel to take my wheat to the railway station 
] am sure that it would not pay me to grow it, because there would be no profit in the business. Where 
a man had his own team, so that it would cost him nothing for carriage, except the price of horse-feed, 
he might be able to grow at a profit. Plenty of my neighbours are on the same footing as myself, in that 
they have no teams. “ ’
2995. I suppose that gradually you will get more capital, and will have teams of your own? With
out a railway I may never try to grow wheat, because 1 may remain satisfied with the income which I ’
make by keeping stock, but tlie construction of a railway would encourage me to cultivate my land.
2996. Are the roads usually bad between Werris Creek and Walhallow ? Ifo, they are fairly good, 
except in flood-time. Plenty of men who live further from the railway than I do have tried to make 
wheat-growing pay, but they have not been successful.

Henry Thomas Lucerne, butcher and stock-dealer, Werris Creek, sworn, and examined:—
2997. Vice-Chairman.} Do you know the country along the route ofthe proposed line? Fairly well; I
have been over about 90 miles of it once or twice. Lucerne.
2998. Would you consider it good country for agriculture ? The greater part of the land along the route ^
is fit for agriculture, though some of the laud is-poor. 14 May, 1900.
2999. Have agricultural operations in the district been retarded owing to the absence of railway commu
nication ? 1 feel sure of it.
3000. Has any large number of stock been brought to this district from the Western and South-western
districts? No ; because tho expense is too great; but if the proposed line were constructed very many 
more stock would he shifted than are now shifted. ‘
3001. Do you think that the construction of the proposed line would save a number of sheep from 
perishing ? I feel confident that it would. I know people who would have shifted sheep this year if it 
had not been for the expense.
3002. Do you regard the dislrict’as a good fattening one ? I regard the Werris Creek district as a first- 
class fattening one.
3003. For large stock as well as for sheep ? For all classes of stock.
300-1. Are many large stock fattened here ? Yes, in good seasons’; but it is principally sheep that are 
fattened here.
3005. Where do you draw your supplies from? From the country within 50 miles of Werris Creek.
3006. Do you get much of your stock from tho country between here and Wellington, along the route of 
the proposed line ? Not from further than Yarraman.
3007. Do you consign much stock to the Sydney market ? ] have not done so during the.last two years.
The seasons have been irregular, so that I could not buy stock in any numbers.
3008. Have many sheep been brought to Werris Creek'from other districts to be kept alive here ? No ; 
stock have never been sent here for grass.
3009. Would the proposed railway enable people not only to send stock to the Werris Creek district, but also 
to send stock to the New England district ? Yes, I have been travelling through the New England district 
a good deal during the last twelve months, and many people have spoken to me about the likelihood of it 
paying to shift stock from the Western to the New England district,
3010. Do landholders in New England stock their land to its full capacity ? Not as a rule, as they do ou 
good country.
3011. Is the New England country sound sheep country? No ; in the winter months it is not sound.
3012. Is there much fluke there ? Ves; after sheep has been there more than five or six months 75 per 
cent, of them have fluke.
3013. Do they get foot-rot there too ? Yes ; but that is not so bad as the fluke.
3014. In whai period of the year is the country worst—in a wefcseason ? Yes. ]'Yom March to the end of 
July.
3015. Is ihe unsounduess of that eoimiry a great reason for not sending stock there, or would starving 
stock bo there for such a short period that they would not suffer much V Tn my opinion the unsoundnoss 
of Ihe country does not make much difference, because when people shift stock Thev do it under tho
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H, T. belief tlini; the stock will not have to be away long, [t would not pay them to keep their stock away for 
Lucerne, any ]on^ peri0(Ji

1 / mT-'TsOO ̂ r' Harper has stated that lie does not think that that country would be of much value to starving
‘‘ stock ? I think it is a very good resort for starving stock.

3017. Do you think it has paid to transport starving stock from one district to another ? Tes ; unless 
the owners leave it too late, and the stock are too weak to travel. 1 The timber along the route of the 
proposed line would give traffic to the railway. There is pine, iron-bark, and other timber in the district.
3018. Is that timber well within the reach of the proposed line ? Yes ; it is quite close to it, and I think
that in some places the line would go tTirough beautiful pine scrub. The pine that the sawyers are 
getting in Tamworth, G-unnedah, and other places further north costs them 3s. (id. 100 feet; so that I
am sure that the timber traffic ou the proposed line would he very great. I think that the meat works at
tho Gap would also create traffic from country 15 and 18 miles away. _ _
3019. Why arc tho meat-works not now working? Because of the drought. This is a splendid district 
in good seasons. When I started here I could buy any number of fat cattle, prime, for not more than 7s. 
per 100 lb., and now 1 cannot buy a fine bullock tor less than ISs. per 100 lb.
3020. Do you think that if the proposed line were constructed a fairly large population would spring up
in the district ? I'feci sure that the country would be well populated. _
3021. How much of the laud within 20 miles of the route of the proposed line is suitable for agriculture ? 
I think quite two-thirds of it.
3022. And how much land of average quality would keep a farmer and his family decently ? 300 acres
I should consider a respectable farm in that district. ,
3023. Does the good country extend to 20 miles on each side of the proposed line ? I have not travelled 
over it for 20 miles on each side of the route; but I could safely say the good country extends 10 miles 
on each side. I feel sure that after a time the line would be a paying one. The Moree line exceeded its 
estimate of traffic in less than eight weeks, and I think that the proposed line wonld be quite as good after 
a time.
3024. If you bought stock 60 miles from Werris Creek on the route of the proposed line, would you use 
tho line to bring them here? Tes ; I should use the line for all distances over 25 miles. Only last week 
I trucked stock from Boggabri.

TUESDAY, 15 MAY, 1000.

[27m Committed met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Tamworth, at 10 30 a.m.]

Jlrrsrnt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shemierd. 1 Koeert Henry Leyien, Ksq.
John Christian Watson, Esq. j John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Alexander Matheson, farmer, and Mayor of Tamworth, sworn, and examined:—
A. Matheson. 3025. Vice-Chairman.] Will you tell us in what way you think the construction of the proposed line

,---- ■*'—v from Wellington to Werris Crock would affect the Tamworth district ? One great advantage which I
15 May, 1900. have always thought would acruo to this district from the construction of the proposed line is that it 

would facilitate traffic between the Tamworth distrietjand the Western district. This is a great fodder- 
producing centre, and we send a large quantity of produce throughout New South Wales, but more 
especially to the Western districts of the "Colony. At the present time, however, when we send produce 
out west it has to go first to Sydney and then out along the Western railway. The proposed line could 
also he used to transport stock to New England. Then, again, a great deal of timber comes to Tamworth. 
We have several saw-mills here which get their timber from the district which the proposed line would 
traverse. The line, too, would open up a lot of country which, unless a railway is constructed, must 
remain undeveloped.
3026. Do you regard the Tamworth district as a highly productive district ? I think it one of the most 
productive districts in New South Wales.
3027. What do the people here grow ? Wheat, barley, oats, lucerne, and all similar crops.
3028. Is the area under crop yearly increasing ? Tes. At the present time tho Peel Kiver Company is 
throwing open a large area every year or two, and that land has all been taken up. ‘
3029. Is there still a large area available for agriculture not under the plough ? Yes.
3030. What markets do you supply, year in and year out t Sydney is our chief market, and we also send 
largely to Narrabri, Moree, and the Western districts. Wc have sent stuff to the Kiverina.
3031. Is this district like other districts subject to droughts ? Tes ; but we can always produce some
thing here.
3032. Do bad seasons occur in the Wellington, Dubbo, and Tamworth districts simultaneously ? Tes ; 
but droughts have not the same effect here as they have in many other places. Last year, although it 
was a dry season, we sent hundreds of tons of fodder avvav’ to the North-western district.
3033. As a rule, is the pastoral land in this district stocked to its full capacity ? Tes, so far as this 
district is concerned ; but starving stock could be sent on to New England. A very large number of stock 
travel through this district in time of drought.
3034. Is the Tamworth district a good fattening district for both large and small stock ? Yes.
3035. Do you anticipate sending much stock from this district out west? It would all depend upon

■ circumstances. ■ '
3036. If the Western district had been depleted by a drought would you expect to find a market there for 
your stock ? Tes.
3037. Wonld the construction of the proposed line open to you the southern andtbeMelbournemarkets?
I dare say it would. '

3038.
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303S. Where does the stock go from this district ? We do not usually go in for fattening large cattle in A. Matheson.
this district. Most of our sheep go to the Sydney market. iBMav 1900
3039. In what direction from Tamworth arc the forest reserves situated ? All the timber that comes to y' ' 
Tamworth now comes from Boggabri and other places on the North-western line. I understand, however,
that there is a large quantity of timber in the district through which the proposed lino would pass, and if 
the line wore made the saw-millcrs-hero would be able io use it.
304<0. What market do the saw-millers here send their timber to ? Wc have three sawmills constantly at 
work, aud they send their timber in all directions.
3041. IVdiat wood do they saw chiefly ? Pine.
3042. Do they send much sawn jiine along tlic Northern aud North-western line? There is not much
sent up the North-western line : but sawn timber is sent up tho Northern line into 'the various outlying 
districts. The mills here are kept going, so that it takes them all their time to supply orders. The great 
trouble is to get logs to cut. _
3043. Mr. Shepherd^ What efioct would tho construction of the proposed lino have in increasing the 
traffic between Wellington and Werris Creek ? J cannot express an opinion on that subject.
301!. People would not be likely to send timber from Tamworth to Wellington ? No ; but timber would 
he brought to Tamworth from a certain distance along the proposed line.
3045. Dave you ever to send starving stock from this dislriet ? Not in any great numbers.
3040. Would tho proposed line be largely used by passengers going to Victoria for tlie sake ofthe shorter 
route? 1 think it would be availed of in that way.
3047. Do you think it would create much increase in traffic ? No doubt it would open up a large extent 
of country, and in that way increase traffic.
3048. Mr. Watson.1^ We were told at Wellington that fodder had been sent last year, and some this year, 
from Orange and Wellington through Sydney to Narrabri and Moree? A gentleman who was here some 
time ago, who, I think, came from Orange, and who favoured the construction of the proposed hue, said 
that they got a large quantity of fodder from Sydney, whereas if the proposed line had been constructed 
they could have got their fodder direct from Tamworth.
3049. Do you know if the Tamworth district has been short of lucerne hay this year? No.
3050. Can you explain why a firm in this town lias been inquiring at Wellington for lucerne chaff, to be 
sent round through Sydney ? No. T suppose they thought they could get it cheap there.
3051. "Wc were shown a letter inquiring if 100 tons could be supplied ? There is any quantity of lucerne
hay in Tamworth at the present time. .
3052. Where would you expect to find a market for your produce on the Western line—at Bourkc, or 
Cobar? In all those western towns.
3053. The distance from Tamworth. tin Werris Creek and Wellington to Bourke, would be 442 miles, and 
the freight on hay, chaff, straw, and so on, would be 11s. lOd. a ton in 6-ton lots ; if the bay was sent 
round through Newcastle, the freight would be 14s. 2d. a ton, or 2s. Id. a ton more; under those 
circumstances, could the Tamworth growers compete with the Hunter Kiver growers? J think we could 
compete with them if the proposed railway were made just as well as we can compete with them now.
3054. In the western district the Jiandicap against you would not be so great as it is in tho Sydney 
market ? No.
3055. If there were always large supplies of fodder to be obtained around about Wellington, Dubbo,
Orange, and those districts, the probabdity is that places further west requiring fodder would draw from 
those supplies before drawing from Tamworth ? Tes; but I know that last year as much as we could 
produce in the district went out to the Moree, Narrabri, and tho north-western districts,
3056. Do you anticipate that the proposed line would be used to scud fat stock to the southern market,
supposing we had federation, and tho stock-tax was removed ? Yes ; aud I believe,that Tamworth is one 
of the best districts to be found for that trade. ‘
3057. Do they produce wheaten hay and chaff to any large extent here 55 Yes. There is very little 
demand for lucerne chaff here : it is required chiefly for stations where they are feeding sheep. Tlie 
inquiry at Wellington must have been for some order like that; it could not have been for use in the 
Tamworth district.
3058. Do they grow oats here to any large extent for wheat and hay ? Not to any large extent.
3050, The hay grown here is mostly wheaten hay ? Yes, Oats do not do so well here; they are not a 
very profitable crop.
3060. I suppose they do better in the higher country—up New England way ? Yes.

William Silver, engineer and sawmill proprietor, Tamworth, sworn, aud examined
3061. Jfj\ IVaftton.] Have you resided long in the district? Nearly twenty vears. gi|vcr
3062. Have you formed any opinion with regard to the proposal before the Committee ? Wc have now f A , 
great difficulty in getting timber at Tamworth. Wc are getting our chief supplies from Curlewis, 15 May, 1900. 
(dunnedall, and from pretty well as far as Boggabri. The forests are thinning out somewhat, and v e
have great difficulty in getting large sffied logs wit li which to execute our orders. The proposed line, will, ] 
understand, run through a large pine district, and at present pine is in great demand. Wo are sending it 
to Newcastle, Maitland, and throughout the Colony, aud it is asked for even in .Sydney. It is a timber 
which white ants will not touch, and it is consequently very valuable.
3063. Mr. SJirphnrd.) What is it chiefly used for? Dor all building material—flooring boards, ceiling 
boards, and framing. We are supplying all the Gfovcrnment contracts with this timber because the 
officers prefer it to any other. There is no better timber for building purposes.
3064. Mr. Watson.] You say that it is very difficult to got it about Tamworth ? We are handicapped in
not being able to get large logs. If the timber-getters had access to tho forests through which the pro- ‘
posed line would run we could get an abundance of good logs.
3065. What price do you get for your sawn timber on the trucks per 100 feet ? Twelve shillings per 
100 feet in the rough, and 14s. per 100 feet dressed, on the trucks.
3066. Is there a considerable quantity of pine still available ? I understand that there is an unlimited 
quantity of pine in the district through which tlic proposed railway would pass.

3067.
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AVSilvcr. 3067. Wc have had evidence that the line would pass through or near lo a great deal of timber ; hut most 
i/TTVTonh jt.W0l|I(i seem 1° 6c iron-bark ? Iron-bark is a very necessary timber. We could send timber to 
0 a- ’ ' ' Quirindi, to Bingara, to Tenterfield, and to Glen Innes,

3068. Bo you deal in iron-bark now ? No; because wc can only obtain it from Singleton or from
.Maitland, and that makes it expensive. . L have to send now io Allandale for iron-bark. There used to be 
a. great deal of iron-bark in the Singleton district; but tho demand fof it has been great, and consequently 
the supply has run out. • L '
3069. So far as the Committee can learn, tlie greater part of the iron-bark would be more than GO miles 
trom Werris Creek or more than 90 miles from Tamworth ;—would that be too far to bring it f No.
3070. What distance could you afford to haul it f We could certainly afford to bring it 100 miles.

' 3071. And how far could you afford to haul the logs to u railway station '? Trom 25 to 30 miles.
3072. Would it pay you to bring iron-bark from a place 25 miles away irom a railway station 100 miles 
from Tamworth '! Yes ; but that would be about the limit.
3073. W hat do you regard as the minimum sine of commercial pine? AI the preseut time tlie pine we 
get is not above 12 inches in diameter; but I believe that in tho forests that I am speaking of the trees 
run over 2 feet.
3074. Are you not using logs of less than 12 inches in diameter? Our present minimum is 6 inches ; 
but the minimum ought io be 12 inches.
3075. Bo you think it is probable that an export trade in pine will be developed ? I think so. There is 
no end to the value of that timber
3076. Is not pine rather brittle after being worked up ? There is a certain degree of brittleness in if, 
but when it is put into position in a building there need be no fear of it breaking. Tt is not, however, a 
timber which is suitable for heavy strains.
3077. Mould you consider timber cut from logs G inches in diameter as good as timber cut from logs 
12 inches in diameter ? Yes. Small timber is now often superior to the large timber, which was 
probably passed by in the first instance because it was crooked. The Tamworth district is a very central 
one. IVe have factories liere and large stores, and a great quantity of goods is sent from Tamworth to " 
different parts of the country. If the proposed railway were constructed we should be able to send 
goods to people living along it.
3078. Mr. Shepherd.'] Is dark-coloured pine considered more durable than light-coloured pine ? No; 
w'e prefer light*coloured pine. Of course, the older the wood the more lasting it is.
3079. You arc aware that generally when a tree is not matured, its timber does not last so long ? Yes ; 
but that does not apply so much to pine.

Charles Wanc, Manager for Budge <fc Co., timber merchants, sworn, and examined:—
L. Wauc. 30SO. Vice-Chairman.] Howr long have you been in this district ? About twelve wears.

3031. Have you been occupied in the Umber industry all the time? Yes. 
o. aj, . . ;jQgo_ du y0U heat, the evidence of the previous witness? Yes.

3083. Bo you confirm in general the statement which he made as to the possibilities of the timber traffic
on the proposed line ? \es ; and 1 agree with him in the opinion that the construction of the proposed 
line would open up a. large timber industry. We find great difficulty in getting suitable logs now, and 
good timber is getting scarcer every year. “ ■
3084. The proposed line would enable this and other districts to get a better supply of timber? Yes.
3085. Bo you know the country through which the line would go ? I have been through the Trinkey scrub. 
•3080. Is the timber there pine or iron-bark ? It is mostly' pine, but there is a large quantity of iron-bark. 
30S7. Of a good marketable siku? Ves; the trees there arc larger than those we are getting now. Tho 
forests from which we are now getting timber have been gone through time after time, so that tho timber 
is getting scarce.
30SS. Is pine a timber which will not stand long haulage ? "Well, on the North-western line they cannot 
get water to enable them to make a long haulage. We are doing a large and increasing trade, and wo 
cannot under present circumstances keep up with the demand. IT we had more logs we coulcl do better. 
.3089. "What markets do you supply ? Wo supply places round Tamworth, Manilla, Barraba, and places 
on the Northern line.
3090. Bo you send timber towards Newcastle ? Not very much ; we have had to refuse orders because
wc could not sujjply them. "
3091. Where do those orders come from ? From Manilla, from Barraba, and from places round about 
Tamworth. I suppose that duriog the last few weeks we have refused orders for 100,000 feet of timber.
3092. Was that becanso of your inability to get tho timber, or because the prices offered were not
profitable ? It was because of the difficulty in golfing full sized logs. We have to send a large quantity 
of chaff to the log-drawers in many places, and if timber-getters were haulingtimber to tho proposed line we 
should send hay and fodder along it. -
3093. From your knowledge of the timber through which the proposed line would pass, which would give 
most traffic to the railway—pine or iron-bark ? We use pine more largely than iron-bark, though we should 
uso more iron-bark if wc could get it. We have to send down to places near Newcastle for iron-bark now.

Alexander Johnston, auctioneer, Tamworth and Scone, sworn, and examined:—
A. Johnston. 3094. Mn 21cVarlane.\ Is this a good district for sheep and cattle ? A very good district. 
i-^xT^Toon H°w does it compare with other districts in the Colony with which you, are acquainted? Very
0 1 ay. • favourably. In Tamworth we seem to be able to grow nearly everything.

3096. How would the country on the proposed line compare with the Tamworth country? I think that 
the country on tho proposed line, as far out as Trinkey. is the richest that 1 ever travelled through. 

• TheJS'amoi country is very good ; but I think the Mooki district is better.
309/. Is the land suited for pastoral or for agricultural purposes ? For both pastoral and agricultural 
purposes. Until lately there has not been much agriculture there.
3098. Are the stock transactions between the ’lamworth district and other districts of an extensive 
character? Yes.

3099.
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30!)!), Does tlie Tamworth district suffer to any extent from droughts ? Not nearly so much as the A- Johnston,
north-west country suffers. -it ( ISMnv.'l'ooo,
3100. Js there always a good supply of feed for stock here? We have teed here when you will not see •
a blade of grass in the north-west country. _ , . - T i
3101. Is stock ever sent from the Tamworth district to some other district m times or drought. i have
known the Peel Kiver Company to send stock to New England. ^
3102. Did the Company ever send stock towards Wellington or Dubbo / Not for feed.
3103. Is there a good market in Tamworth for the sale of fat stock? Surplus stock is sent from lam- 
worth to Maitland and to Sydney, and often to other parts.
3101. Docs stock come to the Tamworth district from such places as Wellington, Dubbo, and Orange .
1 am not aware of it. ,
3105. Tamworth is chiefly an agricultural district? A pastoral and an agricultural district.
3100. Have vou a good knowledge of agriculture in this district ? Tes. _
3107. What are the chief products grown in tho district? Wheat is the principal crop : but a great deal 
of barley is also grown.
3108. Is it sold locally, or is it sent to other places ? A great deal of the wheat goes to Sydney. ^
3109. A considerable quantity of lucerne is grown in this district;—doespt: find its way to the Sydney 
market ? A great deal of it does, and in dry seasons it is sent along the North-western line.
3110. If the proposed railway were constructed, wonld it open up a market for the produce of this
district? T think so. _
3111. What kind of produce would he sent along tlic proposed line ? "Wheat and lucerne. _
3112. Wheat is largely grown on tho Western line ? I. do not know the country beyond («nrrawilla.
3113. Would the proposed railway be largely used for the conveyance of stock? I am sure that if. 
would. It is now a dillieult niatfer to shift stock, because of the want of food and water, and animals 
have often to die in the paddocks.
3114. Prom what direction will stock come to the proposed railway ? Prom out towards Tnukey, and

‘ from across towards the Namoi. _ .
3115. Would the proposed railway bo largely used for fbo stock traffic? I am sure that it would, 
especially in dry seasons.
BUG. Would not a largo number of people still travel their stock ? Stock-owners prefer the railway, 
because it enables them to get stock to their destination more quickly, aud 1 do not think it is more 
expensive. The losses of stock on the road are very heavy, and it is often difficult to get good trustworthy 
men as drovers. The iron-bark in tlie Trinkey scrub is very superior timber, it is of a close grain, and 
durable; the pine timber is exceptionally good. i _ , -
3117. Would the timber trade give considerable traffic to the proposed railway ? Tes; iron-bark is very dear 
in tliis district now, hut in the long run, 1 suppose, it is cheaper than any other timber, being so durable. 
311S, "If the proposed railway were constructed, would you get timber from the Trinkey district? Yes ; 
there is mi doubt about that, wc require an immense quantity of pine and iron-bark.

Henry Charles Ison, builder. Tamworth, sworn, and examined :—
3119. Jiv. Watuon.1 How long have you been residing in Tamworth ? About twenty-two years. H. (J. Ison.
3120. Do you know any part of the country which, would be traversed by the proposed "Wellington to ,----
Werris Creek railway ? I have been through part of it, 1 had a selection below The Cap, but it is loMay, IIM) 
twenty-seven years since I left it, and J have not been there since. _ _
3121. The Commissioners estimate that there will he a deficiency of £18,000 a year upon the working oi
the proposed railway;—can you tell us of any traffic which would assist to wipe out that deficiency ? I 
have friends over in Wellington who tell me that if the railway was made there would be a largo through 
passenger traffic. It is too expensive for them to travel round by Sydney to get to this part of the country, 
so that we never see them here. _ _
3122. Are you aware of any other source of traffic ? It wonld bo a great thing for Tamworth if tlie
proposed railway were constructed, because of tho timber supply which it would give. The timber which 
wo can draw upon is nearly worked out now, so that wc get only small timber. It is very hard to get a 
log a foot in diameter. _
3123. What kind of timber do you chiefly use in this district ? The cypress pine. _ ■
3121, Do you find it a durable timber? It is very durable for building purposes. Iron-bark, too, is in 
request; but it is expensive, Ironbark costs £1 for 100 feet, and pine only 14s.
3125. Mr. Watson.'] That is, to buy it here ? Yes. The carriage from Maitland is very expensive, and
tho timber is dear down there. .... .
3! 26. Mr. Shepherd.] Do you know anything of the movements of stock in this district ? The railway 
would be of great advantage to the Wellington people, in providing them with facilities for sending 
starving stock to New England, They could not travel them across. _ _
3127. Is there generally an abundance of grass in this district? Yes ; this is a very favoured district.
3128. Is not Wellington also a favoured district ? I do not know. The proposed line would also assist. 
We have laud hero which has been sold for £50 an acre—lucerne land—and the area of cultivation ia 
increasing so much that it will be necessary to provide some further outlet for the produce. This outlet 
should bo found in tlic dry parts of the Colony; hut at the present time we have to send most of our 
produce to Sydney, because of the expense of sending it elsewhere. At Sydney it is sold, and then sent 
away; but this double selling might be avoided. Wo get oaten chaff from Orange, aud wo have got it from 
Victoria ; hut we have any quantity of wheat and of lucerne, and every year a larger area of land is put 
under cultivation. There are a lot of grazing properties about here. The Eeel Kiver Company have a 
large estate, and there are other large properties. Most of the land is fit for agriculture, and if there 
were an outlet for the produce it would pay people better to go in for agriculture than to go in for grazing.
3129. Have you any reason to believe that the construction of the proposed line would encourage tho 
cultivation of larger areas in tho Tamworth district ? Yes ; I have every reason 1o believe it.
3130. What are the chief productions of this district? Lucerne, tobacco, and wheat. "Wo have exported 
wheat to England from this district. It would help the farmers here considerably if they could send 
their lucerne hay on the other lines.

3131.
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H. C. Ison. 3131. They are growing lucerne, too. at Wellington? Tes: but not to the same extent as at Tam- 
^ worth. We had a gentleman from Orange who told us that it would be a groat boon to the people there if 

15 May, 1900. they could get lucerne sent over from this district. 1 cannot understand why there should be a deficiency 
on the working of the proposed railway. I have followed the railway from Newcastle. The Northern 
line goes through more difficult country than that through which the proposed line would pass ; but it 
has always paid. Of course a lino cannot be expected 1o be a success for the first year or two; but the 
proposed line would pay very well after it had been opened for some time, because, in my opinion, its 
construction would open up the country, and lead to a larger traffic.

H. Ij. 
Cousins.

Henry Light Cousins, stock and station agent, Tamworth, sworn, and examined:—
3132. Vicc-ChairmanJ] How long have you resided here ? I have been engaged in my present business 
for twelve years.

15 Ma 1900 0,ie of the advantages urged in favour of the construction of the proposed railway is that it would
*' ’ be a good stock-carrying line ;—from your knowledge of the country, can you tell us in what direction

stock would he likely to travel along it? In ordinarily good seasons there is a very large demand for 
sheep in New England, and stock-owners there prefer the plain bred sheep, because in wet seasons on 
some stations it is difficult lo keep sheep sound. A larger business would be done in those sheep if there 
were easier access to tho western district and to Ihe Eiverina district. If places like Bourke and Hay 
could be brought nearer, a great many people would go there for stock ; but it is very difficult to drive 
stock from those districts here in dry weather.
3134. It is store stock that would ho bought ? Tes.
3135. For what purpose? To breed from, and to fatten, They fatten stock at Barraba, Quirindi, 
Bundella, Trinkey, and all those places. We often know of thousands of sheep which we could sell 
readily in this district if it were not for the difficulty of getting them across. Sometimes sheep could he 
bought in the drought-stricken districts for 5s. a head and sold here for 7s, (id. or 8s. a head ; but the 
seasons have been so bad that it has been impossible to drive them over.
313(i. 'Would stock be likely to use the proposed railway if feed were good along the southern slock 
routes ? We do not expect the railway to he able to carry stock, except when it does not pay to drive 
them. If the season were good, the stock would, as a rule, come by road: but for the last eight or ten 
years the seasons have been so bad fhat the proposed railway, if it had been made, would have been very 
much used.
3137. Would it have been of value in preserving the lives of many sheep which, for the want of it, have 
perished from drought in the western districts ? 1 think so.
3138. The distance from Bourke to Tamworth would be 442 miles if the proposed railway were constructed, 
and the cost of trucking a sheep that distance would be Is. 9d. ;—do you think that, even in a droughty 
year, it would pay to send store sheep here at that price ? It would in some instances; but in dry 
seasons there is a 25 per cent, reduction on rates for starving stock. .
3139. The Bailway Commissioners tell us that the starving stock' traffic is not profitable to them, except 
indirectly, in that it saves sheep for future seasons ? It is profitable indirectly, because it saves a national 
loss. If tho Colony loses 1,000,000 sheep, that is a national loss.
3140. Do you think that tho proposed railway would mainly have to rely upon dry seasons for stock 
traffic? I think so.
3141. Is there any other traffic which the construction of the proposed lino will open up ? 1 think a 
large quantity of fodder would be sent from this district along the proposed line. This district is parti
cularly adapted for lucerne, and lucerne is a good food for starving' sheep. It is found better to feed 
starving sheep with lucerne than with any other hay, because it has a laxative effect, which the oaten and 
wheaten hay procurable in Bathurst and G-oulburn has not. We have sold hundreds of tons of lucerne 
hay during the last drought to the country on ihe other side.
3142. Do yon know of any inquiries having been made in the Wellington district for luccrno chad for 
this district? No. The Wellington district is, in my opinion, similar to our own—not a very dry 
district, and not a very wet one. Our hay has gone down to Berrigan and to Cootamundra, to Hay, to 
Corowa, and to other places like that, by way of Sydney: but if the proposed line had been made wc 
could have sent away our produce more directly and ■more cheaply, and the people who bought it would 
have been able to use a larger quantity because ofthe lower price.
3143. Has the feeding of starving stock proved profitable to sheepowners arc they likely to continue 
the practice if they have severe droughts in tho future ? I think so. The demand for fodder was very 
large, even before the 25 per cent, rise in Ihe price of wool came. If they could afford to buy lucerne hay 
at Tamworth and take it to Berrigan 1o feed sheep when greasy wool was worth only 9d, a pound, they 
can afford to do it very much better now when wool js from lid. to Is. a pound.
3144. What sort of stock is fed on this lucerne hay, merely stud sheep ? No ; the manager of a station 
near Nyngan told me that for two years he was feeding 46,000 ewes on hay, chaff, treacle, and so on, 
and that he was cutting scrub for 80,000 more sheep. They found that they had to chance their wethers 
and to feed their ewes; and I think the same thing was done in a great many other instances.
3145. Do yon think that that practico is likely to continue ? Yes ; especially if the prico of wool keeps 
up. In those days ewes were worth 8s. a head, whereas now they would be worth 15s. Any man with
10,000 good owes wonld not lose them when £500 or £1,000 worth of fodder would save them.
3140. How much fodder is allotted to 100 sheep ? I think 1 lb. of hay a day will keep a sheep from 
starving, and perhaps keep it sufficiently strong to travel.
3147, I understand that 11,000 sheep were sold at Tamworth recently ? Wo had 14,000 or 15,000 sheep
through the yards last week. ”
3148. Where were those sheep drawn from, and where were they consigned to ? There were 9,000 
wethers which had been purchased on the fiat country, and were going to New England. The owner 
thinking Tamworth a good market, offered them for sale. - Then 2,000 or 3,000 sheep came in here from 
Queensland. They were travelling south for sale, but tho owner took the opportunity lo offer them at 
Tamworth. There were also 2,000 or 3,000 sheep in the yards which were travelling south from New 
England. They cannot keep their sheep many years in the New England country, if the seasons are wet, 
and therefore they send them towards the plains for sale, and buy others on the plains.

3149.
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3149. Ia ihe New England district subject to fluke nnd foot-rot? Yes; but in dry seasons things are 
better. Of course all tho New England country is not subject to those diseases.
3150. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed tho stock traffic betweeu New England 
and the plains would be fairly permanent ? Yes ; in many places tho New England people cannot keep 
their stock more than a couple of years. If they purchase iwo-tobthed sheep, they will hold them for 
two years and shear them. The animals then will still be sufficiently sound to fatten on the plains, so 
they send them back there, and buy younger sheep,
3151. "Would there be any other traffic along the line? -As I have said, we have done a large business in 
lucerne hay in past years with the southern districts, and 1 think tho proposed railway must increase 
that traffic. Then, too, lucerne seed is very largely grown here. Tho railway would also assist the timber 
trade. We used to get our timber from about G-umicdah, but timber is getting very scarce within 
100 miles of Tamworth now. Then the Peel Kiver Company, who own 313,000 acres of land in this 
district, have commenced to cut up their land, and sell it by auction, at an average price of from £3 10s. 
to £15 an aero. Of the 313,000 acres there must bo 100,000 suitable for agriculture, and I understand 
that it is the intention of theCompany to soil tho land as fast as they can get people to take it up. "When 
all this land is sold, Tamworth must become a very large centre.
3152. Do you think that the country on the route of tho proposed line is likely to settle a fairly large 
population, seeing that most of the laud there has been alienated from the Crown, and is held in largo 
estates ? Yes; if squatters And, as the Peel Kiver Company have found, that they have been running 
bullocks on land, for which they could get £15 an acre, they will sell the land. I think that as soon as 
the land is worth cutting up, it will be cut up and sold.
3153. Has not the imposition of tho land-tax contributed towards the cutting up of large estates? I do 
not think so. The land-tax is a very small factor as compared with the present high price of land. Just 
now there is a very great scarcity of store cattle in the Kiverina; though feed there is very good, and buyers 
are very anxious to got beasts over there from the coast. They have only a few months of a good season 
to depend upon, and it would pay them better to send animals there by train than to lose the best of the 
season by driving them there. AVe have just sold cattle to a gentleman in Wagga who is most anxious to 
get them across, and at reasouabte rates it would have paid him better to take them by rail than to drive 
them across, though, of course, that would not always be so.
3154. Mr. Watson,] Then you always have plenty of produce here ? Yes, as a rule. The Nemingah 
Elat runs out for 8 or 10 miles, so that we can always grow lucerne here, because water is obtainable 
there within 12 or 14 feet of the surface, and the lucerne roots go right down to it. People can grow 
lucerne here when it will not grow anywhere else.
3155. Mr. Aarons, when giving evidence at Wellington, exhibited a letter from your firm asking for a 
quotation of 100 tons of lueontc chuff ? lie wrote asking whclher we could dispose of 200 or 300 tons 
of oaten or wheaten hay, to which J replied that the district was full of it, but that we had that day been 
asked to quote a price for 100 tons of lucerne chaff, and that if he had that quantity ready I might dispose 
of it. There is not a large quantity of lucerne chaff cut here, tho luccrno being sent away chiefly as nay. 
The application came to me from Mr. Doyle of "Werris Creek. He wanted from 100 to 500 tons of 
lucerne chaff, and I informed him that there was very little lucerne chaff cut here.
3150. The freight of chaff from Wellington^tinder present conditions, would be 14s. or 15s. a ton ? I 
suppose it would. ’
3157. Would it not be better to cut tho hay into chaff here than to bring chaff all that distance? 
Decidedly; I asked Mr. Mathcsou what he would supply the order for, and his reply was that he was too 
busy just then to cut chaff. However, Mr, Doyle got an inch of rain and found that he would not 
require the chaff.

H. L. 
Cousins.

15 May, 1900.

Erancis Wyndham, auctioneer, aud stock aud station agent, Tamworth, sworn and examined
3158. jl/V1. Shap/tcrd.] Have you been long here ? About fourteen years in my present business. I have
been in the district on and oft"since I was 10 years old.# Wyndham.
3159. Are you acquainted with the country along the route of the proposed railway ? Yes ; I know most i-'^^Tonn
of it very well. * ■ ' o ay, u,
3150. What is your opinion as to the probability of there being a large mereaseiu agricultural production 
in the event of the construction of the proposed line ? I think that beyond a doubt there would ultimately 
be a very large increase. I look upon tho district as one of the best agricultural districts in the Colony, 
and tho country is all similar from the Liverpool Plains across to Coolah and Cobborah.
3161- Do you confirm the evidence which was given by Mr. Cousins ? Yes ; X think that in the .main he 
is quite right.
31G2. Is there anything that yon could add to that evidence ? I do not know that there is. He is per
fectly right about the quantity of lucerne grown here. It grows on the flats in any season, and whenever 
there is a drought in the Western or Southern districts there is a great demand for hay. If the proposed 
railway were constructed we could supply hay to Bourke and places out that way at much more reason
able rates than can be given now. '
3163. How many cuttings of lucerne do you get in a year ? From five to six. "We have tho advantage 
of the Hunter in that the floods here never kill the lucerne, because the water lies on it for only a 
few hours. '
3161. Has the fruit industry received any attention in this district? Very little. Emit is grown here, 
but not to any large extent. It is almost impossible to travel stock along the stock routes now, because 
there is nothing for them to eat,, and ultimately the railway must he resorted to get them along.
3165. Do you think that the proposed railway would be used for stock ? Yes ; in getting stock from the 
Northern district to Kiverina, and from Kiverina to New England.
3166. Both Wellington and Werris Creek arc districts which arc generally well supplied with grass ? 1
look upon them as very similar districts ; Wellington is very much like Tamworth.
3107. They would both have to look to tlie same outlying source for stock? Yes. I think, too, that if 
the proposed line were made there would be a large traffic in cattle coming from Queensland.
3168. Would tlie railway be used by small holders ? Yes. 1 am almost inclined to think that at the 
present day it does not pay to drive stock at all; wherever the railways go the people seem to be sending 
away small lots of fat stock continuously.

3169.
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Jllfif). Do you agree with what ]ias been said about the timber trade P Tes, is the main. To doubt we 
are very badly off for timber in this district ; there is not a good stick growing in the district now. ] 
think that the chief traffic upon the proposed line would be stock traffic. If the Melbourne market were 
up we could send stock there over the proposed line; under present circumstances we could not take 
advantage of a rise in prices in Melbourne, because of tlie cost of sending stock there round through 
Sydney.
3lv0. ft is estimated that there would be a loss of £18,000 a year on the proposed line;—do you think 
that the extra traffic that would be created would get rid of the .deficiency within a reasonable time? i 
cannot say that T think the line will pay for some years ; but as population increases, as it lias done of 
late, 1 have not the least doubt that the line will pay. 1 should be surprised if it paid for the first few 
vears. . ' ‘

• WEDNESDAY., 10 MAT, 1900.
[The Oommiltee met nt the Council Chamber.*, Avmidale, at lO'-lo a.m.']

J3rc3£ut:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vtce-Ciuirjian.)

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, j John Christian "Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq. .

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from "Wellington to 
< Werris Creek.

Charles Graham Wilson, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined :—
C. G, Wilson, 3171. Vice-Chairman.] How'long have you resided in the district ? Over thirty years.

Esq., M.P. 3172. Have you a good knowledge of the capacity of the district, both from an agricultural and a 
ifivT^'Tooh P^oral point of view ? Yes.
®1 !t""’ 3173, Would you mind making a short statement outlining your views as to the prospective advantages

to be obtained from the construction of a railway from Wellington to Wcrris Creek, cither to the Colony 
as a whole, or to this or any other district in particular? The direct advantage which I conceive would 
be gained by this district from the construction of the proposed railway is that that railway would open 
up the far west as a market for our produce. At the present time onr chief market is Sydney, and there 
we have to meet the competition of New Zealand and other places, so that the prices we get do not pay 
us, and, as a result, many people in the district are now giving up farming. If, however, wc could 
send our produce to Bourke, and the dry western districts generally, it would be a great advantage to us. 
During the thirty years I have been here .New England has never suffered severely from droughts, and 
in dry years thousands of sheep and cattle have come here for grass. It would be a great advantage to 
the people of Wilcannia and Bourke, and that district generally, if the proposed railway were in existence, 
so that they could use it for sending stock to this district. *
3174. How would you describe the district of which Armidale is the centre? It is a very good 
agricultural district. There is a large area here under cultivation, and a large area suitable for 
cultivation.
3175. What crops are usually grown ? Wheat and oats, and this is the finest potato district in New 
South Wales, i’rom a national point of view the proposed Hue will eventually form part of a line 
through to Broken Hill, and the construction of that line will giro us a very much improved mail service, 
allowing tlie people of Brisbane to get their English mails twelve or thirteen hours earlier than they get

1 them now. If we wanted to get to Bourke we could save 370 miles by using the proposed line. Armidale, 
too, is a great centre of education. There are schools of all denominations here, superior to any others 
out of Sydney, aud youngsters come here from Queensland, from Narrabri, and from all parts of tbo 
Colony. If we had direct railway communication with Bourke, Wilcannia, and the western district we 
should get more youngsters from that part ofthe Colon v, because they would come here on account of 
our healthful climate, aud the Armidale schools are well" known all over the Colony.
3176. Was any large quantity of produce sent from the Armidale district to drought-stricken districts 
during the last two or three droughts ? A great deal of produce has been sent to places like Narrabri 
and Walgett.
3177. Have you sent anything to the Western line ? No; because the cost of carriage is too great.
3178. Is the traffic in produce likely to be permanent, even during good seasons? 1 think that in all 
seasons there will be a great trafiSc in stock.

_ 3179. I understand that you cannot keep stock long in this district, because the country is not too sound ?
That is the case. We generally prefer to get our stock from a dry district, aud stock going from this 
district fatten splendidly in a warmer district. People who own country on the Liverpool Plains, or 
anywhere where the climate is warmer, like to get New England stock, because they fatten quickly; and 
our sbeep-owners, on the other band, like to get stock from other districts..
3180. Is this regarded as a better district for wool than for fattening? Yes; it is a good district for 
wool. In the summer months sheep fatten well here; but our winters are severe.
3181. Is the country good for large stock ‘i Yes, During the last two or throe years we have topped 
the market with cattle reared round about Guy Eawkes,
3182. What is your usual market for agricultural and pastoral productions ? It sometimes happens, after 
we have sent produce to Sydney, that we get a debit voucher back, and that is very disheartening. "When 
produce is at a good price wc send a great deal to Sydney. We also send a good deal to Narrabri and to 
Moree. “
3183. Do you think that this district could compete with the Wellington district and intervening districts 
for trade on the Western line ? We should get a good part of that trade in times of drought.
3184. What is the rainfall here ? Thirty-one or 32 inches.
3185. Is it the custom for pastoralists in this district to stock up to the full capacity of their runs ? They

do
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do pretty well. They never make the provision against droughts here that they arc obliged to make in 
other districts. In average country they generally carry a sheep to the acre.
31SG. Then what reserve country is there for starving stock from other districts? There is a lot of 
country round G-uyra and Guy Ifawkes, which generally is not stocked at all: but m a dry season it will 
carry sheep for six or twelve months.
3187. Have you any preference for'Wellington or Dubbo as a terminal point? I think Dubbo would
suit us better than "Wellington. '
3188. Wh3r ? Because it would give more direct access to the western markets.
3183. Do you not hope to find a market down south and in Melbourne when b'edcratiou is accomplished ? 
No. Of course, when 1’ederation is accomplished, the proposed line will give greater facilities for inter
colonial trade. T think that 1he statement of advantages which was read by Mr. Deane before the 
Committee in Sydney puts the position as well as it can be put from a national point of view. It is an 
important thing that we be connected with the Western lino, so that there may be two ways of visiting 
Sydney.. The proposed line would be of great advantage in assisting the movement of troops in the 
event of the Hawkesbury bridge being destroyed.

C. G. 'Wilson. 
Ksq., M.P.

10 May, 1900.

"William Cyril Higinbotham. farmer and storekeeper, Armidale, sworn, and examined:—
3130. Mr. McFarlane.'] How long have you been residing in this district ? Ten years, _ _ W. 0.
3191. Have you a statement to make to the Committee ? We are treating the proposed line a? a national Jliginbotlmm.
undertaking, We consider that eventually it will he part of a line going on to Adelaide—the line from ,fi/"TrA'7TN, 
Cohar to Wilcannia having been already passed. The distance from Wilcannia to Broken Hill is very ^ a^’ ‘
little, so that it ought not to be long before we have a line right ibrougb to Broken Hill. Such a
lino would save about 320 miles between Adelaide and Brisbane, and would enable the mails to arrive in 
Brisbane twelve hours earlier than they do now. That is an important consideration from a business 
point of view. The proposed line would also save 100 miles in the direct route from Melbourne to 
Brisbane. Then, too, it would connect important mining centres, such as Cobar, Silverton, Broken 
Hill, Tingba, Tnverell. and Hillgrove. A great many Adelaide men are interested in our Hillgrove mines, 
and if there were a through railway there would be a good deal of cross traffic. Hillgrove represents 
more Adelaide money than money from any other place.
3192. Is the traffic that you allude to passenger traffic ? Tes, The absurd figures given by the Bailway 
Commissioners may be easily rebutted. They have put down £3,766 for passengers, parcels, and mails ; 
but the receipts would be very much larger than that. If the railway were constructed our cold-climate 
products would find a ready market in the western district, ft has been said that we shall have to 
compete with Orange and Wellington ; but in my mail this morning I received a communication from a 
produce merchant at Orange, giving his prices. He puts down polatoes at £2 7s. Gd. a ton in truck loads, 
or £2 10s. a ton in smaller lots; whereas our farmers would be willing to take from 35s. to £2 a ton.
3193. What tfould he the freight from this district to Orange ? The rate is a difficult one to arrive at, 
because it is an “ up ” journey from Armidale to Sydney, and a 11 down ” journey from Sydney to Orange.
The rate to Sydney would be about 13s. a ton, and to Orange it would be very much more. The Armidale 
prices, however, are lower than the Orange prices for every article on his list. He puts down seed oats 
at 2s. 3d. a bushel and feed oats at 2s. Gd. a bushel, whereas we should be glad to sell for 2s. Gd. and 2s.
3d. a bushel.
3191. What is the freight on oats between Armidale and Sydney? About od. a bushel. Onions are put 
down at £d 10 a ton ; but l should be very glad to supply them at £3 a ton. In times of drought, if 
the proposed line were constructed, produce would find its way even into the Bivcrina district. Tlie 
construction of the proposed railway would tend to equalise prices between the Northern and Western 
lines. Our market now is Sydney and places on tlic N'orth-western line ; but the bulk of our produce 
goes to Sydney, where it has to compete with the water-borne produce of New Zealand, Geelong, and 
other places. In Sydney wo have really lo compete with the markets of the world. Mr. Coghlan, in. 
his “ "wealth and Progress of New Souili Wales,” says that New England can produce the finest oats in 
the Colony, and that, there arc vast areas here where oats could be grown with the best results. That is 
so. The average yield of oats in this district is from 40 to 60 bushels per acre. The further you go 
west the lighter the yield. New England, for the products which she cultivates, obtains the highest 
yields in any part of the Colony. In the average production of wheat we stand foremost.
3195. What is your average yield of wheat ? 1 think 25 bushels to the acre. Mr. Coghlau puts it at
something like 15 bushels to tho acre, and that is considerably higher than the yield which he records for 
any other district. I sent a sample of wheat, which 1 grew at a place about 2 miles out of Armidale, to 
the Agricultural Department the other day, and they told me there was no finer wheat conceivable for 
milling ; so that wo could do very well if we could only find a market. Our yield of mai/.e is from 40 to 
GO bushels to tho acre; but I have seen crops which have given more than GO bushels. "We attract 
farmers here from Victoria, from New Zealand, from Bivcrina, and from other districts ; but after they 
have tried the district for two or three years they want to get away again, because of the lack of a market.
Hundreds of tons of produce are grown that never find a market, Some years back 400 or 500 tons of 
potatoes were left to rot on one farm alone because there was no market for it. The price of our farming 
land, as compared with that of other parts of the Colony, is ridiculous. We can get agricultural land 
here for from £2 to £4 an acre, and there are few places in the Colony where you can purchase first-class 
agricultural laud close to a big city like Armidale at that price.
3196. What are your chief products? Potatoes, hay, corn, wheat, and oats,
3197. Do you send fodder to the north-western district in every season, whether there is a drought or 
not.? Tes ; in every season. We look upon ihe north-western district as a market.
3198. What kinds of produce do you send there? A considerable amount of chaff and oats, and a 
considerable quantity of potatoes.
3199. Wc have been told that they send chaff from Welbuglon and Dubbo to Moree? I was astonished 
when I heard that. Tn the Orange list of prices from wlnen I have quoted wheaten and oaten chaff is 
put down at £2 12s. Gd. a ton : but I think that Mr. Pearson, of Guyra, who will give evidence, will be 
able lo quote it at a lower price than that.
3200. Bor what products could you find a market on the Western line if the proposed railway weie
constructed ? For potatoes, oats, chaff, and maize. "

43—Q " ' 3201.
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3201. Do you not think Orange could supply tho western district with chiiff? Tho Orange people are 
.gin ^ t am, more e|o3oly connected with Bivcrina, where droughts arc not infrequent. J think that wc should find a 

KiHIav HWO mar^et on Ihe AV'estcrn line in many seasons.
’ ' ' 3202. Tho Orange fanners send large quantities of produce to the Sydney market ? TVe have to compete

with them in that market.
3203. What market would there be for your produce in the western district when they had a surplus? 
'The freight ou chaff is very light—I think it is only Ids. a ton from Orange to Moree, and our yield, is, 
I believe, much higher per acre than the Orange yield.
3201. The freight ou potatoes from Armidale to Wellington, via Sydney, would he £1 14s. 2d. a ton, and 
via Werris Creek direct £1 3s. lid. per ton? We should not send produce to Wellington or to Orange, 
but we should aspect to find a market out west from Wellington, towards Bourkc.
3205. And you think that you could compete with the Orange farmers in that market ? Yes; we get 
from 3 to 6 tons of potatoes io the acre. Bast year I cultivated some 15 acres of potatoes, and 1 am 
cultivating about the same area this year. 1 could put 00 acres under potatoes if there were a market for 
them.
3206. The construction of the proposed railway would encourage the extension of agricultural operations 
in this district ? I believe that it would.
3207. Is that one of the reasons why the people here advocate the construction of the line? Undoubtedly. 
The first people in the district to take the matter up were the members of the Banners and Settlers 
Association, who number 110.
3208. Is there much laud suitable for agriculture in this district still available? No, not very much,
3209. Is much of the land held by private owners suitable for cultivation ? Yes ; but the fanners are 
abandoning their farms, aud are going in for sheep. J could name haphazard six or seven who have 
recently turned their farms into sheep walks.
3210. What traffic, in stock would there he between this district and the Western district ? I think that
the stock traffic would be considerable if the proposed lino were constructed. Drovers pass through this 
district periodically, and there must always be a considerable number of stock passing through from 
the western plains to New England. The Railway Commissioners’ officers report that fluke exists 
in this district. It may have existed here years ago ; hut there has been no fluke during the last three 
years. Besides, the years in which people want to send stock here arc droughty years, and in dry seasons 
we are always free from fluke. It has also been said that the grass here is sour. If that is so. it is 
very strange that we can provide the Sydney market with fat stock, and have done so for the last two or 
three years. It is estimated that the traffic receipts on the proposed line would be £S,5SG ; but that 
must be only the local revenue: it cannot include the revenue which would-be obtained from traffic 
passing on to the main line towards New England aud Moree, or towards west. Mr. Coghlan in his 
“ Wealth and Progress of New South Wales,” says that there is no finer climate in the Colony 
than that of Armidale, and he says that it closely approximates to the famous health resorts in the 
South of France. All sorts of people arc attracted here from different parts of the Colony. Our 
principal school has some eighty boarders, some of whom have come from the northern parts of Queensland, 
others from the western plains, others from Narrabri and Moree, and a great many from Sydney. A 
ladies’ school lias fifteen out of twenty-five pupils who have come from other districts, and another school 
has obtained 75 per cent, of its pupils from other districts. Armidale is rapidly becoming a scholastic 
centre, children being sent here because of the climate. People in the western districts, however, have 
no facilities for sending their children to our schools. Under preseut conditions the distance by rail from 
Dubbo to Armidale is 635 miles. 1 estimate that if people in the Western district would send their 
children here there would bo an increase of pupils irom those districts equal to something like 50 
per cent. .
3211. Which would suit this district the better, a connection with Dubbo or a connection with Wellington? 
A connection with Dubbo would suit tho New England district better, because it would give ns a more 
direct route to the west; we do not wish to have 60 miles extra, caniago for our produce. From a 
national point of view, too, it would be better to have a connection with Dubbo, because that would give 
a shorter line between Adelaide and Brisbane. The Railway Commissioners report that they anticipate 
no benefits from the construction of the line ; hut they have for years been looking for a line which would 
carry a heavy traffic from Sydney without crossing tho Blue Mountains, and why should not that line go 
from Newcastle? No doubt heavy traffic, such as sugar, iron, wire, and other things would bo sent out 
to the western district along the proposed line if it were constructed, for the sake of avoiding the zigzag. 
Then, too, if the Commissioners use Newcastle coal ou the Western line, the construction of the proposed 
line would save them some 90 miles of haulage. Apologies for non-attendance at the inquiry have been 
sent to mo from several people who were to have been hero as witnesses. Mr. Lcoce, of Uralla, in slating 
his regret that he cannot be present, says, that the proposed line would give an outlet for fruit, chaffi, and 
potatoes grown in his district, and would also be of value for stock traffic, besides opening up trade 
generally. Mr. Mackay, of Uralla. also favours tho construction of the line; but his business prevented 
him from attending before the Committee.
3212. Has anybody formed an estimate of the value of the traffic which is likely to be sent over the 
proposed line? We have been unable fo do that. We have been prevented from getting information 
from the local stationmaster, although Mr. Monteitb will give you information about the tlnyra traffic. 
He will show that 8,000 tons have been sent from Guyra within two years, and I. believe that not 1 ton 
would go to Sydney if the western markets were open fo us ; it would all go over the proposed line.

Richard Wearne Nicholas, farmer and grazier, Tilbuster, near Armidale, sworn, and examined:—
K. W. 3213. Mr. Shepherd.'} What is the extent of your holding ? I have 1,1.48 acres at Tilbuster, and I also 

Nicholas. rent land in other parts ofthe district. J rent 2,500 acres of grazing land at Guy Fawkes.
3214. How much land have yem under cultivation? J cultivated 170 acres last year.

16 May, 1900. 3215. What do you grow ? Wheat, onts, maize, and potatoes.
3216. What yield do you get per acre ? The last four or live years have been rather dry. 1 have only 
been here eight years, and I spent twenty years in the Orange district. The yield has averaged from 12 
to 30 bushels of wheat to tlie acre, and irom 1 to 5 tons of hay. During the last two seasons the yield 
of hay has not been much over 1 tou. The yield of oats runs from 20 to 50 and 60 bushels to the acre. 
I have had as high a yield as 12 tons of potatoes, and as low as 3 tons. 3217.
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3217. Wbat lias been your yield of maize ? 1 have not "one in very extensively for maize. Most of my ^ ^ 
maize has been grown during the last two or three years, when the seasons have been dry. Twenty A * 
bushels to the acre is perhaps as much as ] have got during the last two years, and I did not grow any 1(, jc^ 
before that time. 1 have land which in fair seasons would give a yield of GO bushels to the acre. _ ’
321S. Where is your principal market ? 1 have sold most of my produce locally, and ] use some of it
myself. 1 have a large butter factory and a large dairy, and consequently I require a largo quantity of 
produce for my own use. 1 have not sent, anvthing out of tlie district, though 1 have sold a good deal of 
chalf at Hillgrove, and a good many potatoes locally. [ have at times sold as much as SO tons of chaff 
round about Hillgrove.
321 IT Have you had any dilliciilty in selling your produce ? Yes ; most of the farmers here have produce 
to sell, and they compete with each other in the local market. Our only other market is the North
western district, I believe that a great quantity of produce lias hc.on sent there, though I have not 
sent any.
3220. Ho you think that in a few years tho proposed railway would be self-supporting? Y'es ; though 1 
do not know that it would be so at tlie start. 1 believe that there would be a great demand for New 
England produce in tlie west in dry seasons. [ lived for twenty years in tlie Orange district, farming 
there most of the time, and we could not supply the Western district in times of drought. I was told 
that hist voar there were over twenty eliaH'-cntters and engines going as hal'd as they could, and they were 
unable to supply the orders that came in. In such a season we could compete uith tho Orange farmers.
Tlie prices J got in Orange were higher than we can get here. "When l was leaving Orange 1 had about 
70 tuns of hay aud 20 tons of straw to dispose of, and a merchant there told me that he would give me £3 
a ton for the lot on the ground. He cut it up to send west from Orange as orders came iu.^
3221. Is your chaff made chiefly from oat s ? Sometimes from oaten buy, am! sometimes from wheaten 
and oaten hay mixed. H we cut wheat for hay. it is because of the black oats amongst it.
3222. Do you think this district could compete with other districts along tlie proposed line for the western 
trade ? Yes ; we can grow much better crops here than they can grow in Orange, Springhill, or Millthorpe.
3223. Have you tried lucerne f Yes ; and it answers fairly well.
3224. As a rule, do squatters buy lucerne in preference to oats for starving sheep ? Yes, where they can -
get it: but. round Orange and Blayncy they do not. grow lucerne. _
3223. What is vour opinion of the district through which the proposed line would pass ? There is a lot 
of good country between Wellington aud 'Werris Creek. At Cobborah, Denison Town, Coolah, and 
Kockgcdgiel there is a lot of laud suitable for close settlement, but at the preseut, time large areas are in 
tho hands of large holders.
322G. Are you acquainted with the country at. any distance away from tlic route ? -lust where the railway 
would go there are some poor patches: but on the whole the country is good.
3227. Does the good country extend back any distance from the Northern line? Yes ; especially ou the 
Liverpool Plains.
3228. What is your opinion of the timber along the line? There is some pine scrub, and I noticed one 
saw-mill on the road, but 1 cannot speak much about the timber there.
3229. Would the timber trade contribute much traffic to the proposed railway? 1 think not; but the 
line would be largely used in carrying produce from this district in dry times, and in the transport of 
stock 1 can show you in the butchers’ shops in Armidale beef fattened within 3 miles of Armidale which 
is as good as any in the Colony.
3230. Has this district been considered a dry one? During tho last four years we have had dry seasons ; 
but I have been able lo carry on my dairying, and tbe cattle have done very well. For sheep, they say 
that the drier the season the better in this district,
3231. How much butter do you make? 1 milk 100 cows now, and in good seasons 1 have made .; ll>. of 
butler to the cow per diem. In one season I made 00 lb. of butter daily from 140 cows, aud nearly all of 
them have been in milk for some time, Tlie construction of the proposed railway would benefit tbo 
district. There arc large areas of land here which are now idle. 1 could cultivate 800 acres if 1 could 
lind a market for my produce.
3232. Is yours good wheat-growing land ? Yes.
3233. You arc not furlhcr from a market than other people ? No; but the local price of wheat is only 
2s, 2d. a bushel, and it does not pay to grow wheat at that price.
3234. What can you afford to grow wheat for ? With improved machinery and implements, one could 
grow wheat for 2s. a bushel, or perhaps less in good seasons.
3233. What does it cost to grow and harvest wheat? 1 suppose it would cost about £2 an acre, allowing 
for the rent of the ground. YTm cannot work heavy ground as easily as loose soil. A neighbour of mine 
has six horses in a single-furrow plough : you will see from that that tlic soil here is very stiff.
323G. We have had it in evidence that clearing has been done in other districts for 8s. (id. an acre ? We 
could not do it at that.
3237. What would it cost you lo plough your land, put seed into it, and harvest for market? In heavy 
black soil 1 do not think I could do it for loss than 30s. an acre.
3235. Mr, iVafson,] How would the seasons here compare with those in Kiverina and on the Southern 
lino ? We do not suffer from droughts here as they do in the places you mention, though wo sometimes 
have dry seasons. Our stock never starve here; they keep in fair condition even in the driest seasons.
Of course, if we have a severe winter following a dry season there are sometimes losses in stock ; but we 
can always provide winter feed.
3239. Does it not seem strange that you cannot grow wheat here when the people of Narrandera, who 
pay within 3d. a ton freight of what you pay, are able to grow it;—one would tbmk lliat witli good land 
and a fair season you could afford to put the whole of your 8U0 acres under crop? 1 find that dairying 
pays bettor than farming.
3210. Wotdd the construction of the proposed line give you a better market? Not for wheat; but it
would give us a better market for potatoes and chaff in dry seasons. '
32-11. Is this district suited for potatoes rather than for wheat? Potatoes at £2 a ton pay better than
wheat when you can get from 4 to 6 and S tous to the acre. We grow what will pay us best. I find
that dairying pays better than anything else. Of course, I have to employ a number of hands to do the
milking, and to look after the place, and I have to engage in cultivation to keep them employed when they
are not at work milking. ■ '

•John
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Jolm Camoron, farmer and grazier, Mordon, Saumare/. Creek, near Armidale, sworn, and ciamined:—
J. tlamoron 3242. Mr. Watson.'] IJow long liave vou been liere P J Lave been here for fortv-sir years. ^

■■---- .r524‘J, How do you think the construction of the proposed railway would affect the stock traffic between
36May, 3900. an,i -t,jYe tYestern district? I think that the construction of tho proposed railway would giro

the farmers in this district an outlet for their produce. At present wo have no market, and I ha^c had si uff 
lying in my shed for iwo years because I could not sell it. I am almost giving up farming now, aud going 
in more for stock, because I find that it is more difficult lo get a market for your produce than to grow it.
3244. Are vou worse off in that respect than farmers in other parts of the Colony? No. We grow
more than the local demand, and then we have to send our produce to Sydney or id some other placo 
outside the district. I sent 4f> Ions of chaff to Sydney one year ; but it did not pay me, because or the 
high charges for carriage. When we get to Sydney we liave to compete with the markets of tho world. 
3245 The carriage for produce from here to Sydney is about 11s. per ton ;—you could not get a much 
cheaper rate than that if you were in a position to send away your produce by steamer P I paid 10s. a 1 on for 
having my hav cut up. and 15s. a ton to have it trucked and delivered. As a rule, we sell our hay to local 
men, who cut it into chaff, and then sell it. They are better able to find a market for it than we are.
3216. Do you think that the Hunter Kiver farmers, the Orange farmers, or the Bafhurst farmers can 
compete with you because of their better climate and soil? J am not acquainted with those districts ; 
bul. judging by what I hear, 1 think we get larger crops than they get. _
324/. They send their produce regularly to Sydney, and yet the freight that they have to pay is not much 
less than you have to pay ? I only tried it once, and it did not pay me then.
3245. If they could beat you in the Sydney market, they will beat you in the western market, became 
they are nearer to it ? In New England we have a lot of country which, in good seasons, ia not sheep 
country, but which carries sheep well in dry season?. One year we bad, 1 think, 25.000 sheep m the 
Now England district which bad come here from other districts. Droves of sheep come here every year.
3240. 1 suppose most of the sheep that come here are driven here ? Yes ; all of them.
3250. From what direction do they come? From out to tlie west.
3251. And from the south ? Yes.

’ 3252. "What route do they take? I think they keep to the north of tho route of the proposed lino.
3253. Out in tlie direction of Coonabarabran ? Yes. ... ., ,
3254. Do you think that owners of sheep would uso the proposed railway ? I think it would pay them

’ to do so, because it would prevent the losses which now occur when sheep are driven over a bare piece of
country. I believe that such a saving would go a long way towards making up the railway charges.
3255. The experience in other parts of the country is that stockowners will not truck store stock, except
at starving-stock rates ;—that being so, tbe Commissioners cannot expect to get much revenue from the 
stock traffic that you speak of ? I cannot offer an opinion on that point. _
3256. "Would it pay an owner to truck stock from Cobar to Armidale, via tbe proposed line, at ordinary
rates, which would come to something like dSR ISs. 8d. for 100 sheep, or Is. Od. a sheep? I Ihmk so ; 
because the losses arc not so great when sheep are carried by rail as when they arc being driven. _
3257. Then, too, tbe country every year is becoming more settled and fenced, and consequently there is
less prospect of getting grass for travelling stock ? Yes. It will be impossible to travel stock in ihe 
future, because there will be no grass along the roads for them io eat. ■
3258. Do you fatten any big stock for sale ? 5 es ; some train Iqads of fat stock have been scut from this
district during tbo last few years. ^ _
3259. Is this looked upon as a fair fattening district for big stock ? IS ot for big stock.
3260. Do you tbiukthat people in this district and further north would be able to compete in the Mel
bourne market with stockowners from Queensland, who send their cattle down through Bourke ? Only 
occasionally. Stock are fattening here now belter than they did thirty years ago, because the country is 
getting more civilised. When I came to New England first people were thought mad if they put sheep 
ou country such as that on which I am now running a sheep and a half to the acre. There was nothing 
but rank grass then, which only cattle would eat. _
3261. Have artificial grasses been introduced into the district, or have you to depend upon the native 
grasses? I have used artificial grasses; but 1 find that native grasses are better, because they are acclimatised.
3262. What sort of country is this for sheep and cattle? Country that has been well improved will
carry from a sheep and a quarter to a sheep and a half to the aero. I am running a sheep aud a half to 
the acre every year, and I sold some animals the other day which were a good size. ■
3263. Is your fand better than the average? No, mine is average land ; there are thousands of acres of
land round my place which are as good as mine, , .
3264. Do you spell your land ? No; I have only 600 acres, and T run 1,100 sheep, besides cultivating
70 or 80 acres. Of course, I do not run that number always. ^
3265. How many acres would be required to feed big cattle ? About 5 acres to a beast. Ai Ghiy liawkcs 
there Is country that at one time was looked upon as useless; but thousands of heads of cattle have since 
been trucked from it to the Sydney market, and they have brought high prices. If those cattle could be 
sent direct to Melbourne they would have a chance of competing with the Queensland cattle, but if they 
had to be travelled to the Melbourne market they would be only store stock when they got to Melbourne.
3266. They seem to have more bad seasons than good seasons out west ? Yes; they are always complaining 
about the scarcity of grass out there. I have sent SOO cases of fruit lo Queensland, because I could not 
find a market for it in ibis Colony; but if tbe proposed railway is made it will open up a market for fruit 
in tbe west.
3267. How did you semi your fruit to Queensland? By rail. I sent il to Bundaberg and io other places.
32GS. "What, kind of fruit was it. ? Apples and pears. We do not know what lo do with them some 
years, and a lot of the fruit goes rotten. J made bacon of my apples the year before last. _
3269. Did it pay you to send your fruit lo Queensland ? The iruit did not bring high prices : but it was 
better to send it there than let it rot. 1 have got as much cs 9s, a case lor some of my fruit, and T have 
also made as little as Is. Gd. a case, after paying carriage. One one occasion, though J got about £40 tor 
mv fruit, when 1 paid for carriage and other charges, tlie amount coming in to me was only £20.
3270. 1Jow far is Armidale from Brisbane? About 365 miles. A lot of iruit is sent out as far as 
Charlevillc. I sent a consignment to "Rockhampton, but it did not pay.
3271. That was merely an experiment ? Yes.

Joseph
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Joseph Montoith, farmer, Guyra, sworn, and examined:—
3272. Vicc-Ohairman.j Arc you here to speak for yourself and for other farmers in tlie Guyra district? J. Monteilli.
1 am a practical farmer, and have a good knowledge of the district, extending over seventeen years. Mr. —“s
Pearson and myself liave come from Guyra. '1(i Ma-V’
3273. Will you describe 1 he Guyra district, From an agricultural point^of view ? It is a very good agri
cultural district. ' *
3274. Is it similar to the Armidale district? Tt is better.
3275. What are your principal crops ? Potatoes, wheat, and oats.
327G. What yields do you get ? We get from 3 to G tons of potatoes lo the acre m good seasons. Tho 
last live years have been very dry : bur even this year, winch has been the driest of all, people have got 
over 3 tons of good marketable potatoes to the acre. The general yield of wheat is from 25 to 30 bushels 
to the acre. I have had GO bushels, and never less than 25 bushels : but this year tlie crops did not turn 
out so well.
3277. Jh it good milling wheat ? Yos ; in a good season ii is really prime wheat.
327S, What is your average yield of oats ? .'Between 40 and 50 bushels.
3279. What is tiie average si/e of the holdings nljout Guyra? Most of them are about G40 acres. I 
have more than that myself; there are 150 acres of my land under cultivation.
3280. Do tho people in the district cultivate the greater part of their land? Koine of them have a lew 
sheep, and others run large cattle. The cattle do well in good seasons ; but the winter is rather cold for 
1 hem, so that from May until tbe beginning of Xovcmber they aro generally poverty-stricken. I have 
been in Xew Zealand and in Victoria; hut i never saw a place u here cattle fat ten more quickly than they 
do on some holdings in our district in the summer.
3281. What area is there under crop on your holding? Prom SO to 100 acres. The land is chiefly under 
potatoes.
3282. Do the Guyra farmers complain that they have no market for their produce? I do not say that '
they have no market; hut it is such a poor market at the present time that they find a great difficulty in
selling anything.
3283. You grow potatoes chiefly ? Potatoes, hay, and oats. The price of wheat has been so low that 
wheat is not mncli grown.
3284. Do you find a good market for your potatoes ? Wc do very well when there are famine prices in 
Sydney and Melbourne. Wre can grow potatoes at £2 10s. a ton, but when they get lower Ilian that we 
cannot sell them. Xino or ten years ago we did not sell either hay or potatoes for tvvo years.
3285. IJow is it that farmers do not go in more substantially for wheat, if they can get from 25 to 30 
bushels to the acre? Lately potatoes have paid very well. Land will not stand wheat unless we 
alternate the wheat crop with a croj) of polatoes.
328G. What has boon your usual market for wheat ? Armidale and Glen Tunes, and in two seasons wo 
scut our wheat to Sydney. "When wheat is 4s. or 3s. Gd. a bushel ue can send it to Sydney, but when it 
gets below that we cannot do much with it.
328”. What sort of farming implements aro used in the Guyra district ? The latest and best that you 
will find anywhere—Massey and Harris, and Martin's implements.
3288. Is that laud hard to clear? Yes ; what has been cleared has been very difficult to clear.
3289. What market do the Guyra farmers expect out; west ? The people oui west cannot grow what we 
can grow,
3290. Wo liave it in evidence that potatoes and onions grow as well on the Talbrugar as in any part, of 
the Colony, and that district is closer to the western market than the Guyra district? We believe that 
there is a demand for produce, such as we grow, out west, and that higher prices could be obtained there 
than we now get.
3291. We have received the following letter from the chairman of a public meeting held at Guyra only 
yesterday:—

Sir, Guyra, 15 May, I9n0.’
At ii public meeting hold at “Guyi’a Hotel ” it was unanimously agreed to send a letter to the Public Works 

Committee sitting at present in Armidale on tlie following
Protesting against the proposed line of railway from Werris Creek to Dubbo or Wellington, on the grounds that it 

would be of no benefit to the farming population of the table-land of New' England, if anything a serious injury, the 
market of the table-land to be west, and that there are no delegates publiciv authorised to represent the district.

‘ Joseph McMullen, _
Chairman of above Meeting.

P, T. < lout dor, stock and station agent. 
.1. T. McGovern, hotel-keeper.
Robt. Moore, farmer,
William Stapleton, farmer.
Wm. Beckwith, agent.
H. J. Lackey, storekeepci.

Tbe Chairman, the Public Works Committee.

W. M. Stevenson, Guyra.
P. J, Garrahy, Guyra.
C. Smith, farmer.
Henry Ilcydon, storekeeper. 
Matthew Smith, farmer.

? "What I have stated is tlie general opinion of the neighbourhood.
3292. Does the protest which I have read in any way convey the views of the Guyra farmers ? Not in 
the least.
3293. Is the area under crop in the Guyra district still increasing? Yes.
3294. Is it iucreasing fast ? Yes; new ground ia being broken up every year. I think it would be a 
national gain to have a railway constructed which would shorten the distance betweeu Adelaide and 
Brisbane. The proposed line would also be of service in transporting stock from the drought-stricken 
west to New England. During the last few years a large number of stock had come to New England.
3295. Is tho transport of the stock profitable to stockowners? I am certain that it is. 1 know several 
people who would have used tho train if they could have done so. In dry times the stockcau get nothing 
to eat along the stock routes.
329G. Do you agree generally with the evidence which has been given this morning? Yes.
3297. And also with what has been said about Use New England country? Yes.
3298. Mr. Harper says that pastoralists on tho plains have been very timid about sending stock to New 
England, because the grass is sour, aud fluke is always present ? That is not true of the district of late 
years. Since 1895 we have heard nothing about fluke. No one except one who has lived here cau

understand
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J. MontciHi. understand liow much the country has heen improved hv ringhai‘l! ing, No doubt sheep will not do well hero 
IBMav 1000 Tea^/ Beasoci8 ; but sheep would not he sent here in such seasons, because there would be grass for 

> ' them elsewhere. Ringbarking sweetens the grass so that sheep fatten twice as quickly on ringbarked
■country as they do on unimproved country. ]f there is a ringbarked patch in a paddock cattle will 
always go there.

George Hargrave, farmer, Armidale, sworn, and examined
G. Hargrave. 3209. il/r. McWarIanc.~\ Have you been long in tho district ? I have been here for the last twenty years, 

f——A^ and I have been farming for four years.
1C May, 1900. 3300. What crops do you grow P Maine, wheat, and oats.

3301. Have you a satisfactory market? During the last year or two tlie market has not been 
satisfactory.
3302. What is the reason for that? Wc arc over-producing ; at any rate, we grow too much hay.
3303. Do you get as good results from the outside markets as from the local markets ? No.
3304. Is this good agricultural land ? Most of the land under cultivation is rich land,
3305. Would the construction of the proposed railway give you an additional market ? I believe that
it would. ' "
330b. Tou have heard i ho evidence ol: a number of gentlemen to-day in favour of the construction of 
the proposed line do you confirm the statements which they have made ? Yes, in the main.
3307. Do yon dift'er from them on any material point ? It seems to me that the rates which they would 
have to charge on the proposed railway to make it pay would prevent us from sending produce alone it 
to the far western districts.
3308. AV hat do you call tho far western districts? Districts are far west as Wilcannia. I think wc

. could send produce as far as Bourke.
3309. Do you think that stock would be sent from the western district to this district over the proposed 
lino? 1 think it would pay to send stock liere by train rather than lose them.
33f0. Would stock traffic take place only in times of drought? Mainly in times of drought; but 
people who have had more experience in droving stock than ] have had inform me that it pays to ’send 
store stock to fattening country rather than to drive them there. J think that store bullocks coming 
from Queensland, instead of going by the western route, would come this way to get to Orange and to 
Dubbo. ^
3311. Do you consider this good fattening country ? Only in the more settled parts.
3312. Where it has been improved ? Yes.
3313. Have you had much experience in droving stock ? Ho,
3314. Would people travel store stock rather than send them by train ? 1 think it wonld pay to send 
them by train, because of tho loss in condition when travelling, I have tried growing root crops here, 
and I think that there is no other district in the Colony as good as this for the production of mangolds 
and beet. 1 have grown 20 tons of beet to the acre, and it is a most fattening food, and one that could 
easily be sent out to the western districts. We could produce beet here at a few shillings per ton.
3315. Mr. Watson.] If the proposed railway were constructed the freight on hay and produce generally
to Cobar would be 14s. 3d. a ton, and to Bourke 14s. 7d.;—could you afford to pay those charges ? Yes, 
in good seasons. ’
331(3. 11//’. Shepherd.] Are they using mangolds and turnips here for winter feed? Yos : they are coiniiw 
into use. ' 0
331/. Do you anticipate great benefit from their use ? Yes ; especially to the dairying industry.
3318, I suppose therejs not much natural grass here in the winter ? ]n an open winter like that which we 
have had so far, there is good feed ; hut wiien winter sets in with a hard frost the grass suffers. I produce 
a sample of the maize grown on my laud.

Richard Pearson, produce merchant, Guyra, sworn, and examined :—
R. Pearson. 3319. A/r. Watson.] Have you been long in business in Guyra? DiReon years.
/-----^——v 3320. Do you regard the district as a good one for agriculture ? I regard it as a very good district.

10May, 1900. 3321. Are the farmers there making money'? ] cannot say that they hayo been doing too well; but 
during tlie last three or four dry seasons they have heen doing fairly well.
3322. Is that because of a better market, or because they have grown more ? Because of a better market;
chiefly on the North-western line, '
3323. Has any considerable quantity of produce been sent from your district to the North-western lino 
during tlie last two years ? Yes ; I have sent a considerable quantity myself.
3324. Have you ever attempted to send produce to Sydney ? Yes; but, as a rule, with unsatisfactory 
results. I have sent produce—hay, chaff, and potatoes—as far as Walgett.
3325. At what price could you send hay to Sydney from Guyra. ? For £3 or £3 5s. a ton.
3326. Do you send hay or chaff? Chiefly chaff. As a rule, derrick-pressed hav does not bring a cood
price in Sydney. ° b
3327. What could you sell chaff for in Sydney ? For about £3 os. a ton.
3328. You sent some potatoes recently, I understand, but they did not meet with a good sale? Yes; 
the returns were not satisfactory. As a rule our Sydney returns are not satisfactory, unless the prices 
there are at famine rates, as they were two years ago.
3329. Who are your competitors in the Sydney market ? Chiefly the farmers from Tasmania and Now
Zealand, *
3330. Do yon think you cau successfully compete witli the Orange and Hunter River districts? I 
think so.
3331. If the proposed railway were constructed, could you compete in the western market with districts 
sucli as Orange and Wellington? 1 think so, in times'of drought.
3332. We have heard that largo quantities of hay and other produce have been sent from those districts
through Sydney to Narrabri and Moree ? Yea ; a large quantity of produce was sent from Orange last 
year, 0
3333. Were your supplies exhausted then ? Wo had no great quantity to send last year. What we had
was required in Armidale and Hillgrove. 3334,
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3334', Do you think that people would cultivate larger areas if the proposed railway were constructed ? 
Tes j if they could got an outlet for their produce.
3335. The western districts would not require mucli produce in good seasons ? Not very much. ^ _
3330. Would this district receive sufiicient encouragement from the construction of tho proposed line if 
it got a market in the west only on the occasion of a drought there ? It would not pay them to increase 
their cultivation if there was only one dry season in five ; but for the last five or six years the drought 
has been almost continuous.
3337. Fifce-C'JhnV'jjiBn.] Does the letter which the Committee received from a public meeting at Guyra 
represent the opinions of the farmers in that district P No,
3338. It may be taken as representing only the opinions of those who signed it? That is so. There was 
no public meeting held in Guyra with reference to the matter. The total tonnage of agricultural produce 
sene from Guyra south during two years was 8,OG7 tons 18 cwt. 2 qrs.

R. Pearson.

leTdayTibOO.

Michael Jolm Walsh, storekeeper, Walcha, sworn, and examined:—
3339. Mr. Shepherd,'] How long have you resided at Walcha ? For thirty-eight years. II. J. Walsh.
3340. Is there anything you desire to add lo tho statements which have been made here this morning ? ,---- A—n
Wc were trying to get a small branch line from Walcha roads into Walcha, and we then prepared the 1G May, 1900. 
following statistics, which 1 think will be of interest to the Committee:—

To Tna Honorable tub Minister for Works.

Walcha is the most southern town on the Mew England tableland, and is situated directly to tlie cast of Walcha 
Road railway station, which is 320 miles from Sydney and 218 miles from Newcastle, and has at the present time a district 
population of over 3,000 inhabitants. ■

Tlie area within the trailienble sphere of a line to Walcha embraces somewhere over 1,000,000 ueres, of which We 
would respectfully point out: —

32’2,002 acres are held under freehold and conditional purchase.
493,222 acres are held by way of conditional lease,
102,000 acres are held under annual lease.
8,008 acres arc held under settlement lease.
(1,084 acres are held as homestead selections,
In addition to which a large area is held under occupation license.

The stock returns for 1899 show the following, viz. 443,000 sheep, 31,000 cattle, 3,02/ horses, [and 1,190 pigs, 
which shows a large increase on past years’ returns.

The area under and clearer! and prepared for cultivation within the above traffieable sphere is estimated at about 
12,400 acres, and the average yield per acre for the various crops is—wheat IS bushels, oats 23, maize 27, and potatoes 
4 tons.

The area under artificial grasses is upwards of 4,000 acres.
_ The revenue derived from lands and miscellaneous items from the year 1890 to June of last year amounts to £160,43", 

being an average of approximately £17,000 per annum; in addition to this foregoing revenue there is the sum of £1,889 
9s. Id. paid yearly direct to the Treasury for lands in the Walcha Land District, held under occupation and preferential 
occupation licenses.

The number of letters dispatched from the local post office for the year 1898 was 83,290, aud the revenue derived 
for the same period amounted to £1,100, and for the year JS99 to £1,200, showing an increase of £100.

The number of bales of wool dispatched from Walcha Road railway station for the year ending June, 1899, was 
5,802, showing an increase of 2,666 bales over the same period ending June, 189(1, aud that the return of the number of 
live stock forwarded from Walcha Road for the year ending June, 1899, shows 34,886 fat sheep, 968 fat cattle, 125 horses, 
and 90 pigs, which shows a large general increase over previous years. In addition to the above, some 33,000 sheep were 
trucked to Walcha Ro;id from droughty districts in 1899. "

The return of revenue of the Walcha Road railway station for the year ending June, 1899, as compared with the 
same period in 1895, shows as follows :—Tickets sold in 1899, £1,417 17s. 8d.: as against £1,088 15s. 7d. in 1895 ; goods 
and live stock in 1899, £4,336 7s. lid., as against £2,864 Is. fid. in 1895 ; or a total revenue in 1899 of £5,784 os. 7d., us 
against £3,952 17s. in 1895,—showing an increase of £1,831 Ss. 7d. in 1899 over 1895 ; andjthat the passenger and goods 
traffic show the following, viz. Number of tickets sold in 1899, 1,506, as against 1,311 in 1895 : goods out in 1899, 2,228 
tons, as against 1,069 tons in 1895 ; goods in, 2,020 tons in 1899, us against 1,400 tons in 1895.

There arc about 300,000 acres of rich soil within the district that, with the increased settlement produced by the 
extension of the railway to Walcha, would be cultivated, and thereby bring about additional traffic to the main line which, 
after deducting working expenses, cunnot be put at less than £2,000 per annum. To this may be added a saving on road 
maintenance of £400, and on the carriage of mails, &c.. of about £150. ■

The passenger traffic would largely expand, there being much to recommend Walcha as a summer resort, but the 
present 12 miles of coaching from rail are a great drawback to tho advent of visitors. This contention is borne out by tho 
part of the petition for the railway to Walcha has been signed by a large number of the leading and other residents of the 
Tamworth district.

"Within 30 miles of Walcha '"an unlimited supply of magnificent timber is to he found, comprising red stringybark, 
hlackbutt, sassafras and cedar, a largo trade being done in the latter, which will be largely increased by railway 
communication, as the supply is unlimited.

Seeing the large number of bales of wool, fat stock, and goods dispatched and received, and the undoubted expansion 
of the passenger traffic as set forth, and tho saving of something like £300 to £400 per annum in the maintenance of the 
present road, consider that if a light line of railway were constructed to connect Walcha with the Great Northern Railway 
it would pay from its inception.

_ During the last three years some thousands of acres of suburban lands have been thrown open to homestead 
selection, tho whole of which are settled on—supporting twenty families ; aud besides there arc thousands of acres of good 
land, agricultural and pastoral, which are uow of no value to tlie Crown, but would eventually be taken np if such were 
thrown open under suitable settlement.

With the advent of railway communication a great impetus would be given to several industries, viz., agricultural, 
pastoral, dairying, frnit-growing, mining, &c.
3341. How would the traffic tkat yon have spoken of benefit the proposed railway? It is the general 
opinion of tho people of Walcha that the proposed railway would give them a valuable market. Thev 
consider that there is too much competition in the Sydney market to make it a good one for them, and 
the railway charges that they liave to pay to get there are considerable.
3342. Is it your opinion that the construction of the proposed line would open a larger market for tho 
produce of the'Walcha district? Tes.
3343. "What grasses have been laid down in that district ? Prairie-grass, blue-grass, rye-grass, cocksfoot, 
and other grasses. Jn dry seasons stock como by train to our district from the north-western district; 
but when they have attempted to drive them by road they have died on the way in thousands. At the 
present time there arc about 40.000 sheep in the district which have come from the lower country.
3344. Is there generally grass to spare for stock coming in from outside? Tes; we sent a good many 
fat stock from our dislriet last summer, and obtained good prices for them. Stock fatten remarkably 
well there.

Kobert
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R. Brown. 

IGMayfigoO.

Robert Brown, pastoraiist, j^berbaldie. near Walcha, sworn, and examined :—
11°"'far is your holding from Walcha? It is 13V miles from Walcha. and 14 

miles irom Walcha-road. ' '
3346. What is the area of it ? 16,000 acres.
3347. What is its carrying capacity ? At the present time I have 16,000 sheep on it. .
3348. Is any of your land under crop ? [ have 60 or 70 acres under oats for hay, and I also grow a
little wheat, corn, and potatoes.
3349. Which crop suits this district best—wheat or oats ? Oats.
3330. Does wheat do welt hero ? Wheat has done very well at times. In two out of three years, when 1 
have it, I have had excellent crops. The crop last year was a failure, but the season was very dry.
o3ol. When yon speak of oats being a suitable crop, do you mean for grain or for hav? For both. I 
had one of the best crops last year that I have seen. * ‘
3352. You only grow for your own consumption ? Yes.
3353. Where is ihe chief market for produce grown for sale? I think at Tamworth, and down
that way. ‘
3354. One of the reasons urged in support of Ihe proposed railway is that it will enable stock to bo 
transported to Mew England from drought-stricken parts of the Colony ? I lived in tho Ddbbo district 
foi eight years, and I have brought stock over from there myself. A neighbour of mine buys 20,000 
and 30,000 wethers every year. A great many of these sheep would travel by train if the distance were 
Jess. Of course, it is out of the question to use the existing lines. I have bought sheep about Dubbo, 
and as far west as Nyngan.
3355. lathe stock traffic permanent.'' Yes: a great ninny people do more in buying and fattening
wethers than with breeding. They take a clip or two off the wethers, and then sell them and buy 
some more. '
3356. Do they deal m wethers in that way because of the unsoundness of the country ? No; but it 

better to deal than to breed. During the last four years the country has bee.n very sound. 
o35/. You do not look upon this as a profitable breeding country ? J do not consider it an unprofitable 
breeding country, because 1 breed sheep here myself; hut it is more profitable, in some parts of the New 
England country, to deal in sheep in the way I have described.
3358. Do you think that we could anticipate a permanent stock traffic to tlie proposed line, whether the 
seasons were good or had ? I think there will be a large traffic.
3359. Are the sheep which are bought and fattened here sent back to the district from which they were
drawn, or are they sent to the Sydney market ? TYe send them either to Sydney or to some other 
market. J
3360. It has been stated that the proposed line would be beneficial in providing facilities for tbe removal 
or starving stock from drought-stricken districts to New England ? Yes : and I believe that it would be 
an advantage to have the line for that purpose. In the summer we cannot stock this country too heavily. 
I have had 20.0U0 sheep on my 16,000 acres until recently. In summer time tho more stock you put on 
the country the better it is. In tlie winter yon have to reduce your stock.
3361. Do you anticipate any other traffic on fhe proposed line ? I think there wonld be a considerable 
quantity of produce carried on it, and that it would assist the farmers in these .districts by opening up 
another market for them.
3362. Do they complain that they have not a sufficiently large market now ? Yes.
3363. Has the want of a market retarded their operations ? Yes; and especially around Walcha in the 
matter of wheat.
3364. Is there a fairly large area of agricultural land in the district ? Yes.
33Go. Why does it not pay to consign wheat from this district to Sydney, or to the world's market ? 
Because of the long land carriage. The farmers of this district have io compete with those of the Hunter 
xiiver district, who have not so far to send their produce,
3366. Do you think that, if the proposed railway were constructed, the farmers of this district could 
compete with those in the western districts ? Yes. J have seen 40 bushels taken off nn acre of land in 
tins district. David Green had about oOO bags of wheat this year, and Hr. Steele between 400 and 500 
bags of wheat and oats, although it has not been a favourable season for wheat.
3367. In good seasons would graziers drive their sheep across to the Northern line from Dubbo, or would 
thev truck them irom the nearest railway station, supposing the proposed line to be constructed? I 
think that large numbers of sheep would be trucked in any case. If graziers could get their sheep across 
H tram for 6d. or 7d. a head they would sooner truck them than drove thorn, because the train would 
bring them across in twenty-four hours.
3368. ji/r. Waison.) The rate from Nyngan to Walcha Roads would he Is. 5-’d. per sheep ? I think 
that sheep would most likely travel down to the junction before being put upon the train.
3369. Vice-Chairman.'] But you think that a cross-coimtrv railway would be used ? Yes; and it would 
benefit the farmers and pastoralists of New England very much.
3370 Mr. Wa/son.] If graziers only used the cross-country line, the rate would belOd. a sheep would 
that be cheaper than to drive stock across f It would be easier to use the train. In driving sheep across 
you might have them three months on the road, and there is always risk of loss when you have stock on 
the road, especially in summer time, because of the long distances they may have to travel without water. 
It wonld be a great convenience to be able to send sheep through in twenty-four hours.
337E Ten-pence a sheep would not be a prohibitive rate ? I do not think so. I would sooner pay for 
trucking the sheep than have them driven across, because the trucking would save the knocking about 
that they get on the roads. ■
33/2. Ytce~ChairmanJ\ Is Walcha a good fattening district? Yes; in certain scasoua. We are sending 
away a largo number of fat stock this year. ‘
3373. What do you consider good seasons ? The dry seasons aro the best here.
3374. Do you agree with Mr. Harper that there is always fluke in the New.England country ? There are
parts of Mew England where there is always fluke ; hut in other parts sheen will last aa long as thev are 
wanted to last. r * ° '
33/o, Mr. Harper also says that the country is sour? Ii is sour in wet seasons, more especially in the 
swamps ; but the ridges are fairly good. .

3376.

t
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3370. You do not think that there is a largo percentage of sour country f ] think there is a bigger Brown, 
percentage of sweet country. At the present time 1 am breeding from ewes which I myself bred four 
years ago, and I am sending wethers to the market which f bred four years ago. If sheep will give four * ’ '
tleeccs of wool, and then go to the market fat, there cannot be very much wrong with them.
3377. Mr. Harper, in reply to Question 236, suggests that a line irom Brewarriua to Collarendabri, and 
the extension of the Coonamble line to a point between the two places, would serve the Northern districts 
hotter than the proposed line? I consider that a junction betweeu the Great Northern line and the 
Great "Western line would be of more advantage to the country than anything else. Some years ago J. 
bought 7,600 ewes on the Bogan, and I tried to arrange with the Commissioners to truck them right round 
through Sydney ; but they would only give me ordinary .rates, so that 1 could not afford to do it.

Edwin Parsons, grazier, Ellerslie, near Guyra, sworn, and examined :—
3378. Mr. Shepherd.'] How far is your holding from Armidale ? Thirty-two miles.
3370. "What is the extent of it? 4,600 acres.
3380. Are you grazing sheep on it? Chiefly sheep.
3381. .Do you breed sheep ? Tes,
3382. Have you been successful with them ? Yes.
3383. Have you any disease amongst them, sucli as fluke ? During the last four or five years sheep liave 
heen free from most of the diseases that we get in New England in had seasons. I.n seasons such as wo 
are getting now nearly every part of fhe district is sound,
3384!. How many sheep are you running ? 3,600.
3385. Do you cultivate any portion of your land? Some of it; I would cultivate more if there were a 
market for my produce.
3386. "What is the extent of your cultivation ? From 30 to 40 acres.
3387. "What do you grow chiefly ? Potatoes and oats. YTe consider that the land in out district is not
fit for wheat. We grow oats both for hay and for grain, and we also grow maize.
3388. What yields do you get per acre ? As a rule, we get about 40 bushels of oats to the acre, and
from 30 to 40 bushels of maize. This is not a really good maize-growing country.
3389. Do you make milch oaten hay ? I make enough for my own use.
3390. How much hay do you get per acre ? From 3 to 5 tons.
3391. And what weight of potatoes? Generally speaking, we get, enormous crops of potatoes, though 
sometimes wc have a failure. We get as much as 6 and 7 tons to the acre at times.
3392. Would the construction of the proposed line give you a better market than you have now ? I think 
bo ; it would open up the Western district for our potatoes and oats.
3393. Are you only waiting for that market to cultivate a larger area ? As soon as we can get a market, 
we shall cultivate a larger area. People lidding from 3,000 to 5,000 or 6,000 acres would like to do 
some farming, if they could do it with advantage; hut at tho present time there is no profit in it, 
because there is no market.

E. Parsons.

]G May, 1900.

3394. How much of your land is fit for cultivation? 600 or 700 acres.
3395. What market have you for your sheep ? Our fat stock go to Maitland or to Sydney. In some
years we send our store wethers to tho plains in the north-west or west to be fattened ; but latterly we 
have been able to fatten them ourselves. With a change of season, however, we may have to sell them 
as stores again. *
3396. I suppose that in the winter it is difficult to keep stock in good condition here? Yes; winter is ■
the worst part of the year in New England. .
3397. Do you find that tlie grass is plentiful in summer? Yes; it is difficult to keep it down in summer; 
but in tbe winter we have to reduce tho number of our sheep.
3398. In the summer can you lay yourselves open to receive large numbers of starving stock ? Nearly 
every summer we can buy some store stock to carry for a time. The sheep which come up as starving 
stock go on to waste lands, sour, inferior country which is not used, except in dry years.
3399. What is tbe average extent of the holdings in your district? From 2,000 to 7,000 acres.
3400. There arc no very large cstafes there ? Not just there.
3401. Are many large stock carried in your district ? No ; the district is chiefly a sheep district.
3402. Have you gone in for dairying at all ? Only for own use.
3403. Do you think that the country is suitable for dairying? Not in my immediate neighbourhood,
though I think that the country about Guyra would be suitable for dairying. If the proposed railway 
were constructed, aud the Melbourne market were open to us, we could use the line to send fat stock to 
Melbourne, We could not send our stock there by road, because the distance is so great that they would 
fall off in condition on the journey. "

Joseph Scholos, farmer aud fruit-grower, Armidale, sworn, and examined : —
3404. Mr. McFarlane,.] How much land do you cultivate ? Between SO aud 90 acres. J. Scboles.
3405. Have you resided long in this district? Since 1849. i
3406. What is tlie feeling of the farmers here in regard to the proposal into which the Committee are 16 May, 1900. 
inquiring ? They aro very anxious that the railway should be carried out, because they believe that it
would give them an additional market for their produce.
3407. Arc you of the same opinion ? Acs; J think that if we were connected directly by rail witli the
drought-stricken parts of the Colony it would bo of great advantage to our farmers, because we always ’
produce more than this district can consume, and wc could look to these other districts for a market for
onr surplus.
3408. "What do you do with your surplus at tho present time? Some of it goes to Sydney and some of it 
to Narrabri, Moree, and the North-wet-tern districts.
3409. Is there a continual demand for your produce ? Yes ; because trucks aro constantly taking it into 
those districts. I waa told ot a man who was sending produce away at tlie rate of 20 tons a day. This 
traffic is, of course, heavier in times of drought than in ordinary seasons, when there is grass. p
3-410. Do you think that if the proposed Jine were constructed there would be much movement in stock 
betweeu this district and tho Western district ? Yes ; in drv seasons. There is scarcely a dry season now 

43—It when
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.T, Scholes. when more or less stock do not come from fhe drought-stricken parts of the Colony to Xew England. In 
^le summer-time the growth of grass here is very rapid, but in the winter we suffer, to n certain extent, 

- "’i ■ ■ from the severity of the climate. Jf the summer mouths arc a little droopy, the growth of grass is so 
rapid that ive can put on almost twice as many sheep as the country will carry at ordinary times ; that 
enables us to take starving sheep and cattle. Of course, in the winter-time we could not carry them. 
341], Can you speak of any traffic that there would be on the proposed lino besides tho stock traffic? 
There would he stock traffic and produce traffic, aud no doubt the stock traffic would create a certain 
amount of passenger traffic.
3412. Do you think that there would be much traffic from this district to the Southern line by way of the 
proposed line ? At the present time every one going south has to go first to Sydney ; but I think that if 
we had a market for our produce and stock in other directions it would create a certain amount of 
passenger traffic to those places. Beyond that I do not know what: additional passenger traffic there 
would be. 1 should like to refer to the fact that sugar-beet grows remarkably well here. Samples which 
have been analysed by the Government Analyst have given very good results. Turnips, mangels, and other 
root crops, which would be useful for feeding dairy stock and pigs, also grow well here.
3413. How far have you been successful in fruit-growing here? .1 have been very successful in growing
fruit, but not in selling it. The conclusion I have come to is that the best thing you can do is to turn 
your fruit into bacon. '
3414. Is this a good fruit-growing district? Undoubtedly. All kinds of English fruits grow remarkably
well here—plums, apples, pears, cherries, and even grapes, though grapes are better in a warmer climate. 
Fruit-growing is an industry about which there is a great deal to learn, and one in which young people 
could take an interest; and no doubt it would be a success here if opportunities were given to get rid of 
the produce. 1 have seen apples almost the size of young pumpkins. Jacgues’ orchard here is a great 
resort for visitors in the summer-time. "
3415. "Would the construction of the proposed railway cause more people to go in for agriculture? Yes, 
At the present time we aro over-producing. J have a large shed of hay for which 1 should be glad to 
take £2 a ton, although that is a low price. If you send produce to Sydney, the charges are so many 
that very little profit is left. I think that tbe proposed railway would give us a good additional market 
from the west.
3416. If it is constructed will it get a considerable amount of traffic from this district ? Yes, a consider
able amount of traffic in produce and merchandise of all kinds.
3117, Mr. Shepherd.'] Do not cherries pay fo send to Sydney? Cherries arc about the best paying fruit 
we have, and suffer least from disease. i\re grow very tine cherries in this district.

G. Wigan, 
M.D.

16 May, 1900.

George Wigan, 3VI.D., honorary treasurer, Armidale Proprietary (School, sworn, and examined :—
%H.S. Vice-Chamiian.] It has been pointed out to us that this district offers great facilities for the 
establishment of schools ? Tes. Armidale at the present time possesses more scholastic establishments 
than public-houses. The Armidale school has been established now for four years, and during that time 
we have had. 154 pupils, who have come here from places 64 miles away and further from Armidale. We 
have bo vs at the school now who came from Fiji, others who have come from Toowoomba, Townsville, 
Mackay, Casino, Wollongong, Muswcllbrook, Inverell, and places all over the Colony. If the proposed 
railway were constructed it would enable boys to come here from the Western district who at present are 
debarred from coming owing to the long railway journey.
3419. Do you think that the excellent climate of Armidale is an attraction ? It is a great attraction. 
The number of Queensland pupils here point to that. There is also a girls' high school here which has 
been in the hands of the present proprietor for four years. During that time forty-two pupils have conic 
from Brisbane and other places a good distance from Armidale. The average amount paid in railway 
fares by the pupils of the ladies’ school is £50 a year, though school children travel at very reduced rates. 
The railway lares paid by the pupils of the Armidale boys’ school amounted to £130 in 1898, and to 
£140 in 1899. Then, too, families come here from places like Townsville and Brisbane, so that their 
children can be educated more cheaply than if they came as boarders. My twenty.four years’ experience 
as a medical man here shows me that people come herefrom all parts of Yew South Wale’s and Queens
land, especially in the summer months, for the benefit of their health.
3420. Would Armidale offer greater attractions than Orange to the people in the Western district,
supposing the proposed line were constructed? 1 do not know anything about Orange; but I. know 
that people pass such places as Orange to come to Armidale. •
3421. Has the Armidale district other attractions than the climate? There are places here which people 
can visit with interest; but it is chiefly to benefit by the climate that they come here.

Eussell Blaxland, stock and station agent, Armidale, sworn, and examined:—
R. Blailand. 3422.^ Mr. Watgon.] Uow long have you resided here? I have been in this town for six years, and I have 

—a—^ been in the district for over twenty years. ■ J
16 May, 1900. 3423. There seems to bo a good deal of controversy ns to whether the Xew England district would bo 

taken advantage of to^any groat extent by stock-owners in less favoured districts, supposing the proposed 
line were constructed? .1 am almost certain that the Western people would gain a great advantage in 
the construction of the proposed line. The other day we sold 10,000 sheep from a place the other side of 
Bourke, and they arrived at Xarrabri, about a week ago, 2,000 short. Had we been able to take them 
across the proposed line, we should have saved very many more. The year before last a number of stock 
coming from tbe Macquarie were trucked at Xarrabri, and it would have been impossible for them to 
have been brought here without, the railway. I do not know that people would be able to take advantage 
of the railway if it were not for tho starving-stock rates.
3424. The Hail way Commissioners state that (o carry sheep at starving-stock rates is a distinct loss to 
them? Xow that you can get 10s. a head for store stock it pays lo send them by train, even at high 
rates ; but for many years the price of stock coming from a drought-stricken district varied from 2s. 6d. 
to 5s. a head, and if it paid to shiit them at starving-stock rates 1 am sure that it would pay to shift stock 
now at full rates.
3425, Do you think that it will be some years before the price of stock will go down again ? We make
no very great progress here in breeding, and I tbink it will take three or four rears for the Western 
districts to breed up again. " 3426.
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3426. la there plenty of land liove for starving stock in bud seasons ? Yes. I heard one man say that R- Tilaxland.
this country was stocked throughout; but, as a matter of fact, on the eastern slopes there is a great area jg^Yigob 
of cattle country which is only adapted for sheep in very dry seasons, and that country will carry millions 1 •r' ‘
of. sheep in the summer months.
3427. Is it used for cal tie ? In the summer months it will carry both sheep and cattle. The country 
there is as good as that on some of the best runs fhal we have in the district, but it is not sound, because 
it. has not been improved. The Guyra district would be splendidly adapted for heavy stocking if it were 
laid with artificial grasses. I have known 8.000 acres there to carry 10,000 sheep, not in one year, but in 
two years. IV'e invariably have food for starving sheep in this district.
342S. 'Where laud has'been improved to its fullest capacity the presumplion is that the holders will put 
on as many stock as it will carry 1 in years to come that will be done.
3429. .! understand that there is country in this district which in wot seasons is unsuitable for sheep, hut 
which in droughty seasons is available for starving stock requiring agistment? Yes. Only a compara
tively small area of country m tin's district has been thoroughiv improved. There are million? of acres in 
Yew England which could he made to carry sheep. People talk about the fluke Imre, but there are parts 
oi -New England where you could not produce fluke if you tried, though if you go eastwards it was almost 
impossible to avoid it, unless the runs arc thoroughly drained and improved. Hingbarking has worked 
marvels here. Our indigenous grasses are not adapted for sheep.
3131). 1 suppose file high land here can always be drained'f Yes; ii is only a matter of capital. If we 
get direct communication with the west, good is bound to come from it; but ii is very hard for anyone to 
show exactly what a line like the proposed line would produce.
3431. Jn regard to the proposed line, t he people at the Wellington end seem to think that they will get a 
market out in the north-western country, while the Yew England people think that they will get a 
market to ihe west? 1 think the Yew England people have very strong rivals in the \Yellington people, 
and farmers Imre do not take the thing up as they should. They cultivate 50 acres when they should 
cultivate 100 or 1,000 acres. The Wellington country is as good wheat-growing country as can be got, 
but farming is not carried out in Yew England as it should be. The Guyra district is a magnificent 
agricultural district, though the land costs £3 or £1 an acre to dear, because the timber is chiefly white- 
gum and peppermint, and will not burn well.
3432. I suppose a man would have to grow a more profitable crop than wheat to be able fo afford to 
spend £3 or £4 an acre on clearing ? I think that the wheat crop is a very profitable one here. If the 
farmers here had gone ahead with the times they would he very much richer than they are now,
3433. Do you think that the construction of the proposed line is justified from the point of view of stock 
traffic ? That is my opinion ; and it would open up a lot of very good country.

George Smith, mining manager, Rillgrove, sworn, and examined:—
3434. Vice-Chairman.] What effect would the construction of the proposed railway have upon the G. Smith, 
mining industry in this district ? I do not think that it would affect this district; buf it might affect the 
Cobar district. Cobar is one of the best mining centres in the Colony. 10 May, 1000. ■
3135. How would the line affect Cobar ? Miners are not producers ; but fbey consume great quantities 
of agricultural stuff, and the proposed line would enable them to get it from this district instead of from 
Sydney or from Orange.
3436. Do you mean food supplies ? All kinds of stuff. I think that the line would he a beneficial one 
to the country generally, Knowing what I do of farming and sheep-raising, I think that it would be of 
advantage to the pastoral and farming industries of Ihe Colony. The district that the proposed line 
would traverse is not a mining country ; it is all tertiary rock. You might strike coal measures, and you 
might get a little gold about Coolah and Cobborah. The proposed lino would give an outlet into the flat 
country to farmers in this district, and would assist in the transport of stock 'backwards and forwards.
Yew England is similar to tbe Monaro country ; but it is a better producing country, and the proposed
line would give .a direct route from the best mining district in the Colony—Cobar—to the garden of the
Colony. I have had as many as 219 men in my employment, and they consume a large quantity of oats,
potatoes, and vegetables of various kinds, none of which they grow themselves. South-east of .
Coonabarabran the line is in coal country, the coal lying under marine deposits. '

Sydney Henry Wickorson, journalist, and Secretary Kail way League, Arnddale, made an affirmation, and was
examined:—

. 3437. Vicc-Chairmitn.] I understand that you wish to read a letter to the Cotumitl ee ? Yes. I wrote to t.s-H-
the Railway Commissioners, asking them if they would send an official to Armidale to lay statistics before ^Vickcrson.
the Committee whereby the benefit to*bo derived by Armidale from the construction of the proposed
railway could be proved, and 1 received from them the following reply:— ■ b. ay, .

Office of the Railway Omnmmioners, Sydney, 14 May, l!)tH).
1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant, asking that a railway officer he sent to 

Armidale to give evidence before the Public Works Committee on the proposed railway from Weir is Creek to Wellington, 
and in reply to say that tbe Railway Commissioners have already given evidence in regard to the proposed line.

■ I have. A:c.,
H. MeLACHLAN,

Secretary.
Mr. Chard, who was for twenty years surveyor to the Armidale district, would have'attended to give 
evidence before Ihe Committee, but he was called away veslerdav, and has been unable to get back in 
lime.

THURSDAY,
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THVJiSJJAY, 17 MAY, 1900.
/l'/u Committee met at the ''Curhiri-i Motel." Ctirleitix, at 11 ((.)«.]

31reSfui:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (VrcE-CiiAiiiMAN).

The ilou, Vathick Lindesay Chawfoki) Shepherd. | John Ciieistun' Watson, Estj.
Joins' Ate Kiri, ane, Esq.

Tin; roinmiU.ee further eontidcred ihe expediency of consiruetiug a line of ILuhvuy from Wellington
to Worris Creek.

Thomas Henry Hall Cioodnin, Esq., ALP., sworn, and examined :—
T. II. H. 3-138. Vice-Chairman.] You were at one time occupied in surveying this district ? A es ; .1 had charge of
Goodwin, the (jounty of Pottingcr for over ten years. , . .

Kaq., M.P. yj.giy A\rill yon kindly mahe a comparison between the Curlewis-Gilgandra, and the A\ ellinglou-Wcrris 
I'AF^Tonn Creek routes for a railway to connect the western with the northern railway system? ^I'lie greatest 
*1 ^ ' objection that I have to the AYoliington-Werris Creek routo is that it would require a bridge over the

Afooki, and that it would have to pass over a very rotten plain on each side of Spring liidgc. The plain 
at Spring Itidge is one of the very worst on the Liverpool Plains. Then, too, that line would practically 
])ass through notliing but freehold property from the time it left AVorris Crock until it reached the 
western side of Alerrigala Plain. If 1 were told olf to survey a route, the first 1 would try would he one 
from Hree/n, branching off a short distance on the north-west of the railway station, and running across 
the ridees known as the White Hidges. That line would pass to the north of Goran Lake, and go thence 
to Trinkev Scrub, meeting the AYeHington-AVerris Creek route between Alerrigala and Bomcra: thence 
I should go to Binnaway. A line from Curlcwis to Gilgandru, however, would probably open up more 
agricultural country than either a line starting from Brceza or the proposed AVellingtou-AArerris Creek 
line. 1 estimate that a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra would open up over 20,000 acres of agricultural 
country more than the AYellington-AVerris Creek line would open up. taking into consideration the 
country within 30 miles of each route. The 20,000 acres I refer 1o would he nearly wholly to the north 
of a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra, and not more than 12 miles from such a line. ■
3410. Mr. JVainon.~\ On what holding? On Wandebar and Ghoolendaddi, and a little on the north-east 
corner of Bando. The rest of the agricultural land on the Curlcwis-Gilgandra route would be equally 
well served by either the Breeza or the Werris Creek route. _ _
3141. Vice-Chairman,’] How would a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra, or from Breeza to Gilgandra, suit the 
Spring Bidge district? A line from Curlewis to Gilgandra would not suit that district at all; but a line 
from Breeza to Gilgandra \vould pass within 5 or G miles of the north end of Spring Ilidge. _
3412. AVhat is the first general advantage to he urged in favour of a Curlowis-Gilgandra lino as against
a AVel 1 ington-Weiris Creek line? A line from Wellington to Werris Creek would pass chiefly through 
freehold property for the first oO miles. Jn my opinion a line from Breeza to Gilgandra should, follow a 
reserved road 3 chains wide as far as Gorian. It would then leave the road and run almost in a westerly 
direction until it struck another 3-chain road running from Curlewis to Tambar Springs. Between one 
road and the other it would pass through freehold property. _
3413. Mr. Watson.] Por what distance? Speaking from memory, I should say ior 10 or 12 miles.
3111, Vice-Chairman.] Is the land on both sides of the first 3-chain road freehold? No. The Breeza 
freehold abuts on the road on the south side; hut the land on the north side is held under some form of 
lease, and has only recently been taken up. Twelve or 11 miles out from Breeza it is freehold land right 
through to the second road, and then until you get to Trinkev bush, another S miles.
3445. If there is any advantage in making railways through leased land instead of through freehold land, 
the Curlewis line would have an advantage over the Breeza line ? Yes ; though it would be a little longer.
3416. AVould the construction of a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra be followed by fairly close settlement
in the district through which it would pass ? I feel confident that it would. _ _
3417. AVhat is the nature of the country ? It is very mixed ; part of it perhaps is some of the richest 
pastoral land in the Colony, and the balance is very good wheat growing land ot proved quality.
34JS. Hoes the proposed line pass through much black-soil country ? It passes through the narrow7 part 
of the black-soil country between the north-west and western lines. At Trinkey bush there is black-soil 
country for a distance of from 15 to 18 miles. _
3G9. You arc a large landholder in this district ? J bold about 13.000 acres, freehold and conditional 
purchase.
3I'50. Is it partly black soil ami partly red soil? A_es. ^
3451. Have yon conducted any experiment with the black soil? Not personally: but when I was 
surveying I saw many settlers cultivating black soil, and nineteen times out of twenty their labour was 
wasted, because of the uncertainty of the seasons
3452. In what, way is the black soil country affected by the seasons ? ' In my opinion, the absence of a 
subsoil renders it totally unfit for cultivation. I have frequently seen'a crop IS inches high._ which 
looked as well as a crop could look; but which after six weeks of dry weather turned brown and dried off. 
31-53. Then for 1(5 miles on the Curlcwis-Gilgandra line there would not bo much farming? >i0; that 
land is freehold land.
31'0-L Bo you regard it as good grazing land? It is extremely good grazing land : perhaps some of the 
richest grazing hind in the Colony. I have gone pretty extensively into farming myself; but, rather 
than put a plough into some thousands of acres of black-soil country which 1 own, country which requires 
no clearing, T have gone to the expense of clearing the rerl-soil forest country, and have never yet obtained 
less than 17 bushels of wheat to the acre. Last year 1 had l,0u0 acres under wheat.
3455. Mr. Shepherd.] AVhat kinds of timber wore grown on the land which you cleared ? Chiefly box, 
interspersed with rose-wood, bull-oak, and pine.
3450. Vice-Chairman] It lias been slated that the construction of a cross-country lino would create 
traffic by reason of the interchange of products between the Western and the Northern and North- 
western'lines which it would facilitate? I do not think that the interchange of products is a matter

which
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%vhicli need be considered at nil. My knowledge and observation lead me to believe ihat the people m 
(be neighbourhood of Binnaway and on tbe Casflevcngh are situated in very similar country to ours, and 
their products will be ihe same as ours. X think, however, that a cross-country line would create a great 
deal of close settlement in the district through which it would pass.
31'57. How many acres would be suflicient to keep a fanner in decent comfort in the country through 
which Ihe proposed railway would go ? Mv opinion is that, to live comfortably, a seitler should have 
about 2,000 acres, and his attention .should not' be given to one industry alone. He could combine 
agriculture and gracing. ■
3!'f>S. AVould a cross-country line facilitate the transport of starving stock from the western and north
western districts to t he Hew England district ‘f I think that in times of drought the line would be largely 
availed of for stock coining from country to tbe north and north-west of Gilgandra.
3tbS). AVould there be any other traffic besides the starving stock traffic ? There would be a great deal 
of fat stock traffic.

Which way would the fat stock come ? 'The Bando stock would be trucked at Bando. and it would 
come into Curlewis, Bretv,a. or AVerris Creek. The McMasters have a very rich tract of grazing country, 
and their stock now travel by road : but with railway communication Ihey would be trucked whether the 
seasons were good or bad. Their stock would go either to the Northern line or to the Western line, 
whichever was nearer to the place at which they were fattened.
UXtil. Arc the coal deposits in the neighbourhood of Curlewis valuable? 'They are very extensive: but 
1 can only give you general information with regard to rbem, There is a pit within 2 miles and lOchains 
of Curlewis, which is managed hv Mr. Boole, and G or 8 miles north of it there is another pit which has 
been opened by the Gunnedah Company. .
3-tC>2. Mr. WnfsOii^ Can you tell us anything of Ihe eountrv between Curlewis and Gilgandra, from mi 
engineering point of view? There are no engineering difficulties to be contended with.
34(i3. AVould you follow Ihe big bend of the Castlereagh from Binnaway, or would you bridge Ihe 
Castlercagh there‘f My knowledge of the country ceases 15 or 2!) miles beyond Binnaway; but .1 am 
inclined to think ihai the line should strike a point further south than Gilgandra.

And follow the Castlereagh down for some distance? Yes.
34(35. On the northern side of Ihe Cast lereagb the country seems rather rough ? Vcs : and to the north 
of Binnaway the country is barren and sandy. There has been a good deal of agitation for railway 
connection with Coonabarabran : but, personally, 1 have never been able to agitate for the construction of 
such a line. My idea is that the line should go a considerable distance south of Coonabarabran, striking 
the Dubbo-Coonamble line between Bubbo and Q-ilgandra.
3460. Mr. McFarlme.'] AVhat would it cost to clear timbered country between AVerris Creek and 
Wellington? Speaking generally, it costs from £3 to £3 10s. an acre to clear timbered country when 
the trees are living.
3107. Do you clear land when the trees are living ? The land which I have cleared was ringbarked in Ihe 
first instance, and used for grazing for six or seven years, and 1 then set to work and took out the dead 
timber. By working in that way you can clear at: the minimum cost.
3463. AVhat does it cost to clear timbered land, the trees on which are dead ? X got nearly 500 acres 
cleared for 3s. Gd. an acre. The timber was perfectly dry, and the work was done during a drought, so 
that the roots of the trees burned clean out. Another patch that 1 had cleared the same year cost me 
17s, Gd. an acre.
3409. AVhat would you consider a fair price? i’rom 7s. Gd. to 10s. an acre for dead timber. The green 
timber would cost you more.
34-70. AVhat is the usual price for ringbarking ? From 7d. to Sd. au acre, and perhaps less.

T. U. H. 
Goodwin, 

Esq., JIM.

i /yfovjmi,

.Tohn Joseph Boole, grazier, farmer, and coal-mine manager, Curlewis, sworn, and examined :—
3471. Mr. Watson."} Ho you know the country between the North-western line and the Liverpool Eangcs ? 4. J. Poole.
ATes. ,----A—%
8472. Several suggestions have been made as to which is the best starting point on tbe North-western H May, 1900. 
line for a railway to connect the AVestern with the Northern railway system;—can you offer an opinion on 
the subject? 1 understand that a line from Curlewis to some point on the line from Bubbo to 
Coonamhle haw been suggested. The grazing capahilites of ihe country through which such a lino would 
pass are equal to those of any part of the Liverpool Plains, and its agricultural capacities are undoubted.
Our average yield of wheat is as high, I suppose, as that of any part of the Colony. How far out they 
are carrying on agricullure 1 can hardly say, hut I believe there are a number of farmers on the 
Alerrigala Creek. Within 10 miles of Curlewis the settlers have increased very rapidly, and are likely to 
increase still more rapidly. This is bringing more and more land under cultivation.
3473. .!. understand ihat you can give us some particulars about the Bando holding? I asked the Bando 
people to come and give evidence, and I received from Air. Cobb, the manager, a letter giving particulars 
of the holding, which 1 think will be interesting to the Committee. Air. Cobb says:—

Banrlo is a fref-hold properly of iibont. 70,000 (seventy Uimieaiid) acres, besides leasing from tbe Government about 
10,000 acres, and is tlio property of Ifr. H, O. While, of Harilah,

Slock.--Oa on average fbc-ploeo carries from 00,000 to 70,000 sheep, besides cattle and horses, but in a very good 
season ,i great many more are kept. Most of the stock fattened on this property (which is Tory widely known as, perhaps, 
tin’ pick of flte counlry of New South AValcs) is sent to Sydney, m trucks, for sale at Homebush. 1 append, separately, some 
information re trucking wool, dr., fur your guidance. You will, of course, tako into consideration the bad seasons we Itavo 
laid of laic. Hoping this will be of some use to you.

During the year 189M there were 50,727 fat sheep and cattle trucked at Gunnedah, for Homebush, from Bando alone, 
representing about GOO trucks.

II ool.— litis same year t>14 bales of wool were sent per mil to Sydney ; a total weight of 140 tons.
JS99.—7M5 bales of wool, 12,") tons. Sheep trucked, 23,587—about, 2S0 trucks.
The years 1S93 and 1S99 were very had years, and could not be taken as an nvemgo.
-\s ait example: The year.lS9fi saw 1,3<;0 bales of wool sent per rad ; shcop trucked in proportion; and in the year 

1892 or 1893, raw 94,000 fat sheep sold from oil' Bando, most of them going per rail. ’
.In excess of these Jlgures, I have not given weight of other produce going away, such ns skins, (allow, dc., and have 

made no mention of goods arriving here by (rain to carry on the working of the station.
No doubt' stations like tlmt arc groat feeders to a railway, 
to be a great factor in supplying traffic to tbe railway.

Tbe farming industry in this district is likely

3471.
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J. J. Poole. 3474. "Which country would furnish the more traffic to a railway—that between Wcrris Creek and Bomern, 
ItluavTuou °r between Cnrlewis and Bo morn 2 I should say that between Curlewis and Boraera. The country 

1 ■ out from Werris Creek to Walhallow, and the Brecza country, is already served by the existing line. Then,
too, it is black-soil^ counhy, and is not likely to come under the plough. Leaving Cnrlewis, however, 
you go through agricultural country from the very start. Then, too, the carrying capacity of the country 
which the Cnrlewis line would servo is quite equal to Ibat of the Walhallow or the Brec/.a country.
13475, Then there would he just as much chanen of fat stock Irudic on the Cnrlewis line as on the Werris 
Creek line, and a. bigger chance of agricultural traffic? Tea, The Werris Creek line would go over 
black-soil country until it got to Spring Bulge, and you could got no agricultural traffic from that country. 
It is difficult to maintain a- line on black-soil country. 1 know that, as an old officer of the Permanent 
Way Department of the Bailways. \\re always found that it cost 100 per cent, more to keep a line in 
repair on the black-soil country than it did on red-soil country.
<34*76. A line starling from Cnrlewis wrould pass on the northern edge of the black-soil country? It 
would pass on the north-western edge of the black-soil country, and would go through red-soil and 
gravelly country. Then it w7ould touch upon a big iron-bark forest north of Trinkey.
3477. Is there pine on the Cnrlewis route? .1 understand that there is an abundance of pine on that route.
3478. Large pine is becoming very scarce around Cnrlewis itself ? Tes.
3479. They seem 1:o he cutting mere saplings here now ? Tes : they are cutting down every stick.
3480. Is the small pine taken off forest reserves or off private land ? Off the public estate. If a line 
were taken from Cnrlewis westward you would have a beautiful natural formation to go over, with easy 
grades. There is an abundance of timber in the country through which the line would pass, and either 
gravel or basalt ballast. Prom here as far as Baby (Buudella), amt until you touch upon the auriferous

^ country about Gulgong, you traverse a carboniferous formation. 1 have brought with me some samples 
of coal from a property 5 miles west of Cnrlewis, which I own.
3481. How far from the railway station is the coal-mine which you manage ? Two miles and 10 chains.
3482. The mine is connecled with the main lino by a branch line ? Yes.
3483. kV here do you find a market for your coal ? J. am manager for the Centenary Cole and Coke 
Company, Limited, and the Baitway Commissioners are our biggest cuetomes : but I have also sent coal 
to various private owners at Tamworth, to some gold-mining companies at IJralla, to the Brown’s Creek 
Gold-mining Company, and to a mill at Quirindi. Our private buyers are increasing very fast.
3484. So that your coal is evidently giving satisfaction ? Tea.
3485. Do you look upon it as of good quality ? I look upon it as coal of very fine quality.
3480. How would it compare for general purposes with Newcastle or Greta coal? The departmental 
reports speak of it as equal for steam purposes to any coal that they buy.
3-187. What is the thickness of the seam in the company’s mine ? Six foot.
34874. Are there any bands through it ? Ho. "
3488. Are there any indications of seams above aud below the seam which you aro working ? Besides
the seam which is being worked by the company there occurs a scam 270 feet higher, which is believed by 
Mr. Pittman to be a continuation of tho Black .Tack seam which is now being worked at Gunnedah, 
That seam shows 14 feet of coal, and about, 7 feet of it could be worked. The top seam is very regular 
in thickness. .
3489. What depth from the surface is the Black .lack seam ? They are all adits.
3490. Aro there any other indications of coal in the district ? Xes, there are very strong indications of
a third seam below that which the company is working. It is pretty evident that there aro three seams 
of a very rich quality. “
3491. Mr, Shepherd,] What percentage of ash does the Company’s coal produce? Five or 54 per cent.
The percentage of ash in the Black .lack coal is 3 or 34 per cent., and that coal, X think, gives the lowest 
percentage of ash of any in the Colony. '
3492. Have these seams been identified with any of the more generally known seams in ilie Colony ? 
They arc classed with the Greta scam, 1 believe. 1 understand that Professor David and Mr. Pittman 
are agreed that they arc connected with the Greta scam.
3193. Are the deposits extensive? I think so. I have discovered ihe Black Jack seam 5 miles out from 
Cnrlewis, and 1 firmly believe lliat the coal formation extends as far out as the range near Baby (Bundefla), 
aud runs right round at the back of Walhallow. ‘
3494. Mr. Watson.] How far is it from here to Buudella? Over 40 miles. I have never found the
seasons fail me during my experience of farming here, aud I have always had remarkably good crops, 
compared with the general average yield of the Colony. 1. have been farming in this district for the last 
ten years, and the seasons have never failed, and others have had a similar experience. I find that when 
the box-country is cleared and ploughed, if it is left without being cropped ii. produces a superabundance 
of the old fattening herbs, such as erowsfoot, geranium, and others, that we used to have on the plains 
years ago ; so t hat it will carry more sheep after being ploughed than it would before. Fattening herbs 
are in abundance on the tops of the highest hills here. '
3495. If tho proposed railway wore constructed, and agriculture followed, the land would carry more 
sheep than it does now ? Yes. They have only j list touched upon the resources of the soil here ; hut they 
will find out its richness and value later on.
349G. Mr. Shepherd.] How long is it since you discovered that this herbage came after ploughing? 1 
have been ploughing for ten years, and the herbage has come up every year.
3497. Do these herbs disappear from the ordinary pastures before ploughing? Ho; but they do not
show up so much before the forests were cleared as they do now. We were under the impression that 
all our natural herbage would die out when the plough turned it over, but we find that it is increasing in 
strength. The seed must be in the soil, and the cultivation' improves the conditions for growing. So 
much does that natural herbage gain strength after the land has been ploughed that in manv places it has 
stifled the wheat. '
3498. Where would you take the line from Curlowis—to Dubbo or to Wellington? I think a lino from 
Cnrlewis should go to some point on the Dubbo-Coonamble line—say, to Gilgamtra. Apart from local 
considerations, and as a national work, I should be in favour of the Wellington-Werris Creek lino.
3499. What do you mean by a national work ? Federation is now almost an accomplished fact, and we 
must take into consideration the conditions of other portions of the continent besides our own Colony,

• and
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anil construct, lines for national defence, and to give communication between the various capitals. A J-<T. Poole.
line from "Wellington to Werris Creek would undoubtedly give the most direct route between Brisbane
and Melbourne. ° W May, 1900.
5500. PVcr-tj/mirjnerfi.] Do you think that the time has arrived for the building of such a line? I think '
we might wait another decade before troubling about it. -
5501. Do you rcgardjdie Cnrlewis-Gilgandra line as likely to create closer settlement than the proposed 
line would create. Yes; to my mind the various surveyors have laid out this country in too big areas.
3502. How much laud is required in the district between Curlowis and Gilgandra to keep a man and his 
family ? 040 acres, with a system of mixed farming. Old settlers know very well that sheep are very 
profitable in small lots. To put part of the land under tho plough, and to use part for grazing sheep, is 
the best way to deal with a holding ; 2,500 acres makes too big a holding, because people would take up 
GfO-acrc block's, and that would make settlement closer.
3303. How many sheep could a man fatten on 640 acres ? If he put half his land under the plough, 
and stumped and cleared the other half, he could fatten from 320 to 550 sheep on it in the year.
3504. Is it not rather expensive to drive small lots of sheep to a railway ? Yes; if you have to drive
them any distance. . ‘ ’ “
3505. And is it not difficult to get truck accommodation for small lots which are only sent occasionally?

,The Department: allow you to send away a half-truck load of sheep—that is, 45—and they are pretty
punctual in sending up trucks. A sheep to the acre is a very low estimate of the carrying capacity of 
this land when it. is properly dealt with. The country in its natural state is classed as being capable of 
carrying a sheep to the acre.
3506. Mr. S/inp/ierd,] Could a man breed sheep on 64>0 acres ? I think that he could carry 500 ewes and 
lambs, and fatten the Iambs; but he would net fatten the evves. "When you engage in the fattening 
business you buy store wethers, and sell them when they become fat: and with a good season you can 
fatten two or three lots in a year. If you breed, you have Jo keep stud rams. With mixed farming 640 
acres of land should return ^500 a year at the present price of wheat. I stripped 300 acres last season, 
and obtained 1,700 bags of wheat. Of that, 1 sold 1,200 hags to go to London, and 1 was told that it 
was some of the best wheat that went. It was some of the “Lota’s” cargo.

Frederick .Tames Young, farmer, Cnrlewis, sworn, and examined:—
3507. M/': McF/rrlatie.] Have you been residing in this district long? About two years. p j You nr
3508. How many acres of land do you hold ? A little over 2,000. ' ‘ a _ '
3503. How many acres have you under cultivation ? This year we expect to have between 600 and 70017 May, 1900. 
acres under wheal. ■ /
3510. Is your agricultural land of good quality ? It is first-class wheat land.
3511. "What is the average yield per acre in an ordinary season ? Last year I got a little over 16 bushels 
of wheat to tho acre.
351.2. Have you been engaged in farming in any other district ? In Victoria,
3513. How would yon comilare the land there with the land here ? The land here is better wheat land 
than I had in Victoria.
3514. What market have you for your wheat? Our chief market is Sydney.
5515. Is wheat-growing profitable at present prices, notwithstanding the long railway carriage? -Thero 
is^just about a living in wheat-growing, but not much to spare, at present prices.
35] 6. What else do you grow ? J have grown oats,
3jI7. lor grain or for bay ? lor grain, 1 have also grown malting barley, and 1. obtained a very fair 
sample of grain. '
3518. What price did the barley realise ? It is worth about 2s. 6d. a bushel in Tamworth.
3ol9. It has been stated that if the Northern and Western lines were connected there would bo a market 
m the west for the hay and chaff produced in this district ? No doubt there would, if that market has 
not already been overdone. There always seems to be a demand for produce in the west. No doubt the 
more lines a district is connected with the better its position.
3520. Have you considered the question of railway connection with the Western line? No - I have 
thought more of a connection with the Southern line. 1

_ b you ? Well, just now I am 

]. think not, because our natural market is on

an acre. The timber

3521. What: advantage would a connection with the Southern line 
frequently travelling backwards and forwards.
3522. Would it open up a market for you in the south?
the seaboard. ‘ -
3523. Do you know the country between Werris Creek and Wellington ? Only at this end.
3524. What kind of country is it that you know ? The country, as far as I have" seen it, is black soil 
plains.
3525. Ifow does the black soil country compare for wheat-growing with the chocolate soil and tho box 
country ? I would rather have 1 acre of rod soil than 3 acres of black soil for growhm wheat.
3526. Notwithstanding the expense of clearing the red-soil country ? Yes. °
3527. What does the clearing cost,? My clearing would cost me from 10s. to 15s. a 
had been ringbarked. and had been dead for some years.
3528. Is it the practice to clear land when the timber is green, or to ringbark tho timber first and then to
clear it some years afterwards, when it is dead ? The most economical way is to wait until the timber is 
dead before you clear. If you do that, the leaves and some of the wood decay, and go back into the 
ground again. -
3529_ Which would lie more useful to this part of the country, a line from Cnrlewis to Gilgandra or a 
line from \\ ellington to Werris Creel; ? 1 should be inclined to think a line from Cnrlewis to Gilo-andra 
would serve more people than a line from Wellington to Werris Creek would serve. There are more 
holders along the Gilgandra route, and 1 believe more Crown lands to be thrown open for settlement. 
\ ithout a railway small areas of country out tiiere would be of uo value for grazing purposes, and the 
growing of grain would be impossible. ■
3530. How far from a railway docs it pay to grow grain? 1 should think within 20 or 25 miles. Even 
at that distance a man is heavily handicapped.

3531.
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F. J. ^ ouiig. AVould eitlier the (rilgandm. or the "Wellington line open u|) to tho farmers of this district a now
market ? I do not value tho Western district very much, because it is only occasionally that it would be 

* - ny, 0. t h on gh it won Id be well for ns to have two strings to our bow. I think that there'are other
districts which are in a better position to take advantage of the Western market than we are.
3332. Would districts like Orange be in a better position than you are to supply produce to the Western 

1 districts ? I think so, because they are nearer.
3533. How do you use the land that is not under cultivation ? I graize sheep and cattle on it.
353-1', "Where do you market them 1 Most of the cattle which are not sold locally have to go to Maitland 
or to Sydney.
3535. What area Mould be sufficient to maintain a family in this district on what you consider good wheat-
growing land f Xot less than 600 acres. "
3536. Would a man have to use the whole of that area for wheat ? He would have to put three-fourths 
of it under wheat, for such an area would be too small for grazing.
3537. Do the small settlers to whom you-have referred put the whole of their land under wheat ? I do 
not thjuk so. They seem to have been rather behindhand in this locality until lately; but things arc 
altering non-, and they are ^beginning to pay more attention to wheat-growing. Small areas are of no 
value for grazing in this district, unless you have facilities which the ordinary man does not possess.

George Henry Pcard, farmer, Cnrlewis, sworn aud examined :—
G. H. Pcard. 3538. Mr. Shepherd.'] What is the extent of your holding? I represent the firm of H, T. Peard & Sous. 
^ ^ We hold 4,600 acres.

17May, 1000. 3539, How long have you held that land ? This is our third year there as farmers.
3540. How much land have you under cultivation ? We shall have about 300 acres this year.
3541. What stock do you carry ? Cattle and sheep.

‘ 3542. How many sheep to the acre ? A sheep to the acre is a fair average.
3543. And how many acres to a beast, large stock ? Eight or 10.
3544. Then a large beast is equal to about eight sheep ? Yes, generally.
3545. Have you taken any crops off your land? Yes, two.
3546. What has been your average yield ? Last year about 16 bushels to the acres, and the year before
slightly more. " ”
3547. Are you cultivating anything but wheat ? Xo.
3548. Have you tried fruit? There were a few fruit-trees around the house, but the position did not 
seem to suit them.
3540. What sort of timber grouTs upon your land ? Principally box and pine.
3550. "What does it cost you fo clear the land? From 10s. to 15s. an acre.
3551. 3’hat is after it has been ringbarked and killed ? Yes.
3552. What is the cost of growing and harvesting a crop? Including seed, something less than 8s. an 
acre. We have a harvester, and employ our own labour.
3553. If you had to hire labour, what would it cost ? Between 10s. and 12s* an acre.
3554. Where is your chief market? Sydney ; but we have also sent to Armidale and to Tamworth.
3555. What do you generally get for your wheat ? This year about 2s. 2d. a bushel: last year nre got
2s. 9d. a bushel. " ' 0
3556. What does it cost you to send wheat to Sydney ? About 5d. a bushel.
3557. Did that pay you ? It just about pays us, if we reckon in the advantage that ure get by using some 
of it for stock.
3558. Did you sell your wheat locally this year ? No ; u-e got 2s. 7d. a bushel for it in Sydney, or about
2s. 2d. a bushel net. *
3559. Are you thinking of trying any other crops‘here? No.
3560. Are oats grown here? Not to any extent.
3561. Do they do pretty well? Yes.
3562. I suppose the cost of carrying hay to Sydney would be rather great? Yes; I do not think it would 
pay to send hay to Sydney.
3563. Has lucerne been tried here at all ? Yes, to a small extent.
3564. Docs it seem to do well ? Fairly well.
3565. Is the timber trade here large? Fairly large. There arc fifteen or twenty log draivers here at the 
present time.
3566. Have you noticed the size of the pine logs that they are cutting ? Yes; i hey are cutting very small 
logs, just now.
3567. Do you think it is wise to cut pine so small? No: 1 do not think they should be allowed to cut 
such small pine.
3568. Have you found small logs equal to large logs, as far as the timber is concerned ? No; the timber 
in the small logs is inferior to that in the large logs.
3569. Do you think that the construction of a railway from AYellington to AYerris Creek would be of 
advantage to this district? I do not think that it would make any difference to this district. I think 
that a line from Curlewis to Gfilgaudra would be preferable.
3570. Do you think that such a line would open up a market in the west ? It would give a get-away for 
produce, and the means of transport for stock.
3571. AYould such a line be largely used for the conveyance of starving stock in dry seasons ? I do not 
know that it would be largely used; but it would be used to some extent.
3572. Have you, generally, a good supply of grass here in the summer? Lnless there is a drought the 
country here is well grassed.
3573. AYhat is the average size of the holdings in this district? I cannot say ; but 2,560 acres is the 
limit for a conditional purchase. The station properties in this district are not large compared with thoso 
in the Narrabri district.—I suppose they would carry from 20,000 to 50,000 sheep.
3574. Is there much Crown land here? I think it has pretty well all been taken up during the last three
years. ‘
35/5. Has there been much extension of cultivation here lately ? Yes; the cultivated area has increased 
100 per cent, of late years. ^ 3576.
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SoTC. Is there evenr prospect of the cultivation continuing to extend. ? Yes; 20,000 acres were thrown <3-. It.Peard. 
open on Bando lately, mostly in blocks, for homestead selection and settlement lease. All that land was A—^
taken up in one day. I think there were 120 blocks altogether. Now, 20,000 acres more are to be thrown 1‘r ktay.1900* 
open. ,
3577. Mr. 1 Fat son.~] Were there many applicants for the land? Yes; far more applicants than there 
were blocks. For some blocks there were thirty or forty applicants.
3578. How do people expect to got a living on small areas here? ] do not think they can.
3579. So that if they arc to remain there the railway must; be brought near to them F Yes.
3580. What is the smallest area upon which a man could live in this district, within 20 miles of arailway ?
From fiOO to 1,000 acres. '
35S1. Do you think mixed farming, or agriculturc alonc, is the better way of using the laud ? Mixed 
farming. " ’
3582. Would a man who held only GOOyicres be able to run cnough-’sheep for market? Yes; be could
send his increase to market. "
3583. I suppose a man who had GOO acres would cultivate half and keep the other half for grazing ?
Yes. A man who did that could run pretty well as many sheep on half his land as another man could run 
on a block the size of all his holding, but uncultivated. There are only a few months in the year when 
you cannot run stock on your cultivated land.
3584. How long a period is there between the ploughing of the land and the harvesting of the crop?
3iTou can keep stock on the land until August, and harvest in October.
3585. Is it usual to put sheep upon a young crop ? Yes ; because it improves the crop and the ground too.
358G. Does it make the plants stool more ? It brings the crop up more evenly: but if the crop were left 
to itself it would grow too rank. " ‘
3587. I suppose it would not do to put large cattle upon a growing crop ? No; sheep arc much better.

SATURDAY, 2 JUNE, 1900.
\Tfte Committee met at the “ Telegraph Hotel” Gilgandra, at 4'30 p.m.]

■preamt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Yice-Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Ckawpord Shepherd. [ John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McLarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Alfred Arthur Mudie, commission agent, and Secretary, Gilgandra Railway League, Gilgandra, sworn, and
examined:—

3588, Vice-Chairman.] It has been suggested that a lino from Ciirlewis to Gilgandra would be a more A.A.Mndie.
advantageous one to construct than a line from Wellington to Werris Creek, inasmuch as it would ,—A--- ,
involve less construction, being shorter by 50 or GO miles, and would open up better country; 2 June, 1900. 
will you.kindly give us your views upon the subject? I only know the country to about Binnaway on
the Cnrlewis route, and to about Denisontown on the Werris Creek route. There is some very good 
country on both lines, but the Curlewis line would tap a lot of country which would not be served by the 
Werris Creek line ; whereas the Cobborah district, which would be served by the Werris Creek line, is 
near enough to the Western line to be served by it. Coonabarabran is a good farming and fruit-growing 
district, and a considerable quantity of wool is produced near there, so that a railway would be of great 
service to that district. It would increase the traffic on a line if it ran nearer to Coonabarabran than the 
proposed Wellington to Werris Creek line would run.
3589, Do you think that Coonabarabran is a sufficiently important centre to justify a nearer approach to
it? Yes ; they have had two flour-mills there for some years, aud that is an indication that the district 
is a good wheat-growing district. ’
359(h Wilt you kindly describe the country on the Curlewis route, as far as you know it ? For about 
20 miles from Gilgandra the line would pass through somewhat rough country ; but selectors who have 
taken up small patches of it have proved that it is rich agricultural country. It is country that is largely 
timbered with iron-bark, but some of it is box and budda country. Box, almost without exception, grows 
upon good soil in this part of the Colony. Of course, some of the iron-bark country is really poor, and 
some of the country on the first 20 miles of the route was abandoned for years, but now tha t it is being 
taken up in small areas, chiefly under settlement lease ; it is found to be good agricultural land. It is not 
rich fattening country, but it is country that stands the dry weather.
3591. How would you describo the soil ? It is somewhat of a red soil, with small patches of chocolate 
soil; red and yellow soils predominate. Further on, again, there is rough country, especially to the 
north of tho line, but between Gilgandra and Binnaway a railway would run through some very good 
agricultural land, There are some rich patches of black-soil country between the two places, though 
there are some poor patches too ; but, on the whole, there is a very fair extent of good eountrv.
3592. How far is Binnaway from Gilgandra ? Forty miles, or a little more. " '
3593. Do you think that a lino should go as close as possible to Coonabarabran? The nature of the 
country prevents a line from being taken to Coonabarabran : but I think it should go as close as possible 
to it.
3594. Would it be necessary in making a line to Curlewis to cross the Castlereagh twice ? Yes ; once at 
Gilgandra and once further on.
3595. Do you know enough about the country to say if two crossings could be avoided ? If you make
Gilgandra the junction, yon cannot avoid having tsvo crossings. '
359G. How would you describo the country north of the big bend in the Castlereagh ? There is some rich 
agricuUural and pastoral land along the river. The land within a few miles of Gilgandra. and going 
towards the mountains, is, most of it, suitable for agriculture. thou"h it is heavilv timbered ^ 3

43—S ‘ ' 3597.
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A. A. Mudie. 3597, Is there any rough country there ? Tes, some; but it is not particularly rough.
3598. How far north from Mundooran would the good land extend ? Sixteen or 17 miles.

June, 1900. gggg. far eaB^ an(j weak wouid extend along the route of the line to Curlewis? It would
extend from the river in this direeiion about 20 miles, and then it would narrow down a bit on account of 
the spur of the ’Warruinbungles,
3600. HVould the line to Curlewis open up a market in the north and north-west for produce grown about 
Gilgandra ? The advantage of a connection with the ^Northern line would he considerable in a dry season, 
because of the facilities it would give for the transport of stock and of fodder. About Coonabarabran 
they are able to grow any quantity of fodder.
3601. Do you think that stock would come from the north or north-west across the proposed line to get 
toMundooran? The probabilities are that a considerable number of store stock would come to the 
district, either to be sold here or to be fattened here. During the course of a year a large number of store 
stock come to Dubbo to be sold, and from there they arc distributed to various places to be fattened; but 
in some seasons it is difficult to travel them, because of. the waut of grass and of water.
3G02. Tou look upon aline to Curlewis as one which could give relief to starving stock in limes of drought 
by providing facilities for their transport to the northern table-land ? Tes.
3G03. Would many starving stock be carried along such a line—from places on the Western line or 
from places north or west of Coonamble ? It would depend upon the season. During seasons similar lo 
some which we have recently experienced, a great number of stock would be sent over 1 he line, and it 
would be of great advantage to stockowners to be able to send them.
3604. Apart from the transport of fodder and starving stock in times of drought, what traffic would there 
along the line ? I do not know' the capabilities of the country on the Northernline, northe nature of the 
market there ; but the Gilgandra district, and Ihe country beUveen here and Curlewis, could grow great 
quantities of fodder, and if the northern market w'ere a good one, there would be a considerable produce 
traffic on the line all the year round, A lot of the land between here and Binnaway. which is not yet 
occupied, is good agricultural land, and would probably be occupied if there were a railway.
3G05. Mr. Shepherd.'] What is the area of the unalieuated land between Gilgandra and Binnaway? I 
cannot say ; but there is a fairly large area in it. T believe that there are 30,000 acres comprised in 
limber reserves.
3606. Is there any land available for selection? Yes ; a fairly large area.
3607. Why has it not been taken up? One great reason is tnat the old residents of the district do not 
know the value of it. Settlers have come from Hiverina and Victoria, and have taken up parts of it, and 
they are proving ils value as agricultural land; but they do not care to go too far back. With the 
prospect of a railway coming here, some of it has been taken up only qnite recently. The proposed line 
would be of considerable value in times of drought, in enabling people living along the Western line, at 
places such as Bourke, to send their stock to the Iforthern line, and in allowing the people on tho 
Northern line, when the seasons were bad there and good here, to send their stock here. The line would 
also be used for bringing down Queensland stock. Dubbo is a centre for the sale of fat stock.

Arthur Broderick Garling, storekeeper, Gilgandra, sworn, and examined:—
A, F. Garlmg. 3008. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you resided here long ? I have lived at Gilgandra for three or four years, 

a—^ and for some years 1 lived at the foot of the mountains between here and Coonabarabran.
2 June, 1900. 3609. Are you acquainted with the country between here and Werris Creek ? I am acquainted with the 

country between here and Coonabarabran for a distance of 50 or GO miles from Gilgandra. ’
3610. How would you describe that country? Most of it is agricultural country. In through the 
mountains it would be fit for grazing, and patches of it would be fit for agriculture, too ; but the difficulty 
would be in getting produce away from there. A line from Gilgandra to Curlewis would go through 
good agricultural country most of the way. On the other side of Benrbong, and about Yarragrin, there 
is very good agricultural land. Between Gilgandra and Bearbong there is loamy iron-bark country, and 
country on which box and budda grow. That country is good agricultural land. It does very well for 
wheat and for maize, if there is enough rain; but the seasons are not generally good enough for maize.
3611. Does the country you describe exteud any distance from the route of the suggested line ? Prom 
here to Tooraweenah it is the same right through, though you may get a sandy stretch here and there. 
On this side of Mundooran. too, there is a streak of white ironstone country that would be of little or no 
good for agriculture; but to the right of that there is some very good country.
3612. Is cultivation carried on in lids district to any great extent? Not to a great extent; they are 
just beginning to go in for cultivation about Bearbong and through there. They seem to be able to grow 
more maize there.
3613. What yield do they get per acre ? Last year I think they got from 15 to 20 bushels of wheat to 
the acre, although the season was a dry one. The yield of maize averaged from 25 to 30 bushels ; but 
only small areas have been put under maize. Last year Ihey got no maize: but the year before they got 
fairly good results.
3614. 1 suppose that during Ihe last five years the seasons have not been good in this district, so that 
agricultural returns during that time would be below the average ? Tes.
36 L5. Do you think that there would he a disposition among the people between Gilgandra and 
Coonabarabran to go in largely for agriculture if a line were to be constructed through that district ? 
Tes. The only thing that prevents them from cultivating their land now is their distance from a market. 
There is a lot of wheat about Bearbong now which people are holding on to in order to see if prices will 
rise sufficiently to make it worth their while to cart it into Dubbo. It costs them Gd. or 7d. a bushel to 
send wheat to Dubbo; but if it only cost Id. or lid. they could afford to send it. At present rates for 
cartage, all they would get for their wheat would be about Is. 81-d- a bushel on the ground. It is wheat 
of good quality, and I have had a lot of it turned into flour.
3616. Does the district produce a fair number of live stock ? Yes; but they grow wool chiefly, and deal 
in stock ; they have not gone in much for fattening.
3017. I suppose Dubbo is their chief market? Tes.
3618. What does it cost to send wool to Dubbo ? About 30s. a ton from round about Gilgandra.
3619. Is the timber in this district pretty good ? There is some splendid iron-bark here.

3620.
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3C20. "Would tlic.re be Ample for railway sleepers ? Tes ; there are splendid forests of iron-bark. A.F. Garling.
3G21. Would the timber trade contribute trahic to a railway to Curlewis? Yes. It would take many
years to work out the timber in this district. In through Yarragrin there is a little mountainous country; ™fi’ *
but once you get on to .the top of it you can run along fairly woll, There are no engineering difficulties
there, such as there were on the Mudgee line. They grow a good deal of maize on the Coonabarabran
side ; but the Gilgandra district has now to get its maize from Sydney, or from the country round about
Milthorpe. If the Curlewis line were made, the Coonabarabran maize would come here. At the present
time the maize grown about Coonabarabran is almost valueless, because of the cost of sending it away.
3(122. Mr. Watson.'] Is trade increasing round about Gilgandra? Yes. considerably.
3G23, What is the inward tonnage of G ilgandra ? Last year I imported about 480 tons, and between the 
4th March and the present date I have imported 100 tons, or a little more.
3024. Was much of that fodder ? Very little of it was fodder; it was nearly all goods. I imported a 
few potatoes, a little maize, and a few oats ; hut nothing in the way of chaff.
3(52u. Besides what you import there is what comes to the local storekeeper ? Yes; and what people iu 
the district import directly.
3G2(i. Have there been any developments in the timber industry of late? Three saw-mills have been 
erected at Gilgandra during the last two months,
3G27. Where would they draw their supplies of timber from ? The timber comes principally from places 
lying easterly from Gilgandra, near the route of the suggested Curlewis line.
3G28. Where does the timber go to ? To Coonamble, to Dubbo, and out towards Bourke and Cobar.
3629. What timber are they cutting now ? Pine and iron-bark.
3030. How near to Gilgandra can they get good timber? At the present time they are getting good 
timber within 3 or 4 miles.
3031. Good big trees ? Yes; some of the trees arc very big, and a great deal of iron-bark has been 
carted into Dubbo for bridge work from places quite close to Gilgandra.
3632. Are they getting sleepers about here too ? Yes ; from country through which a line to Curlowis 
would pass.

Archibald Campbell Berry, Senior-constable, and Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, Gilgandra, sworn,
and examined:—

3633. Mr. McFariane.] How long have you been stationed here ? Very nearly four years. A C. Berry.
3634. Have you been acting in your present capacity during the whole of that time ? Yes.
363o. What is tho population of Gilgandra ? The population of the town is about 230. Iu my evidence 3 Jmie, 1000. 
before a previous Works Committee I gave the population of the district as about 1,400; but my district 
has since been made smaller. It extends now as far as Derrida Station, about 16 miles west.
3G3G. Have you noticed any marked increase in the population during the last four years? Yes.
3637. Has there been any increase in the area put under cultivation in your district during the past few 
years ? Yes ; a very marked increase.
3638. What do they jirincipally grow here ? Wheat, for hay and chaff.
3639. Do they export any wheat ? A good deal of chaff goes away from here, aud a good deal of wheat 
is sent to Dubbo. Wheat is also sent to Coonamble, and a good deal of chaff too.
3640. Do many stock come through Gilgandra ? Yes, a number of fat stock come through here going to '
Dubbo, to Mudgee, and to Mundooran. They come through hero from tho direction of Coonamble, and
a few come in from about Tooraweenah.
3641. All kinds of stock ? Both fat and store stock.
3642. Does a large number of stock travel in times of drought ? Yes.
3643. Where does it come from ? Most of it from around about Coonamble; but some from the district 
between Coonamble and Walgott. Stock come here for grass.
3644. Has there been a drought in. this district during the last few years? Last year was our worst; 
before that we had fairly good seasons.
3645. Has any-stock left here on account of the drought to seek food elsewhere ? Ho.
3646. Do you know the country between Gilgandra and Curlewis, along the route of the suggested line ?
1 know the country between here and Tooraweenah.
3647. What sort of country is it? There is some iron-bark country, interspersed with pine and hoi aud 
budda country. Some of it is good agricultural land.
3648. Is much of it under cultivation ? Not a great deal, except at the homesteads. All the settlers 
grow hay for themselves; but most of them arc new-comers.
3649. If there were railway facilities, would people settle on that land and put it under cultivation ? Yes.
3650. Do many people in that district live by farming alone ? Yes, about Gilgandra.
3651. Have you noticed any increase in the number of farmers during the time that you have been here?
A slight increase. Last year there was an increase in the area put under cultivation; but, I think, a 
decrease in production, owing to the dryness of the season? The farmers here keep a few sheep and 
cattle.
3652. Vice-Chairman.] Has a larger area of land been brought under tho plough this year ? Yes ; more
this year than last. '
3653. Is the increase a very marked one ? No ; but still it is an increase ; it might amount to 150 acres.
Last year there was au increase of more than 300 acres, over the cultivation of the year before.

lliehard Gwarc Hitch on, farmer and grazier, near Gilgandra, sworn, and examined :—■
3654. l\lr. Watson.] Aro you acquainted with the country between Curlewis and Gilgandra? Yes. E.G.Hitchen.
3655. _ Do you think it vmuld be possible to get a fairly cheap route for a railway to Gilgandra, going in a—^
the direction of Tambar Springs ? 1 think so. The country is pretty level until you get out 27 or 28 2 June, 1900. 
miles, when you come to the hills; but they are not very high.
3656. Could you go between the higher rises ? If you went across to Binnaway you would pass by the 
tail-end of the mountains. By keeping a little north of Binnaway you get a better run of country.
3057. What is the country like from north of Binnawray to Tambar Springs ? It is all level country— 
scrubby country, with small hills, but no mountains which would require extensive cuttings. ’’

3658.
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H-.G.Hitdien. 360S, What is the country like from Tambar Springs to Curlewis ? It is flat country right through.
^3059. How would you describe tho land between Orilgandra and Tambar Springs'? From here to the 

2 June, 1900. mountains, a distance of 27 or 28 miles, it is all good farming land, and a lot of it is good grazing land, 
too. On the flats a good deal of farming is done: but the land is used chiefly for grazing,
3960. Would that country continue on to the Castlereagh ? Yes; for another 20 miles.
3661. Is it as good there as along the first 28 miles '! jSTo ; there are 10 or 12 miles of grazing country— 
black and red country—kurrajong country.
3662. After crossing the river, what is the country like in the direction of Tambar Springs? You have 
7 or 8 miles of bad country, and then you get box, pine, and budda country; it is all good farming land. 
The further you get the better the country is. After you get about 12 miles from the river, on the other 
side it is good farming and good grazing land right through.
3663. Then, of the total distance, only about 20 miles would he poor country ? Twenty miles at the 
outside.
3664. Would that poor country be unsuitable for grazing? A lot of it would do for farming; in fact, 
there are a lot of people who have been farming on it for the last twenty years. It is chiefly iron-bark 
country - but it is not like the iron-bark country on this side. On this side the iron-bark grows on tho 
flat country, but over there it grows on poor country on which cabbage gum grows. 'There are seven or 
miles of that country, and then you get into box, kurrajong, and yarran country.
3665. Leaving out of accoimi the 20 miles of poor country, would the rest be country suitable for 
agriculture? lres; every bit of it.
3666. Would the same description apply to the land lying any considerable distance north and south of 
the suggested line ? Between Gilgandra and the mountains the good country would extend 30 or 35 miles 
towards the south, and close on to Oalga on the north.
3667. Then there would be good land on both sides as far as the influence of a railway would reach ? 
You could get 30 miles of good country on each side of the line. Beyond the mountains the land is 
pretty well all the same until you get between Merrygoen and Ligilah, where there is a lot of iron bar]-: 
country. There are a few people living on that country and farming there. Between Binnaway and 
Coonabarabran you would not get more than 6 or 8 miles of bad country on the north side of the line 
before you were back on to the box country again.
3668. Would all that country be capable of large agricultural development if there were arailway ? Yes.
3669. Could the hilly country 28 miles from Gilgandra be avoided : Iso ; not unless you went pretty well 
down to Caigan, some distance below Binnaway, to within 15 miles of the route of the proposed Wellington 
to Werris Creek line. Then you would run past tho end of the mountains.
3670. If yon crossed the Castlereagh above Binnaway, would yon have to climb over big hills, or could
you run between them ? You would have to cross the hills; but the grades would not be very heavy, 
because the rise is gradual. _
3671. Would the suggested line be of advantage to farmers here in giving them access to the .\ orthern 
line? It would be of great advantage to the people on the other side of the mountains in giving them an 
outlet for their produce.
3672. Would it provide an additional market for produce grown here? i es,
3673. How would the line affect, the stock traflEc ? In times of drought, when people wanted to send 
stock to New England, ipstead of travelling them by road and losing a great many they would truck them.
3674. Does any considerable number of stock go towards Mundooran and Coonabarabran for agistment 
in droughty years? Yes; stock travels to both places.
3675. All that hilly country has fair pasturage in summer? Yes ; the line would go through splendidly 
timbered country—country on which both ironbark and pine are growing.
3676. Is the iron-bark of good quality ? A lot of it is pipey, but, taking it right through, there is a lot of 
good timber, especially on the other side of the Castlereagh beyond Binnaway.
3677. Is it suitable for market purposes ? Yes; a great deal of it is.

TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, 1900.
flrrsfuf;—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Cu.aniiAN).
The Hou. Bathick: Ltndesay Chawfoud Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Garb an, LL.D. Kobert Henut Letien, Esq.

John McFarlanic, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Wellington to
"Werris Creek.

Charles Lancelot Garland, mining expert, sworn, and examined:—
C. L. 30/S. Cliairman.\ You are a mining expert? Yes; and a mining investor.

Garland, 3679. For some years you were a Member of Parliament? Yes.
—A-——v 3680. Do you wish to make a statement iu reference to the proposed railway ? I waut to point out to 

19 June, 1900. Committee that some time ago there was a line surveyed from Werris Creek to Wellington, and in a 
direct line between those two points there is a very important mineral belt which, in my opinion—and 1. 
have had a great experience of it—is likely to form quite as important a mineral district as Cobar. But 
it badly wants a line of railway7 through there to enable progress to be made. The same applied to Cobar, 
which is now a very important centre. I noticed on looking at the suggested route to-day for the first lime 
that there is a line shown which goes considerably to the north of Leadville, which is the centre of which 
I speak. The line, as shown on the map, would really he of no service to that mineral country. The belt 
of country, taking a straight line from Werris Creek to Wellington, is north of Gulgong, and 50 miles 
from the Mudgee line. I assume that it would be fully 50 miles. That would involve a longer railway 
journey to the seaboard than going direct to Mudgee. That.'is the position of this wonderful mineral 
country. The chief mine there is the Mount Stewart mine at Leadville. Some seven or eight years ago

that
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that mine was opened up. and equipped with large smelting furnaces, and when silver was at a fair value qarlnn'd
I think the run of the furnace extended over twelve months, during which time no less than 1,500 tons of arJnn '
lend bullion was sent away from the mine to London, and 250,000 or., of silver. This will show jgoo
the Committee that the mine is a substantial one. .For at least 2-J,- miles there are enormous outcrops ’ '
of'mineral lodes, some of which have never had a pick put into them, lint every outcrop which
1 have been interested in developing has been found to contain payable ores. The Mount Stewart
mine went into liquidation when the fall in silver took place. j\t the time I have mentioned we were
giving the railway to Mudgee something like 100 tons of carriage a week, having 50 tons of coke sent up
per week to Mudgee, and 50 tons of bullion returned from one furnace. We had 50 miles of land carriage,
and, freight on the railway being very heavy, that made the cost of production so great that we could
not carry on in view of the existing price of metal. The mine was then shut down, and the Comjiany
which had spent something like £80,000 on the mine went into liquidation. 1 was tho largest shareholder
in tho mine, aud having great confidence in it, I and .lames Channon, a large mining investor, in Wynlong,
bought the mine at public auction, and wo have been working it constantly ever since. We have been
doing development work since July, 1808, during winch time we have spent in wages and stores,
£8,778 2s. (id. My own expenditure in the mine amounts to very nearly £10,000 since it commenced, 
and, l think, Mr. Channon lias spent £5,000. Me owns one-third of it, and I own two-thirds. We aro 
opening up large bodies of copper ore. We have one body thero over 20 feet wide, and the hulk 
assays are going between 7 and 8 per cent, of copper. There arc also large bodies of sulphide of silver 
ore, nor. of a very high grade from 15 to 20 oz. of silver per ton, a, little gold, and a little copper.
We have also one lode 20 feet wide carrying a very heavy percentage of zinc, which, in view of the 
developments being made now in the treatment of zinc will become a valuable asset. Wo have no less 
than seven distinct lodes within our leases varying from 0 feet to SO feet wide. 1 have hero the plans of 
the lode which we are at present working. One lode is SO feet wide. There is another shown that is 
20 feet wide, and thero arc the works that we have carried out during the last two years. Out of those 
stopes in the old mine above the 157 feet, level, wo took out £80,000 worth of metal at the then value, 
which was shipped to London. The mine is totally untouched between the 157 feet and tho 217 feet 
levels. Below that wc have not been ; but we purpose sinking to a depth of 500 feet in the ore which is 
carrying downwards. This portion of the mine is at least half a mile further north than the portion we 
are working now.
8081. The 80 feet lode? Yes, that is half a mile further south. Then beyond that for a couple of miles 
south there are large outcrops of gossan ore, so that the possibilities of that mineral belt with railway 
communication should be quite equal to those of Cobar. "What really has thrown the field back is the fact 
of its being 50 miles from a railway. We could never get carriage at less than 25s. a ton, and it ranged 
from that to £2 a ton.
3082 Could you give in figures what it means to your company ? If that railway were carried through 
the mine as originally surveyed between Werris Creek and Wellington, wc could give the railway at 
least 200 tons of carriage per week. That, I think, would amount to more than the other line would give.
3(583. I suppose you know the character of the trade which is done at Cobar; there is back loading from 
there ;—do you think there would be the same character of trade in this district ? Yes ; coke would bo 
carried to the mines, and matte or bullion would be carried to ihe seaboard.
3(581. What district do you look to for the treatment of your crude ores, or half-developed ores ? "Wc 
now have three furnaces on the ground, and 1 suppose about £10,000 worth of machinery ; but in order 
to treat the ore by modern methods, that is by pyntic smelting, we should require similar furnaces to 
what they have at Mount Lycll, and that would mean considerable expenditure. What wc should send 
away from the mine then would be high grade matte, which would be sent to London or Dapto, or some 
other place where they deal with high-grade matte. 'The carriage to the mining district would be the 
ordinary supplies and coke.
3685. Do you consider that the mineral disti-ict there is extensive? Yes, very extensive, although wc 
are the only people who have done any considerable work there.
3686. Could you give any approximate idea of the area of mineral country there? -\s far as 1 have 
examined it on the surface, the mineral outcrop extends between 2 and 3 miles. Extending for 2 miles 
or more, there arc very large mineral outcrops. Those that we have worked vary from 6 feet to SO feet, 
and in every one that we have worked, we have discovered payable ores. The old line, as surveyed, was 
near and parallel to those mineral outcrops, which some day will all he developed and worked.
3687. Vice-Chairman.] 'Those lodes you have spoken of—do the poorest of them run as high as 7 per cent ?
No. We are opening up some ores which go from 11- to 2 per cent., but they carry a little gold and a little 
silver. I think the ore bodies which wo have opened up now will average 3 per cent., and 3 percent, with 
railway communication would give a profit.
3668. If you had railway communication, what is the poorest ore that you could treat ? We could treat 
the 3 per cent. ores.
3680. Do they include gold and silver ? Yes ; a little gold and a little silver.
3600. The copper alone would not pay ? Yes, it would, with the system of pyritic smelting adopted at
Mount Lyell. ' ^
3601. What is the value of the ore which is being worked at Cobar now ? I am not sure as to the value 
of the ore there.
3602. You said that this mineral district will be as good as Cobar ? I think that Cobar ore runs about 
3 per cent., but it also contains a fair amount of gold—2 or 3 dwt.
3603. Does the gold there make the profit 9 I think the gold there is sufficient to pay, not for the 
smelting, but for the mining. At Cobar the mine is developed to a depth of 500 or 600 feet. These ore 
bodies at Leadville have never been touched below 250 feet, and as we go down the gold increases.
3604. Is the surrounding country of much tho same character as that around Cobar? No. The country 
surrounding Leadville is all good pastoral and agricultural land. It is beautiful country.
3G95. What is thei character of the rock ? The bulk of the rock is slate, with diorite dykes coming 
through it. Where we are working it is chiefly diorite. We are not very far from the carboniferous 
formation. *
3696. Where do you get your coke from? Wo were getting it from the Purified Coke Company, of
Newcastle. I believe Ihey are making very good coke now' at Eskbank. "
3697. You know that a good deal of coke is sent from Fix's Creek ? Yes.

3698,
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O' L- 3698. If a line were made acroes from Dunedoo, could you get that coke? Yes.
, ^ 3699. IVould it pay you to bring it that distance ? Yes ; if we could got it 20 miles nearer to the mine,

19 June 1900 ^ pay us to take it round that way.
’ ‘3700. Has there not been a railway projected from "Werris Creek pretty nearly through Dunedoo?

The only line that 1 know of is the one that comes through Leadville. *
3700|. Do you know why that was given up ? Ho ; I was in hopes that that was the line that was to be 
carried out, and I wanted to strengthen your hands by giving this evidence.
3701. Is it not a fact that some of the Cobar matte is now being treated at Lithgow ? Yes.
3702. "Would it be a saving to treat your own matte instead of sending it to England ? It would depend 
on the contents of the matte. 1 have made inquiries on the subject, and 1 find that the Lithgow people 
will not treat matte which has 6 or 7 per cent, of zinc in il. The only way yon can dispose of it is to 
send it Home. The ores we propose to smelt at Mount Stewart have very little zine in them,
3703. Do the Cobar ores contain zinc? J think they contain very little.
370L What is the character of the country near Gulgong and Mount Stewart? It is beautiful, 
agricultural country.
3705. Is it much settled ? Xo ; it is too far away from the railway; but there are beautiful, black- 
soil flats.
3706. How much of it has been purchased by the squatters ? Here aud there there is a selection on it; 
but the land is held chiefly by cattle and sheep breeders,
3707. Is it held in freehold ? It is pretty well ail held in freehold—at any rate, the best of it.
3708. Then that line would pass through private estates all the way ? Most of it would pass through 
private estates. In some portions of the district there is a good deal of Crown land—gold-field reserves.
3709. You are strongly of the conviction that a railway would lead to great material development there ?
J think so. 1 might mention that when Broken Hill mines were |first discovered 1 was in Parliament, i 
and 1 was one of the first visitors to Broken Hill. L was so impressed with the magnitude of Broken 
Hill that when 1 came back 1 tried to get the Parkes Government to make a line of railway direct to 
Broken Hill before the Silverton tramway was built: but fhe Government did not take it up. ! felt 
so strongly on the matter that L put a resolution on tho subject on the Business Paper of the House, in 
the hope that ] would get it carried ; hut, unfortunately, very few Members had seen Broken Hill, and 
very few of them would have known what it was going to be if they had seen it; and 1 got so little 
support that J had fo withdraw the motion. It will be generally admitted that if we had carried out that 
railway everything that I said iu connection with it would have been justified.
3710. By what route did you propose to go? Prom our existing lines right through Wilcannia to 
Broken Hill,
3711. If you had built it, do you not think that South Australia would have made a lino to the Border ? 
They could not have touched our territory. We should have concentrated the trade, and we should have 
had big works established in this Colony, live years ago this Committee had an inquiry in respect lo 
"Wyalong. J have made a study of Wyalong, and I gave evidence before this Committee sfrongly urging 
fhat Wyalong would bo a- permanent field, and I think Ibat events have justified my predial ions, because, 
as regards the lower level, Wyalong is openingdOut splendidly. You will find from the records of the 
Committee that the evidence which I gave has been borne out by subsequent developments. I have, 
therefore, no hesitation in making the statements which I am making now. If my expenditure gives any 
weight to my statement, 1 may point out that l have spent over £10,000 at Leadville, and that 1 am still 
upending £60 a fortnight there.
3712. How far is your property from Dunedoo? I have not been in that direction. It is 25 miles from 
Gulgong. Leadville is not an unimportant place; there are two hotels there, a post and telegraph office, 
a number of private houses, and a Public School with sixty or eighty attendants.
3713. Mr. McFarlane.] Do you know the nature of the country between Werris Creek aud Wellington ? 
Only that porlion through which I have travelled from Gulgong to Cassilis.
3714. Could you give a comparison between the country on the proposed route of railway, and that on 
the other suggested route ? Xo; it might he better where ihe line is proposed, but I can scarcely eouccive 
of better country for settlement than what I have referred to.
3715. It is country that will carry a good population ? Yes, all round that district. '
3716. 1 notice that is a shorter route than the one now proposed ? Yes ; it is almost a straight line.
3717. You stated that a Mudgee extension would he much more convenient for you ? Yes, inasmuch as 
it would involve less mileage in travelling to Sydney.
3718. In the event of tins line, as proposed from Wellington i.o Werris Creek, being carried out, do you 
think that a line would be justifiable to connect Mudgee wifh the lino now proposed? I think so, 
inasmuch as when you got to Mudgee you just begin to touch country that is fit for cultivation and settle
ment. Bight uj) to Mudgee the country is very poor. The railway seems to have stopped the moment it 
touched good country, I think the whole of the way from Mudgee towards the north-west there is really 
good country, which would warrant a railway being constructed.
3719. What part of the country have you the best knowledge of? Prom Mudgee through Gulgong, 
Denisontown, Leadville, and Cassilis. I know all that country fairly well.
3720. Is all of it similar to tho country at Leadville? Yes. Bound about Gulgong the country is a little 
more undulating ; hut there is a good red soil, and when you get beyond Gulgong, going towards Leadville, 
the country is flatter aud the soil is deeper. It will grow anything; but you cannot get the stuff to 
market.
3721. Is it box country ? On the hills there is box. It is good cultivable country. There are some 
little ridges, such as Mount Stewart, which are a little bit rough ; but there are patches of those which 
would grow anything. Bruit grows splendidly there. The district has a good rainfall,
3722. What are the mining prospects ? The only people who have carried on any extensive mining there 
are the Mount Stewart Company. There have been a number of small mines worked in a primitive way, 
which promised well, but there was not sufficient capital employed to properly develop them. There are 
many outcrops which would be developed if the railway were made.
3723. Mining to a considerable extent would ho carried on at Leadville? Yes.
3724. What have been the largest results obtained so far ? "When silver was higher than it is now the 
Mount Stewart Company subscribed £15,000 to open up the mine. They had au overdraft of £4,000 at

the
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the hank, making £19,000, and during the twelve months run of the furnace we paid off the overdraft, C. L 
and paid three dividends, besides doing a lot of developing work. Garland.
3725. How long lias that company been established f That company was in existence for about four 
years. It is about seven years since wo lirst started developing. . ’ '
3720. Did you experience very much difficulty in regard to the cost of carriage? Yes. The cost of 
carriage was excessive. We were paying 17s. a ton for the carriage of coke to Mudgee.
3727. That is from biewcastlc to Mudgee? Yes. Then we were paying from 25s. to £2 a ton for the 
carriage of the coke from Mudgee to the mine.
3728. What distance is that? Fifty miles. We were paying the same for the carriage of our bullion to 
Mudgee, and the G-ovcrnmcnt were charging 30s, a ton for the carriage from Mudgee to Sydney.
3729. Would the line you suggest to any extent minimise the cost of carriage? Wo coukl startthemiue 
straight away, and make a profit if we had a line running within a reasonable distance of it.
3730. Would that line run from Mudgee or from Werris Creek? From either place.
3731. Which line would he of (he greatest advantage ? A line from Mudgee would suit us best, as tho 
cost of carriage by that route would be lower.
3732. Would it make a material difference in the cost to send the traffic by Werris Creek to Wellington
as compared with the route via Mudgee? 1 do not think it would amount to more than a few shillings 
per ton extra. It would suit us much better to have the extra mileage by railway than to pay 30s. per 
ton for road-carriage, and be at the mercy of bad roads. ■ _
3733. Would the traffic to and from the mines be a considerable item ? Yes, it would be a very big 
traffic. I had directly and indirectly 500 men working there when the Mount Stewart mine was in full swing.
3734. Can you give ns any idea as to what the annual output would bo of traffic from the mine to Sydney 
or Newcastle ? 1 tbink wc could give about 200 tons of freight a week backwards and forwards.
3735. Outside your company would there bo any considerable mining operations ? I have no doubt that, 
if we made a profitable enterprise there, the whole line of loads would be taken up, although it is on 
private property.
3736. You think it would tend materially to develop the mining resources of that place if it had railway 
communication ? Yes. If there had been a railway there the Mount Stewart mine would never have 
been shut down—it, would have been producing to-day. The only thing that shut us down was the cost 
of transit. Wo could hare kept on, notwithstanding the fall in the price of silver, if it bad not been for 
the road carriage.
3737. I think you said you got coke from several places ? We got coke from the Purified Coke Company 
of Newcastle chiefly, but 1 tbink we could get it now for less at Kskbank, near Lithgow, which is nearer.
3738. ifow would this line answer with regard to getting the coke there ? If it went near the mine it 
would not matter whether it went by Wellington or not.
373!). Speaking as a mining expert, do you think there is a largo area of country that wmuld be developed 
if this line were made ? Yes. I think that north of Mount Stewart, towards Cassilis, there is a great 
deal of country that would he developed.
3740. If the proposed line of railway were carried out, would it in your opinion, open up the country for 
agriculture also p Yes, it would open up a large area suitable for agriculture. The farmers round there 
are crippled by the want of access to a market, and beyond a certain radius from the Mudgee line they 
will not grow anything—they merely keep a few sheep. They say it is the cost of cartage that kills them.
3741. Do you think that if they had railway communication the land in that district that is suitable for
agriculture would he cultivated? I have no doubt about it. The Hon. G. H. Cox had a very fine estate 
at the other side of Leadvillo. “
3742. You stated that a considerable amount of the land where the minerals arc is private property?
South of Mount Stewart it is private property, held, I think, by Mr. Buckland ; but it is all available for 
mining under the Mining on Private Lands Act. 1 made arrangements with the owners of the land by 
which I took up four 80-acre blocks with a view of forming a large company to put something like 
£50,000 worth of capital info it; but 1 could not raise the money at the time, so I bad to abandon the 
leases. But 1 have no doubt that if a railway were made through there, the whole of that country would 
be worked. 1 am negotiating for a capital of £50,000 to work tho Mount Stewart mine. If I can raise 
that capital, I have no doubt that we can make that one of the most important mines in the Colony, and 
with railway communication provided I shall have no difficulty in raising the money.
3743. Would the land which you spoke of as being suitable for agriculture be private property also?
Thero is a gold reserve thero which is all good agricultural land. I could not say from memory what 
proportion is Crown land, and what proportion is private land ; hut I think that most of the best land in 
the district has been alienated. .
374' I'. Would the property-owners there subdivide their lands and let them for agriculture if they had a 
railway ? 1 think there is no doubt of that. The land is really good, and there is a very good rainfall in
that district. It is very similar to tho land round about Mudgee. A good deal of wheat and maize are 
grown there. Within'3 or 4 miles of Leadville there is one of the black-soil flats where you can grow 
almost anything. ' 1
3745. It has been stated that the black-soil country wants heavy rainfall for agriculture ? They have a 
good rainfall in that district. We never had any difficulty in consorving water for the furnaces. We 
conserved 1,500,000 gallons in one dam, and wc laid down 2 miles of pipes to a creek.
3746. Is the district through winch this proposed line will pass fairly well watered in ordinary seasons ? Yes.
3747. There would not he any difficulty in getting water ? No; there is no difficulty about water.
3743. Is there any difficulty in getting timber for mining purposes ? No; they can get splendid timber 
for that.
3749. Can you get it near the mine, or have you to carry it far ? I think they carrv it 2 or 3 miles.
3750. What kind of timber do they use ? Chiefly box and hardwood. Thero is a good deal of pine in 
the mountains; hut wo do not use that in the mines.
3751. Mr. Walton.} From the feature.mnp it will be seen that the distance from Leadville to Dunedoo is 
9 or 10 miles ? Yes.
3752. And the Committee about a year ago, in connection with an inquiry into a proposed line to 
Coonamble, suggested that it might he taken from Mudgee towards Dunedoo ;—do you think that that 
line would serve the mineral district, which you have spoken of, as well as the surveyed route now before
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ub ^ 1 es; it ivould come within 10 miles of that mineral district, and it would serve it much better 
coming from Mudgee.
3753. It is nearly 30 miles from Mount Stewart to Cobborah, the nearest point on the proposed line? 

' Then it would be absolutely of no use to us. The distance into Mudgee from the mine is 50 miles, and
there is a good road. Pifty miles of good road and a shorter distance by rail would be better than 30 
miles of bad road, and 100 miles further by rail,
3754. Would there be any great difficulty about carting ore or matte 10 miles, or would you endeavour 
to get a tramway to your mine ? If it were necessary to make the line 10 miles from a big mineral belt 
like that, it through some engineering difficulty it would bo desirable to put a side line in, that might be 
done; but I think that whenever it is possible to run a line of railway to a mineral belt, it gives a greater 
certainty of that lino paying if that is done, thus suiting both the Government and those engaged iu the 
industry. Take the case of the Cobar line. Jf that railway had gone right along the line of the lode, 
which it might easily have done, no doubt most of the mines there would have been far ahead of what 
they are now.
3755. When that line was made there was only one mine at work ? Any geological officer of the Government 
could have pointed out the value of that line of lode, and how important it was to run a railway along it.
3756. Your suggestion is that, if the line is taken out from Mudgee, it should go as close as possible to 
Mount Stewart? Yes. I have no doubt that it will pay handsomely then. It is not a field that is up 
to-day and down to-morrow. It is not a temporary field, such as an alluvial gold-field, but the lodes there 
are big aud permanent, and there is scarcely any limit to the depth to which they could be worked, 
provided that they could produce their metal at a cheaper rate, aud there is nothing that will assist them 
more than cheap railway communication.
3757. Do you know what they have been paying for road carriage between Mudgee and Mount Stewart ? 
From 25s. to £2 a ton. That takes all the profit off low grade maf te, and it makes coke very dear.
3758. Of course you have to pay railway carriage in addition to that? Yes. That class of mining also 
involves tho carriage of heavy metals, furnaces, and very heavy carriage in the way of mine supplies and 
coke. I think when we opened the furnaces we paid the Government something like £2,000 in freight.
3759. Mr, ShepherdHow long is it since the Mount Stewart mines were first opened? It is six or 
seven years.
3760. Were there a great many men employed there at one time ? I think that, directly and indirectly, 
we employed about 500 men when the mine was in full swing,
3761. Was the mine paying then? Yes; it paid no less than three dividends out of twelve months’ 
production with one furnace, and defrayed a big ban]; overdraft,
3762. How many men are there employed there now ? Only twelve men are at work there now.
3703, How do you account for the falling off? The furnaces were shut down when silver fell from 
3s. 6d. down to 2s. 2d. an ounce, and I saw no hope of obtaining a profitable product, in view of our 
distance from the railway. Then wc were shut down for some considerable time under suspension, and 
silver did not rise again. But I made up my mind that there was copper in that mine, and with what 
little money we had remaining we went in for development work and discovered copper, but we did not 
open it up sufficiently to know its value. .1 then tried to reform the company. 1 was tho largest share
holder, having some 27,000 shares, most of them contributing, I tried 1 o get the shareholders to subscribe 
more money aud offered to take up every share that I was entitled to take up, hv reason of my big holding, 
but they collectively offered us something like £7 10s. One small shareholder said he would take up his 
proportion, but out of COO shareholders none would come in, and we were loft no alternative but to wind 
up the company. That was done. We paid what money we had in hand, and the mine was submitted to 
auction by Messrs. Hardio and Gorman, and Mr. John Howell and myself were bidding for it. Mr. Howell 
ran me up to £1,750, and then stopped bidding, and so I got tho mine. And one of our directors, Mr. 
Channon, offered to join me and take onc-third. That was two years ago. We have been carrying the 
mine on for two years, and our total expenditure since wo started has been £3,779 2s, Od. Wo have 
opened up this copper ore ; we find it is payable, aud we arc opening up large bodies of it. Thai is why
1 am so confident of the future of the property. ' “
3764. Where did you get your supplies from ? Prom Mudgee.
3665. I think Leadville is about 71 miles from Wellington ? The distance from Mudgee is 50 miles. 
3766. Are you acquainted with the country all the way between Wellington and Werris Creek? ‘S'o, 
only between Mudgee and Cassilis. ’
3/67. Do you know why the line makes that great curve ;—is it not because of the rough countrv in the 
direct line? I do not know of any rough country in the direct line. They surveyed a line right through 
the mine, and that is the line that .1 thought was going to he constructed. J had some correspondence 
with the railway authorities when they made that survey, and they never, as far as I remember, slated 
that there were any engineering difficulties.
3768. You do not know why they have taken that tremendous curve ? No.
3769. The direct line there must be a great many miles shorter than the surveyed line ? Yes.
3770. Is the Mount Stewart Mine the only one at work at Leadville ? Yes ; the only one that I know of.
There may he other small things there. “
3771. Has there been any prospecting there ? Yes; there was a mine called the Dynever Mine on which 
a great deal of money was spent, but the ore obtained was not of a kind that could he treated by 
smelting. I think the mine was abandoned on that account.
3772. Do you think that, in the event of a railway being constructed iu that district, other mines would 
be worked ? I have no doubt that other valuable properties would be opened up.
3773. You said that the copper had been traced for a distance of about 2 miles ? The series of outcrops 
upon which the Mount Stewart Company is working can be distinctly traced for over 2 miles.
3774. Has there been no sinking beyond where the outcrop has made its appearance? Yes. Nearly
2 miles below a small prospecting shaft was put down, and very good assays were obtained. Wherever 
these outcrops have been followed down we have found a silver lode and other metals.
3775. Have they not come at the true lode ? Only in 1 be Mount Nlowart Mine.
3776. So there is every prospect of this becoming au extensive mining field ? Yes, J have no doubt, if
I succeed in obtaining a capital of £50,000, that it will be a very good field. ’
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present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaiumas),

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. .Ions Chrtstiah Watson, Esq.
The Hon, Andrew Garran, LL.D. Bobert Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McEajilank, Esq.

The Committee further considered the espediency of constructing a line of Kail way from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

Charles Edward Rennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, aud examined :—
•577.7. Gh airman.~\ "Sou produce a map showing tho tract of influence of this cross-country line, and C. E. Rennie, 
indicating in that tract the various holdings, and their size and character ? Yes. The limit of the tract , - a _ 
taken is 20 miles on each side of the proposed line. At the Wellington end, wc start halving the space 2S June, 1900. 
between the proposed cross-line and the existing main Western lino until*we get 20 miles from the 
proposed line. Then we continue 20 miles up until we come withiu the sphere of influence of the Werris 
Creek to Narrabri line.
15778. Tim Dubbo-Coonamble line makes the narrowing of your tract exteud further north than the 
Western linef Yes; the Dubbo-Coonamble line has an influence, too. I have allowed for both the 
main Western line and Dubbo-Coonamble line. On the eastern side, allowance is made for the main 
Western line, and also the main Northern line at the northern end, tapering off at a point at the Werris 
Creek junction. ^ Within that area, regarded as tho sphere of influence of the proposed line, there are, 
of alienated lands, 1,429,000 acres; of reserves, 514,300 acres. The alienated land is shown by the blue 
tint; the reserves are shown by the green tint; and the various kinds of leases—settlement, improvement, 
and scrub leases—are shown by blue hatching. They comprise 250,800 acres, as follow:—settlement 
leases, 118,200 acres ; improvement leases, 118,100 acres ; scrub leases, 14,500 acres. There are 905,300 
acres of Crown lands shown by the brown tint. Tho Crown lands are held as follow: leasehold areas, 
expiring in the year 1900, 205,700 acres; held under occupation license, 347.700 acres: untenanted,
351,900 acres. "
3779. Will you indicate where the largest tracts of unoccupied land are situated ? The unoccupied land 
is distributed fairly well over two-thirds of the area from Wellington, northward. There are two large 
areas east and west of Mundooran, and there are two large areas just south of Mundooran, both east and 
wrest of the line. Those are the two largest areas in one place. Then there is another large area north
west of the line, where it crosses the Dividing Range.
3780. Canyon indicate tho localities of the timber reserves? There is a large area of forest reserve
south-west of Mundooran, and on the verge of tho boundary of the affected area. There are about
58,000 acres of forest reserve there. Then there is another large forest reserve adjoining the line, in 
the parish of Trinkey, j e> .
3781. Are they ironbark reserves ? I believe the one near Mundooran is. There is also a small forest 
reserve near the parish of Buudulla. There are smaller forest reserves throughout the affected area.
3782. How much of the Crown lands now held under lease will he available for closer settlement, if 
required f The leases of the leasehold areas—203,700 acres—will expire this year, and a part of that area 
will become available. The area held under occupation license is open for settlement, excepting reserves.
3783. Roughly speaking, the greater portion of the tract of country which you have outlined is alienated ?
I can scarcely say that. The total alienated land is about 1,429,900 acres. The reserves, tho leases, and 
the Crown lands together, amount to about 1,000,000 acres. The reserves and Crown lands together 
amount to 1,400,000, so that there is a greater area of alienated land of about 200,000 acres.
3784. Practically, one half tho area is alienated ? About that,
3785. Afr. McFarlane^ What is the total area of land open for selection at the present time ? Roughly 
speaking, about 347,700 acres.
3780. Mr. tVatson.] That has been open under occupation license for a good time? Yes.
3787. Mr. Me Ear l an/:.] At what period will the land, which is to be thrown open, be available ? The 
leases will expire about July of this year. It will depend on whether Parliament adopts any special 
policy witli regard to the disposal of the Central Division leases. Ordinarily, after the expiry of the 
leases, we have the areas examined, and a design prepared for subdivision. Subdivision follows,"and the 
land is set apart,
3788. Are_ there other leases to fall in some years hence, until about the time when the next batch of 
leases expires ? Practically, all the lenses in the affected area will expire this vear. Of course, the 
settlement, and the improvement, and scrub leases, aro only for a limited period ; but ihey are mosf.lyfor 
a long period, generally twenty-eight years.
3789. I suppose that we may conclude that the best of the land has been taken up ? Naturally.
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Jlrrsmt;—

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Cuajrmas).
The Hon. Patrick. Lindesat Crawford Suepderd. I .Toits Cjiristian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew G-arkan, LL.D. [ Kouert Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Wellington
to Werris Creek.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Kailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—

H. Deane.

20 June, 1000.

3790. Chairman.Since you last gave evidence one of your officers has made a report 
route from Curlewis to Gilgandra ? Aes ; the report is as follows :—

* Gilgandra to Curlewis.

on an alternative

Memorandum to the Engineer-in Chief, Railway Construction.
Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch, Engineer'-in-Chiefs Office, 

gir- Sydney, 15 J unc, 1900.
I beg to report that I have examined the country between Gilgandra, on the Dubbo to Coonamble Extension, aud 

Curlewis, ou the North-western Railway, with the view of a proposed railway connection between the two places, and I 
have laid down a route (shown by a green line) on the accompanying diagram tracing. This route, after leaving the pro
posed station site at Gilgandra, would cross the Castlereagh River at a suitable place on tho southern side of Gilgandra 
township, and, bearing for a short distance in an easterly direction, would cross the main road from Gilgandra to Mundooran, 
about 321 miles from Sydney by the Great Western Railway ; thence, hearing north-easterly, it joins the valley of Wallain- 
bnrrawang Creek, and follows up this valley (crossing the creek itself at Biralbung) to near where Gundy Creek joins it; 
crossing this latter creek the line runs up for a few miles on its northern side, and thence, recrossing the creek, bears round 
to the right till it reaches a small table-land dividing the waters of the Rower Castlereagh from those of Yarragrin Creek. 
This table-land is crossed in a north-easterly direction, and thence the line, bearing round to the right at the back of old 
Ribbon station, gradually works down and crosses Yarragrin Creek in an easterly direetiou, about 11 mile above McKellar’s 
selection ; thence it follows up the valley to the north of Mount Abundance, and, passing oyer another small table-land, 
runs down the valley of Myall Creek to its junction with Greeubah Creek, crossing the trial survey—Mundooran to Coona- 
arabran—at 3d7 miles ; thence the line would follow down the southern side of Greeubah Creek to below where Wangabuttab 
Creek joins it, and crossing Greeubah Creek near Cookamohla Springs, the line would bear northerly for a short distance, 
and then, turning to the right, reeross the Castlereagh River in a north-easterly direction ; thence running up the valley 
of Mow Creek, on its southern side, and passing over the divide between this aud Back Creek it would liear easterly and 
cross Tcrrawinda Creek just below where Box Ridge Creek joins it; thence bearing north-easterly, the line joins the 
explored route Bomcra to Coonamble, ria Coonabarabran, and crossing the main range dividing the waters of the Castlereagh 
from those of the Namoi at a very low point, it follows this exploration down the valley of Saltwater Creek to near its 
junction with Bomera Creek, thence leaving it and turning northerly the line crosses Saltwater Creek about 4 miles to the 
south of Tamba Springs, and follows down the western side of Romora Creek to its junction withTurrabilc or Cox’s Creek ; 
crossing this latter creek it bears north-easterly across the Liverpool Plains, and, passing over a small range between these 
plains and Curlewis, joins this latter place ou the Narrabri side of the station at a point about 436 miles from Sydney by 
the Great Western line, and 2S3 by the Great Northern. The line itself w'ould be about 121 miles long. .

At the second crossing of the Castlereagh I have shown (by a green dotted line) a deviation running up Woolshed 
instead of Mow Creek ; this would probably be equally easy to construct, and help to straighten the general direction. 
Another improvement might be made by junctioning with the North-western line at Brecza.^ This, although it would 
lengthen the line, would do away with the crossing of the range at Curlewis and bring the junction nearer to Werris Creek. .

° Taking into consideration the broken nature of the country traversed by the proposed route, I do not anticipate there 
will be any difficulty in obtaining a fairly easy tine with a limiting grade of 1 in GO, or possibly better, by increased 
lengthening and with the use of 10-chain curves. The most expensive works are the two crossings of the Castlereagh River, 
particularly the one at Gilgandra, where the jiresent road-bridge consists of seven 75-foot timber trusses, with two 30-foot 
and two 20-foot timber openings at the ends.

Ballast is plentiful, considerable stretches of the country being volcanic, and ironbark suitable for sleepers and 
smaller bridges is met with at intervals all along the route.

The country passed through is for tho greater part eminently adapted for fanning purposes, and may be described 
as follows Starting from Gilgandra it is a good, sandy, loam, box ; country with alluvial fiats of yellow hox, apple, and 
flooded gum, and interspersed with sandy belts timbered with ironbark and pine : tins extends up to the edge of the first 
tabic-land at tho head of Gundy Creek ; thence good volcanic country, varying from black and choc'dato to a free sandy 
loam, stretches to Myall Riains, the prevailing timbers being box and apple. Beyond this, and extending up to the summit 
of the divide between Mow and Box Ridge Creeks, the country varies from poor to fairly good, timbered with box, white 
or cabbage gum, and stringybark, interspersed with belts of ironbark and a little pine. After passing this divide the 
country again improves, becoming of a free, sandy loam, the principal timbers being apple and yellow box : this continues 
to the‘roam divide, when rich volcanic country is again encountered, extending down the valley of Saltwater Creek. After 
crossing this creek, the soil becomes poor and sandy, and, besides box, ironbark, stringybark. and pine are again met will). 
This belt only extends for a few miles, the country on the edge of the Liverpool Plains (which are black soil} being of a 
free, chocolate loam timbered with hox, apple, anil myall; similar country is met with wiien approaching Curlewis.

On the whole, I consider this proposal would serve the country it traverses, and the surrounding districts, very well ; 
it comes withiu 15 miles of the township of Coonabarabran, and is within fairly easy reach of most of the good country on 
the central portion of the proposed Wellington lo Werris Creek line. .

Another route, which would probably serve even a larger extent of country, would be an extension of the line from 
Mudgee, via Gulgong, Dunedoo, and Binaway, and stopping within some miles of Coonabarabran owing to the increasing 
difficulties in the formation of the country towards the end. This route, however, has not been examined in detail.

Off AS. McD. STUART.

The only thing to which I would call attention ia that Mr. Stuart reckons that a ruling grade of 1 in GO, 
or possibly7 better, would be obtained, whereas, of course, on the Wellington to Werris Creek route we have 
a ruling grade of 1 in 75. As regards the cost, it is impossible to tell what it would be with any approach to 
accuracy, but Mr. Stuart thinks it would not be much more expensive per mile than would the TVellington 
to Werris Creek line. I have a few of the distances for the information of the Committee. Erom 
Wellington to Dubbo, tho distance is 30 miles ; Dubbo to Gilgandra, 40 miles; Gilgandra to Curlewis, 
121 miles ; Curlewis to Werris Creek, 29 miles. The total distance from Wellington to Werris Creek by 
that route would, therefore, be 220 miles. Erom Wellington to Werris Creek by the direct route it is 
159 miles 27 chains.
3791. As far as the cross-country connection is concerned, it is about .180 miles from Wellington to 
Curlewis, rib Gilgandra, as against 159 miles from Wellington direct to Werris Creek? The distance 
from Wellington to Curlewis, twit Dubbo and Gilgandra, is 190 miles, as against 159 miles from Wellington 
to Werris Creek. .

3792.
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3792. ’Wit’ll this ;iavantage : that it would have 71 miles of line already constructed which you could use ? H* Deane.
Tes. Being a shorter line to construct, of course it would probably be a good deal cheaper iu tho —itotal. 1 J fa I 29 June, 1900.
3793. Would the district around Cobborah, Dunedoo. and Coolah be within tho influence of a line from 
Gilgandra to Curlewis ? I should think it is doubtful whether the southern portion of that district 
would be served. I should tbink tho producers would send their produce to Mudgee—it would be 
shorter and the carriage by rail to Sydney much less.
3794. Around Cobborah, Dunedoo, and Coolah, there is a considerable tract of good agricultural laud ?
Yes.
379o. Do you think the land between Gilgandra and Curlewis is of as high a quality as that? From 
what Mr. Stuart says, I should say that it is a similar class of country, where you get really good land.
3796. The good country in those districts seems to lie on each side of tho watercourses; the line frpm 
Gilgandra to Curlewis would only cut the Castlereagh, and would leave the Talbragar and the southern 
watercourses practically out of reach ? Tes.
3797. 2i.ro there any other advantages, from a railway point of view, which the Gilgandra to Curlewis 
connection affords as against the ’Wellington to Werris Creek connection ;—would there be any differ
ence in working expense ? Being shorter, it would probably he cheaper to work, in direct proportion 
to the mileage.
3798. About what average distance does it keep from the proposed Wellington to Werris Creek line ?
Thirty miles.
3799. And it practically brings Coonabarabran within easy reach of railway facilities, being only 15 miles
from it? Tes. '
3800. They would have more watercourses to cross than on the Wellington to AYerris Creek line ? Tes; 
and the line would be somewhat rougher, and more up and down.
3801. Mr. Shepherd.'] And more expensive in construction, I suppose ? A. little more. I questioned 
Mr. Stuart as to that point, and he thought it would be a little more expensive, but he considered that if 
a survey were carefully made it would not come to much more. There would be the bridge over tho 
Castlereagh Itivcr, at Gilgandra, an important crossing, and another higher up,
3802. Mr. Waison.] The Wellington to Werris Creek line will cost £3,207 per mile ;—do you think the 
alternative line would cost more than another £300 per mile, bringing it up roughly to £3,500 per mile?
I could not say without an estimate, but if any one told me it would cost a little more, without particulars,
I should reckon on an increase of about 10 per cent.
8803. Allowing that it would cost 10 per cent, more per mile, that would bring the cost of the 121 miles 
to £423,500 as against £'311.,000 ? And then you have to bear in mind that there are worse grades—L in 
60 as against 1 in 75.
3804. Mr. Stuart says that grade may be bettered ? Tes; we may even he able to reduce some of the'
1 in 75 grades on the submitted line. 1 do not wish to say anything against the line, but only to point 
out what are the facts. Tou have to cross a good many watercourses, and it is much more up and down 
than the Wellington to Werris Creek route. I think it is possible, if a survey were made, that thero 
would bo a greater aggregate of altitude to surmount.
3803. J)r. Giirran.'] There seems to be a prima facts case for this line in its greater shortness? No 
doubt.
38CM Looking at the map it seems that the line from Werris Creek comes very near Mundooran; suppose 
that insteml of going to Wellington we went from there to Gilgandra, through pretty good country, along 
the valley of the cretdc, wc should have almost as short a cross line from Curlewis to Gilgandra? It 
would be much the same.
3807. The line you have already surveyed does not cross so many creeks, nor has it so many ascents and 
descents as the proposed new line ? Yes.
3808. That would make a cross-country lino worth considering ? I am not at all sure what the character 
of the country would be on the southern side of the Castlereagh, Between Gilgandra and Mundooran,
1 am inclined to think it is rather rough.
3809. You have no surveyor’s report on that part ? No. I have no doubt the Werris Croeklino could be 
shortened at the AYerris Creek end by touching at Brecza—that is, if you wanted to shorten it.
8810. The AYellington to Werris Creek line, if we are simply intent on a cross-country line, ean be 
shortened without any engineering difficulties ? Tes.
3811. AYc are not shut up with the Wellington route as surveyed, and with tho Dubbo route as surveyed ?
They can be modified, ”
3812. The survey by Mr. Stuart lias, I suppose, only been a light survey ? It is only an exploration,’
He is an officer who is possessed of very good judgment; but there has been no actual survey.
3813. Do tho spurs of the Coooabarabran range come down as far as where he would go south of it ?
There aro spurs which run right down, but some of them flatten out. For instance, the divide between 
the Namoi and the Castlereagh continues right across from the Liverpool Bange to Coonabarabran, but 
it is very flat at some places.
3814. AVhere your proposed line crosses it is very low? Tes; that is to say, it is low, compared
with the surrounding country—about 2,000 feet above the sea. The rise to it is very gradual. From 
Bomera the rise is very little noticeable. ”
3815. Mr. IFkAoa.] Can you state why the survey from AYellington, which runs through Dunedoo,
Coolah, and up to the proposed AVollington to AYerris Creeit route, was abandoned? On account of 
expense. I i was anticipated that there would have to be ft tunnel at the upper end.
3816. That is, crossing between Coolah and the present survey ? A'es, The present survey is undoubtedly 
the cheapest line you can get through the district.
3817. The other day, in giving evidence, Mr. Garland, who is interested in the Mount Stewart mines, put 
forward that locality as an important one from a railway-traffic standpoint, and thought the line, if it 
remained, should bo diverted so as to go through Leadville, which the previous survey did ? If the question 
of making a cross-country connection ia put on one side, the proper way of serving that district would he 
by an extension from Mudgee through Gulgong, and then towards Dunedoo.
3818. That extension northwards of the Mudgee line would go very close to the district spoken of bv Mr.
Garlaud ? Yea; 1 believe you could go right into it without difficulty. - ’ ■

3819.
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H. Denno, 3gl9. Between Gulgong and Dunedoo tlierc seems to be a range running northward, which, apparently 
—A—“n it would be advisable to keep on the east side of ? I think you get through it, or round it, although X 

29 June,1900. uot ally ac;curate information.
8820. Do you remember how mu eh extra the line, as first surveyed, from 'Wellington to Coolah, and on 
to Werris Creek, was to cost, as compared with the present proposal? I do not think it has been 
accurately determined, A casual inspection of the section, however, will, I think, show that it is far 
inferior to the line submitted to tho Committee.
8821. And tvould be considerably more expensive? I tbink so ; and the grades are not so good. Between 
Coolab and tho part where the dotted line on the map joins on, there would be some difficulty in getting 
suitable grades, and there would probably have to be a tunnel.
3822. Ohairmani] What was the reason the survey from Wellington to Werris Creek was sent on to 
Werris Creek;—was it because there was a junction there, or was ic because the country was easier than 
that which could be obtained by a direct line to Curlewis ? It was considered that Werris Creek would 
be the proper point to aim at for the ^Northern line.
3823. Bor what reason was it looked upon as the proper point ? So as to make as short a connection as 
possible with biew England and the north.
3821. But a direct line to Curlewis would shorten the amount of construction ? Yes; there would be a 
difference. '
3825. Would it be necessary to have any of the appliances usual at junctions at Curlowis, if you functioned 
this cross-country line there ? I have no doubt it would.
3826. Would tho annual expense involved in providing them be greater than the annual expense involved 
through the greater length of construction ? X do not think you would save anything in annual expense, 
although tiie traffic expenses might be less; but I should say that, as regards maintenance and so on, 
the expense would be pretty nearly as great, on account of the grades and tho somewhat more uneven 
character of the line. Then, at Curlewis, if you made it a junction proper, and did not run your trains 
right through, you would bo bound at the end of a long line like that to have engine-sheds, a turn-table, 
and all the appliances you have at a junction. If you join at the gap, of course the trains will run right 
into Werris Creek.
3827. Mr. Watson.'] Mr. Stuart me.ntions in bis report the occurrence of pine on the more northerly 
route which be lias explored ;—could you ascertain the last point at which pine is met with going towards 
Curlewis ? There must be pine not very far from Curlewis, because in travelling along the borth-western 
line I have frequently seen pine brought in there. 1 think there are some saw-mills there.
3828. Mr. S?iepherd.~\ What is your opinion of Mr. Stuart’s suggestion and the alternative route ? It 
was not Mr. Stuart’s suggestion. I think it was suggested by ono of the traffic officers that that line 
might be examined.
3829. I do not think you arc iu favour of any junction with Gilgandra ; you expressed yourself rather 
strongly against it some time ago ? Yes ; 1 was under the impression then that it would be very difficult 
to cut across there with a decent line ; but Mr. Stuart’s report shows that a much better line can be got 
than was anticipated at that time. At the same time it is not so good a line as fhe other, as you sec by 
the grades, and tho up and down character of it, which Mr. Stuart describes. . By keeping further north, 
as bo docs, he gets into the ridgy country, and he has to negotiate that by curving round.

Henry Chamberlaine Bussell, C.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined:—
H.C. Jvimscll, 3830, Dr. Garrem.~\ As a general rule, the rainfall diminishes as wo go west? Yes.

C.M.G. 3831. A line from Werris Creek or Dubbo is a western-going line;—would your figures show a falling-off 
,at in a line, as between Werris Creek and Dubbo, sufficient to affect agriculture ? It would amount to some 

29 June,1900, inepeg going west. It would fall off 4 or o inches between Wends Creek and Dubbo. ■
3832. Can you give us the rainfall at points along the whole line? Yes ; 1 have taken the stations a little
west and a little east of those two points, and beginning at Molong we have an average rainfall of 30'37 
inches; Katella, 2 7‘44. inches; Wellington, 24'09 inches; Obley, 27‘66 inches; Dubbo, 23’26 inches; 
barromine, 2010 inches ; Wambangalong, 27‘74 inches ; Mundooran, 27'03 inches ; Cobrauraguy, 24'52 
inches; Goohli, 26'0S ; Coolah, 2O'90 : Wcetalibah, 23'90; Ulinda, 28'45 ; Silent Dale, 25'82. You will 
observe that I am carrying the records towards tho north-east over to Werris Creek. Blaekville, 30,72 ; 
Moan, 2810 ; Weblauds, 31'00; Gunnedah, 26'47 ; Tamworth, 2S'S2 ; Goonoo Goonoo, 26’03 ; Walla- 
badab, 31‘29; and Murrurundi, 32‘70. You will observe that the rainfall ranges from about 24 to 30 
inches going across from Dubbo to Werris Creek. ,
3833. The lowest figures you have given us arc 20 inches for Xarromine;—is that enough for wheat ?
Yes. ...
3834. And between either Wellington and Dubbo and Werris Creek the rainfall is between 24 and 30
inches ? Yes. • ... ... . .
3835. That is a good rainfall?' Yes; it is a satisfactory rain, and it improves going'eastward, as tho
land rises. _ _ _ _
3836. It has been suggested to us to push the line a little further north, and take it from Curlewis across 
to Gilgandra;—going northward would not make any material difference, 1 suppose? bo; in fact,some 
of the stations 1 have named are along that line.
3837. What is the rainfall of Curlewis? That is a little south of Gunnedah, close to Weblauds, where 
the rainfall is 3l'G0,
3838. What is the rainfall of Gilgandra, north of Dubbo ? 27'10 inches.
3839. And as between Curlewis and Gilgandra, we may say that the average is 23 or 24 inches? Yes. 
2840. Going north, is there any diminution ? Xot materially; the diminution going true north is slow.
3841. What is the rainfall for Coonabarabran ? 3TOO inches.
3842. Is it the hilly country which brings the rain there ? I have not the hills marked on the chart ; 
but, judging by the watercourses, they all ran out to nothing in that neighbourhood, and I take it that it 
must be on high land.
3843. Do you notice whether hills or forests mostly cause precipitation ? 1’orests do not seem to make
any difference if they are cut away. Eor instance, I have had places cleared out in the middle of forests, 
and.I find that the rain is no less than it is outside or in the forests; but rising to an elevation of about 
300 feet makes a difference of an inch of rain. 3844.
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3844. Taking that as an average, is this a. district much subject to drought? Hot so much subject to H. C.Untsell,
drought as places to the west of it. C.M^G.
3845. Some of the witnesses say they have hardly ever had a season near Wellington in which they could gg iqq'q
grow wheat? I know that the drought affects this part of the country less than it does that further west. ^ ' '
3846. Are there any places further east where it is more severe ? ATot that I am aware of.
3847. Why has Cassilis a heavier rainfall than Dubbo? Cassilis partakes of the coastal rain on the 
eastern slopes, and they get a good deal of rain on the Upper Hunter.
3848. Have the easterly gales we have had lately reached, as far west as Dubbo ? Tes; we have had a 
great deal of rain over the eastern half of the Colony.
3849. Does the rain get over easier where the range is low and flat? Yes, Speaking generally, the 
easterly rains do not cross the range at all, except in the Upper Hunter, for some reason—probably a 
geological one, tho material of the mountains being softer—the rain has cut away all the hills on the 
Upper Hunter, and the main range is lower there than it is either north or south of if.
3850. West of Cassilis tho rain gets over the range easily? Yes, They often get the easterly rains, 
which never reach the western part of the high lands.
3851. Does the rain in this.district fall seasonably for wheat 1 Fairly well. Of course drought will not 
be limited to any area; but it is less severe here than it is west of it.
3852. So far as droughts are concerned, they will come at any time of the year ? Yes.
3853. There ia no month in the year which can be said to be drought free ? Ko.

Charles McDoncll Stuart, Supervising Engineer, Kail way Construction Ernnch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined:—

3854. Jl/i*. Watson.'] You have recently been over tbe country between Gilgandra and Curlewis, and a
report which you presented has been handed in. Did you take particular notice of the timber on tho 
route ? Yes ; taking it right through it is hox country, and there are belts of iron-bark scattered through 
it. There is not much pine; but I think there is a sufficient amount of irou-bark on the line to 
sleeper it. '
3855. In the immediate vicinily of the line? Tes; but jou will not get many very big sticks in the 
immediate vicinity.
3856. The ironbark country seems to lie a little away from the line ? Yes* on the other side of the 
Castlereagh, towards Dubbo.
3857. Would the effect of having sufficient iron-bark in the immediate vicinity help to cheapen tho 
construction by saving the carriage of sleepers ? 1 think so.
3858. What about the pine ? There is not much of it,
3859. Are they not getting pine now from about Curlewis? Yes ; there is a saw-mill there.
3860. Would the railway give access to any great amount of pine some distance out of Curlewis? 1 
do not think so, because most of the pine they are getting at Curlewis is pretty close to it, and in the 
country through which tbe line goes there is not much pine to be seen—not close to the line.
3861. You do not think it will have any great influence on the traffic of the line ? fv’o.
3862. Did you form any opinion of what it would cost to bridge the Castlereagh twice, taking each 
instance separately ? Ko; but roughly speaking, 1 should say it will cost £30,000 for the two.
3863. Do you think the cost of construction, generally, would be very much greater than that of tbe 
Wellington to Werris Creek line? It would be more costly on account of those bridges.
3864. Apart from the bridges it would be much similar? Yes. tf anything, it would be a little more 
expensive. You have to cut through so much of the country at right angles to the watercourses.
3865. Is there likely to bo any difficulty in getting through the same brokcu country immediately east of 
the Castlereagh, where you cross it a second time.'’ Hot as much as I anticipated. You ean get valleys 
to run up, which take you over the divide.
3866. Looking at the country generally through which you went, do you think it would be likely to 
contribute much in the way of iratlic in agricultural produce for the line ? I think there is a great deal 
of good agricultural country—above tho average.
3807, Leaving out of account tbe cross-country-conned ion aspect of the lino, there would be some 
reasonable probability of gettiug traffic from the immediate vicinity of tbe line? T. tbink so.
3868. With the additional advantage of going closer to Coonabarabran as a centre ? Yes.
3869. Did you obtain any information as to tbe tenure of tbe land through which you went? There is 
not much of it purchased land. There is a lot of country to be thrown open, and most of the land held 
by squatters is held under lease.
3870. Did you go as near to Coonabarabran as you tbink it is possible to get in your suggested line ? You- 
get within 15 miles of it. Of course it is possible, by a good deal of lengthening, to got closer, without 
heavy work ; but it would mean a very great twist in the line.
3871. The country immediately around Coonabarabran does not contain large areas of good agricultural 
land? There is more good country about there than I thought there was. The road the Public Works 
Committee drove over goes through the worst bit.
3872. Anyhow, the good country about Coonabarabran would be tapped by a lino going within 15 miles of
it? Yes. *
3873. In your report you state that grades of 1 iu 60 could be obtained, and, possibly, by further exploration,
lower grades ? 1 es ; by lengthening out you could probably get a grade of 1 in 75.
3874. Would that add materially to tbe length ? Probably about 5 miles.
3875. Mr. Shepherd.] What is your opinion of the whole of tbe lino on which yon have reported ? As a 
line to suit farmers 1 think it is a very good line : but I do not think that there would be a great deal of 
traffic other than farming upon it.
3876. What advantage do you think it possesses over the line which the Committee has already examined ? 
The great advantage is in so much of the country not being alienated. Against that, you do not connect 
with two junctions already existing, which is a serious drawback.
3877. Do you think the country is equal to the country on the other line ? I do.
3878. What proportion do you suppose ip not alienated on that line ? More than double what there is
on the other line. 3879.

C. McD. 
Stuart.

29 Jane, 1900.
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3879. Do you think the line would be much more expensive to construct ? It would be more expensive 
per mile, owing principally to the cost of the two bridges over the Castlereagh.

■ 1000 r^e country itself, exclusive of the bridges, would be equal to the other line ? Dully equal to it.
’ ’ 3881. Is it not rather more hilly ? It is; but it is very good country for farming purposes.

3882. The timber, you say, is sufficiently good to provide sleepers ? Yes.
3883. And the country is better ? It is a particularly well-watered part of the Colony.
38Sd. Taking it altogether, how would the mileage compare with that of the other line ? This proposal is 
121 miles, and the other is a little over 159 miles, so that there is a saving of nearly 40 miles.
3885. Mr, McFarlanc.'] One of the reasons given for the construction of a cross-line between Werris 
Creek and Wellington is on account of traffic coming from the Northern line, and using it as a cross
line ;—how would tho Curlewis connection compare with the Wellington to Werris Creek line in respect 
of that? Ido not think it would compare well. If there is any through traffic people would prefer 
going from Werris Creek to Wellington.
3S3C5. Where do you think the bulk of Ihe traffic for tbe cross-line would come from—from the North
western or the Northern line ? I do not think there would be much traffic further than what the line 
itself developed. .
3887. Presuming there is traffic from the Northern line, in the event of the Curlewis-Dubbo lino being 
constructed, they would have to shunt at Werris Creek, and then at Curlewis ? Yes, or run the trains 
through from Werris Creek.
3888. Would that be looked upon by the Department as an inconvenience ? Of course, a double junction 
is always an inconvenient thing, unless you run from the one junction and run two trains.
38S9. What sort of country is there between Curlewis and Gilgandra ? It is all good, loamy soil—there 
is very little plain country. Most of it is open forest.
3890. Does it compare favourably with the country between Wellington and Werris Creek or Dubbo, for
agricultural purposes ? Tes. It is also equally good for grazing. . ■
3891. According to the map, the line to Curlewis crosses more water-courses;—are they of any importance ?
No. .
3892. Is any of the land subject to floods ? No. The watersheds do not extend to any great distance.
3893. Are there any serious obstacles to the construction of tbe railway ? No.
8894*. Chairman.'] Would tho cost of the alternative line be very much increased if you attempted to get 
a l-in-75 grade? I do not think so, further than that the total cost would be increased by the extra 
length ; but I do not tbink that tho cost per mile would be much more.
3895. In your report you speak of the tableland which you cross a little to tbe south of Coonabarabran;— 
is that a serious obstacle in the way of construction ? No.

■ 389(5. AYould you like to offer an opinion as to tbe amount of good land on tbe two alternative lines ;—
which do you think would have the more? I am of opinion that the Gilgandra to Curlewis route has 
the more.
3897. Mr. McFarlane.] Is there much settlement on the route ? No.
3898. Have you any further information to offer? Only that the junction, not being at Werris Creek, 
is a serious obstacle for the line. It makes it more of a cross-country line than anything else.
3899. Dr. Garran.] If the trains always ran straight ou to AYerris Crock that would not bo of so much 
importance? No.
3900. If the trains got in at Brecza they would all run to AYerris Creek ? Yres.
3901. 80 that that objection would not be of much importance? No.
3902. It would be an objection at the other end, at Gilgandra? Yes.
3903. Breeza, I suppose, is as good a starting-place as Curlewis ? Probably better. It is easier of access 
to tbe line. You would avoid a small range.
3904. And it would not be much longer? Not very much.
3905. Mr, Watson^] Some time ago the Committee suggested that the country out towards Cobborah 
should be opened up by an extension to the Mudgee line;—do you think that would be au expensive line ? 
The line, as laid out, is an expensive one.
390G. Do you think it could be improved ? It would have to be looked into before I could express an 
opinion. Of course, it could be improved by lengthening out, but you might lengthen too much.
3907. It looks as if a better route for tbe extension of tbe Mudgee line northwards would be to keep a1 
little easterly of Dunedoo, instead of making for Cobborah ? By doing that you would avoid the bad 
country before you get to Cobborah. Then, after you cross the Talbragar, you come to two other ranges, 
and you may be able to work through them.
3908. As far as serving the country generally is concerned, a line a little east of Dunedoo would do as 
well as one over towards Cobborah ? Yes; you would get the valley, and the Talbragar, Coolah and 
Mount Stuart traffic. I think you would serve as many people.
3909. Assuming that you went a little cast of Dunedoo, do you think there would bo any difficulty in 
getting up towards Binaway ? That is a bit of country we have never examined. Thero will be some 
difficulty, no doubt.
3910. Do you think Binaway would be as near as it would be advisable to go, consistent with economy,
towards Coonabarabran ? 1 think so.
3911. Do you cross a second time, with the suggested line, the Castlereagh above Binaway ? Yes, about
7 miles above it. .

O. McD. 
Stuart.
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TUESDAY, 3 JULY, 1900.

■Present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

Tbe lion. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
Tbe Hon. Andrew G-are an, LL.D. Pojsert Henry Lkvien, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.

Tbe Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

John Haynes, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined :—
3912. Chairman.1 How long have you re
five and six years. k _
3913. Will you favour the Committee with a statement of your views on this proposed Kailway from 
Wellington to Werris Creek ? Tes; 1 previously represented Mudgee. in that part of the country; but u ' 
on the rearrangement of the electorates I stood lor Wellington. 1 have had considerable experience of
the various country districts, both in a Parliamentary and in a journalistic sense; and I can say,from my 
own experience, that I have not found any other district make, in so short a space of time, such remarkable 
progress or development as the Wellington electorate has during the period I. have been the Member for 
it. That, of course, did not arise from the fact of my being the Parliamentary representative, but from 
a variety of causes, including the fact of tho magnificent rich lauds in that portion of the country 
becoming in part available for settlement. Just about tbe time that I was elected for Wellington, one 
very largo estate—the -N'anima estate—which cramped the development of the town, became, by reason 
of some financial changes, available for settlement, aud in a space of three or four years, I think, every 
acre of that laud has been taken up, and every acre of it fit for cultivation is under cultivation. That is 
within a small radius of the town of Wellington, and I know that that land under cultivation has given 
almost phenomenal returns of wheat. The development between Wellington and Kodangora—or as it 
was known then. Davisville—has been simply remarkable; in fact, it has been very much like what our 
experience has been in connection with the sudden opening of gold-fields. The whole of tho country 
has been put under the plough, and where I used to see cattle and sheep some years ago there is nothing 
now hut wheat-fields. The town of Wellington, for some reason or other, was up to that time like a tree 
that was girded with iron. By reason of the estate round about, the development of the town and 
district was cramped. Whilst on the one hand Orange, aud on the other hand Dubbo, developed, owing 
to the lauds there being open, Wellington was to a certain extent cramped; but when this estate was 
broken up, the development set iu. and simultaneously a very large area of Crown lands became available, 
and I know that no available lands have been 1 wenty-four hours unapplied for in that part; and in the 
great majority of cases there has been, I suppose, on au average, from ton to twenty applicants, and in 
many cases very many more, for every portion of the land. Great as lias been tho area of land rendered 
available, a very much vaster area of land is now falling in, to tho extent, I roughly estimate—within a 
short distance of Wellington, and which would affect the Wellington and Werris Creek railway—of not 
much less than 150,000 to 200,000 acres. Every day I have requests from people round about with 
regard to these areas of land which are falling in under the leasehold system—all the large estates round 
about, extending out towards Cobborah—and requisitions are being prepared at this very moment to have 
made available for settlement 40 or 50 miles of country, extending in the direction of Cobborah, which 
land has been applied for for scrub leases, and has been asked for for ordinary purposes of settlement. I 
think there are three estates of very large dimensions, the belter portions of which would be available 
for the plough and settlement in small areas by January next. 1 may say that the tenor of the whole of 
the requests that 1 have received from public meetings and otherwise, and also the tenor of the requisitions, 
is that the areas, which previously were to the utmost extent of the Act, should he reduced to 500 acres each, 
which fact shows that the district is esiimated by the people to be about the wealthiest and the best 
supplied with rainfall and natural advantages to be found. I may say that one gentleman who came to 
Wellington about seven years ago, and took up land in the vicinity of Wellington, was a Victorian farmer, 
who obtained an estate on which he has made a most successful competence, lie obtained tho estate, ho 
told me afterwards, owing to the dead condition of affairs about Wellington, at about one-third of its 
natural price. The farmer to whom I refer is Mr. Trevashis. In ono place, which is supplied now by a 
railway in another direction, but which is a fair sample of the wealth of the district in the locality of this 
railway, one small station alone last year paid £'2,Q0t) for ploughs purchased from one firm alone ; and a 
comparison has been made of the amount of revenue paid by one farmer w..o became possessed of laud 
which had been previously locked up. T find that a man farming 2(000 or J,5fi0 acres paid to the Railway 
Commissioners, in a year, for in and out traffic on agricultural implements and his own produce, more than 
was paid in the same year by the holder of the large pastoral leasehold area, consisting of 140,000 or
150,000 acres. I may say that all that land is practically of one quality, and I feel convinced that the 
country right through towards Cobborah, excepting a small porlion of it, will be a succession of farms 
which will require very many railway platforms for the accommodation of the produce. I may say, as 
indicating the reliability of my statement on this 2>°inL fhat one farm in the district of Wellington, at a 
place called Maryvalo, practically absorbs the whole trucking accommodation of the Railway-station, in 
consequence of the area of cultivation and the richness of the country. In the vicinity of Wellington— 
a portion of the country which would be served by this line—farming operations are carried on to Ihe' 
very mouth almost of one of the most stable gold-mines in New South Wales. That is at Eodangara, 
formerly known as Davisville. Recently a large area of this country was held under various kinds of 
reserves, and a porlion of the railway reserve, extending out from Wellington towards Eorbes or Earkes, 
was, through my instrumentality, at the request of the people, thrown open, and every acre of it was 
taken up in a single day. For the area of country lying between Wellington aud the north, which is now 
reserved to the extent, I think, of a mile on each side of the railway peg, a great fight has been going on 
for years, and I know from applications that bare been made that the whole of the land will be taken up, 
extending really right through to Cobborah, and that settlement will grow there. The tenor of all the letters

aadressed

presented Welling! on iu the Legislative Assembly ? Between J. Haynes. 
Esq,, M.r.
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■1. Iluvnej, 
Esq., M.I\

3 July, IflOO.

addressed to mefm-ji this great wheat district is in favour of opening uj> Uio hmd. Some lime hacli I opposed 
fhe action of Mr. Carruthers, when, as a member of the late Government, he brought in a Bill called “ The 
Lands lor Closer Settlement Bill,” and J opposed it on the ground that, taking tho AYellington district as a 
sample, there were thousands of acres of land of the best description locked up in various ways. T am 
justified in my statement by the fact that every acre opened to the people has been taken up, and these 
great areas are still open for a population which, in everr^ single instance, has been singularly prosperous. 
1 do not think, from my experience, that in any other part of New South Wales so many farmers, taken 
as a body, have been so signally successful in their operations as have those in tbe Welling! on district. 
If inquiry from the banking institutions were possible, I tbink it would be found that the farmers there 

tho total number almost—have not only redeemed themselves absolutely, but are in a most 
sound financial condition beyond their previous expenditure. In my opinion a great feature 
in the recommendation of this railway is the fact that for 20 or .30 miles outside Wellington a 
stubborn figbt is going on amongst tbe people for tbe purpose of preventing any sale of tho 
Crown lands in larger areas than 250, or at the outside 500, acres — that is, within 25 miles 
from AYellington. The Cobborah people have pointed out that there aro large areas of reserves 
w'hieh arc unnecessary, and which would be rendered immediately available, and the land, I believe, 
would pay magnificently if served in the way proposed by this railway. I do not sec that anv 
evidence has been taken in reference to the fact that beyond AYellington, in the direction of Yorbes anil 
Pnrkos, is one of the most remarkable and wealthy wdieat-growing table-lands, I think, to be found in New 
Month AYales—I mean in the direction of Curra Creek, out towards Cumnock—magnificent soil hitherto 
hold altogether against the people, but which is now7 becoming available for settlement, Tbe remarkable 
condition ol affairs in regard to AVellington is illustrated by the fact that all this land is now being taken 
up, that the trade of AYellington has more than quadrupled, and that the railway returns are enormous. 
On one side you find a town like Orange, with vast development, and on the other side a town like 
Dubbo; aud my opinion is that tbe cramped condition of AYellington is explained by the fact that, from a 
variety of causes, this land was held intact. On this land near Wellington being made available, we shall 
have another Dubbo at AYellington, but, in my opinion, a long way more prosperous than Dubbo, because 
of the better rainfall, the better climate, and so on.
d914. Ibis railway has been put forward, in tbe first instance, as a cross-country railway to connect Ihe 
Northern and the Western systems; you seem to regard it as being a railway, the construction of which 
would be justified from a developmental point of view—the opening up of the country !J Yes, a good 
deal. I eon fine my remarks up to tbe present to Cobborah, wdiieh is tbe most distant part of my 
electorate. T know a good bit of tbe country also from AYerris Creek this way, which, also, in my 
opinion, is magnificent land.
3915. ^ If the Northern line were not built, do you think it would be a wise thing to construct a line out in 
the direction proposed for tbe purpose of opening up that country ? I do think so. 1 think it is a terrible 
hardship for the people of the west to have to fight such prolonged battles in drought time. AYe know 
that in the northern districts, such as the Hunter, where I came from, the Upper Hunter, Armidale, and 
other parts, there are magnificent rainfalls, and produce is enormously plentiful; and it is a sad thing to 
find people in the west perishing because of the terrible difficulties in the way of carriage along the 
ordinary roads. I am positively aware of the fact that some of the station proprietors in the west—oven 
in the direction of tho Lachlan—although they have a railway, are, by reason of the distance, situated 
similarly to the people who would be served by this projected line. I know for certain that, in tbe face 
of such prolonged dry weather, they have boon unable to master tbe drought, solely by reason of the fact 
that, although produce was plentiful elsewhere, it could not reach them except at exorbitant figures.
3916. Do you think that there would be a considerable cross-country traffic in produce in time of 
drought ? Yes. Taking the last seven years of drought, I am certain that there would have been an 
enormous traffic of produce from the north on any line running between AYerris Creek and AYellington.
3917. Taking an ordinary fair season—one in which drought does not appear—what interchange in 
produce or commodities would there be along the line, then P AYe are sending, and would send, some of 
the produce of our district to the far west. Magnificent prices have been obtained by our farmers at 
AYellington by sales of produce sent to tbe far west,
3918. Do you anticipate that you would send similar produce across this line if it were built to tbe 
Northernline? Yes, 1 feel sure we should. Tho AA7"ellington produce has had a verv good market in 
Mydney, and practically there is a competitive market between Sydney and Bourke, so far as Wellington 
is concerned, and I am quite sure that we were unable to supply anything like the wants of the people 
of AYellington. It seems to me to be an extraordinary thing that huge loads of produce in bulk should 
come to the west, via Sydney, which, I presume, came from the north—it seems extraordinary that it 
should come by way of Bathurst, Orange, and AYellington on to the wesl, when tbe short stretch of country 
intervening could be traversed, and the rich northern country could be brought withiu reach of our torrid 
areas in the west.
3919. You think then that the produce of tho Northern district would be sent across this cross-country 
projection out to the west? I think a good deal would.
3920. AYhat produce would be sent the other way ;—would there be any return traffic ? Cattle would
travel a great deal. The cattle traffic has been enormous on our railways in that direction. In my 
opinion, the condition of the west beyond Dubbo is that of paralysis, and it appears to me to be chronic. 
Prom my experience of affairs out there, 1 think that the drought conditions have, from some cause or 
other, become permanent—probably from the cutting down of scrub, or from the fact that wo do not 
store any water. Por some reason we have reached a chronic condition of drought there, which is such an 
affliction that 1 think some extraordinary steps should be taken to connect these drought-stricken areas 
with areas that never ex])erienee these drouglit scourges. 1 know Armidale well, and ! see'there is a 
movement there ou behalf of the farmers to get a quick means of reaching a market in the west. Mv 
experience of tho two extremes—of the west and of the New England and Liverpool Plains table
land tells me that it would be a most statesmanlike and generous thing to provide some readier means 
than we have at the present time, whereby the people of tho west should he relieved from such terrible 
losses and terrible sufferings. I have recently travelled in the west, on a trip by myself, when I took 
particular notice of the surrounding districts, and I say that it appears to me that the time has. arrived 
when some extraordinary steps should be taken to save that country. ,

3921.
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•' 7i' J1?111E^lcat(;^!’n >,our °Peilinri thai 1,his line should liiive some connection—at any rate <T. Ha?™-?,
ln 'e,!r i,lre the^ Blayney-llarden line by constructing another link? Well, it might. It is 30 miles M.P. 
l0,ra1 _ c l!,gton to Orange hy a very good grade, except in one or two places which could be altered— 0 \lr 11'0 ^ es /llr^*icr lllayney ; but I am presuming that it might be found possible to run across the 11 '

c lingtou line towards Forbes or Parkes, and in that regard I referred to the tableland of Ourra Creek 
an urnwood. I have not the slightest doubt that a railway will ho eventuallv required out towards 
uumnocic and those parts, by reason of the richness of the soil, and the settlement going on there, and 
the country from Wellington out towards that district is surprising. It is indeed surprising to find, in so 
Q.ioo 'VlJ:iCe of ,tlme’ such a]1 enormous area of land under wheat cultivation.
'P'"2' ^e11 ®pe that there is a. fairly largo area between the Western line, and the proposed Dubbo- 
^oonamblc line on one side, and the .North and bTorth-western lines on the other;—do vou think that" 

that largo patch of land not now served by railway would be bettor served by an extension from Mudgee, 
or hy this proposed cross-country line ? In my opinion a great country would be served, and great traffic 
munj v develoPcd>lf a ™ilway were continued from Mudgee to junction with this line at Cobborah. 

i o*IEean ^ oinstruct the Wellington-Werris Creek line and then have an extension to it from 
luclgee f i mean that if the line were constructed from Wellington to Werris Creek it would be wise 

to have an extension from Mudgee to serve that country. I think that a railway from Mudgee to Gulgong 
was approved. That is a very rich stretch of country. ”
3921. Do you think that the construction of the Wellington-Werris Creek line would bring about a 
material change m the character of the operations going on in that country now ? Yes, I feel sure of it. 
iiy Paas°n t°r saying so is this : we have no district south of jScweastle, on the coast or inland, which can 
provide the distant arid west with tho produce which is essential!v necessary for the successful working of 
the west. W e have not, for instance, south of Sydney, any district like that of Armidale, Glen Imie**, 
a portion of the valley of the Hunter, nor have we any district like the North Coast. The western 
i islnct, by reason ot its distance, and also by reason of our present railway system, is practically isolate 
rom those rich areas of the country which never have any experience of a 'year’s drought, and I have 

other *al ^ 10 notIce ^ia'; ^le carriage of produce produced a corresponding traffic back in some form or

'^'i^Tv'^'' Gytvwi.] Has not the arid west drawn very heavily ou all the good country between Orange
and JNarroimiie . I do not look upon Orange as being a very productive district in regard to fodder, I 
think it is pretty well tied up in providing for its own needs.' Orange and Bathurst are districts that do 
no glow anything to any extent beyond that. The development that is going on in our district, from 
-Narromine down, is, in my opinion, for au export trade. The great effort being made now is for the 
purpose of growing wheat. We make fodder only when tbe season looks adverse or the market is fallinf 
considerably. Then the wheatfields are generally put under the machine and the crop is converted into 
chan: or iodder.
J92G. But has not the great demand for fodder made it pay better to grow hay sometimes, than to grow 

C-1 * , 8 . daJ'esay ’n drought lime it has, bat at that lime, although it is to some extent against
the interests ot my district, I say that it is a great handicap for the people of the west to be forced to nay 
ooo-nC-iflrlCiCS ™r Produce w'leri’t is so plentiful and cheap in other parts of the country. *

But has not this demand in the west been parr, of the cause of the prosperity of Wellington ? I 
do not think so. I do not think that the prosperity of Wellington has arisen in that wav at all. There 
are only some very largo farmers, such as Mr. Barton and two or three others, who have, in a sense, 
catered for the west. Most of the farmers have gone in for wheat-growing,
di)2S, You say that you had paid some attention to this western country^—do you think it pays better
to send the stock to the grass, or to send fodder to the slock?* Well, it large!v depends on 
circumstances. o , i

^^ausea mL1(dl disputed point amongst witnesses we have had—practical men seem 
in (filler f U el I, it produce is available at all at reasonable prices, from what I cau learn 1 should say that 
squatters prefer keeping their stock at home. '
3930, We have been told by several witnesses—practical men—that even if we had railways goinw into 
the west abundantly, it would be simply impossible for the east to take all the stock from" the starving 

t‘jat ,ere'n'°u'd n°t he sufficient room there for grazing them? 1 daresay that is so. One of 
the taing8 that has to be considered is where are you going to put them.

i£ we cannot save the lives of tho sheep by sending them to the east, the onlv way to save 
owl wM8 ^ SElld‘nS f°od west to them ? A reciprocal arrangement, to some extent. "

’* elJ’ sny> half and half;—will it pay to keep alive the average kind of sheep that are depastured 
in the west by giving them imported food—1 do not say a few stud stock, but a whole flock ? 1 cannot 
give a definite answer on that point. One very extensive squatter in the Condobolin district told me that 
flocks^r°SIK;TRf V6ry ^CCJ( e^ 'V w*ien theT were able to obtain produce by train, and could feed their

3933. How fai was he from a railway ? Not very far—about 10 miles.
<J934'. Then be had very little cartage? Yes.
wns^great ^ ^ pr0(luce clieaP!y? Ves, comparatively cheaply; but the distance it was brought

3936. While, m connection with this cross-country line, one of the recommendations is that it would give 
access for eastern fodder to the western arid lands, do you know what it would cost per head to get the 
•jno-P ™ t“ere 13 feed? I cannot give you definite information on that point.
3937. If it will not pay to take the sheep, there is an end to fhe trade ? The fact is, that a number of
the squatters, by reason of the situation, preferred to travel the sheep. I know it paid them enormously 
to travel them by tram, although the difficulty and the cost were great. But the means of quick transit 
have not been available m tins direction. ] have not the slightest doubt that, in a dry time, we should see
, s,r“t bu'k 0.f °'lr western stock taken to the north, where the country is good. I knew the district 

about -New England well for many years, and 1 know that the squatters out in the west, and stock-owners 
generally lamented the fact that only certain districts could he reached by rail at all, and they were very
sorry that they could not get their stock up to tho north. > J 7
3938 Take the line to Bourke-all the stations 30 to 50 miles to the west of that line are within easy 
reach, pastorally speaking, of that railway ? Yes. J

43—U 3939.
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J. Haynos, 3039. They could all have sent their stock, hut did they send their stock away and try to save them all ? 
Jfaq., M.P. j^0, because every available portion of country open at that time was taken, but the country that was
r"—"w not available by the railway was not reachable. It would hawllv pay them to take them by the present 3 July, 1900. ^ J ’ /

3910. But if the country were already fully stocked with starving sheep that could get there, where.was 
the chance, even if you made a railway, for the rest of the slice]) P This line would open up an entirely 
new area of country, which hitherto has not been of any use to our pastoralists in the west, .
3911. Worne of the evidence taken by the Sectional Committee shows that a great deal of starving stock
was sent from between Wellington.and AVhrris Creek V Tso doubt; but not nearly so much, as might be. 
3943. Which country are you referring to as being opened up? "Werris Creek. To most people it 
seems ridiculous to think that it would pay to train starving stock ; but it is a fact, nevertheless. But I 
know that the difficulties in the way of removing slock to the north country from the west, at present, aro 
so great that people have practie,ally given it np, I know that the demand for the lower portions of the 
Wellington electorate—where there is a pretty good rainfall—on the Macquarie Biver, has been so great 
that tlic holders of land there have made considerable sums of money by reason of the fact that stock 
could not be taken elsewhere at anything like a paying rate. _ ,
3913. Well, if wo are going to make the railway to pay, and part of its revenue is to come from starving 
stock, we have to see that it will pay to take the starving stock ? Yes, undoubtedly. . _
3941. At present, the Hallway Commissioners take it at a price that barely covers the cost of taking it? 
That is true. , , ,
3945. So that if they get all that traffic, perhaps there will be no great profit, but only an indirect gain 
by keeping tbe stock alive? 1 do not regard the conveyance of stock by train as satisfactory in regard 
to t]ie returns.
3946. It appears that this laud is so good that if the proposed railway were made an immense area now 
under pasture would go under agriculture? Yes.
3947. If so, it would not be of much use for starving stock ? Undoubtedly. I do not lay much stress on
the value of this land as stock-carrying land, but my contention is that the development of farming would 
he so great that the backwards and forwards traffic on that account would pay the railway. The travelling 
of stock at a time of drought may occupy the railways, but, in my opinion, it is in itself a condemnation 
of a system whereby people are located in a place where they cannot feed their stock. . i

■ 3948. One of the strong arguments put before us on behalf of these railways is that they will he available
for starving stock ? But I would not recommend the construction of this line on that ground alone. .
3949. You recommend the line for the purpose of settling the country with honafiie tillers of the soil ? 
Precisely. And I do not think I should be dealing solely with imagination were I to say that if the 
whole of the land from AYellington to AYerris Creek were rendered available for cultivation—the distant 
parts in rather longer sections in order to combine grazing on a small scale with farming—every acre of 
it would be taken up within one week; I mean adjacent to the railway, within 10 or 20 miles.
3950. How far from AYellington does this prosperous farming now reach ? 'There is a succession of
farms, with a very slight break of brush country, all the way to Cobborah. . _
3951. How far is that P About, 55 miles. A. singular thing in connection with this country was, that at 
tho time I wont touring the district, after tho new arrangement of the electorates, I took one of tho 
persons who is thoroughly acquainted with the locality, and we found ourselve completely bushed by 
reason of the fact of tho opening of so many roads, and the closing and the fencing of different portions; 
the settlement had become so enormous, and the farms continuous. There is only one other part, of New 
South AYales that, in my opinion, compares with it, and that is the district around Bogan Gate. The 
settlement out there reminds me of the time of the gold rushes, because it is an unusual thing to see such 
activity aud development in what are called agricultural areas; but this country is one succession of farms, 
and the farmers are prosperous men, too.
3952. Our evidence generally is to the effect that an agriculturist cannot prosper much more than 20
miles from a railway station—that he ought; not to take more than one day to go in, and como 
out', but you say that tho men in vour district go 40 or 50 miles ? They take different routes. Some of 
our wheat is carted all tbe way from Spicer's Creek to Mudgee—that is, from 45 to 55 miies. A great 
deni of our wheat supplies the Gulgong and Mudgee mills. _
3953. How far do farming operations go west of AYerris Creek, ou that route? A good portion of
the district, X should say, from what I can recollect of what I saw when travelling over it on horseback as a 
newspaper reporter ; and I thought then that the country looked capital. ^
3954. Which would be the better for tbe district lying between the AVestern line and the Horth-western
line, at present—to make a cross-country line, or to extend tho Mudgee line to the Northern line? X 
maintain that the Mudgee line must he extended, but I say that an extension from our "Western line, at 
some point or other, is inevitable. _
3953. If the Mudgee line were extended, it would go between the other two lines, and it would draw 
everything from,say, 20 miles north of its terminus, wherever that was? But as far as 1 can seel do not 
think that there would be any justification for it at the present time, seeing that a railway has been determined 
upon between Dubbo and Coonamble. I do not think that any extension beyond Cobborah would pay, 
because I believe that that is exclusively pastoral country. But the proposed lino to AYerris Creek keeps 
within a very well-watered portion of our country, I wish to impress on the Committee the fact that, 
as the result of fanning in these, districts, one farmer alone in our district has paid regularly for some years 
past to the Bail way Commissioners, for the carriage of his produce and agricultural implements, although 
he holds only 1,000 acres, more than has been paid per annum by tbe holder of the adjoining pastoral 
leasehold of 130,000 acres. _
3956. That is a very strong argument in favour of close settlement in good districts, hut you could not
do that in a good district P No ; ami I do not think it would be justifiable. _
3957. If the existing railway line serves the purposes of farmers for 20 miles out, and the AYerris Creek 
station serves them for 20 miles out at the other end. it is the middle part of this projected line that 
would be most useful? A'es, undoubtedly. I do not say that tbe construction of a railway very much 
west of Cobborah would be justified by what are called produce returns, because the drought conditions 
commence not very far out of Cobborah to the west. But the country intervening between Wellington 
and Cobborah must be served by a railway immediately, because the public cannot stand the handicap
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they have now. The enormous cost of roads is such as to afflict the State treasury with a huge expenditure,
and the price of produce is so great, because the cost of carriage is so great. A farmer has to cart his 'A ^
stuff such along distance, and the country is all volcanic soil, and, consequently, very soft; and the 3
necessary expenditure on roads is very great. I feel sure that, with the exception of a very short interval
of naturally barren country—I tbink it is ironbark country—tbe whole of the railway lino from \Y ellington
to Werris Creek would pass through a succession of farms. <
3958. Another point is that it does not pay at present to make our railways so close to one another ? I 
admit that.
3959. Wo want to hit the intervening country between our lines as much as possible, and do the greatest
good to tho greatest number ? Exactly. _ _
3900. This line from Werris Creek to Cobborah would run pretty close to a lino from AY ellington to 
Grilgandra ? Of course the character of the country there is totally different, and the pursuits of tho 
people are different. Beyond Dubbo, except when you get to .Narromine, the paying avocations, so far as 
immediate returns aro concerned, cease.
39G1. But we are told that we may expect cultivation as far as Gilgandra, at least, if not as far as Gular- 
gambone ; the country does not get purely pastoral until we come in sight of Coonamble, almost ? There 
is no doubt that that railway hue would serve a district, but it would etill leave our portion unserved.
3992. But what I want to know is, would not a line from Mudgee north be more midway between the 
two lines than the line from Wellington to Mundooran ? It would serve an area of country, but J. do not 
think it would pay to go much beyond Cobborah at tbe presenttime.
3963, Well, if it would not pay to go beyond Cobborah, why would the Wellington lino pay to go 
beyond Cobborah ? I mean in that distiiet. I am keeping pretty well to the rain-fed country.
SOdd. But if a line were made from Mudgee, or from Gulgong, north, would it not strike the route of 
this cross-country line somewhere north of Coolah ? It would no doubt serve good country, but I do 
not think that that country is equal to tbe other.
3965. Would it not open up a much larger area of country than a mere cross-country line would ? I do 
not think so, as regards country that would be lit for cultivation—such returns as we get now from 
between Geuiie ami Dubbo.
3966. How far is Cobborah from Dubbo in a practicable way by road ? About 50 miles.
3967. Where do the Cobborah farmers send their wheat to now ? I think they try to reach Dubbo and 
different places.
3968. Dubbo is their nearest station, I suppose ? Dubbo is one of their stations, but I think that the
most of their wheat goes to Gulgong and Mudgee. _ '
3969. Is it not a much longer route to Gulgong than to Mudgee ? I think that it is. 'There is a belter 
market at Wellington.
3970. But there is a shorter railage to Sydney from Mudgee ? Yes.
3971. 8o there would he an inducement for them to go to Mudgee F Yes.
3972. But the country you speak of as being so lapidly settled now would be really served if a line were 
made from Wellington to Cobborah ? Yes—that is one portion, I say that that would pay immediately.
3973. Merely a eockspur line F Yes, undoubtedly, j think it would bo one of tho best paying lines in 
Jfew South \V'ales.
3974. Tou know that, as a rule, eockspur lines do not pay—that they have failed in Victoria very largely ?
They may have failed in Victoria, but they would not fail in this district.
3975. You think that tho line would be so woll patronised fhat it would pay within two or three years F .
I am certain that it would pay from tho opening It is astonishing how much produce comes from that 
district. _
3976. Mr. McFarlane.] In the event of the proposed line being constructed, do you think thero would
be a large cross-country traffic ? 1 tbink there would be a great traffic. Tho system that we have now
on cue line over that great barrier—the Blue Mountains—does materially hamper tho development of 
the west.
3977. What direction would the traffic principally come from ? I think the northern traffic from 
Queensland aud those parts would come down to New South Wales.
3978. Would there be inucli traffic between the New England district and tho Western line? I think 
so. I am fully convinced that the whole of the development of the west has been seriously hampered by 
reason of the fact that everything has to be brought down to Sydney from the interior in tho north, and 
then from Sydney out into the west.
3979. Have you a good knowledge of the country between Werris Creek and Wellington i’ A pretty 
good knowledge.
3980. What should you class the country generally as? I think that, on the whole, farming and small 
pastoral work would be carried on.
3981. Do you think that a large proportion of the land is suitable for cultivation ? A very good 
proportion of it is.
3982. Do you think that the opening of the railway would have the effect of placing that land under 
cultivation? Yes; I think it would. 1 do not think there aro many districts in New South Wales so 
overrun as Wellington is by people from Yictoria and other parts waiting for land. I have been very 
much disgusted at the fact of men having to spend £23 to £30 in looking for land, and then 
getting none.
3983. Does that happen frequently in that part? It happens at all times when land is rendered available 
in the Wellington district.
3984. Do you know the character of tho available Crown lands between Wellington and Werris Creek ?
There are great areas of Crown land available for combined farming, such as is now being carried on in 
our district—wheat-growing and sheep-raising.
3985. Do you tbink it would pay to cultivate wheat in that area if this railway were constructed ? 
provided that facilities were given for shipment. Four or five years ago, when I first went to Wellington, 
the freight charge on wheat was pretty considerable ; but tbe Bailway Commissioners undertook to reduce 
it fully one-third, if not one-half, if we could arrange to have largo consignments going at the same time, 
and I think development is in that direction. At the present time you may see at the Wellington station u 
most extraordinary state of things—tho storage of enormous quantities of wheat that cannot find an

outlet
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Esq me! °U!1ict ^ reafon ra’l"‘ay arrangements; and in the town of Wellington the sight round about the
1 is something painful to auy one who knows how development must go on,

3 July, 1900., 18 ^e principal wheat market at present for the farmers round about Wellington ? Sydney,
largely. AY e sold a great quantity of wheat, to be sent to Adelaide, the year before last, 1 think, and 
also to bo sent to Melbourne. T think that our anticipated return for this year was (100,0Q0 bushels. 
3987. blocs much produce go to the west f Yes ; a great deal, when it pays the farmer. 
dOSS. ihe proposed line would pass through large areas of freehold laud ? Y'es—that is to sav, as far as
Cobborah. "
3‘J89. And various other places also? It goes through freehold land ; but that is in small areas. The 
line from AVeilington to Cobborah, iu my opinion, is the portion w'hicii would sustain the paying character 
ot the railway line right through,
d!)t)0, I am not speaking particularly about tbe country between AYellington and Cobborah ; but in many 
parts the holdings arc large.—do you think if the railway were constructed it would have the effect of 
inducing the holders of those large areas to subdivide their properly into small agricultural areas? That 
has been the experience so lar. AVhere railways have goue the land has been thrown open and

J99L. Chairman!] Is thero anything you would like to add ? 1 should like to say that I understand that
a very strong approval of this line comes from the Queensland people in connection with h’ederal 
considerations.
3992. Is that in view of the transference of cattle to southern markets? I think there will be a good 

^ ^ kke fo urge on the Committee the fact that if a glance be taken at the condition
or affairs at the present time it will be seen that our trunk line of railway, connecting with the rich areas 
ot the north, being by way of Sydney, and across tbe natural barrier of this country, the Blue Mountains, 
is a serious permanent handicap to independent development in the west. Why people should be 
compelled to use arailway line coming by way of Kewcastle, Gosford, Sydney, and tho Blue Mountains, 
when they could come across country from the table-land on the north, to the west, I cannot understand. 
1 could understand the country continuing in that condition if it were necessary, owing to its not having 
enough population, or sufficient financial strength, to construct the proposed' line. But, 1 think, that 
tins line is justifiable on the ground that it will bring the drought-stricken west into connection with the 
northern district. Although the conveyance of starving stock on our railway lines may give a certain 
amount ot return for the time being, l think that, to a large extent, it hampers railway development. It, 
most undoubtedly, affects the pastoral industry in the west, and I do uot soe how we can get rid of what 
we suffer from in the west year after year, except by having a new lino of railway connecting us as 
quickly and cheaply as possible with the north. AVhy the people in the west, who have to tight under 
conditions not experienced in oilier parts of Yew South AYYdes, should be compelled to use a railway lino 
coming via Sydney and the Blue Mountains, is a thing which, on being investigated, cannot justify its 
continuance. I am not moving in regard to this railway project merely by reason of the fact that I 
am the Member for AVeilington. In cases of this kind I take a much broader view. I say that the 
condition of the people m ihe west—Narromine, and those parts—is such that they deserve the 
most earnest and generous consideration from those vho control tho affairs of the country, and, in 
inv opinion, there is no means of affoiding them relief, except by giving them quick communication 
with the norm, iu the wav proposed, 'the cost of bringing trains over the Blue Mountains, to the west, is 
astounding,and, together with the congested state of the traHie, sometimes, is a tremendous handicap. I think 
that the people of the west, as well as lliose in the north, have a right to special consideration. AVithout 
this line the people in the north are handicapped as much as we in the west. aro. What market have the 
people of Armidale and places in that district, J know that the riches of the country round about 
Armidale are practically undeveloped by reason of the fact that (lie people there have such a poor market, 
ihe people of Armidale and thoso parts arc compelled to compete in a market that is served by the 
enormously rich district of the valley of the Hunter, and the coastal districts. AYe have a market for their 
produce in tho west, aud it seems to me the most monstrous thing that they should be compelled to send 
their produce by way of Newcastle, Gosford, and Sydney, when attempting to reach the market in the 
west. My experience is that produce of one kind is never carried without produce of another bind being 
obtained tor the return journey. It is a huge satire on the railway system of this Colony, as we have 
experienced during the last five or six years particularly, that a man travelling west should see a continuous 
succession of costly railway trains carrying starving stock. It seems to me to be a monstrous thing that 
the railway should be devoted to that purpose, ami it is ridiculous to assume that it is not done at tho 
cost of the ordinary running of the railway. To cater for that trade ! am sure that the trains are run at 
a price at winch they would not he run for ordinary produce, and I think that that paralyses the whole 
development of Ihe west. In travelling from Bathurst to AVcilinglon, at every small station whore there 
is a aiding you will find a double-engined train-load of stock, and a little later in the day vou will see 
engines running with enormous empty trains to the nest. That seems to me to be radically wrong. Any 
man travelling at the present time—and especially people living adjacent to the railway line, from Dubbo 

™ie condition of affairs in which our people are striving to make a living, which condition of 
affairs is not creditable to those who manage the public affairs in New South AYTales, and which cannot ho 
allowed to continue. People arc in such siraits there that it is abominable, and it arises from the fact 
that they are shut out from tho oases of the north, which have not had an experience of the drought for 
the hist htty years, so far as my reading or experience goes. I object to Newcastle being the funnel for 
our communication with the north just as much as 1 object to Sydney on the same ground. I think thero 
is no escaping from the fact that the proposed line should be constructed from either Dubbo or AYellington, 
but m my opinion it should be from AYellington, because the country for one-third of its condition is such as 
would make tho railway line pay immediately from ils construction. If one farmer alone is able to sustain 
the tratke of one railway station outside Wellington, I think the same thing might be expected from other 
farmers. If it were possible for the Committee to have special reports made on the character of tho 
country,! would be glad, aud, if the inquiry does not close immediately, I will deem it mvduty, to furnish 
tho Committee with all fhe data possible iu connection with the matter.

John
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John Connelly, storekeeper, "Wellington, sworn, and examined:—
3993. Sir. Shepherd.] "What arc you ? I was an hotelkeeper in Wellington for about nine years; but I J. Connelly, 
have a little store at 'Wellington now, I desire to speak in regard to the growth of the town, Being at /—A—
the “Royal Hotel*,” I know a lot of commercial travellers, and they often told me they thought it 3 Inly, 1900.
would be a good thing if there were a line of railway from Werris Creek to Wellington, because 
it would save them a lot of trouble in having to go to Sydney and to come up the Western line to Bourke, 
and other places where they did business, ”
399i. Have you been long resident in Wellington ? Ten years.
3995. Would you kindly make a statement giving your opinion as to tbe advantages to be derived from 
the proposed railway from Wellington to Werris Creek I have been out 15 or 20 miles along the
proposed line, and the land appears to me to be very good all through. It is a great farming district, and
i know a lot of people who want land there at the present time. In dry seasons a lot of sheep como
down from the northern part, where there is no grass or water, and the people lose a lot of the sheep in 
coining through. Sometimes they get as far as Forbes, and have to be sold there at a very small price, 
owing to so many dying on the road. The people told me that if they had a railway, and could truck the 
sheep, they could get them through much more easily and quickly. The town of AVeilington has, 1 think, 
improved 50 per cent, in ten years, and I honestly think that the proposed line would pay very well.
399G. Are you acquainted only with the country for about 15 miles from Wellington f Fifteen or 20 
miles out.
3997. Not beyond that? No. But I have been to Werris Creek once.
3998. You have formed your opinion only from hearsay ? From what I have seen myself for 20 miles
out, I know that to be very good agricultural country. * *
3999. You see that 15 miles ean hardly be taken inro consideration, because that is already served by the 
line passing through Wellington; you may count 20 miles from Werris Creek and 20 miles from 
AVeilington as being already served iiy railway;. it is the immediate country we want to deal with, and to 
find out whether it is likely to support a railway or not ? In the direction from AVeilington to Parkes, I 
have been about 30 miles along that way, and part of that country is good farming land.
4000. What proportion would you class as good agricultural land within that 30 miles ? Three-quarters 
of it, I suppose.
4001. You have never been right along the proposed line ? No.
4002. Do you know' anything about AVerris Creek ? Yes, I have been there; but as far as I could see
from the railway, or Irom the station itself, thero seemed to be nice level country for miles towards
AVeilington.
4003. You have not been along the proposed line from AVerris Creek ? No.
4004. You know only what you have seen from tbe train ? That is all.
4005. Is there anything else you can think of that would assist the Committee in coming to a decision
about the proposed railway ? I think it would be a very good thing for the district, and also for the 
country at large, if wchad a railway to get stock even from Queensland to "Melbourne. A lot of fat stock 
comes from that direction in good seasons, and the cattle get poor through travelling by toad so far, and 
it would be better for them lo travel by rail. "
4906. Are many starving stock sent in’dry seasons to the district of AVeilington ? The year before last 
there was a great number. *
4U07. You know wliat districts they came from ? They came from Bourke and places to the north of 
Bourke. ■ ‘
4008. Have you heard of very many losses in travelling starving sheep long distances? Yes, I have— 
travelling them along the road.
4009. That is, where there is no feed ? Yes.
4010. So with quick transit by railway sheep would often bo saved? A"!es.
4011. Do you know the country round Dubbo ? Not well.
401T So that you are really able to give an opinion only in regard to something like 30 miles along the 
line from AVeilington ? Yes ; about 8 miles out there is a very good gold mine.
4013. Have you been any distance on cither side of the proposed line? I have been all round that 
country to about a distance of 13 or 20 mijes.
4014. And it is fairly good country lor a considerable distance on each side of the line? Yes ; and further 
out it is pretty well all farming country, and there are very good farms, too.

THURSDAY, 5 JULY, 1900.

’ WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lln.uesay Cu.-uvroitD Siieiuiero, John CintistrAN AVatson, Esq.
The lion. Solomon Herdert Utah. Robert Henry Levikx, Esq. ’

John McFarlane, Esq. .

Tho Committee further considered tbe expediency of constructing a line of Railway from AVellinMon to
AVerris Creek. &

Robert Edward Jones, M.I.C.E., District Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public AVorks,
sworn, and examined:—

401$. Mr. McFarlane.] I understand you have furnished reports in connection with the proposed line R. E. Jones, 
fronyAVellington to AVerris Creek and other lines ? Yes ; I! reported on the AVeilington to AVerris Creek M J.C.E. ’ 
line in 1890, and on tbe alternative scheme—Dubbo to AVerris Creek. My instructions were to report /~ a—. 
ou various proposed railways, giving access to the north-western country and cross-lines from Young SJuly, ]900. 
to Dubbo or AVeilington, as the case might be, and on to AVerris Creek—in all about 2,000 miles of railway 
flcneiriGs. This work 1 undertook in 1S90, and completed my report in June^lSOL "With regard to the 
AVeilington to AVerris Creek railway, 1 had only my own estimate to go upon for a heavier line than is

now
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E. E. Jones, now contemplated. My estimate was £801,700 for aline 146 miles long. I understand that in regard to 
,M.I.C.E, |jje proposal before the Committee the estimate is something over £500,000. My reports on tho two

u^TuT^igob ^nes are as ^mv:—
' Wellington to Wenis Creek ; lengtli, I4G miles; estimated cost, £S0t,TOO*

Having dealt with the various proposals to connect the Southern and Western main linos, I now come to what may 
be termed a continuation of this connection to join the northern portion of our railway system. The project under 
consideration commences at Wellington, proceeds tin. Spicer's Creek, Denison Town, and Coolah, to Breeza Cap, near the
junction of the North-western and Northern lines at Werris Creek. 

The country passed through for 70 miles is (except a small po:i country passed through for 70 miles is (except a small portion near Cobborah) of a fertile character, much of it 
fit for the production of cereals. In the neighbourhood of Wellington especially, the soil is deep red volcanic, so suited 
for wheat-grou ing.

There is considerable settlement on Mitchell's and Spicer’s Creeks, the latter IS miles from \> ellington.
At Dapper or Sandy Creek (20 miles) there is cultivation and several selectors. At fISfc miles the proposed line from 

Mudgee to Coonamble is crossed, the tow nship of Cobborah lieing 5| miles to the west. At 40 iHmedoo ia reached. It is 
a township on paper only. The Talbragar Valley is hero entered, the river being crossed near Denison J own, an improving 
place, due, no doubt, to the existence of the Mount Stewart and other silver-mines in course of development, 3 miles 
beyond the township. , ,

Coolah is reached at 711 miles from Wellington, A few miles of hilly and rough country are then traversed before 
entering the Liverpool Plains, where the line passes through the well-known runs, Bmna, Oakcy Creek, Bomera, Trunkey, 
&c., on to the North-western line at Brecza Gap. ... , i u-

The cultivated laud ceases at Coolah. The soil on the Liverpool Plains is rich enough to produce almost anything ; 
but there is a lack of permanent water.

At Mitchell's Creek, 7 miles from Wellington, there is a gold-mining company employing a large number of men 
The silver-minea too at Mount Stewart appear to be progressing, but the permanency of the field can scarcely bo termed 
proved. There is also an outcrop of coal at several points on the route.

The traffioable area includes 2,717,(2(5 acres, but of this quantity, 1,340,470 would also be served by a hue from 
Mudgee to Coonamble. I will therefore give the two sets of figures :— _

Wollmcton line (sole) (-^Alienated, (513,584 acres ; Crown lands, 727,072, including 151,010 acres reserved. ^ ^
Joinf with a line from Mudgee to Coonamble ; alienated, 412,524 ; unalienated, 933,916 acres, inclusive, of 2(iS,l 59 

of reserves.
Cultivated areEi for Weiris Creole line (sole) o,657 acres, ami jointly with the Mudgec-Cooiia.mhlc line, 4, j57 acres. 
Population on route, exclusive of Wellington, hut including Coonaharahiein, 5,001), but, of this number, 3,800 ‘would 

be served also by n line from Mudgee to Connamblc,
‘Ballast would not be diificnlt to obtain.
Sleepers would, however, have to be brought from the iron-bark forests at the back of Cobborah. ^
No expensive bridges would be needed.
There are objectiunablo grides of 1 in 40 at several points upon the line, and, although considerable improvement 

can often be made bv a revised survey, in this case I aiu afraid little can be eflccted, owing to the hilly nature of the 
country, especially near Coolah. t , . . . _

With respect to tiathc, 1 apprehend that local requirements, although of an increasing character, cannc^be looked 
upon as likely to produce much revenue. At present, two-thirds of the traffic goes to Mudgee, remainder to cllingtOBj 
Quirindi, and Gunnedah. _ . .

Should a line be made to Mudgee, either from Coonamble or Dubbo, it would absorb nearly all the local traffic, being 
the shortest route to Sidney. On the other hand, if the Coonamble-Mnswellbrook scheme were adopted, the trend of 
traffic would bo towards Newcastle. . . , , . . .

The value of n, cross hud to Werris Creek is marc especially due to the facilities it affords for intercommunication 
between the different sections of our railway system, and thus creating jucreascd traffic. ,

It is a midway connection, thereby insuring a great saving in distance over the existing routes. Taking n ellington 
and Werris Creek as common points, I find there is a gain of 35i2 miles compared with the present railway journey,
rtfi Sydney. , , a i i -t

Should the line from Collar to Broken Kill be made, tbe Wellington-Werris Creek cross-line would bring Adelaide 
within 1,430 nules of Brisbane, as against 1,808 by the present route, I'tci Melbourne and Sydney, thus giving a saving of 
3d9 miles ^

With respect to Melbourne ami Brisbane, assuming the present Harden to Blayney branch be used, the W erris 
Creek connection would shorten the journey by 113 mites,+ .

I tbink there can be little doubt a cross-line would be largely used tor the carriage of mails. _
It will also bo a good stock-carrying railway, and, in time of drought, would afford facilities for the transfer of 

starving stock from tbe west to New England and other districts. _ _
The military and strategic value of such a connecting line as tbe one Under consideration cannot be overlooked. It 

would greatly aid, should occasion require it, in the speedy massing of troops or their transport to any part of New South 
Wales or the other colonics. , .

In the event of the Hawkesbury Bridge being damaged by an enemy or otherwise rendered uncrossable, the H erns 
Creek line would be found most useful as presen mg intact the continuity of our railway system.

Dubbo to Werris Creek ; length, 155 miles; estimated cost, £812,350.
This line is a competitive scheme to that from Wellington. It, however, starts from Dubbo, a point 30 miles 

further west. .
It follows the valley of the Talbragar for a distance of 35 miles; then passes through poor hilly country, but good 

for timber, to Merrygoen, where it crosses tbe Mudgee-Cooiiamble proposed lino.
A new survev is in progress towards Werris Creek which, to give improved grades, takes the line nearer to tbe 

Castlereagh River for some miles beyond Merrygoen than as originally laid out. _ At Weetahbah the Liverpool Plains may 
be considered to be fairly entered upon, so that no detailed description need be given from here to Werris Creek, a distance 
of about 90 miies. The line being almost identical with that from Wellington for 60 miles.

Tbe country traversed consists of black soil plains -with belts of box chiefly, and a senes of sandstone ridges of no 
great height. There are many patches of rich agricultural soil of a red sandy nature ; hut there is a lack of permanent 
water, and very little cultivation exists beyond 60 miles from Dubbo. _

The quantity of settlement along the i oute is not equal to that on the Wellington lino ; hut the Dubbo scheme 
serves the country along the Castlereagh Valley from Gilgandra to Coonabarabran much better, and gives access to i f-iy 
valuable timber reserves amounting to nearly 109,000 acres, containing splendid iron-bark, pine, and other timber.

The mines at Stuart Town would not be well served by this hue, and the townships of Denison Town and Coolah, 
although within the sphere of traffic, would be better suited by the Wellington proposal; but, as before stated, a hue to 
either Mudgee or Muswellbrook would absorb nearly all this local traffic.

The traffioable area of aline from Dubbo contains 3.348,640 acres ; hut thisquantity includes 1,944,94;}, which would 
also be served by a hue from Mudgee to Cocnamble ; while the alternative scheme from Muswellbrook to Coonamble would 
absorb 1,956,686 acres. I think it will ho advisable to give the three sets of figures—

Dubbo to Werris Creek (sole)Alienated land, 611,120 acres ; unalieuated, 792,573, including J6G,S$7 of reserves. 
Joint Dubbo to Werris Creek and Mudgee to Coonamble ;—'Alienated, 513,433 acres ; unalienated, 1,426,512, inclusive 

of 3*29,805 reserved.
Joint Dubbo to Werris Creek and Muswellbrook and Coonamble :—Alienated, 588,464 acres ; Crown lands, 1,308,2-. 

acres, inclusive of 281,295 of reserves.
I may remark that here, as also on the Wellington and Mudgee proposed lines, the usual reserve of 1 mile wide on 

each side of the surveyed routes has been made.
Land under cultivation, 6,890 acres, of which 2,133 may be taken as served by tbe Dubbo to Wems Creek line alone, 

tho balance being also within the trafficablo sphere of the Mudgee scheme.
9 he

* Noth {oji reohioft) i—Kovis&l Mirvay reduces this to BUS. 
t Noir (on revision) Ucriscd, 120.
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The population within the sole and joint areas already mentioned nurnher 4j5S0, exclusive of any within the town of 
Duhbo already served by existing railway.

The stock at beginning of this year was as follows :—
Werris Creek line (sole) :~2,OS7 horses; 7,016 cattle ; 695,411 sheep, and 234 pigs. Number of owners, S3.
Joint with Mndgco to Coonanihlc 4,200 horses, 11,282 cattle, 037,633 sheep, and 949 pigs. 391 owners.

Plenty of ballast exists for first 00 miles, afterwards sauustone from the ridges, &c., on Liverpool Plains until near 
Brccza Gap, where hotter stone can he obtained.

The line is well situate with respect to sleepers and girders, as it passes through some iron-bark forests, and is within 
easy distance of other reserves containing splendid timbers, including iron-bark, box, and pine, which latter is largely used 
for building and flooring purposes, it being a timber peculiarly successful in withstanding the ravages of the white ant.

The steepest grade wilt not he less than 1 in 70.
No expensive bridges will be required, and very good grades can ho got for the whole distance.

_ 1 need not recapitulate the remarks made on the Wellington scheme, with respect to probable traffic, hut I would 
mentiou that by going from Dubho the gain in the route from Brisbane to Adelaide is increased to 390 miles, and from 
Melbourne, assuming the Parkes connection bo made, will he 138 miles. It must not be overlooked too, that traffic 
for Adelaide and the west to the north—the additional distance to lie traversed by going from Duhbo to Wellington U 
rendered more objectionable by the heavy grades existing between the two places, necessitating the division of goods trains 
at Dubhn. At present J believe a train of forty-five truck-loads can be brought to Narramine, and, Gut for the 
objectionable grade (which is being done away with), could also reach Duhbo. Only sixteen loaded trucks can, however, 
he carried on to Wellington.

The more westerly the line is, the greater the value for the carriage of starving stock. Especially will this be the 
case, should the great grazing districts of Ooonamble and Walgett he opened up by railway, either from Mudgee, 
MusweUhrook, or Duhbo.

A new market will also be created for the produce of the Warmmbuiigles and Talbragar districts, thus giving an 
impetus to farming—whereas at the present the whole of the western district has to depend upon Wellington and Orange 
for produce.

In addition to mails, this line will bring in a good revenue from timber and stock.
One argument against such scheme as the one put forward is, that the mileage revenue is lost to the existing railway 

by the creation of a shortened competing route, I think this is, however, a very narrow way of looking at the subject. 
If it he for tiie benefit of the people that such a line should be made, the fact that the Government possesses a monopoly, 
should ho no reason why localities should be forever handicapped through the want of railway communication, which if 
given, will in itself probably pay, although in a measure at the expense of existing lines.

^ There can, I think, be little doubt that eventually considerable through traffic will pass over this railway if made. 
That it will pay for some time to come, I do not think, but with the increased value of a large extent of unalienated land, 
and the national advantages of the connection between the trunk lines ; there may be factors which may cause a favourable 
consideration of this proposal.

B. E. Jones, 
M.LC.E.

5 July, 1900.

4010, I? the report which you have just read identical with the proposal which the Committee are now 
considering to connect Wellington with Werris Creek P It serves the same localities and the same 
townships ; but the distance has been increased by the revised survey in order that better grades may 
be obtained. I understand that the distance has been increased from 140 miles to 100 miles, and the 
cost has been reduced from £804.700 to something over £500,000.
4017. In view of the reduced cost, would there be a much stronger probability of the line paying now 
thau it would have paid when you made your estimate ? I think so. J may mention, however, the Mount 
Stuart Silver-mines, to which 1 have alluded, have not turned out a success. The Mitchell Creek Mine 
is still going well.
4018. What is your opinion of the proposal before the Committee to connect Wellington with Werris 
Crook, as compared with your survey via Coolah ? I think it is somewhat better, especially in view of 
the determination not to make the Mudgee to Coonamble line. It bisects the country hotter.
4019. Would it servo more country ? Yes, in the neighbourhood of Mundooran.
4020. Would it serve Coonabarabran P Yes.
402L What distance is the line from there ? I should imagine that the new line would not be more than 
21. miles to its nearest point.
4022, Would that be sufficiently near to serve the interests of the Coonabarabran people? Yes, when,
going west; but if they wanted to go to Werris Creek to come to Sydnov, Bomera would be the nearest 
point—about 40 miles away. ’
4023. Had you a good knowledge of this country previous to making your survey ? I had nothing to do 
with the survey. 1 was the Divisional Engineer of fourteen or fifteen districts in the north-west, 
including the Coonabarabran and the Walgett districts, so tiiat 3 have an intimate knowledge of the 
country.
402 k Is it a class of country which will carry a fairly large population if the lands are thrown open for 
settlement ? I es ; but there are some very largo holdings. I think the largo holdings would have to be 
subdivided in order to carry a large population,
4025. Are you referring now to the private lauds? Yes.
4020. Are the private lands suitable for cultivation, or are they sufficiently good for grazing purposes to 
enable smaller areas to maintain a family P The only difficulty is the want of permanent water; other
wise they would. ^ "J here is no better country in the world for pastoral purposes than that on the Liver
pool Plains ; nor is there better country for agricultural purposes, if thev con Id get water.
4027. You are speaking particularly with regard to the Liverpool Plains ? Yes.
4028. What about the rest of the country between Wellington and the Liverpool Plains ? That is good 
country, and would carry a larger population. Agricultural pursuits would increase if a railway were 
coustructed.
4.029. Do you think that if a railway were constructed, those people who own large areas of Crown lands 
would he induced to subdivide them ? Yes,
4030. llavc you made any calculation as to the extent of population this country would carry if that were 
done? I should imagine that, if the country from "Wellington to beyond Mundooran were subdivided 
into agricultural areas, population would increase to double its present extent
4031. And that would mean increased traffic on the railway ? Yes.
4032. The Kaihvay Commissioners make a very small allowance for the increased traffic on the line—some
£300 or £400 ; do you not think that that is a very small allowance ? 1 think it is too small, con
sidering the magnificent country right tip to the Warruinhungles, the produce of which would come to 
the line. There is magnificent agricultural country under the Warrumbunglo Eange, and a lot of wheat 
is growing there now.
4033. Would the proposed line he sufficiently near for farmers to take their produce to it? Yes. They
would not go to the Coonamble line. J

4034
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"Wliat average distance would tiiat country of ivhich you speak bo from the line? Do you mean 
■ - for the purpose of getting to Sydney ?

6 July, 1900. l0'^-but in order to get upon the proposed line ? Of course, the Cassilis people would go to it if
‘ ‘ they wished to get upon the Western line, but not to go to Sydney.

4036. We will presume that the country of which you arc speaking is settled by farmers ;—in order to 
get their produce to market, what average distance would they have to travel to reach the proposed fine ? 
The limit would be towards Coonamble from the nearest point—Mundooran—3o miles. Beyond that 
they would go to the Dub bo-Coonamble line. Towards Coonabarabran 30 miles.
4'J37. Do you think there would be much cross-country traffic on the line if constructed ? I am not so 
sanguine about that item as I was when I made my report.
4*038. Do you think the line would be used for the conveyance of stock ? Yes.
4039. Wo have it in evidence that there is a good deal of stock coming to and from the Kew England
district ? les. Cftlga station has recently sold sheep in Yew England.
4040. It has also been stated that it would be used for conveying produce to the north and north-western 
districts in time of drought? That is so.
4041. Do you think it would be largely used for that purpose? 1 do not think it would be largely used, 
but it would be used to some extent.
4042. Have you considered which would be the best connection to make—Duhbo with Werris Creek, or 
’Wellington with Werris Creek ? My reason for recommending the Dubbo to Werris Creek line was 
more because I also recommended a line from Parkes to Dubbo, and from Young to Eorbes, and it was,

• therefore, a continuation of the through connection from south to west, and west to north. I have not 
recommended it so much on account of its local aspect as on account of it connecting the Western with 
the Yorth-western line.
4043. If it were purely a matter of connecting the Western and the Yorth-western lines, which, in your 
opinion, would be the best points to connect—Dubbo with Werris Creek, or, Wellington with Werris 
Creek ? In view of the fact that a line from Dubbo to Coonamble is authorised, I consider that the 
Wellington to Werris Creek would bo the better. It would serve a largely-settled country between 
Cobboruh and Wellington. There are the Mitchell Creek gold-mines and a large amount of settlement 
between the point of junction at Spicer’s Creek and AVeilington. There is more settlement there than on 
the same length of the Dubbo line,
4041'. How does the country between the junction and AVeilington compare with the country between 
Dubbo and the junction with Spicer’s Creek ? It is in favour of the AVeilington line.
4045. Are there many stock crossing between the North, Yorth-western, and AVestern lines ? They were 
very limited at the time I made my report.
40415, Do you think, in consideration of the class of country there is between AVerris Creek and the 
Western line which we propose to connect, that if there wore stock transactions, the graziers would uses 
the railway or drove the stock ? If they wanted to go to ^Melbourne with fat stock, 1 think they would 
use the railway ; but if it were a matter of sending stores from one place to another they would not, 
except in time of drought, when they could not travel by any other means.
4*047. The country between AVerris Creek and AVeilington, and between Dubbo and Wellington, is mostly 
sheep country ? Yes, beyond Cobborah. *
4048. In the event of the stock-owners situated between Werris Creek and AVeilington having fat stock
to send to the Sydney or Yewcastle market, would they use any part of the proposed line, or would they 
travel them ? 1 think they would use the railway.
4049. Do you think that would be a considerable item in railway revenue ? It is certainly an increasing
item on the railways. ’ *
4050. Is the country capable of improvement for pastoral purposes:—is it. scrubby or heavily-timbered 
country ? There is only one belt of heavily-timbered country north of Mundooran. There is a* bit of 
iron-bark forest there; otherwise it may be considered as really good country.
4051. Do yon think, if the pastoral holdings were subdivided into smaller areas, the railway would carry 
much additional stock ? Undoubtedly.
4052. And if the line were used for the conveyance of fat stock there would be an increase of traffic ? 
Yes, The small holders would use the line more freely than the large holders.
4053. C/tairmem.] Have you had an opportunity of examining the revised survey between Wellington and
AVerris Creek ? Yo. ’ '
4054. You seem to think that ihe alterations have mainly been made to avoid the stiff grades? Yes.
4055. Can you say, from your knowledge of that part of the country, whether the revised or the old survey 
goes through the better country ? The first portion of it does. It better serves Mundooran, which is an 
improving place, and it serves Cobborah equally as well as would the other line,
4056. Can you give any detailed information as to the intercepted cross-country traffic, leaving out of 
consideration the further connection which you propose ? Those who had a desire to reach the north-west, 
or Brisbane, or even our northern towns, would, of course, prefer the shortened route instead of going to 
Sydney. AVith regard to goods traffic, I am afraid it will have very little influence, except to bring supplies 
from Sydney by way of AVerris Creek to Coonabarabran and the districts it serves, or via Wellington for 
the first part of it.
4057. Considering this is only one link of a larger connection, what would be the main value of the 
completed connection—that is, from AVerris Creek to AVeilington. and then connecting the Southern 
line? The value, from a national aspect, would certainly bo the shortened access between Melbourne 
and Brisbane.
405S. Do you consider that that is an advantage worth more than £500,000 ? Yo ; because we get the 
benefit of very much of that traffic at present.
4059. Jfr. Watson.] You cross the Talbragar going north-east by the revised survey, and from there on to 
Merrygoen ;—have you been on that portion of the survey ? Yes.
40G0. How would yon describe it ? It is very rough. There is a gap which has to be crossed. They bad 
a lot of trouble to cross it with the Duhbo scheme. I was there when Mr. Stawcll was making the 
survey,
4061. So that, whichever of the routes for the cross-country line is adopted, there would be a certain 
amount of rough country ? Yes, and not producing much local revenue.

4062.
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4062. It has been suggested that a cross-country connection giving practically the same results conld be ^ji!,i t;0^59’
obtained at a much less cost between Curlewis, on the North-western line, and Gilgaudra, on the Dubbo- I ‘
Coonamble line, which is shortly to be constructed ;—have you been over that country? J have crossed 5 July, lutio.
it at different points, but I have not been over it. I should hardly think that would be such a good line
as the other one. It would be more circuitous, and it certainly does not serve such good country. The 
proposed liue really intersects and serves the Liverpool Plains better than any line you could have, and a 
line to Curlewis would not do that. It would serve Coonabarabran better, but it would take you into 
very rough country between Bomera and Gilgandra.
4063. It seems that whatever route you take you must get into some rough country ;—do you think tuere 
would be more on that route than on the present survey ? I think so.
4064. Mr.Levien.'] Do you think the proposed line could be run into Quirindi? That district was 
explored. The line as surveyed is -more direct to get to the north. "With regard to the question of 
revenue, I do not think there would be much in it, but the construction would be greater.
4065. What additional construction would be necessary to take the line to Quirindi? Eight or 10 miles.
4066. "Would you advise that it be taken to Quirindi ? No. ] visited Quirindi, and at the time I made 
my report the people did not take any interest in the matter. I mav state that there is now more settle
ment in that part of the country than there was then.
4067. Do you mean that there is more settlement between Quirindi and the point where the line crosses ?
Tea.
4008. Has the settlement increased very much ? There is a fair settlement.
4069. If the line went to Quirindi, would it pass through richer agricultural land? Not to any great ■
extent, *

MONDAY, 9 JULY, 1900.
Jirmni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK
The Hon. Patuick Lisuesay Ckawfoud SuEniKiin.
The Hon. Andrew G-abhax, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

, Eso. (Chairman).
John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levikn, Esq. 
John McEari.ane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington
to Werris Creek.

.lolm Joseph Poole, farmer, grazier, and coal-mine manager, Curlewis, sworn, and further examined :—
4070. Chairman.'] You wish to make a statement in continuation of your former evidence? Upon J. J. Poole, 
leaving Curlewis the other day I had placed in my hands two letters from residents and landowners of the 
Curlewis district, in which they requested me to inquire into the best means of constructing a railway 7£ 0
miles from Curlewis, going west. I found, on making inquiry, that it was not possible to construct a 
railway privately without getting an Act of Parliament, and I was requested to appear again before the 
Committee. In these two letters these landowners, namely, Mr. Turner, the survevor, Mr. Young, Mr.
Doyle, and myself, offered to guarantee to the Railway Commissioners the interest on the cost of con
structing a line 6 or 7i miles from Curlewis, in the direction which the line is supposed to take towards 
Gilgaudra. I am authorised to give that guarantee to this Committee. To show you that wo have no 
doubt about the paying capacity of a line, if built from Curlewis in the direction of Gilgaudra, we are 
quite prepared to give that guarantee. .
4071. What do you call the 7i miic point;—is there any name to the locality ? It would extend to the 
boundary of Mr. Young’s property, which they call Garrir. It is on the surveyed road. We would 
have liked to build this line ourselves, but we found we could not construct a line without getting an Act 
of Parliament.
4072. What rate of interest are you prepared to pay ? Pour per cent.
4073. Mr.^ WtiUon.] Did you get any estimate made of the cost of the line for the distance you wished 
to go ? Yes. If we could have constructed the line ourselves it was estimated to cost £1,500 a mile, 
but I think that estimate would be somewhat under the mark now. After being with Mr. Harper to-day 
I found that the price of rails has materially increased since I purchased rails for my coal company. He 
tells me that the price of rails has gone up by about 100 per cent., so that it would cost nearly £2,000 
per mile, if we were to construct the line ourselves. I find that there are insurmountable difficulties in 
our way.

\

TUESDAY, 10 JULY, 1900.
flrcsent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK 
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam,

, Esq. (Chairman).
John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levikn, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Wellington to 
Werris Creek,

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor, Statistical Ycar-Vooks, Government Statistician’s Department, sworn,
. and examined :—

4074. Chairman.] You have prepared some statistics in regard to Die proposed railway from Wellington W. H. Hall,
to Werris Creek ? Yes. ■ — _
4075. Will you stale the limits of the area from which you have drawn Ihe figures? J have taken a 10 July, 1S00. 
distance of 20 miles on each side of the line between Werris Creek and Dubbo, and between Werris Creek

4.3—X and
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W. H. Hall, and WelliDglon, on the nortb, to include Coonabarabran, and then to take into consideration the influence 
*—-n of the line which has been determined upon from Dubbo to Coonamble. I have also allowed for the 

10 Ju!J''19°0-influence of the main lino from Wellington to Dubbo to a certain extent, and also for the influence of 
the Northern line.
407G. Will you first give the estimates of population which you have prepared in each case ? The returns 
1 have prepared read as follows :—

Population EsmiATK.

Locality.
Proposed Eailway from AVerris Creek to Dubbo :— Estimated population

Blackville ... «»» » <1 *»* ■'« 670
Cobborah ... 1,100
Coolah ’.................................... ...................... 620
Coonabarabran ................................................................................................................................. 1,450
Daviesville ... 1,630
Leadville «»• 810
Mundooran... • > * ,,, 750
Tambar Springs .*♦ ... *4. 580
Dubbo .................................................................................. 200

Population Estimate.
Proposed Eailway from Werris Creek to Wellington:—

Locality.
Blackville ...
Cobborah
Coolah
Coonabarabran .............. ...........................................................
Daviesville..............................................................................................
Leadville .............................................................................................
Mundooran.............................................................................................
Tambar Springs 
Wellington...

Estimated population,
670

1,100
620

1,450
1,630

810
750
580
180

Total ... ... ... ... ... ••• ■■■ 7,790
4077. Will you now give the agricultural and pastoral statistics in regard to the proposed railway from 
Werris Creek to Wellington ? The return reads as follows:—

Agricultural and Pastoral Statistics. 

Proposed Railway from Werris Creek to Wellington.
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4078. Will you give the agricultural and pastoral statistics you have prepared in regard to the proposed 
railway from Werris Creek to Dubbo ? The return reads as follows:—

Agiuutjltoral and Pastoral Statistics, •

W. H. Hall, 
1,0^0.

Proposed Railway from 'VYerVis Creek to Dubbo.
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WEDNESDAY, 11 JULY, 1900. 
^rrornt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, £sq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Linuesay Crawford Sherherd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq, 
Egbert Henry Letien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Wellington
to Werris Creek.

The Hon. Francis Bathurst Suttor, M.L.C., sworn, and examined:—
4079. Chairman.] You are a Member of the Legislative Council and Vice-President of the Executive 
Council ? Yes.
40S0. You know the nature of the inquiry on which the Committee is engaged ? Yes.
4'0SL. It is practically a connection between the northern and western system of railways ;—would you 
care to make a statement of your views on the subject before proceeding into any detail? I was asked 
to come down here and to express my opinion on the desirability of constructing this line. I do not think 
it will be necessary for me to touch on the advantages of the line, from a local point of view. I suppose 
that evidence has been given on that point by many persons perhaps better qualified than I am to express 
an opinion. But I would like to speak in favour of the line from, perhaps, a more national point of view. 
I do think it is very desirable to connect this line from Werris Creek to some point on the Western line, 
say at Wellington.
40S2. The main reasons urged in support of its construction are, first, that the line will make a complete 
connection of the whole railway systems of the Colony west of the Dividing Bange; and, secondly, that it 
will afford facilities for speedier inter-communication between the Northern, Western, and Southern main 
trunk lines, and will, therefore, tend to create increased traffic;—these two reasons are somewhat general 
in their character? Yes.
4083. Can you tell us any particular advantage which you think would accrue under these two heads ; 
for instance, what general advantage to the two railway systems of the Colony would follow from the 
construction of this line ? I think, as time goes on, there will be a good deal of traffic between the 
Northern districts and the Western districts, and the Southern districts right away to Victoria.
4081. Could you specify the nature of the traffic which you anticipate in the near future ? To a great 
extent in stock. For instance, during tide last disastrous drought, which we have had in the extreme

The Hon. 
F, B. Suttor, 

M.L.C.

11 July, 1900.
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The Hon. west, it is well known that the price of beef has been excessive, and it is very often likely that there is 
*M'LC,t0rj meat ’n sr)me Parts Queensland, but that the cattle cannot be got down, because of the

V ‘ impossibility of.travelling them through the extremely arid country west of Bourke.
l-fjuiv moo 4085. That is jiractically drought traffic which you are talking of now? Yes. If this liue were open 

perhaps these cattle could come down. The drought is never so universal but that there is grass in somo 
of the districts.
4080. Where do the starving slock from a line west of Nevertire usually go to get grass? Tor instance, 
the drought has boon very excessive at bievertire, and all tho country west of Kevertire, and they have 
been depasturing all about Wellington, Dubbo, and Orange, Mudgee, and all the intervening country 
between Wellington and Mudgee, and Hill bind, Bathurst, and right out to Oheron, east of Bathurst. 
Wherever they could got paddocks they have had them; in fact, for the last eighteen months I have 

■ heard of people giving £1 and 30s. an acre for the use of the grass on the land, being almost as much as
the land itself was worth.
4087. Do you think that the construction of this line would allow the pastoralists along the Western 
line, and out past Bourke, to avail themselves of the iSew England country? I am quite certain it would. 
4U8S. In spite of the very long distance they would have to travel ? Yes ; 1 will give you an instance. 
A very largo squatter, Mr. Samuel McCaugbey, moved a great number of sheep from the Darling into 
the country about Cowra, and right up nearly as far as the Snowy Mountains, and he trucked them as 
far as Dubbo and Wellington. So did some other squatters, and they had to buy feed for them in some 
of these places, giving them a rest—taking them out of the train for a day or two, and sending them on. 
If you can shorten the distance by some hundreds of miles by the construction of a cross-country line, it will 
bo of great convenience to squatters tn moving stock about. Undoubtedly the railway authorities during 
a period of drought have been somewhat compensated for the loss of wool traffic by the amount they havo 
received from carrying the travelling stock.
4089. Is there any other traffic which we may reasonably anticipate between the western district and
northern district across this line? Yes; a great portion of the fat stock consumed in Sydney and 
Melbourne comes from Queensland, and if this lino were constructed, bo that the cattle could bo sent 
direct from the lines north of this right through to Melbourne, I think that more cattle would be sent, 
and at less cost to the sender, than are now sent.. For instance, suppose it is necessary to take cattle out 
of the trucks. If they are in country like the country between Werris Creek and Wellington, and on 
further to Blayney. a man can take his cattle out for a day or two, and let them be fed and trucked 
again, but after you get into the metropolitan area such a thing is impossible. Then I think you may 
fairly conclude that the greater number of cattle would be sent, perhaps, to Victoria, fattened up in the 
north in Queensland as soon as the border duties, which now reach £1 a head, are taken off. If they can 
afford to send cattle, and pay tho stock duty, they can still afford to pay the duty in the shape of railway 
charges, perhaps. "
4090. You have mainly indicated the traffic down to the south? Yes. The fat stock would generally 
tend in tho direction of the south. Ami there would be store stock too, be'eauso there is a great demand 
for store stock in Victoria. When they bnvo this duty taken off at the border under Federation, I think 
wc can conclude that tho demand for store stock will be a great deal more than it is.
4091. Will there be any traffic to the north which you can indicate—back loading ? Simply in the inter
change of stock, which is always going backwards and forwards.
4092 It would be mostly a stock line, you think? That is, taking it from one extreme point to tho 
other. I think, if the line were constructed, the greater part of the country is very fair agricultural land, 
After tho train would leave Wellington, for a good many miles in the direction of Werris Creek—L do not 
know about the Werris Creek end—if is all very fair white-box country, which ia very admirably suited 
for agricultural purposes, and, from a farming point of view, 1 do not believe there is any more popular 
district in the Colony than the Wellington one.
4093. The estimated' cost of constructing this line is £511,149, and the estimated revenue is £8,580 
against an annual estimated cost of £‘20,954, leaving a net deficiency of £18,368 per annum ; now, do 
you think the country would be justified, taking into consideration the advantages which you say will 
flow from this line, in incurring that annual loss; in other words, do you think the time is ripe for 
constructing the line? I think it is. 1 think, perhaps, reasons might be shown why a line would so feed 
other lines and encourage traffic that from that point of view its construction would be justified. Take, 
for instance, tho Mudgee line, which, instead of being a feeder, has been a sucker ever since it was 
constructed. The line from Wallerawang to Mudgee ends simply in Mudgee. Some time ago, in the 
Assembly, the question was discussed whether the line to Coonamble should be carried on from Mudgee 
or Dubbo, and 1 think the determination was that it should go from Dubbo. At that time I was in the 
House, and I urged that it would be infinitely better, in the interests of the Mudgee people, to 
advocate the construction of this line from Werris Creek to Wellington with a connection from Mudgee to 
that line, and thus it would be giving an alternative route for the Eailway Commissioners to utilise for 
the carriage of goods, and it would also open up country both north and west to the people using the 
Mudgee line now. 1 think that would tend to make the Mudgee line pay, and the Mudgee line would 
also assist in making this line pay, if constructed
4094. Taking that centre of country which you have indicated about Cobborah and Coolah, which of the 
two lines—this proposed cross-country line, or an extension from Mudgee—would better suit that district ? 
I think this cross-country line would suit it quite as well as an extension from Mudgee. Of course, if you 
construct this proposed liue, there would be no necessity to construct the Mudgee line further than where 
it strikes this fine west.
4095. Then you would have within rather a short distance of one another practically three lines, namely, 
the Mudgee extension, the Wellington extension with Werris Creek, and the Dubbo-Coonamble line, none 
of these being very far from one another ;—do you think that country sufficiently good to carry three 
lines ? You could hardly consider them as running parallel.
4096. Not parallel, but fairly close ? From Mudgee to this proposed line would bo at right-angles 
practically in the northern portion of it. For a short distance from Mundooran to Wellington it ia 
parallel to the Dubbo-Coonamble line, and then you can hardly call it parallel.
4097. Mr, LevienJ] Of course, you are talking about starving stock going across this line from Wellington
to Werris Creek; but, suppose (hey had good seasons at both ends for some time to come, would this 
Jme pay then at allwould you support it? The increase of produce generally, and the stock, by reason 
of the good seasons, would make the line pay, I think. 4098.
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4098. There is no population between the two place's ? There is a considerable number of persons ^Tha 
living near Coolah, Cobborah, Mundooran, and Gulgong. M.L.C.
4'01)9, AVe are told that even giving Blackville in—right from one end to the other there are only 7,0 
people, and they are distributed over some tremendous area in those two places ;—how would that nne u ju^V) 
possibly pay at all, supposing there were good seasons ? Perhaps you will tell me bow far back you go 
to embrace the 7,000 persons. _ , .,
4100. Right out to Placltvillc. which is, I suppose, 80 miles from this proposed railway, and generally 
within 30 odd miles of it, for that was the area given yesterday by Mr. Hall from the Statistician s 
Department;—now, how would this line pay, supposing there were good seasons P You are looking upon 
it now entirely from a local point of view. As to the local traffic, I think ii you construct thm hnc, it 
will be an alternative route from the north of Queensland right away to A'ictoria, and therefore it will so 
lessen the distance between the Victorian border and the Queensland border that there ought to be a 
considerable amount of traffic going directly over these lines which at present is forced to go by wa7 
Sydney. It must materially reduce the mileage by train from Werris Creek, say, to the 'Victorian border,
as compared with the mileage from Werris Creek before to that border by way of Sydney, ,
4101. Do you know of many stock which are carried by the railway from AVerris Creek, or from the
border of Queensland, into New South Wales along the railway? I think there will be a general inter
change of commodities. , _
4102. Do you know of any yourself? No; because I do not know much about tho railway traffic. 1
think we may fairly conclude that, in a. very short time, there will he a great increase of the traffic between 
the Colonics—that is, when all these intercolonial duf ies arc taken off. _
4103. Aro any of the cattle which are brought into New South AVales from Queensland coming through
Collarendabri and Moree, and not through AVallangarra ? I am only speaking of the Queensland border, 
because I thought that would embrace al! the traffic ou the line. Outside Queensland, no doubt, there 
would be a good deal of traffic between Moree and all those places you mentioned. _
4104. But that would come from another line—the Narrabri line ? The traffic you speak of would go to 
AVerris Creek, would it not?
4105. Then this line, virtually from Wallangarra to AVerris Creek, would be of no use so far as travelling 
stock are concerned ? All that traffic would have lo go past AVerris Creek.
4100. Prom Brisbane down to Werris Creek, that lino would not carry travelling stock ? ^ 1 do not suppose 
it would, I only mention Queensland as taking one extreme point. I only say that 11 ibis line is con
structed from the Queensland border to the ATictorian border, the distance must be very materially 
decreased, say. for through traffic. ,
4107. Suppose they had good seasons at Dubbo and all round there, they would not want to take their 
stock to New Eugland, would they? No.
4108. So that the line, as far as travelling stock goes, for drought purposes would he of no use at all ?
It would not be of much use ; but good seasons, I should think, would encourage persons to take up all 
this laud, which is now lying available on each side of the proposed route, but which people say is not 
taken up, because there is no railway communication. You know there is a great demand for land near 
a railway. They naturally hug a railway as close as they can, because of the cheap means of transit it 
gives for their produce and stock.
4109. Do you know anything about the capabilities of the land between AVerris Creek and AVeilington ?
1 know the land at the Wellington end, but not at tbe AVerris Creek end. ^
4110. So that ymu can give no information about the land at the AVerris Creek end ? No.
4111. How far from AVeilington and to how far from AVerris Creek do you know the land P 1 know the
land from AVeilington out to Gulgong, and as far as Coolah. _
4112. The train docs not go that, way ? I am advocating the construction of tbe other line.
4113. Leaving that alone, how far out from Wellington do you know the country ? 1 do^ not know the
country very far out—only out as far as opposite Gulgong, because Gulgong is easi of this line.
4114. it, does not go along that line at all—I mean along the proposed line? The immediate roule of 
the lino I do not know very much about. 1 know the country generally to the east of it, and I know it 
is all good white-box country, and very suitable for agricultural purposes.
4115. Do you give an opinion without knowing the capabilities of the land between AVerris Creek and 
AVeilington itselfdo ymu say the proposed lino will pay, without having any knowledge of the exact 
capabilities of tbe land itself i I have not been over the land. I have no personal knowledge of the 
land ; but I think many of us know the general bearing of the country from our knowledge of the land 
in surrounding districts, and from what we have read, and what we know generally of tho country.
411G. Arou do not know what quantity of land is open for settlement? I do not. ■ I told the Commitlce 
at the beginning that I did not wish to attend, and L said that I would like to speak generally ou the 
national importance of the line as compared with the local advantages, of which I do not know much,
4117. Arou have no knowledge of the laud itself between AVeilington and AVerris Creek, except from a 
national standpoint—as a politician more than anything else ? I do not say as a politician.
4118. You know nothing about the capabilities of the land between one point and the other ? I know a 
good deal of the capabilities of the land about AVeilington, for I have been in and out of that country.
4119. J am talking of the land from point to point ? 1 have not actually seen the hand. _
4120. Seeing that this line would be worked at an annual loss of £18,000 to the State, and not having 
any knowledge of the country itself from point to point, would you, in tho face of that, recommend (die 
construction of this railway ? I still think it would be desirable to construct this line, because I consider 
that we should make our communication between the different colonies as short as possible.
4121. No matter what the loss is—because, remember, there is an annual loss of £13,090, as the Com
missioners reportwould you. with no absolute knowledge of the country or ils capabilities between 
point aud point, recommend its construction ? I do not admit absolute ignorance, because [ have not 
been over every hnc. 1 recommend the construction of the line, aud I think it is desirable if it could be 
constructed, in view of extending a line from tbe Mudgee lino to this line, and, therefore, giving au 
alternative route to our own metropolis.
4122. Do you think it would pay ? I cannot offer any opinion as to what would pay. _
4123. It is stated that there is to be an animal loss of £18,000 on this line ;—then, generally, you are in
favour of constructing any line which will connect one place with another ? 1 am generally m favour of
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F^B° Suttor cone^ruc^on lines, so long as they can be constructed at a cheap rate. I do think the more railways 
' M.L.C. ’ Wc ^ e°nstrllct th0 better, so long as they can be constructed cheaply. And, after all, I believe railways

>— a----' ^ro tho cheapest roads you can make. If it ia admitted that roads must be made in these districts—if it
11 July, 1900. b0 a question of making a road or a railway between Werris Creek and Wellington—surely, considering 

that some road is desirable, a railway must be the cheapest in the end.
412A Considering that there is no absolute trafiic between Werris Creek and Wellington, as far as the 
ordinary road is concerned, a road would be of no use there, would it? I think, if it he admitted that 
some roads should be made railways are the cheapest roads to make.
4125. Supposing there is no necessity for a road there, as there is no intermediate traffic between tbe two 
places ? I think they very frequently make roads to encourage traffic and open up districts.
4126. I am not finding fault with your evidence ;—do you know Quirindi ? Only from passing through it, 
^27' Would you favour a railway running into Quirindi where all the centre of traffic is, instead of going 
to Werris Creek ? If you are constructing this line to lessen the distance in the mileage from one 
Colony to another, you cannot strike a more convenient place than Werris Creek. Tho shortest practical 
route I would advocate between the two different places so as to bring the termini as near to one another 
as possible.
4128. Would you ignore an important town like Quirindi, and though the only trade is from Werris 
Creek, would you^ make a difference of 12 or 13 miles in the length—would you still go to Werris 
Creek ? Tes. If Quirindi he to the east of Mungindi, people coming from the Northern line, or the 
National line, would have to run down to Quirindi and then go back. I would carry these lines as direct 
is possible, so that you can shorten the distance between the different colonies.
4129. What trade are we going to strike with Victoria? We want to keep the trade incur own 
Colony, do wo not ? Wo would get the Victorian trade to come over.
4130. Mr. Shepltcrd.1 The railways are generally used now for bringing fat stock over a longdistance ? 
Vos ; hut they are used very extensively for moving poor stock too. 1 suppose some millions of shocp 
must have been moved during the recent drought, and the freight on fat stock is higher than the freight 
on starving stock.
4131. They make special rates for carrying starving stock ? Tes.
4132. So that, in a good season, the railways would he likely to benefit more in moving stock thau in a 
droughty season ? Theyr would get more per bead.
4133. If they would have a larger number to move it would pay better altogether, would it not ? Any 
stock they would move in a good season would be all fat stock ; but the stock they would move in a dry 
season would be poor stock moving for grass.
4134. Mr. Levien almost suggested that tho trains would be comparatively idle in a good season, and I 
want to ascertain whether the trains would not be likely to pay better in a good season than a bad one ? 
They would, because the only traffic there in a bad season is in the poor unfortunate animals which are 
being moved about for grass. In a good season there is a plethora of everything—good grass and more wool, 
A rapidly increasing number of sheep means an increasing number of bales of wool, and an increased 
quantity of wool means not only tho carriage of wool, but the carriage of all sorts of machinery in con
nection with wool—rock-salt and everything in connection with the pastoral industry generally. But 
then 1 am very miieh inclined to think that this district is very rapidly developing. It is now one of the 
most favoured agricultural districts in the Colony. All through these five years of drought they have 
had good seasons round Wellington tho whole time.
4135. And as the freights would actually be higher, it would pay better to carry fat stock than starving 
stock ? But still you would not carry the same quantity of fat stock. The freights aro higher; they 
make special rates for starving stock. "
4136. As you have not been over the route of the proposed line from Werris Creek to Wellington, you 
cannot give any idea as to the carrying capacity of that country ? I know a good deal of the carrying 
capacity of the country for a good many miles out from Wellington. I know the Gulgong country and 
all round there, and I know the Mudgee district very well.
4137. But that country would help to feed this line in the event of its being opened ? Tes.
4138. Dr. Qarran.l Tou said that you came here to give evidence at the re.quest of certain persons ;—do 
you know any good reason why those persons could not have come and given their evidence themselves, 
instead of asking you to be their spokesman? Tes. The Progress Association at Bathurst were anxious 
that some person should represent them, because, indirectly, this line will benefit Bathurst if constructed. 
They asked me if I would go and give evidence in Wellington, knowing that I knew something of tho 
Wellington district, mid I said I could not very conveniently go there when the Committee was up, but 
that I would give evidence here if au opportunity were afforded to me.
4139. It is as the representative of that Progress Association that you are here ? In that sense.
4140. Tou are recommending the line as a cross-country line on national grounds? Tes.
4141. Wo have one cross-country line from Blayney to Mnrrumburrah ;—do you know whether that has 
been a success ? It was a success when it was first opened, but it has not been a success, from the 
passenger point of view, at all, because tho Bail way Commissioners apparently have never endeavoured to 
encourage passenger traffic. Tou can never hear of anyone coming to the west a second time from 
Melbourne or "Victoria by that line, because the trains arc not run for a speedv passenger traffic. I have 
not studied the time-table before coming here, but I havo been frequently told that on one station— 
Cowra yon have to wait from four to eight hours. I know that a number of my friends have gone there 
once, but they have never gone there a second time ; they say the time-table is so atrocious, and the delays 
are so long, that they do not go at all.
4142. Bo you think tho putting on of the stock duty in Yictoria was quite sufficient to account for the 
non-use of that line for stock traffic ? I do not know that it was. I think the duty was on before the 
line was open, if I recollect aright.
4143. Ihe stock duty could not bo tbe reason why this lino has been a failure ;—some people havo said
that the duty was off ? lam not quite sure of that, but I understand that for the first two or three years 
niter.the line was. opened it paid very well, and there was a groat deal of traffic upon it: but the reason 
why it has not paid since, I cannot explain, '
4144. If that line has not paid, what sufficient reason have we for assuming that a second cross-country 
line will pav better? Perhaps, if you complete these cross-country lines, and make a very material

difference
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difference in the length of the line from AVerris Creek to the Victorian herder, you may feed the Blayney
line even. Take the question of fat stock or store stock coming from Queensland. If they ever come by • ^ ^ c_ ’
train at all, they never would go all the way round by Sydney. A
4145. I want you to sec that the stock traffic winch used to go to Melbourne came down the Western ji July, 1900. 
line, and then joined on to the Southern line, so that the junction between tbe AVestern line and the 
Southern line was likely to have been useful for stock traffic; but this line will join tbe Northern line
with the AVestern line, and very little cattle comes down the Northern line—much less than went down 
the AVestern line;—if it did not pay to join the AVestern line with the Southern line, how could it pay in 
respect to tho cattle traffic to join the Northern line with the AVestern line? I think I am right in 
saying that it did pay, and paid well, for two or three years; but, of course, for the last four or five years 
the droughts have been so excessive that a great number of stock which used lo come from Queensland 
have not been coming over onr lines.
4146. You admitted some time ago, I think, that the traffic in stock whicii comes in from Queensland 
comes in to the west, and does not come down onr Northern line ? Yes.
4147. If there is very little traffic coming down the Northern lino, how can there be a need for a cross
country line to carry that traffic from AVerris Creek to AVeilington? Because, if you cheapen the expense 
of sending a beast from AVerris Creek to the ATictorian border, instead of going via Sydney, I think the 
cattle might go hy this line, and then on to the Blayney line as well.
4148. Do not the cattle come from parts of Queensland far west of AVarwick or the junction station at 
the border ? Yes.
4149. It is not the Northern line which the traffic takes, because it is not the shortest line to market ?
This is the only line they can go by.
4150. It is the line which strikes our Colony at Collarendabri, AValgett, Angledool, or somo of these 
places ? Yes.
4151. It does not strike it at Stanthorpc ? No ; hut if this line is constructed they can strike the line 
anywhere. If they find the distance is so materially decreased, if it will pay them to truck their cattle, 
they will truck them.
4152. Suppose we extend the line to Collarendabri or AValgett, is it likely that the cattle from Queensland 
will go to the Northern line in preference to getting to the AVestern lino at Bourke or AValgett? AVhere 
would yon extend your AValgett line from.
4153. Is it not all western cattle which come from Queensland ? Yes.
4154. How would making a line from AVerris Creek to AVeilington get any portion of that cattle? If 
you are going to send a line from Brewarrina to AValgett, perhaps it might not. That would take the 
cattle traffic which would go hy this line.
4155. Even as it is, Queensland cattle which come by train strike our railway system at Bourke? AVhen 
they can get through.
4156. According to your evidence, and to the evidence of other witnesses, there is no great quantity of 
Queensland cattle coming down the Northern railway ? I conclude so. I think the majority of the 
cattle come to Bourke ; that is, if they can get through.
4157. There is no particular business to be catered for in can’yiug cattle from AVerris Creek to AVeilington 
or Dubbo ? Unless on occasions when tho country is so bad, as it is very often between Bourke and 
the Queensland border, that they could not get through, and then they might get in hy this line.
415S. The question is, if it is so bad as that, can they get to the Northern line ? Yes.
4159. Sometimes the season is good about Moree when the country is quite impassable about the Queensland 
border and this side ? If they are already at Moree.
4160. They are already provided for ? Then they can catch this line.
4161. The line will be open to Coonamble very shortly, and if travelling stock can reach Moree they are 
not very far off Coonamble ;—would they go to the Northern line ? The Queensland cattle might come 
in and strike Moree, but it is a loug way from Moree to Coonamble.
4162. As far as it is going to settle land, you say that except in the district round AVeilington, you do not 
know much of the country between AVerris Creek and Mundooran ? No.
4163. So that you cannot give us any information about the probability of settlement ? No.
4164. You do not know how much land is taken by squatters, or how much land is open for free
selection ? No. ^
4165. Now, in what particular way is this lino to benefit Bathurst ? Not directly, T think, except, of 
course, that any branch line would benefit any of these western towns, because it would give them more 
direct communication with all the western interior.
4166. Of course, if cattle and traffic of that kind go to Bathurst at all, it would be simply to pass 
through Bathurst ? There is a considerable local demand for cattle in all these country towns.
4167. Is not that demand pretty well satisfied already by being connected with Dubbo aud Bourke?
There is a good deal of interchange. Sometimes cattle from Bathurst go west, and some cattle from the 
west come to Bathurst for sale.
4168. Do you not think the interest of Bathurst in that line is rather shadowy ? I do not know that it 
is. I think the better communication you give the people in all these western inland towns, the more 
direct communication they have with the west—for that is where their market is—the better for the 
Colony at large. Look at the farmers about Bathurst, AVeilington and Dubbo; they do not look upon 
Sydney as the market for their produce, they look upon the drought-stricken districts in the west as their 
market.
4169. Those are people who would not buy wheat ? They would be.
4170. They would grow wheat ? Yes.
4171. Chairman.'] Is there anything further which you can add ? No. I suppose you have not con
sidered the construction of this lino in connection with any possible Pedcral Capital.
4172. If you have any views on that question we should be glad to hear them ? On the AVestern lino 
there are three or four sites, the eligibility of which has been admitted by the Commissioner, I conclude.
He has held an inquiry in different places along the AVestern line—at Orange, Milthorpe, Blayney,
Bathurst, and, I think, Wellington too. If the site of the Federal Capital bo ultimately chosen in one of 
these western districts, I think that is a strong argument, I think you will see the most direct line of 
communication with the different Colonics will be made from that point.

Alexander
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4173. Chairman 
Yes.

Alexander Wilsor, stock and station agent, sworn, and eiamined:—
You arc a stock and station agent carrying on business in O’Connell-street, Sydney?

41/4. Mr. Wafsoa.J When you were giving evidence on another inquiry some time ago, you incidentally 
suggested that, in considering any connection between tbe Northern line and the Western line, the route 
from Grilgandra to Curlewis might be inquired into ? I did.
4173. Since that suggestion was made, Mr. Harper, Chief Traffic ^Manager in the Kaihvay iDepart- 
naent, has mn.de some inquiries into that aspect, and Mr. C. McDonnell Stuart, of the Railway Construction 
Branch, has inspected the possible route ? So 1 understand. '
41/6. Have you had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Stuart's report ? I saw the resume of it, and T had a 
conversation with Mr. Stuart.
4177. You think that Mr. Stuart in his exploration got on to tho best line which could be got in that 
district ? I think not, and he is rather inclined to think, after having had it explained by me, that a 
better line could be got. He only had some four days, I understand, to make the whole inspection, 
which, of course, was not reasonable in a country like that. He admits that several suggestions 1 made 
were leading him to think it is quite possible that a hotter line than even what he brought before the 
Committee might be obtained.
41/S. Could you indicate roughly where you think his suggested line might be deviated from with advan
tage ? On this vyall-map Mr Stuart’s suggested line starts from Gilgaudra, aud is shown in green tint 
on the map, crossing the Castlereagh above Binnaway, aud then getting on to the explored line from 
Quirindi to Coonabarabran, and leaving that a little further on across the easy country to Curlewis.
4L/9. It show's a possible deviation just above Binnaway, following'Woolshed Creek in lieu of Mow 
Creek? Tes. ’
4180. "Will you now suggest your alterations ? Starting from the terminal point at Gilgaudra, I agree,
as far as my observation goes, with the line as indicated by Mr. Stuart that approaches the second 
crossing of the Castlereagh above Binnaway. Subject in further examination—T know this route, for I 
havc^ridden it, almost exactly—1 would suggest that an examination be made from the second crossing of 
the Castlereagh, with a southerly trend towards Binnaway, then making an almost direct lino to Bomera, 
and then keeping about 2 miles to the oast of Mr. Stuart’s line till vou get within about 10 miles of 
Curlewis. '
4181. Do you think that would probably give easier country than a lino as sketched by Mr, Stuart? I 
thiiik so, l discussed that question with Mr, Stuart, because'I considered that he has followed not a 
difficult line of country, hut a more difficult line than a great deal of this liue I suggest. He is following 
along a crock, and he admits that, possibly, my knowledge of the country was greater than what ho was 
able to obtain in the time at his disposal, because the only piece of line he knew was the part of the line 
which follows the Quirindi—Coonabarabran exploration; but he is quite prepared to find on further 
examination that my suggestion would be a distinct improvement, and probably shorten and cheapen tbe 
line.
4182. I presume that once you leave the Castlereagh the second time, going north-east, you enter into 
country that is, generally speaking, rough for a little distance ? When vou come up Mow Creek, and 
get on to the watershed between the Castlereagh and the JS’amoi, it is about the poorest piece of country 
on the whole route. Of course, there is one feature of this alteration which would be unfavourable to 
some extent, in that it brings the line several miles further away from Coonabarabran.
4183. Not so much; but still it would be slightly in that direction ? It is only problematical. You 
see, instead of following the river north towards Coonabarabran, tbe line follows south-west on the other 
side, and the station for Coonabarabran would be somewhere near Binnaway on the present main road, or 
it might be at a small settlement called Warkton, or at another small place, the name of which I do not 
remember.
4181. Do you think you can get through the rough country immediatelv north-east of the Castlereagh 
near Binnaway easier than Mr. Stuart does with his line ? That is the only bit of the line from that side 
of the Castlereagh above Binnaway till you get into the drop of the Namoi that I am not personally 
acquainted with, I discussed the matter with Mr. Stawell, of the Railway Department, who spent some 
time in trying to improve the approach to this Warrumbunglo Range for these lines, and he told me that 
the further west you get here the easier it is to cross the range. Of course, the range when you get out 
to the portn is very indistinct; it is only a flat table-land, but he says tho more you keep to the west the 
easier it is to approach the ridge on an easy grade. That was speaking of it as compared with any of 
these other suggested Werris Creek lines.
4185. Mr, Stuart made a tentative suggestion in favour of Breeza as against Curlewis for a junction? So
he mentioned to me. That was first suggested by Mr. Goodwin, Member for Gunnedah, who spolto to mo 
about it when I first propounded this idea of mine. Of course, both Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Stuart, to my 
mind, are looking at it solely from the railway management point of view—the doing away with the 
junction station.. That is all very well, but we hope that these lines, when made, will ^develop a traffic 
sufficient to justify junction stations. ‘
4186. The feeling is that with a junction at Breeza you could utilise the existing workshops at Werris 
Creek ? I quite understand the argument for what it is worth, but, as against that, you will see that that 
suggestion makes a narrow angle of the line. You have about 15 or 20 miles of railway practically 
unproductive. If jt gets any traffic at all. it is only taking it from the existing line, becauso all on the 
south side of the North-western line is a great wet plain in the hands of one proprietor, and with no 
settlement on it at all, and it is not land suitable for cultivation. The land in tho angle between the two 
linos js thoroughly well.served by the existing Hnc. Besides, it must lengthen the line, I should say, by 
15 miles, judging by this map. . That is an important consideration as against Ihe expense of managing a 
junction station, whereas, starting from Curlewis, the line is going for tho first 25 or 30 miles admittedly 
through nearly all first-class agricultural land, a great deal of it being under settlement at the present 
moment.
4187. And starting at. right angles from the existing lino would draw traffic from either side almost 
immediately ? Immediately. It is better than aright angle, because it is striking off at the curve of a 
bow. It is more like the three legs of the Isle of Man. There is another point which I am not able exactly 
to elucidate there, because this map leaves off just where I want it. I think, in considering such lines as

this,
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this, you ought to endeavour not to drag the traffic away from the local county town.. There is a great A. Wilson, 
deal of busineps which requires people to go into the local town—the Assize town, the Land Office town, /—A—-n 
and all this kind of thing; and that traffic should be encouraged, and you should not drag people away ^ 1900.
down a line either to force them to go to Sydney, or Newcastle, or some utterly useless place for the local 
tralhc. If you have the line to Gunnedah, you see this line almost runs on into Ginmedah, the local 
district town, which is only 9 miles from Curlewis, surely that is an object to be considered. 1’urther- 
more, there is the question of the stock traffic. All the country to the north and north-west of this is 
in lair seasons a great stock-producing country, and runs right in and commands a great deal of tbe 
western Queensland stock country. If there are markets to the south, that is the natural line of trafiic.
1 have myself trucked sheep which came from INarrabri at Hylstoue to go to Melbourne. Now, if that 
can be done, surely there arc good reasons why. in some seasons, such a line as this miaht expect to bring 
a considerable traffic from that direction, and the more you drag that traffic down along V-shaped angles 
and backwards tho less you encourage it. *
41S8. So that for stock coming from the North-western line and branches it would be actually a saving to 
go a little further west, such as a Curlewis connection would mean? An enormous amount. You have 
only to look at the angle to understand. You have to come to Werris Creek, and then vou have to go 
right hack, quite two-thirds ot the distance it would lie from Werris Creek to, say, Bomera. You see, 
with my suggestion, how this would commend Gunnedah and all the business out here to pass Bomera.
Gunnedah is its local town. To the Assize courts, and Land Board sittings, aud many other things, many 
people have to come in. If you make them go down to Werris Creek and then come back—and perhaps 
the trains would not be convenient—this line would not be of any use to them, and siill they -would have the 
heavy journey across country as they have at present. That appeals to me as a very considerable argu
ment, if the reasons are not very strong to the contrary. Perhaps I may take the liberty of saying here, 
having heard part of Mr. Suttor’s evidence, that he is not as well up in the stock trade as perhaps we 
might expect him to be, because, lately, store cattle have been trucked from Wallangarra to Wagga and 
Albury. I saw some of them very poor too. You see store cattle are worth up to £8, £9, and £10 in
victoria, and taking a normal state of affairs it is very difficult to say what traffic might develop on 
a line. - ’ » n
4189. But that is an abnormal condition ? Yes. Australia, especially New South Wales, is more or less 
abnormal. It is always abnormal somewhere, and that is one reason why this line will be carrving some 
traffic one way different from what it wilWIo at another time. I mention that matter ns Mr. Suttor did 
not seem to have a good grasp of the subject. lie also forgets that in a great deal of tins western country 
in Queensland that; is, north-west of Collarendabri—there are no cattle, it is all sheep. The cattle in 
Queensland, to which we would have to look for railway traffic, are cither on tbe coast, inside tho range, 
or on the extreme western part of that Colony. The main intermediate country carries all sheep now.
4100. laking the Queensland cattle^ that are located towards the coast, is it not likely that they would 
come down in fair seasons by the various rivers—the Condamine, Warrego, and Culgoa—as far as Bourke, 
with a view to trucking to Melbourne rather than trucking on the North-western line ? No ; Moree 
down to Biugara would be the routes they would come. Take Groondiwindi, take from tho main range 
at \\ allangarra, at the range there are no cattle at all till you get as far west as Thargomindah ; it is all 
sheep.
4191. Taking Thargomindah, from the map if would appear as if it is not so much out of the road to 
make for Bourke or else to go right down? They either make to Bourke or to Broken Hill; but the 
traffic in cattle is either west to Walgett or it is iii about Moree.
4192. Taking tbe Great Northern line and the north-western branch at Moree, or any extension of that
branch, which of these lines would be more likely to attract Queensland cattle which are making for 
Melbourne ? Moree. b
419:1. In that ease the Curlewis starting-point would he better than Werris Creek ? Undoubtedly that 
is the most likely for either cattle or sheep. That is the line of traffic from north to east most likely 
to have a permanent, continuous, and developing traffic.
4194. Is there much cattle traffic on the North-western line now ? Not much, because almost the very 
last of tho cattle country, even what is purely cattle country, is nearly starved out by the late drought.
Any cattle country at all suitable for sheep has been converted into sheep country. They can be handled 
so much more easily in a drought with the possibility of saving them, and they are better worth saving.
4195. Leaving tor the time being the saving in cost of construction which your suggested line would
mean as compared with the Wellington to Werris Creek line, are there any other advantages which 
present themselves in favour of it ? There is the advantage that you are tapping fresh country every 
mile of the way, and you are not competing with any existing line, and you are drawing traffic from 
both sides of it. *
4'196. Would not two of these points apply equally to the Wellington-Werris Creek line? No,
4197.. That is, that you draw traffic from each side, and that you go through good land? No ; as I shall 
explain. You have the same objection at both ends of the Wellington-Werris Creek line as I indicated 
the suggested deviation to Breeza would have. You will go off at a sharp angle, and you will get no 
traffic on that liue till you get quite past Pine itidge.
4198, You will get trafiic from Pine ftidge P From my knowledge of it, you will get no traffic unless in 
V^We^fl°Td<id seasolu^ whea the roacts are impassable. You will get no traffic from the Quirindi side 
ot Kickerbil—-T know that country well, ns I used to have a place further on there—because people 
not immediately on the line, if they have to go some distance to the railway, would prefer to go from there 
to a considerable town on the main line where they could do other business than to go a shorter distance 
to a local line with one town and, perhaps, detention at the junction, and then get into another train to 
arrive at their destination. '
4199; The latter involving much greater railway haulage ? Yes : for instance, it is 22 miles by road from 
Qmnndi to Kickerbih Kickcrbil would, I fancy, be J1 or 12 miles from any principal siding on the 
proposed line. They would prefer to go 22 miles to a main line station in most of the cases, and the 
traffic certainly would. You see there is the saving of extra haulage.
4200. How far would you have to go on from Werris Creek on the proposed line before vou began to tap 
new trade . Of course, you will get a little close to the line. People will, of course, make use of it.
Tou will get none, except they can just step on to the line.

. 43—Y ‘ 4201,
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A. Wilson. 4201. Why? There will be almost no traffic that the railways do not get, till you get to Spring Ridge 
/—-x—on the proposed line. _

11 July, 1000.4202. From Spring Ridge right on ? You would gain very little till yon got past Collie Blue. Of coprse 
after that you would get it on both sides. All this country south of the proposed line towards Quirindi, 
is all large grazing freeholds, and mostly laud only suitable for grazing. _
4203. Docs that apply to tho land through which the line goes before you get to Spring Ridge from
Werris Creek? Y"es; to a great deal of it with only odd patches of exceptions, in fact, till you get to 
Bomera or near the range. .
4204. .Dr. Garran.'] Por the first 20 miles along this line from Werris Creek a very small proportion of
the country is agricultural country ? It is not good agricultural country, _
4205. Mr. Watson.] The country generally is held in large holdings? Almost entirely in the hands of 
six or eight persons. Moreover, when you get a little further on the traffic is all fenced in on the south 
by the main Liverpool Range. There are only one or two stations here which run up, you can only have 
one station to draw on for traffic at all. When you pass by Bundella you are ou the other end of the run, 
for the top end of that holding is on the top of the Liverpool Range. The same with Moredevil and all 
the holdings along there that run through the plains. There is only one holding between the railway line 
and the top of the ridge till you get to Dempsey’s, which is on the very top of the range almost.
4206. Prom Dempsey you continue on up to Weetalibah and TJbnda towards the Castlereagh ? Yes.
4207. Referring to the country from Binnaway to Merrygoen on the proposed line, how would you describe 
its character? Of course you strike a patch of the worst couutnr on tbe whole route there, in fact it is 
mostly very poor from where this bend begins to develop near Binnaway, till you get quite close to 
Talbragar at tbe back of Cobborah. That is the worst patch of country anywhere about there.
4208. For a distance of how many miles ? About 50 miles. ,
4209; Going on from Cobborah again, you approach the influence of cither the Dubbo-Coonamble liue, 
or the main Western line ? Yes; you have the same sharp-faced approach here, instead of a blunt 
approach. If you get the traffic here you are probably robbing the main Western lino of it.
4210. That applies to the western side of the proposed line ? Yes. _
4211. On the eastern side, so far, there would be no competitive line unless the Mudgee line were
extended ? Yes. _
4212. Tho country from Cobborah into Wellington is good? It is nearly all good agricultural land;
there are only odd places which are not good. _
4213. Taking the country through which the proposed line goes generally, and that through which your 
suggested line would go, which do you think would have the smaller proportion of bad land? My proposal.
4214. How would you describe tbe country through which your proposed line goes, you having been over
tbe greater part of it, I understand ? 1 know it all pretty intimately, except the 15 or 20 miles I explained 
ou the other map, east of the second crossing of the Castlereagh. _ _ _
4215. Will you now describe tho rest of the lino? Starting from Gilgandra, for the first few miles it is 
rather hard-timber country; it is agricultural land, but of rather inferior quality. Then, as you approach 
the Wallamburrawong Creek, the quality of tbe land improves. There is a considerable patch of volcanic 
soil, and that extends more or less all the way till within a short distance of the second crossing of the 
Castlereagh. Then there is the bit I am not personally well acquainted with, but I know it is fair to good 
grazing land, and a great deal of it is very good agricultural land. I am not speaking from my personal 
knowledge. I know from the owners of properties the description of this land. Prom there to past

' Bomera a great deal of it is really good agricultural land. Prom below Bomera, there would be about 
15 miles of heavy black soil of the Liverpool Plains, and then really good agricultural land the rest of tho 
way into Curlewis.
4216. How is that laud on the Curlewis line generally held ? Most of it is in the hands of small holders— 
holders under 10,000 acres, and a large proportion of it is still Crown land, or has been recently settled 
under tho present Land Act. The only large estate which the line would skirt—it would not traverse 
it—is Bando.
4217. 1 understand that a number of settlement leases and other forms of close settlement have been
thrown open there very lately ? Within ihe last twelve months there has been quite an area of the part 
of Bando which I suggest the line should go through, taken up under settlement lease, and I believe some 
more are about to be taken up. That is one reason, amongst others, why 1 suggest Mr. Stuart did not 
keep enough to the east. He has kept too close to Tambar Springs, and too close to the edge of a long 
range oflow hills. I might mention, too, that when you do get away from the Liverpool Range here on 
the proposed line, this patch of country between Coolah and the proposed line is almost entirely 
unproductive. One or two large holdings there were deserted for tho last two or three years. The 
holding, Bothero, which used to run 30,000 sheep, was absolutely denuded of stock. _ _
42 L8. It is very rougli country ? It is very poor country. If you get down to Denny Kinnie there are 
several other poor miserable holdings which do not make a living for a family. _
4219. Would your description of the land, through which your suggested line runs, apply for any distance 
on either side, north and south ? Yes; I mean it to apply to a considerable area of country on both 
sides. I have described it on the line. If I go near a. range, as you do over this range at Tambar Springs, 
that is not very serious, it is only for construction purposes that be may bo so near—you pass no country 
within 10 or 15 miles which is unproductive.
4220. Where you cross the Castlereagh the second time, immediately north-east of Binnaway, would you 
call that good country ? No. There are small patches—and that is what I said—just near Binnaway. 
There is the patch a ii ttle north of Binnaway and up Mow Creek. Still, although it is not attractive sheep

. country; a great deal of it is good agricultural land. It is grass-seed country; it is coarse sandy country.
In some places, where it is hard soil, it is iron-bark, aud where it is more sandy and loamy, it is white-box 
or pine and apple tree. Of course, this deviation would require to be considered, in viewmf the accommo
dation to Coonabarabran. That is only a detail, and no doubt it will be taken into consideration.
4221. Your line generally, though whether Mr. Stuart’s route is adopted, or whether your suggested
deviation is adopted, would go much nearer Coonabarabran than the proposed lino? I think, perhaps, 
about 15 miles nearer ; it depends upon how the survey panned out. _
4222. So that you aro still of opinion that your suggested line is much superior to the proposed lino 
from every aspect? Prom tho national point of view, I think so. I saw Mr. Deane's evidence, where he

gave
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gave it a very short shrift in his earlier report, and before Mr. Stuart was sent out, and spoke very A. Wilion. 
disparagingly of the rougli country and the expense it would be. Mr. Stuart practically endorses every
thing I have said, and it shows—although it is a broltcn country—it is not a difficult country, because ^ 
you do not attack any main range, and you avoid nearly all the minor leading ranges. Tou skirt them ; 
you do not go jumping up aud down over the banks of the country. In fact, Mr. Stuart says that the 
estimate would be very reasonable if it were not for the two'long bridges over the Castloreagh, that that 
addition adds so much to the general cost, and he admits that my first contention, which, of course, was ,
based simply on local knowledge, would, very probably, prove correct; that it would prove that there is a 
difference of 50 miles between the two lines. At present he makes it out to bo 40 miles. ^
4223. Mr, ifyara.] How far would Coonabarabran be from the nearest point on your suggested lino ? It
would be not nearer than 15 miles, and not further than 20 miles, allowing for the different surveys which 
might be made. - ■
4224. How many miles of that country south-east of Coonabarabran would it have to go through ? I 
do not think more than 8 or 10 miles.
4225. Tou have been through it ? Tes. As it happens Mr. Stuart has almost adopted a line of route I 
travelled a couple of years ago on a business errand, I went a little out of my way to pick up some of 
the features I had in view for this line, and I found that he has much more closely followed tho route I 
travelled than 1 had anticipated.
4226. According to your opinion is that country good for anything at all ? There is no country on that 
route which is not good for something—I will not say that there Is not 500 acres, because even the richest 
country contains patches of poor land.
4227. Do you not think that there is a considerable extent of country there which is not good for agri
culture or grazing ? Ho ; I do not think there is a patch of 500 acres of what I would call bad Country.
Of course a great deal of it is bad sheep country, but some of it is very good agricultural land.
4228. It is some years since I went through that country, but it struck me at that time that there was a 
very considerable extent of that heavy, bad country ? If you travel right from Coolah or Binnaway into 
Coonabarabran you would follow along the top of a ridge. For the last 15 miles into Coonabarabran you 
would be just on the top of a bad ridge.
4220, Tour suggested line is cast of that ? It is endeavoured to keep to the east of this very bad bit.
4230. Qhairmm.'\ AU your evidence is, of course, proceeding on the assumption that it is desirable to 
construct either of these lines ? That is so.
4231. I think yon know the details of the finance of the line ? Itoughly,
4232. The llailway Commissioners anticipate a loss of £18,000 with local rates, and £20,000 with through 
rates ; could ymu indicate any other sources of trafiic or revenue besides the one you have already indicated, 
namely, the cattle traffic ? I cannot indicate that cither of the lines is likely to pay for some time to 
come. 1 am very definitely of that opinion; but, if it is a choice of evils, I claim that my line will be 
the less evil, and a greater prospect of good.
4233. Dr. Qarran.~\ Tour line will be 40 miles shorter, and therefore less capital will be involved in it?
Tes. „
4234. Chairman^] Tou think it would open up a larger area per mile of this agricultural country ?
Distinctly, because the good country on tho 'W’ellington-Werris Creek line is almost entirely held in
large holdings, and is country which is not likely to be opened up for a long time to come. ■
4235. Whereas on your suggested line you think there is considerable room for closer settlement? It is .
developing every month. 1 think any close inspection would go to prove that. ‘
423G, From your general knowledge of the operations of the railways and the country, can you indicate
any benefit, apart from opening up this country, which would accrue from connecting the Northern line 
with the Western line ? Of course, there must be an advantage. It happens sometimes that the run of 
trafiic, say of stock, is all on the Northern, or the Western, or the Southern lino—at least a great 
preponderance of it. I know it has been, in some instances, a great convenience that the Commissioners 
could work the rolling stock from the Western to the Southern lines, or nice versa, without hauling them 
to Sydney, because, of course, they must keep a certain standard of supply on the different Hues ready 
for the ordinary traffic.
4237. That is just about tho only reason which the Commissioners urge in favour of the line, and they 
do not seem to think much of that either ? That is a saving and an advantage to tho country which does 
not come out in any returns. If they haul that traffic at a loss—if they haul the trucks, say, from 
Blayney to Sydney, and have to haul them back to Harden again—of course, it is an addition to the 
working expenses, hut it cannot be particularised very well. But they admit at times that they have had 
great savings in that respect. There is another point of this cross-country drought traffic to which I do 
not attach a great deal of importance. 8ee the advantage of this liue as compared with the Werris 
Creek line, because, as the last witness told you, the Wellington district does not suffer from drought. I 
agree with that up to a point. It does not suffer like the western country ; hut the country which wants 
to be relieved is the country all west of Narrabri, Moree, and Duhbo. Tou see this line gives a good 
opening to do that, and if a good season is on in New England, or down about Orange, they have a choice 
of routes, and they never would want to send sheep from Wellington to New England. From nowhere 
bore would they ever send their sheep in a drought to New England ; they might once in ten or fifteen 
years. I am speaking of the great tract of sheep country in towards Coonamble ; that will not be helped 
in any way. They will be in direct communication with New Eugland by my route, and at a great deal 
shorter distance thau by the other connection.
4238. Mr. McFarianc,'] One of the arguments in favour of connecting tho two lines is that with a cross
country liue conveying stock, say, from Queensland to the Melbourne market, and also for passenger 
traffic, it would he much nearer than by going round, via Sydney, to Melbourne or Adelaide, in the event 
of the cross line being continued. In the event of that being done, people coming from Brisbane, or 
stock coming from there, by your proposed connection between Curlewis aud Dubbo or Wellington, they 
would have to change at Werris Creek from the Northern line, and there would be another junction at 
Curlewis, instead of taking the straighter course at Werris Creek going due south? A junction does not 
necessarily mean a change.
4239. It would mean a great inconvenience ? I do not hesitate to say that any expectation of a through 
express traffic from Queensland to Victoria by any of these routes would be absurd.

4240.
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A. Wilson. 4240, That is put forward by a number of witnesses ? I do not put it forward. I would not expect to 
—A'——\ get any material return from any through passengers. It might be a different question if tbe Federal 

11 July, 1900. Qapital were put here, as Mr, Suttor suggested. So far as we can see at the present time, as regards any 
probability of a through passenger traffic from Queensland to Melbourne, I would not attach any 
importance to it.
4241. How would it affect tbe stock traffic ? I have explained that I claim very considerable advantages
for my proposal in tbe way of stock traffic either from the north to south as fats, or from west to cast as 
stores. _
4242. I quite understood the advantage which you pointed out, but I am speaking now' of Queensland
stock ? I do not think the Commissioners would be justified in building very largely on any through 
traffic in Queensland stock on either of the lines. ... . . • ■
4243. You think it would not be sufficiently large ? They will get it at times,'but it is a very inconvenient
and uncertain quantity. 1 see no prospect of it being a regular trade. i
4244. Would you consider it an argument sufficient to be considered in connecting the Western with the 
Northern line ? You could allow a certain guess system that you would occasionally earn something from 
that traffic, but. no business man could reduce it to a business calculation at all—at least, I do not think so 
and I think I have a pretty good idea of what it might develop into. You could not say that there 
would be .1.0,000 cattle and 100,000 sheep, There might not be 10,000 sheep and 100 head of cattle in 
six months. 1 am speaking of what you might call the through traffic from different parts. Of course, 
the local traffic can be fairly estimated : I mean that through traffic from away up beyond Tamworth or 
beyond Narrabri. Coming down and crossing over on this line, and going away through Blayney or 
anyway there is a mere guesswork, but it will happen occasionally'. Sometimes considerable 
numbers will come for a few weeks, and sometimes almost nothing will come for a year or two. It will 
be very irregular.
4245. Chairman^ Is there anything else which you would like to add? No.

WEDNESDAY, 18 JULY, 1900. 
jateomt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK Esq. (Chairman).
Tbe Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
Tbe Hon. Andrew' Garran, LL.D.
Tbe Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Wellington to
Werris Creek.

George Charles Yeo, draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn, and
examined :—

G. C. Yeo. 424(5. Chairman.'] You have brought the stock statistics in reference to the proposed railway from 
A—Welliugfim to Werris Creek ? Yes. , , .

18 July, 1900. W ill you kindly indicate the area from which you have drawn tho statistics. Starting from
Wellington, it runs practically north to Coonabarabran, and branches across in a^ direct line to Werris 
Creek, and on the south-eastern side it follows the Coolaburragundy Elver to Werris Creek. _
4248. At about what distance is your area, keeping on each side of the route of the line after it leaves 
the terminal points? The centre is about the widest part; on the north-west it will be between 40 aud 
50 miles, and on the south-west it will be about 30 miles—that is, down towards Cassilis.
4249. You have allowed for the influence of tbe existing lines ? Yes; 1 have divided the area between 
the existing lines and the proposed lino equally.
4250. Is there any special name for this district? Not that I am aware of. It embraces the biggest
part of what we call the Coonabarabran sheep district. _
4251. Will you be good enough to read the return which you have prepared ? It is as follows :

Number of Sheep and Cattle depastured in area affected by proposed railway Wellington

Cattle.

Werris Creek.
1898.

Sheep.
9,405 ......................... ................................................ .............. 815,623

0,243 .........................
1899.

.............. 796,219
Clip for 1898 .............. ... 12,225 bales.

„ 1899 .............. ... 11,940 „
There was a drift of stock from the north-west through Coonabarabran for the last two 

years of 850,000 sheep and 85,000 cattle.
4252. I suppose you are not able to go back any number of years and show what increase has taken 
place ? I can go back (o tbe year 189G and give you tbe increase, not particularly in that portion, but in 
the sheep district including that portion, which will give you an idea of the increase in the same area.
4253. Will you read the statement which you have prepared? It is as follows : —

Stock Returns.
Year. Horses. Cattle. Sheep.
1896 ... 6,139 ... ... 16,084 ... ... 1,012,008
1897 ... 6,056 ... ... 14,406 ... ... 942,461
1898 ... 6,132 ... ... 13,692 ... ... 993,974
1899 « ■ » , . . ... 5,768 ... ... 11.809 ... ... 863,576

4254.
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4254. That, of course, 1ms been due to the continuation of bad seasons ? Tes ; owing to the drought. Gh C. Yep.
4255. We can take it that the figures which you have given us for this special area about tho lino do not.
represent by any means the full capacity of that country ? No, if .1 had gone further back—to the year u .T> *
1896—they would have improved considerably. _
425G. Can you state what relation the present amount of stock bears to the whole amount which could be 
carried by that country in a fair season, and in what proportion!5 No more than that return shows. It 
shows that in 1899 there were 796.219 sheep, and in 1898, 815,623 sheep. _
4257. Do you think that that district would stand, in a fair season, twice the number of sheep / No ; it 
would not stand that. In 1890 that district—that is, the Coonabarabran district—carried 1,000,000 sheep, 
and in 1899, 863,000 sheep. Of course, there has been a falling oS since 1896.
4258. Mr. Levien.] 1896 was a good season ? It was.
4259. And I suppose the previous seasons had been good ? The seasons previous to 1890 were good too,
4260. Dr. Garran.] Is the quality of tbe sheep iu that district a fair average of the New South AVales 
sheep, or do you know nothing about that matter ? I do not know anything about that.

THUBSDA r, 19 JULY, 1900.
Srcemt;— J

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Fatiuck Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, j John Christian AVatson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herrebt Hyam, j Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from AVeilington to
AVerris Creek.

Simeon Phillips, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:—
4261. Chairman.] You are Alember of the Legislative Assembly for the electorate of Dubbo ? Tes; and g. Phillips,
I have resided in Dubbo for twenty-two years. Lsq., M.P,
4262. Tou have a fair knowledge of the surrounding country ? A very fair knowledge.
4263. Since this proposal was remitted to the Committee a rival connection starting from Dubbo has been 9 4“ y> • 
placed before our notice tbe cross-country connections really only differ in route as regards the part
from Dubbo to Murrungundi, and the part from AVeilington to Mnrrungundi;—can you give us an idea 
of tbe relative character of the two connections as far as Murrungundi, with respect to ease of construc
tion? 1 believe the line would be more easily constructed from Dubbo than from Wellington. I am 
better acquainted with the country between Dubbo and Murrungundi than tbe country between Dubbo 
and AVeilington, about which country I know very little, except in the immediate vicinity of AVeilington.
4264. AVould you say that the country in the immediate vicinity of AVeilington is more undulating than
that near Dubbo Y Yes, very much more difficult country, I should say. ....
4265. How would you compare the two sections of country with respect to their agricultural possibilities?
J know there is a large amount of agriculture between Dubbo and Murrungundi.
4266. Is it aSHand suitable for agriculture ? Tes. .
4267. It has also been suggested that this cross-country connection, if built, might m the future be 
extended further south ;—from which point would the cross-country connection he more easily extended, 
from Dubbo or from Wellington ? Certainly from Dubbo.
4268. For what reason ? I have formed that opinion largely from the reports of Mr. Jones, who made a 
very elaborate survey aud report, and who, 1 see, has given evidence in this inquiry.
4269. Do you think the fact that the Dubbo-Coonamble line is about to be coustructed is an argument 
against joining AVerris Creek with Dubbo rather than with AVeilington? I cannot see that it affects the 
question. It appears to me ii would be an advantage from a railway point of view.
4270. In what way ;—on account of the ruuning-sheds ? To have running-sheds, trucking-yards, and so 
forth.
4271. Looking at the map, aud presuming that this line were constructed, and that the future extensions 
became necessary, from which point would the future extension south-west open up the most country not 
now served by railway from Dubbo or AVeilington ? I know the map pretty well. I have been looking 
at a smaller map, and 1 should say that an extension to Dubbo would open up more country,
4272. Is that the reason why the Condobolin line and the AVestern line are rather close to one another 
near AVeilington ? Erom Dubbo it serves a larger scope of country going down, not already served by 
railway.
4273. is there any detail information which you could give us as to the general scope of this inquiry ? I 
should like to point out that a line from Dubbo to Werris Creek would probably afford a larger passenger 
traffic. Dubbo is a very large centre. In that town two Circuit Courts and four District Courts are 
held during the year, and the Central Land Board sits in Dubbo.
4274. AVhich includes AVeilington ? Tes, Another important fact is that coal has been discovered at 
Ballimore, which is 22 miles distant from Dubbo, on the proposed line. Mineral springs also exist at 
Ballimore. These mineral waters are very well knowm in the whole of the colonies, and are now largely 
used in Sydney, under ihe name of Zet/, Spa waters.
4275. Mr. Me Bar I an r.] How far would it be from AVeilington ? Taking the surveyed route from 
Wellington. 1 do not know how far it would be as compared with the surveyed route from Dubbo; but 1 
think it is nearer Dubbo.
4276. Chairman ] Where do the supplies of these mineral waters come to tbe railway now ? To Dubbo,
In the report which Mr. Jones made m 1891, he favours the construction of a line from Dubbo to Werris 
Creek in preference to a line from Wellington to AVerris Creek, and after summing up tho conclusions 
which he has arrived at, he ends with this remark: “ I am, therefore, compelled to favour the rival route 
from Dubbo.” But I should look upon a liue going from Dubbo to Werris Creek as more of a national 
line than a line from Wellington would be, for the reason T have already stated—that it will get away 
from Dubbo much more easily than it can from AVeilington. 4277,
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4277. Mr. Hyam.'] Do you favour tho route from Duhbo to "Werris Creek in consequence of there being 
less engineering difficulties in the way ? That is one of the reasons; but as I have already stated, I think 
it will get away from Dubbo much more easily for further extensions.
4278. By bringing the line from Dubbo you would increase the distance to Sydney ? Tes, by the 
distance between Wellington and Dubbo—about 28 miles. I do not think you understood my reply to 
the other question.
4279. Possibly not ? One of the reasons which I regard as making Duhbo a better terminus is that the 
future extension which must take place to Parkes, Forbes, Grenfell, aud Young will be more easily 
constructed from Dubbo than from Wellington.
4280. I am glad you mentioned that matter, becauso I was going to speak about it;—where would you 
propose that the line from Parkes to the Western line should junction ? There is a difference of opinion 
as to that—either at Dubbo or at iNarramine.
4281. I have been over that country a good deal;—do you not think that to jnnetion with Dubbo would 
be rather costly, for there is no doubt that it will have to come some day ? 1 do not think it is as costly 
to junction from Dubbo as it would bo from Wellington.
4282. From iNarramine it would be less costly ? Tes, as it is nearly all level country. From Narramine 
to Peak Hill it is almost level country.
4283. Tou think that with the possibility of the railway from Parkes to junction with the Western 
railway it would he desirable to mpke Duhbo tho terminus of the proposed railway from Werris Creek ? 
Tes.
4284. Do you know anything of the country on the route you advocate, say within 30 or 40 miles of 
Duhbo ? Tes.
4285. Is it good land ? It is nearly all good land.
428G. Agricultural land? First-class agricultural land. In fact there is a good deal of agriculture 
going on now to within Murrungundi, which is the point at issue, as far as this terminus goes.
4287. How far is it from Dubbo ? It is 35 miles from Dubbo on the proposed route. After leaving 
Murrungundi, the lines from Wellington and Dubbo are identical.
4288. Mr. Levien.] Tou know nothing about the country between Werris Creek and Wellington ? I 
know part of the country between Wellington and Murrungundi.
4289. Of course you would sooner have tho line going lo Dubbo? Certainly; but I have given reasons 
already, in reply to the Chairman, why I think it should go to Dubbo.
4290. Mr. SJiejrittird,] Do you know the countrv about Mundooran i1 Yes; I have been there.
4291. In going to Dubbo, would you not take the line nearer Mundooran than you would hy going to 
Wellington ? Yes.
4292. Is not the country about Mundooran very poor ? There is some poor country, but there is also 
some very fine country about Mundooran.
4293. The line is slightly shorter to Duhbo than to Wellington—by 2 or 3 miles? According to Mr. 
Deane’s report, it is 2 or 3 miles shorter via Dubbo, being 159 miles.
4294. Have you been along the whole line ? No ; I know tbe country between Dubbo and Murrungundi 
and about there, and Cobborah, and Mundooran, and so on.
4295. Have you not been any further along the line? No.
4296. Ton know the country pretty well within 15 or 20 miles from Duhbo? Tes.
4297. Is tbe country equally suitable for a railway from Dubbo as it is from Wellington ;—is the country
as easily worked for a railway ? I should say so, •
4298. 1 understood it was rather more hilly from Dubbo ? I think it is easier country—not so hilly.
4299. There is a portion of it which I know is very poor and very scrubby, because we were taken that 
way at the time we went over? Perhaps you only kept to the road.
4300. We did not go Jar off the road, but out Mundooran way ; we did go off the road a good hit;—do
you know the country about Gilgandra ? Vcs. ,
4301’ What do you think of a line striking in at Gilgandra instead of Wellington ;—it would shorten 
the distance very considerably ? Although I know the country about Gilgandra, I do not know the 
route which a railway would take.
4302. If you will look at the plan, you will see that it would considerably straighten the lino? It 
would.
4303. But do you know tho country very well? 1 know the country about Gilgandra, and between 
Dubbo and Gilgandra, but not this cross-country between Gilgandra aud Curlewis.
4304. There has been a suggestion to run a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra, which would considerably 
shorten the distance;—do you think that would be as convenient? I could not say, because I do not 
know the country,
4305. It would be a little longer round for travellers; but it would be a much shorter liue to construct? 
That would be a line from Curlewis to Gilgandra, and from Gilgandra to Dubbo.
4300. Tes, of course, the line from Dubbo to Coonamble is not constructed yet; but it is likely to be 
built shortly? Yes; but that leaves out the question of the extension to the southern line.
4307. What is your principal recommendation in favouring this line, what advantages do you think would 
be gained hy it chiefly? I have read a large amount of the evidence which has been given to the 
Committee, and I agree with a number of the witnesses in the reasons which they give in favouring ibis 
line, which are all summed up by, I think, Mr. Jones, in this way, that there would be a large amount of 
traffic from starving stock in times of drought—and there is no doubt that the railway would develop a 
large amount of traffie—and that there would be a largely increased amount of agriculture.
4308. Do you think it would be likely to induce much passenger traffic ? I think that would havo 
to come,
4309. It is connecting, of course, two main lines ? Yes ; and there is the fact that it shortens the distance 
to Melbourne, Queensland, aud South Australia, which, I think, justifies one in saying it is a national 
liue, especially if you extend it to the Southern line, and make that connection to Young, taking in 
Parkes, Forbes, and Grenfell.
4310. Ton are in favour of the construction of this line, but you prefer to connect with Dubbo in 
preference to Wellington? Yes.
4311. Mr. McFarlane.] Is there much trafiic at the present time between Murrungundi and Dubbo? I
think there is a good deal of traffic. 4312.
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4312. As regards the settlement you spoke of, which town do the settlers mostly^trade with, or send their S.
produce to—Dubbo or AVeilington ? I believe they do the greater part of their trade with Dubbo. I 8^'’A ' * 
know many people who bring their produce to Dubbo, and do their business with Dubbo. 19 July 1000,
4313. AVould that produce be for Dubbo alone, or would it go there for transmission to somo other ’
market? I could not say. Under certain conditions they might be sending it further west, or down
the line. '
4314. The question whether, in times of drought and so forth, the bulk of that traffic coming to Dubbo 
along the proposed line would be sent towards Sydney, or would go in a westerly direction, would have 
rather an important bearing as far as Dubbo is concerned in this inquiry ? I think that is a question of 
conditions obtaining at the time.
4315. In times of drought, 1 suppose the tendency would be to send out westerly? Yes.
4310. Is there much wheat grown in the locality you are speaking of between Dubbo and Murrungimdy ?
There is a good deal of wheat grown, and there will be more grown.
4317. Is that wheat grown for the Sydney market, or is it sent to Dubbo to be milled ? At Dubbo there 
is a large mill to which, I daresay, some of it has gone, and some of it may be sent on.
4318. In receiving goods by the main line, do they receive them through Dubbo ? I think so. Their
trade relations, as far as I know, aro with Dubbo. 1

Thomas Brown, Esq., M.F., sworn, and examined:—
4319. Mr. Waison.'] Do you know the proposal before this Committee to construct a railway from
AVeilington to AVerris Creek ? Yes. _
4320. Will you favour the Committee with a statement of your views on that proposal ? I may inform jtf’jjJjjgjjj) 
the Committee that I became interested in this matter about three or four years ago. Tho Concloublin 1 uy’ ‘ 
electorate, I may preinise my remarks by stating, is rather an extensive one. It goes to within 7 miles
north of Parkes, joins tbo Harvey Bange, rims out in the direction of Dubbo, and comes within 2 miles 
of Uarraminc, and west towards Hymn gee, and on to the Lachlan, Between Parkes and Dubbo there is a 
considerable amount of settlement, mining and agricultural, and an agitation was started there to get the 
benefits of railway communication by the extension of a line from Parkes to Peak Hill. In dealing with 
this matter, I found that there was a disinclination on the part of the Department, and on the part of the 
Bailway Commissioners, to work short spur lines such as that would be, being a line of 30 miles. I also 
knew that some years previously there had been an agitation to connect all these main trunk lines by an 
inland link line, as it is termed, I thought this agitation had practically been dead, for several reasons, 
for some years, and I considered that it would be a good idea to revive it—that the time was opportune to 
do so. At the deputation which I introduced to the then Minister for Public AVorks, Mr. Young, it was 
asked for by the Peak Hill Bailway League, and they simply confined themselves to asking for an 
extension to Peak Hill from Parkes; but I had induced several other centres, such as Parkes, Alectown,
McPhail, Tomingley, and Harramine to join in this deputation. The Minister’s reply to the Peak 
Hill representation was not very favourable, for the reasons I indicated ; but upon a wider scheme being 
put before him he intimated that he thought it was one that he might give consideration to. Subsequently I 
had considerable correspondence with the Department on the matter as the outcome of Mr. Jones' report, 
made, I think, in 1891. I first placed before the Minister the desirableness of constructing a line from 
Parkes to Dubbo, and from Dubbo on to AVerris Creek; but I found there was a difficulty with respect 
to the country lying between Tomingley and Dubbo. It is rather broken country ; it is not hilly country.
AVhat are known as the Sappa-Bulgas cross this line of country. It is a continuation of a broken line 
of country extending from between Parkes and Molong out, forming the Harvey Bange for a part of the 
way, and, as it gets further out, it tails off, or levels down across the AVestern railway between Karrainino 
and Dubbo, and goes on towards Gilgandra, out in that direction. As I have described, this country is 
rather poor, and, whilst it presents no very great engineering difficulties, it is an expensive piece of 
country, and that induced mo to suggest to the Department the advisableness of carrying the railway to 
Narramine. The country between Tomingley and Narramine is splendid agricultural country, being level 
all the way, with no engineering difficulties whatever. My first proposition on that was to go to Narra
mine, and thence in a direct line to AVerris Creek; but it was pointed out to me that a considerable 
expense would be entailed in bridging the Macquarie and ana-branch—the Coolbaggie, 1. think, it; is 
called. That induced me to submit to the Department the desirableness of using the present line between 
Narramine and Dubbo, and extending from Dubbo to AVerris Creek. The Member for Dubbo, Mr. Phillips, 
and several residents of Dubbo, joined in that proposition, and it was before tbe Minister, Mr. Young, and 
also his successor, Mr. Lee, and wc understood—at least I understood—it was a li kely line to be submitted 
by tho then Government. No doubt the AVellington-AVerris Creek extension, as it was an alternativo or 
rival scheme to this one previously, was also considered in this connection. As soon as the present 
Government came into office, Mr. O’Sullivan announced his intention of submitting the AVeilington to 
AVerris Creek extension, although he indicated to Mr. Phillips and myself in the House that if there was 
any evidence brought which could show that the other line was abetter line, it would be open to this 
Committee, and afterwards for the House, to consider that. That is pretty well the extent of my 
connection with this proposal. I am very well acquainted with the country lying west of Dubbo and 
Parkes and Eorbes and all through that way; and I have some slight acquaintance with tbe country 
round Mudgee, round Dubbo, and round AVeilington : but my personal acquaintance with the principal 
part of the country traversed by this proposal is very limited. It is more a matter of what I have 
gathered by conversation witli people who havo lived there and travelled over that country, I think, in 
considering an extension of this kind, consideration should be given to the question of how it will serve 
intercolonial interests, also to the question of what advantages it may offer in times of warfare, in pro
viding safe means of moving troops from one portion of the Colony to the other; and, further, to the 
question of how, as a developing line, it will open up tho country lying between these branch lines, and 
acting as feeder to these brancli lines in different directions. AVith respect to the national aspect of 
this question, a line constructed as proposed would have the effect of shortening the distance between 
Brisbane and Melbourne by about 150 miles, I think ; and between Brisbane and Adelaide, by 500 miles,
1 understand. As the populations of the colonies increase, and now that Pederation is an accomplished 
fact, this should be kept strongly in view. One groat purpose it will serve, no doubt, will be to facilitate
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E* BTp ra^"^ ^rans^ °f European mails, which is a matter of very great consideration ; and (probably it can 
j ‘ serve that purpose as far as Adelaide is concerned; but in the event of this transcontinental railway 

19 July tyOO. el*:®Ils’on being made which is spoken of, it wilt even afford greater facilities in connecting the different 
’ capitals by way of .Broken Hill, and Cobar, and Dubbo, or by way of Broken Htll and Condobolin, if that 

line be taken in hand. Then, with respect to tbe military advantages, whilst it may be contended that 
there is no apparent need for that, there is no certainty as to when that need may arise, and when it does 
arise it is too late then to prepare for it. If other advantages are sufficient to induce the construction of 
a connecting link like this, which may not be all that may be desired, this should have some weight in 
considering these other advantages. So far as our communication is concerned between Newcastle and 
Sydney, it lies practically along the coast, and is liable to be intercepted by an enemy at several 
points, and particularly where tbe line crosses tbe Hawkesbury. This proposed link-line would 
obviate any disadvantage arising from that, and would enable the troops to be shifted from any one point 
in the colonies to another, very readily and very safely. I think that is a point which might well receive 
consideration. Now, with respect to the possible developments to arise from the construction of a line of 
this nature. At the present time all our railway systems converge to Sydney. There is no other means 
of railway communication between the Northern main trunk line and the "Western line. Between the 
Western line and the Southern lino there is a connection by way of Blayney and Harden. The result of 
this centralisation is that there has not been that amount of intercommunication between these several 
districts which otherwise would have taken place, and which will take place if this connection is made. 
The distances between them are very great, and the difficulties of travelling over these distances, from 
the absence of proper roads and so forth, are also very great; and between these main trunk lines, as 
yopr evidence discloses, lies good agricultural country that could be opened up by an extension such as 
this. If that agricultural country were opened up, this connecting link would act as a feeder 
to the main trunk lines, both in the direction of getting produce to Sydney and also in 
the direction of taking produce further west, nr north, or south, as the case may be, and also in 
shifting stock. The possibility of opening up this countrv can only come about by railway extension, and 
the question is whether it is advisable to make that extension on the same plan as the present extensions 
have been made—that is, intersecting the country at right-angles, or by a cross-line of railway. I think the 
cross-line of railway has much to commend itself in preference to continuing tbe policy of extending tbe 
lines at right-angles from Sydney, or the junctions of railways leading to Sydney. After you get over 
the high broken country caused by the Dividing Bange, you get into flat, level country. It tails off, and 
yon get into what; is known as the wheat zone of the Central Division, extending, you may say, from the 
Murray right through to Young, Eorbes, .Parkes, Peak Hill, and Dubbo, and on towards Werris Creek. 
In addition to the wheat-growing capabilities of this country there are also mineral belts intersecting it in 
the line of this proposed railway. There is a belt of mineral country extending from Young, or even 
from further south, but for the purposes of this connection we will take it from Young, through Grenfell, 
Eorbes, Parkes, Alectown, Peak Hill, McPhail, and Tomingley. It may extend further uorth, though so 
far there has been no development; but there lias been sufficient development at these places I have 
named to show that it is likely to be a permanent belt of mineral country. So far, the principal mining 
they have done has been largely alluvial, and that has been practically worked out, but attention is now 
being given to the lodes and the reef formation. I might say that one reason why the development in 
these respects has not been carried to the extent to which it might have been done is that the country is 
peculiar, in that the mineral formation lies in broken bolts, audit is possible to get on one of these forma
tions aud have very good returns, and for it to suddenly cut out with very little indication of a continuance. 
That has led many miners to suppose that they have got to the end of it, but later prospecting shows that 
that is not so, and that there is every indication to point to the fact that this is a permanent belt of 
mineral country. Another thing I would like to point out in connection with this mining aspect is that 
in tbe line of country, about Peak Hill at any rate, after you get below a certain depth you come to exten
sive bodies of ores of rather low grade, but very refractory, and tbe trouble has been to treat them ; in 
fact, up to very recently there has been no payable method known to those who were working the ores by 
which they could be treated. But Mr. Taylor, who is well known in the Mines Department, has taken the 
Peak Hill property in hand, and has introduced some new and later scientific methods of treating the ores, 
and I understand from those who are interested in the mines there that the experiments —for they can 
only be called experiments so far—conducted under bis supervision have proved eminently successful, and 
that there is every hope now that this problem will be solved. If it is solved it will mean a very extensive 
mining development, which will bring considerable carriage to the railway, because it is a development 
which can only be carried on by means of smelting, and the carting of matte and so forth backwards and 
forwards on the railway, or a mining development very much similar to that which obtains at Cobar, and 
which has resulted in making the Cobar extension payable. That is one aspect which, I think, should be 
taken into consideration in dealing with lines of this nature. Now, there is this question,—Which is the 

’ best point on the "Western line to make this connection from—Wellington or Dubbo, or some other point ?
I am satisfied that if a connection is made with Wellington it will serve the interests west, which should be 
taken into consideration, and also the general interests very much less than a connection with Dubbo, or a 
connection with a point even further west from Duhbo. My reason for expressing that belief is that a con
nection with Wellington will mean that the other line—a line lying further west, extending between Dubbo, 
and Parkes, and Young—will be largely cut out, anditwill mean the concentration of traffic lying further 
north, particularly out towards Werris Creek and beyond that on the main Western line now as far as 
Blayney, and absolutely from Blayney across to Harden, and that way. I would like to point out to the 
Committee what this will mean. It will mean that the traffic in using this line between Wellington and 
Blayney, and between Blayney and Harden, will have to incur very serious grades, which is always a great 
advantage iu the cheap and efficient working of traffic. I have some information here relating to this 
matter. I do not give it as being absolutely correct, but tho Committee can check it with the official 
information obtainable from the Department; and if it is checked, I think you will find that it is a fairly 
correct statement of the position. West of Narramine the country is very flat, and the grades are 1 in 80, 
and I think it is only at very few points where it docs come to 1 in 80; the general ruling gradeis greater 
than that. Between Narramine and Dubbo tho grade increases, because of that patch of broken country 
that I indicated as extending from east of Parkes out along the Harvey Bange, and the Sappa-Bulgas, 
and on that road. The result is that an engine can draw sixty vehicles over a line west of Narramine, but

from
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from Narramine to Dubbo a reduction ims to be made to forty vehicles, though the difficult country T- Brown, 
between Narramine and Dubbo is not very considerable, and I understand that tho Eailway Commis- M,F* 
sioners are now reducing it, and that the line west from Nyngan may be reduced to a uniform grade at a. 
very little cost. 1B Jul7*I900'
4321. Chairman!] One in 70 is the heaviest grade there? Tes; that from Dubbo to Wellington is very
much similar. 1 think the same train-load can be taken, but from Wellington to Mullion Creek, I am 
informed, there is to be found tho roughest and most difficult patch of country on the Western line—say, 
west of Bathurst. The ruling grade there is 1 in 40, and the engine-load, I understand from information 
I have received from the Department, is nineteen trucks, and from Mullion Creek to Blayney it will be 
increased to forty-three trucks, for the ruling grade there is better. But I understand that the undulating 
nature of the country over this length between AVeilington and Mullion Creek is such that it cannot be 
hoped to reduce it to anything approaching the grade west of Narramine, except at very great cost; and 
that is a matter which should be taken into consideration. Then, again, on the Blayney and Harden line 
I find that the ruling grade is also about 1 in 40, and that the train-load is eighteen trucks, and that 
extent of country through there is also very undulating, carrying those very heavy grades, which means 
that their reduct ion must cost an immense sum before they could be brought to that point which will 
approximate to the country west of Narramine. Against that, supposing this connection is made which 
I have advocated, carrying the lino to Dubbo and thence to Narramine, and from Narramine across 
through Peak Hill to Parkes, utilising the line already constructed from Parkes lo Eorbes, and carrying 
an extension a'cross from Eorbes to Grenfell, which would serve for present purposes at any rate, you will 
get a grade quite as easy as that west of Narramine, because you are there in a flat country. That will 
mean that, having carried your connecting link from the Northern line across to Dubbo, by adopting this 
extension further west you would have a very easy grade; whereas if you constructed the line from Werris 
Creek to Wellington, as proposed, you would have these very heavy grades which I have indicated, and 
which the country can only hope to eliminate at a very great expense, amounting, I suppose, to 
more than the expense of constructing this other, and little longer, line I have indicated. Besides, as I have 
stated before, the possibilities of agricultural development, and of mineral development, will go a long 
way, if not wholly, towards meeting the cost of the construction of this line itself. I believe it will meet 
tho cost of constructing it at a very early date, because the country between Parkes and a point from 
Tomingley to Narramine has practically only been settled within the last fourteen years, and the 
settlement has been very rapid, and has yearly become closer and closer. The development in the 
direction of mining, as well as in the direction of wheat production, is very great. I know that in the 
country lying west of Peak Hill, extending out to Bullock Creek, there is now a considerable wheat 
production, and that tho farmers, although they are removed from railway facilities to distances varying 
from 40 to 00 miles, have this year shipped their wheat to London, and sold it there, as the most 
profitable market for them. They consider they have done reasonably well; they have done better by 
shipping to London than by selling in Sydney, so far as the returns enable them to judge. That is 
being done at the present time, and this cross-country railway will very materially assist in developing 
that country on the lines I have indicated. I do not think there is much more that X could add to my 
statement as showing my reasons for supporting this other extension. Since this matter has been brought 
up, I have given some little consideration to the question of making a connection between Curlewis and 
Gilgandra, and I think there is a lot that can be said in favour or that connection. Eirst of all it will 
mean very much less cost, because the construction of the line between Gilgandra and Dubbo is already *
authorised, and that can he used. Then, again, the country that is proposed to be served largely by this 
connection between Werris Creek and AVeilington will either be served by this other connection further 
north, or if not served by that connection, can be better served, in my opinion, by carrying the line from 
Mudgee on towards Coonabarabran to junction with the cross-line at some point where it will anticipate
this extension out. That will bo readily seen, I think, from your chart, because supposing you carry the 
line from Werris Creek down to AVeilington, as you propose, from about Cobborah to AVeilington 
you are running at a very sharp angle on the proposed Mudgee extension, and one would very largely 
entrench on the other; whereas if this other line were constructed, if it were sent further west or north
west, there would not be that competition between the Mudgee extension and the link-line; it would 
intersect at right-angles, and this through line would also serve the Dubbo interests, and could still be 
made the link-line by carrying it on to AVeilington, and on through there. It would certainly havo the 
disadvantage of making the journey longer; but against that, there would be the reduced cost of 
construction, and also the intermediate country to be served. It would better serve the intermediate 
country, I think, lying between Dubbo and AVeilington, by the considerations I have indicated, than an 
extension from Mudgee on towards Coonabarabran. So far as I am acquainted, there has been some 
movement in the direction of stock and fodder to the northern districts in times of drought; but the 
facilities have not been such as to invite any very large traffic in this direction. In 1898 there was a very 
severe drought up in the northern parts of the Colony—froip Narrabri up towards Moree, and out that 
way—and very heavy losses in stock resulted. When that drought broke up there was a demand for 
steck for restocking purposes. Several buyers came down into tbe Eorbes and Condobolin districts with 
a view of purchasing stock there; but they informed me that they were not able to make any purchases— 
not that tho stock there did not suit them, not that the prices did not suit them,—but because it was 
difficult to get stock to their runs or farms out in the north. The dry state of the country made it 
impossible to travel stock across country from Dubbo through there at that time, and the long distance 
from Eorbes or Parkes to Sydne3r, and thence back to these points I have indicated, debarred retrucking, 
and little or no trucking was the outcome of that condition. If this line had been constructed then, I am 
satisfied that a considerable shifting of stock would have taken place for the purposes I have indicated.
Of course, there is always this liability in the west of a general drought and a partial drought. Very 
often, when there is a great scarcity in the central part lying out west from Duhbo, aud west from Forbes 
and Parkes and Condobolin, there may be a fairly good season south, or a fairly good season north, and a 
connecting link line, such as this, would serve a good purpose in either shifting starving stock to places 
where there was grass, or in bringing fodder to them. I think that is all I can place before the Committee 
that seems to have any bearing on this question.
4322. Mr. Watson.] Tour contention, then, is that the line from Parkes to Narramine is justified on 
account of the good country through which it would pass ? Tes; it would pass through level country—

43—2 ■ through
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through country that ia splendidly adapted for wheat-growing. The undulating country is practically 
identical right through. There is the same class and the same character of country. There has been no 
proper survey made : but I asked Mr. O’Sullivan, tho present Minister for Public Works, to give me an 

' estimate of the difference in cost, and, as the result of exploratory surveys, he informed me that the 
distance between Dubbo and Parkes would be about 74 miles, and that the line is estimated to cost about 
£256,000; and that the distance between Narramine and Parkes is about 62 miles, and the liue is 
estimated to cost£212.900, showing a difference in length of construction of 11^- miles, and a difference in 
cost of £43,100. I am inclined to think that is the maximum—that, when the surveys come to be made 
out, the cost of the Narramine-Parkes line will be less than that—because it is very flat country.
4323. Mr. McFarlane.'] Is it flooded country ? No flooded country. The country between Narramine 
and Alectown, by Peak Hill ivay, is very flat. The country between Alectown and Parkes is a little 
undulating; it is a little heavier country. It is not hilly, with one or two exceptions, and that is taken into 
consideration in the Duhbo estimate.
4324. Mr. Watson!] That is at the rate of £3,500 a mile, which is rather heavy ? I am inclined to think 
the Department’s estimate is the maximum. I think there are three small watercourses between Peak Hill 
and Narramine, and one or two between Peak Hill and Alectown, but there are no engineering difficulties 
connected with them at all; they are very narrow', being not more than 20 feet across.
4325. Tou think, then, it is likely that, within a reasonable time, a line will be constructed betw'een 
Narramine and Parkes, or somewhere in that direction P I do. I understand that Mr, O’Sullivan, tbe 
Minister, has that under consideration now ; in fact, I introduced a deputation to him in- October last, 
since this matter has been remitted to the Committee, and he promised to remit this other line to the 
Cabinet for reference to Parliament and to this Committee on its own merits.
4326. Your contention is that the Committee, in arriving at their decision on a cross-country line, should 
keep that extension towards Parkes in view all the time P Tes ; for tbe reasons I have indicated.
4327. And, making any cross-country line, so that it should harmonise with that extension ? Yes.
4328. Assuming that you had a cross-country line either from Curlewis or from Werris Creek, which do 
you think would he the general direction of stock and other traffic;—would there be a necessity in regard 
to stock to get east or west when they arrived at the "Western line, say at Duhbo or Wellington;—■ 
suppose they went to either point, which would be their objective, east or west, suppose they were coming 
from Werris Creek ? That would largely depend on circumstances. If there was a severe drought out 
west, the tendency of stock would be to go cast; then, when a better season came, or a change came 
about, and there was feed out in the western parts, they would travel back again.
4329. Taking the stock coming the other way, from which direction would that cross-country line be 
mostly used to draw stock—from east or wrest ? I am inclined to think it would draw the most stock 
from the west, because the west is more liable to drought than the eastern portions.
4330. The presumption is that it would suit tho stock traffic best at that rate to have a connection as far 
west as possible ? Yes.
4331. Do you think that would operate equally well in regard to the agricultural produce that came off 
the country through which this line would go, the objective there being the sea? I think it operates 
similarly with respect to agriculture, but not to the same extent. The further east you go, the more 
broken country you come upon, and hence the rainfall is larger. The area of country available for 
agricultural purposes is not as large as the area of country lying further west, and you have less broken 
country, and hence you have a lighter rainfall; you have good agricultural country, and the wheat 
production largely depends on the season. A very wet season is a had wheat season in the Hastern 
districts, and a drier season is a good wheat season east, and a bad one west.
4332. If you have an ordinary season in the country lying between "Werris Creek and Dubbo or 
Wellington, whichever objective you have, the wheat that is taken from there will require to be taken to 
the seaboard in as short a distance as possible ? Yes.
4333. Do you think the taking of the line further west from a point of junction with the Western railway 
will be any great disadvantage to the wheat-growers on the route? J think the wheat-growers lying 
between Wellington and Werris Creek would be best served by tho extension from Mudgee,
4334. Would not that proposition be rather against a cross-country lino iu the meantime P "But then, 
again, when you go out a little further west, you get a certain area of country served by that cross
country line, but lying nearer to the seaboard from, say, AVhrris Creek. The wheat on that route would 
travel via AVerris Creek towards the seaboard. Then, coming further west you get another trafficable 
area of country which will he served by this cross-country line, but the nearest point to the seaboard will 
be via Dubbo, and it will travel vift Dubbo. It will take the nearest and the cheapest route.
4335. Do you think, if a cross-country line were made from Curlewis to Gilgandra, and the Mudgee line 
extended in the direction of Merrygoen, and possibly towards Coonabarabran in the same way, there 
would be sufficient traffic over both lines, including the cross-country and local traffie ? I do not know 
that I am competent to give a reliable answer io that question ; but I would be disposed to think so, 
because there is a big belt of country lying between Mudgee and this point of junction which can only 
be served for wheat-growing purposes—and I understand it is very good wheat-growing country—by an 
extension that way. The effect of that extension would be to increase tbe wheat production within the 
sphere of that line, whereas the effect of the cross-country line would be to increase tbe wheat production 
within its particular sphere. Of course, there would be a point, supposing they joined, where both would 
operate one against the other, and no doubt, in that case, the Mudgee extension would have tho preference, 
because it would mean the shortest route to Sydney.
4330. That is, as far as wheat is concerned ? Of course, the wheat-producing area does not extend any 
very great distance from a railway, AVhilst you have wheat-producers growing wheat at 40 or 60 miles 
away, they are very heavily handicapped. AVithin about 20 miles is a fairly reasonable distance.
4337. Mr. Levien.] You would not think it would pay them to take wheat 60 miles ? AYheat-growing at 
a greater distance than 60 miles is made payable by Dcing combined with pastoral pursuits, sheep-farming, 
and so forth, and it is found, out west anyhow, that those holders, large and small, who combine agricul
ture with grazing stand better. The experience out west of Peak Hill has been that very often a very 
bad stock-year is a fairly good wheat-year, and vice versa. That has occurred within the past two years. 
The year before last was a very bad stock-year, and a fairly good wheat-year,
4338. How far are they off the train ? There are settlers at 13ulbodney who are combining wheat-growing
with ebeep-farming, and they are 75 miles from the nearest train point. -4339,
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4339. Does that pay them ? They are adopting that as a means of making a living, and I have been told 
by settlers who are a considerable distance away that in the last year they grew wheat and sent It to 
Sydney, and if they had had it on their farms when the had part of the season came later on, they could 
have made more money out of their wheat for stock-feeding purposes than they could have got for it in 
Sydney.
4340. Mr. McFarlane.] "What would the carriage rate be for 75 miles? It varies; it is pretty 
considerable. In the drier time it is less than in the wet time. Of course, at present there are farmers 
out there with wheat on their hands •who would be very glad to get it into market; but it is impossible 
for them to get it in, because the roads are so bad.
4341. Mr. ll.yam.] Is there not some idea of constructing a lino from Bogan Gate to tho Bullock Creek? 
Tes.
4342. That is a line approved of by the Commissioners, I believe ? I understand it is. It is an agricul
tural line.
4343. Is there not a prospect of that line joining with the Western line somewhere about Nyngan ? 
Possibly; the present proposal is only to Buldodney,
4344. That is Bullock Creek, I presume ? Ho; Buldodney is a settlement about 40 miles further north 
than Bullock Creek.
4345. How far is Buldodney from Nyngan ? About 75 miles, I think.
4346. I thought there was some idea of connecting Bogan Gate and; Nyngan ? At present there is a 
petition amongst local settlers further on, asking for an extension from Trangio to Dandaloo, which will 
possibly mean a connection with Buldodney, which is about 20 miles from Dandaloo.
4347. Do you not think that would bring the line from Parkes to Narramine and the line to Bullock 
Creek rather close together ? No.
4348. It would come through Trundle ? It would. The line from Parkes to Narramine is almost a due 
north and south line. The line that you refer to—Bullock Creek to Buldodney—starts on the Condobolin- 
Parkes line, about 20 miles west of Parkes, and it runs in a south-westerly direction. The nearest point 
between these two points is at Bogan Gate and at Parkes, and the further you travel along the further 
apart they get.
4349. Mr. Waisov.] What is the maximum distance they keep apart ? Prom Trundle across to the 
nearest point of the Parkes-Peak Hill line would be, at the least, 40 to 45 miles.
4350. Mr. FEyam.] Trundle is about 35 miles from Parkes ? They generally speak of it as about 40
miles. “
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4351. In districts where agriculture or mixed farming is carried on, how close do you think these lines 
running parallel to each other should be kept apart ? I should say that lines of this nature may be 
constructed profitably at an average distance of about 60 miles. If built further than that apart it 
would leave too big a distance towards the centre point of tho road to work it profitably.
4352. Tou think a man can grow wheat and cart it to a railway station or market 30 miles away ? I 
think so. Somo of the men out there are carting their wheat 60 or 70 miles ; hut, of course, they are 
largely induced to go in for wheat growing for the purpose of assisting the stock, and also with the view 
of railway extension.
4353. Do you not think tho railway, if it came from Curlewis to Gilgandra—considering that the 
Gilgandra to Dubbo line is sanctioned—would be a cheaper and better route than the one proposed from 
Werris Creek to Wellington ? I certain]? do.
4354. Do you know the country between Curlewis and Gilgandra ? No. I only know the country from 
information I have gathered from those who produce, and ought to know it well from travelling over it. 
I do not know much from any personal experience I have had. The reason why I mentioned, that 
extension was, not so much from the supposed nature of the counriy, hut because of the lesser cost of 
construction and the possibilities of serving a certain part of the country by means of a connection from 
Mudgee out.
4355. With these cross-country railways made, I suppose it would throw a great deal more land into 
cultivation ? Speaking from my own knowledge of the country between Nyngan and on towards Grenfell, 
it would, and I should suppose it would have the same effect with respect to the country further north. 
Of course, that largely depends on the fitness of the country for agricultural purposes.
4356. Chairman.] To sum up your evidence, it means that, given the necessity of constructing this line, 
its ultimate connection with the Western line should be decided upon tbe question of which direction 
will, in the future, be best to extend it to the south-west ? That is one of the points.
4357. And you think, if it is to be extended to tho south-west, a connection with Dubbo would more easily 
lend itself to the development of that south-western country than a connection with Wellington ? Tes ; 
I am satisfied it would more readily lend itself to the development of the country, and that it would 
better suit the traffic interests beyond, because of the easier grade which may he obtained in that new 
connection,
4358. Mr. Zcvim.] Do you know anything at all about the country between Werris Creek and Wellington? 
I have been a short distance out from Wellington.
4359. How far out ? To Bodangora,
4360. Have you ever been to Werris Creek ? No.
4301. Tou know7 nothing about the country from Werris Creek out ? I do not know the country at the 
Werris Creek end.
4362. Tou know neither one point or the other, and yet you favour the line? My reasons for favouring 
the line are not so much the immediate country lying between the two points as other considerations.
4363. Do you know anything about the country between the two points ? I know the country round 
Wellington, and also round Duhbo.
4364. Do you know anything of the country between Werris Creek and Wellington ? Only that part of 
the country near 'Wellington.
4365. How far out from Wellington ? I suppose I have been out 10 or 12 miles.
4360. After you get that distance, you do not know whether it is black-soil country, loamy country, or 
sandy soil; or whether there is scrub or anything else;—you know absolutely nothing of the country 
itself between those two points, except for 10 or 12 miles out of Wellington ? Not as the result of 
personal knowledge.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO WALGETT, WITH BRANCH TO
COLLARENDABRI.

REPOET.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Purther Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “the 
expediency of constructing a line of railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with 
branch to Collarendabri,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient 
the proposed railway should be constructed; and, in accordance with the 
provisions of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of tbe Public Works Act, report 
their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—■C v ■*

Proceedings leading to the present proposal. -

1. The question of railway connection between Narrabri and Walgett, the 
Committee are informed in the official statement put before them, has been before 
Parliament and the country for many years, the movements in favour of it having 
commenced in the year 1880. The country which the line would serve is described 
as one of the finest pastoral districts in the Colony, and includes a large area of 
good agricultural land. But both graziers and farmers have hitherto laboured 
under great disadvantages, through having no means of conveying stock and 
produce out of the district except at much loss and inconvenience, as there 
are practically no metalled roads owing to the difficulty and great cost of making 
them. In exceptionally favourable seasons the district has the advantage of 
water carriage by means of the Barling and Banvon rivers, hut such favourable 
conditions are so intermittent and uncertain that for all practical purposes this mode 
ol traffic may be left out of consideration. The suggestions as to the route for the 
railway have been many and various, including a line from Nevertire via Warren 
and Coonamble, from Dubbo via Coonamble, and from Mudgeo via Coonamble. 
In 1897 a line of railway from Narrabri to Pilliga, and a line from Woolabra to 
Collarendabri, were referred to the Public Works Committee, who dealt with the 
former as a railway from Narrabri to Walgett, and, though negativing both, 
suggested a railway from Narrabri to Eurie Eurie, and, if necessary, thence on to 
Walgett, and a railway to Collarendabri from a point on the Narrabri-Eurie Eurie 
line about 315 miles from Newcastle. These suggestions placed the route of the 
two lines to the north of the Namoi River, and left the township of Wee Waa some 
S miles distant from the nearest possible railway station, a circumstance that led to 
representations from the residents of "Wee Waa and the surrounding districts, which 
resulted in the Minister for Works approving of the line keeping to the south side 
of the Namoi as far as Wee Waa, and the submission of the present proposal to the 
Committee. Description
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2. Commencing at the west end of the Xavrabri West Hail way Station, the 
line would proceed more or less parallel to, and south of, the Namoi Biver to 
Wee Waa, where it would cross the river, and follow a course generally parallel to 
Plan Creek to within about 20 miles of Walgett, where, after passing through Eurie 
Eurie, it would terminate at the northern side of the Namoi Biver about a mile and 
a half from the town, and 356 miles 72’45 chains from Newcastle.

The branch to Collarendabri would leave the line at Burren, 50 miles 23*186 
chains from Narrabri West, and proceed north-north-westerly to Thalaba Creek, 
and thence, after crossing tbe creek, follow generally the county boundary between 
Denham and Banarba, and, crossing the Barwon Biver, reach Collarendabri at a 
distance of 353 miles 38*90 chains from Newcastle.

The country traversed by both lines is flat, and the work's would be light with 
easy grades, but a bridge of considerable size would he required over the Namoi River 
at Wee Waa, and some heavy work of the same kind would ho necessary at the end 
of the Collarendabri branch line in crossing the Barwon River and its confluents. The 
latter works could he avoided by terminating the line, for the present, about 11 miles 
short of Collarendabri. To save expense the level parts of the line, more especially 
near the Namoi River, would he so constructed as to be below extraordinary flood 
level.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

3. The Railway Commissioners, who traversed both routes, state, in their 
report, that having regard to the character and prospects of the country, botti 
districts arc deserving of railway communication; hut, in their opinion, the 
best interests of the producers and of the country generally would he served 
by connecting Walgett with Coonamble, as they recommended in 1889, and 
constructing the line from Narrabri to Collarendabri via Wee Waa. They estimate 
the annual cost of botli lines at £26,836, which comprises £13,966 interest on 
capital outlay at 3 per cent., and maintenance, traffic, and locomotive expenses 
£12,870; and the traffic revenue at £13,014—merchandise and live stock £8,779, 
and passengers, parcels, mails, &c., £4,235. The estimate of cost, however, is based on 
the price of rails being £5 5s. per ton. Taking the price at what it is now, £7 10s. 
per ton, the annual cost would be £27,975—interest on capital, £15,105, and 
maintenance, traffic, and locomotive expenses, £12,870—and the difference between 
that amount and the estimated revenue, £14,961.

Estimate of Cost. .

4. The estimated total cost of the line from West Narrabri to Walgett, the 
price or rails being calculated at £7 10s. per ton, is £316,286, or £3,019 17s. Sd.

, per mile; and of the branch line to Collarendabri, £187,273, or £3,669 11s. 6d. 
per mile.

The estimates of cost of construction have been prepared by the Engincer-in- 
Chief in sections, as some parts of the line are more expensive than others. The 
line from Narrabri to Walgett, for the first 29 miles 60*82 chains, is estimated to 
cost £3,018 per mile ; for the next 20 miles 42*366 chains the cost is £2,860 per 
mile; and for the remainder of the distance, 54 miles 36*269 chains, £3,081 per mile. 
The estimate in connection with the first 31 miles 52*70 chains of the branch line to 
Collarendabri is £2,729 per mile; for the next 8 miles 38*02 chains, to what is 
designated in the evidence and on the plans as point A, situated on the near side of 
the Barwon River, opposite Collarendabri, £4,988 ; and for the last portion of the 
distance, 10 miles 72 chains, £5,375, The expensive nature of this last section is 
due to the liability of tbe country in the locality to floods, and the necessity for 
heavy bridge work over tbe Barwon River.

The
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5. In the inquiry earned out by the Committee they took evidence in 
Sydney, Narrabri, Narrabri West, Wee Waa, Barren, Collarendabri, Walgett, 
Coonamble, and Newcastle. Pour members of the Committee left Sydney to 
examine witnesses in the country, and to inspect the land along and in the vicinity 
of the proposed lines. Their inquiry was opened at Narrabri on the 18th May, 
and continued there, aud at Narrabri West the following day, a large number of 
witnesses giving evidence.

On 21st May the Committee, accompanied by an engineer from the Railway 
Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, left Narrabri, and, dividing 
into three parties, in order to sec as much as possible of the land along and in the 
neighbourhood of the route, travelled to Wee Waa, where they arrived at 3 p.m. Half 
an hour later they met in the local court-house, and sat examining witnesses, with 
an interval for tea, until a quarter-past 9 p.m. At 8-30 the following morning the 
Committee left Wee Waa for Barren, a distance of 25 miles. Rain had recently 
fallen, and more threatened, with the prospect of had roads across the black-soil 
plains. Dividing again, two members of the Committee proceeded to the north side of 
tbe Namoi River to examine some of the country along the route for a railway from 
East Narrabri, between Wee Waa and Tulladunna, while the two other members visited 
Sandy Hook and a number of homestead selections between Wee Waa and Pilliga. 
Burren Station was reached by one portion of the Committee at 7 p.m., the other 
members, in consequence of rain and the had condition of the roads, being detained at 
Rossmore, where they arrived at G'30 p.m. The following morning a number of 
witnesses were examined at the “Burren Hotel.5

Burren being near the point of junction of the proposed railways, the 
Committee again divided, and the roads being practically impassable to vehicles, 
Mr. Dick, Mr. Watson, aud Mr. McParlanc proceeded on horseback to Collarendabri, 
via Merrywinbone, to inspect the route of the proposed line to that town, and to take 
evidence, while Mr. Shepherd, accompanied by tbe milway engineer, travelled by 
special coach to Walgett, in the vicinity and along the route of the Narrabri- 
Walgett line.

Poliowing the route of the railway to Collarendabri, Mr. Dick, Mr. Watson, 
and Mr. McParlane travelled through Burren and Merrywinbone holdings to the 
“Avondale Hotel,’1 20 miles from Collarendabri, where they arrived at o‘30 p.m.^ Mr. 
Shepherd, leaving Burren, kept about 8 miles to the north of the surveyed line to 
Walgett, crossing the route of the branch railway to Collarendabri at Old Burren, 
and thence proceeding to Gorian station, 12 miles from Burren, where he arrived at 
5 p.m. The following day the Collarendabri portion of the Committee, keeping to 
tbe travelling stock route, winch is also the route of the proposed railway, reached. 
Collarendabri at 2 p.m., and the same afternoon examined a number of witnesses, 
and inspected the site for the railway bridge over the Barwon River, about 2 miles 
above the town, and that of the station yard. Mr. Shepherd, leaving Gorian at 
9 a.m., and travelling from 2 to 0 miles from the route for the railway to Walgett, 
reached Cryan station, 14 miles from Gorian, at 5'30 p.m. On Saturday, 26th May, 
evidence was taken from witnesses at Collarendabri, and Mr. Shepherd, continuing 
his inspection of the Narrabri-Walgett route, travelled from Cryan station close to 
and along the route to Walgett, where he arrived at 10'30 p.m. On Monday, 28th 
May, he was joined at Walgett by Mr. Dick, Mr. Watson, and Mr. McParlane, who 
travelled from Collarendabri via Mercadool and Eurie Eurie. The following day, 
evidence was taken from a large number of witnesses at Walgett, and the Committee 
then left for Coonamble to obtain evidence with regard to connecting Walgett by 
railway with Coonamble, as suggested by the Railway Commissioners.

Inspection of the Counts,y.

' 6. The inspection of the country between Narrabri and Wee Waa showed 
the Committee that the land was very suitable for carrying sheep, with a fair 
proportion lit for agriculture. Those members who visited Sandy Hook and 
some homestead selections between Wee Waa and Pilliga, found, on one selection,

bay
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hay from a crop that they were informed had yielded about 3 tons to the acre; on 
another a considerable area was under cultivation ; and on a thud a, crop of Avheat 
was growing very satisfactorily. From about 10 miles from Wee Waa, towards 
that township, a number of holdings, averaging about 600 acres each, had recently 
been taken up on each side of the “ Cleaved Line ” or main road. '

Wee Waa appeared to the Committee to be a township deserving of 
consideration in relation to any railway proposed to he constructed in its direction. 
Compared with most country townships it is of considerable size, with a population 
of something over 700, and it is an important business centre. The inspection of the 
country between Narrabri and Wee Waa convinced the Committee that the route on 
the south bank of the Namoi was preferable to that on the north hank, for on 
reaching the northern side of the river it was found from the flood marks on the dead 
timber that, with the exception of the land on the banks of Tulladunna Creek, 
which is a little higher than any other, the country for some miles northwards past 
Tulladunna is subject to flood, and that to give Wee Waa access to a railway station 
m the neighbourhood of Tulladunna Creek would necessitate the construction of at 
least two bridges, and a viaduct, over the creek and a large warnambool. On both 
sides of the river, in the neighbourhood of Tulladunna, the land, in regard to the 
nature of the soil, is similar in character, hut on the southern side it is a little higher 
and not so subject to flood.

_ Between Wee Waa and Burren the country consists chiefly of black soil 
plains, valuable as pastoral land but not so suitable for agriculture. In places 
grapes can he grown easily and of excellent quality. The average sheep-carrying 
capacity of the land is a sheep to three acres. * ‘

For the first few miles beyond Burren the land is subject to flood from the 
overflow of Burren Creek, and from that point onwards, to Walgett or Collarendabri, 
the country may he described as first-class pastoral land with patches suitable for 
agriculture, if the rainfall could ho relied upon. A large proportion of the land 
may be said to be very suitable for orange and vine culture. Agriculture, as far 
as it has boon tried, has produced fairly good results, hut nothing beyond that 
required for home use has been attempted. The wheat grown lias been cut for 
hay. The irregular nature of the rainfall—common to this part of the Colony— 
makes^ cultivation very uncertain. One season may show a satisfactory result, 
while in another the wheat is pinched off and comes to nothing. Irrigation with 
artesian water is talked of, and, in the neighbourhood of bores which are supply in" 
water, is now being carried out. This may give an impetus to cultivation suflicient 
to place it oil a permanent footing. The whole of the country affected by the two 
proposed railway lines is within the artesian area, aud while, in the districts which 
would be served by the railways, there are several Government bores in existence, 
a number of others are about to be put down.

Land areas affected by the Proposed Railways.

-A-cc°Fding to the figures placed before the Committee bv the Chief 
Draftsman of the Department of Lands, there are, within a distance of 20 miles on 
each side of the line to Walgett, 1,165,000 acres of alienated land, 463,700 acres of 
reserves, 491,000 acres of settlement and homestead leases (which include 192,300 
acres, homestead leases, Western Division), and 774,800 acres of Crown lands. ’ Of 
the Crown lands, the tenure of leasehold areas expired in relation to 81,600 acres in 
July last, that of 19,000 acres will expire in December, 1902, and that of 79,000 
acres in 1918. Under occupation license 353,900 acres are held, and 241,300 acres 
are untenanted.

Among the reserves is one large forest reserve comprising 98,000 acres, south 
of Narrabri, and on the border of the area influenced by the proposed railways.
- The areas of land in connection with the branch line to Collarendabri are 

given as followsAlienated land, 412,700 acres; reserves, 103,600 acres; settle- 
ar!^ l'01110stcad leases (including 167,160 acres, homestead leases, Western 

Division), 270,200 acres; and Crown lands, 203,000 acres. Of the leasehold areas,
the
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the tenure relating to 22,000 aeres, in the Central Division, expired in July last, and 
that of 128,000 acres, in the Western Division, will expire in 1918. 53,000 acres 
are held under occupation license. No land within the area is untenanted.

Taking the two lines together, the leasehold areas which have recently 
become available for settlement, and those which will be available in 1918, amount 
to 329,600 acres.

Tkaffic Prospects.

8. The traffic prospects in connection with the two lines are, in the opinion 
of a majority of the Committee, satisfactory. The estimate of the Chief Traffic 
Manager, upon which the Kailway Commissioners base the figures in their report, 
gives the traffic on both railways as amounting to £13,014, of which sum he 
expects £7,681 to come from the Collarendabri branch. The details are :—

Proposed railway, Narrabri West to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.
Wool, goods, and stock ............................................................ £8,779
Coaching, mails, &c.............................................................................. 4^235

Total ........................................................................... £13,014
Proposed, railway, Narrabri West to Collarendabri, leaving Walgett out of consideration.

Wool, goods, and stock ............................................................ £5,494
Coaching, mails, &c.............................................................................. 2'187

Total ....................................................................... £7,681

. Statistics supplied by the Stock Brand 1 of the Department of Mines and 
Agriculture represent the number of bales of wool produced in the district in 1893 
to be 37,770, and the traffic in stock through Walgett and Collarendabri, in the 
same year, as 720,000 sheep and 41,500 cattle.

It is very probable that the official estimate will be found considerably below 
the actual traffic. At least it is noticeable that it exceeds the estimate of 
working expenses, and that is a feature which the Kailway Commissioners regard as 
justifying them in approving of the construction of both the railways. Bailway 
communication will considerably diminish the losses of stock from drought, for 
sheep can then be easily removed to Ngav England and other localities where feed 
is procurable, and with tbe saving of stock tbe production of wool aud the sending 
of fat sheep to market must largely increase.

A railway through the district during the last two or three years would have 
saved large numbers of sheep which, through the want of means for removing them 
or for getting fodder to them, died. Unless in a good season, it is impossible, 
under present circumstances, to send sheep to market or to other districts, and the 
evidence forcibly points to a considerable railway traffic in this direction. Increased 
production, as well as the carrying of passengers and goods, will also result from the 
closer settlement which the construction of the railways will assist in briimin" 
about. * & 0

Outlet for the North-West Border and Southern Queensland Trade.

9. Nothing appears more certain from the inquiry than that the proposed 
railways will, draw traffic from a considerable area of the north-western border districts 
of New South Wales and from a large part of Southern Queensland, the natural 
outlet for the trade of which is Narrabri or Moree. The Southern Queensland traffic 
will he the more assured from the fact that the Queensland G overnment lias removed 
the export duty upon wool grown within 30 miles north of the New South Wales 
border.

The Districts to re Served.

10. The part of the Colony which would be more or less within the influence 
of the proposed railways extends north and north-west as far as Mungindi, Goodooga, 
and Angledool, near the Queensland border, and comprises some of the finest 
pastoral land, especially for fattening purposes, in New South Wales. That portion 
of the land which has been alienated has been well improved, and all of it, in

ordinary
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ordinary seasons, produces large quantities of wool and fat stock. In the hotter 
months of the year the climate is severe, hut the winter, the early spring, and the 
autumn are described by residents as perfection. The want of rain is sometimes 
injurious to the occupiers of the land, but the district quickly recovers from the 
effects of a dry season, between Is arrabri, Walgett, and Collarendabri the records 
of the Government Astronomer show tire annual rainfall to be from 26 to 27 inches 
at Narrabri to between 19 and 20 at Walgett and Collarendabri. West of Walgett 
the country is more subject to drought than to tire east, The stock in the 
district at the present time, within the area that would he affected by the railway 
from Narrabri to Walgett, taking the Departmental figures for 1898, is given as 
1,538,000 sheep and 17,133 cattle, and within the area affected by the line to 
Collarendabri, which would include a portion of that to which the Narrabri-Walgett 
statistics refer, 980,000 sheep and 11.000 cattle. These figures do not represent 
the full carrying capacity of the districts, but only the stock which have survived 
the elfects of the recent severe drought. .O

Condition or the People.

11. The condition of the people in the districts to be served furnishes a strong 
raison for providing them with railway facilities, if it can he done with any prospect 
of the lines producing a fair return from the expenditure. Cut off, as they arc, by 
a distance of over a hundred miles from the nearest railway, with practically no roads, 
and subjected to a trying climate, they live under circumstances of considerable 
discomfort and hardship. Owing to the climate, the storekeepers find it impossible 
to keep large stocks of perishable articles, and they cannot renew their stocks 
quickly because of the difficulties experienced by teams in travelling over the roads. 
In dry weather it has taken teams from six weeks to two months to reach Walgett 
from Narrabri, and in. wet weather they cannot travel at all. There is consequently, 
at times, in the towns and on the stations a condition of things bordering upon that 
of famine. °

Progress of any kind is much hindered, for there is nothing to encourage the 
settler to do more than is necessary for him to obtain a living. If he send a lot 
of fat sheep to find a market, they fall away in condition so much that they become 
stores by the time they reach their destination. His wool may he stuck up on the 
roads or stranded in the river for weeks or months. If he were to attempt 
agriculture or fruit-growing upon anything like a large scale he could not get his 
produce away. Outside his own energies there is nothing to stimulate him to 
improve his position or assist in the progress of the district. The estimated population 
which would he affected by the railway to Walgett is 6,240, and that by the line to 
Collarendabri 2,060.

Close Settlement.

12. Most of the holdings in the Walgett-Collarendabri districts are large, but
the smaller ones are increasing in number, for as the tenure of the leasehold areas 
expire the land is readily taken up in. settlement leases. The area of 2,560 acres, 
without railway communication, is regarded by some persons as rather small to 
permit of profitable occupation under the climatic and other conditions which 
surround the settler in this part of the Colony, and an increase to 5,000 or 6,000 
acres is considered to be advisable. Small areas and little or no capital mean, it is 
said, an early abandonment of the holdings, or their sale, the latter proceeding 
bringing about what settlement leases are intended to prevent, viz., the aggregation 
of land into large estates. With railway facilities, however, the smaller area should 
he profitably worked. "

Shortening the Collarendabri Branch.

13. The possibility of terminating the Collarendabri branch line for the 
present at point A, and thereby saving the cost of constructing 10 or 11 miles of 
the most expensive portion of the railway, is a mailer that the Committee think 
should receive consideration. The idea of stopping there is not favourably viewed

^ bv
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by the people of Collarendabri, who naturally wish the railway to be constructed to 
the town, but except in very wet seasons the shorter line would meet traffic require
ments, and in time of flood the interruption—which would relate chiefly to stock 
movements—would only he temporary. The saving effected would amount to 
£58,591. '

COOX AMBLE TO WALGETT.

Ik The route for connecting "Walgett with Coonamble by railway provides 
for a line about 69 miles in length, and is a continuation of the surveyed and 
authorised lino from Dubbo to Coonamble on the western bank of tbe Castlereagh 
Itivcr. After passing Coonamble and crossing the river a few miles beyond tbe town, it 
follows the high country between the river and Bullarora Creek, and goes through 
Bullarora station until it crosses tbe creek. From that point it proceeds direct into 
Walgett, terminating on high ground between the cemetery and the town. The 
estimated cost of tbe line by this route is £222,000 or £3,212 per mile, a high rate, 
due to the extent of flooded country that lias to he crossed and to the expensive 
character of some of the bridges required. For this railway connection neither the 
people of Walgett nor those of Coonamble show any noticeable desire, and tbe 
inquiry carried out by the Committee does not represent it as preferable to the 
proposed line from Narrabri West. For 25 or 30 miles beyond Coonamble tbe country 
"will be served by tbe Dubbo-Coonamble railway, and further out, according to the 
evidence, the traffic would most probably go to the Great Northern Railway, upon 
which the rates for wool are lower than those on the Western line. The distance 
from Walgett to Sydney, via Coonamble, is 15 miles shorter than that via Narrabri, 
but the cost of constructing the two lines, Coonamble to Walgett and Narrabri West 
to Collarendabri, would bo £54,238 higher than that of constructing the line from 
Narrabri West to Walgett with a branch to Collarendabri, and the length of line 
to ho constructed would be 141 miles greater, as will be seen from the following 
figures:— " " "

Cost of Construction.
Xarrabri to Waljrctt, "'ith branch to Collareudabri.

Narrabri to Walgett .............. £316,2S6
Branch to (Jolhrendabri..............  187,273

dCoO-Vro!)

Coonamble to Walgett, and Narrabri to Collarendabri

Coonamble to Walgett ..............£222,000
Branch to Collarendabri 

from Burren Junction ...£187,273 
Narrabri to Bnrron Junction 148,524

Mtlenge.

330,707 

£7)57,< 97

milts flmius. inlb-*,
Narrabri to ^Valgett ... ...101 59’4f> Coonamble to Walgett ... ... ... 69

Bess Narrabri to Burren Junction 50 23'13 ,

54 36'27

Conclusion An rive d at.

15. The Committee have arrived at the conclusion that it is expedient the 
proposed railways should be. constructed. The chief matter to decide was the 
question whether the line to Walgett should go from Narrabri or from Coonamble. 
The Committee are of opinion it should go from Narrabri, for the reasons that 
the district will be hotter served by adopting that route, the existing drift of trade, 
will be maintained, Walgett will be 87 miles nearer tbe seaboard than it would be 
by way of Coonamble, producers will lie within easy reach of the large meat works 
at Aberdeen, and will have available to them as markets Maitland and Newcastle 
as well as Sydney, and the scheme can be carried out at much less cost than 
tbe other. ■

T1 ie W ee Waa route from Narrabri West is preferable to that on the north 
bank of the Namoi, from the nature of the country, the saving in distance, and 
the importance of Wee Waa, itself ; and there, is no difference of opinion expressed 
in the evidence with regard to any other portion of the line to Walgett, except in 
respect of the arrangement by which the Walgett railway station will be situated 
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a mile and a-kalf from the town. That, however, is necessary to having the station 
site on land not subject to flood; to continue the railway into the town and erect 
the station there would cost, the Committee are informed, at least £25,000, and 
the station would have to he built on piles to raise it above flood-level.

Whether the line to Collarendabri should, for tbe present, terminate 11 miles 
from the town is a question, as already mentioned, worth considering; but, taking 
the two lines as a whole, the evidence, including that representing the opinions of 
the Railway Commissioners, is favourable to the construction of the railways as 
submitted; and in view of this, and of the results that have followed the opening 
of the Narrabri-Moree line, the Committee are of opinion that the construction of 
both railways may be safely recommended.

Resolution tassel.

16. The resolution passed is shown in the following extract from the 
Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings :—

Mr. Levien moved,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed 
Railway from Narrabri to "Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri, as referred to the 
Committee by the Legislative Assembly, he carried out as far as Walgett.'’

Mr. Dick seconded the motion, pro forma.
Mr, Hyam moved,—“That the motion be amended by omitting the words ‘as far as Walgett.’ ”
The amendment was passed on tbe following division, upon the question “that the words 

proposed to be omitted stand part of the motion.’’
Ayes, 3. 

Mr. Shepherd, 
Dr. 0-arran, 
Mr. Watson.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McFarlaue.

Dr. Garran moved,—“ That the motion be further amended by adding the words * up to the 
point of the Burren junction.’ ’’

The amendment was negatived on the following division, upon the question “that the -words 
proposed to be added be so added” :—

Ayes, 2.
Dr. Garran, 
Mr. Watson.

Noes, 5.
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McFarlane.

The motion, as amended, was passed on the following division :—
Ayes, 4. Noes, 3.

Mr. Dick, Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Hyam, . Dr. Garran,
Mr, Levien, Mr. Watson.
Mr. McFarlane.

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

OfiS.ce of the Parliamentary Standing Committee cn Public Works,
Sydney, 19th September, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OK EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO WALOETT, WITH BRANCH TO
COLLARENDABRI.

N

WEDXESDA7, 25 APRIL, 1900.
present:—

The Hos*. ’WILLIAM JOSEPH TRIO LETT (Cn airman)-
The Hon. Patrick Linbesat Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D.
Wieuam Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrahri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chicf, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—

1. Chairman] I believe you attend to-day, not only in your own capacity of Engiueer-in-Cbief, but also H. Deane, 
on behalf of the Under Secretary for Works, who is unable to be present, and that you produce the 
usual official statement in regard to the proposed railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with the Branch to -o prt, .
Collarendabri ? Tes; 1 will read it:—

Railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

The proposal liefore tlie Committee was referred by tbe Legislative Assembly on 12th December, 1S99, for the Committee s 
consideration, m the following terms :—“ That it be referred to tbe Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public orks to 
consider and repoit on tiie expediency of const!ucting a line of railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with brunch to 
Cullurendabri." , , ,

Tbe question of railway connection between Narrabri and Walgett has been before 1 ai bam out and the country lor 
many years, tbe movement in favour of tbe connection having commenced in the year 1880.

The country which the line now proposed will serve has been recognised generally as one of the finest pastoral 
districts in the Colony, and as comprising a large area of the richest agricultural soil. But both graziers and fanners have 
hitherto laboured under great disadvantages througli having no means of conveying stock and produce out of the district,
except at much loss and inconvenience.

Practically there are no metalled roads throughout tho district, owing to the difficulty and great cost of making 
them through the heavy black soil. In times of drought teams suffer from want of water, while, on the other hand, even 
a moderate fall of ram renders it impossible for teamsters to travel until the roads are again dry.

It Is true that in favourable seasons tho district possesses the advantage arising from water carriage by means of the 
Darling and Barwon rivers, but such favourable conditions are so intermittent and uncertain that this mode of traffic may 
for all practical purposes be left out of consideration, .

in spite of all such disadvantages and difficulties, the district has continued to grow in wealth and importance, and 
there lias been, consequently, a steady agitation in favour of its being provided with railway facilities. From the year 1884 
up to 1897 large and enthusiastic meetings have every nowand again been held throughout the district, railway leagues 
have been formed at the various centies of population, and deputation after deputation has waited upon the different
Ministers for Works, all with the object of obtaining the desired railway. ^ t , .

The suggestions as to route have been many and various, comprising, intrr aiia, a line frorn Nevertire ria ” arren 
and Coonamble, from Dubbo nia Coonamble—which was the route recommended by the Railway Commissioners in 1889 
and an extension of the Mudgce lino, via Coonamble, to Walgett. ' .

Finally, at the instance of Mr, Secretary Young, Parliament, in August and December, 1S97, respectively, referred 
to the Public Works Committee tho duty of considering and reporting upon the expediency of constructing—

(it) A lino of railway from Narrabri to Pilliga, and
(b) A line of railway from Woolabra to Collarendabri. i _ ,

These two proposals wore in due course submitted to the Committee, who, after an exhaustive investigation and 
inquiry, both by the Full Committee and by Sectional Committees, came to the conclusion that it was not expedient that 
either of the proposed railways should he carried out. (V-idc Reports dated 29rd June, 1898.) _

The Committee, in considering the Narrabri-Pilliga lino, dealt with it as a proposal to construct a railway from 
Narrabri to Walgett, as they could not believe it was ever seriously contemplated to stop the line at Pilliga for any length 
of time. Tliey realised that the objective point must lie Walgett, and that the construction of a line from Narrabri to 
Pilliga would certainly carry with it an extension to Walgett. ... .

In order to clearly understand the course adopted by the Committee in dealing with these two separate proposals, it 
may bo helpful to quote from the Sectional Committee’s Report the following explanatory note:— _

“ It is usual, iu dealing with any work referred to the Committee for consideration, to consider its merits without 
special reference to any other work ; but in the two cases which have been referred to the Sectional Committee for inquiry, 
it was apparent to the Full Committee, before the local investigations took place, that the two works might possibly merge 
into one. This view was strengthened as the Sectional Committee obtained fuller information. They determined to 
consider the question of the development of the country which, possibly, w ould be affected by a line from Narrabri to 
Pilliga, and from Woolabra to Collarendabri, as being so intimately connected that it was possible to deal with the whole 
matter in a single report.”

48—A It
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, ... will be seen from the foregoing extract that the general ijuestion of providing the Walgett district with railway 
faculties has already been investigated by a previous Committee. The conclusions they arrived at were embodied in 
resolutions passed by the Committee, as follows

“ (a) That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient that the proposed railway from Narrabri to Pilliga, as 
referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, ho carried out; hut they suggest a route by which a 

i railway would go from Narrabri to Lurie Eurie, and, if necessary, thence on to Walgett."
" (&) Phut, in the opinion of tbe Committee, it is not expedient that the proposed railway from Woolabra to Collaren

dabri, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried ont; tint tliey suggest a route by 
which a railway would go from Narrabri towards Eurie Eurie, aud, at a point about 315 miles from Newcastle, 
proceed in a north-westerly direction to Collarendabri."

Ph® consolidated line thus suggested by the Committee would, as compared with the two separate lines submitted 
for their consideration, effect a saving of about forty (40) miles in length, and of a sum approaching £100,000 in cost of 
construction.

The route suggested by the Committee lay wholly to the north of the Namoi River, and thus left the township of 
y ee Waa some eight (8} miles distant from the nearest possible railway station. The residents of Wee Waa and surrounding 
district, being strongly opposed to such an arrangement, have approached the Minister on the subject, both by petition 
and deputation, and represented the injustice and injury which their district would suffer if the line to Walgett were to be 
constructed without taking Wee Waa on the route.

They have pointed out that the country on the northern side of the Namoi was, for a considerable distance out from 
Narrabri, already served by the Narrabri-Moree line, and consequently no new traffic would be gained on the north side ; 
that the route Did Wee Waa would tap great forests of superior iron-bark and pine timber, thus developing a large and 
permanent timber trade ; that the lino would be on high land, clear of all flood waters; that timber suitable for sleepers 
and gravel for ballast were obtainable close to the route : that it would he some 10 miles shorter than the route on the 
northern side ; that the population along the south side of the river was steadily increasing ; and that the lino would follow 
the existing natural trade routes from Narrabri to Walgett and Collarendabri.

In view of these strong representations, the Minister approved that the line to he submitted to the Committee should 
be kept to the south side of the Namoi as far as Wee Waa.

3. The official description of the line is as follows :—
(Length—main line, 104 miles f>9'45 chains ; branch, 51 miles 2'72 chains. Estimated cost—main line, £316,286, or 

_ £3,020 per mile ; branch, £187,273, or £3,670 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation.)
This line begins at the west end of Narrabri West station, at 252 miles 13 chains from Newcastle, and proceeds more 

or less parallel to and to the south of Namoi River to Wee Waa. Here it crosses the river, and follows a course generally 
parallel to Plan Creek to within about 20 miles of Walgett, where, after passing through Eurie Eurie, the line terminates 
at the northern side of the Namoi River, at 356 miles 72"45 chains from Newcastle.

The branch to Collarendabri leaves the lino described at Burren at 302 miles 36’18 chains from Newcastle, and 
proceeds north-north-westerly to 'Thalaba Creek, after crossing which it follows generally the county boundary between 
Denham and Banarba, and, crossing the Barwon River, reaches Collarendabri at 353 miles 38'90 chains from Newcastle.

The country is flat throughout on both lines, and the works light with flat grades; but there is a considerable 
bridge required over the Namoi at Wee Waa, and some heavy work of the same kind at the end of the branch crossing the 
Barwon River and its confluents, which latter would he avoided if the branch were stopped for tho present about 11 miles 
short of Collarendabri.

To avoid expense, the levels of parts of the line, more especially near the Namoi River, are kept below extraordinary 
flood-level.
" The following is the report of the Railway Commissioners upon the proposed railway : —

Oflice of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 2 December, 1899.
Proposed Line of Railway, Narrabri to Walgett and Collarendabri.

In accordance with the provisions of the Public Works Act of 1888, section 13, we beg to report as follows :—
Distances and estimated cost (exclusive of land and compensation) furnished by Ike Euyincer-in-Oliief for ConxlriKtion—

1. Narrabri West to Walgett, 104 miles 59 chains......................................................................... £290,732
With branch to Collarendabri, 51 miles 2 chains..................................................................... 174,822

£465,554*
2. Narrabri East to Walgett, III miles........................................................................................... £303,835

With branch to Collarendabri, 51 miles 2 chains ...................................................................... 174,822

Estimated annual cost— £478,657*
1. Narrabri West to Walgett and Collarendabri

Interest on capital outlay at 3 per cent. .................................................................. ............. £13,966
Maintenance, traffic, and locomotive expenses......................................................................... 12,870

2. Narrabri East to Walgett and Collarendabri
Interest on capital outlay at 3 per cent.................................................................... ................ £14,360
Maintenance, traffic, and locomotive expenses........................................................................ 12,870

Estimate traffic revenue— £27,230
1. Narrabri West to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri:—

Merchandise and live stock .............................   £8,779
Passengers, parcels, mails, &c..................................................................................................... 4,235

2. Narrabri East to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri
Merchandise and live stock .................................................
Passengers, parcels, mails, &c.................. .............................

£13,014

£9,230
4,382

£13,612
The traffic estimate is based upon an extension of the through rates on all but special class traffic, and that of 

expenditure on a tri-weekly train service.
After having traversed both routes and given the most careful consideration to the proposal now before us, we 

consider that, having regard to the character and prospects of the country, both districts arc deserving of railway commu
nication, but would respectfully suggest that, in our opinion, the best interests of the producers and the country 
generally would be served by connecting Walgett with Coonamble and constructing the line from Narrabri to Collarendabri 
along the south bank of the Namoi River as far as Wee Waa, and thence across the river to Collarendabri.

In this connection we suggest the advisability of a reconsideration of^the route after leaving Wee Waa, with a view 
to it being determined whether it is possible to make it more direct, and thus reduce the cost of construction.

It will he observed that the Railway Commissioners, while they consider the Walgett and Collarendabri districts 
entitled to railway communication, still adhere to the opinion they expressed in 1889, and recommend the connection of 
Walgett witii Coonamble.

_ It is evident, however, that the great preponderance of local opinion is in favour of junctioning with the north-western 
line at Narrabri, which would provide direct communication with Maitland and Newcastle as well as with Sydney. 
Geographically the proposed line would seem to belong to the northern system, and Newcastle has always been regarded as 
the natural outlet and shipping port for all the northern and north-western parts of the Colony, while Maitland for the last 
fifty years has been their principal trade emporium. I

* Note (cm rcririon)These estimates are with rails at £5 5s, per ton, and arc therefore incorrect.
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I have the original report of tlie Railway CommissioneTs and the books of reference and plans which I
put in, and also the compilations of the parish maps. The longitudinal section is not quite finished. 25April, 1900,
2. Have you a statement in reference to the expenditure ? 1 do not think you want an estimate of the ’
line leaving East Narrabri. The one submitted is tlie West INarrabri line. It is a more cosily line and 
longer than the other. This railway proposal is arranged in parts. The first part is from Narrabri West 
through Wee Waa, across the Namoi, to junction with a line running on the north side. Part^No. 2 is
that intermediate link up to the point where the line to Collarendabri branches off, and part No. 3 goes 
on to Walgett. Part No. 1 of tbe branch to Collarendabri, is that portion from the junction of the main 
Walgett Hue to junction with the line previously submitted from Woolabra. Part No. 2 goes from the 
same point to a point marked A on the near side of tbe river, opposite Collarendabri, where it is proposed 
to stop the line to avoid crossing tho river. Part No. 3 is from point A to Collarendabri. _
3. Do you hand in particulars of these Hues ? Yes; I hand in detailed estimates of the expenditure on
the line starting from Narrabri West, and connecting with Walgett and Collarendabri. The line that I 
am proceeding to give the Committee an estimate of crosses the Namoi at Wcc Waa, then junctions with 
tho more northerly deviation, aud proceeding to Walgett. .

West Nareahri to Walgett, via Wee Waa am> Eurie Kciue.—Part No. ).
Estimate)) cost of a single line of railway, 2!) miles 00'82 chains in length, with GO lb. rails. Ruling grade 1 in 100.

Sharpest eune 13 chains uidiub,
New fastenings ; new 4 feet G inch T.O’s. ; f ballast; sleepers, 2,4G4 per mile.

Description. I
 Average 

per 
mile.

Earthworks ...................................................................
Timber bridges...............................................................
Bridge over the Namoi River..........................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing and road diversions 
Permanent-way materials, rails taken at £o os. per ton ..
Freight ..............................................
Platolayhig, at Is. 2d, =; £3,053 7s. 8d.
J ballasting, at 4s. => £2,011)..............
Sleepers, at 2s. 9d. - £10,082 17s. fid.
Station works, including sidings ..............................................................................................
Station buildings:—Passenger station, £300: waiting-shed, £120; platforms, £288; goods shed 

and platform, £300 ; loading banks, £312 ; station-master’s cottage, £294 ; 20-tun weigh
bridge, £252 ; 5-ton crane, £210 ; trucking-yards, £648 .....................................................

Water supply...............................................................................................................................
tlrndieut and mileage posts .....................................................................................................
Telegraph ...................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous...............................................................................................................................

Cost of works ...........................................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) .................................................................

Total cost, ......................................................
Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10s. per ton...........................................................................

£ s. d. £
6,056 i") 0 234
0,836 0 0 331
4,227 0 0 142
1,700 0 0 Oi

18,536 14 0 623
4,048 13 0 166

15,757 5 2 529

3,551 13 4 119

2,790
1,500

0 0 94
0 0 50

491 0 0 17
491 0 0 17

1,000 0 0 34

71,785 10 6
10,767 9 6 362

£82,553
7,261

0 0 2,775
0 0

£89,814 0 0 3,018

?

West Narkauri to Walgett, via Eurie Eurie.—Part No. 2.
Kstihated cost of a single line of railway, 20 miles 42'36G chains in length, with 601b. rails. Ruling grade, 1 in 100.

Sharpest curve 15 chains radius.
New fastenings ; new 4 feet G inch T.O.’s. ; i ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description, Estimated Oast.
Average

per
HIllC.

Earthworks ............................................................................... .......................................
Timber bridges....................................................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions........................................
Permanent-way materials, rails taken at £5 5s. per ton..............................................
Freight ................................................................................................................................
Platelaying, at Is. 2d. = £2,107 15s. 2d.....................................................................
^ ballasting, at 4 s. 6d. = £2,145 6s. £)d.................................................................. ..
Sleepers, at 3s. = £7,5S7 18s. Od.....................................................................
Station works, including sidings ...................................................................................
Station buildings :—Waiting-sheds, £.360 ; platforms, £288 ; station-master's cottage, £294 ; 

goods shed and platform, £360 ; loading banks, £312 ; 20-ton weighbridge, £252; 3-ton
crane, £216; turntable, £600............................................................................................................

Water supply...............................................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts.......................................................................................................................
Telegraph ..................................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous.............................................................................................................................................

Cost of works................................ ........................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) .......................................................................

Add for extra coat of rails, at £7 10s. per ton
Total cost

P

£ s. d. £
4,831 17 0 235
3,036 10 0 148
1,370 0 0 67

12,791 S 0 62.3
3,794 0 0 185

11,840 19 11 577

3,072 11 4 170

2,682 0 0 131
1,500 0 0 73

33S 15 0 17
3.38 15 0 17
500 0 0 24

46,666 16 3
7,004 3 S) 341

03,701 0 0 2,617
fl,0t0 0 0

£58,710 0 0 2,860

i
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West Narrabri to Walgett, tia Hurik Egkie.—Part No. 3.
a single line of railway, 54- rnilep. 30'269 clmins in length, with 60-11). rails, 

Sharpest curve, 15 chains radius.
Ruling grade, 1 in 100.

New fastenings ; new 4 ft. 6 iu. T.O'b. ; £ ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

DuGCriptioit. Estimated Cost.
Average

per
mile.

Earthworks ................................................................... .......................................................
£ s. d. 

11,143 2 6 
6,445 15 3 
5.432 0 3

£
204

Timber bridges...................................................... .................................................................... 118
Bridge over the Two-mile Warrambool........................................................................................... 100
Levy] crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions..,.................................. ....................... 3,250 0 0 SO
Permanent-way materials, rails taken at £5 5s. per ton................................................................. 33,918 7 6 623
Prcicrht ......................... * 10,539 16 S

34,042 7 4

194
Plntelaying, at Is. 2d. =£5,590 9s. lOd.......................................................................................... 1
i ballasting, at 6s. 3d. =-£7,487 1 0s.................................................................................. .............} 625
Sleepers, at 3s. IJd. =£20,964 7s. 6d............................................................................................. ^

Station works, including sidings ....................................................................................................... 12,002 10 0 220
Station buildings:—Passenger station, £1,147 ; waiting-sheds, £600; platforms, 833; station- 

masters’ cottages, £1,001 ; goods shed and platform, £600 ; loading hanks, £953 ; trucking- 
yards, £2,283; 10-ton crane, £467; 20-ton weighbridge, £230; carriage-shed, £207;
engine shed and pit, £933 ; coal stage, £227 ; barracks, £1,000 ; turntable, £667 ............ 11,258 0 0 207

Water supplies..................................................... . .. . 3,000 0 0 
898 9 6

55
flnidient find mileage posts ........................... ...................... ........................................... .. . 17
Telegraph ........... ................................... . ... . S9S 9 6 17
Miscellaneous ............................................... . .................... 1,500 0 0

£134,328 18 6 
20,149 1 6

28

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) ..................................................................... 370

Total cost............................... ............................. £154,478 0 0 2,838
Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10s. per ton ............................................................................... 13,284 0 0

£167,702 0 0 3,081

*

West Narrabri to Walgett, ii'ii-Wee Waa and Ecrje Eerie, 
Sum-man/.—Rails taken at £7 10s. per ton.

Piiri. Description Lens'll). Estimated Cost. Avcratfe jicr mile.

-

m. c. m. c, m. c. £ s. d. £ s. d.
i 252 13 to 28) 73-820 29 60-820 89,814 0 0 3,017 IS 10o 281 73-82 ., 302 36-186 20 42-366 58,710 0 0 2,859 14 4
3 3J2 3G-1S6 „ 356 72-455 54 36-269 167,762 0 0 . 3,080 17 2

104 59-455 31G°$G 0 0 3,019 17 8

I will now read the estimate of the branch to Collarendabri;—
Narrabri to Walgett.—Branch to Collarendabri—Part 1.

Estimated cost of a single line of railway, 31 miles 52'70 chains in length, with GO-lb. rails. Ruling grade, 1 in IQQ,
Sharpest curve, lo chains radius.

New fastenings ; new 4 feet 0 inches T.O’s.; t ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description.

Earthworks ....................................................................
Timber bridges................................................................
Bridge over Pian Creek at Old Burren..............................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions 
Permanent-way materials, mils taken at £o os. per ton ...
Freight ..............................................
Platelaying, at Is. 2d. = £3,230 9s.......
i ballasting, at 6s. 3d. - £4,353 2s. 6d.
Bleepers, at 3s. lid.= £12,189 Is. 3d...
Station works, including junction and sidings ...........................................................................
Station buildings;—Waiting-sheds, £240; platforms,£204; loading banks, £312; trucking-yards,

£648.....................................................................................................................................
Water supply..............................................................................................................................
Gradient aud mileage posts.........................................................................................................
Telegraph ..................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous..............................................................................................................................

Cost of works ...........................................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) ................................................................

Total cost ...................................................................
Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10s. per ton ............................................................... ...........

Estimate;! Cost.
Avcrnge

permile.

£ s. d. £
6,708 2 6 212
3,560 1 3 112
1,521 Q 0 48
1,830 0 0 58

19,719 18 9 623
6,127 18 4 194

19,792 12 9 625

4,149 13 4 131

1,464 0 0 46
1,500 0 0 47

522 7 10 17
522 7 10 17

1,000 0 0 32

68.418 2 7
10,262 17 5 324

£78,681 0 0 2,486
7,724 0 0

£86,405 0 0 2,729

*
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Nabrahki to Walgett,—Branch to Collareubabri.—Part 2 to Point A. H, Deane.
Estimated cost of a single lino of railway, 8 miles 38'02 chains in length, with 60 lb. rails. Killing grade, 1 in 100. Sharpest „A 7" . - A,

curve, 15 chains radius, AoApnl, 10UU.

New fastenings; new 4 ft 6 in. T.O’s, ; \ ballast; sleepers, 2,4G4 per mile.

Description.

Earthworks ...................................................................................... ............................................ '....
Timber bridges................................................................................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, ami road diversions...............................................................
Pormaucnt-way materials, rails taken at £5 5s. per ton...................................... .............................
Freight .......................................... -.....................................................................................................
Platelaying, at Is. 2d. = £870 2s..............................................................................................................
^ ballasting, at fis. 3d. = £1,165 12s. 6d................................................................................................
Sleepers, at 3s. Hd. - £3,262 16s. 3d.....................................................................................................
Station works, including sidings .................................................................................................................
Station buildings:—Passenger station, £312: waiting-shed, £120; platforms, £205 ; Station 

matters’ cottages, £604: goods shed and platform, £375 ; loading hanks, £310 ; trucking

shed and pit, £875 ; coal stage, £213 ; turntable, £625 ; barracks, £1,001)..
Water supply..................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts........................................................................... ..............
Telegraph ............................... .....................................................................................
Miscellaneous.................................................................................................................

Cost of works..................................................................
Engineering and contingencies 15 per cent, (nearly).

Total cost
Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10s. per ton ..............

Estimated cost.
Averse

]«r
mile.

£ s, d. £
2,545 0 0 300
2.829 17 3 334

S05 0 0 95
5,281 19 0 623
1,376 1 3 162

5,298 10 9 625

7,286 16 S 860

7,262 0 0 857
1,500 0 0 177

139 16 9 17
139 16 9 17
500 0 0 59

£34,964 18 5
5,245 1 7 619

£40,210 0 0 4,745
2,067 0 0

! £42,277 0 0 4,988
1 '

Narrabki to Wai.cktt.—Branch to Coi.larendahui—Part 3—Point A to Collnrcndabri.
Estimated cost of a single line of railway, 10 miles 72 chains m length, with 60 lb. nub. Killing grade, 1 in lOO.

Sharpest curve, lo chains radius.
New fastenings ; new 4 ft. Gin. T.O’s. ; \ ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description.

Earthworks .........................'.........................................................................................
Timber bridges................................................................................................................
Bridge over the Grawau Creek ...................................................................................
Bridge over the Barwon River ....................................................................................
Level Crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions.....................................
Permanent-way materials, rails taken at £5 ns. per ton..........................................
Freight ...........................................................................................................................
Plate-laying, at Is. 2d. — £1,119 Is. 4d....................................................................
i ballasting, at 6s. 3d. ~ £1,498 15s, .................................................................
Sleepers, at 3s. l$d. £4,196 11s. 3d....................................................................
Station works, including sidings ................................................................................
Station buildings :—Waiting-shod, £120 ; platform, £132 ; loading bank, £156
Gradient and mileage posts............................................................................................
Telegraph ......................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous................................... ..................................... .........................................

Cost of works................................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) ............................................

Total cost ................................................
Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10s. per ton............................................................

Average
Estimated Coat. par 

mile.

£ s. d. £
6,993 15 0 642
9,202 13 9 644
4,678 1 6 429
9,557 9 0 877

392 10 0 36
6.7S9 19 6 623
2,302 0 0 211

6,814 7 7 625

637 3 4 53
408 0 0 37
179 17 0 17
179 17 0 17

, 500 0 0 46

£48,635 13 8
7,295 6 4 669

. £55,931 0 0 5,131
. 2,660 0 0

£58,591 0 0 5,375

Naerariu to Wai.gett.—Branch to Collarendabri.
Snmmarij.—Rails taken at £7 10s. per ton.

Part, Description. Length. Estimated Cost, Average por mile.

Point A,
TO. C. C. m c.

’ %

£ s. d. £ B. d.
i 302 36-186 to 334 8-886 31 52-70 86,405 0 0 2,729 3 1
2 334 8-888 „ 342 46-906 8 38-02 42,277 0 0 4,988 8 9

Total to Point A.............................. 40 10-72 1-28,682 0 0 3,200 6 2

3

Point A to Collarendabri. 
m. c. m. c.
342 46-906 to 353 3S-90G 10 72-00 58,591 0 0 5,375 6 5

Total, Branch to Collarendabri...... 51 2-72 187,273 0 0 3,069 11 6
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With regard to that portion of the estimate which is Part 2 to point A. 8 miles 38 chains in length, I 
wish to point out that the terminal station is included, because if the line stopped at point A all the 
terminal arrangements will have to be placed there.
4. Mr. Watson.'] 1 do not quite understand these figures ; Mr. Dick and I have been figuring out the 
increased price of rails, but the result we get does not tally with these figures ;—I understand that £30 
per mile must be added for an increase of 5s. in the price of rails ? Yes.*
5. These estimates were originally based on rails at 5 guineas ? Yes.
6. The difference between that and £7 10s. is 45s ; that would mean £270 per mile multiplying 30 by 9 ? 
Yes,
7. The figures do not seem to he quite correct; for the 104 miles from West Narrabri to Walgett I make 
the difference over £28,000; the difference shown in these estimates between £290,732 and £316,286 is 
only £25,554 ;—there should be a greater increase in the cost than is represented by this £316,286 ? I 
will look into that. Tt looks as if there is something that requires explanation.
$. Mr. Zcvien,] The country up to Walgett is pretty level all the way? Yea; but you have to dodge 
about a good deal to keep on the driest ground.

I

THURSDAY, 26 APRIL, 1900.
present:—

The Eon. WILLIAM JOSEPH TRICKETT (Chairman).
The Hon, Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
William Thomas Dick, Esq.

John Christian 'Watson, Esq. 
Robf.rt Hexrt Levi ex, Esq. 
John McFahlaxe, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
w T®*v, 9- Chairman.'] The Railway Commissioners are favourable to this proposed connection with Walgett and

Collarendabri? Yes.
26*April 1900 ^ ^though at the outset it will involve a loss of nearly £14.000 a year ? Yes. I think you have had 

’ the report of the Railway Commissioners on the subject, in which they say that, owing to the character 
and prospects of the country, both districts are deserving of railway communication.
11. Are they guided in that by the opinion that that country will very largely develop the population, 
and that its production will increase ? They arc guided to some extent by the country as it exists. There 
is considerable settlement and considerable trade there already.
12. ̂ Many lines involving a loss they do not recommend, but this they do recommend;—considering the loss 
which they have to face, how are they induced to recommend the line ? On general principles. You will 
recollect when they first started by reporting on these new lines they made a report to the Committee, 
many years ago, in which they stated that if lines would pay working expenses, and afford reasonable 
prospects of development, they thought that, in the interests of the country, they were worthy of 
consideration.
13. And where the lines were not of too expensive a character as regards their formation ? Yes ; that 
report was practically on pioneer lines.
14. The Commissioners indicated by their report that there is a further connection to Walgett by way of 
Coonamble? Yes.
15• Would you give the reasons for that? Their recommendation in regard to the Coonamble to Walgett 
line is one which they have made consistently every time they have reported upon that district. One 
advantage to start with would be, that as you are getting a line to Coonamble you can reach Walgett with 
the least construction ; I think the distance is only 68 miles.
16. Sixty-eight miles, as against 105 miles ? Yes, so that the cost of construction would be considerably 
less ; and they consider that a line by way of Coonamble would much better divide the country. They 
do not think that the line should be made from Narrabri to Walgett, and to Collarendabri. They would 
rather see the money spent upon aline that would better divide the country going up from the western 
side, that is from Coonamble. They think that that country will* be opened up some day. They are 
hopeful of seeing a railway go from Mudgee.
17. As regards the character of the country, and its future prospects, I suppose that these two lines go 
through similar country? Practically through pastoral country. I believe Air. Jones, the District Surveyor, 
when examined in regard to the proposed Pilliga railway, said his idea was that the Coonamble to Walgett 
country looked slightly better than the other. The Commissioners saw him in regard to the opening up 
of that western country, and that was the opinion they gathered from him.
18. Between the two projects there is this difference, that if a line came into Walgett rid Narrabri West, 
it would have Newcastle as a shipping port;—if it came in by Walgett and Coonamble, it would come to 
Sydney as a shipping port ? Yes.
19. Have you in your mind the two distances—Walgett and Newcastle ria Narrabri, and Walgett to 
Sydney ria Coonable and Dpbbo? The distances from Walgett to Sydney wa Coonamble, and from 
Walgett to Sydney via Newcastle, would be about the same; but it they went to Newcastle alone the 
difference would be about 109 miles less to that port.
20. Are you able to say whether the bulk of the goods and wool from Walgett, at present, go to 
Newcastle, and are shipped from there? The greater portion comes by rail to Morpeth and Newcastle, 
then-most of it comes on to Sydney.
21. By train ? Most of it comes by sea.
22. It reaches Sydney ? Yes.
23. I suppose they bring it from Newcastle by steamer because it is cheaper than bringing it by rail ?
Yes. "
24. Even with the extra handling involved ? Yes,

* Noth (on Tr. vis ion)Tbo totals arc correct; lliu difference of 5s. per ton is under :C30.
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25. Then, if we come from Walgett by Coonamble and Dubbo to Sydney, would that entail a heavier ?. 
amount of freight for wool than is charged at present by way of Newcastle ? I am not quite sure. I do McLacJan, 
not know that there would be very much difference. 1 may say roughly that the distance from Sydney 
to Walgett via Dubbo and Coonamble, is about 418 miles, and the distance from Walgett to Newcastle 1 '
is about 355 miles.
2G, Why do you favour the connection by way of Coonamble ? Dor the reason I have, already mentioned.
In thefirst place you would save a great deal, as far as construction is concerned, tbe distance being so 
much shorter, if you make the line to Coonamble. Then the Commissioners think that it opens up the 
country better, and as a matter of fact the bigger part of the trade, although it may go to Newcastle or 
Maitland, is really to and from Sydney.

, 2/. Then, with regard to the Collarendabri connection, have you any decided opinion as to whether it
would be better to go on from Walgett to Collarendabri, or to make a connection from Narrabri to 

t Collarendabri ? The Commissioners’ idea is that it would be better to go from Narrabri to Collarendabri.
2S. That is a part of the country which should be connected by way of Walgett ? Tes.
29. ]f we were to make a connection with Walgett by way of Coonamble. would it not be practicable to 
make a connection from Narrabri to Collarendabri—a more straight line than is indicated on the map ?
Yes ; the Commissioners recommend that. They say, 11 We suggest the desirability of the reconsideration 
of a route leaving Wee Waa, with a view to being determined whether it is possible to make it more 
direct, and reduce the cost of construction.” ‘
30. Then that means really that the bend in tbe Collarendabri connection is necessitated by tbe present 
proposal by reason of its being the fork that goes off to ’Walgett—if that were done away with it would 
make it more direct ? Yes.
31. Jf that line from Narrabri to Collarendabri were constructed, would it be a competitor to any great 
extent with the Moree lino ? Yes, it would get some of the business that goes to Moree. Still, the 
Commissioners would, not like to say that that the district should not have a railway.
32. Is it a wide stretch of country which 1ms long been regarded as worthy of better communication ?
Yes; there is a very big pastoral district around Collarendabri, and there is very good pastoral country

l to the north.
33. We have before us a proposed connection with Pilliga: I suppose that, with a direct line from 
Coonamble to Walgett, that place would be left out in the cold, would it not i1 Yes. The Commissioners 
in 1895,1 think, in looking at the merits of Pilliga, could not recommend it for railway construction on 
its merits.
34. Any of these projects starting out from Narrabri in that direction, have they not generally had

■ Walgett as their objective ? 1 think so ; even though Pilliga was spoken of as a terminus, I think it was
' with the idea of getting on to Walgett.

35. Jiooking at the map, it would seem that it would bo a considerable advantage if we could straighten 
that line from Narrabri to Collarendabri ? Yes ; the Commissioners think so.
36. Do you know whether if this line went more to the north, and avoided that curve, you would get into a 
better class of country for construction ? I could not say that. As far as the bend is concerned, I do 
not tbink that would matter much. The extra cost in connection with the lino to Collarendabri is due to 
the expensive nature of the work within 10 miles of the town, which would be common to both. A 
lot of flood country has to be crossed. That is the reason why the Commissioners recommended that

' the lino should go to Wee Waa ; it was to avoid the flood country on the northern bank,
37. This line of railway is regarded as one of our light lines, but its cost of construction averages £3,675 
a mile ;—that is rather a large amount? Yes : that is due, I believe, largely to tbe 10 miles near Colla
rendabri, and the Commissioners, when reporting on the lino originally, suggested that it might be wise 
to stop short of that 10 miles to avoid the flooded country.
38. But even on tho main line the cost is estimated to be £3,020 a mile;—we were hoping to get these
surface lines constructed at a cost of something over £2,00l) a mile; but the main line seems to be a 
little beyond the estimate for a surface line? It is a matter for the engineers to explain. Probably the 
high cost is due to the flooded country. ■
39. The line from Narrabri to Moree is of tbe same character as the contemplated lines to Collarendabri 
and Walgett, is it not? With this exception, that you have more flooded country to deal with on the 
line to Collarendabri.
40. The Narrabri to Moree line was started as a surface line ;—has it been necessary to spend very much 
in the way of ballasting and improving that line since it was first constructed? We have spent some 
money on increased waterways and in strengthening the line. I think that in one case about £4,000

1 was spent.
41. You have not in your mind how much per mile has been spent in improving tbe character of the line?
No ; but I can got that information.
42. You say that this country between Narrabri and Collarendabri, and Narrabri and Walgett, is country 
more liable to floods than that from Narrabri to Moree? I tbink that would be the explanation of the 
increased estimate.
43. Mr. Dick.] Do you keep any return of the destination of the wool after it arrives at Newcastle ?
No, of course we know where it comes from, but not exactly where it goes to.
44. You have no record of the quantity sent straight away from there to the home market, or to
Melbourne or Sydney ? I know that the direct shipments from Newcastle in 1898-9 amounted to 
47,000 hales. ■
45. Has that trade been increasing during the past fewr years? No; it has been decreasing. In 1892 
and 1895 the quantity exported from Newcastle was 58,000 bales. In 1898-9 the quantity was 47,500 
hales; so it is rather a diminishing quantity,
46. That reduction would he largely due to the persistent drought ? No ; I think it is due to the wool

' sales being held in Sydney.
47. Could you give us the quantity of wool sent away from Sydney? No. The quantity sent from .
Sydney would be larger, but, perhaps, that would not be a fair comparison, because the extension of the 
railways would bring more to Sydney. Last year there was a falling off, but tbe year before there was an 
increase. If you take 1894 as against 1899, I think you will find a big increase, due, to some extent, to
tbe extension of the railways. Wchad a decrease of 80,000 bales this season; that is spread over the 
whole system, and included the three seaports, Morpeth, Newcastle, and Sydney.

4S,
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48, Could you supply us with figure* as to the inward trade to the north—Narrabri, and places like
c *n' "Walgett and Collarendabri ? I can tell you the total receipts at those three stations. The quantity oj

20April 1600. W00^ rece’ve^ at Darling Harbour last year was 418,000 bales [ at Newcastle, 03,000 bales ; at Morpeth,
’ ' 82,000 bales. Practically, the whole o$ that Morpeth wool would come to Sydney, Last year 10,000

bales were sent from Marrabri to Morpeth, the exact figures being 10,091). That is for the six months 
ending 31st December, practically covering tbo wool season. During tho same time the quantity received 
at Newcastle, from Narrabri, was G,!)G8 bales.
49. Have you any figures iu regard to the inwards traffic from Sydney and Newcastle to that district?
lioughly, the inward traffic for three months into Narrabri was from Sydney, 344 tons, Newcastle, 347 '
tons; Morpeth, 490 tons. Tbe bulk of the trade, although going to northern stations comes from
Sydney.

. 50. Mould that Morpeth business come from Sydney ? Tt would practically; there might be some fodder
included in it; but, 1 think, the greater part of it would be Sydney business. '
51. There seems in that district, not only according to the report of the Eaihvay Commissioners, but also 
according to tbe deputations that periodically come from there to Sydney, to be a genera! consensus of 
opinion amongst the people that the railway connection should be made with the Northern line; —do you 
think that much weight should be attached to that as indicating the course that trade is likely to follow ?
As far as.Newcastle and Maitland districts are concerned, I know that tbe people there strongly urge a 
connection from the north. Narrabri is rather indifferent as to the connection. I saw one report on a 
meeting held there in which they did not seem to be anxious at all to have tbe line extended, and 
"Walgett, I understand, would be quite satisfied to have tbe connection from either point.
52. Mr. Shepherd^] Is there any grain growing at Narrabri? None of those districts grow grain to 
any extent.
53. There is no grain grown on the line at all ? A liltic is grown at Narrabri. I had the returns 
extracted from the Statistical Register, and -1 could submit them to tho Committee. Grain is not a factor 
in the traffic.
54. Are you personally acquainted with the route of the line ? No, I have not been over it.
55. You are only acquainted with the traffic from the reports sent in ? That is so. 1
5G. It is anticipated ihat there will be a large increase in the traflicif the line is constructed, is it not ?
The Commissioners anticipate that the products of the district will increase.
57. Mr. Letuen.] Pilliga is an old defunct town, is it not ? It is a small town,
58. I suppose that Wee Waa is a growing place ? It is a promising little town.
59. Mr. Watson.] Is it anticipated that 1 his lino will bring any fresh traffic to the railway? The Com
missioners think it will, "
GO. In w hat way ? The small settlers for instance will go in for fat stock. At present a man with a small 
holding cannot arrange to send small drafts of cattle 100 miles byroad. The construction of this line will 
lead to closer settlement, ami the development of the district.
Gl. Is there any land along the route fit for agriculture ? Tbe Commissioners do not anticipate much 
development in agriculture. It is a long way from the market, and the country will more likely be devoted 
to pastoral purposes, *
G2. Do the railways now get all the traffic of that district ? Yes ; they get the existing traffic,
G3. Do you think that that prospective increase, through the closer pastoral settlement that you anticipate, 
will he sufficient to make the line, within a reasonable time, a paying line? I should not like to say that. *
I think it will be a considerable time before the development will be such as to enable the line to become ,
a paying one.
G4, K thing which strikes me as peculiar is that the Commissioners practically recommend the railway to 
Walgett and Collarendabri, although it will serve only apastoral district, and would bo run at averyheavy 
loss, without causing any large diversion of trade towards the railway system, but a little while ago they 
absolutely objected to a proposal to make the railway to Wilcnnnia," which would involve a similar loss, 
but which had the advantage of bringing on to tbe existing lines freight w'hich does not now reach them ?
As far as I recollect, the Wilcannia line would not even pay working expenses, but these lines will.
Go. The total loss on the Wilcannia railway would not be much more than the loss in this case, and that 
line would bring more traffic on to the railway system, but the lines now proposed will bring no new 
traffic, all tho traffic from the district is brought down to the railway now, yet the Commissioners recom
mend these lines ? The character of the country is much better than anything between Cobar and 

- Wilcannia ; the country along these lines is capable of closer settlement, but it is estimated a line from
Cobar to Wilcannia would involve very heavy loss, even upon working expenses. Doth the lines now ,
proposed are expected to pay more than working expenses.
GG. If they run through country only fit for pastoral production, there will only bo a moderate increase in 
the traffic ? The Commissioners look at the line from a State point of view. They do not tie them
selves down to the commercial aspect entirely. "
G7. Ic seems that they have a softer spot in their hearts for the people round Walgett and Collarendabri 
than they have for the people further out west? Because the country is so very much better.
G8. Assuming that a railway was constructed only to Walgett, could it be said that the people of 
Collarendabri, being concerned only in pastoral products, would be very badly hampered from want of 
railway communication ? I should not think they would be, but tbe Commissioners think that the 
district between Collarendabri and Narrabri is entitled to railway communication. ,
69. If we take the line from Narrabri to Walgett, where would the extra traffic come from to pay for a 
branch line ? It would not return a profit, but the Commissioners think that the traffic would bo sufficient 
to pay working expenses.
70. It does not seem that there would be any great disadvantage to the people of Collarendabri in getting
their wool down to Walgett if the line were constructed to that point;—and if there is no agricultural ,
land to open up, is it worth while to make a branch line to Collarendabri? The Collarendabri people, 
no doubt, would be a long way better off in having to send their produce only 50 miles than they are now.
71. Dr. Qarran.] Have tbe Commissioners ever considered the extension of- a line from Moree to 
Collarendabri ? They have from Woolabra.
72. Not from Moree ? No.
73. You see we have made a line to Inverell from Moree, and it was stated, when that proposal was under
consideration, that it would provide a very good market out west ? Yes. 74.

i
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74. A line from Coonamble fo Walgett could be made fairly cheaply, could it not ? Yes. H--
75. Hut a line from .Narrabri to Walgett cannot be made so cheaply '! No. I think a cheaper line would McLachlan.
be from Coonamble to Walgett. The distance from Walgett to Narrabri is 50 per cent, more than from „/7 .. 
Coonamble to Walgett. That would mean a big saving to start with. The Commissioners have never ’ ‘
given an estimate, but I dare say that if you seriously entertain the question they would look at the traffic
of the two districts. They tbink the matter deserving of consideration,
70. If a line were made from Coonamble to Walgett, the Collarendabri squatters would be very well off 
would they not ? Much better oft' than they are at present.
77. Fifty miles is nothing for a squatter? ft is not a great deal.
7S. What I am thinking of is, that as it is a pastoral country, tho Collarendabri people would be better 
ofl for agricultural supplies by having the Inverell products sent to them than they would be if they had 
to got supplies from Thibbo ? I do not quite follow that.
70. Supposing a line from Coonamble to Walgett was made to Collarendabri, people would get their 
agricultural produce then from Dubbo, or between there and Orange ? Yes.
80. Would lliey not be better off at Collarendabri if they could get produce from Moree ? From Dubbo
to Collarondabri would be about 200 miles. I do not know that there would be a great deal of difference 
between Inverell and Collarendabri. ^
81. If the Moree and Collarendabri line were made, the Collarendabri trade in wool would go down to .
Newcastle, wiiich is its present port ? Yes. ■
82. And wo should have a line all the way from Inverell to Collarendabri? Yes.
88. Would that not be avery good thing for the Inverell people? Yes, it would give them a bettor 
western market.
81. A.nd would it not be a good thing for your line to Moree? You would have this handicap with 
regard, to Collarendabri that the two siefes of the triangle would be naturally greater than the base, and 
as their business would bo very largely with the seaport, that "would be a further handicap to them. 1! 
dare say it would be far better for the Collarendabri people to have the proposed line to Woolabra, as it 
would bring them near to Inverell and the hill country. They would be able to get into the New England 
district so much more easily. "
85. I am considering the possibility of a line from Coonamble fo Walgett being approved of, as tho 
Commissioners wish ;—then, that being so, would not the best extension be from Moree to Collarendabri 
rather than from Narrabri to Collarendabri ? I would rather myself, although I do not tbink it has been 
considered by the Commissioners,—give them the Woolabra line. It would be better for the Inverell 
country, and better for enabling the Collarendabri people to reach the coast.
80. That would not prevent the Inverell produce iroin going to Collarendabri ? No : 1 think it would 
still go there.
87. Do you know whether a line from Woolabra would be on higher and drier ground than a line from 
Moree ? I think it would be on higher ground until you get within 10 miles of Collarendabri.
88. There is no country much more level than the country we are now considering ;—if the cost of this 
pioneer line is nearly double what pioneer lines are supposed to cost, that is not satisfactory ? No.
89. The question is, can we accommodate the district and avoid the boggy ground ? I think the question
was considered by tbe Committee dealing with the proposed Pilliga lino. Thev went over it, and the 
conclusion arrived at was that it was better to go from Collarendabri to Narrabri? I think they made a 
special report on that in 1894 or 1895. ^
90. Mr. McFarlane,'] With regard to the trade at Collarendabri, is that an extensive trade ? A good deal 
of pastoral business comes through there,
91. And I suppose a considerable amount of goods traffic ? General goods.
92. Have the Commissioners considered this aspect of the question ;—as Inverell and Moree will soon bo 
connected by rail, would it suit the trade better to have a connection with Moree instead of Narrabri? I 
was explaining to Dr. Garran that the principal trade is to and from the coast. You would rather 
handicap the Collarendabri people by making them travel two sides of a triangle.
98. I am speaking of a connection with the district of Glen Innes ? The Commissioners have not taken 
that into their calculations at all.
94. Do you not think that in years to come there will he a connection at Glen Innes ? I think it is along
way ahead. ■
95. If that were done, would It not be much to the advantage of the Collarendabri people to have direct 
communication with the seaboard ? It would still be a long distance. From Collarendabri to Moree is,
I think, 100 miles : from Moree to Inverell, another 100 miles; from Inverell to Glen Innes is about 50 
miles, and it is 100 miles from Glen Innes to Grafton, making altogether 350 miles.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined :—
90. Mr. Sick.] You have already indicated that in your opinion a connection between Coonamble and J, Harper. 
Walgett would be preferable to one from Narrabri to Walgett P I think that the matter before you is the a 
question of a connection between Narrabri, Walgett, and Collarendabri. I will read my report to the 2dApril,1900, 
Commissioners on the subject:—

Phoposbi) Railway’—Narraarj to Walgett ano Coi.lauesdabki.

1. Narrabri West to Walgett; estimated cost, £2G0,732 ; length, 104^ miles.
2. Narrabri West to Collarendabri ; estimated cost, £311,070 ; length, 101 miles.
3. Narrabri West to Point " A ” ; estimated cost, £205,145 ; length, 90j miles.
1. Narrabri East to Walgett; estimated cost, £303,835 ; length, Hi miles.
2. Narrabri East to Collarendabri : estimated cost, £324,179 ; length, 107J miles.
3. Narrabri East to Point “ A ” ; estimated cost, £2GS,24S ; length, (J6| miles.

As directed by the Commissioners, I have had very careful inquiries made as to the probable truflic on the proposed 
lines, and the estimates are as follows : —

Proposed railway, Narrabri West to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.
Woo!, goods, and stock................................................................................................................ £g 779
Coaching, mails, Ac................. ........................................................ ........................................... 4,235

Total................................................................... ...................................................  £13,014
48—B Proposed
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J. Harper,

26April, 1900.

Proposed railway, Narrabri East to Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.
Wool, goods, and stock...............................................................................................................  £9,230
Coaching, mails, &c...................................................................................................................... 4,3S2

Total...............................................................................................  £13,012
Proposed railway, Narrabri West to Collarendabri, leaving Walgett out of consideration.

Wool, goods, and stock...............................................................................................................  £5,494
Coaching, mails, Ac...................................................................................................................... 2,187

Total....................................................................................................................... £7,6S1
As far as my personal inquiry has gone, I am strongly of opinion that it is desirable that any extension in the 

direction of these towns should be from Narrabri West through W'cc Waa, as being naturally on higher ground it would 
be more suitable for railway construction, and it would also possess tho advantage of being G miles less in length and 
costing upwards of £13,000 less in construction. Practically, all the services which could be expected to he rendered by a 
railway on tho north bank of the river could bo expected to he rendered by one on the south bank, via Wee Waa.

In connection with these estimates I may point out that a reduction of £941 has been made on account of the 
difference between the rates from Moree and those proposed from Collarendabri for traffic which would be diverted from 
the former line ; hut I have allowed full credit for the whole of the Walgett traffic, although when the river has been 
practicable a large quantity of goods and wool has found its way to and from this district, via Bourke, on which the Main 
Western line secured published rates. This state of things was in a large measure due to the high rates of road carriage 
between Walgett and Narrabri as against steamers’ freight and rail charges Bourke to'Sydney, and vice rerun. Since 1894
1895 season, however, the river has not been sufficiently navigable to be regarded as a competitor; and as a railway at 
Walgett will command the traffic under such circumstances, I have given the project full credit.

As the question has been raised as to the extension of the line to the township of Collarendabri by submission of an 
alternative scheme terminating at point marked “ A ” {ire plan}, about 10 miles distant from Collarendabri, the matter 
might fairly be considered as to whether it is desirable to build this expensive section of line or whether, by some deviation, 
it might be possible to cross the river at some intermediate point between Walgett and Collarendabri for the purpose of 
future extension towards Augledool.
97. Where does the trade of Walgett and Collarendabri now go to as a rule ? At the present time, with 
no river, it goes north into Narrahri ; but I would suggest to the Committee that the evidence which was 
obtained by them when they were investigating this matter in connection, with the proposed extension 
from Narrabri to Pilliga should be carefully considered, as well as the evidence in connection with the 
proposed line from Woolabra to Collarendabri.
98. Is tbo character of tbe countrj' between Narrabri and Walgett similar to that of the country between. 
Narrabri and Moree ? I should think, generally speaking, that it is. Which route are you speaking of ?
99. The route through Wee Waa? Tes ; it is practically the fame kind of country.
100. In the case of the line from Narrabri to Moree, the original estimate of the traffic has fortunately 
been exceeded ? Not by very much.
101. Do yon tbink there is any likelihood of similar results being obtained from the construction of these 
lines ? I should like to think so; but I do not expect we shall get the Queensland trade.
102. Where does tbe inward trade from Walgett to Collarendabri come from ? That depends on the 
condition of the river.
103. Is it not almost universally taken along tbe Northern line from Newcastle and Sydney? If you 
will refer to tbe evidence which I gave in reference to tho Pilliga line, you will iiml a complete return in 
reference to the river *given there (Question 438, report on proposed line, Narrabri to Pilliga). Since 
then the condition of the river has been unfavourable to navigation.
104. Could you give us an approximate estimate of the amount of revenue to be obtained by this proposal 
by charging local rates instead of through rates ? I think you could add about 20 per cent, to the present 
estimate.
105. At present the through rate would mean practically 50 per cent, of the total annual cost of tho 
railway;—do you think that local rates would bring it up to 65 per cent. ? You can generally add about 
20 per cent., assuming lhat tbe trade can be realised.
10G. Do you think that if this.railway were constructed to Walgett the river would be a serious competitor 
with it? I always regard the Darling as a very serious competitor with the railways. I have always 
emphasised that when giving evidence on the subject before this Committee.
107. Is it not a fact that when you have got a river no wool has gone past Bourke ? The railway exists 
at Bourke for the purpose of carrying it.
108. You say you always regard the river as a serious competitor ; well, you have had good rivers there 
since tbe railway was constructed, and no wool has passed Bourke ? The information you have in regard 
to the Narrabri to Pilliga line answers that 1 think. You will find that when there was a river tho 
railway existing at Bourke was a very serious competitor as far as the business between Walgett and 
Narrabri was concerned.
109. You draw wool from there to Bourke, then down to Sydney ? Yes ; and, of course, wool will be 
drawn now by reason of the construction of a line to Brewarrina, which will tap a great deal of the district 
which a line to Walgett will serve. The line to Coonamble would touch some more of the district which 
a line to Walgett would serve.
110. Would any wool from Collarendabri pass Walgett, then go to Sydney instead of being sent from 
there to Sydney through Newcastle? If it were to be realised upon in Sydney, and there were a river, 
I think it might be.
111. In spite of the longer distance? That would depend upon the rates established in connection with 
the competition between South Australia and Victoria.
112. The distances from Walgett to Newcastle and from Walgett to Sydney are practically 345 miles in 
tbe first instance, and 439 miles in the second ? Tes.
113. Do you think, if it is the intention of the growers to get their wool as speedily as possible to the 
seaboard, they would send it via Brewarrina or Bourke rather than through Walgett? In connection 
with the proposed extension from Narrabri to Pilliga, I mentioned that the great bulk of that wool did 
not come to Newcastle at all, cither for export or sale ; it comes on to Sydney.
114. Could you say what tbe rates would be for 345 miles to Newcastle as against 439 miles from Walgett 
to Sydney ? There would be about 12s. a ton difference in favour of Newcastle.
115. What are the ordinary rates per ton to Sydney by boat ? Thirteen or 14s, a ton. I thought to 
expedite the proceedings of this Committee by referring to tho evidence given before, when the matter

was
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was under consideration, because tbe circumstances have been somewhat abnormal during the last two or J- Harper, 
three years in regard to starving stock. The normal conditions mav be regarded as those which prevailed n
in 1807, when the inquiry was made. 26April, 1900.
11C. After the construction of the line from Moree to Inverell, would not the Inverell and Collarendabri 
people be better served by another connection from Collarendabri to Moree than by ono from Collaren
dabri to Narrabri ? I do not tbink so. The engineers would tell you that that country is absolutely 
impracticable; it is all watercourses.
117. With regard to reaching Walgett by any of the lines, you hold that Coonamble is the proper place
to start from? Yes. *
118. Will you give your reasons for holding that opinion ? I espressed the opinion before, that the 
connection should bo made further west. The whole of that northern country is very good fattening 
country, but, like the rest of New South Wales.it is subject to drought. With a line built from 
Urewarrina to Collarendabri, and connecting with Glen Innes, you have a connection with the New 
England district and the Northern line, and you give the people the alternative of using either market.
119. That would involve a connection between the North-western line and Collarendabri ? Decidedly, 
assuming that the Committee decide upon that extension, a practicable route for the relief of the western 
country will be between Brewarrina and Collarendabri. It will enable them to exchange products 
from the northern district and the west and north.
120. Are we right in assuming that you advocate the construction of a line from Narrabri to Colla
rendabri however the line to Walgett may be connected? I do not know whether I would go so far as 
that. In my report I said it should be to a point where you would get the most suitable river crossing.
I do not mean to say that Collarendabri itself is deserving of a railway; it is only a town with a very ' 
small population. You will notice from the report to the Commissioners that I have suggested that the 
matter should be looked into as to whether some more suitable spot could not be found in the district.
121. Do you think it would be better to make a connection from Woolabra rather than from Narrabri 
West? No ; 1 do not think the same advantages would be given. In the first place, you have got settle
ment at Wee Waa. and a very progressive settlement too. if you start from Woolabra the Wee Waa 
people will be left in the position that they are in to-day.
122. Do you think a more direct route from Wee Waa to Collarendabri could be found than the one 
indicated on the map ? I do not know.
123. Do you know enough about the proposal to say whether that bend in the line is duo to the fact that 
it was designed to reach both Walgett and Collarendabri ? 1 think it is for the purpose of getting higher 
ground.
124. Mr. Levicn?\ Prom Wee Waa and Pilliga to Walgett is the mail route, is it not ? Yes. ,
12D. Have you been along that line ? Yes.
12G. What sort of country is it between Wee Waa and Pilliga? A good deal of it is of very indifferent 
quality. There is a good deal of fiooded country.
127. Js it very low along there ? Yes ; the north bank of the river is undoubtedly the best.
128. Then which line do you most favour yourself ? I am strongly in favour of the south hank of the
river.
129. That is round by Wee Waa and going up right away to Collarendabri? Yes ; as far as the extension, 
to Wee Waa is concerned, it could be got on the south bank, and the country through which it would go 
would not be too objectionable. It is a matter, however, which I think might be fairly left to the Public 
Works Commitlee to determine which of the two is the better route.
130. Both of these routes would he better country far than that going round by Pilliga to Walgett?
Absolutely there can bo no doubt about that whatever. 1 also wish to emphasise this : That Wee Waa 
deserves to be served ; it is a progressive town with settlement of a good class about it.
131. There is a good deal of agricultural land there, is there not? Yes.
132. They are all good stations in that district? Yes. Hence the reason for recommending the
extension to Collarendabri.
133. I suppose you do not know whether there is much land yet to be thrown open for selection along
there? No. .
131. Mr. Watson.'] Taking the line first from Narrabri towards Walgett, is there any agricultural 
country on the route ? That is a matter of opinion. Some of it is under agriculture; but there is no 
large area available for agriculture as far as I know,
135. Is there not agriculture about Wee Waa ? Some small areas on the river bank.
13G. Do you think the rainfall and the soil are such as to encourage agriculture in that direction? They 
have bad plenty of opportunities for it lately, in view of the number of starving stock they have had 
there ; but they have not gone in for it to any extent.
137. If you have not formed any opinion as to the agricultural possibilities of the district, you are 
relying for traffic upon tbe pastoral industry ? Yes.
138. If your estimates are only based upon pastoral products, you do not anticipate a large increase of 
traffic consequent upon the construction of the railways ? No.
139. Do you anticipate a diversion to the railway system of traffic which now goes some other way? Pro
bably wc should get some of the Southern Queensland traffic, w'hich now goes via Brisbane, and I think 
that from that area we shall get a great deal of fat stock traffic. There is no better fattening country in 
tho whole Colony than the country north-west of the Barwon. During tbe last two or three years the 
people there have had their time of trouble, but I have known tho time when we have been drawing all our 
supplies from there.
140. Would a preferable outlet for fat stock from Southern Queensland be towards the Northern railway 
line, then to the south, to get to the Melbourne market ? I do not think they would attempt to get to 
the Melbourne market. I think the markets of Newcastle and Sydney would absorb all the stock that 
they could send. To-day, I think the Aberdeen people are operating in country where they can save a 
good deal of iravelling to reach the railway line.
141. You think there would be some increase or diversion of trade to our existing lines, of trade that goes 
elsewhere now ? Yes ; it is one of the pastoral lines that I should look to very hopefully for good pros
pects. There is a good deal of close settlement along the Barwon right up to the Queensland Border.
'The people there have been unfortunate during tho last three or four years; but I believe the country lias 
good possibilities before it. 142.
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142. It would seem that the Commissioners favour the projected line from Coonamble towards TValgett, 
as against one from Narrabri to Walgett;—can you say why ? I think their motive would be to enable 
the produce or stock to be removed from the west to the north, as circumstances may require; the further 
extension from Brewarrina to Collarendabri, and a connection from Walgett may be considered, then you 
have a lot of western area brought within easy connection with the Northern line. It is a big scheme,
143. Assuming that you have only pastoral country to deal'with. there does not seem any reason why you
should have two termini so close together as Walgett and Collarendabri? No; that is the view which 
the Commissioners have taken. Tho distance between Collarendabri and Walgett is 45 or 50 miles. 
Collarendabri being the more nortberly place, it would serve more country to the north. The Walgett 
country would be served to a large extent by the line between Byrock and Brewarrina. A line from 
Dubbo to Coonamble would serve tho district south of Walgett, so that AValgett will be served by lines 
from at least two sides, and you are considering a third side. _
144. According to what you have just said, in your view the line from Narrabri to Collarendabri ought 
to be the main line, and any subsequent project to Walgett ought to wait? 1 do not know what are the 
engineering difficulties, but from my knowledge of that country, I should say that if an extension-is to be 
made to the Queensland Border, it should be made from Collarendabri, if a good crossing over the river 
can be found,
145. Taking Narrabri as the starting-point ? Tes. _
146. Looking at the map before us, and leaving out of account tbe desirability or otherwise of reaching
the Northern line, it would look as though the line from Walgett to Narrabri and on to the Northern 
line would cut the country better than any other ? Yes ; the country immediately north of Brewarrina 
is one of the best fattening districts that we have in New South Wales. t
147. Tt seems to me that taking the Byrock to Brewarrina as an existing line, and looking at the existing
line to Moree, the best way of cutting up the richest pastoral country would be to run trom Coonamble 
to Walgett, then on to Collarendabri without connecting Collarendabri with the Northern line? Ido 
not consider that the best plan. I consider that in view of the Brewarrina line being under construction, 
and the Wilcannia line having been recommended by this Committee, and considering the general require
ments of the Northern district, the connection when required will be better established between Brewar
rina and Collarendabri, as serving a better district than that referred to. _
148. In that relation you would require a connection between Collarendabri and the North-western line ?
Tes ; that is contingent on tbe line to Collarendabri being carried out. Tbe beat connection that could 
be established between the western and northern system would he from Coonamble to Walgett, and a line 
from Brewarrina to Collarendabri, when the time has arrived for this connection. _
149. I cannot see where the Coonamble to Walgett Hue is necessary to give a connection with the north 
and north-western system ? It is only a more direct connection—that is all.
150. But you still have the disadvantage, even with the network that you suggest, of having^ a line to
Walgett, and another at Collarendabri, all pastoral country within less than 50 miles of the railway ? X 
assume that the question would not have been submitted to you if it had not been considered necessary 
that they should have the railway. _ _
151. Every man naturally thinks that a railway io necessary against bis own door ? T tbink the Commis- 
sionera have sufficiently emphasised what their views are as to a line in the direction of Collarendabri.
152. Are we justified in taking it as your opinion that lines in pastoral country such as that, are not likely 
to pay within a distance of 50 miles ? No ; 1 do not think that 1 could conscientiously tell the Committee 
that this line will pay. Of course, the Moree extension was extended into country purely pastoral.
153. Moree lias a great stretch of country on t«o sides, to which it acts as a depot? Tes.
154. The Collarendabri line would take traffic which would otherwise gravitate towards tho Walgett line,
and vice versa ? Yes; thev would affect each other. And the line to Brewarrina would take some of tho 
Walgett business. _
155. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you been more than once into that district ? Tes, several times.
156. When did you first visit the district ? I think in about 1882,
157. And when was the last time ? In December, 1899.
158. Did you notice any great improvement in tho district? Yes, I noticed a great deal of closer settle
ment going on; but it is only fair to the people who are settlers there to say that they have had a trying 
time during the last couple of years owing to drought. I do not know under the circumstances any town 
in New South Wales that showed more distinct improvement than Wee Waa did. That was under very 
adverse circumstances. I could uot find any improvement in Billiga, and Collarendabri did not show 
much improvement. _
159. Was there any cultivation going on? They have patches of lucerne and other cultivation on the
banks of the river. _
160. The report says that the graziers and fanners have been labouring under disadvantages—“farmers” 
must mean cultivation of the soil ? A man there calls himself a farmer if he puts in 5 acres of wheat.
161. What must the great improvement chiefly consist of ? Of closer holdiugs and the great number of
people holding sheep. _
162. Do you think that tho construction of the line would induce any agriculture ? I should not like to
say that, because I_do not think the people are prepared to Inckle the business during such adverse 
seasons. It would enable tbe smaller holders to carry their sheep more successfully through a period of 
drought than they have hitherto been able to do. _
163. If tbe soil were suitable for agriculture they would not need a railway to encourage them to
pursue that industry ? No, we do not expect revenue from that source. _
164. The land is reported to be equal to almost anything in the country ? It is the best fattening country 
in New South Wales.
165. Is it chiefly occupied with cattle or sheep ? With sheep chiefly.
166. What is the quality of the timber there—is it suitable for railway purposes ? I do not think so. 
1G7. 1 notice that, in tho estimate of the cost of (he railway, the charge for the sleepers is put down at a 
little more than the charge in other districts ? Sleepers are getting more expensive.
168. What is the increased tariff expected to consist of ? it would consist of the possibility of being 
able to carry stock, instead of having to sacrifice them, as they have had to do during the last two or three 
years. In the past tbe holdings Inive carried stock very heavily, but tho clips of wool have gone down 
from 8C0 or 906 bales to 100 bales. 169.
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1G9, It seems tliat tlie estimated return from tbe traffic is only about 50 per cent, of the estimated cost ? J. Hirpcr. 
Yes; but the Commissioners have felt bound, in the interests of tbe country, to recommend tbe line.
They have been in tho district and seen tbo hardships that those people have had to suffer through being * Pn > ■
without railway communication, and they submitted it to the Ministry for their consideration.
170. I suppose the Commissioners favour tbe construction of this line, believing that it will very largely 
increase the traffic ? The Commissioners are, of course, in favour of developing the country.
171. Has this part of the country suffered very much ? Yes, very severely.
172. Have they been short of water in that district ? They have been short of everything.
173. Chairman.] You do not think that either of these extensions to TValgett or Collarendabri will bring 
in any new traffic ? Ho. Beyond, as I have said, the result of enabling people lo carry stock, which 
to-day they cannot carry.

FRIDAY, 18 MAY, 1900.

\_Thc Commitice met at ike Municipal Council Chambers, Narrabri, at 10'30 a.m.] '■

present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Viok-Chaibmas).

The Hon. Patrice Lindesat Ceawfokd Shepherd. | Jons Christian Watson, Esq.
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Narrabri to 
. Walgett, witli branch to Collarendabri.

Albert Ernest Collins, storekeeper, and Mayor of Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
174. Vice-Chairman.'] Have you resided long in this district ? Eighteen years. A, E. Collins.
175. What is the population of Narrabri ? 2,189 is the population of the Narrabri municipality, and the ^ 
population of Narrabri West municipality is about 000. The capital value of the ratable" property 18 May, 1000. 
in Narrabri is £140,750, and the total value for ratable purposes is £15,817 8s. Within tho municipality
there are 531 buildings, inclusive of business premises.
170. Is Narrabri the centre from which supplies are sent to the district out towards Walgett and Collar
endabri ? Yes; Narrabri has always been looked upon as the centre and natural channel for all the ' . 
business of that district.
177. Hoes either Walgett or Collarendabri receive supplies by river when there is sufficient water for the 
steamers to come up ? I believe that Walgett occasionally receives supplies by river when the Barwon 
is in flood.
178. But the general trend of supplies is from Narrabri to the west and north-west? Yes.
179. Is tho amount of business done with Walgett and Collarendabri fairly large ? Yes. A good deal of 
business is done by the people of Walgett direct with Newcastle and Maitland, but it comes through 
Narrabri, and Narrabri supplies all the intermediafe and surrounding country.
ISO. Is the district wrhich would be served by the proposed railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with a 
branch to Collarendabri, one which is of growing importance? Yes.
181. Is it regarded mainly as a pastoral district? .Asa pastoral and agricultural district. If there were 
a railway through it agriculture would increase there.
182. Is it difficult under present conditions to get supplies from Narrabri to Wee Waa, Pilliga, Walgett, 
or Collarendabri, in some seasons ? In bad seasons it is difficult because of the heavy state of the roads.
183. Is the district one in which good roads can be made? No. I should think it would be almost as 
cheap to make railways as to make roads in that district.
184. Is any hardship experienced because of the difficulty in getting supplies at certain seasons ? Yes,
185. Is there much black-soil country along the present line of communication ? Yes; it is nearly all
black-soil country. *
186. Has any attempt been made to make a good road ? Only at particular spots.
187. Is that because the making of a road would involve great expense ? I think so. ,
188. Hoiv much of the land would be available for agriculture if a railway were constructed ? Tbe land 
on the northern side of the Namoi is nearly all fit for agriculture, and only wants railway communication 
to develop it.
189. The proposal referred to the Committee carries the line on the south side of the Namoi as far as 
Wee Waa, at which point it would cross to tbe north side? 1 wish my evidence to support the con
struction of a line starting from Narrabri proper, and keeping on the northern side of the Namoi, first, 
because there are large vested interests in Narrabri which 1 think should be considered, and, secondly* 
because Narrabri is not provided with proper loading and unloading facilities at the railway station here, 
and we have, therefore, to cart our supplies from Narrabri West, a distance of 3 miles. If'the line were 
started from Narrabri our station arrangements would be improved, and a larger number of people would 
be benefited.
190. But you think that your difficulties would be increased if the line were take along the south side of 
the Namoi? . Yes. _ We have repeatedly made a request to the Kailway Commissioners to have 
proper facilities provided for loading and unloading at Narrabri; but they have put us off each time 
because of the uncertainty as to the starting-point of the line to Walgett. They have promised us that 
as soon as that matter is decided they will give us what facilities are required. It was su^ested bv a 
deputation which waited upon the Secretary for Public Works some time ago that, if the line^started from 
Narrabri West, the station buildiugs there would be very suitable for a junction station ; whereas, if the 
line started from Narrabri, new accommodation would have to be put up; but I would point out that in

any
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A. E. Colline. any ease we shall want more amiable station buildings and better appliances for loading and unloading at 
% Narrabri itself.

18 May, 1900. J9l. Most of the business houses and the business premises of people connected with the forwarding and 
receiving of goods have been built in Narrabri proper? Yes.
192. No large businesshouse has beenbuiltatNarrabri West? A few business houses have been built there.
193. You urge that this large business centre would be still more handicapped than it is now' if the proposed 
lino were taken from Narrabri "West? Yes. A line from Narrabri West would divert business from its 
natural channel.
194. Could tbe inconvenience from which you suffer be got rid of in any other way than by tbe construc
tion of the proposed line on the northern side of the river ? The "Railway Commissioners do not want 
the espense of maintaining twro largo stations, and, seeing that the largest vested interest is at Narrabri, 
and not at Narrabri "West, I think that wc should have the main station here. Then, too, there is very 
little settlement on the southern side of the Namoi, between Narrabri and Wee Waa, while the country 
on the northern side is thickly populated.
195. Would not the construction of a railway on the northern side of the Namoi leave Woe Waa out 
altogether ? The railway would go within 3 miles of Wee Waa ; and Narrabri was left 3 miles from the 
line for years, until the railway was taken on to Moree and we had to pay estra cartage for that distance.
196. Is there a bridge over the river at Wee Waa? Yes; an ordinary traffic bridge.
197. Which is larger, the population of Wee Waa or the population settled on the northern side of the 
Namoi, between Narrabri and Wee Waa ? The population now living on the country between Narrabri 
and Wee Waa, on the northern side of tbe river, is not so large as the population of Weo Waa itself; 
but there is a lot of country there which should be made available for small settlement, and it is small 
settlement that we wish to encourage.
19S. Would not the same remarks hold good as to the land on the southern side of the Namoi ? No ; 
the land on the southern side of the river is totally unfit lor settlement. It is scrubby country, and the 
expense of making it useful for settlement would be too great. The Government have offered it almost 
for nothing; but people will not take it up.
199. How would you describe the country on the north side of the river as far as Wree Waa ? It is 
magnificent pastoral country. There is no better country in tho Colony,
200, What is its average carrying capacity, taking one year with another ? I should think a sheep to 
the acre.

■ 201. Is much of it suitable for agriculture? 1 think that the greater pari; of it is suitable for agriculture.
■ 202. What is the character of the holdings there ? There is a good deal of leased land there which is

shortly to he thrown open for settlement, and it will he cut up into small holdiugs. That land is situated 
on Boolcarrol and Edgeroi holdings. The revenue obtained by a line on the north side of the river would 
he about £G0l) a year more than the revenue obtained by a line on tbe south side of the river, and the 
additional cost would he only £13,900 ; so that the difference in revenue would be equal to about 5 per 
cent, on the difference in cost.
203. Has the progress of Narrabri and tho immediate district been fairly rapid during the last ten years? 
Yes; it has been very rapid, audit is increasing, because of the amount of agriculture that is taking place. 
Ten times as much cultivation has taken place during the last five years as took place formerly, and the 
more the district is opened up by railway communication the more the cultivation will increase. I am of 
opinion that almost every acre of the land on the northern side of the river is suitable for cultivation. It has 
been said that the team traffic from Collarendabri always came along the southern side of tho river via 
Wee Waa; but l would point; out that almost the whole of that traffic generally comes through Narrabri 
itself, and not through Wee Waa and Narrabri West. "When the river is high the teams from "Walgett 
come along on the southern side because there is no bridge at Molly. There are large areas of land on the 
southern side of tho river which have been capitalised at 13s. 4d. per acre as settlement leases; but, 
although they have been open for selection for a very long time, they have never been taken up. That 
land is within about a mile of Narrabri West. Nearly all tho land on the southern side of the river has 
been thrown open for selection ; but it has not been taken up, and I do not think it would be taken up, 
even if the Government offered a bonus to those who took it up.
204. What about the land on the northern side of the river? It is taken upas soon as it is thrown open.
205. Mr. McFarJane.~\ What is the nature of the traffic from Walgett and Collarendabri to Narrabri ? 
It is chiefly wool and fat stock.
200. Is much farm produce sent in? No ; except in the immediate vicinity of Narrabri.
207. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the produce traffic largely increase ? Yes ; I think 
that wherever there is a railway agriculture is bound to progress.
208. Do you think the construction of the proposed railway would open up a large area of land for 
agriculture ? Yes; if it were taken through the right country. If the line is kept on the north side of 
the river agriculture will increase there; but the conditions on the south side of the river are unfavourable 
to agriculture except a small patch on the river,
209. Mr. Watson.'] The Railway Commissioners seem to favour the connection of Walgett with Coonamble 
rather than with Narrabri;—have you any opinion to offer on that subject ? I tbink that Walgett should 
be connected with Narrabri. Narrabri is the natural channel for all the traffic from that district, and for 
all the Narrabri West traffic,
210. The opinion of iho Railway Commissioners is that a line from Coonamble to Walgett would serve 
the Colony better? I have never considered the question of extending a railway from Coonamble to 
Walgett; but I know that Narrabri has always been the natural channel for the Walgett traffic, just as 
Newcastle is the natural port for this district.
211. Do you think that the Walgett people have a greater desire to go to Newcastle than to any other
port ? I cannot say. They are agitating for a railway ; but I do not know if they care whether it comes 
from Narrabri or from Coonamble. "
212. I suppose they would be glad to get the line which would give them most facilities to export ? Yes ; 
and a connection with Narrabri would give them Newcastle us well as Sydney for a port.
213. Is the rainfall in the Narrabri district sufficiently regular to make agriculture successful here ? 
Yes. We are just coming to the end of a five years’ drought; but people have obtained some very fine 
crops hero even during the drought. We have had just enough rain to do tho crops good, though we

have
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Iiave not had sufficient for grazing purposes. I do not think better crops could be grown in tbe Colony A< E. CoUin».
than we had here during the last twelve months, although the season has been bad for grazing. Some
very fine oranges and lemons have been grown here this year. aTl '
214. Mr. ShepherdHave you any orchards of any extent? Tes.
215. What kinds of fruit are grown here? I think that almost any kind of fruit would grow in the .. .
district. Oranges and lemons grow very well here, and no finer grapes are to be obtained in the Colony.
216. Do they grow stone fruits here ? Tes ; peaches, apricots, and plums grow very well,
217. _Do people grow fruit for market at all? The fruit industry is gradually developing here, and I think 
that in a few years it will be a very important factor in the trade of the district. Grapes are very largely 
grown here.
218. Have they tried wine-making here? Tes, and it has turned out very successful. All our orchards 
are on the northern side of the river.
219. Do all those who are growing fruit here seem to be satisfied, with their results ? Tes; they are all 
doing well. A railway from Walgett, via Coonamble, to Sydney would leave Walgett as far from Sydney 
as if it were connected by rail with Tarrabri; but a connection with Isarrabri would give it access to New
castle as well as to Sydney.
220. Which route would serve the Walgett people the better ? I think a route giving them access to two 
seaports.

Walter Scott, Crown Lands Agent and Clerk of Petty Sessions, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
221. Mr. Watson.~\ Can you inform the Committee what Crown lauds will shortly be available for settle- W. Scott,
meat on the northern side of the Namoi, in the vicinity of the suggested route for a railway to Walgett ? —->
Between 50,000 and 53,000 acres within 30 miles of Narrabri. 1® May, 1900.
222. How far north of the surveyed route does this land extend ? Koughly speaking, for 5 or G miles.
223. And how far south of it ? About the same distance.
224. What Crown lands aro available for settlement on the south side of the Namoi, between Narrabri 
West and Wee Waa ? 1 do not know the total area available there, but it is very large. I do not think 
more than 15,000 acres have been selected on that side of the river.
225. Is the balance of that land mostly held under lease? Most of it is waste land. It has been adver
tised, and the annual value has been put down at £1 for 1,000 acres for improvement lease; but I think 
only two of these leases have been taken.
220. How are the people doing who have taken up that land ? I do not know; hut the land that has been 
taken up has been leased as a sort of standby in dry seasons, to provide scrub and a little water for the 
sheep, ‘
227. Can you give us any information as to the land which has recently been thrown open for selection 
on the northern side of the river ? I do not know that any land there has been thrown open lately.
228. Is most of that land held by conditional purchasers ? Tes ; aud there are one or two settlement 
leases there. Two or three blocks of land there were thrown open in 1S9G, and they were rushed.
229. Are the conditional purchases on the northern side of the river being held by the original selectors, 
or have they been transferred ? I think that the original selectors still hold them, subject, perhaps, to 
mortgages. Most of tho selectors there seem to me to be pretty well to do; they have got on very well 
since I have been here, and I have seen a good deal of them.
230. Into what sized blocks will the 50,000 acres to which yon have referred be subdivided? Towards 
the river I think that land will bo cut up into blocks of 400 or 500 acres for homestead selection,
231. Further hack the blocks would he larger? Tes. I think the land further back will he taken up 
under settlement lease in areas of, perhaps, 2,000 acres.
232. How many selectors are there residing on their own holdings on the north side of the river, within 
30 miles of Narrabri ? Forty-one.
233. When the 50,000 acres are made available for settlement, how many more selectors will there be on 
the land ? It will depend upon how the land is cut up. I think that part of it will be divided into home
stead selections and part info settlement leases.
231. Can you not form a rough estimate as to how many blocks there will be? I think about fifty or 
sixty. If all tho land is made available for homestead selection, the number wilt be very much greater.
235. In addition to the land held by selectors, there is a certain amount of freehold property iu the larger
estates ? Tes. '
236. How many large estates are there in the district that we have been speaking of? Edgeroi holding 
and parts of Killnrney and Boolcarrol holdings are situated in that district.
237. Has any scrub land been oficred for improvement lease outlie northern side of the line? About 40 
miles out, and at some distance from the suggested route, some land was oflered in that way.
238. Under what conditions was it taken up? I tbink that 5,000 acres there were leased for about 
£6 a year.
239. Has the land on tbe south side of the river any good timber on it? Tes.
240. What kind of timber ? Ironbark. There is good timber from 15 to 20 miles out from Narrabri West.
241. Has most of the good ironbark been cut out? No.
242. Do they still obtain sleepers there for railway contracts ? Tes.
243. Would any additional traffic come to tbe line in the carriage of sleepers if it were taken out that 
way ? I do not think so. The timber goes out more to the south-west, and I think that the carriers 
would continue to haul it to Narrabri West.
244. Mr. Shepherdi] Is there much pine in this district? Tes.
245. Is it largely used ? Tes.
246. Is there any regulation as to the size at which it can be cut? Tes.
24/. Has any attempt been made to prevent the cutting of small trees ? There is an officer here whoso 
duty it is to look after that matter.

John
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Jolin Stoltenberg, farmer and grazier, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
J. 2tS. Mr. Shepherd.1 What is tbe size of your holding? About 1,200 acres. It is situated about 4 miles 

Stoltenberg. from Narrabri.
muc'1 hare you under cultivation ? About 250 acres. 

a5'' ■ 250. "What crops do you grow ? Wheat, barley, and com.
251. What yields do you get? When I hrst tried the black-soil country, T put 2 acres of it under wheat, 
and 2 acres of it under barley. That was in 1802, and I got 90 bushels of wheat, and the yield of barley 
was also very good, but I did not register the quantity. In 1897 I put 22 acres under wheat for seed, 
and I got 705 bushels, and I put 20 acres uuder wheat for hay, and got 50 tons. Trom 2 acres which I 
put under corn'that year I got 100 bushels. In 1899 I put 205 acres under wheat, 145 acres being 
cropped for grain. Trom that I got 440 sacks of grain, and a lot of grain was left on the ground by the 
stripper. Trom the 00 acres which I cut for wheat I got 145 Ions of hay.
252. What is your opinion of the district geuerally for agriculture ? I believe that it is a very good 
district.
253. Do you think that the average yields here are equal to those which you have got ? Where the land 
is well worked the yield must be about the same.
254. Are you trying any crops besides those which you have mentioned ? I have tried turnips and 
potatoes. During the first year that I grew them I got turnips nearly as big as pumpkins, aud everyone 
seems fo buy them well.
255. Have you tried fruit-growing ? Yes. -
25G. What has been your experience in crane culture? I do not know that the black soil is very good 
for grapes.
257. What kinds of grapes are you growing ? Both wine and table grapes,
258. Do you think that fruit can be grown successfully in this district? Yes.
259. Where do you find a market for your fruit? The Tamers’ Union disposes of it.
200, Do you believe that a railway from Narrabri .to Walgett would be a success? I dare say that it 
would, I think that a good deal of wine and fruit and vegetables could be sent out that way.
2G1. The interest you would have in the construction of such a line would be in obtaining a larger market 
for your produce ? Yes.

’262. Have you a ready sale for tbe wine that you make here? Yes.
263. Are you able to supply the demand, or do you generally run short ? I generally run short.
204. It is your intention, I suppose, to enlarge your vineyard in order to meet the demand? Yes.
265. What kind of wine do you make ? Bed wine and white wine.
206. What grapes do you chiefly use? Hermitage, Beislins. Madeira, and table grapes.
207. Do you grow any grapes for colouring purposes ? No there is enough colour in the Hermitage 
grapes.
268. Mr. McFarlane.^ Which, in your opinion, is the more suitable for agriculture, the red or tbe black 
sod? There is not much red soil here. My soil is black soil. I have seen some red soil which is very 
good.
269. Which do you consider more suitable for cultivation ? The red soil is the more loamy. T daresay 
that it will grow better potatoes than tbe black soil; but I believe that for wheat the black soil is tho 
better.
270. What kind of black soil have you ? Mine is plain counlry.
271. Is there mncli similar land in the district? Yes; all the land in the direction of Wee Waa is 
similar to it.
272. Does the black-soil country stand a drought as well as tho red-soil country ? I think so. Tor a 
wheat crop it holds the moisture well if it is cultivated.
273. What do you think it is best suited for ? Tor wheat, barley, oats, or anything like that, I get 
better results from the soil here than I used to get on the Hunter.
274. What is your average yield of wheat per acre ? Last year the frost nipped it a good deal, and about 
half of it was blighted ; but I think the average yield is from 30 to 40 bushels. I have had as many as 
45 bushels from an acre of wheat.

John Butler Brake, farmer, and Chairman of the Tanners and Settlers’ Association, Deep Creek, sworn,
and examined:—

J.B. Brake, 275, Mr. McFarlane^] How long have you been engaged in farming pursuits in this district? I have 
been doing a little farming since 1878; but I have only been farming, in order to make a livelihood, for 

18 May, 1900, the last seven years.
276. How many acres do you hold ? About 340 acres.
277. How do you use your land ? Tor agriculture and for grazing.
278. Is your bolding near the proposed railway ? No ; it is south-east from Narrabri.
279. Have you a knowledge of tbe country along the proposed route? Yes; I know the whole of that 
country.
280. Do you bold good agricultural land ? Yes.
281. Will your land grow a variety of products ? Yes.
282. What crops are best suited to tbe soil and climate of this district ? Wheat and vines.
283. What results have you had from them? Last year we got a little more than five bags of wheat to 
the acre, aud what we stripped for other people averaged about tbe same yield. That yield, however, was 
a very low average for this district; but we had a very severe frost in October which nipped all the tops.
284. Do you cultivate black soil or red soil? It is a mountain drift that we are cultivating. We are 
nearly on the last creek going west that has that mountain drift. There are about 10 feet of soil, with a 
gravel formation underneath.
285. Is your land of a kind that will stand a drought ? Yes.
286. What is your annual rainfall? About 25 inches, according to Mr. Bussell. Last year it was about 
19 inches.
287. Have you had any experience with red soil? I have seen good crops of wheat gro^n on black soil 
on tbe edge of Galathera Plain, by a man named Morris.

288.
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2SS. How would you describe tlse country outhc north side of the Namoi,’between Nambri and Woe J.B. Brake. 
Waa? On the river bank there is a rod, loamy soil for a few miles. Then you get more into swampy /— 
country, where the creek overflows. 18 May, 1900.
2S9, Is there a large area of agricultural land on that side of the river ? Yes. ■
290. Is the swamp land good pastoral country ? Yes ; some of the finest in New South Wales. Going due 
north from the Namoi the country is all the same as far as the Mold Hirer, a distance of about GO miles. '
291. Could that country carry a largo population ? I do not know that it would; the rainfall is too 
meagre.
292. What area of land there would he su (lie i cut to maintain a family? Ido not think that less than 
2,000 acres is sufficient in this district, A man wants to he able to carry stock as well as to cultivate. I 
think a man ought to be able to make £1,000 on bis place.
299. How many acres would maintain a family if the land were used solely for agriculture? I do not 
think a man could live on agriculture alone in this district: he should go in for mixed farming.
291. Is the country much the same in the direction of Wee Waa? Yes. In 1889 1 saw as beautiful 
crops on Pian Creek as I have seen anywhere.
2!)5. Would your description of the country between Narrabri and Wee Waa apply to the country as 
far out as Walgett and Collarencabri ? Yes ; it would apply to the country as far as the Barwon. On 
the other side of the Barwon you seem to get a different sort of soil.
29(5. How would you describe the country between Narrabri West and Wee Waa? Per about 3 miles 
back from the river frontage it is myall country, but further back it is a sandy desert, with brigalow 
growing on it. The country continues similar ns far as Brigalow Creek, about 13 miles below Wee Waa.
Op one side of the creek is brigalow country, and, on the other, ironbark country. You can do nothing 
with that country ; it is a mass of melon holes, and hardly good grazing country.
297. Is it occupied to any extent at the present time? I do not think there are a dozen inhabitants on 
the south side of the river between Narrabri West and Wee Waa, and the number is not likely to 
increase.
298. Would the construction of the proposed railway cause a great deal of settlement to take place? A
line on the north side of the river would go through the cream of New South Wales. The country there 
is as good as the far-famed Liverpool Plains. '
299. If the railway were constructed there would a considerable area of that country be nut under
wheat? I think so. ~
300. At what distance from a railway station could a farmer grow wheat ? It would depend- upon the 
price of wheat.
301. Supposing the price were 2s. Gd. a bushel ? Then it would not pay a man to cart it very far, if he
had to send it by rail to Sydney. *
302. What market have you lor wheat? We have the local market; but our principal market is out
west towards Walgett. All the produce that is not consumed in this district is taken by team in the 
direction of Walgett. ‘
303. Is the western market a large one ? Yes ; and it is our only outlet for produce.
304 Would jou over-supply that market if more people went m for wheat-growing? Yes, we could 
over-supply it.
303. Where would your market be then? In that case wc should have to send to Svdney or to 
Newcastle. '
30G. Would that pay ? It docs not pay at the present time ; but if freights were reduced it might pay, 
just as it pays to send produce there from other parts of the country. CT ’
30/. jlfr. JVatsonJ] What do you pay per bushel to send wheat from Narrabri to Svdticy ? It costs about 
Gd. a bushel for cartage and commission. ’
308. And you say that 20 bushels to the acre is a low average here ? Yes.
309. Do yon know that people cart produce 20 miles to a railway station in the South-Western district, 
and pay the same railway rates as you have to pay, although their average yield is only 10 bushels to the 
acre ? I should like to know how long they will be able to keep on doing that. The areas under culti
vation here are smaller than the areas under cultivation in the districts you speak of, hut the larger the 
area the cheaper the cultivation. The men who have been growing wheat here are men who cultivate 
small patches, and who get their living as teamsters. When the road traflic ceases, they commence to 
cultivate their land. However,'agriculture is gradually developing in this district, and a very large area 
will be put under wheat within the next ten years.
310. How is the agricultural laud round about Narrabri held,—is any large area of it locked up in largo
estates ? I believe so. "
31.1. We have been informed that there are only forty-one settlers on the northern side of the river 
within 30 miles of Narrabri ? The chances are that those settlers occupy the whole of that countrv.
312. The explanation is not that there is not much land fit t> be taken up ? No ; because that country
is splendid. .
313. Is the land all pretty well cultivated now within 10 or 15 miles of Narrabri, along the suggested 
railway route on the northern side of the river ? I do not know that anyone is cultivating land0 there.
I think they have been making a better living out of grazing. It is such beautiful grazing country that 
tho people there can make more by grazing than by agriculture.
314. If a railway wore taken through that land would the people there go in for agriculture, or would
they stick to their grazing ? 1 think that, as tho people get educated, they will combine grazing with
agriculture. Where you cultivate you cau run more sheep to the acre than where you do not cultivate, - 
and in times of drought you have straw and other waste to fall back upon for feed.
31o. lor what distance towards Walgett would tho average rainfall justify cultivation, assuming the land 
to be all fairly good ? I was four years on the Barwon, and we had two'splendid seasons there. I saw 
Homo wheat grown there which was as fine as I ever saw in my life ; but of late tho rainfall has not been 
sufficient. '
31G. How far west do you go before yon get beyond what is a fair rainfall ? 1 think that the Barwon
would bo the extreme western limit of the agricultural country, though the wheat I saw growing on the 
other side of the Barwon in 1889 has not been surpassed by anything we have grown here. Of course 
that was a splendid season. The country on the other side of the Barwon would be as good wheat- 

48 C growing
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J. B. Brake, growing Country as you could hare, if the rainfall were sufficient. Tho 1SS30 flood sent the water out to a 
iimw^Tqoo ^s^ance °f from 60 to 80 miles, and there was an average depth of from 2 to C feet all over the country.

8 ay, 900. j (jQ n0£ 2,000 people could find dry ground to stand on in any ordinary flood. J was there for
three months, and never turned a wheel.
317. Does it take a long while for a flood to go down ? Tes.
318. Vtce-Ohairman.'] What is tho memhership of the Farmers and Settlers’ Association P There are 
sixteen members; but the Association has only recently been formed.
319. Do you belong to the Farmers' Association ? Yes; it is aeo-oporative association for selling produce.
320. What business is done by them ? From £(50 to £100 a week. The fruit season is the time that
most business is done.
321. From what extent of country do the members of the Association come? Members of the Association 
may belong to any part of the Colony; but they mostly come from withiu 50 miles of Narrabri.
322. Have their agricultural operations been fairly successful in this district ? 1 could not say ; they are
practically only starting. There are some fairly large holdings, and some very small ones.
323. Do you think that the fanners here are up to date in regard to implements and machinery, or are 
they a hit backward P I think that they have been backward.

, 324. With better implements, do you expect to see larger areas cultivated? Yes.
325. Would the construction of a railway along either the north or the south bank of the Namoi 
stimulate the progress of agriculture in this district? I think so.
32G. Which line would stimulate agriculture the more, aline on the southern side of the river or a line 
on the northern side ? A line on the northern side of the river. Three miles back from the river there 
is not much land on the southern side that you could cultivate.
327. Would the agricultural land on the northern side of the river extend back 20 miles ? It is all 
similar country right through to the Mchi, a distance of 60 miles.
328. Does the rain here fall at the right time of the year for crops ? The year before last we obtained a 
good crop with only 5 inches of rain.
329. As a general rule, does the rain fall at suitable times for wheat ? Yes. The wheat becomes ripe 
here in October, and it is very seldom that we do not have a thunderstorm by the tenth of the month.
330. Do the farmers of the district seem anxious to cultivate larger holdings ? They seem satisfied with 
what they have been doing. Men who have been settled here for thirty years are still on the same 
holdings.
331. Has there been any combination amongst (he farmers of the district to get together a large consign
ment of wheat for export ? Yes.
332. Had you anything to do with the last two consignments that wore sent away ? Some produce went 
from this district.
333. Mr. McFarlane.'] What class of farming implements do the farmers here chiefly use ? Until the 
last two seasons they have been in a very small way; but recently combined harvesters, cultivators, 
strippers, and six-furrow ploughs have been brought into the district. Formerly the harvesting was done

■ with reaping-hooks and sickles.
334. Is it expensive to clear land here? It greatly depends upon whether the timber has been ring- 
barked. If it has been ringbarked for a number of years you can burn it ofE; but if it is green it costs a 
great deal to clear. Ten acres of green timber cost me £100 to clear,
335. What can you get ringbarked timber cleared for ? About 30s. an acre.
336. Is the land here thickly timbered ? A lot of it is.
337. Anyone who took up land with the intention of cultivating it right away would have to incur a 
considerable expense in clearing it ? Yes; but out to the west there is very little timber to contend with.
338. It saves expense to ringbark first ? Yes ; and I believe it improves the laud too.
339. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you had an opportunity of testing the lasting qualities of the different soils
here ? 1 am cultivating a paddock now oS which we recently took 20 bushels of wheat to the acre, and
that ground has been growing wheat without a change of crop for twenty years.
340. What formation is it? There is about a fool of red loam on the top, and a clayey subsoil.
341. Have you had an opportunity to compare the lasting qualities of that soil with the qualities of the 
black soil ? I believe that the black soil is inexhaustible as a crop producer.
342. Do you find it a more lasting soil for cropping than the red soil? 1 believe that the black soil is 
inexhaustible as a crop producer.
343. You findita more lasting soil for cropping than the red soil? Yes. If it can be left to the weather 
after it has been worked it will fall to pieces like ashes. At Boggy Creek, where we have been cultivating 
for twenty years, there is as fine soil as you could wish to put a plough in. The only trouble is that after 
rain everything on the black soil grows too rank.
314. Is the black soil superior to the red soil? Yes, if you do not get too much rain. The black soil 
here is very strong. I have seen grass growing near the town so high that you could lie it across a 
horse’s back,
345. Is the black soil generally free of timber ? Yes.

Einhard Ford Jenkins, Eoad Superintendent, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
B. F. Jenkins. 340. Vice-Chairman.] Do you know the district which the proposed railway would serve? Only as far 

,----^ ns Pilliga and Bulyeroi.
18 .May, 1900. 347. What roads are there leading from Narrabri towmrds the western limit of your district ? There, is 

a road leaving Narrabri, and running along the northern side of the Namoi until it crosses at Molly, about 
7 miles out, from which point it keeps on the south side of the river until it gets to Wee Waa. Another 
road goes out from Narrabri West, and keeps on the south side of the river, and a little to the south of 
the first road, as far as Wee Waa. Then there is a road from Wee Waa to Pilliga and Walgett, and 
another road from there to Pian Creek. In dry weather the traflic uses the road which crosses at 
Molly; but when the river cannot be crossed because of freshets or floods the traffic uses the other road. 
348. Which road does the Collarendabri traffic use? A road via Boolcarrol and Bulyeroi. That roafl 
keeps on the north side of the river all the way, joining the Wee Waa road about 5 miles out from 
Narrabri.

349.
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349. Would it cost much to make a good approach from Wee Waa to a point on the northern side of the R-ir. Jentioi.
river, distant about 3 miles. It would cost a good deal. Ta'TT^'ToJln
350. £1,000 a mile ? Not as much as that; £700 or £800 a mile. 13
351. What is your opinion as to the relative value, for agricultural purposes, of the land on the north and
south sides of the river within 20 miles of Narrabri ? 1 think that the land on the southern side of tho
river is practically worthless, while the land on the northern side is very good. The expense of clearing 
the land on the south side would be so great that people would not make anything of it.
352. How far does the good land on the nortli side of the river extend? With the exception of small 
belts of scrub, it extends as far as Collarendabri.
353. How far are the timber forests in this district from the route of the proposed railway? The timber 
comes from a district about 20 miles distant from cither Narrabri or Wee Waa.
354. What sort of timber is that ? Ironbark and pine.
355. Is there an extensive tract of timber country ? Tes, of ironbark country.
356. Is tho timber of good quality ? It is of fair quality; but it is not as good ns the ironbark furtlier south.
357. Is it good timber for piles ? I have had difficulty in getting piles over 35 feet in length and 12 inches 
in diameter at the small end.
35S. Would there be plenty of ironbark for railway construction ? Tes, any quantity of it.
859. Would ballast be easily obtained for a railway ? No; there is no ballast to be got. ‘
3G0. Is there any ballast near Narrabri? There is tho Woolnbrn gravel, which is the best, and there is 
some fairly good gravel about Narrabri, It seems to me that if the line were taken on the south side of 
the river it would be bordering country which is of very little value, and have only a narrow strip of 
good country on tho other side of it; whereas, if it kept on the north side of the river, it would have good, 
land on each side of it. Then, too, the southern route would not be much nearer to tho timber country 
than the northern route.
361. Do you think the disadvantage of leaving Wee Waa out of direct communication with the railway 
is more than counterbalanced by tho advantage to be gained by going through tho richer country on the 
porthern side of the river? I certainly think that it is.

Arthur Herbert Farrand, Inspector of Stock, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
362. Mr. iVatson.] How would the construction of tho proposed railway from Narrabri to Walgett via
Wee Waa affect the stock traffic to Narrabri? The stock on the south side of the river between H.
Narrabri and Wee Waa number about 20,000 sheep, while on the north side, within the area which would ra"ftpd-
be affected by adinc on that side of the river, there are 150,000 sheep. The country on the north side of igjfoiSOO
the Namoi, out to theThalaba Creek, is all good country. The Thalaba Creek is about 35 miles in a direct '
lino north from Wee Waa. On the south side of the river, along the frontage between Narrabri and
Weo Waa, there are about 25,000 acres of good country, and the balance is scrub land. I have had
considerable experience in dealing with scrub land. For ten years I was managing holdings which
comprised a great area of scrub land, for banks and other companies, and 1 have never known anyone
to go on to that kind of country who did not come off it insolvent. I consider that the land from
Narrabri West to Wee Waa, with the exception of 25,000 acres mentioned above, is virtually useless to
the present generation, because it could not be used without a rabbit-netting fence, and it would cost
about 4s. an acre to kill tho scrub and make it available for graving. After another three years
another 3s. an acre would have to be expended in cutting down the scrub again. I think they will have
the same experience on the Bogan. Immediately the large box timber is killed, suckers come up, and
these can only be got rid of by grubbing them out. After you have gone to all that expense, you have
only' second-class grazing land. Bo far as farming is concerned, no one but a madman would attempt to
farm such country, because the iuitial expenses are so great that by the time a man has got his laud
ready for cultivation he would have expended as much per acre as would have purchased far better land
in a better district, and he would be in possession of soil which would only' stand cropping for a very limited
number of years.
363. At Wee Waa the proposed line crosses to the northern side of the river;—what is the country like 
between Wee Waa and Walgett? The countryfrom Wee Waa to Walgett, on the north side of the river, 
is black-soil plains, with occasional belts of timber; but it is all first-class grazing country.
364. Would the timbered land be fit for cultivation if it were cleared? Tes.
365. Howr would you regard the black-soil countryfrom an agricultural point of view? Mr. Charles 
Reid, of Forbes, was the only man in that district who made money at farming, and he cultivated tho 
black soil on the edge of the G-rnwliu Plain. Then Cannon Brothers, of Wallanbillan, on tbe Bogan, who 
were neighbours of mine, ploughed up 200 acres of a black-soil plain without taking out more than half 
a dozen stumps, and they got about 30 bushels of wheat to the acre off that land.
366. Was that in an average season ? It was in a fairly good season, but they got their crop in very late.
I do not know what other crops they got. Mr. Reid cultivated the black soil successfully for ten years 
to my knowledge.
367. Do you think that the black soil between Wee Waa and Walgett is suitable for agriculture ? A 
largo part of it is.
368. How would you differentiate between what is good and what is not good ? The swampy country is 
not suitable for agriculture, but there are large belts of timbered country running through the black-soil 
country. The soil in the timbered country is not so stiff as the black soil generally, and is first-class 
agricultural soil.
369. It has been suggested that a branch line might be taken from Burren to Collarendabri;—would the 
land between Burren and Collarendabri be similar to that between Wee Waa and Walgett ? I can only 
speak generally of that country. I believe that it is similar to the country towards Walgett.
370. Is the land beyond Wee, Waa heavily stocked ? It is heavy, stock-carrying country,
371. What has been the recent experience in connection with it ? During the last three years the people 
out there have had a very bad time.
372. Does the annual rainfall rapidly diminish as you go towards Walgett ? I do not think there is a 
great difference between the annual rainfall of Narrabri and Walgett.
373. Do the plains out towards Walgett require more rain Jhan is sufficient for the district around
Narrabri ? From Wee Waa right through to Walgett the country is all about tho same. 374.
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Fftiran'd. co'iutrj has recently Buffered more from drought than the country immediately around
a _ Narrabri ? Yes ; but we had a break in the drought. We had one good fall of rain which they did uofc

18 May, 1000. j“^e- .
o/5, in un average season what stock will that country carry? About a sheep to an acre and a half,
376. Do they go iti largely for fattening? Yea; it is the beat fattening country I have seen in tho 
Colony, and 1 know New South Wales fairly well.
377. ' J s it as good as the Liverpool Plains ? I think it is betier. Wo have the same spring as they have ;
but in tbe winter there is such a large quantity of herbage that stock fatten more rapidly then than in 
the spring. "
378. They have a more regular rainfall on the Liverpool Plains ? They may have better seasons generally; 
Ijim speaking of the fattening qualities of the country.
3/!), If a railway were taken out towards Walirctt, would agriculture be largely entered upon in that 
country, or would people continue to use it for breeding and fattening stock ? I think that agriculture 
has got a fair start within the last two years, and people have been so successful that they are likely to 
increase their cultivation. ”
3S0. Has most of the land between Narrabri and Walgett been alienated? A great part has been 
alienated, including what is held under settlement lease,
381. Are the holdings there very large? There are a great number of settlement leases. As the lease
hold areas fall in they are taken up under settlement lease. Beyond Wee Waa there are a number of 
people holding from 8,000 to 10.000 acres who are fairly well to do.
382. Has any considerable area of the country out thar way been secured by large holders ? The large 
holders in that country arc people holding up to 10,000 acres, and a few stations which contain still larger 
areas. Beyond Wee Waa there is a large area of Government land to be cut up for settlement,
3S3. Do you think that people holding 10,000-acre blocks would go in largely for agriculture if there 
were a railway nearer to them ? I think there is every prospect of it, judging by the way in which the 
people have increased their area of cultivation round about Narrabri during tbe last three years.
384. Where does stock travel from Collarendabri and "Walgett? There are three main routes cominginto 
Narrabri—from Walgett, Collarendabri, and Morce,
385. Do large numbers of fat stock come here from Queensland ? I think that more of the Queensland 
stock goes to Moree, hut the stock from further out west comes to Narrabri.
386. Does pretty well all the travelling stock that goes to Walgett come towards Narrabri to be trucked, 
rather than to the Western line ? Nearly all of it comes to Narrabri. Narrabri is either the first or the 
second trucking station in the Colony. *
387. If the proposed railway were constructed, would it carry store stock, or would the traffic be confined 
io fat stock? Store stock will not uec a railwav except in times of drought.
3S8. I suppose fat stock would sooner use a railway than travel? Yes ; owners get advice of the state 
of the market, and want to send in their stock quickly.
389. 'J JiG'Hailway Commissioners favour the construction of a line from Coonamblo to Walgett, and of 
another line from Narrabri to CollarerKlabri ? I think that it would bo hotter to take the railway from 
Narrabri to Walgett. By doing that the Walgett people would obtain a connection with Newcastle as 
well as with Sydney. Then, again, if Walgett were connected with Coonamhle, all the traffic to Sydney 
would have to be brought across the Blue Mountains, which is a very great drawback.
390. The more crossing of the mountains is no great difficulty ? I should think it would interfere with 
the railway traffic. Asa rule, people sending stock from here leave two or three truck-loads to be dis
posed of at Maitland.
391. Is there any essential difference between the land between Wee Waa and Walgett and that between 
Coonamhle and Walgett? The land is good in both districts.
392. The Hail way Commissioners think that their proposal would parcel out the country better, and give 
the pastoralists the best facilities for reaching a market ? 1 have always thought that the Mudgee line 
should be taken further.
393. Would you take that line on to Walgett? I should prefer a line from Narrabri to Walgett.
394. The proposed Collarendabri branch makes rather an acute angle with tho proposed Walgett line ;—
is there any other way in which a branch could bo taken to Collarendabri ? Tho Collarendabri branch 
would get a great deal of traffic from the country lying to the north of it, and out towards the Queens
land border. “
395. Do you think that the traffic in that country would go to a line to Walgett if there were no branch
to Collarendabri ? It would drift either to Walgett or to Moree. ■ ,
396. Would a line to Walgett, in conjunction with tbe Moree and the Brcwarrina lines, reasonably serve 
the traffic of the north-west district ? The traffic in that district would certainly drift to the three points 
you have named; but I think that the country to tbe north of the route of the proposed Collarendabri 
branch merits the construction of a railwav.
397. It would seem wasteful to construct a branch line if you could collect all the traffic on the main 
lino? I think that if the branch line would pay it would be a reasonable thing to construct it. It is all 
good country from Barren to Collarendabri.
398. Has that country a fair rainfall ? Yes.
399. Then you favour the construction of a line from Narrabri to Walgett, with a branch to Collaren
dabri? Yes ; I think that the Collarendabri branch would pay.
400. Vice-Chairman^] Is much stock sent from this district to tho meat-works on the Northern lino to be
frozen for export ? Yes ; a lot of stock goes from here. .
401. Is that traffic likely to increase if the proposed railways arc constructed? Yes; I think it will 
increase very much. They buy very heavily in this part of tho country for the moat-works.
402. Do they go in for largo stock there ? Not very much; it is principally sheep country. They get 
their water almost entirely from wells.
403. With fair seasons there would be considerable consignments of fat stock from this district for
export? "i es ; except in times of drought. There are two men who arc kept busy in this district buying 
for Richards and Son and for the Aberdeen Company, "
404. How does the average clip of the district which would bo served by tbe proposed railway compare
with that of other parts of tbe Colon)*?* \cry favourably. The average weight of a fleece would be 
about Oi lb. - - .
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405. Mr. Shepherd^ You aay that you find the black soil here superior to the red ? For grazing
purposes. _ ... a '
406. Bo you find that the country on which no timber is growing is inferior to that on which timber is ^ ^ 
growing? The plain country is sweeter for grazing than the timbered country. Until tho stock have * 
eaten out the plain country they will not go to tbe timbered country.
407. What sort of grass grows m the district? Trefoil is tbe principal herbage. _
40S. Which soil do you find best for cultivation—black or red ? Very little of tbe black-soil country has 
been cultivated. I have not seen much cultivation in this district; farming here has only received an 
impetus within tbe last three years. As far as the country on the south side of the river is concerned, I 
would point out that it is proposed to construct a rabbit-barrier fence from Yarraldool, down by Come- 
by-chance, to Narrabri West, to shut out this scrubby laud which is infested with noxious animals ol all 
kinds. Rabbits are becoming very thick there, and we ivaut to shut off that country as being useless, and 
only a trouble to tbe district.
409. Who is paying for the erection of that fence ? It is being erected by tbe G-overnment, and land
owners are subscribing. The people on the north side of the river are subscribing £2,000.

G. Grccory, 
genr.

George Gregory, senr., farmer, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
410. Mr. Shepherd.^ How far is your place from Narrabri? It is 6 miles above the town,
411. What is the size of your holding ? At the present time I hold about 62-1 acres of freehold.
412. How long have you been residing there ? I have resided forty years in this district. ^
413. How much land have you under cultivation ? About 35 acres at the present time. I sold the farm ’ '
on which I had my largest area of cultivation.
414. What has been tbe result of your fanning ? I grow wheat, barley, com, and potatoes, and I keep a 
few sheep. On the average, I have lost one crop in twenty years, and I have got from 25 to 30 bushels 
of wheat to the acre each year, Jly other crops have been similar. We very seldom miss a crop. If wc 
lose the early crop of corn we generally make it up with the late crop, and if wo lose the late crop we 
generally make it up with the early crop.
415. What kinds of fruit do you cultivate ? Apples, pears, peaches, grapes, nectarines, and nearly all 
descriptions of fruit.
416. Bo all those fruits do well ? Yes; this is a great fruit-growing district. I have seen the finest 
fruit grown here that I have ever seen in tbe Colony.
417. What kind of soil have you got? Some black soil and some chocolate soil; most of it is chocolate 
loam.
418. Bo you find it all equally good ? Yes; but the black soil is stronger and more durable than the 
chocolate soil, and it gives heavier crops.
419. Have you been any distance along tbe route of tbe proposed line of railway? I have been to 
Walgett and Collarendabri. On the north side of the river the laud is all good.
420. For what distance from the route of tbe proposed line ? From tiie Namoi pretty well to tbe Thalaba 
it is nearly all good country. Nearer the river the soil is stronger and heavier than it is further out; but 
out on the plains there is as good agricultural land as you will find anywhere, if it is properl)' used.
•121. To what distance along the route of the proposed line does the good country extend ? 1 think pretty 
well to Walgett.
422. What proportion of the land would be fit for agriculture ? I think at tho very least a person 
might use two-thirds of that land for agriculture, and the balance of it would be fit for grazing. I should 
not like to undertake agriculture on the south side of the river, because 1 think that by the time I got 
the land ready to cultivate it would have cost £4 or £5 an acre, and it would not stand cropping for 
more than two or three years, ]t is a spewy kind of country, and that sort of country will never stand 
croppiog for any length of lime. In a wet season you can hardly go ou it. There are patches of good 
country on the river bank on tbe south side ; but they are very small.
423. What is the country like beyond Wee Waa and south of tho route of the proposed railway ? On 
the whole, it is inferior.
424. All the way to Walgett? Yes ; pretty well.
425. How much of tbe land between Wee Waa and Walgett would be fit for agriculture, and how much 
for pastoral purposes ? I do not think one-twentieth of the land would be fit for agriculture.
42C. Is any of it useless, or would tbe whole of it be fit for pastoral purposes? Plenty of it is useless, 
unless you spend a lot of money on it. Without ringbarking it is altogether useless, and no one will take 
up tbe land to improve it.
427. Is there any good timber on the useless land ? Not within a long distance of the river.
423. What kiud of timber is there? Pine and ironbark ; but the best timber has been picked out. The 
scrub"is mostly brigalow, and it is very thick, and the ground is full of melon boles.
429. Bo you think that tbe proposed railway would be self-supporting within a reasonable time? Yes, 
if it is taken on tbe north side of the river, but not if it is taken on the south side. It has been said that 
the line would have to be built on piles if it were taken on the norfh side of tbe river : but I think that a 
4-foot embankment would carry the railway anywhere from Narrabri to Walgett, except through the 
creeks and gullies.
430. Would the construction of tbe proposed railway assist you 
benefit to me.

in any way ? No ; it would be of no

Herbert Leigh Walker, auctioneer, Farmers’ Union,ISarrabri, sworn, and examined:—
431. Vice-Chairman.'] What are the objects of tbe Farmers’Union ? The farmers of the district join H.L. Walker, 
the union by paying a certain sum per annum, and tbe whole of their produce, or a fair proportion of it, /—a_—^ 
is brought to the union sheds for sale by auction on Tuesdays and Fridays, and on other days of tho week 18 May, 1900. 
it is sold privately. There are two sheds in which the produce is stored. The returns are made up once
a week, and Friday is pay-day. The average payments out for tho last nine months have come to about 
£60 per week.
432. How long has the union been in existence ? Six or seven years.
433. Have agricultural operations progressed satisfactorily in the district during that time ? They have
progressed wonderfully during tho last three or four years. 434.
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H.L.Walter.434. D0 yOU think the increase will be as rapid in the near future? More rapid.
ISmT'^ISOO "^'r° ^ll'[ners district, ou tlie whole, progressive, and ready to adopt modem methods in

1 agricultural operations ? Tes. They have been going in extensively for machinery during the last two 
or three years. One farmer has invested £500 in machinery during the last three or four weeks.
430. Do many of your clients live further than 10 miles from Narrabri ? Tes; I have sent stuff out 40 
or 50 miles,
437. Have those who lived more than 20 miles from Narrabri been handicapped by tho want of speedier 
means of transit ? Tes.
438. ‘Would the construction of a railway on the north side of the river lead to an improvement of 
conditions ? I think that a railway on either side of the river would increase the prosperity of the 
district.
439. Then you differ from those who say that there is no good land on the south side of the river ? I am
speaking of the district about here. ' .
440. What kinds of produce are brought in by the farmers week by week ? We start our sales first with 
butter; then come eggs, bacon, vegetables—including cabbages, cauliflowers, pumpkins, potatoes, and 
other kinds—poultry, corn, chaff, and wo shall shortly have bran and pollard to sell.
441. Is most of this produce sold for local consumption ? Ninety-five per cent, of it is sold for local 
consumption, I am also doing a large turnover in wheat.

. 442.. Is that in connection with the union ? Apart from the union, and in connection with the union ;
■ but in connection with the farmers. Tho wheat is grown locally, and is sold for export.

443. What market do you expect to And for wheat if largo areas arc placed under crop ? We can sell it 
in Walgett, Collarendabri, Pilliga, Millie, and the western districts.
414, 1 suppose any surplus would be sent to Newcastle or to Sydney? Tes. There has been a very 
large consumption of wheat hero.
445. Can you supply wheat or flour to places further west than Walgett or Collarendabri ? Not further
than Walgett. My wheat has been carried mostly by Wright, Heaton, & Co., and Pigott, Martin. I 
have supplied them, and they have supplied the back country. 1 have sent wheat to Millie, Glen Boy, 
and all that district. Only yesterday I sent away very nearly a ton. We can grow the finest vegetables 
produced in the Colony in this district, ^ *
446. Can you beat the Chi nose ? The farmers here can beat the Chinese. Last year the Chinese had to 
come to us lor vegetables. We have grown cauliflowers weighing as much as 26 lb., aud cabbages 
weighing 28 lb.
447. Do you dispose of the whole of your stock by auction? Tes.

Burnett Morris Cohen, grazier, near Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
B. M. Cohen. 448. Mr. McFarlane.'] What area of land do you occupy ? About 7,300 acres of conditional purchase, 

/—'A—conditional lease, and freehold.
18 May, 1900. 449_ Bo you run sheep or cattle ? Principally sheep, but I have a few cattle.

450. What have been tho results of your operations ? Por the last live or six years things have been 
pretty bad ; before that we had fair seasons. Wo have not been half stocked for the last six years.
451. That is on account of the drought? Tes.
452. Do droughts frequently occur ? I have been here about fourteen years, and the seasons were fairly 
good up to within five or six years ago.
453. What would be tbe carrying capacity of the improved land ? In a good season wc could not over
stock the country, and in a had season we could not carry anything.
454. Take an ordinary season ? About a sheep to l-J acre.
455. How would the other station property there compare writh yours ? All the land on the north side
of the river is about the same in qualitv. ,
456. What is the character of the country on the south side of the river ? It is useless country ; 1 know 
that to my cost. Last year I started about 3,200 sheep on the road to Coonabarabran. The drover told 
me that the country was good ; but when he got about 20 miles up Bohina Creek he said there was no 
water further on. He had the sheep there for five weeks, and in that time I lost 1,800 through the 
rottenness of the grass. He brought me 1,400 back.
457. Is any of the land on the south side of the river suitable for agriculture ? I did not see any that
is. I went 20 miles up the creek, and I was quite satisfied ; I did not want to go any further.
458. Tour station is 25 miles from Narrabri ? Tes.
459. Do you send your wool to Narrabri ? I send it through Narrabri to Newcastle.
460. What does it cost you to send it to Narrabri ? lu good seasons, about Is. per cwt, and in other
seasons, from Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per cwt.
461. Have you any knowledge of any other district? I think this would be as good a district as any in 
the Colony if it got the same seasons. I have been out on tbe Macintyre, and I bad a small place at 
Werris Creek ; but this country is better than the country at either of those places.
462. What is your idea of the country on the north side of the river for agriculture ? 1 think that in a 
fair season the plain country will grow anything. I have not done any cultivation myself, but some of 
my neighbours have. They have got very good crops of hay. One of my neighbours has got a crop of 
hay each season for the last five years, notwithstanding the drought. Another man that I know only 
harrowed the ground and got a crop of hay.
463. If a railway were constructed to Walgett, with a branch to Collarendabri, would the country 
through which it passed support a farming population ? I think so, if the seasons were good; but the 
best of country is no good for agriculture if it does not get rain.
4G4. Have you been out as far as Walgett? I do not know much about the country more than 22 or 23 
miles out in that direction.

' 465. Would the railway be much used for sending fat stock from Walgett or Collarendabri to the Sydney
market, or to any other market ? I am sure that it would. ”
466. Does much store stock travel from those places through Narrabri? Tes ; a good deal.

. 467. Would store stock use a railway ? No; because I do not think it would pay to send them by train ;
but, with fat stock, the sooner yon get the animals to market the better.

468.
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468. If the railway were constructed, would there be a considerable increase in the traffic i I think so- B. M^Cohen, 
As soon as there is any land thrown open for settlement lease north of Narrabri there are forty or fifty 
applicants for it. ,
46!). Have yon any knowledge of the leased land which will shortly be thrown open for selection? Tes; 
there is a lot of it within the 22 miles that I have spoken of. _
470. Is it land which would attract settlement? Yes ; it is very good land—timbered land and black-soil
country. It is all cut up into areas of 600 acres or thereabouts, and if tbe line were kept on tbe north 
side of the river it would go through a lot of it, . _ _
471. Do you think that all that land will be taken up? I think so, judging from tbe way in which other 
land lias gone.
472. What sized block would maintain a family, with mixed farming ? A man would want about 2,090
acres, I think. _ _ _
473. But a much smaller area if be went in for agriculture alone? Tes. I heard it said this morning 
that in a wet season wheat grows too rank on black soil; but it would not grow too rank for hay. I 
consider the country on the south side of the river useless, aud there are very few settlers there.
474. Mr. Watson.~\ To take the line on the north side of the river would be to increase its length? Only 
very little. It will depend upon the position of the platforms as to whether people will be able to use tbe 
railway when it is built. Every one will want to get to tbe line at tbe nearest point.
475. Would you go in for agriculture to any extent if the line were made ? I think I should.
476. How near would the line be to your property, if it were kept on the north side oi the river ? At 
one point it would go within half a mile of my land, and a platform on the travelling stock route would 
be 5 or 6 miles away. It would not pay to grow grain on my land now, because it would cost 6d. abusbel 
to send it to the railway station, and tbe carriage might come to as much as 7M. and even !)d. a bushel.
477. “Would it be an advantage to you to be able to get your fat stock away in small lots ? Yes. At the 
present time you cannot afford to send away fewer than 500 sheep at a time, and they may all strike a 
bad market; but if you could send them in in small lots some of them would be sure to bit a good market.
The country would he used to better advantage if stock could be sent away from it more frequently, and 
in smaller lots. _
478. Tho Commissioners estimate that there will be a loss of about £1.3,000 a year on the working of the
proposed lines ;—would it he worth your while to guarantee a contribution towards getting rid of that 
deficiency? I do not see why the Government should come upon us for a guarantee when railways have 
been built in other parts of the Colony without them. If the people in the district through which other 
non-paying lines were run made any contribution to get rid of the deficiency I should be willing to do 
likewise, but not otherwise. .
479. As a pure business transaction, would it be worth the while of tho landowners here to make a con
tribution in order to obtain the line ? If other landholders fell in with the arrangement I. should not 
stand out.
480. Yice-Ohairman.'] Where do you generally get your supplies from ? From Narrabri.
481. Not direct from Sydney or Newcastle? I used to get them direct, but I find it cheaper now 
to buy them in Narrabri. The Commissioners make a reduction to storekeepers for truck loads, and 
therefore the storekeepers can supply us more cheaply. A question was asked about growing grapes on 
black soil. At my place I have a few vines on black soil, and they do very well, although they are right 
out in the middle of the plain.
482. Mr. Shepherd.! Do you favour the construction of a line from Narrabri East to Walgett, or from 
Narrabri West to Walgett ? I think the line should start from Narrabri East, because such aline would 
go through very good countrv, whereas a line from Narrabri West would go through bad country.
483. You would save something in carriage if tbe proposed railway were constructed ;—do you not, then, 
think it fair and reasonable that you should be asked to contribute something towards tbe reduction of 
any deficiency on the working of the line ? Ido not agree to that; but if the other landholders full in 
with the arrangement I shall also do so. What with one tax and another we are very nearly working for 
the Government.

Charles Alexander Boss, Member of the Local Land Board, Narrabri, sworn, and examined: —
481, Mr. Watson.] How far does the Local Land Board district extend from Narrahri? In an easterly C, A, Ross, 
direction it goes about half way to Boggabri, to a place called The Bock, and in a westerly direction to 
Come-by-chance, about 15 miles from Billiga. _ 18 May, 1900.
485. Does it comprise a considerable area of the land which would be served by the construction of the
proposed railway ? Yes; it takes in two-thirds of it:. _ .
486. How would you describe tho land in tbe direction of Walgett ? On tho north side of tbe river
tbe land is of uniform quality almost the whole way. Here and there it is black-soil country, with 
occasional patches of red soil, and there are places where the ground is lightly timbered with coolabah, or 
heavily timbered with belar. On tbe south side of the river tbe country is sandy and very pom', for a 
distance of about 11 miles. Then on to Weo Waa there is a fringe of good country near the river, with 
an average width of about 2 miles. That country has all been alienated. The country to the south of 
it is sandy country, and heavily timbered, and the same description would apply to most of the country 
on that side to a little below Pilliga. ■
487. Would your description of the country on the northern side of the river apply to the country 
between Burren and Collarendabri ? Yes ; it is all similar country.
4S8, What is the carrying capacity of the hlack-soil and coolabah country ? 3 managed a station on
black-soil country for a period of twenty years, and I think that country is capable of carrying a sheep 
to an acre and a half. It has recently been carrying a sheep to an acre, but I think that is overstocking 
it. Por thirteen years 1. carried a sheep to an acre and three-quarters in all seasons, hut the country 
was very good,
489. Is most of the country out that way secured, or is any large proportion of it held under lease?
A. number of the leases arc falling in now. Some of the land has already been cut up for settlement, '
while other leases which have been determined have not been gazetted yet. All tbe leases in tbe Central 
Division fall in this year.

490.
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'' \ 33~ ilnJ' considorablo area of laud become available for settlement? Yes; a large area.
18 May 1900 + Vj rCD^ ^la3 ^een Pa’^ pastoralists ? On first-class country tbe rental has varied from 3d.

’ • to 4d. an acre on tbe north side of the river between INarrabri and Collarendabri.
492. Do you expect tho construction of tbe railway to result in an increase of cultivation in this district ? 
I cannot speak on the subject of agriculture, because I Lave seen very little of it, though what ] have 
seen has been fairly successful,
493. Would the railway be of use to stockowners in enabling them to get fat stock away ? There would 
bo a large increase in the fat stock traflic, No owner will drive fat stock now, when he can send them 
by tram.
494. Would the line pick up fat stock from Queensland? The Queensland border is only GO or 70miles 
distant from Collarendabri, and you would got all that traffic there. At Walgett you would get the 
traffic from the Narran, the Culgoa, and the Birrie country, which is good fattening country.
49n. Is that country used for large stock ? No; it is nearly all sheen country, though it used to carry 
large stock. " '
496. I suppose that it is of advantage to save only a few miles in the travelling of fat stock? Yes; 
except m the very best of seasons stockowners seem to prefer to truck fat stock to market.

• ’Would the line be of any advantage to starving stock? It would be of enormous advantage to the 
oo lJC0P^e present, time in enabling them to get their starving stock away.

495. I suppose starving stock could only be sent away at reduced rates ? That is so. A good deal has 
been said about timber. 1 was seven or eight years in the timber trade in Narrabri, and I, think that the 
quality and value of the timber on the south side of tho river has been overrated.
499. Do you mean that the good timber has been cut up ? Tho best of the timber for a distance of 20 
miles from Narrabri has been taken, I never found that there was any market for any of the timber 
outside the district.
500. Bot even for ironbark ? No, except for railway sleepers. I never sent any timber away, though I 
have imported all sorts of hardwood from Brisbane Water, and other places, for sale here.

yhj did you not send timber away? The ironbark here is very little good for sawing, because 
there is so much waste in it, and the pine will soon he almost a thing of the past. It was a great mistake 
to allow it to be used for fencing in the first instance, and even now it is cut indiscriminately, without 
regard to the restrictions. I used to make protests, when I was running a sawmill, against people cutting 
immature timber which should have been allowed to grow.
o02. Ihen you would not look upon timber as a probable source of revenue to a line on the south side of 
the river? I should not. I do not think it would be a source of revenue at all.
CO.j, Would any considerable number of people be inconvenienced if tbe line were kept on the north side 
of the river ? I do not see that anyone would be inconvenienced, except tbe people at Wee Waa. There 
is very little settlement on the south side of the river between Narrabri and Wee Waa.
504. Mr. S/iejj/ierd.J How far is it from Narrabri to the source of the timber supply ? You cannot get 
any timber worth having within 20 miles. When I commenced sawing, in 1881, 1 could get timber within 
about 7 miles. c* °
60o. Twenty miles is rather a long way to haul timber? They are hauling timber 20 miles at present ; 
but another 5 miles would make the distance too great. According to the regulation, they should not 
cut trees of less than 12 inches in diameter, but they do not keep to the regulation.
50G. Is this timber cut on Crown lands ? It is mostlv cut in the forest reserves, and a special rovaBy is 
paid for it. '

Edward Hart Wall, grazier, near Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
E, H. Wall. 507. TUce.Chairman.] How far is Wollongahba from Narrabri? Eight miles. The proposed railway, if 

A — * taken on the north side of tho river, would go right through it,
IS May, 1900. 508. What is the area of it ? About 2,300 acres, and the area of the stud paddock is about GOO acres. 

I had other properties out there, but I sold them.
500. Do you know the country which would he served by the construction of the proposed railway ? 
Yes; I have known it for many years. "
olO. *What is its average carrying capacity ? In a good season you could put on two sheep to the acre, 

^ears sheep to an acre and a half, I think we could always carry a sheep to an acre
a. y 5 ku* nearly all of us have overstocked, and have been carrying more than that. At the present 
time I have one and a quarter sheep to an acre, and, of course, 1 have very little grass in consequence. 
Until three or four months ago I had two sheep to the acre.
511, Do you agree with what has already been said about the land on the south side of the river ? I 
know a good deal about that land, because for the last two or three years I have rented about 20,000 acres 
of it. About two aud a half years ago I stocked it with cattle, but when I mustered, ten months ago, I 
was 325 head short, and I have only heard of two of them since. At the present time I have cattle 
starving, and I am selling them for whatever they will bring: but, although 7 am paving rent for the 
place that I speak of, and it is fenced, I would not put a beast on it. That properly runs up Bohina 
Creek for a distance of about 15 miles, and a railway ou the south side of the river would go through it. 
^12. Have you ever tried farming on any part of your holding ? Some years ago we had a drought, but my 
brother, who has a place about 20 miles from here, told me to send four bags of wheat to his place, which 
he had sown, and which turned out to be one of the finest crops of wheat in the district. My brother put 
men on to cut it with reaping hooks, and lie had the hay stacked up : hut as he did not understand farming, 
the work was not done properly, and the result was that the whole stack rotted. Then last year, at 
AVolIongabba, one of my inen ploughed up a hard, dry patch of ground and sowed a crop of wheat in it, and 
I reaped about 30 tons of hay, which is in in}’ shed now, I think that any part of the plain country would 
grow almost anything if there were rain. I have large oranges on my treesat Wollongahba at the present time.
513. Would you go in for agriculture if there were a railway? I cannot promise to do that, because I 
do not understand much about farming ; but I would do a certain amount of cultivation. Last year I

, paid £860 for hay to save my stock, but it would not have cost me nearly so much to grow more hay than 
I bought, I intend, in the future, to grow a crop of hay. and to stack it, away in the paddocks.
514. Where do you usually consign your fat stock p To Homebush and to Maitland.
515. Do you send any to Aberdeen ? Kot unless they come and buy from me.

516.
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5LG, Do you get your supplies locally ? 1 buy some in Sydney and some here, but most of them here.
5L7. If the proposed railway were constructed, small settlers Would he able to send away small consign- . -
mcnta of fat stock at frequent intervals, 'which their distance from the railway at present precludes them ^n'V’ 
from doing ? Yes; if they had trucking-places nearer their holdings they could' send away a truck load 
at any time. '
018. That traffic would be a source of revenue to a railway? Yes ; it would be of great advantage to a 
railway. "
519. Do you regard the country out towards Walgett and Collarendabri as good grazing country ? Yes ; 
it is all splendid country. I think that a line should be constructed to Collarendabri. One witness spoke 
about a railway being a cheaper thing to make than a road. J think it would be nearly as cheap. 1 lived 
ou the north side of the river for a time, but the road there was so heavy that we had to send nut rations 
on a packhorse. On tho south side of (he river, however, people can always get along. I have property 
at Wee Waa, at Narrabri West, and at Narrabri, and though 1 would sooner lose £1,000 than have the 
railway go through my Wollongahba paddock, I think that the lino should be kept ou the north side of 
the river, and if it is kept on that side of the river it will go through my paddock. It has been said that 
a line on the north side of the river would be more expensive than a line on the south side ; but if the 
line is taken on the south side of the river they will have to build two bridges for it, and that will cost 
nearly as much ns it would cost to make a railway from here to Boolcarrol. At Bohina Creek the bridge 
would have to be nearly a quarter of a mile long. That is a great sandy creek over 2C0 yards wide, and 
a great force of water comes down it at flood-time. 'Then there would lie another very expensive bridge 
to build at Wee Waa. It has been said that the country on the north side of the river is flooded at 
times ; but I never saw it in such a state that n man could not ride from here to Boolcarrol. It is not tho 
water that keeps people from travelling here ; it is the sticky nature of the soil. No doubt the people
about Wee Waa will give evidence in favour of the line being taken to Wee Waa, because that would ' -
suit them ; but they would also be served by a line on the north side of the river. There are 30,000 or 
•IM,000 acres of land on Gundenmine holding which are to be thrown open shortly.
520. Is that land which can be cut up into small farms ? Yes. With mixed farming an industrious man 
could make a good living on 040 acres of that land, and there is no comparison between the land on the 
north side and the laud on the south side of the river. I believe, too, that you have heard the truth 
about the timber. It is not a matter which should be considered at all.

.. 25

E. H. Wall.

Theodore Morath, saw-mill proprietor, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
521. Mr. Shepherd,'] How long have you been here ? I have beeu a resident of Narrabri since 1SG5, and ^ Morath. 
a saw-mill proprietor since 1876.
522. What kind of timber do you generally use? Mostly pine; but some apple-tree and some
iron-bark. ”
523. Where is your market? The local market. I have got price lists from Sydney, and I find that the 
price of Kichmond Biver pine and of New Zealand pine is about tho same as we sell our pine for. I 
have had letters from Newcastle to know what I could deliver pine at tho railway station for; but I 
knew that it was of no use to make a quotation, because they could get it more cheaply down there.
524. Does your timber come from Gfovcrmnent land or from private land ? Most of it from Government
land. 1
525. How far have you to cart it? From 20 to 25 miles out from Narrabri West, and from 15 to 20 
miles from the foot of the mountains. Of course, you can get saplings aud rubbish a little nearer.
526. WhaHs the average size of the timber you get? They are not supposed to cut trees of less than 
a foot in diameter, and nine out of ten of the logs are from a foot to 1 ft. 3 in. in diameter,
527. Do you consider the small timber equal to the larger timber? No. In a very small tree tho
sapwood rots quickly. "
528. Is ironbark still plentiful in tbe neighbourhood of Narrabri? Ironbark for sawing is verv scarce, 
and we have to go a long way to get it. Most of it is very faulty, and we have to throw half of it away,
I have logs in my yard now that have been there for three or four years, and they are not worth cutting 
up. A person who is not a practical man may go through the scrub and see a patch of timber that looks 
splendid ; but you will find when you come to fell them that many of the trees are hollow. I have cut 
timber that was solid at tho butt, and solid again 12 or 15 feet up from the ground, but hollow in 
between. In my opinion a dry season stops the growth of the trees, and the timber rots. Then rain 
comes, and the trees commence to grow again. Some people commenced to cut timber for a bridge here; 
but they had actually to buy timber in Singleton to finish the contract. There is no market for ironbark 
here, except for Government work. Tho ironbark that is good is very good. I have had timber from 
down the country ; but it is not half as hard as our ironbark.
529. Is much improvement going ou in Narrabri ? Yes. When I first came to Narrabri it was a very 
small town, but it will be a very big town.
530. Are you kept pretty busy at the saw-mills ? Sometimes ; but the work is very irregular. Some
times we have more than we cau do, and at other times we have nothing to do at all. A lot of timber is 
sent to Moree and out that way from here.
531. Is there a plentiful supply of timber within 20 miles of the route of the proposed railway, on the 
same side of the river ? There is no timber within 20 miles of that line. There were two mills out 
there, but I think they have been closed, Seven years ago my teams went out from the railway line to 
the country behind Molly, while the Wee Waa teams were working this way, until thev finally met, so 
that there cannot be any timber worth cutting, except for railway sleepers. You cannot get good timber 
for other purposes anywhere but at a long distance from the river.
532. Is tbe timber good beyond Wee Waa? There is good timber beyond Pilliga.
533. Would the timber trade create traffic for the proposed railway ? The proposed railway would not
be of the slightest benefit to the timber trade, because we could not get timber any nearer to the line 
than it would be to Narrabri West. The scrub really runs in the direction of Baradine. If you made a 
railway there, you would get some revenue from the' timber traffic for a year or two ; but after that the 
timber would be cut out. *

43—D 534.
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T. Mofath. 534, Arc j’ou in favour of the construction of the proposed railway? I do not think its construction 
would affect me at all, because I would not get timber any cheaper,

‘ 535. Do you own land in the district ? I own about 130 acres and some town allotments here, and I also 
hold a conditional purchase of about 100 acres on the Moree line. 1 have about 12 acres under cultivation 
in the town, to provide hay for my own use.
53G. Do you find the soil productive? Tes ; it grows a very good crop of wheat. 1 have had from 
to 3 tons of hay to the acre. I believe that tlse line will pay if it is taken through good country. Even 
if it does not pay it will increase settlement. If it is taken through barren country you cannot espeet to 
get any benefit from it.
537. Do you think that, on the whole, the construction of the proposed line will benefit this district ? 
Tes ; it will benefit the district more than it will benefit the town. People living on the black-soil 
country find it very difficult to travel in wet weather, so that a railway would he of great convenience to 
them. Then, the summer months arc very trying to women and children in this district, and if there 
were a railway they could get away to Armidale, or some cool district. Many people cannot stand the 
jolting of the coach. I do not consider that tho country outside Narrabri and Moree is fit for a white 
family to live in during the hot weather. A railway would bo of advantage to pastoralists, in enabling 
them to get their sheep away in a time of drought.

Charles Martin, forwarding agent, Narrabri "West, sworn, aud examined :—
C. Martin. 533, ftfr McFarlancI\ How long have you been in business here ? Seventeen years; ever since the 

railway came here.
a-T’ ‘539. How would you class the country between Narrabri and Walgett and Collarendabri, for pastoral 

purposes ? It is good country. I think it is as good as any country, except the Liverpool Plains, and it 
compares very favourably with that country.
540. Prom what direction does traffic come to Narrahri ? Prom Collarendabri and Walgett. The 
Collarendabri traffic comes in through Boolcarrol, or around by Burren,
541. What is the nature of the traffic from Walgett—fat stock? Tes. All the district that we are 
speaking about is sheep country; there are no cattle stations here.
542. Is there any considerable traffic from Narrabri into that district ? Tes, especially for Walgett.
543. General merchandise is sent out there, I suppose ? Yes.
544. Has that traffic materially increased during the seventeen years that you have been in business ? 
Tes, very much. I followed the train from Murmrundi to Willow Tree, Quirindi, Tamworth, Gunnedah, 
and on to Narrabri, and I think there is more traffic now from Narrahri than there used to be from 
Murmrundi when the railway stopped there.
545. Do you think that there would be a similar increase of traffic if the proposed railway were con
structed ? 1 do not think that the increase would bo so great, because there is not so much country 
beyond.
546. The line could not go further west than Collarendabri ? There are no towns further on ; it is all 
pastoral country.
547. Would the country between here aud Walgett carry a good population if railway facilities were 
given ? Tes ; on the Pian Creek side, from the Namoi right out to Collarendabri.
548. What is your opinion of the country on tho north side of tho river as compared with that on tho 
south side ? There is no comparison possible. The country on the south side is scrubby country, until 
you get to Come-by-chance, when it begins to open out. Below Wee Waa, and out towards Pilliga, the 
country is covered with coolabah, pine, and a good deal of ironbark.
519. Which line would get most traffic—one from Narrabri East to Walgett, or one from Narrabri West 
tii Walgett ? A line from Narrabri East, because it would go through more settlement.
550. And through more land fit for settlement ? Tes, There is no good land between Wee Waa and 
Narrabri, except for occasional patches, whereas, on the north side of the river, the whole of the country 
is good, and all of it is settled.
551. Would it carry a large population ? I am sure that it would.
552. Will the Crown land that is shortly to be thrown open for settlement be selected ? Tes; it will be 
rushed.
553. When the proposed line is constructed will there be a material increase in the traffic of the district ? 
Tes.
554 Do you endorse what has been said about the desirability of making tho proposed railway ? Tes. 
555. Does tho Collarendabri traffic come through Wee Waa to Narrabri? No; it conies through 
Boolcarrol.
550. ViGc-Oltairman.'] At all times ? Carriers who lived at Weo Waa would go through there and out by 
Burren, hut!)() per cent, of tbe traffic would come through Bulyeroi and Boolcarrol.
557. Mr, MoFur/ane.] Where do the supplies that you send to Walgett and Collarendahri come from? 
Prom Sydney, Newcastle, and Maitland, and Hour from Tamworth. Most of the goods come from Sydney. 
A lot of wool is sent from this district to Newcastle.
558. Mr. Watxon.'j Does it afterwards go to Sydney, or is it shipped direct from Newcastle to England ? 
]t goes to England. 1 think that all the wool-growers who ship direct send to Newcastle.
55t), Mr. McFarlane.'} What is sold in the Colony goes to Sydney ? Tes,

SATU'EFAT,
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SATCTEDAT, 19 MAI, 1900.
[Thf: Committee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Narrabri, at 10'30 «.»«.]

_ flrfijsunt;—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The lion. Patrick Linde sat Crawford Shkimterd. | .Tohn Christian Watson, Esq.
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from jS'arrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

John Bissett Brodie, station manager, Boolcarrol, sworn, and examined :—
.'599. Vice-Chairman,^ How far is Boolcarrol station from Narrabri? It is 30 miles north-west from ,i. B. Brodie. 
Narrabri. If the line is made on tbe northern side of the Namoi it will go through Boolcarrol. ^—-v
561. What is the extent of the holding? Roughly speaking, 100,090 acres. 19 May, 1900.
5C2. What is its average carrying capacity? That depends entirely on the seasons. In very good 
seasons we carry a sheep to an acre and a half, and in particularly good seasons even more; but in seasons 
like the present we cannot carry a sheep to 20 acres.
503. How much of your holding is secured land, and how much is leased land? There are about 50,000 
acres secured, and 50,000 acres leased.
5(jL What difficulties do you labour under at the present time in the matter of road carriage? Our wool 
and other traffic all comes or goes to Karrabri, and we labour under Do exceptional difficulties, except 
when floods or droughts make travelling almost impossible. .
565. Where do you send your wool ? Via Narrabri West to Newcastle, and from there it is shipped to 
England.
566. What are your views with respect to tho proposal to connect Walgett and Collarendabri by rail with 
Narrabri ? My impression is that the best line would be obtained by going out from Narrabri West to 
Weo Waa, crossing the river there, and then going along the Pian Creek road until you come to tbe 
point where it is proposed that the Collarendabri line should branch off from the Walgett line.
567. The witnesses yesterda3r were almost unanimous that the land on the south side of the river was not 
fitted for settlement; but that on the north side there was already a considerable amount of settlement, 
and a considerable area of good land suitable for agriculture ? I do not knour about tbe land on the 
north side of the river being suitable for agriculture ; but it is the best pastoral land. If there is ever to 
be settlement on the southern side of the river it will have to be small settlement, and there will never 
bo small settlement there without a railway. The timber which grows on that side might enable small 
holders to get enough capital to commence agriculture with, but whether they would make a success of 
agriculture it is hard to say.
563. What leads you to the opinion that the railway should be taken on (lie southern side of the river ?
Because on the northern side of the river a vast area of the country is subject to floods.
569. Is it all flooded country on the northern side of the river? Yes, pretty well; from Green bar to
Kelabcr’s. ;
570. How far do the flood-waters go out from the river on the northern side, in an ordinary flood ? All 
the country is flooded. I understand that it is suggested that a railway station might be put somewhere 
on the Tulladunna Creek ; but there is not enough high ground there for a railway station. There is only 
a narrow piece of land on the bank of the creek which is above even ordinary floods, so that there would 
not be enough dry ground for trucking-yards.
571. Would it be any great disadvantage to Wee Waa if the railway were taken 3 miles away from it?
Yes ; the Wee Waa people in that ease would require to have a bridge made across the river in order to 
give them access to the railway station.
572. There is a bridge across the'Namoi at Wee Waa now ? Yes ; but it is ou the road to Collarendabri, 
whereas the railway station site at Tulladunna is in quite a different direction.
573. To what depth is the land on the northern side of tbe river covered by water in an ordinary flood, 
and bow long is it before the water gets away ? Oue of the chief anabranches of the river breaks out 
just above Tulladunna. We have to remove our stock as soon as we hear that tbe water has broken over 
at Gunnedah, and to take them about (J miles towards the head station before we can consider them safe.
574. Hoes it take long for the water to go off the land again? Sometimes the water remains on the land 
for weeks, and at other times for only a few days. In a very wet year, like 1890, the flooded country is 
under water for months,
575. What is the average depth of the water on tbe flooded country ? In many places it is up to the tops 
of the fences. Near Tulladunna the water would bo about half a mile wide and about 5 feet deep in a 
flood ; but all the country is more or less under wafer for miles back towards Greenbar.
576. Has Boolcarrol any business connection with Wee Waa ? Very little ; all our business is done with 
Narrabri at the present time.
577 The Departmental route keeps the lino back from the river on the northern side ;—looking at the 
plan do you not think that ou that route the railway would be kept out of the reach of flood-waters ? It 
would be on dry land 20 miles out from Narrabri East, though, if there were heavy rains in the ranges, 
the creeks would break over and flood even a part of that country.
578. After you get 20 miles out, for what distance would the line go through flooded country? For H 
or 12 miles, until it reached Pian Creek, though tbere are patches of high country here and there.
579. On the southern side of the river, is the land free from flood as far as Wee Waa ? Yes ; Wee Waa 
is the natural capital of the district out there. Before tho railway came to Narrabri Wee Waa was the 
recognised capital of the whole district, because of its central position. The roads diverge from there 
in all directions, and the Police Magistrate used to live there. .1 think that near Wee Waa tbe land is 
better adapted for a railway station than any of the land on tbe 'northern side of the river. In my

opinion
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J. B. Brodie, opinion the Bail way authorities could not find a suitable railway-station site on the northern side of tho 
^ river, opposite Wee Waa. Koads go out from Wee Wai to 2varrabri, Pilliga, Plan Crock, Collarendabri, 

19 May, 1900. Boolcarrol. and Moree.
5SO. Air. M^afsoii.l Whichever route is taken, there will be some flooded country to go'through ? Yes ; 
but there is more flooded country on the northern side of (he river than on the southern side. Wee 

■ Waa will always be approachable in any season, whereas wo have many seasons when a station on the 
northern side of -the river, near Wee Waa, would not be approachable, uuless high viaducts were 
constructed to give access to it. Mr. Surveyor Liltle proposed bringing the railway within 2 miles 
of Boolcarrol head station, and he thought that he could get the line from there through to Pian Creek ; 
but in high floods that country would all be under water. A good many of the settlers there have now
in times of flood to remove their stock on to country belonging to Boolcarrol. The higher patches of 
land were purchased very early, because they afford safety to the sheep. They are box ridges, and were 
bought by Mr. Moseley when he owned Boolcarrol. My brother has selections down towards Pian Creek, 
and there is not an acre in his place where the water is not over the sheeps’ backs in flood-time. A 
selector named .Hardy, whose land lies close to the route of Mr. Little’s proposed line, has not an acre of 
dry ground in anylhing like high floods. His stock would have to come on to our land then.
581. Vice-Chairman.] Have you to cross the flooded country to get into Wee Waa from your place ? 
Yes ; we should have to cross a good deal of it.
582. But you have stated that Wee Maa would always be approachable? I mean by the railway. There 
would be no stoppage of railway traffic if the lino were taken to Wee Waa.. though during floods Wee 
Waa would not he approachable from tho northern side of the river.
583. Mr. Watson.'] Would a station at Wee Waa suit the people to the west and to the south ? Yes 
Wee Waa would suit them as well as any other place. If a station is made at Wee Waa the Boolcarrol 
wool and sheep will have further to travel to it than to a station at Tulladunna ; but once the wool was 
on the drays the extra distance would not mean much. Our nearest distance to the,proposed railway 
would be 9 miles if the line kept on the northern side of the river, whereas from Wee Waa we are 
distant about 12 miles by .the direct route, or about 15 miles if we had to go round by the bridge. I 
think that a station at Wee Waa would suit the district better than a station at any other place.
584. Vice-Chairman 1] If the line were taken on the south side of the river, and close settlement took 
place on the north side, the settlers on the north side would be shut off from railway communication ? 
Yes, it) times of flood; but at other times they could go either to Weo Waa or to arrabri.
585. Could the river be crossed between Weo Waa aud Narrahri ? lies there are one or two points at 
which it could be crossed.
586. W ould a railway on the north side of the river attract more traffic than a railway on the south side ? 
I do not think there would be much difference.
587. ̂ You think that what traffic would go to one line would go to the other? I think that most of the 
traffic from the country between Narrabri and Weo Waa would come to Narrabri, unless it could get to 
a railway station at some nearer point on the proposed line. If there were a bridge there would be no 
difficulty in getting across from the north side io a railway station on the south side.

Charles Wall, hotelkeeper aud grazier, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
C. Wall. 5SS. Mr. Watson.] Have you resided long in this district ? 1 have known tho district nearly thirty years,

,----> a]1d I have been living in it for twenty-two years. *
19 May, 1900. 589. Ho you think the proposed railway should be taken on the northern or on the southern side of the 

Namoi as far as Weo Waa ? I think there is fur bettor country on the northern side of the river than 
there is on the southern side. The land on the northern side is all rich land, and is suitable either for 
agriculture or grazing. There is very little flooded country there, though there area few swamps. I think 
that the laud on the northern side of the river would support ten times as many people as the land on the 
southern side would support. The land on the southern side is scrubby country, only fit for wallabies, 
except for a few strips along the river, and it is more subject to floods than the land on the northern side.
590. Does the water go out any great distance from the river in flood-time ? In a very heavy flood like
that of 1890 it goes out a long way: but you can always ride thrqugh it, and it soon runs oil. 1 rode 
from Narrabri to Moree in a day and a half in 1890, when the flood was at its highest, and in no place 
was the water up to the horse’s bellv. You do not get on to any flooded country until you get below 
Tulladunna. - ‘ ; - s
591. What is the country like between Wee Waa and Collarendabri ? Until you get out a little from 
the river the country is pretty low. The ridgy parts are high country.
592. Is the land good there? Yes. All the country from the Namoi to the Mehi is good land. I have 
been over all of it.
593. Is the rainfall sufficiently regular out about Burren to encourage men to go in for agriculture, there ?
There is not much difference "between the minfall there and tho rainfall hero. We have grown crops 
down on the plaius close to Greenbar. Last year we got a very fine crop. The first crop that we sowed 
was the finest I have ever seen. ’That wheat was grown out on a plain which, according to Mr. Brodie, is 
flooded country ; but I have never seen it flooded. I have heard of sheep being shifted away from the 
river frontage on the other side of Wee Waa, hut I have never beard of sheep being drowned on tho 
country Mr. Brodie was referring to. We never had any sheep drowned there, and we never had to shift 
our sheep. "
594. Where is your place? This side of Greenbar. The company had sheep through ail those paddocks 
in 1890, but none were drowned. A few days after the rain ceases all the water is gone, except what 
remains in the swamps, and you could ride through them.
595. Would you say that the country from Burren to Walgett is fair country ? j\3L of that country is
very fair. On tbe south side of the river, however, the country is not gpofjj though down by Come-bv- 
clnmce it opens out a little, and you get away from the scrub. *

Albert
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’■ Albert Itobort Stafford, storekeeper, and saw-mill and flour-mill proprietor, Xarrabri, sworn, and
einminod:—

50G. Mr. How do yon think the country on tbe north side of the river compares with that on -A-B-
the south side? I endorse Mr. Wall's comparison. The floods on the nortli side of the river are not so Stafford, 
great as those on the south side, and the land ou the north side is very much supeiior to that on tho 
south. * tty’ ‘
597. Does the good country extend for any considerable distance from the route of the proposed railway r 
On the north side the country is all good.
598. h'or 20 miles ? Yes,
599. A nd on the south side ? A narrow fringe close to the river is very good; but tbe rest of the 
country is scrubby and useless.
(500. "What about tho timber on the south side? I can speak about the timber, because X have been 
running a sawmill here for four years, and 1 have cut about S0,UU0 feet a month. Ninety per cent, of 
the pine which I have cut has come from the mounlains to the north of If arrabri. I can obtain logs from 
there more cheaply, and of a better quality, than from the south side. The nearest good timber to 
Harrabri, on tho south side of the river, would be about 20 miles from Narrabri, and about tho same 
distance from any point ou the proposed'line from Narrabri to Wee Waa. Xhe pine there is just as near 

* to Gunnedah or Boggabri as to Narrabri, so that there is no chance of its being sent from Weo Waa.
Teams have gradually gone back from the different railwav' stations, until now tho good timber is about 
the same distance from each of them.
601. Js the supply nearly exhausted ? It is practically exhausted within 20 miles.
602. Would the construction of the proposed railway enable you to procure timber more easily ? No,
because the timber is nearer Narrabri than "\Y ee W aa, or any point on tho proposed line between Narrabri 
and Wee Wna. There is no timber beyond Wee Waa. With regard to ironbark, I have a mill 20 miles 
from Narrabri, out in the ironbark country. I have been forced to put a mill there, because of tbe great 
waste in haulage if ironbark is sent in in the rough. Wc consider that wc lose 30 per cent, of every log 
that we cut. .
603. From defects in the timber? Yes. That timber costs 1/s. per,100 feet on the railway at Narrabri,
and the timber at Singleton costs 12s. cm the railway there; so that it is impossible to export ironbark 
from Narrabri to other places along the line. r ....
601. You can only cut ironbark for local use? Yes : and ironbark could not; be used in this district for 
building purposes, even if it wrere the same price as pine, because it is subject to destruction by white ants.
605. 1 thought ironbark was exempt from the ravages of white ants? On the plains it is almost impossible 
to keep them out, except from pine. There is no possibility of an export trade in timber from either 
Narrabri or Wee Waa.
006. What is your opinion about the proposal to construct a railway from Narrabri to Walgett, with a 
branch to Collarendabri ? I think such a line would be very successful, and should induce close settle
ment, There can be no doubt about the quality of the land through which it would pass, both for 
agriculture and for pfrazing. Between Narrabri and Woe Waa there is a very large area of land to bo 
thrown open for settlement, and I think that that land will be settled upon very closely, aud will be used 
for agriculture. 1 think it will be t aken up in small areas. _
607. What do you call a small area? From 640 acres to 1,000 acres. I think it will be very easy for a 
man to make a good living by agriculture ou 610 acres on the north side of the river, if he is close to a 
railway. A wheat crop only occupies the ground for four or five months of the year, and during the 
balance of the time the farmer could run as many sheep on his holding as he could carry on the whole 
area, if lie did not cultivate. I am farming 010 acres jusc outside the town, aud i found last year that! 
could carry as many sheep when 1 farmed the land as 1 could without farming at all.
60S. Jn what direction is your farm ? It is about 3 miles snutli from Narrabri. _
609. Then vou arc already well served by the railway ? Yes. Mr. Harper informed the Committee that 
there was no grain grown at Narrabri; but. that is not so. About three years ago we had to import seed ; 
but tins year I estimate that we have grown 100,000 bushels of wheat, and I anticipate that next year wo 
shall obtain just 'double that quantity. This wheat is grown on land similar to that through which a 
railway on the northern side of the river would pass, It costs very little to put that land under cultiva
tion. It can be ploughed for from 2s. to 2s. Cd an acre. 1 am having my land ploughed under contract 
for 2s. an acre,
61.0. What do yon pay for ploughing, sowing, and all other operations, up to harvesting ?_ It costs me 
5s. or 6s. an acre for everything, including seed. The ploughing costs me 2s. an acre, I finding the plant; 
the seed costs me 2s. 6d. an acre, and harrowing Is. an aero. The cost of harvesting is very difficult to 
estimate; but I would put it down as 5s. an acre, on the average, for everything, including bagging, 
fill. 'With what yield? With our average yield of 25 bushels to the acre.
612. Then the whole of your operations would cost 10s. 6d. an acre ? Yes.
613. Do you think 25 bushels is a fair average yield for the country on the north side of the river ? I 
think that it would be a low average. Up to three years ago the average size of the areas cultivated was 
not more than 20 or 30 acres; but now wo have several farmers who are cultivating areas of 300, 400, 
and 500 acres. They are mostly cultivating on country similar to that on the north side of the river.
614. What is tho average size of the holdings about here ? From 100 to 200 acres.
615. Arc the farmers able to get a fair living on holdings like those ? Yes ; but not by growing wheat.
They live largely by growing vegetables and small produce, such as is sold by the Farmers’ Union. They 
are all close to the town. M people lived any distance away from the railway they could uot go in for 
wheat-growing. The country here- is so good for grazing that unless it is made easy for people to go in 
for agriculture they will continue to use their laud for grazing purposes. _ _
616. What is a fair distance from a railway at which to grow wheat? Any distance from which a man
may go to the railway station and back again to his borne in a day. i _
617. Vice-Chairman^ What market would tbe agriculturists of this district have for their produce if 
they went in extensively for agriculture ? There would be a local market out in the wrest as far as the 
railway would take their produce. All the Hour that my mill can turn out would go that way ; any surplus 
production would no doubt go to Newcastle for export. It has been stated that the Hallway Com
missioners estimate that there will be a loss of £13,000 a year on the construction of tbe proposed

" railway.
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Stafford. rai1f7a.jr- °P’U'0U. if fiie couritry is occupied by small settlers between here and Wee Waa that
a 1 wlU 81V0 a very Is^g® return to the line. The Kailway Commissioners say that they do not anticipate much

IflMay,IflOO. arTlcuifurai devolopment iu ttiis district; but 1 consider that they have nut allowed enough for agri
cultural traffic. It the line were taken on the north side of the river, and closer settlement followed, a 
great part of the estimated loss in the working would be made up by tbe traffic within 30 miles of 
Narrabri, whereas if the line is taken ou the south side of the river there will be no traffic within that 
distance. Mr. Harper also stated that the country from Narrabri to Walgett on the south side of the 
river was as good as the country between Narrabri and Morce, but it certainly is uot as good, A witness 
stated yesterday that a farmer should be able to make ,-61,000 a year by cultivating his land. Well, 
men have been making nearly that sum by pastoral pursuits, so that there is hardly any inducement to 
go in for agriculture under present conditions. *
018. How far west from Wee Waa is the rainfall sufficiently good for the prosecution of agricultural 
operations P I think that nearly all the land as far as Walgett and Collarendabri is suitable for 
agriculture; but the rainfall becomes 3 or d inches less as you go west.
619. Is it more than 20 inches rifjht through? I believe so. In this district the best rain comes just 
when, the crops want it. I have been here for seventeen years, and ] have only known of one failure 
during that time. Three or four persons have'experimented with the black soil country during the last 
year or two. A man named Hunt harrowed in 40 acres of ground last rear, and his return was • 
about 30 bushels to tho acre. Two other people, named Dickson, have had 110 acres under cultivation in 
black soil country, and they sent nearly 190 tons of chaff to Sydney. Then, a man named Watson, living 
a little further out than Wee AVaa, had 40 acres under cultivation last year. 1 wanted to sell him a 
binder, but he said that the wheat was 0 feet high, and w'ould not go through a binder. He estimated 
it at 3% tons to the acre. This year he has put in 100 acres, and he says if that is successful, ho will put 
m 1,000 acres.
620. Is that land subject to floods? It is ordinary, black-soil countrv.
021. Was it timbered country? 1 think not; it is plain country. People were induced to cultivate that 
country because of the cheapness with which it can be cultivated. Cultivation improves the ground, 
and, even if the crop is a failure, you get something to feed the stock on. If the railway were taken on 
the south side of tho river, nearly all the country on the north side would be cut off from railway com
munication, and consequently people would, to a great extent, be prevented from growing produce, because 
of the difficulty of getting it to market.

Andrew Brown, farmer, near Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
A. Brown, 622. Mr. McFarlane.] Ja your farm near the route of the proposed railway ? No ; it is 9 miles from it. 

A—I am closer to the Moree line.
19 May, 1900. G23. Do you cultivate a large area ? At the present time I am cultivating about 130 acres.

024. What is the area of your holding ? l,09(i acres. "
025. Are yon growing wheat ? Yes. In 1S97 T obtained 2S bushels of wheat to thq,acre.
020. Had you the same area under cultivation then? No ; I bad a smaller area under cultivation at that 
time. 1 have been increasing my cultivation every year. Jn 1898 I only got J4 bushels to the acre, 
because the season was a very dry one, and last year J only got 10 bushels to the acre.

■ 027. Do yon consider such crops profitable? Y^s.
028. What is your opinion of the country along tho route of the proposed line ? 1 have been through
the country to Wee Waa, and as far as Walgett, but not along the route of the proposed line. I 
consider that that country is good country.
629. Is it similar to tho country that you are cultivating? Part of tho country which I am cultivating is 
similar to that between Narrabri and Walgett.
630. If the proposed railway is constructed, will people go in for cultivation to any large extent ? Yes. 
031. Do you think that the laud is suitable for wheat-growing? Yes.
632. W ould you extend your agricultural operations ? D ndcr existing circumstances I intend to increase 
my area of cultivation, and no doubt the proposed railway, if constructed, would give me a larger market 
out Walgett way,
033. How many acros in the district we are speaking of would be sufficient to support a family? 040 
acres if the land were used partly for farming and partly for grazing,
634. Which do you consider the best soil in this district? 1 believe that the black soil is a lot the 
stronger, and far heavier crops have always beeu obtained from the heavv black soil than from any other 
soil. ^
035, Does black soil stand a drought as well as chocolate soil? Yes, with me.
636. Do yon think that the Crown land would be taken up for agricultural and pastoral purposes if thp 
proposed railway were made ? I do.
637. Do you endorse generally the evidence which was given yesterday? Yes ; generally speaking, I 
endorse Mr, Stafford's evidence. I have been a carrier, and have carried from Walgett and from Colla
rendabri. I consider Mr. Stafford's description of the ironbark timber in the district a very true one. I 
endorse what lie has said about the waste in an ironbark log.

John Behaine, junr., grazier, near Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
J. Lekarne, 638. Vice-Chairman.] How far is yoor holding from the route of the proposed railwav ? It would be 

Ju”r‘ about 5 miles from the-proposed railway if the line wore taken on the north side of the river.
19 Miiv 1900 your opinion of the proposal into which theCommitt.ee are inquiring? Tho country on

• ’ ‘ the north side of the river, commencing about 7 miles out, has been surveyed in blocks of about 600 acres.
It is good grazing land and is suitable for farming, some of it being plain country, and some of it country 
which is timbered with box and rosewood. I have grown barley, vegetables, grape vines, and fruit trees 
on my land. I have been living in the vicinity of the route of tho proposed line since 1880, and I know 
the country well on both Edgeroi and Boolcarrol holdings. The country between (rurmidgera Creek and 
the Namoi is more heavily flooded than is the country on the north side of the Gunnidgcra Creek. Krom 
my place to Wee Waa is 17 miles; but I have to go on sufferance through private land, and in the winter

time,
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time, if it is wef, X caunot get there with sheep, if the railway were taken no the south side of the
river I. would send my stock to Narrabri to be trucked, rather thou send them to Wee Waa, I know tho y ~,
country on the south side of the river well, having, in lhi)S, taken up about 4,000 acres, which I con- jgoo,
sidered picked land, and for which X paid £2 a section under annual lease. I had 4,000 sheep there for
a time, but I left with only L’,400, which 1. trucked to New England. Most of that country is sandy, and
the cost of clearing the best of it ivould be from £2 to £5 an acre. Even then it will not last long, as
there is very little soil, 1 do not own land in either Narrabri or Wee "Waa, ,
040. What is th&area of your holding ? 9,400 acres. My father and I were partners, and we divided a
holding of over Id,000 acres, The division was made in 1894. In 1897 J sheared 27,151 sheep, and sold 
4,848. In 1898 I sheared 0,324 sheep and sold 2,900, aud in 1899 I sheared 7,837 sheep, and sold 858 
sheep and 130 bates of wool.
041. Where do you send your fat stock, as a rule ? To Sydney ; but I very often sell to the Aberdeen
works, and to Mr. Itichards, of Riverstone. .
642. Would tbe construction of the proposed railway facilitate the sending away of small consignments
of live stock ? Yes. When I send sheep away I send nine or ten truck loads; but if the railway were 
nearer to me 1 should send two or three truck loads, .
643. Would it be an advantage to many people to he able to send away small consignments ? xes ; it
would be an advantage to everybody. Earmers could send away half a truck load of sheep or pigs or 
other stock, at any time, if they were close to a railway. ,
644. Where the rouie of the proposed railway cuts the main stock route—about 23 miles from 'Narrabri -
is the land well out of the reach of floods ? Yes. _
645. You are of opinion that if there were a railway station at Wee Waa it would be difficult for people 
living out towards Boolcarrol to send stock there to be trucked, in times of flood ? Yes. They would 
have more difficulty in trucking their stock at Wee Waa than in trucking at a station on the northern 
side of the river, particularly if yards were at the place where the line crosses the main stock route, and 
it would suit people north-west of Boolcarrol well.

John Riddle, Member of the Local Land Board, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
040. Jl/r. Watson.-] Have you resided in the district long ? \ ery nearly thirty-three years. _ _ J. Riddle,
617. Can yon offer any opinion as to the desirability of constructing the proposed railway which side ^
of the river do you think it should be taken ? 1 prefer the northern route, as passing through better 19 May, 1900.
country than a line on the south side of the river would pass through. The country on the north side of 
the river is first-class agricultural land—good wheat-growing country. Homo of the best wheat-growing 
land we have is black-soil country. I think, too, that a line on the north side of the river would keep 
mostly ou high ground.
648. What would be tbe effect of the construction of a railway upon production, and, consequently, upon 
traffic? I think that a line on the north side of the river would get a great deal more traffic than a lino 
on the south side. On the south side of the river there would be no traffic at all. It is nothing but a- 
dense scrub between Narrabri and Weo Waa. I think thatarailway to Wee Waa would be very valuable.
649. Do you think that the country is sufficiently good to justify the construction of a railway? les ;
the country on the northern side of the river. ....
050. Do you think the construction of a railway from Burren to Collarendahri is justifiable ? Yes,
G5L. Is the land likely to be largely placed under cultivation if a railway is constructed? I think so, 
within a short time. _ r
052. What is it that prevents immediate development? If there were a railway I think the land would
be opened up by agriculture. People are going in for agriculture now to some extent, although they are 
so far from a market that the cost of carriage is very great. .
053. Are the larger landholders around Narrabri going in for agriculture themselves, or are they letting 
out the land to others who desire to farm it ? I think there is a tendency that way. For years to come 
the production from the country on the south side of the river, between Narrabri and Wee Waa, will be 
nothing. I have been living in the country that wc are speaking of ever since 1807. I was living on 
Gundemainc in 1870, during the floods. Tho proposed railway would go through part of that land. _
654. It has been stated that the country between Greenbar and Kclaher’s is subject to flood? There is 
not very much flooded country there. Jn a very high flood the river sometimes spreads out a little, but 
the floods are not serious.
055. YVould the floods interfere with tbe trucking of stock? Only at times, when travelling would ho 
altogether impossible. After you pass Wee Wee the line goes ihrough country which 1 saw underwater 
seven or eight times in one year. By adopting the northerly route you escape that country.
650. Have you cultivated any of the black-soil ? Yes ; and I find it very good soil for wheat.
657. Are you cultivating plain country ? It is black, tenacious clay—myall country.
658. Has your experiment turned out well ? Very well, indeed. The laud grows splendid crops of hay
and good crops of: grain. It is more difficult to work than the red soil, but it lasts longer, and it will 
hold moisture longer. _
059. Are crops more frequently burnt off on black soil than ou red soil ? No ; not so frequently. My 
experience is that the black soil country will grow wheat when the crops are burnt off the red soil.
660. Which soil lasts the better under cropping ? The black soil. I think you could get crops from tho 
black soil for thirty years. Recently a considerable area of land on Edgeroi has been resumed, and has 
been cut up into small holdings.
661. Since 1895 ? Yes. The northern route passes through part of that land. The only recommendation 
that the southern route has is the existence of timber on the south side of the river; but there is not 
very much timber between Narrabri and Wee Waa; it is further west and soutli-west, along way out from 
the line. As a matter of fact, the northern route would be nearer the timber ; but within a year or two 
there will be no timber at all within many miles of Narrabri.

[The
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[The Comvuttee met at the Municipal Council Chamlers, Mirralri West, at 2'45

John Gately, storekeeper, saw-mill proprietor, and Mayor of Narrabri West, sworn, and eiammed:—- 
J. Gfttelj. GG2. Vice-Chairman.] How long have you resided in the district ? 'Nearly twenty years.

^ .n°'v'vould Jotl compare the country on the north side of the river with that on the south side of
ra may, luoo. the river, nrst, with regard to its agricultural and pastoral capacities, and, secondly, -with regard to its

liability to flooding ? The land on the northern side of tbe river is better pastoral country than that on
the southern side ; but T think that the southern side of the river is more suitable for agriculture than is 
the land on the north side of the river. So far as I know, the land on the south side of the river, alon^ 
the route of the proposed line, is entirely free from flooding, while I am given to understand that tlie land 
on the north side of the river is greatly subject to floods, and more particularly near the site of the 
proposed railway station, opposite Wee Waa. I believe, too, that the land on the northern side of the 
river has_already been alienated, while that on tbe south side of tbe river is pretty well all Crown land, 
ff the railway were to be taken on the south side of tbe river, its construction would create a nreat deal 
of settlement.
(J(>4. On which side of the river is there the more settlement now? On the south side of the river.
GG5. Ill has been stated that country on the south side of the river has been thrown open for settle
ment, and lias not been taken up; what is the reason for that? I think that the areas offered were 
too large.
GGG. What waa the average size of them ? Rome of them were about 20,000 acres in estent; they were 
puite unsuitable for small settlers.
OG7. Has cultivation been carried on to any extent on tlie south side of the river ? To a very fair extent
aMlle^e Waa,end’ ,)ufc 11 ot t-'0great extent at this end, though 4 miles from here a 20-acre farm 
yielded SO tons of hay last season, J
GG8, ds it a fact that the gpod land_on the south side of the river is confined to a narrow strip which 
follows tbe course of the river ? No ; in my opinion there is better land G, 7, and 10 miles from tbe river 
than along the river bank.
G60. What is the width of tbe good land on tbe south side of tlie river ? In some places the good land 
is wider than it is in other places, because here aud tbere the sand-beds run right into the river. 
t:70. Is the land on the south side of the river more heavily timbered than that on the north side ? Yes. 
Some of the finest ironbark and pine in tbe Colony grows on the south side of the river.
G71. Is it not necessary to go more than 20 miles to get good timber now ? No; we are getting good 
timber within 7, S, and 10 miles. Of course, there is timber 20 and 30 miles out, but all the good'timber 
within that distance has not been cut out.
G72. What is the average diameter of the pine logs that are cut within G or 10 miles of the river 9 From 
10 to 15 inches. ‘
Gi,j. Wliat is the character of the ironbark country which you go through ? It is very fair. Of course

i ionA tbe 1T01lbark ’f beinff c,lt out= but there is plenty of it out in that direction. I think that 
about 200 men are getting their living in connection with the timber industry now.

j* „ tlie ir°ehark suitable for railway sleepers ? Yes: we are sending sleepers from here to Warialda 
and all up the Jvorthern line. ’
075. Is there enough softwood on the south side of the river to give traffic to a railway? Yes • there is 
sufficient pme and other timber to give traffic to a railway, in connection with building operations

67G. Can yon find any market for your timber down south ? I have often been asked to quote prices 
but 1 have sufficient trade here. I send most of my timber to Moree.
G77. The route on the northern side of the river cuts tbe main stock route from Boolcarrol, 22 miles out 
tromNarrabn;-if the railway were constructed on the south side of the river, would stock continue 
along that route to Wee Waa, and be trucked there? Mr. Thompson said that he would go to Wee 
Waa because in wet weather he could not get his stock to the station on the north side of the river.
678. Cau they get to Wee Waa from Boolcarrol when they could not get to a station on the northern
™ute ' Init]le e7dence whlch he gave before the Ifailway Commissioners he said that lie could vet to 
VVee Waa at any time. °
G79. 3fr. McFarlane.] It has been stated in evidence that the ironbark on the south side of the river is 

f aracteTrria,ld ^ °nly short lengths of it are suitable for mill purposes, because it is 
4 ‘hf-fW*CV 1 k°n0t thmfe S0, are ^PPbnng the Eailway Construction Branch at the 

cSn ^ n i l1 tlmber "'h1?1'1 18 TelY g°ocl- We also sending piles to Warialda for them.
G80. It has also been stated that it is subject to the attacks of white ants ? I never heard of it.
timbered™0 COuntry 0n the soutIiern side of the river very heavily timbered ? In places it is heavily

G82. Would it be costly to clear it for agriculture ? Not very costly. I have made application for ‘‘>00 
acres, and I am willing to clear it and to cultivate it. 1
Y<fs "°0 y°U COnSlder l1; better for agricultural purposes than is the land on the north side of the river ?

G84, What sort of soil is it ? Bed and chocolate, loamy soil. A great deal of it is of a sandv nature. 
OBo. Have you had much experience m agricidture ? A good deal. ^
SLwhiCh'iS bett.en ^°T ^^nrnl purposes, the black soil or the chocolate soil? I think the 
chocolate soil, I do not believe in the black soil to any great extent ■
dry' seasons BtMldS ^ dr°USht the better? Tlle cl,ocoI;ile soil The black soil opens up too much in

688. Have you had any experience in cultivating the black soil here? No; but a few years a*o Mr
• Ss aTiW ' * ^ 0n ^ ^ Side °f thc rivCr’ and 1 a^ sllre ^ ex£rinl£

run rirr W0Uid t;'e !smd 011 tbe sou!h aide of thf? rivcr be best adapted for ? For wheat and for oats 
agricMtnre ? nhMk so 11 a ™5vvay from Arrabri to Walgett open up a large area of land for

G91. Do you think that when the land in tho district is thrown open for settlement it will be annlied for 
for farms. I think so^ On the south side of the river the land is nearly all in the hands of tho Crown 
and it may be alienated at any time. I have no doubt that if thc railway were taken on that side of the’

river
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river people would take up tho land there ; hut I do not know that there is an acre on the north side of J- Safely- 
the river which has'not been alienated. The line on the north side of the river would run through 
Killaruey holding, which is already accommodated by the Morce line. It would also run through Edgeroi “3’ *
holding, and that station, too, is accommodated by tlie Moree Ime. There may be a few settlers on the 
northern side of the river ; but the construction of a railway there would uot accommodate very many ; 
whereas, on this side of tlie river, if you include AVce Waa, it would he a convenience to 1,000 people, 
excluding the population of Harrabn "West. Then, again, on the south side of the river, the land is 
always free from floods, and you can get good timber very close to the route of the proposed line. I 
believe that there is splendid timber within 10 miles of it. You also save 10 miles by keeping on the 
south side of the river. If the line is taken on the north side of the river people living beyondWee Waa 
will have 10 miles further to send their produce for all time. The 10 miles that I speak of are made up 
of seven miles additional construction, and thc 3 miles between Karrabri and Narrabri West. Tho people 
of Pilliga say that they will patronise the railway if it come to Wee Waa, but that if it go ou the 
northern side of the river they will uot use it because tho rates will be too high. I am satisfied that if 
the railway is kept on the south side of the river there will bo a good many settlers there before very long.
I have it on good authority that there is some splendid land out at the back where the timber-getters 
have been. Men accustomed to agriculture say that 10 or 12 miles out there is some of the finest land 
you can get in thc Colony. Then, at Narrabri West, there are all the conveniences fora junction station.
Tho people who should really have a say in this matter are the people of Wee Waa, aud the people 
west of Wee Waa, not the people of Narrahri or Narrahri West. 1 would also point out that the 
railway-bridge over tbe Namoi, near Narrabri, was only built for light traffic, and would not carry 
heavy engines.

Charles Parker, hotelkeeper, Narrahri West, sworn, and examined:—
G02. Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you resided in the district long ? Somewhere about twenty years. I came C. Parker, 
hero before tho railway was opened to Narrabri. _
093. What is your opinion of the country on the south side of the river, between Narrabri West and *9 Mnj-, 1900, 
Wee Waa ? It is high and dry and free from floods, and there is any quantity of timber on it—ironbark,
box, pine, &c.
094. Has that timber any market value ? Pine and ironbark arc always valuable limbers.
095. What is the country like for agricultural aud pastoral purposes 1 It is very good. 1 have seen several 
crops growing on it within 10 miles of Narrabri West, aud along the route of the proposed line.
096. Is it expensive country to clear ? No.
097. Is any of it used for agricultural purposes at the present time ? Yes. _
G9S. To what esteut ? Thirty or 40 acres are about all that is under cultivation in any bolding. Thero 
is a farm out ou Bohina Creek, which belongs to Mr, Malone, of Narrabri. Ten years ago it was nothing 
but a denso pine scrub, one of the most barren places a man could put his eyes on; but since he lias 
cultivated it he has obtained first-class crops, and fruit-trees have grown splendidly there. _
G99. What crops has he grown ? Ho has grown wheat, oats for hay, maize, potatoes, and pumpkins—as 
good as I have seen growing on the banks of the river. _
700. What distance is lie from the river ? It is 4 miles from here to the creek, and he is 4 miles up the 
creek from thc river.
701. How far is his land from tlie route of the proposed line ? Between half a mile and a mile.
702. Is there any large extent of similar country ? Yes,
703. How far south from the line docs it run ? About 25 miles up the creek it is really good land—land 
which is fit for anything. There is a farm up the creek G miles from here, aud ihey have had as good 
crops of wheat there as you will see anywhere. They had one crop 5 or G feet high. They have also 
grown some of the finest vegetables that 1 have seen.
704. How would you compare that land with the land on the north side of tlie river ? I imagine that it 
is far superior for agriculture to the country on the north side of the river.
705. Is it as good for pastoral purposes ? No.
70S. If it were cleared, would it he as good ? If it were cleared, I believe that, for pastoral purposes, it 
would be as good, if not better, than the land on the north side of the river, because it will carry grass 
when there is no grass on the north side of the river. The people on the north side of the river, in had 
times, send their sheep to the scrubby country on the south side of tho river. /
707. How is it that the land on the south side of tho river has not boon alienated ? When this district 
was occupied every one was going in for grazing, so that the land on the north side of the river was taken 
up first. The land on the south side of tho river has been surveyed in blocks too large for a man with a 
small capital to take up. A man with only £200 could not take up 10,000 acres or 20,000 acres and 
comply with the conditions as to ringbarking, fencing, and clearing.
703. How much of that land would you consider sufficient for tho maintenance of a family by agriculture ?
1 think that if a man had a 500-acre block it should be quite sufficient for him.
709. Bo you think he could make a good living on it ? A first-class living.
710. Bo you think that the land is sufficiently good for people to settle upon, with a railway ? Yes ; if the 
Government cut it up into small enough blocks. Tho smallest block that has been offered on the south 
side of the river is about 7,700 acres, I believe.
711. What sort of soil is there on the south side of the river ? A red, sandy loam.
712. And on the north side ? There it is all black soil.
713. Have you had much experience in farming ? A good deal, off and on.
714. Which is the belter suited for agriculture—the black or the red soil ? The red, sandy soil; it holds 
thc moisture better, and stands droughts better than the black soil.
715. It has been said that there is no timber within 20 miles of the proposed southern route suitable for 
mill purposes P There is auy quantity of pine within 10 miles of Narrabri West, and they have been 
cutting ironbark in tbe district for railway purposes for tbe last ten or twelve years. I do not say that 
you could get a pile 50 feet long within 10 or 12 miles of Narrahri West: hut there arc piles 30 feet long

, lying in the yard now, which came from places within 18 or 20 miles of Narrabri West.
48—E 71G.
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0. Parker. 7ig, How far would the pine be from the route of the proposed railway ? In places it would not be
lalir-' ^ m‘*es o:^ ^ie ^nc' ■

ay, 1900. And the ironbark ? , The ironbark might be a little further off, hut not much. Ton touch on pine,
ironbark, and box country, off and on, right through to "Wee Waa. ,
718. It has been stated that tbe ironbark in the district is of inferior quality ? I have seen a good deal 
of it in the yards, but I have not heard any complaints about it. There is very little in the forests which 
tbe timber-cutters do not use either for sleepers, for girders, or for piles.
719. Where is the land that yon are farming ? On the north side of the river, between bfarrabri West 
and Narrabri,
720. What results have you obtained during the last few years ? ' I have grown very good wheat for hay, 
and I have grown maize. The soil will grow anything.
721. Have you at any time suffered from droughts? Tes.
722. Have you an irrigation plant? Tes.
723. Do you find it satisfactory ? Tes. .
724. Where do you get your water ? From a well.
725. What yield of wheat have you had ? I never gathered a crop for grain ; but I have had as much as 
4 tons of hay from an acre.
72G. With irrigation ? No; without it.
727. Has irrigation been a marked improvement? Tes ; I have irrigated 5 or 6 acres of garden, where I 
have fruit-trees, melons, and pumpkins growing. Things like that will not do without water.
728. Do yon think that if the railway were taken to Walgett it would create much closer settlement ? I 
have every belief that it would.
729. Mr. Shepherd.'] What crops have you irrigated ? Fruit-trees, maize, barley for green feed, potatoes, 
pumpkins, and other vegetables.
730. What kinds of fruit have you grown? Oranges, peaches, lemons, quinces, and plums.
731. Have you had satisfactory crops ? Tes.
732. When you speak of chocolate soil, do you mean red soil? Red, sandy loam.

. 733. Which soil is the best for agriculture—black-plain soil, red soil, or the dark soil on which timber
grows ? The red, loamy soil.
734. Mr. Watson.] Ton say that the land on the Bohina Creek is very good ? Tes; and there is always 
plenty of water there. When there is no surface water you can get water in the sand.
/35, At what distance does the good land run back from the creek ? In places it rims hack 3 miles.
730. Is it better than the average country down towards Walgett? There is creek land down there that 
is quite as good.
737. Is the bulk of the land between Narrahri West and Wee Waa? Tes. There is some good box 
forest land, which is tho best land for cultivation. Out at Tarry Lake there arc miles of forest country, 
and the land would be splendid for agriculture if it were cleared.

Lewis Snelling, timber contractor, Narrabri West, sworn, and examined:—
L. Bridling. 738. Mr. Watson.] Ton have had very extensive contracts in connection with the construction, of branch 

iS^MavliKK) rihvayB. ^ ^es ! and for the Railway Commissioners. Wc have delivered about 400,000 sleepers in tho 
’ * Narrahri West yard within the last five years, and a very large quantity of bridge timber.

/39. What timber is there on the southern side of the river between Narrabri West and Wee Waa ? 
The timber there is not very large, hut for railway purposes it is unusually good. The late Mr. Eddy 
had a very good opinion of this timber, and I have known him to send timber from Narrabri West round 
to Bathurst. We cannot get large timber here very well. *
740. How far back have you to go for large timber ? We have to go 40 miles back for some of it. We 
are supplying the Public Works Department with timber 30 feet G inches, and 12 by 12. I think 
that the construction of the proposed railway would be of great assistance to the timber-getters, 
and timber would come to it, not only to be drawn to places in the nehrlibourhood, but to he sent all over 
the Colony.
/41. What kind of timber ? Ironbark. Ironbark is used mostly for sleepers. Mr. Bishop Lyne 
informed me that between Narrabri West and Pilliga he had driven through magnificent ironbark forests 
lying within 5 or G miles of the route of the proposed railway.
742. Do you mean within 5 or 6 miles of the route of a line to Pilliga? Tes.

• 743. Ton have not been through this country yourself ? No.
741, How far are your sleepers sent now ? Our sleepers come from places 18 or 20 miles from Narrahri 
West. If the line went nearer the forests the timber-getters would not have to draw the timber so far. 
/4u. The best timber has been cut within 18 or 20 miles of Narrabri West? Tes.
740. Would a line to Weo Waa go nearer to tho places from which you are now drawing timber than 
Narrabri West? I understand so. Mr. Bishop Lyne said that it would go near some large supplies of 
ironbark.
747. W e have been informed that most of the ironbark for some distance from Narrabri is pipey, and that 
when it is being worked up there is a groat deal of waste? I do not think that that is the case. The 
timber here is small in comparison with the ordinary ironbark; but it is unusually suitable for railway 
work. It grows very slowly, and is very hard. I do not know that it would be altogether suitable for 
mill purposes ; but for sleepers and small railway timber it is very suitable. I think it is a mistake to 
say that it is soft or pipey. The Narrabri forest has always been a favourite source of supply with 
G-overnment Departments.
748. Vice-Chairman.] Is it a fact that a good many of the sleepers for the Narrabri-Moree lino came from 
Wyong? No; I supplied every sleeper for that line in tho Narrabri West yard. We have supplied 
90,000 sleepers here for the Moree to Inverell railway, and we are supplying 50,000 up at Warialda.

John
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.Tolin Josepli Morris, carrier, Tsarraliri \\rcst, sworn, and examined :
740. Mr. S'hepiercl.'} Have you any land outside of the town ? A little.
750. Do you cultivate any of it ? About 12 acres.
751. What do you grow on it? Wheat. . .
752. What is your return from it? I have not had a return from it yet; it is still m tbe etacir. _
753. Hmv far out from here is your land ? About a mile. It is on the river bank between A arrabri an

754. Where do you chiefly carry to ? To Collarendabri and to all the northern districts as far as the
Queensland border. v „
755. What do you chiefly carry ? Station produce, and flour, tea^ugar, and supplies generally.
756. J. suppose the supplies come mostly from Sydney by rail ? Tes. .
757. What is the rate of carriage from .Narrabri West to Collarendabri ? At the present time it is about
£5 or £G a ton. I am not now engaged in the carrying business.
758. What is the country like between Narrabri West and Wce Waa? The country on thc north side
of the line is that which is traversed chiefly by teams going to Collarendahri, there being no bridge at 
Molly, where the road on the south side of the river crosses. . .
759. Is there much agricultural land on the north side of the river? Very little. In my opinion that
country is not adapted for agriculture. v ,
760. What proportion of agricultural land is there ? There is any quantity ol good land there, but the
seasons are too dry for agriculture. _ _
761. Would 10 per cent, of the land be fit for agriculture ? I think not.
762. Is that country highly suitable for pastoral purposes ? Yes; it is best adapted for pastoral purposes.
763. What is its carrying capacity ? It is generally supposed to carry about a sheep to the acre.
764. Is there any good timber on the north side of the river ? Not that I am aware of.
765. Would the goorl country extend any distance from the route of the proposed line ? Tes ; 100 miles.
766. What is the country like on thc south side of the river ? It is higher than on thc north side.
767. Is it more thickly Umbered ? Tes. There is no timber on thc north side.
768. Is it good country for agriculture ? Part of it is. _ , .
769. Is there a greater proportion of agricultural country on the south side of the river than there is on 
the nortli side of the river ? Yes, a much greater proportion.
770. Would half the land within 20 miles of tho route of tlie proposed railway, on the south side of tho 
line, he suitable for agriculture ? About one-third of it would.
771. Would the balance of it be good for pasture ? Some of it is not very good land. The low land is
swampy, hut it would do for pasture. ,
772. Where does the good timber commence on the south side of the river ? Some of tho timber-getters 
go out 3 or 4 miles, while others go out from 10 to 20 miles.
773. Can they get good timber within 3 miles ? The best timber has been cut out. _
774. How far would you have to go for good timber ? Twenty miles from Narrabri. _
775. What is tbe country like between Wee Waa and Collarendabri ? It is principally hlack-soil plains,
with patches of box. ^
776. Is the country similar on both sides of the proposed line from Wee Waa to Collarendabri ?
777. Is it chiefly hlack-soil country ? Tes. i i
778. Is it good agricultural country? I would not like to take it up for agriculture,
779. It is good pastoral country ? Yes. _ ,
780. Is it well timbered ? Portions of it are, but thc timber on it now is hardly good enough for fencing
purposes. .
781. Is tho country between Wee Waa and Walgett fairly good for pasture or agriculture ? Tes, on tho 
north side of the river. ]t is black-soil country, with occasional, small, sandy ridges.
782. What about the country on the south side of tlie river ? That country improves as you get further
out. ■
783. AYould the construction of a railway to 'Walgett with a branch to Collarendahri increase settlement ?
Yes. _
784. Do you think that country would he largely taken up by small farmers ? In small portions. _ The
land from Wee Waa to Pilliga is still better than that from Narrahri to "Wee Waa, with the exception of 
one belt of brigalow ; it is more adapted for small farms. _
785. Do any of the settlers now complain of the expense of carriage? Those out in the hack country 
have been complaining for some time past. ]. consider that they have wanted a railway for years. I think 
there is a great deal to be said in favour of the construction of a railway from Narrabri West out in that 
direction, even if is only to assist the timber trade. Prom Narrabri W est to M ee Waa and on to Pillica, 
Baradine, and Coonabarabran, it is all one belt of ironbark and pine. The sleepers which have been 
delivered in this yard for years past have all come from there. I have heard it said that the while ants 
attack our ironbark ; but my experience is that white ants will attack any kind of ironbark. White ants 
will attack any timber which is laid on tbe ground. They will attack both ironbark and spotted gum.
780. Vice-QliairmanJ] Is not the timber that you speak of as near to Boggabri or Gunnedah as io 
Narrahri or Wee Waa? It is not as close to Gunnedah as it is to Wee Waa. There are patches of . 
ironbark close to Gunnedah, but the best timber has been cut years ago,
787. Was there ever any traffic along the railway line from Gunnedah or from Boggabri? Tes. .
788. Where was the timber consigned to ? I could not tell you.
789. Does the timber still go down the line? Yes. There has been a sleeper dep&t at Emerald Hill, this 
side of Gunnedah. There is a belt of timber—the Trinkey Scrub—30 miles from Gunnedah, which is 
not connected with the belt io which I have already referred ; hut parts of ihe forest to which 1 have 
referred are quite as good as the Trinkey Scrub.

J, J. lIorriB. 
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John Goodyer, hotelkeeper, farmer and grazier, Narrabri West, sworn, and examined :—
790. Vice-ChairmanHow long have you resided in this district ? About twenty-seven years. J, Goodyer.
791. Do you corroborate the evidence of previous witnesses ? To a certain extent, ^ A—
792. On what points do you differ from them ? My knowledge of thc route of the proposed lino does 190°*

not
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J. Goodyer Jlot rencIl further than Wee Waa. In my opinion the country on the south side of the river is much 
19 May 1900 ^,e^e1, ^or rail"ay purposes than that on the north side of tlie river. If tho lino were taken on the south 

' side of the river it would open up a groat forest of timber which extends from jSTarrabri West, to Pilliga, 
and it would also go through land which is better adapted for cultivation than is tho land on the north 
side of the river. ■
793. What width of good land is there on the south side of tho river ? The good land extends 20 miles 
hack from the river. You will find patches of country which are not good, but most of tbe land is suitable 
for cultivation.
794. Why has it not been settled upon so quickly as the land on the north side of the river? The land 
on the north side of the river is more adapted for grazing.
795. Do yon think it is a fair statement of the agricultural possibilities of the land on the north side of
tho river to say that 25 bushels of wheat to the acre is an average crop on large areas, vear in and year 
out? I should feel inclined to contradict the statement that that is the average yield. ^ '
790. What average yield might be expected from the land on the south side of the river if it were cleared ? 
Prom 18 to 20 bushels to the acre. ’
(97. How would you describe the soil on thc south side of the river? It is a close, alluvial soil, and will 
not crack. It lies closer, and is more adapted for cultivation than the land on tho northern side of 
the river.
798. What is the average cost of clearing land on the south side of tho river? I. have seen a lot of land 
cleared on the south side of tho river, and I have known the work to be done for 15s. an acre.
799. Mr. Watson.'] Do you mean where the timber is dead ? Where there is both dead and green timber. 
K00. Vice-Chairman.] Would it be a fair description of the land on the south side of the river to say that it 
would cost so much to clear that, by tho time a farmer had cleared it, he would find very little profit in his 
agricultural operations ? I do not think so.
801. Have yon cultivated any large areas on the south side of the river ? I have cultivated about 50 
acres annually.
802. Does tbe soil stand continuous cropping ? Yes, fairly well.
803. Which is the better soil in that respect, the blade or the red ? The red,
804. Which soil stands drought the better ? The red soil.
805. It is better in every way ? Yes.
800. Why is the country on the south side of the river not so well adapted for grazing purposes as the 
country on the north side of the river? Because of the timber on it,
8G7. Mr, Watson.] It does not pay to clear land for grazing purposes? That is so.
808. Vice-Chairman.] I understand that 20,000 acres on the south side of the river which have been
thrown open as an improvement lease have never been taken up ;—why is that ? Because the Government 
will not classify the land and make a reduction for the extra labour winch would be required on it. I do 
not consider that the land on the north side of the river is adapted for cultivation at all ; itis heavy, black 
soil which is only fit for grazing, and in dry seasons it cracks and lets the moisture out. ’
809, IV hy nas the land on the south side of the river not been put under tbe plough before this ? Because 
of the thickness of the timber, and because the Government has asked the same price for it as for land 
naturally clear of timber.

John Langley, saddler, Harrabri West, sworn, and examined :•—
J. Langley. 810. Mr. Watson.] How would the construction of the proposed railway affect the district generally 

thro“"'1 wllich ^ would pass ? I know the country fairly well from here to Wee Waa, and thence to Walgett, 
7’ but 1 know nothing of the Collarendabri district. I think that the route from Narrabri West to Weo 

Waa, on the south side of the river, would he the most suitable one for a railway, because the ground 
there is high and dry; there is a good river frontage, and the line would be on the borders of a good 
timber forest. w °
811. There is a good frontage on both sides of the river ? The frontage ou the south side is better than 
that on tbe north side of the river. It is 22 or 23 miles from Narrabri West to Wee Waa on the 
south side of the river, and, on the average, tiiere are 6 miles of good country between the railway route 
and the river—some of tbe best agricultural country that could be ploughed up. The soil is good, red loam. 
Mr. Schwager has made an experimental farm on some sandy country on tbe south side of the’river, and 
in a very dry season he has been able to grow vines, wheat, cabbages,”and cauliflowers. He is right in the 
middle of a pine forest.
812. Do you corroborate generally the evidence of previous witnesses with reference to the character of 
the country between Narrabri West and Wee Waa ? Certainly.
813. How would you class tbe land 6 miles back from tbe river ? I would class it as good land.
314. Is it as good as the land nearer the river ? No ; tbe river frontage is superior to it.
815. Is the land that is more than (5 miles back from tbe river suitable for cultivation ? Certainly.
8IG, Is it red soil ? It is more of a sandv loam.
817- What kinds _ of timber grow on it ? Bine and box. At Tarry Lake, 13 miles from Wee Waa. the 
earners were feeding their horses for weeks in tbe box forests during the dry seasons. Mr. Campbell of 
Cubbo, has had a great deal of stock on Terradclbi, about 12 miles from Tarry Lake. ’
SIS. Would tbe Tcrradelbi country be influenced by tbe construction of tbe”proposed railway ? No ; I 
only referred to it to show that tbe country back from tho river is good country. The stock I speak’of 
is still there, ‘ 1

MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 21 MAY, 1000.
\_TI.e Committee met at the Court-house, Wee Waa, at S'SOp.w.] 

gtfsTnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

Tho lion. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Siietherh. ] John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McPareane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Narrahri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Laurence Brennan, pastoralist, Weo Waa, sworn, and examined:—
S19. Vice-Chairman.'] How far is your holding from Wee Waa ? Two miles. L. Brennan.
820, I understand that you have a statement to make to the Committee with regard to thc railway ,
proposal into which they are inquiring? Tes. There are 25,000 acres of land between Narrabri and ^ *
Wee Waa, on the south side of the Namoi, which, in my opinion, are quite equal to the best land to be 
found upon the Lower Namoi. The land I speak of commences at Wee Waa and extends up tbe river 
as far as tbe Molly crossing. A railway from Narrabri West via Wee Waa, to Burren, would serve that 
land, and would provide a shorter route than any other line that could bo made to Burren. Such arailway 
would be of use to the people of Pilliga district, and to the people between Wee Waa and Pilliga. It 
would also give assistance to the timber trade. On the northern side of the river there is no timber 
which can he used for building purposes, and on a great deal of the land there is no timber at all. People 
out Collarendabri way would be glad to get timberfromthcdistrictbebindAVee Waa forbuildingpurposes 
aud for fencing, and a railway on the south side of the river would get a great deal oi timber traffic. I 
should like to point out that it would cost more per mile to make a railway station at Tulladunna 
accessible to the people at AVee AVaa, and to tbe people in the district generally, than to construct a 
railway from Narrabri AVest to AVee Waa. If the railway were taken on the north side of the river from 
Narrabri East, in wet seasons the traflic from Wee A\Taa and the south side of the river would have to go ■ 
to Narrabri AVest, because the flooded state of the country between AVee Waa and Tulladunna would 
prevent people from getting to Tulladunna either with fat stock or with produce. The population between 
Wee AVaa and Narrabri, on the north side of the river, is not so great as that between Wee Waa and 
Narrabri West, on tbe south side of the river. The following return gives the names of the various land
holders within ti miles of AVee Waa on the south side of the Namoi, and tho areas of their holdings.
Altogether, there are 38 land holders, and they occupy 22,304 acres:—■

Name.

J. M, Robertson, “ Worn era”..........................
Airs. Lynch, homestead selection......................
W. Ryan, homestead selection......... ................
Hamilton & Sons, Moleyn, conditional purchase 
decree McFarlane, ,, ...
\V. At. Maxwell, “ThcWillows1'- ,, ...
AY. Graham ,, ...
J. Wallace, homestead selection ......................
A. Wallace, ,, ..........................
— Rcrrot, „ ..........................
G. Ryan, ,, ..........................
F. Gallagher, „ .......................
A. Lane.................................................................
J, Pullen .............................................................
J. Hawthorn.........................................................
S. Lewis.................................................................
— Roden ............................................................
■I. Luckey .............................................................
A. Boggs ................................... .........................
C. Hall, freehold.................................................

Area. j Name. Area.

acres.
1,700

843
868 

2,000 
i eon

acres.
1,000

660 
' 450

Allan Mackenzie, conditional purchase..........

320
W IVttrwn ................................................ 70

3,120
800
500
500
500
500
300
500
500
321
362
500
389
500
340

800
10
38
38
38

G Wilde ............................................................ 38
W Wilde ............................................... 22

640
160
100
200
300

37

Total ...................................... ....... 22,364

821. ATou have not included town allotments in that list? No; all the holdings mentioned in that list 
are outside the town houndary. On the south side of the river, and within 4 miles of it, but 15 miles 
from AVee AVaa in tho direction of Narrahri, there are 304 horses, 31(3 cattle, aud 10,360 sheep depastured. 
Erom Narrabri to Pilliga and below Pilliga, as far as Bungle Gully, on tho south side of the river, there 
are depastured 506 horses, 4,677 cattle, and 200,902 sheep.
822. How far back from tbe river does tbe country upon which they are depastured extend ? At 
Bungle Gully you are 10 or 15 miles back from the river.
823. How far is Bungle Gully from Pilliga ? About 30 miles. The land on the north side of the river, 
between Narrabri and Wee Waa, is first-class pastoral land; but I think that, under present conditions, 
wheat-growing would not be profitable there, because there are districts with a better climate and nearer 
to market, with which this district could not compete. The town of AVee Waa comprises property valued 
at from £70,000 to £S0,000, including public and private improvements. A very small number of persons 
would be convenienccd by taking tho railway on the north side of the river from Narrabri East to Tulla- 
duuna, and that smaller number of persons would have a full railway service if the line were brought on 
tho south side of the river from Narrabri AVest to AVee Waa.
824. AVhat distance would tbe people on the north side of the river be from either Narrahri or Wee AVaa? 
At thc furthest point they would be about 14 miles from either place. I take it, however, that tbe people 
mainly to be served by the construction of the proposed railway are the people out towards Burren and 
Collarendahri, and a line on the south side of the river would give them a shorter aud better route than a 
line on tho north side of the river. It was first proposed to take the railway from Narrahri through Wee

AVaa
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L. Brennan. 'W'aa to Kliga, and it was afterwards thought that a line on the north side of the river would be cheaper, 
because it would save the construction of a bridge over thc Namoi, Further investigation, however, shows 

a7i ‘ that a line on the south side of the river would be the cheaper. I was on a deputation that went to 
Sydney to urge the extension of the railway from Narrabri to "Wee Waa. The Sectional Committee of 
the Public Works Committee who investigated the Piliga proposal reported that the line could not be 
kept on the south side of tbe river further down than Wee Waa, but that they would recommend the 
construction of a line as far as Wee Waa, if it could bo taken across the river there, and carried on 
through Burren to Collarendabri without too heavy an expenditure. If it were shown that the expenditure 
would be too heavy, they would recommend the construction of the line on the northern side of the river. 
Some persons who gave evidence in favour of the construction of the railway on the northern side of the 
river opposed the construction of a railway crossing at G-ully Point when we wanted a deviation of the 
line from Narrabri to Morce, towards Wee Waa. Tho Narrabri evidence at that time was directed to show 
that the safe route from Narrabri to Moree was the direct route. I have no property in either Wee 
Waa or Narrabri West. My only personal interest in the railway is the share which I would have in the 
general prosperity of the district which would be brought about by maintaining tbe strength of this town. 
We have good public buildings here—a good post and telegraph office, a new police station, and a public 
school. I hold 3,000 acres on thc north side of the river which would be within half a mile of the railway 
station, if the railway were kept on that side of tlie river, whereas I have only 800 acres on the south side 
of the river, and that land would be 2 miles from the nearest point on the railway, if it were brought on 
the south side of the river. I do not think that the public buildings in Wee AVaa would be kept up so 
well if the railway did not come nearer than 2 or 3 miles to the town, because it would take away from 
Wee AVaa the traffic which properly belongs to the town. There is a big watercourse between AVee AVaa 
and Tulladunna, and at Tulladunna you have half as much water as you get in the Namoi, so that a 
railway station there would be useless to us in wet seasons, unless the Government went to a considerable 
expense in providing access.
825. Several witnesses have stated that there is a larger area of flooded land to be crossed on the southern 
side of the.river than would have to be crossed on the northern side of the river ? In my opinion that 
statement is not correct. I believe that a line on thc south side of the river would have less flooded land

, to cross than a line on the north side of the river. Such a line would cross the flood-waters of thc Namoi 
at the narrowest place, going in the direction of Burren. Unfortunately, my own ground is within the 
flooded area, and there are 3 miles of water thero during an ordinary flood. It is all flooded country from 
the river at Tulladunna for some miles back,
826. It has also been stated that there is a larger area of ground suitable for agriculture on the north 
side of the river than there is on the south side? I think that the land on the north side of the river is 
about the worst in the district for agriculture. The flooded land is of no use at all for agriculture.
827. How would you describe the country within 20 miles of the northern bank of the Namoi, between 
Narrabri and AVee AVaa? It is first-class pastoral land, but there is a large extent of it which is of 
no use at all for agriculture, though there may be some pretty considerable patches which could be 
cultivated.
828. What sort of soil is there ? The greater part of it is sticky black soil—soil that dries up and opens 
out.
829. Have you had any experience of agriculture on thc black soil ? I consider that the black soil on 
the Namoi is not of much use for agriculture, though the red, chocolate, and lighter soils may be 
cultivated. _ I have put in five crops on the black soil, and I have had three failures. Those crops were 
put in within the last six years. The two crops that I got were only half crops.
830. _ What is your opinion of the country on the south side of the river, as far as its agricultural 
possibilities are concerned ? If wheat will grow in this climate there are patches of red soil and timbered 
country there which would suit wheat.
831. AVhat proportion of the land 20 miles from the river on the south, side would be fit for agriculture 
if it were cleared ? One-fourth or one-fifth of it. There are 25,000 acres there of first-class pastoral 
land, and one-fifth of the timbered country appears to me good wheat-growing laud, supposing the climate 
to be one which would suit wheat.
832. Mr. Watson.] Is the one-fifth that you speak of suitable for agriculture, apart from the good pastoral
land? Yes. The pastoral land is as good as any on the northern side of the river. ~
833. Vice-Chairman.] What traffic passes through AVee AVaa now? Pretty well all the traffic from 
Collarendabri, and the traflic from Pilliga, Burren, and all the country down to AValgett. The line from 
Narrahri to Moree passes through land between Killaruey and Moree which would be better suited for 
wheat growing than any of the land on the northern side of the river, and until that land is used for 
wheat growing it is very unlikely that wheat will he grown on the land ou the north side of the river,
831. If the line were constructed on.the north side of the river what course would the Pilliga traffic take 
in wet seasons ? It -would go to West Narrabri, because 1 do not think it could get to the railway at 
any other point. If thc line were brought on the south side of tho river to AVee AVaa, the Pilliga traffic 
could come to AVee AVaa, because the road from here to Pilliga is practically above flood-level.
835. Do you think that tho construction of thc proposed railway would be likely to develop settlement ? 
Yes.
836. AVhat kind of settlement? The timbered country on the south side of the river would probably be
readily taken up if a railway were brought close to it, and 1 think that that country is only suitable for 
agriculture. ‘
837. Would the country ou the south side of tlie river be absolutely cut off in bad weather from a railway

' on the north side ? Yes, practically, unless macadamised roads and traffic bridges were made between
AVee AVaa and Tulladunna. The traffic 10 miles east from AVee Waa would go to Narrabri AVest.
838. So that you think a line on the north side of the river would not draw traffic from country on the 
south side of the river, between Narrabri AVest and AVee AVaa ? It would only draw traffic from that 
country to a very slight extent, if at all. In dry seasons some of the traffic from that country might go 
across to Tulladunna; but in wet seasons it would have to go to Narrabri West, because it could not get 
to a lino on the northern side of the river at such times.
839. Mr. Shepherd.] Would settlers on the north side of the river have any difficulty in getting to a line 
on the south side of the river? A traffic bridge 2 miles up from AVee AVaa would enable most of the

settlers
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settlers on the northern side to come to Wee Wim, and in dry seasons there are man}r places where ^ 
can cross the river without a bridge. To give them access to Weo Waa in all seasons it would be 
necessary to build another tralUc-bridge above Wee Waa ; but such a bridge would not give the "Weo Waa *
people readv access to Tulladunna, because it would require them to go 2 miles up tlie river on one side 
and tliou come down 2 miles on the other. Mr. Cohen, Mr. Leh.iine, Mr. Wyatt, and other people out 
there would require a traffic-bridge to enable them to go to Wee Waa m wet seasons,
810. Has any of the country on the south side of the river been cultivated ? There are small patches of 
cultivation in different parts. , .
841. What has been the result of the cultivation there ? Heavy crops of wheaten hay have been obtained,
and some fruit has been grown. -
842. Whereabouts is the timber that you have spoken of ? It is some miles out to the south ; part of it
lies in the direction of Pilliga, and part of it is south from Wee Waa. _
843. Mr. frPntson.'] Why has not the land on the south side of the river been more freely taken up in 
the past? Everyone preferred the plain country on tho north side of the river for pastoral purposes.
814. But since the railway has been brought to Narrabri it seems curious that that land should not have 
been taken up? For 10 miles out from Narrabri West the country is very barren, and forms part of an 
abandoned run. The Bohina Creek country is barren ; where the timber grows in raw sand the soil is no 
good. _
84-5. Ho you know Malone’s place ou Bohina Creek ? Tes. He has the best place on Bohina Creek, a 
sandy loam which is very easily worked, and pretty good in dry seasons It gives a few crops. I have 
had experience with similar country elsewhere. _ _
846. Hoes the country improve as you go towards Wee "Waa? Tes. Mr. Malone’s land is just a little
bit on the banks of the creek. i
847. I understand that a number of the landholders whose names appear in the list that you have read
are only recent selectors? Tes ; they have come to the district within the last few mouths. .
848. Was the land open to selection long before they took it up ? 1 think it was land in the leasehold
area of a run. It was not open to any form of purchase before they took it up.
849. Were there many applicants for it ? Yes, and I think that nine out of ten of the small blocks 
that were offered close to Wee Waa were taken.
850. Ho people intend to grow wheat on these small areas ? Tes.
851. Could they afford to cart their grain into Narrabri West ? I think they believe that the railway 
will come very close to them. Wheat-growing has not been a success in this part of the country. When 
an attempt was made to start a co-operative flour-mill in Narrabri, the people of Narrabri did not invest 
in it, and there is no flour-mill in Gunnedah. In my opinion, not much confidence is to be placed in the 
Narrabri district as a wheat-growing district.
852. What is your rainfall ? About 25 inches a year; hut we do not get it a,t the right time. Then, 
too, the evaporation in this district is greater than that in a district like Young.

Stephen Dempsey, selector, Pilliga, sworn, and examined :—
853. Mr. McFarlane^] Have you resided long in this district? Yes; I have been here about twenty S. Dempsey,
years. _ /—'A—"s
854. What is your opinion of the railway proposal ? I should like to see a railway brought from 21 May, 1900. 
Narrabri West through AVee Waa. Such a line would give us a shorter route to market hy 10 miles
than we should get if tlie railway were kept on the northern side of the Namoi, and it would thus make 
our rates of carriage lower. _
855. How does the country on the north side of the Namoi compare with that on the south side ? The 
country on the north side of the river is very subject to Hooding.
856. Is it good pastoral country ? Tes. _ _
857. Is it suitable for agriculture ? 1 do not consider it suitable for agriculture, though parts of it may
he so. ‘ '
858. It is mostly plain country ? Tes ; heavy, sticky, black soil. _
859. AVhich is the best soil for agriculture in this climate, the black soil, tbe red soil, or the chocolate 
soil? 1 consider that the red and the chocolate soils are tbe best. I do not think the black soil is any 
good at all for agriculture.
860. Does it not stand the drought as well as the red soil? No.
861. How would you describe the country on the south side of the river ? It is not so good for pastoral 
purposes as the land on the north side of the river, but it is much better for agriculture.
862. Is it heavily timbered? Tes, it is very heavily timbered. _
863. AVhat is your opinion of the pine and box country on the south side of the river? There is^ a lot 
of heavy sandy country close to Narrabri AVest; but as you get towards AVee AVaa you come into a 
chocolate soil.
861. AVould that country be expensive to clear ? It would be pretty expensive to clear.
865. Why is there not more settlement on the south side of the river? I think that is because people 
find it too expensive to take up that land. In former times if you wanted to select it you had to pay the 
same price for it as for tho plain country, and for pastoral purposes no one would take it up when he 
could get plain country. Agriculture was not thought of them 
806. How many acres of land do you occupy? 7.000 acres where I am living.
867. AVhat kind of country is it ? Principally open, black plains. _ _
868. AVhat has been the result of your operations? I have grown wheat there ; but I find that it will
grow better on the sandy box ridges than on thc black soil. I have a cultivation paddock on a ridge 
which was very heavily timbered with box. I cleared it, because I thought the black soil was no good for 
agriculture. Some time afterwards I tried tlie black soil, and I found that in a very good season I could 
grow a crop in it; but that in a season when there was only a email rainfall it would not produce 
anything, _
869. Do you cultivate much of the red soil ? About 5 acres. The place that I am speaking of is 33 
miles from AVee AVaa.

870.
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8. Dempaey. §70. Is it similar to tlio red-soil country on the south side of the rirer, between Wee Waa and Narrabri 
21 May 1900 _es^ ^ 18 somewhat similar to it, but I should think the soil would be stronger.

’ ' 871. Do you consider the red soil on the south side of the river, between Wee Waa and Narrabri West,
suitable for wheat ? A great deal of it is ; but there are places whore 1 think the soil is too sandy for 
wheat.
872. How much of the couritry there, within 10 miles of the river, would be suitable for agriculture ?
About one-fourth of it. .
873. If a railway were constructed, would people he induced to take up that land for wheat-growing P I 
feel nearly sure that they would.
874. Have you a good knowledge of the country between Pilliga and Burren? Yes.
875. What sort of country is it? It is mixed country. Thero are a good many red and chocolate box 
ridges, and there is also a large area of black-soil plains all the way from the river up, I'rom the river

' to Pilliga it is very heavy hlack-soil country.
. 876. Given railway communication, is itcountry that could be settled upon ? I do not think that it wants

railway communication to induce settlement. All that is wanted is to have tho land thrown open. If 
CIO acres were to be thrown open for selection to-morrow there would be forty applicants for the block, 

How many acres of the land on the route of the proposed railway would maintain a family under 
agriculture ? I do not think people would make a living on the country that I am speaking of by 
agriculture, though they could grow hay in places. Some years I get a crop, and some years I do not.
878. Is that because of the scantiness of the rainfall P I ihink that has a good deal to do with it.
879. _ How many acres of the pastoral country between Pilliga and Burren would it take to maintain a 
family ? I do not think less than 5,00U acres would maintain a family.
880. Mr. Watson.] Yet people take up GlO-acre blocks in this district ? They do so in thc expectation of
being able to get more later on. *
881. Mr. McFarlane.] Do you know the country on towards Collarendahri? Yes; the countrv is somc-

' what similar all the way out. ^ . ■ "
882. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the traffic of tho district he largely increased ? 1 
do not see that there would be much additional traflic between berc and Collarendabri, because all the 
traffic there is has to come this way now ; but there might be a little more traffic if the country were 
made available for closer settlement,
883. What is the carrying capacity of the pastoral country? Taking one year with another, I think you 
want about 3 acres to a sheep.
8S4. Does much stock travel from different places in the district in the direction of Narrabri, along the 
route of the proposed line ? Yes. There are three roads from Wee Waa—one to Collarendabri, another 
on the north side of the river, aud another on thc south.
88j. Does most of the traffic come through Wee Waa now ? I think it all comes through Wee Waa.
886. How would the construction of the railway on the north side of the river affect Wee Waa ? I think 
it would injure AVee WAr, because it would leave Whe Waa 6 or 7 miles away from a railway station.
887. Which would be the most convenient site for a railwav station to people living 15 or 20 miles from 
Wee Waa—a place on the north side of the river, or Wee Waa itself? I think that Wee Waa would be 
tbe most convenient site for a station. I do not think the Pilliga people would have anything to do with

. a railway on the north side of tho river. If the line were made on the north side of the river, I think the
Pilliga traffic would all go to Narrahri West.

■ 8SS. How far is the good timber in this district from the proposed railway ? I think the best ironbark is
about 15 miles from Wee Waa.
889. And how far from Narrabri ? It must be 20 miles from Narrabri.
890. If the railway were taken to Wee Waa, would the timber be put on tbe train here? Yes ; because 
most of the ironbark grows in country on the Walgett side of Wee W a a.
891. W hat is the quality of that ironbark ? I have never had much experience in working ironbark ; but 
I have heard it well spoken of, and it is used lor railway sleepers at Narrabri West, the further you 
get from Narrabri thc better the timber becomes.
892. Vice-Chairman.] Does a small grazier find it as expensive to send small consignments of fat stock to 
a railway as to send large consignments ? Yes.
893. Would it be possible for a man who had 640 acres near to a railway to periodically fatten and send
away small consignments of stock ? Yes. *
894. In that way would the railway create a traffic that could not exist without it ? Yes.
895. Is the country between Pilliga and Burren tolerably good fattening country in fair seasons ? Yes,
S9G. AVould a sheep to 3 acres be the carrying capacity of the greater part of the country to be served 
by the proposed railway ? I should say so. “
897. How many sheep do you run on your 7,000 acres ? I consider that my place will not carry more 
than 4,000 sheep; but I have _my land fenced into small paddocks, and it is a little better than the 
general run of land in the district. It was appraised at 30s, an acre.
898. Mr. Watson.] AVould not the Pilliga people be likely to use tbe proposed railway somewhere near 
Burren ? I do not think so. The people whom I came here to represent say that they would not.
899. Their traffic would continue to go through AVee AVaa, even if the railway were brought to Burren ? 
Yes.
900. Would it pay them to drive stock to Narrabri AV est if there were a railway station at Tulladunna ? 
I think so.
901. AVhy ? I could get a man to drive my stock from Narrabri AVest, and truck them there, for almost 
as little as I would have to pay to have them driven to Tulladunna, and by doing so 1 should prevent the 
sheep from being knocked About in the trucks, and I should save something iu railway carriage. By 
trucking stock from Wee Waa a great deal of knocking about in the trucks, by reason of shunting 
operations, as well as 10 miles of railway carriage, could be saved.
902. Do the Pilliga storekeepers now got their goods via Narrabri AVest ? Yes ; tbe leading storekeeper
at Pilliga told me that if the railway were [taken on the north side of the river he would still bring his 
goods from Narrabri AVest by team. °
903. Would he rather bring his goods 60 miles by team than pay 34 miles of railway carriage aud bring
them only 40 miles by team ? Yes ; he said so. He considers that in bad seasons he could not bring 
goods from Tulladunna at all, because of the flooded state of the country between'AVee AVaa and 
Tulladunna, * 9^4
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901. Can tlie Pilliga traffic get through to Narrabri AVest more easily on the south side of the river than 8- Dcmpoj.
on tho north side ? Tes ; in 1890 1 had to travel on the south side of the river to go from my place on
the north side of the river into Pilliga. I live within 12 or 15 miles of the proposed line to Burren. 21 May, 1900.
905. Mr. Shepherd^] AVliat is the average weight of your fleeces ? Five pounds or (j lb. is the average
weight, '
906. How many sheep will give a farmer a fair living ? I think a man ought to run between 4,000 and 
5,000 sheep, and then he does not want too large a family.
907. Out of 4,000 sheep how many could a man sell to the butcher each year ? If he bred a couple of 
thousand every year he would have that number to sell, supposing the drought did not kill them.
908. How many paddocks have you P Ten.
909. I suppose you feed and spell alternately ? Tes.
910. Is it usual in this district to divide up rims into paddocks ? Tes.
911. And do most of the station-owners feed and spell alternately? Tes; most of them try to spell 
their land occasionally.
912. I suppose you have very little scrub with which to feed your sheep? Very little. I came here as a 
representative of the Pilliga people, who told me that they would much rather see the railway come into 
Wee AVaa, than see it constructed on the north side of the Namoi, because they are of opinion that a 
line on tho north side of the river would bo of very little use to tbem.
913. Mr. McFarlane^ Are they anxious for the construction of this line? They would like to see a 
railway made to Wee Waa.

Walter William Kichard Holcombe, grazier, Weeiawaa, sworn, and examined :—■
914. Mr. Shepherd.'] AVhat estent of country have you? About 30,000 acres. W. W. B.
915. Ho you use the land exclusively lor grazing, or do you carry on fanning as well? Wc do a little Holcombe,
gardening, and I have done a little farming for our own use. A—^
910. Have you got a satisfactory yield from your crops ? X have generally got a good crop of hay when May, 1900. 
I have grown ivheat, but it is some years since I grew any wheat. I let some w'heat stand for grain, but
it seemed to take the rust.
917. Ho you consider the country suitable for agriculture? Some of it would be, but it would require 
irrigation. With irrigation, I think all but tbe very low country would be suitable for agriculture.
918. AVhat proportion of your 30,000 acres would bo suitable for agriculture if you could irrigate the 
land ? About half of it; but it would be very expensive to irrigate ir.
919. Is it timbered country ? Tes.
920. AVhat kind of timber grows on it? Coolabab, chiefly.
921. Have you had much of it ringbarked ? 5,000 or 6,000 acres.
922. AVhat number of sheep are you running on it ? About 22,000; but at the present time some of them 
are away.
923. I suppose that if the land were all rung it would carry more ? Tes; but the ringbarking does not 
make so much difference in the flat country as it does on the ridges.
921. How long have you been here ? I have been living on my present holding for twenty-two years. .
925. AVhercabouts is your land ? It is on the north side of thc Namoi, but it lies south of both the 
proposed northern routes, and about the same distance from each,
926. Is much of your land freehold ? A lot of it has been held over twenty years, and is nearly freehold.
927. It is all secured ? I have about 27,000 acres of secured land. The rest of my land is held under 
annual lease.
928. AVhat is the country in the neighbourhood of your holding like ? A good deal of the high country
along the line would be fit for agriculture. After the line leaves Wee AVaa it gets on to high country, 
and runs down Pian Creek, and a lot of that land would be fit for agriculture, though the lower swampy 
ground would not. The high ground on the banks of creeks and watercourses would be fit for agriculture ; 
but while it pays better to graze sheep people will not go in for agriculture. .
929. Is the country out as far as Burren of the same description ? Tes; it is all about the same,
930. AVould the construction of the proposed railway induce settlers out there to go in for agriculture ?
I think it would. I think that the halves system would be largely adopted.
931. Would you be disposed to adopt it? Tes. I shall put in 100 acres this ivinter as a trial. Latterly 
I have cut clover and grass for hay.
932. I suppose you are rather too far from a railway station to go in for agriculture ? I shall grow hay 
for my own use.
933. How far are you from Narrabri ? About 32 miles.
934. Is the road there fairly good ? Our sheep are reared and fattened on blaek-soil country, and when 
they arc travelled away from the run they do not cat the first day out, and on the next three days they 
have to go through a sandy scrub iu which there is nothing for them to eat, going on the south side of 
the river. If we take them to Narrabii, on the north side of the river, the journey is a day longer, and 
they have to travel through mere lanes the whole way.
933. If the proposed railway were made, would you use it for sending your sheep away ? Certainly.
Whether the line is made on the north side or on tho south side of the river, 1 shall use it; but if it 
comes on the north side of the river, it will add 6 miles to the distance which the sheep will have to be 
driven to get to it.
936, AVould thc proposed railway be of great advantage to small holders ? I think it would be of great 
advantage to them, AAre could often pick out 100 or more fat sheep, and send them away if there were a 
railway close at hand ; but it does not pay to drive so small a flock a long distance to a railway.
937, AVhich line would suit you the better—the one on the south side, or the one on the north ? Theline on 
the south aide of the river would suit me better than the one on the north, because it would give a railway 
station at AVee AVaa, and would make tbe journey to market shorter for the stock. If the line were taken 
on the north side of the river we should have to pay more freight for our sheep, and probably 4s. or 5s. 
a ton more for our goods. Before the bridge at Weo AVaa was built we had to goto Narrabri along 
the north side of the river, and the track was sometimes impossible.
938, Which line would open up the more country, and bring in tbe larger revenue? T think a line 
through AVee Waa. There is a lot of country on the south side of the river which would not be

48—I’ convenienccd
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Holwiiibe conTen'ence<l by the conatruction of a line on the north side of the river. I believe that there are 25,000 
A ' acres of good land on the south side of the river which could be used for farming, or for anything else—land 

2l'May, 1900. between Molly and Wee Waa. I know some of the land which lias been farmed there, and I do 
’ not think there is much better country in the district. There is also a large extent of scrubby country 

there which would grow wheat and fruit, and I have seen corn growing there too. About two years ago 
1 saw some com and pumpkins growing on Mr. Sehwager’s farm, and, although the weather was very 
dry, they were doing well. The country on the north side of the river, however, would be very well 
served by a lino on tbe south side, because, if there were a bridge over the river, the people on the north 
side could very easily come to the line on the south side.
939. It has been estimated that there will he a deficiency of something over £13,000 a year) on the 
working of the proposed line ;—do you think that that deficiency would be wiped out withiu a reasonable 
time by the additional traffic which the line would create ? I think that it would. There would he a holding 
to nearly every 2 square miles of country, within five years, if the railway were constructed, and there 
would be a vast amount of traffic then. A great deal of wire would be brought into the district, and 
timber and many other things would he sent away from the district.
910. Would you be willing to make a contribution towards reducing any deficiency ? Tes.
9M. Would there he a general willingness to make such a contribution ? I think so ; but, of course, if 
people can get out of contributing they will do so. I think that it would be a fair and reasonable 
arrangement.
912. Have you had any experience of fruit-growing? Tes ; I have grown oranges, grapes, peaches, and 
most of the ordinary fruits, and they all do well.
913. Is your orchard an extensive one? No; I have only about 6 acres. Small holders can hardly live 
in this district without a railway to enable them to send away small consignments of sheep.

George Mclarlane, grazier and farmer, Sandy Hook, sworn, and examined :—
McFrrlane. 914, Vice-Chairman.'] What is the area of your holding ? 1,600 acres.
, A ‘ 945. How long have you resided in the district? Since 1841,

21 May, 1900. 919, What cultivation have you carried on here ? I have grown hay.
917. What yields have you got? I have only been on my present place a short time, and we have bad 
very bad seasons. I do not know what tbe crop was.
948. Have you had experience in agriculture in any other part of the district ? Tes; a little out beyond 
Plan Creek, about SO miles from Wee Waa.
949. What was the result of your operations ? I only cultivated 5 or 6 acres; but I grew some splendid 
crops of hay out there, though I never weighed them.
950. What kind of country are you holding ? Brigalow and oak country.
951. Is it country that is valuable for agriculture if it is cleared ? Tes.
952. What is the nature of the soil ? It is chocolate soil.
953. Do you expect good results from this country when it is cleared ? Tes.
954. Is there much similar country on the south side of the river between your holding and Narrabri ? 
Tes; a great deal of ih The country has been measured out in 5,000, 7,000, and 17,000-acre blocks; but 
a man with a small capital could not do anything with it, and a man with means would not look at it. If 
a man of small means could take what he wanted of that country and work it, a great deal more of it 
would be selected.
955. How many acres of that kind of land would be sufficient to give a farmer and his family a decent 
living ? 500 or 600 acres.
956. What is the average cost of clearing the scrub land which you occupy? It costs about Is. 6d, an 
acre to get it ringbarked, and you could not get any of my land burnt off and cleared for less than 4s. 6d. 
an acre.
957. How long did you leave your timber, after ringbarking, before you commenced to burn it ? It was 
ringbarked when I bought the property, about two years ago. Some of the timber has been ringbarked 
eight or nine years, and some of it only two years.
95S. Do the trees throw up suckers after being ringbarked ? The oak will not do that, but the box will. 
The brigalow country grows splendid grass when it is ringbarked. It is better land than that on the 
other side of the river.
959. Do you propose to devote any large part of your holding to agriculture? Tes; I have about 150 
acres cleared ready for the plough.
960. What do you intend to sow in it? I intend to grow wheat. 1
961. Do you think that a man could make a living by agriculture on 640 acres of such land ? I 
think so.
962. Would you recommend mixed farming in the district if the proposed railway were constructed ? 
Tes; it is 12 miles to Brigalow Creek from Wee Waa, and then you are in the ironbark country. There 
is some splendid ironbark there for sleepers.
963. How much of the country between Wee Waa and Narrabri, 20 miles back from the river, would he 
fit for agriculture ? More than half of it.
964. How much of the land on the north side of the river would be fit for agriculture? Not very much, 
except the box country. The coolabah country and the black-soil country are neither of tnem good for 
farming. It is cracky, sticky ground that wo cannot do anything with by farming. I do not think one- 
third of it would be fit for farming.
965. Is the country on the south side of the river more likely to be closely settled than the country on 
the north side ? Tes; it would be taken up if it were measured out in smaller areas.
966. Mr. Watson.] If a man took up that country to-day, and fenced it in and ringbarked it, how long 
would it be before ho got a return for his expenditure ? I ringbarked 120 acres at the back of my 
paddock, and in twelve months there was as good grass there as on any other part of my run.
967. Vice-Chairman.] Do you think that scrubby country quite suitable for agriculture? Bully half of
it is. '
968. Ton at one time held property on the north side of the river, but you sedd that, and took up land on
the south side of the river ? Tes. There was a drought, and I was forced to sell, because I could do no 
good with the land. Then I bought a place on the south pido of the river. 969.
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969. Do you think that red soil or chocolate soil resists drought better than black soil ? Yes. There is 
a red soil, however—a red soil on the plains—which is no good at all, but the chocolate soil on which the 
scrub grows is good for anything.
970. Does it resist drought better than the blaelc soil ? Yes, a great deal better.
971. Will it stand repeated cropping ? I think so, from what I have seen of it. I have never had a great 
deal of experience in farming. The land I now hold is better drought-resisting country than that which 
I previously held on the north side of the river. It does not crack so much.

G.
McFsrlane.

21 May, 1900.

William Hockan, grazier, Boss more, sworn, and examined:—■
972. Mr. Watson.'] What is the area of your holding ? 9,350 acres. ■yv. Hockan.
973. Is it secured land? Yes; and I have 2,000 acres of leased laud. _j. ^
974. What is the average carrying capacity of your run ? After the drought we have gone through, in 2i May, 1900. 
which our natural grasses have been almost exterminated, it is almost impossible to say; but we are taxed
on the basis of a sheep to an acre and a half.
9/5. Taking good seasons with bad seasons, is that a fair estimate of its carrying capacity ? I think it is 
rather an over-estimate, but we stock up to that.
97G. Is there any land on your holding which, with the rainfall you usually have, is suitable for agri
culture ? About one-third of the land between Wee Waa and my place, and within 10 miles of the 
travelling stock reserve, is suitable for agriculture.
977. What proportion of the land on towards Oolhirendabri would be suitable for agriculture? From 
the 26 to the 38-mile peg it is coolabah country—that is, pastoral country ; but from the 38-mile peg to 
about the CO-mile peg the land would all be available for agriculture.
978. Do you mean 60 miles from Wee Waa ? Yes.
979. Is the rainfall out there sufficiently good for agriculture? Judging from my personal knowledge of
the country, I should say that they would get about two crops in three. From Aferrywinbone to within 
5 miles of the Harwon, it is high, sound country, "
930. Would yon go in for agriculture to any extent ifthc railway came close to your holding? Yes; I should 
cultivate 500 acres to-morrow if I could get a market for the produce. I have 63 acres under crop now.
981. Have you obtained satisfactory results from your cultivation ? Since 1881 I have lost about one 
crop in three.
9812. Under such conditions, would a man be justified in going in for agriculture on a large scale if the 
railway were built close to his land? If a man started when the season was bad, so that he lost his first- 
crop, he would want enough capital to be able to hang on until he could grow another.
983. May we anticipate an increase iu fat stock traffic if the proposed railway is made? Yes, because 
with a railw^r more fat stock would be sent away by small holders. It does not pay a man to drive a 
small flock of sheep 70 or 80 miles to a railway station ; hut if he were close to a line he would often send 
away small consignments.
984. Even if agriculture were not entered upon, you think there would be an increase in the production 
of the district, and a consequent increase in railway traflic ? Yes. The country requires development, 
and a greater conservation of water. Siou cannot expect to increase the agricultural traffic for some 
years, tor the simple reason that tlie people who are in the district now have not the means, after tbo 
terrible straits which they have gone through, to purchase agricultural machinery.
985. What would they do if there were a railway ? Undoubtedly, if a railway were constructed there 
would be a big increase in the traffic from the district,
986. Would the railway be of any advantage to people situated like yourself, in enabling them to get
fodder from more favoured districts, in times of drought ? Yes ; and it would bo of immense advantage 
in assisting us to get stock away, °
987. Where would 3rou look for grass ? Asa rule, the only places where we can look for grass are the 
scrub lands on the south side of the river, and the New England country.
988. Do you send your stock to ISew England ? I have not; done so, but my neighbours have. I wish 
to state that it would be almost utterly impossible for people living out west to get their stock to a railway 
on the north side of the river.
989. Would there not be a station out near Bossmore? Yes ; but it would be of no use to put sheep on 
the trucks there if the train could not travel in towards Narrabri, because of the flooded stale of the country.
990. At Tulladumia? In wet seasons there is no such place as XuUadunna. The flood-water breaks over 
the land at the 277-mile peg on the proposed route, on the northern side of the river, and one stream goes 
to the east of Boolcarrol, and the other to the south of it. On the north side of the river the line would 
have to cross about 20 miles of flooded country. I have known this country since 1865.
991. You think it would be better to take the line on the south side of the river? Yes; it would be 
accessible there, whereas at times it would be impossible to get to a line on tbe northern side of the river.

Joseph Wall, grazier, Apple-tree Clump, sworn, and examined :—
992. Vice-Chairman] Are you iu favour of the construction of the proposed railway ? Yes, if it start J. 'Wall,
from Narrabri East, and keep on the north side of the river. " ~,
993. Why ? Because such a line would go almost entirely through Crown lands. Personally, I do not 21 May, 1900. 
care much where the line goes ; hut the Crown laud on the south side of the river is of verv little value.
994. _How does the land on the north side of the river compare with that on the south side? In my 
opinion the land on the north side of the river is better than that on the south side.
995. What experience of agriculture have you had in the district ? I have grown crops on my land, hut 
I kept no record of the yield. If the season is at all favourable grain will grow in that part of the 
country. I have known the district for thirty-three years.
996. Did you only put in one crop ? That is all for grain ; several for hay. The land had been harrowed 
the year before, and the crop was put in practically under the harrow. If the railway were kept on 
the north side of the river there would he an important station at the crossing on the Boolcarrol Bond.
Mr. Maxwell has a large shed there, and as many as 50,009 sheep have been shorn there.
997. Could not the wool be brought to Wee Waa? No ; it would be less costly to take it to Narrabri.

Albert
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Albert Coppleson, storekeeper, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined 
A. Copplcson. i)gg_ jj/>, McFarland.] How long have you been in the district ? About thirteen years. I have been 

living in Wee Waa about ten years. _
21 May, xyoo. gjjg How do you get your supplies ? I get them by road througb Narrabri West. Ten years ago the 

importation of the town of Wee Waa amounted to 240 tons in the twelve months; but last year it 
amounted to about 1,600 tons, and the trade is increasing every year.
1000. What is the increase due to ? To the closer settlement in and about Wee Waa.
1001. Is the population of the district increasing? Yes, and the population of the town too. When I 
first came here the population of AV ee Waa was about 150 ; hut now there are nearly 1,000 people within 
about 2 miles of the town. People used to be in the habit of sending to Narrabri or to other places for 
their supplies, but of late years they have been buying their supplies in Wee Waa. Apart from that, 
however, the traffic to and from the district has increased.
1002. Do you think that the increase will continue? Yes, if wo get a railway. There are a good many
industries which might be started in and about Wee Waa. ^ ^
1003. What rate is charged by teams to bring goods from Narrabri West to Wee Waa ? All classes of 
goods are charged for at the same rate. Our cheapest rate is Is. a ewt., ivhile, in very dry weather, when 
tbe carriers have had to feed their animals, or in wet weather, when it has taken longer to make the 
journey, wc have had to pay 2s. a cwt. About Is, 4d. a cwt. wrould be tbe average rate. _
1004. Is there much traffic from Wee Waa to Narrabri? Yes, a good deal. A large quantity of wool
goes through Wee Waa, and a great deal of timber. Only last week I noticed loads of timber being 
carted through Wee Waa to Narrabri. A great many people arc employed in the district in getting 
limber both for sleepers and for the saw-mills. _
1005. Are there any saw-mills at Wee Waa? Yes, one ; and there are two or three out at Pilliga.
1000. Do you favour the extension of the railway from Narrabri West or from Narrabri East ? From 
Narrabri West. If tbe railway is kept on the north side of the river, and a station is made at Tulladunna, 
it will not pay the Wee Waa people to use the line, because the station will be about t> miles from here, 
and it would suit us better to bring our goods right through from Narrabri West, and thus save the 
railway freight. I know the whole of this district pretty well, and I have travelled from Wee Waa to 
Narrabri, to Moree, and to Coilarcndabri. ...
1007. Have the droughts had a serious effect upon the district, from a business point of view ? No ; our 
business is constantly increasing, though it has not increased with a rush lately.
1003. Notwithstanding the drought of the last four or five years, the district has gone ahead ? Yes.
1000. If good seasons return, do you anticipate a greater increase in business ? Yes. If we bad a 
roilwav I think that agriculture would be entered upon in the district to a greater extent.
1010. Do you think that the land is sufficiently good for agriculture ? _ Yes, A good many people have 
come from long distances and have taken up land here only lately. I believe that about twenty-throe blocks 
were thrown open only a few months ago, and people who are competent to judge thought it good enough 
to take up in blocks of something like 500 acres. ( _ .
101], What do the small farmers in this district do with their produce ? Some of it is sold locally. I 
have bought locally-grown hay and chaff. The people who have settled hero lately have taken up the land 
with a view to farming it.
1012. Is the produce which you have purchased consumed locally ? Yes ; and I have also to get produce
from the New England district to send out north. _
1013. Is there not a sufficient quantity grown here to supply the district ? No. _ _
1014. Is it only in times of drought that there is not a sufficient quantity grown to supply the district ?
Yes. _ , _
1015. Do you think that, with railway facilities, people would go in more for cultivation ? Yes.
1016. What market would they use when they were over-supplying the local demand ? There is a good 
market in the district between Wee Waa and Collarendabri.
1017. Would Walgett be a market for produce too? Yes. _ _
1018. Is not that country similar to this ? As far as Pilliga tbe country is similar ; but I have not been 
as far as Walgett, though I have been up in the direction of Collarendabri andMungindi.
1010. Do you think a railway here would pay within a reasonable time ? If a line were constructed to 
Wee Waa it would pay for that distance. _
1020. Are most of the people of Wee Waa in favour of the extension of the railway from Narrabri West ? 
Yes, pretty well all of them.
1021. Fice-Chairman.] Would it be a positive disadvantage to Wee Waa, if the railway were kept on the
north side of the river? Yes, it would wipe the town out, though, of course, a number would try to 
bang on. ...
1022. If a railway were constructed through Wee Waa, would this become a fairly large distributing
centre? Yes; Wee Waa would supply all the settlers down towards Pilliga, and out towards Barren, 
Bugilbonc, and Merab. _
1023. .Mr. Watson.] The rate on third-class goods from Sydney to Narrabri, a distance of 352 miles, 
would be £8 10s. 3d. per ton, and to Tulladunna £9 Is. 7d.would it not therefore bo cheaper for 
you to get your goods sent to Tulladunna, and to cart them from there, than to get then sent to Narrabri 
West and cart them from there? Carriers charge not only for distance but also for the time spent in 
loading and unloading; and therefore we should have to pay nearly as much to bring goods from Tulla
dunna as to bring them from Narrabri West.
1024. If you paid anything less than 9s. a ton from Tulladunna you would save money;—do you not' 
think that you could get your carting done for that ? I do not think so; I should have to put on teams 
myself.
1025. There would be no backloading? No.
1026. What back loading is there now ? Most of the teamsiers take back timber and wool.
3027. When there is back loading you get lower rates? Yes. We must try and land goods here as cheaply as 
storekeepers doing business, say, in Narrabri, could deliver them atPian Creek. As regards tbe merit of 
the two proposals, I should like to say that although there are some settlers living on the north side of the 
line, most of the land there is within the Edgeroi holding. Settlers who|are living on the eastern side of 
that holding send their produce to the Moree line, and the holders of Edgeroi are having a woolshcd built

on
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on that line, and their homestead is there. Other settlers on the north side of the river are not more than. A. Coppleson. 
14 or 15 miles from the existing railway, while those who are not served by the existing railway would be _' 
only 12 or 14 miles from the proposed railway on the south side of the river. If, on the other hand, the 0^’ ‘
line were kept on the north side of the river it would wipe out "Wee Waa altogether. I should like to draw 
the attention of the Committee to the evidence of Messrs. E. H. Wall and Murat, given in 1893, against the 
proposal that the line should he taken via Guriy Point to Moree. _
1028. Mr. Shepherd.J Why would a line on the north side of the river wipe out Wee "Waa ? Wee Waa 
is an established town and a fairly good trading centre ? Jf the railway come here it will become a still 
bigger centre ; but if the railway keep on the north side of the river we shall be unable to compete with 
the Narrabri storekeepers for the Pian Creek traflic, because it would cost us more to land our goods there 
than it would cost them. We should have to bring our goods from Tulladunna to Wee Waa, and then 
bring them back to Tulladunna, and that would bill our trade, so that it would not pay business people to 
remain here.
1029. What would it cost per ton to do that? At alow rate it would cost, on the average, about 15s. a 
ton. If flour were £8 10s. a ton landed at Tulladunna, it would cost 15s. more to bring it to Wee Waa, 
and, if we wanted to supply a man at Burron, another 15s. to take it back to Tulladunna, in addition to 
the railway rates from Tulladunna to Burren. It would, therefore, cost a man at Barren £1 10s. a ton 
more to buy flour at Wee Waa than to buy it at Narrabri. I have paid the Government as much as £350 
for an acre of land in this town; but I have been afraid to enlarge my premises, because I do not know 
what will be done about the railway, and we have all been in a state of uncertainty about the matter for 
a number of years. If it were not for that uncertainty, Wee Waa would be a bigger town than it is, 
although it has made great strides of late years.
1030. Air. IVin/soti.] Have you noticed any increase of late years in the number of farming implements 
required in the district? Yes. Up to five years ago there was no inquiry for such implements, but now 
tbe inquiries increase every year.
1031. Is there an apparent disposition on the part otthe farmers to adopt newer kinds of implements?
They are only just commencing to go in for the newer kinds of implements, but there is a great demamd 
for them now.

Ernest Albert Anniversary Holcombe, settlement lessee, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined
1032. Mr. Shepherd.] Where is your property ? On the Merah holding, on the north side of the river, 
20 miles below Wee Waa.
1033. How much laud do you hold ? 3,000 acres.
1034. Arc you carrying on grazing there? Yes. _ _
1035. How long have you been there ? Eor four years. Before that rime T was in the Walgett district. 
I have been at it ten years altogether.
1030. How many sheep do you run ? I have 1,700 at the present time.
1037. Is your land ringbarked ? Yes, all of it.
1038. What kind of timber was growing on it? Belnr and eoolabnb.
1039. Have you been engaged in the timber business at all? No; but 1 have had a fair amount of 
experience in getting timber for my own use in other ways. You will find very good ironbark about 12 
miles from Wee Waa, south-west and west.
1040. Is the forest an extensive one ? Yes; it extends for a great distance. There is more ironbark 
there than I know of in most districts.
1041. Would the timber in the district contribute extensively to the traflic of a railway ? I think timber 
would be brought to the railway from that part of the district. They could get it to Woe Waa more 
easily than to Narrabri or to Boggabri.
10t2. How far is it from Narrabri ? About 30 miles.
1043. How long do you think the timber there is likely to last? It all depends upon how it is used. X 
have worked amongst it getting posts and building material, and I know that it is timber which is 
suitable for railway requirements.
1044. Is the silver-leaved ironbark between Narrabri and Wee Waa as good as the ordinary ironbark ? 
No ; it is not considered good timber at all. It is the narrow-leaved ironbark that is useful. The silver
leaved ironbark is generally pipey, and not so big as the narrow-leaved ironbark.
1045. Mr. MaJShrlane.] Is it the red or the grey ironbark that you use ? You will get both out there ; 
but it is chiefly red ironbark.
1016. Mr. Shepherd.] Are there many selectors out your way ? Yes.
1047. What is the average size of their holdings ? Erom 2,000 to 3,000 acres.
1048. What kind of land do they hold ? Bed-chocolate soil, which is good fanning.
1049. How much of your land would be suitable for cultivation? I can safely say that half of it 
would be.
1050. Is there a disposition on the part of the settlers in your district to go in for agriculture ? I think 
that people on small holdings will have to go in for agriculture, because they have not sufficient land to 
make grazing pay. It is only by cultivating your land that yon can save your stock when you are away 
from the railway line.
1051. Would you feel disposed to go in for agriculture ? Yes.
1052. At the present time it would not pay you to grow produce to send away? No.
1053. What number of sheep are you able to fatten and dispose of in a year? We never have many to 
fatten. I go in more for breeding, myself, and X do not send many away. 1 usually ruu from 1,800 to 
2,000 sheep, and I can sell my stock better locally as stores,
1054. Mr. Watson.] Is your country good for fattening? Yes, splendid.
1055. Mr. Shepherd.] Is it expensive to drive slock from your land to the railway station? Yes; it is 
too expensive to make it profitable to send small lots away; but if we had a railway we could often send 
away a small lot.
1056. Is much stock moved from this district in dry seasons ? Yes,
1057. In what direction? This year stock has been going to Moree and to New England, and also on 
to the scrubby country. 1 have a lot there myself.

E. A. A. 
Holcombe.

21 May, 1900.

1058.
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Holcombe ■ 1058. 'Would Ui6 starving stock traffic be a source of revenue to a railway? Tes. A railway would 
L ' provide the only means of saving stock. ’

21^^1900.1?59- Im1tliere j11^ g?od in tlie forests that you have spoken of? About 16 miles out you will find 
pme. I he good timber has been cut out just around the town by tbe local sawmills, so that they have to 
go from 16 to 20 miles for good timber now,
1060. I suppose at that distance from Wee Waa the pine has not been cut much ? It has hardly been 
cut. You find pine more down about Pilliga.
onne Wijat 1VjU]d be a fair-sized holding for the support of a family in your neighbourhood? I have 
d,0Q0 acres, and I can support a family well on that area. You can do very well on from 2,000 to 2,500 
acres. .
1062. But a railway would assist you considerably ? Yes.
1063. If there were a railway you could put part of your land under crop? Yes ; and I should he able 
tb send away some fat stock occasionally.
1064. Are you acquainted with the countrv as far out aa Collarendabri ? No, but I know it as far as 
Walgett.
1065. What is the country like between your place and Walgett? It is principally black-soil, coolabah 
country, with belts of loamy soil, _ It is the loamy soil that we generally use for agriculture, and our 
houses and gardens are generally situated on that soil.
1066. Are the red and the chocolate soil superior for agriculture to the black soil ? Yes ; we all use the 
red or the chocolate soil for agriculture, because they do not crack.
ioe?. If we have been informed that the black soi! gives better returns, and lasts twice as long as the red 
soil, would you say that the information is incorrect? I think that it is. The black soil grows tbe best 
pasture ; but it is not tbe best agricultural soil. With regard to the feeding of stock, I have found that 
the cost of fodder, and the various charges for carriage, and so on, make it too expensive. The only thing 
that would help ue is a railway.
1068. Which route would you favour for a railway from Narrabri—that on tlie north or that on the south 
side 0f the river? That on the south side of the river. That is the way all the traffic goes now, to and 
from Walgett; I cannot see that the construction of a railway on the northern side of the river would 
benefit very many people, whereas if the line were taken on the southern side of the river it would bo of 
advantage to some hundreds. '

■ Arthur George Lane, homestead selector, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
A. G.^Lane. 1069. Mr. Watson.'] Where is your holding ? A mile and a half from Wee Waa.

1070. What is the area of it? 500 acres. '
J 1071. How long is it since you took it up ? I took it up in September last.

1072. Was the timber on it green then? Yes. I think it originally formed part of the Wee Waa 
holding.
1073. Were there many applicants for the land ? Yes, two or three.

' 10/4. What sort of land is it? Part of it is red chocolate ground, and part of it is black soil. About
200 acres of it are chocolate ground,
1075. Is the chocolate ground heavily timbered ? Yes,
1076. What sort of timber is there on it ? Ironbark, pine, box, and brigalow, I have a lot of it cleared' 
ready for the plough, and it would have been ploughed but for the wet weather.
1077. Have yon had previous experience of‘fanning? I have not had much previous experience in
farming. r
10/8. How do you expect to make a living on your land—mainly by agriculture ? Yes.
1079. Where do you expect to get a market ? ' I expect to send some of my stuff to Walgett if the railway' 
is made there, and what I cannot get rid of in that way I shall send towards the coast.
1080. When you took the land up did you think you would find a local market for what you grew, or 
did you expect to have to send your produce to Narrabri ? I intended to send some produce to Narrabri 
West.
1081. What did you expect to have to pay for cartage there ? £1 a ton when the roads were good, and 
more at other times.
1082. Did you expect to find a fair demand locally for hay ? I did not expect to be able to get rid of

. very much locally.
1083. I understand that quite a number of selections have been taken up recently ? I think that the day 
I selected my piece about ten blocks were taken up.
1084. If all of these selectors go in for agriculture they will soon exhaust the local market? Yes; in 
anything like a decent season.
1085. Do you think that the proposed railway would assist you in getting rid of your produce ? Yes, if 
it came from Narrabri West; but if it came from Narrabri East it would be of no assistance to us at all, 
because it would cost us as much to cart produce to Tulladunna as to cart it to Narrabri.
1086. Is there much land between Wee Wka and Larrabri West as well suited for agriculture as your 
land is ? Yes ; for from 10 to 12 miles on this side of Narrabri the land is all good for agriculture.
1087.. It improves as it gets to Wee Waa ? Yes.
1088. What would you contract to clear land similar to your own for ? Erom 15s. to £1 an acre.
1089. Did you grub out your timber ? I burnt it off and grabbed it out. There was a good deal of dead
timber amongst it. .
1090. Is there much timber similar to yours still to be thrown open ? Yes, Out towards Tarry Lake 
the country is all the same.
1091. How far is Tarry Lake? Ten or 12 miles from the proposed railway.

■ Charles Peter OTtourke, hotelkeeper, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined
O’Rourie Vice-Chairman.] How long did you carry on operations as a saw-miller in this district ? Between

x ‘ four and five years.
21 Mav. 1900 What kind of timber did you deal with mostly ? Mostly with nine.

' ■ ' 1094. Did you saw ironbark ? V'es. 1095.
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1095. 'Where did you get your supplies from ? The pine came mostly from Cuttabri, down towards
Drildool, about 16 miles away ; and from Brigalow Creek, about 14 miles away. There is more ironbark „ ^
than pine on Brigalow Creek. .... 21 May, 1900.
1096. Is the pine practically cut out now within 15 miles of Wee Waa? There is none within 15 miles 
of Wee Wan ; but from Cuttabri Creek to Baradine, and right on to Coonabarabran, it is all pine-bearing.
1097. What is tlie nearest point, on the route of the proposed railway from Harrabri W est to Wee Was,
to the pine forests ? I think that Wee Waa would be tbe nearest point, or somewhere near Bound Swamp, 
which would be about 15 miles by Tarry Lake. _
1098. Would ono have to go 14 or 15 miles from the proposed line in order to get suitable pine ? Yes.
Ton might get odd loads at a shorter distance, but you would have to go out some distance lo get a good 
supply.
1099. Where is the good ironbark now grown ? On Brigalow Creek, and from a point 14 miles south of 
Wee Waa, right on to Coonabarabran,
1100. We have been informed that the ironbark of the district which would be served by the proposed ■ 
railway is inferior, being as a rule hollow, with 30 per cent, of waste in each log;—is that your experience ?
No ; there is ironbark within 3 or 4 miles of Wee Waa which is hollow, but they call it bastard iron- 
bark ; it is a short-leaved ironbark ; but the ironbark on the Brigalow Creek has a long leaf, and is very 
sound.
1101. Mr. McFarland.') What variety of ironbark is it ? I only know tbe two varieties—the short
leaved ironbark and the narrow-leaved ironbark.
1102. If a railway were brought to Wee Waa would that timber be sent out west ? I thiuk that Wee 
Waa would advance if the railway were brought here, and the people out west must get their pine either 
from this district or from the Pilliga district.
1103. Have you consigned any timber, either sawn or in logs, to Narrabri ? Tes ; to G-ately’s mill and 
to Stafford’s mill, and I have sent sawn timber. I have sent a lot of timber to Collarendabri.
1104. Ho you endorse tbe evidence which has been given to-day with respect to tbe advisability of con
structing the proposed railway on the south side of the line ? Tes.

Archibald MacKenzie, grazier, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
1105. Mr. McFarlane.'] Have you a good general knowledge of this district ? Tes ; in pretty well all
directions. ...
1106. Will you describe the country between Wee Waa and Narrabri ? Along the cleared line it is 
sandy, scrubby country.
1107. What ivould that country be like if it wore cleared ? Some of it would be very good. _
1108. For agriculture, or for pastoral purposes ? It would bo good country if you could keep the native
dogs oil it. ....
1109. Is it country that would be settled upon to any extent if railway communication were given to it ?
A lot of it is; but parts of it are no good at all. _
1110. Is tbe country between Wee Waa and Walgett similar to that between Wee Waa and Narrabri ? 
On the south side of the river it is somewhat the same.
1111. Is there much scrubby country ? Tes, down towards Pilliga.
1112. What is the best soil for grazing land ? The black soil.
1113. Does tbe clearing of scrub country greatly improve the land ? Tes; tbe scrub land is no good 
unless it is cleared.
1114. How does tbe cleared land compare with the plain country ? Some of it is nearly as good as the 
plain country.
1115. Mr. Watson.'] Do you know the country around Tarry Lake ? Tes.
1116. And do you know the country between Wee Waa and Schwager’s? Yes.
1117. How does the country out towards Tarry Lake compare with that between Wee Waa and 
Schwager’s ? It is about the same; but there is more belar and pine.
1118. Is it good country ? Very good country.
1119. How far south of the cleared line is Tarry Lake P About 7 or 8 miles from Round Swamp.
1120. Then the Tarry Lake country would be within the influence of the proposed railway ? Tes.
1121. How far south of the cleared line is ironbark to be got in any quantity ? For railway purposes. ]
1122. Yes? About 14 or 15 miles from Bound Swamp.
1123. Would it be closer lo the line at any other point? No.
1124. Is there good pine within about the same distance of the railway route ? Most of the pine from 
that part of the district has been drawn towards Narrabri; but you could get pine within about tbe same 
distance of the railway route.
1125. How far do they draw timber now? From 20 to 25 miles.
1126. Fourteen or 15 miles is not too far to draw timber? No.
1127. So that there is a good deal of timber still standing jvhich would be within tbe influence of the 
proposed railway ? Yes. Coming towards Wee Waa you get ironbark within 12 miles,
1128. Do you think that Wee Waa is the nearest point to which any quantity of timber would be drawn? 
Yes.

A.
MacEenric,

21 May, 1900.

Sydney Powell, grazier, Pilliga, sworn, and examined:—
1129. Vice.-Qhairman.] What is the extent of your holding? About 13,500 acres, including whafcis held S. Powell 
by one of my sons,
1130. What is the carrying capacity of the land? There is such a difference in the seasons that it is 21 
difficult to say; but on the average it will carry a sheep to 2^- acres.
1131. What advantages would you and the people of Pilliga derive from the construction of the proposed 
railway;—what effect would the construction of the line have upon settlement in that district ? The 
construction of a railway from Narrabri ATest to ATec AYaa would be greatly to the advantage of the 
people living in my neighbourhood. 1 have been in consultation with them over the matter for several 
months, and no later than Saturday they asked me to advocate the construction of such a line, as it was 
hopeless to expect that a line would be constructed to Pilliga.

1132.
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1132. Do you regard the construction of a line on the north side of the river as unlikely to serve the 
interests of Pilhpa? Tes 1

Iso; they say that they would 

I should make Wee "Waa my

21 May, 1900. 1133. Would the people of Pilliga use a railway station at Burren 
sooner come to Wee Waa.
1134. Why would Wee Waa he more serviceable to them than Burren ? 
terminus, except in eases of emergency.
1135. Is the country easier between your place and Wee Waa than between your place and Burren ? I 
do not know that it is any easier. The people going from Pilliga to Burren would have to cross the 
Bugilbone Creek bridge, about 8 miles from Pilliga, and from the crossing to Burren would be another
14 or lo miles, or 22 or 2b miles altogether, whereas from Pilliga direct to Wee Waa the distance is only 
37 miles. -
iooe r!1 “Tx0/"*0 the eviden(ie which yo,t liave heard here to-day P I do. I was in Narrabri in 
1S9U, and I travelled from ISarrabri after tbe water had begun to recede, but it took me three days to get 
Ji°nie. 1 passed through water at Tulladunna and Booicarrol for a distance of 3 or 4- miles, so that it 
looked like a perfect sea,
1137. ̂ What depth was the water there ? The depth varied, so that sometimes the water came up to the 
horse s fetlocks, and at other times to the saddle flaps. 1 could see by the marks on the trees that the
water had fallen 5) or 10 inches before I got there; and I should have been afraid to venture through, 
only for a guide, 0 ’
1138. Tulladunna is the place at which it is proposed to construct a railway station ? I believe so I
have no doubt that m bad weather such as that of last week, the road from my place to Burren would be 
very heavy. J 1
1i80- bad. woafclier.-could you get to Wee Waa as quickly as to Burren ? If I came along the south 
side or the river, but I should have to go 20 mites around to get across, I live on the north side of 
the river.
1140. Could mope living on the south side of tlie river get to Wee Waa as quickly as to Burren ? Yes ; 
even the People on the north side prefer to travel along the road on the south side of the river in wet 
weather. I bat road is more sandy and easier to travel in wet weather, because it is free from flood, but 
it is very heavy in dry weather. '
1; 8 *1*!? COoUm? bet"een KNigh and Burren more liable to floods than the country between Pilliga
and \\ ee Waa t There is not much of it flooded, unless the flood is very high, but there are swamps 
and low places where I have had my horses bogged to tlie bellies.
i142’,Tben th® travelling generally is heavier towards Burren than towards Wee Waa ? In some places, 
though the road, where possible, follows the high ground.

C. Kcloher.
Cornelius Kelaher, grazier, Pian Creek, sworn, and examinod

Mr. Shepherd.] How much land have you ? With the members of my family, I hold between 
- ■ 5,000 and 6,000 acres. ■ j

#y, 1900. W hat number of sheep have you ? About 3,000.
1145. How long have you been on your present holding ? Eighteen years.
1146. What is your annual production of wool and stock? I have sent awav from sixty to seventy bales 
ot wool a year, and in favourable seasons I sell from 1,000 to 1,500 fat sheep”.
114/. Do you carry on cultivation at all ? Yes, a little.
1148. What is the extent of your cultivated land ? About 5 acres.
i tx° y0^jCUltivate-wl)eat chicfly? 4r'ed w'iea1; 0I1® year, oats another year, and corn another year. 
IloO How did the various crops succeed ? I got the best crops I ever saw in my life there. Tlie wheat 
was almost as high as myself, and I never saw better ears of grain. 1 was reared* on a farm at Singleton, 
and 1 never saw a belter crop on the Hunter than I saw on Pian Creek. The same remarks apply to my 
oat crop and to my corn crop. 1 J J
there ^aV6 ^°U ^°QC °r ^ruit'gr°''T-‘no at al* ? A little j I never saw better grapes grown than grow

Uo2. What proportion of your land is similar to that which you have been cultivating? Very nearly 
every acre of it is as good. o j j
hrgelyTcTigncdtoe11 extensively for an,ricuit-ure if the proposed railway were made ? I intend to go in

1154. Would many of your neighbours do the same? They seem all inclined to go in for agriculture, 
more or less, but my experience is that sheep pay better than farming. I have done better since I took 
to grazing.
1155. Are many sheep moved about this district in had seasons ? Yes, a great many ; I have had to move

°4my own' slieeP are truclicd at Narrabri and sent to G-uyra.
lloG. Have you had many losses in moving sheep ? Yes; we have lost heavily in driving them.

, ' A j ratf W1.[)0or sliecP Havel? Sometimes you are very lucky if you can get them 3 miles
a day. They are dropping every mile. ■ ■> j j b
"i158" i™ 'T°U Tral1 y,ou,rs.elt’ of t!lti railway, if one were near at baud, to move your sheep in times of 
drought. Tes. If we had had a railway years ago it would have saved me a lot of money. Then, too, 
in good seasons there would be many more stock sent away. I should often send awav two or three trucks 
of sheep to Maitland or to Sydney if there were a railway here; hut it does not pay'to drive small lots, 
and the sheep afterwards get poor, and perhaps die
1159. Do you carry any large stock ? About five head of cattle, and five or six horses.
n!c?" 5° cnt,J1® °V0Ur run do wel1 ? Splendidly; it is very fattening countrv,

L the who1®.y°ur 3a“d ringbarked ? It is nearly all plain country; but there is some 
coolabah country, which would be better if it were lb hired.
Hoo ^ Chiefljr Boil ? We have black soil and chocolate soil.

' ™ ? 1 triCi M‘- My **** ”e ^”8 »" bl“*

TWT rma+10 ice against black soil for cultivation ? Yes ; it is said that it cracks too
much, but I have tried both it and the chocolate soil, I find that oranges do much better on the black soil.

1165.
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11G5. Are not some kinds o£ black soil more clayey than others F Tes. Some black soil does not crack 
so much as other black soil does ; it is a sort of loamy soil. ■
1166. Have you drained your ground at all f Ko ; I have never even trenched .it.
1167. Do vegetables do well with you? Tes; I have grown cabbages that you would have to get an axe 
to cut—that is the black preserving cabbage. I am in favour of bringing the line from Narrabri West. 
If the line is brought from Narrabri Dast, people living to tbe west of Wee Waa will have 10 miles 
additional haulage lo pay for all time, which meaos so much less profit on our wool and produce, and so 
much more money for our stores. I have laid out some hundreds of pounds in Wee Waa, and for that 
reason I should like to see tbe town go ahead. I think it would be very wrong to saddle the people 
living between Wee Waa and Collarendabri with 10 miles of unnecessary haulage. I am sure, too, that 
a line on the south aide of the river could be constructed more cheaply than a line on the north side. 
What Mr. Powell said about the flooded state of the country on the north side is quite correct. I have 
had to swim my horses there occasionally.

C. Kelaher.

21 May, 1900.

WEDNESDA Y, 23 MAX 1900.
[The Committee met at the “ Burren Hotel” Burren, at 3p.m.']

$rmnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Yjce-Chairman).

The lion. Patrick Linbesat Crawford Sheiulerd. | John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaiiway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Eobcrt Darvall Barton, grazier, Barren, sworn, and examined:—
1168. Vice-Chairman.] How is your property situated with respect to tbe proposed railway ? The K. D. Barton, 
proposed railway would pass through my leasehold. oa^T^'Tooh
1160. What is the area of your holding? I have got about 60,000 acres, leasehold and freehold. There ' ’
are 14,000 or 15,000 acres of secured land.
1170. What is the average carrying capacity of your laud ? Before answering that question I would ask 
what do you mean by carrying capacity ;—do you mean simply rapacity to carry sheep and keep them 
alive, or capacity to keep them in such a coudition that they will grow wool and increase.
1171. How many sheep will your country carry, one year with another, taking your latter definition of 
carrying capacity ? During the last few years it has been able to carry fewer sheep than formerly.
Eifteen years ago when I came hero I gave evidence before tbo Local Land Board that the country would 
carry a sheep to 3 acres; but, during the last year or two, I have been rather inclined to think that it 
takes more than 3 acres to carry a sheep. I still hold to the opinion, however, that, on the average, taking 
the seasons as they come, right through, a sheep to 3 acres is fair stocking.
1172. Where do you consign your wool and other products ? To Sydney, via Narrabri West.
1173. Do you ever experience any difficulty in getting your produce away? Tes, on many occasions; 
cither because of droughts, or because of floods. When there is a drought, there arc no teams, and in 
wet seasons the roads become practically impassable. If I sent for supplies to Narrabri to-morrow it 
might be six weeks or two months before I got them.
1174. Do these difficulties happen every year? Not every year; but we have rain, on tbe average, more
than once a year, and if you wanted to get supplies up, or to eond wool away at that time, you could not 
do it. .
1175. Do you consider the country which you bold, and tbe adjacent country, good fattening qountry ?
Tes; it is the best in the Colony.
1176. What difficulty have you in getting fat stock to market at the present time ? At the present time 
there is never a blade of grass on tlie travelling stock routes between here and Narrabri, and I estimate 
that sheep lose 10 lb. in weight in going from Burren to Sydney.
1177. Does this risk of loss prevent tbe sending of consignments to market ? It does.
1178. Is the country so good that you could fatten more than one consignment of sheep per annum if 
you bad speedy communication with Sydney ? Tes. We can fatten all the year round, winter and 
summer; but we require a railway to send the stock away.
1179. Would your remarks about your own land apply to your neighbours’ land? Tes; to the whole 
district through which the proposed line would pass.
1180. Have auy small holdings been taken up recently in this district ? Tes.
1181. With railway communication, would small holders be able to send away small consignments of fat 
stock at intervals during tbe year ? The same thing applies to largo holders as to small holders in that 
matter, I have a small consignment of fat wethers on. hand at the present time, hut I could not pay a 
drover to take them to Narrabri, because it would cost too much. A drover would take 2,000 sheep for 
the same money as 500.
1182. Which way would you like to see the railway brought from Narrabri, on the north side of the ■
river or on the south side ? In my opinion the line should come on the south side of the river, via Wee
Wan ; but it does not matter to us on what side it comes, so long as we get it.
1183. Do you think there is likely to be any agricultural development in the country between Wee Waa 
and Burron ? No, not the least.
1134. Is it because the land is not suitable for agriculture ? Tes ; and because there is no market in 
which to get rid of your stuff when you have grown it.
1185. With a railway to Walgett and Collarendabri, would there not be a market out west for locally- 
grown bay ? Tes; but it would hardly be worth considering, from a commercial point of view. When 
there is rain, and grass follows, there is never any demand for fodder out west, and it would be ridiculous 
for us to grow produce iu competition with the Hunter liiver farmers and the farmers round about 
Gunucdah. As for supplying tbe country out west, wc should be having a drought when they were 
having one.

48—G 1186.
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B.P. Barton. H86. Do you think that the distance from the seaboard is too great to enable you to successfully eom- 
23 May 1900, your grain iu the markets of the world ? I think so; and I think that the crop which we

’ should get once in five years would not pay ns for putting it in. This is essentially a grazing country, 
■n a1? ini * as frraz^crs) Tre require, and can support, a railway far better than as farmers, 
lie/. What sized holding would be sufficient to maintain a man and his family in decent comfort in this 
district . _That depends very much upon what the man will be satisfied with. No doubt a man could 
v-a l n£> on acres; but if he gets on well in that area he will, before very long, try to increase 
his holding to a very much larger one.
1188. Is land always available for that ? Not always; but if I wanted to buy your shirt, and I offered 
to you more than you could get another one for, you would probably sell it.
1189. Have any esperiments for conserving the natural grasses as hay been successful in this district ? 
Last year I conserved the natural grasses, and also cultivated 25 acres of wheat for hay. I have cultivated 
one paddock for the last ton or twelve years, and I have had three crops during that time, but not one of 
them would have yielded grain, because they were all pinched.
1190. I suppose you selected the best agricultural land on your holding to cultivate ? Tes. The piece 
I speak of is 12 or 13 miles from my house, and it was selected because it was the best I could get. My 
object in growing hay and conserving tho natural grasses is to have a reserve of fodder in the event of 
another drought, such as that we have recently passed through, occurring.
1191. How often during a period of years would you be able to cut a large quantity of grass for hay ?
During the last two years we could have done it, and I should think it could be done two years out of 
tltree. We generally get a spring. *
1192. How does the natural grass keep as hay, and what is the quality of the hay ? I cannot tell you 
how it will keep, but, as for its quality, I would sooner have it than any other hay 1 have grown.
1193. What grasses have yon conserved? Trefoil, “parsnip,” “carrot,” a little crowsfoot, and other 
native herbage. _ Ton can get twenty or thirty different species of herbage in one handful. The trouble 
with crowsfoot is that it is rather too succulent to dry into hay.
1191. Have any of your neighbours carried on similar experiments ? Mr. Erodie, the manager of Bool
carrol, is the only person I know who lias gone into it to any extent.
1195. Where do you consign your wool ? Sometimes to Sydney, and sometimes to Newcastle for direct 
exportation to England. I think that the district deserves a railway, because it is one of tbe best pastoral 
districts m the Colony. We have been very much neglected in the past. All we have got from the 
(xovernmeut is a by-weekly mail and a telephone line, erected after a combined movement on the part of 
a few of us around here, and the giving of a guarantee.
1196. Arr. Waiscm.] Do you think it is necessary to take the railway both to Walgett and to Colla- 
rendabn;—the Hallway Commissioners estimate that there would be a yearly loss of £13,000 on the 
working of the two lines? I cannot contradict the figures of the Hallway Commissioners ; but I caunot 
see how there can be that loss. Probably the estimate of traffic has been made in a time like the present, 
when the country is not a quarter stocked. We have nothing like a sheep to 3 acres in the district now. 
ihero are times when wc can carry more than a sheep to tlie acre ; but there are also times when we 
cannot carry any sheep at all, because vve do not get enough rain to make the grass grow. If we had a 
few good seasons, however, the probability is that the figures of the Eaiiway Commissioners would be 
found to under-estimate the traffic. If I had plenty of capital, I think I should not mind guaranteeing a 
railway as I have guaranteed the telephone line. Walgett wants a railway, and Coilarcndabri wants a 
railway, and if the proposed line is constructed, we shall have a trunk line for both towns for more than 
half the distance, and only 50 miles of branch line will be required. That arrangement makes the 
construction much less than would be necessary if two separate lines were made—ono to Walgett and the 
other to Collarendabri. Had the railway originally come down from Narrabri through Wee Waa, and 
then on to Moree, we should have had a railway before this, and at a much smaller expense.
1197. Is there enough traffic from the country beyond Collarendabri and Walgett to make two railways 

■ judging from the traffic that passes Burren from Walgett, and that which passes Boolcarrol from
Collarendabri, I should think that there is ample to justify the construction of two railways.
1198. The Eaiiway Commissioners suggest that a line might be taken to Collarendabri from Narrabri, 
and another line to_ Walgett from Coonamble ? I lived in the Coonamble district for ten years, and I 
have been in this district some fifteen years, and thirty-five years ago I was in this district managing 
Guriy station, so that I am thoroughly acquainted with every inch of the country between Burren and 
Coonamble, as well as with tho district round about Walgett and along the Barwon, and out to the 
Queensland border. The country down the Castlereagh from Coonamble is certainly excellent pastoral 
country, and requires a railway as much as we do; but the question is, should the country between the 
Castlereagh River and the surveyed line to Walgett be left without a railway. This country is practically 
comprised by the frontage on each side of the Namoi, and it is all good country.
1199. A line from Coonamble to Walgett, and another from Narrabri to Collarendabri, would apparently 
divide the pastoral country well ? I think so. There would be a distance of about 80 miles between the 
two lines,
1200. What is the country like in that 80-milo stretch —south of the Namoi, below Pilliga, is not some 
of the country unproductive ? Until you come to Come-by-chance the country on the south side of the 
river is not very good.
120 L Should you consider a man too far from a railway if he were within 20 or 25 miles of one ? I 
think that a man should be satisfied to be within 30 miles of a railway ; bnt, of course, others might not 
be of the same opinion. _ As to whether the railway should be taken to Walgett from Coonamble, or from 
Narrabri, that is a question for the Committee to answer.
1202. Would a line to Walgett catch the more northerly traffic that now comes to Collarendabri ? No 
doubt the traffic would go to the railway, either at Walgett or at Collarendabri.
1203. A railway to either place would catch all the more northerly traffic ? Tes. People will go to the
nearest railway, wherever it is. ^
1204. If the railway were taken from Coonamble to Walgett, and another line were made from Narrabri 
through Wee Waa to Collarendabri, could the Collarendabri line be given a more direct route than that

. at present surveyed ? From my long experience of the district, I say that the line that is now surveyed 
is tbe cheapest that could ho constructed. Any other line would pass through a great deal of flooded 
country, and, if you tried to bring-a railway more to the north, you would lose the traffic of Pilliga and 
places lying on the north side of the Namoi, but on the south side of the proposed line; although such a

line
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line would come nearer my woolshed. Any deviation would not save more than a few miles, and the B. D. JBaTton. 
more northerly route would not serve as many people as would be served if the route already surveyed 23^^ 
were adopted, while the cost of construction would he more if the surveyed route were altered. '
1205. Do you think that if Collarendabri were tho only objective tho present surveyed route would be 
the one to follow ? Tes. I think that a line following that route would serve more people than any 
other. I have heard no one object to the proposed route. The people on the north side of the fi’aniop 
who, I thought, would have opposed it in order to get the railway brought closer to them, are in favour ot 
it; but if you took the line further to the north the people to the south would complain that they were 
being left too far away. ■
120G. Is the whole of your 60,000 acres black-plain country ? Tes. It is similar to the country the 
Committee have seen. '
1207. Mr. McFarland.-] Is the country between Burren and Collarendabri, and Burren and "Walgett,
similar to what we have already seen ? Tes. _
1208. Is the timbered country, when cleared, equal to the plain country ? It depends on the timber.
The belar country, when cleared, or when the timber has been ringbarked and killed, is better than any 
other. I have small patches of belar, and there are small patches of it all through the plain country.
The belar is very easily killed, and if you ringbark it tbe country on which it grows will carry more stock 
than the natural plains. When the timber is killed the country is like virgin soil, and the saltbush and 
natural herbage come up most prolifically.
1209. "Would the same remarks apply to box and pine country? No ; if you ringbark that country you
will probably get a very strong growth of grass-seed. _ _
1210. "Which would obtain the more traffic, a line to Walgett or a line to Collarendabri ? I think it 
would be six of one and half a dozen of the other. To Nnrran, from either "Walgett or Collarendabri, is 
about 60 miles. The bulk of the wool comes from that country, and from the Birrie, the Balloon, and 
other rivers, right up to the Queensland border. That wool passes Burren and Boolcarrol, and could 
come through either "Walgett or Collarendabri. The carriers follow whatever route has the better feed 
on it, and the traffic would go to whatever place the railway went to.
1211. Would there be much cultivation between Wee TVaa and the Barwon? There are patches of 
country similar to that of Mr. Hocken, at “Kossmore,’1 Long Point—sandy loam with a few'box trees on 
it. It would probably grow very good crops, but the climate is against agriculture. Our rainfall here is 
insufficient, and the rain does not come at the right time. Tou must have rain to come at a time when it 
will fill the ears, or otherwise the crop will all pinch up. In my opinion, agriculture in this district is 
more precarious than wool-growing,
1212. Would the traffic of the district increase if a railway were made? Certainly. One has only to 
look at the railway returns for any district to know that. If you make a railway to any place the traffic 
increases.
1218. Would the increase in traffic he caused by additional settlement ? There would be a good deal of 
additional settlement, and people would travel about more if there were a railway. The probabilities are 
that with a railway we should utilise our land more than we are doing now.
1214. Is there much land here available for settlement? Tes, a great deal. Nearly all the leased land
will be thrown open for eeUlement next July. _
1215. Mr. Shepherd.] Do you think that the renting of the travelling stock routes is desirable? It is 
most undesirable. I took a great deal of trouble some years ago to bring the matter before the Govern
ment, so as to have the stock routes kept open to the public; but they are in the same condition now as 
they were before. It is due to the state of the stock routes that there is such a loss in stock travelling 
between Barren and Narrabri. The burrs which are growing up everywhere should be cut down. We 
keep our own land in good condition; but in many instances 1 am afraid to buy sheep, because, by doing 
so 1 should have my land overrun with burrs.
1216. Are there any other instances in the district, besides your own, where people go in for cultivation ?
Most of us have a few acres on which we try to grow something. '
1217. What success have the others had ? About the same success as I have had. _ _
1218. Have you tried tbo cultivation of fruit to any extent? Tes. The district is as good a district for 
fruit as you can have, if you irrigate the land. The soil suits grapes especially well,
1219. Do you think that if a railway were constructed people would be induced to go in for fruit
growing ? They would certainly grow grapes.
1220. Has any attempt at wine-making been made in the district ? I fancy that Mr. Walter Holcombe 
makes some wine. Tou cannot surpass the grapes grown in the district, and I suppose good wine could 
be made from them.
1221. Do you think that the partial success that you have had in agriculture would deter others from 
cultivating on a large scale, oven if they had a railway ? I do not know. I should attempt agriculture 
on a large scale to-morrow if I knew that I could sell my produce.
1222. Tou think that growing wheat for grain is not likely to be a success in this district? Tes.
1228. It would never pay to grow it for hay for export ? No.
1224. Would a railway be largely used for the removal of stock? If we had had a railway here within 
the last two or three years we could have saved millions of sheep which have since died. I sent 5,006 
sheep to Narrabri by train ; but at Breeza I took out of the truck's only 2,200 live sheep, and I had to 
pay for the burning of tbe rest. If I could have put those sheep into the train, within 20 miles of the 
paddock, while they were fresh, they would have gone down alt right; but during the fortnight's travel 
from Burren to Narrabri they had nothing to cat. Other sheep that I have trucked I have fed on hay 
before putting them into the train, if 1 had the railway here I could put sheep into the train in as good 
or better condition than they are in when they are fed on hay.
1225. Tou attribute your losses, I suppose, almost entirely to the want of feed on the travelling-stock 
routes ? Tes.
1226. Is there much large stock in this district ? Not at the present time. A. few years ago all this 
country was cattle-country; but wc found that cattle would not pay on land that the G-overnment 
wanted 80s. an aero for.
1227. In what seasons of the year do you suffer most from want of feed ? From December until the 
'fyinter timp—if we get no rains in February.

■ }22§,
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E. D. Barton. 1228. Where do you send your stock for grass ? It all depends upon where the rain has been.
1229, What do you pay per ton to get goods brought from Narrubri ? At the present time, £3 a ton, 

23 Mot, 1900. p pa{d £2 all(l £3 a ton for the carriage of my wool, but about £2 a ton is tbe usual rate for back
loading. In the drought of 1898 and 1899 I imported £400 worth of produce, which cost me £7 or £8 a 
ton delipered here; but it would not have cost half as much if there had been a railway.

__ James Consins Duncan, hotelkeeper and grazier, Burren, sworn, and examined :—
J. C. Duncan. 1230. Mr. McSarlatie.] Have you resided long in this district P Thirty-seven years.

\ 1231. Is it a good pastoral district P From fair to good; some parts of it are better than others.
23 May, 1900.1232. Do you endorse in tlie main what Mr. Barton has said about the district? Yes. t

1233. He stated that, in his opinion, it is not suitable for agriculture ;—is that your opinion? Yes.
1234. Is it that the land here is not sufficiently good, or is it that the rainfall is insufficient? Some of the 
and is good enough; but the rainfall is insufficient. If you get ono crop in three you are very lucky.
1235. Do you hold any considerable area of land here ? G,500 acres, on the north and south sides of 
Burren Creek.
1230. Have you occupied it long ? I have held part of my land for twenty-one years, and the rest of it 
for nearly eighteen years.
1237. Do you run many sheep ? Kot a great number. Until four years ago my partner, Mr. Hockcn, 
held, the reins. We have carried, on the average, a sheep to 2 or 3 acres.
1238. Is that the full carrying capacity of your land? Yes; during tho last four years. I have seen 
this country when you could not overstock it, and I have seen it when you could not carry a sheep on 
100 acres. At the present time I am carrying 4,000 sheep on about 9,000 acres, under starvation conditions.
1239. Is the country generally similar to that which you occupy ? Yes ; it is all about the same.
1240. Is your land all plain country ? Is'o ; I have some belar and some coolabah country.
1241. Is that country equal to the plain country when it is cleared ? I think that the belar country is 
better when it is cleared. It is only of late years that we have started ringing the belar; hut belar 
country, when the timber has been rung, is the best carrying country I have seen; though ten years 
hence it may be the worst.
1242. Is there much belar country ? A good deal in this district. You can hardly find ,a run that has 
not a little of it.
1243. Have you ever tried agriculture ? Yes.
1241. With what success ? My first experiment was to throw the seed into tho ground, and it stopped 
there. I got no crop. Last year 1 got a very light crop. I ploughed 11 acres.
1215. Do you know the country between Burren and Collarendabri, and between Burren and Walgett ? Yes. 
1245, Is it good grazing country ? Yes ; it is all good grazing country.
1247. Is it mostly plain country ? It is what you might call mixed country—plain, and open box country. 
On the Collarendabri route there is open coolabah country.
1218. If the Crown land in this district is thrown open for settlement, and a railway constructed, will it 
be taken up ? Wherever you throw open a piece of land there arc hundreds after it. Mr. Barton spoke 
about the stock routes being withdrawn from lease. I lease a stock route here, and so do many others, 
and I think it is no use withdrawing the laud from lease until someone is appointed to look after the 
stock routes, and to keep the burrs down. In some places now a carrier cannot walk alongside his team, 
because of the burrs. I think that the reserves should bo withdrawn from lease, and a caretaker 
appointed to see that they are not eaten out by loafing sheep. If the Government cannot afford to pay 
caretakers, let them charge us so much for tho sheep that we travel.

James Joseph Burrell, settlement lessee, Merrywinbone, sworn, and examined:—
J. J. Eurroll. 1249. Mr. Watson.] What is the extent of your holding ? 2,560 acres.

^ 1250. How would the proposed railway, if constructed, affect this district generally ? I think it would 
23 May, 1900. materially assist us. It would givo us a chance lo get our sheep away in time of drought, and to bring 

up provisions.
1251. What capital value was placed on your settlement lease ? Thirty shillings an acre.
1252. On that you pay 1J per cent. ? Yes ; my annual rent is 4sd. an acre, or £48 a year. I think that 
without a railway, £l au acre is enough for the land. We are paying too much now.
1253. Would it be worth 30s. an acre, if you had a railway ? I should be satisfied to pay that for it then.
1254. Do you think that the Crown land iu the district would make a similar increase in value, if a 
railway were made ? Yes.
1205. How far back from a railway would graziers and settlers be assisted by it? Twenty or thirty 
mites; and extending to the Barwon Diver.
1256. Are there many settlers in this district just now? On the Merrywinbone holding alone there are 
twenty-five settlement lessees.
1257. Do they all hold the same area as you hold ? Some of them hold a little more, and some a little 
less. Then there are eleven in tho Moree district, on the other side of the Thalaba Creek, and nine or 
ten in the Walgett district.
1258. All within what distance of the route of tho proposed railway ? Ten or 12 miles.
1259. Do you regard the land here as fit for agriculture ? It is all good agricultural land, but the climate 
is against agriculture here.
1260. Is it your intention to confine your operations solely to sheep? Yes; it would be impossible for 
me to do otherwise. I might put in a few acres on the off-chance of getting some hay.
1261. You would not be likely to grow for grain ? JN'o ; I have had experience in farming in some of 
the best agricultural districts iu the Colony, notably at Wellington and at Mudgee.
1262. You do not think the rainfall here seasonable for grain crops ? iXo.
1263. To within what distance would a railway benefit settlers ? I should think it would benefit people 
from 20 to 30 miles back.
1264. Are there any large areas within a reasonable distance of the proposed railway, which might be 
made available for settlement leases, if it were constructed? 1 think that the Mercadool leasehold is to 
he thrown open shortly. I do not know if the whole of the Creel and Merrywinbone land is to be thrown

’ open,
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open, bul I understand that tliere are 80,000 acres to be thrown open shortly on the Burren, Gorian, Burrell. 
Mercadool, and a portion of the .Avon Downs holding. 23~Mtiv 1900
1205. How far would some of that land be from the proposed railway ;—20 miles? Hot quite so far as that. '
1266. Do you agree generally with the statement made by Mr. Barton as to the possibilities of the country
to bo served by the proposed line r Tes; I thoroughly agree with what Mr. Barton said. I should like 
to refer to tho disadvantages that we are under at the present time. I want seed-wheat, but it will be 
six or seven weeks before I shall be able to get it out from town, because of the heavy state of the roads 
after the rain which has just fallen. This rain comes on top of a drought. ’Weelt in and week out we 
are always at a disadvantage. _
1267. Can a man make a living on 2,560 acres in this district at so great a distance from market? .It is 
a struggle.
1268. How many sheep should you be able to carry in an average season ? Very nearly a sheep to the 
acre to make a living ; but 1. cannot carry as many as that at the present time. It is of no use for a man 
with 2,560 acres of land to try to make a. living in this district, if he cannot carry a sheep to the acre.
1260, Is your laud superior to the average land ? It is about the same. The man with a small area of 
land tries to carry as many sheep as he can.
1270. Are tbe settlement lessees here generally desirous of having the railway ? Yes.
1271. Do you think that people will he able to make a living on 2,560 acres without a railway ? No.
1272. Vice-Chairman.] Do you consider your country fattening country ? Yes.
1273. If there were a railway should vou be able to send many small consignments of fat stock away by
it? Yes. ’

Gerard Loder Herring, grazier, “Bose Lea,” sworn, and examined :—
1274. Mr. Shepherd.'] "What is the area of your holding? 10,150 acres, G.L. Herring.
1275. How many sheep do you carry ? I have only bad my present holding eighteen months. Last year ,---- A—
I had 1,600 sheep, and I employed three men to cut scrub for them. Now I have 3,600 sheep, and I 23 May,1900. 
employ two men to cut scrub.
1276. Have these men been cutting scrub all along? No; I only started^them at scrub-cutting two
months ago. '
1277. Is your holding thickly timbered ? There are about 600 acres of belar on it, and I have some 
coolabah country ; the rest is plain country.
1278. When all the timber is ringbarked, will tbe carrying capacity of your country be increased? I do 
not care about ringing the belar, because I feed my sheep on it. It keeps them alive, though it is not 
good for them.
1270. Is your run well watered? Yes, I have three wells on it.
1280, What depth are they'! A little over 100 feet.
1281, Do they give you as much water as you require ? Yes.
1282, Have you been sufficiently long in the district lo be able to say what your prospects are ? I have 
been dealing iu sheep since 1890. I had a place close to Wee Waa in 1890, which I sold.
1283, What is your opinion of this part of the country for agriculture ? It is no good at all for 
agriculture. A man might grow a hit of hay ; but hush hay would be just as good as any wffieaten or other 
hay that he could grow. Horses eat bush hay before they eat any other, as long as it is not grass hay.
Herbage hay is better than any hay you can buy. We never have grass in the early spring here, ouly herbage.
1284, And do you reap the herbage ? Yes ; we cut it at the end of the spring. We have grass if we get 
rain after Christmas.
]2S5. For how'many months in the year are you able to run sheep without cutting the scrub? It all 
depends on the seasons. Sometimes you can run sheep all theyear round without cutting anything for them.
1286. Would there be sufficient water in your wells to allow you to try irrigation on a small scale ? No ;
it takes me all my time now to water vegetables, and a few fruit-trees. ■
1287. What vegetables do you grow? Cabbages, cauliflowers, lettuces, and turnips. They all do well 
with plenty of water.
1288. Do you use manure with them? Yes, I have given them manure—ashes principally.
1289. Have you tried fruit-trees ? There are a few which I have kept alive.
1290. Docs a railway afford great facilities for travelling stock ? If I had had a railway at the commence
ment of the drought I could have sent away 800 or 400 sheep as fat stoeji. As it was, when I sent them 
iu they were so poor that they did not pay for the driving.
1291. If you were within 15 or 20 miles of a railway I suppose you could send away half a truck-load or 
a 1 ruck-load of sheep at a time ? Yes; 1 could send away fat lambs them We cannot send away fat 
lambs now, because they fall away so much on the road.
1292. I suppose even fat sheep suffer a good deal on the road ? Yes. I had to send some fat sheep nearly
60 miles, and my instructions to the drover were to drive them as fast ns he could, and to truck them .
straight off, because at that time there was not a bite for them between my place and Narrabri. He took 
them in in five days.
1293. Is there any good timber between Burren and Collarendabri? No.
1291. Is there any good agricultural country there ? No; there might be an occasional patch where a 
man could grow an odd crop or two of hay, but I should not call it agricultural land. Before the rain 
fell I offered carriers 3s. 6d. a ewt. to bring horse feed out from Narrabri. J only had a little over 2 tons 
to bring out; but, after the first fall of rain, the roads got so bad that no carrier would bring it, and I am 
loft with only a few bags of chaff for all my horses. If there had been a railway I could have got my 
produce out. I agree with the evidence which Mr. Barton has given in regard to the district generally.
1295. Jlfr, McFarlane ] Do the people in this district favour the construction of a line on the north side 
of the river or a line through AFee W’aa? I think that a line through Weo Waa would he the better; 
but I do not think the people here care what route the line takes so long as it comes here.

Alcsander Donaldson, settlement lessee, Merrywinbone, sworn, and examined :—
1296. Vice-Chairman.'] How far is your holding from the nearest point on the route of (he proposed A. Donaldson,
railway ? From IJ- to 2 miles ; my land lies to the west of the railway route. ■ a—^
1297. What is the extent of your holding ? 2,560 acres. 23 May, 1900,
1298. How long have you held that land ? Three years. 1299.
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Did you anticipate that a railway would come near your holding when you took it up ? Yes.
Did that belief influence you in the determination to take it up ? Yes.

, Without a railway could a man make a fair living off 2,560 acres in this district ? I think that the 
land is good enough, but the rainfall is too little. There has been practically a drought all the time I 
have been here, tinder present conditions the holdings are hardly large enough to support a family,
1302. Did many people apply for land when you took up your lease ? There were twenty-five blocks 
balloted for, and there were 109 applicants for the land.
1303. We understand there are still some 80,000 acres to be thrown open for settlement;—do you 
anticipate that that land will he equally sought after ? Yes.
1304. What direct advantages should you reap from the construction of the proposed railway ? I believe 
that the construction of the line would increase my net income, because I should live more cheaply if 
there were a railway. It would cost me less to get up my supplies and to get away my produce and my 
stock, and it would give me more opportunities for sending away fat stock. At the present time a man 
cannot send away a small lot of fat stock, because it costs too much; and in any case there is no feed on 
the stock routes.
1305. _ As a rule, a man lives pretty well up to his spending power, so that if you could get up your 
supplies more cheaply you would probably get up an additional quantity ? Yes.
1306. If there wore a railway, and the season were good, how many consignments of fat stock could you 
send away in a year? If a man had 2,000 wethers he might make them into small lots if there were a railway.
1307. Have you to fatten all your stock at one time, or do you spread the fattening over five or six
months of the year? The grass only lasts a certain number of months, so that we are compelled to 
fatten all at one time. I have old feed on mv run uow nearly a foot high, and still the sheep are starving. 
They will not eat it. " *
1308. Do you corroborate the evidence which has been given by the other witnesses ? I cannot speak 
from personal experience ; but I believe that the land here is good enough for agriculture if it is irrigated. 
I think that if the G-overnment wont iu for water conservation, and enabled this land to be irrigated, it 
could not be beaten for agriculture; but 1 have not heard of any practical farmer who has come into the 
district and given it a proper trial.
1309. Have you had any experience in irrigation yourself ? Ho.
1310. What areas are there in this district available for irrigation ? Artesian water would have to be 
used. With regard to what has been said about the condition of the stock routes, I think that if auy 
landowner or drover were given power to impound loafing stock it would do away with the necessity for 
appointing caretakers.

A-Donaldson. 1299. 

23 May, 1900.

W. C. 
Corroit,

23'May, 1900.

William Cussen Cormie, grazier, Mercadool and Merrywinbone, sworn, and examined :—
1311. Mr. Watson.'] What area of land do you hold? 2,560 acres conditional purchase and conditional lease.
1312. How long have you been on tbe land ? A. little over five years.
1313. Where do you send your produce ? To Sydney, via Narrabri.
1314. What freight do you pay on goods coming from Narrabri? Prom 4s. to 4s. 6d. a cwt.
1315. And what do you pay to send your wool away P About the same.
1316. How far are you from the route of the proposed railway ? I am 6 or 7 miles from tho route of 
the Collarendabri branch.
1317. So that the line would assist you in getting stock and wool away and in bringing goods back ? 
Yes ; and it would assist a great number of selectors near me.
1318. Is much of your land suitable for agriculture ? It would be if the rainfall were sufficient,
1319. Would it be wise to risk a grain crop ? It would not.
1820. Would it be wise to risk a hay crop ? In some seasons ; but you would not get a crop every year.
1321. Do you agree with the evidence which has been given to the Committee to-day? Yes.
1322. Have you anytiiing to add ? I should like to add that about 90,000 acres on tho Mercadool holding 
will shortly be thrown open for settlement lease, and that about 40,000 acres on Gorian holding will also 
be throw open.
1323. Would the Government bo likely to get a higher rental for that land if the proposed railwray were
made, than it would get without it? I hope not. It takes us all our time to pay our rent now. The
railway would certainly be an advantage to us ; but I do not think we should have to pay more rent for
it. I consider that we should pay less than wo are paying now.*
1324. Do you think that there vrould be a greater demand for the land if the proposed railway were
made? I believe that there would. ’

W. Green. William Green, selector, Burren, sworn, and examined :—
1325. Viee-Ohairtnan.] What is the size of your holding? 2,560 acres.

23 May, 1900. 1326. How long have you occupied it ? About thirteen years. '
1327. How man}- sheep have you carried, on tho average, during that time P Taking one year with 
another, I can carry 1,600 sheep, keeping them in good condition. I might keep 2,000 sheep on the 
land, but they would be starving at times.
1328. Do you corroborate tbe statements you have heard as to tbe agricultural and pastoral possibilities 
of the district ? Yes ; my opinion is that you cannot beat this district for grazing, and that for agriculture 
it is as good as you could find under the sun, if there were some certainty about the seasons.
1329. How often could you get a crop in this district? About three times out of five,
1330. Hay or grain ? Hay.
1331. You do not think that the district would carry a large agricultural population ;—what will be grown
will be for home consumption? Yes, to help us through droughty seasons. I think the line should be 
brought from Narrabri West through Wee Waa, because I do not think it would benefit so many people 
if it were taken on the northern side of the river. The people on the northern side are within a reasonable 
distance of the Moree Hue. A line on the south side of tho river would serve the Boolcarrol country as 
well as the country on the south side of the river. If we had a railway we could shift our stock in 
droughty times, and save them, but when sheep have to be driven a hundred miles without food the 
greater number of them die on tbe road, FRIDAY,

* Note (on revision):—I did not quite understand Question J323 ; if the railway were constructed it would make tho 
land more valuable and the Government would got higher rents, but I think the areas should be increased from 2,660 aorCN 

4,000 or 6,000 acres, '
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mil)AT, 25 MAT, 1900.
[The Committee met at “ Tatter sail's Motel ^ Collarendabri, at 3'30p.m,]

^rssmt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chatemak).

The Hon. PatrickLijtdesayCrawforbShepherd. | John Christian Watson. Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

Tbe Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaiiway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Edmund Breiman Loughnan, J.P., Honorary Secretary, Eaiiway League, Collarendabri, sworn, and
examined:—

1332. Vice-Chairman.'] You have a statement to mate with regard to the proposal into which tlie E. B. 
Committee is inquiring? I thiuk I could not do better than repeat the evidence and statistics which J Loughwra, 
gave when a Sectional Committee visited Collarendabri to inquire into the proposal to construct a railway ^ ' 
from Woolabra to Collarendabri. That evidence is as follows: 2&May, 1900.
Anv information I have to give is from statistics gathered by me as Secretary to the Railway League, which will be 
substantiated by witnesses. Wc wish to bring under your favourable notice our claim for railway extension to LoUorcn- 
dabri, witli a view to a further extensiou later on to the Queensland border via Angeldooi. In support, of our claim wc 
wish to point out the following facts That the part that would he served by the railway we advocate to Collarendabri would 
embrace an area of about 200 miles in length, by about 80 miles in breadth, catching the whole of the New South W ales 
trade to tlie Queensland border north of Angeldooi, none of which is served by the Narrabn-Morce Imc, and which, with
out railway communication to Collarendabri, will still continue to go to West Narrabri. _ Starting from Millie, skirting the 
northern boundary westward of Mallaraway, Minna Minane, Mungyer to the Gwydir River, down the course of that river 
westward to the Collymongde boundary ; thence northwards along tho eastern boundary of Collymongle, Caidinurra, and 
Wirrah runs, to Mungindi ; thence westward following the Queensland-border-line to tlie western boundary ot Brenda 
station : then southward along the eastern boundaries of Brenda, Denman, Durable, Bangate, Grawin South, Llanillo, and 
Dunnalear, to the Barwon River ; thence following that river to tlie north-east to a point opposite to the western boundary of 
tlie iSurie Eur’ic leasehold area; thence crossing the Barwon and following the southern or south-western boundary of 
Eurio Euric leasehold area to and along the southern boundaries of Mercadool, Cryon, and Gorian ; thence from the south
eastern corner of Gorian in a straight line to Millie, the point of commencoiuenl. [Except in certain seasons these 
boundaries would fairly include the area from which revenue could he obtained on wool or general goods, inwards and out
wards ; but a considerably larger area might safely be included (including the town of \\ algett) in the matter of passenger 
traffic or stock for trucking.] That the area named contains, at a low estimate, 2,701,394 sheep, giving, also, at a low 
estimate, 40,515 hales of wool, and an approximate tonnage of 6,752 tons, with a return loading equal to 2,19o tons.
IBoatman station (Queensland), 100 miles from Collarendabri, sent wool through Collarendabri. Oliis is not included m 
above estimate. It is largely worked with Wirrah, and has 125,000 sheep, 5,000 cattle, and 300 horscs-1,500 bales, 250 
tons.] That this line would' be the shortest, driest, cheapest, and most practical route to the Queensland border. That 
the whole of the country passed through is rich country, for either agriculture or grazing, especially the latter and is 
already thickly populated with thriving selectors, who being well-to-do, and having built comfortable homos, show thereby 
their bona Me* and intention to remain. That tlie route, as surveyed, is readily drained into the Thalaba Ureek, from 
which creek abundance of water is obtainable along tlie line. That at Collarendabri. the Barwon bong dammed by a bar 
of rocks, gives a magnificent sheet of permanent, good water for ail purposes, while abundance of good gravel ib obtainable, 
suitable for ballasting purposes, a short distance from the town. That, should the Government extend the line, in the 
future to Anglcdoot and the Queensland border, there is nearly equally good country from Collarendabri to Aitgledool, 
with two Government bores equally dividing the distance. That a through line this way, as proposed, is certem to divert 
much of the Southern Queensland traffic to New South Wales, as this is its natural outlet. With reference to this matter,
I would draw your attention to a notice which appeared in the Queensland Government Gazette in December last [1S97],
uhich I r^ - notified for gcncrai information, that, under the provisions of section 8 of * The Railway Border Tax 
Act of 1893 ’ permission has been given to the owners of woolsheds situated within the area between the southern border 
line of the Colony and a lino parallel thereto, and 30 miles north thereof, to convey the wool shorn at such sheds across the 
border without the payment of the tax provided by the said Act. f . . _ , , _ , , -r i *

That, again, favours our getting the wool from a great many stations in Queensland, ihe statistics which 1 am about 
to liand in have been gathered by myaelf in reply to letters and forme sent to each landholder in the district, the majority of 
whom arc within New South Wales, asking them to give certain information.

IxroRMATtoir showing justice of claim for railway extension to Collarendabri. This information is subject to the 
alterations in tenure incidental to the occupation of the land.

Name of Owner, Nature Of Holding.
Number of 

Sheep
(approximate).

Number
of

Hales.
Approximate

Tonnage.

1
Houle. Back

Loading.

2,000 40 4 Narrabri
tons.

1
Burren Burren ........................ 20,000 380 60 15

8.500 165 30 6
Wirrah and Caidmurra .......... 90,000 1,000 150 Monby ... | 50
Boatman (190 miles from Colla- 

rendabri).
Bunnu Bmum.............................

1,120 Narrabri»» ...................... .
80,000 1,120 182 30
3,000 40 6 12

Moongulla West ...................... 10,000 223 33 16
20,000 244 40.V 7
3,000 00 10 5ft .................... .................. 8,800 117 17? 5

10.000 150 30- 10
60,000 1,000 200 50

Iffley.............................................. 5,000 78 5
30,000 500 100 15

Moffil Moml.................................. 7,000 110 19 20
a \r r. a- v rv» ... 80,000 1,380 220 40

10,000 123 224 D
6,300
6,500

91 13 9
70 13 Jt ... 2

Long Swamp .............................. 3,000 35 H 2
24,000 310 50 10
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Name of Owicr.

Exec. Bishop of Newcastle
J. C. Amos ..........................
J. N. Campbell....................
— Strang ...........................
— Smith...............................
— Kirby..........................
Gilchrist, Watt, & Co........
Exec. Newoomen................
W. F. Lord ........................
J. Kirby...............................
— Pieton .......................

A. A. McVicfura ......
J, W, Pearce ......... .
J. W. C. Langhorne

A. M. L. F. Co. .......
— Glass.......................
— Barton ..................

J. Shearer, senior......
J. Shearer, junior.......
G. Shearer..................
G, Banks ...................
H. Timmins ......... . .
— King.......................
O’Neill .......................
— McDonnell ............
— Hooley ...................
Barrett Bros.................
— Jackson....................
D. J. C. O’Connell
Brittin Bros................
II. M. Gair ............ . .
— Fleming ...............
T. Howley...................
J, Jennings ..............
Robertson and Frater, 
Loughnan Bros...........
— Moore ....................

A. P, Co.’s stations

Collarendabri
Anglcdool

i

j

Name of Holding, Number of
1 Sheep
| (approMumtc),

l Number
1 of
| Bales.

Approximate
Tonnagu. Route. Ra'-k

LoadinjJ.

Brenda.......................... 70,900 879 144 Narrabri..
tons.

20Burrenbah ..................... 4,000 70 9 ft Ol
Pungalear .... 110,000 1,600 320 .30Moomiu Plains ...................... 7,000 100 20 10Oneagidaee................. 5,000 72 13 1 )0Thalaba .............. 5,000 135 22 1
Llanillo.......... ............... 85,000 1,204 194 Jl 47Angledool..................... 87,000 1,030 240 45Barragon ....................... 2.000 29 1* 3
Buddha Grove............. 7,000 90 14 ” 10Oakwood.............. 1,400 19 3 IOCurrawillinghi ..................... 60,000 SCO 160 30
Mneurne ..................... 6,000 122 30 3
Eulaiie............................ 5,000 96 28 3
Collvmonple .............. 80,000 1,280 213 30Merrywintone .................. 140,000 2,240 373
Mungver .................. 60,000 960 ion 25
Mercadool ............. 80,000 1,280 213 25
Eurie Eurie................................ 40.000 640 106 20Burren ............................... 40,000 640 106 20Well station ...................... 15,000 240 40 8

5,000 80 33 5
3.000 4S 8 2
4,000 04 10 5
4,500 To 10 10
9,000 144 24 O
3,000 48 s 5
3,000 48 8 3
5,000 48 8 <3
2,400 55 2
4,000 64 4
2.000 32 5
0,000 96 10 4

Sherwood .................................... 4,096 fit 104f, 4
Habnarrcy ............................... 11,000 170 29 ft 10
Bangor......................................... 1,700 27 4h <>
Stony Crossing .......................... -"^500 S3 14 iu 4
Pine Ridge .............................. Uioo 36 1

9,000 144 24 41
llomebush ................................ 20,000 320 .“jSA

j j ..
0'o ono 32

Noondoo ................................ i *Jn1 *) "

Yerranbali ..........................
G-ubbie ........................
Bullatnon.........................
Nareen.................................. 1,000,000 16,000 3,66641; 100iNoeuie ..............................
Dared ..................................
Gnoolamon ..............................
Wilga ..............................

............. j ............. 500

enclabri

About 19,000 bales passed over bridge at Collarentlabri.
About 11,000 bales lie between Collarendabri and Mungyer, extending south to Eurie, Cryon, Gorian, and Burren. 
About 4,uOO bales lie south-west of Collarendabri, at present talcing other roads, but certain to drain to Collar-

M uckera wa 
Mildool.....

J. F. Stinson........................
T. Clark.................................
Miss McDonald .................

W. Flexman.........................
Parry.................................

Binnie Bros............................
M. Lynam.............................
J. P. M‘Donald .................
P. Champion.........................
W. Moore............................
B, Proctor.............................
W. Reardon .......................
W. R. Reardon.....................
Thos. Rolls .......................
T. H. Ruttley ....................
Shaw and Sons.....................
T. Scriven............................
H, G. Scott ........................
L. B. Sweet .........................
A. G. Thorn ....................
J. Tyson ..................
T. Welsh ............ ..............
F. Adams ..........................
Brown Bros......... .................
Bucltnell Bros...... ...............
Chas. Dunn ......................
Bruce Bros.............. ............
M. Carter ............................
W. Corrina ........................
T. T. Fripp .....................

Invermay. 
Gamalally

Derskford

Nardoo.................
Summcrficld .....
Bronte ...............
Belltoppcr Plains
Cleveland.............
Abedoar ............
Clylie .................
Airlie ................
Mollie .................
Cryon .................
Fernlea.................
Cleveland.............
Collybidgelah__
Numdadool____
Cryon ................
Bangate .............
Bexley ..............
Myambla.............
Derrinia ...........
Yanawa .............
Stanley.................
Dumindi .............
Melbourne Park..
Plow Eden .........
Sherwood.............

3,200
6,472
3.000
5.000
1.300
3.000 

15,000
1.000 
2,750
3.020
4.500 
2,222 
1,000
3.000 
1,900
1.020 
3,981 
3,913
3.300 
1,050 
1,100

74,695
1,700
5.000 
9,455

22,800
2,990
4.225
3,106
1.500 
2,048

22,000 sheep. 
2,500 sheep.

OJ
00 164

narrabri..

48 8 i
80 13 2
21 34 2
48 S 3

250 41-43 10
10 343 1
44 - .f

'TO 2
4S 8 2
72 12 <2
32 6 jr 2
10 Oft 1
15 r._^ 

V 20 1
31 r>— 1
16 OlA 2
32 5ft n ... 2
64 1043 } i ••• 3
54 9 >) •<« 3
IB 2i3 2
17 OlA 1

1,195 199 >1 • •• 20
27 >1 1
80 13ft M 4

352 25 ^ 10
352 5813 10
48 8 >J ■’ 2
67 lift 11 *'• 3
49 8ft n • o
24 4 2
32 j j ■ ■ ■ 2
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE—RAILWAY FROM .AIJEl TO WALGETT, WITH BRANCH TO COLLARENDABRI'. 37

[}r' KS0"30"’ pl^rouda station, in writing to me, says tiiat about 7(1,000 sheup on the Queensland run, shorn in Kew 
hmitli Ualcs, rvill come this way. I have also letters from managers inside the Queensland country, whose statistics are 
not "iven in the returns which I have put in. The managets ot Lbuillo and Dungalear state that they will send their 
wool this way, provided that the line is carried through. I may mention that the Sectional Committee imniiring into the 
.Moree line made the following observations ;_

1 he Sectional Committee cmuo to tho conclusion, that if the whole urea of country in this railway question is to 
be properly served it can only be done by two lines—a northern line following the route submittal to the Committee, and 
a western Ime follow'd,g tho driest belt or eountiy, which is apparently south of Thulaba Creek, and eventually reaching 
(/Ollarenilubri. Any attempt to deviate from the direct mite, they say, ‘will entail a permanent disability on the northei u 
trade without conferring a fully compensating advantage on the western traded They w’ere of opinion, that in view' of the 
importance of the western trade, it would he well if a full exploration and survey should he made of tho country towards 
Lollarendah,-i, apparently the best place to start a survey from, being a. point between Narrabri and Edgeroi, thus utilising 
the bridge which will he constructed over the Namoi on the direct route.”

^ ‘'e^er®110t? ^!e statistics 1 have put it, I may mention that the Merrywinbone return of wool is 2,240 hales.
J hat was the return jn the year in which the statistics were obtained. Since that year a great deal of the land has been 
thrown open, and taken up by selectors. Consequently, there mav be a discrepancy between Mr. Langhorne's figures and the statistics. j v . L j e b

E. B,
Loughnan,

J.iJ.

2a May, 19U0.

Since that evidence was given, the Queensland Government have taken off 1he export duty of £2 ]Os, 
upon wool, and, consequently, at least 30 miles of the country on the other side of the Queensland border 
would, wc contend, send tralHc to the proposed railway. The "Woolabra line, however, has not been 
sanctioned, and it is now suggested that a line should bo brought from Xarrabri to Burren, with a brunch 
to Coilarcndabri and another to Walgett. ]f the Walgett line is made, it will, of course, take some of 
traflic which we claim for tho Woolabra line ; but, if it be not: constructed, the Collarendabri to Narrabri 
line will get almost all tbe traffic that would have gone to the lino from Woolabra to Coilarcndabri. A 
great deal of settlement which lias recently taken place on Orecl holding was not mentioned by me in 
my former evidence ; but the settlers there are well-to-do and comfortable if the seasons permit of il. 
and they would furnish a considerable amount of traffic to a railway. In dealing with the statistics which 
I have given, it must be remembered that the terrible drought, winch J hope is now over, in which 60 per 
cent, ot our sheep were lost through want of railway communication, has. for a time, eonsiderahlv 
reduced our production. ’
1333. Bo you, as the Secretary to the Bailwav Leaeue here, care to express any preference for cither the 
proposed line or the I^oolabra to Collarendabri line !J My instructions from the league are lo express 
no opinion at all as to where tho line should come from, but to express a strong desire for railway 
communication, and to leave it to tbe Committee ami to Parliament to decide upon tho route. I have 
received several letters from gentlemen who would have liked to be present to give evidence at, tins 
meeting, but who are unable lo attend because of the difficulty of travelling, in the present state of tho 
country. Mr. Sinclair, ot Moongulla, writes to siy that bis “horses are unlit for tho trip—no grass, 
and im horse feed.^ The latter has been costing me £10 per ton, for carriage ; bnt at present I am unablo 
to get it at any price, and 1 am only ono out of many who are in iho same fix, and that not for this year 
only, hut for several years past.” Then Mr. Sherwin, of Nullawn, who is Chairman of the Angledool 
branch of the Collarendabri Kailway League, writes, “ Owing to the fearful drought, and not having horses 
fit to travel, it will be utterly impossible for me or other residents to attend at Collarendabri to meet the 
Committee or give evidence.” I!o goes on to say that the evidence given before the Sectional Committee 
two years ago, “is much accentuated by this fearful drought. "We have now to pay carriage at the rate of 
£10 per ton from Narrabri to Angledool, which rate is ruinous, especially when vou have to feed horses
to do absolutely necessary work................................ 'This winter wilt pretty well decimate the sheep that
survived previous years’ droughts.” Other letters in the same tenor have reached me.

Stanley James Greenaway, settlement lessee, Oreel (Mcrrvwinbor.c) holding, and representative of 
tho Thalaba Banners and Settlers’ Association, sworn, and examined :—

1331'. JUr. Wnfson.'] What is tho area of your holding? 2,500 acres. S. J.
1335. How far are you from Collarendabri ? Twenty-six miles. Oreel was the furthest of three stations, Greenaway.
Oreel. Merrywinbone, and Pockateroo, owned by one firm. When they took over the three stations ,■----
ihcy shifted the principal homestead to Merrywinbone, and the three holdings arc now local I v known as 2oMay, 1900, 
Oreel. ' '
1336. Have you been long in the district ? I have spent my life in the district between Narrabri, Walgett, 
and Collarendabri.
1337. What is your land like ? It is first-class graving land ; but the rainfall is limited.
1338. Is any of it suitable, for agriculture ? I have heard numbers of Victorian farmers say that they 
consider it first-class agricultural land, and several of them are beginning to cultivate areas of 50 or GO 
acres.
1339. For grain or for hay ? For hay, Wc h ave no railway to make grain-growing profitable.
1310. Are the seasons such as would give yon decent results if you grow grain ? 1 believe so, though I -
cannot speak from experience. 1 have lately seen such magnificent returns of hay, and such good cars on 
the wheat, that I am inclined to believe that this will ultimately become a wheat-producing district.
During the last three years, although we have had most awful droughts, rain lias always come at a lime 
when it would do wheat good, and it has seemed to me that the seasons of late, al(hough so bad for stock
raising, would have been good for agriculture.
1341. What is the carrying capacity of your district in average seasons ? 1 have prepared the following
statement, which I think might be of interest to you iu connection w itb your inquiry : —

There are now in residence on Oreel holding 110 settlers.
. ^he approximate distance of their holdings from the proposed railway line would be from I to 10 mitca on the south 

side and from 1 to 15 on the north Hide. The sheep depastured on their holdings would total 250,000 to .‘100,000 in fair 
seasons. The tonnage of wool would be about 700 tons. The nuuibei' of fat stock trucked to Sydney would be about 
40,000 a year.

The total acreage of their holdings would be about 350,000 acres, exclusive of roads. Eaiiway communication with 
tlie seaboard would, no doubt, have the effect of placing a largo amount of this land under crop.

^ During the preseut year the pastoral leases of Boulcairol, lluima llunna, Collymongle, and one or two other small 
p.accs, expire. Tim total area is uboul. 250,010 acres in all. The greatest distance of auv of this land from tho proposed 
railway line Mould be 30 miles on the noi th side—tw o-thirds would he within from 1 to 15 miles from the line. Practically, the 
whole of this 250,000 is suitable for occupation in small holdings. During the past three years settlers on Oreel have lost 
at least IS0,0U0 sheep. ith railway communication the greater number of these sheep would have been trucked to 
where pasture was obtainable.

48-II There
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Greeuawa •*'^ere’s sim^ar settlement to that on Oreel, Mungyer, Collymongle, and Mercadool holdings, and a large 
reeua-way. j^mbcr of the settlers on those holdings will he served by the proposed Collarendabri line.

25ldaj^7900. ^7)'en Tou speak of 110 settlers, do you mean 110 holdings ? 1 mean that 110 men have taken up
’ land on Oreel, and are now in residence on (heir holdings.

1343. l)o you think that, if there were a railway, small landholders would send away fat stock more 
frequently than they do now? 1 am certain of it. Even during the recent drought there have been 
times when 200 or 300 wethers out of a flock of 700 or SCO could have been trucked away if there had 
been a railway. The owners would have been glad to get rid of them, hut they could not stand the 
expense of sending them to ]STarrabri.
134t, Does it occur during a drought that patches of country will get showers, giving them a little grass 
on which the stock will fatten, while the country generally is bare? Yes; that is the effect of local 
thunderstorms. I hare seen high grass at some places, and no grass at all only a chain or two away.
1345. Then it might happen that there -would be fair grass in parts of the district hut none upon the 
stock route ? There is never any grass on the stock route.
1346. Would a railway bo of more assistance to small holders than to large holders? I believe so, 
because small holders would very often like to realise on a few sheep. It is generally considered good 
business to be able to sell your fat stock on the ground, and station-owners can frequently do that, 
because a buyer will come from Sydney to inspect 7,000 or 8,000 sheep when he would not come to inspect 
200 or 300. Some two years ago wcliad 1,200 or 1,300 wethers to sell; but the Aberdeen Company’s 
buyer did not think it worth his while to come up specially to look at them. Mr. Langhorne, however, 
had several thousand sheep to sell, a little later on, and when tlie buyer came up to inspect them he also 
inspected ours ; hut w'e had to deliver our sheep at Narrabri, whereas, if we had had a larger flock, wo 
should have secured the same price for them on tho run.
1347. What rate do you pay on wrool from your place to Narrabri ? We have paid 2s. Gd. and 3s. a cwt, 
I am speaking also for my brothers, J. and IT. Greenaway.
1348. Do you get stores up at the same rate ? Sometimes ; but as a rule hack loading is dearer. During 
the last three years tbe rates of carriage have varied from 2s. Gd. to Gs. Gd. a cwt.
1349. Have the people who have taken up settlement leases here done so with the intention of depending 
upon grazing for a living ? Yes ; hut the dry seasons have caused them to change their minds, and 1 
believe that as they start wifh agriculture others will follow them.
1350. Do you think that with a railway a man could make a decent living on 2,5G0 acres in this district ? 
Not by grazing.
1351. Could a man put his land to a variety of uses whereby he could make a living on such an area ? 
A railway would add greatly to his opportunities ; but I consider that the man who intends to make a 
living by grazing should he able to run about 3,000 sheep.
1352. Then he should want about 5,000 acres ? Yes,
1353. Mr. McFarlane.^ Flow far is your holding from the route of the proposed line ? About 7 miles.
1354. What class of country is it ? Jt is open country.
1355. How does it compare with the country generally between Collarendabri and Burren ? It is a little

■ above the average of that country, I think, but it is all similar country.
1350. Would the same remarks apply to the other settlement leases? Yes ; though some of the blocks 
would have a little more timber on them than others,
1357. Have droughts been of frequent occurrence during your thirty-three years’ residence in tins district? 
Yes ; 1 believe that, on the average, we have as many droughty seasons as good seasons, and perhaps a few 
more.
1358. Has the last drought been excessive as compared with others that you have known ? I believe that
it has been the worst that I have known. "
1359. Would it have affected agriculture as much as grazing? I think that the light rain which has fallen 
from time to time would have suited agricultural operations better than grazing. It made wheat grow 
lor hay where it would not make grass grow,
13G0. Is it vour opinion thai, with a railway, a large area of land in this district would ho placed under 
agriculture ? Yes ; that is what I have heard from Victorian farmers who have come to the district. 
13G1. Do you think that there would be a suflieienr, market lor agricultural produce grown in this district? 
I think there would he a market for hay, but there would be no market for wheat, unless we had railway 
communication with the seaboard. At the present time there is alnavs a shortage of produce. The 
people round the artesian bores have never grown enough produce to satisfy local wants.
1302. So that produce has to be imported into tlie district? Yes; and the importation will have to 
continue, unless we increase our cultivation. Thousands of tons of produce have been brought into the 
district during the last two or three years.
13G3, VJiere does most of the wool now sent from the district go ? To Narrabri West.
13Gf. "Would there be much traflic from the north and north-west to feed a railway ? There are a great 
many stations out there which would give very material assistance to a railway. Wool comes this way 
from as far as Brenda. In J895, G W loaded teams of wool went over the bridge at Collarendabri.

Joseph William Cook Langhorne, grazier, Oreel (Merrywinbone) holding, sworn, and examined :—
J. W. C. 1363. Mr. McFarJanc^] What is the area of your holding ? There are 70,009 acres of secured land, 

Langhorne. conditional purchase, and freehold, and about’35,000 acres of leasehold. ‘
o-/'7rA'"^n 1366. How far is your holding from Collarendabri ? The run comes right down to the Barwon, near 
2a May, 1900. Collarendahii.

13G7. What is the carrying capacity of your land ? About a sheep to an acre and a half.
13GS. Is it open country ? T'airly open country; more of it is plain country than timbered country.
1369. Have you resided long in the district ? \ have been iu the district since 1875, and I have been 
fifteen years at Collarendabri.
1370. Is your holding similar in character to the land between Collarendabri and Burren ? Yes.
1371. Do you experience much difficulty in getting your wool to the railway ? Yes, very great difficulty.
1372. To what railway station do you send it? To Narrabri West.
1373. What is the average cost of cartage there ? 1 have never paid more than £2 10s. a ton for the
cartage of my wool; but I have paid as much as £4 10s. a ton to have goods brought from Narrabri. 
The average rate would he from £2 10s. to £3 per ton, in good seasons. 1374.
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1374. Do you send your fat stock to Narrabri? Most of them go to Narrabri; but I sometimes send 
stock to Wallcrawang.
1375. Do you send away large numbers of stock ? Of late years I have not sent away many; but 
formerly I used to send away a great manv.
1376. It has been stated that.small settlers experience considerable hardship in not being able to send small 
consignments of fat stock to the Sydney market, owing to the expense of driving;—do you suffer in the 
same way ? To some extent; but tho hardship is more accentuated in their case. They have a few sheep 
which are fat, and fit to go to market, and by sending them away they would relieve their holdings and 
leave more feed for (hose that arc kept; but the expense of driving them to the railway station is often 
too great, and so they keep them until they become poor, and can only be sold as store stock. It there 
were a railway they would send away small consignments of fat stock and small parcels of hides, skins, 
and tallow. With a railway they would get full prices for their produce; but when they have to sell 
small parcels to the dealers they only get half the money they would otherwise get.
1377. If there were a railway here should you use it to send away stock to Sydney? 1 es, always. I 
should not attempt to drive stock past a railway station.
1378. Would others do the same ? I think so.
1379. Is there much traffic in store stock between Collarendabri and Narrabri ? Yes ; and from places 
lying west and norlh of Collarendabri. The stock goes from Collarendabri, through Oreel, Burren, and 
Wee Waa, to Narrabri, and thence to the Mimvellbrook market. When the main stock routes are 
practicable, upwards of 200,000 sheep travel through the district per annum, and cattle as well.
1380. If the country were in good condition, would store stock leave the railway, or would they travel 
along tbe stock route ? If the country were iu good condition store stock would travel along the stock 
routes, but fat stock would bo sent by train,
13SL. And in times of drought? All tbe store stock would be trucked then. If there had been a 
railway, 75 per cent, of tho losses which have occurred in (his district during the last eighteen months 
would have been saved, because the sheep would have been sent to tbe hilly country, where there 
was food.
1382. That traffic would only occur in times of drought? Yes; that is the only time when any but 
surplus stock would be sent out of the district.
13S3. Is this district fairly well watered ? Yes.
1384. Do you think it, will produce crops ? 1 am fairly convinced that it will. , I think that a great
deal of it is good wheat-growing country. There is a patch of land on tho right-hand side of the road, 
about three miles from the “ Avondale Hotel,’' than which I have not soon any better for wheat-growing. 
13S5. Have you done any cultivation yourself? I have grown a little hny for home requirements.
1386. Would the construction of the proposed rail wav induce closer agricultural and graxing settlement? 
I do not think smaller areas will be taken up than those which have already been subdivided, but 1 think 
that selectors will combine agriculture with grassing. I do not think that agriculture by itself would 
pay here. _
1337. What area would maintain a family iu this district in comfortable circumstances? I think a man 
wants o.OOO acres at the very least to maintain and bring up a family.
1388. Using tbo land for pastoral purposes? Yes; but it would pay him better to go in for mixed 
farming, and it would be better for the eounlry.
1389. Dow do you account for the scalded country ? It is higher ground than tlie rest, and tbe surface- 
soil has been blown r>ff it by the continuous action of the wind.
1390. Do the scalded areas increase? I do not think so.
1391. Are the people iu this district unanimously iu favour of tbe construction of the proposed line? I
believe that they are. 1
1392. Mi'. Watson.'] Do you think that the route of the proposed line is as good as might be obtained if 
aline from Narrabri to Collarendabri were all that was aimed at 7 I think so. U the line were taken 
further north, it would shorten the distance ; but it would get into a large area of low-lying country.
1393. Do you think ihafe iho district is sufficiently productive to be able to support two lines of railway? 
I think that it could support one lino better than two. My opinion is that Walgett should be connected 
with Coonamble. If the Walgett line is constructed, with a branch to Collarendabri, the traffic will be 
divided between the two lines ; whereas, if the AVulgett line is not made, the whole of the traffic will come 
on to tho Collarendabri line.
1394. What is a fair distance to leave between railway lines in pastoral districts such as this? Sixty or 
70 miles. That would bring every property within 35 miles of the line.
1395. Vice-Chairman.] Where do you consign your wool ? As a rule, to London from Newcastle.
1396. In times of drought, where would stock be sent from this district? To the New England district.
1397. Do yon think that tlie New England district could accommodate all your stock;—it has been 
pointed out to us that the limit of their accommodation was reached last year ? Possibly it was ; but tho 
worst seasons we have here are tho best seasons in New England. Eor three or four months iu the year 
you could run three or four sheep on an acre of land in New England, and that is generally tho state of 
tho country at the time when wo aro wanting relief here.
1398. If (he proposed railway were constructed, should you fatten and send away any larger number of 
sheep than you send away now ? Yes. Instead of sending away sheep as stores it would be more 
profitable to send them away fat, if there were a railway'.
1399. Have you consigned any fat sheep to the Aberdeen meat-works since you have been in the district ? 
Yes.

J. W. C. 
Langhorne.

25 May, 1900.

1400. Wlint loss of condition takes place in the sheep in travelling to the nearest railway station ? I 
consider that the loss in condition between my lidding and Aberdeen would average from 4 lb. to 5 lb.
1401. In seasons of drought would fodder be brought into tho district by the proposed railway? Yes; 
in large quantities. All tho holdings round here have to feed a certain number of their animals with 
artificially grown fodder. I have been feeding my horses for the last two months, and the carriage costs 
me more than the produce itself.
1402. If the river were full, should you send your wool away by steamer rather than by the train ? No ; 
I should use the train.
1403. Is the river likely to be a serious competitor to the railway ? No; because it would require a very

* great
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J. W. C. great deal of locking and damming to make it navigable. ’When it is in flood, tbo steamers have io rush
ng^i me. back again to avoid being stranded, and unless you have your wool waiting on the banks

25 May, 1900. canll°t take it. I do not think that tho river will ever be navigable without a scries of locks
' i ’ ' and weirs.

1401. How is the country affected by flood between the river bank and a point on tbo surveyed line 
about il miles from Collarendabri ? in an exceptionally high flood, such as that of iSOO, all the country 
would be under water from the Grawin to the rine-mile peg.
140o. To what depth ? Tho depth would vary from a lew inches up to 3 feet.
140(1. How long would tho water remain on tlie land ? A very short time. It would run off in a
few days,
1407. Would it be necessary lo provide fairly extensive earthworks or a viaduct to carry the line over that 
piece of country ? 1 think it would be necessary to provide a viaduct, and to make arrangements for the
water getting away. *
14_09. What would be the maximum length of tho viaduct that would be necessary? I should say that a 
milo and a half would be sufficient, apart from a bridge over the Grawin.

Charles Edward Brown, homestead lessee, Bundaborina holding, sworn, and examined :—
C. E. Brown. JJ09. Fice-C/urirmern.] Where is your land ? It lies 12 miles west from Collarendabri, on Bundaborina 

holding.
25 ay, UQ0. you give us the benefit of your knowledge of this district.? T know' all the homestead leases

down the river, west and south-west from Collarendabri, and T know the holdings, such as Dunumbral. 
141L. How does that country compare with the country between Collarendabri and Merrywinbone? Jt 
is nothing like as good ; it is very inferior country, and it would take .‘1 or 4 acres of it to cany a sheep.
1412. Are 10.000 acres suflicient to enable a man to make a living in this district? Yes, if ho imprevo
his land. The country on the other side of the river is heavily timbered. ’
1413. What benefits do the homestead lessees there hope to reap from the construction of the proposed 
railway ? We pay from 3s. to 4s. a cwt. to send our wool to Xarrabri now, and from 4s. Od. to Gs. Od, a 
cwt. to bring back stores.
1414. Have the difficulties of" travelling prevented you from taking advantage of a favourable market ? 
Of course, our wool is sometimes delayed, and last year, if there had been a railway, I could have trucked 
my sheep to Hew England and prevented great loss,
1415. Ho you corroborate what has been said by previous witnesses as to tbe gain which they would make 
by sending their stock away by train ? lies ; 1 have often bad to sell fat sheep as stores because I would 
not take tbe risk of travelling them to Narrabri 1 inspect a great many sheep for other people. J come 
from near Moree, and I inspect for Mr, Moses, Mr. Black, Mr. Glennie, and other slationholders there. 
.1 see some thousands of sheep during the year, all of which go away from here as stores.
1410. Ho you corroborate what Mr. Langhorne said about the possibility of opening up a larger market 
lor fat stock if a railway is coustrucled ? Yes. The Aberdeen people send out men to buv stock 
from us; bnt they have paddocks in which to spell their stock after the journey. I think that the fat 
stock from the western disttict would be a tremendous item iu the railway traflic. Jt is a great wheat
growing countrv out west, with red and chocolate soil.
1417. Is there much of it ? There is a great deal of it along the edge of the “ Bully”—a name given to a
box and budda scrub in the district. *
1418. Js the rainfall out there suflicient for wheat? No; the average rainfall at Dunumbral station is 
about 21 inches.
1419. Hew much of the laud there would be available for wheat-growing if the proposed rail wav were 
constructed ? The Bully, which is considered the worst grazing country m the district, is said to lie good 
wheat-growing country.
1420. Ho you know anyone who has experimented with it ? Mr, Seymour has experimented with similar
country at the Moongulla bore. ’ "
1421. J/?’. Wa/ttonJ It has been suggested that, in view' of the great expense of railway construction on
the last 11 miles of the route from Collarendabri, the district would be sufficiently served if tlie line 
stopped about 11 miles short of the town w ould such an arrangement serve the district reasonably well ? 
I think it would servo the district better to bring the line on lo Collarendabri. Eventually it would have 
to bo brought to tho town. A line stopping at the point to u Inch you refer would serve the stock traffic ; 
but it would leave us a long way to bring our fodder. J
1422. "Would it seriously handicap the people of the district if the line were left there ? I think that tlie
town would move to the terminus of the railway if there were water there; but I believe that there is no 
water there. 1 think that 1899 was the first, year for thirty years in which the flood-waters stretched out 
as far as that point. ' '
1423. But the warrumbools are frequently filled in times of ordinary floods ? Still, J do not think it 
would be. practicable to stop right outside the town. To do such a thing would be to kill Collarendabri 
altogether. SV o depend entirely upon the river for our water supply, and I do not think a suflicient 
supply for a town would be obtained at the point at which you suggest the line should stop. Jn my 
opinion, tbe vested interests of Collarendabri should be considered. 'Then, too, if the Government spent 
any money on terminal station arrangements out there, it would be wasted when the railway was brought 
on to Anjtledool.
1424. Would there be any difficulty in getting stock to (he railway line at that poinl ? In wet seasons 
we could not get stock there. Thousands of sheep would be sent from this district as fat stock if tbe 
proposed railway were mode; hut they uow have to go away as store stock.
1425. J/r. MeJf'arlatie.] If Collarendabri were connected with Narrabri, and Walgett with Coonamble, 
which line would be the more convenient for people living further our west ? As far as Hungalenr, 47 
miles from here, I think traffic would come to Collarendabri. Everything from the northern and western 
country must come here. All the wool from that part of the Colony comes through Collarendabri now, 
though during the last twelve monihs 1 think some of it lias gone to the Moree line, because there has 
been no feed on our stock routes.
1420 AY hat. is the country like between Narrabri and Moree ? It is yery rich, flat, black-soil country—
similar to this, except for two or three stony ridges. ' ” ' 1427,
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142/. The Moree line has esceeded the expectations of the Eaiiway Commissionersdo you think similar C. KJBrown. 
results would follow the construction of the proposed line? Certainly. _ 25Mav ISOO
J12S. llo you think that it would drain as much country west and north of its terminal area? 1 believe '
that at Collarendabri the railway will tap a larger area of country than it does at Moree, and the number 
of small holdings—homestead selections, conditional purchases, and settlement leases—is increasing every 
year in this district, _
1429. Would tho consiruction of the proposed line cause closer settlement ? Yes. Every block that is 
thrown open for selection between Collarendabri and Narrabri is eagerly ballotted for.
1430. "Will ihe land be taken up whether a railway is constructed or not? 1 think so, because there is 
no laud of a better ebarater available elsewhere.

Alfred Blomfield, homestead lessee and selector, near Collarendabri, sworn, and examined : —
1431. Mr. Wafson.] What area of country do you hold ? 15,000 acres.
1432. How far is your holding from Collarendabri ?. It is S miles north-west of Collarendabri.
1433. How long have you been in tho district ? 1 have resided here constantly for twenty-six years.
1434. "What would be the effect of the construction of the proposed railway on the disiriet generally ? It 
would confer great comfort upon the residents, and it would save many hundreds of ns from ruin. If 
we had had a railway in tho past, people could have saved their stock from starvation more cheaply by 

>sendiug them away by train than by supplying fodder with which to feed them.
1135. How does the country norlh and north-west from Collarendabri, towards the Queensland border, 
compare with the country tbrougli which tho proposed line would come ? Bart of it is equal to it, but 
other parts are not so good. Taking one run with another, I think that the carrying capacity of that 
country is equal to the carrying capacity of the country on the south side of tho Barwon. The wash 
from the red conglomerate sod in the Bully scrub is good country, but the Bully itself is not good. The 
Bully country stretches from below Walgett to somewhere above Mogil Mogil.
1433. AVbore docs the Narran traflic come now ? Through Collarendabri and Narrabri.
1437. If the railway came to Collarendabri, and also to Walgett, where would that traflic go? To 
Collarendabri. The cross road to Walgett is almost impracticable in wet, weather. It comes from 
Angledool to within 4 miles of Collarendabri, over hard soil; but, going on to Walgett, there is low 
country to be crossed.
1433. Then, if the lino were taken to Walgett and not to Coilarcndabri, that country would not be 
served ? No ; the traffic would still go through Collarendabri to the nearest railway station.
1439. In what direction will the traffic from Southern Queensland go after Eederation is established? .1. 
think it will come through Collarendabri, The country towards Eolbey and St. George is fearful black- 
soil country, and very difficult to travel over, while, coming this way, you have red-soil country, upon 
which it is easier to travel; so that the greater part of tho traffic from that district will come hero 
in any case. One of Mr. P. G-. King’s managers in Queensland told me they could afford to send their 
wool this way, notwithstanding tho export tax which had then to be paid, because of the less knocking 
about it got. Then, too, a lot of tbe traffic that now goes to Moree would come to Coilarcndabri if the 
railway wore brought here. "What people have to consider in this country is, not so much where is the 
nearest point on tho railway, as which are the btst roads. Tbe district would be served by a railway, even 
if it stopped 11 miles out of Collarendabri. J saw tho floods of 1831, 1870, and 18110, and I think that

mile of viaduct would not be sufficient. It would be useless lo put in earthworks. There are two 
places where you could put in earthworks, for a total distance of about a mile ; but the remainder of the 
distance would have to be covered with viaducts. Plenty of settlers in the district would be glad to send 
away 200 or 300 sheep at a time if there were a railway, 1 have some sheep now which I would send 
away at once if there were a railway, but which I cannot send away under present circumstances. Then, 
in dry times, we are always importing fodder, and we shall never grow as much as our stock will require, 
so that the fodder traflic on the railway will always be considerable. "Wheat, would grow better here than 
nats, barley, corn, rye, or anything else. I have tried all of these crops during the last twenty years, and 
I have known wheat to give a yield of 30 bushels to the aero in certain seasons.
1440. rica-Cltairman.] Cun you generally get a fair crop of hay ? Yes. 1 put a crop in every year, no 
matter what happens, and I have got fair crops occasionally, but only one heavy crop in five years. I 
have been sowing crops for the last twelve years.
1441. How many total failures of crops have you had ? Three. I think tho proposed lino would pay, 
and the people want it. If we do not get a railway, the district will always bo a miserable, mean place, in 
which men can only make a hard living. I wish to add that ballast would be obtainable for the line at 
no great distance.

A. Blomfield. 

25 May, 1900

SATURDAY, 20 MAT, 1900.
[TAe Committee met at u Tatter salVs Hotel” CoUarendalri, at 10‘30 «.»».]

Jlrrsent:—
"WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq., Vice-Cdaihmas.

The Hon. Pathtck Lttcdesat Ceawfohd SuErncRB. | John Chhistias Watson, Esq.
John McEahlane, Esq.

The Committe further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaiiway from Narrabri to
Walget, with branch to Collarendabri.

Erancis Kirby, grazier, near Collarendabri, sworn, and examined:—
1442. Mr Wat&on.'] What is tho area of your holding ? 7,330 acres. F. Kirby.
1443. How many sheep do you carry on it? In usual seasons, about 5,000. r— -1-—
1444. What would be the effect of the construction of Ihe proposed railway upon the district? It would 26 May, 1900. 
bo of gi’eat advantage to the district in giving us facilities for getting our stock and wool away, and in
other directions, , " 1445.
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F. Kirby. 1415. Would if; be of raluo to you in assisting you to save your stock in times of drought? Tes; it 
26M^~1900 'vou^ ena^e 118 to Ben(i too stock to places where the animals could get food.

ay’ 1410. Have you lost many sheep yourself ? lSTo ; we got most of our sheep away in time. We travelled
them for agistment to Gunnedah, and then, as the dry weather continued, I drove them on to New 
England, and sold them there. •
1447. If the proposed railway were constructed, New England would be the district to which starving 
stock would be sent ? Tes ; you can usually get food there in dry seasons,
144S. How do you regard this district from an agricultural standpoint? I think that witli a railway it 
would be a very good district, judging from what 1. have seen iu Eiverina. I think that the land on the
north side of the river would he better for agriculture than that on the south side of the river; but crops
could be grown on the south side of the river.
1449. In what months of the year do you usually get rain? Our heavy rains generally fall in the period 
of the year between January and March, or April.
1450. Ho you usually get enough rain later on in tho year to keep a wheat crop growing? Tes. During 
the nine years that I have been hero J. have known good rains to fall in June, and as late as August and 
September—splendid rains for tbe crops. Almost every year we have had some rain in those months.
1451. We have been informed that there is a very large area of country on the north side of the river, 
extending into Queensland, which would be served by a line having its terminus at Collarendabri ? 
That is so.
1452. Would the proposed railway drain traffic from as far as Mungindi ? Tes.
1453. Would it also attract traffic from Queensland, from the direction of St. G.eorge? Tes.
1454. If the Queensland railway were brought to St. George, where would the traffic go? I think even 
then a great deal of ihe Queensland traffic would come this way, because the railway mileage to Brisbane 
would be about the same as to Newcastle, and the steamer freight to Sydney would he lees from Newcastle 
than from Brisbane. AH that wool is usually sent to Sydney to be sold.
1455. Sydney is the great wool market of Australia, and her shipping facilities are greater than those of 
Brisbane? Tes; in many instances owners have jfonnd it.t cheaper to pay the Queensland export duty 
on wool than to send their wool to the Queensland railways.
145(1, Bo you find it difficult to dispose of your fat; stock under present conditions ? Tes.
1457. What is your usual outlet for fat stock ? They are driven to Narrabri and trucked from there to 
Sydney or Aberdeen.
145S. If the proposed railway wore made, could you in a good season deal with more stock than you deal 
with now ? Tes ; at the present time wo cannot afford to send away small lots, and even iu the best of 
times stock lose in condition by being driven to Narrabri.
1459. If the railway were brought to Walgett and also to Collarendabri, to what line would tho more 
traffic go? .1. thiuk that the greater part of tho traffic from the country to the north would come to 
Collarendabri.

John Erancis Kirby, grazier, near Collarendabri, sworn, and examined;—
J. F. Kirby. 1460. Mr. McFarlane.^ How much country do you occupy ? I hold, in partnership with my brother, 

—*■—-s 14,000 acres—three conditional purchases and two settlement leases,
20 May, 1900. 1461. Is it good sheep country ? Tes ; since 1894 we have carried, on the average, G.GOO sheep; but up 

till 1890 we had only 7,500 acres.
1462. I suppose that in good seasons the land would carry more? Tes; for the last five years tho 
seasons have not been too good. Our country is open or lightly timbered, with coolabah and belar.
1463. Do you send fat stock and wool to market? Tes; via Narrabri West, to Sydney.
14G4. Do you send away a large number of fat sheep ? We have not done so of late years; but 
previously we have sent away a good many.
14G5. Have you been inconvenienced by not being able to scud away small lots of fat sheep ? Tes ; and 
there is also a loss in sending away stock at all, because of tbe bad state of the stock routes. As soon 
as there is any grass on the stock routes the lessees turn their sheep on them, and eat it all off; so that 
the stock routes are like a desert for travelling sheep. If they were kept solely for travelling stock they 
would be much more use to us,
146G. During the past drought have you suffered much from want of grass? Tes; a good deal at 
different times.
14G7. Have you had occasion to send your sheep elsewhere for food? No; but we should have sent 
them away if there had been a railway.
14G8. Is it within your knowledge that a large number of sheep have gone to other districts for feed ? 
Tes; at the present time I have 5,000 sheep in New England. I got them away five months ago. when 
they were in good condition. If I had left them a little later I should not have been able to send them 
away at all.
14G9. Do stock usually go from this district to England in times of drought? Tes; to the country 
beyond Moree—to Warialda, Inverell, and Tenterfield. We can generally get feed there when we have 
a drought here.
1470. Would the proposed railway be used for transporting starving stock to other districts ? Tes ; very 
greatly, when there was no feed in this district.
1471. And it would be used for tbe transport of fat stock? Tes.
1472. Have you ever tried agriculture? Last year I put about 5 acres under wheat and the crop gave 
about i ton of bay to the acre.
1473. Last year was very dry? We had good winter rains, hut tbe weather, previous to putting in the 
crop, had been dry.
1474. Do you consider this good wheat land? Parts of it are in ordinary seasons. On the average, you 
would get three fair crops in five years.
1475. 1 suppose it is the insufficiency of tho rainfall that makes the country unsuitable for agriculture ? 
Tes.
1476. How does your land compare with that between Collarendabri and Barren ? It is all similar 
country.
1477. Is much of the land along the railway route suitable for cultivation ? There is more land in the

direction
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direction o£ Burren suitable for cultivation tlian tliere ism tbe immediate neighbourhood of Collarendabri. J- F. Kirby. 
Tlie land on the north side of the river is more suitable for cultivation than that on the south side, because ^

country, as far as Iit retains moisture longer, .
1478. What is tlie country like north-west from Collarendabri? It is fair grazin^. .
know, but tliere is more scrub there than on the south side of the river. The scrubby country, u 
improved, would be good grazing country, but at the present time it is comparatively useless. The soil is 
good enough for anything. ,
1479. Js it suitable for agriculture? Yes; the timbered country is more suitable thau the open plain
country. 0
1480. Would stockowners generally use the railway for the conveyance of stock to Sydney and elsewhere r 
Yes, X think so, because stock lose so much in condition by being driven, even in a good season. ^
1481. Would Ihe construction of the proposed railway bring more population to the district? les, if
more land were thrown open for settlement. _
1485!. Has all the available land been occupied ? Yes; it is over-occupied. _
1483. ] s there much Crown land within a reasonable distance of the proposed railway which could be made 
available for settlement? I believe that there is a good deal still to be thrown open._
1484. When it is thrown open, will it be taken up and settled upon? I think that it will be taken up
immediately. _________________

Wyndham Dallas Bruce, homestead lessee, Gundabluie holding, sworn, and esamined:—
1485. Mr. Watson.]- Would a railway to Collarendabri be of any value to the people in your district ? W, D, Bruce.
Undoubtedly. _ orAT^Toon148G. Where do you send your wool and produce at the present time? Until the last two years I have 26 “sjt • 
sent it to Xarrabri; hut recently I have sent it to Moree, because there has been more feed on the Moree 
route.
1487. Uow far are you from Moree ? Ninety-eight miles, by road. _
1488. If tlie proposed railway were constructed, it would pay you better to send your wool to Collarendabri?
Yes ; we are ouly 42 miles in a northerly direction from Collarendabri, and the road here is a com
paratively good one, whereas it is utterly impossible for us to get io Moree in wet weather. _
1489. Tor how many miles, east and west, along the Queensland border, would traflic be brought to 
Collarendabri ? I’rom places all along the Queensland border, between .Angledool and Mungindi,
1490. Would tho Angledool traffic come to Collarendabri rather than to Walgett? Yes; because the
track into Collarendabri is better than that to Walgett. _
1491. What is tbe distance from Angledool to Walgett ? Between SO and 90 miles. _
1492. And to Collarendabri ? About 60 miles. I should say the traffic would come to Collarendabri 
from country lying 30 or 40 miles beyond the Queensland border iu the direction of St. George. _
1493. If tho Queensland railway were brought to St, George, would tbe traffic that you speak of still come 
to Collarendabri ? Yes; at present some of it goes to Yuilbar, and thence through Brisbane to Sydney.
Most of the holders there sell their wool in Sydney. ■ *
1494. Could they afford to pay a little more to send their wool more quickly to Sydney ? Yes ; a lot of 
them are within 100 miles of Collarendabri.
1495. Arc they further than that from Yuilbar ? Yes; they have to go about ICO miles to get to a 
railway station now.
1496. How is the land near your place held—mostly under pastoral lease ? Under homestead lease and
pastoral lease. .
1497. Have the resumed areas been pretty generally taken up by homestead lessees ? Yes, every inch of
them as they have been thrown open. It is fair country, but it wants improving. _
1498. Is it mostly timbered? Two-thirds of it is timbered, and the rest of it is open plains. It is 
patchy country. In between Moouie and the Barn on the country is inferior ; but out towards the Narran 
there is beautiful country.
1499. Would the Narran traflic come to Collarendabri ? Yes, it comes hero now. _
1500. Are you able to get rid of lat stock ? No, because we are too far from a railway, and there is 
never any feed on the stock routes.
1501. So you confine yourselves to breeding? Yes’; but I suffer great- losses through the native dogs,
which eat a great many lambs ; and the high rates of carriage make it impossible for me to get up wire
netting. J have been paying Ds. a ewt. for carriage lately, and I have paid as much as Ss. Gd. a cut., 
which just about doubles the price.
1502, If you were able to wire-net your run you would probably increase its carrying capacity ? Yes. I 
have lost about 6,0C0 grown sheep during the last five years because of tbe dogs. The Gundabluio people
are netting their holding,
1503. What area of land do you hold ? I hold 10,000 acres, and my brother holds ] 0,000 acres adjoining ;
we work the holdings jointly. _
1504. If you had tho two holdings netted could you deal with tlie dogs? I am sure of it. They come in 
on the Queensland side, and no sooner do 1 get rid of one hatch than another appears.
1505. If the line stopped about 11 miles short of Collarendubri, would it serve the people living out 
towards the north ? In ordinary dry times it would do well enough ; hut in lines of flood we could not 
send stock there; and if we were caught by a big flood there would be no place near tbe railway where we 
could keep our sheep.
1506. Would access be impossible in other than big floods ? Tlie water would not be very deep. I have 
been over that country in a boat during flood-time, but we had to keep to tho channel all the way. Iu 
1890 there was an unusually big flood.
1007, "What depth of water is there over that piece of country in flood-time ? You can ride over the 
country in ordinary floods, except that for about a quarter of a mile, where the Warrambooi is, there is 
a dip.
1508. If tbe railway were brought to Collarendabri a viaduct would be required there? Yes, though 
there is not much current there. A great number of fat sheep would be sent, from our part of the 
country if wc had a railway. Last year I bad some sheep which were as fat as wlmles, and which would 
have fetched splendid prices in Sydney, hut 1 could not get them away. 1509-
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AV^Bnice. 150D. Is there :my Kkclihood of agriculture out your way ? Tea.
2G Mjv 1900 Is I*1C rainfa|l sufficient ? Tea, in ordinary winters, for hay crops, and even for grain. I have

■ ’ • grown several small crops of hay, and I am going to put in a big patch this winter. Anv of the red soil
will grow wheat.
loll, T hat is your usual rainfall ? About 10 inches; but in a good season wc get over 20 inches, 
louring the last year or two the rain has fallen at a very bad time for grass ; but if we had had crops in they would have grown.

^ William Henry Wordsworth, J.P., storekeeper. Coilarcndabri, sworn, and examined: —
Woklith Jiln' Mcfarlane-'] HaTe you resided long in Collarendabri ? Between eight and nine years.

J.P. ‘ ,}'’■ ."Uere do yon get your supplies from ? From Sydney and Newcastle, through Narrabri West,
,--- n—W brx1i do y°u P;H for cartage from Narrabri West ? In a good season, 2s. Gd. a cwt., and we hare

2G May, 1900. Paid as much as us. a ewt. The rates rise in dry seasons.
1515. What quantity of goods do you get up every year? I have brought up as much as 350 tons in a 
year, but a good deal of that was uroduce.
151(5. Do the other storekeepers in the town get up goods in the same way ? Yes.
15D. How much would they get up in a year ? I think that the others would get up about as much as 
1 get. In ordinary years, about 3(X) tons would be the total tonnage for the town.
1518. Do you send much from Collarendabri to Narrabri ? Wool, skins, and tallow go from Collarendabri to Narrabri West,
1519 How would it affect the town if the proposed railway stopped 10 miles short of the river ? People
could not continue m business at Collarendabri with a railway 10 miles off, though they might, if the
railway were only 2 or 3 miles off. When carriers have a load on. they will carry it 50 miles for tho same 
price as they would carry it 10 miles: the probability is that wc could bring goods from Bulyeroi 
tor the same price as from a, terminus 10 miles back from the river. At Moree they charge Is., and I s. Gd. 
per cwt. for only 2 miles of cartage. In my opinion, Collarendabri would fade away if the railway were 
i - v ^ “lles ^rom tbe riv<3r- an arrangement would be ruinous to tbe vested interest here.
Ju20. Do you think that the flood country within 10 miles of the river could be traversed by a railway 
without great expense ? I think that only about two or three long culverts would be necessarv, as there 
is no current, except in a very high flood. ^
1521. How long have yon resided in the district? Over eleven years.
1522. I believe that the flood of 1890 was exceptionally high ? Tes ; the highest wc have had for tliirlyvears. *
lots. How was the country 10 miles back from the river affected by that flood ? I do not think that the 
water would have gone over an ordinary railway embankment, except in tlie two places that 1 have 
mentioned. The next highest flood was that which occurred in 1893 or 189-1, and on the highest day of 
the flood I sent my cart out over the country that wc are speaking of with only one horse. The cart"got 
uack sntely, although there two men in it, aud it had to £0 through the water.
lo24. Then yon do not think that there is any serious difficulty iu tho way of carrvinn the line ri<*ht into the town ? No. ° °
152A Do you do much business in the country west and north-west from Collarendabri ? "We do a good 
deal in the country within 30 miles north and north-west, and we very often do trade with Aimlcdool 
102G. Do the other storekeepers do a similar amount of trade, or does their trade extend further towards 
the Queensland border? No ; they do not go any further,
1527, Where does tlie country just south of the Queensland border trade? The trade of that country 
is^done with Angledool. The Angledool trade district borders our trade district.
1528. Would the Angledool traffic go through Collarendabri if tbe proposed railway were constructed P
-tes ; there is no possibility of that trade going to Walgett. *
1329. Is the trade of the district increasing year by year? Since I came to Collarendabri eight or nine 
years a^o the district has improved tenfold. The small holdings were just hosinuiii" to be occupied when 1 came here. ^ ^ o L

1530. Has there been any marked improvement in the town since vou came here ? Tes nearly all tho 
new business premises have been improved. The hotels have been enlarged, and there has been great 
deve opment. If it had not been for the last four or five years’drought this would have been a very important centre. J

lo3I. Have tho settlement and trade of the surrounding district increased? Tes.
1532. Have you reason to believe that this progress will continue ? Tes; people on the land are to a a great extent people with money.
i&aS. If Collarendabri were connected by railway with Narrabri, and Walgett with Coonamble, where 
would the traffic from the north and north-west come ? To Collarendabri. That is the natural route for 
that traffic, and there is no reason why it should be diverted. Angledool is further from Walgett than it 
is from Collarendabri, and the country between Angledool and Walgett lies low ; whereas that between 
Angledool aud Collarendabri is, with the exception of one or two narrow swamps, good couutrv for travelling over. i > & j

153 m b°-tll11Colla,T1lldabl'1 and Walgett were connected by railway with Narrabri, from what districts 
would the Collarendabri branch attract traffic? I think that if the railway were broimlit to Walgett, 
and no railway were made to Collarendabri, Angledool goods would still come to Collarendabri, because the rate would be about the same.
la3v 'vllat dl3talice towards Walgett would people use the Collarendabri line ? Traffic would come 
to the Collarendabri hue from close about Eurie Eurie. The Mercadool trade is Collarendabri trade at 
the present time, although the Walgett people claim it for their railway.
153G. Would the construction of the proposed railway settle more people on the land ? Tes, and a good 
number ot people are now waiting for land to be thrown open.
lo37. How far to tho west and north-west of Collarendabri would there be seltlement which would <bve 
traflic to the proposed railway ? Traffic would come to Collarendabri from within a few miles of Mun "indi, 
and rrom places 40 or 50 miles beyond Angledool. °
1533. Mr Watson.'] Would the construction of tbe proposed railway draw traffic from the southern part 
of Queensland towards Newcastle and Sydney ? Tes. When I first came to Collarendabri a great deal

of
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of tlie Sfc. George loading used to pass throngli here and through Mogil Mogil; hut when the line of railway
was taken to Bulabah much of that traffic was cut off. A line to Collarendahri, however, would draw a j p^ ’
great part of it back in this direction again. If the "Walgett branch were not constructed, a great deal a —
of traffic which had not been credited to Collarendabri would come here, and the saving of expense in 26 May, 1900.
construction would probably make the line pay from the beginning. The Mercadool traffic, the Oryon
traffic, and tho Eurie Eurie traffic, must come to the Collarendabri line, even if a railway is constructed
from Coonamble to Walgett. Mr. Harper, when he was here, admitted that a good deal of traffic had
been credited to Walgett which naturally belongs to Collarendabri, and we considered that if the Walgett
branch is not made the Collarendabri branch will pay from the start. _
1539. If you were a speculator, which line "would you make? Tho line to Collarendabri, because the 
construction would be less, and Collarendabri is a more central point than Walgett at which to catch J
traffic. A line from Narrabri to Walgett would not catch any of the Collarendabri traffic. _
1510. Would it not catch it at Burren ? No ; a team loaded with wool would not stop at Burren, but it 
would go straight into Narrabri West. _
1541. Does the road -traffic from Collarendabri go via Burren or via Bulyeroi ? Via Bulyeroi. Carriers 
would take traffic from Collarendabri to Narrabri West at tbe same price as to Burron. They have taken 
goods for less money to Angledool than to Collarendabri, and they have repeatedly accepted the same rate 
for Angledool as for Collarendabri. The number of sheep which we take as a basis upon which to 
estimate the traffic of the proposed line was fixed upon before there was any small settlement in the 
district; so that I think Dr, Loughnan's figures should be increased by 30 per cent.
1542. Do you think that in good seasons small holdings will carry more sheep than large holdings ? 
Undoubtedly.
1543. Is tbe river likely to prove a serious competitor with the railway? No; it could never compete 
with a railway to Collarendabri. The steamer has been to Collarendabri only four times since I have been 
here; it came up in 1890 as a speculation, and twice it was specially chartered by my partner, and once 
by our own firm. Had it not been specially chartered it would not have come up.
1544. What price did yon pay for carriage on the steamer ? Wool was taken from Mogil Mogil to 
Eourko for £3 a ton.
1545. I suppose the steamer also brought goods up ? Yes, from Bourke. It would be impossible to send 
wool from Collarendabri to Adelaide by river, because the water falls too rapidly.
154G. What did you pay to bring goods up from Bourke by steamer? £2 10s. a ton. There are three 
rocky bars below Collarendabri that make the river impassable above "Walgett in most seasons. When 
the steamer did come here it was at a time when tbe roads were impracticable; but if tbe railway had 
been here there would have been no necessity for the steamer to come.

Charles Seymour, hotelkeeper, Moongulla bore, Angledool Hoad, sworn, and examined:—
1547. Mr. Watson.'] Can you offer auy opinion as to the direction which the Angledool traffic will take if 0. Seymour, 
tho railway be brought to W algett and also to Coilarcndabri ? I think it would come to Collarendabri; ''“r'*-—a it comes here now. ° '£6 May, 1900.
154S. Is the traffic from that part of the country in any way large? Yes ; it is heavy traffic. A line to 
Collarendahri would tap the Australian Pastoral Company’s laud. Tbe company carry nearly 1,000,000 
sheep on their land, the greater part of which is in Queensland.
1519. Where does their wool go now ? bi early all of it comes this way.
1050. You do not think it likely that any of that traffic will go towards Walgett? I do not think so ; a 
little of it goes through Mungindi to Moree, but it would come to Collarendabri if there were a railway 
here,
1551. Can it at the present time reach the railway at Moree more quickly than at Narrabri ? Part of the 
laud is nearer to Moree, but all the traffic would come to Collarendabri if the railway came here. If the 
line were made to Collarendabri, traffic would come here from close on to Goodooga. Everyone wants to 
send his wool in tho direction of Newcastle.

TUESDAY, 29 MAY, 1900.
[The Qmnmittce met at the Oourt-housc, Walgett, at 10'30 a.m.]

Jlrcemt; —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).

The TIon. Patrick Lindsay Craweord Shki'iikrd. | John Christian Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eaiiway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Thomas Clarke, J.P., Secretary, Eaiiway League, Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
1552. Vice-Chairman.] I understand that you have a statement to read to tho Committee? Yes; it is as 
follows :—It has been resolved by the residents of Walgett and district that tbe question of route of a 
railway from tbe main system to Walgett shall not he interfered with by them, the question of route 
being left entirely in the hands of the Government; hence I am not considering the cost of construction 
or maintenance, but will only furnish you with an estimate of traffic which must accrue to a line 
constructed to Walgett, no matter what direction it may take. Erom returns furnished me in 1898, 
which was an ordinary year, I find that in the district served by a station at Walgett there were 1,504,341 
sheep, 7,610 cattle, 1,072 horses; that 22,969 bales of wool were produced, which weighed about 4,518 

48—I tons.

T. Clarke, 
J.P.

29 May, 1900.
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There were sent away about 258,600 fat sheep, and the tonnage received 
My estimate of earnings would be as follows:—

2.305 tons of goods from Sydney, at £116s. per ton... ... ...
4,518 tone of wool, at £1 3s. 9d. per ton ...............................
2,873 trucks sheep, at £2 5s. per truck............................. . ...
100 trucks large stock, at £2 5s. per truck ... ... ...........
#Mails—104 miles, at £20 per mile ........................................
Coaching—1,500, at 17s. 8d. per head ........................................

from south was 2,305

.. £4,149

.. 5,365

.. 6,464

.. 225

.. 2,080
... 1,325

Total.....................................................................£19,608
No Queensland wool or stock is included in above. Mr. District Superintendent 
Jones estimates 950 tons of wool from Queensland, which, at £1 3s. 9d. per ton, is ... 1,128
Making a total amount of .............................................................................. £20,786
I will now explain how I arrive at these figures. Some time ago I sent out circulars to every resident in 
the district, and the majority of them replied. Where tho answers were missing, I obtained the 
information from the Pastures and Stock Board. The estimate of wool, fat sheep, and large stock I 
have made up iu this way : The tonnage received in Sydney is made up from the circulars, and from returns 
furnished to the League last November by the storekeepers of Walgett. My estimate shows the wool got 
from 1,504,341 sheep. The total number of sheep in this district in an ordinary season is about 2,000,000; 
4,518 tons of wool from this number of sheep is not an over estimate. I say there would be 258,600 
fat sheep trucked from Walgett in 2,873 trucks. This estimate must be largely increased in the event of 
a railway, as the greater facility for landing stock on a-poor market would be an incentive for small holders 
to fatten. I am only estimating 100 trucks of large stock, which must be considered very small in a district 
like Walgett. I am of the opinion, which is shared in by all the principal experienced men of the district, 
that, in a very short while after the opening of tho line, Walgett will be one of the largest trucking 
stations in the Colony. I would here invite your attention to the sworn evidence, before the Sectional 
Committee, Narrabri-Pilliga proposal, of the late Mr. B. S. Martyn, a man of very large experience in 
stock. He stated :—“ I may add that Walgett is a great stock centre. The travelling stock generally 
follow the water, and if there were a railway station here it would ho largely availed of for trucking stock. 
I was au agent in Wee Waa for several years, and I know that several mobs of sheep which came there 
from the Walgett and the Narran districts started as fats, and were sold as stores.” When tho Kailway 
Commissioners were in Walgett Mr. Martyn stated most emphatically that in his opinion Walgett would 
be one of the largest trucking stations in the Colony. Now', as regards the mails, we are receiving about 
20 cwt. of mails here every week, and for this the Post Office would be charged £20 per mile. My 
estimate of the passenger traffic is based upon returns made by the police for the year 1899, which are as 
follow:—

Walgett Police District
Angledool...............
Goodooga............
Comborah............
Carinda ...............

1,672
380
481
301
397

Total........................................................... 3,231
Leaving out Goodooga and Angledool, we should be justified in estimating the population that would 
use a railway station in Walgett as 2,370, and could credit ourselves writh one single fare for each unit. 
I have put it down at 1,500, which you will, I think, admit is a very low estimate. The district served 
by a railway station at Walgett would he : Commencing at Walgett, running due south to Combogolong ; 
thence south-west to Carinda; thence north to the Narran; thence along that river to Angledool; 
thence south-east, through Dunumbral and Dungalear, to Mercadool; thence south to the boundary of 
Lurie Eurie and Ecrcargo; tlience west to the line from the point of commencement. This embraces 
tbe area covered by the following large holdings:—IJlumbie, Euroka, Combogolong, Wangrowaly, Warren 
Downs, Brewan, Mourabie, Boorooma, Gingie, Llanillo, Dungalear, Mercadool, Eurie Eurie, and Bangate. 
Now, in regard to the river, the most sanguine supporter of the river Barwon, as an antagonist to a 
railway, states that the river has been navigable seven times in. fourteen years. If that is a fact, can any 
person look upon such an irregular mode of transit as an actual competitor with a railway. A line built 
via Narrabri would bo in length, to Newcastle (which I look upon as the natural outlet for the produce 
of this district) 353 miles, and to Sydney, 455 miles. Produce sent via the river, thence per rail from 
Bourke, would have over 300 miles of river carriage, and then 503 miles of trainage, against a total 
carriage of 455 miles to Sydney, or 353 miles to Newcastle. The river Darling was not navigable for 
four years continuously in the early eighties, and this may occur at any time in the future. I would invito 
your attention to the evidence of Mr. Webster, Conditional Purchase Inspector, given before the Sectional 
Committee when they w'ere inquiring into the Narrabri-Pilliga proposal: “I desire to say something with 
regard to the river traffic. . I have known the river since 1882. In that year I went to a station below Bourke 
and was handed bills of lading for shearing supplies, which were received four years afterwards. I may state 
that on the boat carrying the supplies there was timber, which was intended for the building of an hotel 
in Bourke for a Mr.Huggins. The timber was so long coming up that he bought the “Royal Hotel,” and 
spent most of his money before the timber arrived. From 1882 to 1886 there was really no river which 
you could depend upon,” I can corroborate the statement of Mr. Webster. At the time he mentioned I was 
bookkeeper to Mr. Huggins at the “ Royal Hotel,” Bourke. I also desire to direct your attention to the 
following extract from the report of the Public Works Committee, on the proposed construction of locks and 
weirs on the river Darling :—“ For the past fourteen years the Darling River has been navigable on an 
average for half the year; the boats passing up aud down stream free from toll and without serious delay. 
Yarious rates of freight arc quoted, but a reasonable estimate, with easy navigation, maybe stated at 20s. 
per ton. The quantity of freight is, approximately, 10,000 to 12,000 tons between Brcwarrina and Bourke, 
with very little intermediate traffic. Most of the traflic of the district reaches the railways at Bourke or

Byrock,
* Vide evideooc of Ur. Jaa. Clarke, of 6.P.O., oa Narrabri to Korea line.
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Byrock, and any increase in the revenue returns of the Great 'Western line, would be the result of ■ j e* 
leakage from the ^Northern systems. The inhabitants of those districts most interested in obtaining the t ^ 
readiest way to market object to the proposal on the following grounds:—(1) "Because it will only provide ^ 
for a portion of the produce yif the district. (2) Because stock (one of the greatest products of this '

astoral country) cannot use’it. (3) Because the time occupied in transit will be greater, and the cost 
eavier, than by direct railway communication between Brewarrina and Byrock.” Also this extract from 

Mr. H. G-. McKinney’s report: “ The great drawback’, to river traffic on the Barling, and to settlement
on the river, is the uncertainty of transit............................ The river is frequently not navigable
for long periods, and this naturally adds materially to the cost of river traffic, and renders it more or 
less untrustworthy. What applies to Brewarrina also applies to Walgett.” In the event of the river 
being seriously looked upon as a competitor with a railway, I would invite your attention to the fact that 
there still would be no get-away for stock, which must he a source of considerable revenue to a railway, 
also to the great risk attached to the water carriage of woo], and the increased insurance. The 
anticipation of this proposed line being a payable one is proved by a perusal of the profits earned by 
the Werrie Greek to ISTarrabri line, and the Narrabri to Moree. The former, in 1801, showed a profit 
of £907, in 1892 of £9,432, in 1893 of £14,000, and in 1896 of £10,488; the Moree line paid from 
the start. In speaking of pioneer lines the Kail way Commissioners state:—The two latter lines 
indicate a good prospect, more particularly the Karrabri-Moree line.” To prove the prosperity of our 
district I would point to the financial healthiness of our local institutions. The Pastoral and Agricultural 
Association takes rank with such towns as Dubbo, Forbes, Glen Innes, Hay, .Tunee, Moree, Orange,
Temora, and Warren. The School of Arts is also in a flourishing condition. The Hospital ranks with the 
like institutions in Armidale, Corowa, Scone, Wallscnd, Warialda, Windsor, and Young. The amateur 
and professional race clubs are both in a healthy condition. In considering the claim of this town to 
railway communication, I would respectfully point out to the Committee that there are public buildings 
in Walgett worth at least £,30,000, and a short while ago about £3,000 was laid out in putting them in 
thorough repair. If a railway were constructed to any other town in this direction, and Walgett left in 
the cold, it would not only destroy the private vested interests, but would render the public buildings 
useless. Befcrring to the anticipation of trucking: In my opinion the whole of the Queensland 
traffic in stock, when crossing near Brenda or Heebie, would come to Walgett iu preference to any other 
town. At the inquiry into the Narrabri-Pilliga proposal, I putin, as evidence of this, the sworn declarations 
of seven drovers, worded as follows:—“I am a drover; I have frequently taken stock from Queensland, from 
the districts on the border, to the railway for carriage to market in Sydney; Iknow the various stock routes 
from the border to Narrabri; I am of opinion, the result of my experience, that the routes from G-oodooga, 
and Angledool, to Walgett, via Wilby Wilbyand Weetalibah respectively, are the best for stock to travel, 
owing to the greater facilities for obtaining grass and water on the road ; I am further of opinion that a 
trucking station at Walgett, connecting with the line at Harrabri, would bo available of to a greater 
extent than one in any other locality in the district. And I make, &c.” The following is a statement 
prepared by the C.P.8., Walgett, for the information of the Kailway Commissioners when they were here last 
November:—“In the Central Division, Walgett has about 3,000,000 acres of land, a great portion of which, 
about 1,000,000 acres, will become available for some class of settlement under the Act of 1895. In the 
Western Division of Walgett there are about 5,000,000 acres under pastoral and homestead lease, 
representing about 211 holdings under homestead lease, an average of 10,000 acres per lot, whilst 340 
persons hold 4,774,342 acres under pastoral lease. Nearly every form of settlement has been availed of 
in this district since the initiation of the new Land Act in 1895. The following are some of the results :
Settlement leases since 1895, 114, of an average of 2,500 acres, in all 285,000 acres, with permanent 
residence; homestead selections, 20, of an average of 1,200, in all about 24,000, with permanent residence ; .
conditional purchase and alienation carrying residence since 1875, 400, representing about 500,090 acres, 
excluding the amount taken up by squatters in exchange, &c. In 1898,171,607 acres were made available 
for conditional purchase. Little, if any, is now remaining to be taken up under that tenure. The 
following is the return of revenue received at the Crown Lands Office, Walgett, for the year 1899:—

£ s. d.
257 15 2 
106 16 8 

59 11 O 
3,823 14 5 
5,890 5 8 

74 16 8 
111 4 11 

2,022 6 3 
17 0 0 

181 15 O
12,545 5 9 

714 15 O
... £13,260 0 9

Annual lease ...
Auction sales ... ...
After auction sales... ...
Conditional leases ... ...
Conditional purchase ...
Homestead, lease ............
Homestead selection ...
Settlement lease ... ...
Lease fee stamp duty ...
Miscellaneous ... ...

Total amount collected 
C.P.S. collection...

Grand total
The total amount of revenue from this office would exceed £20,000 if the money sent direct to the Treasury 
were included for payments payable to this office. If the total land revenue for this district were taken, 
including pastoral, homestead, and other forms of large leasee, for which payments are only made to the 
Treasury, it would exceed £50,000 per annum. The Walgett district is the central office for electoral 
work of no less than seven divisions, running to the Queensland border on the north, Currihrie and 
Missington on the west, Gundabluie on the east, and Willie on the south.
1653. Where is most of the wool that goes from this district consigned to F Most of it to Sydney.
1554. Where do you draw your town supplies from ? Most of our supplies come from Sydney, but we 
get a great deal from Newcastle.
1555. The Kailway League does not commit itself to any opinion as to the merits of the respective routes
by which Walgett may be reached F That is the attitude taken, not only by members of the League, but 
also by the people of the district. Several public meetings have been held, at which that determination 
yus arrived at, 1556,
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1550. What ia your private opinion as to the best way of reaching "Walgett? My opinion is that the 
railway should be brought here, from Karrabri West, on the south side of the Kamoi River, and that the 
next best route would be from Narrabri East, on the north side of the iN’amoi, straight into the town. If 

1 the line is brought from Narrabri West, the terminus, according to the present scheme, will be a mile and 
a half from the town ; but in my opinion the railway could be brought straight into the town for an extra 
expenditure of £5,000, and unless the Government bring the railway right into Walgett there will be a 
great deal of agitation to have it extended, so that ultimately it will have to be brought here. Narrabri 
for years agitated for a railway into the town, and eventually got it; and Tass, which was left off the 
line, at last succeeded in getting a tramway.
1557. A connection with the Northern line gives Walgett a port 100 miles nearer than it would get one 
by being connected with the Western line, and the advantage of being able to send its produce to both 
Newcastle and Sydney ? Yes.
1553. You spoke of smallholders being able to send consignments of fat stock away more frequently if 
there were a railway;—why cannot they send them away now ? In a season like this, if a man started 
to drive 100 fat sheep to Narrabri, they would be store sheep when they got there. Besides, it costs 
almost as much to send away a small flock of sheep as to send away a large one. Most of our travelling 
stock routes are eaten down, even in good seasons, because they are generally leased to the holders of the 
adjoining runs,
1559. Bo you regard this as a good fattening district? Experts state that this is one of the finest 
fattening districts in New South Wales, and, therefore, in the world.
1560. Bo you think that with the construction of the railway to Walgett there would he an increase in 
the number of stock fattened for export? Undoubtedly. Mr. Benn, of the Aberdeen meat-works, 
could give you valuable evidence on that point. He buys almost all of his stock in this district, and trucks 
them from Narrabri.
1561. Which would be the most convenient and accessible district to send starving stock to from this
district ? New England. ■
1562. The Railway Commissioners anticipate a loss of £13,000 per annum on the line to Walgett, with a 
branch to Collarendabri;—if both lines were made, which place would get the larger amount of stock 
traffic—Walgett or Collarendabri? Walgett. The sworn affidavits of the seven drovers of whom I have 
spoken, all of whom have had from seven to twenty-five years’ experience, state that those drovers, if they 
had to bring stock from Queensland, would rather bring them via Wilby Wilby and Comborah to Walgett 
than by any other route.
1563. We were informed at Collarendabri that nearly all the traffic from the Queensland side, between 
Angledool and Mungindi, now comes through Collarendabri? I think that most of the travelling stock 
from the district north of Angledool come this way.
1504 We were told that on the road to Collarendabri the country is comparatively high and dry, and 
that between Angledool and Walgett the land is more subject to floods ? 1 doubt it very much. Since 
1893, scarcely any water has lain on the ground at all, and only in 1890 were the roads impassable 
because of floods. In almost any kind of season there is plenty of grass and water on the Wilby 
Wilby track,
15G5. Would a line from Narrabri to Collarendabri, and another from Coonamhle to Walgett, attract a 
larger quantity of traffic than the proposed line ? I do not think so,
1566. Would a line from Coon amble to Walgett attract more traffic from tho western country than the 
Walgett line? I do not think so. I think the traffic that would not come to Walgett would go in any 
case to Coonamhle, or to the Brewarrina-Byrock line. The manager of Brewan assured me that his wool 
would come from Walgett, hut I doubt if it would go to any intermediate station.
1567. Bo you anticipate any development of agriculture in this district? Yes; by the use of artesian 
water.
1568. But you would not expect much agricultural traffic on the railway ? No ; hut I would point out 
that tho most profitable lines in the Colony are those that run through purely pastoral country.
] 569. How close together is it justifiable to construct railways in purely pastoral country ? The Railway 
Commissioners will never allow for traffic from a district more than 25 miles from a proposed railway.
1570. Would there be enough purely pastoral traffic to keep going both tho proposed line to Walgett, 
and the proposed line to Collarendabri ? I think so ; but Walgett has far greater claims to a railway, 
by reason of the wealth of the town, its great private and public vested interests, and for other reasons, 
than Collarendabri. Walgett has always been looked upon as one of tho largest centres in the Western 
district. If Collarendabri is to be taken into account at all, it is because of the Queensland traffic which 
she grasps, and, with Federation, that traffic may cease to come here.
1571. The Railway Commissioners suggest that Walgett should be reached from Coonamhle;—would 
that be a disadvantage to this district ? It would be a disadvantage to us, iu that we should have to wait 
at least another decade for our railway. Before the line can be extended from Coonamhle, the Public 
Works Committee must report to Parliament upon the proposal that they are now considering, and 
before any fresh proposal can be referred to the Committee the House will have expired by effluxion 
of time; then, before another proposal can be submitted, we shall have to overcome a great amount of 
opposition from people in tho northern districts, who look upon Walgett as their private property. lam 
quite satisfied to have a railway from Coonamhle, or from any other place from which you choose to 
bring it, if you give it to us within a short period. At the last inquiry I stated that if the Committee chose 
to send a person here to analyse the traffic of the district, uncontrolled by the Government, ho would 
find that a line to Walgett would pay from the jump, even with a railway to Collarendabri, and another 
to Coonamhle, As far as Mr, Harper’s figures are concerned, it should be remembered that Mr. Usher, 
who compiled them, came here, and all he did was to have a little talk with us; but exact information 
cannot be obtained merely from speechmaking.
1572. But Mr. Harper says that be knows where every bale of wool in the district goes to ? I am very 
sorry to contradict him, but I can show that his statement is hardly reliable. For instance, one man in 
this district uses a Sx'dncy name, and brands his wool “ G.M. over Forest Lodge,” and he sends it to the 
railway one year, and down the river another.
1573. Mr. McFarlme.'] How long have you resided in Walgett ? Seven years.
1574. Bering your residence here have you noticed any marked improvement in the town or district ? 
Yes; especially in the amount of settlement which has taken place under settlement lease.

1575.
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1575. Would the land that you speak of as about to be thrown open for settlement be influenced by the
construction of the proposed railway ? Some of it would, I know. ^ *
1576. 'Would the greater part of the 1,000,000 acres, to which you have referred, be better served by a 29^yie5o. 
line from Narrabri than by a line from Coonamhle ? I could not tell you from memory. I am informed ’, 
that the whole of the land on each side of the Namoi is to ho thrown open for selection, shortly, under 
settlement lease. I know' that there are 07,000 acres on Mercadool holding which are shortly to be
thrown open. Nearly all the leases fall in this year. _
1577. Has much Crown land been thrown open for settlement during your residence here ? Yes.
1578. Has it been eagerly taken up ? Yes. _ ■ _ , , ,
1570. You stated that you did not think agriculture would be extensively carried on in this district except 
by the use of artesian water;—in times of drought is there any difficulty in obtaining produce from other 
places? Yes.
1580. What rates of carriage are paid between Narrabri and Walgett? The rates fluctuate, but lately as
much as £6 and £6 10s. a ton has been paid. They went down to £2 a ton once, hut that was only for 
one or two loads. £8 a ton is a fair average. _
1581. Are the rates highest at times when you want produce most? Yes; because those are times of 
drought.
1582. Is there any considerable trade between Newcastle and Walgett? I have no personal knowledge of 
that trade.
1583. Mr. Shepherd.'] What are the smallest areas taken up in this district ? There are some homestead
selections of 640 acres close to the town. _
1584. How is that land used ? Some of the holders grow hay, and I think that ultimately they intend to 
go in for agriculture properly, but since they took up the land the seasons have been so droughty that 
some of them have not been able to reside on their selections at all.
1585. What is the average carrying capacity of the country about here ? About a sheep to 3 acres.
1580. Is it possible for a man to make a living on 640 acres here, taking everything into consideration?
I do not think so, and I do not think that any more of these small blocks will be thrown open. About 
twenty of them have been taken up, altogether.
1587. What is the smallest area that would be likely to support a family here ? 2,560 acres; but a
proper-sized block would be at least 5,000 acres in extent. I think that every acre in this district is 
suitable for agriculture. _
1588. Do you consider the land around Walgett that is subject to floods suitable for agriculture? Yes.
Itosidents of the Hawkesbury have told me that a flood there does them a power of good.
1580. How frequently is the land submerged? Close to the river the land was submerged in 1893, but 
not since. _ _
1500. At what time of the year do you generally get rain? Our heaviest rains fall in January or 
h’ebruary.
1501. What is your average rainfall ? About 20h inches.
1502. Do you generally get enough to manure your crops ? Yes, if we get our average rainfall; but in 
some years wo have only had 10 and 11 inches,
1593. At the present time there is no inducement to go in for agriculture here, because there is only the 
local market to supply ? Yes.
1591. Vice-Chairman.] Walgett has not yet been incorporated ? Not yet. If the railway were brought 
here it would be an inducement to incorporation, because it would enable us to bring material here cheaply 
for the improvement of our streets.
1595, Mr. Shepherd.] Has the Hail way League considered the advisableness of guaranteeing the Govern
ment against any loss on the proposed line ? No.
1596. Do you think that those who would benefit by the coustruction of the line would be willing to pay 
an amount equal to what they pay in land tax towards the reduction of any deficiency ? I think so. I think 
they would he glad to promise to do so, because they believe that the line would pay from the jump. The 
Byrock to Brewarrina line is only 60 miles from the Byrock to Bourke line, and if both those lines will 
pay a lino to Walgett would pay. I do not believe a man in the district would be called upon to pay one 
penny towards making good a deficiency on the working of a line to Walgett. ,

Isaac Collins, sheep farmer, near Walgett, sworn, and examined :—
1597. Mr, McdFarlane.] What area of land do you occupy? With my three eons, I occupy 21,000 acres, I. Collins, 
about 11 acres of which are conditional purchase laud and conditional lease land, while the rest is held ^
under annual lease. 29 May, 19C0.
1598. How far is your place from Walgett? It is about 10i miles down the river, in the direction of 
Brewarrina.
1599. How many sheep will your land carry in average seasons ? I have had 10,000 on it, butat the present 
time I have only about 3,500 or 3,600. In a very good season an acre and a half will carry a sheep, but 
in some seasons it takes 6 or 7 acres to keep a sheep. It is very hard to say what the average carrying 
capacity of the land is, because the last five years have been so dry; but I dare say it might be put down 
as a sheep to 3 acres.
1600. How long have you resided in the district ? Nearly eleven years.
1601. Have you a good general knowledge of the district ? Yes.
1602. Do you know the district between Walgett and Narrabri ? Yes.
1603. Will you describe that country ? In places it is fairly good. It is good sheep-carrying country in 
good seasons.
1604. How would you compare it with your own land ? It is as good as my land, and some of it is better.
If we could get rain at the right seasons country like that which I occupy would carry a larger number of 
sheep.
1605. Do you send many sheep to market ? I sent 2,300 fat sheep away last. By the time they got to 
Narrabri, a distance of 140 miles, sheep that had left as fat stock were only stores. If we had a railway 
here, a man in a small way could send away small consignments and he would get quick returns, and in 
that way he would keep out of the storekeepers’ hooks. If we do not get a railway here many of the

small
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small men will hare to go, because everything is so dear here. The storekeepers have to pay high rates to 
the carriers, and, consequently, the farmers have to pay high prices to the storekeepers, so that a poor 

' man has to work hard all the year round to make ends meet.
1(106. "Where do you send your fat stock F To Sydney, through Narrabri. If settlement-lease men
could send away two or three truck-loads of sheep at a time, it would be of great advantage to them to do so, °

1607. If the proposed railway were constructed would everyone who was sending fat sheep to market use
the railway, Tes. It would have to be a very good season to make it worth anyone’s while to use the 
iooq would bo very foolish not to use the railway.
1608. Do you send away much wool ? Tes, to Sydney. I have sent away as many as 130 bales in a 
good season. What I want are quick sales and ready money.
1609. Did you suffer very much from the late drought ? I lost half of what I had. I lost about 4,000 
sheep, and I was about 100 bales of wool short.
1610. Did you make any effort to send your sheep away to other districts during the drought? It was
or no use to try to do so. A man keeps his sheep hack thinking rain will come, until at last it is too late to move them.
ifiTo' iiPir man*Y 0tller PeoP,e loae ae heavily as you lost ? Tes, all my neighbours lost in the same way. 
rii ™e Pr<?Pose<l railway were constructed, would it be used in times of drought for sending starving 

stock to more favoured districts ? If the railway had been here last season I should have sent my sheep 
away mstead of letting them die in the paddocks. Every man who has stock would use the railway to 
send them away in times of drought. ‘
1613. Which route would you prefer, that from Narrabri or that from Coonamhle ? It does not matter 
to me where the railway comes from ; a line to Walgett is all that I want.
16141. But would not one route be better for you than another ? It is immaterial to mo which route is adopted.
16.1.5. Have you done anything in the way of agriculture ? Not yet; but my neighbours have. A man 
close to me has grown a very nice crop.
1616. Do you think that the land is suitable for cultivation? There is plenty of land here which is suitable for cultivation.

were constructed, would people here he induced to go infer agriculture? Very 
j j. u’ °eve^ settlement lessees in my neighbourhood could have sent away two or three truck-loads of 
fat sheep at the beginning of the season if there had been a railway; but, as it was, they had to keep the 
sheep back until they lost them. *
1618. It has been stated that a considerable area of Crown land is shortly to be thrown open for settle- 
Ine?^ that land is similar to the land you occupy will people take it up ? Certainly; but Walgett is 
so far from Sydney that 2,560 acres make too small a holding for farming. Blocks of 5,000 acres are required.
1619. Would a 5,000-acre block maintain a family ? Tes. r
1620. Where were you living before you came to this district? In Riverina.
1621. How does that country compare with this country for sheep farming? I think that this country 
is as good as the Biverina country. _ If we have rain here, no matter at what time of tho year, grass orlierhago 
^^esort will follow; but in Riverina, if rain comes between the seasons, not a blade of grass follows,
1622. Will this land carry as many sheep to tho acre as the Riverina land will carry ? Tes, if not more. 
Taking one season with another, I think it will carry more. I used to do a little wheat-growing : but 
more for chaff than anything else.
1623. Which line would suit this district the better, one from Narrabri or one from Coonamhle ? A line 
from Rarrabri will enable us to send our starving stock to the New England district,
1624. Where do starving stock go now ? Mostly through Narrabri to the New England district; hut 
some of them have travelled to the Moree district, because there has been rain there.
1625. Mr. Shepherd.] What is the average weight of a fleece with you ? Erom 6 to S lb.
1626. Are the sheep in this district liable to any disease ? No.

^0U 111UC^ scrub on your holding, upon which you can feed sheep ? No. I had a littlo; but 
it has all been nsed. I have had very hard times during the last few years.
1628. Have you a garden ? I had a beautiful lot of fruit-trees; but they nearly all died in the drought.

Horatio William Smith, selector, near Walgett, sworn, and esamined:—
H, W. Smith. 1629. Mr. Shepherd,] What is the extent of your holding? 2,560 acres.

^ JTA 1630. How long have you been in the district ? Nearly eight years.
29 May, 1900. pegi, How many sheep have you ? At the present time a little over 700.

1632. Is that the full- capacity of your holding? No. I had never shorn fewer than 2,000 sheep until 
last year, when I sheared about 1,800.
1633. Have you lost others through the drought? Yes.
1634. Will your run carry 2,000 sheep? Until last year it carried 2,000. I do not buy and sell.
1635. What number of fat sheep do you send away ? None.
1636. What kind of pasture have you? Mine is principally plain country, slightly timbered with 
coolabah and white wood. Mitchell grass, blue grass, and saltbush grow on it, and herbage in the winter.
1637. Do you feed and spell alternate paddocks ? Tes; three-fourths of my country is spelling now.
1638. Where do you send your wool? To Sydnev, via Narrabri,
1639. What is your opinion of the country between Narrabri and Walgett ? From Walgett to Wee 
Waa the country cannot be excelled as grazing country; but beyond that a great deal of it is flooded country.
1640. Is any of the land between Walgett and Wee Waa fit for agriculture ? I think it is all fit for 
agriculture, judging by the crops that I have seen growing in the district; but, unfortunately, just when 
the crops need rain, at the end of September and in October, we generally get a dry spoil. Of course, 
artesian water could be used to get over that difficulty to a great extent,
1641. If the line came from Narrabri, would you sooner see it brought on the south side, or on the north

' side
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side of the river ? I think that a line coming from iNarrabri East would come through better country ml^ ■
than any other; but it would not pass through Wee Waa. .... esfivTov 19(JD
1642. How would you describe the Collarendabri country ? As far as I have been in the direction of '' '
Burren it is similar to the country round here. ■
1643. Have you tried cultivation at all P Not yet; but 1 am making a start this year.
1644. Have you every hope of being able to make a fair living on 2,560 acres ? I have done so up to 
the present, and I hope my condition will improve i£ a railway comes here.

Charles Speight Haigh, storekeeper, Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
1645. Mr. Watson.'} Have you resided long in the district ? Over five years. _ c. S. Haigh.
1646. Then you have had an opportunity of observing and experiencing the difficulties which the residents _ a—
labour under by reason of the want of railway communication ? Tes; in the first place, our climate is 29 May, 1900, 
of such a trying character that we cannot keep large stocks of perishable articles, because they go bad iu
the stores. Now that the district is becoming so thickly populated by small holders, if we bad 50 or 
100 points of rain now and again, during a few weeks, the teams find it impossible to travel, and 
that brings about almost a state of famine. A little while ago people here were offering 25s. a bag for 
chaff to feed their horses, and animals were starving. I had three teams stuck up 37 miles from tho town 
at tho time ; but I could make no use of the produce. I had there about 12 tons of grain, and if I bad 
been able to bring it into Walgett I could have sold it for 10s. a bushel, and people would have been very 
glad to buy it; but when it came here it was practically unsaleable, because grass had grown, and people 
did not want it. In good seasons chaff and produce are nearly useless here. People will not buy 
produce, and horses will not eat it then ; and it is consequently a dead loss to the storekeepers. With 
regard to the river, it has been stated that wo do not want a railway here, because we have water 
communication; hut the river is simply a snare and a trap to us. When tho water has risen 
sufficiently to enable a steamer to come up here, it is too late to send to Sydney to order goods to 
he sent to Bourke, to be put on board the steamer. When the water is high enough here for us to 
think about sending for goods, there is no water at Bourke; and when the water gets down to Bourke 
there is none here. Last time I risked it, I had to send waggons to Boorooma to bring the goods from 
there. The steamer people will not guarantee to deliver at any particular time.
1647. What freight do you pay from Narrabri, on the average ? Erom 2s. to 6s. a cwt.
1648. What is the steamer freight ? About £2 10s. a ton from Bourke, I think. I have three teams
always employed, and very often 1 employ two other teams as well. _
1649” How far does your trade area extend from Walgett ? Speaking for our own business, it goes back 
as far as the Narran, 58 or 60 miles from here. Our trade also goes a long way down the Barwon, and 
down the Castlereagh towards Combogoloug and Coonamhle. Then we go north-easterly as far as 
Cryon, and as far as Mercadool. <
1650. Does any of the Angledool traffic come this way F I have frequently supplied people in 
Angledool.
1651. If the Federal G-overnment locked and weired tho river, could goods be brought here more cheaply
by river than by train? Not unless the Eederal Government also abolished the differential rates to 
Bonrkc. I hope that whatever route is adopted the railway will be brought right into the town. It will 1 
be a very serious injury to Walgett if the terminus is left a mile and a half away, _
1652. Is there any way in which tho engineers could avoid the extreme expense of construction which is 
necessary to bring the railway into tho town ? I do not know; but we want a railway into the town.
1653. Mr. Shepherd.} Have you noticed a general advance in the town and district since you have been
here ? Our customers have increased in number ; but, unfortunately, one year has been worse than its 
predecessor, and that has militated very considerably against business. If we got one or two good 
seasons I think the capability of the district would astonish people. I have been told that this district 
is particularly suitable for the breeding of sheep and the production of wool. _
1654. And you think that a railway would greatly improve your eonditious ? Tes; especially if it 
is brought into the town. That would suit both business people and the people of the district. _ '
1655. Mr. McFarlane.} Where do you get most of your supplies from ? We get nearly everything from 
Sydnej’,
1656. Do you do much trade with Newcastle ? Wo only get butter and biscuits from Newcastle, and we 
sometimes get flour from Tamworth.
1657. Would it not be of advantage to Walgett to have tho Newcastle as well as the Sydney market ?
Tes ; we should then have two ports instead of one; but Sydney is the only port I use.

John Toung Bell, grazier, near Walgett, sworn, and examined :— ■
1658. Vice-Chairman.} What is the area of your holding ? 10,240 acres. J. Y. Bell.
1659. What is its average carrying capacity, taking good and bad seasons together ? A sheep to an acre ^ A ,
and a half, taking the average for ten years. 29 May, 1900.
1660. Is the land that would be served by the proposed railway good pastoral country ? Tes.
1661. What is your opinion of it from an agricultural point of view F Nearly the whole district is really 
first-class agricultural land. I have been farming in the district on a small scale for the last nine years, 
and I have got as much as 3 tons of hay to the acre.
1662. How many failures have you had ? Only one total failure; but two of the crops were not very 
good, owing to dry seasons.
1663. Would you expect, on the average, worse or better results than you have obtained during the last 
nine years ? The last five years have been worse than the average season, and, therefore, I think my 
average crop, taken over a long period, would bo better than I have been getting,
1664. Do you irrigate your land ? I have started to irrigate it. I irrigated a small piece last year ; but 
I consider the land first-class agricultural land, even without irrigation.
1665. Is it possible to irrigate any large area in this district ? Tes ; by the use of artesian water. The 
country is extremely level here.
1666. If there were a railway, what crops could be profitably grown here ? Wheat, and I think almost 
any other crop that is grown in the Colony. I believe that this would be a splendid tobacco-growing

district.
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J. Y. Bell, district. I have had a good deal of experience in tobacco-growing, and 1 am sending for seed now to give 
------*----- v this country a trial. & °

■ ^ largest area that yon have bad under crop, and what has been the best yield from it ?
Sixty-five acres is my largest area, and I got about GO tons of bay from it: but that was one of the worst crops that I have had.
1668. Are your results such as to lead you to increase your area P Tes; and I am now cultivating 200 flcros,
1669. Tfhat market do you expect to find for your produce ? Only the Walgett market at present. 
16/0. If there were a railway to Walgett, could you grow grain for export? J think wecould. Iproduce 
a sample of the wheat which I grew last year. I have always been growing for hay; but last year 
some of the crop was a little on the ripe side before I gathered it in. I intend putting in 1,000 acres

year, and X am about to order £850 worth of machinery.
1671. How would you describe your soil? Most of the laud that we are farming now is black soil, but 
we have farmed the red soil too.
1672. Which is the better ? I think that the red soil is safer than the black. It stands a drought better; 
but in a good season, or with irrigation, the black soil is the better.
1673. What crop do you propose sowing next year ? Wheat, oats, and maize or Indian corn. I have 
seen Indian com grown on the Castlereagh, and a very good crop came.
1674. What are the possibilities of the district for fruit? I have seen some very fine grapes grown 
close to my place on about an acre of ground. I have had a good deal of experience in grape growing, 
tliough not in this district. My father used to make a good deal of wine in the Albury district, and I 
think that this would be a good wine district. There is a Chinese garden close to my place where really first-class fruit is grown.
1675. Is the district suitable for small holdings with mixed farming ? Tes.
1676. What would be a fair-sized holding for the maintenance of a family here, supposing there were a 
railway. About 2,560 acres. A man could do on less; but I consider that the area I have named would 
enable anyone to make a really first-class borne. I know men in the district who have done well on 2,560 
acres snnply by grazing. They started with very littlo money, but, notwithstanding the severe droughts 
which we have had, they are in a good position now,
1677. But mixed farming would be safer ? Tes; I am satisfied of that.
1678. Mr. Watson.] Would you say that the rain falls here at seasons that would suit wheat ? Tes, 
generally ; but in some years it is patchy. During my nine years’ experience, enough rain has fallen at 
the right time, except in tivo or three seasons.
1679. Would the rainfall generally be sufficient for a grain crop ? I think so, if the laud were properly 
farmed; but there are not many first-class fanners in the district at present. When I first came here 
people told me that I should not be able to get a crop at all; but 1 tried 8 acres, and I got a splendid
1680. I understand that bay and chaff have occasionally been at verv high prices here? Tes: the
lowest price at which I have sold chaff is £6 a ton. "

Jl ^ j- .ei1 '8 ^ nJore produce has not been grown here ? I am one of the oldest selectors in 
' district, and up to the time of my coming here the land was held by squatters, who told us, because 

they did not want selectors to come here, that the soil would not grow wheat. I know that some of those 
squatters had been most successful with small areas, but they would not continue growing for fear that 
ot er people should find it out. Since I have discovered that wheat can be successfully grown here, a 
great many other selectors are going in for it. I know about a dozen within 15 or 20 miles of my place 
who are cultivating from 40 to 50 and 60 acres.

x.T railway w®re made, could you grow hay in competition with a more favoured district, such 
as the Hunter ? If I could get £2 10s. a ton for all the hay J. grew, I should give up sheep-farming and 
go in solely for agriculture. I have 5 acres under lucerne, and the crop which I have irrigated has been 
a very good one, so that 1 am extending the area to 20 acres this year.
1683. How do you irrigate? From the Telloora bore, on the Coonamble-road. It is a Government 
bore ; and I think it has the biggest flow in the Colony.
1684. What is the depth of the boro? 1,540 feet.
^do,/ou Pay for tlie water that you get from that bore ? Gs. 8d. a week. The flow was estimated 

j * ■ 0 ^ could have the whole of it; but I have never been able to use more than one-
third of it. I should have to pay about £2 10s. a week if I used the whole of it. An arrangement was 
for't Wltt Mr" ®011 tbee that seventeen selectors could take the whole flow by paying £2 10s. a week
1686^ If there were a railway, would it pay you to grow crops by irrigation? X am sure that it would, 
inis is a very hot climate, so that you can grow crops here nearly all the year round, and the extra 
crops which you obtain from irrigation would more than pay for the expense. We irrigated 15 acres twice, 
occupying two days in the work on each occasion, and we only bad one-third of the flow. It did not take 
as much time to irrigate on the second occasion as on the first. If land is worked regularly, and is not 
allowed to get too dry, it will not require so much water.
1687. Have you been irrigating sufficiently long to know whether the artesian water will have a bad effect 
upon the soil? I cannot say what effect it will have upon the soil.
1688. Jfir. Shepherd.] How do oats succeed here? We have only tried oats twice. On one occasion the 
crop was not very good, and on tho other occasion Algerian oats proved a success.
1689. Do you irrigate by flooding, or with drains ? With drains.
1690. How often do you find it necessary to irrigate in dry weather? Last year was a very dry season, 
at alT °Dly ±0Und ^ DeCesBar‘7 t0 lrri8ate twice> and in many years it would not be necessary to irrigate
icon' 5°W long 3laTe Jr°U 1:16611 Srow’ng lucerne ? We only put in the lucerne last year.
1692. How many cuttings have you bad from it ? We cut it once, and then let the sheep run on it for about three months. How it is fit to cut again.
1693. Where have you had experience in tobacco-cutting ? A bout Albury.
1694. Is it not generally considered that alluvial lands are the best for tobacco ? Tes; but this soil is verv 
rich and strong, and I think that with water it will grow tobacco. The only thing that might go against
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a tobacco crop ia tbe climate ; but I think that the climate will suit, because wc are not very subicct to J- Y. Boll, troata here. a
iGilo. What kinds of fruit grow here ? Grapes, peaches, figs, apricots, oranges, and other fruits. I do 29 Mtiy<
not think that apples are a success.
l(if)G. Is fruit grown chiefly by irrigation ? Tes.
1097. iireyou quite satisfied with the results of your experiments so far? Tes; T think that with railway 
communication the raising of pigs -would be a very profitable industry in this district. 1 am quite 
satisfied that there would be no difficulty in raising pigs here, because of the trouble that we have in keeping 
down wild pigs If we had a railway to Walgett we could make a lot of money by fencing off the 
warrambools and keeping them for pig-breeding; but, without a railway, pig-raising is out of the question, 
because we should have too far to drive the animals to market. Then, if we had a railway, grazin'* 
could be carried on more successfully. In a good season we have more grass than we want. 1 have seen 
grass as high as a sheep s hack ; but, owing to the uncertainty of our seasons, 1 have been afraid to put 
more stock on to the land. If there were a railway, however, 1 could put on two-thirds more stock and 
tatten them ; and if the season turned out a dry one I could truck away the fattest sheep. 100 or 200 at a 
ume. This is the finest country that I have seen for the raising of fat lambs. We have lost very heavily 
on several occasions ; but we should not have lost if we had had a railway. In 1S07 I had about 300 fat 
Jambs and they were inspected by a first-class man, who valued them at 10s, a head on the ground ■ but, 
as it did not pay to drive away so small a lot, I had to keep them until they died. 1 have also had fat 
bullocks and cows, which J should have liked to send away, but which 1 have had to keep until they died 
rom want ot rood. Wc Iizlvc had great losses, which would not have occurred had there been a railway, 

because in dry seasons we could send our animals elsewhere for grass. The stock routes become bare 
botore any other part of the country, so that it is impossible to use them for sending sheep away. The 
value of the sheep which have died in this district during the last three or four years would be equal to 
the cost ot building a railway to Walgett. I am quite sure that if all tho pastoral leases in the district 
were thrown open for selection, and we had a railway to Walgett, every block would be taken up. That 
would give the railway a better chance o( paying. Up to the present time several larc;e areas of land 
have been thrown open here, and in most cases the blocks have been balloted for, and there is not now a 
blocK in the district open for selection. The land is sought after by farmers, some of whom have come 
from Kiverina and Victoria; and I know of at least seventy or eighty farmers who are in Victoria at the 
present tune waiting for an opportunity to take up land in this district. A man named Butler is going 
into farming on the share system with myself and my brothers. He comes from Victoria, and has done 
a lot of farming there, and he is quite satisfied that he can do better in this district than in Victoria.
Jhc uncertainty ot tho river has been a curse to the district. During my nine vears’ residence here tho 
river has been of no use to me. During the first one or two years that I was here T brought up goods 
by steamer; but they cost me 7s. Cd. or 10s a ton more than they would have cost if I had had them 
brought here by team, because they would have to bo unloaded at"Brewarrina. Since that time I have 
never used the steamers. I do not think that the river will ever compete with the railway. If there 
were a railway to Walgett I should not use the river, even if tho steamer people undertook to carry mv 
wool to Bourke fop nothing, because at Bourke my wool would be further from Sydney than it is a’t walgett.

Robert Moyse, Inspector of Stock, Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
1G9S. Mr. McFarlane.] How long have you held your present position ? I have been in the Walgett R Movse 
district about twenty months. ‘ ^
1G99. Have you a statement to make to the Committee? I have a few returns here. At the end of 29 May, 1900.
1897, the number of sheep in the district was 1,901,21-3, and at the end of 1398, 1,533,030, showing that
the loss for the year was 363,2 L3. In 1899, there were 1,058,180 sheep, allowing a further loss of 479,844
in that year, or a total loss for the two years of 843,057 sheep. Those sheep died during the drought,
and at present prices they would be worth £421,523. The loss of horses and cattle in the same periodwas about 50 per cent. 1
1/00. Do you think that those losses could have been averted if there had been a railway? I am of 
opinion that if there had been a railway, we should have saved 70 per cent. The stock routes have been 
m such a terrible state that it has been utterly impossible to travel sheep. People started felling scrub 
for their stock, aud when the scrub was cut out, they had simply to let the sheep die,
1701. Did any of the stock-owners travel their sheep to other districts during the drought ? Tes.
1702. In which direction ? Principally the New England, though a few flocks have gone to Mundooran,and m that direction. '
1703. 1 suppose the number of horned stock in the district is not very large? No; wo consider tho 
district capable of carrying 2,000,000 sheep, hut at the present time we have only 1,058.000.
1704. So that you are considerably understocked? Tes ; none of the holdings arc fully stocked at thepresent time, ‘
1705. What is the grazing capacity of this district? On the average, 3 acres will carry a sheep.
1706. Have you had experience of other dislricts ? Tes ; I know the Macquarie district, the Dubbo 
district, the Walgett district, the Wilcannia district, and other parts of the Colony.
1707. How does this district compare with-those that you have named ? I think that it is oneof the best 
in the Colony ; it is by far the soundest district that 1 have been in.
1708. Is it a good fattening district ? Tes ; a splendid district.
1709. In ordinary seasons, are a large number of fat sheep sent from this district to Sydney ? Yes •about 250,000 a year. J ’
1710. In what direction, do they mostly go ? In good seasons they generally travel to Rylstone, to 
Mudgee, and to Wallerawang, but a large number of fat stock are bought in this district by the Aberdeen 
Company, and they are trucked from Narrabri.
1711. In what direction do most of the fat stock for the city market go? If they can travel, they go 
via Coonamhle, Mundooran, and Coonabarabmn ; hut in a bad season, they are glad to take the train at Narrabri.
1712. If the railway were brought to Walgett, would it be used by the owners of fat stock to send sheento market ? Tes. r

48—K 1713.
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R. Moyse. 1713. It has been stated that holders of fat stock have experienced considerable difficulty in getting rid 
of small consignments ? Yes ; I have often heard that complaint. 1 have seen sheep in good condition, 

29 Muy. 1903. ^ would not pay an owner to send away, unless tie could put them directly on to the trucks. .Fat
stock belonging to small holders are generally bought by people who arc making up a large flock to send 
away. In good years most of the Queensland stock comes through the district on their way to the 
southern markets, and to the Hunter. The estimated traffic through Walgett last year was about 2,100 
horses, 10,800 head of cattle, and 510,000 sheep. Those figures are taken from the permits granted.
1714. Which way were those animals passing ? Backwards and forwards through Walgett
1715. Is there much traffic in store stock? Yes, a good deal.
1710. With what other districts has this district stock transactions? The Walgett district is expected 
to supply most of (he New England country, and people living up the Macquarie come this way for store 
stock. Buyers come here every year.
1717. Do most of the transactions with store stock take place between people in this district and people 
in the New England district? Yes.
1718. Mr. Watson.] Would store stock use the proposed railway in any but times of drought? They 
would not use it if they could get grass.
1719. But fat stock would be put into the train ? Yes.
1720. Mr, McFarlano.] And starving stock ? Y"es.
1721. Mr. Watson.] Does your district include Collarendabri ? Yes.
1722. With a terminus at Walgett and another at Collarendabri, which line would attract most of the 
stock traffic from Queensland and the northern part of this Colony p 'The Walgett line. There are two 
stock routes from Brenda—the Lightening Ridge route aud the Wilby Wilby route—and they both come 
here ; whereas there is only the GO-mile track to Collarendabri.
1723. It has been stated that between Angledool and Walgett the track traverses a good deal of flooded 
country? Both tracks are alike. On the Collarendabri side of Angledool there are about 30 miles of 
low country, and both tracks arc pretty wet in a good season.

Abraham Falstein, storekeeper, Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
A. Falstein. 1721. Mr. SJ/epfiord.] How long have you been here? I have been in the district since 1889, but I have 

\ not always been storekeeping ; some of the time I have been hawking.
29May, 1900. 1725. Then you have a pretty good knowledge of the district, I suppose ? Yes.

1720. What is the country like between Walgett and Collarendabri? In wet weather the river track is 
a terribly had one. The country is low, and it is bound to ho flooded whenever the riverrises. Sometimes 
the flood-waters of the Barwon spread out to within 4 miles of Mercadool holding. They did so 
in 1893.
1727. Is the district a good one for pastoral or agricultural pursuits? Yes ; one of the finest districts I 
have been in. I have a knowledge of South Australia and Victoria; but this district will compare 
favourably with any part of Victoria that I have been in. Of course, there are areas of country near the 
river which are not suitable for agriculture ; but 6 or 7 miles from the river the country is splendid, and 
along the route of the proposed branch line to Collarendabri there arc some very large areas suitable for 
closer settlement. The land there is so good that after 3 or 4 inches of rain the grass grows very high.
1728. Were you ever engaged in agricultural pursuits in Victoria ? No ; but I have seen a great deal of 
agriculture. I have travelled throughout Europe, and 1 know pretty well the ideas and the customs of the 
farmers there.
1729. Are the people in this district satisfied with their lot ? Tes. I have not known anyone to become 
insolvent in this district for the last six or seven years; but in other districts, if there is a drought, it is fen 
to one that people become bankrupt. There have been no such failures in this district.
1730. What extent of country do yon supply with stores? I go south as far as Castlereagh, towards 
Coonamhle, and north-east as far as Cryon.
1731. And you find people well able to meet their engagements ? Yes ; except in dry weather. 1 think 
that the proposed railway will pay from the start, just as the Moree line paid. They did not think at first 
that that line would pay.
1732. Do you find any great difficulty in getting stores here ? Yes.
1733. Do you buy in Sydney chiefly ? Yes.
1734. How long does it take you to get goods from Sydney ? In this dry weather it has taken one of our 
teams six weeks to come from Narrabri, and last year on many occasions it took nearly two months. It 
is very hard upon storekeepers to have goods so long on the road.
1735. What freight do you pay ? We have paid from £2 to £G a ton, but on the average wo pav about 
£4 a ton from Narrabri. It is simply folly for us to rely upon the river here. Even if locks and weirs 
were made it would bo of no use to us, because it would cost ua more to bring goods up the river via 
Bourke than lo bring them direct via Coonamhle or Narrabri, and we want to get them delivered here as 
cheaply as possible. .11 has been said that our cattle and sheep go New England way, but they only go there 
in the nimmer time, and very often, after they have been away six months, they come back with footrot 
and fluke. There are plenty of other places besides New England to which we could send our sheep— 
places such as the Wellington and Dubbo districts. In the winter New England would be of no use to 
us at all.

Robert Henderson Duncan, homestead lessee, Narran Point, near Walgett. sworn, and examined : —
R. H. 173G Mr. Watson.] What area have you ? 10,240 acres.

Duncan. 1737. How many sheep do you rim? I have about 2,900 now.
,--- w 1738. Is that your usual number? I have rather more now than I should have, considering the seasons.

29May, 1990. j am trying to keep them in hope of more rain. ,
1739. In an average season what will your holding carry? About a sheep to 3 acres.
1710. Is it open country ? No ; it is pretty scrubby country.
1741. Have you improved it? I have ringbarked it all, with the exception of some coolabah scrub, which 
I do not know how to kill.
1742, What effect will the construction of the proposed railway have on tho district in which you are

living ?
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living ? It will benefit it in many ways. At the present time we are considerably taxed in getting our R- 11- 
wool away; there is no certainty about the river. Last year I sent some of my wool down by steamer, Duncan, 
and six weeks after it left I sheared some more sheep, anil their wool, which went to Karrabri, reached 
Sydney before the wool that left by the steamer. The steamer got stuck up at Brewarrina, and bad lo 'unload there.
1713. 1 suppose that if the railway were brought to Walgett you would send all your wool by it ? Yes.
I?!!, J s any fattening done in your district in good seasons P Ido not think there is better fattening 
country in ifew Louth Wales, and sheep grow very large there. I have killed merino wethers which 
weighed 100 lb., and it is an ordinary thing in good seasons to kill a sheep weighing SO or 00 lb. 1 
produce a sample of some chaff which I grew at my place and cut for my horses.
1745. Do you regard your land as suitable for agriculture P It would require to be cleared, because it is 
nearly all timbered laud but in any ordinary season I believe that a man conk] grow a good crop on it,
1740. Have you tried it for wheat? I have grown wheat, clneily for hay, for the last seven years.
1741. hat, results have you obtained during that period ? Three years ago I got 7 tons of oaten hay, 
without irrigation, off a little more than au acre and a half. A good many of the people iu the district 
who saw tho crop told me that it would have yielded over 00 bushels of oats to the acre.

What results have you had with wheat? Lnfortunatelv, we have generally had hot winds just 
when we wanted cool weather for the wheat to matute in. I have tried different sorts of wheat, and the 
wheat which I find best suited for this part of the country ia the White Llama
1749. Do you regard the district generally as suitable for agriculture ? in two years out of three you can get a crop.
1<50. 1 hen why have people not grown more hay here ? There has not been tnucb population. When 
I came to Walgett, eighteen or nineteen years ago, they told me that all the land on the Barwon was 
secured. ]t was all surveyed in small blocks for the stations, as a blind to keep settlers out.

R’nce there has been a lot of settlement here ? Tes. They told me when I came here 
that J would never be able to grow anything; but I got a small engine to water the garden, and I found 
that l could grow almost anything by using water. 1 have grown cabbages up to 23 lb. in weight, and I 
have grown oranges, citrons, poaches, nectarines, plums, bananas, cherries, apples, and pears with irriga
tion. Ihe pears were as fine as have ever been grown out, of Sydney. If a man looked after his land he 
could grow nearly anything with a little care. In a good season he could grow an abundance of hav.
1752. If thee were a railway would there bo n market elsewhere for hay ? Yes. There are different 
places to which a man could send produce. There might bo a bad season in Brewarrina, or at Narrabri, 
or at Coonamhle.
17o3. Is it not more likely that any markets for produce would be out towards tbe west rather than 
towards the coast, where farmers arc already established? 1 dare say there would be a good market out 
west; but in good seasons it is not difficult to get a good crop here, though in bad times it takes a man 
all he Knows to get a crop to grow.

Charles Noam-Vaughan, storekeeper, Walgett, sworn, and examined : —
1<54. Vice-Chairman.'] How long have you been in tho district ? Twenty years. q

1755. What is the financial condition of the district at the present time ? It is about as sound as that Yaughan,
of any pari of New South Wales. , a
1756. Can you give us some idea of the rate of progress here during your time ? The district has pro- 29 May, 1900, 
gressea very considerably since I have been here. A large amount of settlement has taken place since
land has been made available for it, and 1 have no doubt that when more land is made available settlement 
here will increase very rapidly. Each time that land has been thrown open it has been rushed.
1/57. Would the district be attractive to small settlers if there were a railway ? Yes.
1758. "Would it be so without a railway ? Not to the same extent. AYithout a railway the settlement 
will be a settlement of graziers rather than of agriculturists ; but with a railway there will bo a good 
opening for agriculturists. ‘
1750. What area would a man require here for the maintenance of himself and family ? Pot gracing, 
he would require larger areas than are now allotted for small holders. I dare say 640 acres would enable a 
man to make a living if there were a railway, and he cultivated his land, and had also a grazing lease.
1760. What arc the main lines of traffic to and from Walgett ? Hitherto the traffic has gone to the
nearest point on the railway line, and it will always do so. Narrabri, being the nearest railway station, 
the traffic has always gone there. ’ '
1761. "W ill the construction ot tbe Byrock to Brewarrina line have any effect upon the Walgett traffic ?
I do not know that it will, unless it afreet the traffic from tbe north ; but a railway to Walgett should 
attract tho greater part of the traffic from the country towards Goodooga, Angledool, tbe Birric, and the 
Bokhara. My trade connection has been out in that direction, and I have a branch at Angledool; but 
the difficulties of getting goods there leaves the place almost in a state of famine at times. I had a letter 
to-day stating that they are quite out of sugar, and a few weeks ago they had not a bag of flour, nor any 
sugar there. The rate of carriage to Angledool from Narrabri is now about £10 a ton, the freight on 
flour being £L a bag, which is more than the flour cost to buy. A great many of the goods that I send
to Angledool come through Walgett, and would come to Walgett if there were a railway. "
1762. ^ on do not think that Angledool would bo supplied from Collarendabri? My store would not, 
because there would ho very little difference in cartage, and the road from Narrabri via Walgett, would be 
better than that from Collarendabri.
1763. Where do you gel your stores ? Erom Sydney; but wo get biscuits from Newcastle, and sometimes 
we got flour from Dubbo and Orange. I have had goods three mouths on the road between Narrabri and 
Walgett, and I have goods now at Narrabri which have been there since 11th April waiting for despatch, 
so that: it is hard to say when they will reach me. liecently, I endeavoured to get up about 40 tons of 
stuff by way of Bourke; but I found that it was impossible. Trade is considerably hampered by the 
want of facilities for transport As to tho nature of the soil in the district, I am satisfied that it will 
produce almost anything, whether fruit or grain. 1 have a iitile garden at the back of mj1' private resi
dence, and almost every kind of fruit grows there—quinces, ligs, English mulberries, lemons, and oranges, 
fhe soil will produce anything if it has moisture ; but without a market there is no inducement to

grow
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0. K, grow anything. Tho Chinese pay d£3 or £4 an aorc for land which they rent on the banks of the ricer, 
Yntighan. an(j slpjf m.^;e a goo^ living. The land that they rent is part of tho park, and tho money Uiat they give 

oo^Tjr'^'TcIm ns is spent in improving the park ; but they are liable to be removed at twenty-four hours notice. The 
-9 May, 1900. Qovernmentj ]ia9 decided. I understand, to put down a bore within half a mile of the town, and 1 con

sider that the production from the surrounding land will amply cover the interest on the outlay.

Tes.
Several of those around here do.

Andrew Esses Scott, pastoralist, Gringie, sworn, and examined:—
A. E. Scott. 1704. Mr. MeJyarla^ What area of land do you occupy? I hold something over 100,000 acres of

,--- leasehold and 18,000 acres of purchased land. I also hold land under annual loase; so that my property
29 May, 1900. comprises about IbO.O'JU acres.

1705. How many acres does it take to maintain a sheep ? About four. .
17GG. Is the country between Walgett and Narrabri similar to that which you occupy . ics, parts of 
it are; but my land is not so good as the land down Narrabri way.
1707. Do you send away much wool and fat stock ? More wool.
1708. Where do you send your wool ? We sell some of it in Sydney, and we send some of it to England,
from Newcastle or from Sydney. , , .
1709. Do you send much to Newcastle? In some years wc send nearly all of it to Newcastle, aud in
other years we send it to Sydney. Sometimes wo send it to Sydney for sale, and then, if prices do not 
suit, we ship it home. . _ .
1770. What you have sent to Newcastle has been for direct shipment?
1771. Do many of the station-owners deal with their wool in that way ?
If I send through Bourke I ship from Sydney, and if I send through Narrabri I generally ship from
Newcastle. T 111772. Do you send many fat stock to the Sydney markets? I generally sell off the shears. 1 seldom
send fat stock to Svdnev. r .
1773. If the railway were brought to Walgett, should you send fat stock to Sydney ?_ les, m a season
like this, when I wanted to get rid of them, though, generally, I have no difficulty in disposing of my 
sheep, because they are a good breed, and people buy them. ^ _
1774. Where do you get your station supplies ? Broin Sydney, via Narrabri, or else via Bourke.
1775. Do you send away much wool by river ? Sometimes, when tho steamer is running,
1770. Would you continue to do so if the railway were brought to Walgett? 
cheapest route. .
1777. What do vou pav to send wool to Bourke ? If they do not trans-ship at Brewarrina, about £2 IQs.
a ton. I pav about £6 10s. a ton through to Sydney. .
1778. Which line would suit you the better—the Coonamble-Walgett line or the Narrabri-Walgett line ? 
Personally, tho Coonamhle line, because we have a station in tho Coonamhle district, near "W arren ; but 
in limes of drought I dare say the Narrabri lino would give us the better get-away for our stock.
1770. Which line would suit jmur Walgett property the bettor ? The'Narrabri line; but I do not mind 
where the railway comes from.
1 780. How long have you lived iu this district ? Twelve years.
1781. Do you'frequently have droughts such as that which you have experienced recently ? les.
1782. Have you tried agriculture ? Yes, in a small way. 1
17S3. Have your results been encourasing? They were not. _ _
1784. .Is that because of the poorness of the soil ? Because of the insufficiency of the rainfall.
1785. Would the laud be goad enough if tho rainfall were greater ? Yes. At a time like this, when the 
rates of carriage are so high, we have great difficulty in getting goods up from Narrabri, and you cannot 
possibly send sheep away, because there is neither grass nor water ou the stock-routes. If there were a 
railway, tve could send our sheep to places where there is better feed.
1780. Have you, in the past, sent stock to other districts for feed Yes. When my father bad the 
station, it happened to be a better season round Bourke way, and at Nyngan, Ilian here, and wo had stock 
at both places ; but, generally, the season is good in New England when it is bad here, and New England 
is the usual place to send stock to in times of drought. .
1787. Is the Crown land which is shortly to bo thrown open for settlement good grazing land ? Some of 
it is; but I should not say that all of it is, of course I am referring to the Central Division.
1788. Is it land of such "a character as would induce people to take it up for pastoral purposes or for 
cultivation ? I think that some of it is, but I do not consider the rainfall sufficient for cultivating.

I should choose the

G-eorge Matthews, grazier, near Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
G. Matthews. 1789. Mr. Shepherd.'] How long have you been in the district ? Over forty years.

a - ' 1790. What is the extent of your holding ? Nearly 13,000 acres.
29 May, 1S0Q. 1791, How many sheep have you on your land ? It is doubtful whether I could muster 3,000 now.

1792. How' many do you carry, on the average ? Not more than a sheep to 4 acres, on the average; but 
in a good season I could carry more. , _

" 1793. Is your country up to the general average ? Portions of it are very good ; but some of it is not
good. . ,
1794. We have been told that some of the properties here will carry a sheep to 2 acres? Yes; m a good
season.
1795. Is yours fair average country ? Yes ; except for the timber.
1790. Have you cultivated any of your land ? No.
1797. What market do you find for your wool and your sheep ? Sydney.
1798. Do you send via Narrabri ? Yes. _
1799. Do you ever find any difficulty in sending away small consignments ? 
impossible for me to get my stock away at all.
1800. If you had a railway you could oflcn send away small lots ? Yes, and that would pay me well; 
but sheep which I could have sent away, if there had been a railway, have died during tho drought.
1801. I suppose that is the case with many pthors? Yes; and J aip afraid that some unfortunate people
will never recover from their losses : - 1 ' ' 1802,

Ye’s; and just now it is
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1802. Tlie travelling stock routes iu this district are generally pretty bare? Tes; because those who rent G. Matthews.
them keep them eaten down. j a'JSfcvlooo.1803. You do not approve of the leasing of the stock-routes? I do not. The reserves should be placed -1 
in the hands of the stock inspector. If they are thought to bo too big, they might be reduced ; but all 
except travelling stock should be kept off them. Then, tanks should be made at suitable places. God 
knows, we have unemployed enough. If there were a railway we could send our stock away without using
the stock-routes. .... . ......1801. How would a railway assist the people in this district? It would give us greater facilities for 
transport. In 1869 I had my wool lying in the shed from October until the following May before! could 
get it away, and then I paid £1 a cwt. to send it to Morpeth, and £1 a cwt. to get mv rations brought 
up. Many a time, if there had been a railway, we could have sent our stock out of this district to districts 
where they could have got something to eat." It is seldom that we are troubled so much as we are at the 
present time ; but now no man can save his stock. ^
1805. Which line would you prefer—one from Karrabri or one from Coonamble? Undoubtedly the line 
to come from Jsarrabri. That has been the route the traffic has taken for tbe last forty years.
1806. How should you describe the country on each side of the proposed route ? On the Piau Creek side 
it is black-soil country, but on the other side the soil is of a sandy nature.
1807. Is it all good for pastoral purposes? Ho. _
1808. What proportion of it would he good? The land on the Pian Creek side is the best; but after you
pass Pilliga there is some country which is as good as one could wish for. From Harrnbrito Pilliga there 
are belts of really first-class country. ^ _ i
1809. What way should the line be brought out from Narrabri? From West Narrabri direct to Wee 
Waa. If any other route is adopted tho Government will be throning money away. No one can imagine 
the terrible losses that we have had to undergo during the recent drought. I have bad men cutting scrub 
for the last eleven months ; but if I could send my stock away to some place where they would get food, 
it would be to my interest to do so.
ISIO. Should yon use the railway to send stock away? Undoubtedly. The Walgett Progress Committee 
wish the Public Works Committee to take into consideration the claims of Walgett lo have the railway 
continued right into the town, as they consider that it would be extremely disastrous to both private^ and 
public interests if it were left some distance away. On the last occasion, when the Members ot the 
Comniitteo discussed the railway proposal, they unanimously agreed to leave it to tho Government to 
decide by what route the railway should be extended to Walgett.

Charles Edward Colwell, settlement lessee, near Walgett, sworn, and examined:—
1811. Mr. Watson.] What is the area of your holding ? 2,560 acres. C. E. Colwell.
1812. How long have you been in occupation of it ? iSinco 1896.
1813. Were many other settlement areas thrown open when you took up your laud ? About seventeen 2!)May, I'jOO. 
—seven or eight on Euric Etiric, and some on Youenbnh
18II. What is the carrying capacity of your land ? My experience is that it will not carry more than a 
sheep to 3 acres.
1813. Have you been able to carry as many as that during the drought ? No. 1 was forced, through 
the want of water, to start 500 or 600 on the road. They were nice young sheep and most of them fat; 
but the stock route was so bad that when I got 20 miles out 1 found it impossible to go any further. 1 
was then offered 3s. 6d. a head for them, and 1 accepted that price rather than run the risk of losing tho 
sheep allogether. •
1816. How long ago was that? A little over twelve months ago. Last shearing I brought up another 
little lot, so that at the present time I have about 800.
1817. Is any of your land suitable for agriculture ? Yes ; but the crops are not reliable. You may put 
a small crop in this year, and it may be very successful; but next year if you put in a larger crop it may be a 
total failure. I believe, however, that with irrigation agriculture could bo carried ou wilii great advantage.
1SL8. Hid you and others who have taken up settlement leases take them up with the intention of using 
them for grazing? Tes.
1819. 'Do you think that a man can make a living on 2,360 acres ? Not without a railway.
1820. If there were a railway you could use your land to better advantage ? Yes, and we could risk 
carrying more stock, because if we got pinched we could send away some to more favoured parts of the 
Colony. It has been almost impossible to get stock from Walgett to Narrabri during a great part of tho 
year in recent seasons. Then, if there were a railway, we could in good seasons send away small consign
ments of fat stock ; but it does not pay us to put small consignments on tho road ; so that our stock arc 
often kept in the paddocks until they become poor again, and we lose heavily.
1821. How does the country between Coonamble and Walgett compare with that between Narrabri and 
Walgett? It is much the same, 1 think.
1822. Where should you like the line to come from? Erom Narrabri. because it would then come nearer 
to my place, aud it would also serve a lot of Crown land on the Mercadool side, the lease of which will 
expire shortly.
1823. Would it be of advantage to this district, in dry times, to he connected with the New England 
district ? Yes, Everybody makes for New England in dry times.
1S2-1. We have been informed that a large number of stock have gone to Mundooran for agistment ?
That may be so ; but, ot course, all the stock cannot go there.
1825. Would the country between Muudboran and Coonabarabrau afford you relief in the summer time?
Yes; there is permanent wrater there, and it is very suitable country for the purpose. I lived in ■
Coonamble before I came here, and 1 am of opinion that we are more entitled to a railway than are tlie 
Coonamble people, because our difficulties are greater than theirs. The nature of our soil is such that 
if a few points of rain fall it becomes almost impossible for us to get along, and prices become intolerably 
high. The supply of edible scrub here is becoming very short, and it is only a mater of a few years when, 
if the railway is not made, a great many of us must leave the district. 1 have lost very heavily myself, 
and 1 am heartily sorry that 1 came here.

William
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William Yanstone, hotelkeeper, Walgett, sworn, and examined :—
W. Vanstone. Vice-Gkairman.] How long have you been living in this,district? Since 1880 ; but during part or
•wnwlCTooh tlnie 1 ^ve<1 at &00(iooga- 1 been contracting aud sheep-farming in the district, as well asiuiiy, iauu, hotel-keeping.

1827. Do you corroborate generally the evidence which you have heard concerning the desirableness of 
making tho proposed railway ? "V es from Coonamble ; when I was living in the Goodooga district we used 
to try to send our fat stock to Dubbo, via Coonamble, because tbe stock route going in that direction was the 
best that we could use, aud Dubbo was nearer to Sydney than any other trucking station : and I think that if 
the proposed railway is made the stock from that district will come to Walgett to be trucked. Goodooga 
and Angledool arc both within about 90 miles of Walsrett. Wc want a line that will bring ns as close to 
Sydney as possible, ^11 tho stock on the other side of the Culgo.t would come to Walgett to be trucked, 
in preference to Brewarrina, because Brewarrina is old miles from Sydney by rail, and Walgett, uio 
Coonamble, will be only about 434 miles. A line from Walgett to Coonamble would be shorter'tban a 
line through Narrabri to Sydney. In dry times a lot of stock go to Mundooran, Coonabarabran, and out 
iu that direction for feed. I sent some wethers that way myself, and sold them at Mundooran. I should 
like to mention that Walgett ia very badly off for timber There is no timber nearer than Cotnc-by- 
chanee, and there are no sawmills along tbe Narrabri route. “
1823. Mr. Watson.] Tlow do tho gracing capabilities of the Mundooran and Coonabarabran district 
compare with those in the New England district? They are about the same.
1829. Would it be of as much use to you to be connected with the Mundooran district as to he 
connected with the New England district ? There is not so largo an area of country out Mundooran 
way as there is in New England ; but, otherwise, the conditions m the two districts are similar. Both 
places are very cold in the winter-time.

Terence Francis Fagan, coachbuilder, Walgett, sworn, and examined :—
T. F. Fagan. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you resided long in the Walgett district? Over nine years. 1 think that 

x this district has great claims to consideration in the matter of railway connection. There arc no 
29 May, 1000. ^R^Rdamised roads in the district, and it would cost more to construct a road than to make a railway.

Without good roads, transit is so uncertain that it is very ditlicult to send produce from the district, or to 
bring supplies here. ’’
1831. Do you experience much difficulty in your own business? Yes; I have often to pay for material 
before it comes to hand.
1832. Where do you get your material ? From Sydney, from Maitland, and sometimes from Newcastle. 
We can get timber at Pilliga; but it is not very suitable.

• , 1833. 1 understand that there are some forests of ironbark lying about 20 miles away from either
Narrabri or Wee Waa? Yes; but that ironbark is not suitable for wheelwright’s work or for coach
budding, It can be used; but it is not like tho coast timber. If you are driving with wheel-spokes made 
of it it will sometimes split off.
1834. Which is the cheapest timber for you to get? I get my timber from Sydney dressed, and there
fore I have less to pay in carriage. Hough, undressed timber costs me nearly as much as dressed timber 
coming from Sydney.
1835. Do you use the pine that grows about here ? No. It is good timber for house building, but it is
not suitable for coachbuilding. ■
1836. Is the Richmond liiver piue superior to it? Yes. I use Richmond River pine, kauri, and 
American timber, all of which come from Svdnev.
1837. Which route do you prefer—the Narrabri or the Coonamble route ? Either will suit me, so long
as we get railway communication quickly. With a railway, 1 think this will bocome a very flourishing 
district, If the land were thrown open for permanent occupation we should have a mixed agricultural 
aud grazing population which would be of great benefit to the country, ° -
1838. Have you done anything besides coachbuilding in tins district ? ” Yes. During the last three years 
1 have been assisting my brother on a settlement lease, and I know that, notwithstanding the bad seasons, 
he has made a good profit off his land—more than I can make at my trade.
1839. Duringyour residence here, have you noticed any substantial improvement in the town and district ? 
Before the drought a considerable improvement had commenced. Business has always been sound here. 
1810. Is it increasing? Not lately, m our business. Stock have been so poor that vehicles are littlo 
used now.
1841. Would the construction of a railway materially improve the condition of affairs? Yes; by 
enabling small settlers to send to market small lots of sheep. I have heard people complain that they 
have had fat stock, which would have brought £1 a bead iu tho Melbourne market if they could have 
been sent away, die in their paddocks. Stock cannot be sent from here, because of the bad stale of the 
stock routes. The people of this district are entitled to a railway, and a railway is the cheapest road that 
could be made Siere. ’

Archibald Edward Park Skinner, stock and station agent, YValgett, sworn, aud examined:—
A, E. P. 1842. Mr. Shepherd.] How long have you been in Walgett ? Eleven years. .
Skinner. 1843. YFlmt are your views in respect to the railway proposal ? it has been the unanimous decision of 
—x—the YValgett people to leave the question of route entirely in the hands of the Government; but it is my 

29Alay, 1900. private opinion that a line from Coonamble to Walgett would serve tho district and the Colony better 
than a line from Narrabii to YValgett. *

■ 1844. YV hat advantages do you expect from the eoustriictLon of the proposed railway? YValgett would
be a very large trucking centre if tbe railway came here. Most of the stock from central Queensland 
come through Goodooga, or Brenda, to YValgett, and then go towards Novertire, Mudgee, or Rylstone. 
Last year fully 30,000 head of cattle passed through Walgett.^
1845. Do stock deteriorate much in travelling to Narrabri or to Coonamble ? Yes, very much, oven when
the roads are good. '
1846. I suppose moat stock go from Walgett to Narrabri? In a good season most fat stock go to 
Rylstone or to Mudgee to be trucked to Homebush ; but in a bad season the shortest route ia adopted.

 1847.
* Nori; (on rrriiwn) .—My reply to this question was mtuiulud to apply to tho extension from Coonamhle,
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1SA7. Are small settlers here unable now to send away small consignments of stock? Yes; a man 
occupying 2.5(10 acres would run about 1,000 sheep, most of which would be ewes and lambs. He might x ' 
have 100 or 200 fat wethers, but it would be too expensive to send such a small lot by road to market. May, 1900.
1848. Is it usual for small holders to club together in sending away stock? No ; because there is always ’
a difference in the quality of the various flocks, and it would mean drafting at Homebush, and perhaps 
entail dissension.
1S49. Is it usual for people to buy up small lots to make up a large flock to send away ? Yes; we have 
been depending to a great extent upon the buyers for the Aberdeen meat-works, and Mr. Richards, of 
(Sydney but owners have to take lower prices for stock sold on the ground than they would get if they 
sent to (Sydney. i
1850. To what districts are starving sheep sent from this district? Chiefly to New' England; but owners 
hold their slock in the hope of rain coming, until it is often impossible to get them to the railway.
1851. Would a railway to Walgett be largely used for the conveyance of fat stock and the removal of
starving slock? Yes. i _
1852. Do vou think that the railway should he brought from Narrabri or from Narrabri West? I. think 
it should start from Narrabri West and come through Wee Waa. . By doing so, a number of river 
crossincs would he avoided, and the route would be shortened.
1853. Where does Walgett get its timber from ? I think thatmost of it comes from Come-by-chance and
Pilliga. If there were a railway to Walgett, produce grown in this district would be sent out to country 
lying to the north-west and west, where there is a smaller rainfall than we have, and where there are 
fewer opportunities lor growing it. The railway would make Walgett the centre of the team traffic, and .
waggons bringing in wool and other station produce would take out fodder. I have seen four crops taken 
off a paddock in one year at Boorooma. Those crops were irrigated with water from the river.
1854. How long have they been growing lucerne there? Eor several years. They have about 10 acres.
1855. Mr. Watson.] With the removal of the stock tax, Queensland stockowners may again endeavour 
to find a market in Melbourne;—do you think that it would be of advantage to them in that case to have 
railway connection from this district to the Southern line ? Yes.
185G. Do you think that such a connection would induce more traffic than a connection with the Northern 
line P Yes; because it would be of advantage to cattle from southern and central, and even from 
northern Queensland. Our districts cannot supply the demand for cattle.

FRIDAY, 1 JUNE, 1900.
[The Committee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Coonamhle, at 10 30 a,mi]

present;—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq, (Vice-Chairman).

The Hon, Patrick Linuesat Crawford Shepherd, | .Tohn Christian Watson, Esq.
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bail way from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

George Charles Arthur Cobb, forwarding and coaching agent, Coonamble, sworn, and examined :—
1857. M'r. Watson.] Have you been long in this district? Thirty-two years. Ct.O.A, Cobb.
1853. In connection with our inquiry into a proposal to construct a railway from Narrabri to Walgett, , a —, 
it has been suggested that a better route for reaching Walgett would be obtained by continuing the 1 June, 1900. 
railway from Coonamble to Walgett;—can you give us particulars as to the traffic which now goes from 
Coonamble in the direction of Walgett? Yes; but the question arises, would not tho Narrabri con
nection serve the Walgett people better than the Coonamble connection. The principal station between 
Coonamble and Walgett, which would send wool to Coonamble, would be Wingadee, The wool and back 
loading from that station amount to about 509 tons per annum. Bullarora is the head station of 
Wingadee holding, and is about 30 miles from Coonamble, and about 18 from Comc-by-Chanee. Then, 
there is Warrigan, or Combogoloug. Last year was a bad year, but in an average year the traffic to and 
from that station would amount (o about 120 tons. The woolshed is about 45 miles from Coonamble and ■
about 30 from Walgett. Then there is Bundy, the traffic to and from which station would amount to 
25 or 30 tons per annum. That station is about 18 miles from Coonamble.
1853. Does any station beyond Combogoloug sends its wool this way? Bo.
1850. What about Euroka? The traiiic from that station goes to Warren or to Walgett. If the Barwon 
is up, the Brewon wool is generally carted to tho river, and sent by steamer to Bourke, and 1 hence to 
Sydney. On the direct line to Walgett there are practically only two stations, Bullarora, or Wingadee, 
and Warrigan. Eastward of the suggested line there are a few stations, but their traffic would be very 
Iitile, and from the west of the proposed line very little traffic would come. Stations lying east of 
Coonamble send their produce to Quirindi. Quirindi is not the nearest point on tho railway line for 
them, hut it is the cheapest place at which to truck, because the rates on the Northern line are lower 
than those on the Western line.
1861. Where does the wool from Terrembone go now ? To Dubbo,
1862. That station would be 12 or 15 miles east of the suggested line ? Ycjs; and about the same 
distance from Coonamble.
1863. Are no goods sent through Coonamble to other stations than those which you have mentioned ? No.
.1864. Narrabri is nearer to Walgett than any station on the Western line ? Yes; Bullarora is 130 miles 
from Narrabri, and about the same distance from Dubbo.
1865. Will the railway from Dubbo to Coonamble compete for the Walgett trade at all? Not against 
the Northern line, because the rates ou that line are lower than those on the Western line. I can send 
wool to Newcastle from Bullarora, through Comc-by-Chance, and along tho Northern line, more cheaply 
thau by using the IVestern line. The Bailway Department allows a big rebate on wool consigned to 

• ~ ‘ Newcastle
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1 June, 1000.
ton.
same

They
from

seem to want to divert 
Walgett to Narrabri as

G. 0. A. Cobb. Newcastle for shipment outside the colonies—something like 17s. a 
some of the trade to ^Newcastle. The rate for road carriage is the from Bullarora to Dubbo.

j6- y°u know anything of the passenger traffic ? There is very little traffic between Coonamble 
nmMV algett; it would not average otic passenger a week,
1S07. Can people reach Walgett more quickly from Narrabri ? The Narrabri road is that which is used 
17 If fc,le Present time, because tlie distance from Narrabri to Walgett is less than
that irom Uubbo to Walgett, although the road is not so good. If the line were brought through Come- 
oy-edanee or 1 illiga the stations which I have mentioned would be better served by it under present 
Ion'ar'nn'aa^ementS aS t0 freiKllls tllan by a line from Coonamble to Walgett.1SGS. f rom Come-by-chance, Burren would be the nearest point ou the proposed railway ? Under those 
circumstances 1 do not think there would be much difference between the two routes for the wool that we nave been speaking about.
1SG9. Mr Mclfkr/an?,.] If a line were made from Narrabri to Collarendabri. and another line from 
hoonamhlc to Walgett, would the line to Walgett draw all the trade from that district f’ It would draw 
all the W algett traffic, and all the traffic from the country on this side of the Namoi.

Donald Fletcher, President, Coonamble section, Dubbo-Coonamble Hallway League (Coonamble),
sworn, and examined:—

D. Fletcher. 18/0 I'lce-C/miVwm;.] What is your opinion of the suggested extension from Coonamhle to Weigel t? 
1 iJ-ii a 100 ^om^amibr] to Walgett would serve a much greater number of people,i June, iuuo. 18,1, Is ihe general drift of trade between Narrabri and Walgett or between Coonamble and Walgett?

Between Narrabri and IA algett. Walgett has been connected with the Northern line ever since the district was occupied.
1872 From how far in the direction of Walgett would a line to Coonamble draw traffic ? From about 
Combogoloug, 40 miles away. The Coonamble line would not draw much traffic from tho country to the 
north, because that traffic would go to the Northern line. A railway to Coonamble would serve the 
country tying Lo or 30 miles beyond Coonamble as well as a line from Coonamble to Walgett would serve 
]t; but, the traffic from the country further out would go to the Northern line in any case, because that 
would be the snorter route to the seaboard.
1873 How should you describe the country between Coonamble and Walgett? It is tip-top ^azin-
country I? or the first 30 miles is really good dry country, but, further on, towards Walgett, the country is very liable to floods. ° -
LS7I. Docs the flooded area extend to any distance cast and west of the suggested railway route 9 For
hn mi, 07tlhe 3ule of,tIle route tt,e country is flooded by the Castlereagh, and half the countrv for 30 mdes at the \\ algett end is subject to flood. All tbe polygonum country is flooded countrv. "
T«7c‘ ri ' S!'.ePhcrd-i 1)0 thfi ^eep eat the polygonum ? It would keep them alive. '
.L3tP. JJoes the water lie on that country for any length of time ? Sometimes. If it were flooded now. it would not be dry until the spring. -
1877. Are you m favour of the extension of the railway from Coonamble to Walgett ? The Coonamble
Jtailway league has not considered the matter. All wc waut is a connection between Coonamble and the Vveatem ime.

•P0Lou 7T j tbat tlle l:onTlectiorl is a desirable one from a national point of view ? I think that 
walgett. is entitled to a railway; but, in my opinion, the line should be extended to Narrabri. When 
the line is made from Dubbo to Coonamble, if another is made from Narrabri to Walgett, and Coonamble 
is conneeted with that line, and inverell with- Glen Inues, the Northern, Southern, and Western lines 
wi i all be joined up by a fairly straight connection, and stock from the drought-stricken districts will be 
ab e to resort to either the New England or the southern table-land. From Inverell to Glen limes is 
only about 40 miles, and tbe connection is one that would pay. ■
1879. Mr JTW.wn.] The Railway Commissioners suggest that the railway should be extended from 
Coonamble to Wdgett, and that another line should be taken from Narrabri to Collarendabri, as they 
think that that arrangement would split up the country better;—do you think that the country between 
Walgett and Collarendabri would give enough traffic to make two lines from Narrabri pay ? I should not thinK so, at the present time.
188°. Would you make the line from Narrabri to "Walgett, or from Narrabri to Collarendabri ? I think i should adopt a middle route.

' 7808i’ that it is necessary to go a little north of Walgett in order to catch the Queensland
WV CR 1 1 ■ k th1at -^T T?U,ld- catch tlie Queellsfand traffic as well at one place as at the other. Whichever line you build I think it would get all that traffic.

you think that there wouid be enough traffic for a line from Narrabri to Collarendabri, and 
i qoqt 7JUl Cooria'nble to Walgett ? I do not think so, at the present time.

iSfla that whatever way you approach Walgett you have to go through a considerable 
ftf d1 dt ^' 1 m I10t]t7rn1' that tlier6 is 80 nmch tiooded country between Burren and

isS* 7Ge,n 7°7ambv7 7d W,algctt; but you musfc through someflooded country, in any case.
1884. Do you think that the Walgett district is suitable for wheat-growing ? 1 think so. ‘ I think you can grow wheat anywhere on this side of the Barwon. J
1880. Would it be of advantage to prospective agriculturists in the Coonamble district to have a railway in the direction of Walgett ? Tes.

!7Sin3 WOx? C00,7nble m01,e like1^ t0 have a suflicient fall of rain for wheat than 
that at Walitt ^ ^ ^ ramfa m the C0QnlT-'r S01lth and east of Coonamble is generally better than
rv,r,7mmlhplt 7 mis!lt 7l,ppeil ,<!lftt th,ere wou,d he no feed out Walgett way when there was plenty round 
T0?i ^7] Ye.s ; het't w-cmld not happen often. During the last two years there has been feed prettv
'ft , * u j,me 1,1 t le 00 nnt2r l01m1U?a.sou|,h and east of Coonamble ; but, on the other hand, in 1877, 

when we had no grass at all, they had fairly good feed round Walgett. According to statistics, we have 
a couple ot inches of rain more per annum than they get at Walgett.

Thomas
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Thomas AVilliatn Medley. Inspector of Slock, Coonamble, sworn, and examined:—
18SS. M?\ McFarlave.~] Have you been stationed in this district long ? Fifteen years last March. T.W. Medley. 
18S9. Can you give us any information as to tbe movements of stock between Coonamble and Walgett ? *n
Jluring last year not much stock came this way because of tbe drought, but stock from Queensland 1 Jane, 1900, 
generally come this way through Walgett. ’
1S90. Fat stock, or stores ? Stores, generally ; hut fat stock come this way from Walgett.
1S9L. Where do they go to ? To Dubbo.
1892. On their way to Sydney ? Tes. Store stock from Queensland come through Walgett to Coonamble,
and either branch oft’ here to go to Muswellbrook, or else they go to Dubbo, or through Warren, towards 
Victoria. '
1893. Where do the starving stock generally go ? Most of the starving stock in this district have gone 
in the direction of Cobborah and Dubbo.
1894'. It has been stated that a great many of them have gone to Mundooran ? Tes; that is in the 
same district.
1893. Is the movement of starving stock very large, taking one year with another F I suppose 150,000 
sheep have gone to that district each year during the last two years.
1896, Do large numbers of fat stock come this way from Walgett P Tot very large numbers. Some go 
from Narrabri to Muswellbrook. * ■
189T Where do the greater number go ? Through Coonamble, I think ; but I have no way of ascer
taining what number of stock goes to Narrabri, except by what I bear from the drovers.
1898. Is there much movement of stock from this district iu the direction of Walgett ? No.
1899. How should you class the country lying in tbe direction of Walgett ? 1 only know it as far as
Combogoloug. Some of it is very good country, but most of it is flooded country.
1900. Is it good grazing country ? Tes; most of it is verv good.
1901. If a railway were constructed from Coonamble to Walgett, would it be used on all occasions for 
the conveyance of stock ? I think it would be used in times of drought, but not when there was good 
feed on the road.
1902. Would people travel fat stock rather than send them by rail ? Many people do, when there is good
feed on the road, unless the lots' are very small, say, from 500 to 1,000. Of course, when stock get to 
Dubbo they must take the train, because there is no feed along the roads there, ’ ■

* William Pedley, cordial manufacturer, Coonamhle, sworn, and examined :—
1903. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you ever been engaged in agricultural and pastoral pursuits? Tes, within "VV. Pedley. 
]0 miles of Coonamble. ^
1901. How should you describe the country between Coonamble and Walgett ? It is good country, and t June, 1900. 
is suitable for mixed occupation. From Coonamble, as far as Bullarora, there is a lot of good agricultural 
country—red-soil country.
1905. Is the rainfall in this district sufficient for agriculture ? I know a man out that way who has been 
able to grow something during the last two years, although the seasons have been so bad. Ho has 10 or 
12 acres of wheat which lie cuts for hay, and he occupies some land about 30 miles from here.
1906. What is your opinion about the suggestion to extend a line from Coonamble to Walgett ? I think 
that the steamers on the Barwon would compete with the railway in good seasons.

Henry Lyons, representative of Wright, Heaton, & Co., Coonamble, sworn, aud examined:—
1907. iLfr. Waison.] Can you give us any information as to the trend of traffic between Coonamble and 
Walgett? The only traffic from Coonamble in tbe direction of Walgett is that which goes to Bullarora 
and to Combogolong. 1 'June, 1900.
1903. Whence do the stations north of Combogolong get their supplies ? From Narrabri, I believe. It 
is about 125 miles from Narrabri to Walgett, and about 175 miles from Dubbo to Walgett.
1909. From how far towards Walgett do you collect wool ? Only from as far as Combogolong,
1910. East and west, how many miles does the wool come to Coonamble ? From about Terambone, on 
the eastern side. The wool from the country out west goes cither to'Dubbo or to Warren.
1911. Will tho construction of the line to Coonamble make any considerable alteration in the wool and 
goods traffic ? I do not think so, except that much of the traffic which now goes to Warren would come 
this way.
1912. If the line were continued from Coonamble to Walgett, would it attract much traffic from the 
country out west ? Not much ; the stations are all small on the western side.
1913. Would it be nearer for them to go northwards to Walgett than to come to Coonamble? It would 
be nearer to come to Coonamble.
1914. Is tbe country on the western side of the Coonamble-Walgett route barren countrv? No; it is 
pretty good country, though much of it is flooded country.
1915. Do the only practicable roads run in the direction of Wkirren and of Coonamble ? I believe so.

H. Lyons,

Charles McDonnell Stuart, Supervising Engineer, ^Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined

1916. Vice-Chairman.] In their official report on the proposal to contract a line from Narrabri to Walgett C. McD. 
the Railway Commissioners suggest the extension of the line from Coonamble to Walgett; will you kindly Stuart, 
give the Committee a short description of the route which such an extension would follow ? Such an 
extension would bo a continuation of the surveyed aud authorised line from Dubbo to Coonamble, which * June, 1900. 
keeps on the western side of the Castlereagh River, It would pass Coonamble, and cross the river a 
few miles beyond. Then it would turn northerly and take tho nigh country between the Castlereagh 
River and Bullarora Creek, going through Bullarora holding until it crossed Bullarora Creek, and thence 

48—L direct
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^'tBarfc1" ^rec^ into Walgett, finishing on the high ground which lies between the cemetery and the town proper. 
‘ ’t he following is a detailed description of the route :—

1 June, 1 OJ. Desckiption or Coonamhle to Walgett Lise.

Extracts from J/r. 6. 0. Burge’s Reports.
This ia a continuation of the line from Dubbo to Coonamble, and begins at 371 miles 14'41S chains from Sydney, 

crosses Curramie Creek at 371 miles 46 chains ; thence down the centre of driftway from 372 miles to 372 miles 76 chains. 
At this point the line becomes parallel to the Castlereagh River, which is about 24 chains to the north-cast, and, turning 
sharp, crosses tlie river on the square. At 373 miles 31! chains reverses, and takes a N.N.E. direction, the surveyed line 
from Mudgee via Coouamblc to Walgett junctioning with it at 37S miles 11 ‘588 chains. The road from Coonamble to Tcram- 
hone is crossed at 381 miles 16 chains. Bullarora, or Merrimbah, Creek, is now followed on its western bank for many 
miles ; Sandy Creek crossed at 391 miles 28 chains, and the main cicek at 393 miles 69 chains, the eastern bank being now 
followed, crossing Gunyillah Creek at 397 miles 20 chains, down to the intersection of the Terambone Creek at 40G miles 
774 chains, the line being partly on a 3-cham road.
^ At 409 miles 23 chains tlie line enters on T.S R. No. 1,748, and, with the exception of about 2 miles, where a bend 
is cut off at 424-425 miles, this is occupied up to 435 miles 21 chains. In this length, Bungle Gully, Shepherd’s Creek, and 
Catnbadoon Creek are crossed at 411 miles 33 chains, 423 miles 474 chains, and 434 miles 61 chains respectively. The line 
enters the township of Walgett at 439 miles 164 chains, crossing comer of Police Paddock, and running parallel to, and 
between, Dewhurst and Arthur streets, at 2 chains from the former; ends at Myall-street at 440 miles lO'SU chains.
The estimated cost of such aline is £222,000, or £3,212 per mile, the length of the route being about 6!) 
miles. The cost is somewhat high, owing to the extent of the flooded area which would hare to be crossed, 
and the expensive character of some of the bridges.
1917. How much of the line would pass through flooded country ? I could not tell you exactly, without 
seeing the section; but I think there is as much flooded country on that route as on the route of the 
proposed line from Narrabri, via Wee Waa and Burren, to Walgett; but I do not think it would be as 
troublesome as the country betsveen Eurie Eurie and a point within a mile and a half of Walgett on that line.
1918. -dfr. Wafxon.] If the Narrabri to Walgett line were taken right into Walgett instead of stopping 
a mile and a half out of the town, bow much extra would it cost? Approximately, I should think it would 
cost at least £25,000, because nearly the whole distance would have to be bridged.
1919. Vice-Chairman.'] lias a detailed survey been made of the Coonamble to Walgett route? A revised 
trial survey has been made of that route.
1920. Mr. JVatson.] .jjtYhich route passes through the larger area of flood country—that from Narrabri 
West to Wee Waa or that from Narrabri East to Tnlladunna ? I think that there is about the same length 
of flood country to be crossed on each route. The Wee Waa route would require the construction of 
a bridge over the Namoi; but that expense is more than compensated for by tho saving in distance.
1921. The Kail way Commissioners suggest that iu the event of Walgett being connected with Coonamble, 
the route of the proposed line to Collarendabri might be straightened ? I think that if it were it would

' have to go through country which is more heady flooded than that which it now passes through.
1922. So that, if you were surveying a line to serve Collarendabri only, you would still keep the westerly 
curve which is shown on the map ? Yes.
1923. Can you offer any opinion as to the extent of the floods which occur in the country between 
Collarendabri and tho place marked “ Point A ” on our map, about 11 miles from Collarendabri, and on 
the east side of the Barwon? Erom memory I should say that about 6 miles of that country is flooded to 
such an extent as to require the construction of a lot of bridge-work for the carrying of any railway across it.
1924. Does the estimate of the cost of continuing the line from " Point A ” to Collarendabri cover the 
cost of bridges over the Barwon and the Grawan ? Yes.
1925. Is it proposed that the terminus of that line shall he on tho western side of the Barwon ? Yes; 
but the cost of the terminal station is included in the estimate of the section ending at “Point A.”

FRIDAY, 22 JUNE, 1900.
JJrmnt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The lion. Patrick Ltndesay Crawford Shetherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon, Andrew Garhan, LL.D. Egbert Henry Leyien, Esq.

, John McE’arlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kail way from Narrabri to 
. Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

T. H. H. 
Goodwin, 

Esq., M.P.

22 Jane, 1900.

Thomas Henry Hall Goodwin, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:—
1920, Chairman.] You aro a surveyor by profession ? Yes.
1927. Will you give your experience of the country proposed to he served by the proposed railway? 
During my career as a surveyor 1 worked for ten years iu the counties immediately to the south of the 
Namoi Kiver—the counties of Pottinger and White. During that period I was constantly travelling 
through those counties, and I acquired a great amount of iuformation in regard to them. The county of 
AVliite is generally considered poor country, but, in my opinion, there are very large areas within that 
county admirably suited for the production of cereals.
1928. Could you indicate to the Committee what relation the county of White bears to the proposed route 
—how near it is to it? Tho proposed line passes through it. The lino dividing the counties of- 
White and Pottinger starts 12 or 15 miles south of Narrabri from tbe Namoi Kiver, and, running 
in a westerly direction, it strikes the dividing watershed, and follows that in a southerly direction.
1929. You were saying what you thought of the land ? This land until recently was looked upon as 
having rather a low value, but within the last three or four years a considerable amount of agriculture 
has been successfully carried on about the south-east corner, and on the eastern boundary, of the county' of 
White. There are certain large areas within the boundaries that can be set aside as valueless.
1930. What part of the county are they situated in ? They are scattered through it, and composed prin
cipally of sand, but I feel convinced that by the expenditure of labour and capital very considerable areas 
will, within a few years, bo brought under cultivation, and, iu my opinion, nothing would stimulate agriculture 
more than keeping the proposed railway line to Walgett on the south side of tho river. I might

point
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poinl; oui. thal, wheat is a product the growers of which cannot afford to carry any great distance to a 
railway, but wool has a much greaicr value, and can bo carried longer distances.
1931. .Do 1 understand you to say that you advocate the construction of this railway along the south side 
of the river for the wdioie distance? My knowledge of the district does not eitend as fardown as Walgett, 
but 1 should propose that the rail way should cross the river about half-way from, or a little nearer to, Narrabri.
1932. Ton would go as far as Pilliga before crossing the river? No; I would cross before getting to 
Pilliga. I would take Ihe proposed line straight from Narrabri to Wee Waa, then across the river as 
showui on the map.
1933. Ho you know the country north of the river? Yes.
1931. How should you describe that? The land on the north side of the river, from ft grazing point of 
view, is probably the richest land in the Colony, or it is equal to any, for grazing purposes, but not for 
agricultural purposes.
1935. Would you agree with the statement that, from Narrabri to Wee Waa, the land on the south side 
of the river is better than that on the north, for agricultural purposes, though inferior from a grazing 
point of view ? Yes.’
1930. Ho you know the point to which the settlers will focus ? I have never lived in that district; but I 
know' from living in adjoining districts that more settlement would take place if the railway is made on 
tho south side of the river than if it is made on tho north side.
1937. Ho you think that, under Federation, we could expect to get a good deal of Queensland trade ? 
Yes, a good deal of the southern Queensland trade.
1938. The previous Committee had two proposals referred to them—one for a railway from Woolabra, 
through from Narrabri to Walgett. They thought the wants of the district would be best served by a 
line w'hich would be common to both these places—Walgett and Collarendabri, over a point near Hurren 
Creek, then out from there in a fork to Walgett and Collarendabri;—from your knowledge of all that 
country west of the Narrabri to Moree line, do you think that is a suitable method of dealing with the 
trade likely to arise from that district? I do.
1939. It has been suggested that Walgett might bo connected with Coonamble ;—could you offer any 
opinion as to the respective merits of tlie two connections—Walgett and Narrabri, as against Walgett 
and Coonamble? 1 could only i-ay that the Walgett counection, from the lime the district has been inhabited, 
has been with the Hunter Fiver, and, as far as I can judge, the residents of that district still prefer their 
old connection to being connected with Coonamhle. X recollect when the Walgett supplies went out by 
teams from the Hunter River, and the people of that district have never severed the old connection. The 
tie seems to have strengthened with time, and the people now have a very decided objection to having a 
connection from Walgett to Coonamble.
1940. Leaving out personal predilections, which do you think would open up tbe larger amount of good 
country—a railway from Coonamble to Walgett, or from Narrabri to Walgett? I am not in a position 
to speak with any force in regard to the country between Coonamble aud Walgett.
1941. Hut you regard the country between Narrabri and Walgett as some of the best grazing country in 
the Colony ? Yes ; on the north side of the river.
1912. We have had some rather conflicting evidence about the timber, which I believe is mainly in the 
county of White would you give your own idea of the character of the hardwood to be obtained iu that 
country ? It is tbe best patch of ironbark J have seen over tho range, in New South Wales. I, perhaps, 
may have seen a smaller patch of longer timber at Trinkey; but in the county of White there is an 
immense forest extending for miles, and timber in it equal to anything growing on the coast, but not so 
long. Some of the railway people tell me that it is better than the coast timber, because it is of slow 
growth, and is harder and more durable.
1943. Suitable for all railway purposes ? Yes.
1944. Could you state whether it would be necessary to go a long distance from the line to get it? No; 
as a matter of fact they are cutting timber there now.
1945. How far would they have to draw it ? I do not. know the exact locality that they are working in. The 
timber could be got within a very few miles on this side of Narrabri. Thousands of sleepers have been got there.
1946. Is there any large area of pines which would be available for building purposes, within easy distance 
of the line? There is scattered pine in many places The southern part of the county of White is 
principally covered with pine, but that is getting a good distance back from the proposed line.
1947. Dr. Garran.'J Would there be justification for making one line from Narrabri to Collarendabri and 
another from Coonamhle to Walgett, so as to open both routes ? I think probably there would be; but I 
prefer the Narrabri-Walgett connection.
1948. I suppose the Walgett people themselves are the best judges as to the best connection with their 
township? Yes.
1949. Although their natural connection was with Newcastle, circumstances may have changed since the 
railways have been constructed? 1 should certainly say that the people there are tho best judges of the. 
connection that would suit them.
1950. In the dry seasons there is a large trade in forage and produce from the country further south, up 
into the dry squatting country, and it may be a question whether Walgett and the country beyond could 
get its supplies best from Hubbo and Orange, or from Werris Creek and the Hunter River? We are 
producing forage in immense quantities north of Werris Creek,
1951. Retween that and Narrabri ? Yes.
1952. How near to Narrabri ? Within 10,or 12 miles, and all the way above Werris Creek.
1953. Is Narrabri about tho furthest limit of the area for the growth of forage ? No ; 1 think that iu 
any of the timber countries wheaten hay can be produced, except where it is too sandy.
1954. "W hen the timber is cleared off? Yes.
1955. Will all that forest country be good forage country ? It will.
1956. Have you seen any of that land put under forage ? Yes, and it grows very well indeed.
1957. In dry seasons as well as in wet? Y'es.
1958. In several inquiries which the Committee have had on their hands lately, the great question has arisen
as to whether it would pay better to send sheep to the food or to send food to the sheep, in dry seasons ; 
what is your opinion ? It depends entirely on the kind of food you refer to. If you refer to the natural 
grasses, it, is the practice to send the sheep to the grass. If you refer to forage, chaff, and bruised oats, 
you take (he food In the shoe]). 1959.

T. H. H.
Goodwin, 

Esq., M.P.

22 June, 1900.
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G All these railways to the west have been more or less recommended to us on the ground that in dry
P* seasons starving stock can bo sent to the east ? Tes.

\ * ‘ 19(i0. Have you looked into that question ? I have.
22June, 1000,Uo you think there is room in theranges and in New England for the starving stock? During 

the past two years nearly all tlie stock for a little distance below' Narrabri for 30 or 40 miles to the west 
of Moree have been on the table-land of New England.
19G2, How came there to be room ;—did not the Now England people use their land ? Yes ; but what 
would be a favourable season to us in the low country would be unfavourable to the people of New 
England. They suffer from excessive moisture, which causes foot-rot and other things. They have so 
much moisture that the grass makes very little headway. In a dry season, when we are starved out 
owing to the scarcity of rain, in New England, as a rule, they have enough to produce their forage supply. 
19G3. So that in dry seasons they have in New England'an increase in the natural forage, therefore they 
can receive stock from the west ? Yes.
1964. That has been done to a large extent ? Yes.
1963. "Will that apply to the country on the Darling Kiver ; could they send their stock across ? No, 
there is a limit to it.
19G6. Could you draw the line where the limit is ? 1 should say that tho limit would probably be this 
side of the Barwon,
1967. Then if we make a railway to Collarendabri or Walgett. that would be about as far as it will bo 
useful for starving stock ? In my opinion it would be. There is one point in connection with that, that 
although the stock at Collarendabri may be starving, the country may be good along the Namoi.
1968. Suppose you had a run a little to the westward of Collarendabri, aud yon wanted to send your starving 
stock away in dry seasons, it would be more to your purpose to have Collarendabri connected with Narrabri, 
from where you could get to the New England range, than to be connected with Coonamble ? It would be.
1969. Because there is no country down there to send to ? They have sent stock down to Mundooran 
and Coonabarabran, but not in nearly such numbers as went to New England.
1970. The New England Range is really their stand-by ? Yes.
1971. Eor that particular purpose it would be most useful for the squatter to be connected with the 
northern line ? Yes.
1972. In any case, I suppose, you would like to see the railway pass through Wee Waa? Yes.
1973. We aro told that it is a very thriving township ? I do not know that it is a very thriving place.
1974. But it ought not to be left out ? 1 think tho lino should cross the river just below Wee Waa.
1975. Do you think the scheme of having a bifurcation there is better than having two separate 
railways—one from Narrabri and one from Woolabra? 1 do. I tbink it will meet the requirements of 
the district, and cost considerably less money.
197G. You see the line marked on the map, from Moree towards Inverell, now being constructed, we have 
been given to understand that tlie market for tho Inverell people really lies to the west, not to the cast; 
is that so ? It is, in my opinion.
1977. Would it be out of the way for the produce of that district to come south to Narrabri, then to go 
up again to Collarendabri ? There ia a very large area north of Moree which appears not to be noticed 
at all. There is something like 50 miles of magnificent grazing country there ; hut it is unfit for 
agricultural purposes.
197S. Would it be better for the Inverell people to have the line to Moree extended to Collarendabri ?

■ It is ver3r low country there ; but, I think, the day is fast approaching when we shall have an extension 
from Moree in a north-westerlv direction.
1979. But not to Collarendabri ? No, it is all fiat country out there.
1980. Suppose we make this line to Collarendabri from Narrabri, will it pay tbe Inverell people to send 
their stuff to Moree, and down to Narrabri, then up to Collarendabri ? 1 think they will be shut out by 
the farmers living nearer.
1981. Then Inverell will not find a market at Collarendabri ? No.
1982. There is no doubt that the squatters beyond Collarendabri and Walgett will gain very largely as 
regards facilities for getting provender, if the line he made ? Undoubtedly, it will also be a great relief to 
them in getting their stock away in times of drought.
1983. Have they a good market for produce ? Yes.
1984. Is that district north-west of Collarendabri a good squatting district? Yes, it is very rich grazing 
land right up to the Queensland border, and right round to Yetman (on the McIntyre).
1985. And it is all fully stocked ? The large paddocks arc being subdivided annually, aud their carrying 
capacity is increasing,
1986. That is, supposing there is grass ? Yes
1987. If there is no grass, what then ? Then they have to send the stock away to New England, or into 
Queensland.
1988. How far do you think it would pay to take food to the stock? That is a thing of which I have had 
no practical experience. 1 have heard of some taking it hundreds of miles by train.
1989. How much would it cost in a year ? I have not fed stock artificially.
1990. The question has been raised whether tho cost would not amount; to the value of the sheep? I have 
never fed artificially, and 1 should be very sorry to try it. 1 think the sheep would eat their heads off.
1991. Does that district grow a kind of grass that you can cut iu a very dry season and make hay of ? T'es.
1992. Does it make nutritions hay ? I never saw it used extensively. It seems very good hay.
1993. If we are going to keep that country always fully occupied, we shall have to contrive some method of 
keeping the stock alive ;—the question is, would a railway to the west facilitate the process of keeping tho 
sheep alive? Yes. I have seen various parts of the country so dry that nothing could travel along the 
road. When I was surveying the Mount Brownc-road, the mail-coaches had to be taken off and the mails 
carried by camels, it being impossible for horses and cattle to travel over the roads.
1994. If a man keep stock too long on a run in a dry season, he cannot get them away at all ? No, he 
cannot get them away by road ; but if there were a railway he could.
1995. Mr. Lament] You have been a resident up north for a number of years? Yes.
1996. The trade from that district has always been from Walgett to Maitland ? Yea, I have spent all my life, 
with tlie exception of four i ears, between Newcastle and Walgett, and the tradp ]iag always been as you say.
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1007. A\re have been told by Mr, Morgan, of the Dulbo Dispatch, that, originally, this trade always started 
from IVIaitland, aud went right, up to Walgettia not that correct ? Yes ; that bears out my experience. ^ jf jJ 
190S. Jleiiig a surveyor for many years, as you have been, and having a thorough knowledge of the whole > 
district, which way should you say the railway ought to go ? 1 say unhesitatingly that, iu my opinion, it 22 junCj 1900. 
ought to go from Narrabri to Walgett.
199!). Can you give an opinion as to which side of the river it should go on ? It should keep on the 
south side of the river, at least as far as Wee Waa.
2000. It would go in tbe direct line of the old route of trade from first to last ? Yes.
2001. And those old towns ought not to bo deserted ? I think it would be a pity to see them cut oil.

Bishop Lyne, Conditional Purchase Inspector and Forester, Narrabri, sworn, and examined: —
2002. Mr, Watson.] You are engaged in the Lands Department ns a conditional purchase inspector ? Y~es.
2003. And also as forester ? Yes ; forester and inspector of prickly-pears.
2004. You have been living at Narrabri for a considerable time s’ For five or six years.
2005. In the course of your work you would have plenty of opportunity of making yourself acquainted
with the general character of the land in the district? Y*cs. _
2000. The proposal before tho Committee involves the construction of a line of railway from Narrabri 
West through Wee Waa to Walgett, and from Burren to Collarendabri; iu regard to the first portion of 
the route to Wee Waa, there is considerable difference of opinion locally, some saying that the line 
should start from Narrabri East, and keep to the north of the Namoi, and some distance north, also, of 
Wee Waa; they suggest that as an alternative route to the one to the south of the Namoi;—can you 
express any opinion as to tho advisability of either route, having in view the character of the land ? 
Knowing the circumstances of tho case, I have often thought the matter over, and I have invariably come to 
the conclusion that to servo the best interests of the country the extension should he from West Narrabri.
2007. Keeping on tho south of the river to Wee Waa ? Yes. The area immediately to ihe south of the 
Namoi, and also to Coonabarabran, and from there extending west towards Coonamble, has been very 
much under my observation, on account of the very largo timber trade that is going on there, employing, 
at present, as it perhaps will for two or throe years to come, up to 200 men. 1 have, on several occasions, 
made reports in reference to timber in that forest, and I have always held that the limber there is of great 
extent and of great value, particularly the ironbark, for railway construction purposes. There is also an 
extensive area of cypres piue, which is distributed along the whole of the distance down to Pilliga. This 
is valuable timber, used for building purposes, chiefly, ou account of its being proof against white ants.
2008. Could you say how much nearer you would get to tho main part of that forest by the construction 
of tlie proposed line, than the nearest point it is accessible from now ? Yes. At tho present time the 
principal roads extend south and west from Narrabri West, and the timber is brought in a distance of 
from 25 to 30 miles. There is a very large timber reserve running parallel with the river, comprising 
225 square miles. At present the timber that is accessible is only on the eastern end of that reserve, 
and to touch the reserve you have to go 20 miles out from Narrabri West. The extension of the railway 
to Wee Waa would really open up the whole of that reserve, and make it accessible for timber supply, 1 
may mention that, independently of that reserve, I have reported at times upon tho quantity of timber 
there is outside the reserve, on Crown lands ; and I have expressed the idea that tho reserve probably 
ought to have been extended considerably in tbe first instance, because there is really better timber off 
the reserve, iu places, than on it.
2009. You stated that the cutting of timber extends 2-1 to 30 miles soutli of Narrabri West;—how far
from Wee Waa to the south-west would the present drawing of timber extend? For railway purposes it 
would not approach that at all at present. ' _ _
2010. How far south-west would it be cut at present from Wee Waa ? None can be obtained in that
direction at present. If the railway were extended to Wee Waa, I can safely say the timber would be 
cut out south-west for a distance of not loss than 40 miles, on account of the very best part of the timber 
being in that neighbourhood ; that is on the reserve extending toward Baradine, and out below Wee Waa 
in the south-west. __
2011. How much closer to that do you think you would get with the railway? Sixty miles from Wee Waa
closer than at present, if the line is constructed to Wee Waa. ^ _
2012. You think it would give access, then, to another 30 miles of timber? I think it would give access 
to an area 30 miles broad by from 45 to 50 miles long.
2013. Then, with respect to the timber which is on that country, it has been alleged that tlie ironbark is 
of a poor description—pipey, and unfit for milling purposes, though fit for sleepers ? I cannot understand 
such evidence being given. 1 have had a lot of experience in tho Dubbo forest-couniry as well as that, 
and, whilst I admit that in all forests of the hind there is pipey timber, there is in that forest a great 
proportion of sound timber equal to that of any back forest that I know of. It is the best back-country 
forest that I have ever known for timber. Of course, young timber is not as good as old timber. If any
body use young timber that is exposed to the weather, the sap in it must naturally cause it to give way at 
an early date, as compared with old timber.
2914. It would seem, then, that the demand is overtaking the supply of pine, at any rate, because on the 
North-western line, at present, they seem to be cutting very small trees? Yes; all the available area has been 
cut out to a considerable extent, and they have now to take logs which formerly they would not have touched, 
2015. Then there is a great demand for pine for building purposes, in the back country, generally ? Yes. 
I know that in one yard in Narrabri there are 5,000 logs, and they were cutting them as fast as possible. 
2010. Should you like to venture an opinion as to whether the land within a reasonable distance of 
Narrabri West has been fairly cut out of pine ? Only to the south and west, extending, perhaps, about 
20 miles to the south, and about 15 miles to the west. There are some excellent pine trees along tho 
cleared road going to Wee Waa.
2017. Would it be fair to say that the available timber, within the distance that it would pay to cart it to 
Narrabri West, has been largely cut out ? Yes ; there will have to be some arrangement made so that ahigher 
rate will be paid for tlie carriage tban is paid at present, because they have to go further back for it.
2018. According to that, if you do not by some means get a better price for the timber, to allow higher 
rates to be given for the carriage, or afford some means bv rail of getting towards the forest, the supply■ * ' - • Win'

B. Lyne.

22 June, 1300,
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will fail, as far as freight on the existing railway is concerned? Yes; no doubt. Something will have 
to bo done. The Railway Department is endeavouring to mahe up for the difference by altering the kind 
of timber which they will accept. During tho last few years the whole of that area has been made 
valuable again through the alteration in their specifications, which permits round-hacked sleepers to be 
used where previously they would use only squared timber. Pipey timber also, which, under the old 
system, was passed over, is now available,
2019. So that timber that was previously passed over as useless will now be made available? Yes. 
Perhaps 50,000 or 100,000 sleepers have already been supplied from that area. Last week a contract to 
supply 65,000 sleepers of that kind of timber was entered into at Narrabri.
2020. Is there such a decided preference shown for pine, as against imported timber, for building 
purposes, that there is always likely to be a demand for it ? lam satisfied that nothing will take its place 
out in tho west, in the way of timber for building purposes. The demand for it is constantly increasing*.
2021. ’Would that timber find an outlet westward as well as eastward of the proposed line, supposing a 
lino were constructed from Collarendabri to Walgett ? I could hardly estimate the quantity, but there 
would be a demand when there is a possibility of getting the timber away to tho west. There are two or 
three mills working at Pilliga, aud the whole of their timber goes out west. They cannot get it away in 
bad seasons, and they have orders now which they cannot complete.
2022. In regard to the forest reserves you spoke of south-west from Wee Waa, of course a royalty would 
ho paid on that timber ? Yes ; aud after the 1st July there is to be a royalty on all timber that is cut on 
Crown lands or forest reserves. 1 made an estimate with reference to this last contract of 65,000 
sleepers at Narrabri West. The royalty on that timber would come to £1,340.
2023. They charge no royalty, but only a license-fee to each of the sleeper-getters ? That is a mistake. 
There are different classes of reserves. ■ Those to which you are referring are known as class C, The 
contractor there pays 10s. a month for a license, and under that license he can issue to his men 100 or 
200 certificates to cut timber.
2024. Does that apply to all reserves ? No ; ouly those under class C.
2025. With regard to the land south of tho cleared road from Narrabri West towards Wee Waa, do you
think that if that were improved generally it would be of any value for settlement purposes? Yes, for 
small holders. There are patches where, perhaps, the largest area of land available for wheat-growing 
would not exceed, in one block, 3,000 acres. The portions that are valuable for small settlement arc areas 
along tbe creek. There are numberless creeks along there, and there arc flats all along for 30 miles 
towards the river N ainoi. Those are valuable, under certain conditions, for farming on a small scale. I^or 
instance, a timber-getter will establish himself with a small family, and in his spare time will carry on 
farming operations, and form a homo for his family, whore he has water available. All that area is known 
to have subterranean water. It is wonderful what lias occurred there within the last twelve months. 
People were under the impression that yon could not obtain water by sinking for it; but the settlers in 
that part all sink wells, and they invariably get good water at a depth of 35 or 40 feet.
2026. You spoke of new settlers coming there;—has there been any marked increase in the number of
settlers? 'The amending Land Bill,introduced by Mr.Carmthers, gave opportunities for homestead selection, 
and 1 think that in the last patch there were something like twenty taken up about Wee Waa. The other 
settlement iu that part has only been scattered ; but I think that every one of the settlers has a well.
2027. Do you consider that the country between Narrabri West and Buena Creek is suitable for settle
ment of any description,— it seems to be rather lower in average quality than that between Buena Creek 
and Wee Waa ? Yes, that is quite right. Within a radius of a few miles from the cleared line there is a 
growth called the brigalow which will make that country difficult to handle. Thereare barren sand ridges, 
and it is very hard to say whether they will be available for settlement. Purther up Buena Creek you 
get into far better country, and a great portion of it has been reserved. Settlement has never had an oppor
tunity there,—the land has been a forest reserve; but, as it is now being cut up, I am certain that when 
it is made available for settlemenr thousands of acres will bo taken up. People might say, “ Why has 
there not been a greater desire to get it, up to the present ?" But people up there have common senso, 
and when they have good land ou the north side of the river, it is very few who will not exhaust their 
chances before trying the south side.
2028. The good grazing land on the northern side has no timber on if. to speak of ? No, it is very open 
country.
2029. Consequently, it requires no great capital to ivork it? It lias apparently been used at all times 
for grazing.
2030. Whilst on tho soul hern side a man would have to im prove the land, and spend something considerable 
in that way before it would be of much value ? Yes. J think that explains what I have said as to the chance 
of settlement, because the land is in an altogether unimproved state at the present time. 1 am confident 
that it is good land, and will be made use of for settlement when the opportunity is given.,,
2031. Do you know the country called Yarra Lake? Yes. ’
2032. Is that west from Buena Creek ? It is.
2033. Is it good country there ? 1 coaid show you very bad country there, and a considerable area of 
very good country. It is wheat-growing country.
2031. How far will that he from the supposed route to Wee Waa, on the cleared line? Prom 7 to 10 
miles. There is good wheat laud between Yarra Lake and the line, within 3 or 4 miles; and nearer than 
that there is good land.
2035. 'faking the land between Wee Waa and Buena Creek from Narrabri West, what would your 
opinion of that be from an agricultural point of view ? It is about 4 miles from Narrabri West to Buena 
Creek. That is a very mixed piece of country. On the frontage you get the Scaldy Plain, aud then pine 
and box, and then you get into a few ridges of nasty heath and sand, and then into the belar country. 
There is a considerable area directly south from that, which is known as Dungeon Belar, it is so thick.
2036. Prom there on how do yon describe it from an agricultural point of view ? In many places there 
is very good wheat land, but that is where the pine and the box are, and the chocolate soil. Ten miles 
out of Wee Wan, south of that, it it not such a good class of soil; but it is very fair wheat land. I 
consider that some of the land I have just referred to is really good ; you might call it first-class farming 
land.' There are some large flats about 15 miles from Narrabri, towards Wee Waa, and out south some 
hundreds of acres of box ilals. South of Wee Waa there is some good country. .

2037.
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2037. Why would it be more expensive to Ihe people of Baradine to go to Narrabri West than to go to ^ne*
Wee Waa; the distance would seem to be mncli the same? From Narrabri West towards Baradine, 22junc 1000 
along the Buena Creek, and to the south-west, the traflic is impeded from the fact that there is much sand ’ 1
on that road, and that is a great consideration as to the loading.
2038. The roads you speak of towards Wee Waa would go over a bettor traffic route? Yes; it is a 
harder class of country. What I have attempted to show in my evidence is that the fact of that railway 
being extended from Narrabri West to Wee Waa would increase the available area tor the purposes of 
timber-getting, by a breadth of from 25 to 30 miles, and a length of from 55 to U0 miles.
2030. Coming back to the quality of the land, it was stated by some witnesses, who gave evidence in the 
district, that the land between Narrabri West and Wee Waa was absolutely useless—you do not agree 
with that ? No. 1 say that there is good laud for small settlement. At the Buena Creek crossing, on 
a farm which has been cleared there since I went to Narrabri, as good results have been obtained as 
from any other farm in the district.
20-1-0. Taking everything into consideration—the timber ami the quality of the soil—you think that the 
best route for the railway would be from Narrabri West towards Wee Waa? I have no feeling in the 
matter at all: but I say that the extension of the line from Narrabri West to Weo Waa ■will be of vast 
benefit in opening up an extensive area of country which at present is not available for settlement. It 
will not only do that, but it will largely increase the work for workmen in connection with the forests, 
and it will givo them a great opportunity of establishing themselves permanently there.
2041. When this forest is cleared, will the land he worth much for grazing or for agriculture ? Yes; it 
will bo ordinary country for those purposes.
2012. It is not first-class land ? No ; but I would venture to say that the chocolate soil is first class for 
wheat-growing. There seem to be properties in that soil favourable to the production of first-class wheat.
2013. Dr. Garran.'] Will it be best fitted for grazing or for tillage ? I think some portions will be best 
for tillage and some for grazing.
2041. .During your inspections of conditional purchases, you saw a great many different selectors ;—on 
what sort of soil in that district do they seem to thrive most? A soil that has not been referred to at all 
so far in my evidence—that is, the soil on the Deep Creek, to the east of Narrabri, where there are rich 
deposits.
2015. Alluvial soil ? Yes.
2046. That seems to answer best? Yes; I do not think it can be surpassed in any part of the Colony.
2047. What is the next best? The next best is the chocolate soil with a slight mixture of sand, the 
reason being that it has not a tendency to bind round the vegetation iu hot seasons, after a thunderstorm.
2048. The sand keeps it open ? Yes.
2049. What is the third best soil? The third is the same soil without the sand.
2050. Chairman.^ Will you favour the Committee with your opinion as to the character of the soil on the 
north aide of the river? My opinion of the country to the north of the Namoi is that, as grazing soil 
for fattening purposes, it is not surpassed in New South Wales.
2051. What is your opinion of its agricultural capabilities ? I believe we shall live to see crops growing 
there, but it will not be by tbe present holders of the land. "When I say that, I should like to explain in 
this way—that the changes are remarkably rapid at present in connection with the means of cultivation ; 
and not only that, they arc bringing out a new kind of cereal. Take wheat: It is quite possible that tho 
old varieties of wheat will not be a success in that country ; but the new variety, which is known as the 
Stienwieden, &c., which come to maturity with great rapidity, might make an enormous area valuable for 
wheat-growing which is not valuable for that purpose now. That country may be brought before the 
public m the same way as other country has been, owing to the easy means of putting large areas very 
quickly and cheaply under crop. In the ordinary way, there would be a risk in connection with the crop, 
hut in the future it may be that the risk would become very small, because of the light cost of getting the 
crop in. I think the soil is so rich that in a moderate season it would produce wheat, and, with an ordinary 
rainfall, it would always produce hay.
2052. Do you think it necessary to obtain a special kind of wheat to bring that part of the country under 
cultivation ? Yes. I do not think the settlers there now have in view any idea of cultivating for export.
2053. Mr. TVaison.] That is because they are doing too well at grazing now ? It surprises me, considering 
the seasons, that they are not all bankrupt on the best laud, but they produce their fat stock when those 
in other parts of the country cannot. At this season of the year the grass and the herbage grow rapidly, 
and on all that big area there is water fora certainty at a certain depth. When they have a good fattening 
season it enables them to make such a lot of money that they can stand unfavourable seasons afterwards.
I might mention that I think the country to the south of the Namoi is well suited for fruit-growing. 1 
have seen excellent fruit grown in the gardens there.

WEDNESDAY, 27 JUNE, 1900. 
Jlrrsrnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Fatiuck Ltkdesat Crawford Shepherd, 
Tlie Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Kobe jit Henry Lev ten, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.
Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kaihvay from Narrabri to

Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.
Wallace Webster, Conditional Purchase Inspector and Forester, Walgett, sworn, and examined

2054. Chairmani] Will you indicate the limits of the district you had under your charge as conditional W. Webster,
purchase inspector? From Carinda, on the south, to the Queensland border, north ; the Narran Fiver -v-—\ 
on the west, and Come-by-chance on the east. 27 June, 1900.
2055. That district practically includes the whole of the country which the proposed railway is likely to 
drain? Yes.

2056.
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W. Webatff. 205(3. I believe you are at present engaged in superintending the erection of a rabbit-proof fence;—will 
S^TuTlOOf) i'°U sol^° Retails in regard to it? Tea. I am engaged on an extension of the rabbit-proof fence 

* le’ from Mungindi, running south to Yarraldool—to a point a littlo north-westerly of Pilliga; and from 
there following tho main road south of the river, south of Wee Waa, to the railway station at Narrabri 
West, I am now preparing specifications for that, and before I did so, I picked the route, and traversed 
the country some miles south of the Namoi. The fence was, in tho first instance, erected at the request 
of the Queensland Government and the residents of the Moree district, to protect them from the spread 
of rabbits from the west. The rabbits were working from the Bourke district, and eastward from the 
M estern district. We stopped at the Namoi It-ivcr, but the Moree residents considered that they would 
like to have the scrub country, which is south of the Namoi, fenced off. That is generally considered to 
be vermin-infested country, and a shelter for rabbits and wild dogs. The residents have subscribed a 
considerable amount towards tbe erection of tbat fence. Our fence really follows tbe northern boundary 
of the scrub country. In picking tlio line for the fence, I tried to avoid as much scrub country as possible. 
At the same time, I have recommended a line about 5 miles south of Wee Waa, which takes in a 
considerable area of tbat reported valueless country. I recommended it for the reason tbat I considered 
it was good agricultural country, and that I took in as much as possible without deviating the line too 
much, believing that the small settlement which is going on there would keep down the vermin.
2057, How long did you live in Narrabri ? I was stationed there for two years.
2058, 35o you know tho country from Narrabri, on each side of the river, east to Wee Waa ? Tes.
2059, 'Will you describe the character of the country on the south and north of the river ? The country 
on the south side from Narrabri to Wee Waa, between tbe road and tbe river, is of heavy soil. It is very 
rich, pastoral land and good agricultural land, and it is fairly clear of timber. South of the road it is very 
heavily timbered with piue, box, aud ironbark. Although there aro some spots in it of very poor soil—■ 
box swamps and raw sand—tho country will grow cereals, grain, root-crops, and fruit. Tor instance, 
near Bohena Creek, cultivation has been earned on with success. I have spoken to several old Victorian 
farmers who have iaken up homestead selections south of Wee Waa, of 400-aere blocks, and they seem 
to be very hopeful of making a good thing out of crops. The ground for grazing, south, is what is 
generally termed a littlo sour, and is not fit for fattening like the north side of the river; but it would 
carry, when cleared, as much store stock as would tho northern side, but it would not be suitable for 
fattening. Again, the south side of tbe river is open for settlement, and I think suitable for farms of 
4-00 to 5U0 acres. The northern part—north of the river—is very rich grazing country, but not so reliable 
for a cereal crop as is the southern side, with the same rainfall. Why I say that is because in the north 
of "Victoria, and in the extreme west of New South Wales, farmers seem to thrive better, and produce 
better crops for cereals, on the light rather than on the heavy land, with a light rainfall. In the west we 
always grow agood hay crop on sandy soil. Tor insf ance, near Wilcannia, and north of Wilcannia, very good 
crops have been grown on the light laud, but you would not think of putting tho same crop in on heavy land.
2000. On which side is the greater quantity of alienated land ? I think the northern side is mostly
alienated. ‘
2001, Then there is more room for closer settlement on tlie south side of the river ? Tea; it is nearly all 
open for closer settlement south of the road.
2062. Bo you think the construction of a railway is likely to stimulate the taking up of land along the 
route ? I think that is the reason most of the land has been taken up—in anticipation of the railway 
being constructed.
2063. We have bad some conflicting evidence as to tlie amount and quality of the timber south of that 
part of the line as far as Mee Waa;—have you had any experience of the timber in that part of the 
country ? Only in travelling through the country, looking for a line for the rabbit-proof fence.
2064. What is the amount and quality of the timber obtainable south of line? From what I know, and 
from what I have seen of it, I should say that there is a great future for timber-carters. There is also 
good pine up to tbe road, and there is a lot of pine there which, in the future, will be of great use for 
buildins; purposes, It is also found towards Pilliga, for more than 6 miles south of the road. In tbe 
Walgett district, however, I have bad to report many people for only partially residing ou their ground, 
because they could not bring their families there on account of the want of building timber,
2065. Boes Walgett itself suffer from the difficulty of obtaining timber ? From a scarcity of timber, and 
from a difficulty in obtaining it, on account of the cost of cartage.
2066. Bo you think that, with the construction of a line from Narrabri to Walgett, there would, for some 
time, be a considerable traffic in timber ? I think there would he a fair amount of timber traffic there.
2067. Mainly for local requirements ? Tes, for local requirements in the Walgett district.
2068. Starting from Wee Waa, could you give a general description of the country, first along the route
to Walgett, and then along the proposed branch to Collarendabri, say, for 20 miles on each side of tbe 
proposed line from Wee Waa to Walgett ? From Wee Waa to Walgett, on the south side of the 
proposed line—between the Namoi and the proposed line—the country consists of black soil. It is rich 
grazing land. "

2069. Could you compare it with grazing land in any other part of the country with which you are 
acquainted ? Taken as a whole, I should say that it would always carry a sheep to 2 acres.
2070. Would you call that very good pastoral laud ? Tes. I might say that I consider that the whole 
of the Walgett district, unimproved, will carry a sheep to 3 acres. That is double tho carriage of the 
unimproved land in the Bourke district. North of the proposed line, the average would be similar to that 
on tbe south side,
2071. Bo you know the country within a radius of about 40 miles of Collarendabri? North and north
west, and west and south of Collarendabri, it would carry a sheep to 3 acres without ringbarking.
20/2. Bo you think that is country which is likely to be closely settled, from a pastoral point of view? I 
think it should be closely settled. ^
2073. Will you describe the country towards Narran Lakes ? North-west from Walgett the country 
is a little richer than tbe other portion to which I have referred. Possibly it would carry a sheep to

acres without ringbarking.
2074. Then you look upon the great bulk of tbe country, which tbe proposed lino will serve and drain, as 
being good pastoral country ? Tes. I might add that tho country north of Collarendabri has been 
improved by ringbarking, which will add considerably to the estimated carrying capacity.

2075.
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2075. Dr. Garran] Is tbe district which you look after suited to mixed farming ? I think it is more
suited to grazing than to agriculture. , • j • r i2076. And the close settlement we are to look forward to is a number of moderately-sized grazing tarms t
Tes; in the'Walgett district. . . . . . ,,,
2077. What population could be carried on grazing farms ? There is a great diversity or opinion on tnar 
matter. I think that in this part of the country settlement leases of 2,000 acres are too small tor grazing. 
The people, however, say that I have an exaggerated idea of the extent of country a person could live upon.
2078. Tour idea of a small grazing farm is 2,000 acres ? 2,000 to 2,500.
2070. Should there be an average family of five people on 2,000 acres ? Tes.
2080. And the produce would be pastoral produce f Tes. _ . . ,
2081. It would not be a mixed produce for a railway ? I think it would be mostly wool and. stock tnat
would have to be depended upon.
2082. Is it equally fitted for cattle and sheep ? Tes.
2083. So tbat whichever pays the better can be grazed there ? Tes. ,
2084. Has Ihe custom shifted from time to time from cattle to sheep, aud sheep to cattle. ihe reason 
why the cattle arc not kept in that district is I hat you cannot very well keep cattle and sheep together, 
on account of the necessity of making provision for water.
2085. Has it ever been a cattle district ? It was, when it was first taken up.
2086. Hsa it ever shifted back from sheep to cattle ? ’ Jvo.
2087. lJor the reason you have given ? Yes.
2088. Is the grass as suitable for cattle as for sheep ? Tes. i c tt i
2089. During the late dry weather has that district suffered very much from the drought r Very much.
2090. Has it suffered as much as the Bourke district ? I think quite as much, for large stock.
2091. Has the drought lasted year after year as it has done on the Darling ? 1 have been m the district
for two years, and have had to carry every bit of horse-feed I have used.
2092. I suppose the country is looking very well at present ? Tot west of the Barwon, where they only
had a small rainfall. ,2093. Is the country looking well around Walgett? It was not when I left it, but I believe it is now.
2094. Has the quantity of sheep very much fallen off during the last two years, iu consequence of tho
drought? I could not say, hut I should think one-half the sheep have been lost. ■.
2095. That would make a great deal of diffcrcuce to the railway iu the quantity of wool carried. It
2096. So that there is always a risk in making a railway through a pastoral district like this, especially 
when you may get a couple of years’ drought, which will reduce your returns by one-half ? Tes.
2097. As far as the present season has gone, have the squatters in that district imported feed to any
extent ? They have for their horses, but not for their sheep. „
2098. Have they sent their sheep anywhere in search of grass ?_ Tes ; mostly to Tew England. _
2099. Did'they send them to Narrabri to tho railway ? I think they mostly went to Narrabri; but 1
could not say with certainty. ^ n - me ,
2100. Do you know what it costs per sheep to get grass in New England ? To. The pastoralists make 
their own arrangements.
2101. What proportion of sheep in the district were sent eastward ? I think the pastoralists would nave 
sent them all if they could have got them away.
2102. What proportion was scut ? I could not say.
2103. Did as many go as died for want of food ? I could not say. _ _ _
2104. In dealing with this proposal, one important matter to be considered is what will be the utility of
a line going west, either in fetching sheep to the grass, or in taking fodder to the sheep ;—I want to know 
what has been the experience in connection with the last drought in the district ? My experienceof what 
I have seen, and of what I know as an old station man—I went through a drought in 1885 on the Barwon, 
and lost 30,000 sheep—is that when you want to get the sheep away you cannot. _
2105. That is because you stay back too long ? But you never know when you are going to have the
rain, consequently you hang on. . .
2106. Supposing a line were made to Walgett or Collareudabri, would it pay the squatter west or 
Collarendabri to bring food to his sheep ? I think it would.
2107. Do you know what it would cost per sheep to feed them on imported fodder ? No.
2108. I presume you have not heard the settlers discuss the question ? No. ,
2109. Supposing the Committee were to agree to only one of these lines—to Collarendabri or to 
Walgett—which of the two is the more important ? I think they are both equally important. My 
experience of Walgett is that it is just as much a back-block town, for cost of living, horse-feed, and so 
on, as is Milparinka, and more so than is Wilcannia.
2110. It is a much larger town than Collarendabri ? Tes.
2111. Is it more of a commercial centre? Tes, at present.
2112. If both lines are made, which will bring the more wool from Ihe north-west? I should say that 
the Collarendabri line would bring most of the Queensland wool. With regard to the New South Wales 
wool, I think the two would be about equal.
2118. Either place would suit the north-west people equally well ? It would not suit the Walgett people.
2114. But would a line to Walgett suit the north-west people as would one to Collarendabri ? Tes. _
2115. So that, as long as the north-west people get one or other of the linos it would not be very material 
to them which they got? I do not think so.
2116. Would the Queensland traffic be tempted to Walgett ? Of course a lot which would now come to 
Collarendabri would probably go to Moree then.
2117. So that we should not lose it? I should think not. _
2118. Mr. McFarlane.'] Ton have spoken of the different classes of soil on the south and north side of
the Namoi, near Narrabri;—what is the character of the soil on the northern side of the river ? It is 
generally heavy, red and black soil. _
2119. What is it like on the soutli side of the river ? It is black first, and then inclines to sandy loam.
2120. Which class of soil in that part of the country do you consider best for grazing purposes ? The 
heavy soil on the north of the river.

48—M

W. W ebster.
27 Junc,ia00.
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W^Web^r. 2121. And for agricultural purposes ? JV>r agrieuliural purposes I should prefer the loamy soil.
2rto£mo. 'I1® kn0W" anthe ch?colate M,il " Ye?> and anything loamy.

•fr together—agriculture and gmmg—which stands the drought the better, black or chocolate 
■ *or craKing 1 should say the heaviest soil will stand the longer.

, Would it stand a drought better than the lighter soil ? The lighter soil would stand the drought 
the heavy soT gral!in8' It: would retam tlle moisture better; but for an average season I would prefer
+i12r W’ha!; abou^ a drought such as these districts have eiperienced during the last few years P Then, the light soil would beat the heavy soil.

S-'r reliable for a country suiTering from drought than is black and heavy soil? Tes.
What is the water supply like in the country from Narrabri lo Collarendabri or Walgett ? Prom 

arrabri, and about the country south, to somewhere near Pilliga, there seems to be plenty of water to 
he had in wells at a shallow depth; but from there to Walgett the country is badly watered, and will have to depend on bores, j j >

w ,na.? bee7 Put down receutly, or are many in existence ? Theio is one 10 miles south
ot walgett. lhat is the only bore south of the Namoi. There is one abont 20 miles north-east from 
Walgett—at Eurie—which has been put down latch'.
2129. In times of drought, do stock suffer to any large extent for want of wate; ? That has been the 
great drawback to tbat part of the country this vear.
2130. Is that a more important consideration than want of grass ? No; I think the want of grass is the 
oun 1“Portant- I011 )lave grass you can generally provide water bv sinking for it,
fldl. .Ho7 '™7d Iou daaa the country between Narrabri and Walgett as a fattening country ? From 
oion^Tiru’0 eoukh of the road, there is only store country,

' xn • ab° j* C°llarendabri ? ft ^ ah fattening country there. I think it is rather better country there than immediately south of the Namoi to Walgett.
f1 w tx6 W}l,<>le o£1fcbat country alienated ? No; there is a lot of country coming from Come-by-chance 
to \\ algett, and, south of the road, of that scrub country, which is not alienated. There is a good deal of unalienated land south of the Namoi. b

0 Jqk' TirufFuSe occuP',ed £ Ye®> by pastoral tenants; and it is being subdivided for settlement lea.
x xn 1 tbe, ?et(ile!aeat ieases soon be thrown open? Tes; manv of them are being kept back until 

we get the rabbit-proof fence up, so that we can recover the value of the boundary
Most decidedly 6 b5°CkS ^ tlUWJ1 °pen’ d° yOU think theI wi]1 be readily taken up for settlement ?
2137. Will that mean a larger population settling on the country ? Tes. It means a family, probably, 
on every 2,500 acres. At present, under the occupation licenses, there are only four or five men working on a station or a large area. 5
fnmnWb'nn^heU3Ua!aJreTalielAbjtheBtations? Ther ™rI veiT much about there. Thev may be 40,000 or o0,000 acres, but I could not say positively. ‘
2139. Ton consider that a fair average ? Tes.
2!40 When the stock-owners about Walgett and Collarendabri fatten their stock, by which route do they 
send them to market ? They generally pick the route for feed. Generally thev send them to Narrabri;

• e?xiSTetimex’-r tb,e roadB are fiood’ tbeIaeild tbem south. It depends on the condition of the stock route, 
vir l8«7 dia,cuUy experienced in travelling fat stock to Narrabri ? Of course there has been a great falling off during the last two years. b
2£41% .]f the hue of railway, as proposed, were constructed, do you think it would be used for the purpose . ot sending fat stock by rail ? Decidedly. *
2!42 Do you think the whole of the fat stock wouid be carried by rail ? I do not say the whole of it; 
but from all the small holdings a great deal of stock would go. That would relieve the holdings of the 
oixo U£01> * •,’ a7ld would, of course, increase the carrying capacity of the country a good deal.

, railway were constructed to Walgett, would the stock-owners put their stock on the train
' 4 or *raTe tbem 1° Narrabri ? They would put them on the train.
2141. Do you think the line, if constructed, would be used to a large extent in times of drought, such as 
those we have experienced lately, in sending starving stock to other localities ? Most decidedly.
2140. Do you think that would be of material benefit to the stock-owners in the north-west? I think it would.
2143. Have you any knowledge of the country between Walgett and Coonamble? Only about half way. 
-147. Jn that half way, how would you compare the country ? The country from Walgett to about half 

t x y’ and,’ as.you sot neav(iT to Co^amble, it opens into a red, lighter country.
T xt- i xl x xLftt couutlT be simi1ar to tbe country between Wee Waa and Walgett to Collarendabri’ 
Wee Waa* ^ C0Untry’ a3 y°U aPl)roach Coonamble from Walgett, is of better quality than south of
2L49. Which do you think would serve the Walgett people and those in the immediate neighbourhood— 
a connection with Narrabri or with Coonamhle—that is when tho railway is extended as far as Coonamble?
1 thmk that as long as tlie Walgett people get a railway from one place or the other it will suit them. 
-loO, is there much trade between the north-west and Newcastle ? I think most of tho trade comes that 
way. ihe goods for the whole of tho Walgett district come through Walgett from Narrabri—I suppose that means from Newcastle.
21ol. Is much wool carried from Walgett and the surrounding district to Newcastle, to be shipped there? I could not say. ‘
2152. What classes of marketable timber are to he found in'the district ? There is no marketable timber. 
;™ pawidme to Walgett there is no pine, On the Castlereagh there is some, but very little.

had evidence with regard to the existence of ironbark and pine scrub near Narrabri? 
J here is a fair forest reserve of pine near Wee Waa. There are also good pine further south, aud good pine forests south of Pilliga. 6
2154. Is there much marketable timber? The greater part of that pine is marketable for building purposes. &
2155 Is the locality of tlie timber of which you are speaking such that if a line of railway were 
constructed it would be used for bringing the timber to market? Of course the timber from the 
isaradine district would probably go to Wee Waa. 2150
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2156. Bo you think that would be a large item in the way of freight ? I think it would be ft fair item.
2157. Where do the supplies of fodder come from in times of drought? JFor Walgett it mostly comes 27 jun0)loop,
from Narrabri. ' The freight is £6 a ton from Narrabri to Walgett at present. _ _ ’ ‘
2158. Is there any reason why the country suitable for cultivation is not put under cultivation to meet a 
contingency such as a drought? Of course in the Walgett district there is an uncertain crop on heavy 
ground, and there is really no market for a crop of wheat in Walgett, except in a drought year.
2156. Banners do not consider it worth while to cultivate, seeing that the only time they will have a 
profitable sale for their produce is during a drought? That is really how tlie matter stands at present; 
but of course everyone is now considering the advisableuess of putting in crops for their own use m a 
drought season.
2160. Looking at the district as a purely pastoral one, how much country would the proposed line serve
on either side of it ? A distance of about 30 or 40 miles. _ .
2161. Do you think, if a line were constructed to Collarendabri, it would catch any considerable portion 
of the Queensland traffic ? I think it would catch a great deal of it. Of course, it all depends 011 the 
Queensland freights.
2162. And to tho west and north-west, do you think there would he a large amount of traffic any distance
from the line ? It would take in the traffic as far as the Narran, pretty well. _
2163. If it were decided to construct only one of the proposed lines—to Collarendabri or to WTalgett— 
which do you think would do the larger amount of good, or serve the larger amount of area, having in 
view also the traffic from Queensland ? Taking Queensland into consideration, 1 think the Collarendabri 
line—that is if there were a railway to Coonamble to serve the south of Pilliga. ^
2164. Has there ever been a serious attempt to make roads across the plain ? No; a ou could not make 
roads across. There is no metal, or anything with which to make them, in that part of the country.
2165. I suppose the people engaged in carrying have experienced great difficulty in crossing the plains 
in wet weather ? It simply means that you are apt to stick. That is my experience even in a light buggy.
2166. Mr. Watson.] You have stated that the country some distance west _ of Weo "Wna, and along the •
proposed line, is looked upon only as a pastoral country yet;—do you think it is likely that pastoral 
products would ever give a sufficient return to make two lines pay when they are so closely together as 
these would be ? 1 think they would. .
2167. The Kailway Commissioners’estimate shows a loss of £13.000 per annum, assuming that both
lines are construcied :—do you thiuk there would be a sufficient expansion, because of the construction 
of the lines, to give any probability of the interest and working expenses being paid on both ? Without 
a knowledge of railway matters, I think they should pay interest on the cost of construction. _
2168. We generally assume, in regard to railway construction, that, in agricultural country, 20 to 25 
miles is about the limit of distance at which it pays a man to carry wheat to a railway ; a man, however, 
can carry wool a greater distance without making it unprofitable;—assuming that you were safe in 
building lines for agricultural country within 40 miles of each other, you thiuk yon are equally safe in 
attempting to do it in pastoral country ? Of course there would not be so much revenue.
2169. In this instance it is proposed to run a branch at an acute angle, and the furthest distance between 
the two lines would only be something under 50 miles ? That is so.
2170. That is not a great area from winch to draw pastoral produce ? If yon were certain of crops you 
could draw wheat further than that. In Victoria 1 have carted it 60 miles.
2171. I suppose the prices were better then than the average ? You could do it on 2s. 6d. a bushel,.
2172. But, in this instance, as far as we can ascertain, there does not seem to be much probability of any
great wheat production in that district? Of course, with a railway there will be a certain amount, but I 
do not think it is a thing to rely upon. _
2173. So that, for railway traffic, you would have to rely practically on pastoral production? I think so.
Walgett, of course, is more agricultural than Collarendabri.
2174. I think you stated that Coonamble is more so than cither of them ? Yes. As you go south, there '
is a greater probability of agriculture. _ . .
2175. If you had your choice as a speculator of running a lino to either Walgett or Collarendabri, with a 
view to catching traffic to make that line pay, which place would you sooner have as a terminus? Have 
I to take into consideration a line from Coonamble.
2176. No? Outside of the Queensland trade, I should take it to Walgett. _
2177. Bo you think there is a greater probability of catching the Queensland trade at Collarendabri tban
at Walgett? I think so. _
2178. Can you say what is the present direction of the Angledool traffic;—does it go through Walgett or 
Collarendabri ? Through Collarendabri, I should say.
2179. We were informed at Collarendabri that there is a harder road from Angledool towards Colla
rendabri than there is towards Walgett ? That is quite right. That GO-mile track is a harder road than 
tho track more southerly towards Walgett. The southerly traffic goes through richer black country, but 
it is not so good for road purposes.
2180. If distances and charges are equal, people will be more likely to use the hard track in lhat
country ? Yes. i
2181. 80 that it would appear that Collarendabri would be a better point for reaching the Angledool
traffic than Walgett ? You might say that all the Bundabareeua traffic would go to Collarendabri, and all 
the Dungalear traffic would go to Walgett. _ _
2182. Boes the Dungalear wool now go to Walgett ? Yes; and it makes from there to Narrabri along 
the Pine Creek lioad.
2183. The Kail way Commissioners suggest that, if both places are tapped, they would prefer to reach
Walgett from Coonamble. In their opinion the result would be a better opening up of the country;— 
what is your opinion of that? My opinion in regard to reaching Walgett from Coonamble rests on the 
freight to Newcastle or Sydney. , _
2184. How far do you think the country, which might reasonably be placed under agriculture, would 
extend off from Coonamble? About half way to Walgett.
2183. That will leave a little over 30 miles of purely pastoral country towards Walgett ? Yes.
2180. Mr. Zcr.ian.] The distance between the two lines should not debar the construction of both, so far 
as the countrv to the west and north-west is concerned? No.

' 2187.
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W,Webster. 218/. Do you think a lino to either Collarendabri or Walgett would serve the whole of the traffic to the 
27 June,1900. 2°^ ', J ou a ^ne *-'°^nrellchThi,i and none to "Walgcl t, a lot of traffic would probably go to

2188. Supposing the proposed lines are constructed, the producers will have a port at Newcastle as wellas at Sydney ? Yes. ■
2189. For both wool and sheep ? That is so.
2190. Is there not a big trade done in wool, from Walgett downwards, at Newcastle? 1 should say thatis.there
‘2191. Supposing the stock had to be shipped, which should be the better port at which to ship it—Newcastle or Sydney ? I could not say.
2192. IV ould it be an import ant consideration to have two ports—Sydney and Newcastle ? I should say so. 
o o'"*' l 0U s^ate1 ^'c C011Bt ry is mostly used for sheep-farming ? Yes; there are very few cattle. 
2194. Mr, McFarlane^] Having in view the character of the country to be passed through, and also 
having some consideration for the town of Wee Waa—which one line would touch, and the other would 
not- which do you think would be the more desirable connection—from Narrabri East, or West ? 1 think,
taking everything info eons-irleration, the line should go through Wee Waa or Narrabri West.

You will notice on the map the brancli from the Walgett-road to Collarendabri ? Yes. 
2199, Would the greater amount of traffic come from the country on each side of tho route from the 
Walgett line to Collarendabri, or from the country lying beyond Collarendabri? From beyond 
Collarendabri, 1 think, 01 course, there would be a considerable traffic all the way along,
2197. But would there be more from the country beyond Collarendabri than there would be along the 
branch . 1 think there would be mote from the country beyond Collarendabri.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Hallways, sworn, and further examined:—
J. Harper. 2198; Mr. Watson^] Since you last gave evidence in regard to this proposal, the Committee have been on 

27 June 1900 & ^risPec^‘on the district, and it was thought advisable to obtain from you separate estimates of
' revenue and expenditure in regard to each of the two proposed iines—a line to Walgett, and a branch to 

Collarendabri ? I think you have it. It is only a matter of deducting one from thejother.
2199. ihe cost of aline from Narrabri West to Walgett direct is £316,386;—the cost of a line from 
Narrabri lYest to Collarendabri I should ascertain by taking the first two sections of the main line which 
run to the junction, and the branch line to Collarendabri,—that amounts to £335,797;—1 understand, 
vou would credit a line to Collarendabri, if there were no extension to Walgett, with £7,681 per annum ? Yes.
2200. Supposing wo did not construct a branch to Collarendabri, but constructed a line to Walgett, what 
revenue would you anticipate from it? I have not worked that out; that would require a revision of the 
whole position. Assuming a line were built to Walgett, the question would arise as to whether a lot of 
traffic, which is credited lo Collarendabri, would come into Wallgett. I do not think it would. A lot of 
tho northern Queensland traffic certainly would not.
2201. ihe question also arises as to whether it would go to Moree, or come in at Collarendabri, and catch 
the Walgett line at Burren ? I think it would go to Moree ; some of it might go to Burren.
2202. Then there is the traffic from Angledool aud in that direction ;—we were informed locally that that 
at present goes towards Collarendabri? Yes, it passes over the Collarendabri bridge.
2203. Can you ofler an opinion whether a line at Walgett would attract that traffic, or whether it would
continue to go to Collarendabri, to Moree, or a junction at Burren ? I think it would be more likely to 
go into Burren. ’
2204. So that it would only travel over one-half the line to Walgett ? Yes. '
2205. It was stated at Collarendabri that the road from Angledool to Collarendabri, in addition to being 
shorter than that to Walgett, is a better road because of the country being higher ? That is what I have 
always understood.
2206. Suppose it were decided for the present only to build one line—which do you think would be the 
more likely to attract traffic from all round—that is including southern Queensland and the surrounding 
country ? A line to Collarendabri. I explained before that the construction of a line to Brewarrina 
will tap the district to the south of Walgett. The construction of a line to Coonamble will tap the south
eastern portion of that district, whereas Collarendabri is practically a virgin district.
2207. From a traffic point of view, if you had your choice as to which of the two lines should be 
constructed, you would prefer the Collarendabri route ? Yes, I regard it as best serving the interests 
of that part of tho country.
2208. Assuming that the suggestions of the Railway Commissioners were adopted, and a line taken from 
Narrabri to Collarendabri, aud another from Coonamble to Walgett were constructed, do you think the 
class of country which would be generally served by those two lines would be sufficient to keep both 
within a reasonable distance of paying point? Viewing lines as we do now, not with any immediate 
prospect of their paying, I think they would both be good lines. There is one matter I wish to make 
absolutely clear : We have heard a great deal about tho interests of Newcastle in connection with this 
district. 1 have had some figures taken out which indicate where the business really is done, as far as the 
general merchandise is concerned. During the year, ending March, 1899, 36,775 tons of general 
merchandise went to the northern districts from Sydney. During the same period Newcastle supplied 
the same districts with 2,400 tons. So much has been said about the interests of Newcastle that I am 
having worked out for the Committee the wool and the stock traffic, and you will findthe same or a greater 
disparity exists in that connection.
2209. It would seem, then, that although the people in the northern district get their supplies through 
Newcastle, the original point of departure is from Sydney? Yes. During the period I have mentioned, 
32,449 tons of general goods—groceries, drapers’ goods, Ac.—were carried from Sydney by rail, and 4,336 
tons were carried by sea from Sydney to Morpeth. From Newcastle, during the same period, there were 
2,427 tons carried.
2210. Chairman.] Do you credit to Sydney all the goods landed at Morpeth for transmission to the 
north ? Yes.
2211. Although they go by steamer ? Of course they go from Sydney by steamer.

2212.
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*2212. Mr. TFa/sc».] Is it on some classes of goods only that there is a saving by sending them tia , J' Harper. 
Morpeth ? There is a slight margin on the general class of goods, but during tho last few years people 2y J^ttcThIoo. 
have become more disposed to send direct by rail from Sydncy. We have altered our rates during the 1
last twelve months, and that has made it more favourable for people to send goods direct from Sydney, 
instead of from Morpeth. Por instance, in 1898 the quantity of general goods sent from Sydney was .
19,238 tons, and that has been increased to 32,000 tons. _
*2213. Waa there a corresponding decrease in tho amount sent by sea ? During that period Morpeth sent 
2,113 tons. This does not represent all the goods, but it represents tbo bulk of the goods carried in full 
truck-loads. The rest w-ould not add 5 per cent, to the tonnage 1 have quoted. _
2214. In view of the big reduction made in the freight of truck-loads, of course the disposition is to put
everything in truck-loads ? Yes; of course, that applies equally7 to ^Newcastle as to Sydney. ■
2215, Have tho reductions which have been recently made for through traffic—as between Newcastle and 
Sydney—been distinct and out of proportion to reductions made in similar long-distance traffic on other 
lines '* No ; they have been made general. We have altered the method of charging by enabling people 
to amalgamate truck-loads of all classes of goods. At one time we had a truck-rate which practically 
represented the highest class. Now, it is competent to got a truck-load of mixed consignments.
2210. Chairman.'] Do you, in the figures you have quoted, include items such as rock-salt F No.
*2217. In one year alone, 5,000 tons of rock-salt were sent into that district? That is so. My return 
represents general articles of consumption,
2218. Could you include in your return all the articles sent on the line ? I could.
*2219. Do the figures you have quoted include cement ? No.
*2220. Do they.include fencing wire ? Yes. .
2221. Mr. Shepherd.] Has there been any increase in the quantity of rock-salt sent to the country since 
the saltbush has been almost exterminated ? I could not say. It is one of the lowest classes of goods we
have in our list. It docs not produce much revenue. ■
2222. Chairman.] Does your return include agricultural implements ? Yes. ■ _ _
2223. Will the return you propose to hand in bo a general return of the whole of the traffic, and tvill it 
include all the items I have mentioned ? Yes.
2224. Will it include beer and spirits ? Yes; those articles are included in the figures I have quoted. ^
2225. Mr. Watson.] A number of the people in the district around Collarendabri seem to think that if 
they are given access to the northern lines, their chances of trade will be increased, from the fact that if 
they like they can ship at Newcastle, or take goods from Newcastle direct, whilst they will have, in 
addition, the alternative of going on to Sydney ? Ho they would, under any 'circumstances. Of course, 
the Collarendabri extension would come into Newcastle. The Walgett extension, being further south 
and closer to the Western line, the advantage in reaching Sydney would be 15 miles in favour of a line 
via Coonamble.
2226. Could you say whether the trend of business each year is to concentrate a greater quantity of wool 
at a depot like Sydney, for sale ? Undoubtedly7. Our records show it. I will produce evidence to show that 
the quantity which has been exported from Newcastle has been a constantly decreasing quantity every year.
2227. Is the same effect noticeable in regard to the principal ports of other colonies? Yes. Dor instance, 
more wool is being offered at Melbourne than formerly. Greclong has practically disappeared as a wool
selling centre. In South Australia, -of course, there is only the one market—Adelaide.
2228. Is not a greater quantity of wool being sold locally each year ? That is so in each Colony. We 
are beginning to feel it now with some of the Itiverina wools, which we used to get this way, because they 
were shipped. It was immaterial whether they were shipped here or at Melbourne. It was only amatter 
of rates; but now, although our rate may he a more favourable, one than the Victorian rate, the agents 
of tho producers are in Melbourne, and ihe wool is now being shipped there.
2229. tine aspect of the matter, in connection with the proposed line, is as to the respective advantages 
of the Sydney and the Brisbane markets. The people about Collarendabri seem to think, with Federation, 
there would be a chance of a railway to Collarendabri getting a very large proportion of the South 
Queensland wool traffic ;—looking at the general aspect of the question, do you think the attraction of 
the Sydney market would he greater, other things being equal, than that of the Brisbane market ? I think 
so. Our position now, as far as the wool from southern Queensland is concerned, is very much better 
than it was. We have made an arrangement with Queensland whereby they have withdrawn the £2 10s. 
a ton duty on wool; and we remain with unfettered hands, provided we do not quote below a certain 
rale, which will be about the rate wo have at Bourke.
2230. If a line were constructed to Collarendabri, to what point, across the Queensland border, do you 
think its influence would extend, as far as the wool traffic is concerned ? It is hard to say. I should 
imagine it would extend, perhaps, 50 or 60 miles.
2231. Assuming the IPederal authorities established a mileage rate pure and simple, and did not allow any 
preferential rate for the purpose of attracting the traffic, do you think there would be a likelihood of the 
south Queensland wool within that distance coming towards Sydney ? Our position is this : we have no 
preferential rate. The interior of the country would never be developed if an equal mileage rate were 
insisted upon. No country in the world has an equal mileage rate—it always tapers. To-day, practically,
the boot is on the other leg, as far as Queensland is concerned. They are charging the same rate for ■
100 miles further than we are. I think Queensland would suffer rather than we, in the event of an inter
state commission. Cunuamurra is 100 miles further than Bourke, and they are charging the same rate as 
we are charging from Bourke.
2232. You think that whatever new conditions might arise you are likely to hold that south Queensland 
traffic? Yes.
2233. In making up your general estimate of the traffic likely to be derived from tbe suggested lines, do 
you allow for any increase on the present wool production, or do you assume that it would be about the 
same? The most favourable year they have had in that district was taken as a basis—the year 1894-5— 
before tbo drought set in. That was what may bo regarded as a normal year. Since then, of course, the 
whole of the seasons have been bad.
2234. It was stated in evidence in the district that there had been, because of the closer pastoral settle
ment,—the extension, for instance, of the settlement-lease provisions of the Land Act, an increase in the

quantity 
* Sec answer to Question 2i>12 (Mr. Harper’s further examination). ■
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J. Harper, quantity of sheep carried, as compared with any previous time when similar conditions esisted;—it was 
s*:a^e^ with the same drought conditions previously, under the system of large holdings, there were 

aiie> not so many sheep carried as there are now on the smaller holdings ? When the return was taken in 
1894-5, there was a large number of small holdings iu that district, and even if they had increased, they 
have not carried anything like the same quantity of stock, because the quantity of wool has been a dimin
ishing one every year since then.
2235. It was stated that if they had had the same large holdings in the late drought that they had in the 
previous heavy drought, they would have lost more sheep ? Yes; because all the small holdings report 
improvements in the shape of water, and so on.
2236. There seems to be a good deal of land available for settlement in the district generally do you 
anticipate that, with the throwing open of those areas to closer pastoral settlement, that there will be any 
increase in your wool production ? There would he, some years hence ; but I think it will be a long time 
before that country will recover to such an esteut as to carry the stock that it carried in 1894-5.
2237. Your estimate, you think, goes as far as you are likely to realise for some time ? That is my opinion.
2238. Supposing the suggestion of the Kailway Commissioners is carried out, and a lino is taken from 
Coonamble to Walgett, as well as from Narrabri to Collarendabri, the loss which you show would be 
slightly increased ? I do not think the net loss would. My estimate of the traffic on a line between 
Coonamble and Walgett, assuming that the goods were carried to Sydney, is £4,190.
2239. Is that in competition with a lino to Collarendabri? No ; that is assuming a line were built from 
Coonamble to Walgett, and another to Collarendabri.
2240. That is not so great a loss as you credit to the two lines to Walgett and Collarendabri ? No ; but 
there are only 69 miles of working between Coonamble and Walgett, as against 104 between Narrabri 
and Walgett. Assuming that a line were not built from Narrabri to Walgett, we must deduct £648 
from tho estimate for the mails over the 54 miles between Burren and Walgett. Then we have to add to 
that the additional £1,000 on wool alone, which to-day is lost. The estimate on that line is through to 
Sydney, but we do not get it. As a matter of fact, it is carried by the boat from Morpeth. That wool 
finds its way to Sydney, but it does so by steamer. If that were carried direct to Sydney from Walgett, 
via Coonamble, there would be £1,000 additional to be added to the estimate.
2241. Would there not be a likelihood of that wool, assuming that a line to Collarendabri were 
construcled, going to ihai line at Burren rather than coming via Coonamble to Sydney? The estimate 
does not include any wool which would come on the Collarendabri lino. It only deals with wool which 
would come into Walgett, or between Coonamble and 'Walgett.
2242. Could you say what they save by shipping at Morpeth now, rather than bringing it right through 
to Sydney ? They keep as close to us as they possibly can, The Commissioners are in this position : 
Some years ago they made a promise to the Newcastle people that they would maintain a certain differ
ence in the rate as between Sydney and Newcastle. That was done in the interests of the port of 
Newcastle for export purposes. The Commissioners have religiously adhered to that. It is a rate which 
is very much higher than the normal rate, but I am sorry to say that the return which I will furnish to 
tbe Committee will indicate that the Commissioners, whilst making this promise for the purpose of 
encouraging export from Newcastle, have practically placed the steamboat proprietors in a position to 
compete with them at Morpeth; so that, instead of Newcastle profiting by this consideration, it has 
practically gone into the pockets of the shareholders of the steamboat company. I may say that it was 
never intended that the steamboats between Morpeth and Sydney should get it, but it was intended to 
develop the export business of Newcastle. As the Committee will see, when I place the figures before 
them, it has failed in having that effect.

FRIDAY, 29 JUNE, 1900.
Itosrnt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hou. Patrick: Ltndesay Crawford Shei’keed. j John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew Gakran, LL.D, J Robert Henry Levies, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.
The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to

Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.
Henry Chamberlaine Russell, C.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined:—

H. C.Russell, 2243. Air. Mn~Farlane?[ Can you give us particulars of the rainfall of the country between Narrabri, 
Walgett and Collarendabri ? The rainfall at Narrabri itself is 26 64 inches.

A—^ 2244. For how many years docs your average extend back ? Twenty-eight vears. The Pilliga rainfall 
29 June, 1900. js 24'57 inches; Edgeroi, 24'77; Avondale. 25'50; Millie, 26-28; Boolcarrol, 2V34; Drilldool, 25-12;

Deenderrah, 25'26; Mercadool, 22T8; Goanura. 19'42; Collarendabri, 19 28; Gerongra, 18T4; 
Walgett, 19-57 ; Colma, 16-64; Brewan, 17-60; Bung Hill Tank, 2T04; Dungalear, 19'03.
2245. Is the country through which the proposed railway will pass subject to drought ? Yes ; but less so 
than stations to the west of it. That is, it is not so severe in the Darling country. 1 look upon all the 
tributaries of the Darling as if they belonged to the river. That country is less subject to tho severity of 
drought than the country west of Walgett.
2246. It was stated in evidence, when the Committee were iu Walgett, that that district had just passed 
through a drought extending over four or five years? That is true ; but it is common to all parts of tho 
Colony, west of the mountains.
2247. During a period of drought such as that, what would be the minimum rainfall? In some cases it 
would be 50 per cent, less than the average.
2248. A.re there seasoim also which have an over supply of rain r Yes; in the years 1889, 1890, 1891, 
1892, and 1893, they had a great many floods, affecting the Macintyre, and some of the country lower down, 
between Walgett and the Queensland border.

249. H there a large area subject to floods ? T believe there b-. 2250.
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2250. Does drought affect this plain country more severely than coastal country F X think not. We, in p'-^o86^’
Sydney, with an average rainfall of 49o0 inches, have everything ruined if we get a rainfall of 25 inches. ' A' * 
Vegetation is destroyed ; but that is not bo in the districts to which I have referred. A fall of 50 per 29 jgoo 
cent, below the average is not so disastrous to them as it is to people on the coast. It is a curious fact ' ’ "
that 25 inches on tho coast, which would be an abundance of rain on the Macintyre, and in this district, is
ruinous. In other words, it is an abundance of rain on the Barwon, and it is ruinously small on the 
coast. I think the chief reason for it is that the wind in the country is so much less. It is the wind which 
carries away the moisture and dries up the rain. Where a country is not subject to very strong winds, it 
does not seem to suffer to the same extent as windy places suffer.
2251. The greater area of tbe land of which we are speaking has been stated to be sufficiently rich for the 
production of wheatdo you think the rainfall they get would be sufficient for growing that cereal?
Yes ; it is more than enough, according to experience.
2252. Compared with other districts, how does it stand with regard to rainfall ? This district is very much 
better than Bourke, Brewarrina, or Cobar. For instance, in 1898 the rainfall of Cobar was under 10 inches.
2253. Was that an exceptional year ? Yes ; it was a very dry year. Of course, it is far too low for 
wheat-growing. In the neighbourhood of Pilliga they had from 15 to 18 inches. It was worse about 
Moree, where they had as low as 14 or 15 inches. Their average rainfall is at least double that.
2254. How do you think the locality would suit the production of other crops? It is very hot climate ; it 
is not quite so hot as Bourke ; but there is very little difference between Walgett and Bourke. Going 
east from Walgett, however, tbe land rises, and the temperature falls as the land rises, so that it is cooler 
on the mountains than it is at AFalgett.
2255. Is the country subject to frost in the winter time ? Very little.

f Includes 192,300 acres, Homestead 
( Leases, Western Division.

79,000 acres A
81,600 „ 1 179,600 acres.
19,000

353,900
241,300

Charles Edward Rennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
2256. Chairman.'] You produce a map showing the area of influence of the proposed railway to a distance 0. K Rennie, 
of 20 miles on each side? Yes. Within those limits the areas of land are as follows:— a—

Areas in connection with Line, Narrabri to Walgett—altered position. 29 June, 1900.
Alienated Land..................................... 1,165,000 acres.
Reserves ... ... ... ... ... 463,700 ,,
Settlement and Homestead Leases ... 491,000 „
Crown Lands ..................................... 774,800 „

Tenure of Crown Lands.
C Western Division, expiring 1918 

Leasehold Areas < Central do ,, July, 1900
t Do do „ Dec., 1902

Held under Occupation License ... ... ... ...
Untenanted.......................................................................

Areas in connection with Branch Line to Collarendabri—altered position—outside limits of Line, Narrabri
to Walgett.

Alienated Land ... ... ... ... 412,700 acres.
Reserves ... ... ... ... ... 103,600 „
Settlement and Homestead Leases ... 270,200 ,,
Crown Lands .............   203,000 „

Tenure of Crown Lands.
Leasehold Areas I Westeri1 Division, expiring 1918 Lieasenom Areas £ C0ntral do >t ,Tuiyj l9oo
Held under Occupation License.....................................
Unteuanted.......................................................................

Areas in connection with land common to lines from Narrabri to Walgett, and Narrabri to Collarendabri—
altered position.

Alienated Land ..................................... 769,500 acres.
Reserves ..............   299,500 „

( Includes 13,200 acres, Homestead

f Includes 167,160 acres, Homestead 
l Leases, Western Division.

128.000 acres ) ,
22,000 „ j150’000 acm‘
.............. 53,000 „
.............. Nil.

(_ Leases, Western Division.

12,300 acres )
80,100 ,, j

............. 181,500
............. 227,200

,400 acres.

Settlement and Homestead Leases ... 209,000 ,,
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... 501,100 ,,

Tenure of Crown Lauds.
Leasehold A reas 1 Western Division, expiring 1918 JjeasehoW Areas iCenfcrftl do ^ July, 1900
Held under Occupation License ... ... ... ...
Untenanted........................ . .....................................

Areas quoted as under Lease and Occupation License do not include Reserves within the Holdings.
Narrabri to Collarendabri {through').

Alienated Land ... ... ... 1,182,200 acres.
Reserves ... ... ... ... ... 403,100 „
Settlement and Homestead Leases ... 479,200 „
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... 704,100 „

Tenure of Crown Lands.
Leasehold Areas I WeBtern Division, expiring 1918 leasehold Areas | Central do ^ July, 1900
Held under Occupation License.....................................
Untenanted ... ... . , ... ...

f Includes 180,360 acres, Homestead 
X Leases, Western Division.

140,300 acres' 
102,100 „ . 242,400 acres.

234,500
227,200

2256.
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C. E. Reanig. 2257 Dare you any details as to the nature of tlie reserves ? Tliere is oue large forest reserve south of 
29Junc 1900. aud on the border of the area influenced, comprising 98,000 acres. There are travelling stock

’ reserves, water reserves, and commonage reserves adjoining the township.
2258. Are there any large areas not occupied at allp The following parishes near Narrabri are 
unoccupied :—Quin, Bobertson, Papp, Anson, Dampior, and Bohena.
2259. Can you state tbe proportion of alienated to the unalienated land within the whole area comprised by 
the two lines ? It is almost the same—half and half.
2200. What is the total area that would be available for settlement if the two lines were constructed ? 
Taking the two lines together, the area falling in between the present date aud 1918 will be 329,600 acres.

MONDAY, 2 JULY, 1900,
The Committee met at ihe Court-house, Lfeiccastle, at 10'30 a.m. 

present; —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chatruas).

The Hon. Patrick Ltkdesay Crawford Shepherd. 

John Christian- Watson, Esq.
Robert Henry Leyten, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

2 July, 1900. .

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Honorable George Frederick Earp, M.L.C., President of the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, sworn,
and examined:—

The Hon. 2261. How long have you carried on business in Newcastle ? Since 1853.
^ave T011 auy statement to make on the proposal before the Committee ? As you are aware, an 

• ‘ ‘ agitation has been going on for a good many years with the object of connecting tho isolated district of 
Walgett with the North-western line. A great many deputations have waited upon the various Secretaries 
for Public Works to ask for such connection to bo made. I am not aware that there ever was any 
question as to the advisability of connecting the district with the seaboard bv any other route than the 
Northern one. That is an important factor to bear in mind, because the people of the district 
naturally know what connection would suit them best. They know tho way their trade has gone from 
the beginning. I produce a map, upon which I have sketched what I presume would be the area served 
by the proposed line. That area would extend on the south to half-way between Walgett and Coonamble ; 
on the west, to half-way between Walgett and Brewarrina ; on the north, to about GO miles beyond the 
Queensland border ; and on the east, to within 20 miles of the Northern line. Ton will observe, from 
the map, that from the Western line there have been several extensions in the direction of that trade. 
In the first place, there was the line from Wnllcrawang to Mudgee; then the line from Nevertire to 
"Warren; and now a line from Dubbo lo Coonamble lias been recommended, and, I think, passed by 
Parliament. If we study the map, we can only come to one conclusion with regard to the system with 
which that district should be connected—that is, the North-western system. I will state myreasons why 
that district should he connected with the North-western and not with the Western. In the first place 
we must compare the routes, aud see what the mileage is. Tho mileage from Sydney to Walgett is 47G 
miles. The mileage via Coonamble and Dubbo, is 439 miles. That makes a difference in favour of the 
port of Newcastle of 87 milos. There is not only the question of the additional length and cost of hue to 
be considered, but there is the question of haulage for all tune. If the producers of the Walgett district 
are compelled to send their stuff to Sydney via Dubbo and Coonamble, they will have to pay unnecessary 
charges. If that is not the case, in order to put those people in a fair position—in the position in which 
they would be by tbe construction of the Xarrabri-Walgett line, and by the port of Newcastle being 
placed at their disposal—the Commissioners must charge less than ordinary tariffs. I have with me some 
of the rates worked out on the figures which I quoted on a former occasion. Of course, they are slightly 
modified, not because the route to be taken by the proposed line makes the difference slightly less iu 
favour of Newcastle. 'Taking the whole of the proposal, however, the ordinary rate on cattle from 
Walgett to Sydney would be £8 19s. 3d. per truck. The rate to Newcastle, via Narrabri, would 
be £7 os, Cd, per truck. The difference in favour of Newcastle, therefore, would be £1 13s. lOd. per 
truck. That would be slightly modified by the alteration in tho difference in distance under the 
newly proposed route. When you remember that Newcastle is the chief cattle shipping port for all 
Australasia, you will see the importance of that fact to the people in the Walgett district. Newcastle 
ships as many cattle in a month as Sydney does in a year. 1 will mention one or two other lines. Of 
course, goods come under different rates: A. B. first-class, second-class, and third-class rates. A rate : 
From Newcastle to Walgett the rate would be £1 7s. 8d. That would be for flour and stuff of that kind. 
Sydney to Walgett £1 13s. 10d., making a difference in favour of Newcastle of Gs. 2d. Under the B rate 
the difference in favour of Newcastle would be 11s. 4d. Tinder the first-class rate the difference in favour 
of Newcastle would be £1 3s. Sd. Under the second-class rate the difference in favour of Newcastle 
would be £1 9s. 8d. Under tho third-class rate the difference in favour of Newcastle would be £2 Is. Gd. 
For all time, so far as tbe residents are concerned, the trade of this district has come to Newcastle and 
Maitland, towns on tho Northern line. Trade, of course, is like a stream—it follows the line of least 
resistance. In other words, it follows in the most natural channel. That trade has never found its way 
to Sydney. It has found its way to Newcastle and Maitland—the only places to which it should find its 
way. Although I am aware that the Railway Commissioners have prepared reports showing that some
where between one-half and two-thirds of the trade from that district ultimately gets to Sydney, and that 
between one-half and one-third of it ouly remains at Newcastle, still the fact remains that it finds its way 
through Newcastle. The portion of the trade done with Sydney comes through Newcastle, and there is a 
large portion, even on the Railway Commissioners’ own showing, which remains in Newcastle and Maitland. 
2263. Are you referring to the figures lately put before the Committee by Mr. Harper? No; I am 
referring to the figures put before you by myself in connection with the former inquiry.
22G4. Mr. Harper has ascertained that he made a serious error in the figures which he put before us last 
week ? Of course, I do not agree wit h his figures. 1 believe the proportion is more in favour of Newcastle 
than he made it out to be. It would be a very serious thing lo construct a railway by which places

like
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like Newcastle, Maitland, and Morpeth wore deprived of trade which they have held for the last half & jijf0”'
century, especially when you consider that, by constructmf* such a line, no good is done to the producers jll.c. ’
or tho district, or to the country; aud also when you consider that, if you make the line which will K —^
retain to Newcastle the trade which belongs to it, you will enable those who wish to trade with Sydney 2 July, 1900.
still to do so, because the line will connect them, not only with Newcastle, but with Sydney. Another
point in favour of the construction of tho line with the North-western system is this : In time of drought
a connection with Coonamble would be absolutely useless for people in the Walgett district. If
connected with the North-western system they could transfer their cattle to the table-lauds of IS ew England,
and save a large portion of them. I am given to understand that, had the proposed line been constructed
some years ago, the number of sbeep which might have been saved by removal would have more than 1
paid the cost of its construction. Again, in times of drought supplies are more easily obtainable from
the Hunter valley than from Coonamble. The Hunter valley is more reliable in droughty seasons than
are Coonamble, or Hubbo, and the western area. It is a most important matter that the people of the
district should have the chance, in time of drought, of removing their stock to places where they can be
saved. That would he effected by connecting tho North-western system. The great point in connection
with the proposed railway is this : that, in connection with the North-western system, you put the people
of the district affected in communication, not only with Sydney, or Newcastle, or Maitland, but with all
three. Maitland is tho second cattle district in the Colony, Newcastle is the first cattle shipping port,
and Morpeth has become a large wool-shipping port. Last year 80,000 bales of wool were shipped from
Morpeth. I wish to impress upon the Committee the fact that Newcastle is the first shipping port of all
Australasia. At the present time we have at Newcastle 261 vessels, with a tonnage of 91,900 tons, Tho
tonnage at Sydney of 43 vessels is 03,217. In addition to tho latter figures there are the mail steamers,
with a tonnage of 26,871 tons. Newcastle has now recovered from the effects produced by labour
disturbances, aud is at the present day the first shipping port of the southern hemisphere. Deep-sea vessels,
drawing over 23 feet of water, can come up. We have lines of vessels trading from Newcastle to London,
tho Cape, and other South African ports, also to India and New Caledonia. j4s a shipping port,
Newcastle is not excelled even by Sydney. "With regard to Collarendabri, it was shown in a recent inquiry 
tiiat by constructing the two lines—Narrabri to Walgett aud Woolabra to Collarendabri—a saving of 
distance of 43 miles would be effected, and of something like £ 100,000 m cost. I take it that it is admitted 
by all that a line to Collarendabri must be built for strategic reasons. When wc see Queensland 
advancing in ihe direction of Cunnamulla aud St. George, it is evident that unless Collarendabri is 
brought into connection with our railway system we must lose our border trade. Under the proposal 
which is before us the two lines to which 1 have referred will, for 60 miles, be served by the one 
line. I understand that the proposal is to make a deviation at what is called the 350-mile peg from 
Newcastle to Collarendabri, and thus the two lines would be served for 60 miles of their journey by the 
one line, I do not know whether auy later reports as to the cost of the line have been submitted ; but 
when the last Committee inquired into tbe matter the engineers presented a statement showing that 
the line would cost, for 56 miles, about £2,297 per mile. _
2265. The total cost of the proposed line varies from £2,729 to £5,375 per mile? I merely wished to
refer to that because it shows that practically there are no engineering difficulties in the way. _
2266. Mr. Watson.] Neither of the proposed lines can be carried out at the price you mention. The line 
you refer to was abandoned, and the proposed line will cost a liUle more ? Still it is sufficient to show 
that there are no engineering difficulties in the way of construction. Timber is known to exist close at 
hand south of the Namoi, and the engineering difficulties are such that they can be easily got over.
2267. They have to get over flood-waiter ? The engineer reports that that can be done by means of earth
works. The cost of a little over £3,000 per mile is a very moderate one indeed, I am aware that reports 
have been made to the effect that the working of the lino would result in a loss ; but when we regard such 
reports in their proper light wc must come to the conclusion that they ought to have very little weight 
indeed in deciding upon such an important matter as the opening up of the country. The extension from 
IVcrris Creek to Gunnedah, and from north Werris Creek to Narrabri, were also reported against. It 
was evidently believed that those lines would result in a loss, and yet we find that in 1896 the profit on 
the IVerris Creek to Narrabri lino was £10,498. The country around "Walgett is second to none as a 
pastoral country ; it carries a sheep to an acre and a half, whereas the country around Dubbo and 
Coonamble carries about one sheep to 3 acres. The country is very similar to that around Narrabri and 
Moree, and if there wrere any justification at all in extending the line to Narrabri, there is a justification in 
extending it to Walgett; not only is it a pastoral country, but we have the evidence of Mr. Bussell to 
show that there is a sufficient rainfall in the district for the cultivation of cereals. We have the evidence 
of a large number of inhabitants to show that not only is the soil good enough for cereals, but they have 
grown cereals, and the only reason they have not grown them in sufficient quantities to send to market 
is that there has been no means of getting them to market. Although more than 30 bushels to tho acre 
can be grown, it does not pay to grow it, and that is the only reason no serious attempt has been made to 
cultivate cereals iu tbe district. Another point—and it is a point which show's the uselessness of figures 
of actual traffic being taken to decide whether a line should be considered, rather than taking the 
capabilities of tbe district into consideration—is this ■ Lambs could be produced in the district to he sent 
to Maitland and other places, and they would increase the railway freight to a very large extent. The 
reason fat stock cannot at present be produced and sent to market is that you cannot travel lambs for 
hundreds of miles over bad roads. Therefore, the cultivation of cereals and the production of fat stock 
are precluded to people in the district, because they have not the means of getting to market. The 
population of the district is about 5,030, but it is increasing yearly as lands are thrown open for closer 
settlement. In speaking of the two routes, I omitted to refer to the fact—and it is a very important 
fact—that on the western route there are mountains to be got over, and the haulage cost is simply double 
what it is on the Northern line. There is ouly one point on the Northern line, near Mumirundi, where 
it is necessary to use two engines for a load. Coming over tbo mountains it is necessary to have two 
engines for a very long distance.
2268. Will you specify the points wdierc they have the two engines on the Western line, apart from the 
Zigzag ? I refer to the Blue Mountains.
2269. Apart from that point, there have been several reductions of grade ? I am aware of that, other
wise it would have been impossible to have dealt with this traffic at all. The fact remains that on the
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G. ^°Earn for a great distance, it is necessary to "use two engines. If the Commissioners are not
M.L.C. ’ 80inK charge for that, in making the freights, it is unfair to the country generally. If they do charge, 

t - a ' lint a great handicap on the people sending produce to market, or importing their supplies.
2 July, 1900. 2270. Qhairman,~\ Could you give any information as to tho frosion meat trade? There are lines of 

vessels carrying frozen meat from Newcastle to the markets of the wo rid. At Aberdeen there is one of 
the largest frozon-mcat-works in the Colony. These works rely very largely on the northern and north
western districts for their stock, ^ ”
2271. The whole of the district to be served by the proposed railway is noted as a fattening district? 
It is. ' '

- 22/2. Do you think the construction of the line will practically add to the carrying capacity of the land
by giving the producers a market for their fat stock, which they could use as soon as the stock were in 
condition ? I think it would do so to a considerable extent. At auy rate, a large number of the residents 
of the district have stated, on oath, that they could send large quantities of fat stock to market if they 
had the means of getting them there. ,
2273. There are regular lines of steamers coming to Newcastle for that class of trade ? Yes ; the Gulf 
line, the White Star line, and others ; in fact, the loading of frozen meat at Newcastle is almost a regular 
business.
2274. With a port like Newcastle at hand, the smaller producer would, with railway communication, be able 
to do better on a small area than he does now? Yes; that is an important point. I have particulars 
showing tlie trade of Newcastle for the last six months. Those returns show that in 1899 we exported, 
during tho half-year, ending 30th June, 1899, 2,152 cattle. During the same period in 1900 we exported 
4,487 cattle ; of sheep, in six months of 1899 we exported 4,0-34; during tho same period of 1900 the 
export was 23,617. During six months of April, 1899, we exported 17 horses; during the same period 
of 1900 we have exported 2,415.
2275. Mr. Shepherd.'] That must be on account of tlie South African'war ? Yes; the trade, we believe, is
only just beginning. ■
2276. Mr. Levien.] There are more smaller holders north and north-west than there are on the west? 
There are, aud they are likely to increase. Crown lands are falling in, and as these become available for closer 
settlement, the produce of the district must double. I think, so far as the justice of the case is concerned,

■ there cannot be twd questions about the construction of tlie proposed railway. Why should the traffic of
this great district be centred at Sydney ? At Sydney you are already about to build a new railway station 
because you cannot deal with the present traffic. Why should traffic, under those circumstances, bo 
dragged away from Newcastle, which has had £1,000,000 spent upon it to make it the port it is, in 
order to still further increase the congestion of traffic in Sydney, Why should that bo done, especially 
when it has lo be hauled over the Blue Mountains, a distance of 86 miles further,
2277. Ghcdrman.] Can you give us any information as to the extent of the direct importations into 
Newcastle, and as to the character of the distributing trade ? We have lines of vessels from every port 
inthe world. We have lines bringing lumber from Puget Sound and Humboldt Bay, and Hues bringing 
American goods—kerosene, and other articles. We have lines from London, Liverpool, Glasgow, and 
Hamburg. Tho merchants of Newcastle arc iu as good a position to supply goods from those places, and 
to distribute them to the people of the district, as are the merchants of Sydney. 1 am aware that reports 
have been made to the effect that more than one-half of the supplies go from Sydney; but even if one- 
half the supplies go from Sydney, the other half can be obtained from Newcastle as cheaply, and with 
86 miles leas of traction to pay for. That is a very important consideration with the settlers of the district. 
Their power to compete in the markets of the world is decided by the cheapness with which they can 
produce, and the cheaper they can get supplies the cheaper they can produce. At tho end of 1899 there 
were iu the Walgett district 1.000,000 sheep, hut in normal seasons the number of sheep is nearer 
2,000,000. So many have been lost by drought that the number has been reduced to about 1,000,000. 
When we remember that tact it is evident that such a place as Walgett should have had a railway to it 
years ago.
2278. Mr. TVaf&on j You stated, just now, that the merchants of Newcastle are as able to supply goods 
which may bo required for this district as cheaply as those of Sydney ;—can you state why that is not 
done now ? They do supply a largo number of lines. ] believe about one-half the goods go from Sydney. 
Vou must bear in mind that a large centre like Sydney shares in the Queensland trade. You might just 
;u well ask why Brisbane does not do the trade of Maryborough. They do a share of it. We are all 
competing, and you cannot prevent any port doing a share of tbe trade. We do not begrudge Sydney 
her share of iho trade, and uc are not jealous of Sydney doing one-half of it. Nevertheless, we say that 
the people of \\ nlgett should be in a position, when this railway is carried out, to pav for 86 miles less of 
traction than they would have to pay if a line were constructed rid Coonamble and Dubbo.
2279. The evidence of the, storekeepers of Walgett was to tho effect that all they got from Newcastle— 
that is, originally from Newcastle—was butter and biscuits, and that all tbe other goods came through 
Newcastle from Sydney ? There is the evidence of Mr N. Cohen.
2280. 1 am referring to ihe evidence of Messrs, Haigh, Vaughn, aud Scott—the latter a pastoralist near 
Walgett? There arc seven storekeepers in Walgett.
2281. The two referred to spoke for the others, and they stated that the whole of the goods, with the 
exception of butter and biscuits, came from Sydney ? As against that I should like to say that the people 
of Walgett have had their minds upset lately ; they have been given to understand that they had better 
say very little about this matter. They used to go bahlheadcd for tho line on the north.
2282. It is of no use suggesting motives, because these people wore all in favour of the connection with
Narrabri? There is the evidence of Mr. Clarke, who represents the Walgett Hail way League, and of 
Mr. Levy, and of Cohen & Co. There is also the evidence, of the Railway Commissioners themselves. 
The Railway Commissioners, in their report, staled that a icry large quantity of the supplies came from 
Newcastle. "
2283. Chairman.] Are there not a number of lines sent out west from Newcastle—rock-salt, cement, and 
so ou ? Lines like that go principally from Newcastle. Of course, in taking evidence of that kind, one 
wants to know what ihe articles are, because £100,000 worth of drapery goods might not mean so much 
freight to the Railway Commissioners as £10,000 worth of rock-salt.
2284. Mr. Watson.] It is the other way about;—the rock-salt is carried more cheaply, with the object of 
assisting pastoralists ? Yes; but there would be very liltle tonnage in drapery and silk goods.

2285.
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2285. Mr. ITaigh, storekeeper, was asked as to whore they got supplies from, aud he said that nearly ^ j^jforp, 
everything was obtained from Sydney ;—he stated that they only got butter and biseuhs from ^Newcastle, '
and sometimes flour from Tamworth ;—Mr. Vaughn also gave similar evideoue ? Even if that were the ^__a—^
case, stuff can be sent from 8vdney to that district cheaper vid the north than vi& the west. 1J this line 2 July, 1900. 
is built to tho north-west, stuff will be sent more cheaply to Newcastle, and it will bo shipped by tbe local 
steamers to Sydney, and the other way about, much more cheaply than it could be sent by way of Coonamble 
and Dubbo. Even the Sydney stuff comes via Newcastle, because that is the natural way lor it to come.
Mr. Cohen was asked :—

Your main contention is, that tlie trade from the north-western district has for many years come to Newcastle and 
the towns on the Northern line, and that auy attempt to interfere with that trafiio would seriously prejudice those towns, 
while tlie dislrict would not he better served by an alternative route ? Exactly.
2288, Mr. Wnison.] Willi regard to the cattle which uro shipped here, do you know where they are sent 
to ? To New Caledonia and to the Cape. Dorses are sent to India aud West Australia.
2287. The greater part of tho fat cattle disposed of in New South Wales would, of course, find Sydney 
their market? Maitland is a large market—the second in the Colony. Regular sales are held there, and 
large quantities are sold. Of course, this railway would give people the option of sending to either 
market—Maitland or Sydney. Mr. Cohen says;—

My firm, and several other firms in the Newcastle, West Maitland, and Singleton districts, are n good deal 
interested in this extension, because tlie trade from the district which would bo afiected by it has hitherto always come to 
Newcastle, and we think that if it were diverted to some other place it would do a great iujuiy to the large towns in the 
northern district. Irrespective of any personal interest which I may have, I consider that any railway to Walgett should 
be taken from Narrabri, so that the trade would not be diveiled from Newcastle. Tho trade of Newcastle is at present 
very large, aud it is a growing trade ; but if an extension were made to Walgett from Mudgee a good deal of this trade 
would be taken from Newcastle and brought to Sydney.
2288. With regard to the question of the line to Walgett. and a branch to Collarendabri, paying. I think 
you stated that it was usual te find production doubling with railway construction ;—do you think that 
remark would apply to a purely pastoral district? J do. This district hitherto has been held in largo 
holdings of 40,000 or 50,1)00 acres, and as it falls in it will be taken up for close settlement, in lots of 
2,000 and 3,000 acres. By that means the production will be nearly doubled.
2280. It is generally assumed that you are safe iu good country, fit for agriculture, in constructing lilies ■
within 40 miles of each other, so that oue will not unnecessarily drag tralfic from another ; in this case, 
with pastoral country, it is proposed to have two lines running at an acute angle until, at the widest part, 
ihey are over 50 miles apart;—do you think it is likely, under those circumstances, that both lines will 
pav ? The Collarendabri line is as much a strategic line, as anything, lo get the traffic of the Queensland 
border. The line to Walgett is to serve the immense Walgett dietrid. Of course, the Collarendabri 
line could not servo that district. _
2290. The furthest points arc only some 50 miles apart, and m pastoral country ? I take it that the 
Collarendabri line would be ultimately carried on to the Queensland border. Although they are only 
50 miles apart they serve two different trades—tlie one will take tho trade far away to the north, and the 
other will take it south and all round.
2291. Cfiainnan.'] L suppose you regard both Walgett and Collarendabri as centres which wiB attract 
trade from some di.dauce west and north ? Yes ; 1 consider the large area west and north as being tho 
area which will gain the traffic to make these lines pay.
2292. Mr. Watson.] The Railway Commissioners anticipate a loss of £13,000 per annum on the duplicate
proposal, and suggest that the country' would be better cut up if one line were taken from Narrabri to 
Collarendabri, and Walgett were reached from Coonamble ;—how do you view that proposal ? I differ 
from the Railway Commissioners for all the reasons I have given. _
2293. Mr. Mclfarfone.] In view of statements made by several storekeepers in Walgett as to the small 
quantities of goods obtained direct from Newcastle, could you give an idea of the class of goods spnt from 
Newcastle to Walgett? All storekeepers' requirements, David Cohen & Co. supply drapery, iron
mongery, and groceries, Mr. Cohen says, in his evidence, that he sends large quantities of stuff to this 
district, and the Railway Commissioners have shown, by their returns, that a large quantity of trade is 
done with Newcastle.
2294. AVould that be merchandise imported to Newcastle—not from Sydney ? No. _
2295. I understand a considerable quantity of goods comes by steamer from Sydney ? That is always
reckoned in the Newcastle portion. ^
229(5. Could you name anything approaching the quantity which is sent annually from Newcastle? I am 
afraid there are no returns to enable me to obtain that information, because the stuff which goes north 
goes to twenty' or thirty places. _
2297. I moan goods sent through Narrabri to the north-west ? I am afraid there are no returns 
published. Of course, Newcastle sends a quantity of stuff, which is put in the Sydney return. Sugar, 
for instance, is all sent from Sydney, and the Newcastle merchant would simply pass his order on to the 
Colonial Sugar Company, and it would be shipped to Newcastle or Morpeth, and then sent by rail on 
account of the Newcastle merchants.
2298. Mr. Levien.] The trade is direct with Newcastle, after all, although the stuff is sent from Sydney ?
Yes ; as I pointed out, the portion of the trade which now belongs to Sydney, will still belong to Sydney, 
because the line will be as much to Sydney as to Newcastle. No injustice can possibly be done to Sydney, 
but a great injustice would be done (0 Newcastle by having the lino the other way, because it would kill 
the trade of the Newcastle people. When you have railway communicaiion all the way to Walgett, no 
stuff will come by team to Narrabri. ‘
2299. Mr. IVatson.] 'What saving is effected by consignees in sending stuff to Morpeth by steamer, 
rather than sending it the whole way by train, assuming it to be going to Narrabri ? It depends on the 
class of goods. When truck-loads can be made up, there is a saving on various classes of goods, but on 
every line of goods there would he a difference, because tliere are so many different rates.
230U. Is it a material difference ? I think the steamers carry the stuff from Sydney to Morpeth at a 
much less rate than the corresponding rate would be from Sydney, the same distance, by rail. I have 
particulars of the stock which passed through the Maitland sale-yards during the year, ending 3lst 
December, 1899 :—Horned cattle and calves, 39,172 ; sheep, 130,092 ; pigs, 10,497 ; horses, 1,492 ; total,
187 S53. Bv taking the railway the oilier wav, the people would be taken right away from this market.
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G-. F\°EBrp ^r' Far t a ft e.] You Imve referred to cattle being shipped from .Newcastle to other ports ;—can
M.L.C. u sfate.where^the fat stock came from ? From the Narrabri district and places north. 

f— a. .—^ 2;t(J2, Is it within your knowledge that large quantities of stock come from the Jforfch-western district, 
2 July, 1900. through Xarrabri, to the Maitland sale-yards, or Newcastle markets? I know the cattle come from the 

north, but I do not know from what district. I think they come from the north-west and the north, 
because the pastures are there. In giving the figures re the export for tho half year, I. omitted frozen 
beef and mutton, as follows :—Of frozen beef in the six months, ending 30th June, 1809, we exported 
9,892 cwt, as against 82,490 ewt. during the corresponding period of this year. Of frozen mutton during 
the six months, ending 30th June, 1899, wo exported 37,970 cwt., as against 39,807 cwt, during the 
corresponding jieriod ot this year. That is in spite of the four or five years’ drought through which 
these districts have passed. Had we had a normal time, I think these figures would have been doubled.
2303. Can you give any particulars of the quantity of wool coming from the north-west? The quantity 
shipped from Newcastle to Morpeth for the year, ending 31st December, 1899, was 121,487 bales,
2304. lYas that for shipment to India, or some other market? Some of it would be shipped direct to 
Great Britain and the Continent by the steamers which regularly load here, and a portion of it would be 
taken by local steamers to Sydney to be shipped into vessels loading there.
230o. Can you give any idea nf the quantity shipped to Sydney and also of the quantity shipped to the 
London market ? 1 am afraid not. The Commissioners in their report put down from one-half to two- 
thirds as being Sydney destined, and one-third to oue-half as being Newcastle destined.
2306. Can you say -whether the direct shipment from Newcastle is increasing ? Not during the last year 
or two, owing principally to the drought.
2307. Taking the proportion of the total quantity of wool coming to Newcastle, would the proportion be 
increased—that is, making allowance for tho smaller return ou account of tho drought ? If it had not 
been for the drought I think there would have been a progressive increase.
2308. Do you think there would be a tendency to increase in the event of the railway being constructed ? 
I think so ; because they would save 86 miles of haulage by shipping at Newcastle, as compared with 
Sydney.
2309. Chairman.] The Sydney sales have shown tbe same decrease as have those of Newcastle? Yes; 
the export from Sydney has shown a proportionate decrease during the same period. The Secretary of 
the Chamber of Commerce has given me the exact particulars of shipments from Newcastle for tho^last 
ten to fifteen years, and the average is between 50,000 and 60,000 bales. This amount went direct to 
London.
2310. The Railway Commissioners have stated that there has been an increase in the local sales ? That is 
quite correct.
2311. Do jou think that would he likely to influence the quantity of wool coming from tho north-west, 
through Narrabri, to Newcastle ? I think the tendency is to test both markets, Dor instance, when the 
wool market is particularly good in Sydney, no doubt more wool will go there for sale. When the 
market is better at home more wool will bo shipped direct. It depends on the markets whether the sale 
diminishes or increases in Sydney.
2312. Has the merchandise tralfic towards the north-west, through Narrabri, increased year by year;— 
how does last year compare with five years previously? I have not the returns to show that,"but my 
experience is that trade is increasing in that direction.
2313. One of your main reasons for supporting the Narrabri to Walgett connection is that it would give 
the people in the north-west the advantage of two markets ? Three markets—Maitland, Newcastle, and 
Sydney. Maitland for fat stock, horses, cattle, sheep, and so on ; Newcastle as a port of shipment, and 
as a port for obtaining supplies ; and Sydney as well.
2314. In times of drought is there much produce going into tho district ? Very large quantities, hut 
unfortunately for the people of Walgett they cannot afford to pay tbe team-rate from Narrabri to 
Walgett.- It goes up to £20 and £30 a ton. They can then neither get their stock away, nor can they 
get produce to their district.
2315. Is the produce imported ? A large quantity is grown in the Hunter valley. The tendency is to 
grow it locally. 1 remember a time when two-thirds of the general produce was imported from New 
Zealand; but the tendency now is to grow it locally in the Hunter valley. Large quantities of lucerne, 
oaten hay, and maize, are grown there. Even Dubbo and Coonamble would have to get their stuff from 
places like the Hunter valley, in times of drought; those people will be close to a market for their supplies 
if the lino is connected with the North-west.
2310. What classes of produce would they he likely to get? Hay, maize, and oats.
231/. You refer, ol course, to times of extreme drought ? And those times are very frequent, unfortunately. 
On and off, I think there is as much drought as there is fair weather. During the last ten years thev 
have had as many bad as good seasons; they are dependent on the Hunter valley for their produce, but 
unfortunately there is no railway from Narrabri to get it.
2318. Could they get it at a cheaper rate by a eounection with Narrabri than with auy other place ? Yes ;
because they are right in the direction of the market, whereas Sydney has to get portion of its produce 
from the Hunter valley. ‘
2319. Mr. Watson.] Whilst we were conducting the inquiry at Wellington and Dubbo, we found that 
the people had been sending produce right round to Sydney, Newcastle, and up to tbe Moree line? That 
might arise at a particular time owing to accidental circumstances, but it would never be a regular trade. 
Dor instance, we have been sending three trains a day from here to Riverina. In times like that, 
accidental trade arises, but it does not last.
2320. I think the explanation was that yo,u were sending lucerne Lav away, and they were sending wheaten
chaff? Yes. "

Samuel Clift, pastoralist, East Maitland, sworn, and examined
8. Clift. 2321. Mr.WatsonJ] Are you interested in property on the North-western lino ? Yes; I am the manager 

a.—^ of the Bishop of Newcastle’s stations at Goodooga, beyond Walgett.
2 July, 1900. 2322. Do you know the country through which the proposed line would pass? I know the country to 

Walgett, but not to Collarendabri. ■ ' *
2323.
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2323. The line to "Walgett would leave the Namoi, for a great part of its route, about -0 miles to the 
south do you know that countrv ? Not exactly where the line runs; hut I know it nearer tho Namoi.
2324. What is vour general impression of the country ? It is very good grazing land, and it would b<
suitable for the cultivation of crops which would grow before the summer came upon them, it would tie 
suitable for hay. Early wheat would grow well there. „
2323. Do you know the country from "Walgett to Goodooga? Yes. , , j o
232G, Do you think the Goodooga trade would come to Walgett if the proposed line were constructed . 
Yes. At present I am sending mv stuff from Sydney to Bourke, and from Bourke back to Goodooga, 
because it is the most convenient. Tf there were a railway to Walgett I should send it from Newcastle 
to Walgett, aud then 93 miles out to Goodooga. At present we have to send it oOt miles from bydney 
to Bourke, and 140 miles hack to the station. If it went the other way it would only traierse about 300 
miles to Walgett, and 90 miles to the station. , w , ,, ,,
2327. Would there be abetter chance of getting the Goodooga trade with a railway at Walgett than 
with one at Brewarrina? Yes. It would ho nearer to come to Walgett than Brewarrina,
2328. Is the track as good one way as the other? There is a cattle track from VV algett to Goodooga.
2329. Is it liable to Hood ? It is fairly high. It would take an excessive flood to make it impassable.
2330. How do you regard the country between Walgett and Goodooga is it as good as that on the
northern side of the Namoi, between Narrabri and Walgett? It is similar country. It is hardly so 
thickly grassed ; hut it is quite as rich for fattening qualities. It is mostly plain country. ,
2331. Taking the land through which the proposed line would pass, and that beyond the Barwon w-ithin
its influence, should you say that its construction would result in largely increased settlement or production. 
It must do so. When the Werris Creek to Narrabri lino was made, there was not any agriculture m the 
district. The whole of the agricultural district which we now have about Ourrabubula and around 
the Tamworth district has all come about since the railway was constructed. _ .
2332. Do you think tho countrv further west is as suitable for agriculture as is that between Werns 
Creek and Narrabri? Yes; there is a good deal of similar country, and it would grow crops ]ust as 
well. I have not the slightest doubt that it would grow excellent wheat crops for hay, and probably
good crops for grain. . , , , „ .
2333. What is vour opinion of the susgestion of tho Bailway Commissioners to connect Collarendabri 
with Narrabri, and Walgett with Coonamble, and thence to Dubbo ? Personally, that would drive me to

2334. ITow should it affect you if we had two termini, as suggested—one at Collarendabri and the other 
at Walgett ? It would not suit me at all, because Goodooga would be 90 miles from Walgett and 13U to 
140 miles from Collarendabri, and I would be about 140 miles from Bourke.
2335. It would not suit you to go to Walgett if Walgett were connected with Sydney by rail.
That would take me a long way round the Blue Mountains, and 1 ship from Newcastle.
2336. Does the wool from your stations go direct to England ? It has been going to England until last
year, when I sold in Sydney. . -r, T t u tj-u l
2337. Is tliere an increasing tendency to try the local market before sending to England r It has been 
gaining ground for several years. We can send our wool much more cheaply to Walgett, and thence to
Sydney, than wrc can send it bv rail to Sydney direct. , . .
2338 Even if the western route were a little shorter fo Sydney, it would be cheaper to send it by the 
Northern line and then to Morpeth? Yes. is Chairman of tho Hunter River Steamship Company I 
mav say that we send 100.000 hales of wool per annum from Morpeth, and an enormous quantity oi hay. 
2339. The main trouble about this war of routes seems to be the difficulty of having enough country to 
serve two lines, if you start both from the same point at Narrabri; the Bailway Commissioners have 
suggested that there would be a better chance of getting enough revenue to keep both lines going it one 
were constructed from Coonamble and the other from Narrabri;—1 take it that, in your opinion, the 
disadvantages would be greater than the advantages ? Tho same remarks would apply to the \\ erris 
Creek-Tamworth line, Gunnedah is only 50 miles from Tamworth: the line widens out as it goes 
further, and I presume that in the event of either of the proposed lines being continued to the
Queensland border they also would widen out. , _
2340 Where would a market be found for the fat stock which might come over the proposed liner' 
Great numbers would be sold in Maitland. Any that would he shipped would come to Newcastle; the
balance would go to Sydney. i „ , . .
2311. Is there a large market at Maitland compared with the Sydney market? Tho Sydney market is 
about twice as large as the Maitland market. Jf you take the Sydney Meat Preserving Company s stuit 
into consideration, we are within 50 per cent, of the Sydney market.
2342. Yon think the Maitland market is sufficiently large to he an item in the matter or the construction 
of the railway ? Yes; it is the second market in the Colony.
2343. Where do you fatten stock ? At Breeza. , ir -n' r j r
2344. Where do you send it ? Maitland is our principal market; hut we also send to Mr. Eichards, or 
Riverstone. I sold 59,600 fat wethers in 1893. 47,500 of these went by rail from Breeza to River-

2345. Is there anv other evidence vou wish to offer ? I should like to point out that I do not think the 
railway estimates are worth a farthing. It was stated that the Werris Creek-Narrabri line would not 
pay for the grease used for the wheels. That, however, is a good paying hue at the present moment. .
2346. Cltairmm.] You think the country to be served by the proposed line is as good as the Narrnbn- 
Moree country ? It is quite as good fattening country.
2347. In the case of the Narrabn-Moree line, the estimate of receipts was greatly exceeded? ihe 
receipts during less than one-third of the year'were greater than the Railway Commissioners estimate for
the whole year. . ,
2348. Do you think we might anticipate a similar experience in this instance? Not quite so much
perhaps, hut we arc likelv to have a big increase. ,
2349. Mr. Watson.] If you look at the map you will see that Moree would, with a railway terminus, be
the depot for an extremely large area of back country, more so than would be the case with one or other 
of the proposed lines ? Yes; Moree is in a good position. _
2350. i'rom vour knowledge of the north-west country, could you say whether any suggestion could he

' ’ made

8. Clift.

would be 2 Jul7* im
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S. Clift.
2 Juiy'TifioQ.
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til6 J-?-"??116;"'411 a P0I1Seq“nt TWg in expenditure, could be made to serve the 
vm, 1 eee 1,0 bet,er Plan t!lan t0 run from Narrabri to Walgett, and then, if
both sits of thTrouteh° b°ldeT) t0 S° Straight 01lt to GoodooSa- It is good country about there, on

Sniu1mtion0^ti1hinrkRifA;rOU h r a 15,16 ^ ,WaISett; .“"‘I on towftrds ^odoog^, that that line, in
m 'vljh>be Moree line, would have a fair chance of catching all the south Queensland traffic

to T m WOuld catcb aPlarSe Part of iho Queensland traffic, and if the Moree lino wentto Muugindi we should get a great deal of traffic there.
^L?;'sVr+il-diyOUprT£e-rt01ai)p,roachMungiu<]ifrom Moree than from the suggested lino to Collaren- 
dauri. I think so. It is only about (35 miles from Moree to Mun^indi
23o3. Is there any other point to which you wish to draw attention ? There has been a large falling off 
m the production of wool, through loss of sheep, which will be recovered when the seasons change On
o„y“5 irE;isa■o,en"cishti“">so' ii’oo°sh“r: ^«i*’"

I)0J,OU 110t thillk tbat tllG s-naller landholders would come with their produce to the 
NW -fi1 P<?mri' uS‘x P.roPosed railway would be a great advantage in carrying starving stock to 
IN ew imgland, where feed is better.

With reference to your suggestion to connect Moree with Mungindi, it has been stated 
that the track in that direction would have to cross a great many river courses and Hooded country ■ 
whereas from Lollarendabn to Mungindi it would avoid them? What is to prevent us going from 
tf ungmdi to Benava, and -over to Moree. The country on the Moonec, or western side of the river is 

™u®5es®’ anci 18 aH good country from Walgett to Goodooga. 
ddob. Mr. McFarlane.'] Which, in your opinion, would suit the major of the Walgett people the better—a 
connection with Barrabri, or with Coonamble? With JCarrabri.
2357. Can you give any particular reason for that? I think the business will very soon tend from the 
Coonamble line to the other. Take myself, for instance, I should shift my business immediately a lino 
to Walgett were built. j ^
oa-o ^r11 r°U PurGllase suPplies aa cheaply in Newcastle as in Sydney ? 1 think so.

Lemen-'] Uo you remember when there were larger holdings, and when all the trade of tlie 
north and north-west was done directly with Maitland ? 1 can remember it for the last fifty years • it 
was always done with Maitland until a few years ago. " 3 1
23G0, The graziers then der’1-J''"-Jl ■’ "■
That was so, iu those days,
2301. Of course it would he an advantage to the smaller holders to be able to convey their wool to a 
!)'!i!-^e ,T’ott!ar dt8lai^^ T.es 5 Ba^>rally they would go to the nearest port by the cheapest route.
, Air. bhepkerd.] lou have stated that, with railway communication, Walgett will become an agricul
tural district t It could become a district for crops which will grow before the extreme heat arrives! You 
cannot grow anything in our country when tlie heat of summer comes.
23(33. Are you aware whether they grow enough in Walgett now for their own consumption? I am not 
aware ; but they could grow wheat or hay if they chose. Tho soil is good enough.
2351 Do you think the rainfaH is sufficient for if? Yes; for the winter crop. The land will grow 
anything which can be grown m the cooler weather. Of course, it is not worth while growing gram in 
Walgett, at present, because they cannot get it away. Everything dealt with on the laud requires rain 

a 0T eiS™ months ago you imght have seen three train-loads a day leaving West Maitland, East Maitland 
and Morpeth, for Kiverma, which is a fine agricultural district.

The graziers then dealt; directly with the Maitland banks, aud never thought of coming to Sydney
IVfl H no in rnruse Hdt?qj a j ^

u

2 July, 1300,

s AdtxniB Henry John Adams, pastoralist, West Maitland, sworn, and examined
2365. Mn McFartcne.] How long have you resided in the district ? I have carried on pastoral pursuits

23(3(3. Do you wish to make a statement concerning the knowledge you possess of tho north-west country,
as th,e Pr°Pfod railway Y.111 ?Jfectlfc1? 15lave travelled over the whole of tho roads between Narrabri and 
lyooaooga, from here to the Queensland border, in times of drought and flood.
2367. Have you a knowledge of the pastoral pursuits in the Walgett aud Collarendabri portion of tho 
Lolony ? les; I have owned about 1,000 square miles in that district at different times. I know every 
road m the district. '
236^. Ho you think the railway from Narrabri to Collarendabri will be a paying one? Yes ■ in lieu of 
one to Walgett. v t» j
2369. Would there he a large extent of country to the west and north-west of Collarendabri, which the
railway would benefit? The area of country that the railway would serve is circumscribed as the 
country between the Barwon and Moonee '.Rivers is scrubby, the same as on the east side above Mungindi 
People east ot Mungindi would send their produce to Moree, or when the railway is extended towards 
Goondiwmdi (which I feel certain will follow), to some place on the line. ^
2370. Which connection would be the more beneficial for the Walgett people, one with Narrabri, or one with
Coonamble . One with N arrabri. Sheep would have a bel ter chance of getting to good grazing country 
Coonambl0< rOUS lt ^ niak!ns tovvar<la England by way of Narrabri, than by going to Dubbo vit

■ ooli' aPastoraliat> did you, in time of drought, send stock to the New England district ? Yes. '
23/ Wc.Tald a railway, connecting Walgett with Narrabri, enable pastoralists to send starving stock to 
New England? Yes. & v u
of sheep °Ul<i ^ mean con8'derable tralEc in times of drought? Yes, and it would save large numbers

2374.. Would New England be the best place to which to send starving stock ? Yes.
Morpeth1161"6 ^ ^ y°Ur W°al y011 "CrC i:o!loffinS Pastorat pursuits in these districts ? To

Engtanl^ ^ Bcnt for stiPment direct to the English market? It first went to Sydney and then to

2377. Was there a line of railway to Narrabri at that time ? No. There was none beyond Murrurundi.
' 237S.
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2378. Do you think if the proposed line were eonstruderl from Narrabri to Walgett a considerable ^
quantity of wool would come through Newcastle for direct shipment ? I think so ; although the tendency 2 jgpo, 
seems to be to increase the number of sales in Sydney. .
2379. Has a considerable quantity been coming to Newcastle, for some time past, for direct shipment.
yes,
23S0, Do you think the people would be likely to send fat stock, to any great extent, to tbe Maitland sale- 
yards? Yes. 'When we get back again to the ordinary condition of things in regard to stock we shall 
find that Aberdeen will consume a very large quantity for the export trade. As our runs are divided, and 
smaller holdings are brought into existence, stock will be sent to Aberdeen. ...... ,.
2381. Is that one of tbe reasons why you arc in favour of tbe Narrabri-Walgett line ? 5 es; it will enable 
tlie smaller holders to get to a certain market.
2382, Could they not get to tlm Meat-preserving Company on the other line, supposingthey were connected
with the Western line ? It would be more expensive for them to do so. Apart from that, the meat- 
works in Sydnev do not do as well as the meat-works at Aberdeen, It would pay a small holder with 
2,000 sheep far’hetter to send to Aberdeen than to the meat-works in Sydney. . .
2333. Is the cost of conveying them to Aberdeen less ? Tes; it would be very much less than going vta 
Coonamble to Sydney, and having them frozen there, a t u- i *1.
2381, How do the prices at Aberdeen compare with those at the meat-works near Sydney ? I think the 
Aberdeen prices are equal to those of Sydney. I.consider that when we have a lew good seasons the price 
of fat stock will be based on their export value, and holders will get a better nett return from Aberdeen 
than from Sydney. _ . ,
2385. Is one of your reasons for favouring the Narrabri-Walgett connection, the fact that it will give the 
people two markets instead of one ? Tes; and it will enable them in bad times to send their sheep to 
New England.
2380. Do you consider that a strong argument in favour of the line ? A very strong one. Within the 
last four months I have paid £590 in sending sheep from Beaconsfield to one of my stations,
2387. Where did you get your station supplies from ? Maitland.
2388. Did you purchase direct from there? Yes. Mr. Christopher Newton, years ago, said that they 
ought to sell cheaper in Maitland than in .Sydney, because tlie rents are lower.
2389. Have you ever purchased supplies in Newcastle ? No.
2390. Can yon give any indication of the places from where the fat stock sold at Maitland come ? From 
all parts. ■
2391. Do they come to any large extent from the north-western parts of the Colony ? Tes.
2392. From parts which will be affected by tbe proposed railway? Yes; from Angledool, Narran, and
other places, _ ,
2393. Ton are aware that the proposed railway passes through plain country, and that m good seasons
there is an abundance of grass ? Tes. ... , -1
2394., Would those people who have fat stock in the Walgett and Collarendabri districts use the railway 
when there was an abundance of grass on tbe plains, or would they travel them ? The tendency now is 
to put them on the trucks at once, even though there may be plenty of grass, because of the saving 
of time and condition. _
2395. Have you a good knowledge of tbe country to the west and north-west of Collarendabri ? Tes.
2396. In tbe event of a line being constructed from Narrabri to Collarendabri, what extent of country to
the north-west would be served by it ? Taking a radius from Collarendabri west and north-west, I should 
say about 30 miles. _ .
2397. Then, besides the country iu and around Collarendabri, together with thg intervening country 
between Walgett and Collarendabri, there would bo served a large area to the north and north-west, 
including a considerable portion of Queensland ? Tes. If there were only one railway line it would pay 
better to construct it from Narrabri to Walgett than from Narrabri to Collarendabri, because when you 
get north from Collarendabri you get into a country which is not adapted for carrying stock.
2398. Do you think such a line would serve tbe Collarendabri people ? Of course, not so well as one 
going to them direct.
2399. Is the country on the western side of the Barwon "Hooded ? Tes. _ _
2400. How would it serve Collarendabri to extend the line from Moree to Mungindi? It would do no 
good to Collarendabri at all. They would have to come the nearest way to tbe Moree line, or to Walgett.
I think if vou get within 50 or 60 miles of a railway you serve stock lairly well.
2401. Do you think the proposed connection of Narrabri with Walgett, with a branch to Collarendabri, 
would pay ? I do not think it would, at once. There is fine country between Walgett aud Collarendabri.
The soil is adapted for growing grain, _ _
2402. Do you think it would lie used for the growth of grain if the line were constructed? I think it
would, in time to come. _ ... , ■
2403. Have you anything further to slate ? Only that I think stock is the main consideration in making
a line of this character pay. ■
2404. The Kailway Commissioners would have to depend on revenue from the stock and wool
carriage? Yes; bones, horns, and hides, which are not saved now, would be sent away, and they would 
create a traffic. _ .
2405. Chairman.] Do I understand you to say that you prefer an extension of the Moree line in the
direction of Mungindi as acainst tbe branch from Walgett to Collarendabri ? If you only want the 
least amount of railway to develop the largest amount of country, tbe best plan would be to rim a line 
from Narrabri to Walgett and one from Moree to Mungindi, leaving Collarendabri out. _
2406. Would not a branch to Collarendabri attract the whole of the Mungindi trade ? Yes; it would,

. certainly. _
2407. Mr. Stuart, railway engineer, was sent to report on a proposed extension from| Moree to Collaren
dabri, and he winds up his report as follows :—

Owing to the flooded nature of the country ncccasitatiug higher embankments, as ivell as the number of bridges 
which would have to be constructed, I do not consider any line in this direction advisable at the present time, nor do I 
think it would bring in as mucli traffic to the railways as a line further south.
? That is quite right

2408.
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If you go from Moree to Mungindi yonIT. J. Adams. 2408. Is not that an objection against going from Moree at all P 
loon no*; g° way, but in a different direction altogether.

' • ’ ■ 2409. The flooded country begins 17 miles from Moree ? Yes.
24!0. Would you not strike that flooded country whether you went from Moree to Mungindi, or from 
Moree to Collarendabri ?_ Going from Mungundi you would miss it. What we call the Big Elver is from 
lo to 2° miles wide. It is about 400 yards wide at the back of Moree, and it is 20 miles wide when you 
get 50 miles away. •
2411. Do you think the proposal now under consideration is a cheaper wav of reaching both centres than
the one you have suggested ? Yes ; the only thing I wanted to point out was that the best way of getting 
to Mungindi was from Moree. You would, however, get better traffic by going to Walgett, and then to 
Collarendabri, and afterwards as far as Moonee. j a o & >
2412. Mr. With a line to Collarendabri, would you have as good a chance of getting the south
(Queensland traffic as you would witli a line to Mungindi ? I think so,
2413. You would have 50 to 60 miles of road-carriago in New South Wales, with a line to Collarendabri — 
when you cross Collarendabri, you have high dry country ? All the area of land 25 miles below Munmndi,

yf01Tj 6 we, m Si . 1 10 110 £00tl until you come to the south bank o£ the Moonee, °
2414. It you had a railway to ColJarendabri, and wanted to extend it northwards, would vou continue it 
towards Angledool to catch the traffic? I would prefer to go to Angledool than to make to Muugindi.

E, P. Capper, 

2 Julyjfsoi). 2415.
2416.

Edward Peter Capper, merchant, West Maitland, sworn, and examined 
Mr. Shepherd.] How long have you been in West Maitland ? About fifty vears 
Are you ui favour of the construction of a line from Narrabri to Walgett, with a branch to 

Collarendabri. les; such a line would be of great advantage to Newcastle and Maitland; and with 
iecleratson coming there is every probability of large manufactories being established in Newcastle and 
Maitland, and the people of the north and north-west pan be brought in touch with these bv the Narrabri- 
Walgett extension. “
2417, What are the principal places in the Narrabri and Walgett districts, which vou supply with goods?
We supply Pilliga, Wee Waa, and other places as far as Collarendabri. *
2418. Do you send many goods to Walgett P We send a good deal of ironmongery. We also supply
many or the stations. I think the construction of the proposed line would be an advantage, not only to 
merchants, but to squatters, who would be able to get their cattle away in dry weather. ° ”
24!9. Are you aware whether the people of the district would prefer a junction with Narrabri or with 
Coonamble. I think they would sooner have a connection from Narrabri.
2420. Do they now chiefly do business with Maitland and Newcastle, in preference to Sydnev ? I think
they would do it. r ^ '
2421, Do you sell much fencing-wire and netting in the districts to which you have referred ? Yes ;
oToo,Pir7 a l0t t0 the B,maJ1,er holdora' We al5° supply them with a great many agricultural implements.

Jja'’e noticed, of late, an increased demand in those districts for agricultural implements ? Yes. 
J may state that, with the construction of the proposed railway, the small holders would go in for a small 
amount ot cultivation, where none exists now, on the larger holdings. That should bring about an 
increased demand for agricultural implements.

Chadwick Sbeldon Western Chadwick, journalist, Newcastle, sworn, and examined
2423. Chairman.] Hav,e you had an opportunity of personally inspecting the country to be traversed by 

2 July, 1900.the proposed railway ? Yes, twelve month's ago.
2424. Haveyouany statement to make concerning it ? Yes. Eepresenting the Newcastle Morning Herald 
and the iseweastle Chamber of Commerce, I went to "Werris Creek, and thence to Walgett, and returned 
the other way. The principal thing I had to deal with was the Narrabri extension to Walgett, From 
the information J gathered, and from what 1 could see, I came to the conclusion that the railway, if built 
trora Narrabri to Walgett, would undoubtedly be of very great assistance to that district. It appears to 
me to have been the only extension which is practicable in order to give the best possible results Thcro 
are three things which might be urged in favour of the line. In the first place, it would promote closer 
settlement. In the second place, it may be regarded iu every sense as a salvage line, because of the great 
amount of saving which will be effected by it in time of drought and flood. In the third place, it would 
give a connection with the seaboard by a shorter route, and at the same time would enable producers iu 
the district to test one excellent market, whilst, if necessary, proceeding to a second market, thus offering 
a choice ot markets. Speaking of it as a salvage line, I found that at the time of my visit—July of last 
year—the country was suffering very seriously from tbe effects of a long drought. At that time a careful 
estimate had been made by several people—one in particular by Mr. Gordon, a prominent pastoralist in 
the north-west distnet, who is managing two to three large estates, and is regarded as a representative man, 
as a member of the Stock Board—that during that drought 1,000,000 sheep were lost in the Walgett district.

■ f W1 i 680 d0Wn a i e low estlmate of 5s- Pcr tliat would give a direct loss of £250.000. In addition
to that, there was an almost entire absence of lambing that season, and that is estimated at £100.000. Tliere- 
iore, the total loss in that year alone is sot down at £350,000. Of course, there are other losses which might 
be counted in. There was the cost to pastoralists of engaging scrub-cutters, buying feed, getting it ui?to 
the north-western districts at high freight rates, and thedislocationof business. Here, however, is a direct 
loss of £350,000, which would have more than covered the cost of the railway. I think we mav reasonably 
say that there is no possibility of ensuring ourselves against a repetition of that disaster. In the north 
and north-western districts a drought may be encountered at any time, so that the successive losses by 
drought and flood are not only losses to those districts, hut for the whole of the Colony. By building the 
proposed line from Narrabri to Walgett, the people would be enabled to effect verv large savings 
m drought or flood time by getting their stock away to the New England table-land. If, however, a 
railway is built from Coonamble to Walgett, we shall have no outlet, inasmuch as when we are in 
trouble through drought or flood, a similar set of conditions will prevail in the western districts. It is 
urged by some people that we shall have a choice of markets. In the case of sheep, whilst there is a 
considerable saving by reaching the seaboard at a shorter distance, the cost of shipping wool here is about

on
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on a par with Sydney. Tliere is less handling, and freight rates and hrolccrage charges amount to about
the same. At the same time there is a saving in distance, as against taking it round the other way. One k _ '
thing I was interested in was the possibility of closer settlement, and that seems tome tohethegreat quest ion. ^ ju]T 190b.
Giving to the operations of the new Land Act, a large number of holdings were taken np, and are still ’1
being taken up, and tbe evidence goes to show that a greater degree of security will follow, in tlie course
of time, those men who are now taking up the smaller holdings. The people arc all hopeful. Some have
already succeeded in making a financial success of their holdings, In the course of time a greater degree
of security will arise out of those conditions. The general opinion was that, if the railway were built from
Narrabri to Walgett, they would bo able to enjoy the advantages 1 have already noted in regard to drought
and floods. At the same time they will send their fat stock into markets more easily and readily. The
explanation given to me was this: “ "We have small holdings, and consequently a small proportion of fat
stock ready for market at any givon time. "We may have a couple of loads. That is not sufficient for us
to employ a drover to send them away, and even if we did employ one in dry seasons, the roads are so bare
that it is impossible to travel them to the railway, whereas with a line passing close it is possible to ship a
truck or two at short intervals, thus providing us with ready money with which we can light our way to
make a success of things.” The same thing, in a larger degree, applies to the men with larger holdings.
I took notice of the possibilities of successful grain-growing, and all the evidence goes to show that 
grain can be grown successfully. In and around ^Vee \\raa, and connecting to tbe northward, there 
seems to bo a good deal of agriculture, or country which it is possible to use for agricultural purposes, 
and at the same time to secure timber useful to the construction of a railway. That timber will be found 
in the scrub lying round to tbe south-east of the proposed line.
2425. How would a railway affect the saving of sheep in times of flood P A. few years back there were 
disastrous floods in that district, and in many instances station-holders lost all their stock. In one or two 
instances a saving was effecte.d by the foresight and really extraordinary experience of those engaged.
The suggestion is that with the warnings which are given of the rising of the rivers, and the possibilities 
of low-lying country being inundated, it is possible for pastoralists to get their sheep away before the 
water rises to such an extent that they are drowned. The country is flat, and the water rises rapidly.
2420. Mr. Shepherd.'] With a railway they could only get a small proportion away ? Even that proportion 
is a saving ; but the saving iu time of drought would be undeniable.
2427. Chairman^] Had you an opportunity of inspecting the country about Collarendabri ? No.
242S. Did you inspect the country on each side of the proposed route, as far as "Wee Waa? Tes, crossing 
backwards and forwards over the river. My opinion, so far as I was able to judge of the country, is that tho 
railway should go to Wee Waa, and whatever diviation is made it should lie made after passing that town.
2429. Can you offer any opinion as to which is the better land—to the south or to the north side of the
river ? The north side seems to be a purely pastoral country. _
2430. Did you see any indications that the south side would be likely to prove profitable from an agri
cultural point of view ? Undoubtedly. There is a very large area of countrv to the south which some 
people speak of as being useless. When you press them for an opinion you find that their idea of useless 
country is in many instances that it is useless for pastoral purposes. It is a question of whether a man 
is a pastoralist or an agriculturist. If he is a pastoralist he regards agricultural country as useless. If 
an agriculturist, the reverse. 4
24I3L Did you make any estimate of the extent of the circle which Walgett, as a centre, would drain— 
for instance, how far north-west would Walgett drain? It would take iu the townships up to the 
Queensland border.
2432. Mr. McFarlane.] Do floods frequently occur in the Walgett district? Not very frequently. Still, 
the effect is bad when once they do occur.
2433. Could you give any indication of the area of land which is flooded ? A considerable area is flooded ; 
but I could not give you any idea of tbe extent.
2434. Would the whole of the plain country be covered? No ; but a large portion of it would.
2435. Do you think that when the country is severely flooded the line of railway, if constructed, will be 
used for the purpose of conveying stock to the high lands of New England? Yes. In these days of 
weather forecasting we can get a good idea of what we are likely to experience ; but I should hardly think 
the line of route would be submerged.
2436. Would there not be abundance of grass on the land which was not flooded ? That depends on when 
the flood came ? You might get a flood following the drought, when there was no grass available.
2437. The countrv might be flooded when there was no local rainfall ? To a certain extent. At the 
close of a long drought, when everything is bare, it is possible for a sudden heavy and continued rainfall 
to produce a flood.

William Bethel Sharp, shipping agent, Newcastle, sworn, and examined:—
2438. Mr. TVaison.] How long have you resided in Newcastle ? Twenty years.
2439. How will the construction of the proposed line affect the interests of Newcastle ? It will give 
a large area of wool-growing country which will ship its wool from Newcastle. That area will 
represent from 25,000 to 30,000 bales of wool a year. It would also give the return carriage of all the 2Ju]y,iaOO. 
produce going to the stations and towns wfithin tiiat area. Another point of advantage to the Walgett
district would be the fact that the haulage of wool from that district to Newcastle—the natural port of .
shipment—would bo less by 80 or 90 miles than the haulage to Sydney. Consequently, the additional 
traction would be saved to the wool-grower. There would also be an additional traction saved in getting 
stores from this port, which could supply them on equal terms with Sydney. It has always been 
advocated in Newcastle that the Walgett district should be attached to Newcastle—tbe nearest port of 
shipment for the foreign markets. The rales of freight from Newcastle to London and the Continent 
are as cheap as they are from Sydney. Since the inauguration of the wool shipments at Newcastle, in 
1881, there has been an average of from 50,000 to 60,000 bales of wool shipped yearly from Newcastle 
direct. In mv opinion, if tho railway were extended to Walgett, wo could get 25,000 or 30,000 more 
bales of wool for handling at Newcastle.
2440. Where does that go now ? A great deal of it goes down the river to Bourke, and from there
by train to Sydney. Of course, this would be not only a direct advantage to the town, by the employ

" ' 48—O meet

W. B. Sharp.
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W. B-^Sharp. ment of labour on tbe wharfs, by dumping and pressing the wool, but it would be an advantage to the railway, 
2 JuIt UWO aS ™r aS ilaulage *s.00ncerned, and a direct advantage to the growers by giving them additional market?,

1 ■ • 2441. IIow would it bo an advantage to the railway if they now get their wool carried from Bourke,
which is 50i) miles, to have it carried only from Walgett to Newcastle, which is ;}52 miles ? ilhey make 
a heavy discount on Bourke wool, and by carrying it tbe shorter distance it; would be an advantage to tbo 
Kailway Department.
2412. Is much wool going through Newcastle to Sydney by rail P The great proportion of it is trucked 
at Morpeth and then transhipped; That is a serious competition with Newcastle direct shipments, and 
probably the Railway Commissioners will some day sec the advisableness of charging an extra rate from 
Morpeth, and a lesser freight to Newcastle to counteract it.
2443. It seems that there is some understanding at the present time, by which some difference is preserved 
in favour of Newcastle, to allow goods to bo shipped at Morpeth p I believe there was a sort of arrange
ment between the late Commissioner, Mr. Eddy, and the steamship companies. Mr. Oliver has tried to 
alter it once or twice still further in favour of Sydney as against Newcastle, hut ho has not carried it out 
yet. He is naturally anxious that the wool should be carried by the railway. They could, however, do it 
without curtailing the direct shipments from Newcastle. There is a way of overcoming the difficulty.
2444. -9° you think direct shipments are likely to increase, proportionately, or decrease, as compared with
selling in the local markets and reshipping afterwards to foreign ports P That is a difficult question to 
answer. The present idea amongst a large number of wool-grow'ers is to try the Sydney market, and if 
they do not get their "prices to ship from here. *
2445. That, even, would involve their taking it to Sydney in the first instance? Tes; but it is quite on 
tlie cards that before long wool sales will be established at Newcastle, which will give the same advantage 
to Newcastle that is given to Sydney at tho present time. As far bade as twelve years ago I started wool 
sales in Newcastle. Our first catalogue represented 2,800 bales, and the second catalogue over 3,000 
bales. Competition was brisk, but, owing to a combination of the wool-buyers in Sydney and the wool- 
sellers, they boycotted Newcastle with a penalty of £500 against any buyer who came to Newcastle to 
buy wool. Thus, our life here was a short one. Such a thing could not take place now, because 
tbe trade would not allow it. It is quite possible that before long—in fact, a sebeme is on band now— 
to arrange for wool sales in Newcastle. If that takes place, the shipments will considerably increase at 
Newcastle, compared with what they have been during tbe last year or two, owing to the high price 
ruling in the Colony for wool.
2446. Would that involve duplication in the representation of firms buying for the foreign wool supply? 
No. When wo started the wool sales iu Newcastle we only had steam communication, and a man had to 
give up the whole of his day, and sometimes two days, to attend them. Now, when we have railway 
communication, we can get from Sydney in three hours and back in tbe same time.
2447. Should you require to dovetail your sales in with Sydney, so as to avoid the necessity of having a 
duplication of agents ? Tes.
2148. Can buyers sample and attend an auction on tbe same day ? I have done it on several occasions, 
myself. Ton get there at 6 o'clock in the morning, sample every halo in tbe catalogue, attach your prices 
to the catalogue, and compete accordingly at the auction.
244f). If local^sales were successful, would it mean a considerable difference in the destination and method 
of export P Tes; a large quantity would go to the Continent direct from here, instead of being principally 
confined to direct shipments to London.
2400. Do the exporters usually rely upon steam communication for sending their wool home? The 
growing tendency now is to ship nearly tbe whole of tbe wool by steamers.
2451. In that case, would the vessels which come here for coal, and thou go on to London—the regular 
liners usually go hack to bydney' before proceeding to England ? They generally come here and take their 
bunkers in, and cargo of frozen meat, or wool, copper, or pig-lead. Then they go to Svdney and take in so 
much more. Ihen they go to Melbourne, and finish up at Adelaide. There is no difference from hereto 
London as compared with Sydney; in fact the charges are cheaper here than they are in Sydney. We 
have more pig-lead here than we can ship ; we have to scud some of it to Brisbane and Sydney.
2432. Do yon think it will make much difference in the steamer communication when the Port Kembla 
harbour is completed ? I do not think it will make the slightest difference, except that it may rob us of 
some coal which ought to bo shipped from Newcastle.
240-). It seems to me possible that, with tbe provision of greater facilities on the South Coast, and their 
coal being held to be more suitable for steam purposes, the steamers might make for there for bunker 
coal P The delay' in going to tembla and taking in the bunker coal will be greater than the additional 
expense of loading in Sydney. When they bunker in Sydney witli southern or northern coal tho 
bjmkering is going on when they arc loading and discharging the steamer, and there is no delay. Mount 
Kembla, as far as the export ot wool is concerned, will not interfere with Newcastle, Tou can get coal 
here almost as cheaply ns you can get it at Mount Kembla, and of much better quality.
2I-54. Have you attempted to find out, in regard to the larger lines of .goods, what the saving is in 
bringing goods f rom Sydney to Morpeth, and then on to the Great Northern Kailwav line, as compared with 
bringing them right through by rail ? I know it is much cheaper to bring the goods by steamer to 
Morpeth aud to Newcastle than to send them right through, except the goods are in truck-loads, for 
winch a concession is made.

Henry Deane Walsh, M.T.C.E.. District Engineer, Harbours and Kivers Branch, Department of Public
Works, Newcastle, sworn, and examined :—

H. D. Walah, 2455. Chairman.~\ Will you make a general statement as to the improvements which are being carried out 
M.LC.B. in the harbour at Newcastle for tho purpose of rendering it more fit to accommodate large vessels ? At 

o'TT^Tooli llresf,lt we are carrying nut a large new northern breakwater, an extension of the southern breakwater, 
u y- -a guide wall, and extensive reclamations in the north harbour. The breakwaters are being constructed 

with the view of deepening tbe present channel out to sea, and the reclamation works with a view of 
improving the accommodation in the north harbour.
2456. hat maximum depth is the harbour now capable of accommodating in the way of vessels ? It is 
hard to say from day to day, on account of the deposit from the floods ; but, as a rule, ships can go out 
loaded to 24 feet 3 inches, and on the completion of the works now in progress it is anticipated that we 
shall have 26 feet, at low water, on the bar. 2457.
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2457’That is sufficiently deep to accommodate the larger class of vessels likely to trade with the 
Colonies? Yes; we have had vessels like the “ Medic” and “ Afric” in, already. We berth them ou the ' ^
wool-berth wharf without difficulty. . 2 July, 1900.
2458. Js the tendency, in connection with modern ships, to build with greater draft or greater beam . Ibo 
tendency is chiefly towards greater beam—towards making them flatter in the floor.
2459. What was the available depth at Newcastle twenty years ago ? Our plans show that where we are 
berthing vessels now fully loaded—near the Horse-shoe—some few years ago they used to pull up boats to 
clean their bottoms, at half-tide. Now we have 15 and 18 feet of water at that place. Certain new 
appliances have been ordered for the port. At present we are getting out six of the newest class ot 
hydraulic cranes, and we are putting in J,300 feet of special wharf's to carry them. We have two dredges 
cleaning out the inner basin, which will give, when finished, an accommodation of 90 acres of deep water 
for mooring vessels. The cranes are in addition to those at present up, and their design is to load a 
vessel of the class of the “ Langton Grange” at high water. That is about the largest vessel which would 
ever be required to load. At present we are making provision for deepening all along the dyke-walk.
Under the old system we had 18 feet of water tliere, and we are now making 24 feet.
2460. Mr. Shepherd.'] Js there any noticeable silting up with the ordinary flow of the river? The
ordinary flow does not silt up, but afresh does. _
2461. To what extent does it silt up in the event of a heavy flood ? Ihiring vhe heavy flood of 1893 we
had a considerable silting in the north channel. We rembved 1,750,000 tons ot silt after that flood from 
this channel. . .
2462. Does it require dredging after every flood ? Yes. Any harbour at the entrance to a river going
through alluvial flats will require constant dredging. _
2463. The broadening of the bows of a vessel would, 1 suppose, really make it draw less water? Acs.
The tendency now is to make them flat on the bottom. They draw as much water on the bilge-chocks as 
they do on the keel. r
2461. So that vessels of a larger tonnage can come here than came here formerly? Yes. The larger 
tonnage does not mean deeper draft.

Michael March, wool manager, Dalgety & Co , Did., Newcastle, sworn, and examined :
2465. Mr. Shepherd^] How long have you been manager of the wool department for Dalgety & Co. ? j{arc},_ 
Se’ven or eight years. _
2406. What quantify of wool has passed through your hands during the last twelve months? About 2 July, 1900.
20,009 bales. _ _
2407. Idas there been a general increase? There has been a falling off, principally on account ot the 
drought. We have tiad a drought now for five vears. The greatest falling off has been in the TV algett district.
2408^ "What distance do you receive wool from ? JNcm the whole of that district, including Pilliga, 
Collarendabri, and Angledool. t
2469. Do you get any i'rom over the border ? Yes ; several clips. The Australian Pastoral Company do
not send it through us, but to other agents ; and they have several stations. They have about 5,000 bales 
from Queensland. We get wool from the Angledool district and as far north-west as Goodooga, and 
several clips from the southern portion of Queensland. _ .
2470. What effect do you think the construction of the proposed line would have upon those districts?
Jt would considerably increase settlement.
2471. Do you find the country is more productive when there is closer settlement ? Undoubtedly.
2472. What do you suppose the increase of production on an area of 500,000 acres would be if it were 
divided into runs of from 5.0iX) acres to 10,000 acres ? Probably one-third. Of course, you cannot get 
100,000 acres of good land in one piece, hut there would be a very large increase.
2473. How would small holders, as opposed to larger holders, obtain an advantage by the construction of
the railway ? It is always an advantage to have a railway as near as possible. .
2474. Asa rule, small holders cannot get a sufficient number of stock to send away ? No ; if a man had 
to travel them 100 miles to get to Narrabri, it would not pay him ; but with a railway handy he could 
send a f ruck load at a time.
2475. There would, I suppose, in sending them on a journey of that distance, be a falling off in the 
sheep ? Yes; between Wee Waa and Narrabri there is not a blade of grass to be got, and I have been 
told on several occasions that the sheep lost iu value 3d. per head on that journey.
2476. Would there be any advantage in shifting starving stock in a bad season? Yes; if they could
have got to the New England district last season, thousands would have been saved The tendency was 
to hang on as long as possible, thinking that the rain would come, because when it does come, the herbage 
springs up quickly. #
2477. What is your opinion of the country which will be served by the proposed railway ? I have always
thought that the Namoi was one of the richest districts in the Colony; it is one of the best grazing . 
districts wre have. ' , .
2478. At what do you estimate its carrying capacity ? A sheep to the acre. Many selectors liave carried 
that for years.
2479. Have you seen any attempt at cultivation ? Yes ; and it has succeeded fairly well. They have 
lately started a flour-mill at Narrabri, and the black soil has turned out well for growing wheat.
2480. Have you heard of any failures there in producing wheat? No. „
2481. Have you any further information to give ? J. have noticed that the settlers of tbe district are well- 
to-do, and that is a good indication of the nature of the country. Whenever auy land is thrown open, 
ihere is a great rush for it, people coming from all parts of New South Wales, and even Victoria.
2482. The holdings there now are of considerable extent ? Yes; I may state that the whole of the wool 
comes to Narrabri West from the Walgett district, and it seems to me that is strong evidence in favour 
of the railway going tliere rather than from Coonamble,
2483. Are you aware whether there is any wool going from Walgett to Dubbo ? No. I think it all comes
lo Narrabri. During the last twelve months the railway received at Narrabri 22,310 bales of wool from ,
AVTalgett and north western districts. That is however not a fair criterion of what the district can carry, 
because that is the result of five years of drought, last year being the worst of all. Several stations lost 
as much as 70 per cent,, some 50 per cent., and many of them 30 per cent, and 40 per cent. The Moree

line
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M. March. jine ja 0f 110 ug0 j,0 ^|j0se pe0p]e_ Xliej tlo not send to Moree now. Some of tho wool mnv go to Millie, 
„ Terj little. '
“ 1 ' 24S1. In the event of e further extension towards Queensland, do yon think that the lino ought to go

from Moree, or from Walgett r1 I think it should go towards Collareudahri.
J485. Do you send your wool to Sydney, or ship it direet? Direct; we have every facility hero which 
they possess in Sydney, and the steamers come all the year round. With regard to the river-loading we 
find that the people about "Walgett do not care for it, because it ia too uncertain.
21SC. Mr. Jlbl^arlnne,] It has been stated that there is a strong tendency now on Ihe part of the wool- 
growers to sell locally r It all depends on the prices. If the prices in Sydney aro going to be good they 
will probably sell in Sydney as they did last year. The prices about October, November, and December 
were extraordinarily high—Is, Gd, alb. During this last season shipping at ^Newcastle has been worse 
than we have experienced, for that reason.
2437. During the past five years has the quantity of woo! passing through tbe hands of your firm shown 
a tendency to increase? About ihe same. Some years it has been up and sometimes down.
2488. Is there any probability of an increase in direct shipments ? I. think there is this year. The market 
is pretty low, aud some of tho buyers have got into difficulties. .
2439. It has also been stated that there is some likelihood of establishing wool sales in Newcastle? I 
think they would be successful. It is quite ou the cards that they will be established.
2490. Do you think the wool-buyers in Sydney would attend the Newcastle sales regularly ? They go to
Brisbane now, and I do not see why they should not come here. -
2491. AVould tbe catalogues at Newcastle be sufficiently large to induce them to come? I think they 
would. The squatters have often asked why we do not have them here. Mr. Sharp has explained the 
reason, namely, that it is on account of tho jealousy of some of the Sydney brokers.
2492. In the event of these sales being established, and proving successful, what effect would they have on 
tbe wool trade;—would they induce more direct shipment to London, from Newcastle, and less to Sydney ? 
They would, because all tbe wool bought here would have to be shipped direct to England or continental 
ports.
2493. Are the freights the same between Newcastle and London, and Sydney and London? Exactly 
the same. Ereighta to continental ports also are the same as from Sydney.
2494. How about loading the ships ? There are better facilities for loading here, and there is the same
expedition for getting them away. .
2404-1-• Have you anything else to add? I would like to point out that if the railway be taken from 
Narrabri to Walgett it will give the Walgett people a choice of markets—Maitland for stock, Newcastle 
for shipping (and sale of wool when sales established), both considerably r.earer than Sydney by any 
other route ; and even if they desire to send to Sydney they can do so, the distance being about tbe same 
as via Coonamble and Dubbo. On tbe other hand, if the railway be taken via Coonamble, the Walgett 
people will he in a measure penalized by being forced to send tbeir produce by tbe longer route to tbe 
seaboard, and an injustice be done to Newcastle and the Hunter District—the natural outlet for tbe 
north-west.

TUESDAY, 3 JULY, 1900.
Urtseni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICE'., Esq. (Cuaihman).

The Hon. Patrick Linuesat CbawfoedShepheed. John Christian Watson, Esq.

The Hon. Andrew G-ahean, LL.D. Kobeht Henry Levien, Esq.
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

James William Boultbce, Superintendent of Public Watering Places and Artesian Boring, Department of
Public Works, sworn, and examined :—

J. W 240p. Mr. Watson] Are you acquainted with the country generally from Narrabri towards Walgett and 
Boultuee. Collarendabri? Yes. ' °

ionn Mow much, if any, of tbo area that would be afEected by either of these lines would you consider
' to be in the artesian area? The whole of it.

2497. Can you say what you have done in the way of boring, so far, in that locality, generally ? On the
Woolabra-ColJarcndabri survey we have tho Woolabra bore and tho Bulyeroi bore. Besides those, there , 
are contracts advertised now for several bores, under the Artesian Wells Act. ’
2498. These, 1 understand, are where the local owners, or holders, guarantee the expense ? Yes. There 
are two between Collarendabri and Bulyeroi—they are, Oreel bore No, 1, and No. 2.
2499. What is the ilow of the two bores you have? AYoolabra,, about 700,000 gallous, and Bulyeroi, 
1,700,000 gallous. AYoolabra is not a very deep bore—about 1,700 feet; Bulyeroi is 2,424.
2500. Irom Narrabri towards AValgett, have you any bores north of the river ? Not directly on the road,
but one has been asked for at AYeo AVaa—we have not settled about that; and there is one being put 
down by the Public Works Department for a town supply at Narrabri; and there is one at a place called 
Come-by-Chance, which is south of the Namoi. That is being done under tbe Artesian Wells Act; and 
then the AValgett bore will be done; tbe interest is being guaranteed. You may take a line from Warialda 
to the eastward of Bingara and of Barraba down to Gunnedah, and then across to tbe north of Coona- 
barabran, down to Terrabile, and all that country is within tlie artesian belt. .

,^.0 large flows at Come-by-Chance and AValgett? The contract tenders are only just
invited for those; but as you go that way to tlie westward you get deeper ground and better flows; and 
on the road from AValgett to Coonamble, at Tuloora, we have tbo biggest flow' in tbe Colony—over 
2,000,000 gallons a day. J
2502. At or near the Tuloora bore some experiments are being made, I understand, with cultivation? 
They are being done in a very slip-shod, perfunctory way—nothing systematic. It is only tbe caretaker 
doing what he can. ’ J

2503.
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2503. 1 menu by an adjoining owner, Mr. Bell ? Ycb, tbe flow is being utilised by a selector named Bell,
to a certain extent. . . ,, , ,
2504'. Mr. Bell, when speaking to tbe Committee on the subject, seemed to have the opinion tuat ne 
would be able to utilise that water, if he were given an opportunity to supplement the rainfall, with 
regard to a large area of land, for the purpose of putting it. under crop? Yes, there is no donbt he
would. The trouble is that he does not care to pay sufficient for it.
2505. Speaking of that district generally, do you think that there would be any possibility of getting a 
supply from artesian bores to enable large areas to be irrigated ? There is no doubt that is a develop
ment "that will come within the next twenty years ; but it is a good nay ahead of us at the present time. 
We are just in the same position as they were iu America twenty-seven years ago. When they started 
their settlements at Fresno, Blverside, and Lake Ariew, they had the same disabilities as ue have uant 
of knowledge on the part of ihe people as regards the suitableness of the water, and distance from marke , 
aud perhaps disabilities which we have not as to the alkalinity of the soil, and the dillerence or ch™a ,e- 
Thev had to contend against all those things, aud yet they have made a most wonderful development there. 
2505. At the Peru bore, I understand, ihere has been a falling off in the amount or water got from the
original bore ? Yes. . mL , ,
2507. Has that experience been repeated in regard to iho bores in this district. Ao. I here has been 
no experience of that description, so far as I have heard of, in connection with any ot tho bores that nave 
been put down iu the trias formation, which underlies the cretaceous.
2508. Does it underlie the strata you have at Pera ? I cannot say it does, continuously; but at one bore
right out towards Milparinka we get the same coal measures as we get in tlie trias here, aud which they 
get in the Lea Creek coal-beds in South Australia. Jt may be that there^ has been an intrusion oi the 
basalt rocks through the trias which has caused a disturbance in that particular part between Bourke aud 
Wanaaring. That is very probable. . .
2509. Have you formed auy idea aa to the area that it would be possible to irrigate with_ one ot these 
bores;—it would, of course, depend on the rainfall for a portion of the year ? Yes, and it depends on 
the nature of the crop you are going to irrigate, and also on the nature ot the soil you are experimenting 
with. In every country there is a different duty assigned to water. Yv e have taken an average one as a 
basis to go upon ; that'is, a cubic foot per second as sufficient to irrigate 250 acres of land. That is the 
American standard. When I was giving evidence at an inquiry some, time ago, I gave a table showing 
what the duty of water was in different countries. That inquiry was iu connection with the locking ot 
the Darling, and the information I then gave was ns follows :—

J. W. 
Boultboe.

3 July, 1900.

Jmlia.
Eastern Jumna Canal 
Western Jumna Canal
Canges Canal............
Svvllt River Canal......
Bari Doab Canal .. . .

Duty os 1 c.(. por second.
........ 306 a ores,
...... 240 „
...... 232 „
...... 216 „

......... 227 „

Spain.
Henaros Canal 
V alencia Canal

167 „ 
242 „

2510. As to the sources of supply, do you think they' are sufficient to permit of a large area of country, 
or of any proportion of the area within the artesian basin, being irrigated ? I think so. For instance, in 
America, at the Kiverside settlement, they have twenty-seven wells grouped on an area of 700 acres. The 
water from those twenty-seven wells is all gathered together, aud carried in a flume down to the land to
Ik* irrigated
2511 That would seem to imply that the yield from one of the wells was not very great ? They got 
about 11,000,000 gallons a day out of the twenty-seven wells, and from experiments they made as to the 
interference of one well with another, they found that with one well shut down, and tlie rest all open, 
that one well was affected only to the extent of about 30.000 gallons a day. According to that, the inter
ference was not very much. How far that experiment would apply to our own country we have no 
possible means of telling until we put the bores down.
2512. But, as far as investigation has gone, does it seem that we have as large an intake area, proper- 
tionately, in Australia as they have in America ? Well, ]t is entirely different. In America they have a 
series of self-contained basins. Here wescemto have one hugeundcrshect. lor instance, in America the 
basin at tho St. Louis valley covers an area of about 9,000 square miles, and within that they have 3,700 
flowing wells. Then there is the Denver basin, also a self-contained basin, and JCern Valley, and a large 
extent’of Southern California, too. But here we have an area of 02,000 square miles, aud have just 200
wells on it. _ _
25L3, Then we are not near the limit yet? Ho : I do not think we are.
2514. The estimate of 1 cubic foot per second for 250 acres would mean that the flow would he—what? 
548,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. That is not taking into consideration the natural rainfall at all.
2515. You are presuming that thev arc Tclying absolutely ou the artesian waters ? Yes.
2510. But that does not mean that the flow is over the whole of the 250 acres on one day, but that you 
do sections of the area in rotation ? Yes. That would give you about equal to something like 35 inches 
of rain in the year, roughly speaking.
2517. You irrigate the total area of 250 acres, but you do it in sections, day or week about, as tho case 
may be ? That, of course, depends absolutely on what you are doing.
2518. You do not spread it over the whole area at one time ? Ho, you could not do it.
2519. A flow of 500,000 gallons, roughly, per day, is sufficient to irrigate 250 acres all the year round 
without anv rainfall ? Yes.
2520. So presuming the supply is there, it is ouly a question of having that area to each bore? Yes.
2521. Leaving out of count the Tuloora bore, have there been any experiments elsewhere to your 
knowledge, in this district, in regard to irrigation ? We have done a little at Woolabra—the bore on the 
Railway line—and, on the other side of Collarendabri, we have done a good deal at Moongulla,
2522. At Moongulla the country is somewhat different from what it would he between AYoolabra and 
Collarendabri? Yes.

2523.
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Boultbeo. 7° j thl,ak11\ lB niore Ea*t:ab,e for irrigation ? I would not say that. A good many people
p erer the red soil; but I must confess that [ have a weakness for tho black soil for irrigation. Some 

3 July, 1900. Patelies ot the black soil are exceedingly and want a large amount of cultivation ; but there is no 
q-Io?,a^f0n beb'vc.r;n ™e two soils, as to richness, lied soil is more easily worked than black soil.

o*.4. On some of the black soil between Walgett and Coonamble the people seem to run lust a couple 
ot harrows over it without using any ploughs at all ? Yes.
2o25. Having in view your previous experience on the land in the western country before you mined the 
Department, and your knowledge of the artesian probabilities, would you sav that there is a fair prospect 
ot extensive agriculture through irrigation in these districts, within a reasonable time ? I think so. 
za.b. JJr. Garran.j Ha.ve we any successful agricultural irrigation in the Colony at the present time5 
t>o tar as actual production has been concerned, yes ; but I cannot say so from a financial point of view—
at least so tar as the Government or co-operative undertaking is concerned. I think vou can see it on
private places. *
Yes^" ^ 36 ^ei,a l50re ^ co^c,c^ue^, tke latest evidence is that the number of cultivators has diminished ?

2528. And they would like to get away if the Government would buv them out ? I doubt if thev 
would—all of them. ‘ y

Btateinent recently ? One of the men who was so anxious to sell out made an offer 
qron w nSt?ir ease tke G o1verumcnt fllTra subsequently to the time when he made the offer to sell out. 
Tl'i VV elJ> “at a rcry small settlement to have a superintendent there to look after them ? I do not 
think so, and I. will tell yon why. Here we have an experiment that may or may not hare a very 
important: bearing on a very large class of country in our artesian belt, aud to carry'out an experiment 

■ ., ■ Yrt0,1! llaTe to take the class of men that is available. We are limited by the conditions under
fi 1 ii mu WaS ]°ase<h “‘I we are obliged to take whoever chooses to offer himself as a tenant for 
tlie land, the suitableness of the man, or his experience, is not taken into consideration at all The 
success or otherwise of the experiment, to my mind, absolutely depends on the class of men you get. If 
you get men who have been used to a pastoral life, or men who have been used to office life—bank clerks 
or lawyers clerks and put them suddenly on the land there, to develop an irrigation settlement, then as 
tar as 1 can see, you are very heavily handicapped. It was more with the idea of educating and 
trying to inculcate into these people the right methods that we had the experimental farm there • 
and if that thing is once shown to be a success, and if the class of settler that we have there can make a 
success of it, and make a living out of the 20 acres, in mv opinion it will have a great bearing on a lot of 
that western country.
2531. Then you look upon it rather as a school, at present, rather thau anything else? Certainly - it is 
purely an experiment. ‘ 0 J ’
2o3’3 Has either the Wentworth or the Hay establishment been successful ? That I cannot say. I never 
e^th JierCj nor kave ^ seca ^em* I do not think they are carried on under the Agricultural Department,

2533. Then your idea is that before we can make a success of irrigation we have to train tbe men ? We 
have either to train the men, or get a population that are used to that particular class of life and tbe 
growing of those particular products. ■ ’
2531. But we have not tbe men in the Colony? Ho, I think not.
2535. We have either to import them or train them ? Yes. I think that when once a few of them show 
what can be done, and that a living can be made in that way, a lot of people will go into it. To refer 
again to America, I may say that when the Fresno settlement was started, I think 500 people mined 
together and formed a colony there. They got 5,000 acres of land, and thev had just the same difficulties 
just the same trouble. I hey were of different temperaments, and were different classes of workers and 
it was only after years of straggling that they managed to bring the thing properly to the front ’ We 
shall just have the same here. o r r j . „ D

WEDNESDAY, 4 JULY, 1900. 
present:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. I ATiticK Lindsay Chawi^ord Skispherd. j John C11 iiiSTrA.s Watson Ebo
The Hon. Andrew Gabiian, LL.D, ■ j Kobeet Henry Levien, Esq,

John Mclfarlanii, Esq.

The Committee f uither considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

J. K.
Mackay.

John Kenneth Mackay, grazier, Gunnedah, sworn, and examined:—
2536. Mr. McFarlane.] Have yon a good general knowledge of the district between Narrabri and 
Walgett aud Collarendabri? I have lived m the district, served by the proposed routes, for the past 

4 July, 1900. twenty years, until three years ago, when I went to reside at Gunnedah. ' 1
vn37; yat’ VT °Pinr^s, th“ l,e3t 1'ou!'e for connecting the western parts with either Narrabri 
West or^Narrabri Last ? I think the connection should be from Narrabri West.
2038. Would a line from that point pass through country equally as good, if it started from Narrabri
I-™ a rfc°ral P°i,n1; °f1 View- The nortl1 side of the ttun°i is the best pastoral land
2039. What is the character ot the land on the south side of the Namoi? It is more arable, 'it is
country more capable of improvement than the northern part. There is a lot of good pastoral land on 
the south side; but 1 think the proposed route would go through the scrub land, which, with improve
ments, will carry a good population. r
2540. For pastoral or agricultural purposes ? Both, I should think.
2541. Is the land heavily timbered? Yes; the land is not so sweet as ia to be found on the other side
for stock, ami, I think, it never will be. ’

25-1-2.
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2542. For the purposes of settlement, which side of ihe river would carry the larger population, with ^ y*
improvements ? 1 think the north side would carry the bigger population, there is such a large scope of ^ jgQ^
good country. It is a wool-growing more than an agricultural country.
2543. You say that the south side would be suitable for agriculture ? More so than the north.
2544. Will not an agricultural area carry a larger population than a pastoral area? That is a question 
which I could not very well answer. I remember well when the land about Narrabri West was scrubbed 
and tit for nothing. Now you see herbage and wheat crops equal io any in the country.
2545. Is that laud of a similar character to the land ou the south side of the Namoi, between Narrabri 
and Wee Waa? A great portion of it is, judging from what I remember of Narrabri West before the 
railway was taken there.
254(1. Would you class that as fairly good agricultural country ? Very good—nothing better for certain 
crops.
2547. What would it be capable of producing? It would grow wheat; but I do not think it would 
grow lucerne. You want more alluvial soil for lucerne ; but it would grow wheat, oats, and barley. I 
have seen crops of maize in that timbered country; but, as a rule, there is not the amount of moisture 
which is required.
254S. If the line were constructed on the south side of the river, do you think that land would be taken 
up for agricultural purposes ? I think so. Even now, without railways, there is a lot of settlement 
going on amongst the scrub.
2549. Is that free selection ? Yes ; on the cleared line to Pilliga. I see improvements every time I 
travel there.
2550. Is there much land there under cultivation now ? No. I do not say that there is much of it 
under cultivation; but I have seen crops growing there, and there are no means of making use of them.
2551. Is that due to the want of sufficient facilities for conveying the produce to market? I should say so.
2552. IDo you know the town of Wee Waa ? Yes.
2553. Where the two different routes junction near Burren, the line from Narrabri East on the north
side of the river would not touch Wee Waa, whilst to the south of Narrabri West it would go through 
Wee Waa;—do you think the town of Wee Waa is of sufficient importance to justify its being connected 
by rail ? It is just a matter whether vested interests are to be considered. Wee Waa is a flourishing 
town, with a lot of arable land about it, I think myself that the railway should run the nearest possible 
way from the outlying districts to the coast. .
2554. Would not some consideration have to be given to the nature of the country, or to the towns it
passes through ? Of course. I do not say anything about the town, I think the people out west should 
be considered more than tho local towns. I should say that what the back country wants is the most 
direct route to the seaboard. At present the stock is shunted and kept in the trucks longer than is 
necessary. .
2555. AVould it make much difference—I mean, with regard to length of time—in conveying stock from 
AValgett by the route through Wee Waa, as compared with the route on the northern side of the river?
I think it would make a difference.
255G. Any material difl'erenee ? I go upon the principle that any difference should be avoided, if it is 
possible to avoid it. t
2557. AVhafc is your opinion of the character of the country from Weo AVaa towards Walgett aud 
Collarendabri? It is a wool-producing country, pure and simple. Of course, it will grow wheat. I have 
grown wheat out there myself.
2558. AArhat has your experience been ? Not good. I have sown for three years in succession, and have
had no return, and then 1 would get a good crop. '
2559. Are the failures due to lack of richness in tbe soil, or to drought ? More to the drought. A certain 
amount may be due to want of proper cultivation.
2550. Do you think it would have any material bearing iu carrying out agriculiure by the extension of 
artesian bores, which have been found to be successful in several parts of the district ? I have not much 
faith in irrigation by means of artesian bores—I mean for agriculture.
2551. AAThy is that so ? It is too expensive.
2562. Can you give any information as to what the country is best suited for, or whether there is much 
available land to be taken up for settlement, and whether such available land would be taken up for 
settlement, if railway facilities were afforded? Undoubtedly it would be taken up ; I do not say for 
cultivation. The only cultivation we should do out there would be for our own protection—feed during 
dry times.
25G8. Do you think the land is of sufficiently good quality to produce hay, wheat, and other fodder for 
stock ? H will produce hay and wheat in certain seasons. ■
2564. It has been stated by those engaged in pastoral pursuits that very great loss has been sustained 
during periods of droughts by their not being able to convey stock to’districts where there is feed?
AVe liave a property 40 miles below AValgett, and another 30 miles on this side of Walgett, from which 
wc have had to shift every sheep we could travel last year. AVe have 40,000 sheep away from the station 
below AValgett at the present time. "
25G5. In what direction have you sent them ? 1 have 10,000 at New England, and the balance are on 
the Namoi,
2566. Have you and others, who have suffered during drought, experienced much difficulty in conveying 
starving stock to New England? Tes ; the roads, of course, as the drought increases, get bare, and'you 
can do nothing but cut scrub. Last year, whilst shifting the balance of my sheep, I had to cut scrub - 
and lay hay at Burren and other places. 1 had some (20 tons) tons of it.
2567. JDoes that mean a large expense? Yes ; but it is the only means of shifting the stock.
2568. If the proposed railway were constructed, would it be used to a large extent during times of 
drought, such as those we have experienced during the last few years, for sending stock to New England 
and other districts ? I should say so.
2569. Bo you think it would bo a great saving to stockowners if they had such a railway in times of 
drought ? Yes ; and it would be a saving io the country generally, The loss, of stock is a national loss.
2570. Do you think the line would also be used for obtaining produce for feeding stock ? To a certain
extent. 2571.
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' a y~ P!,^er^n^ P^ases/'f the question as to whether it would pay the stockowners to got produce from 
4 July 1900 Tr er 1,1 1 Wlt“ W11CI saving stock have been placed beforo us:—what is your experience ?

• J t would only pay up to a certain limit. It would depend on how long the drought lasted. Some holders 
caTne<l as much as 1,500 tons of feed to their stock in the Moree district. 

i>/-. Carnage at the present time is, I understand, so costly that it means a considerahle.outlay to obtain 
produce to bring to Walgett? Yes; it could not be done for any large amount of stock. "

' j mi 6 cv®!1*' ^hway being constructed, do you think much stock will be driven away by
' t,Jhere a5"'a.vs Wl11 he droving whilst the routes are practicable.

2o74. But there would be no necessity for removing stock i£ there were grass ? No. But when the routes 
are impassable the only thing to do is to truck them.
2575 Do you think that would be a considerable item in railway revenue if the proposed line were 
conatructed ? Tea. 1 r
oryy' district a good fattening country for sheep ? There is nothing better,

o . ere are the fat sheep usually sent to ? Since the freezing works have been in operation they 
have been sent to Aberdeen. They are also sent to the Sydney market and Maitland. Aberdeen, however, 
has been onr salvation during tbe past few years.
Z?™- 3Y,hcre ^ Iou principally send your fat sheep ? To Aberdeen and Sydney and Maitland.

9. W here does the larger portion go to P To Sydney. There are some stations which would sell 
almost wholly to Aberdeen; for instance, Collymuugle station nearly always sells to Aberdeen. Other 
owners freeze on their own account, and ship at Newcastle, but people who make their sheep absolutely 
prime would rather sell m the Sydney market.
25S0. Would the wool be sent to the Sydney or to the Newcastle market ? To the Newcastle market, for 
shipment to London.
2581, What proportion would that amount bear to the quantity of wool produced in the dislrict ? I 
rfYn I!,ot,say definitely, hut J. should think more than one-half. It depends on the local market here, 
lx the oydney market rules high, people sell there.
2y82. Is not the Sydney market to a large extent ruled by the prices realised in the London market? To 
o-Cao if °ut tllere are tlmes when tlle Sydney market has a boom.
2oS3. It the proposed railway were constructed, would the stockowners put their stock upon it at tbe 
nearest railway stations, or would they drove them through the country to Narrabri, as thev do at present ? 
When the railway first came to Narrabri stockowners travelled their stock on the routes/but as time has 
gone on, wo have found that it pays us better to truck them and pay the rate. 1 am referring to fat 
stock, and not to store stock. It undoubtedly pays to truck them.
2581. Is it your opinion that fat stock ivould be put on the railway at the nearest railway station rather 
than that they would be driven even through good country ? Yes, it pays. People may not do it until 
they lind it out by experience. Where I live I can travel stock well towards the’ markets for 60 or 100 
miles, but I hud it pays me best to truck them.
2535 Is that because the stock lose in quality whilst droving? They lose in quality slightly ; but you 
would order your trucks to meet a market, and, of course, you would like to get into that market. If I 
start block on the ro^d, 1 do not know what market they will hit,
2586 There has been a little diversity of opinion as to whether'the proposed line will be the best, or 
whether it "'iB bo better to connect Walgett wiili Coonamble, with a view to joining the Western line at 
Dubbo^ I think, in the best interests of the district of Walgett, and of the country generallv, a 
o?oyeC^0n l ISarrabn ’fTOllld be preferable to a connection with Coonamble. '
2587. Does that mean that it would be cheaper to send stock in that direction, or does it mean that they 

■}, m Ve -re f f com®01datl0“ and better markets ? No. 1 think the fact of their being connected 
orco T g nnd V,'0uM be ;m lns,1I'ance to all tlie stock-owners in tbe district.

is that your principal reason for suggesting that Walgett should be connected with Narrabri rather 
than with Coonamble, viz_, that it will afford facilities in times of drought for sending stock to the New
o-n#Q widlStriCt f°r fe1ed f ,Yes' 1lt Wlld alao giie tbem a shorter rail-carriage to the sea-board.
2oS9. \\ hen you speak of the sea-board, do you mean Sydney or Newcastle? I understand that with a 
Narrabri to Walgett connection there would be less haulage than by any other route to the sea-board 
unless we except the Mudgee route. ° j j ™
2590. Would an extension from Mudgee prove of any material advantage in the event of Walgett and 
i0011^ v 6 bel“S connected ? It would probably be the most direet route. My own idea is that there

should be a railway, on the south side of the Namoi, to Walgett, with a junction from Coonamble to Pilliga, 
or Come-by-Chance, or Baradnie Creek. 5
2591. Do you think a branch to Collarendabri would be the means of affording additional facilities to 
those residing in that part of the country, and to the north-west ? Yes.
-592. Do yoii think there would be a probability of that branch paying ? It will drain a very large area 
of country. I know of no larger area of country that will be drained.
2593. What area, of country will it drain ? Prom Mogil Mogil to Goodooga.
0-0-' aYyoVlunk it; wouli dra'v an>r traffic from the Queensland border ? I should say so
2o9o. What distance west from Walgett do you think the country would be served by an extension from
Narrabri?_ I think 3j milep south-west and west.
2o90. Which extension would serve the greater extent of country—one between Narrabri and Walgett, 
or one between Coonamble and Walgett? One between Narrabri and Walgett. Between Coonamble 
and Walgett there is a lot of flooded country.
oral- TS imuch fiooded cou,ltry in tbe other district ? Of course, there are floods and floods.
2o9S. Is the plam country between Burren and Walgett flooded to any extent? There is a certain 
amount of flood from Plan Creek During tbe flood of 1890, Brianbri, towards tho Barwon, was all 
undor water, with tlie exception of Eurie Eurie plain,
oenn ■lY”'8 dooded to an-v dePtb ? Ves ; in places a horse could swim through it
2600 Does it remain m that condition for any length of time ? During the 1890 flood it remained there
oem ini61® j W5' lQ 1S64V however 1 understand that the water remained there for almost six weeks. 
2601. Where do the grazmrs who would affected by the proposed extension obtain their supplies from ? 
trine 1 pall), from N ewcastle. Of course there are people who have old friends in Sydney with whom they 
deal. When however, they come down to commercial lines, they must deal with Newcastle. Personally 
I deal with Newcastle, wholly. ‘.>00 ^
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2002. It tat bee. .toted b» »„„.,ber of .toeko.vne,. tta. eo.eidet.bl. ta.i.hj*-;‘™f ^
having railway facilitifee for sending small Jots of fat stock to mar te . y Dealers go 4 Ja,y> 1900
grow them j-have you any experience in that direetmn f ^ and then
round, and buy up little lots, put them together, and make up a mob, which thcj can drove
truck. Perhaps they make a profit out of them.
SS Sr;» IJifinm* tbkt, with miltsy — -«—*
followed by increased traffic, will prevail? i thinkso. , P T ^ ^ot sav it would maintain
2605. Do you think that the country would maintain a large populatron I do not . y
a large population. All that wool growing country is practically Etocked^for a certain n inc Jaged_
It may carry a few more people on small holdings; but the wool and s o p country is cut
Of course, small paddocks do give a bigger return. AVe can ^ ,S fulkst eSeS
into smaller paddocks ; but the open country is now practically being used up *? gjl ' od
2606. I suppose the plain country is not capable of much improvement? >o, it is naturally goou

2607. Prom which have you obtained the better results—the wool shipped dir^t, or ^
local market ? That is a question which I could not answer. A\ e have “ot ^vthe mlin"' market 
however, is the market of the world, and, over a series of years it is think
2608. It has been stated that there are prospects of holding woo! sales at TSev castl , wo^ldyguit thc
they would suit the graziers in the district to which you have been referrinn . . )
^ranters verv well if we could induce the wool-buyers to attend them. ^ 0 t ,0
2600, Do you think thev would attend the sales if sufficiently large catalogues
They were starting once beforo, but owing, perhaps, to want of organisation and proper mana0em.n ,

*«-. »-»»-if
2S5- -f -«*•^tr^sps.'w:

there? I think so; the purchasers go to large centres now. Of L0U1®e’ ' T ^ y mher have had to 
except in Sydney, we shall have to send to Sydney, as we used to send to London. to
go to Sydney to buy, and the probability is that, in the near future, hey ;lt
2612. Would the result be a saving to wool-growers m the north and north-west it tho sales
IS'ewcastle instead of at Sydney'/ I think it would. a rosnlH of the sales2613. Do you think they would prefer to send to the Newcastle market, provided the results ot the
2614 ejS>a^fr«>’rim,y liave you had considerable experience in shifting stock in dry weather ?
Sib! What proportion of your stock have you sent away? Out of 00,000 sheep ou one holding at
Brewan—below Walgett—we sent away 40,000. found tira^s for
2616. Supposing you had wished to send the whole away, do you think you could have 0 -
them? Yes ; in New England at that time. „ T _nj
2617. Could the stockowners in the whole of the distant have found graw I thmk . ]d
2618. There is a difference of opinion amongst witnesses as to whether the New Dngla ct ouM
find room for all the starving stock of the west, even if we built railways out there ^ t“c
New England district could find room for the whole ot the stamng stock The !8.a '
New England last year took a great number of sheep ; 1 could ^ “yjiow many, but it waa our Ration.
2019. Could you give arough guess as to the number of stock senttoEew England la. ty-, .
2620: Do you think it took 1,000,(100 ? I do not suppose it did.
2621. Could it have taken 2,000.000 ? I do not think so. a u • w _;„i,t. nn (o Auuledool
2622. Supposing a railway had been constructed, not only to Collarendabri, but n h g ^
..dittad be.. in . ...iti,. to pom
there, could tbe grass have been found for them ? No. 1 had a ciimeuiTy m miumg f
lot of sbeep I sent there. New England at that time was on its last legs, so iar as the supply ot ^rass
was concerned.
2623. You do not think it could have carried many more ? No. >w their owners as
2524. Can you tell us how it is that the New England runs are not sufficiently stocked by their owners as
to have all this grass to spare ? Now England is a poor country, and C“IJC^P , Darts^of the
paddocks under-stocked, so that the stock may get thc choicest grasses, or the choicest parts ot the
grasses.
2625. They live on inferior grass ? Yes. r
2626. Is that what the sheep from the west get? Ales. if rh,. nnlr thinrr2627. I suppose they are obliged to take that or nothing ? They are glad to get it. It is the on y 0
which has saved, not only myself, but most of the other holders. i will notent ? Yes
2628. Then the western sheep are thankful for the grass which the New England sheep wil ■ •
1 may mention that, on the Cryon run, out of 14,0u0 sheep ess than 1,000 wereef. AYecoudiotget 
them away, aud I had to feed them ou hay and scrub the whole of the way to N arrabrt. I did that without 
very much loss. On the adjoining run-Gorian-out of 56,000 sheep only lo.OOO remained at thc end of

2629 r If ^tliere had^ce^i grass to which to send them, would it have maid to send them if they could have

2630SHow'much does H cStfor sheep to send them to New England and get them back mclu<ting the 
hay aud all transit expenses ? Last year I had 11,800 sheen, whicn travelled for “0f“- -J
shore them, and when they returned to the station tne account were mr.uc up, and I found they had cost
2s. 3d. per head. , . . 9 -rr„_ j.i,„
2631. The shearing expenses would have had to be incurred under any circumstances, les, me
shearing expenses amounted to about yd. per bead. , ,,__
2632. Is the amount you have mentioned a net amount, after allowing for the woo y ^f>,c,Trnol
the twelve months ? No. They cost me 2s. 3d. per head, but I was considerably in pocket from the wool
which I cut. Then I had my sheep to the good. . ,
2633. Had you a better clip than you would have had had you kept tnern at home. Yes, i g ,
investment. ■ oRqA

48—1?
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J.KMaokay. 2634. You saved your sheep at a cost of 2s. 3d. per head ? Yes; allowing for all losses.
4 July, 1900. i ?l,PPos'nb we had railways out to the west which were connected with fodder-growing districts, 

would it bo cheaper to send the sheep to the fodder, or the fodder to the sheep ? I think it would be 
cheaper to send the sheep to tho fodder.
2636. That is, to tho live fodder ? Yes,
2637. 1 suppose you would save all the expense of reaping, harvesting, chafE-cutting, and so on ? Yes. 
it is expensive to feed the stock when you get the fodder out.
2638 Should you have to bring your sheep to the hay on the run ? We should have to cart it about 
and to scatter it about is expensive.
2639. Do yon think it would cost too much to do that? Yes.
2640. A. great deal has been done in that way during the last few years;—can you say bow much ner
annum it has taken to keep a sheep alive by the process of taking the fodder to the sheep? No ; I have 
not gone into the matter.
2641. Have you heard your neighbours say anything about it ? No. I have heard people eay that it 
requires ,1 lb. of hay por day to keep one sheep.
Dwling ?'^Yes*3 t^111 s^ua,ttera at Collarendabri are much better off than the squatters on the

2643. Ho you think that squatters on the Darling could send their sheep to Now England ? No. The
country south of the Marra Creek is practically closed to stock getting off. I could scarcely get them
away from our station at the junction of the Marra. Creek.

Tr°u,are’ ^ PTesumo! always hoping for rain, and you wait too long, and cannot get them away ? Yes. 
ooifo ^“hey could be got away in time by rail, would it pay to send them to the east ? Yes.

ir ’ ^ j 7 can,Jofc 1,6 got awaD 'vil1 i*5 Pa7 to send the fodder to them? 1 think so.
2647. it you had a run west of Eourke you ivoutd, I presume, make an effort to get the fodder to the 
sheep rather than see them die ? Yes. Those who have done that this year have been well paid for their 
trouble Many people did not do it, and they lost their sheep. Those "who saved their sheep have them 
now, and can sell them at high prices.

Toeatiou is, has it cost more than the sheep are worth ? Not in our case. We are very welt satisfied, 
2o4J. xou will remember that in that district they have now had five verv dry vears ? "We have had five 
dry years about Walgett as well. * j *
ock?" lmW°* 'lr0U ilave Be-n grcen grass time ? Yes ; but we have had no lambs.
2651. Not for five years ? "\V e have had none for the last two years, and of the lambs which were dropped 
three years ago, only a small percentage pulled through. We have had three bad years,
2652. W ould it pay to feed the sheep for three bad years running ? 1 have practically been feedin*1 them.
oe-oVev 4°’,?° t™ years. I have moved them about to places where 1 could rout Iced.
26u3. lour policy is to keep your sheep alive if possible? Yes. -
2654. And if you could do it in no other way, you would go to the expense of almost the value of tho 
sheep by bringing feed to them to keep them alive ? Certainly ; in fact, it is the only salvation wc have. 
7. m C/iajrn«z».] Can you give any idea of the value of the railway to that district from the point of 
view ot the frozen meat trade;—would the presence of a railway in that district, and in connection with 
that trade, have the effect of adding to the carrying capacity of your run? Do you mean bv vour 

would it help ue if we had n frozen depdtafc Walgett. ^ *
2856. You can look at the matter in that light if you wish ? Undoubtedly it would help us. Thc carriage 
on^tho dead carcases would bo cheaper, and there wpuld be a better return all round. ’ D
2057._ Would it give you a chance of carrying more stock iu a good year than you would care to risk 
carrying llow Yes, it would do that. That is why the Aberdeen works have been so beneficial to us 011 
the plains, yve know that they can deal with so many sheep, and they are not put on thc Svdney 
market. It is really a sort of insurance to us. " « v
2658. Would the construction oi a railway to Walgett enable you, taking one year with another, to carry 
more sheep than you do at present? Yes. If there were a frozen depot at'Walgett, we could get th"e 
sheep away to it. Now, by tlie time wc get sheep to railway communication, they lose so much in 
condition that they are not fit for freezing.
-659. Ilaie you any Turther statement to make ? I should like to see thc railway on thc south side of 
the Namoi for more reasons than one. The Stock Boards, through the Government, are spending £9,000 
on a rabbit-proof fence. I have always considered that if a railway went through that scrub, we should, 
to a large extent get rid of the marsupials, and deal with the prickly pear pest effectually. That scrub’ 
^vith itg dogs and rabbits, is a menace to us, Tho £9,000 would bo thrown awav if only an ordinary fence 
is put up. Jf a railway line were constructed, the caretakers on tho railway could look after the rabbit- 
proof fence, and the result would be beneficial to the whole of tho northern side of the Namoi Hiver. 
J he dogs which come in there kill enough sheep to almost pav, in the course of a few years for the 
construction of a railway. " ' j >
2600 Mr. Shrpherd.] Have you used the scrub, to any largo extent, for feeding sheep? Yes ; we have 
been ieliing scrub now for two years.
2661. ^jiat description of scrub have you generallv used? Belar, myall, buneree, and urab, There are
several different kinds ; some are better than others ; but it is not a very satisfactory way of feeding. It 
is better to shift your sheep if there is any possible means of getting them away. "
2662. Do you find the myall very good? Yes; if you can get it with plenty of water.
2663. What plan baie you adopuid in cutting the scrub? VVe have lopped it. It is necessary to leave a
branch or two so as to leave ihe vitality iu the tree. Jf a invall tree gets past a certain ago and is 
lopped.it is almost aure to die. " "
2664. After lopping a myall tree, have you found that tbe branches shoot out again in tho following 
season ? Yes; if you leave a green branch or two. You can lop all the branches off some kinds of trees 
See-14' ,VI s^uot ^ agflhi, hut the myall is a tree the whole of the branches of which yon must not cut! 
-66o. Are not many of the trees cut down to within 2 feel: G inches of the ground ? STes. In that case 
they can never get ahead again. It should be prevented. The only way m which the stock were got 
along the stock routes last year was by lopping the timber. If the people cut the trees down, they are 
done for. If we do not get a railway constructed in that district, and another drought is experienced, all

- tho sheep must die, because they cannot he got away. We have just about cut out everythinm 
2666. I suppose the whole of the scrub on many of the runs has been destroyed ? Yes. °

2667.
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2667. And the myall 1b dying out rapidly ? Tes. The myall is a tree which only lives for about forty • • ^.ac ^ 
years. On every station there should be tracts of myall fenced in, to enable the young trees to grow. iqck).
They could he used as horse-paddocks for tho time.
2666. Do you think some plan could be adopted for the purpose of nursing the myall ? I am personally 
adopting a plan of nursing it.
2669. Would it not be a good plan, on different runs, to surround 8 or 10 acres of myall by means of a 
good wire-netting? Yes; I have been doing it even on tbe Breeza Plain. I have several plantations 
there fenced in with barbed wire.
2670. And healthy young myall trees will stand lopping ? Yes; and they will give an annual crop.
2671. I have noticed on some of tho runs that lopping has been carried out; but tbe squatters, as a rule,
say it is too cipensivc ? It is not, if they will only look further ahead. I should have lost a lot of 
valuable sheep this year if X had not lopped tbe myall in years gone by. _ .
2672. Js it usual for tho squatters to meet and discuss these matters P They do meet privately at times, 
but of late they have not been able to keep any ground idle—thc ground has to be worked up to Ihe hilt.
It is a pity we have no legislation dealing with the saving of fodder plants. _ _
2676, Are you aware whether any attempt has been made to plant the kurrajong ? It does not suit m 
our part of the country'. The kurrajong requires gravelly ridges. > _
2674. I suppose that in places where the myall scrub is pretty plentiful thc sheep can be kept in good
condition during a bad season ? Yes. ,
2675. Mr. Watson.] When you made an estimate of the amount it would take to feed sheep, had you in 
mind what the cost of the hay would be at the place you were thinking of? TV ben I was feeding my 
sheep I was paying £7 per ton for hay delivered from Narrabri.

John Bissett Urodie, station manager, Boolcarrol, sworn, and further examined:—
2676. Mr. Watson.] I understand you desire to supplement your previous evidence, more particularly in j. B. Brodie.
connection with thc removal of stock ? Yes; I am living on Boolcarrol station, about 30 miles from x——
Narrabri. When the 1S98 drought commenced we shifted sheep in November. We trained about 19 •
32,000 or 33,000 of them to New England. After we bad got tbe larger portion of them away we sent
a number along the Moree.Road to G-Jon Innes, where rain had fallen. We had about 60,000 sheep away 
altogether during that drought. The sbeep left in November of 1S9S, and the last of them arrived back 
in September of 1S99. We have also trucked about 30,000 sheep to Eew England this year. We 
started sending them in February, and .about 8,000 were roaded to Gien Times. Most of these sheep arc 
there now. We have started during the last three weeks to bring them back. _
2677. I suppose that since the late rains set in you have got some herbage ? Yes ; sufficient to enable 
us to start tlie sheep home. Of course, we were feeding some of the stud sheep at home.
2678. Do you think you saved money by trucking those which yon sent awnv ? Yes, We had 60,003
sheep on the run, and if wo had not got them away we should not have had 10,000 leit. Some ot tho runs 
west of ours had a similar number. They did not, however, send them away, and they lost from 80 to 90 
per cent, of them. ^
2679. Did you experience any didiculty in getting them to the railway from Boolcarrol? We used to
send a waggon of hay witli every lot. Of course, a number of the weaker animals died on the road. Wo 
gave them about a pound of hay each iu the trucking yards before they were trucked. We did not lose 
many in the trucks. .
2680. Where did you detrain them ? We detrained most of them last year at Walcha-road. This year 
we put them out at Walcha-road, tlaugotblan, and Ben Lomond—wherever we could get paddocks. _
2681. Did you experience any difficulty in getting grass? We had to knock about a good deal to get it.
Of course, we had to stock very heavily—about two sheep to the acre. The feed was rough, but it kept 
the sheep alive.
2632. It has been suggested that the amount of grass available, even in New England, for sheep from tho 
western district is a limited quality, and that even if railways were constructed into the western country 
people would not be able to obtain grass in New England ? Of course, the grass in New England is 
limited, but a number of stock could be got away to the Manning, the Macleay, and the coast country 
generally, as well. The grass there would be sufficient to keep sheep alive. During the 1897 drought wc 
had to seud a lot of bullocks to Casino, and I believe that sheep would do well there when the west was 
in a drought-stricken state. .
2683. A long dry period out west is usually accompanied by a dry period at New England ? There is no
doubt that when we are catching a drought there is usually one at New England. At the same time, the 
period during which wo are suffering is the best period in New England. _
2684. .Assuming that the people west trained their sheep to Glen Innes, do you think they could then 
travel by mad towards the coastal districts, which might be held as a further reserve for sheep during a 
dry period ? Yes. Of course, if there were tremendous lots of stock ou the road the grass would 
give out; but there is a great growth of rough grass—not very good—which would enable them to get 
down. The Queensland people are now training their sheep as fast as they can to tbeir coast country.
Their coast country is not so good as ours, because they have a frightful grass-seed—the spear grass— 
which we do not hud iu New South "Wales.
2685. I understand that your firm has another station some distance beyond Collarendabri? Yes; 30
miles beyond. _
2686. What is your experience there ? We lost one-half of our sheep there. We wore cutting scrub 
for a long time, but slill the losses were great. There were no lambs, and we lost 50 per cent, of the sheep.
2637. Were they too far out to attempt to bring them to New England? Yes; we could not have .. .
got them in.
2688. How near would a railway, in the western country, require to be to pastoralists to enable them to 
get stock away ? I would not be afraid of travelling even pretty weak sheep a distance of 100 miles, so _ •
long as I coufd get feed for them. If we had fodder stacked on the route, so that every 10 or 12 miles '
we could give them a pound or two, we could easily travel them 100 miles.
2089. Tho ordinary traffic in produce of that far western country is comparatively limited ;—you would 
require a large area to give traffic to a line ; therefore, we cannot construct railways very close together 
I should like to know what you consider a fair distance from which a line might attract traffic or assist 
people, under those circumstances ? If people are within a [distance of 40 or 50 miles from a railway 
there is not much to complain of. 2690.
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. i wo had Milways in that country 100 miles apart it would be a fair thing ? X think so.
4 July, 1900. . / va*e.J°* further information to offer ? 1 only wish to state that the produce of the stations

mnr™- +"Ct *1 i havonbeea goes from Newcastle to England. Newcastle is the most
9PQ9 TT * p0rt’ wo ]lave always looked upon London as ihe best market.
„ 1 i !/°t ^0tl,Ced 'Viy mclil^>on recently on the part of pastoralists to take advantage of Sydnev
SLtlnn + 1 t,hml7 le>VlrC ^ 1 S01Ty they did not seH here last year. 1 think railways out west will
they knew formerly13 0t ^ traf C' ■PeoPie liriow more abo!lt; tbe ]'elief country in the present day than

2693. Do you think the disposition to take advantage of the relief country will be greater each vear ? I 
do not think pastoralists will hesitate about it at all. XVe travelled portion of our sheep in 1898 and 1899, 
and also during the drought of this year, to Narrabri, and then trucked them from there. The railway
hrmTfT al 0"rf;d a d,“t>.uut of 50 Per cent, on the starving stock sent awav, and of 7o ner cent, when 
brought home. It would have cost us £30,000 to liave replaced our sheep if we had not taken them away.

an ^°U ^ne 11 Mi?11 es*ITna*;e as to what they did cost vou ? Of course, everything depends on the 
fmm w-7 T-Tk i{he railJu,a}r1e1hargeS come to about 7d. or Sd. per head—that" is, for trucking them 
ner i r ^ ^ ToU can ke0P tllom 0)1 Now England for about 3d. per month

+i P’. C Ud'7 the IooklIln after of them, or about £10 per momh for every 1,000. People are Inckv
fahnulf] ^ "k gra-SB country during times of drought, jf the sheep are away for a whole vear, J 
should imagine that they will cost from 3s. to Is. each. * * ' ' •

7s “SaiMt that you have the wool which they grow P Yes, and the lambs. Wc feed n lot of sheep 
fnr . ? ; b“mihere 18 ll0t ^Uch lu,fecd!ng shceP on hay. A. ton of hay will keep about seven sbeep alive 
HUi ‘\eak Ve^ 1 of hay per day. It hardly pavs to feed flock sheep on hay if there is
TmriLt0,! r °ag d7US^' ■?llrJTn,glit!!e biS drouSht our hay, which we bought oarlv, cost us about £4 
f, a ?U dehrerfd at P0^carruh ft Walgett w'ere connected with New England, you would find that there 
thafdJrtnct 8 ^ WeStera cou,ltlT in drought time, would absorb all tbe spare grass of

2696. £>•. Garran.] If there were a line of railway from Narrabri to Collarendabri, tlie fat sbeep would, 
1 suppose, be put m the tracks at Collarendabri ? Yes.
rf?'™ l!'°r n"kV+maTly ?nont;lls 7 a ycar wo'ild that trade last ? In a good season it would last all through 
tne year, lhat country would be m the same position as Warrah and Breeza, where they keep their 
stock almost to tne end of the winter. * 1

the trade1ft'ould bo » Pretty continuous one? 1 think so. There is nothing to 
ocati rr i- radfi belQH as Q0°d as that on the Moree line. The countrv is similar,

'" j jk' lue.wP!,e °lin®ti,uctcd to Collarendabri, would tliere be any immediate urgency for its extension 
beyond that point ? I think tho people would expect it to go furthcr-to Aimledool.
c^vIL1 SUPP°S® lfc w<>ald be a Peat bell> to the squatters in the north-west if such an extension were
S Si £r ..od", “old “ s''“‘ 1‘C'1' ,0 SD‘ t0 tl"> 1>“»‘

97ni‘ If gQu/d SfaS raST* ^ C°Uld ?rnd fllt 8tocl1 awaf a11 year round ? Yes, with a railway.
*keP}ler/[‘} Jf tho travelling stock routes were properly managed, would the result not be of 

advantage to squatters in moving their stock P In times of drought the stock routes get like the runs.
(J™ t tbo. stock are returning home, and there is any quantity of feed for them ; but in
times ot drought the routes get bare. * i • ’
owl' Ar? n0t th° S4.t0rCk ^0JUta, aS a rtllei nnMrly trcated hy squatters ? Some are. As long as the 

are7ft few.ed eeJ?arately mucl1 damage cannot be done. It must be remembered that 
he sheep have to travel 0 miles a day. 1 question whether you can improve on the present system.

J.7U4. is it not a fact that, m some instances, the squatters rent the stock routes from the Government? 
iney are ail rented.
of ^Lcnlnnv ^ S°y ougllt,t? be entirely uaed for travelling stock ? The main stock routes

k h start ,frT°? the Queensland border, and go down the frontages of the large rivers to the 
o-n? mk b0rder’ ‘T1 d d°1not Eee. bow the Government could resume them?
tri 9° mk bt - 0 0?1«ma.1 lnteiitiou was that the travelling stock routes'were to afford feed for
^ra^ht^et^fn npn^lbere m1?cb trouble in removing stock in good seasons.' As soon, however, as 
urouaht sets m people put their sheep on reserves or anywhere else, in order to save them.

TRUSS.!)AT, 5 JILLY. 1900.
present: — 

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK. 
The Hon. Patiuck Lixbesat Chawfoud Siiephehp.
The Hon. Solomon Hkubeiit Him si.

John McEahlane.

Esq. (Cii.uuman).
John Chutstian Watson, Esq. 
Hohert Henry- Levien, Esq. 

Esq.

Tlie Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hail way from Narrabri to
AValgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Eobert Edward Jones, M.I.C.E., Histrict Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public AVorks,
and examined:—

sworn.

RM1 JcT’ Yes7' CJiairman^ Have you bad an opportunity of exploring tbo country between Narrabri and AValgett ?

57uN 1900 vm8' n°CS tbT rePort which you published in 1891 include a description of thc proposed railway? 
7‘ rJUU* Virtually so. I made the following reportsI r j

Narrabri West, i-ia north side of Namoi, to near Walgett; length, 112 miles ; estimated cost, £422,700.
W„mniT1 Pmilin a^ere“ce "Pthf flwme from that last dealt with is that this runs on the opposite or northern side of the 
7 “,, ' .Crosslng the nver at Gurleigh Point, fj miles from Narrabri, it ia proposed to make use of the firm sandy ridges 
which exist much of the way to the Barwon J he terminus suggested is at Eurie Eurie, 10 miles north of Walgett.

This line passes over ground leas liable to inundation than on the south side of river. It also serves a larger area
?i£w^»lgik°Untrt ’ anfA "?U1‘- be V,?t,bm t-‘my a^GSa fl,om raiiga ''ln<i Wcc Waa, the latter more especially. It also 
passes through thc centre o£ exteusiA-e settlemeat on Plan Creek aud Jcws? Lagoon* ^ ^
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B. E. Janet, 
M.I.C.E.A lino to Moroe, if made via the travelling stock reserve, would utilise the’river bridge and 20 miles of construction 

of this scheme. A considerable amount of competition would, however, exist between both linos.
Having fullv discussed the direct nroiect to AValgctt, the question arises: Will tins line,

obtain such increased traffic as to warrant the exclusion of the (fcOMmbje Md Bar^ 0 Jh1?' 190°-
tion? No more Queensland wool is obtained by this scheme than any of the others to Vt ulgett, and theie is a p y

terminates at a better crossing ««t|ie Barwou than Walget t 
should an extension to Queensland be ever desired, but I think any connection with the sister Colony will be made rathe
at Coondiwiudi or Mungindi. _

No survey has been made of the Enrie Kurie scheme.

Narrabri West, via Collarendabri, to Angledool: length, 17G miles ; estimated cost, £077,oOO.
No survey has been made of this scheme, which appears to he put forward to attract traffic from Queensland rather

than pre05pnsed Moreo Hne at Boggy Creek, 34 miles from Narrabri proceeds, via Bunna
holdings, to Collarendabri, on the Banvon, at U)S miles; then by way of Gamhalale and tlle abanf ”c^
to the great Warramhool, which might he crossed at about 2!) miles from Angledool, the point of t^I^n“s; „ At
miles from Narrabri. The great difficulty upon this line is the amount of country passed through l*16
the time of my visit 1 had ample evidence of the 1S90 flood to warrant mo m assorting that th s f f
costly to construct, esiiecially near Collarendabri, where, from the position of the crossing of the Thotob* Gioek,
an ana-branch of the Barwon, and the last-named river, one continuous bridge will be needed, same 'n“®® I"
this case there can be no following the surface. The above-mentioned channels must be bridged at a .safe height, with easy
graded approaches, necessitating a great length of flood opeuincs. i,„,i„ „f in flood-
B Between Collarendabri and Angledool the great Warrambool, which carries a tremendous body of ''■^■erinfloo 
time, must be crossed. And when it is found that a length of quite 40 miles o what is known as the c
flooded last year, it will give some idea of the country to lie passed through. I believe about 250,000 wth a
considerable number of horses and cattle, were lost between the Queens and Border and \\ algett dunng the '890, lo^j

Overlooking for the moment the question of costly construction, how will this line serve the districts of this Colony
asking Jor^radway^eoimiiunication^ ^ ^ ghow that thig scheme ;s the least useful of all those put forward to give access 
to the north-west. Ckionamhle and Coonabarab ran would be entirely shut out; \\ algett would make very little s 
such a line, as it is scarcely likely traffic would be hauled north by road to go south by rail. wn„IH use the

No doubt a few stations west of Qoodcoga—not within the trafficable sphere of aline to ^4algett—uouid use 
Angledool railway, but their wool is already obtain wl cither at By rock or Bourke, and therefore Ilt‘1«
be received by the State. Possibly Queensland might furnish some additional traffic m the shape of stock and wool veiy
much of the good country extending from Angledool to St. George and >"**'« ^c^aLd
Australian Pastoral Co., whose wool, is not sent to Brisbane, will be obtained m Now South Wales stations the incicased 
freight for extra mileage to Angledool being no great sum. Should it be determined to construct a me to Slot ee it w oul.l 
branch off from this railway at Boggy Creek. Both lines, however, would be m competition lor a large amount of traffic

««,•<
north-western district in the best manner. It also passes over purely gracing country, where perinanent water is obtained 
at little expense. Cue bore on the Dumumbral run I may mention is 2,400 feet deep. Several others hat e been attcinp 
with great success. In this case to get to the Queensland Border appears to be of paramount importance altho g so tai 
as I can discover little extra traffic will be obtained thereby, and it is quite certain if the northern 
country in this neighbourhood of St. George, Coodooga, and Angledool of sufficient importance to uannnt railway
communications such will he furnished. i n iuTiwirpniirEPO—Respecting any through line to Queensland, I do not think Angledool—where there is a network of watercourses
is the most suitable junction point.
2700. Can you tell us whether a direct line from Moree to Mungindi would have to cross much Hooded 
country ? "Tes, it would, cross the watercourse country.
2710. What would be the best way to reach Mungindi from the north-western country so as to avoid the 
watercourse country ? It is rather difficult to tell. You would have to cross a lot or flooded country 
from which ever point you started. Of course, a shorter distance would be from Moree; and although 
there is a lot of flood country, there are not many streams to cross, with defined channels.
2711. I understand you favour the Moree-Mungindi connection to aline going out via Collarendabri lea.
2712. Do you think that that country would be well served by a line from Narrabri to \Valgett and
another from Moree to Mungindiwould they each be sufficiently apart to draw traffic? 1 do not think 
so. I do not think both lines would be warranted. The one now before the Committee would servo a 
greater scope of country, because the Queensland Border is so close on the northern side ot ie me 
from Moree to Mungindi that it would have little traffic on that side to gain. . __r .
2713. The survey which you made on the northern side of the river crosses the ISamoi closer to
iNarrabri than the present one ? Yes. . , ^
2714. Do you think the importance of Wee Waais such as to justify the crossing of the river turther
on? Ido. I was there in February last, and'it has gone ahead very much. ,
2715. Mr. Watson.] The present proposal involves, not only a railway to \v algett but a branch to 
Collarendabri, which has the effect of leaving a rather small piece of country between the two prongs ot 
the fork, if I mav so lem it;—do you think that that country is such, even allowing for the area from 
which tho termini would draw traffic, that it would justify two lines of railway being constructed, 1 
hardly think so, especially with the existence of a line to Coonamble south of Walgett.
271G. That will take a certain amount of traflic away from the Walgett end ? les. *
2717. If you had the opportunity of constructing one only of the two suggested lines, which would you 
prefer to construct? A line near to Collarendabri —not into Collarendabri. There is increasing 
settlement in that part of the country, and Collarendabri itself ie a growing place. It would get 
traffic from Gundabluie, Mogil, and Angledool, which is GO miles from Collarendabri, whereas it is /G
miles from Walgett. ' . _ 1T , , . ,
2718. With regard to any of the South Queensland traffic which might come to Collarendabri, do you 
think it would also go to Walgett if only one line were constructed ? Yes ; of course, it would have a 
greater road haulage. I may add that two bores have been successfully put down, since I made my 
report, on the 60-mile tract towards Collarendabri, one at Moongulla, and one at Dungle Ridge.
2719. Supposing a line were taken to Collarendabri, and none to Walgett. would that not leave a rather
large tract of country without access to it, or a way of getting from it? Yes ; but we must not ignore 
the existence of the Brewarrina rnihvav on the one side. It is all pastoral country. _
2720. What, in your opinion, is the distance within which it would be safe to construct railways in
pastoral country;—how nearly parallel might they go ? In the case of such large holdings as there are 
in the Western Division, I should say 40 miles. ,
2721. That would mean 80 miles between two lines? Yes; I may mention that the holdings are very
large. Eren the homestead leases there are over 10,000 acres. It is not close settlement. 2722,
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,T0U ot,,sr P°'nt along the proposed line from which it would
serve a lot of C1 ^“^arcmdaljn. hio; aline from AVoolabra would be shorter; but it would not 
l~ZL a,“rt settlement on Plan Creek, and would leave out Wee Waa
2724! liom WnorLmtryLberJqU:alj fJuitable foT mabinS a ™lway ? I think so.
what on the (mlimJVA.! o’ mc be considerably shortened ? 5Tes ; but it would encroach some-
to the country 13 'C °n ^oree bnei an(l therefore would not bring much additional revenue

FEIDAY, 6 JUZT, 1000.
^rcsmt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawporb Shepiieru. 

the Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Eon .tori' Henry Levi ion, Esq. 
John McFarlanii, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Narrabri to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

„ D ^ ^ Bobert Darvall Barton, grazier, Burren, sworn, and further examined:—
, - a _ y°u an ^oa °f Ihe character of the country bounded on the south by a
eQyTim ! ® S' Ln+pBtLWarrin,a ^ yalSeltJ and stretching north of that lino to the Queensland Bordercan

there fr0.m ^ w™ld bc faetiei by the construction of a railway from Walgett, if
dabri on Hip rm ®1’®war'rjna ^ country you are referring to is from Brewarrina to Collaren-
other mans von win de' ,vate7°ur«e—the Narren-is marked on the map ; but if you look at
fint n Tn T 1 ptthe^ ”® T1,ere ia the Condamine, which starts in Queensland. Its
no Hp li I >ul8°a’ dlen tl,e Bine- ^en the Bokhara, and then the Barwon. The Narren runs

wWaw’-R t,,0.C011J1.*rJ:18 a s'vamr fl'om that lake into Brewarrina. The Bokhara runs in some-
cnmitrv wpsf j 'v ^°-11S ^at° f-keek—and the Culgoa goes further down Wilcannia way. The
OOP frmntl <>\i'°^dven<^\n 18 very good for grazing purposes; but the present road which is‘used is
man Tf oof dlrftlon .?f AiigleHool towards Collarendabri. The head of the Narren is shown on the
Ceni-crp in p ^ ’111 ^(,0(b‘tllne! ^t the Condamine. Tlie Condamine, when it passes the St.
monthf’i,! Sf p 116 U!p1oa- dt ]H called the Culgoa right down to the most northern branch of the four
p ,i nv " ^;Lrron breaks out first, then the Bokhara, then the Birie, aud then the
round bv t Bie/°untry north of Brewarrina-north of the Culgoa towards St. George, and
for PnHll Mun^nu]i ts first-class grazing country for stock. In olden times it was considered only fit
h ,« no”! ’ip * n°'V "’e haVe.fhcCp aJ1 ovcr ib Tlie road at present used from Collarendabri to Angledool
the reVw i n 68 °? (a^thing to makc d impassable. It is a very good road. A fter that you get upon
times in1 t ’ rd ‘h®.mattcr where you go, is more or less difficult to travel over in wet
lik^v 'S ^ traffic ^ ^ north and west of the Narren will be more
Brewarrinf the Lodarendab^ tban to Brewarrina. for the simple reason that, from that country to
CuHoa mo an morl 8iand t- cou,ltry betweei1 the Narrc^ Bokhara, the Birie, and the
tnugoa ai-e all more or less subject to flood.
Btu'riiigLm P^TeT " WlU n0t t!'at “ three'rlver” country make a barrier between Collarendabri and

o-oq A'hCin everyfbing oaEt of ihofe rivers might go to Collarendabri ? Yes.
9790 And everything west might find an easier road to Bourke ? Yes
I cmitil is hariw’itiC™1/ make a boundary for the drainage of the railway ? Yes. What
CollamnlXi H ffiC w°m aLth0a? rJiVer8’ rJsbt up to tbe the Condamine in Queensland, will go to 
north of rol/^p^ 1th W0° fn:’'n Mld Me- Fisher's largo stations south of St. George, and
27‘tO IS'f"!; COm[! ria Collarendabri, to tbe Narrabri railway station. B
cmTrap Boes fhc Mungindi traffic come that way in preference'to going to Moree? Of
porrion wouMcome f ^eilr f g0t the traffic to ^oree. 1 have no doubt that the Mungindi 
to t ’aver.c ThprP , ^: tbero «a good dcal o£ difbcult country between Mungindi and Moreo
dabri -uhI M^pp i nAg0°d „o£ ^cod country, for railway purposes, between Moree and Collaren-

' ri°n|<”a,■ ’h8 “tur!‘150™ for tko tol!5c "'"uld b“!rm th‘

?r\G«rlan^ Angledool is the natural terminus of the line to Collarendabri ? Yea 
9„q £nd tilat ^'ould sweep a fair share of the South Queensland traffic ? Yes, under federation

Supposing a railway WOre made to Collarendabri, would the Angledool traffic go to it? Yes ■ it
t0 11 O “ ta- Aneldool toC.ijarenlabri,

'2\^}Jdr) rfr01^ SuPP“in,B a terminus were at Walgett, and another at Collarendabri would the 
^5 Wouldt Htm ,7w 7 t0 rk6 i0l ^lla-dab- than for Walgett ? I should think T
give them a little nn^ITh f ’ at Co31areudilbri> fairlJ eetre the Angledool people ? It would
^ j“l " “0t “ 8”d • t0'’d " tl“> "Uch i. drie.,

SteSfif-* "P“ “ “ r0“ W,"t “'“S ? Y“' 1'>“! ““Tr i. noorly .11 occupirf, p«l

SS-" gsa wSgltt oT“n°»“ri„fI” iZ is

1 ^
tlvi oL,?artai'r Are thcr° aay ridges between the three rivers ? No, it is all low country.
2739. CAatwrmB.] Can we regard the Narren Biver, which flows into the Narren Lake as being the
ptTw7 kietween ?r Spiert ofTlndllCTee of the Brewarrina railway on the one band, and the Collar-

2741,‘ r 1 lter° a r0:1 bfu'Tn ibe Nar“en and the Bokhara ? In flood-time it is 30 miles wide.
2741. JV here is the Goodooga trade likely to go to ? By way of Angledool to Collarendabri. 2742.
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2742. To go from Goodooga to Biewamna you would Iiavo to cross many ivatercoursos and mucli flooded Barton,
country ? You would have to cross the Xarren. ffi"T*''"iqnn
2743. Could you get from Goodooga to Brewarrina between tlie Bokhara and the barren ? Yes. u ‘
2744. But you think the trade is likely to go, on account of the better road, from Goodooga to Collar- 
endabri or Walgett? Yes. If a railway were at Collarendabri, and another at Brewarrina, the traffic 
would go to Collarendabri.
2745. Supposing a railway were at Brewarrina and not at Collarendabri ? Then it would probably go 
into "Walgett.
2746. Chairman,] What is your opinion of a northern or north-western extension from Moree? I think 
that would be a very expensive line to construct, Moree is on the Meehi itself, and the Big Biver 
branches a little to the east of Moree, and comes round on the north. Then it breaks out into what is 
called the Big Biver watercourse. It splits into several watercourses; in fact, it is a big swamp, with 
ridges all through it.
2747. Taking the sphere of influence of the railway station at Brewarrina, and another at Collarendabri, 
which would include the better quality of pastoral land ? The larger area, including Queensland, would 
be around Collarendabri. I take it that the traffic near Barringun would be more likely to go to Collar
endabri than to Brewarrina.
274S. Is the country traversed by those three rivers often impassable ? During the last six or seven 
years it has been very dry. Of course, in wet weather it would be almost impassable.
2749. Is that country now covered with sheep or with cattle ? With sheep. There is always sufficient 
dry ground upon which to keep sheep during the wet weather.
2750. Then they do not get foot-rot ? No; there is a lot of lime in the water. Sometimes they feed
with water half-way up their backs. Even if the country is perfectly bare when the flood comes down, 
the grass grows quickly. "
2751. Is it a kind of rush, or real grass p It is a kind of rush.
2752. Chairman.] We should have much safer and easier country for the construction of a railway by 
going north-west from Collarendabri than by going north from Brewarrina ? Much easier.
2753. Supposing we went north-east from Brewarrina, would the country bo easier? No; that is bad 
country as well. The Narran Lake is very shallow, and when it overflows it covers a great deal of country.
2754. Dr. O-arran.] So far as you see, there are only two extensions to the Queensland border possible— 
one from Collarendabri to Angledool, and one from Bourke to Barringun ? Yes. 1 do not know anything 
about the country to Barringun as I have not been there.
2755. Would there be enough traffic at .Angledool to pay for an extension from Collarendabri ? I think 
so. The line would bc a cheap one, There would bc no cutting and no bridges. When you get to 
Angledool, on the Narran, you are in the centre of the best country.
2756. Supposing we only made the lino from Narrabri to tbe junction of the Burren do you think it 
would be sufficiently long to pay;—would it fetch the trade from Collarendabri? Yes. Of course the 
present traffic from Collarendabri does not come along the route through which the proposed railway 
would run ; it comes more to the east.
2757. Do you think the traffic would leave, tbe road to come to Burren ? I am sure it would.
2758. Looking at the importance of keeping down all unnecessary outlay, would it answer all practical 
purposes for Collarendabri and the country bej’ond it, to stop 10 miles short at the point marked A on the 
map ? If I were one of a syndicate running the railway I would stop (here.
2759
Yes.

Such a railway would practically answer all purposes for the Collarendabri and Angledool people ?

2760. Do you know the country between Woolabra and Collarendabri ? Yes. ’
2761. Is not that drier country than that between Narrabri and Collarendabri? No; the route from 
Narrabri to Collarendabri is drier than the route from Woolabra to Collarendabri.
2762. Is there not some bad country between Wee Waa-and Burren ? Very little. AtWeeWaa, of 
course, we have the river, and there is a little flooded country on either side of it, but from there to 
beyond Burren the country is good,
2763. Then you would not call it a bad line for any part? No.
2764. Do you favour the Northern line from Narrabri, missing Weo Waa, or tbe Southern Hne going 
through it? The shorter line would be to Wee Waa, and iE there were no engineering difficulties, I 
think it would be best to go via Wee Waa. I have heard that it would cost as much to take the lino 
along the north side as to cross at Wee "Waa.
2765. Supposing, instead of making the fork line, which is marked on the map, we only go to Collaren
dabri, and do not take a branch to Walgett, would the Walgett trade then go into Burren ? It would go 
to Collarendabri. It is only 40 miles from Collarendabri to Walgett, and 60 miles to Burren. It is a 
bettor road from Walgett to Collarendabri than from Walgett to Burren.
2766. Supposing we connect Narrabri with Collarendabri, and Coonamble with Walgett, would not such 
connection give the district every opportunity of being connected, if it required it, with the western 
country ? It would. I lived twelve years near to Coonamble, and I know the country between Walgett 
and Coonamble. It is all good country on both sides of the river. Within 10 or 16 miles of Walgett the 
country is flooded.
2767. And if the railway went to within that 16 miles it would be quite sufficient for Walgett? Yes.
2768. I suppose there is no need to connect with the river? No.
2769. Mr. Watson.] From whichever side you approach Walgett you will have flooded country ? Yes.
2770. (Supposing aline is taken from Narrabri to Walgett, as proposed, how far would you go before you 
got into the centre of the flooded country, as compared with approaching Walgett from the south ? It 
would he about the same distance.
2771. Dr. Garran.] Do you know anything of the country between Woolabra and Bingara ? Yes.
2772. "Would a line from Woolabra towards Inverell have been practicable ? It would have to go through
very rough country. '
2773. When the li ne was made from Moree to Inverell it was partly with the idea that the Inverell 
farmers would have an outlet for produce to the westif we lake a line from Collarendabri to Narrabri 
they will have to go all the way to Moree. then down to Narrabri again, and then on to Collarendabri, 
making a considerable detour;—do you think that will stand in the way of the produce traffic to the 
west? No ; it will always follow the railway. Of course, there would be a good deal of haulage.

2774.
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R, D. Barton. 2774. Would the producers be able to compete with those lower down—about Werris Creek ? I do not 
fiTT^^ioori the7 cou'(i compete with farmers anywhere on the Lower Hunter.
6 « 7,190 . 2775. If we had had a railway to Collarendabri for the last four years, would the squatters there hare 

largely imported produce for their stock? Yes. Numbers of teams loaded with fodder have gone out 
there during the last few weeks. They are loaded principally with chaff. It is, of course, more difficult 
to carry hay than chaff. That is the reason we always get chaff. We can load G or 7 tons of chaff in 
bags, whereas G or 7 tons of hay is very cumbersome to carry.
277G. Would a railway in dry seasons be of great service to the squatters ? Yes, it would save thousands 
of sheep.
2777, Do yon know anything about sending away starving stock to tbe east ? Yes.
2778, Has it paid you ? Yes. ”
277!). Do you think tbe eastern country was fully stocked with starving stock this year ? I should say 
not. ' '
2780. Some of the witnesses have said that a larger number could have been taken others have said 
that it has taken nearly all it will hold ? I sent 12,000 sheeo to one particular place.
2781. Would the place have carried another 12,000 ? No. The 12.000 I took away lived, aud of 14,000 
which I left on the station I lost 7,000.
2782. If you had only left 7,009 behind, you could have kept them in good condition ? I could have 
kept them alive.
2783. Without imported fodder ? Yes ; I cut down brush.
2784. Have you spoilt the brush for the future ? Yes, it is ail gone. My experience of the brush is 
that it is not nourishing food. I may say that I have brought a great deal of forage from Narrabri to 
Burren. a distance of Go miles.
2785. What would it cost to carry it by road from Narrabri to your run ? Over £2 a ton. If vve had 
had a railway the cost would have been under 10s. a ton. I bought the forage at Tamworth, Maitland, 
and other places. It cost me about £2 a ton, delivered in Narrabri, and about £5 a ton delivered at 
Burren,
2786. Then it is cheaper to take the sheep to the east, and get the grass, if you can do it ? Yes, If I
could have taken my sheep straight to Muswellbrook or anywhere on the Hunter, and had even hired a 
yard for them, and had bought hay for them at £110s. a ton, I could have kept them alive for far less 
money. ”
2787. If you cannot feed them on live fodder, it is cheaper to take them to the Hunter and feed them on 
dead fodder than it is to bring the fodder to them ? Yes.
2788. Have you ever tried making hay on your run ? Yes.
2789. How does it answer ? Very well.
2790. What sort of grass did you cut ? The herbage grass—natural trefoil. It makes a good hay. 
We keep it in stacks. This year I intend to have stacks all over the run, and to collect fodder for hay,
2791. Bor how many years will a stack of hay keep good? I cannot say, as 1 have not tried it. I made 
it last year, and two years previously, and on both occasions it turned out very well indeed.
2792. Did it keep sweet for two years? Yes ; of course the outside of the stacks get dusty.
2793. How long would you have to keep your land closed off from stock, to enable the hay to grow ?
You would not require to keep them off at all. ,
2794. Would the hay grow whilst the sheep were running? Yes ; it grows as ihick as possible. If you 
put 10,000 sheep into a 20,000-acrc paddock, they will not go over a quarter of it.
2795. How long would the hay be growing ? It would start about July, and you must have it all cut
before the end of October, or it will be dead. "
2790. On the whole, you think a line from Narrabri to Collarendabri would pay in a few years’ time? 1 
think so ; I have heard it said that tlie Commissioners expect a loss of £13,000 per annum on tlie two 
lines. Personally, however, 1 would not mind having a share in the loss, if there were one line.
2797. Mr. Watson.] Supposing you were a private speculator, wliich of the two lines would you prefer 
to make first ? The line to Collarendabri, because there would be a greater area of country to drain to 
that place than there would be to Walgett.
2798. Dr. Oa?-ran.] Is it bad country from Moree to Boggabilla? It is good country as far as the soil 
is concerned, but it is flooded.
2799. J/r. Watson.] It was stated in evidence at Newcastle that a route could be got from Moree to 
Mungindi, which would not have a good deal of flooded country along it, by keeping to the north of the 
watercourse shown on the map ;—do you think that could he done ? Yes; but I think there would be a 
good deal of difficulty in getting out of Moree itself.
2800. Chairman.] Where do you usually send your wool ? To Sydney.
2801. Mr. Shapktird.] I suppose there is very little timber in that direction ? Yery little indeed.
2802. Mr. MeFarlann.] If your property were in the Walgett district, which do you think would bo the 
most suitable railway connection for you ? 1 do not think it would matter much to the residents, so long 
as they got a railway near. I should always go for the shortest haulage.
2803. Is there much in the contention that the Narrabri connection will give the producers two markets 

Sydney and Newcastle? The connection with the Northern line would be much better for getting
fodder, because the Hunter Biver supplies such a large quantity. At the same time the fodder can ho 
supplied from the Western line probably as cheaply as it can from the Hunter.
2804. Is there much direct shipment of wool from tho north-west, via Newcastle ? I am not sure. I do 
not-think anything near one-half of the wool which comes down is shipped.
2805. To -which market is tho fat stock principally sent ? To Homebush.
2806. Witnesses have stated that the Maitland sales absorb a good portion of stock from the north and 
north-west ? They do take a portion, but I cannot say what business is done.
2807. Would it be au additional argument in favour of tho Narrabri connection that it would give access 
to the Maitland market ? I suppose it would.
2808. In the event of wool sales being re-established at Newcastle, do you think they would prove of 
material convenience to the wool growers of the north and north-west ? I suppose they would if their 
financial agents have branch stores there.
2809. .' Suppose a good deal would depend on whether the prices obtained at Newcastle equalled those 
obtained at Sydney ? Yes. If the buyers came there no doubt the sales would be carried on.

2810.
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2810. M/', Sheplterd-I Do }fou think it would bo possible to cultivate black plain soil if there were an R. D. Burton, 
abundance of water ? ]f you have abundance of water you can do anything.
2811. I understand that the Eureka bore gives as much water as any in the country. If other bores 
wore sunk in the neighbourhood, do you think it would he possible for the producers to grow enough 
fodder for themselves without relying on Newcastle ? Yes. I think if they store the natural grasses they 
will be able to do without the Hunter Valley,
2812. I suppose natural grasses, with irrigation, could bc kept all through tbe summer ? Yes. 1 may 
mention that there is an irrigation farm between Eurio Eurie and Walgett which 1 think does very well.

Charles Einnie, grazier, Spring Eidgo, near Q.tiirindi, sworn, and examined:—
2813. Mr. McFttrlaiie.'] I understand you have a knowledge of tho Walgett district? Yes; I own

q ' property there.
2814. Would you like to make a statement as to your knowledge of the district iu connection with the 
proposed lines ? My experience of the Walgett district extends over a period of eight years, being about 
12 miles up the river towards Collarendabri from Walgett, Tho capacity of tbe country with which lam ® 
acquainted, with the frontage to the river, Itaketo be between 12,0U0 and 14,000 sheep lo 30,000 acres— 
that is, about 21 acres to the sheep. That is on the Barwon; at Wurrawadin, on tho western bank of 
the river. A deal of the country is subject to floods. The whole of the property on tho river is highly 
fattening, and is capable of great improvement by tho axe being used upon tho timber. One of the draw
backs to a small holder, like myself, and smaller holders who hold only one homestead—a block of 10,000 
acres—is ihat, although small numbers of our stock will become fat, we are too far away at present to 
send 200 or 500 sheep to the Sydney market. The cost of droving 130 miles to Narrabri, and a longer 
distance to Mudgee, to which place I have sent fat stock, is too much for the small holders. As I have 
stated, it is highly fattening country, and at times I have turned off mobs of 2,000 sheep, which have 
realised top values at Elemington.
2815. The small holders suffer more from the want of a railway than do the larger holders? Yes; they 
are at a disadvantage.

► 2816. Are there many small holders in the district ? There are a number. .
2817. How would the rest of the country compare with the property you have described? The country 
to the east of the Barwon Biver would he of a higher carrying capacity than mine, which is on the west 
of the river. It improves as you go towards the east.
2818. It is the same class of country ? My country has more timber upon it than would be found to the 
east of the river, A.s regards Walgett, I myself would prefer the connection via Narrabri, because, upon 
mileage rates, stock and produce of any kind would be no worse off as regards the cost of getting it to 
Sydney. I understand that the distance Irom Walgett, via Coonamble to Sydney, and the distance from 
Walgett, via Newcastle to Sydney, is about the same ; whereas, for heavy prodm-e, such as wool, it would 
save 100 miles of rail carriage by shipping at Newcastle. Bor this reason X would favour a connection 
with Narrabri, and that connection 1 would prefer ria IBHiga.
2810. Not the proposed route via Wee Waa? No.
2820. Do you know the route as proposed from Narrabri to Walgett through Wee Waa 1 Yes : I know 
both routes—north and south. '

« 2821. Would a line through Pilliga possess any advantages as compared with tlie other ? I think it would
be safer country in time of flood.
2822. Is not tlie land on tbe south side of the Namoi from Narrabri West, high country ? I should say 
Ho~cerlainly between Wee Waa and Narrabri, and, I believe, also between Pilliga and Wee Waa. '
2823. Would not the Walgett to Pilliga route be a longer one? Slightly,
2824. _Where do you ship your wool ? Sometimes I have shipped it to Loudon from Newcastle, and 
sometimes I have sold it in Sydney.
2325, Where would your fat sheep bo sent to? They would have tho alternative market of Maitland, 
which is a very good one, without being at more serious expense. They would also have the Sydney 
market, which, I understand, would be 13 miles longer than going via Newcastle. They would have two . 
markets by tbe junction at Narrabri, *
2826. Is much fat stock from the north ami north-west sent fo the Maitland market? Bair quantities,
2827. YV ould the proposed line enable station holders to send their slieep to more favoured county? I 
am confident it would. There are large areas in the higher table-lands, which, under ordinary 
circumstances, would not be suitable to turn sheep upon ; but in times of drought they would carry the

i, stock well. To my knowledge, country which was looked upon as thoroughly unhealthy, has, during the
last two years, been turning off fat sheep and cattle. '
2828. Is it mostly to the New England district fo wliich stock are sent in times of drought? New 
England would take the hulk of them. It is a very extensive district, and overlapping New England 
would he the eastern fall, which, in dry seasons, would take a large number of sheep. During the last - 
five years the eastern fall has practically been unexploited. They did not exhaust the higher country on the 
table-land, and in tbe vicinity of Kentucky, Wale ha-, Glen Innes, and other places.
2823. Have you had experience in removing starving stock in time of drought from the Walgett district?
Yes. I have had to do it during the last two years! *
2830. Did you remove to New England ? No ; to properties I have near Boggabri, Quirindi, and Spring 
Eidge.
2831. Has there been any difficulty in getting country for starving stock? 1 should say that the New
England country has not been availed of to its fullest extent. -
2832. With the probability, in the event of the proposed railways being constructed, of a largely increased 
number of sheep in tlie district of wliich wc are speaking, do you think there would be sufficient country

K to carry, in times of drought, tbe extra starving stock which would be removed ? New England would
carry such a proportion that the balance left would have a much better chance. Although it might not 
pay the stock-owners to shift their stock about, still, if they had the accommodation offered them in the 
shape of a railway line, they would do it in the hope that they would be able to get their stock back again 
before long. Although they might he losers by the transaction, it would be a gain to the country, 
because the productiveness of the sheep would still belong to the Colony, although lost to the individual.
Erom a State point of view, I should say it would he a great inducement to construct these lines, to save 
the country's main asset.

48—Q
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C. Binnie. 2S33. Uo you know the country on the eastern elopes of New England ? Tes ; a quantity of it. I hare 
had stock there in times of drought.

u y’ ■ 2834. Do you think that country would he suitable for carrying sheep removed from the drought-stricken 
district? In exceptionally dry times it would.
2835. So that, in the event of the New England district being over-taxed, additional areas would be 
available there ? Tes.
283(5. It 1ms been stated rliat if the routes were good people would travel fat stock a considerable 
distance rather than take the train at'Walgett? As a sheep-breeder, and one who has highly fattening 
properties, I would not travel my sheep a yard further than the nearest railway, for one reason alone— 
the burrs upon the reserves would so deteriorate the fleeces that the extra gain would very soon be lost. 
2237. It has been stated in evidence that a large area of good country to the west would largely contribute 
to the proposed railway ? That is good country. In that basin of country surrounding'Walgett we have 
one of the heaviest wool-growing countries that I know of. My stock upon Walgett, even when there is 
very little feed in sight, get into wonderful condition, and give heavier fleeces than the stock on the 
Liverpool Plains, which are up to their bellies in feed.
283S. Do you think the traffic which would be opened up, in the event of the two lines being constructed, 
together with the existing 1 raffle, and the probability of considerable contributions coming from the 
north-west and north, would enable both lines to pay ? T am rather of opinion that one line would rob 
the other.
2839. In view of that, which would you suggest should ho constructed? I should say-—taking the 
country as a basin—that the line to Walgett would serve the bigger portion of the basin, and would serve 
country more populated.
2840. Do you think that the Crown lands available and within easy reach of the proposed line would 
be taken np if thrown open for settlement ? Every acre.
2841. Are the Crown lands in the locality of similar character to the country you have described ? Per 
many miles surrounding Walgett they' are. At Pilliga and Wee Waa you get into a heavy forest country, 
which at the present time is, for stock purposes, unavailable; but there is country which wmuld be suitable 
for agriculture.
2842. Where ? Tho country between Pilliga and Wee Waa, towards Baradine.
2843. Dr. Garran^ Is the country between Narrabri and Walgett as fattening as the country beyond 
Pilliga ? Yes ; to the north of the river. It is similar soil and similar herbage.
2844. Is it more flooded or subject to flood ? All that country is very similar in that respect.
2845. After the country has been flooded, is the grass all the richer for it, or is it poorer ? Eieher, as a 
rule. That would follow it the floods came without the frosts. A. flood would do no good in the early 
winter time if it were followed by heavy frosts. A flood in the spring-time or during the summer benefits 
ns greatly. Tbe growth is then very rapid.
2848. Do you know whether the grass which grows slowly is more nutritious than that which grows 
quickly? Erom my experience, I should say that it is the reverse.
2847. Quick-growing grass is tlie most succulent herbage; ? When the sun sweetens it,
2SfS. Is tho country to the north of tho red line—Narrabri to AValgett—as good as the country to the 
south of it? Better ; there is a space south of the suggested line which would be of the same character, 
with little variation.
2849. The line from Narrabri to Walgett would go through the centre of a rich belt of pastoral country ? 
Tes.
2850. Why do you prefer the Pilliga line going through a forest country? I think it would be the safer 
in wet seasons.
2S51. But we want a railway to produce? Yes; but there is a large area south of the line which is at 
present unproductive. The country to the north of the Namoi would, for the most part, be productive of 
wool and fat stock only ; but the other country is excellent agricultural country. The country to the south 
of tho Namoi, between Pilliga and Narrabri, is at present heavy forest country, and carries little stock; 
hut there are very large areas'of that which would be excellent for wheat-growing if it were cleared.
2852. It often happens that the timber country, when cleared, makes good wheat country? Asa rule 
the beat—particularly pine country.
2853. A line from Narrabri to Collarendabri would also go through the heart of good country ? All good
country from a pastoral point of view. -
2854. Do you think, if that railway were constructed, and the properties were subdivided, they would 
produce more fat stock than arc produced on large runs ? I do not think it would alter the numbers of 
the stock. There arc, however, a number of s:uall holders along the suggested route, and in the vicinity 
of it, as well as west and east of the Barwon, whom it would help ; and there would be a larger number 
of fat stock coming to the Sydney market if a line were available for them.

. 2855. Will subdividing result iu more fat stock being raised ? I should thinir so. Subdivision alone will
increase the carrying capacity.
2850. Has it not often happened that when a considerable portion of a run has been taken away the 
squatter has kept as many sheep upon it as he did before ? Yes, by improving bis holding.

' 2857. What is the limit of subdivision for pastoral purposes in that district? 1,500 acres.
2858. Air. if yam.] Is that without agriculture ? Yes.
2859. Dr. Garran.'] I understand that moat of the flooded counlrv* was, years ago, cattle country ?
Yes. _ - -
28GU. It would still fatten cattle, I suppose, but it is more profitable to fatten sheep ? Yes ; the number 
of cattle at present are very few.
2861. If a line be made, and the country bo well subdivided, will there be a larger population than there 
is now ? Yes.
2862. And naturally there would be more railway traffic ? Yes.
2863. And you think the actual productiveness of the country will he increased ? Yes.
2864. Do you think there is a reasonable probability of a line to Walgett or Collarendabri paying within 
the next five or ten years ? I cannot express au opinion, because 1 know nothing about the railway 
freights ; but the railway would undoubtedly increase the productiveness of the district.
28(55. At any rate, a railway would liu-ilitnte the keeping alive of sheep in dry weather ? Yes.
286(5. And it would facilitate the sending of fat stock away in good weather? Yes,
2867. And it would bc an immense gain to the squatters beyond Collarendabri, and make it safer for them 
to occupy their runs ? Yes. 2868.
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2868. Chairman.'] Do you think there is sufficient country tn tlie north-west to give lines both to 
Collarendabri and "Walgett a fair amount of traffic ? I do not thmk there is sufficient settlcinciitjat the 
present time out there to justify both places having a railway line.
2869. Mr. Xavien.] Which route do you favour—from Narrabri West or from Narrabri East? The 
route along the south side of tho river.
2870. Mr. Shtipherd.] Do you think that a line to Collarendabri would be more likely to draw the 
Queensland traffic than a line to Walgett? I think not.
2871. Collarendabri would be nearer in the Border? Yes,nearer by 50 miles to the direct Border; but 
the traffic Walgett would lose, and which would come In Collarendabri, would either go to Moree, on the 
one hand, or Brewarrina, on ihe other.

C. Binnie,
o j^iy^mo.

f.

TUESDAY, 10 JULY. 1900.
■{dreamt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Es<j. (Chairman).

The lion. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Gar it an, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

,1OITN CURISTTAN WiTSON, Bag, 
Hodert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFaulane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kail way from Narrabri to 
Walgett, with branch to 'Collarendabri.

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor, “ Statistical Year Bonks,” Government Statistician's Department,
sworn, and examined ;—

28/2. Chairman.] Have you prepared tho usual statistical returns in regard to the proposed line from W. H. Hall. 
Narrabri to Walgett? Yes. , A—>
2873. "Will you kindly indicate the limits within which you have taken these statistics ? I have taken 10 July> 19W. 
them at a distance of 20 miles on each side of the proposed line, but extending out to Angledool, and 
southerly including Wee Waa and Pilliga.
2874. Do you include any part of Narrabri P No.
2873. Will you give the estimates of population? Tlie estimate of population on the proposed railway 
from Narrabri to Walgett is 6,240. ^
2876. What is tho estimated population on the proposed branch from Burren to Collarendabri ? There 
would be 2.060 persons affected; but part of these would be included in the estimate for the railway 
from Narrabri to Walgett. Angledool, Collarendabri, and Mogil Mogil would be included, and the only 
one not affected would be Mungindi. It seemed to me that Mungindi would be outside the influence of 
the line, and would be more directly conned ed with Moree
2877. The country between Mungindi and Moree is not easily passable ? There is a lot of water-course 
country between ihe two places. "
2878. W bat other population return have you brought ? 1 was asked to prepare a statement in regard ■ 
to a probable line from Coonamble to Walgett, The population on that route would bc 3,030.
2879. Does that estimate include Coonamble? No.
2880. Perhaps you will be good enough to read the details of the estimates of population? The returns 
1 have prepared read as follows :—

Estimates of Population.

Locality. 
Angledool ... 
Burren 
Collarendabri 
Come-by-Chanee
Goodooga ... 
Mogil Mogil 
Pilliga ...
Walgett ...
Weo Waa ...

Proposed Railway from Narrabri to Walgett.
Estimated Population.

... 330

... 460

... 900

... 210

... 490

... 210
.. 980

... 1,950

... 710

Total .......................... ... 6,240

Locality. 
Angledool ... 
Collarendabri 
Mogil Mogil 
Mungindi ...

Proposed Railway from Burren to Collarendabri.
Estimated Population.

... 330

... 900

... 210

... 620

Total ... ... ... 2,060

Locality,
Corinda ..,
Come-by-Chancc 
G-oodooga ...
Walgett ...

Proposer Railway from Coonamble to Walgett.
Estimated Population.

... 380 ■

... 210 '
.. 490
- 1,930 =£113

Total 3,(i30
2881.
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W. H. Hall. 

loTuh^WOO.
2SS1. Have you prepared any agricultural and pastoral statistics in regard lo the 
Narrabri to Walgett ? Yes; the return is as follov, s

Aoricl'i.tcral and Pastoral Statistics.

proposed railway from

Proposed Kailway from Xarrabri to Walgett.
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acres. acres. Ini'Oiete. acres. bu<hels. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres, acres. acres No. No No. No. No
f 1S?16 IS 1 1 13 3,212 S3 2,659 28:1,291 55

1S97 14 14 1,081 47 1,873 220.892 76Angledool.................... -( 1893 2rj 11 2 12 3,032 1,302 247,373 47
1899 10 11 5 969 1.142 242,593 84

1 1W0 2e 20 309 C3 871} 146,701 29
| 18% Gi 22 I’ailure. 3 Failure. 9 *23 5 797 234 1,429 207.500 97„ \ mr % 3 Failure. 7(i 2 13 0 sio 101 1,377 194,486 127

Burren .......................... .r 1893 72 1 .» 4 (i 40 5 1 1 1 10 *> 7;ii 129 1,064 193,740 57) 1S99 120 99 10 20 650 207 526 82,420 0j
\ li»0 104 91 10 3 594 165 S74 161,274 61

■ 1890 3 1 2 1.129 30 1,71:1 359,352 4
J DsV7 30 r, IPO 14 rt F 2 4 1.210 229 1,254 313,610 6

CoUarendabri .............. f 1893 fih 47 O 1 1,050 254 1,003 271,715 S3
i 1399 783 7,»). ci 069 08 621 170,367 56

19(H) SSJ 33 r.j 021 70 1.398 103,214 50
i 189U

Comc-by-Chance ISOS " [
1 1S90 190 ISO 4 425 130 387 41.072 56i is KM) ]-2'i .... l 121 1 3 413 98 :m 87,109 67i 1890 fi2 1 30 30 15 1.077 219 3.913 241,064 ISO

1897 70 .. | 51 19 1,008 ISO 2,917 210,03*2 160C JGoodoo^n .......................J 1893 89 . 67 1 3 9 1 1 1 0 997 255 1,943 208,015 196
1 189D 72 5l)V 21» 717 151 1.603 214,525 388i 1900 TS ■ 02 11 OH 91 480 120,253 71
i 1S9C Cl 2 8 1 1 1 1 799 1,534 189,173 29

1S97 i;> 12 1 1 1 724 11 1,391 184,625 34
Mogil Mogil.................. - ISOS 13 i:i 1 2 593 1,199 137,132 33

1S99 23 _____ i 20 3 5 SO 1,023 106,849 22l 1900 J5 12 3 399 1,201 7S.6SO 22
1 1390 nl) *> Failure. 40 3 1,040 24 8,069 S2l,76S 127

1397 78 7 Failure. 57 11 1,607 12 3,425 847,092 67
I’llliSO .......................... A 189S 14S 6 45 131 2 HI 1,512 5,440 316,346 63

1899 200 194^ 31 m 14 2,045 202,043 66
l 1900 mi 1614 ft 971 2,593 180,806 (Kii 1890 118 1 ,61 23 6 2 2 2 4 26 1,808 5;.7 0,017 i>*8,800 203

189/ 127 4 Failure. to 7 11 1 29 2,342 441 4,304 620,489 383
W slgett ...................... J ISOS 134 103 10 21 1,958 30 4.032 553,959 103
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'i 1900 6211 82 390 ■iijFaihipe, uij Bf 1 5 Si :i.v 10 1,2.>2 450 2,432 195.768 179

2SS2. Have you also prepared agricultural and pastoral statistics in regard to the proposed railway from 
Barren to Collarendabri ? Yes ; tbe return is as follows :—

ACKiei’f.TDHAI. AND PASTORAL STATISTICS.

Proposed Railway from Burren to OoUarend.iliri.
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( 18% 15 .. 1 1 13 1.212 S3 2,r>9 253,201 55
t 18')“ 14 .. 14 ■1,081 47 1,873 220,83ft

Angledool .............................................. •; 1893 25 .. 11 0 12 1.032 l.;i02 ^47,37:1 47
1S99 16 ,, 11 a 069 1,142 242.508 34

V 1900 2H j 26 309 23 370 146,761 20
( 3806 3 1 n 1,1*29 30 1,715 359,352 4
1 1S!)7 30 5 ino 14 y, 2 4 1,210 329 1,254 313,640 0

Collarendabri .. .......................■> ISOS 55 47 rt 1 5 1,0 SO 254 1.1M>S 271,710 83
1 1800 TSi 724 669 OS 624 170,367 56
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( ISM 0 1 -2 8 1 1 1 1 799 1.5:44 189.178 29
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) 1899 93 23 1,078 144 1,244 221.258 86{ 1900 37 IMS ** S70 150 1,307 141,311 60
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2S83. AY ill you read the agricultural and pastoral statistics you have prepared in regard to the proposed 
railway irom Coonamble to AValgett ? The return reads as follows

AOKICULTtTfcAli AND I’ASTOHAL SI'ATTSTICV-!,

W. H. Hall. 
loXl^lOW).
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20 20 1.209' 414 1,319 31 181)0 20.', .. 770 201 010 101.409 5
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The Hon. Patrick Linbesat Crawford Shepherd. 

Tho Hon. Andrew G-arkan, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hr am.

WEDNESDAY, 11 JULY, 1900. 
frrsmt:—

AVILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

John Christian AVatson, Esq. 
Kodert Henry Levien, Esq, 
John McFahlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Narrabri to
AValgelt, with a branch to Collarendabri.

G-eorge Charles Teo, Draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Alines and Agriculture, sworn,
and examined.—

2S8-L Chairman.1;, Have you any particulars to furnish respecting the stock in the district that would bo q, c. Yco.
affected by the proposed railway from Narrabri to AValgett ? Yes, and I have a map here showing what
area, I think, will he included in this Narrabri to AValgett part. H ju]v, looo.
2885. That is the area which the proposed line would be supposed to influence? Yes, so far as stock
are concerned. The brown tint on the map shows the Narrabri-AValgett part, and the blue tint shows
the Narrabri-Collaren dabri part.
2880. Will you give the statistics in regard to cattle and sheep ? Tho return I prepared reads as 
follows:—

Proposed Railway, Narrabri to Walgett,

Number of cattle and sheep within the area shown approximately by brown edging on Map “ A."
A cur. Cattle. Sheep.

December, 189fi   23,200 1,978,088
1897   21,230 1,901,000

„ 1898   17,133 1,538,000
I did not make out tho return for 1899, because the fall in sheep was so great that I thought it would 
not bc a fair year to take.
2887. Do you think that it would be lower than in the previous year? ATes. The number of sheep in 
the Colony in 1898 was 41,000,000, and iu 1899, the number fell to 36,000,000.
2888. AVas the fall due to the drought ? Yes.
2889. AViU you give the statistics as to wool? The number of bales of wool affected in the same area 
was 29,670 in 1896 ; 28,513 in 1897 ; and 23,070 in 1898. There is also a big stock traflic coming iu 
towards Walgett which I have taken out for the same years. In 1896,32,200 cattle came in through AValgett 
from Queensland, and from the country between AValgett, Goodooga and Angledool, on their way to the 
southern and eastern markets
2890. Can you give the figures in regard to both cattle and sheep ? Yes; tho return reads as follows:—

Stock traffic through Walgett.
A oar. Cattle. Sheep.
1896 ................................................ 32,200 560,000
1897 ................................................ 20,000 530,000
1898 ................................................ 35,000 480,000

Of course most of these cattle would come from Queensland. That is all the information I have in 
connection with the railway from Narrabri to AValgett.
2891. Would the return you are about to read re the proposed branch railway from Burren to Collaren
dabri include any of the district from yvhieh you have just given the statistics? Yes; tho northern 
part of it, ' 2892.
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G. C. 5Teo. 2802. Could you give a separate return also, say, if both lines were constructed? I did not work it out 
wa^' ^ ^em individually. By the map you will see how much they overlap.

HJny, 2803. Will you now read the statistics relating to the proposed railway from Narrabri, tu'a Burren, to 
Collarendabri? The return I have prepared reads as follows :—

Proposed Nah.wat, Narrabri, via Burkes’, to ConLARENDAiiui.

Number of cattle and sheep within the area shown approximately by blue edging on Map “ A.”
Year. Cattle. Slieep.

December, 1896 ......................... 19,388 1,212,896
)) 1897 ......................... 17,000 1,106,000
i ) 1898 ......................... 14,000 980,000

Y ear.
Nmnbar of Bales of Wool.

Bales.
1896 18,180 -
1897 ,,, , ,, . , , , 16,590
189S 14,700

S#oc/i.* irrtjfic through Collarendabri.
Year. Cattle. Slieep.

1S9G ... ......................... 31,200 254,000
1897 ... ......................... 14,500 250,000
1898 ... ......................... 0,500 240,000

2894. Has the decrease in sheep in both districts—in Walgett and Collarendabri—been equal to the 
decrease in other parts of the Colony or greater in proportion during the last three years ? I did not 
work it out; but as the drought fell pretty well all over the Colony I should say it would be.
289-3. Have you any personal knowledge of the district ? None whatever. _
2896. You could not give any information respecting the districts ? No ; nothing further than supplying 
the statistics which we take from the returns that wc get every year from our inspectors in the districts.
2897. Could you give any information as to the destination of the cattle and sheep passing through
Walgett and Collarendabri? They are all working over for the Hunter Biver market or for Homebush. 
They may be coming in on to fattening country with a view to ultimately arriving at those markets. 
They may he coming in as stores from Queensland. _ __
2898. Are there many stores which come in from Queensland ? They would bc practically all stores, for
there would not be any fats coming in from out there. • ^
2899. What is the destination of the stores? To all the fattening country on New England or the 
Hunter.
2900. Would tho hulk of the store stock be going in that direction ? Yes. __
2901. You could not give any approximate idea as to tho number of fat stock coming to tho Newcastle 
aud Maitland markets as compared with the number going to Homebush? No.
2902. Hr. Garran.] Do stock entniin at Narrabri at present? 1 could*not say. 1 did not make any 
inquiry in that respect, hut 1 can ascertain it' the information is desired.
2903. Tou see a good deal of stock comes down from Queensland country passing through Walgett and
Collarendabri;—are they making for Narrabri r Mostly. Being stores, they would be making for the 
fattening country throughout New England and the Upper Hunter. ,
2904. We are told that this district between Narrabri and Collarendabri and Walgett is a remarkably
good fattening district—one of the finest in the Colony ? It is. -
2903. If that is so, would fat stock be entrained if this railway were made? They are more likely to be 
trucked than stores are, on account of the freight.
290G. We find very few stores taking the railway at all ? The freights are too high, . _
2907. There would have to lie a good rerluelion in rates before we could get any traflic in stores?
Exactly. . .
2908. Would that pay the railway ? 'That would bo a question for the Commissioners to consider.
2909. You do not know mucli about that? No.

T1LUBSDAY, 19 JULY, 1900.
JJrcscnf:—

WICLIAM THOMAS DICK. Eso. (Chairman-).
The Hon. Patrick LranKSAV Crawford SuEPTiEun. 1 John Christian Watson, Esq.
Tho Hon. Solomon Hekbeut llr.VM. ] Bobert Henry Levien, Esq.

John Me Paulas e. Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway irom Narrabri-to
Walgoft, with branch to Collarendabri. ^

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Deparlment of Railways, sworn, and further examined :—
J. Harper, 2910. Chairman!] You have some new figures to put before the Committee ? 1 have to supplement the
, - a _ explanation which I gave jou in writing on the 27th June, and in winch an error was made in taking out 

19 July, 1900. the figures. I now tender the correct figures to the Committee.
2!)11.
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2911. Will you read tlie return? It is as follows :—
Return of Goods Traffic for year ended 31st May, 1900.

Station from Total weight.
| N&rruhri East and West

Remark1!,

'

Morpeth..................................................
tons.

16,1100 1 2,004 About two-thirds of the traffic came
Darling Harbour .................................... . 12,41)0 . 891 from Sydney, und about one-third
Redfern ................................................. 4,246 j 524 from Newcastle.

Total ........................................ 33,636 | 3,419 | .
Newcastle ............................................... 10,749 1 1,762

1

Grand Total..................... 53,355 ’ 5,181 1

2912. You desire to amend the answers which you gave to several questions? Yes ; I desire to amend 
tlie answer to Question No. 2212 by leaving out these words, “ for instance, in 1898 the quantity of 
general goods sent from Sydney was 19,2138 tons, and that has been increased to 32,000 tons.” I also 
want to excise the answers given to Questions No. 2213, 2217, 2219. and 2220, because they are all really 
contingent on tlie answer given to Question No. 2212.
2913. Do the corrected figures which you have put before the Committee include all articles sent up ? 
Yes.
2914. T suppose you have not a detailed compilation with vou? No.
2915. We wanted to get, if possible, a few items, such as kerosene, beer, and spirits? It would have 
been a very big work to have taken them out separately for the twelve months.
2916. You promised to prepare an estimate of the traffic on a line from Narrabri West to Walgett alone ? 
Yes; it reads as follows:—
Estimate of Tr.vliic for proposed Railway—Xavrabu West to Walgett—and assuming Collarendabri Traffic will truck at 

• Barren.
Goods traflic ....................................................................

Truclis. Tons.
3.922
9,008

Koveuuo.
£2,500

3,467
2,135

Wool ,, .....................................................................
Stock ................................................................................. ... ...

.............. 2,600 12,930 8,102
3,093

£11,195
941

Coaching and mails ............................... ........................

5cs? diversion from Moree line........................................... ................. 450 1,132

11,798Grand Total ..................... ................ 2,150 £10,254
This includes traffic from Collarondabi'i, Angledool, and Queensland districts, wliich amounts to £3,064, and which 

would come in on tlie Collarendabri lino.

2917. Mr. Watson.] But in the event of there being no line to Collarendabri and a line to Walgett, do 
you think it would como in by the Walgett line ? A portion of it would not,
2918. What is the use of putting in this estimate then ? As I explained to the Committee before, I can
not tell where that wool would come in.
2919. If you put in this estimate, and say it is not your estimate, what does it mean? I put it in, saying, 
“ This includes traffic from Collarendabri, Angledool, and Queensland districts, which amounts to 
£3,064.”
2920. The question is whether it will come in at Burren or at Moree ;—is it your opinion that it will ? I 
think probably a portion of it will como into Burren. On the other hand, I think a good deal of it will 
como into Moree.
2921. Taking the Australian Pastoral Company as an illustration, is it not a fact that the road from 
Collarendabri towards Moree is an extremely difficult one, owing to flooding? Yes; but that traffic 
would not come that way.
2922. Which way would it come ? I’Hither north, for their property is further north.
2923. I always understood that the present drift of traffic from Angfedool was through Collarendabri and 
Burren to Narrabriif people now send their wool from Angledool to Narrabri, and not to Moree, is 
it not likely that they will keep to that track when they can get a railway 50 or 60 miles nearer ? As a 
matter of lact, this wool I speak of has gone into Moree ; it has not come by Collarendabri.
2924. The evidence we had at Collarendabri was that practically all the Angledool traffic came on that 
track ?. But that is not Angledool traffic ; it is traffic in Queensland which is further north-east.
2925. Is there nothing you can go upon in forming an estimate as to which would he the more attractive 
to that company—Burren or Moree ? No ; it would be difficult to state. The fact remains that I have 
given the estimate in full. 1 have just passed that remark, from wliich 1 must leave the Committee to 
draw their own deduction.
2926. Chairman.] In answer to Question No, 2226, you state, “ L will produce evidence to show that the
quantity which has been exported from Newcastle has been a constantly decreasing quantity every year ”? 
Yes. I was going to produce the evidence. In 1895 there were 55,890 bales shipped at Newcastle; in 
1896, 53,409 bales ; in 1897, 56,316 bales ; and in 1898, 46,126 bales. *
2927. That docs not agree with the information in the Statistical licffistcr, which says that in 1894-5 
there were 58,436 bales shipped from Newcastle ? Tho figures I have given are for the years 1895-6, 
1896-7, 1897-8, and 1898-9. Me take our seasons differently.
2928. Taking that same period, do you know what the figures are for Sydney ? 1 have the number of 
hales offered, and the number of bales actually received.
2929. Mr. Watson.] Does that include the wool that came by Morpeth to Sydney ? Yes.
2930. Chairman.] Por the 1894-5 season 1 have 58,436 bales ? 1 have not got that quantity. The total
number of hales received at Newcastle in 1895 was 68,142, and of that quantity some was shipped to 
Melbourne, no doubt. That explains the discrepancy in the total. In this return 1 first of all give the 
direct shipments, and then I give the totals in each case. 2931.
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J. Harper. 2931. Tlie point I am leading op to is that in the same period the total reduction in the numher of bales 
s^IPPe<l from Sydney was J.bo.000, the figures being in 1804-5, 697,333 bales: and in 1S08-9, 508,000 

July, taw. fcajeg . £ro[n \ewcastie) 58(4U(j bales were shipped in 18t)l-5, and 47,520 hales in 1808-9I wished
to draw your attention to these figures when L put. Question No. 2220 ? The following are the percentages 
of Northern wool coining to Sydney :—In 1S05. 59 per cent.; 1806, 62 per cent.; in 1897, 64 per cent.: 
and in 1893, 64 per cent., allowing that whilst it had been increasing or stationary during tbe season in 
Sydney, it was not the case in Newcastle. The total falling off during the 1808 season in the number of 
bales of wool which came through tu Sydney was about 2,400—that is, on a total 170,000 bales—and you 
must naturally look for an equal percentage of falling off in what went to Newcastle, because that 
indicates really the falling off in that particular district.
2932. Will you read the return from which you have been quoting ? It is as follows ;—

Wool Traffic from Nortliern Line.

Season, January to T>eectuhur,

[
Total Kunilicr ofbalcs

re<*oivtMj at ,
Newcastle, |

Shiyipcu! direct.
Total Numberoflialc^ 
received at Darling 

Harbour ami 
Morpeth.

Tola! from 
N’ortheni Line,

Pureenlnyc rweiveil 
at 8y«lu( > by rail 

and boat combined.

1895 ...................................................... 68,142 l 63,890 98,772 160,914 69
189G ............................................................. 64,164 63,409 106,007 170,17) 62
1897 ............................................................. 62,646 1 66,316 110,402 173,048 04
1898 ............................................................ 62,099 ■ 46.126 108,488 170,687 64

Four years .......................... SKT.CKSl ‘
i

211,741 423,669 680,720 62

2033, Tou promised to produce further information in connection with lire stock ? I promised to produce 
a return of the live stock which came through to I’lemington and Riverstone in the one ease, and to 
Rarley and Aberdeen in the other. The return gives the comparison and the disposition of the stock.
2934. Will you be good enough to read the return ? I find that it is not amongst my papers. I will 
produce it to-morrow.
2935. Mr. Mcfc'arlane.] Respecting the tonnage which has bcon given in this return at 33,633 tons ;—is
that from iSydncy direct to Narrabri ? No ; that is generally on tbe Northern line. ^
2936. Could you not give us the figures respecting the total tonnage from Sydney direct to Narrabri ? 
To Narrabri East and "West from Darling Harbour, 801 tons ; from Itedfern, 524 tons ; and from Morpetb, 
2,004 tons. That makes a total of 3,419 tons, as against 1,762 tons sent from Newcastle to Narrabri West.
2937. Have you also similar figures relating to the traffic from Narrabri direct to Sydney, and from 
Narrabri direct to Newcastle? 1 have not, so far as tlie stock is concerned, but I will furnish the 
information to the Committee to-morrow.

FRIT)AT, 20 JULY, 1900.
5recent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Hehrert Hyam.

John Christian Watson. Esq. 
Rorert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarland, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of consfructing a line of Railway from
AValgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Narrabri to

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and further examined :
J. Harper. 2938. Chairman^] Have you brought a return of the livestock which come to Fleminglon and Riverstone

a in the one case,’and to Farlev and Aberdeen in the other ? Yes. It reads as follows :—
20 July, 1900. "

New South Walks Railways.

Return of Livestock received at Fleminglon, Riverstone, Farley, and ^Aberdeen, from Narrabri, Moree, Collnrendabri, 
and Walgett District, during the year ended 30th June, 1897 :—

e

Flcmington ........
Riverstone.............

Total

Farley..................
Aberdeen ..........

Total

Cattle. Sheep.

4.008 .

248,542
68,885

■
11,943 317,427

704 26,130
...................... .

85,451

704 111,587

Grand Total 12,647 429,014
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2939. Have you also prepared a return of tlic wool traffic from that district ? Ycb. It reads as 
follows:—

Return showing Number of Rales and Weight of Wool forwarded from Narrahri West daring the Seasons 1897-OS
and 1898-99

J. Harper. 

20Ju!yTl900.

Skat ions to.

1807-DS. 1S9S-D9.

Number of bales. Weight—Tons. Number of bales. Weight—Tods.

Darling Harbour, Liverpool, and Morpeth ..........
Newcastle and West M aitland................................

. Total ............................

24,071
15,124

3,800 21,801
2,612 16,520

3,399
2,732

39,195 6,412 | 38,321 6,131

2940, Have you brought any other returns ? Yes. In my first examination I wms asked, by Hr. Garran 
I think, a question as to the disposition to offer wool in the Sydney market as against shipping it direct. 
For the information of the Committee I have prepared the following return :—

Statement showing Number of Bales of Wool offered for sale in Sydney compared with the arrivals.

Season. Number of Bales 
offered.

Number of Hale* 
actually received.

Percentage offered 
for Sale.

1S95-6 ........................................... 441,137 623,000
Per cent.

71
1896-7 ........................................... 437,284 610,000 72
1897-8 ........................................... 445,000 564,000 79
1898-9 ........................................... 447,517 552,000 81
1899-1900 ..... .................................. 419,000 501,000 84

Note.—Brisbane sales are subsidised by the Government.

TUESDAY, 24. JULY, 1900.
# resent : —

WILLIAM THOMAS LUCK, Esq. (Chairman).

. The Hon. Andrew Garban, LL.D. | John Christian Watson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Narrabn to
Walgett, with branch to Collarendabri.

Charles McDonnell Stuart, Supervising Engineer, Kailway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and further examined:—

2941. Dr. Garran.] Is the proposed line from Woolabra to Collarendabri the driest of all possible c. McD.
routes ? There is not very much difference between it and the line from Narrahri, on the north,side of Stuart, 
the Natnoi. A——v
2942. I am leaving out the eleven miles at the end of the line ; 1 am supposing that we stop at point^ July> itHXt 
A on the map;—is the other part of the line drier between that and Woolabra? It is slightly drier ;
but only slightly drier.
2943. Taking the line from Narrahri to Wee Waa, do we get much flooded country there going south of 
the river? No.
2944. When we got to Wee Waa, have we to cross the water? Yes ; that is troublesome. It is very 
flooded from there until you join the survey on the north side of the Namoi.
2945. What distance is that? About 7 miles of flooded country.
294(3. Would most of that be on piles ? No ; bridges just hero and there at the deepest points, with 
shallow banks. It is not a very deep or strong flood.
2947. Is there any danger of the bridge, or banks being washed away ? No.
2948. Would this alternate hank and bridge work extend over (i or 7 miles ? Yes ; that is the
worst part.
2949. Would you be pretty well ou sound ground until you get to point A. ? No ; only until you get to 
Burrcn ; thence you have 3 miles of flooded country before you get to point A, *
2950. As between Woolabra to point A and Narrahri West to point A, the difference in favour of the
northern route for dryness is not very great ? No; but on the whole I. should say the Woolabra line
is the drier,
2951. For commercial and general traffic purposes, which lino do you think is the better one? I think 
the line from Narrahri.
2952. That is a better conned ion for the railway ? Yes.
2953. Even if it is a little more flooded, that is more than compensated for by its going through better 
country ? Yes.
2954. Is there very much flooded country between Burren mid Walgett.? After you cross Plan Creek 
into Walgett, where we propose slopping a mile and a half from the town, there are some miles of 
flooded country, and it is very deep.
2955. How many miles ? 1 think it is 7 or 8 miles from Euric Eurie.
295(3. How close eati you approach Walgett, coining from the south, without getting into wet country ?
You cannot get very near Walgett 1.1: is not the last piece of flooded land that causes the trouble; 
there are three or four pieces of flooded ground,
2957. 1 moan that to avoid all difficulties in approaching Walgett from the south, how far south would 
you stop ? I would go right into Walgett.

48—E 2958.
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C. McD. 
Stuart.

24 July, 1900.

295S. I want to know how far you would have to stop to get clear of the difficult country ? I do not 
know exactly. It is a troublesome bit of country, but it is not Hooded to anything like the same depth 
as the country between hlurie Eurie and Walgett.
2039. Ts Walgett subject to Hood ? Yes; in a very high flood the main street is under water.
2900. Could you put your railway station anywhere above Hood-level? No, .
2901. If you take a line of railway into Walgett, it must bo submerged ? We would keep it out of the 
flood by raising it 4 feet.
2962. But would not all the approaches be under water? Yes ; in a high flood.
2963. So that practically traffic would be at a standstill'! Yes.
2964. Will Collarendabri fce so bad as that? No; Collarendabri is practically dry ground. It is in 
getting from point A to Collarendabri that you have the greatest difficulty.
2965. Suppose we stop at point A, with a view of ultimately going on to Angledool, would it be better to 
leave that difficulty and face it afterwards, or would it be better to face it at once? That is more a 
political question than an engineering question.
2966. If you stop at point A. what will be the result ? You will have a new town established there.

6/. .And if v ou go on to Angledool, will the centre of population be shifted to Angledool ? Not 
necessarily.
2968. You would not increase the expense by stopping at point A, rather than by going on to Collar
endabri? No. ' - ■
2909. And at point A you will get all the traffic which you would get by going to Collarendabri ? Yes; 
and you would save that expensive 11 miles. ' ’
2970. As between Moroe and Collarendabri;—is it hopeless to think of- a railway line there ? Yes; I
think it is quite hopeless. ’
2971, So that the idea of extending the Inverell-Moree railway due west is out of the question ? Yes. 
29/2. The idea was that Inverell would find its market in the west; now it will have to come down 
south, and then go north-west to Collarendabri;—would not that be a great handicap ? Yes,
2973. So that the idea once entertained is, you think, now out of the question? Yes, unless the Inverell 
people can compete with produce from the Tamworth district.
2974. If we make a railway from Narrahri to Collarendabri, as marked on the plan, and one to Walgett,
doj'ou think we shall serve all requirements of that part of the country ? Yes. *
2975. And the space between the two is not far from either line? It is not.
2976. If we make a line from Narrahri to Collarendabri, and a line from Coonamble to Walgett, we will 
do justice to the district ? I think so.
2977. Would that be a good division ? Yes, a very good division.
29/8. Would all the parts between the two railways be fairlv well served? Yes.
2979. Would any part be more than 40 miles from a station ? No.
2980. And it would open up the best of the district? Yes.
2981. Do you tbiuk that the line which is being made to Brewarriua will take a good deal of the traffic 
that might have come to Walgett? It will certainly take some of it.
2982. Do you think that the line to Brewarriua diminishes the necessity, from the Railway Commissioners’ 
point of view, of going to Walgett ? I would scarcely say so, because the distance from Brewarriua to 
Walgett is so great that I think both parties are fairly entitled to railway communication.
29S3. Do you think there is room for both ? Yes. *
2981. From Coonamble to Walgett, to the point where you meet with the difficulties, is an easy lino ? 
Yes ; it is only on the last 10 miles that there is a difficulty. "
2985. At the end of the line you will be under water unless you build up ? Yes.

[One plan.]

Sj-duey: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer -1900,
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MEMBEHS OE THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

*lhe Honorable Attduev Gakran, LL.D., Vicc-Chairmaii. 
*Tlie Honorable "William; Joseph Tiuckett.

The Honorable Patrick Ltxbesat Chawfohd Shepheed. 

*Thc Honorable Solomojt Herbert Hyam.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

* William Thomas Dick, Esquire, Chairman.
John Chhtstiah Watsos-, Esquire.
Robert Hexky Levies, Esquire.
Jons McFarlase, Esquire.

MEMBERS OE THE SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

The Honorable Patrick Lindesay Crawi-ord Shepherd, Chairman. 
Tim Honorable Solouos Herbert Hyam,

Robert Henry Levies, Esquire.
Jons McFarlase, Esquire.

[*0n 11th June, 1000, The Honorable William Joseph Trickett, having accepted the office of 
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Council, retired from the position of Chairman, and a Member 
of the Committee. Mr. William Thomas Dick, Vice-Chairman, was elected Chairman in the place of 
Mr. Trickett, and The Honorable Andrew Garras was chosen as Vice-Chairman. On 4th July, The 
Honorable Solomos Herbert Hyaii was elected to the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. 
Trickett.1

INDEX.

Report by the Committee.
Report by the Sectional Committee.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM GRENFELL TO WYALONG.

REPORT.

The Parliamentae.x Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Yic. 
No. 6, to whom the consideration of the proposed Railway from Grenfell to 
Wyalong was referred back for further consideration and report, have, after 
due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed railway should be 
carried out, as in their opinion a line from Temora is preferable; and, in 
accordance with the provisions of sub-section (rv), of clause 13, of the Public
Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—

t.n Viu' ’
l f s.

Previous Inquiries. ’

1. Including the present inquiry, the question of railway extension to 
Wyalong has been four times before the Public Works Committee. In 1891 it was 
under consideration as a proposal for the construction of a line from Temora, and 
the Committee reported, that, owing to the uncertainty of the permanence of the 
Wyalong goldfield, the decision upon the proposed railway should, in their opinion, 
be deferred for six months. The following year the proposal to connect with Temora 
was again dealt with by a fresh Committee, and on that occasion the decision was 
against the proposed line, the Committee being of opinion that at that time there was 
no justification for its construction, and that the prospects of Wyalong’s future were 
not such as to lead them to conclude that the railway should be built in anticipation 
of what might be the condition of the goldfield and the district some years hence. 
Last year the present Committee inquired into a proposal for the construction of a 
railway from Grenfell to Wyalong, the line connecting with that now being 
constructed from Koorawatha, and a report was adopted recommending the Grenfell 
route, the resolution on the subject being passed on a division of four votes to three.

The Reference Back to the Committee.

2, On 19th December, 1899, the proposed Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong 
was referred hack to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, the resolution of 
the Assembly being—

“ That the consideration of the Railway from Grenfell to "Wyalong he referred back to the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works for further consideration and report, 
because the matter has not received sufficient consideration.1’

The reason stated in the resolution for sending back the proposal the 
Committee did not consider to be justified, and they, therefore, through their 
chairman, in reply to the letter of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, informing 
them of the passing of the resolution, addressed to the Honorable the Speaker, a 
letter stating that, while recognising the authority of the Assembly to refer the 

' matter

J



matter "back, and agreeing to reconsider the matter, they respectfully took exception 
to the reason assigned for such reference, and drew attention to their report and the 
evidence and plans attached thereto, which afforded ample proof that the proposed 
railway received very full consideration in all its bearings.

Euuthek. Consideration of the Proposed Uailway.

3. In the further consideration given to the matter by the Committee, it was 
thought to be unnecessary to take further - evidence, unless on some points not 
already put forward, but advisable that those members of the Committee who had not 
been over the route of the proposed line, and that from Temora to Wyalong, should 
have the opportunity to do so. It was considered that the evidence taken in the 
last inquiry was very complete, that the further examination of witnesses would 
prolong the investigation without resulting in anything useful, and that the 
only procedure likely to assist the Committee was the further inspection of the 
route by those of the Committee not personally acquainted with it. The whole of 
the evidence given in the inquiry of 1899, it was agreed, should be regarded as 
evidence in the present inquiry, and Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Levien, and Mr. McParlane 
were appointed a Sectional Committee to make a further inspection with reference 
to the proposed railway. The inspection by the Sectional Committee was delayed 
•by the state of the roads consequent upon the wet weather, and, as at this time a 
vacancy occurred in the representation of the Legislative Council on the Committee, 
it was thought advisable to postpone the inspection until the vacancy was filled, so 
that the newly elected member might be added to the Sectional Committee.

Sectional Committee's Visit.

4. On 20th July the Sectional Committee, to which Mr. Hyam had been 
added, left Sydney for Temora, it having been decided that their further inspection 
should commence, at that towh, by proceeding along the alternative route from 
Temora to Wyalong, and from there travelling over the proposed route from 
Grenfell to Wyalong; and their report is published with this one. They were able, 
not only to inspect both the routes, but to see much of the country through which 
they run, and, though they did not examine any witnesses, they gave the residents 
of the districts interested in the railway full opportunity to put before them any 
information likely to assist them in acquiring a thorough knowledge of the results 
that would follow the construction of the proposed railway, whether from Grenfell 
or from Temora. As the resolution under which they were appointed did not direct 
them to do more than further inspect the proposed and the alternative route for 
the railway, they did not, in their report, make any recommendation. They were 
of opinion that they should inform the full Committee of the nature of their 
proceedings from the time of their leaving Sydney to that of their return, and 
postpone an expression of their views as to the better of the two routes until the 
matter should come before the full Committee for consideration.

Explanation of the Voting.

5. The report of the Sectional Committee was submitted on the 27th ultimo, 
and on the 1st instant the Committee came to a decision in regard to the proposed 
work, by passing a resolution that it is not expedient the line to Wyalong 
should be constructed from Grenfell, as, in their opinion, a line from Temora is 
preferable. As in the preceding inquiry, the division is four to three, but the position 
is reversed, the majority now being in favour of the extension from Temora. Eive 
of the members of the Committee voting in the division took part in the inquiry of 
last year, and voted in the present further inquiry as they did previously, two 
favouring the Grenfell route and three that from Temora; but of the two new 
members appointed since the date of the last inquiry, one voted for the Grenfell 
connection while the other supported that from Temora. This increased the 
number of votes in favour of the Temora route, as shown in the division of last year, 
from three to four, and decreased that in favour of the route from Grenfell from four 
to three.

Reasons
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Reasons foe Supporting the Route prom Temora to Wyalong.

6. The four members of the Committee who supported the Temora connection 
urged in favour of their view the following reasons:—

(1) It is considerably shorter than the route from Grenfell to Wyalong.
(2) It will cost £46,000 less.
(3) It will serve a larger population.
(4) It will open up a larger area of land suitable for close agricultural 

settlement.
(6) It will serve the mineral area around Reefton and Barmedman.
(6) It will preserve existing trade relations.
(7) It will allow the residents of the districts affected an opportunity of trading 

indifferently with either Sydney or Melbourne.
(8) It will facilitate the transfer of stock in times of drought from the west to 

the high country about Gundagai and Tumut.

Resolution passed.

7* The following extract from the Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings shows 
the resolution passed, and gives the details of the voting:—

“ Mr. Shepherd moved,—‘That in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed 
Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong, as referred back to the Committee by the Legislative 
Assembly, for further consideration and report, be carried out.'

“ Mr. McFarlane seconded the motion.
“ Mr. Levien moved,—‘That the motion be amended by inserting the word ‘not’ before the 

word ‘ expedient.’
“The amendment was passed on the following division, upon the question ‘that the word 

proposed to he inserted he so inserted’:—
Ayes, 4.

Mr. Dick,
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Levien.

“ Mr. Levien moved,—‘That the motion he further- amended by the addition of the following 
words :—‘ as, in the opinion of the Committee, a line from Temora to Wyalong is preferable.’

“ The amendment was passed on the following division, upon the question ‘ That the words 
proposed to be added be so added ’:—

Noes, 3.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Dr. Garran,
Mr. McFarlane.

Ayes, 4. 
Mr. Dick, 
Mr. Hyam, 
Mr. Watson, 
Mr. Levien.

Noes, 3.
Mr, Shepherd, 
Dr. Garran,
Mr. McFarlane.

“ The motion, as amended, was passed on the following division:—
Ayes, 6.

Mr. Dick,
Mr, Shepherd, 
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson, 
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McFarlane.

Noes, 1. 
Dr. Garran,”

W. T. DICK,
Cb airman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 7 August, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

RAILWAY FROM GRENFELL TO WYALONG.

REPORT.

The Sectional Committee appointed, to make a further inspection with reference to 
the proposed. Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong, left Sydney by mail train at 9-20 
p.m. on Friday, 20th July, for Temora, it having been decided that the inspection 
should commence at that town, by proceeding along the alternative route from 
Temora to Wyalong, and from there travelling over the proposed route from Grenfell 
to Wvalong.

On the motion of Mr. Levien, seconded by Mr. McFarlane, the Hon. P. L. C. 
Shepherd, M.L.C., was appointed Chairman.

Temora was reached at 9'15 a.m. on Saturday, and, in the interests of the 
Temora-Wyalong route, the Sectional Committee were met by the Mayor, the 
Secretary, and a number of the members of the Temora Railway League, and others 
of the townspeople. .

At 10'30 a.m., accompanied by the Secretary and some of the members of 
the Railway League, the Sectional Committee left Temora for Wyalong, via 
Reefton and Barmedman. Travelling by way of the Buck Creek and Trungley- 
road, as far as the Trungley Hall, they saw a fair proportion of the land under 
cultivation up to that point; and then branching off to Reefton, they arrived at 
that mining township at 12,30 p.m., and were met by a number of the townspeople 
and members of the local Railway League. Barmedman was reached at a quarter- 
past 2 p.m,, and after a stay of an hour, during which the mining resources and 
progress of the town and district were explained, the journey was continued to 
Wyalong, where the Sectional Committee arrived at 7‘25 p.m.

Their inspection of the Temora route for a railway to Wyalong showed them 
that for about 4 miles from Temora the country was scrubby. Thence to Reefton, 
8 miles further on, the land was found to be fairly good, and this continued, 
with occasional patches of inferior country, to Barmedman, 9 miles from Reefton. 
Thence to the Half-way House Hotel, 10 miles from Barmedman, the land varied 
considerably from fair to sandy loam with scrub, and between the hotel and the 
vicinity of Wyalong, 8 or 9 miles further, almost all the country passed along the 
main road was inferior, gilgai holes of considerable size being for some distance 
very numerous, and thence sandy scrub and gravel ridges were noticeable until about 
a mile from Wyalong when the land became very good. On leaving Barmedman, 
two of the Committee followed the main road, while the other two travelled from 
3 to 5 miles south of the road, where the country was of much better quality.

At East Wyalong, the Government township, the residents were practically 
unanimous in supporting the Grenfell route. They do so to a certain extent because 
that by adopting that route less delay in giving them railway communication 
will take place than may be the case if another inquiry respecting the Temora 
route should have to be made, but also because tuey are satisfied with the 
facilities which the line to Grenfell will afford the town and surrounding 
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district. They point out that the objections to this route come almost wholly 
from Temora. That town has business associations with West Wyalong- 
which strongly influence the residents of that part of Wyalong in favour of the 
Temora route. It does not appear that the trade and traffic with Temora is of any 
special benefit to that town—most of both simply passes through ; but in any case 
Temora wishes 1o retain its present relations with Wyalong, cither by means of a 
railway connection or by leaving things as they are. Another factor in the matter 
is that the people of Temora are afraid that, if the Wyalong trade and traffic are 
diverted to Grenfell, the railway train service between Cootamundra and Temora, 
instead of being continued as now—daily—will be altered to one by which the trains 
will run only twice or three times a week. ,

At 8‘30 p.m. the Sectional Committee met a deputation representing the 
Wyalong Kailway League, and including the Mayor of Wyalong, in the jury-room 
of the court-house.

The importance of Wyalong as a permanent and flourishing gold-field, 
and the serious hindrance to the progress of the town and district caused by 
the want of railway communication, were strongly represented. All of the 
speakers, including the Mayor, with one exception, favoured the Grenfell 
route, hut were willing to leave the choice of routes to the Public Works 
Committee, provided the construction of the line was not thereby delayed. 
On Monday, 23rd instant, a deputation, representing the West Wyalong Kailway 
League, waited upon the Sectional Committee, in the interests of the Temora route 
for the proposed railway, and advocated that route as the nearest and most direct to 
Wyalong. and as the national route. It would, they said, afford the farmers of the 
district a means for getting their produce away to the nearest market, and mine- 
owners for obtaining machinery for their mines; and it would develop a large 
timber trade between Wyalong and the district beyond it and Temora. One of the 
deputation stated that, if the Grenfell route should be the one adopted, goods would 
still he obtained by Wyalong business people from Temora by team, in competition 
with the railway.

At 10’30 a.m., the Sectional Committee left Wyalong to inspect the Grenfell- 
Wyalong route, and reached Back Creek at 12 o’clock noon. Por about 31- miles 
from Wyalong good agricultural country, and very suitable for fruit-growing, was 
passed through ; and for 4 miles further the land was of excellent quality—a good 
sandy loam. Thence for 4i miles, to Back Creek station, the land was fairly good, 
with box, myall, oak, andbelar growing upon it. At Back Creek station a deputation' 
of settlers pressed upon the attention of the Sectional Committee the disabilities 
they laboured under through not having railway communication, and expressed 
themselves favourable to any route, so long as they got a railway.

Prom Back Creek station to the Bland Creek, a distance of 5 miles, the 
Sectional Committee continued along the surveyed railway route, and inspected that 
portion which is most liable to flood. The land consists of red, and what is known 
in the district as black, soil, all since the recent rains, more or less covered with 
grass and herbage excellent for grazing purposes, and portions of the land suitable 
for agriculture. Several parts of it have been flooded within the last fortnight; most 
of the water had run off, but it still remained in the gilgais. The portion of the route 
most subject to flood extends back from the Biand Creek towards Wyalong for a 
considerable distance, and this, during the recent heavy rainfall, which, it is said, 
produced one of the heaviest floods experienced since 1890, was found to have been 
covered to a height of about 12 inches ; and now, a fortnight afterwards, the water 
has disappeared, except that it has left the ground boggy. At the Bland Creek, where 
the railway route crosses it, a selector who has been ten years there, on a selection 
comprising 960 acres, met the Sectional Committee aud informed them that he. had 
successfully cultivated the black soil.

Prom the Bland Creek the Sectional Committee travelled 11 miles to 
Marsden, where the residents of the township brought under their notice the 
advantage that would accrue to the township, and to Bena, a largely-settled district 
to the north-west of it, if the Grenfell route could he altered so as to bring the 
railway through Marsden. The country from the Bland Creek to Marsden was well 
grassed and of good quality. Leaving



Leaving Marsden, the Sectional Committee travelled to Lake Cowal station, 
miles further, over exceedingly well-grassed land, which must he grazing country 

of the first quality, with a large proportion well suited for agriculture-
Lake Cowal was left at 10'30 the next morning, and the Sectional 

Committee travelled to Grenfell, via Marsden and Carragabal. The grass and 
herbage on the plain country in the vicinity of Lake Cowal and around Marsden 
showed remarkable growth, as the result of the recent rainfall, for it was from 
6 to 8 inches to considerably over 1 foot high, suggesting unusual possibilities in 
the fattening of stock. Lor some distance from Marsden towards Carragabal 
splendidly grassed land was passed through; and, though nearer Carragabal station, 
the grass and herbage were not so thick or plentiful, the land, some of which 
consisted of bare plains, but most of it lightly timbered, was generally of good 
quality. All of the country in this locality might be fairly described as very good 
pasture land, with much of it fit for cultivation. Debris on the wire fence along 
one of the banks of Carragabal Creek showed that in some places, when the creek 
was recently in flood, the water must have covered portions of the adjoining land; 
but, as except in a few rather boggy places no water was remaining, it must have 
disappeared from the land very quickly. Myall, box, pine, and oak were the chief 
timbers seen.

At Carragabal station the Sectional Committee were met by a deputation of 
settlers from Piney Eange and its vicinity, who urged the construction of the railway 
by the Grenfell route in the interests of further settlement and production. The 
land in the district, they stated, was taken up by settlers to a large extent, and 
they were cultivating a considerable proportion oE it; hut the want of easy 
communication with a railway prevented them putting as much under crop as they 
would like to do.

Prom Carragabal the Sectional Committee travelled towards Piney Eange, 
crossing the surveyed railway route several times, and passing a considerable 
quantity of land under wheat. Approaching Grenfell the country changed from 
fiat to undulating, timbered, chiefly, with oak and box, nearly all suitable for 
cultivation, and the balance fit for pastoral purposes. Some miles of poor-box 
country with some hills and undulations which might be described as second-class 
grazing land for sheep were also met noth.

Grenfell was reached at 6‘30 p.m., and at S'30 a deputation, consisting of 
the Mayor of Grenfell and members of the Grenfell Railway League, waited upon 
the Sectional Committee, and advocated the construction of the railway from 
Grenfell to "Wyalong. They urged that there could be no question of the superiority 
of the land along this route, as compared with that along the route from Temora, 
and stated that more land would be taken up along the route, or within convenient 
reach of it, and cultivated, if it ‘were certain that a railway would be provided to 
afford means for sending the produce away. It was impossible, they said, to make 
farming pay under present conditions, the farmers having to cart their produce such 
a distance. The Grenfell-Wyalong line, they wished to press upon the attention of 
the Committee, was one that would afford the people of the-Grenfell district a 
western market as wxll as one at Sydney, thus giving them some chance of 
competing with producers in a better position in regard to railway communication. 
The railway should, moreover, they considered, be regarded as a portion of a trunk 
line, extending to the Hlllston district, the trade of which district would thereby he 
attracted to Sydney, the direction in which, it ought to come. The route from 
Temora, they pointed out, would divert the Hillston trade to Melbourne.

The following morning the Committee left Grenfell for Sydney, by way of 
landra and Young, that route affording them an opportunity for seeing some of the rich 
agricultural lands that will he served by the railway to Grenfell from Koorawatha.

The foregoing statement of proceedings will show that the Sectional 
Committee inspected both routes and much of the country through which they run, 
and that though they did not examine any witnesses they gave the residents of the 
districts interested in the railway full opportunity to put before them any information 
likely to assist them in acquiring a thorough knowledge of the results that would 
follow' the construction of the proposed railway, whether from Grenfell or from 
Temox-a. Last



Last year, when the Fall Committee traversed the Grenfell route, the Bland 
Plains and most of the country generally were almost bare of grass or herbage; now 
both grass and herbage may be said to be in profusion everywhere. The country 
has, therefore, been seen in both a bad and a good season, and its capabilities can 
thereby be better understood.

As the resolution under which the Sectional Committee were appointed did 
not direct them to do more than to further inspect the proposed and the alternative 
route for the railway, they do not consider that they are called upon in this Report 
to make any recommendation. They arc of opinion that they should inform the Full 
Committee of the nature of their proceedings from the time of their leaving Sydney 
to that of their return, and postpone an expression of their views as to the 
better of the two routes until the matter comes before the Full Committee for 
consideration.

P. L. C. SHEPHERD,
27th July, 1900. Chairman.

Sydney: William AppLegnte Gulhck, Gar«mm*ntPrinter,—1000.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
j

RAILWAY FROM CULCAIRN TO GERMANTON.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Yic. No. S'?, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 2G, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, Cl Vic. 
No. 6, to ’whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Culcairn to Germanton,” 
have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the proposed railway should 
be carried out, conditionally on the required land being given free or equitably 
exchanged for Crown lands, and that the lands served contribute a sum sufficient, 
together with revenue received, to make up an amount equal to the working 
expenses and 2 per cent, on the cost of construction,—and not otherwise; 
and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of the 
Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—

Description or the Proposed Railway.

1. The proposed railway, 16 miles 38 chains in length, would leave the Main 
Southern line about 30 chains south of the Culcairn station, and, taking a generally 
easterly direction, pass Morven township about 1 mile to the south, and thence, 
following the general direction of the main road, continue to Germanton, where it 
would end at Albury-street in that town, beyond the cricket ground, ■which it 
would adjoin on the south side. The general construction of the line is described 
as light, hut includes provision for the triplication of rails at the Culcairn station; 
the junction and terminus arrangements necessarily raise the mileage cost in such a 
short line. Five fair-sized creeks have to he bridged ; the grades and curves are
easy.«•

The Germanton District.

2. The proposal for a railway to Germanton has been before the public, the
Committee are informed, for many years, the first survey having been made in 1883, 
from which date to the present time the matter has frequently been brought under 
the notice of the Department of Public Works by deputations from residents of the 
districts concerned, and by other means. In 1896-1899 a very considerable develop
ment took place in the Germanton district, in the direction of wheat-growing, a 
large area of land being devoted to that industry on the half-shares principle, with 
the result, that during the grain season of 1898-1899, out of 115,000 hags of wheat 
received at the Culcairn railway station, 90,000 came from the Germanton district. 
As the whole of the present season’s wheat has not yet been marketed it is difficult 
to forecast the actual yield. Dp to the middle of March, which is less than four 
months of the wheat season, 50,000 hags were received at Culcairn, of which 
quantity 37,000 hags were the prodace of the district to he served by the proposed 
line. The continued development of the district is regarded as highly probable, 
inasmuch as it is favoured as a rule with a rainfall sufficient to ensure the success 
of all agricultural operations. An

I
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An Alternative Proposal.

3. At the request of the Progress Committee of Cookardinia, an exploration 
was made in ] 397 of a line from Plenty td Germanton, as an alternative to that 
from Culcairn. It was found that a railway from Uenty presented no engineering *
difficulties, and was not likely to cost more per mile than the other; hut it would 
he expensive in the aggregate, on account of its extra length—some 10 miles—and it 
did not present any special advantages over the original proposal, as the population 
to be served by it was no larger than that along" the route from Culcairn. The 
Railway Commissioners -went over the route, and, as a result of their inspection, 
were not prepared to recommend it in preference to the line from Culcairn, which 
has the great advantage, from a traffic point of view, of leaving the main line at a 
point which is already a junction station.

Estimated Cost.

_ 4. The estimated total cost of the line is £53,957, or £3,275 per mile. This
estimate is based on the price of rails being £7 10s. per Ion; hut the Enginecr-in- 
Chief, according to his evidence, anticipates a higher price than this by the time the 
line is under construction. There may, lie says, he a drop ; but, on the other hand, 
the price may rise to the extent of another 10s. per ton, which would amount to 
about £50 or £60 more per mile.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

_ _ 5- The report by the Railway Commissioners estimates the annual cost, com
prising interest at 3 per cent, and working expenses based on a tri-weekly service, at 
£3,469, and the revenue from traffic at £2,175, which exceeds the working expenses 
by £325, but is £1,294 less than the total annual cost. In referring to the circum
stance that the estimated revenue which can he calculated upon to-day will more 
than pay working expenses, they say it is fair to assume that the traffic will he 
considerably increased, and, as a large proportion of it would pass over the main line, 
it is reasonable to look to that line to bear any deficiency that might arise on account 
of interest on the capital cost of the branch line. The locality is one of a highly 
competitive character as regards Victoria; but, while it is impossible to look for 
more than the carriage from Albury to Germanton of general goods, the grain and 
kindred traffic "would, under existing rates, come in the direction of Sydney. In 
view of the possibilities of the district, and its probable development, if aided by 
railway communication, they feel justified in recommending the construction of 
the line, subject, however, to the imperative condition that all the land required 
should be conveyed to the Government free of cost.

Inspection by a Sectional Committee.

_6. The Committee having examined the necessary official witnesses in Sydney, 
a Sectional Committee visited the Culcairn-Germanton district, ■where they inspected 
the route of the line and a considerable portion of the country to he served by the 
railway, and took local evidence. They found the country through which the line 
would pass to bo generally level, with small broken bills on the northern side, whilst 
on the southern side the flat lands extend for a considerable distance, bounded by 
a range of bills some miles away. Erom the township of Morven, 5 miles distant 
from Culcairn, the expanse of level land "widens out considerably, forming 
extensive areas of verdant flats. The greater portion of the land along the route 
on the lower levels is suitable for agriculture, whilst the slopes in the hilly parts 
are excellent for grazing purposes.

_ _ It was noticeable that but little attempt at agriculture had been made 
within 8 or 9 miles of Culcairn, the land for that distance being occupied almost 
exclusively with stock. A considerable amount of cultivation, however, was 
apparent on approaching Germanton, and though agriculture has only been carried 
on there to any large extent during the last three or four years, there is every 
promise,—the Sectional Committee say,—of a considerable development of this 
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industry in the near future; in. fact, large]- areas are being put under crop every 
year. In addition to the paddocks ■which have already been brought under the 
plough, further areas are being prepared for sowing, whilst ringbarking and other 
improvements are being rapidly carried out on most of the holdings.

The evidence given before the Sectional Committee, generally, went to show 
that the country through which the railway would pass, as well as considerable areas 
beyond the terminus which will he served by it, is of a superior description, suitable 
for growing wheat and other agricultural products. Its suitability for sheep, the 
rearing of cattle, and the production of wool is generally conceded, whilst it is 
anticipated, according to the evidence of several landowners, that in some of the 
country beyond Germanton, an extensive dairying business will be developed within 
a very short period, more particularly if the means of transit, which the proposed 
railway would afford, is obtained. The higher lands in the direction referred to 
are, though for the most part consisting of good soil, deemed more suitable for 
grazing than for agriculture, on account of their broken character.

It was ascertained that the country through which the railway would pass is 
held in large areas by private owners. These, the Sectional Committee found, are not 
inclined to give, free of cost, the land that would he required for the line, but express 
themselves generally as willing to accept Government land in exchange for that 
which, may be taken by the Hail way Department.

During their visit the Sectional Committee drove in the direction of Yarra 
Yarra, a distance of about 13 miles east of Germanton, and from there northward to 
Little Billahong, a further distance of 15 miles. Erom Little Billahong they 
proceeded to Kinross, a distance of about 15 miles, and thence back to Germanton, 
another 5 miles. The land towards Yarra Yarra consists of undulating country, 
interspersed with rather precipitous hills. It is all first-class grazing land, about 
three-fourths of it being suitable for cultivation. Some of the land is exceptionally 
good. It is mainly forest land—box and red-gum country. Erom Yarra Yarra to 
Little Billahong the country is more level than in the part already referred to, and 
the whole of it may be classed as land suitable for cultivation. Already considerable 
areas of it are under wheat, and the crops so far look very promising. The land from 
Little Billahong to Kinross is of an excellent character, and is tolerably level and 
well watered, A considerable portion of that land also is being used for growing 
wheat, and the farmers met with expressed their intention of largely increasing the 
area under cultivation if the proposed-railway were constructed.

On the route of the line, and for a considerable 'distance beyond Germanton, 
there are large areas of land suitable for cultivation, that between Little Billahong 
and Germanton being noticeable for its superior quality.

Trafpic Prospects.
7. The traffic expected on the proposed line will consist chiefly of the carriage 

of wheat. The district is a pastoral as well as an agricultural one; but the bulk of 
the stock and wool, according to a report read to the Committee by the Chief Railway 
Traffic Manager, is forwarded by road to Albury, 38 miles from Germanton, and 
thence by rail to Melbourne. Enlly 75 per cent, of return supplies, he also says, 
are obtained from Melbourne, via Albury or Culcairn, the Melbourne rates, arising 
from shorter carriage, operating distinctly in favour of that source of supply, and an 
analysis of the rates, apart altogether from the business relations of the district 
being chiefly centered in Melbourne, does not hold out any hope of a diversion of 
this trade to Sydney. The Sectional Committee were informed by some of the 
storekeepers that, under the existing condition of things, they find it cheaper to 
have supplies purchased in Sydney sent round to Melbourne by sea-, and carried by 
way of the Victorian Railways to Germanton.

The wheat traffic, however, is assured. The traffic area of the line is considered 
by the Chief Railway Traffic Manager to be the country within about 20 miles due 
east from the terminus at Germanton, and 12 miles north and south of tliat town, 
and within this area there are under cultivation 26,000 acres, of which from 12,000 
to 14,000 acres are east of Germanton. Throughout the 20 miles he states, if not

for
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for a further distance, all the land is very suitable for agriculture, from which fact 
it may be seen that, although the people of Germanton may he said to he near 
enough to railway communication, the line will bring within "the influence of the 
railway other areas which under present circumstances are not served. Evidence 
given before the Sectional Committee represents the area of land in the district 
suitable for growing wheat to he 150,000 acres, of which 27,000 acres are already 
under cultivation and producing 115,000 hags a year, the yield per acre being from 
12 to 20 bushels ; and the Committee say in their report that the halves system of 
wheat-growing appears to be tolerably satisfactory to both the owners of the land 
and the lessees, and that applications are reported to be both numerous and incessant 
from persons in various parts of the Colony desirous of obtaining land for cultivation 
under this class of tenure.

At present the wheat produced in the district is carted to Culcairn, and 
carried by rail to various milling centres in New South Wales. With the railway, 
and the existing rates for the conveyance of grain, the inducement to keep this 
traffic in the Colony will be all the greater. The wheat traffic, together with the 
carriage of a certain proportion of fat stock and wool, would, in the opinion of the 
Chief Traffic Manager, represent the great bulk of the traffic carried over the line 
in the direction of Sydney. The line might, however, he states, be utilised for the 
carriage of goods from Albury to Germanton, and from Germanton to Albury, and 
he has allowed for this in his traffic estimate, which is as follows "

Summary of Traffic. '

Tons. Revenue.
Goods traffic ... ... ... ... 1,353 ..............

1,000 ..............
... £241

Wool ,, ..................................... ... 214
Wheat „ ..................................... 10,576 .............. ... 1,088
Stock „ ... ... ... ... 300 trucks ... ... 70

Total ......................... 12,929 tons ...
300 trucks

... £1,613

Passengers—2,000, at 2/10 each .. £283
li.C.l). and parcels ... ... ... ... 75
Mails—17 miles, at £12 ... ... ... 204

Total, coaching ... ... ... £562

Grand total traffic • -* ... ... £2,175
With regard to wool, the Sectional Committee mention 8,000 hales as the 

locally estimated quantity winch would be carried from the district by the railway, 
5,000 bales being the produce of the area which the line would traverse. Some of 
the witnesses, however, estimated that another 3,000 hales, including some that now 
goes towards Wagga, would he intercepted by the railway from places beyond 
Germanton, such as Tarcutta, Tumberumba, and Adelong. The bulk of the wool 
from the Wagga district at present finds its way to Melbourne via Albury; but the 
opinion was expressed by some witnesses that after the accomplishment of Eederation, 
the wool must inevitably come to Sydney, if the proposed railway be constructed, 
and some of the traffic which now goes to Melbourne, though continuing to go in 
that direction, would probably be carried by way of the proposed line to Albury.

To judge from the evidence of several landowners in the district, examined 
by the Sectional Committee, traffic is also possible from dairying, which it is 
anticipated will he carried on extensively in some of the country beyond Germanton. 
Timber, also, might furnish some traffic to the line, as there are said to be valuable 
timbers iu the district, which cannot be turned to profitable use though very much 
in demand, owing to the want of railway communication. 1

Stock in the District.

8. Evidence given by the Chief Inspector of Stock shows that in the area 
that would be influenced by the railway, there were, in 1899, 298,785 sheep, and 
3,850 cattle. The average carrying capacity of the country, he states, is from a 
sheep and a half to a sheep per acre. The drift of stock has hitherto been to 
Melbourne, the market there being better than that in Sydney, and stockowners

in
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in the district being largely interested in the southern capital; hut had seasons in 
New South Wales improve the Sydney market. Considerable stock movements 
take place between Culcairn and Germanton, and also between Little Billahong and 
Germanton.

Land Statistics.

9. According to the Chief Draftsman of the Department of Lands, there are, 
within an area of 12 miles north and south of the proposed line, and extending 
20 miles to the eastward, 301,000 acres of alienated land, 34,400 acres of reserves, 
and 50,000 acres of Crown lands. Of the Crown lands, 24,000 acres are held under 
occupation license, and 320 are untenanted, unless it he by annual lease.

The Committee’s Decision.

10. The Committee consider that it is expedient the proposed railway should 
he constructed, hut, in view of the very exceptional circumstances surrounding the 
proposal, their approval is subject to the conditions that the required land should be 
given free or equitably exchanged for Crown lands, and that the land to he served 
should contribute a sum sufficient, together with the revenue earned by the line, to 
make up an amount equal to the working expenses and 2 per cent, on the cost of 
construction,—and not otherwise.

Two facts that stand out very prominently in this inquiry, are that the 
land to he served by the line is practically all privately owned, and that very little 
of it is at the present time beyond a reasonable distance from the Great Southern 
llailway. The length of the line—1(>1- miles—is less than the distance ordinarily 
considered as reasonable for farmers to travel with their wheat to a railway, and, 
while there is at present strong indications that the growth of wheat in the district 
will increase, the method by which a considerable portion of it is cultivated—the 
halves system—has not been as successful in some other parts of the Colony as was 
expected.

The first condition attached to the Committee’s approval of the line being 
constructed—that the land should he given free or equitably exchanged for Crown 
lands—is a modification of what the Railway Commissioners regard as an imperative 
necessity in connection with the railway. The second is justified by the fact that 
the lands tliat would he benefited by the line arc almost all private lands, and by 
the advisableness of ensuring the permanency of the wheat industry in the district. 
The payment of a. tax, regulated in amount by the distance from the line of the 
lands benefited, may have the result of inducing the landholders to continue their 
land under cultivation instead of letting it go back to a condition which will provide 
little or no traffic to the railway. t

Resolution passed.

11. 'The following is the Resolution passed by the Committee, as shown in 
their Minutes of Proceedings

Mr. Watson moved,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed 
Railway from Culcairn to Germanton. as referred to the Committee by the Legislative 
Assembly, be carried out, conditionally on the required land being given free, and that the 
lands served contribute a sum sufficient, together witli revenue received, to make up an 
amount equal to the working expenses and 2 per cent, on the cost of construction.”

Mr. McRarlane seconded the motion pro forma.
Dr. (Jarran moved,—"That the motion be amended by the omission of the words ‘ conditionally 

on the required land being given free, and ’ ”
The amendment was negatived on the following division upon the question “ that the words 

proposed to he omitted stand part of the motion.”

jr,,.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr, IT yam, 
Mr. AVatson,

Ayes, 5. 
Mr. Dick,

Noes, 2. 
Dr. Garran, 
Mr. Levicn.

Mr. MeParlane.
Mr.
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Mr. McFiirlane moved,—“ That the motion be amended by the insertion after the word ‘ free ’ of 
the words ‘ or equitably exchanged for Crown lands.’ ”

The amendment was passed on the following division:—
Ayes, 6. INoes, 1.

Mr. Diclr, I Mr. Shepherd.
Dr. Garran. j
Mr, Hyam,
Mr, Watson,
Mr. Devien,
Mr. MeFarlane, |

Mr. Hyam moved,—“ That the motion be further amended by the omission of all the words after 
the word ‘ and ’ to the end of the motion.”

The amendment was negatived on the following division upon the question “ that the words 
proposed to he omitted stand part of the motion”:—

Ayes, 5. Noes, 2.
Mr. Diclr, Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Shepherd, I Mr. Levien.
Dr. Garran,
Mr. Watson, i
Mr, McTarlane. |

Dr. Glarran moved,—l: That the motion be further amended by the addition of the words 1 and 
not otherwise.’ ”

The amendment was passed on the following division
Ayes, 5.

Mr. Dick,
Mr. Shepherd,
Dr, Garran,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. MeFarlane.

The motion as amended was passed on the following division:—

Noes, 2.
Mr. Hyam, 
Mr. Levien.

Ayes, 4. 
Mr. Dick,
Dr. Garran,
Mr. Watson, 
Mr. MeFarlane.

Koes, 3.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Hyam, 
Mr, Levien

\

\

W. T. DICK,-
C!) airman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, ti9 September, 1900.

i



PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

RAILWAY FROM CULCAIRN TO OERMANTON.

TVESDAT, 24 JULY, 1900.
■Ekrucnt;—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. {Chairman).

The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. | John Christian Watson, Eaq,

The Committee proceeded to considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Culcairn 
to Germanton.

Henry Deane, Enginoer-in-Chief, Kailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—

1, Chairman ,~\ Have yon a statement with reference to the Culcairn to Germanton railway ? Yes; I 
propose to read a statement prepared for the Under-Secretary. It is as follows:—

Culcairn to Germanton Railway.
The proposni before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly for the Committee’s consideration on 22nd 
November, 189!), in the following terms:—“That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
to consider and report on the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Culcairn to Germanton.”

This ia a proposal which has been before the public for many years.
The first survey for such a line of railway was made in 1888, and from that day np to the present time the proposal 

has been frequently brought under the notice of the Department by deputations from the residents of the districts 
concerned, and by other means.

In 1891, at the instaneu of Mr. Secretary Bruce Smith, the proposal was subjected to a thorough investigation by 
Air. Stanley Alexander, one of the Examiners of Public Works proposals. Mr. Alexander reported that, in his opinion, 
the construction of the line would not, within a long time, produce an appreciable effect upon the pastoral or farming 
industries of the districts served by it, and that the traffic to bo obtained from the carriage of stores and general goods would 
be extremely limited.

Representations continued to be made, however, to the Department urging the construction of the line, and in 1898 
a further examination of the route was made hy Air. C. McD. Stuart, of the Construction Branch, as forming the first section 
of a proposed line from Culcairn to the Upper Murray. Mr. Stuart’s report favoured the construction of a railway from 
Culcairn to Germanton ; but was against any extension of the line beyond the last-named town. A revised survey of the 
line from Culcairn to Germanton was carried out by Mr. Surveyor Wilkins and completed early in this year.

In the meantime, but morn particularly during the years 1890-1899, a very considerable development had taken 
place in the Gerniantou district. Although the country which the proposed Ime traverses is almost wholly alienated and 
consists of purely pastoral properties, a largo area lias of late boon devoted to wheat-growing on the half-shares principle. 
The result has been that, out of the 115,000 bags of wheat received at Culcairn Railway Station during the gram season of 
1898-1899, 90,000 of them came from the Germanton district. The grain traffic for the current season has not been so 
large, only some 50,000 bags having been received at Culcairu up to the middle of March, 1900; hut of that quantity 
37,000 bags were the produce of the district to bo served by' the proposed line.

The continued development of the district may be regarded an highly probable, inasmuch as it is favoured with the 
great advantage of receiving, as a rule, sufficient rainfall to ensure the success of all agricultural operations. Nevertheless; 
it has to be pointed out that the cultivation of land on the half-shares principle may not be the method most conducive to 
permanent settlement.

At the request of the Cookardinia Progress Committee, an exploration was made by Mr. Stuart in 1897 of a line from 
Henty to Germanton as an alternative route to that from Culcairn. The survey report showed that this alternative 
proposal, while it presented no engineering difficulties and was not likely to cost more per mile than the line from Culcairn, 
would be much more expensive in the aggregate, on account of its extra length—some 10 miles ; that it did not present 
any special advantages over the original proposal; and that the population to be served by it was no larger than that 
along the route from Culcairn.

These conclusions in favour of Culcairn as the junctioning point have been generally endorsed by the Railway 
Commissioners, who reported last November that they had personally inspected and considered the merits of the two 
routes in question, but they were not prepared to recommend that via Henty in preference to the line from Culcairn.

Culcairn to Germanton is practically a straight line and has the decided advantages, from a traffic point of view, of 
leaving the main line at Culcairn, which is already a junction station.

The following is the report of the Railway Commissioners on the proposed line :—
1 ‘ Proposed Lino of Railway from Culcairn to Germanton—16 miles 38 chains.

“ In accordance with section 13 of the Public Works Act of 1888, we beg to report as under:—
Cost of Construction—

The Engineer-in-Chicf for Construction estimates the cost of construction of a light lino 
of railway (exclusive of land and compensation) at .................................. ...................

Annual Cost—
Interest on capital expenditure at 3 per cent..................... ...................................... £1,619
Working expenses, allowing for a tri-weekly service ............................................... 1,850

£53,957

H

_ Total annual cost ......................................................................... £3,469
Traffic Estimate—

Merchandise and live stock....................................................................................... £1,613
Passengers and parcels............................................................................................... 358
Mads..........................   204

Total estimated revenue ............................................................ £2,175
233—A “ The
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H, Dfnne. <rTh6 country that would be Eerved by this line is practically all privately owtied, It is of good quality and well
. suited for agriculture, but chiefly devoted to pastoral pursuits. At the present time there are about 20,000 acres under

24 July, 1000. crop, and it is stated that this area would be at least doubled if the district had the benefit of railway communication 
with Culcaim.”

“ It will be observed from the estimated revenue that the traffic which can be calculated upon tn-day will more 
than pay working expenses, and it is fair to assume that this traffic will be considerably increased, a large proportion of 
which would jtass over the main line ; and, therefore, it would be reasonable to look to the main line to bear any deficiency 
that might arise on account of interest on capital cost of the branch line." .

11 The locality is one of a highly competitive character, so far as Victoria is concerned ; but, while it is impossible 
to look for more than the carriage from Albury to Germanton of general goods, the grain and kindred traffic would, under 
existing rates, come in the direction of Sj'dney.'' _ , .

“In view of the possibilities of the district and probable development, if aided by railway communication, the 
Commissioners feel justified in recommending the construction of the line, subject, however, to the imperative condition 
that all the land required should be conveyed free of cost to the Government."’ .

With reference to the stringent condition governing the Railway Commissioners’ recommendation of the proposed 
line, namely, that all the land required should be convoyed free of cost to the Crown, it may be stated that when a depu
tation waited on Mr. Secretary Lae, then Minister for Public Works, on 7th July, 1S99, to advocate the construction of 
the line, Mr. John Koss, of Germanton, who was chief spokesman on the occasion, said, inter alia,;—

“ With regard to the matter of the land, ho did not think there would be any difficulty in that respect; Mr. Roach, 
who owned a tract of some S miles through which the line would pass, would not stand in the way of its being made. 
There would doubtless lie some laud near Culcaim which would require to be purchased, but so soon as the line got beyond 
that the land would he no trouble. He (Mr. Ross) would give any land of his it might pass through.’

In view of such authoritative representations as the foregoing, it may reasonably be expected that the conditions 
imposed by the Raihvay Commissioners as to the free gift of the lands required wdll he Batisfactorily complied with by all 
the parties concerned.

The official description of the line is as follows :—
“ Culcaim to Germanton Railway.”

“ (Length, 16 miles 38 chains. Estimated cost, £53,957 7s. 9d., or £3,275 2s. 2d. per mile, exclusive of land and
compensation.) ”

“ This line begins by a junction with the Great Southern Railway at 35G miles IS chains Go links from Sydney, 
about 32 chains south of Culcaini Station, and takes a generally easterly direction, passing about 1 mile south of Morycn 
township at 361 miles ; thence following the general direction of the main road to Germanton. it ends beyond the Gneket 
Ground, which it adjoins on its south side, at Albury-street, at 372 miles 56 chains 65 links. ”, .....

, “ The forming is light, but includes provision for the triplication of rails into Culcairn Station. Five fair-sized
creeks have to he bridged, and the junction and terminus arrangements necessarily raise the mileage cost in such a short 
line.” '

“The grades and curves are easy.” ;
“The land traversed is chiefly alienated, but that at the terminus is unsold,”

2. Dr. Garran.'] Is the cost of this proposed line higher than the cost of other cheap lines, such as that
at Berrigan and elsewhere ? Tes. , . ,
3. Do you explain that on the ground of the shortness of the line and terminal accommodation being
required ? Yes. _ . .
4. Will* the cost of construction itself be higher than on the other cheap lines? TsTo. The first six items 
of the estimate amount to £1,897 per mile. That is fairly comparable with some of the later lines. Part 
of the extra cost is due to the increased price of rails.
5. "Will you read the details of that estimate to the Committee ? Yes ; they are as follows :

Ctn-CAIKN TO GeHJIANTON.

Amended Trial Survey.
Estimated cost of a single line of railway 16 miles 3S chains in length with 60-lb. rails ; ruling grade 1 in 100 ; sharpest 

curve, 24 chains radius—New fastenings ; i ballast; sleepers, 2,464 per mile ; new 4 feet 6 inch T.O's.

DeecriptLob. Estimated cost.
Average

per
mite.

Earthworks ........................................................................
Timber bridges .....................................-.......................... -
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions 
Permanent way materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton)...
Freight ............................................................
Platelaying at Is. 2d.=£l,691 8s, 8d..............
^ ballasting at 4s. =£1,450 .......... .................
Sleepers at 3s. 3d. =£6,596 10s. 6d.................
Station works, including junction and sidings .. ........................
Station buildings.—Passenger station, £287 ; waiting sheds, £115 : platforms, £276; loading 

banks, £300 ; goods shed and platform, £345 ; cottage, £282 ; 20-ton weighbridge, £242 ; 
5-ton crane. £207 ; engine shed, £805 ; carriage shed, £230; coal stage, £195; trucking-
yards, £620 ; turntable, £575 ..................................................................................................

Gradient and mileage posts ............................................................................................................
Telegraph ....................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous................. .....................................................................................................................

Cost of works......................................................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) ...................................................................

Add for extra cost of rails at £7 10s. per ton ..............

Total cost

£ s. d. £
3,335 4 2 202
3,368 0 0 204
1,781 10 0 108

10,259 14 0 623
2,782 S 0 169

9,737 19 2 591

6,637 14 8 403

4,479 0 0 272
271 16 6 17
271 16 9 17
500 0 0 30

£43,425 3 6
6,513 16 6 395

£49,939 0 0 3,031
4,018 7 9

£53,907 7 9 3,275

I am afraid the cost of rails has been going still higher since that estimate was prepared. By the time 
the Imc is under construction there may be a drop in the price ; hut to keep it up to date this estimate 
would have to be altered from week to week while prices are rising, as they have been. . , , ,
(j, Still, vfonld it make very much difference per mile in cost; it is now £3,275 per mile ; is it likely to 
go above £3,400 per mile ? bio. You cannot tell, unless fresh tenders are called for,; but I think it is 
very likely we should have to pay 10s. a ton more now for rails, and that would mean about £50 or £00 
extra. •

%

\
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7. I see that 15 per cent, is put down in the estimate for engineering and contingencies;—is that the 
usual charge ? Yes.
8. Allowing for all things, is this estimate fairly on a level with the cost of other cheap lines? Yes.
9. Is it considerably cheaper than the line from Culcairn to Corowa ? Yes.
10. In what respect is there a difference between the Oulcairn-Corowa line, and the one now proposed ;
is the Culcairn to Corowa a stronger or better line ? It is a ballasted line. _
11. Is it fenced ? Yes. That would make a difference of a few hundred pounds per mile.
12. All your cheap lines are unfcnced ;—have you found any great danger or difficulty arising out of that 
fact ? ATo ; I have not heard of any great difficulty,
13. Have you heard of the Government having to pay any damages on that account ? No.
14. So that we have not had to pay for that saving? Certainly not, in any proportion. There may be a 
little damage occasionally through running over an animal; but, taking it altogether, it has been so slight 
that the Railway Commissioners have not found it necessary to offer the slightest objection to making 
lines of this character.
15. You arc aware that when we first proposed to do without fencing, a good deal of alarm was 
expressed ;—has experience justified that alarm ? No.
16. Is it quite safe to go on in the same wray ? Yes.
17. Have you been over the route of this proposed railway ? Yes.
18. Bo you approve of the survey as laid out? Yes. _
19. Has the bulk of the wheat grown in the district come from that portion between Culcairn and
Germanton, or from beyond that point? I think it has mostly been grown between Culcairn and 
Germanton. "When 1 went out to that district I intended to go further than Germanton, so as to form 
an idea of the character of tlie country; but the weather broke up the evening before I arrived there, 
and I found 5 or 6 inches of water lying over the roads in places, so that it was practically impossible to 
do any exploration. _
20. Bid yon see any reason to believe that your railway formation would be under water ? No; it would 
be quite safe.
21. If the hulk of the wheat-growing is between Culcairn and Germanton, would we get the whole of it 
for the full length of the proposed railway? No,
22. Bo you know anything of the country beyond Germanton ? I have brought with me a report, made 
by Mr. idtuart in September, 1893, on a proposed extension of this railway to the Upper Murray. I will 
read extracts from that report, which will give all the information which the Committee may desire :—

H. Beane.

24 July, 1900.

Memo, to the liugineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction,
Sydney, 27 September, 1808.

Cukairn to Ike Upper Murray, via Germanton.
I have tho honor to report that I have examined the country between Culcairn and Welaregang, on the Upper Murray, 
with a view of a railway extension to the latter place, and I have laid down a route shown by red line on the accompanying 
tracing, heaving the Main Southern line at Culcaim, at 3o6 miles from Sydney, and adopting the route from Culcaini to 
Gcrmauton, with the proposed alterations suggested by Mr. Burge, the line would theuce hear in a north-easterly direction, 
taking advantage of the easy country to the east of the main Sydney-Gcrmanton Ltoad, until a low spur of the Caseook 
Range is crossed at .177 miles ; thence bearing more northerly, the same road would be crossed about a mile further on, 
after which the line, hearing round to tho east, would be carried approximately parallel to this road on its northern side, 
until the surveyed township of (larryoweu is reached . . . The easy country continues close up to Jingellic, where a
saddle will have to be crossed before reaching the main road up to Murray River ; thence the line, after crossing this road, 
hears in an easterly direction, .approximately following up its right-hand side, and keeping between it and the river. A few 
nasty sidlings have to be negotiated, where the road will require deviating. The intermediate country up the river being 
more or less broken and undulating will require a considerable amount of work. A slightly easier line might be got by 
keeping as close as possible to the flood-level of the river, but the curvature in places would be very sharp, particularly 
where the steep sidlings junction with the easier country —in a few cases so sharp as to necessitate crossing low ground, or 
running with considerable cutting. The latter line would also be longer, but there would be an improvement in the grades. 
When the surveyed town of Welaregang is reached, the line might terminate at 426 miles from Sydney, or 70 from 
Culcairn, and close to where the main road to Tumbcrumba branches off. Tho grade from Culcairn to the foot of the 
main range at Varra Yarra will be very easy, and a surface line can be obtained up to this point. In crossing tho range at 
Yarara Gap there is a very quick rise on its eastern side—701) feet in about miles; and to got a grade of 1 in 40 with the 
load would entail a long tunnel with heavy approaches. After getting through on the eastern descent down Lankey’s and 
Coppabella Creeks, a grade of 1 in GO against the load will he the best obtainable, but with a considerable amount of work 
up to where the lino crosses the latter creek ; thence to the end, a limiting grade of 1 in 100 can be got, but the works 
will, in places, be fairly heavy, commencing with the cutting through the spur at Jingellic. There would be a good deal 
of curvature from the foot of the range on tho Yarra Yarra side to the end. In view of the difficulties met with in 
ascending the river, I examined the Victorian side from beyond Tintaldra down to the bridge across the river at Jingellic, 
and would certainly give that side the preference, as, in nearly every ease, where the mountains abut on the 
river, the sidlings are easier, giving more width to work in, with tho view of easy curvature, and a more 
uniform gradient. Again, the main road on this side is only a bush track, and could be very easily 
deviated at any point where it may be found necessary. There is already a railway survey located on 
tins side by the Victorian Government. The question arises, if tho connection with the Upper Murray should bo 
made ria Germanton, would the advantages gained by carrying the line on the Victorian side compensate for the extra 
cost entailed by having to pul a bridge across tho river at Jingellic, close to the present road bridge? This can only be 
determined by an actual survey of both routes. . . . Description of country : From Culcairn to Yarra Yarra
the country on tho flats and low ridges is of a good friable nature, suitable for cither grazing or agricultural purposes. A 
very largo portion of it is now cultivated, and there would, no doubt, be a further development in this direction if 
better facilities for transit were afforded. . . . After crossing the range down Lankey’s, Uoppabella, and 
Jingellic Creeks, and up the Murray as far as the country is inhabited, the area of laud suitable for cither pastoral or 
agricultural pursuits, taking both sides of tho river into consideration, probably docs not exceed 150 square miles, one-half 
of which might be suitable for agriculture, the rest being river fiats liable to flood, but splendid fattening country for 
stock, and ridgea too steep to be economically worked. The population is principally on the Victorian side, where there 
are the only townships worthy of the name. . . . All the cattle and sheep fattened in this district go to the
Melbourne market, and the wool to Vodonga lo avoid trans-shipment. Taking everything into consideration wi th reference 
to the Upper Murray, although the quality of the available country is very good, and thescenory, from a tourist's point of 
view, exceptional, atsll the area of good country is limited, the population on the New South Wales side small, the difficulty 
in reaching the djstrict by the proposed route entailing considerable cost, and the fact is that the traffic to and from the 
district is almost exclusively with Victoria, Melbourne in geographical situation and distance being its natural outlet. A 
favourable consideration might be given to the question of running a branch line from Culcairn to Germanton, or on to 
Garryowon or Yarra Yarra (there is no township at Garryowen, but it is at the junction of Billabong and Yarra Creeks), 
provided all wheat, wool, and stock raised in the district be trucked at the nearest station, which, if Melbourne is the 
market, could scarcely be expected, owing to the cost of trans-shipment at Wodonga. A line to one of these points might, 
pnssibly, tap some of the traffic from Tumbenimba and the Upper Murray, the former place being about 45 miles from 
Garryowen, as against 73 from Wagga, and the latter, taking Welaregang as the centre, about the same distance from 
Garryowen, as against 70 miles from Wodonga, It is a pity so much of the country in the neighbourhood of Germanton 
is alienated, and in the hands of large holders, a good deal of tho laud uow under cultivation being worked on the halves 
principle, which is not conducive to permanent settlement. 21.

*
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JI. Deane. 23. Mr. Winison.] Docs Mr, Stuart suggest that there will be any possibility of getting to Tumbenimba 
from Garryowen P Xo ; 1 do not take it that he suci'csts that. I fanev that would not be possible, as the ■24july’i900'eountrv is high in between. _ oo . 1
2 k Do yon know whether there i* any present intention of putting forward a proposed railway from 

» Wagga Wagga to Tumbcrumba? No,! believe not. .
25. Is the report very encouraging? No.
26. Supposing that a line were constructed from Wagga Wagga to Tumberuniba,do you think tbataline
from Germanton would be a competitive one ? No; I think it is far enough away, and the lines are ^
sufficiently divided by high ground to render them incapable of competing. T have been over the line 
from Wagga Wagga to Tumberumba. I should think that some day a line from Wagga Wagga to 
Tumbcrumba will,come forward, but not at present.
27. Is it very easy country from Wagga Wagga to Tumbenimba? No; the country is billy, and 
consequently the line is very crooked in parts.
28. How far is Yarra Yarra Creek from Germanton, via Garryowen ? It is 25 m.lcs from Culcairn, that 
would be 9 miles from Germanton.
29. Would that be well within the influence of a terminus at Germanton ? Yes.
30. Does there seem to be any country beyond Yarra Yarra Creek which is of value—that is, any large
area? No, I gather from Mr. (Stuart's report that tho country which would come under the influence 
of the Germanton line would be the lower part of the valleys of the collecting streams in the neighbour
hood of Germanton and Garryowen. "
31. 1 gather that, in Mr. Stuart’s opinion, the cost of making the line beyond Germanton would bo 
materially increased per miic ? Yes ; there is a tunnel there, and some stiff grades.
32. To wnat land does Mr. Stuart refer when he states that at the terminus it is not alienated ;—does he i
refer to village lots, or large areas of land at the terminus? There are allotments in the town of 
Germanton, and a recreation reserve at the end. I put in the plans and section of the line and the book
of reference.
33. Dr. Garran.^ What grades and curves are there on the proposed line ? The steepest grade is 1 in 100,
and the sharpest curve 24 chains. ,

WEDME8DAZ, 25 JULY, 1900.
$ resent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiaiiiiian).
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. | John Christian Watson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the eipediency of constructing a lino of Railway from Culcairn
to Germanton. ,

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and eNamined:—
H. 34. Chairman.'] Do you regard the district to be served by the proposed railway, from Culcairn lo

McLachlan, Germanton, as likely to become a permanent agricultural district? The Railway Commissioners think it 
^ Present ’s largely devoted to agricultural and pastoral pursuits. The land is of good quality, 

u y' there is a very good rainfall, and there seems to be every prospect of considerable development in
connection with agriculture.
35. It is stated in the Commissioners’ report that agriculture in the district is carried on only on the 
halves system ;—have you any knowledge as to the recent development of that system in the Grenfell 
district ? No.
36. Some time ago, strong hopes were held out there to farmers that the institution would be permanent, 
but on one very large holding, at least, the system has fallen with a crash ? I have no personal knowledge 
on the subject.
37. Do you anticipate that that system is likely to settle a permanent agricultural population in the 
district to be served by this railway ? Personally, 1 would sooner seo the land owned by the farmers 
themselves ; but if it pays the squatter and the person, working with him, it will certainly provide traffic 
for the railway. No doubt permanent settlement would [be better developed if the persons themselves 
went in for selection, and cultivated their own land.
3S. Js the greater number of the holdings to he served by this railway composed of fairly large areas ? 
Yes ; there are four stations between Culcairn and Germanton. '
39. Is the land nearly all alienated ? Yes.
40. Erom what part of the district is the main portion of the agricultural produce now drawn ? Of 
course, the estimate is that we get a larger crop from Germanton itself. It is estimated that 2,000 tons 
of wheat would he carried from Morven station, 2,000 tons fromCarahohala, an intermediate station, and 
nearly 7,000 tons from Germanton. It is estimated the greater quantity would come in from Germanton.
41. Do you regard Germanton as the centre of a fairly large area, from which the traffic will be drawn ? 
Yes ; not only from Germanton itself, hut from a considerable distance to the east of it.
42. Are these figures based on existing tillage, or does it take into account probable increased tillage ? 
They are largely based on the existing tillage. There are 26,000 acres under cultivation in the district, 
and a fairly large increase is shown during the last few years. There has been an increase of 5,500 acres 
during the last year, which is an increase of about 25 per cent.
43. Do you think that that increase is likely to he maintained in the coming year? The Commissioners
think so. They were given to understand by the local people that, if the railway were taken to 
Germanton, they would considerably increase the area under cultivation. '
44. In tho areas between Culcairn and Germanton, which extend from nothing up to 1G miles, or a 
general average of 8 miles, do the Commissioners anticipate getting the whole of the agricultural traffic 
from there? Yes, practically. TVc carry wheat at such a low rate that we are hound to get the traffic.
45. Suppose a man is 7 miles to the north of the line, half-way along its distance, would it pay him to go
direct to the line for a distance of 7 miles, or would it pay him hotter to go 9 or 10 miles to Culcairn ? 
It would pay him, because Culcairn would not be the objective point. The wheat would be put into 
trucks principally to go to Sydney. 46.
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4G. How far east o£ Germanton do you expect to attract sueli trafEc ? Our officers estimate that they
will get traffic for a distance of 20 miles east. *c 1 ttP‘
47. And down to the Murray on the south ? I do not know that we would get much traffic from tho ^ juj
Murray. The Tumberumba coach traffic now goes to Wagga. - _
48. Would not the area south of the line have a competing means of conveyance ? I think it would, A 
great deal of the business will, no doubt, be done at Albury. and they would have a more direct route to 
Albury than by railway, and anything near the river towards Albury would have a more direct route.
49. A portion of the agricultural produce will be destined for export;—when Federation comes about, where 
do you think that will find its outlet—at Melbourne or Sydney't You have to recollect that Melbourne is 
very much the nearer port, A good deal would depend upon the rates charged. But. as far as the 
earnings of this line are concerned, it would not affect them, because tho proposal is to charge a local 
rate, and we would get main-line carriage whichever way the traffic would go. If it went to Sydney, we 
would get a long carriage rate ; if it went to Melbourne we would get a higher proportionate rate to 
Albury. We are bound to get the business to a smaller or larger extent for the main line. There would 
be a local rate from Culcairn to Albury as well.
50. Dv. Garran,'] How do jrou make that out ? It is a local rate.
51. Is it not a main line rate from Culcairn to Albury? As a matter of fact, our cheap rates are always
imposed in the direction of the up journey ; the other is a down rate. _ _
52. But between Culcairn and Albury you would charge vour usual main line rates ? Yes; but it is
practically a local rate.
53. Chairman.] Do you regard this as a pioneer line? Yes; it is a cheap line. It is somewhat dearer
than other lines, because the terminal expenses would be charged over a short length, and there are a
number of waterways to cross.
54. We have evidence that the tendency recently has been rather to increase the accommodation on these 
so-called pioneer lines beyond what was anticipated when they were first mooted ;—does that pay in the 
long run ? I should think so. The Commissioners consider every case very carefully, and, consistently 
with the requirements to be met, they cut down the terminal or station accommodation as low as possible, 
but necessarily the terminal accommodation on a short line is greater proportionately than on a long one.
55. Dr. Garran.] Do you find in your experience of these local rates that they tend to discourage the 
farmers from using the railway ? We have had very little experience of that. Our experience is hardly 
wide enough lo enable me to give a definite reply. We have few local rates. The Berrigen-Finley line 
would be of a somewhat similar character to this line, but very soon after the local rate was introduced 
we altered it so as to make it a through rate. On the Culcairn-Corowa line, which is the complement of this 
line, wo have no local rate.
50. If we make a railway on the strength of local rates, and two years afterwards they are changed to 
through rates, wc arc making that railway on false pretences; take the case of Germanton ;—if the 
weather is dry, and there are good natural roads, if you put on a local rate, might not a farmer say, “ I 
have a dray and horses idle, I can tako my produce as cheaply by the road as by the railway ’’ ? I do uot 
think that would pay with regard to wheat, The local rate from Germanton to Culcairn would be from 
2s. to 2s. Gd. per ton. We know they cannot possibly compete with that. Of course, in the other cases 
I have referred to, we had competing lines at the opposite terminal, therefore we were almost forced to 
adopt our ordinary scale.
57. Do not drays on the main trunk line between Sydney and Orange sometimes compete with your 
through rates on the railway ? Not with special class goods.
58. What sort of goods are sent in that way? General goods, down journey—grocery, draper}-, 
machinery; they are all high-class rates.
59. Are these the only rates which can be competed against ? Yes.
GO. Are you quite sure that they could not compete for produce ? Personally, I cannot see how they can 
compete.
61. Does produce ever come down the main road ? No.
62. Do the drays come down empty ? They bring hides or wool.
63. Is not that pastoral produce ? I am speaking of agricultural produce.
64. The charge for pastoral produce is higher than for agricultural produce ? Yes.
65. People can compote with you for pastoral produce as back loading? Yes. I do not think that in 
this case we would get the whole of the wool. The wool from that district has hitherto gone to Mel
bourne, and is likely to do so. They have a direct road from many of the stations to Albury, and no doubt 
most of tho wool will still go that way! The estimate does not include a large quantity of wool.
66. Do you expect that Germanton will be the centre of a radius of 10 miles from which the line will
obtain agricultural produce ? Yes ; and even beyond that. Our traffic officer estimates that produce will 
be sent for a distance of 20 miles from that point. .
07. Is not the country about there hilly ? Yes ; but there are patches of good soil.
68. It is not a flat country all about, like it is at Berrigan? No ; that is not the case when you get a
considerable distance east of. Germanton,
69. The Commissioners, looking at the question altogether, although they do not think it will be a
brilliantly-paying line, are willing to tako a favourable view of it ? Yes ■ they think there is likely to be-
a development of the district which warrants them in recommending the line for favourable consideration..
70. They think that at no distant time the line may pay expenses ? From the estimate it appears that the- 
expenses are nearly covered now. The line must also increase the earnings of the main line to some- 
extent.
71. "Would you be able to dovetail the workings of this line with the Corowa line? Yes, for, say, six. 
months in the year. When we find that the grain traffic is heavy we may have to work them 
independently.
72. is the Culcairn-Corowa railway an encouraging or a discouraging line? It has improved considerably 
during the last year.
73. How long has it been open ? About eight years.
74. What has been the result during the first seven years ? There has been a loss on it each year; but-
jast year the prospects wore brighter. We have a competing railway at the terminus, which is so much 
nearer to Melbourne. ■
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McLmMimi, ^aa no^ ^a^en ittto account when tlio line was made ? I do not know that the Commissioners
a reported on that line ; they might have done so in 1889.

25Juiy, 1900. Paying yet P No.
7/. W hat is the loss on it now P For tho year ending December, 1899, £5.700 ; it is a more expensively 
constructed line than the one now proposed. -
78, Have we any other branch line as short as this one which would he a guide to us ? No. "We have, 
of course, the Blacktown to Richmond line, and the Nevertire to "Warren line; but they are hardly 
similar lines.
79. This would be an experimental line to some extent? Tes.
80, Not only as to its length as a coekspur line, but as being almost purely an agricultural line ? There 
is some pastoral production in the district.
81, Still you do not think you will get the pastoral business P No, the larger part will be agricultural.
82. Then it will be an experimental line ? Tes, to that extent.
83. Looking at the fact that the length is not very great, and the loss uot unendurable, the Commissioners 
think we may chance it ? That is the Commissioner’s feeling.
81. Is there any idea of continuing this line in the future? The Commissioners see no immediate 
prospect of extending it.
85. If there is any idea of extending it, would it not be better to do so at once? Germ an ton is a 
gathering centre at, present.
8G. "Would it be expensive to go further ? Tes, and there is nothing particularly to be gained by it. The 
traffic now drains into G-ermanton. The Commissioners would stop there at present, whatever might be 
decided upon in years to come.
87. Mr. Deane tells us that his maximum cheapness in making these lines is a thing of the past—that he 
has to make the lines with better equipments, so that we can hardly take £2,000 or £2,200 per mile as 
the standard cost of a new line ? The cost of this line seems to be a little bit high ; but no doubt extra 
bridges account for that, and also the terminal accommodation on a short length.
88. Are you charging through or special rates on the Corowa line ? Through rates.
89. Tou couW not get special rates ? Not very well.
90. Where does most of the traffic on the Culcairn-Corowa line come from? Erom a number of stopping- 
places. Settlement is fairly good right through. The laud is practically all taken up, aud is largely held

. in farms.
91. Except one large run, is it all settled ? Tes.
92. Does the trade go to Culcairn or Corowa ? The grain business practically comes right through to 
Sydney.
93. "What is the reason for that ? The duty in Victoria, and also the cheap rates we charge.
94i. But cannot they take the wheat in bond from Corowa right through to Melbourne ? It can be sent 
there in bond. " '
95. Then the duty ought not to deter it? There has always been a good local market.
96. Do you think that grain grown so near tho border comes to Sydney? Tes, by preference.
97. Tou cannot tell what will happen when the duty is abolished ? No ; but if the grain were diverted 
the other way it would not affect the earnings as given by the Commissioners for this line.
98. Does the wheat come on to Sydney or stop en route? It may stop at intermediate places ; but finally
most of it comes to Sydney as flour or wheat. ”
99. Is it an increasing trade ? .1 have not seen the returns for some time.
.100. "\V hat lias made the Culcairn to Corowa line better this year ? I think there was some better stock 
traffic, and also more grain. '
101. The returns from the Culcairn-Corowa lino are nearly £2,000 a year better this year? £1,300.
102. Can you say at present whether that is a permanent improvement ? No.
103. From what you know, do you think that Mr, Harper has over-estimated this traffic? No; the 
Commissioners went into the matter with him, and, basing it on local rates, they think he has made a fair 
estimate.
104. Do they think the experiment is worth making ? The Commissioners are prepared to recommend it.
105. Mr. f-Votso/i.] Can you say whether this railway is likely to draw traffic from any great distance 
beyond Germanton ? Tes ; the traffic officers estimate it will drain the country for a distance of 15 or 
16 miles east of Germanton, and to the north-east.
106. Is the country to the eastward similar in character to that through which the line goes ? It is not
quite so good ; but it is fairly good, and so is the rainfall, -which is about 27 inches a year. That is equal, 
if not better than, the rainfall at Grenfell. ”
107. I suppose it will be admitted that, as far as Germanton is concerned, it is well within the influence 
of the existing raihvay ? It is within 18 miles of it; but that is a fairly long way to haul grain.
108. Do you consider that it will be necessary to construct a railway to every place 18 or 20 miles away
frotn the existing railway ? I should not like to say that. At the same time, where you have a good 
district, and there is some prospect of the raihvay paying, it- is worth considering whether you ought not 
to make a raihvay to it. ”
109. Is there any short raihvay without traffic beyond tho terminus being directed to it that is paying ?
No ; as a rule, a local line by itself would not pay. It is the country winch it drains that enables it 
to pay. '
110. In this case, do you think there is suffieieut area of land beyond the proposed terminus to help the
local traffic ? The Commissioners think there will be. From their own observation, and from what they 
were told locally, they are favourable to the proposal. There is a considerable increase in the grain 
cultivated in the district. People are generally very sanguine when asking for a railway ; but a number 
of people in Ihe district assured the Commissioners that in a few years the area under cultivation within 
the district would be doubled. ■
111. I understand that some of the owners are prepared to give the land through winch the railway will 
go free of charge ? The Commissioners think that ought to be imperative. The land is practically all 
privately owned, although X flunk the terminus will be on a reserve. The Commissioners think that it 
ought to be an imperative condition that all the land required, except, perhips, io the ease of a very small 
holding, should be given free.

John
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John Harper, Chief TrafEc Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined :— Ha.per.
112. Mr. Watson!] Do you know the route of the proposed line from Culcairn to G-ermantou ? Yes. 25 July, )900. 
Ud. Do you produce a map showing the trafficablo area and the manner in which the land is hold P Yes.
114. "Will you favour the Committee with your opinions on the proposal ? Perhaps I had better read my 
report to the Eailway Commissioners, which is as follows :—

' Proposed Railway, Cm.cairn to Germanton—17 Miles.
As directed by the Commissioners, I have had very thorough inquiry made as to tiie probable traffic on the proposed line 
from Culcairn to Germanton. Its total length is 17 miles, the ruling grade being 1 in 100. Up to tho present no estimate 
has been received of the cost of construction.

The district is a pastoral and agricultural one. The bulk of the stock and wool traffic is forwarded by road to 
Albury, the distance from Germanton being 38 miles, and tbcnco by rail to Melbourne ; the wheat traffic is carted to 
Culcairn, and carried by rail to various milling centres in Yew South Wales. "Fully 7i) per cent, of the return supplies are 
obtained from Melbourne, via Albury or Culcaim, the Melbourne rates, arising from shorter carriage, operating distinctly 
in favour of that source of supply ; and an analysis of tho rates—apart altogether from the business relations of the district 
being chiefly centred iu Melbourne—does not hold out uny hope of the diversion of this trade to Sydney.

At the present time there are some 26,000 acres of wheat under cultivation within the sphere of influence of the line, 
and so long as the rates for this commodity remain as they are, tho traffic will come to New South Wales. This, together 
with a certain proportion of fat stock, would represent the great hulk of the traffic which we might anticipate would be 
carried over the line in the direction of Sydney. There is, of course, another phase of the question, and that is, that the 
line might bo utilised for the carriage of goods from Albury to Germanton, and vial versa, as far as tho district is concerned, 
and this view has been taken into consideration in forming the estimate of the probable traffic. Por this purpose ordinary 
mileage rates have been taken between Culcaim and Albury, added to the arbitrary rates which it is proposed shall he 
charged on the section between Culcaim and Germanton.

Tho following return indicates the current road rates, and what the rate from Germanton to Albury would be were 
the method I have suggested adopted :—

Rates of Road Carriage,

From— To-
Miles. | Description.

Average rate* Lowest rate.

Culcaim...... ........... .
Albury............................
Germanton.....................

JJ ......................

1 I

Germanton ................. 18 Goods ......
)t 38 | ,, ......i

Culcaim ..................... 18 Wool..........
Albury......................... 38 .......
Culcaim ..................... 18 Wheat ......

Per ton. 
12/6 
20|0 
10/0 
17/G
7|6

Per ton 
per mile. 

8'33d. 
G-32d. 
C’GCd.
5-53d. 
5-00d.

Per ton. 
10,0 
15f0 
10J0 
1510

6J9

Per ton 
per mile. 

G-G6d. 
4'74d. 
6‘6Gd. 
4-74d. 
450d,

I also attach a return showing the estimated total traffic to be £2,175 per annum, and a further return showing the 
rates which would prevail, assuming mileage rates were charged from Culcaini in the direction of Albury to Sydney and 
Melbourne respectively on the probable commodities of the district, vis., wool, wheat, stock, and general supplies.

It will be observed that the estimated revenue is small, and can only bo obtained by the imposition of arbitrary 
rates, and that the only justification which appears to exist, from a commercial point of view, to the construction of the 
line, is that it would induce larger cultivation of cereals in the district, and probably will have the effect of fostering such 
cultivation as already exists, and thereby provide traffic for the line.

Proposed Railway, Culcairn to Germanton—17 miles. 
StmTmry of traffic.

Tens.
Goods traffic......................................... ................ .................... .............

Revenue
£241

T000 .............. 214
Wheat ,, ................................................ . 1,088
Stock „ .................... ........ ............. ............ . 300 trucks . ' 70

Total .................................... . £1,613
300 trucks

Passengers—2,000, at 2/10 each....................... . £283
H.C.D. and parcels ........................................... . 75
Mails—17 miles, at £12 ................................... ...........-......................... . 204

Total, coaching ........................... . £562

Grand total traffic........ . £2,175

Goods and Live Stock Rates—Germanton-Culcairn extension.

Wool. Wheat. 1 Live stock. Merchandise,

Distance.
Scoured.
Per ton.

Grcasj.
Per ton.

1
Per ton, ,

1
Per truck. Ift.

Per tou.
2nd

Per ton*
3rd

Per ton.

Germanton and Culcaim,. 
Culcaim and Barling

17 miles. 5/- 5/- 2/6 SJ- 0|. 5/- 5/.

Harbour......................... 357 „ 7S/0 62/3 13/1 14417 99/- 123/2 145|-

374 „ 83;s 67/3 10/7 149/7 104[- 123/2 150/-

Germanton to Culcairn 17 „ 51- 5|. 5/- 5/- 2/6 5!- 5[- 51- 5/-
Culcairn to Albury.......... 30 „ 15/- 10/. I0(6 7/6 4|9 20/- 11/0 1412 18/8

47 ,, 20/- 15/- 15/C 12/6 7,3 23/- 16/9 19/2 23/8

Junction.. 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 */6 3/- 2/6 2/G 2/6
Albury to Melbourne..... 190i miles 40/- 40/- 31/6 31(6 15/8 106/- 66/10 C6M0 66/10

Total ................................... 2374 „ 63,'G 58/0 50/6 47/6 23J5 134/- 80/1 88/6 ..............

1U. From the map which you produce it appears that nearly the whole of the land within the influence 
of this proposed line is alienated ? Yes. 11(5.
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116. Can you state, roughly, what you consider to be the traffic area on the line? About 20 miles due
_ east from the terminus at trermanton, and 12 miles north and south of Germanton. I may point out

25 July, 1900. a ygry large percentage of the land which is under cultivation is due east of Germanton.
117. It is not between Culcairn and Germanton ? Out of 26,000 acres I should think ]2,000 to 14,000
acres are east of Germanton. , r
118. Under those circumstances, you would get freight over the whole line ? \es.
119. Is there much land beyoud Germanton fit for cultivation aud not now cultivated ? Throughout the 
whole 20 miles, if not further, it is all fit for cultivation ; it is all very good agricultural land, and not 
too hilly. On Yarra Yarra run they had 7,000 acres under cultivation—that is duo east of Germanton.
120. Although the people of Germanton may be said to be near enough to railway communication, yet
this line will bring other areas within the influence of the railway which at present are not served. Yes. 
Of course, if there was only intermediate traffic between Culcairn and Germanton which could be obtained, 
the Commissioners would not have viewed the line with favour. I would not. _
121. As you have seen the country to the east and south-east of Germanton, can you oner an opinion as
to the wisdom, at a later date, of taking the line beyond Germanton ? I do not think there would beany 
difficulty about taking it 20 miles further ; thence the country is hilly aud rough. Hue east of that you 
get into the Tumberumba country. ,
122. Do you think it wTould be worth while taking it further, or will the line to Germanton sufficiently 
serve the country worth opening up ? It will serve for the present; that is to say, the people east of 
Germanton will be no worse off than the Germanton people are tO'duy, as far as railway communication
is concerned. . ,
123. Would a point 20 miles east of Germanton he the limit of the agricultural land. It tvas represen ted to 
me that there is very good land some distance beyond that; hut I did not go further than larra Yarra
124. It has been asserted that there is a considerable area of good basaltic country on the Upper Murray ; 
would, that be best reached from our railway system, or would it he better to allow the Victorians to carry 
a railway there? Katurally, 1 think the traffic must gravitate to Victoria^ _
125. It is hardly worth our striving for it ? No ; the bulk of the traffic will continue to find its way to 
Victoria, except with regard to wheat.
126. How will the cost of raihvay carriage from Germanton to Culcaim, and thence to Albury, with the
local rates suggested, compare with tho present road carriage from Germanton to Albury? It will he in 
favour of the route from Germanton to Albury. . .
127. It will pay to take the railway, although it will bo running on two sides of a triangle, rather than to
tako the road ? Yes ; it is only a difference of 38 miles and 48 miles. _
128. Is the difference in cost pronounced? It is sufficiently pronounced to bring the traffic to the line. 
Tor wool, it is 15s. against 20s.; the wheat under no circumstances would go there, because the through 
charge to Melbourne is only 7s. 3d. by railway—it would he nearly £1 by road. Merchandise would he 
about 16s. 9d., as against 23s. 8d. per ton from Albury to Germanton.
129. In comparing merchandise, would it be necessary to allow for the cost of transhipment at Albury 
from Melbourne? No ; we do not charge anything ibr transhipment, it is a through rate, including a 
■junction charge for the mileage between Albury and IVodonga.
130. So that goods coming from Melbourne towards Germanton would be conveyed by the proposed line 
rather than by team from Wodonga to Culcairn by road ? Yes.
131. There is no doubt that in any ease the branch line would get the full amount or traffic which you 
estimate? There is no doubt it will. 'Whether the ti'affie goes to Melbourne or comes to Sydney, tho 
estimate will be realised. The wheat will continue to come in this direction for some time at all events.
132. As soon as the border duties are abolished under ^Federation, it is not probable that Melbourne will 
take a great deal of that wheat for shipment ? There is not a very great margin between their rate and 
ours. There is very little difference between our rate at Corowa and tho ’Victorian rate at Wahgimyah.
133. Is if not possible that the Inter-state Commission may insist upon an absolute mileage rate . I do 
not see how1 they can. This is practically a tapering mileage rate ; it applies not only to this line in a 
competitive district, but to ail linos in the Colony. It is in no sense a competitive rate, it is a normal

134. Then yon taper proportionately to distance quite as much coming from the Queensland border as 
coming from the Victorian border and from Bourke ? Yes; it applies all over the Colony. It is a general 
rate, and not a special rale, for that district as far as wheat is concerned.
135. Have you a special rate for wool and merchandise ? Yes. ^ _
136. Then there is little probability of the wheat traffic going away ? No. There is no doubt that where 
our lines are close to the Victorian border, as at Coroiva, wc shall lose all that traffic. Under any circum
stances, wheat going to Victoria would have to pay either road carriage to ’Wodonga or our rates to 
Alburv, and those rates, added to Victorian rates, would he in excess of our rates.
137. Assuming that the Victorian railways are as well managed as ours, they should he able to draw 
wheat for the shorter distance cheaper than you can bring it to Sydney ? Yes ; hut they arc in a peculiar 
position in Victoria. They look very largely to the wheat traffic for their revenue. As a matter ot fact, 
because some reductions liave beeu recently made in the rates for the caiTiage of wheat, the railways are 
being subsidised by the Government. What the railways are losing is being refunded to them by Parlia
ment, I take it that the Inter-state Commission would rule that that is irregular. The state of: things is 
rather peculiar under their Act. It is competeut for the Minister of the day to ask the Commissioner to 
reduce the rates, but that is contingent upon the Minister refunding half the amount of the loss out or 
the Consolidated Eevcnue.
138. Do you know whether that system has been long enough iu existence to show what the results will 
he ? I do not think so. Naturally enough, the railway people do not approve of it very much. One

1 can see at once the incidence of it. A Minister representing a country constituency only w'anta to be 
moved strongly enough to use the powers given to him under the Act,and it is absolutely in the hands of 
tho Minister to do it. .
139. Do you know' whether there has been any loss to make good under that system ? There has been in
connection with coal. Of course, tho carriage of coal is subsidised ; hut it is only during the last season 
that it has been brought into operation iu connection with wheat. _ _ _
140. What is the explanation of their not being able to easily compete with you :—is it because you have

.T, Harper.
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a larger area of pastoral country on your trunk lines which yields a class of traffic which pays better than ^Harper- 
agricultural produce ? ifes ; and it has been the desire of the administration to develop the lands of the jujv
interior. It was only possible to do it by charging low frcighls. In Victoria they have been depending '' ’
for tlie bulk of their revenue on wheat. _
141. Seeing that you make the railways come within a reasonable distance of paying, you must have 
sometbing else winch makes good v\hat yon lose on agricultural produce? Decidedly ; wool pays.
142. What is it that you have which the Victorians have not ? "We have general merchandise hauled
over long distances ; we have tlie wool, which they have not. "We carry tour times as much wool, and it 
stands a higher freight. _ _
143. That enables you to give greater concessions on some products ? Tes ; mining and agriculture. _
144. On the whole, do you think that this proposed line will retain sufficient local traffic to justify its
construction ? Tes: I think so, looking at it in the light of the development of the territory. I would 
not like to say that the line would pay. In connection with that,, of course it is for this Couunitlee to 
determine whether it would be judicious or otherwise to recommend that the people in the neighbourhood 
of the line should be called upon lo contribute in any way. Of course, that is not a matter for us to 
consider. _ ,
145. If you liave any largelv increased cultivation resulting from the construction of the line, would it
mean some contribution to the profits of tho main line which would not be credited to the branch ? Tes; 
it would have an influence on the main line earnings. As far as the land is concerned, practically the 
whole of it is fitted for agriculture. _
14(i. As to the probability of the land being kept under cultivation, it is, I understand, mostly held in 
large areas by private owners ? Tes. _ ...
147. Do you think that the halves system is likely to be permanent? I am inclined to think that it will 
be in that district, because it is to the interest of the large owners to have a considerable amount of 
agriculture. They have something to fall back upon for their Block in the event of drought.
148. You know that on open forest land, when it is cleared and cultivated for a year or two, it will carry 
more sheep than it did before ? Tes ; that is my reason for saying that I think the large owners will 
encourage cultivation on the halves principle.
14!). Is there not a possibility that, after the land has been cleared aud cropped for three or four years, some 
of the owners will he disposed to use it again for sheep ? That will depend largely upon the value of wool.
150. Are you aware that, on one large estate in the Grenfell district, the men working on the halves 
system have been cleared out, with tho exception of two or three, and they were only retained to break 
up new land ? No doubt that will be the method adopted. New land will be given to men prepared to 
take it up to clear and cultivate it.
151. Nut that does not make for permanence ? It is more than likely that the district about Germanton 
will develop into a large dairying district. It is within compftrativcl3r easy distance of Melbourne. .
152. Would dairying be a greater traffic producer than wool-growing ? jt would mean more population 
and the consumption of more goods. 1 think that that country is carrying one sheep to the acre at 
present; under cultivation I fancy that it w'ould carry a cow to a couple of acres. There is infinitely 
more traffic to be obtained if you have a cow to 2 acres than if you have a shoep for 1 acre. It is only 
230 miles from Melbourne by the railway. To-day we are bringing butter a greater distance than that.
153. That is mostly for export ? Tes.
154. Tou bring that at a very low rate ? Tes ; hut it is the population which would increase the traffic.
Tor instance, there is one station on this line where they have 93,000 acres of freehold land. I fancy 
that, except at shearing tune, that would he worked by about eight or ten men.
155. Dr. Qarran.'] Did not this method of working on halves originate at a time when the wool was very 
cheap ? I imagine it did. My first experience of it was iu the Derrigan district; but it might have been 
in operation in Yietoria prior to that.
156. If the rise in the value of wool should be permanent, would not that have a tendency to induce 
people to go back to the pastoral use of the laud ? I think what we may look forward to iu future 
is a system of mixed farming. I do not think anyone is now prepared to have all his eggs in one basket, 
the disposition will be to grow both wheat and wool.
157. "What I am looking to is this : Is this system of farming on the halves principle so certain that we 
can feel we have a guarantee that wheat production will continue ? M3r own impression is that it will 
continue. If it does not continue on the halves system, those who are farming will acquire land, and go 
in for mixed farming. That is happening in the lierrigan district.
158. In the absence of cheap manures, is there not a tendency for tho wheat-grower to work out his land ?
Tes; but when you carry sheep on the same land where you grow wheat, not only does it keep the land 
clean, but it manures it.
159. Dnder tlie halves system does the squatter run his sheep on the farming land? Tes; that is a 
condition of the agreement,
160. Then you do not think it is a mere temporary phenomenon ? No.
161. As a traffic m;m, do you think it is safe to rely on the wheat grown in this district? Tes; with 
mixed farming. If you asked me the same question with regard to purely timber land, I would hesitate.
Once the timber is gone the traffic is gone unless you replant the forests, which we do not.
162. Ten years is long enough to trust to timber traffic ? Yes; that would be a very good term.
163. Are the roads good to the east of Germanton? Tes.
164. So that you might expect that 20 miles is not too far to bring traffic in to the railway ? The roads 
are fairly good; they are not so good as between Germanton and Culcairn, but it is reasonably sound 
country. As a matter of fact, tbey now come into Culcairn.
165. Do you think there is any likelihood of much of this land now rented on the halves system becoming 
freehold owned by the agriculturists ? If the halves men get good seasons, they all show a desire to 
acquire a freehold iu the Berrigan district.
166. But then you have to get the consent of the present holders ? I think any of them will sell if they 
get enough for their land.
167. If the price of wheat falls very lowq do 3rou think we should still be able to grow wheat here and 
ship it. As a matter of fact, 1 do not see what else they are to do, Nvery day the cost of cropping wheat 
is becoming less. This is a district where the crops are generally very heavy in a good season.

168.
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J. Harper, gija{i we ije a)jie 0pen agr;cultui'al land if it does not pay? No; but those who are able to
Ss'Kir'^lSOO com^ne sheep-farming with wheat-growing have a hotter opportunity of making it pay.
u*169. The evidence in other inquiries goes to show that the cheapest part in the world in which to grow 

wheat is Argentina, where they have many miles of river frontage? it is not very long since we heard 
that Argentina was going to spoil our market for wool, meat, and horses ; hut that has not happened.
170. If it does uot pay to grow wheat here, shall we not lune to fall back on wool ? Tes ; but wool can 
be far more successfully grown with wheat.
171. In that event null not population fall off and also the traffic ? Our own population is increasing. 
Western Australia aud Queensland are not producing tvheat to any extent, and 1 daresay markets will be 
found for wheat. People who keep sheep and grow wheat do not know what failure is, even in drought 
time. Youug sheep will fatten very quickly on wheat-stubble,
172. Did the farmers do pretty well this year with wheat ? Those who sold in the first instance did fairly 
well; those who are bolding are in ratber a bad position.
173. Has the wheat traffic at Berrigan justified the expectations which were held out ? We do not regret 
making that railway.
174. You do not think you will regret to adding this line to the other railways ? No. I cannot see any 
prospect of this line paying in the immediate future, or probably for some time ; but for the development 
of tins country it is not unreasonable to add it to our railway system.
175. That is looking to the fact that we liave to settle people ou tlie land? Yes. The view I take is 
this: The country is capable of production. Auy country of that nature which is likely to yield a 
legitimate percentage and working expenses is entitled to consideration.
176. Still, on general traffic principles, a short eockspur line, looking principally to agricultural traffic, is 
placed at perhaps the maximum disadvantage ? The line is peculiar in this respect. It has a common 
junction with the lino from Corowa to Culcairn, so that we will bo practically able to do a great deal of 
tlie work on this line uifch the staff and appliances which we have on the other line.
177. Has that Culcairn to Corowa line been very profitable ? No. for this reason we have always carried the 
wheat from intermediate points, and we liave carried only a certain amount of wheat from Corowa itself: 
but the position will be different on the proposed line. Only a mile separates Ihe two railway stations at 
Wahguuyah and Corowa. G-ermanton and the adjacent district is not near any railway. As a matter of 
fact, as far as Corowa is concerned, there is far more justihcalion to make a lino to G-ermanton than to 
Corowa, because the wants of Corowa are already served. If the line from Culcairn had been made to 
Germanton instead of to Corowa it would be much more likely to be a paying boo, it would have been away 
from existing communication.
178. I liave asked Mr. McLachlan if wo must look upon this as a purely experimental line, risking a little 
risk to test tho system, because we have no parallel to it? The private line from Moatna to IJeniliquin is 
very successful; but they deal more largely with wool. They also carry a great deal of wheat,
179. Besides, that is an extension of the Victorian lino? This is an extension of ours, Wc have also 
the Teinora line, which is a lino very much on all fours with this, and it is doing very well.
ISO. But that is not a paying line? No ; but it is improving. Tho loss on tlie Tomora lino in 1S97 was 
£3,519 ; in 1S98, it was £3,S50; in 1S99, 1 think the loss was still smaller.
181. Have we indirectly made gains on the Tomora line? I think the country has indirectly gained. It 
has certainly opened up a great deal of country.
182. You do not think the apparent loss is all real loss ? because it has provided traffic for the 
main line.
183. From a national point of view it has been a gain ? Yes, a distinct gain.
184. Do you think that there is any likelihood of the proposed hue being extended at any future time? 
It would be possible to extend it if considered desirable to tlie point 1 have already indicated, and 
probably, a little further east.

_ 185. Would there be any engineering difficulty ? No; not as far as I went east in the direction of Yarra
Yarra.
186. Chairman.] Does the Tumberumba trade now go mainly to Wagga Wagga ? Yes.
187. Is there a chance that some of that trade will be diverted? Some of the trade of the western])ortion 
of the Tumberumba district may probably come in to this line.
188. When we were on the G-undagai-Tumut line, we heard a good deal of evidence to the effect that the 
Tumberumba ranges and foothills were covered with fairly valuable timber, ami that the long carriage to 
Wagga Wagga prevented a good deal of it from being developed ? L should expect that some of the 
timber on the western slope would find its way to G-ermanton, although I have not included that in the 
estimate of traffic.
189. We were told that people in the direction of Wagga Wagga, and right down to Albury, were 
anxious to get that timber, and two contractors told us that they had orders as far as Albury, but they 
could not fulfil them. We were told that if they had some means of getting to the main line, they would 
be able to develop some timber areas? J do not know what the roads into Germanton would be like, but 
I think there would bo a fair amount of traffic from the western ranges.
190-1. There seems to be only one spur to cross ? That is not important. There isoneshown at G-ermanton, 
but it is a very small affair.
192. Is all the country from G-ermanton to Tumberumba good agricultural land ? Yes ; as far as I went. 
It is about 15 or 16 miles to the east,
193. Do you think that the fact that the land in this district is mainly held in large holdings would 
prevent the development of the dairying industry ? No. The Koss family own 93,000 acres of the best 
land, aud they announced their intention, if the line is built, of going in largely for clearing and cultivation. 
I think dairying would probably come after that, There is a fairly heavy duty on butter entering 
Victoria; but after Federation there would be more inducement to go in for dairying in that district.

'X'JIUBSDAT,
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■THURSDAY, 2(5 JULY, 1900. 
present:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Ksq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Linde sat Chaweoed Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Her beet Hr ah.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Hobekt Henry Leyien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

Tho Commit! eo further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hail way from Culcairn to
Germanton.

Alexander Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn,and examined:—
191. Chairman.] Have you a return showing the stock statistics for the trafficable area of the proposed A. Bruco. 
Culcairn-Germantou line ? Yes. r—^—-\
19o. Will you first state the limits of that area? I produce a map showing the boundaries of the area. 20July, 1900. 
It takes in the river Murray from Dora Dora to Jingellic. Erom there it passes in a north-easterly line 
between Yarara aud Tumberumba, thence to Kyamba, and from there to a point on the Billabong Creek,
10 or 12 miles east of Culcairn, and from Culcairn south-east to Dora Dora, where it commenced.
196. Can you give us tlie returns of stock in that area r In 1S98, in that area there were 326,822 sheep
and 4,162 cattle ; in 1899, there were 298,785 sheep, and 3,850 cattle.
197. Have these numbers been seriously diminished by tho drought of the last five years P Not in that 
district. They have had comparatively good seasons.
198. What is about the average carrying capacity of that country ? It would range from a sheep and a 
half to a sheep (o the acre ; it is very good country. Of course, there might be something to reduce that 
average in small portions of tho district.
199. Is that a fair general average? Yes.
200. Will it carry that many sliecp all lire year round ? Yes. It is some of tho heaviest carrying couulry
in tho Colony. "
201. Dr. Qarran.'] Has it a cold winter? Not very cold.
202. Does the grass die down in winter ? It is a country in which horses and cattle, aud particularly
horses, do not lose any condition to speak of in the winter time.
203. Chairman.] Have you any other figures ? I have tlie drift of stock on several of the roads. I may
point out that there would be a large portion of that drift for Melbourne. Tho market for the owners in 
that district is largely Melbourne, and the porlion which would come to Svdney would be comparatively 
small in ordinary seasons. ’
201. Dr. Qarran.] Is it equally good country for cattle and sheep ? It is too good for cattle, as sheep 
pay better than cattle. That is how the owners find it. .11: is very good for wheat.
205. Did the stock tax diminish tho drift of sheep to the Melbourne market ? To some small extent it 
did; but the Melbourne market, as a rule, in by-gone years, was better than the Sydney market. The 
last year or so our bad seasons have equalised matters, 'Wc have had about as good prices as Melbourne.
206. Have some of the sheep from this district come to Sydney this vear ? Yes ; aud even further away.
Sheep have come to Sydney from lower down the Murrav. '
207. I want to know whether, in a dry season, we draw some of these sheep to our market ? Yea,
208. And, in an ordinary season, do the sheep go to Melbourne in spite of the stock tax? Yes; to a 
considerable extent.
209. Is the counttw which is being taken up for agriculture good sheep country as well as agricultural 
country ? Yes ; and it is sound country, except in some of the upland spots.
210. AV hat about the river fiats ? There are not many sheep on those flats. Cattle are mostly there.
211. Do the sheep take the high lands and the cattle the low lands? The sheep take the falls to the 
Billabong Creek, and not towards the Murray Hirer.
212. Has this district under occupation shown any sign of falling off in the quality of its herbage owing
to its being over-stocked ? Very little in that wav. "
213. Is it as good as ever it was? Yes.
214. Beyond Germanton, out to the east, beyond wdiero the railway is proposed to go, is that good 
productive country ? Yes ; it is good right up and down to Billabong" Creek.
215. Have you been over that part of the country ? Yes.
210. Is it going into agriculture? Yes; into wheat-growing.
217. Are there many conditional purchasers, or are tlie agriculturists all halves men? There are still
some conditional purchasers left, A. good many have sold out, and their selections have been added to 
other selections. J: believe that about the largest selectors in the Colony arc in that district. There are 
also some men working on the halves system. '
218. Do you mean the graziers ? They are letting the land out again for wheat-growing.
219. What pays best in that district at present—growing wheat or grazing? I expect it will pay best 
with stock now ; but that was not tlie case two or three years ago,
220. When wheat was at its best, wheat-growing paid better? I made that remark principally because 
stock are such a high price at present.
221. At present prices, which do you think pays better—growing wheat or fattening stock? Stock, I 
should say. Wool was very high, and fat stock is high.
222. If that is the case, there is not a strong tendency at present for the land to he used for agriculture ?
It would largely depend upon the price of wheat. If wheat were at 3s. a bushel, it would still pay better 
to grow wheat.
223. Is there a certain amount of grain grown in that district now? Yes.
224. Do you think that wheat-growing will decrease ? No ; I think it will increase.
225. That is if the price keeps up to Us. a bushel? Yes; a system is now becoming common of growing 
wheat for a few years and then laying out the land in lucerne. Tho two combined make wheat-growing 
more profitable.
226. Have you seen any of this land under crop for two or three years, aud then brought back to
pasturage? No. ’
227. Have you only beard about it ? Yes. 228.
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A. Bruce. 228. And lia.ve you heard that the land was improved by this process ? It was generally understood that 
^ucerne wou^d only grow profitably on alluvial land; but in some portions of Riverina, further down 

2oJuly, 1900. Billabong, and on tho Murray, they have been growing lucerne on what they call the box country.
They can fatten from three to four sheep to the acre by that means. They do not get the same crop of 
lucerne that can be obtained on alluvial ground, but it pays very well. .
229. Lucerne will grow on laud after tillage on which it would not grow before tillage? Yes.
230. Do you think there will be any falling off in the amount of tillage in the district ? l\'o; I think it 
will increase.
231. Do you think that all those squatters who lease their land on the halves system will ultimately 
restore that land to pasturage ? Yes, for a time; I have heard that it is made a condition that the land shall 
be left in lucerne. That system gives rotation. They will leave the land for three or four years in lucerne, 
and then they will break it up again. In that way they will keep tho heart in the land and not run it out.
232. So that agriculture would notgo out altogether ? INo ; instead of turnip-growing, as in Yew Zealand, 
this system enables a rotation—tlie great want in the farming of the Colony—to be kept up, so that the 
fertility of the land is preserved.
233. The idea is to have three or four years of tillage,and then to keep the land under lucerne for three or four 
years ? That is to begin with ; hut after that it would he only one crop of grain and then, say, four in lucerne.
234. How deep does the ploughing go when you have this tillage ? A (3-inch furrow would be a good furrow.
235. So that the surface soil is not loosened more than G inches ? The question as to the growth of 
lucerne depends largely on the sub-soil, so that it can get its roots down deep. It could not get through _ 
stiff clay, hut gritty clay or sandy soil would suit lucerne.
23G. So far as lucerne has been tried, does it answer? Yes ; it has been much more largely tried on the 
Murray, and ou tho country a little north of the Murray, from Corowa down to Deuiliquiu, than in the 

- country we are speaking of now.
237. Have the graziers generally in that district tried this alternating system of tillage ? Hot very many 
on this area, hut a few have done so.
23S. If their example brings out good results, do you think that others will follow their lead ? Tes ; 
especially the small men.
239. Chairman!] Do you think that agriculture will be an intermittent thing in that district, or will they 
always have some of their land under crop while the remainder is resting under lucerne or h'ing fallow ?
It is a- necessity that it should he intermittent, if they are not to run the fertility out of tho land. TVe 
have not, as at Home, the means of growing green crops ami cleaning the laud with turnips and some 
other crops, but we can do it to a certain extent in the way 1 have described. In the old land they take 
crop after crop of a different description for four years. Here we have only discovered one thing yot 
which would enable us to carry out a rotation.
240. Will the land, say, for three years, be all devoted to one sort of cultivation, or will part of it be 
resting while the other part is under wheat ? It will be partly resting.
211. 8o that every year we may expect some railway revenue from agriculture? Yes; and a good deal 
ought to be used for fattening the stock. They might grow rape, or some other green crop, so as to be 
able to fatten the sheep. The climate and soil in that district are very suitable for that sort of thing.
242. Do you think that this railway is likely to draw traffic from Dora Dora up to Horse Creek ? It 
would be traffic to Melbourne, to a large extent.
243. Is there not a range of mountains a little north of the Murray, which practically shuts off that part 
of the country from this proposed railway? -Dora Dora is only S or 10 miles from the top of the Range 
to the Murray. It would be only a small strip of land on the Murray which would be affected in that way.
244. How far east of Germanton does tho good country extend? Right up to the top of Billabong Crook.
215. How far is that ? About 30 miles from Germanton, on tho east side. On the north it is all good country. 
24G. Is it country which could he profitably devoted to dairying for the Melbourne market ? Jt might, 
hut the carriage would be over a long distance—about 250 miles. ■
247. Mr. Harper has assured us that the carriage would not be a serious handicap if the land was good ?
It would do for dairying, but I think it would be better for cross-bred sheep, and that could only be pro
fitably carried out by tillage. The country is well suited for mixed farming.
248. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you been on the route of the proposed line ? Yes ; I was Inspector of Stock 
in that district, and I know it very well.
249. Is it a thoroughly well-watered district ? Yes; it is fairly well watered. The Billfl.bong Creek 
sometimes gets into water-holes, but for a good many seasons it is running. Then there arc other creeks— 
the Little Billabong, Yarra Yarra, Berest, Back, and Mountain Creeks, besides the frontage to the Murray.
250. Is there always sufficient water to carry stock safely ? There have been no losses from want of 
water during the late drought.
251. "What sort of country is it? It is principally box country, mixed here and there With what is called 
the yellow-jacket, which indicates better country than where the timber is all box ; and there are a good 
many patches and strips of gum country.
252. Is it loamy soil ? Yotmuch of it; it is principally a yellow soil, such as you get in good box country, 
258. Is the timber really good ? Yot much of it. Where there is red-gum it is fairly good. There is 
some timber on the tops of the ridges—stringy-bark—but there is not much of it. There is messmate in ■ 
the extreme eastern portion.
254. Do you think there will he suffieieut timber there to provide railway sleepers and fencing in 

. connection with the railway ? Ido not know if the red-gum is large enough to provide sleepers. It is
not like the red-gum on the Lower Murray flats; it is noc nearly so large, but it is sufficiently large for 
posts for fencing purposes.
255. Where do the settlers generally find a market for their stock now ? It used lo be all for Melbourne,
but of late years, especially on account of the tax, they do not send it there. Om’ market in bygone 
years has always been cheaper than Melbourne. ’
256. Do you say that this is good agricultural land? Yes.
257. "What outlet do they get for their wheat ? Sydney ; on account of the tax,
258. They do not think of sending their wheat to Melbourne ? N o.
259. Have they grown any other crops there besides wheat? Yo. I left the district a long time ago,
but I know a good deal of what is going on there. I do not know of any other crop being grown except 
lucerne. 260.
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2G0. Has your attention been chiefly occupied in connection with stock ? Tes. -A- Brow.
2G1. Mr. Do you remember that in one of the very dry seasons, about three years ago, a great
deal of the wheat in Riverina was purchased for Melbourne ? Yes. 190^-
2('>2, Do you think, now that there is a possibility of the border duties being removed, that a great deal of
wheat from that district will be diverted to Melbourne for shipment or consumption? That wrould not
affect the question of the Culcairn-Germanton railway, because the wheat would bo put on at Germanton
to go to Melbourne if it were sold for Melbourne. I have with me a return showing tho drift of stock in that
district. In 1897, the stock traffic by road from Culcairn to Germanton was 51,732 sheep ; from Germanton
to Culcairn, GG,974 sheep. These numbers depend largely on tho sheep going to the mountains on account '
of drought. A. very large proportion of sheep which go to the mountains in starvation times passthrough
tho Germanton district,
2G3. -3£r, levien] It is merely travelling stock ? Tes; but I hope before long there will he a railway, 
which will be a continuation of the Germanton-Culcairn line, down the Billabong to Jerilderie. The 
land on both sides is high-class land, and would then get the starving stock upon that line, and they 
would be taken to the mountains more safely and more economically, and they w'ould not perish by 
the way for want of grass. These sheep now pass through the Germanton district. In 1898, from 
Culcairn to Germanton there was a traffic of 107,902 sheep, and from Germanton to Culcairn 45.771 
sheep. The number of sheep passing each way usually balances, hut in this case tlie season was so bad 
that the sheep were left in the mountains; they did not come back in that year, which accounts for 
the difference in tlie numbers. In 1899, from Culcairn to Germanton, there were 138,397 sheep, and 
from Germanton to Culcairn there were 153,238 sheep. In that year more went hack than went tho 
other way. Some of these had been left for the whole year in the mountains. Then, in 1897, there was 
a traffic Irom Little Billabong lo Germanton of 66,40G sheep, and from Germanton to Little Billabong 
G2,8SG sheep. In 1898, from Little Billabong to Germanton, there were 44,612 sheep, and from 
Germanton to Little Billabong 94,4(58 sheep. In 1899, from Little Billabong to Germanton, 226,719 
sheep, and from Germanton to Little Billabong 146,633 sheep.
264. Chairman.) What places does this district chiefly relieve in drought time ? From below Deniliquin 
in tho last drought. They arc taken to the lop of the Murray, and between that aud Monaro.
265. Tou said you would like to seo this railway extended ;—how far, and in what direction, would you 
like to see it extended? Right down the Billabong to Deniliquin, or to the railway from Hay to 
Deniliquin, if that he made; that would be passing through Jerilderie.
266. "What we understood you to say was that the Germanton line should be extended at the Germanton 
end further east ? I propose that it should not stop at Culcairn, hut that it should be taken west right 
down the Billabong. It is all good country, and there is no mountain or hill all the way.
267. How far is it that the land in this district can he used in drought time for starving stock purposes ;— 
is it not the custom to stock up to the full capacity ? The land in this area is fully stocked, and is not 
used by starving stock. My suggestion had reference to the railway from Culcairn to Germanton carrying 
starving stock towards the mountainous country, which is only occupied in drought time, because it is 
not sound country. Rather than see the sheep perish the owners run tlie risk of their getting fluke and 
footrot amongst the mountains. I have figures showing the wool produced in the district to he served by 
tho railway. In 1898 there were 4,905 hales ; in 1899, 4,4S5 hales.

Charles Edward Rennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
2G8. Chairman.) Do you produce a map showing the trafficable area of the proposed line ? Tes ; it C. E. Bonnie, 
shows the area within 12 miles north and south of the proposed line from Culcairn to Germanton, and - x 
extending 20 miles to the eastward. Those were the limits about which the Railway Commissioners 26 July, 1900. 
asked us to provide them with information. The holdings within that area are as follows :—Alienated 
land, 361,000 acres; reserves, 34,400 acres; Crown lands, 56,000 acres. The alienated land is shown on 
the map by a blue tint, the reserves by a green tint, and the Crown lands by a brown tint.
269. By far tho largest portion of the area is wholly alienated ? Tes ; almost the whole of it. There is 
one small area under an improvement lease. Of the Crown lands, 24,000 acres are held under occupation 
license, and 32,000* acres are untenanted, unless it may be by annual lease.*
270. Is the unoccupied land in the high country ? I do not know the nature of the land, hut a range of
hills is shown right through the untenanted area. °

The Hon, Pathick: LrnnESAY Craw to rd Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.

MONDAY, 27 AUGUST, 1900. 
■jaresmt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Utah. 
Robert Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Culcairn
to Germanton.

C. McD. 
Stuart.

Charles McDonnell Stuart, Supervising Engineer, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined;— 1

271. Mr. ItcFarlane.) Have yon a good knowledge of the proposed route of railway from Culcairn to 
Germanton, and of the proposed site of the Germanton station? Tes; hut I have not been over the 
ground in detail,
272. Do you think it a sufficiently convenient site for Germanton ? I think so; it lies parallel to the 27 Aug., 1900. 
main street, and also parallel with the Government reserve.
273. Is it on the Government reserve ? On part of it.
274. How far would it be from tlie town to the station? Kot more than a quarter of a mild.
275. Some of the residents, in giving evidence, suggested another site for the station, to the south of 
the proposed site, on a reserve; they thought it would he more convenient to the town, and, further 
they say there is a good water supply adjacent;—do you know ? I do not know the position exactly to’ 
which you refer; I suppose it would he on the Teu-mile Creek, about half a mile from the proposed station.
, 276.'

* Note (on retinon) —It has been since ascertained that 27,250 acres of this area is held under annual lease.
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■C. McD. 270. Would that be more convenient to the centre of the town ? Yes; but it would not be so well suited 
Stuart. rajiway if it were to be extended.

■''7 277. If the railway were to be extended, you would have to mahe a curve ? You would have to put in
UB'’ ' an S curve to cut the street at right angles, and it might take up more valuable property. _ _

278. Do you think that was in contemplation when the proposed site was selected ? Yes ; with a view 
of further extension, if found necessary. _
27S). Do you think a sufficient water supply could be obiained in close proximity to the proposed station? 

t I think it more than probable; there is no permanency in regard to these creeks.
2SO. Do you think it desirable to alter the proposed site to the one required by several local residents? 
1 could not say without further examination of the ground.
281, Do you think there is a reasonable prospect of further extension? That I could not say.
282. Do you know the country between Germanton and Culcairn ? Pretty well.
288, Do you know the Carabobala Station ? Ves; it is quite close to the main road.
284. Does the Ten-mile Creek run through it? I think it does. It runs very close by, at any rate : if
it does not. the main creek does.
285. That is the Billabong ? Ses; the Ton-mile Creek goes into Ihe Billabong. ^
286. Do you understand that the proposed railway would rim through the Carabobala Estate? ^ cs.
2S7. Do you think there is anything m the contention that, to construct a railway, as proposed, through
the Carabobala Station, would seriously damage it ? I do not think it would.
288. Are you aware that there is a road passing almost parallel with the proposed railway line through 
Carabobala Station ? Yes ; a surveyed road.
281). If that road were opened, would it not have the same effect as a railway,™ cutting off the remainder 
of the station from the water supply spoken of ? I do not think so.
290. Could you say whether the proposed lino follows the mam road, or docs it go approximately close to 
it ? Approximately to it.
291. Is the country fairly level ? Yes.
292. Would it he possible to vary the deviation of the line, so as to follow the road now inexistence? Xo.
293. Then there would not be much in the contention of the owners of Carabobla Station in regard to 
compensation ? Of course, their argument is that they are cut off from Biilaboog Creek.
29-1'. The road keeps pretty well to the one side of Billabong Creek ? Yes, until it gets within a few 
miles of Germanton, then it crosses il. We keep the railway to the opposite side of the creek to that on 
which the road runs, until the road crosses the creek.
295. Mr. llyam.'] The road of which Mr. McEarlane spoke just now is an unformed road ? I presume so.
296. You do not know whether there is a made road there ? 1 do not know of my own knowledge.
297. Or whether one has been reserved ? I do not know. _
298. And you do not know whether the railway will follow that lino of road? It does not follow it 
exactly, but takes the high ground on the southern side of the Billabong.
299. The road I refer to is an unused road ? Yes.
300. But there is a surveyed road there ? Yes.
301. Dr. Garran-I Do you know the Corowa lino ? I do not.
302. You do not know whether this is an easier line ? This is, if anything, an easier line.
303. Then we can make it a cheap line ? Yes, fairly so.
304. It need not cost more than £3,000 per mile ? You have the Engineer-in-Chief’s estimate.
305. But, so far as you know ? It is the stations that run away with so much money.
306. But to put in such stations as the Department proposes ? Yes.

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor, Statistical Year Books, Government Statistician’s Department, sworn,
and examined:—

W. H Hal!. 30X Chairman.'] Have you any statistics with regard to the population, and production of the area which 
‘ j it is proposed to serve by a railway from Culcairn to Germanton? Ees, 1 have.

27 Aug., 1900. 308. Will you state from what area you have obtained those particulars? Idle country embraced in the 
return covers about 20 miles from the terminus of the railway. It bisects about one-half the country on 
the north and the south between the proposed railway line and the main Southern line. It also goes out as 
far as the Carabost Bange on the north-east, and as far as Jingelhc on the south-east. The estimated 
population of that part of the Culcairn district which would be affected by the railway is 200 ; the 
population of Germanton is 1,660 ; the total population of the two places being 1,860. The agricultural, 
pastoral, and dairying statistics for 1897-1900 are shown in the following returns :—

Proposed Railway fbom Cclcairn to Germanton. 
■Agricultural, Pastoral, and Dairying Statistics, 1897-1900.
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309. Taking a general view of the statistics you have just read, would you say the district is a progressive M ■ H- Hall 
one? Uiiquestionahlv; it shows that the area under cultivation has increased considerably dui'iug
last four years. . b
310. And from what you know of the district, you think there is room for stiil greater expansion ?
Unquestionably; the best proof of that is that so many of the holdings there were originally taken up in 
small areas, extending out from the north of Germanton. Out Hack Creek way, to the Billabong and 
Cookardinia, they were all taken up in small areas of from 10 to ICO acres. _
311. Whereabouts would that he? To the north and north-east.
312. Mr. Lcvien.'] I suppose you would recommend a railway there r I would, _
313. You think there would lie an absolute good return from the country to be served by this railway ?
There would.

Henry Obamberlaine Euasell, C.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined:—
SH1. Chairman.1 Could you give us the details of the rainfall over the district proposed to be served by c. Russell,
the line of railway from Culcairn to Germanton? Yes; 1 can give you the average rainfall atj;be C.M.Q-.
stations where records are kept. At Culcairn the rainfall averages 20'13 inches ; at Bullctop it is 27‘40 ^
inches ; at Howlong, on the other side, it is 23'29 inches ; at Tburguna it is STIC inches; at Germanton, 27 Aug., 1900. 
21'91 inches ; at Strathdowme. to the east of Germanton, it is 2G'-1G inches ; at Ammdale, north-east of 
Germanton, it is 2T6G inches. That takes the stations all round the line. It is only a short area. ^
315. Can you say whether the rain falls in such a way as to be eminently suitable for wheat growing ?
Yes ; that is the character of the distribution of the rain about the river Murray, comparingit with places 
further north—that the distribution of the rain is more even during the year, and more abundant between 
the winter and the early summer. _
31G. Is the yearly rainfall subject to any very great variation ? Tes, a very considerable variation, but 
not at all to the same extent as in the Northern parts of the Colony.
317. Mr. McFarlann.] Do you consider the climate suitable for products other than wheat ? I cannot 
answer that question.
3) 8. But with regard to the rainfall ? The rainfall is good and favourabl3r distributed. The greater part 
of it falls between, say, July and November, and so far as wheat is concerned that is a very favourable 
condition, indeed.
319. Can yon say whether, during tbo past five years, the district has suffered as severely from drought 
as compared with the west and extreme north-west? There is no comparison at all between the extreme 
north-west of the Colony and this part of the Colony, which will be served by the proposed railway. In 
the extreme north-west they go frequently for months without rain ; but that is not the case about the 
Murray. Albury, Germanton, and other places have always a considerable amount of rain.
320. Taking Germanton. what is the minimum rainfall for the past five years ? 2.1.T9 inches.
321. Would that be the average for five years? No; it is less than the average. That is the lowest 
reading of the rainfall for the particular year.
322. This part of the country does not suffer from floods or excessive rainfall? Not very severely, 
speaking of the district generally. There .are no great records there. It is on the Mnrrutnbidgeo that 
the floods are so mischievous, comiug down from the high lands.
323. The fact that the rainfall is fairly distributed every year makes the country very suitable for growing 
wheat? Certainly.
324. Wheat does not want a very wet climate ? No ; the chief feature in its favour is the abundance cf
rain at a particular season of the year. It is very seldom, indeed, that the wheat-growing period 
without rain. ,
325. Dr. Garran.'] There is no failure of crops by drought in that district ? I do not think so.

PABLIAMENTAUY
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SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

EAILWAY FROM CULCAIRN TO GERMANTON.

REPORT.

The Sectional Committee, consisting of Mr. -T. C. Watson, the Hon. S. H. Hyam, 
and Mr. John McFarlane, appointed to inspect the route of, and to take evidence 
and report upon the proposed Railway from Culcairn to Germanton, left Sydney on 
the evening of Thursday, the 2nd instant, by the southern express, arriving at 
Culcairn at G o’clock on the following morning.

The Sectional Committee held its first meeting at the “ Culcairn Hotel ” at 
10 a.m. on the 3rd, when Mr. J. C. Watson was elected Chairman. The evidence 
of a number of witnesses was taken in regard to the character of the country between 
Culcairn and Germanton. All the local residents appeared to be favourable to the 
proposed extension, so far as could be gleaned from the evidence adduced.

At about 1 o’clock the Sectional Committee left for Germanton, proceeding 
along the route of the proposed railway, and reaching the terminus a little before 
4 o’clock in the afternoon.

The country through which the line would pass was found to be generally 
level, with small broken hills on the northern side, whilst on the southern side the 
flat lands extend for a considerable distance, bounded by a range of hills some miles 
away. From the township of Morven, 5 miles distant from Culcairn, the expanse 
of level land widens out considerably, forming extensive areas of verdant flats, which 
presented a luxuriant appearance, no doubt owing to the copious rains which have 
recently fallen in the district. The greater portion of the land along the route on 
the lower levels is suitable for agriculture, whilst the slopes in the hilly parts are 
excellent lb)- grazing purposes.

It was noticeable that but little attempt, at agriculture had been made within 
8 or 9 miles of Culcairn, the land for that distance being occupied almost exclusively 
with stock. A considerable amount of cultivation, however, was apparent on 
approaching Germanton, and though agriculture has only been carried on there to 
any large extent during the last three or four years, there is- every promise of a 
considerable development of this industry in the near future. In fact, larger areas 
arc being put under crop every year. In addition to the paddocks which have 
already been brought under the plough, further areas are being prepared for sowing, 
whilst ringbarking and other improvements are being rapidly carried out on most of 
the holdings.

The Sectional Committee held a meeting in the Court-house, Germanton, at 
half-past 4 o’clock, on the afternoon of the 3rd instant, when a number of land
owners and other local residents gave evidence. A further sitting was held on the 
following day, which was attended by residents of all parts of the district likely 
to be affected by the proposed line, all of whom, with one exception, were 
favourable to its construction. Though the evidence, generally, was favourable to 
the route which the railway is to take, dissatisfaction was expressed by some 
residents of Germanton with the proposed site of the terminal station, on the 
ground of its being at an inconvenient distance from the centre of the township 
and in a locality whore there might be some difficulty in obtaining a supply of 
water. It was suggested that the station should he located on a Government 

233 («)— reserve
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reserve near the cricket ground, which is in closer proximity to the main street 
and to the Government buildings. The Sectional Committee, however, after a 
careful inspection of the two sites, came to the conclusion that the objections 
raised to the one already selected had hut little force, while it would be the most 
convenient for future extension.

The evidence, generally, went to show that the country through which the 
railway is to pass, as well as considerable areas beyond the terminus which will be 
served by it, is of a superior description, suitable for growing wheat and other 
agricultural products. Its suitability for sheep, the rearing of cattle, and the 
production of wool is generally conceded, whilst it is anticipated, according to the 
evidence of several landowners, that in some of the country beyond Germanton, 
an extensive dairying business will be developed within a very short period, more 
particularly if the means of transit, which the proposed railway would afford, is 
obtained. The higher lands in the direction referred to are, though for the most 
part consisting of good soil, deemed more suitable for dairy farming than for 
agriculture, on account of their broken character.

The wheat-growing industry, which is carried on on what is known as the 
“ halves ” system, appears to he tolerably satisfactory to both the owners of the 
land and the lessees, and the Committee were informed that applications are both 
numerous and incessant from persons in various parts of the Colony who are 
desirous of obtaining land for cultivation under this class of tenure.

It was stated in evidence that there are 150,000 acres of land in the district 
suitable for growing wheat, of which area 27,000 acres are already under cultivation, 
producing 115,000 hags a year, the yield per acre being from 12 to 20 bushels.

The production of oats has been only recently entered upon by one or two 
land-holders who, however, have been remarkably successful. The yield for 1898 
was 1,000 bags, the average production being from 20 to 40 bushels per acre. It is 
probable, therefore, that the production of this kind of cereal will be entered upon 
much more extensively in the immediate future.

. It is computed that the quantity of wool to be carried by the railway from 
this district is 8,000 bales, of which 5,000 hales would be the produce of the area 
which the line will traverse. Some of the witnesses "estimate, however, that another 
3,000 bales wTould lie intercepted by the railway on its way from districts beyond 
Germanton. This produce comes from Tarcutta, Tumberumba, and Adelong, and 
includes some wTool which now" goes towards Wagga Wagga. The bulk of the wool 
from that district at present finds its wray to Melbourne, via Albury ; but the opinion 
was expressed by some witnesses that after the accomplishment of federation it must 
inevitably come to Sydney, if the proposed railway be constructed. It may be pointed 
out that some of the traffic which goes to Melbourne, though continuing to go in 
that direction, would probably be carried via this line to Albury.

A point which was much emphasised by the local residents is the fact that 
the Germanton district is practically free from droughts, the losses from that cause 
according to the evidence, not at any time exceeding 2 per cent.

Attention wis also drawn to the valuable timbers in the district which, it is 
stated, cannot at present, be turned to profitable use, owing to the want of 
railway communication, though they are much in demand. Orders which have been 
received from various parts of the Colony not being supplied, because of the 
impossibility of getting the timber away. ^

_ It was ascertained that the country through which the railway would pass is 
held in large areas by private owners. These, the Committee find, are not inclined 
to give, free of cost, ihe land that would he required for the line, but express them
selves generally as willing to accept Government land in exchange for that which 
may be taken by the Railway Department.
_ Tim Government Inspector of Stock for flic district mentioned that the stock, 
in the area of ■which Germanton is the centre, had increased considerably during the 
last three years. The carrying capacity of the land is 11- sheep to the acre.

_■ It was stated by some of the storekeepers that, under the existing condition of 
things, they find it cheapest for them whilst buying supplies in Sydney to have them 
sent round to Melbourne and carried over the Victorian rail wavs to Germanton.

‘ 'On
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On the 5th instant, the Sectional Committee drove in the direction of Yarra 
Yarra, a distance of about 13 miles east of Germanton, and from there northward to 
Little Billabong, a further distance of 15 miles. Prom Little Billabong they 
proceeded to Kinross, a distance of about 15 miles, and thence bach to Germanton, 
another 5 miles. The land towards Yarra Yarra consists of undulating country, 
interspersed with rather precipitous hills. It is all first class grazing land, about 
three-fourths of it being suitable for cultivation. Some of the land is exceptionally 
good. It is mainly forest land—box and red gum country. Prom Yarra Yarra to 
Little Billabong the country is more level than in the part already referred to, and 
the whole of it may be classed as land suitable for cultivation. Already considerable 
areas of it are under wheat, and the crops so far look very promising. The land from 
Little Billabong to Kinross is of an excellent charaeter, and is tolerably level and 
well watered. A considerable portion of that land also is being used for growing 
wheat, and the farmers met with by the Committee expressed their intention of 
largely increasing the area under cultivation if the proposed railway were constructed.

On the route of the line, and for a considerable distance beyond Germanton, 
there are large areas of land suitable for cultivation, that between Little Billabong 
and Germanton being noticeable for its superior quality.

As there is still a considerable amount of evidence to be taken on the proposed 
line of railway, the Sectional Committee think it desirable not to make any 
recommendation.

The Sectional Committee left Germanton at 10 o’clock on Monday morning 
for Culcairn, catching the 3'42 p.m. train for Sydney.

J. CHBIS. WATSON,
8 August, 1900. Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EYIDENCE.

[SECTICaSUfi-I. COMMITTEE-]

RAILWAY FROM CULCAIRN TO GERMANTON.

FRIDAY, 3 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Sectional Committee met at the ‘‘'Culcairn Hotel,” Culcairn, at 9 a.mi]

JlKstnt:—
JOHN CHRISTIAN WATSON, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Solo'jlos' Hebueut Hyam. | Joins' McFarlatth, Esq.

The Seclional Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
Culcairn to Germanton.

Richard John Matchctt, manager of the Morven Estate, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman,'] Hoes the proposed line go anywhere near the Morven Estate ? It goes through it. R. J,
2. What do you think will be the effect of the railway if it be carried out? I think it will be beneficial to Matchctt. 
our district.
3. Is the Morven Estate a large one ? It comprises 7,200 acres of secured land, and about GOO acres of 3 
annual leases, besides which we rent about 1,100 acres from private owners.
4. Do you go in for cultivation there ? Not much ; wo have 93 acres under cultivation this year. For
merly we had no cultivation, except for the production of hay for our own-use.
5. Has that area to which you have referred been put under crop with the view of producing wheat, or 
merely for hay ? Some of it for hay, and probably 70 acres under wheat.
G. Is the land round Morven suitable for agricultural purposes? It is.
7. Why is it that there is only such a small area cultivated out there ? We thought wool-growing more 
profitable.
S- Do you think it likely that there will he a greater proportion of land put under agriculture in that 
locality in the future than there has been in the past ? Yes. if the price of wheat does not get too low.
9. On the other holdings surrounding Morven Isas there been much cultivation going on ? Yes ; a great 
deal.
10. Can you give us an approximate idea of the area under cultivation there ? There is a property 
adjoining ours belonging to Mr. McLennan, 1,100 acres, most of which is under cultivation. AtBcnambra 
there is a great deal under cultivation. On the Carabobla estate, winch adjoins our property, they are 
putting 700 acres under crop this year for the first time.
11. Does the traffic from that direction come towards Culcairn ? Yes, chiefly. I think that some of the 
Beuambra wheat went to Gerogery this year for the first time, but all the rest round there has come to 
Culcairn.
12. What was the reason that induced them to go to Gerogery;—was it that the wheat was likely to fmd 
a market towards Melbourne ? No; 1 think tbo distance was a little shorter than to Culcairn, or tbe 
road is better, I am not quite sure.
13. Do you know whether the trade in wheat usually makes for Sydney or for Melbourne from here ? I 
think mostly for Sydney.
14. Where does your ivool go to ? To Melbourne.
If). Flow do you send it ? By rail from Culcairn.
10. Then by rail from Wodonga to Melbourne? We send it by rail right through.
17. If this railway were constructed would you put your wool that is intended for Melbourne on to the
railway if there is a siding at Morven, or would you carry your produce to Culcairn ? Wo should put it 
on at Morven if possible. '
18. Where do you get your supplies from ? We get them from Culcairn. They come from Albury to 
Culcairn by rail.
19. Do you know anything of the land beyond Morven ? Yes ; I know it pretty well.
20. How does it compare with that between Culcairn and Morven ;—is it better or worse ? It is very 
similar country, for some miles anyhow.
21. Towards Germanton is agriculture gone in for extensively ? Yes ; a great deal of land is cultivated 
in that neighbourhood.
22. Is that mostly on tbe halves system, or are the owners cropping their own land? I think it is chiefly 
on the halves system.
23. Do you know whether the people have found it profitable ? I believe they have. I think the yields 
have been very good during the last few years.
24. Have you estimated the yield of hay and wheat that, you get ? I think the average would be about 
1 to H tons of hay to the acre. We have grown no wheat for grain.
25. What is the carrying capacity of the land at Morven as regards sheep ? About one sheep to the acre.

233 (a)—A 26.
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Is it forest land or plain ? It is forestland.
I suppose 3’ou have killed the timber ? Yes. the land is well improved.
Do you think a railway would bo of any advantage to your property out there ? In one respect it 

’would be an advantage; but going through the property it might injure it to some extent.
29. By cutting it up ? Yes; I think it goes across for a distance of about 2 miles.
30. Does it cut through at an awkward angle ? It will cut one paddock off at a rather awkward angle. 
It will go through our cultivation paddock.
31. You were going to say that the railway would be of some advantage? It would be an advantage to 
have a railway station and less freight to pay.
32. Do you engage carters or use your own teams for carrying your produce ? IVc engage carters.
33. What does it cost per ton? Dive shillings and sixpence.
34. Do you know whether your people would bejnepared to give free, the land which the railway would
take from the estate ? 1 could not say that the land would be given without compensation.
35. I suppose the railway would take about 32 acres in 2 miles ? Yes.
36. Would the construction the railway be worth 32 acres to the estate? I do not think so.
37. Are there many settlers along your way towards Germanton. or is the land mainly held in largo blocks ? 
They are fairly large holdings ; there are a very few small holdings as far as I know.
38. Do you send any fat stock away ? Yes ; we sent a good number last year.
39. Where do you make for with fat stock ? For Ifomcbush.
40. Do you drive them to Culcairn, aud have them trucked there? Yes.
41. Of course, it docs no great injury to stock driving them that distance ? Ho.
42. Supposing there were a station near at hand, would you truck them at the nearest point? Yes, we 
should.
43. Is the stock traffic likely to be a largo item ? I think so.
44. Mr. McFarlaneJ] You say that you know the country between here and Germanton ? Yes, pretty
well.
43. Is most of the land alienated along the proposed line ? It is.
46. Do you think that the proposed line, if constructed, would have the effect of increasing settlement:—
would those who have large holdings subdivide their properties and turn them into farms ? ] do not
know whether they would do that, or whether they would go more into share-farming.
47. Do you think the railway would cause a large increase in agriculture in the district ? I think it 
would.
48. What is the Eeeling of the people, as far as your knowledge goes? I think the feeling is very 
generally in favour of the line, except on the part of those through whose property it will go.
49. Do you think there will be a considerable traffic between. Germanton aud Culcairn, iu the event of 
the line being constructed? Yes, I think there wall be a lot of traffic,
50. Is Germanton an important settlement ? Yes ; I should consider it important.
61. Do you know the country around Germanton ? 1 have a fair knowledge of it.
52. Within a radius of 10 or 15 mites beyond the terminus of the proposed railway, would that country 
be likely to contribute much traffic to tbe line ? I think it would.
53. Has wheat-growing been carried on with the market as it is now in your district ? Yes; I think it 
has been very profitable.
54. Could you give any idea as to tbe average result pier acre, taking ordinary seasons ? I am not quite 
certain, but the results have been very good; I think tbo average is three or four bags to the acre.
55. Twelve to 16 bushels? Yes ; hut I am not quite certain.
56. Would you consider that a fair average crop? Yes; I think about four hags to the acre is the 
average.
57. Is tbe country heavily timbered ? It has been.
58. I suppose most of the land has been improved ? It is highly improved.
59. Mr. llyam ] How long have you resided in the district? About thirty years.
60. I suppose the rainfall is pretty regular in the district ? Yes; I think that about 26 inches is the 
average.
61. Are the seasons fairly regular ? They are.
62. They do not vary very much ? Ho.
63. It is prettv certain that you will get a crop ? Yes ; the crops very seldom fail in tbe district.
64. Have tbe failures that have occurred been partial or absolute ? There have been partial failures, but 
no absolute failures.
65. If this railway were made, do you think there would be a great increase in agricultural products, live 
stock, and wool in the district ? Yes ; and especially in wheat.
66. Do you know the country through to .lingellic? Hot very well; I have not been there. 1 think 
•Tingellic is a rather hilly country,
67. Can you tap the Upper Murray from here by going through Garry Owen? I cannot give any 
information about tbe Upper Murray.
68. Do you think that if a line of railway were constructed to Germanton it would take the traffic from 
the places which I have mentioned ? I think it would
69. That traffic would be almost certain to come on to the line ? Yes.
70. Is there a very large population at Germanton ? Hot in the town,
71. I suppose the town has not progressed owing to the want of railway facilities ? That has been the 
drawback.
72. You think it would not only improve the agricultural area, but the town also, if a railway were made 
to Germanton ? I think it would.
73. There is no doubt, then, that tbo whole of the trade of the district would bo diverted to tins lino, and 
possibly a great deal of the wheat grown in the district might he diverted to Melbourne ? I do not think 
that wheat has been sent to Melbourne to any extent.
74. Two or three years ago, when the price of wheat was very high in Victoria, I think a great deal of 
wheat was sent from this district to the Melbourne market ? I never heard of it,
75. "With freetrade between the colonics, is it likely that a considerable portion of this trade would be
diverted from Melbourne ? 1 cannot say.

E. J.
Matcliett.

3 IflDf)

26.
27.
28.

76.
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76. Do you not think that the people would avail themselves of the nearest port ? I daresay that if 
prices in Melbourne are as good as they could get anywhere else they would.
77. Of course, you are alive to the fact that they would like to have two markets instead of one? It 
would certainly bo an advantage. I might mention, with regard to giving the land for the railways, that 
we should be prepared to grant the land required provided that we got other land in exchange in the 
shape of unnecessary reserves on tho property. I understand that the Department aro willing to 
grant that.
78. Chairman.’] Tho "Engineer informs me that in running a railway through purchased property they 
take 12 acres to tho mile ;—that would be 24 acres in this instance ? Yes.

K. ,T.
Matchott.

3 Aug., 1900.

John O’Doiioghue, hotel-keeper and postmaster, Morven, sworn, and examined:—■
79. Mr. McFarlavc.] Have you resided long at Morven ? Three years and a half. J.
80. Have yon a general knowledge of the country through which the proposed railway is to pass? O'Douoglme.
I have, from Morven into Germanton and around this district. /——^ '
81. la there much traffic between Morven and Culcairn ? Yes ; a good deal. All the Benainbla wheat ® 
comes through Morven.
82. Where is Denambla station ? About 7 miles from the “ Morven Hotel,” to the south-east.
88. "What is tho nature of the traffic between Morven and Culcairn ? Wheat, wool, aud stores.
84. The stores come from Culcairn ? Yes.
85. Do you think, if the railway passed through Morven, as proposed, it would he universally used by 
tbo people for carrying produce and supplies ? Yos.
8G. Of course, road carnage has to be used at present ? Yes.
87. Docs much traffic from Germanton pass through Morven ? Yes ; nearly the whole of it.
88. Would you consider the present traffic a large traffic ? There is a traffic from Albury. A great deal
of traffic comes from Albury by road, but if there was a railway from Germanton that traffic would go by 
the railway. .
89. How Jar is Albury from Germanton by tho road? About 36 miles,
90. About double the distance between here and Germanton? Yes. The brewers have to cart their 
beer from Albury, but they would not do that if there was a railway.
91. What is tho occupation of tho settlers ? They arc farmers.
92. Arc they agricultural farmers ? Yes. They cultivate the soil and rear sheep.
93. Is there much mixed farming ? Yes, a good deal.
94. Is the district progressing ? Yes. There has been a great deal of clearing done. Thousands of acres 
have been cleared within the last few years.
95. Has there been much increase in settlement ? Yes, a great deal. Some of the settlers at Beuambra 
have purchased farms.
9G, I suppose there is a very small extent of Crown land available ? Very little. »
97. How do the saltiers get land now ? They purchase it from private owners.
98. If this lino were constructed, do you think it would have a great effect in increasing settlement?
J. do.
99. Do you think those who are living such a short distance from Culcairn as Morven is would not drive 
their stock to Culcairn ? No ; I do not think they would if there was a station af; Morven.
109. Do you think there would be much passenger traffic ? Yes ; the railway would catch all the people 
from IJenambln, Mountain Creek, and Itoachdale.
101. Are the landowners favourable to agricultural farming being extended in the event of the line being 
constructed? They are : and they are already preparing to let out the land largely on tho halves system 
next year.
102. Do you think that a satisfactory system of farmiug with regard to wheat-growing ? It is.
103. Is it satisfactory to the persons who take the land from the owners ? Yes; they are making homes.
Some of them arc leasing the land for five years. "
104. Do you think tho land is suitable for wheat-growing ? Yos; it is as good as any in New South 
AVales.
105. Have you heeu in auy other district of the Colony? 1 have ; and I have been in New Zealand, 
where 1 grew wheat myself.
10G. Do you think there would be a satisfactory average yield of wheat in tho district? I do.
107. Do you know the Germanton district ? Yes; but I have not been further than there. The land as 
far as Germanton is all level.
108. Is it similar country to that between here and Morven ? No ; it is more level here,
109. Js there much waste land betvveen here and Germanton ? There is very little waste land, except 
some hills.
110. Is Germanton growing in importance and population ? I do not know that it has grown much. It 
is nearly at a standstill, but slightly improving.
111. Js it the centre of a considerable district? Yes, it is. There arc some vefy big stations in that 
district, and I believe that a railway would improve the place vastly.
112. Do you think there would be a large amount of traffic opened up if the line were constructed ? I 
do. It might not pay just at first; but there is a great district beyond Germanton, the traffic of which 
must come to the railway.

James Hugh Balfour, manager of tho Bound Hill Estate, sworn, and examined:—
113. Mr. ITifam?s How long have you been in the district ? About twenty years. j. H. Balfour.
114. "Where do you reside? On the Round Hill Estate. A -,
115. Will the proposed railway go through your estate? Yes ; for about 4 miles. 3 Aug., 1900.
116. Of course you heard the question raised as to giving up the land necessary for the construction of 
the railway;—would you ho willing to give the land free to the Government for this purpose ? \\re 
certainly could not give it free.
117. What conditions would you impose if you gave the laud ? We should ho willing to mako an
exchange of land, if we could get some that would be suitable. US.
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J. IT. Balfour. i|gi js there any land near your place that you could take in oxchauge for that which w'ould be required 
“n for the railway? Tcs : 1 think there is. Of course, we should not expect to take unimproved land for 

3 Aug.,-1900. mlT improved'Iand.
119. Yon would take land of tho aame value as that which you give up? Yes; except for two blocks,
for which we would expect compensation, being completely cut off from our water. One block would be 
isolated from tho property altogether. •
120. Can you tell me the area of your holding—on this side of the line? The whole of our property is 
on the eastern side of tiie Main Southern line'
121. How much freehold have you ? Between 30,000 and 40,000 acres.
122. All freehold ? Yes. ‘
123. Does that land lie between here and Morven? A portion of it.
124. Does it extend a great distance along the Southern line ? About 7 miles.
123. Does it abut on the line ? Yes. .
120. Is your land situable for agriculture ? Yes.
127. The whole of it? Almost the whole of it. except the tops of some of the rises.
128. 1 suppose the whole of the hills arc dt for grazing? Yes. they arc
129. .Do you pav much attention io agriculture? Yes ; we have about 0.000 acres under cultivation,
)3(). Do you cultivate it yourselves ? No ; it is nearly all let on the halves system.
131. If this line were constructed, would you increase the area under cultivation ? No, not necessarily. 
The line would not affect us in that way.
132. Your property being so near to Culcairn, you would come to Culcairn under any circumstances ?
l~es. " ’
133. Then the line would be of no benefit to you ? Of no benefit at all.
134. Do you carry many sheep on your land ? Yes ; about one and a half sheep to the acre.
133. Your land is highly improved ? T’es ; it is one of tho oldest stations in the district.
13b. Can you give us any idea of the average yield per acre of wheat, taking one season with another? 
From 15 to 20 bushels would be a fair average.
137, What is the yield of hay ? About H tons to the acre.
135. Can you grow potatoes ? Not well.
139. Do you grow maize ? No.
140. Do you grow lucerne? Yes; good grazing lucerne. It is not such lucerne as that of the Hunter
River district. •
141. Do you find that by cultivating lucerne you increase tbo carrying capacity of your laud to a consider
able extent ? Yes.

' 142. How is the country watered between here aud Grermanton, and especially on your own place ? The
main Billabong Creek runs right through our property.
143. And it never fails ? It is never absolutely dry. During the late drought it stopped running, but 
there were holes holding considerable quantities of water, and we could get water anywhere on the creek 
by sinking.
144. Then you think that the chief traffic on this line would be wool and wheat ? Yes.
145. Do you know the country beyond G-ermanton ? Not for any distance beyond Yarra Yarra.
146. How far is that from here? It is about 32 miles.
147. What is the nature of the country between Yarra Yarra and Germanton ? It is more hilly than the 
country on this side of Germanton.
148. Is it good agricultural country? Some parts of it.
149. What proportion of it ? I hardly know.
150. Would one-third of it be lit for agriculture? 1 should think so.
151. And I suppose the rest is good gra.ziug land? Most of it is.
152. Will it carry one sheep to the acre ? I should not say that it would.
153. What would it catrv ? It is difficult to say, so much of it is rough country.
154. Is that country very rough ? Yes.
155. Still it would carry sheep ? Ye?, when improved ; a lot of it is not improved.
150. You think that the trade of that outlying country would increase the revenue from the railway
between Culcairn and Gei'inauton ? Yes ; the traffic from that part would come to the railway.
157. Taking the country running at right angles to Die railway between here and Germanton, is that good
country, say for 5 or 10 miles back on each side ? Yes ; on the whole it is good country on both sides of
the line for a distance back of about 5 miles.
158. Do you think that the traffic would be diverted on to tins railway ? I think the trade would 
undoubtedly come to the line beyond a certain distance from Culcairn. All the traffic within that distance 
would come to Culcairn.
J59. Would the traffic of the district between Morven and Germanton come to tbe railway ? I should 
think so.
,160. Do you know anything of the road traffic between Albury and Germanton? Yes; all the wool 
from the Germanton district goes that way. The large stations send their wool direct to Albury, along 
tbe Old Sydney Road.
1G1. Asa rule, do they get their supplies from Albury? Yes.
1G2. Is Albury tbe centre at which they deal ? It is.
1G3. Do they send their wheat from that district to Albury ? No ; tbe wheat comes to Culcairn.
1G4. And does the wool go to Alburv ? Yos.
1G5. Do you think that if this railway were made it would get that traffic? It is hard to say. I 
suppose tbe main thing would be the freight.. It may he that a man may be able to send his wool 
cheaper by the road than round by the branch lino and the main line.
1GG. Is it a good road to Albury ? Yes ; it is a good macadamised road.

. 167. Then it will be good in all sensons, wet or dry ? Yes.
IGS. You cannot say whether the traffic would be diverted to this railway instead of going to Albury ? 
No ; 1 think that the wheat traffic will naturally come to Culcairn,
IG9. Where is the wheat from here generally sent to ? To Sydney.
169^. Ami the wool? The wrool goes to Melbourne. One reason for that is that tho freight of wheat to

. Sydney
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Sydney is less than to Melbourne, and the freight on ivaol to Sydney is a good deal more t han the freight ^ Balfour, 
to Melbourne. T'^Tgoo
170. Assuming that the wool will continue to go to Melbourne, do you thinli it will be sent to the J ' "S'’ '
Border by road or by rail ? I think a good deal will depend upon the freight.
171. Assuming that there will be very little difference between the two ? Then I think that it would be 
sent by rail.
172. Chairman.'] Mr. Harper, tho Chief Traffic Manager, in giving evidence, said that the wool freight 
from G-ermanton to Albury at the present was about 20s. per ton by road ;—do you know whether that 
is so or not? I think it is between 15s. and 20s. per ton. I believe it has been reduced bolow 20s.
173. He said that the freight on wool from Germanton to Albury, at existing rates, by rail, would be 
15s.;—do you think that at that rate the railway would have a chance of competing with the road traffic?
I think it would in the case of some stations; but in other eases I do not think it would, because when they 
get it put on thoir waggons they can have it carried for £1 into "Wodonga. They would have to pay 
another freightage from their stations to Germanton Bail way Station, and for the short distance to Culcairn 
the charge would not bo less than os., and when you put the wool on tbe trucks here they would have to 
pay the truckage rate from Albury to Wodonga, which they would escape by taking their wool direct to 
Wodonga,
174. It would appear from that that those pastoralists whose land is a little distance from tbe line on the 
Albury side of Germanton -would find it pay thorn better to go direct to Wodonga? I think they would, 
at the present rates of freight. Those near Germanton would naturally be inclined to send their produce 
by the railway,
175. You are not interested in the lino ;—as a taxpayer, what is your opinion of this proposal—do you 
think it would be a fair thing to construct this railway in view of the country that -it would open up 
beyond Germanton, and the traffic that it would get generally? I think that the main thing on this 
line would he the wheat traffic. I certainly do not think the railway would pay with only the present 
production of wheat; but, as a rule, a railway causes an increase in agriculture. In my opinion the main 
point is, whether in view of the wet seasons wheat-growing would be continued to a great extent in the 
outlying Germanton districts. Wheat is known to grow very well in dryer times. The question is, 
whether, if wet seasons come, it would be prolitablc enough to continue growing wheat to any great 
extent.
176. What is the difficulty in wet seasons ? Too much moisture. Germanton is nearer the hills than this 
part, and gets more rain than we get here. Our average rainfall here since 1879 has been 20 inches per 
annum. At Germanton I should say that the average is something over 30 inches.
177. Ho they not grow wheat with a much heavier rainfall than that in New Zealand? Yes.
178. Have they been growing wheat at Germanton during wet seasons ? I suppose they have grown 
wheat there, but not in any great quantity until the last four or five years. They have grown wheat for
hay, and they may have had small crops for grain too. ■
179. Assuming that wheat can be grown in average seasons as well as in the past few years, do you think
that the encouragement of agriculture would be sufficient to justify the construction of the line ? 1
think it would. .
180. The Hallway Commissioners anticipate a loss on the working of the line? I suppose there are 
few which will not show a loss at the commencement.
181. Ho you think, looking at it generally, that the construction of the line will he justified ? Yes, in 
the future. I might mention one of our groat difficulties about the line : Our property is enclosed in 
wire-netting, and this railway would cut both the east and west fences, and so open it to the rabbit pest.
That would have to he provided for before the line was started, otherwise the rabbits could get in when 
the line is being made. Great damage would be done.
182. Lately these light lines have been left unfenced; how would that state of things affect you? It 
would not suit us.
183. Would it not be possible to make some pits, or cattle stops, which would have the effect of blocking 
the rabbits ? That is done in some cases, and is a great help, but it is not an absolute protection, Tiie 
difficulty would be m the making of the line. Whilst the line is being made you cannot keep the fences 
closed.
181. 1 should think that the Department would be willing to meet you in reference to that ? It would 
he ruination for us, having gone to the expense of 50 or 60 miles of fencing to have it broken open. If 
it is throwui open for only three months the rabbits, which are all along the outside, would get in. If it 
was left open for a couple of nights we might get twenty or thirty of them in each night.
185. Have you got the rabbits down on your property ? Yes ; -ive have never had many of them.
186. Are the}' bad outside your boundaries ? Yes. they have increased greatly sitice we put the netting up.
187. I suppose the hills harbour them ? Yes.

Sydney Ilinde, railway station-master, Culcairn, sworn, and examined:—
188. Chairman^ Can you give the Committee any information as to the class and volume of the traffic 8. Hinde.
that usually comes from Germanton towards Culcairn ? Yes ; wheat and wool, a little tallowr, sheep-skins, ,---- *—
and hides. 3 Aug., 1900.
189. Is there any fat stock ? Yes ; principally sheep, occasionally a few trucks of cattle,
190. In which direction does the wool from that district usually go—towards Melbourne or Sydney? It
all goes to Melbourne. *
191. And where does the fat stock go to ? About one third to Sydney and the remainder to Albury.
192. "Where does the wheat go to ? To Goulburn and Sydney. Huring the last few years we have had 
a little chaff going towards Sydney.
193. Can you give tho Committee any idea of the volume that either of these items would amount to from 
the direction of Germanton? Last year there were between 50,000 aud 60,000 bags of wheat from 
Morven and beyond, aud the year before that the quantity was a little heavier, from 70,000 to 80,000 
bags.
194. Is there auy largo passenger traffic to and from Germanton and that direction ? Most of our 
passenger traffic comes from tiie G ermanton direction, from Morven, and beyond there, I believe a great

many
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S. Hinde. many travel down the back road, from Germanton to Albury, by coach. If the railway were constructed 
—“'i I should think they would come by rail.

3 Aug., 1900. 2gg_ Hare you been long at Culcairn ? I hare been here thirteen years next September.
196. Have you noticed, during that period, any great increase in the traffic at the Culcairn station, 
irrespective of the branch to Corowa ? There has been a large development in tho wheat traffic. When 
I came here there were only a few farmers in the district.

■ 197. lias there been any corresponding falling off in the production of wool,—or has it kept up its
average ? The quantity of wool going by rail has increased. 'When 1 first came here we used to get 
about 1,000 bales. I think the highest number of hales we ever had in one year was 6,000. It is down 
now to between 3,000 and 4,000 bales.
198. So tbe increase in agriculture does not necessarily result in a falling off in the production of 
wool? I7o.
199. Does any great quantity of goods go out towards Germanton from here by rail ? Tes, a fair quantity; 
but owing to tbe difference in the rates I believe that most of the goods go up the main Sydney Hoad 
from Albury. They can be brought from Sydney to Albury at about the same price as they can be landed 
at Culcairn, and they can get teams to cart them up almost as cheaply there as hero. I am told that 
goods are sent round by boat from Sydney to Melbourne, then brought to Wodonga, then carried byroad 
from Wodonga to Germanton, because they can get from there to Germanton almost as cheaply as from here.
200. What is the cost of carriage by road ? Hour, sugar, potatoes, aud so on, about 13s. a ton. Dor 
groceries and drapery, about £1 a ton."
201. Vhat is the cost from here to Germanton for similar goods? Prom 10s. to 15s, per ton, according 
to the class of goods. It is 18 miles from here to Germanton, and 37 from Germanton to Albury. The 
freight from Albury to Culcairn is from 3s. lid. up to £1 5s. 7d. a ton, according to the class of the goods.

[SJlie Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Germanton, at 4p.m.]
gtesettl:—

JOHN CHRISTIAN WATSON, Esq. (Chairman),
The Hon. Solomon Hherkrt Hyam. [ John McFarlank, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
Culcairn to Germanton.

G. Tt. 
Mclianrin,

Gordon Ronald McLaurin, grazier, Stonebroke. sworn, and examined :—
202; Chairman] What are you ? A grazier, residing at Stonebroke.
203. How far from here? About 12 miles.
204. What is the extent of your holding? It is held conjointly (five in family). We have from 75,000 

3 A ng., 1900 to 80,000 acres.
205. Is it fit for agriculture ? A great deal of it is. Roughly speaking, about 30,000 acres of it.
20G. Do you class the remainder as good pastoral land? It is, and in time, when it has been properly 
improved, it will be available for cultivation. In some places, though tbo land is good enough, you could 
not work the ploughs on it, because it is too steep.
207. Is a great deal of what yon class as agricultural land improved ? Tbe greater part of it is.
208. To what purpose do you mainly put the land now ? Wo use it for grazing, and we have a number 
of acres under crop..
209. How many acres have you Under crop ? I suppose about 6,000 or 7,000 acres.
210. What is the carrying capacity of the holding? The cultivation of the land has not made q great 
deal of difference to the carrying capacity of the place, because whilst the crops are growing we can make 
use of the wheat, and it relieves the paddocks and does a groat deal of good. We have between 800 and 
1,000 bales of wool.*
211. How is your land being farmed ? On the “ halves” system,
212. How do the farmers seem, to be doing? They seem very happy.
213. What yields do they usually get ? The last returns were between three and four bags of wheat lo 
the acre.
214. Was that an average year ? That was in 1898. There were 11,CIS bags from 2,700 acres. In the 
following year there were 19,884 bags from 7,000 acres. At present their are 8,000 acres under 
cultivation,
215. Is last year to be regarded as an average season ? It was not- such a good year as the previous one. 
We have only been a very lew years at cultivation. 1 think that the average yield here is between three 
and four bags an acre.
216. Where do you send your wool to now ? To Melbourne.
217. By which route ? We send it via Albury.
218. Where do 3’on send ypur wheat to ? To Sydney.
219. Do you send fat stock away during the year? As a rule, we sell them on tho place or at Albury.
220. Do they find their way to Melbourne or lo Sydney? I could not tell you. We sell them to 
dealers.
221. Where do you get your supplies from? We deal with Mate &, Co., at Albury.
222. What do you think would be tho effect of ihe construction of the proposed railway ? It would 
open up a vpst amount of country which has never been touched, 1 think.
223. Immediate^ round Germanton, or away from the town ? It would tend to open up country here as 
far as cultivation is concerned, and it would bring in trade from the Dpper Murray.
224. How tar do you think the line would influence trade beyond Germanton ? Taking into consideration 
tbe geographical position of the place, it ought to influence it for 70 or 80 miles up the Murray.
225. In tliat part of the Upper Murray 70 or 80 miles from here do they not make for the other side of 
the river ? They have a long way to go to get to Tallangatta.
226. _ Do you think that if a line were constructed to Germanton it would influence trade to that distance ?
I think so. We are only 20 miles from the Murray. 227.

* Note (on revision):—This quantity includes 300 bales of scoured wool, which, if sent away in the grease, would 
increase the total number of bales by 300,—calculating that two bales of greasy aro equal to one of scoured wool.
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$27. What class of trade do you think would come from there towards the line ? In the first place there 
would he a good passenger traffic, because when they can get a train within 16 miles they would not ride
40 or 50 miles, 3 An ■ 1900
228. Would you expect that goods traffic would come from that part of the Upper Murray towards this ae'’ ' 
line ? Tes.
229. What class of goods traffic ? General goods. People would, perhaps, deal with Sydney instead of 
getting through goods from Albury, as they do now. They would get them via Germanton if it were the 
terminus of a railway.
230. Are the roads good between Germanton and Welaregang? They are average roads.
231. There is a road shown on the map as going from Welaregang down the river towards Albury ;—is 
it not a more direct road than that from Welaregaug to Germanton ? Tho distance is shorter from 
Walleragang to Germanton than from Welaregang to Albury, by 30 or 40 miles.
232. Do you think the people would be more likely to come from Walleragang to Germanton witb goods 
than to go down the Murray towards Albury ? I am certain of it.
233. Is there any road from Germanton in a direct line towards Tumberumba ? Tes.
234. Which is the most direct road to 'Tumberumba ? The road by Coppabella.
235. Do you think there is any likelihood of traffic coming from the direction of Tumberumba towards 
the railway at Germanton ? I think there would be.
236. At present the traffic goes to Wagga Wagga, does it not ? A good deal of it does, although there
is a considerable trade between Albury and Tumberumba. i
237. How far out from Germanton, in the direction of^Carabost or Jingellie, is tbe land suitable for 
cultivation ? In a straight Hue from hero, in the Carabost direction, there is land fit for cultivation for 
a great many miles.
238. How far is it to the Yarrara Gap ? Eighteen miles and a half.
239. How far iu that direction do you say the laud would be suitable for agriculture ? Sixteen miles.
210. Then towards Jingellie, is the land ns good for a similar distance? There is a belt of good country 
there ; but not so good as the other—it is more broken.
241. Is it fair pastoral land ? It is good for that. It is really good soil—in fact, better than we get
lower down. ’ '
242. Do you think that if the line were constructed the people would be induced to go in for cultivation 
in the direction. I have named? I do ; I think it will forward the industry.
243. What do you pay now for the carriage of your wool to Albury ? That is rather an inquisitorial 
question. Wo pay about 30s. a ton.
244. What do you cslimate it would cost you to bring that wool into Germanton if tbe railway were here ?
Tho distance is about 12 miles. I do not think if would coat 10s. a ton.
245. Do yon think it would pay you to put the wool on the trucks at Germanton instead of sending it to 
Albury ? Certainly; if they did not charge an exorbitant rate.
246. It is estimated that the charge from here to Albury will be 15s. a ton by the railway ? That will 
pay us.
247. It will pay you to use the railway after carting tho wool from your station to Germanton ?
Oertamly it will.
248. There is no doubt that you will use the railway for the carriage of wheat ? Hot the slightest doubt 
about that.
219. With regard to the fat stock, I think you said you sold to dealers? As a rule, wo do; but the 
time may come when we shall not.
250. You cannot say what you will do with fat stock ? Ho ; if the price is good in Sydney we shall send
them there. *
251. If you were sending fat stock to Melbourne you would not truck them here, in view of tho fact that 
they would have to he transhipped at Albury on account of the break of gauge? We go in more for 
fat sheep than anything, and we generally sell them in Albury.
252. Do you think you will continue to send them that way. even if this line be constructed? Ho ; I do
not say that. i
253. But you will have the break of gauge at Albury ? That will only be for a time.
254. What do you pay por ton for stores that you get from Albury ? That carting is generally let by 
contract for the whole year.
255. .For wool one way and for supplies tho other? Yes; and, of course, letting it that way it is a
private, agreement. *
256. Could you say whether it would pay you to get your supplies, supposing you got them from Albury, 
by rail to Culcairn, and from there to Germanton iustoad of having them sout as they are sent now from 
Albury by road ? If it would pay us better to got our supplies from Sydney oia *Culcairn, we should 
got them that way,
257. What I wish to get at is whether it would pay you, knowing what the railway rates usually are for 
that distance, supposing you continue to get your goods from Albury, to have them brought via Culcairn 
and Germanton ? In all probability we shall get them tliat way.
25S. Would you use the line instead of the road ? That is what we intend to do.
259. Is there anything else you would care to mention? Wo have had to refuse dozens of orders for 
timber, because wo cannot got tbe timber away from the district.
2G0. Have you a saw-mill? Yes.
201. Where is tho timber got for supplying tho saw-mill? In the ordinary bush.
262. What class of timber do you got ? Bed-gum and stringy-hark.
263. Where do you find a market for the timber? We have had orders from Coolaman,Harrandera, aud 
Euthergleu; but we cannot supply tbe timber, because we cannot get teams to take it to Culcairn.
264. Which class of timber do they require? I do not know anything about it.
265. But you know there have been orders sent? I know that those orders have been refused.
2G6. Do you think tho carriage of timber would form a considerable item if the line were constructed ?
I am certain of it.
267. Is tho forest that could bo tapped extensive ? The supply is very good, and seems likely to last for 
some years. I suppose we get now about 100,000 feet a quarter for local requirements alone.

G. R. 
McLalirin.-

268.
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O’- R. 2(iS. Is there any difficulty in setting timber at other points on the railway line which would put a 
JIcLaunn. premjum on timber here? Kot that I am aware of,
T2G9, How many farmers hare you on the share system on your estate? I think, about twenty-six.

ut'-j - • 270. Mr. Hyain^] How much of your land is freehold or conditional purchase, or Crown land? Most 
of it.
271. All the 80,000 acres is secured land ? Yes.
272. Have you any leasehold area ? Yes; in addition to the 80,000 acres.
273. Is any of that leasehold land fit for settlement? No ; it is only grazing land.
271. How many sheep do you carry on the 80,000 acres? from 75,000 up to 95,000.
275. And you get 1,000 hales of wool ? Yes; between 800 and 1,000 bales.
276. Is not that a low average;—does not a sheep cut 6 or 7 lb. of wool ? Not in this district.
277. They are light sheep ? Yes.
278. Have you any horned cattle ? I suppose we have 400 or 500.
279. Is it good cattle country? Some of it is; but you can class it mostly as sheep country. Some of it 
is ivct country, and that is suitable for cattle.
280. Is it swampy ? No, not big swamp.
281. What is the nature of the soil that you are cultivating ? Some is black and some is chocolate.
282. Have you any volcanic country ? Yes.
283. Which do you find best for wheat-growing? We have only been two years wheal-growing. I have 
given the returns.
284. Chairman.} Have you anything more to say ? I wish to say, with regard to the carriage from our 
place to Culcairn, that if it had not been for the bad seasons which have prevailed throughout the country, 
we could not have got teams to cart the wheat away for the last two years.

. 285. Air. Jlyam.] Why ? The effect of the bad seasons in the far west was to drive the teams up here. 
If it had not been for that, the teams would not have come, and our wheat would have been left iu the 
paddocks.
286. Chairman.} It would have cost more for carriage than you could afford to pay ? It would. If wo 
cannot get teams to cart our wheat away, we cannot grow it, and if they have good seasons in other parts 
there is no certainty that we shall be able to get teams here. We had, I think, forty-seven teams going 
for about six weeks. That was for our own share.

Charles Edward Burrowes, farmer, Yarrara, sworn, and examined :—
c. E. 287. Mr. McFarlane.} Where do you reside ? At Yarrara, 221- miles from Germanton.

Burrowes. 288. In which direction is that ? To the east of Germanton.
289. How many acres do you occupy ? About 400 acres.

3 Aug., 1J00. 290i Have you been long residing in the district ? About twenty years.
291. Do you carry on agricultural farming ? I combine sheep-grazing with agriculture.
292. How long have you. carried on agriculture ? Ever since I started. I carried it on mostly to produce 
stuff for my own use.
293. You have not sent any wheat to market ? No. _
294. Can you tell us what result you have had from wheat-growing ? I live iu that pariicular stretch of 
country between where the arable land finishes and starts again. So my block does not represent; the 
quality of the land generally in the district,
295. Is your land inferior' to tho general run of the country ? It is very good land, hut rather too 
broken for agriculture.
296. Have you got a knowledge of the country within a radius of 15 miles of Germanton ? Yes.
297. How do you class that country,—is it good for wheat-growing ? The bulk of it is,
298. How would tbe balance of it be classed for sheep farming ? The balance of it could he classed as
second-class grazing land as a rule. _ _ _
299. How many sheep to the acre is the country capable of carrying ? In its improved condition it will 
carry about a sheep to the acre.
300. Is that the general average ? Yes.
301. During the time you have resided in this district has it made much progress with regard to settle
ment and increase in population, and increase in agriculture and sheep farming ? Not until tho last two 
vears. There has lately been a rush for laud on the share system for wheat-growing. t That stimulated it 
wonderfully.
302. Is there lilcclv to be auy further increase ? Tes ; a very great deal of increase in that respect.
303. Is there much room for additional settlement? On iho system they are adopting now there is. 
Unfortunately, most of the laud is in the hands of large holders. _
304. There is not much available Crown laud ? No, not lit for agriculture.
305. Is Germanton your market where you send your produce for sale ? } es.
306. In what direction would the produce go from there ? Mostly to Albury. That is the predominating
market in this district. _
307. You have heard Mr. McXaurin’s evidence about tbe rates of carriage,—do you agree with his
statement ? Exactly. _
308. Is Germanton a recognised centre for all the sheep and agricultural fanners in the surrounding 
district ? Yes ; it is the recognised centre for a very large district.
309. Is there much communication between tbe outlying districts aud Germanton ? Yes, a good deal,
310. Is it looked upon by the people of those districts as their place of business ? Yes, as their natural 
trade centre.
311. If the proposed railway were constructed to Germanton, do yon think it would have the effect of 
increasing settlement ? Yes ; it would increase settlement very much.
312. In what direction would the increased settlement he? I am speaking from an agricultural 
standpoint.
313. You think that if railway facilities were given there would be a great inducement to tbe farmers to
grow wheat ? I am certain there would be a very large increase in settlement, as this is a very safe 
district from droughts. During the last couple of years the crops here have been exceedingly good, 
though in other districts they were a failure. 314.
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314. Do you think it would pay to grow wheat at the present price, carry it to the railway station, and 
send it to either the .Albury or the Sydney market ? It certainly would.
315. Is the country thickly timbered and dillieult to clear? No; it is not difficult to clear. The land ^ 
which they use for agriculture is cleared at very little expense.
316. Is there a large area suited to wheat-growing in your locality? Not in my locality.
317. Is there any other product which could be successfully grown in the district? Yes; potatoes,
onions, and other vegetables. _
318. Would it pay to grow them? Yes; I would go into it very largely myself if wo had railway
facilities here. ‘ _ _
319. Do yon think the settlers would use ihe railway instead of doing as they do now in many instances—
paying carriage to Albnry ? I am certain that they would. _ _
320. Even if Albury is the point to be reached ? Yes; I am certain they would use the train in 
preference to ordinary road carriage.
321. Is there anything else that you would like to say ? I should like to add that, as regards tho 
condition of the Upper Murray, it was not quite clear from Mr. McLaurin’s evidence that this is tho 
natural depot for the trade of the district. There is a natural avenue between the hills here till wo come 
to the valley of the Upper Murray, and the trade will come iiere from that part if the proposed railway 
is made, and it will he a very large trade. Nearly all that Upper Murray trade which is now going _ to 
Albury ivill come here. In view of the consummation of Federation, the trade from the Victorian side 
which is in the occupation of smaller holders will come this way, this being their nearest market.
322. Chairman.'] Will it cross the river at Jiugellic ? Yes ; there is a bridge there.
323. Would there be a passenger traffic ? Yes ; a very large one.
324. In whicli direction will it go after taking the train at G-ermanton? If a person at Jingellie wished 
to go to Melbourne it would be better to come this way than to go down the Murray.
325. Would it not be more costly ? No, it would be less costly; but the distance would be almost
exactly the same. People from .Tingellic would come down hero to go either to Albury or Sydney.
32C. How far would it be to-Albury from Welaregang? It is 72 miles going within a few miles of 
Germanton; consequently if a person at Jingollico wished to go to Albury, and we had the railway to 
Germanton, he would use the railway.
327. How far is it from Jingellico to Germanton ? Thirty-five miles.
328. It would be a considerable distance further by train, would it not? Yea; and it is a very rough 
road down the Murray to go to the train.
329. Chairman.] If a man were at Jingellie, and he wanted to go to Melbourne market with either fat 
stock or goods, would ho make for here or for Wodonga? With goods, 1 think he would make for here ; 
but as regards stock, transhipping would mako a difference. The people up my way are handicapped. 
This extra distance to Culcairn makes it easier to go to Albury or Tallangatta.
330. You think there is no doubt that they would use the railway ? I am certain they would, to a very
large extent.

C. E. 
Burrowes.

Aug., 1300.

Edward Byrne, farmer and grazier, Cookardinia, sworn, and examined :—
331. Mr. JJi/am.] Where do you reside ? I reside 5 miles east of Cookardinia—15 miles from here. e. Byrne.
332. "What is the extent of your holding? I am part owner of three different places. I live at one of . x _^ 
them, another is 6 miles from Germanton, and the other is 22 miles east of Germanton, on the road to 3 Aug., 1900. 
Jingellico.
333. How many acres have vou altogether ? About 12,000 acres.
33-4. Is it secured land ? Yes. .
335. Is there much of it under cultivation ? Yes; between 2,000 and 3,000 acres.
330. How are you farming them? Most of it is let to farmers .at so much per acre, and wo ourselves 
farm sometimes 300 acres, sometimes 400 acres.
337. Do you find that the farmers who are renting the land, are fairly prosperous ? Yes; they are doing
very well, ■
338. Would you mind telling the Committee how much a year you get for tho land per .acre ? It is not 
let altogether on money considerations, but partly for improvements. We are, perhaps, the only people 
who do it. We let the land partly on improvement leases.
339. For how many years on improvement leases ? For five years.
340. Is there any money consideration ? Yes.
341. Would you mind telling us how much the money consideration is ? Tho money consideration is 4s. 
por acre, and they have to make certain improvements.
342. Was that ringbarked country, or was it in a state of nature when the tenants went on it ? It was 
partly improved, and some very much. It was all fairly improved grazing land, but not all what you 
would call fairly improved for cultivation. It was ordinary grazing country.
343. How many tenants have you under that system ? Nine or ten.
344. I suppose that if you had a railway from Germanton, and better facilities for getting produce to
market, you would be likely to increase the number of your tenants ? Not very much m our-case our 
holding is limited in area. ’J
345. How many acres of your land are fit for agriculture ? Altogether I suppose that between 3,000 
and 4,000 acres would be fit for agriculture, in excess of what is already occupied for agriculture.
34G. Half of your holding is fit for agriculture ? More than that.
347. Can yon grow anything but wheat? We can grow anything that would grow in a humid climate.
348. Can you grow maize ? Yes.
349. Can you grow potatoes? Yes.
350. And oats ? We have had some remarkably heavy crops of oats.
351. What is the carrying capacity of your pastoral lands ? One sheep to the acre.
352. Do you call that first-class or second-class pastoral land? I consider that land which would carry a 
sheep to the acre is first-class pastoral land.
353. What is the charaeter of the sheep? They are average sheep.
354. Not so large as the sheep you get in the Eiverina? No,

233 (A)—B 355.
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E. Byrno. 355, Was the late drought felt very much here P It was felt, but not nearly so severely as it was in 
n some places. ,

S Aug., 1900.jjgg. Were there any serious losses of stock? Hvo ; there were losses, but not such disasters as occurred 
in other places. ,
357. Then the country, for agricultural and pastoral purposes, will stand the drought fairly well ? It is
a splendid district for standing a drought. _ _
358. I suppose you have a good knowledge of the country within a radius of 15 miles east of Germanton P 
Tes.
359. And further out, I presume P Tes, up to 40 miles. _ _
360. Do you think the traffic from Jingellie would be brought to Germanton? Tes ; this is its natural
run. It must come here. _
361. How far is Jingellie from the nearest railway on the Victorian side? There is a sort of driver’s
track to Tallangatta, and the distance I should take to be about 36 miles, •
362. Then, if tbe Victorian Government were to extend that line to the Murray—and I think it could 
easily be done—would it not attract the trade of Jingellie and the Upper Murray into Victoria ? No; 
it would not interfere with Jingellie at all. The Victorian Government could not tap the Murray so 
low down as .Tingellic ; they would have to tap it much higher up—about Toolong.
363. It is only about 32 mites from Tallangatta to Jingellie? It is 32 or 30 miles,but there is no road.
364. Ton think there would be no possibility of this Victorian railway attracting traffic from our railway
here ? No ; none whatever. _
365. Do you think there would be any chance of our losing the trade of "Welaregang? No ; I think a 
line to Germanton would suit the people better. There is already a line to Tallangatta, but still they, 
come down here, and they go to Albury. '
366. There are fiscal harriers at present, but it will not he so much, longer ;—there is a stock tax and a 
grain tax? Yes, I know; but they come down to Albury with stock, knowing that they must pay 
the tax.
367. Do you think that any agricultural industry will grow up in the Jingellie and the TTelaregang 
districts ? They will grow oats and potatoes ; but it will be principally a dairying district. That is a 
model dairying country to the east of Germanton, in the direction of Tumberumba and the D pper Murray. 
They can grow tobacco and hops in that country, and it is all very well suited for dairying.
368. Do you think that the traffic from that particular industry will he attracted to Germanton ? Tes. 
3C9. Is there any dairying going on in that district now ? Only for local requirements.
370. I suppose that if a railway were constructed to Germanton, you would use it ? Tes.
371. Do you think that if a railway wTere constructed to Germanton, it would promote further settlement 
on lands already alienated in the district? Yes ; there would be vastly more production on that land.
372. Is there much unalienated land around Germanton? No; 1 do not think there is much.
373. What, in your opinion, is the greatest distance that a man can cart wheat to a railway station and 
make it pay at the present price? That depends on the quality of the land lie is farming. If a man is 
farming good land, he can cart wheat in average seasons and at average prices from 20 to 25 miles, and 
make it pay ; but it has to be good laud, Ton can cart wheat from good land, where you would not 
attempt to cart wheat from bad land.
374. Take the average of the land about here—within a distance of 25 miles from Germanton;—is the 
hulk of it fit for wheat-growing ? Tes ; it is suited for wheat-growing.
375. Is there any other statement that you would like to malic ? In a place that I am interested in now, 
and iu other places, we have a good deal of timber. We left it unkilled, thinking that it would be of 
value, but it is too far to cart it to Culcairn. If there is a railway to Germanton, it would relieve us of 
18 miles of road carriage, and we should be able to dispose of that timber. /
376. How far is that timber from here ? Twenty-three or 24 miles.
377. 'What is the nature of the timber ? It is mostly blue-gum and stringy-bark.
378. Is that stringy-bark country good grazing land ? Yes.
379. As a rule it is not good ? That is not the case in this district. There are thousands of acres of it 
here which is good land.
380. Is it true stringy-bark ? Yes, '
381. You think that a good timber trade would spring up between Culcairn and other districts, if you
had a railway to Germanton? Yes; timber is very scarce, and there is an unlimited demand for it. ] 
can speak from my own experience. In the place that I am interested in myself, you could put down a 
mill, pump water out of a creek, and work that mill for twelve months, without having to drag a log a 
single mile—there is so much timber. The land will never be developed until that timber is killed. With 
regard to dairying, the people say that it is too far to carry their produce 40 or 50 miles, but they say it 
is their intention to start dairying if they can get the road carriage to Culcairn reduced by 18 or 20 miles 
by means of this railway. _ _
382. If they were within 20 miles of a railway or a port, they could do well ? Dairying will stand 20 
miles of carriage. The country to the east of Germanton is better suited for dairying than tho land in 
many districts where they are carrying on dairying successfully.

SAl'UJWA Y,
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SATURDAY, 4 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Germanton, at 10 a.m ]

fluent:—
JOHN CHRISTIAN WATSON, Esq., Chairman.

The Hou. Solomon Herbert Hyam. | John McFarlank, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line ol Railway from
Culcairn to Germanton. _

John Holmes (Holmes. Wickham, & Co.), Germanton, sworn, and examined:—
383. Chairman.'} Can you give the Committee any information as to the traffic which at present comes to J. Holmes.
Germanton, and the direction of that traffic? I can tell you what comes to our place : then there would /----—n
be about twice as much as that comes into the township. Looking over the way-bills last night, I found 4 Aug,, 1900. 
tliat the quantity of traffic that comes for our firm from the Victorian and New South Wales railways, 
including what comes from Albury by team, is about 290 tons.
381. For what period? That is for twelve months,from June last year to June this year. That does not 
include anything that comes in from this district. It does not include produce that we huy here ; it is 
simply merchandise. Wo get flour from Alburv, and that comes by teams. The amount of stuff that we 
get, independent of the flour, is about 270 tons. I am well within the limits when I say that it is nearly 
300 tons of traffic altogether. Two-thirds of that conies over the Victorian lines, and one-third, since the 
new rates were imposed, comes over the Now South Wales lines. _ _
385. Before the new rates were imposed where did you get your goods from ? Prior to the imposition of 
the new rates we got the bulk of it via Melbourne. If we bought stuff in Sydney we took it to 
Melbourne, and had it carried over the Victorian iines. Since they have reduced the truck rates in New 
South Wales wo have been getting three times as much over the New South Wales railways as we did 
previously. We have only been three years in the district, and we have built up tho trade since we came 
here, and it is still increasing. _
38G. Then you think that the town, generally, will probably get as much again as you get? There is 
another store in the town that gets more bulk stuff than we do. We do, perhaps, more shop trade, hut 
they do more of the heavy trade. They get more tonnage than we do.
387. What would you take the total inward tonnage of the town to be? Do you mean of the town 
alone, independent of what the stations would get ?
388. Taking what the town imports, without what the stations would import directly for themselves? I 
should say that there comes into this township at least 800 tons of merchandise.
389. Without the flour? It wouldincludo the flour ; but the outside public buy a good deal of flour from 
the mills.
300, What do you pay the teamsters for bringing merchandise from Albury? Just now we are 
paying I5s. a ton for heavy and 17s. 6d. for case goods. We keep a man constantly on the road, and 
we have been paying 15s, all round. Recently they have been charging 17s. 6d. from Albury ; hut tho 
average would come to 15s. all round. The carriage from Culcairn is 10s. a ton. I may mention that the 
returns from Albury station last year would not give the exact amount of tonnage that was coming over 
the Victorian railways, because ’VV’right, Heaton, & Co. were carrying stuff from Wodonga station into 
Albury for a little less than what the railways were charging. There is 2s. Gd. a ton charged from 
Wodonga into Albury. Last year they put teams on, aud carried the stuff over at a lump sum, and we 
got most of the stuff consigned to Wodonga. _
391. Mr. Harper, the Chief Traffic Manager, in his evidence, said that the merchandise rates (on third- 
class goods, I presume) would be IGs. 9d. per ton from Albury to Germanton ? I suppose that is on the 
railway right into Germanton.
392. Do you think it would pay yon to use the railway for merchandise if you continued to get goods via 
Albury and Wodonga? Now we are paying 15s. a ton from Albury, and the railway proposes to charge 
16s. 9d, The road makes no differential rate as regards parcels of goods.
393. For some classes of goods—for instance, flour, sugar, salt, and the heavier classes of goods—the 
railway might charge much less ? We pay the same all round for carriage by team—the same for flour, 
salt, wire-netting, &c.
394. But, considering that, wire, sugar, salt, flour, and other heavy goods would be carried at a lower rate 
than 16s. 9d., would it pay you to pay 16s. 9d, for drapery, and things like that? It would not if we 
could get the stuff carried for 15s.
395. Do you think the carriers would continue in competition with the railway if the railway was 
charging such a low rate for heavy goods that it would get tbe hulk of them, so that they would be 
confined to the carriage of drapery ? No ; it is the heavy goods that keep them on ihe road. If we took 
the carriage of the heavy stuff from them there would not be enough to keep them going.
396. Mr. McYarlanei] How long does it take the teams to travel between here and Albury ? Four or 
five days.
397. Chairman.'] To what extent does your trade go from here in each direction? We send stuff all 
round the district for a distance of 15 to 18 miles,
398. Can you indicate the places ? We send stuff to Yarra Yarra.
399. Do you send to Jingellie? No, we do not go there; we do not go further out than 15 miles in 
that direction. If good roads wore made up that way the whole of that trade would come to Germanton.
400. Why would it come here instead of going to Tallangatta? Most of it has to go to Albury now ; 
this is the direct road. They have to send in hero for all their light goods.
401. Is that because of the greater number of coaches coming this way from Albury ? Yes. If people 
want anything in a hurry they ride in here for it. This is the natural channel. That district is not 
opened up properly. The Tumberumba stuff has to come through Germanton, and it would be quite 
natural to suppose that if tbe railway brought goods for a little less to Germanton they would cart 
from here, as they would got the stuff quicker that way.
402. Does not most of the Tumberumba trade go to Wagga Wagga ? I should think not. There aro

~ about
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J. Holmes, about three teams on Die road here; and one of the carriers told me that ihey are making arrangements 
—•A—> for further teams to Tumberumba from Alburv. All their heavy stuff must come over tho 'Victorian 

4 AuS,> 190°- railway. The !Srew South Wales lines are not able to compete with the present tariff. We get a rebate 
of 10 per cent, on all third-class goods carried over the Victorian railway. Kerosene, sugar, salt, wire, and 
other lines we must even now buv in Victoria. We should buy more stuff in iVew South Wales, and have it 
carried over the railway to Culcairn, but for the fact that they charge 40 or 50 per cent, more than tho 
Victorian railways. We could cart flour cheaper by sending it io Culcairn than by the present road. 
We could get it for ffs. Id. from Albury to Culcairn, and 10s. from Culcairn to Germanton by road, 
making 13s. id. as against lus. from Albury. Of course, at other times of the year, when wool is being 
carried, we should get that class of goods much cheaper by back loading from Culcairn, but as we have 
carriers on the road we have to keep them going, and to put on our stuff irrespective of that.
403. What class of goods do you get from Sydney now f Second and third class goods. We buy all
our drapery in Sydney, and all our fancy goods. We buy all our shelf ironmongery in Sydney. In fact, 
we can afford to buy in Sydney all small lines, ship them to Melbourne, aud ship them over the Victorian 
lines better than buying them in Melbourne. The houses in Sydney, for the sake of the trade with 
Kiverina, will land our stuff at Melbourne wharf free of charge when we buy a parcel. That is to 
compete with the Victorian houses. _
404. Is there anything else you can tell us P 3Tou will get evidence in regard to the stuff coming in from 
the station-owners. They bring in a lot of very heavy stuff, such as cornsacks, woolpacks, and salt. I hey 
buy in large quantities.
405. Their heavy supplies they get direct? Tes.
406. And probably the carriers get back loading when their wool goes down ? I do not know how that 
is. There is another matter which I should mention. I think it might be pointed out to you that a saving 
of £100 a year could be made by tbe railway authorities if the station were put in the proper place in the 
town. Where the proposed station is now there is no water. Ido not think they will be able to get 
water there. The people about there cannot get a permanent supply.
407. The terminus is to be ou a Government reserve ? Tes. _
408. Is there any other Crown land that would be more convenient to tbe terminus? There is a block 
of ground, which I think is dedicated for a hospital, on tho Culcairn-road. It is Crown land, and it is 
alongside a never-failing supply of water—the Ten-mile Creek. With an artesian bore they would have 
an unlimited supply of water. Ton can sink to a depth of 5 or G feet and get a permanent supply. _
409. How far is that from the proposed terminus ? It is not very far away. It would save the making 
of half or three-quarters of a mile of railway, and it would save an expense of £100 a year ; it would be 
more central, and it would be on the main road. It would be about half a mile from the town. Where 
they propose to put the terminus is right back in a reserve nearly a mile from this place. The public offices 
being at this end, the people would all have to come up here. I do not say that it would affect our 
business ; but looking at it from a general standpoint, I think they might as well save that £100 a year, 
have a good water supply, and save the making of about a half to three-quarters of a mile of railway.
410. "What is the extent of tbe site you speak of? About 12 acres.
411. Would that site lend itself as well to a future extension as the one now proposed? That I cannot
say; it is a matter for the engineers. I should think it would make very little difference. It would be 
more central, and it would be more convenient. _
412. Ton consider tliat the nearer the station is to the town the better ? Tes; especially when you can 
make it central, and-have it near to the public offices, the post office, and tho banks.

-Tames Gifford, farmer, Lankey’s Creek, sworn, and examined:—
J. Gifford. 413. Mr. Mci'arlane^] Where do you reside? At Lankey’s Creek, beyond Tarrara.
/—a___n 414. In what direction is that? It is eastward from here, on the main Germanton and Jingellie Eoad.

4 Aug., 1900. 415. How' far is it from Germanton ? Twenty-five miles. _
416. Have you been long residing there ? I hare been in that district for the last thirty years,
417. Are you a freeholder? Tes; I am a freeholder, and I farm on the share system on theTarraTarra
Estate.
418. How many acres do you occupy ? Sixty acres of freehold, and 400 acres of leased laud.
419. Ho you cultivate land? Tes; I cultivate the 400 on the share system. _
420. Could you give us the result of your experience as a farmer, with regard to production ;—what do 
you grow? I grow wheat on tho Tarra Tarra lands. At the other place, at Lankey’s Creek, I do a 
little dairying, and grow potatoes, and other crops.
421. How far is your residence from tho land which you rent? Twenty miles.
422. Is that land good for wheat-growing ? Tes, very good.
423. Could you give the average yield per acre in fair seasons ? I can give you the average of what I 
have had since 1 went there. I have only been there for two seasons. The first year we got four and a 
half bags to the acre ; last year the average would be about three bags per acre,
424. Is there much wheat grown in that locality ? Tes; on theTarraTarra station I suppose there must 
be between 7,000 and 8,000 acres under cultivation this year.
425. Would the results on the holdings be similar to what you have had? Just about the same; but 
some of the land is better than mine.
426. What do you do with the grain ? Send it to Sydney.
427. "By which route ? We send to Culcairn, and from there by train.
428. How far are you from Culcairn station ? Twenty-eight miles—10 miles from Germanton.
429. Could you give the cost of carriage? It is Is. 2d. per bag. That was during the last two seasons; 
but if we have a general rainfall, and there is a good crop iu the other wheat-growing districts, we shall 
not get our wheat carried for that.
430. Would not that amount represent the average crop? One shilling and 2d. per bag would not
represent the cost when they have good crops in other parts of the country, because then we should not 
be able to get tbe teams. There have been scarcely auy crops during the last two years in the lower 
part of the country, and that has caused tho teams to be brought here. I had teams from Eourke carting 
for me. If they have a good season this year in other wheat-growing districts, wo shall not bo able to 
get our wheat carried at Is. 2d. per bag. 431.
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me, most J- Gifford.431. What is your experience with regard to the share system ;—is it satisfactory ? It is to 
decidedly.
432. Bo you grow any other products for the market besides wheat? Yes, potatoes ; but I grow 
on my other land. I only grow wheat on the leasehold land.
433. Have you an agreement tliat you are only to produce wheat ? No.
434. Is there a large area of land in the district which tho proposed railway would be likely to affect,
suitable for growing wheat? Yes. _
435. A. very large area ? Yes ; there is a good deal of land that would he suitable, if only the owners
will lease it out on the share system, as they have been doing. I think it has paid them very well to let 
the land on the eh aro system. _
436. Bo you think it pays better than grazing sheep ? Yes, I am sure of it; but the number of sheep
has not been reduced as a result of the cultivation. _
437. Taking the distance of about 13 miles further iu than Germanton, is there auy considerable area that 
would be likely to be put under wheat if the proposed railway were made from Culcairn to Germanton. 
There is ; hut, as I say, it depends upon the owners whether it shall be put under cultivation..
43.3. You think that people would take up the land, provided they had an opportunity of doing so, and 
cultivate it for wheat-growing? Vies; for wheat-growing and dairying. ,
439. Has there been any dairying carried on there ? There has not; hut the land is suitable for it as
suitable as it is on the South Coast. _ ,
440. Do you know the South Coast district? Only by reading about it. The stations about Jingellico 
have some of the most beautiful laud to be found in Australia.
441. Mr. jETynm,] But only in patches ? It is ; but you cannot beat it for dairying purposes.
442. Jfr. McFarlane.'} Are there many small land-holders in the district? There are a great number.
443. What would be the extent of their holdings ? Some hold 300 and some 400 acres; some 2,000
acres; some, perhaps, 3,000 acres. It is not easy to get land in the district; you cannot get a foot of 
Crown land. On the Victorian side of the river, whoa I first came up the river thirty years ago, there 
was not a settler on the land ; there was not a hit of land taken up by selectors. Now, Walwa is thickly 
populated, and there the land is of the same kind as that on the Khancobin station, the Bringanbrong, 
the AVelaregang, tho Gregg Gregg, and the Ournie stations. _
444. How far is there a railway from Wahva ? I suppose Walwa. is between 30 and 40 miles from the
railway. It is a matter of impossibility to bring the railway from Tallangatta to Walwa; the country is 
too rough, * _
445. Over tho area whicli you have j ust described, in the event of the railway being extended to Germanton, 
do you think tho farmers generally would use it to carry their wheat to market? Most decidedly, I 
could get my wheat brought in from the farm out there for 4d. per hag, and f should use the railway in 
preference to paying Is. 2d., even if J had to pay a little for the use of the railway.
446. How far from Germanton would the rail way he likely to ho used by the wheat-growers—how far
would it pay them to carry the wheat ? 1 should think 25 miles. _
447. Bo you think the whole of the fanners within 25 miles would bring their produce to the railway at
Germanton? I could not say that, because it would be more than half the distance towards Albury, and 
the people in that direction would take their produce to Albury. _
448. How many acres of wheat-growing country do you consider it would take to maintain a family? It
depends upon what, and how, you cultivate. _
449. I am referring to wheat-growing country which gives a fair average yield ? I maintain a family on 
200 acres. There is not a fortune to he made out of it, but it is better than letting the hoys go to manual

them 4 1900-

labour.
450. Mr. llyam.} I suppose you could make a good living off 150 acres if it were your own ? Yes. _
451. Mr. McFarlane.} Bo you think 400 acres a sufficient area? 640 acres is about what a good-sized 
family would require in this district. Then they could have a few sheep, and keep the land in good heart 
and keep it clean. A farmer always wants a few sheep.
452. You believe in mixed farming ? I do. It is a had thing to have all your eggs in one basket.
453. With regard to the land which is not suited for wheat-growing, is it good country ? It is good
dairying land. A lot of the country about here, in my opinion, has the wrong kind of stuff upon it; 
it should have dairy cattle on it instead of sheep. r _
454. You think the dairy cattle would bo more profitable ? I am sure that the lant^ is better adapted
for dairying than anything else. The land is hardly good enough for cultivation, being rather too rough 
for that, but it is suitable for dairy purposes. _
455. Have there been auy good results from dairying ? Yes; at Walwa there is a cheese factory—that 
is on the Victorian side ; any quantity of cheese is made there.
450. Is Germanton the business centre for the farmers and settlers living in your district? Yes; 
nearly all the inhabitants between here and Jingellie get their goods from Germanton. It is only 35 
miles from here to Jingeilie.
457. Mr. My am.} Is there a good deal of settlement at Walwa? Yes ; that district is thickly settled.
458. What do they produce there ? The principal thing is dairying and raising stock.
459. Where do they take their produce to? Some of it goes to Albury, The settlers supply the cheese
factory with milk. .
460. Is the produce that goes to Albury sent on to Melbourne ? More of it comes into New South Wales- 
than goes to Melbourne.
461. Does it go by Albury or Germanton ? A quantity of it comes into Germanton; they sell it here.
462. They would not be able to sell much cheese hero, would they ? An old man goes selling cheese all' 
round the country.
463. That would not he a large quantity P He supplies some of the stores with cheese too, and some 
goes to Albury, They could not make enough cheese last year to meet the demand.
464. Does any of the trade from Walwa go to Tallangatta ? It cannot.
465. It must como to either Albury or Germanton ? It must go right up the river and round by a good'
road. It must go to Wodonga instead of Tallangatta. _
466. Is there a good road, from Wodonga to Walwa ? No. The roads are not so good, generally speaking,, 
as they are on the New South Wales side.

467.
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J. Gifford. 407. Chairman. Would you state on what terms you rent the land P On the halves system.
v /T“A-rr^ 468. Does the owner supply the seed? Yos: he supplies the seed and the bags.
4 Aug., 1900.46c) Doea he elear the Jand ? yes.

470. And he takes half the produce ? Yes: and we do the labour.
471. You find the plant, machinery, and labour ? Yes.
472. Por how many years have you the use of the land ? Some have it for three and some for live years.
473. How long do you think you would require to have the use of the land to justify a man in buying a
plant;—how long would it take to pay the plant off ? It would take a man two years, but he would 
have to be very saving to do it in that time. "
474. So a man wauls the land for three or four years to make it pay ? A man ought to payoff the plant 
iu three years, and then he ready to take a place for himself if he sees an opportunity.
4> 5. Is there anything else that you would care to mention ? I was going to mention that the land at Lankey’s 
Creek is not so good as some of the other land in the district for cultivation; it is not fit for dairying. 
There aro small patches like gullies ou which yon could grow anything. 1 hare grown potatoes up to 
4 lb. in weight.O

Samuel Hall Phillips, postmaster, Germanton, sworn, and esamined:—
S. H. Phillips. 470. Mr. Hyam.] Would you like to make a statement in connection with the proposed railway ? Yes, with 

-a—reference to the rainfall in this district. I have been keeping the rainfall returns for the last eight years. 
4. Aug., 1900. The average rainfall is 27 inches. I may say 1 hat in connection with the Postal Department a petition is 

going in asking for a coach service three times a week between Germanton and Jingellie, The revenue 
that we derive between Germanton and Lankey’s Creek, from postage stamps, is £164 a year. The adult 
population between Germanton and Lankey's "Creek numbers 201. Lankey’s Creek is about 12 miles 
this side of Jingellico.
477. How far is it from Germanton to Lankey’s Creek ? About 25 miles.
478. How far is it from Lankey’s Creek to Jingellie ? Twelve miles, making 37 miles in all,
479. Your coach does not go further than Lankey’s Creek at present? Ho.
480. Do you know what is the population about Coppabella and Yarra Yarra ? At Coppabella there are 
thirty adults, and at Yarra Yarra ninety-six adults.
481. Do you know the country? I have been as far as Yarrara.
482. I suppose the inhabitants are chiefly farmers ? Yes ; Yarrara waf once a mining place, now it is a
gra/dng district.
483. I suppose you have been some time in the district? Eight years.
4S4. Have you formed a good idea as to the quality of the land about Coppabella? Yes.
485. Is it fairly good land ? It is. *
486. Is there any extensive area that-could bebrought under cultivation ? I have noticed that considerable 
areas have been put under wheat lately in that locality.
4S7. Have you been to Jingellie? Ho.
488. Is it good country for agricultural purposes between Germanton and Lankey’s Creek ? Yes; it is 
fairly good country for wheat-growing.
4S9. Do you think that one-third of it could he brought under cultivation ? Yes, more than that.
490. Is the rest good pasture land ? It is. Q'he population has been steadily increasing since I have
been here. "
491. Das it doubled in eight years ? It has trebled in that time.
492. Do you think tliat with a railway from Germanton to Culcairn, that increase would be continued ? 
Y’es, I am sure it would ; it would cause increased population and more settlement.
493. Do you know anything about the trade coming from Jingellie to Germanton ? Ho. I know that 
people from Jingellie make Germanton their depflt for supplies.
494’. Is there anything else you would like to state ? Within 3 miles of this town there is a tin-mine, and 
the only difficulty in developing the tin. is the want of water.
495. Is it lode or stream tin ? It is stream tin, One man is 'working there and making very good wages; 
he works in the wet weather.
496. Is there any other mining in the district ? There is some mining out east, at Four-mile Creek, and 
they have a six-head battery working continually.
497. Is it a quartz reef? Yes; it averages about oz. to tbe ton. It is poor stone, I have seen a 
crushing for three months which yielded 26 oz.
498. Is it good mineral country generally ? There is a good deal of it, hut it is poor. The shafts have 
not been put down to any great depth. With regard to the site for the railway station, referred to by 
Mr, Holmes, that is a matter that deserves the consideration of the Committee. In the creek where the 
station could be put there is a permanent water supply, and it is in the centre of the town.
499. The Chairman asked a previous witness whether, if the railway were put on the silo you suggest, it 
would interfere with any future extension of the line do you think it would ? Hot in the slightest.
500. There would be no serious deviation to get out of the town again ? Hot the slightest.
501. Would it have to go through private property ? Ho ; there is a travelling stock route in a direct 
line from the site proposed by Mr. Holmes; there would be no difficulty in getting out of tbe town.

Arthur Hulmc, farmer and grazier, Germanton, sworn, and examined :—
Chairman,] Where do you reside? About 6 miles from Germanton, to the north-west.
What is the nature of your holding? It is partly freehold, the remainder conditional purchases. 
What is the area ? 3,800 acres.
Is any considerable area of that fit for agriculture ? It is all agricultural land.
How much do you cultivate at the present time ? During the last three years we have been culti

vating between 1,100 and 1,200 acres.
507. Witb what results ? Aery good results. The last four seasons have been dry, but we have had an 
average of a little over four bags ; that is including some new land. We crop new land every year.
508. Does your land cari^ sheep as well ? Yes; wo combine grazing with cultivation. ,
509. What number of sheep do you usually carry ? We have shorn from 4,000 to 5,000; one year we
had over 5,000. ' " ' 510.

A. Halme. 502,
,---- *---- 4 503.

4 Aug, 1900, 504.
505.
506.
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510. Were those sheep which you had on the property all the year, or had some of them been bought just Hulmc.
before the shearing ? They were on the land all through the winter. . —S
511. Has the land carried those sheep whilst you have been cultivating ? Yes. 4 190°-
512. Have you any leasehold laud ? No. 1 '
013. I understand that your land has been carrying from 4,000 to 5,000 sheep, in addition to your culti
vating 1,100 or 1,200 acres out of tho 3,800 acres? Yes. Last year we had no leased land, but we shore
over 4,000 sheep, and we had over 1,100 acres under cultivation.
514. Ho you find that the cultivation of the land is a help to you with tho sheep ? Yes ; we consider 
that the land all wants cultivating because the sheep do not thrive if it is not cultivated. We have had 
nothing wrong with tho sheep since we started cultivation.
515. Is yours low-lying land—liable to be wet in winter? No : the water does not lie on it. Of course 
we feed our sheep sometimes, hut we grow tho stuff on the farm. We have never bought food for our sheep,
516. ITave you some portions specially suitable for lucerne ? Yes; most of our laud will grow lucerne.
517. Will it grow sufficiently well to enable you to cut hay off it? Yes ; hut we have never done that.
We could have done it, but we thought it better to use it for feeding. Wo fed the sheep during two bad 
seasons with chaff. ‘
518. Which you got from your own land? Yes.
519. Ho you use the binder ? Yes, and also the stripper.
520. Where have you been in the habit of sending your produce to ? It all goes to Sydney, except the
oats; the oats' generally go Narrnndera way. "
521. Are you cultivating oats for grain ? Yes.
522. What yield of oats have you had? From 5 to 9 bags per1 acre. That was on old land. We 
generally put it on land that we have been growing wheat on.
523. Is it a good sample ? Yes, a very good sample. Last vear we had 7 bags to the acre ; we have had
9 bags to the acre. '
524. Mr. McFarlane.'] How many acres of oats have you in ? We generally put in between 100 and 150
acres a year. "
525. Chairman.] Hoes the wool go to Sydney ? No : we never send our wool to Sydney. We deliver 
the wool at Culcairn, and it goes on to Melbourne. Sometimes we have taken it to Albury, when we 
wanted back loading.
526. Ho you think the railway would be of any material assistance to yourselves ? No doubt it would.
That is what we want. The road is not a good one. It is 18 miles from here to Culcairn, and at this 
time of the year we could not attempt to cart our stuff.
527. What do you think would be the effect of the railway generally in the district V I should tliink 
tliat the result would be increased cultivation, because cultivation has increased without a railway, and 
with the advantage of railway communication it would increase stilt more. We have only been here 
about nine years, but when we came hero there was very little cultivation at all.
528. You have heard most of the evidence that was given this morning;—is there anything that you could 
say in addition to that? Comparing this with other parts where we have lived—anil we came from one 
oi the best districts in Victoria, the Ovens district—I think this district is as good as anv. It is very 
prosperous now. The combining of cultivation with grazing is a great success.
529. With regard to dairying,—do you think there would be any chance of this district competing with 
the coast districts in the export trade ? Yes ; 1 think so. They are doing it on the Upper Murray.
530. Are they competing for the outside trade, or only supplying the people locally ? They send tho
produce right away. ■’ ”
531. Where to ? They send butter to England. An uncle of mine living up there is one of the
principal suppliers, and he tells us that his butter brings as good a price as any that is sold. Ho gets the 
top price. .
532. Can they utilise the rougher lands for dairying? The rougher land gives the richest cream. When 
they started dairying in "Victoria the people living on the rich country—the flats—were dissatisfied, 
because they thought they were not getting as high a percentage as the people were getting on the 
higher lands; and when they came to test it, they found that the people on the higher lands had the far 
better quality of cream. Country which was considered useless is now being taken up there—even the 
tops of the hills.
533. Mr. Hi/am^] You say you go in largely for the cultivation of oats ? Not very largely. •
534. I suppose there are large areas that would produce crops similar to those which you produce ? Yes,
533. What price do your oats bring on the average ? 2s. 6d, is the highest wc have obtained, .
536. That is locally ? Yes.
537. You would not expect to get that iu Sydney? No; we sent some to Svdncy, and we got about -
Is. lOd. ' “ "
538. That is better than wheat? Yes.
539. Which particular variety of oats do you grow ? Mostly the Algerian and White Tartarian. Wo 
have grown peas, and they do well here. We fried mangolds aud sugar-beet, and they grow without 
irrigation.

William Brodribb, farmer and grazier, Little Billabong, sworn, and examined:—
540, Mr. McFarlane.] Where do you reside ? At Little Billabong.
541, How far is that from Germanton ? Thirteen miles north-east; right along the main Sydney road.
542, Are you an old resident of the district ? Y’es ; I have been here for over thirty years.
513. Ho you farm to any considerable extent? ] cultivate (580 acres.
544. What is the area nf your holding altogether ? 3,180 acres.
oh), Have you any leasehold area in addition ? No ; only conditional lease.
546. Have you been cultivating for n number of years? Ever since 1 have been on the place, but not to
any great extent until recently. *
547. What products do you cultivate ? Wheat and oats.
548. Have you met with much success ? Yes, very considerable.
54!). What yield of wheat do you get per acre ? Tho last three seasons, from 5 to 6 bags to the acre. 
Last season I had some new land under crop, hut we were rather late in getting tho crop in, and it only 
gave about 4i- bags. 550

W. Brodribb,

4 Aug., 1900,
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W. Brodribb. 550. "What quantity of oats did you get 7 About 7 bags to the acre. The year before last I got 11 bags
-A—of oats to the acre. .

4 Aug., 1900. ggi Do T0U think tbe cultivation of oats will be es tended? I do not know whether it will or not. It
all depends on what will pay the best. . . . , n me
552. In view of the much higher yield per acre, do you not thiok it would pay better to grow oats ? .There
is more expense attached to growing oats. ,
553. How would you class the land in your locality ? Half of my land is suitable for wheat-growing.
554. Is tbe land in your district, that you have got a knowledge of, land that you would class as good for
wheat-growing? Yes. .
555. And how would you class the land which is not suited for cultivation ? It is first-class grazing land. 
55G. Where is the market for the wheat ? Culcairn is the place where we generally take it to. It goes 
to Sydney, Goulburn, Cootamundra, and Wagga Wagga.
557. Do you send to Culcairn all the wheat that has to go away by rail ? Yes.
55S. How far would that be from your place? About 30 miles. _
559. In going to Culcairn, would you pass Germanton on the road from your place? Yes.
5GO. How far away ? We come through Germanton. It is tbe only road that wc have from our place.
561. So that in the event of the railway being constructed, it would be IS miles shorter carriage for you ?
Yes. .
562. " Do yon think that if the railway were constructed it would have the effect of causing a large 
additional area of agricultural land to be placed under wheat, or some other crop ? I think so.
CCS. Is it a handicap having to carry, produce that long distance ? Yes. I have paid as much as 3s. 6d. 
a bag for the carting of wheat from my place to Wagga Wagga years ago.
564. How much do you pay now? Is. 3d. a bag to Culcairn.
565. Would you place more land under cultivation if you had a railway to Gcrmant.ou ? I have about
1,200 acres cleared now. . . - i i.
566. Is that in addition to what you have under cultivation ? Ho ; I have 1,200 acres altogether.
567. What class of holdings are there in your district;—are there many smallholders? Hot many
small ones. .
568. Do you think the land that is suitable for agriculture would he cultivated if you had railway com
munication ? It would he very hard to say, ,
569. Do you not think that having the land under cultivation would be more profitable than grazing ? I
think so. . .
570. What has your experience been ? I could make the most money out, of cultivation myself.
571. Do you not think that tbe large holders would come to that way of thinking ? Yes, 1 think so.
572. You have heard the evidence given to-day; is there anything else that you would like to say in 
addition? I could not give auy more evidence than you have already heard. I keep sheep as well as 
cultivating.
573. How many sheep have you on the property? 3,500, or thereabouts.
574. Do vou keep them all on your own land ? Yes.
575. It must be land of good carrying capacity? Yes. We got the benefit of the cultivation land for 
half the year.
576. Do you send the wool and other produce the same way as the wheat? \Ve send the wool to
Melbourne, via Albury. It would not pay to cart to Culcairn and truck it there. ^ _
577. If the railway came to Germanton, would you still cart your wool to Albury? I do uot think so.
578. What distance is your place to Albury? Forty-nine miles from Albury, and 13 miles from 
Germanton,
579. Would it not pay you better to cart your wool to Germanton and have it carried by rail from there
to Alburv, instead of sending it nearly 50 miles by road to Albury ? Yes, it would pay better. ^ _
5S0. Hut you must calculate that the additional railway carriage between here and Albury? Yes; it 
would take but a short time io bring the wool to Germanton from my place.
581. What docs it cost lo cart your wool from your place to Albury ? £1 5s. per ton. The teamsters
have been carting it lately at an unusually low rate.*

Lucien Grimwood. storekeeper, Germanton, sworn, and examined:—
L. Grimwood. 682. Mr, Hyam.] Have you been here long ? 1 have been here three and a half years. '

/—-A—583. How many storekeepers are there in Germanton besides yourself ? There are two others, aud there 
4 Aug., 1900. aTe gmall shops as well.

584. Where do you get your store goods from ? About three-parts from Melbourne.
585. Where does the balance come from ? From Sydney. 8omc of the goods come from Sydney, via 
Melbourne.
586. Do you get any goods direct from Sydney ? Yes ; about half of the goods are brought from Sydney 
and'half tv's Melbourne. Some of the goods from Sydney come tza Melbourne because freight is cheaper 
that way,
587. Can you give any idea of the amount of freight which you pay annually on goods ? I suppose 
between £300 and £400.
588. That includes everything ? That is the freight from the station to here. _
589. I suppose you will still continue to get your goods in the same way that you have been doing, from 
Melbourne aud Sydney, and from Sydney cia Melbourne ? 1 shall huy wherever I can get them the
cheapest. , j r o
590. Perhaps you will see no reason to make any alteration as to where you are getting your goods from ?
Unless Federation should make some difference. I see no other reason. _
591. Suppose vou have a railway to Germanton—will you have your goods sent by railway from Albury
to Germanton^ or will you get them by road from Albury ? Hot unless they alter the freight from Sydney 
to Culcairn. _ ,
592. Will you continue to get them from Albury by road ? That will depend on the railway charges.
593. What will you do if tbe charges are equal 7 I will get the goods by rail. 594.

* Hots (oh rsrtti'oa) : —In the event of the railway coming to Germanton, I could send fat etock and aleo chaff to 
market.
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Gf)4. What is the freight by road from Albury to Germanton? It is different in different seasons.
595, What is the average ? The average would be about 17s. (5d. a ton, _
596, What is the lowest rate you have paid? It has been as low as 10s. a ton, and as high as 22s. Gd.
597, Do you cart goods from Culcairn to G-ermanton ? Yes.
59S. What is tbe freight from Culcairn ? .10s, for hour, I2s. Gd. for case goods.
599. There is no alteration in that ? Tiiat is the standard charge.
600. ]t is not like what it is on tiie Alhury-road ? ISo ; there are more teams on the Albury-road, and
the charges do not fluctuate so much there. _
601. Have you been out any distance from Germanton ? I have been out about 20 miles each way.
602. Were you ever engaged in farming pursuits ? No. *
603. I suppose you have some knowledge of farming ? Yes. _ _ _
604. Do you call this a fairly prosperous district ? It is the soundest district which I have been in in 
my life.
605. Do you expect any increase in trade here? A great deal depends on the squatters. It all rests 
with them. There is room for any number of people hero if the squatters are willing to throw'open their 
lauds.
COG. Do you think there would be larger settlement if more land become available ? Decidedly ; very 
much more.
607. Where were you in business before you came here ? I was sixteen years in Granville, and eleven 
years on tho Turon. I have been all over tbe country, _ _
60S. I asked you that to see if you could make any comparison between this and other agricultural dis
tricts ? I was at Bathurst.
609. Do you think this district will bear comparison witb Bathurst? It is a better district.
RIO. What is about the limit of your distributing area ? We send out about 24 miles from here.
611. In what direction would that be ? Generally east, south-east, and north-east.

Hebcr Herbert Walsh, farmer, Old. Carabobala, sworn, and examined :—
612. Chairman.] Where do you reside ? At Old Carabobala. H. H. Walsh.
613. That is on the proposed line between Culcairn and Germanton, is it not? Yes. A—s
614. Is it good land between Culcairn and Germanton ? I should say that it is good. 4 Aug., 1900.
615. Docs that good land extend a considerable distance on each side of the line? I should say that it 
docs, speaking from places that I know.
616. You are managing Carabobala station ? Yes.
617. What is the area of that holding ? Over 5,000 acres. I manage two different estates—Carrabobala 
proper and Old Carabobala.
61S. What is the area ? The area of tbe two combined is between 9,000 and 10,000 acres.
619. How far is Carabobala from Culcairn ? Nine miles.
620. So, of course, all your wool and other produce goes in there now? Sometimes it goes towards
Wodonga. Wc can get it taken cheaper by teams than by the railway to Wodonga.
621. What have you lately paid for carriage by team to Wodonga ? 17s. Gd. a ton.
G22. Would it cost more than that via Culcairn? Yes ; it would be £1.
623. How much of that £1 would be for team carriage to Culcairn? 7s. Gd.
624. If a railway came through your holdings, and there was a platform there, do you think it would pay 
you to truck there for Wodonga, or to continue to send your produce by the road ? It all depends.
625. Hr. Harper stated that from G-ermanton to Albury the charge would be 15s. per ton, and the
presumption is that it would be a little less than that from your place ;—in that case would it pay you 
better lo uso the railway ? Certainly, for 15s. There are disadvantages connected with it. We have
our shed on one side of the creek, whilst the railway is to be on the other side, and we could not possibly
cross tbe creek with woo!. .It would pay ns much better to send to Culcairn than to cross the creek.
626. Is any of the land on the property under your management suitable for agriculture ? Yes,
627. What proportion do you think would be suitable for agriculture? The whole of it,
62R. Have you engaged in agriculture so far? Only to a very small extent.
629. AssutSing that yon went in for wheat-growing, the railway would then he of material advantage to 
you, would it not? No ; I do not think so.
630. Assuming tliat you wish to send wheat to Sydney, and that the rate from Culcairn to Sydney and 
from your place to Sydney would be exactly the same, would you rather cart the wheat to Culcairn, to 
truck it, than truck it from your own place ? I do not know anything about wheat.
631. Do you think it pays to go in for growing wheat? 1 do not know; it might. I hare never 
tried it.
632. You prefer sheep-gra/.ing ? Yes ; and always will.
633. Bor how many miles does the railway go through your land ? I have never followed it.
631. Can you say approximately ? It goes'4 or 5 miles through each property. It will spoil our runs 
completely.
635. How many miles would it go through Old Carabobala ? Dor a distance of about 5 miles.
636. That would be about 60 acres that the railway would require of that holdingcan you say whether 
you and those associated with you are -willing that that area should be given to the Government P 
Decidedly not. It cuts us off from our main water frontage.
937. Could you not have a means of getting to the water ? No. My principal decidedly objects to the 
way the railway is going. It cuts us off from the whole of our summer water.
638. Could any deviation be made which would obviate that? Certainly. You can brinf the line up the
main road. ° ‘
639. Would not that be more expensive ? Yery little. It would do away with the expensive bridges 
that you must put up on the proposed route. You would have two very expensive bridges to build as tbe 
line is proposed at present. That would not be necessary if the line went along the main road.
640. Would there not be some heavy cuttings where the spurs of the hills run down to the creek ? Only 
two.
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641. Would you still Iiave to bridge the Billabong ? Yes, You will have a bridge over one creet that 
iCTlSOO would l)®afarmor« aeri^s matter than the Billabong—the Mountain Creek. The line as at present 

s'’ proposed cuts us oft from the water on both holdings,
«12. Could a,nv other arrangement than giving the land free bo arrived at;-could vou take other 
(Government land m exchange ? Speaking of OM Carabobala, 1 would not take any Government land in 
exchange for the land along the line as it is surveyed at present, unless I was compelled. It cuts us off 
from the summer water, which we always want. It runs within a few chains of the main road, and mmht 
pal as wen be on the main road, n

Bo you think that your land Would get any advantage from having the railway brought bo close to 
it, having all things in view p I\'ot the slightest. T think that one of our executors on the lower property 
did mako a proposal to Mr. Boss about the matter; but 1 would not say anything about it till I sed 
whether he is coming to give evidence.
644. You do not think the railway would benefit your propertv at all ? No. My principals are entirely 
antagonistic to the railway as proposed, because it spoils three of our best paddocks, 
j"5- people on land suitable for agriculture are very glad to welcome a railway, because it gives 
them a tug advantage m getting their wheat away : but vour position is different froin that which most 
people take up under similar circumstances? It spoils our properties for pastoral purposes, and we 
regard that as most important. 1 1 '

^r- I1'#™-'} What is the carrying capacity of your land ? About two sheep to the acre.
047. \V hat is the average ? I have had one and three-quail er sheep to the acre on it for the past two 
years, 1
648 Is the land highly improved ? It is fairly well improved It is a property with permanent water 
on it. It is rung aud fenced. ^ 1
649. The permanent water is the creek that you spoke of? Yes.
6o0 Is that the only permanent water ? Yes. Wo have not a drop of water except on the frontage. 
That is what we depend on. - 6
651. If they had a level crossing, and sheep^nd cattle stops, it would not prevent your sheep and cattle 
from going to and from the creek, would it ? The line would cut through our paddocks in a dozen 
difterent places, and we have different classes of sheep in different paddocks. How are wc to keep them
separate with a radway hue going through the paddocks.' Must we keep a man to look after the gales 
when the tram comes*. °
652. What do you consider the value of your land per acre? I should not like to put a price on it It 
is tor my principal to do that.
6o3. Would you mind telling tho Committee what return per acre yon get from your land ? I could not 
give you an average; when I took the place we had two very bad years, and'we have had one very good year. j j > j

^"0U ^°,Bf a^oc'i during the last drought? We lost, comparatively speaking, nothin^, 
bao. What would the percentage of loss bo ? About 2 per cent. ^ j. n o

?;ou eou'd 31°t form any opinion as to the return from your laud per acre ? I should not like to. 
rro na T 8hee? "ave you altogotber the two holdings ? 12,000 or 13,000, including lambs.

,Jiat wou*d Ilot oo one and three-quarter sheep to the acre ? No ; we have sold some.
6d9. Ho you consider the runs are fully stocked now ? No.
660. Chairman.] Is there anything else that you would like to mention ? Only that both my principals 
were up here a short time ago, and they decidedly objected to the line going as it is proposed. They said 
it would simply spoil tiie holdings altogether.
661. If the line were fenced, and had only a train a day passing over it, would that be a great disadvantage
to you ? _ Certainly it would be a great disadvantage. b
6u2. Which would be preferable to you—a fenced or an unfcnced line? If the line must go through 
there, a fenced line most decidedly, because I do not see how we are to manage about the stock; the 
sheep would be always running over the line, the paddocks being narrow.

John Ross, farmer and grazier. Kinross, near Germanton, sworn, and examined :—
J. Boss. 663. Chairman.] How long have you been residing iu the district ? Thirty-two years *

4 A— toon T°11 ar° SeeretarJr °f tJl0 l°cal Railway League ? Yes.
• 66u. Have you any statement to make concerning this district for the information of the Committee? I 

may state that the agslation for a railway to Germanton has been going on for some time, the desire 
gGt b?t1terJaJfcesa t0 tlle markets for the produce of the district. There are in this district 

XoO,009 acres of land fit for cultivation, which would be served by the proposed railway. Of that area, 
0 a<-CreiS is at ,Present Ullder cultivation. The yield from that 27,000 acres in 1898 was 

llo,000 bags of wheat and 1,000 bags of oats. The number of bales of wool that it is computed would 
be carried on the railway is about 8,000. About 5,000 bales of wool would be produced within the area 
traversed by the proposed railway. But we estimate that we shall be able to arrest about 3.000 bales 
which come from a distance beyond 20 miles from Germanton, and which go through Germanton, from Tar
cutta, I umber urn ba, and Adelong, and even wool that comes from near Wagga Wagga. The bulk of the 
wool at present goes to Melbourne, but after Federation has been accomplished I do not think it will go to 
Melbourne, because the cutting rates that are adopted on the Victorian railways will have to cease The 
present rate tor wool is the same from both Albury and Wodonga to Melbourne. J should like to draw 
special notice to this fact that the Railway Department in Victoria charge tho same price for wool from 
Albury as from Wodonga, namely, 28s. a ton. That is what we have paid for the last two years. 
Previous to that, on one occasion, we had it carried for 25s. a ton from Wodonga; then they ceased taking 
it from Wodonga to Melbourne, unless at the same rate as from Albury. T understand that the general 
rate for Victorian-grown wool is about £2 10s. from Wodonga, so I think we are quite justified in calcu
lating on the whole of the wool being taken by this railway if tho proposed line is constructed. As 
regards the area under cultivation for wheat in this district, 1 do not think it will increase much beyond 
what it is at present, unless the railway is made. The firm of which I am a member— consisting of five 

u'8-!0'™3 illjou* 2-L000.acres of land that is fit for cultivation, of which about 1,000 acres is under 
cultivation now. If the railway is constructed we shall feel justified in putting the greater part of that

land
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]and under cultivation. Our difficulty at present is to get the wheat taken away. During the last two 
years there have been over 100 different teams employed in the district carting wheat, and more than - 
three-fourths of them have come long distances from drought-stricken districts, They were forced to 4 
come here for want of employment in their own districts, and want of feed for their bullocks and horses. 
Besides filling up the gap which existed here, and having this produce to cart, these men were com
peting with each other, so that the rates for carriage were below what they would have been had there not 
been so many teams available. If the yield next harvest is as good as it has been the last two seasons I 
think it will bo some months before we shall be able to get the wheat irony. They are having a splendid 
season down the Murrumbidgce where the trams come from, and they will not come here at all if 
they have plenty of grass there.
G6G. Mr. McFarlanc.] Do the farmers cart any of the wheat ? The share-farmers generally cart their 
own wheat—the greater number of them, but not all. I might mention that one of the ctiief reasons 
why wo rely upon inducing the Government to construct the railway is that, from Culeairn junction, three 
trains a week run to Corowa. and the same rolling stock and the same men that are employed on that 
branch line could bo employed in working tbe line to Germanton. This district is practically exempt 
from drought. During the last two or three wears there have been the worst droughts that have occurred 
for thirty years on the Murrumbidgce and in the Eiveriua generally, but they Lave been tbe best seasons 
that we have ever bad here for grain crops, and for wool, too.
087. Have you bad experience of wheat-growing during the wet seasons? I have had experience ih 
wheat-growing for the last thirty-two years,
GG8. How did wheat thrive during the wet seasons ? The average yield about here has always been about 
four bags to the acre. Some of our share-farmers have had over five bags to tbe acre. I came to this country 
to grow wheat, having been brought up to it in South Australia. The district is admirably suited for 
what they call “ closer settlement.” Fruit can be grown in the district to any extent,
G69. What would bring about closer settlement ? This share-farming. The farmers would rather go 
into share-farming than rent the land, because it requires less capital to commence operations.
G70. Do you think the large landowners would let the land out under the share system ? That appears 
to bo tbe system that is gaining favour.
G71. Have you any practical knowledge of the share system? Tea; we have about 1,000 acres of land 
lot in that way. There are four or live farmers on it.
672. Are the resulfs satisfactory to you and to the farmers ? Financially, the result is satisfactory ; but 
I always look with dread at the carting away of the grain.
073. Would that system pay you better under existing circumstances than grazing sheep ? Yes ; because 
you do not lose the ground altogether for the whole year, and the reduction in the number of sheep that 
you can keep is not very great.
674. You have heard stated in evidence the conditions on which the farms arc let out;—is your land let 
on the same conditions? .Tust about the same.
675. Is that system generally practised ? That is the system that is generally favoured by the farmers. 
Some of the farmers clear the ground, but, generally, they prefer to have the ground cleared.
676. You have stated that there are 150,000 acres of land suited to the cultivation of wheat? Yes.
677. That is, including the area under cultivation at present ? Yes.
G78. In the event of the railway being extended to Germanton, and the landholders being willing to let 
their land for cultivation on the share system, do you think there will be a sufficient number of farmers 
who will bo willing to take up the land ? The demand for land on the share system is very great.
679. Is it great at present ? It is very great at present.
680. And the making of a railway would, no doubt, increase that demand? Yes; I have applications 
every week from farmers, asking if I have any land to let on the share system.
681. What is about the average quantity of land that a farmer working on the share system would 
require? It depends on whether he is a man with a family or not. One man by himself can put in 250 
acres—some of them more.
682. What area of wheat-growing land would be required to maintain a family on the share system ? I 
should say from 200 acres upwards.
683. Do you think 200 acres would be sufficient? It would be all tbe better if a man had more. I know 
several farmers who have not so much as that, and they seem to get along.
684. Are there many members of tbe Hallway He ague which you represent ? Yes ; about twenty.
685. Are they residents of Germanton or of the surrounding district? Most of the members residcaway 
from Germanton. There are only two or three who are residents of Germanton.
686. As far as you know, are the residents of Germanton unanimous in their desire to have the railway 
extended to Germanton ? They are practically unanimous. A few object on some personal grounds.
687. Is there any prospect of the railway being extended in future years further than Germanton? Yes. 
It would be an advantage if it were to go as far as Garry Owen now.
688. How far is that? About 7 miles further. The country opens otit. There is a large range of hills 
to the east which ceases there. There is a large basin on the Yarra Yarra estate ; then, continuing on 
the Sydney-road, there is the valley of the Little Billabong.
689. Is Germanton the recognised business place for those districts ? Yes.
690. Would that be the most suitable place to have the railway extended to? Yes. I may state that in 
1898 I paid £568 17s. 9d. for trainage, sheep-trucking, and for the year 1899, £400 12s. 8d. This was at 
Culeairn. I have a monthly account there, In December, 1898, I paid £221 for that month,
691. Was that in the wool season ? There was not much wool in it; it was for sheep-trucking.
692. Which port do you do the most business with—Melbourne or Sydney? Sydney. We do little 
business with Melbourne. The only item of goods that we get from’Melbourne is" lake salt. We 
use about Sit tons a year. I do not know how the storekeepers get on, but I find that I can get goods 
from Sydney by rail far more conveniently than from Melbourne. I can get'them in half the time, too, 
that it takes to get goods from Melbourne. I could send a letter away on a Monday morning, and have 
the goods from Sydney on Wednesday night at Culeairn—a truck load if I wanted them. It would take 
about ten days to get the goods from Melbourne to Culeairn.
693. If the railway were extended to Germanton, would Sydney be the point to which you would send 
your goods? We should send to Sydney for supplies, except, perhaps, for salt.

694
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J. Rosa. G94. If tbe railway were extended to G-ermanton, would you use that railway, or would you continue to 
send by road to Culeairn? I should certainly use the Germanton station.

Aug., 1900. 695. Do you consider the statements which have been made here m evidence fairly represent the state of 
agricultural and pastoral pursuits in this district ? Yes.
696. Thev have been borne out by your own experience ? Xcs; I believe tbat if the line were constructed,
the area under crop would be doubled the first year. _ _
697. And the products from that area ;—would they go by the proposed railway ? I feel quite sure that
all the produce would go by the railway. _ ...
69S. There has been some evidence given as to the likelihood of a portion of the produce raised in this 
district still going to Albury, if the railway is made ;—could you give an opinion as to that ? That is 
wool. I think that that will cease when the cutting rates have to be determined. The differential rates 
will have to cease, then there will not be the same inducement to send the wool to Melbourne.
699. There were some questions asked of Mr. Holmes as to getting certain classes of merchandise from 
Albury ; it was stated the third-class goods could be got as cheaply from Albury by team, as they could 
by train to Germanton ;—do you think there would be any desire on the part of business men to still get 
their goods carried by team if they had this railway? I do not think so.
700. If the cost were about the same? All things beiug equal, people would prefer the railway, because 
the articles would be promptly delivered.
701. Something has been said about the possibility of this becoming a dairying district;—conld you give 
an opinion on that? Yes ; I believe the district is suitable for dairying. Dairying was carried on hero 
thirty-five years ago, before the selecfors came.
702. There has been a great change made in the butter-making business since then ? "When I first came 
here for the first few years, we made cheese and butter, and sent cheese to Wagga "Wagga.
703. Have you any personal knowledge of any of the dairying districts in the Colony ? Ho.
704. So you could not compare these districts with those well known dairying districts ? Ho, _
70y. How many acres are required for a beast in this district ? "When the land is improved, it will 
generally carry about one head of stock to 5 acres. Perhaps 4 acres might be sufficient.
706. Most of the land is held by large owners in this district, is it not ? Yes ; there are a few large 
owners and a considerable number of medium-sized holders. They are only two or three very large 
holdings, and they are held by firms consisting of four or five persons. "When you divide the holdings 
amongst the several members of tho firm, they are small-sized holdings.
707. Are the small holders successful ? Yes ; they arc all moderately successful. This is considered a 
financially sound district.
708. Has it made any marked progress during the last few years ? During the last few years the seasons 
have been very favourable, although there have been droughts in other places. Many landowners have 
profited from being able to take stock to graze on their land.
709. That is from the drought-stricken districts ? Yes.
710. So you did not participate in the damage which was done by droughts elsewhere ? Ho.
711. During your long term of residence in the district, has there been any drought that has done serious 
damage to the district ? Since the country has been improved by ringbarking there has been no drought 
that has done any injury to the settlers, provided that they have only their own stock to maintain.
712. Have you had much experience of wheat-growing for a lengthy period ? 1 have been brought up to
if ever since I was able to work. _
713. It has been stated here that the country here would be rather too wet for wheat production ? There 

• are some parts of this district that, have been brought into cultivation during the last few years which I
thought too wet for wheat-growing.
714. You mean that it would hold the water ? Yes.
715. The witnesses to whom I refer meant that the rain would affect the wheat, and in what would he 
looked upon as a favourable season for stock the rainfall would be too heavy for wheat-growing ? 
Generally it has not proved so, although a medium rainfall is better than a heavy rainfall. I think a 
rainfall of 22 inches in the year is better than 30 inches for wheat-growing.
716. Qhairman~\ As secretary to the Hallway League, you have been endeavouring to ascertain how far 
the owners through whose land the line would go are willing to give land for the line ? Yes.
717. What has been the result of your inquiries ? Some of the owners have met us very fairly, and arc
willing to give the land if they can get their roads closed, or get in return some reserves which are worth 
the same amount acre for acre. _
718. Is that at the Culeairn end or this end ? At the Culeairn end. Mr. Balfour stated his willingness 
to meet the Railway Department, and to offer no objection to the line, provided that he gets some other 
land for that which he is to give np. He is not extravagant in his demand, and met us very fairly. Mr. 
Matchett, the next owner, stated that he will give the land required for the line provided that he 
gets lands in exchange from the Government acre for acre. Those two owners are so near to Culeairn 
that the proposed line would be of very little advantage to them. In connection with the estate of 
the late Mr. Herriott, I have had one or two interviews with one of the executors, and he says that he is 
willing to give the laud required for some other Government land, in reserves—rather more than acre 
for acre.
7J9. Is that the Carahohala estate ? Yes, Carabobala proper. I have had several interviews with the 
manager of old Carabobala, and he stated, on one occasion, that there were some reserves there, and if ho 
could obtain the reserves he would consent to the line. He did not point out very definitely tho area, 
but he required more than, acre for acre. I am not sure whether it was not 2 acres, or even more than 
that. Coming further this way, tho next owner is Mr. Kendall, who is willing to give the land if he 
gets acre for acre in return. The next owner is Mr. Roach, He has about 1 j mile in two different places. 
He has a piece of estate between old Carabobala and Carabobala proper—about 50 chains, and he has 
about -J of a mile near this side of Mr. Kendall’s property. He was at the first meeting of the Railway 
League, and he stated that if the line were made, as shown on the map, there would be no trouble about 
the land for the line. He has not mentioned it to me since. But I have heard, indirectly, that he will 
withdraw that offer.
720. How far is his place from Culeairn ? About 14 miles.
721, Between his place and Germanton are there any other owners ? Yes; one or two small owners.
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There is an owner close to Germanton who recently bought his estate. T mentioned it to him, and he J, Roas, 
said, “ If you can find me a piece of Government land that will suit mo we shall have no bother about it. ’ jqqq
722. The "Railway Commissioners, in their recommendation, consider it imperative that tho lands^ should '
be given free, and seeing that tlierc is likely to be a considerable loss on the line for some time, it looks
as if some of the people through whose land it will go might he fairly expected to give the lands free ;— 
will it not make a considerable difference in the value of land which is Id or 13 miles away from the 
existing railway ? IS'o doubt.
723. Assuming that there was considerable trouble with regard to one ortno owners.audit werenecessary
to resume their land and send I hem to arbitration, would the other people interested at Germanton and 
beyond, through whose laud the line docs not go, be willing to do what has been done on other lines—give 
a guarantee that they will reimburse the Government for the expense they are put to ? The matter has 
never been mooted. Personally, I should be willing to .do it _
724. Jf any resumption is made by the Government of a piece of land for railway purposes, and the
matter goes to arbitration, the arbitrators have to take into consideration the increased value given to the 
rest of the owner's land, because of the construction of tbe railway, and that would he deducted from the 
value of tho resumed land ;—What do you reckon the land on the Carabobala estate would be worth ? I 
suppose they could obtain £3 an acre for it. •
725. In that ease, about 100 acres would be required for railway purposes ;—assuming that to be worth
£4 an acre, instead of £3, it does not follow that the owner would get £400, because the increased value 
given to the rest of that property will be taken into consideration, and it might wipe out the whole cost 
of the resumption ? Then we ate to understand that if a line goes through a landowner's property and 
the land taken is valued at £-100, and it was computed that the balance had been increased in value by 
£300, bo would only receive £100? _
726. Yes, that is so ? Then, if the land were increased in value by £400. lie would get nothing.
727. Mr. J/i/am.] Mr. McLachlan, the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, in giving evidence, was 
asked this question:

I understand that some of the owners of property will give the land through which ttie railway will run freo 
of charge?
Mis answer was:

The Commissionera think that ought to he imperative. The land is practically all privately owned, although I 
think Die terminus will he on a reserve. The Commissioners think it ought to be au imperative condition that all the land 
required, except, perhaps, in the ease of a very small holding, should be given free.
? There is a danger in carrying that out. of one or two persons being able to prevent a line being made.
728. Chairman.'] Is there any other point which you wish to speak upon ? Yes; 1 may say that the 
Tumhorumba trade would come through Germanton. I might mention that an immense quantity of hay 
and chaff would he grown in the district if we had a railway, and would be sent to Sydney.

John Thomas Ilcly, Senior-constable of Police, Germanton, sworn, and examined:—
720. Chairman."] Where are you stationed? lam in charge of the Germanton Police Station. I was J. T. Hely, 
recently tranferred from Tumberumba _
730. Can you give the Committee any information as to the direction which the trade of Tumberumba UB'< • 
usually goes ? It goes to Albury via Germanton. I do not think that during the six years that I spent
in Tumberumba ten loads of store goods were sent from Wagga Wagga, The road is not suitable.
731. How do the distances compare ? Prom Tumberumba to Wagga it is about 67 miles, and from 
Tumberumba to Albury is 90 miles.
732. Tumberumba would be nearer the railway at Germanton than at Wagga Wagga? Yes.
733. Would the Tumberumba trade be likely to make for Melbourne or for Sydney ? I think that most 
of the Tumberumba trade is done with Melbourne via Albury, but with a railway station at Germanton 
the goods could be sent this way. The Wagga Wagga Road is not suitable for haulage on account of the 
big hills. They branch off at Emerson’s, about 27 miles from here, to avoid two big hills. Rut coming 
back they have to haul up big hills.
734. Irrespective of distance, there arc other disadvantages ? Yes, I have been over all tho Upper 
Murray country, from Mount Kosciusko to Toolong,
735. Have you a fair knowledge of what the land is like ? Yes.
73G. How do yon regard the land north-east, east, and south-east from here—beyond Jingellic and 
Yarra Yarra ? I consider it first-class agricultural land between here and Yarra Yarra Gap. _
737. What is it like beyond ? Between Yarra Yarra Gap and Jingellic it is good second-class grazing
land, and there is some good agricultural land, and land that is well suited for dairying. _
738. Do you think there wrould be any considerable traffic from that more broken country ? I think the 
whole of the traffic from Jingellic would come down this way jf we had a railway here. You could 
carry a far heavier load coming tills way from Jingellic than you could in going from Jingellic to 
Albury, provided the road was properly maintained.

William Alexander Mackie, Inspector of Stock, Germanton, sworn, and examined-----
739. Chairman,.] Have you some information bearing on the movements of stock from and to this w. A. 
district ? Yes; the stock passing through Germanton during the last three years have averaged 365,231 Mackie. 
sheep per annum ; the cattle, those that have come under my notice—some pass that I never hear of
7,125 per annum ; horses, 370 per annum. 4 Aug., 1900.
740. Could you say what proportion of tho sheep would be fats, and what proportion would be stores.
No ; they are principally stores. -
741. Prom whence would they be coming, and where were they going to ? The hulk of them were travelling
from tho plains to the mountain country for grazing, -u j o r •
742. Was that the regular traffic, or was it consequent on the extremely dry seasons we have had. It !■>
not so heavy in good seasons. .
743. Were those stock taken to the railway at any point? Out of that there was slightly over o2,000 
store stock from the beginning of this year which were trucked either from Culeairn, Wagga Wagga, or
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intermediate stations, to be sent to Jerilderie,Hay, Narranderajand intermediate stations along tlic South
western line.
744. Do you think it is likely that those store stock would have been trucked at Germanton had there 
been, a railway here ? I think there is little doubt that they would have been trucked here.
745. Have you any means of ascertaining the number of fat stock that have been sent out of the district ? 
15,4:18 fat sheep were sent from this district, from 1st January to 31st July, 1900, principally to Albury 
and Victorian markets.
746. Might others have gone from this neighbourhood towards the railway for the Sydney market without 
your having had any record of them ? Tes; small lots. "What I have given is not the total by any 
means. Of course, most of tbe stock go towards Victoria.
747. And they would be trucked at "Wodonga? Ves; there or at Tallangatta.
748. Assuming that the railway were constructed, and the owners of fat stock wished to send their stock
to Melbourne after the accomplishment of Federation, do you think they would truck at Germanton and 
send them to Albury to be transhipped, or that they would send them from here by road to "Wodonga ? 
They would send them from here by road to Wodonga, but if there was no break of gauge they would 
truck here and send them right through. >
749. Is there any other information you can give the Committee ? Of course, this railway would be the 
means of getting stock up here in dry times. The stock I have referred to would have trucked at Culeairn 
this year, but there was no grass between here and Culeairn; the road was hare, and they had to go oil 
on to other roads.
750. Mr. McFarhme.~\ Has there been any increase in the stock in the Hume district during the past- 
three years ? Ves.
751. Could you give the approximate increase for the time you have been here ? I should say it was not
less than 20,000 per annum. There are 60,000 more sheep in the district now than there were three 
years ago. ■
752. Mr. Hycm.] Notcounting the stock that come here, there is an increase ? Yes; in addition to that 
there has been an increase.
753. Has this district during the time which you have been here suffered from the drought that has been 
experienced in the north and north-western districts of tbe Colony? Ho.
754. Have there been any serious losses? Not in local stock, but in sheep travelling.
755. Not in the stock properly belonging to the district? No.
756. How has the feed been during the dry season? It has been fairly good. The dry seasons are really 
beneficial to us.
757. How is the district situated with regard to water supply for stock purposes ? It is very well off.

[One Plan.]
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PAELIAMENTAKY STANDING COfflITTEE ON PUBLIC WOBKS.

RAILWAY FROM BOOAN SATE TO BULBODKEY.

EEPORT.

Tms Paeliambntart Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during, 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Hemuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon "the 
expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Bogan Gate to Bnlbodney,” 
have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the proposed railway be’ 
carried out, conditionally upon the landholders in the district benefited by the 
line contributing annually towards the deficiency between the revenue and the 
annual charge for interest and working expenses an amount not exceeding lid. 
in the £ on the unimproved value of land within 5 miles of the line, Id. in the 
£ on the unimproved value of land beyond 5 miles and within 10 miles of the 
line, and -£d. in the £ on the unimproved value of land beyond 10 miles and 
within 20 miles of the line, such tax to he a charge upon the land until the 
line becomes self-supportingand, in accordance with the provisions of sub
section (iv), of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to 
the Legislative Assembly

. Proceedings leading to the Proposal.

1. The proposed railway is described, in the official statement put before the 
Committee at the opening of their inquiry, as an agricultural line, the route 
traversing good wheat country, on which there is, at the present time, a fair amount 
of settlement. The farmers, the Committee are informed, have come, mainly within 
the last ten or twelve years, from the Southern Kiverina and Victorian districts, 
and are of a class who have had the experience necessary to develop the latent 
capabilities of the land. They claim that, as compared with the Goulburn Valley 
and Southern Kiverina districts, the country is better suited for agriculture, and 
yields greater results in an average season,

The question of providing Bnlbodney with a railway arose in 1898, when the 
Bulbodney settlers represented, by petition, that they were prepared to make up any 
deficiency between working expenses and revenue, in connection with the line, to 
the amount of £1,275 per annum, for a period of five years from the date of the 
opening of the railway from Bullock Creek to the Bulbodney settlement, a distance 
of 34 miles. A line from Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek was advocated earlier; the 
movement commencing with an agitation to connect Bogan Gate with Trundle, an 
agricultural centre 25 miles from Bullock Creek.
_ Kailway connection with Trundle ■was first definitely brought under review 
in the year 1896, when the then Public Works Committee was conducting an inquiry 
into the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Parkes to Condobolin. In

the
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the course of that inquiry the residents of Trundle strongly urged that the Parkes 
to Condoholin line should deviate from the route via Bogan Gate, and he 
made to pass through their settlement. But as this deviation would have added 
about 7 miles to the length of the line, prevented its consideration as a surface 
railway, and largely increased its cost, the Committee, after hearing exhaustive 
evidence, decided that the deviation could not be recommended.

The claims of Trundle to a railway were not, however, ignored by the 
Committee, and as a Sectional Committee reported that a branch line from the locality 
of Bogan Gate towards Trundle might be worthy of consideration, the residents 
pressed the matter upon the attention of the Minister for Works, who, after inquiry, 
came to the conclusion that Trundle itself was already fairly well served by the 
railway at Bogan Gate. The settlers of Bullock Creek then joined with those of 
Trundle, and urged the construction of a line from Bogan Gate through Trundle to 
Bullock Creek, a distance of 40 or 41 miles. Respecting that proposal the Railway 
Commissioners reported unfavourably, but on tbe Bulbodney settlers joining tbe 
movement, and a willingness being expressed to enter into a guarantee to make up 
any deficiency between the revenue and the working expenses of the line, a survey 
between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney was made, and a decision arrived at to submit 
the line to Parliament.

Description op the Railway.

2. The proposed railway, 75 miles 5 chains in length, would commence at the 
east end of Bogan Gate railway station, and proceed in a generally north-westerly 
direction, more or less identical with the travelling stock reserve G,645, to the village 
of Trundle. Ten miles further on it would go in a more northerly direction until 
crossing Bullock Creek, 41 miles from Bogan Gate; and thence it would proceed 
north-westerly, crossing the road from Dandaloo to Melrose at 59 miles, and ending 
near Bulbodney Creek, in the vicinity of Lansdale. The works would he generally 
light, hut a good many moderate sized creeks would have to be bridged. The 
ruling grade would be 1 in 100 against the load, and 1 in 80 with it. Except for about 
10 miles south of Bullock Creek the land required for the railway is unalienated, 
but most of the country north of that is held under lease, which runs to 1928.

Estimated Cost.

3. The estimated total cost of the railway is £229,370, or £3,055 14s. 6d. 
per mile. The first 40 miles 40 chains of tho line is less expensive than the remainder. 
Eor that distance the estimated cost per mile is £2,955; for the remaining distance, 
34 miles 45 chains, it is £3,175.

Eailway Commissioners’ Report.

‘4. The Railway Commissioners report favourably on the proposed railway. 
They estimate the annual cost, based upon a tri-weekly train service, at £12,946, 
made up of interest on capital cost at 3 per cent., £6,881, and maintenance of line 
and traffic and locomotive expenses, £6,065; and tbe annual revenue, calculated 
upon tbe charging of local rates and fares, at £4,400, which comprises merchandise 
and live stock, £2,600, and passengers, parcels, mails, &c., £1,800.

The country that would he served by the line, they say, is specially suitable for 
wheat-growing. At the present time there are something like 23,000 acres under 
cultivation, exclusive of the country within 7 miles of Bogan Gate, the present 
terminus; and there can he but little doubt tbat this acreage would he very largely, 
increased if the district had the benefit of railway communication.

Although the estimated annual revenue, based upon existing traffic, falls short 
of the working expenses, apart from the interest upon the capital cost, the character of 
the country, and the evidence of industry on the part of the settlers—as shown by 
the extent of wheat-growing tbat has been carried on, despite the long distance from 
tbe railway, and the consequent high and uncertain means of team-carriage—induce 
them to believe that, with certain means of conveyance and moderate rates, traffic 
would develop, and they think the line is one well worthy of favourable consideration.
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They are, however, of opinion that all land required for the line should be 
conveyed free of cost to the Government, and they suggest that the estimate of cost of 
construction be reconsidered, as, having regard to the character of the country through 
which the line would pass, and in comparison with other lines of a similar character, 
it appears to them to be excessive.

Reducing the Cost oe the Railway.
5. With regard to the suggestion of the Railway Commissioners in their 

report, that the cost of constructing the railway should be reconsidered, the 
Engineer-in-Chief explains that the higher estimate is, to a certain extent, due to 
the increased cost of permanent-way material, and to the higher wages now paid; 
but it is due also, he states, to requests from the Railway Commissioners for station 
accommodation beyond what was considered by the late Chief Commissioner for 
Railways to be necessary in connection with pioneer railways. Goods platforms 
and goods sheds are wider than originally proposed; the width of station verandahs 
is increased to make them more comfortable; low platforms, which the late Mr. 
Eddy called landings, have been abolished, and the usual high platforms substituted; 
in connection with the smaller stations, instead of dead-ends the Commissioners now 
ask for loops, and at the larger stations it has been decided, as a proper provision, 
to construct what is called a back road for special loading. Station yards, generally, 
are now made longer to allow of more freedom of action and greater facilities in 
shunting, and to give more room for standing trucks, a comparison of some of the 
first stations designed for pioneer lines with those more recently approved of by the 
Commissioners showing that the present stations are, on an average, 5 chains longer 
than those previously deemed sufficient. All this adds to the cost of constructing a 
railway to an amount estimated at from £200 to £300 per mile, and, as the Engineer- 
in-Chief points out, unless the Railway Commissioners can lessen their requirements 
in regard to station accommodation, lines that should be constructed on the pioneer 
principle must necessarily be more expensive than they otherwise would be. In 
the opinion of the Committee, the accommodation provided in connection with those 
railways should be, at first, no more than is absolutely necessary for the* traffic 
expected, additions being made as the increase in traffic justifies them. If this 
course were adopted in the present instance, the cost of constructing the line would 
be reduced by about £20,000.

The Committee’s Inquiry.
6. The Committee’s inquiry with reference to the proposed railway was carried 

out in both Sydney and the country. Having examined the Engineer-in-Chief for 
Railway Construction, the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, the Chief 
Railway Traffic Manager, and some other official "witnesses, the Committee left 
Sydney, and travelling through the district to be served by the railway, visited, and 
took evidence at Bogan' Gate, Trundle, Bullock Creek, Jumble Plains, Bulbodney, 
Dandaloo, and Wallanbillan. hTom Wallanbillan, the Committee returned to 
Sydney by way of Tomingley, Peak Hill, and Parkes, in order to make inquiry 
respecting a suggested alternative line to Bulbodney, by way of Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek, from Parkes.

Traeeic Prospects.
7. The details of the Railway Commissioners’ traffic estimate are given in the 

evidence of the Chief 'Traffic Manager, as follows :— ■
Roods, S00 tons ... 
"Wool, 2,007 tons... 
Stock, 475 trucks

£304
670
2S5

1,650Agricultural produce, 0,700 tons

_ . £2,918
Trom this, however, it will be necessary to deduct the loss due

^ by diversion of traffic from the existing main line, viz, ... £318

Total, goods, wool, and stock traffic ..
Coaching traffic, including parcels, II.C.D., (fee. 
Mails, 75 miles, at £12 per mile ... ..

£2,600
300
000

Total traffic ... £4,400
The
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The traffic of: the district, it is stated, would come to the railway at the 
following points:—

Trundle ... .............. ... ... ... 15 miles from Bogan Gate.
Bullock Creek ... ... ... ... ... 40 „ „
Bulbodney... ... ... ... ... ... 75 ,, „

The Chief Traffic Manager is of opinion that under anything like favourable 
circumstances considerable development in the district may be expected in the near 
future, and he looks for a steady reduction in the estimated annual loss upon the 
line. Mineral development in the west, he says, is possible at any time, and would 
in that event add to the traffic of the railway. The trade of the district is at present 
dealt with to a large extent at Condobolin, Narramine, and Trangie, and to a small 
extent at Nevertire, Nyngan, and Parkes, which means that by the construction of 
the railway there would be a certain amount of traffic diverted from the main line; 
but allowance for this has been made in tbe estimate.

The area of the majority of the holdings is 2,560- acres, and the settlers graze 
sheep as well as grow wheat; carting the latter to market, in some instances, a distance 
of 60 or 70 miles. They labour under great difficulty in getting their produce away, 
and in periods of drought they are further hampered by the impossibility of removing 
their sheep to other districts, or, in consequence of the cost of carriage, of purchasing 
fodder for them.

According to evidence given at Trundle, the area under cultivation in the 
district has been increased since 1895 to the extent of 18,596 acres, and, in addition 
to the new land prepared this year for agriculture, there are thirty-three new settlers 
whose holdings are not yet producing, owing to the prolonged drought. Next year 
a further increase to the area cultivated of from 5,000 to 7,000 acres is expected. 
The larger holders, as well as the smaller, it is believed would cultivate more than 
now if the railway were constructed. Some of the land is farmed on the share 
system, which is said, so far, to have proved satisfactory.

*A considerable area of land in the district is held under scrub lease, and this 
contains a provision by which the whole or any portion of the area may, in the 
event of a railway being constructed within 10 miles of the land, he resumed by the 
Government, and thrown open for settlement.

The following 
prospects:—

local statistics give some further indication of the traffic 

Locm Statistics.

Supplied at Trundle, and representing an area within 20 miles east and west of the line, and extending
north to 8 or 9 miles beyond Bullock Creek.

Number of producers—115.
Area under wheat—23,096 acres. *
New land put in for 1900—5,456 acres. ,
Value of farming equipment—£20,281.

£
Supplied at Bulbodney (Lansdale), and representing an area within a radius of about 20 miles from

Lansdale
Population'—405.
Occupied area affected by the railway—647,507 acres.
Carrying capacity in sheep—400,800 (which would produce about 5,968 bales of wool).
Pat stock tbat would be sent by railway—308 trucks.
Tallow and skins—20 tons.
Acres under cultivation—6,069. (Average yield, in fair seasons, about 10 bushels to the acre, or 

a total of 80,944 bushels.)
Increase in cultivation, if railway constructed—14,000 acres.
Value of farming plant—£10,464.
Value of machinery—£5,709.
Value of draught stock—£4,755.

4

Nature of the Country to be Served.

8. According to information supplied by the Department of Lands, there are 
within 20 miles, on either side of the route of the proposed railway, 813,700 acres 
of alienated land (which includes land conditionally purchased and conditionally 
leased) ; 112,000 acres of reserves; 81,580 acres settlement leases; 177,800 acres

improvement
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improvement leases ; 410.320 acres scrub leases; and. 369.900 acres of Crown 
lands—3,100 acres of which are described as inferior. The tenure of the Crown 
lands is as follows Under leasehold, which expired on the 4th August, 1900,143,170 
acres ; under leasehold, expiring in August, 1901, 1,100 acres; area of leasehold, 
expiring in 1903, 2,130 acres; area which, when this evidence was given, on 26th 
July, the Committee were informed would he held under occupation license in a few 
days, 113,000 acres ; untenanted, 107,400 acres.

Within the traffic area of the proposed line there were, in 1897, 2,700 cattle, 
and 359,850 sheep; and, in 1898, 2,670 cattle, and 366,091 sheep.

The land generally is of good quality, timbered chiefly with box and pine; 
the soil a red loam, well suited for agriculture; and the rainfall—as the 
Government Astronomer informed the Committee—though not quite so favourable 
as that in the eastern part of the Colony, is suitable for wheat-growing. 
Those parts of the country which have been taken np by settlers, almost wholly 
Victorians, are in the bands of wrhat are described as a very thorough and 
practical set of farmers, who have given evidence of a determined intention 
to make the most of the land, notwithstanding the drawbacks to which they 
have been compelled to submit, owing to the distance of their holdings from railway 
communication. The Committee were much impressed, during their visit to the 
district, with both the nature of the land and the character of the people. With the 
exception of a few stony ridges, which form the divide between watersheds, and 
upon which the timber is chiefly ironbark and some malice, the country passed 
through, for the whole length of the route, appeared to lie exceptionally well 
suited for agricultural purposes; and where wheat was seen, the crops were in 
excellent condition, and promised a satisfactory yield. One witness informed the 
Committee that he had been continuously cropping a paddock for nineteen years, 
with a spell of two years under lucerne, and that the crop of wheat there now was 
just as good as those grown on land which has been in use for only two or three 
years.

In its unimproved state the land in the district is covered with scrub, 
which harbours noxious animals in large numbers. Eailway facilities, it is urged, 
would, by promoting increased settlement, lead to the clearing away of this scrub, 
and make the land more productive. Unless scrubbed and ringbarked, the country 
is of little use, even for pastoral purposes, and cultivation is regarded as the surest 
method of getting the land into good condition.

Alternative Line prom Parees to Bulbodney.

9. In the course of their inquiry, it became apparent to the Committee that a 
line of railway to Bulbodney from Parkes, via Peak Hill and Bullock Creek, might 
he more generally advantageous than a railway from Bogan Gate, and after traversing 
that part of the route which such a line would take between Parkes and Peak Hill, 
and examining witnesses respecting a railway in that direction, they had, through 
the Department of Public Works, an exploration of the country between Peak Hill 
and Bullock Creek made by an officer of the Eailway Construction Branch, and 
obtained a report from the Eailway Commissioners on the subject.

At first sight, a railway from Parkes to Bulbodney, by the route mentioned, 
would appear preferable to one from Bogan Gate, as besides serving an extensive 
area of good agricultural land, including that which would he within the sphere of 
influence of the Bogan Gate line, around Bullock Creek and on to Bulbodney, it. 

would run through a well-populated district, where mining, as well as agriculture, is 
a permanent industry. The country between Parkes and Peak HiE is very -well 
suited for agriculture, and is extensively cultivated. Harvey’s Bange limits the area 
of good land to the cast of the road from Parkes to Peak Hill, to a valley only a few 
miles wide, but on the west tho area is practically unlimited. At Alectown, Peak 
Hill, McPhail, and Tomingley, mining is carried on, and in the opinion of the Chief 
Inspector of Mines, the field is a permanent one, and likely to be further developed. 
The population of Alectown and district is given in evidence as 600 ; that of Peak 
Hill and district as 2,250; that of McPhail as 500; and that of Tomingley and 
district as 400.

The
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The result of the exploration from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek, and the 
report of the Kail way Commissioners, however, do not, in the opinion of the 
Committee, place the lane from Parkes to Bulbodney in a light which would justify 
it being carried out in preference to the railway from Bogan Gate.

By the route explored, this line would leave the northern end of the proposed 
Peak Hill station about 306 miles from Sydney, via Parkes, and taking an almost 
due westerly direction, which is maintained throughout, it would cross the. Bogan 
Kivcr, at 309 miles, Back or Genaren Creek at 322 miles; the Gap, a low point in a 
small range of hills, at 327 miles ; and Sandy Creek at 331 miles; and thence join 
the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney survey, close to where that survey crosses Bullock 
Creek, at a point 33S miles from Sydney, by this proposal, and 332-^miles by Bogan 
Gate.

The line would be a comparatively easy one to construct, and there should, 
in the engineer’s opinion, he no difficulty in maintaining tho same grades and curves 
as on the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line, the only cutting of any importance being 
at the Gap, and this would probably not he more than 10 or 15 feet deep. The most 
expensive part of the line would be the crossing of the Bogan Kiver, where abridge, 
possibly 200 yards long, would be required, but ordinary timber openings with one 
60-feet span would be sufficient. The country passed through is reported by the 
engineer to be good, varying from light sandy loam to rich myall fiats. All the 
available land in the immediate vicinity of tbe route has been taken np, but it is 
sparsely populated, and the areas under crop have not increased in the same propor
tion as in the few years prior to 1898.

Except with regard to what is said of the lack of increase in areas under 
crops, there is nothing in this report of the railway engineer unfavourable to a 
railway by this route; but in respect of length and cost, the line does not compare 
well with that from Bogan Gate, as the following figures, supplied by the Engineer- 
in-CMef, show:—■
CojirjuiisoN between Bogan Grate, Bullock Creek, and Bulbodney; and Parkes, Peak Hill, Bullock

Creek, and Bulbodney.

Description. Length. Estimated cost. Average per mile.

Mis. cbs. £ £
Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek........................................ 40 40 119,658 2,955
Bullock Creek to Bulbodney ........................................ 31 45 109,712 3,175

Distance, Bulbodney from Sydney, 367 miles.
75 5 229,370 3,056

Parkes to Peak Hill........................................................ 31 52 112.808 3,564
Peak Hill to Bullock Creek............................................ 36 00* 122,400* 3,400*
Bullock Creek to Bulbodney.................. ....................... 34 45 109,712 3,tyi)

Distance, Bulbodney from Sydney, 371 miles.
102 17* 344,920* 3,375*

* These figures are only approximate.

The Kailway Commissioners’ report estimates the annual expenditure at 
£18,748, and the annual revenue at £8,035, the difference being £10,713. They are 
not favourable to the proposal, and suggest that, if instead of a line from Bogan 
Gate, one from Parkes should be determined upon, it should take a route more 
north-westerly, diverging towards Bulbodney at a point some distance to the west 
of Peak Hill.

Local Guarantee against Loss.

10. The report of the Chief Kailway Traffic Manager states that the local 
residents are willing, should it he practicable and deemed necessary, to contribute 
at the rate of 2d. per acre within 5 miles of the railway, Id. over 5 and under 
10 miles, and |d. over 10 and under ID miles, in order to meet any loss which may 
he incurred through the construction and working of the line. _ #

' Questioning
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- Questiomng the witnesses regarding this, the Committee found that there 
was a willingness on the part of the residents generally to contribute towards what 
may be necessary to meet the estimated loss in connection with the line: and most 
of those through whose land the railway would go are understood to he willing to 
give the land required for the line free of cost. A few of the farmers regard the 
special ta\ on then- land as a hardship, but the majority are agreeable to pay as 
high as the rates mentioned by the Chief Traffic Manager rather than not have‘ the 
rauway. When it is considered that for the full distance between Bulbodney and 
Bogan Grate, m transit o Sydney, wheat would he carried on the railway at a cost 
to the farmer of only ?d. a bushel—the cost by team now being 3d. to 4M per 
bushel for a distance of from 20 to 40 miles to Bogan Gate; 4d. and 4d. per 
bushel for 30 miles to Naira mine; and 6d. per bushel for 55 miles to Nyngan and 
62 miles to Irangic—it is clear that the saving to the settler from the railway would 
tar more than cover the land tax he would pay. J

Conclusion Arrivlp at.

1L From the evidence before them and their inspection of the country 
through winch the proposed railway would go, the Committee are of opinion that, 
while there is no immediate prospect of the line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney
P?'I!n"at.er(lare !U®C,10nfc reasons.t0 iustify its construction, provided the residents 
of the district contribute in a special manner towards the reduction of the annual 
loss. Ibis, they have expressed themselves willing to do, and the Committee 
recommend the construction of the line, conditionally upon the landholders of the 
district benefited contributing annually, until the line becomes self-supporting, a tax 
pon the unimproved value of their land. According to the report of tho Railway 

Comimssioners there will be an annual loss upon the railway of £8,546, that being 
the difference between the estimated expenditure and the estimated revenue. The

iyVltllH+1L£rC65 °f the worldnS expenses, and there is a practical 
certainty of the traffic on the line increasing; but it will probably he some consider- 
abie time before the earnings meet the expenditure, and in view of the benefit to 
the district which the railway will be, and the fact that the land tax proposed is

nSS tho in‘° m)w I’Wing for the carriage of their produce
by team, the Committee consider that the residents should be required to contribute 
m me manner stated.

Resolution Passel.

flvm +112' Se Ration passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract 
from thou* Minutes of Proceedings°

Mr'l5^v1fmCdTr,,Tha,ii,*iti? TV'0" o£ tho Coininittee> it is expedient the proved 
W Ga C lo ^l.liboil'ie)'', as referred to the Committee by the Wislativo
- Hsembly, be earned out conditionally upon the landholders in tbe district benefited by the 
1 me contribitting animal 1 y towards tho deficiency between the revenue and the annual 
charge for interest and working expenses an amount not exceeding Hd. in tbe £ on the 
unimproved value of land within 5 miles of the line, Id. in (lie £ on the unimproved value
v'd m hnd 1J" M<rJ111''1 l0(!n,les of liri0’ aT,d b1 in the £ on ihi unimproved 
alue of Jand beyond 10 miles and within 2o miles of tbe lino, such tax to bo a charge upon 

the land until the line becomes scIKsupporting.” ■ ”
'Tlie motion was seconded by BTr. 'WntRon, and passed.

W. T. PUCK,

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
Sydney, 31 October, 1900. ’

Chairman.

2:51-
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM BOGAN GATE TO ROLBODHEY.

TUESDAY, 24, JULY, 1900.
$ result

WILLIAM THOMAS DICE, Esq. (Chaijimut).

The Hon. Audruw G-arkas, LL.D. | John Christian Watsok, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to cousAder tho expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bogan Gate
to Bulbodney.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—

1. Chairman.'] Are you prepared with a statement of the proposal for constructing a railway from Bogan H. Beane. 
Gate to Bulbodney ? Tes ; I have a statement prepared for the Under-Secretary, which is as follows :—

■p ,, r, _ " 24 July, 1900.
Railway Irom Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.

The proposal before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly on 13 December, 1899, for the Committee’a 
consideration, in the following terms :—11 That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
to consider and report on the expediency of constructing a Imo of railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.”

_ This is a proposal to construct a. branch “ pioneer” line of railway from Bogan Gate, on the Parkcs-Condobolin line, 
via Trundle to Bullock Creek, and thence to the Bulbodney settlement.

The question of providing Trundle with a railway was first definitely brought under review in the year 189d, when 
the then Public Works Committee was conducting an inquiry into tbe expediency of constructing a hue of railway from 
Parkes to Condobolin.

In tho eourso of the inquiry tiic residents of Trundle strongly urged that the lino should deviate from the proposed 
route via Bogan Gate, and be made to pass through their settlement. But as' this deviation would have added about 7 
miles to the length of the line, prevented its consideration as a surface railway, and largely increased its cost, tho Com
mittee, after hearing exhaustive evidence, decided that the deviation could not be recommended.

The claims of Trundle to railway accommodation wcie not, however, ignored by the Committee, as will he seen from 
tho following extract from tho Committee's report of 21 May, 1S9j :— " *

“Trundle is a well-settled district, where numbers of settlers are producing large quantities of cereals, fruit, tc., as well 
as to some extent, following the occupation of pastoral ists ; and many of the landholders alongthe route which would 
be of service to Trundle stated their willingness to give the land required for railway purposes free of cost, as well 
as pay special rates of carriage for the conveyance of their produce over the hue. The Sectional Committee, 
much impressed with the importance of this part of tiie district, remark in their Report that it may be worthy of 
consideration whether a branch line could not with advantage be made from the locality of Bogan Gate towards 
Trundle.”

Encouraged, no doubt, by this commendatory reference of the Public Works Committee, the residents of Trundle 
approached Mr, Secretary Toung, through their Parliamentary representative, Mr. Thomas Brown, with tho request that 
a branch line should be constructed from Bogan Gate to their township. A survey of the route was made in July, 189G, 
its length being if)+ miles, and the opinion of the Railway Commissioners asked upon the proposal. Their opinion was 
unfavourable to the construction of the lino, and the Minister therefore decided that the proposal could not ho entertained, 
on tho grounds, chiefly, that Trundle was connected by an excellent road with the railway at Bogan Gato, that tho distance 
between the two places was only miles, and therefore, so far as Trundle itself was concerned, it was considered to be 
already fairly well served.

Shortly afterwards, that is in October, 1S96, a. petition, hearing the signatures of 20o residents of the Trundle and 
Bullock Crook districts, waa presented to the Minister, again asking for the construction of the line to Trundle, with its 
extension to Bullock Creek settlement, being a distance of some 30 miles further on, in n north-westerly direction. The 
petitioner represented that such a lino would open up a large area of Crown lands suitable for agriculture; that the major 
portion of tho present settlers were mainly engaged in farming pursuits, there being 5,000 acres under wheat ; that the 
district was quite equal to the southern districts for wheat production, and superior as regarded fruit and cereals ; and 
that the area under cultivation would, in the event of railway facilities being provided, he at once increased by 19,900 
acres.

The Minister stated, in reply to the deputation who presented the petition, that he would have further inquiries 
made as to the advisability of carrying the line beyond Trundle to Bullock Creek ; and, if it could be shown that there was 
any reasonable justification for doing so, and that the line would pay in tho course of a year or two, ho would have much 
pleasure in pushing the matter forward.

The Minister accordingly instructed that a survey should be made of the proposed extension to Bullock Creek, and, 
on receiving the surveyor’s report, submitted it to the Railway Commissioners for their opinion upon the proposal. The 
Commissioners gave their opinion, under date 10 August, 1897, as follows

“ The Hon. tho Minister for Public Works, having asked for the opinion of the Railway Commissioners on the proposal 
to construct a branch line of railway from Bogan Gate, on the Parkes-Condobolin railway to Bullock Creek, a 
distance of about 40 miles, we beg to state that the proposed railway is an extension of a line from Bogan Gate to 
Trundle, upon which we reported on the 15th September last.

23-1,—A “The
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“ The country ia sparsely populated by a recent settlement, and is of an agricultural character. There is no doubt 
the settlers suffer much inconvenience, and are subjected to considerable expense, in consequence of tbe distance 
from tbe existing railways, and it is also reasonable to conclude that near railway communication would induce 
further settlement and greater production ; but while taking this favourable view, there is small prospect of the 
line returning even working expenses.

‘' The only way in which rail way communication could be provided for this district without involving an un due burden 
on the railway capital would appear to be to adopt a special arrangement in regard to it, and make the cost a 
charge upon the land served and improved by it.

‘ ‘ As, however, there are large tracts of agricultural country available and suitable for settlement within reasonable 
distance of existing railway communication, it is a question for consideration whether any exceptional course 
should be pursued in this instance to meet tbe requirements of a limited settlement.”

In tbe interval between tbe date of tbe survey report on the extension to Bullock Creek and of the foregoing opinion 
of the Railway Commissioners, a petition had been presented from sixty-seven (6/) residents of the Bulbodney settlement, 
which lies some 40 miles further to the north, praying that in the event of the railway being carried to Bullock Creek, it 
might be further extended on to Bulbodney, The petitioners stated that the then population of the settlemeot was 376 ; 
the area of holdings, 450,271 acres ; the area under cultivation, 2,437 acres ; and the additional area promised by holders 
to he immediately put under cultivation in the event of railway facilities being provided, was 14,140 acres.

On 11 November, 1897, a second deputation, representing the Bullock Creek districts, waited upon Sir. Secretary 
Young, to urge that the proposed Hue should be at ouce submitted to the Public Works Committee. The deputation were 
emphatic in their assertion that the area to be served thereby was tho greatest wheat-growing lielt of country in the 
Western district, and quite equal, if not superior, to any other agricultural district in tbe Colony ; the only diawback to 
its development was the absence of railway communication.

At the conclusion of the representations of the deputation, Mr. Howard, who had come down on behalf of the North 
and South Bullock Creek Progress Committees, said he was instructed by the people of the district to state that they were 
prepared to guarantee any shortage oo the interest in the event of the railway being constructed.

Mr. Young, in reply, informed the deputation that he would have a thorough survey and estimate of cost made, and 
tho proposal sent on to the Public Works Committee as soon as possible. With respect to their offer to make good any 
deficiency in the interest, Mr. Young considered that there should be an absolute guarantee, with some security at the 
back of it.

A third deputation, which included representatives from tho Trundle, Bullock Creek North and South, and 
Bnlbodney Selectors’ Associations, waited upon the Minister at Bogan Gato on 16th March, 189S, with the object of laying 
before him some additional information regarding the development of the districts from an agricultural standpoint, and 
also for the purpose of giving him some idea of the guarantee being prepared in connection with meeting any deficiency 
that might occur so far as the working expenses, &c., of the line were concerned. The proposed guarantee was to be ap 
individual guarantee up to the amount of each guarantor’s present cost of carnage, so that in the event of his being called 
upon to make it up to the full, he would not be any worse off.

These representations were supplemented by a petition received on 5th May, 1SDS, from a Committee appointed by 
the Bulbodney settlers, which set forth that they were prepared to make up auy deficiency between working expenses and 
revenue, to the amount of £1,275 per annum, for a period of five years from date of opening of the line from tho proposed 
Bullock Crock terminal point to Bnlbodney settlement, being a length of about 34 miles.

The corresponding amount to he guaranteed by the Bullock Creek settlers has not yet been stated, hut they have 
expressed their readiness to complete the guarantee whenever required so to do.

The survey and report thereon of the total length of the proposed railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney was finally 
completed in 1899. ’

’The proposed railway is what may be termed an “Agricultural lino.” The route traverses splendid wheat country, 
on which there is at present a fair amount of settlement. The settlers have been drawn mainly within tho last ten or 
twelvo years from the Southern B,iveiina and Victorian districts, and are of the class, and have the experience, best 
calculated to develop the latent capabilities of the country. They claim that, as compared with the Goulburn Valley and 
Southern Kiverina districts, the country in question is better suited foragriculture, and yields greater returns in an average 
season. It is also claimed that only by resort to agriculture can the country be profitably cleared of its superabundance 
of scrub growth, and freed from its rabbit and noxious animals pest. The settlers arc confident that the proposed line will 
return a large revenue, and speedily become self-supporting.

Tile official description of the line is as follows :—

Bogan Cate to Bulbodney.
(Length, 75 miles 5 chains ; estimated cost,'£229,370, or £3,056 per mile.)

This branch line begins by a junction with the Parkes to Condobolin railway, recently opened at tho east end of 
Bogan Gate station at 291 miles 43’S3 chains from Sydney, and proceeds in a general)jr north-westerly direction, more or 
less identical with the T.S.R. 6,645, to the village of Trundle at 308 miles. Ten miles further on direction traverses more 
northerly, until Bullock Cieck is crossed at 332 miles. The north-westerly direction is then resumed, the road from 
Dandaloo to Melrose being crossed at 350 miles, and the line ends near Bulbodney Creek, at 366 miles 53'83 chains.

Tho works are generally light, but a good many moderate-sized creeks have to be bridged.
The ruling grade is 1 in 100 against the load and ] in 80 with it.
Except for about 10 miles south of Bullock Creek the land required is unalienated, but the most of tho country 

north of that is held under lease, which runs to 1928. 1
Tho following is the Statutory Report of tho Railway Commissioners upon this proposal

Sydney, 9th Dec., 1899
" Proposed Extension of Railway from Bogan Gate to Bnlbodney, 75 miles 5 chains.

“ In accordance with Section 13 of the Public Works Act of 1888, we beg to report as follows 
Cost of Construction—

Engineer-in-Cliief’s estimate of construction, exclusive of land and compensation......£229,370 0 0
HiCimatcd Annual Cat—

Interest on capital cost, at 3 per cent....................................................................£6,881
Maintenance of lino and traffic and locomotive expenses.................................... 6,065

Total annual cost .................................................. 12,946 0 1)
Estimated Traffic Eetttnuc—

Merchandise and live stock...................................................................................£2,600
Passengers, parcels, mails, &c................................................................................ 1,809

Total estimated revenue ....................................... 4,400 0 0
“The annual cost is based upon a tri-weekly train service, and the revenue upon the clrarging of local rates and fares.
“ The country that would be served by this line is specially suitable for wheat-growing. At the present time there 

are something like 23,000 acres under cultivation, exclusive of the country within 7 miles of Bogan Gate, tho 
present terminus; and there can be but little doubt that this acreage would be very largely increased if the 
district had the benefit of railw ay communication.

“ Although the estimated annual revenue, based upon existing traffic, falls short of the working expenses, apart from the 
interest upon the capital cost, tbe character of tho country, and the evidence of industry of the settlors,—as shown 
by the extent of wheat-growing that has been carried on, despite the long distance from the raiiwray, and tho 
consequent high and uncertain means of team-carriage,—induce us to believe that, with certain means of 
conveyance and moderate rates, traffic would develop, aud we think the line is one well worthy of favourable 
consideration.

“As in other cases, however, we are of opinion that all land should be conveyed free of cost to the Government, and 
we would also respectfully suggest that tho cost of construction he rc-considered. £229,370, is at the rate of £3,056 
per mile, which, having regard to the character of the country through which the line wifi pass, and hi comparison 
with other lines of a similar character, appears to fie excessive.” With

H. Deane.
sijhi^mb.
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With regard to the CommisBioners’ remarks respecting the apparently excessive cost of this lino, Mr. Deane, will, no H. Deane* 
doubt, be able to furnish satisfactory explanations on this point. But I may perhaps mention that one chief cause of its A — v 
higher cost, as compared with other pioneer lines of the same class already constructed, is the sharp rise that has recently 24 July, 1900 
taken place in the price of steel-rails, which have advanced from £5 5s, up to £7 10s. per ton, the price now quoted, being 
an increase of 43 per cent.

The following is a detailed statement of the cost:—
Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.—Part 1.

Eevisbd estimated cost of a single line of railway 40 miles 40 chains in length, with 60-Ib. rails. Baling grade 1 in 80 with, 
and 1 in 100 against the load. Sharpest curve 12 chains radius.—New fastenings: new 4 feet 6 inch T.Os. ; J ballast;
Sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description. Estimated Cost.
Average,

per
mile.

Earthworks.......................................................................................................................... ................
Timber bridges.....................................................................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions.............................................................
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton)..................................................................
Freight ...............................................................................................................................................
Platelaying, at Is. 2d, £4,158 ............................................................1'..!".!.,,!""!"!.!!!!!,!!!!'!")'
J ballasting, at 4s. = £3,564.......................................................................................................... I
Sleepers, at 3s. 3d. — £16,216 4s. Od.........................................................................’................ j
Station works, including junction and sidings ...............................................................................
Station buildings, waiting sheds, £840; platforms, £708; loading banks, £828; goods-sheds 

and platforms, £720 ; 20-ton weighbridges, £504; 5-ton crane, £216; cottages, £588;
trucking-yards, £1,296.................................................................................................................

Water supplies ................................................................................ '........ I..,!"!..!!!!”."””!'".'!!!...
Gradient and mileage posts.............................................................................................................
Telegraph ........ ...................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous.....................................................

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly)

Add for extra cost of rails at £7 10s. per ton................

Total Cost

£ B. d. £
9,961 13 4 240
7,586 5 0 187
2,139 0 0 53

25,225 5 6 623
5,701 6 8 141

23,938 4 0 591

9,869 6 0 244

5,700 0 0 141
3,000 0 0 74

668 5 0 17
668 5 0 17

1,000 0 0 25

95,457 10 6
14,318 9 6 354

109,776 0 0 2,711
9,882 0 0

£119,658 0 0 2,955

Bogan Gate to Bui.bodvey. —Part 2.

Revised estimated cost of a single line of railway 34 miles 45 chains in length, with 60-lb. rails. Railing grades, 1 in 80 
with, and 1 in 100 against the load. Sharpest curve, 12 chains radius.—New fastenings; new 4 feet 6 inch T.Ob. ; 
i ballast. Sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description. Estimated Cost.
Averagepermile.

Earthworks .........................................................................
Timber bridges......................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions 
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton)...
Freight .................................................................................
Platelayingat Is. 2d. = £3,548 3s. Sri.
i ballasting at 4s. = £3,041 4s. Od.....................
Sleepers at 3s. 3d. = £13,837 17s. Od..................................
Station works, inelnding sidings .......................................................................................................
Station buildings, passenger station, £1,032 ; waiting sheds, £360 ; platforms, £444 ; station- 

master’s cottages, £930 ; goods sheds and platforms, £900; loading banks, £492; 20-ton 
weighbridges, £504 ; lO-ton crane, £420; carriage shed, £240 ; engine-shed and pit,,
£840 ; coal stage, £204; turntable, £600 ; trucking yards, £1,536.................................... !

Water supplies.................................................................................................................................... ;
Gradient and mileage posts.......... :.....................................................................................................
Telegraph ...................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous ........................................................ ........................... 1

£ s. d.
8,944 11 8
8,509 5 0
1,394

21,523
0 0

17 6
5,472 15 0

20,427 4 8

8,156 12 0

8,502 0 0
3,000 0 0

570 4 10
570 4 10

1,000 0 0

£
259
246
40

623
158

591

236

246
87
17
17
29

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) .

Add for extra cost of rails at £7 10s. per ton

Total cost

1 £88,070 15 6
| 13,210 4 6 '382

£101,281 0 0 2,931
8,431 0 0

£109,712 0 0 3,176

Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.—Jtevised Fatima/w. Summary. 
Rails at £7 10s. per ton.

Part. Description. Length. Estimated cost. Average per mile

1 Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek
c. £ n. d.

40 40 119,668 0 0 2,954 10 4
Bullook Creek to Bulbodney ....... 34 45 109,712 0 0 3,174 10 9

Total ............ .............. 75 5 229,37l> 0 0
.

3,065 14 5

2.
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H. Deana. 2. Do you regard tbe class of country through which tho line goes as easy country ? Tes; it is fairly 
easy. it is not quite so easy as the country between Parkes and Condobolin. You cannot get quite 

?■ • on to the surface in the eatne way as on the Parkes to Condoholin line, and we have to traverse the
water-courses, to a great extent, at right angles. Then, if we compare the cost with the cost of the 
Parkes-Condobolin line, it will he found that the Parkes-Condobolin railway was constructed very cheaply. 
There were several reasons for that. The item for contingencies was not drawn upon at all. The timber 
bridges which were erected cost very much less than the total originally estimated, the reason being that it 
was impossible to locate some of the waterways, and determine their si/,e. 1 have reckoned that a certain 
amount of money should be reserved, so that, when really heavy rain comes on, it can be used to make 
good any damage. I believe that water will go over the Condobolin line in some places, and that 
additional waterways will have to be provided there eventually. But it is difficult in flat country to say 
how the water will come. One great reason for an increase in the cost of the Bulbodney line, as compared 
with the Parkes-Condobolin line, will be tbe increased cost of permanent way material.
3. How do tbe earthworks compare? Taking the earthworks and culverts together, they come to about 
the same amount. On the Parkes-Condobolin line, £420 is allowed for those two items. In this line we 
have £433 for the first part, and about £505 for the second. That would be £4G3 as compared with 
£420, so that they are a little more expensive on this line.
4. Do you think that that country can he as easily traversed by a railway as the country between Narrahrl 
and Pilliga, or between Narrabri and Walgett ? It will prove better than that, because we shall not have 
the same amount of water to contend with. The creeks are easily crossed. "With regard to the cost of 
permanent way materials, it will be seen that, taking rails at £5 5s. per ton landed in Sydney, and freight 
to Bogan Gate, the cost will amount to £764 per mile ; that is, in the first part from Bogan Gate to 
Bullock Creek, On tho Parkes to Condobolin lino the permanent way material was put down at £630 
per mile; that is including freight. The reason for tho difference is that rails were exceptionally cheap 
at that time. If I remember aright, we got rails delivered then in Sydney at about £4 per ton. The 
price of rails is now' nearly double that.
5. Mr, Watson.'] Then there is a difference in the cost of permanent way at that rate of about £400 per 
mile on present prices ? Yes. Then look at the station works and sidings. The station works and 
sidings on the Parkes-Condobolin line were put down at £213 per mile. On this particular line, taking 
the first part from Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek, that amount is £335 per mile. The Parkes-Condobolin 
line is essentially a pastoral line. This railway will be an agricultural line, and there will be more stations 
required. Independently of tbat, there are some additional expenses connected with stations which should 
be noted. In consequence of the slightly rougher country we have to go through, the earthworks will 
be heavier. Then the station buildings, although cheap, will be somewhat more expensive than we put on 
the Parkes-Condobolin line. I have been asked by the Bailway Commissioners to add one thing and another. 
I have added to the width of the goods-platforms and goods-sheds. I have increased the width of 
verandahs, and so on, to make them more comfortable, and perhaps more suitable. But that is going 
hack, to a certain extent, upon ilr. Eddy’s idea of the pioneer principle. Not that it is not quite right; 
but still it adds to the expense. Then, again, the low platforms, which Mr. Eddy called landings, and 
not platforms, have been abolished, so that there we have the extra cost of building the usual high plat
forms. Then, again, in the small stations, instead of having dead-ends. I have been asked by the Bailway 
Commissioners in every case to place loops, thus connecting each end of the main line. That also means 
extra expense. Then, again, in the larger stations, it has been decided as a proper provision that ive 
should construct what is called a back-road for special loading. M7c always put these in now. Again, 
Moree station, which was one of the first of the terminal stations made in connection with pioneer 
railways, was made a certain length, and there was a certain compactness given to it. It was scarcely 
opened, however, when it was found that it was too constricted. Station-yards, generally, are now made 
longer, so as to allow more freedom of action and greater facilities in shunting, and so on, and giving 
more room for standing trucks, I find, in comparing some of the first stations, that we designed for 
the pioneer lines, with those stations which have been more recently approved of by the Commissioners, 
that on an average our present stations are 5 chains longer. The length of an important station was 
originally 25 chains; it is now 30 chains. I am quite certain that the Bailway Commissioners would not 
ask for a provision which is not necessary ; hut, at the same time, it must be borne in mind that thev arc 
asking a great deal more than they asked in the case of the Parkes-Condobolin and the Moree line. That 
accounts for much of the difference in cost.
6. J)r. Garran.] When they make such provision, do they charge it to working expenses, or to the 
capital account ? When they make it on a new line, they come to me for the money.
7. Chairman.] How does this more expensive station accommodation compare with the accommodation 
on similar lines in other countries ? I have no doubt that the work is of such a class that it would com
pare with the best work in other countries.
8. For the same class of lines ? Yes. Possibly the Commissioners are anxious to look a little further 
ahead than they did in the first place with the pioneer lines. Then there is another point I should like to 
mention to the Committee—and I have mentioned it with regard to one or two other lines—that is the 
rate of wages. The minimum rate of wages, as the Committee are probably aware, has been fixed at 7s. 
per day, where previously it was only 6s. per day. That, of course, means that the rates for ail classes of 
labour have gone up, and wc have to pay more.
9. Can you give us any idea in figures as to what the difference iu wages means per mile ? It is very
difficult to do so. The estimate depends very much upon tho cost of material, and that is indirectly con
nected with the question of wages. -
10. Dr. Garran.] Would it make a difference of £50 per mile ? Yes, fully.
11. Would it make a difference of £100 per mile ? 1 daresay it w'ould.
12. Would it make any difference in your contracts for sleepers ? It is not very apparent in the cost of 
sleepers. I think the consideration given to labour in the rate of wages has had its effect on the price of 
sleepers, and we certainly are paying very much more than we otherwise would have to pay.
13. Mr. Waixon.] But there is no day labour in connection with sleepers ? No ; it affects us indirectlv,
but 1 think the effect is very marked. ’
14. Chairman.] How far is Bulbodney in a direct lino from the Western railway? I think it is about
40 miles. '

15.
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15. ’Would not the last 20 miles of the proposed railway be practically little more than 40 miles from the H- Deaoe.
Western line ? Tes. ——\
16. Do you regard that as being country which can stand two lines of railway so close to one another ? 1®00-
Tes, for agricultural purposes, but not for pastoral jmrposes.
17. Do you look upon that part of the country as purely agricultural ? Tes ; this line is brought 
forward as an agricultural line.
1S. Dr. Garran.'] J. gather from your remarks that in the very cheap lines wc have made hitherto we have 
been rather more fortunate than we are going to be in the future ? I think so as regards cost.
19. Tou do not see your way to keep the lines of tho same quality quite down to the same price P No.
More freight has to be added as tbe lines are made further out. Then we are getting a diminution in the 
iron-bark and timber reserves, we are paying more for wages, aud unless tbe Hail way Commissioners can 
forego the advantages of increased accommodation at stations these lines must, necessarily, be more 
expensive.
20. Three or four causes are operating to raise the cost of tho lines, yet their quality and capacity for 
traffic are not increased ? Tes. Of course, with regard to the stations, if they are made more expensive 
now, they will not want enlarging in the near future.
21. If you spend the money in the first instance you will not want to spend it afterwards, and it is only 
putting off the evil day a little further, when you are very economical at first ? Tes.
22. Then we will have to put' on £200 or £300 per mile to the price of the cheapest line you have 
made hitherto ? Yes.
23. We must make the minimum a little higher than we have before ? Tes. After all the cost of the 
running-road still remains pretty low. Take the first six items of the first part of this Bogan Gate line, 
and you will find that they only amount to £1,841 per mile.
24. Chairman.] Is not the allowance of 15 per cent, for engineering and contingencies, somewhat larger
than usual ? 1 think that is the amount 1 havo been allowing lately. .1 think it was in some cases to be
12i per cent., but I found that that was not enough.
25. Do you find that, ns a rule, the expenditure on that account comes up to the maximum of 15 per 
cent.? Tes, we very often do. Fifteen per cent, for engineering and contingencies is very moderate, 
indeed. I know that, in other countries, engineers not infrequently put down 10 per cent, for contin
gencies alone, and engineering and supervision epmes to u or S per cent., according to the nature of 
the work.
26. Would you have any difficulty in getting sleepers for this lino? I think that will he all riglit. I 
now put in the usual plans and book of reference m connection with this line.

WEDNESDAY, 25 JULY. 1900.
■jp resent : —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CjiathmaiO .
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. | John Christian Watson, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bogan Gato to
Bulbodney.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined .—
27. Dr. Garran.] Is this a district in which the selectors have taken the initiative, and are showing if,
where the good land is ? Tes. Mclnc-Ii’an.
28. Many of them are practical men from Victoria, who know what they arc about, who have settled ,---- v—n
there, and who are already cultivating to advantage ? Yes ; I may say that the Commissioners in going 25 July, 1900, 
through the district were very much impressed by the character of the men who had taken up land
along this line.
29. We are asked now simply to follow them and give them the means of transit? Tes.
30. Is it a strip of good land, or is there a large area of good country for miles on either side ? Tho
Commissioners think there is a large area of good land, which is easily cleared. In many ways it is far 
better to have it under cultivation, because it develops into scrub country, and becomes almost a 
nuisance.
31. Is much of the country liable to be covered with scrub ? Tes.
32. Has a good deal of it been scrub which has been cleared by these farmers ? Tes; I do not know
whether that scrub is so obnoxious as it is in other places ; hut good land soon grows scrub.
33. Of course, this land is parallel to the main Western line, and is not at a very great distance from it ?
It is almost too great a distance for profitable cultivation. From Narramiue, where a largo quantity of 
grain comes in, it is 36 miles.
34. We are told that, for pastoral purposes, if two parallel lines are 80 miles apart, and a squatter is
only at a maximum distance of 40 miles from a railway, that is a reasonable distance ? ¥"cs.
35. But in the ease of agricultural land, a maximum distance of 20 miles is reasonable ? Yes,
36. How far would this lino bo from a main line ? Nearly 40 miles. 8omo of the farms would lie 
between the two lines.
37. Looking to the future, you are aware that one of the lines 'which have been much advocated is that 
from Narramiue to Forbes, so as to make a connection with the Werris Creek line if it be made? Tes.
38. Suppose we open the Narramino lino, we shall then have an intermediate line between the present 
Western line and this newline;—would there he room for three? I should hardly think so under 
present conditions.
39. That raises the question : Which would be tbe more important line—one from Narramine to Forbes 
or this line, because we are fold that tbe Narramine-Forbes line will go through first-class agricultural 
country ? To a large extent that line would bisect tho country which this line would serve.
40. What I mean is, if we make this line, shall wo rather check the making of a line from Narramine to 
Forbes? Personally, I should think this lino would servo the country hotter, because I do not see that

you
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• you want a cross-country line from Ifarramine to Forbes, unless it be to develop country. The point is,
MoLacan. which is the best line to develop the country ? The Commissioners have never reported on a line from 

25JuTl9ob Narramine to Forbes to my knowledge, but, personally, I think this line would better develop the country 
0 u 1 than the other.

41. That line has been advocated as a cross-country through line, whereas this is a local line ? I do not 
see what fresh business you are going to get on the Narramine-Forbes line.
42. Do you think we need not distress ourselves at all about a line from Narramine to Forbes ? I think 
it is a question for the distant future.
43. Can we consider this on its own merits ? Tes.
44. If we make this line, will it fairly serve the whole district between the Great TVestern line and this
line ? Tes. *
45. Would the farmers between the two lines have fairly good access to some station or another? Tes. 
It seems to me to fairly bisect that tract of country, and, from the Commissioners’ observation, the 
country is good and the people there deserve encouragement.
46. Is this a cockspur line for almost purely agricultural business ? For agricultural and pastoral 
produce.
47. Will not most of tbe pastoral produce go direct to the main Western line ? The pastoralists who are 
close to this line will take advantage of it.
48. It will he a cockspur line, depending mainly on agricultural business and the miscellaneous business 
which that gives rise to ? Tes. The estimate of the traffic officers is that 2,000 tons of wool will come over 
the line. That is a fair quantity.
49. Except as to the rest of it, the wool is well accommodated ? It is no hardship to travel 40 miles with 
wool in that country.
50. Is there any idea in the Commissioners’ minds of a further extension of this line? Not at present. 
61. Does the good land cease at Bulbodney ? The Commissioners did not go beyond that.
52. Do you think it is better to start from there than to go further west and work north ; or will there be 
room hereafter for another line from Condobolin ? The Commissioners did not consider that question.
53. If this line is a good one, and answers expectations, do you hope to make another cheap line north
wards from Condobolin ? Tes.
54. We need not look about for a better site to start from ? No, and it runs through the better country. 
The further west you get the poorer the country is. *
55. We know the land is good, and that the men are there to stay ? Tes.
56. As we have no agricultural cockspur line in the Colony, will this line be experimental ? Tes.
57. But the loss is one which the Commissioners think we may fairly face ? That is their recommendation. 
As a rule they do not recommend a line unless there is a prospect of its paying working expenses. In 
this case they make an exceptional recommendation, saying it is worthy of consideration, That is after 
they had gone through the district, and had seen the character of the country and the people.
58. They will be content to work at a loss for six or ten years if they see that it will eventually pay ? Tes.
59. There are all the elements of permanence ? Tes.
60. This line is getting into the dry country ? Tes ; but we know that, in the parallel country, production 
is increasing.
61. A few dry years must he expected occasionally ? Tes.
62. But that does not deter tbe Commissioners for recommending the line ? No.
63. Tou will have no competition in this district ? Tes. That is one feature about this proposal which 
makes it different from the Culcairn-Germantou railway. We open up our own country.
64. Will not this line require a service all to itself;—you cannot work it with the trucks on the main line ? 
There may be a separate engine, but the trucks loaded there will go right through to Sydney. It will be 
a tri-weekly service.
65. Have you some tri-weekly lines at present? Tes.
66. Do they answer well ? The people would like a daily service. The Temora aud Cobar lines were tri
weekly at one time. ”
67. Do you find any difficulty in working such lines ;—are they alternately starved and over-loaded ? No. 
In such a case the Commissioners would start a daily service.
68. Do you have to leave goods behind ? No ; if we found tbat happening frequently we would run 
a daily service.
69. Chairman,'] Do you expect to draw much traffic from Tomingley and Peak Hill? Nothing is provided 
for the Peak Hill business in connection with this line.
70. Do you know whether the mineral belt north and south of Parkes extends over this line? No ; as 

, far as we know there is not much mineral development about Bulbodney, and the traffic officers allow
nothing in their estimate for mineral traffic. Nearer Bogan Gate the mineral prospects are better.
71. Is the branch line, Parkes to Forbes, worked as a separate branch line ? We have a through 
carriage from Sydne3r, and we would have through trucks. We have what you might call a local service 
to some extent, with regard to local men and engines from Orange, but it might he considered to he a 
through business, because the same trucks and carriages can run through.
72. Tou conld not run in the locomotives with this line? No ; we would probably have a locomotive to 
run this line, hut all the produce would come through. There would be no junction transfer.
73. Mr. Wafson.] How do the Commissioners deal with rolling stock on new lines ;—is the equipment of 
new lines with rolling stock part of the vote for the construction of tho line? Not as a rule. We 
throw the rolling stock in, unless it is a very long line, such as Nyngan to Cobar, where you would 
have to keep a lot of rolling stock, or at Casino, where it would require to he separate ; but we do not 
add anything to these short lines for rolling stock as a rule.
74. Has any attempt been made to see whether a lino could he as advantageously located from Parkes as 
from Bogan Gate? Not to the knowledge of the Commissioners. .They make it a rule to report on tho 
line referred to them.
75. Would it not be more advantageous from the Commissioners’ point of view, if you had. a branch
north and south from Parkes, rather than a branch at Parkes, and another at Bogan Gate ? There might 
be a slight advantage. *
76. At Bogan Gate you will have to erect duplicates of the junction arrangements, which you have now
at Parkes ? Still the arrangements of a small junction do not cost much. On the Nevertire-Warren line 
we have not spent much. That is only a detail. 77.
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77. Would it not be easier to work, if you had the junction there, so as to dovetail the trains and 
arrangements generally ? Naturally it would be a little easier to have the junction at Parkes, but it 
is really not a point that would weigh in determining the route of the railway,
78. Would it be worth w'hile considering, if all other things were equal ? Yes,

H.
McLachlan.

25 .July, 1900.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Kail ways, sworn, and examined —
79. Chairman] Do you produce a map showing the trafficable area between Bogan Grate and Bulbodney ? J- Harper.
Yes ; it is defined by the green mark, commencing at a point 7 miles from Bogan Gate, and embracing an
area of about 20 miles on the other side of tbe line, about 25 miles to the north, about 15 miles to the ^ July> KMt
south, and about 15 miles to the west, and about 15 miles to the east. Tbe following is an estimate of
the traffic:—

Proposed Railway, Logan Gate to Bulbodney ; Distance, "5 Miles.
Estimated cost of construction, £229,270, exclusive of land and compensation.

As directed by the Commissioners, I havo bad very careful inquiries made aa to tbe prospective traffic on this proposed line 
The soil is of an excellent character, and at the present time about 23,000 acres are being farmed in the district 

which would be served by the proposed line. The trade of the district is now dealt with to a large extent at Condobolin, 
Narramino, and Trangie, and to a small extent at Nevertire, Nyngan. ami Parkes, As a consequence, therefore, the 
construction of this line would mean a certain amount of diversion of traffic from the main line, and 1 have dealt with this 
phase of the question in submitting the estimate of the traffic.

As already stated, the land is of an excellent character, and has been taken np by a very thorough and practical set 
of farmers, who have given evidence of a thorough intention to make the moat of the land, notwithstanding the drawbacks 
to which they have been compelled to submit, owing to the distance of their holdings from railway communication. I may 
also incidentally remark that the local residents have undei'taken, should it be practicable and deemed necessary, to 
contribute at the rate of 2d. per acre within 5 inilea of the railway, Id, over 5 ami under 10 miles, and Jd. over 10 and 
under 15 miles, in order to meet any loss which may he incurred.

Up to the present time produce has been carted a distance of from 20 to 10 miles to Bogan Gate at 3d. and 4£d. per 
bushel, 30 miles to Narramine at Id. and 4Jd. per bushel, and 55 miles to Nyngan and 02 miles to Trangie at fid. 
per bushel.

. roads to any station on the Main Western line are generally very had in wet weather, the formation being black
soil, liie country is chiefly box and pine, and a very large aiea lias been improved by ringbarking and scrubbing. There 
arc large areas of Crown land iu the neighbourhood, most of which consist of very excellent agricultural soil.

In the area to be served by the proposed extension there are about 130 selectors. The bulk of these are located 
between Trundle and Bullock Cieok, and the remainder between Bullock Creek and Bulbodney.

My opinion is that, under anything like favourable circumstances, we may look forward to considerable development 
in this district in the near future ; and 1 am further of opinion that it possesses fairly good claims for consideration m the 
direction of the construction of a railway ; but would suggest that, if possible, some provision should he made whereby the 
Crown lands should in some direction bo required to bear the burden involved in the inevitable loss which will for some 
time occur in the construction and working of the line.

The traffic of the district would fall in at rhe following points —
Trundle.................................................................................... 15 miles from Bogan Gate.
Bullock Creek......................................................................... 40 ,
Bulbodney ............................................................................. 7,> „ ”

The following is the estimate of the traffic
Goods, S00 tons....................................................................................................... £30t
Wool, 2,007 tons ................................................................................................... 679
Stock, 473 trucks.................................................................................................. 285
Agricultural produce, 9,700 tons .........................................   1,650

Prom this, however, it will he necessary to deduct tho loss due by diversion
of traffic from the existing main line, viz..................................................... £318

Total, goods, wool, and stock traffic ................................................................. £2,600
Coaching traffic, including parcels, H.O.D., &e................................................... 900
Mails, 75 miles, at £12 per mile ......................................................................... 900

Total traffic.....................................................................  £4,400
80. Pin; t.dal revenue is practically a little over one-third of tho total annual expenditure ? Yes.
81. \ arious suggestions have been made in connection with lines of this character, which are practically 
developmental lines for bridging the gap between revenue and expenditure;—in this particular ease, can 1 
you suggest the best means of doing so ? In view of the fact that there is such a large area of Crown 
lands which will bo affected by the line, I think, if practicable, the revenue to be derived from the Crown 
lands should be called upon to meet the deficiency. The line will very largely increase the value of a large 
quantity of Crown lands in that district. When the Crown lauds are dealt with, the fact of a railway 
being iu existence will be taken into consideration either in the assessment or in tbe valuation,
82. Presuming that most of the people there have taken up land on the old terms of £l or 25s. per acre,
on twenty-eight years’ purchase, do you think that another £1 per acre added to tbe capital value would 
discourage the taking up of land in view of the construction of a railway P I would not like to say that 
the land is worth £2 per acre, *
S3. What is the general character of the holdings there ? There are 31,000 acres taken up in settlement 
leases, 100,000 acres in improvement leases, aud 3,000 acres of scrub land; inferior Crown lands, 6,500 
acres.
84. Have you details of tbe conditionally-purchased land ? No.
85. These are practically very cheap forms of taking up land? Yes.

Would not any attempt to materially increase the capital cost discourage the taking up of that class 
of land . ^cs ; but still we bave the fact that the people there are willing to contribute to the cost of 
tbe railway.
87. I notice that the people have promised to guarantee a considerable portion of the loss? Yes; they 
are prepared to guarantee up to 2d. per acre for land adjoining the line. If they are prepared to guarantee 
that much it would not be unreasonable to ask the Crown to set apart either the same amount or a little 
more. It is country which, unless it is closely settled, will certainly never be of much value to the State 
or to any one else. It requires cultivation to rid it of scrub. It is very rich, but much infested with 
scrub. ‘

88.
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J. Haper. 88. Do you anticipate mucli traffic from tlie mineral belt to the east of this line? No ; that would go 
^ into tho main line. The mineral developments at Melrose would be affected by it—that is, to the west of 

25 July, 1900. j;},0 jjn0_ There is another question which I did not look into very much, but I think it is worth con
sidering. This lioe represents about tho shortest route which you can get to Nymagee. I do not know 
what engineering difficulties might be in the way, but it seems to be MO or 40 miles shorter than any other 
route. It would bring Nymagee 40 miles closer to Sydney and Eskbank than it would be by any other 
lino. If Nymagee develops like Cobar there will be some justification for extending this line to that point.

IJIUllSBAT, 26 JULY, 1900.
Idrrsent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Ltndesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Oarran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
ItOBERT Henry Leyien, Esq. - 
John McFarlane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a lino of Kailway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Hailways, sworn, aud further examined:—
J. Harper. g{)_ 2))-. Garran?\ Does all the pastoral traffic to the west of the Western railway come to some station 

or another on that line at present ? Yes. . .
26 July, 1900, qq. \youj^ now line intercept some of that traffic? Yes; I have allowed for that in my estimato.

91. How far to the east would the effect of the .new line be felt in drawing pastoral traffic ? About
20 miles. _
92. And everything to the west ? Yos—of course, within a radius of about 22 miles. _
93. Would the Bulbodnev station draw the Nymagee traffic? I hardly think so. It is only 3S miles from 
Hermidale, on the Cobar line, with a good road, and plenty of water. That is where they go at present.
94. Is there a small mine at Overflow ? Yes : there are several small mines there.

. 95. Will you get all tho traffic from there? Yes.
96. Will there be a little terminal trade ? Yes.
97. And it may grow ? Yes.
98. Is the mining development at present only in its infancy ? Yes. _
99. It may prove to be something or nothing? Yes; tho probability is that their distance from a
railway at present keeps them back. _
100. How far does agricultural development go on the lino at present? Tho whole distance. . _ _
10L. Is it equally good land all the way to Bulbodney ? It varies; but the great bulk of it is very 
good land. _
102. Is any of the land which is not taken up tied up in leaseholds for a term of years ? I think some 
of it is; but I do not know the nature of the tenure.
103. Has the selection been on tbe resumed area mostly ? Yes.
104. From the figures you read yesterday it would appear that a large quantity of land there has been 
taken up under settlement leases, improvement leases, and scrub leases ? Tes.
105. In all these cases does the title remain in the Crown ? Yes. ^
106. So that at the end of a term of years the improved land will come hack to the Crown ? Yes.
107. The quantity of conditionally purchased land does not seem to be large ? No. _
108. Are the areas comprised in improvement and scrub leases rather larger areas as compared with
conditionally-purchased land ? Yes. _ _
109. So that the population would not be so large as if the land had been taken up on conditional
purchase ? No. 4
110. Have you formed any estimate as to what the population is likely to be when tho lino is made? 
No ; it is impossible to form such an estimate.

' 111. Is the industry at present mixed agricultural and pastoral occupation? Some of the selectors there 
are keeping sheep as well as growing wheat; but a great many are only growing wheat at present. Of 
course, they have had adverse seasons ever since they have been there.
112. Is there a great deal of scrub to clear away? Yes ; the ordinary Bogan scrub, growing on good soil.
113. Is it much the same kind as is to be seen at Nyngan ? Yes ; the same as yon see between Nyngan,
Cobar, and the Bogan. _
114. Where the Government has been clearing the scrub? Aes.
115. Where the land is cleared is its quality very good ? Yes.
116. Do the settlers seem to be going ahead? Yes; two brothers have 2,300 acres under wheat on ono
farm. That gives an indication of the class of farmers who have settled there. They are a very good 
class of farmer—Victorians almost to a man. They have had very bad seasons during the last three or 
four years. ■ _ _
117. After the line is made, during the first three years the area under grain will not he anything like

’ what it will be afterwards? No.
118. So that tho amount of traffic during the first few years, will not be a fair test ns to what may be 
expected later on? No; the country will constantly go on improving when there is railway 
communication.
119. Is your estimate based on the traffic which you expect to get at first ? Yes.
120. So that the annual loss ought to diminish after the first few years ? Yes.
121. We have one junction already at Parkes to go to Forbes, and now it is proposed to have another at 
Bogan Gate;—would there be any advantage in making this branch start from Parkes ? No. In the

. first place, by that means you would not serve so large an area; because, in leaving Parkes, tbe line would 
run at an acute angle, and it would not go through such good country as the line now proposed. _
122. Conld not wc go at right-angles due north ? You would then miss some of the best settlement in
tho district. The best settlement is on the main rogd to Trundle aud Bulbodney. 123.
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123. But at every junction do you not want extra appliancea ? Not at a junction of this kind. It would 
require one additional man, probably. It would probably be worked from f’arkca in conjunction with the 
Forbes service.
124. If so, would it not be more convenient to have only one junction ? The same train-staff would be
employed as we have for Forbes. '
125. You do not think that there would be any more people employed under this proposal than if we
junctioned at Parkes ? No. ' "
12G. How far are the Peak Hill people from their nearest station ? From Parkes it is 33 miles; it is 32 
miles from Narramine.
127. I suppose Parkes is their station ? Yes.
128. Is there considerable traffic there ? There has been a good deal of machinery going there at ono 
time and another, but I cannot say for certain what traffic is going there just now; but, of course, if 
you keep in that direction you will miss a great deal of the country to the west.
12!). Has this line the advantage of being in no way a competitive line ? Certainly ; but it will divert 
some of the traffic from the main line.
130. But we are only in competition with ourselves? Yes.
131. We are improving the very heart of our own country ? Yes.
132. Is it too far west for agriculture ? No ; the rainfall'is about 21 inches.
133. And the gradients on the line are easy ? Yes ; they arc 1 in 100.
134. Is there any danger of being flooded at any part of the line ? No. ■
335. Although the initial loss may be £8,000 a year, do you reasonably look for a steady reduction of 
that loss ? Yes. " "

J. Harper.

13G. Hfr. Hyam.'] Have you been over this line to Bulbodncy ? Yes.
137. I have been twice over the whole length of this lino, and from what I was told by the residents, I 
was under the impression that they had offered to guarantee any loss on the working of the line ? Yes ; 
they are prepared to pay 2d. per acre for laud within 5 miles of the railway. Id. per acre on land from 
that point up to 10 miles distant, and so on.
138. Is it your impression that it would be a very easy line to work ? Yes.
139. Would it be similar to the line from Bogan Gate to Condobolin? Yes ; it would be practically the 
same. It is a cheap line. There is only one range to get over, and it is a very low one.
140. Do you think that, besides wheat and wool, there would be any other traffic on the railway? Tho
country to the west is full of minerals, and I do not know what mineral development may lake place 
there. *
141. Did tho people there inform you that there would be a large trade in poultry and eggs during the 
winter months ? That is a very small item.
142. They seemed to think that the quantity would be enormous; the laying season is in winter, and in
the wheat fields they could keep an enormous number of poultry, and, if they had a market, they would 
send them by the railway;—is that a paying trade? No; there is nothing in it in the not or gross 
value. The same thing as far as poultry raising is concerned applies wherever they growr wheat. There 
is a lot of very good pine timber in that district, but they have been ringbarking so extensively that a 
good deal of it has been destroyed. ”
143. You stated that a good deal of this country was under settlement lease, improvement lease, and 
scrub lease;—are the areas there verv large ? No.
144. Are the areas too large to prevent close settlement ? No.
145. Hence there would be a fairly numerous population ? Yes, There is nothing to prevent the 
farmers from carrying a good number of sheep, and at the same time there might bo a comparatively 
dense population.
14G, Is there a great deal of wheat-growing carried out in the district ? Yes ; there are 23,OdO acres 
under wheat.
147. Have some of the farmers large areas under wheat ? Yes; as I have mentioned alreadv, two 
brothers have 2,300 acres under wheat, and there are other farmers who have large areas under 
cultivation.
148. Did they inform you that they would grow considerably more wheat if they had railway communi
cation ? Yes.
140. Do you think that a line running to Bulbodney would serve a considerable amount of side country ? 
Yes; I have indicated that on the map by means of a green strip.
150. Mr. Watson.') Have you seen the country to the west of the proposed line ? No.
151. It socma probable that, some day or another, a lino will be taken from Parkes to Narramine, in 
which case it would be advisable to have this proposed line of railway further west than is now projected ? 
That is a matter for inquiry. I do not know much about the land in the west. As you go west you get 
closer into the range which is marked on the map. I think it is called the Black Tiatigc.
152. That range does not seem to be very extensive, judging from the feature map ? I am not personal! v
acquainted writh the country in that neighbourhood. , ’
153. Can you say anything as to tho country between Bulbodney and Nymagee ? It is good red-soil
country practically the whole way. *
154. Do you think that the rainfall to the west of Bulbodney is sufficient to justify cultivation ? ' It
diminishes there. " ' *
155. Towards Nymagee, would it be outside the wheat-growing cone? I scarcely think so. As far as
Nyngan they grow wheat, and also along the Bogan. 1 have seen some very good crops in the neighbour
hood of Nyngan. °
150. Chairman.) Do_you think that the line would practically serve all the good country m that neigh
bourhood? Yes; it is a very good location, judging by the settlement which has alreadv taken place 
there. ”
157. Mr. Shepherd.) The report states that the ruling grade is 1 in 100 against the load, and 1 in 80 with 
it;—what is the meaning of that passage ? That means that the loading is never equal—that is to sav, 
that in hauling traffic in the direction of Bulbodney the loads would never be so heavv as thev are comin" 
towards Sydney. The grade coming towards Sydney would only be 1 in 103, while in going towards 
Bulbodney it would be 1 in 80. * 3

234—B Charles
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Charles Edward Bennie, Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
C. E. Bennie. 158, Qkairman.'l Do you produce a map showing the character of the holdings in the district to be served 

i-—by this railway ? Yes.
26 July, 1900. ygjy ^rill y0U describe the limits of it? The areas are taken out within 20 miles of the proposed line— 

Bogan G-ate-Bulbodney Creek. Allowance is made for the influence of the line, Parkes to Condobolin, on 
tho south. The areas within these limits are as follows :—Alienated land, 813,700 acres ; reserves, 112,000 
acres ; settlement leases, 84,380 acres ; improvement leases, 177,800 acres ; scrub leases, 410,320 acres ; 
inferior Crown lands, 3,100 acres; Crown lands, 306,800 acres. The tenure of the Crown lands is as 
follows :—Under leasehold, expiring on the 4th August, 1900, 143,170 acres ; under leasehold, expiring in 
August, 1901, 1,100 acres ; area of leasehold, expiring in 1.903, 2,130 acres. The area which will be held 
under occupation license in a few days will be 113,000 acres ; untenanted, 107,400 acres. These areas 
are shown on the map as follows :—Alienated land, blue tint; land held under various kinds of leases, blue 
hatching ; Crown lands, brown tint; reserves, green tint. _
160. Does the brown tint represent unoccupied lands ? No; it represents all the Crown lands outside 
reserves.
161. Mr. Hyam.] Where is the unoccupied land? It is scattered in different pieces throughout the 
whole area.
162. Ohairman.] Can you give us the details with regard to the settlement, improvement, and scrub leases ? 
I have not got that, but the usual tenure of settlement leases is twenty-eight years ; improvement leases, 
vary up to twenty-eight years ; and scrub leases up’to twenty-eight years ; inferior Crown land leases, 
twenty years.
163. Taking a general view of the map, does the leased land follow pretty closely the course of the 
proposed line ? Yes ; the greater part of it abuts on to the proposed line.
164. So that the construction of the line would practically improve the Crown estate all the way? Yes, 
for a great part of the way.

THURSDAY, 2 AUGUST, 1900.
ffresent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciluiiman).
The Hon. Patrice Linuesay Ceawyoeh Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-arhan, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Heureet Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Bobert Henry Leyien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

George Charles Yeo, draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn, and
examined:—

165. Mr. Watson.] Have you any statistics showing the number of stock in the district which will be 
served by the proposed Bogan Gate to Bulbodney railway? Yes; the number of stock which was

2 Ang., 1900. depastured in that area was as follows:—In 1897, 2,700 cattle, and 359,850 sheep ; in 1893, 2,670 cattle, 
and 366,091 sheep. The wool clip was as follows:—In 1897, 5,400 bales; in 1898, 5,490 bales. In the 
area which will be affected h}r the railway, there are nineteen large owners of sheep, and eighty-seven 
small ones. The stock traffic has been as follows:—In 1897, from Trundle and north to Bogan Gate, 
4,200 sheep; in 1898, between the same places, 7,430 sheep. In 1897, the stock traffic from Bogan Gate 
to Trundle and north was 3,000 sheep; and in 1898, between the same places, it was 11.861 sheep.
166. What are the boundaries of the district which you have taken as being likely to be served by the 
proposed railway ? I have taken the boundaries shown in green on the map produced by Mr. Harper, 
the Chief Traffic Manager of the Railway Department, with the exception of the Burdenda holding; I 
have included the whole of that in my returns. The boundaries run in a north-easterly direction to the 
Bogan River at Wallauhillau. From there they follow the Bogan River downwards to Burdenda ; thence 
westerly to about the centre of the Melrose holding, and generally south through Melrose across to the 
starting point.
167. Does the district which you have described extend roughly on the eastern side about 20 miles from 
the proposed line, and then does it go about 15 miles north of Bulbodney, and on the western side about 
22 miles? Yes.
168. Do you know where the stock from that district makes for now ;—does it go towards Parkes or the 
Western line chiefly ? The stock mostly make up the Bogan. That is the biggest drift of stock at the 
present time.
169. Prom the Bogan does fat stock come towards Sydney ? I have not taken particular notice as to
which way it works after that. ■
170. Has there been any great variation i n the number of stock in the district which you have described;— 
have many sheep been lost owing to the drought ? Yes ; during last year it made a difference of about 
100,000 sheep. In 1896, which was a good year, there would be about 100,000 more sheep in the district 
than the numbers I have given for the twro succeeding years.
171. Mr. Hyam.] Do you know the particular stations on which those sheep were lost? No; lam 
giving only the general loss throughout.
172. itfr. Watson.] Have you anything in your returns which would show whether the loss was larger on 
the large holdings, as compared with the small holdings ? I could ascertain that, because we have the 
returns of each individual holder. By comparing the figures for one year with the previous year, I could 
show what decrease has taken place.
173. It is contended by some people that there is a better chance of saving stock on small holdings, on 
account of the improvements which are generally made. I would like to know how your returns bear on 
that ? The returns will show the actual losses of each individual, whether the losses occurred on large 
or small holdings, I will prepare such a statement for the years 1897,1898, and 1899. [Vide Appendix.]
174. Mr. Hyam.] Do you say that the loss of stock within the green boundaries markdd on this map
numbered 100,000 ? Yes; close to that. 175.

G. C. Yeo,
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_ be affected by the 2 ■^■uS-»
proposed railway, how will that compare with other pastoral districts as to the number of stock which is 
kept? It compares very favourably with any other pastoral district. _
1/7. Do yon think that the construction of the proposed railway will increase the number of stock in the 
district ? I do not think so, unless it tends to promote the cutting up of the large holdings. There are, 
however, only nineteen large holdings.
178. Is it not generally the result that when large holdings are cut up into small ones, it tends to increase 
the number of stock kept in that area? I have never worked out the figures, in order to ascertain the 
esact results in that way.
179. In your returns you furnish two years’ statistics of stock;—can you say what was the number of stock 
running in those boundaries previous to 1897 ? Yes. I have already stated that, in 1896, there was 
practically an increase of 100,000 above what I have stated for the two following years.
180. What was the reason for that large decrease ? The drought.
181. How did the year 1899 compare with the year 189G ? It showed a decrease of nearly 200,000 on
the returns for 1890, which was a good year. '
182. Have you worked out the figures for 1890 and 1899 in such a way as to show how they compare with 
tho figures in other pastoral districts ? No.
183. Have you reason to think that tho number of sheep and cattle in that district suffered a greater
decrease than in other districts of the Colony ? No. ^
ISIl^ Has the number of holdings increased? There was a slight increase in 1898 as compared with 1897, 
but it was only very slight. My figures, however, only refer to the owners of sheep. There might have 
been an increase of agriculturists but that would not he shown in our statistics.
185. I see from the figures that the stock traffic has increased;—what is the reason for that? It is 
impossible to tell why a slight increase of traffic has taken place. The traffic to the Bogan varied a few 
thousands backwards and forwards.
ISO. What I was thinking about was that if there had been a decrease in the actual number of stock in 
the district, what reason could there be for an increase in the actual traffic? It would be hard to say 
where the increase came from ; it might come northwards from that district; it might consist of stock 
coming down from Nymagee and Cobar, Tho figures do not prove that the increase arose from local 
stock.
187. Have you any return as to fat stock sent to Sydney ? We get the cast of fats in the returns for one 
annual report. I can give the annual cast of fats, but I shall first have to look up the figures.

MINDTES Off EVIDENCE—RAILWAY FROM BOGAN GATE TO BULBODNEY.

175. What is the area of country within the green boundaries ? 3,696 square miles, 
show the owners of sheep,
176. Mr. McFarlane.'] Taking into consideration the area of country which is likely to

FRIDAY, 10 AUGUST, 1900. t

\The Committee met at the “ Borjan Gate Hotel," Bogan Gate, at 3‘45 p.m.]

Jhescnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiairiian) .

The Hon. Patrick Ltsdesay Crawford Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bogan Gate 
to Bulbodney.

William Todd, forwarding agent, Bogan Gate, sworn and examined:—
188. Chairman."] Do you represent the firm of Hollibonc and Todd? Yes. ,W. Todd.
189. Arc you also a landholder in the district ? Yes, I have been here fourteen years. a_
199. Haro you some knowledge of the development which has been brought about gn this district by the 10 Aug.,1900. 
construction of the Parkes-Condobolin railway ? Yes,
191. What has followed in the way of settlement, increased production, &c., through the opening of that 
line ? Settlement has increased greatly along the route from Parkes to Condobolin. There has been a 
great demand for land, and when land has been thrown open we have had to go to a ballot, and there has 
been from eight to fourteen applicants for each block.
192. Coming along in the train to-day, we noticed a great deal of land adjacent to the railway which is 
not under cultivation, and there does not seem to be much improvement;—what is the reason for that?
I think most of the land which you saw along the railway is held by Nelungaloo station. Apart from 
that there is a reserve along that line, and there is settlement on both sides of the line, which you could 
not very well see from the train. The land on the station is secured land.
193. What is tho area of that land ? About 18,000 acres.
194. Is there much land still in the district adjacent to the Parkes-Condobolin railway which is fit for 
agricultural settlement; but which has not yet been taken up ? Yes; there are largo areas of land, 
winch ] expect will soon fall in, and which is good wheat-growing land. It is now held under lease,
195. Do you think that the construction of the Parkes-Condobolin line has had a distinctly beneficial 
effect upon the district? I am quite certain that it has. When I came here, fourteen years ago, this 
country was all scrub.
196. Taking the district proposed to be served by a line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, how would you 
compare the character of that country 20 miles on each side with the country along the Parkes-Condobolin 
line ? It is similar country for wheat-growing purposes all the way along that route.
197. What area along the route of the proposed line would be sufficient to enable a farmer to make a 
decent living for his family ? 2,560 acres.
198. Would it he necessary to carry out a system of mixed farming? Yes.
199. What is the general tenure of the land ;—is it mostly held in large sheep runs at present ? Yes.
200. When will the leases fall in ? I understand some of them will fall in within three years.

201.
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W. Todd, 201. Do 3rou think the falling in of the leases and the construction of the line will offer attractions to 
farmers who have had experience in wheat growing P Tes. I know several Victorians have come here, 
and have gone 40 miles away from here in search of land for wheat-growing purposes. They consider 
that it is equal to the country they have come from.
202. Is there any wheat cultivation to a large extent in the direction of Bulbodney? Tes; out at 
Bullock Creek there are large areas under wheat cultivation.
203. Do you think the district towards Bulbodney is at present kept back, as far as its agricultural 
capabilities are concerned, for wrant of railway communication ? Tes.
204. The official estimate of the total annual cost of this railway is £12.04G per annum, and the 
anticipated revenue is only £4,400;—do you think that we may reasonably expect within a few years the 
great gap between revenue and expenditure will be bridged over? T think a certain amount of it would, 
because the people would go in more for cultivation if they had a railway.
20o. It has been proposed that a.special financial arrangement should be made, and I find that the people 
of Bulbodney are prepared to guarantee an.annual amount of £1.257, and it is anticipated that the people 
at Bullock Creek will be prepared to guarantee a proportionate amount;—do you think it would be a 
paying concern to the settlers who would take up land in the district to give such a guarantee ? I 
certainly think so. If I were GO or GO miles out from here, I would be willing to guarantee a certain 
amount, because the railway would enhance tho value of the land.
206. What difficulties are the people subjected to with regard to road facilities? It is impossible to get 
in wheat, We have wheat 40 miles from here, and we have been trying for three months to get teams to 
bring in that wheat.
207. Is that the normal condition of things1'? It is according to the rainfall. The roads are easily made
difficult by a very small rainfall. _
208. It is generally urged as one reason in support of lines to districts suitable for mixed farming that a 
largely-increased fat stock traffic might be reasonably anticipated ;—are the stockowners in this district 
handicapped at present with regard to fat stock? Yes; owing to the great distance they have to travel 
before they begin the long train journey.
209. Can we reasonably expect that each small owner on the proposed railway would be able to send in 
small consignments of fat stock where they arc now absolutely prevented from doing so ? Tes. It costs 
a great deal at present to drive fat stock 30, 40, or 50 miles. By the time the sheep get to Sydney they 
look much worse than, they would if they could be put on the railway at once without long driving.
210. Could wc expect much traffic in that way from each holder? That all depends upon the season, 
with regard to the fattening. A lot of stock have gone from here this season, owing to its being good,
211. Can you get three fattening seasons out of five ? We are subject to droughts, and we cannot 
foretell. The rule is to have a few bad seasons, and a few good ones.
212. Mi-. McFarlane.] Has any attempt been made to cultivate tho land along the proposed railway ? 
Yes ; there are large areas under cultivation now.
213. Dor bow long- ? The last three years.
214. Can you give any of the results aud the average per acre ? The average in this district during the 
last three years has been about 8 bushels to the acre. Further out the yield is much better.
215. Would the three years you refer to be considered unfavourable seasons ? Yes,
21G. Would that represent a fair average, talcing tho good years with the bad years ? 3vo ; that is the 
average of three bad seasons. I think you could put the average, taking good aud bad seasons, at 16 
bushels an acre. The last three years have been exceptionally bad,
217. Which are the principal centres of population ? Trundle, Bullock Creek, and Bulbodney,
218. Do they do business with Bogan Grate ? Tes ; the traffic comes here principally.
219. Do the farmers draw wheat to the railway station here ? Yes.
220. What is the greatest distance from which they draw wheat here ? Seventy-five miles—that is from 
Woodlands.
221. Would that pay ? No ; but they grow the wheat and they must get rid of it.

Yes.
Yes; there would

222. Have you done much in the way of forwarding goods along the proposed route ?
223. Do you think the construction of the railway would increase the goods traffic ?
be an increase in settlement, and an increase in goods traffic must follow. '
224. What class of country is it, speaking from a pastoral standpoint ? It is good sound sheep country.
225. What is its carrying capacity per aero ? If the land is well improved it will carry one sheep to 
the acre, taking one season with another. I am speaking of country which is fenced, subdivided, 
scrubbed, and ringbarked.
22G. Is the country fairly well watered ? There is not much permanent water; it has to be conserved.
227. In times of drought have there been severe losses ? Yes.
228. Do they travel stock during times of drought to other districts which are more favoured ? With 
railway facilities they would do so. Sheep have been sent away from hero.
229. In wbat direction would they be likely to go ? East; towards the mountains.
230. Do you think sheep-farmers would avail themselves of tho railway in times of drought ? Certainly; 
I would do so myself.
231. Is this good fattening country ? Yes; after it is improved.
232. Do any fat stock go through here to the market ? Not during the last three or four years, owing 
to the unfavourable seasons, tioveral lots have gone through this year.
233. In good seasons do you think that a large business would be done ? Yes ; they go to the Sydney 
market principally, and also to Orange and (ioulburn.
234. Is there much traffic in store stock ? Yes ; at present a lot of sheep are changing hands.
235. Is the country heavily timbered? Yes; parts are heavily timbered with box, pine, and oak.
236. Is it expensive to clear? Not after it is dead,
237. What is the average cost of ringbarking? About 8d. an acre.
238. Is there much of it scrub country ? Yes ; a portion of it. It consists of pine scrub.
239. If a railway were constructed, do you think that people would go in for cultivation ? I am certain 
that they would.
210. Is there much available Crown land within easy reach of the line ? Yes ; all along it.
241. Are there many large holdings privately hold ? Yes, they are fairly large—from 2,560 acres up to 
7,000 or 10,000 acres. 242.

i
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24-2. Do you Ulink that the holders of 10,000 acres, who have land suitable for cultivation, would be W. Todd. 
likely, in the event of the railway heinjT constructed, to lease the land for agriculture, or cultivate the iaoo.
land themselves, in preference to sheep-farming ? There is quite sufficient land to be thrown open on the 1
proposed route for people to settle on without leasing from the large holders, ,
24i3. Has there been any leasing in the district? There is a little of the halves system worked in the 
district. _
244. Has that been satisfactory to tho tenants aud the owners of land ? Not during the last three years.
245. In favourable seasons, do you think the system is fairly satisfactory ? I think it is more satisfactory
to the landholder. , .
246. Are there agricultural areas suitable for growing other products' than wheat? Wheat is the pirmcipal
product. A little barley growing has been tried successfully. , .
24V. Mr. Shepherd.'] You say that 2.560 acres would bo a fair area for a man to make a living by mixed 
farming ? Yes.
248. How would you divide the industries? My idea would be to farm 640 acres—320 one year, and the 
balance tho second year. In that way you would get better results than if you farmed the whole 610 
acres at once. I would use the balance of tho land for running sheep.
249. What is the average yield of wool per sheep ? About 5 lb., lambs included. _
250. Do you think that any less area would be insufficient to keep a family ? Certainly a smaller area 
would keep a family well if they had good seasons for wheat production, but not otherwise.
251. What is the rainfall in tho district ? About 20 inches,
252. At what time of the year does it usually fall ? Wo have heavy rains in summer, and, as a rule, we 
have fairly good winter rains.
253. Does the rain fall about the right time for crops ? We want early rains to put in the crops, and 
late rains to fill them. The trouble last year was that Ihere were no lato rains.
254. Which would be your market ? Sydney, principally. ... .
255. Would it pay to send hay to Sydney ? There has not been much hay cut in this district; it has 
principally been wheat.
256. Have you suffered much loss in stock from the drought? We have had our share, like other places, 
especially during the last two year®.
257. Would there be any land available hero to receive starving stock in a dry time? No.
25S. We are generally told that a railway will induce wheat-growing, but we saw thousands and thousands 
of acres along the railway to-day apparently fit for wheat-growing, but which did not appear to be 
touched—that was on both sides of the Parkes-Condobolin line ; how do you account for that? On the 
right-hand side of the line most of the land has been taken up in small areas during the last two or three 
years. There is very little Crown land on the right-hand side of the line which is not occupied. On the 
opposite side you come through a large station on which a considerable area is held as freehold.
259. What would be the average size of tho holdings ? About 1,000 acres. The land there has been 
thrown open under homestead selection.
2G0. Is not that rather less than you say would be sufficient for a good living ? Yes. _
261. Is much of the laud out here secured, or is it generally held under lease ? A largo portion of 
IJurrawang station is secured. There are about 100,000 acres of freehold,
262. Do you know tho country between here and Bulbodney ? Yes.
263. Do you say that it is quite equal to tho country about here ? Yes ; it is quite equal to the country 
between here and Parkes. It might be a little more expensive with regard to timber.
264. What does it cost to clear land here? With the timber on it, it costs about 10s. an acre to clear 
the land for the stump-jump plough.
265. How long is it riugharked before it is fit to clear? Four or five years. It costs 8d. or 9d. an acre
to ring it, and the scrubbing depends upon tho thickness of the scrub. _
266. Would there be sufficient timber on the proposed railway to furnish sleepers ? Yes; taking a 
distance of about 16 miles on each side of the line, you would get sufficient ringbarked timber for sleepers 
for the line.
26". Mr. McFarlane.] How long has the country been ringbarked between here and Parkes ? A lot of 
it for fourteen or fifteen years. Some of it has only been ringbarked lately. A lot of that country which 
you came through might be said to be green ; that was owned by the Honorable John Lackey, and no 
improvements were made, except where there was selection. The line has been opened about three years. .
2GS. What class of soil is there between here aud Bulbodney? Rich loamy chocolate soil; further out 
it is inclined to be a little clayey. .
269. Which is the most suitable for agriculture in this district ? Red chocolate soil.
270. How far on each side of the line would the railway serve ? About 20 miles.
271. Chairman!] Is a good deal of the country very scrubby ? Yes, in places.
272. Is it a fact that, in its present condition, without a railway, it is hardly profitable to remove tho 
scrub if you devote the land to sheep farming entirely ? That all depends upon the leases. I am certain 
that if they had a long tenure on some of these stations, they would be quite willing to remove the scrub.
273. In the official report it is stated that only by resorting to agriculture can the country be profitably
cleared of its superabundance of scrub growth, and freed from rabbits and other animal pests ;—you 
agree with that statement generally, with a modification as to the length of the leases ? 1 know very
well that if they had long enough leases they would clear away tho scrub. _
274. Which would be the most profitable to the country as a whole—an extension of the leases or opening
the land for agricultural settlement ? Throwing open the land. ' _
275. Is there anything else you would like to add ? I have made out a statement of the agricultural 
machinery which we have brought into the district. We represent the machinery firms, Massey-Barris 
Machiuery Company and T. Robinson and Company, of Melbourne. Since 1898 we have unloaded here 
130 machines, consisting of ploughs, 17; strippers, IS; winnowers, 9 ; threshing machine, 1; harrows,
7; tread powers, 8; binders, 26; cultivators, 30; thatching machines, 6; chaff-cutters, 8. We have 
ordered ten machines for the coming season. Most of that machinery was sold in 1898 and 1899. There 
were several other orders given besides these; but they were cancelled. There are qtji^r machinery 
agents in the district; hut no records have been kept.

John
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John Christie, farmer, Bogan Gate, sworn, and examined:—
Jfr. Shepherd.'] Where do you live ? I live about 3 miles from Bogan Gate.
What is the area of your farm ? At present it is 1,137 acres.

_ How much of it is under cultivation P" About 100 acres this year, I have only had the land, on 
which I am now living for three years. I leased the remainder of my land for grass.
279. What number of sheep are running on the balance of your land ? There have been 2,000 or 3,000 
at a time ; but not permanently all the year round.
280. About what do you suppose it would average per year? It would carry about ono sheep to the acre
all the year round. '
281. Has it been ringbarked? Tes; by the station. The dead timber is standing on a great portion 
of it.
282. Is it on the proposed new line? No.
283. W bat effect do you think the construction of the line would have ou the district ? I think it would 
very considerably develop the 'district for agriculture chiefly. It would also improve it for stock carrying, 
because the country would be more improved.
284. What has been your average return of wheat to the acre? During the last two years it has been 
very bad. The rabbits were very bad, and the seasons also bad. In good seasons the average would be 
about 16 to 20 bushels per acre, and more in good seasons.
285. Has fruit-growing been tried to any extent? No, except at Burrawang station, and on the other 
side of Trundle and Mr. Toy’s place. Grapes have been very successfully grown there.
286. Is there any timber in the district which it would pay to cut for sale ? Tes, there is a considerable 
amount of pine, which would be very saleable.
287. Are you acquainted with the country along the proposed line? Tes, I lived close to Trundle for 
seven years, and I have been in this district for fifteen years.
288. What is the principal timber that would be available? Pine and ironbark.
289. I have noticed that most of the pine scrub timber is very small; has the timber which you have 
referred to been much used ? There are forests of pine which arc too far away to be used up to the 
present; they could bo utilised if the railway were constructed. There is also ironbark,
290. Do you find that the country upon which ironbark grows is good for agriculture ? No; it is 
generally found on the ranges in this part of the country.
291. What area of land is required to fairly support a family by mixed farming ? 1,280 acres is sufficient 
of good agricultural land.
292. Wbat proportion do you consider should be taken for farming and for grazing? I believe in culti
vating as much of the land as possible. Ton can carry very nearly as many sheep if you farm a great 
quantity of it. Ton are able to feed your stock on stubble dnd straw after you get your crop off.
293. Have you kept stock P Tes.
294. Which pays best, growing crops or running stock? Without a railway, of course, cultivation is a 
loss ; with a railway I would favour cultivation.
295. Have you cultivated land sufficiently long in the district to know what time the land would stand 
cropping without manure? A great deal depends upon the mode in which the land is worked. If it is 
well cultivated it will last twenty years—that is, by giving it a spell occasionally, say once in three years, 
I have known land in this district which has been cultivated for fifteen years in succession.
296. Is that the red land? I am speaking of the black soil.
297. Do you think the black soil would be more durable ? Tes.
298. Does it throw equally good crops ? Tes, where not liable to be under water in winter; a great deal 
of the black-soil country on tho Bogan and Lachlan Hirers is under water in fair seasons,
299. Have yon tried anything except wheat? No.
300. How does it answer for vegetables ? I have grown splendid vegetables during the last few years. 
I have also grown very good melons and cabbages, and also splendid Swede turnips.
301. Have you grown all these crops without manure ? Tes; I have given suitable manure to the 
cabbages,
302. Is there any other information which you can give to the Committee ? I know the Trundle district 
very well. The people there are of a very good class, and with a railway they will develop the country 
thoroughly. AVithout a railway, they can only develop the country at a loss to themselves. They 
cannot possibly grow wheat and send it a great distance at the price now given.
303. What do you consider is a fair distance from a railway to enable a man to successfully carry out 
farming ? Not more than about 15 miles. "
304. To some extent would not that depend upon the roads ? Taking good roads into consideration, I 
would not like to go further than 15 miles from a railway.
305. Chairman.] Are you acquainted with the country right out to Bulbodney ? Tes; right out to 
Dandaloo.
306. Is it all fairly good for agriculture 20 miles on each side of the line ? Tes; the scrubbiest part of 
the land often turns out to be the best for agriculture when cleared.
307. Does it cost much to keep down the scrub where the laud is devoted to pastoral purposes ? Tes; 
it is very bad country to seed, and it is only by cultivation that it can be brought into good condition.
308. Has the district, in spite of rabbits and bad seasons during the last four or five years, been 
progressing steadily ? Tes.
309. Could we anticipate any immediate increase of settlement with a railway ? Tes.
310. Have you had experience in any other part of the Colony ? Tes, in Riverina.
311. How would this district, from a wheat-producing point of view, compare with Riverina ? It is 
superior. There is a greater quantity of good land here than in Riverina suitable for farming.
312. Is the yield and quality of wheat as good as in Riverina ? Tes.
313. What position does the wheat grown here take in the milling world ? It takes a very good position. 
A railway will enable mixed farming to be carried out with great success- Large quantities of poultry, 
pigs, and fruit will also be raised in the district.

11
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.Alexander Join Evans, commission agent, Bogan Gate, sworn, and examined:
314. Mr. McFarlane.'] How long have you resided here? About three years; but I have been fourteen A- J. Evans.
years in the district. _ lOAue 1900
315. Have you a good knowledge of the country through which the proposed line^will pa«s? Yes. s-’ '
316. What is your opinion concerning it ? I think it is a very favourable country for a railway ; it would
also be very beneficial for agriculture and pasture—principally agriculture. _ '
317. How -would you class this country from an agricultural point of view ? Tho best portion of it I 
should call good agricultural country.
318. Taking about lo miles on each side of the proposed line, what proportion of agricultural country do
you think there would be ? With the exception of about 12 or 15 miles of it, nearly the whole of it is 
agricultural country. ,
319. Would the country, which is not suitable for agriculture, he suitable for pastoral purposes ? les ; 
and it is rather good for mining.
320. Where is that country ? At Burra Burra, about 45 or 50 miles from here.
321. Since you have been in the district, has it become more settled, and has there been a marked increase
in population ? Yes ; we had no population three years ago at Bogan Gate. ,
322. In your business have you done much in the direction of the proposed railway ? I have been dealing
with wheat a good deal. 7,000 bags of wheat went through my hands, and about 5,000 bags came from 
that direction. _ ,
323. If the proposed railway wore constructed, would it induce the cultivation of wheat? I think it 
must do so.
324. Would people utilise the land for that purpose rather than for pasturage ? They would use the best 
portion of it.
325. How would the line affect Bogan Gate ? It would affect the carting of wheat, but we have a great 
extent of country. We have 30,000 acres suitable for cultivation.
326. Is this a business centre for the people on the proposed line ? The business passes through here.
327. Do you think that wheat growing at the present low prices is payable? It would pay if there were 
anything like crops.
328. Even at the present low price, with fair seasons and railway facilities, would it pay ? Yes.
329. Are there many inquiries here for settlement ? Yes.
330. Do you think the available Crown lands would be taken up ? Yes; we have a great number of
applications for nearly every block thrown open. ' _ _
331. Do you think that that would particularly be the case if there were railway communication? Yes.
332. How would the cultivation land in this district compare with other districts ? It is equally as good
as the land at Riverina, and it is equal to the land in the Corowa district. _
333. How far would it pay a farmer to carry his wheat to the nearest railway station ? We are carting 
it in here for a distance of 68 or 70 miles.
334. Would that pay ? No.
335. What would be a reasonable distance ? Fifteen or 20 miles.
336. Chairman.] Do you know the country to the west of the proposed line ? Yes. _
337. How far west docs the good agricultural land extend from here? You have good agricultural land 
all the way west; it is on the east that there is a bit of inferior land.
338. You stated that there are indications of minerals on the inferior land; can you give any evidence on 
that point ? We had an Inspector of Mines here lately, and he gave a very good report. There is gold 
in quartz and tin ore at one place.
339. Do you know the country towards the Western line? Yes.
340. It has been proposed to make tho line from Parkes through Peak Hill to Narramine as an alterna
tive to this route. It is supported mainly because it will serve a larger population, and open up a rich 
mineral field;—would the Bogan Gate line, or the Parkes extension, be the most justifiable in the public 
interest? The Bogan Gate line would be. _
341. Do you think there are greater probabilities of prosperous settlement along the Bogan Gate line ?
Yes, I am sure of it.
342. Do you know any holders of land close to the Condobolin-Parkes line who have not yet made any 
attempt to put the agricultural land which they hold to the most profitable use ? No ; every one of them 
is going in for agriculture, and doing all he can in that direction-
343. Is it plain that the construction of the Condobolin line has stimulated agriculture ? Yes; I was 
there when there was not a sod turned over. I have been here since the 5th August, tliree years ago, and 
the increase in agriculture is from 600 acres to 4,400 acres, within a radius of 8 miles from Bogan Gate.
That is in spite of bad seasons. Wo had only a population of men, women, and children of S6 two years 
ago, now we have a population of about 280. They come to school from a distance of 2 miles.
344. What is the average capacity of the wheat-growing land ? I am sure we can get 16 bushels to the 
acre in any season. People are asking us to sell our homestead selections already, and they are offering 
good prices.
345. What is a fair average value of land in an unimproved state? Anywhere near the railway you could
get 10s. to 12s. per acre for land in its unimproved state. _
346. Has there been a steady and consistent demand for land in this district since the construction of the 
railway from Parkes ? Yes; I have inquiries for 2,560 acres conditional purchase and conditional lease 
anywhere from here to Bulbodney.
347. Do you think the settlers, in tho district to be served by the railway, are prepared to pay special 
rates, or special taxes, on land in order to liquidate the deficiency between the revenue and expenditure?
I think they would be willing to do almost anything to have railway communication. Itis quite impossible 
to get teams to carry anything at present.
348. Do you know the rates charged for carriage on the road ? About Is. 4d. a bag for a distance of 32
or 34 miles. _
349. What is the reason for the present dearth of carriers ? I cannot say ; they seem to have gone away; 
some of them have selected land. I cannot get any carriers at present.
350. How many teams are on the road between here and Bulbodncy? We do not get tho Bulbodney
carriage—it goes to Dandaloo and the west. We get wool from Woodlands, which is about 74 miles 
away, ’ 351.
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A. J. Evant, 351. How many teams are on that stretch of road, on an average ? It would he very difficult to say. I 
. have seen as many as eleven ieams unloading in the railway yard; on other days there maybe none at all,

u8’> 0. or only one or two. We have seven teams in to-day with wheat, and they are taking back loading.

IVilliam Thomas Jones, Officer-in-charge, railway station, Bogan Gate, sworn, and examined:—
W. T. Jones. 352. Chairman^ Have you a statement prepared giving details of the goods received at your station from 
' _ A' “the district proposed to be served by the Bogan G-ate-Bulbodney railway ? Tes.

10 Aug.,1900. 353. Will the whole of that traffic, in any case, come to the proposed line ? I cannot say ; but what I 
am about to give comes from Ibe Trundle district.
354. Where is it usually trucked? At Bogan Gate. The figures I am about to give are the actual 
truckings at Bogan Q-ate from those places.
355. Have you a return of the stock trucked here? We truck very little stock here.
356. What are the returns which you have prepared ? They are as follows:—Thirty-nine settlers have
trucked 10,429 hags of wheat, weighing 1,153 tons 10 cwt. Some of the agents have bought wheat, and 
the weighings have been done in their name. What I have given are simply the weighings bv those 
thirty-nine settlers, ”
35/. How long have you been on this station? About five months.
358. Have you had an opportunity of looking at tho books in order to see whether the weight is an
increasing amount year by year ? These figures show an increase on previous years.
35!h Mr. JTyam7\ Ho you know anything about the district? 1 prepared a return a few months ago, and 
my inquiries went to prove that there is a considerably greater area under cultivation this year than in 
the previous season.
360. Mr. McFarlann.'] Is there much passenger traffic between Bogan Gale aud any other part of the 
railway system ? We average between £40 and £50 a month.
361. Ho many of these passengers come from sottlemonts along the proposed line? I should say about 
one-half. The inwards tonnage at Bogan Gate station for twelve months ending 31st July, 1900, was 
1,514 tous 12 cwt., and the freight amounted to £2,452 6s. 4d. Tho wool trucked at Bogan Gate from 
Trundle and district around and beyond, from 1st July, 1899, to 30th June, 1900, amounted to 1,599 
bales, and the weight 245 tons 12 cwt.

Charles Tait, manager, Wright, Heaton, & Co., Bogan Gate, sworn, and examined:—
C. Tait. 362. Mr. Watson.] Can you give the Committee any information as to tho traffic from the direction of 

s Trundle, Bullock Creek, aud Lansdalc ? I have only been a short time here. A great lot of wheat and 
10Aug.,1900. wool comes from that direction. I was here during last wool season, aud a great quantity came in. We 

do not go in for wheat much.
363. What does your business consist in chiefly ? Forwarding supplies outwards, and forage and mer
chandise. There are only three people out there who do a decent business that I know of, and I have 
taken down these figures for May, June, and July :—Mr. Maloney, Trundle, 25 tons ; Mr, Metcalfe, store
keeper, Fifield, for the same throe mouths got up 5 tons.
364. Is that merchandise alone3 Tes. Mr. Metcalfe, 7 miles this side of Fifield, got a little over 
14 tons for tho same tliree months. At present there are shearing supplies going up.
365. Ho they amount to a considerable quantity ? Tho average man gets about 2 tons. I sent some out 
to-day to Mr. Hawley, of Troffs station. I do not think ho has a groat number of sheep,

■ 366. Hoes most of the wool go through your firm ? We do our share of it, and Messrs. HoHibone and
Todd do a fair share.
367. Is there anything else in the district except wheat and wool ? I do not think there is anything else.

William Todd, forwarding agent, Bogan Gate, sworn, and further examined:—
368. Mr. McFarlane.] Are you prepared to give further evidence with regard to timber? Tes; the 
principal timbers are pine and a certain amount of ironbark on the proposed line. There is not a great

10Aug,,l900. quantity of ironbark,
369. Where are the principal forests ? All along the proposed railway, on botli sides. They are large 
forests.
370. Has there been much timber cut in that direction ? No, only locally. We have supplied it from 
here principally, I have been in the timber trade myself.
371. Is there a large timber trade done at Bogan Gate ? Tes; there have been two saw-mills here, which
have cut large quantities. They have cut from 8.000 to 10,000 feet a week on an average, purely for 
building purposes. The plant is capable of cutting 25,000 feet a week ; but the demand has not been 
large lately. -
372. Has there been a local demand? Yes ; for Orange and Cowra.
373. How far are the forests from Bogan Gate ? You are in pine country when you leave Bogan Gate 
light out to Burra Burra and Woodlands.
374. What is the class of pine ? It is a good class. The logs are up to 2 feet 6 inches in diameter. 
They have been getting small in diameter here, because the supply is getting smaller,
375. If a railwmy were made, do you think it would be extensively used for timber? There is no doubt 
of that, because the pine timber here is pretty well cut out.
376. Are there places along the existing railway line which would take pine timber? Yes.
377. Is it because the timber is nearly cut out that the mills are not now fully employed ? No ; there 
are two mills m Parkes. and two in Forbes, which are being supplied with logs from here.
378. Are there many orders coming from stations along the line for timber from here ? Yes ; and a large 
order has gone to Burrawang.
379. What does it cost to carry pine from the forest to Bogan Gate? Three shillings for 100 superficial 
feet for a distance of about 8 to 10 miles.
380. If a railway were constructed, would timber be supplied by the railway ? Yes. At present they are 
carting timber 7 or 8 miles to the line at Yarrabundi, sending it to Forbes.

381.

W. Todd.
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381. Is there much ironbark in the district ? There are ironbark ridges within 15 or 20 miles of the W. Todd, 
railway.
382. What is the class of ironbark ? It is nothing like the coast ironbark. 10 Aug., uoo.
383. Is it faulty timber ? Some of it is sound.
384. Is it pipey ? Some is sound, and some is pipey, like all other timber.
385. Would it be sufficiently good for railway sleepers and girders ? Yes. _
386. Has it been used for that purpose ? It has been used all about here, from 10 to 15 miles, on the line.
387. Are these forests close to the proposed railway ? Yes.
388. If there were railway communication, do you think large quantities would be trucked to be sent to
other parts ? There is not a large quantity to send away. When the railway went through it would 
pretty well exhaust the supply of ironbark. _ ,
389. Do you send supplies to the different townships along tho proposed railway ? Yes.
390. Can you give an idea of the quantity sent yearly? On an average, about J00 tons—that is, 
machinery, produce, and everything else. Last year, during the dry season, we sent a lot of chaff and 
produce as far as Woodlands.
391. Have yon noticed any increase during the past few years in the quantity of goods sent ? Yes; itis 
increasing daily, and so is settlement.
392. Mr. Watson.] Have the mills been kept going liard at their fall capacity ? Ho.
393. What has that been due to ? Lack of demand. _
394. If the mills are not now kept going, where do you expect to get a market for the extra pine that 
will come along the proposed line, seeing that the carriage will be greater the further you go away ? That 
is not the ease, because you would then bo much nearer to the pine. The difficulty arises through having 
to cart the timber from the forest to the mill, which is 7 or 8 miles away.
395. Then, tho mills are not working at their full capacity because there is no demand for the pine at a 
reasonable price, but the road carriage makes it impossible for them to compete ? Yes.
396. Where do the principal supplies of pine for the easterly towns come from now? Harromine,
Traugie, and other places. There is not much scut from here at present, but a great deal of timber has 
gone from hero.
397. What is the price given for pine at Orange now ? . Ton shillings a hundred for sawn timber—that is, 
rough undressed timber, delivered in Orange. They cannot do it now.
398. Would that be cheaper than Oregon pine delivered at the same place ? Yes.
399. What is the freight from here to there? About Is. 6d. per 109 feet; that is on a G-ton truck.
400. You have no doubt that, if a railway goes in this direction aud opens up large quantities of pine, 
there will be a market for it? Yes ; there will be more demand. The pine forests are getting worked 
out right back from the railway.
401. Mr llyam.] Is ironbark country good for agriculture ? Yes; where it grows on the flats with other 
timber the land is good.

Ho ; it is better for wheat-growing than for grazing. 
Yes; it grows at the foot of tho hills and extends

402. Is it good grazing country ? Yes.
403. Would you call it first-class grazing country ?
404. You do not get much ironbark off the ridges? 
out on tho flats,
405. What is the size of the pine you get here ? It averages 15 inches.
406. What length ? Up to 35 feet.
407. Is it tho chief timber of the district ? It is the only timber in the district for building purposes.
408. Does it stand the weather for outside purposes ? Yes; if it is painted aud well cared for.
409. If the timber were sent down to Bathurst and other places, could it be sold in competition with 
American lumber? Yes; they use it down there in preference to American lumber, especially for 
flooring on account of its not being attacked by the white ant, and it is very durable.
410. Is it good for mining purposes ? Ho ; it is too brittle.
411. Is it good for fencing ? Yes; for wire-fencing.
412. How long does it last in the ground? I knew a case in liivcrina where it was in the ground for 
thirty years, and it was quite sound.
413. 1 have known some pine timber to go very quickly—do you know the reason ? It may have been
sap-wood. If you use the hard wood it will last a long time—a good deal depends upon the size of 
the tree. ■
414. Have you noticed whether there is any considerable addition to the area of land under wheat this 
season as compared with last year? I do not think there is a great increase in the area in this district.
415. Is there any increase in sheep ? There is a decrease.
416. Have the losses been heavy in the smaller holdings ? They have all lost a certain percentage, I 
think.
417. Has the lambing been good ? It is turning out very satisfactory. Up to 90 per cent, have been 
marked amongst the small liolders.
418. What is the average r About 75. ’
419. That will give a considerable increase ? Yes; the season has been very favourable for lambing.
420. Will the land here grow anything else besides wheat ? It is too dry for maize. Potatoes might
grow in seasons like this one, but 1 do not think it is a success.
421. Would the district be good for dairying ? I do not see what there is to prevent it.
422. Do you think it could be made a success ? It would all depend upon tho seasons. ,
423. Do you think the district is progressing? Yes.
424. With any great rapidity ? Ho, owing to the seasons ; but the settlement is increasing every year,
425. Have you been here fourteen years? Yes ; in the district. I have a place here.
426. Mr. Watson.] Can you give an estimate of the area under wheat within a radius of 10 miles of Bogan 
Gate ? About 4,000 acres,
427. Mr. My am.] Who are the principal wheat-producers within a radius of 10 miles?
Brothers, Herbert Brothers, Jeffrey, Christie, Dwyer, Drancis Brothers, McCawley, and myself.
428. Would not those holdings mako considerably more than 4,000 acres under wheat? No.
429. Have not Francis Brothers over 1,000 acres under wheat ? Yes ; but theirs is the largest,
430. Mr. Shryhe.rd.] Is the timber almpst exclusively cut on Crown lands? Yes,

231—C ' ' ■ .............................
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Do they put the Act into operation with regard to the size of the timber? Yes.
You say that it is about 15 inches in diameter;—is that the small or the butt end ? The butt end, 
"What is the Q-overnment restriction ? Eight inches, 3 feet from the ground.
Do you say that it costs 3s. per 100 feet to cart 8 miles ? Yes. *
So that in the event of this line being constructed, you think that the timber business would be 

confined to about 8 miles on each side of the line ? The mills will probably be established in the forest, 
and sawn timber will be carted in to the line. You can get the sawn timber carted for about half the 
cost of round timber.
436. Do yon think it is likely that saw-mills would bo started along the line ? Yes, the saw-mills will 
have to work out there; the timber is getting exhausted here.
437. You say that they pay 3s. per 100 feet ? Three shillings per 100 in the log is different from 3s. 
in sawn timber. You only get about two-thirds of the measurement drawing it to the mill.
438. So that really it would amount to more than 3s. per 100 feet on ordinary timber? Yes ; you lose
about one-third. •
439. In the event of their carting the timber 15 or 16 miles, do you think that they would expect to get 
double the price that they charge for carting 8 miles ? No; they would do it for less in proportion to 
the distance,
440. Are they bringing any sleepers from a distance? No ; this line would exhaust the timber supply 
within 10 miles, so that there is not much left on any section of this line. Further away from this there 
are ironbark ridges.
441. Mr. MeFarlanc.'] With regard to the timber you spoke of as being delivered at Orange at 10s. per 
100 feet, would that be 12 x 1 boards ? Yes; that is superficial measurement. In weather-boards it is 
five-eighths of an inch. Only six of them go to a foot, the same as 6 x I, and tliree battens, and 9 inches 
to the foot.

W. Todd. 431,
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SATURDAY, 11 AUGUST, 1900.
[27(e Oommittee met at ike School of Arts, Trundle, at 2'30 p.m.] 

frrjsrnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (ChairsuutO 

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing aline of Railway from Bogan Gate
to Bulbodney.

Thomas Looney, Honorary Secretary, Railway League, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined:—
T. Lnoney. ^2. Chairman.'] How long have you been in the district ? Twelve years.
, _ a. _ ^ 443. Have you a statistical statement prepared with respect to the railway ? Yes.

11 Aug., 1900. 444. For what limits have yon drawn up your statistics ? Approximately not more than 20 miles east, 
west, and north of the line.

' 445. How far out do your statistics go ? About 8 or 9 miles from Bullock Creek, along the line towards 
Bulbodney.
446. What distance will that make from Bogan Gate to the boundary of the district from which you
have drawn the statistics ? About 59 miles. ■
447. Will you give us the totals of the statement ? Number of sheep, 308,533; cattle and horses, 3,016 ; 
pigs, 227; acres under wheat, 23,096; new land put in for 1900, 5,456 acres; value of farming equipment, 
cost price landed on the ground, £20,281 18s.
448. How many producers does that return refer to ? One hundred and fifteen. ,
449. Can you state from your own personal observation whether the agricultural development of this 
district has continuously progressed during the last few years ? Yes. When the inquiry was held 
regarding the detour of the line, via Trundle, instead of Bogan Gate, in 1S95, we had 4,500 acres under 
cultivation. In 1896 1 had an interview with the Secretary for Public Works, and I promised that if ho 
made the railway wc would he prepared to put in about 20,000 acres. The area has grown from 4,500 
acres to a total of 23,096 acres without a railway. We have broken up new land this year amounting to 
5,456 acres. We have also thirty-three new settlers in the district who have not yet got under weigh, 
the drought has put them back. We expect another increase next year of 5,000 or 7.000 acres. _
450. Would the construction of a railway cause a rapid increase m the area of land under cultivation ? 
Yes ; there is a lot of timber ringbarked, and the land is ready for cultivation.
451. Can you give any details as to the yield last year from the 20,000 acres under cultivation ? I did 
not take tho average yields, but about Bullock Creek it was slightly over 3 bags to the acre. Further 
north I believe it was more. I do not regard last year as a good one. There was a late frost, and it 
tipped a lot of wheat, and the rains did not strike us properly.
452. Under what disadvantages do producers in this district now labour ? They labour under a great 
many difficulties. One great difficulty is in getting the stuff away, and in droughty years, of course, it 
would be a great assistance to be able to get fodder into the district or to get stock away.
453. Have you a list of the landholders in the district to be served by the railway who are prepared to 
give the land required free of cost ? Yes ; but it is not quite completed.
454. How many are there ? Ten have signed the list, and two have refused. One is near Bogan Gate, 
and the other is near Trundle.
455. Is it country land? Yes.
456. What is the size of the holdings of those who refused to give the land ? One has 1,200 acres, and 
the other has 80 acres of purchased laud—the latter is near Trundle.
457. Mr. Shepherd.] Did they give any reason for refusing ? They simply say they will not give the 
land ; but the owner of tho land at Bogan Gate said he is prepared to let the Government settle what 
the land is wortn.
45S. Mr. Tfyatn.] Is he far from Bogan Gate ? About 3-J- miles.

459.
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459. Chairman.] Some time ago representations were made to the Secretary for Public Works by a 
committee of Bulbodney settlers, which set forth that they were prepared to make up any deficiency 
between working expenses and revenue on that portion of the line, to the amount of £1,275 per annum.
Do you know whether any similar agreement has been obtained for the portion of the line for which you 
provide statistics, and whether the people along that portion of the line would be prepared, in the event 
of the line not paying, to contribute a proportionate amount to the revenue? Yes. hirst of all, we sent 
papers to the Minister offering to give him an] individual guarantee. We bad it drawn up by a solicitor, 
and sent it down for his inspection, and wo asked if it would suit before we got the signatures ; but it 
was never decided. Then the Public Works Committee passed a resolution in connection with the Byrock' 
to Brewarrina railway, proposing a tax on tho land on a sliding scale. We offered to meet the deficiency ■ 
in that way. In a later interview with Mr. O’Sullivan, bo told ns that he thought it could be met by a 
special railway rate. When the Railway Commissioners were hero they asked me if I could give them 
an idea as to what amount could be collected from those willing to pay.
460. It was stated by Mr. Harper, the traffic expert of the Railway Department, that the inhabitants, if 
deemed necessary, are prepared to pay 2d. per acre on land within 5 miles of the railway; Id. per acre on 
land within 5 to 10 miles of the railway, and a proportionate amount further out;—do you think there 
is a general agreement among the landowners that they are prepared to pay that sum if they get the 
advantage of a railway ? There were some who would not agree to it; but the majority did agree.
461. Do you think that that would be a fair charge while the line is not paying ? We would give that 
rather than not have a line.
462. Mr. Watson.] Do you think that £2,600 is a fair estimate of the revenue which will be derived from 
the railway ? I think it is pretty nearly a fair estimate. I notice that Mr. Yeo, in giving lus evidence, 
said he expected that there would be 4,500 hales of wool along the line. In an average season wc would 
send a little over 10,000 hales.
463. From how far along the line would the 10,000hales come? Between 6,000 and 7,000 bales would 
come from Trundle and Bullock Creek, and the balance from the Bulbodney end.
464. The 10,000 bales would go over half the line on an average? Yes.
465. The amount of revenue which would he derived from wheat carriage over a branch line of this descrip
tion would be comparatively small. For the full distance between Bulbodney and Bogan Gate the 
Commissioners would only get -Jd. a bushel on wheat—that is, if it were sent to Sydney. That is the 
extra amount which they would get. Taking the amount you are likely to have this year off 28,000 acres, 
yielding about 300,000 bushels, an average of 12 bushels to the acre, the amount they would get from that 
would pay only £300;—do you think the majority are willing to give a guarantee to make up any loss on 
the working of the line ? Yes ; it is certain that the majority would assist in that way.
466. Do yon think that the gain would be sufficient to make it worth your while—that is, getting wheat 
carried at Id. a bushel instead of what is now paid ? Yes ; we consider that we would then he better off.
467. What area of land would be put under cultivation if the line were constructed ? It is impossible to 
say exactly, but, judging by results up to tho present, it is likely that a great quantity would he put in.
468. Is there land available for those who are likely to be attracted to the district owing to the railway?
It can bo made available. It is under scrub lease, with the right to throw laud open when tho line runs 
through.
469. With regard to those who have the larger holdings along tho railway, is it likely that they will go in 
for cultivation, or allow others to do so? Yea; a great number would let their land on the halves system.

T. Looney.

n'TugTiooo.

Thomas Quade, farmer, and Honorary Secretary, Farmers’ and Selectors’ Association, Trundle, sworn, and
examined:—

470. Mr. Shepherd.] What is the size of your holding? 1,265 acres. I live 8 miles from Trundle, in a T. Quado,
north-westerly direction. ^
471. Is that on the proposed line of railway? About 4 miles away from it. 11 Aug., 1900.
472. How long have you been residing there ? Two years. I have 170 acres under cultivation.
473. What would you consider a fair average farm for the support of a family in this district at present?
2,000 acres, for mixed farming.
474. How do you think that would be best divided for working? 500 acres for agriculture, the rest for 
sheep and other stock.
475. What is the carrying capacity of the country for sheep ? About a sheep to tho acre, with mixed 
farming.
476. Have any of the settlers about here tried artificial grasses? I have tried lucerne, hut wo find, in 
good seasons, the natural grasses are all right. Sorghum grows splendidly.
477. Do natural grasses produce as much fodder as lucerne? Ho.
478. Are you subject to loss of stock from drought? Yes.
479. What would he the average loss ? Some people did not lose anything, because they were able to 
feed their stock, I am trustee for the Stock Board, and during the last seven years 300 native dogs have 
been killed, and some have been paid for at the rate of £4 or £5 a head.. Last season 13 were killed.
480. Is large stock run to any extent? Ho, they are nearly all sheep.
481. Do you find the distance from the railway station a great draw-back to you ? Yes.
482. What are you paying for the carriage of wheat? I had to pay Is. a bag last year—that is, 3d. a ■ 
bushel. If that Is. was in our pocket wo could cultivate more.
483. Do you think it is any drawback to the sheep-farmers to be so far away? Yes.
484. Particularly to small holders ? Yes.
485. Would they be able to send away twenty or fifty sheep at a time ? Yes ; or they could club together 
and send a truck away.
486. Is there much difficulty in driving sheep here ? It has been almost impossible lately.
487. Is the district fairly well watered ? Yes, chiefly by dams.
488. What is your opinion as to the advantages the district would reap from tho construction of this 
railway ? 1 consider it would clear the country of scrub. Wo would not then have trouble from rabbits, 
wallabies, and wild dogs. Wo would be able to send pigs and fat balloeks to market. We cannot 
compete with other places at present, because we have to pay too much to the carriers.
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489. Do you think the railway would be likely to bo self-supporting within a reasonable time? Tes.
490. Do yon think the agreement to guarantee the G-overnment against loss in the working of the railway 
would be generally participated in? Speaking for myself, I would do it willingly.
491. Do you think that would be fair and reasonable ? Tes; I am wilting to pay 2d. per acre.

Francis "William Gibson, farmer, Trundle, sworn, and examined:— '
F. W.Gibson. 492. Mr. Hyam.'] Do you reside in the district ? Tes ; about S miles from Trundle. I have been here 

n about tivelve years.
11 Aug,, 1900. 493_ What is the size of your holding ? 4,500 acres; that includes the settlement lease.

494. On the conditional purchase and conditional lease land have you much land cleared? 900 acres fit 
for cultivation.
495. Is the rest ringbarked and improved ? Tes.
496. Have you much under cultivation for wheat this year ? 700 acres.
497. How many sheep have you ? 3,750. _
49S. Have you much improvement on the settlement lease? Tes; it has been scrubbed during the last nine 
months.
499. Do you expect to get much from that at present ? No,
500. How long has your land been under cultivation ? Eight years.
501. Has it fallen oil in its producing qualities ? It is hardly noticeable.
502. What has been your average for the last five years ? About 14 bushels to the acre,
503. Taking five years of fairly good seasons, what do you think the land would produce ? About 16
bushels. -
504. What does it cost you to carry wheat to Bogan Gate? We have been paying la. a bag—that is tho 
highest; but I think if we had a good season, with an increase in cultivation, we would not get it done 
at that price.
505. Is some of your land under grass ? It is all under cultivation at present, barring 100 acres.
506. Have you any experience as to the carrying capacity of the land after it has been under cultivation ? 
I think it improves the land.
507. Is nearly the whole of your grass natural grass ? Tes.
508. Do you find that it is fattening, strengthening grass? Tes; during the last few years it has 
improved very much. We have fat stock now fit for Sydney. Eat stock from this district has topped 
the market this year.
509. Is the natural grass here specially good ? Tes. '
510. Have you a variety of grasses? Tes, ,
511. Ton have heard that some farmers in the distiict are willing to make up a portion of the deficiency 
in the working of tho railway ? Tes.
512. Have you joined with the others? Tes.
513. Did you come from Victoria? No, from Eiverina,
514. Will the land here hear comparison with Kiverina? Ten; I came from tho Bcrrigan district, and 
the land here is quite as good.
515. What is the rainfall here as compared with Eiverma? It is better by about 4 or 5 inches. The 
average at my place is 20 or 21 inches.
516. If this line were constructed, would you increase your wheat area? Tes.
517. Would you cultivate much more land ? Tes, up to 1,000 acres.
518. Do you carry other stock besides sheep ? Only a few head of cattle for our own use. The district 
is very suitable for cattle, they become fat.
519. Have you fat sheep now ? Tes
520. Have you found a difficulty in getting to market? Tes. I have to drive them to Bogan Gate.

■ 521. If you could truck them a few miles from your place, would you avail yourself of the opportunity ?
. Tes.

522. Is your place well watered? Tes, by tanks; there is no natural water.
523. Is your place fully supplied ? Tes, we never run short.

Charles James Metcalfe, storekeeper, Fifield, sworn, and examined:—
C.J.Metcalfe. 524. Mr. Watson.] How far is your place from here ? Twenty miles by road, it is 8 miles from the 

a—,, proposed line. .
11 Aag.,1900. 525. How long have you been in the district ? About fifteen years.

526. Have you had any experience of agriculture ? Tes, about eight years. I have been more or less 
connected with it during the whole time.
527. Do you know the country through which the line would pass from Bogan Gate out to Bulbodney ? 
Tes; as far as Bullock Creek, and up to Jumble Plains. From Trundle that would be about 45 miles.
528. Do you know the country east and west of the line ? Tes.
529. How would you describe the country through -which the line passes ? Good agricultural country as 
far as it would cross Bullock Creek. Between that and Jumble Plains it would be about half agricultural 
country, and the other half rather rough, being more fitted for running stock.
530. Taking the country that you know to the west of the line, how far west would the good country 
extend ? Personally, 1 can only speak of about 20 miles.
531. Do you think that for that 20 miles it is as good as the land through which the line goes? On an 
average it is about the same ; where I live it is better. There is no rough country at all for 5 or 6 miles.
532. Do you think that any great development would follow the construction of the line by the present 
route? As far as I know the settlers in that part of the country, they would all go in for a great deal 
more wheat growing. That would apply to my district, and 10 miles further on.
533. Eighteen miles west of Fifield it would lead to extra cultivation ? Tes. There are about twenty 
selectors who have taken up land north of Fifield during the last twelve months—that is, about 5 miles 
from the line.
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534. Is there any cultivation going on at present in the vicinity of Piiield ? There are only twojot C. J.Mctcalfc.
three, except the neiv hands. Some of them have small areas under cultivation. _ i i"7”>'"Iodo
535. Do they grow for hay at present? Yes: one or two have grown a certain amount of wheat this ‘
year. At one place between here and there we have 1,000 acres under cultivation for wheat. That is
sent to Bogan G-ate, about 28 miles away. My district has been more of a mining district than an agri
cultural one, until the last twelve months.
53G. "What has been the class of mining P Principally alluvial. _ _
537. Has that been worked out P The main lead is almost worked out, but there is a considerable area of 
surface work. It is very poor, but with the quantity of water available, they can put a lot of dirt through, 
and it pays them. There arc about 1,000 or 1,500 acres, and the whole of the surface carries gold. With 
water, that will give employment to a number of men for years.
538. Is there any indication of reef outcrops in the district ? Yes ; about 5 to 7 miles out to the north- 
cast there are several copper shows being prospected. Twelve to 15 miles to the north there arc a number 
of roefs being prospected iu wbat they call Lightning Paddock. It has several quart?; reefs carrying gold.
They have got some largo reefs.
539. Has anything been done with regard to tin-mining in the district? Nothing payable. To the north
west there is the Burra Burra tin-field—that is, stream tin. It was worked six or seven years ago, but it 
was deserted. At present there are eight men on the ground. They are making a living, and getting about 
15s. a week. With machinery they could make good wages, and there seems to he no limit to the deposit.
Tho flat is 3 miles long, with several galleys. The assay shows that it is of the best quality, yielding 74 
and 75 per cent. _ .
540. Is anything being done with the copper shows of which you have spoken? No; only prospecting.
Some stone was sent a little time ago to Dapto, but 1 have not hoard of the result. '
541. ilfr, Ryam^\ Is it granite country where they get the tin? There is granite about the head of it,
4 miles away. There is a main dividing range between the Bogan and the Lachlan, and there is granite 
there.
542. Is not the granite poor country ? There is not a great deal of it; Gobondry Range is only 5 or 7 miles 
long. Only the hills are poor, and that grows goodc rops.

Walter Berry, farmer and grazier, Woodview, near Trundle, sworn, aud examined:—
543. Mr. McFarlane.'] Where is Woodview ? Six miles south-west of Trundle.
544. How many acres do you hold ? 7,680 acres. ^
515. Do you use it for agriculture ? Yes. _
546. To what extent? I have 1,700 acres cleared—1,200 in wheat, 150 in rape, and 350 are being cleared 
now. I have 1,750 acres under cultivation altogether.
547. Have you been cultivating for a number of years? Since 1887; but only a small piece until the 
railway was made.
548. What were the results of farming during that period? We had very good crops ; we never had a 
total failure, but we have had five dry years lately.
549. Did you commence iu a small way ? I started with 10 acres, and I increased it to 200 acres when 
the railway came to Parkes,
550. What is the yield in an average season ? Pifteen to 20 bushels per acre.
651. Is there much agriculture in your immediate locality? Yes; wheat and hay.
552. Has that been successful ? Fairly, I think.
553. Where do you send your wheat? To Sydney. My wheat has all gone through Trundle to 
Bogan G-ato.
554. What distance is that? About 22 miles.
555. Do you find it costly P I am nearer the railway than that; hut for the convenience of a better road 
the carriers prefer to come that way.
556. What is the cost of sending it that way ? About Is. per bag. During some parts of the year you 
cannot carry it at any price.
557. Do you know tho country further on than Trundle along the proposed railway ? For some distance, 
but not right through. I know it for about 10 or 15 miles.
558. What is the class of country ? Very good. It is, perhaps, better than my country. _
559. Is it similar to the country on both sides of the line between here and Bogan Gate? I fancy it is 
bettor ; but it is very similar country.
560. Has there been any marked increase in the area put under wheat during past years? Yes ; since the 
railway came to Bogan Gate, and it is increasing. If this railway were made it would increase ten times.
561. Do you also carry on sheep-farming ? Yes; I think they work better together. _
062, Which do you think is the most profitable—using the land for agriculture or for sheep? I think 
that farming is more profitable when you carry as much stock as you can. In dry times one helps tho 
other. The haystacks help to keep the sheep alive in the dry times, and there is a good market for hay 
in the dry times.
563. Do you think that if railway facilities were given those who have large holdings, but who have not 
yet commenced agriculture, would put a large portion under wheat ? Perhaps some of them would not 
bother about it themselves ; but they might lease it on halves or rent it.
564. Has the halves system been adopted in any part of this district ? Yes.
565. Does it work satisfactorily to the tenant as well as to the owner? No; I would prefer farming 
myself. There is a lot of slummed work under the halves system.
566. Out of the area of land which you hold, how much would be suitable for wheat-growing ? All of it, 
except 200 acres.
567. Has there been much inquiry for land for agriculture ? Yes.
568. Have you a knowledge of the Crown lands in the district which would he influenced by the proposed 
railway ? No; hut the small areas are taken up iu homestead selections. I think there ought to he 
combined agriculture and grazing,
569. The only chance, then, for new settlers would he to lease land or purchase it from the large land
owners ? There may he Crown lands in the district which I do not know of. I believe there is on Troff’o 
station. 570,

W, Berry.
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W. Beny, 570. If the proposed line were carried out, would you increase your area under wheat F T propose to 
c^ear UP to 2,000 acres, and then, if it pays well, I will increase the area : hut I have iust about as much 

nAu^l900-land as X care to farm singie-handed. - J
571. Is the land difficult lo clear? "When the timber is dead it is very easy; but if not, it is very 
difficult. The land when cleared at first, cost me £3 or £4 an acre; now it costs 7s. an acre.
572. JDo the landholders speedily clear the holdings which are taken up m the district? As soon as they 
can, as rule; hut not always for cultivation. They kill the timber, aud make it suitable. It depends a 
good deal upon the finances.
573. Mr. Hyam,.'] "Were you the first in the disiriet to make a new departure with forage crops ? Yes.
574. How do you find the rape to succeed? Very well. I have kept ten sheep to the acre for the last 
month on rape, also a Jot of pigs and some cattle.
575. How much did you put m ? 150 acres.
576. How long did it last ? I commenced with a few cattle ; then I turned in ten sheep to the acre, and 
kept them in for a month, I spelled it for a mouth or six weeks.
077. "WIJ1 it last three months altogether ? Yes.
578. You find that that improves the land ? Yes; it cleans the land and enriches it.
579. Have you some lucerne planted ? Yes.
580. How does it do ? Very well.
581. Do you think that rape is a very profitable crop ? Yes, it will pay in two or three ways. I think 
that the bacon has paid for putting it in, and the feed for sheep is all profit.

John O’Brien, pastoralist, Yarrabundi station, near Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
J, O’Brien. 582. Chairman.] How far is your property from Trundle? Ten miles, in a south-westerly direction, 

from here.
11 Aug,,1900. 583. Have you had opportunities of personally investigating the capacity of land in Victoria and 

Riverina ? I have had experience of Riverina and the Jerildorie and Berrigau district.
584. Would you establish a comparison between the character of the land around Berrigan and Jerilderie 
and the land in this district ? I think the land in this district is equally good, if not better, than the land 
in Riverina. We find we can grow a greater variety here than in Berrigan, and the wheat yield is 
greater. ‘

. 585. Is it a district fit for close agricultural settlement ? Yes.
586. Has it been handicapped up to the present by the absence of a railway? Yes; it has been very 
much handicapped, considering that this was ten years ago a virgin forest for 50 or 100 miles, with no 
land ring-barked. During those ten years we have overcome the difficulty of ringing the timber. It takes 
a number of years before you can burn it off. Arow that the timber is dead we can put in 100 acres easier 
than we could put in 10 acres before.
587. Is it a district that absolutely requires railway communication in order to lead to its full develop
ment ? Yes.
688. Do you regard wheat as a crop that cannot stand long or expensive road carriage? Yes; it is 
impossible to make it pay over 10 miles.
589. It has been stated that this proposed line is somewhat too near to the Western lino, and that a line 
running parallel to it, but further west, would more equally split up the good country than tho one now 
referred to the Committee ;—have you some knowledge of the country to the west of the proposed lino ? 
Yes.
590. What is your opinion of that statement? It would be foolish for the Government to build such a 
railway. The rainfall decreases as you go west. There are 7 or 8 inches per annum less in 50 miles—that 
is, between Bulbodney and Melrose. It varies very much between Trundle and ourplace—to the extent of 
2 inches during the last seven years.
591. Is there any other consideration in the character of the country? The character of the country
further on is infinitely rougher, fifteen miles from the Condobolin railway the ground is stony and ridgy, and 
covered with mallee. It is principally held by large stations. The settlement is very sparse and rendered 
very difficult on account of dingoes, wallabies, and scrub. Wheat-growing at that distance will not pay, 
and they could not keep their sheep alive. ‘ ■
592. Do you think that this proposed line is tho best that could be adopted for serving the good agricul
tural land north of the Parkes-Condobolin line ? Yes; there is good land all through, and it is thickly 
settled. I do not think it goes through a single leasehold area, and there is available Crown land adjacent.
593. What is the area of your holding ? 22,000 acres. We cultivated 1,200 acres last year. We have 
800 acres under wheat this year, and 200 acres under fodder crop.
594. Would you be induced to cultivate more by the construction of a railway? Yes; we would go in 
for the halves system. We have had a slight experience of it, and it works very well.
595. Do you think the halves system lends itself to permanent settlement? lam sure of it in this 
district. It is only recently that it has had a trial, but so far it is very satisfactory. Mr. Kerr has 
3,000 acres under the halves system in our direction, and we have 400 acres. We had not the slightest 
trouble with the men ; they came and put iu their crop, then they went aw-ay, and they will come back to 
take it off.
59C. What is a fair average yield for the district ? Fifteen bushels, year in and year out.
59/. Is there anything else you would like to state to the Committee? We have an unlimited supply of 
pine logs in our district, which would find a ready market to the railway. It is the finest timber to be 
obtained anyudiere. _ At present it is useless, Giving to the distance from a railway line, and a demand 
does not seem to exist,
598, Is there much suitable timber close to the line of the proposed railway? Yes; in Bulbodney 
district there is a good deal of ironbark. A great deal of the timber about here has been taken away. 
As to the general carrying capacity of the country, it carries sheep well. Wc can fatten stock here. 
Lucerne and rape grow well. We have had lucerne for eight years. Unfortunately we struck dry years. 
At first it flourished splendidly. There is still a good deal of it left, and it was the means of saving a lot 
of stock during the drought. We have 100 acres of rape, which was put in rather late; it is giving 
good results. We are fattening sheep, and intend to put more land under the same crop.
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599. What percentage of your holding would be fit for cultivation ? There are about 21,000 acres of J. O’Brien.
splendid agricultural land. lYAm 1900
600. Is your holding characteristic of the district ? Yes; the character of the country seems to be *■' ’
similar in every direction about here, with the exception of slight ridges and hilts; but the land is good 
right to the foot of them. . ,
601. jlfr. Hyam.'] Does your holding adjoin Mr. Berry’s property ? Yes ; we take m a little_ ot the 
mountain—about 50 acres—but the richest land wo have runs right up to the foot of the mountains.
602. Mr. Shepherd] How long have you been cultivating lucerne ? About six years.
606, Has the result been satisfactory P Yes ; considering we have had five years’ drought. It has not 
yet given out. We never took hay off it, except in small quantities. We fed the stud stock, horses, and 
cattle in the middle of the drought with but a slight shower, and the lucerne lasted very well. It was the 
means of saving stock which otherwise would have died.
60-1. How long have you cultivated rape? Since April this year. It was put in a little too late. Mr.
Berry’s rape was planted a week before, and got a shower of rain, so that it is ahead of ours. All the 
old cultivation paddocks are under rape. Wo have no means of irrigating, as the water supply is not 
strong enough. We have had no trouble with the halves system. It is likely that next year we will clear 
more land, and let it on. the halves system. t
605. What are the terms ? Merely the halves system. Wc find land cleared, and the seed. The men 
put in the crop and take it off. We take all the responsibility of stacking. If we take our share in 
wheat, they strip it, and let it remain in the paddock, and we cart the hags away—that is, for one season.
The men who do the work are small holders in the district. We do not care about the system under 
which the men come and live on the land.
606. Mr. Hyam] How many sheep are on your country ? 18,000 sheep for the last ten years, but the 
drought reduced them to 13,000. At present wo have 13,000 grown sheep, and 7,000 lambs. We lost 
about 1,500 last year. Wc would have lost many more, but for the bay and wheat grown on the place.

George Frederick Giles, station manager, Troffs, near Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
607. Chairman] Are you the manager of the station ? I am supervising the management of the station 
for the Australasian Mortgage and Agency Company, Limited.
60S. Where is the station ? Seven miles from here, on tho proposed railway.
609. Does the surveyed route practically go through the station? Yes. ^
610. What is the tenure of the holding ? It is under different tenures. There is a scrub lease, divided
into three blocks, having a ten years, fourteen years, and a twenty-one years’ term. _ T . ...
611. Will the construction of the railway be an advantage to the owners of the station ? No ; it will 
not, owing to a condition in the scrub lease by which it is provided that—

In the event of its being decided to construct n railway within 10 miles of any part of tho subject land, the right is 
reserved to the Governor to resume the whole or a. portion of the scrub lease by giving not loss than four months notice to 
that effect in the Qousrnmetii Gazette; and no compensation will be paid for the exercise of the right of resumption. 
Provided that upon the resumption of any land as aforesaid a reduction of the annual rent will be made proportionate to 
the area taken.
612. Are you of opinion that it is more than likely, if the railway were constructed, that a portion of 
the lease would be withdrawn, and the land thrown open to settlement ? I am of opinion that that would 
be the case.
613. Do you regard the land in Troffs station, or in any portion of it, as suitable for closer settlement ?
A portion of it could probably be improved. >
Cl-t. What is the total area in the three leases ? 31,000 acres.
615, How much is suitable for agriculture? Probably one-fourth or one-fifth. It is not really good 
land—it is fairly good. _
016. Would it be a serious matter to the owners of the station if that one-fourth or one-fifth were 
withdrawn ? If the whole of the lease, or a large portion of it, is resumed, it will mean the ruination 
of the station. There is only a small portion of the land secured beyond this area. 
i;l7. When were these leases first taken up ? In July, 1S9S.
01S. Wu-i it not then accepted that it was more than likely the railway would go through that property ? 
I cannot say, because at that time I had nothing to do with the station.
619. How long have you been on the station ? About eight or nine months.
620. I find, by a reference to the official statement concerning this line, that as early as 1896 a proposal
to send a railway up to Bulbodney was before the public ;—do you think those who took up the station 
under the present lease took it up knowing that it was likely that clause 9 would be brought into 
operation ? When I took the supervision of tiie property, I saw this clause in the lease, and I drew the 
Company’s attention to it. They did not seem to clearly understand it up to that time. I cannot speak 
with reference to the previous owners. _
621. Did the Company only take over the property in 1893 ? It was held by other persons, subject to
mortgage, up to that date. '
622. Prior to that, did the people to whom your Company advanced money on mortgage, hold the property 
under ordinary pastoral lease ? Yes.
623. Which expired ? Yes, 1 think so. It was then made into a scrub lease.
621-. What is the rental now paid under the present scrub lease ? £96 19s. Sd, annual rent—that is, for 
31,031 acres. _
625. Can you give the Committee any idea what the annual financial responsibility of your Company is,
according to tho terras of the scrub lease ? It means a considerable outlay. The annual expenditure 
will amount to at least £400 per annum for the full term. _
626. As manager of the station, have you any further statement which you would like to make, with 
respect to the proposed railway ? I simply appear to-day to give evidence, pointing out this clause in the 
scrub-lease conditions. With that exception, 1 would not be against the proposed line. The Company 
has made an application to have a modification of that condition, by way of a guaranteed term of the 
lease. Hu less that is done the run is practically at the mercy of this condition as to the land being 
resumed. If it is resumed, it simply means the ruination of the run.
627. Mr. Hyam] On this station was there a resumed area ? Yes. 628.

G. F. Giles. 

11 Aug., 1900.
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G. F. Giles. G28, "Was not the whole of that land tahen up ? Tes; on homestead selections.
/•“—A—62D. Is it not a fact that the land taken up is not superior to the land you hold at present under scrub
Aug., 1900. leage p J think it was much of the same quality. The scrub lease is not fully improved.

(530. If the Government claim forfeiture under these circumstances, do you not think that the 31,000 
acres would be readily taken up on the same conditions P I do not think it is equal to the resumed area. 
G31. Would it not be taken up by people looking for land ? I think that is possible.
632. Do you not think that your estimate of the land fit for agriculture is very low ? Kb; I mean fair
agricultural land.
633. Is there not a considerable quantity of good agricultural land on it ? That is my estimate—about 
one-fourth or one fifth ; the rest is only fair grazing land.
634. What would it carry if highly improved ? It would require 2 acres to a sheep all the year 
round—that is, in a fair season.
635. That is what you call second-class agricultural land ? I call it fair.
630. Mr. JVafson.] Have you been in this district for some time ? In the Parkes district.
637. Do you remember when the 1884 Act was passed ? Tes.
G3S. Have you been connected with pastoral pursuits during all that time ? Tes.
639. Did not pastoralists have an opportunity to choose which half of the run they liked? Tes.
640. Do you think that in this instance the lessee chose the worse half, when he had the opportunity of 
taking the best ? It appears to me to be the worse half.
641. Of the resumed area, declared in 1384, how much has since been secured by the owners of the station ? 
I am not aware that any of it has been secured, Altogether, there are only 960 acres of secured land on 
the property. That is what makes this clause have such a bad effect.
642. Chairman.] Do you fear that the result of your operations would be lost to you if the land were 
resumed for settlement ? Tes.
643. Which are the improvements that you are forced to place on the land that are most important, 
financially ? The tanks, fencing, and ringbarkiug.
644. Look at clause 13, and see if the tanks and fencing are included in it? What I complain of is the 
loss of the land before the expiration of the term.
645. Ton have only the land on lease at a very low rental; the question is, whether it would be very 
unjust to take the land and throw it open for selection, when clause 13 gives you tenant rights in the 
fencing and the tanks ? Ringing and scrubbing means a great outlay from which wo may get no benefit. 
When the hulk of the work is done the land may be resumed.
646. Would your Company be prepared to hand over, without any trouble, the amount of land necessary 
for the construction of the railway through the run ? I cannot say. If only the minimum amount was 
taken, I do not think there would bo any objection—that is, 2 chains in width.

John Stewart, saw-miller, Parkes, sworn, and examined:—
J. Stewart. G47. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you a good knowledge of the district through which the railway is proposed 

to run ? Tes.
11 Aug., 1900. 648. Where do you get your principal supplies of timber ? At present I have a saw-mill at Bogan Gate. 

I had another mill here, fifteen months ago, at Bullock Creek. I supplied a lot of settlers there.
649. Prom what part did you get your timber? At Mr. Looby’s, about 30 miles from Trundle, in a 
westerly direction.
650. How far from the proposed line ? Eight or 10 miles, ■
651. What class of timber is there ? As good a sample as I have seen in the Colony ; if is the Cyprus 
pine—all good timber. I got over 250,000 feet in cigiit or nine months. Out of the whole lot I only 
threw away three or four logs.
652. Where was your market ? Among the neighbouring settlers.
653. Had you orders from other places along the railway line ? I had letters on the subject; but I could 
not compete with other mills on the Western line, owing to the long carting distance. If there were a 
railway I could compete with other mills.
654. How far from the forest were you at Bullock Creek ? I was right in the forest.
655. What cost per 100 feet would be incurred in sending the timber from the mill to the railway station? 
One shilling per 100 feet, or less, in dry weather.
656. Are the forests extensive? Tes; very extensive. At the last place I got 100,000 feet, and I got 
that inside of 300 acres. Ton would not have noticed that tho timber had come out of the paddocks.
657. As a rule, the pine timber grows small;—is that the case iu the forest you refer to ? No; I had no 
difficulty in getting timber large enough.
658. What is the girth of tho trees ? About 5 to 6 feet, 3 feet from the ground.
659. We have it in evidence that timber is delivered at Orange at 10s. per 100 feet, 12 inch by 1 inch sawn 
stuff;—would it pay to supply timber at that low rate ? Yes.
660. That is, if you had not too much haulage? Tes; if the railway were made, it could be done.
661. Will it cause much increase in timber-getting if there are railway facilities near the forest? Tes.
662. So as to enable the proprietor to execute orders at a considerable distance along the line? Yes. I 
often had letters inquiring what I could put limber on the trucks for. I had a business in Parkes.
663. What is the price of Oregon pine—that is, Sydney price, freight added for boards? I think it would 
cost from 18s. to £1 per 100 feet in bulk, with the carriage added. Prom Bogan Gate to Parkes it would 
add about 9d, per 100 feet.
664. Would local pine be preferred to Oregon pine at the same price? Tes ; even on Government jobs
it is preferred, because it is free from white ant, and it is durable wood. t
665. A ro there any other classes of timber ? Yes; but not in the same quantities as pine. There is 
ironbark, I have been told, a little further out. It would do for railway sleepers.
666. It has been said that the ironbark here is not of such good quality as the ironbark in the coast
districts ? I have had a large experience. I was engaged on the railway from Molong to Eorbes, and 
the ironbark used there was very good timber. 1 am sure the ironbark in this district is the same as in 
the Bunbury and Parkes districts. ■
667. Would it bo suitable for railway purposes ? Yes ; it would be sufficient for the local requirements
of the railway. ‘ 668.
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G68. If tho railway were constructed, do you think, from your experience, that the timber industry would J. Stewart, 
be entered upon largely ? Tes ; in pine timber. , r-
669. "Would the railway be used largely for that purpose? Tes; I am using the existing railway at l-1 
present, and at a disadvantage, because I have to cart logs 8 miles.
670. Supposing mills exist at Bogan Grate at present, would the mills be shifted to the forest if the
railway were made ? Tes; and the timber would be sent by train. There would be a large trade with 
Orange, Cowra, and Blayney. '
671. What is the extent of forest fit for milling purposes ? Almost every settler has a large quantity of 
pine on his land. In one paddock alone, which I saw, it would go into millions of feet.
672. Would that he sent upon the proposed railway ? Tes.
673. Would the haulage be far to any railway station ? Ifo. ■
674. Have you any further information with respect to the timber industry ? If the railway were made 
there would be a large market for timber. I have had a large amount of correspondence on the subject.
I. am sure there would be a large trade in this district. *
675. Have you had experience in other districts where Cypress pine is available ? Tes; in the Dubbo 
district.
676. How docs that compare with the forests here ? The forest at Bullock Creek is the best I have seen.
677. Is it largely timbered ? Tes ; there is a great'quantity, and it is of good quality.

•John Carey, farmer and grazier, near Trundle, sworn, and examined :—
678, Mr. Shepherd!] Where do you reside ? I’ifteen miles north from here. J. Carey.
079. What is the area of your holding ? In partnership with my brother, I hold 7,000 acres. j---- 1
680. Can you add anything to what we have alreadv heard ? With regard to the timber trade on which 11 Aug., 1900. 
Mr. Stewart gave evidence, 1 can bear out what he stated as to the quantity of timber lie cut at our
place. I can bear out all the other evidence given in connection with wheat-growing and grazing, and 
also the quality of the land. On our place we have about 6,200 acres available for grazing. On that we 
have run from 5,000 to 6,000 sheep. In 1898 we had 6,000 sheep on the place, and the same number in 1899.
Those were two very bad seasons. In 1899, by feeding them, we got through with very little loss, only 
from 1 to H per cent. With regard to lucerne-growing, last year we put in a small patch of 5 acres, anil 
so far it has done very well. Last March we put iu 35 acres additional. So far we arc perfectly satisfied, 
and I believe it will be a success. ■
681. Have you attempted fruit-growing? Tes; in a small orchard less than a quarter of an acre. It 
has done very well so far. I may point out that the early settlers have had great difficulties to contend 
with, and we had the same difficulties until within the last year or two. We bad to contend with dingoes 
and wallabies as well as the scrub. There was an association formed in 1893 to put down the wild dog pest.
J believe that since then there have been from 250 to 300 dogs paid for. The rate was £4 to £5 a head, 
and 30s. a head for pups. How they are almost exterminated.
682. Have the dogs destroyed many sheep ? In past years we used to lose, on an average, about 10 per 
cent. Wo lost more through the sheep being knocked about. Latterly our losses have been trifling.
The wallaby pest has been even a greater drawback. In the first six months of 1897 wo killed 4,000.
They eat out the best grasses.
683. Have you a good knowledge of the country along the proposed line ? I have from Bogan Gate lo
15 or 20 miles on the other side of Bullock Creek. .
634. Is that all fairly good country? Tes. From here to Bogan Gate is a fair average of it. If 
anything, land on the northern end may be better; it does not require so much rain as the land on the 
southern side; fully 90 per cent, of it would be fit for cultivation. There are some rough hills; but 
10 per cent, would more than cover that.
685. Mr. .flyam.] Do you think closer settlement would do away with noxious animals ? Tes. The 
scrub is a harbour for them.
686, Where the country is ringbarked, improved, and scrubbed, have you few wallabies P Very few.
6S7. Have you the rabbit ? Yes; but-up to the present they have not done much damage ; they are easily 
kept in check by ordinary precautions.

Henry Ilollibone, commission agent and station manager, Mordialloc, near Trundle, sworn, and
examined:—

688. Mr. McFarlane.] Where do you carry on business ? My firm carries on business at Bogan Gate, H. Hollibone.
aud I am also managing a property in this neighbourhood for Mr. Foy. \
689. What is the area of the run? 10,000 acres, and it is 5 miles north of Trundle. HAug,I]90Q.
090. Have you a good knowledge of the country through which the proposed line passes ? Tes; I have
been all over tho country from here to Bulbodney.
691. How would you class the country generally ? It is all good agricultural country.
692. Does that apply for a considerable distance on each side of the line? Tes, right through.
693. Do you know the country well between bere and Bogan Gate on both sides of the line ? Yes.
694. How would the land further on compare with that? Tho land further on is much better country.
Trundle hardly touches the best part of the agricultural country.
695. Can you give any particulars of your station ? Wo go in for wheat-growing and sheep. We have
about 2,000 acres under wheat this year. ■
696. What are the results ? Our average is about 15 bushels to the acre. We have had as high a yield 
as 40 bushels of wheat and 60 .bushels of oats to the- acre; that was in 1894, which was a very good 
season.
697. Do you. carry the wheat by road to tbo railway station? Yes; it is a distance of about 20 miles 
from the cultivation to Bogan Gate.
698. Have you any particulars to give with regard to the operations of the station ? We run from 
7,000 to 10,000 sheep, Wc have 10,000 sheep this year. Wo leased a little country for a few months to 
keep them in case of drought. I bought 10,000 wethers off the shears to put on the land. We intend 
to carry them on 10,000 acres.

234—D 699.
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H. Hollibone. 699 advantage would the railway be to you ? It would be a great advantage in agricultural
llAultiob ?urBU^8‘ ^re would go in for wheat-growing on tho halves system. We have 10 acres of vines—they 

“E'’ • d0 very well. We would also have pigs—we have only a few at present; 200 is tho most we have had;
the dry year was against them; in good seasons they do very well.
700, Do you think that tho construction of a line would greatly increase settlement ? I am certain
of that. '
701. Ton have heard all the evidence given to-day ? Tes.
702, From your personal knowledge of it, do you endorse it? Tes; it is all correct.
703. Mr, Did you hear Mr. Giles give his evidence? Tes.
701. Do yon know the country which he was talking about, and do you tbink his evidence respecting the 
amount of land available for agriculture is correct? No ; I think his land is equally as good as the 
selectors’ land. The only difference is that it is unimproved ; tho country is all good.
705. Would a large proportion of that land be fit for cultivation ? Tes.
700. How much ? All of it, except a few stony ridges. vTen per cent, ought to cut out all the bills; 90 
per cent, of tho land would be fit for agriculture.

William Herbert Cannon, grazier, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined:—
W.H.Cannon, 707. Mr. Wafson.'] How long have you lived in the Bullock Creek district? Twelve years.

"x 70S. Do you wish to make a statement with regard to the proposed railway? Tes; I am thoroughly 
II Aug., 1900. acquainted with the resources of this district. The construction of the railway would open up one of the 

finest wheat centres in the Colony. My experience during the last twenty-five years enables me to say 
that the yields obtained in this district are greater than those obtained in the Goulburn Valley. Victoria, 
and in Riverina, In 1897 I had a yield of 26 bushels of wheat to the acre. The highest yield 1 obtained 
when living in the Goulburn Talley was 16 bushels to the acre. The rainfall there is 16 inches; here the 
rainfall is 20 and 21 inches. The lasting capabilities of this land are much better than in the other 
districts I have mentioned. The reason is that it has richer soil, stronger land, and a better rainfall, 
therefore the yields must he greater. Another great industry which would be promoted by the 
construction of a railway is the growth of Chevalier and Battledore barley. The colonies are about to 
federate, and that will mean the imposition of a duty on imported malt. We shall probably have malting 
houses erected, and grow our own barley. Where we get a yield of 18 or 20 bushels of wheat to the 
acre, we would be able to get 48 to 50 bushels of barley per acre. The land is very well adapted to the 
growth of that crop. Another large line of traffic would be secured to the railway, owing to the fact that 
we possess an unlimited quantity of pine timber suitable for building. All the good pine has been cut 
out for a considerable distance along existing lines of railway. Men with large sawmill plants are only 
waiting for this line to bo built, in order to move those plants into this district. Tliat means a large traffic 
for a long time. There is no better agricultural land in this Colony or in Victoria than is to be found in 
this district, which we ask the Government to open up by means of a railway. It does not mean opening 
up 35,000 acres of good country ; it amounts to 1,400,000 or 1,500,000 acres. It is beyond doubt that this 
railway will be a good paying line, because the land is here in quality and quantity to supply it witli 
traffic. If the railway be built, there is a great future in store for the settlers; if it he not built, it will 
be a great pity to leave such a magnificent agricultural district undeveloped. Another great advantage 
of this line is that it equally divides the country between the Condobolin and the Bourke railway lines. 
I think that the estimated coat for tho construction of the line is too high, as compared with tho cost of 
the Condobolin line, and other light railways—that is, with the exception of the extra price for steel rails.
709. That amounts to £250 per mile alone ? Tes; but that does not account for tho extra high estimate.
710. The engineers say that the reason for the increased cost, irrespective of the extra cost for rails, is 
more particularly the number of bridges to be constructed, and the slightly heavier earthworks necessary, 
and we can fairly leave the estimate of cost to them ? Tes.
7L1. Do you think we are likely to get as good results from this line as from the Condobolin line? 
Better, in my opinion ; it runs through a better district with a better rainfall.

David Jones, selector, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined :—
1.17, Jones. 712. Mr. Hyam,] Do yon reside near the proposed station at Bullock Creek ? Yes; the railway will run 

half a mile from my land.
11 Aug., 1900. 713> area do you bold ? 5)7G0 acrea

714. How much under crop ? 430 acres under wheat.
715. How many sheep have you ? 3,000.
716. Are you fully stocked ? No,
717. Do you experience any difficulty in getting wheat to market ? Tes; I have nearly 800 bags on hand 
now. I am offering 2s. a bag for cartage, but 1 cannot get any teams.
718. What is the reason? The roads are bad, and the teams seem to be scarce. It does not pay a farmer 
to cart his own wheat.
719. If you had a railway would you be able to send your wheat to market at once ? Yes.
720. Supposing the proposed railway were constructed to Bullock Creek, would you increase the area 
under wheat ? Yes; I would double it.
721. Do you know the nature of the country further on towards Bulbodney ? Tes.
722. Is it equal to the country you occupy ? Tes.
723. Do you consider that your country is equal to the land in the Trundle district ? Tes, fully equal 
to it, if not better.
724. Is the country out towards Bulbodney equally as good as yours ? Tes.
725. What is the proportion of inferior land ? Not more than 100 acres in every 1,000.
726. If this line were constructed, do you think a very large area of land would be put under crop at once ? 
Tes; in the course of a year or two.
727. Do you think that the railway would induce a great deal of settlement? Tes; and the share 
system would be largely adopted.
728. Would your land grow lucerne? fes, 729.
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D. Jones.729. Did you hear Mr. Berry give his evidence as to rape ? Tes; Mr. AVatts put iu some last year, and

it grew very well. It was a dry season, but the result was very satisfactory. - ■
730. What rate of carriage were you in the habit of paying until the roads got into their present bad ^ 
state ? Generally Is. 6d., and never less than that.

Frederick Charles Herzog, farmer, Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
731. Mr. Shnpkerd.'l "What area do you hold ? 640 acres ; and I have over 300 acres under cultivation, 
^32, Do you grow wheat? Tes ; but if 1 got a Railway I would go in for pig-breeding.
/33. Have you tried fruit-growing? Yes ; 1 am an experienced fruit-grower from the Albury district.

Have you tried fruit-growing here ? Tes ; peaches, pears, apples, plums, and grapes. In good 
seasons I can grow them belter than in the Albury district.
735. Would it be too far to cart fruit to Bogan Gate ? It would not pay me
736. Would you be likely to go in for fruit cultivation largely if the railway were made ? 1 would go in 
for wine-making and fruit.
73/. What has been your success with farming generally? There has been no success at all for five 
years ; tho weather has been too dry.
73S. Do you agree generally with the evidence you have heard ? Yes.

P. C. Herzog.

George Charles Little, farmer and grazier, near Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
739. Chairman.] Where do you reside ? Ten miles from Trundle, on the proposed line. I was present G. C. Little,
when the Troffs scrub lease was recommended by the Land Board. This line of railway was previously 
advocated, and the applicants were asked if they were willing to accept the lease with the present llAng., 1900.
conditions, which the Oommittee have read. These conditions were recommended bv the inspector. It
was with their eyes open that they agreed to take the lease. With reference to the statement as to one- 
fourth or one-fifth only of the holdings being fit for agriculture, 1 am certain that there is not more than 
5,000 acres out of tho 31,000 acres unfit for cultivation. I know all the country well, and also all the
country on the proposed line to Bulbodney. I can form a very fair estimate as to what land is unfit for ’
cultivation on each selection. 1 confirm what has already been stated in evidence, and I am of opinion 
that we have the largest area of wheat-growing land which it is possible lo open up by railway in Hew 
South Wales. It will all be required to supply Sydney after Federation, because we know tbat then all 
the wheat grown in the southern portion of the Colony will go southwards. It takes from seven to ten 
years to get tho country fit for burning; but after that time it goes ahead by leaps and bounds, because 
the land is then very easily cleared.
740. From your conversation with various landholders and settlers on the route of the proposed railway,
are yon prepared to state that the majority are willing to pay either special rates or some special tax to 
make up the anticipated deficiency on the working of the line, so long as there is a deficiency ? Yes ; 
they are quite satisfied in their own minds, judging by tho development which has taken place during the 
few years wo have been here, notwithstanding the droughts, that the line will pay its way almost from its 
inception. The greatest part of the cultivation has been put in with the expectation that the line will he 
made. At Bullock Creek and other places they are only preparing their holdings for this line. When 
the line is made what has been done will be no guide as to what will be done in the future. That is one 
reason why the people in this district are fully prepared to guarantee any loss. '
741. Mr. Hyam.] How many acres have you ? Little Brothers have 4,000 acres.
742. Is the whole of your land improved? Yes; the whole of it is ringbarked,
743. How much have you under crop ? 450 acres.
744. Could some of the ringbarked land now be cleared at a very small cost ? Yes; from 5s. to 7s. per 
acre.
745. Is 5s. per acre about the cost of clearing improved land? No one would care to give over 7s. an
acre. ■
746. Should this railway be constructed to Bullock Creek, will you increase the area considerably? Yes; 
it will be increased as much as possible, with a view of laying down lucerne. It improves the country 
very much. The barley, grass, and trefoil which follow will incrca.se the carrying capacity three times.
Wo have now tho eighth crop which has been grown successively on one paddock. The yields have been 
as follows :—In 1893, 3 hags ; in 1894, 6 bags ; in 1895, 3 bags ; in 1896, 4 hags ; in 1897, 6 bags ; in 
1898, 4 hags; in 1899, 2 bags; and the eighth crop is now the best. That does not represent the average 
yield on the holding. Large areas had been sown late, and we got nothing. This particular paddock 
we clear first.
747. Have you planted some fruit-trees ? Yes. '
748. How are they doing? They bear splendidly.
749. Can you carry one sheep to the acre ? Yes; fully. Our country was spoiled in the past owing to 
tho great plague of wallabies. One scalp receiver alone received 32,000 for one quarter.
760. Is the district absolutely free from rust or any other disease in wheat ? It is not absolutely free from 
rust, hut I never knew it to affect the grain but once, and that was a small area last year. It grew very 
quickly and very rank, and the grain shrivelled; it then went three or four hags to the acre.
751. Was your yield last year affected bv the frosts ? Yes.

MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 13 ATJGYST, 1900.
[The Committee met at the <! Trundle Hotel," Trundle, at 9 a.mi]

$ resent
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CflAmiAs).

The Hon, Patrick Lindksat Crawford Shepherd. .Torn Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon, Solomon Herbert Hyam. John McEarlase, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bogan Gate
to Bulbodncy.

John MoEadden, post and telegraph master, Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
J.McFaddcn, 752. Chairman^ How long have you occupied your present position ? Eight years,

753. Has the rerenue increased since you have been here ? Tes, very considerably. That is also tho 
13 Aug., 1900. case since I gave evidence last before the Committee in 1895. There has been a very large increase in

mail work.
754. Have you any statistics ? Tes. About 1,500 letters pass through the post per week; about 70 
mail bags per week are made up here. That is a considerable increase. About 330 telegrams pass 
monthly. There have been three telephones connected with the office since I gave my last evidence. The 
commission on money orders and postal notes has increased by ahont 100 per cent.

[The Qommiitee met at “ Lara" at 2 p.m.']
George Charles Little, farmer and grazier, near Trundle, sworn, and further examined :—

G. C. Little. 755. Chairman!] Do you wish to give further evidence ? Tes : I wish to correct an item in my evidence, 
f — a —' which I gave on Saturday, by stating that there are 7,000 acres of land on the Troff’s Station unfit for 

13Aug., 1900, agriculture. I think I stated that there were 5,000 acres unfit for agriculture. I also wish to say that 
I have had some experience in poultry raising, and we get a full supply of eggs all through the winter. 
We sent a large quantity to Sydney in a preserved state, but with better communication we would be able 
to send a regular supply of fresh eggs. At present wo lose 3d. per dozen, or more. We have also 
grown amber cane in the district. The first year it attained a height of 7 feet; the second year it shot 
from the roots, and attained a measured height of 12 feet 0 inches. I am of opinion that this is a 
first-class dairying country, when we have this means at our hand for supplying fodder during the few 
dry months.
756. Thero is a suggested proposal to connect Parkes with Peak Hill and Tomingley ;—if that line were 
built, would it accommodate tho traffic between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney—say, 15 miles out from 
Bogan Gate ? Ho.
757. Why not ? We are over 20 miles from Trundle now. It would not accommodate even this place 
too well, as the lino would traverse several creeks, which are anabranches of the Bogan ; it is heavy black- 
clay country.
758. Are there any stony ridges to get over ? There would be one piece of rough country near Gcnnaren. 
Erom Parkes to Tomingley itis undulating country, bounded by the Harvey’s Bange, close in on the right 
side, which is a tract of the most worthless country I have seen. The Harvey’s Bange extends the full 
length, and they come right to Tomingley. Then such a line would have good country only on one side.
759. Is it a reasonable conclusion that the line now before us would almost equally split the good land ? 
Tes ; this line splits fairly the real agricultural country. Ton miles from hero you get on to the clay- 
pans of the Bogan.
760. What direction is that from this Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line ? Ten to 12 miles north-east.
761. What would be the general average of good country on tbe west side of the Bogan Gate to 
Bulbodney line for a distance of 20 miles alongside the lino ? The agricultural country would extend 
about 20 miles, but it is all good country. The clay country, to which I have referred in another answer, 
is good fattening country.

Thomas Carey, farmer and grazier, near Trundle, sworn, and examined :—
T. Carey. 762. Mr. McNarlanel] Do you own land in this district? Tes.
,----\ 763. What area? My brother and myself own 7,000 acres.

13 Aug., 1900. 764. What class of land is it ? It is all fit for agriculture, except 200 acres.
765. How many acres do you cultivate? Altogether there is cleared 550 or 560 acres. A few hundred 
acres are let on shares.
766. On what terms do you let tho land ? We clear the land, and the share-farmer finds tho plant. We 
find the seed for the first year.
767. Do you let the land on a term of years ? Tes; for three years in this case. We get a bag to the 
acre for the use of the land out of his crop,
76S. Then it is not on the halves system P No ; on shares.
769. Has that system been generally adopted in this district ? It has not been so liberal as our terms. 
There are farmers working on the shares system. Although our terms are liberal, they pay us—that is 
to say, it would be the case if we were nearer railway communication.
770. Has the halves system been satisfactory in this district ? Wo have found it very satisfactory, so far.
771. Do the tenants appear satisfied ? So far as I know, they are satisfied, and they seem inclined to go
on with it. .
772. Is the land good for wheat-growing ? Tes.
773. What is the average yield per acre? Last year it averaged 14 bushels to the acre of first-class wheat.
774. Was that a good average season ? No ; it was one of our driest seasons.
775. Taking five years of ordinary seasons, what would be the average ? Prom three to six bags per acre, 
with an average of 18 bushels—that is, wheat put in earlv at the proper time.

' ' ' 1 r ‘ 776,
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77G. Where do you Bend your wheat to market ? To Bogan Gate, for Sydney. We sent some of it home T^Carey. 
to England through the Banners aud Settlers’Association. That wheat was graded by the Board of .TA.
Exports, and our wheat was marked A quality—that is, the first quality. I believe that some wheat from US'» *
this district was marked B quality. That proves that we have grown first-class wheat in dry seasons. ■
777. Did sending it to London prove remunerative ? We have not yet got tho returns, but I think they
will leave a fair profit. ^ f
778. Will the business of sending wheat to London increase ? T think so. The Farmers and Settlers 
Association will handle the wheat only once, and we will ship direct through them. Kb doubt, a lot of 
wheat will be sent direct from the farm to the ship, in that way cutting down expenses. We find the 
cartage from here lo Bogan Gate almost as expensive as it is from Bogan Gate to Sydney. Bogan Gate 
is 30 miles from here.
779. What does cartage cost ? In summer, Is. 3d. per bag. We had great difficulty, a few months ago, 
in getting teams to take the wheat away at Is. 6d. per bag. We held some over in case of a drought, as 
we might want to use it for sheep feed. We fed our sheep on wheat, and pulled them through the drought.
We hold some wheat every season in case of drought, _
780. How far is your property from the proposed railway ? About 10 miles, . _
781. Would it pay you to grow wheat in larger quantities if you had only 10 miles cartage instead of 30 ?
Tes, on the shares system. There is not only the cost of haulage at present, but also the uncertainty of 
getting teams. As the country becomes fenced, the carriers’ horses will have to bo fed, and the work 
will be more expensive. At present tbo carriers only make a living. _
782. If the proposed railway were made, would you be inclined to extend your agricultural operations?
Yes ; we could go in for a couple of thousand acres. _ _
783. Would that be the case with others? Yes, even with the low prices now paid. We find that it pays
even at one bag to tho acre. It left us a return, after all expenses, of close on 7s. Gd. an acre. ^
781. Have yon long been engaged in farming? Yes, all my life. I was in tho northern districts of 
Victoria since 1873, _
785. Which would pay best—to put the agricultural land under wheat, or to have it under sheep ?
Agriculture would pay best at a distance of 15 miles from a railway station. _ _
78G. How would you class tbo country likely to bo influenced by tho proposed railway? Eirst-class 
wheat land, ,
787. What proportion of it is suitable for wheat ? Only 10 per cent, would not be fit for wheat growing; 
perhaps not even so much.
783. Would the land, which is not suitable for wheat-growing, be suitalde for pastoral purposes ? Yes; 
a few stony ridges would not he suitable.
789. Mr. iLyam.] When you let your land on the shares system, at what time of tho year did the men 
come on to it to get ready for the crop ? In March.
790. When would they go off ? They camp there the most of the year.
791. Do you run your stock on it ? Yes; we have the run of tho stubble for four months.
792. You do not alienate the land for three years ? Ho ; we have tho uso of it as far as grazing on the
stubble is concerned. That is a very great consideration in dry times.
793. Do you get 7s. Gd. rental and the use of the land for four months iu the year ? Yos ; and when
that is all done it is highly improved for grazing. Another thing is, you would get the scrub killed. AVo
intend to lay down some of this country with lucerne.
791. Chairman^] Have you tried a small area with lucerne ? Yes. _
795. With what results? Quite satisfactory, and we intend to go on with it. AVe sowed last year in
October ; this season wc sowed some in March. I think the spring sowing is tho best.
79G. Do you think it is very likely that you will be able to permanently establish lucerne here as a fodder 
crop ? Yes ; it would more than double the carrying capacity of the land.
797. If lucerne growing becomes a success, would it lead to a discontinuance of agricultural operations, 
and a heavier stocking of the runs? Possibly ; bnt I do not think so.
798. Does lucerne growing enable you to carry on mixed farming ? lies, far bettor. There would not
bo a less acreage under wheat; there would be a decided increase for many years. If the land was put
under lucerne for a few years, it would be giving it a rest. Lucerne growing is likely to double the 
carrying capacity of the land.___________________

Robert McArthur, share-farmer, near Trundle, sworn, and examined:—
799. Mr. Hyam] Do you reside in this district? Yes; I have been here for seven years. R.McArthur.
800. Have yon been working on the share system alt the time ? No; for one year. \
801. How many acres do you cultivate ? 200. 13 Aug.,1900.
802. How many bags to the acre do you get? A little over three and a half; it averages 15 bushels.
803. AYhat terms do you get? I gave the landowner 250 bags. I have thirty-eight bags sown for seed, 
and I sold 408; then'l have so much for horse-feed.
804. How much do you give Lo the landlord? One bag to the acre.
805. AVhere do you market your wheat ? Sydney.
806. AVhen you gave the landlord a bag to the acre, did he have to deliver the wheat himself? Yos; I 
only carted my oun.
807. Where did you take your wheat to? To Bogan Gate, about 31 miles away. I engaged teams at 
Is. 3d. per bag. That was the highest price. I sent it in the summer, and I had great trouble in getting 
the teams.
808. Do yon consider that a low rate? Yes. I shall have to pay more this year. The crops are 
looking favourable, and no teams are about. Carriers have been going in for farming, and taking off 
their teams,
809. Have you boon farming long ? I have lived on farms all my life.
810. Do you think this is a good district for wheat and lucerne growing ? Yes; and for amber cane,
811. Is the system under which you arc working a profitable one to you ? Yes; it would pay me if I
had no difficulty in getting the wheat away. _ _ _
812. At wbat distance could you make a decent living ? AVithin 12 or 15 miles of a railway. _
813. AYould you be afraid to go in for share farming at a distance of 15 mile? from a railway? Ho ; if
I got the same terms, 814,
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H. McArthur, ^r0 others working on tho same conditions ? No ; there are some on different terms.
13 AutT iloo ^ou uPon your terms as exceptionally favourable ? They were the best I could get. To show

■’ 'the quality of the wheat we grow, I may say that the share I gave to tho landowner was graded A by the 
Board of Exports,

Annie Tomkins, Lara, sworn, and examined :—
Annie 816. Chairman.'] How long have you resided here? Seven years.
orn^ ms. g]^ TVliat is your opinion of this district, from a poultry-raising and dairying point of view ? It is a

13Auc 1900 sP^eTi^’d country for poultry. Very few go in for dairying, because wc have no means of getting away 
'' "the produce; but from our experience in supplying ourselves it is a very good country for dairying. We 

have only two or three cows milking, and they keep, not only a large household, but we are able to sell 
to the men on the place. We would go in for dairying if wc could got the produce away.
S18. Have you had experience of dairying in any other part of the country? Tes; my relatives kept 
cream separators. We did a little of it ourselves in Riverina, but we were near a market there.
819. Do you think that, with a railway, largo consignments of poultry would be sent from here ? Tes ; I
know two or three who have made up their minds to keep poultry. I intend to do so myself. We can 
only get Is. 6d. or 2s, for a turkey at Parkes. We rear 100 to 150 for our own use. I would double 
that number if I could sell them.
820. Would eggs be a fairly large article of production ? Tes; Messrs. G-ibson sent 75 dozen to Parkes 
and Orange.
821. Do you think tbat both poultry and egg-raising is stopped by want of communication ? Tes. If we 
had the railway, we could get to Parkes in one day. Two of my daughters intend to engage in the 
industry.
822. Can you give us any information as to fruit-growing in tbe district ? Yes, it grows splendidly. We 
grow plums, peaches, apricots, apples, figs, and grapes. We do not know what to do with our fruit. We 
have made our own raisins.
823. Can you dry the raisins by ordinary exposure to the air ? Yes; I have made cases of them. We can 
dry plums and peaches. We preserve the peaches ourselves. A great many would go in for bacon and 
ham curing if wo could get it away, because thero is a lot of cracked wheat to feed pigs.
824. Mr. JiyamC] Do the fowls in this district lay nearly all the year round ? Tes ; we arc very seldom 
without egus. They lay in winter, and we are getting 3 or 4 dozen a day now, and also turkeys’ eggs.
825. Could you take advantage of-the high prices in Sydney during the winter months ? Tes, certainly,
826. Could you send large quantities of poultry ? If we had the means of sending them away we would 
improve our poultry. It does not pay at present. When eggs are Is. Gd. a dozen in Sydney they are 9d. 
in Parkes,
827. Are turkeys very easily raised here? Tes.
828. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you lived in the Doniliquin district ? Tes.
829. Have you some knowledge of dairying ? Yes.
830. How does this district compare with the Riverina district? It is better, because it is a cooler climate, 
and there is a better way of making it.
831. Do you use a separator here ? No ; we churn it ourselves.
832. Afr. ITyam.] Would you use a separator if you had a great number of cows ? Tes. Our vegetables 
go to waste for want of a market; they grow splendidly.

\The Committee met at “ Tullamore," Bullock Creek, at S'dSy.Mi.]
Thomas Loobey, farmer and grazier, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined :—■

T. Loobey. 833. Chairman!] Can you tell us how far along the course of the proposed line from Bogan Gate your 
property is situated ? Over 40 miles.

13Aug,, 1900.834. How far in a direct line are you from the surveyed route? Seven or 8 miles.
835. What is the size of your holding ? 2,560 acres.
836. How much have you cultivated ? 300 acres under crop this year.
S37. How do you describe tbe country immediately around your holding ? It is a rich red loam, tbe same 
as the country between Trundle and here.
838. What proportion of the country within 20 miles of the railway line and about your property would

■ be suitable for agriculture ? Forty miles from my place to Narramine, which is our railway market, the
land is all good.
839. How far to the east and west of the proposed line does the good country extend ? About 42 or 43 
miles from my place, right up to Peak Hill, is fairly good land.
840. In an ordinary season, what would you say was an average yield in your vicinity ? Five to six bags
per acre—that is, 20 to 24 bushels. * *
841. What is your market at present ? Narramine.
842. Are your agricultural operations considerably handicapped by reason of your distance from 
Narramine ? Tes.
843. Wbat is the usual rate of carriage from your place to Narramine? £2 per ton. I pay £2 10s. per 
ton in weather like this.
844. How much do you pay for wheat when you send it in ? I have not sent any away. I have 300 bags 
now, and I cannot send them away. I will probably have to pay 2s. a bag for it.
845. Do yon think that the construction of the railway would greatly stimulate agricultural pursuits ? 
Tes.
846. What particular benefit would the railway be in a time of severe drought ? It would be a great 
benefit. For instance, last year I had to get a 6-ton truck of corn to feed my sheep. The rain came in 
the meantime, and I could not get it out, and I lost 1,000 sheep that could have been fed if I had the 
railway.
847. Would the railway lead to the consumption of a good deal of fodder in times of drought, or would 
the farms in the district be able to keep enough of their own produce to feed their stock ? Tes.
848. Then we could not anticipate much traffic of that sort if the railway were built? No; we could
grow enough to keep the sheep alive ourselves. 849.
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849. "What is the character and value of the timber ? The value is very good. I have preserved a lot of 
pine myself, which I think is very valuable,
850. Are there extensive areas of pine forest ? Tes ; there is a good deal further out.
851. Mr. Shephcrdi] Have you engaged in any other industry besides wheat-gro'n'ing ? Only grazing. I 
would clear it all if we had the railway, because X consider it would return me more.
852. How many sheep can you carry ? I have had over 4,000 sheep; but, unfortunately, the drought 
killed many of them. My son-in-law and I had 5,000 acres, and we had 300 acres under cultivation 
this year.
853. Are you quite satisfied as to the result ? Tes.
854. Xfow do you find the country for large stock ? Very good.
855. Do you think that the dairying industry would he advanced by the construction of a railway ? Tes; 
we could grow lucerne.
S5G. Chairman.'] Would a railway from Parkes to Peak Hill serve your district beneficially ? Ho.
857. For what reason f Because it is too far away. It is over 42 miles from my place to Peak Hill.
858. Would tbo road carriage he difficult? Tes; it would have to go through creeks and broken 
country.

T. Loobey.

13 Aug., 1900

Charles McLaughlin, farmer, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined:—
859. Mr. McFarlane.] Where do you reside ? Thirteen miles from here, and I have resided in the
district twelve years. _
860. How much land do you hold? About 900 acres, and I cultivate 130 acres. I have only got it 
under wheat this year.
861. Do you think the land here is favourable for wheat-growing? It is first-class.
862. What results have you obtained? I had over 12 bushels off some of the laud last year, which did 
not get hurt with tho frost.
863. Would that be considered a fair average for the district ? Ho ; I think it would go from 25 to 30 
bushels on an average.
864. Would last year be considered a bad season ? Tes.
865. Have you any knowledge of the country along the proposed railway ? Yes; for about 25 or 
30 miles.
866. In which direction ? That is from Bogan Grate to this place, and a little further on, (say) 12 or 
14 miles.
867. How would you class tbe character of tbe land which yon know ? I think it is the best land I have 
ever seen for cultivation and wheat-growing,
868. Have yon been farming in other districts ? Yes; in Victoria. _
869. How would that land compare with this? I do not think you could mako any comparison between
tho lauds. It is much better land here. •
870. In what part of Victoria were you ? I have been at Hyneton, Groulbnrn Valley, Shepparton, and 
up the Horthern line, Sandhurst and Echuca.
871. Is wheat-growing carried on extensively thero ? Yes.
872. How far is your land from the proposed railway ? About 12 miles.
873. What distance are you at present from the railway station ? Eorty-five miles. I cannot get my 
wheat aw.Tj,
874. .Would it pay you to cart wheat that distance ? Ho, not just now. _
875. Iu your locality, is there much land under wheat? Ho; they do not like to put the wheat in, 
because there is no market for it.
876. Would the construction of the line have the effect of enabling these people to place their land under 
wheat ? Tes; they would only be too happy to have the chance.
877. Taking tho land 15 or 20 miles on each side of tho railway line, what proportion of it, do you think, 
would ho suitable to wheat? Very nearly all, except a little bit of swamp.
878. Would not some of the hilly ground be unsuitable? There are very few hills.
879. Do you keep sheep ? Tes.
880. Tour land is conditional purchase ? Yes.
881. Which would be the most profitable for farmers—wheat-growing or sheep, if railway facilities were 
given ? Wheat-growing.
882. Would they to a large extent abandon sheep farms for wheai-growing? Tes; at least, they say so.
883. Mr. Hyam.] Would you go in extensively for wheat-growing if the railway were constructed ? Yes.
884. Wbat is the carrying capacity of your land for sheep? One sheep to the acre.
885. Is your place highly improved ? Yes; it is ringbarked and cleared, If the railway were made we 
would saw all the pine.
886. Chairman^] Is there a considerable amount of pine, which, on the construction of the railway, would 
be utilised in this district ? Yes.
887. Is thero an extensive area of pine in your district ? Yes; there is good pine in every paddock.

C.
McLaughlin.

13 Aug., 1900.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 14 AUGUST, 1900.
\The Committee met at “ Tallamore'’ Bulloch Creels, at 9'30 c.m.]

grcjemt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairwan).

The Hon. Patrick Lindisay Cbawpobd Shepherd, j John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. j John McFariane, Esq.

The Committee farther considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

William Berwick, gold-miner, Bullock Creek, sworn, and examined :—
W. Berwick. 8S8, Chairman.'] Where do you live? Just where the proposed railway crosses Bullock Creek.

-A'—v 8S9. Have you been mining for some time ? Yes.
14 Aag.,1900. 890. Where are you carrying on operations ? At Lightning Paddock, where the surveyed line spans tho 

creek, 5 miles duo west.
891. Are you mining for gold ? Yes.
892. Is there a large area of auriferous country there? Yes; it runs for miles, with large flats at 
intervals.
893. Does this auriferous country extend as far as the old Melrose holding ? I cannot say ; but gold has 
been found right through the Little Melrose.
894. Does the belt extend north and north-east for any distance ? I believe it goes on to Kymngee; it 
makes a sweep towards Dandaloo.
895. M7hat is the nature of your operations ? Quartz-mining. There is a lease taken up of 25 acres by 
Messrs. Oxley and Evans and their partners. Then there is a claim owned by Mr. William Eix aud 
Mr. Menzies.
896. What have been the results ? They have not sent anything away to be tested ; they are dollying. 
They have got, by Government assay, 17 dwt. to the ton. That is Mr. Eix’s claim ; i. do not know what 
the others got.
897. Have you had much experience ? Yes; from tho first days of old Bendigo.
898. VVouldthe construction of a railway lead to great miniug development here? Yes. Men come 
here with rations, and when they run out of supplies they have to go over 20 miles. With a railway 
there would be stores near at hand.
899. What is the largest number of men who have been working at Lightning Paddock at one time ? 
About five years ago there must have been 100 or 200 when the alluvial was first discovered. I sent 
tons away five weeks ago, and it realised 11 dwt. to the ton. I sent it to Tomingley ; but owing to tbe 
machinery breaking down, the special treatment was not carried out. They then used" the ordinary battery 
process, and the yield was 2 oz. from the 4-i tons, and 10 dwt. was obtained from the tailings. The same 
stuff was assayed; and it yielded at tbe rate of 2 oz. 16 dwt. 10 grs. to the ton, and 6 oz. of silver.
900. Do you regard 11 dwt. to the ton as a payable yield ? Yea, if we had to pay a lower rate than 30s. 
a ton for taking it to Tomingley.
901. Have you resided a considerable time at the place where it is proposed to take the railway across 
the creek? Yes.
902. Can you give us an idea as to the nature of the floods at that point, and if they are likely to prove 
a source of danger to the railway? I was there when the heaviest flood known occurred—9 inches of 
rain fell in two days, and it came down very heavily. One-third of a mile from my place there is an 
embankment on the stream which causes it to hack up a little; hut a culvert would relieve that. The 
banks are all dry in very heavy floods,
903. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you a well-defined reef? We have two walls going down; we are down about 
40 feet; the reef cut out at one end; we drove and took out the stone. The reef is dipping heavily to 
the north-east.. All reefs bere seem to go to tbo east. We sank another shaft. AVhen we got down 30 
feet the reef dipped again ; but we still had walls. AVe sunk another shaft, and got two splendid defined 
walls, and the inspector told us to continue operations. AVe carry gold all the way. At 46 feet the reef 
is coming in, and making 6 inches wide at 51 feet. AVe had payable stone on the top, and we have it now. 
The adjoining claim had stone at 50 feet which assayed 3 oz. 16 dwt. to the ton. Our assay was 6 dwt, 
on the surface, and at about 8 feet it was 17 dwt,, and 6 oz. of silver. Eight feet below that the assay 
was 2 oz. 10 dwt. of gold, and 8 oz. of silver. We then sent 4J tons to bo crushed, and we all expected 
to get a better result than we did. When we reached 20 feet we applied for aid to the Government. An 
inspector was sent out, and he thought a good deal of it. He described the reef just as we have since 
found it. He told us to continue, and tbat there was no fear of losing the walls. He said we would 
strike something.
904 What is the width of the reef ? In the old shaft it is IS inches. In the new shaft it pinched out 
at about 20 feet. It carried gold on the hanging wall, and it is now making again. It is not a reef—it 
is a lode.
905. Has there been any alluvial obtained bere P Yes. I obtained 3 oz. 17 dwt. alluvial iu five weeks.
1 got £3 19s. 7 id. an ounce.
906. Does the country seem settled ? ISTo; it is broken.
907. Have you gone deep enough to reach tbe settled country ? No.
908. Are there no funds in hand to put down a vertical shaft ? The inspector said there were none, and 
that the Government could only afford to give 7s. Gd. per foot, which only pays for the powder.
909. What was the width of the roof where you got tbe 41 tons for crushing ? Eighteen inches to
2 feet. It then cut out, =0
910. Are there no regularly organised parties at work ? No; and a man has to go 20 or 30 miles to 
Trundle to obtain supplies.
911. Is it all dollying work ? No.
912. Have you to cart away any of tho stone ? Yes; the mining would give employment to a large 
amount of surplus labour, if we had better facilities for communication.

913.
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013. Do you think that the mining here would prove permanent? Tea; I have been down at .Tumble W, Berwick. 
Plains, and I found a prospect there that would give a man good wages.
914. Is the country where these reefs arc found Government land ? Yes; I believe they are scrub leases. WWh

[The Committee met at Jumble Plains, at 2'30y>.»i.]
Edwin John ’Witts, licensed surveyor and settlement lessee, Jumble Plains, sworn, and examined:—

915. Chairman.] IIow far is your property from the proposed railway ? About 4 miles. This place is E. J. Witts. 
55 miles along the route of the proposed railway. r— a —^
91G, How long have you resided in the district ? Hinc years. 14 Aug.,1900.
917, Docs your professional duty take you practically throughout the whole district traversed by the 
proposed railway ? Yes.
913, What are the limits of your district as a surveyor ? It includes the whole area served by the line, 
and easterly for a distance of 15 miles, and westerly a distance of from 30 to 40 miles.
919. Is the country from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney suitable for dose agricultural settlement ? Yes ; 
tho greater portion is suitable for agriculture, combined with grazing.
920. Wbat is the nature of the country from Bullock Creek to Bulbodney, taking 20 miles on each side 
of tbo proposed line ? It is slightly undulating country, consisting of bos, pine, and ynrran forest; it is 
chiefly scrub; it should be classed as agricultural land right through, except about 10 miles of it along a 
spur—tbat is, where Lightning Creek crosses the line. There is a stretch there of a gravelly class of 
country.
92L A\rould the country between Bullock Creek and Bulbodney compare favourably with the country 
from Bullock Creek to Bogan Gate? Yes ; it is the same country and quite as good. Tho rainfall a 
slightly less, but nothing appreciable.
922. With tho construction of this railway, do you think that thero would be a reasonable prospect of a 
considerable area within 20 miles of the proposed line on each side being devoted to agriculture ? I am 
satisfied there would.
923. You, having a settlement lease, it would follow, according to the conditions, that any land required 
for railway purposes would be resumed by tbe State without compensation ? Yes.
924. Two other routes have been proposed to open up the country north of the Parkes-Condobolin line 
—one going from Parkes to Peak Hill and from Peak Hill lo Bulbodney, the other to start from a point 
on tbo Parkes-Condobolin lino further west than Bogan Gate and going about parallel to the proposed 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line, with a view of opening up au area further west;—in your opinion, what 
would be the value of these two connections? Taking the proposed line from Peak Hill to Bulbodney 
first, you would have several rather bad creeks to cross ; you would also be coming through a large area 
of secured laud on the Hungary holding; you must also cross the Bogan Itiver, approximately at right 
angles.
925. Would that open up a large area of good country? It is scarcely so suitable for agriculture as the 
proposed line from Bogan Gate.
92G. In proportion to its length, would it open up as much country as tbe Bogan Gate to Bulbodney 
line? Hot in proportion to its length ; but taking tbe through length it would open up a great deal.
927. Would it be considerably more expensive than the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line? Yes.
928. Take the other line further west than the proposed Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line, how would you 
describe the country to be served b3r that lino? You would pass through an area of good couutrv, but 
you would also have to cross a lot of broken hilly country. It would not be an easy line to construct.
929. Going further west, what would be the rainfall ? It is much lighter, although I do not know tbe 
exact data. From Fifield west you would have a considerable area of hilly country to get through.
930. If the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line were constructed, would you devote part of your bolding to
agriculture ? That is my intention. ’
931. What is the area of your lease? 7,500 acres.
932. What proportion is fit for agriculture P One-half.
933. Have you made any experiment in wheat-growing ? I have had crops growing for the last five years.
The results ranged from six bags to one and a half.
934. What would be the average in a fair season ? About three to four bags to the acre.
935. Would that average be payable ? Yes, with railway communication. Last year I stripped three bags.
93G. In a previous inquiry in connection with the Parkes-Condobolin line, a number of holders in this 
district guaranteed to pay a certain amount of any loss which might accrue; they have now stated their 
willingness to give the same guarantee for the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line;—would you join in any such 
guarantee, such as 2d. an aero on all laud within 5 miles of the railway, Id. per acre for land between 5 
and 10 miles of the railway, and a proportionate amount for land further away, until the line became 
self-supporting ? I tbink the rate is too high, except for agricultural country. It is rather high for 
land held on settlement lease ; but 1 would be quite willing to contribute up to Id. per acre.
937. Mr. Shepherd.] With regard to tbe guarantee, the way to look at it is what you would be likely to 
save ; the guarantee would be reduced year by year as the line becomes self-supporting ; the question 
with you is whether tho guarantee would amount to less than what you would actually save by the 
construction of the railway;—if you have confidence in the railway, would it not be a tax for only one or 
two years ? That is so. J was one of the original persons who oltcred to give a guarantee. I think tho 
principle is good, and I quite agree that it is a necessary and desirable thing. For a small area of 2,560 
acres it would not he so heavy, because a great proportion of tbat would be devoted to agriculture. In 
my own area the greater proportion is devoted to grazing, aud it is not of a very heavy carrying capacity.
Generally you must allow 2 acres to the sheep.
93S. What docs it cost you to cart your wool ? I deliver wool at Bogan Gate or Trangie. I could get 
it carted for 30s. per ton.
939. Have you sent in any wheat ? Only by my own. team. That cost me about Is. 6d. per bag. I 
could not got it carried for that; it would cost me 2s. per bag.
940. Is there much agriculture carried on at this distance from a railway ? Nothing of any consequence.
941. Tbe average for a great deal of the country we have been through is one sheep to the acre ? Ono
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E. J. Witts. an^ a acj-gg ^j]6 gljegp i3 thg ugual estimate; but I conclude, to make it safe, it should be 2 acres 
liX^lSOO ^ie ^ieeP-

“S"’ ' 9-12, Is there any other industry besides wool and wheat-growing which you would be likely to enter
upon ? There would be a considerable quantity of pine logs sent from here. It is a pine country, with 
some very fine timber within 10 miles of the line on either side.

. 943, Is there anything else besides timber which would bo likely to bo delivered by the railway—for
instance, fruit ? The district, as far as I know, is favourable to fruit-growing. Vines appear to do well 
here. t
944. Have you any difficulty with regard to water? It can be conserved readily. So far we have not 
been able to get artesian water,
945. What floes it cost to dear land for cultivation ? That depends upon whether the timber is well killed. 
I have done 200 acres at a cost of 7s. an acre. It is grubbed 4 inches deep, and the timber was well 
killed. Green country would be very expensive.
946. Do you think the railway would be self-supporting within a reasonable time ? Yes.
947. Mr. McFarlanc.] What is your opinion of the district for wheat-growing ? I think that a general 
average of three bags to the acre can be got, taking one year with another.
948. You consider that as a fair average ? Yes, -
949. Have you a good knowledge of the country through which the proposed lino will pass in the direction 
of Bulbodney ? Yes,
950. How dcei that country compare with what we have passed through from Bogan Gate ? It compares 
favourably—there is less broken country.
951. What is your opinion of the country where there is gravel on the surface ? The part T. referred to 
is ridgy and very poor country—malice and iron bark grow on it, which is an indication of poor country.

’ . 952. Has not some of'the flat country a gravel formation ? That is suitable for agriculture.
953. Is there much mallee country ? No ; a belt of mallee country continues along the ridge. There 
are no large areas of malice country until you get west of Bulbodney, and there is not much there.
954. If the railway were constructed, do you think the landowners would go in largely fbr wheat-growing ? 
Yes.
955. What is a reasonable distance from which to send wheat to a railway ? I have always thought that 
20 miles was a fair limit.
956. Taking the whole of the country you know which would be served by the railway, what proportion 
of it would ho fit for cultivation ? About one-fourth.
957. Would the balance of the country he good for sheep ? Yes; chiefly for sheep. ■
958. Would the ridgy country cover a large area ? No ; it is a small proportion of the whole.
959. Excepting that small portion, would the rest of the country he suitable for wheat-growing or sheep ? 
Yes.
960. Oltairman.] Would the construction of a railway be of great benefit to settlers in times of drought ? 
Yea ; the great drawback in sending stock away in time of drought is that there is a difficulty in getting 
them away and in getting grass. It is much better to feed them on the place than to send stock away at 
present. The railway would he an advantage in enabling settlers to get fodder more cheaply than at 
present.
961. If a larger amount of the district were devoted to agriculture, could enough fodder bo obtained in 
the district ? Yes,
9G2. Does the devoting of part of the holdings to agriculture practically increase the carrying capacity of 
the whole ? Yes.
963. So that the construction of the railway would lead to increased production over what now takes place 
in two ways,—first, from the agricultural products, and second, from the increased amount of wool due to 
the increased carrying capacity ? Yes.
964. Mr. McFarlane.] On the large holdings there is a great quantity of agricultural land ;—would the 
owners of the large holdings place the whole of the land suitable for agriculture under cultivation, or 
would they let it out on the share system ? I should say they would adopt both principles. They would 
work a considerable area themselves,and also some on the share system; principally, I think, it would be 
worked by the holders.
965. Do you think that by adopting both systems the whole of the land suitable for agriculture would be 
put under cultivation ? Yes.
96G. Chairman^] Of the 147,000 acres of leasehold land which have fallen in this year in this district, is 
there any considerable amount fit for agricultural settlement? Yres, a good proportion of it.

WEDNFSDAT, 15 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Committee met at Bulbodney (Lonsdale) t at 11 a.m.] 

present;—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lihdesat Crawford Shepherd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. John McEar.lan.e, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a lino of "Railway from Bogan G-ate to
Bulbodney.

Thomas Ankers House, farmer, and Secretary, Bulbodney Selectors’ Association, sworn, and examined :—
T. A. House. 967. Chairman.] How long have you resided in this district ? About eleven years.

,---- 968. What area do you hold ? With my brother, 5,120 acres. ,
15 Aug,, 1900, 969, How do you use it ? Eor agriculture and grazing.

970. Have you certain statistical and general information to lay before the Committee? Yes. The 
acreage within a radius of about 20 miles from Lansdale, which will bo affected by the railway, is G47,507i, 
Its carrying capacity is 400,800 sheep, which would cut about 5,968 bales of wool. The number of fat

stock •
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stock which would bo likely to bo sent away would amount to 308 trucks. Tallow and skins, 20 tons ; T. A. House, 
acres under cultivation, 0,069 ; average yield in a fair season, about 10 bushels to the acre ; or a total of ./T^T^n 
80,944 bushels. The population within a radius of 20 miles is about. 405. The iucreesc in culti- 6 US‘’ ' 
vation, iu the event of a railway being constructed, would be about 14,000 acres. That, however, is a 
very low estimate, and I believe that, with a railway, the increase in cultivation will bo practically 
unlimited, Every acre that we possess would be put under cultivation if we had a railway.
971. Can you give a general idea of the proportion of land within that radius which is suitable for culti
vation ? I think the whole of it is. 'There is not an acre which is not lit for agriculture. The farming 
plant iu the district is valued at £10,404 10s. The machinery is valued at £5,709 lUs., and draught stock 
£4,755. At present there are 6,000 acres under agriculture, and that leaves a balance used for pastoral 
purposes of 640,000 acres. ,
972. In that 640,000 acres do you exclude Government reserves not occupied ? Yes. I have only included . 
occupied land in the statistics.
973. With the development of agriculture, would the general carrying capacity of the country be 
increased? Yes.
974. So that, with the construction of the railway, there would be two new sources of revenue—that is, 
one from agriculture, and one from the increased number of sheep which could be depastured ? Yrcs.
975. Two methods, so far, have been suggested for bringing the revenue from the railway nearer to the 
expenditure—one being a specific monetary guarantee, aud the other a general tax imposed upon all 
land indifferently within a certain distance from the railway, the amount of the tax varying with the distance 
from the railway;—if either were deemed necessary, which of these two methods do you think would be 
the better ? I should say a land tax in preference to the specific guarantee. 4 think an increased rate for 
freight would be the most satisfactory, because then those who used the railway most would pay the most.
976. Would you care to otter an opinion as ro the amount of the tax suggested by the railway experts,
namely, 2d. per aero on land within 5 miles of the railway, Id. per acre on land over 5 miles and under 
10 miles from the railway, and a proportionate amount for the land further away ? 1 think 2d, per acre
is rather excessive, aud I would suggest Id. per acre within 5 miles, and £d. per acre within 10 miles and 
over 5 miles.
977. If, after carefully investigating the proposal, it is deemed necessary by those in authority that 2d. 
per acre should be imposed, do you think the people in the district would bo willing to agree to the 
construction of the railway with such a condition attached to it? I think so. As far as I am concerned, 
if I were within 5 miles of a railway, I would gladly pay it.
978. Would the imposition of such a rate impose a special hardship on any of the selectors or farmers?
It would be a hardship.
979. In what oases ? Of course, it would bo a handicap as against those who are nearer the other railways.
We would be handicapped in having to pay an extra amount besides the long carriage charges to Sydney.
980. 1 suppose you know that the rates for agricultural produce are very low? Yes; we aro very well
satisfied with them. ■
981. Eo you think that 2d. por aero on top of that would bo a serious handicap ? Yes.
982. Is there any special class of settler whom it would prejudicially ailect ? I do not think so.
983. .Do you care to give an opinion as to what would be the development of agriculture in the district? '
Of course, I have taken it roughly at 20,000 acres : but that is a very low estimate. 1 have put down
500 acres extra for myself aud brother; but we would put in the whole 5,000 acres in our holdings if we 
had a railway, and others are in the same position. "
984. Do you send any wheat to market now ? Yes ; we send it by way of Nyngan—45 miles. I do not 
think we could get teams to start now to carry tho wheat. When we sent it it was a very bad season, 
and there were a lot of carriers offering ; it was carried at Is. 7d. per bag.
985. Do you anticipate that you will get it carried cheaper in future ? I do not thiuk wc could get any 
quantity carried at any price at present.
98G. Two other proposals have been mooted—one to take a line from Parkes to Peak Hill, another from a 
point on tho Condobolin line, west of Bogan Gate, running parallel to the Bogan Gate line;—would either 
of these proposals serve tho good agricultural country as well as the one now before the Committee? I 
do not think so. _
987. Mr. McMtrlanc.] What class of timber grows here ? Pine and box; there are patches of myall 
and belar.
988. What timber grows on the best class of country ? It is a matter of opinion. Some people are in 
favour of pine country for agriculture, and others belar. Every man thinks his own laud the best.
989. Which do you think is the best ? Pine aud belar are very similar.
990. Is much of tho country about here ridgy? Ho,
991. What proportion of the land is suitable for agriculture ? Ninety per cent.
992. Have you any gravelly country about here? Hot within 20 miles. You might find a gravel ridge 
here and there.
993. Is any of tho level land gravelly ? Ho.
994. Have you had any experience of gravel country from an agricultural point of view ? Yes, There 
is a gravel ridge about 20 miles from here, and it has grown as good a crop as anything in the district.
995. Is it country that would last as long as the other class ? It seems to do so up to1 tho present.
996. Is the country fairly well watered? Not naturally. It is artificially watered with tanks.
997. Is_there any difficulty in getting the water supply by means of tanka ? No ; you can get the water
by making the tanks large enough. '
998. Has much work of that kind been done? Yes.
999. lias stock suffered much from the drought? Yes.
1000. Which season was the worst? The last three seasons were very bad. The Last season was the 
worst, but that might bo because it followed the others. Some people lost nearly all their stock,
1001. Did they make any efforts to travel them? They could not, because there was no crass on the 
stock routes.
1002. Would the railway be used in time of drought? Yes.
1003. Where would you send them to? It would depend upon tho state of the other districts. At one 
tirao we could get grass at Girilambone, at other times we have had to move them to Tumut.

1004.
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T. A. Home. IQfM. Do you think produce would be brought here from other districts to feed stock if there was a railway ?
Yes, if wo had not enough of our own; but if we had a railway there would be enough produced to feed 

15 Aug., 1900. our own gtoek.
1005. Then there would be no necessity to send them away, or to bring produce here? Yes.
1000. How is agriculture affected by the drought ? It was not affected like grazing. II the rainfall 
conies at the right time, the drought "does not affect the wheat crops very much.
1007. Have you been farming during the whole of tho eleven years you have been here ? Yes; with the
exception of tho first year. "W^o have heen eight years cultivating wheat. _ _
1008. You stated that 16 bushels an acre would be the yield of wheat? Yes; hut that is a fair average yield.
1009. During the teu years that you have farming, would your yield average 16 bushels per acre ? No,
not taking one year with another. The last four years were not very good, and the last two years have 
have been very low, and has brought down the average. Dor an ordinary season wo consider 10 bushels 
a fair crop. Some people have had as high as five and six bags to the acre in a good season ; that is an 
average of 24 bushels to the acre. .
1010. Is there very much variation in what is called agricultural land ? I do not think so.
1011. Do you think that in a fairly good season the wheat-growing portion of the laud would produce 16
bushels to the acre? Yes, ,
1012. Is there a large area of Crown land that would be affected by the proposed railway, and which
would be made available for selection ? Yes. . .
1013. Is most of the land held privately? Most of it is included in conditional purchase and condition allease.
1014. "What would he the size of an average holding? 2,560 acres.
1015. Are there very many under that size ? Very few. _ _ _ _
1016. Are there not some largo areas held in the district? I do not thiuk there is anything in tho 
district under 2,560 acres ; but I do not know how much freehold the squatters hold.
1017. Speaking of the conditional purchase land, what would be the average holding ? 2,560 acres I
do not know of any smaller. _ ,
1018. If railway facilities were given, and the land were properly improved, do you think that tho land 
suitable for agriculture would be used for agricultural purposes ? Yes.
1019. That is, within reach of the railway ? Yes; within 15 or 20 miles. I believe that more than that, 
outside of such a distance, would be used ; but 1 speak positive!}' as to land within 20 miles of the railway.
1020. In view of that, how many acres would it take to maintain a family by agriculture ? 640 acres of
agricultural land, adjacent to the railway, and in an improved condition, would be sufficient.
1021. Do you think that the holdings would be divided as small as that, or would there be a tendency to
go in for mixed farming? They would sooner have mixed farming, because then you have not to 
cultivate the same land over and over again. _ ....
1022. Have you had much experience of sheep-farming? Yes, since I have been in this district.
1023. With a railway, which would pay best—agriculture or sheep-farming ? Agriculture, decidedly.
1024. Do you think that those who hold Large areas of private land would use it for agriculture if they 
had a railway? Yes, if they could get anyone to use it on the halves system.
1025. Has there been any of that system adopted here ? Yes ; there is a little at present.
1026. Is it satisfactory to the tenant and ihe owner ? This is the first year that it has been tried.
1027. Are you aware that the system has been carried on in many parts of the Colony? Yes.
1028. From your knowledge of the system, do you think it would" work satisfactorily here ? Yes.
1029. If land were thrown open on the halves system, do you think people would be ready to take up the 
land? Yes.
1030. Mr. Watson.'] You say that you pay at present Is. 7d. per bag for carting wheat to Nyngan? 
That is what wc would have to pay. We have carted our own.
1031. With a yield 16 bushels to the acre, that amounts to a tax of 5s. Sd. an acre upon the land-owner ; 
if you had a railway here it would go from Bulbodney, and tho charge would be 3d. a ton less than it is 
at present from Nyngan to Sydney, so that you would save 5s. Sd. if the railway were constructed? Yes,
1032. How, then, can you say that 2d. an acre would be a serious tax upon a land-owner if he could save 
5s. 8d. an acre in carriage ? Taking it in that way, I agree with you. What I meant to say was that 2d, 
an acre would be a tax.
1033. 'Is it a great tax, in view of what I have stated ? I can put it in this way: At present we cannot 
carry on agriculture successfully and pay that charge of 5s. 8d. an acre for carriage. You will understand 
that the charge is a tax in that way.
1034. Assuming that a man has only a small portion of his land under agriculture, would.it not still pay 
him, on that basis, to give a certain guarantee to the Commissioners until the railway paid its way ? Yes; 
as far as I am concerned I would williugly pay it.
1035. Mr. Shepherd.] I understood you to say that tho construction of the railway here would largely 
increase the carrying capacity of the country for sheep ? Yes.
1030. How would it do so ? You could turn the stock into the stubble country, and you could grow hay 
as astand-bv, so that you could afford to carry more stock, and bo safe from a drought.
1037. That would be where mixed farming is carried on ? Yes.
1038. Chairman.] Have you consulted the settlers in the district as to whether those through whose land 
the railway will pass are prepared to hand over the laud free ? I think the whole distance from Bullock 
Creek to Bulbodney is Crown land, so that there is no necessity, so far as that part of the line is concerned. 
I may be allowed to make a short statement to the Committee, putting forward a few reasons for the 
construction of this line. The policy of this country has been to settle the people on the land. I would 
ask what benefit is it to the country to settle the people on tho land unless you give them the uecessary 
conveniences to make it productive. This railway is what might be termed an agricultural line, running 
as it does nearly the whole distance through agricultural land, and it would serve about 2,000,000 acres. 
Of that area, 1,800,000 acres are first-class agricultural land. Tho settlers are thorough agriculturists, 
coming, as they do, from Victoria aud Hi verm a, Me all have a special knowledge of farming. The value 
of ihe farming plant in the district is £10,464; the area under cultivation is 6,069 acres, which would 
yield, in a fair season, 81,000 bushels, or 2,058 tons. If the line is constructed, L believe that that amount 
will be increased to an unlimited extent. If our present statistics do not show that we produce sufficient 
tp warrant the construction of tfie line, it is simply because, under present conditions, the margin of
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profit is not sufficient to warrant us in producing more, as tlie cost of carriage to the railway, and the T. A^Houee,
inability to get teams, prevent us from cultivating to any great extent. As to tho future development
of the district, we are quite satisfied that, with the construction of the line, we can produce sufficient to ’
provide enough traffic to pay interest on construction and working expenses. "We know of no country
whore the growth of wheat and barley can be carried on with better results. As to the lasting qualities
of the soil, some men have grown eight crops in succession on the same^land, and the present crop has
the appearance of being quite as good as any of the previous crops. We consider that tho land in this
district, as a whole, is superior to the land in the Gonlburn Valley, which is considered to be one of the
greatest wheat-growing districts in Victoria, If this line were constructed, whereas at present there is
only one family on every 2,560 acres, four families could make a living on the same area. The railway
would he the means of encouraging closer settlement. Then, there is the noxious animal pest. The
wallabies and wild dogs are a continuous menace. Unless we get rid of the growth of under-scrub it is
impossible to get rid of those pests. The only effectual way is to cultivate the land. It is impossible,
without a railway, to cultivate any more than we do at present. At present it takes us, with a six-horso
team, six weeks to deliver 210 bags of wheat at the nearest railway station. If this railway were
constructed within 10 miles of our land, we could deliver 1.000 hags in the same period with a four-horse
team. It could hardly be expected that this railway would be a paying concern from the start; but we
consider that the railway could be used as a means of developing the country, and, if worked in harmony
with the Lands Department, it could be made the means of profitably using a very large tract of country
which, up to the present, has been a source of great trouble to the Government generally, and the Lands
Department—that is what is known as the West Bogan Scrub. This land is as good as anything in the
Colony for agriculture. It depends upon the construction of this railway whether we shall make this
part of the Colony the granary of New South Wales, or whether it shall be abandoned to scrub aud the
noxious animals pest. ______________ _

Isidore Henry Moss, grazier, Woodlands station, sworn, and examined:—
1069. Mr, Shepherd.] What distance is your holding from Bogan Gate along the route of the proposed I. H. Moss, 
railway? About 70 miles. _/'■—
1010. "What is the size of your holding? 42,915 acres of Crown land, held under West Bogan scrub lo Aug., 130U. 
improvement lease. Under the terms of the lease, a portion of the area becomes available in a certain 
time for settlement if the Crown desires it. They have the right to resume one-third in about nine years ; 
another third will be available for resumption in seventeen years; and the balance in twenty-five years from 
the present time. . .
1041. What does the remainder of your holding consist of? 10,2-10 acres of conditional purchase and 
conditional lease land, and about 1,400 or 1,500 acres of freehold. .
1042. What do you consider are the capabilities of this country for pastoral purposes ? Partly improved, 
its carrying capacity would he one and a half acres to a sheep; unimproved, without water, it would carry 
nothing; by putting tanks down, the country would carry one sheep to 5 or 7 acres.
1013. Does any one attempt to carry on pastoral pursuits without improving the country ? It would be 
impossible to do so. . _ _ . .
1044. In the event of a railway being constructed, do you tbink there would be sufficient timber to 
supply sleepers ? Yes; I believe there would bo sufficient ironbark and box, bo long as the Department 
did not confine itself strictly to ironbark to supply sleepers for a double line.
1045. What is your opinion of box timber? A great deal of it is quite sound.
1046. How would you compare it with ironbark for durability ? Ironbark must be put first, but we find
that box lasts very well. _• _ _
1047. What is your opinion of the country for agriculturnl pursuits? I thiuk a great deal of it. I have 
beeu continuously cropping one paddock for nineteen years. It has been cropped continuously year after 
year with a spell of two years under lucerne. The crop of wheat on it now is just as good as crops grown 
on land which has been iu uso for only two or three years.
1048. Are you fairly well acquainted with the whole of the country from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney ? I
know tho country between Bogan Gate and Trundle by the road, and I have been at Bullock Creek. I 
know tho country better from Bullock Creek to Bulbodney, and I know the country generally. _
1049. Taking a fair distance on each side of the proposed line, what would you say is the average proportion 
of land suitable for agriculture ? From what I have seen, I should say about two-thirds.
1050. Would the balance of it be all fit for pastoral purposes ? Yes, when improved.
1051. There are some rather stony ridges between Bogan Gate and this place ;—do you tbink that they 
arc fairly good for agriculture, or are they useless ? The stony ridges are not good for agriculture, but I 
have seen a crop growing right up to a large upheaval of granite, to the foot of tho ridge, and among the 
granite hills there are crops growing in basins. The ridges are of very small extent.
1052. Are you acquainted with the mineral resources of this district ? I can only speak of what I have
heard. The shows are very good. _
1053. What minerals arc found here ? Copper, silver, and gold ; at one place they have found tin.
1054. lias anything beeu sufficiently tested? No; there has been no deep sinking. They have never been 
able to crush. A man informed me that he obtained a very good prospect at Burra Burra, and tho shaft 
was down 44 feet; tho reef was 4 feet wide. Ho was never able to get a crushing away on account of 
great distance, but the assay showed a very good yield.
1055. Have you any idea "as to what quantity was assayed? No; I think there was only a small 
quantity. He said the teams were too expensive to send it away to the train, and there were no crushing 
mills near at hand.
1050. What is the rainfall in your neighbourhood ? I have the rainfall record, which has been kept 
accurately from 1882 to 1899, a period of eighteen years. It shows an average of 19 inches 70 points for 
that period, and that includes the last four or five years of drought. The record is as follows :—

1882 .. 19-27 1888 ... 10-47 1894 29-57
1883 .. 1373 1889 21-17 1895 13-63
1884 .. 14'74 1890 2S'24 ■ 1896 20-41
1885 .. 19-23 1891 26-29 1897 17-22
1886 .. 22-77 1892 17-54 1898 14-55
1887 ., 30-59 1893 "1 22-01 1899 13T8

1057.
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H.^Mom 1057. Do you wish lo make a statement to the Committee ? Yes; my opinion of this country, from an 
15 Aug., I2u0. BXP®T'’CElCe nineteen years, is that very'little can be done with it unless grubbing and clearing aro 

* earned on to a very large extent. That is very expensive work. There are certain classes of scrubs 
which grow here which would be ineradicable unless grubbed out. Once the land is ploughed we get 
good fattening grasses. It would be impossible for ua to grub and clear this land unless we had a railway 
to take away the. wheat. The great drawback is the want of teams. When a fanner has finished taking 
oft his crop at the end of the year or early in January, ho wants to start ploughing in January, and he 
has no time to spend in carting his wheat away. I had only 200 bags to send away this year, but I had 
to wait until April before I could get a team to carry it away, and the last two teams did not get away 
until June or July. If ] left that in the paddock I would have sustained a great loss; if I built sheds to 
protect it it would be too expensive. [ had to pay Is. 9d. a hag to get it carried to Hogan Gate, and I 
thought that was cheap. That did not pay the carrier, and it did not pay me either. I have more land 
cleared than I am cultivating, because I find it is impossible to do so at a profit. I am only growiii" for 
my own requirements. The yield has been very good. I have taken oft 8 bags an acre, and 1 have 
known 10 bags to betaken off an acre. I consider that the average crop of wheat would be 10 bushels 
to the acre. With regard to pine logs, we have reserves to the extent of about 40,000 acres in dose 
proximity to the line. These reserves were made by the Crown to ’preserve the pine timber, and they 
contain some of the mdst valuable pine iu the colony. That timber would be taken io the different 
centres of population in a raw state or sawn. Anolhcr phase of the question is that there is snob a largo 
quantity of unimproved Crown lands which would be taken up if there were railway communication. At 
present they are very much infested with noxious animals of all soris.
1058. What is the area of unimproved Crown lands ? On one station alone there arc 250,003 acres of
Crown land within twelve miles of the proposed line. ' It is now available for settlement of any descrip
tion the Government like. There is also some land on Orange Plains station. The men who arc 
improving their properties are harassed by these noxious animals. They come on the land aud eat out 
tho settlers, who are surrounded by scrub country which is just as good as that which has now been 
cleared. The only thing to benefit this country is tho construction of a railway. It would convert a 
great deal of abandoned aud unimproved Crown lands into highly valuable property. It only needs 
improvement. It cannot he improved without grubbing, and grubbing will not pay without a railway, I 
think the extent of agriculture and cultivation in this district would bo quite unlimited if a railway wore 
made, because most men would put all their holdings under wheat for the sake of improving'them. 
Another consideration is the, present loss of stock by drought. TYc had a very dry season last year aud 
the year before. For my own part I could have saved a great deal of my stock if there had been a 
railway. Wo had favoured districts within a very short distance, and with a railway wo could have got 
our stock away very easily. Even if we could not have sent them away we could have brought forage 
into the district. Last year I spent £1,000 in feeding stock, and tho greatest trouble I had was lo get 
teams to cart the forage. I would have paid anything for cartage but tbo teams were not available. At 
certain times there are not a sufficient number of teams to meet the requirements of flic district. Men 
will not go into the carrying business when they know' that, they will only have wheat to carry” duriu" 
certain portions of the year, and then they will have to be idle for six or seven months. ' &
1059. Is there any description of timber here which it is necessary to grub ? Yes ; several of the scrubs 
have to he grubbed out. Box seedlings, silver wattle, and one or two others have to be grubbed out. If 
you cut them you are only cultivating them.
1060. Havo yon ever tried the scrub exterminator? Yes ; I tried Lowe's Scrub Exterminator in several 
ways. Wo thought it was a great success for about a week; but afterwards we found wo were cultivating 
the scrubs; they grew better than ever.
10G1. How did you use it ? Wo triedPit in several ways. We bored holes in the tree and poured it in; 
wo ringed them aud painted them with it, and fouud it a failure, I have tried other specifics, but they 
were nearly the same. I have driven copper nails into the trees, which kills the oak at home, but it is 
not a success here.
1062. Atjvhat time in the year do you get a rainfall ? In droughty times it conies anyhow and at any
time. We used to look forward to heavy February raius, but they failed us during the last four or five 
years. ~
1063. Does the rain fall at a favourable time for wheat growing ? Yes; during my experience of 
nineteen years in cropping I have only had one failure in the hay crop, and that was two years ago.
1064. Do yon find any difficulty when harvesting in obtaining extra hands ? There is a little difficulty ; 
hut the machinery now in use gets over that,
1065. Are you always able to get the harvest in before it has gone too far ? Yes.
1066. Is it likely that fruit culture will he developed in the district ? Yes, we have had very good fruit ■
the trees have grown well. 1
1067. Do you think it likely that poultry would be raised largely ? Yes; a man having lucerne paddocks
could rear a lot of turkeys. ,
1068. Have you cultivated lucerne? Yes; I have a very good lucerne paddock.
1069. Was it a thorough success? Yes; but during the dry years the wallabies came down and ate it 
out. We were infested from the outside runs.
1070. Did you cut the lucerne? We cut it for six or seven months, and then we kept the stud sheep on
it. I put it in again last year, but as it was such a had season it failed. -
1071. How far from a railway station could a man carry on farming operations successfully ? ITom 10
to 12 miles. That would enable him to take a load, to the station and get back the same dav, or to take 
two loads in three days. It would depend upon the state of tho roads. ‘
1072. ' ChairmanCan you give the Committee any details of the wheat crop ’which you obtained during 
the nineteen years yon have been cultivating ? Until the last tliree or four years our crops have been 
about two tons of wheat and bay to the acre. One year we bad four tons of wheat aud hay to the aero.
1073. With regard to the Grown leases, do they carry a condition that any land required for public 
purposes should be handed over without compensation ? Yes.
1074. With respect to the general class of West Bogan scrub leases, do vou think that, with the 
construction of tho railway, the lessees would be induced to farm any of that hand on tho share system ? 
Yes ; I believe that would be the case with a great deal of it.

1075.
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1075. So that it would not be necessary to wait for the falling in of the leases for the railway to induce !• H. Mote.
agricultural operations? No. A Vao 16Aug.l1900.
107G. Mr. Walson.'] Have the Wcst Bogau Icaees been chiefly granted to get rid ot the scrub . lee.
1077. Have you been successful so far as you have gone ? Yes. very successful.
1078. Have you treated the greater part of your leasehold area ? Yes ; there arc only 3,000 or 4,000 
acres not finished now. Tho rest ia completed.
1070. Is that out of the total ? Yes. . _
1050. Do you think the scrub is likely to conic again unless some greater expenditure is entered uponr ■
Wo do not anticipate large expenditures; perhaps two or three more.
1051. With regard.to your secured lands ; you have heard tho suggestion that some guarantee or subsidy 
should be given by tho landowners to make good a portion of the anticipated loss upon the railway ; 
would vou be willing to pay on the secured lauds which you hold ? Y"cs.

Andrew Lindsay, farmer and grazier, Myra Vale, sworn, and examined:—
1032. Mr. McFarlane.'] How far do you live from here? Twenty miles, and about 15 miles from tho 
surveyed line of railway.
1083. Does your holding adjoin Melrose leasehold ? Yes.
10S1. Is there land on that holding which will be shortly available for settlement ? Yes.
1085, What is the area of that land ? 250,000 acres.
1030. What is the character of that land ? It is similar to what yon see here. It is good agricultural 
land, interspersed with ridges of mallee.
10S7. Is that considered to be good country ? Not for agriculture, but a great deal of it is fair land. 
10SS. Is the land in your neighbourhood similar to the land between here and Trundle ? I tbink it is 
better than the land at Trundle; it is like the country you pass through from Woodlands to this place. 
1080. Taking the 250,000 acres of land which will he available for settlement, how much of it would be 
suitable for agriculture ? I think there are at least 200.000 acres j there are not 50,000 acres of mallee 
in it.
1090. How far from the railway would that land be ? Twenty miles.
1091. On which side of the line is Melrose leasehold ? On the west side.
1092. Would the whole of that area be served by the railway ? Not if you take a radius of 20 miles,— 
some of it is beyond that distance.
1093. How much would the 20 miles radius include ? I think it would go about midway through the 
leasehold.
1094 Would 25 miles include the whole of it? No.
1095. Which half would contain the best agricultural land ? The half close to the railway line.
1090. Can you give us any information as to the rainfall in your district ? The average is about 20 inches. 
1097. Have you had any experience in farming ? Yes, for thirty years.
109S. How many acres do you hold ? 2,560, and my three sons each hold an equal area.
1099. How many acres do you cultivate? 175, at present.
1100. Is your land of the same character as the land on the Melrose leasehold? Exactly the same.
1101. What are the results of your experience on your present holding? I have not cultivated a great 
deal. I started with a little, because it was too far to cart the grain. I consider that the soil is capable 
of growing good crops. You can depend upon an average crop, in a fair season, of four bags to the acre. 
I have grown as much as six bags to the acre in a good year.
1102. How long have you been cultivating ? About nine years on my present holding.
1103. Have you been in any other part of the Colony? I have been in G-oulburn Valley, Victoria; I 
was engaged in wheat-growing.
1104. How would the land in this district compare with the G-oulburn Valley ? It is just the same country, 
growing box,yarran, and pine ; but there is not so much undergrowth in Q-oulburn Valley.
1105. How is your land timbered ? Box, pine, yarran—it is heavily timbered.
1100. Do you consider that the distance you are away from a railway is too great to allow you to carry 
on farming operations? Yes.
1107. How far are you from the nearest railway station? Condobolin is about 56 miles away.
1103. If you had a railway within 20 miles of you, would you be able io farm extensively? Yes, wo 
would go in for it largely.
1109. In your area of 2,560 acres, how much do you consider would be fit for wheat growing? The 
whole of it ?
1110. In the event of a railway being constructed, would you be inclined to put a larger area under 
wheat? Yes. The land is all ringbarked and scrubbed,
1111. So that you would soon be in a position to place the land under cultivation if you had a railway? 
Yes, we would do so at once.
1112. "Would people having holdings in the same locality do the same as you would ? Yes, their land is 
of a similar character,
1113. Have you any experience in sheep farming ? Yes.
1114. Would it pay you better to place your holding under cultivation and to do away with sheep ? No, 
we will never do away with the sheep. I agree with what has been said about mixed farming, and I have 
fully proved it, here as well as in Victoria. I consider that sheep improves the farm just as much as 
manuring it.
1115. What proportion would you cultivate, and how much would you utilise for sheep farming? In all 
probability one-third would be ploughed; the rest- would be kept for sheep. The whole of my block, as 
it is now, could be put under tho plough.
1116. What would yon do with your own holding? I would put two-thirds of it under crop.
1117. Have you a good knowledge of the district ? Yes, a fair knowledge.
1118. Does the country which would he influenced by the railway consist of hilly country to any large 
extent? No ; the hilly country is outside the influence of tho railway. There might be a few miles of 
gravelly land.
1119. When that sort of land is cleared, is it good for pastoral purposes ? Yes.

A. Lindsay.. 

15 Aug., 1900.
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1121.

So that even the ridges would not be waste land ? iSTo ; there is good country between the ridges.
15A jgQg------I noticed a considerable quantity of flat country containing grave] on the surface ;—have you had '

•' 1 any experience of that land ? 1 have never famed any gravel land, hut I have seen it ploughed up.
1122. Is it as good as the other land? I thiuk that it bad better be left alone ; I would never think of 
cultivating it.
1123. Has it been cultivated in any places ? Yes, but not where they can get better land.
1124. Have you suffered during the last two or three years from drought ? Yes, in common with others.
1125. AYas there any Joss of sheep ? Yes, generally.
112G. How is the country watered ? By tanks. "
1127. Is there any difficulty in obtaining a sufficient water supply? Yo, it is good country for holding 
water. v " '

Alexander Menzies, grazier, AYalkers Hill, sworn, and examined:—
Menzies, 112S. Mr. Watson.] Where do you reside? Year Walker's Hill, at Bohadah, about 30 miles from here, 
—]u a north-westerly direction. ”
tug., 1900. H2f). What is the area of your holding? It is a family holding of a little over 12.000 acres.

1130. Have you carried on agriculture ? On a small scale, and mostly for hay.
1131. What success have you bad ? It averages about 1 ton to the acre. 1 have also grown wheat, and 
I got; a good average yield of about 20 bushels to the acre.
1132. What area did you have in ? About 12 acres. I also got about 60 bushels of oats to the acre.
1133. AV ere they specially good years ? Yes.
1134. Bo you reckon that from an agricultural standpoint the land out there ia as good as the land 
about Bulbodney ? Yes, it is similar land.
1135. Is there as great a proportion of it suitable for agriculture ? Yes. There are some rough hills 
coming into the district.
1136. What is the rainfall ? At Melrose, that is about 20 miles south from me, it is about 19 inches. 
The rainfall at my place is about the same.
113/. Does the rain usually fall at seasons suitable for hay and wheat ? Yes. Sometimes we get thunder
storms during the summer months, which are not suitable for wheat, but ou the whole we get good falls 
during the winter.
’*V^' y°u know the land generally between here and Yymagee ? I am not well acquainted with a 
wide area of it, hut I have been about Yymageo; it is similar to this country, but slightly more ridgy.
1139. AYhat stock have you been carrying ou your bolding? We never had it fully improved until the
last few years, and then the drought threw us back. 1 think there have been a little over 7,(J00 sheen on 
the 12,000 acres. .
1140. Which is your nearest railway station? Condobolin; but I am midway between there and 
Yyngan, I do business sometimes with one, and sometimes with the other.

.^ow ^lr west do you reckon you would he out of the practicable area for wheat-growing, owing to 
the rainfall ? ^ AVheat has been grown 30 or 40 miles further west from me.
1142. Assuming that this line were built to Bulbodney, would you use it in preference to going to
Yyngan ? Yes; it would save me 30 miles.
1143. AVould there be any agricultural development in your direction if this line were constructed, 
leaving you, say, 30 miles away ? It is a little too far to grow wheat at a profit, although there are some 
people now growing wheat near me and carting it to Condobolin.
1144. What would be tbo effect of the railway upon your district? I do not know that it would have 
very much effect. It would suit Bohadah, which is a mining town likely to develop—that is, 35 miles 
away from hero. They would probably get their supplies by the railway, and also coke for smelting.
1145. Are there any large developments there ? Yot at present. It ia quite in its infancy.
1146. Is there any great amount of Crown land in that direction which might be made available for
settlement? X think it can all be made available. I do not think it is under lease, and it is nearly all 
Crown land. '
1147. Is there any prospect of increased settlement for pastoral purposes in your direction if the railway 
were made ? There would be a great increase in pastoral pursuits.
H4S- What advantage would it be to a man to take up the laud not now taken up if the railway were 
made . It would be more convenient for him to get his supplies and his wool taken away. It is now 
impossible to take away stock.
1149. AVould it be possible for a man with a small capital to take up land within 30 miles of the railway 
■when he cannot take it up within 60 miles of a railway? Yes, aud there is a vast amount of pine timber 
through that country. I do not know of anv ironbark forests.

John Lancaster Tindall, miner and prospector, Bohadah, sworn and examined;—
. Tindall, 1150. Chairman.'] AYere you the discoverer of the Lightning Creek and Bohadah mining fields ? Yes.

Can you give us a general idea of the mineral characteristics of the country to be served by this 
ng.,ihuu. railway, and what effects would follow in tho mining industry from its construction? At Lichtnintr 

Creek chiefly gold is found. There will be reefs worked there soon. There is a good deal of reef country 
m the direction of Jumble Plains, Lightning Creek and Bobadah. There is copper at Jumble Plains. I 
found a little alluvial there tracing up the reefs. There was no capital to develop the reefs, so I left, and 
came on towards Bohadah.
1152. Was capital frightened away owing to the long distance from railway communication, or was it 
owing to the uncertainty of the prospect ? That had a great deal to do with the copper. The gold is 
generally low grade, and it takes a great deal of heavy machinery to work those ores.
1153. What was tho value of the gold which you got at Lightning Creek ? The alluvial gold was poor, 
but there was a great quantity of it; it went from 2 dwt. up to 7 dwt. to the load. You can get gold all 
through that country, more or less—that is, from Pi field to Platina and Lightning Creek.
1154. Do your observations lead you to the conclusion that with railway communication there is a likelihood 
of mineral development in the neighbourhood of Lightning Creek ? 1 Yes.

1155.
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1155. What is your experience of Bobadah ? It is a low grade formation with a good deal of smelting J- B. Tindal.
ores—silver, copper, lead, and gold. There is a little gold mixed with them. 15 Aug 1900
1156. Is the mineral area there extensive F Yes. _ ’
1157. Are Lightning Paddock and Bobadah connected with each other ? Yes; there is a continuous belt of
country there. _ _
1158. What is your experience of Bobadah ? There is a very large low grade gold formation, besides 
copper and silver.
1159. Are they of such a character that with easy communication they could be profitably worked ? Yes ; 
the cheap carriage of coke for smelting would make a lot of difference in the working of the mines.
1160. Have you so thoroughly prospected the Bohadah district as to be able to state definitely that there
is a large areaof mineral country there which could bo profitably developed ? Yes ; I know of two or three 
very fine shows there which will eventually be worked. *
1161. If a railway were constructed as far as Bulbodney, would that materially help towards the
development of the Bobadah field ? Tes; it would he within thirty miles of a railway. •
1162. In low grade country would machinery and coke he brought to the ore ? Yes, it would have to he 
treated on the spot. The matte would have to be sent down the line for treatment.
1163. Do you find any difficulty in obtaining water for mining purposes ? Yo; excavations will have to 
bo carried out for water, but I would sooner excavate for water than have to contend with it.
1164. So far, in sinking, have you had to contend with any water difficulty ? Yo.
1165. Have you had any experience of mining elsewhere F Yes, in Victoria. I was at Temora at the 
first of the mining there.
1166. Is the Bobadali country similar to the Cobar country F Yes, the mines are large, and we employ 
a number of men, hut they are handicapped through being such a. long distance from a railway.
1167. Mr. (Matson.] Was there not a large company formed to work at Bobadah some time ago ? Yes.
1103. Did they put machinery on the ground ? They did not put on much.
1169. What was the cause of their failure F The gross misdirectorsliip—the managers had to do what 
they were told.
1170. Did they go so far as to make any bulk test to find out how things were ? The smelting ores 
which they sent to Sydney gave £5 per ton after paying expenses, but they have done nothing. It yields 
lead, copper and gold.

Gfeorgc Lind, miner, Albert Water Holes, sworn, and examined :—
1171. 3£r. Shepherd.] How long have you been engaged at those mines F I have been there a little over G. Lind,
eighteen montns. /—A—
1172. What is your opinion of the field F There is a mineral belt of country running for miles along 
there—from Fifield on to Bobadah. It is nearly 100 miles in length. I think it is auriferous country.
We know that there are minerals of several kinds there; but the onl}7 payable mineral we have got so far 
is copper. We have traces of gold, and gold has been got 15 or 16 miles to the south, towards Fifield 
and Lightning Paddock. At Lightning Paddock the mines aro only in their infancy, and so are ours. I 
cannot actually say how tho country is going to turn out until it is more developed. It takes a good 
time to develop a field like this. As we have no banks behind us, we are handicapped to a great extent 
by having to take our ores 40 miles to the nearest railway-station, and with a very bad road. Carriage is 
very high. If we had better facilities by getting close to a railway-station, people would be able to come 
on to the fields, and the country would be properly opened out.
1173. Have you a true lode where you are workingF Yes; we arc about 80 feet down ; there is another
shaft 125 feet. There are throe mines working. Two have been getting ore for twelve months. Two 
men are working in one, and about three or four in tho other. ■
1174. Have you had any quantity treated anywhere? Yes; we have been sending ore down to be 
treated,
1175. AVhat quantity ? As far as I can find out, about 90 or 100 tons of picked oro have been sent 
away. There is a lot of second-class ore on the top, which it would not pay to send down.
1176. Has it paid you to send away the ore? Yes.
1177. What has been the return ? On an average 22 per cent, right through. The ore has gone as high 
as 30 per cent, and over, and as low as 15 per cent.
1178. At what depth did you have the best results ? We have had ore all the way down to a depth of 
125 feet.
1179. Is it running all the same ? It is running in patches and blocks all the way down.
1180. Did you have as good a result near the surface as you had at SO feet? Yes, and in some 
instances better.
1181. Where did you have the ore treated? We had ours treated at Cockle Creek at first, hut at present 
we have it treated at Lithgow.
1182. What is the size of your lode ? It averages from about 1 foot to 2 feet 6 inches, or 3 feet ■
at the most.
1183. Does the lode vary as you go down ? Yes.
1184. Is it not rather small for a copper lode? It is too small for a company to tackle it; they would 
do so, however, even with poorer stuff, if there was a larger quantity.
1185. Have you been altmg the auriferous belt of country ? Yes, for a part of the way. ■
1186. Is tho part where you are the most promising? Yes; 10 or 12 miles further north there is what 
we call Orange Plains—there are some mines there. I understand they look pretty well at the surface.
1187. Has only one lode been discovered ? There are three distinct lodes. We have got three.
1188. Has trenching been carried out to discover new lodes ? There has been no one prospecting there, 
except three or four of ourselves. The country has not been tried.
1189. How far are you away from the railway F The railway will come within 5 or 6 miles of our mine,
1190. Will that railway assist you ? Yes ; it will help to develop this belt of country, as it will bring 
more prospectors out here, and the carriage will he cheaper.
1191. Have you water in the 80 feet of shaft ? No ; we have never got to any water-level.
1192. Could you get sufficient water to carry on operations on a large scale ? Yes; we have made
preparations to catch surface water. Our party have a good-sized dam now. .

234*—F ■ 1193.
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1193. Chairman.'] Is tliere any indication of those lodes opening out wider at a depth? Yes.
1194. What are they ? The country, in one mine especially, is very much disturbed, but in the other 

■ mine, in which I am, the lode carries two splendid walls right down. We hare the lode at the bottom
level as large as 3 feet 6 inches and 4 feet. We had no size like that on the surface. It runs in blocks, 
pinching and widening out. The blocks of quartz seem to be widening.

Charles Henry Sicmsen, farmer and grazier, Buddabudah, near Lansdale, sworn and examined:—
C. H. 1195. Mr. McFarlane.] Where do you reside ? Thirteen miles north from here, on Bulbodney Creek. 

Siemsen. 119G. Hare you any statement to make to the Committee ? Yes. In the first place, if railway facilities 
1 T ^ uion are given lo this district, self-interest will induce landholders to go in largely for agriculture, because tbo 
0 US'> • majority of the holdings are 2,560 acres in area, which is not sufficient for grazing purposes alone. In

■ the second place, cultivation is the only sure method of economically preventing the dense growth of
noxious scrub which continually makes its appearance on this West Bogan country. In tho third place, 
because the rents and instalments are altogether too large in proportion to the net return which can be 
made off these holdings by grazing. The very great disadvantage under which landowners of 2560 acres 
are labouring should be borne in mind, owing to the want of railway facilities up to the present time, 
which has prevented them in the past from taking full advantage of agricultural operations, which other
wise they undoubtedly would have done. ^Fourthly, because it has been proven beyond doubt that this 
land is most admirably adapted for the growth of cereals. I would also point out, in addition to these 
considerations, that a great advantage wrould be gained from the fact that there is a large quantity of 
marketable pine timber in this district. The landholders here have not been treated as they ought to 
have been. The majority of the selectors were given to understand, when they came here under tbo 1890 
Act, that in five years from that date there would be a great deal of land resumed, and in that case 
wc would have had a dense population here, because land would bo taken up. Every available acre here 
has been taken up by selection. "
1197. Are you of opinion that the small holders, that is men with 2,560 acres, have suffered more from 
the want of a railway than the larger holders ? Yes; because the small holder has gone in more for 
cultivation.
1198. Do you think that 2,500 acres are not sufficient for grazing purposes ? Yes ; in this district,
1199. What is a fair area on which to maintain a family by grazing? A great deal depends upon tho
amount of improvements put upon the land. If the areals improved, I should say that 5,000 acres would 
maintain a family, if it were not too large a family. '
1200. Where do you live? Hear Orange Plains.
1201. How many acres do you hold ? 2,560.
1202. Do you use any of that for cultivation ? Yes, between 450 and 500 acres. I have been cultivating 
since 1894.
1203. What distance are you from the railway ? I am between 47 and 50 miles from Nyngan station.
1204. Is that too far to make farming pay ? Yes, it is impossible to make it pay. It has cost me in tho 
past from Is. 7d. to 2s. a bag for cartage. The great drawback is the impossibility of getting teams at 
certain times. The spring may he good, but the summer exceptionally dry, aud carriers cannot afford 
to pay for feed at 2s. a bag.
1205. How much of your land is suitable for cultivation ? Every acre.
1206. Is all the land in your locality equally good? Yes.
1207. Do you know Orange Plains very well ? Yes. .
1208. What class of land is it ? Although I differ from most of the people here to-day, I consider that 
the whole of Orange Plains is well adapted for agriculture. There is a good deal of gravel land on Orange 
Plains; but it has proven itself in this district able to grow a better average year in and year out than the 
other land.
1209. Do you know any of this gravel land which has been under cultivation? Yes; and taking the 
general run of it, I have known gravelly ground to produce just as good crops as the other land. D
1210. Are there any Crown lands on Orange Plains ? Yes ; I believe most of it is Crown land.
1211. Has any of it been recently thrown open ? Ho.
1212. If the land were thrown open, would it be taken up ? I am sure you would not have an acre left 
in two years.
1213. Do you think it would pay you to cultivate if you only had to cart for 13 miles, as against your 
present distance ? Certainly.
1214. If the railway were constructed, would you increase the area you have under cultivation? Yes,to 
the extent of about one-half of my holding. I believe that example would be generally followed. By 
cultivating about half the holding, I could carry as much stock as at present. I reckon that I would go

■ in for 1,200 acres of cultivation.
1215. Would there be good marketable pine in this district? Yes. .
1216. Has it been cut for milling purposes? Yes ; there has been a saw-mill hero, and there was a good 
demand for the timber. They are drawing pine 17 miles to the railway station at Hyngan.
1217. What would be the average yield of wheat per acre ? I do not think I am in a position to give an 
average. The selectors, and people who have gone in for wheat-growing, have dSne so principally within

■ the last six years. During that time there have been three bad seasons, and that has been the ease only
during the last eleven years, so. that those bad years robbed the average of five good years. From my 
experience of ten years, an average of 16 bushels to the acre would be within the mark ; but for three 
years past it has been lower than that.
1218. Are there many large landholders in your locality possessing 5,000 acres, 10,000 acres, and 
upwards? Ho ; they are mostly conditional purchase and conditional lease men.
1219. Is the land well watered ? There is no natural water; you have to conserve the water by sinking 
tanks.
1220. Is it level or hilly country ? On the west side of Bulbodney it is very level country for about 16 
miles, then it gets a little more ridgy ; on the east side the country is hilly. The country is fairly heavily 
timbered.
1221. What is the average of cultivation land in your locality ? The whole area is fit for cultivation with
the exception of some narrow ranges, 1222.
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1222. Ib there much mallee country ? There is no mallee country within 25 miles of this place. sic'mien
1223. Chairman.] Is there any area on. Orange Plains which has beeu available for settlement lease for ^
some time which has not been taken up ? Yes. 15 Aug., 1900.
1224. Do you think that persons have been prevented from taking up that land on account of its distance , ’ 
from railway communication ? Yes ; if there had been a railway station on this creek that land would
not remain there as it is a fortnight, I think that a good many people are of opinion that that land is not 
suitable for grazing or agriculture. I say it is suitable, and that has been proved on a selection a few 
miles from us ; they have grown the best average crop there for the last, six years.
1225. Do you know any other place where the same conditions prevail? Yes ; 1 believe that is the case
on Bulbodney Creek. I believe there arc a few blocks there available for selection, and they have not 
been taken up there for a few years. It is all of good quality.

Thomas Lacey, share-farmer, Balgay, sworn and examined:—
1220. Mr. Wtrison.] Where do you reside ? Twenty miles from Lansdale, to the west. T. Lacey.
1227. Have you a holding of your own ? So ; we are working on the half-share system. ~ \
1228. AVhat area have you ? About 570 acres from Mr. Byrie. 15 Aug., 1900.
1229. How long have you been there ? About ten years in the district; but we only started this year 
on the half-share system. My father has been farming for ten years.
1230. 'Where does he send his crop to ? To Hyngan, 57 miles away.
1231. What has been your father’s experience with cropping? We have got 16 to 20 bushels per acre 
since we have been there. It costs Is. 7d. to 2s. a bag to get it to Nyngan.
1232. Would it pay you to work on the halves system ? Yes, if we get a railway.
1233. But when you took up this land, you did not know there would be a railway ? There was some 
talk about it.
1231. That induced you to take it up ? Yes. _
1235. Would it pay you, if you got 10 bushels of your half-share, to cart it 57 miles ? Ho ; not at a low 
price.
1236. What price would you require ? Pour shillings a bushed.
1237. What are the terms on which you have got the land? Mr. Byrio finds the land, and we find the 
labour. He clears it and finds us in seed, and we have to take it off. He has to find his own cartage.
1238. Aro there any others besides yourself who have taken up land on that system ? No.
1.239, Is there other land as suitable as that which you have taken up ? Yes, all the land about there.
1240. Is it similar to the land about here ? Yes.
1241. Is the rainfall there as good as it is bore ? Yes. .
1242. Do you think that if a railway were constructed, many other people would follow your example?
Yes, a gre*at many; it pays both parties. ‘
1243. If this line’' were ultimately extended towards Hymagee, would it then be far from your land ? In
a straight line to Hymagee it would go within 2 or 3 miles of our land. _
1244. Do you know the character of the land towards Hymagee ? I have been to Overflow; it is all good 
agricultural and grazing land.
1245. Does it become more ridgy ? Yes.
1246. What proportion of the land at Overflow would bo suitable for agriculture? One half.

Bobert James Hutchinson, selector, Lansdale, sworn and examined:—
1247. Chairman.'] What area do you hold ? 2527 acres.
1248. Had you any experience in the timber trade? Yes, a little.
1249. Can you give the Committee auy idea of the amount of timber within easy reach of the proposed 
railway which could be worked for milling purposes ? There is a great quantity of timber within an easy 
distance; it consists mainly of pine suitable for sawing.
1250. Do you think there is a sufficient area of pine to give a large amount of traffic to the railway for
some time ? Yes, for a couple of years. _ _
1251. What is the quality of pine timber in this district ? What is large enough is mostly good ; it is
mainly sound timber; it is suitable for building purposes of all kinds. _
1252. ’,If the line were constructed, is there a chance of finding a market down the existing railways for 
some distance ? Yes; from what I hear there is a great demand for the timber.
1253. We understand that districts like Orange would be large consumers of this timber. Have you the
timber iu such quantities here, that after paying for sawing and getting it on to the railway line, and 
another Is. 6d. per 100 feet, you would bo able to find a market in such districts ? There are several 
people doing so now, aud I think they ought to be able to do it here. At Trangie they have to cart the 
timber 1.5 and 20 miles to the station. .
1254. What is the destination of the timber trucked at Trangio? I think I have seen some of it going 
to Bourke.
1255. Do you think that the timber is in such quantities here that it will stand that amount of carriage ?
Yes. _
1256. Can you offer the Committee any evidence as to the rates for the carriage of store goods? It costs 
£10 10s. a ton to deliver goods here from Sydney ; the cost of carriage on the railway is very high, and I 
pay £3 a ton from Trangie.
1257. Does that impose any difficulty on the people living here? Yes; it is a great handicap,
1258. Do you go in for farming ? Yes; I have 300 acres under cultivation.
1259. What has been, your experience as an agriculturist? I have obtained 14 or 15 bushels to the acre; 
in some years 1 have got 7 or 8 bags to the acre.
1260. Would the greater part of the district, say within 20 miles of the railway, around Bulbodney be fit
for agriculture? Yes; it could uot be better. '
1261. What would bo the percentage of arable land there ? Almost the whole of it.
1262. Would the construction of this railway enable the selectors in this district to frequently send small 
consignments Of fat stock for sale ? Yes.

1263.

R. J.
Hutchinson,

15 Aug., 1900.
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1263. Are they prohibited from doing so now ? Tes, on account of the distance they have to travel the sheep.
1264. Would that materially increase the chance of profitably running sheep on their holdings? Yes; 
the sheep get fat, but we havo to leave them here.
1265. By a system of mixed farming, under which the sheep are fed off tho stubble during the period in 
which the grass is seeding, would you, to a large extent, avoid tho risk of deteriorating the wool ? Yes. I 
have 100 acres of land cleared beyond what I cultivate.
1266. How much of your holding would you farm if you had a railway ? Between 600 and 700 acres.
1267. Do yon agree with the statement that, with the construction of the railway and a consequent in
crease of cultivation, the total carrying capacity of the district with respect to sheep would be considerably 
increased ? Undoubtedly. '
1268. Mr. McFarlane.'] Are there any other classes of marketable timber in this district ? Not between 
here and Burra Burra that I know of, There is a little ironbark in patches, hut there is not a great deal 
of it.
1269. "Would there be sufficient ironbark for railway construction ? Yes, for the time being.
1270. Is it of fairly good quality? Yes.

THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Oonmiitee met at the ‘'Fast Office Hotel," Handaloo, at 8 jj.flt.]

present:--
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Bsq., (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesat Crawford Shepherd, J John Christian Watson, Esq.,
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam, J John McFarlane, Esq.
The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Bogan Gate to

Bulbodney.
George Edgar -Richardson, Secretary, Dandaloo and Trangie Railway League, Dandaloo, sworn and

examined:—
1271. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? Grazier, residing on Trangie, Dandaloo Road.
1272. The Committee have at present under their consideration a proposal to connect Bogan Gate with 

16 A moo BulbodDey >—would’you give your opinion as Secretary of the league of the Dandaloo-Trangie connection
US'’ • as to whether the Bogan Gate line would or would not serve this district ? It will not servo this district.

1273. How far is Dandaloo from Lansdale? Thirty-two miles.
1274. How far is Dandaloo from Trangie? Twenty-seven miles.
1275. Do you know the stock route from Dandaloo going about south-west through Dandaloo down 
through Kerriwah holding ? Yes.
1276. That stock route is practically in a direct lino from Dandaloo to the nearest point on the proposed 
Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line;—what distance is it from Dandaloo along that stock route to Bulbodney 
Creek ? Twenty-five miles to the creek.
1277. So that practically you would be an equal distance from the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney lino and the 
western line? Yes.
1278. From the nearest point of the proposed railway line, Dandaloo would be practically about 20 miles
in a direct line. Yon are now 27 miles distant from Trangie. Tlio mileage to the nearest point on the 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line from Sydney is 350 miles, the mileage from Trangie is 321 miles ;—taking 
both these facts into consideration, which of the two lines would serve Dandaloo best? The western line. 
12/9. Do yon state that the extension of the line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney would be of absolutely 
no benefit to the people of Daudaloo ? It would be of no benefit. ^
12S0. In what way could tho people of Dandaloo he served ? They could be best served by a lino from 
the western railway at Trangie coming to Dandaloo ; that would be a distance of 27 miles.
1281. What is the character of the country between Trangio and Dandaloo ? It is all flat country.
1282. Are there any watercourses to cross ? Only Boggy Cowal. An extension could be made from 
Trangie to the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line, or on to Hymagee,
1283. Would it not be a distinct advantage to tho people of Dandaloo to get on to a main line where 
there would be main line charges as compared with sending their produce over a branch line ? Yes.
1284. Mr. Watson.] It has been suggested that the line towards Bulbodney might bo taken first to Peak 
Hill, and from there westerly to Bullock Creek, and thence to Bulbodney;—would that line serve Dandaloo 
to any greater extent than the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line ? It would be just the same.
1285. Was there any idea on the part of your league that a railway to Dandaloo might he extended 
further ? They did not ask for anything else ; they sent in a petition for a line to Dandaloo from Trangie.
1286. Are you aware that short cockspur lines are not favoured by the Railway Commissioners, because 
they do not pay so well proportionately as a longer line;—is there any suggestion as to where the line 
might be taken from Dandaloo after coming hero from Trangie ? It might he made to function with the 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line.
1287 Mr. Hyam.] "What is the nature of the country between here and Trangie ? Plains and belts of 
timber alternately.
1288. Is it agricultural land ? Yes; it is black and red soil.
1289. Is it heavy country ? Yes, iu wet weather. ' '
1290. Would the railway which you propose run at right angles to the rest of the line ? Yes.
1291. Then would tbo line from here to Hymagee be taken at another angle ? Looking at the map, I 
see that it would he at an angle of 65 degrees.
1292. Chairman.] Have you anything else to add ? Our committee has not instructed me to prepare 
any evidence,^ as we thought the Public Works Committee were not taking evidence on the Trangie- 
Dandaloo Railway, We understand that to be the case now. My evidence is simply to show that the 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line would not meet the requirements of Dandaloo.
1293. I may sum up your evidence by saying that, you do not think the proposal now before the 
Committee would benefit Dandaloo, or the country between Dandaloo and Trangie? Yes.

!R. J.
Hutchinson,

15 Aug., 1900.

G. E.
Richardson.

FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY. 17 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Committee met at WaUanhillan Homestead, at 4!'15 p.m.'] 

iOrrsiiit:—
WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, 

The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam,
John Christian Watson, Esq., 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a Hue of Bailway from Bogan Gate
to Bulhodney.

F. A. Cannon.
Peter Andrew Cannon, grazier and farmer, Wallanbillau, sworn aud examined:—

1291'. Mr. Wat son.Are yon part oivuer of Wall anbilhm ? Yes.
1295. Are you interested in property towards Bullock Creek ? Yes. .
1296. How will the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney railway affect your position ? It will do so very 17AuE-* J • 
advantageously.
1297. Will that apply more particularly to your land near Bullock Creek ? Yes.
1298. Is your land here 22 miles easterly from Bullock Creek? Yes, but rather north-east,
1299. How many miles aro you from Harramine ? Thirty-two. _
1800. If a line were constructed from Bogan Gate Lo Bullock Creek, would you continue to use Harramine 
for your produce, or would you come into Bullock Creek? To Bullock Creek, because it is nearer.
1301. How do the roads compare in the two directions r The roads are better to Bullock Creek than to
Harm mine. In a wet season the roads to Narramiuc are almost impassable, and we also have to pass the 
Bogan Kiver without a bridge. _ _
1302. How far east do you think the Bulbodney line would attract traffic at Bullock Creek ? When it is 
possible to cross the Bogau, I should think it would go 4 miles on the north-eastern bank of the Bogan.
I have great difficulty in getting my wheat away from here. I have nearly 3.000 bags of last season’s 
crops here, and I am compelled at present to buy teams to carry it. I cannot get ordinary carriers, except 
at ruinous prices. __
1303. What have you been paying in the past for carriage to Harramme ? From Is. to Is. 4d. per bag,
1304. At the present price of wheat would it stand that cost ? Ho.
1305. H the railway were at Bullock Creek, would you he able to get cartage much cheaper then ? Yes ;
I would get it carted from here for 1 s. a bag. as against Is. 4d. the other way. As the production of wheat 
increases teams become scarcer, because the competition for teams is greater. The supply does not keep
pace with the demand.
1306. Would tho majority of the farming population have to employ teams rather than cart themselves ? 
Yes; it does not pay farmers who grow wheat to keep teams, because they would have to keep such a 
large plant. By the time they have the wheat taken off they want to start ploughing again.
1307, What is the area of your holding at Wallanbillau ? 14,900 acres.
1303. What proportion of "tliat is suitable for agriculture ? The whole of it with the exception of a few 
acres under water.
1309. Taking the land between Wallanbillan and Bullock Creek, is it all of the same character? Yes.
1310. Is if all suitable for agriculture ? Yes. _
1311. It has been suggested that the line towards Bulbodney might, instead of starting from Bogan Gate, 
be taken from Parkes to Peak Hill and from tliere to Bullock Creek;—what is the country like between 
Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ? There is a great deal of broken country, creeks, and cowals. It would 
have to cross some high ridges.
1312. Would the country on the whole between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek compare favourably or 
unfavourably with that between Trundle and Bullock Creek? From Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek it 
would be much cheaper to run a railway.
1313. Which would be the best front an agricultural stand-point? I do not think there would be any 
difference. There is a good deal of hilly country on the Peak Hill line which does not appear on the 
Committee’s map, and there are also some deep creeks which would necessitate bridges.
1314. Do you think it is probable that the cost of construction would be a great deal higher if you 
attempted to reach Bullock Creek from Peak Hill? Yes.
1315. What area do you cultivate at present at Wallanbillan ? 2300 acres.
1316. Would the Bulbodney railway be an incentive to you to increase cultivation ? Yes; my intention 
is to increase it more than double.
1317. Do you farm your land yourself, or do you let it on the halves system ? I do it all myself.
1318. Would any extension p£ farming operations be dealt with by you in the same way? Yes.
1319. What is the general capacity for stock of the land around Wallanbillan? One sheep to tho acre.
1320. What has been your wheat yield ? Our average yield for about seven years has been 17 bushels to 
the acre.
1321. Does that include the recent drought years ? Yes, dry years and good years. We had as low a 
yield as 9 bushels to the acre one year.
1322. What was your largest crop over the whole area during that period ? In one season, 24 bushels
over the whole area. ,
1323. It has been put forward that tho Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line and the western line will serve the 
country between the two railways;—do you think that is so, or do you think it will be necessary to make 
an additional line to effectually servo that area ? I do not think the proposed line would serve the whole 
area, I do not consider that it would serve me on this part of the run. If no line were constructed to 
Bullock Creek I could not continue growing wheat here ; but, in the event of the railway being constructed 
to Bullock Creek, I intend to grow wheat in that direction. The portion I have under wheat, close to this 
homestead, will go back to grass.
1324. Do you think 22 miles is too far to cart wheat ? Yes, at the present price,
1325. What suggestion is there to serve the country in addition to the proposed railway towards 
Bulbodney ? In order to open up fhis pountry ifc would be necessary to run 'a cross line from Bullock.

’ ' ' Creek
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P. A. Cannon. Creek to Nammine. It would run the whole May through lirat-claes agricultural and grazing land.
a—-Prom the rirer to Narramine, in what we call a reasonably wet season, it is impossible to cart even wool. 

17 Aug., 1900. "We have to pay very high prices for wool.
132G. Supposing you had fair roads, do you think it would pay a man to grow wheat on good land 
22 miles from a railway ? Not with the price at 2s. a hushel.
1327. AVhat, in your opinion, is the limit of attraction for an agricultural line? Twenty miles at the 
outside. I have to pay 2d. a bag eitra for an additional 2 miles cartage. I am paying 14d. a bag from 
here to Narramine, and 16d. a bag for 2 miles further out, aud the carriers take the 14d. a bag wheat iu 
preference. That is because the road is very heavy.
1328. Do you think that if the suggested line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, and a line from' Narramine 
to Bullock Creek, forming a loop, were constructed, they would come within a reasonable distance of 
paying ? Yes; I believe that the produce from tho district would increase 400 per cent, at the very least, 
and the carriage of other merchandise accordingly.
1329. Is there a great amount of settlement between Wallanbillan and Bullock Creek, or is the land 
mainly in the hands of a few holders? There is a good deal of settlement. There has also been some 
land surveyed recently for selection.
1330. Is that land suitable for agriculture? Yes ; it is good agricultural land.
1331. Do you think that landholders generally would be of the same opinion as yourself, as far as extending 
the agricultural operations are concerned, between Bullock Creek aud Wallanbillan if the railway were 
made? I am sure they would. I have heard a great many of them say so, and I know a great many of 
them aro clearing land in anticipation of that line being constructed.
1332. I presume you have seen the estimate of the Eailway Commissioners as to the probable financial 
results of the railway, which go to show rather a large deficiency;—are you willing, as far as your land 
within a reasonable distance of the line is concerned, to contribute towards reducing that loss ? lam quite 
prepared, provided the suggestion is reasonable.
1333. Do you think it is reasonable to impose a charge of 2d. per acre within 5 miles of tho line, and Id. 
per acre between 5 and 10 miles, and so on ? Yes.

■ 1334, Do you send your wool at present to Narramine ? Yes. I cart my own wool, I would have to pay
£1 or £1 5s. per ton.
1835. Would you send your wool via the Bullock Creek line? Yes. I believe tho proposed railway is 
necessary to open up this country. It is not producing one-tenth of its capacity.
1336. Mr. Hyam.] What time is occupied on the journey between here and Narramine by a waggon with an 
average load, and with tho road in its ordinary state ? It takes my waggon six days to go there and back.
1337. What time would it take you from the extreme end of your land to Bullock Creek ? Three days. 
The road is much better; the country is hard aud livelier.
1338. Is there any metal on the road between here and Bullock Creek? There is a little stone at one 
point; I think it could be utilised for road making.
1339. Is the country sounder than on the Narraminc-road ? Yes,
1340. Is there any possibility of improving the road between here and Narramine? No; there is no 
material for doing so, until you get within a few miles from Narramine.

George Currie, grazier, Strathallan, sworn, and examined :—
G-. Currie. 1341. Chairman What is your position with regard to the Bogau Gate-Bulbodney line ? I live 23 miles 

^ north-easterly from Bullock Creek, *
17 Aug., 1900.1342. Have you had any experience as a farmer ? No.

1343. Have you had any opportunity of judging the capacity of the land, from an agricultural point of 
view ? Yes.
1344. AVhat experience have you had ? I lived about fifteen years in the Goulburn A7alley district, I 
was brought into contact with farming to a great extent there, although I took no personal part in it.
1345. From what you have seen of the country in your own district, how would you compare it with the 
Goulburn Valley wheat land ? I consider that this country compares very favourably with the best of

. the Goulburn Valley. I have also lived in a district close to Berrigan. My relatives have properties
there now. This district compares very favourably with Berrigan.
1846. What is the size of your holding on tho Bogan ? Close on 8,000 acres of secured land.
1347. Do you do any farming ? No, only growing hay.
1348. AVhat do you consider is the carrying capacity of your country ? I have kept about a sheep to the 
acre during the last five years of drought.
1349. In good seasons, what increase would there be ? I would put it down as a sheep to the acre 
country. In a good year it would carry more.
1350. Would the construction of the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line induce you to go in for agriculture on 
your land? Yes—probably a good deal.
1351. AVhat proportion of your holding is suitable for agriculture? There are some parts more suitable 
than others; but, with the exception of a swamp, it is all suitable,
1352. AVhat yield of hay do you usually get ? I have only begun to grow it quite recently, I have seen 
over 2 tons per acre grown on my land.
1353. Do you agree in the main with what Mr. Cannon has stated? Yes; the roads are the principal 
objection. I was on the point of beginning to farm about two or three years ago, but the road from here 
to Narramine is impassable in wet weather, and the cartage is too high.
1354. With railway communication, and with the development of agriculture on yonr holding, would you 
be able to carry more sheep than you can carry now ? Yos, far more—probably double in the course of 
a very short time.
1365. Do you agree with other witnesses who have told us that, with the construction of a railway, the 
produce in the district would he increased in a two-fold manner—first by the agricultural produce, and 
second by the increase in the sheep-carrying capacity of the run ? Yes. Of course, my idea would he, 
if there were a railway within a reasonable distance, to farm portions of my land and.then lay it down in 
lucerne. It has been proved to be lucerne-growing country, and the rainfall is large enough for lucerne. 
1356. Are we to gather from that that you would not go in permanently for agriculture ? Yes; because 
I would keep -on putting in fresh paddocks year by year. 1357.
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1357. Would you put iu lucerne in the older paddocks ? Tes; that would increase the carrying capacity.
1358. What would be the increase in the carrying capacity ? i’ive or sii times. The country that would 
carry one sheep to the acre now, would carry five or six to the acre under lucerne.
1359, Do you think it has been satisfactorily established that this country is suitable for lucerne-growing ?
Tes ; I have seen it live here during the last four years of drought.
1360, Mr. Byam.'] How long will lucerne stand after it has been planted ? Provided it has been properly 
farmed, it has stood here for the last five or six years.
13G1, Is that the limit ? I do not know ; it is impossible to say wbat is tbe limit.
1362. Ton know that lucerne does not stand so long after feeding as by cutting ? Tes ; but it has stood 
here for five or six years.
1303. Then you would have to replant? I do not know that it would be necessary to replant at the end 
of that time, because tbe country has not been tried. ,
1364. Tour evidence might be open to the construction that you would gradually clear your land, and 
put it under wheat for a certain number of years, then sow it with lucerne until you had the whole of it 
under that crop, and then discontinue growing wheat? Hot necessarily; because it will always bo a 
country suitable for wheat. If 1 began growing wheat I would continue to do so. Wo are at a great 
disadvantage here on account of the difficulty of road carriage to Narramine. Tbe roads during this 
winter have been practically impassable for teams. I have been paying as high as 3s. 6d, a cwt. on loading 
from the railway to tins place.
1365. Ohairman.] Is there the same difficulty in getting from here to the railway? Tes.
13GG. What do you usually pay for goods from the railway ? When the roads are hard, about Is. per 
cwt. and upwards.

Arthur Seaton Machin, farmer and grazier, near Wallanbillan, sworn, and examined :—
1367. Mr. Byam.'] Where do you live? Pour miles west from here, running parallel to the railway. A. S. Machin.
1368. How far would you be from tbe proposed, railway at tho nearest point from your boundary ? Prom \ ^
where I am at present living, I would be 20 miles from Tullamore. 17 Aug., 1900.
1369. What is the size of your holding ? At present, 970 acres. The balance of my block is surveyed, 
but I havo not yet got it.
1370. Is it to be made up when the land is available ? Tea.
1371. Will that give you 2,560 acres ? Tes; and I have an annual lease of the stock route.
1372. How do you use your land ? Por sheep at present, except a piece for hay. I am clearing the land.
1373. If the railway is constructed from Bogan G-ate to Bulbodney as proposed, will you go in for wheat 
growing? Tes; I have 70 or 80 acres cleared now.
1374. Is the land in your locality suitable for anything else besides sheep-farming and wheat-growing ?
It is suitable for dairying and wheat-growing. .
1375. Do you think that in dry seasons you could carry on dairying successfully ? Not without farming; 
we would have to grow feed.
1376. With care and attention, and with the growth of crops suitable for dairying, would you be able to 
carry out that industry successfully ? Tes; but I do not think it has been tried.
1377. Would it be an experiment ? Tes.
1378. With a railway, would you combine dairying and sheep-farming ? Tes ; tbe additional area which 
I would get will only he 15 miles from the proposed railway.
1379. Ton have heard Mr. Cannon and Mr. Currie give their evidence ;—do you agree with them ? Tes; 
in the main.
1380. Is there anything you would like to add to it ? I consider that the proposed railway would not
suit the majority of the people in this district; they would not be able to use the railway on account of 
the river. >
1381. Do you think that the people on the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney side of tbe river would bo brought 
into communication with the proposed railway ? Tes,
1382. Would they use it in preference to the railway at Narramine? Tes; on account of the river and 
the road.
1383. Would the road to the proposed railway be better ? Tes; undoubtedly.
1384. Tou have heard of the proposal to put a tax on land within 5 miles of the railway at the rate of 
2d. per acre, and proportionately at a greater distance ? Tes.
1385. Would you be willing to contribute with the others on that basis? Tes; of course that would 
mean a halfpenny per acre on my full holding.
1386. Have you been farming in the New England district? Tes.
1387. Were you engaged in extensive operations ? Tes, in that district. There are immense areas of 
land here eminently suited for agriculture.
1388. How would the land here compare with the land in the New England district ? On the whole, the 
land here is superior, Of course there are patches of land in New England far superior to the land here— 
that is to say, there are immense areas of basaltic soil there. I was living east of Glen Innes, 13 miles 
towards tbe coast.
1389. Do you think that the land in that locality is superior to the land here ? Tes; for wheat-growing.
1390. What was your average in that locality ? If I remember rightly, I obtained 45 bushels to the 
acre, but that was an exceptional season. I have taken off the land here 32 bushels, and I have only been 
here five years, and it could not have been a good year. I got it three years ago. Of course it was only 
on a small area, and I think it was in the year 1896.
1391. Do you think this country would compare favourably with the New England district? Tes; I 
consider it is superior, taking into account the immense area. 1 do not know anything about its lasting 
qualities.
1392. What is the carrying capacity of the country for sheep ? I differ from other gentlemen on that 
point; I would put it at acres to the sheep, iu order to be safe.
1393. Wbat would it carry, combined with agriculture ? Two sheep to the acre.
1394. As you clear your land and improve it, would you be perfectly safe in carrying more sheep than 
you do at present ? Tes.
1395. Have you had experience in feeding sheep in drought times ? I have had to feed my sheep here

for

G. Currie. 
17Aug7l900.
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A. S. Machin, for f0UrjmrE. Those who have had experience here in feeding sheep on hay find it has been a great 
'■““■'*'■"■“■'1 success.

17 Aug., 1900,1390 "VVcmM the proposed railway be a benefit to the district in times of severe drought by giving facili
ties to remove stock to better places ? Yes.
1397. Have any large quantities of slock been removed from this locality for better pasture ? Yes.
1398. Do you think the railway would be made use of by small holders ? Yes; it would be easy to get 
the sheep quickly on to the grass and at a less expense.
1399. Have you a small number of sheep ? Yes.
1400. Occasionally you have to feed your sheep ? Yes.
1401. If a railway came within a reasonable distance, would you be induced sometimes to send half a
truck or a truck load of sheep to Sydney, perhaps joining with your neighbours ? Yes; we are
debarred from doing that at present,
1402. The reason being, that it would not pay you to drive them to Bogan Gate ? Yes.
1403. If you had a railway within a reasonable distance, would you be able to avail yourself of the
Sydney market ? Yes. I consider that if the proposed railway were constructed, it would he a great 
benefit to the majority of the people here to extend it to Narramine.
1404. Do you think that this railway would attract the whole of the trade that goes to Narramine at 
present ? Yes, on this side of the river,
1405. Do you know tho Narramine Hoad ? Yes, I had a team on it. The roads are very good compared 
with what they have been during the past winter. I came out of town the other day with six horses 
carrying 32 cwt., and it took me four days to do the trip. 1 do not think there is a worse road in New 
South Wales over level country.

SATURDAY, 18 AUGUST, 1900.
[Tfte Committee met at “ the Rail,” Peak 'Rill, at 7'30p.m.] 

■present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesat Crawpord Shepherd. 
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodnev.

Jacob Matthews, Mayor, Peak Hill, sworn, and examined
J. Matthews. 1406. Mr. Watson.'] Where do you reside? Two miles out of Peak Hill.

^ 1407. Do you know the proposal to take a line of railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney ? Yes. _
18 Aug.,1900. 1403, You know that there has also been suggested a line from Parkes to Narramine through Peak Hill ? 

Yes. , ,
1409. It lias been further suggested that, instead of starting from Bogan Gate to roach Bulbodney, that 
Parkes should be made the starting-point, and that the line, after going to Peak Hill, should he taken 
from there to Bulbodney, then forming a portion of the suggested line between Parkes and Narramine ;— 
will you give the Committee your ideas on that subject ? J think if it started from Parkes to come to 
Peak Hill, then turning to the west at right-angles, going to Bulbodney, it would suit Peak Hill equally 
as well, and I think it would suit the Buib'odney-Bullock Creek people generally as well as a line going 
from Bogan Gate to Bulhodney. If the line came here, going to Bulbodney, I do not think the distance 
from Parkes to Bulbodney around this way would he any greater than from Parkes to Bulbodney via 
Bogan Gate. From Parkes to this place there is splendid country. There is a grade of 1 in 100 to be 
obtained on the present surveyed line. There are no cuttings of any consequence. The railway would 
serve Mingelo and Bulderudgera ; likewise it would serve McPhail and Tomingley, north of Peak Hill. 
McPhail is 9 miles and Tomingley 11 miles from here. If it went westerly from hero it would cross the 
Bogan, which is a small river at that point; likewise it would cross Back Creek, which is not very large, 
and the only other creek between there and Bulbodney would be Buliock Creek, which is not a large one. 
It has to cross that creek anyhow. The only streams which it would have to cross on this line that it 
would not have to cross on the Bogan Gate lino would be the Bogan River and the Back Creek. A know 
the country fairly well from here to Bulbodney; it is all splendid country. It is composed of myall, pine, 
and oak flats; also box and belar. Between here and Bullock Creek I do not think tliere would be one 
mallee hill to cross ; after leaving Bullock Creek there are a few. I think it is 40 miles from here to 
Bullock Creek. There is a population at Peak Hill of about 1,000 or more. In evidence which I gave 
before, I stated that the population of McPhail was 400 ; I find that it is really 600 or 70p. _ Tomingley 
has a population of about 250. This line would serve about 150 settlers outside the town limits. _
1410. Would that number of 150 be on the line to or beyond Tomingley ? From Tomingley to within 10 
miles of Parkes, and within 10 miles of this place, and 10 miles towards Bullock Creek westerly from Peak 
Hill
1411. In that number, you do not count those within 10 miles of Bullock Creek ? No; but when you get
there, there are a lot more settlers. ,
1412. You speak of the number that would be served by an extension via Peak Hill ? Yes ; the popula
tion of that area would be about 4,000 altogether—that is, including Peak Hill, Tomingley, and

■ McPhail. _
1413. I understand you have some figures relating to the tenure of land and the areas on the suggested 
Peak Hill line can you give the figures? 1 start 10 miles from Parkes, and continue to Tomingley. 
The total is 530,702 acres ; area under cultivation, 22,992 acres ; number of sheep, 263,742 ; number of 
landholders, 170. These figures refer to the area within 10 miles of Narramine.
1414. What should be deducted from each of these totals for the distance between Tomingley and the 
point at which you ceased to collect the figures ? The number of landholders would be reduced by about 
twenty; the area of land would be reduced by about 40,000 acres. I do not tbink the area of cultivation

’ would
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would be reduced by more than 3,000 acres, and the sheep, approximately, by 20,000; so that the figures, J- Matthews, 
after making those reductions, would refer to the land which would be served by an extension to Peak /■——*—“\ 
Hill. 18 Aug., 1900.
1415. Prom here to Bullock Creek, is the land all good? Yes; it is splendid land.
1416. On the feature map of the Lands Department there is a range shown nearly directly west from 
Peak Hill;—would the line from here to Bullock Creek avoid that by keeping northerly ? Tes; that 
range would be to the left of it—that is, south. They used to be called tho Cadungle Mountains. It is 
timbered with kurrawong, mallee, ironbark, and oak.'
1417. By how much would you avoid those hills ? Eight or 10 miles to the north.
1418. So that they would not affect the traffic-producing part of the railway? No; the line would be 
fully 10 miles away.
1410. Taking tbe land between Parkes and Peak Hill, how far on each side of the Hue do you get agricul
tural country, taking the eastern and western sides ? You get agricultural country to the Harvey Banges, 
which aro S or 12 miles easterly. On the western side you get it as far as the line from Bo^an Gate to 
Bullock Creek.
1420. Brom Peak Hill towards Narramine, through Tomingley, do the ranges come near tho Hue? No ; 
they are 8 or 10 miles away, except at Mingelo, where they come within 7 miles of the line.
1421. Are the greater number of tbo town population on this route engaged in mining ? Yes : at Peak 
Hill, McPhail, and Tomingley.
1422. Speaking generally of mining affairs, aro they healthy? Yes.
1423. Can you reasonably expect that the present population will either continue or be augmented ? It 
will increase.
1424. The people who are lo bo served by the suggested Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line have nearly all 
offered to hear their share of making good any loss which may accrue in the working of the line;—do you 
think that if it is proposed to bring a line in this direction, the landholders here would be willing to come 
to a similar understanding? I have no doubt of it. ] think if aline were constructed here it would not 
require anything of that kind. I believe that a line via Peak Hill ivould pay from the start.
1425. Are you prepared to back your opinion by entering into a guarantee for your share ? Yes.
1426. Do you know the line the railway would take to Bulloek Creek ? > Yes.
1427. Are there any engineering difficulties that would necessitate heavy construction ? There is not a
hill between here and Bullock Creek .
1428. Taking the gilgai country, would that require expensive viaducts or bridges? No, only the water
courses would require timber construction, Tliere is not much gilgai country. The Hue would follow the 
high country, which is dry forest country.
1429. Taking the land first between Parkes and Peak Hill, what would you sav, in view of its average 
rainfall, as to its capacity for wheat-growing ? Last year was exceptionally dry, and the average was 
about 12 bushels to the acre. A fair average yield would bo 16 bushels, and all of it would carry one 
sheep to 2 acres—that is, when improved.
1430. Take the land between here and Bullock Creek in the same way ? It is equally good.
1431. ]s there anything else which would bo of interest to the Committee ? ’When I was giving evidence 
at Dubbo, I said that the output of gold was 20,000 oz. I find that I was very much at sea in that 
respect. I find tliat since the inception of Peak Hill the output of gold has been90,000 oz., amounting 
to £360,000. That is for ten years. One year the output was about 13,000 oz. That docs not include 
McPhail and Tomingley.
1432. Is there any gold being got at tho present time, independent of the shutting down of the Peak 
Hill Proprietary mine? Yes, that mine is working now on tribute ; it is not shut down. There are two 
or three other mines on the Hill wliich are working in addition to that.
1433. Mr. JTyam.] The people living on the route of the proposed Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line havo 
agreed to give the land required for the railway free of costdo you think the people on this alternative 
Hue would do the same ? Yes : I think they would be only too glad to do so,
1431. Are you certain of it? I have never asked about it.
1435. What proportion of good land is there on this route? Prom Parkes to Peak Hill, and from hero
to Bullock Creek, 95 per cent, of the land could be ploughed—that is, within 10 miles of each side of the 
Hue. ’
1436. What proportion of the 4,000 population are engaged in mining ? About 1,000 at Peak Hill, about 
/00 at McPhail, and 150 in Tomingley. These are people who are engaged in pursuits other than 
agriculture.
1437. You said that there would be no engineering difficulties, but is there not a great deal of hilly
country about Parkes ? The proposed lino comes via the Condobolin line, and then round the hills. I 
know the country generally, and there are no big hills. X do not think there would be a cutting of 10 
or 12 feet in the lot. D
1438. Mr. Mciarlane.] Can you give the increase of population in this district during the last four or 
five years ? No ; but it has been considerable, because a great deal of land has been taken up.
1439. Has is substantially increased ? Yes.
1440. Does that apply to Peak Hill also ? Yes; the cultivation has increased by nearly 8.000 acres during 
the last two years. There are large holdings between here and Aleetown, which is 15 miles from Parkes.
Goobang station had about 3,000 acres cultivated. I do not know what is being cultivated now.
1441. lias tho agricultural area increased during the last five years ? Yea; an increase of 8,000 acres in 
about two years.
1442. Between here and Bullock Creek, is tliere much land under cultivation along the suggested line ?
Yes ; between here and Curra, 20 miles away, there are large farms, °
1443. What would be the total length of tho line to connect Parkes with Bulbodney, via Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek ? I think it is 67 miles from Parkes to Bullock Creek; that would be nearly 100 miles 
altogether.
1444. Is there much settlement between hero and Bullock Creek ? It is all selected.
1445.. Where do the settlers between here and Bullock Creek do business ? Between here and Curra,
20 miles away, they do most of their business at Peak Hill and Parkes. Further on, they do business 
with Narramine.

234—Gr 1446.
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J, Matthews, 1446, J3 there a considerable trade between here and Bullock Creek? No ; they go to Parkes with their 
isT'"A~ianh w^ea^- They come here to get supplies.

ug-i ■ J447. Have you a knowledge of the country between Bogan Grate and Bullock Creek? Yes.
1448. How would that country compare with the country between Parkes and Bullock Creek for 
agricultural purposes ? This is the best country. The country is a little better, and the rainfall is 
decidedly better. "We have a rainfall of about 221- inches.
1449. Do you think that if a line between Parkes and Bulbodney were constructed, it would greatly 
increase the area under cultivation ? I am sure it would.
1450. .More than if a line were constructed between Bogan Hate and Bulbodney ? Yes,
1451. Would it open up more agricultural country ? Yes.
1452. Is there much Crown land along the route between Parkes and Bullock Creek ? No ; tbe most of
it is in private hands. _
1453. Are there any1 large holdings ? It is conditionally purchased and conditionally leased land. It is 
in the Central Division, and most of them have the full area of 2,060 acres.
1454. Have the large holders secured land other than conditionally purchased ? I do not think so.
1455. Are there any within your knowledge who own 40.000 or 50,000 acres ? No ; there are some 
Crown lands between Aleetown and here. It has been let on improvement lease lately; but it is not 
alienated.
1456. Ohairman^\ What is tbe character of the road from Peak Hill to Parkes ? The road from 
Aleetown to Parkes is very good. Prom here to Aleetown it is good, except in exceptionally wet 
seasons.
1457. Do the settlers from Peak Hill or from Tomingley down to Aleetown suffer any great inconvenience 
at present by reason of the indifferent roads ? They suffered a lot this winter.
1458. What are the rates of carriage charged from Tomingley to Parkes ? Thirty shillings a ton to 
Tomingley; 25s. to Peak Hill.
1459. What are you charged for the carriage of your wheat ? One shilling a bag anywhere between here
and Aleetown. Prom Curra they give Is. 6d. a bag—that is, on the proposed line. _
1460. How farisCurra from the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line? I think Curra would be 25 miles 
from Trundle,
1461. When the Committee took evidence in Sydney, Mr. Harper, the Traffic Expert, was asked :—“We 
have one junction already at Parkes to go to Porbes, and now it is proposed to have another to go from 
Bogan Gate;—would there be any advantage in having this line started from Parkes ? No ; iu the first 
place, that line would not serve so large an area, because at Parkes it would run at an acute angle, and 
not go through such good country as the line now proposed.” Then he wTas asked :—“Could we not go 
at right angles due north ? You would then lose some of the best settlement between Bogan Gate and 
Bulbodney ” ;—have you anything to say with reference to that ? My opinion is that, with regard to the 
land between Peak Hill and Bulloek Creek, there is nothing better in the Central Division. Certainly, 
from Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek the country is not as good as it is between here and Bullock Creek.
1462. Mr. Watson.] Would it be as good as the country between Parkes and Peak Hill? Yes; it is 
splendid land ; but it is a different kind of land. It is good for grazing, agriculture, and everything, 
Tho country between Peak Hill and Bulloek Creek is better than that between here and Parkes, taking 
grazing and agriculture combined. I do not tbink it is any better for agriculture between Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek than b.etween here and Parkes; but taking both together it is better, and in addition we

, have mines.
1463. How far from the railway line do you think mixed farming can be profitably carried on? I think 
if you get within 15 or 20 miles of a railway you are pretty well served.
1464. Taking that into consideration, and also your previous statement that the Harvey’s Range comes in
on the eastern side of the Peak Hill-Parkes line at a distance of 8 or 12 miles, and leaving out of 
consideration for the moment the population on the laud, would it not be better to go a little to the west, 
and get an area of 17 miles on each side of the line? There is another thing to be considered. At 
Mingelo the mountains are very narrow. On the other side of them is a great basin, and a fine agricul
tural area of land. A railway to Peak Hill would serve that country out to Obley—that is, about 32 to 
35 miles from Peak Hill, about 30 miles from Mingelo, then 40 miles to Moloug, and 30 odd miles to 
Wellington. '

John Dight Mackay, grazier, Bulgandramine, sworn, and examined:—
J. D. Mackay, 1465. JIfr. McFarlane.'} Where do you reside ? Ten and a'half miles north-west of Peak Hill.

, - w —' 1466. What area of land do you hold? I. have a large pastoral holding of about [40,000 acres—that is, 
18 Aug., 1900. a pastoral lease which is falling in shortly.

1467. How much secured laud have you there? 14,000 acres of conditional purchase and conditional 
lease.
1468. Do yon cultivate any land ? Yes; a little wheat and hay chiefly. _
1469. Which is your nearest railway station ? Narramine, from which my homestead is 33 miles 
distant. _
1470. Have you a knowledge of the land along the suggested line from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek ? 
Yes.
1471. How would you class that land? It is nearly all first-class agricultural land. It is also very good 
grazing land, especially from Peak Hill westward.'
1472. How far would your property be from the suggested line ? Prom 5 to 8 miles. '
1473. Is there much land under cultivation between Parkes and Peak Hill ? Yes.
1474. Purther along towards Bullock Creek, is there any considerable area under cultivation? Not a 
great deal. On each side of the proposed line the quality of the land is fairly uniform. On the western 
slope it varies from red-pine forest to myall plain.
1475. Have you been cultivating for any length of time ? Por twenty years; but only for home 
consumption,
1476. What is the average production of wheat per acre in a fair season ? Narramine is very similar to 
this country, and there the crops vary from 12 to 30 bushels to the acre.
1477. Have you been residing here long ? Twenty-one years.

1478,
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1478 During the past few years havo you noticed anv marked improvement in the district with regard to J.D. Mackay.
increased population and improvement of tho land ? ' There has been an enormous increase since I came
here. During the last ten years the ebiet part of the settlement has taken place that is, smeo the *
passing of the Land Act of 1884. . . , 0 v
1479. Since the land has been settled upon, lias there been auy tendency io improve the land. les:
from a grazing point of view, as well as in agriculture. . .
14S0, How docs it class as a pastoral district ? On improved land it carries a sheep to Ij or 2 acres; in
some cases it carries a sheep to 1 acre. . . i , ■ r u
1481. Does tbo district suffer severely from drought ? Sometimes; but wo have a good average raiuiaJl.
My average for seventeen years is 23 inches. f , ,
1482. Has there been a severe drought during the last two or three years Ihey nave been years of
•comparatively low rainfall. . .
1483. Has there been any serious loss of stock during those years ? rsot m this district.
1484. Is the water supply sufficiently good? It is chielly artificial water, and it may he made good on
every holdiu". . ,
1485. Do you think that, if the suggested line from Parkes through to Bullock Creek and Peak Hill were .
constructed, it would be the means of opening any large area of land for agriculture ? I have little
doubt about it. . .
148G. Taking agricultural land, wliich you referred to as suitable for wheat-growing, say, lo miles on 
each side of the railway, which would he the most profitable to the owners—to use it for wheat-growing 
or for sheep farms ? On small holdings, agriculture ; with the holdings as they are now they must be 
agriculturists. On the run immediately adjoining Peak Hill the areas were, I think, from 400 to 1,200
acres, and on,Coradgerv Bun the areas are 1,000 acres. *
14S7. Would that he'sufficiently large to maintain a family by sheep-farming? INo; there must be
agriculture. . , , . ,
1488. Would they be sufficiently large for wheat-growing ? They are certainly large enough for one man 
to work. It depends upon a man’s capital what area he can work.
1489 Are there many large holdings in the district similar to your own? There is only one, as far as I 
know, which would he affected by this line. There is only one really large holding in this district, and 
that is Mungary. I think they have about 50,000 acres of secured land ; it is very rich land.
1490. How far "is it from this line ? Some of it is, perhaps, within 5 miles of the line.
1491. In a case such as that, given a railway, do you think the whole of that large area would be sub
divided for agricultural holdings, or would the owner place that large area under cultivation himself ? I 
cannot say. 'Speaking for myself, I have a large area of land ready for agricultural purposes if a railway 
comes near me. I have been looking for a railway from Parkes to Narramine. I now have upwards, of 
1,000 acres ready for the plough if a railway comes near to me.
14,02, If tho railway conies to Peak Hill, would it bo sufficiently near to suit you* ^nd also the other 
holding to which you have referred ? A portion of it would come within a reasonable distance.
1493. Do you think that it would be more profitable with a railway close to large properties to place areas 
suitable for agriculture under cultivation, either by the owner or by subdividing it or letting it? Yes ; 
provided the price of wheat did not fall below a profitable point.
1494. Has Peak Hill increased in population materially during the last two years ? I do not think that 
is the case with the town, but it is with tho district,
1495. Does that hold good with regard to the other townships further on ? Yes: every year the land, as 
it becomes available, is immediately taken up. There is no land available here now which lias not been 
selected.
1496. Is there any likelihood of other Crown lands being thrown open for settlement within easy reach 
of the suggested line ? Yes; there are Crown lands on my own holding. I fancy the line will pass 
through it, or very close to it. To the west there are Crown lands falling in.
1497. °When that land is thrown open, do you think it will be speedily taken up for settlement? I have
no doubt of tliat. . ‘ r
1498. During the inquiry of the Committee into the Bogan Gate and Bulbodney railway, a number or 
owners of land who would be benefited by the railway expressed their willingness to .contribute, by way 
of a tax on land, to make good any loss incurred in working the railway, tho amount named being 2d. an 
acre within 5 miles on each side of the line, Id. per acre on land between 5 and 10 miles, and so on 
would you be prepared to agree to such a proposal? Personally, I should be quite satisfied to pay such
Qr "ttl X ■
1499. Do you tbink the landowners along the railway would be willing to do that between Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek ? I should think they would. I would be very glad to do it.
1500. Mr. Is your pastoral laud likely to be resumed ? My lease runs out in 1903 ; I absolutely
lose the whole of that, and it will be available for settlement. _
1501. How mucli land is there on Mungary station in the same position ? Bather a larger area. That 
land falls in next year. I think there are 5p,000 acres.
1502. Is there much leasehold on Gerranagie station ? About 30,000 acres.
1503. When would that land fall in ? In about three years.
1504. What about Coradgery station ? It has been all cut up. _
1505. Can you only speak for yourself with regard to what you would do in the event of the suggested 
railway being carried out as to future agricultural operations ? Yes.
1506. Do you think other people would follow your example ? The Mungary holding is large enough to
work as a pastoral holding, and 1 do not'think they will go in for agriculture. ^
1507. Would not the increased revenue from wheat growing induce them to let their laud ? I do not 
think so. Coradgerv is a large cultivator already. There they cultivate about 1,000 acres at present,
1508. Chairman.'] Is' there anything you desire to add ? Yes. 1 wish to say something with reference 
to tho question you asked Mr. Matthews with regard to Mr. Harper’s evidence. At the time Mr. Harper 
gave his evidence tho settlement had probably not taken place at Coradgery. He probably did not know 
that Coradgerv had then been taken up in small farms. Prom my knowledge of the Coradgery and 
Bogan Gate country, I know that the former is infinitely superior to the Bogan Gate country, aud that 
immediately north of Bogan Gate. When you got to Trundle it is a larger settlement, but they are within

” reach
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J. D.Mackay. reach of Bogan G-ate already. The country down Bullock Creek has a good deal of kurrawong ridges, 
ISAuigob are no^ 800(1 ^or agriculture. With reference to this extension west to Peak Hill, it seems to me,

“S'1 ' looking at the map of existing railways, that it would divide the country here, and it is capable of further
extension as far as agricultural land is available, and it is more suitable than a line at right angles to tho 
existing line.
1509. M.r. IZyam.] What is your opinion of the lino from Peak Hill to Harramine direct ? That is the 
line which I personally desire most to see.
1510. Would that be a good line? Yes ; as it opens a market to the west.
1511. Would it open good country between here and Narramine ? There is no better in this district.
1512. Would it serve a great area of country '{ It is only 23 miles from Tomingley to Narramine. The 
country is all settled with the exception of one small leasehold area, which will be available for settlement.

^Frederick Beasley, farmer and grazier, near Peak Hill, sworn, and examined:—
1513. Mr. Where do you reside ? About G miles from Peak Hill in a south-easterly direction.
1514. Have you a large area? I have a big family, aud we have five blocks amongst ua. We have 2,560 

ug., 900. acrea each. We have about 1,000 acres under wheat this year.
1515. Do you carry on grazing as well? Yes; we have about 14,000 sheep.
1516. "What is the average production of wheat per acre ? About four bags to the acre, .
1517. You carry over one sheep to the acre ? Yes j there is abundance of feed at preseut.
1518. Have you had many losses? No losses during the drought.
1519. How far are you from Parkes ? The homestead is about 25 miles.
1520. Do you take your produce to Parkes ? Yes.
1521. What price per hag do you pay for wheat ? Generally Is.; but I have paid 2s. Gd. in the winter.
1522. Did you find any difficulty in obtaining cartage for your wheat this year ? No.
1523. Can you give us general information on the subject before the Committee? The prosperity of the 
Colony at large depends greatly on those who occupy the land. I have been farming for forty years, and 
the greatest drawback is tbe want of railway communication to centres of population. In the cases of 
thousands of people who have left their holdings, that has been the principal cause; they have been too 
far from a market, and men with small capital have been obliged to dispose of their holdings, If they 
had been supplied with railway communication, they would still be on their holdings. I came from 
Biverina, and nearly the whole of that district was settled by small holders. They were agitating for 
railways for twenty-five years. About that time the principal number sold out, aud many came into this 
part of the country. A great many of my former neighbours are now in this district; they were too far 
from a market in Biverina; they were on the Victorian border, and had to pay duty if they sent any of 
their produce into the neighbouring Colony. This district is well adapted for wheat-growing, and if there 
were railways provided for those producing wheat, the Government would find a difficulty in providing a 
sufficient number of trucks. In Victoria, when they made a line up tho Goulburn Valley, they could not 
get sufficient trucks to carry away the wheat. This country is equally as good as that. The men here 
are capable and willing to cultivate the land, and the only drawback is the want of communication.
1524. If a railway were constructed from Parkes to Peak Hill, would it cause you to increase the area 
under cultivation ? Yes; and every man along the line would increase his area of cultivation. Prom the 
very start the line would pay, I reckon that if every acre contributed 3d. in the way of freight for 5 
miles on' each side of the line, it would pay interest at the rate of 4 per cent, on the cost of construction.
1525. On the proposed line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, the people within 5 miles of the railway are
willing to allow themselves to be taxed at the rate of 2d. an acre, aud within 5 and 10 miles, at the rate 
of Id. per acre, and so on ;—do you think the people on this line would agree to that condition? I can 
say distinctly that they would have no objection to pay that amount. ■
1526. Would most of the people on the proposed line give the land required for the railway free of charge ? 
I think any reasonable man would do so.
1527. Do you think they would do so, from your own personal knowledge, between Parkes and Peak 
Hill? It is nearly all Government land there ; it is a railway reserve.
1528. Do you know the country between here and Bullock Creek ? As far as I have seen it, the land is 
adapted for agriculture.
1529. What is the percentage of land fit for agriculture ? I should say 90 per cent.
1530. Have yon had considerable experience in fruit-growing ? Yes ; it is a good district for grapes and 
apples.
1531. Does it grow raisin grapes ? Yes.
1532. Do you think this country would be suitable for evaporating or drying fruit? I have dried them 
myself in the sun, and I have had an evaporator. It could be done successfully from a commercial point 
of view.

F. Beasley.

William Michael Nash, farmer and grazier, Reedy, sworn, and examined:—
ĵ.1533. Chairman.] Where do you reside ? At Reedy, 18 miles south-west from Peak Hill.

IfiAulliob Hav0 you heard most of the evidence to-night ? Yes.
ug‘’ ' 1535. Do you corroborate generally what you have heard with regard to the desirability of constructing 

the Parkes-Peak Hill railway as against the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney railway ? Yes; I agree with 
what has been stated. 1 think the Curra leasehold of 18,000 acres falls in this month. With regard 
to the probable applicants for it, we have had an instance at Coradgery, where tliere were 140 applicants 
for one block of 1,000 acres. There were a number of other blocks opened.

Evan Lewis Jones, farmer and grazier, near Peak Hill, sworn, aud examined :—
E. L, Jones. 1536, Chairman.] Where do you reside? About 15 miles south of west from Peak Hill.

^ 1537. Have you heard the evidence as to the quality of tho land in this district ? Yes. I have travelled 
]8Aug.,]900. from here to Bullock Creek many times.

1538. Can you substantiate what has been said as to the good quality of that land ? Yes, it ia suitable 
generally for agriculture. ' 1539.
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1539. What area do you hold ? Three blocks of 2,5G0 acres each. _ _ E. L. Jonw.
1540. Have you carried out agriculture ? Tes. When we started to agitate for a railway here, I put iu
some cultivation, and 1 have increased the area every year ; I have now 050 acres under cultivation. nB,’ '
1541. Which is your nearest railway station ? Parkes, 33 miles away.
1542. Would tliere be any large development in that district if a railway were made ore Peak Hill P 
Tes.
1543. If a line went from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek, would it go near your land? Tes.
1544. Would all the people there go in for cultivation ? 1 think so.
1545. Is there anything you would like to add ? The small settlers about Peak Hill, and between here 
and Parkes hold only about 400 acres each. My experience is that a man wants a lair sized area to live 
upon. For these small men, the only hope is dairying. j4s for a man trying to make a living on 1,000 
acres with sheep, it is impossible.
1544). Mr. HyamJ] Could he not do so with mixed laming ? He could make more out of dairying.
1547. Mr. Watson.~] If a man bad a railway within 15 miles of him, do you thiuk be could make a living 
ou 1,000 acres ? Tes.
1548. Is this your argument, that because there is so much small settlement there is all the more necessity 
for a railway ? Tes. If a line were made here, there is a great deal of pine timber which could be made 
use of, at present it is going to waste. A good market could be found for it; before wheat was grown 
the pine used to be carted 30 miles to Parkes. 1 pay £10 a year to the Grovernment for 1,920 acres, and 
liave proved it impossible to make that amount off the scrubby land. But after the land is improved it 
gets better, and can be made to carry a sheep to the aero in good seasons.

Thomas Bridle, farmer and grazier, near Peak Hill, sworn, and examined :—
1549. Mr. McFarlane.'] What area of land do you occupy ? 5,320 acres of conditional purchase and T. Bridle,
conditional lease, belonging to myself; and my son holds 1,050 acres conditional purchase and conditional n
lease. It is situated 12 miles due west from Peak Hill. 18Aug., 1900.
1550. Ho you cultivate any considerable portion of it ? Tes ; 700 acres this year.
1551. Have you heard the statements made with regard to the character of tho country between Peak 
Hill and Parkes and Peak Hill and Bullock Creek and Bulhodney, and do you confirm in the main 
the statements of the different witnesses ? Tes.
1552. Ho you know the country between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney ? Tes; I have travelled over it 
once or twice.
1553. How would that land compare with the land on this suggested line ? Tho land on the Peak Hill .
line is better. There is more broken country ou the other line than there is here.
1554. Is there much cultivation in the district near your land ? Tes.
1555. Is it principally wheat? Tes.
155G. Where do you find a market ? At Parkes for the Sydney market. I send mine to England.
1557. Is that more profitable than selling it locally ? Tes,
1558. Do you think it will be profitable in future ? Tes.
1559. How far have you to cart your wheat to the nearest railway station? Forty miles,
1560. Is not that too great a distance? Tes; if it was a wet summer I could not got it carried. I have 
tried to get it carted this summer; but I have not succeeded. • It cost 2s. a bag to send the last of it.
Is, Gd, a bag is what I paid this year, ■
1561. Is there anything you can add to the evidence given this evening as to the desirability of carrying 
out this proposed line ? The chief thing I have to say is that the line from Parkes to Peak Hill 
and thence to Bulbodney will split up the country better than any other line. It would break up the 
great distance between existing lines better than, any other line.
1562. It has been stated that the average production, of wheat in this district is 16 bushels per acre ;— 
do you bear out that statement ? Tes.
1563. Is there anything additional you wish to say ? I quite agree with all I have heard stated. I have
stopped cultivating at present, I have 1,000 acres more land ready for cultivation, but I have refused to 
go further until I have a railway. The roads are so bad that I could never get the wheat carried awav 
at a proper price. .
1564. What proportion of your holding is fit for cultivation ? The whole of it. It would grow from 16 
to 30 bushels an acre in a good season.
1505. Is that a fair description of all the country ? Tes. There is a ridge at Coradgery ; but that is 
the only bit of bad country between here and Bullock Creek.
1566. Mr. llyam^] How far is your homestead from Trundle ? Thirty-five or 40 miles.
1567. Would you be so far as that from the proposed railway between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney ? As 
far as I know, it would not be of any benefit to me.
1568. How far are you west of the Bogan ? About 8 miles. There are several thousand tons of wheat still 
in the district, which will not stand road carriage. It would be sold at a profit if there wore a railway.

Thomas Daniel Oxley, storekeeper, Peak Hill, sworn, and examined:—
1569, Chairman.] Would a proposal to carry a railway through Peak Hill from Parkes, and thence on to y, d. Oxley
Bulbodney, more equally divide the country at preseut without railway facilities than the Bogan Gate- ' * -
Bulbodney line? Yes ; aud the area is so large that it would be isolated from communication by the 18Ang., 1900. 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line.
1570. Taking that portion of the suggested Peak Hill line to Bulbodney, what distance would it leave 
first, on the south side from the Condobolin line, and, second, on the north side from the Western line ?
Porty miles on each side. The Peak Hill section from Parkes to Peak Hill would work in as a connecting 
link of the other systems of railway—that is, the Parkes-Narramine line—that would be one link already 
made ; while the extension from Peak Hill to Bulbodney would serve the whole of the country west of 
the Western line and north of tho Condobolin line, which is purely agricultural. Then between Parkes 
and Peak Hill there is tho Goobang holding. On that an area of 30,000 acres will fall in next year.

. 1571.
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T. D. Oiloy, 1571, How far la that from Parkes ? About 4 miles north of Parkes, and it comes this way.
1572. Is not that all practically within tho induenco of tho Parkes line ? Tes : but this line will run 

18 Aug, 1900. alongside of it, and the land all round there is much superior to tho land along the Bogan G ate line. I 
have been all over tliat laud. Both as to climate and quality of soil, the land here is superior. Another 
thing which has been missed is the natural grade of the land through which the Peak Hill lino would run ; 
there are no engineering difficulties at all. The range which has been spoken of, where this lino would 
cross it, is not 10 feet high between here and Bullock Creek ; it falls away to nothing.

MONDAY, 20 AUGUST, 1900.
{The Oonmiitee met at the Municipal Council Chambers, Parkes, at 10’30 a.m.]

frrsrnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Likdesay Ceawitord Shepherd. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. I John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

John Medlyn, Mayor, Parkes, sworn, and examined :—
J. Medlyn. 1573 Chairmani] How long have you resided here ? Twenty-six years.

2cTa~A_1900 T0U a' general knowledge of the country to be served by the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney railway
u' and also by the Parkes-Peak Hill extension ? I have not much knowledge of the first proposed line—I 

. know tho country between here and Peak Hill.
1575. Can you give a general idea of the character of the country between Parkes and Peak Hill, and its 
possibilities ? As far as agriculture is concerned, it is reckoned to be all good. 'There is a great deal of 
mining on that line, and there ia a great deal of carriage by teams from here to Peak Hill. It has always 
been reckoned that tbe railway from here to Peak Hill would be part of a national line—that is, what is 
known as the cross line. Whether it would suit the people at Ilulbodnoy I am not in a position to say.

’ The cross line from here to Peak Hill and in that direction, has been .advocated by almost every one as a 
national line which would go through the best agricultural land in the country. A great deal of wheat 
comes in here.
1576. What do you mean by a national line ? It has always been called a national line ; that is, a cross 
line from Dubbo or Harramine on to Peak Hill, through here and then on to Forbes, Grenfell, and 
Young.
1577. What peculiarity has it that you should call it a national line? It would open up traffic right 
through the Colony in the agricultural and mining country. At present a lot of coke is taken to Peak 
Hill for smelting.
1578. What has been the character of tho mining from here to Peak Hill during recent years ? It has 
been steadily progressing. There are reefs between here aud Aleetown, there is reefing country right 
through, and Peak Hill is a large mining’centre.
1579. Has there been much new development-in mining lately ? Ko ; but there is a plant being put up 
4 miles on this side of Aleetown.
1580. Can you give the Committee a general idea of tbe trade relations between Parkes and the district 
towards Peak Hill ? Parkes is the business centre for Peak Hill. Wheat comes in from Peak Hill. For 
some distance further, I think it would go to Dubbo or Narramine, Tliere is a passenger traffic and 
goods traffic between here and Peak Hill.
1581. What is the immediate course of the line from Parkes ? I believe it goes straight on to Peak Hill; 
it wonld all go through agricultural country,
1582. Where would the suggested line leave the Parkes-Condobolin line ? It goes directly north from 
Parkes.
1583. How far out-from Parkes would it come on to the main road ? About 4 miles.
1584. Mr. Shepherd.] Do you regard the country the whole way to Peak Hill as first-class agricultural 
country? Yes; there is an enormous amount of wheat grown there now. It is generally an agricultural 
country.
1585. How is it timbered ? Box, chiefly.
1586. Would it be sufficiently good to supply sleepers ? Ironbark is better, and that might be got in 
the hills between here and Peak Hill. A large number of sleepers were brought from Aleetown for the 
Parkes-Condobolin line.
1587. What is the prospect for mining? It is very fair. .
1588. How many mines are in work now ? Between Peak Hill and here there are four small mines 
working. I believe that they will develop into large mines.
1589. Have not a good many of them been abandoned ? Yes; but the Koh-i-noor and the Phccnix wore 
also abandoned for some time, and now they are among the best in New South Wales.
1590. What has been the greatest depth obtained ? 600 feet at the Koh-i-noor. It is now better than

: ever, and it is still working.
1591. Wbat are the average output and tbe returns? They have boon dividend-paying mines during the 

■ last twelve months.
1592. What influence would a railway have on the mining industry? At Parkes it would not hare any 
influence ; but it would have an influence in Peak Hill and between here and there. 1 have beard 
complaints about tbo cost of carriage of coke and machinery to Peak Hill.
1593. The mining industry can hardly be considered to be flourishing in the district just now ? Some of 
the mines have been idle for want of money to go deeper. That was the case with the Phcenix and the 
Koh-i-noor; hut they have since turned out very well. That will be the ease with others.
1594. Do you know if any prospecting is going on? There is a little towards Aleetown.

Sydney
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Sydney Ephraim John Close, auctioneer. Parkes, sworn, aud examined:—
1595. Mr. McFarlane] Have you a knowledge of the country through which the proposed Bogan Gate- J- Close.
Bulbodney railway will pass ? Yes; I know it well. o'T-A^Tqno
1596. How would you describe tbe country generally, iaking a belt of 15 or 25 miles on either side of 20 lt^'’1 '
the line? It is fairly level country. There are a few ridges ; but most of it is lit for agriculture.
1591. What proportion ? There is very little of it that is not lit for agriculture. Three-fourths of it 
are fit for cultivation,
1598. What would tbe other fourth he fit for ? Gracing.
1599. Is it heavily-timbered country ? Yes.
1600. Which would be the best part of it? It is good right on io Bullock Creek. As you go over to 
Bulbodney there is a bit of a range, which is the worst of it. On the other side there is good country 
as well.
1601. Would the country carry close settlement with railway facilities ? Yes; and they could do on 
much smaller areas than at present.
1602. What would be a sufficient area for a farmer ? ] ,000 acres, with a railway.
1603. Have you had any experience of the people engaged in agricultural pursuits there ? Yes ; 1 have
bought wheat from them. '
1604. Is it of good quality ? Yes. '
1605. Ho you think that 16 bushels to the acre would he a fair estimate of the yield ? Yes; I have 
known a yield of seven and’ eight bags to the acre.
1G06. Would that be in an exceptionally good season ? We have not had a good season for seven years, 
and the yield 1 have referred to was during that period. ■>
1607. Have the wheat crops been a failure during the drought? No; there has been a fair crop even 
during the worst seasons. They have obtained three or four bags to the acre in most places.
160S. If a railway were made, would all the land suitable for agriculture be used for that purpose ? I 
think most of the present holders would utilise two-thirds more than they do at present. It is only the 
cost of carriage which keeps them back.
1609. For what distance ou each side of a railway would it serve agriculturists ? Fifteen miles is not
too far to come to a railway. -
1610. Are there some farmers carting their wheat a greater distance than 15 miles now ? Yes, 
considerably more.
1611. Would it pay to carry wheat at the present ruling rates for the distance which some wheat-growers 
are now carting it ? No ; it gives them very little return.
1612. Would wheat-growing be better than sheep-farming with a railway ? Yes.
1613. What distance are some farmers now carting their wheat ? A man carted some in forme the other 
day, 36 miles—that was to Bogan Gate.
1614. What is the nature of tho country between Parkes, Peak Hill, Bullock Creek, and thence to 
Bulbodney ? I occupied most of the country in that neighbourhood. I owued Curra and Currawiunia.
The first section of the proposed line, between Parkes and Peak Hill, consists of good agricultural land.
Between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek you get into a different class of country ; it is myall land, and it 
is not thoroughly reliable for agriculture; it does not grow good crops in wet seasons. The remainder of 
the land on that line would be common to both railways.
1615. How would you compare tho land between here and Bullock Creek with the land between Bogan 
Gate and Bullock Creek ? The laud on the first portion of the line to Peak Hill would be similar to the 
land on the other line from Bogan Gate. Then from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek you have tho myall aud 
gilgai land. Curra is midway. Then you get on io sandy soil; after that, thickly timbered country 
of a sandy nature. It would be good for agriculture when cleared.
1616. Taking tho country between Bogan Gate and Bulloek Creek, and tbe country between Parkes and 
Bullock Creek, which would contain the greater amount of agricultural laud? I think tho Bogan Gate 
country.
1617. Which line would open up most land for settlement ? 1 think the Bogan Gate line would.
1618. Which contains the greater area of Crown lands? I think the Bogan Gate line.
1619. Is the rainfall similar in the two districts ? Yes ; in a drought they would suffer about equally.
1620. What about the water supply on this line? Of course, on the Bogan Gate line they would have 
to conserve all the water; there are no creeks. Bullock Creek is small, but it could be dammed so as to 
hold a good supply. The line from Parkes would cross the Bogan Fiver.
1621. As a purchaser, can you say which district produces the most wheat? On the Parkes-Peak Hill 
line there is a good deal of wheat growing, but that is also the case on the Bogan Gate line. I do not 
know exactly which would give tho best yield for the same area of country. The principal part of the 
country between Parkes and Peak Hill is under cultivation. Some have 800 or 900 acres under wheat.
That is also the case on the other line.
1622. From a pastoral point of view*, how would the country on the two lines compare? The country, 
via Peak Hill, would be better fattening country. They would be about the same with regard to carrying 
capacity.
1623. Were you engaged in pastoral pursuits on the property you have referred to ? Yes ; for a number 
of years.
1624. Is it good fattening country ? Yes.
1625. Hid you experiment in cultivation ? Tes; I tried it for several seasons and got no return. I 
persevered and put in 50 acres to grow bay, and I got as much hay off that as kept me during the rest of 
the time I was there. The season happened to be suitable: it was not too wet or too dry.
1626. Was the soil unsuitable? It was myall land, and if it got too much wet I bad no return ; if a dry 
season came I got nothing. A medium season having occurred I got a wonderful crop.
1627. Is there a large area of that kind of country? About 14 or 15 miles of it; it was fiat, alluvial, 
myall ground ; it was black soil.
1628. Is there much black-soil country in that locality ? Only 12 or 14 miles where the railway would
go through. *
1629. Would there be more red-soil country between Bogan Gate and Bullock Creek than between Parkes
and Bullock Creek? Yes. .
1630. Which was the most suitable for agriculture ? Tbe red soil. 1631.
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purposes would that also hold good? It is good carrying ground, but not good 

drought better than the black soil? Tes; as soon as the black soil dries, the ground

Do you know the land at Wallanbillan? Tes. •
1634. That is some distance north of the suggested line between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ;—would 
you hold that to be similar land to that through which the line would go further south ? No; that is a 
little more solid; there is not so much gilgai ground.
1635. It seems that this suggestion of running a line from Parkes to Peak Hill, thence to Bullock Creek 
and Bulbodney, was put forward with the idea of endeavouring to serve the same number of people with 
one line instead of constructing two lines—that is to say, it has been'advocated that tliere should be a 
line from Narramine to Parkes; it is thought by some people that if the railway from Bogan Gate to 
Bulbodney is constructed, it will be too great a competitor with a line from Narramine to Parkes ;—do 
you think that tho country between Parkes and Peak Hill surveyed line and the Bogan Gatennd Bulbodney 
line is sufficiently productive and extensive to provide traffic for both lines—that is, assuming that the line 
does not go further than from Parkes to Peak Hill, and the other lino from Bogan G-ate to Bulbodney ? 
I do not hold with the railway stopping at Peak Hill; I believe it should go further.
1636. Would the area between those two lines justify their construction? I can hardly answer that 
question. I think the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney railway should pay its way ; I do uot know about the other.
1637. What is the average distance between the two lines from here to Tullamore ? About 35 miles. 
1G3S. Does it start at 20 miles and widen out to 35 miles at Bullock Creek and Peak Hill? Tes.
1639. Would you say, from a national point of view, that that country would be thoroughly divided by 
the two lines? I think the Peak Hill line should he run as a national line, and that it should not stop at 
Peak Hill.
1640. It may be many years before the national view is brought into operation ; in the meantime we 
have to consider the question from a paying point of view ;—from that point of view, do you think we 
would be justified in constructing the two railways at present? I hardly know how to answer that question, 
I think one line should ho carried out from a national point of view, aud the other line should bo carried 
out for the benefit of those who have settled on the land,
1041. Is it a fact that tliere will be a good-sized area of Crown lands on Curra to be thrown open for 
selection at an early date ? A portion of it wilt.
1642. Is a reasonable portion of the leasehold area on Curra likely to he fit for agriculture? A good 
portion of it would be. There is a good deal of rough country on the holding. There are some ridges 
which run from the south to the north. None of the ridges would he fit for cultivation.
1643. On the Mungary station we were informed that a large portion on the western side of the Bogan 
would be made available for settlement next yeardoes it consist of gilgai country ? A good deal of it is 
gilgai country. There is a very large swamp on it, three-quarters of a mile across. There is a lot of it 
which would be suitable for agriculture.
1644. We have been informed that on Gfenanagie there are 30,000 acres falling in in three years time ;— 
what is the character of the leasehold there ? That will be on the east side of the Bogan, close to Peak 
Hill. That is good agricultural land.
1645. Would any line to Peak Hill serve that country? Tes.
1646. Mr. Jlyam^ Who is the present owner of Curra station ? Mrs. Arthur.
1647. Was some portion of Curra resumed some time ago ? Tes.
164S. Was that land selected ? Tes,
1649. Did you know any of those selectors? Tes. .
1650. Do you know Mr. Williamson ? Tes.
1651. Has he bought out a good many of those selectors lately ? Not on Curra run.
1652. Well, some of the selectors on other stations ? Tes.
1653. Por what reason did they sell out? I do not know. My own idea is that they only came here for 
speculative purposes—that they came to take up the land with the view of selling out at the expiration of 
their term.
1654. Tou did not look upon them as bona fide settlers ? Tes. I do not think they sold out because 
the land was not suitable.
1656. Do the people here go in for mixed farming ? Tes.
1656. Do you think that an ordinary block of 2,560 acres is sufficient for a man in this district to carry 
on ? Tes. I think a man could do on that. A man on one of the selections referred to who who sold 
out came here with £150, and took up 2,560 acres. Ton can imagine his financial state at the end of 
five years.
1657. Did those selectors make a profit in selling out ? Tes ; a fairly good profit.
1658. Was it because they enhanced the value of the land, or was it because Mr Williamson wished to 
add to his holding ? They enhanced the value of the land; they* ringbarked it, put a tank on and 
improved it about half as much as it should have been.
1659. Is Mr. Williamson a large landholder tliere ? Tes.
1660. Is this land, which has been sold, on the proposed Parkes-Bulbodney railway, or is it anywhere
near it? Tes; some of ibis, ^
1661. Mr. Shepherd.'] Do you mean that you would recommend the construction of a line from Parkes 
to Peak Hill, but not on to Bulbodney? I think it could be run to Peak Hill, and right on to Narramine; 
but I cannot recommend the other proposal.
1662. But you recommend the line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney ? Tes; I think that would be a 
paying line.
1663. Is that because you consider the country between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney is better than the 
country between Peak Hill and Bulbodney? I think the Bogan Gate line would supply a greater number 
of settlers, and I think the settlers on that line could do with smaller areas.
1664. Are the ridges on the Peak Hitl-Bulbodney line extensive? They run right through the block 
from north to south.
1665. What width are they ? About a mile and a half, or a mile and three-quarters.
1666. Would they provide pasture, or would they be useless ? There is but little to be got out of them; 
the soil is very gravelly. It is all small white quartz, where it docs not consist of big granite rocks.

Bobort
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fattening ground.

20Aug., 1000, 1632, DoeS it stand
cracks.
1633. Mr. Watson.']
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Robert Mitchell ('Wright, Heaton, & Co.), Parkes, svorn, and examined 
16G7. Ohairmau.^ Have you some figures indicating the amount of outward traffic from Parkes to Peak R. MitcheU. 
Hill ? I havo not had time to take them out; 1 have only been here three months. During June and 
July there were about 200 tons of goods outwards from Parkes to Peak Hill. , 20 Aug.,1900.
1668. Were they mainly consigned to Peak Hill ? Yes ; the largest part of the traffic was coke. Fully 
half of it was for the Peak Hill Proprietary Mine. That is rather exlraordiuary traffic ; but I understand 
that they intend to go in more heavily for that traffic.
1669. Do you send goods any further north than Peak Hill ? We did for a time send goods to Tomingley
and McPhail. ^
1670. Do you send station supplies to any holdings between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek? Wc send 
supplies to Genanagie, Curra, Brue Plains, and Coradgery. On tho west, our trading area is practically 
hounded by tbe Dividing Range, and on the north by the boundary of Curra, and then on towards 
Bulgandramine. From what 1 have heard from selectors aud others, I think, that with a fairly good 
season, they will have considerable difficulty in getting tbeir wheat to market owing to the want of teams.
1671. When you have teams available, do you experience much difficult}' with respect to the roads?
Between here and Peak Hill the road is a very fair one.

Henry Harry Cooke, farmer, and member of the Ivocal Band Board, Parkes, sworn, and examined :—
1672. Jfr. ShejiJiei’il.1 How long have vou resided in Parkes? Since 1862, ten years before Parkes was H. H. Cooke,
founded. —■-»
1673. Have you been chiefly engaged in farming ? In farming and mining. 20 Aug., 1900.
1.674. How far from here is your farm ? Two miles. _
167.j. Are you acquainted with this country between here a.nd Bulbodney ? I have been over it several times.
1676. How wonld you describe the country, taking 10 to 15 miles on each side of: the proposed railway ?
It might he fairly described as undulating country, consisting of open box and pine forests, suitable for 
wheat, wool, and wine growing. This district is the home of tho grape vine.
1677. What is tho proportion of agricultural land ? About 75 per cent, of the people seem to me to.be
a little in the dark about this matter. This country, in order to he occupied profitably, must be occupied 
by those who grow both wheat and wool. If a man goes on to 2,560 acres and grows wheat, the grazing 
capabilities of the land are not lessoned ; they are very often increased. Throe-fourths of the whole area 
mentioned would be fit for agriculture—that is, between here and Peak Hill. . ^
1678. Whist proportion would be fit for vino culture? The whole three-quarters. The remainder would 
consist of ridges, but every place will grow grass when the rubbish is cleared away. Where there aro 
rocks above the surface of soil you will see signs of mineral deposits, either gold or copper.
1679. How would you describe tbe country between Peak Hill and Bulbodney ? It is similar, with the 
exception tliat there is some myall country intervening between tbo Bogan and the rod country on tho 
other side of Curra.
1680. Do you consider that land equally good for agriculture? It is heavier for ploughing, hut once it is 
broken it is good land, and in favourable seasous it yields heavy crops.
1681. Are you also acquainted with the country from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney? It is similar undulating
country, covered with open pine and box forests; there are, occasionally, ridges, with mineralised rocks 
and thin soil. When the rubbish is cleared away it will grow grass. ,
1682. What proportion of that country do you consider is suitable for agriculture? About three-fourths.
1683. What has been the average yield of wheat on the country through which the two proposed lines
will pass? Since tho farmers have taken to growing wheat in that neighbourhood, we have had very ■ 
inferior seasons. Notwithstanding that, the average yield has'been from 15 to 20 bushels. The crops ■
have never absolutely failed. When showers come at the right time there is an abundant harvest. Some _ 
have got 30 bushels, aud others 15 bushels.
1681. Do you think the average is about the same on the two lines? Yes.
16S5. What is the rainfall here? Twenty-four inches at Parkes, hut not lately. Further west the rainfall 
diminishes.
1686. Have you had any experience in growing fruit? Yes.
1687. Has fruit been grown to any extent here ? No, but people are beginning to do so. I have 14 acres
of vines and 2 acres of mixed fruits. ■
1688. Are any other crops grown here? Barley grows very well, oats sometimes, and.maize on the lower 
ground. Sorghum will grow well here.
1689. Is there a satisfactory return from those crops? Yos, but there is not much demand for them.
1690. On the line from here to Peak Hill and on to Bulhodney, what do you think would he a fair area 
on which to support a family by mixed farming? To start with, not less than 2,560 acres. It will take a 
long time to bring that into a state of production: but the man’s family will he increasing, and,he will 
have to subdivide it because all the rest of the land is taken up.
169L. What is the method of clearing the laud for agriculture? Grubbing. If you clear the land 
properly it will cost 30s. an acre after the timber is killed.
1692. Do you think that mixed farming is tho besii method? Tes : it is the only paying method.
1693. Is there a possibility of mining in this district being permanent? Yes. I came here as a miner in 
18C2, There were then one or two reefs, and when they got to a depth of 200 or 300 feet, it was said 
they had run out. Superior enterprise and capital came in, the lodes were followed deeper, and it was 
found that they were as good as they were on the surface.
1691. What is the deepest of them at present? 600 feet at the Koh-i-noor; 700 feet at the Bushman's; 
and Dayspring 500 feet.
1695. Mr. Shepherd.] Have the reefs continued ? Yes ; they have had good crushings lately,
1690. What is the width of the reef ? From 2 to 4 feet.
1697. Do the persons who are engaged in mining seem hopeful ? Yes; the alluvial has been worked out 
in the vicinity of Parkes ; but in many cases reefs aro found under alluvium.
1698. Aro you in favour of a lino of railway the whole way from here to Peak Hill and on to Bulbodney ?
It seems to me incredible that it could be proposed in that wav. Suppose you make a line to Peak Hill—

' 234—H ' ' ' ' ■ ‘ ■ ' ' ' ' ' ' which
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H. H. Cooke, which will be made ultimately—that would be part of a line from here to Werris Creek. If .you make a 
line from Peak Hill on to Bulbodney, it seems to me that a more necessary connection will be wanted— 

20Aug.( 1900. that jSj between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney.
1609. Are you in favour of a line to Bulbodney by way of Peak Hill ? No ; it is not the best way from 
what I know of the country. .
1700. Is there anything else that you would like to state to the Committee ? Something has been said 
about the state of the roads. All bush roads and tracks are bad when there is heavy traffic. The 
Government are urged from time to time to spend money on roads, and I daresay if the cost were 
reckoned up it would be fouud that to make a good macadamised road, and to keep it in repair, the cost 
would be quite equal to that of making a light line of railway over the same length of country. If 
farmers are to exist by wheat-growing and other agricultural pursuits, they must have roads. A light 
railway is cheaper than a macadamised road ; you can travel on the railway in all weathers, and you can 
get revenue from it. Light traffic does not hurt the bush roads. I saw seven teams going to Peak Hill, 
and it took thirty-six horses at a time to pull one waggon out of the mud. It is certainly better to provide 
light railways instead of roads.
1701. Do you think that owners of land along the proposed railway line would be willing to give their 
land free for railway purposes ? I do not know ; hut I should think so.
1702. Chairman.] Tou stated that you thought the Parkes-Narramine line through Peak Hill should be 
constructed on national grounds ;—what national benefit would follow from the construction of the line? 
We are now entering upon a Federal system of government. We do not know where the federal city will 
be, but I fancy it should be near Orange. In view of Federal government in the future, we do not think

< it is absolutely necessary that all the traffic from the north to the south, from Queensland to South 
Australia or to Western Australia, should go down the Northern line to Sydney, and by the Southern 

■ line to Melbourne. We look upon a railway from Werris Creek to the south as being of importance, not
only in opening up tbe country through which it passes, but also as a line by which traffic can be taken 
from ono Colony to another. Then also it should be considered as a military line. We do not know 
what may occur in the future. It must be apparent how easy it would be to break the connection 
between Queensland and Sydney by a chance shot at the Hawkesbury Bridge. For these reasons and 
others, we are of opinion that a line from here to Werris Creek should be made, and that it should be 
continued south, perhaps to Grenfell.
1703. Mr. Watson.] Tou said tliat you could not understand the suggestion to take a railway from 
Parkes to Peak Hill, and thence to Bullock Creek and Bulbodney, because, if it were constructed, it 
would leave a large area which would still require railway communication ? Tes.
1701. A line from Parkes to Bulbodney by Peak Hill would leave only about 40 miles between that line 
and the Condobolin line ;—do you say that that would be too great an area to leave without railway com
munication? A line taken from Parkes to Peak Hill and on to Dubbo or somewhere else, must be made. 
To Bulbodney from here by Peak Hill, seems to me to be like a dog’s hind leg, and it would leave the country 
about Trundle aud further on without a railway.
1705. What area of country would be unserved if a line were taken from hero to Peak Hill and on to 
Bullock Creek ? All the Trundle country would be unserved. I do not see any sense in the alternative 
proposal to take a line from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek.
1706. Do you think that the country between Bogan Gate and Bullock Creek, and that between tho sug
gested line from Parkes to Peak Hill and Narramine, could stand two railways BO' close together ? Tou 
must have,roads of some kind, and a macadamised road would cost as much as a railway.
1707. Do you think we can afford to make railways so close all over the country ? I do not think so at 
present. VYe should make the most urgent ones first.

John George Dane, stock and station agent, Parkes, sworn, and examined :—
J. Q-, Dane. 1708. jlfr. Watson.] How long have you been here ? About four years.

A——, 1709. Have you any information which you can give with regard to the proposed railway from here to 
20 Aug., 1900. Pgjjj. Hill, and on to Bullock Creek, and from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney ? I suggest that a line should 

be run between the two—from hero to Peak Hill, and going on to Bullock Creek.
1710. Would you go between Parkes aud Peak Hill ? Yes, keeping a little to the west.
1711. Would it be necessary to go to Peak Hill, or to keep some distance west of it? That would depend 
upon the cost of construction and other things.
1712. What reasons are there in favour of that project? Because there are two lines advocated—one 
direct from hero to Peak Hill, forming part of a national line, and the other from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney. 
There is no doubt that both tracts of land require railway facilities ; but I do not think we can make two 
lin es. If one railway could be made between both, it would be better, and it would open up a good tract 
of country.
1713. Do you know the country between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ? I. know it well.
1714. Is that pastoral land, or is it fit for agriculture ? Two-thirds would be fit for agriculture, and, of 
course, that would also grow wool.
1715. Would there be any difficulties in railway construction ? I do not think so; there seems to bo 

■ plenty of timber and level country. Tbo line could be constructed cheaply.
1716. It has been suggested that such a line would have to cross the waterways at right angles, and that 
there would be costly bridges ? I do not know where they would come in.
1717. What are the main watercourses ? There are four, including the Bogan, between Peak Hill and
Bulloek Creek, "
1718. Does most of tbe wheat from that area go to Bogau Gate or Parkes? The bulk goes to Bogan 
Gate. 1 handle a good deal of the wheat in the district, and have an opportunity of knowing,
1719. Do you kuow those who arc cultivating land between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ? Tes ; there
are a number, and they are increasing every year. ■
1720. How far are they from Parkes or Bogan Gate ? Thirty-eight or 40 miles.
1721. Do they bring their wheat to the railways that distance? Most comes by team to Parkes. Beyond 
that it goes to Narramine.
1722. What have they to pay for bringing it in? From Is. 6d- to 2s. a bag, according to the state of the
roads. ■ 1723,
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1723. What ia the ordinary price when the roads arc in good condition P Is. 6d. per bag. J- Gh Dans.
1724i. Assuming that only one line can be constructed, which do you think would be most payable, and n
develop the country best? I should say a line from Parkes to Peak Hill, and thence on to Bulbodney. 20Aug., 1900. 
1725. If a speculator had authority to construct a lino to Bullock Creek, and he wished to make as much 
money as possible, which line would be construct? He would construct the Peak Hill line. I can 
endorse the evidence of the last witness as to the roads. J also think that lines of railway could be made 
as cheaply as roads.

Henry Alfred Croft, farmer and grazier, Trundle, sworn, and examined :—
1726. Chairman^] Have you had long experience in this part of the Colony ? Yes, for thirty-eight years. H. A. Croft.
1727. Do you know practically the whole of the country which will be served by the Bogan Gate- —A-— 
Bulbodney line, and also that which will be served by tho suggested line from Parkes to Peak Hill? Yes. 20Aug., 1900.
1728. Would you establish a comparison between the character of the country opened out by the Bogan
Gate line and that opened out by the Parkes-Peak Hill line? The country from Bogan Gate to 
Bulbodney, via Bullock Creek and Lansdale, is all undulating country well-fitted for agriculture ; it is 
well drained. The country from Peak Hill to Bullock Creek is more or less wet country. It is gilgai 
country ; there are patches of myall country which are dry, and fit for agriculture, but, as a rule, it is not 
so well-suited for agriculture as the land on the Bogan Gate line, because it is not so sure. If you have 
a wet-season tho country is all wet; if it is a dry season, Lhe crop will be almost a failure ; if you have a 
moderate season, you will have a heavy crop. _
1729. Do you think that, year in and year out, the country on the Bogan Gate railway would give more 
uniform and profitable returns than the country between Peak Hill and Bulbodney ? Yes.
1730. Will you compare their relative grazing capacities? I think the country between Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek would fatten better, but it has not any greater carrying capacity. On the western side of 
the Bogan Gate line it is equally as good fattening country as it is on the Peak Hill line.
1731. It is generally assumed that an agricultural railway will draw traffic from 20 miles on each side;— 
which of these two proposed lines, Bogan Gate or Peak Hill, would have, on the first part, the largest 
amount of good land on each side? The Bogan Gate line,
1732. How far from the Parkes-Peak Hill line, on the eastern side, does the agricultural land extend?
Not very far, on account of Harvey’s Bange.
1733. What is the average distance of that range from tho line? Not more than 6 or 7 miles.
1734. Is there any country over Harvey’s Bange which'could he served by the Parkes-Peak Hill lino? I
do not think so. ^
1735. Do you know the Gingham Gap ? I do not know it very well.
1736. Does it lead to any extensive area of agricultural land on the other side ? There is a basin there, 
but it is not very large, and is inferior agricultural land.
1737. fake the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney lino ;—what is the general average yield of wheat along that line, 
year in and year out? Fifteen to 16 bushels is a fair average, although 1 have averaged six and a 
half hags per acre three years ago. I never had less than three and a half bags, even last year, which was
tho worst we have bad. -
1738. Is the Trundle country superior, or is the land op that line on the whole the same? I think 
Trundle is a fair average It i^not at all a picked spot.
1739. What is the grazing capacity of the land right through ? One aud a half acres to a sheep. When 
you allow that much land there is never any occasion to be frightened about a bad season. That is what 
I am carrying, and I have never lost a sheep through drought.
Ii40. It has been the experience in some parts of the Colony that, although before the construction of a 
railway great prospects were held out of agricultural development, the construction of the line has not 
been immediately followed by anjr large increase in agriculture;—do you think that, in the case of the 
Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line, we can reasonably expect a considerable increase in the area under 
cultivation ? Yes ; 50 per cent, on the holdings.
1741. Air. Watson.'] Do you know the country between Bullock Creek and Peak Hill ? Yes. ■
1/42. Would the watercourses be any great item in the construction of a railway there ? Yes.
1743. Do they all run at right angles to the suggested line ? Yes. *
1/44. How many are* of importance? Two besides tho Bogan—those are the Back Creek and Sandy 
Creek. There may he others, but not of any great extent.
1745. Going over the gilgai country, would the construction he expensive ? Yes.
1746. _ Would you get heavier watercourses than on the Bogan Gate line? Yes ; the country is liable to 
flood in wet seasons.
1747. In your opinion, would the construction of the Peak Hill line cost a great deal more than the
Bogan Gate line ? Tes. ,
1748. Chairman.] One witness to-day pointed out that a number of selectors had taken up agricultural 
holdings merely for speculative purposes ;—lias that class of occupation characterised the Bogan Gate- 
Bulbodney country ? No ; I do not think you could buy one of them out.
1749. Where wore those holdings which were sold ? Somewhere near Curra.
1750. Were they sold to consolidate them into larger agricultural holdings? No ; they were sold to a very 
large proprietor of laud—Mr. Williamson.
1751. Is he an agriculturist? No.
1/52, Do you think that the settlers along the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line have taken up land permanently 
to develop it? Yes.
1753. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you been engaged in pastoral and farming pursuits all your life? Yes.
1/54. Do you think it is desirable to conslrucfc two lines—one to Parkes, via Peak Hill to Bulbodney, or 
one from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney—and do you think that two lines would be likely to he supported? A 
line from Parkes to Peak Hill would be well supported, but not if a line were made from Bogan Gate to 
Bulbodney. I do not think the line from Peak llill to Bullock Creek would be well supported.
1755. Do you think it is desirable to construct a railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, and one from
hereto Peak Hill? Yes. ./ * r,
1756. Mr. McFarlane.] Which line would pass through the greatest quantity of good country? The
Bogan Gate line, 1757.
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H, A. Croft. 1757. What proportion of good agricultural land would there be in the country which would he served 
by the Bogan Gate line ? From GO to 70 per cent.—that is, agricultural land ; the remainder would be 

20 Aug., 1900. first-class pastoral country.
1758. How would you class the country from Peak Hill to Bulbodney? It would go through good 
grazing land : but l cannot say that it is agricultural land at all, 1 do not believe in it. You only get 
belts of good land there fit for agriculture.
1759. Would as large a proportion of it be fitted for agriculture as there would be on the Bogan Gate 
line? Xo.
1760. Chairman.'] Is there anything else you would like to add ? There arc a lot of discrepancies with 
respect to the distance from Peak 1X111 to Bullock Creek—some say it is 85 miles, and others say it is 
30 mites. If the Peak Hill line is constructed as suggested, it would actually cut off the main settlement 
in the Trundle district, which is a very large one. At present it is said that a distance of 15 to 20 miles 
from a railway is sufficient to suit all persons. 1 cannot agree with that, simpl}' because if a man has 
2,000 bags of wheat, it takes him five months to curt that, provided that he carries ^ tons a load. He

■ caunot make more than two trips a week : that would occupy twenty weeks, liven if he takes fifty hags,
that would make 5 J- tons. Therefore, we have very great difficulty in getting cartage even in a dry season. 
In the Trundle district we have great difficulty in obtaining cartage. There is a lot of wheat there now, 
but wo caunot get carriers.
1761. Mr. Watson^] Docs that condition apply to the laud about Trundle, or to further west of Trundle— 
that is, Fifield, and so on ? Yo ; it applies to Trundle alone. At Fificld it is still more difficult.
1762. Ho you think that Trundle is too far from the railway now ? A farmer cannot carry his own wheat.
1763. The question arises, do you think it necessary, in agricultural country, to construct railways within 
less than 30 miles of each other, in order to serve the country? Ko ; most of the settlement in Trundle 
is 25 or 30 miles away from a railway.
1764. How far are the Fifield people away from a railway? Thirty miles,
1765. Would lhe Parkes-Peak Hill-Bullock Crock line benefit them ? No: they would be as far away 
as they are now.

William Metcalfe, miner, Parkes, sworn, and examined —
W. Metcalfe. 1766. 2Lr. ICcTfarlane,] Have you a knowledge of the country through which the Bogan Gatc- 

Bulbodney line passes ? Fes ; I used 1o live at Bulbodney.
20Aug., 1900. 1707. Do you know the country between Parkes, Bullock Creek, and Bulbodney ? Yes ; I have been over 

the different roads for the last twenty-five years.
17G8. How would you describe the country on eacli line? I consider that the country from Parkes to 
Peak Hill is better than that from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney for agriculture and for grazing. There is some 
very good agricultural land between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek, and rherc is a portion of it which is 
first-class grazing land, it consists of myall plains and that sort of country. _
1769. Has your experience been principally in mining? 1 liave been farming, mining, publicbouse- 
keeping, and contracting.
1770. Where were yon farming? In New Zealand. -
1771. Were you mining in this district ? Fes:
1772. What is your opinion of mining in tliis district and Peak Hill? The mining industry is not very 
satisfactory at present. For the last twenty years it has fluctuated.
1773. What percentage of land would he fit for agriculture between Parkes, Peak Hill, Bullock Creek, 
and on to Bulbodney 7 I consider that there is three-fourths of the land on each of the routes fitted for 
agriculture. There is a belt of iroubark aud hilly country to go through on the Bogan Gate line at 
Gobondry.
1774. Do you agree generally with the evidence you have heard to-day respecting the country on both 
lines? Yes; but not the whole of it.
1775. What portion do you disagree m ith ? That stating that a great many favour the Bogan Gate line. I 
would prefer a line from here to Peak Hill on these grounds, that it would form a branch of the national 
line to be constructed which has been referred to to-day. It would serve quite as large a population as 
the other line between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney.
1776. Do you mean that the line should cease at Peak Hill ? No ; it should be constructed from here to 
Peak Hill, and then on to Bulbodney : it would serve two purposes.
1777. Would the whole country be served by a line from Parkes by way of Peak Hill ? The only drawback 
is that it would leave the district ol Trundle a little to the south-west of the line; it would go within 20 
miles of it.
177S. Would it pay farmers to carry their produce 20 miles to a railway ? I would not like to have to 
do it myself; I do not think it would pay.
1779. How would a line from Parkes to Peak Hill form part of a national lino ? It has been laid down 
that the Government intend to construct a national lino, and this would be a portion of it—that is to say, 
from Parkes to Peak Hill, thence to Dubbo or Narramine. and thence to Werris Creek—that would be a 
national line.
1780. Speaking from a local point of view, would you still bo in favour of the Parkes-Peak Hill-Bullock 
Creek-Dulbodney line? Ves ; because there is a very large wheat-growing district on the other side of 
Alectown, that is the Kudina district.
1781. Do you think there would be a greater area put under wheat i£ the Parkes-Peak Hill line were 
constructed instead of the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line ? I think it would be about equal, I consider 
there is better wheat-growing land on the Peak Hill line, there is a better rainfall, because it is closer to 
Harvey’s Bange.
1782. But one part of the line is identical, that is beyond Bullock Creek ? Yes, that would be the same.
1783. Do you want to say anything additional? There is one point 1 wish to mention touching 
Harvey’s Bange. The line would go within 6 or 7 miles of that range at Peak Hill. Once the line left 
Peak Hill it would go away from Harvey’s Bange, and iiicre would be splendid land on both sides.

Harry
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Harry EovUiteli, journalist, J-’arkcs, sworn, and examined ;—
17iS4. Ch airman.'] Arc you well informed as to the rates of cartage throughout the district? Yes, with H. How ditch, 
regard to produce. ' /-“—A——\
1785. "What are the rates charged from the various points for wheat delivered at the railway station ? 20 Aug., 15)00. 
"When the roads are dry for 25 miles it costs about Is. a bag. When the roads arc boggy it costs more.
Then from Alectown or Kadina the rates might increase 100 per cent.
1780. What is the greatest distance over which grain is carried to the railway? I suppose 35 miles. If 
you have a railway within 3 or 4 miles of your farm it would not be worth more than 3d. a bag to puttho 
wheat on the railway trucks. With a IG-bushei crop that would be equal to Is. an acre. If your farm 
is 25 miles away from the railway it would be worth at least 4s. an an acre on the same basis.
1787. What is the maximum charge for long distances ? I cannot say, except with respect to Kadina.
I visited the farms there to get the production, and J ascertained that'for a distance of 25 miles it would 
cost Is. per bag.
1788. What has been the average yield in this district ? Last year it was about 12 bushels to the acre.
1 collected information on that subject for tho Daily Tr-lpyraph. That was the yield on the country which 
would he served by the Parkes'to Peak Hill railway. Last season the crop was a comparative failure.
1789. Are you thoroughly acquainted with the country between here and Peak Hill ? Yes.
1790. What would be the prospect for a railway between those places? It would mean a return of 3s. 
per acre more profit in an average season—that is, for wheat-growing alone.
1791. Do you consider that the whole of the country bel ween here and Peak Hill is suitable for agricul
ture ? Yes. I have a good knowledge of the Young and Cootamundra districts in which I lived for 
many years, and the district between here and Peak Hill is superior for wheat-growing. It will grow 
as good a crop, it is more easily cleared and worked.
1792. What is a fair distance from a railway station in carrying on agriculture? I think railways 
through wheat-growing centres should not be more than 40 miles apart.
1793. Yet you can get wheat delivered at a distance of 25 miles for a Is. a bag ? That is in a good season.
If the roads were bad, the charge would be increased 100 per cent. Thoro is another great advantage in 
having the railway near a farm; you can get the wheat into the hands of the millers and the wheat dealers 
quicker than if you have to depend upon teams. .
1794. How would you describe the country within a radius of 20 miles from Peak Hill? The country 
to the west of Peak Hill is excellent wheat-growing country. 'That is the best wheat-growing land 
iu the district. I refer to a strip of land from Parkes running in a north and north-westerly direction.
It is stiffer soil than the soil to the south. The land about .Kadina and some newiv taken up land on 
(.loobang, on the left of Peak Hill Hoad, has returned excellent crops even in drv seasons.
1795. Would you describe the country from here to 20 miles beyond Peak Hill as good agricultural laud ?
I think GO per cent, of it is good.
179G. Would the whole of the balance he suitable for pastoral purposes ? Yes. except where Harvey’s 
Kange comes in. 'That is very poor, but the rest of the country is fit to run sheep on. ^
1797. How far along the railway fine does Harvey’s Itange run? The range comes in at one'point
within 6 miles of the road; it then goes away from the road, and runs at an average distance of from 12 
to 14 miles. -
1798, Is there anything else you wish to add ? There is one point with reference to a national railway.
I feel strongly on that point, having carefully considered the question for years. I think that the 
Melbourne market should be connected with Queensland by a line to junction at about Young, extending 
from Porhes. H; should junction at, Dubbo nr Karrnminc,’and go on’to Werris Creek. That would rim 
on about the borders of the agriculiural laud of the Colony. 1 thoroughly endorse Mr, Cook's evidence 
with reference to the military aspect of that railway. "l believe that* it nil] nil imateiy be absolutely 
necessary to construct that railway, and I advocated it before I came to the Parkes district.

MONDAY, 27 AUGUST. 1900.
Jiffs?cut:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Cjuieuan).
The Hon. PATitrcic Lindesay Chawfohu Shephebd, i The Hon. Soi.omon HKniiEirr JIyau,
The Hon, Anduew 0.unian, LL.D, | Kohert Henry Lkvikn, Esq.

JotTN MePAltl.A'XTI, Esq. '

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Hogan Gate to
Bulbodney. "

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor, Statistical Year Books, Government Statistician’s Department,
sworn, and examined :— ,

1799. Chairtnan.] You have, I understand, some statistical information to lay before the Committee w. H. Hall, 
respecting the proposed railway from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney;—could you tell the Committee what _ a 
area of countrv your statistics will cover ? After allowing for the influence of the line from Condoboliu, 27 Aug., 1900. 
1 have taken a distance of 20 miles on each side of the line extending as far as Dandaloo, but not going 
east of the Bogan.

1800.
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W. al. 1800. Is thatmore than 20miles ? Just over 20 miles. I have taken the western side. I have not touched 
■^aD^a^00 country on the other side of the ilogan to the proposed railway. I have kept on this side of 

u6‘> ■ the Bogan. The estimated population is as lollows :—Trundle, 060; I’ilield. 480 : Dandaloo (part), 750 ;
making a total population of 1,890. The cultivation statistics, <fcc., are shown in the following table :—
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1801. Those figures show that there would be about 9 bushels to the acre of wheat ? Yes; it would be 
about that. .

Henry Chamberlaine Eussell, O.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined :—
U* 1802. Chairman.] The Committee is inquiring as to the expediency of constructing a railway from Bogan

- Gate to Bulbodney. Can you furnish the Committee with any particulars as to the rainfall in the district
.jT". A that will be served by the railway ? Yes. At Bogan Gate the average rainfall is 17'08 inches. Imme- 

us,, u' diately to the east of that, at Timaldra Station, it is 23'24 inches. 1 should state that tho Bogan Gate 
rainfall rests upon the records for the last six years, and which, taken as a whole, are very unfavourable. 
The figures I have given for Timaldra rest upon nine years’ records, and arc therefore relieved of some 
of the evil effects of the drought. "
1803. Can you say how far Timaldra is from Bogan Gate ? It is a station about 17 or 18 miles east-north
east of Bogan Gate. There is another station close to called Brue Plains. The rainfall there averages 
22‘76 inches. Timaldra is a little south-east of that. The Condobolin rainfall average for the past 
eighteen years is 18'89 inches. That is considerably more than Bogan Gate appears, but that is because 
of the longer period over which the records have been made, which has given us good years with the bad 
ones. Almost immediately north of Condobolin is a station called Mowablaa. It is a tank, the average 
rainfall there being 18T9 inches. Immediately north of that again is Burra-Burra, where the rainfall 
averages 22 inches. East-north-east of that, about 20 miles away, is AVarge Bock, where the average 
rainfall is 22'CS inches; immediately north of that is Tabratong, where the average rainfall is 2L'70 
inches. Then comes Dandaloo, with 23'23 inches. Then we get Bulbodney, w'ith 21'4G inches. Then for 
20 miles further there is rather a gap among tho observers till we get over towards Eremeran, which is 
about 20 miles south-west from Bulbodney. The records of the rainfall there arc valuable, because they 
have extended over twenty years, and show the average fall to be 10 50 inches. Then immediately north of 
that is^Moothumbil, with a rainfall of IG'55 inches. The next station immediately north isBabinda, where 
the rainfall averages 22‘39 inches, and about 12 miles to the east of that, and” 12 or 13 miles west of 
Bulbodney, is Panjee, where the rainfall averages 21'50 inches.
1804. Have you the return for Trundle, about 15 miles north of Bogan Gate I have Trundle Lagoon; 
the mean annual rainfall there is 21‘35 inches.
,1805. Mr. Hyam.] Have you the return for Bullock Creek—the place is better known as Tullamore? 
No ; I have not the return for that.
1806. Chairman.] Could you institute a comparison between the places you have named and other places 
—Parkes, for instance ? Parkes has an average rainfall of 24'J2 inches.
1807. Have you the returns for Alectown, Peak Hill, and Tomingley? Not of Alectown; the average 
rainfall of Peak Hill is only 23 48 inches ; that for Tomingley is 19‘64 inches.
1808. Can you tell us how much greater the rainfall is about Parkes than it is towards Bogan Gate or 
Bulbodney ? It would be from 2 to 3 inches towards Parkes, The country falls very rapidly as you go 
further west; you not only go further from the sea, but you are going down hill.
1809. To the east of Peak Hilllie what are known as Harvey’s liange, having an average distance of 
G$ miles from the proposed line ;—would they have an appreciable effect upon the rainfall ? I should think 
it would not be verv appreciable.
1810. Dr. Curran.) Have you any rainfall record of places 12 miles from Peak Hill—Yeoval, for 
instance ? No ; but if there is an elevation there of 300 feet or so the increase in the rainfall would be 
about an inch.
1811. Ha.rvey’s Range has an elevation of about 600 feet? An elevation of about 300 feet makes the 
increase in the rainfall about 1 inch.

„ 1812. Chairman.] “With respect to the rainfall between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney, which you say is 
about 21 inches, ia that sufficient for wheat-growing ? Yes.
1813. Do you know whether it falls in a favourable season of the year ? Yes ; it is not quite so favour
able as in the eastern part of the country, but still it is favourably situated for wheat-growing.
1814. More likely to be subject to intermittency in the rainfall ? I could not say.
1815. As you go north-west the rainfall becomes more irregular ? Yes.
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The Hon. Patrick LindesayCrawford Shepherd, 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.]),
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

THURSDAY, 30 AUGUST, 1000,

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Chairman).
~ " ' John Christias Watson, Esq.

Egbert Henry Levien, Eaq, 

John Me Far lane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bogan Gate
, to Bulbodney.

William Henry John Slee, Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn,
and examined :—

1S1G. Mr. Watson.'] The proposal before us is to construct a line of railway from Bogan Gate to W.n. J. Slee, 
Bulbodney, through Trundle;—do you know of any mineral development along the route of that a—^ 
railway There are some developments, so far as gold is concerned. I have been through that district. 30 Aug., 1900. 
When Fifield and Platina were opened I had charge of the district as Warden, and that caused me to 
go about the district a good deal on horseback.
1817. Were they allnvial diggings ? Yes.
1818. What is tho position there to-day ? There are not so many people as there were at the time of 
the rush, but the townships have always kept up ever since. Going from Bogan Gate, I do not think 
there will be any mining until you get past Trundle: hut there is a good agricultural, wheat-growing 
district there. Going from Trundle, through Carlisle and Fifield, I have no doubt that there will be a 
population of gold-miners. Of course, near Melrose Plains, there are silver and copper, but the traffic 
of that part generally goes io the Condobolin line.
1819. How far is Melrose Plains from the Condobolin line ? From 85 to JU miles.
1820. How far would it he from tho proposed line, say at Bullock Creek, or anywhere between there and
Bulbodney P T do not know, but I think that if a line were constructed from Bogau Gate, it would bo 
handier for them to go from that part to the Bogkn Gate railway than to the Condobolin line. -
1821. Has anything been done in a large way with the copper shows at Melrose Plains P Hear Dandaloo, 
or on the Lightning Paddocks side of Dandaloo, men are prospecting for copper lodes, aided by the 
Government.
1822. That is between Dandadoo and the proposed line? Yes ; in the same locality,
1823. The Lightning Paddocks is where land is working, is it not? Yes.
1824. Is the show there extensive ? The real miner has hardly ever been at the Lightning Paddocks.
It is very rough country near there, and the countrv is fit for mining only just at the Lightning 
Paddocks and past there. It is not fit for agriculture. I have no doubt that, with a proper population, 
they might find quartz reefs, and they might also find silver, but I do not think that they will ever find 
copper. There is copper further on, and nearer Condobolin ; but I am talking only of tho locality of 
Lightning Paddocks, which belongs to the Burra Burra pastoral lease.
1825. What is the real name of the place where Lind ia ? 1 do not think that there is any township
name. I know that the Government thought sufficiently well of the place to aid parties in prospecting 
there out of the Prospecting Vote, but thev arc not at present getting anything payable or really good, at 
which they could start on their own account. However, the prospects are very promising.
182G. Are there any claims on gold reefs in that district? Yes ; there are a large number of reefs there, 
hut not tested. As 1 have said, the real mining population has hardly ever got that way. There are 
more of the men who are usually employed about stations. There is tin at Burra Burra; in fact, there 
is alluvial tin on the very line of this proposed railway.
1827. You would consider it, then, a promising district, from a mining point of view ? I think so
1828. in connection with this proposal to reach Bulbodney by rail, a suggestion lias been made to run a
lino from Parkes to Peak Hill, and thenco to go westerly towards Tullamore and Bulbodney, taking the 
section to Peak Hill and further on;—can you give the Committee any particulars as to the present 
condil ion of the mining industry north and south ? The line would go through Alectown if it went from 
Parke-i. Peak Hill and Alectown were opened in 1889. In 1890 and 18911 was there for sixteen months 
as a Warden of the Colony, going backwards and forwards to Sydney As far as Alectown is concerned, 
there are a large number of quartz reefs and very good agricultural land. I believe that the pastoral 
leases are cither to be thrown open soon, or have just been thrown open. In my opinion, Peak Hill is a 
permanent gold-field. There is a great deal of refractory ore there. '
1829. They are not working the big mine at Peak Hill at the present time, are they ? Yes, they are.
There is also the Proprietary Mine at Peak Hill, although I believe it has paid little in dividends to the 
present company, compared with what it paid previously. The ore there is very refractory, but the 
Government Mineralogist, when he was in our Department at a salary of £1,209, thought sufficient of that 
ore to resign his position and take it in hand, in order to try and make it pay.
1830. Do you think that sufficient time has elapsed for you to he able to say whether he is likely to he 
successful in that ? About a week ago he came to see me at my office, and lie said he ivas quite confident 
that ho had taken the right step. I had thought that he had taken the wrong step in throwing up his 
appointment; but he told me the other day that he was quite satisfied that he had taken the right step, 
and that the gold-field was better than he had anticipated.
1831. Are any other mines being worked at Peak Hill? Yes, there is Mooney and Wise’s. There are 
hall-a-dozen fairly large mines, and there are numerous small mines—the latter being worked just by 
individual miners.
1832. But nearly all on reefs ? Mostly reefs. Of course they have had some very rich gold there in 
alluvial—the richest I have seen during the time I have been in Australia.
1833. You mean they had rich alluvial ? Yes. They bottomed a small shaft in 1890 when I was Warden, 
a shaft about 4 feet x 2 feet, aud they had over 10 oz. of gold picked out iu pieces. That caused a big 
rush, and 8,000 or 10,000 people were there in about a fortnight.
1834. That has probably been worked out pretty well by now ? Well, it has boon tried a good deal, but 
there is a very largo valley. The late Mr. Wilkinson, who was onr Government Geologist, and I went

over
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W.H..T. Slee, over it some years ago ; and when the rush was on at Peak Hilt, I induced the Government to give 
•^“"""*"""00 prospecting aid to test this valley. This valley must extend from Alectown right down to the Bogau—15 

US'> • or 20 miles in length. A littie gold has been got, but no shaft lias ever been bottomed on it. They have 
gone down to a depth of over 300 feet, but were always thrown out by water, through not having the 
proper appliances. 1 feel confident that, sooner or later, wc shall have one of the deepest leads, if not the 
best—a payable deep lead—about ‘1 miles west of Peak Hill township. 'We had a little gold on a sidling 
in a shaft 30 teet in depth—Horn 2 to 3 grains of gold—and it dipped away, as far as we have gone, about 
300 feet. There was a little gold on the sidling, but nothing has been done there since then. The late 
Mr, "Wilkinson and J were siaunch friends, and we both always tool; great interest in that field. Ihavebeen 
to Peak Hill three or four times to try to induce people to go in for prospecting it. Of course they would 
have to have a small steam plant, and'] would ask the Government, if jiossible, to give them a subsidy. 1 feel 
confident that, sooner or later. Peak Hill will be a very thriving gold-field and farming district combined.
1835. What is the characteristic of tho ore bodies at Peak Hill—are they large deposits ? In the 
Proprietary Mine the deposit is sometimes very large—never less than 3 or 1 feet,
1836. Going further north, between Peak Hill and Tomingley, there is a place called McPhail ? Between 
Peak Hill aud Tomingley there in a place now culled McPhail. but formerly called Myall. McPhail was 
the name of the prospector, but Myall was the original name of the place. That was opened about sixteen 
or eighteen years ago. J was therein the first week. It has been worked by English companies, and there 
is nowr a large number of persons employed there. Myall is 8 miles from Peak Hill, and Tomingley 2 
miles further, and in between there is no doubt that it is all auriferous country.
1837. Have you inspected the mine at McPhail ? Yes ; ‘i have been through the whole of it.
1S3S. They have a large ore body there ? Yes. It is now being worked by an English company.
1839. What is the characteristic of the ore? It is quartz reef.
1840. Do yon think they have a good permanent mine there? I think so. Myall, or McPhail, is not a 
new affair; it was started long before either Peak Hill or Alectown was founded. Peak Hill and Alectown 
were discovered in 1889.
1841. Is there mining also going on at Tomingley ? Wos -. there is mining at Tomingley, but not further
on, going towards Karraminc or Dubbo. Tomingley is about 30 or 32 miles from Dubbo, and Narramiuo 
something similar. ’
1S42. Can you, from memory, state roughly ihe mining population in each of those centres along that 
route ? f doubt whether, at the present time, you would find more than about from GOO to 000 miuers 
there ; but there is the usual population of business people and farmers as well. At Peak Hill there is 
a large number of families settled on 20-acre and -t-acre suburban blocks, which were sold by tho 
Government 011 certain conditions. They have made their homes there, and J believe that if tho pastoral 
leases havo not already fallen in they are to be I brown open in a very short time right from Parkes to 
Alectown. Of course, that is an agricultural country as well. H mining goes down there—and mining 
always has its ups and downs—then agriculture will fill up the gap,
1843. Can you say whether railway communication would be of much value, from a mining point of view, 
as far as Peak Hill ? In my opinion, the Peak Hill route is far more valuable, from a mining point of view, 
than is the Bogan Gate route.
1844 What 1 want to get at, is whether, because of the peculiar character of the ore which is met with 
along that route, there is any great necessity for railway communication—for instance, either for the 
carrying away of ores, or for the carrying of fuel to the mining centres? Tho refractory ores of Peak 
Hill, of course, require to be treated by means of furnaces, and to use furnaces for metalliferous purposes 
properly you require coke or coal. For that reason, if for no other, refractory ores arc more valuable 
to a railway than would be ore consisting merely of clean quartz.
1845. Of course, in the case of a place where there are only quartz reefs, the railway would only have to 
carry supplies to the miners and take the gold away; whereas, in the other case, the railway would have to 
carry stuff for smelting as well ? Yes. There are three cyanide plants now working at Peak Hill. Two

, of them are working on ore now being produced, and one of them is working on tailings produced some 
years ago. The line proposed to go to Peak Hill is what was always called the “ White ” line. That was 
measured in 1878 or 1879. Surveyors were sent from Parkes long before Peak Hill was thought of, and 
that line was, at that time, supposed lo form a portion of a line to Werris Creek, via Dubbo, to connect 
the Northern districts with the Southern, through Young, Grenfell, Porhes and so on.
1846. If a line were constructed to Peak Hill, do you think that the mine-owners there would arrange for 
the local treatment of their ores, or would they send them away for treatment? I think they would 
rather arrange for the local treatment of the ores. '
1847. Then you think that trafiSc for the railway would consist, among other things, of the taking of coke 
to the mines ? Yes.
1848. Would they also require fluxes lo be taken lo them by lhe railway ? They have limestone not far 
away, and they could get lhe necessary fluxes without difficulty.
1849. They would not need lo have these brought to them by rail? No. Independently of this being 
one of our best mining districts, it is also a very good agricultural district. You can go to a depth of 8 
or 10 feet through rich loam. The country is very good for wheat growing ; in fact, anything would grow 
there. .
1850. Has anything in addition to gold been found on the line from Parkes to Tomingley ? There is a 
little copper, but that has not been sufficiently developed. There is a hill close to the main road going 
from Alectown lo Peak Hill, and a little prospecting for copper has been done between Peak Hill and 
Parkes, bnt that is all.
1851. Would you class that district generally as an important one in comparison with other mining 
centres in New South Wales ? Yes ; I always have done so since I first saw it. My first report on it 
was not an extraordinarily glowing one, J said it would require capital, economy, &c., to make it a 
payable field, and that report has been borne out since. At that time, to use a common phrase, they 
were merely pig-rootiug—they wore not doing any real mining.
1852. Mr. Shepherd.'] What is your opinion of the mineral resources generally between these two points ? 
My opinion is that they will employ a large number of persons—both wages men and individual miners. 
1S53. Do you think that any of them have been sufficicni.ly tesiod yet to justify you in saying that they 
are likely to be permanent? Yes. They have been working ever since 1889. The Proprietary Mine has

never
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never stopped a day from working, and then there is lhe Crown of the Hill, and Moonie and Wise's;'ttMf.J. Sice, 
they have always been working. r—
ISod. Do you think the prospecting has been carried out'intelligently—iu a systematic way ? Latterly it 30 Aug., 1000. 
has, but in tho beginning it was not. With practice and science combined, they will no doubt succeed.
1855 Nothing of any great consequence bas been done yet, i think ? jN'o, there has not.
1856. So that you would hardly be justified in expressing an opinion as to the probability of its 
permanence, 1 suppose? Yes, ns far as I can see, I am of the opinion that the Peak Hill district will be 
one of the most flourishing dislriets in Yew South Wales.
1857. AVhat is the greatest depth attained there yet? A little over 400 feet. ' <
1858. What are the best results obtained? At first, when they started roughly, before the ore went into
the refractory state, as much as G or 8 oz. to the ton were obtained. The ground was verv rich on the 
top levels. ‘ "
1830. What is the width of the lode they have got those returns from? What 1 am speaking about was 
never loss than 3 feet; but when the late Mr, Kelly, who was a Member of Parliament for Dubbo, had 
charge of it, he had a cutting over 40 feet in width, and he crushed the whole lot.
1800. Did that give anything like a fair return ? Yes, it paid him very well ; but the ore became very 
refractory, and the gold fine, going away with the slimes. And there was the slimes difficulty, which is a 
difficulty even at Lucknow now. They have thousands of tons, but their scientific men cannot recover the 
gold out of the slimes. However, Mr. Taylor, the late Government Metallurgist, thinks he has now got 
on the right track. Ho told me so last week.
1861. Do you think it is likely fhat the mining development will be such as lo materially assist a railway 
in the event of its being constructed ? Yes, combined with farming. Of course if von have only a 
mining district, and no farming, you must expect it to go down and drop very low. like Hill End, which 
had a population of 25.000, but now bas a population of not so many as 1,500.

Mr, MaFarlanc.'] You stated that mining has been carried on at Peak Hill since 1889? Yes.
1863. Does that apply also to the other towns where the proposed railway would go? To Alectown,
McPhail, and Tomingley. McPhail and Tomingley were called after men ol' those names, and these two 
gold-fields were opened Jong before Peak Hill, which shows that although Peak Hill has been opened, 
there may be other good places in between. They have not been sufficiently prospected yet.
1861. Do you know Bullock Creek—Lightning Paddocks? Yes ; 1 have been through there.
18().t. Is that a recent discovery? There are only a few parties -working there. Lightning Paddocks is 
about 8 miles from the Burra Burra home station, and it is very rough country.
1806. Do you think that mining is in a prosperous condition there, or is likely to be ? I think so. Of 
course in mining there are always ups and downs. ^
1867. Comparing its present condition with what it was five years ago, wdiat is it now ? To-dav it is not
much better than it was then, past Myall or Tomingley. “
1868. Take Peak Hill ■—arc there as many miners working there now as there wrere five rears a<m ? Yes;
one or two places more. Peak Hill is a municipality. The people think sufficiently well of the mining 
there to have formed a municipality and to tax themselves, *
1869. With regard to the other mining centres which tho proposed railway would be likely to influonce, 
arc there as many men working there now as there were, say, five years a"*o ? 'Yes.
1870. Any increase ? A little. There was an increase throughout the Colony last year, comnared with
1898, of about 3,000. '
1871. But I am speaking more particularly of tins district? Yes ; there is a little increase there.
1872. Is there any increase in the gold production ? Yes ; the gold production is increasing everywhere.
1873. But I am speaking of Peak Hill ? Yes. Peak Hill produced more gold in 1899 than B did in 189si
1874. So that it did increase ? Yes ; and no doubt it is still increasing,
1875. Does that apply also to the other mining towns? Yes ; there is Alectown in between.
1876. Docs the gold-bearing country cover a very largo area? Yes. The whole of the country, from 
Parkes, 32 or 33 miles, to Peak Hill, is auriferous country for 10 miles on either side of the proposed line.
1877. Has it been thoroughly prospected'? Ko.
1878. Do you think that the railway would assist in the development of mining throughout the district
generally ? I think so. A. railway always does. A mining population always uses a railway more than 
a farming population docs. A miner is far freer in spending his earnings than a farmer is.
1879. He gets more, I suppose? YAs ; a farmer has to work harder, and gets less for it; whereas the
miner has regular hours, and can afford to spend more.
1880. ])r. Garratt.'] Do you consider that the mining industry at Peak Hill is now being kept back by 
want of railway communication ? I will not say that. I will not go that far; but I beHeve that if a 
railway nere constructed to Peak Hill,the whole district would be assisted; and even if ic would not pay 
at first, it would be likely to pay within a very short time afterwards.
1881. You think that a railway would lead to a much greater development of the mining industry ? Yes
no doubt. J ' '
1882. You spoke of some rich farming land in tho neighbourhood of Peak Hill—does that go all the way 
from Peak Hill to Parlies ? Yes, right from Parkes to“Peak Hill; in fact, right to the Bogau—it takes in 
all the Bogan fiats.
1883. Is it as good as the land between Bogan Hate and Bulbodney ? Every bit as good as that,
1884. Is it as much taken up? Yo, it is not taken up, because the pastoral leases were in force ; but 
the pastoral leases are either to he thrown open this year, or have already been—I am not sure which. I 
have not been there this year.
1885. Your opinion is, that when the ground is available for selection in any form, it will be taken 
up ? Yes, selected at once, or taken up under certain conditions—under the most liberal conditions of 
the law.
1886. Then, you think^that, both as an agricultural line, and as a mining line, this railway has some 
recommendations? Yes.
1887. There is only a very slight indication of mining on tho line between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney ?
I feel confident that there will be no naming between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney until after you pass 
Trundle, and get into the quartz ridges at Carlisle, or Fifield as it is now called, Burra Burra having been 
the original name.

234—1 1888.
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W. H.J. Sle0.1888. At present it is more alluvial indication than reef? INo, it is mostly reef indication.
/---- *—1889. You have had no proved reef with gold in it P Yes: we have. They are working. "We have several

30 Aug,, 1900. crushing machines there,
1890. Do you think that the alluvial there is coming out of those reefs ? Yes.
1891. And that there is more gold in the reefs vet? Yes.
1892. A workable amount p Yes.
1893. Mr. Hyam.'] Do you know the country between Tomingley and Bullock Creek towards Dandaloo ? 
Yes; that would he an agricultural aud pastoral countrv.
1891, You would not expect to find any considerable quantity of gold in that country ? Yes; but at 
present there are no big deposits being worked past Tomingley.
1895. Whatever gold is there would be alluvial? Alluvial and quartz reefs mostly.
1898. You expect to get quartz reefs in that country r Yes ; quartz reefs are to be seen on the hills. I 
have been through that country on horseback for weeks.
1897. Do yon know Woodlands station, on the road from Dandaloo to Bulbodney? That name is not 
familiar to me.
1898. "Well, do you know the name Lansdale? Yes. I believe there will be gold got there—right through 
that country.
1899. You think that is gold country ? Yes.
1900. And further on than Lansdale, do you expect there will be a continuation of that gold-bearing 
country. Yes. As far as mining is concerned, 1 feel confident that a line from Parkes to Peak Hill and 
through there, would do more good to the country, from a mining point of view, than would a lino from 
Bogan G-ate.
1901. You think it would be a better line for developing new mines and improving those already in 
existence ? Yes. Of course it would not serve the people between Bogan Gate and Trundlo.
1902. You think the whole district, taken generally, is a good one? Yes. I think so.

WEDNESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
■present:

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, 
The Hon, Patrick: Lindesay Craweord Shephebu.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

Esq. (Chairman).

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a lino of Railway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

William Duncan, Pastoral Inspector, Union Bank of Australia, sworn, and examined :•—
W. Duncan. 1903. Mr. Wafson.J Do you know the country through which tho proposed railway from Bogan Gate to 

Bulbodney would pass ? Yes, I know the country very well, as far as Tullamore. on each side of the 
6 Sept., itOO. route of the proposed line. I have travelled through that district several times.

1904-. How would you describe that country ? It is good, strong, red, loamy soil—good wheat-growing 
land. There are small patches of ironbark ridges, but the area of the poor country is comparatively 
small. ■
1905. To what distance ou each side of the route of the proposed line would that description apply ? It 
applies to the country within 12 or 15 miles on each side of tho route of the proposed line.
1906. Do you visit the farms of the clients of the Union Bank in that district? Yes, and I also have an 
opportunity of seeing the country in travelling about to inspect sheep.
1907. The people in that district appear to have gone in very largely for agriculture ? Yes, very largely,
considering their distance from a railway. * "
1908. What is the greatest distance over which people in the district draw wheat to the railway? "Wheat 
is drawn to the railway from places about 40 miles beyond Bogan Gate.
1909. How far west of the route of the proposed lino does the good country extend ? It is all good
country for at least 15 miles west of the route of the proposed line. ■ "
1910. Taking the rainfall into consideration, would you say that the country on the western side of the 
route is as well suited for agriculture as that on the eastern side ? Yes, within a distance of 12 or 15 
miles.
1911. Do you know if there is any appreciable diminution of tho rainfall within 15 miles of the route on
tho western side ? I do not; but the diminution would be very slight if any. '
1912. You have not been further north than Tullamore ? No.
1913. It has been suggested that a line might be taken from Parkes through Peak Hill to Tullamore ; 
bow would the construction of such a line affect the people living between Tullamore and Bogan Gate? 
It would be of no advantage to them.
1914. From how far towards Trundle would such a line draw traffic ? The traffic would naturally go to 
the nearest railway station.
1915. Do you think the present railway to Bogan Gate would have a greater attraction for the traffic 
between Bogan Gate and Tullamore than a line going from Parkes through Peak Hill to Tullamore? 1 
fancy that it would, but 1 cannot speak definitely upon the point. What is the distance from Bullock 
Creek to Peak Hill.
1916. It would appear to be about 30 miles. The distance from Tullamore to Parkes by rail would be 
about the same by either route ? I think that some of the land to the east of the suggested line to Peak 
Hill is poor country.
1917. The land on Harvey's Range ? Yes; a lot of that is rough, useless country.
1918. It has been suggested in favour of tho Peak Hill line that it would serve a greater number of
people than the Bogan Gate line, and would not leave the settlers between Tullamore and Bogan Gate at 
a greater distance than 20 miles from a railway; would that be too great a distance ? Twenty miles from 
a railway is rather too long a distance at which to carry on farming profitably, with the prices which have 
ruled during the last two years. 1919.
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1919. But you say that at tho present time some o£ the people in the district are carting their wheat 40 W. Dancan.
miles. Would not a saving of 20 miles be of material assistance to them ? Yes, it would be of great 
assistance to them. . . , Sept., 1900,
1920. Twenty miles would be the greatest distance which any of the people between Bogan Gate and 
Tullamore would be from a railway, so that most of them would be less than 20 miles from a railway ?
No doubt there is a bigger population on the Peak Hill route, taking the township of I^eak Hill into 
consideration, than there is on the proposed Bogan Gate route, but 1. think that the proposed route runs 
through better country, and country more suited for settlement, than the Peak Hill route does.
1921. °It has been suggested that a line might be taken from Parkes to Narramine, in order to serve a 
series of townships lying along that route, and a considerable area of agricultural land. If the proposed 
line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney were constructed could the country afford to construct a line from 
Parkes to Narramine? 1 do not know tho country lying to the north of Peak Hill, but I think that a lot 
of it is verv rough.
1922. But," seeing that the two lines would be only 20 miles apart at the beginning, and would run nearly 
parallel, would it pay to construct it, assuming that they both ran through good country ? I hardly 
think so.
1923. If we construct the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line we must abandon all hope of reaching Peak Hill 
by rail wav ? Yes.
1924. The Peak HilUTullamore-Bulhodney route has been suggested with a view to serving the Peak Hill 
portion of the district as well as the Bulbodney7 portion, without leaving any part of the district too far 
away from a railway7; is there any other suggestion which occurs to you as likely to meet the position 
better? I can see no other.
1925. Prom what you know of tho district, do you think that railway construction there is justifiable? 
Undoubtedly it is. " There is a large extent of country there which will shortly be opened for settlement, 
and it is all good land, and land which it is not difficult to clear. I look upon the district as one ot the 
best I know, though it wants men with a little capital to develop it properly.
1926. It seems to have attracted a very energetic class of settlers ? Yes, the settlers there are a splendid 
class of men.
1927. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you visited the district frequently ? I visit it sometimes two or three times 
a year, and never less than twice a year.
1928. Do you think that the country through which the proposed line would run is capable of closer 
settlement? Undoubtedly it is. .
1929. And suited for mixed farming? Yes,
1930. Is it well watered ? It is not watered naturally at all; hut there is every facility for conserving
water by means of tanks and dams. It is good holding ground. _
1931. How is it timbered? Principally with the bright-leaved box, pine, and bull-oak, and there is yellow
box and bolar in places. _
1932. Is there sufficient timber-there to provide the necessary railway sleepers ? No, there is not very
much timber there suitable for railway sleepers. '
1933. Prom what distance would sleepers have to be brought ? I could not say. There is very little 
ironbark in that country, and what there is, is not much good ; it is stunted, decayed stuff mostly.
1934. Is tho land pretty well all taken up ? All that has been available has been taken up.
1935. For a considerable distance on each side of the proposed lino? Yes. _
1936. Is that land now7 held under lease ? It is chiefly conditionally purchased and conditionally leased 
land,
1937. Has any considerable area of it been brought under cultivation ? Yes, a good portion on each 
selection.
1938. Chiefly for wheat, I suppose ? Almost entirely for wheat. _
1939. Are you aware of fruit having been grown there to any extent ? Yes ; I have seen excellent fruit 
grown there. Fruit seems to do wonderfully well in any part of that district. I know of a splendid 
orchard in the district.
1940. Do the people who have grown fruit there seem satisfled with the results ? Yes, perfectly.
1941. Do you think that the fruit industry will expand if tho proposed railway is constructed ? I could 
not speak about that.
1942. Is it your opinion that if a railway is constructed, it will will be a success? Yes, after a time, but 
not for a year or two. Tho land is capable of carrying such a large population that I think a line ivould 
undoubtedly pay.
1913. Are the holdings there generally of auy large extent? Some of them are large About 12,000 acres 
is the largest that I know of.
1944. Are there any holdings of a moderate extent ? They arc all fair-sized holdings, ranging from 3,000
acres to 12,000 acres. _ _
1945. "What would be a fair sized holding to support a family by mixed farming? From 1,000 acrosto 
1,280 acres, if the farm was well managed. Small holdings, when properly worked, are more remunerative 
l.han large holdings which lie partly idle.
1946. What is your opinion of the Peak Hill route as compared with the Bogan Gate route ? I think 
that the Bogan "Gate route runs through better country than the Peak Hill route ; but I am not so well 
acquainted with the Peak Hill country. I know that not far from Peak Hill there is some very indifferent 
country, which is not suitable for settlement of any kind.
1947. It is your opinion that the dislrict is sufficioivtly good to support a railway? I think that it 
undoubtedly is.
1948. Mr. McFarlane.] How long have you known the district ? For three years. ^
1949. Have you known the country between Parkes and Peak Hill for that length of time ? Yes.
1950. In comparing the Bogan G ate route with the Peak Hill route, which do you think would open up 
the larger area of agricultural land ? I think the Bogan Gate route,
1951. Do you think that if there -were railway facilities the people in the district would show a disposition
to go in more largely for agriculture ? 1 think so.
1952. Do you think that the district is prospering? From appearances the people there are prospering,
but it is very difficult for a farmer to prosper if he has to cart his wheat 30 or 40 miles to get it to the 
railway. 1953.
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W. Duncan. 1953. Is settlement on the increase in the district ? So far as I know all the available land has been 
taken up.

6 Sopt., 1900.1954, Jg agriculture increasing there ? Tes, undoubtedly.
] 955. Do you think there would be a material increase if the proposed railway were made ? I am certain 
that there would be a big increase.
1956. Dr. Garrant] We have been told that part of the land is held under conditional purchases and
conditional leases, and part under scrub leases and settlement leases ;—is that so ? 1 do not know of any
settlement leases out there, though there may bo some. _
1957. Have you noticed any difference between tbe farming of those who have contingent freeholds and 
that of those" who have not? Ko ; I do not know of any settlement leases in tho district.
195S. So far as you know, all the banks’ clients have the right to purchase their land? Yes.
1959. The land they hold will ultimately become theirs ? Yes, if the payments are completed. In the
southern district, where there are settlement leases, I have not noticed any difference. _ _
1960. So far as you know, the people of this district are making steady progress ? Yes, and arc increasing 
the area under cultivation.
1961. notwithstanding the long distances that they havo to carry their produce? Yes.
1962. Do you know any other district where people can afford to carry agricultural produce 20, 30, and 
40 miles ? J know other districts where produce is carried similar distances.
1963. Are the people in this district as prosperous as those in any other agricultural district that has
come under your notice? Yes, quite as prosperous as people similarly circumsianced elsewhere. People 
who have railway communication have a better chance to prosper than people who live away from the 
railway. , ,
196-i. What additional value will the construction of the proposed railway give to tho holdings you are 
sneaking of by diminishing the cost of transit to and from them;—would it increase their value by one- 
tenth ? I think so.
1965. By more than that ? I think so.
1966. By one-fifth ? Possibly not so much as that.
1967. But it would make a very sensible difference ? Undoubtedly.
1968. Would it make a very great difference to a farmer to reduce his road carriage from 30 or 40 miles 
to 20 miles. Yes,
1969. We have been told that a farmer does very well if he is near enough to a railway to be able to
take bis wheat in aud get back again in the one day ? Yes, that suits the farmer very well. .
1970. If a farmer has to spend the night in town it makes a difference to him ? Yes, it causes him to
lose two days. , ,
1971. And it makes it necessary for him to incur expense ? Yes, for the accommodation of himself and
his horses. ,
1972. Tour verdict is that, notwithstanding the past five years, which have been very trying years—more
trying perhaps than we may expect to have again for, some time—the people in this district are actually 
forging ahead ? Yes. _ _ _
1973. Mr. Hyam.] Does this district compare favourably with any other of our wheat-growing districts? 
In my opinion it is ono of the best wheat-growing districts that I have been in.
1974. Could a man who lived 20 miles from a railway take his produce to the line and get back home 
in one day ? Ko, not even with good roads.
1975. What is the greatest distance from a railway in which a man could do that ? Twelve or ]5 miles.
1976. I suppose you havo seen a great deal of the district in its unimproved state? I have seen itiu all 
states. A great deal of it is still unimproved.
1977. Is it of any value in its unimproved state ? Of very little value.
1978. Do you consider it good sheep country when it has been ringbarked and scrubbed? Yes, capital 
sheep country ; it is sound and good,
1979. What is its capacity ? Taking it all through, it will carry nearly a sheep to tbe acre.
1980. Are the grasses there good and sweet ? Yes.
1981. There is no fluke in the district? There is no disease of any kind there. It is absolutely sound
country for stock. ,
19S2. Do you think that the cultivation of the land improves it for grass ? Yes. Tho grass is finer and 
more nutritious where the land has been cultivated.
1983. And the cultivation produces a better growth of grass? Yes.

THURSDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

Jdrrernt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Citairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesay Crawford Shepherd, j The Hon. Solomon Heeuert Hyam.
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D. | John McParlane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

John James Miller, Manager, Parmers’ and Settlers' Co-operative Association, sworn, and
examined:—

j filler. 1984. Chairman.'] You are acquainted with the country through which the proposed railway from Bogan 
_ j. Gate to Bulbodney would pass? Yes.

6 Sept.., 1900,1935. Since that railway proposal was referred to the Committee, it has been suggested that a lino might 
he taken from Parkes through Peak Hill to Bullock Creek, and then on to Bulbodney :—can you compare 
the country on the two routes? I have not been along the alternate route that you speak of; but I 
know the country from Bogan Gate through Trundle to Bullock Creek.
1986, How would vou describe that countrv ? It is all splendid agricultural laud,

' ‘ ' 1987.
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19S7. Wliat portion o£ the land within 20 miles on each side of the proposed route is agricultural land ? J- J. ^Miller.
I should say three-quarters of it. _ j..6 Sept., 1900.
1988. G ieen railway facilities, what area of land in that district would maintain a family in decent comtort 
under mixed farming? The Australian families are generally pretty large. 1 suppose about 2fuQ0 acres
would maintain a family properly in that district.'
1989. If a man used 2.300 acres for mixed farming, how much land would ho have under cultivation, year 
in and year out ? Some farmers would eultivato more than others ; but if a fanner was cultivating l,o00 
acres; lie would have 000 or 700 acres under crop one year, and about the same area under crop the next.
That would maintain the strength of tho soil. ' . . , ...
1990. Would not a man be able to carry more sheep on 2,5G0 acres if he farmed a portion of it than it he _
used the whole of it for pastoral purposes ? Yes ; the more land a man farms, the more sheep he can 
carry. The old cultivation paddocks always carry a great many sheep. _ .
1991. To cultivate the land is, to some extent, to provide an insurance against drought ? Yes; especially
if a store of fodder is kept on hand. _ _ _
1992. What is the average carrying capacity of the district? It is all a sheep-lo-the-acrc country.
199:3. What would be its average yield of wheat, year in and year out ? It is splendid wheat country. It 
is part of the same belt as the Narramine country, and has the same rainfall. Some of our farmers have 
been there for 12 years, and have had twelve crops. They have never had less than 10 bushels to tho 
acre, aud they have had as many as 23 and 28 bushels to the acre. The average yield would bo 15 or 16
bushels to the acre. , . „ „ . ,
1904. Had there been many inquiries for land in the district ivom bona-fide farmers. I®3; there lias 
been a good demand for land there. A good many farms have changed hands lately, and farmers have 
come from Victoria to look for land in the locality. _
1993. Ho you think that the settlers between Bullock Creek aud Bulbodney are seriously handicapped by 
the want of railway communication at the present time ? At the present time it is impossible to make
farming pay there. . . . .
1996. Are they an enterprising class of settlers ? I think they are the most enterprising class of men m 
the country. They are men who have come from Victoria and South Australia, and they are steady and 
thrifty. 1 do not know any district where there arc men of a better class than those between Bogan Gate
and B*ulbodney. . cj ui o
1997. Ho vou think that, if the proposedline were made, it would, m a short time, prove a. proMabie one i*
I think that it would be a very profitable line. It will in time be self-supporting, and it will be a big 
feeder to the main line. The district will bo one of our biggest wheat-growing districts, because so much 
of the land there is suitable for wheat. « L j i r
199S. I suppose the two main items of produce will be wheat and wool ? Yes ; and a great deal of
poultry and a great many pigs, stock, and other produce will also he sent from there. _
1999. Are the settlers there handicapped by the want of a railway in the matter of the consignment of
small lots of fat stock to market ? Yes ; a man cannot send a small consignment of fat stock to market
unless he is close to tho railway, because of the expense of driving them to the line. It costs as much to 
drive 100 sheep 30 or 40 miles as to drive 1,000 sheep that distance.
2000. Is the district a good fattening district? Yes. _
2001. What leads you to the conclusion that a great deal of poultry will be sent from there . A great 
deal of poultry is sent from there now. Turkeys are sent from there, and a great many eggs are sent 
from the country round Trundle, aud the district generally. I have seen dressed turkeys on the table
weighing 19 lbs. That shows that the country is capable of producing good poultry.
2002. iJr. What is the greatest distance any farmer you know of sends produce to a railway .
About 50 or 60 miles. ,
2003. That is an extreme distance ? I think that some of them send even further.
2304. What would you considers paying distance? A farmer ought to be able to get to a railway 
station with a load and lo return home in the ono day. . _ . , ^
2005. A man could not do that if he had to travel 50 miles ? No ; 15 miles would be rather far. When 
a man has to stay a night in town wilh his team it becomes rather an expensive matter for him.
2006. The settlers at Tullamore could not go to the railway and back in a day ? No.
2007. Yet they are thriving ? Most of them went there with a little capital. They are men who have 
done well in Victoria, and who have gone there to obtain larger areas. They have improved their land in 
the hope of getting railway communication ; but they are carrying on their farming under great 
difficulties.
200S. A railway through Peak Hill to Tullamore would suit the Tullamore people, and it would also suit 
the people within 15 miles north or south of Tullamore. The question is would this line be better than 
a line from Bogan Gate? Whichever route is followed one part of the district must bo left out to some 
extent. I know that there are some prosperous farmers out towards Peak Hill, and they would gain by a 
railwav going through Peak Hill, whereas the Trundle farmers would gain by the proposed railway. A 
lot of stuff comes from Trundle.
2009. 2lr. JEfyowi.] The people in this district have shipped wheat to England through the agency of your 
Association ? Yes. We have shipped wheat to England on behalf of nine farmers living between Bogan 
Gate and Bullock Creek. The first lots shipped have been sold in England at the top price obtained in 
the market—30s. 3d. a quarter. This wheat was all examined before being sent away, and the secretary’s 
certificate showed it to be above fair average quality. It was graded A and B, and most of it was of A 
quality. The country is splendidly adapted for the production of good quality wheat. It is a full-grained 
wheat, of a splendid colour, very flinty, and full of gluten.
2010. Were many bags of it sent away ? 6,000 bags were in tho first shipment, and one-fourth of that 
wheat came from Trundle. There have been five shipments, and they have had wheat; in every shipment.
2011. Ho you look upon these shipments as an experiment ? Tbe “ Yortigern” took the first shipment
of wheat sent from New South Wales aud resulted satisfactorily. _
2012. It looks as if there would be a big surplus this year? Yes ; and we are making arrangements for
full shipments. Tbe farmers arc growing for export. _ i
2013. Ho you think tlicrc will be a big export trade ? Yes ; there ia a big trade already. _
2014. Is there room for a considerable increase in the wheat production of the Colony ? Yes. This
district could grow enough wheat to supply tho whole of New South Wales. The land in the Bullock 
Creek valley is as good as auy iu the country, ’ 2015,
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J, J. Miller. 2015. Did you see the wheat growing at ’Wallanbillan ? Yes; and also at Bulbodney. At Bulbodney it 
fiCt'Tuoo was a little early, and the frost had touched it.

P •’ '2016. Is all that country suitable for wheat? Yes, except where there is ironbark and gravelly ridges.
For miles at a stretch, the wbolo of the country is suitable for wheat.
2017. You do not wish to express an opinion as to which is the better route for a railway ? No ; I am 
not competent to do so.
2018. Do you like the country round about Wallanbillan for wheat-growing? Yes. We shipped wheat 
from there for Messrs. Cannon Brothers ; that wheat went to Narramine. There were 2,000 bags to go 
in another sliipment; but it could not be got into the railway station, because of tho bad state of the 
roads.
2019. If the proposed railway were constructed, Messrs. Cannon Brothers would send their wheat to it? 
Yes; most of their holding lies iu towards the proposed line, whereas it is 25 or 30 miles to Narramine. 
They have to go nearly 40 miles round to cross the Bogan by tbe bridge. None of the wheat sent from 
Trundle was as low as C grade.
2020. Is there a great difference betweeu the A and the B grade ? The A grade is superior to the B 
grade,
2021. Is there as much difference between the A grade and the 1? grade as between tbe B grade and the
C grade ? Yes ; but, according to the Board of Exports, even the C grade is a fair average quality 
milling wheat. .
2022. Have you resided in the district of which we are speaking ? No ; but I have visited it, and I have 
transacted business for the people there.
2023. Is much fruit grown in the district ? No ; but I have learned that fruit does very well there.
2024. Do you think that fruit-growing would enter largely into the operations of a person cugaged in 
mixed farming ? Yes; fruit-growing, dairying, and poultry and pig-raising would go very well with the

. growing of wheat, and the rearing of sheep. A farmer can generally keep his house upon these
subsidiary aids.
2025. Is tho country on each side of the proposed route at a considerable distance from it as good as that
immediately upon the route ? Yes; as far as I can see there is very little difference. ' It is much the 
same sort of country right through, tho good country being divided here and there by an ironbark gravelly 
ridge. "
2026. There is very little waste land ? Yery little. Very large paddocks of wheat could be cultivated, 
and wheat-growing pays best where you can carry on your farming operations on a large scale.
2027. Is it probable that the mineral resources of the district will be largely developed ? I do not know 
much about the mineral resources of the district, but I believe that it is gold-bearing country, and that 
tin and other minerals will be found there. The country of which we are speaking is not far from Beak 
Hill on the one side, or from Cobar on the other.
2028. Do you think that the large estimated loss upon the proposed railway is likely to be made up 
within a reasonable time ? I feel sure of it. The fertility of the soil, and the results of the recent 
shipments, show that the district is splendidly adapted for wheat-growing. Not only will the holders of 
land grow wheat there themselves, but they will also let their land out to tenant farmers, who will also 
grow wheat, and iu this way a very large area of land will be brought under the plough—a larger area 
than the settlers themselves think. Tho Commissioners have not taken into consideration the great 
advantage which the traflic of this district will bring to them in earning revenue for the main line, 
because everything that goes over the brunch line will also be taken over tho main line. I -would like to 
impress upon the Committee the splendid character of the men in this district. If any men can subdue 
the country and make it profitable, it is the men already out there; and they arc worthy of every

, assistance from the Government. They must make things succeed. There seems to be plenty of timber
and ballast in the district. There is iroubark and box along tbe route, and there will not be much 
expense in getting ballast. In addition to the earnings from the mineral, agricultural, and stock traffic, 
there will be the earnings from the timber traflic, because there will always be a certain quantity of 
timber traffic on the proposed railway.
2029. Mr. MeFarlane.l How long have you known the country through which the proposed line will 
pass? I havo not known that immediate locality very long.
2030. Then you cannot speak of its condition a few years ago ? Not from personal experience.
2031. Did the people who were settled there go there with a view to using the land for farming, or did 
they intend to use it for pastoral purposes ? For farming; they arc all practical farmers.
2032. Have you noticed any material progress in the opening-up of tho district since you have known 
it? Yes; the farms there are in a splendid condition. Yery large areas have been cleared, and very 
well cleared, too. The improvements which have been made are of a substantial character, and some of 
the farms are more creditable to their holders than many of the farms on the railway line.
2033. When you said that three-fourths of the land is suitable for agriculture, did you moan for wheat
growing ? Yes ; it is all wheat-growing land.
2034. What is the country like before it is improved;—is it scrubby? It is heavy country ; but the 
timber can easily be burnt off after it has been killed.

, 2035. Has much land been cleared other than that which is actually under cultivation ? I think that what
ever land has been cleared has been cultivated, or is about to be cultivated.
2036. Are the holdings sufficiently large to enable those who have them to make a living upon them ? 
Yes. Those who have taken up the land seem to have sufficiently large holdings.
2037. Have the people taken up the land in very large areas ? Most of the blocks are of about 2,000 
acres.
2038. Are there many large holdings in the district? There are not very many large holdings of freehold 
or secured land, though there is a lot of leased land about to fall in.
2039. Do you think that tho proposed line will go through the middle of the good agricultural land ? Yes.
2040. Have you a good knowledge of the country between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ? No ; I do not 
know much about that part of the country, but I have been up past Wallanbillan where the country is 
similar, though perhaps a little more open in places than that between Trundle and Bulbodney.
2041. Do you know of any land under cultivation along the route of the proposed lino ? Yes. Some of
the farmers have as much as 2;000 acres under wheat, and he is a small man who has not 400 or 500 acres 
under wheat. There is a prospect of a big crop this year. 2042.
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2042. Are these large areas at a considerable distance from tbe railwav ? The large areas are round about 
Trundle and 'Wallanbillan. Messrs. Cannon Brothers have about 2.500 acres there.
2013. Is there much cultivation between Trundle and Bulloch Creek ? Yes ; a great deal.
2011. Do you think that the present cost of transit is too great for the farmers to pay ? Yes ; it is a 
great handicap to them at the present price of wheat. When they went to the district, wheat was worth 
Is. a bushel, and at that price I suppose that they could manage to make it pay. Some of them are able 
to run 3,000 or 1,000 sheep, so that they can make a living apart from agriculture ; but no doubt they 
took up the land in the hope that the railway would come sooner or later. They are men who came from 
Victoria, In Victoria, no matter where men selected, the railways followed them; and no doubt they 
hoped that the same thing would happen here.
2015. Do you think that the bulk of the land which is suitable for wheat-growing will be placed under 
cultivation ? Yes.
2010. Have you had any experience of the halves system ? Not personally ; but I. know a large number 
of people who arc working in that way.
2047. It is held by some that tbe halves system has been adopted by landholders for the purpose of getting 
their land cleared and improved? That is so, lo a large extent. Agriculture on the halves system is not 
so permanent a thing as when a man is cultivating his own land. Very often a squatter, upon the 
expiration of a lease on the halves system, will lay down his land with lucerne and artificial grasses. 
Land thus treated will carry more stock than other land, and the transaction pays the landholder and 
pays the farmer too. As a rule, when tenant farmers have saved up a few pounds they go away and 
select land for themselves.
2018. Do you think that the land which will be placed under cultivation iu this district will be only 
temporarily under cultivation ? No ; I think it will always pay the men in that district to go in for 
mixed farming. Wherever a man is cultivating his own land, there is a certain degree of permanency 
about his operations.
2049. These farmers are not likely to abandon agriculture for pastoral purposes? No: because even 
light crops, with small prices, will pay them.
2030. Which would pay best—the use of 2,500 acres for agriculture only, for sheep raising only, or for 
mixed farming? The use of the land for mixed farming. There is nothing like mixed farming, where a 
man has a family to keep. It is the man who goes in for mixed farming who gets along.
2051. How has tho district fared during the last few years of drought ? It bas done very well as compared 
with other districts.
2052. Has the rainfall been fairly good ? Yes; it is sufficient for wheat-growing,
2053. Is the district one in which dairying operations would be profitable? I do not say that dairying 
will be carried on there upon as large a scale as along the coast; but in tbe country districts they always 
require a certain amount of dairy produce for local wants, and the surplus will be sent to Sydney for 
export. I know districts in which dairying has paid very well, even at a distance from a railway station.

J. J. Miller.
e'sepCww-

FRIDAY, 7 SFPTFMBER, 1900. 
present

. WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ljneesat Crawford Shepherd, j The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D, | Robert Henry Levien, Bsq,

John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bogan G-ate
to Bulbodnev.

«
James Taylor, B.Sc,, Wh.S., F.C.S., A.R.M.S., metallurgist, Peak Hill, sworn, and examined:—

2YA. Chairman.'] You have had some opportunity to become acquainted with the mineral resources of ^ T$P1®r> 
the district between Parkes and Peak Hill;—do you consider Peak Hill likely to prove a permanent p’c g'S'’ 
miniug field? I think it is very likely to be a permanent miniog field. Work has been going on at A.R.S.M.
Peak Hill for the last twelve years or more, while at Tomingley the mines were working even before that. . a
The mine with which I am connected has been continuously at work for the last twelve years, and has 7 Sept., 1900. 
not had to apply for the suspension of labour conditions on any occasion. Our shaft is down 700 feet, 
and the main lode goes below that, but we do not know how far.
2055. As you go down, do you find the same body of ore and of the same quality as in the upper part
of the mine ? In the upper levels the ore is usually such as can he treated by the ordinary battery 
processes—crushing and amalgamation. When you get down to the water lerersulphides come in, and 
the ore becomes of a nature that cannot be treated successfully by tbe batteries. That is the common 
experience in mines generally, and it has been our experience. We have a battery running to treat the ‘
ore obtained in the higher levels, and we have introduced a smelting process to treat the ore in the lower ,
levels. 1
2056. Can you give the Committee any details of your operations with the new process ? We put up as 
small a plant as we could, so that if the process proved a failure the loss would be a minimum loss, and 
we ran tbe furnace continuously for over ten weeks. So far as tbe process is concerned, we might have 
gone on for ten years without stopping. It was well known that the ore was difficult to treat, and people 
who were supposed to know about these things said that it would be impossible to treat it by a smelting 
process ; but during those ten weeks we treated over 700 tons of ore, and we sent away 39-7 tons of matte.
The value of the matte produced was something over £30 per ton after paying transport and treatment 
charges. We were sending the matte^away regularly. The ore is difficult to treat, hut, if we could get 
suitable ores to mix with it in place of using fluxes which contain neither gold, silver, nor copper, to any 
extent, our charges would be much less, and tbe process would be correspondingly more successful. At 
Orange Plains there is exactly the material we want, and we are trying to get supplies of oro from there; 
but GO miles of road carriage is a very serious matter, especially with the weather that we sometimes get 
there. 2057.
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b's Te$r- ^ a raihvay ’'Tere 1Tia^c from Parkes via Peak Hill to Bullock Creek, would it enable you to lake
1 p’c g1'*'1 advantage of tbe Orange Plains ores? Yes ; because that line would pass within 10 miles of the mines 
A.R,S.M. at Orange Plains. _
t-. ^ — 20oS.' What quantity of ore could you use if tbe railway were made, and your plant were in full working

7 Sept., 1900. order ? There are two groups of mines, and one mining field which is just beginning to be developed, 
directly on the route of the proposed railway. There is one croup of mines at Orange Plains, another 
group at the Albert "Water Holes, and another group at Lightning Paddock. All those places are u ithin 
a few miles of the route of the line that you speak of. Lightning Paddock is about 40 miles from lJcak 
Hill, and is near Bullock Creek, and the mines there would be within 3 or 4 miles of that line. Purther 
on, yon come to the Albert Water Holes, aud the mines there would be within 0 or 7 miles of the lino, while 
at Orange Plains the mines would be within 8 or 10 miles of the Hue. Prom these mines we could take 
from five to fifteen tons daily at present.
2059. If your process of smelting proves a success, will the other mines iu the district be able to take 
advantage of it ? The gold-mines would not. The concentrates they produce would probably come to 
ns, but the bulk of their ore will bo treated by the ordinary battery processes. This week they arc 
bringing from 5 to 10 tons uf gold ore to us from Lightning Paddock as an experimental crushing, and, 
if the stuff proves to be worth anything, they will put up a battery on tho ground. They have, however, 
copper deposits as well, and wo expect shortly to get a supply of copper ore. The copper oro in those 
mines must come either to us or to some other smelting place. If it comes to us, and the line that you 
speak of is made, it must use that line, whereas, if it went elsewhere, it would probably use the line 
from Bogan G-ate. The erection of smelters to treat ore in the district would mean a considerable 
amount of traflic in coal and coke, and a copper-mine provides more traflic for a railway than a gold
mine does.
20(50. What is your opinion of the Albert Water Holes as a copper-mining field ? The show there is very 
good so far. There are three shafts clown on three different claims, and the deepest is down about 90 
feet. Mr. Lynn, who gave evidence at Lansdale, is part proprietor of one of the mines, and about three 
weeks ago one of the other mines found as good a deposit as anything which has been seen in Mr. Lynn’s 
shaft. Mr. Lyiiu has been sending consignments of ore to Cockle Creek and to Jlapto. Of course, no 
one can tell what will happen in the future, hut, so far, things appear satisfactory there, and the ore that 

* is being raised is good.
2001. What do you think of the gold prospects at Lightning Paddock ? I have not been tbere.
2002. What fnel do you use for your smelters ? Coke.
2003. Whore do you get it from ? The bulk of it comes from "Cnanderra; hut we have got sotne of it 
from Mix’s Creek, and some from the Purified Coke Company, Newcastle.
2004. What is the charge for conveying fuel from Parkes to Peak Hill? 17s. Od. a ton.
2065. Is that a considerable handicap ? It is a serious matter. The railway charge for the same distance 
would he something like 2s. Gd. a ton.
2066. If there were a railway from Parkes to Peak Hill, what amount of coke would you be likely to 
use? Hitherto we have been using 2 tons of coke a day ; but we are enlarging our operations, and it is 
quite possible that when they begin again wc shall use from 3 to 4 tons a day. The directors havo hud 
under consideration the advisability of putting in larger furnaces, and there would he all the more reason 
for doing so if we could conveniently get ores from other places. A larger furnace would consume at 
least 8 to 10 tons of coke a day.
2007. In what way would the mines at Tomingley and McPhail be benefited by the construction of the 
line we are speaking about? They are gold-mines, and would not; provide so much traffic for a railway as 
if they were copper-mines, because they do not require fuel for the treatment of their ores. At McPhail, 
however, there are from 100 to 150 men employed, and, of course, a large quantity of supplies are 
required for a population like that, while, in addition, there are the ordinary mining supplies required.
2008. Is the copper-mining likely to he developed in the district by the construction of tho suggested 
Peak Hill line ? I think so. We are getting about 1 per cent, of copper from our ore ; but, from time 
to time, prospectors bring iu samples from the country roundabout, and we may come across something 
which is worth working. The country being flat, it is not so easy to make discoveries in it as If it were 
undulating.
2069. Is the country similar to that between Nymagee and Cobar ? I have not been to Nymagee, 
although I have been to Cobar. It is generally supposed that there is a holt of metalliferous country 
extending south-east from Cobar. There are small shows of copper all the way down past Peak Hill. 
Lightning Paddock, Albert Water Holes, and Orange Plains are all in that belt. There is a considerable 
show of copper deposits round about Albert Water Holes, which has not yet been touched. There are 
outcrops here and fherc which give promise of something.
2070. Dr. Gar ran.'] Do I understand that there are mineral indications all the way from Parkes to Cobar? 
Not quite to Parkes, but pretty nearly as far as that.
2071. Are there any indications of mineral wealth in Harvey’s Mango? Pcs; here and there. 
Manganese, carrying a little gold, has been found nearly opposite Peak Hill.
2072. Do you know what the rock is of which those ranges are composed? I think it is Silurian rock. 
The rock about Peak Hill is silurian. We have silurian shales and schists there.
2073. Then it is quite possible that there may be minerals in that range? Yes.
2074. Have the mines at Peak Hill any connection geologically with the Parkes gold-field? I do not 
know as to that. The formation about Peak Hill is very much contorted. There is a good deal of 
irregularity in it.
20/5, It is not the same rock as at Parkes? I have not examined the country at Parkes.
2076. Are there any indications of minerals between Parkes and Peak Hill ? At Alectown a good deal 
of gold has been taken from alluvial workings, and a reef is being worked at Monte Carlo, about 9 miles 
from Peak Hill. There are some other indications, hut I do not know much about them.
2077. So far as you know, Tomingley is the northern end of this field ? I think so.
2078. There is nothing between Tomingley and Narramine? I do not know of anything being worked there.
2079. A railway to Peak Hill would practically be enough for Tomingley? Yes; Tomingley is only 11 
miles from Peak Hill. McPhail, where there is one of the largest gold-mines in the district, is only 9

, miles away,
2080. Then a line to Peak Hill would practically serve the whole of tho mineral area of which Peak Hill
is the centre ? Yes. 2081.
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2081. _Aro there indications of minerals going west, or north-west from Peak Hill towards Bullock Creek ? 
That is flat country, and difficult to prospect.
2082. There is nothing on the surface to show ? Ho.
20S3, Have the mines been discovered by surface indications ? I think there is a slight rise at Lightning 
Paddock, and I think that there are some outcrops there, hut I have not been on the ground.
2084. Is there any mineral outcrop beyond Bulbodney, on towards Hymagec? I cannot say; I have not
been through that district. ,
2085. There are minerals at Overflow ? Yes; both copper and gold, and some work has been done at
lloneybugle station ; hut I have not been in that district. '
20SG. A line from Peak Hill to Nymagee would run, through mineral country P Yes. At Overflow they 
have put in a furnace, and have, attempted to smelt.
2087. hat is tho quality of the land between Parkes and Peak Hill ? Where there arc crops growing
there they seem to be doing well. °
2088. Would a lino from Parkes to Peak Hill develop agriculture there ? So far as I know it would; but 
I do not profess to know much about agriculture. My impression is that from Peak Hill out the land 
is very satisfactory from an agricultural point of view.*
2080. Do you know whether there are minerals between Bogan Gate aud Bulbodney? There are minerals 
at Fifield, to the left of the proposed line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.
2090. How far to tho left ? About 20 miles from Trundle.
2091. Mr. Hyam] Is the ore which is obtained above the water-level easily treated ? Yes; we treat it 
by the ordinary battery processes.
2002. Is there much of it in sight? The whole hill can be treated. It varies from rich to poor in places. 
We have from 15 to 20 head of stampers going on that kind of material.
2033. At McPhail they are using tho cyanide process ? Acs ; they crush first, and then use the cyanide 
process, except for the slimes, which they are not treating.
2001. Yours is not a quarts mine ? Yes, it is ; but the quartz is impregnated with pyrites, and a little 
copper.
2095. Arsenical pyrites? No, iron pyrites.
209(5. Do you think that this mineral field is likely to be permanent ? I think so. We have a strong lode 
at 700 feet down, and as soon as we got fairly to work we shall sink another 100 foot. D
2097. What is tho width of the lode that you are working on now ? The width varies ; but it averages
about 5 feet. D '
2098. Is it a well-defined lode ? Yes.
2099. With proper hanging walls ? With proper walls. When the furnace is running there arc about 
twenty men working in connection with it, and about as many more iu the mine, while to work the battery 
would require about forty men, so that altogether we employ about eighty men.
2109. Chairman] Can wo take that number as any criterion as tbe number you would employ if the 
railway came to Peak Hill, and you could obtain your fuel more cheaply ? No; that is the number of 
men that we are employing now. I do not say that wc could employ very many more men if we confined 
our operations to our own ores, though if we double our furnace, as we probably shall, that will mean an 
increase in the number of men employed. 'The smelting process would be much more profitable if wo 
could get a variety of ores to treat. A.t Swanson, in Wales, they get ores from all parts of the world, and 
therefore the cost of smelting is very low, but our process costs a good deal, because ive have to use fluxes 
which contain very little mineral. If we could.got ores of different qualities from other localities, wo 
could smelt at a much lower cost, and so build up an industry there. I might point out that if you plot 
out on the map the country within 20 miles of the’route of the line from Parkes through Peak Hill to 
Bullock Creek, you will find that it will serve almost every acre of tho land that would be served by the 
Bogan G-ate line which is not already served by tho Condobolin lino.
2101. If -the line were taken via Peak Hill, whore could you draw ores from ? We should ^et ore at 
once from Orange Plains. _ The ore at the Albert Water Holes is like our own, highly silieio'us, but at 
Orange Plains the ore carries a good deal of iron with copper. At the present time we are using an iron- 
ore which we get on our own ground. If it contained 1 or 2 per cent, of copper, it would make all the 
difference in the world to us, Now it is only valuable as a slag forming material. What we should also 
like to do is to find a limestone carrying copper.
2102. If you were successful in establishing a fairly large smelting works at Peak Hill, from what district 
would you draw ore ? From as far as Orange Plains in one direction ; eastwards anything that was found 
in the Harvey’s Eange ; and, southwards, anything that would not go to tbe Condobolin or°thc Parkes line. 
There are one or two mines near Parkes which contain rich copper, but wc could scarcely expect to- get 
that ore, because those mines are near to the main line, and the ore could be sent as easilv to Lithgow or 
to Dapto. We could not expect to get anything from the country more than 10 or 15 miles south, unless 
we had control of a- mine of our own,
2103. Sr. Garraa] Is tbere any other complication in your ore besides that created by the fact of it 
being sulphide? Unfortunately there is not as much sulphide as we should like. The difficulty is with 
the quartz. It is highly silicious—there being 50 to 70 per cent, of silica in it. It is necessary to convert 
that into fusible slag, and, therefore, we must have limestone and ironstone. If we could get either 
carrying coppor or a little gold, it would pay for tho treatment.
2101, Would it pay to reduce your ore, aud. thou send it to Cockle Creek or Dapto? No; that has been 
tried,
2105. Is the cost of carriage too heavy ? Yes.
2106. Your difficulty is to find good blending ores within reach? Yes; though we may find them any day. 
In an auriferous district like Peak Hill, one would expect any ironstone found there to carry a little gold. 
Tho ironstone docs carry some gold, hut, unfortunately, it is less than a pennyweight to the ton.
2107. Does not the Lithgow coke suit you ? We have not tried it.
2103. Has not the Lithgow Contributing Company built furnaces at Lithgow ? Not for coke. Those 
furnaces were built to treat matte after it had been through the coke furnaces. They use coal for that 
process.
2109. They get their own coke from Rix’s Creek? I think so. The Eix’s Creek coke is of very good quality.
2110. You have not tried to find out whether you could get eoke from Lithgow ? Wo havo not tried to
use that coke. -

J. Taylor, 
B.Sc., Wh.S., 

F.C.S. ' 
A.R.M.S.

7 Sept., 1900.

234—E 2111.
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J.Tajlor, 2111. Would their coal suit you? We do not use coal, because wo enu get wood.
Is tliere much limber iu your neighbourhood? A considerable quantity. We pay about 8s. a

A.E.S.if. cord *or . . .
i ' 2113. In course of time a large smelting establishment denudes tho neighbourhood of timber? Yes; that

7 Sept., 1900. is what happened at Cobar ; but if we doubled our output wc should consume only a comparatively small 
quantity of timber, because we only use wood to raise steam. We purpose in tbe future to use wood to 
treat the matte, but coal could be used for that.
2114. You see your way to success if you can get the necessary materials ? Yes. Metallurgically the 
problem is solved; the question is, bow to turn the corner financially, and the railway would help us to 
do that.
2115. If your work proves a success, will it assist in the development of other mines in the district ? 
Yes; because tbero would then be a market on the spot for tho ores which they produced.

Eobcrt Golding, manager, cyanide works. Peak Hill, sworn, and examined:—
K, Golding. 211G. Sr. Garran.~\ Have you resided long at Peak Hill ? I have resided about thirteen years between 

Peak Hill and Tomingley. '
7 Sept., 1900. 2117. Were you attracted to the district by its mineral developments? Yes.

2118. Have you followed mining as an occupation all through ? Yes.
2119. You are thoroughly familar with the character of the country there ? Yes.
2120. You have heard Mr. Taylor’s evidence;—do you corroborate it generally ? Yes.
2121. Jlfr. Shepherd.'] Have you been connected with a mining company, or have you been mining on 
your own account ? Sometimes I have been connected with companies ; but at other times I have been 
mining on my own account. Eecently I was working on tribute in the mine adjoining the Peak Hill 
Proprietary Mine.
2L22, Have you been generally successful ? Yes; more so than the general run of miners. With three 
partners I took about £3,500 worth of mineral out of the mine adjoining the Proprietary in something 
under three years.
2123. Is the district sufficiently proved to enable you to speak of tbe likelihood of its permanency? 
Beyond a doubt it is. 1 have resided in tbe district for something like eighteen years. I came tbere first 
to tbe opening of the Tomingley field, about eighteen years ago. Since then the Peak Hill field has 
developed, and tho mine there has been working continuously from the first. At no time since its 
opening bas that mining-field carried a larger population than it is carrying at the present time, nor at 
any time has it turned out a larger yield of gold than it turned out last year. The same remarks apply 
also to McPhail. Beyond a doubt, any mine which bas worked continuously for eighteen years must be 
considered permanent. The mines in that district look bettor now than they have looked at any lime 
since they started.
2124. What depth have they gone down ? At McPhail and Tomingley the greatest depth is 400 feet. 
At McPhail they crush about 2,-500 tons a month, and the tailings and everything else are afterwards 
treated by tho cyanide process. The plant there is so complete that something like 5 dwt. to the ton will 
give a fair dividend.
2125. What is the thickness of your lode? At McPhail it varies from 3 feet to 30 feet. It is all quart/,. 
212G. Is it about the same all the way down from tbe surface ? No. At tbe shallower levels it seemed 
much richer than it is lower down; but that is accounted for by tho fact that the shallower levels were 
worked by individual miners, who only took out the richest stone. There is equally rich stone at the 
bottom now ; but the good stone and the poor stone'are bulked logether.
2127. Do you think that the lode is widening as you go down ? Yes ; it has widened at McPhail.
2128. Is it richer or poorer than higher up ? There is a pretty uniform average throughout.
2129. Are there distinct walls? Yes. At McPhail there are four different reefs in the big mine, and at 
Tomingley tbere are two distinct reefs. In some places the walls are broken a bit; but, taking it all 
through, there is a distinct hanging and foot wall.
2130. How far are the four reefs apart? I should think that they are all within about 130 feet.
2131. Do they seem likely to unite? It is generally considered that they will, because some of them 
underlay a little more steeply than the others. It is the impression at McPhail that the reefs will como 
together.
2132. How many mines are there working at McPhail and at Tomiugley r There are five mines working 
at Tomingley, and there is one big mine at McPhail. To tho south, three leases were recently applied 
for, and work will start thoro when the leases have been granted.
2133. Has the country been tested for auy great distance ? No; it has not been tested as much as one 
would expect.
2134. Has any alluvial ground been worked there ? There is no alluvial ground at Tomingley.
2135. What effect would the construction of a raihvay to Peak Hill have upon the mines that you speak 
of? It would have no direct effect upon the Tomingley mines ; but it would enable tbe people thoro to 
get tbeir supplies more cheaply. At tho present time it takes three waggons constantly going from Dubbo 
and Narramine to supply Tomingley and McPhail.
2136. Is Dubbo your nearest railway station ? No, Narramine is; but most of tbe goods come from 
Dubbo.
2137. Mr. Syam.] There is a better road to Dubbo? Yes.
2138. Mr. Shepherd.] What is the cost of carriage ? Thirty shillings a ton from Dubbo to McPhail.
2139. Is your ore all treated on the spot ? At the big mine at McPhail it is all treated on the spot. As 
they get down they find that there is more mineral in the stone, and I have very little doubt that 
eventually the stone will be found to be highly mineralised, and more difficult to treat.
2140. Is there a battery at McPhail ? Yes, a 40-liead battery ; and about 250 men are employed there.
2141. Is that battery kept constantly at work ? Yes.
2142. What fuel is used ? Wood, chiefly. Even if the process that is now being tried at the Proprietary 
Mine at Peak Hill fails, it will not mean the extinction of tbe mining industry tbere, because, in my 
opinion, tbe ores might be crushed and concentrated as much as possible, aud the concentrates might 
then be trucked to Dapto or Cockle Creek. That has already been tried by tbe “ Crown of Peak Hill ” 
Mine with very satisfactory results. There are two large mines at Peak Hill beside the Proprietary

Mine,
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Mine, end iliey are wailing to see wliat dovolopmenis lake place in tbe Proprietary Mine. If tbe E. Golding.
Proprietary process fails, they will go on crushing, and will send their concentrates to Cockle Creek or toDapto. ^ ° V Sept., 1900.

2143. ’W’hich ivould be ihe better line io make, ono from Pogan Gate to Bulbodney, or one from Parkes 
via Peak Kill to Bulbodney ? J think one from Parkes via Peak Kill to Bulbodney. Going from Parkes 
to Peak Hill, tbe first town of anr importance is Alectown, 15 miles from Parkes. Alectown, Peak Kill,
Tomingley, and McPhail contain about half of the population of the Condobolin electorate. Then from 
Peak Kill to Tullamore the land is of the very best quality, and tlicrc are between 130,000 and ]40,000 
acres of leased land on Mungary, Bulgandramine, Gennnagie, aud other holdings, over 90 per cent, of 
which is good agricultural land, "which will fall in shortly. Immediately that laud becomes available for 
selection it will be secured,
2144. JJr. Garran.] Is there much alienated land in tbe district ? Tes, a very large quantity. During 
tbe last five years land values in the district have increased very considerably, and within 12 miles of 
Peak Hill tho increase has been something like 90 per cent., as the following list of sales will show :—

Name oF Holdor. Area. Value, ISM. Value1, 1900.

acres.
2,000
1,891
4,000 

about 1,900 
„ 8>00O

£2,100
Ss. 64. per aero. 

Ss. ,,
■ 10s. „

17s. „

£3,000
ISs. per acre. 
20s. „
24s. „
2js. „—. Rice ....................................................

No sale has taken place in the district which has not shown an increase in value of at least 25 per cent. 
2145 Was the land sold freehold land ? Conditional purchase and conditional lease land. •
2146. Mr, McFarhne.] Was it improved much in tho period between the first and second sales ? To 
some extent. When Paynes’ land was sold, in 1891, it was well fenced, about 50 acres were under 
cultivation, and there was a comfortable house on it. Edwards’ land was in something like tho samo 
position. On Bice’s land no improvements were made between the time of the first sale and the time of 
the second sale.
2147. Mr. Shepherd.'] What are the people using their land for? Wilson, Paynes, Edwards, and 
McCudden use their land for agricultural and pastoral pursuits, while Rice’s land is used chiefly for 
sheep. All the places 1 have named lie north of Peak Hill, and in towards Harvey’s Range. Edwards’ 
selection runs right up to Harvey's Range.
2148. What area would support a family in that district under mixed farming? It would depend greatly 
upon the position of the holding. Within 4 or 5 miles of Peak Hill from 750 to 800 acres would 
maintain a family, but, getting out S or 9 miles, from 1,000 to 1,250 acros would be required; and, as 
you got back towards Bulbodney, the area will havo to he still more increased.
21-49. Do the fanners round Peak Hill grow fruit and vegetables to supply the miners ? Tes. It is 
very good land for fruit and vegetables, and particularly for grapes. Grapes are tho principal fruit 
grown.
2150. What is the population of Peak Hill? From 1,100 to 1,200 people. The population of McPhail 
is between 350 and 400, and the population of Tomingley between 2S0 and 300. For the last eight 
years tbe average rainfall of Peak Kill bas been 23'4S inches ; of Tomingley, 23'4 inches; of Wargo 
Rock, 23'57 inches; and of Wargo Hock No. 2, 23‘74 inches. Those four stations arc practically on the 
direct route of tho line from Parkes, via Peak Hill, to 'i’uilamore. The average rainfall at Bogan Gate, 
however, for a period of four or five years, was 18 33 inches ; of Trundle. 21*35 inches; and of Fifield, 
16-28 inches. The average of tbe four stations near Peak Hill was 23 45 inches, and of the Bogau G-ate 
stations 18*50 inches, showing an advantage of something like 5 inches for the country on the Peak Hill 
side. The produce from Cannon Brothers’ holding would be as likely to go lo a line passing through 
Peak Hill as to a direct line from Bogan Gate. I should like to read a letter received by Mr. T. Brown, 
M.P., from the Public Works Department, in reference to tho probable cost of constructing a line from 
Parkes, through Peak Hill, to Tomingley. That letter is as follows :—

Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 17th August, 1900.
With reference to your letter of the 16th ultimo, regarding additional surveys, itc., in ooimeofcion with the 

proposed railway from Parkes, via Peak Hill, to Narramine, 1 havo the honor, by direction of Mr. Secretary O’Sullivan, 
to inform you that tho present survey from Parkes to Dubbo, which is a revised one, stands good for this proposal from 
Parkes as far as Tomingley, a distance of 4*1 miles, and an estimate made in April last set tho cost down at £139,400, or 
£,3,242 per mile. The remaining portion —i.e., from Tomingley lo Nan-amine, 241 miles—has only been explored, and an 
approximate estimate made of this length, at the same time as that of the first mentioned section, amounted to £73,COO, or 
£3,00(1 per niilo. Tho total estimate for the line, therefoic, amounts to £212,006.

1 have, Sx.,
K, HICKSON,

Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads.
A line from Parkes through Peak H ill to Tullarmoro divides the country pretty equally between tho 
Western line and the Condobolin line. If such a line were constructed, any country to the north of it 
that was more than 20 miles from tbe Western line would be less than 20 miles from it, while any country 
to tbe south of it fhat was more than 20 miles from the Condobolin line would be less than 20 miles 
from it.
2151. jlfr. TTyam.] Do not Harvey’s Range come in very close to Peak Hill ? Tes; but there is a good 
deal of cultivation on the other side of tho range, and the produce from that part of tbe district would 
como into tbe line of which I am speaking, because that country is 50 miles from Molong, which is its 
nearest raihvay on the other side.
2152. Chairman.] What other pass is there over Harvey’s Range besides tbe Gingham Gap ? There is
also the Gundongs. _
2153. Mr. Shepherd.] How far would that country bo from the proposed line from Bogau Gate to
Bulbodney ? Over 40 miles. Bogan Gate would probably bo its nearest point. _
2154. Dr. Garran.] Do you think that as large a farming population would settle along tbe line you 
speak of as is settled along l|ie proposed line? Certaiply. There is as good a farming population there

' * now,
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R. Golding. ncWj and ;f t]ie Bulderudgera-AVaiToo land exchange takes place it will make room for eamo more seiners.
21o5. Do you advocate the Peak Hill route upon the ground that it would serve a mining district? Not 

7 Sept., 1900. entirely.
2156. Would it bo as good an agricultural line as the proposed line ? Yes; the average yield of tho Peak 
Hill district is between 15 and 17 bushels of wheat to the acre. Within 12 miles of Peak Hill there are 
.about 111 landholders, and something like 10,400 acres already under cultivation.
2157. How did the farmers there weather the recent bad seasons r At Peak Hill we have been extremely 
lucky. In our worst year we have had as much as 16 inches of rain.
215S. Then there has been no actual failure of crops ? No ; we have had very bad times, but not so bad 
ns other people have had.
2159. Has the rainfall been as good as that over the whole country between Peak Hill and Parkes ? That
is a belt of country where there is always a good rainfall. '
2160. Does more rain fall on Harvey’s Range than on the land to the east and west of them? I think 
that, if anything, more rain falls on the west of Harvey’s Range than ou tho east. The rains we get 
generally travel from the north towards the south, bearing a little to the east, or from south or south-west, 
coming the other way,
2161. Mr. Hyam.'] You do not get so much rain from the south? No. The rains from the south rarely 
travel further than Parkes, but sometimes they come our way.-
2162. Dr. Garran.] If tho line that you favour were made, would tho people between Bogan Gate and 
Bulbodney be sufficiently accommodated? I think so. Prom Trundle through to PiGeld and Tullamore 
the population is very scarce. Most of tiio population in that part of the district is on land which is 
wilhiu 15 miles of Bogan Gate. That is the centre of agriculture in that part of the district. Most of 
tho agriculture along the Condobolin lino lies in and around Trundle.
2163. Does it lie to the east or to the west of the proposed line ? On both sides of it.
216-1. Would the making of tho line that you favour do justice to tho settlers between Bogan Gate and 

‘ Bulbodney ? Certainly ; because it would not leave any of them at a very great distance from a railwav.
Wc shall servo more people by constructing a line to Peak Hill than by constructing the proposed line." 
2LG5. What is the distance to Tullamore ? Tullamore is about 35 miles from Peak Hill, aud between 85 
and 40 miles from Bogan Gate.
2166. jlfr. Hywm^] You say that half the population in the Condobolin electorate lives in the Peak Hill 
district;—is not that a mining population? Not entirely. Although the district is a mining district, it 
also contains a large pastoral and agricultural population.
2167. But are there not a great many people living in and around the mining townships who depend for 
their living upon the operations of the mines ? I have seen Peak Hill when there was not ono wages 
man there. No doubt some of the population in the district is due to the mining,
2168. Do you not look upon a mining population as a floating population ? No, not altogether.
2169. Do you regard a mining population as a permanent population? Places like Parkes, Forbes, 
Grenfell, and Young were all opened up by mining operations; but when the mining began lo fail 
agriculture started, and those towns are now all of them flourishing. The towns in the Peak Hill district, 
it seems to me, will follow that example.

Andrew Stewart, storekeeper, Liverpool-sireet, Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
A. Stewart. 2170. jlfr. McFarlane!] Have you any knowledge of the Peak Hill district ? Yes ; I resided there from the 

„ latter part of 1889 until 1898. I was Mining Registrar and Warden’s Clerk at Peak Hill.
i Sept., 1900. 217;^ During tho ten years that you resided there, was there any marked increase in the population? 

Yes.
2172. What was Peak Hill ten years ago ? It formed part of the leasehold area of Genanagio.
2173. Were there any settlers there ? A few: but there was practically no agriculture.
217-1. Had much of the available land been taken up by selectors at that time ? Yes ; all the available 
land on Genanngic had been selected under the Act of 1SS4, five years before the gold-mines started.
2175. There was a large influx of population into Peak Hill after the mining started ? Yes. In 
September, 1800, there were 7,000 people there.
2176. That is a larger population than there is there now ? Yes ; much larger.
2177. What is your opinion of the mining capabilities of the Peak Hill district? Tho ores at a depth 
from the surface are refractory ; the oxidised ores which they are working on now are low-grade ores. 
Mining will continue to be carried on there under any circumstances, and will sustain a small permanent 
population, but if a satisfactory way of treating the refractory ore is discovered, the district will sustain 
a larger population than there is there now.
2178. Do you think there is any prospect of the difficulty being overcome ? Yes; and I think that reefs 
of low grade ore, which have hitherto remained undeveloped, will be worked.
2179. Have any of the mines there been abandoned ? None of the principal mines.
2180. I understand that a largo number of mines were taken up there in the early days ? A great many 
places were prospected, bnt no machinery of any value was erected. A good many miners have the idea 
that unless a reef is a payable one on the surface or near thc'surface, it is useless to go to any expense 
in developing it. A reef called Gorman’s Reef has been taken up again.
2181. During the last few years bas there been any increase in tho number of men employed in the 
mines ? Not at Peak Hill; but there has been at McPhail.
2182. How far does the mining district extend ? Peak Hill is part of the Madges mining district, tho 
border of which extends only to the Ten-mile Creek, a mile and a half from Peak Hill proper.
2183. Do you know the other mining towns near Peak Hill? Yes; I have a good knowledge of tho 
whole dislrict,
2184. What are the prospects of McPhail and Tomingley ? Those arc places where mining will always
be carried on. Tho prospects of McPhail are very encouraging. They have a very large body of 
comparatively free ore there, and they have not tested their sulphides at any depth. They are only down 
400 feet, so that they have not had to deal with the sulphide problem yet. The refractory ores are 
generally met with at tho water level. "
2185. Did mining commence at tbe other townships about the same time as it commenced at Peak Hill ? 
It commenced at Tomingley and McPhail about ten years before it commenced at Peak Hill,

2186.
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2180. Is there any likelihood of McPhail and Tomingley becoming permanent mining fields? Yes; tho A. Stewart! 
reefs there are decidedly payable. "When they have exhausted the free ore at McPhail they will find that^ ✓“—A—‘“■v 
they have a large body of sulphide ore available. ^ SePt-> 190°-
2187. Is the mining industry tbere suffering to any great extent from the want of a railway ? I do not 
think so, though a raihvay would cheapen the cost of machinery and supplies. 'When they come to 
require coke, coal, aud fluxes they will feci the want of a railway.
2188. Has that time yet arrived ? It has arrived at Peak Hill.
2189. Do you think that if a railway were constructed from Parkes, Din Peak Hill, to Bullock Creek, and
so on to Bulbodney, there would he a largo amount of mining traffic on it ? I think there would be a 
fair amount of mining traffic on such a line—consisting chiefly of fluxes, coke, mining machinery, and 
supplies. ■
21'JO. Was there any difficulty in getting supplies when you resided at Peak Hill? There was great 
difficulty in getting machinery out to Myall, because there was a spell of dry weather at the time.
Carriage is dearer than usual in times of drought.
2191. Have they not got most of the necessary machinery there now? As a field develops it requires 
new machinery. The machinery suitable for the treatment of free ore is useless for refractory ores.
2192. What is your opinion of the country from an agricultural point of view? It is so good that I 
made several unsuccessful attempts to secure land there myself. It is a very good district for mixed 
farming.
2193. Are you speaking of tho land between Peak llill and Parkes ? Those remarks would apply to any 
part of the district between Peak Hill and Narramine; but I should not like to go far away from the 
ranges, because there the rainfall diminishes.
219k Havo you had any experience as an agriculturist? A. little.
219-3. Have you had any experience of pastoral pursuits? Yes; several years I was engaged iu 
agricultural aud pastoral pursuits.
2190. What is your opinion of the country .between Parkes and Peak Hill? It is very good country for
wheat growing, and for fruit, such as apricots, nectarines, grapes; and other fruits requiring a warm 
climate. ■
2197. Is it as good country for wheat growing as the country to the north of Peak Hill? Yes. I 
think it would yield better wheat than that country, because it is a heavy clayey loam, while the country 
to the north and to the west of Peak Hill is a lighter loam.
219S. Is it not flatter country ? Yes; but the undulating character of the country near Peak Hill ia 
rather an advantage from an agricultural point of view,
2109. Do you know the country betweeu Bogan Gate and Bullock Creek ? Yes, fairly well; I havo been 
through it on several occasions.
2200. What is your opinion of it in comparison with the country between Parkes, Peak Hill,and Bullock 
Creek? I think that the country round Trundle is about equal to the country between Parkes and Peak 
llill; but, as you get further west, the rainfall decreases, and consequently tho land becomes of less value 
for agriculture.
2201. There arc considerable areas of land being put under wheat there at the present time? Yes.
2202. In the event of a railway being constructed through Peak Hill, would all tho available land within 
its influence that was suitable for agriculture be cultivated ? I think so; I think that the people would 
find that agriculture was the most profitable enterprise that they could enter upon, I believe that in 
time ail the available land there will be cultivated.
2203. You are aware that tliere are large areas of land suitable for wheat growing between Parkes and 
Peak Hill which arc not now cultivated ? Yes ; but most of that land is gradually being brought under _ 
cultivation. It takes some years to properly clear land for agriculture. To clear it cheaply, the farmers 
have to wait until the timber dies after ringbarking. It is not plain land like tho land which Messrs.
Cannon Brothers arc cultivating.
2201. Have any attempts been made to cultivate the land between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek ? Yes 
but that land was scarcely available for occupation in 1881. Myall, Tomingley and Peak Hill are all 
situated upon the leasehold areas of Genanagio nnd Bulgandramine, and consequently the people who 
went there were unable to get sufficient land to cultivate. It was not until 1895 that tho remaining part 
of the leasehold area of Genanagio was made available for selection.
2203. Independently of mining,'do you think that the agricultural settlement along the line to Peak Hill 
would give sufficient traffic to a railway? I havo always thought so.
2203. Do you think that the mining of Peak Hill and tho other towns there is likely to be of a permanent 
character ? Yes.
2207. Do you regard the settlers there as prosperous ? At first the district was settled by people of 
nomadic habits—by a mining population entirely ; but some of these people took up land, and a number 
of small holdings were occupied round Peak Hill and Alectown by them.
2203. How have the settlers who took up land under tho Act of 1881 got on? They have done very well.
Yery few of those selections have been sold; most of them remain in the hands of the original selectors.
2209. What is the usual size of tho holdings ? The average size of a selection there is 2,560 acres; hut 
in many cases blocks of 0,000 or 10,000 acres are worked by several holders conjointly.
2210. Are there many large landholders in the district? Not a groat number. Mr. McPhillamy holds ' ■
the largest area of alienated land. He has between 23,000 and 24,000 acres. .■ .
22LI. How far is his land from Peak Hill ? Twelve miles, and about 5 miles from Alectown. • ■ -
2212. What percentage of agricultural land is there in the district which would be served by the
construction of a line from Parkes through Peak Hill ? At least 90 per cent. ■
2213. What percentage of the land between Bogan G-ate and Bulbodney is suitable for cultivation?
There is one vory large ridge there where tho land is not good ; but possibly 60 per cent, of that country 
would be suitable for cultivation.
2214. Where is the worst land there ? After you pass Burra Burra.
2215. Between Bullock Creek and Bulbodney ? Yes. , ■
2216. What percentage of the land between Bogan Gate and Bullock Creek is suitable for cultivation?
That land is almost equal to the land between Parkes and Peak Hill. '
2217. Mr. Hyam.'] Do you know Mr-Beazloy’s holding ? Yes.

2218.
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A. Stewart.- 2218. What: is the size of that holding ? Thoro are four blocks there occupied by several members of a 
A—\ family, who work their land together. There arc about 10,000 acres altogether.

Sept., 1900. 2219. A lot of the land selected in that neighbourhood at one time formed part of the Bulderudgora 
. holding? Yes.

2220. That land has been selected for some time? Yes; since 1885.
2221. "Would you say that 90 per cent, of the land in the immcdiaLc neighbourhood of Beazley’s selections 
is fit for agriculture ? Yes.
2222. "Where havo you been engaged in agricultural pursuits? On tbe Namoi, near Gunnedah.
2223. Do you think that tbe land in the Parkes, Peak Hill, and Trundle districts is similar to the land 
about Gunnedah ? Yes; but there is a better rainfall about Gunnedah, and the land is heavier there ; 
it is a deeper alluvial soil.
2224. Do you think that it is as safe as the Gunnedah country for agriculture ? No ; not for agriculture 
alone, but it is for mixed farming.
2225. Would you be surprised to learn that the rainfall of Trundle is considerably bigber than the rainfall 
at Bogan Gate ? I am aware that it is.
2226. There is not a great deal of difference between the rainfall at Trundle and the rainfall at Peak 
Hill? No. The rainfall at Parkes is less than the rainfall at Peak Hill,though it is only 32 miles away. 
Peak Hill, Trundle, and Dandaloo get about the same rainfall.
2227. There is a good rainfall at Bullock Creek ? Yes; it is just on the edge of the good rainfall.
2228. "Would it be fair to take the average rainfall of the last three years as the average rainfall for the 
district? No; I think that to strike the mean average rainfall it is necessary to take about twelve 
seasons into account.
2229. "Would 16 inches be your estimate of the rainfall at Bogan Gate? Prom 17 to 18 inches.
2230. "What is the width of the range that you spoke of between Bogau Gate and Bulbodney? About 
15 miles.
2231. How much poor country is there in a straight line there ? Pive or G miles, I dare say. There is a 
long stretch of inferior country there.
2232. Do you look upon that country as absolutely valueless ? No; it may be capable of a considerable 
mineral development.
2233. If it wrere improved it would be fairly good pastoral country ? Yes.
2234. Second-class grazing country ? Yes.
2235. You would take it to be in the belt of mineral country that runs through tho district ? Yes.
2236. It has not been proved ? No ; prospecting there has been very trilliug.
2237. Do you think that the Orange Plains will, in the course of eight or ten years, become a mining 
centre? 1 think tliere is a possibility of it.
2238. "What sort of ore do they get there ? Copper ore chiefly.
2239. Is it payable copper ore P I should think so.
224p. Then if the railway went through tho district thoro would be a chance of mineral traffic as well as 
agricultural and pastoral traffic ? Yes, Although that ore may not be payable to work by itself it may 
be useful to blend with other ores. -
2241. Do you think it would be better to make a line from Parkes through Peak Hill to Bullock Creek, 
and then on to Bulbodney, than to make a line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney ? I think so.
2242. Considering only the character of the country on each route ? Yes. I think the character of the 
country on each route is much about the same.
2243. Going from Peak Hill in the direction of Bulgandramine. would you not get into myall and belar 
country ? Yos ; but I think that would be good country for cultivation.
2244. "Would it stand a drought as well as the lighter soils? The experience of Messrs. Cannon Brothers
has been that it stands a drought better if it is well worked. They stated that they had a better yield 
the year before last from the myall country than from the other country, though tbe wheat did not grow 
so high. • u

TUESDAY, IS SEPTEMBER, 1900.

JJrfscnt:—
. WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairwan).

The Hon. Patrick: Lindksat Crawford Siikphebd, The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam,
The Hon, Andrew Garran, LL.D. John Christian Watson, Esq.

. John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bail way from Bogan Gate 
. ■ ■ . to Bulbodney.

Henry Deane, lingineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public "Works, sworn,
and further examined :—

H. Deane. 2245. Mr. Watson.'] Since you were first examined, the suggestion has been put forward that, in order to 
-a—serve the people between Parkes and Tomingley, as well as those in the Bullock Creek and Bulbodney 

18 Sept., 1900. district, a line might be run, in lieu of that from Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek, from Parkes to Peak 
Hill, and then westerly to Bullock Creek;—havo you had an opportunity to make investigations with 
regard to that matter? lres. 1 sent Mr. Stuart over the line, and ho has submitted a report, which I 
will read:—

Memorandum t.o the Engineer-iti-Chief, Eailway Construction.
Parkes to Bulbodney, via Peak Hill and Bullock Creek.

_ Department of Public Works, Kailway Construction Branch,
Sir, Euginecr-in-Chiel’s Oilicc, Sydney, Oth September, 1900.

£ I beg to report that I have examined the country between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek, with the view of a
connection between the present surveyed line, from Parkes to Dubbo at Peak Hilt, and the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney 
survey at Bullock Creek ; thus forming a through lino from Parkes to Bulbodney, via Peak Hill and Bullock Creek, lo ho 
substituted for the present proposed extension from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, ' '

■ ' . This
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This connection, which I have shown by a green line on the accompanying diagram tracing, would leave the northern • 
end of tho proposed Peat Hill station about 3UG miles from Sydney, via ParTres, and taking an almost due westerly A — > 
direction, which is niasntamed througliout, it would cross the Bogan River at 309 miles, Back or Genaren Creek at 322 IS Sept., 1900. 
miles, the Gap, a low point in a small range of hills, at 327 miles, and Sandy Creek at 331 miles, and thence join the 
Bogan Gate to Bulbodney survey close to whore that survey crosses Bullock Creek, at a point 338 miles from Sydney, by 
this proposal, and 332J miles by Bogan Gate.

Tilis connecting line would be a comparatively easy one to construct, and there should be no difficulty in maintaining 
the same grades and curves as on the Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line, the only cutting of any importance being at the Gap, and 
this would probably not be more than 10 or 15 feet deep. Tfic most expensive part of the line would be the crossing of the 
Bogan River, where a bridge, possibly 200 yards long, would be required ; ordinary timber openings with one GO-ft. span 
would be sufficient.

The country passed through is good, varying from light sandy loam to rich myall flats, the latter possibly not quite 
as well adapted for wheat-growing as some of the freer and more easily worked ground.

In the immediate vicinity of the route all tho available country has been taken up. It is, however, sparsely 
populated, and the areas under crop have not increased in the same proportion as in the few years prior to 1898.

The prevailing timbers are box and pine, with bclah and myall on the flats. Stone suitable for ballast can be got 
at Peak Hill, and in the low range of hills in the vicinity of the Gap. . .

For a description of the country between Parkes and Peak Hill, I would refer you to my report R.S. 35G, of 24th 
October, 1898.

The following distances may be useful for comparison:—
Bogan Gate to Bulbodney.............. .......................................... 75 miles
Peak Hill Lo Bulbodney............................................................. 70 ,,
Parkes to Bulbodney (fia Peak Hill and Bullock Creek) ... 104 „ (about 102 miles of new line)

,, ,, (ria Bogan Gate) .................................. 99 ,,
OHAS. McD. STUART.

I have had a comparison made between tbe estimates, which I thought would be useful for the Committee, 
bo that they could see how the matter stands on a money basis. The comparison is as follows :—
CoMi'AitisoN between Bogan Gate, Bullock Creek, and Bulbodney ; and Parkes, Peak Hill, Bullock Creek, and Bulbodney.

Description. Length. Estimated cost. A\era.ge per mile.

Bogan Gate to Bullock Creek ................................ ... .........................
His, cba.

40 40
£

119,038
£

2,955
Bullock Creek to Bulbodnev................................................................ 34 45 109,712 3,175

73 5 229,370 3,036
Distance, Bulbodney from Sydney, 367 miles.

3,282*Parkes to Dubbo .................................................................................... 78 0* 256,000*

Total of ay stem................................................................. 153 S' 485,370* 3,172*

Parkes to Peak Hill................................................................................ 31 52 112,808 3,564
Peak Hill to Bullock Creek ....................... ......................................... 3G 00* 122,400* 3,400*
Bullock Crock to Bulbodney.,............................................................... 34 45 109,712 3,175

102 17* 344,920* 3,375*
Distance, Bulbodney from Sydney, 371 miles,

Peak Hill to Dubbo................ ...................... 1....................................... 47 00* 143,000* 3,043*

Total of system................................................................. 149 17* 487,920* 3,270*

* These figures are only approximaH!.

If you take Narramine ns the ultimate connection with the "Western line, instead of Dubbo, the compara
tive cost will be exactly the same. The reason why I have taken the whole of the system is, I think, 
apparent. At some future time a connection will probably be made between the Condobolin line at 
Parkes, and the Western line at Dubbo or Narramine. If you take the line to Bulbodney by way of 
Peak Hill, you will have a portion of that line already constructed. Acting upon the assumption that we 
want to connect the Western line with the Condobolin line at some future time, and give Bulbodney the 
advantage of railway communication, it is only right to take the whole expenditure into consideration. 1 
only wish to add that the total length of tho two systems docs not differ much ; bnt calculating the 
distance of the Bulbodney connection by way of "Bogan Grate, together with the Parkes to Dubko 
connection, as 153 miles 5 chains, and calculating the length of the Parkes-Dubbo line with the Peak 
Hill-Bulbodney line as 149 miles, the cost is only £2,550 in favour of the Bogan Gate connection with 
Bulbodney.

TUESDAl,
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TUESDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1900.

■jjjrmnt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiairitan).

The Hon. Patrick Lindfsat Chawford Siiefiiei!!). The lion. Solomon Herhot Htayc.
The Hon. Andbew Garran, LL.D. .Toitn Curistian AV^atson, Estj.

Jons McPaeiane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of coustructing a line of Kail Nay from Bogan Gate to
Bulbodney.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Kailways, a worn, and further examined;—
J. Harper. 2246. Chairman.] Have you prepared a statement as to the probability of the traffic of a line from 

\ Parkes to Bulbodney, vid Peak Hill ? Tes, In tbe first place, 1 will read the following report from the 
- Oct., 1900. Kailway Commissioners:—

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 2nd October, 1900. 
Proposed Raihvay from Parkes to Bulbodney, rid Peak Hill,—102 miles.

In compliance with tbe request of tbe Honorable the Minister for Public Works, aud in accordance with section 13 of the
Public 'oiks Act of 1SS3, we beg to report as follows:—

Cost of Const miion—
Engineer-iu-Chief's approximate estimate, exclusive of land and compensation ,,, £341,920

E^iimated Annual Earpendittne—
Interest on capital cost, at 3 per cent..........................................................................  £10,.i4S
Maintenance of liuc, aud traflic and locomotive expensea......................................... 8,400

- . ----- ----- 18,749
Estimated Annual Revenue -

ilerchandise and live stock.......................................................................................... £4,961
Passengers, parcels, and mails........................................................................................ 3|o74

----------- 8,035
The annual expenditure is based upon a tri-weekly service, and tho revenue upon the chargine of .arbitrary local 

rates and fares. -
Tho country is similar to that between Bogan Gate and Bulbodney, rid Trundle, upon which we reported on tho 

9th December last. It is admirably suitable for wheat-growing, and tho average rainfall is somewhat better than on the 
Trundle route.

It is stated, by those who should be qualified to judge, that the gold-fields at Peak Hill, Tomingley, and McPhail 
will be permanent; bat while that may be so, they are not, and it is very questionable whether they ever will he, of 
sufficient importance to justify such an extensive detour as would be necessary to directly counect Peak Hill with a raihvay 
from Parkes to Bulbodney.

There is only an average of about 8 miles of agricultural country between the proposed line and tbe Harvey’s Range 
on the east, while 20 miles are not regarded as an excessive distance to cart wheat in such country.

If, therefore, it should be determined to construct tbe line from Parkes, instead of from Bogan Gate, we would 
respectfully suggest for consideration whether, after leaving Parkes, it would not be advisable that it should take a more 
north-westerly route, diverging towards Bulbodney at a pomt some distance to the west of Peak Hill.

Having regard to tho present and prospective traffic, directly or indirectly connected with the mines, this diversion 
would not be of material importance, and it would have the effect of bringing a considerably larger area of agricultural 
land within the influence of tbe railway. Unless this is done, lhe area of wheat-growing land within carting distance of 
flic line will not be so great as on the route from Bogau Gate to Bulbodney.

The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of ) (Signed)
New South Wales was hereunto affixed this f 
2nd day of October, one thousand nine hundred, f 
in the presence of,— )

H. McLACHLAN,

.W. M. PEHON,-
Deputy Chief Comtnmissioncr. 

DAVID KiRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.

Tliis is a report which I furnished to the Kailway Commissioners :—
Pkoi'osed Railway, Parkus to Bulbodsky, via Peak Hill.

As directed by the Commissioners, 1 have had careful inquiry made as to the probable traffic on the suggested line 
from Parkes, rid Peak llill and Bullock Creek, to Bulbodney. '

The total length of the line is 102 miles, as against 7-3 miles of construction in the ease of the line from Bogan Gate 
to Bulbodney. The line, as surveyed, traverses generally very excellent agricultural country, but is limited on the eastern 
side by the Harvey’s Range, which is of an overage distance of 8 miles from the proposed line, and to that extent limits the 
area of production in that direction.

At the present time the business of Peak Hill is transacted with Parkes, a distance of 31 miles. The population of 
Peak Hill and municipality is about 900; and the villages of McPhail and Tomingley have a united population of about 950. 
These are at a distance of 9 and 11 miles respectively by road from Peak Hill, and would also be served by the proposed 
line. In the aggregate, tliere is a population of about 4,000 who may be regarded as immediately interested in it.

The agricultural development amounts to equal io about 32,000 acros of cultivation, of winch about 15,000 acres arc 
common to both lines.

The map, which I furnish herewith, indicates the trafficable area cf the two lines. On reference to this, it will be 
observed that a population of about 400, and 11,500 acres of cultivation, between Bogan Gate and Trundle will remain 
unserved should the line to Peak Hill be constructed. The settlers concerned will then be compelled to cart a distance of 
from 7 to 30 miles to reach a railway station. The map referred to also indicates the Crown lands available in the district, 
and it wili be observed that the larger areas of land of this character are on the route via Peak Hill.

As far as cultivation generally is concerned, there is no doubt that those who are settled on the Bogan Gate- 
Rulbodney line have shown most enterprise, their areas being considerably larger than in the ease of those situated along 
the route to Peak Hill,

Briefly stated, flic settlement of the district may be described as follows ■—

Name, Firpulafion 
K umber.

Distance to 
Partes by pro' 
posed railway.

Distance to 
Peak Hill by 

road.
Occupation cf Uesidents,

miles.
Alectown aud district .......... coo 15

2 250 31

McPhail .................................. 500 31
Tomingley and district.......... 400 31
Bullock Creek and Bulbodney 250 .......

miles.

0
11

Farming ami grazing ; a little mining.
I Fanning, grazing, and mining j 70 miner* em

ployed.
Mining ; 200 men employed.
Mining and grazing, and a little farming.
Farming and grazing. ■
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With reference to the mining industry of the district, very little work is being curried on in tho '‘Proprietary’ J. Harper. 
Mine at Peak I'ldl, although it is considered that ultimately important developments will take place. The “ Myall” Mine 
at McPhail is in full operation, with, 1 believe, suoccsaful results, some iiOO men Iroing employed there. As this, of course, 2 Oct,, 1900. 
is purely a gold-mine, there does not appear to ho any immediate prospect of Use carriage of ores or of coke. Firewood is 
plentiful and cheap in tho neighbourhood of both mines.

With regard lo the eaislmg rates nf caiiiage, 1 fiud that from about 17s. fid. to 20s. per ton is the rate prevailing 
between Peak Hill and Parkes for general merchandise, lid. per bushel for wheat up to 20 miles, and 4Ad..per bushel up to 
distances of 40 miles. The business of the district is done chiefly at T’arkes, Dubbo, and Narramine.

My estimate of the trailic, based upon arbitrary local rates, and in a favourable season, is as shown hereunder :—
Tonnage. Kevemie.

G ooils ............................... .............. 2,214 .... £902
Wool................................... .............. 2.109 ... 943
Stock—575 trucks............ ... 470
Agricultural produce .... ............... 13,900 ,... 2,646

18,223 £4,961

Carriage of mails—102 miles @ £12........................................................................ £1,224
Passengers.................................................................. ................................................. 1,550
Coaching and parcels ............................................................................................. 300

£3,0’74

Coeds, ivoo), stock, &c.........................   £4,061
Coaching and mails .................................................................................... 3,074

• Total ............................................................................................ £8,035

Estimate of Traffic for proposed Railway, Parkes to Bulbodney, via Peak Hill, 102 miles.

Trucking point,
Distancein

miles

Goods trailic^ Wool traffic. Stock traffic. Agricultural produce. Totals.

Tons. Kate. Amount Tons. Rate. Amount Trucks Rate. Amount Tons. Hate. Amount Tons. Trucks. Amount

Alectown .......... 15 102
s, d.
3 11

£
20

s. d. * (I. £ s. d. £ £

92 2 5 11 150 3 0 23 50 4 5 ii 2,700 2 G 338 3,044 50 403
Peak Hill .......... 31 854 S 1 345

620 4 0 124 450 5 0 113 200 9 1 91 3,300 3 6 578 5,224 200 1,251
Intermediate...... 48 SO 12 7 50 ■ -

60 5 10 IS 278 8 0 111 50 14 0 35 ’ 3,600 4 0 720 4,018 50 934
Bullock Creek ... 67 130 17 7 114

100 7 9 39 595 10 0 298 150 19 7 147 2,600 4 6 585 3,425 150 1,183
Bulbodney.......... 102 107 26 9 143 ...

69 1 0 3S 636 12 6 398 125 29 0 186 1,700 5 0 425 2,512 125 i.iao

... 2.214 ... 902 2,109 943 575 ’ '
470 13,900 ... 2,646 18,223 575 4,961

Goods, wool and stock, &c......................................   £4,961
Mails (102 miles at £12)..............................................................  1,224
Coaching aud parcels .................................................................. 300
Passengers—

1.000 at 3s.....................................................................£150
3.000 at 6s.................       900

500 at 10s................................................   250
250 at 20s.................................................................  250

------ 1,550

. £8,035
2247. In making a financial comparison of the two lines, the loss on the line via Peak Hill would be 
greater than on the other line ? Tes.
2248. Which of the two districts is likely the sooner to bring the revenue up to the annual expenses ? 
That is a very difficult thing to say.
2249. Which district is the more capable of development ? That is also a difficult thing to say. Personally, 
I am impressed with both districts, and it is a difficult thing to distinguish between either.
2260. Would a line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney be one from which you would anticipate considerable 
development in the near future ? Yes; at the same time I should anticipate it on the other line.
2251. But a line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney would have a bigger sweep of country from which to 
draw traffic? Tes; on either side.
2252. Whereas a Parkes-Peak Hill-Bulbodney line would bo limited on the eastern side by the Harvey’s 
Range ? Yes; and on the southern side by the existing line to Condobolin.
2253. Do you think, if it were desirable to construct the line from Parkes, a deviation, leaving Peak Hill 
out of the question, should be seriously considered? One-phase of that matter, which has been 
emphasised by the Railway Commissioners, is that more agricultural land would he served. Tho members 
of the Committee would observe that the general direction of one line is due north, and the other due 
north and west—practically, two sides of a triangle. You will also see, from the estimates 1 have given, 
that the mines—I refer to the townships of Peak Hill, McPhail, and Tomingley—will only contribute a 
small quota of the revenue of the line. The bulk of the revenue will bo made up of stock, wool, and 
agricultural produce.
2254. All other tilings being considered, the suggestion to go to Peak Hill is due, no doubt, to the settle
ment there in connection with the mining which is going on? No doubt.
2255. If that is not likely to be a large item in the annual revenue of the line, it would seem desirable to 
go from the point originally suggested, namely, Bogan Gate, inasmuch as it would have a much larger 
area to draw from ? It would open up more country to draw from.
2256. And it would not involve so much initial loss as the Peak Hill line? No.
2257. Mr. Watson.] Do you think, if Hie Bogan Gate to Bulbodney line is constructed, another line from

234—L Parkes
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J". Harper. Parkes towards Peak Hill will be justified in tbe near future? I do not think so. I do nob think 
yT there would be sufficient warrant for the construction of a line between Parkes and Peak Hill. If you refer
2 Oct., l.)00. t.0 jny statement you will see that a great deal of the revenue is made up of agricultural produce, wool, and 

stock which come from beyond Peak Hill.
2258. Of the estimate of nearly £5,000 for goods, wool and stock, &e., about one-half has, apparently, to he
credited to the Peak Hill and surrounding districts, and another half to the Bullock Creek to Bulbodney 
section? Hot that much; at Peak Hill there are only 450 tons of wool out of 2,109 tons. Peak Hill 
and Alectown would give (500 tons of wool altogether. Of all goods, Peak Hill and Alectown together 
represent £1,654. '
2259. You give the intermediate traffic as £934. Hoes 11 intermediate ” mean between Peak Hill and 
Bullock Creek, part of which might be drawn from the Bogan Gate-Bulbodney line if constructed ? Yes.
2260. How do you make up the difference between £8,035, the estimate of traffic for a raihvay from 
Parkes to Bulbodney, via Peak Hill, and tbe estimate in the other instance of only £4,400? That is made 
up out of increased population. There would be increased passenger traffic; there is also an increase of 
27 miles of mileage.
2261. The difference from Bullock Creek would be only ono of about 7 miles? Twenty-seven miles of
construction. The difference in distance through to Sydney is 4 miles. The local mileage would be much 
longer, although the difference in mileage through is only 4 miles. _
2262. Do you think that the populaiion around Peak Hill and district is not sufficient to make any wide 
detour to serve it ? Personally, 1 do not think so, and the Commissioners are also of that opinion.
2263. It has been suggested that tbe Parkes-Peak Hill section might be used afterwards to connect with 
the "Western line at Narramine ? But what advantage will be gained by that.
2264. There has been talk of a cross-country line from Grenfell to Forbes, and then on to Narramine ? 
Our experience of cross-country lines lias not been a happy one so far.
2265. But leaving out the immediate future, would it not be well to keep in view tbe possibility of a cross
country line at a later day ? I cannot see what advantage would be derived by a cross-country line in 
that direction, because the country is so similar. If one district is suffering from drought, tbe other is 
almost invariably suffering from drought.
2266. Do you think that the agricultural development around Peak Hill is not going to amount to much? 
It would be impossible to say. There is plenty of good land in that neighbourhood, and, given a railway, 
it would develop very materially. The same thing might be .said in regard to tbe Bogan Gate to 
Bulbodney line. No doubt material development would take place there.
2267. The rough estimate placed before us by the Eugineer-in-Chicf goes to show that the two lines— 
one from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney, and the other from Parkes to Peak Hill—could be constructed rather 
cheaper than could a Hue from Parkes to Peak Hill, and thence across to Bullock Creek and Bulbodney. That 
would seem to infer that tbe difficulty of construction would be between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek? 
That is not contained in the report. I have had before me an estimate of tbe cost of the line, and the 
higher rate of construction per mile was between Parkes and Peak Hill. 1 think there must be some 
mistake in regard to the matter, because any one who bas beeu over tbe country knows that difficulties ■ 
are greater between Parkes and Peak Hill than they arc between Peak Hill and Bullock Creek.
2268. ' 1 asked Mr. Deane a question with reference to the country between Parkes and Peak Hill, and be 
said that, although undulating, it was not such difficult country after all? 1 think he is mistaken there, 
because I have a clear recollection that he told the Commissioners and myself that that would be the more 
expensive portion of tbe line. The mileage is practically tbe same. On one route it is 35 miles and 75 
miles, total 110 ; and on the other it is 106 miles.
2269. The portion between Bogan Gate and Bullock Creek is estimated at £229,370. The portion 
between Parkes and Peak Hijl is £112,108. Tho two together make about £342,000, The estimate 
from Parkes to Peak Hill and on to Bullock Creek is £358,000? The estimate which I have submitted 
to-day from the Eailway Commissioners is tbe very latest. I only got it ten minutes before coming here, 
and it makes the cost from Parkes via Peak Hill to be £3-14,920.
2270. M.r. JJ.i/am.'] Supposing you constructed the line over the Peak Hill route, and, in order to 
straighten tbe line, made a deviation so as to leave Peak Hill out, bow far would you be from Peak Hill ? 
That is simply a suggestion. Tho Commissioners have not sufficient knowledge of the country to state 
authoritatively how far to the north of Peak Hill might lie left.
2271. Can you say approximately? Perhaps 6 or 7 miles. Tho feeling is that if Peak Hill were brought 
within that distance of the line it would not be badly served, and tbe fact of a. line being built in that 
direction would, of course, open up much more agricultural land on either side.
2272. The people from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney have agreed to be taxed at so much per acre ? I think 
that is so.
2273. Would that tax pay the whole or a portion of the annual loss upon the line ? I should not think 
so, but no calculation bas been made. It is rather a matter for the Committee or for Parliament to 
determine as to whether they could do it or not. The matter has been mentioned to the Commissioners, 
and they have referred to it in their report.
2274. Chairman^ Can you say what percentage of the land within 20 miles on each side and 20 miles 
beyond the terminus of a line from Bogan Gate to Bulbodney would be suitable for agriculture? That is 
too big a question for me to answer.
2275. Do you think wc would he within the limit if wo estimated it at 60 per cent? I could not say.
2276. ' Mr. ATf/ffm.] 1.’ think it would be 60 per cent., except in regard to tho patch about Harvey’s Eange ? 
Of course the Harvey Eango does not affect that line at all.
2277. Dr. Garran.~\ When you say that you expect the greatest sweep of trade from the Bogan Gate 
line, you refer to the available land on either side? Yes.
2278. The Bogan Gate to Bulbodney country is only feebly developed at present? Yery.
2279. I suppose your expectations in regard to traffic are from a-more thorough development of the land 
already taken up than from land 20 miles back ? Decidedly ; I refer to land which would have a frontage 
to the line, and within that mileage limit.
2280. How far back from the route is the land taken up already ? I should say for about 20 miles at 
certain points.
2281. Is the land taken up for 20 miles on either side of the route? Yes, as already stated, at certain points.
2282. May it extend for another 20 miles if the railway is constructed ? Yes,

2283.
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2283. So that you really have two strings to your bow: a greater development of the land already taken ,i. Harper,
up, and an increase of the extent of land which would be taken up ? That is so. _ _ \
2284. And you would not have that on the other route ? Xo, because on the other route we, are limited. 2 Oct., 1900.
2285. As far as the available traffic is concerned, by the Condobolin lino on the south, the area is limited 
to the south-east of the line, which would be fairly called the traffic of that line ? I wish to emphasise 
the fact that the Commissioners and myself were strongly impressed with the character of the soil on the 
route of that line. I do not wish to say anything in depreciation of the character of the soil.
228G, Mr. HyamJ] Is not the country, after you leave Tomingley, rather flat ? It is. It is not so good 
to the north.
2287. X>r, Garran.] On the first 10 or 15 miles of the line from Bogan Gate via Peak Hill, you would 
not get much, because it already goes to tho main line ? Yes ; the map indicates tbe point at which we 
expect to pick up traffic—about S or 10 miles from Parkes. Harvey’s Itange limits the traffic, although, 
in order to put tho case fairly before the Committee, it is represented locally that the traffic to the east of 
the Harvey’s Kange, which at present goes into Molong, would, if a road were constructed, find its way to 
that line.
2288. We have been told of one or two gaps where roads could easily he made, and which concentrate the 
traffic;—of course, it is doubtful whether they would come hack? I do not think they would. _ _
2289. In comparing the two routes a good deal depends on the importance of the district as a mining 
district? Yes.
2290. If that were a great mining district, its claims would be very strong? Yes.
2291. If it is only a feeble mining district it will not weigh very much against the great agricultural
prospects of the other route ? I do not think so ; I do not think that as things are at present it would 
warrant the agricultural and pastoral interests being sacrificed. ■
2292. That confirms my statement that the importance of Peak Hill goes a long way towards settling the
question ? Yes. As 1 have stated in my report, we found that matters at M'Phail wore going on very 
prosperously. At Peak Hill those who were engaged in operating the Proprietary Mine were full of 
hope as to its future, bnt up to the present very little has beeu done. _ _
2293. Still, mining business is business for the railway all the year round ? Mining business of this 
character would simply resolve itself into passenger traffic and the consumption of commodities by those 
who were engaged in it. We would not expect to carry any of the products of the mines.
2294. Still-it is.a uniformly spread traffic all over rhe year? Yes.
2295. Whilst the agricultural traffic comes in during two or three months ? Yes.
2296. Is it not to the interests of the railways to have a traffic which is spread uniformly ? Certainly, it 
is more economical to work ; but still we have to submit to the circumstances and do the best we can to 
meet the demand.
2297. You do not look upon mining traffic as very important traffic to your revenue? We do if it is of 
such a character as that which we have at Cobar, where, as I pointed out recently to the Committee, we 
practically have the traffic balancing by carrying the coal in one direction and tlie matte in the other.
It this line were ultimately extended to Xymagee I should expect important developments in that 
direction.
2298. I suppose you get a good deal of traffic in the carriage of ore from one mine to another for tho 
purpose of mixing and blending? We do not on tho Cobar line; but from other districts we carry ore 
to the smelting works on the Coast; the Cobar people are not getting any fluxes at present, but it is 
possible that they may have to do so some day.
2299. You get some of their trade to Lithgow ? Yes.

«
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APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of G. C. Yeo, draftsman, Stock Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture.']

N usniKK of sheep owned by large and small owners in part of the area affected by the proposed railway from Bogan Gate
to Bulbodney.

Holding. 1S97. 1S9S 1899.

Melrose Plains D. 
Orange Plains ...
Burra Eurra ......
Carlisle ...............
The Truffs..........
Tyrie .................

J. H. Lindley ....
Watson Bros........
J. Lacy ...............
J. Veitch ...........
J. J. Hunter.......
J. Hutchinson ,,,, 
R. J, Hutchinson,
A. Wilson...........
A. Ltndslay .......
A. Hutchinson ....

Large Owners.
13,715 22,900 12,000
211,000 27,000 12,993
23,800
12,000

23.000
10.000

20,005
2,390

11,711 12,093 5,391
34,000 39,800 25,000

Small Owners.
549 429 262

1,798
CSS

1,500
017 293

1,478 1,760 172
1,400 20
1,488 1,368 85

081 951 500
1,70(1 1,250 114
2,020 070 500
1,105 1,050 130

nc plan.]

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Oovernmcnt Printer.—1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM BOWRAL TO ROBERTSON.

REPOET.

TaiD Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Vie. iSTo. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
bio. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of constructing a line of railway from Bowral to Robertson,” have, 
after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed railway be 
carried out; and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of 
clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative 
Assemblv:—

Reasons for the Proposal being referred' to the Committee.

1. The Committee are informed, in the official statement put before them,, 
that the agitation for the construction of a line to connect the Robertson district 
with the Wain Southern railway has been in progress for the last twenty years. In 
the early part of the year 1890 a proposed line between Woss Vale and Robertson 
was referred by Parliament to the Public Works Committee, who reported against 
the construction of that line, as they were of opinion that Bowral was the better 
point of junction with the Wain Southern railway.

Beyond completing the survey of the route from Bowral to Robertson, no 
action has been taken on the Committee’s report; but the residents of the Robertson 
district have continued to urge their claims to being provided with railway accom
modation, on the grounds that the district is a populous one and a great food- 
producing centre, the land being very fertile and eminently adapted to the production 
of potatoes and other root crops, development, however, being retarded by the 
high cost of carriage to the nearest railway station. The climate, also, is described 
as equal to that of the Blue Mountains, and the district offers many attractions for 
visitors and tourists.

Recently a new phase has been imported into the agitation for the .construction 
of the line, it being now asserted that the erection of large smelting works at Dapto, 
on the South Coast line, has given an impetus to mining in the southern districts, as 
well as in other parts of the Colony; and it is contended that in the near future it 
will bo necessary to connect the Main Southern line with the South Coast line to 
give facilities to the mines in the southern districts to get their ores to the smelting 
works at Dapto.

Description
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Deschipticw of the Peoposed Railway.

2. The proposed line, 17 miles 44 chains in length, is described as a branch 
of the Great Southern railway, leaving the south end of JBowral station at 80 miles 
21-61 chains from Sydney. Proceeding in a generally east-by-south direction, it 
crosses the Great Southern Road at about 2 miles from Rowral, and runs between 
the Robertson Road and the Wingecarribee River, till the latter is crossed near SO 
miles. Here it takes a more southerly direction to 91 miles, where the road from 
Moss Yale to Robertson is joined, and the village of Wild’s Meadows, or Myra Yale, 
reached at 93 miles. The line is then north-easterly, following the Meadows Creek 
to its origin, and terminating at Robertson parallel to and south of Congcwoy-street, 
at 97 miles 65-77 chains. The line cannot be classed as a light one; but the ruling 
grade of 1 in 60 and numerous curves of 10 chains radius contribute to moderate its 
cost. The land required is practically all alienated.

Estimated Cost.

3. The estimated total cost of the proposed railway, exclusive of land and
compensation, is £94,578, or £5,388 per mile. Eor the first 13 miles 12-837 chains— 
Rowral to Wild’s Meadows—the cost is given as £60,405, or £4,590 per mile; for 
the remainder of the distance, 4 miles 31*32 chains—Wild’s Meadows to Robertson— 
tlie estimate is £34,173, or £7,767 per mile. ■

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

4. The Railway Commissioners, from the information before them, do not 
recommend the construction of the railway. In their report, they state the annual 
cost at £5,415—interest on capital expenditure at 3 per cent., £2,837, and mainten
ance of permanent way and for traffic and locomotive expenses, £2,578; and they 
estimate the traffic revenue at £2,131—merchandise and live stock £882, and 
passengers, parcels, and mails £1,249. The estimated traffic falls short of the annual 
working expenses to the extent of £447, which, added to the interest on capital, 
represents a total annual loss of £3,284. I'

The proposed line, the Commissioners say, will serve a larger area than the 
Moss Yale-Robertson line, which was under consideration some eleven years ago; 
but in the interval little, if any, progress has been made in the district. Those who 
advocate the construction of the lino, the Commissioners further state, allege that 
the absence of progress is consequent on the difficulties experienced in getting the 
products to market. No doubt, they say, a railway would afford a better means of 
transit; but it must he remembered that Robertson is only 14 miles from Moss Yale 
and 15 miles from Rowral; and further, the district is fortunate in having good roads, 
though in some places of steep gradients. These roads are being steadily improved, 
both as regards formation and gradient, and the opening of the road over Macquarie 
Pass has facilitated traffic to such an extent that goods have been carried from 
Sydney to Shellharbour by steamer, and thence to the Robertson district by team. f
Some of the business people state that they would guarantee to use only the railway 
if an extension to Robertson were made. Experience, however, has shown that 
small reliance can be placed upon such guarantees. The district, in the opinion of 
the Railway Commissioners, is one capable of development, hut the absence of 
railway communication cannot, they consider, he said to have created the stagnation 
which has prevailed for the past eleven years.

The Committee’s Inquiry.

5. The Committee, having taken evidence from the official witnesses, visited 
Rowral, Moss Yale, and Robertson, for the purpose of examining local witnesses 
and inspecting the country along the route of the proposed railway, and the route 
which would connect Robertson with Moss Yale. Accompanied by an engineer 
from the Railway Construction Rranch, Department of Public Works, the Committee, 
leaving Rowral, followed the Moss Yale Road for about a mile and a half, and then, 
taking the direct road to Robertson via the Sheepwash, travelled close to the railway

route
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route from. Bowral as far as the Sheepwash, and thence parallel with it at a distance 
of about a mile, Returning from Robertson, they travelled by way of the Belmore 
Balls and Wild’s Meadows to Moss Yale, and thence to Bowral. In the course of 
the inquiry, they had a further investigation made by the railway engineer respecting 
a suggested connection between the proposed railway at Robertson and the Illawarra 
line for the conveyance of ores from mines in the southern districts to the Dapto 
Smelting Worts, and they visited Dapto and took evidence there on that subject.

Tbapfic Prospects.

6. The details of the Railway Commissioners traffic estimate are as follow:—
General goods—2,000 tons, at 3s.; 250 tons at 7s. 7d............................... £394
Agricultural and dairy produce—3,000 tons, at 2a. 6d.................................. 375
Livestock—160trucks, at 15s.  .................................................. ............... 113

882
Passengers—3,000 1st class, at 3s. 8d,; 4,000 2nd class, at 2s. 5d. ........... 1,033
Mails—18 miles, at £12 per mile .................................................................... 21G

Total ................................................................ £2,131

The local witnesses examined urged that the construction of the railway 
would lead to a much increased production of potatoes, cabbages, and fruit for 
supplying the Sydney market, and enable tbc farmers to send milk to Sydney. It 
would also lead to the district being largely patronised by tourists.

Tire Chief Traffic Manager in his report regards the official traffic estimate as 
in every direction a liberal one, but especially so in relation to produce, the tonnage 
of which is based on an estimated area under cultivation during 1899, the best season 
known in the district for four years. The figures referring to produce are:—

Acres. Tons.
Cabbages .................................................................................... 75 1,300
Potatoes .................................................................................... 300 1,200
Dairy produce ........ ........................... .............................. ................... 500

Total .................................................................... 3,000

The experience of the Department in connection with the South Coast railway 
docs not, the Committee are informed, show that reliance can he placed to any extent 
on milk as an article of traffic. With regard to the estimate for passengers, the 
population to be served is taken approximately at 3,500, including 1,000 in the 
Kangaroo Valley district, and two trips per year arc allowed for each person. At 
present the bulk of the traffic expected on the proposed line finds its way through 
Moss Yale, the remainder being received at Bowral and Mittagong.

Competition with the Railway by Steamers.

7. A road was opened by the Government between Albion Park and the 
Macquarie Pass about two years ago, and this, the Chief Railway Traffic Manager 
states in his report, has enabled the storekeepers at Robertson and Burrawang, on 
the proposed line (and indeed at Bowral and Moss Yale), to obtain goods of the 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd classes cheaper than by rail to Bowral or Moss Vale. Heavy loading, 
such as sugar, iron, wire, &c., can he landed at Robertson, via Shellharbour, for 30s. 
per ton (10s. steamer’s freight, and 20s. road rate), the distance by road being 20 
miles. The same class of loading from Sydney to Bowral would cost 29s. 7d. per 
ton in truck-loads, and in smaller quantities, 36s. od. per ton, but in addition to 
this, there would bo a cartage rate of 10s. per ton from Bowral or Moss Vale to 
Eubertson or Burrawang. In the case of 2nd and 3rd class goods, the saving in 
adopting the coastal route reaches as high as 20s. per ton, or 33 per cent. In 
competition with a railway at Robertson, there is no doubt, the CMef Traffic Manager 
considers, that the road charge between Shellharbour and Robertson, which is now 
Is. per ton per mile for 20 miles to Robertson, and the same to Moss Yale, Similes, 
would be considerably reduced, and it would be found hopeless to compete with the 
boats and teams for the high class traffic, especially as return loading would be 
secured by the teams in the shape of potatoes for disposal on the South Coast line.

Connection
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■ Connection with the Illawarra Railway.

' 8. The connection with the Illawarra railway is suggested under the
impression that the line would he used for the conveyance of ores from mines 
in the southern districts of the Colony for treatment at the Smelting AYorks, 
Dapto, and of fluxes with which to treat the ores. The country between the 
Illawarra railway and Robertson was examined in June of the present year 
by a supervising engineer of the Railway Construction Branch, Department of 
Public Works, and he reported that, speaking generally, any connection between 
the Southern and Illawarra railways would be a very expensive and difficult 
undertaking; and, considering the difference in height between the two places— 
about 2,400 feet—and the nature of the country traversed, it would be very 
difficult to determine if the line were within the range of practical consideration. 
The slopes on the eastern side of the Illawarra Range, be pointed out, are to a 
great extent very similar to those on the railway in the neighbourhood of Clifton, 
and would be liable to slips, which would probably make the cost of construction 
practically prohibitive. A more simple scheme, the engineer stated, might possibly be 
a rack railway; but this would be very costly, and the grade on the rack very steep. 
Prom an engineering point of view, owing to the very great difficulties to he 
encountered, he did not recommend a survey of the route. The further investigation, 
at the instance of the Committee, was made in August, the engineer giving his 
attention to routes via Mount Johnstone and Mount Terry, respectively, which he 
found impracticable, and to a route discovered by Mr. Carl Weber, ■which crosses 
the main Illawarra- range at the lowest point between Mount Kembla and the head 
of the Macquarie Pass. This route was found to be more favourable than any one 
of the others ; but, the engineer states in his report, “viewed in the most favourable 
light, it would entail very heavy expenditure, possibly running into £500,000, and 
the length required in order to obtain a grade is excessive, being some 45 miles from 
the junction on the Illawarra line to Moss Vale, as against 24 miles in a direct line. 
This difference is specially noticeable between the same point on the Illawarra 

* line and the Devil’s Gap, where the distance is under 5 miles, as against 21-^ by the 
proposed route.”

The Inquiry by a Previous Committee. .

9. When the question of constructing a railway to Robertson from Moss- 
Vale Was under consideration by a former Public Works Committee in 1890, the 
Committee were of opinion that a line from Bowral to Wild’s Meadows via The Sheep
wash would meet the case. The report of the Railway Commissioners did not 
support the construction of the railway as proposed, but it pointed out that the district 
around Robertson itsel l was very rich, and if it were devoted more to tbc growth of 
fruit and vegetables a much, greater traffic would be developed, which, later on, 
might perhaps justify the making of a branch line. Since that time the district does- 
not appear to have shown any noticeable sign of progress,

Conclusion arrived at.

10. An extension of the proposed railway to the South Coast being, under the 
circumstances stated in clause 8, quite out of the question, the Committee have to 
consider only the line referred to them. Robertson is b ut 15 mi les from Bowral by road, 
and 14 miles from Moss Vale, and the roads in the district, though steep in places, 
are very good. Most of the farmers are much nearer the Southern railway than this, 
and, generally speaking, can without difficulty make a trip to and from the railway 
in one day. The extent to which production would be increased if a railway were 
made to Robertson maybe understood from the area of land available for cultivation. 
Much of the country between Bowral and Robertson is of a pastoral nature, and is 
used in connection with dairy-farming. The land that can be cultivated is 
confined to a few flats and hillsides, and in comparison, with what is to be found . 
in other districts is extremely limited in area. Very little opportunity exists for 
taking up and cultivating additional land, and new settlement is therefore imprac
ticable. Some years ago the district was regarded as important to the milk supply 
of Sydney, but that trade has been diverted to Illawarra, and the railway authorities 
do not regard milk as an article which would add in any considerable degree to the

traffic
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traffic earnings of the proposed line. The milk produced in the district at the 
present time is used in the manufacture of butter, principally by the Berrima 
District Company. The traffic prospects of the line cannot be regarded as favourable. 
In view of the road carriage by Avay of Macquarie Pass, probably very little traffic 
would come to the railway at Bobertson, and it does not appear that there would be 
much on the line between the terminus and Bowral. As for the district being 
attractive to tourists, there are two waterfalls and an extensive view of the Eangaroo 
Valley to be seen, but the better of the two waterfalls, the Pitzroy Palls, is within 
easy reach from Moss A'ale by a very good road, and the other sights are within a 
reasonable distance of that town. Considering all these circumstances, in conjunction 
with the high cost of the line, and the anticipated annual loss in connection with it, 
the Committee have come to the conclusion that it is not expedient the proposed 
railway should be constructed.

Resolution Passed.

11. The following is the resolution passed by the Committee, as contained in 
the Minutes of Proceedings :—

Mr. Shepherd mored,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed 
railway from .Bowral to dtobertaon, as referred to the Committee bv the Legislative 
Assembly, be carried out.” '

The motion was seconded by Mr. Levien, and passed.

W. T. DICK,

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 26th November, 1900.

Chairman.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OE EYEDENCE.

RAILWAY PROM BOWRAL TO ROBERTSON.

TUESDAY, 31 JULY, 1900. 

fkmnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiaiumax).

The Hon. Patrick Lindksay Crawford Suei'IIERD. I Jons Chrirtiak Watson", Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Heruriu' Htam. I Koukiit Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McFarlane, Esq.

The Commiiteo proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bowral to
Robertson.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construclion Branch, Department of Public Works, sword,
and examined: —

1. Chairman."] Are you prepared to make a statement with respect to the proposed railway from Bowral 
to Robertson ? Yes. The following is a statement which has been prepared for the Under Secretary:—

Railway prom Bowral to Robertson.

B, Beane.

31 July, 1900.

The proposal before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly on 22nd December, 1S90. for the Committee’s 
consideration, in the following terms :—“ That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
to consider and report on the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bowral to Robertson.

The agitation for the construction of a line to connect the Robertson district with the Main Southern railway has 
been in progress for the hist twenty years, and in the early part of the year 1390 a proposed line between Moss Vale and 
Robertson was referred by Parliament to the Public Works Committee.

The Committee, after taking a considerable amount of evidence and visiting the locality, reported Against the 
construction of that line, as they were of opinion that Bowral should he the point of junction with the Main Southern line. 
The resolution, which was arrived at by the Committee in April, 1S90, was passed unanimously in the following terms :— 
"That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed railway from Moss Vale to Robertson, as 
referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out, because the evidence shows that aline from Bowral 
to Wild's Meadows, via Sheepwash, would give more general accommodation to the district, and ivonld be sulficient for 
the present. ”

Beyond completing survey of route from Bowral to Bobertsott, no action has been taken on the Committee's report.
Thu residents of the Robertson district have, however, continued to urge their claims to being provided witli 

railway accommodation, basing sucb, chiefly, on the grounds that had been placed before the Committee in 1S90, namely, 
that the land was very fertile, the soil being eminently adapted to the production of potatoes and other root crops, the 
district a populous one, a good class of people settled there, that it was a great food-producing centre ; hut development 
was rotaidod by the high cost of carriage to the nearest railway station. The climate, also, was equal to that of the Blue 
Mountains, and the district oficred many attractions for visitois and tourists.

Recently a new phase has been imported into the agitation for the construction of this line. It is now asserted that 
the erection of large smelting works at Dapto, on the South Coast line, has given an impetus to mining in the southern 
districts as well as m other parts of the Colony, ami it is contended that in the near future it will be necessary to connect 
the Main Southern line with the Soutli Coast hue to give facilities to the mines in the southern districts to get their ores 
to the smelting works at Dapto. The line now proposed from Bowral to Robertson, with its ultimate extension to Dapto, 
would, it is held, meet the requirements of the southern mining districts. This aspect of the proposal was prominently 
brought before the Legislative Assembly by the Minister (Mr. O'Sullivan) when moving his resolution of reference to the 
Committee. An examination of the route from Robertson to the South Co'ast line lias been made by Mr. U. MoD, Stuart, 
Supervising Engineer, whose report is hereto appended.

The official description of the proposed line is as follows :—

Bowral to Robertson Railway.
(Length, 1“ miles 44, chains ; estimated cost, £94,573, or £o,3SS per mile, exclusive of land and compensation.)
Tins line is a branch of the Great Southern railway, leaving the south end of Bowral station at 80 miles 21'0I 

cha ins from Sydney, and proceeding in a generally cast-by-south direction, crosses the Great Southern Road at about two 
(2) miles from Bowral, and runs between the Robertson-road and the IVingecarribce River, till the latter is crossed near SU 
miles. Here the line takes a more southerly direction to 91 miles, where the road from Moss Vale to Rohotson is joined, 
and the village of Wild’s Meadows, or Myra Vale, reached at 93 miles. The line is then north-easterly, following the 
Meadows Creek to its origin, and terminates at Bubcrtson parallel to ami south of Congeuoy-street, at 97 miles (iii'77 
chains.

The line cannot be classed as a light one ; but the ruling grade of 1 in CO and numerous curves of 10 chairs radius 
contribute to moderate its cost.

The land required is practically all alienated.
268—A The
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the statutory report of the Railway Commissioners upon the proposal :—
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New Soutli Wales, Sydney, 19 December, 1899. 

Proposed Line of Railway, Bowral to Robertson—17i miles, 
the provisions of the Public Works Act of 1SSS, section 13, we beg to report as follows :—

Corf of Construction—
The Engineer-in-Chief for Construction estimates the cost of construction (exclusive of land

and compensation) at ................................................................................................................ £94,578
Annual Cost—

Interest on capital expenditure at 3 per cent.............................................................. £'2,837
Maintenance of permanent way and for traffic and locomotive expenses.............. 2,578

Total annual cost ............................... ............................. 5,415
Estimated Traffic Revenue— ■

Merchandise and live stock ............................................. .............................................. £882
Passenger, parcels, and mails ..................................................................................... 1,249

Total annual revenue......................................................... £2,131
From the foregoing figures it will Ire gathered that the value of the estimated traffic falls short by £447 of meeting 

the annual working expenses ; this, with the interest on capital, would involve an annual loss of £3,284.
The proposed line will serve a larger area than the Moss Vale-Robertson line, which was under consideration some 

eleven years ago ; but in the interval little, if any, progress has been made in the district.
Those who advocate the construction of the line allege that the absence of progress is consequent on the difficulties 

experienced in getting the'products to market. No doubt a railway would afford a better means of transit; but it must 
be remembered that Robertson is only 14 miles from Moss Vale and 15 miles from Bowral; and further, the district is 
fortunate in having good roads, though in some places of steep gradients.

These roads are being steadily improved, both as regards formation and gradient, and the opening of the road over 
Macquarie Pass has facilitated traffic to such an extent that goods have been carried from Sydney to Shellharbour by 
steamer, and thence to the Robertson district by team.

Some of the business people state that they would guarantee to use only the railway if an extension to Robertson 
were made. Experience, however, has shown that small reliance can be placed'upon such guarantees.

The district is one capable of development, but the absence of railway communication cannot be said to have 
created the stagnation which has prevailed for the past eleven years.

From the information before us we are not justified in recommending the construction of the proposed line.
{CHARLES OLIVER,

Chief Commissioner. 
W. M. FEHON,

Commissioner. 
DAVID KIRKCALDIE, 

Commissioner.
In connection with the question of the present condition of the roads between Moss Vale, "Bowral, and 
Robertson, referred to by the Railway Commissioners, I append copy of reports (2) thereon by the 
Acting Road Superintendent of the district.

Rkpobt of Mr. Supervising Engineer C. McD. Stuart on the Illawarra to Robertson Railway.
Sir, _

I beg to state that I have examined the country between the Illawarra railway and Robertson, with a view of 
a railway connection between these places, being portion of a direct communication with the Great Southern railway.

The first route I examined, shown by a red line on the accompanying diagram tracing, left the Illawarra line 
between Wollongong and Unauderra stations, and bearing in a north-westerly direction, crossed the main South Coast 
Road on the northern side of Byarong Creek; thence skirting for about 2 miles up a main spur off the Illawarra Bange on 
the southern side of the road to the Mount Keira Colliery, the line would bend round to the south across Byarong Creek 
and the valley called ‘’Hell Hole” ; thence skirting round Mount Nebo it again takes a north-ivosterly direction till close 
up to the Main Range ; thence in a south-westerly direction still on an ascending grade along the face of the range, and 
keeping at the back of the Mount Kembla Colliery, it would cross the range with a tunnel at the point A, and thence 
debouching into the valley' of the Cordeaux, turn in a southerly direction and work up to the high country at the back of 
Robertson.

This route I abandoned, as there would he considerable difficulty in working up from the Illawarra line to where 
the tunnel would enter the Main Range, and it is doubtful if you could got sufficient length in working across the Byarong 
Valley and round Mount Nebo for a limiting grade of 1 in 40 ; as it is, the spurs off Mount Nebo are so sharp, curves of 5 
chains radius would be essential. Again after crossing the range the country at the back of it is so very broken, nothing 
short of an actual survey would determine if a line was possible.

I then tried another route, also shown by a red line; this leaves the Illawarra railway between Unandcrra and 
Kembla Grange stations, and bears ns south-westerly direction on an ascending grade of 1 in 40 along the slopes of the 
Bong Bong Mountain spur ; thence in a southerly direction along the face of the Main Range crossing the Avondale and 
Marshall Mount spurs, and thence turning round the head of the spurs which divides the waters of Marshall Mount 
Creek from those of the Macquarie Rivulet, it crosses the range at a narrow point with a tunnel at B. and taking ad vantage 
of a deep gully, one of the heads of the Avon River, it would work across some very broken country till the high ground 
round Stockyard Swamp whs reached ; thence it would work up in a south-westerly direction, and skirting along the 
northern side of Vingecarribee Swamp, would join the surveyed line from Bowral to Robertson about 54 miles from Bowral. 
To work up to Robertson itself in anything like a direct line would be impossible,

This unfortunately would leave the present surveyed line to Robertson as a short branch off the Bowral-Illawarra 
connection, the working of which branch would entail a good deal of extra cost.

Speaking generally, any connection between the Southern and Illawarra railways would be a very expensive and 
and difficult undertaking; and considering the difference in height between the two places, about 2,400 feet, and the 
nature of the country traversed, it would he very difficult to determine if the line was within the range of practical 
consideration : the slopes on the eastern side of the Illawarra Range are to a great extent very similar to -those on the 
railway in the neighbourhood of Clifton, and would be liable to slips which would probably make the cost of construction 
practically prohibitory.

A simpler scheme might possibly be by a rack railway, as shown by a red dotted line, the rack starting from the end 
of the tunnel on the summit of the mountain at B, and running down the Marshall Mount spur; this latter scheme would 
also be very costly, and the grade on the rack very eteep.

From an engineer point of view, owing to the very great difficulties to be encountered, I would not recommend a 
survey of the proposed routes. CHAS. McD. STUART,
The Engineer-iu-Chief, Railway Construction. --------

Department of Public Works, 10 June, 1900.
Bowt.al to Robeetson.

State, of Road.
This road is metalled to 6 miles 50 chains from Bowral Post Office, and has a very good surface.
From the above point some mile or more runs .dong a sound ridge which has not yet been formed ; from the end of 

this to West Kangaloon there are a few chains without metal that got sloppy in wet weather, but, as a deviation is 
proposed, only necessary repairs have been done.

From West Kangaloon through East Kangaloon to Hindmarsh Hill, near Robertson, there are only a few short strips 
of metalling, as another deviation is proposed here.

In both these cases, I believe, head office stated that no extensive repairs were to be done. Gradients,

H. Deane. The following is
S (99/4,152-74.}

31 July, 1900.

In accordance with
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KINUTES OF EVIDENCE—RAILWAY FROM BOWRAL TO ROBERTSON.

Gradients. H. Deane.
The worst grade on the met filled portion between Bowral and the G miles 50 chains is one of 9 chains 1 in 12, then ^ l_ \ 

15 chains of 1 in 17'23; after that all are very easy gradients until the first proposed deviation ]s met with. I cannot 31 July, 1900. 
supply these gradients, but believe some of them to Be as bad as 1 in 7 or 8. Comparative sections wiE be found with the 
papers referred to above.

Traffic.
ibis cannot average more than 10 tons per week, comprising, as the other road does, butter, cabbages, and potatoes.
The light traffic on this road is considerably less than the Moss Vale-Robertson road. The steepness of the gradients 

may account for a portion of this ; but there is not the population, and the Moss Vale-Robertson road is nearly 1^ mile 
the shorter route for the Robertson traffic. THOMAS OATLEY,

. -------- Acting Road Superintendent,
Department of Public Works, 16 June, 1900.

Moss Vale to Robertson, towards Macquarie Pass.

1 Sfaie o/ Boad.
It is metalled throughout; the surface is in good condition, and I consider it one of the best roads in tbc district to 

travel on.
Gradients,

Between the municipal boundary of Moss Vale and 9 miles 38 chains there is nothing steeper than 1 in 18'26, and 
that only for a few chains, the remainder being l in 24, 30, 32, and as flat as 1 in 1,110.

Between the 9 miles 38 chains and the 10 miles 37 chains a deviation was proposed, hut as there was great 
opposition (no doubt in view of the Robertson railway) no further action was taken. The present grades between the 
above points are 8 chains, 1 in 17‘B0 ; 31 chains, 1 in 15 ; but by rather heavy cuttings and fillings these gradients can be 
improved to a 1 iu 19 or 20.

Prom 10 miles 36 chains to 10 miles 45 chains the worst grade is met with, viz., 1 in 11 -60 ; for 9 chains after this 
the gradients are aU very easy to the 13 miles 60 chains, which is opposite the post office in Robertson.

Traffic.
^^ miles 43 chains the road from Wild’s Meadows (now Myra Vale) junctions with the Robertson-road, and at ,

8 miles 12 chains the Burrawang-road. The population arc principaUy dairy farmers, and only grow cabbages and potatoes 
for the outside market. '

After careful calculations 1 find that the through traffic from Robertson does not exceed 18 tons per week, and 
3 tons from each Myra Vale and Burrawang. The return traffic in good seasons is considerably less than half this, hut in 
dry years, when produce lias to be bought, it will equal the outward quantity.

There are two teams of six horses each on the road regularly, and make about four trips a week,
The cabbages and potatoes are carted m by the farmers themselves.
In addition to this, there is a very considerable amount of light traffic between the three places mentioned and Moss 

VaIe- THOMAS OATLEY,
Acting Road Superintendent,

2. Mr. My am.'] "What ia the altitude of Eobertson ? At the terminus of the line it is 2,421 feet.
3. Was there a flying survey made some years ago of a line between Eobertson and Kiama? There was 
an examination made, but it turned out to be impossible. The exploration with the beat result is that 
made by Mr. Stuart.
4. Chairman.] .Do you hand in tbe book of reference and plans and section of the line ? Tea; I have 
also here a detailed estimate of the cost of the works. It is as follows:—

Bowral to Rorertson. Summary, 
Rails at £7 10s. per ton.

Part. Description. Length. Efititn sited cost. Average per mile.

i Bowral to Wild’s Meadows...............
m. chs.
13 12-837
4 31-32

£ s. d, 
60,405 0 0 
34,173 0 0

£ s. d.
4,590 0 0
7,767 0 0o Wild’s Meadows to Robertson ....

Total............................. 17 44T57 04,578 0 0 5,385 0 0

Bowral to Robertson.—Revised Estimates.—Part No. 1.

Roto al to Wild’s Meadows.
Kevikld estimated cost of a single line of railway 13 miles 12-S37 chains in length, with 60-th. rails. Ruling grade 1 in 60. 

Sharpest curve, 10 chains radius.—New fastenings ; new, 4- feet 6 inch T. Os. ; full ballast} sleepers, 2,464 per mile.

Description.

Earthworks .............. i.................... . ...........................................................................
Bridges and culverts.................................................................................................................... ...
Bevel crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions.................................................................
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 os. per ton)..................................................... '
Ereight .............................................................................................. ... . l ............
Platelayingat Is. 2d. = £1,35) 2s. 4d................................................................ I!.""!.!..”!!"”””"')'
Ballasting at 3s. Gd. =£4,053 7s.........................................................................................................  L
Sleepers at 3s. =- £4,803 18s......................................................... .......................................................j
Station works, including junction and sidings ... ......................................................................  .ifi
Station buildings-waiting sheds, £220; platforms, £242; loaffiiiVbanVs,’’ £286V tamtablc!

£560...............................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts ...........................................................................................................
Telegraph ...................................................................................................”............................!............
Miscellaneous.......................................................................................................................................... '

Cost of works.........................................................................................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) .........................................................................

Add for extra cost of rails, at £7 10a. per ton ........

Total cost,

| ihgtioiated cost. Avemge
per

mile

£ s. d. £
13,077 10 0 1,039
7,187 10 0 540
3,948 6 0 300
8,202 13 G G23

G25 10 0 48

10,268 7 4 780

3,591 10 0 273

1,298 0 0 99
217 2 0 17
217 2 9 17
500 0 0 38

49,733 11 4
7,460 8 8 507

57,194 0 0 4,346
3,211 0 0

00,405 0 0 4,590

Bowral
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H. Deano, Bcwkal TO RoEERTSO^.—Part Ko. 2.
—^ Wild's Meadow to Jiobertson.

31'July, 1900. Rbvimd 03timate(i cost 0f a 6i„gle linB 0f railway 4 miles 31-32 chains in length, -with 00-lb. rails. Ming grade, 1 in 60.
Sharpest curve, 10 chains radius.—New fastenings ; new 4 feet 0 inch T.Os. ; full hahaat; sleepers, -,464 per mile.

Description.

Earthworks .....................................................................................................................................
Bridges and culverts ......................................................................................................................
Overbridge............................................................... ........ ;..............................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions.......................................................
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton)...........................................................
Ereight ........................................................................................................................................................
Platelaying at Is. 2d. = £451 14s. Sd...........................................................................................
Ballasting at 3s. Gd. = £1,355 .......................................................................................................
Sleepers at 3s. = £1,626 ................................................................................................................
Station-works, including sidings ...................................................... .................... , ......... „.jri ,
Station buildings; waiting shed, £220; platforms, £14o; goods shed ana platform, £3,-10;

20-ton weighbridge, £230; 3-ton crane, £19S ; cottage, £270 ; trucking yards, £o94 ...
tVater supply................................................................................................. -.................................
Gradient and mileage posts.............................................................................................................
Telegraph .........................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous.....................................................................................................................................

Estimated cost.
Average

pnr
mile.

Cost of works...................................................................
Engineering and contingencies, 15 percent, (nearly).

Add for extra cost of rails at £7 10s. per ton.

Total cost............................................................... £

£ 3. d. £
31,236 5 0 2,554
3,03S 10 0 691

300 0 0 68
1,264 0 0 287
2,745 0 0 623

209 5 0 48

3,433 4 s 7S0

2,G7o 0 0 60S

1,935 0 0 451
1,500 0 0 341

72 12 0 17
72 12 0 17

250 0 0 57

2S,7S1 8 8
4,317 11 4 981

33,099 0 0 7,523
1,074 0 0

34,173 0 0 7,767

5. How far, ia a direct line, is Bowral from Eobertson ? To the centre of the town it ia a little over 13

6. How far is it from Moss Yale to Eobertson in a direct line? Just about a quarter of a mile further.
7 Then in order to set from Bowral to Eobertson, even with a 1 in GO grade, you have practically to go 
oiie-third more than the actual distance ? Yes ; it will be such a very crooked line. There is a great bend 
necessary in order to get round the Wingecarribce Swamp, and in order to negotiate the hilly country.
8. So that the very difficult character of the line involves a larger amount of railway construction per 
square mile of country to be served than is ordinarily the case with our hues? lea. .
0 I gather from the report of Mr. Stuart that the latter reason which has been urged in support ot the 
line, namely a connection with the Illawarra line at Hapto, cannot be urged in favour ot a line from
Bowral to Eobertson? Ho. ^ - ,r .■ 0
10 The onlv feasible way of carrying out that project would be to leave Eobertson out of the question. 
Yes : it would function a few miles out of Bowral. In fact, Eobertson is not m the direct line at all 
] l Hoes this line lend itself to such a connection ? Ho. If you wanted to connect the district with the 
Illawarra line you would not go through Eobertson at all; it would be practically impossible to do so.
1“ Erom the general nature of the report on the roads, would you say that the roads from Bowral and 
Moss Vide to Eobertson are fairly good? Erom Moss Yale to Eobertson the road is very good ; but the 
road from Bowral to Eobertson is not in such good condition.
13. Is the country of such a nature that, after connecting with Eobertson, there is not much likelihood 
of any further extension, presuming the line were built ? I believe so.
14'. Mr. Watson] Is there a sudden drop on the coast side? Yes. .
15 Going from Kohertson towards the coast, does a sudden drop occur there? Yes.
16. If the line were taken to Eobertson would it draw any traffic from any distance beyond there or 
would the traffic be likely to go towards the Illawarra line? I should think it would make tor the

17 ^Chairman.] Are the last 4 miles of the proposed line much heavier as far as the nature of the country 
is concerned than the first 13 miles? Tes, very much heavier. There would be very great difficulty in 
getting a good line there. The section shows a succession of cuttings and banks.
)S Mr. Shepherd.'] Was a trial survey of the line ever made to Moss \ale ? Yes ; that was the line 
which was first submitted to the Public Works Committee; but the last section would be common to 
the two, so that that proposal would not get out of any of tbe rough part of the country.
1<) Mr. McFarlane.] If the proposed line were earned only as far as Y-ild s Meadows would thcie be 
nnv considerable amount of traffic, and how would the traffic compare with what there would be it the 
terminal point were at Eobertson ? All the traffic that comes from Eobertson would go through V ild s 
Meadows, but really the traffic is very small on both roads from Moss A ale and Bowral.
20. Ho von think that such a line would serve the country at Eobertson ? I doubt very much whether 

’it would". When the farmers once put their produce on their carts I think they would go right on to the

21. Bupposing the line were continued from Eobertson so as to join the Illawarra railway, would thm. Lc
anv material benefit to the district ? I am very doubtful about it myself. ,, ,
2’i" Which way would the traffic go from Eobertson if the line were so extended ? 1 think it would be
verv likely to go to the nearest port. ,
23.'Mr. jiyttm.] Would such an extension go by way of Eangaroo A alloy ? Ho, it would not go throuji
there The line that Mr. Stuart has explored keeps well north of the illawarra Lake. .
■U Jif,. McFarlane.] Can vou sav whether the Bailway Commissioners would approve of the terminus 
being placed at Wild’s Meadows"? They do not approve of tlie line at all. I do not think thaUhoy 
have"been asked to consider the question of terminating the line at Wild s Meadows. They say thaMhe 
construction of the line is unnecessary, on account of its short length. -o.
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25. Do you tliinlc there would he about as much traffic if the line stopped at Wild's Meadows as if it 
were extended to Eobertson ? I have not studied the circumstances of the district sufficiently to be able 
to say. _ _ _ _
20. Would not that bring about a considerable reduction in the cost of the railway ? Yes, there would 
be less mileage.
27. Would not tbe cost of construction be £31,000 less ? Yes.
28. In view of that saving of £34,000 in cost of construction, and tbe probability that the same amount 
of traffic would be carried, do you think that the Eailway Commissioners would favour the proposal ? _ I 
have no doubt that a line to Wild’s Meadows only would show better proportionate returns than a line 
right through to Eobertson ; hut I should say, that judging from the Eailway Commissioners’ report, that 
they would not favour such a liue on account of its being so short, it is certainly unnecessary.
20. Do jou think the Southern line is sufficiently near to the people in that district to. answer all 
purposes ? Yes. The original report of the Public Works Committee shows the kind of line that was 
projected between Moss Yale and Eobertson. The ruling grade in that line was 1 in 40. An endeavour 
has been made, with regard to the line now submitted to the Public Works Committee, to obtain a ruling 
grade of 1 in (50. If a ruling grade of 1 in 40 were adopted, of course the liue would he somewhat 
cheaper. ...
30. Mr. Shepherd^] Has any attempt ever been made to get a practicable line from the Southern railway 
to the Illawarra railway? Tfot other than Mr. Stuart’s exploration. Similar difficulties occur all the 
way along the coast right throughout the Colony. There is a difficulty even when we get down to 
Eombala, althouch there are leading spurs there ahich you could follow". The great difficulty here no 
doubt is due to the very sudden drop in a short distance and the absence of leading spurs.
31. Mr. Kyam.] Speaking of the Bombala country, is it not a little better there, because the coast range 
is further back, and there ia a long spur running almost to the coast ? Yes ; hut it is very difficult even 
there. The line running down to Wolumla is the best line of any, bat it will be a very expensive line.

H. Deane.

31 July, 1900.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Endways, sworn, and examined —
32, Chairman^ Have you a statement prepared with regard to tbe proposed line from Bowral to J, Harper. 
Eobertson ? Yes ; it is as follows :—

Proposed Railway, Bowral to Robertson, 17^ Milks. ‘ 31 July, 19Qi
As directed by tbc Commissioners, I have had an estimate prepared o£ the probable traffic for this proposed railway.

The estimated cost of cousti action is £94,578, or £5,338 per mile. Interest at 3 per cent, on this sum would amount
to £2,837. and the working expeuses would he £2,578, or a total of £5,415.

The estimated trafhc is as follows :— *
General goods—2,000 tons, at 3s. ; £50 tons, at 7s. 7d............................................
Agricultural and dairy produce—3,000 tuns, at £s. 6d.............................................. 375
Live stock—150 trucks ,at 15s...................................................................................... M3

SS2
Passengers—3,000 1st class, at 3s. 8d. ; 4,000 2nd class, at 2s. 5d.........................  1,033
Mails—IS imlcs, at £12 per mile .............................................................................. 216

Total ................................................................................. £2,131
Although the line is 17-^ miles iu length, the hulk of the traffic (goods, produce, and stock) would not he carried 

more than an avesage distance of 15 miles, and the estimate has been based accordingly.
For mails and passenger traffic, however, the full distance (IS miles) has been credited. Local rates have been 

applied to general goods, and 2s. 6d, per ton for agricultural produce.
Approximately, the population to be served is 3,500 (including 1,000 in the Kangaroo Talley district), and two trips 

per year have been allowed for each member of the population.
It is considered that the estimate of the traffic is in every direction a libeial one for the line, especially as regards the 

produce, tlie tonnage of which has been based ou an estimated area under cultivation during 1S99, which is regarded as the
best season known for four \ eais. The figures are :—

Acres. Tons
Cabbages........................................................................................... 75 1,300
Potatoes ........................................................................................... 309 1,200
Dairy produce ................................................................................................ 503

Total......................................................................... 3,000
The bull: of the traffic to be carried over this proposed line now finds its way through Moss V'alc. A small quantity 

is received at Rowral and Mittagong. By diverting it via Bowral from Moss Yale, there would be a loss of 6 miles to the 
Main Southern lint as against the eatnings of a branch line of 18 miles. The loss by diversion of traffic has not been 
debited.

The distance by road to Robertson from Moss Yale is 14 miles, and from Bowral, 15, whilst the proposed lino is 
171, miles. At least 00 pci cent, of the Robertson traffic is earned to and from Moss Yale at 10s. per ton, and empty 
butter kegs are returned free. The road is an excellent one, and the return trip is made in the same day, yet with all these 
advantages it is admitted that the district is not as prosperous now as it was fifteen years ago, and it is stated that a number 
of old settlers have left it to take up land on the South Coast and the Richmond River.

ri he country for the first 9 miles of the line may he regarded as suitable for pastoral purposes only, whilst a large 
extent of that m the Kangaloon, Burrawang, and Robertson districts is no doubt of a rich volcanic character, but requiies 
manuring to produce good crops of potatoes.

An idea of the progress made can be formed on perusal of the enclosed doomnents prepared by the Secretary of the 
Railway League at Robertson at the close of 1S9G. This gentleman points out that at the end of 1S96 there were 321 
farmers, holding 39,101 acres of the best land, out of which he admits there were only 220 acres of potatoes and 40 acres 
of cabbages. This would represent j,580 tons. The estimate now submitted, based on information as to area under 
cultivation during 1809, provides for 2,500 tons of the same produce. Hay, &c., which is grown purely for local use, has 
not been included in the estimate.

Dairy produce.

It is represented that during the year 1896, 1,235,300 lb. of butter were made from 2,841,205 gallons of milk 
produced m the distuct to be served by the proposed hue, tlie Berrima District Company making the butter, finding the 
salt, colouring it. he., and delivering it at Moss Vale station (14 miles from Robertson) at Jd. per lb. It is claimed that 
with a railway a large quantity of milk would he sent to Sydney' instead of being made into butter locally, and as a con
sequence a large traffic would result. The experience of tlie Department in eoimection with the South Coast line shows 
that reliance can onlv he placed upon butter and cream traffic, and not to any exteut upon carrying milk. _

' Competition
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' ' Competition with Eailway,
J. Harper. A road was opened by the Government between Albion Park and the Macquarie Pass about two years ago, which

j- - has enabled the storekeepers at Eobertson and Eurraivang, on tbe proposed line (and indeed at Bowral and Moss Vale), to^ 
31 July 1900. goods of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd classes cheaper than by rail to Bowral or Moss Vale. Heavy loading, such as sugar,

' iron, wire, &c., can be landed at Robertson, via Shellharbour, for 30s. per ton (10s. steamer’s freight, and 20s. road rate), 
the distance by road being 20 miles. The same class of loading from Sydney to Bowral would cost 29s. 7d. per ton in 
truck-loads, and in smaller quantities, 36s. 5d. per ton, but in addition to this, there would be a cartage rate of 10s. per 
ton from Bowral or Moss Vale to Robertson or Burrawang. In the case of 2nd and 3rd class goods, tbe saving in adopting 
the coastal route reaches as high as 20s. per ton, or 33 per cent, A great deal of loading has already arrived for Robertson 
and Burrawang, and one large storekeeper in Bowral and Moss Vale has also obtained some sugar and kerosene na Shell- 
harbour. In competition with a railway at Robertson, there is no doubt that the road charge hetween Shellharbour and 
Robertson would be considerably reduced (it is now Js. per ton per mile for 20 miles to Robertson), and the same charge 
was only made to Moss Vale, 34 miles, and there is no doubt it would be found hopeless to compete with the boats and 
teams for the high-class tradic, especially as return loading would be secured by the teams in the shape of potatoes for 
disposal on the South Coast line. On the other band, if the tine is constructed to Robertson, an endeavour might be made 
to use it for carrying goods traffic from Shellharbour for Moss Vale, Bowral, &c., although sucb a contingency could be 
controlled by arbitrary rates from Robertson.

In preparing the estimate for this proposed line, the competition by teams has been kept in mind, and only a small 
percentage (250 tons) of high-class traffic has been allowed for. In any case the estimate would not be much increased if 
the whole of tbe high-class goods were credited at local rates.
I also produce a map showing the area of country which will be served by the proposed line.
33. How would you describe the limits of the trafficahle area ? The furthest southern point is about 12 
miles, embracing a portion of the Kangaroo Valley. The traffic of the lower portion of that valley would 
continue to go to the coast under any circumstances. To the east the maximum distance would be about 

' 8 milesnorth-east, about 10 miles, and running from there to the existing line. The blue line on tbe
map indicates the traffic which at present finds its way to tho existing.railway at Moss Vale, Bowral, or 
Mittagong. The portion of the map, shown in rod, on the south-east side shows the additional traffic 
which it is anticipated would go towards the projected line.
31. Mr, Shepherd^ How long is it since the first survey was made on this line ? I do not know. I think 
I first reported on the line in 1886, and again in 1888. At that time it wras proposed to take the lino 
from Moss Yale to Kohertson. .

. 35. According to the report before us, there seems to have been a falling-off in the district during the
last fifteen years ? Yes; hut it will be noticed that the estimated traffic shows really an increase of a 

, couple of hundred pounds on the traffic estimated to be obtained in 1888.
36. Is there any cause assigned for that falling-off? A large number of the South Coast farmers have 
gone to the Kichmond and other northern rivers in order to acquire larger areas, or for other reasons 
best known to themselves. That, no doubt, has militated against the progress of the district. My 
estimate, however, is based on what was produced in the season of 1803, aud, from an agricultural point 
of view, that ia regarded as the most prosperous season they have had in that district.
37. Are the principal products iu that district dairy products ? Yes.
38. Hid they try to grow maize some years ago in that district? As far back as my recollection of this 
district goes, and that is about fourteen years, no maize has been grown to any extent.
39. Are the Kailway Commissioners favourable to the construction of this line ? I do not think so.
40. I suppose you are personally acquainted with.the country? Yes ; 1 have been over it a number of 
times.
41. What is your opinion as to the prospect of the railway paying? I must confess I cannot see any 
immediate prospect of its doing so. It will be a very expensive line, costing over £5,000 per mile to 
construct, and, like all short lines, it will relatively be an expensive line to work.
42. And the country has been so long occupied that there is not likely to be any new industry established 
there ? No, and as I have stated in my report, we have very good reason to fear competition from the 
South Coast; in fact, that competition exists to-day. The rates for carrying goods by road are more 
favourable in certain directions than we can offer for the conveyance of goods by the existing railway.
43. Would goods be likely to find their way to the coast? No ; but goods would be likely to find their 
way from the coast up to the Kohertson district. Potatoes would probably find their way to the coast 
from the Robertson district, and they would furnish back loading for the drays carrying on the road 
traffic.
44. According to the plan, it would appear that Moss Vale is nearer to Kohertson than Bowral is ;—do 
you know why Bowral was selected instead of Moss Vale as the point of junction with the Southern 
railway ? I think a line to Kohertson from.Bowral will serve a better district, and it will serve more of

' the district. Then, again, it has the advantage of being 6 miles nearer to Sydney.
45. Was there not a great deal of controversy on that point some years ago ? Yes; and at one time 
Mittagong was mentioned as a good place for a junction ; but that now appears to have dropped out of 
consideration.
46. I see in your report that you say there is competition already for that traffic of the Koberston district 
by way of Albion Park, on the Illawarra railway line and the Macquarie Pass ? Yes; a road has been 
recently constrncted over Macquarie Pass to Robertson.
47. Surely they would never attempt to bring anything up from the low country about there ? Yes ; 
they are now bringing goods from that point as far as Moss Yale and Bowral, and their rates are more 
favourable than our railway rates.
48. What route do they adopt ? They come up from Albion Park through the Macquarie Pass. They 
are getting a good rate. They charge the same to Moss Vale as they do to Kohertson. The distance is 
34 miles. Por general merchandise we cannot compete on tho Illawarra railway with the steamers for 
Kiama and Wollongong, To those places steamers carry the bulk of tbe general merchandise.
49. Gkairm-an.'] It is urged, in support of this line, that there will afterwards be a further extension of 
it to the South Coast line, with the view of getting ore more easily and cheaply to Dapto and other 
smelting works on the South Coast line ;—from a railway point of view, what would be the effect of a 
connection between the Southern line and the North Coast line for that purpose? From a railway 
point of view, it would not he very beneficial; it would mean the construction of a new line and the 
withdrawal of traffic from the existing railway, and the new' line u'ould be one with very heavy grades
50. Is the carriage of ore over such a long distance to Sydney, and then down to Dapto, a fairly profitable
branch of the railway traffic? No. We only charge |d, per ton per mile, and it would take a lot of 
that kind of traffic to pay the cost of a line to the South Coast, 51.
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. 51. Would it make a saving by reducing tbe working expenses and tbc distance over wbicb the ore Las to 7. Harper, 
be carried, if we were to charge a slightly higher rate for the conveyance of ore to Bowral and Moss o.'TT^T^, 
Tale, and thence across to the South Coast line? Ko, As far as tlie carriage of ores is concerned, we ^ 0 •
make the charge uniform, and, simply because a newline was opened, vou could scarcely put a differential 
rate upon it. "
52. Presuming, for tbe sake of illustration, that it cost 10s. per ton to take the oro round from Bowral to 
Sydney, and then down the South Coast line to Dapto, and if we constructed a lino direct from Bowral 
to Dapto, would you be able to save a large amount of working expenses which is included in that charge 
of 10s, per ton ? It would all depend upon the character of the new line which would be constructed.
It might cost more to take the ore across that new line, owing to the heavy grades, than it would to take it 
by way of Sydney as at present. Then the chances arc that a very large proportion of the trucks 
employed to carry the ore would have to be sent on to Sydney from Dapto in order to get return loading 
to the country.

l’ou no^ T'elT ®ucli a proposal with great favour? Xo ; I do not think that at present it is 
within the sphere of practical consideration.
54. How much of the country to be served by this proposed line from Bowral can be considered to be
already fairly served by the Southern railway ? Tf a man can make a trip to the railway and back in one 
day, he may be considered as being within a fair distance of the railway which exists to-day. The people 
in this district who are proposed to be served by this railway, are now able to do the round trip in 
one day, "
55. How do those people manage with regard to obtaining supplies who live to the eastward of Robertson ?
They have tbe advantage of being able to make use of the Illawarra railway and tbe coastal steamers.
The coastal steamers rates are so low that the people to the east of Eobertson are more favourably placed 
than the people living at Bowral and Moss Vale.
56. Have you considered the question of only taking the line as far as was indicated by the last Public 
Works Committee which considered this proposal—that is, that the terminus should be at Wild's Meadows?
Xo. I have dealt with the line as a whole. The first 9 miles from Bowral goes through pastoral country.
I have made out my estimate on the basis of taking the line as a whole. I imagine that if the railway 
were only constructed for a distance of 13 miles, a good deal of the traffic to the east of that terminus 
would probably not come in to it at all. That traffic would find its way down to the Illawarra railway, and 
the South Coast. If the railway is to be of any value at all it would be necessary to make the 
whole of it, J
57. Mr. Watson.'} Would not the working expenses amount to as much for a line 13 miles long as for a 
hne 17 miles long ? Tes ; there would practically be only the extra cost of maintenance.
vwhl?0 fr11 PeoP'e living about Robertson would patronise tbe railway if it terminated at
Wild s Meadows,_ rather than go right into Moss Yale, once they have their carts loaded ? If the line 
terminated at Wild s Meadows, I think the people at Robertson would be likely to get their goods from 
the coast that is to say, they would have to pay for 5 miles of cartage from the terminus at Wild’s 
Meadows to Robertson as against 20 miles from the South Coast line, and very much lower freight by 
the steamers along the coast than they would have to pay if they got their goods along the Southern 
railway. <=. o
59, Taking the other suggestion, with regard to the connection to suit the consignors of ore from the 
south to Dapto, the construction of a loop line would save about 100 miles in the freight of southern ores 
winch are now taken round to Sydney and back to Dapto ;—allowing for tbe extra cost of haulage over 

a? j aT^ grades>between the Southern and tlie South Coast lines, what difference do you think you could 
afford to make iu the freight charged on, say, a 400-mile run ? It would be absolutely id. per ton 
difference as between the mileage; but you would require to put against that the loss which would be 
sustained on tbe existing main line. As tbe distance is greater to-day, the profit would probably be nil.
More would be lost as a matter of revenue than would be gained.
GO Supposing that you could get a reasonable connection between the two lines, is it not possible that a 
reduction m the cost of carriage would mean the difference between a gain and a loss in the working of 
many mines ? I have not gone into that question. ’
61. Do you uo a considerable amount of business now in tho carriage of ores ? Tes ■ from all parts of
the country. r
62. Is it profitable enough to enable you to make up train-loads of ores ? Ko ; the business is done onlv
m ordinary trucks one or two at a time ; there is no large volume of the traffic. "
03. Do you anticipate that it is likely to be a large traffic at any time, or is it only spasmodic P I would 
scarcely like to call it spasmodic. I hope it will be regular ; but I am not prepared to sav that it will all 
come from the Southern line. My information indicates the contrary, aud that it will be more extensively 
drawn from the west and the north. ‘ '
64. Do you take any ores from the north to Dapto? Cockle Creek works deal with most of that, 
although some does come to Dapto.
65. Do any of the southern ores go up to Cockle Creek ? I cannot say iust now ; but I know I am
correct with regard to tho other direction. '
66. Unless there is some strong local reason in favour of a connection between tlie Main Southern line 
and the South Coast liue, do you think that the ore question would be sufficient to iustify such a work ?
I certainly do not. '
67. Do you know of any other trade or class of produce that would be influenced bv the construction of
such a line ? jSo. "

Archibald Campbell, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined
GS. Mr. McFaf-lanc.] Have you a good knowledge of the country which will be served bv the proposed Archibald 
railway from Bowral to Robertson ? I have not a great deal of knowledge of the roulo between Bowral Campbell, 
and Robertson ; but I have a good knowledge of the country between Illawarra and Robertson, and of tbe M.P. 
proposed extension between those two places. A —,
09 Are you prepared to make a statement with regard to that locality, and the probabilities of a further 31 ,Tuly’im 
extension ? I did not come into the room with the view of giving evidence , but ] am so familiar with 
ail the particulars connected with the proposal that I am quite prepared to make a statement of the mam

facts
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Archibald facts at a moment's notice, as I am about to do in this instance. I look upon the proposed extension of 
branch line to Kohertson—I care not from what point it comes on the Southern line as merely the 

1 ‘ first step towards what must be carried out in the near future—that is, a connecting line between the 
31 July 1900. Southern railway and the Illawarra railway, mainly for the purpose, which I have heard referred

’ to here, of the haulage of ores from the southern districts to be smelted in Illawarra.^ ibis Colony 
has two great coal-fields—the Newcastle in the north, and the Illawarra in the south. Ihe Newcastle 
coal-field will be the smelting-ground for the northern ores, and in the same way Illawarra will be the 
natural smelting-ground for the mines in the southern part of the Colony. As sure as water finds its level, 
so surely will the smeltiug-ores in the two portions of the Colony find their way to these two great smelting- 
furnaces which have been provided by Nature. I have just heard Mr. Harper give evidence with regard to 
the haulage of ore from the southern districts. I have obtained particulars from the Railway Department 
showing that the charge of ^d. per ton per mile means a difference of about 4s. (id. per ton on ores coming 
from the southern districts to the Dapto Smelting Works by way of Sydney, as compared with taking the 
ores by a direct route by way of Robertson or thereabouts into the Illawarra district. Mr, Watson asked 
Mr. Harper some pointed questions upon that subject. I have statistics supplied by the Railway Depart
ment showing that on every ton of ore taken from the southern districts, including the south-western 
parts of the Colonv in the direction of Wyalong and Young, coming down to the Dapto Smelting Works, 
round the " Horn ” via Sydney, and then down the Illawarra line, means a difference of 4s. (id. per ton 
for haulage compared with what would bo charged if it were conveyed over a direct line, which would not 
be more than 40 miles in length as against 14U miles at present. Some months ago [ mentioned this 
matter to Mr. A. Chapman, M.P. for Braidwood, who is well posted up in all mining matters. He made 
the statement to me that a saving of 4s. Gd. per ton would mean in the case of many mines all the 
difference between profitable working and working at a loss. ‘Without using the words in an offensive 
sense, I think the matter has been looked at from a narrow railway point of view. In the present 
circumstances, assuming from a railway point of view that the Department would lose 4s. fid. per ton if 
the ores were carried over a direct line by way of Robertson, any person of common-sense can see at once 
that if such a reduction were made, the tonnage carried would increase to an enormous extent. What 
the railway service would lose on the present carriage by way of Sydney would be nothing compared with 
what they would gain by the haulage of the extra quantity of ore which would be brought to Illawarra, 
by the shorter route, for smelting. According to the particulars I have obtained from the Railway 
Department, the difference, in a year and nine months, on the ore that was carried to tlie Dapto Smelting 
Works amounted to between £2,000 and £3,000- Hook upon the haulage of ore from the gold-mines, 
copper-mines, and other such works in the southern parts of tho country, in districts such as Braidwood, 
Queanbeyan, I'umut, Young, and Wyalong, as being infinitely the greatest matter to be considered in 
discussing the construction of this brancli line. The extension of the line to Robertson, important 
agricultural district though it is, is not to be compared for a moment with the national advantages 
connected «ith tlie construction of a direct line to the Illawarra coal-fields in order to convey ore to the 
smelting works. So important is the question oE conveying ores to the smelting works from the southern 
half of the Colony, that I think the Public Works Committee should take evidence on the point, m the 
Illawarra district/ What I am proposing is the extension of the proposed line from Robertson into the 
Illawarra district, which would only be a distance of about 20 miles. In my opinion, it would be an 
inestimable national benefit to the Colony. If such a line were made, many additional mines would be 
opened in consequence in different parts of tho Colony, which would be of immense advantage to the
mining industry. j i o
70. To what point of the Illawarra railway line would you suggest this proposed line should be extended d
Personally, J do not care wliere it touches the Illawnirra line.
71. Which would bo tlie most convenient place for a junction? It would be where the best grade could 
be obtained for getting up and down the mountain.
72. Can you suggest where that would bo ? No ; that can oniy be shown by a thorough survey.
73. Do you know, generally, the nature of the country between Robertson and the place on the Illawarra 
railway where the lines are likely to bo connected ? ITcs.
74. What class of country would it be? It would be difficult country over the mountain, wherever the 
mn<m was crossed. There is a fall of over 2,000 feet-; hut I have m> more doubt than 1 have of my own 
existence that a good route with fair grades could be obtained. In order to find that, R would be necessary 
to have a thorough survey made—one lasting for several months—in order to ascertain tho best natural 
features of the country, so as to obtain easy grades. I wisli to say a few words with regard to the cursory 
observations which were made by Mr. McDonnell Stuart, who has furnished a report which the Chairman 
of this Committee has been good" enough to enable me to look over. That exploiwtion was made during the 
holidays between last Christmas and New Year’s Day, and that gentleman was only there for three or rour 
days. " No matter what professional ability a man may have, he cannot pronounce a correct opinion after 
so casual an inspection of mountainous country, extending over oniy a few days ; it would require mouths
to do tho work thoroughly. , . .A
73. What is the distance from Robertson to the coast ? I believe that a much bettor grade than 1 in 40 
could be obtained; and assuming that there was a good deal of winding round about the spurs, m my 
opinion tho distance would not be more than 2!) miles—it might not be so much. I wish to impress upon 
the Committee, if Mr. Btuart’s report conies before them, that his inspection of the country was ot a most 
casual character. Tnat was all he was intended to do. He only made a flying inspection, lasting three or
four davs, and that was wholly inadequate for the purpose. .
76. Respecting the proposal before the Committee—that is, connecting Bowral with Robertson what is 
your opinion concerning that:—do you think there will be sufficient traffic to make that railway a paying 
"line ? J do nut consider myself a sufficient authority on that subject, and I would not venture to express 
an opinion on the point. I am not familiar with the country ; but I know that the Robertson district is
a very good one. _ , , , . . r . ,
77. You would not care to express an opinion? I do not hesitate to express the opinion that it is a district 
which ought to have a branch railway. It is a rich district. It is one of the first parts of the Colony 
that was taken up under Sir John Robertson’s Tree Selection Act. and there was never any dummyism 
there. 11, R a genuine settlement, and there is no better yeomanry in the whole country than rc=ide in that 
district. There has been no picking out of the eyes of the country. People went there and cleared the 
great bush which existed. The farms are still used for agricultural purposes, and families are living upon 
them. They are a most industrious class of people. Ev en if the line did not pay at the outset, I believe
t would pay eventually.
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V8. Is there any room for increased settlement, and would the construction of a railway bring about any Archibald
increased tralhc , It is a favoured and favourite district. In summer time it is almost as cool as it is in Campbell.
the neighbourhood of Kiandra; it is over 2,000 feet high. In summer it is much cooler there than in
the lower districts, and if a railway were made, I believe a considerable number of people would go to
live there on that account. Probably the larger farms would be subdivided, and would be taken up bv a u ' •
wealthy class of people vyho would settle there on account of the salubrity of the climate. There are also
many waterfalls m the district, which would bo an attraction to tourists. '
/S). Are there any available Crown lands t here which would be taken up if better means of communication 
were afforded I am not sufficiently familiar with that part of the country to answer that question. A 
great portion of the Crown lands immediately to the north of the district "are reserved for the Sydney ' 
water supply ; so that I suppose there could be little extension of settlement in that direction "
80 1 our principal contention is that tho proposal to connect Bowral with Eobertson by railway should 
only form part of a scheme for connecting the Southern line with the Illawarra railway" for the" purpose 
of taking ore to the illawarra district to he smelted there ? My contention is that the question of 
extending the line from Bowral to Eobertson is infinitesimal ia importance compared with the extension 
ot the Ime to the Illawarra district for smelting purposes.
81. Do you think that tho traffic caused by conveying ore to the Illawarra district would be sufficient to 
pay interest and working expenses on such a line ? Tes ; that traffic and the traffic incidental thereto 
Ihero would, ot course, be some general traffic as well. I have no doubt that such a railway would nay 
and that in the near future it would more than pay.
82 Do you think there will be any other traffic besides the conveyance of ore ? Tes ; there is always 
Hiciaeutal traffic where there is a- railway. J
Sd. Would it be an important feature P In my opinion the haulage of ore would be tlie great feature of 
the Hoe. Inc mere fact that mine-owners in southern and south-western parts of the country now send 
ores all the way to feydney, and back to Illawarra, shows that it would be a great advantage to have such 
a direct hoe, A difference of 4s. (id. per ton in the carriage of the ore would cause other mines to be 
opened, and incomparably more ore would he sent than is now forwarded by the longer route.

. f'1} w°u,,d “0.fc t,hat a loss of 4s- 6d- Per ton to the Eailway Commissioners ? I have already 
pointed out that, m my opinion, the increase in mining, and the increase in the quantity of ore that would 
be sent, owing to the reduction of 4s. Gd. per ton in the cost of carriage, would far outweigh tho Joss on 
■he present trafhc. I understand that at present the haulage by way of Sydney prevents the sending of 

a great deal of ore from the parts of the Colony referred to. It is not a question whether it should be 
sent io Illawarra or to .Newcastle, because when the ore reaches Sydney it is then only a question of 
sending it 50 miles to Hapto as against about 100 miles to Newcastle.
So. Do you think that the reduced freight would mean an enormous addition to the present traffic, which 
v ould reimburse the Eailway Commissioners for the loss they would sustain on the present route " Tes ■ 
that is only common sense. r ’
SO. Mr. Wafsoti.-] Do you know that, as far as the investigation bv Mr. McDonnell Stuart went he is 
ot opinion that the most practicable route to connect the South (Mast line with the main Southern line 
would leave Eobertson some distance to tho south of the railway? Tes; hut that is only his opinion after 
making a flying survey lasting only three or four days, and he was nearly roasted to death when he was 
there owing to intensely hot weather. I am not reflecting upon him, but it was impossible for a human 
being to ao the work properly m such a short time.

01i|y point that seems to bear out his contention is that Eobertson is 2,400 feet above the level 
ot the bouth Coast line, and, at the same time, is 200 feet higher than Moss Talc or Bowral ? The highest 
point on the Blue Mountains is 3,600 feet-that is, nearly twice as high above Penrith as Eobertson is

}ihere.!S a Stance of 50 miles iu reaching'that height on the Western line, whereas 
on the So ithern line there is only a distance of 20 miles ? Tes ; but in that distance of 20 miles the 
grai e could be flattened out a great deal The Macquarie Pass road was for manv vears thought to be 
impossible on an easy grade. Now, that road, which was constructed only two or "three vears ago, is so 
graded that there is not a part of it which a horse attached to a buggy cannot trot up if required That 
is over a distance of only 4 miles. in-
8!). Did not that road cost a great deal of money ? Onlv about £5,000.
r'L'01'1 T?U- SA>lthan y^u knOW tl10 country pretty well between Eobertson and Dapto, where the two 
lines would junction ? I did not fix any junction. 1
JLfj10 DOf se? wlie™ tlleI T,d iu.nctic;“ in a,ly o^er place except at Kiama ? I understand that my
SwlTn m tCW othe^f,ntlsm^nrh!1le be™ exploring another route within the last few days—that is, 
between the Macquarie alley and .Tamberoo. J
02. Do you not think that any railway taken from Robertson to the South Coast line, anywhere about 
Dapto, would cost an enormous sum ot money? A portion of it would be verv expensive; but that 
would only be tor a few miles. ' ^ ’
93. How much do you think it would cost ? As I am not an engineer, I cannot answer the qoestion.
the Wyh rvfhl|1p ^ )e ln™6 of would justify the construction of a railway from Bowral to
the South Coast.. I have no doubt at all about it, and in the national interest it should'be constructed
mntie0 T adTOCa'1te a ]l™. oi Aat description ? Tes. I have no personal interest or concern in the 
ft™! L“m !!mp y 8Peaklllg 111 th® general interest. It is essential, in the genera! public interest, that 
the oicb from the southern and son I h-western portions of the Colony should be afforded the best facilities 
for renening tlie XIlLi^nira conl-fields for smeltiiio1 purDos&s
w?fl Ww hf Cf ieSS ”0 amTk’is ifc,UOti likclir that tlle 01'e8’iaate!ld of going to Illawarra,
to Ilfawarra “ ' That WOuld sh°rtel1 the d‘st£lncei but sti]1 ^ would not be so short as going

97 The distance of the connection with the Southern line and Illawarra would he about 45 miles ? I 
believe it would be under 40 miles. I do not believe it would be much more than 30 miles. There is 
bedownwards ^ C0DBldcred 111 connection with the conveyance of ore—that the heavy load would always

98 Would not this have to he considered—that there would bo no loading back again, unless it mi-ht be
theother direction113 ^ kn0Wn aS a srea,t volum6 of trade M ™c direction without some going in

268—B FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY, 3 AUGUST, 1900.
[The Committee met at the Municipal Council Chamhcrs, Sowral, at 10 a.mi]

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaiemakt),
The lion. Patjuck Lisdesat Ceawfokd Shepherd. | Eoeeht Henry Letien, Esq.-

The Conunittee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bowral to
, Eobertson.

William Broderick Brenning, farmer, West Kangaloon, sworn, and examined :—
W. E, 99. Chairman.'] How far is West Kangaloon from Bowral? A little oxer 9| miles.

Brenning. uow far ig ^ Jj-, a direct line from the proposed railway ? About 4| miles.
/-A'—ioi. What is the character of the country of which West Kangaloon is the centre ?

3 Aug.,1900. fertile yye grow potatoes, and w-e follow the dairying industry.
102. Where is your principal market ? Sydney. _
103. Are many producers iu the district you have named more than 9| miles
line? Tes. _
104. What is the character of the road ? Very bad in some places, and very huly.
105. Can farmers go to aud from the railway with their produce in one day ?

106. What is the population of West Kangaloon ? I cannot say exactly; hut I think the area of the
district is between 10,000 and 12,000 acres, most of which is fairly good land. _
107. Are the producers handicapped by reason of the bad road to Bowral ? I am certain that if a 
railway were constructed via tbe Sheepwash, people would grow more potatoes than they do now. Some 
of them would also go in for market-gardening and fruit-growing. I have a small orchard, and I have 
had as many as thirty cases of apples from one tree. Last year the man who has the place now obtained 
twenty-five cases from one tree. The land is well adapted to the growth of fruit and cabbages.
108. Is there room for extension in the way of taking up land ? There is plenty of room if those who 
have large holdings will cut them up and let them. There is plenty of room for agriculture.
109. Would the proposed line pass through much Crown land hetween Bowral and Eobertson ? I do
not think it would pass through any. _
110. Do you think that the owners of the land through which the proposed line would pass would hand 
their land over to the Grovemment free of cost? Some might do it; others would not.
111. What is the average value per acre of the arable land in the Kangaloon district? There has been 
a great reduction in its value during the last five years. If a man were forced to sell he would not get 
more than half of what he would have got ten years ago. I myself have paid as much as £29 an acre
for land at Kangaloon. . .
112. Was that a special value ? It was a good value, although I have had good interest from the outlay
ever since. _ ■ .
113. Do you anticipate any serious difficulty in tbe way of handing over the land for railway purposes 
free of cost? Unfortunately, the railway does not touch any of the land at Kangaloon.
114. I am referring to the land actually required for railway purposes ? The land is not so valuable
along the route of the proposed line. ,
115. Erom your knowledge of the district, do you think it is likely that the estimated annual deficiency 
of £3,100 upon the working of the proposed railway would be wiped off within a reasonable time ? If we 
got good seasons I think the line would eventually pay, and that it will turn out better than what is 
represented by the report of the Eailway Commissioners.
116. The report of the Eailway Commissioners stated :—

Those who advocate the construction of the line allcee that the absence of progress is consequent on the difficulties 
experienced in getting the produce to market. No doubt the railway would afford a better means of transit, but it must 
be remembered that Robertson is only 14 miles from Moss Vale and 15 miles from Bowral; and, further, the district m 
fortunate in having good roads, though in, some places of steep gradients, These roads are being steadily improved, both 
.as regards formation and gradient, and the opening of tbe road over the Macquarie Pass has facilitated tramc to such an 
extent that goods have been carried from Sydney to Shellharbour by steamer, and thence to Kohertson district by team.
Do you consider that that estimate of the character of the roads is a fair oner I think it is very fair, 
hut it is a mistake to say the roads are good. They are very hilly, and are not so good as represented in 
the report. Tlie roads‘from the Sheepwash to Kangaloon are very steep, and at present they are not 
very good. I have been a resident of Kangaloon since 18G3, and I know the country very well.
117. The report admits that the district is capable of development, and goes on to say:

The absence of railway communication cannot be said to have created the stagnation which has prevailed for the 
past eleven years.
? There is no doubt the drought has affected us. We have been seriously handicapped by it, hut with the 
return of good seasons and with railway facilities the district will develop. _
118. It has been pointed out that if a connection be made towards the coast from Bowral or Moss Vale, it 
should be made in contemplation of a further extension to the South Coast line, in order that the ore 
may be expeditiously and cheaply carried to the coal at the coast; an engineer was asked to make a 
hying exploration of the country, and he pointed out that if the line went as far as Eobertson it could go 
no*further, and an alternative route was suggested by him a little further north ; have you considered 
that aspect of the question ? I have. In my opinion it would be a very difficult line to construct. I am 
not aware what ores are available. No doubt it would be nearer to get them to the coast.
119. Presuming Eobertson were left, as it would he by that survey, about 4 miles from the Ime, would 
the district of Eobertson and surroundings, under such circumstances, be sufficiently provided with 
railwav communication ? I hardly think so, because the country about Eobertson is naturally broken 
and bard to get at. A mile or two out of Eobertson it is very steep. I do not think such a lino would 
improve the position of Eobertson at all.
120. Such a line would go through Stockyard Swamp ? I know the place well, and it would be a very 
difficult route. It is very rocky country—somewhat similar to "Waterfall, on the Illawarra line, 121.

Tlie district is very 

from the Southern 

Tes; to and from
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121. Presuming the line is constructed, as proposed, the Chief Traffic Manager has mentioned in his
report that, with the prevailing rates, and local rates as far as Eobertson, it would still be possible to ren°ln^' 
bring goods by steamer to Shellharbour, and then, to send them by road to Eobertson in competition with ^ 1900,
the railway ;—do you think there is any danger to be anticipated in that respect ? I think not. Certainly ‘
there is communication at present by way of the Macquarie Pass Eoad ; but it is not soloed as people 
imagine. Parts of the mountain road are very good, but in wet-weather the lower part of itis very sticky, 
and a team could not bring much loading up. The storekeeper at Eangaloon has tried the experiment.
He got some sugar and kerosene through from there, and the wet weather coming on, the goods were 
lying at the wharf at Shellharbour for some time. The result is that he will get no more that way.
122. The report goes on to say :—

In the case of 2nd and 3rd-claas goods, the saving by adopting the coastal route reaches as high as 20s. per ton.
Do yon not think that that would he so serious a handicap that in regard to these classes of goods the 
railway would not be able to compete with tbe coast traffic ? The mountain is too steep. I think that 
men who contract to draw from there would soon give it up. 1 think that the railway could compete at 
the best of times. The road is not what might he called a good one; it requires metalling right through,
123. Do you know how many teams there are on the road between Eobertson and the coast ? I think 
there is only one. Tho Shellharbour Steam Shipping Co, has advertised for teams to draw goods from 
Shellharbour to Eobertson. In wet weather teams could not cross the Macquarie Eivulet. That has to- 
be crossed three times, and there are no bridges.
124. Mr. Shepherd.'] Has the Macquarie Pass Eoad been much altered during the last twelve or fourteen 
years ? Tes ; a lot of money has been spent upon it.
125. Is it zig-zagged ? Tes.
12C. What railway station do you use ? Bowral.
127. Do you know of any Crown land in the direction to which you have been referring ? No ; the whole 
of it is alienated, and what little good land is left is water reserves.
128. Do you think it is likely that the people benefited by the proposed line would he willing to guarantee 
the Government against loss ? That I could not say. Personally I think the estimate of the cost of 
construction is rather high. There are 8 miles of the line which I am certain could be constructed for 
less than the average which has been put down, the country being level. Those who are acquainted with 
the district as far as Myra Vale, know that the country is very level.
129. The estimate takes in the whole length of the proposed line, and an average is formed ? Of course, 
that part of the line from Myra Vale to Eobertson would be difficult of construction.
130. Is agriculture carried out to any extent in tho district? Not to the extent to which it was carried 
out twenty years ago. The dairying industry is carried on now ; but I have no doubt that if the district 
became overrun, the people, with proper facilities for getting to market, would go in for farming.
131. Is the country laid down with artificial grasses ? Yes ; most of it is roughed over with rye-grass and 
cockspur.
132. mat is the carrying capacity of the land which has not been sown, and of the land which has been 
sown with grasses ? The Kangaloon district, in its natural state, was mostly brush land and brush forest, 
ft had to be brushed thirty years ago and fired, and then rye-grass was sown.
133. AVhat is its carrying capacity? Twenty years ago it carried a beast to the acre, I daresay it would 
carry that now if it were properly laid down with rye-grass and clover. Unfortunately, we have had to 
contend, of late, with an insect in the grass. Once the insect is got rid of I believe the land will carry 
a beast to the acre.
134. Have you had any report upon that ? I think Mr. Thompson, of the Agricultural Department, 
reported upon it. His idea was, to put lime on the ground when the grass was sown. Personally, I think 
the last few dry years have caused the appearance of the insect.
135. Do you spell tbe land? IVe generally do that. IVe used to shut the paddocks up for two or three 
months. Of course spelling is of great benefit to the paddocks,
13(>. IVhat proportion of the land, say, for 10 miles on each side of the line, would you class as good 
pastoral land ? Most of it is fair pastoral land.
137. The whole of it would he fit for agriculture or pasturage ? Tes.
138. Mr. ietusji.j Has much agricultural produce been sent iu to Bowral? No, only potatoes.
139. In what quantity ? The last two or three years have been so very dry that not many have been sent 
in. I have no doubt the Eailway Department could give yon the full details.
140. IVhat is the character of the rainfall ? It is very good at Eobertson and Kangaloon. Of course, 
during the last three or four years we have suffered.
141. How far would the proposed railway be from your holding ? Pour miles.
142. And at present you are 9^- miles from the main line ? Tes,
143. I. suppose you know that in most parts of the country people are satisfied if the railway is within 
15 miles of them ? Tes.
144. 'Would you be willing to contribute towards the annual loss upon the proposed line? I would do it 
if the general public would do it.
145. Do you think that much of the estimated annual loss will eventually be made up ? I could not say; 
but no doubt it would if the seasons were favourable, and the people did more cropping and grew more 
potatoes.
148. Do you rely principally upon potato-growing? Yes.
147. How does oaten-bay grow? It grows well; but potatoes grow better in a good season. We get 
about S tons to tlie acre.
14S, Will the country grow maize ? Good maize has been grown ; but we could not compete with the 
Northern rivers.
149. How arc you off for timber ? A lot of it has been killed, and there is not much left, although there 
is plenty for firewood.
150. Is there no timber in the district suitable for railway sleepers ? There is timber on the water reserve 
which would be suitable for railway construction.
151. How far is lhat timber from the proposed railway line ? Seven or S miles. It is very good timber.
152. Is there any quantity of it ? I would not say that there is any quantity ; but there is some good 
box and stringy-bark.

Arthur
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Arthur Enos, auctioneer and farmer, Kangaloon, sworn, and examined 
Chairman] How long have you been at Kangaloon ? Twenty years.
"What is the extent of your property ? Two hundred acres.
"What are you chiefly cultivating ? I go in for dairying and potato growing.
How much land have you under potatoes P Last year I had about 10 acres.
What is your average crop per acreP J’rom 5 to 8 tons in a good season.
What number of cattle do you run P About seventy cows.
Ho you grow any feed for them P Yes; for the winter.
What kind of feed? Broadcast corn, oats, barley, and rye.
Do you find that these crops answer fairly well? Yes.
What is your average yield per cow ? I have not made a calculation, but I should imagine that a 

cow would return about £7 to £8 per year.
163. Is there much cultivation in your neighbourhood ? There has been a lot of cultivation, hut, owing 
to the cost of transit—from 10s to los. per ton—and the low prices ruling in the Sydney market, we 
cannot make it pay.
161. What distance do you live from Bowral? Ten miles.
163. Do you use the Bowral station ? Yes.
166. What distance would you he from the proposed line? About 4$ miles.
167. So that you would still have half tbe distance to carry your produce, even if the proposed line were 
constructed ? Yes.
16S. What effect do you think tbe construction of the line would have upon the farmers generally ? A 
good effect. At present the farmers cannot grow stuff to make it pay. I think the railway would bring 
people into the district. There is a lot of laud which at present is almost valueless which would become 
of benefit. For instance, grazing flats would be turned into cabbage flats. I may state that those who 
grow cabbages grow from 22 to 30 tons per acre. An acre of grazing ground would, if it were utilised 
for cabbages, be. worth a good deal in that way.
160. What is the average size of farms? The smallest is 40 acres, and they run up to 400 and 500 acres,
170. Do you think a farmer can get a fairly good living off 40 acres ? Yes; from some of the rich land, 
through cultivation.
171. Do you carry out mixed farming in tbe district? Yes : but we principally go in for dairying.
172. Do the farmers, as a rule, appear to be prosperous ? Yes.
173. I suppose that on nearly tbe whole of the farms the timber has been killed? Yes; on the farms (
which are using timber. There is plenty of timber ou the Crown lands, about 4 miles from the proposed 
line, which could be used for railway purposes. _
174. Have you any further evidence to offer? We consider we have a just claim to a railway, principally 
on account of the inconvenience of the present transit. The main roads are fairly good, but it is 
impossible for a farmer who lives a little way off them to load a team and get to Bowral and back in one 
day. At present it takes him two days, and that, and tbe cheap prices, prevents his farm paying. We 
claim that the proposed line will be a feeder of the main liue. I believe that most of the farmers of the 
district are willing to pay local rates. 1 have to pay 12s. a ton in order to get my produce to Bowral, and 
I would willingly pay os. a ton to tbe Bailway Commissioners. With reference to the question of 
competition by boats along the coast, 1 may state that I consider the amount of risk, and the transit from 
the coastal steamers to Eobertson or Kangaloon, would be such that no storekeeper would think of 
sending goods that way.
175. Do you think it would be a fair thing for those who are benefited by the construction of tbe proposed
line to contribute a certain amount toxvards paying off the deficiency ;—supposing you are paying 12s. a 
ton for the carriage of goods, would you be willing to guarantee to pay to the railway to the extent of Cs. 
per ton ? Yes; and I think most of the farmers would do so. _
176. Have you mentioned that matter to any of tbe farmers? I have heard some of the leading men in 
Eobertson say that they would be willing to do it.
177. Have you heard anyone object to it? Ko. _
178. What do you do with your dairy produce ? We have local creameries and central creameries in 
the district. We have two central creameries—one in Mittagong, and one in Eobertson. We send our 
cream to them, and it is made into butter and sent on to Sydney.
173. Would the construction of the proposed line make auy difference in the methods you adopt? Yes ; 
I think we could send milk to Sydney. We have a cooler climate than that of the coast, and if we can 
get our milk away by train we can compete with any part of the Colony.
180. Do you think it will stand 80 or 90 miles railway carriage? Yes; especially as tbe climate is much 
cooler than that of the coast from which it is now sent.
181. The Eailway Commissioners, referring to that point, say—

It is claimed that with a railway a large quantity of milk would be sent toSydncy, instead of being made into butler 
locally, and as a consequence a large traffic would result. The experience of the Department in connection with the South 
Coast line shows that reliance can only be placed upon butter and cream traffic, and not to any extent upon carrying milk.
You think the difference in the climatic conditions would place you in a position which would enable you 
to furnish the railway with that class of traffic ? I think so,
182. The Commissioners also state that there is no doubt that the districts of Kangaloon, Burrawang, 
and Eobertson contain a large extent of land of a rich volcanic character ; but it requires manuring to 
produce good crops of potatoes ? It does not require manure in Kangaloon.
183. Is that tbe general experience? Yes; very few go in for manuring on the rich land referred to.
184. Is it strong enough to do without it ? Of course there are exceptions. If a man puts in half an 
acre of potatoes he may use a little manure; but as a general rule no manure is used.
185. Mr. Levien] You state that the cost of carriage tor produce is from 10s. to 15s. per ton? Yes. I
may state that we are not asking for the railway to come right into Kangaloon; we arc willing that it 
should come 4 or 5 miles from us. _
.1.89. Supposing it got xvithin miles of you, what would be the railway freight? Ho more than half 
what it is at present by road.
187. Have you a good main road? Fairly good, although it is steep.
188. How many miles of good road have you coming into Bowral ? Six or 7.
189. So that there are 3 or 4 miles ofbad road? ■ Yes. ■

A. Knox.

190.
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190. Have you Lid any conversation with any of the landowners with a view to ascertaining whether they A. Knox,
would give their land for railway purposes? No; X think, however, that some of the farmers would \
require compensation, and probably some would give it free. 3 ■A-uS->
191. Do you think the majority would require compensation ? I could not say. '
192. Do you think the estimated annual loss on the proposed line—£3,280—is likely to be reduced? I 
think it will be reduced every year. The cabbage-growing industry is quite a new industry in this district.
At present they are not grown any distance away, because of the cost of carriage.
193. What do the growers realise for their cabbages per ton ? £1 to £5, and they can produce 30 tons
to the acre. -
194. Then, how is it there are not more under crop ? The industry has only been introduced lately.
Very little has been done until the last three or four years. I have heard that between Bowral and 
Jiangaloon people have realised as much as £100 per acre for cabbages.
195. What do you estimate as the profit per ton after deducting all expenses ? I should say about £2.
19G. And you think an enormous quantity would be grown if the proposed railway were constructed ? I 
think so.
197. What do you estimate as the profit upon potatoes per ton, after deducting the cost of carriage and 
working expenses ? About £2. *

John Joseph Campbell, builder and contractor, Bowral, sworn, and examined :—
198. Chairman!] How long have you resided in this district ? Thirty-four or thirty-five years. j j
199. Do you know the district to be served by the proposed line ? Yes. CanipbeU.
200. What reasons can you urge in support of the construction of the line? It would be a great — ,
convenience to Kangaloon and Robertson. A large quantity of material which comes into the Bowral 3 Aug., 1900. 
Station has to he conveyed to Kangaloon by dray.
201. Do you agree with the statement that the roads are fairly good ? Yes.
202. So Ihe inhabitants of the district are not much handicapped in that way? T do not think they are 
handicapped as regards tho roads. At the same time portions of tho road about Robertson are very 
difficult.
203. What development is likely to take place as the result of the construction of the proposed line ? It 
will enable the people to get their goods to Bowral at less expense, and I think it will be profitable to tho 
Railway Department.
204. In what way will the construction of ihe proposed line stimulate the production of the district?
There will be more farming, aud more produce will be raised.
205. Do you consider that on account of the absence of a railway the arable land of the district is not put 
to its best use ? That is my opinion. The people go in for the class of produce which is the easiest to 
get away, namely, dairy produce. If they could get farm produce away they would go in for it.
200. Do you think the production of the district would be doubled within a" few years if the line were 
constructed? No. ’
207. What is your opinion of the district, from a tourist’s point of view ? Bowral would naturally benefit 
by the construction of a railway from that point of view,
203. Mr. Levien.] Is much stock bred in the district? There is not much about Bowral; but there are 
numbers of sheep on the other side of Sutton Forest.
209. Do yon think much stock would be carried on the proposed line ? I could not say.

Henry Milward Smith, dairy-farmer, West Kangaloon, sworn, and examined :—
210, Mr. Shepherd.] How far do you live from Bowral ? A little over 9 miles. H. M. Smith.
2LI, What is the size of your holding? 370 acres.
212. Is that considered a moderately-sized holding for that district? Yes. It includes rung lands. 3 Aug., J900. 
There are about 120 acres of inferior land included in it. We used to grow potatoes, hut the seasons
lately have been bad and the prices low, and there has also been difficulty in getting to market. The 
result has been that they have not paid.
213. AVhat crops do you grow for cattle feed? Broadcast corn, imphi, barley, and oats.
214. Is the whole of your ground laid down with artificial grasses ? All the good land is. '
215. "What stock have you ou the property? About eighty head of dairy cattle.
2!G. Are you fully stocked ? No ; the seasons have been so bad.
217. What do you consider you could ruu in a good season ? About a beast to the acre on the good land.
218. Have vou left the timber growing on nhat vou consider to he the inferior land? Yes,on some of it.
219. What kind of timber is it ? Gum, messmate, and mountain ash.
220. Arc you handicapped by your distance from a railway ? Yery much.
221. Do you use the Bowral railway station? Y"es. Milk would be sent away very largely if we had a
railway. It would be the chief product of the district. *
222. Are you able to take a load in and come back the same day? Yes; by putting it on the dray the 
day before.
223. Do you generally take one or two loads at a time on the good road ? Wc are on the good road.
There are about 5 miles of good road, but the remainder is very indifferent. It is not metalled, and it is 
very hilly.
224. What is the value of the land in the neighbourhood in which you live? Originally the very best 
land was £30 per acre, but it has come down very much. Of course, railway communication would make 
■a vast difference in its value.
225. But what is it valued at now? About £20 per acre.
226. A re you aware whether many people visit the Fitzroy Falls now ? There are a great number during 
(lie summer months. During the five months of the year thev are patronised almost every day.
227. Do you think the number of visitors would be largely increased if the railway were constructed? I 
am quite certain of it.
22S. How far would the proposed line pass from the Fitzroy Falls ? Three or 4 miles; but I am not 
certain,
229. Are the main roads macadamised ? The road from Robertson to Moss Yale is metalled, but frem 
Kangaloon to Bowral only one-half of it is metalled, 230,
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230. What do you think of the evidence which has been s^iven regarding the guarantee of loss to the 
G-overnment? I think the majority of people would he willing to contribute towards the deficiency.
231. "What does it cost you to land your produce at Bowral ? As high as 15s. The average would he 
10s. or 12s’. per ton.
232. Then, if the railway were constructed, you would be in pocket to the extent of 7s. or 8s. per ton? 
I think so.
233. Do you think it would he reasonable to guarantee the G-overnment to the extent of half your 
saving? Yes. It would pay us to do so,and to have the convenience.
231. Have you any idea of any other crops besides potatoes which could he grown? Any crop suitable 
for a cold district will grow, because the laud is the best in New South Wales as far as volcanic soil is 
concerned. Turnips, cabbages, potatoes, peas, and beans will grow well.
235. Are swedes grown for fat stock? They are grown for household use, but not for stock at present. 
I imagine beetroot would also grow well, because the soil and climate are suitable for it.
236. Has wheat been grown to any extent ? No; the soil is too good. It would run to stalk. _
237. Do you think it would be possible to send milk away if you had a railway nearer to your bolding ? 
Yes. Formerly the milk was sent to Sydney, until the lllawarra line was opened. They sent such large 
quantities from there that wo were knocked off. If we had a railway I should think onc-half of the milk 
we produce would be sent away.
238. Does the milk pay better than the butter ? It did in those days, and I think it would do so now.
239. Do not some of the Kangaloon farmers now send their milk to the Mittagong creamery ? They 
send the cream there.
240. Is milk sent to Sydney from Mittagong? I think so.
241. lYhat effect generally would the construction of the railway have upon the district served, by it ? 
It would have a wonderful effect. It would advance the district, and in a conple of years it wouid be a 
different district in every way. Large quantities of produce would be grown. I should like to refer to 
the question of the carriage of calves. At present the farmers kill the majority of the calves, but if we 
had. a railway every one of them would be sent to Sydney. I may state, with regard to timber, that the 
small towns along the existing line consume a great amount of firewood. They have great difficulty in 
getting it at present. I think there would be a great amount of freight from firewood alone.
242. Do you think sufficient could be obtained from railway sleepers ? There is ample in the district.

Henry Havelock Shepherd, General Secretary,Bowral to Eobertson Eailway Leagues, sworn, and examined: 
243. Chairman^ Do you produce a statement from the Secretary- of the Eobertou Park sub-committee 
to the Eobertson Eailway League ? Yes; as follows:—

The statistics have been collected under ten separate headings, and the results show that we have a population of 
3 Aug., 1900. a00( and a district area of about 14,000 acres, divided into 50 farm and dairy holdings. As a result of the farming 

industry, this season 250 acres have been planted with potatoes, the yield from which it is, of course, as yet, impossible to 
ascertain ; but the soil here being well adapted to their growth, and having the expense and inconvenience of haulage to 
Bowral removed, potatoes would certainly be grown on an extensive scale here. Cabbage-growing is also au important 
industry in the district, 700 tons having been sent from here to Sydney during the throe months ending 31st March, and 
the area occupied for the growth of this item is fast increasing.

Our milk supply in any average good season is estimated at 3,000 gallons per day. This would not only be increased, 
with the facilities of rail here : but m conjunction with the other sources which the line would tap, and due consideration 
being given to climato and purity of water supply, Ac., there is every reason to believe that this district would contributc- 
a very important part of the best milk supply of the metropolis.

Hay.—Though only grown for local use, 300 tons were harvested here this season.
Fruit.—The district is particularly adapted, both in soil and climate, for the growth of all binds of English fruits.
Timber abounds in the outlying portions of the district, of superior quality and in great variety, including box, red 

and blue gum, white stringy, andiron-bark.
Iron ore is also to be found here in abundance, and in close proximity to the proposed railway station, is easily 

obtainable, and likely to be of great importance.
Stock.—As near as can be ascertained there are about 3,000 head of milking stock in the district, besides a large 

number of horses of all classes ; and as a result of the dairying industry a very considerable number of pigs are annually 
fattened here.

John McPherson, dairy-farmer, Eoberton Park, sworn, and examined:—
J. 244. Chairman^] How far is Eoberton Park from Bowral ? Six or 7 miles.

McPherson. 245. Is it in the direction of the proposed railway ? Yes; the railway passes partly through it. 
z—A—a 240. Do you agree with the report of the Eailway Commissioners, that the country for the first 9 miles 

3 Aug., 1900. along the route of the proposed line may be regarded as suitable for pastoral purposes ? Yes; there is a 
lot of first-class agricultural land all round Eoberton Park,
247. You say that the line goes partly through Eoberton Park ? Yes,
248. Can you give an idea of the cultivation which is carried on there at present ? It is principally
cabbages, potatoes, and the dairying industry.
249. What is the average size of the holdings at Eoberton Park ? From 100 to 400 acres.
250. Do you experience any disadvantage on account of the absence of a railway towards the Eoberton 
district? To a certain extent.
251. Although you are only G miles away from a railway, you are at a disadvantage? Yes.
252. In what wa\ ? At present it takes us a whole day to come to Bowral with one load, whereas if we 
had a station at Eoberton Park we could bring about four loads.
253. Does the fact that you can only carry one load a day prevent you going in for more cultivation?
Not in regard to myself, but it does in regard to the majority of the people in the district.
254. "What is the cost of carrying cabbages into Bowral ? About 8s. per ton.
255. How many head of cattle have you? About thirty-five.
256. Do you agree with the evidence of the previous witness, to the effect that it would pay you better to 
send your milk to Sydney if you had the opportunity, than it does now to send your cream? Yea; the 
profits would be nearly double.
257. Which of the timbers in your district are suitable for railway sleepers? The red-gum, often called 
blue-gum.
258. Is there much of it available ? Yes, on the Crown lands. Some of it is used at present for sleepers.

. 259.

H. M-Smith, 

3 Aug., 1900.

H. H. 
Shepherd,
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259. Mr. Shepherd,'] A great many people thinlt 20 miles from a railway is a fair distance for tho cultivation
of grain crops;—you are already within 6 miles of a railway, and yet you think you ought to have better ccmod. 
facilities ? We are pretty close ; but our idea is that the easier we can put milk on a railway the belter. 3'^ .
We are too far from Bowral now to send milk to Sydney; it would not keep sweet.
260. What fruit do you grow ? Principally apples.
261. What are your average potato crops ? Five to 7 tons per acre.
262. Mr. Levien.'] How many acres have you ? I am a leaseholder, and have 208 acres.
263. Chairman.'] Have you anything further to state ? I think 700 tons of cabbages were sent to the 
railway station during three months of last season, and the growers are now putting twice as much land 
under cultivation as they did formerly, and with railway facilities that will be greatly extended. One of 
the cabbage-growers told me yesterday that he sold £200 worth of cabbages ofE 2 acres.

John Griffiths, farmer, Glen Quarry, sworn, and examined;—
264. Mr. Shepherd.] Where is Glen Quarry? Two miles from Boberton Park, or 8 miles from Bowral.
265. What is the sir.e of your holding ? 600 acres.
266. Are you cultivating any of it? About 200 acres. The rest isringbarked.
267. How many head of cattle have you ? About 100, including 70 milking cows.
268. Will not your holding carry more than that? Yes; but we have to look out for bad seasons, 
although we have plenty of water,
269. Do you send milk to the factories? Yes; to the Boberton Park factory,
270. What do your cows produce per annum ? Prom £8 to £10 per cow in a good season.
271. Do you grow fodder for them ? Yes. \Ye used to grow wheat until a few years ago, when the rust
came. .
272. What advantage would you reap from the construction of the railway? Unless there was a station 
at Boherton Park I would not reap any advantage. It would be a great convenience in the matter of 
sending milk to Sydney.
273. Would you, under those circumstances, send milk instead of cream ? Yes.
274. What is the land in the neighbourhood in which you live valued at ? It was very high some years 
ago; but from £10 to £12 per acre would be a fair average at present.
275. Do you think that those who would be benefited by tbe construction of the proposed line would 
guarantee the Government, to a certain extent, against loss, until the line became self-supporting? I 
cannot say. The construction of the line would greatly improve the district, and in the course of time 
the traffic upon it would greatly increase.
276. What does it cost you, per ton, to deliver your produce at Bowral? We carry with our own team, 
and I think it would cost 7s. or 8s. per ton, I consider that a team and a man are worth IGs. a day, and 
you cannot do the journey in and out in less than a day, and 2 tons is a good load.
277. Of course you know that if it were carried by rail it would not cost half that, and therefore you 
would effect a considerable saving;—would it not pay you to guarantee to pay, say, Is. 6d. or 2s. per ton, 
for carriage, until the railway became self-supporting ? Yes.
278. Would you be willing to do it? Yes,
279. Do you think fruit-growing would be likely to be encouraged by the construction of the line ? Yes,
280. Is 6 or 8 miles a great distance to cart fruit ? No ; of course there is not a great deal of it.
281. Do you think the construction of the line would induce much passenger traffic to the Pitzroy Palls 
and other places. A large number travel there now by coach.
282. Do you think they would use a railway in preference to buggies and coaches ? Yes.
283. Have you anything further to state? A great number of cabbages have been grown in the Boherton 
Park district, and it pays well. 10,000 plants will grow upon one acre.

J. Griffiths.

3 Aug., 1900,

F'rancis Boughton Eyngdon, Bowral, sworn, and examined:—
284!. Chairmani] Have you any statement to make ? Yes ; especially in regard to the cabbage crop and _ F, B. 
other crops suitable to the district:— Kyngdon,

Cabbage Culture in the Berrima District.—About five years ago Messrs. Elliott Brothers commenced to cultivate .TA
cabbage for the Sydney market, on a small area of low-lying land adjoining the Maiwvale Creek, which flows into the " UA‘’ 1 
Bong Bong KLvei, distant 4 miles from Bowral station. The ground is subject to high floods, but these arc rare, and by 
opcn-cut draining the water-table is lowered sufficiently, so that the roots of the cabbage-plant can easily reach down to 
it. Tho family had experience in cabbage culture at Burrawang, some 8 miles away. Hie industry is now established at 
Maryvale and Boherton Park, the growers there being Messrs. Elliott Brothers, T. Madden, J. Madden, M. Madden,
Scahdl, Symon, Menzies and Norman, J. McPherson, T. M. Smith, A, M. Smith, J. J. Wood, E. Mnllett, B. Jones.
The above will have under cabbage this coming season about 81 acres. The crop is marketed from Christmas to April, 
coming into the Sydney market when the suburban supplies are off. The climate is, moreover, an additional factor, in that 
the quality and flavour of tho district cabbages, is superior to those quick-grown and stimulated by manures in tlse hot 
clime of Sydnev.

The profits are large, for the yield is heavy—some 20 tons per acre—and the cost of cultivation is not excessive, as 
will ho seen from the subjoined figures :—

Cost of growing, harvesting, and marketing 1 acre of cabbage—

The tilth—two ploughing^, at 8s., 16s. ; two borrowings, at Is., 2s.......................
Plant seed-bed raising, preparing 2 rods of bed, 4s, ; 4 oz. of seed, at Is. 6d., 6s. .

Marketing (cutting and loading, per ton, 2s.
Bowral, 8s.); yield—20 tons, at 10s..............

Freight to Sydney—20 tons, at 7s. Id...................
Kent of land ............................................................

carting and patting in truck at

Money rctnrn per acre—20 tons, t.g. 9,000 plants, weighing 5 lb. each (450 plants to 
the ton), sold in Sydney at 2Jd. each ....................................................................

£ 3, d.
0 13 0
0 10 0
0 16 0
0 12 0
1 0 0

10 0 0
7 1 8
1 0 0

£21 17 3

93 0 O
22 0 0

, £71 0 0 The

»
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F. B, The variety most grown in the Berrima district is an introduction from America— the “ Succession'1—characterised by the 
Kyngdon. uniformity of size and weight of each plant in a crop, a feature of considerable importance. The seed is sold at Is. Gd. per 
- -*■ — t oz., and 4 oz. suffice for an acre. The seed-bed is prepared mJuly. The area for the crop is prepared in August. The 

3 Aug., 1900. Panting out is done in successive breadths, so as to yield a crop to be out in succession over a series of weeks. Planting 
commences in October, The crop is cut from Christmas up to and through March. The land lies fallow till August. 
Farmers who add cabbage-growing to dairying find that the stalks and leaves left after cutting form good feed for stock, 
and that a catch crop can be taken off the land from April to August. The extra labour entailed by cartage to market 
during the season of three months is met by hiring vehicles. The charge from Koberton to Bowral is 8s. per ton, the man 
helping pack and load the covered railway trucks at Bowral. In marketing in Sydney the middleman is avoided. One 
grower has a member of tbe family attending a stall in Belmore Market, and others consign to a stallholder, one man finding 
three consignors sufficient for a stall. The losses to which the cabbage plant is liable in this district are chiefly caused by
locusts. Aphis is not feared, and caterpillars arc not taken into account. Tho favourite manure is tbe Sugar Company’s 
special fertiliser, costing landed on the farm £(1 per ton, and being used at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre.

There are large areas of land suitable for cabbage-culture in the neighbourhood of Eoberton Park, which the contem
plated railway would serve. When it is considered that 100 acres yield 2,000 tons of freight, in value about £700, and that 
the farmers would save 4s. per ton cartage—e.y., £400 per 100 acres—it is evident that tbe cabbage crop is one that promises 
to benefit the railways to a large extent. There are other varieties of garden produce that can be sou n with profit in this 
district. For instance, Messrs. Scahill and Wood have found pea-culture for marketing iu the pod in Sydney quite as 
profitable as cabbage-culture, with the price 2s. Gd. per bushel. Then Brussels sprouts and cauliflower are suitable for 
culture in large breadth. The berry fruits are well adapted for this cold-climate district, since they need the rest in 
winter, such as raspberries, strawberries, gooseberries. Furthermore, celery1 and asparagus do well. Last year at the 
Consumptive Fair the Berrima district produce stall did a large busmess in produce, and the reputation for the butter, 
bacon, poultry, eggs, and minor products of the farm was astonishing. I mention this to indicate how much may be done 
in building up a trade from the district that the railway' would serve, especially the Kangaroo Valley.

F. B. KYNGDON.
2S5. Do you know the acreage available for that class of cultivation? No; but it is a large one. 
Hundreds of acres of low lying land can be rendered sufficiently dry by open cuts.
286 Do you consider that this district offers special facilities for successful dairying, ami that with the 
construction of the proposed line a considerable traffic will ensue to tho railway in the carriage of roilk ? 
My opinion is that ibis cool climate makes a sweet, nutritious, and rich herbage—quite a contrast from 
the succulent watery herbage of the coast, which benefits She milk to this extent: that it is a richer milk, 
and therefore of better quality when landed iu Sydney. Once upon a time the whole of the city supply 
of milk was derived from this district. The lllawarra line opened up very large quantities of milk from 
that district, and the farmers here at once went in for butter-making, so that if that trade could be 
regained the district would supply large quantities. My experience, when assisting the ladies to take 
charge of the Berrima stall at the Hospital for Consumptives' Pair, was that Berrima district butter had 
the highest reputation in Sydney. It was the best flavoured butter to be obtained in Sydney, and tbe 
way in which the stall was rushed by consumers was something marvellous.
287. Are you of opinion that the district would largely exceed its present output of dairy produce ? The 
rich land is hilly land, and not very suitable for the plough ; but if the farmers were to clear it more

. thoroughly, and rested their paddocks, so that the grasses, and particularly the native grasses, might have
a chance to thrive, the dairy production of this district might be double. When they want to rest a 
jiaddock, they turn in the store cows which eat up all the roots. There is one good paddock of native 
grass in this district, and that is in the Bowral Cemetery, into which the cows cannot go.
288. The Eailway Commissioners in their report indicate that no progress has characterised this district 
for the last ten or twelve years ? That is correct.
280. They also state that m their opinion that is not due to the want of railway communication? The 
district, so far as culture goes, has not progressed. 'When we consider that 4 or 5 miles out the main 
roads are, with the exception of one or two steep pinches, excellently graded and well kept, the present 
railway should certainly have stimulated more dairy production. I think the district is capable of 
producing a great deal more butter and milk. The farmers hesitate a good deal about launching out.
200, Do you think tho fact of the South Coast railway going through a rich district, and enabling tbe 
producer there to get his products speedily to market, lias given this district a temporary set back ? L 
consider that the shifting of tho milk supply from this district to the lllawarra district took away the 
stimulus to the farmers. They have been gaining their experience in butter production in this district. 
Since they installed refrigerators in the two centres—Eobertson and Mittagong—the quality of the 
butter has become extremely even all the year through, and very high. Prior to that, when summer came, 
the absence of cool storage rendered the butter more or less varied in flavour That, 1 think, did some
thing to prevent the expansion of this district, but now they are up-to-date in dairy appliances. I consider 
the district will go ahead.
29L Has any effort ever been made to combine for the purpose of catering for the export trade ? No ; 
nothing has beou done in this district in the export trade in butter, because the Berrima Butter Company 
can sell the whole of its butter as high-class market butter in Sydney. It cannot supply all the 
customers; consequently there is no surplus for export. That is what Mr. Throsby told me last year.
292. AYlien you refer to the Berrima district, do you mean all the district practically to be catered for by 
the railway ? No ; the Berrima district is that large district—Hilltop to about Exeter, and from Bullio 
to Eobertson, The most important section is undoubtedly Eobertson, although Exeter is very good, I 
would tike to lay particular emphasis on the fact that if the railway tapped tho Kangaroo Valley it would 
do good. The Kangaroo Valley farmers are interested in the production of butter, bacon, eggs, and 
poultry, and they could produce more.
293. Would the proposed railway be of advantage to the producers of the Kangaroo Valley? At present
they have an outlet by team across the Camhcwarra Mountains to Berry, but the Eobertson railway 
will, the teams having to come up the mountain, bring the valley into close touch with the railway. 
It is a more direct railway line from Berry to Sydney, than from Eobertson to Bowral, and Bowral 
to Sydney. '
294. Have you considered the possibilities of the line, when still further extended to the South Coastline, 
for taking ore across the shorter distance ? The question is where does the ore come from, aud will not 
the Harden line supply the portion of the Colony which has Lilhgow as a smelting centre. I do not lay 
much stress on the ore business, because as soon as enterprise starts smelting works at Lithgow, I have 
no doubt the great central ore-producing area of Now South Wales will be better served there.
295. Mr. Shepherd.] You state that the cabbage grown is what is known as the “ Succession"’ cabbage. 
Is that the only one which is being tried ? It is the principal one. Other kinds have been tried, but not 
to much advantage.

296.
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29G, Do you think it is possible that some other variety may he introduced, inasmuch as the “ Succession ” 
cabbage takes a good time to come in? AVe might have to compete against Botany. Of course our yng oru
cabbages come in when the Botany cabbages are out, and that keeps up the market price. S^ue 1900
297. Is it'found that the “ Succession ” cabbage suits the climate and the soil of the district better than ’ 
auy other ? Yes. I might point out the rapid increase of acreage from Madden’s—15 acres of five 
years ago, to 81 acres, and that without the stimulus of a railway.
298. Have the people confined themselves entirely to the use of one description of manure ? At first I 
understand they were using a good deal of crushed bone, but they find the fertiliser answers best. I may 
state that the grasshoppers have bred very largely on the swamps during the last two or three years, and 
they have in jured the plants very ruiich. The moral of that is to keep poultry, which will hunt the grass
hoppers, and turn them into meat.
299. Has the crop been troubled with aphis? That only comes when the crops are grown too freely in
succession. '
300. Have the farmers gone in for growing cauliflowers ? They grow well, but they have not been grown 
in quantity.
301. Mr. La-icn.) AYill the district grow onions ? Yes; in the more friable soil, but not in tho wet soil.
I may mention that we were told by customers at the Consumptive I'air that they had great difficulty in 
getting Brussels’ sprouts, and all wo had were snapped up at once. Brussels’ sprouts will always sell 
well as a high-class vegetable,for which people are willing to pay, and they grow well in this district. AVc 
have strawberry culture in this district in the few spots ivlicre water is available. If tbe low-lying ground 
was tried with strawberries, they might do well, so that if strawberry culture could be introduced on a 
large scale, we should think nothing of growing from 500 to 700 acres of them. In that case a railway 
is essential, because tbe strawberries Lave to be packed the night before, and despatched by the night 
train, so that they may get to Sydney the first thing in the morning. On many railways in England 
special trains are put on for strawberries. Cabbages go to Mittagong from one or two other growers, 
and they would come to Bowral if the proposed line were constructed. When we find cabbages coming 
past us all the way from Victoria it is evident that there is plenty of room for their cultivation here. With 
regard to raspberries : this is a climate which rests the raspberry cane in winter. They would be grown 
to n much larger extent than they are now if water were available during dry weather. With regard to 
the free grants of hind for the purposes of a railway construction, I may state that the areas here aro 
very small, and the fairest way—when tbe areas are small—is undoubtedly to pay for the land. "With regard 
to the local train rates, there is no doubt they should be high enough to cover a deficit, and as the 
deficits decreased tbe local rates would decrease.

SATURDAY, 4 AUGUST, 1900.

[The Commitiee met at the Court-house, Moss Vale, at 11’45 a.m.]

' $rmni:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman). '

The Hon. Patrick: Lindesay Crawford Siieitierd. j Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
Bowral to Robertson.

Charles Lindsay Yicholson, .T.P., grazier, Sutton Forest, sworn, aud examined:—
302. C7m*Vwicr».] Have you any statement to make with respect to the proposal before the Committee ? p- L.
I think the better connection with Robertson would be from Moss Yale. Nicholson,
303. Eor what reason ? The line would be less expensive to construct, and there would be a better trade. ) ‘
304. On the last occasion on which the Public Works Committee investigated the proposal it seemed 4 'Aug 1900. 
that, in order to secure tbe maximum amount of traffic available, it was necessary not to connect with ’ 
Moss Yale, but with Bowral, and that a connection with Moss Yale would leave out a lot of farmers at 
Kangaloon ? I do not think it would affect those people to any extent. The country about Kangaloon
is very inaccessible. •
305. Could the producers in the Kangaloon district go directly south towards a line from Bowral to 
Robertson ? I do not think they could.
30G. They would have to tap the proposed line somewhere near the Sheepwash ? Yes, at Roberton 
Park.
307. If a lino were constructed from Moss Vale to Robertson, would it be any advantage to the people of 
Roberton Park ? They would not come to a line from Moss Vale with their produce, but would go to 
Bowral by road.
308. Then, so far as tbe people of Kangaloon and Roberton Park aro concerned, they would not use tbe 
lino from Moss Vale to Robertson ? I think not.
309. The two lines are common up to a certain point, from Roberton to Wild’s Meadows;—taking tbo 
first part of each of the lines—that is, from Moss Vale to Wild’s Meadows, and Bowral to Wild’s 
Meadows—which of the two would open up the greater amount of good land ? A line from Moss Vale.
There is a larger population along that route, aud the holdings are more numerous.
310. What is the character of the laud upon the two routes as far as Wild's Meadows? I think the 
land from Moss Vale to Wild’s Meadows is fair, good, and very good.
3L1. Which of the districts would have the most good land—Kangaloon and Roberton Park together, 
or the district between Moss Vale and Wild’s Meadows ? I think the largest extent would bo between 
Moss Vale and Wild’s Meadows.
312. Has there been any development in the amount of production between Moss Vale and Wild's 
Meadows ? Yes.
313. Wo have had evidence that 700 tons of cabbages came from the Roberton Park district in three 
months ;—has any similar development taken place here ? I know that hundreds of tons of cabbages go 
from Moss Yale Station.

2G8—C ■ ' ‘ 314.
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C.L. 314., Is there anv other reason you can urge in support of the Moss Tale connection as against the 
Nioholeon, Bowral connection ? The chief advantage of the Moss Yale to Ilobertson connection, is that it would be 

\ ’ a feeder for the south country—G-oulburn, Crookwell, Tuinut,and other outlying places. There is a large 
/aui ipoo consumption of flour, bran, corn, and lucerne bay, which comes south, and is taken oft here and 

' forwarded to the Eobertson district,
315. Jn which direction is the maximum amount of traffic sent to the Eobertson district—from Sydney 
or from the districts you have mentioned ? I think the hulk would come from Goulburu.

• 316. You think that the extra haulage of the Bowral connection would be a disadvantage lo that
connection ? Yes,
317. "With respect to traffic which must necessarily come from Sydney, which of the two connections 
offers the best prospects from a railway point of view ? It would only mean a difference of 3 miles in 
favour of the Bowral connection. The passenger traffic between Moss Yale and Eobertson is a large 
item. The District Court is held at Moss Yale, and there is a considerable amount of traffic from 
Eobertson to Moss Yale. The jurymen and others must come in three or four times a year.
3LS. Mr. Shepherd.'] IV here are the vegetable gardens situated about Moss Yale? Jn various spots. 
Some of them are right in the town.
319. We had evidence at Bowral to show thas there were SO acres of cabbages between Bowral and 
Eobertson ? There may be more than half that between Moss Yale and Eobertson.
320. Do not the farmers grow' forage for their stock ? Only green forage.
32], Have most of the farmers cultivation areas between Moss Vale and Eobertson ? Yes.
322. What do they chiefly produce? I do not think the production is very large on either route, so far 
as hay is concerned. Potatoes are grown largely on both routes. Turnips and other vegetables are also 
grown.
323. Are swedes for cattle grown to any extent? A great number are grown, and I think they are sent 
to Sydney.
324. Does tbe district appear to be in a flourishing financial condition? I think its financial condition
has very much improved during the last five or six years, and it is still improving. ,
325. Has there been any increase in the laying down of pastoral grass or in the cultivation of potatoes ? 
There has been a large and gradual increase. Dairying has gone up by leaps and bounds, and the growth 
of hay and potatoes is coming,largely to the front again, wdiieh it has not done for thirty years.
326. Do you think that the annual deficiency on the working of a railway from Moss Yale to Eobertson 
would be likely to be soon wiped out if the line were constructed ? I have no doubt about it. Everything 
is on the upward grade now, and people have got their properties more securely fixed than they were 
before: I also think that families are now more permanently settled on the land, whereas, when the 
estimate showing the annual deficiency on a line from Moss Vale to Eobertson was made eleven years 
ago, they were in an uncertain condition. The settlers, for instance, had not become settled.
327. Do you think the majority of tbe free*selectors have paid off? I do not think so ; but they have 
become established, and I think they are more satisfied and will stay. The soil is good and the

■ surroundings are good.
328. Chairman.] The length of a line from Moss Yale to Eobertson would be 14 miles ;—do you think 
the people who would be served by it suffer any great disadvantage at present, by reason of being 14 miles 
from a railway ? Yes; tbe roads are bad, and it is almost impossible to keep them in order.
329. In a report, which we have received from the Public Works Department, it is stated—

With respect to the road from Moss Vale to Eobertson, towards Macquarie Paas, it is metalled throughout, the 
surface is in good condition, and I consider it one of the best roads m the district to travel on.
Do you agree with that statement? It is a road which frequently and easily gets out of repair, 
Perhaps, when that report was written, the road was in good condition.
330. A calculation which lias been made in regard to tbe traffic is as follows :—

The through traffic from Robertson does not exceed 18 tons per week, and 3 tons from Myra Vale and Burrawang 
each. The return traffic, in good seasons, is considerably less than one half this ; but in dry years, when produce lias to 
be bought, it will equal the outward quantity.
Do you think an amount of traffic of that kind would justify the construction of a railway ? That is a 
question which I do not care to answer.
331. Do you think the prospects of a railway from Moss Yale to Eobertsou depend upon a considerably 
increased development of tbe district, or does tbe present state of the district justify railway construction ? 
1 can scarcely answer the question, because 1 do not know what justification there is for railways in many 
places ; but I think the district ought to have as fair a show as many other districts in which railways are 
being constructed.
332. Do you think tbe efforts of the producers of the district towards greater development have been kept 
back owing to tbe want of a railway ? I think a great deal more produce would be grown if tbe lino were 
constructed.
333. What is your opinion of the prospects of the line from a tourists’ point of view ? I think it would 
lead to a larger passenger traffic.
334. Mr. Leeien.] Do yon think the owners of land through which a line from Moss Yale to Bohertson 
would pass would give the land required for railway purposes free of charge ? I think so.
335. Do you think they would contribute towards tbe annual loss on tbe line ? No ; I for one 
would not.
336. Do you agree with this statement:—

The proposed hue will servo a. larger area than the Moss Vale-Rohertson line, which was under consideration some 
eleven years ago ; but in the interval little or no progress has been made in the district.
? No ; I think there has been a large amount of progress in the district.
337. Supposing you are paying 15s. a ton for delivering produce at the railway station, and the 
construction of the line reduces that freight to about one-half, for tbe sake of getting a railway, would 
it not pay you to guarantee one-half of what yon would gain ? No.
33S. Would it not be a saving to the farmers, even if they did it? Yes; if they could secure their 
customers. Personally, I do not like the idea at all.

Thomas
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■ Thomas William Lackey, J.P., grazier, Moss Vale, sworn, and examined
33H. Mr. Shepherd] Where is your property situated? I have a property between Moss Vale and T. W.Laykpy, 
Eobertson, about 4i miles from Moss Vale. 1 know every yard of both routes. ^'
340. What is the size oE your holding beUveen Moss Vale and Eobertson ? 500 acres. I am farming .upon it. b 04 A,1fe'- 190[,‘

341. What eitent have you under crop ? About 50 acres. I do a little dairying, and grow potatoes and 
fruit.
342. Are you satisfied with tbe results ? Thoroughly.
343. Would a railway assist you to any great extent ? Very great.
344. What would be a fair distance from a railway station to successfully carry on dairying and farming 
operations ? I could do it where I am situated—i-l- miles away. I am fairly well served already.
345. How far would a lino from Moss Vale go through your property ? It would go right through.
34(j, Will you state your'reasons for preferring the Moss Vale connection to the Bowral connection?
The population is greater between Moss Vale and Myra Vale than it is between Bowral and Myra Vale.
The holdings are smaller and more productive. Forty tons of cabbages per week are delivered at the 
Moss Vale railway station from tbe parish of Tarrunga.
347. Is that an average all the year round ? Yes, The Moss Vale route would get tho Kangaroo Valley
traffic, and that is pretty good. The land between Moss Vale and Myra is much better than it is between 
Bowral and Myra Vale. "
348. How far is Myra Vale out? Kine miles from Moss Vale. The land between Moss Vale and 
Eobertson is better, and it is occupied by small holdings, which, I think, are more productive than the 
larger holdings. Hpon the small holdings they go in for cabbage-growing, which they do not do upon 
the larger holdings. The population is greater on the Moss Vale rotite than it is on the Bowral route.
349. Arc there many large holdings between Moss Vale and Robertson? No: the largest is 
Mr. Gilchrist’s property, which is close to Moss Vale; the area of that is about 4,000 acres. I produce 
statements which have been made by various farmers who have consented to give their land for the 
purposes of railway construction :—

1, T. It. Lackey, of Moss "Vale, hereby agree that if the proposed railway from Moss Vale to Bohertson is made by 
the Bell route that I will give the Government the necessary land for the said railway to pass through my laud.

Bated this luth day of May, 1900. T. W. LACKEY.
Witness—H’erbesit W. Blease. .

I, James Jejferts, of Adelaide, hereby agree that if the proposed railway from Moss Vale to Robertson is made by 
the Bell route that I will give the Government the necessary land for the said railway to pass through my land.

Dated this 22nd day of May, 1900. JAS. JF.FFF.VJS.
Witness—Maui an J'efferis.

I, At/red Baxter, of Myra Vale, hereby agree that if the proposed railway from Moss Vale to Robertson is made by 
the Boll route, that I will give tho Government the necessary land for the said railway to pass through my land, 
providing the majority of landowners agree.

- Dated this 22nd day of May, 1900. ALT? BAXTER.
Witness—Herist. W. Blease, Law Clerk, Moss Vale.

I, JFeiiry Moore, of Myra Vale, hereby agree that if thd proposed railway from Moss Vale to Robertson is made by 
tbe Bell ro ute, that I will give the Government the necessary land for the said railway to pass through my land.

Dated this 10th day of May, 1900. H. MOORE.
‘ Witness—Herbert W. Blease, Moss Vale.

I, M. Moore, of Myra Vale, hereby agree that if the proposed railway from Moss Vale to Robertson is made by the 
Bell routs, that 1 will give the Government the necessary land for the said railway to pass through my laud. Buildings 
not included.

Dated this 10th day of May, 1900. M, MOORE,
Witness—T. W. Lackey. Myra Vale.

I think I shall he within bounds if I say that none of these holdings are over 500 acres in extent.
350. What effect generally would a railway have upon the district betaveen Moss Yale and Eobertson?
There is a good road from Moss Yale to Eobertson, but the back roads, along which the people aro pro
ducing, are in a bad state, and iu the winter time they cannot get out. Farmers out there whom I know 
of are growing cabbages, aud are making £120 a year per acre out of them. That remark applies to 
places away from the main road They have good soil, but bad roads before they can get upon the main 
road. Iu some instances they have to travel 4 miles before getting to the main road. '
351. Has nothing been spent upon the by-roads ? Yes ; hut it is not sufficient to keep them in repair— 
they are only metalled in patches. I think the construction of a line from Moss Yale to Eobertson will 
assist the main trunk line considerably. The greater part of the produce which goes to Eobertson comes 
frorii the south. Bran is greatly consumed in the Eobertsou district, and that is procured at Murrum- 
burrah and Goulburn.
352. Is much milk brought into Moss Yale now? No ; but a good deal of cream is brought in. People 
are now going in for their own separators.
353. Do you think the construction of a railway would induce people to send milk to Sydney instead of
cream? Yes. ‘
354. Do you think a connection between tbe South Coast line and Eobertson would be feasible ? Yes.
355. At what point? Albion Park.
35G. Could a good grade be obtained from Albion Park ? It would have to be tunnelled, but the distance 
is not great.
357. Do you think that would be of any assistance to the proposed line ? Yes; because the minerals 
■which will go to tbe smelting works would be taken off at Moss Yale, and that would save considerable 
carriage.
358. Do you think the producers in the Kangaroo Yalley would be accommodated by a line from Bowral 
to Eobertson ? No.

Andrew Delfosee Badgery, .T.P., auctioneer, Sutton Forest, sworn, and examined:—■
359. Chairman] Have you any statement to make concerning the proposed railway ? Ido not think you A. D. 
would be justified in constructing a line unless you considered the Kangaroo Valley, which is one of the Badgery, J.K 
best producing districts we have. The line which would catch that traffic would be the better of the “v
two. I know each farm from Bowral to Kangaloon, and on the left of Kangaloon we soon run into 4 AnS-. t**!. 
poor country, 360.
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A. D. 360. "Which of tho two routes intersects the more good hind ? I think the better land is on the Bowral 
Badgery,.J.1’. route for a few miles ; but I do not know where it is proposed to cross the^lnpley Swamp. If it is done

/-----at the Sheepwash you will be a long distance from the Xansaroo Valley traffic. J think that traffic should
4 Aug., 1900. con]e j.])e Water-falls, and from there down to the head ot Kelly’s Creek. _

361. You think the Kangaroo Valley traffic is sufficiently important to be a determing factor as to which 
line should be constructed ? In my'opinion it is. 3 may state with regard to fodder that we usually 
grow sufficient for our requirements. OF course, during the drought, we had to import it. My opinion 
is that the Wmgccarribee Swamp will be a great bugbear to the route from Bowral. I understand that 
a number of the settlers iu the Kangaroo Valley send a portion of their produce to Berry.

Thomas Oatley, Acting Koad Superintendent, Moss Vale, sworn, and examined:—
36-’. Chairman ] Can you give a general idea of the character of the road from Moss Vale to Eobertson ? 

T. Oatley. a gOOC[ metalled road throughout.
4 A 190!) Is it much affected by heavy weather? Ko. It has been metalled for some years now. The 

D'’ gradients are easy. Up to the 9 miles 38 chains point there is nothing steeper than 1 m 26 ; that is 
excluding the municipality.
364. How far does the municipality run out ? Kot quit*1 4 miles. Some or the gradients are as Hat as 
1 in 1,100. Between the 9 miles 38 chains and the 10 miles 36 chains the present grade is 1 in 17, and 1 

iu 13. A deviation was proposed ^ hut it ivas opposed by the residents. Heavy cuttings and fillings would 
give a gradient of 1 in 20. The worst grade on the whole length is between the 10 miles 36 chains and
the 10 miles 45 chains. nr- n -i i i ■
305. Can you give an idea of the annual cost of the up-keep of the road ? It is 13 miles and GO chains
from one post office to the other, and we spend £520 per year upon it.
366. "What is the general trend of the Kangaroo Valley traffic at present.-’ It does not touch the Moss
Vale to Eobertson road until it junctions within the municipality. _
367. Would the construction of'a line from Moss Vale enable the producers to reach the railway more
easily than they do at present ? Yes. _ .
365. At what point would they strike the old survey from Moss 1 ale to Eobertson? A.t Myra vale 
There has been a trial survey from Myra Vale into Kangaroo \alley._
369. How far is Myra Vale from Moss Male? Between 10 aud ll miles. . __
370. How-much nearer would tho construction of a Moss V ale-Eobertson line put ihe Kangaroo \ alley
people to a railway;—could they get direct from the Kangaroo \ alley to the nearest point of a Moss 
Vale-Roberlson line? Yes. It would be a saving of 7 or 8 miles. . ^ ht m.
371. "Would the road require much formation to enable them to get to the nearest point. bio. There
is a road formed right through from the Kangaroo I alley to the Moss Yale-Myra Vale road.
372. Then the construction of the line would be of considerable advantage to those people ?
373. How do the roads between Moss A'ale and Eobertson compare with those between Bowral and 
Eobertson ? After you get 7 miles out from Bowral the gradients are bad. In fact, deviations arc pro
posed all along through Kangaloon to Eobertson.
374. Mr. Leoien.] Can you say how much is spent on the Bowral to Eobertson road per annum . A60u.

Herbert Williamson Blease, Secretary, Moss Vale Committee, Bowral to Eobertson Eailway, Moss Yale,
sworn, and examined :—

H.W. Blease. 375. Mr. ShqihertJ.'] How long have you been in Moss Vale ? Three years.
\ 376 Can vou describe the country from Moss Vale to Eobertson ? Hie line would go through a valley 

4 Aug., 1900. wjndiug round the foot of most of the hills, until it gets up to Myra Vale, where the other bue from 
Bowral to Eobertson is supposed to join. I know the portion of the line—from Bowral and Moss I ale
to Mvra Vale—that is where the junction is. . „ . ,
377 "What is the character of the country r The land from Moss Vale to Myra Y ale is lirat-class tor 
market mirdeninm It is well sheltered. Along the Moss Vale route there are valleys m which Umre are 
]ar<m tracts of land, which are well sheltered, and on which vegetables can be grown both in winter and 
summer. The farmers, however, have not been growing winter vegetables, because there have been no 
means of getting them to the railway. The only road which they could follow is what is called the Tails
Eoad, and m tbe winter it is impassable in places. , , . ,
373, What sort of country is there between Bowral and Myra Y ale ? Ic is not so much sheltered as the 
other ; it is more open and more fit for pasturage than for agriculture^ There is only one part of it in 
which they seem to succeed in getting vegetables to grow, whereas there is land all tho way through Horn 
Moss Vale which could be used for that purpose. £ c,o
379. What extent of land is there in the spot you speak of on the Bowral route J know or *0 or otl 
acres in one lot which seem to be growing well. Several farmers on the Moss T ale route tell roe they 
<Tr0w the ve»ctables, but it lulls them to bring them in. It takes them a whole day to bring in halt a 
ion. One gentleman, who stated that he would give his land free, told me that a short time ago.
330. What "distance does he live from Moss Vale ? Between 9 and 10 miles.
381, Taking the roads and the character of the country into consideration, what would be a fair ustance 
from a railway station to successfully carry on vegetable gardening ? Three to 4 miles. The supply of 
the Sydnev market at this time of the year is principally from YTctoria; but we can grow all the vegetables 

red for tbe Sydnev market here. I know of one man who had 160 bushels of peas from an acre ot

During some parts

principal purchasers:
railway station. . r m -i o
3S'J. Do you mean to say that you cannot drive cattle a distance of 10 or 1- miles .
of the year it would take a whole day to do it.
3S3 We have had evidence to show that there are SO acres of vegetables being successfully grown at 
Murv Y'ale. 4Y miles from Bowral;—have you anything to compare with that between Moss Yale aud 
Myra Yale ? "l do not think there is a single place where they are growing such a quantity in one lot; 
but there is fully that, and more, along the route of the line. In a good season something like 60 tons a 
week go from Moss Vale. 384f-
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384. Are there consignmenta every week throughout the year? I do not think so. H.W. Blease.
385. During what months are there consignments of vegetables to Sydney ? They come in from 
December to about tho end of May. Of course, they can grow them, and would bring them in, in the * A.ug., 1900. 
winter if they had the railway to help them.
3S(h la fruit being grown to any extent between Mosa Vale and Eobertson ? Yes ; a great number of 
apples and eberries are grown, aud they are beginning to cultivate strawberries, raspberries, and 
gooseberries.
387. Do you think the construction of a line to Eobertson would largely increase the cultivation of land 
for industries of that kind ? I am sure it would double it.
388. la a large portion of the country laid down with artificial grasses? A portion is, at Eobertson 
itself.
389. Would there he sufficient timber on the route for railway sleepers ? Yes.
390. Do you think tho estimated deficiency on a line from Moss Vale to Eobertson would be wiped out 
within a reasonable time? Yes ; I do not think the estimate you have, of eleven years ago, represents 
anything like what the traffic would be at present, and it would get better every year. Farms which X 
know of, which have been vacant for several years, have all been let during the last year. There is a 
general improvement all along.
391. XVhat is your opinion about the Bowral to Eobertson district? The proposed line goes through 
land where there is very little, if any, population until it comes to the junction of Myra A'ale. I have 
not been here sufficiently long to tell what progress has been made there ; but about Bowral itself there 
are more empty houses than in any place in which I have ever been. It has been over built. As far as 
Kangaloon is concerned, 1 do not think you would find one farmer out of twenty who would venture to 
bring his goods to the Sheepwash Station. ]t is the worst road in the neighbourhood. The natural 
outlook for the Kangaloon people is to Eobertson.
392. If a line were constructed from Moss Yale to Eobertson, would tbo Kangaloon and Eoberton Park 
people use it? Not the Roberton Park people, but the Kangaloon people would use it at Robertson.
393. Have you any idea of tho number of tourists leaving Bowral and Moss A7ale for the various sights in 
the district ? I am often at the Fitzroy Falls, and for one conveyance from Bowral you will see three 
from Moss Yale.
394. Do you think the number of visitors to these places would be largely increased if a railway wore 
constructed? 1 am sure it would. It is very expensive to go to them by coacb.
395. Then you think the passenger traffic may bo looked upon as a fair asset for a railway ? A very large 
one. You have to pay 15s. to £1 for a conveyance to Fitzroy Falls, and it is a heavy tax on a great 
number of people.
390. What is your opinion about connection with Ibe South Coast line from Eobertson ? I think it 
would eventually be one of the best paying lines in the country. It would save the carriage of all the 
fluxing stone which will go right through to Dapto.
397. Where do you think the connection ought to be made ? Somewhere near Albion Park.
39S. Have you consulted with many people witli regard to the line? Yes.
390. What do you think the feeling is in regard to contributing land gratuitously for tbe proposed 
construction of a line ? There would be few, if any, opposed to it.
400. Do you think it would be fair to ask those who are benefited by a line to guarantee, not the whole 
lot, but a portion of the loss—say one-half ? I do not think it would be fair to put it in that way; but I 
think it would be fair to say to the people that they must pay 10 to 20 per cent, on the amount of the 
freight they pay, in case there is a deficiency at the end of twelve months. I do not see why there should 
be any objection to that as long as they save money by it.
401. Chairman.Do you think the ore-carrying aspect of the question is of sufficient importance to 
warrant the district of Eobertson being left some 3 or 4 miles to the south of any proposed connection 
with the South Coast line, or do you think the main element to be considered is the development of the 
district? 1 think the main element to be considered is the development of the district.

Henry Bailey, railway station-master, Moss Yale, sworn, and examined:—
402. Chairman.'] How long have you resided at Moss Vale ? Nine years. Assuming that it is desirable jj, Bailey,
to build a railway, tbe evidence I desire to give is simply as to the rival claims of Moss Yale as against A , 
Bowral, from a junction point of view, 4 ygoo.
403. IJo you favour a connection with Moss ATale ? Ares. One of the reasons is, that time is money 
now-a-days, and every passenger travelling from Eobertson to the southward, or from the south to 
Eobertson, would save thirty-five to forty minutes’ journey by travelling eta Moss ATaleas against Bowral.
That is because the journey from Moss A7alc to Bowral occupies fifteen minutes, and all tho trains stay 
at Moss Yale from twenty to twenty-live minutes for refreshments, making thirty-five to forty minutes 
difference between Moss A7ale and Bowral. ^ “
404. How would that apply to the people coming up from Sydney when the Bowral route would bo 3 
miles shorrer ? They would not have the additional journey of from twelve to fifteen minutes from 
Bowial to Moss A'ale, and they would not be handicapped with the twenty to twenty-five minutes’ wait 
for refreshments which the up-passengers experience.
405. XV hat amount of cabhagcs come toMossAale station to he sent away? The season lasts from 
three to four months, and during that time wc are loading from 40 to 50 tons per week. XVe do not 
receive many peas. The two principal items of traffic in connection with the Eobertson-Burrawang- 
Mvra X'alc district are cabbages, cauliflowers, butter, and cream.
4(H). It b.as been stated that if a line be constructed through this dairying district, people will be able to 

* send milk to Sydney P I think it is purely a matter of choice with the producer as to whether he prefers 
to send his produce in as milk or butter. Everything depends on the state of the market.
407. Can you state where the greater number of cabbages and cauliflowers come from? The neighbour
hood of Burrawang and Myra Xrale contribute tbe larger portion. There are several reasons why the 
junction should he at Moss A7ale. The Railway Commissioners have ample land here for tho purpose, 
and that 1 do not think they have at Bowral. XVF have about 17 acres of land available for junction 
purposes, for making the necessary connections, and sheds. In establishing a junction it means the

building
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building of conveniences for watering engines, turning engines, r.nd stabling stock and engines, and alt 
that we bave at Moss Vale, We bare an abundant water supply, with the necessary connections for 
watering ten or a dozen engines, if necessary. In addition, we also have a turn-table, which is absolutely 
necessary. It is contrary to all railway law to run engines tender first. If you make a connection at 
Bowral you must incur a large expenditure for turn-tables and water, or you must bare a fixed annual 
expenditure by running the engines to Moss Yale for turning purposes, which means a waste run of 10 

or 12 miles.
I OS. Mr. Shepherd^] It has been stated that there is an average of 40 tons of cabbage per week for the 
whole year round sent to Sydney from Moss Yale ? That is incorrect, ft is correct, so far as the 
season is concerned, which lasts three or four months. The season might extend over that period; but 
it would not maintain that average.
409. What amount of produce comes from the Moss Vale station from Kangaroo Yalley ? There is a 
large traffic. Teams travel to and fro twice a week, and carry fiour and other produce. I do not think 
this traffic would work to Bowral station if the junction were there instead of at Moss Yale.

John Cullen, farmer, Moss Vale, sworn, and examined:—
J. Cullen, 410. Mr. Shepherd.'] How far is your farm from Moss Yale? Four miles ; close to the route between 
__ >------, Moss Yale and Eobertson.

4 Aug., 1900. 411. What is tbe extent of your farm ? About 1,100 acres. I carry it on as a dairy farm. I also cultivate 
a little. On one occasion 1 cultivated 80 acres, and if I had facilities for taking my produce to market I 
would cultivate more.
412. How long have you had your farm ? Some of it for seven years, and other portions for three years.
413. Is tbe whole of it improved ? Yes; to a certain extent. About 50 acres of it have been laid down 
with artificial grasses, and it carries at present about 150 head of cattle. I have about 300 acres fit for 
cultivation.
414. "What advantage would you derive from the construction of a railway from Moss Yale to Bohertson ? 
It is impossible for me to say, because I would cultivate about three times as much as I have been doing.
415. What is a fair distance for a farmer lo carry produce to a railway station ? Two or 3 miles ; so long 
as he can go fhere and back in one day. I consider that a line from Moss Yale would pay better than a 
line from Bowral to Eobertson, and would be cheaper to construct.
41G. Is tbe land better from Moss Yale to the Sheepwash than it is from Bowral to tbe Sheepwash ? I 
think so.
417. Upon which route is most cultivation being carried on? Between Moss Vale and Eobertson.

H. Bailey,
4/Au^19M-

John Alexander Badgery, grazier, near Moss Yale, sworn, and examined:—
J. A. Badgery.'41S. Chairman.'] Where is your land situated ? About 7 miles south of Moss Vale.
^—a—419. Can you say that the district towards Eobertson has been retarded in its development by want of 

4 Aug., 1900. railway communication? I think so. If people had a railway to their doors it would enable them to 
produce more.
420. What is your opinion of the capabilil'ics of the district? A great deal of it is exeellenE land. I look 
upon it as a potato-growing and dairying country. Ii, is not a wheat-growing country.
421. Can you offer any opinion as to the respective merits of the rival routes ? I do not think there is any 
doubt that the route from Moss Yale is the more desirable. It passes through better country, and it 
would tap the Kangaroo Yalley.
422. Ho you think the Kangaroo Yalley is of sufficient importance to justify the construction of a 
railway, taking into consideration other facts ? It would greatly assist in making the line pay.
423. Ho you think there is a reasonable prospect of tbe large annual deficiency which would be incurred 
by constructing a Hue from Moss Yale to Eobertson being overcome in a few years ? I think there is. 
421. The proposed line from Bowra! to Eobertson would, according to the Eailway Commissioners, serve 
a larger area of country and more people than would the Moss Yale connection ? I do not think 
it would.

„ 423. Would the people of Fast and West Kangaloon be able to avail themselves of a railway from Moss
Yale to Eobertson? I hardly think so. They could tap the railway nearer than by coming to Bowral, 
but it would hardly serve them—no more than going out from Bowral would serve the Kangaroo Yalley 
people.

Henry William Taylor, Mayor, Moss Yale, sworn, and examined:—
H.W. Tajlor. 42G. Chairman.] How long have you resided in the Moss Yale district ? Sixty-two years.

f——A'—427. Have you any statement to make as to the comparative merits of the two lines under consideration ?
4 Aug, 1900.1 may mention that the Bowral to Eobertson line will run for 2 miles in touch with the main line into 

• Burradoo.^ The southern end of this district—out to Yarrunga and the Kangaroo Yalley Eiver—is a
largo and important district, trade of which would come upon the Moss Yale line. A great portion of 
the produce is sold for what it will fetch. I have bought potatoes at 30s- a ton, because the people 
cannot afford to bring them in and send them lo Sydney.
42S. How far south would that district extend from the line ? It goes through Yarrunga to the junction 
of the Kangaroo River, and what I might call tho Bundanoon Creek. There is an enormous junk of land 
there—some hundreds of thousands of acres—the greater portion of which is Government land. It is 
heavily timbered, and is full of iron deposits and kerosene shale.
429. Would the whole of tho country be within 20 miles of the proposed Moss Yale connection ? It
would be within less. I do not think it is more than 12 to 14 miles across.
430. Can you say why it has not been taken up and developed ? The reason the coal has not been taken 
up is because there have been no means of transit, I should like to know the ultimate intention of the 
Railway Commissioners as to carrying the lino through lo the South Coast. A lot o[ produce is brought 
to the Goulburn district, which comes here and goes out to the Wmgecarribee district.

' 431, Ho you think there is as much land suitable for cabbage cultivation along the Moss Yalo-Eobertson
route, as along tbe Bowral-Eobertsou route ? Yes. There is also any amount of timber suitable for

sleepers.
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Bleepers. If the line goes from Moss Yale there will be a fair traffic to the ‘Waterfalls. At the southern H.W. Tajlor.
end of this district there are a number of small selectors who are trying to improve their holdings, and it
is only reasonable and fair that they should be encouraged. I believe that if the line be constructed it 4 1900-
will eventually pay. There are large deposits of coal about the Waterfalls, and there is any amount of
timber.
432. Do you think there are more selectors upon the land now than there have been during recent years ?
The land is always being taken up.
433. With regard to tho connection with the South Coast line, if, as wc are informed, it is impossible 
to get past Robertson to the South Coast line, would you prefer to see a line starting from Moss Yale 
or Bowral, leaving Robertson entirely out ? bio ; I think Eobertson has a prior claim.
434. Mr. 8}ie}>7tercl,~\ Do you think the farmers on a line from Moss Yale to Robertson would give up a 
portion of their land free for the purpose of railway construction ? 1 believe the greater number between 
Moss Vale and Myra Yale would give it free, but I do not think they will do so between Myra Yale and 
Robertson. Most of tho selectors in the Wingecarribee district have taken up their land under the old 
Robertson Act, and they have only paid 5s. an acre on it; therefore, the cost of resumption is not likely 
to be large. If tbe Government resume tbe land they will only have to pay the 5s. per aero, and the 
value of the improvements.
435. Do you think it is likely that those who will bo benefited by tbo line will guarantee a portion of tbe 
loss ? The difficulty can be got over by the enforcement of differential rates.

MOKDA T, 6 AVGUST, 1900. ,

[The Qommittee met at the Court-house, Hobertson, at 10 30 a.m.]

' presrni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
Tho lion. Patrick Lindebat Crawford Siiei'hebd. ] Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bowral to
Robertson,

William Rutter Hindmarsh, junr., farmer, Robertson, sworn, and examined :—
436. Chairman.^ How long have you been in the district ? Eighteen years. VV. R.
437. Can you give any idea of the extent of territory in the Eobertson district, and the amount of pro- Hindmarsh, 
ducts to be derived from it in case the railway is extended to Eobertson ? We have 50.000 acres of rich blllr- 
chocolatc soil, besides second and third class lands. That includes from the edge of the mountain to tbe „ C
other side of Burrawang. G Aufi” 190°-
438. What is tbe average carrying capacity of tbe best land in tbe district which tbo railway would serve ?
There are over 9,000 milk cows, aud between 2,000 and 3,000 ordinary cattle. •
439. How many factories are there in tbe district from which you draw these statistics ? Eight.
440. Can you give a general idea of the amount of dairy produce sent from that district ? In 1896,
1,250.000 lb. of butter were made.
441. It has been stated that the construction of the railway would alter the character of the dairying 
trade in this way: that where it does not pay to send milk to Sydney it would pay if you had a railway ?
I agree with that statement. The factories and private dairymen would send milk. They produce 3,000,000 
gallons a year, and if a quarter of that went to Sydney it would amount to an annual income of £2,425 
to the railway. This is a cool climate, and the milk would keepwell. The cattle in this district arc 
healthier than those on the coast, from which Sydney at present gets its supply. ■
442. What is the amount of cultivation carried on in the area to which you refer ? There are over 3,000
acres under crop. The usual crops at present are grown for the maintenance of the cattle—such as 
broadcast corn, oats, and potatoes. I do not think any district in the Colony can grow better potatoes 
than this. The freights, however, are so heavy that it does not pay to send them to Sydney; in fact, they 
are often given to the cows and pigs. ' ‘
443. What is the freight by road from Robertson to Bowral for such produce ? Prom Robertson to Moss 
Yale the charge is 10s. to 15a. a ton,
444. Does that amount of freight debar cultivators from going in for that class of crop ? Yes. If a
man had a crop of 5 to 6 tons of potatoes to the acre, and he only had to pay 5s. a ton for freight, it
would mean a profit—about 25s. to the acre.
445. Are there any disadvantages under which you labour on account of the absence of a railway ? Yes.
I think the passenger traffic labours under disadvantages. There are no regular conveyances On the road 
from Moss Vale or Bowral. Another industry of the district is the cabbage-growing industry, which has 
suffered very much from the want of facilities to get to market. At present we have in the district over 
100 acres under cabbages, and if we had facilities for getting to market that would he doubled.
There is any amount of land which is not used for growing potatoes which would grow cabbages 
successfully.
446. How far do you think a man should he from a railway in order to successfully carry out that kind
of cultivation ? "if he is 3 or 4 miles away he can do it successfully. “
447. Is it not a crop which yields very heavily ? Yes. Thirty tons is considered a fair crop. If we had 
200 acres under cabbages they would yield 6,000 tous a year, which is a low estimate. Some people 
consider we would have 300 acres under cultivation within twelve months of tho railway being 
constructed.
448 Would freight os high as 10s. a ton he a serious handicap as far as the successful growing of cabbages 
is concerned F 1 think it would. If we had to pay 5s. instead of 10s. it would mean a difference of £7 
10s. per acre. "
449. What is the average price per ton for cabbages ? They generally run from 3s. to 7s. Gd. a dozen.
Oue man, a few miles from Robertson, has made over £300 off 1 acre; but that year he got as much

&s
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W. R. ag 7S. GjJ. a do^en for his cabbages. At Is. a dozen an acre will bring £45 7s. 6d. I reckon that if we were 
Hindmarsh, a]iowe,i creiiit fot. what we should put upon the main line, the cabbage industry would contribute to the 

11jjnr' railway revenue £2,000 per annum. 
f/AujT 1900. 450. Is the road from Bowral to Hobertson a good one ? Yes.

’ 451. We have been informed that the construction of a railway will stimulate the calf industry ,—what
are the conditions which prevent you getting calves to market now ? If calves have to travel 14 miles on 
a hard metalled road, they will become footsore before coming to the train, and they will scarcely be able 
to stand when trucked. If they could be put into trucks here they would go down fresh. As it is, a 
great number of calves are killed.
452. What number of calves would you get away per annum if the railway were extended ? About 50 
per cent., or 4,000 calves;—that is, allowing 50 per cent, to he destroyed or to die.
453. Bo you think that if a railway were constructed to Robertson the whole of the trade which now goes 
to Moss Yale or Shellharbour would come over that railway ? I think it would. A great deal has been 
made of the Shellharbour route by tbe Railway Commissioners; but during the last few months it 
has been almost impossible to get up there at all with a load.
454. What is your opinion of this statement by Mr. Harper, tbe Chief Traffic Manager:—

Heavy loading, such as sugar, iron, wire, &c., ean be lauded at Robertson, via Shellharbour, for 30s. per ton, that 
being 10s. the steamer freight and 20s. the road freight. The same class of loadiug from Sydney to Bowral would cost 
29s. 7d- per ton in truck loads, aud in smaller quantities 36s. 5(1. per ton. In the case of second and third-class goods, the 
saving in adopting the coastal rate reaching as nigh as 20s. per ton, or So per cent.
From that he infers that even if you had a railway to Robertson, in second and third-class goods tbe 
coastal route would successfully compete with it ? I do not think it. We get regular rains, and the 
roads become so bad that it is impossible for the stuff to come up. I know that on oue occasion there 
was some stuff there, which came from Sydney, and it had to be sold there, because it could not be 
brought here.
455. Then you think that it is only in dry seasons that the coastal route would successfully compete with 
the proposed railway ? That is all.
40G. Mr, SfepAer/i.] What is the distance to the edge of the mountain ? Two and a half miles.
457. Is it all good land to the edge of the mountain? Yes.
458. What extent of land have you on tbe other side of the proposed line which you think the line would 
serve ? It extends to Kangaloon ou the north side, and to the parish of Yarrawa on tho southern side.
459. What weight could you put on a dray, if you were sending goods to Moss Vale ? From 1 ton to 
li- ton on a two-horse dray.
460. Would it not pay you better to get a good waggon which would carry 5 to 6 tons ? The carriers 
here have waggons,
461. How long does it take to carry a load from here and get back again ? Eight or nine hours. We 
do it in a day.
462. If you had a waggon with four horses, and could carrv about 4 tons, would it cost you 12s. or 14s. 
for freight? Every farmer cannot keep tbe waggons and tbe horses. They must employ someone to do 
the work for them.
463. Twelve shillings to 15s. a ton on a splendid road of 14 miles, such as you have, seems to be a high 
rate, because in some of tbe country districts the carriage is only 12s. to 15s. per ton for a distance of 40 
to 50 miles? I can only say that I heard a carrier state the other day that if anyone could do it for less, 
they could have his carrying from Robertson to Moss Yale.
464. How do you pack the cabbages ? They are packed on a dray with a frame.
465. What kind of winter food do you grow ? Oats and hay, and we go in for ensilage.
466. Have you a good deal of country laid down under artificial grasses ? Yes ; the last few years, 
however, have made the country look very bad, on account of the drought aud the plague of grasshoppers 
wo have had.
467. Is there much pasture iu the winter? Yes ; the farmers generally use the broadcast corn in the 
autumn, and save the paddocks for the winter.
468. Is cabbage the principal crop liere ? It is, as far as the market gardeners are concerned. They 
also send to market, cauliflowers, turnips, and green peas,
469. You say that 30 tons to the acre is a fair crop ? Yes ; and land at the present time is bringing £2 
an acre for cabbage-growing purposes.
470. Have you discussed the question of the construction of the railway with the farmers of the district ? 
Yes.
471. What is their opinion as to giving the land through which the line will pass ? I think some would 
give it free, and there is an inclination amongst the people of the district to subscribe and help to pay 
those who would not give it free.
472. Bo you think it is likely that within a reasonable time the estimated loss on the line will be made 
up? Yes ; from three industries alone—milk, cabbages, and potatoes. I am sure they would make it a 
paving line within two years,
473. In the face of that, do you think that persons who would be served by the railway would be willing 
to guarantee the Government, not against the total loss, but against a portion of tbe deficiency, until 
the line became self-supporting? I am not in a position to say that, but the people are willing to pay 
differential rates.
474. That wouid amount to something like the same thing;—yon say that you pay now from 10s, to 15s, 
a ton for carriage;—supposing the railway carried your goods at the rate of 5s. a ton, there would bo a 
saving at once of, say, 6s. a ton ;—would it not be to tho advantage of the persons interested to guarantee 
to the extent of 3a a ton ? Yes; I think they would be willing to do that.
475. Bo you think it would be a fair and reasonable thing to ask ? Yes.
476. C/mirman.l Have you any further information ? Yes. I believe that if a quarter of the milk 
produced were sent to Sydney, it would give an aunual revenue to the railway of £1,212 10s. on the 
line from Bowral to Robertson, and apart from that, there would be the addition of traffic which would 
go over the main line.
477. Mr. Zevien.] Which would be the best connection for you—Moss Yale or Bowral ? That is a matter 
which we would leave in the hands of the Government, We have no particular feeling one way or tho

other.
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other. I may mention that the tourist traffic would be very great. During the holidays wo always have 
a fair number of tourists in the district. Someone has stated that 3,000 pigs would be carried by the 
railway. In reality, there would be over 20,000 store pigs brought here by train, and the fat pigs would 
go out of the district by rail. They are generally brought in from tbe southern districts by train.
478. Chairman.'] How do you arrive at the number of 20,000 pigs ? From personal experience ; we 
usually fatten that number. Another matter which has been overlooked is the manure which will be 
required for tbe growing of cabbages. No matter howr good the ground is, they require manure to force 
them. For that purpose 12 cwt. manure is required to the acre, which would be a largo item, so far as 
railway freight is concerned. It would bring in a revenue of £240 to £250 a year. I may state that the 
average rainfall from 1890 to 1895 was 7(i inches, so that we do not send a large amount of produce one 
year and nothing the next year. It is only the drought we have had during the last three or four years 
which has stopped produce to any extent for the last thirty years.
479. Leaving out of consideration the recent drought, do you consider the district as being uniformly 
progressive for some years? Yes.
480. Do yon think it has a capacity for still further progress? Yes. Another matter to which I wish to 
refer has reference to chrome ore. There is a large denosit here which could be worked.
481. Where is it? Near the head of the Kangaroo River. It was stated in Sydney by the Railway 
Commissioners that the land is no good for growing potatoes or crops unless it is manured; but that is a 
mistake altogether.
4S2, Will the land stand potato-growing for successive seasons without becoming exhausted? Yes, 
After growing potatoes for a year or two it could be laid down under grass, and then brought under culti
vation again tor two or three years.

W. It. 
Hindmaieh, 

junr.

6 Aug., 1900.

James Lackey, market gardener, Burrawang, sworn, and examined :—
4S3. Hr. Shepherd.] How far is your property from Robertson ? Four miles. j jjRC.^c,.
484. In what direction ? In the direction of Burrawang. ^ ,
485. What is the extent of your property ? Fifty-one acres. 6 Aug., 1900.
488. How long have you resided there? Thirteen years.
487. Have you been cultivating vegetables all the time? Yes; with the exception of eighteen months, 
when T was out of the district.
4SS. What is your average production per acre ? In a good season, about 30 tons of cabbages to tbe acre.
Upon 4 acres, during one particular season, I grew 120 tons ; but that was an exceptionally good crop.
I also grow peas and fruit.
4S9. Do yon find yourself handicapped by tho distance you have to send your produce to the railway ? I 
have to pay 10s, per ton for all I send from Burrawang to Moss Vale, and when I started first I paid 15s. 
per ton. During the last eleven years 1 have never paid more nor less than 10s. for freight from Bur
rawang to Moss Vale—a distance ot about 10 miles.
490. Do you use your own conveyance? No ; but I draw some of my produce.
491. Do you find that tbe vegetables get injured in transit ? Not a great deal.
492. Do you send them to an agent in Sydney ? No ; I sell them myself, principally.
493. Do you crow any other produce? Yes; potatoes, peas, and cauliflowers.
494. What average of potatoes do you get to the acre ? About 5 tons is a good average.
495. What description of 1'ruit do you grow ? Strawberries, gooseberries, nectarines, and apples.
496. Do you find that the gooseberries and strawberries pay you well ? Yes. With regard to the use of 
crates for cabbages, I may state that the cabbages which come from Melbourne by rail do not come in 
crates. They only come in crates by steamer. You cannot get the crates into the trucks,
497. Do you not think that crates would save the vegetables from being knocked about? No; I think 
they go bolter ns they are.
498. Do you wish to add anything to the evidence of Mr. Hindmarsh ? I was the first to start the cabbage
growing industry in this district. I started in a very small way, sending from 20 to 30 tons away during 
tho first year. This year I should think that between Moss Vale and Bowral nearly 2,000 tons bave been 
sent away. In view of the heavy eartaue we have to pay for the stuff which is sent to Moss Vale
and Bowral, I should think that, with the construction of the railway, the production would increase to
double that.
499. Do you find that in a bad season you get a better price than you do in a good season ? Yes.
500. And, in a great measure, that will make up for tbe deficiency in crop? It depends. If you have 
high and dry ground, which you cannot water, of course you lose your crop. If you are on flat ground 
you can get a good crop even in a bad season.
501. What variety of cabbage do you chiefly grow ? Wo call it the “ Succession’' cabbage. We do not
grow any of the “Savoy,” and very little of the ■' St. John’s Day.” I am of opinion thatif the railway were
constructed, in a short time, instead of there being a deficiency, it would pay good interest on the money 
expended. We could got our stuff to market fresher, and it, would not be knocked about so much. I do 
not think there are any of the growers'who would not be satisfied to pay (is. per ton carriage for a short 
line from Robertson, to tap the trunk line at any place the Government think fit.
502. What is a fair distance from the railway station to carry on your industry successfully? Three to 
4 miles. We could go twice a day then.
503. Could you not carry on your industry successfully at a greater distance than 3 or 4 miles from the
railway ? 1 have been fairlyr successful up to the present, but with a railway I would be able to make a
little more.
501. Chairman!] What is the cost of production of cabbages on good flats ;—what would it cost you to 
prepare the land, put in a crop, and take it off? £10 per acre; that would include every charge until 
yon started to cut the crop off. Then there is the cutting, which would be about £5 per acre.
505. Then. £15 per acre would include every charge but the road carriage ? YYs.
506. What is a fair price to get for your cabbages ? £4 per ton, or £60 an acre.
507. At present you pay 10s. per ton for carriage ? Yes.
508. At 15 tons to tbe acre, that means £7 per ton per acre for carriage? Yes.

268—D
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J. Lackey. 509. Are there any‘other charges ? There is the Govcniment charge of 9s. 8d. per ton. and 2s. 6d for 
the loading from Darling Harbour to the market. There is also Is. Gd. for market dues. That means about 

6 Aug., 1900. £33 an acre, which leaves a net profit of £27 -per acre.
510. Out of a total charge of £33 per acre there is a cost of £7 10s. for road carriage? Yes.
511. Do you think that, which is not a quarter of the cost of growing the cabbages, is a serious handicap 
to the development of the industry in the district? It would bo very serious, because the industry 
has increased from 30 tons to about 2,000 tons. J think, however, that if we had the railway the 
industry would increase still more.
512. If you had a railway and the charge for freight was brought down to. say, £3 10s., that would be a
reduction of 10 per cent on the total cost;—do you think that that would greutl3r stimulate the develop
ment of the industry in the district ? I think it would. _
513. And it would make your profit £30 per acre, instead of £27 per acre ? Yes.
514. Do you regard £27 per acre as a fair profit to make off land? Yes. _
515. Do you not think that with a profit of £27 per acre every available acre would be put in, and that 
other "ardeners would take up the land ? I think they would.
51'G. Then you do not think the absence of a railway is seriously interfering with tbe development of the 
district, as far as that phase of the matter is concerned ? I cannot say that it is, because it is increasing 
every year; but if we had a railway it would of course double. Again, it would benefit the main trunk 
line as well. .
■317. Mr. Lrvien^] What is the general feeling with regard to giving tho land free for railway purposes . 
I cannot say ; but if it were to come through my land l should be glad to give it free.
518. Mr.'Shepherd.'] Do you plough or dig your laud? I plough it. When we put the plants in we 
put the manure in and dig it with a fork.

William White, butcher, lloberlson, sworn, and examined : —
W. White. 519. Clmirman.] How long have you resided iu Eobertson ? Thirty years.

^ 520. Can you give us a general idea of the progress of the district during the period of your residence .
G Aug., 1900. During the last two years the district lias been siatiouary ; I might say it has been going back, that 

has been largely duo to the bad seasons.
521. Previous to that, was the progress of the district fairly uniform from year to year ? yes-f
522. Do you think the district has arrived at such a stage when its further progress is likely to be
retarded unless it has a railway ? Yes. . . • ■ i i ■
523. Can you give us an idea of the development which the construction of a railway is likely to bring 
about? Of course, the farmers would be advantaged to a great extent by the decreased cost of carriage. 
Their produce would be largely increased if they had a direct and speedy way of getting to market.
524. Would much live stock lie sent from the district to Sydney? A large number of pigs and calves 
would go.
525. Do you think 14 miles is too far to drive them now ? "i es.
52G. What is done now with the calves bred in the district which are not kept for dairying purposes . 
They go in various ways. Some of the farmers give them an ay. ,
527. Can you say what amount: of live stock would be trucked at Eobertson if there were a railway to it.
I should say that at least 1,000 calves and 2,000 or 3,000 pigs would be trucked per annum.
528. Can you give any evidence with regard to the development of the dairying industry consequent upon
the construction of the proposed railway? It largely depends upon the success of the producers in being 
able to get their milk away. . .
529. Do vou think it would bo more profitable for them to send away at least part of their milk than it
would be to have the whole of it converted into butler ? Yes. It would be betler lo liave a good trade 
in milk than to depend upon the vicarious market in butter. .... i-i. r
530. Can you state what is the general destination of the butter from this district ? A large Quantity ot
it is exported, and there is a large consumption in Sydney. .
531. Can you offer anv opinion as to the possibility of the railway paying ? I think the estimated .oss 
is likely to be made up within a reasonable time after the construction of the railway.
532. Is any other industry likely to be carried on in the district which cannot at present be earned on on
account of the absence of a rail nay ? I belieie that other industries would be carried on I or instance, 
I think there would be a large fruit trade in fbe district. I feel certain that people can afford to pay 5U 
per cent on the trunk line rates for the privilege of this line of railway, and then they would largely 
benefit themselves. ,
533. The deficiency is calculated on local rates ;—do you think they could pay higher than the ordinary
local rates ? I think they could pay 50 per cent, more than they do. ...
534. Do you think the producers of this district would be prepared to do as they are doing in the ca*e of
the llock to Green’s Gunyali railway—to pay a small amount per annum, based on the land-tax^, to make 
up the deficiencv on the railway ? 1 believe a great many would, but some people are not satisfied unless
they got things for nothing.
535. How many teams are engaged per annum in bringing up thetraffic from Shellharbour? Only one. 
53G. AYhat amount does it carry per month ? I could not say—perhaps a ton.
537. You think, then, that the fears of the Eailway Commissioners with respect to that railway are 
unfounded ? They need not bo the least afraid of it.

Joseph Scott Armstrong, farmer and milk-tester, Eobertson, sworn, and examined : 
j.S. 53 S. Mr. Levien.] How far do you live from Eobertson? Six miles; I live on the Upper Kangaroo

Armstrong. Eiver. .
—v 5:}!). Do you wish to make any statements? Yea. With regard to the upper portion of the Kangaroo 

fiAug.. 1900. Yalley, I'may state that a larger traffic would in the future be obtained from there than has been taken 
into account, because of tbe construction of a new road. Many people in tbe alley think it would be 
more convenient to them to get a railway from the Howra side ; but if they do not get it, Kooertson or 
Myra Vale would be the best outlet for the whole of that district, and that has. not been taken into 
account. ,, n
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540. Haa the population increased of late ? No; hut since the former inquiry ■was held we have got a "T-S. 
road graded 1 in 20. There is a good deal of land on the upper Kangaroo Eiver which is under cultivation, rmstrong.
and if wc bad a railway it would be greatly increased, .... .0 CsauTTiioo.
541. Do you know anything about the market gardening business which is likely to be done in that ’ 
district ? J think it is largely increasing. There must be 100 acres, if not more, under cultivation.
Some people, however, have had to give up the industry on account of the length of carriage.
542. J suppose tho statements you have heard to-day as to tho cost of carriage are correct P Yes. It is 
only fair to state that Mr. Lackey has good roads from his place, whereas others have bad roads, which 
require bullock teams.
543. Do you think the construction of a railway would develop the market gardening industry ? Yes ; I 
am sure of it ?
544. What business do you carry on ? That of milk testing at the factories, and t hare a farm of 100 
acres in the Kangaroo Valley. I have from 8 to 10 acres under maize and green food for cattle. The 
soil is good for maize growing.
545. Have tho people in the district in which you live been retarded in carrying out their industries on 
account of want of good roads ? Yes. If the railway were constructed it would be worth our while to 
make roads to it ourselves.
546. Are any Crown lands available ? Yes. .2,000 acres could be selected about the edge of tbe moun
tain, and if there were conveniences for getting goods away they would be selected.
547. What is the quality of the land to which you are referring ? Some of it is the very best.
548. Is it fit for agriculture P The greater part of that of which I speak is rocky, but it could not be 
better for grazing cattle.
540. Do you think the estimated loss on the proposed railway is likely to be made up ? I think the 
moment tho line is taken in hand more land will be put under cultivation, and I also think there will be 
nothing like the estimated deficiency. I know of many lots of cabbages which have been lost on account 
of the difficulty of getting teams. 1

550. Do you think the people would be willing to contribute towards the loss on the line ? T think they 
would pay extra charges to make up any loss.
551. Do you think they would be likely to sign a bond to that effect ? I believe the bulk of the people 
wouid be quite willing to do anything towards assisting to make the line pay,
552. Chairman^ You have stated that you think the estimate of revenue does not include the traffic to 
be drawn from tbe Kangaroo Valley ? Y’es.
553. What population would be served by the proposed line in the upper end of the Valley ? The part 
which has been spoken of has about forty farms—on the Upper Kangaroo liivev.
554. .Are you aware that tho estimate includes tbe traffic from 1,000 people from the Kangaroo Valley ?
Those who made the estimate must have taken in part of the township.
555 What part of tbe proposed line would the Kangaroo Valley people strike? The people on the 
upper part would strike Eobertson ; but about Barrengarry they would strike Myra Vale better.
550. Could wc expect that traffic now if there were a fair road into Myra Vale? Yes; if the new road 
which has been graded is constructed. As it is, a good deal of the traffic goes over Oambewarra, but it 
would come to Myra Vale if the road were constructed.
557. Is there any special quality in the artificial grasses grown here which makes the butter of high 
quality ? The grasses here make a rich milk and butter yield, but I do not think there is anything special 
in them, 1 have heard that the milk from tbe mountains is very much preferred for consumption. Many 
doctors consider it advantageous to use it, and I think it would be very much sought after.
558. Mr. Shepherd^ Aro there many visitors in the district during the summer months '! Yes ; a stream 
of visitors goes through in summer.
559. What are the principal places which they visit ? The Eitzroy Palls. The Belmore Palls, however, 
are considered to be more attractive. Then there are the Carrington Palls, the G-errigong Palls, and the 
Macquarie Palls, which lie close to Robertson—all within a radius of G or 7 miles. I have been to those 
places with visitors, who say that there is nothing equal to them on the Blue Mountains. There is a 
greater variety of foliage here, and between Eobertson and my residence there are many falls which have 
not yet been opened out which would prove a great attraction, J heard of one yesterday, within half a 
mile of tny residence, which J am told is about 200 feet high. I could enumerate twenty or thirty falls 
which are equally as attractive as the Pitzroy Palls.
5G0, How far is it from Eobertson to the Macquarie Mountaiu ? Pive miles.
561. Is there a fairly good road ? Yes.
5G2. Do you think the number of visitors would be largely increased by railway communication ? Yes.
5G3. Do you think the railway would be likely to derive considerable revenue in that respect ? Yes; but 
that might take up a little time.
564, Are you aware of what tbe superiority of the mountain milk over the low-land milk is? I think it 
is due to the amount of ozone there is in the air.
565. Does the milk from this district bring a higher price in Sydney than that from the low lands? I
cannot say that it does; but our cattle aro more healthy, and there is less tuberculosis amongst 
them here. ’

William Graham, storekeeper, Eobertson, sworn, and examined:—
566. Chairman.'] How long have yon resided at Eobertson ? Fourteen years. W. Graham.
867. Can you give us an idea of tho amount of goods likely to come into this district along the proposed _ a - 
railway, and your opinion of the suggested competition from Shellharbour along the coast ? 1 do not (i Aug., 1900.
think the competition would mean anything at all, as far as I am concerned. Goods bave been brought 
to mo that i\ay ; but, as a rule, you can get them cheaper the other way. If the railway were extended 
to Robertson there would be no possibility of competition from the coast.
568. How many storekeepers are there in Robertson ? Two.
569. What tonnage of goods do you receive per annum ? About 500 tons.
570 Are they mainly brought from Sydney ? Yes.

James
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James Alcorn, dairy-farmer. East Kangaloon, sworn, and examined:—
J. Alcorn, 571. Mr. Shepherd^] How long have you resided in the district ? Since 1862.

How far is East Kangaloon from Eobertson ? A little over 3 miles.
6 Aug., 1900. What ia tho extent of your holding ? A little over 200 acres.

574. And you carry on dairy-farming ? Tes. and potato-growing. I have 3 acres under potatoes.
575. What is your average return from those 3 acres ? Eive to 7 tons; but I do not use manure.
570. How many cows have you on your run? Seventy.
577. Is much of your farm laid down under artificial grasses ? Tea, over 150 acres, which are under 
cocksfoot, rye-grass, and a little prairie grass.
578. Do you grow crops for winter use ? Yes ; oats and barley.
579. What effect will the construction of the proposed line have upon industries generally in this 
district? I think there will be a great increase in the potato and cabbage growing industries. There 
are many portions which are not of much use as grazing land, which would grow cabbages. Jf we 
had greater facilities for getting produce to market the cabbage industry would increase very largely.

■ The great difficulty is to get the crops away, especially in wet seasons.
5S0. Do you feel handicapped by the difficulty experienced in getting to a railway station ? Not at 
present, because the milk goes to the factory ; but during the recent bad seasons we have experienced a 
difficulty in getting food, such as bran, &c., for the cattle.-
581. Do you agree in the main tvith the evidence which has already been given ? Tes.

John Thomas Hayter, farmer, Eobertson, sworn, and examined :—
J. T. Hayter, 5$2. Mr. SAep/ierd.] How many years have you resided in the district? Thirty-four, 

r——'A—“\ 583. What is the extent of your holding ? 320 acres.
GAug., 1900. 534^ Are you carrying on dairy-farming? Yes; dairy-farming and agriculture. I also have a small 

orchard, iu which 1 grow gooseberries, currants, strawberries, and raspberries.
585. Do you find the Hobart market antagonistic to your interests ? Yes, sometimes.
58G. Have you any difficulty in getting strawberries or raspberries to market? You canuot get them to 
market in good condition when the roads are rough, and where I am living off the main road they are 
very rough. ■
587. How far are you from the main road ? Three-quarters of a mile, and it is a very bad road.
5S8. Do your crops pay you pretty well ? Yes.
589. What average do you get per acre for gooseberries? I could not say ; but I get bushels off the 
land 1 cultivate.
590. Do you get many strawberries ? Not many. Some kinds do not bear well.
591. What kind of gooseberry are you cultivating? The large green kind and the red gooseberry. I 
am also growing potatoes, and I get an average of about. 6 tons per acre, without manuring.
592. Do you find tho want of a railway a drawback ? Yes. I milk 109 cows, and about a quarter of the 
calves are killed as soon as they are dropped, because there are no means of getting them to Moss Yale.
593. Would you go in more extensively for cultivation if the railway were handier ? Yes. I have a lot 
of land in Yarrunga suitable for cabbage-growing.
594. What extent of ground in the district is under cultivation for cabbage-growing ? Between Eobertson 
and Eoberton Park there must bo fully 130 acres.
595. Do you know whether many of the settlers are going in for gooseberry, raspberry, and strawberry
growing ? I do not think that many of them are. *
596. Do you think that that industry would be largely increased if the proposed railway were constructed ? 
I think it would.
597. Do you usually pack your strawberries into small boxes? Yes.
598. Can you get your raspberries carried to market without trouble? Yes; but sometimes they get 
very much bruised.
599. Have you any information to add to that which you have already given? I do not think the 
proposed line would cost as much as has been estimated. There is plenty of clay in the district which 
would make the bricks which would be required. We also have blue-metal and timber. Of course, we 
do not want elaborate railway stations. 1 have beard the evidence of the former witnesses, and I fully 
agree with it.*

John Bernhard Wilson, Medical Practitioner, Eobertson, sworn, and examined :—
J. E. Wibon. COO. Chairman.] Can you give any information concerning the Eobertson district as a health resort ? I 

r- A , consider it is an exceptionally healthy district. I have been here for nearly three and a half years, and 
G Aug., 1900. there has never been any epidemic of fever.

001. Is it a district which, with railway facilities, is likely to attract a considerable number of persons in 
search of health ? Yes.
(502. Does it offer advantages over other places already connected by rail? The summer climate is an 
exceptionally good one for lung diseases.
0u3. Do people come here now on that account, or are they prohibited by the absence of a railway ? I 
think the absence of a railway prevents them coming. It is a good climate for such people in the summer, 
and I am sure they would come if wc had a railway.
(iOJ*. Can visitors to this district obtain good accommodation ? There is plenty of accommodation, and, 
in the event of a railway being constructed, I believe sanatorinms would be built, at which people would 
stay exclusively for the benefit of their health,
00-3, is it a good district for a doctor ? It is the worst 1 have ever been in. ■

Eobert Wilson Moses, dairy-farmer, Myra Yale, sworn, and examined :—
E. W. Moscb. 000. O'.airman.] How long have you been in the district ? Since the settlement of it in 1862.

_______ , 007. How far is Myra Yale from Eobertson ? A little over 5 miles.
6 Aug., 190C1. ou-}. How far is it from Bowral ? About 14 miles. 609.

* Note (on revision) :—1 wish to add that, if the proposed railway were constructed, tons of blackhenies would he 
sent away from the district.
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609. What ia the size of your holding ? 130 acres. _ B. W^ose*.
6L0. What is tho average carrying capacity of the Myra Yale district ? About a beast to 3 acres. ^ R^A~el900
611. Have your operations as a dairy-farmer been handicapped by reason of your distance from a railway. US‘’ ’
Yes. Twelve mouths ago we received an offer from the Fresh Food and Ice Company to supply milk to 
them at 7d. per gallon, jit the same time we were receiving under 4d. per gallon at the factories, but the .
cost of carriage into Moss Yale was too much. It did not allow us profit enough. _ _
6L2. You think that, with the construction of a railway, a portion of the milk will be sent direct to 
Sydney for consumption ? Yes. _
613, And that would give a larger revenue to tbe railway thau would the carriage of butter ? Yes. _
014. Is there anything in the quality of the milk which would enable you to compete successfully with 
the South Coast districts P It is a very rich milk, and certainly we are more free from tuberculosis, and 
that, I think, would, in itself, be an advantage in connection with tbe delivering of milk into Sydney.
615. Do you think that the traffic in milk could be carried on successfully throughout the summer ? Yes ;
because the climate is fairly cool, _
616. Do you agree with the evidence which has been tendered by the other witnesses ? Yes.

William Mackenzie, farmer,‘Myra Yale, sworn, and examined:—
617. Mr. Shepherd^ How fur do you reside from Robertson ? Nine miles from Robertson, and 12 miles
from Moss Yale. _ , .
618. Have you any information to supply in addition to that which has already been given? I think 
the construction of the proposed railway would greatly improve the district; the distance is too great for 
the carriage of produce.
619. Do you cultivate much land ? Twenty acres, including oats, barley, corn, and sorghum for home
consumption. I have also tried ensilage-making. I pile the stuff as I would an ordinary stack. and cover 
it with saplings, The Railway Commissioners say that the proposed line will not pay, but I think it will 
do so without difficulty in the course of a few years.- _
620. Do you think the people generally would guarantee to contribute towards it ? Yes.

w.
Mackenzie.

6 Aug., 1900.

Robert Mansfield Graham, auctioneer, Robertson, sworn, and esamined :—
621. Chairman.'] What is your experience of the value of land in this district? We have had many
severe seasons, hut during the twenty years I have resided in the district, I have, at one time or other, ^ Jam'
put up to auction or sold privately, three-fourths of the district. For farm land, the prices have ranged ^ ^gigob 
from £30 per acre downwards. Prices now are not so good as they were a few years ago; but there ’
must be an inclination for them to increase in the near future. The last_ two years have been very
unfavourable, hut I have great expectations of an increase in value at an early period. Much has been 
said about cabbage-growing, but all other kinds of vegetables could he successfully raised here. The 
low-lying land is fed from the richer ranges, and is manured from time to time by the decayed vegetation 
and other matter deposited by floods passing over it, and it is not likely to be easily exhausted. We have 
hundreds and hundreds of acres of exceedingly rich black soil, which is highly suitable for the purpose 
of growing all kinds of vegetables. The fruit industry could also be successfully carried on. As far as 
tourists are concerned, I think this district would become a very important one in the course of time.
At present, however, the facilities afforded tourists of getting in and out of the district are not very 
convenient or comfortable. It is only a matter of time before the district must become a most popular 
summer resort. _ T
622. Has there been much loss of stock In the district on account of droughts ? Yes. We have had to
send thousands of stock out of the district. With regard to the raising of calves, 1 may state that at 
present we only get Od. to 9d. for calves’ skins. We kill the calves off, whereas if we had a railway line 
wo could send thousands of them into the city market, and we could get from 30s. to £2 for them. The 
district sends thousands of stores and mixed cattle per year to the Goulburn market. They come chiefly 
from the coast. It is reasonable to expect that all that come from the coast for Goulburn, instead of 
travelling, would be trucked at Robertson and sent through. Jn fair seasons we import thousands of 
“springers,” which we receive largely from the Goulburn district. Mr, Henry Dunn used to be a large 
supplier of this market, and we must in the future again obtain large supplies from the interior if the 
seasons continue prosperous. Pigs are also largely reared, _ _
623. Does the distance of the market prevent successful pig-raising ? Yes, particularly fat pigs.
624. What number of calves and pigs would be trucked here ii you had a railway ? It would be very
considerable. I should say that 9,000 or 10,000 would he a reasonable estimate. '
625. Would there he any traffic in timber along the line? There are some timber mills here. They
usually cut messmate, which is used for building purposes and bridge work. A road has been surveyed 
into tho Kangaroo Yalley, which would be 14-^ miles from Robertson, and the grade would not exceed 
1 in 14, If the proposed line were constructed to Robertson the traffic from that district would come to 
the line by learns. _________________________ ________

Frank'Anthony Tatlow, cattle-dealer, Robertson, sworn, and examined:—
626. Chairman.] How do you regard this as' a fattening district? One of the best I ever saw in f. A. Tatlow.
mv life. . . ‘
■627. What is the nature of }'our operations? I go abroad to buy cattle for the district, and I also buy 0 Aug., 1900. 
cattle in the district, which I send away. . _
G2S. For what purpose are cattle usually bred in the district? For raising dairy stock.
629. Is this a beef-raising district? We have some of the beat beef-raising stock in the Colony. _
630. Do you send any cattle to Goulburn ? I would do so; but ou account of the want of railway
facilities we are forced to sell them almost at our own doors. _
631. Do vou think that, with the construction of a railway, you could now and then get small consign
ments sent away ? Yes, both ways. I have handled 1,100 head of cattle during the last eight months. I 
have also trucked many from the Picton and Camden districts ; hut I think it is as cheap to_drive them 
as to truck them. There being no railway between Robertson and Moss Yale, we have to drive them 14

miles
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!F. A. Tatlow miles from Moss Vale to Robertson, and it is just as ivell for me to drive them from Picton to Robertson.
(J32. Do you think the farmers wotild find a market for the calves which are now destroyed if the proposed 

6 Aug., 1900. railway were constructed? Tea.
633. What market do they look to ? Sydney for fat calves, and Groulburn for store cattle.
(134. Mr, Shepherd,'] Are the cattle which you bring to the district store cattle? No, cattle for milking 
purposes, and the cattle I remove from here are chiefly young cattle which are to be raised for dairying 
purposes,
635, Do you consider that li miles is too great a distance to drive stock of that kind ? It is not too 
great; but we are so isolated that we have to take a circuitous route. I may state 14 miles by rail 
sometimes means 50 miles by road.
036. Can you get a nearer cut to Picton than by going to Moss Vale or Bowral ? By driving 1 can save 
20 miles.
637. Chairman.] What is the quality of the cattle the dairy-farmers about here have? The best in New- 
South Wales. We have cattle here which have taken the champion prizes at the Sydney Exhibition.
638. Do they, as a general rule, keep up the quality? Tea.
630 Have you anything further to add? Yes ; with regard to the mineral wealth of the district. We 
have some of the richest iron deposits to he found in the Colony in the Jamberoo Mountains, Those 
deposits would he within the influence of the proposed railway if it were built. The best seam of coal in 
the Colony, 18 feet thick, is adjacent to it,
640. Are there any bands in it ? I could not say. Some years ago an expert was brought here from 
England by Sir Henry Parkes to examine it. Within from 5 to 15 miles of Robertson we have 
some of the richest outcrops of ironstone to be found in the colonies, and eight or ten men arc 
engaged opening it out. The manager of the Smelting Works at Dapto inspected it last Monday, 
and considered it highly satisfactory. The outcrops of iron are frequent m the district. I have been given 
to understand that there is an iron outcrop towards the Macquarie Pass. At the Jamberoo Mountains 
there are areas of it in several places 30 and 40 acres in extent. Mr, Bruce Smith and a syndicate to 
which he is attached aro prospecting it. They have coal, iron, and limestone there in close proximity. 
As I have stated, in years gone by, Sir Henry Parkes had an ex-pert brought from England to prospect the 
coal, and he gave a friend of mine to understand that we had the keystone of the lllawarra mineral 
deposits, meaning that we have iron, coal, and limestone there alongside each other. The nearest outcrop 
is 5 miles from Robertson, and the coal and limestone deposits are to be found from 10 to 12 miles away.

MONDAY, 27 AUGUST, 1900.

JJrrstnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaimcah).

The Hon. Patrick Likdesai- Crawford Shepherd. The Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam,
The Hon. Andrew Galuian, LL.D. Roueht Henri* Levien-, Esq.

John McFaulane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Bowral to
Robertson.

William Henry Hall, Sub-editor, Statistical Year Books, Government Statistician’s Department, sworn,
and examined:—

W. H. Hall. 641. Chairman.] I understand you have some figures showing the estimated population and cultivation 
-a—-s returns in regard to the districts to be served by tbe proposed railway from Bowral to Robertson ? Yes ; 

27Aug., 1900. the estimated population of the Robertson district is 1,680; that of the Burrawang district is COO;
making a total for the two districts of 2,880. The agricultural, pastoral, and dairying statistics are shown 
in the following return :—

Proposed Railway from Bowral to Robertson.

Aorioultural, Pastoral, and Dairying Statistics, 1897-1900,
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Henry Deane, Enginccr-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch. Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined :—

H. Deane. 642. Chairman.] I understand that you have tho statement respecting the proposd extension of the Bowral 
^^ to Robertson line to the sea-coast? Yes ; I have two reports—one from Mr. Weber, who was appointed 

2.7 Aug, 190'1. t0 take some levels, and whose proposal to connect with the coast I believe this is. I have a report sent
in
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in by Mr. McDonnell Stuart, Supervising Engineer, Railway 'Construction Brandi, Department of Public R- Drane. 
Works, wbo has been over the line with Mr. Weber. I have also a plan of the proposed line prepared 
by Mr. Stuart. Mr. Stuart’s report reads aa follows :— ’ ’

Memorandum to the Enginecr-in-Chicf Railway Construction,
Illatcorra io Roherison Ruilv.wy.

Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch,
Sir, Engineer-in-Chief:s Office, Sydney, 27 August, 1900.

In accordance with instructions received, I have made a further investigation into the proposed lllawarra- 
Ttohertson connection, or, properly speaking, into a conneetion between the lllawarra and Great Southern Railways, 
notably with reference to routes tt/rt Mount Johnstone and Mount Terry respectively. The first of these, as far as an 
ordinary adhesion line is concerned, is altogether out of the question, the distance from the Main lllawarra Range to the 
foot of this spur being far too short. This is the spur next to the one on which I suggested the possibility of a rack railway 
in iny previous report. Again, the route via Mount Terry, working its way up from tbo Dlawunn line, via Stock-yard 
Mountain, would enter the Main Range by a tunnel at the foot of a high cliff, the difference iu level between thispointaud 
the summit being several hundred feet, and as the plateau at the back falls away very slowly, tills tunnel would be of such 
a length as to make any further extension in the direction required prohibitory.

Another route discovered by Mr. Weber, although very difficultand costly, would, possibly, be the most practicable, 
asit crosses tho main lllawarra Range at the lowest point between Mount Kembla and the head of the Macquarie Pass.
This route, shown by a green line on the accompanying diagram tracing (the previous exploration being shown in red), 
leaves on the southern side of Dapto station on the lllawarra line at a point 57 miles from Sydney, and thence proceeding 
in a south-westerly direction it commences to rise on the northern side of the Marshall Mount spur (and maintains an 
.ascending grade till it readies the summit at the back of the main range) : thence hearing round to the right it crosses the 
valley of Duck-holes or Yallale Creek, and turning to the east contours round the Avondale Spur, gradually working back 
in a westerly direction'till it reaches the slopes of the main range ; thence it bears northerly along the face of this range 
until the lowest point iu the same is reached, where it crosses witli a short tunnel into the valley of Gallagher's Creek ; 
thence it follows down this valley for a short distance, still maintaining the ascending grade, and again doubling back it 
winds its way up through some very broken country until it finally reaches tho plateau‘at the hack of the mountain, about 
the Devil’s Gap; thence it gradually'works its way through broken country till it gains the first explored line near the head 
-of the Avon River, a tributary of the (Nepean. The line can then ho carried on to suit a connection with either the Bowral 
or Moss Vale to Robertson extensions by the routes shown in red and green respectively.

The best feature in conneetion with this proposal of Mr. Weber's is that it crosses the lllawarra Range at a very 
low point, and with a very much shorter tunnel than on the previous proposal ria Mount Macquarie, Some difficulty will, 
no doubt, be found in locating the curves on the entrances to the tunnel ; but this may he obviated by cutting the range 
on the skew without materially' increasing the length of the tunnel. Against the route there are some of the same objec
tions which 1 raised to the Mount Macquarie proposal, namely, crossing a series of spurs on the eastern side of the main 
range, necessitating very heavy earthworks and bridging, with a possibility of some slips. Added to this, the line debouches 
on the western side of the range into a narrow mountainous gully with steep sides, and out of this gully it works up to the 
summit round broken country, necessitating considerable curvature, heavy earthworks, and possibly' tunnelling through 
some of the subsidiary spurs of the ranges forming the watersheds of the respective watercourses.

Tho ruling grade aimed at on this proposal is 1 in RO, with curves of 10 chains radius ; but viewed even in the most 
favourable light, it would entail very heavy' expenditure, possibly running into £500,000, and the length required in order 
to obtain a grade is excessive, being some 45 miles from tho junction on the lllawarra line to Moss Vole, os against 24 
miles in a direct line. This difference is specially noticeable between the same point on the lllawarra line and the Devil’s 
Gap, where the distance is under 5 miles, as against 21i by the proposed route.

CHAS. McD. STUART.
The following is Mr. "Weber’s report;—
The Honorable The Minister for Works, Sydney,—

Sir, - Wollongong, 24 August, 1900.
I Ipive the honor to report my having explored the Coast Range from Mount Kembla to Stockyard Mountain, as 

instructed, to discover the best place to cross with a railway from Robertson to the lllawarra line.
The best and lowest point for crossing the mountain is almost due west from Dapto railway station, The lino 

sketched on my rough tracing goes through the mountain at 1,000 feet above sea-level, with a tunnel about 30 chains long 
into a deep gully ou the west, from which point a succession of gullies and ridges, requiring continuous curves, give ample 
length to make easy' grades upwards to Robertson, the ridges being of a solid sandstone formation, and well timbered.

The eastern slope, immediately south from the tunnel, may possibly be liable to slips in places for the first mile, 
whence, by contouring ridges and gullies, a good grade is obtainable to Yallah, on the lllawarra line.

The line can possibly be much improved by any of the alternate lines dotted in red ink on the county map forwarded 
with tho tracing, vis, :—By crossing the mountain without a tunnel, the length to Robertson would be reduced by' some 
3 miles, and the avoidance of the tunnel should more than compensate for the extra length along the face of the range.

There is nothing to contend with on any portion of the lines sketched that would require any special engineering 
skill, and a little extra care in laying out would, no doubt, avoid many expenses.

Tho grades need nowhere be steeper than 1 in 50, and the curves can be kept to a 10-chaiu radius.
The distance by the line sketched on tracing from Moss Yale to Dapto would he about 47 miles, leaving about 34 to 

make between lllawarra line and the Moss Vale and Robertson line, and even this can he reduced by 2 miles, and avoid 
the tunnel.

Estimates can only be gone into after a traverse has been made, and, if based upon the present mode of day- work, 
could bo worked out at about two-thirds, or nearly one-half, the cost of lines already constructed under tho big contract 
principle.

Mount Terry, the continuation of Stockyard Mountain, would have been a good spur to descend by had it been 
practicable to got up the 600-feet cliff at the top, hut even with a 3-mile tunnel theliue would he too low to reach P.obertson 
wnh reasonable grades.

All elevations of points inspected are marked on the map of the district now in possession of the Eailway Con
struction Officers, and will, no doubt, be handed in with Mr. Stuart’s report.

I have, &c.,
CARL WEBER,

Surveyor and C. E.
I’. S.—A simple traverse of grade line without the expense of laying down curves would give a good estimate of cost, 

provided the mode of letting was previously determined on.—C. W,
G4B. Could you make a comparison between Ibe distance in a straight line from Robertson to Albion 
Park and the distance according to this proposed extension—say, from the western point of tbe mountain 
to the nearest point on tbe South Coast railway ? Tbe distance from Robertson, in a direct line, to the 
railway at Albion Park is II miles.
Gifi. Hollowing the exploration, how long would it be? Thirty miles.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 28 AUGUST, 1900.

J9 resent:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICE, Esq., (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd, 
The Hon. Andrew G-aruan, LL.D.
Tho Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Koeert Henry Letien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Rowral to
Robertson.

Charles McDonnell Stuart, Supervising Engineer, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined:—

645. OTinirman.1 Ton have been recently engaged in trying to discover a practicable route for extending 
the proposed Bowral-Robertson line to the South Coast line ? Yes.
64G. Can you give the Committee the general result of your investigations ? I think it would he better 

ll®’’ ' described by reading it from the report. Speaking generally, you would leave the lllawarra line on the
southern side of the Dapto station. You then gradually work your way up by a fairly steep grade along 
the slopes on the eastern side of the lllawarra range until you cross this range at its lowest point. That 
is between Mount Kembla and Macquarie Pass. You then get into rough broken country, formed by 
different branches of the Nepean River, through which you gradually work your way round, and thus up 
to the table-land at the back of Robertson. Thence you can join either with Bowral or Moss Y’ale, 
whichever is considered most expedient.
617. What is the character of the proposed line by the longer or latest route you have explored ? It
would be a very costly line. There would be one tunnel through the range—possibly more. In negotiating 
the eastern slopes of the lllawarra Range you work along land that is practically made country. This 
would be no doubt liable in places to slips such as is the case on tho lllawarra line, between Stauwell 
Park and South Clifton along the foot of the range. _
618. Could you give au idea of the approximate cost per mile of that section of the proposed line?
Yes ; it would cost about £15,000 per mile ; that would be for about 25 miles of it. On the other part 
of the line the cost would be lighter. _

' 619. Mr. Watson] Twenty-five miles is the distance from Dapto, upon the oldest exploration, to where
it joins the Robertson line ? It is a little more.
650. But from where it joins the Robertson line, what distance is it from Dapto by your suggested route? 
About 38 miles.
651. A.nd for 25 miles of that length the cost would be.about £15,000 per mile ? Yes.
652. Will you give us the distance, as the crow flies, from Robertson to a point on the lllawarra line, 
where the proposed extension joins? It is about 12 miles,
653. Chairman] So that to get a suitable grade you have to go a roundabout course, involving about
three times the distance? Yes. The worst point is from where you leave the lllawarra line to the 
Devil’s Gap, on tho western side of the range. Between those two points the distance, as the crow flies, 
is under 5 miles. *
654. Of the 34 miles of new construction which this proposal would involve, 25 miles would have to he
built at a cost of £15,000 per mile ? Yes. _
655. And the remainder? I have put it down at about £5,000. To lay the whole line down right
through to Moss Vale would cost about half a million of money. _
656. With respect to that portion of the line that would be liable to slips on the ranges, how many miles 
of construction would that involve? About 5 miles.

■ 657. Prom your experience of tho South Coast line and the M.udgee line, would you think it highly
undersirable to construct this line? About 5 miles of it would be bad. It would be liable to slip ; and 
1 consider it extremely undesirable to construct lines in such country. _
658. Is there no other way in which the South Coast could be reached so as to avoid that 5 miles of
unsound country ? No. _
659. It has been suggested that the difficulty of connecting the Southern line with the South Coast line 
might be overcome by a rack railway down tho Macquarie Bass ;—do you think that would be a reasonable 
way of overcoming the difficulty? No, because tbe spurs are too steep to get a good rack railway; the 
grade would be too steepen the rack itself.
060. So that the only practical method is the one you now suggest, which involves a very large expendi
ture, and would also involve a large annual cost for maintenance over the bad ground ? Yes. _
661. TVould there be any objections, from a railway construction point of view, to this proposal—that is, 
in the way of gradients or curves ? 1 do not think so. The great objection to this line arises from its 
liability to slips in the dangerous part.
662. hr. Garran.^ Let us come back now to the purely local line, from the present main line to 
Robertson ;—you are aware that some years ago the proposal was to carry the line from Moss Yale to 
Robertson ? Yes.
663. Have you been over that route? Yes.
664. Was it a fairly easy line ? Yes. _
C65. With regard to that proposal, do you think we could do it for £10,000 a mile ? I should have said 
that it was a llttlo easier than the route from Bowral to Robertson.
666. What is the cheapest route we could take ? Y’ou have Mr. Deane’s estimate. A line from Moss 
Y7ale to Robertson could be made more cheaply than one from Bowral to Robertson.
667. But by the now method of making cheap lines, could you give the Committee any idea of the 
cheapest line that could ho made in this part of the country ? I have not got the estimate with me.
668. You arc aware that tho Committee at that time recommended llowral as a point of departure? Yes. 
609. And I understand that one reason for that was that by starting from Bowral and keeping along the 
northern side of the swamp you could catch the West Kangaloon traffic- first and then get the Wild's 
Meadows traffic on the southern side of the swamp, and so secure the traffic from both sides ? Yes.
670. As you have laid it out, would there be a station to catch the West Kangaloon traffic ? Yes ; near 
the Sheep-wash. 671.

C. McD. 
Stuart.
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C. McD.
Stuart.

671. If ear Eoberton Part ? Yee,
^ra^c coming from Bowral could easily come down to tbe station ? Yes. 

f^(>w fr11 from the main road would they have to turn off? I do not know exactly the distance, but /“~A'—"n 
tbe bill is a steep one to go down. 2BAug., 1900.
074. Nor has tho station a good access? No.
07o. Do jou think the dairymen, the potato growers, and other producers, having got their goods on the 
dray, would come down that hilt, or do you think they would go straight into Bowral? 1 tliink they 
would prelcr to go straight into Bowral.

that a station there would only partially take the traffic? Only partial!v.
's 801 ^1e ^t-a starting from Bowral is partly neutralised" ? To some extent.

G78, .1 he idea was that the "West Kangaloon traffic would come in by the Sheep-wash, and the East 
.tvangaloon traffic would come in by Hobertson, and that, therefore, the whole of the Kangaloon side 
would be served ? Yes.
679. Ton tliink that would not be realised ? Not to a very great extent; you would get some of the 
Kangamon traffic, but I think people would prefer going to Bowral.
680. You have a line surveyed from Eoberton Park, or the Sheep-wash, and you go across -just at the 
outlet ot the swamp and get to Wild’s Meadows ? Yes.
68L Is it (airly easy country ? Eairly easy ; it is undulating country,
6e2. But from Wild’s Meadows to Eobertson it is bad? Yes.
68-1. If we have to stop at Wild’s Meadows, should we get the Eobertson traffic too ? I think you would 
get some of it. J
eo-' t10 a*:at.'orl does the Eobertson traffic mostly come—Bowral or Moss Yale ? I do not know.
6So. Instead of going to Wild’s Meadows, would it be easier to go to the head of the waterfall—Cataract 
Vnlage, as they call it ? I think it would be very much the same. It is a good road from Wild's Meadows 
to Eobertson. °
686 Coutd you catch the traffic from both Wild’s Meadows and from Fitzrov Falls bv extending the 

, X should think the trafllo from Pitzrov Falls would go straight into Moss Vale.
(kS/. But would a station at AVikhn Meadows catch it? Some of it; but not all.
6SS. Could yon bave a line from Wild’s .Meadows to the Fitzroy Falls ? It would be preferable to take 
it from Moss Yale. I should uot think of going from Bowral to the Fitzroy Falls under anv circura- 
stances, I do not think the traffic would equal that from Eobertson. *
689. Then we may put Fitzroy Kalis out of tbe t[uestion ? I think so, unless you go to the Fitzrov Falls
first, and afterwards down to Wild’s Meadows. "
690. If tho lino from Bowral will not catch much of the Kangaloon traffic, it is a better line to Eobertson 
to go from Moss Vale ? I think so.
coo' "rould there be in going from Bowral ? I do not think there is a great deal.
692. Is there any . As a local line, there might be a little in it; but if it is ever to be extended to tbe 
Coast railway, it would be better to go from Moss Yale.
693. You think that the people of Eobertson would rather be connected with Moss Yale than with
Bowral ? 1 do not know.
094. By a, line to Wild s Meadows, do you think tho whole of the district south of the swamp would be 
accommodated ? Fairly well.
G9o. That -4 miles of country that you spoke of, lying between "Wild’s Meadows and Eobertson—that is 
hard, trap country, is it not ? All trap country.
696. There are some stiff cuttings ? Yes; and there is no room to get any curvature.
697. Suppose you only.want to go from Bowral to Eobertson, by keeping to the edge of the swamp could 
you get a more direct line that way ? It might bo a littlo cheaper. It was explored by us on a previous 
occasion ; but that side or the swamp is pretty rough—vou cannot get just on the ed^e of it
698. t would not accommodate the district so well ? I do uot think it would be anv better ; you would
lose the Mild s Meadows traffic. -
699. Taking the south side of the swamp, could you have bad level country from Wild's Meadows to 
Eobertson by clinging to the swamp ? You might get it by keeping on the southern side of the Winge- 
carnbee Swamp ; but you would not get right into Eobertson.
700. And you would not so well accommodate the farming people? No.
701. The line you have laid out goes right through tbe farms ? Yes. '

l°cal trade as a whole, which would be Hkelv to secure most traffic to the railway—from 
the farmers on the north side of the swamp, or those on the south ? Those on the south side would 
send most, i think.
iOd. I f we could not serve the two sets of farmers equally by one station, which would it be better to try 
tor—the trade on the north side, or that on the south ? I think the south side. ■
704. That would rather be in favour of making Moss Yale the terminus? Yes.

’£ the'rC IS t0 iWv.future extension, the connection would be better made at Moss Yale ? Yes.
/Ob. The great intention of this proposed extension is to carry ores to the coal-mine ? Not necessarily 
/07. But as they come from the south they had all better be shipped at Moss Yale than be taken on" to 
Jiowral? les ; it would save 6 miles.
Y(l' "^'S ^°Wn t0 ^oast railway would he very expensive to make, and very expensive lo work ?

709 Unless they get extra prices for carriage, would it pay ? I do not think the mineral traffic alone 
would pay, and there is not much other traffic to carry.
710. The mineral traffic is at present slight ? Yes.
711. And what there is of it goes round by Sydney ? Yes,
712. Tbo idea is, that if this line were constructed it would multiply the mineral traffic by shortening the
distance and decreasing freight ? Tes, J °
713. "Would it have to come up to a very large amount to pay ? Yes.
71.4. Is there any immediate prospects of an increase of traffic ? I do not know.
715. The freight for minerals is very low? Yes, .
doubt£uiart ±r°m miner!l1 traffic’ WOuld illcre be mucb Passeilger traffic, or much goods traffic ? It is 

268—E
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C.MdD. 717. At present there is nothing to justify the construction of this line as a mineral line ? Not as 
Stuart. au eX|,0Iwjve mineral line. . .

■^° vou the surveyors of your Department have found out all the defects in regard to tho line
u®’, "that is now proposed? It was not one of our surveyors who discovered this last route, it was Mr. Weber. 

Certainlv he has taken the lowest point on the mountain. You might go into the thing more in detail; 
but, considered as a whole, I think it as good a line as you could get. _ _
719. You have examined the people living in the districts proposed to be served by this line? Only
a few. . .
720. You do not think there is much probability of a better route being found ? I do not think so.
721. It is not unexplored country? No ; one can get on the range, and see the country for himself.
722. You have seen the new road lately made down the Mactjuarie Pass ? Yes.
723. It would not be possible to take a railway by that route ? No ; there is a zig-zag at the top of that 
road to begin with, and the descent altogether from the top of the hills to the foot is nearly 2,000 feet. 
Dp to Eobertson it rises to nearly 2,400 feet.
724. In starting from Bowra], and going as far as the Sheepwash, you have pretty level ground to go 
over ? It is fairly level. You follow the valley of the Wingecarribee Eiver. It is undulating country.
725. All your cuttings would be in hard rock ? Tho lower part of them, certainly. ^
72G. Mr. Wai&on.l How does your most recent survey compare with the first suggestion you put forward, 
and which Mr, Deane mentioned in bis report ? 1 think in the recent survey or exploration there is more 
outcome for improvement than there would be in the first.
727. Do you think the total cost of a line made by tbe recent survey would be less thau that by the 
original survey ? I could not say without surveying both routes; but probably it would be less.
723. The gradient would bo better? The gradient is better.
729. Mr. Hyam.'] Have you been over the route proposed by Mr. Weber? Yes..
730. Wbat is the nature of the country from Eobertsou to tho top of the mountain ? Sandstone.
731. Prom there down until you get on to the lowest spurs is is sandstone; then the basalt country 
begins ? No ; you get into the shale and coal; the face of the main range is all sandstone.
732. That would not be so hard to work as the basalt ? No. _
733. Is there much of that country ;—would there he 15 or 20 miles of it ? Yes ; from Eobertson until 
you join the lllawarra line. You have to go through basalt country from Bowral to Eobertson,
734. Mr. Watson ] Have you had any exploration made of a route towards the lllawarra line from any 
point about Marulan or Wingello, on the Southern line? There was an exploration made from Braidwood 
down to the coast, hut it was abandoned as being impracticable.
735. But not down from Marulan ? Not to my knowledge.

WEDNESDAY, 29 AUGUST, 1900.
Jlrcjjfttt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaieman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. .Andrew G-abran, LL.D.
The IIou. Solo won Herbert Htah.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Eobert Henry Letien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bowral
to Eobertson.

Harold Clyde Manning, surveyor, Eoads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined :
H. 'C. 73G. Chairman.'] You are aware of the mature of the inquiry before this Committee ? Yes.

Manning. 7^7 j understand you have been for some years professionally engaged as surveyor in the Bowral- 
odT^Tonn Eobertson district ? Yes. _ _
^9Aug.,1900. And, therefore, you have a pretty good knowledge of the district ? A fair one. _

739. The proposed railway line goes to the south of the Wingecarribee Swamp ;—do you think the line
as projected would serve the greater part of the good land in that district ? No. _
740. What deviation would you suggest in order to accomplish that ? It should go to the northern aide 
of the swamp.
741. But, if vou took it by the northern side of the swamp, would you not lose much of the Kangaroo 
Valiev traffic ? Unless you run it on from Eobertson to tbe head of the valley.
742. Do you know whether a practicable route for a railway, from Eobertson to the head of the valley,
could be obtained ? I think yon have a line of the kind shown on the map. There would be no 
engineering difficulties. _
743. Then, to accommodate the Kangaroo Yalley traffic, means that you would have to make the line 
double on its own track to the Southern line ? Undoubtedly.
744. Do you tliink the Kangaroo Yalley trade is of sufficient importance to justify an extension of that 
kind ? i hardly think so ; I do not know exactly what mileage there would he, but, probably, 10 or 12 

miles extra.
745. There is this difficulty about the proposal 1 To goto the north of the swamp it would better accom
modate the Kangaloon traffic ; by going to the south it would hotter accommodate the Kangaroo Valley 
trallic n-hich is fhc more important traffic to be cairred tor ? That is not an easy question to answer. 
The Kangaroo Valley people make use ot the ocean-going traffic to get a good deal of their produce away.
746. People at the head of the Kangaroo Valley have indicated that a railway towards the mountain 
would suit them better than one towards the coast? Kangaroo Valley is only a small portion of the rich 
dairying land. A great part of the good land is about Broger’s Creek, a tributary of the Kangaroo Eiver.
747. That is. the lower part of the valley ? No, on the upper part of the valley. _
74S. Does that agree with your former statement aa to its being a small valley ? I might explain that 
the Kangaroo Eiver runa through tho Kangaroo Valley, and Brogcr’s Creek is a tributary of tho river. 
The place is alwavs called Broger’s Cicek, not the Kangaroo Valley. The Broger’s Creek people send 
their produce to Berry and Nowra, and thence by steamer to Sydney, thereby saving freight,* 749.

* Noth (ok revision)The small part of the valley refened lo ia the narrow part extending upwards from Broger’s 
Creek junction.
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749. Have the people resident on Kroger's Creek to cross a high ridge to get to the ocean ? They 
have.
7o0. Is that a serious impediment to them in the way of traffic? Sot very; it is not so high as the 
Barrengarry Mountain ; that mountain is the outlet from the Kangaroo Talley"to Moss Tale.
751. The proposed line is estimated to cost £94,978 do you think there is snfBcient good land in tho 
district, to justify so large an expenditure? I really do not.
752. The land about there is very good, but it is limited in quantity? Yes ; the railway could not <*o
any further. J °
753. Is there any other reason you could urge in support of the construction of a lino to the north of 
the swamp, in addition to what you have stated ? The only reason to me is that it would tap the best 
country. If yon put it on the southern side of the swamp you do not tap the best side of the country. 
On the northern side of tho swamp the country is all of volcanic origin. On the southern side you run 
into much poorer country, only fit for grazing.
754. Bo you think the land on the northern side of the swamp suited to railway construction—is it sound
country? It is sound, but difficult to cut; the railway could be made along the north side of the swamp 
the whole way. 1
755. You have the Kangaroo-road, leading into the valley ? Yes; hut it is very hilly.
756. On the whole, the roads of the district are very good ? They are, very. '
757. Do you think the inhabitants suffer very much inconvenience in thcir'business for want of a railway ; 
—are there places from which they find it difficult to get their produce to market? They have much 
difficulty and would be much benefited by a railway.
758. A rival proposal has been suggested, viz., from Moss Vale which of the two would bo the better 
to make to suit the district as a whole, Moss Yale to Eobertson or Bowral to Eobertson ? I think that is 
a matter for the Eailway Commissioners to decide; I do not think it would make much difference as 
regards cost or convenience of the public.
759. But if the line were taken to the nortii side of the swamp, would it tap much more good country,J
Oh, yes. J
760. ‘Which of the two connections would you prefer, Moss Vale to Robertson, or Bowral to Robertson ?
A line from Moss "V ale to Eobertson would go to the southern side of the swamp, and I should say that 
the best line would be from Bowral to Eobertson. “
761. It was given in evidence yesterday that a good deal of the traffic comes from the souih side of the 
swamp ? It is fairly good grazing country, but tho rich soil is on the north side.
762. Is there a largo area of good country to the east of Kangaloon? Not very large; I should think
3 miles would be tho limit of it. ”
763. Mr. Hymn.] Have you been residing in tho Robertson district for some time? Yes; for a number 
of years.
764. Then yon know the Kangaroo Yalley very well? Very well, indeed.
765. Yon spole just now of Broger’s Creek ;—is that not known as Broughton Yale ? I think it was at 
one time ; but it is always locally called Broger’s Creek.
766. Is there a good deal of settlement there? Yes.
767. And also in tho Kangaroo Yalley ? Yes.
768. D<> you think the proposed railway, either from Moss Yale to Eobertson, or Bowral to Eobertson,
would divert any of tho traffic from those parts from its present outlet ? That would depend upon which 
route is chosen. 1 r
769. By either route? Ton mean by going from Bowral to Eobertson, on the north side ofWin^ecar-
ribee, and stopping at Eobertson. a
7c°'i ? 1 d° n?t divert any of tho traffic. A great deal of the traffic from this side
of the Kangaroo Eiver and Kangaroo district goes to Moss Yale; and when the people have once got on 
to the mountain with their loads, they would hardly go to Eobertson to meet the railway there, in prefer
ence to taking it on to Moss Yale, especially after they have been in tho habit of going to Moss Yale 
for so many years, although they might, in doing so, save 2 or 3 miles of journey,
/71. Since the construction of the Coast line railway, has a good deal of the traffic from the Kangaroo 
Yalley been diverted to that line ? Yes, . 0
772. A good deal goes to Nowra ? Yes.
773. You know the Cambewarra Mountain ? Yes.
774. It is very much lower than the Barrengarry ? Yes,
775. And ]t is your opinion that once the carriers get up the Barrengarry they would, instead of
unloading into the train, prefer to go on to Moss Yale ? If the railway be run from Bowral to Eobert
son, on the north side of the ‘Wingecarribee, and stop at Eobertson, the present traffic from Kanearoo 
Valley would still go to Moss Yale, I think. b
776. They would not discharge their load on this railway, but would continue on to the Main South
western line? If a line comes from Moss Yale, I think they would divert, because it would be much 
nearer for them. .
777. If there was a station at Wild’s Meadows ? I could not say; it is probable that they would as
they would save about 6 miles of haulage. ^ ’
778. It hardly seems feasible that when they arc loaded up with a good load from the valley, they would
unload to save 6 miles, especially when they have a good roaddo you not think so ? It is not so much 
on that account; but when people get into a groove they stick to it. They have been goin* for many 
years to Moss Vale. " » o j

779. Do you know tho country immediately east of Robertson, trending towards the coast ? Yes.
780. It is good country ? Yes.
781. How far does that good country continue in the direction of Kiama, the nearest port ? There is, I
suppose, very nearly a mile of very rich, good country ; then it gradually merges into poor country of no 
value whatever. ' r j
782. How much of that is there ? It extends to the limit of the cliff.
783. The traffic of that good countrydo you think it would be attracted to Eobertson if a railway were
constructed ? Undoubtedly, '
784. It would not go east ? It never has gone east; it all goes to Eobertson as it is.

785.
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H. C. 783. You think the volcanic country only extends about a mile east of llobertson ? I should say about 
Manning. a mi]e . jt ],e a miie aD(i a half. Then there is very fair country for perhaps a couple of miles ; then

it gradually merges into swamp country. ,
39 Aug., 1900. 7S(. j 8Upp0se that that BtTetch of country would be served by tbe main Ime running m from Loseby s

Eoad ? I thmk tbe proposed line goes north of the swamp.
7S7. I think I heard you say that you heard nothing of the proposed extension of the railway from 
Eobertson to the coast ? Eo ; nothing at all. „
788. itfr. MeFarlane.’} Have you a good knowledge of tbe country between Bowral and Ltobcrtson,
Yes. ,
7Si).' How would you describe it—from Bowral to Eoberton Park would be very easy; but a line from 
there to Kangaloon would be difficult;—could you say if such is the case? 1'he easy countrv would 
extend for about 7 or 8 miles. The total distance to Kangaloon is, I think, 14 miles; that would leave 
about 6 miles.
790. And from there to Eobertson ? I do not remember the distance ; but that is difficult country too, 
Eor the first S miles to Eobertson is difficult country for a railway. There are no cliffs ; but it is billy, 
and would require many cuttings.
791. In the difficult country you have referred to, is there much settlement? ies ; it is ail settieu ; it 
is all good soil.
792. Is it settled by agriculturists ? Yes. _
793. How do they manage with their produce ;—do they send it to Bowral ? Yes.
794. They have sufficiently good roads, and there is no difficulty in getting produce to Bowral ? Bot that
I know of. The roads are very good. _ _
795. Is there now much land available for settlement ? I think it has all been secured.
796. So that the construction of a railway would not increase settlement to any appreciable extent.
Smaller holdings misht, perhaps, suit people better.
797. Are they large holdings at present? 1 do not know the extent of the holdings. They are often-
cut up and leased. One which 1 measured a little time ago was 320 acres. It was divided amongst two 
brothers, each having about 160. . .
798. Would that be considered a large holding? Eor that district I think it is fairly large. Eorty acres
in that country will support a man very comfortably. . ,
799. You think that the construction of a railway would have the effect of causing these areas or 160 
acres or more to be subdivided ? I think it would be an inducement to the holders to divide their estates, 
but whether tbev would do so or not 1 cannot say.
SOt). Is it costly'’to carry produce from Eobertson to Bowral ? I do not think so. I do not know what 
tbe rate is. 1 think the settlers nearly all carry their own.
80). Have you a knowledge of the country from Eobertson towards tbe coast? Yes.
802. What class of country is it? On the plateau that Eobertson is on, to the eastward of Eobertson, 
there is some volanic soil which extends for some distance. Then you get into pooifand swampy

803. Is there much settlement there ? On the good soil there is; but beyond that none. It is piactically
all taken up as mineral conditional purchases. , . . .
804. Would it be difficult to take a railway line from Bowral to Eobertson, and then extend it further
from Eobertson to the coast ? 1 think it would be very expensive, indeed, to extend it to the coast.
805. Ho you think such a line would be desirable ? 1 have not given the matter consideration at all. 1 
do not see what object there would be in extending it. The returns would not be commensurate with the 
expenditure.
806. Eobertson is a pretty high locality? Yes. ,,, , , V(r
807. And between there and the coast it is difficult country ? Yes; you would bave to go down the clins.
There is a belt of cliffs between the tableland and the coast. .
808 Whereabouts is the good land you refer to between Eobertson and tbe coast;—is it nearer Eobertson ?
All of it is near Eobertson. e , , ,
809. Would a line of railway from Bowral to Eobertson serve the whole ot that area of good land near 

* ltobcrtson ? Yes ; of course everyone cannot bare a station at his own door. It would be in a central

alO.1 What distance from Eobertson would include the good area you speak of F To tbe east it goes for 

nearlv a mile or a mile and a half, to tbe north it might be as much as 3 miles. It branches off there. 
To the east again there is a little patch. That might be about 3£ miles from Eobertson. 1 do not thmk 
any of it would go more than about 3 miles. . , .,
811. The only argument iu favour of continuing the line from Eoberstson to the coast is that there would 
be considerable traffic from country which the Bowral to Eobertson lino would not serve? I do not think
there is any necessity for it at all. .. „ mi
812. Are there any other places between Eobertson and the coast which fbe line would sene . -Lucre
are many underneath the belt of cliffs. _ .
S13. After leaving the mountain ? Yes; Jamberoo, for instance, is under the cliffs.
814. Have you looked at the map showing the route of the proposed extension from Eobertson to the 
coastdo you know the country ? Eairly well.
M3. What class of country would it be? Yery mountainous ; very difficult lor railway construction
816. Yon notice also that it leaves out tho town of Bohertson would that be desirable ? I hardly thmk

817. Ho you think if a line were constructed connecting Bowral with the coast (here would be much
through traffic? JS7o; it would be chiehy used by tourists. . r 1 i
SIS. Would it open much additional land for settlement—that is, taking tbe whole distance irom Bowral
to the coast? Ho you mean new country. ,
819. Yes ? No; it would not open a pennyworth of new country. The good country has all been secured. 
The bad countrv might be taken up by people who were ignorant of its real worth. Some people will 
even select rocks; but they do not stay for more than a few years. Something of that kmd might happen 
on this new line. ’ The land is only fit for residences ; it will grow nothing.
820 It is not of any use for settlement ? Not a hit. It is not fit for agriculture or grazing purposes

821.
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821. Is there much dairying carried on in the Eobertson district? Yes; a great deal,
822. Is that the principal industry ? Yes; they do grow a small quantity of crops and potatoes. They 
chiefly grow stuff for their own stock. Potatoes they grow for sale.
823. Can you say if the dairying industry is increasing jn the district ? I could not say. _
824. 'When produce is sent from any distance between Eobertson and the coast, is it put on the train, to
.Sydney or sent by steamer ? lam under the impression that it is sent by steamer; but I cannot say 
definitely. City orders would go by train, no doubt. It does not pay anyone to send produce by train, 
unless they are compelled to, when they can get it carried by water; they will always send it by water— 
it is cheaper. .
82d. That would mean that those living within a distance of 10 or 15 miles from the coast, along the 
lllawarra line, would prefer to send it by steamer to Sydney than by railway ? Bo you mean if the train 
went by their door, _
826, Ko;—I mean that those who are living that distance from the liue, when they bave carted their
produce in, they would prefer to send it by steamer, and not by train ? I do not think you can solve 
that question, because people living on the land down there do not go in for produce at all; they go in 
for dairying. The butter would have to be sent by steamer or train ; hut I am not in a position to say 
what they would do. ■
827. Has road-making in the district been expensive ? Yes.
828. Is that from want of proper material, or is it difficult country? Because it is difficult country. _
829, The roads now in existence between Eobertson and Bowral;—were they very costly ? 1 should imagine
they were ; hut it is not in my province to say. I have nothing to do with the formation of the roads 
at all. .

H. C.
Maiming.

29 Aug., 1900.

830. But you could give an opinion whether a road has been costly or otherwuse? Prom the tableland, 
I do not think that the roads have been more costly than the average between one township and another.
831. Is there much timber on the inferior land ? Oh, yes; it is fairly well timbered.
832. Is it good timber ? Some of it is ; that in the gorges and gullies is. You get good timber there 
in places ; but on tbo tableland the timber as a rule is of an inferior quality ; it is stunted,
833. Has much timber been got for the mills where you say ihe good timber is ? Yo, 1 do not think so; 
although I cannot say definitely.
834. What class of timber is got? That I could not tell you. I have never actually been down that 
part of the country you speak of. The waste lands he considerably to the north of this proposed railway 
line ; hut out nearer Kangaloon you come across fine timber, such as woollybutt, sometimes.
835. I understand there is a sawmill at Eobertson ? Yes ; but that is not near the -waste land.
836. Hoes the timber for that sawmill come from the good land ? Adi the timber on the good land has 
either been ringbarked or cut down.
837. Where does the mill get its supply from ? I cannot tell you now. Tho mill has been removed more 
thau once. All the timber which I have soen going through Eobertson is timber not suitable for putting 
into the ground ; it is messmate, principally.
83S. The marketable timber you refer to, is that to be found on the north of the proposed railway line ? 
I do not think the line would run through any good timber country. The good timber has either been 
ringbarked or cut down, as I have said. There are patches of good timber further north.
839. You think the timber trade would not be a feature in connection with the traffic on the proposed 
line? 1 do not think so; it would only he a slight source of revenue.

SATURDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

[The Committee met at ihe Drill Mall, Dapto, at 11'30 a.m.]

flrmnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford SiiErHEiin. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herr bet Hyasi. John McFarland, Esq. .

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Bowral to
Eobertson.

Carl Weber, surveyor and civil engineer, Wollongong, sworn, and examined :—
810. Chairman.] A short time ago you made an exploration survey, with the view of finding a practicable ^ yycbBr, 
route for a railway from Eobertson to the South Coast line? Yes. A
841. You furnished to the Eailway authorities a report upon that route ? I did. 1 Sept., 1900. '
S1'2. Will you kindly make a statement, cither adding to what you put in the report, or amplifying 
anything you stated in it ? I did not go into estimates on the report, and that is a most important point.
813. We have received on that point a rough estimate from tbe Eailway authorities, that the line which you 
propose, as an extension to the South Coast line of the proposed Bowral-Kobertson railway, and that 
estimate is between £400,000 and £500,000, a good deal of it being at tbe rate of £15,000 a mile ? In 
my opinion that estimate is too high.
841. Can you give us a rough estimate of what you think the connection between Eobertson and the 
coast would cost ? Well, half of that amount should be enough.
815. Have you had any experience of railway construction ? Of actual construction—none.
846. Or of the making up of the estimates for railway construction ? Yes, a great deal.
847, The line indicated on Mr. Stuart's map is practically the route you discovered and suggested ?
Yes.
818. Is there any further information, apart from what you placed in your report, that you can give to 
the Committee ? I think that a distance of 2 miles at least, and a tunnel, could be saved by actual 
survey, which tbe exploration survey would not allow of.
849. That is, it would be that improvement on the exploration survey ? Yes.
850. Is tho tunnel a costly item in the scheme ? A very costly one. Mr. Stuart’s estimate for the tunnel 
was £35 per lineal yard, and there are 30 chains of tunnel.
851. Can you suggest any other alteration that might he made ? I think that is the chief one.

852.
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C, Weber. 852. Mr. Watson.'] Regarding the saving Of a tunnel, do you mean that you think that it would he so if 
tta route were actually surveyed ? Yes. "

f£t,, 1300. ggg^ j}uf; gig it appear froia tbe exploration that it would be likely to be saved? It did uot strike me 
, until after I had. finished my report, and when I went into the matter a little more carefully,

854. Have you any information on any other aspect of the question ? In regard to utility resulting from 
the construction of the line, there is a good deal to be said.
855. TV 'oat main advantages would you urge in support of its construction? Sometime ago it was 
suggested to duplicate the Southern line from Moss Vale to Sydney on account of the heavy traffic. The 
construction of this line would do away with the necessity for that duplication.
856. This line would relieve the line from Moss Vale to Sydney of the ore traflic ? Yes.
857. Can you say whether that would mean an appreciable relief of the Southern line ? It should he an 
enormous relief.
858. Do you suggest that the construction of this line would relieve the Southern line, not only of the 
mineral traffic, but of general traffic as well ? Yes.
859. Can you indicate m what particular ways the relief is likely to occur? One is the limestone traffic.
860. Where does that traffic come from, and where does it go to ? All tho limestone that goes to Sydney 
comes, as a rule, from Moss Vale and other points on the Southern line.
861. Auy other kind of traffic ? Mot with regard to the relief of the Southern line.
862. Do you know what the distance is from Bowral to Sydney, via the proposed route, from Bowral to
Bohertson and Dapto, and what the distance is from Bowral to Sydney direct along the Southern line? 
I think there is very little difference. “
863. Mr. JECyam.] You said just now that the limestone came principally from Moss Vale ? Yes.
86i, Is any limestone at all sent from Moss Vale,—do you not mean Marulan? Well, it all comes 
through Mgss Vale from places on the Southern line.
865. But none from Moss V ale itself? Vrom Moss Vale itself, none. •
8G6. I suppose you know the distance from Bowral to Sydney along the Southern line ? About 80 miles.
867. And the distance from Bowral to Sydney t>i« Dapto, supposing this line were constructed? 100 
miles, in round figures.
868. Do you think that, in face of that 20 miles further carriage, it is possible that any considerable 
portion of the heavy traflic would go over this line ? Yes ; a large portion of it.
869. Do you think that people would submit to paying an increased rate because of the 20 miles further
haulage in order to send their goods over this proposed line to reach the Sydney market ? Mot to reach 
the Sydney market. " "
8/0. 1 mention that, because you said that the whole of the limestone would go to Svdney? I was talking 
of the limestone that did go to Sydney, as being one of the principal items. "
871. Even if the Eailway Commissioners were inclined to send that heavy traffic over this line, I do not 
think the consignors would consent to pay for 20 miles further haulage ? Mo.
872. Mr. McFarlane.] Apart from this being a relieving line, can you indicate what direct traffic there 
would bo from ihe Southern line to the coast line ? Ores, to a very large extent, if this line were made. 
Ores that arc now paying expenses in the Braidwood district at 10 and 15 dwt, per ton, with the most crude 
way of dealing with them, would be brought into profitable working at once by a better means of extracS ion.
873. Is there provision for better treatment of ores here than there is elsewhere ? Undoubtedly.
8/4,^ Are there any other classes of goods that would come this way, or would there be any large passenger 
traflic? The passenger traffic, of course, would be principally tourist; and this being one of the most 
picturesque lines in New South TV ales, would draw a great amount of traflic of that kind.
875. That traffic would be from the Southern line ? Yes ; to Dapto.
8/6. "Would there be any additional goods traffic ? Yes ; coke and coal that aro now blocked from going 
inland owing to the roundabout route through Sydney.
877. Could coal he supplied to places in the interior from the South Coast district cheaper than it can he 
from the Newcastle district ? Yes ; undoubtedly.

J. BlOWDt
John Brown, Alderman, Central lllawarra, sworn, and examined :—

878. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you made yourself acquainted with the country between Eobertson and Dapto ? 
^es'

1» ept,, 1900. gy/y Where do you think the best junction would be for a line from Eobertson—Albion Park or Dapto ?
I thmk Dapto; because I think that a tunnel could be driven through the mountain at West Dapto, 
immediately opposite where we are now,
880. Do you think that a fairly good grade could he secured ? Yes ; I have formed that opinion from a 
general knowledge of the mountain and the country through which the line would pass.
881, You have given this matter some consideration ? Yes.
8S2. Would you kindly give the Committee the advantage of any knowledge you have that would assist 
them in coming to a determination in reference to the proposed continuation from Eobertson to Dapto ? 
I think, from my observation, that a tunnel could be driven through the mountain at West Dapto into a 
place called Fern Gully, and from there the line might be run to Mittagong. That has been my view for 
some years.
SS3. Would you kindly state any advantages that wouid be derived from the continuation of the line 
from Eobertson ? The advantages would be general. J think that a very large trade would be opened 
up between this district and the Southern districts, especially as regards bnngingminerals to the smelting 
works at Dapto : and as the Government are now opening a harbour at Port Kembla, a trade would also 
he opened up between that port aud the Southern districts.
884. Do you think that there is every probability of the line becoming self-supporting in the event of its
construction ? I think so. ’
885. Tou think that the carriage of minerals would form a large portion of the traffic? Yes. The 
passenger traffic would also be great. This line would, to some extent, relieve the line which runs now 
through Campbelltowu and Liverpool. Passengers would travel this way to and from the Southern

' districts, which would be a relief to the present Southern line between Sydney and Mittagong, and the
conneetion of the South Coast and southern lines would cause a great increase iu the passenger traffic.
886. Is there anything else you would like to state ? Nothing particular, °

Charles]
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Charles Henry Hayward, secretary, Smelting Company of Australia, Ltd., Dapto, sworn, and ,
examined :—

S87, Mr, McWarlane^ What position do you hold? I am the secretary for the Smelting Company of C.'H. 
Australia, Ltd. . 1 Hayward.
888. Does the Company you represent do a large trade in ores ? Yes. «--(^~(lQoh
889. From what part of the country do the ores principally come? They come from all over Hew South 1
Wales and outside.
890. But what are the principal directions they come from? The great hulk of the ores come from 
Broken Hill.
891. They come hy steamer to Sydney ? Yes.
892. Do you get any considerable quantity of ores from the Southern districts, via the Southern line?
Yes ; we get a considerable number of small lots.
893. Can you give us an estimate of the quantity in tons that you get annually from the southern 
districts ? JSTo, I cannot. I have come here suddenly this morning at the instance of the manager, who 
had to go away, and I had not time to get any figures on that point.
894. Do you think that there would be a very large quantity per annum coming from the southern 
districts ? I have not really much of an idea at the present moment as to what would be the tonnage.
895. Do you think that, if the proposed railway from Bowral through Bobertson to Dapto were con
structed, the whole of the ore coming from the southern districts would come that way, instead of round 
via Sydney ? Yes ; I should certainly say so. *
896. Are you aware of much trade that is likely to come from the Southern line to Dapto ? The direc
tion in which it would affect us most is as regards fluxes with which to treat the ore, and not the ore 
itself.
897. Would they come from places on the Southern line ? Yes, from several points. The whole of our 
fluxes would come over this line. At present we are getting our ironstone from Carcoar; hut if this lino 
were made we would not get any more from Carcoar, but we would get onr fluxes from either Pieton,
Mittagong, or Marulan, or from each of those three places.
898. Can you give us an estimate of the tonnage of that material which you use per annum ? Eoughly 
speaking, we use 10,000 tons of ironstone per annum,
899. Do you use any limestone ? Yes ; in round figures, 5,000 tons per annum.
900. From which direction does the limestone come ? At present from Portland Siding, on the 
Mudgcc line ; but we would not get it from there if this line were made. We should certainly go to 
Marulan or Goulburn for our limestone.
901. Could you get it in quantity there ? Yes,
902. Is there any other material in connection with your company you think would give traffic to this 
line ? A certain quantity of lime would come from Goulburn, which does not come now.
903. Would that be an important item ? Hot a very great item.
904. Could you give us an estimate of the tonnage per annum ? Perhaps 400 or 500 tqns a year.
905. Is there any other company such as yours in Dapto ? Ho.
906. Is there any other information you can furnish to the Committee with respect to any traffic that
would be likely to pass over the proposed line ? Only in general terms. I think that a great deal 
of ore would he brought to this district. Some very good districts would be tapped by this line, such as 
Cooma, Captaims Fiat, Yass, and G-undagai. It would also bring in business from Wyalong, which 
originally supplied us with a great deal of ore, which we have, however, lost for some time past, on 
account ot the railway freight, I understand that a line is going to he constructed to Wyalong. I 
do not know' whether from Grenfell or from Temora, hut in either case that would bring an increased 
quantity of ore to us. Certainly, if a line at the other end and one at this end were made, it would suit 
us very well to take a lot of the ore from Wyalong, and it would certainly tap a groat many mining fields, 
and this would bring us an increased quantity of ore. "
907. Do you think that it would be of mutual advantage to the mine-owners and to the company you 
represent to have this railway connection ? Yes; because the greater the saving you can give the mine- 
owners in the way of railway freight, the more will they develop their output and send to you.
908. Have you calculated how much cheaper it would be to carry the ore over the proposed line than to 
bring it via Sydney ? Yes ; for instance, take ore from Temora, coming out of the Wyalong gold-field.
At the present time the railway freight on that is 14s. 4^d. a ton, but with this proposed new line it 
would be about 9s. 7d.—that is a difference of 4s, 9d. a ton, winch is a large consideration to get ofi the 
freight on the ore ; and from other places it is the same in proportion, according to the distance.
909. Would any traffic from your company go from here to the Southern line ? Ho ; all our traffic out
wards goes to Darling Harbour, .
910. Mr. Rymn,'\ In mentioning the different sources from which you draw your ores, you did not
mention Braidwood ;—is Braidwood likely to be a contributor ? Yes ; Braidviood has given us a quantity 
of ore before, and it would be one of the places, ’
911. It is supposed that there are large quantities of low-grade refractory ores in the Braidwood district?
Yes.
912. And naturally you think they .would be trucked to Dapto ? Yes.
913. In speaking of traffic outwards from here, do you think there would be any trade in coke from this
district to the interior over the proposed line? I do not know where the coke would be consumed, if it 
went that wav. Of course there are large coke-works here, but I du not know where thev would find a 
market for coke over the proposed line. ‘
914. Hot ior the different mines ? The mines would not 'consume it, unless they had smelting works,
Lithgow would not take coke from here, because it has its own coking-works in the neighbourhood, I 
understand. ' ' '

Thomas
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• Thomas Armstrong, farmer, Albion Park, sworn, and examined :—
T. 915. Mr. Watson.'] Ton know the proposition before the Committee ? I do,

Armstrong. 9]^ ^n(j ^]ie BUgge|tion that has been made that a line might be constructed from Dapto to join the
J/Se">''"l9ob ^a*tl ®ou^ern ^ue'sa7'al'■^owra^ ^ef’-

eP'i ■ (}an y0U gtate in a general wav what results might be expected to accrue from the construction of this 
line? The question of ores has been pretty fairly dealt with, therefore 1 need not go into that. Now 
that the Port Kembla Harbour Act Amendment Bill is practically law and a harbour will be constructed 
at Port Kembla, 1 anticipate that a very largo quantity of wool, tallow, meat, and so on, which now has 
to go to Sydney, will come from the south and south-western districts to this district.
918. That will be for export, I presume ? Yes ; and in the near future this Illawarra district must be a 
large manufacturing district. We have the necessary coal, water, and building stone, and various ores, 
including iron ores. There will also be a very large local market in this district in the near future.
919. What for? All kinds of produce. I think that the farm produce grown in the'Wingecarribco
district will be a very considerable item of consumption in this district—fruit and vegetables of various 
kinds. -
920. Are these not produced locally in sufficient quantities ? No; we import a great deal. Even 
potatoes we do not grow locally except tt> a small extent. There is a large tract of timber reserves on 
the tableland, timber from which would find its way down to this district.
921. Is that timber suitable for export or for local consumption ? Either. .
922. OE what class is it? Hardwoods principally,
923. Would you state the kinds of hardwoods there are? Ked-gum, spotted-gum, stringy-bark, some of 
the boxes, and some of tlie ironbarks. The country lying back there over the mountain is largely the 
watershed of the Sydney water supply, and a great deal of it would be invaluable for timber-growing, for 
I suppose we will go in largely for forestry there by and bve.
924. That being a water supply reserve, it would not be wise to go in for anything else there but timber
growing ? That is my idea. It would not be possible to use that land for ordinary farming purposes. 
Even at present the farmers there are not allowed to run their cattle upon that land, because that would 
contaminate the water ; but it could be utilised for timber-growing to a very large extent.
925. Do you think that it is likely that the producers of the southern district would send wool hither for 
export rather than send it to Sydney, where they can have a chance also with the local sales ? I take it 
that Port Kembla will be an export port for a very large amount of our southern and south-western 
produce.
926. Is not the tendency rather to concentrate wool, for instance, in one market, with a view of sub
mitting it locally for auction sale ? There may be something in that; but the Sydney market trade appears 
to me to be getting congested, and while a considerable amount will go in that direction, there is always 
a considerable quantity exported, *
927. Is there any produce that you think would be sent from here towards the interior by this line ? Yes. 
Tho difference between the climate and soil of this district and the climate and soil of the tableland is so 
very marked that a considerable quantity of our produce would go up to places there. They cannot grow 
maize, but we can, and things that they can grow we can grow at a different season. There will be a 
constant interchange of produce between tho tableland and this district. The principal population in this 
district now is the mining population, and we shall have a much larger population because of our mining 
and manufacture. I have just received a wire from a gentleman who lives at Shellbarbour, and who rims 
a large pork and bacon business, regretting he cannot attend ; but there will be a considerable trade of 
live stock in that direction.
928. Brom there to here? Sending it to here, IVe have tho facilities for manufacturing here, and the 
conveniences of shipping and rail.
929. is there any other feature that strikes you ? J am not a military man, but it strikes me that, from a
military point of view, some line like this is a necessity. There is scarcely a mile of this portion ot tho 
South Coast line that could not be shelled from the ocean. But with a "connection between tho South 
Coast line and the Southern line, and with the connection from Harden to Blayney on the Western lino, 
assuming that any trouble came, the connection between the South Coast line and the Southern lino 
would, in my opinion, be very valuable. As it is, our South Coast line might very easilv he made useless ; 
hut if we had a connection with the Southern line, and then could connect with the" Hnrdcn-Blayney 
line and the Western line, we would not be dependent on the South Coast line, as we are now. ” "
930. Do you know of any better route than that suggested by Mr. Weber? 1 cannot say that I do. I 
have been a resident of this district for over forty years, and I think that Mr. Weber is about as good 
an authority on the question as we could get. He knows the district very well. I have travelled about 
with him a little in connection with the preparation of his report. As to the particular point where the 
two linos might converge, as a resident of Albion Park, I should say naturally that it should be there. 
But I know this is one of those cases where there is no local interest sufficiently strong to warrant the 
Department in bringing the line a mile this way or a mile that way.
931. Whichever suits the engineers best, .1 suppose, you would agree with? Yes. I do not think there 
is any local interest sufficiently large to divert it a mile from any particular point; hut I should say that 
the further south it was the more trade it would get. Eor instance, Kiama, and places further "south 
might send a lot of produce by rail to southern districts.
932. The further south you took it the less value it would be as a line to relieve the southern line, 
because that would give you a further round ? I cannot see that it would. To get through the mountain 
you would have to go a considerable distance either north or south, in order to get a grade to come down 
by, and it is a question whether you might not have to go a little northward, and come back. It is an 
engineering question. J may say that I know that in tho Marulan and Goulburn districts there is any 
quantity of limestone which would naturally come to this district. There are also the iron mines at 
Mittagong which has been opened, and afterwards closed for want of convenience of working, and there 
might be a large development there, where there is some of the best ironstone in the Colony. Locally we 
have ironstone and limestone of a class ; but whether of any commercial value or not I cannot say. "The 
timber question is a very important one, because in future large quantities of timber will be required 
here. The local supplies will hold out for a time, but eventually will give way.
933. Would the ironworks at Mittagong require to have coal brought from this district, or could they get

it
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it locally? I ohcmld say that it would pay them better to send their ore to us rather than establish such 1- Armstrong, 
large works as otherwise would he required there.
934. And also rathor than use the class of coal they have at Mittagong? They have tried it several 1 19Cl0,
times; but it was found not to be good enough, and the works were closed. Either the ore would be sent 
hither, or coal would be taken to Mittagong from here. Coal and coke, instead of going to the south 
and south-western districts from here via Sydney, would go direct by this line.

"William John Wiseman, Mayor, Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
935. Mr. Kyam.'] Do you know the route of the proposed railway from the South Coast line to Robertson, 
or near Robertson? 1 do not know the route, but I have travelled several times from Wollongong to 
Robertson via the Macquarie Pass and over the Bongbong Mountain.
936. Have you any knowledge of railway construction, from an engineering point of view ? Hone 1 Sept'’ 1S00, 
whatever.
937. You do not know whether the route is a practicable one or not? Only from hearsay.
938. Have you been present during the whole of the inquiry here since we commenced it;—did you 
hear the -evidence^ given by previous witnesses as to the nature of the traffic this line would be likely to 
attract ? I heard Mr. Armstrong say that it would, perhaps, attract the wool trade.
939. Do you think it would ? Yes. 1 have been in the interior lately, as far as Cooma, and I know that 
largo agencies there purchase wool, and T believe that if railway communication wore made shorter and 
cheaper, and if the interior were practically brought nearer to a seaport, to which it is likely large steamers 
and other vessels would come, it is probable that eventually those agents would export their wool from 
euch a port as Port Kembla.
940. Do you not think that it is very likely that those people who grow wool in the Cooma and other 
districts would send their wool to Sydney, because of its being a central market, where they might have 
the benefit of the local wool sales ? Yes; but why could not they have wool sales at Port Kembla in the 
same way, I do not know why they should not. Port Kembla harbour, when it is completed, will be 
the best harbour in Hew South "Wales. We have 36 feet of water there at low tide.
941. I suppose you are aware that wool sales were carried on at Newcastle some years ago ? I have 
heard so.
9-12. You know that Newcastle is a port of considerable importance ? Yes.
943. Do you know that they had to diseontieue those sales ? I am not aware of that. People used to
send a large quantity of wool through Morpeth as well. ’
944. With all the wool that came from the north and north-west districts, still they could not carry on 
their wool sales successfully at Newcastle ; and, iu face of that, do you think it is likely that wool agents 
would establish a market here for the sale of wool? I suppose it depends upon the conveniences and 
whether it would pay the people who would do it. Of course, Port Kembla would make a good depot 
for the wool, and a good place for exporting all kinds of produce.
945. Then you arc very hopeful as to the possibilities of Port Kembla? Yes, 1 am.
946. When do you think Pork Kembla will be completed ? I do not see why its completion should take 
very long. We have stone right at the mouth of the breakwater, and if the Government here are like 
Governments are iu other parts of tho world, it will not take them long to run a breakwater out.
947. Have they commenced yet? I understood they could not commence until the matter was passed 
properly into law, and the amending Bill was passed only last week. When that harbour is completed 
we shall be able to float tho largest ocean-going vessels in thq world at present, and for years to come.
They will not be able to take into Sydney such vessels as we could take in there. In going into New
castle the depth of water is something like 22 feet; but the ocean-going vessels that carry wool carry 
something like 7,000 to 8,000 tons. Can those vessels get into Newcastle, and is it a wonder that the 
wool industry there failed,
94S. Well, then, one big steamer would take the whole of the wool brought to Port Kembla? Perhaps 
it would. We have had in our port already a vessel of 8,000 tons. Independently of the wool, there is 
the mineral traffic. I was in Cooma recently, and found at Bushy Hill several mining industries that are 
stagnant because the cost of sending mineral to tho smelting works either here or at Newcastle is really 
too much ior them. The Monaro district is full of gold and other minerals, and I have no doubt that we 
should help to develop those mining industries if we could only shorten the distance of railway communi
cation. I was speaking to some of the company there who own the mine, and they told me that they are 
sending the ore right to Newcastle now. I suppose there is sometimes a lot of red-tapeism about sending 
stuff to Newcastle from the interior, because of small detentions at Darling Harbour, or something of 
that kind ; but if we had railway communication between here and tho interior it would shorten the 
distance, it would cheapen the cost, and therefore it would help those industries. It would give increased 
employment there, and make it better for the Railway Commissioners and better for the country.
949. I suppose you are aware that the charges for conveying ores and fluxes are so low that, unless traffic 
ot that class were augmented by some other class of traffic, it would not pay to construct a railway for 
the conveyance of that particular class of goods ? Yes ; but still that would be only one class. There is 
the wool, as well as many other things.
950. Do you think there would be any great augmentation of trade from other sources? Well,
Federation is coming about, and we have such a large quantity of coal. Some time ago I took up the 
cudgels to fight against the Illawarra Lake Company when the Government were absolutely going to 
hand that lake over to the company. Over ten years ago I had more than 300 mans printed, and sent 
one to every member of Parliament. That map will show yon that, even at that time, this railway was 
contemplated. 'Jhat gives an idea of all the coal measures and the owners of the coal-mining properties.
At that time, if I had not taken the matter up, the Government would have absolutely handed over that 
large sheet of water to that company. At that time we contemplated a railway from Moss Yale.
951. "Was there not a strong contest between the Port Kembla Company and the proposed Illawarra 
Harbour Company ;^was that not a great deal the cause of the fight? The people of Wollongong would 
try to help them along so long as they went on right linos.
952. Did you not give evidence before a Select Committee of the House?

208—P .

W.J.
Wiseman.

Yes, T did ; and you will find 
that
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that I did not offer any strong opposition to the lake, and I said that if tho lake could be opened 
properly by that company I believed there would he room for both companies,

1 t 1900 ^ou imve sP°kel1 °f wool and ores;—do you think there would beany other traffic? Yes; The 
■’ 1 distance from Goulburn to Sydney will be shortened by this route. It is 8fi miles from Moss Yale to

Sydney, and only about 45 miles from here to Moss Yale, Prom Goulburn, Cooma, and other places on 
the Southern line, if people want to come to "Wollongong, the distance will be shortened by 102 miles 
by their coming across by the proposed railway instead of going round by Sydney. So long as business 
people could depend on vessels coming to Port Kembla for goods, they would, in the course of time, have 
their imported goods brought to that port, especially if we had a train running up and returning ; 
and if the people, not only of Goulburn, but also of other large centres, could shorten the distance, and 
thus save a few shillings, they would do it, and that would help this line by imports.
954. Do you think there would be any considerable trade in live stock from the Southern line to the coast 
line? There might be. People might go in for sending cattle home from a port in this district as they 
now do from Sydney.
955. I meant for local consumption •—where are you supplied from now ? We could be supplied from 
there.
95G. Do you think there would be any return traffic from the coast in the direction of the Southern line? 
There would be return traffic in regard to both coke and imports,
957. Were you here just now when the accountant for the Smelting Company gave evidence? Yes ; but 
I was not listening.
958. Did you hear him say that it was not likely that great quantities of coke would be sent from hero, 
but that ores would bo brought hither for treatment ? I did not hear him say that.
959. What do you think of that argument? I think it would be cheaper to bring the ores hither than
to take the coke to the mines. _
SCO. Even supposing that your argument holds water, that Goulburn and other places would get their 
goods from Port Kembla, would that not be starving the other line ? I believe in decentralisation, and I 
think that in the course of a little time, with the advent of Pederation, a city will spring up in Illawarra, 
and I believe that it will help the revenue of the country, and of the Pailway Commissioners too. 
Sir William Lyne, in a speech in the House lately, said that a company were now prepared to start a 
large ironworks near Port Kembla ; and he said that something like 100,000 people will be fed directly and 
indirectly by that.
9G1. At Port Kembla ? Yes. It may, perhaps, seem a small thing. _
9G2. I think it seems a very large thing? Well, it might take a thousand years to bring it about; but if 
they start ironworks in this district, a very large number of men will be employed. We have the coal 
and* coke industries, and two more good coke industries are being started in Illawarra—one on the Mount 
Keira land and the other at Bellambi.

W. ,T. 
Wise m !in.

William Brownlee, farmer and miner, Tongarra, sworn, and examined :—
\Y. Brownlee. G63. C/nJiVumu.] Where is Tongarra? Pour miles east of Hobertson, close to the Macquarie Pass.

A—^ 9G4, Are you a coal-miner or a gold-minor ? I mined for about ten. years on gold and copper, and for 
1 Sept., 1900. about twenty-live years I have been connected with coal-mines.

9G5. Do you carry on farming at your present residence ? Yes ; and coal-mining, too.
9GG. What is the extent of your agricultural operations? Mine is only a small dairy-farm.
9G7. "Where do you generally send your produce to ? Sydney.
9G8. By which way ? By the South Coast line. 4 4
9G9. Do you corroborate in general the statements that have been made with respect to the anticipated 
traffic on this line ? Some of them, ■ _
970. "Would you state on what points you disagree with them ? Ido not disagree with much that has
been said in regard to the anticipated traffic. But there is a great deal more traffic to come on this lino 
than any gentleman has suggested this morning. ■ ...
971. Will you kindly suggest what omissions have been made ? There are large quantities of iron-ore on
the South Coast, but we have no lime to smelt these ores. _
972. This line you think would afford a means of obtaining the necessary fluxes ? Yes; and in return wc •
could send large quantities of coal and coke on to the Great Southern line,
973. What centres do tou think would take coal and coko from here? It would be consumed at places
on the Great Southern line. I could put “ Illawarra” coal—coal obtained from a mine IG or 18 miles 
from Illawarra—on the Great Southern line at Moss Yale, whereas at present the “ Illawarra” coal lias 
to be sent round da Sydney from Port Kembla and Wollongong, and also sent up the Southern line. 
Sqme years ago 1 was connected with a mine when we sent small coal to Mittagong to make iron, and it 
cost us as much to land 3 tons of small coa! there from Illawarra, to make a ton of pig-iron, as they could 
land the pig-iron for on the Circular Quay. By the proposed line we could land this coal at Mittagong, 
where there are large quantities of iron ores. 1 have made iron from some of them for Mr. Lahiff. We 
could also fetch ore from Mittagong and mix it with our poorer ores. We have millions of tons of iron- 
ore in the Illawarra ranges that will go from 22 to 40 per cent.
974. How many tons of coal does it take, on the average, to smelt a ton of iron-ore ? About 3.
■975. "Would it be cheaper, then, in all cases to carry the ore to the coal than to carry the coal to the ore ? 
The ore should come to the coal by all means. That is the reason why the Mittagong ironworks were a 
failure so often. ... , , ..
976. Then your statement with respect to coal being despatched from this district to the Southern line 
•did not refer to coal to he used for smelting purposes ? Hot for that alone, hut also for commercial 
purposes. I have analyses from the Govermpent Geologist and others, proving that at Tongarra we have 
some of the best coking coal in Hew South Wales, and a good seam of household coal also. The analyses 
show that some of the coal is of good coking quality. It has ono of the smallest percentages of ash in the
Colony. _ , ■ .
977. Is there anything further you would like to say ? With regard to the industries, there is most 
valuable cement-ore equal to making the best Portland cement. We had a gentleman there from Sydney 
some vears ago, and I have brought a sample to show you. There are millons of tons of it at longana. 
It is 40 feot thick, and I have traced it for some miles.

978.
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973. la there any other point you would like to bring before us ? If this new line were to go by Albion Brownlee. 
Park, all this new industry could be brought into operation. a"""*—
979. Mr. Watson.'] From what you say, it would appear that the coal that has been used hitherto at1 1900-
Mittagong—local coal—is not suitable for smelting purposes ? The Mittagong coal is not suitable for
making iron. .

William Smith Thompson, farmer, Dapto, sworn, and esamined:—
980. Mr. McFarlane^] Have you been farming for a long period in Dapto P Yes; I bare been carrying W. S.
on dairy-farming for the last forty years hero. I have been about forty-five years in tho district. Thompson,
981. Do you endorse the statements generally that have been made this morning relating to the probable > 
traffic on the proposed line P Yes; I believe there will be a large traffic, and that in the near future we 1 
will have a large population here, I also believe that produce will be brought from the interior for 
consumption here; and there is a good deal of iron back near Wingecarribee. Oue of the foundrymen 
and a few others, eight or ten months ago, found a very good seam of iron about 7 miles from where 
Mr. Weber said the railway would cross the mountain, near Mount Murray. I thiuk there will be a good 
deal of traffic with coke. Mr. Wiseman said there would be no traffic with coke, hut I think that coke 
and coal will be taken hack. Mr. Brownlee did once supply tho milk factory at Kobertson with coal from 
Illawarra. I know the whole route, and I think that if ironworks were carried on here, there would be a 
large traffic in limestone coming from Marulan and other places on the Southern railway. When the 
Mittagong ironworks were being carried on, there was a very large cart traffic between Marulan and Moss 
Yale. I believe that in the near future we shall have a large population here engaged in mining, smelting, 
and so on.
982. Would the proposed line be likely to be used largely hy the farming population in this district? Yes.
983. In which direction ? I believe the Kangaroo Yalley traffic would come this way, because the route 
would be much shorter.
934. Would that be a large traffic? Well, the Kangaroo Yalley is a beautiful district and very prolific.
985. Do you think they would use this line? They send now to Bowral, but I believe they would send 
this way, because this route would be much shorter.
98C. AVluch is your market for your produce ? Sydney. Yery few people grow any produce here for 
sale. Whatever green-stuffi they do grow they mostly use for fodder.

George McPhail, farmer, West Dapto, sworn, and examined;—
987. Chairman.] You have given some consideration to the question of connecting the South Coast line 
with the Southern line by an extension of the proposed railway from Bowral to Kobertson? I have; a 
good deal.
938. Can you supplement the evidence given this morning ? I approve of the hulk of what has been said 
in regard to the traffic. I know that there is a considerable quantity of coal every year going from the 
Lithgow Yalley mines to the principal towns along the Southern line, and if the South Coast line were 
connected with the Southern line coal would go from this district instead. I have been several times to 
Litbgow, and have a son-in-law who is a manager there, and I know that coal would go from here to the 
Southern line if this proposed railway were constructed. This district being a dairy district the fat stock 
consumed in it chiefly comes by rail, and instead of coming via Flemington the bulk of it would come by 
this proposed line if it were constructed.
989. Do you know from what districts the fat stock is mainly drawn for the supply of this district? A 
friend of miue, who has been butchering for the last fourteen years, has received some hundreds of head 
f rom Braid wood, whichbehad to travel by road over the mountain,as there was no goodrail way communication,
990. "Would there be any traffic not mentioned this morning? I feel convinced that there would he a 
considerable quantity of fish going from Lake Illawarra up Goulburn way.
991. A.ny other point? As regards the traffic, I do not know that I can add anything to what has been 
already said.
992. You agree in the main with what has been said about the course of mineral traffic along the pro
posed line ? Yes ; I believe that that will certainly increase, because there is such a large quantity of 
poorer ores obtained on the Southern lino which would not pay if sent through Sydney to he smelted 
here, whereas this short cut would enable those ores to be worked to a large extent. As regards the 
route, I am not a practical man, but I took two or three days, two or three months ago, in exploring at 
the hack of the mountain here, and I believe that there are not many men living who are better acquainted' 
with the whole of the country between Mittagong and the top of tho mountain here than I am. Many 
years ago I had stock there, and knew every nook and corner of it. I ascertained from Mr. "Weber, on 
his return from his exploration trip, that he had an idea of the railway going through the mountain at 
"West Dapto, I agree with him that that would be the easiest place to tap the mountain, but I am not 
so much in favour of that as I am in favour of another locality, simply because tho northern passage 
through the mountain would make the line at least 7 miles longer, and it vvould go through 8 miles of 
barren country. There are two spurs capping the mountain, one is called Marshall Mount Range, and 
the other is called Avondale Range, and there is a very large depression at the back of the mountain that 
could be got down into from tho Robertson direction, or from any direction at the back there. To pene
trate the mountain there would make the line 7 miles shorter, and my idea was that the lino would be 
connecied with the South Coast line between here and Yallah platform, about 3 miles from here.

G. McPhail.

1 Sept., 1900.

Thomas Gillard, carpenter and builder, Dapto, sworn, and examined:—
993. Jlfr. Watson.] I understand you have had some mining experience ? Yes. T. Gillard-.
994. You know the proposal to connect the Southern line with the Illawarra line ? Yes. ,,
995. Is there anything you would like to state in addition to what has been already stated, bearing on the 1 Sept., .1900. 
question generally ? Yes. I have here a sketch of the locality I propose to bring under yonr notice. It
is on the Shoalhaven River, and I think that if the proposed railway were constructed it would he 
developed. It is all auriferous country, and abounds with reefs. It is about 15 miles from Marulan rail
way station. The ore would have to he trucked at Marulan, and as the cost of carriage would be materially

lessened
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T. CKllard. lessened in consequence of the railway going across from here almost direct, it would give an inducement to 
/-—companies to take up the reefs that exist in that locality. ... , „

1 Sept., 1900. QQf; You think that they would send the ore to the Dapto Smelting Works if this line were constructed? 
Yes. ‘ . .
997. Is it ore that requires smelting for treatment? It does not necessarily require smelting; hut to 
erect machinery there means an outlay of £10,000 at least, whereas by transmitting the ore to the 
smelting works here direct, you could avoid that great outlay, and there would be a bigger inducement 
held out to companies to go into the matter in consequence of not having to erect machinery there. If

' the railway were to be run direct to Dapto, that would he a great inducement for people to develop that
country. As a matter of fact, I am now forming a company to take up reefs in that particular locality, 
with the object of transmitting the ore to these smelting works. Two years ago I wrote to the Mines 
Department in order to get information in reference to that locality. It abounds with reefs, and does 
not seem to he very well known, either to the mining community or to the Mines Department, and that 
country has been entirely neglected up to the present time. As far back as 1870, when I was a boy, I 
obtained prospects there equal to 3 oz. to the ton, and the ore to be obtained there would pay handsomely 
if it be brought to the smelting works, though not otherwise.
998. Tou think that the cost of carriage to the smelting works at the existing rate would be too great. 
It might not be too great even now; but the expense would, of course, be materially lessened by a railway 
running direct from here, and I am sure the back country would be developed in due course. Both sides 
of the river there for several miles is auriferous couutry—in fact, there are payable reefs within 11 miles 
of Marulan which I do not think are being worked now. There were some reofs opened there ; but, in 
consequence of the cost of machinery and other things, they have been abandoned for the time-being-. 
There are a number of reefs that show good assays ; but they have never been properly opened up.
999. Mr. Mt/am.] Tou mentioned the gold-reefs near the Shoalhaven;—that is commonly known as the- 
Shoalhaven gullies, is it not ? I refer particularly to Tellow Springs and Spring Creek.
1000. How far is that from the nearest point on the Southern railway ? Very nearly 15 miles, I think.
1001. It is very mountainous country? Tes.
1002. And very broken? Tes. .
1003. Would it not be difficult to get a road from those reefs into Marulan ? To; it would not be very 
difficult. Although the country is mountainous, there is a way of making a road iu between, the moun-

, tains. It would not increase the length of the road very much, and you could get the ore out.
100-1. Which way would you go then from the Shoalhaven ? Ton would leave Spring Creek a little to 
the right in going from Tellow Springs, and you would then go via Croker's Creek.
1005. There would be a lot of heavy haulage, and the cost of taking ores trom the Shoalhaven to Marulan 
would be considerable ? Well, with 3 oz. to the ton, I think there is a very fair opening. At any rate, I 

• have a company that intends to try it.

Patterson Bryen, dairy-farmer, Avondale, sworn, and examined:—
P. Brj-en. 1006. Mr. Shepherd.] Are you acquainted with the country pretty well from Dapto to Kobertson ?' 
^^—-k, Passably well; but not particularly well. I have been along the road through Macquarie Pass to Moss 

1 Sept, 1900. Tale, and other places.
1007. Tou have a fairly good knowledge of the country? Tes. _ .
1008. What is your opinion as to the desirability of constructing a railway from Bowral, via Kobertson, 
to Dapto ? I think that the line would be a payable line. It would go through fertile country all along, 
except, perhaps, a few miles on the top of the mountain, and I consider would develop the mineral wealth 
of the locality. ] quite agree with the last evidence given, because I myself have been prospecting in 
the Marulan district for minerals.
1009. Tou have heard the evidence that has been given ? I have heard what was said by Mr. Armstrong
and Mr. Weber, and I concur in that. ,
1010. Is there anything you could add to it? To tiling, except that I consider that our coal on the
mountain is equal to any coal above us. I have prospected on my own property, and have spent about 
£300. As far as I have gone, I have found a coal which is as satisfactory as any coal that has been 
produced in the coast district. , . ,
1011. Do you think there would be a considerable quantity of coal required on the Southern line, m tne- 
event of this railway being constructed ? I certainly do. The smelting works here are a great boon to 
our district, and I think that this railway would help the district very materially.

Carl Peterson, storekeeper, Dapto, sworn, and examined
C. Petersen. 1012. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you considered the proposal to construct a line of railway from Bowral to
,----- *----- , the Illawarra line, near Dapto ? I have heard all the evidence that has been given before the Committee

i Sept.* 1900, to-day, . . .
1013 What is your opinion concerning it, as regards traffic? Iu regard to traffic, it is a line that 
eventually would be bound to pay, inasmuch as the Grovernment are constructing a harbour at Port 
Kembla. * That 1 consider is an inducement to connect the Southern line and the coast line.
1014. Do you think it would pay in the near future ? Tes ; in the very near future.
101-3. You have heard evidence given to-day by a number of witnesses concerning tbe trafhc and other 
matters in connection with the proposaldo' you endorse generally what was stated by the previous 
witnesses? Tes, I do. Perhaps the country from the coast inland might not turn out so good as has 

’ been anticipated; but I maintain that the coal trade on the South Coast is growing very extensively, and
with the construction of this cross railway there will certainly be a very large opening for an additional 
coal-field. The coal-field 1 mean is over the mountain. It has not been properly prospected or really 
proved beyond that we know that under the mountain we have a coal of better quality than the coal on
the face of the mountain. _
1016. When yon say over the mountain, what do you refer to ? The table-land. There are G-overnment
Caerves and mineral leases to a large extent.0 i m *7

4
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1017. Would that coal be sent to the Southern line ? Not from immediately over tho mountain here. c- Peterson. 
101S. How far from here or from the Southern line? To the mountain from here is 3 miles; from the 
base of the mountain for 10 miles west good coal exists.
1019. Would that coal be as good as the coal obtained on the coast ? Yes.
1020. Ho you think there would ho much trade in coal from here to the Southern line? No ; I do not 
think there would be a great deal of coal trade from here south. There would certainly be some; but 
when I referred to the opening of that coal-mine 1 meant for export trade.
1021. Could they not send that coal by the Southern line? They could, but only at a bigger expense to 
an export port in taking it through Sydnev.
1022. But I mean for places on the Southern line? It would be cheaper coal for places down south 
than people there could get from Lithgow or Newcastle or from the Southern mines now in operation.
1023. Then there would be no traffic in coal from the coast to the Southern line in the event of that 
mine being opened up ? Yes, some; but no material traffic. I referred to it merely for export business.
Coal would be carried by this new route over the mountain to Port Kembla for export purposes. If the 
proposed railway were constructed along Mr. Weber’s route, it would follow the mountain out towards 
Avondale, a distance of 7 or 8 miles, to get a good grade ; and on the face of the mountain there are 
coal-mines now, and people are only waiting an opportunity to open these mines, particularly in view of 
the completion of Port Kembla. There is a property under offer iu Melbourne, which will probably be 
floated very soon, known as Wongawilli. '
1024. Is there any other source of traffic you think of thafchas not been mentioned by previous witnesses?
Yes; there is one kind of traffic that I consider, in the course of a few years, would be very considerable 
for this railway. I refer to the cattle trade that would come from the Southern line and the meat-export 
trade. Prom the Southern line a quantity of live stock goes now to Sydney, and is treated at various 
refrigerating works around Sydney. The live-stock could be carried right down over the mountains, and 
there are good pastures near the mountains in which cattle could be rested and refreshed before being 
killed for the export trade. It is better for cattle before being kilted to be rested and refreshed, and I do 
not know of any place, either on the Newcastle side or about Sydney, where such pastures can be obtained 
as those on the South Coast.
1025. Ho you think that that would mean a considerable traffic for this railway ? Yes. I maintain that 
that would be a very considerable traffic in the course of years. I do not say that it would be an 
immediate trade.
1026. Is there anything you wish to add? Seeing that the Government are about to construct a harbour 
at Port Kembla, it seems to me that this railway in conjunction with that harbour would create trade in 
itself. In the four Colonies there is no port as good as Port Kembla will be for boats of very deep 
draught. Now, vessels with very deep draught have some difficulty in entering either Sydney harbour or 
Newcastle harbour, but in that respect there would be no difficulty at Port Kembla. Thirty-five or 40 feet 
is no question there, and, in view of what is promised in connection with that harbour, 1 think that the 
construction of a railway of this kind is absolutely necessary, and eventually, if not in the near future, I 
think that it will have to come about.

[One plan.]

Sidney : William Ayplegatc Gulliek, Government Printer—WOO.
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PAllLIAMENTAltY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM TEMORA TO WYALONG.

THIRD REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Purther Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “the 
expediency of constructing a line of Bail way from Temora to Wyalong,” have, 
after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the proposed railway should be 
constructed; and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of 
clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative 
Assembly:—

Reason eor the Present Reference.

1. The present reference to the Committee, to consider and report on the 
expediency of constructing a line of railway from Temora to Wyalong, was 
consequent upon the resolution passed by the Committee in their further inquiry 
respecting the proposed Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong,—that it was not 
expedient that proposed work should be carried out, as, in the Committee’s opinion, 
a fine from Temora to Wyalong wras preferable.

Description of the Railway.

2. The proposed line, which wnuld be 41 miles 48 chains in length, is 
officially described as an extension of the Cootamundra to Temora branch railway, 
and wnuld proceed north-north-westerly, occupying one side of the main road, to 
within miles of Barmedman, at which point it would diverge slightly to the north, 
and after crossing the main road, and passing Barmedman on its western side, would 
again follow the main road generally to ‘Wyalong, where, passing south of the 
township, it would end at the southern side of West Wyalong. The works would be 
light, and the ruling gradient 1 in 100. The land passed through would he almost 
entirely Crown land. The line is longer than that submitted on the previous 
occasions when it was under inquiry. In those cases it terminated at the Government 
township, or East Wyalong; as now proposed, it is extended to the private township, 
or West Wyalong.

Estimated Cost.
3. When previously considered the estimated total cost of the line, when 

first referred, was £104,430, or £2,707 per mile, and on the second reference £92,000, 
or £2,300 per mile; it is now £126,810, or £3,048 per mile, the increase being due 
to the higher prices ruling at present for rails and fastenings, and to extra station 
accommodation.

In
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< In 1895, when this line was last before the Public Works Committee, the 
price of rails was £4 10s. per ton delivered in Sydney; it is now £7 10s., which, the 
Engineer-in-Chief explains, means that the rails and fastenings add to the cost 
to the extent of about £360 per mile. The requirements of the Railway Commissioners 
with respect to station buildings and other accommodation, which are greater now 
than originally contemplated in connection with pioneer lines, are also, tbe Com
mittee understand, responsible' for some of the increased cost. Platforms on lines 
of this nature are made 2 feet 9 inches above the rails, though the late Mr. Eddy 
thought a height of 9 inches sufficient; and the extra height, in addition to cost 
of material, means, in many instances, extra cost of earthworks. Instead of dead-end 
sidings at platforms, loops are provided; and the station buildings, waiting-sheds, 
goods sheds, and platforms are more commodious, and, although of a cheap class, 
generally better than at first contemplated. All this, it is pointed out in the evidence
of the Engineer-in-Chief, materiallv adds to the cost of a railway.' *■ *

The Committee’s Inquiry.

_ _ 4- As the question of a railway to Wyalong from Temora was very fully
inquired into on three previous occasions, the Committee did not consider it necessary 
to take much evidence in the present, inquiry, and they, therefore, examined only 
official witnesses. The list comprised the Engineer-in- Chief for Railway Construction, 
who supplied the necessary details relating to the construction of the railway; the 
Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, who produced the Railway 
Commissioners’ report on the proposal, and gave evidence with regard to the present 
traffic prospects of the line; an officer from the Government Statistician’s Department, 
and the Government Astronomer, in respect to population, production, and rainfall 
in the districts that would be within the influence Of the railway; and the Chief 
Inspector of Mines, with reference to the present condition of mining at Temora, 
Reefton, Barmedman, and Wvalonsr.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

■■ 5. The Railway Commissioners, in their report, estimate the animal cost 
connected with the line at £8.242, which comprises interest at 3 per cent, on the 
capital expenditure, £3,804, and maintenance, traffic, and locomotive expenses, 
based upon a train service every week-day, £4,438; and the annual revenue 
at £5,715, made up of merchandise and live stock, £2,980, and passengers, parcels, 
and mails, £2,735. These figures show that the working expenses are exceeded 
by revenue to the extent of £1,277. The Commissioners say that the time has 
arrived when Wyalong should be afforded the advantages of railway communication, 
but they arc still of opinion that the connection should he with Grenfell.

• Trafpic Prospects.

6. A report by tbe Chief Traffic Manager to tbe-Railway Commissioners 
states that there has recently been considerable agricultural development within a 
radius of 20 miles of Temora, in tbe neighbourhood of Reefton and Barmedman, 
and also an increase in the Wyalong district since the consideration of the Grenfell- 
Wyalong railway proposal. The intermediate traffic between Temora and Wryalong, 
which was not an important factor at the time the railway question was dealt with 
in 1894 and 1895, is now deserving of consideration. Altogether, there are about 
23,000 acres of cultivation to be served at the following trucking stations:—

Reefton, 12 miles from Temora ......................... 11,000 acres
' Barmedman, 22 miles from Temora ... ............. 5,000 „

Wyalong 42 „ .............................. 7,000 .,

23,000 acres ■

These figures relate to land under cultivation or cleared ready for the plough. 
It may, however, he confidently expected that tke construction of the line will lead 
to further large areas being placed under cultivation. The hulk of the cultivation 
shown for Reefton is, it is pointed out; within 14 miles of the existing line at 
Temora, hut it will he better served at Reefton. Wryalong
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' Wyalong is reported to bo in a very prosperous condition, the amount of gold 
having increased every year, and reached, in 1899, as large a quantity as 44,675 oz., 
valued at £178,700. Assuming that Wyalong will retain its present populatioli, the 
following is the Chief Traffic Manager’s estimate of the traffic that will be obtained 
by the railway :—

Goods, 4,120 tons ..............
Wool, 1,982 tons ... ...
Agricultural produce, 7,700 tons 
Live stock,'G00 trucks ...

£1,532
595
G01
252

13,802 tons 600 trucks £2,980
Passenger traffic ... 
Parcels and other coaching 
Mails ... ... ...

£1,881
350
504

£2,735

Total £5,715

Reasons eoh Scppoeting the Route erom Temora to Wyalong as against

that 'prom Grenfell to Wyalong.

7. Tho Committee repeat the reasons given by the majority, in the last 
Report upon the proposed Railway from Grenfell to Wyalong, for their preference 
for the Temora route as against the Grenfell route :—

(1) It is considerably shorter than the route from Grenfell to Wyalong.
(2) It will cost £45,000 loss.
(3) It will serve a larger population.
(4) It will open up a larger area of land suitable for close agricultural 

settlement.
(5) It will serve the mineral area around Reefton and Barmedman.
(6) It will preserve existing trade relations.
(7) It will allow the residents of the districts affected an opportunity of trading

indifferently with cither Sydney or Melbourne. ' '
(8) It will facilitate the transfer of stock in times of drought from the west to 

the high country about Gundagai and Tumut.

Resolution Passed.

8. The resolution passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract 
from the Minutes of Proceedings :—

Mr. Hyatn moved,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient the proposed Railway 
from Temora to Wyalong, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be 
carried out.”

- Tbe motion was seconded by Mr. Levien, and passed on the following division:—
Ayes, 4. Noes, 3.

Mr. Dick, I Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Hyam, Dr. Garran,
Mr. Watson, Mr. McFarlane.
Mr. Levien. '

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 2 October, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

RAILWAY FEOM TEMOEA TO WYALONS.

WEDFESDAY, 22 AUGUST, 1000. 

present:—

The Hod. 
The Hon. 
Tho Hon.

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ckaiiiuan).
Pateick Lindebat Crawford SuEriiERD. 
Andrew Gaerait, LL.D.
Sonoiios Herbert Htam. ,

Joirir CnEisTiAir Wat bon, Esq. 
Robert Henry Letien, Esq. 
John McEablane, Esq.

Tho Committee proceeded to consider tho expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Temora to
Wyalong.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined :—■

1. Chairman.] I understand you have a statement yon desire to read to the Committee in respect to this H. Deane,
inquiry? Yes; I have a statement prepared by tho Under Secretary on the proposal now before tho ^
Committee. It reads as follo'ws:— 22Aug., 1900,

■ Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

The proposal before tho Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly for the Committee's consideration on the 9th 
August, 1900, in the following terms :—“That it be again referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works to consider and report on tbe expediency of constructing a lino of railway from Temora to Wyalong.”

Tho question of providing the important mining district of Wyalong with railway facilities has boon frequently 
before tbe Public Works Committee during tbe last six years.

Tho first proposal was, as now, to extend tho line from Temora ; but after due inquiry tho then Committee resolved, 
in May, 1S94, to defer their decision thereon for a period of six months. On the proposal being again brought up, the
proposal was, in Juno, 1895, negatived by the Committee on the following grounds :—

(1.) That the population of Wyalong alone does not justify such an expenditure.
(2.) That the successful development of the field depends largely upon a permanent water supply which, at present, 

is not in existence.
(3.) That the policy of the Government with regard to the leasehold areas in its vicinity has not yet been disclosed.
(4.) That the Parkes-Condobolin line having been approved by the Committee, an extension, ria Wyalong, can no 

longer bo regarded as a line to tap tbe western country.
After an interval of four years the question of raihvay extension to Wyalong was again referred by Parliament to 

the Committee, the fresli proposal being to extend tbe line from Grenfell to Wyalong,
In the course of that inquiry, the question of the route from Temora had also careful consideration by the Committee, 

as being a rival of that from Grenfell, and they reported that much could be said in its favour, as being shorter, cheaper in 
cost, and passing through mostly good agricultural land, Tbe Committee, however, approved by a majority of one, of the 
Grenfell route ; but on their report being submitted to Parliament, the Legislative Assembly saw fit to refer back tbe 
proposal to the Committee, “ because the matter had not received sufficient consideration.”

Tbe Committee, whose ^xrsonnd had meanwhile been subject to some changes, after a second inquiry resolved, by a 
majority of one, that the proposal should not be carried out, “as, in the opinion of the Committee, a line from Temora to 
Wyalong was preferable.”

Consequent on this resolution, the Minister felt compelled to ask the Legislative Assembly to refer the present 
proposal to the Committee, namely, a railway from Temora to Wyalong, which will form the basis of a line to Hillston.
The official description of the proposed railway :— ,

Length, 41 miles 4S chains; estimated cost, £126,810, or £3,048 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation.
This line is an extension of the Cootamundra to Temora branch railway, and begins at 291 miles 63 chains 54 links 

from Sydney, and proceeds north-north-westerly, occupying one side of the main road to within 4£ miles of Barmedman, 
where it diverges slightly to the north, and passing that township on its western side, again follows the main road to 
Wyalong at 330 miles; here tho line bends westward, passing south of the township,and ends at the southern side of West 
Wyalong, at 333 miles 31 chains 54 links. ■

The works arc light, and the ruling gradient is 1 in 100. The line passes almost entirely through Crown land.
Tlio following is the statutory report of the Railway CommisaionerB submitted to the Committee in 
1894-1895;—■

Proposed Extension op the Cootahundra-Temora Branch Line to Wyalono.

(I)-B.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of Hew South Wales, Sydney, 11 May, 1894.

In reply to your letter of tbe 29th March, I am directed by the Railway Commissioners to inform yon, for the information 
of the Secretary for Public Works, that they have, at the earliest possible moment (having regard to other pressing matters 
of business), inspected the proposed extension from Temora to Wyalong.

It is estimated that the lice should, if constructed as a pioneer line, as described by the Commissioners, in a paper 
dated tho 10th October, 1892, and referred to in their annual report for the year ending June, 1891, be made, and all 
necessary accommodation provided, at a cost of £85,000.

' 313—A Thq
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H. Deane. 

22Aug!j!900.
The estimated annual cost would, under these circumstances, be—

Interest on estimated cost of construction, at 4 per cent...............
Estimated cost of working ;—

Trailic expenses ...........................................................................
Permanent way expenses...................................... ...................
Locomotive expenses...................................................................

......... £3,400

soo
2,000

7ii0
------- 3,io0

£0,050
As regards the probable revenue, leally nothing dclimte can be suited. In railway construction the proposal, from 

a traffic point of view, is unique, as the future entirely depends upon the permanency of the gold-field at Wyalong, which 
it is understood, is the basis of the extension. There is country adapted for agiicultural purposes around Wyalong, and 
en route thereto ; but there is no present necessity for providing it w ith railway communication, while there arc large areas 
suitable for the purpose contiguous to existing railway lines available. _

The present population of Wyalong (about 5,000) cannot be accepted as any indication of the future. Everything 
there at the present may be said to be m an abnormal condition, as was the case at 3Jeak Hili, where, it is understood, 
there were, when the field was first discovered, 12,000 people, the present population being 1,500 ; however, basing tho 
estimate of traffic on the assumption that there will be a permanent settlement at Wyalong, to the extent that now exists 
at Temora—about 1,800—the value of the annual revenue will not. exceed 02,800.

In view of the great uncertainty of the future of Wyalong, the Jlailway Commissioners recommend that the proposed 
extension of the Cootamundra-Temora branch line be defeired for six months, or until such time as there can be no reason
able doubt as to the future of the place.

I am to add that the Commissioners have ascertained that both passengers and goods are being carried at reasonable 
rates between Temora and Wyalonf'; and, therefore, no hardship would he consequent upon the postponement suggested,

H. JduLACHLAN,
2_(u ) Secretary.

Government Railways of Now South Wales, Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 May, 1805.
Is reply to your letter of the 14th instant, requesting a further report from the Railway Commissionss as to the proposed 
extension of the railway line from Temora to Wyalong, for the information of the Secretary for Public Vi orks, I am 
directed by the Railway Commissioners to slate that little can be added to the information conveyed by my letter of 11th 
May, 1804—copy attached. Twelve months' experience of the gold-fields and its requirements had not indicated anything 
to warrant a change of opinion as to tho probable result of the extension of the line.

The population was at that date estimated at 5,000, and at tho present time it docs not equal that number ; Mid the 
output of gold for the twelve months ending loth March last—the date of the latest information before the Commissioners— 
was 7,328 oz., which docs not indicate a large field, or evidence of extensive working.

The Public Works Department have placed the worst portions of the road in fair order, and the cost of carriage 
between Temora and Wyalong is as low as 15s. per ton, passenger fares being equally reasonable, and there does not 
appear to be any great disability, consequent upon the want of railway communication.

The question of tiie extension, moreover, would appear to a very huge extent to affect local interest only, as the 
course of traffic from the outlying districts would, it is thought, be better served by the extension of a lino m another 
direction than via Wyalong.

The present requirements and those of the near future of the gold-field are reasonably met, and the probable results 
would not, m the Commissioners' opinion, warrant their recommending that the line bo undoitaken.

■ H. MuLACHLAN,
Secretary.

In view of the present improving conditions of Wyalong as a mining district as compared with five years ago, and of 
the increased estimate of cost, the Railway CotnmissioueiR have been asked to furnish u iurther report on this proposal.

The details of eost are slated as follows :—
Tumor t to Wyalong,—Permanently staked line.

' 23 March, 1000.
Estimated cost of a single line of railway 41 miles 4S chains in length, with 00-lb. rads. Ruling grade, 1 in 100. Sharpest 

curve, 20 chains radius.—New fastenings ; new 4 feet 6 inch T.Os. ; f ballast. Sleepers, 2,404 per mile.

Description-

Earthworks ..............................................................................................................................................
Timber bridges..........................................................................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, fencing, and road diversions................................................................ |
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 5s. per ton).................................................................... t
Freight .................................................................................................................................................... !
Platelaying at Is. 2d. =£4,270 ISs. 8d.............................................................................................. 1 |
| ballasting, at 4s. = £3,000 10s........................................................................................................ '■ H
Sleepers, at 3s. 3d. r^£l 0,056 11s. Gd................................................................................................ J j
Station works, including sidings ...........................................................................................................
Station buddings, passenger station, £1,212; waiting shed, £720; platforms, £SSS ; loading 

banks, £780 ; goods sheds and platforms. £900; station-master's houses, £1,224: 20-ton 
weighbridges, £504 ; cranes, £636 ; trucking-yards, £1.536 ; carriage-shed, £240 : engine-
shed and pit, £840 ; turntable, £600; coal stage, £204 ........................................................

Water supplies....................... ..................................................................................................................
Gradient and mileage posts ...................................................................................................................
Telegraph ......................................................................-.........................................................................
Miscellaneous.............................................................................................................................................

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly) ......................................................

Add for extra cost of rails and fastenings at £7 10s, and £13 2s. per ton respectively.

Total cost .............................................

Estimated Cast.
Average

per
mile.

£ a. d. £
9,162 5 10 220
4.3.76 0 0 117
3,079 0 0 74

25,910 4 3 623
5,819 S 0 140

24,588 G 2 591

11,533 14 0 277

10,284 0 0 247
3,000 0 0 72

686 8 0 17
686 8 0 17

1,000 0 0 24

£100,610 14 3
15,091 5 9 363

£1)5,702 0 0 2,781
11,108 0 0 .......

£126,810 0 0 3,048

2. Have you anything yourself to add to that statement ? I may say that the line is longer than the 
one submitted before. It goes to the private township. The first two lines submitted stopped at the 
G-ovemment township.
3. Is there any other variation in the line now eubmitted as compared to the one submitted before ? Ho ; 
there is no alteration. The location of the line is the same. The cost is considerably higher ; and that

is
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*
is due to the higher price of rails and fastening, and the extra siding accommodation, I think that is H. Deane, 
pretty well all. Of course, we are paying higher wages now.
4. Would you describe this as being a light lino ? Yes; it is a light line—an unballasted lino. You 22 
see by the summation of the first six items that this line is of the same character as those we have had 
before. The cost of the running road would be £f,76o per mile. Yon cannot expect to make earthworks 
much under £200 per mile. The cost of the permanent-way materials and freight is absolutely fixed ; 
then there is the cost of hauling. In the estimate the sleepers may prove to have been a little higher in 
price than necessary; if so, there would be a saving in that respect.
5. ilfr. Watson.] If you could get sleepers there you would not have to pay much freight? Ho ; if we 
have a free hand, there will he u saving.
6. £7Aajrmfl«.] Bo the same remarks apply to this line as to the Bogan Gate—Bulbodney line with 
respect to increased estimate for station buildings and appliances? The requirements of the Bailway 
Commissioners with respect to buildings and other accommodation and incidental expenses are higher 
than originally contemplated for these pioneer lines.
63. Is there any other reason for the higher cost per mile ? If reference is made to the estimate 
submitted to the Committee, when they last considered this proposal, on the 22nd May, 1895, it will be 
seen that rails then were very low, They were then £f 10s., delivered in Sydney. They are now £7 10s.
The last rails ordered cost us that. That means that rails and fastenings would add an additional cost to 
the line of about £.300 to the mile.
7. Mr. Watson.] How does the cost of the Temora to Wyalong proposal compare per mile with the 
Grenfell to Wyalong lioe? If the Committee will allow me, I will submit a comparative estimate at a 
future meeting.
8. Mr. Shepherd.] Are you of opinion that cross lines are more useful than parallel lines? As a general 
rule, parallel lines arc the best. On the whole, they give shorter distances to tho central port.
9. But they are likely to cut up the country to more advantage? Yes ; I think that may be admitted.
10. "With regard to the expense, the line via Grenfell could not be constructed at a less cost per mile 
than, one from Temora to Wyalong? I would not like to say; but I propose, with the Committee's 
sanction, to answer Mr. Watson’s question by submitting a comparative statement showing the cost of 
both lines.
11. Would you care to give an opinion as to whether the line from Grenfell to Wyalong would leave 
tho larger portion of country unserved, that is, presuming the lino from Grenfell to Wyalong will never 
be constructed ? I do not think I could give an opinion 011 that which would be of any value to the 
Committee, because I have not really studied the country.
12. But you express an opinion that you consider parallel lines preferable to cross lines ? As a rule, I
have no doubt about it. '
13. Dr. Garran.] These additional stations and accommodations that are required, are they mostly at the 
terminal points, or are they at little local roadside platforms ? It makes a difference to local roadside 
platforms as well as to the terminus. As 3. explained to the Committee tho other day with regard to 
other lines, all the station requirements have been increased in every case.
Id, Even to the platforms ? Even to the platforms. Instead of dead-end sidings we have loops now; 
the station buildings, waiting sheds, and goods sheds, and platforms are more commodious; they are of a 
better class, although ot still a cheap class; they aro better and more commodious than I was allowing for 
previously on the estimates 011 the basis of what Mr. Eddy himself laid down. I think the Bailway 
Commissioners have come to the conclusion that the accommodation previously asked for was a little too 
small.
15. Taking the platforms we have on the Western line, for instance, aro your platforms going to be like 
those? I think they would be about the same class of stations.
16. Would the stations,for instance, be anything like the Springwood station? I do not think they 
would he anything Jiko tbe Springwood station.
17. Could you name a station as a pattern one? Ho, not exactly; but I can show the Committee the 
diagram plans of the station buildings and explain the difference between what is now proposed and 
what was proposed originally. It was after Mr. Eddy came here that pioneer lines wore talked about.
They were to have low platforms about 9 inches above tho rails. We are now making in every case 
platforms 2 feet 9 inches above the rails, so that in addition to the cost of material there is in many 
instances an extra cost for earth works. Most of these lines are not in cuttings; but are embankment 
lines. The foundations of tbe buildings have consequently to be raised. Then again the buildings are 
more commodious. They may he of the same class; hut the dimensions are larger. The overhanging of 
the roof is greater. That applies especially to certain classes of passenger stations, shelter sheds, and so 
on, and also to goods sheds. They all have a wider overhang, and the platform attached to the goods 
shed is wider. That all means extra expense.
18. Are the stations you propose on the Temora to Wyalong line going to be more expensive than on the lino 
to Moree ? Yes. Ho doubt the changes are good; ’hut these small' items all help to mount up the cost.
19. Chairman.] It seems on a review of the estimates of station buildings and station accommodation ■
that from the time when those pioneer lines were mooted by Mr. Eddy there has been a steady increase
of accommodation, and consequently a steady increase of cost ? Yes,
20. A.t whose instance is this increased accommodation placed on the estimates ? At the instance of the 
Bailway Commissioners’.
21. Bo you think as a matter of railway policy it is a good thing in regard to these developing lines to 
make the requirements for passengers and goods at stations as commodious or extensive as on hues that 
serve highly-developed districts? Ho, that would not be wise.
22. Can you state what the practice in other countries is in the case of lines built for the purpose of 
developing the country ? The practice is to put down just as much as you want at the time, and leave 
room for the rest to be added when required.
23. If that course were pursued here it would considerably lower the cost per mile for construction? I
do not think it would. . ■
24. Would it not mean a lower cost per mile ? I think it is very likely that a railway company which is 
not so immediately answerable to the public as a governmental body is would not put up things so 
extensively. They would try to do with a good deal less at first. At the same time, I think, a good deal

of
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«
H. Deane. 0f the expenditure which the Commissionera now ask for is very well laid out. I think, according to the 

first ideas, the accommodation was a little too email, too cramped. I think Mr. Eddy would have 
22 Aug.,1900. acknowledged that himself, A case in point is the Moree station. That was declared to be, soon after 

it was opened, too cramped.
25; Was it not one of the peculiar circumstances in connection with the Moree lino that the traffic was 
far greater than was anticipated before the line was constructed ? Yes.
20. nave you had similar experience in any other part of the Colony f No, I do not think so.

MONDAY, 27 AUGUST, 1900.

fiitestnt:—
WILLIAM THOMAS LICE, Esq. (Chairman) .

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford SnEPnnnr. The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyah.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. Egbert Henry Levien, Esq.

John McEarlani, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Temora to
Wyalong.

William Henry Hall. Sub-editor, Statistical Year Kooks, Gorernmcnt Statistician’s Department, sworn,
and examined :—

W. H HftU 27. 01iairman.~\ You hare some statistical information to submit to the Committee with regard to the 
‘ a , '' proposed line of railway from Temora to Wyalong? Yes. As supplementary to the evidence I gave 

27 Aug., 1900. about twelve months ago^ I have brought the returns down for the past year. The statistics are drawn 
from an area of about 20 miles from each side of the proposed line.
28. Do your figures include the return from Hillston ? Yes. _
29. How far is that from the Wyalong line ? I was asked simply to continue my figures which I furnished 
last year, and to bring them down to the latest date. My figures last year included Hillston. If you 
exclude Hillston you have the influence of the line only as far as Wyalong.
30. Do the Hillston figures seriously affect the total result? So far as results arc concerned they do not, 
because the wheat yield is only about 1-) bushels to the acre.
31. Mr. McYarlane] What was the yield in previous years, say in 1897 ? About 8 bushels to the acre ;
Ihen in 1898 it was only a trifle over a bushel. . _
32. Chairman.'] Now, will you read to the Committee the returns you have prepared ? The estimated 
population that will he served by the construction of the proposed line from Temora to Wyalong, and 
thence to Hillston, is as follows Morangarell, G10 ; Keofton, 440 ; Barmedman, 790 ; Wyalong, 3,500 ; 
Ungaric, 400; Yalgogrin, 2SO; Hillston, 1,340—total, 7,360. The mineral production for the district is 
as follows :—Barmedman, 1.172 oz. of gold, of the value of £4.542 ; Keefton, 340 oz. of gold, of the value 
of £1,340 ; Wyalong and Wyalong West, 44,675 oz. of gold, of the value of £178,700; Yalgogrin, 1,060 
oz. of gold, of the value of £4,240. The cultivation returns are shown in the following table:—

Stateuekt showing the area under cultivation, and. yield therefrom* for the year 18(19.

Cultivation.

District

Morangarell 
Keefton ... 
Barmedman 
Wyalong ... 
Ungarie .., 
Yalgogrin 
Hillston .. ■

Total
area
culti
vated.

Wheat Maize. ofc
'3bo1.o
O

Hay-area cu1

Wheiten. Oitta.
I

Lucerne. 2o
SoL.

Area 
under —

Area. Yield. Area. Yield.
Clo
3o
C*

s B,Oo SArea. Yield. Area. YTiold. Area. Yield.

acres. acres. bushels. acres. htibhels. acres. acres. ions. acres. tons. acres. tons. acres. acres. acres.
[>,381 4,204 23,070 S 1,081 65D. .. ..
6,&S5 4,940 CsOOl 1.W5 1,074
0,255 6*783 30,050 3,402 1,238 CO 20 1 9
4,147 1*005 4,220 12 12 S.iilS <m
4,105 1,S37 7,524 2,321 032

423 6 48 417 110
12,480 5,221 s.srs 7,235 72S 24

Henry Chamberlaine Russell, C.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined:—
H. C. Russell, 33. Chairman.] Can you furnish the Committee with any particulars of the rainfall over that part of the 

C.M.G. country which will be served by the proposed railway line from Temora to Wyalong ? Yes; 1 have some
,----^ figures which will give you the information. At Morangarell, just near the starting-point, the average

27 Aug.,1900. rainfall is 21'64 inches ; at Barmedman it is 10 32 inches. There arc very few stations actually on the 
line. Wyalong has onlv about four years’ record, which give an average of 13'64 inches ; Blow Clear is 
just about on the line ; it has an average of 17'42 inches. Ungarie, a little north of the line, has 17’48 
inches. Youngara, a little further south, has 17’50 inches. A few miles north of that comes Murrum- 
bogie, with an average of 2T34 inches; that is about 10 miles north of Youngara. The record for 
Naradhan extends over twenty years, and that place has an average of 1S'97 inches. Cudgellico has an 
average of 17'24 inches. Tho records for that place extend over about sixteen years. Tarawa, a little 
north of the fine, has an average of 22446 inches. The record for that place extends over about sixteen 
years. Hillston, with a record for thirteen years, has 15'Gl inches. There is no other station immediately 
adjacent to Hillston ; hut at Yatbong, about 15 miles west of it,'there is an average rainfall of 14'94 
inches. At Cowl Cowl, a little further down the river from Hillston, the average is 14'9S inches. The 
stations I have enumerated are all within a moderate distance of the proposed railway line.
34. Would it be difficult to give any general idea of the character of the rainfall in that district as a 
whole ? It ie getting into the margin of 16 inches, you see. The average at Hillston would only be

about
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about 16 incbea, even if it were so much—that is, if you took in all the stations around it. The distribu
tion is fairly good ; but it is getting into the most uncertain country we have ; it is going eo fur west. ' Jk' '
3-5. What is the average rainfall at Temora;—did you give us that? It is 20'29 inches. ^Aue 1900
36. lirom what you know of the district, is it more subject to drought than other parts of the western "J ’
country ? No, not more so.
37. I think you indicated that Wyalong had only about four years’ record of rainfall ? Yes. Barmedman, 
immediately under it, has thirteen years’ record, allowing an average of 19'32 inches. Marsden’s is too 
far to the east, hut it has a rainfall of 19'72 inches.
38. Mr. McFarlam^) Do you consider the rainfall sufficient to carry on agriculture in that district ? So 
far as my own opinion is concerned, I do not think it is. I do not think a rainfall which averages only 
16 inches is sufficient to make satisfactory progress in wheat-growing. Of course, if wheat-growing was 
limited to seasons when the rainfall is abundant, its cultivation would be safe enough; but such seasons 
as we have had during the last four or five years would not be sufficient.
39. Do you think that there will be occasional years of failure ? Yes. It seems to me that wheat-growing 
is limited to districts where the rainfall exceeds 16 inches. If the rainfall gets much below 16 inches 
there is not much hope for the industry,
10. Have you any record of excessive rainfall in this district? Yes.
41. Have excessive rainfalls been frequent? No ; very heavy storms that affect that part of the Colony 
are far apart.
42. Do you think that any other produce could be grown with a lighter rainfall? I am afraid my opinion
would not be of much value in that respect, because I do not know much about agriculture ; but I think 
this: if the rainfall of abundant years could be conserved, many of the difficulties of the drought could 
be got over. '
43. Would that apply to agriculture ? Yes.
44. You mean by irrigation ? Yes.
45. Dor stock purposes, do you think tbe rainfall sufficient to enable you to call it a good stock district?
I do not think so. I know one squatter, who liv&s 20 or 30 miles west of that, has been complaining 
terribly of tbe drought. At times he has had to buy hay for bis stock.

THURSDAY, 30 AVGUST, 1900.
^regrni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaimias).
The Hon. Patrick LrxnESAT CttAwronn Shepheei), I John CintiSTiAY Watsojt. Esq,
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. Rorert Henry Leyien, Esq.
The Hon. Soloaion Herbert Hyaji. j Jous McFaklane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kailway from Temora to 
. Wyalong. ■

William Henry John Slee, Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines aud Agriculture, sworn,
and examined:—

46. Chairman.’] You know the district from Temora to Wyalong, I suppose, very well? Yes. I have ■yy.H. J.Sbe. 
given evidence here with reference to it several times. In 1894 1 gave my first evidence on the same line. ^
47. Will you start from Temora and, going out in the direction of Wyalong, give us a general description 30 Aug., 1900. 
of the character of the country from a mineral point of view, and the operations have taken place there,
and what developments are likely to take place ? Between Temora and Wyalong, and between Barmed
man and Wyalong, it is auriferous country right through. _ _
48. Auriferous country right through from Temora to Wyalong? Yes. Edo not think that any silver 
or copper ores of a payable nature will be discovered there.
49. What are tbe prospects of Keefton as a mining field? The prospects of Keefton have rather gone 
down.
50. Is that due to tbe difficulty of water, and not to the poorness of tbe ore? They are quartz reefs.
They have not found any alluvial so far. '
51. But have not the operations of the miners there been hampered greatly by water ? Yes.
52. At Barmedman, recently, a new development has taken place? Yesj at Barmedman they have taken 
up the old reefs—at tbe Phoenix, tbe Fiery Cross, and one or two others—and are working them again.
Those reefs have been idle for a great many years.
53. What is the character of the mineral there ? Well, all our auriferous deposits, after they get into 
the water-level, become refractory, and there is no doubt that those at Barmedman will fare tbe same.
Some of them go to a depth of over 200 or 300 feet,
51. Is it an ore that will require furnace treatment ? Yes; and concentrating.
55. As regards the construction of a railway, would the same remark apply to Barmedman as to Peak 
Hill—that a railway would enable 1hem to carry on their operations better through being able to obtain 
fuel more cheaply?" Yes. If they require, as they will no doubt require, coke and such like, they will 
be able to get it cheaper than they could at tbe present time.
56. Do you anticipate that, between Temora and Wyalong, any further discoveries of auriferous deposits
are likely to take place ? I believe there will he. 1 believe there is likely to be alluvial as well as quartz 
reefs. _
57. Do you look upon Wyalong as being a permanent field ? I said in 1894, when tbe population was 
8,000 or 9,000, that it would not carry that population, I stated that in my evidence here, but I also said 
at the same time that I believed it to be a permanent field. I certainly think that Wyalong ought to have 
a railway, whichever way it may come.
58. Does this mineral belt go further west than Wyalong? To Yalgogrin, and right on further west to
Hillston. _ _
59. Is the mineral character of the country tbe same right out to Hillston ? No ; tbe geological formation
is not the same. A.t Wyalong, the reefs are all found on hornblende granite, whereas, in the other places, 
they are found in slates on porphyry rocks. 60.
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W. H. J.Slee- 60. "Would the construction of a line from Temora to Wyalong stimulate mining operations ? Of course
aoTuffTono ^ s“?ul(1' lf J'ou can Sefc everything carried more cheaply it should do that to some extent. Mines that 

Aug.,isuu. hardly pay now might pay well then.
61. Can you supply us with any details of the yield of gold that has been obtained at Wyalong :—has it
been increasing? The warden last year gave the yield as having increased, compared with that of former 
yeais, but that is. of course, a great deal through the cyanide process being carried on. However, 
independently of that, Ihe reefs haie gone down a good depth in hard country, and so far they have never 
lost Iheir gold-producing power. ^
62. Mr. Hymn.'] Hid I understand you rightly to say that tiie reefing country about Wyalong was "ranite 
country . les; and all the counlry between Temora and Wyalong is auriferous country.
63. Hid I understand you rightly to say that it was hornblende granite ? About Wyalong tbe reefs are
discovered m hornblende granite country, but in going to Temora you have diorite, porphyry, and slates. 
G4. But immediately about Wyalong it is granite country ? Yes; the reefs there are found in oranite. 
Of). Js granite country considered good auriferous country ? j at Lambing Ylat, Young, and in the 
Braid wood district, the reefs have always gone down to a dcplh, hid as soon as Ihov go below the water- 
Jevel they become refractory. * ‘
66. Tou thinlc ihen that the Wyalong gold-fields aro permanent—that they will carry thereof down with
them as they go down, notwithstanding the ore being refractory ? Yes; 1 think tho same to-dav as I
said here m LbO-t. 1 believe that Wyalong is a permanent gold"-Hold, and deserves to have a railwav no 
matter where it may come from. 1
67. Are the ores at Wyalong very hard to treat ? The first 150 to 200 feet is all pick work, and then
the hard rock comes in to a depth of 150 to 200 feet The water conies in, and very hard rock comes in 
vuth it, and it requires blasting ; but on tbe top levels for 150 or 250 feet it is pick work. VVvaloii" was 
an unusual gold-field, having so many reefs and no alluvial. ' n
68. Would they be able to treat the ores at Wyalong without coke or coal? They cannot very well.
1 hey have to get coke, to a certain extent, to keep their furnaces goinsr, but so long as there is Jirenood 
close by they will use as much wood as thev can. « ~
69. Would they require furnaces for the treatment of the ores? Hot at the present time. As soon as 
the lirewood ends they must have other fuel.
70. Ho you think that the mines are of sufficient permanency for you to say that in time tliev will use up
the whole of the fuel obtainable in the neighbourhood, and nil! have to resort to outside places for a 
supply of fuel. 1 cs, I fhmk so. I think there will always bo a fairly largo population settled m that
district, i have never had extravagant views of Wyalong. as most people have.
71. But you have had a fairly good opinion of it? 'Yes ; J had a fairly good opinion of it, which I have 

be .t,0!,1,Blder,Cfi.c,oi:i,celt„ed’ but lnT reports lia-vo been borne out almo'st to the letter.
and from there towards Hillston ? 

becomes less mineralised.
““'rtiily of Hillston? Yes; you must not 

look tor much gold towards Hillston, nor for much other mineral towards Hillston,
74. Nor at Hillston, 1 suppose? Ho ; you must not, '
75. Ho you know anything of tho country between Temora and Wyalong from an aruieiiltural stand
point ( Acs; there is fairly good agricultural land between Barmedman and Wyalong. i do not know 
whether it has been taken up or not.
76. Have you been off tbe road—at right angles, say, to the road?
district. ' ' Yes; I have been all round the
77. And the nature of the country is all the same ? Yes.
78. Fairly good agricultural country ? Yes.
79. But a great deal ol it unimproved ? Yes; as far as I could see, But I have not been over that land 
tor two years.
80 Chairman ) You have a return of the yield of the various mining centres along the proposed route;— 
mil you kindly band them m ? Yes. It is signed by our Under Secretary for Mines, and, therefore, it 
must be as correct as it could be got. It is as follows 1

Gold-mixing in this Division dates back to 1879.
Temora (late Baker's).

1879 .....
&z. divt.

... 200 0
ST-
0 valued at

£
700

B.
0

<1.
0 1891 ..........

ox, dwfc.
ann i err-71880....... ... 9,167 13 O 32.503 14 0 1892 ......... 2SS r,

1881 ...... ... 35,227 17 12 ! 136,508 0 4 1893 ......... 020 6 b
1882 ....... ... 33,348 4 3 ? 129,224 4 11 1894 ......... 1,875 o o1883 ...... ... 12,415 2 >> S 4S,10S o 6 1S95 .. ..... 7’473 0 I(i....... 0 0 it 43,917 o 10 1896 ......... 4^066 0 oiyso..... ... 6,222 0 0 ,, 24,110 5 0 1897 .......... 3.419 12 20188G....... ... 4,200 0 0 ,, 15,278 0 0 1898 .......... 2,349 () 01887 ..... ... 2,191 0 0 i 8,490 2 6 1899 .......... 2,794 8 01888 ...... ... 1,771 0 0 5.862 12 6
1889 ......
1890 .......

... 690

.. 474
0

17
0
0 1

2,672
1,840

10
1

0
0

140,335 13 21

valued at
£ E.

3,199 3 
3.132 17 
2,007 0 
7,308 0 

28,23 3 3 8 
1G,094 14 
3 3,381 19 
O.SoS 10 
8,390 II

£536,247 7 5

of the n J™ T/tw’w rr 8r 0,®. 188,l-tiepe had bee" a stcad>' Mlins off of gold won in this Division np to the time
* tVya field, which appear tq havc given a frcsii impetus to the mining fields adjacent to it.

™?prlghv?l,!■?! ?,w !' 0rti,t"0 m,fIun-s raaffers mthm the I emora Division have been seriously hampered by want of water,
resourew d k bldieCd P f11-8’ *“1 want of generally wherewith to develop its mineral

U 1113 belle' ®d W1)th t!}e ed' ent oi capital a large quartz-reefing field, capable of supporting a considerable
™ld rereit-te won wi d bef devcl£Pe.d* ,There Y6*"'0 cyan'de plants at work witliin the Division,and a food deal of the 

^rnl tu fr0'?1 the ffne*1"6111 of 0‘d tailings by this process. There arc at present about 425 men engaged 
upon tho held, and the value of machinery, plant, &c., is stated at £3,350. °

PlEEFTOX.

Way Temora and Barmedman, formerly formed portion of theBannedmau Division The eflec, of tiie \\ yalong discovery is here again in evidence, for the reopening of the nuartz-
^l0Ca,lltj- 0 Ref ^ ™donljtedIy due to the attention directed to the surrounding eountev by

^^rt7wnKL^ b,'W rnS7ei?1-“bi!ldoned recfs werc taken up by experienced miners who had been attracted to 
the district, with aefccrmmation of gmng the ground a thorough trial.

The
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The following aro tbe yields frotn this field to date
1895 ......................... ... . £5,073
1896 ......................... ....................... 1 S20
1897 ......................... .......................  J.339 „ „ .... . . 4,’500
1898 ......................... ....................... 309 „ . . . . 1,180
1899 ......................... .................... 340 ., , i :no

5,402 £19,050

W.H.J.Slee.
SOAu^mb-

At present there are about twenty-six miners employed on the field. Work, however, during the last two years has 
not been encouraging owing to the claims at work having reached the water level, a stage at which the working miner finds 
it difficult to earn a remunerative wage, and the assistance of capital is essential if further development is to he proceeded 
with.

IjAIimedmax
^auheuman is situated about £0 miles from Temora, and is about midway on the main road from the latter place to 
Wyalong. The records of the mining industiy in this Division date from 1SS£, and tiie following arc tiie yields to the end

18S2........
OT. Ids\t. pr. £ 3. (l. OZ. dv/fc. i; 8, d.

... 108 9 15 valued at 431 5 0 1892 ....... ... 267 i 3 valued nt 1,346 3 9
1883........ ... 4,652 8 12 18,029 10 0 1893 ....... ... 412 8 IS ., 1 ,{>77 11 6
1884 ........ ... 3,351 5 12 14 12,986 2 6 1894 ....... ... 890 6 0 ., 3,464 5 0J 885 ........ ... 1,798 4 0 7,000 0 0 1895 ....... ... 117 0 0 -, 447 10 6
1886 ........ ... 2,054 10 1 7,961 3 11 1896 ......
1887 ........ ... 1,541 19 7 ll 5,075 O 3 1897 ....... .. 4,693 0 o „ 15,213 4 3
1883 ........ ... 039 4 15 3,833 5 5 1898 ....... .. 2,959 0 6 „ 8,456 10 0
1889 ....... ... 450 0 0 1,743 12 0 1899 . . .. ... 1,172 5 0 „ 4,541 10 0
1890....... ... 327 0 12 1,250 17 5
1891 ....... ... 54 5 0 207 10 0 25,829 1 £3 £93.505 3 6

The renewed activity in this Division, as a mining centie, is also due to its proxunity to the Wyalong field. Unfor
tunately, during ISdG, little or no work could be done on tho principal claim owing to tire water-level having been reached, 
and the want of capital needful to overcome the difficulty. During I ft! 17 a large amount of tailings were treated by cyanide 
with \cry satisfactory results, but the I'iery Cross Gukl-iuimug Coinpftny'fi claim ivus still unilcr finspensiou, its capital 
henig exhausted through the heavy expense incuiToil in trying to cope with the great influx of svuter. During ISOS, with 
Die exception of the cyanide plant, which was still at Mork, mining matters were almost at a standstill. The Jr'icry Cross 
Gold-mining Company, which has been attempting to secure fresh capital wherewith to piocecd with the work, had its 
leases forfeited, -these were applied for by another, but the application was opposed, and litigation ensuing prevented 
work being done, or tbe importation of capital. During KSW), however, mining matters in the Division have shown 
improvement, and at the present time there are three large mining concerns carrying on operations, besides a number of 
smaller claims, from some of which very good returns have been obtained. The principal mine, the Fiery Cross, stalled 
work in earnest about the middle of the year, but most of tbe time up to the present has been occupied m dead work— 
uuuatcriug the mine, fee. Ihe product of the field for the current year should show a marked increnae. There are some 
sixty or seventy men employed. Machinery and plant in the Division are valued at about £H>,000.

Wyai.oxc.
This gold-field was discovered at the latter end of 1803, but it was not until the early part of 18fU that general attention 
began to be directed to it. As the lodes in which tile gold occurs have been proved to extend downwards into the nnde- 
composed rock, and to preserve their character and productiveness to a considerable depth, the permanence of the field 
appears to be assured. It lias already proved itself to be both a rich and extensive one, and its importance will be recog
nised v> lien it is pointed out that In 1897 Wyalong produced 2,484 ox. more gold than anv other single Division in the 
Colony. During the first five years of its existence it produced no less then 13G'o!)3 oz. of go*Id, valued at £533 (32$ The 
annual yields up to the end of I Sill) have been as follow s

valued at ............... £3.>,!)46
„ ........ 91,8(14
„   130,090
„   137,490
„   138,328
„   178,700

181,288 oz, £712,328
The foregoing figures exemplify the marked and steady progress the field has been making since its discovery,

I he population of tbe tow ns ot "U yalong and Wyalong West (which aro practically one) at the end of 1898 was 
estimated at about 4,kOU, and there can be no doubt that during last year some slight increase must have occurred 
Sixteen hundred miners werc employed in 1898, being some fiOO less than those employed in 1897. For last year (1899) the 
same number is returned, but it is thought bt bo an underestimate, as tho Warden in his report to end of 1893 stated that 
the decrease then reported would shortly disappear, as four of tiie chief mines intended putting on a large number of men 
From the large increase in tho output of gold during last year it would appear extremely probable that an increase in the 
number of miners must have taken place.

The value of machinery and appliances on tho field at present is estimated at £52,000, and includes three substan
tial batteries—one Huntingdon Alii!, three cyanide, and two chlorination works.

1894..
1895..
1896..
1897..
1898.. 
1899.

9,649 ox. 
24,497 „ 
33,495 „ 
34,370 ,, 
34,582 „ 
44,675 .,

Yalgogrin.
Tins field lies some 25 miles to the west of Wyalong, and is practically an extension of the discovery of that field. There 
are at present about 125 men employed in quartz-mining, and the population would probably be between 400 and 500 

Ihe following are the yields of the field to date ’
1894.
1895
1896.
1897.
1898.
1899.

oz. <bvt. gr.
348 12 0 valued at 
804 50 „

1.250 0 0 „
1,631 00 „
1,180 0 0 „
1,060 0 0 „

£ s. (I.
1,296 6 0 
3,116 9 4 
4,375 0 0 
5.872 0 0 
4,130 0 0 
4,240 0 0

6,273 17 0 £23,029 15 4
. wil1 !)C no'^'1 that during the last two years there has been a falling off in tbe quantity of gold won, This, how

ever, is in no way due to depletion of the field. On the contrary, some very satisfactory results were obtained last rear 
from crushmgs, one small parcel giving 14 oz. to tho ton, and tho greater portion of the stone raised during this period 
remains yet to be treated. 1 here is one 10-head stamper battery on the field, and two small cyanide plants, with a plentiful 
^pply of water. It is thought possible that the present year will show a record for the locality,
81. Mr. Shepherd.] Is it not a fact that the returns from Keefton and Barmedman have been decreasing 
for the last few years ? Yes ; but not for this year. The returns from Barmedman for years back have 
been very little ; but this year the mines have been taken up again, and gold is again being obtained4-Vwnnrt wo to
82. Can you account for the gradual falling-ofE for some years ? Eo ; it is just the ups and downs of 
mining just the same as it was at Cobar, At the Great Cobar Copper-minG there were only two men

" and
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W.H. J.-Stee. manager at work in the whole o£ the mine, and the late Mr. "Wilkinson and I were always looked
upon as blockheads for reporting so favourably of the Cobar district; but now the Cobar railway is one 

30 Aug.,1900. 0j; the best paring lines we have ; and so the railway might be in this case. Mining is always up and 
down. I shall have bad forty-six years’ experience of it. next November. ^ _

. 83. Have you found that to be the case generally with first-class mining districts ? With the exception
of Broken Hill, that is the case throughout Australia. Broken Hill has kept continually going.
SI'. With regard to Keefton, in 1800 the return was 1.S20 oz.; in 1S07, 1,339 oz.; in ISOS, 300 oz.; and 
in 1899, 310 oz.; that is a tremendous come-down ? Yes, as far as Iteefton is concerned; hut that is a 
small place. _
85. What would you generally gather from a falling-off of that liind? The reefs there have always been 
very narrow, and have gone to a depth only to which individual miners could go with their poor means and 
primitive appliances ; and the proprietors of the quartz-crushing plant, which was on the place, got into 
trouble with each other, and they could not crush there. Bor over eighteen months they had not sufficient 
water in the dam to crush, and that may have had a lot to do with the falling-off. _ _ . _
SO. Under such circumstances, do you think it would he encouraging to construct [a railway with a view 
of assisting these mines? Yes; ‘l think so. I cannot say otherwise than I have said so many times 
here—that I always favoured a line to Wyalong, whichever route it might come by.
87. The same rule almost would apply to'Barmedman, although during (the last two or three years the 
returns seem to have picked up again ? Tea ; and this year it will show a very good return.
88. In 1895 they had only 117'oz. ? Yes; Barmedman was opened long before cither Wyalong or 
Temora was known as a goldfield.
89. Then, in 1897, they seemed to have had a big jump-up, and since then they have gone back? Tes ; 
since then Wyalong broke out, and the Conroys and other people went to Wyalong, and took up some 
of the best claims there; but they have since sold out, and gone hack to Barmedman to retake their 
mines—the Phoenix, for one of them.
90. Wyalong seems to have had a steady progress from the commencement ? Tes.
91. There does not seem to have been any falling-ofE there ; but in tho case of the other two mines, the 
returns seem to have fluctuated very much; what is your opinion really of Barmedman ;—do you think 
you are justified in saying that it will he a permanent field ? I believe that the last time 1 was here I 
said that the mines were all idle, hut I thought that they would be retaken, and be found good gold- 
producing mines. I hold the same opinion now.
92. What is the greatest depth they have attained at Barmedman ? About 250 feet. Barmedman was 
discovered in 1871 or 1872. I crushed the first quartz stone ever crushed from Barmedman. I had a 
quartz-crushing machine at Grenfell then.
93. Is the lode there at a depth as wide as it is on the surface ? Tes. Now you require to keep all the 
tailings, and use the concentrating plant, so as to save everything. Formerly it was thought that the gold 
saved on the blankets was all, but now we find that tho slimes take a lot of the gold away, and that has

, to be looked after.
94. Do you know the number of miners employed at Barmedman ? I should say there arc not 100 men 
employed there at present. But there is a population surrounding the place, and Barmedman is a fair
sized township, with three hotels, stores, &c,
95. Has the number fluctuated much ? It came out far lower than that during the height of the Wyalong 
rush, but now it is gradually creeping up to the old standard.
9G. There is no alluvial ? No alluvial has ever been found at either Barmedman or Eeefton, but I 
believe we shall get alluvial between Barmedman and Wyalong. _
97. Dr. Garran.'] Admitting that there should he a railway to Wyalong, is the importance of Barmedman 
and Keefton sufficient to give to the route from Temora a superiority over the route from Grenfell ? I 
always favoured the Temora route. I have been over the Grenfell route since I gave evidence here last. 
Of course, that is a good agricultural route. My interest is with Grenfell, but I favoured this route. I 
thought that starving stock out in the fur west, coming to Hillston, could be taken to the mountains, and 
I took that into consideration as well. -
98. Supposing that the Grenfell route were adopted, these two places, Keefton and Barmedman, would be.
still witliin fairly easy reach of a railway ? Barmedman is 22 miles from Temora, and about the same 
distance from Wyalong. .... . . , »

. 99. How far do you reckon Keefton is from Temora ? 1 think it is only about 9 miles. It is about half
way between Temora and Barmedman. _
100. That is not an out-of-the-way distance for a mine to be from a railway ? No,
101. Therefore, you would not say that Keefton would be kept back by the want of railway communi
cation ? No. _
102. How far do you say Barmedman is from Wyalong ? About 22 miles, hut the road is very had, and
I think the Barmedman people would go to Temora. _
103. But supposing they want to get coal from Lithgow ? They would have to go to the Western line.
104. What I mean is that both these townships, which are not very strong at present as gold-field town
ships, are within a practicable distance of a railway, even if a line to Wyalong were made by another 
route? Tes. ■
105. They would be better off than they are now ? Tes. _
100. Wyalong would have a complete railway to itself, and these other towns would be the one within 
easy reach of Temora, and the other within easy reach of Wyalong ? Tes.
107. So that if a line were made1 for agricultural and other reasons by way of Grenfell, these two 
townsliips wmuld be fairly supplied ? Tes; they would be fairly'supplied so long as_ Wyalong gets a 
railway, which, taking a natural view of the matter, I think it ought to have. I have given evidence here 
four or five times, and I have always advocated the Temora line, and I cannot go back on it. But I would 
like to see Wyalong get a railway even if it had to come by another route.
108. Mr. Hyam^ Still you arc of the opinion that a railway from Temora to Wyalong would he tho 
better line of the two? A railway from Temora to Wyalong would better suit the Wyalong people, I 
think, than the Grenfell line would.
109. Do you know' anything of the wishes of the Wyalong people;—do you know whether they prefer one 
route to the another ? The Wyalong people are like tho people of all other little townships. There are 
always two sides, they fight against each other, and keep away lyhat tt|ey would otherwise get. 110,
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110. Mr. Watson.] It is a fact, is it not, that at Barmedman there has recently been rather a largo W.H. J. Sle«- 
development ? Yes. People at Barmedman have recently taken up the Piery Cross and the Phoenix—
the very mines I mentioned in my last report, I think. 30 Aug., 1900,
111. Was not the sudden jump in the apparent production of gold at Barmedman in 1897 due to the 
fact that they were treating ores that were then coming from Wyalong, but that afterwards the Wyalong 
people, bavin k plants of their own, had no necessity to send ore to Barmedman? Yes. The only crushing 
plant in the district was at Barmedman. The Wyalong people sent ore to Barmedman to have’it tried or 
crushed, That was in 1S94.
112. So, as a matter of fact, the gold production around Barmedman has been increasing lately as 
compared with what it was a few years ago ? , Yes,
113. The actual production ? Yes.
114. The Piory Cross people have not begun to get ore yet—I mean those who have taken up the mine 
recently ? Yes. It has been taken up and abandoned, and taken up again for years past. They have 
always been fighting with each other.
115. The people who have it now, I understand, have got the water out, and have erected alot of machinery 
on the ground ? Yes.
116. You have not seen it since they have taken it in hand ? No ; I have not been there for two years ; 
but I was in the old workings only a short tune before they were abandoned. I know the Piery Cross 
reef, and everything else. I went into the Phoenix and other mines before thejr were abandoned. They 
were abandoned for some years.
117. You know that at the Phoenix they have within the last few years put up very expensive new 
machinery ? Yes ; and they have broken into the old workings, and are now sinking a deep shaft to get 
below them.
118. There are no mining developments or appearances between Grenfell and Wyalong that you know 
of ? There are not at the present time. But there has been prospecting on the Bland and at other places.
119. No results so far? No.
120. Do you think it is likely that there will always be a mining population of greater or less extent 
between Teraora and Wyalong, leaving Wyalong out of the question ? Yes ; I think so. Tomora was 
opened m 1880, and Barmedman long before that, and they arc still townships.

FRIDAY, 31 AUGUST, 1900.
present:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaieman).
The Hon. Patjiick: Lindesat Crawfobd Shei’HEEd. 
The Hon. Andrew Gakean, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Hebbebt Exam.

.Tohn Christian Watson, Esq. 
Bobert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Tomora to
Wyalong.

Henry Deane, Engincer-iu-Chief, Bailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—■

121. Chairman.] I understand that you have a comparative estimate you wish to hand in? I have a H Dean* 
comparative statement asked for by Mr, Watson, showing the estimated cost of the Grenfell to Wyalong - a _ ' 
lino, brought up to date and prepared on the same basis as the estimate for the Temora to Wyalong line. 81Aug.^l9ob, 
It is as follows:— v b *

Gresfell to Wyalong.

Revised estimated cost of a single line of railway, 59 miles in length, with 60-lb. rails. Ruling grade, 1 in 100 against,
and 1 in 15 with the load. Sharpest curve, 10 chains radius.

Description.

Earthworks .....................................................................................................................
Timber bridges................................................................................................................
Level crossings, cattle stops, and fencing ..................................................................
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £5 Ss. per ton, see below for extra cost)
Freight ............................................. .
Platelaying, at Is. 2d. = £6,057 6s. 8d.
1 ballasting, at4s. = £5,192 .................
Sleepers, at 3s. 3d. = £23,023 12s..........
Station works, including sidings ................................................................................................
Station buildings:—Passenger stations, £1,212; waiting-sheds, £720; platforms, £996 •'loading-, 

banks, £936; goods-sheds and platforms, £900; cranes, £036; twenty ton weighbridges, 
£504; station-masters’cottages, £930 ; trucking-yards, £1,536; engine-sked and pit, £840 •
carriage-shed, £240; turn-table, £600; coal-stage, £204 ...................................................... '

Water supply......................................................................................... .................................. ..................
Gradient and mileage posts............... ................................................. ..................................... ............
Telegraph ......................................................................................................................... ............
Miscellaneous............................................................................................... ..............................

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly)

Add for extra cost of rails and fastenings, at £7 10s. and £13 2s. per ton respectively

Total cost ..........................................................

Estimated Cost,
Average

per
mile.

£ b. d. £
12,850 0 0 218
10,903 0 0 185
3,894 0 O 66

37,582 9 4 637
8,564 17 6 145

34,872 18 8 591

10,339 13 7 175

10,254 0 0 174
5,000 0 0 85

073 10 0 17
973 10 0 17

1,000 0 0 . 17

137,207 19 1
20,581 0 11 349

£157,789 0 0 2,674
14,794 0 0

£172,583 0 0 2,925

313—B
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H. Deane. 122. Mr. Watson.^ Crm you say what yors to mafce up the extra cost per mile of the Temora-Wyalong
r—line, in view of the fact that, under the old set of estimates, taking the two linos, the Temora-'Wyalong

31 Aog., 1900. waB to the cheaper? The Temora-Wyalong line was always a little more per mile—
£3,048. . j 11 • a n123. The estimate in 1890 for the firenfel! to Wyalong line—that is, on the old price ot rails—as
furnished to the Committee was £2,411 per milo? Tes. I think there was a previous estimate for the 
Temora to Wyalong line—£2,300. They were made at different tunes. ^ ,
124. The previous estimate for the Temora to Wyalong line was about £2,800? All T can say is that 1
have had this matter very carefully gone into, and that is the way it conics out.
125. The increased amount per mllcVor the Temor.v Wyalopg line is, perhaps, duo to the greater number 
of stations compared with those on the other line? les; and the increased amount of accommodation.
126. If you had even the same number of stations and accommodation to provide for the shorter length 
of line, it would mean so much more per mile in making the estimate? Tes. As a matter of fact, in 
making out this estimate 1 have put down for station buildings and lor station works practically the same 
amount lor the two lines. I think that the cost of the station works, including earth-works, metalling, 
and sidings, comes to rather more on the Temora to Wyalong line, and I believe that it is chiefly due to 
the proposed Barmedman station ; there happens to bo more earth-work there.
127. How many stations do you propose to have on the Grenfell-Wyalong line ? 1 cannot say how many
have been included witiiout referring to the details. ‘ . , . ,
128. I should think there would he one more required on the Temora line tnan on tlic other, judging by 
the centres of population ;—going from Grenfell, 1 suppose, there would probably bo a stattou at Biney 
Hidge, and one at Carragabal, near Marsden, whilst on the other route you would have a station at Keef- 
ton, one at Barmedman, and possibly one between Barmedman and Wyalong, as well as one at Wyalong, 
and another at Wyalong West ? t have taken the pa-senger accommodation as being about the same m 
each case ; but the enst'of such accommodation as loading-banks—for wool, for instance—would be higher 
on the Grenfell to Wj along line
129. That is on the plain ? Yes; but some of the other items come out morepn the 1 emora to W yaJong 
lino, so that they just about balance. Of course, this is merely an estimate ; it is possible that when it 
came to the actual construction of the line wo wight have to modily those things. Jt is not worth while 
to go into every little detail until authority for construction is given ; hut, approximate!v, [ should say 
that the estimate is correct, and that the cost of tnc accommodation, although it wight be different m its
items, comparing the two linos would come to the same total.
130. But vou have a greater population to provide for in the way of stations on tno Temora-Wyalong 
line than von have on the other route ? Yes.
131. Dr. Garran.'] Will not this Temora-Wyalong line, if it bo made, make rather a sharp angle with the
projected line to Ariah and Gunbar? Yes. „ _ , ,,
132. Tor the first 10 or 15 miles they would fight for the traffic, 1 suppose? Yes ; ] suppose they would,
to some extent.
133. That is unavoidable ? Yes. . , ^ ,
134. Do you still adhere to your original opinion that there is no material difference in crossing the Bland

135. You have heard of what has been said about tho overflowing of the land there, and the risk of
washing awav a low embankment? Yes; but I. am not at all afraid of that. The flood is so very low 
that even if it went over the line it would not. matter. _ r ,
136. Have you arranged for your banks to be covered by water in a flood? No ; I have got them out ot 
flood level, and 1 can put in cheap waterways to do all that is required.
137. You think that will be suflicient ? Yes ; 1 think so. .... .
138. Is the flow of the water strong or very quiet as it runs along? I think it is very quiet.
139. Unless it were pinched up by having insufficient waterway, it would not make a strong current any
where? No. . ■ i , jt
140. What is the full length of line you expect to he nearly covered sometimes with water on the 
Grenfell to Wyalong railway ? In giving evidence on the Grenfell to Wyalong railway, at Question 46 
I was asked:

Have your officers who have been engaged on the detailed survey got any particulars ns to the flooded area, and the 
depth, and the velocity ot the water in flood-time? They have reported on the flood levels. There is a considerable 
extent of flooded country ; but the current is for the most part slow, and the depth of water for the most part very small. 
In going through the question of tho waterways on tins lino, I added £1,500 to the estimated expenditure over and above 
what the surveyors recommended. That would be chiefly applied in crossing the Bland and Back Checks.

In crossing the two main creeks ? Yes ; and the flooded waters.
141. 1 wanted to know the full length of tho flooded country, and also the length of all your waterways 
put together;—what proportion would your escape bear to the whole length of the flooded line? The 
extent of the flood may be very considerable ; hut some of it is ouly a question of a few inches, and really 
consists of backwater very largely. On referring to my evidence 1 see that the bridge-work for crossing 
the main Bland Creek I calculate would amount to about 1,000 feet of viaduct and bridge, which I should 
say would be quite suflicient; but if it were found necessary we could put flood-openings right across 
from end to end of the flood-country.
142. You think that that central opening would carry off the whole of the water ? The 1,000 feet,— 
Yes. It might, and probably would, be divided up according to the flood channels of the creek. _
143. Have you provided for anything more than that central opening ? Yes. The main opening is 240 ft.} 
and the viaduct on each side of it would probably he between 700 ft. and 800 ft, altogether.
144. But I mean east and west of that, have you any other openings ? There would be the Back Creek. 
That would be provided for.
145. Your officers estimate that that would be enough ? Yep ; in fact they put their estimate lower, and 
I have increased it myself. A reference to Question 55 might, perhaps, give some information to the 
Committee. I thought that that would meet the ease, and nothing has occurred to alter my opinion with 
regard to the matter. The question is:

How high is the embankment which you have provided across the plain ? The water does not generally rise high. 
All you want to do in a case like that is to bring the top of the formation, say, about a foot above the possible level of the 
water, bo that in parts where the water was oniy 6 inches deep it would be only necessary to make the embankment about
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IS inches liigh. Between these higher places you wouiJ naturally rim on a level, so that it might be any depth above that, H. Deane, 
according to the position and the levels of the ground. I should say that the formation over the worst places, that is, the r—^' - “■ \ 
long flats, but not over the parts where there is a delined watercourse, is from 4 ft. to it^ ft, high: and that would be 31 Aug., 1300. 
quite sufficient, according to the flood levels which have been observed. .
1 mention tbut bceauae it means that openings would be provided all over those places where the water 
is deeper, but I suppose that where the water is only a few inches deep for the most part it would not be 
necessary to put any openin''s in at all. However, for the money that is put down,! am quite sure that 
satisfactory waterways can be built.
146. You do not think there will be any risk of these banks melting away with water on both sides of 
them? lam not in the slightest degree afraid of that. The only danger to the higher banks is the 
washing out at the ends of the bridges, and in all cases where they are liable to flood I put sheeting 
so as to protect them The mere standing of the water against an embankment does not hurt it.
147. Arc there not some clay soils that will dissolve a good deal from water pressing against them? I 
think that whore the water flows against them in such a way as to erode them it might be so, hut they 
arc not in any sense soluble. At the ends of the bridges the embankments will be protected against scour.
At any rate, whatever difficulty there might be could easily be got rid of by protecting the sides of the 
embankment with large stones. As regards these railway embankments, the water does not stop very 
long at its full height. Even if it did, J do not think it would hurt very much. Where the water would 
be standing—the deeper parts—[here would ho waterways ; therefore, as a matter of tact, the water would 
not be standing against the embankment for any length of time.
148. Mr. linamP\ Can you toll me the length of the country that would bo affected by flood and by
backwater on t he Q renfell to Wyalong proposed extension ? 1 am afraid I cannot tell you that now, without
reference to the section of the line. My experience with regard to flooded country is that the accounts, as a 
rule, are very much exaggerated. Where water stands during rain, where it appears on the surface, it is 
looked upon very often as flood country, whereas that is simply the effect of local rainfall which cannot 
get away quickly.
149. Do you not think that the construction of that embankment to carry' the railway across the Bland 
would have the effect of backing up a lot of this water in the early part of a flood, unless you had a 
great number of openings, and would it not conduct ihe water down the sides of the embankment, and 
possibly wash them away ? No, it would not wash them away. It might dam up the water if the water
ways were not suflicient, and the water might go over the rails. But the mere contact with the 
embankment would not cause it to wash away, llouever, if 1 were authorised to construct that line, I 
should take very great care to investigate the matter and to be quite sure that we had got the right thing, 
if it were possible to get the necessary informal ion. That is one reason why, in these estimates, I like to 
include a considerable amount for eontingeneios. You do not know what direction the demand may come 
from—whether in the way of waterways or increased cost of earthworks; but it is always very desirable to 
have a stand-by in the way of contingencies, and 1 have that in connection with this line. I think that 
having that reserve, so to speak, I shall be perfectly safe in this estimate.
150. You would be within your estimate ? Yes.
151. You spoke of two viaducts, one on each side of the bridge—would these be timber viaducts. Yea.
152. Are they included in the estimate ? Yes.
103. They would be long viaducts? Yes.
154. "Would they he very high ? Ho, the worst part only 3 to 4 feet high, except in the main channel of 
the creeks.
155. "Would the bridge over the Bland Creek be of wood or of iron ? "Wood. It is cheaper, and 
sufficiently durable.
156. "What would be the average height of the embankment across this country? I can. find that out for 
you.* 1 have been making lately a very cheap kind of waterway with 100 lb. rails. Previously, in using 
only tho 60 lb. rails over the smaller openings, only a short stretch could be given, but for these light 
railways I find that one can use tho 100 lb. rails as bridge girders for lengths of 5 feet, and by putting 
a couple of piles and a Lend-sfock on those, to serve as a pier, I get a very cheap and efficient waterway.
The water can rise up to the under side of the rails and there is no obstruction in the shape of wooden 
beams or stanchions. I save the sleepers over that part, so altogether it comes out very cheap.

WEDNESDAY, 26 SEPTEMBER, 1900. 
Jlrf sent: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. Chaitsian).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Chawfoed Simuneun, 
The Hon. Andrew Gahran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon H icesseut Htam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Rouert Henry Leyiek, Esq. 
.loirs McPaelame, Esq,

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of Eailwny from Tetnora
to Wyalong.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined :—
157. Chairman.'} Have you a statement to make in regard to the traffic on the proposed railway ? 
produce the following report of the Railway Commissioners:—

Office of the Railway Commissioners of R.S.W., Sydney, 26 September, 1900. 
Proposed Line of Railivay from Tomora to Wyalong—41 miles 48 chains.

In compliance with the request of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, and in pursuance of the Public Works 
Act of 1888, section 13, we beg to report as follows :—

Iwtirnatul Expenditure—
Rngineer-in-Chief's estimated cost of construction (exclusive of land resump

tion), £120,810, at 3 per cent.............................................................................. £3,80+
Maintenance, traffic and locomotive expanses......................................................... 4,438

----------- £8,242
Estimated Eevtnut—

Merchandise and live stock ....................................................................................... £2,980
Passengers, parcels, and mails.................................................................................... 2,735

I J. Harper. 

20SeptH9ob.

* Note (on ren'sioni:—The average height would be less than I foot.

£5,715 The
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J. Harper. The expenditure is based upon a train service every week day.
^ . When this hue was last reported upon—on the 11th May, 1894—the future of Wyalong appeared so uncertain that

26 Sept., 1900. ibs construction could not be recommended,
- There is now, however, ei'ery indication that the settlement has become permanent, and, in our opinion, the time 

has arrived when Wyalong should be afforded the advantages of railway communication.
In compliance with a request from the Minister for Fubhc Works, we reported, in December, ISOS, upon a proposal 

to connect Wyalong with Grenfell; and, having had the advantage of traversing both routes, we had no hesitation in 
stating that when the time arrived for Wyalong to have the benefit of railway connection it should he from Grenfell.

We are still of that opinion, notwithstanding that the distance from Grenfell is about 174 miles greater than from 
Temora.

The country is capable of greater development. The objective point, Wyalong, will be brought 8 miles nearer to 
Sydney than by the Temora route, and about 60 miles nearer to the western coal-fields—a factor which we regard as of 
considerable future importance.

Although increased cultivation has taken place between Temora and Wyalong since 1S94, approximately one-half of 
that which now exists is within 14 miles of existing lines.

The Common Seal of the Railway Commissioners of i W. M, TEHON,
New South Wales was hereunto affixed this ( Deputy Chief Commissioner,
26th day of September, one thousand nine (' DAVID KIRKCAJ.-DJR
hundred, in the presence of,— ) Commissioner

H. McLACHLAN.
I also put in the following report:—

JZstimate cf Traffic for a proposed Railway, Temora to Wyalong, 414 miles.
25th September. 1000.

As directed by the Commissioners, I have had very careful inquiries made as to the probable traffic to he carried by this 
proposed railway, which is shown to he 41A miles in length, and estimated to cost £126,S10, or £3,048 per mile, exclusive 
of land and compensation, the ruling gradient being 1 in 100.

When an estimate far this lino was made by the Commissioners in 1894, Wyalong had only been a few months in 
existence, and there was practically little or no intermediate traffic to he served ; but according to the latest information I 
find there has recently been considerable agricultural development within a radius of 20 miles of Temora, in the neighbour
hood of Reefton and Barmedinan ; and there has also been an increase in the Wyalong district since the consideration of 
the Grcnfell-Wyalong proposal. The intermediate traffic between Temora and Wyalong, which was not an important 
factor at the time this question was previously dealt with, is now deserving of consideration. Altogether there are about 
23,000 acres of cultivation to he served at the following trucking stations ■.—

Miles from Temora. Acres under cultivation.
Reefton......................................................... 12 ..................................................... 11,000
Bannedman................................................  22 ..................................................... 5,000
Wyalong ....................................................  42 ..................................................... 7,000

Total.......................... 23,000
But the hulk of the cultivation shown for Reefton is within 14 miles of tho existing line at Temora, although it will be 
better served at Reefton.

Wyalong is reported to he in a very prosperous condition, the output of gold having increased every year, and has 
reached as high as 46,075 oz., valued at £178,700. The population is also reported to bo almost stationary, and numbers 
about 4,200, but including the district the proposed line will serve, about 6,000 souls.

Assuming that Wyalong will retain its present population, the following is my estimate of the traffic, based upon a 
favourable year for wool aud stock, namely, IS94-5 season, and upon the latest information concerning agriculture and
general gooda traffic:—

Description. Tons.
. 4,120 ......................

Trucks. Amount.
£1,532

595, L9S2 ......................
7’700 ...................... 601

cob . 252

Totals................ .. 13,802 COO £2,980

£1,881
350Parcels and other coaching......................

Mails............................................................

Goods, wool, and stock .... 
Coaching and mails ............

Total,.
Summary.

Total............

£2,980
2,735

£5,715

504

£2,735

The trafficable area allowed for is as shown in the accompanying map. It takes in Trungloy, Barmcdman, and 
Cooraboorama stations. The Bland country, Marsden and Lake Cowal on the east and north-cast; and Mandamah, 
Wyalong, No. 3 Wyalong, Ynlgogrin, and Narriah stations on tho west, and also extends about half way to Condoholin 
and Euabalong on the Lachlan River, in which area the following principal wool clips are embraced :—Billabong, Youngce 
Plain, Ungarie, Wollongough, Four-hob Camp, BoSygamy, Murringrcen, Youngara, Bygalorie, Malouea. _

From the wool stations enumerated there would be a diversion of 102 tons of wool from Condoholin, 110 tons from 
Whitten and Narrandcra, and 33G tons from Young ; total, 548 tons. The loss by diversion from the three first-mentioned 
points would amount to about £110. No lass would he sustained on the consignments diverted from Young.

In dealing with the estimated traffic, consideration has been given to the influence of the Grenfell section, and the 
proposed line from Temora to Gunbar. I think the estimate furnished is a liberal one in every direction,

J1 HARPER,
X also put in the following tabulated statement:—

Estimate of traffic for proposed Railway, Temora to Wyalong—414 miles.
Goods Traffic Usfifrtafe.

Trucking point.
Distance Goods traffic. Wool traffic. Stock traffic- Agricultural produce. Total Goods, &c., traffic.

Temora.
Miles. Tons. Rate. Amn’t Tons. Rate. Amn’t. |Trucks. Rate Amn’l. Tons. Rate. Amn't. Tons. Tructfl Amn't,

Reefton .................. 12 60 3/-
£

9
£ £ £ £

40 2|- 4 136 2|6 17 3,700 11- iso 3,938 215
Bannedman .......... 22 200

220
6/
3/-

60
33

:■

"4/- in 400 6j5 129 1,700 i/e i'28 2,676 400 ”461
Wyalong ............... 42 1,750

1,850
11|-
6|-

963
463 1,288 7/3 467 200 12j3 123 2,300 2/6 288 7,188 200 2^304

Total ...............
................J

4,120 1,532 1,982 595 600 252 7,700 601 13,802 GOO 2,980
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Coaching Traffic Estimate. J. Harper.
Passengers, 5,000 at 7b..........

„ 750 at 3s. 6d..
Parcels and otlicr coaching ............................. ...................................... ouu
Mails, 42 miles, at £12........................................................................................... 504

Total........................................................................................ £2,735
Summary.

floods, wool, and stock ........................ . --............. £2,980
Coaching aud mails........................... ............................. 2,735

Total .................................................  £5,715
I may state that the traffic of Barmedman would not come in under the Grenfell estimate; but 
the quantity of the traffic which would come in at the Bland crossing under the Grenfell estimate is also 
shown in this estimate as likely to be attracted towards Wyalong. I put in the map- to which reterenco 
is made in my report upon the estimate of traffic over the proposed railway.
158. I believe that the last estimate of revenue for the Grenfell to Wyalong extension was £5,803 ?
Yes.
159, Seeing that the distance is 40 per cent, longer, would it not be reasonable to expect, if the country 
were equally good, that the estimate of traffic would he 40 per cent, higher ? No,
100. For what reason ? Because you are controlled by the influence of local rates—that is to say, of 
maximum rates. For instance, the maximum rate for the Southern line is £5 a ton. Wherever the rate 
exceeds that you could not credit the lines with it,
101, Do you mean that the Wyalong-Temora extension will rob existing lines more than will a Grenfell*
Wyalong extension ? No. I have indicated in my report all that the line will rob existing lines of, 
namely, about £110.
162. Do the Railway Commissioners and yourself still hold to the opinion that the district between
Grenfell and Wyalong is capable of greater development than is the district between Temora and 
Wyalong? Yes. \
163. Have you had an opportunity of seeing the Bland country recently ? I have not been through it 
since 1898. Of course I do not know what agricultural development has been going on there ; but, I 
think the Railway Commissioners hold the view which they have all along expressed, namely, that a 
G-renfell to Wyalong lino will better divide the country, and that, with a line at Wyalong, the district 
between Wyalong and Temora will be served within 20 miles from a central point of a line on 
either aide.
164. Mr. Shepherd.'] Do you not think that the country between Wyalong and Temora would be fairly well, 
served by a line running from Grenfell to Wyalong? That is the point I have indicated just now as 
being the view of the Railway Commissioners—that, from a central point, there would be a line 20 miles 
on either side.
165. The furthest point would not he much more than 20 miles from a railway ? That is so.
166. You state that the Railway Commissioners favour the construction of a line via Grenfell ? So they 
have stated in their report which I have read,
107. Did you report on the comparative returns of the two lines? Yes; the returns are comparative as 
far as the different items are concerned, and the map indicates, generally, the areas which would he 
served by either line. . ”
163. Are the returns in favour of the Grcnfell-Wyalong line as against the Temora-Wyalong line ? No; 
the earnings are greater on the Temora-Wyalong line,
169. But still there is room for greater development on the Grenfell-Wyalong line ? That is so, and the 
Grenfell-Wyalong estimate did not include agricultural produce, although it is only fair in that connection 
to say that the agricultural produce shown in the Temora-Wyalong return only represents £601.
170. And being aline parallel "with other lines the Grenfell-Wyalong line would possess another advan
tage as opposed to a cross lino, and would divide the country better? It is the view of the Railway 
Commissioners that it would divide the country better, and it is also my own impression. *
171. Mr. Watson.] I notice in the estimate given to the Committee last year in connection with the 
Grenfell-Wyalong proposal, that you have put down, as coming upon that line at the Bland crosainjr, 
traffic which will return £584 ? Yes.
172. Can you tell the Committee where, with a line constructed from Temora to Wyalong, you anticipate 
that that traffic will go ? A great deal of it will go to Barmedman.
173. Will any of it go into Wyalong? I daresay that some of it will find its way into Wyalong.
1/4. All that you have credited Barmedman with is £461—that is, inclusive of the amount which will 
cqmc in from Bland Crossing? I will show you how the items are made up. Barmedman is credited 
with 556 tons of wool, the greater part of which is Bland wool. Then there arc 400 trucks of stock, which 
will be Bland stock. Then, at Wyalong, there are 1,288 tons of wool which represent a certain proportion 
of the Bland wool, and 200 trucks of stock.
175. What I want to get at is this : you have an attraction towards Barmedman of a certain proportion 
of the Bland trade in wool and stock; how much of the traflic which, with the construction of the 
Grenfell line, would have gono to the Temora line, have you credited to Barmedman—that is, the traffic 
proper to Barmedman ? I could not separate the items.
176. Have you included the 400 trucks of stock, the greater part of which you say comes from the Bland, 
aud the 556 tons of wool, a great part of which comes from the Bland, and which leaves very little either 
of stock or wrool to come from the district immediately around and westward of Barmedman. In the 
Grenfell estimate you see that 740 tons of wool were shown as coming in at the Bland Crossing, and 661 
tons of wool as coming in at Wyalong. That is practically 1,406 tons of wool.
177. Your estimate shows that the stock traffic will be 600 trucks, which is about the same as you 
expected upon the other line ? I do not expect any fat-stock, except from the Bland district.
178. Do you think you have given a full and liberal estimate in regard to agricultural produce? Yes.
179. Have you counted upon the influence which tho construction of a newline will have upon agricultural 
produce? I have dealt with the country actually under cultivation. In the case of the Grenfell to 
Wyalong lino, I did not give any estimate under that head at all. My estimate is in respect of all the 
land cleared at the present time.

£1,881
26 Sept., 1900.

180.
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J. Harper. igO, Once you get past Barmedman and out to tlie west—leaving out of consideration for tlie moment 
'i any possible competition on the part of any future line which may go towards Gnnbar—you find a great 

20Sept., 1900. arejl 0£ agricultural country which has not yet been touched ;—do vou anticipate that there might be any 
revenue coming from that country later on f Wherever there is good agricultural land within easy reach 
of a railway line 1 should expect that, under ordinary conditions, there wilt be cultivation.
181. Your estimate of 7,700 tons of agricultural produce is based upon the land either under cultivation 
or cleared for cultivation? Yes: and it assumes that all the wheat in the vicinity of Eeefton will be 
brought to the proposed line, instead of going into Temora.
182 The probability is that they would not cart it 10 miles by road when they can get it carried that 
distance by rail ? K depends, 1 suppose, on the distance they are from Temora.
183. What has led to the increase in the working expenses ? The difference in working expenses is 
chiefiv due to the increased cost of maintenance. The traffic expenses are almost the same.
181. Do you anticipate that the cost of maintenance on a line from Temora to Wyalong would be greater 
than it will bo on a line from Grenfell to Wyalong 7 There will be more miles to maintain on the 
GrcnfeiMVynlong line.
185. Should not the saving of 17 miles of haulage make a litlle reduction in the cost of working 
expenses ? On the other hand, you have the increased cost of maintenance.
180. The estimate of working expenses on a line from Temora to Wyalong is £1.438 per annum; last 
year the estimated working expenses upon a line from Grenfell to Wyalong was £4,813—the difference 
between the twm being about £400the cost of maintenance of the Grenfell to Wyalong line will he 
greater than that of the Temora, io Wyalong line!' That is so.
.187. The cost of running, 1 should imagine, will also be greater on that line, because of the greater 
length of it? Y(s; proportionately,
188. It seems strange to me that there is not a greater reduction in working expenses than £100;—can 
you say whether, in connection with the Grenfell to Wyalong line, it was estimated that six trains per 
week would bn run Precisely the same in both cases.
189. It seems a small reduction in the cost of maintenance when there is a saving of 17^- miles out of 
59;—there is a saving of 40 per cent, iif length, with approximately the same number ot-stations. On 
the Temora to Wyalong line. I presume that, there would be a station at Reefton, Barmedman, the Half- 
wav House, and Wyalong. On a lino from Grenfell to Wyalong there would, I presume, be a station at 
Weoga, Bland Crossing, Finey Range, and Wyalong? As far as Wyalong is concerned, the traflic 
expenses will be the same. We should have an officer in charge at Barmedman on the Temora-Wyalong 
line, and probably an officer in charge at Bland Crossing on the Grenfell-Wyalong line. We should 
possibly have a caretaker at Reefton on the Temora-Wyalong Ime, and possibly one at some point on the 
Grenfell-Wyalong line. The traffic expenses would bo almost the same on both lines. I am unable to 
speak with regard to locomotive expenses, but 1 am sure that the Commissioners would be properly 
advised, because the estimates arc worked out on the mileage which would have to be run in each case.
190. T should have thought that Ihe difference would have been greater than that which has been 
mentioned, especially when you consider the difference in length of construction ; that means a saving 
of haulage and a saving in maintenance, one line being subject to some extent to floods, and the other 
being over dry country along its whole course? 1 can only give the figures as those of tho Railway 
Commissioners. I may state that my traffic charges are almost the same; they scarcely differ. Of 
course, they would not vary in proportion to the mileage.
191. On your estimate of revenue—without a line allowing for increased land to be put under cultivation— 
there is an apparent deficiency of £2,500 per annum ? That is on interest and working expenses.
192. Do you think that would he loo great a risk to undertake, leaving out of consideration for a moment 
your opinion regarding the respective routes ? Certainly not, because the Railway Commissioners have 
indicated, in connection with previous railways, that where a line will pay working expenses, and show a 
reasonable prospect of paying interest, they are prepared to recommend it.
193. In the statement which you have read, the Railway Commissioners say that there is a greater 
prospect of development between Grenfell and Wyalong than there is between Temora aud Wyalong ; 
have you any information which will show us where that possibility of development lies in view of the 
fact that the District Surveyor’s evidence is that there are only large holdings of land suitable for 
pastoral purposes between Biney Range and Wyalong, is there any likelihood of those holdings being 
developed? 1 should not think that they would be developed from an agricultural point of view.
194. Apart from those holdings, where is the land ■nhieh is available for development? Between 
G-renfell and the black soil—Piney Range.
195. Is it not apparent that there is just as great an amount of country suitable for development between 
Barmedman and Temora as there is on the other side ? A great deal of that is already under occupation, 
and is shown in the return. ’
196. Eevond Barmedinan again, and north-westerly from it, is there not a large area of land suitable for
agriculture which is at present too far away from railway communication ? .1 should imagine that that
country will be served by a line at Wyalong, no matter whether it goes from Temora or Grenfell.
197. Assuming that the land about Buddigower would be within a reasonable distance of a line at 
Wyalong, could not the same be said in regard to the land about Piney Range, which is within 20 miles 
of tlie existing terminus of Grenfell? Decidedly; but that would not meet the whole of the ease, 
because if the line were extended to Wyalong, it would suit that country as far as Piney Range is 
concerned, and it would leave the people at Buddigower in precisely the same postion as are the Piney 
Range people, and then they would not be very much closer to the proposed line.
198. They would be closer at what we call the Half-way House : however, none of the land so far spoken 
of as suitable for development would be more than 20 miles from a railway, even if the proposed line 
were constructed ? I could not speak of my own knowledge.
199. Dr. Garran.~\ You have shown us an encouraging increase in the agricultural development of the 
country between Wyalong and Temora ; I presume that has been partly due to the mining activity of the 
neighbourhood ? More or less.
200. And to the fact that there is a fairly good road between Temora and Wyalong ? The whole of it is
not a good road. _
201. iNortli of an imaginary line from Grenfell to Wyalong there is a very large block of country extending

from
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from Grenfell to X'orbcs on tlie east, to the rher on t.lio nortli, io tlie eastern side of Lake Cowal on the J. Harper.
west, and to the ima^inarv line itself on the south is not a "real tiert! 0f that bloek of land fitted for ♦ j i* ► o i i ^ ° Jib oopt., 1900.mixed iarzning : 1 believe so.
202. "Would not the construction of a railway between Grenfell and Wyalong thoroughly stimulate the 
development of that large area of country '? That is mv impression. I may mention that, as a matter 
of fact, no agricultural results wero shown in the report on the Grenfell to Wye long line. They were 
only indicated generally; but you have before yon an absolute development of the district to be served 
by the proposed line. _
2UT. If you look at the wall-map you will son two proposed lines converging at au acute angle; which will 
over supply a certain district. If we construct those lines, and do not const met a line from Grenfell to 
Wyalong, we shall leave the large square area ion Inch I have referred without any accommodation 
additional to what it possesses at present, namely the line uor:h of the river. If we construct the 
Wyalong and the Gun bar lino we shall over supply part of that country Y That is so.
201, Air. Wnfson.'] With regard to tho area of country mentioned by Dr. Garran, and assuming that a 
terminus remains at Grenfell aud one at Wyalong, do you think there’will be any agricultural country at 
a great distance from a railway between those points? That I am not in a position to say.
205. The country easterly from Wyalong, so far as Back Creek, which is the extent of the country 
suitable for agriculture, will be served from tlie Wyalong side ? Yes.
200. The cultivation on the Humbug Creek will be served as well by a line from GroufcU to Wyalong as 
by a line from Temora to Wyalong Y Yes ; the north-west portion of Humbug Creek.
207. It will make no difference to the people of Humbug Creek whether the line goes via Grenfell or 
Temora? Ho. The only thing is, that it will increase the number of what are called cock-spur lines.
If the line is extended from Grenfell to Wyalong, it will represent, in the future, a more valuable section 
of lino than will the other one;
20S, (So far as the pastoral aspects of the lliand are concerned, the people there will not be at any great 
disadvantage? Ho ; they will have to come a greater distance, ot course, into Banned man.
2U0. Do you think that will be too great a handicap for them? Of course, it will be a handicap for 
them. 1 may mention that I have given Barmedman and Wyalong full credit for all the traflic of tho 
Bland country. Whether, of course, any portion of the traffic will go intol’orbes—20 J miles—or whether 
it will or will not go into Grenfell, I cannot say; but I have practically given the proposed line credit 
for rbe whole of tho Bland country traffic, so as to leave no doubt about the matter.
210, Assuming ihat tbo Bland country, as far as tho lake country, is more than 25 miles from a railway, 
is that too far for poople to convey their stock to that railway Y Assuming that it is 25 miles, it is not 
too great a distance.
211, jl/r. Shepherd.] Are you well acquainted with the country about Barmedman and Wyalong? Only 
by travelling through it six or eight times.
212, Have you been off the lino to the west? Yes. 1 have been in tho neighbourhood of lieefton, and 
I have been to Mandamah. and in the neighbourhood of Buddigower, coming into Barmedman from 
Kankin Springs. Generally speaking, I have been a good deal about tho district.
211, Have you been any distance to the west ? Yres ; right through to Ilillston from Wyalong.
211. Do you consider the following description of that country by Mr. J. Wilkinson, tho manager of the 
Buddigower station, to be a fair one:—

From 7.) miler, to lot) miles wcsi ot Barmedman and Wyalong is intense scrub of mallee, ironbark, pine, and other 
usele'js scrubs, and is only a harbour for wild dogs, rabbits, uml other noxious (inimals.
—? West of Wyalong and Barnicdnnin there is a great deal of very worthless country; but I would not 
like to say how much ; in fact that is one of the reasons why the Commissioner have reported adversely 
against the line.
215. Mr. Watson.] As against the quotation just read by Mr. Shepherd, have you read the evidence given 
by Mr. District-Surveyor Sharpe, stationed at Forbes, in regard to the land to the south ; he says that 
on Buddigower, which comprises 80,000 acres, there is a large area, three-fourths of which is first-class 
agricultural country ; it is leasehold area, which was thrown open three years ago? I have not road the 
evidence.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY FROM CARLINGFORD TO DURAL.

REPOET.

The Pauliamentahy Standing Committee on Public Woeks, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Yic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon " the 
expediency of constructing a line of railway from Carlingford to Dural,” have, 
after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed railway be 
constructed, but the Committee recommend that steps he taken to have surveys 
made for a tramway along the road from Carlingford and Westmead to Dural, 
plans and estimates of cost prepared, and reports obtained from the Railway 
Commissioners on the subject, with a view to ascertain whether requirements 
may be met by a tramway along either route; and, in accordance with the 
provisions of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report 
their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—O

Peeliminaey Remarks.

1. The present inquiry is the second carried out by the Public Works 
Committee respecting the proposed railway, the first inquiry having been made in 
1898, when the Committee, by eight votes to five, negatived the proposal, on the 
grounds that the traffic would not be sufficient to make the line profitable, and what
ever it might be a large proportion of it would be withdrawn from the Great Northern 
Railway, and that the fruit-growers of the district could, without further railway 
expenditure, find, by means of existing roads and railways, reasonable transit for 
their fruit to market. On that occasion the proposal was coupled with one for the 
purchase of the Rosehill-Carlingford Railway, which tho Committee recommended, 
and which has since been effected for the sum of £22,500.

In the official statement prepared for the information of the present Committee 
by the Under-Secretary for Public Works, it is explained that in order to make full 
use of the Rosehill-Carlingford Railway, and render it profitable, the line must bo 
taken on to Dural. “ The districts of which Dural is about the centre,” it goes on 
to say, “ are in themselves held to be entitled to better railway facilities than they 
now enjoy, comprising as they do some of the richest horticultural regions of tho 
Colony. There is a large and prosperous population already settled there, and the 
proposed line, it is believed, will open up for settlement a further large extent of rich 
country.”

Description
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Description or tile Proposed Railway.

2. The proposed railway, 9 miles 6 chains in length, would commence at the 
point where the Rosehill-Carlingford line now ends, 17 miles 37 chains from Sydney, 
and follow the course of the road to Pennant Hills and Dural until about a mile and 
a quarter beyond the Pennant Hills Post Office, where the road would be crossed, 
and the line approach the main road from Parramatta to Dural. Then, crossing and 
re-crossing this road four times, the line would end on the east side of it, at Dural, 
26 miles 43 chains from Sydney. The ruling grade is 1 in 40, and the sharpest 
curve 10 chains radius. The country passed through is undulating, and notwith
standing that the steep grades and sharp curvature on the constructed portion of 
the branch would be continued, the works would be modemtely heavy. The land 
required is practically all alienated.

Estimated Cost.

3. The estimated total cost of the line, exclusive of land and compensation, 
is £67,690, or £7,459 per mile. Tlie earthworks are the largest item, £22,843. 
Including the cost of land required for the line, the estimated total cost would he 
£75,690.

Railway Commissioners’ Report.

4. The Railway Commissioners’ report is unfavourable to the proposed line. 
They estimate the annual cost at £4,822, and the traffic revenue at £1,025, the 
difference being £3,797. "We reported upon this proposal,” they say, "on the 
4th November, 1897, when the capital cost was estimated at £57,000, and stated 
that in our opinion the line would prove unprofitable. We are still of this opinion, 
and cannot, therefore, recommend its construction—at least until experience has 
been gained of the working of the line from Clyde to Carlingford.”

Tub Committee’s Inquiry.
5. The Committee have taken very full evidence on the proposal before them, 

and have inspected the route of the proposed line and the district to he served. 
Besides examining official witnesses, every facility has been given the residents of 
the district and others interested in the railway question to state before the 
Committee anything they desired to put forward in support of the proposal, and an 
opportunity was afforded the residents, through one of their principal representatives, 
to peruse the official evidence, and to reply to it where they thought necessary. As 
far as possible, therefore, the evidence obtained is complete.

The Principal Points in the Inquiry.
6. The chief points which appear necessary to he considered in relation to 

the proposal are as follows:— .
(1.) The reasons put forward in support of the proposed railway.
(2.) The nature of the districts which the railway is intended to serve.
(3.) The traffic prospects in connection with the line.
(4.) The existing railway and road facilities available.
(5.) Whether requirements may he met by some modification of the proposal.

Reasons in Support of the Proposal.
7. The principal reason in support of the railway, put forward in the statement 

prepared for the Committee by the Under Secretary for Public Works, is that in 
order to make tlie Rosehill-Carlingford line profitable it is necessary to extend that 
railway to Dural; but, in reply to this, the Committee were informed that this is 
certainly not the opinion of the Railway Commissioners. The reasons which actuated 
them in approving of the purchase of the Rosehill railway were that industries are

springing
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springing up near the Parramatta River. One of these is the Austral Meat- 
works, which, though not in operation now, will be soon, and another is the 
Australian Kerosene and Oil Company’s works. Then there is already a railway 
business connected with the Rosehill Racecourse amounting to £2,000 per year, and 
additional traffic arising from this on the main line between Clyde and Sydney. The 
other reasons advanced in support of the proposed line arc those put forward by the 
residents of the district asking for a railway. The fruit-growers, it is said, are 
hampered by the difficulties attendant upon the conveyance of their fruit to market 
to an extent that reduces their profits, and prevents an increase of cultivation, such 
as would take place if the facilities for reaching a railway were improved. There is 
a large quantity of private land which, it is stated in evidence, has not yet been 
brought into cultivation, and also a considerable amount of Crown land suitable for 
fruit-growing which has not been touched. The district, it is pointed out, is one of 
the most attractive in regard to scenery, and one of the most healthful in ISfew South 
Wales, and would be largely used for residential purposes if the means for travelling 
to and from Sydney by railway were sufficiently easy. Although tlie Great 
Northern railway is close to the different fruit-growing centres in the district, it 
cannot be reached, it is explained, without travelling a considerable distance—in 
some cases from ten to twelve miles—over roads of very steep grades, and, in wet 
weather, exceedingly heavy.

Nature op the District to he Served.

8. Thescenery of the district is undoubtedly attractive, the climate healthy, and 
fruit-growing is carried on extensively. The population of those places which are 
regarded as interested in the construction of the proposed railway is given as 2,583, 
and the acreage in the hands of the fruit-growers 32,578 acres, of which 6,857 are 
cultivated, principally as orangeries, 5,260 acres hearing fruit, and 1,204 acres 
not yet hearing. 393 acres arc under other tillage. Comparing these figures with, 
those put before the Committee in the inquiry of 1898, they represent an increase 
since that date of 89 in population, 1,795 acres cultivated, and 1,314 acres bearing 
fruit. The names of the different fruit-growing centres to which those figures relate 
are,—Dural, Kenthurst, Glenhaven, Galston, Arcadia, Castle Hill, Pennant Hills, 
and Glenorie.

Tuapeic Prospects.

9. The traffic prospects in connection with the railway, as given by the. 
Railway Commissioners and the Chief Railway Traffic Manager, are much less 
favourable than those put before the Committee by the residents of the district. 
The total revenue expected by the Railway Commissioners is, as stated in their 
report, £1,025, which is made up as follows:—

150.000 cases fruit, at Id. ... ... ... ...
2.000 tons special class goods, at Is....................
Sundries... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Passengers ... ... ... ... ... ...

... £625

... 100

... 100
... 200

Total ... ... ... ... £1,025

The estimate for the carriage of fruit is based upon the assumption that the 
people proposed to be served by the line would pay double the rate now charged on 
the Great Northern Railway.

The local traffic estimate is as follows :—
Traffic along the whole length of the line.

313,400 cases fruit, at 2d.................................. ... £2,611

Intermediate Traffic.
Prom Castle Hill and G-lcnhavcn .. ... ...
Prom Pennant Hills ... ... ... ... ... ■
Carriage of manure, 2s. Gd. per ton ... ... ... .

... £460

... 212
.. 275

Total............................ ... £3,558
In
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_ In addition to which it is stated there would be a considerable traflic in the 
carriage of horse-feed to the district, and of white metal from the district to Sydney 
to be used on the roads, and, as with the railway, private residences in the district 
would increase in number, there would be a large passenger traflic. The fruit traffic 
is represented as below what it may be fairly estimated at, for, as the district contains 
5,260 acres of bearing trees, the average number of trees on an acre being 100, and 
the production of fruit one case to a tree, there would be 526,000 cases to send away 
annually.
_ _ It will be observed that the rate in the local estimate for the carriage of fruit
is given as 2d., while that stated by the Railway Commissioners is Id., and that the 
locally-stated rate for carrying manure is 2s. 6d., as compared with the Railway 
Commissioners’ Is, The 2d. rate, it is explained, is used in the estimate because 
the fruit-growers are willing to pay double rates in order to get the railway, as 
these represent far less expense to the growers than is involved in the present 
system of carting their fruit to the Great Northern Railway at Pennant Hills or 
Hornsby. The matter was discussed at a meeting of the Railway League representing 
the whole district, and it was unanimously decided, the Committee are informed, that 
the growers could afford to pay a charge of 3d, per case from Dural to Sydney.

With regard to manure, it costs the growers at the present time, the evidence 
states, about Ss. per ton to get it from the railway to their orchards, and therefore, 
the willingness with which they will pay a railway rate of 2s. 6d. is apparent. The 
loss of the traffic on the Northern line, it is contended, will he compensated for by 
the carriage on the Clyde to Sydney line, as well as by the higher rates on the 
proposed line between Carlingford and Dural.

One other matter which the residents of the districts advanced as a reason in 
support of the railway, is the statement that there are larsje areas of Government 
land which would he enhanced in value if the railway should be constructed, and 
which would he taken up for fruit-growing purposes; in proof of which it is alleged 
that in the districts of Glenhaven and Arcadia, land inferior to these have been 
selected and arc now supporting a considerable population. On this question the 
Committee examined two witnesses well acquainted with the district—one a Staff 
Surveyor of the Department of Lands, and the other the Inspector of Conditional 
Purchases for tho Metropolitan District. Their evidence does not entirely agree; 
hut while one of them states that of the Crown land open to settlement within 10 
miles of the proposed line, about tbe parishes of Rerowra, Maroota, Frederick, and 
Cornelia, not more than 10 per cent., as an outside estimate, is fit for cultivation 
(where he made an absolutely careful examination of the country he has not found 
anything like that) ; the evidence of the other is to the effect that of the available 
Crown land not more than onc-fourth is really cultivable. Generally speaking, he 
says, while the best land in the district has been taken up, and is now under fruit, 
there is a fair amount of land which, with better facilities for getting to market, 
would undoubtedly be put under fruit-cult are. °

Existing Pacilities for getting to Market.

10. At the present time the fruitgrowers of the district find a market, by 
way of roads, well constructed, but of some what steep gradient, to the Great Northern 
Railway at Hornsby and Pennant Hills, or by way of easier roads to Parramatta. 
Portions of tbe roads, no doubt, in wet weather are diflicult for heavy traffic; but 
taking them as a whole they are well maintained, and there are ample supplies of 
road-metal in the district. There is a steep gradient on the road to Pennant Hills 
Station, but the carts when loaded with fruit travel down hill. In a similar manner 
the road between the fruit centres and Hornsby is steep in places, but it is downhill 
from Galston to the valley of Rerowra Creek, and a grade of 1 in 15 on the rise 
from the valley to the railway. A now road from Arcadia to Rerowra, which will 
materially shorten the journey to tho railway, is in course of construction.

Under the_present system, in addition to finding a market for the fruit in 
Sydney, it is admitted that fruit can bo aud is sent at a satisfactory profit from any 
place in the district to Melbourne and New Zealand.

Question
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Question or- a Tramway instead of a Railway.

11. While it seems improbable that the proposed railway would pay, owing 
to the heavy capital cost involved, the Committee are of opinion that cheaper carriage 
would lead to the development of the district, and have endeavoured to ascertain the 
possibility of serving the residents with a tramway at a low cost. Tlie Enginccr-in- 
Chief for Railway Construction, stated that a tramway could be constructed from 
Westmead to Dural for under £td,000, with a grade of 1 in SO, and keeping mainly 
to tlie existing road. Against this a tramway from Carlingford to Dural, also 
following the road for the most part, could be constructed for about £33,000. The 
latter route seems to he preferred by the Railway Commissioners, for, though it 
would have to compete to some extent with the Northern line, it could be worked 
in conjunction with the existing railway to Carlingford. Tlie W estmead line, 
however, would he further from the existing railway, and would serve more country 
to the westward.

Conclusion Aiuuvkd at.

12. In view of the much smaller cost of a tram-line, as compared with that 
of the proposed railway, and the fact, as will be seen from the evidence, that the 
fruit-growers admit they would be fairly served by a tramway, the Committee arc of 
opinion that steps should bo taken to have a survey for a tram-line made along the 
road from Carlingford to Dural, and also from Westmead to the same point, plans 
and estimates of cost prepared, and reports obtained from the Railway Commissioners 
on the subject. The proximity of the Great Northern railway to the proposed 
railway line, and the element of doubt as to a railway between Carlingford and Dural 
paying, to which a careful consideration of all tho circumstances of Die case gives 
rise, lead the Committee to the conclusion that the proposal submitted should be 
negatived with the object of meeting tlie requirements of the district by means of a 
tramway.

Resolution Passed.

13. The resolution passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract 
from the Minutes of Proceedings:—

Mr. Watson moved,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed 
railway from Carlingford io Dural, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, 
he carried out; hut tho Committee recommend that steps be taken to have surveys made 
for a tramway along the road, from Carlingford and Westmead to Dural, plans and 
estimates of cost prepared, and reports obtained from the Railway Commissioners on the 
subject, with a view to ascertain whether requirements may be met by a tramway along 
either route.”

The motion was seconded by Dr. Garran, and passed,
W. T. DICK,

Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

Sydney, 27th November, 1900.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 
. WORKS.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM CARLINGFORD TO DURAL.

The Hon. Patrick Ltnoesat Cjiawfoeu Sukeiieiid. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Sodomon Hkiiukrt IIyait.

TUESDAY, 28 AUGUST, 1900. 
J3rfeenl:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CiiAimtAN),
.Ioiin Christian Watson, Eeq. 
IIoiiert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McEabeane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a lino of Railway from
Carlingford to Dural.

Henry Deano, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—

Y Chairman.] I understand that you have an official statement with respect to the proposed line of IT, Deane.
railway from Carlingford to Dural now under consideration by this Committee? Yes; I have a state- _A~—s ’
ment. which was prepared by tho Under Secretary, It reads as follows:— 28 Aug.,1900.

Railway from Carlingford to Dural.

The in'opMfil liefot-o tho CommiUee was rcfeiTcd hy the Ijegislativc Assemblv for the Committee’s uonsidcration on 2nd 
August, 1900, m the following terms

Ihat it ho referred to tho PniTianientarv Slonding Committee on Pul die Works to consider and report on the 
expediency of constructing ft line of railway from Carlingford to Dural,”
4.1 -i?'110 I1*'0!'0301! pTilway will oxtond from the terminus of wdiat is known as the Rosehill line at Carlingford to
tho village of Dural, a length of 9 miles (i uliains.

The miostion of its eonslrnclioii has already been Imforo the Public Works Committee. After dim inonirv in 
grouncir-—bnlllr‘V' 1Sfl8' C 1<J 111011 V>y !l majority of eight to five, negatived the proposal on the following

So I m!mt uP"n t''.e I'rqiwscd railway extonsinn would not ho sufficient to make the lino profitable.
(2.; that whatever the traffic might lie, a large proportion of it would he traffic withdrawn from the Great Northern ramvny. ’
(3.) 1 hut the district is so situated in regard to road cnnuminication with, and distance from, the existing railways, 

that fruit-growers can, without further railway expenditure, find reasonable transit for their fruit to market. *
Tlie Committee’s decision was arrived at on 13th April, ISOS, mid attention is now invited to the report and evidence 

respecting the proposal as then presented to Parliament.
Since that date, although there may not have been f iy specially marked developments in the districts to be served 

by the proposed hno, a stop of great importance,[and elosel related to the proposal, has been taken in tho purchase by tho 
Government of the Rosehill Railway. During the inquiry in January-Fchriiary, 189S, the question of acquiring the 
Rosehill Railway-that is, the privately-owned line running northwards from Clyde on the Government main Ime to 
Carlingford with a deviation to larramatta River, having a total length of 5 miles 4S chains—had been prominently before 
tnc Committee, and they recommended that the purchase be made if the price did not exceed tlie sum of £20 000- The 
original cost of this line was stated to have been £110,000 ; and it was offered to the Government fur the sum of £25,000.

The purchase has just been completed for the sum of £22,500, and it is estimated that it only requires a further 
outlay of sinnc £8,000 to put the line in first-class trafficable condition, In order, however, to make full use of the purchase 
and render it profitable, the line must be taken on to Dural. The districts, of which Dural is about the centre, arc in 
themselves held to be entitled to better railway facilities than they now enjoy, comprising, as they do, some of the richest 
horticultural regions of the Colony. There is a large and prosperous population already settled there, vmd tlie proposed 
line, it is behoved, will open up for settlement a further large extent of rich country.

The official description of tho line is as follows

Carlinpford to Du iial Railway.

Length, 9 miles 6 chains ; estimated cost, £G7,G90, or £7,,159 per mile, exclusive of land and compensation.
This extension of tlie existing branch line from the main suburban railway near Clyde platform to Rosehill and 

Carlingford, begins at 17 miles 37 chains from Sydney, and follows the course of tho Pennant Hills Road, and crossing tho 
continuation to Dural of that road, about a mile and a quarter beyond the Pennant Hills Post Office. Approaching the 
main road from Parramatta to Dural, it crosses and recrosses it four times, and ends at tho east side of the same road at 
Dural at 2G miles 43 chains from Sydney,

The ruling grade is 1 in 40, and the sharpest curve 10 chains radius.
The country passed through is undulating, and notwithstanding that the steep grades and sharp curvature on the 
acted portion of the branch are continued the works will be moderately heavy.constructed portion of the branch are continued the work 
The land required is practically all alienated.

322—A The
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H. Deano. The following is the statutory report of the Eailwny Commissioners on this proposal:—
Office of tlie Hallway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 0 July, 1900. 

Proposed Kxlensiou of Railway from Carlingford to Dural—9 miles 6 chains.
In accordance with the provisions of the Public Works Act of 18S8, we beg to report as follows :

Cosf of Construction— _
The Engineer-in-Chief for Construction estimates the cost of construction of the _

line (exclusive of land resumption and compensation) at ................................... £67,690

Estimated Annual Cost— _
Capital expenditure at 3 per cent................................................................ £2,031
Cost of maintaining permanent-way and for traffic and locomotive ^ 

expenses .................................................................................................. 2,791
£4,822
£1,025Estimated Traffic Revenue..................................................................

Wo reported upon this proposal on the 4th November, 1897. when the capital cost was estimated at £5/,000, and 
stated that, in our opinion, the lino would prove unprofitable. We are still of this opinion and cannot, therefore, 
recommend its construction—at least until experience has been gained of the working of the line from Clyde to 
Carlingford.

Tho Common Seal of tho Railway Commissiouers of New South \
Wales was hereunto affixed this sixth day of July, one < 
thousand nine hundred, in the presence of, - j

H. McLiCin.AN.

The estimated cost is staled us follows :—
Carlinokokd to Dukal.

Revised estimated cost of a single line of railway 9 miles 6 chains in length, with 60-lb. rails. Ruling grades,^ in 50 
against, and 1 in 40 with tlie load. Sharpest curve, 10 chains radius. New fastenings ; new 4-ft. 6-in. l.O. s ; fun 
ballast; sleepeis, 2,464 per mile.

W. M. FETION,
I Deputy Chief Commissioner.
| DAVID KJHKCALDIE, 

Commissioner.

Description.

Earthworks ....................... ............................................... ............................................................ -
Culverts and small timber openings..............................................................................................
Overbridge......................................... ................................................................................................
Level crossings, road diversions, and fencing.............. . ..........................................................
Permanent-way materials (rails taken at £7 10s. per ton) ......................................................
Freight ..........................................................................................................................................
1’iatelaying at Is. 2d.— £931 14s.....................................................................................................
Rallasting at 4s.=£3,194 8s ..........................................................................................................
Sleepers at 3s. 3d. =£3,633 13a. 3d.................................................................................................
Station works, including sidings and signals..............................................................................
Station buildings: waiting sheds, £220 ; platforms, £242; loading banka, £286 ; station-

master’a cottage, £270..........................................................................................................
Water supply................................................................................................... ,.......... .............
Gradient and mileage poata ...........................................................................................................
Telegraph .........................................................................................................................................
Miscellaneous....................................................................................................................................

Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent, (nearly)

Total cost

Estimated Cost.
Avernpc

per
mile.

£ s. d. £
22,843 9 10 2,517
5,197 10 0 573
5,102 3 0 502
4,281 C 8 472
7,769 6 0 856

167 16 C 18

7,759 15 3 855

1,922 5 4 212

1,018 0 O 112
1,500 0 0 165

149 14 9 17
149 14 9 17

1,000 0 0 110

£58,861 2 1
8,828 17 11 973

£67,690 0 0 7,459

I have also the plan and Ihe parish map showing the course of tho line, and also the hook of reference.
2. In tlie first part of the report it states : “ In order, however, to make full use of the pur
chase, and render it profitable, the line must be taken on to Dural”; and later on in the report it 
states that the llaihvay Commissioners are hostile to the extension of the line to Dural; can you explain 
those two opposite statements? The Public Works statement has not been prepared by myself; the 
Under Secretary for Works is responsible for it
3. And you do not know why that first statement was put in ? I do not. _
4>. Starting from Carlingford and going on to Dural, could you give the Committee approximately ihe 
distance of this proposed extension from the Sydney-Newcastle line, say from Eastwood,.Pennant Dills, 
and Beeeroft, then at the widest portion, then from Dural to Hornsby ? The distance from the end of 
the purchased line to the Eastwood station is a, trifle over 2 miles in a direct line. _ ,
5. Then from Beeeroft bend? The nearest approach of the lino to the bend near Beeeroft Station is
as nearly as possible 1 mile. ,
6. And now in the widest portion ? Perhaps 1 had better take, the terminus from Hornsby tbat is a
little over 4 miles. _
7. Could you state what the widest point is about a mile south of Dural ? It is about 5£ miles.
8. That is the maximum distance of the proposed extension from Ihe Newcastle aud Hornsby line? Tes. 
D. What is it that makes the cost of tbo earthworks so exceedingly high ;—I sec that they are put down at 
£22.843, or £2,517 per mile ? The country is very rough, and it is sharply undulating. In fact, the 
undulations are so sharp that they do not lend themselves to the smallest available radius of a curve.
10. Could you tell us what saving you would effect if you reduce tho grading from 1 in 45 to 1 in 30? I
do not think it would be very material. The book of reference shows tbe character of country it 
passes through ; some of it is grass, and some bush land, and some of it orchard land. . . _
11. Mr. McFarlane.] Since the Government have taken over the line from Clyde to Carlingford, has it
been working? Only to tbe racecourse. I made an inspection in company with Mr. birth and 
Mr. Parry, of the Eailway Commissioners’ Department, with a view to seeing to what expense it would bo 
necessary to go in order to render the line fit for carrying traffic. . _
12. Is that beyond Itosehill? Tes. The Eailway Commissioners wish, in order to provide for the 
running of traffic beyond the Rosehill Racecourse, to make considerable alterations at the Clyde Station ; 
some of that expenditure would no doubt have to he incurred, whether this extended lino had been

* purchased
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purchased or not; but a ^reat deal of tlie expenditure is necessitated by the purchase of the extension. H. Deane. 
The estimated cost of alterations at the Clyde junction is about £:3,000. The Commisemners propose to ^ 
widen the right-hand platform, aud to put up waiting-sheds and lay a new line on the right-hand side of 'l^-> ■ ‘
the junction, and a loop for running the engine round, an overbridge across the whole of the three lines 
of rails, with steps and approaches to the platforms, and complete new interlocking arrangements. _ At tho 
same time they will shift the signal-box from its present position to the other end of the station. A 
number of other items of expenditure are necessary, such, for instance, ns gate-houses at the crossings.
I think there arc four level crossings between Clyde Station and the river. Some extra accommodation 
is also necessary at the stations along the line. A loop at the terminus is also required. I have not the 
details at present with me of all that is required ; but, altogether, the improvements will cost something 
over £7,000 in order to make tho railway convenient for working. _
13. Was any estimate of the traflic made by the Kailway Commissioners prior to the purchase of the line 
from Clyde to Carlingford P I find on looking on page 3 of the evidence bound up with the last report 
that the report of tho Hailway Commissioners is very similar to that submitted by them now, aud it only 
varies to the extent of the interest on tbe actual expenditure. The cost of maintaining the permanent
way, and traffic and locomotive expenses, is put down at £2,701. The estimated traffic revenueis £1,025.
In the previous report the interest on capital expenditure was put down at £1,710. Now it is put down 
at £2,031; that is, of course, due to the interest to be paid on the larger sum.
14. "Would that bo the traffic of the proposed line ? Tes. i .
15. I am referring to the estimated traffic of the proposed line from Carlingford to Dural ? I do not
think the Hallway Commissioners have furnished any particulars of that traffic ; the only report I find is 
on page 3 of the printed report, which is headed “ Hosehill Railway.” _
10, Did the Railway Commissioners anticipate that the Rosehill line would pay after they purchased it for 
£22,500 ? I am scarcely in a position to say what inducements they had in their minds when recommending 
the purchase of the line. I have ho doubt that they all thought it would pay, There is a good deal of 
traflic now at times to tlie Rosehill Racecourse, but I am not in a position to say what the receipts arc.
Tlie line might pay very well when only about £25,000 to £30,000 has been paid for it, and it might 
pay very badly if the capital cost was £110,000. _
17. Could you state where there is much traffic, or has been much traflic, between Rosehill and Carling
ford? The line has never been worked.
18. Do you think there will be much traffic on tho proposed extension to Dural ? I am afraid not,
19. Are the different places rn route, thickly populated? The country is very well suited for residential 
purposes, but you could scarcely call it thickly populated. It is nearly all orchard or grass land. There 
is some bush still left.
20. Do you think that the construction of the proposed lino would cause a denser population ? Tes ; I
think so. _
21. Do yon think it likely that additional land would be cut up into blocks for orchard purposes if we
made the proposed line ? Do you mean for residential purposes. .
22. Tes? I think it is very likely some of the land would ho cut up for residential purposes. It is a 
beautiful bit of country, eminently fitted for residential purposes.
23. Is there a likelihood of an increased traflic in produce and fruits ? Yes.
24. Would it induce further production? It would, undoubtedly. _
25. Would that bo at the cost of tlie Northern lino to some extent, through its being so close to it? I 
think it might give a greater impetus to settlement there, and greater cultivation of the land than the 
Northern line has already caused ; although I should say that the whole of the country will eventually be 
cultivated, and the traflic from the land adjacent to the Northern lino would go to that lino, and so in a 
certain sense this line would compete with the Northern line. At present, I think, a great deal of tho 
produce comes into Raraunatta by road.
25. The average distance between the two lines is about 3 miles? Tes, not more than that. _ _
27. Do you not think that is rather close ? It is rather close for lines where the chief return is derived
from carrying produce. It is only 3 or 4 miles from the terminus to Parramatta. _
28. And the construction of the proposed line will bo to make the purchased line from Clyde a paying 
one ? I think it would contribute to that result.
29. Do you think both together would pay—that is to say, with a total purchase of £67,000 and £30,000 
—that would bo about £100,000 in all ? It would be very difficult for me to say. I should not consider 
the extension a very good investment.
30. Mr. Lfivicn.'] What is the length of the line to Rosehill which the Government purchased for 
£22,500 ? Five miles 48 chains altogether. I think it would be 4 miles 48 chains without the sidings 
to the wharf.
31. They bought the 5 miles for £22,500 ? Yes.
32. Do you not think it was very cheap ? Yes.
33. What did it cost originally to construct? It is said to have cost £110,000. _
34. What could it be constructed for now ? I can only repeat the answer I gave at a previous inquiry,
when I stated that it would cost between £40,000 and £50,000 for construction alone, I adhere to that 
statement now, I afterwards made an estimate, and I estimated that it would cost £45,000.
35. Then these 9 miles 0 chains which it is proposed to construct at an estimated cost of £67,690 are really 
not cheap as compared with the line which has been bought for £22,500 ? No.
36. The Rosehill line was bought very cheaply ? Yes, very cheaply.
37. Do you not think it best to go on constructing this line, considering that you have got it so cheap ;— 
is it not better to continue it to Dural ? It is a matter of calculation whether it is going to pay or not,
38. You say that the purchase has just been completed, and that a hum of about £8,000 is required to
put it in good working order ;—that is, the whole of the 5 miles 48 chains ? Yes.
39. Then the actual cost would really amount to about £30,500? Yes; a little under that. _
40. Considering the district aud its growing capabilities, do you not think it best to complete the line,
even though the expenditure goes up to £67,000? I am not in a position to give an opinion. There is 
another important consideration: What is going to be paid for the land, £67,000 will not cover the 
whole cost. _
41. That is the actual expenditure of the Public Works Department? Yes, on construction.

42.
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H. Deane. 42_ The report you have road to the Committee says the line must be extended to Dural ? That is the 
28 a up loon ®ecre^arJ 8 statement, not mine. 1 do not see any necessity for it myself. "

g,> • 43. You do not express any opinion as to the probable trafiic ? No.
44. It is all valuable land along there, and would be subject to greater cultivation if the line were 
extended ? It is very good land.
45. Hr, Uyavi^ Have you been over the proposed line ? Yes.
40. You know the country pretty well ? I have been over it more than once,
47. Have you been aa far aa Galston ? Yes ; tho country is patchy beyond tbat.
43. Beyond Galston it is inferior country ? Yes. "

look for so much traflic beyond Galston ? You get to tbo sandstone beyond Galston.
50. Can you tell me tho distance from Clyde to Carlingford by rail ? It is 4 miles 43 chains.
51. You say that the line from Clyde to Carlingford has not hcen worked ? No ; the Hosehill line is 
working, but not tho other.
52. It is completed, is it not ? Yes ; and b is in pretty good order.
03. Would it not pay to work it to Carlingford ? Tho Bailway Commissioners intend to work it as soon
as thoy get the alterations made—the alteration at the junction, and one or two extra thint's alon" tho 
line. ° °
04. That.will be in the near future ? Yes. I believe thev have already started to make the points and
the crossings, and to do the interlocking work. ’
55; 'With regard to the bridge over the Parramatta Biver, connecting tbe Bosehtll line with Carlingford, 
is it a good bridge ? It is an old style of bridge, not suitable for heavy rolling stock. It will do for the 
engines which it is intended to use for working this line.
5G. Would it be sufficiently strong to carry freight trains and passenger traflic ? Yes, with the lighter 
class of engines that will be used.
57. About 40-ton engines ? Yes ; they would not bo heavier than the suburban engines.
53. The ffi’idge would not carry express engines? No; I believe the bridge was never designed for 
heavy traffic. J went over it just before it was completed, and I suggested it should be stiffened up, 
and it lias been stiffened up to some extent. If it had been designed in my branch I should have made 
it very much stronger. I make all bridges to carry tbe heaviest engines : but it will do for the purpose 
tor which it was intended.
59. Would an ordinary suburban engine be able to take a fairly good load up these heavy gradients—1 in 

.’j1 10 <-'hain curve? .1 think as much as will be wanted. The chief portion of tho loading 
will be doivn-lhll. There will be very little back loading. I think the grade on the purchased line is 
1 m 35.
(Id. Iersonally,.you are not in favour of the extension of tins lino ? No ; you mean in constructing.
Gl. xes ? It is tho best that could be made out of it. It is au expensive bit of line. It does not look 
as if it were a line that would ever pay.
02, Under no circumstances could there be an extension beyond Galston ? No.
63. Bren if the line was taken beyond Dural to Galston, tbat would have to be the terminus—it could not 
go on ? IS o ; the country is so broken.
04. Jf>. XcinflB.] Why do they not open the line to Carlingford? The purchase has only just been 
completed. J J
65. ihe line has been built for some time;—was it the Kosehill junction that prevented it from going on 
to completion ? No; the money has only just been paid over, Tbe transfer has only just been effected ; 
about a week or a fortnight ago. ’
G6. There are no engineering difficulties that are keeping it back ? No, nothing whatever.
Gv. Dr. Garran.'] On the plan before the Committee there is a possible ime marked west of Castle Hill — 
has that any advantages over the Carlingford route? No ; I do not think it has. I think if the line is to 
be taken to Dural now that this purchase has been made, it would be best to extend it from the pur
chased line ; but if that line had not been carried across the Parramatta Biver from Eosehill I should say 
that the western route would be worth consideration.
GS. Could you not now turn off from Carlingford and go to Baulkhain Hills aud to Dural ? No, there 
is too great a drop.
69. So that you have got to keep to this ridge now that you are on it ? Yes.
/0. There is no other way, except sticking to Ihe ridge? No ; you are running along rkWs and spurs 
all the way. L 001
jl. Are the roads anything like the Blue Mountain line ? They arc much on the same principle : you 
cannot get away from the one route. It is a difficult class of countrv.
72. But so far as the ridge is concerned, you are pinned to it when once on it ? Yes.
73. Is there any range going out towards Kenthurst ? I have not been to Kenthurst.
74. There has been a good road made from Galston to Hornsby ? Yes.
75. All the fruit goes that way? I am not sure ; it is a very steep drop into the Berowra Creek vallev 
ib. Mr. Uyam, That line from Westmead via Castle Hill—after leaving Castle Hill, would there not 
be a big hill and cuttings? Yes; an awkward hill there. The line takes a curve through it.
'7: f ,wonld be vel,y expensive work ? We go round it. 1 think there is a large cutting at one special 
point, but we can get round it right enough.
/®;, railway serve the Castle Mill people with their produce—or do you not think they would
rather go into Parramatta instead of faciug tbe hill ? I think they would get used to the hill, but for 
theThih thCy ID1Sht S° mt° ■I:>arr:imatta" Mutually they would take the shortest route in spite of

79. AD Watson.] Has a survey boon made of the line from Parramatta to Dural, following the main 
road, via Baulkham Hills and Castle Hill ? Yes.
50. Could you tell the Committee what that was estimated to cost? J am working it out now and I

■£. in a position to give the Committee the latest figures in the course of a day or two
51. That hno appears to follow the main road, except a little piece near Parramatta ? Yes. I propose to
go along Church-street, Parramatta. r 1
82 AG-., Eyam.] Was there not a private tramway there ? No ; that is in G corge-atreet, and goes down 
to the river. °

83.
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83, "Was there not a private Hue of tramway surveyed from Parramatta to Dural ? No; we have had H. Ueane. 
purveys along the road. t—a —
81. Mr, Watson.'] If that road were followed by a tram-line it would be considerably further from the 28 Aug., 1900, 
Northern line than the proposed Carlingford railway:1 Tes, it would; but it would follow the same 
general line of population.
85. With regard to these alterations you speak of as being necessary at Clyde—before the Railway 
Commissioners sanctioned the purchase of the line it could be worked—is it not a fact that very heavy 
trafiic has been worked from that junction on the Rosehill line already, in connection with race meetings, 
eight-hours’ sports, and so on ? Yes.
86. Then can you explain why, to work the two or three trains that will be necessary for this little exten
sion beyond the Parramatta River, there should now need to be so great an expenditure for alterations ?
I should prefer to leave that to the Railway Commissioners or their officers to reply to. I would point 
out that the Rosehill traffic is an exceptional tiling, whereas the traffic on this line from Clyde will he of 
daily occurrence, and tho line, of course, should be made suitable for it. In other words, you can put up 
with an insufficiency of arrangements on an emergency ; but you would not consider it proper to have 
insufficient arrangements if the line were worked continuously.
87. It seems strange to me that they can deal with a vast number of people on such occasions as the 
Eight-hour Demonstration and big race meetings and yet not be able to deal with a smaller amount of 
traffic that has to be provided for day by day ;—do you know whether they propose debiting the £8,000 
to the Construction Branch ? The money will be found by the Public Works Department, The purchase 
of the line has been made by the Public Works Department, and the Railway Commissioners are anxious 
that the line should be put in proper condition for continuous working.
88. It looks as if they were asking for more facilities now than thoy have been working under for years 
past, seeing that the greater part of this expenditure is to be made at the Clyde junction f Mr. McLachlan 
will be able to give you better information than 1 can on that point. The traffic to the Rosehill Race
course is occasional; but the traffic on this line would be daily.
89. Mr, Hytim.] Did the Government survey a line of tramway from Parramatta to Dural? We have 
surveyed a tramway there. I think there was also a proposal for a private tramway.
90. I think you gave evidence to a Select Committee in regard to that proposal—and it was condemned 
by a Select Committee of the Upper House—we considered the preamble not proved ? Y'es.
01. That is not the tramway you refer to ? No,
92. It was not possible to take fhe tramway further than Castle Kill, because of the physical difficulties ?
I think my evidence in regard to the matter would be scarcely reliable, as I should have to give It from 
memory, and I would rather look tlie mat ter up.

Hugh McLachlan, Secreiary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and examined ; —
93. Chairman.] Have you any general statement to make to the Committee in regard to the proposal for jj 
constructing a line of railway from Carlingford to Dural ? 1 have nothing further than what is contained McLue'hlan.
in the report of the Railway Commissioners. a ‘
91. In the report of the Under Secretary it is stated that in order to make Ihe purchase of the Clyde to 28 Aug.,1900. 
Carlingford line profitable, it will be necessary to extend the line to Dural;—that evident I v is not the 
opinion of the Railway Commissioners ? No.
95. Have not tho Railway Commissioners reported strongly against it ? Yes.
96. I suppose there has been no similar proposal made for a short line of 5 miles to run at an average of 
3 miles from the nearest railway ? No ; it seems to me that it cannot bo held to be a necessity that i lie 
lino should be extended in order to secure its profitableness, because tbe district traffic partly goes to a 
competing line. Pennant Hills station is only 1-J mile away by a good road, and you have this further 
advantage, that it is 2 miles nearer Sydney by the present line.
97. Where docs the Dural traffic go to now ? Some of it goes into Parramatta, some goes across to 
Hornsby. Most of the district traflic goes to the Pennant Hills Station.
98. Is there any hope that a line to Dural might tap a large district to the north and west p No ; because
the country beyond Dural, and especially beyoud Galstou, is very broken. Galston itself is a very fertile 
place, but as soon as you get beyond that you get into very broken countrv. The area of good country 
is limited. “
99. The estimated traffic revenue from the proposed line is £1,023 per annum ;—how much of lhat would 
represent traffic diverted from the Hornsby line ? I am not quite sure on that point. I do not think 
consideration lias been given to it.
100. Do tho Railway Commissioners anticipate that tbe Clyde to Carlingford purchase is likely to prove 
profitable, considering the price they paid ? The Commissioners considered it a reasonable thing to do in 
many ways. Ono reason which actuated them was that industries were springing up near the Parramatta 
River. Then there was also good business to the Rosehill Racecourse ; the revenue from that was equal 
to £2,000 per year, and it brought business to the main line; they thought that as the line could be 
obtained so cheaply it would be wise lo purchase it.
101. It has been suggested that the proposed line would open up a large district suitable for residential 
purposes? I think that is a claim that will not hold water. Wc have a lino nearer Sydney, and along
side tho proposed line, only 3 miles away, and passing through equally good country ; and yet that does 
not show much in the way of establishing a large residential population.
102. Taking tho whole line, from Carlingford to Dural, at the estimates set down, and excluding the cost 
of land and other compensation, the average cost per mile has been about £6,000—in order to make a lino 
of that cost profitable it would require to be taken through exceedingly rich country ? Yes ; it would 
require the traffic of a largo area.
103. Do you know within what radius this line would draw traffic? I think the traffic from Castle Hill
would go into Parramatta. The farmers generally bring in their fruits and take back supplies. A 
large amount of fruit traffic goes to tho western stations—that is, a great deal of Parramatta fruit, at 
certain times of the year, goes to Bathurst, Wellington, aud other places on the Western line. And tho 
growers would still find it equally convenient to come to Parramatta with it. j
101. So that this line could hardly be expected to bring trafiic from the east, and only traffic from a very, 
restricted area on the west ? That is what I think. 105. I
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_ H- 105. It would practically have a dead-end at Dural ? Yes.
McLachlan. pqg j)r Qarran ] 'W'licn you have ma*le the improvements at Clyde, which are to cost £8,000, tho line 

ao i'„ -i arid ^Ia’ve C08^ llfipnrtnient a little over £30,000 altogether ? Yes.
0'’ ‘ 107. Is the interest on that not very heavy ? No.

108. And if yon get your working expenses paid on this line, the burden would not be very heavy ? No. 
Indirectly we look to the business on the original Hosehill line to help to outweigh the deficiency on the 
line to the north of it.
109. Hut you can pretty well make the Carlingford line a self-supporting line ;—there is no need lo go 
on further for the purpose of making that productive ? No.
110. So that this proposed extension to Dural must bo considered entirely on its own merits? That is 
how the Commissioners consider the matter.
HI. The line to Carlingford would be a complete property itself ? Yes. '
112. And it would not be a great burden? No, considering all the circumstances.
113. Mr. Shepherd^] I sec the estimated annual cost is set down at a little more now than it was set 
down at in 1898 ? The interest cost may have gono up a little.
114. In the Commissioners' report, read to the Committee just now, it says, “ Capital expenditure at 3
per cent., £2,031 ’’ ? It is due entirely to a different estimate from the Hngmeer-in-Chief Mr. Deane 
increased Ids estimate. “
L15. Thou now the lino is really estimated to cost a little more than it was estimated at two years ago ? 
1 take it that that is due to increased cost of labour and materials. I understand that the capital cost 
would bo increased by something like £10,000 by the purchase of land. It would run along the 
frontages of a large number of properties.
11G. From the eslimate of revenue it would appear that the district has remained precisely in the same 
staj:e as it was in two years ago ? Yes ; there has been no development to any great extent.
117. Amd there is no more encouragement now than there was two years ago to construct tbo line ? The
Commissioners think not. *
118. Mr,. HyamJ] When the alterations are made at tho Clyde junction, is it the intention of the Railway 
Commissioners to open the line to traffic as far as Carlingford? Yes.
119. AVould it be a daily service? Yes.
120. Only ono train a day ? More than one train a day.
121. Will it tie opened almost immediately ? As soon as the line is ready to work. We have not been 
formally advised by the Grovorument that the line has been taken over.
122. And Carlingford for the time being will be the terminus ? Yes.
123. Suppose you had bought the railway only to tlie river, before tho bridge was erected—I suppose 
there is no doubt that in that case the Commissioners would not have constructed that portion of the 
line between the river and Carlingford ? J think not. It was there, however, and was oil'ered for little 
more than nothing.
124. But for that you would not have constructed that part of the line ? No ; I think not,
125. Mr. Watson] Mr. Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, informed us that it was proposed to expend something
like £8,000 in connection with tlie Carliugford-Rosohill railway ;—the greater part of that expenditure 
would be made in improvements at the Clyde junction ? £3,000 out of £8,000 would bo expended at that 
j miction. '
12G. Can you say why it is necessary to go in for such a largo expenditure there, in view of tho fact that 
you have had a large traffic there for years past? We dealt with it under different circumstances. Now 
we are going to have a branch-line service; and the Commissioners are going to have platforms for 
transfers, and to deal with goods traffic. 'They are also introducing a proper interlocking system. One 
was a direct through service; this will be a branch-line service.
127. Will you run through trains from Sydney for this branch ? No.
128. People desiring to go that way will have to change at Clyde ? Yes ; and the Commissioners desiro 
to provide proper accommodation and facilities for the public.
129. Do you know whether the Railway Commissioners have looked into the suggestion to run a tramway 
from Parramatta to Dural, along Baulkham Hills way ? I think they did some years ago, and they wore 
not favourably inclined towards it; they did not think there would be sufficient business to pay. The 
road is fairly good now, and the cartages are not long.
130. Mr. My am.] Do yon remember that some few years ago there was an idea for running a tramway 
from the Parramatta Railway Station to Castle Hill ? Yes ; I think the Parramatta River Company 
proposed to do it.
131. You gave evidence before a Select Committee in regard to that proposal ? Yes.
132. Was your evidence in strong disapproval of that tramway ? Yes.
133. I think you then stated that it would be possible to take it to Castle Hill, but that it could not bo 
continued to Dural, on account of some obstacle—some big hill, I think? 1 think that was outside of 
Galston. The Commissioners did not think the prospects of the tramway were such as to make it 
remunerative. They were not in favour of it.

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNJifWAT. 29 AUGUST, 1900. 
Jh'tscnt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CirAimiAN).
The non. Patrice Lindkbay Crawford Shepherd. 
Tiie Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.1L 
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam,

.John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Hubert Henry Lkvien, Esq,
Joun McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tlie expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Carlingford
to Dural.

John Harper, Chief Traflic Manager, Department of Baihvays, sworn, and examined :—
134. Chairman.'} Ton understand the nature of the inquiry now' before this Committee? Tes. J- Harper.
135. Mr. McFarhncS} I see, by tho last Committee’s report regarding the proposed railway from
Carlingford to Dural, that the estimated traffic is supposed to yield £1,025 per annum ? Tes. US-’ ■
136. What would that traffic consist of;—have you the details on wdiich that estimate was Framed?
Tes. The information ivas given by me in 1808, when 1 was being examined by this Committee. I then 
stated that 1 did not think, taking all circumstances into consideration, that this section would produce 
more than the following traffic:—150,000 eases fruit, at Id., £625; 2,000 tons special class goods, at Is.,
£100; sundries, £100 ; passengers, £200; making a total of £1,025. _
137. Has there not been some increase during tho last twm years? Not any quantity. Tho increase 
would not be appreciable; not sufficient to vary that estimate, as it was an outside estimate I gave.
138. Has there been no increase of population or settlement ? There may have been a small increase of
population. _
13!). AVould that not mean an increased passenger traflic? H would bo inappreciable. It was an 
absolutely outside estimate that I gave, and it would cover any small increase there has been in the way 
of population or production since 1 gave it,
IdO. Is there much country Lo be served by tbe proposed line? Not very much. i
Idl. What extent of country would it serve? About as far as Galston and Kenthurst. Pennant Hills 
would come in at a point between Dural aud Carlingford. _
142. Is it similar country in that direction ? Tes; it is all broken country. A good deal of it is 
agricultural country, but some of it is inferior.
143. Is most of the land that would be served by the proposed line as good aa that now served by tbe 
present lino ? Not tlie larger proportion of it. A large proportion is not cultivated at all where tbe lino 
would serve.
144. Is it suitable for orchard purposes ? More or less. i
145. Do you think the construction of the proposed line would cause an additional area of land to ho 
cull ivalod ? I do not think so. Tlie estimate I have given supposed, practically, that the people proposed 
to be served by tho line would pay rates double those whiuh are now charged on the existing line. When 
last examined by the Committee 1 expressed a doubt, as to whether thoy would pay them.
140. The proposed line from Carlingford to Dural is only a short distance from tbe Northern line ? Tes.
147. The average distance from it is something like 3 miles? I think from 2 to 3 miles.
148. Then, do you think that the construction of this line would interfere with tho traffic on the Northern 
line? Decidedly. It would create very little now traflic for itself for a good many years to come. No 
doubt by-and-bye it would become a large residential area ; but at present there is not much population.
149. Then, this estimate you have made of the traffic, namely, £ 1,025, has reference ouly to tho new line
would not that revenue be got, to some exlent, at the expense of the existing line ? No ; the estimate is 
based on the assumption that the people would bo willing to pay double the rate now charged on the 
present line. 4
150. Do you think they would use tlie new line at double rates? That is very doubtful; there are 
some who would use it. Asa matter of fact, on the mileage tho addition to the existing line rates is only 
about Id. to id,, aud you notice iti my former evidence that I have given an arbitrary penny ; that would 
be practically in addition to what we are getting on the main line at tho present day. Eor instance,
Pennant Hills people are paying us an additional penny now,
151. Could you say whether the proposal for tho line now under consideration arose out of- an agitation 
on the part of the residents—the fruit-growers in the locality ? I do not know' who started the agitation ; 
hut I imagine that the proposal did come from them.
152. Would it he any groat convenience to the fruit-growers to cart their fruit 3 or 4 miles ? No doubt 
if you have the railway station closer to their properly it would he an advantage to them; but^lhe wider 
question is, would it be to the general advantage of the community. I do not think the district is in a 
bad position as compared with many other districts of the Colony'.
153. It is well served by railways now? ] think so. _
154. Where do the fruit-groxvers at Dural send their fruit to? A great deal goes to Pennant Hills;
some of it goes to Hornsby—but it chiefly goes to Pennant Hills. There are varying distances. In my 
evidence before the last Committee I gave the distances; for instance, there is one point on the line, Began’s, 
that would come within half a mile of the line; Thompson’s is at the junction of the Pennant Hills road ; 
that is another point from which fruit would come in ; then a portion of Keliyville would not be more 
than 24 miles nway. _ _ _
155. Do you think the construction of the proposed line would have the effect of increasing the residential
population of the locality ? There is no doubt about it that in the near future—but not in the immediate 
future—Ihcre will he a largo residential population. There are some very fine sites for residences. But, 
in tbe first place, 1 think the sites on the Milson’s Point line will have to be exhausted before the people 
go Dural way. There would always be more trains per day on the Milson’s Point line, by reason of its 
connection with the Great Northern line. _
156. Has population increased on the main Northern line, towards Hornsby? Nothing like what was 
anticipated.
157. And in view of that you do not think there would be any material increase of population along the
proposed lino? I should certainly expect it to increase on the Northern line before it increased ou tbe 
other. 158.
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J. Harper. 

29 Aug., 1900

I think so. Of course you have the 
but they will he again soon ; and

158. You have no knowledge of the recent purchase of the line from Carlingford to Clyde P Yes.
150. What is your opinion concerning that ? I think it waa a very good bargain at the price that was paid 
for it. I think the fact of having acquired the right to the railway—which in my opinion should never 
have been parted with—will probably he to make it pay.
160. You think the traffic along it will be sufficient to make it pay P
advantage of the Meat Works there. They are not in operation now 
then you have the Australian Kerosene and Oil Company’s Works. ■
161. Apart from the traffic on the line to Kosehill, do you think a line to Carlingford would nay? 
Certainly not.
162. And on the proposed newline there will not be any special advantage ? Ko, we did not look to the 
records of traffic very much, so far as the country beyond Carlingford is concerned ; a greal deal of the 
traffic of that district finds its way down to the wharf at Ermington.
163. And you think there would not be much increase of population along the proposed line? Unless 
the people engaged at the Clyde Works and other industries took up their residences in that direction.
164. How long has that line been constructed ? I should think about nine or ten Years.

165. 1 understand it has only been worked as far as Kosehill P That is all.
166. Has the line from Kosehill to Carlingford been constructed ten years? I do not know' when it was 
completed; but I think it would be about nine or ten years, It was open to the river in 1898.
1G7. So that in reality only one portion of the line from Clyde to Carlingford has actually been used? 
That is so. * '
163.^ Can you give any opinion as to why the remainder of the line is not used for traffic ? Mr. Chapman, 
in his sworn evidence in 1S9S, said it would not pay to work it.
169. Is it the intention of the Kailway Commissioners to work ttie line as fur as Carlingford P Decidedly.
170. Do you think it would pay to work it? The Carlingford section on the Korthern side of the 
Parramatta Kiver is not an appreciable quantity. It is the portion of the line beyond that that would add 
to the working expenses.
171. I understand that considerable outlay has to be incurred to make the line serviceable ? Yes; the 
junction requires to be completed, and other improvements are also wanted.
172. Do you think the proposed extension would help to make the other part of the line more remunerative ? 
No; I should think it would be a drag on it, considering that the proposed expenditure is £67,600, and that 
there will be additional working expenses. I should think the outlay would not bo recouped by the 
revenue received from it.
173. You do not think it would induce additional traffic ? Ido not think so.
174. _Dr. Garran.'} In estimating the traffic for the new line, I think I have understood, from your
previous evidence, that you always look about to see what arc the prospects of increasing settlement and 
production ? Yes. ■ ■
1/5. Now, do you think that in the districts that would he served by this railway the quantity of fruit 
and other things grown there would be much increased by making this railway ? I do not think it would 
to any extent. " .
176. Pretty well all the land fit for fruit-growing is already laid out in orchards? A very large proportion 
of it. *
1/7. Do you think the mere construction of this line would in a few years double the fruit production, 
or, say, in ten years r No; I should not think so.
1/8. bo that you do not look for any great increase in the traffic simply by making the railway P No. 
One of my reasons for that is that at the present time the district is' very largely served by the main 
line, and along the river on two sides of it. When von get to the south-western portion of it it is served 
by the .Richmond and Windsor line. ' ‘
1/9. With better approaches to the existing lines and stations, would the orchardists be fairly well 
served by the existing line P Acs; by improving the grading of the roads and metalling them.
ISO. Plenty of good metal is obtainable—plenty of traprock and Milestone ? Yes.
181. You do not consider that the making of this line on to Dural would help to make the existing bit of
railway more profitable than it would be without it? On the contrary; I think it would rather add to 
the burden. ■ "
182. Wo were led to understand by a witness, yesterday, that it might very nearly pay expenses as far as 
it extends to Carlingford ? Yes ; that, of course, would be due to the traffic to Kosehill.
183. It is very profitable on a few holidays ? Yes.
184. But it is only a few days in the year that you get them? Yes ; but we get a good deal of traffic
on holidays. ■
185. And that has to help to pay for the line to Carlingford ? Yes.
1S6. Eut the Kosehill to Sydney line is a non-paying one P Yes.

^on no<; think the finances would be improved by adding the proposed extension ? No, I do not.
J 88. The part that is least served by the railway would bo that between Pennant Hills and Dural ? Yes.
189, The part between Carlingford and Pennant Hills is well served now? Yes. A portion north of 
Carlingford, a mile or two beyond the cross roads, is well served by the Pennant Hills station.
190. We are told that from Dural, right across to the junction of the Northern line at Hornsby, is only
about 4-J,- miles? Yes ; it is good hard country tbere. "
1.91 The Dural people have to come round by xvay of Pennant Hills if we had a better road across there, 
would the people be as well served as if this proposed railway were constructed ? It would simply be an 
improvement. “ 1 J
192. Could they make a shorter road to Hornsby ? I cannot say.
193. Then this is not a district that would promote much fresh settlement on the soil ? That is a very
difficult question to answer. No doubt, under given conditions, fruit cultivation in the county of 
Cumberland would increase ; but it would take an enormous quantity to represent much-in creased traffic 
on the railway. '
ior' 1,lay 1x1001110 a residential district? Yes; but not in the immediate future.

i G ,vf ,a S00<1 1° fill in before we can open fresh ground for settlement? Yes.
190. It would be a considerable distance from the city ? Yes.
197. I hero is no immediate source of profit in that? No ; the disposition of people would bo to go and 
liye where the best service exists. ■ ■ 1 ■ 1 r 198
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198. la the fruit trade, on the whole, a fairly profitable trade for you? No; but you get indirect J. Harper,
advantages arising from fruit cultivation, in the shape of supplies which are carried back. r—"‘'“■“■n
199. But the freight itself? It is a verjr low freight; by the time you have carried the empty cases on 2<J 
the return, there is very little left for us.
200. It is the return business and incidental passenger and other traffic that helps to pay ? Yes,
201. I suppose those people, as a rule, get their supplies from Parramatta? A groat deal of it is carted 
from there, and then there are supply carls that go about the neighbourhood ; there are only one or two 
stores in the whole district.
202. And it used to be the custom for fruit-growers to take out a load of manure when they went in 
with their produce—if ihey did that they would still stick to their carts ? Yes.
203. ITou do not think much manure would he taken by the railway? Not very much.
201. You take the stulT from Homebush ? Yes ; that is carried away by raihvav. •
20o. You get a profit out of that? Wc get the freight on that; but that is not much when you take the 
cost of loading up.
20(5. Bo you load it up ? Yes ; wo do it by contract.
207. And you get a fair price for carrying it ? The ordinary rates.
203. They pay you better than bringing produce in ? They pay the same rate. It is a very low rate for 
manure.
209. Mr. Walson.] "Was there not a tramline projected from Parramatta to Baulkham Hills, to Castle 
Hill, and on to Dural;—do you think there is any greater prospect now for traffic for such a line along 
there ? You would get more passenger traffic on that road—a good deal of the local traffic, people from 
Parramatta—but I do not think it would be quite the same amount of traffic as on the other one, because 
the rates would have to be high to pay. Then you would have to tranship at Parramatta unless it was 
practically a railway line.
210. Could you not run a tramline in that direction ? No ; the curves, &c., would not permit of it.
211. Chairmtut.'] I understood you to say that the rates on the proposed line would be higher than those 
on the main Northern line ? I have estimated them higher, otherwise there would be absolutely no 
profit at all; of course in framing my estimate I assumed that people would pay 3d. per case extra ; they 
never undertook to do that, hut they undertook to pay Id. additional, and I have given them the benefit 
of it.
212. If that scale of rales was imposed, would it not induce them to go rather to the main line than 
patronise this extension ? My opinion is that many of them would not pay the Id., but would go to the 
main line.
213. How far west do you think this extension would draw traffic ? Certainly not from Pennant Hills, 
or Baulkham Hills, or Castle Hill, I think a considerable portion of the traffic of the western side of 
the road would contiuue to go to Parramatta ; it is an excellent road,
211;. Could you say that on an average it would draw traffic for 4 miles on the west ? Yes, it probably 
would.
215. And how far from the north ? That would depend upon the roads which lead to the main line. At 
present the road is good to the main line.
2J0. How far north ? Prom Galston.
217. Y cs—The traffic on the other side of this line would come from an extremely restricted area ? Yes ; 
some of the roads might be both better metalled aud graded. Outside that' area there is still good 
communication with Parramatta, and the North Coast line, and the line to Carlingford,
213, And it is a line that cost something over £7,000 per mile? Yes; it will cost about £57,000 
altogether, 1 think.
219. How is the Iticbmond branch paying ? It is amongst the non-paying lines.
220. It has been an expense to the country from the time it was constructed ? Yes ; a mistake was made 
in the first instance, in the construction of it, in its not having been properly graded, It was really built 
for a horse tramway.
221. How many years has the Ttichmond line been working ? Over thirty years.
222. Has there been any appreciable improvement, recently, in the returns? I do not think so, speaking 
from memory.
223. Is the district somewhat similar to that which would be served by the line from Carlingford to 
Dural? It is a larger agricultural district than the one that it is proposed to serve by the Dural line • it 
is a fruit-growing district all along to the Kurrajong,
224. Is it a more populated district? Yes; the population is considerably larger, and the line also has 
the frafiic from the Hiverstone Meat Works, which represents more than all the other traffic put together 
on the proposed line. It has created a large settlement and increased population. The loss on the 
Blacktown-Kichmond line, in 1399, was £5,940 ; that was £1,700 worse that it was in 1893.
225. Could you give the total traffic on that line ? No, I cannot; but the capital cost was £193,000.
22G. Could you give us the figures after deducting the Hiverstone traffic from the total traffic on the 
Blacktown-Eichmond line ? I cannot give the exact figures, but of the goods earnings of £G,489, £1,560 
is due to the Biverstone Meat Works.
227. Mr. Shepherd.] Has a new estimate been made as to the traffic that we should get on this proposed 
line of railway from Carlingford to Dural since Iho estimate that was made two or three years ago ?
No; it is precisely the same. We know that the quantity of freight to be carried has not increased 
during that period.
228. It was stated, two and a half years ago, that there were '7,438 acres of bearing trees, which
represents 150,000 cases of fruit; at the same time there were 24,382 acres of non-hearing trees ? Yes. .
229. Were they worn-out trees or young trees ? A great many of them were worn-out trees.
230. It docs not say so in the return ? No; but there is nothing like that quantity in the district.
Those 150,000 cases practically represent the whole of the fruit of the district, and a great deal of it was 
grown east of the proposed fine, aud would naturally go to the main Northern fine, under any conditions.
231. Because, oven if a fourth of those trees were young trees, and would by-and-bye be bearing, they 
would give a largo quantity of traffic ? Yes ; but our returns do not show that that has been the case.
232. Mr. llt/nm.] What is the length of line from Bichmond to Blacktown ? 16 miles 12 chains.
233. And you say that it cost £198,000? Yes. I have explained that that largo expenditure is duo 
to the way in which the line was first laid out; a great deal of it had to be regraded.

322—B 204.
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J. Harper, It would no), cost that mucli now ? Xothing like it. It might he constructed now for probably 
£3,000 or £t'.000 per mile. It is easy country ; mueh easier country than that beyond Cailingford,

29Aiv, Uv.0.og.y [ suppopo. (luring the thirty-five years of ils existence, it has been undoubtedly a great loss to the 
rv‘ i'C'!- 1 do not think the loss has ever been lower than £4,00ij per year.country? Oh

23(3. And this proposed railway to Dural, if constructed, would be on 
even worse, I think.
217. Mr. LevitinWhat is ilia revenue from the Windsor and Eielimond line ? 
a v! nr.

the same tooting ? It would be 

I think it is £11,088
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The Hon. Andrew Hakkan, LL.D.
The Hon. Soloaion Heriiert Htaji.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Hicnut Levies, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

.The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kr.ilway from Carlingford
to Dural. •

John Charles Hunt, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and examined:—
J. 233. Chtinnnn.'] I understand that you have prepared some statistics which show the area of land under

10Sent mo ^1Uit district which would be served by the proposed extension of the railway from Carlingford?
* ■’ ’ Acs. My statement is as follows :— “

1 bee. Population.

Acres.

Holdiii". Cultivated Ikaring1. Not bearing. Other Ullage. ! No of hobiinjfa.

Dural ...............................
Kenhurau .........................
GlcnhfU'cn .......................

417
370

64
411

900
301

4,0984
8,230"

823|
6,1741

8,02Sf
4,018

1.2294
SS6f
1144

1,0561

2,4894
1,0814

942
6824

844
824

2,041
eso

217
ISli
30"

1934

282
2944

70 .
23

69
} 134

Galston .........................  (
Arcadia .......................... j
Castle Hill .....................  j
Pennant Hills ............... {
Gjeuorie ............................

34?

I66J
994

150

200
89

2,083 32,578? 6,8574 5,260 1,2034 393.t 642

Increase Increase Increase Decrease
S9 1,795 1,314 357 163

*239. Within what distance of the proposed extension does that cultivation lie? Eetwcen Castle Hill and 
Pennant Hills ; we have taken into account almost entirely the country on the western side of the proposed 
line. T iero are very few holdings on the eastern side of the line there included in the statement which I 
have road.
2(0, Would the whole of that cultivation lie within an average distance of 5 miles from the proposed 
extension ? Acs, for the first part of the distance: but getting out towards the end of the line the area to 
he served by it would extend much further away from it. .
211. Wlnt is the greatest didance to (ho north of the proposed terminus from nInch you have drawn 
your figures? About, 11 miles.
2T2 it has been pointed out to the CommEtee that the proposed railway would be within a mile and a half 
of the Northern Hna at its nearest point, and within 5 miles at its furthest point;—why. then, cannot people 
in the district use the Northern line ? Although Dural is only J miles in a straight lino from the Northern 
railway, it is impossible to get to that railway by road in less than 10 or 11 miles, because of an almost 
i npas-able creek which runs nearly parallel to the railway almost from Pennant Hills. Although the 
Northern railway is so close to many parts of the district, a great many people have to travel *20 miles by 
roid in order to gut to it. My own orciiard is within 4 miles of Hornsby in a straight line, but it lahcs me 
]'.! miles to get there by the surveyed road, which goes over very hilly and rocky country. I go ehiofly 
to Pennant Hills, which is within 91 miles of my place,
213. At the present time there are 7,8o7 acres under cultivation in the district;—how does the area now 
under cultivation compare with the area under cultivation five years ago ? The area now under cultivation 
shows an increase of 1,79(3 acres over the area under cultivation two years ago, Those figures will 
appear to bo wrong if you refer to the statistics given about two and a half years ago, but at that (ime we 
included the Carlingford district in our calculations, whereas this time we have left that district out of 
consideration.
24t I? the district capable of being still furiher cultivated ? Tes ; I think that the cultivation might 
be made three times as great as it is now. There is a large quantity of private land which has not vet 
been brought under cultivation, and there are also many acres of Guvernment land which have not been 
touched.
24.,5. Is tbc Government land in the district suitable for fruit-growing ? A great deal of if is.
249. Then why has it not been taken up ? Largely because it has been reserved from sale. Some of it 
is included in population reserves, while some of it has been surveyed aud an upset price put upon it. 
Land which would cost £1 an acre, if selected in the ordinary way, has been reserved at from £3 to £7 
an acre.
217. Is that timbered country ? Yee.

2 IS.
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248. "\\rhat would be a fair average price for clearing the timber off the land in the district? Prom £d
to £14 an acre. _ _
249. How many acres would be required to enable a man to make a decent living by fruit-growing 
there ? About 10 acres of good land would support a family. I know instances where people are doing 
well on that area, aud are purchasing more land.
250. What is the staple fruit-cro]) in tlie district ? Citrus fruits. _
251. What proportion do the citrus fruits bear to the other fruits grown in the district? About nine- 
tenths of the fruit grown in the district is citrus fruit.
252. Hoes that fruit suffer much from road carriage ? No ; but summer fruits suffer very greatly.
253. Wbat is the most material handicap to the production of the district at present ? The loss of time 
occasioned in the taking of fruit to market. The smaller growers arc now half their time on the roads. 
It takes such a man two or three days a week to drive his fruit to the Northern line.
254. IE a man had 20 acres under fruit, would he have to give a great deal of his time to the cultivation 
of his land ? Yes; all his time, and it would be profitable for him to employ another man to help him.
255. Then every day spent in carting would be so much time lost? Yes.
255. Do you think that the road cartage seriously interferes with the speedy development of the 
district? I am sure that it docs. ■
257. Have you included the Baulkham Hills district in your returns? No; we only included the district 
which wo knew would use the proposed railway.
25S. Nave you made an estimate of the number of cases of fruit which would be seat to tlie proposed 
railway ? Yes ; there are 5,2G0 acres of bearing trees in the district, and, averaging them at 100 trees to 
thu aero, ami at one case to a tree, that would give a traffic of 526,000 cases to the railway.
259. What rate would be charged per case from Dural to Carlingford ? The rate to Sydney at the present 
time is a penny a case from Pennant Hills or Parramatta, and IJd- from Hornsby. I estimate that 
313,100 cases of fruit would be sent along the whole length of the line, and I put them down at 2d. a 
case for that portion of the journey between Dural and Carlingford, because we should be wilting lo pay 
double rates, in order to go,t the railway.
260. That would mean a revenue of about £2,611 ? Yes.
261. \\7l)at would the intermediate traffic be worth to the railway? I have estimated that £460 would 
be received from the Castle Hill and Glenhaven traffic, and £212 10s. from the Pennant Hills traffic. 
Mr. Harper has stated that 150,000 cases is an outside estimate for the whole of the traffic of the district; 
but such a statement is ridiculous, because there are sixty-nine growers in Dural alone, and three of those 
growers sent to market as many as 30,000 cases of fruit a year.
262. 1 think that Mr. Harper assumed that a certain amount of traffic would go to Parramatta, aud that 
some would go to the Northern line ? We have not included any traffic except such as would come to 
the proposed line. The traffic on the proposed line would be very much greater than Ins estimate.
263. Do you think that the residents of the district would be satisfied to pay a special rate ? The matter 
wras discussed at a meeting of the railway' league representing the whole district, and it was unimimously 
decided that the growers could afford to pay a charge of 3d. per case from Dural to Sydney.
2G4. Do you think that the residents of the district would be inclined to pay a special tax of so much 
per acre instead of a special railway charge ? I cannot say, but L think that such a charge would be 
likely to press unfairly upon small growers. Where a man lias the fruit to send away he can afford to pay 
tlie railway charge ; but if there \xere an acreage tax it would have to be paid even by men who had no 
fruit to send away,
265. Why do not the fruit-growers employ carriers to take their fruit to the railway station, and thus 
save their own time ? The carriage of fruit is a different thing from the carriage of other produce. 
Fruit is a perishable article, so that it is impossible to store it, and it must be sent away when it is ready. 
If a man employed a carrier he would, perhaps, not be there just when he was wanted, and ho might 
come when the grower was not ready for him.
266. Therefore it is incumbent upon every grower to use his own vehicles to draw his produce to market ? 
Yes ; though sometimes one grower will get another grower to carry a few cases for him.
267. Have you scon other fruit-growing districts in the Colony ? Yes.
2GS. How do those districts compare with the Dural district ? Other districts may have better soils than 
our district, but, considering its general suitability and its nearness to the city, I do not think there is a 
bettor fruit-growing district in the Colony, especially for citrus fruits.
269. Do you got a good yield, year in and year out ? Yes; there is generally a good yield every year. 
The inferior land which we despised a few years ago is now proving the better land for citrus fruits.
270. Is there any disposition to make the district a residential district for city men ? There are suburban 
residences near Carlingford and in towards Parramatta, and several round Dundas, and T know of gentle
men who would be ready to come to the district lo live directly it was given railway communication. 
Visitors come to the district now to stay there a few weeks.
271. It has been stated that GHenoric is practically a dead end, so far as traffic is concerned—that no 
traffic will come from the district further north ? Five years ago there was not a residence between 
Grlonorie and 'Wiseman’s Ferry, but now the country is occupied for the whole distance.
272. What is the character of the holdings there? In a 40-acre block they can always get a fair area of 
land to cultivate there, and 5 miles from G-lenorie there is one of the finest orchards in the district, 
although it is only about five years old. Then the ridge, going out towards Pitt Town, is also occupied 
by fruit-growers, and so, too, is the ridge going out towards Kenthurst. There are three ridges in that 
district now occupied by fruit-growers which were not occupied a few years ago.
273. How far west of a line from Dural to Glenorie does the good country extend? Taking the road 
from Dural to G-lenorie as such a line, the good country extends about 8 or 9 miles to the west of it.
274. And how far to the east? From 4 to 7 miles.
275. As far as the Berowra Creek? Yes; that creek limits the country on the eastern side. It is the 
upper portion of the Berowra Creek that separates the Dural district from the Northern railway.
276. And there is a considerable area of country within those limits which has not yet been developed ? 
Yes.
277. Mr. McFarlane.'] What is flic yield of a tree in a fairly good season ? We think it a very low
average yield to get only one case to the tree. In some places the average yield is two or three cases to 
the tree. 278.

,L C. Hunt. 

10 Sept., 1900.
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J. C. Hwifc- 278, Has there been any failure in the crops during the last seven or eight years ? No ; but every now 
lOSeiitTlSOO. “10n reduction of a tree decreases. We generally find that a citrus trees bears two fairly heavy 

1 • crops, and then a lighter crop, though, of course, that falling off in the crops docs not occur with every
tree in the orchard at the same time.
279. Where is the bulk of the fruit sent now ? To Pennant Hills, and to Hornsby through Galston.
280. Is there likely to be much traffic upon the proposed line ? I cannot estimate the passenger traffic •
but I have given you the population of the district. 0 ’
281. Is the business of the district transacted with Sydney or with Parramatta? Most of the business 
at tlie extreme end of the district is done with Sydnev.
282. Do you think that if the proposed line were constructed the balance of the land which is fit for
frmt-growing would bo used for that purpose ? A fair proportion of it would, though I do not sav that 
tho whole of it would go under cultivation immediately. '
283. Is there a noticeable increase in the area put under fruit each year? Tes; nearly every Grower
adds a little to his area each year. . ‘ b
2311. How long has that increase been going on ? 'The statistics show that the increase has been continual. 
2S5. Do you think that the whole of the fruic-growers would agree to pay 2d. a case for the carriage of 
their fruit on the proposed line? Tes ; those at the Dural end would. °
280, Would not the imposition of such a charge have a tendency to send the traffic to the Northern 
railway ? No ; because it would coat twice as much to cart to the Northern railway.
287. Are there many roads from the district to the Northern railway? No; there is the main road 
towards Pennant Hills, and a road through Galston to Hornsby-
288. What is the country like north and north-west of Galston? ]t is somewhat the same as the 
country north of Glenorie. The soil is poorer than the soil about Dural; but it is good orchard land.
289. If the proposed railway wore constructed, -would it open up a large area of that country ? Tes ;
and I believe that every acre there that is suitable for fruit-growing would bo taken up. '
290. Would Dural be the nearest point on the proposed railway lo that country ? Tes.
291. That country does not lie nearer to the Northern railway? No; it is o or G miles nearer the 
proposed railway, and the traffic would have a better road to come over.
292. Is much of the country timbered ? Tes ; tbe greater part of it. There are very large areas of 
timbered country down about Galston, and tbe greater part of many of the holdings round about 
Galston has not yet been cleared. There is an unlimited supply of timber.
293. Is this timber on Crown laud or on private land ? There is timber both on the Crown land and on 
the private land.
294. Is it timber suitable for market ? Tes ; it is suitable for firewood, for girders, and for sawing.
There are ironbark, black-butt, mahogany, gum, blood-wood, and oak in the district. D
295. Would there be much timber traffic upon the proposed railway if it were constructed ? A great
deal of firewood would be sent over tbe line. Thousands of tons of timber are now destroyed which 
would be made use of if a railway were constructed. I cleared 7 acres of ground last year, and every 
bit of the timber on it had to be burned to get it out of tbe way. "
296. Tbe Railway Compiiseioners estimate the traffic revenue of the proposed line at £1,025 per annum ;—
do you think that that is a low estimate ? I think that it is a very low estimate. Mr. Harper stated, in 
reply to Question 203, that he did not think much manure would be taken by the railway, but, in my 
opinion, a great deal of manure -would be carried over the hue. It would be profitable to use half a ton 
of manure on every acre cultivated. The manure is not used now, because it costs too much to bring it 
out; but, if there were a railway, there would be something like 2,009 tons of manure used in tbc district 
lying round Dural. Mr. Fagan has carted a great deal of stable manure from Pennant Hills, but that 
manure is so bulky that it is very expensive to cart it. 1 use a great deal of B and B ” manure, which 
I obtain from tbe Sydney Meat Works. We estimate that £275 would be received by the railway 
authorities for the carriage of manure alone. We put down 2s. Gd. per ton for the carriage of the manure. 
At the present time it is sent from Auburn to Pennant Hills by train, and then carted out. At the 
Carlingford end of the lino they do not use so much manure, but we have allowed £50for the carriage of 
the manure used at that end of the district. °
297. Would there be much traffic in produce from Sydney—horse feed? I think that every bit of the
dry feed used in the district would be brought by rail. '
298. Is much produce grown in the district? Very little. I grow a little hay, but I am about the only 
person in the district who does. A good many people grow their own green stuff, but all the bard feed 
used in the district is brought from Sydney.
299. Mr. Shepherd.] In your statement, you have estimated that there are so many non-bearing trees in 
tbc district;—are those young trees that have not yet come into bearing ? Tes,
300. \ou have not taken into account worn-out trees? No; \\e baie only taken account of bearing 
trees, and of young trees that are coming into bearing.
301. How many acres of orchard can one man work ? From 7 to 10 acres.
302. How long does a crop last? I begin to cart my crop about July, and I am sending away until
the end of February, or until the beginning of March. *
303. As a rule, you have two crops a year ? The lemon crop lasts pretty well the whole year round, and 
the orange crop from July until February. Our fruit hangs better than tbe fruit grown in other districts. 
I have had two crops coming in together.
304. Is 100 trees to the acre the general thing in the district ? Tes.
305. What is the age of the trees that yon have put down as hearing? From 5 to G years and upwards. 
30G. The older trees ought to produce more than a case to the tree ? Tes; some trees ahvavs produce 
more than a case, and I have known a tree to produce twenty cases ; but I have put down one” case to a 
tree as the average yield.
307. At wbat age do the trees begin to fall off in their yield ? When they are about 40.
308. What is the manure chiefly used in the district ? I use tho blood and bone mixture sold by the
Sydney Meat-works Company. "
309. Is there any lime in the soil? The soil is deficient in lime.
310. Do you not use bone-dust? Tes; bone-dust is largely used. People manure according to their

. fancy, and they may use bone-dust one year, aud the “ B aud B ” mixture another year. °
311.
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311. Is orange-growing as a rule pretty successful ? Yes. _ J- C- Hunt.
312. Are those who are engaged ia fruit-growing in the district satisfied with*the results they obtain?
Yes. A nlunber who were only struggling a few years ago are pretty well-to-do now. I know one case lOSopt.,1900. 
where a young man, who was axeman to the Survey Department, took np a piece of poor ground, and in 
ten or twelve years he has become an independent man.
313. Is tbe fruit grown in the district generally sent to the nearest railway station ? Yes.
314. There is not much of it carted into Sydney? No ; not a case.
315. It is consigned to agents in Sydney ? Yes. _
310, At what distance from a railway can a man carry on fruit-growing successfully? I think that 4 
miles is a fair distance. '
317. A man living 4 miles from a railway station could send away two loads a day ? Yes.
318. Do you not think that if the railway were constructed, and you were charged a special rate of 2d. a 
case, you would petition the Commissioners for a reduction of 1 he freight ? Of course, people always 
want to get things as cheaply as they can; but we should be greatly in pocket if wo had to pay only 2d. 
a case, and wo should have to use the railway if the Commissioners refused to make the rate any lower.
319. ilfr. Levien.~\ To make fruit-growing a success, it is necessary to be able to get tlie fruit 
expeditiously to market ? Yes.
320. A delay of a few hours sometimes makes a great difference in the price obtained ? Yes.
321. Does road cartage injure the fruit? It injures the summer fruits.
322. Does your fruit obtain better prices in one part of the season than in another? Yes. The later 
on in the summer we send it, the better tbe price. A fortnight ago oranges were worth 4s. a case in 
Melbourne ; to-day they are worth from 8s. to 10s. a case; and next month they will be worth from 15s. 
to Ids. a case. Wo can always keep our fruit back longer than they can keep back the fruit in districts 
south of us. We do not begin to sell until their season is fairly well advanced.
323. Why are the clumps of timber left which the Committee saw on some of tlie holdings ? A great 
deal of timber has been left because the holders have not yet been able to use all their land ; but narrow 
strips are also left as shelter strips to break the force of the westerly winds. Sometimes a belt of timber 
will be left right round an orchard in order to protect it.
324. Is the district a health resort? I am not a medical man, but I believe it to be one of the 
healthiest districts in the Colony. Dr. MacLaurin has for some years recommended his patients to go 
there, and evidence will be given by medical men as to its value as a health resort,
325. Is its drainage good ? It is undulating country, and very easily drained. We find that surface 
drainage is generally sufficient, though in a few eases we make stone drains, or use piping.
32G. Are you able to conserve water in underground tanks ? Yes ; by digging down into the shale.
327. Qk<iirman^\ What would be the distance from Dural to Sydney by the projiosed railway ? Twenty- 
five or 2G miles.
328. Tho rate for fruit from G-osford, which is 50 miles, is only 2-id. a case;—would the Dural people be 
satisfied to pay 3d, a case for half the distance ? I think so. It costs us more than that now, aud we 
lose a great deal of time in carting.
329. How far north of Dural is the country suitable for orchards ? Itiglit on to Wiseman’s Ferry.
330. Dr. Garran,'] But that is all sandstone country ? Yes; but there is good land there, both in the 
valleys and on the ridges.
331. la tho land as good as the land in Mr, Bye’s orchard? It is similar land. I do not think you 
could get poorer land than Mr. Bye's was, and he grew some of the finest oranges in the district.

TUESDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER, 1900. 

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The IIou. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Hehrert Hyam.

.Tohn Christian Watson, Esq, 
ItonERT Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Kail way from Carlingford to
Dural,

John Charles Hunt, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, aud further examined :—
332. Chairman.'] You desire to make a statement to the Committee ? Yes. The statement which I J. C. Hunt.
desire to make is largely in replv to evidence which has been given during this innuiry. It is as
follows :— II Sept.,1900.

In reply to Question 130, tbe witness not only gives an estimate that is far too low, both as regards tbe number of 
cases of fruit to be carried and tbe rate to be charged per case, but he adds an estimate of 2,000 tons of special goods, at a 
rate of Is. per ton. I would point out that this amount of special tonnage would be exceeded in amount by carriage to tho 
districts that would receive their goods at tbe terminus of tbe proposed extension ; and taking into consideration the fact 
that it now costs the growers of those districts about 8s. per ton to get manure from the present railway to their orchards, 
the rate the witness proposes to charge, viz., Is., is altogether out of proportion to the benefits derived. In my own case 
it takes a man and a four-horse team a day to carry,’! tons from Pennant Hills station. I think the amount of rate we ■
propose to pay for such goods over the proposed hue, viz., 2s, 6d., much nearer the mark than the Is. per ton. I would 
draw attention to answer given to Question 115. The witness states that the estimate given supposes double rates. This 
is misleading. It may be so if taken as per mile rate at which such goods are carried long distances ; but the present rate 
at which manure is carried from Auburn to Pennant Hills is 2s, 3d. a ton, and therefore Is. a ton over the new line would 
not represent double rates.

In dealing with answer given to Question 148.1 wish to point out that, as the growers are willing to pay a special 
rate over the new line and the usual rate over the old line, the loss to traffic on the Ivorthern line would lie compensated 
for by the carriage on the Clyde to Sydney line ; and I would emphasise the fact that the growers are willing to pay the 
extra charge, and that although it may seem to the Committee a heavy rate in comparison with existing lines, etill to the 
grower it would be a large saving on present haulage.

The
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3. G. Hunt. The reply to Question 146 is also very misleading, for while the actual distance is not great, the distance bv road
---- y w tern'mus 1S fr?™ 8 *9 10 miles. alli correspondingly distant along the route, the districts beyond the terminus

IVSqjt^lSCO, t)emSmueh greater distaTice. ^ uaiuald
V The replies to Questions 1/f) to 177 I take strong exception to. Given railway communication, there is not the 

slightest doubt but that the output from the districts served would be very much greater, for the following reasons ■—
1. J he time now spent on the roads would he spent in improving the orchards. ’
2. 'VVith cheaper manures a very much larger amount would be used, and as manure is essential to the production of

iruit a larger crop would result. 1
3. Land now lying idle would be brought under cultivation, and fresh holdings would he taken up at distances that

arc now too great to aHow of this being done,
111 reP1y to statement that the districts would not double their production, say, in ten years (answer to Question 

11 /), 1 would draw the Committee s attention to the expansion that has .already takca place—
Ralston, about sixteen years ago, bad a population of six families, now JoO.
Kenthurst, at the time named, had only five or six holdings, now 134,
Glenorie, with less than ten at the same time, has now eighty-nine, and where one school supplied the education for 

all these districts, including Dural there are now eight Public schools. Taking this development into considers, 
non, and also the fact that only about one-quarter of the holdings are under cultivation, also that there are large 
areas of land J'ct to be taken up, J think it only fair to assume that the growth of these districts would be more 
tnau double within the time named by Dr. Garran in bis Question, viz., ten years.

lastCommT^ under Quezon 22S2.atldS’ 1 "'0Ui<l ^ ^ °f 41,0 Committee “>y evidence given before the
11 1S <?e5lre^ *° *l”g the notice of the Committee the fact that there are large areas of Government land which 

.ould be enhanced in value by the construction of a railway. In the Carlingford district, and within a short distance of 
the proposed route, there arc about 300 acres. In Dural, about 2 miles from the proposed terminus there is an area of 
seicral hundred acres of fair orchard laud. At Arcadia there are large tracts of land suitable for orchards. Part of this 
Jam is surveyed into blocks averaging So acres each, and described as being good. It is considered that this land would 
letch per acre. The greater portion of the whole of the Government land is reserved from selection. The tract of 
country between Glenorie and Wisemans Ferry has already been brought under the notice of the Committee, but it is 
desired that the Committee 3 attention should ogam bo drawn to its importance. In proof that these lands would be 
settled upon, I beg to say that in tlie districts of Glenhaven and Arcadia inferior lands to these have been selected and 
are now supporting a considerable population. ’
I would also refer to the evidence given by Hr. Fagan, on tbe 1.9th JauuaVy, 1898. He says, in reply to 
Question 1018 of the minutes of evidence taken during tho former inquiry, that: ‘

There is a reserve on the other side of Arcadia of some thousands of acres. It is about 5 miles from where I live. 
Then, in reply to Question 1021, he says:

That this reserve would bo very well suited to the production of citrus fruits and passion fruit, There is a great area 
of country to be taken up there, aud 1 am sure a great many persons will be willing to settle upon it.
I fake exception to the answer given to Question 213, viz.: That traffic would not be drawn from 
Castle Hi !, We have m taking stahalics allowed for all growers who would be likely to use the 
1 arramatta line, but certainly a large portion of the Castle Hill district would be served by the proposed 
iiic, and would be used m preference to existing lines. As one of those responsible for the statistics placed 

betore the Committee, I take strong objection to answers given to Questions 229 and 230. The whole 
™t non-bearmg trees, representing young orchards and not old worn-out trees as stated by tbe witness 

and lo0,000 cases given by tlie witness docs not at all represent the amount of fruit grown. I also wish 
to state that I have an unlimited supply of timber upon my holding, and, if l could get closer railway 
communication, I should be prepared to erect a sawmill in order to cut up that timber for firewood. It 
would pay me to do that, and the sending of the wood away would give traffic to the railway Since the 
■Dural railway was under inquiry in 1S9S, a first-class white-metal quarry has been opened up within 
about three-quarters of a mile of the proposed railway, and there are millions of tons of the very best 
white-metal to be obtained from that quarry. Then, near Glenorie, there is a blue-metal quarry 'which 
has been tested by the Government officials, and the stone has been pronounced to be of the best quality 
while there is an unlimited supply of it, . u

Do you not think that the imposition of special rates upon the proposed line 
would be likely to drive some growers on to the Northern line P No; because it would be cheaper for 
the growers in the district referred to in my statement yesterday to pay the special rates which 1 quoted 
than to send their produce to the Northern line. For instance, we put down an extra halfpenny a case 
tor fruit going from Pennant Hills, and it would not pay the growers who would use the proposed 
railway at Pennant Hills to drive their fruit to the Pennant Hills station on the Northern line in order 
to saro that halfpenny. Then for the Castle Hill district we have put down an extra penny a case, As 
the fruit-growers m that district are from 'H to 5 miles from the Pennant Hills station on the Northern 
ime, they would find it cheaper to pay the special rate on the proposed lino than to lose time and incur 
expense m carting their produce to the Northern line. Tho Dural district is 10 miles from the Pennant 
.Hiils station on the Northern line, so that it would not pay to cart fruit there from the district if there 
wore a railway to Dural. Still less would it pay people living out towards Galston and beyond Dural 
to cart their fruit to the Northern line.
334. But, where people were neariy equi-distant from the two lines, they would naturally send their 
trail to a line on which the freights were cheaper P In our estimate of traffic we have not included any of 
the country on the eastern side of the road which runs along the route of the proposed railway
• T • i,eV“ 1T!>ly to ^ucstion admits the existence of 24,382 acres of non-bearing trees
m the districtI understand that those figures are wrong ? Yes ; an error crept into the Glenorie 
statistics through the figure being mistaken for the figures 14, and that, of course, affected the total.

W. R. 
Hawkins.

■William Endian Hawkins, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and examined
33G. Mr. McFarlane.] How many acres have yon under fruit ? Twenty acres, including the bearing and 
non-bearmg trees. ° °

- . 337. Is any of your land not under fruit ? Yes ; about 4 acres.
11 Sept.,1900. 338. Is that land suitable for fruit-growing ? Some of it is.

339 Would you like to make a general statement to the Committee ? Yes ; I assisted in the compilation 
ot the statistics which were glven to the Committee yesterday by Mr. Hunt, and I wish to state that the 
figures read by Mr. Hunt are as nearly correct as we could make them. With regard Ito the imposition 
ot a special rate on the proposed railway, I should like to say that I know that the people of the district are 
prepared to pay such a rate. To take my own case as au example, I can now send to the Pennant Hills 

■ - station,
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etahoc, on the Northern line, using two horses, about fifty cases of fruit in a day; but when T ^et back W. It.
I cannot use my horses any more that day, so that practical]? the day is spoilt for anythin" else If Hawkins.
however the proposed railway were constructed, and 1 had to pay 2d. a case extra on the fruit’scnValong ----- '---- '
it, the charge on fifty cases would be only 8a. 4d., and .1 should save a dav. It, would, therefore be much nSnPt->im 
cheaper to me to put my fruit on the tram at Dural than to cart it to the Pennant Hills station, on tbe 
Northern line, although the freight on the Dural tine might be higher than the freight on the Northern 
line. J here are gentlemen living in the district who have been paying 3d, a case for tho carting of their 
fruit from Galston, but this year the carrier has refused to take it for that sum.
340. Where was their fruit carted to from Galston p To Hornsbv.
341. A distance of how many miles P About 10|- miles. The growers with whom T, as a member of the 
lUilway Deague, have come into contact are all ready to pay a special rate, and I do not think that there 
will be the slightest cavil at ils imposition. I wish to emphasise what Mr. Hunt said in regard to the 
quantity of manure that would be imported into the district if the proposed railway were made. A 
large quantity of manure from the ITicmington yards, of stable manure from tbe city" and of lime and 
hair rrom the tanneries, would bo brought into tho district if the proposed railway were constructed.
One carter alone last year drew something like 200 tons of lime and hair, which came from the tannery 
at Concord, to Kenthurst, to Middle Dural, and to Upper Dural.
34i2. Mr. Hyam.'] Was that manure sent to tho Pennant Hills Itaihvay-slation first? Yes • and carted 
from there. 1
343. Mr. Levity.] What would the distance be ? About 0 miles to Dural, from 12 to ]4 miles to Kent- 
burst, and about 15 miles to Upper Dural.
344. Mr. Hyam.] What is the cost of carting from Pennant Hills to Dural ? Prom 8s. to 8s. Gd. a ton.
V cry large quantities of stable manure aud other loose manure would be brought into the district by the 
proposed railway. I would rather use the loose manure than bone-dust; but at tlie present time tho cost 
ot bringing^ such manure into the district is so groat, because of its bulk, that we have to use more 
concentrated manures. Wc use about half a ton of manure such us bone-dust to the acre but if wo could 
get stable manure we should use several tons to the acre. I should like to bring under the notice of the 
Committee the valuable character of the timbers in the district. At Arcadia and Galston wo have 
magnificent timber. e have ironbark there which would bo suitable for girders and railway sleepers 
and would last for a number of years. There is not the least doubt but that that timber will be used 
directly the railway is brought to Dural. A relatho of mine waa offered £2 for his trees as they stood 
but he refused to sell his timber until the railway should come. Wc have also an abundance of "ood 
black-butt, and at the far end of Glenorie, at Blue-gum Creek, we have an unlimited supply of turpentine 
coatly UC"SUm' T10 lurpentlne is a timber cmine>hly suitable for piles, and at the present time is very

345. Mr. MeFarlane^] What area of ground does the marketable timber within easy reach of the proposed
railway cover. It begins G or 7 miles beyond the proposed terminus, and extends to Beckett’s Porest 
7 miles out. '
340. Is there good umber on both sides of tbc proposed line ? Yes ; timber that is suitable for post and 
rails, and tor firewood. Mr. Hunt has stated that he will be prepared, as soon as tbe railway is brouo-ht 
to Dural, to erect a saw-mill on bis property, and I have a relative who is going to do the same thing. ° 

w r 'UoC3itbe ma™:eta'“e hmber to winch you refer come close in to the Northern lino ? No - it is shut 
oft from the Northern lino by tho Berowra Creek. It grows out more towards Galston and Arcadia 
348. liow tar is it trom the Northern line ? Prom 12 to 15 miles,
31G. Is any of it eut and sent down by train now ? Yes, some of'it Mr. Mander had contracts for the 
supply ot sleepers and girders, and he was drawing timber from the district far a considerable time lie 
drew Ins timber to Parramatta. There is any quantity of good timber still untouched
350. Is there any marketable limber upon the Crown "lands, which would be within the influence of the 
proposed railway ? Tes : most of tbe timber about Glenorie is on Crown lands
3GL Do you think that the timber trade will give a large amount of traffic to the proposed railway? 
iliere is no doubt of it. The trade has not developed for want of a railway
352 What class of ironbark is it—grey or red ? I should call it red ironbark. The inside wood is a 
dark rod colour. It is timber that is gcncrallv ustd for girders and sleepers
353. D there any quantity of limber which is suitable for those purposes ? 'l cannot tell you bow much 
tlieie is, but I know that when I was running a store, 1 supplied twenty men, who were getting sleepers
and piles for, I suppose, a period of two years. b 1
351. Is tbe limber sufficiently large for saw-milling ? The timber to which I refer is from 2 to 5 feet in
diameter, ami tnere is plenty of it going up 70 feet as straight as a rush, and without a branch. -I have 
brought with me a specimen of tho stone obtained from tho white-nu-tai quarry referred to by 
Mr. Hunt. That ouarrv is within three-quarters of a mile of tlie proposed raihvav; and about a mile 
and three-quarters from the proposed terminus at Dural. It is one of the best quarries that tho Govern- 
incut own, and the stone from it is now being used on the Dural Hoad. J have also bromdit a specimen 
ot the stone from the blue-metal quarry which has been discovered up near Glenorie, Uioudi it has not 
yet been opened up. J he Government Geologist says that there is an unlimited supply of that stone and 
that the deeper we go, the better it will be. j . .
353 Has the wliite-meta! been in use long enough to enable you to form au opinion as to its lasting 
qualities . homo of it has b< < u on the road for twelve months—stone which was picked up on the surface 
before t.ic quarry was open™, and it has stood better than any white-metal wc have used before Tbe 
ciuei ganger, who is working C„ quarry, says that it is the best quarry that tbe Government own and to mve 
you an idea of its quality 1 may say that the men who were employed to break it grumbh-d at receiving 
o-o9 vvaii?i.d’ ?dare ,10™eiv,11k' 2s. 3d. a yard, a wage that was never heard of m our district before!
doffi W il the stone you refer to compare favourably with the blue-metal which is used in various parts
ot the Colony f W e prefer the whitc-mclal to the blue-metal, because it fettles mu-c ta^ilr ■ but it ft ill 
not last eo long. * ’
357 Is it your opinion that if the proposed railway were constructed large quantities of this stone w< uld 
be brought by train to Sydney and to other places ? I think so.
358. Do you think that it could be obtained more cheaply than stone can be obtained in other local.ties 
about Sydney . The man working it has told me than it can be worked more cheaply than any other 
quarry which the Government own,
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W. K. 359, Do you thinlc that land in the district which is not now under cultivation would be put under 
Hawkins, cultivation if the proposed railway were constructed ? Yes, because we should have so much more time 

llsT^XOOO ^0r a^e,:i(3itg to our orchards, and greater facilities for sending our produce away. We are sometimes 
■' ‘ stuck up now with our carting.

360. "What is the average size of the orchards in the district ? I can hardly say, but I suppose tbe largest 
orchard in the district would be about 200 acres iu area.
361. Is the land in the district which is not under cultivation suitable for bultivation ? Yes; most of it 
is suitable for fruit culture.
362. Would the balance be put under fruit if the proposed railway were made ? A great deal of it w'ould.

’ I think that the production of the district would very nearly he doubled if .tho proposed railway were
made. '
363. Would the fruit-growers, in the district referred to by Mr. Hunt, all use the proposed railway rather 
than the Northern line? Yes, all of them, because it would pay them to do so.
364. Do you think that the imposition of special rates will send some of them to the Northern line ? 
No; because we have not included in our estimate tbe traffic from properties at all likely to use the 
Northern line.
365. Is any other fruit besides oranges grown in the district? "We grow both citrus and deciduous 
fruits, and there are also a few vineyards in the district; but there is very little agriculture there. Mr. 
Hunt is about tbe only person in the district who grows hay.
366. Is there a considerable amount of horse-feed used in the district which is not grown locally ? In 
Dural, Kenthurst, Galston, Arcadia, and Glenorie, there are 412 holdings, the produce of which would 
bo sent to Dural station, while their supplies would be brought from there. It is reasonable to allow at 
least two horses to each holding, because that number of horses is required in order to work the orchards, 
and to draw produce to tbe railway station. Each of these horses would require 56 lb. of corn, 56 lb. of 
chaff, and 20 lb. of bran per week. That is a very low ration, bciug below the Government ration. If 
all that horse-feed were brought by train to Dural it would mean a total traffic of 52 tons per week.
367. But you do not allow for the feeding of some of the horses on grass ? Ours is a very poor grazing 
district, and wc keep very few but working horses, and they must be fed. In the Pennant Hills and 
Castle Hill district there are about 200 horses, and they would require to be fed at the same rate.
368. Where does most of the produce used in the district come from now ? Erom Sydney. It goes as 
far as it can by rail, and then it is distributed through the district by carts from Parramatta, Pennant 
Hills, and Hornsby. Many of us buy produce by the truck load, while others get it from the store
keepers.

' 369, Has there been a marked improvement in the district during the past ten years ? Yes.
370. How long have you been living in the district? All my life; I was born there.
371. In what direction has the district improved ? The number of residences has increased, and there has 
been an increase both in the population and in the production of the district,
372. Has the increase in production been a marked one ? Yes; within the last ten years we have nearly 
doubled our acreage under fruit.
373. Do you think that the increase is likely to continue ? I think so; and I think that the district will 
improve at a greater rate if railway facilities are given.
374. Is the road cartage injurious to the fruit? Yes; and during the winter months our roads are 
almost impassable. I have had to put my fruit on to a dray more than once for fear of upsetting or of 
breaking the springs. Although a case of fruit might be very carefully packed—as well packed as if it 
were intended for show—by the time it got to Pennant Hills, if the roads were rough, it would be all

! shaken up.
375. Are there any particular days when you send in your fruit? There is fruit going in nearly every 
day, but most of tbe fruit from Dural and Galston is sent out of tbe Colony now, and, under present 
arrangements, we have to pick on the Friday and Saturday and send to the railway station on Monday, 
in order to catch Tuesday’s boats. If the railway came to Dural, and we had an early morning train, we

* need not pick our fruit until Monday, and then it would be two or three days fresher when it reached the
market.

f 376. Mr. Watson.'] Where is the .exported fruit fumigated—in Sydney? Yes.
377. Would there be time for fumigation if the fruit did not leave Dural until the Tuesday morning? 
Yes ; if there were an early train. Of course, freshness is everything with fruit.
378. Mr. McFarlane.] Where is your fruit chiefly sent to ? Chiefly to Melbourne, to Brisbane, and to 
New Zealand. Mr. Hunt was asked yesterday whether the line did not come to practically a dead-end at 
Glenorie, so far as traffic was concerned, and Mr. McLachlan speaks of it as coming to practically a 
dead-end at Dural. He makes that statement in reply to Question 105, and it was because of that 
evidence that I was anxious that the Committee should see the country beyond Dural, out towards

. Glenorie, Kenthurst, and Galston. Mr, McLachlan’s evidence upon that point is incorrect.
' 379. Chainnan.] How far beyond Arcadia does the good country extend;—does the country become

inferior as you go out in that direction? Six or 7 miles beyond Arcadia you come to Calabash, an arm 
of the Berowra Creek ; but there are thousands of acres throughout that district which are fit for cultiva
tion, and especially for the growing of lemons and passion-fruit. The best passion-fruit sent to market 
is grown upon poor soil, and Arcadia is becoming noted for tbe passion-fruit grown tbere upon poor soil. 
Mr, Deane, iu reply to Question 18, informed the Committee that there would not be much traffic “on 
the proposed extension to Duralbut a little further on, in answer to Questions 21 and 22, be contra
dicts that evidence by stating that he thinks
ifc is very likely some of the land would be cut up for residential purposes. It is a beautiful bit of country, eminently fitted 
for residential purposes.
Then, in reply to Question 23, he admits that there is a likelihood of an increased traffic in produce and 
fruit, which he says would undoubtedly induce further production.
3S0. Mr. Shepherd.] Mr. Harper says, in answer to Question 227, that he knows that the quantity of 
freight to he carried has not increased since an estimate of traffic was made two or three years ago ? 
There has been a marked increase in the production of the district every year.
381. How long is it before an orange tree becomes remunerative ? A tree begins to boar when it is four, 
five, or six years old ; but it does not come into full bearing until it is eight, ten, or twelve years old, and 
seedlings do not give a full crop until they are nine or ten years old. 382.
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382, Then I suppose that, two years ago, there were a number of orchards which had been planted a few^ "W. E,
years previously, and had not come into bearing, but which would now be bearing freely ? Tes. * Hawkins.
383. What is the cost-of cultivation per acre, including the cost of manure ? If we' hoe, it costs about /----
£1 au acre, and we use about half a ton of manure to tho acre. At the present time, I am paying £5 5s. 1900'
a ton for bouedust, and I have to draw it from Pennant Hills, so that it costs me nearly £6 a ton, or 
about £3 au acre. Many of ns cultivate with ploughs instead of with hoes, and that is much cheaper.
I could not answer your question without considering the whole matter carefully,
381. Cannot you say what your orchards costs you per annum to cultivate ? 1 pay about £60 a year in
wages, but the men are not always em ployed in the orchards. In wet weather they often work in the bush.
385. What is the average yield of a tree over five years old ? I have about 15 acres iu bearing, and last 
year I pulled 2,000 eases, and about 1,900 cases the year before. Mine is only a young place, and the 
trees are not yet in their prime. *
388. 1 suppose the returns you get for your fruit vary ? Tes, according to the time of the year. In 
July and August fruit is very cheap, hut I have not picked an orange for market yet. We expect to get 
high prices in October, November, and December.
387. Do you cultivate only citrus trees ? 1 had an acre of plum trees, but I grubbed them out, because 
I found that the citrus trees paid me better.
338. What proportion does the area of land under stone-fruit and passion-fruit bear to the area of land 
under citrus fruits ? At our end of the district there is uot mueh stone-fruit grown.
3Sh. What is the average life of a stone-fruit tree ? I cannot say, but I should think from twenty to 
thirty years. There are apricot and pear trees in my father’s orchard, which are as old as I am. Peaches 
arc not so long-lived as other trees.
390. How docs a stone-fruit tree compare with an orange tree in the matter of longevity ? I think they 
will both continue to produce for about the same length of time, if they are properly attended to. Mr.
Harper’s estimate of 150,000 eases for the production of the district is a ridiculous one, because as the 
total acreage under bearing trees is 5,200 acres that gives a return of only 2S cases to the acre, aud we 
could not live on that.
391. Mr. iD/swi.] In averaging your crop, do vou take iu the non-bearing, as well as tbe bearing-
trees ? No. '
302. How many trees have vou to the acre? About 100.
393, Then your yield has been about a case and a quarter to the tree? Tes.
3!M. Is that tlie general average for the district? Plenty of orchards give a better return. I can point
to orchards which would give twice as good a return as that.
393. But none ot the orchards give a smaller return ? Tes, some of them do. There are some orchards 
which would not average more than three quarters of a case to the tree.
398. That would mean a return of 75 eases to the acre P Tes.
397. W'ould it pay to grow fruit with a return of only 20 cases to the acre ? No.

James Purser, fruit-grower, Castle Hill, sworn, and examined :—
393. Mr. Jlt/am!] Have you lived in the district long ? I was born there, fifty-nine years ago. J. Purser.
399. Have you been growing fruit ail your life ? 1 have been amongst fruit all my life, and I have also t— *---- 1
been connected with other business. I have been fruit-growing for thirty-five years. 11 Sept., 1900;.. ’’
400. Have you a large area under fruit? Yes, a good area. I have something like 7,000 fruit trees in 
all, including both citrus and deciduous fruit trees.
401. Is a large part of your area under citrus fruits? Tea; I have rather more citrus fruits than 
deciduous fruits. I have about 4,000 lemon and orange trees, the rest of the trees being stone-fruits; 
but chiefly apples.
402. Do apples grow well in tbe district? Yes: wo grow as fine apples there ns can he grown iu New 
South Wales. 1 have about 1,000 trees in one square block, some of them thirty years old, aud I have 
pulled as many as fifteen cases from a tree.
403. Do plums and pears do well in the district ? Yes ; I have pulled as many as 700 cases of plums in ,
one season. '
404. How many acres have you under cultivation ? About 80 acres. As a rule we plant about 100 trees • 
to the acre, but in some places, round the creeks for instance, my trees are planted closer together 
than that.
405. Is your place far from the route of the proposed line? No; the line would go within a few rods of 
my property.
408. How far are you from the Carlingford railway station ? Pully G miles.
407. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you use it? Yes; hut I do not advocate the 
construction of the railway merely because it would go near my own property. As a matter of fact, I do not 
really require the railway, though it would certainly benefit me ; hut I want to sec the Colony go ahead, 
and become prosperous, and 1 know that there are hundreds of fruit-growers who are worse off than I
am, and who require the railway. •
408. The Northern railway serves you very well ? Tes ; I have a good road to it, and I do not mind the 
distance. I live iu a secluded spot, and I am free from bad characters.
409. Do you think that a railway would bring undesirable characters to the district? It would bring 
both good and bad.
410. M hat is the size of your holding ? I have 112 acres altogether. I disposed of some of my land lately. ■
411. If the proposed railway were made, would you be likely to increase your cultivation? I have not 
planted out any fresh land lately; but I have occasionally to replace an old tree with a new tree.
412. Do you think that tho country between Glenorie and Dural is good country for fruit-growing? I 
have travelled throughout New South Wales, so that I am able to make a comparison, and I say that 
there is no part of New South Wales which is better adapted to the growing of all kinds of fruit than 
the district extending out in a northerly direction from Parramatta for a distance of 20 or 30 miles. It 
is in tlie northern part of that district that the people most need the assistance of the Government. The 
average rainfall is a sufficiently good one to enable us to grow all kinds of fruit without irrigation, and 
It is a part of the Colony where the Government should try to establish closer settlement. The Premier

322—C stated ■
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J. Purser, stated only recently that it was on the country near the seaboard that we should try to settle our people, 
and I a-^rec with him.

11 Sept., 1900 4i3 jf t|10 proposed railway were constructed, would it briti"; about more settlement? iTes ; I do uot 
believe that any part of Mew South Wales would be more sought after.
411. 'Would the. area under fnrt be increased ? Yes; because there are thousands of acres which at the 
present^ time have noi been cultivated, and are not even cleaia-d ; but that land uuuld be brought uuder 
cultivation if the proposed railway were made.
415. Is it not possible that, with a large increase of production, the fruit market would become over 
supplied ? 'No ; the market for citrus fruits is better now than it has been for many years past.
416. Is a big exjiort trade likely to develop? Yes ; because we can produce good fruit, and there will, 
therefore, be a demand for it all over tbe colonies, and. in time, in foreign market-! also. Mistakes have 
been made in the past, but. eventually the export trade in fruit will be a successful one.
417. Do you find it profitable to export your fruit ? Yes.
418 Is it better to export it than to sell it locally ? The large growers keep back the best fruit for the 
local market. ’
419. Do you not send away the first-class orano-es ? Not as a rule. On the whole, we do not send away 
tbe best fruit. °
42P. Do you send away apples ? Y'es.
421. Very early apples ? Yes; lean send away apples in the second week of November. I produce 
samples of oranges taken from old Parramatta trees. Some of the trees trom which these oranges 
were plucked are CO years old.
422. 1 presume that they are seedlings ? Layers from seedlings.
423. 'The life of a seedling is longer than that of a grafted tree ? Not if the graft is put on to good 
healthy slock.
424. 'Would there be any traffic besides fruit from the district? Fruit would be the chief traffic, but 
there are thousands of bnsluds of peas grown in the district, and other vegetables are also grown there. 
I have received trom £25 to £55 a week for vegetables alone, and others have cleared this winter asmuch 
as £1C0 an acic from cauliflowers ; they have got 5s. a doKcn for them on the ground, and eight dozen go 
to tlie rod. There is a market for all the vegetables that we can grow. •
425. Do you know anything of the timber in the district? dt the far end of the district there is plenty 
of good timber, and the construction of the proposed railway would cause the erection of saw-mills, and 
thousands of tons of timber would be sent from the district.
42C. Do you think that traffic would come from Eellyville on to the proposed line ? Yes. Kellyvillo is 
about S miles from Parramatta, whereas at one point—by the road coming to Castle Hill.near the public 
school—it would be only 5-J- miles from the proposed railway, and at another point only 3 miles.
427. That is a large fruit-growing district ? Yes ; it is a piace that is just springing up.
42S. Do you know the quarries to which the last witness referred ? 1 have not inspected them, but I am
satisfied that what has been said of them is true.
429. Do you think there would be mueh goods and passenger traffic on the proposed railway ? Yes. Mr. 
Harper estimates the"entire annual traffic of the line at £1,025, which is absurd, because I think that the 
passenger traffic alone, including excursious, would make up as much as that.
430. Do you think that, the district would attract tourists ? Yes ; and I am satisfied that it will be mueh 
sought after as a health resort. It is within a few miles of the city, and at an elevation of from 600 to 
800 feet, and when it becomes known people will resort to it as a sanatorium. I have beard medical men 
say that there is no more healthy climate m the Colony than we have there. Although the days may be 
hot, there is generally a north-east wind, and in the evening wo get a south-east breeze to cool the 
atmosphere. Whereas the climate on the Blue Mountains is often very severe, we have a genial climate.
431. Do the. trees continue to bear well in your district? Yes. If an orchard is well looked after, 
pruned, and manured, and the trees are first-class, I think they will live 100 years.
432. What about apple-trees ? I Isave apple-trees which were planted thirty-five years ago, and which 
are doing as well now as they did twenty years ago. The district has gone ahead by leaps and bounds 
during iho last five or ten vears. Notwithstanding the present inconveniences, gentlemen have come to 
the district, and spent thousands in building houses and in laying out orchards 1 here, and, if the proposed

' line were made, the country would undoubtedly be taken up for residential purposes, as well as for fruit
growing.
433. Ifow many cases per acre do you get from citrus trees ? I have had as much as 500 cases lo the acre. 
431. Would 125 cases be a big average yield ? Not for a good bearing orchard.
435. What is the average yield ? That is a difficult thing i.o answer, because some years the crops are 
belter ilian in other years. Next year 1 expect to have 100 tons more fruit than I have this year, or than 
I got last year.
430. The Commissioners estimate tho average yield at twenty-six cases to the acre:—have you known a 
yield to be as low as that? Not for a well-kept orchard. I do not thmk the average yield of the district 
would be much under 100 cases. ’
437. What is the average for stone-fruit ? It would he about tho same as for the citrus fruit.

■ 43S. Chairman ] Would it be profitable for you lo cart your fruit into Parramatta instead of paying an
extra Id. per case to have it sent over the proposed railway? No. I could afford to pay 2d. a cave.
439. How do you get your manure now ? 1 have it carted out from Parramatta.
440. What does that cost you per ton ? T could uot engage a man to cart it for less than 7s. Cd. a ton.
441. Could you afford to pay 2s. 6d. a ton for the carriage of manure on the proposed line? Yes. I am 
satisfied that the fruii production of the district is very much larger than the Commissioners’ estimate, 
and that tlie resources of the district are much greater than most people imagine, Glenorie is anew 
place, but from there on to tbe Hawkesbury tbere are thousands of acres which have not yet been taken 
up, hut which would be suitable for the growing of all kinds of fruits. The soil which produces fruit is 
very unlike good agricultural or good grazing land. Land which, twenty years ago. would hardly have 
been taken as a gift, when cultivated produces first-class lemons, oranges, and passion-fruit; and if the 
proposed line is constructed, I believe that the wTioie of the country to the north will bo taken up, and 
that, ultimately, the railway will be carried across the river right north towards Cassilis, and that it will 
open up splendid country.

Christopher
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Christoplier John Moore, fruit-grower, Castlo Hill, sworn, and examined :—
442. Mr, Shepherd.] How far are you from the proposed.railway route ? It almost touches my land.
443. "What extent of orchard have you ? About 30 acres.
444. Is that the whole of your holding? No ; I have 48 acres altogether.
445. Are the 30 acres all in bearing? Yes ; the youngest trees are just coming info bearing.
44U. I suppose it was not all planted at the one time? No ; there are about 20 acres in which the trees 
are from 3 to 10 years old. and 8 acres are old orchard, though some of the old trees have been dug out 
and new ones planted. I have apricot trees which were planted sixty-five years ago, and are still bearing 
good fruit.
447. What is the average yield of a 10-year-old tree ? About a case.
448. Is that counting two crops, or only one crop ? One crop. The season before last I took 1,500 cases 
off 10 acres.
449. Do you use tlie scarifier through the summer ? Not very much; I generally use the plough and 
the hoe. As a rule, 1 plough twice a year.
450. What manure do you use? Stable manure, and bouedust, aud stock-yard manure.
45L. What does it cost you per acre to cultivate ? It is rather hard to say, because tho men are not 
regularly employed in the orchards ; hut I should think that it costs something like £7 an acre.
452. Your return would be something like 100 cases to the acre? Yes ; that would bo an average crop. 
J grow summer fruits chiefly.
453. What kinds? Apricots, plums, and peaches.
451. Do summer fruits give as good a return as citrus fruits? Scarcely as good ; bub eight or ten years 
ago, when I planted my orchard, the return from summer fruit was every bit as good as the return from 
citrus fruit.
455. Do you find it necessary to use subsoil drains ? No ; I am on a hill, and there is a good slope all 
round.
45(>. Do you agree generally with the evidence already given? Yes. _
457. Is there anything you would like to add for the information of the Committee ? I know the whole 
of tho country for miles on each side of the main road from G-lenorie to Wiseman's Ferry. There are 
thousands of acres of good orchard land there, and there is good orchard country across the river right 
on to Wollombi,
45S, Do you think that the construction of the proposed railway would give an impetus to the cultivation 
of fruit in the district ? Yes.
439. What proportion of the country within easy reach of the proposed railway is still uncultivated ? 
One half, or perhaps more.
460. What would you consider au average holding in the district;—I suppose 10 acres would be about
the smallest holding ? Ifes; [should think that 53 acres would bo about an average holding. There 
are a lot of large holdings in the district; but there are not many as small as 10 acres. ■
461. How many acres would support a family ? Tweutv acres, if tho trees were well attended to.
462. Chairman.] Are the residents of the district unanimously of opinion that they could afford to pay 
special rntos on the proposed railway ? Yes ; all that l hare spoken to.
403. Both inwards and outwards ? Yes.
464. Do you think that there is any doubt that the proposed railway, if constructed, would draw the 
whole of the traffic to and from Castle Hill? I feel certain that it would.

C. J. Moore.

11 Sept.,1900

John Speir Heron, fruit-grower, Pennant Hills, sworn, and examined :—
465. Chairman.] The proposed railway would go quite close to your property? Yes. J- S- Heron.
466. Do you agree in the main with the statements which have been made this afternoon as to the probable /-y—A—^
development of the district, if the proposed railway were constructed ? Yes. 11 Sept.,1900
467. In your immediate vicinity, is there much room for the further extension of orchard-growing? Not 
so much in our immediate vicinity. Tho district there is more closely settled than it is further out.
46S. Do you suffer serious disadvantages at the present moment through want of railway communi
cation? No. _
469. How far are you from the Pennant Hills station on the Northern line ? Two and a half miles,
470. Have you a pretty good road? Yes.
471. If the proposed railway were constructed, and a rate of 2d, a case were charged on it, would you 

• continue to send your fruit to the Northern line? The advantages of sending to either line would be
about the same in that case, but if the extra rate on the proposed line were only a half-penny a case, it 
would be a distinct gain for me to be able to send it fo the proposed line.
472. if the total charge were l-^d., would you send your produce along the proposed line? Yes.
473. How far would the nearest station on the proposed hue be from your property? I am told that
there would be a station at the foot of Eegan’s Hill, and that would be within a quarter of a mile of my 
property. _ _
474. If there were an extra rate of 2s. 6d. a ton upon the manure carried upon the proposed line, which 
lino would you use? The balance would be equal.
475. Does it cost you 2s. Cd. a ton to have things carted from the Pennant Hills station ? That is the 
rate always charged. We had a house built about five years ago, and the contractor paid that rate for 
the cartage of tho material used, though wages were lower then than they are now. Probably the carting 
would cost 3s. a ton now. It would probably cost Cd. a ton to cart from the proposed line.
476. What development would take place beyond Dural if the proposed line were constructed? I do not 
know that country very well, so that I am not prepared to give a definite answer to that question ; but 
J think that there would be a great development. I. know that there is a great deal of unoccupied land 
in the district which is suitable for fruit-growing.
477. From what you know of tho district, would you say that 1he producers there are prosperous? I 
think that they are as prosperous as any class of people similarly situated.
478. Do you look upon the district as a superior fruit-growing district? Yes.
479. Would the proposed line go through your property ? No ; but it would go through some property
belonging to my mother. 480.
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— oron. 480. Have the residents considered the question of compensation ? I think that where a small holding is 
llSeot 1900 Cq1; mTjW0> or w'lerfi a building is destroyed, the people would require compensation.

P '' ' t u ' ^ave an^ *bem considered the advisability of giving their land for the construction of the railway?
1 have not heard the matter discussed, so that I should not like to make any statement in regard to it. 
482, Would the people of the district sooner pay special rates on the proposed line, or subscribe to a 
guarantee fund to make good half the estimated loss, the payments to be proportionate to the advantages 
received ? It would bo difficult to answer that question without knowing how mueh each one would be 
expected to pay ; but 1 think that the people would prefer to pay special rates.
433. Mr. Jlyam^] How many acres have you uuder cultivation ? Eortv acres of my own, and 20 of my 
mother’s. '
484. Is it all in full bearing ? Ho, very little of it. Twenty acres of orchard is less than two vears old.
485. What is a fair average yield, per acre, for good bearing trees ? I think about 100 cases, if the trees
are well looked after. i fa D ’
486. And that answer would apply to both citrus and summer fruits ? Tes.
48'/. You would not grow fruit for a yield of forty-six cases to the acre ? Ko; it would not pay to 
do so. - ‘
488. Mr. Wat son.2 Does the fruit which is sent from the district go away by railway, or is some of it sent 
by steamer down the Parramatta River? It is nearly all sent by rail; very little goes by steamer.
489. Where do you send yours from ? By railway from Pennant Hills. With reference to Mr. 
Harper’s statement about the non-productive orchards in the district being old orchards, I should like to 
say that no part of my holding cau be classed under that heading.

WEDNESDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
Jlrrscnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chaiumanj.
The Hoy, Patrick Litcdesat Crawford SirErHEitn. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon, Solomon Herbert Htam. Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

John McPahlank, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford
to Dural,

Samuel Pagan, fruit-grower, Galston, Dural, and Arcadia, sworn, and examined :—
S. Fagan. 490. Mr. Watson.~\ What is the area of your Galston holding ? The total area of our holdings at 

\ G-alston and Dural is something like 450 acres, of which about 181 acres are under fruit.
12 Sept., 1000. 491. Where do you send your fruit at the present time? Wc send most of it to the railway at Hornsby, 

and the balance, when the roads are fair, to tho Peniiaut Hills railway station.
492. So that the whole of it is taken away by rail? Yes; though in holiday times we may send au 
occasional load by road to Sydney, hut that is very rarely done.
493. Wbat would be the effect of the construction of the proposed railway upon the country beyond 
Dural, out towards Galston and Arcadia? The proposed railway would be a great help to the fruit
growers in the district, because it would enable them to send their fruit to market more quickly, and in 
better condition than they can now. It would be a great advantage to them io many ways.
494. Would it lead to the cultivation of larger areas ? I feel satisfied that if the proposed railway were 
made, a great deal more land in the district would be put under cultivation.
495. How far is Arcadia from Dural ? The middle part of Arcadia would be about G miles from Dural, 
buf; Arcadia runs back a good way.
49G. What would he tho northern limit of the country from which the proposed railway would draw 
traffic? Beyond Arcadia there is a lot of G-overnmcnt land, which I understand is reserved from sale 
now, but no doubt there are some thousands of acres tliere which will be taken up in the near future, if 
the railway is made. A good deal of the country there is broken country, but, with attention, fruit can 
be grown very successfully upon it.
497. How far north does that country run ? Ten. or 11 miles beyond Dural. The outskirts of it would 
be 12 or 13 miles beyond Dural.
498. Do you think that Glenorie would be tbe limit ? Ho ; I understand that there is good country for 
fruit-growing right on to what is known as the Forest.
499. How far is that from Dural ? I am not quite sure, although I have been through the district. 
500-1. Are the 181 acres which you have under fruit-trees all in full bearing ? Ho; only about 130 acres 
are in bearing.
502. In an average season how many cases do you get from your trees ? Last season we marketed 15,000 
or 16,000 cases.
503. It has been stated that the total production of fruit in the district which would furnish traffic to the 
proposed railway is about 150,000 cases per annum ;—do you consider that an under-estimate? Yes. 
There are about 5,260 acres of bearing fruit-trees in the district which would send traffic to the proposed 
railway, and we allow for a case to the tree, and 100 trees to the acre, though the yield is very often more 
than that. On that basis, the total yield of the district would be 526,000 cases, if Mr. Harper’s figures 
were correct, the yield’per acre would be only twenty-seven or twenty-eight cases, which would not pay 
expenses.
504. It has been said by a number of the local residents, that if the proposed line is constructed they will 
be willing to pay a rate of 3d. a case from Dural to Sydney ;—could you afford to pay such a rate ? It 
would pay me well to do so. At the present time we maintain our own horses and lorries for the carrying

■ of the iruit to a railway station, and it takes a driver with a lorry and a team of four horses pretty well a 
-day to take fruit to Hornsby at the present time. At 2d. a case, that is equal to about IGs. Sd.; hut if 
•we had only to draw to Dural wc could send away three or four loads in a day, and we cbuld afford to 
;pay the extra sum you mention. If we have more fruit than we can cart with our own teams, we have to 
pay 3d. or 3Jd. a ease to get it taken away. 005.
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505. To the railway otation ? Tes. S. pagan.
,^"d ■you Pa7 ^otller Id. a case to get that taken from the railway station to Sydney ? Yes. v

507. J hen you would save Id. or lid. a case if you could send your fruit from Dural? Yes. Yesterday l2Sept., 1900. 
we had rather more fruit pulled than we could take away ourselves, and had to hire someone to cart it, 
cno V’-n exPect ^ ,'a^° to pay him at the rate I have mentioned, because that is the usual charge, 
oua. Uo you think that the people living round about you would be likely to do tlie same ? Yes. We try 
to do what is beat m our own interests, and other people will do likewise. I feel satisfied that they would 
be only too glad to pay the extra rate to get the railway.
509. Does any considerable portion of the fruit from "the district go to markets along the Northern,
bouthern, or Western lines, or does it all go to Sydney for distribution ? I do not think that very much 
ot it is sent away direct to those markets. Most of it goes to Sydney, though, no doubt, there is a little ‘ 
up-country trade. ■' J °
510. Is the greater part of the fruit sent from the district consumed in the Sydney market, or is a lot of 
it shipped abroad r_ A great deal of it is shipped abroad.
511. Then it is of importance to have the fruit carried by rail instead of by road ? Yes ; because if it is
rfomu •rftl 1 Can b0rpU(; Up011 tlie.market ^ better condition than if it is carried bv road.
- j-he importance of rail carnage is greater where yon have au export business than where the fruit is 
th<rycaE °r ome C0Ilall[nbdlO!1' ^ 63! but people everywhere like to get their fruit as fresh and nice as

AU\ tTi0“+fi,t1iy5u0p“?ied railTy serve tlie Kellyvillo district as well as the Dural district ? I have no 
them 1 the K ' V1 6 people wou]d use the line> because it would be within a reasonable distance of

51d. It would be nearer to them than any other railway ? Yes, very much. *
olo. Can you say anything with respect to the passenger traffic that is to be expected from the district ?
1 have not made au estimate of it; but there are two coaches runniug daily from Galston to Hornsby, 
and a daily mail coach from Dural to Parramatta. ° ^ - *
f 16n 18 ith w°uly °ne TCh nThl° bellTe“ Du^l and Parramatta ? Only one coach runs right out 
to Dural; but there are three or four running out to Castle Hill

m°St Pe4°,?le ’u 11lC lHtricfc wa“t t0 to Sydney, or do they want to get to Parramatta ?
A great many of them take tho train from Parramatta to Syduev, ,
f . not p;,arra^aUa al1 important business centre for the people in the district ? No; uot a very great
!nQiaplC?ntlT ' ei7/°n 0t\T ieJ)e0pl,® in the ■Dural and &alston districts get much from Parramatta. 
olS) People who went to the Northern line would probably take the train right on to Sydney ? Yes, and 
the majority of the fruit-growers out there do that. ° J -

peoP]c 1”oer?St-ei1 8il"Psotl’s line of railway paid nearly £6,000 for the land they resumed to 
KtpWh J i iS 28 chai?.B °f ra;ll'''a-y between the Parramatta liiver and Carlingford, so that it appears 
ninJLS , ■ d ” W1u Fro^beavy item in connection with the expenditure upon the
proposed railway . _ It is more than likely that the piece of railway already made taps some of the most 
TaiuabJe properties in the district. 1
° uV y“iU ^om^‘ye tb.e la"d through which the railway has been constructed as far as Carlingford 

Ttr broush t.he ProPOsed railway would go P I am acquainted with a good part of it,
. nd I. think that a great deal of it would not be anything like so valuable as the land which was resumed 
for the construction of tnmpson s railway. As you get further out the land becomes of less value, 
f D y thmk that the owners of land m the district would be willing to contribute towards tho cost 

of resumptions ? I could not say, but no doubt some of them would
'ttt pay”" {JjKfc&fiT Wl,iIe ,0 d0 8<> ? »«V »»«b»tion had to lo made, I would ratio, mako

02t. There will be a considerable deficiency in the working of the line, even if the local estimate of traffic
consklerahle “The InS th“ d,efic|iiellcy WiJ1 bo largely increased if the cost of resuming land is anything 
considerable, the local people, however, have not considered that aspect of the question ? Ido not
thmk they have ; but for my own part, I should be quite prepared to make the contribution
than as a'lump^um'p^^Ycs01,6 aS ^ ^°r’ ^ Presume ^bat you would rather pay it in yearly instalments

-you thujk *bat the proposed railway will be largely used for the conveyance of manure ? Yes • I
iff a f ^ °f mfnUdf W°"d f. Tried on ifc- AV'e insider that it would be profitable to use

fund n!1 m fn l ra 6 ^Cre’ ^ W?uld mean about 2’200 ^ for tbelaui ^der cultivation 
round about Duial, Gals ton, Arcadia, and Kenthurst, while the Castle Hill people would probably use, at
r,T M r a Vti ’ ,00° t0ns; ™aK,ng m a11 :i>m t0Iia- Then we should also be glad to use lar-e 
r’o- vrf8 fab 6 ^anure and 1street sweepings, if we could got it sent up in the trucks. °

uatC f°Uf you af°„r(110 Par for the carriage of manure ? 2s. Cd. or 3s. a ton. It costs us 
now os. or .is. a ton to cart it from the railway station.
rfq‘ Sf 3,0,1 70uld Bt’n bave a certain amount of carting to pay for ? Yes ; but I am allowing for that.

J , nmc1,1 ™ftaur? do y°u uae a year ? We use a great deal. During the last three months we 
hare had to cait from Hornsby about 02 tons of manure and other things. During the nrovious four

^ a'b°(':it }f° t0nS °f bricka’ lime> ;ujd other building material from Pennant Hills
iff rffifdriy0UlT1Ulreil0r ho]dl118 ha!f a t0H- of manure to the acre? If we could get it
brought to Dural by railway we should use quite as much as that; hut very often now. if the roads are 
Pad, we cannot get manure when we require it, and we have to do without it. During June the roads 
wero very bad, so that it ivas almost impossible for us to cart at all.
odl. I suppose you would use manure most during the winter months? Ido not say that \Yo are 
always using manure more or less.. TVe have a large place, aud it takes a long time to get round it; but 
as we work the ground we manure it \ery often we use a great deal of manure ir. the autumn. The 
proposed railway would bring a good deal of agricultural produce into the district. There are 442 holdings 
in the district, and the people occupying those holdings keep from one to a dozen horse. ; but, allowin’" 
two horses to each holding, and a weekly ration of 56 lb. of corn, 56 lb. of chaff, and 20 lb. of bran to each 
-So e’rnef f16^ a consumption of about 52 tons per week, or 2,704 tons per annum.
:?“> *;ny-two tons per week would give a return to the Eailway Department of about £1 18s. a week, 
the freight credited to the new hue being about 9d. a ton at ordinary rates? Wo should be prepared to

pay
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S. Fagan, pay more than the ordinary rates. At the present time we pay 4s. 2d. a ton for single*ton loads, 3s. Id.
a 1,071 ^0r 2‘ton l°a^s) an,i 2s. a ton for full truck-loads from Sydney to Eornsby, and it costs ns 8s. or 9s. 

1 Sept., 1900. a t;0J1 |:o cart/ the produce from the railway elation, "When I was carting the building material to which I 
have referred. I used tho Pennant Hills Road in preference to the Hornsby Road, although it is the 
shorter by 4 miles ; but the Pennant Hills Road is the safer and better. In some places the curves on 
the Hornsby Road are so sharp that you can hardly get round with a load of timber. There is very fine 
timber in the district, and there would, no doubt, be a fair amount of timber traffic. "We have ironbark, 
white mahogany, blue-gum, and other timbers.
533. Where is tbe ironbark to be found ? I know of as fine ironbark at G-alston and Arcadia as there 
is in the Colony. The supply of firewood in the district is unlimited, and, if there were a railway into 
Dura!, it would, no doubt, be sent to market. During the winter months, when it is rather wet to work 
in tlie orchards, people employ some of their time in clearing new ground; but we have to burn the timber 
which we take down, to get rid of it. If there were a railway to Dural, we should find it more profitable 
to cut that timber into billet-wood, and send it to Sydnev. This would help the fruit-growers, and would 
lead to an increase of cultivation.
534. Mr. Shepherd.'] The Eailway Commissioners estimate that there will be an annual loss upon the line 
of £3,797 ;—do you think that that is a fair estimate ? No. As I have pointed out, Mr. Harper has 
very considerably under-estimated the fruit production of the district.
535. The Commissioners' estimate is exclusive of the cost of land resumption and compensation ;—do you 
think that the majority of the people in the district would be willing to give what land is required free 
of cost ? I am not prepared to answer that question ; but, no doubt, some of them would do so.

t 53G, "What is tbe value of the land within a mile or two of tho proposed route ? It is very bard to say; 
but it is worth between £10 and £20 an acre. No doubt, if the line is made, its value will increase.
537. Land that has been planted and improved would be worth more than that ? It would be worth a 
little more.
53S. Do 5,260 acres include tbe young non-bearing orchards ? No; only tbc bearing orchards. There are 
1,203 acres of non-bearing trees in the district. Some of those trees will come into bearing every year. 
"We had some trees which were giving about half a case to tbe tree, but I did not put them down as bearing, 
because they are not m full bearing; but, in another year or so they will be wbat I should term bearing trees.
539. At wbat age do the trees give a fair yield ? The trees begin to make a good return when they are 
from four to six years old; but a great deal depends upon tbe waj1- in which they are looked after.
540. You estimate the average yield as a case to the tree ? I think that is a very reasonable estimate. 
As this evidence is taken on oath, we do not want to run the risk of making an excessive estimate.
541. As a rule, you have two crops a year ? With some kinds of fruit. Tlie lemons bear two or three 
crops a year, and the passion-vines bear two crops. The citrus crops last the greater part of the season.
542. Does a case to the tree represent the yield for a whole year? Yes.
543. I suppose all the orchardists in the district are pretty well satisfied that tbe proposed line if made
would be self-supporting within a reasonable time ? 1 think that they arc.
541. Would you be willing to give a guarantee to make good a portion of any deficiency ? I should be 
quite willing to do so, and I believe that a number of others will also be willing to do so.
545. How far is your property from tbe nearest railway station on the Nortliern line ? Our Arcadia 
property is about 12 miles from a railway station, our G-alston property, 8 or SI miles, and our Dural 
property, about 9J- miles by either of two roads.
540. What does it cost you on the average to cart your fruit to the railway station ? I think that it costs 
at least 3d. a case. During tbe wet months we have to feed our horses, although they are kept idle. If 
we were carting every day, no doubt tbe expense per case would be less. It is, however, a great incon
venience to ns to have teams constantly on the road at times when we could better employ them in 
connection with the cultivation of the orchards.
547, Your property would be within about a mil o of tbe proposed railway? Yes; one of them. Our 
properties would be from a mile to 7 miles from tbe proposed railway.
54S. Mr. TLytm?] Have you much land under cultivation at Arcadia ? About 39 acres.
549. Is it au orange orchard ? Tbe trees are most of them orange-trees,
550. fs the Arcadia country good country for orchards ? Yes ; fruit-trees do very well there.
551. Where do you cart your fruit from there ? At tbe present time we cart tbe greatest part of it to 
Hornsby, a distance of about 12 miles,
552. Where do you cart tbe G-alston fruit to ? It is taken on to Hornsby by the waggon which comes 
from Arcadia.
553. How far has it to go ? Eight or S£ miles.
554. By a bad road? The road has a bard surface; but it is a dangerous road, because it is very steep
in places, and has very sharp curves. Sometimes, when you are going round a curve, one or two of the 
horses in the team have to do nearly all the work. .
555. Tbe road from Galston to Dural is fairly level? It is not a level road, but it is a fair road iu dry 
weather.
556. It is a much better road than tbe Hornsby road ? Yes.
557. Then it is not likely if the proposed railway were made you would take your fruit to Hornsby, even 
though the rates on the Northern line might be lower than the rates on tbe Dural line? No.
553. What kind of soil have you at Arcadia? There is black soil there, and further on tbere is sandy 
loam, which baa proved very suitable for fruit. It suits passion-fruit, and it suits citrus fruits very well
559. Is not the black soil very shallow ? It is not very shallow. It is fair soil, and suits fruit-trees.
560. Do you not get the rock close below it ? Not too close.
561. What is tbe subsoil ? Red clay, and down further you get pipeclay and shale.

■ 562. That is on the Galston side ? Y'es,
563. But wbat is tbe soil like when you get well into Arcadia ? When you get beyond tbe places which 
are cultivated now, you come on to sandy loam.
564. It is fairly white sand ? If anything, it is a dark sand. It is more a loamy sand.
565. You have a very good orchard at Arcadia ? Yes; I believe it is as good as there is.
566. Is it as good as your orchard at Galston ? It is very much better. It is one of the best orchards 
out tbere.
567. Galston country is good country ? Yes. 568.
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5G8. T>o you call the Boil there black soil ? Tes ; there arc trees out at Arcadia which are older than I S- lagan, 
am, and they bear very pood fruit s! ill. ’ ^
369. How old is your Galston orchard ? Some of the trees must he 40 years old. I was horn on the ^0Pt'’ 
property, aud I am 38. '
570. Chairman?} How would you descrihle the soil in your Arcadia orchard ? There is a road there, on 
one side of which there is good black soil, and on tho other a loamv sand.
571. .Is tbe sandy soil good for fruit? Tes ; it is very suitable for fruit.
5#2. Is there any large area of land round about Arcadia which is not yet under fruit, but which is 
suitable for fruit? Tes; further to the north there are some thousands of acres which are locked up 
from settlement at the present time.
573. Do you consider your orchard at Arcadia as good as the Dural orchard? I look upon it as rather 
better ; it is older and more profitable.
574. Can we take it for granted that the soil in that orchard is typical of the soil in the district? Tes ;
there is a lot of land out there which would make quite as good orchards if proper attention were giveu 
to it. v
575. Is it a fact that land, which some years ago was regarded as inferior, is now coming into favour, and - 
is proving as productive as the richer land ? Tlie poorer sandy land is at the present time doing better 
than a great deal of the black soil and the richer land. It is very suitable for passion-fruit, lemons, 
mandarins, and oranges ; but it requires more manure. If we could get stable manure, which we believe 
in very strongly, there arc thousands of acres in the district, upon which people could make a very 
comfortable living.
576. Without a railway, they are handicapped? Tes.
577. hich would you raiber travel—the road to Dural, or thcToad to Hornsby ? The road to Dural at 
any time.
5/3. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed, the producers of Arcadia, G-alston, 
and the country to the north would use it, even if Ihe rates were higher than the rates on the Northern 
line ? Tes ; it would pay me to use it, and 1 think that what would pay me, would pay the smaller 
growers. "
5/9. Has the road between Galston and Dural been improved since the Dural railway proposal was under 
the consideration of the Public Works Committee in 1898 ? Tes ; they' have cut down part of the road 
aud formed it, and some of it has been metalled since the last inquiry.
580. Mr. Levien,'] But nevertheless you would sooner have the railway ? Tes.

Sholto Montgomery Cay, fruit-grower, Galston, sworn, and examined :—
581. Mr. Shepherd.] Where do you cart your fruit to ? To Hornsby Junction. « ir r
5S2. How far is that from your place ? About 7£ miles. ‘' \ 1 *
583. WThat is the extent of your holding? Porty acres, about twenty of which are under cultivation, I'isepC.iycb. 
but some of the trees are very young. ’ "
5S4. How long have you been there ? Pour or five vears.
oSy. 1 suppose you know tho district well ? I cannot say that I know it very well, because I have been 
pretty hard at work on my holding all the time, hut I have driven about the district a bit.
58G. What is the character of the country round about Arcadia ? It is dark soil, and some of it 
sandy soil. . ’
587. Is it suitable for orchard work ? Very mueh so, as far as I can fudge by tho appearance of the 
trees there.
588. 1 suppose there is not much cultivation in Arcadia yet ? A good deal of fruit is grown there.
589. Is^that fruit sent to Hornsby railway station ? Yes, almost entirely.
590. \\ hat distance is it. from Arcadia to Hornsby ? Nearly 12 miles.
591. Is ihero a fairly good road from Galston fo Hornsby ? The surface of the road is fair enough ; but
I consider it a dangerous road, aud a road which is very hard upon horses. You cannot hurrv your horses 
on it, and you have to spell them frequently, and if anj thing goes wrong you may break your own neck 
and kill your horses too. It is a road which I should not use if I could avoid it. "
592 I suppose the journey to Hornsby and hack occupies nearly a day ? Tes ; a man cannot do verv 
much else in a day. ‘ '' J
o93. 1 s there much land beyond Dural which could be Drought into cultivation if the proposed rad way 
were constructed ? There arc hundreds of acres there which are iery suitable for fruit-growing.
594. IV hat sort of timber is there in the country beyond Dural ? Ironbark, white gum, and other timbers.
595. Useful timbers ? Yes ; very useful timbers. “Some of the land is very heavily timbered.
596. I suppose that, in the event of the proposed railway being constructed it would pay to send that
timber by rail to Sydney ? Tes ; and I believe that handsome offers have already been, made for even the 
dead wood 011 the ground now. "
597. lias the timber in the neighbourhood of the route of the proposed land been destroys 1 ? Most of it was 
burned off in clearing tbe land The long road carriage prevents people from sending timber to market now.
59S. Are the people in the dial ict willing to pay special rates on the proposed railway? Tes. I am a 
member of the liailway League, nid 1 know no one who would bo unable to pay special rates.
599. Have you had any convei'-' ion with the residents of the district as to their willingness to give what 
land may be required for the railway ? No.
600. Is much improvement taking place between Galston and Arcadia? Tea; die district is being
improved every year. Every year each one plants a little more ground—it may be only an acre, or it 
may be more. “ '
601. \V ould the construction of the proposed railway give an impetus lo tho dcvelopmcut of tho district
Tes. ‘ ‘
602. Have you any doubt about the lino becoming self-supporting within a reasonable time ? No. It 
might uot be selE-supporting at once, but it would become so in ihe future.
603. Do you agree with Mr. Eagan’s evidence? Yes; in every instance. I have gone through his 
figures, and I believe that they are correct, so far as I can judge. 1 coui-idcr that tbe Hornsby road is

not

S
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S. M.^Cay. not a fit road for the traffic of the district, and the people of the district use it only because they have no 
c^01'ce‘ horse cannot pull a fair load upon it day after day, and half a ton makes a very good load. 

eP ■» • 601. Have you to manure your land at Galston ? Yes, every year. X am doing so now.
605. What kind of manure do you use ? I use bone-dust a great deal; but I change about. Sometimes 
I use tbe Colonial Sugar Company’s manure, and at other times other manures.
606, Are your trees in pretty good health ? Yea, most of them ; but I should like to use more manure 
than I do.
60/. Chairman.] Would you use more manure if the proposed railway were made? Tbe railway would 
offer an inducement to me to use more manure, tbe carting is now a big item.
60S, A disease which attacks the trunk of the trees near tho ground used to be very prevalent in the 
district some years ago ; is it very prevalent there now ? They call that disease “collar rot.” It is not 
more prevalent than it was, and, in fact, seems to be declining. My neighbours do not complain about it 
very much,
609. Do you drain your orchard at all ? Yes.
610. Do you use subsoil drains? Yes. I am putting in some now,
611- Do the growers seem pretty satisfied with the returns which they get from their orchards? Yes. 
taking them as a body they seem to be contented.
612. What are the principal fruits grown in the district ? The citrus fruits.
613. Passion-fruit ? Yes. The growing of passion-fruit is on the increase.
614. Mr. Hyam.] Do you think that “ collar rot ” is a disease ? The Department say that it is; but I 
fancy that it is not. I think it is caused sometimes by a blow from a hoe, and sometimes by want of 
drainage. I bad a patch of orchard where the trees wore affected by the disease when I came to the 
district; but the land there was very badly drained, and I am convinced that if it had been properly 
drained tbe trees would have been healthy.

Joseph Basil Byford, baker and storekeeper, G-alston, sworn, and examined:—
J. B. Byford. 615. Mr. McFarland.] Have you resided in G-alston for any length of time ? A little over two years.

^ 616. Have you a knowledge of the district through which the proposed railway would pass ? I have 
12Sept.,]900. become acquainted ivith it since ] have been living in it.

617. Would you class it as a good fruit-growing district? Yes, so far as I know, it is fairly good,
618. Have you a knowledge of fruit-growing P Wo ; I do not know anything about it,
619. Do you have many goods sent to G-alston ? Yes; on the average I have from 25 to 26 tons a month 
carted from Hornsby.
620. General merchandise ? Yes.
621. Where do you get your supplies ? Prom Sydney, by railway to Hornsby.
622. How far is Galston from Hornsby ? Seven and a half miles from where I live.
623. How much does your carting cost you per ton ? 8s. 6d,
624. Do you consider that a fair charge ? Yes ; that is a very fair thing.
625. You have also to pay railway charges from Sydney to Hornsby ? Yes.
626. If the proposed railway were brought to Dural, do you know what it would cost you to get up the 
goods? At tho present time I can only bring one load a day from Hornsby to Galston, but if tbe 
proposed railway were made I could bring up three loads a clay, because my place is only 3'miJes from 
Dural, aud I have a good road. I should be willing to pay special rates on the proposed railway.
627. Do you think that if tbe railway were made your business would increase? Yes; because Hcould
sell my goods more reasonably, *
62S. Would there be more settlement in the district ? Yes. The district is going ahead now. My 
carting during the first month that 1 was there amounted to only 14 tons, but now it has increased to 25 
or 26 tons a mouth.
629. Was there only one person in your line of business at Galston when you went there ? Tes; and 
now there are two.
630. Have you beard complaints from tbe fruit-growers as to the disabilities under whieli they labour in 
having to cart their fruit to the JVorthern raihvav? Yes ; I have frequently heard them complain.
631. Do you think that they have substantial reasons for their complaints ? Yes,
632. Some of tho fruit-growers in Galston are much further from Dural than you are? Yes; the 
Arcadia people are much further away.
633. If the proposed railway were made, and special rates were charged upon it, would those fruit-growers 
use it rather than send their produce to Hornsby ? Yes. All of those fruit-growers have to come past 
my place, and it would be nearer for them to go to Dural than to go to Hornsby,
634. Do you think that if tho proposed railway were made the Galston people would discontinue sending 
to the Northern line ? Yes ; they would all go to Dural.
635. Even though the rates on the Dural line were higher than the rates on the Northern line ? Yes. 
The road from Galston to Hornsby is very steep and heavy, and it takes us a day to go to Hornsby and 
back.
636. Wbat is the road like between Galston and Dural ? It is a very good road. The Hornsby road is 
very good, so far as its surface is concerned, but its grades are very heavy.
637. How far in the direction of the Northern line would the Dural railway influence the traffic ? I 
think that three people out of four would go to Dural.
63S. That is taking the whole of the country between Dural and tbe Northern line ? Yes.
639. What goods do you generally get up from Hornsby? All sorts of goods; but principally produce 
—clialfi, corn, and so on. I am a general storekeeper.
610. Is the importation of produce on the increase? Yes; it has steadily increased from month to 
month since I have been there.
641, Is not any produce grown locally? No.
612. Is it all obtained from Sydney? Yes. The people in the district find that fruit-growing pays better 
than growing produce.
043. Is the land suitable for growing produce ? No, .
644. So that the traific in produce will be permanent? Yes.
645. And will increase as population increases ? Yes. 640.

t
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G46. Is it a fact that your carter, in coming from Hornsby to G-alston, has to unload part of his goods J. B. Byford, 
when ho gets to tho creek, because he can only take part up the hill? Yes. The grade is too heavy to *—, 
allow him to draw as big a load np to the top of the hill as he brings down. ' 12SePt., 1900,
G47. That means a considerable loss of time f Yes. '
648. Have yon to do the same sort of thing on tho Galston to Dural Road? No. because that is a level 
road; there are no lulls there.

0. Thompson,

Oliver Thompson, storekeeper, Galston, sworn, and examined ;—■
cea ®ia*rmn*\ U°w i°ng have you been engaged in business at Galston ? Nearly two years, 
cr irom W lich railway station do you draw your supplies ? Rrom Hornsby.

, you h”d *iuy difficulty in bringing them to the store with reasonable despatch? Wo can get our iQSent rim 
goods delivered; but it costs 8s. Gd. a ton for carting. P’w
652. If tbe proposed railway were made, and the rate for merchandise was 2s. Gd. a ton more on it than 
on the N orthern line, would you have your goods sent to Dural ? Yes.
653. What would the cartage be from Dural to Galston? About 2s. Gd. a ton.
654. It was stated, when this question was last under consideration, that the roads from Galston io Dural 
is bad m wet weather, whereas the road from Galston t,o Hornsby goes through hard country, and has 
been thoroughly drained and metalled do you agree with that statement ? Yes. In wet weather the

to Galston gets cut up a bit; hut it is a good road in fine weather.
'-’v. tbit the length of the Hornsby-road, and its heavy gradients, discount ifs advantages considerably ?

JL think the people would rather go through the mud to Dural than use the Hornsby-road.
GoG, It was also stated that it was doubtful whether traffic from Arcadia and Galston would go to tbe 
proposed railway at Dural ? I think that it would all go to Dural.
657. Kven if special rates were charged on the Dural line? Yes.
well to do 0U nf)°n t1'0 ^ru't'&rower3 ’n d'strict as fairly prosperous ? I think they arc pretty 

CCA yo,u I'ave busincss relations with the people right out beyond Arcadia? Yes.
development ° ^ developmen1: il1 tlie fruit-growing industry there ? Yes; tliere has been great ,

cco' far beyond Arcadia has this development taken place ? Right down to Berowra.
i xi . ,®re anI chs-uce of the produce from Arcadia and the country further north goino-
to the Northern line if the Dural line is constructed ? I do not think so.

John Charles Hunt, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and further examined :_
G&A, Chairman.] You desire to make a statement about the Dural to Hornsbv Road ? Yes. The creek J C Hunt 
which that road crosses was at one time considered impassable, but, through the influence of some people s
irom byancy, a track was made across to Galston, and tbe surveyors converted it into a rignag road; but 12Sept.,im 
in many places that road goes along the side of sheer precipices, where, if you were to fall over the side, 
you would drop hundreds of feet, and if your horse stumbled, nothing would save you. There have 
already been two accidents on the road, and in one case the horse was killed. I will not allow my teams 
to go that way, for fear of accidents and I know that it is a source of anxiety fo other people who send 
their teams that way. While the surface is very good, tlie grades are very heavy, aud the curves are so 
sharp that very often tho shaft or pole horses have to do all tho work while the driver is getting the leaders 
into position. Mr. In Her who does Mr. Byford’s carting, has to unload when he gets down the hill into 
the creek, and leave half of his load on the side of the road, returning for it later on. The road is a 
dangerous one, although it has a good hard surface.

THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
'§x!smt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. I Rodert Henry Levien, Esq.
! John McEarlane, Esq.’ .

- ~ —J »r 4? I,
The Hou. Solomon Heriiert Hyam.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford to
Dural.

Luke Gallard, fruit-grower, Kenthurst, sworn, and examined:—
Wi, Chairman.-] Have you a statement to make to the Committee ? I have a few figures which I should r r-u^i 
like to gi ve to the Committee. The district which I represent has developed considerably since 1898, when ' x _ ~ 

e ura lai way proposal u as last before the Committee, thepopulationhavingincreasedhy forty-seven 13Sent 1900 
the area of the holdings there by 05! I acres, and the area under cultivation by 1361 acres The area 
under bearing trees has increased by 255 acres ; but there has been a decrease in the non-bearing area,
Ut course, a lot of the trees that were not.bearing two years ago have come into bearing since. If the 
district continues to develop at that rate, it will double its production in ten years, even without a railway 

t,fJOrcior^ wllat would it not do with a railway. We have not taken in the Carlingford 
district this time. The figures which I have just given are for the Kenthurst district only. In the
h^iLtt ° fr°m 1Wan1: mh to Glenorie, the population has increased
by 0)ohty-nme, the. holdings by 1,440 acres, the area under cultivation by l,000j acres and 
the area under bearing trees by 1,313# acres, while there has been a decrease in the non-bearing area 
and in the acreage under other tillage. The great increase in the bearing area and the decrease 
in the non-bearmg area show that a great many of the trees which were returned last time as non- 
bearmg were trees that were coming into bearing; and if the proposed railway is sanctioned, and the 
construction of it carried out at once, many of the trees that are now non-bearing will be bearing 
trees before it can be completed. Between Castle Hill and Glenorie I have reckoned five individuals 
to a family, which on the present population, gives 417 families. If only one member of each 

’S22-:i) family
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L. Qallard. family made a trip a week, the Cotnmisisioners would receive, at 2s. 3d. for the return ticket. £2,430 
/■’“■"‘‘-■■■■n 8a. 9d. from the passenger traffic on the line. Then there is the fruit traffic. Castle Hill extends about 

13 Sept., 1900. three-quarters of a mile from Hogan's Hill, towards the Northern line, and 1 have, therefore, not taken into 
account the whole of the fruit from that district, because possibly some of it would go to the N orthern line. 
Making allowance for that, 1 estimate that there are 4,7.191 acres in the district, which, at 100 trees to 
the acre, would mean 471,950 trees, and, at half a case to the tree, 235,975 cases, which, at 2d. per ease, 
would return to the railway £1.924 15s. lOd. There would also be a large manure traffic. There are 
5,301 acres in the district under fruit-trees, hearing and non-bearing, and, allowing a third of a ton of manure 
to the aero, that area would require 1,765 tons, which, at the rate of 5s. to the ton, would give a return 
to the railway of £411 10b. I estimate that the carriage of horse-feed and other stores would also 
return to the railway the like amount. Then there would he a considerable timber traffic fencing stuff, 
rails, sleepers, and so on, which, allowing for one truck-load daily, at 2s. a ton, would return 
£5,564 4s. 7d. Twenty years back tho population of Kenthurst had not reached thirty ; but now our 
population is 370; and whereas sixteen years ago we had only one school and found it difficult to get 
fourteen children to attend it, we have now two schools and an attendance of about ninety-six children.
665. Is there room for the further expansion of the fruit-growing industry in Kenthurst ? Yes,
666. AVffiat land is available for settlement there ? A great deal of land lias been taken up there by 
selectors, in the hope that they would got a railway ; but there is still land to be taken up, and there are 
a lot of large holdings, which, if there were a railway, would be cut up, and would giro opportunities 
for closer settlement.
667. A large number of non-residential selections were taken up some years ago ? Yes; in areas of 
from 100 to 340 acres ; and very little has been done to that land. The development of the district to 
which I have referred is due almost entirely to the owners of about twenty-five holdings, ivho have been 
active iu working their places, and who are people who use manure for their land. A third of a ton per 
acre is a very low average supply of manure for the land in our district, aud, in fact, we could do with 
twice that amount; but I have averaged the requirements of our district, with those of some of the richer 
districts in the vicinity. The soil in our district is poorer than that in any other district; but it answers 
to manure, and when the land is well manured, our fruit competes well with that of other districts. One 
man in our district uses £6 worth of manure—about a ton and a half to the acre and another man 
£4 10s. worth to the acre. There are six or seven people in Kenthurst who use over a ton to the acre, 
and they get good results from their land iu consequence, being the most prosperous growers we have.
60S. Would that quantity of manure bo used every year? Yes. By using manure in this way these 
people were able get very much better returns with very little extra labour.
669. Wbat lauds are there in the Kenthurst district not under fruit? Some of the noe-residenhal 
selections to which 1 have referred, while most of the people iu the district do not cultivate the whole of 
their holdings. Por my own part, 1 have about SO acres at Kenthurst, and only 13 of them arc under 
fruit; but within a few years I could double my cultivation if we bad a railway, and a great many others 
would do tbe same. The roads lately have been bad enough to take tbe heart out of anyone who used 
them, and last year we had some terrible experiences. On two occasions I saw men digging their carts 
out with shovels, and a few months hack many of those who were driving carts were obliged to carry shovels 
with them to fill the holes in the roads, so that they could get along safely.^
670. Is the bad state of the roads a serious obstacle to tho success of the fruit-growing industry ? Yes,
because it makes it much more costly to get our fruit to the railway. ^ _
671. What does it cost you to cart your fruit to the railway station, taking time and labour into 
consideration? With really good roads it would cost 3d. or 4d. a case to send fruit from Kenthurst, but 
with the roads we had last year it would cost not less than 6d. a case. I had as strong a horse as anyone 
round about, but I could not take a load of more thau twelve eases from my place to the railway station.
672. Where do you take your produce? To Pennant Hills. 1 t\_ -e
673. What distance are you from Pennant Hills railway station by road? About miles. From the 
Hound Corner the distance is between 7 and 7J miles.
674. Why do you not take your fruit to Hornsby ? To get to Hornsby we should have to go through 
Dural. To go towards Riverstone we should have to travel about 11 miles.
675. In allowing for a yield of only half a case to the tree, do you not think that you are under the 
mark ;—other witnesses have allowed for a yield of a ease to tho tree ? That was decided upon as a fair 
average, taking tho good orchards with the bad, but it would not be a fair average for the good orchards. 
I can refer you to a place where, only three years ago, they took 700 cases off an orchard.
676. Mr. Harper gives the average yield of the district as about twenty-six cases to the acredo you think 
that that is under the marl^ ? Yes. We should uot be able to live upon such a yield. He also said that 
there would be no increase in the settlement of the district, and he did not seem to be able to recognise 
the possibilities of our district, which, from the residential point of view, are as good as that of any 
suburb. Wc a-rc ut an elevation of from 700 to 800 feet above sea-level at the top end of the district, 
the climate is equal to that of tbe Blue Mountains, and all the surroundings arc good. .
677. It has been suggested that a larger area of good land would be opened up if the railway turned off
to the north-west through G-lenhaven, and went up Cattai Creek ; —do you think that that is a reasonab e 
suggestion? I do not. 1 think that it would bo betlor to continue tbe railway through Dural towards 
Maroota and Wiseman’s Ferry. ,
678. Has your part of the district made as rapid progress as other parts of the district which would be
served by the proposed line ? Our part of the district and tbe Dural-G-lenorie district are about tbe two 
most progressive districts which the line would serve. People settled in our district years ago, and they 
are obliged to go on doing something in order to get a living. They deserve consideration, because they 
went there before there was any talk of a railway, and settled there, while in other parts of the Colony 
railways are often made to induce settlement. _
679. Mr. McFarlane.] Do you think that a ease to a tree is an excessive estimate of the average yield ot 
the district ? Not for a decent orchard.
680. But for the whole of the producing orchards? 1 should say that three-quarters of a case to a tree
would be more like a fair average than half a ease. _
681. Mr. Levien.] What is the average weight of a case of fruit? About 60 lb. A case ,of plums will 
weigh as much as 90 lb., whereas a case of passion-fruit will not weigh more than 30 lb.
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682. lf ruit ib a thing which you would have to got to market as quickly as you can ? Yes; and the railway L-Qalliwd- 
would save us a lot of time, and enable us to look after our orchards better. If the proposed railway 
were made, we could pull the summer fruit and send it into market all in the one day ; wheroaB, now, the CP ■» •
fruit is in the ease a night, and someiimes two nights, before it gets to market, and that decreases its 
value to the extent of Is. or Is, 6d. a case. Summer fruit often decreases one-fourth in value in that way.
JJuring the last two years there has been a midday train from Pennant Hills, and people who are able to 
pick their fruit in the morning, and send it down by that train, get Is. and sometimes 2s. a case more for 
it than those who cart their fruit in from long distances, and pick it the night before.
C83. Mr. Jlyam.l Can you grow pouches at Kenthurst ? Yes ; but they get knocked about a good deal 
in the carts. It is not profitable to grow tbe very tender kinds. With regard to my statement as to the 
average yield of a tree, ] would like the Committee to hear in mind that that is the average of bearing 
and non-bearing orchards ; but I think that three-quarters of a case to a tree would be a fairer average.
1 know of places were they have taken 400 cases off an acre, and one place where they took 700 cases off 
an acre.
684. Chairman!] What would you consider a fair average yield for the hearing orchards, year in and year 
out ? The average yield for bearing orchards would be over a case to tbe tree, or about three-quarters of a 
case to the tree, taking the hearing and non-bearing orchards together. I mentioned half a case as the 
lowest estimate I could make. With regard to tho proposal to put a tax upon the land in the district in 
order to pay for any loss on the line, I should like to say that 1 would rather see this loss made up by 
the imposition of extra rates on the fruit sent by the line, because if such rates were imposed they would 
fall upon men who were able to pay them. If a man had a large quantity of fruit to send away he would 
be able to pay a considerable amount to the railway, and if he had less he would not pay so mueh.
685. Mr. &hcpherd.] How about the men wrho have large properties which they do not improve at all P 
Of course it might be a good tiling to get at them.

Joseph Hemers, nurseryman and fruit-grower, Kenthurst, sworn, and examined:—
680. Mr.Hyam.] What kind of fruit do you usually grow ? Chiefly citrus fruits, though stone fruit is J. HemerG. 
grown in some parts of the district.
687. Have you many trees in full bearing ? I have not many trees in full hearing myself, the oldest trees 13 Sept., 1900. 
in my orchard being about three years old.
G88. You have not a great acreage under fruit-trees ? I have 9 acres under cultivation.
689. What is the sine of your holding? About 30 acres.
690. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you increase your cultivation ? Yes.
691. How far would you be from tbe proposed station at Dural ? About 2 miles.
692. Which railway station do you use now ? Pennant Hills.
693. How far arc you from it? Between 8 aud 9 miles.
694. Tlie last witness stated that fifty cases to the acre was a fair average yield for an orchard;—Jo you
think so ? 1 understood him lo say that that was tlie average yield of full-bearing orchards and orchards
only just coming into bearing, taken together; but 1 know a place where a man toolr 760 eases of fruit off 
an acre of lemon trees in one year. Half a case to the tree would be a very low average for full-hearing 
trees. If people use manure they can get very large returns from the soil.
695. Taking the trees just coming into hearing and the trees in full bearing, what would be a fair average 
yield ? About a case and a half to a tree.
696. That is 150 cases to the acre;—do you think the district could produce as much as that? Yes, if it 
were cultivated and manured properly.
697. Are there any neglected orchards in the district ? Yes. ‘
698. Many? Hot many.
699. Are they producing any fruit? Some of them may be producing crops.
700. Are they owned by people who live in tho district, or by people who live away from the district?
Most of them are upon non-residential selections, and the people who own them have a little work done 
upon them occasionally, perhaps by men who do not understand their business, and therefore the places 
go hack.
701. But it would not he fair to include those orchards ? Hot in estimating the average yield,
702. The land you speak of was thrown open for selection fourteen or fifteen years ago ? About fifteen 
years ago.
703. Was it taken up for speculative purposes ? Yes.
704. Is it still held by those who took it up? Yes. I went out to the district fifteen years ago as 
caretaker for a 300-acro selection, which to-day is no further improved than was necessary in order to 
comply with the provisions of the Land Act. Kive or six years ago they were trying to subdivide that area.
705. Do you thinlc that if the proposed railway were made people would buy this land and come into the 
district to settle ? lies. There are thousands of acres in the district which are capable of producing good
fruit, but which are now in a natural condition. ■
706. What is the character of the Kenthurst soil ? It is a sandy loam, with occasional patches of black 
soil. It is a remarkable district, because you will find a patch of black soil 20 or 30 acres in extent, while 
the surrounding soil will be loamy soil.
707. Is the loamy soil good for fruit ? It is all good soil for fruit.
708. It requires a great deal of feeding ? Yes ; hut with feeding it produces fruit of firat-rate quality.
709. Are there any old orchards in the district? Two or three.
710. How old are they ? They were old fifteen years ago.
711. Do they still bear well ? Yes.
712. The trees show no signs of deteriorating ? A.s the old trees begin to die out they arc replaced with 
now trees; but some of the best orchards in the district, where the trees were planted fifteen years, arc 
in full, bearing now, and the trees arc a picture to look at.
713. Would you be prepared to pay double rates on fruit sent over the proposed line ? Yes. I was at a 
meeting of the Railway League when it was decided to agree to pay special rates on all produce carried 
over the third section of the proposed line.
714. Do yon think that the people in the district generally would agree to pay special rates ? Yes. The
people of the district were well represented at that meeting, 715.
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J. Hemers. 715. Did anyone object to pay special rates ? Xo.
Ti^r^'ioon ?\6’ •^■av? Jou carted any fruit to tbe railway station ? Tes; and I have also paid to bare some carted. 

p •> -1 have paid Gd. a gin-case aud 3d. a bos to have fruit carted to tbe Pennant Hills railway station—a
distance of 8 or 9 miles.

Tben you could afford to pay extra rates upon tbe proposed line? Tes; because it would make 
the carriage of tbe fruit cheaper, and it would save iny time. A man is bettor emploved in attending to 
bis orchard than in driving a cart. J
718. Have you noticed any disease among tbe trees in tbe district? Tes; tbere are several diseases, 
such as scale, black spot, and other ordinary diseases.
719. Are tbe people able to combat those diseases? Tes, we prevent them to a certain extent; but so 
far as the red scale is concerned, I do not think it is possible to eradicate it, because it seems to be a 
climatieal disease.
/20. There is very little scale on the oranges themselves ? That is due a good deal to the manuring they 
receive.
721. Do you find that tbere are more speckled oranges where the trees are starved? Tes; healthy trees 
appear to throw off diseases.
722. Tou do not think that these diseases are likely to destroy the fruit-growing industry ? No, because
we are able to keep them down. '
723. Do you think there is room for an increase of production in the districts around Kenthurst? Tes. 
in the country between Kenthurst, Glenorie, and Cattai Creek.

What do you think of the country near Cattai Creek ? It is good fruit-growing country. The 
traffic from the country west of Cattai Creek goes into the Windsor line.
/25. Anything 3 miles beyond Kenthurst would not be likely to come to the proposed railway? Traffic 
comes to Pennant Hills railway station from places 5 miles beyond Kenthurst.
726. Therefore it would come to the proposed railway? Tes.
727. And the traffic from out Glenorie way would also come to it ? Tes.
/2S. W'hat is the country like from Glenorie to Wiseman’s Kerry;—is it suitable for fruit-growing? 
xes; it is all similar country. .
^9- Why do you state the average yield of the district as a case and a half to the tree ? Because of 
what I have seen of it. I have known mandarin trees, only 3 years old, to bear three-quarters of a case 
to the tree.
730. Mr. Shepherd.'] At what age do you think a tree is in full bearing ? At 7 or 8 years.
731. The yield is not likely to increase after that age? With good working and manuring it may 
increase a little for the next two or three years. A tree will keep improving if you keep feeding it.
732. Is the country beyond Dural likely to be largely planted with fruit-trees ? Tes.
733. Is it as good as the country through which tho proposed line would pass ? Tes.
73-1. Has much improvement taken place at any distance beyond Dural? Selections have been taken up 
there, but other witnesses will give you information with regard to that part of the district. Thecountry 
out there consists of flat ridges divided by very deep creeks. Glenorie and Kenthurst are very close 
together, so close that in a straight lino the distance is not more than a mile and a half, whereas to go 
round with a cart would mean a journey of 12 miles.
735. Mr. Harper stated that there had been very little development in the district durum the last 
two years ;—do you think that that is a correct statement ? No. 1 do not. °
730. What would be the average acreage of orange trees coming into hearing this year ? It is very hard 
to say; but in the last three inouths I have supplied between 5,000 and 6,OOU young trees, and not 100 of 
them have gone out of tho district. The last witness had something like 2,000 or 3,000, and very few of 
them went away from the district. Mr. Harper stated that the non-bearing orchards referred to in the 
last statistics were chiefly old orchards'which were dying out. There may be a few orchards on tho mam 
road, but most of the orchards are replanted from time to time with young trees. On the back lying 
ridges they arc continually planting young trees. I think that Mr. Harper was altogether mistaken when 
he made that statement.
737. How is the land in the old orchards prepared for replanting? The old trees arc grubbed out, tbe 
soil is well worked up, and a load of new soil is carted in to give the new trees a fair start. Under that 
treatment the old orchards will continue to produce good fruit.
/38. Do you not consider that the soil of an orchard is to some extent worn out by the time the trees 
begin to be worn out? Tes; but every two or three years we cart in new soil and artificial manure to 
keep tne trees healthy.
739. I suppose you find that by cultivating and manuring the laud you are able to keep the trees free of 
disease . les ; tho better the trees are looked after the fewer signs of disease arc seen.

John "Williams Foster, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and examined:—
J. W. Foster. 740. Mr, MeFarJtme.] How long have you been residing at Dural ? I have had property in Dural for 
vTc-some years, but l have only been residing tliere permanently during the last six months. I have been a 
u sept.,1900. property-owner in the district for upwards of thirty years.

741. Have you a good knowledge of the country through which the proposed railway would pass ? Tes ; 
I know every acre of it.
742. Do you consider it a good fruit-growing district ? I consider it the best fruit-growing district in 
the Colony.
743. What has been your experience ? If a place is properly looked after, fruit-growing is a paying 
industry.
744. How many acres of land have you under fruit? About 25 acres.
/4o, Have you much land that is not under fruit? Yes; 170 acres in Dural. Twenty acres of that 
area, however, are cultivated for fodder.
746. Is the land sufficiently good to grow fodder ? Tes ; with a little manure.
747. Is there any special reason why the whole of your land is not under fruit ? If I could got my 
fruit away more easily, I would cultivate more land. Tho land there is worth very little if it is not 
cultivated.
748. Is the rest of the land suitable for fruit-growing ? Tes; every acre of it. 749.
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749. Is it in close proximity to tlie route of the propesed railway ? It lies 3 miles north of the proposed ^ I'0?ter- 
terminus at Dural.
750. There is not a large proportion of the land in the district under fruit? iNTo; when I left Dural,138®^-'1900- 
some fifteen or sixteen years ago, there were only four families living north of my holding, hut when I
was compiling statistics to place before the Committee, I found that there was something like 100 
holdings, and a population ol over 300 persons, north of the proposed railway, and at least 3 miles from it.
751. What area of country do those figures include ? They include the Glenorie district.
752. Js the land in the district through which tho proposed line would pass, which is not now under
fruit, sufficiently good for fruit ? 1 feel sure that it is, though some of the most exposed parts on the
highest hills may not he.
753. Has there been any tendency to increase the area under fruit each year ? Piftccu or sixteen years 
ago there were not 50 acres under fruit there; but at the present time tliere arc nearly 700 acres of 
bearing trees, and 300 acres of non-bearing trees.
/ol'. Do you know the country to the north and north-west of Dural? Yes.
755. How does it compare with the country between Dural and Carlingford ? It is broken country ; but 
a great deal of it is adapted for fruit-growing. The best orchards in the district are on a poor, sandy, 
loamy, soil.
756. Is much land under fruit at Galston ? Yes, a large area.
/57. What is the land like round Glenorie way as compared with the land near Carlingford? The land 
at Carlingford and Castle Hill has a heavier soil than the Glenorie soil. Tho Glenorie soil is the better for 
fruit-growing, though it takes a little more manure. I do not think they can grow passion fruit at 
Carlingford. ‘ b *
758. Have you experienced any difficulty from the want of railway facilities ? Yes.
759. Where do you send your fruit ? At the present time I am paving to have it carted to Tennant Hills.
760. What does it cost to have it carted there ? Sixpence a case. ”
761. What is the distance? Nine and a half miles.
762. A re there other fruit-growers in your neighbourhood who have to do the same thing? I think there 
are a feiv ; but most of tho people there do thoir own carting,
763. How much of the country lying towards the northern line would tlie proposed railway serve? That 
part of tlie district is very broken country. There is an enormous gully between the two lines.
764. There is not much cultivation there ? No.
765. Do you think there ever will be ? No.
/6G. What is the condition of the road between Dural and the Northern line ? It is a very difficult road 
to travel in bad weather. Dast winter it was impassable. It is a very hilly road.
767. What would you consider a fair average yield per tree for a productive orchard ? Taken together, 
trees just in bearing and full-bearing trees, I think that a ease to a tree would be a fair average. I havo 
pulled 20J and 250 cases to the aero oil' trees 7 and 8 years old.
/GS. There are usually 100 trees to the acre ? ^ es ; and a yield of 100 cases to the acre is a low average 
yield.
769. Would the yield of other fruit besides oranges be about the same ? 11 might be a little less ; but I 
have not had much experience of summer fruit.
7/0. If the proposed railway were constructed, do you think that the whole of the fruit-growers within a 
reasonable distance of it, and to the north and north-west of it, would use it, even though the rates might 
be higher than those on the Northern line ? The majority of the fruit-growers there would sooner use 
the Dural line, oven if they had to pay special rates.
/71. In the oicnt of the proposed line being constructed, from how far north and north-west of Dural 
would fruit come to it? The proposed railway would influence tho country right through to Maroota—
15 miles. J ° °
772. Would it bring about the opening up of new country for fruit-growing, and tho cultivation of land 
along the route which is not now under fruit ? I am sure that, if the proposed lino wero made, nearly 
all the land in the district would be used for fruit.
713. Do you think that the district generally is improving ? 1 am certain that it is.
77-1'. Is it steadily improving? Yes.
775. Is the area under fruit increasing ? Yes; every year. .
776. Are there many private residences in the district owned by people living in Sydney? I think there 
arc a few in Glenorie. but not many. The majority of the people having holdings there are bond fide 
settlers.
777. Would the construction of the proposed lino increase the number of private residences? T am 
certain that it would. I should like to contradict the statement of Mr. Harper that there is very little 
settlement north of Dural, and very little land there to bo taken up for settlement. There arc thousands 
of acres there open for selection. There is the Canoe Itidge and the Maroota Itidge, which contain some 
of the best orchard land in the Colony.
778. Do you consider Mr. Harper’s estimate of revenue a fair one? No; I think it a mistaken one.
150,000 cases of fruit at double rates would return £1,200 a year.
779. Is 150,000 cases a fair estimate of the production of the district? No; I think it is an under
estimate.
780. Have you a knowledge of the timber in the district? Yes; there is a great deal of timber in the
district. Between Glenorie and Wiseman’s Ferry there has hardly been a tree cut, and vou can get the 
very best timber there—blue-gum, black-butt, and mahogany, amongst others. ^
781. Is that on Crown land ? Yes. There might be some difficulty in getting some of it out - but it
would all be got out in time. ■ 1
782. How far would the marketable timber be from the proposed railway ? Some of it would be 20 or 25
miles away, '
783. On an average, how far would it be from the proposed line ? About 15 miles.
781. How far from the Northern line ? About 30 miles,
785. Do you get supplies from Sydney ? I deal from the local storekeeper.
786. Chairman.] Do you require to work your orchards just at the time when the fruit is ready for
market? Yes; this is the time of the year when people are taking their fruit to market, and it is also 
tfie proper time for cultivating tho orchards, 787.
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J. W. FoEtcr. Would it pay a man to save Id. a case—Ss. 4d. a day—by carting bis fruit to tbe Northern lino
13Sept I BOO ,J,rlstea^ seuding it to tbe Dural line ? No ; it would not pay a man to neglect his orchard to cart his 

F ■' ‘ fruit a long distance.
783, Could the timber in the district bo profitably drawn 15 or 20 miles by road? I do not know; I 
nave had no experience in connection with the timber trade. In the Galston district there is plenty of 
ironbark within 4 or 5 miles of Dural. Mr. Harper stated that the proposed railway would rob the 
existing lines, but 1 should like to point out that the line from Clyde to Carlingford is an existing line. 
/SO. Mr. llyatn!\ If the Commissioners open the Carlingford line, will you send your fruit there instead 
of to Pennant Hills? No ; because it would bo fully a mile further.
730. During the last inquiry some of the witnesses stated that they would be willing to pay
3d, a case to send fruit over the proposed line, but the railway authorities were of opinion that such a 
charge would send traffic to tlie Northern line;—do you think that that is so ? No ; I feel certain that 
the people living along the first and second section of the line would be willing to pay higher rates, though 
I cannot speak for people down about Pennant Hills.
/91. Does a difference of 7 miles in cartage make a material difference to the grower of fruit ? Tes ; if 
a man has only to drive a short distance, he has all the more time to devote to his orchard. If the pro
posed railway were made, the Kenthurst and G-lenorie people could take their fruit to the Dural station 
and ho back by midday, whereas the jourticy to Pennant Hills and back takes a whole da}' and part of tho 
night. Tho road into Dural is a very evenly graded road.
/02. The Commissioners estimate a large loss upon the line;—would it be more to the advantage of the 
people in tbe district, to secure a railway, to pay special rates for tbe carriage of goods over the line or to 
suinnit io tlie levying of a tax upon their land, tbe tax to be modified by the distance from a railway ? I 
think it would be fair to make the producers pay on what they, send to the railway. I think that those 
who use the railway should be those who have to pay for it. No doubt, if the railway is constructed, the 
value or the land in the district will increase, and the landholders there will have to pay a higher land-tax.
793. Do you agree with previous witnesses, that there would be considerable traffic in manure? I am 
certain ot it. Our great difficulty now is to get manure brought out from the railway station. A man 
cannot bring a return load of manure with him after sending fruit away, because he has generally a cart
load of empty cases to bring back.
794. AVhat does it cost you to cart manure? I get mine from a local man.
795. How much manure is used to the acre, on the average P I agree with Mr. Gallard that at least a 
quarter of a ton to tho acre is required, and for a full-bearing orchard half a ton to the acre would be a 
very fair average. Manure ought to be put on every year.
/9G, Mr. Shepherd.] Half a ton of what kind of manure ? Eoneduet, or artificial manure. It costs 
about £4 10s, or £5 a ton.
/97. Chairman.] Do you know the stone quarries which have been discovered in the district? Tes. The 
white metal is the best that I have ever seen, and the quarry is inexhaustible. The blue metal quarry has 
never been properly opened up, but I think ifc is first-class stone, and inexhaustible.
79S. How far is the blue metal quarry from the nearest point on tho proposed raihvav? About 5 miles.
799. Do you think that that stone would he used for railway purposes generally, just as theBoinbo stone 
is, if the proposed railway were made? There is no doubt about it. It would almost pay to run a line 
up there. There is a very level grade from Dural.
800. Is the white metal suitable for heavy traffic ? I do not think it is quite as lasting as blue metal, but; 
it makes a much better road for traffic. The Government would save £100 or £150 a year in the 
carriage of mail matter if the proposed railway were constructed.
801. Mr. Hyam,.] How long have you been in the district ? A11 my life.
802. Have you ever known a total failure of the fruit crop in the district? I have seen a great many 
failures through neglect, and sometimes throng!) had trees having been supplied by the nurserymen.
803. But have you ever known a general failure of the citrus crops ? Tes.
804. And of the stone fruits ? No,
805. Have there been failures from drought or excessively wet weather ? I do not think drought
interferes with the crop much, but occasionally the winter weather interferes with trees in low-lying 
places. ‘
806. Some five years ago you had very heavy frost throughout the district;—did they interfere very 
much with the fruit-trees? In some of the low-lying places.
807. But on tbe higher lands ? I do not think so.
808. Did they affect the trees about Galston and Dural ? I did not hear of any being affected,
809. Frosts do you no harm ? Nothing to speak of. They sometimes nip the lops of the young trees. 

■^‘0W fnally failures of crops have you had since you have been in the district? It is veiy seldom
that there is a failure. H you have a hit of a failure with tbe summer fruit crops, you perhaps gain in the 
citrus crops.
811. Tou have never known the total failure of tlie fruit crop ? No, When one fruit crop has been a 
failure, another crop has been a success.

James Edward Dale, fruit-grower, Glenorie, sworn, and examined :—
J. E, Dale. 812. Chairman.] How far do you live from Dural ? Six and a half miles.

^as stated that Glenorie is the extreme limit from which traffic will bo drawn to the proposed 
eP •> • railwaywbat is your opinion of tho country beyond Glenorie? Eivo miles north of Glenorie, on the

Wiseman’s Eerry road, there is one ef the best orchards in Central Cumberland.
814. Where is that ? At Maroota, or what is commonly known as the Five-mile Forest. That orchard 
is a young orchard, just coming into bearing, and is situated on what was formerly a special area. I took 
up a portion of that special area as a conditional purchase, at £7 an acre; but the Government reduced 
tne price to £5, aud afterwards to £3 an acre. There are three young fellows there, who hold 60 or 80 
acres, and they have about 20 acres cleared and planted. The soil is a sandy loam.
815. How much country north of Glenorie is there suitable for fruit-growing ? Between Glenorie and 
Wiseman’s Ferry there are 15,000 or 20,000 acres good for orchards. Tho whole district is suitable for 
orchards.
816. It ia not being developed now for want of railway facilities P No. 817*
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817. "Would the esteiiBion of the railwny to Dural lead to its development ? Tes ; I know lots of people J- Dale.
who would take up that land if it were not so far from a railway station. At tho present time the <----
Maroota people have to bring their fruit into G-lenorie, and send it from there. It is too far for them to 13Sept.,1000. 
cart it into market in one day, and the last part of the road, that from Dural to Pennant Hills, is the
worst. ■
818. East and west of Glenorie is the land suitable for fruit-growing? Yes; there are ridges and spurs 
there upon which there is the very best land for orchardists. A lot of that land is in special areas.
SPl. lias there been any inquiry for that land recently ? Tes ; but everyone thinks it is too far from the 
railway.
820. Is tho distance a handicap because of the waste of time it involves in carting, or because of the 
deterioration of the fruit on tlie road ? It is a handicap for both reasons. '
821. Citrus fruits do not suffer very much from road carriage? They do if tho roads are bad, as they 
have been during the last two years. There is land where summer fruit could he grown ; hut without a 
railway it would be impossible to grow it, because it could uot be carted to market.
822. Have you any statistics relating to the Glenorie country ? Since the last statistics were taken, there 
has been an increase of 300 [acres in tho holdings there, and an increase of 232 acres in tho area under 
bearing trees.
823. Is it the general complaint in the district that progress is hindered by the want of railway communi
cation ? That is tho principal drawback.
824. Do you do your own carting ? Tes.
825. What does it cost you ? I can cart twelve cases a load in wet weather, and about fifteen when tho 
roads are good, and it takes mo tho whole day to got to the station and back, leaving at 6 o'clock in the 
morning, and getting hack at 5 or G o’clock iu the evening, and nert day 1 have to spell tho horse altogether.
82G. What does that cost you per case ? Sixpence a ease. People have been carting fruit for that, but 
they found that their horses would not stand it. With regard to Mr. Gallard’s estimate of the average 
yield, I should like to say that 1 have 270 trees of “ Emperor” mandarins, which are G years old, and au 
expert who looked at them this year, before I pulled any, estimated the yield at 400 cases.
827. Would a case to a tree be a fair average yield ? Not for full-grown trees. There are some trees in 
the distinct which always average five or six cases, whilst some of the largo apple trees yield from tou to 
twelve cases. 1 should think that a tree which yielded only one ease is hardly in bearing.
828. Havo you ever paid for tho carting of manure ? Yes, 15s. a ton. If you can got someone to bring 
it as back carriage, you pay about 10s. a tou.
829. Would the construction of the proposed railway substantially improve your condition? Tes.
830. How much further north would its influence be felt? A good way further north. The Government 
have a lot of special area land there which would all ho taken up if tho proposed line wore made. That 
land would be considered cheap at £3 au acre if the line were made, *
831. Mr. Shepherd^] What is the distance from Dural to Wiseman’s Perry? Twenty-four miles.
832. At what distance from a railway station can an orchard be profitably worked? At Glenorie we find 
it profitable to work our orchards at a day’s journey from the Pennaut Hills railway station.
833. But what would you consider a fair thing—8 or 10 miles ? I do not think a man should he 
more than 6 miles away. A man who is only that distance from a railway station cau pick his fruit and 
take it to market in the same day.
831'. I suppose you never use stable manure P It is too far to cart it.
835, How many tons of stable manure would you consider equivalent to a ton of bone-dust? I could uot 
give you an estimate, as 1 never used stable manure in large quantities ; but I believe that it would be 
bettor than tho other manure if we could get enough of it, because it adds to the soil.
83G. Is the country towards Wiseman’s Ferry very rough ? Yes ; but there is good land on tlie ridges, 
and the sandy loam has been proved hotter thau tho black soil. It does not get so hard iu dry weather, 
aud it can be worked almost immediately after heavy rains, when you cannot work tho black soil for a 
week. Tho roots of tlie trees do not rot in that soil, because the soil docs not hold the water.
837. Is there much cultivation on towards Wiseman’s Ferry? Tes, a good deal.
838. I suppose the people there send their fruit away by steamer ? Yes ; but if the proposed railway were
made it would come to Dural, because the freight on the steamers is very heavy, and tho running of the 
steamers is uncertain. Sometimes fruit lies on the wharf for a week. ■
839. Do you cultivate citrus fruits exclusively? Apples and citrus fruits.
840. Do you find that apples do pretty well ? Tes.
841. What varieties do you grow' chiefly ? Alsopp’s and the Lady Carrington.
842. Which give you the best return—apples or oranges ? I think oranges. We grow apples on the low 
ground, which is liable to frosts, and, perhaps, a bit wet at times.
843. Mr. ITyam.] How Jong have you been living at Glenorie? Eight years.
844. How many acres havo you ? I have 12 acres cleared ■ the total area is 54 acres.
845. Have you had any experience in fruit-growing in any other part of the country ? No ; I had no 
experience before I wont thero.
845. I suppose you have done fairly well ? Yes ; I am very well satisfied, and I am improving every year.
847. I suppose there is plenty of room there for men who are desirous of settling ? Yes ; thero is a lot
of ground to be taken up. Tho Bank of New South Wales has a lot of property there which would bo 
sold if there wore railway communication. Tlie bank sold a block of about 30 acres opposite my place 
last year. -
848. What did they sell it for ? From £S to £15 an acre.
849. Cleared land ? No, bush land; but it is superior soil. The whole of it is good, from fence to fence.
850. Is it heavily timbered ? Tes.
851. Is tho timber of any value ? It was beautiful timber, but they burnt it all to get rid of it. There 
was ironbark, white mahogany, and blue-gum.
852. What does it cost to clear that land ? £10 an acre ; it is very heavily timbered.
853. With a railway, could you make use of the timber ? I have heard it said that the value of the 
timber would pay for the cost of clonring.
854. Would you be willing to pay extra freight on the proposed railway ? Yes I would pay anything
rather than do the carting I havo to do now. 1 question it 1 could get my carliug done all tho year round 
for 6d. a case. I am 16 miles from Pennant Hills. 855.
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J. E.^Dalc. g55i 2£r_ Shepherd^ How do you prepare the land—by trenching or by ploughing ? ]3y ploughing deep. 
1 .Tjij SuG. AVith a sub-soil plough? Yery few use sub-sod ploughs, because of the expense.

P ■’ • 837. To wbat depth do yon plough ? To a depth of 9 inches. The loamy soil does not require to be
ploughed so deep as the heavier soil.
8571. Ho you generally malco sub-soil drains ? Yes. AVe find draining a great advantage.

FRIDAY. 14 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

present:—
AVTLLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. | The Hon. Solomon IIerdrrt Hyam.
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Eailway from Carlingford
to Dural.

Alfred Trethowan, fruit-grower, Arcadia, sworn, and examined :—
Trethowan ®‘airman^ Have you any statistics in regard to the district which the proposed railway would serve

' wh'ch T011 W()UM l’ke g)vc the Committee? I think that other witnesses have gone pretty well into 
HScpt.,1900. ^lc mil^r statistics, but there are a few things to which I should like to draw attention. Mr. Smith, 

’ the Engineer for Hoads, and Mr. Harper, of tlie Eailway Hcpartment, when examined during the former 
inquiry, and Mr. Harper, -when again under examination during the present inquiry, stated that the 
G-alston and Arcadia people would not use the proposed railway, hut would go to Hornsby, the road there 
being the better one. That, however, is not so. AYe can draw quite one-third more to and from Dural 
than to and from Hornsby, and the journey takes only one-third the time. At the present time we have 
to pick our fruit one day and cart it to the railway station the next; but, if the proposed railway were 
made, we could pick and cart in the fruit on the one day, and it would arrive iu Sydney twenty-four 
hours fresher than it does now. Summer fruit deteriorates sometimes 50 per cent, by being kept in tho 
cases in hot iveatlicr, and the knocking about on the road is bad for all fruit. Mr, Harper also stated 
that there was not much country beyond Galston to be served by a railway, as the land there was broken 
sandstone country ; but, in replying to that statement, I should like to say that there are thousands of 
acres beyond Arcadia, towards Coba and Calabash, which is really first-class land for passion fruit. No 
better passion fruit comes into the Sydney market than that which comes from that district, and it can be 
brought into the market at times^vhen it is worth a lot of money. The soil is also good for citrus fruits, 
some of the best citrus orchards m the Colony being planted on sandy loam. I know of trees 40 years 
old which, although they were neglected for fully twelve years, are to-day bearing as well as any trees I 
know ; and they are on this sandy loam. From Galston we should have only 3 miles to go to the proposed 
railway terminus at Dural, whereas it is 8 miles to Hornsby; and the road, as I have stated, is a very 
heavy one. Air. Harper lias also stated that he does not think there would be mueh increase in the 
production of the district if the proposed railway were constructed; but there are many people in the 
district who have only one-third, and some who have only one-half, of their holdings planted, and, no 
doubt, if the proposed railway were made they would plant more ground. When I came to the district 
fifteen years ago, there were very few families there, and there was no school at Galston. When wc did 
get a school it was difficult to get as many as sixteen children to attend it; but now we have a school with 
an attendance of nearly 100 children, and another school at Arcadia with an attendance of nearlv fifty 
children. There is some very choice ground round Arcadia, which would be planted if the proposed 
railway were made, and that would bring about a still further increase in the population. Mr. Harpor 
has estimated the total fruit production of the district at 150,000 cases per annum, or about twenty-eight 
cases to the acre; hut the fruitgrowers could not live upon so small a yield as that. There are some 
orchards in the district which average three cases to the tree, aud T thiuk that the smallest average yield 
would be one case to the tree. If we had a railway we could use much more manure khan we are now 
using ; but the long cartage is so expensive that wo cannot use a great deal now. It would pay us to use 
a larger quantity of manure, because in doing so we should increase our yield, and I believe that wc could 
use as much as 5 a ton to the acre. Mr. Harper also slated that most of the non-bearing trees in the 
district were old worn-out trees; hut in Arcadia there are no old worn-out trees, so far as I know, and,as a 
matter of fact, most of the non-bearing trees there are young vigorous trees which are coming on well. 
If the proposed railway were made, all the people in the Arcadia district would use it. Mr. Harper has 
stated that most of the supplies used in the district come from Varramatta; but the only supplies which 
come to Arcadia from Parramatta are what arc brought by one butcher. All the goods that are used 
there are either imported directly from Sydney by the growers, or are obtained from Sydney through the 
storekeepers at Galston. * “
859. AVhere do the storekeepers get their supplies ? Mostly from Hornsby, though one of them gets
some of his supplies from Parramatta and from Pennant Hills. Tbe Hornsbv-road is an extremely trvinu 
road for horses. " ' “
860. AVhat area is there in and around Arcadia suitable for fruit-growing ? Tliere are thousands of acres 
of good land beyond Arcadia which are good for frmt-growiiig, besides the land in Arcadia. The land to 
which I refer belongs to the Government, and runs out towards Coba.
861. Does the yield per acre in the Arcadia district compare favourably with the yield per acre in the 
Dural and Castle Hill districts ? Yes 5 and in the near future our district will put those districts in 
the shade.
8G2. Is your soil superior for fruit? it seems to suit citrus trees better than the soil around Castle 
Hill does.
863. If there were an extra charge of 2d. a case upon tlie fruit sent on the Dural line, would the fruit
growers of Arcadia use that line, or would it pay them hotter to send to Hornsby ? They would use the 
Dural line, because they would make a saving by doing so, both in money and in time. Although it has 
been stated that the fruit can ho carted for 3d. a case, it is only the large growers, who can pack a full 
waggon, who can get it taken for that. The ordinary charge is Od. for the large gin-cases, and 3d. or 4d. 
for the half-cases. 864.
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864, If the proposed railway were constructed, could you pull your fruit and get it to market in the one A. ^ 
day ? Yes. We could pull it until as late as 3 or 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and then have time to cart rc Aowan’ 
to the'train at Dural. Last year I sent some apricots to Hornsby, but they were in the cases all night, i/fw* igoo, 
and, the weather happening to he very hot, when they got to market they did not fetch half of what they ’
would have brought if they had got there twenty-four hours earlier.
8G5. If the fruit-growers in the district used more manure, the Railway Department would benefit in two 
directions—by the increased traffic in manure, and by the increased traffic iu fruit ? Yes ; I believe that in 
twelve years Arcadia will produce twice as much fruit as it does now. My own orchard yields twice as 
much now as it did two or three years ago, and I eipect to double my production again iu the nest five 
years,
866. Upon what area there could a man make a decent living by fruit-growing? I believe that a man 
with an ordinary family could make a nice living on 5 acres in Arcadia.
867. What is the average size of the holdings there ? They vary very greatly.
SG3. What is the largest holding that you know of? Mr. Fagan has about 40 acres of orchard, Mr.
Samuel Moore has about 25 acres, Mr. William Black has about 30 acres, and Mr. Harry Moore has a 
large place.
S6!>. Those are what you consider large holdings ? They are the largest orchards there.
870. Do you anticipate that there will bo a large traffic in timber to the proposed railway? There is 
some first-class ironbark in the district, suitable for girders, sleepers, and other purposes; and there is 
any quantity of timber which is suitable for firewood. Ho doubt, with a railway to Dural, there would 
be a great deal of timber traffic. On the Southern and Western railways they draw firewood for a distance 
of S or 0 miles.
871. If the rate on manure on the Dural line were 2s. Cd. a ton higher than on the Hornsby line, could 
people afford to bring their manure from Dural instead of from Hornsby? Yes. In my own case, I 
could cart three loads of manure from Dural in a day, and bring a third more in each load than I could 
bring from Hornsby, from which place I could only bring one load in a day-
872. Mr. Shepherd.] How much per tree do the forty-year old trees which you have mentioned produce?
They average three or four cases to the tree, year in and 3rear out, hut they are not doing what they will 
do. On the sandy loam, and with the climate that we have, we can get twice as much for our fruit as 
people closer to town can get,
8/3. I hare known over twenty eases to he pulled from a tree ? There are two trees in Arcadia which 
have yielded over thirty cases, but they are in an exceptional situation, and where the yields arc so heavy 
the fruit is generally not of the best qualily.
874. As a rule, the older the tree the better the quality of the fruit, because the skin is thinner? Yes, 
but if you give too much manure you will get thick skinned oranges even on an old tree.
875. What vnriefies of orange do you chiefly grow in Arcadia? Chiefly the common orange.
876. The Farramatla orange? I have some St. Michael oranges and some Saleta oranges, hut we class 
them with the common oranges. The trees in our district bloom late, and the fruit will hang until 
Christmas time, with very little waste. Nearer town the fruit will not do that.
877. Do the people of the district stick to one or two kinds of oranges, or do they try some of the more 
recent kinds—such as the "Washington navel? Some of them have tried Washington navels, and have 
cut them down to make room for Emperor mandarins. A man going on to the laud in Arcadia can begin 
by planting passion fruit vinca on trellises, putting his fruit trees in between the rows, and in twelve 
months or two years the passion fruit vines will bear enough to pay for the working of the orchards, and 
after that he will be able to get a Jiving from the passion fruit while the orange trees are growing.
878. Do they chiefly use orange stocks or lemon stocks in the orchard? Both, The orange stock is 
supposed to take longer to grow the trees on, and some people fancy the lemon stock because it throws a 
lighter coloured orange, which sells well in the Sydney market. The old trees that I have spoken of aro 
either layers or seedlings.
87D. Is not the road from Galston to Hornsby in good order? Yes ; but it is a very steep road, and you 
have to go down and climb a hill in whichever direction you are proceeding. The steepness of the road 
causes the traffic to tear it up a good deal, so that it is a most expensive road to keep in repair. Then, 
too, it is a dangerous road to travel. The least thing may send a horse over the side. I tlunk that three 
horses have gone over the side already.
880. How many orchards are there in Arcadia now ? Taking Gfalston and Arcadia together, the population 
is 441 people ; the acreage of the holdings, 6,174 £ acres; the area under cultivation, 1,231-f acres ; the area 
under bearing trees, 824 acres ; the area under non-bearing trees, 19S| acres ; and other tillage, 34y acres,
Arcadia has come forward within the last fifteen years, there being only two or three people there before 
that lime. It is a most vigorous district, and the orchards there seem t,o be growing fast and bearing well.
SSI. Is there a likelihood of a large increase in its production ? I think that iu ten years' time the 
production will be twice, if not thrice as large as it is now. As the trees get older, people will have to 
employ more labour to attend to them, and new holdings will bo planted out, and they will require the 
employment of extra hands. During the last few years people have been employing more labour than 
they employed formerly.
882. Mr. McFarlanc.] When cases have been spoken of in this inquiry, have gin-cases been meant? Yes,
We use gin-cases, packers, and half-cases. There arc two half-cases to a gin-case, and four gin-cases will 
fill five packers. The great advantage Arcadia has is in having the fruit hang so lute in the season, so 
that we can got a higher price for it than can bo obtained by orchardists living nearer to Sydney.
833. How does the land at Arcadia compare with the laud round Dural? We have some of the same 
kind of soil in Arcadia that they have in Dural, and that soil is very good for summer fruit; but the sandy 
loam seems to suit the oranges and mandarins even better. In Arcadia we have both sandy loam and rich 
black soil. It is the sandy loam that produces the best passion fruit.
834. In which direction does the country run from Arcadia that you say will be developed if the proposed 
line is made ? It runs out for 7 or 8 miles towards Coba, which is in the direction of the Hawkesbury.
SS5. How far would that land be from Dural ? The furthest end of that district would be 16 miles from 
Dural: but some of it—Government land—is within 7 or 8 miles of Dural. *
8S6. What is a fair distance from the railway station for a fruit-grower to be? In Arcadia people have 
made limit-growing pay even when they had to cart their fruit to Parramatta,a distance of IS or 20 miles.

322—E 8S7.
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A.TwtTiowan. SS7. But ponjilc living vvrfcliirt G or 7 miles of a railway would make tlie iudustrv pay much Letter ? Yes, 
XtS^tTgoo hpf orch " dere ^ a!tln i!3S'a:loilS distalice to carfc his fruit 1,6 must be a Sreat deal of Li# time away from

8SS, Would the country people in the country between Dural and Carlingford lunc 17 miles to cart their 
produce now ? iS'o; you would have to go out beyond Kentburst to get a distance of 17 miles.
SSO. 1 be distance winch the proposed railway would serve is within 17 miles of a ruilwav now? Yes. I 
believe that most of ihe people round iKenthurst cart their fruit to Pennant Ifills; but the countTv is 
very rough. ‘
890 What arc the roads like between the proposed line and the Northern line ? The road to Hornsby 
is nhat is called a good road, but it is a very heavy road on horses. I took a horse, with which T was 
offered a 80 ewt. trial a short time ago, and which is regularly fed on grass with some dry chaff added, to 
Hornsby a short time ago with a load of ten gin-cases—about o cwt.—and when I got back I eonid take 
the girth up 4 inches. Another man, who was offered a ton trial up the, Hornsby Mountain with a horse, 
took that horse to Hornsby with a load of ten cases, and found that it had quite enough to do to get 
there and back in a day. Going towards Pennant IIills or Parramatta you get very heavy pulling, but 
the horses get a spell on the down-hill bits. The Hornsby road is a metalled road, but the grades are 
very heavy, and the curves are very severe. Coming out of Hornsby the road drops nearly GOO feet and 
then you have to rise again between 800 and 900 feet.
S91. Apart from fruit, would t!i ere be any traffic on the proposed railway? Yes; there would be a 
traffic in firewood, sleepers, and girders. There is a lot of timber there which is suitable for wheelwrights’ 
work, i’hon, at .Dural and at GlenoriV, there arc metal quarries which will prove very valuable. A coming 
industry in the district is poultry raising. When we can get our eggs to market regularly we can got a 
penny, and sometimes 3d., a dozen over the ordinary quotations, and lots of small growers there now 
have as many as 100 fowls It there were a radway, they would have food for the fowls sent up by train, 
and would send back eggs and poultry. “ J
S9J Dow do you get horse-feed in, J fowl-feed for the district at the'present time? Our most direct 
way is to get it Horn Hornsby, while the Dural people get it from Pennant Hills. If we had a railway 
to Dural, it would pay us better ro grow fruit on the ground that wc now use for growing horse-feed,
893. Is there a large area of land in the district upon which there is marketable timber growing ? 
Yes. Out on the Government reserves towards Cuba there is any quantity of turpentine, ironbark and 
grey-gum, ' '
SOI. Is there good timber on any of the private land ? Yes, first-class timber.
895. Has any of it been cut for market ? During the last three years sleepers have been supplied from 
Arcadia for railway purposes, and fifteen years ago, timber was taken from the district to make sleepers 
and girders.
S9G. \\ as fc.iafc timber drawn to theTVTestern line or to the Northern line ? The timber sent away during 
the last two or three years has been drawn to Hornsby, and the timber sent away fifteen years a"o was 
drawn to Parramatta, a distance of 1G or IS miles. “ ' ”
897. Mr Ilgam.'] What is the size of your holding ? I have 40 acres.
898. How many acres arc under crop ? I am making a fourth of my holding over to my son. I have 10 
acres of orchards, and about 2|- acres under crop, and my son has acres planted out.
899. Do you grow passion-fruit as well as citrus-fruit ? Yes, we have some passion-fruit.
€00. Do you grow any stone-fruit? Yes; £ have about an acre of stone-fruit—apricots, aoples and 
peaches. '
901. Do summer fruits do well there? Yes; but in summer the carting spoils their condition, and 
summer fruit improves in flavour fhe longer it hangs on the tree.
902. \\ ill your district produce as much and as good fruit as the Castle Hill and Dural districts can
produce? Yes. "We have as good soil for summer fruits, and we can beat them in growing citrus 
fruits. -
903. W hat cropi do you grow ? Oats, corn, and sorghum, I had corn last year which was over 10 feet
high. 1 sow it in very close together, and cut it for chaff. '
904. Is the yield sufficient tn make the cultivation of the ground profitable? I think it pays us to grow 
produce for our own use ; but if there were a railway to Dural, it would be more profitable to uso the 
land for fruit.
POo. Can you grow' oats, maize, and sorghum on the land without using manure ? Yes; but we get better 
crops by manuring. The people who had the place on which I am living over forty years ago grew oats 
on parts of it without using any manure. They did that for years, and grew the oats for market.

"Wellesley Walsh, fruit-grower, Arcadia, sworn, and eiamined:—
W. Walsh 90G. fl/r, McFarlane.] Have you been long in the district? About eighteen months.
,---- ■ Previous to that where were you living ? In the Orange district.0

14 Sept,,1900, 90S. Have you been engaged in fruit-growing long? Not fur a good many years before coming to 
Arcadia, and that was in England. “
909. IIow does the Arcadia district compare, so far as its fruit-growing capabilities are concerurd, wiih
other parts of J.hc Colony with which you are familiar ? A great deal of fruit is grown in the Orange 
district, hut, I think, that the land in the Arcadia district is equally good for many kinds of fruit. Wo 
cannoi grow citrus fruits and passion fruit in the Orange district, and, I think, that the summer fruit 
grown in Arcadia is as good as the summer frmt grown in Orange. Of couroe. fruits Lke cherries grow 
in Orange while they will not grow in Arcadia. '
910. Do yon cultivate much land ? My orchard is only a young one. Last year I put in (i acres of 
passion fruit viues, aucl I am doing some more planting this year.
911- W hat area have you under fruit ? About 20 acres ; but most of the trees are not bearing yet.
912. Have you a large holding? About GO acres. ”
913. Is the land which you have not cultivated suitable for fruit-growing ? About 10 acres of it are. 
9L4. On the whole, how much of the land in the district is suitable for fruit-growing ? I do not think I 
could give you an estimate. There arc holdings where every acre could be cultivated, while on other 
holdings not more than 50 per cent, of the land is suitable for fruit.

915.
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915. How far are yon from a railway station ? I am about 12 miles from Hornsby. W. Walsh.
916. Is that too far to cart fruit ? It is a great distance, and the road is a very heavy one, so that it is a
long day’s work to take one’s fruit into the station, and one cannot take a very big load. 14Sept.,1900.
917. Can you get there and back in a day? Tea.
918. What would you consider a fair distance to have to travel? Six or 7 miles. That would enable
us to pick our fruit and to send it in on the same day, but now we hare to pick it and pack it the day 
before. _ _
919. Is that a disadvantage ? Tcs; especially to summer fruit, and to passion fruit in the summer.
920. Ho you think that the fruit industry has been hampered by this long carriage ? Teg, and especially 
the growing of summer fruit. A great deal more summer fruit would be grown in the' district if the 
district were nearer to the railway slation. A man attempted (o grow strawberries in the district, and 
found that they would grow very well, but be could not get the fruit to market in a proper condition 
for sale.
921. Would strawberries stand a long carriage ? They will not stand much carting, but wiih a railway 
to Bural they could be landed in Sydney on the same day as they were picked.
922. Is there much room for the expansion of the fruit-growing industry in Arcadia ? Tes ; I know of 
650 acres between Arcadia and Galston, which are held by three private individuals. That is now heavily 
timbered bush land. The timber upon it is very valuable, and the land itself is some of the best orchard 
land in the district. If it were cut up into orchards, it would produce q, large quantity of fruit. Then, 
there is a lot of land beyond Arcadia, out towards Coba Creek, which is suitable for fruit-growing, and 
especially for passion fruit,
923. Is it the poorer land which is adapted for passion fruit-growing ? Tes; the sandy loam. The 
frosts are not sufficiently keen in that district to hurt passion fruit.
92-I'. How far is that country from Dural ? Prom 7 to 15 miles.
923. It would appear from the evidence which has already been given that 15 miles is too great a distance 
to cart fruit ? pJo doubt it takes away a certain amount of the profit to cart fruit such a great distance; 
but before the Hornsby line was made the fruit-growers of the district had to cart their fruit into Parra
matta, a distance of 18 or 20 miles.
926. What is your opinion of the road to Hornsby ? ft is a very difficult road. The horses which arc 
used by fruit-growers are generally light cart-horses, and they cannot draw heavy loads,
927. What is the load which is generally carried ? Half a ton is a good load to take to Hornsby. I 
never attempted to lake so much myself.
928. Is that a one-horse load ? Tes; but it is a good load for one horse. Then there is backloading, in 
the shape of horse feed, poultry feed, groceries, and so on.
929. What are the roads like from Arcadia to Dural ? The road into Dnral is a much better road than 
the Hornsby road.
930. Do you think that the timber in the district is good marketable timber ? Tes ; it is supposed to be 
some of the best. There is ironbark, turpentine, and mahogany in the district.
931. Is there any large quantity of timber? The 650 acres to which I have referred are heavily timbered.
There is also good timber on the Government land beyond Arcadia.
932. Do you think that if the proposed railway were constructed that timber would be sent to market?
Tes, 1 think so.
933. Would the timber trafiic be a permanent thing ? It would take a good many years to get rid of all 
the timber, and as the trees are cut down the land would be used for fruit-growing, which in its turn would 
give traffic to the railway. Then there would be a certain amount of tourist traffic on the line, and it is 
more than likely that the district would become a health resort, because of its splendid climate. There is 
no reason why Dural should not become a suburb of Sydney.
93I. Do you think that land would be sought there for residential purposes? I think so. The climate 
is equal to that on the Tortli .Shore line, and it is better than that on. the Mountains, because you escape 
the very cold weather that they get at places like Blackhealh and Mount Tictoria.
935. Is there anything grown in the district besides fruit ? Not at the present time ; but if the railway 
were nearer you could grow vegetables. The land will grow excellent vegetables,
936. Do you obtain your horse-feed from Sydney or from Parramatta ? From Sydney. I never go to
Parramatta for anything. .
937. Would the traffic in horse-feed be a considerable item ? Tes; and it would increase.
938. Has it increased during the past few years ? 1 should judge so from the statistics I have seen.
939. What is an average yield for an acre of orchard in that district? I have made inquiries from some 
of the oldest orchardists about there, and 100 cases to the acre has been given to mo as a fair estimate.
Passion-fruit would run about 150 cases to the acre. '
9-10. Does not the yield fluctuate ? Tes ; it varies, of course, with the seasons that we get,
911. Do } ou think that that estimate is a fair one, allowing for that fluctuation ? I take that to be the
estimate of the average yield. Of course, in some years the fruit would be more plentiful than in other 
years, ■
912. Would you be prepared to pay a higher rate on the proposed railway than on the Northern railway ?
Tes ; I think that I could afford to pay 2d. a case extra to send my fruit from Dural. I think that it would 
be cheaper by two-thirds to send to Dural.
943. How' far is your property from Dural ? From G to 7 miles.
9It'. Would the residents of the district be willing to pay a higher rate on the proposed railway? I 
think so. I might mention that poultry-raising is an industry which is growing in the district, and one 
which I believe will increase very largely. That, of course, will give a large amount of traffic to the 
railway.

Samuel James Moore, junr., fruit-grower, Dural and Galston, sworn and examined:—
915. Mr. Shepherd.] What is the extent of'your holding? I have 46 acres in the Galston district, 25 of S. J, Moore, 
which are under cultivation. junr- ,
946. How long have you been engaged in fruit-growing ? Fourteen or fifteen years. I purchased the r-—
Galston property nine or ten years ago, when it was forest land. 14Sept,,190Q,
947. How far are you from a railway station now ?' Between 9’ and’IO’ miles. WThere I live at Dural is

about
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S 'I'lml001'8’ ^ou*' as ^ar ^rom Pennant Hills as my Galston property is from Hornsbr. I send to Pennant Hills from 
J A ’ Dnral, and to Hornsby from Galston. ”

14Sept.,!900. How near would you bo to a station if the proposed railway were constructed? Fu/e miles from 
'' ' Galston ; my Dural property is close to the terminus. *

919. Could you afford to pay a special rate upon the proposed railway ? Tcs ; I am paving now to have 
my fruit carted to the railway station, and last season I paid D^d. a case for 3,107 cases to a man who had 
back carting to Dyford’s store. Under these circumstances, 1 could easily pay Ifd. per case on the 
proposed railway, and even if I paid 2d. a case I should be in pocket.
950. Is it the pretty general feeling of the orchardists in the district that they could pay a special rate on 
the proposed railway? I think so. ’
9ol. Have you met with any opposition to the proposal? Iso. ifost of the large growers would only be 
too glad to pay a special rate. The bulk of my fruit goes from Galston to Hornsby, and the road by 
which it has to be carted is a very steep and winding one, so that very often the shaft horses have to do 
the whole of the pulling. It takes much longer to travel the 9 miles to Hornsby than it would take to 
travel a similar distance on an ordinary road. ’
952. Is the whole of your orchard in bearing ? Tes; the whole of the Galston orchard.
953. "What is the average yield per acre ? Last year my trees gave 1G0 cases to the acre, but I do not 
say that that is the average yield for the "whole district. I sent 3,107 cases away by one man, and about 
900 by a second man, because one contractor could not take the whole of them. I pulled altogether over 
4,000 cases, and between the Gth of August and the 19th December I paid for carting £41 Gs. 2id. to one 
man alone,
954. Do you grow citrus fruits exclusively ? Tes; at Galston, because it is too far from a railway for
summer fruits, although the laud is admirably adapted for them. *
955. The river comes in pretty'close to Galston at one place, and I understand that money has been voted 
to make a road down to tho water ;—is it likely that steamers will ever compete for the traQic of that part 
of the district ? Ho.
956. How many trees do you plant to the acre ? 100 or 110.
957. Arc the trees planted on the square or on the quincunx principle ? They are generally planted at 
distances of 19 x 21 feet. I flunk that 100 trees to the acre is as much as the land will carry.
95S. Do you use much manure? Tes; bone-dust, blood and bone, phosphate, and other manures. I 
use a lot of stable manure.
959. Would the summer fruit suffer so much if it was gathered when it was not quite ripe? Summer 
fruit should be allowed to ripen before it is sent to market, Wc do not export much summer fruit, and 
for local markets the fruit should be sent in fresh and ripe. We can grow apples very veil in the 
district, and although we can grow peaches, apricots, and plums, it is not worth while to send them to 
market, because of the loss in condition caused by the road carriage.
960. Has any attempt been made in the district to can or preserve the summer fruits grown there? Only 
for household use.
961. Have you any means of watering your orchards in times of drought? No.
9G2. Is your land drained? Some of it is, where I think drains are necessary.
9G3. Subsoil drains or surface drains ? Subsoil drains, about 3 feet deep.
9G4. Does not the land pay an orchardist better where it is drained than where it is not drained ? I 
cannot say that I have proved it to be so. I think the orchards in which I have no drains do as well as 
those wbere 1 have drains.
965. What is the nature of your soil? I have a loamy sand, and I have also a black soil, with clay and 
shale beneath. ' J
9G6. Do you grow citrus fruits on both soils ? Tes.
967. Which do you fiud to be the better ? I think that the oranges hang better when they are grown on 
loamy soil. That soil is poorer than the other, and does not force tho growth of the tree as the black 
soil does.
9G8. Are diseases more prevalent amongst trees grown in one kind of soil than amongst trees grown in 
the other? No.
9G9. With care and cultivation you can keep your trees pretty clean ? Tes, fairly clean
970. To what depth do you work the soil before planting? Nine or 10 inches at the first ploughing.
971. Do you use the plough or the scarifier? The plough. I do not use the scarifier at all, though 
sometimes I put a light harrow over the laud.
972. Do you think that the estimated loss upon the railway will he made up ? I think so. I think that 
there is a great future before this line, and that if will pay on its merits.
973. Do you think 150,000 eases an under-estimate of the fruit production of the district ? Tes. Not a 
fraction of the land that could be used for fruit-growing has yet been cultivated. The men who were 
referred to by Mr.Trethownn hold some of the finest land in the Galston district, and Ihev are only 
waiting for the railway to put that land into use. It is very heavily timbered land, and I know of trees 
there which are worth £2 on the stump. There is an unlimited supply of timber in the district.
974. Is the timber usually burnt off now when the land is being cleared ? Fes ; except a little that mav 
be required to make a fence. If there were a railway it could he sent to market. In many other part's 
of the Colony people draw timber for miles, and make a living out of it.

John Charles Hunt, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn and further examined:—
J. C. Hunt. 975. Chairman.] I understand that you desire to supplement your evidence ? I wish to say, in regard to 
AHe statement ot Mr, Trcthowan, that qieople bad done well by orcharding who had had” to cart their 

HScpt.IMO. produce long distances ; that these men had to get up at 2 o’clock in the morning, and travel all day, to 
get their fruit to market. While they have been able to make fruit-growing pav, it has been at the 
expense of their health and comfort. With regard to the probable produce traffic on the railway, 1 

' should like to say that there is no grain grown in the district for horse-feed—all that is grown is a little
greenstuff. I think that I am the only person in the district who grows crops for hay.

Harry
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Harry Moore, fruit-grower, Arcadia, sworn, and examined :—
97G, M.r. Hyam.~\ How far are you from Dural ? Five miles. H. Moore.
977. Wiiat is the extent of your holding ? Fifty-six acres. I have 30 acres under orchard. -A-—n
978. Is your orchard in full bearing? Tes. HSept.,1900.
979. The whole of it? All but a couple of acres of young trees.
980. Is it an old or a new orchard ? The oldest part of it is about 14 years old.
951. What kind of fruit do you grow ? Chiefly common oranges, lemons, and mandarins. I have also a 
few apples, peaches, pears, and plums. Apples do well there.
952. Is the ground that you are cultivating as good as the ground round about Dural or Castle Hill ?
Tes. ...
983. Does it give you tho same results ? I believe it gives better results.
984. How many cases do you send to market in a year ? About 3,000.
985. Where do you carfc your fruit to ? To Pennant Hills, as a rule. Perhaps one load out of ten goes 
to Hornsby. I can take heavier loads to Pennant Hills than I can take to Hornsby.
9SC. Do you do your own carting ? Tes.
987. How far are you from Pennant Hills ? About 13 miles.
988. And from Hornsby ? Between 10 and II miles.
989. Can you get to Pennant Hills and back in a day ? It takes a day.
990. Is it an easier day’s journey than to Hornsby? Much easier.
991. Can you do it in leas time ? In about the same time, but it is easier, and you can take a bigger load.
The road to Hornsby is very steep, and has a great many curves in it. There are seven turns on the 
Zig-y.ag.
992. How far are you from Dural ? Between 4^ and 5 miles. '
993. If the proposed railway were constructed, how many loads a day could you take to it from your
place ? Three. '
994. I suppose the grade of the road from Arcadia and Galston to Dural is a fairly good one? Tes. ■
995. Could an ordinary horse draw from half a ton to three-quarters of a ton over that road ? Tes.
996. Is the road in fairly good condition ? Tes.
997. If the proposed line were constructed, could you pull your fruit and send it into market in the one 
day ? Tes; I could pull my fruit up to 4 o’clock in the afternoon then.
998. I suppose you are compelled now, by your distance from market, to confine yourself to the growing
of citrus fruits ? Tes. .
999. If the proposed railway were made, could you also grow summer fruits ? Tes.
1000. What summer fruits would grow best with you ? Apples and peaches would do very well.
1001. Can you grow7 all varieties of apples ? Mot all varieties. We grow the early apples very well.
1002. Do you grow plums ? Tes ; eight or nine kinds of plums.
1003. How do you find the Japanese plums answer? Yery well.
1004. They come into bearing very early ? Tes; and bear very heavily.
1005. Which varieties do you grow chiefly? The Blood Hum and the Purple Monster.
1006. Do you find that a good bearer ? Yes.
1007. Are those good plums for export? I think so, but we do not export any. There are thousands of 
acres in the district which are as suitable for fruit as the land which is already cultivated.
1008. Is the balance of your land suitable for fruit ? Yes, every rod of it.
1009. If there were a railway to Dural, would you go in for more cultivation? Yes,
1010. Do you know the country in the direction of the Hawkesbury P Tes; a lot of good country. The
soil is chiefly a sandy loam, but there are just as good orchards in that soil as in the black soil.
1011. And the fruit bangs longer? Yes. J have only very little of that sandy loam in my orchard, but 
I have found that it suits lemons better than the black soil does.
1012. Do your trees attain any great height in this so-called poor soil ? Tea.
1013. Is the growth as good as on the black and red soils ? Tes. Only last week I cut 7 feet of growth o2
trees growing in sandy loams, and I left 2 feet of wood, on them. •
1014. Do yon know of any older orchard in the district than yours ? Tes; Mr, Pagan’s is an old 
orchard, and Mr, Waddell’s is an old orchard. The two or three people who have old orchards there used 
to cart their fruit into Parramatta, and the journey used to take them a whole day and part of the night 
as well.
1015. Are the trees in those old orchards still in a healthy state ? Tes; they are beautiful trees.
101G. Do you grow oranges for export ? We do not export many ; we send most of our oranges to Sydney.
] 017. Does the fruit grown on the poorer soil keep better than the fruit grown on the heavier soils ? Tes.
1018. How much manure do you use to the acre ? I do not suppose we use half a ton to the acre. We 
should use more if it were not for the carting.
1019. If the proposed railway were constructed, would you use much more manure ? Tes ; a great deal 
more. If the railway were constructed, we should use a lot of stable manure and street sweepings.
1020. Would people use the railway to bring up manure from Sydney and Homebush ? Tes; at the 
present time, however, it costs too much to cart manure from a railway station. Stable manure makes 
soil, whereas the artificial manures do not.
1021. Would the construction of the proposed railway permit of larger settlement in the district ? I am 
sure that it would.
1022. Would the private land between Dural and Arcadia be cut up and brought into use if the proposed 
railway were made ? Tes; I know that many of us are only waiting for the construction of tho 
railway. There is any quantity of timber on that land.
1023. Would your land compare well with the laud in the Kellyville, Kenthurst, and Glenorie districts ?
Tes; it is quite as good, if not better.
1024. Could you afford to pay special rates upon the proposed railway ? Tes.
1025. Could you also afford to pay special rates for manures ? Yes.
1026. What does it cost to cart manure from Pennant Hills ? About 9s. a ton.
1027. You could not pay a very high rate on stable manure ? We could pay a fair rate.
1028. Do you think that 150,000 cases is a fair estimate of the yield of tho district? Ho. I think that 
the yield is about 526,000 cases.

1029.
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H. Moore. 1029. Have you Leen long in the district ? Tes; I was born in Dural.
Torin ^.e greater part of the produce of the district would be sent to the railway? It would all be sent

14 Sept., 1900. railway.
1031. Do you think that a special rate on the proposed line would drive some of the traffic to the Northern

' line ? Mo.
1032. How are the roads between Arcadia and Pennant Hills ? In wet weather they are very bad; but 
at other times they arc pretty good. They are grading the road now, and metalling it.
1033. What is the greatest distance from a railway station at which a man can make fruit-growing pay ?
Six or 7 miles is a fair distance. ° °
1034. Could people from 7 to 15 miles from Dural make fruit-growing pay if the proposed railway were 
made? Tes. Some people are carting fruit similar distances to Hornsby ; but there is not much profit 
in it.
1035. Some of the people at Galston used to cart their fruit to Parramatta, a distance of 21 miles? Tes ^ 
but they were all day and half the night on the journey. If the railway went to Dural a great deal of 
eitra land would be cultivated, while the timber in the district would provide traffic for the railway in 
the shape of firewood, sleepers, and girders.

Edwin Hall, fruit-grower, Kenthurst, sworn, and examined 
E Hull. 103G. Chairman] How far is Kenthurst from Dural? Bly place is 9 miles from the Dural Post Office, 

n Kenthurst is a very wide district. I am about miles from the Cattai Creek, on the road from the
14Sept., 1900. Castle Hill road to Pitt Town.

1037. Is much of the land in the Kenthurst district suitable for fruit-growing ? Tes. In the parish of 
Kelson there are three big roadsone of these is the Pitt Torni road, which starts at what is known as 
the Kound Corner, and goes right on to Cattai Creek. On both sides of that road there is uninterrupted 
settlement for a distance of 10 miles. There are ninety farms on that road.
1038. Where do the growers there send their produce at present ? To Pennant Hills and to Parramatta. 
It has been stated that we are well served by the Windsor line; but, although we arc nearer to that line 
than we are to other lines, wc cannot use it, hoeanse the approach to the Cattai Creek is too precipitous, 
and the creek sometimes rises in flood to a height of 50 feet.
1039. Would the construction of the proposed railway materially benefit the people of Kenthurst ? Tes. 
We have as good land as there is in the district, but it is not worth much to us if we cannot get means 
of sending our produce away.
1049, How would you describe the soil there ? It is a sandy loam, and grows very fine lemon-trees. 
The finest orchards in Australia are within a couple of miles of my place—orchards like Mr. Wrench’s 
orchard and Mr, Edwards’ orchard.
1041. Is there any Crown land there good for settlement ? The land is all taken up, and we are waiting 
for some means of getting our fruit away.
1012. What is the average size of the holdings there? It is difficult to say. because they vary so much. 
The soil is extremely suitable lor Iruit, though the country is very broken. There are glens where there 
is a peaty soil, upon which you could grow all the vegetables required to supply Sydney.
1043. Is Kenthurst a new place? It is new in the sense that it is least opened up of any of the districts 
there; but the orchards which are there show ib to ho high class ground for fruit.
1011. What is the. arerage yield of those orchards ? There are plenty of trees there which would give a 
yield of seven or eight cases to the tree. The yield of an orchard depends very much upon the way in 
which it is cultivated.
1015. Would 100 cases to the acre be a fair average ? If I were to pick out six or eight orchards which 
I know of I should say it would not be anything near it. Besides tho road I have mentioned, the district 
is traversed by the Bouse Hill Boad, which is 8 miles long, and the Porter’s Eidgo Boad, which is 2 miles 
]oug._ On the three roads there are 20 miles of unbroken settlement. A man who has an orchard next 
to mine sent some of his fruit to tho Agricultural Department, and the people there thought so much of 
it that they had it photographed for the Agricultural Gazette. I have about 4 acres of young trees, 
which are not yet bearing, and I will put 25 acres under fruit the day that the railway is started. We 
do not have to wait five years for a return in that district, because wo can get a tolerable return from 
passion-fruit in eighteen months.
J04G. Do the residents of the district regard the construction of the proposed railway as absolutely 
necessary for its fullest development ? Tes, unquestionably.
101/. Has fruit-growing been seriously retarded in the district for want of means of communication? 
Aes. There are men with some capital out there who would put money into their places if there were a 
railway. I should like to open market gardens there if I could sec a way of getting my stuff to market.
1048. Mr. Eyai>i^\ Have you boon long in the district? Twelve years—seven years where T am now,
1049. A good deal of land is field there for speculative purposes ? Hot so much. Most of the holders 
cultivate part of their land, and would be glad to cultivate more.
1050. Was not a good deal of the land there taken up by city people, who only made sufficient improve
ments to comply with the conditions of the Act? Tes, some of it was.
1051. If there were better facilities for getting the fruit to market would more of the land be brought 
into cultivation? Tos. There is no place in the Colony where you can grow citrus fruits so well as in 
that district. There are no frosts there, and tho fruit hangs well.
1052. How much land have you ? 248 acres, about four of which are planted, while twelve are ready for 
planting.
1053. Ton have more land there than you can ever use for fruit-growing? I will use nearly all of it in 
some way or another. Of course, some of it is very broken country.

MONDAY,
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firmni:—

WILLIAM THOMAS HICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick Lindesav Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.H.
The Hon. Solomon Herhsht Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levien, Lsq. 
John McFaelane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford to
Dural.

Cecil Purser, medical practitioner, Petersham, sworn, and examined:—
1051. Chairman^] Do you know tlie district to be served by the proposed railway? Very well; I was 
born in the district. _ _
1035. What is your opinion of it, from the point of view- of a health resort;—is it a place to which, with 
railway communication, it would he desirable to send convalescents ? Yes ; anywhere from Castle Hill 
to Dural, G-alston, or Glenorie, I do not think you could find a better district to which to send convalescent 
patients. It might bo equalled, but it could not be excelled. If is from 000 to 900 feet above the 
level of the sea. It is altogether out of the reach of the sea air. The only difficulty I have experienced 
in getting patients there has been iho inconvenience in regard to carriage. It is only within the last two 
or throe years that 1 have hern able to send patients there at all, because no one in the district ever 
thought of opening a boarding-house to receive them. During the last couple of years, however, I have 
sent patients from time to time to the district between Dural and Galston. It is an excellent district 
for any form of chost trouble, and for patients who wish to recoup.
1056. Do you think the district is superior to that from Itydo towards Hornsby, or from Hornsby to 
Milson’s Point ? Yes. I have patients at Hornsby at present, and I would be glad to get them to Dural 
if I could. You do not get out of the range of the sea atmosphere at Hornsby. There is no doubt that 
if the railway were constructed, residential sites would bo obtained, and houses built.
1057. Dr. Qarmn,'} Hornsby is only 5 miles from Dural, and there is no ridge between the two places ? 
A.t the same time, you are altogether away from the sea atmosphere at Dural. Up to Hornsby you get 
tho sea air.
1058. In order to bring about a change you require a range of hills or forests between you and the sea
air, and you bavo not tiat in the locality to which you refer? There is forest, more or less, all the way 
from Pennant Hills to the Hornsby heights; it is wooded all the way. _ _
1059. Is it not getting cleared very quickly ? Xo ; there are parts there which it would be impossible to 
clear, extending from a width of 2 to 4 miles.
1060. But it is the timber on the ridges which affects the prevalence or otherwise of the sea breeze l 
Yes ; but no sea breeze reaches Dural, and it certainly does reach all the way up the North Shore line.
1061. Then, when a strong sea breeze blows, you get a comparatively still air there ? You get the fag-
end of a north-easter there, but it has not a depressing effect, because by the time it reaches there the 
moisture has pretty well gone out of it. . _
1002. You get none of its damp chill ? No, and none of its depressing effect. I lived in the district 
until seventeen and a half years of age. I visit it frequently. I have visited alt parts of the Colony—'the 
Southern, "Western, North Shore, and Iliawarra lines, and when I wanted to invest and to build a cottage 
for myself I scdected Castle Hill. I havo been in private practice for seven years, and it is only within 
the last two years that I have been able to get a place there to which to send patients. Another point 
in its favour is that, excepting in the very wet weather, when the roads are bad, you can obtain splendid 
drives, which you cannot do on the North Shore line.
1063. Are you familiar with tlie medical institutions of Pnrramntla ? Yes.
1061. Knowing what we know now about tho climate of Parramatta, and the climate of the higher 
ground north of Parramatta, would it not have been an enormous advantage to the health of tho inmates 
of those establishments if they had been located on the northern side? There is no doubt about it. 
Parramatta is a very hot place.
1065. Then, if we ever think of rebuilding those old shanties, wo ought to go further north ? You could 
not get a better site, a more salubrious climate, or a more open place than the district to which I have 
referred.
1066. Your special praise of the district begins about Pennant Hills ? Yes.
1067. Could you go as far north as Arcadia? Yes ; but I would prefer to go (he other way—to Glenorie, 
on the Wiseman’s Perry Hoad.
1068. Is Galston in a hollow, sheltered from the sea breeze? Yes.
1069. I suppose that sometimes the wind sweeps down into the hollow? You will get that wherever you go. 
1070 I mean that a hollow is not always a protection from a breeze? Not necessarily.
1071. C/iairman.] Do you think i lie district would oiler at tractions to residents of Sydney ns a summer 
resort? I feel euro it would. People who have visited the district have endeavoured to obtain accom
modation there, but have failed'. Two people whom I sent up last Saturday had to travel 71 miles from 
tho railway, which is rather too i r.
1072. lias the dislrict cier bet., considered as one suitable for consumptive hospitals? It has been
tliought of. There is no doubt that a sanatorium as far out as Glenorie or North Dural would be well 
situated. _
1073. Do you think that tho district fiotn Castle Hill towards Dural, and onwards, would he as suitable a 
locality for a consumptive hospital as Tiurlmere ? In some respects I think it would be more suitable. 
Patients, of course, do very well at Spring-wood ; but I prefer Dural or Glenorie, because you avoid the 
excessive cold of winter. Again, at Springnood. you cannot get the drives.
1074. You regard the fact that there are numerous interesting drives in tlie district as an important 
factor in the recovery of patients 0 Yes, becau-c there is such a change of scenery. .
1075. Mr. Sfcphr.rd!] Have you found the climate of the disli'jct particularly salubrious ? Yes, more
particularly in convalescing chest cases, such as aento bronchitis and pneumonia. It is also good for 
people who have been overworked. 10/6.

C. Purser.

17 Sept., 1900,
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C. Purser. 10/6. Do you tliinlc the district would be likely to be sufficiently populated, as a sanatorium, to afEecfc 
17Spur i odo ■ ® ra'yway, receipts ? I think it would, eveutually. Of course, it has also to be considered from a 

•> • visitor s point of view. Personally, I would go there much more frequently if I could do so by rail. My
experienee of the coach from Parramatta to Castle Hill, and ou to Dural, is that seven times out of ten 
you cannot get a decent seat in it,
1077. Is there any particular portion of the country, between Carlingford and Dural, which is more likely 
to be recommended as a sanatorium than others ? Anywhere from Castle Hill to Dural, and beyond, to 
the 5 and 10 miles forests would be suitable.
1078. As the district is a fruit-growing one, it is not likely to be thick! v populated ? I do not think it is
likely to be thickly populated. "
1079. And that would be greatly to its advantage as a sanatorium ? Tes, If the Torth Shore line goes
on as it is doing at the present time it will become too thicklv populated, and the people will want to get 
further awray, ' °
1080. Mr. McFarlane^] What is the condition of the country with regard to settlement ? I had not

for five or six years, until two years ago. Then .1 went for a trip through G-alston 
and Arcadia, whicli are practically new places, both in regard to the increase of population and the 
increase of the area under cultivation. In the following year I was on the Wiseman’s Ferry Hoad, and 
at iNorth Dural, Glenorie, and Maroota. These places could be hardly recognised, because, during the 
last ten years orchard after orchard has been planted. Again, Kenthurst, when I was a hoy, only boasted 
of three or four houses, and now a large number of ore.hards are there. '
1081. Has there been any marked increase in tlie population and in fruit-growing during the last ten 
years ? There has been a marked increase in the number of orchards and in the number of new 
residences.
10S2; Does that remark apply to the district between Carlingford and Dural or to tho whole of the 
district? More particularly with regard to Dural, Kenthurst, Arcadia, Galston, and Glenhaven. The 
latter is a new place altogether. There must be fifteen or sixteen orchards on that ridge, at least.
1083. How does the country between Dural and Galston compare with that between Dural and Carling
ford, m regard^ to fruit-growing ? Galston and Glenorie are supposed to produce some of the best oranges 
obtainable. Going further out, the hulk of the fruit grown is passion-fruit and stone fruit, which seem 
to do well. The oranges, of course, are far better there than they are at Carlingford or Seven Hills.

l 'l"011 that tho land which has been laid down is suitable for fruit-growing ? I should 
think that there is as much, and more, land suitable for fruit-growing, as there is already under cultivation. 
108o. Is the area of cultivated laud increasing every year ? Yes ; every year I go out I see new orchards.
1086. Do you think the proposed liuc, if constructed, would have the effect of causing an increased area 
to he placed under cultivation ? Tos; because the wear and tear caused by carriage on the roads would 
be far in excess of what you would havo to pay in railway freight.
1087. W ould not a number of those who are growing fruit between the proposed line and the iTorthern 
line continue to send their produce to the Northern line ? Some of the Pennant Hills people may do so, 
but not beyond. The whole of the Dural, Galston, and Arcadia people would not cross the ridges and 
Perowra gullies. It would be far easier for them to bring their produce to Dural than to Hornsby.
1088. It has been stated that the roads leading to the Northern lino are uot of the best ? They arc not 
only not of the host, but they are hilly. For instance, I have a farm S’l- miles from Parramatta station, 
and I do not suppose that it is more than 5^ miles to Pennant Hills station by road, hut the wear and 
tear is so great that it is much easier to go to Parramatta station. That is due to the hills.
1089. What is the character of the roads from the fruit-growing centres to the proposed line 1 The 
proposed line runs pretty well parallel with the main Northern road. I presume there would be stations 
at intervals, and that there would be a very little distance to travel.
1090. Do you think the residents within the influence of the proposed line would send their fruit on the 
line at a higher rate of carriage than is now paid on the Great Northern line ? I believe they would. I 
have heard the matter spoken of, and I understand the bulk of the large fruit-growers would be willing, 
if they had railway facilities, to pay increased rates. It would save their time, and the wear and tear of 
horses and vehicles. Again, I think they would get better prices for their fruit, which would be put upon 
the market in a better condition,
1091. Would that he an important consideration ? Tes; they would get enhanced prices, and I think 
that would help to recoup them for the payment of increased rates, presuming they had to pay them.

Francis Alexander Nicholson, fruit-grower, Maroota, near Glenorie, sworn, and examined:—
F. A. 1092. Mr. Hyam.'] Where is your residence ? At Maroota, almost 3 miles due north of Glenorie, on the 

Nicholson. Wiseman’s Ferry Hoad.
1093. What is the size of your holding ? I and two brothers, owu 120 acres.

17Sept.,1900.1094. What is the character of the soil ? Sandy loam.
1095. How much have you under orchards ? Twenty-seven acres, of which 15 acres are my own.
1096. What do you grow ? Citrus and passion fruits. The whole of my ground is double planted.
1097. Is the orchard a young one? Tes ; it has onlv been planted two vears. The citrus trees are not
bearing yet. ‘
1098. Do you grow stone fruit? A little. We do not grow more on account of the difficulty of cettino-
to market. J b o
1099. Is the land better adopted to citrus fruit tban to passion-fruit? Only on account of the difficulty
of getting to market. When the citrus trees are -4 or 5 years old we shall do a wav with the 
fruit. ' passion-

1100, W1 hat return would au acre of passion-fruit give you ? OSS acres I have sent awav 350 cases, 
iho vines arc planted 15 aud 20 feet apart—that is about twice the usual distance apart. On account of 
the shelter the country is specially adapted to the growth of passion-fruit.
1101. What elevation are you? Over 900 feet.

■^:vve Tou mucfi frost ? Very little. We are at the extreme end of the present cultivated area. 
M e have the only passion-fruit orchards which are at present unaffected bv frosts. The bush shelter is 
a factor in our favour. '

1103.
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H03. ^To many people residing in the Jieiglibourliood ? There arc only eight or ten families between . *’■ A. 
Glenorie and my place. Aicliolson.
110i. Is the land between Glenorie and your place iaken up P Nearly all. A number of working men i-'sT^^'mrtA 
live there, and they improve ground in their leisure time. There are about eighteen holdings of that y ‘̂ 
description between Glenorie and our place, a distance of 5 miles.
1103. Is there any settlement beyond P Not for a considerable distance. T'ivo or G miles away from us 
three or four selections were taken up, but the people were, 1 think, starred out, owing to tlie distance 
from a railway, '
1 LOG. AVherc do you carry your fruit ? To Pennant Hills station, a distance of over 18 miles.
1107. Can you go there and back with a load in one day P It is really a (lay and a hall’s journey. At 
present J am carting fruit to Glenorie, and pay (id. per case from there to the station. I am working 
short-handed. My place is not in full bearing, and it pays me better to engage someone to cart most of 
my fruit rattier tban keep additional horses myself. If I had to cart myself it would cost me 9d. a case.
There is only one man in Glenorie who makes a trade of carting.
1108. How far arc you from Dural ? Eleven miles.
1109. Could you go in and out in a day ? Yes. The road is rough between our place and Glenorie, and 
the road from Dural to Pennant Hills is a difficult one.
1110. Have yon heard anything about the proposal to charge an extra rate over the proposed line, and 
would you be willing to pay it p "With the greatest of pleasure.
Ill I. It would not stop you from patronising the railway ? No ; and no one else in the neighbourhood 
in whicli I live.
1112. What sort of timber is to be found in tlie locality in which you live? There is abundance of first- 
class turpentine, red mahogany, stringy-bark, and blue-gum, and some ironbark.
1113. 3s there any black-butt? Not wbere I am residing. \ou have to go 5 miles out for that.
1111. Is much turpentine to be found ? To get abundance of it vou must leave the ridges and go into
the gullies. "
1113, What manure do you use ? Artificial.
111G. Where do you get it from P Pennant Hills.
1117. What does it cost for carriage? It costs 13s a ton to land it at our place from Pennant Hills.
1118. If the railway were constructed to Dural, would it lesson the cost P I think it could be obtained 
then for 7s. Gd. a ton at the outside.
1119. How much manure do you use to tlie acre? On 13 acres, since 1st January last, I have used 7 
tons. I have to give the passion-fruit and the trees another dressing between now and the summer.
1120. Is it necessary to use that quantity every year? Nothing less tban that. After passion-vines 
reach 2 years of age they should have at least a ton of manure to the acre in twelve months. We can 
grow fruit there, not so much ou account of the rich quality of tho soil, but on account of its retention of 
moisture in hot weather.
1121. Are thero many orchards in full boaring in tho neighbourhood ? There arc three about G years 
old, but two of them have been neglected.
1122. Will your land grow any kind of crop ? Yes; it is the best land I have ever had anything to do
with for vegetables. ‘
1123. With the uso of artificial manures ? Yes. '
1121. Do you use stable manure ? None whatever. It is good ground for potatoes, tomatoes, pumpkins, '
peas, beans, cabbages, and cauliflowers. I was told that the grouud would not grow cauliflowers, but last 
year J grew some weighing 10 lb.
1123. Have you plenty of water there ? Yes, we were specially favoured last summer. We had more 
rainfall in the shape of thunderstorms and showers than they had at Glenorie, 3 miles away. Those 
conditions have prevailed each summer I have been there.
1120. Is there much timber suitable for girders and piles in tho locality? Yes; in the gullies where I 
live, and further out, there is abundance.
1127. How much further out P Six miles, or 16 or 17 miles from Dural station.
1128. What do yon think is a fair return, in your district, for a tree in full bearing ? A case to the tree.
I know of 1 acre of lemon trees from which they picked 233 cases of lemons in twelve months. It was a 
well-manured patch.
1129. I suppose that, up to a certain point, the more manure you give the trees the better the return ?
Yes. if you manure in the winter. If you leave it too late in the spring you will, when you get hot dry 
weather, do considerable damage. '
1130. Is the country adapted to the growth of stone fruit and apples ? Yes.
1131. 1 suppose you could not possibly cart the softer fruits to market on account of the distance P No.
1132. Could you cart them to Dural if you bad a railway there ? Yes.
1133. If the railway were constructed, could you pick your fruit in the morning and have it in Sydney in 
the evening ? Yes; I could do the trip from my place to Dural with a load in three and a half hours,
113-1, Have you any further information with which 1o supply the Committee ? In the district between 
Glenorie and Wiseman’s Derry there is a considerable amount of country which has not been cultivated, 
and which is suitable for passion and citrus fruits.

John Garratty, builder, Parramatta, sworn, and examined :—
1133. Mr. Shepherd.'] Are you well acquainted with the country traversed by the proposed railway ? Yes ; 3. Garratty. 
with about 8 miles of it from Carlingford. f— a- —
1130. Have you ever been engaged in growing fruit there? Yes ; more’s tho pity, I suppose it was not 17Sept., 1900. 
my occupation, and I could not make it pay. I have attended to give evidence in regard to the suitability 
of the district for buildings and small holdings. I consider it one of the best districts in New South 
Wales for that purpose. If the proposed line were constructed, it would open up the country, and would 
be a great bopn to the Sydney people, and there would be no difficulty in disposing of land with small 
houses upon it. I have built several houses in the district, and I have had no difficulty in selling them.
1137. Have you been employed in many instances to put up buildings ? Yes ; I have Leon doing it all 
my life, until I got 12 acres of land along (be route of the proposed line, and it cost me £100 an acre to 
clear and plant it.

322—P 1138.
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' J. Gsri-fctty, ii38. Mas the district been largely used by business people in Parramatta and Sydney for residences?
Yes. J

17 Sept.,1900. H3f)_ How do tbe people get backwards and forwards ? B}7 coach.
1140. "What railway do they come to? To the Northern lino or to Parramatta station.
1141. What distance have they to travel ? Some of them have to travel 4 miles to Parramatta. The
construction of the line would be a great advantage to the Sydney people, who would be able to obtain 
fruit straight from the trees, instead of having it carried along a dusty road. There is a great difference 
in tho flavour of fruit obtained near the tree and that obtained in the market. I have not tbe slightest 
doubt that, if tbe line wore constructed, it would pay in a very short time. I was in Sydney for over 
thirty years, and never knew there was such a nice locality as this so near to Sydney. t
1142. You say that you had 12 acres of land out there? Yes; I had 12 acres of land under culti
vation. I kept the trees for seven years and worked at them; but I got nothing from them, as the trees 
were too young.
1113. To what do you attribute your failure? Tbe trees wore too young when I sold out. I built three 
houses upon the land, and sold each of them. _
1141. What kind of fruit were you growing? Oranges, lemons, apples, peaches, nectarines, and passion- 
fruit. The trees hore some fruit after the second year.
114-1. Many of those would bear very quickly? The passion-vines bear very quickly.
1140. The peaches ought to bear the second year? They require a great deal of attention, and some one 
to understand them. Some of them came to perfection and died off again, and I could not tell the 
reason why, I think the black aphis got to the roots.
1147. Did yon not understand fruit-growing? No. _ _
114S. Did you attribute your failure to that fact ? It was not due to the want of labour, cultivation, and 
manure. I think it was due to the soil; fruit land requires a good depth of soil.
1149. How far is your place from the station? 500 yards from the Kissing Point Boad station.
1150. That part would not be affected by the proposed line ? No.
1151. In the buildings which you havo put up, have you used the local timber? No, because we could
not get it sawn timber. The local timber would be useless eicept for slab huts.

FRIDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
present:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq.. (Citairman).
The Hon. Patrick Linuksat Crawford Siiedherd. 
Tho Hon. Andrew Garban, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Boheri Henry LEYTKN,Esq. 
John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line
to Dural.

of Kail way from Carlingford

William Endian Hawkins, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and further examined:—
Mr., \V. R. 1152. Chairman.] Do yon desire to supplement the evidence you have already given ? Yes. I desire to
Hawkins, the following statement:—The large discrepancy between the estimate given by the Chief Traffic

2|C Manager, of fruit that would be carried over the proposed railway, and that given by tho League, has led
ep ’’ U- me to examine the figures, and I wish to lay before the Committee tlie result. Mr. Harper has adhered

to the statistics given by him before tbe former Works Committee as practically correct, and on them 
has based his evidence at the present inquiry, so I will, in comparing them with the League’s statistics, 
also take those statistics placed by tho League before tbe last Works Committee, so that any increase 
which we show in the present statistics will not come into unfair comparison. Mr. Harper, in his report 
(page 27), says that for tlie districts of Dundas, Carlingford, Kydalmere, and Evmington, which practically 
comprise the trafEcable area of Simpson’s line, the estimated production of fruit is 120,000 cases per 
annum. If yon turn to tbe statistics taken by the League you will see we only claimed an average of 
one case per tree on 925 acres, or 92,500 cases for the districts named, and which, Mr. Harper says, is 
governed by the existing Carlingford to Clyde line ; so that Mr. Harper’s estimate is 28,000 cases more 
than wc claim; but when we compare the statistics of the districts that would he governed by the 
proposed extension a totally different result is found. The figures for the districts (page 28)—Castle 
Hill, Kellyville, Galston (which comprises Galston and Arcadia), Pennant Hills, Kenthurst, and Dural 
f which comprises Dural and Glenorie)—are given as 250,000 by Mr. Harper, and 398,700 by the League, 
and in tho League’s estimate Kellyville is not included, which makes the League’s figures less tban they 
should be. The difference between the two estimates is 148,700 cases. Now, taking Mr. Harper’s 
figures as being correct, tbe area that produces 120,000 cases, in tho case of Carlingford, &e.t is 925 
acres, while tbe area that only produces 250,000 cases is 3,937—or, in other words, the Carlingford 
district produces a little over one and one-third cases per tree, while the other districts produce about 
three-fifths of a case per tree. The statistics show that the proposed extension would serve an area more 
than four times as large as the area served by the Carlingford-Clyde line, and, taking Mr. Harper’s 
estimate for the Carlingford districts as correct, it is only fair to assume that the League’s estimate 
would be more than realised in the other districts. There is another aspect in which the statistics may 
be examined, to whicli I wish to draw the Committee’s attention. In the ease of Carlingford, &c.,90,000 
cases are deducted as produce that would be carried by water, at 2d. per case (Question 2G9), leaving
30.000 cases to be carried at £d. (page 28). Eor the other districts, 100,000 are deducted as the amount 
that growers would still send to the Northern line, leaving 150,000 to he carried over the proposed 
extension, at an extra Id. freight per case—-assuming (page 28, bottom of page) that a certain number 
of growers would bo willing to pay tho extra Id., assuming also, I suppose, that the growers of the
100.000 deducted would not be willing to pay for any convenience. Mr. Harper admits that, for some 
reason, growers are willing to pay 2d. per case by boat in preference to Id. by train (answer to Question 
629), and yet he deducts 100,000 cases, because he thinks growers would not pay an extra penny for the 
convenience of a railway, The assumption that only 150,000 cases out of the 250.000 would be carried
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by train may possibly be explained by the basis on wbieh Mr. Harper worlis out his figures. In his 
report, page 28: he says :—“ The esfimaie of quantity is also, in my opinion, too sanguine. Most of tho 
fruit-growers employ horses on their holdings ; then employed labour is relatively cheap, and cartage for „ 
several miles extra, which is all that is involved, would be amply compensated for by the difference " 
between the present railway rate—Id. per case from all North Coast stations except Hornsby in the 
district, and 21d. via lioso Hill. The difference amounts to 5s. per ton, which is nearly equal to the 
ordinary rate paid for a man, horse, and cart for the whole day," I wish, just here, to correct two errors 
that Mr, Harper has made in the part of his report which 1 have just read, via,—that the difference per 
ton would amount to exactly 3s. 9d. per ton, aud not 5s.; and that 10s. a day is paid throughout the 
district for hire of man, horse, and cart. This would show, not, as Mr. Harper suggests, about an even 
balance, but the difference between Rs. 9d, and 10s. per ton in favour of the grower sending by rail. I 
only wish to add that, as far as the statistics taken by the League are concerned, the acreage is correct, 
the only estimate made in the statistics being in regard to the number of cases, and there was no other 
way in which an estimate could be taken but that taken by the League.

Mr. W. K. 
Hawkins.

1 Sept., 1900.

MONDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER; 1900.
33 resent:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Patrick LiNjniSATCnA-WFOiinSHEFHERD. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hiam. Hobeiit Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McFahlane, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered fhe expediency of constructing a line of llailway from Carlingford
to Dural.

The Hon. Jacob Garrard, President, Metropolitan Board of Water Supply aud Sewerage, sworn, and
examined:—

1153. Mr. McEar/afte.J I believe you formerly represented tlie electorate of Central Cumberland ? Tea. The Hon.
1154. Have you a knowledge of the district through which the proposed railway will pass ? Tcs; 1 think '*■ Uan-ard,
1 know it as well as anyone. o/iT^'iQno
1155. Do you desire to make a statement, giving your views in connection with the proposal? The first ^ eP •> y ■ 
question is as to what would be the zone of trafiic which would bo influenced by tho line, if constructed,
My idea is that tho traffic from about one-third of tho distance between Castle Hill and Batilkham Hills 
would go to tbe line. A good metalled road exists from Ban Ik bam Hills iufo Parramatta, and it is a 
down grade. I think the division of the traffic would comtuouce, roughly speaking, half-way between 
Castle Hill and Baulbham Hills.
115G. How far is that from the proposed line? From Lf miles to 2 miles. At present the Kellyville 
traffic comes along the New Windsor Eoad, and on to Parramatta via Baulkham Hills. That road winds 
considerably. The distance between what is called the Cross Hoads at Baulkham Hills, and the 
centre of Kellyville, is from 4j to 5 miles. A road runs from near Kellyville, past tlie show-ground, and 
up to Castle Hill. There is a probability, therefore, that some portion of the Kellyville traffic—I do 
not say much of it—will go to the railway. In addition, there is another road from the main road to a 
branch of the Cattai Creek, On the borders of the Cattai Creek there is a considerable amount of 
settlement, some portion of which I have no doubt would tap the Dural line by going through Glen
haven. At the present time there is no bridge there, but tbe road runs through Glenhaven to tlie creek.
There is a good grade aud a good road there in all weathers. The soil is sandy loam, which forms a good 
road in the worst of weather. I think, therefore, that some portion of the Kellyville traffic, instead of 
facing the long roundabout road, would go via Glenhaven to the railway, if constructed ; but, as I have 
said before, not very much of it. With reference to the House Hill Hidge road, which runs from the 
Hound Corner, at present the trafiic for half-way—about 3 miles to 3^- miles from Kound Comer—finds 
its way to Parramatta or to Pennant Hills, the other portion going out via House Hill to the Windsor 
line at Hiverstone. I think that tho traffic for another 2 miles at least on that ridge would undoubtedly 
come to tho proposed railway, instead of to Hiverstone. In other words, you would attract more trafiic 
to the proposed line, because tbe road to Riverstone is a bad one. It is a severe grade. It is true that 
there is not much settlement there at present.
1157. What point is that? Aunaugrove and the House Hill Hidge Road. There is not much settle
ment there compared with other portions of the district. At Kenthurst marked progress has been made.
The settlers are all small landholders who cultivate a comparatively small area, and cultivate it well.
Some of the most intelligent people in the whole of the district are to be found there, and they are people 
who pull well together. At present the whole of that traffic comes to Pennant Hills. The Kenthurst 
road continues on to Pitt Town. There is not much settlement along the same, but it is gradually extending 
outwards. Six miles from Hound Corner, along the road, I should mark as the division of the trade 
running towards Dural and that towards Windsor. If you bring the line to Dural—and the same thing 
holds good in regard to House Hill—you exclude several miles of country the traffic of which would come 
to the line. "With regard to Galston, there may be a difference of opinion as to whether the trade at 
Galston and Arcadia would come to a railway whose terminus is at Dural. 1 know the district intimately—
I live now, and bavo been living for five years, at Hornsby—I havo not the slightest hesitation in saying 
that I believe that owing to the heavy grade on the road from Galston via Berowra Creek to Hornsby, 
which necessitates only half a load being carried at a time—the hill is from 2.V to 3 miles long—at least SO 
per cent, of the trade of Galston and .Arcadia would go to the railway station at Dural. The reason why 
the other portion would not go to Dural is simply because it might sometimes suit the convenience of the

E reducers to send it to Hornsby, Perhaps a man might want to go into Sydney and back quickly. Therefore, 
e would take a light load and catch tho more frequent train service at Hornsby to M.ilson’s Point. The 

trade of the Main Northern road out to Glenorie woidd. of necessity, come to Dural. One witness, in 
giving evidence, hqs stated that Glenorie is the limit of possible cultivation. That I dispute. From 

■ ■ Glenorie
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a Hon. Glenorie lo 'Wiseman'a Ferry, a distance of a'rnut 15 miles, there are admirable spurs of land suitable for 
Garrard, cultivation. It is not the deep rich soil winch you fmd about Unral and Castle Hill, but it is 

SlSrtmo san^T’ ]oalnr S0'I> which seems to so admirably suit the citrus and passion fruits. I have had 
" 1 ' the opportunity of comparing the growths of different portions of the districts, and if I were

starting orcharding, I should certainly prefer the sandy, loamy soil to the soil of tho Dural or 
Castle Hill districts. I desire to point out that there is land still available for cultivation 
beyond Glenorie. In addition to that, it seems to me that a considerable amount of traffic will 
soon come there, because I think, if the railway is extended to Dural, it will be extended further on. 
Take the tourist traffic which now exists on the Windsor railway and down the river. Many people object 
to the long trip from Windsor and to the liability of being stuck up on tbe river. If people go by way 
of Windsor, they havo a journey of 7 or 8 miles before they get into the steamer, and then the fear of 
being stuck up on the mud flats. If that fear could be removed, and tourists could make a round trip to 
Peat's Ferry, and up the river to Wiseman’s Ferry, and back to Sydney by the Dural railway, traffic would 
bo encouraged. We all know the objection, from a tourist’s point of view, to coming homo by the same 
route as we leave. Therefore, round trips are always prolific of more trade than those which go and return 
by the same way. I may state that the population of these districts has largely increased. The district 
was included in the old Central Cumberland electorate, which I began to represent in 1890, and its growth 
has been remarkable. At Castle Hill the growth during that time has not been so large, because the land 
was fairly well cut up. Nevertheless, there has been a great growth there, as evidenced by the large 
increase in the number of children. I attended the school sports the other day, and I happened to come 
across the teacher at Castle Hill. When I vacated the position of representative of the district, thero 
was ample room in the school for children ; but now it is crowded out. At Annangrovc a sebool was 
established a little time ago. At Kenthurst thero has been a remarkable increase in the population 
during tho last four or five years, necessitating larger school accommodation. The same can be said of 
Dural, Middle Dural, and Glenorie. There is a largo school at Galston, and another one at Arcadia. 
All this goes to show the great growth of the district. 1 feel persuaded that, with railway communication, 
there will be a large increase, not only in the number of orchards, but in residences. The district is 
specially suited to those who suffer from lung or pulmonary troubles. I have given a good deal of 
attention to that question during the last four or five years, owing to the fact that my wife is a sufferer. 
In view of my knowledge of tho district, I feel certain that, with tho construction of a railway, there 
would be a great demand for residences along that hilly country. ‘
1158. Taking the country between Dural and Carlingford, and more particularly between tho proposed 
line and the Northern line, what distance would the proposed line tend to serve the fruitgrowers between 
it and the Northern line ? I look upon the piece of country between Carlingford and Tennant Hills as 
being an unprofitable piece ; but you cannot have the extension to Dural without that. In other words, 
tho country from Carlingford to Pennant Hills is now served by tho Northern line.
1150. Do you think that the proposed line would catch traffic which now goes to the northern line from 
between Pennant Hills and Dural? Undoubtedly. I should imagine that 40 per cent, of the trade of 
tho districts to which I have referred now goes to Pennant Hills, 30 per cent, to Hornsby, and the balance 
may filter through to Parramatta.
IKiO, It has been stated in evidence that tho country between the proposed line and the Northern line 
is difficult to travel over, and that it is difficult to construct roads, owing to the steep grades? 
Undoubtedly it is, in the northern part. The only access between tho two main ridges upon which tho 
railway runs, and what you may call the Dural-Kenthurst district is at Pennant Hills, and on the road 
from Galston to Hornsby the country is rough.
1UU. Where, between tho proposed lino and. the Northern line, is the most difficult part to ho found ? 
Behvccn Pennant Hills and Dural, What is known as the back road, although it cuts off about 2 miles, 
D not much used, excepting by the people living near to it, because of tho heavy gradients. The country 
between the road from Dural to Pennant Hills, and the main Northern line, is broken up. There are 
spurs of land there suitable for cultivation. Tho traffic on tbe eastern side of it would go to the Northern 
line, and on tho other side by the road ou the west. As you get further down, immediately opposite 
Hornsby, the country is broken and rough. You cannot get across. Tho only accessible way is by the 
road which has been made from Galston to Hornsby. A road, which is shown on the map as a straight 
road, zigzags for 3 miles, and that is where the whole of that traffic has to come up. It was not possible 
to zigzag on the western side of the creek, and, therefore, it is steeper still, and the people travel with light 
loads. Whilst people could carry 15 cwt. with two horses up the grade towards Hornsby, going homo 
they could not carry more than 10 cwt.
1102. Can you say whether the fruit-growers of tho district have suffered much hardship in being 
compelled to convey their fruit and other produce to the Northern line ? Thero is no doubt they have, 
especially with the summer fruit. The rough roads and steep grades knock the summer fruit to pieces. 
They also necessitate a long round, and it must cost them something. I may state that Mr. Harper, in 
giving evidence, estimates the production of the fruit of the district at 150,000 cases per annum. 1 think 
he has very much understated it.
11G3. The residents put a much higher estimate upon the production ? I should think so. Personally I 
should multiply it by three. ■
1104. Do you think that, if the proposed line were constructed, the fruit-growers within a reasonable 
distance of it would send their fruit to market by it rather than by the Northern line ? I have given you 
my reasons why I think they would.
1165. Arc you aware that it is proposed to charge local rates on the proposed lino? 1 can quite under
stand that, and the people ought to be quite able to pay them, because of the saving they will affect on 
the present means of transit.
1106. Do you think, notwithstanding the local rates, they would use the proposed line, if constructed, 
rather than continue the present system of sending their produce to iho Northern lino at Parramatta? 
I think so. Besides, it wilt pay them to do it. It. must cost them now about 3Id. to 4d. a case from the 
more distant parts about Dural aud Galston. The railway freight from Hornsby is Hd-or l^d., and 
Pennant Hills or Thornloigh about Id. Therefore, it seems to me that they would be well able to pay 3d.
1107. I suppose the fact that they would be able to get tbeir fruit to market earlier and in bettor condition 
by the proposed line, than by carting it tho distance you mention to the Northern line, is an important

' ‘ ' consideration ?
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coiiBidtration ? Very important. In wet weather the road between Castic Hill and Dural gets into a 
heart-breaking condition, and carts are frequently stuck up. I have seen the horses taken out of the carts, 
because of the condition of the road, and the fruit left behind. ■ 24Scpt 1000.
11G8. AVhat is the condition of the roads leading to the proposed liuc from the outlying districts? _ The 1 '
worst parts are between Castle Hill and Dural, on account of the shale and clay. Prom Pennant Hills to 
Castle Hill—with the exception of one little patch—there is white metal upon the road. When you get 
past Dural you get into harder country—into more sandstone and loam, and that is less difficult to travel 
over than is the clayey soil. All tho out-lying roads, therefore, are fairly good,
1U50. Has the district progressed materially during the last twenty years ? In a most remarkable degree,
I do not know of any other district which has increased in the same ratio. I am speaking more 
particularly of G-alston, Arcadia, Kenthurst, and Glenorie. All the other portions of the district havo 
increased more or less, but in those portions progress has been remarkable.
1170. Are the holders principally small holders ? Yes.
nil. Tbe Committee, who went through the district, noticed that there were considerable portions^ not 
yet used for fruit cultivation ;—is the balance of the land not now under fruit suitable for fruit-growiug? 
j think so, excepting well down in some of the valleys, where the country gets rough, and where you . 
find the sandstone. The greater portion of the area still unused is, in my opinion, capable of fruit '
production.
1172, Do you think that if the proposed line were constructed it would have the effect of causing tho 
land which is not now under cultivation to ho put under cultivation ? Yes. It would pay people a great 
deal better to obtain their feed for their horses and cattle from other districts, and put tho ground whicli 
they at present use for grazing under fruit cultivation.
It7d. Are tho sites for residential purposes, to which you havo referred, bet!er than those along tho 
Northern line to Hornsby ? They have more citemled views. Iff were fitting out a place as aresidcnco 
It a person suffering from lung trouble, I should go further out than between Castle Hill and Dural, I 
should go 2 miles beyond Dural towards Glenorie. Although I might miss a little of tho extensive view,
I should get what is more desirable—a sandy loam instead of a clay subsoil.
1174. Has there been a large increase in tbe number of sites which bavo been purchased for private 
residences ou the Northern line as far as Hornsby ? The increase has been marvellous. You get an 
altitude there of 500 to 000 feet in a shorter distance than along any other road from Sydney.
1175. Do you think there would be a corresponding increase in regard to residential sites on the proposed 
1 ncs ? Perhaps it would not be so rapid and so large, because of iho distance,
1170, Thero would also bo more trains on the Northern line ? Yes,
1177. Do you think there would be much trade, apart from ihe fruit trade, on the proposed line ? There
would be the trade which arises out of it. Thero would bo the supplies to the people living in tho 
district. I have no doubt a great deal more manure would be used in tne orchards. _
1178. I believe that manure is largely used in connection with fruit-growing? Yes; and it would be 
more largely used were it not for the cost of getting it there.
117!). Some evidence has been given respecting the large quantities of marketable timber in the locality ?
Beyond Arcadia there is a very large area of Crown land. There is some good timber lying between the 
Northern lino and the proposed terminus at Dural. There are some Crown lands there. There are 
Crown lauds north of Arcadia aud about Glenorie. Between Dural and the main Northern line there 
will be 1,000 acres of Crown lands upon which there is good timber. At Arcadia, on private as well as 
on public lands, there is splendid timber on what is known ns Hall's grant. _
1180. Would that be opened up if tlie proposed line were constructed ? I have not the slightest doubt
of it. . . .
1181. Have you any further information to supply ? No. I may point out that it is merely because of
my knowledge of tbe district that I have attended to give evidence. Personally, it would be to my interest 
to concentrate all the traffic from tlie district at Hornsby, because I am a property owner there. 1 merely 
mention that to show that I am not biassed in the matter. _ _
1182. Mr. Hyam.'] Do you think the importance of the district justifies tbe construction of the railway ?
I do. I think the mistake made in the past has been in bolding out inducements to men to go too far 
away, and they have landed tbe State, in taking conveniences to them, in an enormous espouse, and have 
sometimes ruined themselves, because they did not at first realise all their difficulties. If you utilise tho 
lands in or near the seaboard you form a stepping-stone for population later on to go further out.^ . ^
1183. You bavo stated that, in your opinion, Dural is not likely to he the terminus? My opinion is
that, if the line is constructed, the llailway Commissioners will see the desirability of extending it on 
towards Wiseman’s Perry. _ _ .
1184. Mr. Shepherd.] What proportion of the fruit-growers of the district have to cart their fruit more
than 10 miles ? I should think 80 per cent, of the growers uow send their fruit to Pennant Hills and to 
Hornsby, and if you gave them a railway you would intercept the lot. _
1185. What would you consider a fair distance to successfully cultivate fruit, from the railway ? People 
have done it at Glenorie successfully, but after a very hard struggle, aud that is distant from Parramatta 
15 to 17 miles, and from Pennant Hills, 14.to 15 miles.
1180. Would you consider it a fair thing if a person could take a load in and out on the same day ? Yes.
1187. Do you not think that the lines, as shown on the map, are too close to justify the construction of 
the line? They would be, if the country were accessible. Between the present terminus at Kosebill, 
and Pennant Hills, tbey are comparatively close together, but you are tied up to that ridge to get to the 
district beyond, because there are depressions between those two points which cannot carry a railway'.
Beyond Pennant Hills the country is of such a nature that it would be impossible to get across.
1188. You are aware that the Government have already purchased the line to Kosebill? Yes. I do not
know what you are going to do with the Kosehili line unless it is continued. Although obtained very 
cheaply—£22,500—it will practically be of no use for earning money unless it is extended. _ _
1189. Chairman.] You havo indicated that there is room for extension for fruit culture in the district;—
havo you made any rough estimate of what extension is likely to take place owing to tho construction of 
the line, say within a period of five or ten years ? I should imagine, but I am not quite sure, that the 
population in tbe area to whicli I have referred, is between 4,000 and 5,000. I have not the slightest 
doubt that, given a railway' to Dural, you may, within five years, reckon upon tbo population nearly 
doubling. 1190.
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J^Garrard w'^1 ^lc am°unt of cultivation as well? Yes.
• irrftr ~ 1191. Is it a fact that the best patches of the good orchard country are already occupied ? Kb; there is 

24Sept., 1900. ^-en^ *’m^erec! C0llu*:lY has kecn It has been left in some instances to serve as break- 
winds, but primarily to obtain the leaves whicli fall, in order to feed the orchards. That is due to the 
difficulty of obtaining manure from Sydney. That land is just as good as the land which has been 
cultivated.
1192, I suppose you know that the estimate for the construction of the line is £7,000 per mile ? Yes. 
It is not a country through which a cheap line can he taken. Its very altitude prohibits a cheap line. 
Therefore, I am not prepared to challenge the statement of tho engineers who have worked out the cost; 
but I think the future will justify it.
1193. Even with the handicap of a high initial cost, you think that the possibilities of the district are 
sufficiently great to justify the construction of the Site ? I. do.

„ Sobey Lyne Vivian, land-owner, Castle Hill, sworn, and examined :—
B. Xi, Tivisn. 1194. Mr. Shepherd.] In what way are you connected with the district through which the proposed line 

I bought property there nine years ago, and I am gradually developing it. I have a desire 
•itfiept., moo. to live upon it and make it my home.

1195. Have you any statement to make to the Committee P I lake the statistics as given to you by the 
President of the League in Dural as correct, knowing the men who have compiled them. I am not, 
however, connected with the League, nor was I asked lo give evidence by it. I have found from 
experience that the number of eases of fruit per acre, as mentioned by Mr. Hunt and others, is well 
within the mark. My trees are small, and when they are older they will certainly bear a larger quantity 
of fruit. I havo 30 acres of land, including 10 acres of orchard, all of which lias been taken from the 
buidi itself.
1190, In what portion of tlie district is your property ? Beyond Castlo Hill, at the Eight-mile post, 
1197. To what station do you carry your fruit ? Pennant Hills, a distance of 5 miles.
1193. Do you find that a handicap? I certainly do. 1 cannot get it carried to tho station under 3d. a 
case.
1199. "What do you consider a fair distance from a railway station for orchard cultivation? I can 
cultivate my orchard at a profit where it is ; but the handicap is that I can only grow certain classes of 
fruit. There are in any other classes which 1 could grow, but which at present 1 am unable to touch. At 
present I have planted out citrus trees between the summer fruit-trees, intending to do away with them 
as 1 havo so poor a system of getting the summer fruits to the market. It is not because the summer 
fruits do not pay ; but they get injured and damaged before they can ho got to market.
1200. IVliat do you consider a fair distance from a railway station to successfully cultivate an orchard? 
1 could cultivate citrus fruits 10 or even 15 miles from a railway station, but under great difficulties. At 
the same time I could not cultivate summer fruits more than 2 or 3 miles away.
1201. How long have you been cultivating ? I purchased the land in 1891.
1202. "What is the age of your citrus trees ? I havo some in their seventh year.
1203. IVhat do you estimate you get per tree ? Just over a case. ” ■
1204. You find the citrus fruits pay you best ? Simply on account of the carting.
1205. "What number of citrus trees do you plant to the acre? 125 ; I put them in on what is known as 
the septuple principle—an equilateral triangle, instead of in squares.
1200. "What is your opinion as lo the proposed line beinga success? I am absolutely' certain it will bo 
a success. I have spent many days and weeks in tbe district at various times, and I have seen an 
enormous amount of traffic on the road,—not only in tho shape of fruit traffic but in passenger traffic,— 
people going out for holidays. Ihere is an enormous population there which would be able to use the 
railway. I do not think the amount put down by Mr. Harper, as to the passenger estimate, is anything 
like what it should be. I have information which has been given to me voluntarily, showing tho names 
ol gentlemen who are prepared to develop their properties, and four of whom arc prepared to take 
season tickets on the line. Mr. IV , H. Fleming (who has an office in Hoffnung’s Chambers), has 40 acres 
or land just beyond Dural, which has been selected from the Government under the non-residential 
c-ause. Ho has complied with the requirements of tho Government, aud is now wailing for some means 
of conveyance before he goes on.
1207. Arc all the properties you propose to name at present uncultivated? The one to which I have 
referred is quite uncultivated. Five acres have been cleared, and a fence has been put round it, and a 
room of some sort erected.
1208. Have these people stated that they will bring their properties under cultivation if a railway is 
constructed? They are only anxious to do so. Mr. Mason (who is employed by W. Gardiner & Co.), 
has a holding on the Kenthurst Hoad. He is already cultivating, and he would be prepared to extend his 
present dwelling he is not using it himself, only residing there occasionally, as business permits,— as well 
as to develop his orchard. This gentleman has already, at his own expense, imported direct from America 
several of the new varieties of trees. I do not know the extent of his area, but he has about 10 acres 
under cultivation. I think be selected so that he would not bare less than 40. acres at all events. 
Ihe next two are brothers—Mr. E. E. Hassall, who has 20 acres, and his brother li. M. Hassall, who has 
100 acres. Mr. 11, M. Hassall would be prepared to build. At present he has no residence on the 
property, and both would be prepared to live there and travel daily to Sydney. Both aro anxious to 
develop their properties, bnt they find it would be useless unless railway communication were provided. 
Mr, M. II. Johnston, at present employed in the Bank of Kew South "Wales, would be prepared to build 
andlive^ on his property at Dural. .His property is near to Mr. S. Moore’s, and it is well within the 
railway influence. Ho would, of necessity, havo to journey to Sydney every day. When the present 
Carlingford line was being constructed I took a house for one year at Granville, wbere I at present live, 
with the option of renewal for one, two, or three years, the stipulation being that I thought the line would 
he continued, and that I should he able to live on my own property, I have been there for five years, 
and it has not been constructed yet. That shows the purpose 1 had when I bought the property some 
years ago.
1209. Have you had conversations with a number of tbo residents of tbe district in reference to the
proposed railway ? YpSj when opportunities offered. 1210.
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1210. A great many have staled their willingness to pay a special rate in the event of the railway being S. L, Vivian,
constructed;—do you fall in with that view ? At ‘the present time it costs me 3d. a case, and if the /“■—\
railway be constructed it will then cost me Id. 2i8opt.J 1900.
1211. A special rate might be 2d. a case ? Even in that event it would be an advantage.
1212. Do you think that the owners would bo willing to give the land required for railway construction
free of cost ? Some might, hut I think there are many poor men to whom giving the land would mean 
ruin. For instance—if a man has 5 or 10 acres of land, and you go through it and rain it,,it stands lo
reason that he must have compensation ; hut there aro many larger holders who would bo prepared to
give the small percentage of laud you would require from them.
1213. Are you aware whether the proposed Kne goes through much cultivation in its course ? There is a 
lot of land whicli is simply bush land, which is not under cultivation. I do not think there is a largo 
percentage of it under cultivation. ■
1214. In tho event of the Government having to pay for the land, at what would you estimate the value 
per acre ? I could scarcely venture an opinion. I bought land, as good as any you can find in Castle 
Hill or Dural, at £10 an acre, but I also paid £22 10s. an acre for similar land formerly.
1215. At what would you fix the average ? About £15 per acre.
1216. Do you think tbe fruit-growers of the district, who would be served by the proposed railway, would 
be willing to contribute a certain amount until the lino became self-supporting, so as to relieve the 
Government from loss ? Ido not think the estimato, showing a loss upon the line of £4,000 per annum, 
is a correct one. The imposition of an acreage tax to cover expenses would press harshly upon those who 
have selected, say, 50 to 70 acres, with the object of getting 20 acres of good land out of it. There is a 
good deal of that country upon whicli you can only get 20 to 45 per cent, of good land. Therefore, an 
acreage tax would hardly be a fair one.
1217. Do you think a special rate would be a fairer rate than a tax on the land ? I do. Of course, if 
you impose a tax it might force some of tho land held for speculative purposes—if there is any—to bo 
brought under cultivation.
1218. Have you any further information ? I desire to use more manure on my property. I do not want 
to use the bush leaves, which has been the usual method of fertilising the ground, as it deprives the land 
I hold in reserve of the nutriment I want in it. At present I cannot afford, ou account of tho cartage, to 
use as much manure as I would desire. Even 5 miles of cartage is an expensive item.
1219. ̂ Do the orchards suffer very much during droughty seasons? Not where they arc well cultivated.
In spite of all the dry weather last summer I lost nothing.
1220. Do you mean by well-cullivatcd, working the ground deeply before planting, or cultivating after the 
ground is planted P Doth. 1 may state that there is a largo increased growth to be had out of strawberries 
and tomatoes—things with whicli we do not even supply ourselves at the present time. In that district 
where we get so little frost there would, with easy transit to the city, be a large production in those 
articles. I also think that the poultry industry would be largely developed.
1221. Is tbero much waste of stone-fruit in the district? 1 think the waste is enormous. I, myself, 
have had the peaches knocked off the trees, and would not send them to market. 1 may stale'that, 
notwithstanding the thousands of pounds which have been spent during the last few months in making 
the Castle Hill to Dural road sound, it is still a big drawback. To-day I cannot go to Parramatta or 
Pennant Hills without crossing over unmade and unformed roads.
1222. Do you find the fruit-growers of the district a fairly prosperous class ? Whenever a fruit-grower 
gets a chance he buys more land, clears it, and plants it. I know of one man who went through tho court, 
not on account of his orchard, but on account of other entanglements, and the first thing he did when he 
was clear was to buy more land and plant it.
1223. Mr. Myam^] How far is your place from the proposed railway line ? One-half mile.
1221. Are you in the heavy-soil country ? Tes.
1225. With a railway would you cultivate more tban you are cultivating at the present time? I should 
he very glad to cultivate tho lot.
1226. Can you produce good stone and summer fruits ? Tes ; I have apricots there now over an inch in 
siKe. Of course, I, cannot grow summer fruits successfully without a railway.
1227. Will you, with the construction of a railway, continue the growth of summer fruits ? Tes.
1228. But not without ? Nro.
1229. Would there be a great increase in tho growth of summer fruits in the district if the line were 
constructed? I bdlieve that on certain portions of tho land they would he grown.
1230. Do you find that the yield of summer fruits is about tho same as that of the citrous fruits ? I think 
wo can grow peaches, apricots, nectarines, apples, and pears, as well as they can he grown in any district 
in New South Wales.
1231. Chairman^ Have you any further informafion ? With regard to the question of firewood, I find 
that I cannot get rid of the timber on my place for firewood. It is not a question of price; but I cannot 
even give it away. Once I managed to sell 500 tons, which had been cut into lengths, for £20. The 
purchaser carted it away, and said he did not want any more, because the cartage was too great,
1232. If the railway were constructed, I believe that large quantities of timber would be cut up and sent 
away for firewood ; it would be a great assistance to a small man to get a few pounds for his timber on 
tho ground ;—reference has been made to the construction of a tramway through the district ? I am 
afraid a tratntvay would bo inadequate to the requirements of tbe district. If the figures are correct, the 
526,000 cases representing (he produce of the district would give 10.000 cases a week. The bulk of it 
would have to be carried in eight or nine months. That moans 2,000 cases, or 75 tons per day. That 
carried over 12 miles on a tram would hardly, I think, be a fair thing for the fruit. Apart from that, 
a tram is not proverbi d for its speed, and I think the people would prefer to get into their own 
carts or sulkies, end travel the road themselves. It might do for a few of tlie poorer people, but certainly 
not for a mar who has a buggy of his own. I know- men who even now do not use the ’bus. If 
there were a railway station within a reasonable distance of their home they could dispense with a certain 
amount of horseflesh, and save time as well.
1233. Mr. JVatton.] I understand that tho passenger tratlic is not likely to be of great moment ? I do
not think that the estimate of the Bailway Commissioner.-i lias treated the line fairlv. I do not think an 
estimate has been made of tho season-ticket holders who will go out there. *

1234,
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S. L. Vivian 123-i. Tho eipei'icnco of tlie North Shore line, from that point of view, has not been very gratifying ? I 
think tho crossing in the ferry may, to a great extent, havo militated against that line. The Dural 

24Sept., 1900. gjsijrjj.); ;3 aWlly from ^]ie KCa atmosphere. Personally, I could not live at Manly or Sydney, but I can do 
so at Dural.
1235. Does the proposed line go through your properly ? No.
1230, Do you think it would pay you or other holders near to the route of the proposed lino to make 
any contribution towards the cost of land resumption ? I volunteered to Mr. Hunt to give £30. I spoke 
to the two Mr. Hassalls, and they would he prepared to give £70. On one occas:on a list of those who 
would give was prepared. On that occasion Mr. Mason promised to give something, but what it was I do 
not know, and he is still prepared to give the amount offered. I do not think the resumptions should 
involve much cost. The land is not worth as much between Castle Hill and Dural as it is about Carlingford.
1237, "We aro told that it is better land? It is belter hmd, but it is not in such close proximity to 
Sydney.
1238, Mr. Hyam] Are yon aware that the proposed lino will go through two or three orchards? I 
cannot say.
1238. What do you think is the value of a full-bearing orchard per acre ? £10.\ at Ihe outside.

TUESDAY, 25 SEPTEMBER, 1000.
Jlccsmt: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Suf-MErd. t Jons Christian Watson, Esq.
Tho Hon. Solomon Herbert Hvam. | John McParlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of llailway from Carlingford
to Dural.

Walter Alexander Smith, District Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—

*Y. A. Smith. 1210. Chairman ] Are you in charge of the Metropolitan District? Tcs,
1211. I believe that the district to be served by the proposed line is a section of the Metropolitan 

25Sept,, 1900. ])js(;riet: ? Yes.
1212. Have you any general statement tn make concerning the nature of iho roads of the district, and 
the amount of annual expenditure upon tliein ? Tes, I produce the following statement, showing the 
scheduled roads affected by the construction of the proposed line :—

.Statement showing Sohoduled Roads affected by the construction of proposed Railway from Rosehill to Dural,

Name of Itonil. Expenditure from 
11:02 to 189G-7.

Expenditure from 
1807-S to isoMnno, Total.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Kenthurafc Post Office to Poitev’s ................................................................ 120 0 0 81 0 0 201 0 0
Galston Road to Beswra Creek ................................................................ r>30 0 0 92 0 0 022 0 0
Galston to Dura! ............................................................................................... 238 10 0 290 0 0 528 10 0
Galston to Middle Dural ............................................................................. 135 10 6 135 10 0
Galston to Fagan's ......................................................................................... 170 0 0 333 5 0 503 5 0
Hornsby to Galston........................................................................................... 0,SC4 7 0 1,200 8 10 8,130 10 4
Mobb’s Hill to Rogan’s Hill ......................................................................... l,27(i 14 4 33 1 0 1,309 i5 10
Pennant Hills to Mould’s Comer................................................................ 000 14 0 1,990 10 1 2,047 10 l
Pennant Hills Road to TScecroft Station (Murray Road)..................... 173 2 0 133 1 9 311 3 0
Round Corner, at Dnral, to Wiseman’s Ferry, Old Northern Road.. 
Parramatta to Pennant Bills Road..............................................................

972 10 0 1,107 19 9 2,080 9 9
452 17 10 310 7 3 709 5 1

Baulkham Hills to Round Corner, at Dural ............................................. 1,750 19 0 1,109 0 1 2,925 19 1
Broken Back Bridge to Tennant Hills....................................................... 019 10 7 421 2 9 1,040 19 4
Castlo ilill Itoadf at Banks’, to Dural "Road............................................. 110 0 0 03 0 9 173 0 9
Old Castle Hill Road to Government Reserve ......................................... 105 0 0 54 0 -o 159 0 0
Round Corner, at Dural, to Rouse Hill ..................................................... 525 0 0 270 0 0 801 0 0
Rouse Hill and Dural Road via Keallmrst, at Fisher’s ...................... 422 0 0 240 0 0 COS 0 0
Cattai Creek, at Pearce’s, to Great Northern Road, at Black’s...........
Castle Hill Hall to ftauks1, late Old Northern Road, to Government

110 0 0 190 0 0 300 0 0

Reserve ................................................................................................. 101 0 0 SO 17 6 187 17 0
Aitken Lane ....................................................................................................... 43 13 4 43 13 4
David’s Road..................................................... ......................................... 43 0 0 43 0 0
Pearce’s Comer to Pennant Hills....»...................... ................. *............... 300 15 0 030 0 S 937 1 8
Ray’s Road, Carlingford.................................................................................. 98 5 8 299 G 2 397 It 10

Schedule A IT.
Parramatta to Pennant Hills............................ ............................................. 330 0 0 109 0 10 529 6 10
Bettingen Lane............. ............................................. ...................................... 176 0 0 85 0 8 201 0 1

£ 10,114 11 11 9,592 11 11 25,707 3 10

1243. Out of the total amount, the Galston to Hornsby Road is put down at £8,000 ? Tes.
1244. Does that £8,000 represent a certain annual expenditure, or has a large sum of money been spent 
in making the road recently ? Tbe original construction of tbe road—that is simply the formation of the 
line of road—cost about £5,400. That includes the two bridges and tbe road.
1245. Is that out of the £8,000 ? Tes, and tho rest has been for maintenance aud metalling.
124G. Does the return yon have put in include the money recently spent on the road to Dural ? Yes. 
1247. Which of the roads do you find requires the largest annual output to keep in order ? What is 
called tho New Line Road is a very bad road. The North Road from Baulkham Hills to Castle Hill is a

very
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very expensive road to keep up; and the Hornshy to Galston Hoad has also been very expensive. Of W. A. Smith, 
course the cost of maintaining that road is now less expensive, because the metalling lias been completed. r—^ 
1248. 'VVill the construction of the proposed railway ease your department in the way of annual 2'J®cPt:->1900' 
expenditure P I do not think it will very much,
124-9. Do you think it will lead to the necessity for the construction of more short roads to the stations 
along the railway? Yes, I think it will. Assuming that it opens up the country, certainly more 
accommodation roads will be required amongst the various farms.
] 2jO. What length of experience have you had in the use of white metal for road malting in that district ?
"With a break of four years, I have had” thirteen year’s experience.
1251. Do you look upon it as a superior article for road construction ? Yes, for second-class roads—uot 
for very heavily trafficked roads. ■
1232. it is suitable for tlie character of the traffic which is common to that district ? Yes. It would 
not suit the Mam Western Koad or the Main Southern Boad, but it, is suitable for all the roads in the 
Pennant Hills and Castle Hills district.
1253. Is it a costly metal to work ? ]Yo. it is rather easy to work,
1254. How would you compare it with blue metal ? I should say it is worth about 70 to SO per cent, of
tiie value of blue metal, '
1253. Mr. AlcFarlane.] Does it last as long as blue metal ? Tso ; not under similar conditions.
1250. I mean for an ordinary road ? INo ; under similar conditions it would not last anything like blue 
metal. J
1257. Does it wear out or crumble P It does not crumble ; it wears very well indeed. Probably Members
of tbe Committee will have noticed it around Sydney, in the vicinity of La Peronse. As it wears down, 
each stone seems to keep m its true position, and it wears to tbe very bottom without breaking up. You 
see upon the road little sections of individual stones which have been put down, and they wear fiat and 
smooth. “
1258. Can it be obtained in the district? Yes, since we have found a new quarry.
1259. Do you think it would be used for road purposes outside the district ? I think that would depend 
very much upon whether blue metal came more freely into the market than it does at the present time.
At present blue metal is very expensive, and there is really only one source of supply for Syduey.
12G0 Could tbe white metal be obtained from that district for other suburbs as cheaply, or more cheaply, 
than blue metal can be obtained now? Yes ; I should say Is. 6d, to 2s. 6d. a yard cheaper.
12G1. Are large quantities of it available ? Yes, verv large.
1262. If the proposed line were constructed, do you think it would be used for conveying this metal to 
other parts I do not think so, unless a loop line were constructed to the quarry.
1263. How far is the quarry from the proposed line ? About miles.
1264. Is it between tho proposed line and the Northern line ? Yes.
1265 How tar is it from the Northern line? A very long distance. Hornsby would be the nearest place.
1266. IVhat distance is that ? Pour or 0 miles, and there is no road across.
1267. Has any of the metal from the quarry you are speaking of been conveyed to any other part for 
road-making, by the Northern line? No, it has not been used outside the immediate district.
1263. Have you a personal knowledge of the district through which the roads you have enumerated pass?
Yes. '
1269. Evidence has been given concerning the country between the proposed line and the Northern line, 
and it has been stated that it is very difficult for road-making, owing to steep grades ? That is so. The 
country is rather mountainous between the two lines all the way along. Much of it is very rough and 
useless.
1270. ̂ It has also been stated that, even on tho existing roads, a full load cannot be drawn in the direction of 
the Northern line from some place along the proposed line ? 1 do not think that is so, except in the case 
of a few very unimportant roads iu the vicinity of Castle Hill. There are rather steep roads leading from 
the orchards to the main roads ; hut as far as tbe main roads are concerned, horses can draw heavy loads.
1271. IV here is the main road to which you refer? In the vicinity of Castle Hill. The steep grades arc
ou the road from Baulkham Hills to Dural. ^
1272. I am speaking, more particularly of the roads between the proposed line, and the Northern line, 
along which the fruit-growers have now to send their produce? The grades are very good on the 
existing road, excepting at Thompson’s corner, near Pennant Hills. That is rather steep. Apart from 
that, there are no other steep hills about the main roads.
1273. IV hat is the condition of fhe road from Galston towards Hornsby ? In perfect order. The grades 
are rather steep between G-alston and Berowra Creek, hut in that instance the loads would be going down- 
bill to the railway station. As soon as you begin to ascend from Berowra Creek to Hornsby, the ruling 
grade, which is an up grade, is 1 in 15. IVhen carts return they are generally empty, or are carrying 
manure only. Tn one place tlie grade is 1 m 10.
1274. Do you think that if any one stated that only half a load of fruit can usually be carried towards
Hornsby, that he would represent the true condifion of tho road ? No. A horse can draw a ton easilv 
up a grade ol 1 in 15, and the fruit-growers at Galston and surrounding districts who bring their stuff to 
Hornsby havo a ruling grade of 1 iu 15 up hill. Down the hill they have a grade of 1 in 10, which of 
course docs not matter. '
1”I5, POrt o£ a roa<iil: ? It is metalled from end to end.
1276. "Would you class it as a good road? Yos.
1277. Aro there any other cross roads leading to the northern lino between the Galston and Hornsby
Boad and the road from Castle Hills to Pennant Hills ? No, there aro no roads of anv importance about 
there. ”
1275. Would it be difficult to construct roads there if they wore required? Yes, the country is very 
precipitous about thero. Prom the top of the ascent to Berowra Creek there is a fall of 700 ft, and tlie 
same on tho other side.
1279. Mr. Jlyam.] In how many miles ? About 2 miles.
12SO, Mr. ll'aison.'] Do you mean 2 miles in a direct line ? No, along tho road. As the crow flies it will 
only be -J- of a mile.
1281. Mr. McFarlare/] Then the Dural people have to send their produce in a very round-about way to 
roach the railway station by the existing road ? Yes. They come to Pennant Hills via New Line Koad.
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W. A. Smith. 1282. If a roa^ could be constructed from Dural to Hornsby, would there not be a great saving in distance ? 
Tivi ^'s vpr-’ ro,1"‘1 country,' and it would be very expensive. 

cPt,’lJ ‘1283. Is road ineial expensive ' Kot so expensive now that we have the white metal at Dural. Previous 
to onr fiuding that white metal we had to get blue metal, which is very expensive.
12S1. I lave you sufficient material locally for the construction of bridges and culverts? In connection 
with bridge building we usually get the best timber from Wyong. Por instance, Hadley’s Creek and 
Greek Creek bridges were built with timber obtained from Wyong.
IdiSd. It has been stated in evidence that very valuable timber for piles and girders can bo obtained near 
to where the proposed railway will run ;—have you any experience of its quality ’v Tes ; the timber is 
very good, but I think the district is one of the past, so far as timber is concerned.
1280. Do you think that the best of the timber has been picked out? Yes, except on a few private 
properties, and I do not think the owners allow it to be cut. Those properties, however, are comparatively 
small, I do not think much of the country, so far as the timber industry is concerned.
1287. Would the timber be sufficiently good for railway sleepers? It is principally black-bntt, and it is 
about the best black-butt I have ever had to deal with; but J do not think there is enough of it to place 
much importance upon it.
1288. Do yon think there would be any considerable traffic in timber in the event of the railway being 
constructed ? I do not think so. If the timber were there, it would be drawn now to Pennant Hills, 
Hornsby, or Parramatta.
1289. Has much of it been drawn in those directions in the past? Hot in my time ; hut I understand 
that prior to—from twenty-live to thirty years ago—the timber trade was very extensive.
1291. Mr. Hyam.'] What does the white metal consist of ? Vitrified sandstone.
1291. Is it porphyritic ? No ; it is simply the stone which has been fused around the basalt dykes, where 
the basalt has intruded into the ordinary sandstone. Wherever thero is white metal there is supposed to 
be basalt in the vicinity.
) 292. Do you consider it a good road-metal ? It is a first-class road-metal.
1293. Do you contider it ns good ns blue metal ? No; but for all second-class roads it is very good.
1291, How is it. fractured ? It is very tough and hard to break.
1295. Docs it wear round ? No. It settles down very hard indeed in the road, and tho surface wears
perfectly smooth and flat.
1298. Does not basalt wear well ? Not if it is not looked after and properly maintained.
1297, Are you aware that there is a basalt quarrv some distance from Dural ? Tes, on Mr. Black's land. 
1293. Do yon know the quarry ? I havo seen it, and I know where it is.
1299. Evidence has been given to the effect that there is a great deal of basalt about there ? Tes ; but it 
is rather inaccessible at the present time. I believe it is 4 or 5 miles from the road.
1300. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you any idea of the quantity of cultivated land the proposed line passes 
through? If you take the Dural etid of it—assuming that there is a station at Dural—it will serve, 
approximately, 1,500 acres of cultivated land.
1301. What I want to know is the area of cultivated land through which tho railway, if constructed, 
would pass ? I am unable to state.
1302. Does it pass through any ? I should imagine it does in certain places ; but I am not quite sure.
1303. What is the distance from Hornsby to Galston by the road? Six miles.

Oswald Gordon Morton, Hoad Superintendent, Roads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined :—■ .

■O. Gt. Morton. 1301. Chairman.] I believe yon have made a report to the Department respectingthe white metal quarries 
in the Dural district ? Tes ; also iu regard to a basalt quarry. The report is as follows :—

Dural Metal Quarries.
^5'8qpt.,1900.

Parramatta, IS September, 1000.
I have to report that I visited and examined, on the 17th instant, the metal quarries in the vicinity of Burat, 

from which stone is likely to be obtained, and conveyed by the proposed Dural railway extension for the repair of roads in 
the county of Cumberland.

At present only one quarry is being worked, and that is situated at a point about 1 mile 30 chains east of surveyed 
Kne at Dnral. This quarry is on Crown lands, and from which, when existing works havo been completed, there will have 
been removed some 4,500 cubic yards of what is known as “ vitrified sandstone,” or “ white metal.” This quantity will 
make no material impression on the quarry, which covers, as at present worked, about 1 acre of ground, and there is in 
sight al least one half-million tons of stone. It is capable of further development, when twice that quantity could be 
obtained if necessary.

Should a loop line be constructed to tho quarry—and there are no engineering difficulties m the way, the country 
being all practically level—I anticipate that a large quantity of this metal would bo conveyed annually over the line for 
tho repair of roads through the Western suburbs and other roads in the Metropolitan and Parramatta districts.

The cost of quarrying this stone I estimate at Is. 2d. per cubic yard ; conveyance by tad at similar rates to those 
in existence on the Great Western Railway, viz.. Is. (id, for the first 15 miles ; loading aud unloading in trucks, (id.— 
would bring the cost at Clyde junction to 3s. 2d. for spawls ; the breaking, drawing, spreading, Ac , would increase the 
cost to about 6s. 9d. or 7s. per cubic yard, aud it would, for roads other than the heavily-traflickcd mam rouds, lie 
extensively used. Basalt is now principally used, and is costing this year from 11s. to l‘2s. Sid. per cubic yard. The 
supply is limited to two sources, namely, the South Coast Metal Co’s quarries at Kiama and the Emu Gravel Co. at 
1’cunth. The Department has no basalt quarry which could be profitably worked in the county of Cumberland, and this 
Dural quarry, being on Crown lands, would, I think, make us, to a certain extent, independent of private supplies in 
metalling second-class roads, although I do not think the stone would be used for roads outside the county of Cumberland.

I also examined the stone at what is known as Black’s quarry. It is of a basaltic formation, but has never lieen 
worked ; but from what is m sight I should judge a good quarry, covering between I and II acres, in to be workeii It 
is, however, 5 miles from the nearest point of the railway, and this distance renders it of no value for any other than local 
wotks. I have, &e.,

O. G. MORTON,
Road Superintendent.

1305. Is the white metal likely to be used for anything but tbe making of second-class roads. I think not. 
130G. Is the- Railway Department likely to require it ? I think not.
1307. Do you know what is the grade of the road from the quarry near Glenorie towards Dural ? It is 
a rising gradient. I think the ruling grade is 1 in 15.
1308. What is the grade from Glenorie to Dural ? The road is a gradually rising one.

1309.
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1309. "Would a road coming from Glenorie be ou tbe down grade ? Yes ; nearly all tbe way. 0. G.Mortem,
1310. What is the cost of breaking up the white metal as compared with the blue metal ? The cost of
breaking varies, according to the labour market, from la. 3d. to Is. 9d. per cubic yard. Basalt varies 
from 2s. 3d. to 2a. 9d. per cubic yard. ‘
1311. Bo you look upon tlie basalt quarry as one which the proposed line is likely to develop ? No, it is 
too far away. It means haulage by road for 5 miles.
1312. The llailway Commissioners at present obtain broken blue metal, by rail, from tlie south ? Yes,
cheaper than they could get it from the Bural district. I have obtained a metal supply from Iviama to 
Liverpool for 10s, 9d. per cubic yard. That was conveyed by steamer to Sydney, and thence to Liverpool 
by rail. - - -
1313. Is there any other basalt quarry besides tbe one at Black’s ? Yes, there is another about midway— . 
what is known as the Pennant Hills quarry. That was reported upon by Mr. Smith in connection with the 
former inquiry,
1314. Is that likely to be developed by the construction of the proposed line ? I look upon that quarry 
as being fully developed now. It is rather an expensive quarry to work. The white metal, I think, will 
take its place, At present it is leased to tho Municipal Council, and they charge 2s. 7d. for the spawls, 
which is rather a high price. In fact it cannot compete now against the Emu or Kiama quarries.
13)5. You do not regard the white melal as a metal which is likely to be used outside tho district ? If 
the line were there it wmuld be used as far up as Liverpool. By second-class roads, I mean roads other 
than the main roads, such as the Great Western and Great Southern roads. It would be extensively used,
I think, in all the minor streets of the western suburbs, starting, for instance, at Strathfield, aud going 
through Auburn, Granville, and Kookwood.
1316. Then we may reasonably expect some traffic upon Ihe line from tbe white metal? I think so. At
present tbey are confined to using tbe soft sandstone and the basalt, and the white stone would come in 
between tbe two. .
1317. Mr. Myam.1, You say that tbe llailway Commissioners get the bulk of their metal for railway 
purposes from Iliawarra? I could not say, authoritatively. They have their own quarries there, and 
machinery for breaking and screening.
1318. Under those circumstance?, it is not likely that they would patronise the local metal ? I think 
not. 1 do not think it is hard enough for railway works.
1319. You do not think that it would answer for ballasting a railway line? No.
1320. Supposing the line were constructed to Glenorie, would Black’s quarry be accessible ? Yes.
1321. Close to the railway line ? Yes. '
1322. How far distant from the railway line would it be? I thind it would be within 30 chains.
1323. Bo you consider Black’s quarry a good one? Tes. ’
1324. Is there a large bulk of stone there ? Yes.
1325. Is there much earth upon the top of it ? No ; it is right up to the surface.
1326. Have you seen the Prospect quarries ? Yes.
1327. Is it anything like them? No ; yon could remove a foot of soil, and then you would be upon the
metal, '
1328. Has the quarry been proved to any depth ? I have seen it down to a depth of 4 feet, and I think 
it would go down 15 to 20 feet.

miDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
$rts£nt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS BICE, Esq. (Chairman). *
The Hon. Patrice Lindesat Crawford Shepherd. The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.
The Hon Andrew Garran, LL.B, 'Robert Henry Levien, Esq.

.Tohn McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford to
Bural.

Broughton Barnabas O’Conor, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined :—
1329. Mr. MeFarlane.~\ You represent the electoral district of Sherbrook? Yes. „ t, /yp
■1330. Have you a knowledge of the district through which the proposed line will pass ? Yes ■ I have an jjp01’ 
intimate acquaintance with the whole of it. I have known the district for the last thirteen years. 4’h \ '
1331. How would you describe the character of the country generally? The district through which the asScpClfiOO. 
railway will pass is of an undulating character m some places. The grades are steep ; but there would
be no serious obstacle to railway construction. The quality and productiveness of the soil is quite 
apparent to those who visit the district. It is of such a character that small holdings of 10 to 14 acres 
are quite sufficient to supply a man with .a competency, and a very good competency too. The only 
difficulty which stands in tho way of a man going there and taking up a small quantity of land for an 
orchard is the difficulty of transporting his produce to a convenient railway station. Ear instance, a 
man must cart his produce from Kellyville to Parramatta, a distance of 10 miles. ’
1332. Dr. Garran?] How far to Pennant Hills ? He would have to come from Baulkham Hills, and 
then go to Castle Hill, in order to go to Pennant Hills.
1333. Would be have to come as far south ? Yes, as far south as Baulkham Hills, because that would 
be the only good road ho would have. The other roads are of such a character that it would be impossible 
for him to take his fruit the other way. Although, according to the map, one district may bo close to 
another, by reason of tlie character of the intervening enuntry, it is impossible to get at it. If a man did 
not come to Baulkham Hills, he would havo to come down within 1 or 2 miles of the place, and cut across 
into Castle Hill, and he could not do that in bad weather. That is the important factor in determining 
the question of the necessity of tbo railway to this district. The main, portion of the citrus fruit is 
gathered from June and July right up to November.
1334. Do you know where the trigonometrical board is at Castle Hill ? Yes.

1335.
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1335. Is it not a good road from thoro to Pennant Hil!s ? Tes ; but you would have to go down through 
8Q-ia ' ~ Kellyville to get there. The gradient from Baulkham Hills to Parramatta is a down gradient. Going 

2SSetl900 1:*'e ot^er wa7 *le would have to toil up steep hills all the way, and even if it should be shorter—although 
eP ‘I do not think it is—he would never think of going that way, bv reason of the diflieultv of travelling the 

intervening country. The district from Glenhaven to Kellyville. and further west, is quite of recent 
growth. A tremendously large settlement has taken place there. The orchards are of quite as good a 
character as the orchards between Carlingford and Dural. They are quite as productive and quite as 
profitable.
13311. Mr. IdcFarlcme] Would that hold good in regard to Galston? Undoubtedly, The whole of the 
country between Carlingford and beyond Galston, right to the Hawkesbury Kiver, is cultivated. Tho 
only thing which militates against the increased production of the district is ihe fact that a man has to 
carry his produce such a long distance. A man at Kenthurst has to earrv his fruit to Pennant Hills. 
To bring a ton of fruit from Kenthurst to Pennant Hills you require two horses.
1.337. During the thirteen years you have been in the district has there been any marked increase iu its 
development ? Undoubtedly. Speaking generally, Glenorie, Galston, Kenthurst, Kellyville, and tbe 
intermediate districts, are the growth of that period. It is only seven years since Galstou was refused a 
postal delivery for three days a week, unless the people guaranteed the loss upon it. Kow the profits of 
the Postal Department amount to £30 or £100 per annum. Tbe whole of these districts, right away to 
Arcadia, are entirely new country which has been opened up. When Central Cumberland was one 
electorate the furthest point north to which a politician would go to speak was Dural. He would 
speak in Dural for the whole of the district north, east, and west of it. How a politician would speak in 
six or seven places, and would get an audience of from sixty to seventy people in each place. Kenthurst 
is a thickly-settled district, with small farms. The character of the settlement around Kellyville is 
characteristic of the settlement around Galston, Kenthurst, Glenorie, and Arcadia. Arcadia is producing 
passion-fruit which is topping the market. The producers have to carry their stuff from Arcadia right 
away to Hornsby. The Eoads Department had such au opinion of that district that they constructed a 
road—they had to make it zigzag—from Hornsby to Galston, and it cost them from £12,000 to £15,U00. 
133S. What class of country is it for road-making between the proposed line aud the districts yon have 
mentioned and the Northern line over which the fruit-growers have to carry their fruit to the railway 
station? Tlie steepness of the grades, and the large amount of soil, makes it necessary to expend a 
tremendous amount upon the construction of roads. Ir is necessary to make them of metal, in order to 

. enable people to travel over them. Between Castle Hill and Dural and to the north traffic was suspended
whilst the Department were making the road to whicli I have referred. The Pennant Hills Koad is of 
such a character that in wet weather you cannot got along it, and when tlie road is dry you require two 
horses to do the work of one.
1339. Is there a road between tho Galston and Hornsby Koad and the Dural Koad ? Ko ; the country 

•is of such a difficult nature that it would he impossible to construct one except at an enormous outlay of 
money, and that is the only possible way the Kenthurst people have of getting out. They must cither go 
to Pennant Hills or to Hornsby.
1340. Some of the fruit-growers have stated that it frequently happens that they can only take half a 
load towards the railway station ? That is so—in other words, they require two horses to a one-horse 
load.
1341. Can you state what percentage of land is under cultivation for fruit-growing within the influence 
of the proposed line ? Ho;'but 1 saw the statistics compiled, and I know they were accurately aud 
honestly taken.
1342. Is there not a large area which is not being utilised for fruit-growing? Tes. The quantity of 
land not und<y cultivation largely exceeds the amount under cultivation.
1343. Is the land which is not under cultivation suitable for fruit-growing? Tcs, The only thing which 
has hampered the extension of the industry is the difficulty of transport.
1344. Do you think tbe construction of the proposed line would cause the whole of the laud to he ul ilised 
for agricultural purposes ? Every bit of it. .Stange to say, that particular belt of country between 
Carlingford and Dural, or between Dural and Kellyville, or between Dural and Gallon, is of such a 
fertile character, and so suited to the growing of fruit, that J do not think there would be 20 acres which 
would not be. cultivated. It is the same class of country from beginning to end.
1345. How far to the Korth and Korth-west would ihe proposed line serve, if constructed? It would
serve Kenthurst right out to tbe Cattai Creek: It would serve about 5 miles beyond Glenorie, that I 
know of. I know of people who immediately the liuc is constructed will go in for orcharding, 5 miles on 
tho other side of Glenorie. ■
1346. Do you think that the fact of the proposed line, if constructed, being in close proximity to the 
.Northern line, will have the effect of diverting a lot of the traffic which now goes to the Northern line? It 
is a case of ‘‘ needs must where the devil drives.” The only way a man has of getting out is that way. 
A man at the present time is absolutely debarred from getting manure for his orchard ; it; is too costly 
for him. The down gradients of the roads are towards the station. No attention is paid to the grades 
corning from the station. Eor instance, anyone- who has bepn over the road between Hornsby and 
Galston, knows that they get down from Galston to the Berowra Creek by means of a zigzag. They get 
out of the crook to Hornsby in a similar way. Tou can understand that if a man takes a lot of fruit from 
Arcadia, his horse is not fit to bring hack manure, tho up-grades being so steep.
1347. Is a large quantity of manure used by the fruit-growers ? Tes, aud more would he used if it could 
he obtained more cheaply. I live at Fairfield, on the Southern line. A large number of lanyards are 
there. The lime and hair are valuable to the fruit-growers. They have endeavoured to obtain this at a 
■certain price, but were unable to do so. They are unable to go above that price, because the cost of 
bringing it from Pennant Hills or Hornsby is so great. Therefore, valuable as that manure is, they are 
forced to have some other kind, or do without.
1348. Are you aware that if the line were constructed local rates would be charged ? Tes,
13f9. Do you think the fruit-growers generally would he willing to pay a local rate ? I am sure they 
would; it would be cheaper for them to do so. Another element which has to be i alien into consideration 
is this: There are, at present, men who sometimes go out with their fruit at 3 and 4 o’clock in the 
morning, aud do not get hack till 8 aud 9 o’clock at night. That means about eighteen hours, whereas if

the
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tbe railway were constructed it would only mean four or fire hours. It is only reasonable to suppose 
that they would be willing to pay a local rate, as it would mean such a lot in the matter of time.
1350. They would be able to get their fruit to market more quickly ? Yes.
1351. I suppose that is an important consideration? Yes, especially when the market is up.
1352. AVhat is your opinion of the country along the proposed line for residential purposes? I am of 
opinion that it would become the favourite suburb of Sydney. It is a magnificent situation : it possesses 
magnificent views, extending in many places for miles. You can look right down tbe valley of the 
Parramatta, across to Prospect Eeservoir, and to "Windsor. In fact, at Dural, on a clear morning, you can 
see the houses at Windsor. I would live in the district myself if the railway were constructed. Ail the 
people 1 know, who have visited the district, state that it is the most lovely they have ever been in. 
Along the Xorthern line numerous residences have sprung up ; and the surroundings of that district 
are not to bo compared with those ot the Dural district. People would not hesitate to reside in tho Dural 
district if it came to a choice between the Isortlicrn line and the Dural district.
1353. I presume there is a better train service on the jN'orthcrn line than there will be on tbe proposed
line ? Put in the first instance there was a very bad service on the Korthern line. It was only after 
repeated pressure bad been brought to bear that the Commissioners gave anything like a decent service, 
and that only in the morning and evening. One objection is that after you get out of the train you havo 
to cross the water. ' "
1354. Do yon think that within a reasonable time after tbe construction of the line, the passenger traffic
will be an important item ? The general opinion of business people, such as auctioneers and others whom 
I have consulted is, that if the line is constructed the settlement and development of the country will 
follow, and that it will be the most favourable district ibr residential property in and around Sydney. 
That is the opinion of the auctioneers of Parramatta. "
1355. Do you think the construction of tho proposed line will assist in making the line from Clyde to 
Carlingford, which the Government have purchased, a paying one ? I do. 1 cannot understand, bargain 
or no bargain, why the line between Eosebill and Carlingford w'.ts ever purchased, if it was not intended 
to earrv it on to Dural.
1350, I suppose you arc aware that the cost of the proposed line, per mile, is rather high ? Yes ; and it 
came as a surprise to myself, and to a good number of people who are interested in the line. I have 
consulted a man who is a large contractor, and he said to me,—“ I only hope that the construction of the 
lino is thrown open for public competition. I am prepared to build the line for hundreds of pounds per 
mile less than the estimate, and I should then make a large sum of money out of it.” That is the opinion 
of a man who is a very large contractor. "
1357. Is there a large area of Crown lands within the influence of the proposed line? Yes; on the other 
side of G-lenorie. There is a large amount of Crown lands in and around Arcadia.
135b. Are they suitable for settlement or residential purposes? I know a man named Prater, who is 
building a large hotel to tbo west of Arcadia. That is a private speculation. There are some magnificent 
sites there. A man named Clegg is erecting a large house on the point overlooking Berowra Creek. Mr. 
Chilleott, a prominent commercial man, has also gone to Arcadia, and has spent a largo amount of money. 
A man named Barnett, an hotel-keeper, of Woollahra, has expended £5,000 in the cultivation of fruit at 
Arcadia.
1359. There is a considerable discrepancy between tbe estimate of the Traffic Superintendent and of the 
residents in regard to the number of fruit-cases seas to market;—do you think the railway estimate is a 
low one ? I know that Mr. Hunt and Mr. Pagan, who made up the estimates, are above reproach in a 
matter of this character. 1 would be quite content to believe that theirs would be a truer estimate than 
that of tbe Kail way Department.
1360. They base their calculation at 100 cases per acre of frail,-bearing land ;—do you think that would 
be a fair estimate? If Mr. Hunt or Mr. Pagan gave an estimate as to the productiveness of an acre for 
orchard, 1 am sure it would be absolutely correct. 1 would be content to pm my faith to their estimate.
1361. Is there any other matter to which you desire to draw attention ? I think that if the line is built 
it will soon prove its value to the country, from a financial point of view. The development of the district 
would be extraordinary. That statement is borne out by the development which has taken place without 
a railway during the last two or three years.
1362. Do you think that the country north of Dural is of such a character that if tbe proposed line were 
made its farther extension would be warranted r Yes; tbe line is bound to go north towards Glenorie.
1363. All’, Do you think that the district around Glenorie and further out is a good one for
invalids ? I have been told by a Sydney doctor that the Arcadia and Dural districts are better than the 
Blue Mountains for invalids.
1364. Are those districts out of the influence of the sea air ? Yes,
1365. You state that if the line is constructed it will, in your opinion, eventually be extended? 
Unquestionably. Originally if, was intended that the Northern line should go in the direction in which 
the proposed line will be extended.
1366. Do you know the country from Glenorie for a distance Further out than 5 miles ? Ko; but
people tell me it is just as good land as that around Glenorie. 1
1367. Do you know what sort of timber is to be found about Arcadia, and north of Glenorie? It is 
either box or ironbark. The turpentine timber is to be found there. There is any amount of timber 
between Dural and Kenthurst, and on the west of Dural.

B.B. O’Conor, 
Esq., M.P.

28 Sept., 1900.

1368. in your visits to the district have you noticed whether there are any neglected orchards—take 
Kenthurst and Kellyville, for mslance ? There are no neglected orchards there. There are any amount 
of young orchards, which arc continually being added to year by Year.
1369. You have stated that if you had facilities for reaching the district you would live there ;—do you 
know of many other people who would do Ihe same ? Yes ; because of its magnificent climate.
1370. Do you think the importance of the district warrants the construction of the propose line ? Yes.
1371. Dr. Garran.] 'fhe remarkable characteristic of this district for the last ten years seems to have 
been the extension of orchards on land previously neglected;—is there much equallv good land still 
remaining ? Yes. As soon as you pass Dural there is an immense amount of land suitalde for orchards 
There is also an immense amount of land suitable for orchards around Castle Hill.
1372. It is sandstone country, scored with gullies ? Yes. 1373.
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1378. Is the eultiratable laud on the ridges, the slopes, or in the valleys'? It is all cultivatable until you 
‘ ‘ get towards Hornsby. Of course, ),ou cannot get into the gullies there, but as you go towards Hornsby

SSSentlsoo ^ (lua^ty begins to decrease until you get to Berowra Creek, from Berowra Creek to
u' 1 ’ ’Hornsby you could not cultivate. It is rocky, precipitous country.

1374-. Is there much "Wmamatta shale left on the flat tops ? Tes.
1375. In the older country that class of ground was principally picked upon for growing orchards? 
Tes ; by reason of the perfect system of drainage.
I37G. In the country beyond is the soil too dry ? Ko. The old idea in regard to orchard property was 
that you must get on to VV’inmnatt-a shale ? Towards Arcadia there is a shale which is entirely different 
from that around Dural and Kenthurst, but yet it is of such a nature that it is producing even hotter 
fruit than that produced upon the AVInamattas bale.
1377. Some years ago great damage was done to the trees, many of which died, and the explanation was 
that the wet season had been too much for them in that clayey country;—is the new country which has 
been taken up likely to rot them in a wet season ? Kb ; it is a peculiar class of country. It is like sand 
interspersed with a large amount of this peculiar kind of soil. It is a self-draining soil; there is no clay 
in it.
137.3. Is it self-draining in a dry season ? Ko.
1379. During the last ten years have they had a fair test of dry and wet seasons ? Tes; during the last 
five years they have had a greater test of dry than of wet seasons.
1380. I can understand that this country would stand a wet test very well; but has it stood a dry test ? 
It has stood it magnificently.
1381. Better than the old clay-topped ridges? Tes.
1382. Going along the railway from the junction, northwards to the Hawkesbury Biver, tbe country seems 
to be very sandstony ? Tes ; between Hornsby and Berowra Creek the country is useless.
1383. If the market for citrus fruits keeps good, is the quality and tho quantity of the land sufficient to 
give a promising outlet? Unquestionably. I do not know of any industry in which a man—given, of 
course, a knowledge of it—would be more likely to succeed.
138t. Is it not a fact that in the majority of cases in which people having business in Sydney, havo 
endeavoured to manage an orchard with hired labour, the result has been failure ? That is so.
1383. It requires a man to reside on the property? Tes.
1336. And to have learned his experience? Tes.
1387. It is not a business for everybody ? Ko ; a man cannot say, “ I will plant a tree and get a crop 
from it.” I know of plenty of men who, disregarding the experience of those who have resided there, 
have failed in the industry.
1388. The soil in the district of which we have been speaking is quite different soil from that in the Seven 
Hills district? Tes; of course you get the Winamatta shale about Seven Hills.
1389. Has tbe Seven Hills country been more successful than the old Parramatta country? Ko; I 
should say that the best fruit in the citrus family is grown around G-afston, Glenorie, Kellyville, and 
Kenthurst, on quite new ground. They get the best prices iu the market, and the fruit hangs longer on 
the trees.
1390. Tou say that the sandstone stuff’ which was formerly condemned is now coming into popularity ? 
It is.
1391. In the top soil in the sandstone country, is no trace loft of the 'Wmamatta shale, or is it only 
reducing in quantity? It is reducing in quantity.
1392. The Korth Road to Wiseman’s Perry is about the worst specimen of sandstone country you have ? 
Prom the Korthern line to the Berowra Creek is very bad country. On the Wiseman’s Perry Road there 
is no bad country whatever, right up to Glenorie.
1393. The worst part, then, is along the route to the ferry ? Tes,
139;k And the country along the oldWiseman’s Perry Road will, you think, he found to be cultivatable ? 
Undoubtedly.
1395. Between the Dural country and the Hawkesbury River, due west, there is a lot of country around 
Cattai Creek;—is that too clayey to work? Ko; I know men who are out there now and who are 
doing well.
1396. Would the construction of the proposed line assist the cultivation of land in that district? It 
would.
1397. If that country were taken up and proved productive, in which direction would the Dural line have 
to be extended to accommodate it? The only extension of the line would he due north to Glenorie, and 
on to Wiseman’s Perry.
1398. Kot more to the west ? Ko ; it should go straight ahead, and it would divide the cultivatable area.
1399. Tou think, according to the present lookout, that, given a sufficient amount of transit, there is a 
possibility of the extension of the citrus fruit-growing business in the northern part of the county of 
Cumberland? I am sure of it. If the lino is constructed you will see it almost immediately.
1400. Mr. iZyam.] Of summer fruits as well? Tes.
14-01. Dr. Garran.] It is very easy to prove that this may be a nice district for orchards ; but what we 
have to look at is the painfully practical “£.s.d.” part of the business,—what can you say that would 
encourage us to think that the proposed line would pay ? The greatest proof I have ie the prosperity of 
those who are engaged there at the present moment.
1402. Whicli are the most struggling parts of the district? Kenthurst, Glenorie, Galston, and Arcadia.
1403. Galston has a pretty good road now ? Tes ; but it is a zigzag to the Berowra Creek, and also to 
Hornsby,
1404. A man would require to put ou an extra horse? That sometimes means a large amount to a small 
man. The people in that district drive the best heavy horses I have seen, and give £20 to £25 each for 
them.
1405. How long does it take a man to get from Galston to the station and back with a load of fruit? 
Two and a-half to three hours, Galston, of course, is the nearest point to Hornsby.
1406. Is there any good orange-growing country between Galston and Hornsby? Ko. As soon as you
start to descend the zigzag the orchard property ceases. '
1407. That is rather a long distance without good soil? Ko ; it is merely a gully. From Galston to

Hornsby,
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Hornsby, as tbe crow flies, it is no great distance. The people cultivate right up to the ridge where it 
descends to the Berowra Creek.
1403. I am merely drawing attention to the large area of non-productive ground the road goes through ? 
Tes; and that road was constructed at an enormus expense to the State to get these people an outlet. 
1400. If there had been a railway to Dural you could have had a shorter route to it? Yes.
1410. And you might have had more cultivatable land on the route ? Yes. If tbe railway had been con
structed years ago the saving to the country in tho money winch has been expended on the roads would 
have been a tremendous item.
1411. Have you ever tried to ascertain wbat quantity of oranges can be produced within a 10-mile radius 
of Dural in order to make a lino pay? bio. All I can say is that if a railway is constructed I am 
satisfied that the whole of the land about Dural will .be put under cultivation. A man who has an 
orchard has now to employ a man for a great portion of the year to do nothing else but cart his fruit a 
distance of from 10 to 15 miles, and he has to use two horses to do one horse’s work. That, of course, 
naturally tends to restrict the amount of land under cultivation.
1412. Do you know whether anyone has endeavoured to ascertain what will he the actual area of fruit
growing land within a radius of 10 miles of Dural if the proposed line is built ? I do not know that 
anyone has.
1413. Allowing six years for the trees to mature, what will be the probable growth of oranges at the end 
of that period? That is too big a problem for me to deal with.
1414. I want to know' the area which would be actually under cultivation if the railway were constructed ? 
Between Dural and G-lenorie it is impossible to find 10 acres of land which could not bo used in an 
orchard.
1415. 'Within 10 miles of the road on each side ? I would not go to that extent.
1410. Mr. Would you go 3 miles on each side ? I would go that on the east, and further on
the west.
1417. Dr, Garran.'] With regard to the west, w'o had interesting evidence from Dr. Purser, wrbo showed 
that for climatic purposes the Dural district is superior, on account of it being screened from the damp, 
chill north-easters by the trees ;—of course, the more you cultivate the country the more you avill take 
that screen awuiy ? That seems to follow as a natural consequence.
1418. It is always understood that orange trees do not like a strong wind ; they like to he screened by a
belt of trees ;—of course, the timber belt of trees may be taken away at any time ? That is a rock upon 
which they all split. For instance, one man will say that with westerly winds the orchards will not be so 
good. At Kellyville, however, there are no trees at all. From House Hill to Windsor there are no trees 
which can have any appreciable effect upon the climate. The Kellyville fruit, however, reaches tho 
highest price in the market. ,
141!). Which is supposed to be the worst wind for orange trees? A westerly wind.
1420. 3 suppose that the question of sheltering fruit-trees by belts of timber trees has not taken much 
hold of the people ? Of course, the pressing necessity has not arisen.
1421. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you ever lived in the district ? No, but I will do so if there is a railway 
there.
1422. What do you consider is a fair distance for a man to cart his fruit to enable him to carry on an
orchard successfully ? As soon as ho goes over 5 miles I do not think he has a fair chance of making it 
a success. *

E. B.
O’Conor, 

Esq.,’M.P.

28 Sept., 1900.

1423. A good many of the orchards are not more than that from railway stations? Kellyville, Kent- 
burst, Glenorie, Galston, Arcadia, and Dural are over 5 miles away.
1424. Do you think that the land which is not under cultivation is equal to that which is under 
cultivation ? It is identically similar.
1425. Is it not usual to pick out the eyes of a country ? I admit that. The reason why a large amount 
of land is not under cultivation is because whole families havo held tremendous tracts of country, and 
have only cultivated certain spots. Land which at one time was disregarded, and was thought nothing 
of, has been found to be magnificent country, and has been cultivated.
142(3, Are there still many largo holders of land there ? Ko.
1427. Do you think those who do hold considerable portions would he likely to cultivate any portion of 
their land themselves, or let it out ? I think the demand for land would increase so much that they 
would sell to small holders. Of course, a large portion of the land was taken up as residential and 
nou-residential selections around Kenthurst, Glenorie, and Arcadia. A lot of those selections, unfortu- 
naiely. were non-residential.
1428. Do you uot think that a weak point in connection with the proposed line is the fact that it runs so 
closely to the Northern line? No, because of the difficulties winch exist in getting to the Northern line. 
Whilst you are close to it in point of distance, you are a long way from it in point of time.
1429. I believe that at one point it is only a mile from the Northern lino? Yes ; but as you advance it 
becomes more divergent.
1430. But e\eu the furthest point is under 5 miles ? Yes; but it would he impossible to get across there.
1431. So that a good deal of the country within easy distance of the line is useless tor cultivation ? 
That is so.
1432. There appear to be a go-td many orchards in the district which havo been thrown out of cultivation, 
can you account for that ? V.s; the cultivation of the orange has been made so difficult. I know a 
doctor who wanted to go to Du ■ 1. Ibrst ho bad to go from Parramatta to Hornsby; then across tho 
good road between Hornsby and Dalston, approaching Dural from that end. Many men have been ruined 
by reason of the fact that on account of wet weather and bad roads they have been unable to take any 
part of their crop to market.
1433. Have any of the orchards been neglected because the owners could not get their fruit to the railway ? 
Yes ; in addition, they have been unable to obtain manure. They were compelled to allow the orchards 
to keep on eating up what nature provided, and then they were unable to put in artificial manure. The 
result was that the trees had to go.
1434. You say that you consider the estimated cost of the construction of tho line excessive? Yes, in 
view of the information I have obtained from a large contractor.
1435. Do yon not think that people are often in the habit of talking big about these things ? 1 do not

think
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B.B.O’Conor, think there is a solitary instance where the railway authorities have estimated a line at so many thousand 
Eeq., M.P. pouuclg per mile, and have then afterwards reduced it by thousands of pounds per mile,

,8Se"t~"l900 1436. Is it not a fact that the estimates are generally under rather than over the mark ? Xo ; I would 
- eP •> 0'not say that. I think the esperiencc is that the G-overnment get their work done for less than they

anticipate.
1437. The annual expenditure on the line will be over £4.000, and the annual income over £1,000 ? One 
man—Mr. Hunt—authorised me to say that he would guarantee to contribute to the revenue of the Colony 
£100 per year.
1438. Ho you think that the line is likely to he self-supporting within a reasonable time? Tes, I 
honestly believe it will. I believe that any man who visits the district will be so struck with it that he 
will reside there if he can. Anyone who knows anything about fruit-growing would select it for fruit
growing. Tbe country only wants to be seen to be appreciated.
1439. Are you personally aware whether a large number of the fruit-growers are willing to pay a special 
rate? Tes ; they are prepared to do that until the lino becomes self-supporting.
1440. Tou have stated that the purchase of tlie Hosehill-Carlingford line is not likely to he a good thing 
for the State unless it is extended:—will you tell us how the land between Carlingford aud Rosehill 
compares with the laud between Carlingford and Dural for fruit-cultivation? The Rosehill-Carlingford 
section is not likely to earn much to the State by the growing of fruit.
1441. Can you offer any opinion as to whether the Kellyville traffic would come to the proposed line, or
whether it would go to Parramatta? It would come to the proposed line. I believe it is proposed to 
construct a tram from Parramatta to Baulkham Hills. I find, however, that it is not intended to carry 
fruit upon it. 1
1442. That being out of the way you think the Kellyville traffic is certain to come to the Dural line? It 
must do so.

Stephen Edward Perdriau, Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined :—
S/J.Perdriau. 1443. Chairman^ Tou produce a map showing the details of Crown lands in tho district which will be 

v, served by the proposed railway ? Tes ; the map shows the Crown and reserved lands. Near Baulkham 
28 Sept,, 1900. Hills is a patch of Crown lands 780 acres in extent. The land from Kenthurst to Maroota, which is not 

yet alienated, is generally of a uniform character, and not attractive for settlement. There is a very small 
portion of Crown lands not yet alienated likely to be cultivatable.

TUESDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1900.
■greernt:—

"WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).
Tee Hon. Patrick; Lindesat Crawford SsErnERD. Thk Hon. Solomon Herbert Hvam.
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D. John Christian Watson, Esq.

John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford to
Dural.

John Harper, Chief Traffic Manager, Department of Railways, sworn, and further examined :—
J. Harper. 1444. Mr. McFarlane] Some of the fruit-growers who have given evidence, estimato the fruit production 

^ per annum at a much higher amount than that mentioned in your statement ;■—you stated that the amount 
2 Oct,, 1900. Wns 150,000 cases per year ? My estimate was arrived at by obtaining the actual number of cases of fruit 

whicli had been carried from all parts of the district. _
1415. Could therebe any possibility of anyfruit going in some other direction than that from which you
obtained vour information ? Xo; the returns were obtained at the stations from which the fruit would 
go—Hornsby, Thornleigh. aud Parramatta. Those are the three points which fruit from that district 
would reach. It will be observed that I have allowed for 150.000 cases to be carried on the line, out of 
a total of 250,000 cases which were carried from the whole of the district, including points which would 
not he affected by the line. It will also he observed that I credited that fruit at Id. per case ; whereas, as 
a matter of fact, if the rates are charged which, no doubt we shall have to charge if the line is constructed, 
they will be, as I have stated, lid. and T|d. per case : that is to say, -Id. aud ^d. upon each case of fruit, 
instead of Id., as mentioned. Therefore, even assuming that yon double the amount of carriage, the 
estimato will not he exceeded. _
1416. Would any fruit go by steamer? Tes; hut that would not affect the proposed line,—that is really

' between Carlingford and tlie river. If you look at my evidence in connection with the Rosolull to
Carlingford line, you will see that I pointed out the quantity of fruit which went by the river; and if you 
double the estimate the effect will be precisely the same. _
]447. Mr. Hunt stated that 526,000 cases would he the total production of tho district ? I may say that 
Mr. Hunt gave me a great deal of information. lie allowed me access to his books. A great deal of that 
fruit finds its way by river and by road. Mr. Hunt embraced too large au area altogether as the 
trafficable area of the proposed line. I took the precaution to have the actual number of cases of fruit 
sent by rail taken out of our books, _
1448. He basod his estimate iu this way: He stated that the total number of acres of fruit-bearing trees 
was 5,260 ;—he estimated that 100 trees went; to an acre, and that there would be a case of fruit from 
each tree ? That is absolutely an estimate. My information was as to the actual number of cases booked • 
at the various stations, aud that T obtained from the official boobs. Again, the district was very liberally 
treated, inasmuch as I estimated that 150,000 cases of fruit would he carried by rail out of the 250,000 
cases which are carried altogether from the whole of the district. 1 allowed Id. per case for these, 
instead of lid. aud 1-kl., which would be the normal rate, over and above the existing main line rale. _
1449. Evidence was also given with regard to the country between Dural aud the Hawkesbury Kiver, 
and it was stated that the development of fruit-growing was rapidly increasing ? Asa matter of fact,

" tho
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tKe carriage of 100,000 cases of fruit at the increased rate of |d. per case would only mean an extra 
£103 a year to the railways. If they were carried at l£d. per case it would mean an. extra £210 a year. 
It would thus take a good many hundreds of thousands of cases of fruit to pull up the estimate.
1450, It has been stated that a very large area suitable for growiug purposes exist, and that it would be 
put under cultivation if there were facilities for sending the fruit to market? I have no doubt that such 
areas would be found, but, as I have already indicated to the Committee, in view, to my mind, of the 
necessity of railway extension to undeveloped and more distant parts of the country, I do not think this 
is a line which has any pressing claims. 1 may also mention that this is a line which is, more or less, a 
rival line. I. may instance the Belmore line, upon which wc are losing to the extent of £7,000 a year. 
When that line was nuder consideration all kinds of things were hoped and promised of it.
1151. Is not that a line which depends solely on passengers? Yes ; but the promise was there. In ono 
case fruit was promised, and in the other case passengers were promised ; and if you get passengers who 
travel regularly you make more profit out of them than out of fruit.
1452. It is difficult to guarantee passengers, and it may bo more easy to guarantee fruit ? Yes ; but if 
you guarantee fruit traffic you still have the figures I have quoted before you, Each additional 100,000 
cases of fruit carried at lid. per case, instead of at Id. per case, would mean an additional revenue of 
only £210.
1453. Do you think the country beyond Uural is of such a character as to warrant tho extension of tho 
line, if constructed, further on, to meet the requirements of tho fruit-growing industry ? I should not 
think that the circumstances of the Colony will warrant the extension of the lino in country of that 
character for fruit-growing purposes.
1454. One of tho arguments used by nearly tlie whole of the fruit-growers who havo advocated the 
construction of the proposed line, is that the country between the proposed line and the Northern line 
is very difficult to traverse, owing to its steep grades? Yes ; but: there is a good road from Galston into 
Thornleigh. NTo doubt the roads of tlie district would be improved if they were regraded.
1455. Would that be a costly matter ? I should not think so. As a matter of fact, lam firmly convinced 
that the roads of the district should be improved ; but when it comes to the question of constructing and 
maintaining a railway line it is a very different thiug.
1450. Evidence has been given to the effect that the proposed line would help to make the ncwly- 
purchased line from Clyde to Carlingford pay ? I do not think it would, if you added tho capital cost 
and the working expenses of the other line to it. ’
1457. Would the Rosehill aud Carlingford line be likely to pay without further extension ? As a matter 
of fact, by far the most profitable portion of lb at line, if not now, in the near future, will bo lo the river ; 
and I think that that weighed with the Commissioners—I know that it weighed with me personally— in 
suggesting its acquisition, tho object being to obtain connection with the river and with the manufacturing 
industries which have been, or will be, established there, together with the traffic to the Rosehill racecourse. 
1453. The fruit-growers have also stated that thero will be considerable traffic for fruit-growers if railway 
facilities are afforded them;—they state that the cost of maintaining manure almost prohibits them 
obtaining the supplies they require ? I have allowed a good margin for that, I think 1 have allowed 
£1,000 to cover it.
1459. Tlie witnesses slated that half a ton per acre was required every year? Our experience iu that 
direction is this: The main Northern line, which practically runs into a fruit-growing district, does uot 
carry much manure upon it. '
14G0. It is also stated that there would be considerable trafiic in the future upon the proposed railway 
in the conveyance of horse-feed ? That is a very poor item. As far as tlie carriage over the 9 miles of 
railway is concerned, it would repay us something like Gd. a (on. It would require a good deal of that 
carriage to make tho line pay.
14G1. Particulars have been given as to the probable quantity of chaff which would be consumed in the 
district ? I think the estimate I have given is fairly liberal enough to meet the traffic, ■
1462. Your opinion is that the estimate of 52G,000 cases as the yield of the district is excessive ? It is, 
in view of our experience. I am not giving you onr experience as orchardists, but our experience os 
earners of fruit.
14G3. Then you think, from the information you havo received, that the estimate you have given represents 
the amount of fruit which would be carried? The impression 1 havo gained from our books is that my 
estimate will cover tho revenue from that source. As I have stated, tho margin which has been allowed 
is of such a character that even if the trade did increase by 100,000 cases per annum, it would only mean a 
difference of £108 or £21G, according to the distance over which the fruit is carried.
1464. A number of the witnesses were very hopeful that there would be a large increase of population in 
the district, and that a large number of people would use the district for residential purposes, the result 
being that thero would be a good deal of traffic with Sydney ? To-day we have Hornsby and the North 
Coast line, with a very frequent train service, and tho population certainly has not increased in the way 
in which it was anticipated. As a matter of fact, it has increased very slightly. IVe are asked to believe 
that a branch line, such as this, or with a correspondingly small train service, would offer at tractions greater 
than those on the existing Northern line. As far as a residential population is concerned, wo have largely 
to rely upon those who have their businesses in town. Wo have not a very large leisured class who 
can afford to reside at a distance ; and our experience on the Northern line, as I have stated, has not been 
favourable.
1405. Do you consider that a similar class of country to that through which the proposed line would pass ? 
A great deal of it is. I do not do think thero is much difference in the elevation of Hornsby or Pennant 
Hills.
14GG. Has not the line from North Shore to Hornsby had the effect of taking population into that district ? 
Decidedly; hut look at tho difference in tho two lines. That is practically a suburban line, with a 
maximum distance of 13 miles to Hornsby Junction. Tho average distance over which the population 
travel is only about half that distance, to Ghatswood. That is a material difference compared with a lino 
distant 27 miles from Sydney. We have not found a residential population of any great extent, excepting 
those who arc engaged in their avocations on the spot, going to Penrith, Campbelltown, or anywhere on 
the main Southern line. Liverpool, a distance of 22 miles, is about the limit from which we havo any 
large number of people travelling to and from their business, and that is on the main line. The disadvantage 

3^2—II of

J. Harper. 
2/Oct^l90b.
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J. Harper, of the proposed hue from a residential point of view, would be the fact of its being a branch line, and 
o'^rTt^'Torlh W‘t'1110 ^enaf population which would jualifv a frequent train service. 

c •’ ■ 1467. What is the distance from Sydney to l)ural ? Twenty-seven miles.
1468. Mr. Shepherd,'] Have you been over the country from Oalston to Hornsby ? Yes.
1469. Did you take much notice of the country about Galston? There is very good orchard country 
about there.
1470. Did you notice a good deal of scrub and ironstone? Yes; but in this part of the country you 
find good orchard land under so many varying conditions.
1471. 11 suppose that one great object of the construction of the line is to bring into use the line from 
Hosohill to Carlingford;—I suppose that that line is almost a dead letter ? No; we should have a certain 
amount of traffic between Carlingford and Parramatla and Sydney, There is a larger population settled 
in that neighbourhood—that is, the population is comparatively more dense than it is at Dural. Then it 
has the advantage of being so much closer to town.
1472. I notice that your estimate of the probable revenue is the same as it was two years ago ? Two 
years ago I gave an estimated rale per case of one penny. During those two years, our experience in 
regard to promises which have been made to pay additional rates in certain places has boon such that I 
look upon them with very grave doubt. Even assuming that you doubled the estimate of 150,000 cases— 
and I am quite sure that the production has not been doubled—and charged the normal rate of Id. and 
|d. per case, it would practically amount to the same thing.
1473. I suppose you are aware that an almost unanimous expression of opinion has been given to the 
effect that the fruit-growers are willing to pay a special rate? Yes ; hut our experience is that when

, people make promises of that kind as soon as the line has been opened two or three months they want 
trains run at mail-rale speed, and precisely the same rates charged as those which they would pay on the 
main line. The proposed line will run absolutely parallel with the Northern line, upon which fruit would 
be carried at a lower rate than upon the other.
1474. The residents of the districts are clamouring for the proposed line, and if they are willing and 
promise to contribute a special rate, do you not think that it is fair that they should pay it until the line 
becomes self-supporting ? But they cannot bind themselves. If we sought to impose the special rate, no 
doubt a large number of them would use the mala line. We could not prevent them doing that if they 
wished to do it. If it meant to them a difference of Id. per ease in carriage, that is undoubtedly what 
they would do.
] 475. Then you do not pay much attention to the expression of their willingness to pay a special rate? 
Bo; wo have had such extraordinary experiences in connection with matters of that kind. It is no 
exaggeration for me to say that I have known, within three months of the opening of a line, the Commis
sioners approached and requested to charge through rates instead of local rates. Again, after it has 
been stated that a 12 miles an hour service would be all they required, and they have been allowed a 
15 miles an hour service, they have agitated, within twelve months, for a 20 miles an hour service,
3470. Dr. Garran.^ Have you seen the evidence of the fruit-growers ? No.
1477. Do you know whether it would he possible to make a cheaper line? I should not think so. In ft 
country of that character, a strong, well-built lino would bo required.
1478. foil do not think there is any hope in that direction? I do not think so. If they contoured the 
line, so as to follow the ravines, it would not be as useful; therefore, I do not think it is possible to make 
it cheaper.
1479. Chairman.] Do you know the Kellyviile district? Yes.
1480. Is not that a thriving district ? Yes; it is one of the most thriving places in the district.
1481. Mr. Hunt, in making an estimate from which traffic would be drawn, omitted Kellyviile? My 
estimate includes Kellyviile. My estimate was made up from the actual number of cases carried by rail.
1482.. The fact that Mr. Hunt omitted to include Kellyviile seemed to indicate that he had exercised a
certain amount of care in making his estimate? lam convinced of that. I went through the figures 
with him, and derived a good deal of information from the hooks he had. His was an estimate of the 
number of cases of fruit produced ; my figures represented the actual number of cases received at the 
railway stations. ■
1483. The fruit-growers who gave evidence were pretty well agreed as to the number of cases of fruit 
wliich could be obtained from each tree, and stated that it would not pay them to grow anything less ? 
Even if 520,000 cases of fruit were produced, the whole of it would not come upon the proposed line.
1484.. To what other line would it go? To the main line at Pennant Hills, or at Hornsby. It is an open 
question whether some of the Galston fruit would not do so under anv circumstances,
1485. The witnesses allow that some of the Galston fruit would go along the Pennant Hills Hoad ;—they 
say, however, that the road from Galston to Hornsby is of a very heavy grade, and that there is no chance 
of improving it, so that there is no possibility of fruit going there ? I think that if there were a 
difference of Id, per case in the freight the grade would not stop them.
14SG. I put the question to several of those who are residing there whether a difference in freight of 2d. 
per case would induce them to go to the main line, and they said that it would not be a sufficient 
inducement if there were a line at Dural;—they stated that from Galston to Dural they could, on the 
down grade, make two or three trips per day, whereas, in the other case, it would take them the whole of 
the day and part of the night to make one trip ? That is not our experience.
1487. This question and answer is typical of the evidence we obtained :—

Do you think the residents of the district would be satisfied to pay a special rate ? The matter was discussed at a 
meeting of the Railway League representing the whole of the district, and it was unanimously decided that the growers 
could afford to pay a charge of 3d. per case from Dural to Sydney,
If that rate could be maintained, do you think the line would come close to being a profitable one? No; 
as a matter of fact, it could not be maintained. I do not see how the Commissioners could possibly make 
a rate of that character when they are charging a rate of one-third that amount on a line within a few 
miles of the one under consideration.

"William
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William Edwin Tucks, clerk, Land Valuation Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined_

1488. Mr. Shepherd.] Have you any statement to make with reference to the value of tho land in the W. E. Tanks, 
district through which the proposed line will pass ? I inspected tho land through which the line will pass,
and assuming that a strip 1-J chains wide, and including sites for two stations—20 chains x 5 chains, and " 1900
25 chains x 5 chains—is taken, there will bo affected twenty-nine blocks of orchard lands. Out of that 
we take 54 acres ; tbirty-twro blocks cleared, 50 acres ; six blocks unimproved, 14 acres; making a total 
area of 124 acres to be occupied by the line, including the stations, and that I estimate is worth £5,050.
There are some buildings on the land. Four buildings I estimate at £550; severance at £3,000; forced 
sale, £650; and the cost of transfers and conveyances, £550. That will make a total of £10,700. I 
deduct, under the 24th clause of the Public Works Act, £2,700 for betterment, aud that would leave a 
balance of £8,000.
1489. That would include tho whole of the land taken up by railway stations and everything else, as far 
as Dural? Yes,aud including the station at Dural.
1490. Does that include any land under cultivation ? Yes; twenty-nine blocks of orchard land.
1491. Mr. dlyam.] Do you menu orchard lands or orchards? I should have said actual orchards.
1492. Mr. Shepherd.] 1 suppose you have estimated the value of the crop which is ou tho ground ? Yes;
it is principally citrus and stone fruit. '
1493. Your estimate includes the whole valuation to Dural ? Yes; over the whole of tho 9 miles.
1494. How did you arrive at a conclusion as to the value of the orchard land ? From my knowledge of 
orchard property. I was reared on a fruit farm, and I possess one at the present time myself. I know 
exactly what they coat, and I know what they are selling for in the district, and what the people are 
asking for them. If anything, my valuation errs on the side of liberality.
1495. You have been engaged in the fruit’industry yourself ? Yes, At present I hold an orchard and 
work it, but not in that district.
1496. Aro you acquainted with the whole of the district to be served by the proposed railway ? I am 
acquainted with the southern end of it.
1497. Do you consider that the laud which has not been brought under cultivation is equal to that which 
is under cultivation, or have the best portions been picked out? I think the best portions have been 
picked out; but I consider the residue of a very good character far orchards. Mr. Godby’s farm, at 
Sandhurst, has produced fruit equal to any in the district, and that on very poor land ; it was very stony 
and sandy. Of course, plenty of manure was used, and the quality of the fruit was excellent. It was 
superior to anything in the district.
1498. Can you form any rough estimate as to the quality of land in the district which would he likely lo 
ho brought under cultivation ? I should say that three-fourths of it would bo fit for cultivation.
1499. Can you oiler any opinion in regard to the country beyond Dural ? I know about 0 miles of the 
country on either side of the proposed line, and I think that three-fourths of it will be fit for cultivation.
1500. Air. Jlyam.] How long liave you been in the Government Service ? 1 have been connected with 
tho Land Valuation Branch for the last twenty years.
1501. "What value do you put upon an acre of orchard land in full hearing? It is variously estimated
from £50 to £100. *
1502. How do you grade them ? According to the quality, Some are in good condition, and have been 
well cared for, and arc first-class orchards.
1503. Do you estimate £100 an acre for a good orchard in full bearing ? That would he a fair thing for
a citrus orchard in first-class order. ■
1504. AVIiat sort of an orchard would it he that you would value at £50 an acre. ? One which bears 
evidence of neglect, and would consequently require time and money to restore it to first-class condition.

WEDNESDAY, 3 OCTOBER, 1900. 
present: —

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Ciiaihxian},
The Hon, Patrick Lindesay Crawford SnEPHEnn, j John Christian Watson, Esq.
The lion. Andrew Garran, LL.D. Hubert IIenht Levien, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Hjsrrkrx Hyaji. | John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho expediency of constructing a line of Bailway from Carlingford
to Dural.

Frank Farnell, formerly M.P, for Byde, sworn, and examined:—
1505. Mr. Watson.] I behove you were formerly a Member of the Legislative Assembly ? Yes; I F, Farnell,
represented Eydo. ■
1506. Are you well acquainted with the district through which the proposed lino will pass ? Yes. 3 Oct., 1900.
1507. Do you desire to make a statement to the Committee ? I have a knowledge of tho district 
extending over a period of thirty-five years, and I have watched its growth from the time I was 3 
years of age. The districts which the line will touch were, of course, not settled in the early period of 
tho time I have mentioned, and it is only during the last ten or fifteen years that noticeable development 
has taken place. This question is one which has not alone agitated the minds of the residents of Castle 
Hill and Dural, and the district beyond, but it has also been considered over and over again by the several 
Governments. Indeed, I may say that the line had every possibility of being constructed when I was 
representing Central Cumberland, about 1891, and it was only the simple fact of a diversity of opinion 
existing as to tho route the proposed line should take that precluded tho proposal being submitted to 
Parliament in tho shape of a Bill. At that time it had every prospect of being favourably considered by 
tho existing Government, and I have no doubt there would have been sufficient evidence adduced^before 
the Committee to warrant them in recommending Parliament to pass the necessary Bill authorising its 
construction. The obstacle which was placed in tho way was that which inevitably occurs in connection 
with all proposals of this character—that is, people submitting rival routes. Proposals were submitted to 
construct a line from Westmead to Dural; another one was proposed as an extension fromBosehill—that 
is the project under consideration—and another proposal was to run a branch from tho Northern line,

starting
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K Farnell. fr0ln Pennant Hills, the objective point in all these cases being Dural, Since that period
3/Ortionb developments have taken place which, to my mind, clearly prove beyond doubt the necessity for giving 

*’ 'the residents aud settlers the facilities afforded by railway communication. It has, I believe, been asserted 
by the railway authorities, that the line will not he a profitable one. In my official capacity as a- member 
of the Public Works Committee some time ago I had to consider the evidence which was brought forward. 
It may appear to the members of the Committee that I was somewhat biassed or prejudiced because of 
the views I have just expressed; at the same time nothing will turn me from the opinion at which I 
arrived some years ago, and which I hold to-day, namely, that the progress of these districts is being 
materially retarded owing to the want of proper railway facilities being gives. The products of these 
districts are of a perishable character, and they require as little handling as possible. The people who 
resided there twenty years ago were prepared to carry on their operations in the old groove, and, conse
quently, it was an expensive thing for them to plant orchards and get their produce conveyed to market. 
Kince the ^Northern line has been opened up facilities have been given to growers—more particularly 
about Dural—to get their produce to market in a more speedy way. Still those facilities are far from 
satisfactory. They are somewhat hampered in their operations by the fact of not having the best of roads. 
.Allhough one or two main roads may be in a fair condition the branch roads or feeders are not in such a 
condition as to offer encouragement to people to place further areas under cultivation. I have seen 
theve districts develop from settlements of three or four people. Take, for instance, the Keuthurst and 
Gdenorie districts. 1 have known the time when there were only two or three residences there. There 
are now some hundreds there. One of the features which mark the progress of a district is to be found in 
tho establishment of Public Schools. In the districts to be served by the proposed railway there are now 
no less than eight or nine Public Schools where, I suppose, ten years ago, only one existed. That appears 
to mo to be a sure sign of the improvement and settlement of the district. The people are anxious to 
increase their holdings, and to put increased areas under cultivation. The output from the district is very 
considerable, but the people are hampered on account of the want of proper roads and facilities for getting 
perishable fruit to the market. I am satisfied that if railway communication were given they would be 
able to use a great deal more fertilisers than they use at tho present time. Tho haulage is very cosily 
indeed, and, of course, the time taken up lias to be considered. If they could get their manures more 
speedily, they could utilise the time otherwise occupied in attending to their orchards. One point which 
has struck me very forcibly is that when the railway officials were giving evidence they referred to tho 
probable receipts of the proposed railway if constructed. I have come to the conclusion that they have 
under-estimated the value of the products and of the freight which would accrue to the line, 1 must 
admit that in Mr. Harper the Kailway Department has a splendid officer, and one who has had a great 
deal of experience ; hut in this instance I hardly think he has gone closely or ecarchingly enough into 
the industries which are applicable to the district. There is not the slightest doubt in my mind that tho 
prospective freight of the line will be doubled within a very short period. I speak from a knowledge of the 
people of the district, who seem to he inclined even to be saddled with an extra rate—alocal or special rate—■ 
if it is thought desirable by Parliament to incorporate such a provision in a Bill authorising the construction 
of the line. They are so anxious to obtain the convenience of a railway that they are prepared to pay— 
and it will be a saving to them—from Id. to 2d. per case more, as a local rate, towards making up 
any deficiency. I have not the slightest doubt that the Crown lands which are available beyond Dural 
will be readily taken up, and that the available timber reserves and forests will be utilised to a very great 
extent. It seems to me that the district is one which can command sympathy, not only from the fact 
of the settlers cultivating tho soil and producing, but also from the fact that it can be made into a great 
sanatorium. The district is one of the most healthy in tho Colony, and it is within the suburban area 
prescribed by the Bail way Commissioners. I have not the slightest doubt that residential areas would 
be taken up, and that there would be a great deal of settlement under that heading. One feature in 
connection with the proposal which has struck me as worthy of consideration is that as the Government 
have already taken up the Bosehill to Carlingford railway, it seems to be natural that the line should bo 
extended. Of course we know the conditions under which that line has been acquired. They have been 
very favourable; but even though it may he supposed that there would he a slight loss in connection with 
the project, I look upon it in this way; That the prospective development is sufficient to justify the 
construction of the line, even though there may be an annual loss for a short period. The main line 
must gain by the traffic which will be taken over it from the proposed line. _
lodS. The chief point of objection at present seems to be the fact that the proposed line would go close 
to the existing Northern line at one or two places, and at no point would be further than o or 6 miles 
from it;—do you think there is a reasonable chance of both lines attracting a fair amount of traffic if 
the proposed line is constructed ? Yes. 1 think the Northern line will ret urn a certain amount of traffic 
which it gets at the present time from the Dural, Glenorie, Keuthurst, and Galston districts ; but a great 
deal of the traffic which goes to the Northern line at present will come within fbe influence of the 
proposed line. At the saaio time, with the increased production, tho loss, otherwise credited to the 
Northern line, would be made up by the extra carriage of products, I would point out that the nearest 
point of a railway from Dural is Hornsby, and that is 10 miles distant by road. Galston, I think, is about 
the same distance from a railway station. The line certainly rims a little near to Beeeroft aud Pennant 
Hills. _
1500. There D, I believe, a good road between those two points? Yes; but as a matter of fact not a 
groat deal of fruit is sent from that district,
1510. TV hat distance is it by road from Dural to Pennant Hills railway station, on the Northern line ?

' Bight or 9 miles, and they have very bad roads to go over. All the district lying to the west and north
west of Castle Hill aud Dural, as well as the district north, would be served.
1511. TVhat do you regard as the maximum distance which it would pay a man to cart fruit ? They were 
compelled to cany it to Parramatta in the old days.
J512. Under present conditions, prices, and yields, how far from a railway would a man be justified in 
commencing fruit-culture, assuming the land to bo good enough? lie should not be more than 10 miles 
away. That means 10 miles there and back, or a day’s labour in going to and from a railway station.
1513. The Commissioners* estimate is that the annual expenditure on the lino will be £1,300, irrespective 
of land resumption, and that the income will be £l,0C0 per annum; that estimate is based on a 
charge of Id. per case upon 150,000 cases;—the Ifccal estimate is 500,000 cases at 2d. per case;— 
(lo you know sufficient of the district to be able to say which of those estimates is nearer the mark ? I 

' would
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wouU be inclined to say that, if the railway were constructed, it would mean an output in production, in
no time, of 300,000 cases. „ ,,
1514. Even if 2d. per case is charged on 300,000 cases, unless there are other large items ot revenue, it wouia 
not mean that the line would be a paying one;—then you would leave out of account an}'' subti oc ion rc’m 
the revenue of the Northern line ? The Northern line, as a Northern line, would lose the tiatnc, u ic 
railway system, as a whole, would not lose it. If I thought for a moment that the traine of ie or 1®1in 
line would be interfered with to any considerable extent I would not advocate the proposed line. is 
more particularly the districts beyond which require serving, not tho districts within a milo or tvo o _ ie 
Northern line. The objective point right through has been Dural. 1 think the promoters ot the prna e 
line looked for the traffic they were going to get beyond Dural rather than between lennant iii s an
Kvdalmere. , r
15L5. Do you think it would pay tho people of the district to make any conlribution towards tho cost ot 
laud resumption or the maintenance of the line ? I have always opposcd such a I'uug being mcoiporn ei 
in any Bill. I look upon it ns imposing a state of things which is exceptional, and I have tboug i ia i 
a line could bo charged with it—that is, by the imposition of an extra rate—the people would be prepared 
to pay it in that way, whereas they would probably not be prepared to purchase tho necessary land. U 
course, the land can bo secured pretty cheaply now. . „ , .
1516. Might not the imposition of a higher or special rate on the proposed lino have tho elreet ot causing 
people to continue to send their goods to the Northern line ? No. The tremendous advantage \ ic ^ 
would be obtained from the facilities which would be afforded would compensate them over and ovei 
again. They would never go to the Northern line, because fruit is a commodity which requires vciy 
gentle handling, and the less handling the belter. It is not likely that (bey would carry it an cxlia mi e 
if they could afford it. They would rather pay an extra rate than carry it an extra milo. It the propose 
line is constructed they will be able lo pick their fruit in tho afternoon and to send it away at nig . ~ 
present they have to pick it in the afternoon aud to send it away the next day. It is proba ) y six een 
or seventeen hours ou the journey before it reaches the market, and then it is, perhaps, kept tor a tow
hours in the market. • i
1317. Unless there is some system of guarantee or contribution by Ibe local landowners, do you t un i 
is practicable, from a financial standpoint, to build lines so closely togetbor, even in Central Cumbm an . 
This project stands in a somewhat different position from any other proposal, because one section has 
alreadv been taken over. It is a question as to whether it is more economical to extend the existing Jmo 
than to start one which would not run parallel, say, from "Westmead. It appears^ to me, loo ung a ie 
matter from all points of view, that the present-proposal is the more economical ot the two. X ms 
always been my opinion that the proposed line will serve the people better, and that it will also sene a 
greater district. _ _ r
J518. Dr. Garran.] "Were you born in the Bydc district ? Ycs.^ . r a a
1310. And I suppose you could see orange-trees from every window of tho house m winch you Uvea.
"Y OS.
1320. Tho orange-growers, in those days, took their produce to the river to send it to Sydney by steamer 
or carted it to Parramatta or Sydney ? Yes.
152L. "Were those the only methods of carriage they adopted ? Yes. • o
1522. Do you recollect when the orange-growers first obtained the benefit of railway communication.
The first occasion was when the Northern line was constructed. . , ,
1523. Was it not when the Western line went to Seven Hills? Yes; that was when the fruit-growers
first obtained the benefit of railway communication. _ . „ _
1524. Do you know whether that railway communication greatly stimulated orange-culture m the seven
Hills district ? I think it did. . ,
1525. Did not orange-culture exist before the railway was constructed? Yes; but 1 think larger areas
wore cultivated, and it induced greater settlement. ^
1526. Could you say whether it doubled the settlement ? No. _ . 1
1527. I want to ascertain the definite influence produced by a railway the first tunc it was brought to bear 
upon the citrus business ;—you think an impetus was given ? Yes, I am certain of it.
1528. The second occasion was when tho Northern railway was constructed ? Yes. ,
1329. Taking the district from the water’s edge on the northern side of Parramatta Haver right up to the 
junction, has there been much increase in orange cultivation since the liue was opened, les; ait the 
districts X have mentioned have come within, the influence. *
1530. But has there been a large increase of cultivation? Yes; and of settlement.
1531. Do you think the citrus cultivation has doubled ? Yes. , , ,
1532. Has it more than doubled ? I could safely say it has doubled. New orangeries have been planted 
within 4 or 5 miles of the line.
1533. lias it given a help to the orangeries further out? It has done that as well.
1534. What would be most likely to strike a person now in goin« up the liue—tho increase of residential 
houses, or the increase in orangeries ? If he went into tho districts of Dural, Keuthurst, G-alston, and 
Glenorie, he would be surprised at the great cultivation. I might state that a great many of the districts 
which originally comprised orchards has been cut up for residential purposes. Take, for instance, 
Beeeroft, and round about Pennant Hills and Hornsby. The people there havd found it more profitable 
to sell their land at from £300 to £400 an acre than to cultivate it.
1535. Its value for house-building was too much for people to keep the land under orange-trees. les.
1536. Is that the only reason why it went out of cultivation ? Yes.
1537. And, of course, new land has since been taken further back ? Yes. _ .
]53S. .Looking at what the influence of the two railways has been, do you think there is anything to 
justify us in saying that a line from Carlingford to Dural would greatly stimulate orange cultivation *, I 
am sure it would. .
1539. Then you advocate the line, not merely in order to help those who are already cultivating, but 
because you think a great deal more land will be brought under cultivation ? Yes. ■
1510. 1 understand you to say that you do not anticipate that the line will obtain much traffic between 
OarlinsEord and Pennant Hills, inasmuch as it runs close to the Northern line ? That is so.
1541, And it would only help the people lying between that part and the Baulkham Hills Bead ? yos-

fli

F. Farnell.

3 Oct., 1000.
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’ a 0 -.’il3 ”ot pretty well taken up ? Tea. There are some hundreds of acres of Government lands
s'Oct 1900 ava“at) 0 there which, no doubt, if the line was constructed, would realise a very good price. It does not 

' ' Ttr11 ia ^lve a 'ieaT'l' Prtcc f°r hmd if he intends to be an orchardist.
i m rU d “j* t]!e laud from Carlingford and Pennant Hills and the Baulkham Hills Itoad be too 

ya uable tor residential purposes to make it worth while going to the expense of planting an orchard ? I 
have no doubt that would happen. r D

i3 iye cannot expect too much additional cultivation between the proposed line and the 
irnaf11 ^’oad ' j ^ think that district would bo more residential, 
iric * ]U ™e e:®ec^ the line on citrus cultivation would begin at Castle Hill? Tea.

would. &° on frora there to Dural, and further still, if the line were extended ? Tes.
Tes S° °n ^ a^0Ut two-thirds of the proposed line will act directly in stimulating fresh cultivation ?

settlers who are already in the district beyond Dural commenced their orchard work simply 
wan the accommodation afforded by road and the existing railway ? Yes.

^hey have faced all tho difficulties upon tho assumption that they might not obtain anything better 
■ mn that tor years to come ? But during the last two or three years they have been led to believe that 

the proposed railway ^was likely to bo constructed. Ivo doubt that has acted as a stimulant. 
looO. \V haj I mean is, that they have laid out their money and labour with only the existing accommo-

1,551. Do you think we have reached the limit of orange cultivation in that district, having regard only to 
the existing accommodation ? Speaking personally, 1 would not care to go out any further.
luo2. How far would you like to be from theriver or railway if vou were growing fruit ? Not more than 
10 miles. * " b a

■^1'e ^|CI’C any orangeries now which are more than 10 miles from Dural? No doubt there are. 
h‘V011 herwc the road was made irom Galston, they used to come round to Pennant Hills? Yes. 

Idol*. How far is that? .About 10 miles from the centre of Dural.
15o6. Do you know of many orange-growers who are at the present time more than 10 or 12 miles from 
arailway. Yes; there are orange-gronrers who are 1G miles away—out towards Galston, and tho other 
side of Kenthurst.

d ™PPose they obtained the laud cheaply, in the first instance? Some of them did.
15o3. Do you anticipate, to the west of Dural, and between that and the Cattai Creek country, any develop
ment ot orange cultivation ? Ics; I think there will he a development there, although the whole of the 
ant is not °t one clinrauicr. There is some inferior land ; Tjut whatever areas are available for settle- 

1 n j donbfc* bo taken up immediately there is any prospect of the line being constructed, 
looJ, xou admit that there will be a loss on the line at first? Yes.
i5G0. Looking at the mailer, not from tho local, but from the legislative point of view, how much loss do 
you think would be justifiable? I am not in a position to he able to estimate what would bo the probable 
r^ai"c’ ■*- ^ satisfied that the estimate of the railway authorities is only one-half oE what it should be, 
lobl. [supposing that their estimate is right, and that we shall lose £4,000 per year upon the railway 
in stimulating further development, do you think it would be worth while for tho country to bear that 
loss ? Yes, 1 do. J

Y™ wotdd noi' oare to faco t*le maximum loss which the Bailway Department estimates? No— 
that is for a year or two. J contend that it will be wiped off within a reasonable time. 
luG3. I>i five years ? Yes. I should say that there could ho no harm in risking a loss of £20.000 in five 
years. Ultimately the return would recoup the whole of it.
i Kcr P0/0!1 ^10 instruction of the line would had to fresh lonajide settlement ? Yes.
i-e * d sc^el,icnt orchardists is a good kind of settlement ? Yes. 
i i-cv’ t\ a ridei are a.k*e to l‘ve comfortably, and to bring up their families decently ? Yes.

j y°u ™Dk there is anydangcr of the fruit trade being rapidly overdone? 1 think not. I think 
i reo c ti yaeration we arc going to have an increase in the produce of the Colony generally. 
loGS. Still the neighbourhood of Parramatta is not the only place in which wo can grow oranges ? lam 
aware of that; but it is one of the best of places.
If.-n t?0 ^i*11 ^ie ^ra^e_ wih he over-stimulated in other parts? I think not. 
la;0. You know hoiv easy it is to glut a colonial market? Yes. I might tell you, however, that the 
truil-growers have been labouring under serious difficulties for years, on account of the serious restrictions 

Gfiue by the other Colonics—I refer to restrictions as to tho import of fruit, 
ri ? i V3 , y tfie last two or three years ? For many years they have been met with all sorts

vivo ri 3 r,tae ot ler colonial Governments. Of course, they will disappear with Federation.
1572. Bvery Government will have the control of its own imports as far as disease is concerned? But 
not as far as the imposition of duties is concerned,
1573. Do you know the country north of Dural ? Yes.
1l>74. Do you think that, if the line were constructed, and it proved to ho fairly satisfactory, there would 
be a reasonable prospect hereafter of its further extension ? No : I think it will go almost to its limit 
when it goes to Dural.
1575, Vou look upon Dural as the terminus ? Yes. I think 10 miles beyond Dural would embrace tho 
area which would really be suitable for cultivation purposes.
15/6. Some of the witnesses have stated that there are pieces of good land all the way to "Wiseman’s 
Terry ? There are patches of it; but it would not pay to go beyond Dural.
Iff 77. Mr. Shepherd.'] Are you thoroughly acquainted with the whole of the country as far as Wiseman’s 
Terry? Yes.
1578. Does the country seem to he suitable for orange-growing all the way out? Not all the way out. 
The country round about Dural, and to the north of it for 8 or 10 miles, seems to be peculiarly suitable, 
but further on it is patchy.
the^d' G’^t^ a^°U^ ? That is a most suitable place for orange-growing; there is no better in

1580, Is there not a good deal of scrubby and ironstone land there ? It is thickly timbered, and there ia 
a good deal of scrub.
15§J.. You say that there ape a large number of Public Schools in the district P Yes,

1582,
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1682. Do the people seem to bo fairly well off and prosperous ? They arc a very industrious set of F. Farnell. 
people. They are a people who live, one might say, as a community by themselves, inasmuch as they do 
not allow any means to exist whereby their earnings may be frittered away. They do not allow any 8 ®ct-' -*80?- 
public-houses in the district.
1583. A good many of the settlers liave complained that their fruit is damaged in carrying it to 
market;—is that a fact ? Yes, it is. I have seen it over and over again. 1 have seen hundreds of cases 
sent away, not one of which has landed sound. _
1581. Is that not due to the fact that they allow tho fruit to get too ripe? No. They have to pull it 
the day before they send it away. It occupies them a day to get it to the nearest railway station, and 
then there is the train journey. Of course, you know that a few hours will affect fruit.
1585. Does that remark apply to citrus fruits ? No ; not so much as it doos to stone-fruits.
1586. Supposing that 10 miles is a fair distance from a railway to enable a person to cultivate an orchard, 
do you think that the construction of the line would be justified, in view of the fact that it would run 
parallel to another railway ? They are not exactly parallel, although they aro parallel at certain points.
There would be a certain portion of the traffic now within the influence of the Northern railway which 
would come to the proposed railway. Of course, no one can contend for a moment that the Northern 
line will not he robbed, to a certain extent, of the present traffic. 1 hold, however, that it is necessary, 
in the interests of the fruit-growing industry, that tho residents of this district should be given 
railway facilities, in order that the general public may obtain the citrus aud stone fruits in as good a 
condition as possible, and also in order that tho fruit-growers may obtain a fair return for their products.
1587. The Northern line and the proposed line will not be more than 3| miles apart at the widest 
portion ? As the crow flies, they will he 5 miles apart, and from 9^ to 10 miles apart by road.
1588. Is there much good land on the eastern side of* the proposed line ? Very little. The lino would 
depend on the west, the north-west, and the north.
1589. Do you not think that a line further to the west would bo preferable to the proposed line ? No ;
I think the proposed line will be the most serviceable line, and will meet the requirements of the sovernl 
districts better than any other. .
1590. The estimate in regard to the proposed line shows that the working expenses will considerably 
exceed the revenue ? But the railway officials are not infallible. I may mention one instance. It was 
contended by Mr. Harper bimself, in connection with the proposed extension from Xarrabri to Morec, 
that the line would not pay for axle grease, "We find, however, that that is a section which pays almost 
better than any section of our railways outside the suburban area.
1591. Your opinion is that the proposed line will become self-supporting within a reasonable time ? Yes; 
within five years.
1592. Have you been through the district of late years? Yes.
1593. Have you noticed whether the best portions of the land had been taken up, or whether the land 
which is still uncultivated is equal to that which is being cultivated ? I believe it is. There are hundreds 
of acres which are still available which are equal in every respect to tho land which is being worked 
profitably.
1594. Have you noticed several orchards which have been thrown out of cultivation ? Yes.
1595. Can you give any reason for that ? One reason is that the people who originally took up the hold
ings have depended too much upon Nature, and have not used fertilisers to any extent. They did not 
understand the fruit-growing industry as it is understood to-day.
1596. One would have imagined that any one who had once cultivated an orchard could easily obtain 
expert assistance? No. Some of those orchards have been worked for fifty and sixty years.
1597. Hfr. Hyuni.] Do you know the country from Dural to Glenorie ? Yes.
1598. Do you think it is probable that if the line is constructed to Dural there will be a further extension 
to Glenorie ? I do not think it would be required. The people of the district and the settlers of 
Glenorie would be satisfied to be within the influence of the lino as far as Dural.
1599. You have referred to the district as a sanitorium ? I spoke more particularly of the district about 
Castle Hill, Baulkham Hills, and Pennant Hills.
1600. Do you not think that the proper place for a sanitorium would be at or beyond Glenorie? OE
course, I am not a competent authority, but I think any of the districts could bo included within tho cate
gory of sanitorium areas. The best evidence of the health of those districts is that no doctor can live 
in them. ■
1601. Is it your opinion that the people 5 or 6 miles beyond Glenorie would be within easy access of 
the railway ? I think they would be well satisfied.
1602. Do you know the country between Galston and Hornsby ? Yes,
1603. Do you thiuk the road between tho two places serves the district as it ought to be served ? No.
1601. "Urhat is the chief objection to it P The cartage is too far, and the grades are not sufficiently easy 
to allow of a good load being carried. They can only carry half or quarter loads at a time.
1605. Judging by the development of the district the road has answered very well up to the present? It 
has given the fruit-growers some means of getting their fruit away.
1606. I suppose you think that the time has arrived when they should obtain better facilities for sending 
goods to market? Yes.
1607. Do you consider that the importance of the district is sufficient to warrant the construction of the 
railway? I do. The fruit-growers, as a community, do not trouble the Government much ; they pay the 
ordinary taxes, and they have had little consideration in the past, although they have a great many 
difficulties to contend with. They are asking for the proposed line, not only as a means of improving 
their condition aud the productiveness of the district, but also as a means of proving the products which 
they send to the public for consumption.

Charles Robert Scrivener, Staff Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
1603. CJiairman.] On the eastern side of the proposed line there are two patches of Crown land which 
are unoccupied ;—can you tell us what is the general character of those areas ? One has a frontage to 
Lane Cove River, adjoining the Field of Mara Common subdivision. There is another large area north- - - |U(
west of Thornleigh. Both of them contain land of a very inferior character. The smaller area would 3 0ct"’ 
not bo useful for fruit-culture. It might possibly be used later on for residential purposes.

1609.
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160!). How would you describe ilie itrcgular-sliaped pieces of land around .Arcadia and Glenorie and on 
to Maroota? There is a large reserve north of Arcadia which was originally reserved for railway 

f , purposes. I have examined it to asceriain what land there is in it suitable for occupation, and in an area
S Oct, 1900. of 5,000 acres I could only find about four blocks which would bo so suitable.

1010, "What was the area of each of the blocks ? Torty acres. X should say that not 10 per cent, of 
that area would be suitable for other than residential occupation.
1611. Do you think that the whole of the land suitable for orchard culture from Dural to 5 miles north of 
Glenorie has been taken up ? The greater portion of it has, as well as a good deal which is not suitable.
1612. Do you look upon that part of the district as one capable of much greater development in the shape 
of orchard culture ? I do not think it can ever carry a heavy population. There is land near the junction 
of what we call the North Eoad, or the road from Dural to Wiseman's Perry, and the road from Windsor 
to Wiseman’s Perry, which is better than that about Dural, and it is, relatively speaking, within easy 
distance of water, and yet only a little of it has been selected. That land is within 6 or 7 miles of steam 
carriage on the Hawkesbury.
1613. Would you say that, as a general rule, the country going north from Dural to the Hawkesbury 
becomes inferior? It does. The same may be said of the remaining lands about Jventhurst and Maroota. 
Some years ago we made a subdivision of what we considered to be the best lands about Maroota. The 
amount taken up has been very small indeed.
1014. Is it a fact that land which, a few years ago, was regarded as being too poor for orchards, is now 
being worked at a profit ? Tes. It depends entirely on how you make the calculation. You can grow 
fruit or anything else in raw sand if you add fertilisers in a certain proportion, and that is how fruit is 
grown in that country.
1615. We have also been informed that within easy reach of the proposed line there are some patches of 
good forest land. Can you state where they are ? *1 made an examination of a great deal of the Maroota 
land. I think that on some of the private lands about Maroota there is ironbark. 1 was unable to find 
any large quantities of it on the Crown land. Turpentine is to he found occasionally in the gulleys, but 
it is very difficult to get at.
1GLG. You do not think it is likely that much revenue will be derived from timber if the line is constructed ? 
I should certainly say no—not even for firewood. Of course, in places, there is oak timber which could 
bo used for firewood, but that is the only timber I know of, and there is not much of it.
1617. Mr. Shepherd.'] What proportion of hmd would you describe as being fit for cultivation—I refer to 
land which has not been taken up, and which is within 10 miles of the proposed lino? I should say that 
an outside estimate would be 10 per cent, of the remaining land. Where I have made an absolutely 
careful examination of the country, I have not found anything like it. I should say that a liberal 
estimate would be 10 per cent. ”
1618. That would include 10 miles on tho western side of the line and beyond it? That is so. It 
includes the whole of the Crown lands about the parishes of Berowra, Maroota, ^Frederick, Cornelia, and 
Nelson. From some parts of tho parishes—Frederick, Berowra, Cornelia, and Maroota—the produce 
would not come to the railway.
361!). Would that proportion be maintained still further north—up to Wiseman's Ferry? The parish of 
Frederick embraces "Wiseman’s Ferry, and I think the limit would not be exceeded there.
1620. Is the country broken and rocky? Extremely so. There are narrow spurs, which, in places, arc 
not 5 chains wide. They widen out, and a man with a good deal of energy might cultivate there, but no 
one else.
3621. I suppose that, on account of the very rough country between Dural and Wiseman’s Ferry, it 
would be difficult to reach a market with fruit? Of course there is a road to Wiseman's Ferry; it is not 
in the best of condition, but down-hill. There is not, however, a vast amount of traffic upon it; it is the 
mail road from Windsor.
1022. Mr. Hyam.] Have you had an opportunity of observing the orchards about Glenorie, and between 
Glenone and Dural ? I was there last Wednesday.
3623. You have stated that a great deal of the land which has been taken up there is unfit for cultivation? 
A large proportion of it is.
1621'. Is not some of the land fit to be cultivated ? Yes; in making rcappraisements lately we found 
that tho proportion of tho land which was eultivatable was about 30 per cent, of the area occupied.
1625. In which particular district is it? About Keuthurst, between Dural and the Cattai Creek.
1620. Would that remark apply to Glenorie as well ? I think it would apply equally well to it. I am 
speaking of Crown lands. Some of the older grants embraced the better land, and there the proportion 
would be larger.
1627. Do you mean that there is only 30 per cent, of eultivatable land or of had land? Thirty per cent, 
of eultivatable land, wliich is now occupied for fruit culture.
1628. What about Kellyviile and Glcnhaven? .About Glenhaven it is much the same. Kellyviile is a 
private subdivision, and there the land—especially near the Windsor Hoad—is of a different class altogether.
1629. Do you think the trade of Kellyviile would be attracted to the Dural railway ? 1. do not see what 
they would want with the railway. Their trade would come by the main road. They have a good road 
through Baulkham Hills to Parramatta.

■ 3630. Chairman^] Could you say that the land north of Arcadia resembles in character tho land between
Hornsby and Berowra ? Very much indeed ; it is the same class of country.
3631. Mr. Shepherd.] The Chairman some time ago asked you a question respecting land which has been 
passed over, and which has afterwards been found fit for cultivation. I suppose it is usual to take up the 

. best land first, and when that is absorbed, to take up land which has probably been passed over ? Of 
course, that is absolutely the case. If people will have land, of course they must take what there is.

..C. R. 
Scrivener.

James Bordley Brown, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, Metropolitan District, Department of Lands,
sworn, and examined :—

J, B. Bro.vn. 1632. Mr. McFarlane.] Have you a good general knowledge of the country through which the proposed 
^ line will pass ? I have known it intimately for the last fifteen years,

8 Oct., 1S00, 1633. How would you dejeribs it ? It is good sandstone country. It is rough and scrubby in parts. 
. Hie timber is not very valuable ; but portions of it, when cleared, mako fairly good orchard and straw 

land. It will not grow muse strongly; but it will grow wheaten hay or oateu hay.
1634,
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1634. How would you class it aa a fruit-growing district? Generally speaking, it contains some of the ^ B. Brown,
best fruit land we hare. The only land I know of to compare with it for fruit-growing is the Kurraiong Heights. H => fa J s 3 Oct,., igoo,
1635. Has there been any considerable development in fruit-growing in the district during the last fifteen 
years? Tes. 1 should say that the area under cultivation has doubled in that time. Most of the fruit
growers tell me that fruit-growing does not pay; but, as a rule, they drive out in buggies, and add a few 
acres every year to their cultivated laud.
1636. Is the land which is not under cultivation suitable for fruit-growing ? A large amount of it would 
be, with easy access to market.
1637. Is tho bulk of the land which is not being used for fruit-growing equal or approaching to that which
is being used for fruit-growing? I scarcely think it is; I think tho beat land is under fruit; but there 
is a fair amount of land which, with better facilities for getting to market, would undoubtedlv be put 
under fruit-culture. ° • J ' 1
1638. Ho you think the construction of the proposed line would add materially to the area which would 
be put under fruit? I think it would. Many of the old residents have a considerable quantity of land 
which they could put under fruit if they had facilities for getting speedily to market. Although they 
are within a reasonable distance of Pennant Hills, in wet weather the roads are scarcely trafficable. I 
have seen the roads in such a condition that it has been as much as one could do to get a horse and a 
light buggy over them.
1639. What roads do you refer to ? Those leading from Dural to Pennant Hills, or Parramatta, or 
Berowra Creek. The road to Berowra Creek is a recent one, and I think the greater portion of it is now 
metalled. Still there are very heavy grades upon it.
1640. Is there anything in the contention of the fruit-growers that they are heavily handicapped in having
to traverse the roads in order to get to a railway station ? I think there is. " '
1641. Would it be possible to improve the condition of the roads ? Yes; that is always possible.
1642. Would it be very costly ? I think it would, because they have not road-metal there of good
quality. The road metal they use is generally slate.
1643. Have you any knowledge of the white metal which is to be found there ? There is a sandstone
which grinds up as soon as you get any heavy traffic upon it.
1644. Do you think the while metal is good for road-malting? I am not able to say.
1645. How would you compare the land between Dural and Carlingford with the land which is used for 
fruit-growing purposes on the Northern liue near Hornsby ? I should say that the Dural and Carlingford 
country is the better for fruit-growing.
1646. Would a larger percentage than that to be found on the Northern line be fit for fruit-growing ? I
think so. '
1647. Have you a knowledge of tho country between Dural and the Hawkesbury Biver in a northerly 
direction ? Tes.
1648. ^Vhat is your opinion of it P I think there is a fair amount of country beyond Dural which would 
be available for fruit culture. Sis or 7 miles beyond Dural there is land which has been conditionally 
purchased at £7 per acre,
1649. 'Was it taken up for fruit-growing? Yes; principally for passion-fruit. There are citrus fruits 
upon it as well, but I think it is found that passion-fruit pays the best. One man told me lie had 2 acres 
of passion-fruit, and that there was not a week during tho year in which he did not send a few cases to 
Sydney, and that he realised out of his 2 acres, within twelve months, the sum of £93.
1650. Has there been much increase in settlement during the last ten years north of Dural in tho 
direction of Wiseman’s Perry? Six miles beyond Dural there has been a large increase, A few people 
went to live further north than that, but they were so handicapped by the distance from the road, and by 
its terrible condition, that they had to leave.
1651. For how far beyond Dural would you class the country as being fairly good for fruit-growing?
Twelve miles. At a place known as the Little Forest and Beckett’s Forest there is some exceptionally 
good land.
1652. Is there fair land beyond that point to the Hawkesbury River? I am speaking of the land on the
main road. The land runs oft in spurs, and it is upon the crowns of the spurs that you find the best 
land. The gulleys, of course, are useless. . ”
1653. How would you compare the country north of Dural with that between Carlingford and Dural?
The better land is between Carlingford and Dural. Six miles beyond North Dural the land gets poorer,
1654. Is there a large area of Crown lands available for settlement? I am not able to state the exact 
area; but I should think there is something over 1,000 acres which might be made available. I do not 
think more than one-fourth of the land, out of every 40 acres, is really eultivatable.
1655. Are you referring to Crown lands ? Tes. I am not speaking of the Crown lands already occupied.
1656. Do you think that the importance of the district, in view of tho fruit-growing industry, warrants 
the construction of a line of railway which would be close to the Northern line 1 I do not know that I 
am competent to express an opinion. It is an important district with a large population. I may state 
that 10 acres of good land will keep a family there, and the population is increasing fairly fast—faster 
than in any country district I know of.
1657. In the event of it'being found desirable to construct ihc proposed line, do you think there is 
anything to warrant it being continued in a northerly direction beyond Dural? I do. Beyond Dural you 
would bring a larger amount of Crown lands within the influence of the railwav.
1658. Do you think there would be a marked increase in settlement if railway facilities were given? If 
railway facilities'were given, I believe every acre of it would be rushed, and taken up almost immediately.
1659. Do you think it would bo largely taken up for residential purposes between Carlingford and Dural ?
There is no doubt that it is a healthy district, aud that there is every inducement for people to take up -
residential sites.
1660. Have you any knowledge in regard to the marketable timber to be found within easy distance of 
the proposed line ? I do not think there is a large amount of marketable timber there. There is not a 
great deal to be found until you get 10 or 12 miles beyond Dural.
1661. You would not consider the timber traffic of the railway an important item ? No. I think there 
would be a large traffic in fruit and passengers.

322-1 1662.
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J. B. Brown, 1662. Ghair man.'\ Do you think it is a district wliich is likely to develop very much further in the way of 
n'^Ti^k 0Tchard culture ? I think that with increased facilities for eettine to market a much larger area would 
3 Oct->*9°0. be put under fruit.

1663. Do you find the people of the district complain of the present difficulties of transit? Yes.
1664. Do you think that that is a material handicap to them ? Yes.
1665. Do you think that, with railway construction, the area under orchards could be doubled ? Quite,
and perhaps more.
1660. That is in the district to be served by the proposed line reaching as far as Glenorie ? Yes.
1667. Do you know-what is the average yield of fruit per acre ? No; but I should say that three cases
would be a large average per tree, and that would mean about 300 cases to the acre. No doubt the
ground would have to be manured to produce that,
1668. Do the people complain of tho difficulty of getting manure to their orchards ? They complain of 
the heavy cost of cartage.
1669. Do you think that with a rate practically double that which is now charged on the Northern line, 
the orchardists within easy distance of the proposed line would patronise that line, if constructed P I 
think they would; it would he to their advantage to do so.
16/0. Which do you think would serve that part of the country best—a tram-line from Westmead to 
Parramatta or Dural, or the proposed extension from Carlingford ? The proposed extension from 
Carlingford.
1671. Do you know whether there is any inquiry in the district for small plots of land for residential 
purposes? There is an inquiry, and they are still being sold occasionally. I think it would be a large 
residential district if people had the means of getting there. They complain that there is no line of 
coaches, and that they cannot get there on Sunday.
1672. Do you think that with n railway to Dural the district is likely to commend itself to city men for 
residences? My experience of city men is that they do not like to get beyond half-an-hour’s journey 
from Sydney, and that journey could not be done under an hour or an hour and a half.
1673. Mr. Ilyam.'] Do you find that the people who have taken up the [land liave complied with the Act 
as regards improvements ? The great majority have. Those who have not done so have had to forfeit. 
We have had very few forfeitures.
1674. I suppose you have had some ? Only odd ones.
1675. Has the land which has been, forfeited been taken up by other people? Yes; I 
who forfeited took np the land for speculative purposes.
1676. Was much of the Keuthurst land thrown up by the people who took it up? No ;
1677. Are they doing anything with it? No ; they are waiting for some one to come 
It is lying there unimproved, except what was necessary to comply with the Act.

WEDNESDAY, 21 NOVEMBER, 1900.
•Prcsmt.—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CnAimrAN).
The Hon. Patrick Ltndesat Chawtord Shepherd, j The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. [ John Christian Watson, Esq.

John McFarland, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Hallway from Carlingford
to Dural.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, liailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

1678. Mr. Watson.'] When you were last before the Committee you promised, if possible, to supply 
particulars of the estimated cost of the proposed tramway from Parramatta to Dural, following generally the 
main road via Baulkljam Hills ? I think I mentioned that there urns a tramway proposed to Baulkham Hills.
1679. The tramway is shown on the map as having been surveyed as far as Dural;—the survey, I believe, 
was made before the Bosehill line was resumed ? The line I have been considering is one to Baulkham 
Hills, but the line on to Dural would be of much the same character as regards permanent way, except 
that the present proposal to carry a line to Baulkham Hills contemplates an electric line, aud the estimate 
would include the rolling-stock and power. The permanent-way portion of the line to Baulkham Hills, 
nearly 5 miles from the starting point at Parramatta, is estimated to cost a little over £20,000, or about 
£4,000 a mile.
1680. Is that for permanent-way without equipment ? Yes; the electrical equipment would about double 
the amount. The line, as regards permanent-way, might be carried on to Dural, cheapening the work a 
little by keeping on the road. As regards equipment, it would not be the same thing, because it would 
not pay to apply electrical equipment to a long extension such as that to Dural. Tho traffic would be so 
small that you could not get a good average load on the engine.
1681. Dr. Garran.] You think that steam would bo cheaper ? Yes; if you carried a line on to Dural, 
and if you had the first part worked by electricity, certainlv the end portion ought to he worked by steam.
1682. Mr. Watson.] Can you say what are the grades of the road as far as Baulkham Hills in connection 
with which you propose to use electricity ? The worst grade is about 1 in 19£.
1683. Would it be practicable to use steam on that grade at a low rate of speed ? Yes; we have grades 
in Sydney and its neighbourhood on the tramways of 1 in 17; 1 in 18 is considered about the maximum, 
but we have one or two grades of 1 in 17.
1684. Dr. Garran.] What is the stiffest tram grade we have in Sydney ? There are one or two grades of 
1 in 17. I do not exactly remember where they are, hut there is one out at Waverley, I recollect, although 
it is only a short length.
1685. Mr. Watson.] What load would the steam motors at present in use draw on such aline as that you 
have mentioned at Parramatta, assuming the track from Baulkham Hills to Dural to be as easy as 
that from Parramatta to Baulkham Hills ? I should think three or four trucks—probably four. From

Dural

H, Deane.
aiN^mb.
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they have it still, 
along and buy it.
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!Dural in the direction of Parramatta the grades would be easier, aud they could be made even better than
they are. Tho grades 1 have given are, of course, adverse to the outward traffic. t~ ■“*
1686. If it were decided to construct a tramway in lieu of the suggested railway, I suppose the cost— ^ 1®®®*
taking into account the large resumptions in the case of the railway—would work out at about half the
cost of the permanent-way ? It would be very much cheaper to construct a tramway, because you would 
be able to follow the road nearly all the way, and avoid very large resumptions.
1687. Would there be a much greater cost of maintenance on a tramway as compared with a railway, 
taking into account tho cross-road traffic ? 1 do not think so, if the tramway could be carried along the side 
of the road, as, no doubt, would be the case. If the tramway were carried in the middle of the road the main
tenance would be a very serious item, because the Railway Commissioners would have the responsibility 
of the repair of the principal part of the road.
168B. In the estimate which was prepared for the tramway as far as Dural, was it contemplated to make 
the line in the centre of the road, or to make it alongside the existing road, involving, of course, the cuttings 
where necessary ? It was always intended that the tramway should he laid along the side of the road.
1689. The estimate covered the cost of the cuttings ? Tes.
1690. I understood from your previous answers that you advocated keeping the liue at the side of the 
road ? Yes; away from the part of the road where the wheeled traffic runs.
1691. It would not materially interfere with access to gates and other conveniences ? No; yon could 
still leave space for a footway 10 or 12 feet wide.
1692. "Where the general traffic would cross the tramline, would the rails be knocked about to any 
considerable extent ? No ; we should have to fill up and make a good surface.
1693. You would use guard-rails ? Yes.
1694;, The traffic generally in that district is not of a heavy character, it is mostly that of light vehicles— 
spring-carts and drays ? I think tho vehicles are pretty heavily laden sometimes. The roads used to be 
in a terrible state from the traffic, and there is at times a good deal of it. I suppose it would consist 
chiefly of drays and carts laden with produce from the orchards, and the oscillation in the case of two
wheeled loaded vehicles causes a great deal of wear.
1695. Suppose it were proposed to run the tramway along the suggested route, and to use stoam, would 
you require any special equipment in the way of trucks, or would you uso the ordinary trucks with the 
existing steam motors? The wheels would have to be specially adapted to the tramway, because it would 
go through the main street of Parramatta—that is, Church-street. Of course, there you must have guard
rails, and the truck wheels would have to suit the curves.
1G9G. Could you give us the distance from Parramatta to Dural by road? The total distance would be 
about 12£ miles. The first G miles of construction to Baulkham Hills, as I have said, would cost a little 
over £20,000, and the second portion of 1\ miles would cost about £24,000, making £14,000 altogether.
That would include all the cutting down of grades and so on, giving a grade of about 1 in 30 approaching 
Parrammatta. .
1697. If the trucks used on such a tramway had flanges suitable for straight running, could they be run 
into Sydney over the ordinary line so as to avoid the transhipping of tho freight? They could be ; but I 
do not know whether tho Commissioners would care to do so. The trucks could be run in just the same 
way that the tramway motors from tho h shficld line are run into Eveleigh over the railway, but I should 
imagine that a good deal of care had to bo exercised in taking them over the points and crossings where 
they would be likely to be derailed unless they were taken along very carefully.
1698. "Would it bo possible by making a deviation near Parramatta to avoid going through the streets, 
and thus render it practicable to use the ordinary trucks ? You could, of course, go along other streets 
than Church-street; for example, you could go along O’Connell-street., but you would lose a good deal of 
traffic in the neighbourhood of Parramatta. It has been estimated in connection with the Baulkham Hills 
proposal, that a good deal of revenue would be obtained within a certain radius of Parramatta—that is, 
within the first 2 miles—from local traffic.
1699. But you would not necessarily lose all that by going into a street a little further back than Church- 
street? I should be afraid that you would lose nearly the whole of it. I do not thiuk many people 
would care for walking through into another street. O’Connell-street is the second street from Church- 
street.
1700. "Would it not be possible to get a route along a street not used so much as Church-street ? The 
line I at first recommended followed Marsden-street, and crossed the river just below the Dam, turning 
round at tho back of King’s School into O’Connell-stroet which it followed into Ciifford-street, turning 
into the Windsor-road just before you get to the bridge.
1701. That route, of course, does not provide for tho pick-up traffic in Church-street ? No; it was ,
thought at that time that it was undesirable to go along Church-street with a steam 1 ramway, 
especially as the Lennox Bridge over the Parramatta was pronounced to be not strong enough for tho 
purpose. In the case of an electric tramway, however, the conditions would be entirely altered; there 
would not bo tho same objection.
1702. Assuming the main objective to be Dural, would it be practicable to start from O’Connell-sireet, 
and keep straight on until you joined your original survey, near the King’s School ? You could not join 
the railway at O’Connell-street.
1703. You think you could rim ordinary trucks along the route you have just mentioned, speaking from 
an engineering standpoint ? No doubt the ordinary permanent-way could belaid down there. The only 
thing is that the curves are small. I doubt whether you would get ordinary four-wheeled trucks 
round by whichever route you might adopt. Unless you adopted the railway route to Westmead vou 
would have, I think, to provide special rolling-stock at tho Parramatta end. As soon as you get outside 
Parramatta, you could adjust your curves so as to admit of the use of ordinary trucks. It would add 
somewhat to the length of the lino ; but probably the cheapest way of meeting all requirements would be 
to have a tramway for passengers along Church-street, and connect with the main line for trucks out at 
Westmead. That is a matter that requires very serious consideration, because I am not certain at tho 
present moment whether suitable junction arrangements could be made at Westmead.
1704. Sir, Garran ] If you took the route through the back streets, could you make use of the Lennox 
Bridge, or would you have to make another bridge ? If wo went from Westmead them would be only 
an ordinary timber bridge over the Parramatta; you would not have to touch the Leimox Bridge.

1705,
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-H. Deane. 1705-6. But suppose you crossed the river parrallel with Lennox-street? Then you would have to build 
a bridge of some kind. , . . .

• 21 Not., 1900. i7o7_s. Would that be more expensive than the reconstruction of Lennox Bridge ? JSo ; J. do not think it

1709. You would have to make some alterations at Lennox Bridge if you took the traflGc over it ? It
would be good enough as it is for an electric tram, .
1710. But yon would have to widen it, wrould you not? I do not know that that would be necessary; it
is only a short bridge. ,
1711. Mr. Watson.] As far as either the goods or passenger traffic is concerned after you get a tew 
miles away from Parramatta there would be no objection to junctioning ? hio ; I do not think so.
1712. Would the total cost be approximately the same for a tram-line junctioning at Westmead as for a 
line junctioning at Parramatta? I think it would be a little less for a line junctioning at westmead.
The construction would be easier, I think. . i r w j.
1716. Are we right in inferring that a line to carry the ordinary trucks could he constructed from West- 
mead to Dural for a little over £44,000 ? Yes; I think you can depend on that.
1714. That would serve all the goods traffic and so much of tho passenger traffic as is beyond the suburban
influence of Parramatta? Yos. _ . .
1715. Do yon remember what number of trucks are usually taken in a train by the small locomotive on
the Camden tram-line ? Ivo ; I do not remember. _ .
1716. It would be more powerful, I presume, than the ordinary steam motor. They are pretty light
locomotives on the Camden line ; but I could not give you trustworthy information on the point. It 
would be easy, of course, to have a stronger locomotive if you had a line laid with fairly good curves. 
You could have a better locomotive than the existing motors, which are intended to go round very sharp 
curves. . ■ ,
17L7. Do you think that the line to which I have just referred from Westmead to Dural, following 
generally the main road, after you strike it near Parramatta, would permit of easy curving? Of 
sufficiently good curving. ,
1718. Sufficient for a heavier class of locomotive? Yes; but the whole matter would require to be
worked out. ■
1719. Dr. Garran.] What is the idea of starting from Westmead at all ? You cannot get off from the 
railway line at Parramatta. The line there is over the level of the street, except just at the Parramatta 
station itself, which is on a little bit of a bill.
1720. It is a question of levels ? Yes, _ _
1721. Is Westmead lower than Parramatta? I do not think there is very much difference between the
two places; but there is a dip in between. _
1722. But the climb from Westmead to Baulkham Hills is just as bad as tho climb from Parramatta to
Baulkham Hills ? Yes. ,
1723. It is rather a shorter distance? Yes; but it would not make very much difference, because the
iirst part of the tramway through Parramatta would be approximately level. You would have to rise 
from about the same point in either case. , .
1724. If you had a tramway up Church-street, how would you get on to the railway level? Tho lino
would come up into the goods yard by one of the roads. _
1725. It would be a pretty stiff climb, would it not ? No ; it could be done with a grade of about 1 in 
40. Of course you could not get exactly on to the level of the rails; you would come in ot the back of 
the goods yards, which is somewhat lower.
1726. Then was the idea to unload and transfer the freight ? No.
1727. But you would want to lake the tramway on to the level of tho rails, would you not ? Yes; but
the connection would be made further on. _ _
1728. Yon would have to go some distance beyond the goods-shed to make a connection ;—would it not 
bo rather awkward to take the trucks some distance beyond the goods-shed, and then shunt them back? 
1 think it could be arranged very easily. You would land the passengers near the goods-shed.
1729. But you would have to take the goods further on, and then shunt back ? There would be no 
shunting back; the goods trucks would be drawn out by an engine from the station-yard, and put on to 
the fore part of a train.
1730. Whatever course is adopted, it would be necessary for you to take the goods beyond the actual
platform? Yes; but there would be no additional running, _
1731. Chairman.] Why was not the proposal to build the tramway proceeded with ? I could not say ; I
do not think it was thought sufficiently well of. There have been such a number of rival schemes, that 
there may have been some difficulty in making a selection. _ _
1732. Do you know why the private line proposed from Castle Hill was not gone on with ? I believe it 
was considered by the Legislative Council that the preamble of the Bill was not proved,
1733. Mr. Hyam.] Do you think there is any possibility of reducing the cost of the construction in the 
case of the Carlinford-Dural railway? Not appreciably, I think. The location of the line is bound 
partly by the admissible curvature, and partly by road-crossings. You could not very well cheapen it by 
putting in steeper grades, because the grades are already only such as should be allowed.
1734. Could no easier route be found ? I think not. A great deal of attention has been paid to the
location of the line. Several deviations have been tried on both sides of the road, and I am sure that no 
better line can be got. The road runs along the ridge, and you are bound to follow the ridge; otherwise 
you get into difficulties. ■ _
1735. Speaking of the difficulty of taking tho trucks direct into Sydney, would not the cost of working
tho traffic be seriously affected, if the goods had to be unloaded and reloaded? There would not only be 
all the extra charge for unloading and reloading, but there would be the possibility of damage to the 
fruit from the extra handling, which is a thing to be avoided. _
1736. The fruit freight upon the line would hardly bear the increased cost of two handlings? No; 
without having consulted the traffic officers on the question, I might say that I think the best way to serve 
all the traffic would be to run a goods line from Westmead, and a passenger line along Church-street, 
and to join the two somewhere beyond the crossing of the creek. -
1737. Sunning all the goods traffic to Westmead, in order to avoid a change of trucks ? Yes.
1738. The trucks would then rim through from Westmead to Sydney? Yes; otherwise you would

' ' require
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require to have special goods trucks to run over the sharp curves going through Parramatta, and you tJ. Deane, 
would have the extra handling involved in shifting the goods from one truck to another at Parramatta.
1739. Speaking generally, do you prefer the idea of constructing the tramway to the extension of the 21 
railway from Carlingford ? T think it would serve the interests of the place better.
1740. You have no doubt that it would answer the same purpose ? I think it would.
1741. Have you any idea of what rate of speed would be ooserved upon the tramway;—I suppose it 
would be about 8 or 9 miles? About that, I should think. At times no doubt they would run faster 
than that. If there were a good hit of straight running, they could safely run 12 or 15 miles an hour,
1742. That is a high rate of speed on a tramway, ia it not ? They can run much more than that if 
required.
1743. AVith any degree of safety? Yes.
1741. And with a big load? With a fair load.
1745. I mean with a passenger carriage and two or three trucks ? I should not recommend running 
faster than 15 miles an hour. That would bo about the maximum; but I do not think there would be 
any particular danger, except at the sharp curves in running at a higher speed.
1746. There are very few instances of trams leaving the rails on the curves ? It very seldom occurs; 
they are always protected by guard rails.
1747. Chairman^] Would you oft’er an opinion upon this point: which of the two tramways, the line
running through Parramatta and keeping to the side of the road, or the line from Westmead, would best 
service these two purposes—the development of the fruit industry and the carriage of passengers ? 1 do
not think either of them would serve both purposes.
1748. Dr. Garran^\ You do not contemplate the goods traffic from this branch line being carried as 
separate trains into Sydney ;—it would be hooked onto other trains? Yes; I do not think the train 
loads would be big enough to go through separately. With regard to a question put to me by Mr. Watson 
some time ago, 1 should like to say that although the general passenger traffic would be just as well 
served—I mean the passenger traffic to and from the main line—by Ibe Westmead line as by the other 
line, I think a certain amount of traffic might be lost if the line went to Dural from ouiside the junction 
of the two Hoes. Persons from outside wanting to come into the heart of Parramatta would scarcely 
care about coming up to tho Parramatta station, and for that reason it is possible that some of the traffic 
might be lost.
1749. You mean persons wishing to come into the shops at Parramatta ? Yes. I believe the Parramatta
people would object, as they objected some time ago to any proposal bringing traffic past Parramatta, as 
it were. '
1750. Mr. Watson.] The Westmead lino would still land the passengers at the Parramatta station ? Yes.

Hugh McLaeblan, Secretary to the Kailway Commissioners, sworn, and further examined :—
175!.. Mr. Wafson.] Tho Engineer-in-Chief for Kailway Construction slated that a light tramway line 
might be constructed from Westmead towards Baulkham Hilts, following that road on to Dural at a

H.
McLachlan.

mile—and in speaking of the probable traffic from s—-*—^ 
equal to 500,000 cases per annum. Spreading that 21 in

cases a week as a maximum. There 
traffic would be very heavy about

comparatively low cost—something like £4,000 a 
Dural tho residents calculated an output of fruit 
over nine months of the year, it runs out at something like 13,000 
might be under that estimate, say, 3,000 cases a day ? Yes; the 
December or January.
1752, Assuming that you had to carry 3,000 cases a day, how many trucks would it he necessary to load? 
It would depend upon whether the fruit were packed in gin or packing cases. Oranges are often packed 
in gin cases, and summer fruit in packing cases. We generally load about 200 gin cases or 300 packing 
cases, to the truck. The average would be about 250. That would mean twelve trucks for the 3,COO 
eases.
1753. Could you say whether a locomotive similar to that in use on tho Camden line would draw twelve 
trucks to the load ? It depends upon the grade.
1751. Assuming the grade to he 1 in 30, would it take six trucks ? Yes; I should say it'would take six.
1755. So that in two loads it would be possible to bring in the 3,000 cases ? Yes.
1756. Assuming that you had to divide the train in two, there would be no difficulty in dealing with it ? 
No; naturally you would make more than one journey, because you would run mixed trains. If you took 
tho roundabout way you suggest, however, I think the traffic would still come lo the eld line. There 
would be a local rate from Dural to Westmead, and another local rate from Westmead to Parramatta, 
and I think you would find business would still be principally with the Pennant Hills station.
1757. If the contention of the Dural people be comet, it would pay them to give something extra to get 
on to the Carlingford railway ;—that being so, it must be assumed that it would pay them equally well 
to get on to the Westmead line? Yes; but that would be a more expensive proposal than the other 
line.
1758. The total cost of the proposed line from Carlingford to Dural is £67,690, plus the cost of land
resumption, which would be about £8,000 or £10,000; Mr. Deane states that tho tramway from West
mead to Dural, following the main road the greater part of the way, with a grade of 1 in 30, can be put
down for less than £44,000 ? But I should like to know what the distance would be.
1759. It is 3 miles greater, but the reduction of the cost per milo leaves a saving ? The public will have 
to pay for the length of haulage, and if a tramway is desired, 1 cannot see why you should not mako it by 
the shortest route—that is, by an extention from Carlingford. If you wish to supply the Dural district 
with a tramway I cannot see any need for constructing one from Westmead when you could construct 
one from Carlingford, a much shorter distance. By doing so you would save the additional haulage.
1760. But would such a lino serve the Baulkham Hills district equally well ? You must bear in mind 
that Dural is the objective point. Both lines would merge on to that point. It is not altogether a 
question of first cost; there is the question of daily cost to be considered.
1761. What is the distance from Clyde station to Westmead? It is a little over 2 miles, I believe.
1762. I find that it is 26 miles 34 chains from Dura], via Carlingford to Sydney, and that the distance by
tho other route, via Westmead to Sydney, is 27 miles 40 chains ;—I suppose the difference in the cost of 
haulage, in the case of fruit, would not be very much for the extra mile ? It would not be very much. 
I thought the difference in distance was greater. ■ ‘ 1763.
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1763. Practically, the haulage would be much the same by either route ? Yes ; but you must also look 
McLnchkn. at the matter from the point of view of the passenger business. A mile to a passenger means something. 

2L Kov 1000 a tramway serve the people of Baulkham Hills and Castle Hill, going from Westmead, to
0T’) 'better advantage than would a tramway from Carlingford to Dural P It might; but a tramway from

Westmead, if it were carried by the side of the main road, would be more costly to maintain than would 
a tramway from Carlingford to Dural; and there would be the maintenance of 9 as compared to 12miles.

FRIDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1900. 
Jlrmtti:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman) .
Tho Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.

Robert Henry Levten, Esq.

The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. 
John Christian Watson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from
Carlingford to Dural.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

II, Deane. 1765. 01iairman.~\ Since giving evidence before, you have had an opportunity of investigating a proposal to 
a_—^ connect Carlingford with Dural by tramway instead of by railway? Yes. I am sorry to say that we 

23 Nov., 1900. have no information as to levels on the road between the end of the Carlingford line and where it would 
join up with the Parramatta and Dural tramway, but I imagine that there would be no great difficulty in 
carrying a line through there. For a short distance the present line would have to be continued through 
the orchards so as to get up on to the road. And from there I daresay it could be carried, with a few 
deviations, practically along the road. I think tho cost of such a line would bo about half what the 
railway would cost. And there would be very little land resumption ; so that item would he very nearly 
knocked out. ^
1766. Dr. Garran.'] We should like to know the levels on the road from Carlingford to Dural and also 
from Westmead to Dural ? Yes. I have the levels between Westmead and Dural.
1767. With regard to the wear and tear of tram-road rails on a road, can you got any information as to 
the life of a tram-road rail in the city ? There is no information such as would be useful to tho 
Committee.
1763. It would not be a corresponding wear and tear? Ho. Some of tho tram rails of course wear for 
a very short time, but that is largely due to the action of the brakes in stopping as well as to the road 
traffic over tha rails. But in a liue of this kind, with a small amount of traffic, they would probably last 
for a very long time. I do not think there is auy experience to show that they would wear out at all 

' rapidly.
1769. If you laid a rail on the road, by the side, as you propose, you would not make it stick up as on
a, rail-road, but it would be level with the road ? It would be level on the outside, but there would be a 
little dish between the rails. .
1770. Because you could not prevent carts from going on to the track when it is on a part of the public 
road ? You could not prevent them from going on to the track. It would be all right for a cart that 
got on to that track would be able to proceed very well, but of course the driver would not choose it.
1771. In wet weather these roads get very bod, and we constantly hear of the carters complaining; if 
your track happened to he the better they would use it;—for instance, if you had an asphalted portion, 
and it was very smooth, the carters would use your road in preference to the main road ? The road would 
he made of broken metal, and would be kept fairly smooth, so that anybody could travel along it; bub it 
would be like a newly-made road.
1772. You think there would be no difficulty on that score ? No difficulty at all.
1773. Chairman.] Would not the construction of this tramway materially reduce the ordinary traffic on 
tho road? Ko doubt it would.
1774. Can you state what load you are likely to be able to draw along a tramline from Carlingford to 
Dural, over tho proposed grades ? I should like to work the whole thing out. As this is a very important 
modification of the proposal, perhaps I may be allowed to suggest that it had better he worked out very 
carefully. I think the Committee would then have something really valuable to go upon.
1775. I suppose that in any case, it would require au ordinary locomotive to take trucks over the line?
I cannot exactly say. Of course there is a difficulty in the way of making nse of the small tram-motors. 
The drawbars are so much lower in level than the drawbars of the ordinary rolling stock, and therefore 
some adjustment would have to bo made. 1 suppose it could be done readily enough ; but, if it were not, 
every pull of tho tramway locomotive would pull down, and you would lose a lot of force, and the reaction 
would tend to tip up the locomotive and cause an uneven rocking or pitching motion which would bo very 
undesirable.
1776. Do you think that Mr. Hanna could give us some rough outline of the grades on the roads ? I 
think he might be able to do so ; but I do not think there is anything in the way of grades at all bad. I 
have been over the roads. The really bad place is on the other line. At Castle Hill, where tho road forks, 
there is a very awkward hill, and whether we made a tramway or a railway, we should have to deviate 
round that.
1777. But that would not affect the Carlingford-Dural line? No; it does not affect the branch line
from Carlingford. An ordinary tramway would cost from £2,500 to £3,000 per mile, if placed on the 
road ; hut here and there we should have to depart from the road, and perhaps go around a hill or enter 
into a little cutting, and so on, and I think that if you put the amount down at £3,500 per mile that 
would cover all the cost. .

Walter
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Walter Alexander Smith, District Engineer, Roads Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, aiid A. Smith,
examined:—

1778. Mr. Watson.] You know the main road from Carlingford to Dural—the one going by Pennant 
Hills P Yes.
1779. Can you give the Committee a rough idea of the grades along that road ? The worst grade is at 
Thompson’s corner—the junction of the Carlingford and Pennant Hills road,—the road loading to 
Pennant Hills railway station.
1780. />. Garran.] Is that the summit-level on the whole road? Very nearly. It rises slightly from 
Pennant Hills to Castle Hill. Speaking from memory, I should say that the altitude of the road varies 
from C50 feet to 720 feet.
1781. Mr. Watson.] Canyon say what would be the worst grade between Carlingford and Dural P There 
would be two bad grades,—one at Milson’s Hill, near Castle Hill; and the next worse grade would be just 
below Thompson’s corner,
1782. What are those grades ? I have no section of them; but I should say that Thompson’s corner 
hill would bo about 1 in 13, and Milson’s Hill about 1 in 12.
1783. Would there be any great difficulty in making cuttings at those places to reduce the grades, say, 
to 1 in 25 ? It could not be done.
1784. Would it require any considerable deviation to get that grade at those two points ? No; it would 
not be a very serious matter.
1785. Is the rest of the road generally a fair grade ? Yes. Those are only the two serious grades.
1786. Speaking generally, would you say that it would be an expensive matter to get a ruling grade of 
1 in 25, or 1 in 30 ? It would be rather expensive at those two places, because the gullies are very 
precipitous near Pennant Hills, and this road is right on the ridge, which falls away suddenly in 
different places; but, on the whole, it could he done without very great expense.
1787. Supposing you were taking a tramline from Carlingford to Dural, would it be better to follow 
the main Castle Hill road rather than what is known as the “ back road ” ? The back road, or, as it is 
known, the New Liue Road, would be a very expensive road. It is nothing but up and down hill. The 
grades aro very long and steep.
1788. So that, from a tramway point of view, the better track would be the main road ? Yes; I should 
call the hack track, or New Line Road, impracticable.

S3 Nov., 1900.

John Charles Hunt, fruit-grower, Dural, sworn, and further examined:—
1789. Chairman.] Since you gave evidence, some time ago, two or three suggested alternatives have been j. c. Hunh.
placed before the Committee, as means by which Dural could be served with railway communication; ^
one of these being a tramway from Westmead, which would join the Baulkham Hills road a few miles 23Nov., J900. 
out from the main line; another being a tramway starting from Church-street, Parramatta, and following
the road out to Dural; and the other being tho construction of a tramway from Carlingford to Dural, 
constructed, as far as possible, along the sido of the road;—can you state whether any of these three 
proposals meet with your approval, as representing the fruit-growers of the district ? As you are aware, I 
am the Chairman of the Rosebill Railway League, and I certainly think that the road from Carlingford to 
Dural is the shorter; and as I am associated-with the fruit-growers living along that route, I should prefer 
a line from Carlingford to Dural to any other line.
1790. That is, you prefer the railway as proposed ? Yes; I should prefer that to a lighter line.
1791. Would either of the two tramways—one from Westmead and the other from Parramatta—serve 
as large an area of fruit-growing country as the Carlingford-Dural line would ? Yes, I should think so.
I should like to ask whether the ordinary rolling stock, that is used on the railways, would be used on 
any of these lines P
1792. It is suggested that on the Carlingford-Dural line the ordinary rolling stock could be used ? If a 
tramline that would not carry the ordinary rolling stock were laid down it would be of no use to the 
fruit-growers.
1793. In whatever way this district may be opened np by rail, you regard it as absolutely necessary that 
the ordinary rolling stock of the railways should be able to run upon it, so as to avoid the necessity of 
transhipping? Yes. 1 gave evidence on that point on the last occasion. I then stated that the 
transhipping would do away with any benefit that might arise from having a tramway. Tho less handling 
fruit gets the better. The fruit would bo injured by the extra handling,
1794. Presuming that the ordinary rolling stock could be run to Carlingford—trucks which could run 
right through on the main line either to Sydney or Melbourne, as you might desire—would a tramway, 
as suggested by Mr. Deane, supply the wants of the people of the Dural district and the surrounding 
districts ? In the absence of a railway, of course it would be better than nothing; but I should like to 
see a railway constructed, if we can possibly get it. In the absence of a railway, I daresay that for a 
time a tramway would carry all tho fruit that would bo produced in the district.
1795. Mr. Deane has informed the Committee, as a rough estimate, that the cost of the tramway 
from Carlingford to Dural would probably be less than half the cost of the railway, and that tho absolute 
cost of the Carlingford-Dural line would be even less than that, as it would avoid tho necessity for 
expensive land resumption ; that, of course, has a material effect on the finances of the line, a matter 
we are supposed to inquire into ;—taking that into consideration, and also the fact that the officials 
estimate the annual expenses, without considering land resumption, at £4,822, and the estimated revenue 
at £1,025, do you think that, under the circumstances, the tramway is a proposal which should bo 
seriously considered? I should think so.
1796. "Would it hinder, in any way, the development of the district ? That is one of the points I wish to 
touch upon, There is, no doubt, a great future before that district, and, whatever may be said as to the 
probability of its expansion and development, I think they have been under-estimated. There is no doubt 
in my mind that in a few years a railway will become a positive necessity there. A tramway would, no 
doubt, be of some service at the present time; but I believe that the incurring of a greater expense at 
once, by the construction of a railway, would be justified in a very few years.
1797. Mr. Shepherd.] Do you. think that the tramway would pay from the start, supposing that it cost
only about half as much as the railway would cost ? I think so, 1798,
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J. C,Hant;. 179g. What do you think of the routes proposed? I should prefer a continuation of the line from 
S3NoT^190b CLarlinSford t0 I)ural-

•’ ■ 1799, Of course, the same objection would apply there to a tramway that now applies to the railway—
being eo close to the Northern line ? Yes, it would.
1800. That is a serious objection on. the part of many ; of course, the further line would be more than 
double the distance frora the Northern line, and consequently, I suppose, would open up a much 
larger area of country ? It would bo more equi-disTant between the two present-existing lines.
1801. Is the good fruit-growing country extensive in a westerly direction? It is all about the same kind 
of country.
1801. Of course, the tramway would run at a slower speed than the railway ;—do you thiuk that would be 
any very great objection ? It would be an objection, certainly. Tho shorter the time used in transmitting 
our fruit would be to the advantage of the fruit-grower, there is no doubt.
1803. The speed, at the outside, would not exceed 15 miles an hour, and probably would ho a little less 
than that? If they keep to the road from Parramatta, right to Dural, it is au up-hill grade the whole 
way to Dural.
1804. Do you know the whole of the country ? Yes, well.
1805. And the line from Parramatta, you say, would he a steeper grade than the line from Carlingford ?
It wmuld he necessary, no doubt, to make some deviations, either way ; hut starting where Mr. Watson 
has suggested, you begin a grade right away at the Old Mills, and there is about a milo before you get to 
the top of the first grade. “
1806. Do you think that the fruit-growers along the line would be as ready to contribute towards any
deviation, in the event of the line being a tramline, as they would be if it were arailway; of course, the 
deviation would be very much less ? 1 am not prepared to answer that question,
1807. Is there anything further you would like to state in reference to the new proposals ? X think that 
at several points, where they might be induced to keep to the road to save resumption if they do construct 
the tramline, it would bo far better and cheaper in the long run to make some deviations, as Mr. Deane 
suaoeBj'8- The haulage would be very much easier, and no doubt in the future that would save a great 
deal of expense.
180S. Of course, you are inueh more likely to get a cheaper line than a dearer one, and I suppose that 
under those circumstances you would be quite satisfied with the tramway ? I would be more satisfied 
wuth a light railway or tramway than with nothing ; but I am still of the opinion that the district justifies 
a railway, and that in a few years it will be a necessity. There is no doubt that with a railway the district 
would develop far more quickly than it would with a tramway.
1809. Dr. Garran.'] Have you ever seen the tramway from Camden to Campbelltown? No.

. 1810. If you have the railway you will have to take your goods to the stations? Yes.
1811. The trains will not pick up between the stations ? That would be one of the objections. Whether
there were a tramway or a railway it would he necessary to have a fixed time at which the train should 
start and arrive. *
1812. Do you know that the way our railway system is worked, the trains stop only at certain platforms 
or stations, and that you must take your goods there ? Yes.
1813. A tramway might pick np your goods exactly where the branch line joins the main road would 
not that be more convenient for your fruit-growers ? Yes, if there were stated places to take in things; 
but it would certainly be necessary, in our business, to know within a few minutes the times when the 
trains would start.
1814. A great many of your orangeries arc in the valleys, and the fruit-producers have to go up by second- 
class roads to get on to the main road ? Yes.
1815. Well, if the tram stopped there to pick up your fruit, that would be more convenient for your 
fruit-growers than if they had to go 2 or 3 miles along the road to get to a station ? Yes; so long 
as they had a fixed place for picking up.
1816. Tor that purpose the tram would be rather more convenient to some of your people than the 
railwav would be ? It would be convenient to have stations at the junction of the roads.
1817. ̂ Would a tram service that would run three or four trucks, at the rate of 12 or 15 miles an hour, 
practically go as fast as you would want to go ? Yes, it would.
1818. If I understand your evidence rightly, your trouble is caused by the had state of the roads in wet 
weather, as well as the distance ? Yes.
1819. The bad state of tbe roads in wet weather is a great drawback ? Yes.
1820. You want to send your fruit in in a burry to catch a particular market, and if the weather happens 
to be very rainy your horses cannot drag an ordinary load right through ? Yes.
1821. If you could get as far as the tramway, and then get your goods taken the rest of the way on the 
rails, you would get over that trouble ? Yes.
1822. The road part of your journey will be much easier ? Yes.
1823. And that would be a benefit to all your fruit-growers ? Yes.
1821 The mere question of time is not of so much importance to vou? Travelling up to 15 miles an 
hour will be fast enough for all purposes, *
1825. Are there any days in the week on which your traffic goes in in greater quantity than on other 
days. it is greater on the Monday and the Thursday, or else on the Tuesday and Friday, according to 
when it will catch the Melbourne boat.
1826. What determines your desire^ to send a greater quantity on any one day or another is it the 
export business Yes. But I take it that if the proposed railway is constructed a great deal of the fruit 
win go direct to Melbourne by rail, so long as there is no transhipment. It would be put on goods 
trucks and sent right through to Melbourne by railway all tho'wav.
uu27' i^0e5 o£, I011^ fruit S° fhat way now ? All the Seven Hills citrous fruit goes that way now.

objection is that it has to go to Sydney to be fumigated aud handled several times. But Mr. 
U bullivan is constructing afumigating-shed at Albury, and is going to charge the same rate as for ordinary 
i qoo^118’ an<* Wl11 k0 fumigated there. That will necessitate only one handling.
1828. It you were to get your fumigating done ou your own orchards satisfactorily you would not have 
iQoci v- ei,- t ° cann°k 6°^ ^ done there. Au inspector has to he present.
1829. Xou think there is no chance of getting your orchard so clean as to get over that difficulty? Not

' * at
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al the present time. But with a fumigating-shed at .A iburv there wi.]l be no necessity to send that fruit ^-0. Hunt, 
at all to Sydney. It will go direct to Melbourne by rail. The rail-carriage is nearly as cheap as water- 
carriage, and the fruit is carried much better. 23 ■Nov->1003'
1830. Vou must change at Albury, because of the break of gauge ? Yes.
3831, But you would fumigate there? Yes. Mr. O’Sullivan is having a fumigating-shed built there now, o a e
1832, Then this tramway would serve you as well as a railway if ordinary trucks were run on the line ?
Yes,
1833. And that is all you stipulate for ? Yes.
1831. The Camden tram goes S miles in half an hour - that is, at tho rate of 16 miles an hour ;—that is 
quite quick enough for you ? Yes, I think so.

r^i1(j^lfir ^°U a raill™y .or a tnunway, your shipments would bo tbe same;—what would you 
call a full day s export from your district on your business day? Sometimes from Pennant Hills twelve 
or fourteen trucks go away in a day, and I should say ton to twelve trucks full weight. With lighter 
haulage it would necessitate more trucks, and less weight in each truck.
1836. Is that all by one traiu, or spread over two or three trains ? Spread over two or three trains.
Some goes by passenger train at the present time.
1837. A suitable tramway could deal with that traffic as well as a railway could ? Yes. If one train 
would not take it all, they would no doubt send two or three trains.
1338. It is not a very largo amount of traffic for a railway to carry? Ho.
1839. A tramway could easily manage that? There is no doubt there ivould be a great industry in 
wmod-cutting for a few years, and that would necessitate other trains, but these could bn run in the 
middle of the day.
1840; The Camden tram carries a great deal of wood—in fact, that is tho principal paying freight; and 
that is a very good test of what a tramway can do with regard to wood traffic ;—you would not expect to 
task your tramway more severely than the Camden tramway ? I think there would be more traffic on our 
Ime than on the Camden hue.
1841. What, in wood? I think so. They are drawing wood to the Camden lino now 12 or 14 miles.
1842 Much of your fruit could be as well carried at night as in the day ? Under some conditions. We 
could send ou- frUit away on Tuesday morning, and catch the Melbourne train Tuesday night.
1843. Will the profit on the citrus fruit bear the heavy expenditure of railway freight all the way to
Melbourne ? There is very little difference. }
1844. Do you mean to say that the water-carriage to Melbourne does not cut the railway rate? They are
having a cut at one another, J
1845. I am afraid tho Kailway Commissioners make very liltlo profit out of you? They charge something
like lOd. a case, I think. ‘ j j b b
1846. How much do you consider tho handling costs, per case, at urcscut? About 2Id. for the handling
m Sydney, ‘
io1o’ the fumigating? Ho; 2nd, for fumigating and carfago; and then there is wharfage.
1848. 1 am talking of tho handling from one truck to another to go to Melbourne ? That costs us 
nothing.
1849. The Commissioners do that free? Yes.
1850. All you object to in the handling is the knocking about ? Yes, and the delay.
1851. It costs you nothing out of pocket? Ho; they charge for tho whole journey.
1852. If this tramway were made, the Commissioners would make you a charge from Dural to Melbourne ?

1853. A.nd they would do tho handling at Albury as well ? Yes. They do that now.
1854. Do you ship any fruit to Tasmania ? Hot to Tasmania, but to Hew Zealand.
1855. It must, of course, be taken from the railway to the ship ? Yes.
1856. Is that done by cartage in Sydney ? Yes. ’
1857. It would be of no use to run that fruit down by railway to Dirling Island, I suppose, because the 
steamers would not go there to load it ? Ho. They go from a Darling Harbour wharf.
1858. And they would not shift from that ? Ho.
18o9. It seems to me from your statement that a really first-ela'iS tramway w'ould bo quite equal to your 
present requirements? There is no doubt that it would be equal to present requirements ; but I firmlv 
believe that a railway would be more suitable to the development of the district, as regards residential 
sites and otherwise ; and I believe that in the future there would be an extension to the Hortberu lino. 
Iho old survey ran right through the district to Singleton,
1860. Mr. Hyam.] I gather from your evidence that you favour the railway in preference to the tramway?
I certainly do. - i . v
1861. Do you think that a tramway would not develop tho district as rapidly and as advantageously as a 
railway would ? It might carry tbe fruit; but, for passenger traffic, it would be detrimental to the 
district, liie railway would attract far more population to the district.
loco ^ rePIJr1to]:Dr' Garran J™ said you thought that a tramway would answer for the present ? Yos.
1863. Do you look upon the matter in this light: that oven if you had a tramway a railway would bo an
absolute necessity in a few years ? Yes. ‘
1864. It will be almost imperative to liave a railway ? I believe that it will bo within ten, fifteen or
twenty years m fact, I believe that a railway will be running through there then. ’
1865. And this tramway would be no good ? Ho good, of course, then.
1866. You think, therefore, that the bettor plan would be to construct the railway at onco in preference 
to a tramway ? Yes; I think the first cost would be really the best cost. I have some evidence here given 
by Mr. Harper ; bat that bore on tho old tram system. It does not apply to the proposal, as I understand 
it now before the Committee. But I think that travelling along the roads is an objection to the tramway 
I think that such things are better off the roads if possible.
1867. Do you think that a tramway along that road would hinder the ordinary traffic in any way ? There
is always a danger in connection with traffic. j j ■
1868. Do you not think that, through having tho tramway there, some of the present vehicular traffic 
would decrease ? Ho doubt some of it would.

322—K 1869,
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J, 0. Hunt. 1869. To a-considerable extent ? Tes; but if the tramway picked up goods at the junctions of the
<^crei\t' |r9a^B> there would, no doubt, be increased traffic from other directions, 

or., 1870. Pailing the railway, I suppose you would be satisfied with a tramway ? Wei], I would sooner have 
it than nothing at all.
1871. The rolling stock that would travel orer this tramway could travel on any of the tramways ? I 
understand that.
1872. A great consideration is to get your fruit into the market without any transhipping, and with little
handling ? Yes. There is no doubt that there will he a great saving in time and labour.
1873. I suppose the people of the district are not aware of this altered proposal, and you do not know 
their feeling in regard to it? No. I received a letter only yesterday, asking me to attend to-day, and I 
did not communicate with anybody.
1874. You could not venture an opinion as to the feeling of the people of the district ? I take it that 
they would be better satisfied with a light line than to have nothing.
1875. Jfr. S/iepficrd.] Have you to bring your fruit into Sydney to get it fumigated ? Yes.
1876. What do they charge you per ease ? One penny per case.
1877. Did you ever apply for local fumigating treatment? No ; it would not answer unless they did it 
near the railway, and then there would be delay and handling there.
1878. Are you obliged to fumigate all your goods, whether for exportation or not ? Only for exportation.
1879. Mr. Xcbicm.] Supposing the Committee should not recommend the construction of arailway, would 
you be content with a tramway ? It would be better than nothing.
1880. It would run more often than a railway would ? There is no doubt it would be of advantage to us.
1881. Mr. Hyam.] In the event of the railway being constructed, the people of the district, and 1 think 
you also, have consented to pay an extra rate on fruit—a double rate, I believe ? Yes, a double rate.
1882. Would you agree to pay that double rate for a tramway ? I would be willing to pay according to 
the advantage I received. If the coat be brought down as much as Mr. Deane says it will be, I do not 
think it will be necessary to charge a double rate.
1883. If the trucks were to be run more frequently, would you get your fruit away as you desire? No 
doubt the people would he willing to pay a certain amount for a certain benefit. But I do not think it 
would be necessary to pay double. If the tramway were put down at half the estimated cost of the 
railway, I believe the people of the district would have to pay very little more than the ordinary rates. 
1S84. But if the tramway did not pay expenses, would you object to paying an extra rate ? I would not 
object to paying a little extra.
1885. The full amount you agreed to pay for the railway ? I would certainly pay up to all the advantage 
it would be to me, and am willing to pay something over and above what the carriage costs me at present.
1886. ̂ Dr. Garran."\ You would be willing to pay extra freight so long as in the long run you gamed by
so doing? Yes, I would. -
1887. And you think that would be the general feeling? Yes, I think so.

James Purser, fruit-grower, Castle Hill, sworn, and further examined:—
J. Pureer, 18SS. Mr. Watson.'] Since you last gave evidence the Committee have had suggested to them tlie propriety
,----of constructing n tramway in lieu of tho proposed railway, alternatively from Westmead to Dural,

23itov., 1900. following the main road after the first mile or so ; and, as against that, a tram line from Carlingford to 
Dural, also following the main road after leavjng Carlingford a short distance;—can you say how, in your 
opinion, that would affect the district ? We have certainly not had much time to think over it, and 1 am 
not here to turn my coat and go against the railway, for undoubtedly we prefer a railway to a tramway; 
but if you cannot see your way to recommend a railway, we bad better have a tramway than have nothing 
at all, or be situated as we are at present, I consider that a tram line would meet the present circum
stances of the fruit-growers, if it were laid down as a strong line that would carry the fruit and all other 
produce of the district. A tram line from Parramatta or Westmead would be preferable to a tram line 
from Carlingford, because it would open up a far larger area of country. The country from Parramatta 
to Castle Hill is splendid country. The Baulkham Hills district is a good district. The land is good, 
and there is plenty of land available for settlement, and the people of the district, right through to Castle 
Hill, and on to Dural, are connected in business chiefly with Parramatta. My father was a resident of 
Parramatta seventy years ago, and I have always done my business in Parramatta, and we have an interest 
in Parramatta. That tram line would link the surrounding districts to Parramatta, and would be good 
both for Parramatta and for the people of the surrounding districts. I am not here to advocate a 
tramway in preference to a railway, but as you are considering the difference in cost between a tram line 
and a railway, I say let us a have a tram line rather than the inconvenience we suffer from at present, for 
it would be far preferable. There is no one in any part of New South Wales to whom a railway or a 
tramway connection with the city, through Parramatta, would be more acceptable than the people of 
Parramatta, and those living on the lands around Parramatta. We have been agitating for tho last thirty 
years for bettor communication than we have at present, and I believe that these districts are deserving 
of that communication. Wo are in a good sanitary position, and the land is good. We can produce all 
kinds of fruits that can be produced iu almost any tropical part of tbe world, and we aro so situated that 
I am sure people would take up land there for settlement. Better communication with the city will 
induce people to settle in these districts, because of their healthiness. Prom Parramatta out to Dural 
the land is all good. If a man takes up 5 acres of land it will produce anything he likes to plant in it. 
These djstricts are not poor districts. The line would go through a prosperous part of the country. The 
people in these districts are, I think, the most wrell-to-do people now getting a living on the land in New 
South Wales. Their average income runs from £100 to £2,000 a year. You can pay the expenses of 
working a farm with about one-third, or a little over one-third, of your returns. Nothing can be produced 

^ from land like fruit for profit. It is a well-to-do part of the country, and it would pay the Government, 
for the sake of the prosperity of the country, to construct a line there, because it would cause people to 
settle where they could get a living. I believe there are no districts in the country which can surpass 

. the northern districts of Parramatta; therefore, I. would go in for a line from Parramatta rather than 
from Carlingford, because it would open up country that would take in Kellyviile, and up to Cattai 
Creek on the left, and also right away to Dural. I should prefer a railway, because I believe that in the 
future it would open up the country better than a tram line would. 1889.
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1880. lou know the two roads—the road from Carlingford to Dural, and the road from Parramatta to J-Purser. 
Dural ? Yes, well. —a—^
1890. IV Inch do you think, without any alteration of grades, ia most suitable for tramway traffic ? From 23 ■^ov,, 
Parramatta.
1S!)1. Is that an easier grade P Yes, by far. .
1892. Mot so steep as from Carlingford ? Mot to compare with it.
1893. The objection to going through Parramatta itself with the suggested tramway is that, if you were 
to do so, you could not lay dowm sucli a line in the streets of Parramatta as would allow you to use the 
ordinary large trucks ■which would be required to carry the fruit on the main line ;—and, fo get over that 
difficulty, it is suggested that you should start from about Westmead, and join the main Baulkham Kills 
road just about the bridge near Murray’s mill P If that is a fact, we would prefer it from Westmead, 
because we must have a line sufficiently strong to carry the fruit and other produce.
189-1. It is necessary that you should have rolling stock that will go on the main lino ? Undoubtedly.
1895. Otherwise it will not he of much value to you ? Mo.
189G. Assuming that such a tramway wore constructed as would carry the rolling stock referred to, 
would it then he worth the while of the people of the district to pay an extra rate, as suggested, in respect 
to the proposed railway? I think so. I believe the people W'ould be so pleased at getting what they have 
been asking for the last thirty years that that would not cost them a thought.
1897. That would be, of course, only until the lino paid ? Yes.
1898. Do you think there would he a greater probability of the line paying if it were taken via Baulkham 
Hills than by Carlingford ? Yes, two to one.
1899. \ou think that the extra Iraflic coming in from Kellyviile, and west of Baulkham Kills, would mako 
up the additional revenue required ? Yes ; T. am not exaggerating when X say two to one.
1900. You think the people about Pennant Hills are well served by the present Northern line ? Yes.
1901. But that tho Baulkham Hills people would naturally prefer the line that went near them ? Yes ;
and also, Kellyviile, and right away to Cattai Creek. '
1902. In the estimates put before the Committee by the local people they did not count on getting a great 
deal of the Kellyviile traffic for the Carlingford-Dural Bailway ? Mo; very little.
1903. So that any traffic got from there by a line going via Baulkham Hills, would be in addition to the 
estimates previously put before us ? Just so.
1901. Mr. Eyam.'] You know' the road from Dural to Castle Hill ? Yes.
1905. Supposing the tramline be extended from Castle Hill to Dural, is there not a very big hill to get
over—Bogan’s Hill? There is only one hill—Bogan’s Hill.
1906. Is it not a serious obstacle? I think it could be cut 5 feet or 6 feet, at little expense ; and then
the grade would not he very had. It would not he so bad as tho grade of Kenny’s Hill, on the Camden ■ 
line. ' '
1907. There was a proposition, some years ago, to run a tramway from Parramatta to Castle Hill, with 
the idea of extending it to Dural; and in the evidence put before the Committe, everyone agreed that it 
was impossible to take a tramline over Bogan’s Hill ? lYell; it is only a very short hill.
1908. It is your opinion that a tramway could go over it? Yes ; the difficulty could bo easily got over.
1909. The Engineer-in-Chief suggested that in order to got over that difficulty a deviation should be made 
so as to go ronad Bogan’s Hill ? Mo doubt that could be done, On two occasions surveys have boon 
made through my property in order to miss the hill.
1910. Would that deviation tm expensive ? I do not think it would. It would go through a great deal 
of my properly, and I would give it to-morrow for nothing.
1911. Even if it were for a tramway? Yes. That is, if tho deviation did not go through the orchard,
but only through the paddocks. ]. heard Mr. Hardy say that he would give his land free, aud my son lias 
property which I am sure ho would give free. Probably the Bank of Mew South Wales would also give 
theirs free. Little more than that would he required; and, therefore, I think tho deviations would 
probably cost nothing for land. I do not think you would have to buy more than fifty rods, and perhaps 
the people owning that wrould ho willing to give it. ”
1912. You think there would ho very little to pay for laud resumption on that line ? Yes.
1913. X think that Mr. Deane said, as regards his proposed line, that the heavy goods traffic could be 
dropped at AVeslmead, and put ou to the main line, find the passenger traffic taken on to Parramatta ?
That is a good idea. ' '
1914. You think that idea is workable ? Yes.
1915. J)r. Garran.] You have an idea that if we constructed the Baulkham Hills line, we should draw a 
good deal of traffic from west of that line? Yes.
1910. How far ? I consider you would take in from 6 to 7 miles by the Baulkham Hills line. There are 
many people who would prefer that line to the Seven Hills line. Though they might ho a mile or two 
nearer to the Seven Hills line, that is such hilly country that I am sure they would prefer the Baulkham 
Hills line.
1917. You see the map on the wall P Yes, -
1918. Does the end of that map roach to about the full distance of what you would call the land that
would he drained of traffic by that line? Yes. . - . - ,, .
1919. Or wmuld you go beyond the margin of that map? I believe that people be von 1 the margin qf
that map would prefer the Baulkham Hills line to the Seven Hills line. r '
1920. There ia_a road running to the west from about Castle Hill, and another running to the west fropi 
about Dural; is it good orchard country along both those roads ? Yes. In fact it is the best laud in the 
country for fruit-production.
1921. So that wc should really accommodate traffic by making the Baulkham Hills line, which we should
lose by making the Carlingford line ? Yes. ' '
1922. Therefore, that would help to make the line pay better ? Yes; I feel sure the line would pay
well, because people have been asking so many years forbetier communication than the present, that it 
wrould certainly be availed of very much. ' '
1923. If wo had a tramline as far as Dural, would there bo any necessity to carry it further along the 
road at some future time ? _ I liave no doubt that it would go further north. ’There is orchard land further 
on than Dural. At Glenorie there is good orchard land that could be selected right away to the fiver.

' ' '1924.
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J- PfseT' 1924. Would a tramway greatly assist you i:i tlie bringing of manure to your laud ? It would. It is 
aaNWinoo C0S^Jr l,,ircl'asc manure at Parramatta, and draw it to iny place from tbcro; but if I could get it to 

’ ' within a mile or two of my place by rail, I would have several tons of it.
1925. In working either a railway or a tramway, you could unload heavy goods only at platforms or
stations where there is a siding ? Yes. '
1926. You could not do that at every branch road ? Xo; there would be certain stopping places.
1927. You might stop at a branch road to take up cases of fruit, because they could be put in quickly? Yes.
1928. But you could not unload manure there ? No.
1929. Bo yon think there would be a return traffic in the way of manure ? Yes.
1930. What is the principal mainirc you would like to introduce into the district ? We uso all kinds of 
bone-dust and Hme manure; and if we could secure stable manure we would uso much of it.
19-il. In starting a new orangery, would you begin with lime at once ? It is according lo tlie land. A 
subsoil of clay requires more lime than sandstone land does,
1932. Arc the fruit-growers handicapped at present, on account of the cost of carting lime? Wo are 
very much handicapped.
19-33. In the old daysyou used to think that the ridges were the only places that would grow oranges ? Yes.
1934. You have altered your opinion ? 1 have.
1935. Now you think that the flats are better ? Well, we want prelection from tlie winds.
1936. Does not the wind sweep down the lulls ? No ; tlie hills protect the fruit-trees.
1937. Without having protecting trees ? Yes. I have very little damage done by winds in my place, 
and it is just protected by hills, J consider that the passenger traffic on tho tramline would ho very great.

MONDAT, 26 NOVEMBER, 1900. 
present;—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CrrAiniiiAN).

The lion. Andrew Garran, LL.D. John Chefsttan Watson, Esq,
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam. Egbert Henry Leyje.y, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Railway from Carlingford to
Dural.

Harry Richardson, Traffic Superintendent, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined:—
Kiclmr'dson OkairmanI\ We are seeking some information concerning the possibility of wmrking a tramline

a _ ' either frony Westmead to Dural, or from Parramatta to Dural, or from Carlingford to Dural; the points
26Nov., 1900.we s^lou^ a Mid® b3I°rinak’on UP0!1 are’imsd’'wtaiJm1 the grades on the proposed lines, which are 

nowhere worse than 1 in 30, and which in most cases would be against the empty trucks, aud with the 
heavy loading, would preclude the use of tramway motors—for instance, in drawing the traffic ;—and also 
whether the tramway motors could bo conveniently coupled on to the ordinary railway trucks, with the 
view qf >king fairly large loads over the proposed lines? First of all, there is a difficulty with the 
coupling. You cannot couple the tram motors to our existing rolling stock, Wk) are using a tram motor 
on the Morpeth line, running between -Morpeth and West Maitland. But that is comparatively level 
country. There wm have wrhat we call a “dummy” truck, which we place between the tram motor and 
the waggons, and that dummy truck is fitted with duplicate couplings, and will couple cither on to tbe 
motor or on to the railway trucks.
1939. Is the dummy of any great weight ? The weight of an ordinary truck.
1910. To that extent it would be a handicap? Yes; it would be, I suppose, about 4 tons in weight.
1941. Would that be a very serious handicap ? It would be a handicap on a 1 in 30 grade. Of course, 
the dummy could be used without loading it up. Ou the Morpeth line we load it up witii goods, but 
that means transhipping at the junction. On a line like this we would be compelled to load it np ; we 
could not afford to pull an empty truck about on such a grade.
1942. If it were found undesirable to use a dummy of that kind, would a small engine, somewhat similar 
to that in use on the Camden tramway, be able to deal with the traffic expected over this line, and which 
the evidence goes to show would not be more than about 3,000 cases of fruit in any one day ? Yes; it 
would do it if it made three or four trips a day. A motor such as we have on the Camden line could 
take only about four ordinary trucks. That would convey about 24 tons of fruit each load on a 1 in 30 
grade. On the Camden line, which is a 1 in 20 grade, we are taking only two trucks and a passenger 
ear; and on the Yass line, which is a 1 in 43 grade, we are taking six trucks and a passenger car. A\fe 
use the same kind of engine on the Camden aud Yass lines—a small engine made for the purpose.
1943. What is the weight of that engine, and what is its traction power ? 1 cannot tell vou,
1944. How would the power of those two engines—the one on the Yass and the other on the Camden 
line—compare with the power of a tram motor ? Just about the same.
1945. Would there be any very great economy in using a tram motor instead of the ordinary locomotives, 
such as are in use on the other lines ? On the Morpeth line we have only one man to attend lo the motor.
1946. It would require two men on an engine? Yes.
1947. Is there any other way of getting over the difficulty of the coupling besides that of having a dummy
between the cars and the engine ? Not unless you have an engine without buffers. °
1948. Could that be done in the case of a tram motor ? They could not alter the present tram motors to
do that. 1
1919. If you had to build a new motor you could do it? Yes; but the existing motors could not be 
altered. They would have done it for the Morpeth liue if they could, The framework is altogether 
different—the frames are lower.
1950. Dr. Garran.] In addition to the coupling difficulty, there is also a difficulty about the flanges of 
the wheels, which are quite different on those used on the city tramway, and those used on tho general 
lines could you get over that difficulty ? Yes ; there would be no trouble at all.
1951. You could lay a tramline on this road for the ordinary trucks without any difficulty ? Yes.
1952. So that is not a serious matter ? No. 1953
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1053. And the other mutter we spoke of would be entirely got rid of, if we had fresh engines for this line ? 
Yes.
195J!. The difficulty would exist only if we wanted to use up tho existing old motors ? Yes.
1955. So there would be no difficulty in the nature of the ease itself ? No,
1956. Mr, Ilyam.] Do you know anything of the traffic of this district F No, I do not. I have no idea 
what the traffic would be. Hesidcs fruit, I think there would be a firewood traffic.
1957. Ho you think that a tramway would meet the requirements of the district for the time being ? I

V daresay it would.
1953. In preference to building an expensive railway ? Yes. h'rom what I know of the country, I 
should think so. I think there is not a great deal of traffic out there. Fruit is the principal thing.
1959. There is a great deal of very close settlement ? Yea.
1960. Chairman!] Can you tell us whether the wear and tear of the rails would be greater in the case of 
a tram-road laid on the road, as this is proposed, than in the ease of an ordinary railway or tramway ? 
I believe it is. 1 have not much experience of it, but I am told it is.
1961. Dr. Qarran.’\ You had the Camden tramway under your special caro ? 'When it was first opened. 
1902. Not since P No.

IT.
Biehardson.

2B Nov., 1900.

1903. Have you not tho whole of the Southern lino under your care? No ; only the Western and the 
Northern linos.
lOGd, In bad weather, especially if this line were laid by the side of the road, this would bo a better road 
than tlie ordinary road, and perhaps the carts would all go on it ? Yes.
1905. Will an ordinary tramline stand the wear and tear of a heavy cart full of maunre, or laden to the 
top with fruit ? Yes, 1 think so. 1 recollect the Camden line some years ago. There was heavy traffic 
there, and that line stood it.
1906. Would that refer to special crossings, where you had guards, or lo the general run of the line ?
The general run of (he lino. ^
1967. Ton understand 1hat this line would ho sometimes in cuttings, and sometimes on little embankments 
on the side of the road ? Vos.
1963. And tlie ordinary road traffic would run right on to it in bad weather? Yes.
1009. And you think it would stand that? Yes.

t
[One plan.]

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1B01]
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PROPOSED RAILWAY FROM MANILLA TO BARRABA.
(RKPOIiX BY ME. ROBERT E. JONES, M.I.C.K)

Printed under Wo. 10 Seportfrom Printing Committee, 30 August, 1000.

Report, on Proposed. Railway from Manilla to Ban-aba.
Aluswcllbrook, 18 May, 1900.

TTjvttt, recently Llie whole of Lhe very large scope of country lying between the North and North-west
lines was assumed to be adequately served by those railways; but at the inquiries held by the Public
Works Committee respecting proposals for branches from Tamworth to Manilla-, and Moree to luverell,
it was found the great growth of settlement within the abovementioned area demanded some better access
than that already provided ; hence both lines were authorised. The first-named has been constructed,
and is now duly open for traffic ; whilst the Moree-Inveroll line is being made, and, in fact, its first section
to Gravesend has been in use by the public for some months past. It is, however, alleged that what has
been done is not sufficient, and that a large stretch of country lying between Manilla and Bingara, 08
miles in length by about 4-5 in breadth, bounded east and west by natural barriers of high mountains, is se 0 •
still imperfectly served, so that a further extension of railway is needed, and the line that will afford the
greatest relief at the cheapest cost is believed to be that from Manilla to Barraba, which, although not all bariatarailway
that Bingara residents would like, is still as much as can reasonably be expected. It is not lost sight of sufficient.

that a connection with the cross-line from Moree to luverell may at some time be deemed a national jl00I'r,^!]tJJ)v,’el^1'1th
requirement, as forming part of an alternative line to Queensland ; but with the Moree railway already imo not
constructed to within 73 miles of the Border at Goondiwindi, it is extremely doubtful the large cost of ]ino
making a line 75 miles longer to Barraba will be incurred, even though an additional amount of local to Queensland.
traffic were to be obtained thereby. The idea, too, of continuing a railway to luverell mra Bundarra is not
now wise, as sucb a linq would servo bub little of good country, would be very expensive to construct, nlveref™ 0
and in most injurious competition with the railway now being made from Moree. It is very possible the
Groat Northern line should have adopted, the Bundarra route in preference to that over the “ Moonbis,”
bnt this mistake, if it be one, cannot now be altered, unless ample justification be shown for such a
duplicate railway.

The extension from Manilla to Barraba must, therefore, be dealt with on its own merits as giving ,
improved access to 1,955 square miles, or 1,250,989 acres of country, of which 605,260 acres may be AreaEerv.Bj 1 
considered alienated, 472,194 still belonging to the Crown, but open for selection or sale, whilst 173,535 
acres rank as reserves, which must remain as such.

As denoting the character of the country within the trafficable sphere of the proposed railway, the of
acting district surveyors of Tamworth and Moree classify it thus : Of alienated lands arable, 18 per cent. '
(mean for both districts), balance, 82 per cent., grazing. Crown lands arc put as all pastoral, except a 
trifle over 1 per cent., which ranks as cultivable land. _ _

With very great diffidence I venture an opinion that in the Tfuaworth district; the percentage of 
arable country is put too low, both for alienated and unalienated lands (7 per cent, for whole), and as I '
do not wish to be accused of lessening the importance of the district, I have increased the cultivable 
lauds to what I consider is justified, and classify them as follows :—

Alienated, grazing ...
TTnalienated, grazing ... 
Reserves available, grazing

Reserves not available for sale

Total of trafficable area .., 
331—

acres. acres.
470,260 Cultivable..............  135,000
455,893 „   10,701

5,000 „   GOO

931,153 146,301
v---------------------------------------------------'

1,077,454.
.............. 173,535

1,250,989
It

*
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It must, I think, be conceded that a railway enhances the value of the country it serves, but to 
what extent, and how this increment is to be arrived at, is a matter open to much difference of opinion, 
and is a question difficult to solve.

First of all, there is the lessened cost of rail as against road haulage ; increased facilities for 
transmission of goods, stock, £c.; greater comfort and quicker travelling for passengers; brings the 
district served into closer contact with the large centres of population and the markets for their produce, 
whilst the cheapened rates for freight induce larger areas to bo cultivated, and fresh industries to be 
brought into existence. To reduce these benefits to a monetary value is by no means easy, but that an 
increment to land is given by the advent of a railway through or near to it is certain. The Acting District 
Surveyor of Tamworth puts the enhancement on the arable land alone, whilst the officer at Moree thinks 
it is doubtful if any increase in value would arise in his part of the district served by a line to Barraba, 
but the existence of the latter might lead to an increased demand for Crown lands that otherwise might 
not be occupied. Personally, I think some increment would occur to nearly all the lands to be served, 
and it will not be outside the mark to assess the amount at £38,630, although it must not be forgotten 
tbe^ low price now ruling for wheat, the principal product of the district, with the high rates for wool, 
militate against increased land values, as with half sheep to the acre the saving in wool carriage amounts 
to little.

It will be noticed on the attached plan that T have made Bingara the northern boundary, and have 
taken its traffie as belonging to the line to Barraba, although it might be thought the former town would 
prefer to use the Moree to Inverell railway. I find, however, this will not be so, as to reach the nearest 
point on the latter line, viz,, .Kelly’s Cully, means going north 21 miles by road, and then 466 by rail to 
bydney, as against 38 by road to Barraba, and 340 by rail. The trade interests, too, of the 
residents of the Bingara district are largely with Tamworth, and as both passenger and goods rates 
should favour the Barraba, or shorter, route, it is, I think, reasonable to assume it will get this Iraffic; 
indeed, 1 understand even with the railway at Gravesend but 26 miles away, much of the supplies, &c,,for 
Bingara comes 68 miles by road via Manilla.

The population within the trafficable sphere of proposed railway is 5,049, of which the Barraba 
patrol district contains 1,849. '

On the land served by a line to Barraba I find the stock depastured, as per latest returns from 
Tamworth, Wamlda, and Moree Inspectors, were 3,839 horses, 14,559 cattle, and 485,409 sheep. 
Beckoning the usual average frfr cattle and horses, the whole stock equal half a sheep per acre.

Regarding crops, there are 425 farms within the trafficable sphere, with, last year, 20,213 acres 
under cultivation, of which 15,091 under wheat for grain produced 273,517 bushels, whilst 2,618 acres were 
cut for 4,283 tons of hay. Maize did not do well, 1,086 acres giving but 14,239 bushels. Fruit and other 
crops occupied the balance of 1,418 acres.

I need not dilate on a description of the route which the line will take; suffice it to state, it leaves 
the existing railway at Manilla township, crosses the Namoi near its confluence with the Manilla Jlivcr, 
then follows the west bank of the latter to near Mr. Barling’s, where theUpperManillastation is proposed. 
The residents here suggest a deviation to bring the lino nearer the post-office, &c., a- matter, however, out
side my province to deal with. Line then continues to Tarporley and Black Springs, generally following 
the main road. Crosses Barraba Creek 1£ mile from the terminus, which is at240-4- miles from .Newcastle, 
on the east side of the main road and south end of Barraba township. Length of line, 30f miles.

Earthwork and gradients are heavy, the country passed through being for much of the distance of 
a broken character. An expensive bridge will be needed over the Namoi at Manilla. Ballast is fairly 
plentiful aloug the route, but sleepers will have to be brought by rail from other localities, as there is 
little, if any, suitable ironbark within a reasonable distance of the line.

The number of post-offices "within the trafficable sphere is 9, having a revenue in 1898 of £2,140; 
there are also 8 receiving offices. ■

Schools numbor 18, of which 4 are half-time. Scholars on roll at time of my inspection, 669.
Gold-mining exists at many places throughout the district, notably Crow Mountain, "Woods’ Beef, 

Ironbarks, Top Bingara, &c., whilst at the Gulf, near Cobbedah, an English company has an extensive 
copper-mine, with 81 men at work at time of my visit, which number, I understood, would be probably much 
increased. The output is about 100 tons copper per month. At Bingara, 236 miners’ rights were issued, 
of which 127 were for the Barraba district. Sixty-six leases were applied for, including 3 for dredging 
on the Big River and Ironbarks Creek. The total number of miners employed on the fields was, in 
March last, 411. It is stated 250 oz. of gold were forwarded from Barraba bank in 1899, whilst from 
Bingara a far larger quantity was sent, although not approaching what was won a few years hack, when 
several of the gold-fields mentioned were in a very nourishing condition. At present little of the precious 
metal is obtained. I think, however, the Gulf and other copper-mines are likely to provide employment 
for many hands for some years to come.

_ There are no other industries beyond pastoral and farming, latter chiefly wheat-growing, for which 
the district is eminently suitable. It is stated that, with railway communication, dairying will develop 
and become an industry of some importance, although I am inclined to doubt this; fruit-growing also 
may somewhat" increase.

The townships passed through are Upper Manilla, which, although scattered, contains hotel, 2 
stores, church, school (28), hall, blacksmith, post and telephone office, the receipts of which, in 1890, 
were £45, as against £77 in 1898, and still increasing.

Barraba is an unincorporated township on the Manilla River, and has a very improving appearance, 
with several good buildings. It contains 4 hotels, 6 stores,.bank, doctor, solicitor, 3 auctioneers, hospital, 
3 churches, court-house, wool-scouring works, police barracks, school of arts, 2 halls, usual tradespeople, 
&c.; also has local newspaper. Post and telegraph office receipts for 1898 amounted to £778; 1899 
return, when published, will, I am sure, show a fair increase, as the letters sent, compared with .1898, were 
21 per cent, more, with an increase of 35 per cent, in telegrams. In 1890 the receipts were £607. With 
regard to the public school, there are now 137 scholars on roll, whilst in 1892 there were hut 89.

Cobbedah is situated 11 miles from Barraba; possesses post-office, hotel, store, and it is the nearest 
township to the Gulf Copper-mine, 10 miles distant, where there is a school (40), stores, Ac.

_ Bingara is situated on the Gwydir or Big River. 38 miles from Barraba, with a fairly good road, 
although hilly, especially south of Cobbedah. Is a municipality containing about 800 people, with usual

Government
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Government buildings, 5 large and several small stores, school of arts, council chambers, 3 churches, 
hall, 4 hotels, bank, doctor, solicitor, 2 steam flour-mills, saw-mill, usual tradespeople, convent and school 
(12), public school (188) ; publishes a newspaper. Is a well-kept town, and beautifully situate. As 
showing the progress of tin’s place, I find in 1880 post-office receipts were £S51, whilst in ISOS th ( 
reached £1,082 ; in fact, Bingara has a prosperous appearance.

Other small townships served are Horton, Eulourie, and Top Bingara. other townships.
Tho mean rainfall at Barraba for the last eighteen years was 23'70, and for Bingara it averaged, liamini]. 

for twenty years, 31'39; 1898 was a dry year, with low records at both places, Barraba having 18'03,
Bingara io'93, as against 22‘GO and 2o'52, respectively, for 1899.

Barraba has, except on Sunday, a daily mail from and to Manilla and Bingara; once a week to Mniis. 
Bundarra, Burindi, &c.; twice to Woods’Beef: and tri-weekly to Bockmoor, Glenridding, &e. Erom 
Cobbedah mails go to Moree once via fallal, and to Gulf three times a week.

_ The road from Manilla to Barraba is constructed for three-quarters of its length, and may bo Roads, 
considered a fairly easy track. A low-level bridge is now being erected over the river at Upper Manilla, 
whilst the Kamoi is spanned by a most expensive iron structure at Manilla, from Barraba the roads are 
by no means bad to Burindi, Horton Biver, Bundarra, Long Arm, &c. All but the last aro classified and 
receive annual grants. The total yearly votes for roads between Manilla and Bingara amount to not less Rood votes, 
than £3,300. ,

The estimate for a light line from Manilla to Barraba, 30j miles, furnished me this week by the "f
Engineer-in-Chief for Bailway Construction, is £130,000, or £4,422 per mile. The interest at 3 per interc9t 
cent, per annum amounts to £4,080.

_ Having for guidance an almost similar extension in another part of the Colony, I am able to Cost of u-oriiinpf. 
estimate the cost of working and maintaining the proposed railway to Barraba at £3,500 per year ; so 
that before the undertaking can be considered a commercial success the annual receipts must realise the lotii aTnmai 
sum of £7,580. oost"

I have endeavoured with the best means at my disposal to get an idea of the probable revenue of Rovemic- 
the suggested railway, and in dealing with the various items of tratfic, have made allowances from 10 to 
30 per cent, for expected increases. I have, however, taken “local ” or “ special,” and not through, rates 
for all classes of freight, Barraba wool being put at Gs. per ton, and its wheat, maize, Ac., at 4s. Gd., as 
all tho residents I saw stated they would be prepared to pay special charges. I have assumed that a small 
portion only of the Bingara wheat or flour would come to Barraba: but with regard to the goods and other 
items of traffic from and to the former place, have been credited to the line under review, although the 
Bailway Commissioners may stale we can get the benefit of this loading via Gravesend at a merely nominal iiormba imo 
expense, and, therefore, for such traffic the Manilla-Barraba line will be in hurtful competition. As to this, MoreBUnwreii1 
I am assured by tho Bingara residents that, with almost similar truck rates to Gravesend and Manilla, line for nin^nr 
very little of their traffic uses the former route. Also that this will be the case when the Inverell linetmflic' 
reaches the point nearest Bingara, viz., Kelly’s Gully.

Erom a commercial point of viewr I am bound to put forward this question of constructing an 
apparently competing line ; but-mpart from this is the district around Barraba, and which admittedly is Barraba distric 
not served by the Moree-lnverell route, to be left without railway communication in consequence of the jSiway.10 
circuitous access given to tho town of Bingara by the northern cross-line ?

Eor the railway to Barraba I consider the direct revenue will amount to £5,594 per annum, which Direct revenue, 
exceeds the cost of working by £2,091, but leaves a deficiency of £1,986 on whole annual charges. Deficiency. 
That seems to me to be the position of matters so far as regards tho Bailway Commissioners; but there 
are other factors which should, I think, he taken into consideration, amongst them being the enhanced 
value of land served, which I assess as follows:—Alienated, £28,301, which will give an increased land direct 
tax of £118 3s. 5d. per annum, whilst the increment on Crown lands can be put at £10,259, which, atre'<!nue'
4 per cent., equals £410 7s. 2d., aud 1 think this latter amount might be increased by £70 9s. 5d. for 
nnulionated lands that otherwise would not be occupied. Some credit should also he given for increased 
traffic on the main or parent line owing to the opening of the extension to Barraba, and although it is 
seldom that any saving can he shown in road maintenance, owing to works being required on new roads on ma 

^ to the railway at different points, in this case I think the abnormally large vote for the Manilla to Barraba 111IUI'tl!Imncr'- 
road can be reduced by a greater sum than will be required for the new tracks to the railways.

Altogether it may be taken that the deficiency of £1,956 can be reduced to £1,100. • Nct
_ 3t is possible the opening up of this rich district may lead to the development of the dairying, 

fruit, and mining industries to a considerable extent; but these are matters of speculation, and credit; 
cannot be given for such hypothetic revenue. Seeing, however, the probable Slate loss will be so small,
I have come to tho conclusion that a reasonable case has been made out for favourable consideration of a RMommoutia 
light line of railway from Manilla to Barraba. tl011.

The Under Secretary and Commissioner for Beads, Sydney.

I have, &c.,
BOBEBT E. -TONES,

M. Inst. C.E.

Submitted.—B.B-.H., Under Secretary, Public Works, and Commissioner for Boads, 28/5/00. 
Seen.—E.W.O’S., 28/5/1900. Mr. Heano—Jjso. P., 29/5/00. Mr, Burge.—H.D., per E.P., 
30/5/00. Seen.—W. Burge, Principal Assistant Engineer, Bailway Construction, 14/G/OO.

[One plan.]

Sydney : Willilm Applegate Gulliek, Gorarnmcnt Printer.—1600.
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MAP SHOWING AREA SERVED by a RAILWAY from MANILLA to BARRABA
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 10. Tuesday, 3 Judy, 1000.

20. Accident to Af.bert Burbank on Baidway Premises, Tamttobtii:—Mr. &illies moved, pursuant 
to Notice,— ,
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances 
attending the accident to one Albert Burbank, on the railway premises at Taimvorth, on the 2nd 
day of July, 1S97.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Bennett, Mr. Eddcn, Mr, Bight, Mr. Meagher, Mr. "Wilks, 
Mr. Spence, Mr. Thomas Brown, Mr. Nicholson, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Vote's No. 03. Thursday, 25 October, 1000.
2. Accident to Albert Burbank on Railway Premises, Tamwortjt Mr. Gillies, as Chairman, 

brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred 
on 3rd July, 1900; together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
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1900.

ACCIDENT TO ALBERT BURBANK ON RAILWAY PREMISES, TAMWORTH.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 3rd July, 1900,
“ to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances attending the accident 
lt to one Albert Burbank, on the railway premises at Tarnicorth, on the 2nd 
“day of July, 1897,”—have agreed to the following Report:—

Your Committee, having examined the witnesses named in the List* (whose *3ce p. g. 
evidence will be found appended hereto), find as follows :—

1. That on the morning of 2nd July, 1897, Mr. Albert Burbank, a dentist,
carrying on business in the Northern and North-Western Districts, met 

, with a serious accident on the platform of Tamworth Railway Station, 
whilst travelling in fulfilment of his business engagements.

2. That, from evidence adduced at the inquiry before your Committee, they are
of opinion that the defective lighting of the Tamworth Railway Station, 
and the negligence of the Railway employees, contributed in no small 
degree to the accident in question, whereby Mr. Burbank has been rendered 
permanently unfitted to practise his profession; and as a consequence his 
wife and family, together with himself, have endured great hardship.

3. That notwithstanding frequent overtures being made to the Railway
Commissioners by Mr. Burbank and his friends, with a view to affecting 
an amicable settlement, all such efforts failed, the Railway Commissioners 
denying all responsibility.

4. That the injuries sustained by Mr. Burbank, who was forty years of age,
_ consisted of a broken leg at the knee-joint, his nervous system received a
severe shock, and for a time Mr. Burbank’s life was in danger.

5. That Mr. Burbank instituted an action for £2,000 damages against the
Railway Commissioners. The trial took place at Tamworth Circuit Court 
on the 12th and 13th days of April, 1898, before Mr. Justice M. H. Stephen 
and a jury of four. Mr. Burbank, in evidence before your Committee, lias 
sworn that,although he had eleven principal witnesses, and nine sub-witnesses 
in support of his case, for some unaccountable reason only three witnesses 
were called for plaintiff. As a result of the trial the jury found a verdict 
in favour of defendants.

6. That your Committee have taken exhaustive evidence in this matter, and are
of opinion that Mr. Burbank was not fairly represented at the trial at 
Tamworth, and that the production of evidence now given before your 
Committee has materially changed the aspect of this case.

7. Tliat, after giving all the circumstances of this subject and its surroundings
full consideration, your Committee recommend the case of Albert Burbank 
to the favourable consideration of the Government.

Ho. 2 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

2&th October, 19.00.

J. GILLIES,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

IVED NFS DA F, 1 AUGUST, 1000.
MkitbKBS PitESKNT :—

Mr. Thomas Brown, Mr. Bight,
Mr. Gillies, Mr. Meagher,

Mr. Spence.
Mr. Gillies called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee read by the Clerk.
Albert Burbank called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in newspaper report of the case Burbank ®. Railway Commissioners (Appendix AY 
AVimcss withdrew.

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at 11 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 2 AUGUST, 1900.
Mkmbkbs Pei:sent :—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair.
Mr Thomas Brown, I Mr. Bight,
Mr. Edden, I Mr, ^Nicholson,

Mr. Spence.
Albert Burbank recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 15th August, at 2'30 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST, 1900.
Members Peeskxt ;—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair,
Mr. Bight, ] Mr. Meagher,

' Mr. Spence.
The Chairman read a letter, dated 6th August, 1900, from the Council Clerk of the Borough of 

Tamworth, intimating that no formal resolution had been passed as to the imperfect lighting of the 
Tamworth and West Tamworth Railway Stations, their attention haring only been drawn to the fact and 
that these matters were referred to at a meeting held on 13th July, 1897. ' " ’

Hugh McLachlan (Secretary to the Railway Commissioners) called in, sworn and examined.
Witness handed in return showing the consumption of gas at Tamworth Railway Station for three 

months prior and subsequent to 1st July, 1897 (Appendix Bl) ; Bepartmental record of James Playford 
railway porter {Appendix B2), J y

Witness withdrew,
William Henry Cooke (Rtcord Cleric, Department of Inspector-General ofRolice) called in sworn 

and examined. *
Witness handed in Departmental record of John Beeby, formerly constable at Tamworth 

{Appendix C),
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at 3 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST, 1900. 
Members Present :— .

Mr. Bight, | Mr. Edden,
Mr. Nicholson.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Bight called to the Chair .pro tcm. 
William Henry Cooke recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

, [Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
Members Present :—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair.
Mr. Thomas Brown, I Mr. Bight,
Mr. Nicholson, J Mr. Spence.

Hugh MpEachlan recalled and further exainined. Witness



o

Witness handed in Departmental record of John 0. White (^Appendix D.)
, Witness withdrew.

Ordered, that Mr, J, C. Thom, Solicitor to the Kailway Commissioners, be summoned to give 
evidence nest meeting.

[Adjourned till Wednesday nest, at 2'dO o'clock.]

WEDESDAT, 12 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
MlCMItEltS Pbbsent :—

Mr. Glillies in the Chair.
Mr. Nicholson, | Mr. Spence.

James Campbell Thom (Solicitor to the Railway Coinmimsioiters) called in, sworn, and examined. 
[Adjourned till Wednesday nest, at 2'30 o’clock.]

iVEDNESDAT, 19 SEPTEMBER 1900.
Members Pjiesest :—

Mr. Glillies in the Chair.
Mr. Dight, | Mr. Nicholson.

Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That Mr. J. C. White, Railway Department, be summoned to give evidence nest meeting. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday next, at 2'30 o’clock.]

' WEDNESDAY, 26 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
' Members Present :—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair.
Mr. Thomas Brown, j Mr. Dight,

Mr. Spence.
James Campbell Thom recalled aud further examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Charles White called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew'.

[Adjourned till Thursday, 4th October, at 2'30 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 4 OCTOBER, 1900. 
Members Present:—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair.
Mr. Dight, | Mr. Nicholson.

Committee deliberated as to 1 heir Report.
Reassembling of the Commit! ee to be arranged by tbe Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

THURSDAY, 25 OCTOBER, 1900. 
Members Present:—

Mr. Gillies in the Chair.
Mr. Dight, | Mr, Spence.

Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read, amended, and agreed !o.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST 07 WITNESSES.
PAGE
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1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW . SOUTH ;WALES.'

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN EEFOftE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON

ACCIDENT TO ALBERT BURBANK, ON RAILWAY 
PREMISES, TAMWORTH.

WEDNESDAY, 1 AUGUST, 1900.
Jjkmnt:—

Me. THOMAS BROWN, Mu. DIGHT,
Me. MEAGHER, Me. SPENCE.

J. (TILLIES, Esq., in the Chaib.

Albert Burbank called in, sworn, and examined:—■
1. Chairman^ You are a dentist, practising at Wrest Maitland ? Yes. A. Burbank.
2. Will you state to the Committee the facts of your case ? Yes. I was, with my wife and family, a _ ^ |
resident of Tamworth, New South Wales, previous to 2nd July, 1897. I also visited ten towns on the i Aug., 1900. 
Northern and North-western lines. I built up, by energy and at great expense, a valuable and expanding 
business. The earnings averaged £74 per month. I was a strong healthy man at 40 years of age, and
one month prior to 2nd July, 1897, I was passed by the medical referee (Widows’ Assurance Society) as 
a first-class life, Eollowing my occupation, I went to the Tamworth railway platform to proceed by tbe 
(about) 1'45 a.m. Brisbane mail up-train to meet my professional engagements that day at G unnedah.
1 did not leave by that train, because on its arrival my right leg was broken at tbe knee-joint by and 
through the negligence of the Railway Commissioners’ servants, as hereinafter detailed. I had a 
specially-constructed box, in which to carry my working instruments and materials, which measures about
2 ft. 9 in. high by IS in. square—strongly made, iron-shod at bottom, with name, “A. E. Burbank, 
dentist,” and a notice, “ Keep this end up,” painted on the top end. When loaded for outward 
journeys its weight is about 80 lb., and this weight allowance is carried free on the owner’s passenger 
ticket; and it liaM often been carried on the line by the same train. The box was always sent up over
night, to convenience the railway officials. This was done on the night of 1st July, 1897, at 9 p.m., by a 
carter and a youngman, as on several previous outward journeys. These persons stood the box onaspot 
arranged for by the railway officials on the platform between tbe parcel room and the Armidale end of 
the station building, so as to be handy for the van. The carter and young man pasted a railway label on 
the top of the box, and addressed it thus:—

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

PASSENGER’S LUGGAGE.

Prom TAMWORTH.
To GUNNEDAH.

By following this custom, at the request of the railway officials, the box has travelled as required on 
several previous occasions to its addressed station. During several Of the journeys from Tamworth tho

■ 254—C box
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A, Bnrbank. box had sustained gross ill-usage by being roughly handled, in turning it over and over like a bale of ttoq], 
and also reversing its proper standing position, ignoring the notice, 11 JCeop this endup.” At other 

ug., 1900. gtations the box has been put out of the van on to the platform on its 'wrong end, and roughly. I 
complained to tho Tamworth station-master on account of rough handling of the box by Guard Ilavid 
Peterson (inward journey). It was so put out at another station, on to a newly-asphalted platform, and 
worked along for some distance, so as to nearly obliterate the painted address and notice with tar from 
the asphalt. When I complained to the guard, he replied, “ You are lucky to get off with only that 
much ; we have no time to treat goods as so much gingerbread.” I suffered considerable loss by breakages 
and valuable material spilled during many journeys. On another occasion the van did not draw up 
to the platform at a certain station, and my box was thrown bodily out of the van on to the railway 
track, splitting the box up in two places, breaking and spilling goods, and destroying a part of a 12 guinea 
instrument. This continued gross carelessness by tbe railway servants forced me to either personally 
watch the box in the van, or pay an hotel groom to do so. This explanation regarding the box is important 
in connection with what follows. On the morning of 2nd July, 1S97, I arrived on the Tamworth 
railway platform to proceed by the Brisbane mail up-train, which leaves about 1'45 a.m., intending to 
proceed to Werris Creek, and thence to Gunnedah. I purchased a ticket for Gunnedah, then went into the 
telegraph room to remove my small packages—left overnight there by my lad, by special advice of other 
porters, because they had said, “The parcel room doors are always closed before the train’s arrival”— 
and left these parcels on a seat on the platform. I then went along to the end where my-box usually 
stood to see if the label was correctly addressed—which was the end towards Armidale. The lighting at 
that (Armidale) end was so bad—there being no post lamp lit outside the verandah, and the parcel 
room doors close to the box being shut—that I struck a match to enable me to see the lable on my box, 
I was satisfied that the correct address was on the label, and then went back to the Sydney end of the 
platform. At this time I saw the night officer (White) in tbe ticket office, while the porter (Playford) 
was walking along towards the Sydney end of the platform. The train was notified as three-quarters of 
an hour late. I sat on a seat at the Sydney end, and near the ladies’ waiting-room; while there I saw 
John Milligan sitting on a raised article on the platform, about in line with the outer end of the 
verandah. I could dimly see the right side of Milligan’s face, for beyond Milligan no lamp was 
alight. I looked in the direction of the post lamp (Sydney end), but there was no light there. Mr. 
Yictor Burbank was on tbe platform standing with me about 1'35 a.m., and he spoke of the bad lighting 

' on the station, referring also to the difficulty lie had experienced on the previous night of his arrival to 
find his portmanteau. (These remarks were made consequent on his seeing me striking a match to see 
the label on my box.) Before the train arrived, Mr. Ben. Owen came on the platform and passed me ; 
that time without recognition. "When Mr. Owen returned again, and was near enough, I rose up from my 
seat aud spoke to Mr. Owen, who then failed to recognise me on account of the dim light until I turned 
half round to the centre light under the verandah, at the entrance door. At this time there were only 
three lights alight, and they were under the verandah, viz., the centre light, the light at ladies’ waiting- 
room, and one near the clock. The station was in semi-darkness. The gas-jets were low, and tbe globes 
dirty. The station was thus insufficiently lit. Wrhen the train arrived, three-quarters of an hour late, I 
placed my smaller parcels in one of the carriages on the train which hadover-shottheend of the verandah 
at the Sydney end, while the guard’s van was half its length over-shot and under the verandah at the 
Armidale end, and walked quickly towards the van. I passed the night officer (White) outside the 
Sydney end of the verandah, and holding out my ticket, said, “ I am going down to see iny box put safely 
in the van.” In less than a minute I was at the van. The guard (Gregory) was then rapidly putting 
articles into the van from off a hand-truck immediately in front of it, while another truck alongside held 
several packages that had been put out for Tamworth. I turned to the porter (Playford), who was 
standing between the trucks and the parcel room, and asked, “ Is my box in—1 Burbank ’ ? ” The porter turned 
tow-ards where the box stood, and replied, “ Ob, I forgot it; will you give me a hand? ” The guard was then 
closing the van doors. The porter called to the guard, “.Don’t shut the doors; this box is going on." The guard 
replied, in surly tones, “Hurry up, I can’t wait; I’m late as it is.” 1 said, “lam a passenger to Gunnedah.” 
From the spot where I and the porter had been speaking to the guard, to reach the box where it stood,
1 passed the doors of the parcel room. I then noticed they were closed, and that there was no light— 
and 1 am prepared to swear this distinctly and positively—and the place was in the same state as when I 
went to look for my box, and had to light a match to see the label. I and the porter went to tho box, 
and each of ns took an end. I had the top end and the porter the bottom end. I assume that it was the 
duty of the guard to relieve a passenger of porter’s work instead of ordering him to “ hurry up.” The 
train bad then been in less than three minutes. The box being thus carried by the porter and myself 
towards the van, and when abreast of two hand-trucks then on the platform near the van-door—as was 
afterwards stated by the porter—one of my feet struck against some heavy article lying upon the platform,
I was thus tripped and thrown forward on my right knee—partly over the obstacle; I was unable to 
release my hold upon the box until I fell full length to the ground—following the drop on my right knee. 
The contact of the box with the platform caused a severe cut to the little finger of the right hand, and 

" fhe fall on the platform breaking tho main thigh-bone at, and obliquely into, the knee-joint. Further 
injury was caused by a severe strain to the hack. I was unable, at the time, to realise the serious nature 
of the break, and lying face down, although in great pain, I called to the guard, “ For God’s sake put tho 
box in, and throw me in the van ; I must go.” I was then about 3 yards from the van door. The guard 
replied, in surly tones, “ 1 can’t wait for you; come on by the next train.” The doors of the van were 
slammed, and the train started, leaving me behind. Some people came around and helped me up ; but 
finding 1 had no power in the leg, and seeing my foot turned, I said, “ My leg is broken ; I cannot stand; 
put me down again,” and they helped me to sit down on the platform. A policeman stooped down, and 
pulling me by the coat, said, “What’s the matter, mister? Who are you?” When told “Mr. Burbank,” 
and that tbe leg was broken, the policeman said to those persons around, “ It is Mr. Burbank, the 
dentist; he has broken his leg.” I knew Constable Beeby very well by sight; but when be spoke I could 
not distinguish him, as the light was so had, until some one named him. They called for a light, and the 
night officer (White) went for his lamp), brought it, and turned the light upon my face. Constable Beeby 
remained at my back supporting me. John Milligan came to a wicket-gate at the end of the station- 
house, in a fence guarding the railway station, which is almost opposite where I was sittin'g on the ground, 
and some 10 yards away. When Milligan spoke I recognised his voice, and asked Milligan not to leave 

- me,
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me, or let thorn take mo to the Hospital, as some ono present suggested. A. little later on X asked A. Burbank,
Milligan to go and walco up my brother, who had left about half-an-hour, and also to tell my wife of tho t----
accident. Sly brother was a few hundred yards away at a hoarding-house, and came down to the house * 
where I was living shortly after. Before going away, Milligan got the ambulance stretcher down from 
where it was hanging on ihe station wall. 1 saw him bring it and place it alongside of me. The stretcher 
was without the simplest accessories for ambulance work ; there were no shoulder straps for carrying, and 
no substitute for a pillow ; but by sitting up in the stretcher, with a sack taken from the ’bus horse, a pad was 
made to steady the broken bones. In this manner, Constable Beeby, White (night officer), and Playford 
(porter) helped to carry the stretcher towards my home. Mr. George Howlett met the party, and relieved 
one of them in the carrying. Mr. Howlett asked Constable Beeby how the accident happened, and 
Beeby replied, “ Mr. Burbank fell over some bacon on the station while helping to carry his box to the 
van, and has broken his leg.” .lohn Eyan (a contractor carrying mails from tho railway to the post 
office) was sent to call Hr. Wilson to attend to me just after the accident. Eyan came back to my 
house—in front of which both Mrs. Burbank and Mrs. George Howlett were standing. Eyan asked if 
the doctor had come yet. Mrs. Howlett knew Eyan well. She went over to liyan—onto the footpath 
next the road—and asked him, “How much is Mr. Burbank injured ’’ ? (The ’bus-driver had previously 
brought warning of the accident.) Eyan replied, “I don’t know; I didn't see the accident, but they said 
ho fell over something on the station in the dark.” Mrs. Burbank also asked liyan, 11 Did Mr. Burbank 
fall between the train and the platform.” Eyan replied, “J don't know, Mrs.: [ didn’t see it; but l tbmk 
ho had a buster and hurt his ankle.” Prank Grant (my stepson, aged 1G) asked Eyan how tho accident 
happened, and Eyan replied, “ I didn’t see it, hut I think lie tumbled over something in tho dark up at 
the station.” Dr. John S. Wilson attended at my house, and placed me under chloroform, while tho 
broken leg was being set. Constable Beeby remained with other persons in the room to assist Dr. Wilson.
Dr. Wilson asked Boeby, in the presence of about six persons, “ How did the accident happen r” Beeby 
replied, 11 Mr. Burbank was helping the porter to carry his box to the van, and fell over some bacon, in the 
dark, on the station; and its a wonder they havn’t more accidents there.” Beeby repeated this statement to 
Mrs. Burbank whilst he was standing in the dining-room having some whiskey before leaving tbe house.
Beeby made tbe same statement to Mr. J. Whitehead, hairdresser, of Tamworth, when having n shave in 
the morning. (See Whitehead’s court evidence.) Beeby also made the same statement to Mrs. George 
Hewlett, alone. The leg was broken at and above the knee-joint, obliquely—a compound fracture of the 
thighbone. The knee-cap was displaced, tearing the contiguous muscles and ligatures, i suffered serious 
shock to the system, and for some .weeks my life was despaired of. I endured extreme agony while lying 
on boards and a thin mattress for two months in the one position, and this pain and suffering continued 
with more or less severity from 2nd July,-1897, uniil March, 18DS. The boards wore then removed from 
the bed. During this period l was alternately moved from my bed to a bath-chair, and was in a condition 
that necessitated constant nursing night and day. My hair turned colour from dark brown to grey during 
the first month of my illness. 1 began to pass gallstones, which fhe doctor ascribed to the shock, 
as T had never before had ‘'similar experience. The little finger of my right hand was cut and 
bruised at tho time of the accident, by contact between the box and the ground, when I fell forward 
over the obstacle lying there. I was paralysed in the right hand and arm (consequent upon 
the injury when I fell) for four months. My eyesight has been affected injuriously, and I am now 
unable to read for any length of time. I was unable to discard the crutches until January, 189!) (nineteen 
months after the accident). In walking, it is necessary now (September, 1899) to use two sticks, and 1 
am permanently lamo. Although tho bono and muscles bare become attached again, tho injury has left 
the joint anchylosed, so that tho knee will only bend half way. The excessive osseous and 'muscular 
growths have enlarged tho knee-joint, aud above it, eo much thai. the knee is always in a bent-forward 
position, and so weak and flaccid that little weight for standing can bo put upon it. The fracture gives 
excessive pain with every net change of tho weather. 1 am continually subject to cramp in the leg- 
muscles. The foot on the same side is always swollen and painful, duo to fhe drawn-up lignfurcs ;md 
muscles, and the length of tho leg has decreased 1 inch, requiring a built-up boot to equalise the height.
Both right leg and knee arc essential factors in working the treadle-lathe in a dentist’s business ; but it 
is now impossible to uso the injured log with any strength, from tbe continued paiu, weakness, and stiff
ness. I am gaining unnaturally in weight, aud suffer in health through the want of exercise and inability 
to lake if. One month prior to the accident, on 2nd July, 1897, T was passed as a first-class life by the 
Widows' Assurance tiocicty medical referee m Tamworth. .Shortly after the accident I dictated a letter 
to my brother, Victor, who wrote to the Bailway Commissioners in Sydney, informing them of the 
accident, describing the manner of its occurring, with a reference to the had lighting, and also proffering 
an invitation to the Government Medical Officer to consult with Dr. Wilson regarding the injuries, Tho 
Eailway Department returned an answer by post-card to fhe effect “time they were satisfied with ihe 
inquiries made, and refused to accept.any responsibility.” The Tamworth Town Council, on or about the 
second week in July, 1897, discussed certain, complaints regarding the bad lighting on the local railway 
stations, East and West Tamworth, made by persons having business at them, and the aldermen drew 
attention to tho recent serious accident, in which a man's leg was broken. A resolution was passed 
authorising tho Mayor to sec the statioumastcr. and request him, in consequence of many complaints 
regarding the bad lighting at both stations, “to arrange for a hotter condition of lighting.” 1 consulted 
alocai solicitor, who obtained an opinion from abarrister. The barrister’s opinion was “that Mr. Burbank 
had a very strong cause of action against the Kailway Commissioners.” The solicitor received a complete 
list of witnesses’ names whom 1 considered would know sufficient of the facts regarding the accident, and 
the condition of tho lighting on tho station on tho morning of 2nd July, 1697, and of other matters relative, 
to ensure a successful result in iny action for damages against the Eailway Commissioners. The evidence of 
the witnesses, I believe, could easily have been obtained by the solicitor, either by commission rfe bene eeeeto 
examine one witness, then ill, and since dead, audio examine two other possible absentees, and tho remainder 
by voluntary attendance and subpoenas—in all, twenty-two witnesses—four!eon main witnesses and eight 
sub-witnesses. Between 2nd July, 1897, and tho appointed dale of tho trial, 9th April, ISOS, 1 was tuo ill to 
hoc witnesses personally, and my solicitor continuously assured me that he (the solicitor) was working hard 
and making every effort to secure tho attendance and evidence of all those persons named to him as 
possible witnesses. At tho same time the solicitor expressed an opinion that, as tho ease was such a 
clear and good one, it was more than probable the Eailway Commissioners would make advances to settle
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A, Burbank. t]ie case without law. About Christma? time, 1S97, tiie solicitor had made arrangements to go to 
Sydney, and it was decided between myself and him that he would see Mr. Oliver and explain the desire 

ug,, 1900. for an amicable settlement. On the sulieitor's return from Sydney he delayed a week before seeing me 
and then explained that ho had seen Mr. Oliver at the Test Match (cricket) then being played, but was 
referred by him to Mr. Thom (Solicitor to liailways). He then afterwards saw Mr. Thom, and said that 
Mr. Thom’s instructions from the Commissioners were to ^ fight” the ease. Tho trial, “ Burbank i>. 
Bailway Commissioners,” took place at Tamworth on 9th and lOtb April, 1898, before Judge Stephen and 
a jury of four. From fourteen main witnesses for the plaintiff, only one was called and gave evidence; and 
from eight sub-witnesses, only three were called and gave evidence; two others were called, but “ objected 
to.”
8. ilfr. Meagher.'} Who was your counsel on the occasion of your trial? Mr. Garland,
d. Chairman.] Who was your attorney ? Mr. F. W. Tribe. I have a report of the proceedings which
appeared in a local newspaper which I will now hand in. [Vide Appendix A.]
5. Hid you apply for a new trial ? The solicitor told me 1 could not apply when I wished to do so ; hut 
1 am sure that at the time T could have applied.
G. Could you have found the necessary funds had you wished to proceed? No; that was the difficulty I 
was in. 1 had to borrow money from my brother and others, and to raise money on my life insurance 
policy. I was nnable at that time to do anything at all. and I asked my solicitor if possible to apply for 
a new trial. That was about a fortnight after the case was heard when he came to see me. He then 
said. “You cannot; the notice of appeal must be given at the time of the verdict in the Court.” I said, 
“It seems a very peculiar thing, because other evidence might be discovered afterwards,” The solicitor 
replied, “ That may be so; but you cannot do anything now.”
7. Ho you think that if all your witnesses had been in attendance at tho trial a different verdict would 
have been recorded ? I am sure it would have been. I should like the Committee to draw their inference 
from what is said as to why witnesses were not there, I have obtained affidavits from the missing 
witnesses, and they are prepared to say what their reasons were for not appearing, willing as they were.
8. Ho you think they were influenced not to attend? There wras an under-current at work somewhere. 
Of course, Tamworth is only a small town, where almost everyone is a friend of some other person there.
9. You were doing a good business prior to this accident at Tamworth ? My returns showed that I was 
doing a business equal to £74 a month.
10. Your medical expenses, incidental to the accident, were very great? The doctor’s account was £84.
11. Hid you also lose your business ? I lost everything, absolutely.
12. What have you since been doing;—bow liave your family been living ? On the bounty of a great 
number of persons. I have bad to raise money by various ways. My brother lent me sufficient money 
with which to get along for the time being, but for a great number of mouths we were almost starving. 
1 made every effort to see the Commissioners and to ascertain if they would do anything for me. I got 
so low down that we were on the point of being turned out of the house because we could not pay the 
rent. I could not work, and had to get about with the assistance of crutches. My wife endeavoured to 
earn something by sewing work, but she succeeded in earning only a few shillings. I will mention to the 
Committee certain fads which came to light after the trial. .1. know now that my solicitor purposely 
prevented my witnesses from cominir near tbe Court. T have bad evidence to prove that willing witnesses 
could have been brought to the Court. The solicitor told me, in two instances, that the witnesses were 
absolutely hostile. 1 was sick and could not got out.—except in a Bath chair—and I had to trust to my 
solicitor during the whole time. I gave him tho names of all the witnesses, and referring to one of them 
he said : “ If you have this man he will do you more damage than enough. 1. have questioned him and 
can get nothing sensible out of him. He seems so opposed to you that 1 am afraid that if you put him in 
tho box what he would say would lead to your losing the case.” Beferriug to the same witness, I said : 
“ But he was on the platform, and if there is any justice in the case at all he would speak the truth.” He 
said: “ "What I intend doing is to subpoena the man in order to prevent the other side from getting him; 
because, you see, he is a friend of 'White, tho night officer.” I said: “That is very cruel.” With regard 
1 o another witness, a commercial traveller, whose name I gave to the solicitor, he said “Commercial 
travellers do not like being brought away from their business. He did not.actually sec the accident, and 
therefore he would be useless to us. If we take an unwilling witness into the box it is more than likely 
you would not get any good out of him.” And he added: “ Wo have so many witnesses that there is no 
fear of our losing the case.”
13. It was owing to the serious condition of your wife and your children, and your own condition, that 
some one in West Maitland advised you to apply fora Parliamentary Committee of lm|uiry ? Yes. I 
may say also that a majority of the people in Tamworth were incensed at the verdict given. There were 
a number of witnesses prepared to testify to the habitually bad lighting of tbe railway station, and I 
relied greatly on a resolution passed by the Tamworth Borough Council, which was to my mind strong 
evidence that at a previous time the station had been a badly lighted station. Tbe witness, John Beeby, 
the constable of whom I have already spoken, swore that he went through the parcel-room doors to get 
the ambulance stretcher ; but that fact does not appear upon tho Judge’s notes. I can prove that he said, 
“ 1 know the parcel-room door was open, because I went m to get the ambulance stretcher." Then the 
witness John Milligan says that Beeby was bolding me up at the back, and that he, Milligan, got the 
stretcher from off the two hooks on the platform. The stretchers, as the Committee are, perhaps, aware, 
are never kept in the parcel-room. The same man (Beeby) spoke to the doctor and to several persons in 
my bedroom, and distinctly said, in my hearing, and in that of others, that I fell over a side of bacon in 
tbe dark on the station, and he added, “Tboy will have a lot more accidents there.” lie also made a 
similar statement to Mr. George Howlett, who was living next door to us at the time, and who assisted to 
carry me down to the house. He asked how the accident had occurred, and Beeby said, “ Mr. Burbank 
fell over some bacon on the station.” At that time I had not the remotest idea what I had fallen over. 
If any one had said that I had fallen over a log of wood it would have been just the same to me. This 
man, Beeby, however, persistently said that I had fallen over a flitch of bacon, and it turned out in the 
court that it was so. The man made the statement to all the people in my bedroom, and to my wife 
outside in the dining-room. He made the same statement to Mrs. Howlett and to Frank Grant. He 
said, “ There was a bad accident at the station; Mr. Burbank has broken his leg.” He was asked how it 
“ occurred,” when he said that I had “ fallen over some bacon in the dark,” using exactly tho same words which
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he had used to Dr. "Wilson. It was to be presumed, therefore, that Beeby would have been a favourable A. Burbank, 
witness. Then there was John Ityan, the mail contractor, who took his bags from the station to the post- 1900.
oflice, aud who went for the doctor. He came back to my house, and Mrs. Howlett, who was standing on 
the footpath outside, and who knew him well as a long resident of the place, asked him how it was that I 
had been injured. He said he did not know, but that I had fallen over something at the station. My 
wife then said, “ Cannot you tell me how he was injured ; did he fall between the train and the platform .
Ho said that he did not see tbe accident, but that be had been up to the station for his bags._ He had left 
the platform within only one minute of the train going, liyan lost his contract for carrying the mails 
for somo reason I am not sure about, but at the time of the trial bo was put into the box and asked in 
whose employ lie then was, and he said that lie was in the employ of the Eailway Commissioners. With 
regard to the witness Beeby, I should like to say that three weeks or more before the court case came on 
he was in the horrors with drink. He shot a dog belonging to one of the residents of the place, and 
went out into the bush armed. He was captured .10 miles out in the bush by the police, was brought 
into the lockup, and was sent down to the receiving house in Sydney. On the second day of tho trial ho 
was wired for, and ir. the witness box he said that he had had a sunstroke, that the station was a well-lit 
station, and that he saw me trip over iny toes ; also that ho had not told Dr. Wilson, Whitehead, Mrs.
Burbank, Mrs. Howlett, Mr. Howlett, Victor Burbank, and Prank Grant, anything about the case at all.
The Judge said that Beebv seemed to be a straightforward honest man, and that it was more than, 
probablclie was telling the truth to the court. The only witnesses called to prove what Beeby had said were 
Dr. Wilson and the hairdresser; the others were left out. John Eyan in the court denied having said 
anything to Mrs. Burbank, or seeing her at all that morning. He said that he had not spoken to her 
about Ihe case in any way. Ho also denied seeing Mrs. Howlett, or speaking to her about tho case in any 
way. John Milligan, the hotel porter of whom I have already spoken, was at the wicket gate, and tho 
station was so imperfectly lit that I could not distinguish who he was until I heard his voice. He had done a 
good deal of work for me, and I knew his voice. That is how I recognised him. lie left Tamworth to 
work in Sydney, and he said beforehand that he would be willing to give evidence for me. He could have 
been subpoenaed; but my solicitor told me he could not find him anywhere. I found him afterwards.
Then Mr. Ben Owen, a commercial traveller, could have given valuable evidence for me ; but the solicitor 
prevented me from seeing him and finding out why it was he would not give evidence. Then Mr. George 
Tribe, the hairdresser at Tamworth, was subpoenaed by my solicitor, and was for two days attending the 
court without being called, as tbe solicitor bad said that he was adverse to me. My wife and I could 
have addressed him at the court; but did not do so, because we felt that if he were adverse, as tho solicitor 
had said, ho would be likely to he an enemy. Mrs. George Tribe was not called, and was not spoken of 
as a likely witness by the solicitor ; but has since said that at that time she was willing to attend at tho 
court. Mr. Victor Burbank, my brother, was on the station on tbe night of the accident. I had not 
seen him for a long time. He wished to tell me something of a private nature, and he said he would run 
up to see me awav as ho was to go away himself on the following day. He stood for twenty minutes on 
the platform, and saw me light a match to ascertain it the label was on my box. The box had been taken 
to the platform at 9 o’clock on the previous night by the carter and my stepson, and the custom has 
boon to put it in a spot indicated by tho port era so as to he convenient for the train. They would then 
get a railway label, address it correctly and stick it on tho box. The box has been placed there a full 
du/.cn times under similar circumstances, and has always gone away to its destination. On this particular 
night of the 1st J uly, my stepson placed a label as usual on tho box. He had someymmll parcels for mo, 
and asked the porter if he could leave them in the cloakroom. Tho porter said, *■ Xo, do not leave them 
iu the parcel-room, because tho parcel-room doors are always locked when the train comes in ; but put 
them inside the telegraph room door, and tell him where you have put them. He will then be able to get 
them when the train comes in at 2 o’clock.” I have always adopted that custom, and have taken, my 
parcels from there in order to save mo from taking them from the house. To see that the label was
sfrictly addressed when I came on to the platform at a quarter to 2 o’clock in the morning, it being a
dark aud foguv night, I walked to tho end of the platform and lit a match. This was before the train 
arrived, and the fact of my striking a match shows that I knew the place was badly lit; otherwise there 
would be no necessity for me to light a match. I saw that the label was correctly addressed. It had tho 
words, “ Tamworth ” and “ Gunnedah ” written on it in pencil; yet tbe night oliicer and the porter both 
swore that there was no label on tbe box, and that there was no address to it. I took the trouble
afterwards to tell them at the bouse to look when the box came back in order to see that the
label was there, and they told me that the label was there; but some one had been rubbing the names 
out. I have the label "with me; it still has marks of the pencil-written names, “Tamworth'1 aud 
“Gunnedah.” It can he seen from what remains that the two words were written upon the label, X 
got the lad to write roughly upon a piece of paper the words “ Tamworth ” aud “ Gunnedah ” as ho 
usually writes them, and I now produce the words so written, together with the label. It will be seen 
Unit tbe label has been rubbed. I have travelled a great deal with the hex, and 1 looked at h, as I say, 
to see that tho label was properly written. I satisfied myself that everything was correct. That was at 
a quarter to 2 o'clock. Tbe train was delayed three-quarters of an hour; hut the men to whom I refer 
sav that in the interval they looked at the box, and that there was no label upon it. Mr. Victor Bur
bank, my brother, was in the room with the doctor, and heard Beeby say what he had to say. I gave his 
name to the solicitor; but he said, “"Wo shall not want him.” My brother. 1 may say, was going to 
America. Then there was Mr, Eos., a commercial traveller. XVe have written to him, and ho says, that 
at no time has he known the station to he a brilliantly-lit station. Then there is Mr. A. J. Morris, an 
employee at Lewis Brothers, at Tamworth, who voluntarily went to the Court, aud remained there for 
two days, neglecting his business, in order that he might he called as a witness. I repeatedly told my 
solicitor to call him; but he neglected to do so. Mr. Morris has since given me an affidavit supporting 
what I say, He says that he went to the station to meet a friend, about three days before my accident, 
and that the station was so badly lit towards the end of the platform that he missed his friend, and could 
not see him. Then there is Arthur Pittman, an hotel-porter, who also promised to give evidence for me, 
and who was coming to the Court to do so. Previous to the case coming on, however, he was taken ill 
with typhoid fever, and was sent to tbe hospital. 1 begged my solicitor to get an affidavit from him ; but 
ho put me off from time to time, and said that tho man was unable to speak, and so forth, until the man 
died, and I could not get him, _
14. What would he have proved ? That thp station was dark, and was very badly lit, lo.
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A. 15. Mr, Meagher.'] Did he know o£ the condition of the station, as regards lighting, on the night of the
1 Ails 1900 ac(^cl1^ -^0 i hut lio said that lie could show that the station had always been a badly-lit station, 

5'’ • With regard to Mr. A. J. Cooke, commercial traveller, he gave me an affidavit to say that on. that
particular morning the station was very badly ht. lie remarked upon the fact on the morning on which 
the accident had occurred. I have affidavits from Mrs. George Tribe, Mr. George Tribe, Mr. Hen. Owen, 
Mr. ,T. Milligan, and Mr. A. .1. Cooke, all serving to show that the lighting was very bad at the time of 
t he accident. Mad these witnesses been called—that is to say, the principal witnesses of whom I have 
spoken—their evidence would have put quite a different complexion on tho case. I think that the jury 
were swayed in this way : in order to show them that the station was a very well lit station, the judge 
allowed them to go on to it on the first night of the trial. The station was magnificently lit up that 
night—the globes were all freshly cleaned, and new burners were put in, all the available lamps 
being lit.
1G. Chairman,] Did you accompany the jury ? No ; they did not say that I was to go up. 1 said 

• afterwards that I thought, for the sake of fairness, 1 should have been allowed to go, and to show the
jury how the lighting was at the-time of tho accident. Of course, any jury is affected by what they ’ 
sCe ; aud had the jury seen the station as I saw it, and as certain witnesses saw it, if; would have 
made a material difference in their minds. I wrote to my brother Victor, in America, and 1 told him 
that I had lost my case, and .1 will read to the Committee what ho says in reply.
17. Mr Meagher.] He was not there at the time of the accident ? No ; but he was there half an hour 
before the accident took place. He wrote to me as follows:—

Your news about _ tho absolute breakdown of your action against the railway people astounds me. I thought the 
case was as clear as daylight, and you had so many witnesses on your side, too. You do not give me full particular!!, more 
tha;] that it was proved that the station was well lighted, aud it was your own fault. That fact might have been 
sworn to, hut never proved ; that J will take my oath on. Hut you had that policeman (Beeby) on your side, for he 
saw the whole accident, or was he not called? I should have thought that his evidence would be moat conclusive and 
valuable. I remember well his describing how the accident occurred. It was through him that I knew the cause of Hie 
accident. Dr. Wilson asked him when lie was in the room with us all, how the accident occurred, anil he said that 
you had fallen over a flitch of bacon while helping tho porter to carry your box to the van, and he did not 
suppose you could see the bacon, as it was so dark there. 1 was surprised, for I thought it had been an accident 
with tho train itself. Now, I should have thought that no further evidence would he necessary on that point, 
because there were yourself, Dr. M ilson, Connie and Frank, and myself, present, when he explained it, and he 
said at the same time that there would be more accidents yet if they were not careful. And I would not 
wonder at it if there were, for the night 1 arrived—the night before your accident—there were no lights, except those 
under the verandah of the station, and they were miserable and dull enough. I did not know which end of the train the 
van was, it was so dark and misty-looking. I walked up to one end, and it was only by the noise of the engine and tho 
reflection from the (ire I knew where I was, because there was no light there. Then J went hack to the other end, and 
could see a pile of goods heaped on the platform ; but could not distinguish my portmanteau until I had lit a match and 
found it, and it was only as X was going up the platform that any light came, and it was from tho guard’s lantern, as be 
was coming back from the van. It must have been pretty dark, for he passed me without seeing me, until he hoard mo 
walking, and turned hia lantern on me, and I said, “Tam taking my portmanteau," and went on. I do wish I could have 
boon there to give evidence, for I saw the station three nights without lights—that is, outside the verandah. I mu sure 
that night I speak of, any one would be liable to fall over such a thing as half-a-dozen flitches of bacon, for I only saw the 
luggage at the van, because it was heaped up. I thought when I got out of the train what a dismal, miserable-looking 
station this is ; it seemed like going into a dead place, for even where there were lamps they looked swamped in dirt and 
scarce able to omit any light. Why, the whole town could have been able to testify to that. Well, that is one night I 
can swear there were no lights beyond the verandah, and the other ivns the night of the accident, when you and I stood 
talking on the platform, I told you then what a miserably-lighted place it waa, and pointed out to you how there were 
no lights on tho preceding night, for it recalled it to my mind when I saw you go to look if there was a ticket on your 
box, and struck a match to make sure they had put it on. Kven you, where we stood near the entrance, could not see 
past the dull patch of light. Y hen I left you, and was going home, I could not'help thinking that the station seemed to 
be completely dead. The third time I saw that thoro were no outside lamps was on tho night after the accident. When 
Connie came and took my place with you, I had a mouthful of supper and went home ; but on my way I thought, 1 ‘ Now, I 
will just go and see definitely to-night if t hose lamps are lit," for it waa just about time for the train to come from Brisbane 
end. 1 got there about ten minutes before it arrived; the time was about tenor fifteen minutes before 2 a.m. (I was thinking 
of Sydney at the moment, and waited until it loft), and no more light was shown than those ol the previous nights, viz., under 
tho verandah. I think if I were you 1 should mention this to your solicitin', and see if my evidence taken hero, or a statement 
made before a local J.P., would be accepted, for these are facts J can swear to. But if they would not hear Beeby, the 
policeman, as a witness, perhaps they would not hear me. It seems that he and I are the most important witnesses, for 
he described the accident to us in your bedroom—to Dr. Wilson and lis all—and I can swear that on throe consecutive 
nights as to their being no lights beyond the verandah. And from what I reinemher of tbe position of the station and your 
box when I saw you looking at it with a match, you must'have been in a very dull light, because it would be about half 
way, I should judge, between tbe dull verandah light and the unlighted lamp on the platform, and therefore Booby’s 
explanation that ho did not suppose you could sec the bacon as it was so dark seemed so reasonable. I remember, 
further, that there was a sort of mist or dullness in the nights at that time, making it all the more necessary for good lighting,
I have good cause to remember it, for I caught, a cold iu the damp air tliat I have not completely7got over even yet. Now, 
Ah, 1 do not know that there is more that 1 can say, only that if you find tliat rny.evidonce would count, if the case be not 
absolutely past, I will do all iu my power to get it to you as soon as you should notify me. I do so heartily regret that I 
should be away, for I am sure that they could not refuse to hear me; or else, where would the justice he ?
I will now read to tho Committee some of the affidavits to which I have referred. The first is tho affidavit 
of John Milligan, and is as follows :—
New7 South Wales,! 

to wit. /
I, John Milligan, of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, waiter and night porter, do hereby solemnly 
declare and affirm that: J have been living for some months in Sydney, but for eighteen years before I was living iu and 
about Tamworth ; I was there at the time that Mr. Burbank met with his accident; I believe it was the 2nd July, IS!)7 ;
I knew him well ; I know the railway station there well; I was at that time night porter at Pugh’s “Royal Hotel," and 
it was part of my business to attend at the trains coming in and going nut at the station ; I went up there on the night of 
the accident on the ’bus ; I used to travel backwards and forwards on the ’bus ; 1 saw the condition of the station that 
night as to lighting ; I can swear most positively that it was not lit up, and that lamps were not well alight so that people 
could see readily all ever the station ; 1 know that tho side lamps in the side yards were not alight; I say positively that 
the front doors of the parcels room facing the platform were not open and throwing a light on to the platform ; I say that 
the platform was comparatively dark, and was not well lighted ; I had to he on the platform that night more than once in 
my business; I had to meet the passengers at the quarter to 2 train tliat morning; the train was late about half or three- 
quarters nf an hour, and I sat on a box at tbe Sydney end, waiting for the train to come in, and I could then see that the 
outside lamp at that end of tho platform was not lighted without moving, aud tliat the platform was net well lighted, aud 
when I rose from my seat 1 saw that the parcels room doors were not open hut closed; the telegraph room door was open, but 
did not give much light; there were no passengers for me that morning, so that I had nothing to distract my attention 
from what was going on ; I went up and down the platform in front of the train, as it was my custom, asking for 
passengers ; there were none, and I saw then that the whole platform was in total darkness; I had seen Mr. White, the 
night officer before this ; I saw Mr. Bnrbank on the station making ready to go away before the train came in ; I saw him 
go across the platform, and fight a match to look for his luggage apparently ; I and the ’busman waited till the train had

- gone.
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gone, and then started to go home, and as the ’bus was passing the little gate at the end of the station-house, someone A. Bnrbank,
called out to bring the ’bus to take a man that had broken his leg ; Frank VYakeiy was driving the ’bus; he turned round f » A
and drove close against the fence in which the gate was, and I could not see the fence, as tho lamp at the end of the plat- 1 Ang., 1900.
form was not alight, till we were close against it; it was slightly foggy, and I then saw someone lying on the ground near '
the Armidale end, under the verandah, and the Policeman Beeby holding someone up ; although I knew Mr, Burbank so
well, I could not recognise him for want of light, even when I was pretty close to him ; someone said, “ Bring a light,” and
Mr, White, the night-officer, went away and got a lantern and turned it on to Mr. Burbank’s face ; 1 hod previously said,
“ Who is it ?" and somo person replied, “It’s Mr, Burbank ; 1 think he has broken ins logwhen he heard me speak he 
said, “Is that you, John ?" I said, “Yes ; what’s the matter, Mr. Bnrbank?” I. have read in a newspaper report of the 
case that Mr. White said he never had his lamp out of Ins hand ; 1 say, if he said so, that is not a correct statement; I saw 
him go with his tablet and his lamp towards the ticket-office ; ho put his lamp down on the stool outside, went into the 
ticket-office, left Ills tablet there, and came out, leaving his lamp on the form, and did not pick it up till he went to get it, 
when someone called for the light; it was proposed to put M r. Burbank on a door and take him to the ’bus, hut I said 
“There’s the ambulance,” and I went to where it was hanging, and got it down ; it was not in good order, and, after a little 
trouble, I got it right, and Mr. Bnrbank was put on it; at Mr. Buthank's request 1 went to the “ Imperial Hotel,” at tho 
opposite corner, to wake up his brother, and then came back ; Mr. Burbank then requested me to go down and break the 
news as gently as T could to his wife, and as time was going on, aud wo had to catch the next train, we started, and on tho 
way wo stopped, and I told Mrs. Burbank what had happened; I have read in the before-mentioned report that Constable 
Beeby swore that he went into tho parcels room and got the ambulance ; I say this statement if made is untrue, for the 
ambulance was not kept in the parcels’ room, and he did not got it, bat I did, and the constable was still standing behind 
Mr. Burbank, holding him up by the shoulders ; on that same morning I saw Ryan, the mait-imin, go hurriedly across tho 
platform with hia mail-bags ; T was for a whole twelvemonth going to and from the train, most often twice every night, 
and I left last January; the platform was not well lighted, and frequently at the back of the platform tho lamp was not 
lighted at all, and I have lit it from tho step of the ’bus, and have climbed up and lit it when the ’bus has gone a littlo too 
far ; it was a well-known fact how badly tho place was lighted ; I have seen passengers who were strangers frequently 
stumbling at tho steps through there not being sufficient light; for a littlo while nftcr the accident tire place was lit up 
better, and then it all died down again; if the night-officer, or anyone else, swore tho place was well lighted on tho night of 
the accident, and for some time before, I say positively it is not the truth. And I make this solemn declaration as to the 
matters aforesaid, according to the law iu this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully 
false statement in any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Tamworth, this 2.1st day ) JOHN YJILLIGAN.

of November, a.d., 1898, before me,— \
W. E. Texty, J.P.

18. "Who prepared that affidavit? Mr. R. AV. Thompson. I Slave also received the following letter from
Mr. Gcorgo Howlett:— . * .
Mr. A. E. Burbank.

Hear Sir, Fitoroy-street, Tamworth, 18 July, 1809.
Yours of yesterday’s date, rc stretcher, to hand. In reply I bog to state tliat I went to the railway station this 

morning, and the stretcher was there, hung on two iron brackets just outside the parcel-room door. The brackets are 
fixed on the Sydney side of the doorway, and the stretcher occupies about two-thirds of the wall space lietween the parcel- 
room doors and tho weighing machine. Y’ours faithfully,

GEO. HOWLETT.
19, Ton can show that that is Mr. Hewlett’s handwriting ? Yes; tho following also is Mr, Hewlett’s
declaration:— .
New South Wales, )

to wit. j '
I, George Howlett, of Tamworth, in the Colony of Now South Wales, teacher of shorthand, do hereby solemnly declare 
and affirm that: I know Mr. Albert E. Burbank, formerly of Taimvorth, dentist, and I remember his being hurt on the 
Tamworth railway station on tho morning of the 2nd of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ; at that time 
he and Mrs. Burbank occupied one-half of the house in which I was living in Tamworth ; I heard of the accident to Mr. 
Burbank through one John Milligan, and I being then in bed, got up, dressed myself, aud hurried out to sco what was tho 
matter; I met the party \vho were carrying Mr. Burbank on a stretcher, and I then assisted to carry him ; one of tho 
party was a man named Beeby, who was then a constable, but who has since resigned from the Force for some reason ; I 
asked Beeby how fhe accident happened, and he said Mr. Bnrbank was helping to carry his box to tho van, when ho 
tripped over a side of bacon, and hurt his leg, and 1 believe it is broken ; I noticed that the morning was dark and foggy. 
And I make this solemn declaration as to the matter aforesaid, according to the law in this behalf made, aud subject to 
the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Tamworth, this 4th day | GEO. HOWLETT.

of July, A.D., 1899, before me,— j
C. Hewitt, J.P.

20. Where waa Mr. Hewlett when the case waa being tried at Tamworth ? He waa at hia business at 
Tamworth, and conld have been easily called as a witness. The other affidavits are as follows:—
New South Wales, 1 

to wit, j
I, Aicrmin J. Mokeis, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, draper, do hereby solemnly declare and affirm that; 
In the middle of the year 1S97, I was residing in Tamworth, being then in the employ of Messrs. Lewis Brothers there ; 
1 knew Mr. A, E. Bnrbank, who was then also residing in Tamworth, and practising as a dentist; I heard that he met 
with a severe Occident on the railway station at Tamworth on the morning of the 2nd of July in that year ; I was on the 
platform of the station at Tamworth on a morning a few days before that date to meet a friend who was going to Sydney 
by the morning train, bnt I found that the station was so badly lighted, from the fact that there was no lamp lit from 
under the platform verandah, that I could not see whether my friend had arrived or not; to my knowledge, tho Tamworth 
station was generally very badly lit; I attended at the Court on Mr. Burbank’s case for two days, but I was not called as 
a witness. And I make this solemn declaration as to the matter aforesaid, according to the law in this behalf made, and 
subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, ) ARTHUR JAMES MORRIS,

this 7th day of August, a.d., 1899, before me,— (
J. E. Hall, a Commissioner for Affidavits for New South Wales, residing in Queensland. 

Statutory Bkclaration.

I, Prank Grant, moulder, of Elgin-stroct, West Maitland, late of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, aged 17, 
do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows I am step-son to Mr. Burbank, dentist; I know that lie was injured 
in Tamworth, 2nd July, JR97 ; I assisted a carter on previous occasions to 1st July, 1897, to deliver Mr. Burbank’s dental 
box at the Tamworth railway platform ; I did assist the carter on the night of 1st July, IS97, about 9 p.m., and I saw the 
box placed at a spot near tho parcel-room, as instructed to so place the lx>x by a porter ; I procured a railway label, aud 
wrote on it in distinct letters the words “ Tamworth, Gunnedah,” and I pasted the label firmly and in a conspicuous place 
on the top end of the box ; I have on many previous occasions written Mr. Burbank’s destination of journeys on similar 
labels, and on all other occasions the box has arrived at its addressed town ; if, as I am informed, that the porter and night- 
officer both stated in Court that there was no addressed label on Mr. Burbank’s box—if they stated it, I say that they 
spoke untruths, because I have removed the label that I put on from off the box since the accident, and it still bears my 
writing, although an attempt has been made by some person to rub the label and writing, and so partly destroy its 
legibility ; I knew Constable Boeby; he said to me on the morning of End July, 1897, these words, “Mr. Burbank fell

over
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A. Burbank, over a side of bacon in tbe dark up at tbe railway station”; I knew a man named John Ityan; be spoke to me on themorning 
A-—^ of 2nd July, 1897 ; he was standing in front of Mr. Burbank’s house, and 1 asked him if he knew how tbe accident 

1 Aug., 1900. happened ; Ryan replied, “ I do not know, 1 did not see it; but I think he tumbled over something in the dark up at the 
station"; at the same hour on 1st J nly, 1897, about 9 p.m., I placed some parcels of Mr. Burbank’s inside the entrance 
doors to the telegraph office at the railway station (after delivering the dental-box) instead of in the parcel-room ; I was so 
advised by a porter, because he said that at the early morning train, and on its arrival, the parcel doors were always closed. 
Aud I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act 
made and passed in the ninth year of tho reign of her present Majesty, intituled “ an Act for the more effectual Abolition 
of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various (Departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substi
tute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Declared at West Maitland, this 31st day ) D. GRANT,

of July, 1900, before me,— j
N. Black, J.P.

Statutory Declaration.

I, Constance Burbank, of West Maitland (late of Tamworth), wife of Albert Burbank (dentist), in the Colony of New 
South 'Wales, dentist, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—T was informed of the accident to my husband 
on the morning of 2nd July, 1897, and was standing in front of my house in company with Mrs. Geo. Hewlett; I there 
saw a man named John Ryan, mail contractor, who was then returning from warning Dr. Wilson of tho accident; Ryan 
asked if the doctor had arrived, and Mrs. Howlett spoke to him ; ] also spoke to Kyan, and addressing him, said, “Did 
Mr. Burbank fall between the train and the platform '! " and he replied to me m the following words :—“ T do not know, 
Missus ; I did not see it (meaning the accident); but I think he has had a ‘ buster ’ and hurt bis ankle ” ; I also know a 
man named Beeby, who was then a constable of the New South Wales police ; on 2nd July, 1897, I saw him in the bedroom 
whilst Dr. Wilson was attending to my husband ; I there heard Dr. Wilson ask Constable Beeby how the accident occurred, 
and I heard Beeby' reply in the following "words, as nearly as I can remember :—“ Mr. Burbank was helping the porter to 
carry his box to the van, and fell Over a side of bacon in the dark on the station, and it is a wonder they have not had 
more accidents there, it is so dark ” ; after Beeby had finished assisting Dr. Wilson, I gave him a drink of whisky in my 
dining-room, and Beeby then voluntarily repeated his previous statement made to Dr. Wilson as to how the accident 
occurred ; and Beeby further told me that he saw Mr, Burbank light a match, and go up to where his dental-box stood 
on the platform, and he said that he then noticed how dark and badly lit the' station was. And I make this solemn 
declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made aud passed in the 
ninth year of the reign of her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual Abolition of Oaths aud Affirmations 
taken and made in various Departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu 
thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Declared at West Maitland, this 31st day J CONSTANCE BURBANK,

day of July, 1900, before me,— ( „
C. W, Holmes, J.P,

New South Wales, )
to wit. ( .

I, Emily Howlf.tt, of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, married woman, do hereby solemnly declare and 
affirm that :—I know Mr. Albert Merdine Burbank, formerly of Tamworth ; I knew him at the time he met with an 
accident on the railway station at Tamworth, and broke his leg ; I knew Constable Beeby at that time ; ho was in my 
house the morning of the accident ; I spoke to him there ; I addressed him, and asked him flow the accident happened, 
and he replied to me in the following words, as nearly as I can remember:—“He fell over some bacon on the platform ” ; I 
am informed, and verily believe, that the said Constable Beeby was asked in Court, at Tamworth, when giving his evidence 
in Mr. Burbank’s case, whether be told me that the accident happened by Mr. Burbank falling over some bacon on the 
platform, and he then denied that he had told me so ; I say that if he gave that evidence he told an untruth. And 1 make 
this solemn declaration as to the matter aforesaid according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment 
by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at West Maitland, this 0th day 1 EMILY HOWLETT.

of January, A.D. 1899, before me,— J
Thos. Hughes, J.P.

New South Wales,'! 
to wit. J

I, George Tribe, of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, hairdresser, do hereby solemnly declare and affirm that! —
1 know Mr. Albert E. Burbank, formerly of Tamworth aforesaid, dentist; I heard of his being hart on the railway station 
at Tamworth on the morning of the 2nd day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ; 1 was on the platform 
of that station with my wife on tliat morning ; 1 was seeing her off to Sydney by the train which should leave there about
2 o'clock in the morning ; I saw the said Mr. Burbank that morning, but I did not see the accident; he was coining on to the 
station when I first saw him, where there was light enough in the hall of the station to See him ; I then saw him sitting 
on a seat, and pointed him out to my wife; I could not distinguish his features, and my wife asked me how I knew him in 
the dark, and I explained that I had seen him before that morning in the light of the hall; the platform was very badly 
lighted, and towards the Armidale end it looked to me quite dark ; it was, in my opinion, disgracefully lighted, and was 
made worse by the lamps being dirty. And 1 make this solemn declaration as to the matter aforesaid according to the 
law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such 
declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Tamworth, this Cth day ( GEORGE JAMES TRIBE,

of July, a.b. 1899, before me,— )
L. Hyman, J.P,

In the Supreme Court of 1 
New South Wales. J

Albert Ewardine Burbank, Plaintiff, and the Commissioners for Railways, Defendants.
I, Mary Tribe, the wife of George Tribe, of Tamworth, do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—I Was On tho 
railway station at Tamworth early in tho morning of the second day of July, in the year one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-seven ; I intended to go to Sydney by the train which should leave Tamworth at ten minutes to 2 that morning; 
my husband accompanied me to the train, which was late that morning ; in consequence of the delay, my husband aud 
myself were kept at the station about three-quarters of an hour ; we went to a carriage as soon as the train came in, and 
my husband saw me into the carriage ; before I got in I had observed how dark the station was, and how badly it waa 
lighted ; I observed that the lamp at the Sydney end of the station, beyond the platform, was not lighted at all; I know 
that the platform itself was badly lighted, and whilst I was waiting for the train I observed this ; I saw some one sitting 
on a seat on the platform, and my husband pointed him out to me as Mr. Bnrbank (who was afterwards hurt); I could not 
distinguish his features as it was too dark, and I asked my husband how he could tell him in the dark, and he replied that 
he had seen him come in through the hall of the station, which was lighted ; I saw my husband talking to the night officer 
just before the train came in ; i said to my husband, “ How dreadfully dark the station is ; what a shame it is not lighted 
better” ; it was quite dark to me beyond the clock on tbe station from where I was sitting, which was at the Sydney end of 
the platform, and I got into a carriage outside the aiming or verandah of the platform, and then saw that the lamp outside 
was not alight on the Sydney end ; I saw there was a light in the waiting-room and under the clock when we came on to 
the station, and the centre lamp was lit just before the train came in, bnt these lights did not give sufficient tight, in my 
opinion. And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true as to the matters aforesaid 
according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully fake statement 
in any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Tamworth, this 4th day "l MARY7 TRIBE,

of July, a.d. 1899, before me,— f
W. E, Sexty, J.P. I,
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Statutory Declaration.

I, Benjamin James Owen, of 288, Susses-street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, manufacturer, do solemnly A. Burbank.
and sincerely declare :—I very well know Mr. A. E, Burbank, formerly of Tamworth, dentist, who, as I am informed, and *
verily believe, met with an accident on the railway platform at Tamworth oa the morning of the second day of July, 1897 : j ^Uj, jgyg
I was on that railway platform early on the morning of that day, as 1 intended to be a passenger by the Brisbane mail ‘
train, which was about to arrive from Sydney, and which was timed to leave Tamworth at 2 o'clock a m. ; I was at the
Sydney end of the platform, whore my carriage was, and I declare positively that that end of the platform was not properly
or suifieiently lighted that morning, but very indistinctly lighted, the light being very low and dim—too dim altogether ;
the lights are ever so much better now ; I do not believe that the first lamp at the Sydney end was lit at all—at any rate,
tho far end was in total darkness ; I saw the said Mr. Burbank on tho platform that morning, and though I passed him
pretty close, I could scarcely recognise him on accountof the dim light, indeed the fact is I passed him without recognising
him until he spoke to me, and he was then standing between tho main door of entrance and the Sydney end of tho
platform. Audi make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions
of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of tbe reign^of her present Majesty, intituled “ Au Act for the more effectual
Abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various Departments of the Government of New South Wales,
and to substitute Declarations iu lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and
Affidavits.”
Declared at Sydney, this 3rd day of) BENJAMIN JAMES OWEN.

August, 1S99, before me,— (
Georcie Watt, J.P.

New South Wales ) 
to wit. (

I, A. J. Cook, commercial traveller, representing Biddcll Bros , wholesale confectioners, of Darling Harbour, Sydney, in 
tho Colony of New South Wales, do hereby solemnly declare and ailirm that :—

1. I arrived^at the Tamworth railway station by the Brisbane mail, on tbe morning of the 2nd day of July, 1897,
from Walcba-road ; I heard that Mr, Burbank, dentist, had met with an accident that morning; on arrival I 
noticed ttie lighting of the station, and it was very poor.

2. I have always looked upon the Tamworth railway station as am imperfectly lighted one.
And I make this solemn declaration as to the matter aforesaid according to the law in this behalf made, and subject 

to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement iu any such declaration.
Subscribed and declared at Sydney,this 3rd day j ALEX. J. COOK,

of August, a.d. 1899, before me,— f ■
E. H. Burton, J.P.

With regard to Mr. George Tribe, I should like to say that he ia willing to make an affidavit to this 
effect: That on the night when the jury went out to see the lighting of the station he stood on the plat
form, and made this remark to the station-master, Mr. Wise :—“ Come, Wise, this is too had ; you are 
lighting the place up brilliantly. It is nothing like what it was when 1 saw it on the morning of the 
accident.” The station-master shrugged his shoulders, and said, " I have to do it, you know.” If T had 
been able to produce this witness lie would have given this evidence for me, and other evidence which 
would have been valuable. There is a discrepancy between the evidence of White (the night officer) and 
the evidence of Playford (the porter). White said, “ I lit the gas on the platform for the passenger train.
I lit three under the awning, and one on each side of the awning, outside post-lamps. Playford came on 
duty at 1 o'clock. I was still on duty. I lit the five in the earlier part of the night. After the passenger 
train left I turned out the posLlamps and the middle lamp of the three. I saw Playford light the ones 
on the posts and the middle one.”

TmfllSDAY, 2 AUGUST, 1900.
^rrurnt:—

Mr. DJG-HT, Me. EDDEN,
Mr. THOMAS BROWN, Me. NICHOLSON,

Mr. SPENCE.
J. GILLIES, Esq., in the Chaib.

Albert Burbank recalled and further examined ;—
21. Chairman^] You wore referring at the close of the sitting of the Committee yesterdav to some dis- A, Burbank, 
crepaney between the evidence of White and Playford P Yes ; I read an extract from the Judge's notes - t 
showing what White had said. According to the report of the local newspaper Playford said,—“ I went 2 Aug., 1900. 
on duty at 1 a.m. on the 2nd July. All the lamps on the station were alight. The night officer would
light some of the lamps, and it was my duty to light any that I did not find lighted. When I came on 
duty on the 2nd I lighted the two post-lamps outside the covered way, and tho lamp in front of tho 
ladies waiting-room. J'he others I found alight,” Those that he found alight were two under the 
awning. When he came on duty he says that lie lit the outer post-lamps aud the one over the ladies’ 
waiting-room. White says that when the 9 o’clock train went out he turned out the two post-lamps and 
the one under the centre of tho awning. He was crosK-esamined by Mr. Garland, and lie said. “ I did 
not see Playford light the lamps. 1 saw him go to do so.” I should'be glad if the Committee would 
obtain a copy ot the resolution passed by the lamworth Borough Council referring to the bad lighting of 
the station. I saw it in print, but I have not a copy. The resolution was carried in July, 1897,“and it is 
important, because tho evidence in my ease hinged upon the good or the bad lighting of the station. 1 
should also like to get an exact record of the gas consumed on tho Tamworth railway station for the 
three months prior to July, 3S9i, and for the three months after that date, iu order that it mav be seen 
whether or not there was an increase during the latter period. I do not know what the proceedings of 
tho Committee will be, or whether when tho other side put their ease I shall have a replv, but, in case 1 
have not, I should like to make my wishes known now. There is another matter I should”like to find out.
I have every reason to believe that tho station-masters are paid a bonus—whether they get it directly or
not I do not know—to run the stations jis cheaply as they possibly can, and for that reason the station ar
Tainnorth has been notoriously badly lit. I have affidavits going to support my contention that the 1
station was very badly lit on the morning of tbe accident.
22. ̂ Mr, AifAii.] Can you prove that the station-masters do receive bonuses of the nature you describe ?
It is known in the Railway Department. J liave beard it from railway men themselves, it is a difficult 
matter for mo to produce them. It occurred to me that there might be a record in the Department, 
because if the practice were followed it would be done under cover of something or would be done

254 D openly.
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A. Bnrbank, openly. I am told by commercial travellers and by railway men that it ia a recognised thing that station- 
masters are paid bonuses for running the stations as cheaply as possible. ’When I left Tamworth, after

2 Aug., 1900. kein„ j]] there and impoverished lor nearly twelve months, I was oat of business, I was not earning 
anything, and I was under very great expense. I felt that there was something amiss, and that my 
witnesses had not been called correctly. I was sure that, if I had received better advice, I could bring 
the whole matter to a more definite conclusion. I therefore asked the Kailway Commissioners to give me 
a pass for myself and family to West Maitland. They sent me a pass, and when it was presented to the 
station-master (Wise) on the railway station he made this remark, 11 Damn the fellow aud his pass.”
I should be glad if the Committee would obtain for me the departmental record of John White, who 
was night oflicer on 2nd July, 1897, aud tbe same record of Playford, the porter, at that date, from 
the Police Department I should like to have the record of Constable Beeby, late of the force. It would 
include the report from the police at Tamworth, and the medical report in reference to Beeby in 
the month of May, 1898, covering, of course, the period up to his resignation.
23. Chairman J What ia your object in trying to get these records ? To show that these men were so 
unreliable that they were willing to swear anything. They committed absolute perjury. 1 should like 
also the report from the railway people as to Wise’s statement that no complaint had ever been made of 
the had lighting on the Tamworth station. To qualify that, I quote the fact that a man named Morrison 
had his leg broken through falling off a portion of the Tamworth platform, about the year 1890. If this 
matter comes before the Kailway Commissioners they may read this, and take it upon themselves to hold 
an inquiry into Wise’s conduct; and it is only in that connection that I make the statement that Wise 
has left his work during business hours to show intending tenants over his houses.
24. You want to show that he frequently neglected his duty ? Yes. I desire also to make this state
ment : That Harry Couseus, the foreman of the jury, was drunk during two days after the case, and was 
seen arm-in-arm with Wise, the station-master. I have a witness who saw him. Whether my solicitor 
will produce him now or not, I do not know. My solicitor is against me now. He tried to show his 
friendship to me in many ways to hide his dcfieiences. He told mo of this occurrence after the case ; 
but I have another witness who saw Cousens.
25. Mr. DryAtf.] Who is Cousens ? A stock and station agent, Wise, the station-master, is a personal
friend of Mr. Tribe, the solicitor. Cousens, who waa foreman of the jury, is also a personal friend of 
Tribe's. , ,
26. Chairman.] This being a civil case, had yon any opportunity of fixing the jury—of seeing that it was
composed of men who would be likely to go straight ? I was only able to speak with my solicitor when 
I was brought down in a cab to the Court. I saw among the eight jurymen on the panel Cousens, They 
balloted for four, and Cousens was one of the number chosen. _
27. Mr. 2?ddcti.] Did you challenge or object to any of the jurymen ? Ho ; I left that to my solicitor. 
He told me that Cousens had business with the Commissioners, and I said, “ We had better cross him 
off,” Tribe said, “No ; do not cross him off; he is bound to he with us.” I should like to refer to some 
remarks of the Judge in quoting excerpts from some other judgments, because it had some influence 
probably upon the jury. He said, addressing the jury, “ If you give a verdict for the plaintiff you 
must remember that our experience is that where professional men claim substantial damages, and get 
them, it is not long before they have their surgeries and waiting-rooms full of patients, and have more 
business than they were doing previously; and on account of this, when a medical man gained a large 
sum of money from the Kailway Commissioners after the Kedfern railway accident, a special Act was 
passed bv which the amount was limited to £2,000.” Looking towards the barristers, Judge Stephens 
said, “ Some of the legal gentlemen will remember the case I refer to.” Mr. Scholes said, “ Yes, 
your Honor—Dr. Maher.” The Judge replied, “lam hot mentioning names; but that is the case I 
refer to.” Again he said, “ You must also remember this, gentlemen of the jury, in considering your 
verdict: The plaintiff may be injured; hut it is a question as to how much he is injured, and how far 
his injury will affect his chance of renewing his business, because, gentlemen of the jury, a man may 
have an accident which has the appearance of being of a permanent character, and yet it is not 
so; but I will cite you the case of a very serious accident, more serious than this one, that happened to a 
gentleman, a Member of Parliament, who had both his arms and bis legs cut off, aud yet was able to mount 
his horse and ride; and he could shoot, and a very good shot he was, too. So, gentlemen of the jury, you 
will he guided by this case when considering your verdict.”
28. Chairman.] I presume he was referring to the House of Commons case ? Yes,
29. But the member, I thought, wras born, in that way ? Yes; I merely mention the matter, because I 
wished to point out that cases of tliat sort going to a jury must have a very strong effect upon them. It 
seemed to me, from hearing the Judge cite such a case for the information of the jury, that he favoured 
the defendant. It must be taken in conjunction with the fact that he allowed tfie jury to attend the 
railway station at night, when the station authorities lit every lamp—there being newly-deaned globes 
^ith fresh burners, making a really brilliantly-lit station, and his not having the sense of justice to insist 
upon me, the plaintiff, going to the station also, and showing the jury how I saw it on themorning of the 
accident. I consider that that was not a just way in which to treat a plaintiff, "What I say may seem 
irrelevant, but when I come to the end of the case, I think the Committee will see that it has every 
bearing upon the final position in which I find myself at this moment. It is known, of course, that the 
verdict was for the defendants. Before leaving the Court, a message was sent to me through my solicitor 
that the Commissioners could be approached by friends of mine—that if they would make representations 
to the Commissioners it was possible that they might make a grant of money to me. They quoted the 
case of a reverend gentleman—a Catholic priest—who was injured, and to whom the Commissioners gave 
a sum of money upon such representations. Two of my friends were in communication with the solicitor, 
Mr. Tribe, and they met together with the intention of sending a joint letter to the Commissioners. 
Tribe was to write it. He came to my house and told me that the letter had been written and sent to the 
Commissioners. At that time, knowing how unjust the verdict was, I asked Tribe if it were not possible 
to appeal against it. He said, “No, we are too late ; the notice had to he given op the termination of the 
case.” On the occasion of another visit, Tribe said that he had received a private message from his 
agents in Sydney, Messrs. Curtiss and Barry, to the effect that his letter had been received by the Com
missioners, and was being favourably considered. He said his agents had special means of knowing what 
took place in the Commissioners’ office. I wrote a letter to one of the local newspapers, tbe Tamworth 
Mews, the original of which I now produce. It is as follows:—

To
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To the Editor,— Hiil-strect, Tamworth, 15 April, 1898. A. Burbank.
Sir, *

Will you kindly grant me apace in your next issue to express my heartfelt and grateful thanks to those fellow 2 Aug. 1900. 
townsmen—both witnesses and friendly supporters—who so loyally stood by me in my recent Court trials. It is not politic *
for me to vent any personal animus or reiterate publicly my own convictions regarding the case, but it may be granted that I 
am appalled at the serious financial results tho verdict has thrown upon me, and, added to my physical disablement, the 
outlook may truly be a dark one. I acted throughout as the spirit of truth dictated to me, hut the uncertainty of law 
results is amply indicated in this case.

I shall bo favoured if my friends and sympathisers will accept an open invitation to at any time call and see me 
for an exchange of opinion, as I am unable to leave tho house.

Very faithfully,
A. BURBANK.

30. That letter did not appear in the newspaper? Jfo. It was returned to me, with an intimation from 
the editor, Mr. Joseph, who is since dead, that Mr. Tribe thought it best not to publish it, as it would 
spoil my chances with the Commissioners, and Tribe’s efforts, with other friends, to induce them to assist 
me financially. Joseph afterwards told me tliat the Commissioners were sending up for copies of the 
local newspapers to see the report of the case. I could not get a correct opinion as to the appeal. I was 
in this position at that time : I was unable to afford any money to pay lawyers fees further than, the men 
I had employed; hut I felt that there was something amiss. I did not wish to show my feeling of 
resentment towards Tribe; but I was at the same time afraid to consult other solicitors, for fear they 
might communicate with him. I asked Mr. Joseph, the editor, how long an appeal would lie after a case 
had been decided. He did not know. He said also, “I think you would be wise to let the business stand 
as it is, and put u^i with the verdict, because the Kailway Department would fight you with all their 
power to beat you. ’ I again saw Tribe, and he said everything was going favourably in connection with 
the matter, and that the Commissioners had sent up for copies of the local newspapers.
31. Mr. Eddr,n.~] Before you proceed further with your explanation 1 should like to ask you a few 
questions. On the morning of the accident, you had a box on the platform. What became of that box 
after the accident;—was it taken straight away from the station on that morning ? iNb; on the next 
morning, at about II o’clock.
32. In whoso charge was the box up to that time? In charge of the railway authorities.
33. Did you book the box ? There was no necessity to do so.
34. Was it not overweight ? No. I am allowed to carry 85 lb., and the box was only SO lb.
35. Was it labelled ? Tes. That is sworn to in affidavits.
36. Was it the box falling upon your leg that caused it to bo broken ? That is what one man says was 
the cause: but I have au affidavit to prove that he has committed perjurv..
37. Chairman?] Did Tribe submit to you a copy of the letter which he says he sent to the Railway Com
missioners ? No. Briefly stated the case is this i-Mr. Harry Stoddart called upon me at mv house, and 
said, “ Some friends of yours with myself are having a letter sent to the Commissioners, asking them to 
consider the case, and see if they can give you a grant of money. Tribe is acting for us, and will write 
the letter. I want you not to place too much reliance upon what may be done as tbe outcome of that 
letter. So yon may put the matter entirely from your mind now, and see by and by what will come of 
it.” His object was to dissuade me in my then state of health from dwelling too much upon the possi
bilities of the recommendation. I never again mentioned the matter to Stoddart, trusting implicitlv in 
Tribe. The reason I continued to trust in Tribe at that special time was that he came to my house on 
one occasion, and expressed regret at losing the case, and said he had done his best. That is the point at 
which Tribe commenced to give me information about the letter having been sent. I saw Tribe again 
about the matter, and he said that Cousens, the foreman of the jury, was going down to see the Com
missioners on business, and that whilst there he would speak to them, and support the letter which had 
been sent on my behalf. I told Tribe that Cousens had lost his chance of doing me justice, and that I did 
not want his interference now. Tribe replied, “ You are foolish to object to Cousens, because he has 
influence with the Commissioners. If any man can help to get a grant for you, he can.” I saw Tribe after
wards, and he said, “ I have just received an account from my agents, Curtiss and Barry, and they mention 
your fees,” He added, “ Of course, Curtiss and Barry would expect fees for keeping me informed on your 
behalf,” He said, however, that, as he knew 1 had no money, he would pay Curtiss and Barry himself. I 
againsaw him, and he said hecould not understand the delay regarding the favourable consideration of my 
case by the Commissioners, but that his agents had written to say that,after careful consideration, the matter 
had been passed on to another Department—he thought the Treasury. I again saw him, but he began to get 
impatient, and he said he was doing his best in my interests, and could not understand the delay. He advised 
mo to watch the list appearingin the daily newspapers, showing the amounts granted in the monthly supply 
bills. I determined to leare Tamworth and sift the enigma myself, and I asked Tribe to raise a loan on 
our furniture. He was weeks preventing my raising any money to get away, although there were three 
men in tbe town who would have lent some money to me on the furniture. I should mention that Tribe 
came up to see me about June, 1898, and said that he was going down to the city to defend a case against 
tho Debt Collecting^Company, and that while down he would inquire the reason why no answer had come 
to our letter. On his return he said he was strongly advised by Mr. Harris, in the solicitor’s office of the 
Commissioners, not to see Mr. Oliver and explain matters, because everything was going favourably, and 
an interview would look as though Tribe was only asking for mo so that he might get extra fees for 
himself. I suspected Tribe’s bonafides, and sold wbat furniture we had, and came to Maitland. I had 
then been ill a year—a helpless cripple, on crutches. That ends my connection with Tamworth up to that 
date. With reference to the statement of the Commissioners that I should have made an advance to 
them with the object of arriving at an amicable settlement, after the case, with the object of their 
making a grant to me, I find that, notwithstanding the representations Tribe had made to me on the 
subject, no letter had been written. As soon as I. left Tamworth I intended going down to see the 
Commissioners, and at that time I did not want Tribe to understand what my feelings were towards him.
I wanted to finally test him, to see whether he had been playing a game to suit himself. In that connec
tion I wrote this letter to him :—

Dear Mr. Bribe, Elgm-stroet, West Maitland, 22 July, 1 SOS.
\ ou will bo pleased to hear that we arrived safely, and are located at the above address. Whilst 1 had a little cash 

at command I thought it best to run down to Sydney and see really how things were going, and endeavour to interview 
Mr. Oliver, Mr. Harris received me kindly, and spoke most sympathetically, bnt Mr. Oliver was away at some country 
inspection. He seemed to know little, if anything, of any joint letter from you and other Tamworth friends; but he 
informed me that Mr. Cousens had received a letter from the Commissioners shortly after his return to Tamworth, in which

tllfV
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2 Aug.* 1900.

A. Burbuik. they informed him (Couaens) tliat they refused absolutely to entertain any request on my behalf. The Commissioners 
regarded the claim as a business matter, and having chosen to settle it by going to Court, I must abide by the result.

That "Couseus has taken upon himself to withhold the receipt of a letter from the Commissioners bearing such 
momentous news away from you and me—for all those long days of heart-breaking anxiety is, to say the least of it, 
uncalled for. ^ , . . .

I will concede that his anxiety to repair his cruel verdict by a conciliatory appeal to the Commisaiqpers was a natural 
one, but my own judgment and suggestionb should have been consulted before such an extreme step was taken by him,

I can see now, dear old friend, how keenly and more hopeless you were iu feeling for me aa time after time I came 
for even a seintilia of hope of good newe—and all that time Cousens held the key to my fate in his pocket.

Oh, the cruelty of it! May God deal even-handed justice out to those who have so cruelly wronged me. W ill you 
get from Cousens a copy of the letter sent to him, and a verbatim statement of hia interview with Mr. I1 ebon? Would 
you, as an alternative, advise me to write to Cousens myself and ask him how far he pressed my cause with I'ebon and 
any other matter he chooses to give ? You must forgive auy vivid expressions of personal feeling in this letter, hut I know 
myself to be the victim of an iniquitous injustice, and my heart revolts.

I forgot to tell you that I had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Garland—he was kindness itsch, and he gave me some 
friendly advice, which I will act upon. I only wish my prospects in business had not been so rudely upset, and so cut 
abort mv life amongst you all in Tamworth ; but time will never efface from the memories of my wife and myself the 
genuine "friendship and sterling worth that was shown us by so mauy of its residents. 15e assured, dear friend, of the 
valued help and advice from you being appreciated, aud may I ask a future loyal co-operation should I find it necessary to
anneal to vou* Believe me, very sincerely,appeal to you . ALBERT BURBANK.

I received no reply, no communication, from him from that date to this. I wrote to Mr. Stoddart, one of 
tha friendly committee who were supposed to have sent the letter to the Commissioners, and 1 asked bun 
what was the purport of the letter which had been written. He replied that no letter had ever been 
written, and that after he had seen me Mr. Tribe advised that no letter should be sent, but that as 
Cousens was going down be would do better than any letter. J decided to go and see the Commissioners 
and request a hearing, so as to place certain facts before them in support of the letter supposed to have 
been sent by Tribe on my behalf by my friends at Tamworth asking tor a grant of money.
38. ilfr. jf. 'Brown.] "When you waited upon the Commissioners, you were under the impression that your 
friends had sent the letter? Tes: I saw Mr. Harris, the managing clerk of the railway solicitor, and 
who is responsible for the whole of tbe legal work done then and during the trial. At this date, about 
3rd August, 1898, the Commissioners were away on tour, and I told Mr, Harris that I wanted to see 
Mr. Oliver and explain to him how justified I felt in bringing the action, and that although I was 
defeated in the Court I thought that I could show a good case for a grant of money. Mr. Harris said, 
“I feel sure that Mr. Oliver will not see you.” He also said, “Do you know the strongest witness 
against you in the Court ? ” I. said, “ Who ? ” and he answered. “ Tour box ; partly on account of size, 
and the jury believing that it contained a great weight.” I said, “ The jury had no evidence leading them 
to believe that, because my evidence was that it contained only 80 lb,”
39. Chairman.] If it bad contained more than that weight, you would have been charged for it.
40. Mr. T. Brown.] Was any evidence submitted to indicate that it contained a greater weight. Ihe 
other side said that it contained over a hundredweight; but they never weighed it, and the same box has 
gone out on twelve or more different occasions in the same way iu connection with my business. Ihe 
box was in Court, and they never tested its weight. My evidence gave the weight of the box at under the 
ticket allowance of 85 lb. I was asked by Harris whether there weje not many entries at the different 
stations showing that I had paid excess upon the box. I replied, “ Tes ; I always paid when I carried 
excess weight during my journeys. That was caused through an accumulation of plaster models at each of 
the ten towns I visited ; but I always went away light from Tamworth.” laskedMr. Harris why noreply 
had been sent in answer to the letter from my friends, supposed to have been sent through Mr. Tribe. 
He went in to see Mr. McLachlan; hut when he returned he said, “ Mr. McLachlan does not know 
anything about any letter ; but Mr. Cousens came in to see the Commissioners, and Mr. Hehon saw him. 
Mr. McLachlan also saw Cousens when he'was here, and a letter was sent to him informing him that the 
Commissioners would not do anything for you. Tou had brought an action against them, and, being 
defeated, you must put up with the consequences.” It was at that time that I wrote the final letter to 
Tribe, and" got no reply. I came again to Sydney in August, 1S9S, wrhen I could ill-afford the expense,
and I again saw Mr. Harris. „ . ,
41. As a matter of fact, you had to borrow money for your expenses ? Tes ; when I saw' Mr. Idarm tie 
said “ Mr. Oliver will not see vou.” I said I would not go back to Maitland without a bearing. 1 was 
then taken into Mr, Kirfcealdie. That was on 9th August, 1898. I asked him for consideration of a 
money gratuity, in regard to which an .application had already been sent in by my friends at Tamworth 
to the Commissioners. I did not know that at that particular time that no letter had been sent. I did 
not make the .discovery until after that date. I pointed out the serious nature of the accident, the 
destruction of my business, and my inability to properly renew it. I also pointed out that the porter 
had led me over the obstruction. Mr. Kirkcaldie replied that I had brought an action against tbe 
Commissioners and had been defeated, and now asked for a gratuity. He said, “ Why did you not 
approach the Commissioners before taking action?” I said, “I did on two separate occasions. The 
first was by letter, two days after tbe accident, written by my brother; and the second occasion was 
when Tribe came down at Christmas, in 1897, when I instructed him to see the Commissioners and ask 
for a consultation, and then he was told that the Commissioners preferred to fight the case._ In answer 
to the first letter the Commissioners had said that they would not recognise any responsibility. Mr. 
Kirkcaldie expressed surprise that I had made any attempt to approach them, and he asked me if I would 
close tbe interview and allow him to make inquiries, and that he would communicate with me again. 
On that same evening I received a private letter delivered from Mr. Harris, to this effect:

Dear Sir Railway Solicitor s Office.
Mr. T. W. Harris wishes mo to write yon asking that yon will kindly sec him some time after 7 o'clock this 

evening He may he detained a little after 7 ; hut will you kindly remain in so that he may have an opportunity of
■”‘“e Y°“" Valter s. tollwood.
Mr. Harris called at the Coffee Palace,in Pitt-street, at 9 p.m. He said that the object of his visit was to 
convey a message from Mr. Kirkcaldie. He was to say that if I would write a letter denying tbe sentence 
in a letter written at my dictation by Mr. Victor Burbank,in which I held the Commissioners responsible 
for my accident, and would also express my regret for bringing tbe action, he was told to say that the 
letter would be favourably considered at a meeting at 10'30 the next morning by the Commissioners. 
During the conversation I pointed out that I had an object in view in seeing the Commissioners on this 

b special
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special visit, and that I desired to place certain facts before them showing that I felt justified in all that A, Burbank. 
1 had done. While not saying “ Tes ” or “ fvo ” to him I was anticipating that night hearing from Mr.
Kirkcaldie in continuation of our interview. Mr. Harris strongly advised me, “ as between you and I and2^1®-’ 
the gatepost,’1 that it would be best for me to write the letter and let him take it straight away, because 
he said, ‘‘ You kuow you have no show of reopening the case, and this offer is the only means you have 
of getting anything out of the Commissioners. The Commissioners have heard the facts from start to 
finish, and all you may say will not alter their opinion.” I replied that the Commissioners had heard 
only one side, and that my story would put a different complexion upon the whole affair. He said “ You 
will be foolish to attempt any explanation, as it will spoil your chances now.” I declined to write any 
letter then, and returned a message that X was gratified at being met with Mr. Kirkcaldie’s courteous 
words, but 1 desired to carry out my resolve to continue our conversation of yesterday with him. Mr.
Harris made an appointment for 9 30 on Thursday.
42. C/tairman.J Was there no definite offer made to you by tbe Commissioners ? Yes. As you will see,
Mr. Kirkcaldie referred at once to the letter written two days after the accident, saying that I held the 
Commissioners responsible, and said that it was not holding out tbe olive branch. I replied that it was 
written by my brother, who was a layman, and was a fide statement of my condition and knowledge 
at that time. Mr. Kirkcaldie doubted tbe letter being written by a layman, and at my dictation, but I 
assured him it was so. I then explained to him that my solicitor bad told me that lie bad come down at 
Christmas time, and had seen the Commissioners, but that his answer was that they would fight the case.
Mr. Kirkcaldie said, “ How can you come and ask for any consideration after the court action.” X replied 
that what I did was not without justification, having regard to the condition of the station, and I then 
gave him a general outlino of tho cause, of the accident, but be checked me from going into particulars of 
the case, and said, “If you will withdraw your objectionable sentence in that letter, and express regret 
for having taken the case to court, I will place your letter before the Commissioners for favourable con
sideration." X said I would not commit myself to such a lio. Mr. Kirkcaldie said, “ But I presume that 
now that you have lost your action you do regret what you have done.” 1 said. “ I regret losing the 
action, and my money, and being crippled for life. A different verdict would have been given if I conld 
have bad the case heard, as in Equity.” Mr. Kirkcaldie replied, “ Is is plain, Burbank, that you want 
more law ; but you have no earthly chance of having the ease reopened, unless, as Mr. Harris says, you 
take it to the Privy Council.” I said, “ Supposing I have new and definite witnesses, can I bring the case 
on again ?” He replied, “Ko : I will give you my assurance that after the jury decided against you you 
had no chance m the world, not with fifty witnesses.” I said, “Well, Mr. Kirkcaldie,! cannot doubt 
you, aud as J am so poor, and my family are in want, if I write a letter expressing regret, and stating that 
1 did not desire to take action from the first—will that do r” I meant by that that I relied upon tbe 
solicitor’s interview with the Commissioners showing that I was anxious for a private settlement. “ Yes,” " 
be replied, “ You must say that you were ill-advised in taking proceedings by your solicitor and barrister.
Then let us have your letter as soon as possible, and I will represent the matter as favourably as I know 
how to the Commissioners.” I then wrote the following letter :—
The Hallway Commissioners,— Elgin-street South, tVest Maitland, 11 August, 1898,

Gentlemen,
Since my interview with you. and after calm reflection, I heg to ask your favourable consideration for the 

gratuity to help me to lighten the dreadful distress which, through the unfortunate accident, has befallen myself, wife, 
and ohildten, and enable me to re-establish my business as a dentist winch was broken up through my inability to 
continue it.

I can only assure you, gentlemen, that it was originally my intention to leave the justice of any decision in your 
hands ; but during my physical and mental suffering I was induced by a solicitor and barrister to take legal proceedings, 
which I now see were ill-advised. Whilst regretting the course that was taken, may I crave your sympathy and practical 
help in view of my crippled condition aud the long effort it will be to recoup, by working, the expenditure to date of 
£544. Trusting for a favourable reply. I am, Ac,,

A. E. BURBANK.
I purposely put in the amount of £544, because I wanted to show to tbe Commissioners that if they gave 
me any help at all it must be an amount which would assist me to pay the debts which were consequent v 
upon the accident, and also assist me to pull my business together again. The reply received was as 
follows:—

Sir, Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 13 August, 1898.
lam directed by tho Railway Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of yours of the 11th instant, and to ‘

express regret tliat you should have Buffered such heavy expense endeavouring to maintain an action in which you never 
had any prospect of success. I am further to point out that by your course of proceeding you have forced them, in the 
exercise of a publto duty, to expend large sums of money in carrying on their defence, which, although justified by the 
anticipated result, cannot be viewed with unnnxed satisfaction.

Had you originally approached the Commissioners in the spirit displayed by your letter now under reply, you would 
no doubt have been treated with exceptional consideration.

Even now, and although you have without success invoked the aid of the Supreme Court against them, the 
Commissioners, reviewing the lamentable circumstances which you describe, are prepared to express their practical 
sympathy by a grant of £100. I am, ftc.,

H. McLACBBAN,
Mr. A. E. Burbank, Elgin-strcet South, West Maitland. Secretary.
This letter was in contradiction, firstly, of what I state was the condition of my case, and secondly, on 
the action that I took,—that is to say, the Commissioners say “ An action in which you never had any 
prospects of success.” I know the prospects of success 1 had had my witnesses been all available, and bad 
the case been tried under those circumstances. They also said, “ Had you originally approached the 
Commissioners in tbe spirit displayed by your letter now under reply, you would, no doubt, have been 
treated with exceptional consideration.” I made the only attempt X could to approach them through my 
legal advisers.
43. And you arc satisfied that he did not approach them P Yes. Being in that position, and being so 
poor at the time, and being so very ill and on crutches, I was compelled under the circumstances, believing 
myself deserted by men who should have supported me—indeed, I had no alternative but to accept the 
amount. This is the letter I wrote to the Hallway Commissioners in reply to their offer:—
Tbe Railway Commissioners,—

Gentlemen, Elgin-street South, West Maitland, 15 August, 1898.
Your communication dated 13th August, to hand, and in reply I shall avail myself of your offer to present me 

with n grant of £100, and hereby accept it. My financial necessities are abnormally pressing, and may I ask for a realisation 
of your favour at the earliest moment. 1 am, &c,,

ALBERT BURBANK.
The
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A. Burbank, The Solicitor for the Eailway Commissioners replied as follows:—

2 Aug., 1900. Sir, Solicitor for Railways' Office, Sydney, 24 August, 189S.
I beg to inform you that on Monday next I shall be in West Maitland when I will baud you cheque for £100 as 

arranged. I have, Ac.,
JAMES C. THOM,

Solicitor for Railways,
Asa matter of fact he disappointed me, and it was over a week before he came up and paid me the money. 
44. Mr. Dight.'] But yon did get it eventually ? Yes. I accepted the money from Mr, Thom under 
protest. 1 gave the following receipt to him:—

" To amount agreed to he paid to above-named Albert Burbank as an act of grace, and in full satisfaction and 
discharge of all claims and damages whatsoever in respect of injuries sustained by him at Tamworth on the date, 2nd July, 1397.'' c j j ,

In receiving tho cheque I protested to Sir. Thom that I had been treated unfairly in being given only 
£100, and that that would pay only a little more than the medical expenses. I said that I thought I 
might have been granted a more substantial amount, considering my great injury. I said I thought 
another “nought” should be added to the cheque. I told him that the doctor’s account camo to £84, 
and he remarked, “Is the doctor’s account so much as that? ” At that time, as I say, I believed that I 
was deserted by all tbe witnesses who could have appeared, and I. was influenced to come to that decision 
by u'hat my solicitor had told me regarding them. When I found that the Commissioners charged me 
with bringing an action in which I never had any prospect of success, I went to Mr. Thompson, the 
solicitor at West Maitland, and asked him whether he could advise me in the ease, and from that time he 
and I worked to obtain interviews with the missing witnesses, with the result that everyone whom I have 
mentioned as a favourable witness for me at the trial, and who could have been called, has given me a 
sworn affidavit, which I have already produced. Having obtained these affidavits, Mr. Thompson advised 
me that it was only right that I should address my case again to the Commissioners, pointing out the 
witnesses I now had, and that had their evidence been given, the verdict would" probably have been altered. 
I then saw the Member for the district, Mr. Gillies, and asked him if he would look into the merits of the 
ease, telling him that I had been advised to approach the Commissioners, and Mr. Gillies verified my 
version by seeing the Commissioners, and he said he would endeavour to get me an interview with them. 
Mr. Thompson took it upon himself to write a letter to Mr. Thom, of which this is a copy ;—

Burbank v. Commissioners.
Dear Sir,

Vou will remember this case, tried at Tamworth, in which you got a verdict for thd Commissioners, and you 
know that they afterwards made him a concession of £100, being satisfied themselves. I believe, that he had sustained very 
severe injuries, and had been injudiciously advised in not approaching them in the first instance in a conciliatory manner.

Some time since he saw me on the matter, and he so satisfied me that he had a good case that I determined, as a 
matter of kindness, and without charge, to do what I could to get the matter reconsidered ; for I felt quite certain that 
the Commissioners, individually and collectively, would be willing to do him absolute justice, even although they had 
already made the concession, if they were satisfied—firstly, that he had a good case ; and, secondly, that the concession did 
not meet its merits.

I heard in various ways that there were a great number of witnesses who might have been called to prove and 
support the case that he wished to make, hut who were not called, and amongst them "were Mr. Benjamin Owen, 
Mr, Gooke, Mr. Howlett, Mrs. Howlett, Mr. George Tribe, Mrs. Tribe, John Milligan, and others; hut it appears his then 
solicitor was so confident of success that he did not consider it worth while to lengthen the ease by calling them.

The result of my inquiries has been to show me, as a man of some experience in our profession, that his confidence 
was misplaced, and that every available witness should have been called ; and the strong probability is, if they had been 
calied, that Mr. Burbank would have had a verdict for a large amount.

I say a large amonnt, for he was crippled for life, with the further result that he cannot follow his business as a 
dentist, as he cannot get about without a pair of sticks, and is permanently disabled from using the treadle, which is an 
absolute necessity in his business, as hia working leg is shortened, and he is now, therefore, on the verge of pauperism.

The amount which the Commissioners were good enough to allow him, covered by a few pounds only what he paid 
his doctor and his chemist, while his actual expenses up to that time were upwards of £500, and no part of it went to his. 
former solicitor, or his counsel, or to myself.

Quite a number of the witnesses who might have been called have volunteered to make declarations, some of which 
go to show that Ryan {since dismissed by the Commissioners), Beeby, the policeman (since retired from the force), and 
other witnesses for the Commissioners, whose living depended on their evidence, were wrong in that evidence, and that the 
account given by Mr. Burbank, as to the character and cause of his accident, was absolutely correct.

These declarations Mr. Burbank purposes to place before the Commissioners, if they will kindly grant him an inter
view, and, on the strength of the evidence contained in them, to ask them to make an extraordinary precedent in ins case, 
and, although they have already made the concession referred to (for which he is very grateful), that they will reconsider 
the whole of the circumstances; and, as the result has been so serious to him, that they will grant him such a sum as will 
recoup him in some measure for the pain and misery which he lias suffered so long, and for the attendant pecuniary loss.

I do hope that in thus addressing you, you will not consider I am going out of my way when I further ask you to 
lend your weight on the side of mercy, for I am very sure from what I have seen of you that you would be one of the last 
to press for strict legal rights as far as the Commissioners are concerned, if you are satisfied that Mr. Burbank in this 
matter, whilst kindly and, in their view, liberally treated already by the Commissioners after they had beaten him, was 
brought to iiis present miserable condition, bodily and financially, by the carelessness and negligence of their servants ; or 
that such carelessness and negligence in any degree contributed to it.

I, of course, anticipate that you will be consulted in the matter, or otherwise I should not have troubled you with 
my views ; but in any case I can ask yon to excuse me for addressing you at such length, for I know of no sadder case 
than to see a strong able man, who was making a good living in a proper and decent way, struck down so as to be almost 
helpless and unable to support himself aud his wife and young children.
Mr. Gillies obtained an interview with tbe Commissioners for me after somo difficulty. I saw Mr. Com
missioner Fehon and Mr. Commissioner Kirkcaldie on 3rd August, 1899, in the presence of Mr, J. 
Gillios, M.P, for West Maitland, at 2'30 p.m., in Mr. Pebon’s room. Mr. Fehon reviewed my case, and 
said in effect:—“You have come, Mr. Burbank, as I understand from Mr. Gillies, to ask the Commissioners 
further consideration of your case. We are custodians of the public purse regarding the railways, and 
unless you can show very great reasons for our doing so, we cannot give your case further consideration. 
We have already tested your claim against us in a Court of Law, when you were defeated. Even after 
that decision you came to us, and we gave you £100, so that we fail to see how we can further listen to 
an appeal from you. Mr. Gillies tells us you have come with some documents to show us, and has asked 
us if we will hear what you have to say.” I then gave a resume of the case, with clear details, regarding 
each of my witnesses, and how the accident was caused. I produced a number of affidavits from several 
independent persons who were present on the morning of the accident, and whose evidence would have 
altered the complexion of the case had they been present, I gave the reasons why I believed these 
witnesses were not allowed to be present at tbe trial, and I said that I bad obtained their affidavits,

because
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because they had not been called upon to give evidence through the neglect or connivance of my solicitor, A. Burbank. 
Tribe, who could have obtained their several statements by ordinary legal procedure. The Commissioners \
combatted all the statements and information I gave them, and doggedly refused to admit that I had2Au8'» 1®00' 
brought anything before them strong enough to alter their view, or to induce them to reconsider my 
request for an increased gratuity, or to induce them to doubt their servant's honesty. Mr. Febon 
repeatedly said, “ You see, Mr. Gillies, be has not given any new material to warrant us in interfering 
again in the matter.” Mr. Gillies answered, “ I think, Mr. Tehon, that Mr. Burbank has shown you by 
his affidavits and statements that your servants have either committed perjury, or that there has been very 
grave injustice done throughout the whole case." I further said. “ My reason for seeing you is, that if I 
can show you where an injustice has been done me through your servants, you would acknowledge the 
seriousness of my statements supported by these affidavits, and thus give me a chance to prove to you 
that your servants deceived you by their statements regarding the cause of tbe accident, and the extent 
of your responsibilities. Upon those false statements you built up your defence to the action.” Mr. Fehon 
eventually said, “ 1 will tell you wbat you can do. Write out a letter detailing all you wish to say about 
tbe accident, and wbat you desire done, and let me have it as soou as convenient. I will lay the matter 
before tbe Commissioners, and let you have an answer. My reply was the following letter:—
The Eailway Commissioners,— Victoria Coffee Palace, 3 August, 1899.

Gentlemen, ■
I have the honor to approach the Commissioners relative to my position and health, following upon a broken leg 

which occurred in July, 1897, at Tamworth railway station. At is known, I brought an action against the Railway 
Department fur damages, with the result that a verdict was given against me. In writing now I beg to appeal to the 
generosity of the Commissioners to assist me with a monetary grant in my almost helpless condition, consequent upon the 
peculiar and serious nature of the injury. The break occurred across the main thigh bone, obliquely, and into the knee- 
joint—a compound fracture, wholly displacing the knee-cap and tearing the contiguous sinews and muscles. Although 
now the bone and muscles have become attached again it has left the joint anchylosed so that tho knee will only bend half 
way, and the excessive osseous growth has enlarged the knee-joint and above it so much that it is always in abent position, 
and so weak and flaccid that little weight or standing can be put upon it. The same side foot is always swollen and painful, 
due to the drawn up ligatures and muscles, and the length of the leg has decreased 1 inch, requiring a built up hoot to 
equalise the height. I have explained the injuries so fully, because both right leg and knee are the essentials to work the 
treadle lathe in my business as a dentist; and, although I have tried to use the leg, I find it impossible to do so from pain 
and weakness, Owing to my long.continued illness I am now unfitted to resume dental work and am reduced to the verge 
of starvation. I have a delicate wife and small family dependent on me, and, in my helpless state, they share my poverty.
1 have existed during the long interval of two years upon the bounty of my friends, from whom I have borrowed money, 
and also obtained credit far food from many tradespeople in Tamworth and Maitland, who have hoped with me that the 
time would come when I could get back to work and pick up a neglected personal business connection again ; but the wish 
is hopeless. I know my dental career is ended. I must begin lim again in a different sphere. In this earnest appeal 
to the Commissioners to help me—if they will do so, may I explain how keenly, mentally, I feci my downfall, when, had I 
been in my usual health during the past two years I would have earned £800 per year, hut on the reverse, that amount is 
lost with all future dental business, and I have contracted debts of honor to £500. Under all these distressful circum
stances may I hope for the Commissioners’ monetary help in order to give me a business footing again and enable me soon 
to earn my freedom from these obligations. I must apologise that my letter is long and earnest, but I feel that the lives 
of myself, wife, and children rest upon your decision. May I ask, as an exceptional favour, that I know your wishes as 
early as convenient. I attach a copy of Owen’s affidavit, which was not available at my interview.

ALBERT BURBANK.
A letter was written in reply to Mr. Thompson's letter by Mr. Thom, in these terms:—■

Railway Commissioners’ Ats : Burbank.
Dear Sir, ^ Solicitor for Railways’ Office, Bridge-street, Sydney, 20 July, 1899.

I am in receipt of your letter of 17th instant, written on behalf of tho above-named plaintiff, in which you 
seek to have his claim reconsidered by the Railway Commissioners.

I liave brought all the circumstances attending the trial, and the subsequent payment to Mr. Burbank again under 
the notice of the Commissioners, and am instructed to inform you that the ease cannot be reopened.

Yours truly,
JAMES C. THOM,

R. W. Thompson, Esq., Solicitor, West Maitland. Solicitor for Railways.
Here is the reply which they sent to my letter of the 3rd August, 1899 :—

Sir» Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 8 August, 1899.
With reference to your letter of 3rd instant, relative to accident to you at Tamworth in July, 1897, and asking 

the Commissioners to grant you further assistance, I am directed by the Railway Commissioners to inform you that the 
matter lias had their further consideration, and I am to express their regret that the circumstances of the case are such 
that they do no feel justified in reopening it, unless you can establish the statement made by you that some of the principal 
witnesses at the trial committed perjury in the interests of the Railway Commissioners when the action taken by you was 
defended. I have, Ac.,

, . H. McLACHLAN,
Mr. Albert Burbank, Victoria Coffee Palace, 208, Pitt-strect, Sydney. Secretary.
Subsequent to that, I consulted with my friends, and they thought that the only way to have the matter 
investigated, and show that an injustice had been done to me was to ask the Member for the district to 
bring the matter before tho House and ask for a Select Committee, which has been done. I think my 
case is one in which the Commissioners have shown an absolute callousness as to whether I lived or 
died. They never communicated to me one word of sympathy, or inquired by writing one line whether 
I was alive or dead. I lay for a full week between life and death, and they sent me no message of 
condolence or inquiry as to my condition. I might have died like a dog for all they cared. My wife and 
children, more especially my wife, have suffered with me. My wife has been very much broken in health, 
and the accident has made me comparatively an old man, and has ruined my business, so that at the 
present time I cannot earn more than an average of from 25s. to 80s. a week, I can only live now through 
my wife assisting me by taking boarders.
45. Are you liable at any time to fall down on account of your accident ? I can never go out at night- , 
time, because I slip so easily. It is only on very favourable occasions that I can use one stick ; as a rule
I have to use two sticks. I have fallen completely down on the ground by simply trying to take a step a 
little longer than usual,
46, I believe that within the past fortnight you had a serious fall? Yes, within the past three weeks ; I 
am liable at any time to fall. From earning a full competence to a condition of penury is a big drop.
I would ask now if it lies in the power of the Committee that they wilt deal as between the Commis
sioners and myself in an equitable way, I will explain what I mean. I have had to appear here totally 
unprepared, as far as legal knowledge is concerned, and I should not like the Commissioners to have the 
advantage of a legal man present to argue their case before the Committee.

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST, 1900.
$rts£nt:— ■

Mb. DIGHT, | ' Me. MEAGHER,
Mb. SPENCE.

J. GILLIES, Esq., in the Chair.
Hugh McLachlan called in, sworn, and examined:—

H. 47. Ohairman!] You are Secretarj to the Railway Commissioners? Yes.
McLachlan. 4^ you are cognisant with the circumstances of the case of Albert Burbank against tbe Railway Com- 
-missioners at Tamworth ? Yes. ' _

u,49. Have you brought a report showing the consumption of gas at the Tamworth Railway Station during 
the three months prior to 1st July, 1SQ7, and three months subsequent to the 1st July, 1897 ? Yes.
50. Do you produce it ? Ams. [Report produced. Vide Appendix BL.]
51. Do you also produce the departmental record of Jas. Playford, a porter at the Tamworth Railway 
Station ? Yes. [Report produced. Vide Appendix B2.]
52. Mr. Wise, the Station-master at Tamworth, made a statement regarding this matter, and said that
no complaint had ever been made with regard to the lighting of the station. Do you know anything of
the statement? I have no record of any such report having been made. He may have made a statement
at the inquiry which was held at the Tamworth Court. I have no official report to that effect, I cannot 
trace one.
53. Do you wish to say anything about the matter of your own accord ? I do not know that it is 
necessary for me to say anything about the matter. I dare say the members of the Committee are fully 
cognisant with all that has occurred. This man met with an accident on the Tamworth Railway Station, 
and sued us for damages. The case went into Court, and was tried by a perfectly impartial tribunal, a 
thoroughly independent jury. The jury was composed of local townspeople and had no interest in the 
Railway Department. The case lasted two days. The jury inspected the premises, and saw the station 
lit up, and then found that Burbank had no claim against the Department. That was a little better than 
three years ago. Burbank, a year after, wrote a letter to us admitting that he had been ill-advised in 
taking an action against the Department, and asking that the Commissioners would, as an act of grace, 
give him something to lighten the distress in which ho was placed. I believe the foreman of the jury also 
saw the Commissioners, stating that he knew Burbank was hard-up, and suggesting that as an act of 
sympathy the Commissioners might do something for him. He said he knew the man had no claim, but 
said it would be a graceful act on the part of the Commissioners to take such action in consideration of 
all the circumstances of the case. The Commissioners, purely as an act of grace and out of sympathy 
with the man, made a grant of £100. Since then Burbank had been endeavouring to get more; 
but the Commissioners were quite satisfied that the occurrence rvas quite accidental, and due to no fault 
or negligence of the officers of tho Department. Burbank had taken the case into Court, and it was tried 
quite impartially by people who had no interest in us, and they found their verdict for the Commissioners, 
If Burbank had a claim, he had every opportunity of establishing it. We had no feeling or prejudice 
against him. He was quite unknown to us, and, if the Commissioners could have leaned to the side of 
mercy, J am sure they would have done so. This is shown by their action in making the grant they did 
after he had admitted that he was ill-advised in taking the action.
54. Are you aware that it was at the instance of the Railway Commissioners that he wrote those 
words, that he had been ill-advised? He may have done so. I do not know of my own knowledge. ' He 
did write it and he did take the action which was tried in a court of law.
55. Have you ever heard any complaints with regard to the defective lighting of the Tamworth railway 
station ? Not that I remember.
56. Did not the Tamworth Borough Council communicate with the Railway Commissioners in July of 
1S97 drawing attention to the Tamworth and West Tamworth Railway Stations and stating that they 
were deficiently lighted ? They might have done so; but not to my knowledge.
57. But they may have done so ? Yes. They may have done so, and I may have dealt with the
communication; but I have no recollection of it. ' ‘
58. With regard to Station-master Wise, or the actions of the Railway Commissioners generally with 
regard to station-masters—do the station-masters receive a reward for services rendered in keeping down 
expenses at the different railway-stations, in saving lights, and so on ? No.
59. Is there no understanding with regard to bonuses ? No.
GO. With regard to Porter Playford. Is his reputation good according to the record of the department? 
His reputation is said to be very good. That is according to the record of the department. I do not 
know him personally.
61. Are you aware whether the solicitor for the Railway Commissioners endeavoured to prevent 
witnesses from attending at the court at Tamworth when Mr, Burbank’s case was proceeding against the 
Commissioners ? No. I would suggest you call the solicitor.
G2. Can you swear that they did not try to prevent witnesses from attending? No. I would know 
absolutely nothing about that. Mr. Thom would act, and we also had a Counsel, and their action would 
be determined by themselves.
63. Was there a case on a!L fours with this one in which a man named Belisario, a dentist, was injured ? 
I recollect something of the case ; it was a very long time ago.
61'. Did the Railway Commissioners give £5,000 to settle the case ? My recollection is that Mr. 
Belisario got a verdict against ua. It was a long time ago, and my memory of the case is not perfect; 
but I think he got a heavy verdict against us, and £3,000 was paid.*
65. Was the ease a similar one to this ? Yes.
66. Mr. Spence.] Is it not a fact that the officers of the Railway Department are expected to keep the
platforms clear when passenger trains are departing ? Yes, as far as it can reasonably be done ; but it 
cannot always be absolutely clear. '
67- The. Chairman.] Was there not a claim allowed recently of a similar nature? Yes; luggage was 
being wheeled up on to the platform and being put into the train, and a person ran into the barrow.

68.
Noth (on revision) ;—I do not recollect the circumstances.
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68. But did not the Commissioners recognise the claim ? No ; they declined to recognise it, and thought If.
tho verdict against us a most unjust one. 'We arc sure there was no negligence. The people in this McLauhlau, 
Colony are not spoon-ted, and arc always expected to exercise a certain amount of care. ] JTu~A"i900
69. Mr. Spence.] In the case of leaving goods on the platform, would not that he carelessness ? Every- ug“ ‘
thing would depend on. the circumstances. The train is only a limited time at the platform, and some
goods must necessarily be left on the platform if it is to be put aboard or delivered by the guard.
70. But is it not the duty of the Commissioners to provide men to receive the goods ? lies ; we have 
men on the platform, not only the guard, but porters. This evidence was thoroughly sifted and settled 
by the jury of townspeople who tried the case at Tamworth, at the time when the incidents were fresh in 
the memory of witnesses.
7J, TJik Chairman.'] Mr. Burbank does not hold that? I can understand that a man who has lost his 
case may not be satisfied with the trial.
72. Is there no case within your knowledge where a jury could he mistaken or got at? It does not
make any difference to ns, personally, and we had no interest in preventing a fair trial. We understood .
tho men on the jury to he thoroughly reliable people. Mr. Cousins, the foreman of the jury, appears to 
have a very high reputation.
73. Mr. Spence.] Perhaps evidence was not put forward at the time, which would have altered the 
appearance of the case? Tou might have expected to get fresher evidence when the ease was new aud tho 
accident a recent occurrence. The Commissioners did not seek to exclude facts. They always desire to 
incline to the side of liberality and generous treatment, so far as their duty to the public will allow them.
74. If the station were defectively lit on the occasion of the accident, would the station-master he blame- 
able ?—If tl icre were any neglect we would blame the station-master.
75. The Chairman.] Do you know if the station-master and the foreman of the jury and the solicitor who
appeared for Mr Burbank were very intimate friends? No, 1 know none of them except by repute, 
and they are spoken of as being men of standing and character. .
76. Perhaps you will remember it was sworn that there was no label on the box ? No. I do not recol
lect it. I did not. read the depositions.
77. I think you will admit tliat the Bail way Commissioners try to shirk responsibility in these matters?
No. If it is considered there is a case against the Department, we will try and settle it. But if there is 
no case of negligence against us we must safeguard the public interest and prevent unjust claims being 
made. Wc are not spending our own money, but the money of the public, and therefore must be careful 
to protect the public. '
78. Tour solicitor would naturally try to win the case? When the Commissioners told him it' was not a 
case they could meet, he would naturally do his best to get evidence to support the view.
76. If a dentist doing a good business was permanently injured and unable to follow' his calling for three 
years, and if were proved that the injury was caused by the neglect of the Bailway Commissioners’ 
servants, do you think £100 would be a sufficient sum to vote him ? No. .

’William TTenry Cooke calied in, sworn, and examined :—
80. Chairman ] Tou are a clerk in the office of the Inspector-General of Police ? Tes. \v. H. Cooke.
81. Tou arc here on his behalf? Tes. .a
82. Do you appear at inquiries like this frequently on his behalf? Tes; I generally appear when papers 15 Aug., 1900. 
are to be produced, as I am the Becord Clerk of the Department.
83. Tou were asked to produce a record of Constable .lohn Beeby, formerly a constable of police at
Tamworth ? Tes. ' '
84. Have you brought the record? Yes; 1 produce it. signed and certified by the Tnspector-G-eneral of
Police. (Vide Apprndi.v C.) 1 ’
85. Personally, do you know anything about this man ? Not beyond what I learned in the records.
80. Was ho employed in the Police Department m July, 1897 ? He joined tbe force in 18S5 and was 
discharged on Gth February, 1899.
87. Then ho wTas in the employ of the Department in 1897 ? Tes ; he was then stationed at Taimvorth.
88. Was he a reliable man as far as the Department knew ? Tes, fairly. In the charges against him on 
the defaulters’ sheet are four charges of drunkenness, for which he was discharged.
89. Would you say, in spite of those four charges of drunkenness, that he was fairly reliable? Would 
you think a man addicted to drink reliable? He might perforin his duties to the public very well.
90. And yet be a drunkard ? Yes.
91. Do yon ivanttbis Committee to believe, Mr. Cooke, that a policeman who is a drunkard can perforin 
his duties well towards the public ? No, I should not say that, but! should not like to say that he was 
not a reliable man. Eventually, after the four charges on the sheet, his Superintendent considered that 
he was not fit for police services, and he was discharged.
92. How comes it that this man was allowed to get drunk four times in the force ; why was ho allowed
four chances ;—was there any favouritism ? 1 cannot say. The Inspector-General dealt with each charge.
93. Is it a usual thing to allow a policeman to be charged four times? I could not say.
94. Are there not cases where men have been discharged for one offence? I would not like to say that.
95. It might be said lhat Beeby was favoured by tho Inspector-General of Police ? I do not know that.
1 cannot question the Inspector-General of Police. I simply produce the record. It shows the details.
The second charge was for assault, and there are two charges after that before the man was discharged.
Why he was given these chances is a matter solely for the Inspector-General of Police, who goes through 
the papers. I can speak of nothing except what is on the charge sheet.
90. Mr. Dight.] Was there a charge against Constable Beeby shortly after the date of Mr. Burbank’s 
case against tbe Eailway Commissioners ? There was no charge between 1895 and 3S98.
97. Is there nothing in the record there about his having gone out into the bush and been brought back 
in delirium tremens ? No.
98. Nothing about having shot somebody’s dog ? No.
99. Nothing about his having the horrors and running wild in the bush ? No.
100. Chairjnan.] That, shows what the Inspector-General knows.
101. Mr. Dight.] Is there no record in March or April of any charge of drunkenness ? Tes. On March,
1898, being drunk and fighting in the police barracks at 1 a.m., to be reduced one grade in rank and if 
again reporfed the papers to he submitted to the Inspector-General. 102.

254—E
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W. H. Cooke. 102. Could you say from your own knowledge, or from any documentary evidence in your possession, 
Aether about the time Beeby was in the horrors with drink, he shot a dog belonging to one of the 

IB Aug., 1900. reBi,lentg of the place, whether he went out into the bush armed, and was captured 10 miles out in the 
bush by the police and then brought in to the loc-kup and sent down to the lleeeiving House in Sydney ? 
I could not say that.
103. Chairman.] Do you mean to say there are no records in the department about this man having been 
sent to the Receiving House in Sydney ? There may be some, but they do not appear in this sheet.
104. Ton produce the sheet? Yes. *
105. Are you prepared to say it is a full and correct record of Beebv’s conduct while he was a policeman ?
No; I am not, ' "
10G. Is it possible there may be some omissions ? I could not say,
107. Mr. Spence,] Would this not be just the official record, and would there not be other documents and 
papers on which these decisions would be based ? Yes ; it may comprise voluminous papers. The charge 
would perhaps be drunkenness, and it might include a variety of offences. It might be reported by many 
officers in the district and comprise manv details, but there is nothing to show on this Superintendent’s 
record. It is simply a summary, a record of charges against Constable Bcoby by the Superintendent of 
Police at Tamworth. Rvecy man in the force has a similar sheet in which charges against him [if any) 
are recorded.
108. It would be inquired into fully and dealt with before the record was made up ? Yes ; in each case 
the Inspector-General gives his decision after considering the report of tbo police and the Superintendent 
and the man’s own defence. In this case the Inspector-General reduced the accused man twice.
109. Mr. Sight.] When was he discharged ? On 6th February, 1899, He was not permitted to resign, 
but discharged. 1 presume he was incorrigible. There may bo other charges against this man in the 
district, but the only thing I am instructed to do is to produce a copy7 of the official defaulters’ sheet.
110. Chairman.] Was not the Inspector-General summoned to appear P Yes; but when documents 
are required I generally appear, as I am the records clerk. The papers can all be produced, if required,
111. I think, if this were another court, Mr. Fosbery would be found guilty of contempt of court, and I 
have a very good mind to compel him to come.
112. Could you give the Committee any reason why Mr. Fosbery did not attend here this afternoon ?
No. '
113. Is it not because he is attending a meeting of the Public Health Board ? No, I think that met
yesterday. ■ '
114. Mr. Sight.] Would there not be papers in the department to show if this man were sent to the 
Receiving House at Darlinghurst or not ? Most decidedly, yes. I can produce any papers you want in 
detail.

TSUB8DAY, 16 AUGUST, 1900.

Me. EDEN, 1 Me. NICHOLSON.

C. H. DIGiHT, Esq., in the Chaiu.
■ William Henry Cooke recalled and further esamiued :—

W. H. Cooke. 115. Chairman.] We adjourned yesterday for the purpose of enabling you to furnish us with certain 
^ papers with regard to Constable Beeby. Have yon those papers ? Yes ; I have the papers, “ Constable 

16 Aug.,1900. Beeby, Tamworth, on sick leave in Sydney; returned to district, and asks for transfer from Tamworth.”
116. What are those papers? The first is from the Superintendent at Tamworth, It is respecting the 
drunkenness of Constable Beeby, at Tamworth. The Committee asked for certain papers. Perhaps 
1 had better read them. The first is a telegram from the Superintendent at Tamworth, and is dated

„ 26th March: “ Constable Beeby, after coming off duty, 4 a.m., this day, appears to have put on
plain clothes and left barracks. Not missed till being called for dinner. Ascertained he was seen about 
8 miles out, on Nundle-road. Police in search of him.—Thomas Kendall.” That was at 3 in the 
morning. This statement refers to another report by Sergeant Gamble to tho Superintendent at 
Tamworth. Sergeant Gamble 11 Begs to report, for the information of his Superintendent, that Constable 
Beeby went on night duty on 25th instant, at 8 p.m. The Sergeant saw him several times up to 10 p.m. 
He was, apparently, all right then. Constable Caldwell, who went on night duty at 10 p.m., saw Beeby at 
3 o’clock next morning. He also saw him (Beeby) coming off duty at 4T5 a.m. He appeared all right 
then. Beeby returned to barracks, and put on plain clothes. He was seen by Mr. Sutherland, Public 

, School teacher, 8 miles from Tamworth, about S a.m,, travelling on foot towards Dungowan. Two
constables were sent in search, and found him at “ Dungowan Hotel,” 14 miles from Tamworth, 
apparently out of his mind. A buggy was obtained and Beeby was driven to Tamwortb police station. 
He is now under restraint. When at Dungowan Court, Beeby asked Constable M‘Fie to lend him his 
revolver. Constable M‘Fie said ‘ What do you want it for ?’ Beeby replied, 1 You know!’ The 
Sergeant has been informed that on Friday night last Constable Beeby threatened that he would shoot 
him (the Sergeant) and then shoot himself.” The next in order of date is a certificate obtained by 
Beeby from Dr. Harris, the Government Medical Officer at Tamworth—“ I hereby certify that 1 have 
twice examined Constable John Beeby, and find him in a state of great mental depression, in fact on the 
verge of insanity. I certainly consider that he is not at present fit for police duty, and might do himself 
or others an injury. J, therefore, recommend that he bo sent to the Police Depdt for the purpose 
of further observance.—H. L. Hareis, M.B., Ch.B., Government Medical Officer .Tamworth, 27/3/98.” 

■ There is also a telegram from Superintendent Casey, at Tamworth, to tho Inspector-General, at Sydney. 
“ Constable Beeby found 15 miles away yesterday. Government Medical Officer twice examined, and 
certificates state great mental depression on verge of insanity; likely to injure self or others. Recom
mends should Ibe sent Police Depdt. I am sending him mail-train to-night. * * * ” The
remainder is about the opening of the show, and the police arrangements. Then there is a 
memorandum, “ Sergeant Gamble’s report ”—
117. That is from the Superintendent ? Yes. 118.
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IIS. Mr. Edden.] At Tamworth ? They are all from Tamworth. “ Sergeant Gamble's report and Dr. H. Cooke. 
Harris’s certificate, forwarded for the information of the Inspector-General. Constable Beeby has, I am 
informed, been peculiar in his manner for some days. .As far as I can learn, he has not been drinking. “S'* *
Walter C. Cases:, Superintendent. The Inspector-General of Police, Sydney.” That was on 27th March.
On the same date “ Comt&ble Beeby, No, G,707, respectfully begs to make application to Superintendent 
Casey for a transfer from Tamworth to some town in the district where he will not bo subjected to tho 
insulting remarks thrown at him on every hand by the public of Tamworth. The constable does not 
refer in any way to his comrades. The constable has no choice, and asks for none, as to where he might 
be stationed. Johb BEEisr, constable.” Constable Beeby was down in Sydney after the report. ITo 
asked for a report as to himself. Superintendent Brennan, by arrangement, sent Beeby to the Police 
Surgeon, Dr. Baton. This is the memo.; “ Will Dr. Patou please examine the bearer, Constable Beeby, 
and report as to bis mental ami bodily state, and advise as to the best course to adopt under tbe circum
stances, for the information of the Inspector-General of Police? Martib Brexbab, Superintendent of 
Police, Eastern District.” All these papers went to the Police Surgeon, so that he should have the chance 
of seeing them. On 1st April Constable Beeby makes an application “ for seven days’ leave of absence 
owing to ill-health. Tho Constable’s nerves are unstrung, and he feels that a few days’ rest, will recruit 
his health. Tile Constable had two days’ leave last November while on escort duty from Tamworth' to 
Sydney.” This was submitted by Superintendent Brennan for tbe consideration of the Inspector-General 
of Police. Mr. Eosbery approved. Dr. Paton reported on 1st April (this is the lirst time that the Police 
Surgeon had seen him) : “Constable Beeby has been an inmate of the Beeeption House for the past five 
days, during which time he has shown no indication of insanity.” This is signed, and to it is added, “ I 
recommend that be be granted sick leave.” A few days after that he goes bade to the Police Surgeon.
“ Constable Beeby appears to be mentally and physically well”—this was on 9th April. “ I should like to 
see him again iu seven days’time.—E. T. Baton. Approved, E.K.” Then lieeby on 10th April makes 
application 11 for extension of sick leave from the 10th instant to the Kith instant.” This was submitted 
by the Superintendent for the consideration of the Inspector-General; the Inspector-’General approved.
After tho expiration of six days he is sent by Superintendent Brennan, who has charge of all the men who 
come to Sydney, for further report. The report is made by Dr. Taylor, acting Police Surgeon. Dr. Taylor 
says, “ Dr. Paton will resume duty on Wednesday next; as he had Constable Beeby under observation in 
the .Reception House and knows more of his case than I do, 1 advise that the Constable return here for 
examination on Monday, next.—G. "W. Taylor, acting Police Surgeon, Kith April.” On tho same date,
Beeby writes, “ Constable John Beeby, No. 0,797, respectfully begs to malte application to Mr. Inspector- ■'
General Fosbery for a removal from the Tamworth district. The Constable begs to state that owing to 
his recent illness, Tamworth or any other hot climate would not agree with him, and if he is sent back to 
the country the Constable fears it would result in a general break down of his constitution. The Constable 
humbly begs for a trial as probationary constable in one of the suburban divisions so that he might have 
home comforts for a time. The Constable has always been under double expense while stationed in the 
country, as it has been his duty to assist in maintaining a homo for his mother and one sister in Stanmorc.
The Constable’s residence at present is in Douglas-street, Stanmorc. If Inspector-General Fosbery would 
consider the Constable’s application, lie will try and prove himself worthy of any consideration.—Johb 
Beeby, Constable.” No action appears to have been taken on that—no approval one way or the other.
The Superintendent at the depot considers it necessary to send him again before tbe Police Surgeon.
This is on 18th April, so that the time is not long between the date of his coming to Sydney and the 
date of this final examination. *
119. Chairmati.~\ Would this he the Monday following Dr. Taylor’s memo.? Yes, the IGth.
120, He recommends him to come on Monday ? Yes, That is two days afterwards. Following is Dr.
Patou’s report:—“I have the honor to report that on 2Sth March .1. examined Constable Beeby. He then 
appeared to be mentally well; but as ho complained that ho suffered from severe headache and had no 
knowledge of what took place on the 24th, 2oth, and 2Gth—that is tbe action at Tamworth—and as he 
had been certified to be on the verge of insanity by a medical man on tho 27th, j recommended his remand 
for observation to the Deception House. He remained in the Deception House for five days, during 
which time he exhibited no sign of insanity. I have seen him twice since bis discharge from the Deception 
House, and on each occasion he has been mentally and physically well. He states that just previous to 
illness at Tara worth he had exposed himself to the sun whilst fishing. This may have been the cause of 
his illness. Considering all the circumstances, I recommended that Beeby should not be sent back to 
J amworth, that he should be sent to some other station, preferably in a cool climate, and that hts 
commanding officer should see his medical history. In my opinion his former condition is not likely to 
recur.” This is signed by Dr. Paton. Mr. Eosbery put a minute on that: “ Referred to Mr. Casey for 
observation. I cannot transfer an ill-conducted mau to auotlier district, but have no objection to his 
transfer to Nundle, Bingara, Murrurundi or some cooler climate than Tamworth.” Beeby at this time is 
still attached to the Tamworth district. Superintendent Oasey further reports on the 24th April: “ I beg 
to report that there is no cool station in this district where I could send Constable Beeby, There is no 
foot constable at Nundle, At Murrurundi there is only an acting-gaoler (recently transferred from 
Brcwarrina), and at Bingara there is a married constable with a large family, transferred from Sydney 
on account of his wife's health. Constable Beeby must, I think, remain at Tamworth, which is, I am 
certain, as cool as any station in the north-western district, and where there arc an officer and two sergeants 
to look after him. 1 regret to say I have now no confidence in Constable Beeby, and fear he will give 
trouble. His defaulter-sheet was sent to Sydney with papers on IGth March last and not returned,” 
Inspector-General Fosbery wrote on the report this minuteVery well. P. C. Beeby should be 
cautioned and reported upon specially in a month or two, when, if his conduct is not entire! v satisfactory, 
his services will be dispensed with.” This is on 2Gth April, and is addressed to Superintendent Casey. On 
3rd May Superintendent Casey writes at the foot of the paper—“The Inspector General’s minute 
noticed and now returned. Walter C. Casey, Superintendent, Tamworth, 3/5/98.” That finishes up 
the batch of papers.
I2L Mr. Ed-deji.'] That is all the papers that you have in the case ? Yes. We have others. But the 
next relate to when he was discharged.
122. What was the idea that suggested that he should be removed because of “ the insults of tbe people”; 
what did they insult him about ? I cannot say. That is not shown in the papers. Beyond what is shown '
there, I do not know anything about Constable Beeby, 123.
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W-H. CooVe. j.23. It seems a very funny thing ? It indicates no doubt that something is wrong. He says that he 
uTT^o recc‘vc<I a sunstroke while he was fishing; that might have affected his mind. It might have made him
1 ug-> ■ • fa)]Cy things—might have made him think that someone was watching him or insulting him. It might

have been an hallucination. ,
121. Chairman.] Have you produced all .the papers hearing on the case? The nest lot of papers is 
dated 1809, when he was discharged from the service.
,125, Ttfiv Kdden.'] Oh ! he was discharged ? Tes, for continued drunkenness. Tt was shortly after that. 
12(5. Chairman.] We have already evidence that he was discharged. Burbank in his evidence said that 
he had resigned P Ho ; he was discharged. He was not given the option ot resigning. _
12/. It was stated in the last day’s evidence that he was discharged : ‘'He joined the force in 1805, and 
was discharged on 6th February, 1890 v ? Tes. .
128. The charge against him on the defaulter-sheet was drunkenness, for which, he was discharged. I 
do not think we need go into any evidence about that. Burbank stated in his evidence that he knew or 
had ascertained that he had resigned. But we have evidence now that he was discharged. It may not
ho material, but if it should be wo can call the witness afterwards ? He put in an application to resign
in February, .1899, when the nest offence took place, but the Inspector-General discharged him ; he did 
not .give him the option. Possibly Burbank is not quite up in tho diffcience between discharge and 
resignation.
120. In tho sheet it says he was discharged—“ 6/2/99. Discharged this day. ’ Beyond these papers, you 
do not know anything personal about the case? Nothing whatever.
130. Ton have no further evidence to offer ? No.

’ WEDNESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

present:—
Mb. DIGHT, I Mr. SPENCE,

Mr. NICHOLSON.
J. GILLIES, Esq., ts THE Chair.

* Hugh McLachlan recalled and further examined :—
H. 131. Chairman.] Yon were requested by the Committee to furnish the career of John C. White, the nigbfc- 

eTq1 an’ officer at Tamworth Railway-station on the night of the accident to Mr. Albert Burbank ? I hand in the 
' history of White in the Kailway Department. [Vide Appendix T).] ^ _ _ .

5 Sept., 1900. 152. You know what evidence lias been adduced before the Committee:—do the Commissioners intend 
to rest on the evidence, or do they intend to call any witnesses in rebuttal of any evidence ? We know 
nothing of what evidence has been given, but I would suggest that the Cominitteoshould call the solicitor 
who conducted the case for us. I do not know whether you might not call the foreman of the jury. 1 
do not know him personally, but they say he is a very good man. The matter was out of our hands. It 
was tried and decided by a jury. We do not intend to move further in the matter ; but as the case was 
conducted for us by our solicitor, I think it would be just as well if you called him. Personally, he ia not 
prejudiced one way or tbe other.
133. Do yon forget that he is the man who induced Mr. Burbank to sign a clearance for £100 . Perhaps 
be can explain that. He has no personal interest in tbe matter.
134. The solicitor to the Commissioners has to look after his billet? The Commissioners arc innucnced
only by considerations for the public interests. They never heard of Mr. Burbank before the accident 
happened. It happened three years ago, and the ease vas tried on tbo spot by a jury who, I take it, 
were wholly unbiassed. Tt is, perhaps, a little difficult now to adduce evidence. It does not reflect on 
tbe Commissioners in any way, and they have no feeling in the matter. _ .
135. J suppose you will admit that many times a jury give a verdict which, on a retrial, or before tbe 
Full Court, is reversed? Yes, and it was quite open to Mr. Burbank to move for a retrial,
136. In view of the evidence on the record of White’s career, would you take it that be is a man on whoso 
word you can rely ? Certainly : I do not see that that evidence would implicate bis honor. 1 hey are 
mostly minor offences of which be was guilty, such ns tbe Aot cheeking of tickets. Personally, I do not 
know him. I asked one or two of the traffic officers what sort of a character be bad, and they said be was 
a man of good character.
137. Mr. Spence.1 Did you not take it from tbe record that he is somewhat careless ? He was a bit lax
in carrying out bis duties. _
138. 1 notice that in 1897 there were a dozen cases ? They were minor offences, such as not checking
tickets and leaving lamps unlighted, not reflecting on his vmrd. _ .
139. As night officer, would it not be part of bis work to see tbe lamps were lighted? He would bo in
charge of the station practically. There would be a number of others about. _
140. It was his place to sec that they were lighted ? Yes ; I do not think there is a shadow of doubt
that tbe lamps were alight. _ _ -ion
141. Chairman.] You have not read the affidavits of all the wisnesses who say it was not lighted ? Our 
solicitor, who conducted the case and beard all the evidence, would certainly be a better witness than I am.
142. Is tbe very strictest economy enjoined on station-masters and persons in charge of stations by the
Commissioners as to tbe lighting of stations r Naturally, they are told to be economical in everything ; 
but there are no special instructions from tbe Commissioners, that I recollect, to save money in lighting, 
•except tbe general instruction that they have to save everywhere ; economy in small things is tbe secret 
of the success of any concern. _ . .
143. You take it that strict economy is insisted on throughout the whole Service? Certainly ; in'fact, 
we would be bankrupt, and so would the Colony, if v'c did not carry it out.
144. You do not think that is detrimental to the interests of the public who are travelling? No,
because no economy is to be carried out which entails risk ; that would be certainly a qualification 
consistent to the direction.

WEDNESDA Y,
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WEDNESDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
•prtscnt:—

Mr. KICHOLSON, | Me. SPENCE.

J. GILLIES, Esq., in the Chair.

■ Jaiues Campbell Thom, Solicitor for Hallways, sworn and examined :—
145. Chahman.~] Are you the Solicitor for HaiEvajs F Yea. _ i J. C. Ihom.
Mb. Have you brought a letter which Mr. It. W. Thompson wrote to you on this matter ot Mr. Burbank ? ^ gept jqqq 
Yes. ' _ ’ '
147. Will you be good enough to road the letter? It is as follows :—

Burbank v. Commissioners. ■
Dcal. giri West Maitlaml, 17 July, 1S09.

You will retnember this case tried at Tamworth, in which you got a verdict for the Commissioners, nnd you 
know that they afterwards made him a concession of £100, being satisfied themselves, I believe, that bo bad sustained very 
severe injuries and had been injudiciously advised in not approaching them in the first instance in a conciliatory manner.

Some time since he saw me on the matter, and he so satisfied me that lie had a good case that I determined, as a 
matter of kindness and without charge, to do what I could to get the matter reconsidered ; for I felt tjuitc certain that the 
Commissioners individually and collectively would he willing to do him absolute justice, even although they had already 
made the concession, if they were satisfied, firstly, that he had a good case; and, secondly, that the concession did not 
meet its merits.

I heard in various ways that there wore a. great number of witnesses who might have been called to prove, and 
support the case that he wished to make, but who were not called, and amongst them were Mr. Benjamin Owen,
Mr. Cooke, Mr. Hewlett, Mrs, Hewlett, Mr. George Tribe, Mrs. Tribe, John Milligan, Mr. Pox, Air. E. Davis, and others; 
but it appears his then solicitor was so confident of success that he did not consider it worth while to lengthen the case by 
calling them. _ . .... ,

The result of my inquiries has been to show me, as a mau of some experience in our jirofossion, that ins confidence 
was misplaced, and that every available witness should have been called ; and the strong probability is, if they had been 
called, that Mr. Burbank would have had a verdict for a large amount.

I say a large amount, for he was crippled for life, with the further result that he cannot follow his business as a 
dentist, as he cannot got about without a pair of sticks, and is permanently disabled from using the treadle, which is an 
absolute necessity in his business, as his working leg is shortened, and he is now therefore on tho verge of pauperism. ^

Tho amount which the Commissioners were good enough to allow him covered by n few pounds only what he paid 
his doctor and his chemist, while his actual expenses up to that time were upwards of £500, and no part of it wont to his 
former solicitor, or his counsel, or to myself. ' ,

Quite a number of the witnesses who might have been called have volunteered to make declarations, some of which go 
to sliow that Ryan (since dismissed by the Commissioners), Beeby, the policeman (since retired from tho 1'orce), and 
other witnesses for the Commissioners whose living depended on their evidence were wrong in that evidence, and that the 
account given by Air. Burbank ns to the character and cause of his accident was absolutely correct.

These declarations Air. Burbank proposes to place before the Commissioners if they will kindly grant him an inter
view, and, on tile strength of the evidence contained in them, to ask them to make an extraordinary precedent in his case; 
ami although they have already made the concession referred to, for whiclt he is very grateful, that they will reconsider 
the whole of the circumstances, and, as the result has been so serious to him, that they will grant him such a cum as will 
recoup him in some measure for the pain and misery which he has suffered so long, and for the attendant pecuniary loss.

I do hope that in thus addressing you you will not consider 1 am going out of my way when I further ask you to lend 
your weight on the side of mercy, for I feel very sure from what I have seen of you that you w’ould he one of the last to 
press for strict legal rights as far as the Commissioners arc concerned, if you.arc satisfied that Air. Burbank in this matter, - 
whilst kindly, and,in their view, liberally treated already by the Commissioners after they had beaten him, was brought to 
his present miserable condition bodily and financially by the carelessness and negligence of their servants, or that such 
carelessness and negligence in any degree contributed to it. .

I, of course, anticipate that you will be consulted in the matter, or otherwise I should not have troubled you with my 
views ; hut in any case I can ask you to excuse me for addressing you at such length, far I know of no sadder case than to 
see a strong able man who was making a go O'. I living in a proper and decent way struck down so as to ho almost helpless 
and unable lu support himself and his wife and young children, ■ .

Yours faithfully,
E. W. THOMPSON.

14S. Arc vou responsible for the legal business of tbe Commissioners in this case ? I am, and I conducted 
the whole ease.
149. Do you wish to make a statement regarding your knowledge of the case ? I was not present at the 
trial at Tamworth. As soon as the action was reported tho Commissioners placed the facts before me for 
an opinion as to vvbether they showed any liability on their part, i obtained from the Chief Traffic 
Manager a statement of all the available-evidence, and having considered this statement I advised the 
Commissioners that they were not responsible. Thereafter a letter of demand was written by Mr. '
Burbank’s solicitor. He was formally told that the Commissioners regretted that they could not accept 
any liability. Then in due course a writ was issued, and the trial of tbe issue came on on the 12th 
April, 1898, at the Tamworth Circuit Court, before Mr. Justice M. II. Stephen aud a jury of four persons.
The trial lasted most of the 12th and part of the 13th April, and the Commissioners were represented by 
Mr. Scholes, ot counsel who was instructed by my chieE clerk, and the plaintiff, Mr. Burbank, was 
represented by Mr. Garland, instructed by Mr. Tribe. From what 1 can learn of the case the evidence 
was gone into exhaustively, and the jury viewed tbo place of the accident in the day-time, and again at 
night with tbe lights in such a condition as they wished for the purpose of their observation. His Honor 
summed up in the usual way, and the jury after some considerable retirement found a verdict for the 
defendants, the Commissioners. The next I heard of this case was—I do not know what the preliminaries 
were—that the Commissioners had decided, notwithstanding tbe result of the trial, to pay Mr. Burbank 
the sum of £100. 1 wrote him on tbe 24th August that I should meet him at West Maitland Iliad
some legal business there;—and pay him the cheque, I was prevented by some means from being there on 
that date ; but on the 31st August I wrote him again to meet me at W est Maitland Police Court on the 
1st September. I met him on tho 1st September at the Police Court at Maitland, and then paid him a
sum of £1.00, and he signed a usual voucher which is in these terms :—

° 2 July.
Tv a mount; agreed to bo paid to tlio above named Albert Burbank as .an act of grace, and in full satisfaction and 

discharge of all claims and demands whatsoever, in lesjicd. of injuries suBlaitmd by him at 1.amworth on find July, 1S97,
I
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J^C^Thom. I pai^ ^he cheque to Mr. Burbank, and. obtained a receipt, and that is the last I know personally of the 
123epT 1900, matter' O11 receiving the letter from Mr. R. "W. Thompson, I wrote a statement of the position of the 

■’ ’ matter for the consideration of the Railway Commissioners in these terms :—
Solicitor for Railways Office, Sydney, 18 July, 1809. 

Memo, to the Secretary.
Jiaihcay Comviissioners a/s. JturlianL

Herewith I hand you letter received to-day from Mr. R. \V. Thompson, tVest Maitland, with reference to this action.
It will be rcineinliered that the plaintiff brought his action in respect of personal injuries received through falliug 

over a bag of bacon on the railway platform at Tamworth on 2nd July, 1897.
Tbe case was heard at Tamworth before His Honor -Mr. Justice Stephen and a jury of four on the 12th and 13th of 

April, 1898, when a verdict was returned for the Commissioners. .
The Commissioners eubsequently gave the plaintiff £100 as a gratuity.
As I pointed out in my opinion of 14th July, 1897, before proceedings wore commenced, there was ample evidence 

to show that the Commissioners were in no way responsible for the injuries sustained, aud the statement made by Mr. R. W. 
Thompson that he had been satisfied that the plaintiff bad a good ease, indicates either that he has been deceived as to the 
true facts, or does not appreciate their relation to the law of negligence.

Alt available evidence was called at the trial, at which plaintiff was represented with exceptional skill by Mr. J. 
Garland, of counsel instructed by Mr. Tribe.

With regard to the suggestion that the verdict was the result of the plaintiff 8 misplaced confidence in his legal 
advisers, I can only say that the issue was tried before His Honor Mr. Justice Stephen, and a local jury, who heard evidence 
at great length, inspected the lighting of the station premises, and listened to every appeal which forensic skill could make 
to their natural sympathies, with the result shown.

I do not consider it necessary to discuss the proposal to submit declarations challenging the accuracy of witnesses 
who were sworn and gave their evidence under the strictest cross-examination, further than to express the view that such 
a course, after a full and fair trial, of an issue of"fact, is not only valueless, hut highly improper.

I have never spoken to Mr. R, W. Thompson on this subject, and, therefore, cannot account for the singular confusion 
of ideas which leads him to make a personal appeal to myself in the cause of mercy, hut submit the letter, as, I presume, 
is intended for the Commissioners’ consideration.

I may add, in conclusion, that Mr. Scholes, who held the Commissioners’ retainer, quite agrees with me in the view 
above expressed, that the case was exhaustively tried, and that no other verdict could have been properly given.

JAMES C. THOM,
Solicitor for Railways. ■

After submitting that statement to the Commissioners, I had their instructions to write to Mr. Thompson 
a letter, of which this is a copy :— _

Railway Commissioners ats. Burbank.

R, W, Thompson, Ksq., Solicitor, West Maitland,— 20 July, 1899.
Dear Sir,

1 am in receipt of your letter of 17th instant, written on behalf of the above-named plaintiff, in which you 
seek to have his claim reconsidered by the Railway Commissioners.

I have brought all tho circumstances attending the trial, and the subsequent payment to Mr. Burbank again under 
the notice of the Commissioners, and am instructed to inform you that the case cannot be reopened.

Yours truly,
JAMES C. THOM,

Solicitor for Railways.
150. After the accident to Mr. Burbank, did you call upon the oUlcers of the Railway Department in 
Tamworth to supply you with any reports ? Yes.
151. Have you got the reports'? 1 have not got the reports here; they are part of the Secretary’s 
papers.
152. You stated that the case was gone into exhaustively at tbe trial;—how many witnesses were examined 
on the part of the plaintiff? Speaking from memory, seven or eight.
153. If you knew that there were five or six witnesses who ought to have been called, who it was under
stood would be called, but who were not called, would you then say that tho case had been gone into 
exhaustively? I could not think that, knowing the man who represented the plaintiff.
154. If there are witnesses who have now signed declarations saying that they were prepared to be called, 
and were not called, and those declarations are at variance with what your witnesses stated, then would 
you state the case was gone into exhaustively ? I should say yes, for this reason : That the persons who 
were charged with the trial of the case would be much better judges at the time—seeing the jury and tho 
inclination of the Court—as to whether a witness should be called, than anybody could be now. I should 
say that even then the case was exhaustively tried ; but these gentlemen who were connected with tbe 
case knew of these witnesses—that is stated—aud there may be reasons which they could not remember 
themselves for not calling them. Their manner of telling their story might decide counsel not to call 
them, although on paper it may appear to be a good story.
155; You said a letter was written by the plaintiff’s solicitor .just after the accident ? I said in the 
ordinary course a letter of demand was written.
15G. Do you remember what solicitor wrote it ? My impression is that it was Mr. Tribe.
157. "Was it Mr. Burbank’s brother who wrote the letter? It is difficult for me to say. What I meant
to convey in mv evidence was that the preliminary warning Was given of intention to sue.
155. Did Mr. Burbank himself write the letter through his brother, or did his brother write it? I could
not say. T was under the impression that a solicitor wrote tho letter. It would appear as a letter of
demand. I have not got it here ; but if it should appear to be material T will produce it.
159. Was not it Mr. Burbank’s letter through his brother? He may have written it. I am under the 
impression that the solicitor wrote a letter of demand. 1 am assisted in the impression by knowing that 
it is not the custom for any solicitor to issue a writ against anyone without giving some intimation. By 
the term “ letter of demand ” I meant a letter written by a solicitor before action.
1G0. You received one ? I am under the impression that I did.
161. From the solicitor ? To the Commissioners. It would strike me as verv peculiar if thev did not.
162. Is it not possible that these two communications went ? Very likely. 1 do remember a long letter 
sent by Mr. Burbank.
163. Did you receive notice within a week of tbe accident from Mr. Victor Burbank, plaintiff’s brother, 
and place it before tho Railway Commissioners ? I should not like to swear. I think it is very likely 
that we did. Notice was received immediately.
IGl. Did Mr. Burbank’s brother write to tbe Commissioners, and ask them to send the Railway Medical 
Officer up to see the condition of tte plaintiff, and to consult Dr. Wilson with a view to eliciting tho 
facts ? I could not say. 1G5.
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165. Mr. Spcttce.'l I suppose this matter really would not come under your notice? Not at that stage.
166. Chairman^ You say that the jury viewed the station ;—did they see it in the day-time ? At 12'4t) 
p.m., by a note on the brief, and then again in the evening.
167. Did the plaintiff accompany the jury ? I could not say, as I was not there.
168. Did your counsel accompany the jury on the occasion ? No. In the daylight everybody was there. 
I do not know when the inspection took place as night. The jury expressed a wish that they should see 
the place, and they gave certain orders to some sheriff’s officers, in whose charge they were, to have 
certain lights disposed of in such a way as to bring the state of thelighting of the station into the same 
state as had been presented to their minds by the evidence which had been given.
169. On the evidence of your own side? The whole of the evidence had not been given. The whole of 
the plaintiff’s evidence had been given, and the case was reopened by the consent of the defendant to 
allow the plaintiff to call fresh evidence on the question of lighting thp station ou the following day.
170. Then the railway station-master,! presume, was notified that the jury were going to view the station 
on the night they did ? I have no doubt hut that he would he.
171. Supposing the lights were defective, would the station-master be to blame for the station not being 
sufficiently lighted? Undoubtedly he would be to blame.
172. And would it be to the interest of the Bailway authorities to light the station more perfectly at the 
time it was viewed by the jury than it had been at the time of the accident ? I should think not. I 
remember that objection was taken to the view.
173. Mr. Spensfi.~\ "Who was to say as to'what condition it was in at the time of the trialjif the evidence 
had not been heard ? The plaintiff’s evidence had been given as to how the station had been lit, as to 
whether tho light was in a certain parcel room, and as to what lights were lighted, and the jury, on the 
evening, reduced the light of the station to the condition it was in, or was said to have been in, on the 
night of the accident by the plaintiff.
174. C hair man.Have you any record to prove that the jury were allowed to see the station in the day
time? I have only a note on Mr. Scholc’s brief that the Court adjourned at 12'40 p.m. to enable the 
jury to see the station.
175. Did_ your Department deny all responsibility with regard to that accident when they were appealed 
to in their defence of the action ? Tes, undoubtedly.
176. How would the jury be able to know the condition of the station on the night of the accident as 
compared with the condition of the light at the time when they viewed it? Only by the evidence which 
described the lighting on the occasion of the accident.
177. Then if a lot of additional evidence has been produced in the form of statutory declaration, denying 
the statements which were made by your witnesses, would you think that the jury were in a position to 
judge at the time without the evidence having been called? I would like to understand what the 
additional evidence means. The question, I take it, is that if a balance of testimony could be got against 
what was placed before that jury, would that not probably alter their minds.
178. Tes ? Undoubtedly it would,
179. If by some accident or oversight evidence which would have been favourable to the plaintiff was
omitted, if afterwards the evidence was committed to statutory declaration, and if the balance of it was 
opposed to the view of the Bailway Commissioners as to the lighting, would you think that Mr. Burbank 
had a fair trial ? Tes, 1 would, because the evidence was all known before the trial. "
180. Mr. Spencei] Is it not fair to assume that the ease was one in which it was not altogether too clear
that there was no liability, and that very little evidence either way might possibly have turned the scale ? 
I think not, the case being so abundantly clear. In the last opinion 1 gave of it I said that the plaintiff 
could not possibly succeed at a fair trial. Tho amount of testimony, and the directness of it, was so 
overwhelming, that a local jury, whose sympathies must have been the other way, gave a verdict for the 
Commissioners. "
181. In the first instance, your own recommendation would bo naturally based on the report you received 
from the railway officers? Tea. I am advised by counsel that there neverrwas the slightest hope for the 
case throughout the trial, and any evidence which contradicted what the conditions would be must neces
sarily, by prohabilities, be incorrect.
182. Chairman.^ When accidents occur on railways or railway premises, is it the custom for the Commis
sioners to endeavour if possible to have a satisfactory settlement without going to law ? They invariably 
do, and in the great majority of cases they succeed.
183. Did you, or did anyone for you, communicate with Mr. Burbank between the date of the accident, 
which occurred on the 2nd July, 1897, and the date of the trial, which began on the 12th April, 1898, 
with a view to bringing about a satisfactory settlement ? I knew that the case was absolutely clear. The 
Commissioners never attempt to make a settlement where the evidence is so strongly in their favour that 
they would be giving away public money for nothing if they tried it. This was such a ease as that, as the 
result has shown.

J. C. Thom. 

12Sept.,1900.

184. If you were not present at the trial, and heard all the evidence, how would you know anything about 
the evidence laid before the jury ? Simply from the notes taken by counsel at tbe triaj. I began my 
evidence by saying I was not present at the trial. I cannot speak of my own knowledge. I prepared the 
brief in tho case, and I saw after it came back the evidence which had been given on oath,
185. Did you base your defence on the evidence supplied to you by the employees of the Bailway Com
missioners ? Yes; and on other evidence collected. There was other evidence called besides that of the 
employees in the railway service.
186. Could you produce the reports of the officers which were handed in to you ? I could, undoubtedly. 
I could have produced every paper from the writ of summons up to the present moment if I had thought 
that they would be gone into. I only had. notice to produce this particular letter. I can produce every 
paper, and, of course, the Supremo Court records contain the official papers.
187. Would you expect railway employees to give evidence which would be likely to militate against
themselves? I would. I invariably impress on railway employees that their first duty is to speak the 
truth and take the consequences, and I believe very many of them do so. It is,only human nature to 
helievo that there are some who do not. In this case there is no inducement for these men to say anvthing 
which is not correct, as far as I can sec. '
188. Can yon tell the Committee of any case where railway employees have given evidence in Court
against the interests of the Commissioners ? Certainly not. I should never have allowed it to go into 
Court if they would. ' 189.
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J. C. Thom. 1S9. You say that if their evidence was going to be against the Commissioners you would not allow them 
—A——* to go into Court P Yes.

12Sept.,1900. ]C|0 You said you produced the evidence of the railway employees and others just now ;—did you at tho 
trial produce evidence from any witness who was likely to be unbiassed or disinterested P Yes ; I think 
there were one or two. The postmaster, I believe, was one. I am at a disadvantage in speaking from 
memory,
191. Say from business men of Tamworth or people who are reliable and entirely dislinterested. did you
have any evidence to offer? I do not think so, and I would not expect to have them on the station at 
the time. '
192. As a matter of fact, you would not expect a witness for the defence to give evidence fn support of 
the plaintiff’s case, would you? I should expect him to speak the truth. A witness has nothing In do 
with the particular case he is appearing for ; but T should not expect the defendant to call a witness who 
was likely to give evidence on the plaintiff’s side.
193. You arc conversant, I presume, with all the circumstances leading up to tho accident? I have a 
recollection of them as they appeared on the papers.
19i. You know Mr. Burbank was a dentist who travelled from town to town in tho Northern and North
western districts ? So I have been instructed.
195. Jn order to follow his calling he had to carry what is called a dental-box— that is a box containing 
machinery for carrying on his profession ? Yes.
19G. Ot course a passenger is allowed to carry a certain weight? Of personal luggage.
197. AVould you think it was reasonable for a passenger to be called upon by a railway porter to give him a
hand to lift his luggage—on that occasion a dental-box—into the luggage-van p ]n Ibis case,yes. The 
luggage was not spoken of till the train was actually in. It was not personal luggago ; it was luggage 
which should ha^e been paid for and booked. It was not deposited on the platform till the train was 
actually there. t
198. Are you aware that that luggage had a ticket on it? I do not know.
199. If it was properly ticketed, as from station to station, would you not think that it wus in charge of 
the railway employees when it was on ibe premises? Not-necessaniv.
200. If it had been sent down on the previous afternoon, and put in charge of the railway authorities, 
and had not yet been delivered to the owner? Certainly, m charge of tho Kailway Commissioners.
201. You are aware that evidence was given at the trial that there was some obstacle on the platform ? 
That evidence was given.

■ 202. You are aware that Mr. Burbank fell over that obstacle, which was a side of bacon ? I am not aware
of that.
203. Your own witnesses have said so, have not they? They have said that he said so. There is no 
evidence that Mr. Burbank fell over an obstacle. It was not found, as a fact, by the jury, that lie fell 
over a side of bacon. Evidence was given, but there was no decision on it.
204. II evidence was given that one of the railway employees had hold of one end of the dental-box and
Air Burbank had hold of the other end, and that that railway employee was taking or guiding Mr. 
Burbank with the other end of the box to the luggage-van, and that Mr. Burbank fell in the course of 
proceeding to the luggage-van, would the railway employee bo responsible do yon think for taking 
him over that obstacle? As you stated the case he did not lake him over an obstacle. Taking 
the case you put, 1 should prefer to allow a jury who heard the evidence given to decide the question 
of responsibility. ' "
205. In cross-examination at the trial, if I remember aright, the railway employee who had the end of 
the box, when asked whether he did not fall over the bacon, said. “ I suppose I must have stepped over 
it,” would not that be so ? I could not sav.
206. If a railway employee conducted Mr. Burbank, as tbe evidence shows in this case, over a flitch of
bacon which was on the platform, would you not think that tho railway authorities were responsible for 
that ? Ido not think so. ”
20/. Mr. Spence,'] Have there not been more than one case where the Commissioners have recognised 
their liability ? Ifcs.
208. "Was not there one at Kedfern not long ago? Yes
209. Would it not depend on tho question of proof? Not necessarily. I do not know whether
the bacon was on the platform or not. But assuming that it was on the platform the passenger, if 
it could he viewed, was responsible for what occurred. The gravamen of the case at Eedfern, was that 
the platform was so crowded that nobody could see the obstruction, being only a few inches above the 
ground. * '
210. Chairman.] If it were proved that the platform at Tamworth was so dark that nobody could see the 
flitch of bacon, would you admit then the responsibility of the Commissioners ? Undoubtedly.
211. The box that Mr. Burbank had travelling with him was under 80 lb. weight—SO lb. is the weight 
allowed ? I do not know tho weight of the box.
212. At any rate it was under 80 lb. weight;—you would not dispute the right of Mr. Burbank to fake
the box with him on the journey? I do; he is not entitled to carry anything but his personal luggage, 
and a dental-box is not personal luggage *
213. Seeing that the box had accompanied Mr. Burbank for a year or two on every trip be took up
country, then would you think that he had a right to carry it ? That would not alter the law ; I should 
say that ho had no right to carry it. J
214. Would not the law become a matter of usage? It cannot become a matter of usage, because it is 
decided by an Act of Parliament. Wo never took any exception in this case to this box being carried in 
this way. That was said merely in answer to the question as to legal liability.
215. Do you mean to s-ay that personal luggage does not include tools of trade? It might under certain
circumstances. ’
21G. Are you aware that it is permissible and recognised that jockeys can carry their saddles and gear 
with them in the carriage, because it is part of their tools of trade? It may be; I am not aware. I 
believe there are special rates for jockeys attending races, and special conditions for travelling.
217. Are there special conditions? I do not know yes or no. I could not say from memory. The 
question of the right to carry this particular box was never raised in this case.

218.
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21S. What are the circumstances under which a man can carry his tools of trade? If a man were to J- C. Thom, 
carry a 2-foot rule in his pocket, no exception would be taken to that, but if a woman brought in a sewing- A-—> 
machine as a tool of irade, (hat would not be permissible, or if a man carried a lathe of a certain size, 12Sept.,1900. 
that would not be permissible,
219. Do you mean permissible in the passenger-carriage or in the luggage-van ? As passenger’s luggage, 
free of charge, The English law by a great number of cases decided what is and what is not passenger's 
luggage, which the companies are compelled to carry to a certain weight, without additional charge.
220. Is the law applicable here ? It is. and it would not cover such a bos as Mr. Burbank had with him 
on that occasion.
221. If a person had to strike matches to look for the box on the platform, would you then say that tho 
station was sufficiently lighted ? 'It depends on where the box was. I should say that if a person had 
to strike a match in the open part of the railway station to see a box 4 feet high, the station could not 
be sufficiently lighted.
222. It was at the end of the station ; there were two witnesses in the case named White and Playford ;— 
do you remember them ? I do not remember them.
223. They swore positively that there was not anv label on the box? I do not call that to mind at all.
221. The label h as been produced, and it has been sworn positively that it was on the box ;—do you think 
that tho evidence given by these two men might have weighed with the jury in their decision when they 
said that there was no label on the box ? Ido not think that fact would have anything to do with the 
result of tlm case at all. As 1 have said more than once here the question of the right to carry the box 
was never raised in the case.
225. Because it was the practice, and always had been so ? It may have been ; I really do not know.
220. I suppose the reason why that question was never raised was because it was understood that it was 
perfectly right for a passenger to carry a box;—all dentists carry their tools of trade with them in the 
same way ? I could not say that; I do not know really.
227. Do you not think it is possible that they do so ? I really do not know. I never saw a dentist’s box 
in my life. J never saw one in travelling.
228. Mr. Spence^ Would it not be the duty of the railway officers to put the box into the van if it was 
booked as luggage and not as passenger’s luggage? Jt would ho. The railway servants, as far as I under
stand their duty, should put goods and luggage iuto the proper place.
229. Okairman.'] The fact of a ticket being put on tbe box at the instance of the railway employees, and
the ticket indicating that it was passenger’s luggage from so-and-so to so-and-so, would not that get over 
anything you had to say in regard to it not being legal to carry that box ? I should say after that they 
could not be heard to say it was not passenger’s luggage. I quite admit that that would silence the person 
who did it. ’ '
230. Are you aware that the book of by-laws of the Kailway Department makes it imperative that 
passengers should see their luggage placed in the van ? I do not think it is a by-law ; I think it is an 
instruction published in the ordinary circulated time-table.
231. Presumably it would be a by-law if it is an instruction printed in the railway time-table ? I never 
heard of any by-law which made it imperative for passengers to see their luggage put in the van.
232. At any rate it enjoins on them the necessity to see their luggage put in the van : I do not recollect 
such a by-law.
233. Arc you aware of any instances where the Railway Commissioners disputed their responsibility in 
regard to passenger’s luggage because the passenger had not adhered to that by-law or regulation ? Sro ;
1 do not know of a case in my seven and a half years as Solicitor for Railways.
234. Where they tried to get out of paying by that means ? I do not remember a case. case ever
came before me for an opinion on that ground during the seven and a half years 1 have been Solicitor for 
Railways. ”
235. But it is possible that such a case has arisen between the Railway Commissioners and passengers, 
and that you would not know of it ? It is possible, but very unlikely. I do not think anything of that 
kind happens without being sent to me for advice by the Chief Traffic Manager.
230. I suppose you will admit that a passenger carrying tools of trade, such as valuable instruments and 
so on, would bo interested in seeing that they were not thrown about the platform, us sometimes the 
porters do throw luggage about, in order not to have any broken ? Surely------
237. You are aware that it is a habit with railway porters to injure passengers’ luggage, and even goods 
that are paid for as excess ? 1 am not aware that it is a habit.
238. J-lave you never had any claims made to you over iujured luggage? Hover in my life in this way.
239. Do you think the Commissioners would have such claims made without your knowing of them ? I 
do not think it is likely. 1 am referring now to the habit you mentioned of their handling goods on 
platforms—1 never heard of such being the case.
240. I have had three tin boxes utterly and entirely destroyed in four years, because of the way in which 
they were thrown about—on one occasion two lots being broken ? I can only speak of what I have 
heard. These claims were not made.
241. Mr. Burbank, in his evidence, said he helped Playford, who is a railway employee, to carry the box 
to the van;—would this not make Playford an active agent in whatever took place while the box was 
being carried ? I do not understand the term.
242. An accessory to the accident ? In my opinion not necessarily,
243. It Playford says that he led the way whilst carrying the box with Mr. Burbank to the van in his 
evidence, and then says that he must have stepped over the bacon, would that implicate the Commissioners 
through one of their employees ? I do not think so. A person carrying such a cumbersome parcel as 
that would be expected to look out for his safety on a well-lighted platform,
24i. Seeing that Playford knew that the bacon was there, and that he went directly and stepped over it, 
and did not warn Mr, Burbank to look out for himself, would you admit then that there was no responsi
bility ? He says he must have stepped over it ; he docs not say it was there.
245, The evidence shows that it was there ? I am asked for my opinion as to whether it was negligence.
240. Seeing that he admits that he must have stepped over the bacon himself while holding one end of 
the box, aud Mr. Burbank the other, and that, although ho was aware of the fact that it was there, he 
did not warn Mr. Burbank to look out for himself, would you think then that tho railway employees were 
responsible ? I should say that that is not evidence of negligence, 247.
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J. C. Thom. 247. What do you want to prove evidence of negligence? It depends on the case. I should want 
idT^o su^c’cn^ convince the jury which tried the case that there was negligence, and there was not sufficient. 

eP ■> ■ 248. Hfr. Spence,'] Do you rememher whether, in the reports you received, that evidence was given about
the bacon and the falling over it ? There was some reference to it; 1 conld not tay exactly what it was. 
I think it originated in Mr. Burbank’s letter. ' "
249. Not from the officers ? I think not, from memory.
250. Chairman.] The train was some time late. If the guard, when closing the door of the luggage-van, 
was told by Playford not to close the door because he was going to put the box in, and if the guard calls 
out in a surly and hurried manner, “ Hurry up, I cannot wait, I’m late as it is,” do you not think that 
would he a means to excite a person who was trying to put his luggage in in order to go by that train ? I 
do not think it would excite a grown-up person—I do not think a man of the world used to travelling 
would take the least notice of a surly remark like that.
251. You travel a lot? A great deal.
252. Have you seen grown-up men and women who did not know hardly where they were or what they 
were doing when they were trying to catch a train ? I have, indeed, frequently.
253. Do not you think it was the duty of the guard, under the circumstances, to have come to the assist
ance of the porter and helped him to put that box in the van, instead of allowing the passenger to do so ? 
I could not express an opinion. I do not know whether there was.
254. You will not express an opinion? I would rather not express an opinion. ] have no knowledge of 
the details of their work,
255. There was a J. C. White who was night officer at the time. You saw his evidence, I presume;—he 
gave material evidence in favour of the Commissioners? Yes, he did.
256. Would you think he was a very straightforward man ? I do not know him at all. I should not 
know him if I saw him.
257. Should you think he was a man who would give reliable evidence? 1 should expect that of him. I 
have no means of judging the man’s character.
258. If you thought that that man had been dealt with on thirty or thirty-two occasions by the Railway
Commissioners for carelessness, for neglect of duty, and so forth, would you then think that he was a man 
who would be likely to give reliable evidence ? That history of the man would certainly discount his value 
to me, undoubtedly. "
259. Will you be good enough io look at his record, which I now hand to you, and let me know then if 
you think he is a reliable witness ? I should not think he was a carel'ul man by any means.
260. Would you think he was a reliable witness ? I do not see anything here to prevent his being a
truthful man. ‘
261. If, in Ins evidence, he would he able to swear as to tho proper lighting of the platform, and give a 
description of the lamps which were lit on the occasion, in view of his negligence and carelessness, proved 
by the sheet in your hand, do you think it is likely that ho, on that particular occasion, showed himself 
to be what he had never shown himself to be before ? I think it is very probable, as on this occasion he 
had a good reason for remembering the facts.
262. Would he not have been, perhaps, dismissed or something else? He had just been promoted.
263. Is it usual for railway employees to have so many opportunities as that man appears to have had ? 
Yes ; in seventeen years. Reprimand is not a serious term for a man.
264. There was one time when he got a truck off the rails ;—that is not serious ? In 1897 a truck was 
derailed.
265. He is not cautioned for that? I can only judge the gravity of these misdeeds by the gravity of the 
penalty attached. 1 see that he ceased to be fined recently. He seems to have been improving since 
about 1890.
266. He got a rise of about £20 for his good conduct, I suppose ? I have no idea.
267. Referring to some of these charges for which he "was punished, he denied the accusations made 
against him;—in \iew of that fact, would you think he was a reliable witness ? Undoubtedly. A man 
may deny want of care. He may deny many of these offences there.
268. And yet the Railway Commissioners would punish him ? Yes. Many of these offences are matters 
of opinion. The man himself might fairly think that he was not guilty of negligence or want of caution, 
and still his superiors might think he was and ho might be punished. I do not see that it affects the 
truthfulness of the man,
269. In many of these cases ho admits having been negligent and careless ? That simply emphasises his
honesty in that particular case. "
270. Many of the charges he denied, aud yet he was punished for it;—that makes him more honest, I 
suppose? I do not know that it affects the matter at all. I do not think that record affects a man’s 
credibility on his oath.
271. No matter how often a man proves that he is unfit to be in the Railway Service or neglects his duty, you 
consider that he is still a reliable and trustworthy man as a witness ? I did not make any such admission.
272. It was equivalent to that ? No ; and I hope that those words will not be put into my mouth.
273. Do you know a man named Beeby, who was an important witness for the Railway Commissioners ? 
Yes.
274. He gave very important evidence for the defendants, did he not? I have no doubt lie did. He 
would not have been called otherwise. He was called, and I have no doubt be gave important evidence.
275. The judge in summing up referred particularly to the importance of the evidence given by that 
straightforward man—by that intelligent witness, I think he said ? 1 do not know that he said so.
276. If Beeby, in order to be a witness on that ease, was brought up from a lunatic asylum, would you 
consider that he was a good witnesswould you consider that he was fit to be put in the witness-box? 
Direct from the asylum ?
277. Within a day ? Certainly not; for a man to be brought direct from a lunatic asylum to be put 
direct into a witness-box. I assume he was a lunatic, and not a warder ?
278. No ; he was running about the bush there wild before he was sent down ? It is absurd to put such 
a man in the box.
279. That is one of the witnesses whom yon had in your case;—you summoned him from a lunatic 
asylum ? I do not know that.
280. You would not place any weight at all on his evidence, would you ? If he were a lunatic, certainly
not. 281.
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281. If he were just brought from a lunatic asylum where he had been detained ? I should not; I would J< 0. Thom,
not allow him to give evidence at all. loo^f^Tonfi
282. Aud he was discharged from the Police Force subsequently over it ? I should certainly not regard 12Sept,,19QQ. 
any man’s evidence ae reliable who was in that unfortunate condition of mental health.
288. There was a man named Evan who was a witness for the Eailway Commissioners; ho was then a 
carter about the town? I think I remember the name.
284. Very shortly after the accident happened and before the trial Evan was given employment by tho 
Eailway Commissioners ? I do not know that.
280. After the accident he was employed by the Eailway Commissioners, and at the trial he was an 
important witness ? He was a witness at the Irial; as to his employment, 1 do not know, i
2SG. At the time of the trial ho was an employee, but at the time of the accident he was a ronsc-about 
about the town, carrying mails, and so on ;—it is pretty difficult to obtain employment under the Eailway 
Commissioners? I should say it is. I do not know anything of the details. 1 know there are hundreds 
of men employed there.
287. It is very difficult, as a rule, for a man to get employment from the Eailway Commissioners ? I do 
not know. I have never recommended anybody, and have never had anything to do with the appointment 
of anyone. I know there must be 100 a year appointed. It depends on tho capacity, of course. I do 
not know what this man was appointed as.
288. Have you seen the affidavits which have been put before this Commiiteo ? 1 have seen nothing of
the evidence.
239. If there are other witnesses who have sworn directly opposite to the e\idence produced at the trial 
by the Eailway Commissioners, do you not think if they had been called at (be trial the verdict would 
have been different? If they hud been believed it might have been different.
290. Seeing that of your two chief witnesses one was a madman ? I do not know that. I do not know 
what evidence there is of it.
291. We have his record ? I assume that he was a lunatic.
292. You are fair and unbiassed, 1 presume? I endeavour to be.
293. If there were three witnesses who swore favourably for the defence of tho Eailway Commissioners, 
and these three men are railway employees, or are concerned in this matter if a verdict were given against 
tho Railway Commissioners, and if there are five or seven respectable trust worthy townspeople who swear 
directly opposite to their two witnesses, which side would you give tho benefit to? It would depend on 
whether the fact was material to the issue to be tried.
291. As regards tbe lighting of the platform, even two of the Commissioners’ railway employees differ as 
to their description of the lights which were on the platform at the time, and there are five or seven 
respectable townspeople who swore quite differently from what the raiiwray employees have sworn, would 
you not be inclined to believe the five disinterested townspeople? I should not now, because they knew 
of the trial, and should have volunteered their valuable evidence then. They were known to the solicitor 
for the plaintiff.
295. ff/'r. Spence.] Mr. Burbank charges that they did, but that his counsel did not call them ? His 
counsel would give you evidence on that point more directly than I could. It appears to mo something 
unusual for a distinguished man like Mr. Garland to do.
29G. Chairman] If the Judge in summing up told the jury that the man might meet with a serious acci
dent like this, and yet ho not incapacitated for business, and if he referred to the case of a member of the 
British House of Commons, who had, by accident, both arms and legs taken off, and yet was able to do 
his business, and to write, and to ride ou horseback, do you think that would have any influence on the men 
on the jury ? On the question of tho amount of damages; but they found there wras no damage, so that 
they did not get to that part of the case.
297. The Judge said that both his arms and legs had been cut off, and yet he was able to follow his 
business ? I do not know what bis object was. 1 should like to have heard the contest of that,
298. It implied that Mr. Burbank, no matter how he might have been disabled, might bo able to follow 
bis profession ? That would bo the inference. I could imagine a Judge saying that in order to direct a 
jury as to the measure of damages if the jury had arrived at the question of damages ; but in this case 
they never got as far as that, because they found for the defendant.
299. He was summing up then ? You know that a Judge must direct a jury as to what they will do in 
both cases.
300. Can you imagine a Judge being so ignorant as to refer to a member of the British House of Commons 
having both arms and legs cut off, seeing that every schoolboy knows that Caveuagh is the man he refers to, 
and that he was born without arms and legs ;—did not it strike you as being peculiar for a Judge to make 
that statement from tho Bench ? I would like to be excused from saying anything, ] do not know the 
facts.
301. You have had the case before you, and you have had the newspaper reports? I do not remember 
the feature, I know that sometimes Judges do say things which perhaps are not direct to the matter 
at issue.
302. Still you admit that juries are frequently governed to a great extent by the summing up of the 
Judge? Influenced they must be, I have no doubt.
303. Are you aware that Mr. Burbank made a request to the Commissioners for a money grant subsequent 
to the trial ? I am not aware whether he did or not. I know he was paid £L00. I do not know how it 
came to bo done.
30t. You do not know how it came to he done ? I do not know how he came to apply for it.
305. Have you seen all the correspondence in referonce to the grant of that £100? I have not seen any 
ether than the note with my own instructions to prepare a voucher for the money, and communicate with 
Mr. Burbank, aud pay him.
300. Did you authorise Mr. Harris, on the 9ih August, 1898, to interview Mr. Burbauk ? I may have— 
that would be a fortnight before 1 wrote my letter.
307. Did you instruct Mr. Harris from your office to, as it were, intimidate Mr. Burbank into writing a 
letter denying his previous action in the case? 1 did not.
308. Do you remember the letter which tho Commissioners wrote to Mr. Burbank when granting the 
£100 ? I have my rough draft of the letter of the 13th August.

309.
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J. C. Thom. 309. In that letter which you drafted there is a paragraph saying that he (Burbank) brought an action in 
'‘■—““'i which he never had any prospect of success ? That is so,

12 Sept., 1000. gyQ. _Are these usual terms to put in a letter ? After a jury has given a verdict.
311. But Mr. Burbank took action before they gave a verdict, and yet you say that he never had any 
prospect of success? I say so now—from my knowledge of all the facts of the ease he never had any 
prospect of success.
312. From the facts of the case as far as they appeared at the trial? Tes; I know nothing of tbo 
evidence which has been obtained since.
313. Can you tell me on what grounds you or the Commissioners came to that conclusion? On tho 
report submitted, on the facts of tbe case as submitted, and then on the extreme improbability of anything 
else being proved.
314. In another paragraph in that letter the Commissioners say to Mr. Burbank, “ had you originally 
approached the Commissioners in the spirit displayed by your letter now under reply, you would no doubt 
have been treated with exceptional consideration,” Docs that paragraph appear in that draft? Yes.
315. Are you aware that Mr. Burbank approached them twice previously, that is before the trial, in order 
to get an amicable settlement ? I am not aware of it,
316. If you had thought that he had previously approached the Hailway Commissioners with a view to 
have an amicable settlement, you would not have put that paragraph in the letter ? It would depend on 
what took place. I do not know what we would call an amicable settlement. If 1 knew the facts of tho 
case I might.
317. But there is only one way of asking for an amicable settlement ? If he asks for it with a writ for
£5,000 damages that is not considered so. '
318. You have not seen Mr. Burbank's evidence? No
319. When he looks back at his former prosperous condition, his good business, wife, children, and himself 
well provided for, and when he looks at himself now completely crippled for life, and the consequent ruin 
and havoc it has played with his homo and family, putting yourself in his place, can you blame him in his 
endeavours to have the case investigated ? No, I do not.
320. And seeing that tbe time had elapsed when he could have had an appeal against the verdict, do you 
think Mr. Burbank is justified in appealing to Parliament for an investigation? 1 do not. You are 
putting me in his place, aud, I say, T should not think myself justified.
321. I suppose you will pardon me for saying you are an extraordinary man if you would not use every 
endeavour in that direction ? I am asked the question, and, 1 say, I should not consider myself justified 
in taking tbe steps you described.
322. 'Will you after this inquiry is concluded require to have a copy of the whole of the evidence which 
has been taken during this investigation? No, ] have no occasion for it. I suppose the Secretary will 
get a copy as a matter of record.
323. If tbe weight of evidence that has been brought forward conclusively proves that the accident to 
Mr. Burbank was caused by the carelessness of the railway employees that the evidence of two of the 
principal witnesses for the defence at the trial in Tamworth was valueless, and they "were unreliable, and 
if Mr. Burbank brings forward by affidavit, which he has doue, seven or eight witnesses, who are contrary 
in their evidence to that given by the raihvay employees, do you not think tbo [Railway Commissioners 
should compensate Mr. Burbank in a suitable manner ? I can only say, I think not.
324. No matter what befalls a passenger travelling by train, no matter who is responsible for the accident, 
you think he has no right to ask for remuneration ? I did not express any such opinion.
325. That is what I took it to bo ? If your question has been taken down as it was put, I will adhere to 
my answer. I do not think the Commissioners have any right to supersede tbe Supreme Court of tbo 
Colony in its decision. A decision has been given, and a mode of appeal is provided for, and they as 
Commissioners have no power to deal with public money voluntarily after such a decision has been given. 
That is the reason for my answer ; but that does not apply to every form of appeal. In your previous; 
question you asked me if I thought an appeal under these circumstances would bo justified to Parliament, 
and I said, by all means.
326. Seeing that Mr, Burbank was in a helpless condition, that he had not got money to fight the Rail
way Commissioners on an appeal, do you not think he is justified in coming here, where he gets fair play 
and justice, without money and without price? Ido not think he is justified. Here is my former 
answer—that the Commissioners would not be justified in dealing with tbe matter.
327. Mr, Spence,] But they have admitted tbe principle ? I do not know where the margin of distinction 
comes in in these matters. £106 is not a large sum.
328. Chairman,] Do you remember a case of Belisario against the Railway Commissioners ? I have heard 
of the case.
329. Did he get a substantial verdict against the Commissioners ? He did, indeed—and a very sub
stantial one.
330. A.nd if Mr. Burbank's case is worse than his was proved to be at the trial, do you not think the 
Railway Commissioners should have given him more than £100? If his case was proved to be at all 
identical with Belisario’s, he ought to get nothing.
331. Mr. Nicholson.] Where a case has been tried, and other evidence has cropped up, would it not be a 
matter of courtesy and fair play for the Commissioners to reopen the case ? Undoubtedly ; it would

■ be a matter of appeal; they would he compellable to do it. If a cr^se were decided, and evidence brought 
up which could not have been produced at the trial of the case, the law will grant a new trial on this 
ground within a reasonable time.
332. I take it that that is the position of the case of Mr. Burbank ? I am not aware of that.
333. Even criminal cases are reopened by the Crown when fresh evidence can bo adduced ? Undoubtedly. 
It is a common ground for reopening a case that evidence has been discovered which was not available at 
the time tbe decision was given.
334 Chairman,] You agree that Mr. Burbank, being able to produce additional evidence, is quite right 
in bringing his case before Parliament? Undoubtedly, if it is evidence wfijch was not obtainable at the 
former trial. That is the whole distinction to my mind. '

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 26 SEPTEMBER, 1900. 
present:—

Me. THOMAS BROWN, | Me. DJGHT,
Me. SPENCE.

J. GILLIES, Esq., in the Cjiaik.
Jiiines Campbell Thom, Solicitor for Railways, recalled and further emmiued:—

335. Afr. Bight.'] With reference to the jockeys, 1 notice that at the last meeting of the Committee the J. C. Thom,
question came up about passengers being allowed to take tools of trade with them ;—the Chairman asked ,
a question about these jockeys, and you answered, “ J believe there are special rates for jockeys attending Sept.,1900. 
races, and special conditions for travelling —then you were asked by the Chairman, “ Are there special 
conditions f’’ and you replied, “ I do not know yes or no ; I could not say from memory; rhe question of
the right to carry this particular box was never raised in this case ” ;—these special conditions for jockeys 
would not apply, I take it, to another person with different luggago ; for instance, to a dentist carrying a 
dental box? No ; they only apply to special trains for special race meetings on special days.
336. There were several questions put to you about this dental box of Mr. Burbank’s ;—this question was 
asked, “ Ho you mean permissible in tbe passenger carriage or in tbe luggage-van ? ” and your reply vwis,
“As passenger’s luggage, free of charge ; the English law, by a great number of cases, decided what is 
and what is not passenger’s luggage, which the companies are compelled to carry to a certain weight with
out additional charge ” ;—the Chairman then asked, “ Is the law applicable here? ” aud you replied, “ It 
is, and it would not cover such a box as Mr. Burbank had with him on that occasion ” ;—the present law 
would not allow Mr. Burbank to take that box as passenger’s luggage free of charge f That is so.
337. Even supposing that it had a luggage label put on it? The presence of the label would not affect 
the question of the right to carry it.
338. So that, as the Law stands, notwithstanding that Mr. Burbank has said that this box had been carried 
for him frequently free of charge on the train from one place to another, that did not give him the right 
to have it carried free ? It did not. In answering these questions I am only expressing an opinion on 
the law.
330. As Solicitor for Railways, that is your construction of the law? Exactly; aud that is given after 
reference to a great number of cases 1 referred to.
340. You can see that the question is a very important one in its bearing ou this case;—Mr. Burbank
states in his evidence that he was allowed to carry this box, so long as it did not exceed 80 lb., free of 
charge on tho railway by virtue of his passenger ticket ? 1 know that that has been his impression.
341. You say distinctly that, as the law stands, he was not entitled to do so ? 1 say he is not entitled to
do so.
342. Mr. Brown.] Ho you know whether the Commissioners have any special regulations for this kind of 
luggage ? i am not aware of any.
313. Okairman.] If it is not recognised that passengers have a right to carry their tools of trade as 
passengers’ luggage, why is it done every day in the year nearly with regard to dentists ? J do not know 
whether it is or not. It may bo that, unknown to me, he may have had some arrangement with the traffic 
authorities. They have perfect power to make arrangements with him to carrj' distinguishable property 
as passenger’s luggage. 1 do not know of it in this case, though. T am speaking as to the general law, 
which is that tho passenger is entitled to carry up to the weight allowed all property suitable to his 
condition in life for his comfort on the journey, or at the other end of it. That is a short statement of 
what the law is.
344. Mr. Brown.] Although that may be the law, supposing tho traffic recogniso the principle in practice
of allowing this kind of luggage to lie carried, that would hold the traffic responsible for any damage 
asriing? 'To the luggage—I should say so, undoubtedly. They would he estopped from selling up any 
other state of things. *
345. Chairman.] If that is the law as you state, why is it that commercial travellers are allowed to carry 
4 cwt of samples ? Because there is a special regulation made for commercial travellers’luggago up to 
something like 5 cwt. It is carried at a certain rate one way, and free the other.
346. It is carried for nothing as passengers’ luggage ? I do not remember these things by heart; but I *
kuow there is such a regulation made under the 53rd section of the Act.

John Charles AVhite, Railway Officer, sworn and examined:—r
347. Chairman.] In 1897 you were employed as night officer at Tamworth Railway Station ? I was. J. CL White. 
34S. You rememher an accident happening to a dentist named Albert Burbank ? I do.
349. You were in charge of the station that night, I presume ? I was. 26 Sept., 1990.
350. The lighting of the platform was under your supervision on that night ? It was.
351. Ho you remember how it was lit that night ? Yes, it was lit the same as always.
352. IVhat do you mean by the same as always ? The same lights as were lit for the mail.
353. How many lights were there ? I have not seen the place for some time now. 1 believe there were 
five.
354. How long were you night officer ? About twelve months.
355. You ought to he able to know' how many there were ? I believe there were three lights under the 
awning, and one post-lamp on either side. ”
356. How far from the awuing would that be ? Ten yards, probably.
357. How far would the platform extend beyond those limits ? To "the far end, perhaps 15 yards. I am
not quite sure about the distance, "
358. That accident happened on the 1st July, 1887 ? I know' it happened in July. I could not tell you
the exact date. "
359. Hid you turn out any lamps that night on tho platform ? What time do you mean—before the 
mail ?
360. Any time during the night ? There are two passenger trains there. There is one that comes in at
9‘5, and, of course, they are lit for that tram. Then they would be turned down unlil the people started 
to come for the mail. ’They would not he kept up all tho timq i|Vheu there aro no trains, 361.
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J. C. "White. 3(j^i The custom is to turn out tlie lamps wlien the train is not at the station ? When there is no one 
there we turn them down. We do not have them going, 

ep 9 0.302. You do not turn the lamps out ? JNro, not right out.
363. Tn your evidence in the Court at Tamworth did you say that you turned out all the post-lamps and 
the middle lamp under the awning p I might have said that I turned them down.
364i. Your evidence says that you turned them out ? I probably turned them down.
3G5. Are you sure whether you turned them out, or whether yon simply turned them down ? I would 
not like to say for sure whether I turned them right out. I know I would reduce the light for the sake 
of saving the gas. We have to do that.
36G. Have you to bo very economical P Wc aro not supposed to leave (he place dark ; wo are supposed 
to he economical and not to waste it unnecessarily when there is no traffic there. We are supposed to 
use the gas as traffic demands. If there are no trains or anything about, of course we do not want tho 
same flare up as when there are trains about; it is not necessary.
367. Was there a man named Playford working on the platform that night P Tes ; he was the porter. 
363. What did he do when he came on duty at 1 a.m.;—had he anything to do with the lamps ? Suppose 
I was busy at the time, and the lamps wanted attending to, he would do it. I would see to it myself as 
a rule, sometimes he would. It was an understood thing that T was responsible for them. If other 
duties prevented him from doing it I would do it. I cannot say on what particular night who did it. I 
am not quite sure at present.
36D. Did he light any lamps after 1 a.m., do you think, on that morning P Probably he did. There are 
lamps to light outside the station. He would light that lamp, and then there would be the one in the hall 
of the waiting-room to light.
370. If you turned out any lights on the platform, would Playford have to light them when he came on? 
Yes ; or I would if ho had not the time.
371. And Playford did light some of the lamps on that occasion? Probably he did; he must have lit 
some of them. I cannot particularise now the lamps he lit.
372. If you simply turned them down, and he turned them on, you would not say that was lighting tho 
lamps? It is lighting them to a certain extent. They are of no use as they are, when they are 
turned down.
373. You say you turned them out in your evidence, and now you do not know whether you did or not? 
1 say I turned them down.
374. Ho ; you said you did not know whether you turned them out, or whether vou turned them down ? 
If the lamps were down, they were of no use as lamps ; it is just the same as turning them out.
375. Mr. JBrown.^ When the lamps are down they are practically out, as far as light is concerned ? 
Yes; that is what I meant. I might turn them right down to perhaps a glimmer, so that when they are 
wanted again, all a man has to do is to turn tho tap, and there would be a full blaze again,
376. During tbe time you were in charge of that station, was it customary on the part of several of the 
officers to turn the lights down, or turn them out altogether—which practice obtained ? Suppose the 
moon was to rise, they would be turned right out, because we would not want them again, say, outside.
377. But on the platform? There was a lamp near the lower end—that is, towards Sydney. That lamp 
would bo turned down.
37S. It would not be turned out altogether? Hot that lamp.
379. Chairman.'] Do you remember seeing anything on the platform that night—anything lying about ? 
Yes.
3S0. What was there, do you remember? I know I saw Burbank’s case there.
331. Did you see anything which anyone would be likely to tumble over there ? No, I did not.
382. Do you think there was anything there which anyone would tumble over? No.
383. You do not think there was ? Not without they went right up against the wall.
384). If Playford says there were two sides of bacon sewn up in canvas on the platform ho is not telling 
the truth ? That is after the mail came in. You are speaking of the time when I went on duty, I 
presume ?
3S5. 1 am speaking of the time prior to the accident to Burbank ? I am talking of the time before tho 
mail. A case which comes out of the mail ia a different matter. There must necessarily be goods on the 
platform when the mail comes in. We have to put them out.

" 386. Mr. Uroien.] That is, goods that come with the mail for the station are put out on tlie platform ?
Yes. ...
387. You say that previous to the coming of tlie mail there was nothing on the platform? That is right,
388. Mr. Spence.] When did you see Mr. Purbank’s box on the platform? When T came on duty.
389. What time was that? 1 came on at 6 o’clock. It was sometime during the evening I saw it. Long 
before the mail came I saw the box.
390. Whereabouts was it located ? It was up near the parcels office against the wall.
391. Against (ho wall ? Yes. v
392. Did yon notice if it was labelled? I noticed that it was not labelled.
393. What time was it when you noticed that it was not labelled ? Some time before the mail came I 
noticed the box. I believe I referred to Playford about it. I asked bim if be knew anything about the 
box. I was looking to see where it was to go.
394. You do not know how it came there? No.
395. Mr. Spence.] You examined it to see if there was a label on it? 1 did,
396. Can you account for the fact that a label has been produced to the Committee with an address on,
sworn to as having been on the box ? Tf the label is produced it was not on the box when 1 saw it, and I 
do not believe it was ever on Ibe box, because that is what J looked at.
397. Was there enough light there to see ? Any amount of light.
398. Can you remember at what time you looked for it ou Ibe box ? I could not tell you exactly tho 
time 1 looked for it; but when a man has bis parcels to get ready for the mail, of course lie looks over 
these things.
399. The presumption is, then, that at tho time you would be looking for it it would be just when you 
were expectiug tbe mail, aud after the lights had been turned up ? Not necessarily just before tho mail.
I would start my work before that.

400.
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400. It would not be during tbe period when the lights were turned down? Ob, no. Even if it was, the J. C. White,
light would not be down so far that I would not be able to see, and I had iny hand-lamp. /-—
401. Would any of your officers help Mr. Burbauk to put a box on a train which was not addressed? It 26Sept., 1900. 
appears they did in this ease.
402. Is it not the rule to sec that it is labelled before it is put on ? That is tho recognised rule.
403. I believe it is an admitted fact that some one was helping him to put this box on when the 
accident occurred ? Yes.
404. Is not that',m assumption then, that it must have been labelled ? Not at all, .
405. Would it not be fair to assume that ? If we had known to whom the box belonged it would have 
been a different thing. We would have seen the man and asked him. I did not know the man, to tell 
you tho truth. When he came np and said it was his box, and he wished it to go on, of course we would 
not leave it behind then. We could explain to the guard that we really did not know. I was not there 
at that time. When he came up I was away.
40G. It is allowable for a guard to break what may be called a regulation in a ease like that? It is not 
allowable; but if a man is travelling on business like Mr. Burbauk was, and carried, as it were, his 
business with him, it would be useless to go without that box. If he said to the guard, “ I forgot to get 
my box labelled. Will you take it for me ?” Certainly it is not right to do so; but I am not saying that 
he would not do it.
407. Burbank states that he did have it labelled, and as far as you know there was no label on it? I 
know perfectly well thero was not.
408. M.r. Brown.] Whose duty was it to label it ? It wras his duty to come and tell us where ho wanted 
the box to go to, and it was our duty then to label it in his presence.
409. Mr. Spence.'] Bid he come to you at all when he came to get his box pnit on ? He never came near 
me at all.
410. Mr. Broion.] When a box of this description is brought over by Mr. Burbauk, or his agent, as ' 
stated in this case, to your office, whose duty was it to see to the labelling of tbe box ;—was it your duty,
or was it the duty of some other officer ? Of course, if he came to me, it was my duty. If I was doing 
anything else, perhaps taking a telegram, I would tell the porter to do it. I had not him ou at that time; 
he would not come on until 12'30 or 1.
411. Were you solely in charge at that particular time ? I was solely in charge.
412. Mr. Bight^] Was it possible for this box to be lodged on the station early in the evening, and for 
tho ticket to be put on before you came there, or must it have come under your notice at any time it 
came during that afternoon ? if it came before f! o’clock 1 was not there. It may have been put on 
then. I am speaking about the time from G o’clock. 1 did not notice that it was labelled then.
413. When you first took up your duties that night was this box there, or did it come on to the position 
where you saw it some time during the time you were on duty ? I did not notice it como there. When 
I noticed it it was ot) the platform. 1 did not see it brought there.
414. Was that any considerable time after you had taken up tho duties of the platform ? I suppose it
might have been 8 o’clock ; I could not say exactly when. A lot of goods, what they call outwards, to go 
by the goods train, would be up near the wall, .
415. Was it possible for that box to have been on the platform before you took up duty for the night ?
It would bo possible to put it on the platform. It may have come on at 5 o’clock.
416. Mr. Spence^] Had you seen the box often before ? I do not think I had.
417. Was not Mr. Burbank in tbe habit of travelling ? I believe ho was. I believe I had seen the box 
there; but there was such a number of boxes that I would not take any particular notice.
418. There arc not a number of dentists travelling, and I thought you might have been acquainted with 
him ? I do not know the box that way.
419. Is there anything you had to depend on regarding the light, other than your own memory;—is it ' 
not possible, for instance, that one of these lamps might not have been turned up ? No ; I was always 
very particular about the mail train.
420. Was it the custom to lurn them all up regularly for every train at night ? Yes ; for the passenger, 
and for the mail, they were always alight.
421. None of them left out at any time ? Not that I know of, unless, as I said before, on a bright moon
light night, when the side-lights might be out.
422. Aud the lighis under the awning were always lit? Yes.
423. Those on each side were sometimes left out on light nights? On a moonlight night I have seen 
them out. although, as a rule, I always like to have them going.
424. Chairman!] Was the night of the accident a clear night ? It was not a very clear morning.
425. It was moonlight ? No ; it was not moonlight. I believe it was a hit of a misty night, as far as I 
can rememher. 1 know it was a very cold night.
42G. Mr. Burbank was a regular traveller on his business? I do not know ; I could not say that.
427. Had you not seen Mr. Burbank on many occasions travelling ? 1 bad seen him ; but I assure you
that I did not know him. ■
428. Mr. Broxon.] Prior to this accident, you did not know him ? No; I did not know Mr. Burbank 
when I saw him on the platform—he was lying down at tho time. I asked what his name was, so that I 
did not kuow him.
429. Chairman,] Did not Mr. Burbank travel regularly on his professional tours from that station? He 
might. There arc plenty of men travelling whom we do not know. Wc might know a Member of 
Parliament, because he has a pass, and that is all wc would fake notice of in that way.
430. Mr. Broxon.] Supposing a mau was travelling regularly from the station at which you were stationed, 
you might not know him for the first few trips, but you would get to know him after a while? There 
are plenty of men I do not know there. I did not go about much, and I can assure you I did not know 
Mr. Burbank.
431. Mr. J)ighi!\ How long had you been night officer previous to this accident? I think I went there
on tho 23rd January of the same year. .
432. As night officer you would be in full charge of the station ? Yes.
433. And it would be your duty to see to any luggage, if there was any' luggage, on the platform not 
labelled ? To see to it, and if I did not; know myself to ascertain if those under me did.

434.
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J. C. White. 4.34, Did. you do that when you saw this box there ? I am not sure now that I did not speak to Playford,
asking him if he knew anything of it—if any one had said anything to him. I believe 1 did, and ho did 

Z6Sept., 90°-not know.
435. You have already stated that you did not know Mr. Burbank ;—previous to this occasion, can you 
remember him as having travelled, or as bringing this particular box, even although you did not know him 
personally F I would not like to say that I did not know the box, but it never impressed me so that I 
would remember it. JsTo doubt I bad seen it before, but there was nothing attached to it that I would 
remember it by. 1 cannot say that I had. For one thing, I did not know Mr. Burbank. If I had. the 
thing would have been different.
436. As a traveller, he would be allowed to carry a certain weight of luggage with him free as passenger’s 
luggage, would he not ? 'If he came under the heading of a commercial traveller he would, or he might 
have a sjjecial permit; I am not quite sure about that. A commercial traveller is allowed to carry a 
certain amount of weight as personal luggage. He probably came under that head.
437. If Mr. Burbank or anybody else came to you as the officer in charge of the station, and wanted to 
send an article of luggage free of charge that he was not entitled to send free, I suppose it would be your 
duty to see that it did not go—to see that he paid for it ? Yes, if it was not personal luggage ; but if he 
came under that bead, or bad a special permit to have this box carried—a case, 1 believe, has existed of 
that kind—1 would not question it.
438. This is an important matter with reference to this case, and that is why I want to got from you 
whether he was entitled to lake this box as passenger’s luggage, free of charge, or whether he was not? 
The only answer I can give to that question is this: That if he came under the head of commercial 
travellers he is allowed a certain weight, or if he has a permit from the Commissioners to carry in certain 
boxes he would then be allowed to take it;. It occurred so long ago that I cannot remember whether ho 
had a permit or whether he came under that head. It is a point 1 am not quite clear on. I know that 
would be the question which would arise in my mind.
439. Mr. Spence.] IVould uot the fact of a porter helpiog him with the box be an argument that he did 
have a permit, and that the officers recognised Ids right to take the box ? I would not say that. For 
instance, if you were going away by train, and ran up to the porter and said, “ There is my luggage there, 
aud I want it to go,” ho would not know what was in your luggage ; he would help you in with it; he 
would not stop to question when the mail is about to leave whether it was a legal thing to carry. That 
would be found out at the other end, and then they would charge him.
440. Chairman.] If the porter knew that Mr. Burbank was a travelling dentist, and that that was a box 
containing his tools of trade, would he not help him to carry it? He would help him.
441. If requested ? It is his duty to assist when he is asked. But the question Mr. Speneo put to me 
was whether if he ran up at the time and asked him, if he would put it in. I can only say that in tho 
excitement of the moment he would help. He is not to know what was in the box.)
442. Mr. Spence.] Do you not think that Playford knew Mr. Burbank, and knew what was in the box? 
I am sure he did not. I did not know the man, and Playford was more a stranger than I was.
443. Have you any ground for saying that he did not know Burbank? I am pretty sure be did not know 
him without ho knew more of the people than I did, and I do nob think he did know.
444. You had no personal knowledge of what took place between Burbank and Playford ? Ho, I bad 
not seen.
415. Then you cannot swear to what yon did not know ? I am only saying that I do not know whether 
Playford knew him or not. I do not think he did, because he was not as long in the place as I was, and 
I did not know him.
446. A man might be there a day and know him ? He might. I have my suspicions whether he did know 
him or not.
447. Mr. JSroion.] Supposing this box had been put on the platform in time, properly labelled, was it any
part of Mr. Burbank’s duty to assist or to see that it was put in tbe van it was intended to go by ? He 
has no right to touch it when ho bauds it over. ■
41S. When it is handed over to your possession it then becomes the duty of yourself or oE your officers to 
see that it is put in the carriage it is intended for? Yes. He is supposed to see that it is properly 
labelled, and then we put it in.
449. Mr. JJtphi.] But supposing the box were brought on to the platform, and just put down there and 
labelled by other people not connected with the railway station at all—that is, labelled to goto this 
place—and supposing it was a box that ought not to go as passenger’s luggage, would it then be the duty 
of a porter to put it in the van? He has a right to question it then. If he did not think it was personal 
luggage, and he knew nothing of the labelling, tbe question would naturally arise: “Where did this come 
from ; bow was it labelled ?” but that could not very wrell occur.
450. Mr. Burbank lias stated that he sent the box down to the station by a lad and a cart, and that they 
put it on the station and labelled it, at about 9 p.m. ;—you stated, I think, that you noticed it on the 
station some time after you came on duty ? Yes.
451. Did you see that it was not labelled ? Tt was not labelled.
452. If they did put it down in that way, and put a label on it, that would not devolve upon you or the 
porter the obligation to see that it wrent into the van ? If I knew nothing about tbo box I would naturally 
question it; but if he says he brought it on to the station aud labelled it, how would it be labelled with
out we knew something about it ?
453. They say they labelled it? How would they get into the office ? Tt is not likely that they would 
go foraging round tbe office.
454. Chairman.] Are passengers not in tho habit of asking some one for a label and putting it on them
selves frequently ? Ho doubt in a rush they may ask for a label.
405. And they get it ? Yes ; if he had asked me I would have been sure to know about the box, would 
I not?
456. You were fourteen months on Tamworth Eailway Station, and you did not know Burbank ? I can 
assure you that I did not know Mr, Burbank.
457. And you were there fourteen months before this accident occurred ? Ho ; since the 23rd of January 
of the same year.
458. Then why did you swear at Tamworth that you were fourteen months at Tamworth Eailway Station? 
I suppose that is tbe whole time I was there. The trial took place three weeks after I left there.

• 459.
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459. Do you admit that Mr. Burbank was entitled to carry that box with him as passenger’s luggage ? J- 0. Whits. 
Under tbe condition 1 stated in answer to Mr. Dighl.
460. If you were not aware that he came under the category af commercial travellers, or had a special 26Sept., 1900. 
permit, why was he allowed always to carry his boi P 1 suppose he must have conic under that heading
if he carried it before, and he apparently did.
401. \ou believe he must have come under the heading? I have already stated that I cannot sav now 
whether ho came under that head or ivhether he had a special permit, and 1 judge if it was carried before 
it would have been carried under the eiisling circumstances—either as a commercial traveller or with a 
permit. J
462. Consequently ho was entitled to carry it ? He would be entitled to carry it if those conditions 
existed, but 1 cannot say that they did,
463. if you know a man is travelling hackivards and forwards and carrying on his business, would you not, 
as a night officer, or as an officer in the Bail way Department, recognise him as a commercial traveller, when 
ho had tools of trade like that ? I would no doubt recognise it with the authority of my superior. I 
would not take it on my own. I am only to do as I am told. The law is laid down to me, and 1 am 
supposed to use my own discretion ; and if I think anything wants further advice on the subject I know 
where to go to. It would not do for every man to carry what, he wants on the railways,
464. How do you account for Mr. Burbank carrying this box always with him without paying for it;— 
why was he allowed to do it ? Bor the very reason which 1 stated a while ago.
465. That you believed he came under the head of commercial traveller? Yes ; I stated that before.
466. Mr. Spence.'} Do you think thero was any one in the Department who had the slightest knowledge
of Burbauk, or knew who he was ? 1 am notm a position to say. 1 kuow that I did not know him.
467. Chairman.} Did you see that box on the platform in the early part of the evening ? I saw the box
before the mail came. *
468. "\\ras it labelled then ;—did you look for a label, or see it labelled ? I looked to see if there was 
anything on it which would guide me.
469. And what was the result ? That there were labels of old standing on it. I cannot tell you now 
what they were. They were not legible, and there was nothing for a railway man to go by.
470. Mr. Spence.} Uo name on the box ? J am not quite sure about fbat. I believe it was printed on ;
1 am not quite sure about it now.
471. Do you think it is likely that a dentist would carry a box of costly and valuable tools about without 
having his name oil it ? It is not a very likely thing to do, I believe there was a name ; X am not quite 
sure about it.
472. "Would it not seem likelv that, not finding a label, you would look for a name to see whom it 
belonged to ? Yes. X would not like to say for sure that there was a name on it. I have im idea that 
there was a printed name on it, but I am not quite sure about it. I fancy there was ; but even that would 
be no guide to him.
473. Mr. Broivn,} As the officer in charge it was your duty to sec whether there was a label on ? Yes ; 
it was my duty. It would not matter if there were a dozen names on it, the label was the guide; we do 
not go by tho names.
474. Chairman.} The name " A. E. Burbank, dentist,” was branded on the box in large letters, and the 
words “keep this end up ’’ were painted on it;—you examined that box? Yes.
475. Do you not think you ought to have seen whether it had a label or not before tbe train was starting ?
I am just saying that thero was not a label on it.
476. Was it not your place to inquire and see that there was one put on before it went away? How 
could I put a label on when 1 did not know where it was going to, and how could X tell whom it belonged 
to when I did not know the name, I did not know Mr. Burbank. If I did not know tho man, tho name 
would be no guide to me.
477. You are a very careful officer, are you not ? I do not say that I am very careless,
478. Are you exact in carrying out your duties ? I endeavour to do my duty.
479. Y ou arc a careful cautious officer ? I am a careful officer. ' ■
480. Then you could not make any mistake as to whether there was a label on or not ? No.
481. You are not in the habit of making mistakes ? Tn what way do you mean?
482. You arc so careful that it is almost an impossibility ? ,1 do not say that I am infallible.
483. You arc so careful that it is almost an impossibility for you to make a mistake ? X would not like 
to say that I am that careful, but I say I am careful as regards doing my duty.
484. Have there ever been any faults found with you in the discharge of your duty by tbe Department ?
Yes. *
48,5. Not many, I suppose ? Departmental errors, that is, irregularities in railway working—perhaps 
misjudging the time of running of a train, or something of that description.
486. You were never found fault with, I suppose ? Yes. A man who has been fourteen or fifteen years 
in the railway service cannot go through without a scratch. I suppose there are little slips I have made.
487. You have never been fined ? I have been fined.
488. Often ? I could not tell you how often; .but I have been fined for the things I have done,
489. YTou have been promoted lately ? No.
490. Did your removal to Newtown involve any increase in salary ? No.
491. It did not? It did not. It mightbo a better position; but there has been no increase in my salary 
since I came to Sydney.
492. I suppose you applied to come down here? I did, because my home was hero. Ihave'been 
keeping two homes.
493. I suppose there'would be no reason to think that you could be mistaken as regards the lights that 
were on the platform that night ? No.
494. You could not make a mistake as regards tho station being well lit when the accident occurred? The 
station, as I said before, was lit as provided for by tlie Department—all the lights X could get.
495. You are told to be very economical as regards the use of the gas ? I am told not to waste it.
496. If you show your vigilance, or your care, in tho conduct of your station, do you receive any 
commendation or reward from the Commissioners ? No.
497. Not you specially, but railway employees ? I do not know.
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.T. C. White, ^.gg You get nothing oitra from them ? I never did: and I do not think there ia any provision made 
26Se""t" itjob ^0r ^^0!l ™ur duty,althongli yon might have a hit of bad iucli sometimes, still if you do your

p ■’ ' work they recogniso it, I am happy to say.
499. Mr. Bight] Were you there when the jury went to sec tho station lighted up ? Yes ; on the night 
of the second day of the trial, I think it was.
500. Can you say whether the station was lighted in anything like the same state when the jury viewed 
it as it was in on the night Mr. Burbank met with the accident? It was lit the same at the time the 
jury viewed it,
501. I thmk you said that there were several old labels on tbe box when you saw it ? Yes.
002. More than one ? Yes. ■
503. Chairman] You look upon yourself as being rather out of the common as regards care as a night 
office!'—attention to business as a night officer ? Yot out of the common. We are all careful.
504. You are all careful ? That is our duty. I endeavour to do my duty. I do not hold myself as
being better than other men. "
505. Have you been lined at all ? 1 told you that I have. *
506. Often? I cannot tell you how often I have been fined. As I said before there were irregularities 
in railway working, such as misjudging the crossing of a train or something like it.
507. But that is nothing;—you would not look upon allowing trains to cross, and being likely to cause a 
collision, as anything serious ? I should think you would. What would become of us if we did not. 
Wc are taught to use the utmost caution. I may say that alt through my career I have never once been 
charged with insobriety', and I have never once had an accident with the exception of one night. The 
unfortunate fellow liynn is dead, and perhaps I should not speak of him. The wind caught the sheeting 
of the truck and brought the truck back. It fouled another road as I was coming in, and two wheels 
left the road. That is the only derailment I have had.
50S. Did you ever pull the signal off when the line was not clear? No, sir. Do you mean in a 
crossing?
509. “ Signal pulled off when line not dear ”;—you were charged with that, were you not? Not to my 
knowledge—not when it was not clear.
510. Vou were severely'reprimanded for it? Not that I remember.
511. You swear that? So far as my remembrance serves me, I was not guilty of pulling the signal off 
when the line was not clear.
512. If you were reprimanded for anything, surely you would know what it was for ? Yes ; we have been 
through a lot in the space of fourteen yrears, and I cannot remember every detail.
513. If it has been said that you were once reprimanded for pulling the signal off when the line was not 
clear, would that he true or not ? I would question it.
514. That means to say it is not true if I have been told that by anybody ? I would question the matter 
very strongly, too. I have already said that I never caused an accident.
515. You never had gates broken ? Yes ; hut not I. I unfortunately was in charge.
516. YVere you reprimanded? I was reprimanded for not looking after Connell. I remember the 
circumstance, and that was when tlie gates were broken on some road at Tamworth. I was fined or 
reprimanded, with Connell, for not seeing that ho did his duty. I was inside issuing tickets and looking 
after the packing of parcels while the mail was coming. It lost a minute. Connell failed in his duty, 
and I suffered.
517. Mr. Brown] You were held responsible ? I was held responsible ; but I could not be in two places
at once. He certainly put the gates right for the mail; but somebody must have crossed and left one of 
them foul. '
518. Mr. Bight] Might it not be the same as to the charge of pulling the signal off—that you, being in 
charge, would be responsible when somebedy else might have erred? Yes; I do not remember the case. 
What the Chairman referred to was the crossing of a train. He used the expression, “ Bulling off the 
signal when the line was not clear.” I judge from that that he means that the line was foul—that is, an 
engine fouling a truck or part of a train.
519. It is in your Departmental record that you were reprimanded for pulling off the signal when the 
station was not clear, and you say you do not remember it ? I can tell you one instance.
520. My question was, u Might it not have been the same in that instance as when the gates were broken— 
that although you were not actually the one to pull the signal off, you were responsible for the one under 
you who did ” ? No ; and I will tell you why. Bor me to pull off a signal for a train, when auotlier 
train was foul, and perhaps just avert a collision, I would not ho here to-day. That is the way the 
Department would look at that. It is an enormity. A thing like that would he impressed on my mind, 
aud I do not remember it. I have an idea what tlje Chairman does mean, I think he means in regard 
to a train being foul from the way he puts it. When raihvaymen say the line is not clear, they mean 
that the line is not dear for traffic—that is, that some part of the train or trains are blocking the 
main line.
521. Mr. Brown] In this particular instance which has been referred to here, can you give us any 
information relating to that case from memory ;—will your memory call that to mind now ? I remember 
an instance where there were gates situated a good distance away from the station—down in the cutting. 
On one occasion these gates were controlled or stood just'near the home signal. Of course, there was a 
gatekeeper there, who was supposed to look after them. One night the boy went to sleep ; the passenger 
challenged them, and as she challenged I saw the light go flash across the line. There are two red lights 
when the gate is going across like that. It shows white inside the lamp. When 1 saw that light go across 
I thought gates were passing, although it was not a very good light at any time, and I pulled off. It 
appears that young liyan did not get them quite clear, and the passenger touched them, breaking the 
handle or something of that sort. 1 think that is what the Chairman referred to. I do not know how 
they put it down. That does not say the yard was not clear. My yard was clear. They are supposed 
to look after the gates ; but still they are under the control of the home signal.
522. So that in this particular case which you remember, the trouble you got into over it was really the 
outcome of somebody else’s neglect? Yes, and I was responsible for it; you are in charge, and you 
cannot watch everybody. If those under us do not do what we think proper, we have the option to go 
to our superior officers about them ; but a man does not often feel inclined to do that.
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523. ClutirmanJ] "Were you fined sIt times, do you think, in your career? Taking the fourteen years, I J* 0. White,
suppose I was. ^
524. Mr. Srotvn.j 'Were you fined for what would be called any serious neglect of duty or odonce during ePt'> 4 
the time of your service? iS'o; the worst case is with reference to the gates. 1 was reprimanded or
fined—J am not sure which now—for not seeing that Connell did his duty.v Those were the words used.
1 have never been charged with insobriety', nor have 1 ever bad a serious accident.
525. Okairman.') Tou do not think it is anything serious to pull off the signal when the line is not clear ?
I never pulled off tlie signal when the lino was not clear,
525. Yet you got severely reprimanded for it ? You put it the other way about, I have explained what 
that refers to.
527. Mr. Brown.) In this departmental record there are two entries relating to gates ? Tes.
528. Then tho instance you relate to did not refer to one set of gates ? ISo ; they are two distinct tilings.
529. Jdr. Bight.) They were not the same gates ? Xo. _
530. Chairman.) If you had a man under your charge for a few years, and he had been fined, repri
manded, and threatened thirty-two or thirty-three times, what would you think of that man? It all 
depends on how it came about.
531. "Would you think that he was an officer who would bo very observant on a night like that on which 
the accident occurred, and would know all about tho surroundings ? There are often circumstances 
connected with a man’s career that arc not most pleasant, and it all depends what code of honour you 
get. Some men can wTork well, and if a man has one over him that treats him in a proper way lie will 
bo a success, otherwise he will be a failure. I am not making any charge. I am only saying that you 
must not judge a man by length of service. From what I can see, the charge levelled against me is 
carelessness.
532. Of what ? From the way you are speaking, you seem to think that I am a very indifferent officer.
I cannot help that, I know I have always endeavoured to do my duty, because I have thoughts of 
promotion, and others to look after besides myself ; but I still maintain that if the Eailway Commissioners 
did not think me a careful man, or a man with an ordinary amount of brains, they would not have put 
me to the places they did when 1 left Tamworth, You know tho country, I suppose, as well as, if not 
better, than I do. I was put on the side of a mountain at tho mouth of that tunnel, where the grade is 
1 in 40, where all the engines come to be detached aud attached, aud so on, where the late Mr. Eddy 
said the utmost care must bo exercised in the working of that place, because one slip would mean a loss 
of life and a loss of property and rolling stock.
533. Mr. Bight.) Where was this ? At Ardglen, a very dangerous place. On one occasion an engine 
failed down towards Murrurundi. I had f,he mail train mixed up with these trains to marshall her through.
On another occasion a wheel came off a goods train. I had the same performance to go through, and I 
am proud to say I met with tho approbation of my superiors. I am only stating that matter, as you seem, 
to think me such an indifferent man, I have not much to stand on. I do not think it is fair to judge 
me by past history in everything. There are so many mistakes a man can make, that it really looks an 
enormity when there is nothing in them. If they did not treat every little detail in that way they could 
not work the railways. If a man delays a telegram five minutes he is fined, because it might mean a stock 
waggon missing its train and putting the stock out of the market. A man with errors like that creeping 
in would get a history in no time.
534. Would you call errors in train-book nothing? I can explain that to you if you will allow me.
535. Chairman.) You consider yourself a more than ordinary careful and reliable officer do you? I 
consider myself an ordinary careful officer. T am not saying that I am better than my follow officers,
53G, Mr. Speneo.) And yon quote as proof of that tho positions you have held ? Yes.
537. Have you ever known a man promoted in the railway service who had a working sheet as bad as 
yours? Yes.
538. You have ;—do they get on by influence ? Ko, they do uot ^ because they look at these offences, as 
I am trying in a humble way to point out to you.
539. I suppose if a man is reprimanded and suspended for three days with loss of pay it is nothing—only 
a harmless offence ? It is not a harmless offence.
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ACCIDENT TO ALBERT BURBANK, ON RAILWAY PREMISES, TAMWORTH.

APPENDIX.

A. _
[To Evidence of Albert Burbank, Esqi] ,

[Tho Tamworth News, Tuesday, 12th April, 1S98.]
TAMWORTH CIRCUIT COURT-CIVIL JURISDICTION.

Burbauk v. Railway Commissioners.
Tuesday, \2th April.

This was a case in which Albert E. Burbauk, surgeon dentist, of Tamworth, sued the Railway ConimiRsiouers of New 
South Wales on account of their alleged negligence hi their management of the Tamworth railway station, and the insufficient 
lighting of the same, whetebyin the month of July last he met with a serious accident, resulting in injuries which bad 
rendered him unable to practice his profession, and had put him to expense for medical and surgical attendance, besides 
causing him great pain of body and mind, 

jjamugea wore laid at £2,000.
Defendants entered a general plea of not guilty.
Mr. J. Garland, instructed by Mr. W. E. Tribe, appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. E. Scholes, instructed by Mr. 

D. W. Harris (for Mr. J. C. Thom, solicitor to the Railway Commissioners), for the defendants.
Jury : H. L. Cousens, TV. Johnston, H. J. Watts, and J. Dixon.
Iif r. Garland, having explained the facts of the case to the jury, called the following evidence 
Atbcrt JUurdme Burbank, surgeon dentist, stated I have been carrying on my profession for twenty years ; T came 

to Tamworth in January, 1897, and made it my headquarters, visiting ten other towns periodically ; my income was about 
£70 per month ; for the purpose of my business I used to carry my dental apparatus in a box, which would weigh about 
70 nr SO lb.; on the evening of the 1st July I sent the box to the Tamworth railway station : arrived there myself about 
1 '30 a.m. on the 2nd ; it was a dark winter night, and there was no moon ; at. the ends of the station it was very dark ; 
think there are five lamps on tho platform, the two on the outside—tlie end lamps—wero not lighted. [A plan of the 
platform, was put in.j My dental box was at the door of the parcels office, and the accident took place at a spot close by ; 
went to look at the box before the arrival of the train, to see that it was properly labelled ; it was so dark that 1 had to 
light a match to identify the box ; there was no lamp lighted beyond me at the Armidale end of the platform ; the train 
was about an hour late ; when it arrived I placed my small parcels in a carriage standing at the Sydney end of the plat
form ; walked smartly on, and meeting the night-officer showed him my ticket, and told him I was going to see my box 
put in all right; have only seen two officers at the station at night—tiie night officer and a hoy about Hi or 17 ; went on to 
the guard’s van, the tail of wdiich was directly opposite the parcels room door ; saw the hoy standing there, and said to 
him, 11 Is my box there—Burbank?'1 he jumped back to where the box was, saying, ii Oil ! I have forgotten it ; wall you 
help me with it f he took one end of the box and I tho other, and he called to the guard, “ Don't shut the door ; this box 
must go on the guard said, “ Hnrry up, I have no time, leant wait for you’ ; I said, "I have my ticket, I am a 
passenger” ; the boy hacked towards the van, and I went forward, holding my end of the box ; there was a heap of goods 
about 2 feet G inches high, which the hoy avoided by going on the outer side ; as I got abreast of tho goods my foot struck 
something hard which was lying separate from the heap ; my right foot struck it, aud in trying to recover myself my left 
foot also struck it, and I fell forward on my right knee ; could not see what I stumbled over ; was anxious to get into the 
guard’s van, but the guard would notwait forme; after the train had gone I sat on the platform in great pain; some 
people came, but I could not distinguish their faces, it was too dark ; Constable Beeby pulled me by the coat, hut he did 
not recognise me, though he should have done, neither did I know him until the night uflicer came with a lantern ; some 
of those present carried me home on a litter, ami Dr. Wilson attended to my injuries ; I was in bed two and a half mouths ; 
during that time aud up to now receiving medical treatment; Di\ Wjlaoi^s hill np to now £86 ; niy leg waa^ broken 
obliquely and into the knee-joint; I am not able now to use my leg ; I cannot put weight on it—if I try to do so it bends 
forward'; my right hand and arm were paralysed for four months ; am quite unable to practice my profession; the right 
leg is the principal factor in meohanical dentistry, owing to the necessity for the use of the lathe and the dental engine, 
which are worked with a treadle. , ,

[A letter, ^written l</ plaintiff's brother, two days after the accident, notifying the Railway Commissioners of the 
accident, and informing them that they would be held responsible for it, was put in.]

IFifnws (continuing) : I could not see what was on tlie platform, as it was too dark ; have often been to the 
Tamworth station'to catch the same tram ; so far as the number of lamps lit was concerned, the state of the station was ou 
this occasion the same as on everv previous occasion when 1 was there ; there was no other light than that from the lamps.

To Mr. Scholes ; The accident happened opposite the parcels office ; would not swear whether the door of the oflice 
was open or shut, but it was dark there ; I did not touch them to test it; noticed both before and after the_accident that 
tho two outer lamps of the platform were unlighted; never saw a dentist use a lathe in a sitting position ; it is an 
unreasonable position, as there would bo no purchase ; a dentists lathe requires full pressure of the leg and body; my 
trauelling expenses aud hotel expenses are about £20 a week. .

Frank Weakly, ’bus-driver, stated :—1 have boon in the habit of going to the Tamworth railway station in the night; 
was there on the morning of the 2nd July ; it was a dark, foggy night; was inside the station when the train arrived ; 
there were only two tamps outside, those under the covered way ; there was no other light on the station when the train 
was in ; two men arc employed at the station during the night; when the train was in on the night of the accident the 
door of the parcels office was closed ; had no passengers, and was on the point of going away, when I wan called back ; 
drove to the small gate of the station, so that I was pretty close to where plaintiff was ; looked along the platform in the 
direction of where plaintiff was lying, but conld see nothing, owing to tlie darkness ; lie would he about 10 or 15 feet away 
from where 1 was ; saw White, the night officer, come up with a light. . ,

To Mr. Scholes: I arrived at tlie station about 1'20 a.m. ; tho train is due at 1 '45 a.m., and on the mormng m 
question it was about thirty or thirty-five minutes late; do not know exactly when I was first spoken to about giving 
evidence in this case; could not see any people ontside the parcels office ; the two lights that were alight were the last two 
ou the Sydney end under the platform ; there was a good deal of luggage packed up by the wall of the parcels office.

John Smith Wilson stated :—1 am a duly qualified medical practitioner, and practice my profession in Tamworth ; I 
was called in to attend plaintiff on the morning of the 2nd July ; he was sufiering from a fracture of the thigh at the 
knee-joint; the attachments about the knee-joint were very much torn, the whole structure being injured; saw plaintiff 
within three-quarters of an hour of his accident; lie also complained of pain about the right shoulder aud side, and was in 
a state of collapse; administered an amesthetic and set the leg, tlie operation taking about throe and a half hours ; a 
fracture affecting the knee-joint is much more serious than one affecting the bone, owing to danger of stiffening of the 
joint; plaintiff was in bed for six weeks before I removed the splints, and for some time aiterwards ; the hone had united 
well, but there was a shortening of the leg ; the right leg is now three-quarters of an inch shorter than the left; plaintiff 
has made very little progress in the use of the leg during the last throe months ; it is now for purposes of work practically 
useless ; the leg may improve slowly, and I think it wil 1. hut plaintiff will never have as full and free use of it as lie had 
before; after being on crutches fora short while plaintiff became partially paralysed in tho right arm aud_ side, and 
remained so for about ten days; I have been in constant attendance on plaintiff since the accident, aud am so still; a few 
weeks before the accident plaintiff was accepted as a first-class life by the Australian TT idows’ Life Office.

To the Jury: Plaintiff will nevci be able to use his leg so well as formerly for his profession, owing to the shortening 
of the limb and the stiffening of tho knee-joint.
' To Mr. Scholes; In time plaintiff may be able to rise his leg to turn hi? dentist’s latjiq in a minor degree.

David
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Darid Carter, dental Burgeon, stated that it would be impossible for a man with a shortened leg and stiffened knee, 
joint to drive a dental lathe. .

In cross-examination hy Mr, Scholes, witness said it was possible for hydraulic pressure to be used for the driving 
of a lathe, but it was not practicable for work in the country.

This was the plaintiffs casc-in-chief.

' The following evidence was called for the defence :—
James Thomas PIa^foj'dt porter at the Tamworth railway station, stated :—I went on duty at 1 a.m. on the 2nd Jtny ; 

all the lamps on the station were alight; the night officer would light some of the lamps, and it was my duty to light Any 
that I did not find lighted ; when I came on duty on the 2nd, I lighted the two post-lamps outside tho covered way and 
the lamp m front of the ladies1 waiting-room : the others I found alight; did not flee Mr. Burbank before the tram came 
in ; when the train arrived the brake-van pulled up nearly opposite the parcels office door, which was then wide open ; the 
office is lighted by two gas jets, and these were alight; there was a light in the brake-van, and also a sidelight outside ; 
took some luggage out of the van—-a tin trunk and some parcels—which T placed alongside the Sydney side of the post; 
there were also a couple of sides of hacon sewn op in canvas, which 1 placed on the opposite side of the post; then placed 
some luggage which 1 had on two barrows into the van; just as the guard was closing his doors, plaintiff came np and 
inquired if his box had been put in ; he pointed out the box to me, which was on the Armidale side of the parcels room 
door ; wo got hold of it and started to carry it to tho van ; backed towards the van, and Mr. But bank followed me ; just 
as I was going to put my end of the box on the floor of the van, plaintiff s end dropped, and I saw Mr. Burbank, lying on 
the floor of the platform; did not see him fall, and I cannot say how he was lying; did not tell Mr. Burbank I had 
forgotten his box ; it was not labelled nor addressed tn any way ; could see the parcels and the oacon on the platform ; do 
not think plaintiff tumbled over the bacon ; should think the box weighed about 2 cwt.

To Mr. Garland: I examined the box very carefully with the night officer when I came on duty that night, and 
there was no label on it; my duty is to look after the lamps; if they are not all right I get the hlamo for it; always lit the 
outside lamps ; was relieving at the time of accident; the outside lamps were alight for the mail train every night during the 
last week in June ; when the train comes in I look after the luggage, and the night officer goes up aud down the train ; our 
whole attention is taken up with our duty ; the station is sometimes very crowded ; there is often valuable property in the 
parcels office ; on most occasions the doors of the office are locked whilst the train is m the station ; on the night of the 
accident tlie doors were wide open ; it ts my duty or the duty of the night officer to see that the doors are locked. _

To 3fr. Scholes : Theie were not usually many people on the platform at the time of the arrival of the mail train.
John Charles White, night officer, formerly employed at the Tamworth station, stated :■ I went on duty at 6 p.m. on 

tho 1st July ; ht the gas on the platform for the passenger train, three lamps under the awning, and the two post-lamps 
outside; after this train was out of the way I turned out the two post-lamps and the middle lamp under the awning; 
Playford came on duty at 1 a m. ; saw him light those that I had previously turned out; when the mail train arrived I 
was at the Sydney end of the platform, and then walked to the rear of the train ; tho brake-van drew' up almost opposite 
the parcels room door ; there was a light in the van, and a tail light on the train ; the parcels office doors were open and 
two gas jets were alight; it is my duty to lock the doors or leave them Open, as I think fit; Icould see plainly what was 
going on outside the parcels oflice ; always carry a hand-lamp at mght; did not have to hold my lamp to Mr. Burbank s 
face to see who he was; a box, some small parcels, and a package of bacon was all that was taken from the van and 
placed near a post; after I had finished at the van I went to the front of the train and signalled to the guard to start; not 
receiving the response I expected, 1 went back to see what was wrong, and 1 then found plaintiff sitting on the platform ; 
at that time all the lamps I have mentioned were burning. .

To Mr. Garland: I have been thirteen years in the service of the Department, and I was fourteen months in 
Tamworth; Playford was here longer than a fortnight before tho 2nd July ; did not see Playford light the lamps; saw 
him go to do so; saw him light thorn during the last week in June; will swear that the whole of the lamps were lit 
during the whole of that week ; the doors of the parcels office were always open also ; the station is now lighted the same 
as it always was; saw Mr. Burbank’s box in tho early part of tho evening; could not find any railway labels on it 
excepting some old ones ; there was not a complete railway label at all; saw a label that I could not make out, aud I took 
it to be one affixed when the trunk was coming here; the night was a bit misty ; the parcels room doors are left open to 
give more light; it is not part of my instructions to have the parcels office doors shut and locked when the trains come in;
I am responsible for the lighting of tlie station when I am on duty.

Wednesday, iSthAjiril

Mr. Scholes informed bis Honor that the jury had, at his (his Honor’s) suggestion, visited the station the previous 
evening, and inspected tho lighting arrangements; he could now continue the taking of evidence in support of the case 
for the defence. , , , .

Frederick Gregory, railway guard, stated :—I was the guard of the up-mail tram on the 2nd July ; on arrival at 
Tamworth on that day the big doors of the brake-van were opposite the^ doors of tho parcels office ; there were three 
lights burning in the van, and my doors were open ; the lights on tho station were all alight; the doors of the parcels 
office were both open, and the lights in the office were burning ; saw persons, boxes, and parcels on the platform clearly ; 
1 put out some parcels and a package of bacon ; the latter I remember particularly, as it had been over-carried ; did not 
see Mr. Burbank fall; had received the signal to proceed from the front of the train, when someone called out. Hold on, 
guard, my box has to go in had given the driver the signal to go before the gentleman spoke ; then signalled the driver 
to stop, and I saw Mr. Burbank going towards his box ; Iwas on the platform, and could see the box; asked plaintiff 
if the box was booked, and he replied, “ No, but I am going to Gunncdah with it ” ; opened the van doors to take in the 
box, aud then looking round I saw plaintiff lying down and the box on his leg ; he was lying on hia side on the bag of 
bacon, and the box on bis legs ; bis feet were lying out from the bacon ; stepped across and helped Playfoid to lift the box 
off; plaintiff then commenced to scream ; T could see be was hurt, and said ho had better sec a doctor.

To Mr. Garland : I never told anyone I would see plaintiff did not get a farthing out of the Commissioners ; may 
have spoken to people about the case ; know' Mr. Whitehead, hairdresser, by sight ; was in his shop the other day ; said l 
was in Tamworth on this case, but I do not remember saying in Mr. Whiteheads presence that plaintiff was suing for 
£2,001), but he would not get a penny ; when the train is in the station my post is near tho luggage van ; cannot swear 
liie two outside lamps were alight on the night of the accident.

To Mis Honor: When 1 said tlTat the station lights were all alight, I meant the three under the covered way.
Frederick ttowe, mail guard, stated :—I was on the up-mail train on the 2nd July in the travelling post office ; did 

not see the accident; was on the platform, and 1 noticed that the three lights under tho verandah were burning ; the 
lights in the brake-van were alight ; the doors of the parcels office were open ; know this because I went in there through 
the doors opening from the platform ; could see parcels and boxes on the platform clearly.

To Mr. Garland : I have always’been of the opinion that I could sec things clearly on the platform ; spoke to Dr. 
Wilson two days after the accident; did not tell him that plaintiff tripped and fell, because it was too dark to sec tainga 
on the station ; did not say, ” There h^is been another accident owing to the darkness of the station * ; did not say any
thing to Dr. Wilson about the station being dark ; cannot swear that 1 went into the parcels office on the 30th Juno, but I 
am often in there ; you can get into the parcels office through the telegraph office. t

John Ityan, formerly mail contractor, stated I used to carry the mails from the station to the post office ; was at 
the station on the morning of tlie accident; was standing between the wicket*gate and the parcels room door ; was on tin? 
platform when the train came in ; believe the three lights under the platform were burning ; the parcels room doors were 
open as well as those of the brake-van ; cannot say if the post-lamps were alight; saw the accident happen; saw plaintiff 
and the porter come for the box; they took hold of it, and as they were carrying it to the van plaintiff slipped and the edge 
of the box caught him above the knee ; saw a piece of bacon on the platform, bnt I cannot say if plaintiff fell over it or not; 
am almost sure the box came down on plaintiffs leg ; could see everything clearly on the platform.

To Mr. Garland: I am now in the employ of the Railway Commissioners ; know Mr. Aisbett, and he saw me about 
the case about three weeks ago ; don’t know if I told him that plaintiff slipped over a piece of bacon; did not tell Mr. 
Aisbctt that the outside lamps of the station were not alight; Mr. Aisbett was writing whilst I made my statement, but I 
don’t remember if he read it over to me ; never spoke to Mrs. Burbank that I am aware of; did not say to her on the night 
of the accident that. 1 did not see the accident and did pot know how it happened ; know Mrs. Hewlett, but I never spoke
to her about the accident. „ , ,,

Constable
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Constablt Jokn Beeby stated :—1 was on duty on the platform of the station on the morning of the 2nd July: when 
the tram came in I was in front of the ladies’ w-aiting-room ; was on the platform about ten minutes before the train 
arrived ; walked along the tram and stood opposite the booking oflice door : saw plaintiff jump out of a car and run along 
the platform ; he called out to the porter something about a hos ; walked to tho door of the jiareels oflice, and just then 1 
noticed the “ right away " was given for the tram ; sa\i Playford aud plaintiff catch hold of the box, one at each end, 
plaintiff carrying his end lower than the porter; they were hurrying io the van when I saw plaintiff fall; could not say 
positively how he fell, but 1 believe he tripped m walkin" ; he was carrying tho box in a stooping position ; when I got up 
to him the box was on the ground ; examined a parcel after, and found it was two sides of bacon in canvas ; at the time 
of the accident it was leaning against a post on the left-hand side of the parcels room door, ami it was leaning there after 
the accident; was looking at plaintiff when he fell; am sure he did not fall over the bacon ; the parcels office doors were 
open and the gas was alight in the oflice aud burning brightly : the lamps under tho verandah were burning brightly, but I 
caunot say if the post-lamps were alight; could see parcels and things on (he platform distinctly ; immediately after the 
accident, and I found Mr, Burbank was hurt, I went into the parcels office to look for tho stretcher, the doors being 
wide open. °
. ^ Garland : I was often on duty on the station ; it is well lighted ; have seen a light out when a train came
in ; never stumbled against anything on the station or knew anyone else to do so ; know Mr. Whitehead, the hairdresser ; 
did not tell him the day after tfie occurrence that plaintiff had met with an accident owing to the bad lighting of the 
station ; did not tell Dr. V\ ilson or Mr. Burbank that the accident occurred through the bad lighting of the station.

[This was the defendant’s case-in-chief.]

Mr, Garland called the following evidence in reply :—
, . . ffemry Btoddurt, partner in the firm of T. J. Treloar &Co., merchants, staled ;—I frequently go to the station after
it is lighted at night; was at the station to meet the Sl'lo train a few nights before the accident; was up there last night; 
it was then lighted very much bettor than it was just previous to the accident.

jPo Mr. Scholes: The pressure of gas is generally turned off slightly after 11 p.m.
George Morrison, manager of the Bank of Kew South M ales, stated :—I went up to the station last night, and I was 

also there at the end of J nne last; the lighting now is infinitely superior to what it was then.
Michael Ednxtu! Moran, contractor, stated I am an alderman of the municipality ; have been on the railway plat

form several times, and i was there last night ; it was then better lighted than ever I saw it.
iVilham 1'rederick Tribe, solicitor, stated :—I was at tho railway station with Mr. Morrison during the last week in 

June ; the outside lamps were not then lit; went to the station last night; the lighting then was very much better than 
m June last.

Dr. HTfera (recalled) stated I went to the station last night; it was much better lighted than on previous occasions : 
saw Constable Beeby on the morning of the accident; asked him how it happened, and ho said, “Mr. Burbank tumbled 
over something in the dark,” or words to that effect; know tho witness Howe ; don t recollect having anv conversation 
v ith him about the accident. "

.Tames Frederiei Whiiehead, hairdresser, stated ■—Know Constable Beeby ; he came into the shop for a shave on the 
morning of the accident: asked him the particulars of it, and he said. “Burbank, the dentist, was running along the 
jdatfonn with a box, ami he tripped over a bag of bacon ’’; he added, “It is a badly-lighted station at anytime, and where 
he fell it was in complete daikness. ” '

To Mr. Scholes: I have known ifr. Burbaok about three or four months; went to his place to cut his hair ; was 
asked about the case about a fortnight or three weeks ago.

To Mr. Garfond; When I went to see plaintiff I told him what I knew about the case through Constable Beeby.
Emily Moidett, married woman, stated .—Mr. and Mrs. Burbank were living with me at the time of the accident; 

know the witness Kyan ; he came to the house on the uight of the accident; asked him how it took place, and he said, " I 
don’t know ; I did not see it.”

To Mr. Scholes : I have no clear recollection of how long Mr. and. Mrs. Burbank lived with me after the accident.
Constance Tturbanle, wife of the plaintiff, stated :—At the time of the accident I was renting rooms from Mrs. Hewlett; 

J moved to my present residence in Hill-street on tbo 18th September, aud have lived there ever since ; I know the witness 
Kyan; I saw him on the night of tho accident \ he told me he did not sec the accident.

To Mr. ScltolesI knew an accident had happened before my husband was brought home ; I was naturally very 
anxious, but was very calm.

Arthur Aislett, managing clerk for Mr, Tribe, stated:—Tbe witness Ryan came to Mr. Tribe’s office; he made a 
statement which I wrote down and read over to him ; Kyan told me that Mr. Burbank tripped over a piece of bacon; ho 
also said that two of the station lamps were not lit.

The following additional evidence was called for the defence :—
George Wise, station-master at Tamworth, stated I have been station-master here for about thirteen years ; I was 

not on the station at the time of the accident; I am often on the station at night: was there last night doing what was 
required by the jury ; the class of burners in use last night was the same as we always bad ; tho light last night was tho 
same as usual; no improvement has been effected in the lighting since the accident; at times we replace tho burners—as 
one has been required wc have put in a new one—but the whole of them have never been replaced at once ; nothing has 
been done to increase the power of the lights.

To Mr. Garland: One new burner was put in a week ago; I cannot say if the whole of the burners have been 
replaced since July last; witness White is now employed as night officer at Ardglen.

Constable JTammond stated ;—I was on duty in June last on the railway station ; there is au additional light now as 
compared with then, but the rest of the lights are the same in brightness as before.

To Mr. GarlandBefore the arrival of a train the lamps are turned up ; I do not remember the witness Playford : 
I call the station well lighted, and it was well lighted last June.

Constable Caldwell also stated ho noticed no difference in the lighting of the station now as compared with last June ; 
he considered it was a well-lighted station.

This concluded the evidence.
Counsel addressed the jury at length, his Honor summed up, and the jury, after a short retirement, returned into 

Court with a verdict for defendants.

Bl. '
[To Evidence of Hugh McLachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners.]

Consumption of Gas at Tamworth Station during three months prior to 1st July, 1897, and three months subsequent to
tho 1st July, 1897 :—

Three months prior to 1st July, 1897 ...................................................... 34,400 feet.
Three months subsequent to 1st July, 1S97.................. .............................. 34,700 ,,

There has been no increase m the number of lamps at Tamworth Station since 1st July, 1897-

B2.
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B2.
[2’o Evidence of Sugh McLachlan, J&j.]

Jas. Playfokd.

13/10/36... Junior porter . ............ Aberdeen ..................... .......... 5a. per day.
20/11(66... ............ Wcrris Creek................. .......... 0s. „
19/12(06 ., ............ D.S. Office..................... ............ 5a, „
9/ 3/07 . ............ 5a. „

10/ 6/97...
29/ 7/97. .......... 6a. „
28/ 8)97... . . . yt ......... . . W. NArrabn ................ ............ 0b. ,,
18/ 9197 ..
22/11/97 . .......... (is. ,,
13/ 1/9S . . , jj ........................ ......... Glen lunes............. . ....
16/ 3J9S... ......... '
271 3/9S
5/ 9/9S .. . .......... ............ 6a. ,,

21/10/98.. ............ D.S. Office.....................
2S/11/0S.. ............. Werris Creek.................
11112/93...
24(12/98...

7/ 2/99... ......... 6a. „
16/ 3/99... .......... 6a. ,,
2SJ 6/99... ............ W. Tamworth .............
16/ 7/99...
311 8/99...
21/11/99.„

1/ 1|00 .,
2/ 3/00...

C.
[To Evidence of W. S, Cooke, Esq^\

New South Waifs Police. 

Defaulters' Sheet.

Register 
’ No.

1 Mounted 
Name. \ or

| Foot.
1

Ycat
of Height. 

Birth |
Weight. Eyes. Hair.

p£jJ * Native o(- 

1

1 1 1
Mamed ., ..m

Dates of Appoint
ment.

or
Single. Galling.

Pro. Con. Ord. Con.

67S7 Beeby John.......... Foot.... 1809
ft, m.
5 9|

sfc. lb. 
33 2 Brown j Black.. Sallow j RedEcrn.

N.6.W,
Single.. Carpenter 

and joiner.
Protestant 14/1/05 14/1/90

Date. Offence. By tvhom 
reported. Plea. ETiidence. Decision. By whom 

(signature). Remarks.

24 July, 
1605.

30 Sept., 
1605.

1 March, 
1698.

31 Jan.. 
1899.

Being 1 hour and 30 Senior* 
minutes late coming1 off sergeant 
duty and luhmUmg Kendall, 
having taken drink.

Being absent fiom ljar-r Senior- 
racksafter 10p.m. with-) sergeant 
out leave, also for being' Kendall, 
drunk tmu assaulting,
Consitublc Fleming.

Beingdnmk and fighting Senior- 
m the Policy Barracks] Etrgennt 
at Tamwortli at 1 a.m. Kendall,

Being drunk when on Sergemt 
duty at 11 30 p.m. (jamblc.

Guilty

Guiltv to first 
charge,and not 
guilty to two 
latt- -v.

rined 6s.

CoiistalileMeFie,Constable 
O’Brienj and l-tf-C. C 
Fleming, and Constable 
Beeby's htatenicnt,

i Not guilty

1 Guilty

I Soi.iov-'iergtwt Kendal], 
j Sergeant Gamble, H.-C 

Feining, and Constablcsi 
\ McFic, O'Brien, Ham-, 
, monel, and Dunphj. ,

. j Sergeant Gamble aud,
j Senior-sergeant Kendall,

Fined £2 and ordered to 
pay Dr. Cooper'K ac-1 
count lor attendance 
on C. ncuung, and! 
Yiunied ttmb any fur
ther misconduct will be 
followed by dismissal.

To be reduced one grade 
in rank, and if again 
reported papers to be 
submitted to me.

To be discharged from 
the Service.

Walter C. Casey, 
Superintendent, 
20,7/95.

W. C. Casey, 
Superintendent.

The Inspector- 
General of Police, 
7/3/93.

Tlie Inspector- j 
General ofPolice, 
2/S/99.

I very reluctantly leave this 
matter in Mr. Casey’s 
handstodealwitu. Should 
P C. Beeby again miscon
duct himself the case 
nuist lie remitted to me,— 
E F , I.-G.P.. 3^9/05.

Reduced to P.C., 8.3/9S; reinstated, 1/1/99. Discharged this dajWaltek. C. Casev, 6/2/99.

Certified to be a true copy.—Edmond Fosbeby, Inspector-General of Police.

D.
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I

D.

[To Evidence of Hvgh McLachlan, JEVj.]

New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways—Traitway Traefic Department. 

Name in full:—White, John C. ; date of birth, 25th May, 1867.

Date.
rosition. Station.

Salary or Wage.
Partiuukire of Offences and Remarks.

i?—1
JS
GO

!■*riCl
>

Amount. Per

£
5 6 S3 Probationer............ Bathurst ................ 2(6 Week.
1 1 84 Operator ................. George’s Plains .... 00 anmlm.

25 4 S4 00 Pined 5s. j error in train-book.
2S 4 S4 Kelso........................ 60

1 i 85 >1 .......... it ......................... 80 Fined 2s. Cd. ; message delayed.
1 i 86 n ................ ................ . ■ 96 tt Fined 2s. Od. ; enor in transmission of

moBSugo.
S 4 86 96 Fined 5s. ; error in train-book.

25 4 87 96 Fined 5s. ; erroi in train-book.
25 0 S7 't ..............*......... 96 } t Supplied wjth rulo-bouk.

•) 2 S3 Nyngan..................... 96
5 4 SS 90 Fined os. ; out of eall.
2 5 88 Night Officer .......... Rydal .................... 96

15 6 S3 96 Cautioned ; error, train staff.
1 7 88 ,, ... 110

27 7 88 110 Fined 2s. Od, ; out of call.
1 i 99 120

30 i 89 J1 .......... >> ...................... 120 Cautioned; train delayed.
23 8 90 Kelso ...................... 130

7 10 90 >> ......... !> ...... ......... 130 Fined 2s. 6d. ; message not sent.
i 1 91

Darling Harbour.......
140

15 12 92 Clerk.......................... 140
5 ■Ti 93 Night Officer .......... Gnui\ilki.................. 140

10 93 It ...... . a f • ■«i • ■ -....... 140 i t Reprimanded and suspended three days,
with loss of pay ; refusing to assist
shunting. ’

11 4 94 Lewisham ............ 140
11 e 94

Clerk.......................
Croydon .................. 140

2o 0 95 (x. Supt.’s Office...... 140
3 4 96 Operating Clerk ... . Singleton................ 140
3 7 96 j j ....... Nyngan ................. 130

20 96 ISO Cautioned ; telegram mutilated.
19 1 97 Night Officer......... Tamworth ............. 130
4 o 97 tt ........ J> .......... .. 130 it Reprimanded ; goods arriving by 23, not

chocked.
5 3 97 il ........ it ...... ...... 130 31 Reprimanded; box delayed.

97 130...
timed.

15 5 97 u .......... it ............... 130 t Reprimanded ; failing to check goods
received by No, 63 Goods.

24 6 97 ISO
secured when kicked into siding.

21 S 97 jf ......... ......... 130 ii Severely reprimanded; signal pulled off
when line not clear.

20 S 97 J > ■ ‘ ....... ji ..... * • * • 130 Cautioned; circuit open.
6 10 97 J > .......... it ..... . 130 tf Reprimanded ; passenger travelling in 1st

class compartment on 2nd class ticket,
nut cxcessed.

16 J] 97 P> ......... it ......... 130 tt Reprimanded ; failing to use new code.
14 12 97 tt *......... ......... 130 Fined 5s. ; gates broken.
24 12 97 tt jj .......... 130 >> Fined 10s. ; irregularity parcels.
13 1 93 >1 ......... 14 ..... * ‘ * 1 130 it Reprimanded ; Kg. & Kg. not ordered for

Mr. ThoniaSj causing complaint to Com*
missioiiDrs.

21 1 98 130
22 2 98 tt ...... >> ......... 130 it Irregularity parcels; cautioned, and in-

foimed if no improvement removal from
position of Night Officer to follow.

2 2 98 it .......... it ........ 130 Reprimanded; tickets uncollected,
7 2 98 j» .......... tt ......... 130 a Reprimanded ; C.W. not supplied.

23 2 98 it .......... it ......... 130 Reprimanded ; B.C, ticket not dated.
23 3 98 Jj .......... ii ......... 130 it Cautioned ; tricycle broken.
5 3 93 9! ..........

Ardglen ...... .........
130 Fined 2s. Od. ; B.C. ticket not dated.

19 3 98 ii .......... 130
19 2 99 J* .......... ! S *........... . 130 tt Declined position P. in C., Curlewis, 45s.

■week.
1 3 00 Clerk ..... . Tram. Department, 4 it Re Dulwich Hill conversion j confirmed

Kewtown. March, 1900, S.C.

Sjdiicj-; Uilliftin Applegate GulHot, Cmernment Punier -iUlfl).
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1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

STEEL RAILS CONTRACT.
(CORRE3PONBKNCE INT CONNECTION WITH THE PROPOSED.)

Printed under No. 10 Popart from Printing Committee, 4 December, 1000.

Messrs. William. Jamieson and H. F. G. Keats to Tlie Premier and
Colonial Treasurer.

JTni’ Sir, _ Svdncy, 23 May, 1000.
^ Referring to our com-oraat.on re the erection of Iron-smelting and Rolling Mills in New 

South IV ales, we have the honor to make the following proposition : —
That on tho Government guaranteeing to take 1.00,000 tons of rails extending over a period of 

about four years, and uot less than 2-5,0 JO tons in any one year (the price to be paid for such rails being 
the price quoted in Great Britain, plus steamer freight and all other expenses incidental to exporting 
such material from Great Britain), we are prepared to erect the necessary smelting and rolling mills 
within a period of two years from the date of signing the contract, and at the same time deposit a 
reasonable amount, say up to £10,000 (ten thousand pounds), to show our hona-Jides.

. "Within the two years above-mentioned we expect to be in a position to not only supply tbe above- 
mentioned 10J,000 tons of rails,'but to supply all the colonics with iron and steel of every description. 
The ore used will chiefly come from Tasmania ; but as it is often advantageous to blend different ores, 
we expect lo bo able to use a very considerable quantity of New South Wales ore, probably 25 per cent.

At the same time wo beg to point out that the number of men employed about the reduction 
works will be very much greater than at the mine or mines from which the ore is got, irrespective of 
those employed winning the necessary coal and manufacturing the necessary coke for such an under
taking. As we are anxious to proceed with this business as quickly as possible, we would be obliged if 
you would answer this letter as soon as you conveniently can. " ”

We have, &c.,
WILLIAM JAMIESON.

„ . , . IT. E. G-. KEATS.
Rb. I he reason why Tastnaniau ores will have chiefly to he used is simply because, after 

exhaustive investigation, we hnd that the ores there are of such high quality, and so free from impurities, 
that the only use at present wc can make of any known Now South 'Males ores will be as a blend.—W.J.

Ack. please.—E.K., 24/5/1900. A ck.—C.E.F.R., 29/5/1000. Submitted.—R.K., 31/5/1900.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Messrs. "William Jamieson and
H. F. Gr. Keats.

Gentlemen, _ The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 29 May, 1900.
' I am directed by the Honorable Ibe Premier and Colonial Treasurer to acknowledge the 

receipt of your letter of tlie 23rd instant, relative to the subject of the erection of Iron-smeltino' and 
Rolling Mills in New South Wales. °

I have. &e.,
E. KIRKPATRICK,

Tinder Secretary for Finance and Trade.

William Jamieson, Esq., to The Premier and Colonial Treasurer.
Hear Siy Prcll’s Buildings, 58, Queen-stroot, Melbourne, 30 May, 3900.

\Ve wrote you the letter re erection of smelting aud rolling mills, aud posted it in Svdncv 
before we left there, and hope yon duly received it. ‘ "

Enclosed is a printed report of the iron mine we have by the Government Geologist of Tasmania, 
also by Hr. Robertson, of biew South Wales, with whom I dare say you arc acquainted.

TT c would bo glad to know if you have received the letter we posted to vou in Sydney.
Yours, Ac.,

. ------- WILLIAM JAMIESON.
" Ack. please—EX, 7/C/OO. Mr. Robberds. _ Acknd.—C.E.E.R., 7/C/00. Submitted.— 

E.K., 19/.1/00. For Cabinet. Advise that this proposal will be agreed to.—W.J.L., 31/7/00.
Mr. Robberds.—EX, 31/7/00. Hone.—C.E.F.R., 3/8/00, Records.

583—A [Enclosure.]
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[ £Vicfos!ire.]
TASMANIAN IRON.

Blythe River Hematite,

Hear Sirs,
This creek, or inlot of the sea, ia situated on the north coast of Tasmania (Bass1 Straits), about 4 miles east of 

the deep-water harbour of Emu Bay. Here a coucrete breakwater has been built and connected to the Von Diemen's Land 
railway to Mount Bischoff. Vessels of largo tonnage can at all states of the tide discharge or load here. It is intended 
to extend the Goi eminent raihvay from Ulverstone to this port, and to extend the breakwater to admit any size of steamer, 
in which case this would probably be tho port of call and departure of fast passenger and other steamers to Victoria. 
Prom recent discoveries (silver-lead) adjoining tho extensive tin-mine of Mount Bischoff, and the certainty of the Van 
Diemen’s Land railway being extended lo the silverfields of Mount Zeehan and Mount Dundas, the Whyte River and 
Heazlcwood, and White Cliffs, there is every likelihood of Emu Bay becoming tbe great shipping and commercial port of 
the island, and being fixmd upon as the site for extensive smelting works. Negotiations with this in view are at present 
being eniiducted. A range of hills, about 500 feet in height, separates Emu Bay from tho Blythe River.

The Blythe Rirer runs for several miles through a narrow gorge, between tilted quartziferous schists. The river 
appears to have cut its way through these schists for a depth of 500 feet, The apex of the high land is in parts covered 
by n rich red basaltic soil, and masses of fine-grained clinkstone are to be found amongst the dense virgin forests of myrtle, 
stringy-hark, sassafras. The undergrowth is well-nigh impenetrable.

The river banks are sleep, and along the eastern slope a bridle-track has been cut for a distance of 7 miles to 
the first ironstone outotop. This, however, could he reached by a track branching off the public road on the top of the 
eastern range, and crossing EtcheU’s selection.

The whole of tho known iron outcrops are contained (with one exception) in a leasehold of C-iO acres, taken up 
along tho gotge. On the top of the spur, east of tho gorge, and probably 600 feet above the river (which is here a tonont), 
large masses of iron appear among the rich soil and dense forest. This can be traced for several chains, and is apparently 
3 chains wide; but tins, from the density of the jungle, must only be considered as an estimate. Following this to 
the eastward, masses of conglomerate, enclosing splintered pieces of hematite, are seen. I consider this rock has been 
formed subsequent to the deposition of the iron, and not likely to prove the country rock.

Li Mr. O'Keefe’s 50-aue selection adjoining, the mass of ironstone is also seen out-cropping from under the basalt.
Under the basalt, across the west boundary of O'Keefe's, a lingo mass of solid ironstone forms a cliff on the steep 

hank of the gorge. This enormous mats is continuous to the bottom of the gorge, through a fall of possibly 550 feet. 
The rner gushes past masses of ironstone, and tho huge wall rises in similar cliffs on the western slope, and for a similar 
height. Apparently the mass is not less than 3 chains wide, but this has not in iuijr way been clearly defined.

I think there can be no doubt as to the identity of this deposit with the solid masses of ironstone described at B., 
and in O’Keefe’s selection.

The quantity of ironstone is incalculable. Large veins occur at intervals for 2 miles up the gorge (which, how
ever, is wcli-uigh untravclable), aud I have no doubt hut that they are a continuation of the Upper Penguin deposits.

The ironstone is remarkably hard, dense, and solid. Tn appearance it is identical with the Penguin deposits, but 
contains rather more specular ore.

I know of no deposits of iron ore so pure, and consequently so admirably fitted for jirodueing the highest and best 
brands of iron and steel, or from surface indications give so much promise of extent,

Messrs. Henry Law & Co., Bank Chambers, Launceston.

TASMANIAN IRON.
Hear Sirs,

When on a recent visit to Tasmania on colliery business, I had the opportunity afforded me of inspecting a 
portion of the extensive peroxide of iron deposits that have but recently been brought to light on the North Coast of the 
Island.

I personally examined one of the deposits that outcropped on Government land and on small adjoining selections. 
'These occur within a mile of the line of railway at present being built by Government, and say ] Jmiles from a tidal harbour 
that readily admits vessels drawing 12 feet of water. The deposit I saw is in the midst of a partially-cleared forest, as 
well as on land cleared by a selector. It is easily accessible to either rail or harbour.

No exploring or prospecting work of any description has been done.
Large masses of ironstone, or as detached boulders, can be seen strewn among tbe undergrowth or roots of trees, 

and these are bounded or enclosed among slate rock, and are contiguous to many of basalt. I have no doubt that the 
origin of the enormous mass of otc appearing on the surface may be referred to the stupendous volcanic forces of which the 
intrusive roeks of the vicinity bear evidence.

’ A selector’s road crosses the mass of ironstone, and judging from the physical appearance seen ou this highway, the 
dep£>=it appears to have a trend to the north-west, and to be about 350 yards in width. Whether other veins or masses 
exist, or whether slate rocks are associated with the ferruginous deposits, is as yet unascertained.

Following this trend, ihe deposit can for some time he tiaced at inteiwals both east and west. Towards the west 
several very sti ong deposits have been exposed. Four miles west, at tbe spot referred to, about 3 miles from the sea, on 
tlie bank of a tidal river, and at a spot where the stream pierces the mountain range, in a deep gorge surrounded by a 
prime! ul and dense forest of large and valuable timber, enormous masses of solid ore are seen. The principal mas'es are 
seen on some free selectors’ ground as well as on Government land. In the bottom of the gorge, and on both sides of the 
steep banks, enormous masses of tho finest ore appear.

The quantity of the ore is incalculable. Eo specific data as to extent or quantity exists; yet the general 
appearance convinces me that one of the most extensive deposits of the finest ore exists, and m easily accessible positions 
for transmission by rail or by sea. All that one is warranted in saying is that a prolific zone of rich iron ore exists, that 
extends over several miles of country, in parts easily accesstblc, and in a condition that will permit of its being mined at a 
very low cost—at less money than arty other deposit yet discovered in Australia.

These deposits arc within 15 miles of a harbour where tbe largest class of intercolonial steamers can enter, and to 
this harbour the Government line of railway is being completed At this place there will be exceptional facilities for the 
cheap production of iion,

Contiguous to some of the outcrops are extensive deposits of excellent limestone.
The virgin forests would supply charcoal for reduction purposes.
Tire quality of the iron ore was obviously exceptionally fine, anti its similarity lo tboE. L. Mcnekton ironstone of 

Algeria, now so very largely exported to America for steel-making purposes, is striking. It is superior to the iron mined 
nr the Biscay and provinces of Spain, from whence millions of tons are annually sent to Britain and Northern Europe.

As, however, it is impossible to distinguish by a physical examination whether deleterious elements might not exist 
in chemical combination, and knowing that the Beaconsfield deposit, 55 miles east, contains chromium that rendered if 
unfit for metallurgical purposes, I picked up two specimens taken from situations, say 3 miles apart, numbering them Nes. 
1 ami 2. I advised you to hand these to Mr. W. A. Dixon, of this city, who has had a largo experience in assaying Colonial 
iron ores. The following aie Mr. W. A. Dixon’s assay's-—

No l. Xo. 2.
Silica ................................................................................ 0-50 0-22
Oxide of iron.................................................................... (Iff'OS !)9'41
Sulphur.................................................................   0'05 0'37
Phosphorus ....................................................................  Traces. Traces.
Metallic iron....................................................................  00 33 01)58

Conlinuiiig Mr. Dixon’s remarks : —''These are wonderfully fine ores, and neither contains any alumina. There is 
no cioimum present, and tiiey arc both quite dry.”

The importance of the above will lie apparent to those who possess a knowledge of the metallurgy of iron aud steel. 
The great defect of Australian iron ores is tlie high percentage of silica and, worse than that, of alumina, that they contain.

Ou Mr. Dixon’s original assay 1 have adhibited my certificate of the locality from whence the ore he assayed was 
obtained. As

t
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As the result of un accidental conversation with yourself on the subject of this extraordinary fine ironstone, he 

addressed to you the following letter :—
[Copt.]

. “Sydney, 3 April, 1891.
“With regard to our conversation yesterday on your ironstone, and the quantity of limestone it will require to llux 

it, I have looked over the analysis of both samples, and fine that if you had good limestone it would require 7 cwt. as a 
flux for 100 tons of ore. As your ore is of exceptional purity a thorough examination of the limestone, coat, &c., should he 
made, as, if these are equally fine, you should be able to produce iron of great value, quite equal to the best Swedish or 
Russian.”

Of the excellence of the iron from such a pure stone there can be no question. The cheapness of the stone, and the 
facilities existing for delivering the same at a deep water and safe harbour, and the proximity of lime will enable coke to 
be imported from New South Wales at a low cost, and iron in the form of pig and merchant bars of steel produced at a less 
cost and of a better quality than is possible on the Australian Continent.

The value of these deposits on the future of Tasmania cannot readily be over-estimated.
Yours, &.C.,

JAMES R. SI. ROBERTSON, M.E.P.O.S., &c.
Messrs. Henry Law & Co., Bank Chambers, Launceston.

Dear Sir, Technical College, 301 Pitt-street, Sydney, 30 April, 1891.
With reference to our conversation the other day on the subject of working your Tasmanian iron ore, my 

impression is that, as you have large supplies of timber near at hand, you should go for the production of charcoal iron. 
Your ore is of such exceptionally good quality that, with charcoal, it would produce iron equal to the very best Russian or 
Swedish brands ; such iron as is used for the production of steel for tools and cutlery. From what I know of the growth 
of timber in Tasmania there would bo very little expense incurred in keeping np a supply of wood for charcoal from generation 
to generation ; indeed, it would only require the prevention of the destruction of saplings and young trees, Tho demand 
for such iron is, of course, not unlimited, but the price is so high ; and coals such as you have could be used for heating 
the blast, &c.

Under ordinary blast furnace work a- very superior iron for steel-making could he made with coke, tho ore being free 
from phosphorus—the steel in this case being for rails, boiler-plaics, &c. With the supply of Tasmanian tin close at hand 
there should be, for the better class of steel, the making of a large business in tin plates, the demand for which in 
Australia is now great and yearly increasing. There is also a likely market in California, and all along the West Coast of 
North America, whore the canning industry for fruits, vegetables, fish, &c., is growing yearly.

I remain | &c., ,
H. Law, Ifsrp, Bank Chambers, Launceston. WILL. A. DIXON, F.I.C., F.C.S.

Dear Sir, Technical College, 301, Pitt-street, Sydney, 11 May, 1S91.
Referring to our conversation last Friday on the use of your iron ore for fluxing purposes in the smelting of silver 

ores, I have no doubt but that it would soil admirably for that purpose.
Your ore contains 99 per cent, of oxide of iron, so that the ore would only require to supply 1 percent, or there

abouts of its contents to flux the impurities it contains. Of the iron ores of New South Wales but few contain less than 
20 per cent, of impurities for which flux has to be provided, which shows at once the superior quality of your deposits.

I remain, &c.,
H. Law, Esq. W. A. DIXON, F.I.C., F.C.S.

TASMANIAN IRON ORES.
(From the Australian Ifining Standard, No. SI, 20 July, 1891.)

Refkreixo to the article which appeared in our last issue under the above heading, we have since learned that a sample 
of tho iron ore from the property of Messrs, Henry Law k Co., near the Blythe River (Tasmania), weighing about + cwt., 
was forwarded to Messrs. Parke and Lucy Co., of Sydney, and that they took this raw ore, and employing an ordinary 
blast furnace produced first-class castings, samples of which are now in our office, and can be examined by those interested. 
This production of merchantable castings direct from the raw ore is certainly a step in the right direction towards the 
development of our iron-mining districts. Messrs. Parke and Lacy Co. show samples of puddle bar-iron, wrought-iron, 
pig-iron, and eastings, all produced out of this 4 cwt. of raw ore. _

The experiment was conducted at Halliday’s Eugine Works, 20, Erskinc-street, Sydney, by Mr, W, Brazenall, who 
holds a certificate of merit from the Commissioners of the London Exhibition, I8S9. Mr. Brazenall informs us that he 
charged an ordinary foundry furnace with f cwt. of the Tasmanian iron ore and about 14 lb. of limestone, and ran the iron 
smelted into pigs. Ho afterwards made castings of various descriptions from the pigs thus produced, and had a cast 
mandril put into the lathe to show that the iron was not too hard for machining. The iron proved of the very highest 
quality, of exceedingly fine and close grain, and very tough. In addition to the cast-iron, a small quantity of pnddle-bar 
iron was secured, owing to the furnace not being entirely adapted for producing cast-iron, and wrought-iron has been 
worked up with the most satisfactory results. Mr. Brazenall, who has had large experience in the manufacture of iron, 
and Mr. Halliday, both speak in enthusiastic terms of the quality of the ore.

Gentlemen, 301, Pitt-street, Sydney, 16 March, 1891.

Silica .........
•Oxide of iron

were both quite dry.
Messrs, Henry Law & Co., Back Chambers, Launceston,

No. 1. No. 2.
......  0-50 ...... 0-22
...... 1)9-Qg ....... 99-41
...... O-oO ....... 0-37
..... Traces ..... Traces

100-03 100-00
...... 69-33 ...... 60-08
There is no chrome iron present, i 

I remain, ic..
WILL, A. DIXON, F.I.i

TASMANIAN IRON ORES.
(From the AnkraUan Mining Standard, No. 81, 20 July, 1891.)

Referring to the article which appeared in our last issue under the above heading, we have since learned that a sample of 
the iron ore from the property of Messrs. Henry Law & Co., near the Blythe River, Tasmania, weighing about 4 cwt., was 
forwarded to Messrs. Parke and Lacey Co., of Sydney, and that they took this raw ore, and employing an ordinary blast 
furnace produced first-class castings, samples of which are now in our office and can be examined by those interested. This 
production of merchantable castings direct from raw ore is certainly a step in the right direction towards the development 
of our iron-mining districts. Messrs. Parke and Laeey Co. show samples of puddle-bar iron, wrought-iron, pig-iron, and 
costings, all produced out of this 4 cwt, of raw ore. _

Tho experiment was conducted at Dalliday’s Engine Works, 20, Erskine-stroet, Sydney, by Mr. W. Brazenall, who 
holds a certificate of merit from the Commissioners of the London Exhibition, 1889. Mr. Brazenall informs ub that he 
charged an ordinary iron foundary furnace with cwt. of the Tasmanian iron ore and about 14 lb. of limestone, and ran tho 
iron smelted into pigs. He afterwards made castings of various descriptions from the pigs thus produced, and had a cast 
mandril put into the lathe to show that the iron was not too hard for machining. The iron proved of the very highest 
quality, of exceedingly fine and close grain, and very tough. In addition to the casDiron, a small quantity of puddle bar- 
iron was scoured, owing to the furnace not being entirely adapted forproducing east-iron, and wrought-iron has boon worked 
up with the most satisfactory results. Mr. Brazenall, who has had large experience in the manufacture pf iron, and -Mr, 
Halliday, both speak in enthusiastic terms of the quality of tiie iron. hrom
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From jVr. Montgomery's Re,poH.

On 3th March, 1894-, Mr. R. Quiggin, tl>e present, proprietor, hart Mr. A. Montgomery, the Tasmanian Geological 
Surveyor, to report on the mine, who says: “The samples taken were forwarded to Mr. \V. F, Ward, Government 
Analyst in Hobart, with instructions to have them easefully examined for all impurities likely to interfere with theouality 
of the iron to be made from the oie. He reports the analysis as follows ■

Iron peroxide (=iron CG‘4)....................................................................... per cenk
Silica................................................................................................... 4'8 ,, '
Phosphoric acid............................................................................................... Traces

This ore is of excellent quality, being practically free from all impm ities with the exception of the silica. It resembles the 
well-known Cumberland Red Hematite, so long used for the production of steel by tho llcssemcr process."’

According to this analysis, the Blythe River hematite is one of the finest and purest in the world, ranking with the 
famous Spanish, Algerian, and Cuban ores, which are now exported m vei v large quantities to the United Kingdom, United 
States, France, and Germany, for tho manufacture of Bessemer steel. ‘The deposit must he one of the largest also, 
containing many millions of tons. The data for calculating its size are vciy insufficient, but taking them such as they are, a 
roii^h calculation may he made which will servo to give some idea of it. On tho south side of the river the ore is seen for a 
honzonial distance of about chains, ami rises to a height of 230 feet above the stream ; on the north side it rises to 300 
feet above the river, mahout 30 chains horizontal distance, and then falls a little, say, to 4C0 feet, for another 10 chains. 
'J akmg the width of the ore-body at 6G yards, these measurements give the cubic contents of the deposit under the visible 
outcrop doivn to the level of the Blythe River as slightly ovei 10,000,000 cubic yards, or at 3 tons to the cubic vard, 
30,000,000 tons. It is not to be supposed that the ore terminates where tiro outcrop disappears under the superficial basalt, 
or tliul it only goes down to the level of the Blythe River, while the width also is probably underestimated, so that tho 
deposit is clearly of enormous extent. '

It is, too, most favourably situated for economical wosking, the steep sides of the-river gorge giving cxcepiional 
opportunities for mining by open quarrying. M orking faces could be opened at different levels mi both sides of the river, 
so that an army of men could be at work at one time quarrying in ore steps, and it could bo lowered to the river by self
acting tramways, and in sonic places even by shoots, by eiavitation, at verv small expense. The cost of mmimj owdit to 
bo very low. " & o

The Blythe^ River is at all times a considerable stream, and would be able to supply power for woiking air-com
pressors, electric lighting appliances, and concentrating machinery. Tho latter would sooner or later be required as 1 he 
best way of getting rid of the piles of second-class ore that would rapidly accumulate in working. The possession of this 
good water-power would he a large factor in the economical working of the mine.

The gorge of the Blythe is pretty steep and rough, but I do not think any serious difficulty would be found in making 
a railway down it from the mine, a distance cf between Gand 7 miles. The present track on the eastern side of the river 
is 04 miles from the mine to the main road, and to the surveyed line of the Ulverstone to Burnie railway. Jt seems highly 
probable, however, that the western side of the river would be the better one for the lino to tho mine. H has also been 
proposed to take a railway direct to Emu Bay, hut I understand there are sericus difficulties in the wav of doing so. Going 
down the Blythe River, and then along the Ulverstone Butuie railway the ore would have to be carried about 12 miles to 
reach the Emu Bay Breakwater for shipment, and the grades would he easy ones, so the item of carriage of ore to the port 
of shipment ought to cost hut little.

The iron mine, therefore, possesses the advantages cfenormrms quantities of ore easily mined, of great purity of the 
mineral, and of proximity to a deep-water port, also of ample water-power; and if any mine of iron will pay in the 
Australian colonies this one should.

REPORT OX A DEPOSIT OF IRON ORE AT THE BLYTHE RIVER.
S'1"' Geological Surveyor's Office, Launceston, y March, 1S94.

\i n • nave the honor to report upon a deposit of hematite iron ore on land held under mineral lease from the Crown by 
. j 011 l3ie Bljthe River, some 7 miles from its mouth. On the 16th January last I made a superficial examina-

turn of the deposit, hub, as it is still quite hi a state of nature, and in no way opened up by cuttings or mining works of 
any sort, 1 was not able to make siieli a minute study of it ns its importance undoubtedly deserves. Before it can be 
properly examined, and its extent and value accurately estimated, a considerable amount of time, money, and labour will 
require to he expended in clearing, trenching, and sinking upon it. From what is even now visible, however, it is quite 
clear that the ore is present in enormous quantity, and in a. position affording splendid facilities for cheap mining, and 
there is every inducement to open quarries upon it, and try it iu a piartical manner, provided it can be shown that there 
is any reasonable probability that iron-smelting can be made to pay in the Australian Colonics under existing conditions of 
the labour market, prices of fuel, and demand for the metal. As to this I shall have something to say later on, but first it 
\Sine¥jeS8aTy t0 des.cribe the !™niIIf property itself. The accompanying map, copied with slight alterations from one by 
Mr. 1 cart, authorised surveyor, kindly lent to me by Mr. Norton-Smith, of liurnie, will illustrate the description.

The iron deposit may be reached by cither of two routes from the main road connecting Ulverstone and Burnie, the 
easier one being along the road through the paiish of Stowport, lying between the Blythe finer and the Heybridge Rivulet 
to Bills s, O Keefe s, and Ltchell s selections. The ore is met with on O'ICeefe’s western section, and on the adjacent 
Crown land, on which Mr. R Quiggin holds under mineral lease the follow mg sections 1,061-91 m, of 40 acres; 1,009-91^1, 

i "r aire15 ^ °f 7S acres; and 85G-91m, of SO acres. As shown on the map, the outcrop of the deposit traverses
the first three cf these sections and the western part of O’Keefe’s purchased block. The second route to the mine is along 
a track which runs up the eastern side of the Blythe Rivet to it; but this is now in bad order, and not practicable for 
horses Going oyer these two routes, the structure of the country is fairly visible, the sections afforded bv the deep gorge 
of the Blythe River, and along the coast line, showing it very plainly. The main country lock is of sedimentary origin, 
consisting of sandstones, slates, and occasionally limestones of probably Silurian age, or even older. No fossils were seen 
during my visit, and I could not hear of any having ever been got m ting vicinity, so there were no data for determining 
the age of the formation. The strata dip at high angles, and ate very much metamorphosed, at times approaching schists 
and quartTntes. Their general strike ia north-cast and south-Meat, conforming closely in this to the strike of the iron ore 
deposit. These older strata are seen all the way up the Blythe River gorge to the mine. The valley of this stream is a 
deep one, the bottom being o00 feet below the agricultural selections on each side of it at the place where the hematite 
crosses. This farming land is fairly flat on the whole, though a good deal undulating, and is composed of basalt of Tertiary 
age which covers the older rocks first mentioned. It is found on both sides of the Blythe Kiver valley, and decomposes 
to a fertile agricultural soil.

1 he deposit of iron ore has been cut through by the Blythe River, and is found on each side of its valley rising up 
the slopes until it disappears under the basaltic capping. The outcrop is about 5 chains in width, and even allowing for 
loose stones from it gravitating down hill, and making it appear wider than it really is, 1 do not think that there can be 
Jess than about 200 feet in width of ore on an average; along its length it has been traced, and is easily visible for 74 
Chains, or close on a mile. The ore crops out in large lumps, and the surface sod is full of it, and at several points, some 
of which arc marked on the map, it stands np in large rocks and cliffs ; these afford the best sections of the ore-body yet 
available, and a careful inspection of them shows it to be a massive hematite with a largo proportion of very pure high-^radc 
ore. In some parts there is a good deal of quartz mixed with the hematite, sometimes in strings and veins, and sometimes 
in angular fragments ; £ also noticed a good many pieces of jasper and of siliceous hematite. The north end of the ore 
mass seemed rather more siliceous and impure than the parts close to the river. The whole deposit is, therefore, by no 
means a pure high-grade hematite, but there can be no doubt that very large quantities of very pure ore with little silica 
could lie obtained without much picking. Till the mass, however, is actually cut into and tried there are no data for 
estimating what proportion the pure ore bears to the entire mass, or how much Lean ore would have to be quarried and 
rejected m obtammg each ton of first-class stuff. This is a factor of the greatest importance in calculating tho cost of 
mnung the hematite, and will require to be attentively studied during the progress of preliminarv exploratory work. In 
the hed of the Blythe River there is a large amount of very good ore, representing no doubt the “hardest portions of the 
.:l , lch ^as fob®11 into it, the softer and more friable matter being washed away by the water. Waterworn ore is found
m the bed of the stream for some distance down, and nearly a mile below the mine I noticed rounded boulders of it in an

alluvial



alUma! ien-acu. prolKibly quite 20 feet above the water's level. It would probably bo worth while aacertaimncr if tha bed 
fntrrln{!0>dU0t^tV,'°rlte< ^fi^blyfortbefine 1,ard ore",hi<;l1 l>a’ been concentrated in it by natural sluicing 

3 U i ii fA- t’6 "aS <lulte.,mlJ03Slble for mo» m the umleveloped state of the mine, to obtain a sample of the ore whicl 
in H 7rnl '-.lun, and as such a sample would mdeed be of uo particular use, inasmuch as
tl e ? ve -'m^nak.s-1 Tb™" ^ "'0“kl,bc1 neeossauly rejected, I only took a few samples of the best-looking boulders in 
the mu .oi analysis. 1 hey may be looked upon aa fairly representiug the best ore, but from inspection I should indue 
that many Ibousands of tons of equally good stuff could be readily obtained. What the average yield of such first-class 
?!“ f'1°in t, “,bul*i.<>t tiier(|eposit Mould be is. as already remarked, only to be ascertained after it has been opened out by 
tienohes and cuttings J he samples taken were forwaided to Mr. \V. F. Ward, Oovernmont Analyst in Hobart with 
instructions to have them carefully examined for all impurities likely to interfere with the quality of the iron to be’inade 
from the ore. He reportE the analysis as follows j m me non to ne inane

“ Iron peroxide ( — iron GG’I)...................................... <15■" per cent.
Silic,a ......................................................................... q S ’
I’hosphoric aciil......................................................... tiaces,

I!!!? rLilS 0p°i:C,clI<;,lt 1)eil?S Pl'a<!tioal!y free from all impurities with the exception of the silica. It resembles the
m ell-know n OumbctlaiKl red lieniatite, so lung used for the production of steel by the Bessemer process.'1
fnmo„QA^, |lSi? th-S ani'b'S13, tho Blythe Kiyer hematite is one of the finest und purest in the world, rankiim with tho 

Amtell sLtei31i.-« Prla,1'iar Cuban ores, which arc now exported in very large quantities to the United kingdom. 
United States, 1 tanee, ami Germany, for the manufacture of Bessemer steel. The deposit must be one of the largest also
O rmmh'cU111,1!11* “ lails,of t0:l13‘ '-f1.16 d!li^or calculating its size are 1 cry insufficient; but, taking them such as Uieyare’ 
a lough calculation may bo made winch will serve to give some nlea of ih On the south side of the mer the ore ^ eeii 
for_a honzontal distance of about S* chains, and rises to a height of 2S0 foot above the stuam ; on the north side it rises 
Jh-i^ T;kinrthrin'ltfr' I“ifl,ol,t 50 cJiaiiishonrontol distance, and then falls a little, say, to 100 foot, for another 10 
th» v^-n t the v'l<it[lo£ tlle ore-body at 00 yards, these measurements give the cubic contents of the deposit under 
vml SO Mromons0^!^ theflcfVe °f thc B!>;fcbe ^''er as ovor 10,000,000 cubic yards, or, at 11 tons to the cubic
W»lV r'rtl0'^ 1 Tt i ”0t J0 b,e SiI,I1P“ed t!,at the 01'e terminates where the outcrop disappears under the superficial

•* E'”- *1‘1* “• -«• - «■ 1-* »>»»«.«,i**

,It.11K.' t0?’ iM'!st favourably situated for economical working, the steep sides of file river gorge Kivimr exceptional
so thaUn ^mvofm^® bym!>,e“ <lua'1-™1fi- hoiking faces could be opened at dillcient levels on both mdes'of tlii river, 
so that an aimy of men could be at work at one time quarrying the ore in steps, and it could be lowered to the river bv
to Wei-v h>w!"VayS’ aU<1 111 Pkces Cven ^ sll'J0ts- by g^'-itation, at very small expense. The cost of mining ought

Blythe TUxer is at oil times a considerable stream, and would lie able to supply power forworkiimair- 
^ lShtmg'appbauces, aud concentrating mucliincry. The latter would sooner or later be required as

this von 1 w5,'t°£ geltlng n‘ n ,the ^lle5 EECOn(i-c!ass ore that would rapidly accumulate in woi king. The possesion of 
tins good u ater-power would he a large factor in the economical working of the mine.
m.lr!..li,eg?re00ilha?'¥t,,0,8,Pretty Steep Untl rnu8M>ut I do not think any serious difficulty ivould he found in 
Um aV'l'V,d°7n !t 1110 a diSfa,,C0 of e an(1 ' The' prtsent track on tl.e eastern side of
h chlv 1 rnKble" CS fr0m T 'f’1*1!16 10 thC ma'j ''7 al>d t0 lheEun'eyed lino of the Ulverstone to Burnie railway. It seems 
, S J ],lr|hable, lioycier, that the western side of the nyer would be the better one for the line to the mine. It has also

1 !V°? l;bel,cforc: possesses the advantages of enormous quantities of ore easily mined, of great pmitv of the
ColonTcs th£ one should!'7 “ <,“^watel' Port’ a,soot amP1,! * ^er-poivei; and if any mine oil iron will pay in the Australian

the htLr^nffin^ Tim trEikt,3f? n0,'ily to1c“nvinc.B m.yself whetl*cr tbis deposit is a true lode or mi ore-bed, but incline to 
tnelattei opinion. I lie sir kc of the ore-body coincides as nearly as possible with that of the enclosing eountrv rocks 
and in one or two p aces I bought traces of stratification in the dro itself could ho detected. The pnrit'v of the mineral’ 
too, rather favouis the ore-hed explanation On tho other hand, the occasional strings, veins, and angular enclosures of
seenm' uossffiireummh^lm^n “ ^ stnnZs’.?m} Y.Bi,ls> however, occur in the surrounding country rock, and it
.eeins possible enough that those m the ore are similaily foimed bv infiltration of silica into cracks and crevices of its
a t er IVV‘l,a °rmed'i tse<',lls most Probable tbat ll>eore-bed was originally a mass of blown iron ora dcuosited
along with the stnndstone and slate strata when the latter were laid down as horizontal layers ■ in the course of time the
ffv mV it^ Xrii tffi wr’tb'36!’,™'1 the br°^ 7“ 01'e haS be00m° 0han^d tn lbe Frora'a minia'g'point
ol new it inaftus little whcthci the me is in a lode or m a neatly vertically-dipping bed, as the method of working is
t^its rDmuinbrn of T-V bl'Vf ^ C0UJd Be proved to bo a bed 01 sedimentaiy deposit gieater confidence would lie feH as 

° b ’30 /a rly Umf?7 7allY 0-r, l0';s dittauces 111 and depth. When some mining work has been
aotie it v ill probablj bo easy to debmtuly settle tlic question of the cLaasificalion of tins deposit.

It is not tlie only one in this part of the country, for not many miles aw ay. near the Penguin River there is another 
large ,1-on-ore deposit which ,s described as quite similar to the Blythe Hirer one, but which I haie not myself semi imd 
possibly many others he concealed beneath the super ficial basaltic eoxerhig. 3 "l“'d
inunense’flbrn In rl!!-110 do“U’ "j’f"*!'110 tim0 conlc.a for n,afeing irQn in the Australian colouies, tliese iron mines will be of 
wor ked at the rwelen t 7 T 3 m C,0UnAry- 1 \1C ™portrmt question now to he considered is : Can they he profitably 
wbb tbe l.hV^ I,teEEtlt.‘’'I.10'. ^ should be tho woik of a specialist in the manufacture of iron, thoroughly conversant 
with the Luropcan and colonial iron markets, and with the conditions under which the metal is made elsewhere and would
only ! Jcn3 k, n ?' T° ans"'er t0T tb,a ; and only such a one can speak with authority on the subject. Having
recmiroTo be !-e,Xd Gbv 6 °f *bc Pt:oT?,cfm* 1 claim any such authority, and any opinion now expressed' bv mo woulf
fachand Ron,a ETeciallst M0™ be.n'g acted upon; but I have ondeavourad to gather together aoniu reliable 
t^an I bov^bp™ ‘Shn 7°" thc question. By the kind assistance of the Government Statis-
f ■o n New 7^1x7 “f Ht0 tlbt:U11 :etu,,na all tho Australian colonies, except Queensland and Western Australia and 
i-n , tW • t U 77 0f, lr0-7 and lron fi0°ds imported into them, which will give some idea of tho demand for
to eon btc an 7 ^ the c!f1!llficnt,10? adopted by the various colonies is not uoifoim, I have not found it possible
to combine all the returns in one tabic, and therefore present them as icviscd for the five years ending with 1S92.

liiroRis of Iron and Steel into Tasmania.

1SSS. 1SS9 1S90. Iflfll, 1&92. Total.

*ManufncUiretl goods of iron and tdool £
164,621

£
171,24(1

2,S55

£
190,537

4,400

£
220.624

4,879

£
163,016

3,932
1,437

14,015
12,865
6,211

£
010,038

16,006
Galvanised iron........
Galvanised ami corrugated iron .
Iron—Kod, bar, hoop. &c. ..
Iron pipes ....................... 21,035 17,966 19,482 i 9,074 

4,741 
35,537 
2,581 
5,051

1 jT"*//
92,472

Railway material ........ o-j 59,038
1,964
4,215

30,352
Steel, unmamifacturnd.. . 1,335

147,079
7,782

18,0461 in-plates, unmanufactured ............. 4,435
Total...................... -F 211,698 226,450 291,124 293,087 207,813 1,230,172

Including cutlery, hardware, and goods of all torts mainly ccm]ioscii of iron and steel.
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Imtouts of Iron and Steel into South Australia.

Steel and iron rails .........................................................
Rod and bar iron .............................................................

18S8. 1SS9. im. 1891. 1S92. Total.

£
814

32,178
14,548
41,691

£
615

23,948
23,378
56,950

£
4,459

55,607
22,246
95.448

£
36,725
43,421
18,432
88,661

£
35,331
42,179
14,436
76,241

£
77,994

197,333
93,090

358,991•Manufactured iron goods ............................................

Total................................................. £ 89,231 104,891 177,700 187,289 168,237 727,408

* Including? drum pipes, columns and yirders, pipes and tubes, feneingf, plate and sheet, hoop, fencing v, ice,

Imfokts of Iron and Steel into Kew Zealand.

1SSS. issa 1800. 1891. 1892 Total. #

£ £ £ £ £ £
•Steel and iron rails......................................................... 22,844 35,367 50,319 24.810 17,072 150,412
Rod and bar iron ............................................................. 33,390 39,225 36,066 41,195 62,694 212,570
Rig-iron ..... ............ ......................................................... 9,556 13,684 16,723 15,531 13,177
fManufactured iron goods, pipes, &c....................................... 215,315 346,723 319,303 302,990 389,635 1,573,972

Total ................................................£ 281,105 434,999 422,416 354,532 482,578 2,005,030

, nails only, exclusive of railway bolts and fastenings. t Hxclusive of cuticrj, hardware, hollown-are, and ironmongery, nails, railway plant,
implements, tools, and machinery.

Imports of Iron and Steel into New South Wales.

jssa. 1SS9- 1890. ISM. 1S92. Total.

£
87,033

125,393

£
98,257

141,297
29,454

2,155,227

£
297,666

£
82G,2of>

£
346,755

| £ 
j 1,655,967

181,576
25,124

214,009 150,872 | 813,147
30,690

1,794,771
35,214 25,772 1 146,254

11,498,494Manufactured iron goods (including drain pipes) ..... 2.363,998 2,924,982 2,259,516

Total................................................. £ 2,037,887 2,424,235 2,308,364 4,000,461 2,782,915 14,113,802
j

* The value of rails only cannot be stated.

Impop.ts of Iron and Steel into Victoria.

JSS3. 1889. 1S90. 1S01. 15D2. Total

£ £ £ £ £ £
Steel and iron rails ....................................................... 237,334 436,184 102,548 10,589 4,192 SoO,S47
Rod and bar iron ............................................................ 122,518 197,870 159,572 105,135 64,415 649,540
Pig-iron ............................................................................ 89,174 99,895 83,950 73,532 31,015 377,566
Steel ................................................................................... 43,854 53,179 53,740 35,446 25.433 214,652
Manufactured iron goods, pipes, kc............................. 1,558,170 1,747,073 1,572,217 1,514,088 1,000,887 7,392,435

Total................................................. £ 2,051,080 2,534,201 2,032,027 1,738,790 1,125,942 9,482,040

* Including steel cordage.

As will be scon, the item “Manufactured iron goods” in tho above tables includes a great deal more in the returns 
of some of the colonies than in those of others. Taking the grand totals for the five years as they stand, however, their 
sum amounts to £27,559,112, and if wc include Queensland and Western Australia, whose returns I have not been able to 
get in time for this report, we may safely estimate the grand total for all the colonies at £30,000,000, or at thc rate of 
£6,000,000 worth of iron goods per annum. To get, greater accuracy it would be necessary to deduct the exports of iron 
from each colony to ascertain the amount used; but against this we may place the largo value of iron goods of all sorts 
not shown in the tables, and probably this would quite comjiensate for the exports. It ia, therefore, clear that a very 
considerable market exists, which would be able to absorb the produce of a fairly large smelting-works.

Should iron-smelting be began in Australia it is probable that for some years the production would be confined to 
pig-iron, iron and steel rails, iron and steel rods, bars, girders, columns, and other simple shapes, and foundry material, 
though in course of time no doubt it would be found possible to compete with Europe in manufactured goods of all sorts. 
Turning again to the tables, it will be seen that the imports of pig-iron, rod and bar iron, unmanufactured steel, and steel 
and iron rails and railway material amount to the giand total of £5,753,28), which may, however, include locomotive 
engines in the cases of New South Wales and Tasmania. However, counting in Queensland and Western Australia, it 
should not be far from correct to assume the colonial consumption of the above sorts of iron as averaging about £1,000,000 
in value annually for the period quoted. It is not to be supposed that one smelting establishment would be able to supply 
all the different brands of iron required for manufacturing purposes, or could beat all foreign competitors so thoroughly 
out of the field as to he able to hold a monopoly of it; still tho figures show a market large enough to encourage us to 
believe that our own iron-smelters would not have any surplus metal requiring to be exported for sale. It is not probable 
that for many years to come Australia will be able to compete with Europe and America in the open markets of the world ; 
hut if we can hold our own within our own domain, and consume all the iron we can produce, the iron-manufacturing 
industry would soon need no special fostering.

Now let us try to arrive at some estimate of what it would cost to make iron locally. To get at this we must first 
see what it costs elsewhere. Jam indebted to “The Mineral Industry, 1892,” by Mr. Tl. P. Rothwell, for most of tho 
facts and figures on this head now to he quoted. ,

From tables prepared by the United States Labour Bureau, under the Honorable Carroll 11. Wright, Commissioner, 
eoveiing the period between ISS7 and 1890, it appears that the total cost of one ton of run-of-furnace pig-iron, as reported 
by twenty-six establishments in the Northern District of the United States, averaged S13'94-( —£2 18s. Id.), and in 
twenty-four establishments in the Southern District, $10‘7o ( = £2 4s. 9Jd.); one establishment on the Continent of Europe 
gave the average cost per ton as §U'03 ( = £2 os. llfd). The details of cost at tho above fifty United States establish

ments
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nients arc of interest as showing the main items of expense 
arerage costs being taken :—

Ore .....................................................................
Cinder, scrap, &c..............................................
Limestone..........................................................
Coke ..................................................................
Coal ..................................................................

Total minerals

Labour ....................
Officials and clerks . 
Supplies and repairs 
Taxes.......................

Grand total

and their relative importance, and are therefore quoted, the

Urn-thorn. Southern.
§6-96 53-47

•53 -01
-50 •47

3-33 4-46
■37 •00

§11-74 §8-41

1'47 1-53
■IS TG
-51 •61
-04 •04

§13-94 §10-75

In the same tables the cost of charcoal iron is given from sovon establishments in the Northern States, and from 
one in the Southern, ranging in the former from $14-45 to §2o,24 (average SlfHS) per ton, and in the latter lieing given as 
$10'27. The writer of the article on iron in “ The Mineral Industry,” however, says It is not at all likely that the 
average cost of hot-blast charcoal iron anywhere in the country is below S14.” . . . ,,

The average cost per ton of Gray forge iron in the Northern District of the United States is given as $13'dO, in Great 
Britain as S8'03, and on the Continent of Europe as Sfl'OG. No. 1 foundry iron in the Northern United States is given 
ns costing on an average §13-86 a ton, and on the Continent of Europe §7-74, excluding taxes. Spiegeleisen on the 
Continent cost §15-07, onlv one establishment's figures being quoted, however. Basic or I'homas iron on the Continent 
cost Sfi‘63, and in Groat'Britain §I0'89 a ton. The average cost of Bessemer iron in the Northern United istates was 
R15-37, in Great Britain, f 10-33; and on the Continent of Europe, §11-74. , - „ t u n - . j ■ xi

The average figures for Bessemer iron and Gray forge iron respectively made m Great Britain, quoted m Wr. 
Wright’s Report, arc in detail made up as follows :— B casern rr iron. Gray forge iron.

Cost of ore per ton, of pig ...................... ....................... §6 09
,, cinder and scrap ................................................ 0 23

limestone ............................................................. 0'20
coke......................................................................... 2-04

„ coal* ..................................................................... '0075
,, labour .....................................................................
,, officials, clerks, &e. .............................................. '055
,, supplied repairs......................................................
,, taxes ..................................................................... '015
„ items not detailed.................................................................

§3-03
o-io
032
2-74-02

-67
■04
■33
■02
■06

Total cost of pig §10-33 §7-93

Number of establishments reporting.............................. 4 3
Number of furnaces ......................................................... ^4 6
Average output per day jier fumace ...........   76 tons ^ j-ns
Tons of ore used per ton of pig......................................... 1 '3

„ limestone .............................................................. '345
„ coke........................................................................ 1 1 te I 08
,, coal ......................................................................... -002o -CO!

Average cost of ore per ton ............................................. §3'39 §1 4S
,, cinder and scrap per ton ....................... 0'32 0-4o
,, limestone per ton ................................... 0"5S 0"(1
,, coke per ton ........................ ................. 2'2o 2-53
„ coal per ten............................................... 3-00 3 00

In one Bcsssemer arid tuo Gray forge establishments about 1 ton of coal is used along with every hundred tons of coke.

It is not explained why the coal should cost move than the coke per ton, but it is probably not the same as that 
from which the coke is made, and may, perhaps, he anthracite brought from some distance. 9 he smelting, however, is
substantially all done with coke. . , .

It is seen from the almve that the most important items of cost of making Bessemer iron, which is what we have at 
present to consider, as the Blythe River iron-mine yields an excellent Bessemer ore, are the cost of the ore and the cost of 
the coke used for smelting it, these two amounting to 84J per cent, of the total cost of production. Moat of the Bessemer 
ore used in Great Britain is now imported from Spain, the deposits of West Cumberland and North-west Lancashuc only 
smmlvinrr about 2,500,000 tens a vear, against about 4,000,000 tons imported. According to the contributor of the article 
on the “ Mineral Industries of the United Kingdom," in Rothwoll s “ Mineral Industry,’ 1892,--“ About 20 per cent, of 
the total make of pig-iron in the United Kingdom is now, and has for some years past, been produced from imported me, 
a large part of which is delivered to the furnaces at Us. per ton, the average content of iron being n0 per cent. I he 
proportion quoted is stated to have risen to 25'2 per cent, in 1892. (Engineering and Mining Journal, 1893, page494.) From 
the above tabular statement it appears that during the period of 51 r. Wrights investigation, the average Bessemer ore 
used at four British establishments cost per ten §3-39 ( = 143. Hd.), and yielded 554 per cent, of pig-iron which we may 
take as equal to, say, 53i per cent, of pure iron. Allowing for losses in smelting, we may estimate that the ore would 
assay about 57 per cent, iron. According to the return of imporls into the United Kingdom duimg the same period (]&*. 
to 1890' the average value of the imported ore (which is mostly Bessemer ore) was 15s. a ten. It is probable that the 
recent heavy fail in the value of silver will have lowered the price of Spanish ore, as Spain is monetarily a silver standard 
country. In estimating the relative prices at which the British and Australian smelters respectively would purchase their 
Bessemer ore, I do not think, tliere'nre, that we should put down the cost to the former at more than 11s. a ton, the price 
quoted by “The Mineral Industiy's Contributor.” _ , . . ^ -j

At what price, now, could We deliver the Blythe Rivei ore to a smelting establishment? Taking mto consideration 
that coke is a bulky, and therefore t xpensive cargo to carry, and that, as shown above, nearly as much weight of coke as 
of ore is used in the first smelting, without counting the coal and coke used afterwards in converting the pig-iron into 
merchantable rails, rods, sheets, and so on, it is pretty clear tiiat it would be cheaper to send the ore to Newcastle to lie 
smelled than to try to reduce it in Tasmania. This would have the fmeher advantage that the metal won d he at once 
available for distribution throughout New South Wales and Queensland, without the expense of freight from lasmama. 
Smelting at Newcastle seems to me the only hope of success with the Blythe River and Penguin ore.

The mine being admirably situated for mining the ore cheaply, it seems a quite Fafe_estimate, even after aliow-ing 
that a good deal of second-class ore unfit for smelting had to be moved and rejected while picking out the pure mineral, if 
we pul the cost of winning it at 3s, a ton. The distance to Buruie Breakwater being 12 miles, another shilling should 
cover the freight to the port. The freight from Burnic to Newcastle will be a very important factor in the calculation, 
and J have been at some pains to got reliable figures on this head. Seeing that vessels taking coal and coke from Newcastle 
to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Port Pirie can call at Burme on their return trip and load with iron ore, it ib pretty certain 
that if shipments of 300 or 1,000 tons of ore a week (enough to keep one largo furnace in work) or over could he guaranteed 
to the shipping companies, contracts could he made to carry it at 5s. a ton. Allowing 2s. a ton for contingent ami profit, 
the ore could then be delivered at Newcastle for about Us. a ten, or about the same price as the British smelter pays for 
his Spanish hematite. .
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As regards the price of coke however, the position is much less satisfactory. While the British smelter pays, as 
shown above, froio 9s; 4d. to 10s. fid. a ton for his coke, the best coke delivered at Newcastle cost 2os. a ton. As the best 
coal is now sold in Newcastle m the trucks at 7s. £)d., and small coal at 4s., it seems likely that coke could be supplied 
considerably cheaper, probably at not more than 20s. a ton at the outside, if a local furnace were in a position to make 
larne contracts for it. The quilitv of the New South Wales coke is not, perhaps, quite as good as the English hut is 
susceptible of improvement with the use of coal-washing appliances and greater care in manufacture. In a report, dated 
22nd December 1SS12, by the Government Geologist of New South Wales, Mr. E, F Pitmm, it is pointed ouUliat there 
is not so much different between the English and German cokes and the best New South Wales makes, as is generallv 
supposed. After comparing the analyses of nine samples of foreign coke supplied to the Broken Hill and Fort Pirie 
smelting works with those of fourteen samples made m different parts of New South Wales, he says It will be 
observed ^ 6 at Bl,oke11 K'11 contains a higher percentage of ash than the colonial coke made
by either the_ Purified Coal and Coke Company, Watlseud, or the Singleton Colliery Companies ; also that the average

im the nine samples of foreign cokes in use at or in transport to Broken Hill, amounts to

, ,, (y0 ;“Y...... ;------- - w • u.ii.ive quality of the New South Wales and "foreign cokes
as follows ;— Some of the cokes at present manufactured in New South Wales are nearly equal, ns regards ash to the 
average of the imported cokes m use at the Broken Hilt smdting works. Several of the cokes at present manufactured in 
Aew South Wales aye superior, as regirds percentage of ash, tc some of the imported cokes in use at Broken Hill That 
in regard to strength, or capacity for resisting pressure, the cokes manufactured in New Smith Wales are superior to some 
of the imported cokes at present m use at Broken Hsli.” 1

1 he ash of the New South Wales cokes is admitted to be somewhat more siliceous, and consequently more refractory 
to smelt than that of the average English ones ; but, as a set-off to this, it contains less sulphur and phosphorus. In the 
Records of the Geological Survey of New South Wales, VolTE, Part III, mi, page 110, it is stated in a paper by Mr. 
J. G. II. Mingaye. F.G.S., Government Analyst, that "asregards the presence of sulphur, the coals of New South Wales 
aie exceptionally free from that element, and, I think, will, without doubt, compare in tins respect with coal in any part 
of he world. At page 114 of the same paper Mr. Mingaye again says The ashes of the wals of New South 
yield much less phosphoric acid thau the English, which is greatly in their favour when the coals or cokes are required to
Nr. f aTg PU=POffV ?Kl 10 1,UOt:eS thc me!ln Psrcentas° phosphoric acid in five samples from the
Noithern District of New South M ales as v2(> par cent., and in six from Great Britain as l'SI3 per cent. The purity of 
the coke from sulphur and phosphorus will allow of the production of very fine iron from the pure Tasmanian ore, ‘and is an 
advantage winch few but iron-smelters wdl adequately realise. ’

As a set-off against the siliceous ash of the Colonial coke, the great purity of the ore might be urged, but it would 
be piemature to do so until actual shipments have been sampled. If the ore can be kept of the same average grade as the 
Spanish ore (say) from off psr cent, to O.i per cent, iron, it is as good as we have any tight at present to expect it to be, 
though there is much reason to hope that a higher average value could be maintained. 1
th. „„ r#’k,nP tko figpes giym for Bessemer pig-iron ns a basis, ue may now attempt a rough estimate of
the cost producing a ton of pig at Newcastle j i b v > o.

I’8 tons ore, at Us........................................................................ 0 Ifl'
•07_ ,, cinders, &e., at (say) 2s..................................................V. ' 0 0
■345 limestone, at 4s............................................................................... q ]
12 „ coke, at 20s................................................................1 4

d.

o
Total materials ......................................................................................  £2 ;;
LaboU!, officials, supplies, &,c. (say) ..................................................... Q ]q p'

Total cost of pig................................................................................ £0

3d.
15 3J

As against SIO‘33 or £2 3a. 0W. in Eugknd. the extra cost being about 12s 3;
The handicap which the Colonial smelter would have as agaimt his English competitor is the freight on the latter’s 

goods out from England, rhis is very variable, according to thc exigencies of the shipping trade, ranging from occasionally 
a nominal sum up to as much as 2;>s; a ton. After a good many inquiries, it seems to me to be pretty safe to take 12s. Gd. a 
ton as about the lowest average freight on iron from London to these Colonies. As regards Now Mouth Wales and part of 
Queensland, the local smelter would have the whole of this in his favour; but when he had to shin from Newcastle to 
Melbourne Adelaide, New Zealand, ami Tasmania, it is doubtful whether the freight on his goods, owing to the hmh 
intercolonial rates prevailing, would not be almost as much as if they were sent from London. The Newcastle manufac
turer wonl_d then have_a slight advantage in New South Wales and Queensland, hut could hardly meet English competition 
elsewhere m the Colonies. It must he remembered that the case of pig-iron is the one most favourable to the Colonial 
smelter, as the higher rates of wages and coal here will make the further working up of the metal into merchantable 
shapes relatively more costly than in Great Britain.

It is possible that a, powerful company acquiring the iron-mines, and also coal mines of its own, and making its own 
coke, might be able to reduce the cost of producing iron to a figure approaching thc British cost, the facilities for bringing 
the ore and coke together at Newcastle, and for distributing the product afterwards, being really unusually good. The 
case m favour of a trial at making iron m those Coiomes seems good enough to warrant its being investigated in all its 
details by a skilled specialist in the manufacture. The attempts hitherto made at iron-smelting have been tailures, or very 
partial successes, but it seems to me that the proposal-to reduce sea-borne ore at Newcastle has points in its favour uhich 
were wanting in other instances.

showing the value of a deposit of high-grade Bessemer ore, the following notes on the iron deposits nf Cuba, 
taken from Rothwells Mineral Industry, 18(12,” will be of interest The Cuban iiou-ore deposits, one of the most 
important groups of Bessemer iron mines in the world, are fcmid on the range of mountains called the Piorra Macstra 
which skmts the southern coast of thc province of Santiago dc Cuba. The ore can be mined with great facility bv means of 

i . ,i.nCo tS' ' ‘f n'IeipSe a'talysos of the caigoes have been between 58 per cent, and Go per cent, of metallic iron, and 
about U 0_ per cent, of phosphorus. ‘ A syndicate of Pennsylvania capitalists obtained a concession to build a narrow- 
gauge railroad from the mines to the poit of Santiago do Cuba, a distance of 17 miles. "The line was Laid through a very 
mountainous country and the first car-load of ore was shipped Late in 1884. Since then thc output has been increasing 
year by year, and in ISffl it amounted to 330,000 tons. To haul thc ore from the mines to the port there are at present in

- .-vn* ■•iw' .jiv- v4<jv,rvjj .;i^r piu^ JAlil J UI U.3 l

tracked until 1 he arrival of the steamers, every two or three days. Thc company controls a regular 'linc'of'iron'cteiimcra 
plying between their pier at Santiago de Cuba and Philadelphia or Baltimore. Most cf the ore is consumed bv the 
Fennsi Ivania .Steel Company and the Bethlehem Iron Company. It is estimated that over §3,000,000 has been spent in 
this enterprise, with guitifying tmaucial results, In 1SC0 the Sigua Iren Company, composed of Philadelphia capitalists, 
was organised, and purchased another group of mines in the same mountain range, about 30 miles from Santiago de Cuba 
it has constructed S miles of standaid-gauge railroad. An ore dock of 5,000 tons capacity was built in the open sea ami 
wit be protected from the prevailing south-oast winds by a breakwater now in process of construction. The’first 
shipment of oro from this group of mines arrived in Philadelphia a few weeks ago in the American whale-back steamship 

Joseph L Colby. A portion of the cargo went to the Midvale Steel Company, whoso analysis gave Metallic iroti 
b, 0,6 per cent. ; phosphorus, 0 014 per cent. ; sulphur, 0-Q26 per cent. ; silica, l'-4G0 per cent.”

Ihe importance to all tins Aualraliun colonies of the establishment of an iron-smelting industry in their midst can
Ly 1,0 O'^'-estimated seeing that there is, perhaps, no other that gives a greater stimulus to national progress. If it 

can be successfully established^ it will go far before long to render us less dependent upon the outside woild for maikels 
tor our foodstuffs and raw materials and for manufactured goods, by encouraging a manufacturing ponulation who will
consume the former and su]iply the latter, for the del elopmeut of coal and iron industries always cariies with it progress 
in otier branches as well. Ihe question of fostering it by the removal of restiictions on intercolonial trade ami by other 
means is, thereiore, well worth the consideration of colonial statesmen. J
fn„ „ nLl.c®“cl“sion> 1 U'P the owners of thc Blythe River Mine to have the deposit opened out by minim- works
far enough to allow acemate estimates to be formed of the quantity and value of the ore available, and to make sure that

neither
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neither the quantity, quality, nor cost of winning it has been miscalculated, and to have the whole question of smelting it 
and disposing of the iron thoroughly looked into by an experienced iron manufacturer. In my opinion, thc time has come 
for such a thorough investigation of both mine and market, and thc magnitude of the issues at stake demands that care 
and expense should not be spared in these most necessary preliminaries. I have to thank Hr. Wm. Jones, of Burnie, 
Hr. J. W. Norton-Smith, Mr. J. T. McDonald, of Salisbury’s Foundry Company, Launceston, and Messrs, Huddart 
Parker & Co.’s and the Union S.S. Co.’s, of New Zealand, Managers, for much information as to freights, &c. ; the Govern
ment Statistician, Mr. K. M. Johnston, for tables of iron imports into the Colonies, and thc Under Secretary of Hines, 
Sydney, for information as to prices of coal and coke at Newcastle, and for Keports on the Coals and Cokes of New South 
Wales. I have, &c.,

A, MONTGOMERY,
The Secretary for Hines, Hobart. Geological Surveyor.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Messrs. William Jamieson and '
H. F. Gr. Keats.

Gentlemen, The Treasury, New South "Wales, Sydney, 3 August, 1900.
With reference to your letter of 23rd May, I have the honor, by direction of the Honorable 

the Premier and Colonial Treasurer, to inform you that the terms proposed therein for the erection in 
this Colony, within two years, of Iron-smelting and Itolling Mills, viz.: That this Government guarantees 
to take 100,000 tons of rails extending over a period of about four years, and not less than 25,000 tons in 
any one year, at a price equal to that quoted in Great Britain, plus steamer freight and expenses 
incidental to exporting such materials from Great Britain, are accepted.

I have, &c.,
P. KIBKPATEIOZ,

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Messrs. William Jamieson and
H. F. G. Keats.

Gentleman, The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 7 September, 1900,
With reference to my letter of 3rd ultimo, intimating that the terms proposed in your 

communication of 23rd May last for the erection in this Colony of Iron-smelting and Bolling Mills, had 
been accepted, I am now directed by the Honorable the Premier and Colonial Treasurer to inform you 
that a deposit of £10,009 (ten ftousand pounds) must be made with the Treasury as a guarantee that 
your share in thc undertaking will be faithfully carried out.

I have, Ac.,
P. KIRKPATRICK,

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

The Secretary, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), to Thc Under Secretary for
Finance and Trade.

Sir, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), Bank-place, Melbourne, 10 September, 1900.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, to Messrs. 

Jamieson and Keats. .
The expert who has been imported from England is now visiting the mine, and on his return, he, 

with the directors, should, within a fortnight, go to Sydney, where they, no doubt, will be able to fix up 
evervthing satisfactorily. I have, &e.,

' H. L. GUMMING,
. Secretary.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Secretary, Blythe River
Iron-mines (Limited).

Sir, The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 24 September, 1900.
With reference to correspondence which has passed relative to the proposal of the Blythe 

River Iron-mines (Limited), to establish Iron-smelting and Rolling Mills in New South Wales, I have the 
honor, by direction of the Honorable the Premier and Colonial Treasurer, to inform you that the deposit 
of £10,000 stipulated for by this Government must be made forthwith or other arrangements will 
probably be entered into. The offer cannot be kept open longer,

I. have, &c.,
F. KIRKPATRICK,

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

The Secretary, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), to The Under Secretary for
Finance and Trade.

Sir, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), Bank-place, Melbourne, 25 September, 1900.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th instant.

Mr. Jamieson, one of the directors of this company, is now in Sydney, and I have written asking 
him to call and arrange the matter with you. I have, &c.,

. H. L. GUMMING,
Secretary.

William Jamieson, Esq., to The Premier and Colonial Treasurer.
Hear Sir, . “ The Australia Hotel,” Sydney, 26 September, 1900.
' I have just feceived a copy of a letter sent to H. L. Gumming, Secretary of the Blythe River 

Iron-mines, from F. Kirkpatrick, Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, in which he states “ that the 
deposit of £10,000 stipulated by this Government must be made forthwith, or other arrangements will 
probably be entered into. The offer cannot be kept open longer.” -

583—B Mr.
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Mr. Keats is now in Tasmania with Mr. Darby, our expert from G-reat Britain, and I expect Mr. 
Darby here early next week, when I hope to have the pleasure of introducing him to you.

I may say we have no intention of not carrying out our proposal, and would be glad if you would 
kindly grant me an interview, so that 1 could explain to you what steps we are taking to further the 
business in question.

I arrived here a few days ago on other business, and was on the point of requesting an interview 
with you, when I got the letter above referred to. I am cabling Mr. Keats on the subject.

Please kindly telephone or write me when X can have an interview with you. 1 would be glad if 
you could make one on Friday or later, as J, at present, have arranged to go out of town to-morrow.

Tours, &c.,
WM. JAMIESON.

Messrs. William Jamieson and TL ~F. G. Keats to The Premier and
Colonial Treasurer.

“The Australia,” Sydney, 4 October, 1900.
Herewith we have the honor to hand you draft for £10,000 to be .held in Suspense Account, 

the signing of contract between the Government and our compauy, as arranged with Sir 
Lyne.

We have, &c.,
WILLIAM JAMIESON,
H. F. G. KEATS, ...

Directors, Blythe Kiver Iron-mines (Limited).
£10,000 credited to Trust Fund on 4th instant.—S.E.C., Eevenue Branch, 5/10/00. The Under 

Secretary.

Sir,
pending
William

Messrs. William Jamieson and H. P. G. Keats to The Premier and
Colonial Treasurer. '

Sir, “ The Australia,” Sydney, 4 October, 1900.
We understand the arrangement arrived at last night to be astundcr, and we shall be glad to 

hear that you agree. _
A deposit of £10,000 to be forthwith placed by us in the Treasury to Suspense Account until the 

contract be signed. (This will be done this morning).
That you undertake to give us orders at the market price of the day in Great Britain, pins steamer 

freight, duty and all charges incidental to importation for 100.000 tons of rails over a period of four 
years, and at least half of your other requirements that we manufacture, and for a further period of 
four vears you agree to give us half of your total requirements, if any other works are making steel in 
New South Wales, and in thc event of ours being the only works, then the whole of your requirements 
will be placed with us on the same terms. _ _

Delivery to commence when our works are completed ; but in any event, within two and a half 
years from the signing of the agreement to carry out the above. On reasonable grounds, however, this 
time may be extended, with your permission.

The deposit of £10,000, plus interest, to be returned to the company on the carrying out of the 
agreement.

We have, <fcc.,
WILLIAM JAMIESON,
H. F. G. KEATS, ...

Directors, Blythe Elver Iron-mines (Limited).

Acknowledge please.—F.K., 4/10/00. Submitted,—F.K., 5/10/00. My reply was that I would 
not agree to anything beyond the first or previous letter. Mr. Mabtin.—What would a duty of 10 
per cent, on cost of rails referred to amount to P—F.K., 8/10/(10.

I shall have to inquire what is the present market value of steel rails in Sydney before I can say 
what a duty of 10 per cent, would represent per ton. The papers might be submitted to the Honorable 
the Premier for the purpose of ascertaining whether the agreement outlined in Messrs. Jamieson and 
Keat’s letter of 4th October meets with his approval; thereafter, the contract might, perhaps, bo drawn 
up. I suppose that it is desired that the negotiations with the Australian Iron Syndicate (Limited) shall 
go no further.—J.E.M., 11/10/00. The Under Secretary.

The Premier and Colonial Treasurer to Messrs. William Jamieson and H. F. G. Keats.
Gentlemen, The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 24 October, 1900.

’ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, and in reply
thereto to say that the terms proposed and accepted by the Government for the erection in this Colony, 
within two years, of Iron Smelting and Bolling Mills were : that the Government guarantees to take 
100,000 tons of rails, extending over a period of about four years, and not less than 25,000 tons in any 
one year, at a price equal to that quoted in Great Britain, plus steamer freight and expenses incidental 
to importing such materials from Great Britain. These are the terms set forth in your letter of the 23rd 
May, and agreed to as per Treasury letter to you of 3rd August, _

There was no condition in original letter with respect to half of the other requirements of the 
Government that you might manufacture, uor to any agreement in regard to a further period of four 
years. Should, however, there be no other iron works in New South Wales then, the Government would, 
feel disposed to give orders for further requirements on the same conditions, pending the erection of such 
works or other arrangements being made. I have, &c.,

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
Statement.
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Statement,
Public Works Department, Railway Construction Branch, 27 November, 1900.

Statement of steel rails (60 lb.) purchased by the Public Works Department since 1893:—

Year. Contractor. Price, f.o.b,, I Price, f.o.b., 
London. New York.

1

Freight. ^ Insurance.

1
Cost, c.i.f.f 

Sydney. Quantity.

1893..............................
1805..............................
1897..............................
1897..............................

Bolckow Vaughan .....
Dowlais Company ......
Ebbwvale Company .... 
Peabody & Co................

£ s. d.
3 17 3
5 0 9
4 7 0

£ a. A. s. d.
7 9
7 9
7 9

a. d.
0 6
0 e
0 6

£ s. d.
4 5 6
5 9 0
4 15 9
5 0 0
4 110
7 8 0

tons.
14,150
5,COO

15.000 
*2,000
10.000 
19,000

1898 ............................
1900..............................

Cammeil & Co,..............
Barrow ft. Co..................

4 5 3
6 11 6 .......

.......
5 3

16 0
0 6
0 C

* Tendered at c.i.r, Svdney.

The cost of 80 lb. rails has been practically thc same.
H.D.,

* Eugineer-in-Chief.

J. Stirling, Esq., to William Jamieson, Esq.
Blythe Iron-mine.

Burnie, 15 November, 1899.
As requested, I visited the above property this day, in company with Mr. William Jones, who 

stated that in addition to an estimate of cost for mining and placing the ore f.o.b. steamer at Burnie, 
you wished an estimate of the quantity available. In reply I have the honor to forward von the following report' '

Situation,^—The ore, which, in my opinion, is a lode running S.S.W. to N.N.E., crosses the valley 
of the Blythe Kiver, almost at right angles some 6 miles from its mouth, and offers special facilities for 
cheap extraction, as the cliffs rise from the river at a slope of about 2 to I to 400 feet in height on the 
west, and 500 feet on the east side.

Extent.—The western slope has been cleared and burnt off for some 10 chains from the river ; hut 
the lode can be traced further. At the river the width appears to be from 150 to 200 feet. About 5 
chains from the river, and some 200 feet above it, a trench has beer, run about 400 feet across the lode 
ore all the way. About 10 chains from the river and 400 feet above it several small trenches on the west 
side of the lode have been cut, all exposing solid ore, while on the cast side a huge mass is exposed rising 
60 feet sheer above the surface as one place. This appears a magnificent body of iron.

^ On the east side no work has been done except felling and scrubbing, consequently no very 
reliable data can be obtained ; but the lode stands out boldly. About 15 chains from thc river and 500 
feet above it the width appears about 200 to 250 feet. A little further on thc basalt covers the lode 
which appears again on the surface some 35 chains further east, and 650 feet above the river level, from 
this point I followed it some 10 or 15 chains further east. The width apparently from 150 to 200 feet; 
but the level falling to 570 feet above thc river. The country here being very scrubby I did not go 
further ; but the indications were that the lode continued. "

Erom the above, and taking river level as the bottom, I estimate the quantity .as 14,000,000 cubic 
yards, and allowing 30 per cent, for faults, poor stone, &c., gives 9,750,000 cubic yards. Taking the 
specific gravity at 5, we get 3£ tons per cubic yard—equal to 36,750,000 of tons. Even allowing the 
figures to be largo owing to no opening up on the east side, it appears to me that 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 
of tons is a conservative estimate. In addition to the lode above described there is a large amount of 
good ore outside the above limits, which may be shed; but may just as likely be a portion of the main 
body, &c. I have, Ac.,

^ , ------- - J. STIBEINGr.
. P.S.—I should have mentioned that ffom 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 tons of ore can be iron before it

will be necessary to remove the overburden above mentioned.—J.S.

The Secretary, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), to The Premier and Colonial
Treasurer.

Sir, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), Bank-place, Melbourne, 17 November, 1900.
By request of my directors, I have the honor, for your information, to hand you herewith 

reports of the Blythe Kiver iron deposits, by Mr. A. Montgomerie, M.A., and Mr. J, Stewart, C.E.
The available ore you wilt observe by these reports is estimated to considerably exceed 20,000,000 

tons of ore.
The iron deposits were recently visited by Mr. John H. Darby, an English ironmaster of wide 

known repute and experience, who was chosen and sent out from England by the investors concerned to 
inspect and report on the deposit with a view to the establishment of iron and steel works in Australia. 
Mr. Darby’s report will not be available until it lias first been submitted to his principals ; but he 
informed my directors bis measurements substantially support the estimates of Messrs. Montgomerie and 
Stirling in respect of tonnage of ore.

Mr. Darby informed my directors that the ore is unusually pure and good, and was in the highest 
degree suitable for the production of iron and steel of the finest quality ; in fact he could not speak more 
highly than he did of the extent of the ore, and its suitability for the production of high class iron 
and steel.

Mr. Darby also inspected several more or less suitable sites for the proposed works. He estimated 
the capital cost of the works at £750,000, and the probable yearly wages expenditure in connection with 
the works at £250,000.

In
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la giving you this information my directors instruct me to add that (presuming that a satisfactory 
arrangement had been arrived at with your Gfovernment for the erection of the works in New South 
AVales) the site most favoured by Mr. Darby is at Sydney. In view of this matter my directors would 
point out and emphasise to you the-enormous advantages to New South Wales, and especially to Sydney, 
certain to follow if the works arc erected there.

Quite beyond the benefits to be anticipated from the heavy initial expenditure involved in erecting 
thc works, and the annual distribution of so large a sum as I have indicated amongst the wage-earners of 
Sydney, there would also be amongst various other advantages a very considerable direct gain' to your 
railways from the haulage of fuel, fluxes, and other material, and in addition of still greater importance 
would be the centralisation at Sydney of the numerous important subordinate iron and steel trades of 
Australasia. I have, &c.. '

■ II. L. GUMMING-,
Secretary, Blythe Diver Iron-mines (Limited).

The Secretary, Blythe River Iron-mines (Limited), to Thc Premier and Colonial
Treasurer.

Sir, 19 November, 1900.
I have the honor to inform you that in the hurry to catch the mail I omitted from my letter 

of 17th inst. Mr. Stirling’s report, which I now enclose. ”
Since these reports the iron deposits have been much opened up and exposed to show, without 

doubt, that there are tens of millions of tons of first-class ore available.
The deposits were comparatively a small part of the undertaking upon which Mr. Darby had to 

report. His'instructions embraced reports on— "
. 1. The deposit of hematite iron ore on the Blythe River, near Burnie, Tasmania. ■

2. The site of the proposed iron and steel works, having regard to assembly of the iron and steel 
making materials, application of surplus power from the blast furnace gases, and the distribution 
of the finished—rolled—steel. The source of the fuel—coal and coke—and limestone.

I. The output and extent of the proposed works, estimate of outlay, and cost of producing steel.
5. The finished articles to he produced.

When he left he had made a rough draft of his report to the extent of 1 and 2, and I may inform 
you that in the part relating to the mine he states :

“ In my estimate of the probable quantity I have taken the river bed as the bottom of the ore, 
though it is nearly certain to extend downwards much further. The width of tho deposit, measured by 
myself where the sides are well defined; the weight of ore at 3 tons per cubic yard ; the cubical contents 
of the deposit arrived at in this way has been divided by two, yet the tonnage amounts to 24,500,000 
(twenty-four millions five hundred thousand) tons of selected ore,

“ My general impression is that there is sufficient ore near the Blythe River to supply iron and 
steel works capable of making 3,000 (three thousand) tons of finished steel per week for many years to 
come. That the quality of the ore is excellent and not surpassed by any in Europe or America.”

The actual production of tho ore, although the groundwork, is a very small part of tho undertaking 
of this company, the whole of which will undoubtedly bo by far the largest industrial concern in tho 
Australian Colonies. It will involve'the raising, transporting, and converting into iron and steel 250,000 
tons of iron ore per annum, which will farther involve the raising, or purchasing and transporting, of 
300,000 tons of coal per annum. All this coal will no doubt come from New South Wales mines, and as 
the whole production.of New South Wales is under 5,000,000 tons per annum you will see what an 
increase and impetus this will give to the coal-mining industry. Considerable quantities of limestone will 
be required—about 60,000 tons per annum.

The ore, coal, and limestone must all be conveyed to the neighbourhood of Sydney, if the works 
be established there, and even then only the initial part of the undertaking will be accomplished.

Thc next step will he to convert the coal into coke and the ore into iron and steel. Then the 
greatest part of the work commences, namely, the conversion of the raw material into commercial articles, 
such as rails, plates, sheets, bars, rods, angles, &c., <fcc. Ton will see the enormous amount of work to be 
done and labour involved and money expended in erecting the necessary works, &c., before the under
taking can become a going concern, also the great annual expenditure and number of people that will be 
employed from the start.

The undertaking will also necessarily create many secondary industries—wo arc advised that 
manufacturers of finished goods, such as tin plates, galvanised iron, &c., in England are only waiting for 
us to be able to supply them to put up works close to our works on a large scale to turn out finished 
products from our steel, which will involve the expenditure of large capital and annual sums in wages, 
&c. A great manufacturing centre will be created and established, turning out finished articles that will 
go to all parts of this continent and probably India, the East, and New Zealand.

New South Wales will be the Colony to reap, as a Colony, the whole benefit.
The wages and capital will be spent there; the goods will be distributed over her railways, and 

she will get the benefit of the shipping.
Work and good wages will be provided for engineers and skilled artisans of every class, as well as 

for miners, sailors, and all sorts of workmen.
You will, no doubt, readily perceive from the foregoing outline of what is proposed tho establish

ment of these works will rank as the most important commercial industry as yet contemplated in 
Australia. ”

This present time, when Australia is about to be federated, seems most opportune for the com
mencement of such a business that in itself will mark an epoch in Australian history, and I am sure you 
will agree with my directors that the establishment of such an enterprise should be encouraged in every 
possible way, and people who engage their capital and energies therein are deserving of every consideration, 
particularly by the Colony most likely, as the centre of the industry, to benefit from it.

I have, &e.,
The Hon. Sir Wm. Lyne, Premier, New South Wales. II. L. GUMMING.

[One plan.]

!>■]
Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, GoTCrnment Frintcr.--)90l.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

OAST SCEAP IRON AT NEWCASTLE.
/RETURN showing the quantities sold by the railway department during the years
' 1897, 1898, AND 1899.) '

Printed under JPo. 10 Report from Printing Committee, 30 August, 1900.

\Laid upon the Table of ihe Home in accordance with promise made by the Honorable the Minister for 

Railways in answer to Question No. 23 in Totes and Proceedings No. 2G of the %th August, UOO.j

Question 1.
The number of tons of scrap iron that have left the Locomotive Department, Newcastle, during 

years 1897, 1898, and 1899? .
Anuwpr

1897 ...
1898 ...
1899 ...

108 tons 9 cwt. 
Nil.

10 tons.

Question 2.
The number of tons of cast-iron scraps or old chairs that have left the Permanent-way Department, 

Newcastle, during the years 1897, 1898, and 1899?
Answer.

1897 .........................................
1898 .........................................
1899 .........................................

75 tons 3 cwt. 
122 „
120 „

Question 3.
Who were the purchasers, and at what price^per ton?

Answer.
Messrs. J. B. Barclay, R, Gibson, Mr. Marsh, A. Head, and Morison and Bearby, at £3 per ton. The 

Department, as a rule, utilises its own1 cast scrap, or disposes of it, to assist the contractor for the supply 
of iron castings to the Department. The weight sold to each of the purchasers for the three years is as 
follows:—

J. B. Barclay .................................................. 411 tons.
R. Gibson ... ... ... ... H ”
Morison and Bearby ... ... ...
Mr. Marsh... ... ... ... - j;
E. A. Head .................................................. 12 cwt-

Question 4.
Was a docket or ticket issued from the Department to the purchaser with each ton or load?

Answer.
The scrap is weighed by the Department, either on a cart or a track weighbridge, and account is 

rendered for the weight, payment pre ceding delivery.

338—
Question 5.
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Question 5.
Was any preference given to any manufacturer'!

■ Answer.
The scrap has been sold principally to the contractor to the Department for supplying iron castings. 

This lias been done to ensure the prompt delivery of castings, and care is taken to see that the scrap 
supplied to the contractor is in proper proportion to the weight of castings he supplies. The minute from 
the late Comptroller of Stores covering the matter, and approved by the Commissioners, is as follows :—

“ Referring to my conversation with the Acting Chief Commissioner yesterday, I have to state that 
Mr. Barclay called to see me yesterday as to the terms on which he would be allowed to obtain cast scrap 
iron during the currency of the contract referred to; the price he is at present, and has for some years 
past been paying, being £3 per ton.

, “At the same time Mr. Barclay drew my attention to a representation he had made to the 
Commissioners asking for an allowance on the exceptional quantity of small and intricate castings which 
he had for some months past been called upon to supply in connection with electrical work, and gave me 
to understand that he was expecting the Commissioners to make some allowance in connection with the 
present contract.

“ As I have before reported, there is no doubt that there has been a considerable increase in the 
number of small castings be is and has been called upon to supply, and bis contract price, even the 
increased one for next year, is very low indeed for such castings.

“ The market price for cast scrap iron is about £4 per ton at the present time ; but in view of the 
facts just stated* and also that Mr. Barclay was paying his present price of £3 for cast scrap iron when 
that was the very full market price, I recommend that he be allowed, during the currency of his next 
year’s contract, to receive the cast scrap iron at the same price—£3 per ton—as he is at present paying.”

Question 6.
Were tenders called for these materials by the Locomotive and Permanent-way Departments 

N ewcastle 1
Answer.

No; but consideration has been given to any application from local manufacturers whenever scrap 
was available.

Question 7.
If not, will he see that tenders are called for in future 1

Answer.
The question will have consideration if at any time there is any large quantity of surplus scrap, but 

it is probable the Department’s requirements will absorb that which is available.

ra*]
Sydney : William Applci'itc^ullLck, Government Printer.—1M0.

T ‘ '
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Li:gislaitv£ Assembly. 

NEW SOUTK WALES.

MONTHLY RETURNS OF ACCIDENTS.
{It AIL WAYS AM) TR.-U1WAYS, XOVEMBER, ISO", TO APRIL, 1000)

Printed Kiidcr Ao 2 Report from Printing Committee, 28 June, 1900.
----------------------------------- —--------- --------------------- “f

RETURN (inpavi) to an Ch'dev made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

“ Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“and the cause thereof,—(a) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (b) upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the 
“jurisdiction of New South Wales; (c) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.”

(Mr. Samuel Smith.)

RETURN to an Order of tlio Legislative Assembly, dated 2Isfc September, 1898. showing fatal and non- 
tatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of November, 1899. J

Date. Localitj-.

1B99,
"Z Nov. Bathurst 
5 ft Wftverlcy

Niunes of Persons 
Injured.

Persons
ouUido Deti.irtiiieiil.

McEwou, W. 
Easii,, Claude .

Passenger

7
S)
0

11
14

»JJ
M
M
U

14 >»
1(!
22
23

JJ

JJ

NorLli Sliore .........
Paddington ..........

Waterloo ..............

Eedfern ...............

Forest Lodge .......

Hewtown Road ...

Canipsie ..............
Newtown Road ..

Newtown ..............

Kennedy, —........
Smith, Mrs, II. O..

Clarke, H...............

Langhttin, M............

Simpson, II............

Jenningp, —..........

Prosser, IT..............
Meade, Jno.............

Cartwright, R.........

Passenger

Passenger

JJ
JJ

23 i Croydon Unrdsley, Mrs........ Passenger.........

28 „ . Novmnnluirsfc ......  Hayden, —
30 „ Lilyvate.................. tfcwoll H. ..

Katui'e of Injuries.

Slightly injured. Fell from carriage.
Kilted whilst travelling in tram. Struck by shaft of 

a sulky. Verdict, Coroner’s inquest, “Accidental 
death."

Foot bruised. Alighting from tram in motion.
Fractured collar bone nud scalp wound, Knocked 

down by motor.
Ankle broken. Attempting to board tram while in 

motion.
Injured. Stepped in front of motor and was knocked 

down.
Head injured. Thrown out of sulky through colliding 

with tram. "
Futally injured. Fell from tram car and run over. 

I erdiet, Coroner's inquest, “ Accidental death,”
Slightly injured. Alighting from train in motion.
Lett leg injured, necessitating amputation. Alighting 

from tram in motion. =
1 ruetiircd log and arm and scalp wound. Thrown out 

of cart through collision with Irani.
Slight injury to hire when alighting from train in 

mol inn.
Head injured. Irll from puS'Ciiger train.
Foot tTiiciicd by wheel of truck when jumping on 

brake-lever of truck.

130—A
[GOO coiues—Approximate Coat of Priming (labour and material) 10s. Od.]

l
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RETTJE.X to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September. 1S98, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the Kow South "Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of November, 189D.

Date, Locality. Names of Persons 
Injured.

Sen ants 
of Department.

1899.
1 Nov. Randwick............. Jackson, William.. Boilermaker......

2 „

3 „ Redfcrn.................. Acting Fireman...
5 "

6 „ Carroll, P..............

8 ., Abercrombie- street Lawler, Thos ..... Tram Conductor
10 ., Bondi Junction ... Cmwforil, Alt. ...... Tramway Fire-

10 „
man.

11 ” ilinurc..................

11 n

12 ,, Clyde ....................

13 „ JRvflcigk ............. Padlev, iT............. Labourer .........
13 „ Evcloiiih Waejztm* King, J................... Labourer ..........

13 „

14 ,,

shop.
Eveleigh Waggon* 

phop.
Duffv, R................ Labourer 14.......

16 „ Eveleigb .............. Honnessj, B.......... Labourer .........

10 „ Clyde....................

17 Epviine.................. Flagman ..........
.............

18 „
19 ", Maitland ............. . Whitety, Gr.............

20
21 Driver ...............

22 „ Built......................
24 "

25 „ Penrith (Asli-pil) ,, Toms, R................. Fuclnian ...........

i'atnro of Injuries.

Slipped into an engine pit, and motor apron fell on liis 
hand.

Slipped, and run over by trucks daring ulumting 
operations, resulting in abrasions and slight cuts oa 
both.

Finger injured when uncoupling two engines.
I’endonsof right leg ruptured whilst wheeling a barrow 

of concrete up a plank.
Fatally injured. Fell when applying side truck-brakes, 

and run over by trucks. Coroner's inquest verdict, 
“Accidental death/’

Struck on leg by shaft of sulky, and knee injured.
Foot bruised by lid of water hydrant falling on it.

Foot injured by coal falling on it.
Fatally injured. Itun over by train during shunting 

operations. Coroner’s inquest verdict, ''Accidental 
death.”

Whilst engaged eicavnting, quantily of earth fell on 
him, roaulling in fracture of left shoulder.

Finger bruised through pieces of coal rolling down from 
bunker.

Right foot injured by axle box falling on it.
Hand injured. Thumb became jammed when releasing 

capstan-rope oif a waggon.
Hand injured. Fingers jammed against buffer of wag

gon when releasing capstan tow-rope.
Thigh fractured. Slipped off coping of platform and 

fell between engine and platform.
Leg injured. Jammed between buffer and sheet of 

iron tlirough latter slipping off stack.
Finger crushed. Jammed in draw-hooks when remov

ing couplings.
Fatally injured. Run over by train. Coroner's inquest 

verdict, "Accidental death.”
Arm injured coupling up engine and carriage
Fatally injured. Run over by train. Coroner's inquest 

verdict, “ Accidental death,”
Arm injured. Caught between buffers of trucks.
Back injured. Slipped and foil against engine foot

plate.
Hand bruised. Jammed when removing u coupling.
Fingers crushed. Brake-van door accidentally closed 

on his hand.
Bight bund crushed. Had his hand on rail which was 

caught by ilange of engine wheel.

RETURN to tin Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during thc month of December, 1899.

Date. Locality. Kaincti of Persons 
Injured.

Servants 
of Department.

1899.
2 Dec.

6 n Junes ................... Q-. Chapman.......... Fuelman ..........

Fireman .........

11 ...

hie and Went- 
worthvillc. 

Ereleigh ............. A. Bellingham ..... Labourer .........

12 „ Eveleigb ............... A. Cooper.............. Shop-bov .........
13 „ J. Hewett.............. Fitter..................

13 „ Bridge-street ...... G. H. Clark ......... Tram fireman ...

35 Armidalo ............. F. W. Wilson ..... Fireman ..........

16 “

16 „ Glebe Bond .........
1 '

— Salk old.............. Tram conductor.

Nature of Injuries.

Head injured through being struck by door of van 
whilst holding points.

Fare mid hands scalded by steam rising from ashes in 
ash-pan whilst watering same.

Fatally injured. Crushed between two engines whilst 
assisting tore-rail same. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
"Accidental death.”

Left foot bruised owing to barrow falling on it.
Right bund injured by gauge-glass on engine bursting.

Blip!tire in right side. Occurred whilst preventing 
steam-chest cover from falling.

Month cut by spring flying out of hydraulic press.
Hand injured by link of eccentric rod falling upon it 

whilst coupling up the fore gear.
Left hand injured. Jam/ned between draw-bar and 

socket whilst coupling motor to ear.
Head injured through falling from tender into engine- 

pit. ' _
Headin jurcd. Wliilst, crossing! ine with signal-lamps was 

struck by slccping-ear which was being shunted.
Foot bruised. Struck by wheel of a passing van.
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Date. I Locality,

1SS9. 
20 Doc. Darling Iltu'bour ...

2^ „ Between Wvce and

23 „

Wyong.
Between A ah field f 

and' Croydon. 1 
Junec ..................

25 „ Ponrilh ..................

2G „ Bleinington ..........

29 „ Louhinvar...............

29 „ Houicbush ..........

L

M ames of Persons 
Injured. Servantsof Department, Nature Of Injuries,

Turner, A. II......... Porter ............... Ruptured through slipping between ptafcform and truck 
whilst unloading wool. '

Stenisrl, J............... Guard .............. Wounded on leg through bos falling on it whilst train 
was rounding n curve.

i'lannghan, J. Fatally injured. Bun over hy passenger train. Verdict
Xirwim, SI..........) of Coroner’s jury, "Accidental death.”
Smith, T................. Shunter.............. Forefinger crushed in draw-hook whilst uncoupling 

trucks. ■
Davidson, ft............ Fireman .......... Side injured through slipping off engine into turntable 

pit.
Green, W................ Ofilccr-in-ohurge FatuUv injured. Struck by train when about to crosn 

lino. Ymlictof Coroner’s jurv, “Accidental deal)].”
JVUrkhuni, Mrs. ,, Gatekeeper ..... Fatally injured. Struck by train whilst trying to 

remove her child Jrom the line. Verdict of 
Cot oner’s jury, “Accidental death.”

Slight injuries and shock through falling from ladder 
of signal-post when lighting signals.

Stceio, J. .............. Porter ..............

11ETU RN to an Order of the Legislative A ssoinbly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Groverntnent Railways and Tramways 
during the month of Lecembcr, 1899.

Date. Locality. Names of Persons 
Injureil, J

Persons
outside Department Nature of lajnries.

1899.
2 Dec... George-streot, West

Liverpool-slrcet ...

Jolmstou, J............

J

Scalp wound and shock. Thrown out of cab which 
collided with tram.

Shoulder injured whilst attempting to alight from5 Gormly, F.............. Passenger..........

Normanliurat ... Hayden, J..............
tram in motion,

Face and hands injured whilst attempting to alight

6 Dec... Botany ..................
from train in motion,

Leg injured. Ran between two tram eara.
Concussion of brain. Was walking along footboard of 

tram and knocked off by passing Irani,
Fatally injured through walking in front of motor.

Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental death,” 
Fatally injured. Fell between cars whilst walking 

from one car lo another. Verdict of Coroner’s 
jury, “Accidental death.”

Scalp wounds. Walked in front of train and was 
knocked down by motor.

Leg injured through falling whilst attempting to board 
tram in motion.

Shock to system, through failing whilst jumping from

8 „ ... Clevcinnd-strect ... Graham, F............. Passenger..........

8 „ ... Circular Q.uny....... Corteso, Eosalind .
'9 „ ..

11 Dee...

n „ ...

Botany .................

Livcrpool-etrcot ...

Oxford-street ......

Wentworth Falls...

(child )
Goodwin, F............

Shaw, Ada .........

Saunders, A............

Small, Hilda (child)

Passenger..........

Passenger..........

15 „ ... Kvclei^li .............. Cunningham, Mfs.
I'Kun in motion.

Slight shock through alighting from tram in motion. 
Foot injured through buggy colliding with tram. 
Concussion of brain. Jumped from tram in motion 

and fell.
Arm injured through fulling in cor.
Head injured through jumping from tram in motion. 
Foot injured through being struck by platform borrow. 
Wrist injured. Caught between buffers whilst re

moving sheets from trucks.
Head injured nhilsb alighting from tram hi motion.

Pi! t-street..............
17 Dec... Bathurot-strcet...... Jarvis, Adu ......... ’

18 „ ... Narandcra..............
19 ;;...
20 .......
20 „...

22 „..

Circular Quay ......
Kedfern.................
Pynnout ...............

Circluar Quay......

Ah Lun,.,.,...........
Fraser, Mrs.............
Claein, A..............

Cumbers, Mrs. L...

>1 ........ .

jj ......... *

ji ........
23 „ ... Eskbank .............

Bayswator Boad ...

Comoy, Florrir ... 
(child)

Bostock, Mr^. ...

......... Slightly injured through being struck by brake-van 
whilst trespassing.

Head injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.
llawiura Junction.. Gallagher, M. . »> ........... Injured through falling olf car platform when train

24 Dec... Crown-street... Hump] 1 revs, Mrs .. 
Clark, J......... ........

was passing over points.
Injured whilst alighting from tram in motion. ’
Leg injured whilst attempting lo board electric tram25 „ .. Manning Boad ..... .......

2G „ ...

27 Dec..

Waterloo .........
Harris-strcet.........

Wentworth Falls...

Barry, ,T..................
G rey, W................

Donovan, J.............

M ...........
i> ..........

in motion.
Heart injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.
Head and arm injured whilst jumping from tram in 

motion.
Fatally injured whilst alighting from train in motion. 

Verdict of Coroner’s jury, ‘‘Accidental death.”
Slightly bruised through collision between train and 

vngonette at level crossing.
Eyo and neck injured. Waited in front of and was 

struck by motor.
Head injured through fulling whilst alighting from

28 Dec..

Carrathool..............

GcorgC’Street ......

Burton, J............. . >> ..........

20 „ ... Essei-street........... Frame, T................

30 „ . iTav-strcot .......... Spero, Mary.......... >1 .........
tram in motion.

Fatally injured. "Walked in front of tram and was

31 Dec..
Ocean-street..........
Rine-atrecb ..........

Willis, Miss..........
Dunn, J.................

struck by motor. Verdict of Coroner's jury, 
“ Accidental death.” '

Hoad injured through alighting from tram in motion. 
Head injured. Walked in front of tram and was 

stinck by car. <1

i
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KETUEX to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September. 1S9S, showing fatal and 
non-fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and 
Tramways during the month of January. 1900.

Date- Locality. Names of Persons 
Injured

Persons
outside Deportment. Nature of Injuries,

19UU.
1 Jau,

1 „

2 „
3 „
3 „

Bunclauoon .........

Mittagong ..........

Gcorge-street .......
StrathfieW ...........
George-strcct ......

Jones, S.................

Farrow, Mrs..........

Dodd, J..................
Barnes, W.............
H'arhnrton, Ji. C.

......................
Passenger..........

......................

Arm cut off. He was pushed by a companion off 
station platform in front of an approaching train.

Foot ci ashed through being run over by platform 
harrow.

Hoad injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.
Finger crushed. Jammed in carriage door.
Head and leg injured. Collided with centre pole 

whilst attempting to enter tram in motion.
Arm injured. Fell from tram in motion.G „ Boomerang-street Scholoback, Mrs .. Passenger ... ....

G ,, Belmore Paik...... Franklin, A.......... Fatally injured. Ban in front of tram in motion, and 
was run over. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “ Acci
dental death.”

G „ Levonsiure-street Manuell, W. E. ... Leg injured. Cab collided with tram, and struck his
ieS', , ,

Hip injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.
Arm struck by door of brake-van and injured.
Leg injured through falling from train.

7 ,, 
s J,

30 „

George-strect ....
Molong .................
225 miles GO elms., 

North-western 
Lino.

Trenear, Capt. ...
Chew, H................
Quinn, G...............

Passenger..........

Passenger..........

14 ,,
111 „

IT „
15 „

King-street..........
Grosvenor-strect .

King-street..........
j; ..... .

McSoilcy, Mrs. ... 
Leonard, T............

O’Neill, A............
Morningham, A.

Passenger......... Shoulder injured through falling from train in motion. 
Fatally injured. Knocked down by train. Verdict 

of Coroner's jury, Accidental death.”
Face injured. Fell against grip-car of a passing tram. 
Fatally injured. Walked in front of a tram in motion 

and was knocked down. Verdiet of Coroner's jury, 
“ Accidental death.”

20 „
20 „

04-- i 3

Sydenham ..........
Harris-street ......

Newcastle ..........

Singleton, Mi's. . . 
McMillan, A.........

Count, E................

Passenger .........

............... ■"

Hand cut off whilst alighting from train in motion.
Fatally injured. Walked in front of tiam in motion, 

and was knocked down. Verdict of Coroner’s 
jury, “Accidental death.”

Hip injured whilst attempting to enter a train in 
motion.

23 „

23 „

George-strcct .... Thompson, R........ Bus-driver ......

Crane employee. 
Passenger........

Head injured through collision between ’bus and 
tram.

Log crushed. Run over by truck.
Leg injured whilst alighting from train.23 „ West Tannvorth .. Schofield, S............

23 „
23 „

Darling Harbour... 
George-strect ......

Wallis, P...............
Malcolm, A............

Fell oil’platform} and injured Ids shoulder.
Foot crushed whilst attempting to eater tram in 

motion.
26 „

2S „

Crown-street .....

Near Seven Hills..

Smith. Miss.........

Aung, J..................

Passenger.........

M *.........

Shock to system through alighting from tram in 
motion.

Fatally injured. Fell between cars when endeavouring 
to pass from one car to another. Verdict of 
Coroner’s jury, ,l Accidental death.”

30
7

M acqnarie-street... 
King-street .. .......

Valentine, Mrs. ... 
Wearne, %l............

JJ ........... Face cut whilst alighting from tram in motion.
Foot injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly dated 21st September, 1838, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Whiles Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of January, 1900. ,

Date. Locality. Sanies nf Persons 
Injured.

Sen ants
of ]>cpartmisnt. | Nature of Injuries.

1900.
2 Jan. . Johnaton-street . Charkcr, A............ Conductor ...... Wrist sprained through falling from tram in motion.
3 ,, Worth Whore ....... Log injured through being run over by track.

Fatally injured. Fell to ground through receiving4 n Railway Station ... Bishop, IV............ Line-repairer ...

s „ North Shore ...... O’Neil, M.............. Fettler .............

shock whilst attending to wire. Verdict of Coroner's 
jury, “Accidental death.”

Foot injured whilst alighting from tram in motion.
9 „ Georgc-strcet . Wilson, A.............. Conductor ...... ’Bus came into collision with tram, thc pole striking

10 „ Glebe Point ......... Bradley, R............
Wilson and injuring his person.

Ankle sprained whilst alighting from car.
15 „ Waverloy............ Strachan, W......... Shoulder injured. Jammed between cars whilst

15 „ Bridge-street ...... Brogan, E.............. » ......
shunting.

Back sprained whilst wheeling a barrow containing

lo „ Clyde .................. Harrison, W. P.... Shunter ..........
kerosene.

Person injured. Struck by hose-pipe whilst uncoupling

15 „ Nevertire.............. Muir, W................ Porter .............
Westinghuusc brake.

Arm crushed between buffers.
16 „ Oxford-street .... Bedford, K.......... Back and hip injured through a runaway horse col

liding with motor.
Head injured whilst attempting to board tram in 

motion when on duty.
Hand injured. Jammed between lump of coal and side 

of coal-bunker.
Right hand injured whilst putting bolster under steam- 

hammer.
Arm broken through sailor on bicycle colliding with 

train.
Shock to system. Fell whilst attempting to board 

tram in motion.
Knee sprained whilst stepping from brake-van.

17 „

17 „ Granville.............. Wainwrighfc, D.

IS „

18 „ George-street ...... Paine, E........ ..... Conductor .....

IS „ G eorge-street .......

19 „ Illabo ..................
20 „ Dubbo ..................

buffers whilst hand-shunting waggons.
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Pate. Ijooahty. Names of Persona 
Injured-

Sciwants 
of Uepartmunt.

1000. 
22 Jan. Darling Harbour .. Mansfield, G......... Porter ..............
9a . Randwick .......... In id till) Wnu ...... Labourer ..........
25 „ Darling Harbour... Potter, G.............. Porter .............

26 „

27 „

Cleaner..............

Calloway, J........... Shunter .........

28 „ Pitt-street .......... Sheehan, D............ Driver ..............

Katriro of Injurioo.

Head injured. Struck ugninat daor-slklc when entering 
brake-van.

Hand burnt. Slipped on coal-bunker and fell with 
hand on hot fire-iron.

Hip dislocated. Slipped on water-grating whilet 
shunting.

Arm and leg injured, Slipped and fell into pit whilst 
examining motor.

RETUlll^ to an Order of the Legislative. Assembly, dated 21st September, 1893, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the i\ew South Wales Government Hallways and Tramways 
during the month of February, lf)00.

Date. Locality. Names of EVreoiis 
Injured.

Sonants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries.

1!)00.
8 Feb..

8 „

252 miles 50 chains 
West.

Sydney ..................

Pettier.............. Run over by train. Fatally injured. Verdict of 
Coroner's jury, “Accidental death.”

Foot injured through lid of hydrant falling on it.Webb, Squire...... Tram Fireman ..
G D
7 „
s „
0 „

Darling Harbour,..
St. Peters.............
Granville..............

Graham, A.............
Croker, J...............
Cnliess. H..............
Robb, J..................

Porter ............
Night Officer ...
Guard ..............
Ritter ......

Foot injured whilst unloading machinery.
Shoulder injured whilst stepping from platform. 
Fingeis crushed whilst coupling up engine.
Head injured. Over-balanced and fell into engine-pit. 
Hip injured. Fell from engine into turntable pit. 
Head and leg injured. Struck by brake lever whilst 

shunting.
Thigh injured through being crushed by tender-wheels 

' against packing.
Foot injured through splasher of engine falling on it. 
Rack injured. Felt from truck whilst unloading goods. 
Leg injured whilst attempting to cross over trunks 

being shunted.
Foot injured. Brocket of brake slipped and fell on it.

10 Milieu, J.............. Fireman ..t......
18 ,, Bullock Island...... Furry, P................ Guard ..............

13 ..
Hi .. ' 
If) „
21 „

2-2

Kveleigh ..............

t» ..... .
Albury ..................
Kveleigh ..............

Farrell. J...............

Scott, W................
Layton, W. J........
Mansfield, T........

Watson, T.............
McDonald, ft........

Labourer ..........

Boilermaker......
Porter ..............
Messenger ........

Fitter ... ^......
n7-1 n Sydney............. . Train Fireman,., Hand injured. Jammed between cais whilst coupling

-J J| Cootamundra .... Duke, E................. Shunter............
up same.

Head iujmcd. Crushed against door-frame of brake-

—%i j ? Redfcrn ................ Skirrington, T. ... Gaafittcv ......... Hand injured through being placed on a broken bottle.

RETURN to au Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1808. showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of February, 1900.

Date Locality. Names of Persons 
Injured.

Pcr.sons
outside Department. Nature of Injuries.

HUM.
1 Feb, Market-street....... Fielder, Mrs......... .............. Scalp wound through falling from tram in motion 

whilst attempting to clo^c car-door.
3 „ Pyrmont .............. Han-iSj Hy............ .............. Leg injured through falling whilst attempting to enter 

tram in motion.
6 „ Bathurst-street .. Shenlield, A.......... Shock to system through jumping from tram in motion.
7 i „ Waterloo.............. Munro, J. K. A... Bruise over eye through falling whilst alighting from 

tram in motion.
8 ,, Kembla Grange ... Fatally injured. Knocked down hy train whilst 

walking across bridge Verdict of Coroners jury, 
“Accidental death.”

S „ 252 miles 50 chains 
West.

McMillan, MissK, Fatally injured whilst assisting her father to get clear 
of line. Run over by train Verdict of Coroner’s 
jury, “Accidental death,”

0 „ De vonshire-stree t Kerr, John .......... .............. Wounds on leg, elbow, and scalp. Walked in front of 
train in motion, and was knocked down.

12 ,, Circular Quay...... Walker, Mrs. Arm broken whilst alighting from tram m motion. 
Face injured whilst alighting from train in motion. 
Head injured (concussion of brain) through sulky 

colliding with kerbing round street centre-pole.
)4 ;; G Gorge-Street...... Brown, \Y. T........

..............

16 „ Moss Vale ......... O’Connor, Mrs, ... Ankle injured whilst alighting from train,
17 ,, George-street...... Noble, D............... .............. Head and back injured. Kan in front of tram in 

motion, and wag knocked down.
22 „ Bay-street .......... McCormack, W..., .............. Head injured. Knocked down by tram. Walked in 

front of motor.
23 „ George-street...... Lieper, Lieut. C.... Came into collision with tram, was knocked down and 

slightly injured. Ran against motor.
Face injured through falling from train in motion. 

Department exonerated.
24 „ Eveleigh ............. Donovan, J.......... ..............

25 „ Dulwich Hill ...... Bowers, Norman... Fatally injured. Slipped and fell whilst attempting 
to enter a tram in motion. Verdict of Coroner’s 
jury, “ Accidental death. ’

Skull fractured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

20 ,, George-street ...... Flood, Mrs............

28 „ George-street ...... Camody, M......... Head injured (concussion of brain). Knocked down 
by tram. Walked in front of motor.

28 „ NearVictoriaTtoad Griffin, Mrs.......... Fatally injured. Fell from tram in motion. Verdict 
of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental death.”
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RETURN to an Order of the Legislative .Assembly, dated 21st September, 189S, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of March, 1900.

Date. Locality. ; Names of Persons 
Injured.

1900.
1 Mar. Randwick ......... Rendall, Miss......

3 „ Bullock Island...... Jack. John .........

Balmain ............. Ellis, J.................

0 ,, Hunter-street ..... Florence, J..........

10 ,, St. Leonards ..... Connor (child).....

13 Walla Walla ...... Simpfondeeper, J.

1 * j) George-street W...
(iad).

Brian, Bose ........

17 „ Moore Park......... AYaldon, Lily

IS „ George-street ...... Johnson, W, li. ...

19 „ Circular Quajr...... Murray, W..........
Ji Arnctiffc ............. McLennon, L......

24 „ Park-street ......... Dwyer, Lily ....

24 „ Bcnt-strect ......... Paradice, J..........

24 „ King-street ......... Dalton, Mrs.........

24 „

27 „ King-street......... Griffiths, Miss. ...

27 „ Near Eoseville ... Young, Mrs.......

2S „ Circular Quay...... On Yic Lee.........

Parsons
outsido Department. Nature of Injuries.

Fatally injured. Jumped from tram in motion. 
'Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental death.”

Found dead under waggons. Supposed to have been 
crawling under train. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
■'Accidental death.”

Head injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion to obtain his hat, which had blown ofl'.

Fell whilst attempting to join tram in motion, and 
injured his jaw.

Head injured, Fell whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Leg injured through being struck by coil of wire 
which rolled down ramp whilst unloading.

Face injured through her bicycle colliding with rear 
car of tram in motion.

Shock to system through alighting from tram in 
motion and falling.

Fatally injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion. Verdict of Coroner’s juiy, “ Accidental 
death.”

Head injured. Fell from tramcar as it rounded curve.
Face and knee injured. Fell whilst alighting from 

train in motion.
Head injured. Walked in front of tram in motion, 

and was knocked down.
Arm broken. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 

motion. .
Head injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 

motion. .
Shoulder injured. Slipped and fell whilst alighting 

from railway carriage away from platform.
Head injured. Fell whilst alighting from tramcar in 

motion,
Eib fractured through falling down hank near turn

table.
Thigh fractured through falling out of car in motion.

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 2lst September, 1S98, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South "Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of March, 19u0,

1900. 
1 Mar.

4 „
D jt

0 „
11

12 „
12 „ 
13 „

13 „
13

14 „
14 „
17 „

1 / ,,
10 „
20 „22 „

20 „ 

27 „ 

30 „

Locality.

Ultimo.................

Sydney.................

Penrith.................

Eveleigh .............

Bridge-street .....

Bethungra .........

Eveleigh ...........

Newcastle .........
Dubbo ...... ..........

Sydney.

133 miles 65 chains 
West,

Dulwich Hill ...

Junee

Eveleigh .......... .
Darling Harbour.. 
Eveleigh ..............

Hornsby ............

Darling Harbour.

Names of Persons 
Injured-

Thornleigh, C.

Hartley, C........

Breeze, J............

Stevens, J.........

Anderson, N. ...

Walton, C.........

Quinn, J............
Kodgers, J.........

TIarvev, U. T.... 
Grubb' K...........

Stewart, E.........

Hartigan, Mrs.

Allen, Thomas

Corron, J...........

Berry, F.............
Donovan, W, ,, 
Crowe, J............

Cameron, A. ...

Allan, A.............

Cook, J. T.........

Cooper, P...........

Servants 
of Department,

Cleaner.....

Sima ter .. 

Driver .....

Nature ot Injuries.

Boilermaker’s
helper.

Conductor ....

Guard ,.

Driver .. 
Labourer

Shunter . 
Porter ...

Shunter .........

Gatekeeper .....

Tram fireman .. 

Fuelman .........

Blacksmith ......
Point-cleaner ... 
Apprentice ......

Tool-collector . .

Cleaner..............

Shunter ..........

Head injured. Overbalanced and fell from step of 
motor-car in motion.

Hand crushed between draw-hooks during shunting 
operations.

Back injured. Slipped and fell into pit while examin
ing engine.

Eye injured through piece of iron flying off ‘'flatter,’’

Collar-bone broken. Crushed between cars whilst 
coupling-up.

Kneu injured through slipping between brake-van and 
platform.

Hips slightly crushed between waggons.
Hand injured. Caught between wheel and motion- 

plate whilst running wdieels from under engine.
Foot injured through falling ovei points.
Side and arm injured through horses boltiug while 

orate was being loaded on to lorry.
Leg injured through slipping whilst getting on car in 

motion.
Fatally injured. Knocked down by train. Verdict 

of Coroner's jury, “ Accidental death."
Thigh injured. Coupling-chain was pulled off motor 

and struck his leg.
Toe fractured through fire-bars falling from damper of 

engine on to his foot.
Hand injured through piece of steel flying off tool.
Leg scalded by steam from engine.
Knee burnt through kneeling on hot scale which had 

fallen on rivet.
Hand injured through being caught between a tool he 

was picking up and work in turning-machine.
Leg injured through slipping whilst jumping across 

engine-pit.
Hand injured ; struck by spragg, owing to waggon 

moving after putting sprugg in it.
Hand injured ; crushed between spragg and truck.
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\ to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21 et September, ISOS, showing fatal and non
Accidents which have occurred in the Kew South Wales Government Eaihvays and Tramways 
g tho month of April, 1000,

Locality,

Hathurst-strect

Narcos of Versons j Persons
Injured. I outside Department.

Dobson, Miss......

Ayres, Miss..........

Park-street.......... White, May

Oxford-street ..... Allison, H.

Darling Harbour Cronin, P.

Marriekville 

Itaihvay ....

Connor, .T...............
Barber, ,1...............
Morrison, Mrs. ... 
Hltis, fi...................

Ultimo .................

George-street .....

Itnzcllc..................

Bathurst-street .. 
Canipbcll-street ...

Goiilbum-strcet j
Oxford-street .....

Darling Harbour,..

Emnore..................

Bridge-street .....

George-street .......

Holland, Mrs........

Ah Mew ..............

Jones, Sami...........

Hcduian, A............
Morris, C. T..........
livoringham, A. ...

Dean, E..................

Washington, Mrs..

Proddy, W. S. ..

Bremian, P............

Stuart, P. W.........

Town, Charles......

Kveleigh Cooper, S.........

Moore Paik Mosely, Barbara...

Liverpool-atreet

Bay Road..............

Granville ..........

North Sydney.....

Cleveland-sfcroet..

Park-street .........

Bathurst-st reel ..

Station-street ...

Sydney .................
Wattle-street ...-|

Clevcland-street...

Bullock Island......
Newcastle ........

'Watts, Leslie......

Dnnshea, C............

Gerald, C. A.........

Craig, MissN........

Houston, R............

Russell, Mrs, C. N.

Callan, Jas.............

Machan, Mrs.........

Hopkins ..............
Burge, P.................
O'Keefe, W............
McMahon, — .....
Coch ran, M............i

Cave, W................
Mathicson, Miss...

Nelson-street . ...

Coogee ...............

Juuec .................

Burdett, Mrs, 

Ives, Joseph 

All Ling, J.

Nature of Injuries,

Injury to head and shock. Failure of controller of 
train-motor caused passengers to leave tram 
hurriedly.

Injury to arm and shock. Failure of controller of 
tram-motor caused passengers to leave tram 
hurriedly.

Hip and head injured. Fell whilst alighting from 
tram in motion.

Thigh injured by pole of omnibus, which entered car 
and struck him.

Fatally injured. Fell from lorry while unloading 
tanks. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “ Accidental 
death.”

Abdomen injured. Timber-cart collided with tram.
Leg injnrod. Timber-cart collided with tram.
Foot injured. Timber-cart collided with tram.
Fatally injured. Thrown from seat when cart collided 

with tram. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “Acci
dental death.'’

Head injured. Full whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Hoad injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Head injured. Fell whilst attempting to boaid tram 
in motion.

Forehead bruised. Walked in front of tram in motion.
Knee injured. Fell from tram in motion.
Kneecap fractured through collision between two 

trams.
Slight injury to eye through collision between two 

trams.
Two toes cut off. Walked in front of tram-motor in 

motion, and was knocked down.
Leg injured. Slipped into drain through cover giving 

way.
Head injured. Thrown out of cart, which collided 

with train.
Foot crushed. While alighting from tram in motion 

the wheel of car passed over his foot.
Leg fractured. Thrown out of cart which collided 

with tram.
Hands, face, and knees injured. Fell whilst alighting 

from train in motion.
Fatally injured. Ran in front of train-motor inmotion,

I and was knocked down. Verdict of Coroner's jury,
I “ Accidental death.-1

Fatally injured. Fell from tram m motion. Yerdici 
of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental death.’’

Shock to system. Fell whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Head injured. Fell whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Head injured. Fell whilst attempting to board train 
in motion.

Leg broken and head injured. Fell from tram in 
motion.

Forehead and arm injured. Fell whilst alighting from 
tram in motion.

Foot injured. Fell whilst passing from one tramcar 
to another. ’

Face und arm injured. Fell whilst alighting from 
tram.

Head injured. Fell from platform of car.
Head injured aud shock, "j
Shook. J-Lony collided with tram.
Arm slightly injured. J
Bruised. Walked in front of tram-motor in motion, 

and was knocked down.
i Chest and back injured. Crushed in cattle-race.
I Shock to system. Thrown from buggy whilst attempt- 
i ing to drive over the railway-hue crossing during 
i shunting operations.
i Shock to system. Stepped from tram in motion, and 
I was run over by cart.

Foot injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Hand injured. Knocked down by horse-box while 
attempting to cross line during shunting opera
tions.

i
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JtETURJf to aa Order of tlie Legislative Assembly, dated 2Lst September, 189S, showing iatal and 
non-fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South "Wales Government Railways and 
Tramways during tho month of April, 1900.

Date*, Locality. Names of Persons 
Injured.

Servants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries.

1900. >
Anns and hands burnt through explosion of gas which 

escaped from cylinder and ignited at hand-lamp.
2 April Campbclltown..... Barratt, T. ......... Porter .............

3 ,, Newcastle .......... Bick, J. E............ Conductor .... Hip find fimi injured. Knocked ofl tram by passing 
cart.

Head injured. Foil whilst passing from one tramcar 
to another.

J j, Campbell-atrcat 11 orris, W............ i »
)

6 „ Kiama .............. . Bakerville, J......... Guard .............. Thigh bruised. Fell from truck whilst shunting.
7 Svduey.................. Rutter. J............... Ankle sprained. Fell whilst joining train in motion.
S „ Uelensliurgh ...... Grant, S................ Fireman (acting) Slipped and fell from engine, injuring left hand.

Eyes injured by lime ejected from pipe of paint-machine. 
Left leg and foot injured. Plate ehpped and fell whilst 

being removed from lolls.

ft f} March, W..............
11 .» Lodge, J............... Boilermaker ... .

12 „ Sydney ................. Bollard, T.............. Fireman (acting) Right hand crushed whilst uncoupling motor from 
water-tank.

15 ,, Strath field ......... llercicr, N............ Porter ............. Ankle sprained and artery ruptured through slipping 
and tailing when getting oil'platform.

17 „ Quirindi ............. Eurbv, E.............. Back injured. Caught between sheep-van and race.
17 „ liourko-street , .. Straclmn, W.......... Conductor Shock, with abrasions on body aurl arms. Knocked off 

tram in collision ^itb ’bus.
17 „ Nyjjgun ............. Stiinpson, C......... Call-boy ......... Hand crushed by butlers. Tripped whilst getting 

between trucks during shunting operations.
■20 „ Bondi Junction , . Fraser, Geo........... Conductor ...... Eight foot injured. Jammed by wheel of cart.
21 „ Dai ling llarbuur.. JMy, w................. Shunter .......... Hand crushed between coupling and hook whilst 

shunting.
23 „ Sydney Goods...... Cosgrove, J........... Porter ............. Leg and shoulder injured. Fell from table whilst 

whitewashing Mess-room.
23 „ 106 miles South ... Clanton, —.......... Carpenter....,, .. Crushed by earth falling on him whilst working at 

brjdge.
23 „ Tenterflcld .......... Donoghuc, P.........

Gaston, P. M..... ..
Guard ............. Hand injured. Fell when opening door of brake-van. 

Shoulder injured. Fell from tram in motion.23 " Randwick.............. Conductor ......
24 ,, Porter .............. Hand injured. Jammed between barrow and post. 

Finger crushed through iron in shearing-machine 
slipping.

24 „ Eveleigh .............. Maxwell, R........... Apprentice .....

24 „ Enmore.................. Moore, H............... Conductor ...... Contusion of chest. Crushed between tramears whilst 
shunting.

25 „ Clyde .......... . Hughes, G............. Shunter .......... Thumb bruised. Crushed between draw-hooks.
25 „ Broadmeadow...... Stewart, E. H...... Gatekeeper ..... Fatally injured. Struck by engine when attempting 

to close gates. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Acci
dental death.”

.30 „ Eveleigh .............. Abbott, W........... Boilermaker’s
helper.

Knee and band injured. Struck by boilermaker’s 
hammer after colliding with another hammer.

30 „ Sydney.................. Brophy, John...... Driver ............. Jveft hand injured by bursting of gauge-glass of motor.

[GA]
Sydney : William Applegate Gulhck, Government Printer.—1900.



1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY RETURNS OF ACCIDENTS.
(RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS, MAY, 1900.)

Printed under No. G Report from Printing Committee, 2G July, 1900.

HETURN (in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New' South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
tho Table of this House,—

“ Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“ and the cause thereof,—(a) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (fi) upon vessels belonging to other countries wdiilst within the 
"jurisdiction of New South Wales; (c) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
" railways.”

(Mr. Smith.)

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 2lBt September, 1S98, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of May, 1900.

Date.

1900. 
1 May, 
1

1 » 

2 „ 

3„

4 „ 
4 „ 

10 „ 
13 „

12 „ 

15 „

19 „
20 „24 „
25 „ 

29 ,,

29 „
30 „

Locality. Hnmcs o( Persons 
Injured.

Pyrmont ... 
Byron Bay

Bullock Island.

Mileage 320 North
west.

Singleton ........ .

Elizabeth-street

Eskbank ..........

Ardglen..............

Yasa ..................

Redfern,.,

Wallsend

Darling Harbour.
Waverlcy............
Penrith................

McMahon, O. P. ... 
Sayer, C..................

Clarke, P....... .

Wood, W......

Bruderlin, P,

O'Keefe, G.............

Barclay, S...........

Charlton, W. ... 

Thorbum, W. S.....

O'Loughlm, D..., 

Newton, W........

Eveleigh

Hamilton .

Randwick...........
Bridge-street yard..

Smith, G.... 
Lynch, D... 
Beckitt, H.

Lock, J..

Watts, J. W.

Hegerty, M.. 
Watkins, R. .

Servants 
of Department.

Conductor........
Guard ............

Bitter ............

Driver ...........

Fuelman .......

Conductor......

Shunter......... .

Fireman .......

Fireman .......

Labourer .......

Ofllcer-in-ehnrge

Porter .........
Conductor.., 
Turner .........

Driver ...........

Porter .........

Cleaner.........
Oar-lifter ......

Nature of Injuries.

Collar-bone fractured during shunting operations. _
Fatally injured. Crushed between vehicles whilst 

shunting. Verdict of Coroner's jury,Accidental 
death.”

Collar-bone broken and head cut. Fell from crane 
whilst fixing heavy chain.

Left arm broken through reversing gear of engine 
striking his arm.

Fatally injured. Jammed between chain and truck 
whilst shunting. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
" Accidental death.”

Arm fractured and head wounded. Knocked from foot
board of tram in motion by passing meat-van.Back, loins, and head injured. Slipped off buffer of 
truck during shunting operations.

Face injured. Struck by an open door of carriage on 
a passing train.

Arm and head injured. Fell from tender of engine 
through chain of water-crane breaking whilst 
pulling crone round.

Hand injured by saw through block slipping, throwing 
his hand on to saw.

Chest injured. Jammed between truck and door of 
goods-shed whilst pinning down brakes on trucks.

Back strained whilst lifting sheets from Door of truck.
Head injured through falling from tram in motion.
Forehead cut and shoulder injured. Slipped off ladder 

when facing up regulator valve of engine.
Scalp wounded and leg injured. Knocked off engine 

by brake-van of passing train when leaning over 
side of engine.

Foot injured, toes fractured, through falling from and 
being run over by waggons whilst shunting.

Ribs fractured. Fell whilst stepping across engine-pit.
Legs and body bruised. Crushed between tw o tram- 

cars owing to derailment of one of them.

230—
[COO copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1 17s. 6d.]
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RETURN to au Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Eailways and lYatnwavs 
during the month of May, 1900. '

Date. Locality. Names ol Persons 
Injured.

Persona
outside Department. Nature of Injuries.

1900.
1 May Liverpool-street ...

2 „ Bcihill...............J

9 „ Oxford-street ......

11 „ Newtown .............
11 =. Forest Lodge ......

12 „ Bose Bay..............
12 „ George-street ......

12 „ Darling Harbour...

15 „ Albury ...................

16 „ Harris-street .......

17 „ Eveleigh ...............

IS „ Hunter-street ......

IS „ Leichhardt ..........

18 „ Dawling-street.......
19 „ Near Waters-road
19 „ Park-street

19 „ Elisabeth-street ...

20 „ St. Leonards...........

21 „ Marrickyillo...........

22 „ Newtown ...............

23 „ Circular Quay......

£3 „ Ardglen..................

26 „ Lewisham ...........

26 „ Redfern ...............

30 „ Darlinghurst ......

Florette, J............. .

Aictards, —...........
Ellis,— ...............

Bolton, Geo............

Mu (Hi am, Miss.......
Wylie, J. B.

Slattery, James 
Irwin, James ......

Obarleswortli, 0....

Coot, — ...............

Allen, Wm.............

White, T.................

Baton, Wm............

Spruce, J................

McDonald, Mrs. ...
Dare, — ...............
Harris, Miss...........

Wiseman, A, H. ...

Smith, W................

Pasfield, G.............

Watson, Miss ......

Kimerling, W........

Martin L, (child)...

Mack, J............. .

Little, J. ..............

Moore, Rita (child)

Head injured. Pell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Hip bruised l whilst trying to drive cart over level- 
Arm injured ) crossing in'front of train approaching,- 

cart was struck by train and overturned, throwing 
occupants out.

Struck by passing tram whilst leaning out of tram to 
look at destination board.

Overbalanced and f^ll from tram in motion.
Shoulder dislocated. Thrown out of cart, which collided 

with tram.
Head wounded. Pell from platform of car.
Fatally injured. Walked in front of motor and was 

run over.
Ribs fractured. Crushed between buffers of two trucks 

whilst crossing line on way to wharf.
Chest injured. Struck by luggage-barrow, which was 

being wheeled along platform by a cabman.
Ribs fractured. Ran in front of tram and was knocked 

down.
Fatally injured. Crushed between plank of engine in 

motion and case of machinery at which he was 
working. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental 
death."

Fatally injured. Walked in front of motor and was 
knocked down. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Acci
dental death.” J

Fell between cars whilst jumping off tram in motion. 
Fatally injured. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “Acci
dental death.” '

Hoad injured. Jumped from tram in motion and fell. 
Chest crushed hy coal-cart, which collided with tram. 
Shock to system. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 

motion. .
Fatally injured. Fell from footboard of car and was 

i run over. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental 
death.”

Fatally injured. Struck by engine of train whilst 
walking along line. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
“ Accidental death.”

Head injured. Fell from tram as it was rounding 
curve.

Fell whilst alighting from tram in motion. Head 
injured. ' .

Walked in front of tram in motion and was fatally 
' injured. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental 

death.” '
Fatally injured. Walked in front of waggons in motion.

Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental death.”
Foot and hand injured. Fell whilst attempting to join 

train in motion.
Skull and foot fractured. Knocked from footboard of 

car by a passing tram.
Foot crushed; afterwards amputated. The mother, 

who was carrying child, walked in front of tram- 
motor and was knocked down.

[Sd.j Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer,—1900.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY RETURNS OP ACCIDENTS.
(RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS—JUNE, 1000.)

Printed under No. 9 Report from Printing Committee,, 16 August, 1900.

HETURN {inj}a,rl) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

" Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“ and the cause thereof,—(«) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (5) upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the 
<c jurisdiction of New South Wales; (c) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“ workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.” "

(Mr. Smith.)

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly dated 21st September, 1R98, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of June, 1900.

Uatc. Locality. Names of Eereons 
Injutcd.

Servants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries,

1900.
1 June Sydney.................. King, Edwin ....... Motor-driver ... Head injured. Side rod of motor broke, causing King

1
2

Wnttle-gtrcct.....
Waterfnll..............

Croaker, O.............
Watson, E. G. A...

Conductor ......
Shunter .........

to he thrown from his scat, strikiug his head on 
window frame.

Legs injured in collision between lorry and tram. 
Fatally injured. Fell under trucks whilst shunting. 

Verdict of Coroner's jury, “ Accidental death.” 
Antclo injured through over-balancing and falling3 „ Wallsend Line Harding, H........... Fireman ..........

Junction.
Darling Harbour... Staid, J................. Gauger..............

whilst exchanging staff.
Foruheftrl wounded. Struck hy head of spike, which

., Ludlow, R............. Porter .............
flew oil whilst being knocked out.

Ankle sprained and chest injured. Slipped on plat-

i ,y pSvdney.................. Crowe, ThoR. T\. Motoi -fireman .
form whilst loading goods in trucks.

Head injured. Jammed between postal-box and tram-
10 „ Darling Harbour... Clark, Jav............. Porter .............

oar whilst uncoupling oars.
Knees bruised. Kicked bv horse whilst removing

I'2 „

15 ,,

'Waterfall..............

” ..............

IIollaTid, F.............

Craddock, G..........

Shunter ..........

Guard ..............

another from truck.
Hand injured. Jammed between couplings whilst 

detaching trucks.
Fingers crushed. Caught in turntable whilst assisting

to if

10 „

ISvcluigh ..............

Darling Harbour...

Bourke, T. IS.........
*

Ludlow, R.............

Labourer ..........

Porter .............

to turn engine.
Leg bruised. Fell across underframc whilst assisting 

to remove top of sheep-van.
Head injured. Struck by rebound of truck door

10 „

10 „

Rilcv-strcet.........

Gonlliuru-street ...

Murrav, C.............

Keolman, C.........

Conductor .....

JJ .......

whilst trying to close it.
Croin injured. Knocked oil' tram hy collision of cart 

and horse with same. *
Head injured. Knocked off tram through striking

20 ,, Gipps-strcct ..... Phillip, C............. J y ......
centre-post whilst collecting fares,

Head injured. Struck ceutie-post whilst boarding

24 „ Oampbulltown... . Wright, C............ Porter .............
tram in motion.

Shoulder and hoad bruised. Fell into turntable pit when

27 „ Newcastle . . . Bruderlin, F. ...... Fireman .........
alighting from engine to uasist in turning same. 

Foot crushed. Caught between ends of ndls when

30 „ Hvuleigh ...... . .... Neville, T.............. Labourer.........
turning engine on turntable.

Head out and back injured. Whilst hauling down 
iron shutter portion broke off and struck Neville.

291—
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JlErUJRX' to an Order of the nsgislative Assembly, dated 2lst Sontember, 1SU8, showing fatal and 
non-fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and 
Tramways during the month of June, 1900.

Date. | Locality.
1 Names of Persons 

Injured,
Persons

outside Department.
Nature of Injuries.

1000. 1

1 June Wattle-street .... Brooks, R.............
1 „

M artin-placo .....
Poclfti'fLve, E. ..... j

2 „ Shnrnifui, M..........
r>■*- j y Gipps-^treet .... Starkey, T........... j

2 Burtoii-strcct ..... Transhic, J............

i n Circular Quav..... Johnson, P............

0 „ Jtnok\V<wl ......... Lvnoh, J. ....

0 FsHox-Ktieet.......... Cliandns, F............

■' M Margarct-strcct ,. Massev, — .........

9 „ Petci'sliam ......... Man=6eld, C..........

11 „ Srdnev.................. Turner, C..............

11 „ Miichetl-strect ... Kinsclho, D.........

18 „ Circular Quav ..... Grav, W..............

Hi ,, Li vorpool-strcet... Laing. D...............

10 „ Darlinghurst ..... Williamson, W. ..
16 „ Lithgow .............. Kceley, W.............

19 „ Circular Quay.. . Forling, S.............

20 „ Macdonaldtown .. Mrtore, Mrs..........

2. „ Petersham ......... Smith, Mary .. .

21 „ Wftttlo-Htroct ..... Hcnnessy, Mra. .

22 Lake Bathurst . . Bowen, — (hoy)...

22__ Riitliurst-strcet ... Mooic, W..............
23 „ 356 miles North... Cragio, John ......

27 „ George-street West Carroll, P..............

30 „ George*strcct ...... Hartley, Mrs........

30 „ Burwood .............. McKenzie, —......

Cftb-d river

Cab-rtrivt

Leg* injured.......... \ in collision between lorry and
Right leg fractured ( tram.
Read injured in collision between cab and tram.
Fatally injured. Walked in front of tram in motion 

and was knocked down. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
“ Accidental death.'’

Foot crushed by 'wheel of car whilst alighting from 
tram in motion.

Head injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion, _

Fatally injured whilst attempting to enter train in 
motion. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental 
death,"

Fatally injured. Walked in fiont of tram in motion 
and was knocked (low n. Verdict of Coroner's jury, 
‘'Accidental death."

Head injured through striking centre-post whilst 
alighting from tram in motion.

Hip injured. Fell between ears and platform whilst 
alighting from tram in motion.

Fatally injured. Fell lictwecn cars and platform 
whilst alighting from train m motion. Verdict of 
Coroner's jury, “ Accidental death.”

Stunned. Thrown from cub which was in collision 
with tram.

Head, back, and nhs injured, Struck centre-polo 
whilst leaning out of tram-far.

Fa tall v injnrod. Knocked down hy tram. Verdict 
of Coroner's jury, “ Accidental death.”

Wound over eve. Fell whilst boarding tram in motion.
Fatally injured. Fell into deep cutting and was 

suffocated in walcr-tahlc. \ erdiet of Coroner's 
juiy, “ Accidental death whilst trespassing,”

Concussion of brain. Fell from train in motion on 
curve.

Shock to system. Fell between cars and platform 
whilst alighting from train in motion.

Face injured. Fell on platform whilst alighting from 
train in motion.

Cut over eve. Walked in front, of tram in motion 
and was knocked down.

Scalp wound. Fell off truck in siding whilst tres
passing.

Scalp lacerated. Fell whilst hoarding tram m motion.
Thigh aud arm broken. Fell through open bridge 

whilst walking along line (trespassing).
Ran in front of tram m motion; was knocked down 

and In ui sed.
Concussion of brain and injury to scalp. Walked in 

front of tram in motion and fell as driver was 
pushing her clear of the tram.

Right arm fractured. Fell on platform whilst alight
ing from train which was passing through station.

SyJney l WilliJW Applegate GuHiclc, Government Printer.—1900.



1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY BETHBNS OF ACCIDENTS.
(RAILWAYS'AND TRAMWAYS—JULY, IHO0.)

Printed under iV'o, 12 Report from Printing Committee^ 20 September, 1000.

LET URN [in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

“ Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“ and the cause thereof,—(a) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (b) upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the 
“ jurisdiction of New South Wales ; (c) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“ workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.”

(Mr. Smith,)

RETURN lo an Order of the Legislative Assembly dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of July, 1900.

Date.

1900. 
.9 July 

10

U ,, 
16 .,

17 .,

n „
u „
20 „ 23 „
26 „
26 „

26 „

27
28

2S 1 >

31
31

If
JJ

Locality

Eassifom.........
Ultimo.............

Granville.........

Tam worth .....

Rand wick ....

Evcleigh .........

Hamilton.........

'Bathurst.........
Ultimo.............

Wavcrlcy.........

JuilBB ........

Granville.........V
Bathurst .........
Bridgc-sti'cet. ..

Rosehill .........

I’ctoi-sliam .....
John son-street

Karnes of Persons 
Injiircd.

I Servants 
I of Jtopartnionl. Katuro of Injuries.

Nightingale, H. ... 
Howison, C........... j

Field, There............

Council, J.............

Fletcher, T......... .

Lindlcy, H.............

Burnett, J.............

Kennedy, M.........
Konwav, Goo........

Fletcher, E............

Gnriatt, J..............

Brown, E...............

Woolmcr, G..........
Teehan, U...............

Wnilu, V................

Jjarvaclough, L......
MoNamee, 1’......... :

Officer-in-charge 
Ritman..............

Gunrd ..............

Portor .............

Labourer ..........

>Shnp-boy ..........

Guard ..............

Shunter ..........
Shop-hoy ..........

Conductor . ...

Boilermaker's
Assistant.

Guard ..............

Examiner........... \
Car-clean or.....  |
T ■ , IJunior Porter...I

Driver ..............
Conductor ......

Thigh injured through falling on platform.
Left hand injured by brass bearing falling on it whilst 

lowering armature under car.
Hand injured. Crushed by door of brake-van, which 

closed suddenly when brake was sharply applied.
Fatally injured. Crushed between truck and dock 

whilst shunting. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Acci
dental death,’'

Hood injured and rib broken through slicur-lcgs fall
ing on him when a guy broke.

Hand injured through spanner slipping whilst setting 
knives on machinc-

Arm sprained through'tripping over signal-wire whilst 
shunting. "

Hand crushed between couplings whilst shunting.
Top of finger rut off by guillotine ivliilst cutting up 

metal.
Head and hands cut by falling when passing from one 

tram-car to another.
Fatally' injured. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Deceased 

met his death by being crushed between tender 
and engine.11

Nose injured and bank bruised through falling from 
brake-van whilst putting out portmanteau from 
train in motion.

Chest bruised. Slipped on stage and fell.
Legs injured. Fell whilst stepping from one tram-car 

to another.
Hand crushed. Caught hot ween doors of home-box 

while closing same.
Hands scalded through gauge-glass of engine bursting.
Head injured. Fell whilst jumping from one tram-ear 

to an other.

378-
COO copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and materia]), £1 17s. fid.
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RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and 
non-fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South "Wales Government Railways and 
Tramways during the month of July, 1900.

Date. Locality.

1900.
5 July Sydney 

7 ,, Gordon

Names of Persons 
Injured.

O’Sullivan, 1’. 

All Too..........

9

13 n
13 jr

Haymarkot 

Waverley... 

Etmiore......

Ashbury, M.........

Fotherlngham, K, W.

Bidcll, E. J.........

13 George streetWest Farrell, Mrs,

13 „ . Knniorc ............. Crowshaw, G. ...
13 „ Crown-street ...... Jordan, W............

13 „ Campbell-Street ... You Van ..............

15 „ Newtown............. — Nesbitt and his 
two child] on.

16 „ Nclson-Rtreel ...... Baguette, F.........

17 „ Near Hamilton . Chesterfield, J. . .

*1 .. 
21 ..
23 „
•26 j)
30 !>
30 „

Pitt-atreet ..........
Goulbnm.............

Forbea-streot ......

George-street ......

Sydenham ..........

Newtown.............

Watts, E. . 
Thomas, K.

Hobbs, E..............

| Beaumont, W. ...

Button, Mrs.........

Lance, Mrs...........

Persons
outside Department Nature of Injuries.

Cyclist

!I

Run over by tram and fatally injured. Verdict of 
Coroner's jury, “Accidental death."

Fatally injured. Run over whilst crossing line in 
front of train. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “Acci
dental death.”

Leg bruised through falling whilst alighting from tram 
in motion.

Arms, head, and face injured. Foil under tram-motor 
from 'bus travelling alongside.

Crushed in collision between t rams, and fntallyinjurcd.
Verdict of Coroner’s jury, ''Manslaughter against 
Driver Millington.”

Run over and fatally injured whilst crossing line in 
front of tram. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 11 Aeoi- 
duntal death.”

Crushed m collision lictivecn trams, and bnused. ,
Skull fractured. Rode in front of tram-mutor in 

motion, and collided with same.
Braised. Walked in front of tram in motion, and was 

knocked down.
Nesbitt and one child slightly injured ; other child 

sustained concussion of brain. Fell on platform 
whilst alighting from train in motion.

Sculp wound through cart which he was driving com
ing into collision with train.

Fell over culvert whilst walking along lino. Fatally 
injured. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “Accidental 
death. ” .

Foot injured through alighting from tram in motion.
Leg fractured. Fell from cart whilst unloading sam

ples, through horse starting.
Shock to system. Ran against tram whilst crossing 

street.
Shock to system through falling whilst attempting to

board a tram in motion, i
Foot crushed. Fell between car and platform while 

train was in motion.
Fell when alighting from train in motion, and fatally 

injured. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental 
death.”

i

Sydney : William Applegate Oullick, Government Printer. “1900.
[3d.]
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY RETURNS OE ACCIDENTS.
(■RAILWAYS ARB TRAMWAYS—AUGUST, lf>00.)

Printed under No. 15 Report from Printing Committee, 1 November, 1900.

EETUB.N {in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

“ Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“ and the cause thereof,—{a) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (5) upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the 
“ jurisdiction of New South Wales; (c) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“ workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.”

(Mr. Smith.)

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly dated 21st September, ISOS, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of August, 1900.

Pate. Locality. Kamos of Persons 
Injured.

Person!
outside Deiartment. Nature of Injuries,

1900. 
28 June

Newtown Road -| Nelson, Mrs. ...')
Rice, Mr...........  1
Usher, Mr. ....... !
Peter, E............. f
Slatterv, Father1 July Rose Bay......... |

3 „ Erskineville Road Randall, C. W. j
30 „ Paddington........ Carnell, F. G........

4 Aug. Catherinc-street ... IrwTHj Mrs. J.......

6 „ Gotdbuni-slreet Ruby, G...............

6 „ Quarry-street ...... Hart, Mrs, C........

c „ Illawarra Junction Hughes, Fj, C.......

Newcastle ......... Burris, E. (lad)

Fanning, Mr. ...7 ,> North Sydney......

9 „ >J ...... McFarlane, Miss...

11 „ George-street..... Sparks, J..........

13 „ Summer Hill ...... Payne, C..........
15 „ Queen’s Place...... Ualton, G.........

10 „
17 „ Bathurst-street ...

Shook caused by collision between two electric trams.

Head injured. Fell whilst entering tram.
Shoulder injured. Fell w hilst alighting from tram in 

motion.
Slight scalp wound. Walked into and knocked down 

by tram in motion.
Foot injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 

motion.
Slightly injured. Foil from platform of car whilst 

train was in motion.
Log broken. Struck by lid of station rubbish-box, 

into which he was climbing.
Concussion of brain. Fell whilst alighting from tram 

in motion in Miller-street.
Arm injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 

motion in Fitzroy-street.
Thigh broken. Fell whilst moving from one seat to 

another, whilst tram was in motion.
Head injured. Fell from train in motion.
Stunned, W'alked m front of tram in motion and was 

struck by motor.
Knee injured. Fell wdiilst alighting from tram in 

motion.
Head injured. Walked in front of tram in motion, 

and was struck by motor.

471—
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Date. Locality. Barnes of Persons 
Injured,

1900.
18 Aug.

is „

Ultimo.................

Newtown-road j Power, Mrs.
Edwards, J..........
May, Mrs..............

IS „ Gunnedah ..........
Wettensten, Miss. 
Hillon, John ......

21 „ Carlton................ Hilliard, G...........

*3 „ Eveleigh ............. Oonnington, P. ...

Johji’Street .........

24 „ Market-street...... Laker, W ..........
25 „ Newcastle ..........

25 ,, Market-street...... Pearson, P. O.......

2S „ George-st. North.. Kasake, T. O.......

29 „ Market-street...... Norton, Cb..........

Persons
outside Dejiartment. Katuro of Injuries.

Skull fractured ; fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Shock, caused by collision between two electric trams.

Hoad injured; struck by train whilst riding along 
line on horseback.

Hands injured : fell whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Hands injured ; fell whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Leg crushed ; fell whilst attempting to enter tram in 
motion.

Leg crushed ; fell whilst alighting from tram in motion.
Leg broken and head cut; knocked down during 

shunting operations, while trespassing on line.
Foot injured in brake gear whilst alighting from tram 

in motion.
Fatally injured ; skull fractured whilst alighting from 

tram in motion. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “Acci
dental death.”

Foot crushed ; fell whilst attempting to enter tram in 
motion.

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 2Lst September, 189S, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the Now South "Wales G-overninent Railways and Tramways 
during the month of August, 1900.

Date. Locality. Names o! Persons 
Injured.

Servants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries.

1900.
4 Aug.

4 „

Albury ...................

201^ miles West...

Werris Crook ......

Buckley', —...........

Betts, P..................

Porter ................ Head injured. Fell from engine whilst assisting in 
shunting operations.

Head and hip injured, and rib fractured. Fell through 
culvert m alighting from engine to examine hot 
axle-box. It being dark at the time enginemen 
were not aware tram was stopped on culvert

Ankle sprained through foot twisting. Jumped from0 „ Carroll, J................ Shunter ...........

Darling Harbour... Dalton, W.............. Fireman ..........
truck whilst shunting.

Severe cut on left leg. Fell from engine whilst walk-

Eveleigh .............. Ashburner, H. ...

Martin, F...............

ing round foot-plate.
Shoulder injured. Jammed between trucks and shop 

door whilst applying hand-brake to truck.
Wrist injured whilst trying to grasp screw-jack whichJ >> Kundwick ........... Car-lifter...........

7 ,, Bridge-street ....... De Tores, A. J. ... Conductor .......
fell off car.

Back and legs injured. Struck the staging whilst

S „ R&ndwick ........... Ellis, G. E..............
SommerB, G............

Labourer ..........
leaving yard on tram

Hand injured whilst assisting with repairs to motor.
9 „ Milson’s Point....... Assistant guard Hand crushed through timber shifting on truck during

13 „ Bullock Island ..... Junior porter ...
shunting operations.

Finger crushed. Caught between buffers of colliery 
wagons whilst climbing over same.

Arm broken. Struck by winch handle whilst lowering 
an engine tender.

Thumb crushed Jammed between coupling-bar and 
socket when coupling up tram cars.

Ankle injured by rod, which slipped down from engine 
and struck same, whilst Cleary was assisting to fit 
big end.

Finger crushed whilst moving portable platform for 
loading wheat.

Hip injured. Jammed between hopper waggons.

13 „ Penrith ...............

16 „

IS „

20 „

21 „

Forbes ...................

Darling Island.......

Bethungra Quarry

Cleary', P. J........

Scott, W. O...........

Schultz, J...........

Fuelman ...........

Porter ...............

Labourer...........
23 „

23 „

Evcleigh ...............

William-street ..

Blackwell, H........

Prcvost, C..............

Carriage finisher

Conductor .....

Finger dislocated. Tripped and fell whilst stepping 
from carriage.

Leg injured. Slipped off car.
&> „ Newtown Road ... Gould, James...... Back and arras injured. Struck by passing motor and

27 „ Campbelltown....... McGrath, — ..... Pettier..............
knocked off tram.

Arm injured. Fell from truck whilst unloading

29 „ Orange................... Bums, J................ Shunter ...........
ballast.

Top of finger cut off. Caught by centre chain when

30 „ Bridge-street ....... Keefe, P. Conductor .......
uncoupling trucks.

Arm broken and hack injured. Struck by cars enter
ing yard.

[3d.]
Sydney: William Applegate Oullick, Government Printer.—1901.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY RETURNS OE ACCIDENTS.
(RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS, SEPTEMBER, 1900.)

Printed under Ho. 1G Beport from Printing Committee, 15 November, 1900.

KETUR-N (in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

“ Monthlv returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
“and the cause thereof-(a) upon vessels belonging to New South 
“ Wales; (b) upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the. 
“ -jurisdiction of New South Wales ; _ (a) on wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.”

(Mr. Smith.)

RETURN io an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non- 
fatal A ccidcnis winch have occurred in the Now South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of September, 1900.

Date

1 Sept.

•i „

a .. 
a „

8 „ 
10 „

11
12
14
14

Ifi

18
19
19

20
23

28

23
30

Locality.

Evcleigh ..........

Newcastle........
Redfern Stalion

Pyrmont . 

Newcastle.

Names o[ Persona 
Injured.

Aiideraon, Mrs.

Smith, N...........

O'Grady, E

O’Connor, Mr 

O'Donnell, D,

Bullock Island...... Gurside, J.

Goulburn-stropt .. Lehane, M.

Addison-roud ......
Campbell-strcot ...

Bridge-street .......
Glebe........................

Emmcreon, Miss 
McGlcad, Mrs,

Boyd, Mrs..........
Sandiland, J.

Near lloBcriUc........ McMahon, H. H

Asylum Curve ......i Waters, Mrs
f Price, Miss 

Forbos-streot ... ^ perrJ,i Migs
Hunter-street ....... Rolfe, Mrs. E. A....

j Sydney .....
| Narrandora 

i Nubba .......

llnry-strcrt .... 
Circular Quay ..

Downes, S. •

MeOarthy, J.

Heniee, W.

Sboldonhaguc, 
Flaherty,.

Nature ol Injuries.

Faw injured. Fell wluht alighting from train in 
motiou. . ,

Faially injured. Run over whilst trespassing. Verdiot 
of Coroner's jury, " Accidental death.”

Fatally injured. Fell whilst alighting from l-ram in 
motion'. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, "Accidental
death.” „ .

Shock to system. Fell whilst alighting from tram m
motion. , .

Fatally injured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motiou. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “ Accidental
death.” . _

Fatally injured. Run over whilst trespassing. Verdict 
of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental death.”

Fatally injured. Fell whilst attempting to board tram 
in motion. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental 
death.”

Head injured. Siiid to have fallen from tram.
Shock to system. Fell whilst alighting from tram in

motion. . ,
Ankle sprainod whilst alighting from tram in motiom 
Fell from tram in motion in a fit. Verdict of Coroner s 

jury, “ Died from natural causes.”
Fell throueh opening in overbridge whilst trespassing. 

Fatallyrinjured. Verdict of Coroner's jury, “ Acci
dental death.”

Shock to system. Caused by derailment of tram.
Shook to system. Caused by rear collision between two

electric trams, . , . .
Fatally injured. Fell whilst, alighting from tram in 

motion. Verdict of Coroners jury, “Accidental

Abraston on elbow. Struck against handle of wheel
barrow on platform. _ .

Fatally injured. Run over whilst trespassing. Verdict
of Coroner’s jury, “ Accidental death.” _

Thigh bruised. Slipped and fell when alighting from
train. , , , .

Rib fractured in collision between cart and tram. 
Concussion of brain. Fell whilst alighting from tram 

in motion.
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EET£SF7p/in ?e Assembly, dated 21st September, 1898, showing fatal and non-
dSLg ‘l’9 N"w So“t'' Gorera"mt

Date,
i 1

Names of Persons Servants 1
i ' Injured. of Department.

Aug. 3 1 Ultimo
Sept, 1 Pitt-Btreet ......... . O’Connor, M. I.

I| Darling Harbour,. Bogal, T...............
» J » *, West, 9.................

„ Bon Accord........ Ogden, W.............
if ' Wallsend .............

,> Eock...................

Bathurst ............. ClearYT J...............

» 12 S. Clifton.............. Bov, H.................

.. 12 Jnnee .............. Houston, Ct............

U 13 Wurrurundi...... Thurlow, T.

„ 15 Eskbank .............. Osborne, W...........

is 17 Singleton ........... Stewart, J..............

„ 17 Curie svis .............. Fireman ..........

„ 18 Bridge-street ......

„ 19 Evelrigh ............. ■Gcran. J...........
M .........

„ 19 Sydney .................. Hat thews, It. M.... Porter .............
„ 21 Hornsby ............ Shunter ..........w Eskbank .............

„ 26 Penrith................ Franc is. W............

Jt

» 26 Cochrane, J. . .
„ 27 Darling Harbour,,, Feathersioue, R.... Junior porter ...
» tt • Laney, J................ r

» 2? 11 •<< Wright, P.............. Porter ..............
„ 27 Eedfern York. W................

ii 2/ Ultimo ................ Ewart. A................

Kabin'o of Injuries,

Ankle sprained. Foot twisted when stepping from 
motor. 6

Shoulder bruised. Caught between trunks.
Fingers crushed by wheel of truck. Fell whilst 

shunting,
Leg crushed. ^Slipped under truck whilst shunting, 
Hoad cut, lie]l fr^ni foot*plato of engine whilst 

clianging discs.
Fingers crushed. Whilst pushing cat tie-waggon from 

mcc, ligan fell under the waggon, 0
Leg injured. Slipped and fell whilst wheeling a hand- 

trolley.
Hip jammed and bruised through door of waggon, 

«Inch he was trying to close, falling. ’
Side injured. Slipped and fell whilst earrvine sprine 

on top of tender. * b
Thigh injured. Struck against lerer when jumping off 

engine to hold the points.
Hand injured. Caught in pawl of turntable whilst 

turning engine.
Eib splintered and back hurt. Fell on store, owing to 

__ sudden stoppage of train.
Fatally injured. Crushed bstween engine and slicep- 

ruce. Verdict of Coroner’s jurr, “Accidental 
death,” ‘

Eight hip and thigh injured. Caught between coke- 
stage and car whilst placing coke on a motor.

Heavy piece of wood slipped from his hands and fell 
on his foot, injuring some.

Leg and head injured. Fell between truck and nlat- 
frrm.

Ankle sprained. Fill when alighting from ear.
■'■’•nger caught between drawhook and coupling and 

crushed.
illar-bona broken. Caught between waggon and 
platform of stockyard.

..Q -------------- .

weighbridge.
rad wounded. Slruek by handle of cram 

unloading boiler.
ght foot injured owing to breaking of sling c 
part of a crossing which York was drilling, 

lall bone of wrist broken. Hand cuugl 
squeezed in belt of machine.

[8d.j Sj-'lnuj : William Applegate Cullirk, Ooiorimienl Piinter.—1901.
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1900.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MONTHLY RETUBN OF ACCIDENTS.
(RAILWAYS AKD TRAMWAYS—OCTOBER, 1900.)

Printed under No, 19 Report from Printing Committee, 4 December, 1900.

RETURN (in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated the 21st September, 1898, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,— ■

“ Monthly returns showing the number of accidents, fatal and non-fatal, 
and the cause thereof:—(a) Upon vessels belonging to New South 

£f Wales; (b) Upon vessels belonging to other countries whilst within the 
“jurisdiction of New South Wales; {<?) On wharfs, wool stores, factories, 
“workshops, mines, quarries, buildings in course of erection, and on 
“ railways.” '

(Mr. Smith.)

RETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 1S9S, showing fatal and 
non-fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and 
Tramways during the month of October. 1900.

Hate. Locality. Names of Persons 
Injured.

Servants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries.

1 Oct. Karrandera .......... McGuiness, W. ... Labourer Shoulder injured. Struck by engine when pushing 
trucks.

1 „ Picfcon ................. Gray, E.................. Shunter.............. Hand injured by coupling, which slipped whilst coupling 
engine to eurriage.

2 „ Eveleigh .......... Harris, T... .......... Labourer .......... Pelvis bruised. Whilst roping waggons across traverser, 
Harris went between soinc waggons being shunted 
and was -jarnmed between the buffers.

3 „ 108 miles south ... Murray, C......... Knocked down by train while walking across bridge 
and fatally injured. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
“ Accidental death.”

3 „ Rushcutter’s Bay . Pyne, J................... Pelvis fractured and right thumb dislocated through 
shuting plant when jumping in Order to avoid a 
falling derrick.

Wallerawaug ...... Lovett, C. E.......... Shunter ______ Hand caught by coupling and crushed whilst attaching 
vehicles, 1

6 „ Redfern................. Ryder, W. J.......... Attendant ......... Bart injured. Pell on couplings whilst crossing 
between carriages.

s „ Evdeigh .............. March, W.............. Labourer ......... Tiso fractured by piston rod of mill-engine slipping 
from his bond on to his foot.

* „ Homebush .......... Schofield, J......... . Porter .............. Fatally injured. Fell under trucks whilst alighting 
from train in motion. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
“ Accidental death.1’

582—
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Date, Locality.

8 Oct. 149*48 miles west...

Names of Persons 
Injured.

Hanna, J. J.

8 M

11 »
11 31
12
15

»
»

15
15

13
»

16 11
18 11
20 1)
22
22-

M
f!

23 >1
21

25 JJ
25 11
27
28

!J
:l

28 it

Rmidwict.........

Newcastle..............

Randwiek..............

Botany...... ..........
Young ..............

Old Junee...... .......
Eveleigk ..............

JJ n» .

Narrabri West......

North Sydney......

Sydney ..................
Eveleigh ..............

Harden.................

Darling Harbour...

Nowra .................

Evcleigh ..............

Croydon ..............
Moree ..................

Junee ..................

Holland, P. J...

Willis, C...........

Curnow, H. (J...

Bark, J..............
Hardman, J, A.

Conroy, T?.........
Black, H...........

Vial, Gt..............

Parker, A..........

Grottey, Gh H. ..

Grant,— .........

Tanner, E.

Harmey, J.

McPherson, J.

Collins, F

Stewart, J. 
Fcrnley, Gr.

Bushell, W.

Young, J.

Servants 
of Department. Nature of Injuries.

Ganger ..............

Shop boy ..........

Signalman..........

Blacksmith ......

Labourer ..........
Porter ..............

Fitter..................

Waggon builder..

Porter ..............

Lineman ..........

Guard ..............
Apprentice ......

Fuelman ..........

Brake-van cleaner

Porter ..............

Fitter ..............

Porter ..............
11

Fatally injured. Run over by train whilst traversing 
lino on tricycle. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, 
“ Accidental death.”

Toe fractured by draw-bar falling on it whilst Holland 
was lifting the bar from trolley on to platform.

Muscles of leg ruptured whilst alighting from train in 
motion.

Arm wounded by fragment of a rod (with which he 
was working) striking same.

Toe crushed by sleeper falling upon it.
Knee sprained. Struck by bole of wool falling from 

truck.
Knee injured. Struck by wool hook while loading wool.
Right arm injured. Jammed by end of boring bar, 

which slipped and fell.
Wrist sprained. Foot slipped off sheep-van and 

Harmey foil.
Rib fractured. Struck by bale of wool, which fell from 

wool bank.
Shock to system. Collins caught hold of live feeder 

cable and fell to ground.
Nose injured through falling from platform.
Foot injured by sharp edge of plate, which slipped from 

machine and fell thereon.
Leg broken through prop beneath track door giving 

way, precipitating him to ground.
Hip braised. Fell from buffer stops whilst cleaning 

window of van.
Arm sprained. Crushed between cart and truck whilst 

loading cream.
Top of finger cut off by link when coupling up sus

pension link.
Finger crushed by fender falling when cleaning up office.
Hand crushed between draw-hooks of carriages whilst 

shunting.
Tooth knocked out. Fell on platform whilst alighting 

from train in motion.

RETURN' to an Order o£ the Legislative Assembly, dated 21st September, 18!)8, showing fatal and non- 
fatal Accidents which have occurred in the New South Wales Government Railways and Tramways 
during the month of October, 1900.

Date. Locality. Namrs of Persons 
Injured.

3 „ Edinburgh-road ... Bryce, Mrs.............

3 „ Railway.................. Armstrong, Mrs. ...
4 „

10 „ Tempe .................. Bonrke — (3 years
oi age).

12 „

13 „ Ford, J..................

14 „ Sana Souei .......... Hill — (6 years oi
age).

19 „ Darling Harbour... Wilcox, E..............

22 „ Ihixlev. Mrs...........

24 „ Darling Harbour... Pitt, G.................

26 „ High-atifot .......... Pert, Miss M........

27 „

30 „

31 „ Sana Souei .......... Parry, — (infant).

6 „ Evcleigh .............. Kelly, Mrs............

Persons
outside Department Nature of Injuries.

Fatally injured. Fell whilst hlighting from tram in 
motion. Verdict of Coroner’s jury, *’ Accidental 
death.”

Slipped and fell whilst alighting from tram in motion, 
fracturing her thigh.

Shock to system owing to collision between two trams.
Arm broken. Struck by handle of crane whilst lowering 

log into truck.
Head injured and body bruised. Hun over whilst 

trespassing on lino.
Concussion of brain and shock. Fell whilst alighting 

from tram in motion.
Knee and wrist injured. Fell whilst alighting from 

tram in motion.
Head injured, Jumped from tram in motion and fell.

Elbow* dislocated. Fell from lorry whilst unloading 
wool. -

Arm fractured. Fell whilst alighting from tram in 
motion.

Leg injured. Fell between truck and platform whilst 
unloading goods.

Leg bruised. Struck by rail of goto which had been 
run into by train.

Concussion of brum and lower jaw injured. Walked 
in front of tram in motion, and was knocked down.

Hip, thigh, and foot injured whilst attempting to board 
tram in motion.

Head injured. Struck by oar lamp, which fell from 
hanger.

Hands cut, Fell whilst alighting from train in motion.

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1901.
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1800.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORTS FROM RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS 
ON TRAMWAY PROPOSALS.

(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under Aro. 12 Report from Printing Committee, 20 September, 1900.

EETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated, the 4th September, 1900, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

“ The most recent Reports from the Railway Commissioners on the following 
“ tramway proposals :—The Spit Road Tramway; the Kensington Tram- 
“ way; the Rose Bay and Hover Point Tramway; the Hawes Point 
“Extension; the Enfield to Mortlake Tramway; the Adamstown Tram- 
“ wav; and the Waratah Tramwav.”tf 3 v

(Eon. J. E. Young.)

REPORTS, Ac.
1. Spit Road Tramway.
2. Kensington Tramway.
S. Rose Bay and Dover Road Tramway,
4. Dawes Point Tramway (extension to Miller’s Point).
5. Enfield to Burwood and Morllakc Tramway.
fi. Broadmcadow to Adamstown Tramway, (Two papers.) 

' 7. Tighc’s Hill to Mayfield (Waratah).
S. Letter re Tramways—

Tighe’s Hill to Mayfield (Waratah).
Broadmcadow to Adamstown.

No. 1.
Proposed Tramway Extension from Spit Road Junction to the Spit.

New South Wales Government Railways, Office of the Railway Commissioners,
Sydney, 16 March, 1899.

Hitherto the Commissioners have reported unfavourably upon the proposed extension of the North Shore 
line to the Spit, and there are even now no strong grounds for concluding that it would be remunerative.

The Commissioners, however, recognise the importance of the extension, to the large residential area 
around North Shore, as affording direct communication with Middle Harbour, which should prove an 
attractive pleasure resort. They have, therefore, considered the proposal more as an extension which may 
be justified on the ground that it will bring additional traffic to the existing line.

376—
[600 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £3 2s. 0d()
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The Commissioners think that there is a reasonable probability of additional traffic being developed 
on the existing lines which, with the traffic over the extension, will avert any considerable loss, Under all 
the circumstances they are now of opinion that the construction of the additional length of line is worthy 
of favourable consideration.

It would, however, not be wise to proceed with the extension until some experience has been had of 
the North Shore trams after conversion into a purely electrical system worked from the central power
house at Ultimo,

C.O,
16/3/99. W.M.F.

--------  D.K.
Under Secretary for Public Works.—ILMcL., 11/3/99.

No. 2.
Branch Tramway Line to Kensington and the Bifle Range.

New South Wales Government Hail ways,
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,

Sir, Sydney, 13 January, 1898.
With reference to your memorandum of the 92nd ultimo, forwarding a request from the 

Minister for Public Works that the Railway Commissioners would state whether there are any reasons for 
modifying their report, dated the 12th April last, in connection with the construction of the branch tram
line from the main Randwick line to Kensington and the Riile Range, T am directed by the Commissioners 
to state that the matter lias had careful consideration, and while, owing to altered arrangements which 
have since been made in connection with the working of traffic it might be possible, without much 
inconvenience, to make provision for the additional service from the present yard at Bridge-street, the 
construction of the tramline cannot for other1 reasons he recommended, primarily on the ground that there 
would be a very considerable yearly loss on the working, irrespective of the payment of the annual interest 
charge on the capital expenditure. Even if it were not so, it would be most undesirable while the system 
of traction is undergoing a change to make an extension in any direction where the future motive power 
cannot be availed of from the outset.

The Commissioners, therefore, recommend that the further consideration of tins matter be deferred 
until the conversion of the present steam system into that of an electric system.

I have, the.,
H. McLACHLAN,

The Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney. Secretary.

No. 3.
Proposed Tramway Extension, Rose Bay to South Head.

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
^ Sydney, 22 July, 1899.

Itr accordance with the request of the Minister for Public Works, that we should furnish him with our 
opinion in regard to the working expenses and probable traffic there would be upon this line, wo beg to 
report as follows :—

The capital cost is estimated by the Engineer-in-Chief for Construction to be £35,243 
The working expenses would be, approximately, per annum ... £2,519
Interest on capital, calculated at 3 per cent. ... ... 1,057

• -------- £3,576
To obtain this amount it would be necessary that the extension should carry, at 2d. each, 214,560 

passengers each way per annum. As far as the residential population between the present terminus and 
South Head or Watson’s Bay is concerned, we arc of opinion that the prospective traffic would not justify 
.the construction of the line, particularly in view of the regular steamer service between the City and 
Watson’s Bay. The line would have for years to rely on a purely pleasure and excursions traffic.

The experience, so far as regards the Rose Bay line, has been favourable, but the novelty may wear 
off unless some attractions more than at present exist are offered, such as the provision of a park on the 
eastern side where there is land more suitable for the purpose than anything else. This land is privately 
owned, and a suitable area should be conveyed free to the Government before any extension of the Rose 
Bay line is undertaken.

The surroundings of South Head have attractions to the sight-seer not possessed by Rose Bay, but 
as a place of resort for excursionists of the picnic class it is perhaps loss attractive.

There is an absence of suitable recreation area to any extent at South Head. This should be 
provided by the landowners, who would be benefited by the extension, before the line is made.

Subject to these reservations and to all other land required being conveyed free to the Government 
the line is worthy of favourable consideration.

The position of the terminus may require some further consideration, but it is unnecessary to delay 
the report in this connection.

CHARLES OLIVER,
Chief Commissioner. 

W. M. FEHON,
Commissioner.

DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
Commissioner.

No. 4.
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No. 4.

Tramway Extension to Miller’s Point.
New South Wales Government Hallways, Office of the Railway Commissioners, 

g[r Sydney, 16 March, 1899.
’ With reference to your B.C. communication of the ‘Mth ultimo, relative to the opinion of the 

Railway Commissioners as to the paying results of a tramway extension to Miller’s Point, T am directed 
to inform you that the Railway Commissioners have carefully considered the proposal, and entertain no 
doubt that the extension would ultimately prove a profitable one, but they strongly urge that it should not be 
undertaken until after some experience has been gained in connection with the working of the George-street 
line, together with the conversion of some portion of the western suburban trams.

I have, ifce.,
H. McLACHLAN,

The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works. Secretary.

No. 5.

Proposed Tramway Extension.—Enfield to Burwood and Mortlake.
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,

Sydney, 3 August, 1899.

The Honorable the Minister for Works having asked for the opinion of the Railway Commissioners in
this matter, wc beg to report as follows :—

The estimated cost of the line is ... ... .
The interest on this sum, at 3 per cent, per annum, is 
Estimated working expenses, viz. :—

Traflie department ... ... ... ... -
Locomotive department ... ... ... •
Permanentway department ... ... .

.£16,322
£490

£262
1,597

800
------  £2,659

-------- £3,149
From a careful estimate of probable traffic which has Ijeen made, the gross

annual income cannot be estimated at more than (per annum).............. ...... £1,700
This, as will be seen, would leave a deficiency on the annual liability for

interest and working expenses of ... ... ... ... ... ....... £1,449
Jt is therefore impossible to recommend the construction of the extension until there is a better 

prospect of it being worked without such a considerable loss.
Should this extension again come up for consideration it -would be desirable to consider the route 

from Enfield to Liverpool-road and on the Mortlake side of Burwood, via Crane-street, into Brewer-street.
. CHARLES OLIVER,

Chief Commissioner.
W. M. FEHON,

Commissioner.
DAVID KIRKCALDIE, 

Commissioner.

No. 6.

Sirj Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 25 April, 1899.
With reference to your B.C, communication of 19th instant, asking that the Commissioners 

might favour the Honorable the Minister with their views on the proposal to extend the tramline frona 
Broadraeadow to Adamstown, I am directed to inform you that the matter has had consideration, and in 
the opinion of the Commissioners the position has not changed since the letter to you of the 21st October 
last. The Commissioners, therefore, beg to suggest that the matter be further deferred.

I have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works. Secretary.

Proposed Extension of Tramway—Broadmeadow to Adamstown.
New South Wales Government Railways, Office of the Railway Commissioners,

Sydney, 18 August, 1897.
With reference to the minute of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works of the 11th instant, 
requesting that the Railway Commissioners would say whether certain information recently laid before 
him furnished grounds for varying the opinion they had previously expressed in regard to the proposed 
extension of the tramway from Broadmeadow to Adamstown, we beg to state that the revenue from 
the estimated traffic has always been calculated at a slightly higher figure than the sum of £1,140 per 
annum, recently represented to the Minister as being the probable revenue j and the estimated result of
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the working would show a loss, after payment of interest and working expenses—without making any 
provision for the additional rolling stock—of something over £500 per annum. Moreover, the additional 
trains that would have to he placed on the lines would render it necessary to cither duplicate portion of 
the existing main line or provide crossing loops, which would represent a further expenditure.^

The Newcastle lines, as a whole, at the present time—although there is a considerable improvement 
within the last vear—do not yet approach the net return necessary to pay interest on capitaland it is 
not deemed desirable to burden the tramway capital by further expenditure in Newcastle and suburbs at
present, „

CHARLES OLIVER,
Commissioner.

W. M. FEHON,
Commissioner.

No. 1.

Sir, Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 7 September, 1898.
Referring to your letter of the 30th ultimo, in which you intimated that the Minister desired 

the Railway Commissioners to say whether the conditions had now sufficiently changed to warrant the 
extension of the tramway from Tighe’s Hill to Mayfield, I am directed by the Commissioners to say that 
they have caused further inquiry to be made into this question, with the result that they find the circum
stances have not altered since they last reported upon the matter, and they cannot therefore recommend 
the extension. I have,

H. McLACHLAN,
The Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney. Secretary.

No. 8.
Sirj Office of the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, 4 November, 1899.

The Commissioners notice, by the Press, that the Minister for W orks has stated that tramway 
extensions are to be undertaken— ■

1, From ,Tighe’s Hill to Mayfield (Waratah). '
2. From Broadmeadow to Adamstowm.

Further, that the Railway Commissioners had expressed themselves in favour of both lines, and the 
works will be gone on with at once, _ _

I am directed to say that the Commissioners have not reported in favour of the extensions being 
made, but have advocated that consideration of the extensions should be deferred. ' _

While the Commissioners would he prepared to recommend the favourable consideration of the pro
posals when rolling stock was available, on the conversion of the steam to electric trams, they urge that 
they should be deferred for the present, as, if carried out, the lines could not be properly equipped without 
adding fresh cars, which would be unprofitable, in view of the early conversion of the steam system of 
trams in-the metroirolis. I have, Le.,

H. McLACHLAN,
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, Sydney. Secretary.

[3rf.]
Spctacy: William Applegate GulHck, GOTemment Printer.—<1900.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.

(No. 2)
TOGETHER WITH

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE AND PLAN,

RELATING TO THE PROPOSED

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY FROM BELMORE PARK TO
FORT MACQUARIE.

IHresenteB to parliament in accordance foitli tlje jjro&isions of tljc Public ®orks Set, 
' 51 Utc. #o. 37-

Printed under No. 14 Report from Printing Committee, 11 October, 1900.

SYDNEY : WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK, GOVERNMENT PRINTER,
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY FROM BELMORE FARE TO FORT MACQUARIE.

REPOET.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under tlie Public Works Act of 1888, 
51 Vic. No. 37, tlfe Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No. 26, 
the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. No. 11, 
and the Public Works Acts Purthcr Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. No. 6, to 
whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “the expediency 
of constructing a double line for an electric tramwav from Belmore Park to 
Port Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines down 
Loftus and Young streets,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not 
expedient the proposed tramway should be constructed; but they recommend 
that the suggestion of the Railway Commissioners, by which a single line would 
be constructed from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus 
streets to Port Macquarie, returning by single line through Pitt-street, be 
adopted • and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, 
of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—

Reasons eor the Proposal.
1. The proposed tramway is submitted as a means of relieving the congested 

traffic on the George-street trams. The volume of traffic at present in George-street, 
considered in conjunction with what it will be when the steam trams of the Western 
Suburbs have been converted to the electrical system, has convinced the Railway 
Commissioners that some means of relief must speedily be found, and the best 
method offering is to divert some of the traffic into another street or streets. Two 
ways of meeting the difficulty presented themselves—by laying a double line in Pitt- 
street to Circular Quay, or by laying a double line in Castlereagh-street and Bligh- 
street to Circular Quay. Both schemes, it is believed, may ultimately be required; 
but as Castlereagh-street affords more facilities for traffic than Pitt-street, it was 
decided to adopt the Castlereagh-street proposal as a first instalment, and the work 
was referred to the Public Works Committee on 12th July last. Subsequently the 
Commissioners modified their views so far as to recommend an alteration in the 
proposal by constructing a single line from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, 
Bligh, and Loftus streets to the proposed terminus at Port Macquarie, with a return 
single line through Pitt-street. They make this recommendation, they explain in 
a minute dated 25th July, 1900, because the experience gained since the George- 
street fine was opened strongly indicates that the amended proposal will best meet 
the public convenience.

Three Schemes before the Committee.
2. Since the Castlereagh-street scheme was submitted, another has been 

referred to the Committee, by which it is proposed to construct a double line of 
electric tramway from Belmore Park along Pitt-street to the Circular Quay. The 
Committee have, therefore, had before them three schemes—two referred to them, 
and one suggested, as follow :—

1. A double line for an electric tramway from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie 
by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines down Loftus and 
Young streets. 2.
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2. The suggestion of the Railway Commissioners that there should be a single
line from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus streets, 
to the proposed terminus at Port Macquarie, and return by single line 
through Pitt-street.

3. A double line of electric tramway from Belmore Park along Pitt-street to
the Circular Quay.

Description of the Castleeeagh-street and the Castlerea.gh-Pitx

streets Tramways.
3. As first proposed, the tramway would branch off the existing steam 

tramway in Belmore Park at a point opposite Castlereagh-street, and would traverse 
that street to its intersection with JIunter-street, and thence proceed along Bligh- 
street to Bent-street, ^ the whole of this length being a double track. Prom 
Bent-street a single line would be taken along Loftus-street to Circular Quay, 
and thence by the front of the Custom House into Young-street, and back to Bent- 
street, where it would rejoin the double track. This would provide a service 
between Belmore Park and Circular Quay in the vicinity of the Custom House. 
To convey passengers to Port Macquarie, and to provide for shunting and storing 
the cars there, lines would be carried across Circular Quay and along the back of 
the wharfs. The permanent-way would consist of 83-lb. rails, laid on sleepers 
between Belmore Park and Liverpool-street, in macadamised road; from Liverpool- 
street to Hunter-street the road would be wood-blocked; thence to Circular Quay 
the track would be on macadamised roadway; and on Circular Quay it would he 
wood-blocked. A car-house, extensive enough to accommodate seventy-two cars of 
the largest type now in use, but of a design in keeping with the site, would be 
built, and the necessary shunting yards and offices provided, at Port Macquarie.
, # _ d'he alteration suggested by the Railway Commissioners would vary the 
original scheme by laying a single line in Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus streets, 
and thence carrying it round Circular Quay into Pitt-street, branch lines being 
extended to Port Macquarie.

Description of the Pitt-street Proposal.
. 4. The scheme by which a double line would be laid in Pitt-street would 

branch off the existing steam tramway in Pitt-street, at a point near Gipps-street, and 
traverse Pitt-street to its intersection with Circular Quay, the whole of the length 
from Gipps-street being a double track. The main lines would be extended along 
the. Quay until they joined the double track extension of the existing tramway to 
Port Macquarie.

The permanent-way would consist of 83-lb. rails, which would he laid on 
sleepers between Gipps-street and Bathurst-street, in macadamised-road; from 
Bathurst-street to the Circular Quay they would be laid on concrete, the permanent- 
fvay being wood-blocked. The poles would be erected on each side of the street— 
a plan which, in the case of a single track, would allow of the rails being placed 
so far from the kerb as to give plenty of room for ordinary vehicles, but would 
decrease the width required for a double track.

%
' Estimated Cost op the Castlereagh-street and oe the Castlereagh-

Pitt-street Tramways.
5. The total cost of the original scheme is estimated at £70,150 as far as 

Circular Quay, and £110,000 including the extension to Port Macquarie and the 
car-shed. The alteration, proyiding for a single line in Castlereagh and Pitt streets, 
would entail, the Committee are informed, an additional expenditure of about 
£9,000.

Estimated Cost oe the Pitt-street Proposal.
6. The total cost, exclusive of land and compensation, of the double line in 

Pitt-street is estimated, approximately, at £76,672, comprising road construction 
£31,835, outside electric work £7,087, power plant £12,750, and rolling stock £26,000. . 
Land resumption, at the corner of Pitt and Alfred streets, near Change Alley, 
would increase this estimate by between £5,000 and £6,000. To this should be 
added the cost of the extension to Port Macquarie and of the car-slied.

Railway
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' Railway Commissioners’ Report.
7. The Railway Commissioners’ report is very favourable to the construction 

of the proposed Castlereagh—Pitt street tramway, but it does not give an estimate 
of either working expenses or revenue. The construction of the tramway is . 
rendered necessary, the Commissioners say, by the conversion of the steam trams 
to electric traction, and the consequent inability of George and Elizabeth streets 
to carry the traffic; and they, therefore, cordially support the proposal. The only 
additional revenue that will be derived will be due, they state, to increased traffic,

' and, although it is not possible to foretell with any degree of accuracy what this 
will amount to, they have no hesitation in saying that it will fully justify the 
construction of the line. •

With respect to the statutory report of the Commissioners on the Pitt-street 
double line proposal, them report upon the Castlereagh-street scheme, and their 
minute suggesting a single line along Castlereagh and Pitt streets are taken as 
complying with the requirements of the Public Works Act.

The Committee’s Inquiry.

8. The Committee have carefully inquired into the proposals before them, 
but have not examined many witnesses. Several matters associated with the 
question of electric tramways, necessary to be investigated if one or other of the 
proposals under consideration wore the introduction of the system into the city, 
did not call for inquiry, as they were fully investigated when the George and 
Harris streets tramway was being considered. It appeared to be sufficient to 
clearly understand the details of the proposals, and the reasons for them, ascertain, 
as far as possible, what objections might fairly be advanced against them, and be 
in the jsosition to judge whether one or other of the schemes was the best that

. could be put forward to secure the object in view, or whether it might, with 
advantage, be varied. Advertisements and paragraphs in the newspapers inviting 
evidence from anyone desirous of expressing his views on the matter, failed to 
bring forward more than a few witnesses; and it is noticeable that—with one 
exception—no business firm in Pitt or Castlereagh streets made any protest against 
the carrying out of any one of the proposed schemes, or expressed any desire to be 
heard in the inquiry.

The Tram Trafeic in George-street.

9. The evidence of the Traffic Superintendent of the Department of 
Tramways is to the effect that George-street has now nearly as many trams as can 
be accommodated there, and there are still the Glebe Point, Leichhardt, and 
Balmain lines to be provided for when converted to the electric tram system. At 
the present time there are running into George-street daily, during the busy hours, 
sixty-three trams with seventy-three cars from the Dulwich Hill-Newtown Hne, and 
thirty-seven trams and seventy-four cars from the Railway and Pyrmont lines. Of 
that number, at least fifty-four trams are in George-street at the one time, and, 
evenly spaced, they would he at intervals of 150 yards, or forty seconds headway. 
But this even spacing is not always possible, owing to the cross cable and vehicular 
traffic in the street. During the busy hours, over ninety trams run each way 
in George-street in an hour, or 180 trams in the hour, and the total number running 
backwards and forwards daily is 2,300.

Method of Relieving the George-street Trams.
10. The first step towards relieving George-street, after the construction of 

the proposed new tramway, would be to take the railway traffic from the George- 
street trams, which would he done by putting an end to the practice of running 
those trams into the Redfern railway station, and by running the Castlereagh and 
Pitt street trams into the station instead. At present a large proportion of the 
passengers who travel in the George-street trams do so from and to the Redfern 
station; with the new lines in operation all passengers wishing' to travel from or 
to the station would require to do so by the Castlereagh or Pitt street trams.

The
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The George-street trams would stop in George-street opposite the station, as the 
trams from the Western Suburbs do now, to take up or set down passengers; 
but, in view of the advantages offered by the Castlereagh and Pitt street trams, 
it is thought very few railway passengers would travel by way of George-street. 
The diversion of the railway traffic, the tramway authorities say, will give immediate 
relief, and further relief will be afforded by diverting a portion of the Western 
Suburbs tram traffic into Castlereagh and Pitt streets. The existing,tramway lines 
and points from George-street into the railway station will fit in with the Castlereagh 
and Pitt street lines, and additional expenditure in that direction will therefore be 
unnecessary.

Objections to the Trahwat.

11. The objections to the proposed tramway, as they appear in the evidence, 
were chiefly urged by several master carriers whose horse teams use Castlereagh-street, 
and by the Registrar of the Metropolitan Transit Commission, who explained to the 
Committee that Castlereagh-street was needed for traffic driven out of George-street, 
and that Pitt-street, from its narrowness and the number of vehicles passing through 
it, is the most congested street in Sydney. In the inquiry relating specially to an 
electric tramway in Pitt-street, the proprietor of the Hargrave-street and Point Piper 
road omnibuses protested against the Pitt-street proposal on the ground of its 
interference with omnibus and other vehicular traffic, and the risk to life and limb 
which a greater congestion of traffic Ilian at present exists in the street would cause.

The complaint of the master carriers will be met to some extent by a 
rearrangement about to be made of the goods business in connection witli the 
railways. At the present time, the general goods business in truck loads is conducted 
at the Sydney goods shed, adjoining the produce shed, at the Redfern Railway 
station, and the railway authorities are about to call for tenders for additional 
accommodation at Darling Harbour for the purpose of dealing with it there. Ry 
this change, Redfern station will be relieved to the extent of 1,000 tons of goods 
per week, and the team traffic in Castlereagh and Pitt streets should thereby be 
materially lessened.

The objection mentioned by the Transit Commission Registrar is based on what 
he considers, to be consistent with good traffic regulation, but at the same time he 
admits that if George street is to be relieved there is no alternative but to use either 
Castlereagh or.Pitt street for the purpose. As for the present vehicular traffic in 
Pitt-street, which consists largely of omnibuses plying to the Eastern Suburbs, it 
appears inevitable that it must give way and find a route somewhere else, as vehicles 
of the kind have had to do in relation to George-street. In any case the omnibus 
traffic to the Eastern Suburbs has only a short life before it, for, with the conversion 
of the steam trams now running through Oxford-street to the electric system, 
omnibuses to the suburbs of Paddington, Woollahra, Waverley, &c., must be greatly 
reduced in number. * -

. It is admitted that this omnibus traffic exists because the steam trams now 
running to the Eastern Suburbs do not sufficiently meet public requirements, and that 
if these trams were frequent enough to deal with the traffic the omnibuses could not 
successfully compete with them. The conversion of the Eastern Suburban trams to 
the electric system would supply what the travelling public want, and, by doing away 
with the necessity for an omnibus system, very quickly lessen the vehicular traffic in 
Pitt-street. Recognizing this, the Committee endeavoured to ascertain whether the 
Railway Commissioners could undertake to have these trams converted by the time 
the Castlereagh and Pitt street electric tramway was constructed and ready for use. 
They were informed that this was not practicable; but it appears to be certain that 
electric trams will be running to the Eastern Suburbs before any necessity arises for 
laying two lines of tramway in Pitt-street, and with one line only in the street, and 
that on one side, the interference with vehicles should not be very great. In any 
case, the Committee are assured, no more traffic will be transferred to Pitt-street 
than is absolutely necessary to relieve George-street. As things are at present, the 
conversion of the Western Suburbs tram service to the electric system cannot be 
further proceeded with until relief in George-street is obtained. When the Western 
Suburbs steam , trams have been replaced by electric trams they can be added to 
those dealing with the Eastern Suburbs traffic, and in that way assist in relieving 
the traffic in Pitt-street.
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A representative of a large wholesale firm in Pitt-street informed the Com
mittee that a tramway in the street would greatly inconvenience their husiness by 
obstructing the movements of their drays and carts, but this appears to be a difficulty 
that mustDbe expected to occur at times in any street, and cannot be avoided, _ The 
risk of accident to street traffic under the single-line scheme, it is pointed out in the 
evidence, would be minimised by the trams travelling only one way.

• The Committee’s Recommendation.

12. As the evidence very forcibly shows the necessity for relieving the tram 
traffic in George-street, and the suggested single line along Castlereagh-street with 
a return line through Pitt-street appears to be the best of the three schemes 
submitted, the Committee are of opinion that the Castlereagh-Pitt-street proposal 
should be carried out. The Castlereagh-street scheme would interfere least with 
vehicular traffic, but it is very doubtful whether it would effect the object which it 
is absolutely necessary should be secured, that of relieving the George-street trams 
of railway passengers. The destination of most travellers by the railway, coming 
into the city, is in the vicinity of George or Pi tt streets, and west of those stieets, 
and electric trams in George or Pitt streets meet their convenience. But it is very 
improbable that they would travel by trams running in Castlereagh-street only, 
especially to the railway station, seeing that those trams would involve to many a 
long walk uphill through King, Hunter, or Bridge street. They would still take the 
George-street trams, and the present highly inconvenient and dangerous congestion 
of traffic in connection with those trams would continue. With trams running from 
the railway station along Castlereagh-street, and returning through Pitt-street, 
railway travellers, the Railway Commissioners and the rramway authorities are of 
opinion, would find no difficulty in using the new routes, for by coming through 
Castlereagh-street, direct from the station, the walk into the city, from any point, 
would either be on the level or downhill, and Pitt-street being so close to George- 
street, the tramway in the former street having the special advantage of being 
connected with the* railway station platforms, the inducement to take the Pitt-street 
trams in preference to those in George-street would be quite sufficient to make the 
former popular.

Resolution Passed.

13. The resolution passed by the Committee is shown in the following 
extract from the Minutes of Proceedings:—

Mr. Watson moved,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it ia not expedient the proposed 
double line for an electric tramway from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie by way of 
Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines down Loftus and Toung streets, should 
be constructed, but they recommend that the suggestion of the Eailway Commissioners, 
by which a single line would be constructed from Belmore Park, through Castlereagh, 
Bligh, and Loftus streets to Fort Macquarie, returning by single line through Pitt-street, 
bo adopted.”

Mr. Hyam seconded the motion,
Mr. Shepherd moved,—" That the motion he amended by the omission of the word ' not1 

between the words ‘ is ’ and 1 expedient.’ ”
The amendment was negatived on the following division, upon the question “ that the word 

proposed to be omitted stand part of the motion ” :—
Ayes, 5.

Mr. Dick,
Dr. Garran,
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson, 
Mr. McFarlane.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Levien.

The motion was passed on the following division- 
Ayes, 5. ■

Mr. Dick,
Dr. Garran,
Mr. Hyam,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. McFarlane.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Levien.

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 27 September, 1900.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY FROM BELMORE PARK TO FORT MACQUARIE.

TUESDAY, 7 AUGUST, 1000. 
gmcnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Cuaikuas).
The Hon, Patrick Likdesat Ckawfokd Suei'iierd. 
Tho Hon, Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon 1Ierbi!rt Hyam,

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry: Levien, Esq. 
John McFarlane, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines 
doivn Loftus and Young streets.

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined :—

1. Chairman.] I understand that, you have a statement you desire to read in respect to this inquiry ? 
Yes ; the statement of the Under Secretary for Public Works. It is as follows :—

Electric Tramway prom Uklhoru Park to Fort Macquarie ry' Way of Castlkrkagm and Bligh stref/is.

H, Deane,

7 Aug., 1900.

Thf, proposal before the Committee was referred by the Legislative Assembly for the Committee’s consideration on 12th 
July, 1900, in the following terms :—“ That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to 
consider and report on the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway from Belmore Park to Fort 
Macquarie by way of Castlereagh and Bligh Streets, witli single lines down Loftus and Young streets.”

This proposed tramway, which is intended to provide a means of relief to the congested traffic on the George-street 
trains, originated in the representations made by the Railway Commissioners to the Premier and Minister for Railways in 
the iiegmning of the present year. Their experience of the volume of traffic then existing in George-street, considered in 
conjunction with what it will ha when the steam tramways of flic western suburbs have been converted into the electrical 
system, convinced (hem that it would be quite impracticable to bring all the traffic into George-street, and that sonic 
means of relief must speedily be found.

Two ways of meeting tho difficulty presented themselves, vis., by laying a tramway (t) rn Pitt-stroet to Circular 
Quay, or (2) in Castlereagh-street and Bligh-street to Circular Quay. Both schemes, it is believed, will be ultimately 
required, but as Castlercagb-strcet affords more facilities for traffic than Pitt-street, the Minister decided to submit the 
Castlereagh-street route as the first instalment.
The following is the official description of the line:—

Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie Electric Tramway.—Report on Route.
This tramway branches off the existing steam tramway in Belmore Park at a point opposite Castlereagh-street, 

traversing Castlereagh-street to its intersection with Hunter-street, thence along Bligh-strcct to Bent-street, the whole of 
the length from Belmore Park being double track. _

After leaving Bent-street a single track is taken along Loftus-street to the Circular Quay, and thence along Young- 
street, joining the double track again at Bent-street.

The main lines are carried across the Citculsr Quay, and traverse the back of tbe wharfs on the eastern side to Fort 
Macquarie, where an extensive car-house witli necessary shunting yards and office accommodation will be provided.

The permanent-way will consist of fvl-lb, rails, which will be laid on sleepers between Belmore Park and Livcrpool- 
street in macadamised road ; from Liverpool-street to Hunter-street the road will be wood-blocked, thence to tho Circular 
Quay macadamised roadway, and tho whole of the portion laid on the Circular Quay will be wood-blocked.

The turnouts to the ear-house being of 60-lb. rails laid on sleepers and ballasted.
The ear-house will be of brick, and will accommodate seventy-two ears of the largest type now in use ; it will be so 

designed as to be in keeping with the site upon which it is to be built.
The total cost is estimated approximately at £110,000.

The statutory report of the Railway Commissioners on the proposal, is as follows :—
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 10 July, 1900. 

Proposed line of Tiamway from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets (double track),
and Loftus and Young Streets (single track).

Complying with the request made by letter, dated the 2nd instant, at the instance of the Honorable the Secretary 
for Public Works, and in accordance with tho provisions of the “Public Works Act of 1S8S,” section 13, we beg to report 
as follows :—

Estimated cost of constiuctiou............................................................................  £110,000
Interest at 3 per cent............................................................................................ 3,300

Tho construction of this line is rendered necessary by tbe conversion of the steam trams to electric traction, and the 
consequent inability of George and Elizabeth streets to carry the traffic, and we therefore cordially support the proposal.

281—A The
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H. Denne, The only additional revenue that will he derived from the line will be due to increased traffic, and although it is not
— j. _ possible to foi'etell, with any degree of accuracy, what this will amount to, we have no hesitation in stating that it will 

7 Aug., 1S00, fully justify the construction of the line.
The Common Seal of the Eailway Commissioners of New South Wales was ) W. M. FKHOls, _ 

hereunto affixed this tenth day of July, one thousand nine hundred, m f Deputy Chief Commissioner, 
tlie presence of,— f DAVID KIRJvCALDIJt,

H. McLaciilan. ) Commissioner.

I put in the plans on a 40-foot scale, also a section of tlie line and the book of reference. I also hand in 
a detailed estimate of cost. Tlie estimate is as follows :—

Approximate Bill of Eitimated Quantifies and Cost.
Caetlereagh-Btreet—

Road construction............................................. •.................................... £'20,212
Outside electric work................................................................................ fi,0SS
Power .............................................................................................................................................. 12, ToO
Rolling-stock ........................................................................................... 23,000

----------- 70,030
Circular Quay—

Road construction ................................................................................... o,3G3
Outside electric work................................................................................ 1,337
Poiver ............................           2,S7o
Rolling-stock ........................................................................................... 3,000

----------  .14,575
Car-house.................................................................................................. 17,000
Traffic offices .......................................................................................... I >000
Track construction................................................................................... 7,373

’ .   23,375

£110,000
2. Can you give us any details of the interference with private property which the construction of this
line will involve? The only interference with private property will be at the corner of _Bent-street and 
3Jligh-street. I have already called tho attention of the Minister to the necessity of taking steps towards 
resuming that piece of property, and tlie Land Valuer has tho matter in hand. It seemed to bo necessary 
to take some prompt steps, because an advertisement appeared in the papers catling for tenders for the 
rebuilding of that hotel. As regards other property, it will be necessary to cut into the corner of the land 
used by the Education Department, at the corner of Loftus-street and Bent-street; and at l1 ort Macquarie 
it will be necessary to resume tlie land occupied by the drill-shed, and to pull down the remaining portion 
of the fort and do some levelling there. _ ,
3. 'Will the interference with the Education Office site be sufficiently large io interfere with its value as a 
building site for a large Government building later on ? I do not; think so. It only just rounds oft a very 
acute angle. The portion to be resumed is not occupied by any building at present.
4. In that statement of estimated quantities and cost I iind the item of “Bower” under both headings 
—Castlereagh-street and Circular Quay ? Yes.
5. Will you inform the Committee why you have that item under each of those two heads ? It will be 
necessary eventually to provide power to run the trams on each section of this new line.
6. It will come from tho one source? Yes; but the Eailway Commissioners are now taking steps to 
obtain further power at Ultimo. The power-house and plant at Ultimo were intended only fori he 
existing trams, and, if the traffic had stood still, they probably would have been enough ; but tho traffic 
has increased by leaps and bounds since the George-street line was laid and opened and tbe Lnmore lino 
converted, and there is no doubt that a very large increase of power will be necessary ; so it would seem 
to he only fair, wlien a new line is projected, to provide in ihe estimate lor the power that will be 
required to run tbe traffic of that line.
7. Mr. Watson.\ You said that the power-house at Ultimo was designed to serve only the George-street 
line ? No, the existing system of trams at the time it was projected.
8. Attention has been drawn to the fact that the amount expended on the Ultimo power-house has 
exceeded by a very large amount that which it was estimated it would cost; i think (hat the estimate for 
the powrer-house and the G eorge-street scheme was £180,000 ;—i be cost ran up, eventually, to considerably 
more than that, did it not ? No. If I may be allowed, I would correct that statement. The cost of the 
George-street line and the power required to work the estimated traffic will not exceed the estimate that 
was made at the time that scheme was projected—that is, £180,500. I think that when all the details arc 
worked out and every item separated—everything charged to its own proper head—it will be found that 
the cost of the George-street scheme and the power provided for it comes out pretty well. But there is this 
to be borne in mind all the same: Mr. Elwcll, who was the adviser in electrical and traffic matters to the 
Eailway Commissioners, and also the late Chief Eailway Commissioner himself, thought that forty small 
cars would be sufficient to work tbe traffic on George-street. However, it turned out, almost from the 
commencement, that forty cars were not enough, and they had to run seventy or eighty cars. That 
means, of course, that a good deal more power was used than that at first estimated. Then, again, for 
George-street, the power was to be derived by a small addition at the Eushcutters’ Bay power-house, hut 
before any steps were taken to add to the power at Eushcutters’ Bay, it was decided that a central power 
station at Ultimo should he commenced, from which power for all the electric trams in Sydney and the 
neighbourhood could he supplied. That has been carried out, and a plant providing about 5,000 horse
power is there. Of course, the estimate for that large power-house was consequent upon an estimate 
made of the power required for working the whole of the tramway system at that time with an unincreased 
traffic. I am not responsible for any estimate that was made at that time, and I do not propose to say 
anything about it, but it looks as if that power might have been sufficient if the traffic had not given such 
proof of increasing as it has done already.
9. Irrespective of this proposed line down Castlereagh-street, by how much is it proposed to extend the
capacity in horse-power of the Ultimo station; I understood that 5,000 horse-power was in the first 
instance laid down;—do you know how much it is proposed to extend that, irrespective of tho present 
proposal? I cannot tell you officially, but probably the Eailway Commissioners will ho prepared to give 
you that information. I understand that the power will be doubled. I know that the Chief Commissioner 
has been making inquiries in America, with the view of getting proposals for a very large increase of 
power which will practically double the power now available, 10.
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10. What hoxec-power will these two items, in connection with tlie present proposal, £12,000 odd and H. Deane.
£2,000 odd—or a total of about £15,000—represent ? About 625 horse-power. T^tug., 1900.
11. Chairman.] In paragraph No. 3 of the main report you handed in there is a suggestion that ritt- 
street might have been talen for this kind of trafliewould you care to offer any opinion as to the 
present respective merits of those two streets to cope with the increased trathc ot tdcorge-Btreet f nil- 
street would have many advantages on account of its position, but it was thought to be more advisable to 
lay down a tramway in Castlereagh-street first, seeing that it was very much clearer of traflie. £ater on, 
there is no doubt, Pitt-street will be required, hut it was thought inadvisable at the present time to bring
forward a proposal to lay down a tramway there. .
12. Taking a general view of tho matter, would it not seem that the nearer you got to the present
congosted'lino with a parallel lino, tho more chance there would he of relieving the congestion . ies j A 
do not think that the Minister would have any objection to my saying that I strongly urged him to put 
in both Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street, so that the Public AVorks Committee would have both matters 
to deal with, and could recommend either one or both of them. , ,
13. I suppose that all sorts of trams, such as railway, Newtown, and Botany trams, will ho sent down the 
proposed line—that some of each of them will be sent down Castlereagh-street? I do not know how the 
Railway Commissioners will divide the traffic, but the present idea is to have a separate line for the 
railway traflie. So, I think that the principal idea is to take the railway traffic down Castlereagh-stroet
14. Mr. Shepherd.] I suppose the Castlereagh-street line could bo more easily laid down than the Pitt- 
street line, there being less traffic and fewer obstructions ? Yes. There is no doubt that it is clearer or
traffic—very much so. , - r. n i -u i 0 p15. Chairman.'] In regard to interference with property, will the area taken in Belmore lark be larger 
No ; only just the little piece shown on the plan—a piece about 120 feet long, and 30 feet wide.
16. Of e'ciirse tho piece between that and tho existing tram-line will be practically of no use. Yes.
17. At that corner, will it be necessary to provide any special safety appliances, seeing that there will be 
two tramways issuing from tho park so close to one another at that corner ? It will have to be fenced off ,
18. I am referring to the street;—the construction of this tram will add a new danger at that corner, and
I was wondering if you would require any special safety appliances there ? 1 do not think so. There is
a good distance between tho two. , ■ ,
1£). AYhat distance is there on the street between the two ? It is about 130 feet or 140 feet clear.
20. ])r. Garran.] ]s Castlereagh-street wider than Pitt-street ? It is about the same width.
21. Do you remember the double tram-line that used to he in Pitt-street? I never saw it.
22. If you employ the present power at Ultimo to work this Castlereagh-street line, you put an additional 
task on that power—a task that was not originally intended ? Yes.
23. Then, will you delay converting the eastern lines, because you will not have enough power to convert 
the western and the eastern lines, and take this Castlereagh-street line in addition? Not until we get 
new power.
24. Then something must be postponed ? Yes.
25. AVbich is it going to he ? The Railway Commissioners, I believe, feel that the western suburban trams 
must be dealt with first, they having already started with that side; it is absolutely necessary to complete
that side tirst. .u , .
26. Then the eastern trams, going ofE at the Liverpool-stroct corner and up Osford-strect, will oe steam 
trams as at present? Yes ; for some time to come.
27. Until yon are ready ? Yes.
28. AViH you run this Castlereagh-street tram right into the present station yard? I think so.
26. Then do you mean to cut off the access of the George-street lino into the station yard? Access would
not be cut off ; there would still be those roads leading into it, _
30. Por a week or so wc had the old steam trams running iuto the station yard after the construction ot 
the George-street line, and the electric trams stopped at the gates ? Yes.
31. That gave the steam line a pull ? Yes. _ , ,
32. AVReii they altered that by turning the steam line out of the yard and putting the electric in, that gave
the electric line a pull ? Yes. ,
33. And the consequence was that the steam line was knocked sky-high ;—if you want to get some ot the
railway traffic off the George-street line, will not the best plan to do it be to keep tbe George-street lino 
out of tlie station yard ? 1 think so. i
34. And make the people who want to go to the railway get into the Castlereagh-street tram ? I think 
that is what would have to bo done in order to avoid that very incouvenicut crossing of the trams which 
is taking place at tho present time.
35. You would get rid" of that danger altogether ? Yes.
36. And you would lighten tho traffic on the G-eorge-street line ? Yes. _
37. But so long as you allow the George-street electric line to go into the station yard you will have 
people who live in George-street, or to the west of it, getting into those cars ? Yes. There is no doubt 
that the most convenient way will bo to reserve George-street for the western lines and Oastiereagb-strect 
for tlie railway traffic. "What tbe Commissioners may finally decide to do, of course, I cannot say, but 
that is the idea that I know they have at the present time in order to case the traffic, and avoid the crossing
of trams, which at present is so productive of delay. _ . . ' .
3S. Perhaps you may have had some experience of this—that it is very easy to give the people a privilege, '■ -
hut very hard to take it away from them ? Yes, I know that. ‘ '
39. Are you prepared to bo offered up as a sacrifice? I think they ought to have had Castlereagh-street
first. It is very difficult to go back and take away a privilege. _ _
40. Is Mr, Kneeshaw an officer under you? No; he is under the Railway Commissioners.
41. You are not responsible for how the lines are used after they are made ? No.
42. Supposing it should be found when this Castlereagh-street lino has been made that, with the mere share 
of the railway traffic it will get, there is not quite enough business for it, could you not then take on part 
of the eastern suburban traffic ? I think it is possible. Perhaps the Botany line traflie would come in very
conveniently. _ _ , i o
43. As you come off towards the Circular Quay you split your double line into two pieces at one place r
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H. Deane. 44, Is that because neither street is wide enough for a double line ? It is more convenient to do it in 
7 Aug.. j900. .,a Twa7' ^“eTe »re.generally a good many drays standing in the lower part of Young-street.

• ■ is there any specific advantage in splitting, if you are not obliged to do.it? It is proposed in this
scheme to make a loop in front of the Custom-house, so that some portion of the traffic can be run round 

0U5<? g°’Bg right out to Fort Macquarie. That is a very great advantage.
Mr. WatsonJ] You will have the cars running continuously ? Yes.
Ji!r'J*ari£rn'li Y°U Practica,1y a loop of Young and Loftus streets? Yes.

43. At Fort Macquarie, have you ample ground for all you want to do there? Yes. The upper plan 
‘!v01TScll0'Jxl tra®c will be worked. There is a large car-shed, and there is a double line running to 
the leit of the car-shed with various cross-overs. They unite at the end of the car-shed, and the cars go 
round on a single line and enter the return line to the Circular Qunv, and from one of those lines there 
are diverging roads into the car-shed. '
49. Will you have enough standage room for the cars there ? Yes.
00. There is no necessity to reclaim any ground from the harbour ? No ; there is no necessity to reclaim
any ground. . J
01. If you adopt this loop at the end, will you, give up the existing loop on Circular Quay ? I think that 
will come about as a matter of course.
d2. Of course, this will involve running the George-street trams 200 or 300 yards further ? Yes.
0. -S. But you will get all the passenger traffic at the Man-o’-War Stairs, and from some of the lar^e
steamers at Circular Quay. Yes. °
01. There is a little passenger traffic there to he picked up ? There is a good deal. At times there is an 
enormous traffic there. All day long, if you go down there, you may see people going backwards and
fonvards to tne boats, the Man-o’-War Steps, and the Gardens. "
on. You would take people to the Gardens, and they would enter them on the level, instead of going 
’JP OI'iio^11111 * ^ e!l ’ ^ will he a very convenient way of access to the Gardens.
->0. Mr. Watson.] (should any part of this expenditure be debited to the general working of the tramway 
system tor instance, the car-house will be available for use by the cars that belong to the Georoe-street 
system as well as by those belonging to this proposed Castlereagh-street section ? Yes, it will. S 
o7. therefore, the expenditure, so far as the last £2'),000 shown in the estimate, or perhaps £40,000 is 
concerned, seems to be lor the convenience of the general tramway system, and not confined alone’to 
the Castlercagh-street section ? The last £25,000, because the other has its own particular traffic to 
carry, that is ot no particular convenience, except for the purpose of running cars in the morning and 
in the evening to the car-house. But the last item, £25,375, may be said to he for a convenience that will 
he shared by all the trains coining down to the Circular Quay.
oS. In view of that, do you think that your ear-house will be large enough to accommodate the cars from 
the George-street line, as ivell as those from the Castlcreagh-strcet line? Yes; because there will be. 
eventually, ear-houses all round the outside of the city. There is a large one at Newtown ; it is proposed 
to have a large one at Kensington; and there will he, eventually, others situated outside the city. In this 
estimate I have provided thirty new cars—that is, long cars, double bogey—whilst the car-house itself 
is intended to accommodate seventy-two.
59. TV hich car seems to he the most popular and generally satisfactory ? I think that the St Louis 
cars are liked the best.
(JO Are they satisfactory in their working, as well as popular with the public ? I think so, but the 
traffic officers could best say. 1 know that the new cars are all to be of that longer type. The Railway 
Commissioners have decided that. ■ -
61. Chairman.] Has the experience of the George-street electric tram modified the views of the Railway 
Commissioners with respect to which car is best suited to the SVdney traffic ? Yes. The orieinal vieCv 
was that siiigle-truct cars should be used. Those were the first provided for George-street; but now 
tlie feeling is very strongly in favour of the double-truck cars—the long cars—they bein" more canacious 
and more equal to requirements, " ° 1

The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawford Snepitrrd 
The Hon. Andrew Gar ran, LL.H 
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.

THURSDAY, 9 AUGUST, 1900.
J3trGent; ■

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Fsq. (Chairman).
.Torn Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Levies, Esq. 
John McFaklank, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Btigh streets, with single lines down 
Loitus and Young streets.

jj Hugh McLachtan, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn* and examined :—
McLaoWn. Tlie liailway Commissioners seem to favour the construction of the proposed line?
^ _ a _' xes; they recommend its construction.

9 Aug., 1900, ^-s ^ea ^his line will adbrd relief to the western trafficker is it proposed mainly as a
pick-up hnc . Largely fo afford relief. Of course there will be a certain amount of pick-up traffic, but 
in the opinion ot the Bailway Commissioners two streets will not carry the tramway traffic—that is, 
George-street and ELi^abcth-street—and they think it ia absolutely indispensable that wc should have 
some of the trams going through another street. "
GL In what way has it been suggested that they may arrange the traffic so as to relieve George-street? 
I he proposal is that the railway traffic should be taken via Castlereagh-street—that is their present idea. 
At the present time we have the railway traffic and the T^ewtown traffic in George-street, and during the 
busy times of the day those two services seem to take up the accommodation very largely ; for instance, 
between 5 and 6 o clock, I think wtc have as many as eighty-seven trams running up George-street for 
those two services alone. Ot course, we have to convert the whole of the western suburban lines, "Wc 
have the Leichhardt, the Glebe Point, and the Lalmain linei to convert in addition to what has already

been
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been done, and it would bo impossible to bring these three other routes into George-street; and Elizabeth- 
street will certainly require all the accommodation we can give it for the eastern suburban traffic. M'cTjach an' 
lam to add that the Kailway Commissioners want to vary this proposal in regard to the question of „ ^900
route. I am not sure whether a subsequent minute they submitted to the Minister—a minute of the v ug'’ ' 
25th July—is before the Committee. ”
65. Perhaps yon might read it; what we have is dated 10th July? This is a subsequent minute, dated 
25th July:—

Office of the Itailway Commissioners, Sydney. 25 July, 1900. ■
Proposed lino of tramway from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Biigh streets (double track),

and Jjoftus and Young streets (single track).
Since writing cur report of the 10th instant on this subject, wc have looked further into the matter, and now desire to 
submit, for the favourable consideration of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, the desirability of varying the 
proposal originally submitted by constructing a single line from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Biigh, and Loftus 
Streets to the proposed terminus at Fort Macquarie, and returning by single line through Pitt-street.

We are constrained to recommeqd this alteration in the original proposal, because the experience gained since the 
George-street line was opened strongly indicates that it will best meet the public convenience.

The congestion which is now taking place in George-street impels us to point out to the Honorable the Minister that 
the work is of great urgency.

W. M. FEHON,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

DAVID KIRK CADDIE,
Commissioner.

66. Have the dial]way Cmummsioners formed any idea of the additional cost of carrying out that 
suggestion as compared with the cost of the proposal before us ? They understand it means an additional 
cost of from 20 to 25 per cent. So far as .1. recollect, the estimated cost of the proposal before the 
Committee is £110,000. The permanent-way for a single line will cost about £50,000, and the car-shed 
and rolling stock, I think, £60,000. The additional cost of the permanent-way for a line in Pitt-street,
I think, would be about £20.000 or £25,000. That is what the Gommissioners understand would bo the 
additional cost, over and above the estimate for the proposal now before the Committee.
67. Would the Pail way Commissioners suggest the construction of,those single lines in such a way ns
would permit of each of the streets being served by double lines at a later period, if that were thought 
desirable ? Yes. *
68' 'That is, by putting the track sufficiently on one side to obviate the necessity of removing it ? Yes ; 
on the left-hand side,
69. On the east side of Pitt-street, and on the west side of Castlereagh-street ? Yes.
70. That would be practically going with the course of the traffic ? Yes. The Eailway Commissioners’
idea is fo have the lines, though single, laid in such a way as to permit of their duplication if found 
necessary at a later date. "
71. Do yon thibk that that arrangement would be likely to attract the railway traffic away from G eorge-
street, with the station on the site it occupies now ? 1 do not think it would make very much difference
to ns. If we get the railway traffic now where it is, we would get it just the same practically under this 
proposal, because we would start these trams from the railway station ; people would go straight from 
the trains into the trams,
72. That would be in going away from the railway station; but, would there not be a tendency on the
part of the people in business west of George-street to taSie the George-street tram with the view of 
reaching the railway station in the evening ? Pitt-street is very close to George-street. It is only 
a few steps from George-street into Pitt-street. "
73. That would be an additional reason for making the return journey via Pitt-street, instead of via 
Castlereagh-street ? Yes ; that is what I have suggested.
74. AVhen you had that new arrangement working, you would cease running any of the George-street 
trams into the railway yard? Yes; and that would afford very great relief in connection with the 
crossing near the old watch-house. You would be able to get a straight run for the Newtown and the 
■western suburban trams,
75. And that would probably permit of a greater number being run ? It would certainly facilitate the
working very considerably, because at the present time the trains have to cross there, and if you travel 
by a tram you generally iind that you have to wait there a little tune, owing to the junction arrange
ments. ’
/6, Where will the Pitt-street line join the tramway system going to the railway station? It will come 
in near Hordern’s refreshment-room—at the junction of Pitt-street and Garden-road.
/ 7. The Itailway Commissioners mention Loftus-strect as part of the route of the suo'°rested single line ?
Yes. DO ^

'Would they prefer that street; to Young-street for a single line? That is a matter of detail that 
would be dealt with if the proposal be approved. They would have practically an independent loop, so as 
not to interfere with the George-street line, and going’into Pitt-street. ’
79. That would be in front of the Custom-house, and past the “ Ship Jnn,” or behind it ? That is a matter 
of detail that the Commissioners have not absolutely determined, but which they could arrange.
80. There is rather an awkward turn near the *' Ship Inn,” and unless you were to resume that hotel, or 
the vacant land behind it, there might be an awkward entrance ? It might be found more convenient to
cut the corner in front of the Custom-house, and go via Macquarie-place into Pitt-strcct; but that is a .
matter of detail the Kailway Commissioners have not absolutely decided upon, and which would have 1o 
remain in abeyance until after a consultation with the engineers.
81. Still, that is a matter that will have to be looked into, for nt would seem that if you want to get into 
Pitt-street, from the Circular Quay end of it, }Tou will need to make some resumption, either where the 
“ Ship Inn” is, or immediately behind it, where there is a lane that runs near some vacant allot ments?
You would go behind the ‘‘ Ship Inn,” I think.
82. The lane hohind the “ Ship Inn ' is very narrow, but I understand that there is some vacant ground
there, or ground with some paltry buildings upon it ? Yes ; that is, Change-alley. Personally, I think 
it is a question whether it would not be wise for tho Government to resume Change-alley, because it is 
an obstruction of that square, and is, I take it, not a valuable property. Its removal would certainly 
improve the appearance of the Quay very considerably. •

83.
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^ 11:1016 ^ian Pro^a^^eJ I sliould imagiue, that you -would pick up some traffic by going via Macquarie-
place ?i That is a detail the Eailway Commissi oners have nottied themselves too ; they simply submit this 
aS a Pr‘ne'P^e’ an(l lea'’o the details to be arranged.

‘ 84, 8o they do not commit themselves to- Loltus-street in preference to Young-street for that branch? 
No ; they would not say absolutely at the present time.
85. The grade of Loftus-strect is a little better than that of Young-street, is it not ? I am not sure.
86. But whether it is or not would not mutter if you were going towards the Quay ? No ; you would be 
going down in cither case.
87. Have the EaiLway Commissioners thought out the possibility of extending the eastern suburban system
to the Quay? Yes. ' *
88. What is their proposal in that regard ? Their proposal is to branch off in front of the “ Mctropolo
Hotel,” and thence to run down practically so as to join on about the Manly Beach steamer 
jetty. ..... . '
89. Would it join on with the line that is before us now, because that goes down Young-street ? It 
might join on with that. You would have to have a certain number of crossings where traffic converges 
at certain points. The Eailway Commissioners’ idea is to branch off in front of the “ Mctropole Hotel,” 
and then run down in front of the Custom-house. The question of the junction arrangements would 
have to be carefully thought out; but roughly speaking, that would be their proposal.
90. It has occurred to me that, if the Eailway Commissioners were to run the eastern suburban trams 
down to the Quay, they would get a lot of traffic that now encourages ’buses to run up ’Pitt-street ? 
Yes.
91. The eastern suburban ’buses rather monopolise Pitt-street, and largely, I think, because there is at 
present no chance of people taking a tram up Pitt-street from the Quay ? As a matter of fact, the 
Eailway Commissioners have bad a plan drawn out, many mouths ago, for the bringing of the eastern 
suburban trams in to the Circular Quay, and that is part of the conversion scheme.
92. That would not be attempted probably before the electric system is applied to the western suburban 
traffic ? No ; the proposal is to convert the western suburban lines first.
98. As I understand, then, the suggestion is. bot that you should utilise the whole of Castlereagh-street 
for the eastern suburban trams, but should merely junction with the proposed Castlereagh-street line at 
Bent-street, and go down Young-street ? The idea was to use Castlereagh-street practically along the 
greater part of its length for the railway traffic.
94. But the suggested extension of the eastern suburban lines would junction with the scheme before us 
at Bent-street ? Somewhere about 1 here. The proposal is to run off in front of the 11 Metropole Hotel ” 
at Bent-street. We should turn off from the present steam road near the “ Metropole Hotel,” and run in 
front of the “Metropole ” to the Quay—going between that hotel and the Union Club.
95. Dr. Garran.'] Are you going to abandon Elizabcth-street altogether ? No ; we shall want it for tho
eastern suburban traffic. *
96. Will the eastern suburbs have to bo content with Elizabeth-strcet still ? Yes.
97. Mr. Watson.] Are the Eailway Commissioners satisfied with the result of the electrical working of 
the trams so far ? Yes.
98. That is, the result in business, of course ? Yes.
99. Will it be possible to give any details of the returns, say, from tho Newtown line under the electrical 
system as compared with the returns from that line under tho steam system ? Eoughly, wc arc earning 
£100 a day more on the Newtown lino since we converted it into an eleclric line. A good deal of that 
is due, no doubt, to going into George-street, and taking traffic formerly carried b3r the ’buses. But that 
is the result—practically we are earning £100 a day more. We were earning on an average £166 a 
day by the steam, and now we are earning on an average £256 a day by the electric.
100. But this return of £256 a- day includes that which is received from the steam trams also running 
on the same line? There are only a few in the afternoon, and, as a matter of fact, they are not much 
patronised. Though they practically pick up passengers at the same point as the electric trams do— 
opposite the railway station—the people crowd on to the electric, and let the steam trams run practically 
empty.
101. Is the additional expense involved by the electrical system great ? The result so far is satisfactory. 
Eerhaps our experience is hardly lengthy enough to give us tho best idea, because everything is new, and 
renewals are consequently not so heavy ; but, so far, the result of the electrical working of the city 
trams is most satisfactory,
102. You have no doubt as to the electrical system ultimately paying very well ? No; the Eailway 
Commissioners have no doubt as to the success of the system. It has been found to succeed in every 
other' part of the world, where other systems have been discarded in favour of the electric, and our 
experience so far shows us that that is the proper thing to do,
108. There seems to have been a number of accidents—of a minor character, certainly, but still to some 
extent alarming—in connection with the working of tho electrical system lately ; do you think that that 
will be avoided in the future? (Sydney, I suppose, will always have a certain number of accidents, 
in view of the crowded traffic and the narrowness of its streets. Most of the accidents that have 
happened have been due largely to want of care on the part of the people injured. The carrying out of 
this proposal ought very considerably to minimise the liability to accidents.
10-4. I was not referring to that class of accidents ; but [ meant accidents in the working of tho motors, 
irrespective of the danger to people walking in the streets? I think we have had very few, considering 
we have introduced a new system. "We have really not had a serious accident from what yon may call 
electrical or mechanical defects, and the accidents, T think, have been remarkably few for a new 
system.
105. As regards the accident reported in yesterday's paper, where a safety appliance in connection with 
a motor fused and exploded with some little force ;—is it not possible to devise something that will 
permit of the extra power being carried away without a chance of exploding? That is an electrical 
matter. The engineer has the whole matter in hand, and I understand that he has taken every reasonable 
precaution to do away with any risk of danger from that kind of thing. He will he able to give you 
technical details of the matter. Erom what we have heard of what did happen, I should say that the 
report was grossly exaggerated.
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106. It is not very encouraging to people to think that at any time the machine may go off ? -^uti
have carried millions of passengers without any accident to them. Passengers, on hearing tho noise A
coming from the safety appliance, might jump out of the tram and hurt themselves; hut their m]ury 0 ^ im0i 
has not been through any leakage of the electricity. Personally, I think that the accidents duo to * 
mechanical defects have been remarkably few, especially considering that we are introducing a large and.

107. Have the Itailway Commissioners attemplcd to compare their heturns under the penny section 
with those received formerly? A comparison in regard to some of the lines is rather difhcnit. i'or 
instance, the railway and the Newtown trams take a new and more direct route; hut on other lines 
where the sections have been altered, the results on tho whole have been unfavourable from an earning 
standpoint. We have had considerably more expense, and have earned less money; but, at the same time,
it has been of great public convenience. . ■ , , • 0 mu i
10S. I was trying to find out what the result has been from an earning point of view f. I he result has
been unfavourable- „ .i u i u
109. It has not led to any great increase of returns ? No. On some ot the lines there has been a great
falling off. Take the Coogee lino for instance. _ . J ., ,
110. Hut in the case of the Coogee lino there was a reduction of fares in addition to the rearrangement 
of sections? Vcs; but of course they all came .together. On the Coogee line m four months we lost 
£l,,r)00, and that in the face of a better business to the race-coursc and the Agricultural Society s 
grounds—that is to say. the loss was due to the regular business on that line. We compared the receipts 
in those four months with the receipts ill the corresponding four months of the previous year. a iing 
the penny sections altogether, 1 do not think that there has been much loss. Wo have picked up 
additional business. Hut owing to the rearrangement of sections, and the increased expenditure due to 
the cash fare system being introduced coincidentally, there has been a big difference in tho net return.
There is no doubt as to the success of tho Newtown and the G-eorge-strect electrical lines._
111. Do you anticinaic lhat, when you have'the electrical system applied to the remaining lines, there 
will be a corresponding increase there? I would not like to say that; but it will certainly be far better
for us to have only one system at work. t i .
112. I thought it possible that, in that event, you might get aa passengers people who do not care to
travel in the steam trams ; but who would take advantage of the cleaner and more comfortable travelling 
which the electrical system affords? I think we could get the ’bus traffic. That has happened 
particularly at Newtown. But comparing the cost of steam tram working with the cost of the electrical .
car working, if you can get the same amount of business, then, on account of the larger number that you
can carry in a steam car, I daresay that tho steam car would compare more than favourably.
113. But you would have to get them all at the same time ? _ Tes. But, as I say, the Kailway
Commissioners are quite satisfied with the success of the electrical system, which is proved very 
conclusively by the two lines wc are now working. . „ ...
lid. Mr. Shr.plwrd.] I supposo it is anticipated that relief will at once come to the George-street tram 
when this line is constructed ? Naturally' Wc have at the present time seventy-four cars in the railway- 
Ultimo service in George-street, and, if you cpuld turn those cars into another street, you can see what 
room would be afforded for other services to come into George-street. fr. , , .
113 It would be likely to draw the Hitt-street traffic, and, in fact, all the traffic east of 1 itt-strect that 
now goes to George-street ? I think so. I think that the nearness of tho two streets would be found to 
be quite convenient; that is, the man who now travels in George-street would find it equally convenient
to walk comparatively a few yards further to Pitt-street. ^ n -lit it i.
110. How would you connect with the present tram-line at Belmore Park? We should run oft at 
Belmore Park, in coming into Castlereagh-street, just the other side of that over-bridge m Belmore lark, 
and in going up Pitt-street we should connect with the present steam road nearly opposite Hordern s
refreshment room, T . ,, ,
117. There would he no difficulty whatever about that? No. As a matter of fact, tho junctions here 
are child’s-play. In America they are running their trams almost in every street in some cities, We 
have a book showing the way in which some of the American cities are covered with tramways, ana ours 
looks like one or two lines against the great number they have in the American cities.
118. Did you notice a paragraph in yesterday's paper referring to an explosion on one of the trams.
Tes. Mr. Watson has already referred to that. _ ... ,
119. Mr. Lor inn.'] Ts there any danger in those explosions ? No. The electrical engineer can tell you
the tthole result.
120. It is merely a flash ? It is a report.
121. There is no danger in it? No. , ,j. g *- me i i ■ i
122. Mr. Shepherd.] It is not likely that anything serious could happen from that ? No. Die electrical
engineer will give you a technical description of it. . . , r , .
12k, Mr. ITi/fim,'] '"When the eastern suburban service is converted, is it the intention to abolish the 
present lino from the corner of Liverpool-street to the railway? No. We would, I think, keep that, 
though wc might not immediately run a regular service upon it.
124. People coining from the eastern suburbs then would have to get off the tram at the corner of
Elis'abetli-st rcet and walk down to the Pitt-street tram that would be rather an inconvenient way of
getting to the railway ? They would be better off than they are now, A man coming from the eastern 
suburbs to-day lias to walk to‘, George-street in order to get a railway tram,
125. No ■ he takes a steam tram at the corner of Liverpool-street and Elizabeth-street, and il lie has the
luck to catch a Botany tram he is taken right to the railway steps ? Tes ; m the case you mentioned 
the passengers would have to walk to Pitt-street. _ .. .
120. 1 suppose that the whole of the western suburban traffie will be carried on the George-street line r 
That is the proposal to a large extent, if you take the railway traffic out of George-street.
127. Balmain, Leichhardt, and Glebe Point? Tes,
128. Would not that congest the traffic in George-street quite as much as at present? It would be
impossible to carry all that traffic aud the railway traffic in George-street; but you could carry that traffic 
in George-street if you were to take the railway traffic out of that street. _ ,
129. Do you think that the traffic in George-street is congested at the present time? I think there is 
room for more traffic there at the present time. We do not run the cars as thicltly as is done in Amenca.
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130. You think that you could run the same number of ears as you are running now, even if you were to 
McLacMan. bring the western traffic in ? Yes ; and more. The Eailway Commissioners have another idea, the

o /7'—carr-TluS ou^ w^,c^ will give relief. Some time ago we ordered material for coupling what we call 
a Aug., 1900. the “ combination ” ears. If two of those cars were coupled, that would lessen the number of individual 

trams running. ’
131. I wonder that has not been done before? The American practice is to run single cars immediately 
following each other ; but with our congested street traffic it would probably be wiser to run them 
together, and have fewer individual trams.
132. Mr, Watson.'] You are running the St. Louis cars together now? Yes; they are built to he 
coupled.
133. Mr. Byam.']' In running trailers you would have to shunt when yon got to the Circular Quay, and 
bring the motor in front of the trailer again? With a run-round, of course, there is no shunting.
131. Br. Garran.} I understand that you want this new tramway to relieve the traffic during the crush- 
hours morning and evening? Yes.
135. Do you think the Castlereagh-street line will have enough traffic to make it pay during portions of 
the day other than the crush-hours ? I think so ; but in this case, of course, it is not so much a question 
of paying as a question of absolute necessity to give relief.
136. You must take your railway traffic away from George-street? We must, in order to give accommo
dation there for other lines. At the present time, between 5 and 6 o’clock, on the Newtown and railway 
lines we are running eighty-seven trams in the hour, and if you were to throw Leichhardt—which, under 
the steam system, earned two-thirds of the amount earned by Newtown—Balmain, and Glebe Point upon 
it, 1 am afraid that the street would be too congested, and, of course, the traffic is growing all the time.
137. Looking at the narrowness of our Sydney streets—unfortuuately for us—is it not fair to say that
evcry_street we tram we spoil very largely for vehicular traffic? It does certainly make tho street less 
effective for vehicular traffic. “
13S. "Well, your new plan would spoil two streets instead of one ? I would not say “ spoil ” ; but at the 
same time it would render the streets less comfortable for vehicular traffic.
130, On the western side of Sydney we will have George-street, Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and 
Elizabeth-street, all with tram-lines in them ? Yes.
140. There will not be a single street in that portion of the city, for a vehicle to go down, clear of a

_ tram ? No.
141. Is that not rather a serious thing? It is not serious in this way . It is required to meet a public 
demand. Now, on the Newtown and the railway lines, on a busy day, we carry 100,000 people. There 
is a public demand, and other vehicles, 1 take it, must give way to popular requirements.
142. Mr. Watson.} The traffic must he picked up either by tram vehicles or by horse vehicles ? Yes ; the 
people have to he removed. You can understand what the public requirements are, when I say that on 
those two lines alone we are carrying 100,000 passengers on a busy day.
143. Dr. Gairan.} Do you think that those railway passengers for whom George-street is reallv more 
convenient than Pitt-street will grumble at being shunted into Pitt-street? It is not quite so convenient, 
hut 1 do not think they will feel the difference particularly. Pitt-street is a central street.
144. You think there is a public necessity for it, and that private convenience must give wav ? Yes. In
addition to that, there is very little difference between the two centres. ”
145. Can you tell me whether Pitt-street is narrower than Castlereagh-street ? No.
146. Yon have no idea of bringing the eastern suburban traffic into either Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, 
or George-street at present ? No.
147. The residents of those suburbs will have to he content with Elizabeth-street ? That is the present 
idea.
1-18. If they want to get to George-street I suppose they will have to get out of tho trams at the 
Elizabeth-street corner and walk down to George-street ? At present it seems to me that would happen. 
]4£). Do you know whether that happens now at all ? I have not noticed that.
150. People keep in the Elizabeth-street cars, and get out at whatever cross street they want to get out 
at ? Yes.
151. Supposing that a lady coming from one of the eastern suburbs wanted to go to David Jones’,"would 
she get out at the corner of Elizabeth-street and Liverpool-street, and go down to the George-street tram, 
or would she come along to King-street;—I suppose she would come along to King-street ? Yes; that 
is what they do now.
152. And if it were a wet day, she would, perhaps, lake the Gain down King-street to Gcorf'c-street ? If
it were a wet day she might possibly go to the Circular Quay, spend another penny, and travel by the 
George-street tram. "
153. King-street is tho only cross connexion you have ? Yes.
154. You do not mean to have any other? Not at present; hut, no doubt, as years go on, there will be
very big developments, "
J55. You do not see any necessity for tramways in streets (o the west of George-street? They may come 
in connection with the Miller's Point scheme, "
156. Down Kent-street? Down Kent-street or York-street. It is very difficult to forecast what mav
happen. " '
157. You have no plans for that yet? No; it has been thought of.
158. We are to understand that this new scheme is not so much for the accommodation of the city as for 
the relieving of George-street of the railway traffie? Tes ; and to give accommodation for other roads 
to come into George-street.
159. So as to he able to hook on the western traffic ? Yes.
160. So long as this relief is not given you cannot carry out your entire scheme ? No.
161. Will you have enough pow'er to do this and to convert the whole of the western service besides? 
The Electrical Engineer’s idea is that, on the basis of the present traffic, it can be done.
162. And the extra power will then be wanted for the eastern suburban traffic ? Yes; for extensions 
in connection with the eastern suburbs. As a matter of fact, w-e are in negotiations now for the extra 
power that is absolutely necessary.
163. You will not he able to touch the eastern sjrstem unless you get extra power ? That is so.
164. You will be able to do the whole of the western with the power you have pow ? Yes, we think so
unless there is some development. ygg
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165. Mr. ZcMieR.] Do you not think that, in. the public interest, Castlereagh-street, Pitt-street, Elizabeth-
street, George-street. and York-street ought to be served by trams F I think that we shall probably have 
to have trams in more streets than at present, as the city grows and business increases. _ ^ Q , 190(j
166. Yon will admit that the proprietors of tho ’buses consult the convenience of the public by driving ^ '
into every street they can get into, in order to convey their passengers ? Y'es.
167. Do you not think that it is most advisable, in the interests of the Government, they having every 
facility, and the right to the road more than others have, that that should be done with the trams ?
That is a matter to be considered with a certain amount of reservation, because the more streets you go 
into the greater the espense you incur. If you can limit your traffie to one, two, or three streets, you 
necessarily save money in construction. If yon put down tram lines in other streets you, of course, have 
to pay the extra cost of construction and maintenance.
168. Are not York-street, Castlereagh-street, Pitt-street, Elizabeth-street, and Clarence-street great 
feeders of traffic ? Yes.
169. "Would you propose to put down tramways along those different streets ? That is a matter of expense.
170. Is it not a matter of convenience of traffic, after all is said and done ? It would depend on whether 
the traffic would justify the expense.
171. Do you think that the traffic would do that—not looking to the present, but ahead of us ? I think 
so. I am guided by the experience of other cities, where they find eleclric tramways ean ho worked from 
one central station, and a number of sub-stations, economically, and where they have divided the traffic 
through a number of streets. That has been the experience, so far as 1 can gather, in America.
172. Considering the enormous traffic that goes down George-street by the electric trams—persons who 
go to Kent-street, Sussex-street, and Market-street, and other streets in that direction, do you not think 
that it is advisable to have an extension of the tramway system? I think that sooner or later you will 
want to have a tramway right along York-street. That may come in connection with a tramway to 
Miller’s Point, or there might be a tram through Kent-street and into York-street, to junction with the 
George-street line near the Town Hall. The Commissioners would prefer to proceed tentatively rather 
than to go in for very expensive schemes all at once.
173. When we know that the population is growing, do you not think it is far better to look ahead of us 
than to take a contracted view, merely looking forward to to-morrow ? Yes : you are quite right.
174. What do you think is necessary ? The way in which the Eailway Commissioners look at the matter 
is this : In considering any proposal they always take into consideration how that proposal will be affected 
by further extensions which they think will he necessary some day ; and any scheme they propose is always 
considered to be part of a comprehensive scheme. They say, in effect, “This scheme will fit in with a more 
comprehensive scheme which will be required later on.” They work out an idea, to-day, with a view to 
tho future. Eor instance, if they were putting in a railway-station building, they would erect it in such 
a way that, afterwards, when the traffic grew, they could in the easiest aud most economical manner, add 
to it. Those arc practically the lines on which they aro proceeding in regard to the tramway extensions ; 
but, at the same time, ] do not think that it would be wise to lay down a comprehensive scheme, and spend 
a large sum of money in anticipation of traffic that has yet to come.
175. Do you think that the traffic in the streets I have mentioned is likely to decrease, or to increase ?
To increase.
176. In the opinion of the Eailway Commissioners, is there any probability of the city of Sydney going 
hack, or of its advancing, both commercially and otherwise ? Every prospect of advancement.
177. Is there not, then, a greater necessity for the construction of tramways along the streets I have 
mentioned ? I would not say that there is at the present moment.
178. I am not talking about the present moment, but in view of the advancement of the city itself and of 
its surroundings ? The scheme that the Eailway Commissioners are now submitting to the Committee is 
part of a scheme to meet the advancement of the city. The Eailway Commissioners are actually proposing 
to take up two additional streets.
179. But do you not think that we ought to have more ? Ido not think so at the present moment. The 
opening up of each street must entail the expenditure of a large sum of money.
180. But. considering the advancement of the Colony generally, and especially of the city of Sydney, do 
you not think that, whilst we have so much surplus labour, and a chance of getting cheap labour, it is 
advisable to do all this work when there is such a good opportunity to do it? No, 1 would not; and I 
do not think that the Eailway Commissioners would recommend anything further than they are recom
mending at the present time,
181. Do you think that property will advance in value? I am not an authority.
182. "Well, do you think so? 1 take it that, as the city expands, property will advance in value.
183. In view of that expression of opinion, do you not think that it is far better now, while property is 
almost at a standstill in value, to do this work which we anticipate, with the increased prosperity of the 
Colony, will be absolutely necessary ? I would agree with you to this extent: 1 would not say that it is 
desirable to do tho work now; but it would be perhaps wise to get a comprehensive scheme thought out, 
and to proceed with the work as necessity may arise. 1 think it would he wise to get a scheme thought 
out, but not to spend the money immediately—that is. not in order to relievo any unemployed difficulty.
184. 1 do not care about the unemployed difficulty ? I thought that was your reason.
185. I am thinking of the cheapness of labour? But the cost of labour has been considerably increased 
during the last twelve months.
186. Is the tramway and the railway passenger traffic increasing? Yes. In regard to the railway traffic,
I might give you a little indication of what that traffic is. On a busy day 50,000 people come in and go out 
of Sydney by railway. A great number of these people, of course, do not travel by tram ; but, as 1 have 
said, we carry on the George-street and Newtown electric lines about 100,000 passengers a day, including 
many of that 50,000. That shows the large volume of traffic that has to be dealt with. The opinion of 
the Eailway Commissioners is that the trams arc not a proper substitute for the railway for that business, 
and that the railway ought to he extended into the city to-morrow. If we had our way we would run the 
city railway into Hyde Park to-morrow.
187. As you have said that you would run the railway right in, do you admit that Mr. Parry is correct 
about the enormous number of people that go down George-street ? A great number go down George- 
street, '

H,
McLachlan,

281—B 188.
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McLachlan ■^° you that those persons who walk in in the morning would come into the city by railway ?
x Many of them would. The increased railway fare that workmen, who form a considerable portion of the 

9 Aug., 1000. traffic, would pay is |d. a day each; and any man who could get to Hyde Park for £d, a day estra, I do 
’ not think would waste that much in shoe leather. Besides, there is what is of importance in connection 

with the advancement of the country, namely, economy of time. No transfer system can bo a success 
where you can get a direct route. That has been the experience of the world, with the exception of 
Sydney.
Iti9. Then you assert that the Eailway Commissioners totally disagree with our recommendation ? 
Quite.
190. Then—on the assumption, of course, that the Committee were wrong in their recommendation—if 
the city railway were extended to Hyde Park all these trams would be utterly useless ? I would not 
say that.
191. I should like you to explain ;—if the Committee were wrong in their conclusion, as you say, and if 
the railway were to be extended to Hyde Park, what would be the use of all these tramways? Well, 
first of all, George-street is occupied only partly by the railway traffic. There are more cars running to 
Newtown and Ultimo than to the railway, and a great portion of that traffie is pick-up traffic. If you 
were to give the necessary relief in George-street, which would be afforded by taking the railway tram 
traffic out of it, you would still have as much business as you could conduct by tram in George-street.
192. That would he a chance, would it not? That is a fact, in my opinion.
193. But the people who would come in by train would not want the tramway? A great number of them 
would not. But we want the trams to be relieved of the railway passengers. There is any quantity of 
tram business to he done outside of the railway traffic. You must meet public requirements. As I say, we 
would run the railway into Hyde Parle to-morrow if he could ; but as we cannot get that, we suggest the 
dea of running the railway trams through Castlereagh-street. However, if you were to make the city 
railway to-morrow, the Eailway Commissioners would still recommend the opening of Castlereagh-street 
for tramway purposes.
194. But, supposing that the railway were to come right into Hyde Park, what would be the use of the 
Castlereagh-street or tho York-street tram—that is, if the railway passengers do not want to change at 
all ? You speak as though the railway traffic constituted the "whole and sole traffic of the city of Sydney; 
but, as a matter of fact, the piek-up traffic constitutes a very large portion of the business.
195. Of course, there is a difference between the railway traffic and the pick-up traffic; the Committee 
are as much aware of that fact as the Eailway Commissioners are. The railway traffic is the traffic that 
comes right from the suburbs directly to tbe railway, and the pick-up traffie is the traffic that is picked up 
in George-street; but 1 am talking about the railway traffic;—of what benefit would the trams be to those 
persons who get into the trains, say, at Newtown? There are a certain number of people who would get 
out of the train at the present railway station in any case. But the great majority of the people, I 
believe, would go by train to King-street for the sake of getting to their destination quickly. You have 
only to stand at the corner of King-street or Market-street to see that the trams going to the railway are 
crowded when they get that far. I think a return that was compiled showed that three-fourths of 
the passengers left the trams at Market-street and King-street in coming into the city. As a matter of 
fact, I suppose that the railway traffic constitutes only a fifth of tho total tramway traffic. But we should 
bo very glad to have the trams relieved of it.
196. Then, if you had the railway right into the city, even if the city did advance, you would not want 
the number of tramways I have already asked you about ? No, not immediately; but, of course, you 
have to look at what is going to happen in Sydney in twenty years. You are going to build a terminal 
station at Devonshire-etreet for all time—or, apparently, that is the idea—which we think is a mistake.
197. Mr. Shepherd.~\ Is it your opinion that the tramways cannot successfully deal with the traffic ? 
Practically. For instance, if you had been at the Sydney railway station at 9 o’clock this morning, you 
would have seen 300 or 400 people jump out of single trains and rush pell-mell from the trains into the 
trams at the station-yard. It would bo far better for us and for the people—a saving of time and money 
—if they could all get to their destination without changing. That has happened in all parts of the world, 
except in Sydney. Look at what they have done in London; and Sydney, I suppose, is going to be a 
smaller .Loudon some day.
198. Before the electric trams were put on, was it not found that 40 per cent, of the people arriving 
by train at Bedfern walked into the city ? That may be; but 60 per cent, is a large number to cater for.
199. Have you any reason to think that all that 60 per cent, would go by railway to King-street? Every 
reason to think a great number would, because King-street is a central position, and if they can do so 
people will go to the end of their journey without a break. Erom King-street, and below King-street to 
Market-street, a number of people travel by trams in George-street to go to the railway.
200. Chairman.'] Can you give us the average daily number of passengers carried along George-street by 
trams now ? We had a return taken out not many days ago, Wednesday is generally a good day, and 
25th July was a Wednesday. On that day, on the Newtown-Dulwich Hill trams, we carried 56,575 
passengers, and on the George-street electric we carried 40,000 passengers, making altogether 96,000 
odd. On a busy day that number would practically run up to 100,000.
201. During the city railway inquiry, Mr. Kneeshaw gave us some figures, and from them I find that the 
average number travelling by the electric trams in George-street from the Eedfern station is 13,000 each 
way per diem, or 26,000 in all;—would that be the full measure of the relief—26,000, say, out of 100,000— 
which this proposed tramway would afford ? I should say that that would be full measure.
202. I thought it might be larger than that, inasmuch as the railway traffic, I suppose, occurs chiefly 
daring two periods of the day, and is not spread generally over the whole day ? In considering a dav’s 
traffic, you must not consider it as spread over twenty.four hours. There is a great rush of traffic 
sometimes. People are coming into town during several hours of the morning, and since the Early 
Closing Act-came into operation a greater number of people leave work between 5 and 6 o’clock in the 
evening, and therefore the traffic between those hours bears a very abnormal proportion to the traffic 
during any other portion of the day.
203. Have you any figures giving the number of cars running each hour during the working day? 
Between 5 and 6 o’clock in the evening we are running along George-street eighty-seven trams from the 
Circular Quay and back—I mean eighty-seven in and eighty-seven out. During the whole day we run

2,292
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2,292 trams along G-eorge-street, bo you can see what a big proportion of trams are running during that 
hour. You have also to recollect that during that time every tram has its full complement; in fact, 
people find it difficult to get on. They will not wait to get room, but rush and crowd.
201<. It is during the busy hours that the maximum amount of relief will be afforded ? Yes.

H.
McLachlan. 

9 Aug., 1900.

Orlando William Brain, Acting Electrical Engineer, Department of Eailways, sworn, and examined:—
205. Chairman,'] You know the proposal before tbe Committee ? I know its general features. 0. W. Brain.
206. What increase of power in the power-house will be necessary to cope with the increased traffic that
tbe carrying out of this proposal will bring about P By that question I take it you mean tho increased 9 Aug->190a 
traffic that will be due to the fact of having a line down Castlereagh-street.
207. What increase of power will you require to carry tbe new set of trams on the new lines? Of course, 
there is a certain amount of traffic to the western suburbs which lias already been reckoned upon, and 
which it would, in this case, be proposed to take through Castlereagh-street. That would be the bulk 
of the traffie that would be carried through Castlereagh-street; and then there would be additional traffic 
due to the fact of the tramway being in Castlereagh-street, and I take it that it is this you refer to.
208. I thought you had already made your calculations for the conversion of the western suburban system,
and that tbe carrying out of this proposal would necessitate a still further increase in the power ? That is 
so ; but I wanted to be quite clear as to whether you meant that or the entire traffic that there would be 
in Castlereagh-street. 1 i
209. With respect to the increased'traffic that the fact of placing a tramway in Castlereagh-street would
bring about, what increase of power would you require for that line, leaving out of consideration tho 
western suburbs idea ? Accepting the opinion of the Trailic Officer, Mr. Kneeshaw, on that matter, it 
would take about 400 kilowats, or about 540 horse-power, _ _
210. I suppose your attention was directed to the statement in the paper yesterday, that in reference 
to an explosion that occurred in connection with a safety appliance on one of the trams ? Yes. ^
211. Can you give the Committee any idea of what the explosion consists in, and whether there is any 
real danger to the public from it ? The circuit-breaker that opened on that occasion is really an ordinary 
electric switch with a special attachment to it, which causes it to open when the current exceeds a 
certain limit. Every tram-car equipment now is fitted with this. If the machinery should break down, 
an excess current mav result; or, if the man should handle his controller improperly, an excess current 
would result, and in either case, in order to obviate the damage that might result from an excess current— 
that is to say, either that the motors or the cables would he burnt up—this circuit-breaker is so 
adjusted that when the current becomes more than the equipment is suitable for, tbe circuit-breaker 
opens, and thus disconnects tbe current. The opening of a circuit-breaker of 500 volts is always 
accompanied by a certain amount of flash and a loud report.
212. It is simply, I suppose, that the current passes through a short distance of air ? That is it.
213. Would that current, operating in that way, be likely to affect any passengers standing near on the 
tram, or would it be covered P In extreme cases—that is, under conditions that may occur exceptionally— 
a small quantity of the metal of tho contact pieces of the switch may ho fused and blown out. But 
beyond the eyes, there is practically no danger. If any one should happen, in an exceptional case, to get 
that in his eyes it might injure them.
214. But, practically, there is no danger to life ? None whatever, _ _ _
215. Is it possible for a man to intercept the current with his hands? No. It is quite an accidental 
danger, and it has been quite usual to fix the switches everywhere just in the same way as they are fixed 
here. I am proposing to make some experiments with a view of seeing whether we cannot arrange for
that discharge to blow out through the roof; but that is a provision that has never been considered % 
necessary up to the present. _
216. Mr. Levir,n,] It is a great shock to anybody travelling on the tram ? Yes, it is a loud noise. Of
course, it depends entirely upon the current disconnecting at the time. Similarly, when tbe circuit- 
breakers at the power-house, which protect the various circuits, go, there are veryjoud reports. It is due 
to the fact that we have very heavy grades, and have to have fairly powerful equipments, and have to fix 
these switches in such a way that they will carry a fairly heavy current, and consequently when they 
open, they open witli a fairly loud report. _
217. When these things take place, are they reported to you ? They are reported now in all eases.
218. Can you minimise them at all ? The only way in which you can minimise them is by instructing the 
men to be very careful. In the ordinary course of things it is a matter of no importance; but it was 
thought that it would lead to the men being more careful in the matter as they were held to blame to 
some extent if they caused their circuit-breakers to blow, and they were instructed always to report it as 
a check on themselves, and in that way the occurrence of circuit-breaker blowing has been very much 
minimised since the line was opened. In the case that happened the other day it was quite an exceptional 
occurrence, and there was consequently rather a louder explosion than usually occurs. The man evidently 
forgot what he was doing, and started the tram with his hand-brake hard on, and he turned on the 
current more and more until there was an explosion.
219. It my be averted often in going up hill? Yes, But if the load is very heavy it may happen that
the circuit-breaker will blow, no matter how careful the man may be, and also in the event of the 
equipment breaking down, as it does once in a while. That very seldom happens ; but when it occurs in 
the ordinarv course of climbing up hill, it is not generally attended with such a loud explosion, because it 
merely reaches the maximum current which it will carry, and then blows. But in the case the other 
day, when the man clamped the brakes on hard, and turned on tbo current, lie no doubt turned on a 
tremendous current, and it was attended with a louder explosion than would occur under legitimate 
circumstances. _
220. Still there is no danger attached to it ? No.
221. Mr. Watson.] Do you think you could so place the circuit-breaker that there would not he any 
possibility of singeing people, or injuring their eyes, or troubling them at all ? 'The switch opens on the 
bottom of the box, and there is a plate just underneath it, aud the flash shoots out between tbe end of 
the plate and the bottom of tbe switch-box; and *1 propose to carry some suitable tube through the top of 
the roof, so that whatever air and metal are ejected shall simply blow out through the top.

222.
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O^W^Brain, 222. There will be no possible risk of people being injured then ? No; but it involves other consklerar 
8 iusi 1900 \0n1'- nQ^ ^ellera^y ^one’an(^ consequently one has to find out what it involves altogether. The 

’ ■ checking of the flame that would result from any closing of the passage in any way might prove to bo
undesirable, in that it would not allow the flash to open sufficiently quickly.
223. But it would seem as though some device is necessary to continue or to help the confidence of the 
public in tbe electrical system, because women folk cannot bo expected to run risks of that sort in tram
travelling, it they can be avoided? Of course, tbe blowing of a circuit-breaker under those very excep-

. tional circumstances that is, a very heavy discharge—is about on a level with the blowing of the gauge-glass
on the steam motors, which, of course, occurs, and has resulted in serious accidents on the steam motors 
in one or two cases, merely owing to passengers taking fright.
224. Mr. Lenten.] I)id you see the man who it was said was so much singed that his relatives did not
know him ? There is no doubt that that article was entirely exaggerated. I got the official reports of 
tbe occurrence at ouce after it happened, and the driver was held to be blameable for having wrongly 
manipulated his controller; but the report merely stated that a passenger named Bell said that his 
whiskers were singed. The official reports generally state with great care and accuracy what is to be seen. 
If a man gets any mark, the conductors and the drivers always report it; and the evidence in this case 
merely was that the man said his whiskers were singed. " ■
225. He did not apply to the Department for compensation ? I believe he did. Of course, tbe point of 
importance was simply this: That the driver could not say that the man's whiskers were singed; there 
was nothing to show tbe conductor or tbe driver that tbe man wras in any way injured.
226. IV ho is this man Mr. Bell ? I believe that he is a ticket man on the North Shore Ferry Company’s 
staff. There is no doubt that the details, as they appeared in the Siar, were quite absurd, and quite 
contrary to the official reports wc got at the time.
227. Oiairman.] Has your experience of tbe working of the electric trams modified the original views 
the electrical department held concerning the best means of dealing with vehicular traffic ? No, not 
generally. But, of course, the views of the department as to what would be most suitable in the 
supply and distribution of current have kept pace with tbe progress in the industry,
228. In those cases where you have cars coupled, is there a motor in each ear ? There are two motors to 
each ear.
229. Does not that seem to involve a certain loss of power and increase of annual expense? No. In
the United fatates it has been found that there is considerable economy by rather increasing the number 
of motors so much so that some of the most up-to-date managers at the present time put four motors to 
each car, and find that has made a considerable reduction, over two motors in each car, in working 
expenses, °
230. Would it be cheaper to have a trailer without motor ? It is cheaper in the first cost, hut experience 
has shown that the extra cost of wear and tear due to the heavy loading of tho motor very much more 
than compensates for the saving in the first cost, and also for the increased weight involved in putting 
motors on every car. That is to say, that two motors doing the work of propelling one motor car and 
one trailer involves a greater expenditure for wear and tear than four motors propelling the same cars.
231. Mr. Watson.] Is it not the practice now—take, for instance, tho coupled St. Louis cars—to have the 
forward car of the two with the motors working, and tho trailer with the motors not working ? No,
232. Do they have both trolly poles on the line ? No ; they have only the one trolly pole on the line, 
but it is supplying current to all four motors.
233. So the motors in both cars are working ? Tes.
2M'. Mr. My a m.] How is the connection made ? It is made through, underneath the car. There is a 
special coupling on those cars.

, 235. Mr. Watson.] Having your power distributed over a greater number of motors gives the power a
better chance of creating a connection ? It docs. Ton get, of course, the adhesion of both cars.
236. Mr. Hyam,] Mr. McLachlan stated that it is probable that in a, very short time the eastern suburban 
lines will be converted to the electric system ;—would you recommend the putting in of another power
house, or the supplying of power from the present power-house with additional machinery? An 
extension of the present power-house.
237. Have you room enough there to work sufficient machinery to give you enough power for the eastern 
suburban, as well as the western and North Shore lines ? There is sufficient room for a great deal more 
than that power.
238. In the place where yon are now ? Tes.
239. You are supplying the North Shore line at the present time, are you not ? Yes; hut not entirely 
from Ultimo at present.
240. Mr. Watson.] What horse-power do you anticipate it will be necessary to provide at Ultimo for 
somethiug like a completed system of tram-lines;—have you made any approximate estimate of that ? 
Yes; 6,000 horse-power of electrical output.
241. For the lot ? Yes; that is in addition to what we have now,
242. At present you have 5,000 horse-power ? Yes.
243. You think that 11,000 horse-power will run all the lines at present in contemplation ? Yes.*
244. 3fr. Zevien.] Are you in charge of all the power-houses ? I have charge of the electrical portion.
245. How many of them are there ? Three—North Shore, Ultimo, and Hushcntters’ Bay.
246. Is anybody under you or over you ? I have charge of the electrical staff, and I have only the Eail
way Commissioners over me in that respect.
247. Mr. My am.] You are the head of the electrical department ? Yes ; but in saying the whole of them 
you may have misunderstood me. As regards tbe Eushcutters’ Bay plant, I have charge only of the 
electrical part of that plant. That is, primarily, a cable station. Similarly, at Ultimo, Mr. Thow has 
charge of the steam plant.
248. Is there not a separate power-house to serve the Eose Bay line ? That is supplied from Eush-
cuttere’ Bay. 249.

(on revision)It is nenossary to point out that I misunderstood question No. 2+3. What 1 meant to say 
was, that 11,000 horse-power would he suihcieiit to run all the anticipated traffic within tho next few years upon all the 
present lines. 1 am not in a position to deal with all tho linefi at present in contemplation, as 1 have only a hearsay 
knowledge of many, aud I have not received from the Traffic Superintendent any data whatever as to the estimated traffic 
upon them.
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249. Whatever electricity you want for the Eose Bay extension that is supplied from Eushcutters’ Bay ? O^W^Brain.
It is at present. _ . , . Q'T^/Tnoo.
250. Dr. Qarran.] I suppose it is much more economical to generate all the power at one place titan at s-j ■
half a dozen scattered places ? Much more. _ _
251. Is the site you have at Ultimo a convenient one ? I think it is exceptionally convenient.
252. You look upon that as the best centre for ail you want? Yes. _
253. You are quite content with it, any way ? Yes. I think there are very few towns of the size of
Sydney that have the opportunity to place a power-station in so. good a location, both as regards ultimate 
loading and the advantages for steam generation. i
254. Have you land enough to build upon ? There is ample land for considerably more power than wo
nave in view.
255. Mr. Walson.] In the transmission of the current, do you not lose a certain amount the greater the 
distance it is sent over l' Yes. ■ r a j
25C. Is that loss of sufficient moment to-militate against the employment of a central station for Sydney
and suburbs ? Well, after tho power reaches a certain magnitude, and the distance is greater than a
certain length, it becomes necessary to use suitable means for that power and distance.
257. That means that you would have to erect another station if you were to get too far ? _Ho ; but that
you would alter your method of supplying. What would be a suitable method for a certain power and 
certain distances would not be a suitable method for increased power and increased distances. _
258. What I mean is this : Is there any method you can employ under which you would have no loss in 
transmission of power ? Ho, there is not.
259. Dr. Qarran.'] Do you lose any power by going to Horth Shore under the water? Yes; you lose
power wherever you transmit power. _ _
260. But I mean especially in going under the water? Ho ; there is nothing especial in that.
261. j!/r. Watson.] When tho George-street line was being laid, I notice that you seemed to have a
number of supply cables connected with the line from the power-house direct—that is, instead of having 
on]}' one line, you have a number switched in and assisting the supply;—will it be necessary to connect 
all the lines in an elaborato fashion with these supply cables? Ail the lines have to have feeders out to 
them.

WEDNESDAY, 22 AUGUST, 1900.
flrcexnt:— 
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.Toiin Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Leyien, Esq. 
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie by way of Castlereagh and Biigh streets, with single lines
down Loftus and Young streets. --------

John Kneeshaw, Traffic Superintendent, Tramway Department, sworn, and examined
262. Chairman Have you any information to give the Committee regarding the proposal to construct ay, Kneeehaw.
double line for an Electric Tramway from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh-street ^
and Bligh-street? I may state, in the first place, that George-street has now nearly as many trams as can 22 Aug., 1300. 
be accommodated there. Then there are still the Glebe Point, Leichhardt, and the Balmain lines to be 
considered, when they are converted to the electric tram system. At the present time we are running 
sixty-three trams (seventy-three cars) from tho Dulwich Kill-Hewtown line, and thirty-seven trams
(seventy-four cars) from the Eailway and Pyrmont line into George-street daily during the busy hours.
Of that number at least fifty-four trams would be in George-street at tbe one time. Evenly spaced, these 
trams would be at intervals of 130 yards, or forty seconds headway. But this even spacing is not always 
possible owing to the cross cable traffic and the vehicular traffie in George-street. Over 2,300 electric 
trams run backwards and forwards in George-street daily. During tbe busy hours over ninety trams run 
each way in an hour, or iu other words' 180 trams in the hour. Since the Dulwich Hill-Hewtown line 
has been converted to the electrical system, the revenue has increased by about £100 per day, or equal to 
about 15,000 passengers per diem.
263. Is that on account of the Dulwich Hill-Hcwton traffic only, or the George-street traffic only ? That 
includes a portion of George-street. Of late tho revenue on all tram lines has increased. _
264. Mr. Watson.] Without any decrease in the passenger traffic on the George-street line proper ?
There has been a falling off in the passenger traffic on the George-street line; but I attribute that more 
to the season of the year than to anything else. _ _ .
265. Is it a heavy falling off, or a slight falling off? Only a slight falling off. As the Dulwich Hill-
Hewtown line has increased the traffic by GO per cent., we may reasonably expect a corresponding increase 
on the Glebe Point, Leichhardt, and Balmain lines when they are converted. It would then be quite 
impossible to run all the traffie from those lines into George-street, so that we cannot convert them unless 
some other outlet is provided. I have some interesting information with regard to the practice in other 
cities. I have here a map of the Melbourne tramways, and I would like to point out that Melbourne has 
practically six tramway arteries in addition to three metropolitan railway stations. Within the last few 
days I obtained a copy of the annual report of the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company, from 
which 1 find that the total number of passengers carried on the tramways in Melbourne last year was 
41,036,689, as compared with 66,244,344 carried on our lines last year, and probably from 70,000,000 to 
75,000,000 will bo carried this year. At the present time the number of passengers carried in George- 
street, between the Eailway Station and the Circular Quay, inclusive of through passengers from Dulwich 
Hill and Hewtown, is nearly 70,000 per diem. That is over half the total number of passengers carried in 
Melbourne, where there are six main arteries. I have a document showing examples of street tramways 
in the United States, From that I find that St. Louis shows 350 miles of tramways. They generally 
quote single track. Taking it the same way in Sydney, we have only 100 miles ; but tbeir population is 
only half as large again as that of Sydney. Philadelphia shows 500 miles of single track. In the case of 
Hew York the example is also striking. -6(5*
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J. Kjeegliftw. 266. It would appear from tho document you place before the Committee, that the Melbourne system 
22A~]900 m0re exteusive than ours ? I do not think they hare quite so much mileage.

u®‘’ 1 267. In the city proper ? It is more extensive; but they have these six main arteries.
268. Seeing they do not carry nearly so many passengers in the aggregate, can you inform us as to the 
manner in which they make good the revenue as compared to the capital expended ? "Within the city 
boundaries the fares are l|d., but only for short distances, otherwise their fares are uniformly 3d.
269. So that, speaking generally, their fares are much higher than those in Sydney ? Yes, much higher. 
With the exception of a few workmen’s trams which they run early in the mornings, and on one or two lines 
competing with the railways, where the charge is Id., they charge nothing less than lid. By the 
workmen’s trams in Sydney passengers can come from .Leichhardt and other suburbs practically into 
Sydney for Id. in the morning.
270. Mr, JLyam?^ What distance would that be? About 3J miles,
271. But if they came to the Circular Quay ? They would have to pay 2d.
272. Then where do you bring them to for Id. r To the Eailway Station.
273. There is a system in Melbourne by which they can check off from one line to another? Yes; there 
is a transfer system in Melbourne. "
274. You can ride on two sections for one fare ? Yes; hut the sections are not nearly so long as they are in 
Sydney. .Eor instance, you can go from Sydney to Botany for 4d. I do not think you can get anything 
like that in Melbourne, except on a line that may possibly be competing with a railway.
275. If you came in by an eastern line you could get a check-off for the railway or Newtown for a single 
faro ? It might be rendered necessary with 3d. fares, but not whilst we have Id. sections.
270. Mb. TEbisOTi.] You only count a passenger so often as he takes out a ticket ? Yes. In connection with 
the scheme under consideration what I would like to point out is that we want additional routes. I consider 
that it would be better if a single line of tramway came via Castlereagh-street to Circular Quay and 
returned by way of Pitt-street. The new route would bo used tben primarily for railway traffic, aud thus 
prevent the crossing of trams at the G-eorge-street junction signal box, which I have no hesitation in saying 
is very risky, Eailway passengers who wanted to use the electric tram in G-eorge-street would not mind 
very much if they were landed in Castlereagh-street on the up journey into the city provided they could 
join on the down to the railway journey in Pitt-street. But 1 think they would strongly object if they 
had to journey to Castlereagh-street and join the trams there for the railway, and afterwards have to 
tranship into the train.
277. Dr. Garran.] They have had to do it in Elizabeth-street for years? We did not get the number 
then; they took the ’busses or walked from tbe station. I think there would be a large pick-up traffic in 
Pitt-street from section to section, which would help to make the lino remunerative.
278. Mr. Watson.] A good deal of the pick-up traffic now obtainable in George-street really belongs to 
Pitt-street? Yes.
279. Chairman.] Have you considered how you propose to divide tho traffic after the construction of 
these two lines—one down Castlereagh-street and one down Pitt-strcct ? We should have to put'a 
portion of the western suburban traffie into Castlereagh-street, because George-street might not bo able 
to carry the whole of tho traffic. That might possibly be arranged by running a few trains on each of the 
lines, or by diverting the whole of tho traffic by one principal line into Castlereagh-street.
280. Would not the effect of these additional lines in the city he to make tho working of the crossings 
more difficult and dangerous during the busy hours of the day? No; I think that what is proposed 
would lessen the difficulty and risk.
281. Would there be any serious interference with the cable traffic on the crossings ? No.
282. After viewing the documents you have handed in, showing the St. Louis, Philadelphia, and New 
York systems, docs it not appear to you that Sydney is greatly under-trammed ? Yes.
283. Do you consider that Sydney is greatly under-trammed at present ? Sydney is greatly deficent in 
regard to its facilities for bringing people into the city. I think it would be better if we could deal with 
the railway traffic by bringing it into Sydney by train, leaving the tramways to deal with the legitimate 
tramway traffic alone. We are short of facilities for bringing people into the city.
284. How would the tramway rates, charged in Sydney, compare with those in the United States, which 
are shown in the documents handed into the Committee ? There is invariably a 5 cent fare in those cities. 
If a person only travels a block he has to pay 5 cents as compared with Id. sections in Sydney.
285. Do you know how the average fares would work out in each case ? They do not give us sufficient 
data to check them. But the average fare in Sydney is less than l|d,
286. Mr. Watson.] Is that under the new system ? Yes.
287. Dr. Garran.] Is there any place where the fares are lower than in Sydney? No; they have id. 
fares in Glasgow, but the sections are not so long as here.
288. Chairman.] When you stated that you thought the tramway passengers would not mind being put 
off at Castlereagh-street on the up journey, so long as they could take the tramway in Pitt-street on the 
down journey, did you state that in view of the fact that by far the larger portion of the traffic which 
the trams are likely to take comes .west of Castlereagh-street? Yes.
289. 1 suppose you have very little means of estimating the probable increase in returns there would be 
on these two lines—that is to say, whether they would be profitable or not ? I have really no means of 
ascertaining; hut it is impossible to carry the whole of the traffic in George-street and we must have 
some fresh outlet.
290. Have you estimated what amount of relief would be given in George-street by the construction of 
these proposed lines ? I think it would immediately relieve it of about half tbe traffic.
291. Mr. Watson.] On the present basis ? Yes; after wre have converted the trams to the western 
suburbs we should fill up in George-street again, but probably a large amount of ’bus traffic would fall out.
292. Chairman,] The general result of these proposals would be to relieve George-street? Yes.'
293. Dr. Garran.] As Superintendent of the Tramway Department, is this plan for constructing tram
lines along Castlereagh and Pitt streets your plan, or is it someone else’s plan submitted to you for 
approval? I am under the impression that it was designed by the Eailway Commissioners and submitted 
to the Works Department. -
294. Has it been formally submitted to you? No.
295. You have not officially given your approval or disapproval ? I have not been called upon to give an 
expression of opinion, but I know the Eailway Commissioners are favourable to the proposal. 296.
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296. Do you come bore to express distinctly your approval of the proposed system of aline down Castle- Kneeshaw.
reagh-street and up Pitt-street in preference to a double line in Castlereagh-street ? Yes. saAn^lflOO
297. Your main object is to get the railway traffic out of Gleorge-street? Yes. ‘
298. Will you detail a little more fully than you have done how you propose to do that ? At the present 
time we run trams into the station yard from George-street, We should take them off, and run via Pitt- 
street.
299. You would have no connection between the George-street tram-line and the station yard ? The
connection would be there, but we should not use it. _
300. So that if a person in Sydney wants to he carried into the station yard he will have to take the Pitt- 
street line ? Yes.
301. And then, if a person takes the George-street tram, wanting to go into the Eailway Station yard, he 
will have to walk from the George-street junction to the yard ? Yes.
302. For a short time after the electric trams were opened you run the steam trams into the station yard 
as of old, or did people get down at the gates ? They got down at the gates.
303. So that people would not be worse off than they were then ? No.
304. Do you recollect whether, during that short time—a week, I think it was—that a large amount of 
traffic was taken on the George-street tram ? Yes; a very large amount of it.
305. Under the new system, those who insist on taking a George-street car will have to walk from George- 
street into the station yard ? Yes.
306. Have you any idea as to whether people would rather go to Pitt-street and take a car that would 
take them right into the station yard than take a George-street car and get out at the railway gates ? I 
think they would rather go into Pitt-street and get a tram that would take them right into the Eailway 
Station.
307. Take ladies with children, for instance—they are very frightened of the trams and vehicular traffic 
opposite the Eailway Station—you think they would rather walk into Pitt-street to get a tram that would 
take them right into the station yard ? Yes. At the same time we should not get anything like the same 
quantity of traffic from the Castlereagh-street line.
308. My reason for putting the question, is this—you are wanting to get the railway tram traffic out of 
George-street, and I want to know whether tho mere shifting of the traffic to the railway gates will deter 
so many people from taking the George-street line as will give you the relief you want ? It will give us 
immediate relief; but it will not lie long before George-street will not bold the whole of the western 
suburban traffic, and we shall require to put a portion of it into Castlereagh and Pitt streets,
309. "When you get the Glebe, the Forest Lodge, and Annandale lines all converted, you will have more 
traffic than you can manage in George-strCet ? Yes.
310. Then you will have the same trouble of crossings that you complain of now? Yes; if you put all into 
Castlereagh-street, but we shall divide the traffic between George-street and Castlereagh and Pitt streets.
311. All these trams will have to cross ? Yes.
312. You will have the same danger then as now ? Yes.
313. From what you say of the George-street traffic, it will be absolutely impossible to divert all the 
western trams into George-street ? It would be impossible to put tbe whole of the western suburban 
traffic into George-street.
314. Would it be much of a relief to put tbo line down Kent-street ? It would afford some relief, but it 
would be necessary for portions of the city to be remodelled before anything of that kind can be done.
There have been schemes for running trams by way of Kent-street, but nothing very definite has come 
out of them.
315. Suppose in connection with the remodelling of the wharf frontages it were possible to put a tram
line into Sussex-street to take some of the traffic from the Eailway Station, would that relieve George- 
street to any extent ? It might relieve George-s(rect, but it would intensify another evil by adding to the 
traffie of that very congested junction opposite the Eailway Station.
316. That is you cannot get into Sussex-street without going down as far as Hay-street ? Not as it at 
present stands.
317. So that if a line were put down Kent-street, the traffic would all have to go past tho junction you speak 
of? Yes; unless the city was remodelled.
318. Will you give the Committee some idea of how you are going to manage the traffic going into the 
Eailway Station,—you will not have tbe George-street lines going into the yard, but you will have tbe 
Pitt-strcct lino running in;—will it go in just where it is now ? Yes. The points aro there. There 
will bo the same amount of traffic, but we should be able to deal with it more satisfactorily, until 
such times as we shall he absolutely forced to take some portion of the western suburban traffic into 
Castlereagh-street.
319. Suppose .the Government should adopt the scheme of putting a railway station at Belmore-road, you
can divert this tram traffic to that station just as you can do to the present station ? I daresay they 
would have better terminal arrangements at the new station; hut what I wish to see is a diversion of the 
railway portion of the George-street traffic. ' .
320. You do not think there will bo satisfaction till you move tbe whole of that traffie from George- 
street ? No, The configuration of Sydney is so totally different to that of Melbourne. As I have 
stated, they have six tramway arteries in addition to three metropolitan stations, whereas we have only 
three main tramway arteries, inclusive of the cable tram.
321. You think, so far as you have studied the habits of tbe people here, that those who want to go to 
the Eailway Station from Sydney will in the main make up their minds to go into Pitt-street to get tho 
tram ? I think they will be quite satisfied to go into Pitt-street. It is only a few steps from George- 
street, and they will save a walk from the railway gates to the Eailway Station. I think the distance from 
tbe gates to the platforms would be further than from George-street to Pitt-street.
322. How many trams are going by the junction at George-street in front of the Eailway Station at tbe 
present time,—not one a minute, is it ? Much quicker than that. Including the railway trams, they are 
running past there in busy times of the day at an average of less than twenty seconds in either direction.
323. Jfr, Watson.] That includes the steam trams and all ? Yes.
324. Dr. Garran.] You are trying to multiply trams from King-street to Ocean-street ? Yes.
325. If you go one every half minute down George-street, and one every minute down King-street, do 
you not think you are overdoing the junctions ? No ; all trams stop a little before they reach the street

intersections
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J, Kneeshaw. intersections for the purpose of picking up and setting down passengers, and whilst they are so engaged 
22,a“"A~W» the cross trams can he taken over the street,

ug., o. 326_ What I want to know is this,—does your experience show you that half a minute is enough to 
enable them to cross with safety ? Tes ; thirty seconds is more than sufficient.
327. On your system, you are going to have difficult crossings four times—in Pitt-street, in George-street, 
in Castlereagh-street, and in Elizabeth-street—now do you think the trams will be able to keep up minute 
services, and cross all those lines safely ? I sec no difficulty.
328. Do they have such line crossings in New Tork or Philadelphia? I cannot say.
329. You are going by experience so far? Tes.
330. Ton have two crossings at present? Tes; and we have very heavy traffic on them.
331. And you add to them two more ? "We do not apprehend any difficulty.
332. Then you are of opinion thatthe proposed method of relieving the George-street traffic will in reality 
succeed ? It will, undoubtedly, be a relief.
333. A. sufficient relief for your purposes ? Sufficient for the present; but I am satisfied' that we shall 
want more relief by-and-by.
334. Suppose a new railway station is built at Belmore-road, and a tram system is carried to the railway,
it would still he possible to carry a new line into Sydney ? Tes. .
335. Tbe construction of a station at Belmore-road would not necessarily foreclose the construction of a 
railway station in the city ? No.
336. Coming down to Pitt-street, do you remember the old Pitt-street tramline ? I know that there was
such a line, but I do not remember it. '
337. That was a double line, and it blocked the street; but you do not think a single line would block tbe 
street ? No, I think it would be an improvement.
338. Do you know if any of tho American streets are as narrow as ours? In New Tork they are quite 
as narrow, and have a double line of tramways.
339. Is Castlereagh-street wider than Pitt-street? I cannot say, but I fancy it may be a little wider.
340. Going down to the Circular Quay, do you approve of the plan suggested of running one tram-line 
down one street and back by another ? That is the best arrangement that can be made, and will interfere 
least with the traffic at the Circular Quay.
341. Do you approve of leaving your present loops at Circular Quay, and going on to Port Macquarie ? 
Tes ; it is very desirable that the trams should go to Port Macquarie to enable people to have ready means 
of access to the Gardens; and, secondly, and a very important item, to give us increased shunting facilities ; 
and, thirdly, to provide storage accommodation at the terminal point, in order that we may remove from 
the traffic what are termed the broken shift trams—that is, trams that are brought in in the mornings and 
evenings to meet the heavy traffic at certain hours, and are returned to the sheds during the day; further 
than that, additional car-shed accommodation is absolutely necessary.
342. Have you examined the plan of the car-shed ? Tes".
343. Is it large enough for your purposes ? Tes; so far as we can see it will be until the conversion of 
•the eastern system.
344. "Would the site allow for further extension if you wanted it ? I think not; the land closer to the 
sea has been taken as a reserve, and fenced in; it was not thought desirable to go further.
345. Looking to the future, you will not want to enlarge that shed ? It will be better to take the cars 
elsewhere.
346. Ton will have more trams than are running now? Tes, as there is an additional length of 30 chains 
of line, additional cars will be necessary.
347. There will be a certain amount of passenger traffic right down to that terminus? Tes,but I should 
not propose to take them all down there. "We should still retain the existing loop at Circular Quay,
348. Can your electric cars move backward and forwards, or must they go in one direction ? They can 
be moved in any direction.
349. So that you can shunt at a siding? Tes; shunt at any intermediate crossing-loop.
350. The motor itself can be driven at either end ? Prom either end, and in either direction.
351. In the course of time, when you get more power, you propose converting the Elizabeth-street line 
also into the electric system P Yes.
352. "Would all the trams run into the terminus at Port Macquarie? No; a number of them would not 
run to Port Macquarie; some would circle round in front of the Custom House buildings and go back 
again.
353. And going down to the Quay, you would have to keep to the “ Metropole ” ? Tes; you would have 
to run via the “ Metropole ” in going down to the Quay.
354. Mr. Watson.] You want to go down where all the ferry boats come in ? Yes. ■
355. And you see the necessity of connecting the ferrv boats with the electrical tram services ? 
Certainly; it is very necessary we should connect with the ferry boats.
356. But tbe whole, or most, of the ferry passengers are not going to the western suburbs, but into town? 
That is so ; at the same time on holidays a very great proportion want to go to the other suburbs.
35/. But the ordinary daily traffic from North Shore is of people merely wanting to come into the 
city ? Tes. 0
358. And you can accommodate them now, as far as George-street is concerned? Yes.

J011 want fo give them the opportunity of running up EHzabeth-street and Pitt-street as 
well ? Tes.
360. That is why you want to go down by the “Metropole” to tho Circular Quay ? Tes; that is the 
only way we can get down owing to the gradients.

course> Sef f° f],e Circular Quay is not merely to serve people who have come from North 
ohore, but rather to serve the numbers of people who go down the harbour and back again ? Tes.
362. Will you not have all the traffic congested at Circular Quay ? We can keep tbe circle round the 
Custom House free from existing lines.
363. Then, the loop round the Custom House will rather be a relief, and without that relief you could 
not manage it at all ? I think it will do for the present.
364. Leaving the future to take care of itself? Yes; Ihop.ethat by-and-by tbe city railway will be 
onstmeted, and tben relieve the trams of traffic they should not be expected to deal with.

365.
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365. In respect to the extension to Port Macquarie, what proportion of the expenditure should be charged J. Kneesliaw. 
against the new line down Castlereagh-street and up Pitt-street, and what proportion to the existing g/T^Tom 
service of George-street to Circular Quay ? In efficiency the car-shed is expected to hold sixty cars ; the uo'’ 1 
additional cars that might be fairly charged to the Castlereagh-street route, bearing in mind the extra 
distance they have to work from the present terminus at Circular Quay to Fort Macquarie is thirty cars.
Therefore wc might fairly say that one-half the cost of that shed would be chargeable to tbeir work.
That would not include the sidings. _
3G6. ‘Well, assuming that the Castlereagh-street line were not constructed, do you think it would still be 
necessary to have that extension, or one slightly less costly, to Fort Macquarie ? I think it very desirable 
to run on there. _
367. At present how do you arrange for additional cars during the busy part of the day in George-street?
We bring them from the car-sheds at Ultimo and Newtown, and when we are finished with them we take 
them back again. .
368. Then, many cars make extra trips for nothing? Practically that is so.
369. Otherwise you have to bring them a trip in which they earn nothing? Tes.
370. That is done by a portion of tbe cars in the mornings and evenings ? What we term the broken shifts.
371. Can you say what proportion of the cars that includes ? That includes about a third of the total
number of the cars. Of course, it would be very desirable to have some of these broken shifts “ stabled” *
at their own end of the yard, otherwise you would bo undoing all the good you did.
372. By having two storage ends ? Having two or three storage ends, you can economise vour work.
373. Mr. llyam.] Is there not some intention of continuing the tram to Dawes’ Pointer Miller’s Point ?
I understand tho Minister for 'Works intended to carry out the work. _
37d. Would that be a continuation of the George-street tram ? Yes ; the junction would be at the Fire 
Brigade Station iu George-street North. But I fancy the scheme is being held in abeyance, pending the 
wharf resumptions. It is only a small extension, costing possibly some £15,000 or £16,000.
375. Mr. Watson.] It has been suggested that to relieve George-street on the westerly side some of the 
western traffic might bo taken down George-street in its widest part and then along through Kent-street, 
branching from Liverpool-street to the back of the Town Hall ? That scheme has been considered. I 
think it might be possible to do something of that sort later on, after the city has been remodelled on tho 
Darling Harbour side.
376. Then if you had, in connection with this remodelling of the city, an opening towards George-street, 
west of Kent-street, without going into Kent-street proper, that would be of assistance in dealing with 
the western traffic ? It would afford considerable relief.
377. Mr. Myam.] You have not said whether you advocate any other line, in preference to the line by 
way of Castlereagh and Pitt streets ;—do you think if you had that tram down Castlereagh-street and up 
Pitt-street you would discontinue the tram from the corner of Liverpool-street to the railway ? No.
We should still have to run some trams there afterwards. That would be a matter for further considera
tion. Of course, Elizabeth-street will have to be used in connection with the eastern conversion scheme.
We should, in all probability, arrange some means for transferring passengers from Liverpool-street 
towards the western suburbs.
378. The passengers from the eastern suburbs would have to be transferred to the railway line? We 
should have to arrange for that.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Biigh streets, with single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets.

Alfred Edward, Eegistrar. Metropolitan Transit Commission, sworn and examined :—
379. You understand the nature of the inquiry before this Committee? Yes. A. Edward.
380. Mr. Hyam.] Have you any statement you desire to make in reference to this matter ? Yes. When ,—----,,
I had notice to attend this Committco I prepared a short statement, which I will read. It is as follows :— 23 Aug,, 1900.
The placing of a tramway upon any other street running between Circular Quay and the Railway would he a distinct 
disadvantage to tho regulation of traffic. The tramway in George-street resulted in a considerable increase in the number 
of vehicles using Pitt and Castlereagh Streets, especially in the former. It is now under consideration to prohibit the 
passage of all heavy aud slow traffic along George and l-’itt Streets during busy hours. If this course is adopted these 
vehicles will necessarily have to use Castlereagh-street, as it is tho only other convenient roadway leading to the Circular 
Quay, which is the usual terminns. No omnibuses run along Castlereagh-street; but along Pitt-street ninety-two 
omnibuses ran 9Ij2 trips each way, and keep up a continuous stream all day long. These omnibuses all turn to the cast at 
Park-street, and go by way of William or Oxford Streets. Pitt-street is undoubtedly the most congested street in Sydney, 
aud it is already a difficult matter to properly regulate the traffic upon it. It is only 36 feet wide ; and as I understand it 
is proposed to lay a single line on one aide of the street to admit of the double line being laid at any future time, the space 
from line to near-side kerb would be 9 feet 6 mches, and as the width of an ordinary omnibus is 7 feet 3 inches, there is 
not much room for trams to pass. It is evident, however, that unless George-street is to be given over entirely to the 
trams, and every other description of vehicle removed, that no appreciable addition can be made to tho number of cars now 
running ; and already there are far too few to accommodate the passengers on existing lines, to say nothing of those 
proposed to he opened to electric traction. The width of a double line of tramway would be 17 feet between the two out
side rails ; the width of an omnibus, as I have already stated, is 7 feet 3 inches ; and the space from the tram-line to the _ 
kerb on the nearest side would be 9 feet 6 inches, so that there would bo hardly room for an omnibus to pass if a double 
line of rails were laid.
381. You say that Pitt-street is 36 feet wide;—is that from kerb to kerb ? Yes; I obtained the measure
ments from the City Surveyor.
382. Then it is not what they call a chain street ? No; it is not,

281—C
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A. Edward. 383. Is it narrower than Castlereagh-street ? I did not ascertain the width of Castlereagh-street, but I 
should presume that it would be a little narrower.

<ig., a o. 384. You think it undesirable to have a tramway in Pitt-street ? I think it would be undesirable from a 
traffic point of view.
385. I suppose you are aware that it is impossible to increase the number of trams in George-street at the 
present time? Unless wc take all the other traffic off the street.
380. Thenew electric trams in the end must supersede the omnibus traffic, and if the Commissioners cannot 
take their lines into some other street, it is the greatest certainty in the world that we must cease to 
construct tram-lines altogether ? If more electric trams are to run from the western suburbs it is 
inevitable that either Pitt or Castlereagh Streets will have to he used for tram purposes.
387. What influence do you think the George-street tram-lines have had on the omnibus traffic? 
Wherever the electric tram runs the omnibus traffic has practically ceased to esist,
388. Suppose the proposed tramway is constructed ? It will have no effect upon the omnibuses which 
now run up Pitt-street. for the reason that those omnibuses ply to the eastern suburbs, and the proposed 
lines are intended for tho western suburbs.
389. Prom the railway ? They come from a westerly direction.
390. The railway and possibly the western suburbs ? It does not affect the eastern suburbs whore tho

. omnibuses ply.
391. When the -whole of the steam tramways have been converted to the electric system, what effect do 
you think that will have upon the omnibuses running to the eastern suburbs ? As soon as the trams run 
up Oxford-street nearly all the omnibuses running down Pitt-street will bo discontinued.
392. Xou mean those running from the Circular Quay? I do.
393. And radiating up to the eastern suburbs ? Tes; practically the whole of them will cease to ply
when the electric service is extended to the eastern suburbs—that is, to Waverley, Woollahra, aud 
Paddington principally. .
391. Then whatever inconvenience these proposed trams might cause it would not be very lasting ? It 
would not continue, perhaps, for more than twelve months. Tho running of the electric trams to the 
eastern suburbs will remove most of the omnibuses from those routes. Independently of the omnibuses, 
there is a large amount of vehicular traffie in Pitt-street which will not he affected by the proposed trams.
395. You state that there is only about 9 feet 6 inches clear between the kerb and the tram line ? Tes, 
on the near side.
396. The space on the wider side of the street would have to be sufficiently wide to allow two vehicles 
to pass ? Yes, to allow them ,to pass safely.
397. Then it would be better to put one line in Castlereagh-street? Tes; it would be better to have a 
single line in Castlereagh-street and a single line in Pitt-street.
398. Could not tbe greater part of the heavy traffic in Sydney be taken into York-street or Clarence- 
street? No; the greater part of the heavy traffic of Sydney is a direct service from the Darling Harbour 
to the railway and the Circular Quay.
399. Could not some of the traffic he diverted down Kent-street ? To get into Kent-street it would have 
to go as far as Liverpool-street. Kent-street is very unsuitable for heavy traffie, as there are very heavy 
gradients in it.
409. Tbe regulation of the street traffic rests a good deal with you ? Yes. .
401. The question is, how are you going to divert the traffic from Pitt-street in the event of the construc
tion of the proposed tram-line? Whether the tramway is constructed or not, it is proposed To prohibit 
the heavy traffic from going into George or Pitt Street between, say, Bridge-street and Goulburn-street. 
The localities are not absolutely decided on yet, but drivers will have to take the traffie into any street 
they like other than George or Pitt Street. The drift of that regulation is that they would be thrown on 
to Castlereagh-street; a tram running down the street would not prohibit it, as there would still be a 
space on the side of the line. .
402. Unless it was a double lino ? Yes.
403. If all tbe heavy traffic were diverted into Castlereagh-street the congestion there would be as great 
as it is now in George-street ? No, not nearly so great. In my opinion I do not think you could prohibit 
the heavy traffic from going into Castlereagh-street, if you exclude it from going into Pitt-street or 
George-street.
404. It is not proposed to prohibit it from going into those streets, but it might occasion a great deal of 
inconvenience ? I think you would have to rely on regulations to prevent the inconvenience. It would 
he impracticable to prohibit it from going into Castlereagh-street if you prohibit it from going into Pitt 
or George Streets,
405. From what you have stated to the Committee, I gather that you are opposed to these proposed two 
lines altogether? 1 say they would be against good traffic regulations; but I see no alternative to using 
either one or other of those streets to relieve the congestion of George-street. I think the necessity 
absolute.
40G. Do you think running a single line down Castlereagh-street and up Pitt-street would be better than 
running a double line along Castlereagh-street? From a traffic point of view, I do not think it would be 
better ; that is, it would be better from a passenger point of view.
407. It is a difficult problem to solve—these means of conveying people in trams ? I am sure, from the 
travelling-public point of view, those who ride in trams, that a single line down Castlereagh and up Pitt- 
street, is the best; but from a traffic point of view, it is not the best.
408. Dr. Garran.'] You spoke just now of traffic from Darling Harbour to stores in Sydney;—do you 
mean the goods station in Darling Harbour or tho private wharves ? Principally from the goods station.
409. "What is the character of the traffic from the goods station to the warehouses in Sydney ? The 
largest amount of traffic is wool and heavy goods coming from Circular Quay,
410. What kind of goods other than wool ? Heavy merchandise, timber, and things of that sort.
411. As regards the wool, have not two or three warehouses been lately erected at Pyrmont, and does not 
tbe wool go direct from the railway to them ? Yes.
412. And none of the wool intended for those warehouses would go up George-street? No.
413. Unless it is going to the warehouses in the city, that traffic does not cumber Castlereagh-street, 
Pitt-street, or George-street? No.

414.
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414. If the tendency be to multiply ■warehouses in Pyrmont, that would relieve the streets in Sydney of A. Edward, 
much of the heavy traffic ? Independently of wool there is a large amount of traffic from the Oircu ar ^ ^
Quay, and "Woolloomooloo, and Miller’s Point, where so much shipping goes. There is tor instance >
a large traffie in salt, cement, and other merchandise, which requires the use of heavy vehicles o
415. ̂ But the produce brought down by tho railway is principally wool and timber, and if we take the 
wool into tho stores at Pyrmont to that extent, we diminish the wool traffic in the streets named . xes.
416. And if we develop a timber export trade by building a wharf at Darling Island wo shall not nave so
much timber going through the streets ? Quite so. a ii. * t ? nn, t
417. So also with grain-—if we make a good grain wharf there wo shall get that out of the streets. Inat
would help to relieve the main streets of Sydney. , . ,
418. Coming round to the east side of Darling Harbour, the wharfs and places about Sussex-street do not 
send much stuff into George-street ? Tes, a great deal, and there is a great deal that goes to the wharfs 
and other places.
419. But that is principally intercolonial and coastal produce? Quite so. , s v
420. The stores ordered from the country have to go down Sussex-street towards Darling Harbour . xes.
421. And you would rather trouble those streets than George-street? The traffic causes great incon
venience in Sussex-street. ,.
422. If we had a good broad street like Sussex-street, but twice its width, and with good gradients, you
would have no trouble ? The whole of tho traffie might then be kept out of George-street by being sent 
round that way. . ,
423. If wc made a wide Sussex-street, do you think we should take the traffic more on the level, by a 
better gradient ? If a wide street were made in place of Sussex-street, and some means adopted tor 
getting rid of the steep gradients into George-street, the difficulty would be greatly reduced.^
424. Can you do it in any other way than by coming into Goulburn-street to avoid the gradients. Sup
pose a load of goods was at Darling Harbour, and you wanted it to go to Circular Quay, you might take 
it along Sussex-street by easy gradients as far as Margaret-street, but from there to George-street North 
somewhere about Dawes Point, the gradient would be too high. But if a tunuel or something or that 
kind were introduced, the difficulty would he obviated. „
425. Then you would propose to make another tunnel, something like the Argyle Cut, leaning from
Sussex-street into George-street ? Tes. _ , ,
426. Tou think that would ho preferable to taking a longer detour? No; if you make them take a longer 
detour you could not keep the traffic out of George, Pitt, and Castlereagh Streets,
427. But, as the city is laid out at present, we cannot continue Sussex-street northwards with any great 
width ? Not further than Margaret-street, unless you take the Gas Company’s property.
428. Then your scheme for the city improvement would be to commence at the gas works and turn to the
right in a tunnel ? Practically, near Margaret-street, if a tunnel could he made from there towards the 
Queen’s wharf, . ,
429. That is vour idea of removing the difficulty ? That would remove the risk of these heavy goods
going down George, Pitt, and Castlereagh Streets, _
430. The traffic from the upper part of Darling Harbour;—is that circulated amongst different stores, or 
does it nearly all go to the Circular Quay ? It nearly all goes to the Circular Quay.
431. What for ? I do dot know what for. But if you see the vehicles going from Darling Harbour, you
invariably see them go out at Liverpool or Goulburn Street down to. Circular Quay. _ _ ,
432. Why should produce taken from Darling Harbour go to the Circular Quaydoes it go there to be
shipped ? I think most of it comes by rail. . _
438. That would be true with regard to produce coming by the railway terminus, hut not as regards produce 
coming by coastal and intercolonial boats? No; that is divided into all the streets. The probability is 
that the produce, when landed, goes along Sussex-street until it reaches George-street.
434. By turning up Hay-street ? Tes. _ _
435. Take the York-street traffic. Does most of it climb up these streets with steep gradients. xes; 
they pull it up through Erskinc, King, or Market Streets.
436. And then it goes in various ways ? Tes, everywhere. .
437. Does much of it go to the Eailway Station ? I am not aware; I fancy much of it is taken to the
city stores. , -i o t tv i
438. All this country produce sold at Eedfern is exclusively what comes down by railway? I trunk so.
439. So that practically we have two markets in Sydney—one for produce brought down by railway, and
one for produce brought down by way of Darling Harbour ? Tes. .
440. Since the wharfs were built in Woolloomooloo Bay a very large quantity of cargo from there, I
notice, comes by way of Boomerang-street P Yes, . ... ,
441. The wool mostly goes up Macquarie-street ? Yes, except that which is intended for the stores at 
Darling Harbour.
442. Does that travel by way of George-street or Pitt-street ? They prefer, as a rule, to go by way of
George-streot. j-
443. Most of the wool is destined for warehouses at tho Circular Quay ? Tes; some of it goes direct from
Darling Harbour to Woolloomooloo Bay. _ _ ,
444. Could not that carriage be more cheaply done by lighterage ? Practical experience points the other 
way.
445. Now let us come to that part of Darling Harbour between the gas-works and Dawes Point;—some of 
the best wharfs are there ? Tes. The Chinese boats for instance lie there. _
446. When the cargo is unshipped there, do they struggle up tho hill with it? . The cargo from the 
Chinese boats, for instance, is taken through a narrow little lane in which two vehicles can scarcely pass 
each other.
447. About as had a transit arrangement as could be made ? Could not be worse; many a horse has
been killed going down that lane. . ,
448- In regard to the widening oi Sussex-street, could wo get any deviation about the Gas Company s 
property? You would have to go through the Gas Company’s property.
449. Not even by tunnel ? Back to the wharfs again. 450.
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A. Edward. 450> Yos ? There ia a steep decline from Kent-street to tho water all the way round to Dawes Point. 
,„:T A .1’ d.31. A piece of that land belongs to the City Council ? Yes; that shows the slope—the original slope of 
^Aue->1000-the ground.

'152. Originally it was very rocky all the way to Gas-lane? Yes.
453. Could Sussex-street be improved from there round as far as Dawes Point towards tho Circular
Quay? I do not see how a roadway could be made from the northern side of the Gas Company’s 
property round to Dawes Point, near the water’s edge, except at very great expense. J
454. Is there space for it between Kent-street aud the shore ? More than enough space for any roadway.
455. Your new street would almost lead back to Kent-street ? The street would he about 100 feet wide, 
and I think that would leave another 100 feet.
450. With regard to the present, how far does the traffic which comes from that part of the harbour 
hamper George-street or Pitt-street, or Castlereagh-street? Tho traffic coming from Miller’s Point 
practically docs not hamper George-street very much at all, it goes along to the junction of Kent-street 
and Port-street, but the gradients in Kent-street are so bad that the carts very frequently come along 
York-street and Clarence-afreet, and enter George-street near the Town Hall; then they arc a nuisance.
457. Going along Kent-street many of the warehouses in York-street would have their goods landed at 
them ? They could do so, but they are few; that would not represent much of the traffic.
458. A good deal of hardware would bo delivered ? Yes; there are a good few warehouses like 
McArthur’s and Lassottcr’s which would bo west of George-street. The vehicles going there would not 
occupy any portion of George-street.
459. There is a good deal of traffic in Sydney that does not bother George-street at all? Yes; but if 
you go into George-street during any portion of tho day yon will see a large number of these heavy 
vehicles in the street.
460. With regard to those vehicles carrying sawn timber—I see a number of those occasionally about in 
tho busy street in the middle of the day ? Yes; and many carts with iron too.
461. Is there no regulation in regard to that ? A regulation is being framed now ; it has not been passed 
yet, but the effect of it will be that no heavy or slow vehicle, which, from its construction or loading 
proceeds at a walking pace, shall go into George or Pitt Streets, between Pridgo and Goulburn Streets. 
Their chief obstruction does not arise so much from what they carry as from the pace they travel at. That 
traffic will be prohibited from going into those streets. The regulation will also provide that no loading 
beyond a certain height shall be allowed. Por instance, some of the wool loads extend 20 feet from the 
top of the drays or waggons, and that is a dangerous load.
462. Looked at from your point of view, which is that, of the inconvenience of those who walk or drive 
in tho streets, the effect of making these two tram-lines will be distinctly to increase tho discomfort of 
that class of people? It will bo a distinct disadvantage from a traffic-regulation, point of view.
463. The effect of putting a tram down a street is to spoil it for vehicles? Quite so. They absolutely 
spoil it for comfort and for vehicular traffic.
464. So that the fewer the streets occupied by trams the better for the public, excepting those who 
ride in the trams;—so that any advantage we gain in oneway we lose in another? There is constant 
danger in putting trams in congested streets, such as George-street or Pitt-street.
465. Can you see any other remedy for it? I do not. I see no alternative but to run trams down some 
other streets, unless you continue the steam trams as at present.
466. But they will be continued on ihe electrical system? But they will want another street or two ; 
the steam trams could be continued iu Dlizabcth-street, but with the introduction of electric trains the 
use of other streets is necessary.
46/. I would like to point out to you that Air. Kneeshaw, in giving evidence before the Committee 
yesterday, told us^ that they were running one-minute trams down George-street, and also ouc-mmuto 
trams along AYilliam-street; if these twro tram-lines aro constructed in Castlereagh-street and Pitt- 
street, tho tram along King-street will have to cross tram-lines at George-street, Pitt-street, Castlereagh- 
street, and Elizabeth-street;—wrould that create any difficulty to the rest of the traffic? The trams up 
King-street would be running at one-minute intervals, and that would, undoubtedly, interfere with the 
other traffic. Naturally, the more streets you occupy with trams, and the more intersections there are 
to cross, tbe more congested will the traffic become, because the other traffic must give way to the trams.
468. There are still a good many omnibuses going up King-street ? The minute tram service will soon 
stop them.
469. Some of these omnibuses go as far as the Edgecliffc-road;—will they he stopped? I think so; 
there will be no ’buses on the Edgecliffe-road after this week.
470. There are still some ’buses going to St. Pinccut’s Hospital, Potts Point, and Elizabeth Bay ? It 
will have the same effect on them.
471. Then if branch omnibuses are not introduced to those places, the people living there will be worse
served than they are now ? That is a difficulty to be considered. I do not think it will pay to run 
’buses. It would not pay to run a branch ’bus from William-street to Potts Point. It certainly would 
not pay at penny fares. The experiment was tried of running a penny ’bus along the Darling Point 
Road, where it met the tram. At first the fare was 2d.; but the revenue only amounted to about 6s. per 
day, and it cost £1 per day to run the ’bus. Tben they tried it with penny fares. Then the revenue was 
only about 5s. per day ; and, of course, tbo ’buses ceased running. '
472. Then the effect of this now system .of tram service will be to increase tbe convenience of those living 
exactly on the lines of the trams, but it will decrease the convenience of those who live at a distance 
from the tram-lines? Yes; they will have to walk to the trams.
473. It is a long way from Elizabeth Bay to the tram? Yes; I dare say they will try to run a ’bus 
from Elizabeth Bay into the city, but I do not think it will pay.
474. With regard to the difficulty I pointed out about these four streets having cross lines, will it bo got 
over by the elimination of the omnibuses altogether ? Yes, so far as tho ’bus traffic is concerned; but all 
tbe other vehicular traffic must be inconvenienced.
475. Do you think these four crossings will materially interfere with the ordinary traffic ? I think it 
will have the effect of compelling people to drive up Alarket-street,
476. A tram down a street is a benefit to the shopkeepers of that street ? They think so.
477. It is a good advertisement for them ? Yes; people can get to the shops at a cheap rate.

478.
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478. Before we had the trams in George-street to take the people, do you think as many people went Edward,
down Elizabeth-street every day as went down George-street ? Xes ; in vehicles and trams. 23 Auk. 1900.
479. Did the trams down Elizabeth-street take as many people who wanted to go to the business houses ’
as went down George-street? Not if you include the walkers. Those who rode in buses or trams in 
Elizabeth-street were twice as many as those rvho rode in ’buses along George-street, _ _ _
450. We need expect no opposition from the Pitt-street shopkeepers ? No ; the only way it would militate
against the shopkeepers is at such places as the Co-operative Stores, Hordern Brothers, and other places 
to which a large amount of what we may call carriage purchasing people are brought. They are sure to 
light shy of the trains as much as possible. It would not affect Eurmer’s, because carriages could pull 
up in Market-street. Once you put a tramway in Pitt-street it would never do to allow vehicles to stand 
there. _
451. Do you recollect the double tram line that ran down Pitt-street many years ago ? lea.
482. There were great complaints then ? Yes ; I think from the shopkeepers’ point of view they would 
prefer a tram down Pitt-street, because for every person who comes in a private vehicle there would-be 
500 come in the tram. In respect to George-street, the shopkeepers there were exceedingly anxious for 
the tram to he laid along that street.
4S3. Do you think tho traffic in George-street has increased since the tramway in George-street was 
opened there? 1 think it has. _
484. And other streets have been correspondingly affected ? I think so.
4S5. So that the people in other streets who have shops would like to get that traffic back again ? I dare 
say they would. _ _
488. Mr. McFarlanv.'] What effect has the electric trams in George-streot had in regard to the other 
traffic? They have had the effect of running off a large number of 'buses, and they have proved a 
nuisance to drivers aud pedestrians; tbe tram bells are constantly ringing to warn people out of the way, 
and everybody who can goes out of George-street into Pitt-street to get out of the way. _ ,
487. Then it has had the effect of removing a portion of the traffic from George-street? Yes; part of
the vehicular traffic has gone into Castlereagh-street and part into Pitt-street. . _
488. The traffic in those streets will therefore be more congested? Yes; Pitt-street is ever so much
more congested. ^ _
489. How many lines of ’buses removed from George-street? No lines of 'buses have removed from 
George-street to Pitt-street, but a large number of omnibuses that used to run down George-street have 
been discontinued altogether.
490. The discontinuation of the omnibuses is owing to the trams? Yes; wherever a tram runs the
omnibuses cease to ply. They cannot make a living. _
491. What is your opinion concerning another line of tram down Pitt-streot and down Castlereagh-
street? To put any tram in either of those streets is a distinct disadvantage from a traffic regulation 
point of view. But I think it is inevitable that one or other of those streets should be taken for tho 
convenience of tram passengers. _
492 Where would tho traffic in Castlereagh-street ho likely to go? It must stay in the same street.
There does not seem to me to be any street running in tbe same direction where it could go to._ _
493. Would not the trams have the effect of lessening the traffic generally, in addition to causing a dis
continuance of a number of lines of omnibuses ? It would only affect the omnibuses. This proposal 
would not have an immediate effect upon the omnibuses in Pitt-street, which ply to the eastern suburbs.
It is not proposed to make these new tram-lines serve the eastern suburbs. Directly the whole tramway 
system is converted into au electric system and electric trams are run to the eastern suburbs, the whole 
of tbe omnibuses will cease to run in Pitt-street. ^ _
494. Is it at all likely that there will be a large pick-up traffic in Castlereagh-street ? Very little; but
there wilt be a, large pick-up traffic in Pitt-street, going back towards the railway; but coming into 
Sydney there would be scarcely any pick-up traffic in Castlereagh-street. _ _
495. In view of that do you think it more desirable to have the two lines of trams in Pitt-street, instead
of one in Pitt-street and one in Castlereagh-street? I-think it would be highly dangerous to put a 
double line of trams in Pitt-street. _ ,
496. But there are two lines of trams in George-street? But that is a wider street. Pitt-street is only
36 ft. wide. The number of vehicles traversing Pitt-street is equal to the number in George-street, and 
Pitt-street is much narrower. _ , ,
497. Mr. Watson.'] In the statement you made at first to the Committee, I think you said that if two 
linos were constructed in Pitt-street the space between tho outer rail to the kerb would be 9 ft. 0 in, ?
Yes. .
498. So that would leave room for an omnibus to pass ? There would be barely room for an omnibus to
stand. The space would be too narrow for au omnibus to travel. _
499. Have you allowed for the tram-car over hanging the rail ? No, I have only taken the width of
the line. _ _
500. The car goes over another foot ? It goes over a good deal; but, I do not know whether it is a foot.
The distance between the two outer rails is 17 feet, leaving 9 feet 6 inches on either side, between tbe rail 
and the kerb. In my calculation, I did not allow for tbe overhanging portion of tbe ear. _
501. What you say is, that the result of running trams on what were formerly ’bus routes, always injured . 
the business of the ’buses? Yes; wherever an electric tram-line runs the ’buses have ceased to run.
502. We should like to have your opinion as to the preferable method of dealing with the passenger traffic
with tram and ’bus—which is the easier, leaving out for the moment the convenience of passengers,—what 
is tho best mode of transit from a traffic point of view ? I would sooner regulate tho ’buses than the 
trams. _ _ _
503. Do you think you could allow ordinary vehicles, private vehicles, say, better facilities, if you had. to 
carry the same number of passengers by omnibus as are now carried by tram in George-street? I think 
it was easier to regulate the vehicular traffic in George-street, when the 'buses carried the passengers than 
it is now when the trams carry them.
504. But the circumstances are slightly altered; I understand there is much more danger to people 
travelling in George-street now than there was formerly—assuming you had to find a number of omnibuses 
to carry the same number of people that are now carried by tram; do you think you could deal with the

general
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A. Eduard, general traffic as effectually as is now done ? The street would be more congested, but there would be 
fe3A~19O0 I6‘-f danger attached to the traffic.

’ 505. That means that though people would travel more slowly they would be safer ?» Tes.
o06. Mr. ShephardI think 1 gather from your evidence that you are not favourable to the proposal to 
put a line down Castlereagh-street, and up Pitt-street? I think it is inevitable that trams should be run 
in one or both of those streets; but if you look at it from a regulation traffic point of view, it is very 
objectionable to have any more streets taken up with trams. But I look upon, it as inevitable for the 
convenience of passengers coming to and from fciydney, that one or both of those streets should be taken 
up for tramway purposes. ^

d3o you think a single line down Castlereagh-street and another down Pitt-street will answer? I 
trunk if a line were laid in the centre of the roadway in both streets it would be less inconvenience to 
traffic. ■

:i-0U*hink a double line along Pitt-street would leave too small a space on each side for the general 
traffic. Tes, I think so. I understand the Commissioners wish to lay one line on one side of the road 
so that at any time they wish they can duplicate it. That would be almost as bad as to put down a double 
line at once, for a second line would be bound to come.

‘9° y°u IV>^ think it indispensable that George-street should be relieved of some of its traffic ? I 
think it essentially necessary.
510. It is overdone at present ? I think so.
511. Do you not think the construction of a line down Castlereagh-street would relieve George-street? 
Tes; I think so from a tramway point of view.
512. Have you any idea of any other proposal that could be made in lion of this? Not unless it be the 
one that is so often referred to, that is the bringing of the railway into tho City. 1 do not think the 
present proposal would be necessary if a railway were brought into the City for passenger traffic as far as 
King-street; there would be no necessity for either of these lines then.
513. Do you think it would he possible to also utilise one of the western streets for tram traffic—that is, 
a street west of George-street ? There is no street west of George-streot that opens up as far as the 
railway.

^°u might branch off at some street? The nearest street that you could branch off is Kent-street. 
ol5. Not at the Haymarket? No; unless you resume private property, Kent-street ends at Liverpool- 
street. I think if you ran a double line of trams along Castlereagh-street, and did not use Pitt-street for 
the return traffie, most of the people would go to George-street to get home; they would not walk to 
Castlereagh-street; you generally have to bring them up to their doors, especially when the transit servico 
is under Government.

you think it desirable to take this proposed tramway all the way to Fort Macquarie ? I do. I 
think that should have been done long ago.
517. "Would that not be a considerable distance, and would there not bo very little traffic ? There would 
be no necessity to run all the trams there; they need only run certain of the trams, but the laying of the 
line is a necessity.
518. On the whole, you are favourable to the proposed scheme on the supposition that it is inevitable ? 
Tes, I see no alternative. The only alternative I see is to run a double line down Castlereagh-street; 
but to run a double line down Pitt-street, I think, would he a highly dangerous thing to do.

Chairman] Could you give a rough idea of the percentage of traffic in Pitt-street now, which is 
kus traffic—that is, the number of omnibuses compared with the number of other vehicles r I 

think it represents about one-third of the vehicular traffie in George-street.
52(1 So that even after the conversion of the present steam-trams to the electrical system, and after the 
traffic was removed from Pitt-street, the placing there of trams would make the street more congested 
than it is now ? I think so, particularly whilst the ’buses remain there. But even if all the ’buses were 

u’J „ k tho,IaJ'inh' of a line of trams along Pitt-street will congest the traffic quite as much as 
all the buses that are there now do.

®0 you think it practicable to place the line in the position the Commissioners purpose ? It would 
be very risky; it might cause great delay to the trams, if the drivers of vehicles liked to be at all obstinate. 
To allow a tram to pass any big vehicle such as an omnibus, that vehicle would have to go practically quite 
close alongside the kerb—a dead parallel with the kerb. If you look at Pitt-street yon will not find 30 
yards of it at any given place, between Hunter-street and Bathurst-street, that has not got one or two 
vehicles standing alongside the kerb. Every passing vehicle has to go outside of them, and necessarily 
would have to pass on the tram-line.
522, Do you think, then, that the placing of the line in that position is so serious that it should not be 
considered for a moment? I think it would he a good idea to stop the Commissioners from thinking of 
putting down a double line in Pitt-strcct. I think they should put down only one line, and that should 
be put in tho middle of the street.
523 Would the construction of a single line in the middle of the street be a serious detriment to the 
tratiic ? Far less detriment than putting two lines.
524. It would he less serious ? I do not like the idea of a tram in Pitt-street at all, but it seems to be 
inevitable. If you put both lines down in Castlereagh-street, the people would stick to George-streot. 
52o. Do you know of any city in tho world that has streets so narrow as Pitt-street? I am not much 
acquainted with other places.
526. Mr. Shepherd] Tou spoke of heavy drays being an obstacle to traffie—would it not be possible to 
restrict that heavy traffic to certain hours of the day ? A regulation is now being framed which will 
prohibit heavy vehicles from proceeding at a walking pace in G-eorge or Pitt streets, between Bridge-street 
and Goulburn-street, between the hours of 8 o’clock in the morning and 6 or 7 o’clock in the evening 
o27. That would relieve the traffic of a certain amount of danger? Tes, but the difficulty is that when 
you put that traffie out of Pitt and George streets, it will go into Castlereagh-street.
528. I suppose these heavy drays must run in some street ? Provision wilfbo made for that.
£29. Could you not restrict them to certain hours when the trams are not used? Make them deliver 
everything before 8 o’clock in the morning? Most of the Bonds are not open till 9 o’clock in the 
morning.
530. It is during two or three hours in the morning and two or three hours in the afternoon when there 
is an excess of traffic in George and Pitt streets ? Tes, 53P_
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531. If these heavy drays were allowed to ply outside those hours, would not that be a relief to the A. Edward,
traffic ? I thiuk they will be prohibited in Pitt-street and Gleorge-street between tbe hours of 8 in the „/7“’A'"T™0 
morning and 7 at night, except when they want to deliver goods at any place within certain boundaries,23 u^‘’ ‘
then they will be allowed to do so from the nearest intersecting street. _
532. Dr. Garran.] With regard to the Circular Quay—all these trams are intended to debouch into
Circular Quay ? Everyone of them. . _
533. With minute trams down George-street and down King-street, and one every three minutes down
Castlereagh-street and Pitt-street, and the pretty heavy traffic down, Elizabeth-street, will all that be able 
to circle round at Port Macquarie without stopping your heavy traffic to the steamers’ wharfs ? I do not 
think it would have any serious effect; nearly all the cartages on this side of the Quay do not cross the 
tramline. , _
634. Once they get on the Quay side of the trams, they are all right? Yes. There would he exceeding 
great difficulty in regulating all tbe trams on tbo Circular Quay. Those running there now take up a 
large portion of it; and when the traffic from the western and eastern suburbs is brought down there, it 
cannot be regulated without some of it going up to Port Macquarie.
535. AU this traffic will have to cross this line once? Yes.
536. There will be trams coming every minute almost? Yes. Supposing they came from George-street
down to Queen’s Wharf, they would have to cross the line twice, because they would have to cross it at 
the Quay proper as well. _
537. I want you to consider all these trams at work;—will there he no difficulty to those drays which are
coming and going to the ships in having to cross ? Yes, there would be more difficulty than there is now, 
because the trams are now comparatively few compared to what they will be when the eastern and 
western suburbs are added. _
538. You cannot spare any more space at the Circular Quay for another two lines of tram rails ? You 
could on the Quay proper, I think, because the ’buses wouid he taken away from there; hut I do not 
think you could spare enough space if tbe continuation of the line to Port Macquarie was not made.
539. Prom the foot of Phillip-street to Fort Macquarie ? I do not think there would be room for four 
lines there.
540. But there will he great risk and difficulty with the traffic ? There will be great risk of congestion 
when all the trams run there, they will be so frequent. The difficulty would be increased when there 
is a large steamer coming in and discharging a largo number of passengers who want to go everywhere at 
once. Take, for instance, a holiday steamer returning from Manly—it has been the custom for vehicles 
to wait for the people, and then they will all start at one moment. Of course that is so now on the
arrival of any crowded Korth Shore steamer, at the busy time of the day. The passengers by it want to ,
go to almost everywhere. If the trams started at one minute intervals, and they went to twelve different 
destinations, some of tho people would have to wait twelve minutes before they could get a start. You 
must have some means of sending them away quickly. _
541. So far as the ferry passengers are concerned they have been greatly convenienced by the 
construction of the tramlines on Circular Quay ? I think it has proved a great convenience to people 
coming from the North Shore.
542. Has it perceptibly diminished the omnibus traffie in George-street ? As I have said, wherever the 
tram runs the omnibuses cease to run.
543. Ladies prefer to take the tram when going to David Jones’s, or Farmer’s, or Hordern’s ? Yes.
544. They used to take the omnibus ? They used to take the omnibus up George-street or Pitt-street.
There was a line of ’buses on each street, running from the Circular Quay to tbe Eailway. There was 
also a line of ’buses running from the Circular Quay to Toohey’s brewery, in Elizabeth-street, to Foveaux- 
street; but people seem to prefer the trams to the ’buses, even though they might be landed nearer to 
their destination by ’bus.

"William Greenwood, A.M.I.C.E., sworn aud examined:—
545. Mr. JfcDarZanc.] Have you given much consideration to tbe proposals now before the committee? W.
Yes. It was originally proposed to run a double line of tramway down Castlereagh-street, with the view of 
relieving the George-street tramway of the railway traffic. But since tho evidence given by Mr. Deane, ’ '
Engineer-in-Chief of the Eailway Construction Branch, Works Department, and Mr,.Hugh M’Laehlan, 23 Aug 1900 
Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners, it has been proposed to lay a single line along Pitt-street and ’ 
another along Castlereagh-street, with tho view of putting a double line down each street at some future
time. In my opinion the Castlereagh-street line would not take 10 per cent, of the railway traffic.
546. Would the line be insufficient to carry the traffic ? No. But human beings cannot be made to go 
like a lot of sheep. The people want to go down George-street, not along Castlereagh-street. Therefore 
yon would not get more than 10 per cent, of the passengers to go down Castlereagh-street, even if you 
got as much.
547. Do you think they would object to walk the short distance from Pitt-street to Castlereagh-street ?
I think they will prefer to walk from the railway bridge in George-street into tho station.
548. You think they would not take the tram down Castlereagh-street? No, not 10 per cent, of them.
549. Mr. JVaison]. You think they would prefer to walk from the bridge to the station? Yes. Even 
now if a person wants lo go to Leichhardt or Forest Lodge he walks to tho bridge; and people will do 
the same when you have put trams down Castlereagh-street,
550. Mr. McFarlane]. Do you not think that, if the George-street trams are as overcrowded as they are 
now, people will not prefer to walk a short distance from Castlereagh-street ? No, you have practical 
experience of that. The steam trams ran in Elizabeth-street from Newtown, but when the electric trams 
were put down George-street no one patronised the steam trams in Elizabeth-street. People took the 
George-street tram because it was to George-street they chiefly wanted to go.
551. People prefer to travel by tho electric tram rather than by the steam tram ? Not necessarily,
"Whilst they were running the steam trams from Newtown, many people paid their fare on the section as 
far as the railway bridge, and then left the steam tram and got on the electric tram, paying another Id. 
for the George-street section.
552. I suppose you are aware that the traffic in George-street is very congested? Yes. ■
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553. What remedy would you suggest ? The obvious one is to construct a railway into the city. At the 
present time tramways are being, and arc proposed to be, extended to the extremities, thus bringing more 
traffic on the trunk lines, and causing congestion, not relief as needed. .

23 Aug., 1900. Do you think, if there was a city railway with a terminal station at tho top of King-street, that 
people would walk, from George-street to that station in preference to taking the tram ? No.-
555. For the same, reason they would not walk from George-street to Castlereagh-street to reach the
tram? Most assuredly not. Tou will see that the Kailway Commissioners, in their report recently 
issued, state that formerly 3,000,000 railway passengers travelled by the steam trams every year; but 
now 9,000,000 railway passengers travel by the electric trams, simply because thev want to get to 
George-street, or to the west of it. "
556. What would you suggest in lieu of the present proposal? First of all, a railway on the western 
side of the city. It should start from Devonshire-street and cross George-street at Bathurst-street. 
There should be a station at Batburst-street and another at Wynyard-square, and auother at tbe Circular 
Quay, making three stations in the City instead of one at King-street. That would relieve the George- 
street traffic immediately. Still that would only be a portion of a complete scheme of a railway that would 
eventually run to the eastern and southern suburbs, which would still further relieve the tram traffic.
557. In regard to tho City tramway extension, could you suggest a better scheme than the one that has 
been proposed ? Use your present Elizabeth-street line as far as Bent-street, and then from Bent-street 
go down to the corner of the Hotel Metropole.
558. Are you aware that the Railway Commissioners propose to have the whole of the tramways converted 
to the electric system ? Tes.
559. Would not that cause a greater number of cars to be run than arc running now ? Tes.
560. In view of that, do you consider that what you now suggest would prove to be tbe best ? Tou 
have now trams in George-street to carry part of the traffic that was formerly carried iu Elizabeth-street.
561. Ton consider, then, the present proposal to he unnecessary ? Absolutely a waste of money. There 
would not be any revenue from it.
562. Do you not think there would be an increase of passenger traffic as the Kailway Commissioners 
anticipate ? A railway would carry ten times as many passengers as a tramway could. Even when a 
railway is constructed, there would always be a large number of people to be carried by the tramways.
563. The last witness examined by this committee stated that wherever a tram was extended, tho omnibus 
traffic was done away with ? No doubt it does away with a large portion of it; but there is such a thing 
as live and let live ; aud I think there is plenty of traffic for both ’buses and trams. The terminations of 
the ’bus journeys are generally wide apart from the trams, aud numbers of people would travel by 
omnibus to reach their homes. The Kailway Commissioners reduced tho tram fares to starve the omni
buses, with the result that the charges on the railways arc double as much as they are on the trams.
564. But does not the reduction of fares mean an increase in the passenger traffic by the trams? Tes, 
but you take it from 3four railway, which is not overcrowded!
565. Not in every case? At present I can go from the railway bridge in George-street, by tram, to
the Newtown Eailway Station for a penny; but if I went by train to Newtown I should have to pay 
twopence. .
566. Mr. Watson.'] A season ticket holder would travel much cheaper? Yes, but the bulk of the 
passengers who travel between the railway bridge and St. Peters are not season ticket holders.
567. Would it not be cheaper to take out a season ticket from St. Peters to Sydney? A. workman’s 
ticket is the cheapest thing you can get. A workman's ticket from Newtown to Sydney costs a penny, 
hut au ordinary person has to pay twopence, and threepence first class, The return journey, second 
class, costs fourpenco. "Whereas the ordinary fare by train from Redfern to Newtown Bridge is two
pence, a person ean travel by an electric tram to a point a mile beyond Newtown Bridge, i.c., Emnore 
terminus, for one penny. They are simply starving the railways to benefit the tramways. The railway 
traffic is carried at about fifty per cent, of working expenses, the tramway traffic is carried at ninety per 
cent, of working expenses. So that the profitable traffic is diverted from the railways to the tramways.
568. That is in cases where the tramways run near the railways ? Not always. *
569. Do you think, from the enormous amount of traffic on the George-street trams—which is greatly 
in excess of the estimate of the Kailway Gommissioners,—that the Commissioners would be justified in 
making additional provision for meeting the increased traffic ? The Kailway Commissioners have not 
properly gauged the traffic in advance.
570. If the present proposal be carried out, do you think the result would bo similar to what has taken 
place in George-street ? No, it would not take 10 per cent, of the passengers from George-street.
571. Is there any local traflic in Castlereagh-street ? No, none. There are a hundred people in George- 
street for every one in Castlereagh-street. The amount of traffic in George-street is a hundred times 
greater than that in Castlereagh-street.
572. In the event of the present proposal being carried out, do you think it would largely interfere with 
the traffie ? Most assuredly. In Pitt-street it would be simply impossible.
573. Do you think the street is not sufficiently wide ? Castlereagh-street is sufficiently wide to lay down
a line. ’
574. Do you think it would he better to have two lines in Castlereagb-street than to have one line in each 
street? Tou cannot have a line in Pitt-street in any case, not even a single line, whilst a double line 
would be absolutely unsafe.
575. In tbe event of the Elizabeth-street line being found insufficient for the passenger traffic, what other 
proposal do you think would be most desirable ? Certainly; extend your railway into the city first.
576. But apart from tbe railway ? Asa matter of fact, you must have some streets for your vehicular 
traffic, and Castlereagh-street is not suitable for it. Tou have steep grades from all wharf's. The only two 
streets' suitable for vehicular traffic are George and Pitt streets,
577. Ton think, then, it will be found necessary—if the present proposal is found to be the host—to lav
the lines down in Castlereagh-street ? If absolutely necessary, Castlereagh-street is preferable to Pitt- 
street. '
578. Do yon think it desirable to go west of George-street ? The only suitable street west of George- 
street is Kent-street, and that is only suitable for a single line. But there is not sufficient traffic to 
warrant the construction of a line there at the present time.

W.
Greenwood,
A.M.I.C.E.

579.
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579. "Would it not be distributing the passenger traffic better to have a line west of G-corge.street, seeing ^ , 
that Elizabeth-street will soon bare to carry the additional passenger traffic from tho eastern suburbs ?
In that case what I would do’would be to continue the Elizabeth-street line dowrn young-street, then turn A 
on to the Circular Quay; go along George-street Jforlh. then along Port-street to Kent-street, along that 23Aug., 1900. 
street to Liverpool-street, and then double back to Elizabeth and Oxford streets, by way of Liverpool- ’ 
street, so forming a complete circle. I would only put a single line in Kent-street, not a double line.
By that means people from the eastern suburbs could be taken to Kent-street, and they could be picked 
up there on their return.
580. Mr. Hymn.'] Would you have a single line in the centre of the street ? Yes.
551. Chairman.] 1 understood you to say that we could not force the people to leave George-street ?
They are accustomed to it, and desire to go there.
552. The object of tbo present proposal is to relieve George-street of the railway traffic? Tes.
583. And you propose to shunt it down Elizabeth-street"? I do not say send’ the railway traffie down
Elizabeth-street. *
584. What traffic do you propose to take down Elizabeth-street? At the present time the hulk of the 
railway passengers do not go along Elizabeth-street. I do not think more than 10 per cent, of the 
passengers go that way.
585. In what way would your proposal to send electric trams down Elizabeth-street ease tho George- 
street trams ? The only way to relieve the George-street traffic is to extend the railway into the city,
586. Tou do not attach much importance to your proposal to send electric trams down Elizabeth-street?
The Commissioners admit there will not be any revenue from it except from the growth of traflic.
587. Presuming that tbo railway electric trams, instead of going down George-street, were sent down 
Castlereagh-street, do you think tbe railway passengers would prefer to walk the distance from the 
railway-station to tho bridge rather than jumj) into a tram and walk to G eorge-atreet from tho other end?
Most assuredly.
5SS, I think you said it was not possible to put a tram down Pitt-street from a practical point of view?
I think so.
589. Canyon give your reasons? Mr. McLachlan stated tho line would be laid down one side of the 
street, and that it would be duplicated when found necessary. As a matter of fact there would be no 
room for an omnibus to drive there. The exact space between the tram and the kerb might be enough 
to allow an omnibus to stand, but there would not he enough space to allow a ’bus to travel with safety.
590. Dr. Qarran ] Your scheme for going down Elizabeth-street and Castlereagh-street would satisfy 
people living or having business between Bent-street and Circular Quay—but suppose people want to get 
down at the cross streets, going towards Pitt-street, it would not accommodate any of those? No, as a 
matter of fact 90 per cent, of those people would walk from the Kailway Station to tbe bridge. At the 
present moment passengers coming by railway and wishing to go along Elizabeth-street have either to 
walk to tbe bridge or down tho stairs and under the subway to Devonshire-street lo get a "Waterloo tram.
591. You mean to say the people who by preference would want to go down Castlereagh-street are a 
negligible quantity ? Quite so.
592. But it is only proposed to go down Castlereagh-street to get out of a difficulty ? Yes.
593. It is not a question of where they want to go ? Kb, but I sav that what is proposed will not remove
the difficulty. J
594. Do you think that 10 per cent, of the passengers who want to go down Castlereagh-street would bo 
content to bo taken down Elizabeth-street ? Yes ; they do so now.
595. Taking the railway traffic going back, it has been pointed out to us lhat people would readily go from 
Georgc-srrect to Pitt-street to get a tram to the Kailway, but they would not walk up the hill to Castle- 
reagh-street—do you agree with that? No; what I say is that the bulk of tbe general public is in 
George-street, and west of that street. Of course there is a portion on the eastern side of George- 
street ; but the bulk of tho passengers would go to tho George-street trains. You could not force them 
to go to Pitt-street or Castlereagh-street. Tho distance they would have to walk from tbe bridge to tbe 
station would be shorter than the distance from George-street to Pitt-street. Hence they would take tho 
first tram they came to,
596. You remember that under the proposed system, the connecting wire between George-street and tho 
Kailway Station could not be made use of ? That is so.
597. And the people going to the railway would have to cross George-street at a very congested part ?
Yes.
598. Do you not think that ladies would prefer to go into Pitt-street and get a tram that will take
them direct into the station, rather than take a tram that will cause them to walk from the railway 
bridge into tbo station ? I do not think so. "
699. Mr. Watson.] Do you think the distance from George-street to Pitt-street, at tho northern eud of 
the town, is greater than from* the railway bridge into the station ? Tho shorter distance is from the 
bridge to the station.
600. J)r. Garran,.] Coming to tbe Circular Quay, whore all those tram-lines aro to run, do you thiuk
there would be a congestion of traffic on the Quay which would interfere with the dray and general
vehicular traflic ? I thiuk it would damage the whole of the wharf property to extend tho tramways on
the eastern side of the Quay; it would depreciate both tho wharfs and the storage property to from 
one-third to one-half its value.
601. At present the trams do go a part of tho distance? Only in one corner, and that is for the 
purpose, of facilitating shunting operations. My suggestion is that there should be a complete circle.
602. "What I want to get at is, whether, with minute trams running there all day long, wo shall be able
to safely conduct the vehicular traffic to and from the wharfs and ferries ? No ; it is frequently the 
ease that the street on the eastern side of the Quay is covered one-half its width with goods of one kind 
or another. "
003. Have you watched the traffic since the electric trams were taken there? Yes.
604. Have they thrown any difficulty in the way of loading or unloading stcamshijis ? No.
605. But if increased, and the lines were carried to Port Macquarie ? Most assuredly ; (he proposal to 
extend the lino to Port Macquarie is wrong. The sheds should be put on land that is cheap.
606. But it is Government land ? Whether or not it is of value.

281—D (507.
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Greenwood adhere to the ides you expressed that the proper way to deal with the railway traffic coming
A.M.I.CJL a ra*lway P By a railway we should have stations en route.

a_ Suppose the proposal to establish a railway station at Belmore-road is carried out, and that
23 Aug., 1900. we find, after experience, that the trains cannot accommodate the railway passenger traffic in addition to 

their own, we should be just as well off in regard to making an extension into the city as we are now ? 
Before you place your station at Devonshire-street you should first of all settle the point as to whether 
or not it is to he a through station or a terminal station, and unless you settle that point and determine 
where the city railway is to be extended to, von cannot decide the position of your station or settle the 
matter finally. "
GOD. Could we not make a station with a frontage to Belmore-road, so arched and arranged as to allow of 
trains going through to the city afterwards if necessary? In designing a station you try to keep your 
roads in a straight line. And all your platforms and roads should be in a straight line. If the station is 
to be n, very long one, a very slight deviation in the direction you are going—whether to King-street or 
Hyde Park—makes all the difference iu regard to the design of tho station. Apart from that, you make 
totally different arrangements for your platforms. Before designing a station you should determine 
whether it is to be a through station or a terminal station.
610. You would have no difficulty in coming down a grade of 1 in GO. Suppose we start in Belmore-road 
on a level with the present line ; Mr. Deane objected that your line had to go I in 60, starting 
from Devonshire-street—but suppose we did not start at that going to Belmore-road—would that affect 
your proposal ? The I in 60 grade is only from Wynyard-square to Circular Quay. The reason is that 
at Wynyard Square you want to Iteep as high as possible, in order to meet a projected Horth Shore line, 
and to keep low at the Quay, so as to go beneath the roads, in order to obstruct them as little as possible. 
I do not think the 1 in 60 grade an objectionable grade at all.
611. Could you descend from Belmore-road to Bathurst-street by a grade of 1 in 100 on your plan ? I 
do not think so. The question of grades is this: in my line I did not disturb the surface of any streets 
except Pitt-street aud Circular Quay—I exclude Devonshire-street because that maybe blocked or lowered. 
If it were desired, we might, perhaps, get a better grade by lowering a street like Goulburn-street a 
foot or two.
612. By your route, could you get from Belmore-road down to your first station at Bathurst-street with 
a grade of l in 1(J0 ? Yes, it might necessitate varying a street level a foot or two.
613. I am only asking this question in the possible view of a tramway service from Belmore-road. I 
want to know whether your scheme could still be carried out? But that station, plus this tramway, 
brings in no revenue, and would cost as much as a city railway. It would not attain the object aimed at; 
that is, liberating the traffic in George-street.
614. ̂ I am only anxious to find out whether in case wc find this extension of the terminus insufficient, the 
placing of this station in Belmore-road would be a hindrance to us or not, if any future extension of the 
line into the city either by your route or anybody else’s became necessary? The general direction of the 
Bedfern Station now is more or less between Hyde Bark and George-street—that is the general line of 
the station.
615. Chairman^] Have you anything further to say to the Committee ? Only this, that I think the 
extension to Tort Macquarie would be a waste of money. There is no traflic down to Tort Macquarie. 
All the traffic that there might bo is obtained now. You will get no more money out of the passengers if 
you take them there.
616. Is it not highly convenient to have at each end of your tram lines suitable shed accommodation ? 
It is not at all necessary. It was not provided for steam trams at Bridge-street.
617. But is it not convenient ? No, you should have your cars constantly at work. They have no
right to be standing at all. Stable them in the suburbs, but not in the town. "
6IS. Dr. Garran] The traffic in the early mornings is all coming into Sydney? Yes, mainly. The 
tramway would be damaging to the whole of these wharfs and warehouses so far as the traffic is 
concerned.

MONDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER, 1000.
■gresmt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Cjuiiotax),
The Hon. Patrick Lindesat Crawpohd Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon, Solomon Heereet Htam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henrt Levien, Esq. 
John McPaelawe, Esq,

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Biigh streets, with single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets.

Albert Henry Nathan (Hoffnung <fc Co., Ltd.) sworn, and examined :—
A. HJfathan. Q19. Chairman.'] The original proposal referred to the Committee was the construction of a double line 
3 Sept 1900 e^ec^r^c *ram.wiiy ^rom Belmore Park along Castlereagh-street to Bent-street; but it has now been 

’ ' suggested that, in place of a double line in Castlereagh-street, a single line should be taken down Castle
reagh-street and a return line up Pitt-street, these single lines being so laid as to permit of duplication 
should that at anytime be deemed necessary;—how do you regard that proposal? We think that a 
tramway in Pitt-street would prove very inconvenient to our business, because of the congestion which 
it would cause in the street. We employ a large number of drays and carts, which come in from and go 
out iuto Pitt-street, and the street is very narrow for even the present traffic.
620. What is the width of tho street in front of your premises? I believe about 36 feet from kerb to
kerb. Carts when heavily loaded cannot make a sharp turn; but frequently to swerve right across the 
street. '
621. How many trips in and out of your yard are made by the carts which go there during an average 
working day ? I daresay between 100 and 200 carts {i.e., double such number in and out).
622. Between what hours ? Between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

623.
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G23. Are a large number of carts sent out with goods daily between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.? I think the traffic is A, H. ^at an. 
rather heavier then than, at other times ; but it is fairly uniform. On the average there are always half 3 
a dozen, and probably more, carts in tho yard. _ ’ P *> •
{524. Would a single line in Pitt-street, on the side of the road furthest from your premises, greatly 
interfere with the working of the business? Yes, because it would bring about a greater congestion of 
traffic than there is now. _
625. Do you know of any business as large as yours, and doing a similar cartage traffic, which is situated
in G-eorge-street? No; I do not think there is one. AVe are, of course, indirectly affected by the 
George-street tramway, because the working of that tramway has driven more vehicular traffic into Pitt- 
street. Our carters tell us that they have to take Pitt-street in preference to George-street, in order to 
get through. A carter told me the other day that he had to leave his cart at the Strand, in George-street, 
to deliver a parcel at Farmer aud Company’s, _
626. Do you think that to increase the number of tramways will create a special difficulty in the way of 
carrying on, not only your own business, but all such businesses in the city ? Yes. It is now proposed to 
take the four chief traffic arteries of the city—Elizabeth, Castlereagh, Pitt, and George Streets—for 
tramways. If that is done, it will make the carrying on of business such as ours very difficult.
627. The proposal now by the Committee has been put forward with a view to relieving George-streot of
traffic;—do you think that a tramway in Pitt-street would considerably interfere with your carting 
operations ? Yes. No doubt the tramway traffic will bo heavier in some parts of the day than in others, 
and those times would he also the times of our busiest traffic. _
628. AV'ould a tram every ten minutes interfere with your business to any considerable extent? Yes; 
but not so much as if tbe cars ran so frequently as they do in George-street, and, as tbe city grows, the traffic 
will increase. I saw Mr. McLachlan on the subject lately, and he explained that it was necessary to bring 
the tramways to those parts of the city where there is most business to be conducted. The traffic of a city, 
however, concentrates in particular thoroughfares, and if you bring tramways into streets where there is 
very heavy traffic, yon must drive some of that traffic out, and ultimately some of the business done in 
those streets will go into other streets, and then you must chase the traffic there by constructing trams 
into those streets.
629. When the George-street line was proposed, it met with considerable opposition from the business 
people in that street, who feared that it would Injure their business ; but they have found that their fears 
have not been realised;—do you think that your business is of such a character that it is sure to be 
prejudiced by the construction of a tramway into Pitt-street ? The construction of a tramway in Pitt- 
street would cause us great iu convenience, and that would indirectly diminish our business. ^
630. If the construction of a tramway down Pitt-street brought a larger number of pedestrians into the 
street, would that be of advantage to your business ? Not in the slightest degree. Ours is a -wholesale 
business.
631. Are there many other large firms like your own in Pitt-street ? There arc Dalton’s and Hunter’s, a
little lower down the street, and several others down towards the Quay. Going towards the railway 
station, the business houses are generally retail houses. There is a considerable congestion of traffic 
close to us at tbe intersection of King and Pitt Streets, where the vehicular traffic is delayed by the 
crossing of the cable trams. ... .
632. From King-street towards the Quay, most of the business done on the western side of Pitt-street is
wholesale business ? There are a good many wholesale places in Pitt-street, between King-street and the 
Circular Quay. _ _
633. Dr. Garran.'] Have you only one entrance to your yard? Yes. I might point out that the postal 
authorities had to find another entrance to the Post Office because of the crowded state of Pitt-street, 
even under present conditions.
634. You cannot find another entrance ? No.
635. Do you think that the George-street shopkeepers have gained, on the whole, by the immense quantity
of traffic which the tramways have brought into George-street? I do not know; I am not in a position 
to judge. _
636. Do you think that the retail business people in Pitt-street have lost business through traffic being
taken into George-street ? 1 do not think they have. _ _
637. Have you heard any of them say that they would like a tram-way down Pitt-street, to bring traffic to 
Pitt-street ? N o.
638. Have you heard anyone speak in favour of the construction of a tramway in Pitt-street ? No.
639. ]f the tramway were constructed, and the ears ran once every five or ten minutes, your carts would 
have plenty of time to cross the road in the intervals ? Yes; I might say, however, that if the electric 
tramway were now in Pitt-street, and we had not erected a warehouse there, we should not go there if we 
could get premises elsewhere.
640. But now there is nowhere for you to go to avoid the trams, unless you go west of George-street ? Yes.
641. Do you think that if tramways are constructed down Elizabeth, Castlereagh, Pitt, and George
Streets, they will tend to diminish the sites available for large wholesale houses in those streets, and throw 
them more to the west of George-street ? Yes. _
642. Is it of any advantage to a warehouse to be situated on the western side of George-street, because 
of the proximity of the wharfs to that part of the city ? I do not think it makes much difference, AYhen 
your goods are on a cart, a few yards more or less do not matter.
643. And the buying public have to go wherever the warehouses are? To a certain extent. But you 
must not go too far from the business centre.
644. You do not depend upon chance traffic ? No.
645. And, I suppose, a great many of your orders come by post ? Yes,
646. If you are within reach of the retail businesses in tho town, that answers your purpose ? Yes. AYe 
must be within a reasonable distance of thorn.
647. The trams will not run so frequently in Pitt-street as in George-street ? No doubt as traffic increases 
the number of tramcars in the street would increase, as it has increased in George-street.
648. But the George-street lines carry a large suburban traffic as well as a pick-up traffic, whereas the
Pitt-street line is only intended to cany the railway traffie for the present, though, possibly, some of the 
suburban traffic may come into it ? Even if the cars did not run frequently, there would be great danger 
of serious accidents occurring in front of our premises. 649.
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A H. Nathan, ypu nerer liave accidents now ? I do not remember any ; but where there is heavy traffic in a
3 Sept. ItfOO. ^trI'®e^ico^ls'ons may always occur. At times we have had as many as ten carts in our yards at once.

’ Ow. Can they turn round in the yard and come out when it is as full as that? It is a little awkward for 
them, but they ean do it,
(i5L Li your opinion PitLstrcet is not suited to even a single line of tramway ? That is my opinion.

T.p0U WOu|d rather see the whole of the tram traflic carried in Castlereagh-street? Certainly.
God If the railway trams ran up and down Castlereagh-street, would people walk from George-street to 
Castlereagh-street to make use of them, supposing the George-street trams did not run into the railway 
^arC* Vk ^ People^n George-street would take the George-street trams to reach the railway,
654. Bo you think that ladies would P I do not know. Of course, the Castlereagh-street tram ■would 
take a great deal of traffic ; but I do not think the peoplein George-street would go to Castlereagh-street 
to make use of them, I have always been accustomed, when going to the railway station, to take the 
first steam-tram that came along,
655. You see no objection to the construction of a double line of tramway in Castlereagh-street? Prom 
a. general or a personal point of view.
G56. brom a general point of view? Comparatively little. There are not many business places there. 
The street is wider than Pitt-street, and it is occupied chiefly with offices.
657. Ho you think it would be a serious inconvenience to the traffic of the city if tramways were 
constructed in Elizabeth, Castlereagh, Pitt, and George Streets? Tes.
658. Do you see any way of getting out of the difficulty ? I think that the construction of the railwav
into the centre of the city would avoid the difficulty. '
659. That is the view taken by the Eailway Commissioners ;—you agree with them ? Tes ; I have been 
asked to express that opinion. I go so far as to say that the extension of the railway into the city is 
bound to come sooner or later, even if all these tramways are made.
660. Tou think that, even ii a big central station at Devonshire-street is made, we shall have to continue 
the line into the city sooner or later? Tes.
661. Quite apart from any intention to connect with the bforth Shore ? Tes.
6G2. Mr, Mi/am.'] There are not a great many business places other than offices in Pitt-street, between 
your warehouse and the Circular Quay ? There are none so large as ours ; but there are a good many 
warehouses and wholesale business places between Hunter-street and the Quay.
663. But between King-street and Dunter-strcet there aro not many? There are ours, Hunter's, and
Dalton’s. ' ’
664. The other places in the street arc chiefly auction marts and offices ? Tes.
665. Then the tramway in Pitt-street would only interfere with three business places between Hunter 
and King Streets? Tes.
666. Erom King-street to Park-street there are a good many business places? Tes; and the traffic is
very heavy. There is a very great deal of mercantile traflic through Pitt-street, even though there are 
not so many large wholesale houses in the street. 0
667. Tou say that you do not see any serious objection to the conslruetion of a double line of tramwav 
in Castlereagh-street ? I think that such a line would be of less inconvenience than a single line in 
Castlereagh-street and a single line in Pitt-street.
668. Have you heard any serious objections to the construction of such a line ? Tes.
669. I'rom many people? I have only spoken to two or three people about it.
670. The question we have to consider is whether it is not better to accommodate the great number of 
suburban and city people who wish to travel through the streets than to regard the convenience of 
business places such as yours ? . Well, 1 came only to put my view of the situation before the Committee. 
GjI. Mr. Levien.] If your business promises were in Castlereagh-street, would you not oppose the 
construction of a tramway down Castlereagh-street? Certainly.
672. Tou have a good knowledge of the whole city ? A fair knowledge. I have known the city for 
seventeen years.
673. Do you think that the tramway ought to go down Pitt-street at all ? Ko.
G7‘l. Tou are absolutely opposed to a line in Pitt-street ? Tes.
675. Are there more business places in Pitt-street than in Castlereagh-street ? I think so.
676. There is a greater length of business premises, both wholesale and retail, on both sides of Pitt-street 
than there is in Castlereagh-street ? Tes.
677. Do you think that Pitt-street should be reserved for vehicular traffic ? I thiuk so.
678. If all these streets are occupied with tramways it would almost stop the vehicular traffic ? It would 
seriously interfere with it.
679. The lowrer end of Castlereagh-street is given up to Chinamen and small dwelling-places ? Tes.
680. Mr. Wafson.] Have you considered the possibility of a reduction in the number of omnibuses by 
the construction of the proposed line ? The tramway might reduce the number of omnibuses for a time ; 
but, as the city increases, its vehicular traffic must increase. The effect of the recent multiplication of 
trams has been to knock off the ’buses on certain routes and to create new routes.
681. Do any of the ’buses which run on these new routes como right down to tho Quay ? I believe so. 
Tho only new' ’bus that 1 actually know of, is a "bus from Woolloomooloo, past Hyde Park, to the Quay.
682. If the eastern suburbs tramways were brought down to the Quay, would not that bring about a 
reduction in the number of ’buses ? It seems probable that it would ; but, so far, there does not appear 
to have been a reduction in the number of 'buses in the city.
683. The late Eegistrar (o the Transit Commission told us that there had been a falling off in the number 
of 'buses plying in George-street since the tramway was taken down that street;—if a tramway down 
Pitt-street had the effect of materially reducing the ’bus traffic in that street, would not that be some 
compensation? If it largely decreased tho’bus traffic, it would be some compensation; but I cannot 
say what that compensation would amount to.
684. Are the ’buses the chief element in the vehicular traffic of Pitt-street at the present time? 1 do 
not think so.
685. What is the width of King-street, near Darling Harbour ? It is about as wide as Pitt-street.
686. There is a very heavy vehicular Iraffic there and two lines of tramway, while shunting operations 
have also to be carried on in the street;—if tho tramway in King-street does not interfere with the

vehicular
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vehicular traffic there, why should a tramway in Pitt-street do so ? I£ the traffic in King-street is the . aa.
same as in Pitt-street, and the two streets are about the same width, the conditions are similar ; but if 1 
were driving a cart, I should be less afraid of cable trams than of electric trams, because the electric k- 1 ■> •
trams are bigger, and move faster than the cable trams. I would sooner have an unlimited number of 
’buses than an electric tram. ,
GST. Mr. Shepherd.'] At what hour of the day is most of your carting done ? Probably in the later part of 
the afternoon; but the difference is hardly worth mentioning, because the traffic is fairly uniform all day.
688, Would it be possible to do the carting at times when the trams were not so numerous ? I do not 
think so. Wo have to clear the ships as quickly as we can. We are always urging the carters for 
quicker delivery, and they are always telling us that they cannot give it. Then the goods in the ware
house have to be sent out as soon as they can be packed and made ready. _
630. It would not be possible for you to arrange to do most of your carting when the tram business was ,
slack ? I do not think so. . , ,
690. Have you heard any complaints from any large firms in Gieorge-street about any inconvenience from 
the trams ? Ko ; but I have not discussed the matter with any ot the George-street people.
691. Mr, Lev,ten.] A. tremendous number of mail-carts go into and out of Pitt-street to and from the 
Post Office all day long ? Yes; hut those are light carts, and much more easily manoeuvred in the street
than ours are. to
692. All the heavy carts going into places like yours and Dalton’s would have to cross the tram-lines .
Yes, probably. _ _
693. Mr. McFarlane.] What class of vehicles are employed in your carting? Drays mostly ; but there
are a great many lorries and vehicles of all sorts. _
69-1'. Do the carters experience difficulty in getting in and out now ? Yes ; there is a certain amount of 
congestion in the traffic. Sometimes they have to wait. _ _
G95. The construction of a single line of tramway down Pitt-street would intensify the difficulty ? Yes.
696. Have you made any protest to the Eailway Commissioners against the construction of a tramway in 
Pitt-street? Yes. Together with Mr. Dalton and Mr. Macintosh, I called upon the Commissioners,
697. Are Messrs, Dalton and Macintosh opposed to the construction of a line down Pitt-street ? Yes.
698. When is your busiest time ;—immediately after the arrival of a ship? Dilips are always arriving,
and the landing of goods is a constant thing with us. _
699. If a tramway were taken down Pitt-street, would it get rid of a great deal of dray traffic in that
street ? Whore could the dray traffic go to then. _
700. If there were only a single line in Castlcreagh-street, it could use that street? Yes; but drays
having business in Pitt-street would have to use Pitt-street _
701. Do you think it would be more convenient to the travelling public to have a double line of tramway 
in Castlereagh-strect than to have a single line in Castlereagh-street and a single line in Pitt-street? I 
think that there is more to be said for the proposal to construct a double line of tramway in Pitt-street 
than for the other proposal.
702. Is there much pedestrian traffic in Pitt-street? Yes, a great deal.
703. Would not a tramway in Pitt-street he of great convenience to the pedestrian traffic that now uses 
the street? No doubt trams are a public convenience wherever they run.

WEDNESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1900. 

f teat nt; —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. 
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert IIyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Leyjen, Esq. 
John McFaelane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets.

John James Gillham, master carrier, Circular Quay, sworn, and examined :—
704. Mr. McFarlanc^] You have been residing in Sydney for some considerable time? All my life. J.J.Gillham.
705. Have you given any consideration to the proposal to construct a double line of tramway down
Castlereagh-street ? Yes. _ 5 Sept., 1900.
706. How do you view that proposal ? I consider it a very had proposal. Castlereagh-street is the only 
street in which the city on the eastern side of George-street, along which vehicular traffic can move now 
in safety, and, if a tram is taken down that street, there will be no convenience for vehicular traffic. I 
think that we have enough streets occupied by trams now. If the trams could be run underground they 
would be well enough ; but the streets should not he taken away from the general public to accommodate 
tramways. A tramway should not be laid down in either Castlereagh-street or Pitt-street.
707. You arc aware that the tram traffic in George-street is very congested? Yes.
708. Do you think that George-street is overcrowded with trams at the present time? Yes.
709. Then provision must be made for taking these trams down some of the other streets ? I do not 
think that the Government should take any more streets for tramways. Some streets should be left for 
the people who use the roads. The Government are doing a great deal of harm to the carriers of tbe 
city, and are hampering their business very much, by driving them from one street to another by the 
laying down of tramways. .
710. Has the tramway in George-street materially interfered with the traffic of that street? Yes; a 
great deal—more than the omnibuses ever did.
711. lias it not reduced the number of omnibuses ? Yes, greatly.
712. And has it not in that way given more accommodation for other vehicles ? No, because of the room 
taken up by tbe trams themselves. Tbe trams run almost one on top of each other, so that it is very 
difficult to pass between tbcm in order to cross the road, or to pass another vehicle.

713.
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J.J. Gilliam. 713. Have the trams caused traffic which previously used George-street to go to other streets ? Yes. 
j■I'—"'*'—”'' 714. To what streets has that traffic gone? All the people who can, use Castlereagh-street. Pitt-street 
5 190°-is generaliy blocked with traffic.

715. Do you think that, if Castlereagh-street had a double line of tramway in it, there would not be 
sufficient room in Pitt-street for the vehicular traffic ? I do not think there would be sufficient room in 
Pitt-street if all the traffic were driven out of Castlereagh-street.
716. A tramway would not necessarily send all the traffic out of Castlereagh-street? We very often go 
out of our way in order to avoid heavy traffic, so that we can travel more quickly; but to go from Castle
reagh-street to Pitt-street would be to go from the frying pan into the fire, because the traffic in Pitt- 
street is always heavy.
717. Is the traffic continuously heavy throughout the whole day ? Yes,
718. Between what hours ? Between a quarter to 9 in the morning and 6 o’clock in tho evening, with 
occasional short lulls. From a quarter past 9 to about 10 o’clock there is sometimes a bit of a lull,
719. "Would it create as much interference with the traffic if, instead of a double line down Castlereagh- 
street, there were a single line down Castlereagh-street and a single line up Pitt-street ? I think that 
where tramways are laid down they must block the traffic. The traffic in Pitt-street would have to go at 
a walking pace if there were trams there.
720. "Would it be better to have a single line in Castlereagh-street and a single line in Pitt-street than to 
have a double line in Castlereagh-street ? I cannot say that I am in favour of either proposal, but I think 
that it would make the streets more available to other vehicles to have only a single line in Pitt and 
Castlereagh Streets.
721. If a single line were laid down it would not be placed in the middle of the streets, it would be placed 
on one side, so that in the future it could be duplicated if necessary ? If that were done, the trams would 
block one side of the road,
722. But the rest of the street would be available ? It would be available if you could cross the tram
line.
723. With a single line there would not be so many trams in the street as with a double line ? There 
would be almost a continual stream of trams on tho single line.
724. Mr. ITyam.] But they would all be going tbo one way? Yes ; but you could not take up the whole 
of one side of the street with trams, because, if you did, people whose business premises were on that side 
would not be able to get vehicles to their doors,
725. M?\ McFarlarte.] Have tho trams in George-street caused any inconvenience? Yes; they cause 
inconvenience every day in the week.
726. Have you suffered any inconvenience of tho kind you are speaking of ? FTo ; because I have no 
constituent in George-street who has not a back entrance.
727. Have you heard many complaints about the trams interfering with the traffic in George-street? I 
hear many complaints about them—people are always complaining about them. I have lived all my life 
in the city, and I never knew it to be so difficult to get along George-street in a sulky as it is now.
72S. Is it not a fact that there are very few wholesale houses in Castlereagh-street, so that there is not 
much need for heavy dray traffic there? The buildings follow the traffic. In a short time there will be 
as much business done in Castlereagh-street as is now done in George-street.
729. The trams must be put in some street ? I do not know that they should. I think that if the
Government want trams to bring the suburban people into the city they should not make them at the 
expense of the farmers of the country. They should give the trams a new road altogether, or put them 
underneath the present roads. ■
730. Would it not be just as easy to put the dray traffic underneath the present roads ? No, because it is 
not so easy to regulate tho loads of a lorry to provide for the clearing of bridges, as it is to regulate the 
height of a tram-car.
731. Would it not be possible to divert part of the dray traffic to the streets westof George-street ? Yes; 
if a new street were cut through.
732. Could not York-street and Clarence-street be used ? Yes ; but to get down to Circular Quay with 
heavy traffic you would want a new street. You cannot get down beyond Charlotte-place without going 
right on to the Argyle Cut, if you have any sort of a load. We use Clarence-street a great deal in the 
wool season to take wool to the back wharfs, such as Smith’s wharf, Dalgety’s wharf, and Parbury’s wharf.
733. Does not a lot of the heavy traffic go down Sussex-strect? Not a great deal of it—only "wool that is 
being transhipped to Melbourne.
734. Where does the traffic mostly come from—from the wharfs to the warehouses ? Most of the traffic would 
come from the deep-sea ships to the warehouses, but there is also a great deal of traffic from the railway, 
and we expect to see that traffic become much greater before many years have passed. The traffic does 
not come from one or two points, but from a number of points—from Woolloomooloo Bay, from Circular 
Quay, and from the back wharfs that I have spoken of.
735. In which direction docs the traffic from Woolloomooloo Bay go ? It depends upon whose the goods 
are. Sometimes goods are taken from Woolloomooloo Bay to Miller’s Point, down King-street and along 
York-street.
736. That traffic would not go along Castlereagh-street or Pitt-street ? No ; it would cross Castlereagh- 
street and Pitt-street at either Park-street, Market-street, or King-street, Anything going to the railway 
would cross Castlereagh-street at Park-streot.
737. Is there much direct traffic between the ships and the railway ? Yery little.
738. The traffic is from the shipping to the warehouses, and from the warehouses to the railway ? Mostly. 
There is not a great deal of direct carting to the railway.
739. The busiest hours for the tram traffic are from 8 to 10 o’clock in the morning, and from half-past 4 
to 6 o’clock in tbe eveningcould not provision be made for the carting of goods in the slack interval 
between those times ? No. You cannot do as you like in regard to other people’s goods; you have to 
deliver them when they want them delivered, not when you want them delivered. If you were a man in 
business, you would not like to have to withhold goods from sate because the carts had not brought them 
up from the wharfs.
740. Do you commence to cart the goods directly you get an order for their delivery ? Yes ; directly 
they are out of the ship.

741.
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741. Do the rest of the carriers hold similar views to those which you have expressed in regard to this J- J- Qillbam.
proposal? They are against the Government talcing the streets for tramways, and thus preventing, 
vehicular traffic from getting along. , P ■
742. Is it in travelling along the streets, or in getting into and out of alley-ways with your loads, that 
you find the trams most in your way? The trams are most in our way when we are going along tho 
streets.
743. You hold the opinion that, from a carrier’s point of view, it would he better to have a single line in 
Castlcreagh-street, and a single line in Pitt-street, than to have a double line in Castlcreagh-street?
Yes; because I think it would give more room to the traffic. If there had been only one line down

■ G-eorge-street, the traffic would not have been interfered with so much. The posts down George-street 
take up as much room as a vehicle would take up.
744. I suppose you would have a still stronger objection to a double line down both Castlereagh and Pitt 
Streets ? Yes.
745. Dr. Garran.~\ A large part of your business consists in taking goods from the ships’ sides to the 
warehouses ? Yes.
746. In what streets do you deliver most? I deliver most in York-street.
747. There you are not troubled with the trams? If I am coming from the Quay, I have to come up 
Pitt-street as far as Moore-street in order to get to York-street. Of course, there is no trouble in getting 
from the back wharfs.
748. Do you find it more difficult to cross George-street now than it was before the electric trams were 
running? Yes.
749. You have to wait longer? Yes; we often have to pull up and wait. Before there were any trams 
in the street the vehicles there would wind about and make room for one another.
750. Do you find that you lose time through the presence of trams in the street? Yes. •
751. Do you lose ten minutes ? Yes, fully.
752. It takes you ten minutes longer now "to get a load from the Circular Quay to a store in York-street 
than it did before the trams were running ? Yes ; and if I was taking wheat down to the Quay, and I 
had to go along George-street, I would lose twenty minutes.
763. Where do you pick up the wheat ? At the railway station,
754. What street could you take to avoid loss of time ? Castlereagh-street is the only street open to me.
755. Going from Darling Harbour to tlic Quay, could you go round by Kent-street ? Hot with any 
load, and some days you could not go round that way at all, because the gradients are so steep. If a 
sudden shower falls, you may see twenty or thirty wool-teams unable to move until tbe street has dried 
again, or until the sand-carts have come round.
756. It is in contemplation to make Darling Island the place for shipping wheat from ? Yes; but I 
have shipped more wheat from tbo Circular Quay then will be shipped from Darling Island for some time 
to come. We must always expect to have to ship wheat from the wharfs at which the ships lie now.
757. Is the wheat taken away by steamers or by sailing vessels ? By steamers.
758. Do the great mail steamers take away much wheat ? Yes. Tho Drench boats take away wheat 
every time. We have sent wheat to Woolloomooloo Bay for shipment to London, and also to Smith’s 
wharf,
759. You have no trouble in getting to Woolloomooloo Bay ? Ho ; we have only to cross the tram-line 
once, at Liverpool-street; but very often we are stopped there.
760. Wherever you cross the electric tram line you have trouble ? Yes.
761. Would it not be a great gain to put a double line of tramway in Castlereagb-street, and thus save 
Pitt-street from a tramway altogether ? I do not think it would be much advantage to have only Pitt- 
street left for vehicular traffic.
762. It is proposed to have tramways in George-street, Pitt-street, Castlereagh-street, and Elizabeth- 
street—only two of these lines concern you very much, the George-street ahdthe Pitt-strcetlines? They 
all concern me, because my carts go through all the streets. There is not a street through which I have 
not carted, and at all hours.
763. Do you think it would he a serious matter to have all the streets I have named occupied by tho 
tramways ? I think so. I think tho tramways should be done without.
764. Your suggestion is to have either an overhead or an underground railway ? Yes. It might be 
necessary to buy a little land, but it would benefit the country to do that rather than to construct more 
tramways through the streets. I am not an engineer, but I think the railway could be brought into the 
city without much of the surface ground being required, because a great part of the line could be kept 
underground.
765. Is it your opinion that whenever a tramway goes through a street that street is spoilt for vehicular 
traffic ? lres.
766. You deliver goods iu George-street? Yes.
767. Do you find it more difficult to get into the lanes and gateways off George-street now than it was 
before? Yes, a great deal more difficult, because there is not enough room to turn. in. If you want to 
go into a gateway on your own side of the road you must cross to the other side in order to turn.
768. Is the difficulty greater where there are four horses than where there are two? Yes; because four 
horses take up more room than two. A man canturn a two-horse waggon in its own length.
769. If, instead of being a carrier you were a warehouseman, would you choose a site for your premises 
in a street in which there was no tram, or in a street in whicli there was a tram? In a street m which 
there was no tram.
770. Then, on the whole, you are inclined to say to the Government, " Do not put down any more tram
ways in the city of Sydney ” ? Just so. '
771. Mr. Lcmen] You do not want any trams at all;—you would like the whole city to ho given up to 
vehicular traffic ? Unless the trams can he put under the streets.
772. How do you favour the proposal to construct a railway along to the Circular Quay? I favour it 
very much; that is where the railway should go,
773. Such a line would bo for goods traffic; what about the passenger traffic;—do you favour a city 
railway ? If it can be put under the streets.
774. Everything must go under the streets ? Yes,
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J. J. Qilham, ^75. You do not want any trams or railways in the city at all ? I have no objection to the trains if they
s'sTtieoo a-e ltept in ^eir Place- " '

eP-1 '776. Where is their proper place? A street made for them; they should not run. in amongst the
vehicular traffic.
777. Where would you make a street for them ? Let the G-overnment purchase it.

■ 778. Y'ould you have the G-cvernuient buy a whole row of houses in order to make a street? Not 
necessarily. It is not necessary to purchase the whole of the surface along the route of the line. A 
tramway might come from Belmore Bark, in between Pitt-street and Castlereagh-strect, going under the 
cross streets.
//St. Do you not think it would be better for the convenience of the public if the carrying business was ■ 
done in the early hours of the morning, or late in the evening ? I do not know what part of tlie public 
you refer to,
/80. ]f the heavy merchandise traffic were carried on between 7 o’clock in the morning and 4 o'clock in 
the afternoon, in order to give the ordinary vehicular traffic a chance in the busy hours of the day, how 
would that suit? I do not think it would suit at all. 1 do not think any merchant should be debarred 
from using tbe streets at any time.
/81. Mr. Hyam,] You are altogether against using the streets for tram traffic? Yes.
/S2. How would you carry the people who come from tho suburbs—in ’buses? Yes. The Government 
could have left the ’buses to look after that traffic until they had made a street for it.
784, Would you be surprised to learn that 250,000 fares arc collected daily upon the Sydney tramways, 
each fare representing a passenger ? No. *
/84. Should we be able to get along at all if all those passengers had to be carried in the omnibuses ? If 
all the tram passengers had to be carried in omnibuses it would increase the number of ’buses very 
greatly. "
7So. A ’bus will always get out of the way of a four-wheeled waggon? Yes; but all vehicles keep their 
own side of the street, and those who are iu the habit of using tbe streets try to got on themselves, and 
to make room for others ; but the trams do not consider tbe ordinary traffic.
7SG, Do you not think that 250,000 people should have some consideration? Yes; but not at the 
expense of others.
787. If the proposed tramway be constructed it will relieve the traffic in George-street ? I am aware 
that if some of the trams are run down Castlereagh-street you will not require to run so many trams 
down George-street, but I think that all the tram traffic could he accommodated in Elizabeth-slreet or 
George-street,
/8S. 'Jho trouble is, that tbe traffic in George-street is congested, and tho Railway'Commissioners wish to 
remove some of it to other streets ? It could be removed to Elizabeth-street.
789. You would not object to underground tramways ? No.
790. Have you any idea of the cost of underground tramways and railways ? No.
791. "Would yrou be surprised to hear that it costs £1,000,000 to construct a mile of underground tram
way ? The expenditure of £1,000,000 in making a mile of tramway underneath the city would be much 
more beneficial than the spending of £1,000,000 in the country.
792. Do you not believe in spending money in tbe country ? Yes ; but by putting trams through the 
streets of Sydney we are cutting the ground from under the feet of the producers, in making it impos
sible to move their produce through the city.
793. If a tramway rau round the Circular Quay, how would the vehicular traffic get across it:—would 
you be able to get alongside the ships in that case ? "We go alongside the ships at Darling Harbour, 
although there is a railway there, and I suppose we would do the same at the Quay, Since the outbreak 
of the plague a great quantity of goods has been landed at Darling Island and at Pyrmont. '
794. Mr. Shepherd?] You think there would be some difficulty in doing the carting of the city early in 
the morning f Yes ; the ships generally do not start to load till S o’clock. If we could not start in the 
morning, it would be impossible for the warehouses to take their goods in in the time that wonld he 
available.
795. Have you any proposal for coping with the traffic difficulty ? No ; except that I think the railway 
ought to be taken along between Pitt-street and Castlereagh-strect. underground for tho most part, with 
occasional stopping places. The Government -would have to buy sufficient land to give an approach to 
these stopping places ; but all that would be necessary would be about 30 feet in each street,
790. What is the width of Castlereagh-street as compared with that of George-street ? Castlereagh- 
street is a better street all through than George-street for its length; it is straightcr, and it is wider. 
Parts of George-street are very narrow.
797. There is not so much traffic in Castlereagh-street ? No ; it is the only street that people can use to
get quickly to any given point. Traffic comes along Castlereagh-strect from Eedfcrn, Surry Hills, and 
Paddinfrion. ’ “
798. About what time of the day do you have the greatest amount of carting to do ? We are kept going 
from G o’clock in the morning.
799. In carting from a vessel to a store you are obliged to take the goods away as they are landed on the
wharf ? Yes. ‘
800. It would not do to leave them on the wharf for any length of time ? No. When we accept a bill 
of lading we become responsible for the goods, should they be damaged on the wharf.
SOI. IhY ould it he a great inconvenience to the carting business to stop it during the two hours in the 
morning and the two hours in the afternoon when the tram traffic is heaviest? Certainly ; it would be 
an inconvenience to the merchants. A merchant might lose a sale by the delaying of tho delivery of his 
goods for even a short period. "
802. So far, very few accidents have occurred through the congestion of traffic in George-street ? Yes ; 
hut l think there have been more accidents there since the trams have been running than there were 
during the whole of the time that the ’buses were Tunning.
803. If another street were opened for tram traffic, it would greatly relieve the traffic in George-street? 
Yes.
804. That would lessen the danger of accidents ? Yes, greatly.
805. It is thought that ultimately the trams will run down pretty well each of the streets east of George-
street ? In that case they will take those highways from the public, and the public will lose the benefits 
they expect to gain from the tramways by having to pay more for cartage. 80G.
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SOG. If trnmwavs were marlo down each ol these ptrecis, would they be ns great an inconvcnienco to 
traffic as tho G-eorgc-street tramway is now-1 Vcs; a much greater inconvenience. looplc will not 
drive down tleovge-strect now, it they can a\oid doing so. _
807. It is possible that one of the streets to the went of George-street may be taken for tho tram tra He , 
if another street be taken, the inconvcnienco must become less, because tho traffic will cease to be con
gested iu George-street? If we only bad one-fourth of the trams now in George-street there, tie 
tramway would not be so great an inconvenience to traffic, but iu that ease every other street would be 
carrying tramways, which would iuconveuiem-e tao traffic in them. There are not enough people to be 
carried to make it profitable to run a tram down every street. . „
SOS. Is the cargo which is landed from a vessel generally taken to a warehouse, or to the railway station . 
'We do not take a great deal of cargo to the railway station. There may be one load going to the railway 
station for every ten loads sent to tho warehouses. . . , . .
801). Go vou think that wo should do butter without a tramway in Castlereagb-street ? 1 think that the
Government ought to eonaider the business people of tho city, and not upset their arrangements by 
monopolising the roads. As a carrier, I have a right to protest against the proposal, because it takes 
away the facilities for vehicular traffic to which 1 have been accustomed from childhood. _
810.' But you have no suggestion to make for the carrying of passengers into the city ? Only the opening 
up of a new street between Pitt-street and Castlcreagh-street, or the taking of Elizabeth-street wholly 
for tram traffic. There is very little vehicular traffic in Eliznboth-Kt.roet now, and no business houses will 
ever he built there. I think that it would be better to run more trams down Elizabeth-street than to lay 
a tram wav in Castlereagh-street.

33

.1. J. Gilhnm. 
5 'slpCnm

Edwin Frederick Sutton (Sutton & Co.), mastcr-carrier, York and Market streets, sworn, and examined 
811. Mr, .Levicn.'] You have had a great deal of experience as a carrier in this city: whatsis your opinion E. F.^Sutton.
of the proposal to run trams down Castlereagh and Pitt streets? I strongly object to the proposal to
construct a tramway down Castlereagh-street. _ v , • n
812. "Why? For the simple reason that, if you make a tramway in Castlcreagh-street, the vehicular 
tra flic there will be as much inconvenienced as it is now m George-street and Elizabeth-street.
813. Are you inconvenienced in your business by the tramways in Elizabeth-street and George-street . 
Yes. Elizabeth-street is virtually blocked to vehicular traffic. We do not use Elizabeth-street at all; 
but we have to use George-street to deliver goods to tho business bouses of a number of the firms there, 
and, durino the last week, our vehicles were twice bumped by tho trams. Tho distance between the kerb 
aud tbe tram-lino is so little that if the horses swerve when goods are being unloaded in George-street 
the dray either bumps against the kerbstone or against the tram. Most of the business houses in George- 
street have no back entrance. There are back entrances between Margaret-street and Wynyard-strcet, 
but on the other side of the road, from Bridge-street right down to fhe Haymarket, there are,practically, 
no hack entrances, and all the goods must be taken in at the front from George-street. The same thing
may bo said of Castlereagh-street. _ -tr- -u .
Sid. Castlcreagh-street is a more convenient street for vehicular traffic? J es. Wc have to use 
Castlereagh-street because of the tram traffic in Elizabeth-street and George-street, and the bus and other
vehicular traffic in Pitt-street. „ .
815. Are you delayed much by the trams in taking goods down George-street? Certainly, sometimes 
a carter has to wait until a string of four or five trams pass before he can pull up opposite the warehouse 
at, which ho has to deliver his goods. So it is in Elizabeth-street. and so it would bo in Castlereagh-street. 
SLG. What about Pitt-street? I do not think it would be wise to have a tramway m Pitt-street—the 
street is too narrow for even a single line. ,
817. On the broad grounds of public convenience, putting on one side your business interests, are you
opposed to tho construction of a tramway down either Castlcreagh-street or Pitt-street ? I think it will 
be a mistake for the Government to put a tramway down either street. Our streets are too narrow tor 
trams and for other vehicles as well. Tramwavs are right enough in streets like the Melbourne streets 
where vou have plenty of room. If George-str'cel, Pitt-street, and Castlereagh-street were all occupied 
by tramways a carrier taking goods from the Circular Quay to the railway station would have to climb 
up into Macquarie-street, aud take a round-about route, which will make his journey a matter of ati hour 
and a half, instead of about half an hour, as at present. ' . . ,
818. An enormous number of people travel in the trains ? Yes ; but I do not think the number ot tares 
collected indicates tho number of persons travelling, because many people travel two or three times, and
perhaps oftener, in the dav. t ,,
819. But in any case, do you think the’buses could deal with that traffic? INo. The railway should 
bring tho people into the ’city. We want either an underground or an above-ground railway.
820. Were you at the meeting at Burwood the other night? Yes. It sometimes takes me a quarter of 
an hour to drive from the Circular Quay to my office, because of the delay due to the great number of 
trams running in George-street.
82E Could not the carrying business be confined to certain hours of the day when other trallic is Blade. 
No ■ a ship mav start unloading at 7 o’clock m the morning, and her cargo must bo taken away as soon 
as possible after it has been landed. There is no protection for goods that are left lying on the charts 
The merchants require delivery of their goods as eoon as possible, and there is no reason why they should 
not get it, lust as a man is able to get a pound of sugar from his grocer us soon as he asks for it, _
822. Bo you think that a railway into the city is the only means of doing away with the mconvemeneo 
created by street tramways ? That is my opinion. Tilizabeth-streefc has been taken away from us by tie 
running of steam trams there, and why should it not bo used for railway traffic as well. Pour lines of 
rail could be laid there, and that ought to give every facility for dealing with fhe traffic.
823. How would you deal with the traffic from places like Marrickvillc, the_ Glebe, and Leichhardt d 
They might be dealt with by a continuation of the proposed eastern suburban railway. Could not both a 
tramway and a railway be taken along Elizabctli-streofc ? Four lines of railway deal with all the traffic
between Bed fern ami the interior. ,, , , , , ,
824. But people might not want to go along Elizabeth-street? Then they could take a cab to wherever
they wanted to go.

281—E
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E.F. Sutton. 825. 2fr. Hyam^] If you had four sets oE rails in Elizabeth-street. how could you pick up and set down 
C"""'*'”""'' passengers from vehicles travelling on the middle line 'i Ton might have platforms.

6 Sept., 1900. g2(p if y0U inland platforms, would it not be necessary to widen the street in order to give room for
subways of approach, and for the spreading out of the rails to go round these platforms ? Perhaps so ; 
but at any rate Elizabeth-street is practically dead for business purposes.
827. How would pedestrians and vehicles cross these lines P It would not be worse than the present 
position near the railway station.
828. With the traffic in George-street as it is, it is impossible to do anything else than to make another 
tramway elsewhere? 1 think it would be a mistake to spoil more streets for vehicular traffic. Why 
not confine the trams to George-street aud Elizabeth-street.
829. The Eailway Commissioners say that the traffic in George-street is so congested that it is impossible
to increase the number of trams there, and yet tho mimbc!1 of trams must be increased in order to carry
the passengers ? T understand that that is so ; but as the trams are working now there will be no
vehicular traffic at all in George-street within a couple of years.
830. An electric tramway to a suburb practically gets rid of all the 'bus traffic to that suburb ;—do you 
not find the ’buses an inconvenience? They arc sometimes ; but there is more give and take with a 'bus 
than, with a tram. A tram-driver does not take notice oi anything that is behind him. He pulls up 
without signalling to the traffic at all.
831. But everyone knows where the trams stop? It is hard to say sometimes where a tram will stop. 
Sometimes they run right across a street without stopping.
832. It was thought that the cable trams in King-street would materially inconvenience the cross traffic in 
Susses-street ? They do inconvenience that traffic to some extent. 1 have seen ten or twenty vehicles 
standing ou each side of King-street.
833. Trams are always a serious inconvenience to the vehicular traffic of a street, ? Yes.
834. Mr. Watson.} Is King-street at its foot as wide as Castlereagh-street? 1 do not think it is,
835. There is a great deal of traffic to aud from the wharfs at the foot of King-street? Latterly there 
has not been so much, because of tho plague.
836. 1 noticed a long string of waggons there only a week ago, Before the plague a large quantity of 
goods was brought from or taken to there ? Yes.
S37. The drays did a big business there without being materially interfered with by the trams ? The 
trams do inconvenience the traffic there ; but it is to bo remembered that at the foot of King-street there 
are only one or two wharfs, and all the drays are going to the same wharf. They form up into a line, and 
take their turn. If, however, there were four or five business premises at the foot of King-street, fhe 
trams would very considerably interfere with the delivery of goods to those premises. Tbe other day a 
tram ran into one of our vehicles when standing outside of Sanders & Co’s., in King-street.
838. Mr. McFarlane.} Which would interfere less with the traffic—a double line of tramway down 
Castlereagh-street, or a single lino down Castlereagh-strect, and a single lice in Pitt-street P It is hard 
to say. J strongly object to the laying down of a tramway in either streets. If you drove all the 
vehicular traffic into Pitt-street, it would block Pitt-street. At the present time the vehicular traffic is 
divided between Castlereagh-street and Pitt-strccl. Even a single lino of 1 ramway would take up 8 feet 
of the roadway. The best thing to do is to bring the railway into the city. I strongly object to either 
of these tramway proposals. One is as bad as the other, and either would greatly inconvenience the 
mercantile community.

Thomas Hamilton, mas ter-carrier, Engine-street, sworn, and examined :—
T, Hamilton, 839, Mr. Shepherd.} How long have you been engaged in business in Kydney ? 3'or nearly seventeen 

,—x, years.
5 Sept., 1900. gig. Has your business been inconvenienced by the running of electric trams in George-street? Yes; 

a great deal.
841. In what way ? A great deal of delay is caused by the trams.
842. You have not been able to deliver your goods as freely as before? Ko.
843. Do you not think that the inconvenience from which you suffer would be considerably modified if 
some of the tram traffic were taken down Castlereagh-street? I do not think so. Castlereagh-street is 
now the only clear street we have on the east side of George-street.
844. It has been suggested that, instead of a double line down Castlereagh-street, a single line might be 
made down Castlereagh-street, with a single return line along Pitt-street; do you think that the single 
line arrangement would be less inconvenient than a double line in Castlereagh-street ? I think so ; but 
I do not see that there is any room in Pitt-street for oven a single line. In Pitt-street, between Market 
and King streets, there are a great many shops and a great deal of pedestrian traffic, so that now it is 
difficult to drive a vehicle along that part of the street.
845. Are the goods which are landed from the ships taken, for the most part, to the warehouses, or are 
they taken to the railway? They are generally taken first to the warehouses, and distributed from there 
to tbe railway, to various steamers, wharfs, and to the different merchants m town,
846. What is your opinion about the proposal to confine the carting operations of the city to certain 
hours of the day ? That could not be done. The merchants do not open their premises until 8 o'clock 
in the morning, and the bonds do not open till 9 o'clock, and there is a great deal of work to be done in

’ the time which is now available.
847. If the bonds were open at times to suit the carting, could the arrangement be made ? I do not think 
so. "We cannot get rid of the goods quickly enough now,
848. There are about four hours in the day when the tram traffic is busier than at any other time ; would 
it not be possible to stop the carting during those four hours and do it at some other time ? I do not 
think that it would work at all.
849. Have you thought of any way of getting rid of the present inconvenience ? I think that Elizabeth- 
street and George-street ought to he enough for the trams.
850. Do you think that those streets would carry all the passenger traffic ? Yes.
851. What is your opinion about using Sussex-street, or one of the other streets west qf George-street, 
for tram traffic ? It would not do at all,
852. Tbe traffic there is too great now ? Yes; and the streets are too narrow.

853.
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SG3. What Eoi't of traffic is York-street given up to? There is a great deal of traffic in York-street. T. Hamilton, 
lork-street is used as a means for avoiding George-street in getting to Miller’s Point and Dawes’ Point. _
854. Your recommendation is to confine the trams to George-street and Elizabeth-street? Sometimes we3 ’’ ’
have a 10-ton boiler to carry, and that requires a clear street.

TRGIISDAY, G SEPTEMBER, 1900.

^rcetnt: —
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Lindesay Crawford Shepherd. The Hon. Solomon Herbert Hyam.
The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D. John McFaelane, Esq. •

Tiie Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets.

William Edward Budd (Budd & Ferns), master carrier, Sussex-street, sworn, and examined:—
855. Chairman.'] What difference has the construction of an electric tramway in George-street made to W. E. Budd. 
your carrying business ? The George-street tramway has put us to a lot of inconvenience. Wc cannot /—A—\ 
get along the street now as well as we used to. It takes us a quarter of an hour longer to get from the 0 Sept., 1900. 
railway station to Circular Quay now than it used to take before the tramway was constructed,
850. Do you use the whole length of G-eorgc-street for your carting operations ? bio ; wc can only use 
George-street between Liverpool and Park streets. Wo go along Park-street to Castlereagh-street, and 
then along Castlereagh-street:, though sometimes we use Pitt-street.
857. If a double line of tramway was laid down Castlereagh-street, would that be a further interference 
with your business? Yes: because then Pitt-street would bo tho only street in which there was no 
tramway.
85S; Would fhe construction of a single line down Castlereagh-street aud up Pitt-street hamper your 
business? If that suggestion were carried out it would mean that George-street, Pitt-street, Castlereagh- 
street, and Elizabeth-street would all four be taken from us.
S5£). Woxdd a single line of tramway be anything like as serious an interference with the traffic of the 
street as a double line ? It would in Pitt-street, because thero is not sufficient room there even for a 
single line.
860. You do not think it advisable to put a tramway in ]?itt-street at all ? Ko, I think tho best- 
arrangement would bq to rim half the trams in George-street and the other half in Elizabeth-street.
861. Wo have had evidence which shows that Elizabeth-street lies a little too far to the east of the city 
to make it a convenient tramway route for the great hulk of tho passengers, .and that it is necessary to 
take the tram traffic as near to George-street as possible ? If the trams branched off at the intersection 
of Pitt and George streets, and half ran down George-street and tho other half down Pitt-street, people 
coming from the suburbs could change there, and get into whichever tram would take them nearer to the 
place where they wished to go.
862. In which direction is most of your carting done ? Most of it is done from the railway to the Circular 
Quay, Woolloomooloo .Bay, and Miller’s Point. To get to Miller’s Point wo have to go up George-street, 
branch off at the Town Hall, and then follow along York-street. We cannot use Iveut-street because of 
its steepness. If a man has a heavy load to take down Kent-street, and a shower comes on, he must 
either wait until the road has dried again, or until the sand-carts have come round. It would relieve 
George-street a great deal to run half the tram traffic down Elizabeth-street.
863. If the construction of a tramway down Pitt-street did away with a great deni of the ’bus traffic in 
that street, would it not leave sufficient room for the other street traffic ? It would be a great convenience 
to get rid of some of the present traffic in the street; but I do not see that that is possible. The ’bus 
traffic is not nearly so great now as it used to be ; but, after half-past 4, it is almost impossible to get 
along Pitt-street, because of the number of carriages aud other light vehicles there.
864. Do you auticipate that the resumption of the wharfs by tho Government will alter the trend of heavy 
traffic very much ? Ko, because the wharf business will be done pretty well in the same places as now.
865. Mr. Shepherd.] Which would you prefer—a double line of tramway in Castlereagh-street, or a 
single line down Castlereagh-street and a single line up Pitt-street? If one or the other had to come, in 
spite of our objection, I should say, “ Put a single line in each street,” because that would not be quite 
so inconvenient to the street traffic as to have a double line in Castlereagh-street; but, in my opinion, 
neither the double line nor the single line should be put down. ] contend that George-street and 
Elizabeth-street are sufficient for the whole of the tramway traffic. What they should have is a railway 
from lledfern to the Circular Quay. The tramways are a great inconvenience to the rest of the street 
traffic, because the conductors will not give opportunities for the traffic to cross the lines, and for this 
reason a heavy vehicle often blocks a large number of light vehicles that are behind it.
866. It a double line of tramway were laid down in Castlereagh-street, you would still have Pitt-street 
for vehicular traffic? ' Pitt-street, between Park-street and Hunter-street, Is the most useless street in 
the city for our purposes. It is always full of light vehicles, and there are very few entrances thero for 
the delivery of goods to the business houses and warehouses. 1 have to lake a great deal of stuff every 
day from Darling Harbour to the Circular Quay.
867. Have the carriers ot the city had a meeting to discuss this matter? Yes.
868. Have they formulated any proposal for dealing with the present difficulty which would be more 
convenieut than that before the Committee ? Our proposal is that the trams should branch off at the 
railway station, and half should run down Elizabeth-street while tho other half ran down George-street.
We are quite ^willing that those streets should be taken for the tram traffic. We have been nearly 
hunted out of George-street.
869. Is there much traffic in Castlereagh-street now ? There is not so much at the present time, but
thero will be a great deal when the wool season commences, about three weeks hence. The wool traffic 
lasts until tho end of November or the beginning of December. 870.
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"W. E. Budd. 870. Is rot Elizabeth-street a convenient street for heavy traffic ? Itfofc a very convenient street, because 
"v the trains there run very frequently, and it is not a business street.

6 Sept., 1900. g7-j_ 'Would, it be possible to limit the heavy traffic of the city to certain hours of the day ? I do not 
think so. Wool is brought down by tbe trains during the night, and is all ready to be taken away 
in the morning. Then, about 10 o’clock, more wool is brought down, aud more again about 12 o’clock, 
and at; about half-past 2. Wc must clear the trucks as fast as wc can, to enable the Hallway Commis
sioners to use their rolling-stock economically. J have seen as many as 300 or 400 trucks of wool waiting 
to be unloaded. It takes a good deal of carting to get rid of so much wool as that.
372. What is your opinion about the advisability of constructing a tramway along some street west of 
George-street y That would not do at all. York and Clarence streets are not long enough to make a 
tramway in tbcm convenient.
873. Could not a tramway be taken to Sussex-street from the ITaymisrkcL ? Yes ; but that would be 
worse than taking a tramway down Hitt-street. Susses-street is too narrow for !ho traffic there now. 
Wc have often been carried on to the footpath with our vehicles in Sussex-street when the traffic has 
been rather heavy and the roads a bit slippery.
874. 1 suppose you use nearly all the street between tho Circular Quay and the railway ? Yes ; between 
Darling Harbour and Castlereagb-street every day, from 7 o'clock in tho morning unlil half-past 5 o clock 
in the afternoon. Wo do a great deal of carting to the Quay.
375. Dr. Garran.'] When you say that you have a great deal of carting from the railway, do you mean 
from Pyrmont ? Prom Darling Harbour. It is only now and again that wo bring anything from 
Pyrmont.
370. What sort of produce do you take from tho railway ? Pioui, wheat, bran, pollard, copper, 
and wool.
877. Is the agricultural produce sent on board the steamers? Yes ; and to various stores.
878. Is any of it taken away by the large passenger steamers? Yes; the Japanese steamers take 200 
or 300 tons every time from us alone.
879. Iu what shape do you carry tho copper? In small ingots, lit goes to the P. and O. Company’s 
steamer one week, and to the Orient Company’s steamer tho next week.
880. Although we have a good export wharf at Darling Island, you still have to take this stuff to the 
Circular Quay? Yes. The Darling Island wharf is used only to ship away large quantities of stuff 
direct from the country; but that arrangement is not a very satisfactory one, because the agents have to 
sample the stuff first, and some times, after a consignment lias been sent to Darling island, it has had to 
be carted away again to different stores, because it has not been good enough to rend away.
831. Then your customers are likely to continue to want you to take their stuff to the Circular Quay ? 
Yes.
882. What route do you follow in going from the railway to tho Circular Quay ? We come up Harbour- 
street, round Dixon-street, and into Goulburn-strccfc; and then up George-street as far as Park-street, 
and sometimes as far as Market-street; and then along Park-street to Castlereagh-streot, and down 
Castlereagh-street. We used to go down George-street as far as Hunter-street, and there turn into 
Hunter-street.
883. And that is the best grade now ? Yes.
881. If you went up Liverpool-street, you would have a steep gradient to meet? Yes. We go up 
Livcrpool-street at times, but not often. The roads have been so bad lately that wc have had to take the 
very best route we could get.
88-3. Is most of the wool taken along Castlereagh-street ? Yes. _
8SG. A great deal of wool used to come along Maequaric-street; does it still ? We use Macquarie-street 
when it is mizzling, in order to avoid ihe wood-blocks. To get to Miller’s Point we use York-street.
8S7. Do you not go down Macquarie-street to deliver to the wool stores ? We deliver most of the wool 
on the Circular Quay side.
838. Do yon deliver more wool on the western side than on tho eastern side? Yes.
889. That is the wool going to Drench and to German porls ? Yes.
890. Does not that wool go into a store in Sydney to be sampled ? A good deal of it does. The first 
clip from the station may go into store and be sold, but what follows may go straight to the boats.
891. Do the wool stores iu Pyrmont take a large quanfity of wool ? Yes.
892. You do not have to drag that wool into the city ? Yes ; we take it from those stores along George- 
street.
893. And you have to take it to those stores from the railway first ? Yes. Sometimes we cross the 
Pyrmont Bridge, and come up Market-street, but then we have to keep an extra horse for the Market- 
street hill ? if wo come up Market-street wo go down Castlereagh-strect.
894. Then all the wool which is sold in the Colony has a double handling, and a double carting, while that 
which goes direct from the railway to the ships is only handled once ? Yes.
893. Is it cheaper to cart the wool to the Circular Quay than to lighter it there ? Y’es.
89G. Could you not more cheaply put the wool that comes by railway on to a. lighter ? No, that is the 
difficulty. Wool often arrives at Darling Harbour consigned in tho name of some of the banks, and 
there is no order saying where to take it. The trucks containing that wool aro therefore cut out until 
orders come for it, aud while it is waiting the trucks get so mixed up that it would be impossible to run 
them alongside a lighter.
897. If the wool is discharged from the trucks on to a wharf it would be cheaper to lighter it down to 
the Circular Quay ? l"cs ; but it is not discharged conveniently for lightering,
898. You compete with the lighters ? We use lighters at times.
899. It is sometimes cheaper to lighter than to cart ? It is sometimes cheaper to lighter than to pay 
wharfage. You pay no wharfage for cargo which is put over a ship’s side into a lighter.
900. Then there is no prospect of reducing the heavy traffic between the railway and the Circular Quay ? 
Not by using lighters.
901. Notwithstanding that the wool is discharged at the water side in Darling Harbour, and is conveyed 
to tho water side at the Circular Quay ? Yes ; but all the wool that comes down by railway is not ready 
to go into a store alongside tbe water.
902. If the wool stores were alongside the water, you could lighter the wool, and the traffic off the
streets? Yes. 903.
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903. But there is not a single wool warehouse which is really alongside a wharf ? The only one that I 
know of is that at North Shore. "Wo cart wool consigned there down to the lighteis. Tho host wool 
stores we have arc at Byrmout, aud they aro likely to remain there.
904. Do you think that tho passenger trallic from the eastern suburbs would he content to come down 
Klizabeth-street ? I think so. The people coming from the eastern suburbs would not have very far to 
walk to get to George-street if they wished to use any of the George-street trams.
005. Bub Elizabeth-street is not the street in which people want to be dropped? But it is necessary to 
study the interests of those connected with the vehicular traffic of the city as well as the interests of those 
who travel by trams, it is not the tram travellers w'iio keep the country going, neither do they keep 
the railways going. There has not been nearly as much tram traffic in Elizabeth-street since the George- 
street line has been open.
90G. 'Would you bring all tbe railway traffic down Elizabeth-street ? No : X would bring only those who 
wanted to come down Elizabeth-street that wav.

W. £. Budd. 

G SepClOOO-

907. Would you take the Elizabeth-street tram into the station-yard? I would bring both the Elizabeth- 
street tram and the George-street tram into the station-yard.
903. There would be no room for two lines of tramway there? I Hunk it would be an easy matter to run 
trams from the railway station alternately down George-street and Elizabeth-street.

Ernest Clement Vernon Broughton, Auctioneer and Valuator, sworn, and examined:—
909. Mr. McTfavlane^ What is your opinion concerning the proposal to construct a double line of 
tramway down Castlereagb-street from the proposed new railway station at Belmore Bark? I take it 
that a line of tramway in Castlereagh-street has beeu proposed in order to relievo the congestion of traffic 
now prevailing in George-street; but. as one who has resided m Ashlieid for the past fifteen years, and 
who has had a large experience of the suburban railway system, it seems to me that the construction of 
such a tramway will defer the extension of a, railway .into the city, and it is questionable if it will afford 
satisfactory relief to the traffic. The increase of population in the various suburbs, combined with the 
popularity of the electric trams, has made the traffic so great that before very long the tramways will bo 
unable to cope with it, and, without a railway, it must come to a dead stop. If every street in the city 
is to be used for tramways, it will be impossible to drive a vehicle through the city in safety. At the 
present time George-street is not only dangerous to pedestrians, it is also dangerous to those who drive 
vehicles along it.
910. Bart of tho vehicular traffic—the ’bus traffic—will bo got rid of by the construction of the 
tramways? Yes; but there is also a very heavy carrying traffic, and if you prohibit drays, waggons, and 
other vehicles from using the streets except during certain hours, you will have an outcry from the 
carriers and merchants, because tbo merchants and shopkeepers must have their goods delivered to them 
during the busy parts of the day.
Dll. Until twelve months ago, Elizabeth-street carried the whole of the tram traffic from the western 
suburbs? Yes; but there were no penny sections then, and the population of tho suburbs was not so 
great as it is now. Tbe growth of the suburbs during the last twelve months has been marvellous. 
Twelve months ago there were plenty of empty houses round about AVaverley, Itandwick, and AVoollahra, 
but now there are practically none, and vacant lots are being built upon. There has been a great boom in 
building everywhere. In the western suburbs, as at Ashfield, there is not an empty house. A great 
number of those who used to live in the city, or in the vicinity of Darlinghurst, and out Moore Park way, 
were driven out into the suburbs by the plague. That in itself accounts in pare for the increase of the 
tram traffic.
912. Is not a great deal of the traffic in George-street pick-up traffic ? Yes ; no doubt a large number 
of people from the North Sydney suburbs use the George-street tram in order to get to tho Haymarket.
913. On the Castlereagh-street line, there would not be that pick-up traffic ? The Castlereagh-street 
line, 1 understand, is to bo a feeder to the proposed new central railway station at Belmore Bark, and I 
am opposed to its construction, because I think it will defer the extension of the railway into the city. 
The people of the western suburbs are, however, thoroughly aroused to the fact that the extension of the 
railway into the city must ho made a political question, upon which tho existence of a Government will 
depend, and we intend to create an organisation which will bring about a finality. Bor years we have been 
promised the extension of the railway into the city. That has been one of the planks in the platform of 
every candidate for Parliament; but, after tbe election, thero has always been a singular silence and apathy 
in regard to it. It seems strange to the residents of the western suburbs that their claims should have 
been overridden by gentlemen representing country constituencies.
914. But tbe country constituencies are just as much in favour of railway communication as the city 
people ? There is not a strong suburban representation upon the Committee, though, of course, that may be 
simply an accident. I think myself that the gentlemenjforming the Committee have acted conscientiously ; 
but wo who live in the western suburbs feel very sore about this matter, more especially since the proposal 
has appeared within measurable distance of fruition.
915. Coming back to the subject before tho Committee, do you think the construction of a tramway down 
Castlereagh-street would interfere much with the street traffic of the city ? No doubt it would relieve 
George-street considerably, but Castlereagh-street is a very fine street. ■
916. Is it overcrowded with traffic now? The traffic in Castlereagh-street has gradually increased since 
the George-street tramway was made. People who drive vehicles are beginning to use Castlereagh-street 
in preference to George-street, because they find it safer.
917. Do you think it would prejudice the interests of the business people in Castlereagh-street if a 
tramway were constructed down that street ? I think that the construction of a tramway in Castlereagh- 
street would increase the value of property there,
918. Do you think that those who occupy business premises in Castlerergh-street would raise any serious 
objection to tbe construction of a tramway there ? I do not see how they could make out a valid case iu 
support of the statement that it would interfere with their business. I think that it would have a tendency 
to improve business in the street. Castlereagh-street has hitherto been a quiet, retired street. I suppose 
it is the last residential street in the city.
919. Have you noticed that the electric trams invariably do away with tho ’bus traffic? Yes ; the ’buses
are driven off by them. 920.

E. C. V. 
Broughton.

6 Sept., 1900.
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920. To Ihat extent they relieve the streets of traffic r1 Tes; and no one can ignore the fact that our 
’buses are very unhealthy, dirty, and out of date; so that no one cares to ride in them.

. Do you think that if tho proposed tramway is constructed there will be enough room for the heavy 
traffic in the other streets of the city ? 1 can hardly speak with authority upon that subject; but if
Sydney becomes the commercial capital which it is hoped she will become, the heavy traffic in the streets 
must increase every year. The number of warehouses in the city is being increased, and the rents of 
warehouses have gone up, so that the dray traffic must increase.
922, When additional wharfs are constructed in other parts of the harbour, and. shipping is taken away
from the Circular Quay, will not the heavy traffic go iu other directions? Yes. It maybe possible in 
that way to remove the whole of the dray traffic to tho western parts of the city, leaving Gcorfo-sticet 
entirely free for passenger traffic. °
923. And if the railway is extended to the proposed new wharfs, that will have an additional effect in 
reducing the heavy traffic ? Yes.

D i,ecrl suggested that, instead of making a double line of tramway in Castlereagh-street, a 
single lino might he taken dowui Castlereagh-street, and a return single line up Piit-street;—how do you 
view that proposal ? ISo doubt such an arrangement ■would simplify the working of the tram system.
925. Would it be a convenient arrangement for fhe public ? I think it would be a distinct convenience 
to the public, though, unfortunately, Pitt-street is very narrow.
926. It is proposed not to lay the track along the middle of the street, but to lay it on one side ? At 
first glance there appear many favourable features in that proposal. Yo doubt on the score of conveni
ence and safety it is preferable to the Castlereagh-street proposal.
927. How would such an arrangement affect the vehicular traffic? I take it that the tramway would be 
laid along the eastern side of Pitt-street, in which case it would leave the western side of tho si reel free, 
and above Martin-place there are a great many retail shops, where a great deal of shopping is done, 
largely by ladies and children, so that that would’be a distinct convenience. It would lessen tho risks of 
accidents very much..
92S.> Ho you think it would give as great facilities to vehicular traffic as the Castlereagh-strect proposal ? 
I think so. Yo doubt it would drive the wool traffic out of Pitt-street into Castlsrcagh-sfreet. and there 
would be more room for it in Castlereagh-street with a single line of tramway there than with a double 
line. ‘
929. Do you think that it would inlenere with the business of the large warehouses to have a tramway 
in Pitt-street? I do not see how it could interfere with them to any extent. Iloffnung’s and Dalton’s 
warehouses arc both on the western side of the street, so that they would not be interfered with by the 
tramway. I think that the tramway would be a great gain to those engaged in tho retail trade. The 
wholesale people depend more largely upon country constituents than upon town buyers.
930. Mr. TPi/nja.] Put you are against the construction of the proposed tramway because you favour the 
extension ol the railway into the city ? I would unquestionably prefer the extension of the railway into 
the city. I aw afraid that the proposed tramway would give only a temporary relief.
931. How would a city railway serve the passenger traffic from suburbs like Leichhardt, Annandale, 
Balmain, and the Glebe ? That traffic would continue to be served by the George-street tramway.
932. What about tbe eastern suburban traffic ? Provision has already been made for dealino1 with it in
Elffiabeth-street. °
933. Do you think that an extension of the railway into the city would carry the greater part of the traffic 
from the western suburbs ? Yes. Now is a favourable time for the extension of the railway into the 
cjty, because the value of real estate is not so high as it was fifteen years ago, and, therefore, any resump
tions would not cost so much ; values, however, are on the increase.’ There is a hardening tendency in 
the real estate market, and in ten years’ time you might have to pay a great deal more than you would 
have to pay now,
931. Would it surprise you to hear that it would cost over £1,500,000 to bring the railway from its 
present terminus into Hyde Park ? I am not sure what it would cost. ‘
935. You say that the city railway should be made a political question ? Yes.
936. But people in the country are already crying out about the enormous expenditure in tho city? It 
is a pity that in our political life people should take these parochial views. The extension of tho railwav 
into Sydney would serve the country people, inasmuch as it would make it unnecessary for them to leave 
the train at Bedfern.
937. If the railway were extended into the city, would not many people get out at Bedfern and take the 
George-street tramway, in order to get to places in George-street, or to places west of George-street ? 
A fair proportion of them might do so.
938. How do you view the proposal to take a portion of Hyde Park from the people ? The St. James’ 
road scheme would not interfere very materially with Hyde’Park.
939. Do you think any scheme of railway extension will be complete unless tho railway is brought down 
to the water’s edge? No; because that is the natural terminus. If the railway were brought down to 
the water’s edge you would have railway communication right from tho interior to the seaboard.
9-10. Mr. Shepherd.'] Have you had conversations with many people in regard to the proposed tram wav? 
I have discussed it generally with constituents and others. '
911, Is it thought well of ? It seems to be Ihought that the Commissioners are desirous of actiim for 
the public good by relieving George-street of some of its traffic. The congestion of traffic in George- 
street is becoming greater every day. °
942. Is it your opinion that the construction or the proposed line would effectually relieve the congestion 
of traffic in George-street ? I think that to have a single line down Castlereagh-street and up Pitt-atrcct 
would be more effectual.
943. Do you not think that people rather than face the inconveniences of George-street would come into
Castlereagh-street to take a tram? Yes. J always use the steam trams when going to the railway 
station about 6 o’clock m the evening, because it is impossible to get a seat in the George-street trams at 
that time. Prom half-past 5 to a quarter-past 6 it is dangerous for women and children to attempt to 
use the George-street trams. The Early Closing Act has created a verv large exodus from tho city at 6 
o clock. ‘ J
944. Do you think that the public would be as well served if the tramway were confined to Elizabeth 
and George streets ? No.
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945. Do you think that it would he better to take the tram down Castlereagh-street? I think so, in 
1'imv of the possibility of confining the heavy comirercial iraflu; to the western part^ of the city. Ihe 
great objection to tho proposal is that it would spoil Castlereagh-street ior heavy traliic. g Sept., 1900.
916. Would not a single line interfere less with the trallic than a double one, because oil the trams 
would be going the one way? Undoubtedly. There would be no blocking and no delay it you had a _
continuous service. . . ,
917. Do von think that the tram system, when extended, is likely to prove a convenient ono ior the
whole city ? Tes. In Svdney we have much greater difficulties to contend with m providing tor pur 
tram traffic than they have in any of the other capitals. Jn Western Australia, which I visited some time 
ago, the streets in the cities are more level than are our streets, while in Melbourne they can have a pertect 
tram system because their streets are so wide. . , „
94S. l)r. Garran.] Is the immense traffic up and down George-street of benefit to the shopkeepers there .
,1 think so. ,
919. Would they like the tramway removed from George-street? 1 think not.
950. Do you think that a tramway adds to the value of the shop property in the streets through which it 
runs? Yes, in the city; but, in a street like William-street, I think it depreciates the value of shop 
property, because people are inclined to say, “ Let us go straight into town, to shops where they have 
everything up to dale.” In dealing with property iu William-street, during the last year or two, I have 
valued it on a lower basis than I would have taken some years ago. As a matter of fact, the value of 
property in William-street has gone down, ami business people there say that the tramway has considerably 
affected their businesses. Before tbe tramway was constructed people walking up and down the street 
mteht often be attracted into the shops by some article displayed iu the windows, whereas now those 
people arc carried through tho street in the trams. I have been told by a gentleman who has a large 
draper’s shop in William-street that there is nothing doing there now iu the daytime that all the business
is done at night. . ,
951. Do you think that the Pitt-street' shopkeepers suffer by the tramway taking their customers down 
George-street? Ko ; hut Pitt-street is so narrow that a tram thero might prevent people who can afford 
to drive there in carriages from continuing to do so, in which case the shopkeepers might lose their
customers. , , .
952. When there was a horse tramway in Pitt-street the shopkeepers objected to it. riiousands ot people 
who deal with shopkeepers in Pitt-street now travel up George-street? Yes. _
953. Have the George-street trams diminished the retail business in Pitt-street? jSo. _ t i
954. There is no desire on the part of the Pitt-street shopkeepers for a tramway in Pitt-street ? I do
not know what their views arc. _ , , ,
955. Is it not a great advertisement to a shop to fiave an incessant line of people passing it all day long .
Y es ; and I think that a single line of tramway would be a distinct gain to Pitt-street. _
955. Would the value of property in Pitt-street rise or fall if a tramway were made there ? I think it 
would increase. ,
957. Because the trams would bring more people into the street? Yes. _
958. Mr. Shepherd.] Property lias gone down in value everywhere during the last few years? There was 
a great fall in the value of property owing to the hank crisis, but values are going up again now,

MONDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
present:—

WILLIAM. THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chatemas).
The Hon. Patrick Leshesat Crawforu Shepherd. 

The Hon. Andrew Garran, LL.D.
Tho Hon. Solomon Herbert Hr am.

John Christian 'Watson, Esq. 
Egbert Henry Levien, Esq. 
John McFardank, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a double line for an Electric Tramway 
from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with Single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets.

John Spencer Brunton, merchant, and ex-President of the Sydney Chamber of Commerce, sworn, and
examined:—

959. Dr, Garran.] Are vour business interests largely concerned with the facilities afforded for vehicular J. S. Braaton.
traffic in the streets of Sydney? Yes. I saw that Mr. Budd, of the firm of Budd and herns, the ^
principal part of whose business consists in the carting done for my firm, was giving evidence a few days IOSept.,1900. 
arro, against the proposed Castlereagh and Pitt Streets tramway, and I have felt it to be my duty, as a
citizen, to come forward to support that evidence, and to show the Committee the danger and harm which 
would result from the making of the proposed tramway.
960. Y"our carting is not done by carts of your own ? Ko ; Messrs. Budd and Ferns have done our work 
for the last twelve years. They began'with a single dray, and now they are amongst the largest 
contractors in Sydney.
9G1. The evidence of the carriers has beeu to the effect that the George-street tramway has caused delay 
rather than danger ? My opinion is that the proposed tramway will cause both delay and danger, and 
that the delay will be but a small thing in comparison with the danger to the general public. I maintain 
—as vou will see by referring to tho evidence given by me in the inquiry into the city railway scheme— 
than the time has arrived for the extension of the railway into the city. It was argued, when that 
extension was first made the subject of inquiry, that the making of a tramway down George-street would 
render the extension of the railway into the city unnecessary ; but the condition of the traffic in George- 
street during the past few months has shown beyond doubt that the extension of the railway into the 
city is more needed now than it ever was before. Jsrow it can be argued that the extension of the railway 
into the city is required in order to relieve G-eorge-street of traffic, and in order to carry passengers with that 
expedition and despatch which is necessary in these days. I would impress upon the Committee the need for
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j. ' extension of the railwav into the city from the point of view of the saving of limo which it would bring 
10Sept.7l9ob.fj:0. -' fj!110!6 tlie tramway has been running down George-street, the congestion of trallic has been so great 

that m the busy parts ot the day it takes half an hour to reach tbe Eedfcrn station by tram from tho heart 
ot the city, whereas formerly the -journey could be made in an omnibus in liftecn minutes, while there is 
not sufficient accommodation on the Iraras for the people who desire to use them. The Elizabeth-street 
tramway, which used to be a great convenience to people going to the railwav station, does not now give 
fn aMunch is convenient for railway travellers, if we leave out of account tho occasional trips of 
he Waterloo and Botanv trams, which stops in iDevonshirc-street, opposite tho subway. I am the owner 

ot private vehicles, and I understand horses, being a very fair whip, and having the command of a 
ifff i kaDCffrs> 80 1 know what I am speaking of when 1 say that tbe running of a tramway in
i itt-street would be dangerous to tbe rest of the traffic in the street. At the present time my coachman 
objects to go into George-street if be can avoid doing so, because of the risk of collision when driving 
tresh, well-fed horses through such a crowded thoroughfare. Pitt-street, however, is only 3(5 feet wide, 
and is already a crowded thoroughfare. There are, too, no fewer than three theatres in Pitt-street. all 
within a short distance of each other; and at night, when they are discharging, if there were a line of 
tramway running up the eastern side of the street, and rows of cabs and vehicles in waiting on the other 
y1 e°,*16 ira^lC wou^ k0 completely blocked. A tramway in Pitt-street is no new tbinm 
in LHbn, 000 were spent in constructing a horse tramway down Pitt-street, and I have it on tbe 
fu i.1?! 7+ ^rce 0f the oldest and best reputed citizens of Sydney that it was the unanimous opinion 
that that tramway was unsafe aud interfered too much with the other street traffic, so that in the end it 
wasromovedwiih very Uttle difficulty. It is admitted that between 50,000 and 00,000 people use the 

e tern Kailway Station daily, and if the whole of the railway traffu* were taken from the George-street 
tramway and earned into the city by train the construction of a tramway in Pitt and Castlereagh Streets 
wouJq bo rendered unnecessary. \V hat should be done is to construct the railwmv into tho city, and then, 
it the railway is found not to sufficiently relieve George-street of its traffic, to consider some other means 
tor relieving it The situation oi Sydney is very similar to that of Kew York, and it seems to me that 
ultimately we shall have to carry much of our city traffic underground or overhead. The hope of the 
western suburbs people, for many years, has beeu to have the railway extended into tho city. Although 
the electric tramway has been made from tbe Eedfcrn station down George-street, the residents of the 
western suburbs find travelling more inconvenient now than it was before. George-street is so crowded 
noo °iaUS ltare 11 \a broils for women and children to cross it in order to use the trams.
7, ^ou sa^ western suburbs people think themselves worse off now than tbov were before
the. George-street tramway was running ? I believe they do. They lose more time now than tliev used 
to lose, ihe trams are so overcrowded that the drivers have hardly enough room to work in, Then the 
crossing ot George-street, near the Benevolent Asylum, is an absolutely dangerous ono. because of the 
ram-lines coming m there from all directions. Castlereagh-sircet and Pitt-street arc now almost the 

only mam arteries in tho city for goods traffic. My firm handles every week at tho JDarling Harbour 
railway station between 300 aud 500 tons of produce, and we ship a lot of stuff to Woolloomooloo Bay 
and other parts of the harbour. The stuff has to be brought to the city, and I can quite understand 
reputable men like Sir. Budd and i\lr. Gillham, who have had great experience in carting, objecting to tho 
blocking or more of the city streets by tbe construction of trams iu them. My main objection to tho 
proposal betore tho Committee is that the tramway would not be required if the railway were brought 
into the city ; that it would be dangerous to traffic, and would entail groat delay ; and that it would'do 
great injury to shopkeepers and property-owners in Pitt-street. If people aro dropped within 200 or 300 
yards ol the place to which they want to go, they can very easily walk that distance, and the Gcor'm- 
street tramway drops its passengers very close to the Pitt-street shops. I have no interest in property 
m 1 itt-street. 1 have come forward to give evidence simply because I regard the proposal before tho 
Gommittee as a dangerous one, and one whicli should not be carried out
903. The shopkeepers in George-street do not dislike the trams there, because they bring customers to 
them and the Pitt-street shopkeepers would probably not complain if a tramwav in Pitt-street brought 
more trallic into that thoroughfare, though the carters and people who drive vehicles through the streets 
would complain _ I tbmk that a shop like that of David Jones & Co., or any of the shops in Pitt-street, 
owe more to their central position than they owe to the tramway: and, as I have already said, it is not 
necessary to drop people immediately in front of the shops to which thev wish to go. If they are
dropped within a block of a shop they can easily walk that distance. Pitt-street is altogether too narrow 
lor a tramway.
964, Ihe Eailway Commissioners are pressing tho construction of the proposed tramway upon the 
Government quite apart from the city railway : they find that they have overloaded George-street with 
traffic, and that that street must be relieved before they can add any more traffic to it? Why do they 
not run some of the electric cars down Elizabeth-street.
965. I hey are of opinion that people would not now use the Elizabeth-street line: but that they mio-ht
uso a tramwav running down Pitt-street? There is no room in Pitt-street fora tramway, and the 
construction of a line there would only create delay, danger, and difficulty. '
Jbb. formerly the traflic used to go down Pitt-street, because there was no other line open, but when the 
George-street line was opened the traffic deserted Elizabeth-street? If all the railway trams were taken 
down Elizabeth-street, tho railway passengers would have to go that way, and that would greatly relievo

J6/ The Eailway Commissioners seenj to think that, even if the railwav trams ran down Elizabeth-street, 
most of the passengers would prefer to walk to George-street, and'to take the George-street tram? 
Well, m my opinion the scheme before the Committee is a very crude one, aud I think that the inquiry 

ooq0 ab°Ut tho re°PeuinS of tho citv railwav proposal.
Jbb. J he Eailway Commissioners say that they think the Public Works Committee made a mistake in 
regard, to the city railway, but they say at the same time that, apart from the city railway, they must as 
soon as possible take the railway traffic from George-street? To take tho railwav traffic froin George- 
street would mean to take away about 60 per cent, of tho traffic from George-street. To do that would 
“T “e «trec^ much safer for vehicular traffic. The city traffic going west goes out through a narrow 

i a George-street, much as the railway traffic goes through a narrow neck at Cleveland-streef. The 
yor un^ o o eorgc-strect tramway has proved that that line does not satisfy the railway passengers,

‘ and
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and tbe only way to meet their wants is to extend the railway into the city. I object altogether to the J- 3- Brantoa.
construction of a tramway in Pitt-street. ... . loSeat 1000
9G9. The Commissioners could restore the old state of things in a week by turning the electric trams out * •’ '
of the station yards, and running the old steam trams down Elizabeth-street;—to do that would relieve 
George-street? It would to a great extent, and it would be a great convenience to the people who 
wanted to connect with the eastern suburban tram system. ^
970. Mr. Watson.] Tbe evidence given before the Committee in Eebruary last by Mr. Kneeshaw, of the 
Eailway Department, was to the effect that only 13,000 railway passengers travelled by the electric 
trams; at that time about half of the passengers carried by the George-street tram came from the 
railway, while the balance were picked up in the street;—since then, however, the Newtown andjDulwich 
Hill traffic has been brought into George-street, and, later on, it is intended to bring the Leichhardt,
Annandale, Glebe, Balmain, and other western suburban tram traffic into George-streetif that is done, 
the railway traffic will form onlv an inconsiderable portion of the whole traffic, and to divert it will not 
sufficiently relieve the George-street line? I think that if the railway traffic were diverted from George- 
street the .trouble would bo very considerably got rid or. At the present time, people living at Dulwich 
Hill are often unable to get seats in the George-street trams, because of tho overcrowded state of those 
trams, and the blocking of the trams through the congestion of traffic in the streets makes their progress 
a very slow matter. It seems to me that if some of'the traffic were brought down Elizabeth-street it 
would greatly improve things. I feel inclined to challenge Mr. Kneeshaw s figures about the railway

971. Ho gave those figures after a very careful counting of the traffic for a considerable period. Just 
how much traffic would be taken away from George-street by the extension of the railway into the city 
would depend largely upon the point to which the railway was taken ? Tes; but I think that the 
extension of the railway into the city would relieve George-street of fully one-third of its present traffic.
972. Mr. Oliver informed the Committee, when the city railway proposal was under inquiry, that it would
be necessary to construct these relieving lines in Pitt and Castlereagh streets even if the railway were 
brought into the city ? I think we shonld give the extension of the railway into the city a trial before 
going any farther with the construction of tramways. If, afterwards, it were found necessary to 
construct more tramways, the advisability of constructing underground or overhead lines might be inquired 
into. Pitt-street is so narrow, and is so crowded at the present time, that it would be almost impossible 
for the trams to make their way through it. _
973. Has the number of ’buses running in George-street been materially reduced since the tramway there
was opened ? Tes; but I am surprised that so many ’buses have been kept on. I thought that the effect 
of the tram in George-street would have been tho same as in Melbourne, where the ’buses were all taken 
off the street almost in a night, and the streets there are much wider, and give more facilities for vehicular 
traffic than George-street gives. _ _
97J. If the eastern suburban lines are brought down to the Circular Quay, as is proposed, do you not 
think that it will give the trams a better opportunity to compete with the ’buses, and that the ’buses will 
disappear ? No doubt the number of ’buses will be reduced. I see that the Edgecliffe-road ’buses are 
about to be sold.
976. Do you think that a reduction in the number of the ’buses would compensate for the space taken 
up by a single line of tramway in Pitt-street ? No. Even if the ’buses were driven out of Pjtt-street, 
that thoroughfare would still be crowded, because it is the main vehicular thoroughfare of the city.
976. Does not the ’bus traffic form a very large proportion of the vehicular traffic in Pitt-street now ?
Tes, a good proportion.
977. Which would he more economical of street space—a tramway system or a ’bus system ? A four-
horse ’bus would take up about the same superficial area of roadway as a tramcar. _
978. But, for each passenger carried, a tramcar would occupy less spacefthan a ’bus P Tes, that is so.
979. Then, would there not be a saving in street space if we had trams instead of ’buses? 1 do uot
think so, because the trams run at regular intervals, whereas the 'buses accommodate themselves to the 
other traffic in the streets. _
980. With regard to your suggestion that the trams should be underground, would it he necessary to put 
them underground for the whole distance, or only in the more crowded parts of the city ? I think that 
in years to come it will be necessary to have underground trams iu the city itself, though the trams need 
not run underground all the way. At places like Belmore Park, for instance, they might run overhead, 
and, if there were an extension to the North Shore, no doubt they would run overhead. Our street traffic 
is very difficult to deal with, because the city lies on such a narrow peninsula.
981. Mr. Hyam.] Do vou think that the extension of the railway as far as the Supreme Court would
serve the suburban traific ? I do ; but ultimately there must be an extension to the North Shore. I 
advocated the giving up of one side of Hyde Park for railway purposes, having tho entrance to what 
would be tho main suburban station opposite tbe Queen’s Statue. _
982. Where would you run the country trains from ? Prom the central station at Devonshire-street.
People going into the country have always a lot of luggage, and have to use cabs, so that it would be as 
easy for them to go to a station at Devonshire-street as to go to a station at King-street.
983. Tou would have the city railway for suburban traffic only ? Tes, _
984. An extension of the railway into the city would not serve the passengers from suburbs like
Leichhardt and Annandale ? It would uot serve the passengers from suburbs which are served by the 
tramways, but it would relieve the city trams of a very great deal of traffic. _
983. Tou do not think,that a railway station on the site of the old Devonshire-street burial ground will 
meet the purpose ? No, No doubt that is a good site for a grand central station, and will give accom
modation for the shunting and making up of trains, which could not be obtained elsewhere, because of 
the objection the public have to tho taking away of tho whole of Hyde Park. The suburban traffic, 
however, should be brought into the city, and, to my mind, the Hyde Park scheme will yet have to be 
carried out. _
986. Do you think that it will be necessary to have a central station at Devonshire-street, and to extend
the railway from that station into the city ? Tes. _
987. Do you think that the suburban traffic shonld be diverted into Elizabeth-street ? Tes, if we cannot 
get the city railway.

281—P 988.
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^eltcTncTystem V’T?ahe Eai1™7 Co:nmissionerB ProPOBe to C0^OTt tbe eastern suburbs tramways to

Pi ,190°' Weil^f^lirabetb0^^ that ^v7 Wlll,r^lil7c Elizabetb-street wholly for tbe eastern suburban traffic ? 
flOi f uenow toT nr f! f ^ f°r the ra,^a7 traISc' -V0U must 011t tho citv railway.

^ ’le Uki”S°f “;’P*rtot'H>'deP‘rkfor
991 The coat Tbrmging the railway into the city would be enormous? I do not remember the fi-ures

thKl8^™6; 'dlu ’V C0uld1Ii0; that I would take the Park-.street scheme. ’ 
expenses ■mtTniterest?’16 city would also entaii a considerable annual loss in working

penses and interest ? I understood that the undertaking would be a profitable one The Kailwav
^™.^^WN.eae,S,|rif,'in,5i?” ■“0UBl l0t tb" d“e™»» condition of the7re»e»t
me rcrn arrangements. No doubt the Devonshire-street scheme will get rid of that danger but the 
eTtensmu of the raihvay into the city is necessary to relieve George-street. ° ’ 6
qq^' iT ‘ n ZlSv‘J l ou want tlie railway to come right into the city ? Yes
lltlu S+?urban Pa^enger traffic only ? Yes. The railway travel! ing public are not benefited to anv 
estent by the present George-street tramway. There is a grrit loss of time in movdn“ from the train to 
the trams, and the trams travel very slowly in George-street n
TW ^ ^ ru?1r!S,lt int0 tl,e heart of the cities ? Thev do at Chicago thev do at
af tl/ Ik’ fn« lhG d° a 0t.°f big Clties there‘ 1:1 San Drancisco the trains run through the streets 
at tho rate of 8 miles an hour, ringing a big bell, and I have often wondered whv thev could not do that
»d pjLXn“ 55 trr,f “rrigl,t ‘nl°th; “idd,e "f th8 “‘j tpoin«Y“r„ st p™
t du idd g ; t.11 tj\nk CWTJ a tram down D^t-street would be highly dangerous and that it
difficulty. a CTUe thmg f°r tie Commlttee t0 ^commend it when they can see another way out of the

K 10 a tramW;i7 d°'Vn Pltt °r ^'as*'lerca§b streets ? The tramway

s£;r°i IVt 7ere ;mi,0S3ible t0 dircrttbe George-street traffic into Elizabeth-
be minecessary a°ree ^ COnst'rUctl0'1 of a down Castlereagh-street, but I think that it would

fn 8pitIt-sieeT?lW¥erre d°W1110 KinS-3frcet> would ^ to the construction of a tramway

’7 mavni ariJ ndddT.t0 the Pre6ent system of the
tr. L‘ / aec‘d®dly to ™e construction of a tramway m Pitt-street, but 1 should not be sururised;r5dX“xiru^iY„r8L0Aotr“ “islt bc “k“ - ™ - ttsfi

—*«» « * *«. line of
tmmwaytaVirl^lwTheirZJ'1^, p °f George-8t^^ and Elizabeth-street for the
l(rn nu *1% r1TT heCt1:fd Castlereagh-street arc very close together.
1002. Mr. McFnrlanc.] How would you deal with tbe traffic so as to relieve George-street P One third of
ltd Y l” "Yi1” .‘fe “V f'0m G»”Ss*cct by Ihe „to.Son “ S ^ 5, city
ioooP o£ hf! was ieft ““S514 diverted into Elizabeth-street ' 7’

2 the oity ' wcitbi.b.ot

« fiETrS" G“tgC-Ste‘ “d Zlitabcth-streot would
1005. The Eailway Commissioners do not appear to be of that nnim'nn wr nr i j
sssi s?to tho e5,erai“of tte “■ A teSM

t™'," P,,i-ilr“‘ “J '^lbrnEh..l,.,l. That i,
pick-up traffic which will follow ou the iutroduction of the’system of penny sectious Carrled ^ trilnlS, ^ th<! increttsillS

Ktl“d '

Str‘LbS,t8—™ ^SE35i^T£|  ̂

.»^ it - m“,h a*f T‘tie

if wi,Jihe rallKa7, WOulu b® u,sed for bringing down shipments of wheat ? Yes, where full cargoes

it be cS™‘dLeS' ’ SP“‘ ^e,I 0t bom f’"" pl*“ “ «“ “V “d rata&b i

1009. What streets does the heavy trafiic from the wharfs nap now ? PU+ • ,, ,, ,
QuYr^TheGo've n^T “ haS 8"^*“ tbe otber a*d ~com£ o^onTo Se CfficX
virv7'T>onnlt,-G ^r t tare EP™dlnK 50 muc!l m improving Woolloomooloo Bay that it is becoming a

-nrzH

Darling
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Darling Harbour is pretty well all required for intercolonial boats, and I do not tbint that the over-sea 
shipping will go there. In my opinion, the over-sea vessels will keep to the Woolloomooloo Bay, Circular 
Quay, and Miller’s Point wharfs. _ _ _
1010. If it were decided that either a double line of tramway in Castlereagh-street, or a single line in 
Castlereagh-street and a single line in Pitt-street, must be constructed, which would be tbe better to 
construct r1 If I had to choose between the two I would prefer a double line in Castlereagh-street, because 
that is the widest street, but as Castlereagh-street is so near to Elizabeth-street I do not think that a 
tramway in Castlereagh-street would be much more convenient than a tramway in Elizabeth-street, where 
you have already every facility for conducting tram traffic.
1011. It is said that Elizabeth-street will not carry all the traffic? It carried it all for many years with
out complaints.
1012. But the tram traffic of the city has largely increased of late? I do not think that the population 
of the city and suburbs has increased very much, bnt no doubt the introduction of penny sections lias made 
tram travelling more popular with the public. I should think that fully 40 per cent., of the traffic in 
George-street is pick-up traffic.

J, S. Brunton.

10 Sept., 1900.

[One plan.]
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY ALONG PITT-STREET, SYDNEY.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Purlic Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1S88, 
51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. 
No. 26, the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic. 
No. 11, and the Public Works Acts Further Amendment Act of 1897, 61 Vic. 
No. 6, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of constructing a double line of electric'tramway along Pitt-street, 
city of Sydney,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient 
the proposed tramway should he constructed; hut they recommend that the 
suggestion of the Railway Commissioners, by which a single line would he 
constructed from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus streets 
to Fort Macquarie, returning by single line through Pitt-street, he adopted; 
and, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of the 
Public Works Act, report their resolution to tlie Legislative Assembly :—

Reasons tor the Proposal ruing Sdemitter.

1. This proposal, the Committee are informed in the official statement put 
before them, was referred to them sooner than was originally intended, in consequence 
of the Railway Commissioners suggesting to the Minister for Public Works that the 
original proposal to construct a double line for an electric tramway from Belmore 
Park to Port Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, noth single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets, shonld he varied to one by whicli a single line wonld 
he laid along Castlereagh-street, with a return line along Pitt-street.

But the reference was also made to remove any doubt which might exist as 
to the. legality of carrying out such a work "without further inquiry, should the 
Committee recommend it in connection with the Castlereagh-street scheme. Under 
the present reference, the proposal for a new electric tramway is again altered, the 
Minister having deemed it advisable to ask Parliament to refer a scheme whereby a 
double line of electric tramway would be constructed along Pitt-street to Circular 
Quay.

Three Schemes refore the Committee.

2. Tlie Committee have, therefore, had before them three schemes—two 
referred to them, and one suggested, as follow :—

(1.) A double line for an electric tramway, from Belmore Park to Fort 
Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets, with single lines 
down Loftus and Young streets. k

(2.) The suggestion of tlie Railway Commissioners, that there should he a 
single line from. Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus 
streets to the proposed terminus at Fort Macquarie, returning by a single 
line through Pitt-street. "

(3.) A double line of electric tramway along Pitt-street to the Circular Quay.
Description
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, Desckiptiok op the Pitt-stbeet Pboposal.

3. Tbe double line in Pitt-street would branch off the existing steam tramway 
in that street, at a point near Gipps-street, and traverse Pitt-street to its inter
section with the Circular Quay, tbe whole of tbe length from Gipps-street being a 
double track. Along the Quay the main lines would be extended until they joined 
the double-track extension of the existing tramway to Port Macquarie.

The permanent-wfay would consist of 83-lb. rails, which would be laid on 
sleepers between Gipps-street and Bathurst-strcct in macadamised road; from 
Batburst-street to the Circular Quay they would be laid on concrete, tbe permanent
way being wood-blocked. The poles, for supporting the electric wires, would be 
eroded on each side of the street.

Estimated Cost of the Pitt-stbeet Scheme.

4. The total cost, exclusive of land and compensation, is estimated 
approximately at £76,673, comprising—road construction, £31,835; outside electric 
work, £7,087 ; power plant, £12,750; and rolling-stock, £25,000. Land resumption 
at the corner of Pitt and Alfred streets, near Change-alley, would increase this 
estimate by between £5,000 and £6,000. To this should be added the cost of tho 
extension to Port Macquarie and of the car shed, £39,950.

Railway Commissioners’ Retobt.

5. With respect to the statutory report of the Railway Commissioners on the 
proposal, their report upon the Castlereagh-street scheme, and their minute suggesting 
the single line along Castlereagh and Pitt streets, are taken as complying with the 
requirements of the Public Works Act. In the former document they say that the 
construction of the proposed tramway is rendered necessary by the conversion of 
the steam trams to electric trams, and the consequent inability of George and 
Elizabeth streets to carry the traffic, and that they, therefore, cordially support the 
proposal. The only additional revenue derived from the line would be due to 
increased traffic, and although it is not possible to foretell with any degree of accuracy 
what this will amount to, they have no hesitation in stating that it will fully justify 
the construction of the line.

Scheme favoured by the Railway Commissioners.

6. The scheme favoured by the Railway Commissioners is that by whicli a 
single line would be laid from Belmore Park through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus 
streets to the proposed terminus at Port Macquarie, with a return single line through 
Pitt-street. This they consider to he the most suitable for dealing with the railway 
traffic, and also for securing in Pitt-street a large proportion of the pick-up traffic 
which now goes to the George-street trams.

The Committee’s Inquiry.

7. The inquiry into the proposal for a double line of electric tramway in Pitt- 
street being really part of that relating to tbe proposed tramway in Castlereagh- 
street, the Committee have dealt with tlie two schemes together, and the evidence 
taken with reference to one should be read in conjunction with that taken concerning 
the other. The Committee’s Reports upon the two proposals should also he read 
together, as the Pitt-street scheme, and the evidence relating to it, are very fully 
dealt with in the Report upon the Castlereagh-street proposal. In tho present 
inquiry the witnesses examined were the Engincer-in-Chief for Railway and Tramway 
Construction, the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, the Traffic Superintendent 
of the Tramway Department, tlie Town Clerk of Sydney, the proprietor of the 
Hargrave-street and Point Piper road omnibuses, and one or two other persons.

Objections to the Tramway.

8. Objections to the proposed tramway, as they appear in the evidence in 
both inquiries, were chiefly urged by several master carriers whose horse teams use 
Castlereagh-street; by the Registrar of the Metropolitan Transit Commission, who 
explained to the Committee that Castlcreagh-street was needed for traffic driven out 
of George-street, and that Pitt-street, from its narrowness and the number of vehicles 
passing through it, is tlie most congested street in Sydney, but who admitted that if 
George-street is to be relieved there is no alternative to using Castlereagh or Pitt

street
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, , r ,, „ , i,v the nroorietor of the Hargrave-street and Point Piper
Som^iwl Iho protested against the Pitt-sheet p^al ™ ^ound of rts 
interference with omnibus and other vehicular traffic, and the risk to me ana nmo 
which a greater congestion oE traffic than at present exists m e s ree ,^’on »
nnd hv the Town Clerk of Sydney, who, appearing on behalf of the Uty bounm, 
lectnd to the construction of the proposed or any smi ar tramway hecause- 
/-. I rnii noil is of opinion that any such enterprise as a tramway is essentially

• ■ oi nmrlpi’tikin0’ and should be constructed and managed hy the municipalities
municipal “t U used without payment to the Council, or

(8) the Eailway Dep'artment who have charge 
Of the tramwavs will pay no rates to the Council for any properties concerned, nor 
for the ITKe streets over which the trams will run j and (4,) because tmnways 
have been constructed in the city without regard to the Council s convenience.

Pea son you the Proposed Tramway. 

q As stated in the Committee’s Report on tho Castlereagh-streot scheme, the 
mason for proposirmto construct an electric tramway in Htt-stoee is the necessity 
or rdievlmr <&-Street of some of its present tram traffic, Pf houtoly that portmn 

of it mssin- from and to tlie lledfern railway station. The first step towaids 
rdiovin- George-street, after the construction of tho proposed new tomj«y,wouM 
he to take the Railway traffic from the George-street trams, which would be done by 

( + ■ on/l fn tbf1 nractice of running those trams mto the Kcdfern railway
rtatii,"/ and by running^ie Castlereagh and Pitt street trams into the station instead.
At mnsent a larce proportion of the passengers who travel m the Gcorgc-stroet tram 
At present a im o | 1 . with the uow lines in operation all passengers
wishin^to travel from or to tlie station wonld require to do so by the Castlereagh and
Pitt street trams The George-street trams would stop m George-street opposite the
ssrsriio. from the Western Suburbs do now, to take up or set down
nassen^ers ■ hut, in view of the advantages offered hy the Castlereagh and Pitt street
trams It is’thou'ffit hy tire Kailway Commissioners and tlie tramway authorities that
verySfew railway passengers would travel by way of George-street and that the
ffiversffin of th ey railway "traffic will give immeffiate rehef, while f-tber relief vih
he afforded by diverting a portion of the Western Suburbs tram tiaffic m
Castlereagh and Pitt streets.

Pitt-street and its Traffic.
10 It is admitted that Pitt-street is a narrow street, with a very considerable 

vehicular"traffic passing through it; but it is contended that, with a single line 
alone the street—which is the scheme favoured hy the Kailway Commissioneis 
interference with vehicular traffic would not he great No more traffic would be 
taken from the George-street trams into Pitt-street than is absolutely necessaiy 
to relieve that service; the poles for supporting the electric wires would be on 
Ich side of the street, which would allow of the single tramway track being 
nlaced sufficiently far from the kerb to give plenty of room foi vehicles, and, a 
the trams woukl always be travelling in one direction, the risk of accident would 
thereby be greatly minimised. The chief difficulty is the omnibus traffic to and fiom 
the Eastern°Suburbs. As many as sixty-three omnibuses, the Committee are informed, 
pass through Pitt-street daily, making altogether 600 trips each way. ibis extensive 
Omnibus service appears to be due principally to the inability of the steam trams plying 
between Svdney and the Eastern Suburbs to meet public requirements sufficiently. 
With the'conversion of tbe Oxford-street steam trams to the electric system, it is 
believed the omnibus traffic would mostly disappear; and the Committee endeavoured 
to pres upon the attention of the Kailway Commissioners the riccessity or wnyertiM 
these trams as soon as possible, so as to reduce tbe traffic m Pitt-stiect It 
appears to be impracticable to have electric trams running to the Eastern Subuihs 
bv^the time tbe tramway in Pitt-street woukl be constructed and m operation, but 
it is pointed out that as fast as the Western Suburban trams are changed ^om the 
steam to tbe electric system—a work the Commissioners are now engaged upon 
ffie Seam trams released from tbe Western Suburban lines could be placed m the
Eastern Suljurta service, and in that manner ^clllta*® ^ohtafaed’b^
Further relict to Pitt-street m regard to omnibus tiafl.c could ho o,
diverting the omnibuses into Castlereagh-street. Uorsl-ilaw

3 373—c •
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Horse-team Teat etc in Pitt ano Casteekeagh streets.

■ • horse-team traffic which passes through Pitt and Castlereagh streets,
principally the latter, should he reduced to some extent before long, by an alteration 
about to he made m connection with the goods traffic at the Kcdfern Railway Station. 
At the present time, the general goods business in truck loads is conducted at the 
Sydney goods shed, adjoining the produce shed, at the Redfem Kailway station, and 
the Railway authorities are about to call for tenders for additional accommodation at 
JJarlmg Harbour tor the purpose of dealing with it there. By this change, Kedfern 
station will be relieved to the extent of 1,000 tons of goods per week, and the team 
traffic m Castlereagh and Pitt streets correspondingly lessened.

Decision Arrived At,

12. In view of the evidence before them, and for the reasons stated in their 
Report upon the proposed Electric Tramway from Belmore Park to Port Macquarie, 
the Committee have decided to recommend the adoption of the scheme suggested 
by the Railway Commissioners, by which a single line would be constructed^ from 
Belmore Park, through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Loftus streets, to the proposed 
terminus at Port Macquarie, returning by single line through Pitt-street.

Resolution Passed.

^ resolu^on passed by the Committee is shown in the following extract
from the Minutes of Proceedings

Ayes. 5. 
Mr. Dick, 
Dr. Garran, 
Mr, Hyam,

Hoes, 2.
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Levien.

Mr. "Watson, 
Mr. MeParhme.

W. T. DICK,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 29 September, 1900. ’
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PAKLIAMENTAltr STANDING COMMITTEE
WORKS.

ON PUBLIC
m

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY ALONG PITT-STREET.

TUESDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Cuaihmas).
The Hou, Patjuck Llnj>ksay CitAWFOKj) Sukim'ieiijj. The Hox. Sor.ojro^f IlnitiiEitT Htam.
The Hoy. Ahuiiew Garbak, LL,D, John Chejstias' Waxsox, Esq.

John McEAitijAyE, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the expediency of constructing a line of Electric Tramway along
Pitt-street, City of Sydney,

Henry Deane, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—■

1. Chairman,'} Have you any statement to make in reference to the proposal before the Committee? 
have tho TJnder-Secretary’s statement, as follows :—

Klectmc Tkamwav vkom Guts-ktukut, via Pitt-k-erket, to Cmcimut Quay, Cits’ ok Sydyey.

Tjie proposal Before the Committee was referred hy tho Legislative Assembly for the Cammittee’s considenitiori on Oth 
September, 1900, in the following terms That it be roferretl to the Parliamentary Standing Conimittco on Public 
Works to consider and report on the expediency of constructing a line of electric tramway along Pitt-street, City of 
Sydney.” .

This proposal has been brought before the Committee sooner than was originally intended, in consequence of a 
suggestion made to the Minister by tbc Railway Commission el's.

It will be remembered that when tho proposal to construct an electric tramway from Belmorc Park, via Castlcrcagh- 
street, to Fort Maccfuario, was submitted to the Committee, it was stated that for the purpose of relieving the congested 
traffic in Gcorge-street, two ways of solving the problem had presented themselves, namely, by laying a tramway (a) along 
Pitt-street, or (fi) along Cnstlcreagh and Bligh streets to Circular Quay. Both schemes, it was stated, would likely be 
required ultimately ; but as Castlereagh-street afforded more facilities for traffic than Pitt-street, that route was referred 
to the Committee as the first instalment.

The Railway Commissioners in their Statutory P.eport thereon had cordially approved of tho Castlcreagh-strect 
scheme ; hut they have now been led to modify their views, and have suggested a variation from that route in the 
following terms :— _

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 2d July, 1900.
Proposed line of tramway from Behnorc Park to Fort Macquarie, by way of Castlereagh and Bligh streets (double track)

. and Loftus and Young streets (single track).
SiNQii writing our report of the 10th instant, we have looked further into this subject, and now' desire to suggest, for the 
favourable consideration of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, the desirability of varying the proposal 
originally submitted by constructing a single line fiom Bel more Park, through Castlereagh, Bligh, and Lottus streets, to 
the proposed terminus at Port Macquarie, and returning by single line through Pitt-street,

Wo are constrained to recommend this alteration in the original proposal because the experience gained since the 
Cleorgc-strect line was opened strongly indicates that it will best meet the public convenience.

The congestion which is now taking place in George-streot impels us to point out to the Honorable the Minister 
that the work is of great urgency.

W. M. FEHON,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

DAVID KJFKCALDJE,
Commissioner,

In consequence, therefore, of this strong recommendation from the Railway Commissioners, the Minister, deemed it 
advisable to ask Parliament to refer to the Committee the proposal to construct a double line of electric tramway along 
Pitt-street to Circular Quay, so that the Committee might have fully before it the two schemes originally suggested—that 
is («) the Castlereagh and Bligh streets route and (Q the Pitt-street route. The

373—A ....................

1 H. Deane. 

ISSepfc., iaOO.
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The official description of the second proposal is as follows :—
Gipps-street, via l'iU-street, to Circular Quay Electric Tramway.

This tramway branches off the existing steam tramway in Pitt-street at a point near Gipps-street, t
street to its intersection with the Circular Quay, the whole of the length from Gipps-street being double track. °

The main lines are extended along the Quay until they join up the double track extension of tho existin'? tram wav 
to Fort Macquarie. o J

The permanont-way will consist of 83-lb. rails, which will be laid on sleepers between Gipps-street and Bathurst- 
street, in macadamised road; from Bathurst-strcet to the Circular Quay the rails will be laid on concrete, and the 
permanent-way wood-blocked.

The total cost is estimated approximately at £76,672.
r i ,'csPe(:i' the required Statutory Keport of the Railway Commissioners on this proposal, their report of 10th
July, 1000, relating to the Castlcreagh-street route, read in conjunction with their subsequent minute of 25th idem, as 
quoted above, are intended to be taken as complying with the requirements of the Rublic Works Act on this point.
I put in tiie plans—a map of Sydney, showing the routo to the 8-chain scale ; a plan to tho -AO-foot scale; 
and a book ot reference. I have prepared an estimate for a double track tramway along Pitt-steeet. 1 
have also, in view of the suggestion of the Railway Commissioners, prepared estimates tor a single Hue 
along Castlereagh-streot, and a single line along Pitt-street, so that the Committee will have before them, 
not only tbo complete schemes of both tramways, but the proposal of the Railway Commissioners in 
regard to a single line down each street, before them.'
2. What is the estimate for a double line along Pitt-street ? I put in the estimate as follows

Gipps-street to Cikcclay Quay, via Pitt-street— 
Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost

Double Track. 

—Summary,

Item. Amount. Total Amount,

Road construction ..............................
£ s. d. 

31,835 0 0 
7,OS7 0 0 

12,750 0 0 
25,000 0 0

£ B. (1.

Outside electric work.............. .
Power plant .............. ............
Rollins-stock ......................

£76,672 0 0

Gipps-street to Circular Quay, via Fitt-street.—-DowWc Track. 

Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.

Item. Quantity. Rate, Amount.

Itoad Construction— ; chains.
Permanent-way, wood-blocked ..................................... i 173
Macadamised .................................................................... [ 79

Junctions—
Gipps-street...................................................................... 1 ..........
Circular Quay ........................................................ ............ I ...........
Signals at Circular Quay ................................................. ..........
At Loop................................................................................ | ..........
Crossing cable lino.............................................................. ..........
Signals at cable line ......................................................... 1 .........
Cross-over roads ............................................................... 1 ..........
Extra to curves ................................................................. ..........

Alterations to gas, water, and sewerage .............................. .........
Alterations to wood-blocking ................................................. ..........
Alterations to electric light and telephone wires on Circular,

Quay .................................................................................... | .........

£ s. d. £ S.
103 10 0 17,801 0
46 0 0 3,634 0

1,000 0
2,000 0

500 0
1.200 0
1.000 0

200 0
1,000 0
1,000 0
1,000 0
1,000 0

500 0

Total Amount.

£
21,4-35

a. d, 
0 0

6,900

1,000
1,000

2,500

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

£31,835 0 0

Gipps-stkeet TO Circular Qcay via Pitt-street.—Double Track.

Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost—Outside Dlcctric IVork.

Item. Quantity.
1

Ratti, | Amount. Total Amount.

251 chains ...
5!>

1 1
£ s. d. £ s. d. | £ e. d.
6 12 6 I 1,661 0 0 j
S 0 0 2,098 0 0 1 - ns

i a 0 n a oas n n . r * u u
Overhead wiring and polos ......... ........................... *..............

.......... ’150 0 0 j
Power plant ...................................... ....................................... . 510 h-p. ...

25 cars ...
25 O 0 1 12,760 0 0 

1,000 0 0 | 25,000 0 0
j 37,750 0 0

Rolling stock .............................................................................

£44,337 0 0

3. Dr, Garran.^ "Where would the line join at Circular Quay ? Just before you get to tho loop. I may 
point out that tbis estimate, compared with the Castle-reagh-street tramway, is a little more expensive for 
that portion of the work which corresponds. The total cost of the Castlcreagh-street proposal comes to 
£70,150. The double line along Pitt-street, comes to £76,672—that is, as far as Circular Quay. The 
reason of that is that the tramway is slightly longer, and there is more wood-blocked street to go through.
4. Would the Department require to block the whole of Pitt-street ? No. "We have a macadamised road 
to deal with at the southern end.
5. Would you require to wood-block for a certain distance from the outside of the rails ? I propose to
lay that part of the road on sleepers. .
<5. Would you require the consent of the Corporation to do that ? X think not, " 7.

1
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7. Can you dd as you like with the road ? 1 think so. We always inform the Corporation what we hre 
going to do.
8. Mr. ITi/nni.'} Are we to understand that ybu propose to block a certain distance from the rails at the
southern end? Wo do not propose to block it at all there. We shall give tho Corporation just as good 
as we take from them. They have a macadamised road there now. We shall have to excavate for the 
purpose of layiug down the tramway, and we shall put down the best materials, and leave a road-surface 
at least equal to what a city road ought to be. It will certainly be better than it is now. _
9. J)r. Garran.] 1)0 you think a macadamised road with rails is as good as one without rails ? Quite as
good. _ _
10. Mr. Myam.'] You would have lo keep a great part of the road in repair ? Yes. The Commissioners 
will have to keep it in repair, and they will keep it in far better repair than does the Corporation.^ If we 
take over the strip of road, and lay down rails, and make a macadamised road, it will he kept in good 
repair. It will not ho allowed to go into holes similar to those we see in streets about Sydney. I now 
put in the estimate for a single track along Titt-stroet:—

JT. D£ao§f

Girks-sTW’.ET to Circular Quay—Tramway, via Pitt-street—iSmjfe Trad;.
Approximate Hill of Estimated Quantities and Cost—

Item. Amount* Total Am emits

£ s, d. I £ s. d.
18,790 0 0 1
3,397 0 0 1
G,37o 0 0

13,000 0 0
£41,562 0 0

Outside electrical work ........................................................... .......................... ..................

Gipps-street to Circular Quay—Tramway, via Pitt-street—Single Trad;. 
Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.

Item. j Quantity. Rate. I Amount. Total Amount.

Hoad conxtmction— Chains.
Permanent way wood-blocked.......................................... 7S

„ macadamised.......................................... SD'S
Junctions—

Gipps-street ................................................................... 1 ..........
Circular Quay ................................................................. ..........
Signals at Circular Quay .............................................. \ ..........
Crossing cable Hue ................... .................................... ..........
Signals at cable line .................................................... \ ..........

Extras to curves..... ........................................................... ..........
Alterations to gas, water, and sewerage ..................... ..........
Alterations to woorl-blocking ...... ................................... ..........
Alterations to electric light and telephone wires on

Circular Quay. ■ | ..........

£ s. d. £ 9. d. £ s. d.
103
46

10
0

0
0

8,073
1,817

0
0

0
0

I 9,890 0 0

1,500 0 0 1
13,000 0 0

f>00 0 0 ? 5,800
I

0 0
GOO 0 0
200 0 0 j
GOO 0 0 G00 0 0

1,000 0 0
..... 1,000 0 0 l 2,500 0 0

500 0 0 J

£18,790 0 0

Gii’P-stueet to Circular Quay—Tramway, via Pitt-street.

Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.

Item. Quantity. Rate. Amount, Total amount.

Outside Electrical Work and Power Plant Proportion— Chains,
1174
1174
1174

£ s. d. £ s. d.
G 12 G 777 0 0

£ s. d.

| 3,397 0 0

6,375 0 0 
13,000 0 0

£22,772 0 0

Overhead wiring and poles ...........................................
Feeder cables ..................................................................

S 0 0
13 0 0

940 0 0 
1,530 0 0 

130 0 0

6,375 0 0 
13,000 0 0

Proportion of power and buildings for twenty cars at
25 h.p. per car..........................................................

Polling Stock—Cars..................................................................

..........  1 ......
255 h.p. j 25 0 0

13 ! 1,000 0 0

11. Mr. Wah-ou.'j Can you .toll us the total cost of a single line down Castlereagh-street and another up 
Pitt-street combined? I will give you, if convenient, the cost of a single line down Castlereagh-street, 
and then we will add them up. The details are as follow :—

BrlmoHi; Park to Circular Quay—Tramway, via Casti.f.reagii, Buck, Best, and Loftcs Streets.—Sint/te track, 
Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.—Summary.

Item. Amount. Total amount.

Road construction ... 
Outside electric work
Power plant ............
Rolling stock ..........

£ R. d.
15,942 0 0
3,255 0 0
6,375 0 0

12,000 0 0

£ s. d.

£37,572 O' 0
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H. Deane. Uelmokb Park to Cmcci.AE Quay—Tramwat, via Castlkeeaoii, Blich, Bust, and Lorres Streets.—Soryk Track.

18 Sept., 1900., Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.

Hoad Coneirti e/ion—
Wood-blocked road...........................
Macadamised road ...........................

Jauctions—
Behnorc Park ...................................
Circular Quay ...................... ............
Signals at Circular Quay ...............
Crossing cable line...........................
Signals at cable lino .......................

Extras to curves .......................................
Alterations to gas, water, and sewerage 
Alterations to wood-blocking extra........

Quantity, Hate.

Chains,
69
43-5

.€ s. d. 
103 10 0 
46 0 0

Amount. Total Amount.

£ s. d. 
7,141 0 0 
2,001 0 0

300 
3,500 

500 
600 
200 
600 
400 0 
500 0

£ s. d. 
9,142 0 0

5,300 0 0

811
000
900

£15,942 0 0

Bklmore Park to Cntcni.Ar. Quay, via Casti.ereaou, Bi.lgh, Bent, and Lottos Streets.
Approximate Bill of Estimated Quantities and Cost.

Item. Quantity. Rate. Amount. Total Amount.

Ottlside Electrical Work and Power Infant Proportion— 
Bonding........................................................

Chains.
] 12‘5

£ s. d.
6 12 6

£ s. d. 
745 0 0

£ s. (1.
\

Overhead wiring and poles ........... . 112-5 S 0 0 <100 0 0 /
Feeder cables ..................................
Telephones. &c.............................................

112-5 13 0 0 1,405 0 0 
145 0 0 

6,375 0 0

> 3,255 0 0

Proportion of power and buildings for 20 cars at 25 
h.p. per ear.

Soiling Stock—

255 h.p. 25 0 0 6,375 0 0

Cars ..................................................................... 12 Kn. 1,000 0 0 12,000 0 0 12,000 0 O

£21,030 0 0

If the estimated cost of the single line along Pitt-street, £d>l,5G2, and of the single line along Castle
reagh-street, £37,572, are added together it will be seen that the total is £79,134, and that has to be 
compared with the double-line proposal down Castlereagh-streot for that portion of the proposal which is 
concerned, namely, £70,050. In other words, the making of the tramway in the way in which the 
Hail way Commissioners suggest will lead to an increased cost of £9,084,
12. Chair man.] To what is that difference mainly due ? It is partly due to there being a little longer 
length of line, to there being more wood-blocked street, and to the cost of certain of the work for a 
single line being more, in proportion to a double lino. The piecing up, for instance, and the joining up 
with the existing wood-blocking has still to be done. There arc two sides to join up whether we have a 
double or single line. Then we require the polos on each side of the streets. One line of poles will not 
be suitable.
13. Mr. Wafson.] Then you have abandoned the idea which you held for some time in regard to the 
Mosman’s Bay line, namely, to have poles on one side of the road only ? That would not do in this 
instance, because wo cannot bring the tramway near enough to the kerb. It will have to go in its proper 
place near the middle of the street.
14. Chairman,] "Will the construction of a single line doun each street bring about any economy in 
regard to the items ol “Outside Electric Work,” “ Power Plant,” and “Holling Stock ” ? No; I liave 
assumed that, with the exception of poles, they will be exactly the same.
15. Have the Commissionors definitely decided in which direction, on the single-line system, the trams 
will go—from the railway station down Castlereagh-street, and from the Quay up Pitt-street Y Yes. 
I hey would like the left-hand side of the street to be taken in each case. They consider that people coming 
from the station could be carried with advantage along Castlereagh-street, inasmuch as, to go to tho 
centre of the city, they would have to walk down-hill, and the trams returning to the railway station 
would pick them up in Pitt-street. If the arrangement were reversed, they would be landed in Pitt- 
street in the morning, and they would have to walk up to Castlereagh-street in the evening to take the 
trams to the railway station. There is no doubt that the method suggested is the best—to take the trams 
from the railway station along Castlereagh-street on the left-hand side of the road and to return via 
Pitt-street.
10. It was suggested when the single-line idea was first placed before the Committee that the work might 
be so carried out as to admit later on of easy duplication;—has that clement entered into the calculations 
which you have placed before the Committee to-day? Yes, that is embodied, The proposal is so 
designed that a second track can be laid down later on.
17. Ear more cheaply, I suppose, than the first single track ? No; there will be very little difference. 
"What will be saved will be chiefly in regard to the poles, and some of the work at Circular Quay.
18. 13o you know whether it is considered that the necessity for duplication would speedily arise? I 
know that the Commissioners look upon the duplication as a necessity in the early future. Therefore, it 
is most desirable that the line should be laid in such a position that a second track can afterwards be put 
down.
19. Dr. Garran.] The people who use the streets ought to distinctly understand that, even if we begin 
with a single line, a second line will follow very soon ? That is so.
20. Mr. Watson.] I notice from the plan that a resumption is outlined at the corner of Pitt and Alfred 
.Streets ;—will it be necessary to resume that land if a single track only is carried out ? You might save 
it to a considerable extent, hut the question is whether it is not desirable to make a good job of it whilst

we
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we are about it. Of course, we could put in a sharp curve and take leas of tho property, but 1 think it H- Donna. 
would be better that a clearance should be effected there. There are only a few temporary buildings 
there, and it would make a much better job.
21. It involves the resumption of a strip, diminishing in width towards Loftus-street ? Yes. _
22. Would it be necessary, with a single line, to resume that portion near Change Alley, which is shown 
on the plan as being affected by the loop ? hfo ; it would non be necessary to do that. I have marked 
the loop on the plan to show how, eventually, if there is a double line down Pitt-street, a loop might be 
placed there for convenient working.
23. You would not interfere with the “Ship Inn” under that proposal ? No, _
24. Can you say whether tho resumption outlined on the plan would be expensive? I have no estimate 
to submit. The resumption for the greater part of the length—the setting back of the frontage—cannot 
possibly be expensive, because it will take up a very narrow strip of land. No buildings will be affected.
It will simply reduce the depth of the land a little—in fact, we shall really do no more damage to the land 
than is involved in taking a little bit off the hack,
25. At present tho frontage in Alfred-strcet is not of any value ? No; not on account of its being used.
There would be no interference with business.
2G. Is it not a fairly large block of land ? Yes; it is in one block, unbuilt upon.
27. So that if any additional value were given to it hy the tram running up Pitt-street, it would ho taken 
into account in the resumption ? Yes; the value now would only be comparatively small. rl'he value 
afterwards, when the frontage is set back and a slight curve is given to tho street, must necessarily be 
increased, so that if the betterment principle were applied, there would, indeed, he very little to pay.
28. Do you think it would cost less to resume it now than later on? Yes ; I would strongly recommend
that it be resumed, because i! will be certainly necessary to do it at some time or other. I should strongly 
recommend for the consideration of the Committee the question of the resumption of the trapezoid block 
between Alfred-street and’Change Alley. _ _ _
29. At present that is occupied moscly by advertising hoardings ? I do not think there is much upon it.
It would he a great improvement to Circular Quay.
30. .The block you speak of has a lane between it and the “ Ship Inn” ? Yes.

, Hugh Mcfjachlan, Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined :—
31. jMr. Me Far lane.'] The Commissioners have made a slight departure from their previous proposal to
construct a double line of tramway along Castlereagh-street;—can you explain what led them to suggest c ^ ^11'
a single line down Castlereagh-street and a single line down Pitt-street? The original proposal ivas ..
make a double line along Castlereagh-street. The Commissioners reported that that, was desirable ; but '
after further looking over the matter, they thought it would be more convenient, seeing that the streets
are so narrow, if one line were laid along Castlereagh-street and the other up Pitt-street. One reason 
which influenced them was that it would he more convenient for the general public. As I explained on 
a former occasion, it is found that Gcorge-street was getting overcrowded, and it was thought that if we 
turned additional traffic routes into that street the traffic would become loo heavy to conduct satisfactorily.
The first idea was to run a double line for the railway business along Castlereagh-street. The 
Commissioners, however, after again looking at the matter, thought that it would be better to have one 
line along Castlereagh-street and the other along Pitt-street. 'To some extent they were guided hy this 
consideration : that the greater part of the traffic would, no doubt, be about George-street and Pitt-sireet.
From George-street to Castlereagh-street is a fair distance to walk, up hill; and many people, uo doubt, 
rather than go from George-street to Castlereagh-street—if the tram were in that street—would utilise 
the local services going past the railway station, and would get out at the railway gates, in which case 
George-street would not get that relief which is looked for. It was thought, however, that if a tramway 
were iu Pitt-street, between which and George-street, the ground is level, and the two streets are no great 
distance apart, they would utilise the railway trams in Pitt-street, so as to get to the railway station. _
32. The object of the alteration, thou, has been with a view to meeting the convenience of the public 
travelling by the trams ? Yes ; and there is also the consideration that both streets are comparatively 
narrow—"Pitt-street being much tho busier. The Commissioners thought there would not be^ the same 
hindrance to business if they ran a single line along both streets. The public will also always Know how 
the trams are running, because they will always be moving in one direction. For instance, a man going 
down Castlereagh-street will know'’that the trams arc behind him, and that he will not have to face one 
in front of him. Again, in Pitt-street, people travelling in one direction will always be facing tho trams.
In this way the risk of accident to street traffic would be minimised. _
33. Ho you think it would he better to have two single lines, as suggested, instead of a double line in 
Castlereagh-street ? The Commissioners think so. The Commissioners have noticed that a number of 
tho team people have given evidence. These people have referred to the fact that the traffic is increasing.
To some extent we shall relieve the streets of some of the traffic by an alteration being made in regard 
to tho conduct of our goods business. At the present time, the general goods business in truck loads is 
conducted at the Sydney goods shed, adjoining tho produce shed, at the Kedferu Eailway Station. The 
full truck loads go’from that place. Wo shift from there about 53,000 tons of goods per year—that is, 
taking last year as a basis—or, roughly speaking, 1,000 tons per week. TYo shall shortly be calling for 
tenders for additional accommodation at Darling Harbour, and it is proposed to deal with that particular 
business at that place. Eedfern station will thus he relieved lo the extent of 1,000 tons of goods per 
week. Of course", I do not say that tins divergence of that traffic will entirely relieve Pitt-street, because, 
no doubt a good deal of it comes from Sussex-strect, along George-street. A certain amount of it, 
however, comes up Pilt-street.
34. Do you think that arrangement will have a material effect in relieving Castlereagh and Pitt streets ?
It will have some effect. No doubt the greater portion of the business comes, George-street, from 
the Sussex-strect side of the city. I mention the matter as illustrating what was said hy some of those 
people with respect to the increase of the street traffic. To the extent to which I have referred we are 
going to relieve the street traffic, and that should make room for a fair extension of business.
35. How long will it be before the alteration is carried out ? About twelve months.
3G. “Would that he before the trams could bo running in Pitt and Castlereagh streets ? 1 daresay^it
would. , 37.
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McL&clihn. t0 t]'u-gr“ln tra:*c .for OJPort< ^ould tlmt principally go to Darling Harbour for ship-
4 V1"11* so- ,"a dl) ]10t look uP«i that as affecting this business. Darling Island, of comm

18 Sept., 1900. iS suPPoscd to be used for the export business.
' oq r11 d° n0l: th^'k that rauch of th‘‘it traffic wou]d conie through tho main streets ? I think Hot.

Iv-' nTi* y°111 hat progress has been made for increased shipping facilities at Darling Island ? I 
tmnfc the sheds have been erected, and the wharfs are pretty well finished. The Works Department 
earned out the works. 1

^ ^ C°“uiis3ioners anticipate that a single line, as suggested, will he sufficient to cope with the
rge ra c o t e trams . Of course, it would be equal to a double line in one street, because it is a 

run round.
41. Mr. Oliver, m giving evidence some time ago, said that the Commissioners thought that a double line 
evidence8 Teet TV°U d ^ uece3aai7 *0 cope with the traffic ? I cannot speak in regard to Mr. Oliver’s

42 Do you think a single line in each street would carry the traffic for some time to come P Mr. 
re lion, and Mr. Hirkealdte—Mr. Oliver being away—considered this matter, and that is their opinion.
TT r, ■'"uunissioiiers favour single lines in two streets, rather than a double line in one street ? Yes. 
If.’ t lln1k YeTVS ^ytfuug 1,1 the contention of the dray contractors as to tho stoppage of the
fctieet traffic and the obstruction of the tram line? Nccessarilr there must be something in it. Of
C#lr j6’ v Question is, whether that is suflicient to outweigh the convenience which we think will be 
attorded by carrying out the proposal.
45. Do you think that some of the street traffic will leave Pitt and George streets if the tramways are 
constructed Yes, I expect that some of the omnibuses would leave.
46 Would there be any considerable decrease in the street traffic if the omnibuses were removed ? As a 
matter ot tact omnibuses are not running to the railway station. I would not like to say that, by 
carrying out this proposal, we are going to reduce the omnibus traffic, because, at present, no omnibuses 
are running between George-street and the railway.
47 Do you think that the construction of tho proposed wharfs on the resumed area of Darling Harbour
vnll cause a lot of the shipping traffic to be carried on there instead of at Circular Quay and 
very much 00 ? ^ ^ a',™rC' PcrBOnaily> 1 do *ot see that it will affect the tram business

48. Is there any likelihood of the railway being extended from Darling Harbour along the wharfs ? 
inat is a matter tor the Government. The Commissioners have no idea of doing anything of that kind. 
As a rule, there is no direct business from the city to the countrv; nearly all goods break bulk. They go 
into store, and have to be carted. Therefore, I do not see that a railway along Sussex-street would be of 
immense advantage, considering the great cost which certainiv would bo incurred.
48 Ihe laud resumed would be Government land? I do not know whether the land resumed would 
enable the line to be constructed. There would certainly be a great deal of work to bo done. I should 
iay it woiua be an expensive line to construct.
aftemoonP^Ito ^ 7°U aWare °f the nafcur0 °f t}ie documents Mr- ^ne has read to us this 

?eaUy ha™ before us three proposals :-0ne for a single track along Castlereagh and Pitt streets,
another tor a double tmek along each of the two streets, and another for a single track in Pitt-street, 
and a double track in Castlereagh-street. Do you know whether the Commissioners have any preference ? 
Iheir proposal is for a single une down Castlereagh-street, and a single line iip Pitt-street. I am not 
aware of any other proposal.
52. Do the Commissioners prefer a double track in each street to the present proposal ? Ho. The 
Commissioners _ preference is for a single line in Castlereagh-street, and a single line in Pitt-street.

' IT6! wo JI . . tll^re 13 a difference of opinion between the Department of Works and 
the Kailway Commissioners? So far as I know the Kailway Commissioners are not aware that such a 
proposal has been made by the Works Department. The original idea was to make a double track in 
Castlereagh-street. The Commissioners, however, thought that that might be improved by making a single 
line along Castlereagh-street, and a single line along Pitt-street. So far as I am aware those are the only 
proposals which the Kailway Commissioners have had before them.

S° far as your Department is concerned, your chief anxiety is to dispose of the railway busiuess ?

55. You keep your minds upon that ? Yes.
56 And you do not study the general problem of accommodating the Sydney public? As a matter of 
tact, the railway problem must be associated with the general problem. We desire to relieve the general 
business by catering for the railway business. -
ro Iia,Te a 'vatcr'low 50 to speak, in Gcorge-street, and you want to relieve it ? Yes.
0 « ■ is one pne dowri Casllercagh-street, returning by way of Pitt-street, will
sufficiently relieve it for your purposes ? The Commissioners think it will be a great relief.
no at in0t 'vaut to suSnea1; anything^more than that at present ? Ho.
60 Mr. Deane has told us that if wo construct a single line in Pitt-street, a double lino is sure to follow 
pretty quickly? Of course the Commissioners would not like to sav that a double line might not follow
could beUlaidlke ^ 660 ^ Constl’Uctcd jl1 sach 11 waT if fotlnd necessary later on, a double line

61. But you do not wish to impress too distinctly upon the minds of the people the fact that a double
line will very likely follow ? ihe Commissioners would not like to say that it will certainly follow, but 
there will always be that prospect. J
62. lou think, then, that it will he time enough to talk about that when the necessity arises ? Yes ■ at 
the same time the Commissioner^recognise that it is only right to hear it in mind,
63 khe more you contemplate this proposal, do you become the more convinced that the two single lines 
will meet the crush trafi.e morning and evening ? The Commissioners think such a scheme is necessary, 
in order to deal with the business. J
64. Do you think that it mil adequately deal with the business? The Commissioners think that it will, 
to a large extent, for tho jiresent. ’

thini5,that-as an eiPedient, it is right to adopt it ? Yes: and as a permanent arrangement, 
because we know, from the experience of others, that it is unwise to run all the trams in one street. That 
has been the experience of America. 6G
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66. Have you any' idea whether the crush in (xeorge-street has originated mostly on account of the M t®‘. ,
frequency of the trams or on account of the cheapness of the fares ? I should say that it has originated, ■--- ^ t ‘ 
to a large extent, on account of the cheapness of the fares, as well as on account of the convenient icjpQ,
traffic arrangements. _
67. If you had adhered to the old two-penny fare, do you think there would have been such a press, of 
traffic? I think not. At the same time, I think the net result might have been better. For instance, since 
we reduced the fares on the Ocean-street tram from 2d. to Id., the loss is very considerable. The working 
expenses have gone up considerably, and the traffic returns have gone down considerably in net results.
68. I notice that, excepting at the crush times, you have much more accommodation on the "William-street 1
line than is wanted? Yes.
60. Therefore, you have over-supplied the needs of the public ? Yes. _
70. Has that been done to run the omnibuses off, or merely for the sake of the experimeut ? Ho. We 
anticipated that when we reduced the fares we should get considerably increased business. Consequently, 
we prepared for it by putting on additional trams. The Commissioners did not wish to reduce the fares 
and then to find that the existing stock was not sufficient to carry the traffic, so arranged to provide addi
tional power, additional rolling stock, and additional men, and then brought the cheap fares into operation.
71. Is it not wise, when you can do it, to experiment gradually ? There was no option in that instance.
It was either one thing or tho other. The fare was 2d. We had made penny sections on all the other 
lines; and brought the Ocean-street charges practically on a level with the others.
72. I understand that there was an outcry, because you charged 2d, in William-street, and Id. in Oeorge-
streot ? Yes. At the same time the fact had to he "borne in mind that the profits from the Ocean-street 
trams were fairly large, and there was room to give the public a little concession. _ _
73. If, for twro or three months, you had multiplied the number of trams, and had kept the prices up, do 
think the mere number of trams would have brought you increased custom ? Yes, I think we would 
have got a little more business. We certainly -would have got a better net result.
74. If, on the other hand, you had reduced the fares without increasing the number of trams, would 
the trams have been too crowded to be comfortable ? That would have happened, perhaps, in the busy times.
75. Do you mean to keep up tho present plan of running more carriages than the traffic requires ? I do
not think there are more trams than the traffic requires, because we reduced the service when we found 
we had a little in excess of what was reasonable. _ _ _
76. You are not running so many trams now as you did at the beginning ? Hot so many as we ran the 
first day or two.
77. On"the whole your experience goes to show that people think more of saving the penny than of saving 
the time ? It looks like it.
78. If a line is constructed in Pitt-street, you are not likely to get the present G-eorge-street traffic along 
it, unless you give accommodation equal to that which you now give in George-street ? That is so.
79. And yet you do not want to ruu as many trams in Pitt-street as you are now running in George-
street ? It must he remembered that we require other services in George-street. For instance, we are 
ready to turn the Glebe Point service into George-street. _ _ _
80. Mr. What about the Leichhardt service ? I do not quite know what the Commissioners
hare decided to do in regard to that service. I cannot say at present whether they will or will not bring 
it along George-street.
81. Dr. Garran.} If there is room in the cars, a man can jump into a George-street tram, and reach the 
railway station once a minute ? Yes.
82. And you want him to go to Pitt-street to do that? Yes.
83. But he will not do it unless you give him equal facilities? It will he necessary to run along Pitt- 
street the same number of cars as wc are nowT running to the railway station, and the Pitt-street trams 
will run into the railway station, while those in George-street would laud passengers at the railway gates.
84. If you give him minute trams along Pitt-street to the railway-station yard, you will give him a better 
service than he gets now in George-street, he will not he so crowded ? I would not say that you would 
give him a more frequent service than you give now ; hut you could give a bettor one to this extent: 
that it would be subject to less interruption. There would be a clearer road, and the track would, he 
limited to one business.
85. And yon would take him to the station yard, whereas you would turn the George-street trams out of 
the station yard ? Yes.
86. Do you think that would be enough to induce a great diversion, of the tramway traffic from George- 
street to Pitt-street ? I think so, because George-street and Pitt-street are comparatively close together, 
and it is a level -walk between the two. For the sake of getting to the railway direct, people would walk 
to Pitt-street rather than take the local tram in George-street, which would land them at the station gates,
87. If the transfer from George-street to Pitt-street does not take place, you will have spent your money 
iu vain? Yes ; but still, for the considerations I have mentioned,! think the business would follow. Iu 
any case, it would relieve George-street very considerably, and make room for other services.
88. Do you think it will relieve it enough to justify the expenditure ? That is the Commissioners’ opinion.
Tho expenditure upon a single line in Castlereagh-street and a single lino in Pitt-street is not very much 
greater than a double line in Castlereagh-street, and the Commissioners are strongly of opinion that the 
latter would not meet the public convenience so well,
89. Mr. Watson.} Do you anticipate that there will be any falling off in the eastern suburban ’buses when 
you get tho eastern suburbs connected with the Quay ? I should certainly say so.
90. The ’buses to those suburbs now go up Pitt-street? Yes.
'91. You do not think the proposal before the Committee will have much influence on those ’buses ? I 
should not think so.
92, It has been admitted by some of those who have been objecting to the proposal to run a line down 
Pitt-street, that if the number of ’buses waa materially reduced the trams would not be so objectionable.
How soon do you think the Commissioners would be able to extend the electric system to the eastern 
suburbs, and so permit of the eastern suburbs trams running to the Quay, thus relieving Pitt-street of 
a number of ’buses ? I am afraid it will be some considerable time.
93. Do you think it is possible for the Bailway Commissioners to have the eastern suburban trams
extended to the Quay coincidentally with the starting of the proposed tramline up Pitt-strcct? I think 
not j if the proposed tramway were approved of at once and put in hand. 94.
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9^. If the ’buses were reduced in ruimber about the time the tramway commenced running, the result 
i c ac an. ■woui,| tje a material dift’erence in the traffic facilities in Pitt-street ? Yes. I should like to know 

ISScptJgob whether Mr. Deane has given any idea of the time it would take to complete the work.
’ 95. Judging by the time that was taken over the George-street scheme, if will be over twelve months?

In connection with the George-street scheme, a power-house had to bo built.
90. The power-house will have to be extended in connection with the Pitt-street scheme ? Yes ; that is 
why I say that some considerable time will elapse before the conversion of the eastern suburban, tramways 

, will take place. “
97. Could not the Commissioners make a special effort to extend the eastern suburban lines to the Quay, 
in view of the desirability of relieving Pitt-street of some of the :bus traffic, so as to meet a portion of the 
objections which are put forward against this line ? It will necessarily fake a considerable time to get the 
additional machinery erected.
98. Will it be necessary to put up additional machinery in connection with the scheme into which we are 
now inquiring ? I think that Mr. Brain has stated that the present power-house, unless additional 
business is thrown upon the existing system, will be sufficient.
99. We have a pretty big estimate for additions in tho shape of electric equipment in connection with the 
line ? That is to provide for the eastern suburbs and extensions.
100. I am speaking of the estimate for this particular work, which includes aconsiderable amount for electrical 
equipment? I do not know what estimate Mr. Deane has made; it may be for shed accommodation.
101. The power-plant for a single track along Pitt-street is estimated at £0,375 ? I take it that that will
be for the overhead material, wires; and poles. .
102. The estimate in regard to outside electric work, which I understand to be the poles. &e., is £3,295 ; 
the estimate for “Power-plant” is £6,375; I understood Mr. Brain to say that we would require 
additional power for this line ; on page 11 of his evidence he was asked the following question;—

"With respect to the increased traffic that the fact of placing a tramway in Castlereagh-street would bring about, 
what increase of power would you require for that line, leaving out of consideration the western suburbs idea ? Accepting 
tho opinion of the Traffic Officer, Mr. Kneeshaw, on that matter, it would take about 400kilowats, or about 540 horse-power. 
It is evident, therefore, that for this proposal there will he an increase in the power provided at Ultimo ? I 
would not say that, because at the present time we have 5,000 horse-power at Ultimo. We have four engines 
of 1,250 horse-power each. We are at present working two engines, and are putting in a number of additional 
boilers so as to be able to work another engine. It is thought that the boiler power at present can only 
be safely worked with two engines. They are putting in additional boilers so as to work another engine, 
and have one to spare. I think Mr. Brain’s idea is that, unless there is any new business thrown upon 
the power-house, the additional boilers, which we hope to have finished about the end of November, will 
be sufficient for the western suburban business, and I think for the Castlereagh-street line.
103. In any case, wo are led to believe, from Mr. Brain’s evidence, that additional power will be required
at the Ultimo Power-house ? .1. think he considers that there is sufficient power already, unless there is
some extension beyond what is at present contemplated in regard to tbc western suburban system, and 
the Castlereagh-street system.
101. How do you reconcile that answer with the answer to Question 209, which I have read ? At present 
we are not working anything like the full power wc have at Ultimo. As a matter of fact, we are putting 
iu additional boilers at the present moment, so as to enable us to work an additional 1,250 horse-power. 
105. Question 240 is as follows :—

What horse-power do yon anticipate it will be necessary to provide at Ultimo for something like a completed system 
of tram-lines have you made any approximate estimate of that ? Yes ; 6,000 horse-power of electrical output.
That is in addition to 5,000 horse-power, as his subsequent answer shows, making a total of 11,000 horse
power altogether. What I want to get at is whether it would not be possible to put in sufficient power, 
whilst making the alterations, to bring the eastern suburban traffic to the Quay coincidentally with the 
opening of a line in Pitt-street, so as to meet the objections—which have a good deal of force in them— 
which some people urge against the line ? Mr. Brain’s answer to the question referring to tho total 
horse-power shows that additional horse-power is required foe the eastern suburban and other tramway 
extensions. Per instance, a number of them are going on at North Shore and other places. Of course it 
will be some time before we can have that additional electrical power at work.
10G.^ Would it be possible to delay the conversion of some of the western suburban lines, in view of the 
special need for meeting this objection, so as to transfer that power ? 1 should not think so. The Leich
hardt and Glebe Point 'buses carry a good deal of traffic which we could get if we could run in George- 
street. I do not think the Commissioners would care to depart from the scheme they have laid down of 
converting the western suburban trams. v ’
107. There is no conversion on that side of the citv which will help to reduce the number of ’buses in 
Pitt-street? No. “ .
10S. And whilst those ’buses remain in Pitt-street there seems to be a grave objection to a tramline 
there? Yes ; hut the number of ’buses running along there is small.
109. Mr. Hyam.] You say that you have a 6,000-horse-power house at Ultimo? Yes.
110. And you are not using the whole ? No.
HI- How much are you using ? About 3,000 horse-power.
112. And the additional 500 horse-power required for tho Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street scheme would 
bo merely a use of tho power which is lying dormant? That is, I believe, Mr. Brain’s idea. Unless we 
take in additional extensions there will be sufficient power.
113. Then you have sufficient power at Ultimo to work the existing lines and the lines under considera
tion ? Yes,
114. Chairman.^ Two proposals have been specifically referred to the Committee by Parliament; the first
is for a double line of tramway down Castlereagh-street;—is it a fact that the’ Commissioners prefer 
a single line down. Castlereagh-street and a single Hue up Pitt-street ? Yes ; tho report of Mr. Pehon 
and Mr. Eirkcaldie, which I submitted on the last occasion I was before the Committee, shows that that 
is their proposal. '
115; A second proposal remitted to us was for a double lino down Pitt-streetyou think it is more 
advisable to have a single line down Castlereagh-streot, returning by way of Pitt-street, than a-double 
track down Pitt-street ? Yes ; that is the Commissioners’ idea. ^

»
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JlresTut:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Ksq, (Chairman),
The Hon. Patrick' Likdesat Crawford Shepherd. 
r.l'ho lion. Andrew G-arran. LL.D.
The lion. Solomon Herbert IIyam.

John Christian Watson, Esq. 
Robert Henry Leyien, Esq. 
John McEablane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Electric Tramway t
along Pitt-street, City of Sydney. .

Kobert Murray McCheync Anderson, Town Clerk, Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
110. Chairman.1 Will you give the Committee the benefit of your views upon the proposals before the R. M. McC,
Committee for the construction of electric tram-lines in Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street? I am Anderson.
directed to appear on behalf ol: the City Council to protest against the construction of tramways in those A—“a
streets, because, (1) the Council is of opinion that any such enterprise as a tramway is essentially a
municipal undertaking, and should be constructed and managed by the municipalities concerned ; (2) iu
no city iu the world that the Council can discover is any constructing authority allowed to come iu without
reference to the municipality concerned to use ils streets without payment, and actually to take them
over entirely, if considered necessary, without compensation ;—that matter, of course, has been fought out
between the Mew South Wales Government and the City Council, and we have been beaten in the Privy
Council; (3) the Eailway Department, which will have the charge ot this tramway, in whom it will be
vested, and who will presumably derive profits therefrom, will pay no rates to the Council for any
properties concerned, nor do they at present, for any properties they use, nor will they pay rent for the
use of the streets over which the trams will run, and which have been constructed and maintained at a
very large cost hy the Council; (4) the tramways have been constructed in the city without regard to
the Council’s convenience;—for instance, in Gcorge-sircet the levels of the street were actually altered
without reference in any way to the Council, and tins will necessitate an expenditure on the part of
tho Council of £8,000, in addition to £4,OUO already spent, to remedy it. Meantime, of course, the
Council has been subjected to adverse criticism, because of the disreputable state of Gcorge-street, which
is admitted, and which they claim, was entirely caused by this alteration of levels.
117. Can you say where the levels were altered ? Bight along the street. You can see them every few 
yards. It is very bad about George-street North, whoro I understand tho level has been altered to the 
extent of about G inches. It was also extremely bad opposite tho Markets ; but we have remedied that.
Wo have remedied portions as we could afford. £12,000 will have been spent altogether; but £8,000 has 
yet to be spent. (5) In the opinion of the Council the construction of the tramways in those particular 
streets will he a serious menace to the public safety, because of the enormous traffic in them, which 
cannot be diverted. The peculiar configuration of the city throws the bulk of tbc traffic on the streets 
running north and south, as by that route the main business of the city must be conducted from the 
railway to the water. Reports have appeared in the public Press to the effect that the Government are 
taking the opportunity, under the new traffic regulations, to divert the heavy traffic from George and Pitt 
Streets; and if it is so diverted, where is it to go, hut through Castlereagh-street. Elizabeth-stroet is 
already monopolised by the tramways, and only Castlereagh-street remains. It is a fairly open avenue 
down to Circular Quay. If you put a tramway in Castlereagh street, the Council ask you to ponder the 
question as to where the traffic is to go, and it is the main traffic, not only of the city, but of the Colony, (G)
The streets in which it is proposed to construct these tramways are narrow—30 feet wide from kerb to kerb ; 
and in Pitt-street especially it is necessary—so we find from inquiries from the Police Department—(o 
have a constable at nearly every intersection of that street, and the tramways that are proposed lo be 
constructed will not be of such a nature as to do away with any traffic of that street. True, at present, 
it is only sought by the Commissioners to have a single lino; but they admit that they wish it to be 
placed in sucli a position that they can duplicate it when necessary. .In Pitt-sireet: nenriy 100 ’buses run 
every day, and they pass 1,000 times during the course of each day.
118. Do you mean 1,000 times each way? No, both ways.
Ilf). 1 take it that the two main objections of the Council are—1st, that they think the tramway construc
tion should bo in their hands ? No, in the bands of any Council interested. They would not say, for 
instance that a tram running to Dulwich Hill should be conducted entirely by them ; but by the city and 
suburbs through which it passes.
HO. Has the Council ever made any effort in that direction ? I do not know.
121. Your second objection is that the streets through which the proposed tramways are to run are too 
narrow ; with respect to Pitt-street, the Eailway Commissioners inform us that as soon as the conversion 
of the eastern suburban trams from steam to electricity takes place the whole of the ’buses will 
practically be run off Pitt-street do you think that with traffic eased to that extent the street will be 
congested with a single line of tramway down it? 1 should require to know what they intend to do 
about Elizaheth-strect. Are they going to take all the traffic off Elizabeih-street.
122. When the eastern suburban conversion scheme is carried out, the trams from the eastern Suburbs 
will be run right to the Quay, from which the ’buses at present start; the Commissioners say that tho 
result of that will be that the ’buses will be run off Pitt-street; they say that the construction of a single 
line of tramway, under those circumstances, will not be a serious disadvantage ? I .am afraid that question 
is loo hypothetical for inc to answer. There is no assurance that the ’bus traffic will be run off.
123. We also have the evidence of Mr. Ed ward, the Kegistrar of Traffic, who is of the same opinion?
Tho traffic will have to be eased somehow. It is necessary that it should be cased, or tho result will ho 
serious. In the busy hours of the day you cannot get along Pitt-street now. It will have to be eased 
apart from putting a tramway in it at all.
121. Erom the point of view of tbe Council, which would be the leasf objectionable—a double line of 
tramway down Castlereagh-street, or a single line in Caitlercagh aud Pitt streets ? 1 am not authorised
to say. It would be merely my own opinion if T. stated that.
12.j. We also have a statement from tbe Secretary of tbo Eailway Commissioners to the effect that within 
twelve months they intend to ease the streets of 8ydnev of about 1,000 tons of traffic per week, through 
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a rearrangement of ilieir goods business ? 'Why not wait until tlicy do that before von construct the tram. 
x ‘ Many promises are made before a work is carried out, and after it is carried out there is not tho same 

20Sent 1900 Press'ng necessity to fulfil them.
’ ' 126. The new idea will be brought into operation at about the time the tramways will be constructed—if

it is decided to construct them ; so that the streets will be relieved of a 1.U00 tons per week of heavy 
traffic, and also of a large amomut of ’bus traffic which now goes down Pitt-street ? 1,000 tons per week
is not a very appreciable amount 1 should think its proportion to the whole is very small.
127. Dr. Garran.] Do you appear to-day free to express your persona] opinion, or are you merely the 
mouthpiece of the City Council ? Merely the mouthpiece of the City Council.
12S. Then you express their opinion, and not your own ? Yes.
129. Suppose tho Government -were to adopt your view, aud hand you over the tramways, do you think you 
could run them with the same degree of convenience to the public as do the Railway7 Commissioners who 
have tbe control of both railways and tramways P Certainly we think so, based upon experience 
elsewhere.
130. Can you mention any large city in which two similar separate powers exist ? In tbo cities of Great 
Britain the railways are owned by companies apart altogether from the companies which own the trams. 
Certain persons own the railways, and the municipalities for the most part own tho trams.
131. Do you know of any instance in Australia where the railway authorities run the trams, or are we the 
exception ? "We are the exception,
132. Looking at the unity of management, does it not strike you that in some respect our plan is the 
better? I do not think there has been great public satisfaction with the way in which the trams have 
been run. I do not think there has been such tremendous satisfaction as to make people think that tho 
Commissioners have been entirely successful.
133. Do you think that in the matter of fares our people have anything to complain of, as compared with 
the-Melbourne people? JS’ot now7, since the fares have been reduced to Id,
134. Prior to that, was not the fare to the railway station 2d. ? By ticket, l^d., as in Melbourne.
135. Bxcept in regard to a small section of Melbourne, is not tbe fare 3d. per journey ? The Melbourne 
Company have to pay large assessments, of which the citizens get the benefit. Again, at the expiration of 
tbe lease the whole of tho Melbourne trams become the property of tbe Melbourne Corporation.
136. Do not the municipalities at present contribute towards those trains ? That is hardly a fair question. 
It is all a matter of sinking fund, baaed on date of redemption.
1.37. Do not the municipalities around Melbourne at present pay a subsidy towards tbe trams ? T^o.
138. Do not tbe people pay it in the shape of extra fares, although there is no direct payment ? No ; 
because they get heavy assessments.
139. Then, to a certain extent, the present generation in Melbourne io paying for tbe benefit of a future 
generation ? I think tbe lease falls in in about fourteen years.
140. Is not tbe fare in Melbourne 3d. per journey, except in regard to a short section from one station to
another, upon which the fare is l-Jd. ? 1 was there last week, and it seemed to me that everywhere I
went the fare was lid.
141. Do you think that if the Corporation had had the management of our trams we should have had 
penny fares in George-street? I can hardly tell you that. As Melbourne has been referred to, I may 
say that tbe Tramway Company there pay a heavy assessment at the expiry of every year. At the expiry ’ 
of the lease the trams,—the power-houses, the lines, and everything but the rolling stock—come into the 
possession of the Corporation absolutely free of all cost. The sinking fund per annum would be a con
siderable amount, aud to that extent our tramways benefit.
142. Under tbe terms of its lease, the Company has to pay principal aud interest, and in order to enable
it to do that it keeps up 3d. fares? I should like to know if tbe fares are really 3d. I do not think
they are.
143. They have been 3d., if they are not now ? So they were here.
144. But upon tbo whole of our lines we have now, and have had in the past, penny sections ? I may
state that 1 travelled for 5 miles in Melbourne for 3d.
145. But, on the whole, our steam tram-fares are cheaper than those of Melbourne? I do not under
stand so, but I speak subject to correction.
146. Do you think that, on the whole, tbe Sydney people have had cheaper tram'trail sit than have the 
Melbourne people ? By robbing Peter to pay Paul, perhaps.
147. Then, in Melbourne, they are robbing the present generation to benefit a generation fourteen years 
hence; whereas we are allowing the present generation to get the full benefit of our enterprise ? I do not 
think it will pan out in that way.
148. Do you think the public would have been ns well served by the Corporation as they have been by 
the Railway Commissioners ? I think so, if the Corporation had had the powers they ought to have. 
They have had no powers, and that is where tbe trouble has come in.
149. You think that tbe Railway Commissioners have done no better than you could have done ? !No. 
The municipalities in ether paris of the world have shown better results than have been shown here.
150. AVe had evidence the other day from an engineering witness to the effect that the streets where 
there are trams arc better kept by the Commissioners than are tbe streets where there are no trams ;—is 
that bo ? I could not say, but 1 do not think so.
151. Take Macquarie-street Xorth, from Hunter-street to Bridge-street, do you know of any trammed 
street which is kept in ihat condition ? A contract has been let to improve that street.
152. But how long has it been in a bone-shaking condition? Only since the beginning of tbis year. 
Extremely wet weather followed upon tbe previous disrepair of tbe street. People have been let off tax
ation. They have been charged low rates, and, therefore, they have got low value.
153. That is to say, that tho Corporation is controlled in what it can do for tbe city by the amount of 
taxation the aldermen will agree to impose? Of course it comes to that.
154-5. The Corporation cannot spend the money if it does not get it; whereas the Commissioners are not 
so7restrained ;—the Commissioners say they have kept the streets in better order than tbe Corporation ? 
Yes ; but to them our streets at present arc free assets, to the Corporation they are liabilities.
156. Can you tell me of any way by which tho traffic can be managed—other than by bringing tbe 

. railway itself into the city—except by constructing additional tramways in the streets ? An expert 
opinion would be required for that. 157,
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157. You are asking, practically, that the whole problem should be handed over to the Corporation; if M* McC. 
it is handed over to you, you will have uo power to bring the railway into the city, aud, short of that, how Andereon. 
are you going to deal with the growing passenger traffic? I cannot answer that question at present. 1900
What tho Corporation sav is that until something has been done to obviate the enormous traffic which is “ ^ ’
congested in the streets it is dangerous to public safety to construct trams in them.
35S, Can you tell me how much expenditure iu street-keeping the tramming of Castlereagh and I’ilt 
Htreels will take off the shoulders of the Corporation ? It would not he a great deal per annum, because 
the traffic would be thrown upon other streets which would be so much more torn about by it. Since the 
George-street tram was opened there has been much more traffic in York, Clarence, Castlereagh, and 
Pitt streets; so that it comes to about the same thing.
150. Uo you mean to say you have spent more on York, Clarence, and Castlereagh Streets since the 
Georoe-street tram was opened than you did before ? The expenditure has been rendered necessary.
100. Have you spent much more? J cannot say that; but those streets are so much the worse by 
reason of the extra traffic.
161. Then, you do not think you would save very materially by the Commissioners undertaking the 
maintenance of the larger part of the streets in which they construct tram-lines ? Our opinion is that wo 
save nothing.
]G2. Ik that the deliberate opinion of the Corporation? Yes.
163. Then, the Commissioners take no burden from your shoulders, but they undertake a large expendi
ture themselves ? Yos ; a very profitable expenditure, which we would like to undertake.
161. Now that you find that it is a very profitable thing, you would like to have the business ? Yes.
165. Before the tramways were constructed, did the Corporation ever petition Parliament to let them 
have the business ? I understand that they did. I believe that before the tram-lines were constructed in 
Plixabelh-street the Corporation wanted to undertake them.
166. The old Omnibus Co. wanted to undertake them, but I never heard of the Corporation wanting to 
do so ? I cannot tell you definitely.
1G7. Mr. Watxcm.'] fn view of the request of the Council to he given control of the trams, how long is it 
since they obtained power from Parliament to initiate lighting on their own account? Borne years ago,
1GS. Do you know whether anything has been done since ? Yes ; a good deal has been done.
161). We do not see any electric lighting of the city r You must blame the Government for that.
17U, Is it not a fact that, the Council had full power under tho Bill to proceed at once with electric 
lighting works ? Yes.
171. How are the Government to be blamed ? We got out the most eminent expert from England, who 
reported on the subject.
172. But that is only a month or two ago? It is over a 3ear ago —at anv rate, it is over a year since wc 
made arrangements for him to come. He came out at a high cost to tho Council. He took the levels, aud 
made plans, and advertised in Loudon for the construction, and all that kind of thing. The Government 
have stepped in and taken the property—the wharf properly, upon which he was basing all his estimates 
and calculations; and when we asked for the uso or lease of that or any other property in its place, we 
are told that the Government do not think it necessary to give it, as they have a scheme m view thom- 
Helves. That is in spite of the fact that we hate gone through all this expenditure.
173. I presume that the Government scheme merely has reference to tbc resumed properties and wharfs ?
No; they are going to bring the power from the Grose Valley, according to the letter we have received.
174. Even allowing that the Council may have been hampered hy the recent resumptions, a period of 
some years has elapsed before anything has been done by them in connection with the Bill which passed 
through Parliament? ] do not know the particulars. It occurred before my time.
175. Is it not a fact that for some years, whilst they were ostensibly asking for powers to light the city 
themselves hy electricity, the reason the Bill did not pass was tho inclusion iu it by the Council of a 
clause under which they could hand over such powers lo a private company ? I know nothing of that.
170. Hid tho Council with regard to electric lighting powers, desire those powers for the purpose 
of handing them over to a private corporation, or for the purpose of running the busiuess themsehos ?
For the purpose of running tho business themselves, There is no reason to think otherwise.
177. Mr. llyam.'] You say that yon think the Cily Council should have the power to construct and 
control the tram ? The Council think a tramway is essentially a municipal undertaking. In no other 
place in the world arc the trams run by the Government.
178. Ho you consider that you should have the control of the tram inside or beyond the city ? The City 
Council do not think that they should have the control of trams outside their borders. They think the 
different Councils should bo interested in them, as they are in Melbourne.
170. Supposing the outside municipalities did not wish lo incur the expense of constructing trams to 
those municipalities, the City Council's system of tramways would only extend throughout the city? ]f 
they did not the City Council should be paid something for the use of their streets. The Council do not 
think that is arguable. The Council contend that they should be paid lor the use of their streets if they 
do not run the trams themselves. We could make arrangements with the other Councils if the trams 
went outside tbe city.
180. Is it not possible that the other Councils might not agree? It is hardly reasonable to suppose that 
they would not agree : but still, it is possible.
181. Are you aware that the whole of the trams of Brisbane, Melbourne, and Adelaide, are run by public 
companies? Yes ; and they are run at a very profitable rate lo the municipalities in each case.
182. What about the profit to the citizens? Toe tramways there will eventually come into the possession 
of tho citizens.
183. Ho you not consider that a municipality gains considerably bjr trams going through its streets ; at 
present you have not more than one-third of a street through which a tramway runs to keep in repair?
But the traffic is thrown upon other streets, which we have to keep in repair.
18 L As soon as tho electric trams commence to run to the eastern suburbs, will not Pitt-street be relieved 
of the 'buses which at present make 1,000 trips a day ? There is no reason to think so.
185. Have not a large number of'buses been run off George street ? In George-street the tram has 
been constructed with very little regard to our convenience and comfort. It will cost us £8,000 to put it 
in proper order.

180.
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McC. 185. 1 suppose that altcrmg the levels of a strec-t is not an unmixcil evil ? From a municipal point of 
'Bon' view, it is.

logo, Jh'- ShapherJ.] Have you noticed whether aeeidents in George-street have increased in number‘once 
’ the trams have been miming P Katurallv they would increase, on account of the congestion of tradic. 

IfiS. 'J he Question has been put to you whether you think a double line in Castlereagh-street or a single 
lino in Castlereagh and Fitt Streets would be tbe least objectionable? It is quite clear that the 
Commissioners intend to duplicate the line afterwards. They say they are going to lay the rails in such 
a way that another set of rails can be constructed when necessary.
IMh Will not the fact of these lines being constructed do away with a. good deal of vehicular traffic? 
Hut that vehicular traffic will go into other streets, ”
190. IV ill not a good deal of the ’bus, cab, and carriage traffic be served by the trams? It all depends 
nn how the trams are going to run. The George-street tram has created a demand of its own which it 
cannot supply, and tho new trams may do the same. The George-street tram was to have carried the 
whole of the west-end traffic : but it has not done so. It takes all its time to deal with the city traffic. 
CM At present Gcorge-street is completely overburdened with traffic? Yes ; with local traffic.
192. The opening of lines in other streets would largely relieve George-street, and if there is not a large 
increase in the number of accidents on account of the terribly congested state of Georgc-streel, it would 
imply that accidents would not be multiplied to any extent by tbe construction of other lines ? Ho ; the 
trams have gone along George-street, and the street traffic has gone somewhere else—to Pitt and Castle
reagh Streets. How you propose to construct trams in Pitt and Castlereagh Streets. Where is the traffic 
to go then.
193. Do you not think that a single line always running in one direction would be much less liable to
cause accidents than a double line, in which tbe trams run in opposite directions ? 1 think an expert
opinion is necessary on that point.
194. Does the Municipal Council object to the trams in any of the streets ? They object to more,
because of the public safety. The? do not know where the traffic is to go if it is run off Castlereagh 
and Pitt Streets. '
195. And they are of opinion that the trams ought to be under their control ? Yes ; or that they should 
be paid for the use of their streets. They think that is a reasonable request, which does not admit of 
argument.
196. Mr. Lwien.] Supposing the streets are broken up. at whose cost are they put in repair ? By the 
railway people in the tramway area—for 4 feet on each side of the outside rails. Our experience has 
been that it costs no less to repair the streets—say, from north to south of the citv—since the tramways 
have gone into them. Of course, the traffic has been relieved for those streets, and has been thrown upon 
other streets. The result has been that there has been more wear and tear in the other streets.
197. Mr. JIldFarlanc.] Has the George-street tram interfered with business houses along Gcorge-street? 
1 suppose it has done good to some and harm to others. The people complain bitterly of the dust they 
make. The drapers and other people who have perishable goods complain bitterly that there is more 
dust. We have more sweeping and watering of the streets to carry out, for which we get nothing.
198. Evidence has been given to the effect that if trams are constructed in Pitt and Castlereagh -treets they 
will interfere with the dray traffic of the business houses of those streets? It must be so in narrow streets. 
199- Has that occurred in George-street ? Gcorge-street is much wider than the other streets. George- 
street is not a street in which the business people require drays very much. Most oi tho shoos are 
retail shops.
200. In which of tbe stre'ets are most wholesale houses to be found? Ylork-street, Clarcuee-street, and 
certain parts of Pitt-street.
201. Are there more wholesale bouses in Pitt-street than in Castlereagh-street? Yes.
202. Mr. llyam.'] Where are the wholesale houses in Pitt-street? From King-street to the Quay.
203. Are there not very few wholesale houses in Pitt-street, between King-street and Hunter-street ? 
There are large blocks occupied by Hunter’s, .Dalton’s, Perry’s, and lloffnung’s. They have an enormous 
traffic in and out, and the street is very narrow.

Albert Christopher Brownen, licensed victualler, sworn, and examined :—
201. Mr. McFarlanc,] Do you desire to make a general statement with regard to tho proposal before tbo 
Committee? Yes: I want to show how we can knock tbe ’bos traffic out of Pitt-street. In the lirst 

1900. P^ae?’ I, ^ opposed to the construction of the tramway in Pitt-street, because the street is too narrow. 
Again, it is the most aristocratic thoroughfare of the city. Keceutly an extra outlet has been made from 
the Post Office for the mail-carts. I have, however, on many occasions been outside the Post Office 
when I have seen the mail carts, in going in and out, take up the whole of Pitt-street, and if, under 
those circumstances, there was a tramway in Pitt-street it would be an enormous obstruction
205. Do you refer to a single or a double line ? To either Of course a single line would not be so much
of an obstruction as a double line. J think a double line is impossible, unless you clear tbe whole of the 
other traffic out of the street. In the better-class thoroughfares in London and other large cities there 
are no trams. My opinion is that there should be a double line of tramway from the railway station 
along Castlereagh-street—that is, if the new station is built on the Benevolent Asylum ground. The 
street is very wide, and it is straight, and there is plenty of room for a double line of tramway, at any 
rate as iar as the Hotel Metropole. It seems to mo that the eastern and western traffic coining into the 
city must be divided. I think it would be wwong to bring the western traffic into the city along George- 
street. We ought to preserve George and Harris Streets solely for the railway traffic. I think we should 
bring a portion of tho western traffic down Kent-street, and the other portion along Castlereagh-street. 
It could be divided at the railway. Yrou w’ould have, of course, to come down George-street as far as 
Liverpool-street with a portion of the western traffic, in order to get into Kent-street, That portion of 
George-street is wide, and there would be plenty of room to carry a portion of the western traffic in 
addition to the railway traffic as far as Livorpool-strcet. ’
206. The portion of the western traffic which you suggest should go along Casllereagh-strcet would have 
to cross the railway traffic ? Yes, it does that row. The only thing in connection with the crossing is

that
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ilini you would require proper signals, and a man to supervise them. The greater portion of the western A. C. 
traffic would, 1 presume, go down to Castlereagh-street, because that is the best side of the city. I think Brownen. 
that is the only way ot relieving the congestion of George-street. Then we come to the eastern, or the gna^^ig^) 
Ovtord-etrect. traffic. There is just as much congestion from Darlrnghurst to the Ilyde Park, as ep '
there is now in Titt-strect or George-street. I understand that the Commissioners think of continuing 
the Elizabeth-strcet line, and running the eastern traffic to tho Quay. That is an easy thing to do ; but as 
long as they take the eastern traffic down Eiiv.abeth-street. they will not be able to wipe out the ’bus 
traffic, because Elizaboth-street is too far from the centre of the city. People will get in the ’buses at 
Pitt-street. They will not take the trouble to walk up and down King-street to get into the trams. J 
cannot see that the continuation of the Blizabeth-street lino to Circular Quay will run tho ’buses out of 
Pitt-street. The only time they would do it would be on a Sunday, when there is no one in the city.
Most of the people who come into the city from the Eastern Suburbs on a Sunday afternoon go upon the 
harbour. My suggestion is that we should do away with the Elizabeth-street line altogether, and bring 
the eastern Iraffic into Liverpool-street, and thence along Castlereagh-street.
207. Would you bring the whole of the eastern traffic into Castlcreagh-street ? Ko ; only a portion of it.
208. Where would you take the other portion? I would take it along Liverpool-street to Kent-street
209. Ton would then have to cross the George-street tram? Yes; as is done now with the cable at 
King-street.
210. Would you run along Kent-street? Yes, as far as Miller’s Point; and thence to Circular Quay.
211. Do you not think that Kent-street is further from the centre of the city than is Elizabeth-street?
Ko, not so far; some people might grumble, because they could not be brought from the’Western Suburbs 
along Gcorge-street, but there is sure to be grumbling whatever is done. Castlereagh-street, on one side, 
and Kent-street on the other, arc quite near enough to Gcorge-street. I walked from tho Post Office to 
Kent-street the other day, and the journey only occupied three minutes. Erom York-street to Kent- 
street the journey only occupies a minute, A large number of people are employed in Clarence and 
York streets, and the tram would be close to them. ] consider that if the scheme 1 have outlined were 
carried out, there would be no congestion of traffic for the next ten years. We require a circular railway 
line round tho city to feed the station which it is proposed to build on tbe Benevolent Asylum site.
212. Do you think the traffic of George-street is very much congested ? It is congested morning and 
evening—about an hour each day.
213. Would it be able to carry any more traffic than it carries at present? 1 think it is pretty well 
occupied now during the busy parts of the day.
21d. Do you think it is necessary to relieve the present traffic m George-street? I do not think so. It 
is of no use constructing tramways in the streets if the cars are to be running empty half the day.
2Io. In the event of its being considered necessary to construct tramways in other streets, which of the 
two streets—Castlereagh or Pitt—would bo the best ? A double line in Castloreagh-street, I have a 
great objection to a tram-line in Pitt-street.
21C. Which sireet of tho two at present carries most local traffic ? Pitt-street.
217. Do you think it would be better for the traffic to have one street free than to have a single lino in 
ouch of the two streets ? Certainly. If you have a double line in Castlereagh-street and none in Pitt- 
street, all the light traffic will get out of the way of the trams. Heavy drays, however, do not care much 
about the trams. If tho trams run into them they do not do much harm. There will be plenty of room 
in Castlereagh-street for a lot of heavy traffic, even if a double line of tramway is constructed.
218. If a double line of tramway were constructed in Castlereagh-street, would it reduce tbe omnibus 
traffic to any considerable extent ? No ; it cannot do so unless you deal with tbe eastern trams as I 
have suggested.
219. But there are plenty of omnibuses which do not come from ilie eastern Suburbs ? The largest 
number of omnibuses which run down Pitt-street pome from the eastern Suburbs, and they arc causing 
all the present congestion.
220. The Kailway Commissioners have stated that it would be more convenient to the travelling public if 
there were a single line down Castlereagh-street and another along Pitt-street to the railway station ?
Railway trams could run down Castlereagh and Keut Streets as well if necessary. Pitt-street is very 
much crowded at present. If you construct a tramway along there tbe people will block the pavements 
and cause an obstruction. Then there would be the ordinary traffic in tho streets, and, in my opinion, a 
number of accidents would be caused. The street is crowded enough now without a tramway.
221. In tiie event of a double line being constructed in Castlereagh-streot, would it not divert the whole 
of tbo local traffic from that street? No. It might do away with the light traffic, because there would 
bo a clear run for it iu Pitt-street.
222. "Would there be much room in Castlereagh-street if a double line of tramway were constructed ?
Plenty of room.
223. It is stated that the trams in George-street have diverted a considerable quantity of tbe local traffic 
to other streets ? There is no doubt that it has driven some of the traffic out, but not a great deal.
Three parts of tho omnibus traffic have been wiped out of George-street, and that has left room for our 
vehicular traffic.
224. Tho evidence of some of the lorry-owners goes to show that a large portion of the heavy traffic has 
gone into Castlereagh and Pitt Streets ? Some has gone into Pitt-street ; hut I do not thiuk much has 
gone into Castlereagh-street.
225. How would the businesspeople in Castlereagh-street view a double line in that street? 1 think 
they would welcome it.
22G. Would they have a stronger objection to a double line than to a single lino? I do not see why 
they should, because it would bring a considerable amount of business into tbe street. Again, more 
important buildings -would be erected in the streets, aud improvements would be made.
227. Do you think there is anything in tbe contention of the business people in Pitt-street against tbe 
construction of tbe tramway in that street? Everyone I have spoken to seems to object to it. They 
seem to Hiink it will be entirely out of place.
228. Then what would be good for Castlereagh-street would be bad for Pitt-street ? Yes; bad for the 
traffic, and bad for tbe tradespeople and everyone else.

Orlando
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Orlando William Brain, Acting Electrical Engineer, Department of Eailwars and Tramways, sworn,
O. W. Brain. and examined :—
tsoa”^r' We have before us a proposal to construct a double line of tramway in Pilt-street;

ept., 1900, we ]jav.e a}g0 ijgfQpg „s a proposal to construct a double line in Castlereagh-street, with an additional 
suggestion from the Railway Commissioners that a single line might be constructed in each street, iu lieu 
of the double line proposal; can you tell the Committee how the electric power question is affected by the 
suggestion now put forward, with respect to the double line down Pitt-street;—does it increase the 
difficulty, or in any way affect it ? 1 understand from the traffic officers that it would necessitate about
the same additional number of trams as the Castlereagh-street project.
230. Will the amount of power required for single lines in Castlereagh and Pitt Streets be about the same 
as that required for a double line iu either of these streets? Yes; assuming that the extra number of 
trams due to pick-up traffic is the same in each case.
231. It is probable that the pick-up traffic in Pitt-street will be a little greater than that in Castlereagh- 
street ? Yes ; hut I understand that it is not estimated to require an additional number of trams.
232. When giving evidence on the Castlereagh-street proposal, you stated, in answer to Question 200, 
that, after consulting Mr. Kneeshaw, the additional horse-power required would be about 5J0 ? Yes.
233. When Mr. McLachlan was giving evidence on Tuesday, he seemed to have a different view from that 
held by tho Committee on account of your reply; the Committee understood that that additional horse
power was to be provided at the Ultimo station on account of the Castlereagh-street proposal; Mr. 
McLachlan seemed to have the impression that it simply meant utilising a portion of the reserve power 
now at Ultimo ;—can yon inform us which is the correct view? 1 meant that that amount of additional

. power would be required ;—that is to say, that it would take that much more extra power on the line,
owing to the fact of running the extra pick-up traffic.
23-1. What we wish to get at is whether you will require to put in additional machinery to generate that 
olD additional horse-power, or have you already sufficient machinery to generate the additional horse
power ? Wo have hardly sufficient power at the present time to deal with that, together with what it is 
supposed to deal with on the western suburbs within the next twelve months; but within the next twelve 
months we shall have additional assistance in the form of batteries at sub-stations, which will put us in a 
position to deal with it. It will not he additional generating machinery, hut it, will really be by means of 
storage of the power during tho pari of the day when the engines are not so heavily loaded.
235. In the estimate put before us, there is a sum of £6,375, which includes the proportion of power for 
twenty ears of 25 horse-power each:—will that money he devoted to equipping this particular line with 
power? I had nothing to do with that estimate,
23G. Have you been asked, as the electrical expert of tho Railway Department, to give any information 
with respect to what additional expenditure is required to provide sufficient power for this line ? Yot for 
this particular line. "We have a certain amount of power now, and I have been dealing with the particu
lars of the extra supply of power to which reference was made in the previous inquiry. So that I dealt 
with the matter as a whole; but I have not been consulted in any way with reference to the power for 
this particular line.
237. In regard to the double track down Pitt-street, we have before us an item of £12,750 for a 510 
horse-power, at the rate of £25 per horse-power ; it does not seem'el ear. however, from the evidence so 
far given, whether that amount is going to be credited to the works already in existence, or whether it is 
going to be expended in the creation of new works or additional power in tho Ultimo power-house ; can 
you say in what manner that money will ho expended, leaving the estimate, as an estirnale, out of account 
altogether ;—we understand that it is proposed that some of the money shall bo spent in that way, and I 
want you to tell us how it will be spent ? As the provision for power required for supplying that extra 
power referred to will really be made out of the now plant which is being erected, it would seem to mo 
that it would follow that it would be charged against that new power,
238. So that it will not mean a utilisation of any of the reserve power which you now have at "Ultimo ? 
Yo : it docs not mean that. Perhaps it is a little difficult to make the matter clear to you. It really 
means utilising the steam plant we have there at the present time; but that plant itself would not he 
equal to it were it not that we shall be putting in accumulators, and that we shall charge these accu
mulators with the plant already there. Of course, those accumulators were never hy me associated in 
any way with this line. It only happens that that is a part of the new scheme which will be pushed on, 
and whicli can he put into operation within twelve months, and can therefore be utilised for this line.
23S). Can you inform the Committee what reserve you have at Ultimo, either in boilers or generating 
plant, carrying the present traffic ; for instance, I understand you have engines there capable of devel
oping 5,000 horse-power ;—are you using all those engines P Kb; we are using two out of three.
240. I thought there wore four ? You always count on one spare one.
241. Then you are using 2,500 horse-power at present ? Yes ; that is the nominal horse-power. If you 
have four engines you can only reckon on working three of them, because you must sometimes have an 
engine under overhaul.
242. Then, as a practical working reserve, you have one 1,250 horse-power engine ? Yes.
243. Does it require all the boilers you have in use now to generate sufficient steam for the two engines 
you are working, or have you a reserve of boilers also ? There is no reserve of boilers at present.

.244. Would this work, irrespective of the general extension, be important enough to neccssilate tho 
erection of additional boilers at Ultimo ? I understand you have been informed that new boilers are being 
erected now.
245. Mr. McLachlan said something about it, but he preferred to leave the matter to you to explain ? It
is necessary, in order to avail ourselves of the power which is there now, to erect eight additional boilers, 
which are now being built. -
246. JTow many boilers have you there now? Eourteen.
247. Will the additional eight boilers be sufficient only to give steam to the set of engines which are not 
utilised? That will bo sufficient, with a fair margin for overhauls.
24S. Does tho proposed line necessitate, apart from tho general scheme, any anditional generators and 
other electrical plant ? No ; not apart from the general scheme.
24!). So that it would seem that you are proposing to debit this scheme with a proportion—according to 
its power necessities--of the general expenditure which is being made in connection with the conversion ? 
I have had nothing to do with the financial aspect of the matter, 250.
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250. Were you. consulted with regard to the estimates for the Castlereagh-street proposals ? Not as to O- W. Brain.
the coat of the power. t^Tooh
251. "Would you cast the whole of the work of carrying this particular line on the set of accumulators you 20bept.,iaw. 
are providing, or would they be used to relieve the engines occasionally? They would assist in supplying
the additional current. That would-be the temporary arrangement until the general scheme came into 
operation.
252. Mr. HyamJ] Do I understand that yon have four engines of 1,250 horse-power each ? Yes.
253. And of those four you are using two ? Yes.
254. I suppose there is always one being overhauled ? It is not always so, hut you must be able to have
one under overhaul. _
255. I suppose that if the necessity arose you could use the four atone time? You could do it if there
was not one under overhaul at the time. -
256. One set of engines is always in reserve ? Yes.
257. Have you enough power now to cope with the electric trams which are running ? Yes.
258. Have you enough power to supply this electric tramway as well ? We shall be able to provide for 
that in the manner X have indicated.
259. But not until you get the new boilers ? No.
260. Mr. Shepherd!] Have you sufficient power now to work the two additional lines in the event of their
being constructed, or would you require to secure more power? When we have the additional boilers 
we shall be able, by means of the accumulators, to which I have referred, to supply those lines without 
additional machinery. _
261. Would the same power work a single line in each of the streets as it would work a double line in
one street ? Yes ; unless the fact of the line being in two streets necessitated further cars being supplied. '
262. Chairman.] I believe the power plant was originally provided for the G-eorge-street electric tram?
The four engines provided for more than the George-street traffic.
263. What was the amount of traffic which was provided for in the first estimate ;—was it for the George- 
street traffic alone, or for future developments of a somewhat uncertain nature ? It was for further 
traffic besides that of Gcorge-street.
264. Do you know whether a detailed estimate was made for that further traffic ? Yos.
265. Was the whole scheme of conversion considered iu making the estimate for the amount of power 
required ? I. could not say how the figures for the present plant were made up. They were made up by 
Mr. Klwel), 1 have reported to the Commissioners on the general conversion scheme, exclusive of the 
two proposals before the Committee.
266. Did you provide for any estimate of the amount of power required for the total conversion ? Yes.
267. Will that estimate leave you any margin for a single line down Castlereagh-street and Pitt-street?
I am informed by the traffic officers that it will. Of course, my estimates are based upon a certain 
number of trams estimated for by the Traffic Superinteudent. He allowed what he considered was a 
reasonable margin for contingencies, and I understand that this can be considered as one of the 
contingencies provided for.
268. What total horse-power do you mention as being sufficient for the full scheme? Eleven thousand; 
that is, 6,000 in addition to the 5,000 at present in use.
269. In that 11,000 horse-power you have a sufficiently wide margin to cover the 550 horse-power required 
for the scheme under consideration? Yes.
270. Of the 11,000 horse-power, how much would you consider to be reserve power which is not likely 
to he called up for some time ? That has boon expressed iu tho form of trams. I got from the Traffic 
Superintendent an estimate which will cover all the trams he considers likely to be used for some years to 
come, aud as long as he has allowed the margin I provide the power for that margin.
271. At present you keep one engine out of four iu reserve ? Yes.
272. Of 11,000 horse-power, what proportion of your power would you keep in reserve ? Two out of 
seven,
273. Would that represent the same proportion of electrical power ? It is rather larger.
274. Then, yon will practically have any amount of powror to cope with the 500 additional horse-power 
required for the two tram-lines ? Yes.

Edward Johnstone Slevers, Government Land Valuer, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
_ ’ . . . CiamiQe,i:- _ _ E. J. Sievers.

275. Mr Watson.] In connection with this proposal, it has been suggested that, in order to provide for a—^
the purposes of the line at the foot of Pitt-street, it will be necessary to resume the small piece of land 20Sept,,1900. 
at the corner of Pitt and Alfred Si rests, near Change Alley ? That is so.
276. That is part, at present, of a fairly large block of land, which has not been built upon to any extent ?
The buildings are of a temporary character, probably worth £500 or £600.
277. Can you offer any opinion as to what the probable cost of resumption would he? The lands will 
probably cost between £4,000 and £5,000.
27S. Would that make au allowance for any increased value which might be given for the remainder of 
the area by affording it a better frontage? I am inclined to think that there would be no betterment to 
the balance of tbe resumption. The mere fact of bringing the tramway down Pitt-street will not better 
it. It will not'cause any increased foot traffic near the property.
279. At present that property has only one good frontage to Pitt-strcct1 should imagine that, the 
street being so narrow, the frontage to Alfred-street is not of any value? It is narrow, and the ground 
in front of it is Government land. Probably the area required will be less than is shown on the plan.
280. Do you not think that the additional width given to Alfred-street, boliind tho “Ship Inn,” might have 
some bearing on the value of the remaining block ? I do not think it would add materially to it. I 
scarcely think that the bringing of the tramway close up to the property there would increase the value 
of it.

FRIDAY,
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Jteesmt:—
ri WILLIAM TEOMAS DICK., Esq, (Chairman).
i’helion. Patrick Lindesat Cjiawfoed Shepherb. I John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Andrew G-arran, LL.D. | Bobert Henry Leyien, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam. [ John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Electric Tramway along Pitt-
street, City of Sydney.

, Henry Alexander, proprietor, Hargrave-street and Point Piper road omnibuses, sworn, and examined:—■
H.Alexander. 281. Chairman. Have you any statement to make to the Committee? Yes. The earnings of the ’buses 

011 Por^ons their route is a very considerable item in their maintenance, and as it is impossible
eP ■> ■ to run buses profitably in any of the suburbs to connect with trams, the ’buses must of necessity be

withdrawn, and a very large number of the public would be deprived of the conveniences they now have 
through the ’buses running to places where trams are unable to run. The Government obtain a monopoly 
of the streets, and interfere with existing rights to a very great extent. Those who own ’buses are very 

■ considerable losers, and yet no recompense is made ; whereas, if a private company were granted such 
privileges, there is no doubt but the ’bus-owners would receive reasonable compensation, wdiieh, in my 
opinion, they are fairly entitled to. I am of the opinion that even if all the ’buses ceased running in 
Pitt-street, the ordinary traffic would be such as to make it extremely dangerous to run trams in that 
street. There is nothing to prevent the tramway authorities, once they get a single line along the streets, 
placing a double line there, their only consideration being the conveyance of tram passengers ; but the 
general public using the streets will be the great sufferers. There cannot be any doubt that, no matter 
what is done in the way of tramway additions, the whole of the suburban traffic cannot be conveyed. 
I understand it is proposed to run a single line of electric trams down Castlereagh-street ou to Circular 
Qua\r, and return via Pitt-street to the present lines near the Baihvay Station or Haymarket. I am tho 
owner of the largest number of ’buses noiv running to and from the Circular Quay; My ’buses ply via 
Pitt, Park, Elizabeth, and Oxford Streets to Paddinuton and Woollahra. My opinion is, thatthe running 
of trams along Pitt-street even by a single line in the centre of the road would be most dangerous aud 
attended with great loss of life : the number of lives lost and serious injuries inflicted by, and caused 
through the electric trams in a comparatively wide street like George-street, is an index of what may ho 
expected in such a narrow and heavily trafficked thoroughfare as Pitt-street. The space which would be 
available^for vehicles between the tram-line and the kerb would be altogether insufficient for safety, aud 
unless a ’bus or other vehicle pulled close into the kerb, which is often impracticable owing to stationary 
vehicles, it would bo impossible for the trams to make any headway. 1 do not think it is reasonable to 
ask ihe driver of any vehicle, be it ’bus or otherwise, to sacrifice all his rights to the public highways. .By 
taking up Pitt-street aud Castlereagh-street for tram purposes, the Government practically take every 
available thoroughfare running in that direction, and force the people to use the trams whether they like 
it or not, as ’bus proprietors would be afraid to run their ’buses in what would then be highly dangerous 
streets in a satisfactory manner to the centre of the city. Our streets are not suitable for traimvay 
purposes on any extensive scale, and in a very short time it will be found absolutely necessary to 
reconstruct the whole system. The public can only be served in a satisfactory way by a system of city 
railways. "
2S2. How many trips per day do your ’buses make up and down Pitt-street ? 220 each way. I may add
that there are forty-four ’buses besides my own running from Paddington, along Pitt-street, to Circular
Quay, The average number of trips they make is about TOO, That makes 600 trips per day each way for
the lot.
28d. Presuming a single line of tramway is constructed in Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street, could you 
bo alter the routes o£ your ’buses as to run them along the free side down Pitt-street, and along the free 
side up Castlereagh-street ? Yes ; if the road were clear, hut not otherwise. You could run parallel 
with the tram provided there was no other traffic on the line.
284. How far from the nearest point of the terminus ol the tramway do you run your ’buses ? One and 
half mile—that is, on the Hargrave-street line.
285. Do you find that a fair number of passengers still remain in the ’buses after you leave the nearest
point of tbe tram-line ? Yes. ‘ ’
286. Would there be sufficient traffic for your ’buses to act as a feeder to the proposed tramway if it were
built? There would not be sufficient, They are reallv on the line of the tram, and yet away from the 
tram. '
287. Do you maintain that the eastern suburban public would sustain loss and inconvenience if, by the 
construction of a tramway in Pitt-street, the ’buses were run off ? Undoubtedly.
288. Which of tho proposals before the Committee would you favour if you had to make a selection ? I 
am not favourable to either ; but if I were asked which would be the safer for vehicular traffic I should 
say a double line in Castlereagh-street.
280. Would a line along Pitt-street mean a serious interference with your business? Yes. In a short 
time there would not be a ’bus in Pitt-street. It would he dangerous to life and property to run them.
290. Dr. Garran.] How wide is Oxford-street? About the same width as Pitt-street, '
291. Your omnibuses run up Oxford-street on a hill ? Yes.
292. Do you find difficulty there ? We find it fairly difficult, but the trams do not run so verv frequently.
Wo are able to get out of the way, or wait until they pass. With au electric tram you would not be able 
to do that, as the cars follow each other in such rapid succession. ”
293. You have the Crown-street, Band wick, Waverley, and Bondi trams coming in ? Yes; but there are 
not so many of them as there are in George-street—not one-third of the number.
1:94.. Uor will there he in Pitt-street? I cannot sec that.
295. I. want to know how much your difficulty in Pitt-street would be greater than it is already in Oxford- 
street ? One can only assume that the trams will run in Pitt-street in the same way as they run now in 
George-street. You could not compare tbo present running in Oxford-street with what it would be in
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Pitt-street, unless you took into consideration the fact that there would not be such a large traffic in Pitt- H. Alemndcr. 
street. There can be no comparison between the present traffic in Oiford-street and that whicli will —A—\ 
eventually be in Pitt-street. 21 Sept., 1900.
296. Apart from the ’buses, have you noticed whether the traffic in Pitt-street is increasing ? Yes, con-
siderabiy. ]Vo person, if he can possibly avoid it, will drive down George-street, The general traffic has 
gone, to a large extent, into Pitt and Castlereagh Streets. •
297. Is the traffic which is natural to Pitt-street increasing ? 1 am not prepared to say.
298. If you were driven off Pitt-street, could you run branch omnibuses from your terminus to tbe nearest 
tram P Yes.
299. "Would that accommodate your customers? Yes.
300. Would it give you as much return as you are getting now ? I could not say.
301. Your expenses would he less, and you would have a shorter distance to run r Yes. '
302. And you would probably charge a penny fare P I presume so.
303. Would the Hargrave-street and Woollahra people get into business ’buses at the nearest point? 1 
should say not, because you ask them to pay 3d. for that which their neighbours are only paying 2d.
304. Where does the traffic which used to be taken by the Woollahra tram go now ? Partly in the tram.
Some people walk aud others go in the omnibuses.
305. Part of it goes to the Ocean-street tramway, and part to the Point Piper Head 'buses? Yes.
306. Do the Point Piper Road ’buses or the Hargrave-street ’buses carry most traffic ? There is not much
difference, I have more ’buses on the Hargrave-street route than on the Point Piper Itoad route, but, in 
proportion to their numbers, they carry about the same amount. 1 am not the only proprietor of ’buses 
running to Point Piper Road.
307. Do you run the Edgeeliffe-road ’buses ? No. Since the ’buses have stopped running I have had
requests made to me to run a ’bus there for the convenience of tiie public. I wont into the matter, and
found that it would not pay. Thus a considerable number of people are inconvenienced.
308. How long have those ’buses ceased running ? Only quite recently—since the cable tram service has 
been so much quicker.
309. Have any omnibuses been run off William-street ? Yes.
310. Have any beeu run off the penny section from the top of William-street ? Yes.
311. lias that service ceased ? I think it has. If it has not, I think it will do so next week.
312. Then no omnibuses can compete with the trams ? Not if they run at the same fares, and cover the 
same ground.
313. Mr. McFarlane.'] Are you aware that George-street cannot carry the whole of the electric tram 
traffic ? Yes.
314. Do you think it would be possible to put any more trams in George-street ? I do not think it would 
be safe.
315. How would you deal with the increased traffic without utilising Castlereagh or Pitt Streets ? You 
could not deal with it. There is no doubt that this is the only way in which you can give some sort of a 
tramway system; but, in view of the way in which some streets are constructed, you will never be able 
to carry the passengers in the trams.
316. What is the best way of providing for the passenger traffic ? The construction of a city railway,
317. Do you think a city railway, along with the present tram service, will carry the whole of the traffic?
Yes.
318. The Railway Commissioners state that, oven if there is a city railway, they will have to utilise Pitt- 
street or Castlereagh-street, aud perhaps both, for an electric tram service ? It may be so from their 
point of view. I daresay they want to go along every thoroughfare where there is a chance of picking 
up a passenger.
319. Do you thiuk that, if Pitt-street or Castlereagh-street were taken for tram purposes, one of those 
streets would be sufficient to carry the ’bus traffic ? Yes; because it is doing so at the present time, aud 
there are likely to be less 'buses there than there are now.
320. Which street, in your opinion, would ho the best, in view of the local traffic, to take for tram 
purposes? Castlereagh-street. You would then leave Pitt-street for vehicular traffic, and would thus 
have one open street as near the centre of the town as you can get it.
321. Do you think that would be better than a single line in each street ? Yes.
322. Mr. Shepherd.'] Are the whole of your 'buses running to the eastern suburbs ? Yes.
323. What streets do you traverse when you get into town? We ruu from Moncur-atrcet, through 
Hargrave-street, Glenmore-road, Oxford-street, Liverpool-street, Elizabeth-street, Bathurst-strect, aud 
Pitt-street, to the Quay.
324. Do you use Castlereagh-street? No ; except to cross it.
325. Have you noticed any falling off in the number of passengers in the omnibuses since the electric 
trams started? Yes; a very big falling off.
326. Have you been obliged to knock off auy omnibuses since then ? No ; they have not interfered with 
me. 1 do not think there will be any difference between the carrying capacity of the present trams aud
the electric trams. If you extend the electric system to the eastern suburbs, the people will still have to ’
use tho ’buses where the electric trams do not serve them any better than does the present system 
serve them.
327. Could you propose any other plan than that which has been suggested for the relief of George- 
street ? No. You might relieve it for tho present, but you will have the same difficulties staring you in 
the face again immediately.
328. Of all the suggestions which have been made, you prefer a double line down Castlereagh-street ?
Yes ; I think that would be the safest for vehicular traffic.
329. I suppose there is less traffic in Castlereagh-street at present than there is in George-street and 
Pitt-street ? Yes; a great deal of the heavy traffic could be taken along Castlereagh-street, even if there 
were a double line of trams.
330. Chairman.] Do you find that the traffic in and out of Ihe big wholesale stores in Pitt-street
interferes with your’buses? Yes; it makes a lot of difference- You have to creep your way very 
slowly at times on account of the business houses. There is always a certain amount of traffic standing 
about such places as LSwson’s, Harris and Ackman’s, aud In glia’ sale-yards. '
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H. Alexander. 33], "Would a space of 9 ft. 6 in. clear between "the tramline and tbe footpath be sufficient for you to 
work your ’buses ? Yes, provided there was nothing else in the road. The chances are, however, that 

21 Sept., 1SOO. after travelling a short distance you will be blocked by a cart or cab. Tho intersections would ho very- 
dangerous. Traffic would be almost unable to move across George-street. At the present time people 
are almost afraid to Cross the intersections of George and King Streets.
332. Mr. McFarlave.] "Would not the traffic be relieved a part of the distance if the ’buses were 
run along College-street and Park-street, and tbence to King-street ? Even then you would get into 
Pitt or Castlereagh Streets.
333. Some of the ’buses from the eastern suburbs go that way and along King-street now ? Yes; 
they go straight down William-street. Others come along William-street, and pass College-street into 
Park-street.
334. If more’buses went in that direction, would it not make a difference? It would not minimise 
tho difficulty. It would only relieve that portion of the street between Bathurst-street and Park-street.
335. Suppose a number of the ‘buses came down King-street? That would be more dangerous, 
especially at the intersection of Pitt-street. You would have to cross the tram at Elizaboth-street, 
Castlereagh-street. and Pitt-street, and King-street is a very awkward street for traffic, as it is hilly from 
Elizabeth-street to Pitt-street. Besides, the people living in the eastern suburbs do not. want to be 
carried a roundabout way if they can avoid it. That route would take them away from the places to 
which they want to go. Por instance, they might want to go to George-streot, and to do that they would 
have to leave the omnibuses at Liverpool-street and walk.

MONDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER, 1900.

present:—
WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Patrick Ltndesay Crawford Snepiierd. John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam. RoIjert Henry Leyien, Esq.

John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the erpediency of constructing a line of Electric Tramway along
Pitt-street, City of Sydney,

John Kneeshaw, Traffic Superintendent, Tramway Department, sworn, and examined
J. Kneeshaw. 336. Mr. Watson.'] It has been suggested that some objection, urged against the construction of the Pitt

, street line, might he removed if it could be assured that the extension of the eastern tramway system to 
24Sept., 1900. the Quay could he carried out before tbe line in Pitt-street is opened;—do you think that extension could 

be carried out before tbe opening of the Pitt-street line ? The Department would scarcely manage to 
convert the eastern system by the time the Pitt-street line was opened : hut it would not be long after 
that. In any ease, wo should not put any more traffic into Pitt-street than is absolutely necessary to 
relieve George-street from congestion. As we stand at present, we really cannot convert any more 
western lines until we have some other outlet. If the Committee approved of another outlet—say a 
single line in Castlereagh-street, returning by way of Pitt-street—we should not put more traffic into 
those streets than was absolutely necessary,
337. I understand that the Commissioners intend to convert the whole of the western system before they 
touch the eastern system ? That is the present scheme.
338. Would it be possible to convert the Bondi and Waverley sections of the eastern system before 
completing the western conversion, so as to ensure that the ’bus traffic in Pitt-street would be subtracted ? 
Hot very well, because they have already got tho Leichhardt and Glebe lines ready for the wire, and in 
some cases tbe track is bonded. Similarly, arrangements have been made with the Balmain conversion. 
It is not good policy to have the steam motors running on any portion of the electric lines, because the 
sulphur fumes affect the overhead wire and corrode it. It would be a more business-like thing io carry 
out the whole of one system first; hut as soon as the necessary power is available it will not take very 
long to convert the eastern side.
339. How soon-do you anticipate that the eastern conversion can he commenced ? I think we ought to
be running on the eastern side under eighteen months from date. .
340. How soon do you anticipate the Castlereagh-street and Pitt-street single line would he ready to be 
opened, assuming the work received approval shortly ? I could hardly answer the question, but 1 do not 
think it could be managed under eight or nine months.
341. So that it would probably be another eight or nine months before the conversion on the eastern side 
could be made, and before you could look for any great subtraction of ’bus traffic from Pitt-street?

■ Abdut that. Of course, with the conversion of the western system, we should have steam rolling-stock
released, which would enable us to give a much better service on the eastern side, even before the conver
sion. That, in itself, will have a tendency to reduce the 'bus traffic in Pitt-street.
342. Has your department made any attempt to ascertain the number of ’buses going through Oxford-street 
during a day ? Yes ; hut I have not the information with me. We always get that from Mr, Edward, 
the Superintendent of Traflic.
343. Approximately, I suppose it will he the same as the number of eastern ’buses which go through Pitt- 
street ? Of course, some of the ’buses from tho eastern suburbs run to the railway station direct.
344. Then there will be more ’buses, really, in Oxford-street than in Pitt-street? Yes,
345. The other day Mr. Alexander, omnibus proprietor, estimated that the eastern suburban ’buses made 
1,200 trips a day in Pitt-street? It sounds a large number, but it is not so many when you remember 
that we have 2,300 tram trips in George-street per day.
346. Do you think that the construction of a single lino in Pitt-street and Castlereagh-street would mean 
less blocking of general vehicular traffic than a double line in one or other of those streets ? I thiuk it is 
very clear that it would mean less blocking of traflic. We should keep on one Side of the street, and 
allow the other side for vehicular traffic.

347.
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347. Do vou think there would be any difficulty in adding your tram service to the present traffic of Pitt- J- Knaeoluiw, 
street ? X think not. Peoplo thought we would not be able to ruu trams in George-street, but the traffic 
soon accommodates itself. 24Sept., 1 .
3XS. We have been informed that a great deal of the traffic which previously went along George-street 
has been diverted to Pitt-street on account of the running of the trams ? Probably ; andl think there is 
still room for some of the Pitt-street traffic, particularly the heavy traffic, to be diverted. If we get the 
heavy traffic out of Pitt-street there will he very little difficulty with the trams aud omnibuses. It is the 
walking-pace traffic which is the trouble. I have had a consultation with Mr. Edward on that point, and 
I understand that when the regulations are issued they will provide for the walking-pace traffic to go into 
Castlereagh-street. fc
349. What room would there be between the body of thetramcar which overhangs the line and the kerb ?
.About 8 feet 4 inches. Of course, with a single track, there would be twice that room on the other side.
350. Would 8 feet 4 inches be sufficient for one line of vehicles? Yes. In giving evidence tbe ollmr 
day, Mr. Alexander referred to tho danger of centre poles; but there will be no centre poles in Pitt-street.
The trolly wires will be carried by span wires running from poles along the side; therefore, we can keep 
the tracks close together. Instead of having 12-feet centres we shall have 9-feet centres—that is, 
assuming we have a double track.
351. Assuming that there are two tracks in the centre of the street, what space will they take up ?
Eourteen feet G inches. That will give 10 feet on either side of the street. The overhang of the tram 
will reduce that about a foot. _
352. That will give a greater width than Mr. Edward anticipated would be the case in connection with 
the Castlereagh-street line ;—he put it down as 9 feet 5 inches clear ? Yes. lie has evidently assumed 
that we are going to have poles, as we have in George-street; but by using span poles we can have a 
much narrower centre. I desire to point out that we cannot go on with more conversion until we get 
some other outlet on the western side.
353. Even with the traffic you are working nowin George-street, you think it would be an advantage to 
have some of it diverted to Pitt-street ? It would be au advantage, At the same time we should not 
think of easing George-street by crowding Pitt-street.
854. It has been suggested that George-street would be sufficiently relieved, and the traffic requirements 
well enough served, if a double line were constructed down Castlcreagh-street, leaving the Pitt-street line 
out of consideration do you think that with that line you would be able to catch the railway traffic ?
I do not think the railway passengers would be satisfied with Castlereagh-street. Having been in George- 
street so long, I think, in preference to walking up to Castlereagh-street for the purpose of joining tho 
trams io the railway station, they would crowd fhe Newtown or the other western suburban trams, and 
walk up from tbe railway gates. As risky as it is they would do it. On the other baud, if we had the 
return line in Pitt-street, 1 think they would join the trams there. I do not think we should have that 
measure of relief with a double line in Castlereagh-street which we would have with a single line in each 
street.
355. I should imagine there would be a better chance of pick-up traffic being obtained in Pitt-street ?
Yes, to a far greater extent.
35G. Do you think that anv fair proportion of the pick-up traffic now obtained by the George-street line 
comes from tho vicinity of Pitt-street ? Some of it does ? On the other hand, there is still a large 
pick-up traffic to he obtained on its own account.
357. J. presume the pick-up traffic is rather a disadvantage to the western suburban passengers in George- 
street ? It is. It has the effect of crowding them out.

TUESBA Y, 25 SEPTEMBER, 1900.
JJrmnt:—

WILLIAM THOMAS DICK, Esq. (CnAiBMAN).
The Hon. PATiircr: Lindesat Cbawford Shepherd, j John Christian Watson, Esq.
The Hon. Solomon Herbert Htam. | John McEarlane, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a line of Electric Tramway along
Pitt-street, City of Sydney.

Hugh McLachlan, Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners, sworn, and further examined:—
353. Mr. McEarlane^ Have the Eailway Commissioners given consideration to the desirableness of 
converting the eastern suburban tram traffic before carrying out the proposed electric line in Castlereagh 
and Pitt Streets ? Yes. . The Commissioners recognise the importance of having the conversion of the 25 Sept.,1900. 
eastern suburban service carried out at the earliest possible date ; but tbey cannot, after full considera
tion, approve of part of the western suburban conversion being postponed so as to enable the Paddington 
line to he dealt with. All arrangements have been put in hand, and promises made as to the order of the 
changes, and the Commissioners cannot see their way to now amend them. It will only be, in any case, 
a matter of temporary inconvenience. The necessary machinery has already been ordered from America, 
and although it may take some time to complete after the proposal now under consideration is finished, if 
approved, it will only be a question of time, and the Commissioners will push on with the work as much 
ns possible. If it were a vital point to get the omnibuses out of Pitt-street, in view of a tram being mode 
in that thoroughfare, it might bo considered whether that traffic could not be diverted into Castlereagh- 
street. In any case, they would have, almost of uecessity, to go there if the tramway is approved, and 
whilst it is being constructed in Pitt-street.
359. Could you say how long it will take to carry out the conversion as far as Paddington? Of course, 
it would not take a great deal of time if you had the power ; but the conversion of the western system 
will absorb tho power we have got. Consequently, the Commissioners have had a contract let for much 
additional machinery, and that will necessarily take some time to get into position and in working order.
360. Can you say how long? I think the contract time is nineteen months.
361. I suppose it will take some considerable time after that for the tram to be got into working order ?
I do not know that it will; but that is tbc contract time for tho completion of the machinery. 362.

H.
McLachlan.
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H.
McLachlan.

25 Sept., 1900.

3(12. It will probably take two years ? I suppose so.
363. How could the Commissioners arrange, in the event of a single line being constructed in Castlcreagh- 
street: would tbey stop the traffic whilst the line was being completed:—would they carry out the 
construction of single lines in both streets at one time ? That is a matter with which we do not deal. 
The Construction Department carry out the work. I believe that in'America they finish one street at a 
time, and practically close the section of the street upon which they are working. I should imagine that, 
when working in Pitt-street, the vehicular traffic would have to be diverted. The omnibuses could be 
diverted into Castlereagh-street, and tbe question is whether we might not keep them there, pending tbe 
conversion..
36k. How do the Commissioners view the carrying out of a double line in Pitt-street, thus leaving 
Castlereagh-street free P They prefer their own proposal. *
365. M'ould not a double line in Pitt-street answer as well ? As a matter of convenience, I should say 
yes—that is, as far as the public are concerned ; but still the Commissioners think a line down one street 
and up the other would be the least inconvenient; and if a city railway were made—and it probably will 
be made, some day—it would be a question as to whether those lines would require to he duplicated.

B. A. 
Sebright.

2& Sept., 1900.

Eobert Alexander Setright, importer of typewriting materials, Pitt-street, Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
366. Mr. Watson.'} Will you state your opinion with regard to the proposal before the Committee? I 
have been about Sydney and suburbs for the last twenty years. To commence with, I think it would be 
impossible to run a double line of trams in Pitt-street. I understand that the Kailway Commissioners 
are more eager to have a tram in Pitt-street than in Castlereagh-street. There is only one way in which 
a double line can be run along Pitt-street, and that is by cutting down the pathways. Sydney possesses 
narrow streets and wide pathways, and I think the only way of constructing a double line in Pitt-street 
is by cutting 3 or 4 feet of the pathway on each side. At present the pathways are more than wide 
enough for ordinary business purposes. They are, however, taken up by the people who are out, not on 
business, hut for the purpose of strolling about. As a rule, when business people are in a hurry, they 
have to walk along the roadway iu order to get along quickly. I daresay that an Act of Parliament would 
have to be passed to enable 2 or 3 feet to be taken off the pathways, aud if that were done there would 
still be plenty of room for the pedestrians. That, coupled with the exercise of strict regulations in regard 
to the drivers of the general traffic, would enable a double line to be run through Pitt-street. At present 
there is ample space between the two lines of tramway in G-eorge-street. I think we could do with 6 
inches less in Pitt-street, and that would make still more room at the aides of the road.
367. In connection with Pitt-street, it is proposed to place the poles at each side of the street, instead 
of in the centre as in George-street, which will, reduce the width between the two lines? I would 
suggest that the width between the lines should not be as narrow as it is between the steam tram
lines. There should be sufficient width to enable a person to stand, with a certain amount of safety, 
between two trams passing in opposite directions. It would be a mistake to have the same space between 
the electric lino, as that which we have between the steam lines. Personally, I hailed the approach of the 
trams in George-street, with delight, knowing that they would be a means of doing away with the 
incessant rattle of the ’bus traffic. A person going along George-street between a quarter to 6 aud half
past 0 in the evening, could, formerly, no more talk to a friend in his usual tone of voice than he could 
fly. . One had to yell out like a commanding officer to make himself heard, and that, together with the 
continual rattle of the buses, not naturally gave one a headache. The trams have done away with that, 
When it was proposed that the poles should be placed in the centre of George-street, I laughed at the 
idea of them, thinking that the Commissioners should have gone in for what is known as the storage 
system. It seems, however, that the Commissioners tried the storage system for over a year mElriabeth- 
street, and found that there was something wrong in tho working of it. J. also thought that the placing 
of poles in the centre of the street would make a “ holy show ” of the city. When they were first put 
up, I did not like them, but afterwards I came to the conclusion that they would divide the ordinary 
traffic in such a way that there would be no more racing amongst the ’busmen. That sort of thing has 
been stopped. Apart from that, they are a haven for women and children, who are as safe upon the 
basalt or trachyte ovals at their base, as they would be upon the pathway. Tbey are very useful in that 
respect, hut I do not think they could he used in Pitt-street. It has struck me that it might be wise to 
run a double line of tramway from the railway station along Pitt-street as far as Bathurst-street. If the 
’buses which come down Bathurst-strect aud turn into Pitt-street could he done away with, the double 
line along Pitt-street could be extended as far as Park-street. From that point there should he a 
single line in the centre of the road as far as the Post Office. At Martin-place there should ho 
a loop for the accommodation of the trams going north, and there should be a single line between 
that loop and Circular Quay. That line could be kept running until the ’buses were driven 
off the street. At the same time, I do not think they would be- driven off, because the tram 
service along Pitt-street would only accommodate the western suburbs; whereas, the ’bus traffic 
along Pitt-street is to the eastern suburbs. That traffic would continue, unless the Eailway Com
missioners commenced to run branch Lines when they started the electric service'along Oxford-street, 
to Glenmore-road and other places. My idea is, that upon the branch lines they could use small 
storage battery trams to take the place of the ’hoses. I think they would be used in preference to 
the ’buses. Personally, I never travel in a ’bus if I can get a tram. The public are in the hands of the 
drivers, and if, on account of some carelessness, an accident occurs, and a person gets his neck broken, 
his family can obtain no recompense; because if an action is brought and is won, tbe owner of the ’buses 
can go insolvent and clear himself of all liability.
368. Do you think that the suggestion of the Railway Commissioners to construct a single line down 
Castlereagh-street, and a single line up Pitt-street, can be carried out without any great interference with 
traffic? I think so, provided the drivers have proper control over the car. At present their business 
seems to be simply to start and stop the cars, I suggest that at each end of the trams a mirror, about 
6 inches by 24 inches, should be fixed, so that the drivers could see behind them as well as in front of 
them. The mirrors could be constructed so that they would not interfere with their side view to any great 
extent. The drivers should then be responsible for the working of the tram from the time the guard 
blows his whistle. In my opinion, the trams running to and from tho Eailway Station are too high from

tho
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the road. A new cow-catcher has been invented—an ordinary frame with a net—which could be easily K A. 
fixed on the back of trams. The electric trams should have a board fixed to them, as have the steam- Setright. 
trams, which is let down at tho sides, and it almost touches the frround, tbo result being that if a person r™”'*' 
falls from them, it is impossible for them to get underneath, The rail wav'cars are simply Juggernauts. ept-.t 0.
’When a person is knocked down by them, he has nothing to throw him away, and ho is generally run over.
If the drivers have proper control over their cars, and if they become possessed of the knowledge that 
the street does not belong to them, there would be no danger in running a single line along Pitt-street.
369. How do you think it will affect the business people in Pitt-street ? It would not affect them at all.
It would do them more good than harm.
370. Tou do not think it would be objectionable to the majority of them P No ; and it would be more 
convenient to the customers. Hundreds of customers who travel by the ‘buses would prefer to travel by 
the trams.
371. Have you noticed any great increase in the traffic of Pitt-street since the George-street line has been 
constructed ? No ; I. think there has been a slight decrease. At the same time, there are more ’buses, 
and it is tbey which take up so much of the room. I believe that when tbe electric trams are running 
from Circular Quay to the eastern suburbs, they will do away with a lot of the ’bus traffic. Of course, 
tbey will not do away with the Glenmore-road and Woollahra ’buses.
372. Have you any evidence to add in regard to the construction of a tram-line in Pitt-street? My
argument is that the tram would not interfere with Pitt-street. There is no necessity for the tram-cars 
to stop at fixed stopping-places, but only when called upon to stop. In that case, there would be no 
necessity for them to rush along. They would have to feel their way until they got to Bathurst-street, 
and then there would be nothing to prevent them going as fast as they liked. If the Eailway Commis
sioners gave the drivers £200, they must go carefully and slowly along Pitt-street, they would not interfere 
with the traffic. '
373. Would not time be saved by having specified stopping-places? I would not like to express an opinion;
I have only made a suggestion. As for the Castlereagh-street tram, that is a simple matter; there is 
nothing to stop a tram going along there. There is only one obstacle, and that is the hotel opposite the 
“Metropole,” which would have to be done away with, so as to cut off the corner. Compared with the 
steam trams, the accidents in connection with the electric trams are very numerous. My explanation of 
that is that the steam trams make such au awful noise that they frighten tbe people in time; whereas the 
electric trams come along so silently that people are unable to hear them and get out of tho way.

Si liner : Williwii Applegate Qultiek, Government Printer.—1900,
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NT-] IV SOUTH WALES.

ACCIDENTS ON THE GEORGE-STliEET AND NORTH 
SYDNEY ELECTRIC TRAMS.

( r r;r ur nt r Esr ecu no.)

Printfd ur.der .Vo 14 Efipori from Printing Committee, 11 Oetohfir. 1900.

\_Eclnrn prepared in aecordonrr iritJi promixr modfi tuf thn Houoriitiifi. the ^haulfir for Jt(irItrni/3 in aiwrer 
tu Queition No. 1 I, ?« I'nifi.it and J’rjcredingit of the I'dlh August, 1900.]

(1.) Question.—"Will lie have propiircd n conijRele rtluni showing the mimbor of fatal accidents on the 
George-street ami North Shore Electric Trams respectively since the date of opening ?

Answer.—George-street Line, 13; North Shore Lines, nil.
(2.) Question.—Also the number of accidents reported by the officials in charge of the trams, but which 

were unattended by fatal consequences ?
Answer.—George-street Line, 105 ; North Shore Linos, nil.

(3.) Question.—Likewise the number of fatal accidents, aud accidents unaccompanied by fatal results, on 
the steam and cable trams during tho, last twelve months ?

Answer.—Steam lines—fatal, 13; non-fatal. S3. Cable lines—fatal, nil; non-fatal, 8.
(4.) Question.—YVill he also state in detail the respective amounts paid on behalf of the Government 

Tramways Department to the victims of tram accidents, or their representatives, by way of com
pensation since the inauguration of the electric system, and on the steam-motor Hues, during the 
past twelve months r

Answer.—
Rkti’hjt showing amounts paid on behalf of the Government Tramways Department to the victims of

tram accidents, or their representatives, hy way of compensation (without legal costs), from September,
1S99, to August, 11)00, both months inclusive.

Gaffney, Thos............................................
Tit?,simmons, Mrs. ... ... ...
Golden, Florence .. ... ... ...
Biblin, F. "W.............................................
Grotjobn, A. .....................................
Clarke, Thus. ... ... ... ...
Wakely, S. .1.............................................
Ballantyne and wife ... ... ...
Conglan, U. .T. ... .. ..............
Liggins and Arnold, Misses ... ...
Brown & Co. ... ... ... ...
Smith, Oldroyd ... ... ... ...

Carried forward...

Amounts pnid.

Flodric, Cib’.e Slcu in.

j £ s.
d. £ a. d. £ 8, d.

1 25 0 01 15 0 0
1 10 0
l ............... .

0
10 0 0

\ 20 0 0
\ 100 0 0

15 0 0
25 O 0

j 150 0 0
i 1 2 61 ' 8 0 0

1 0 0

ii 2
1

6 25 0 0 344 0 0

i
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Names.
Amounts paid.

Electric,. Cable. Steam.

Brought forward

Lemaire, Mr. ...
Simpson, H, J. ...
Johnson, J. ...
Sylvester, A. ...
Cooper,'W’. ...
Collins, B.. A. ...
Donovan, J. and C. 
Freeman, H. ...
Australian Gas Company 
Foster, G. C. ...
Bussell, C. J. ...
Dean & Sons ...
Dalton, Ellen Y. ... 
MeGovely, Mrs, ... 
Parle, Jos.... ...
Lawes, S. ..............
AYhitton, G. *...
Harris, H. ... ...
Schields, W. ...
Hickey, M. J. ...
Kain, Jno.... ...
Gilsmau, P. H. ...
Maloney, J. G. ...
Farrell, J, and G__
Linton, Mrs. J. ...
Price, Mrs. .. ...
Walkden, C. ...
Buckley, J. ...
Barker, S.................
Stewart, T...............
Parkes, G. B. ...
Sehohaek, Mrs. E.... 
Hunt, Mary ...
Bray, G...................
Dries, Floden ,.
Cartwright, B. ...
Lawler, W. ...
Young, Jos. and Mabel 
Leonard, P. and M. 
Macon, C. H. ...
Ayres, Katie ...
Davies, B.................
Passfield, G. and T. 
Chigins and wife ...
Moore, R. ... ...
Lane, F. ... ...
Little, G. ... ...
Houston, G. and R.
McMahon, J. ...
Monahan, J. and M.
Freeman, Mrs. ...
Dobson, Miss A. ...
Cameron, Mrs. ...
Booth, W. J. ...
Mclnnes, Revd. ...
Kinsella, D. ...
Palmer, W. ...
King, Mrs.... ...
O'Sullivan, M. ...
Stewart, C. ...
Bandal, C.... ...
Leslie, L. ... ...
Lawson, Mrs. ...
Elliott, F., & Co. ...
Gibbs, —..............
Lloyd, \Vr................

Carried forward

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
£ 11 2 6 25 0 0 3441 0 0

.1 15 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0

7 10 0
2 0 0

.................. 40 0 0
i is o

5 12 5
160 0 0
40 0 0

0 15 0
8 0 0
8 10 0

5 5 0
12 6

7 11 3
20 0 0

1 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0

10 0
3 0 0

14 6 0
2 0 0

27 2 0
• 16 1 0

10 16 0
5 0 0

25 0 0
5 0 0

10 0 0
10 0 0

7 10 0
2 0 0

10 0 0
20 0 0
21 0 0

30 0 0
5 0 0

21 0 0
2 10 0

oo 0 0
10 0
3 5 0
5 0 0

20 0 0
40 0 0

6 0 0
55 0 0

2 13 0
15 0 0

0 15 0
1 10 0
0 17 0

10 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0

80 0 0
20 0 0

10 0 0
150 0 0

17 2 6
10 0 0
10 0 '

£ 977 IS 2 93 1.0 902 14 6
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Amount paid.

Electric. Cable. Steam.

Brought forward £
£ b. d. 

H77 18 2
£ b, d. £ b. d.
93 1 0 902 14 6

Young, Mias ...
Eice, W................
Irwin, J. and Ellen 
Jones, Philip ..
King, Mrs...........
Young,.).............
Ogden, W...........
"Wittgenstein, L. ..
Stewart, E............
Betters, E............
Carnell, E, C. ..
May, Eose ... ..
Newson, W. C. .. 
Abel & Coy. ..
Nelson, May .,
Barber, T. A. ..
Dean, E...............
Lovoley, W. H. C. 
Bullock, A. J. 
Stausbie, Joseph .. 
Barker, \y. M. ,.
Litchford, C. ..

Totals

10 0

15 0 0
2 5 0
3 0 0

15 0 0
600 0 0

25 0 0

15 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0

42 19 6
30 5 0

5 0 0
6 0 0

8 10 0 
50 0 0

75 0 0 
20 0 0 

6 0 0

5 0 0

60 0 0

55 0 0

£. 1,768 7 8 

Grand Total

151 11 0 1,123 14 6 

3,043 13 2

(5.) Question.—AYhat claims (if an}-), and their nature, are pending for damages alleged to have been 
sustained in connection with tram accidents ?

Answer.—There aro fifteen claims pending, hut as they are sub judice it is desired that particulars 
in connection with them should, at present, be withhold.

[3d.]
Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—-1900
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEWCASTLE-ADAMSTOWN TRAMWAY.
■ ' (BETUHN RESPECTING-:)

Printed under No. 13 Report from Printing Committee, 27 September, 1300.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in accordance ivith, promise made by the Honorable the Minister for 
Railways in answer to Question No. 4, Votes and Proceedings No. 42, of the \?>th September, 1300.]

(1.) Question.—When was the Newcastle-Adamstown Tramway opened for traffic?
" Answer.—13th August, 1900.

(2.) Question.—What has been the gross revenue received from this line ?

(3.) Question.—What have been the working expenses ?
Ansiuer.—(2 and 3.) The figures cannot be given exactly, as the extension forms part of a section ; 

but the estimated figures of the revenue and working expenses from 13th to 31st August inclusive are 
as under :—

Working expenses 
Earnings ...

£ s. d. 
106 9 5 
34 14 8
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